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ENCYCLOPEDIA BEITANNICA.

INFANT
INTACT, m law, is a perspn tin-€r full age, and tiiere-

fore subject to certain disabilities not affecting persons

wbo have attained full age. The period of full age varies

widely in different systems, as do also the disabilities

attaching to non-age. In Roman law, the age of puberty,

fijced at fourteen for males and twelve for females, was

recognized as a dividing line. Under that age a child is

under the guardianship of a tutor, but several degrees of

infancy are recognized. The first is absolute infancy in

the literal sense—speechlessness ; after that, until the age

of seven, a child is in/antix proximus ; and from the eighth

year to puberty he is pubertati proximvs. An infant in the

last stage could, with the assent of his tutor, act so as to

bind liimself by stipulations ; in the earlier stages he could

not, although binding stipulations could be made to him
in the second stage. After puberty, until the age of

twenty-five years, a modified infancy was recognized,

during which the minor's acts were not void altogether,

but voidable, and a curator was appointed to manage his

affairs. The difference between the tutor and the curator

in Eoman law was marked by the saying that the former

was appointed for the care of the person, the latter for the

estate of the pupil. These principles of coui-se apply only

to children who are sui juris. The patria potestas, so

long as it lasts, gives to the father the complete control

of the son's actions ; and tutorship and curatorship were
devices for protecting those who were free from the

potestas, but unable by reason of infancy to control their

own affairs. The right of the father to appoint tutors to

ids children by will [testamentarii) was recognized by the

Twelve Tables, as was also the tutorship of the agnati (or

legal as distinct from natural relations) in default of such an
appointment. Tutors who held office in virtue of a general

law were called legitimi. Besides and in default of these,

tutors dativi were appointed by the magistrates. These
terms are still used in much the same sense in modern
systems founded on the Roman law, as may ba seen in the

case of Scotland, noticed below.

By the law of England full age is twenty-one, and all

minors alike are subject to incapacities. The period of

twenty-one years is regarded as complete at the beginning

of the day before the birthday : for eitample, an infant

bom on the first day of January attains his majority at

lS-1

the first moment of the 31st of December. The iucapacity

of an infant is designed of course for his own protection,

and its general effect is to prevent him from binding him-

self absolutely by obligations. In the matter of contracts,

the statement has generally passed current that an infant's

contracts, except when they are binding for special reasons,

are either void or voidable, i.e., null, ab initio, or capable

of being nullified by the infant at his choice. Contracts,

for example, which cannot be beneficial to the infant are

said to be absolutely void. A bond with a penalt}' is for

this reason declared to be void. On the other hand, it is

alleged by the more recent text-writers that the words void

and voidable have not been carefully distinguished, and
that a contract is often described as void when it is only

meant tliat it is not binding. On this theoiy all the con-

tracts of an infant might be described as voidable at his

option except those few which are absolutely valid. On
his voidable contracts an infant may sue if he chooses to

do so, but may not be sued. Of the contracts of an infant

which are binding ab initio, the most important are those re-

lating to "necessaries." The word is used in an extended

signification to cover " articles fit to maintain the person

in the particular state, degree, and station in life in which

he is." Whether a particular thing is necessary or not

is a question of fact to be decided by a jury, but it is for

the judge to say whetlier it' is, prima facie of a descrip-

tion such that it may be a necessary. It has been ruled

by judges, without consulting the jury, that the follow-

ing articles were not necessary :—expensive dinners sup-

plied to an undergraduate in his private rooms ; a pair of

solitaire studs costing £25, and a goblet costing £\5, for

a baronet's son ; a chronometer worth £68, for a lieutenant

in the navy ; ornaments to the value of £137. On the

other hand, an undergraduate has been allowed a gold

watch as a necessary ; and liveries for an oflScer's servant,

money paid to release an infant from ejectment or distress,

and necessaries for an infant's wife have aU been held to

be necessaries of an infair. An object, in itself of a

character to be pronounceo a necessary, may in particular

cases be declared not necesF'vry, e.g., if the infant is already

supplied with tidngs of tljc kind. A sealskiiL waistcoat

may be a necessary to an 'ifant of good fortune, but not

if he has half a dozen suuh garments in his possession



INFANT
abeadj". Tho person who supplies goods prima facie

necessary to an infant must, it would oeem, take tlie risk

of their turning out to be unnecessary. An infant fraudu-

lently passing himself off as of full age and contracting on

that footing will be held bound in equity. The protection

of infants extends sometimes to transactions completed

after full age : the relief of heirs who have been induced

to barter away their expectations is an example. " Catch-

ing bargains," as they are called, throw on the persons

claiming the benefit of them the burden of proving their

substantial righteousness ; and, although the youth of the

party charged is not an essential point, it is generally one

of the facts relied on as showing undue influence.

At common law a bargain made by an infant might be

ratified by him after full age, and would then become in

all respects binJiu.;. Lord Tenterden's Act required the

ratification to be in writing. But now by tho Infants

Relief Act, 1874, "all contracts entered into by infants

for the repayment of money lent or to be lent, or for goods

supplied or to be supplied (other than contracts for neces-

saries), and all accounts stated, shall be absolutely void,"

and "no action shall be brought whereby to charge any

person upon any promise made after full age to pay any

debt contracted during infancy, or upon any ratification

made after full age of any promise or contract made during

infancy, whether there shall or shall not be any new con-

sideration for such promise or ratification after full age."

It has been held in a recent case that this action applies

to promises of marriage, so that where an infant had

jiromised marriage, and after attaining full age continued

to recognize the promise, no action arose on the breach.

But an actual contract of marriage may be lawfully made
by persons under age. ilarriageable age is fourteen in

males and twelve in females. So, generally, an infant may
bind himself by contract of apprenticeship or service.

Since the passing of the Wills Act, an infant is unable to

make a will Infancy is in general a disqualification for

public offices and professions, e.r/., to be a member of parlia-

ment or an elector, a mayor or burgess, a priest or deacon,

a barrister or solicitor, <fec.

The custody of an infant belongs in the first place, and

against all other persons, to the father, who is said to be
" the guardian of his children by nature and nurture ;" and
the father may by deed or will dispose of the custody or

tuition of his children until the age of twenty-one. If the

father is dead, and has appointed no testamentary guardian,

the motheris recognized as "guardianby nature andnurture."

But the children must be brought up in the father's religion,

even when he has given no directions on the subject ; and
it appears that no agreement between husband and wife

to the contrary effect will be sustained. When, however,

the father has in his lifetime suffered the children to be
educated in their mother's religion, he may be held to have
waived his rights. The Court of Chancery is unwUling to

embarrass itself by departing from the strict rule, and an
iastauce is recorded of a child which had been educated from
eight to fifteen in the tenets of the Plymouth Brethren

being ordered by the court to be educated iu the religion

of the Church of England. Tho right of the father to the
custody of the cluld will be enforced, except wliere he has
been guilty of gross immorality, by writ of habeas corpus,

as long as a child is witliin the age of nurture, which for

males at least may be taken to be fourteen years. The
infant then acquires a right of election. In two cases a
boy over fourteen but under sixteen has been permitted
by the court to choose, when tho father had sued for the
custody under a habeas corpus. In the case of female
infants, tho conrts have held that they do not acquire the
right of election till sixteen, folhiwing the statute of Philip
i Mary which punishes the abduction of maidens under

that age as a criminal offence. These rules do not apply

to illegitimate children, as they are not under the legal

i;uardianship of the putative father or the mother. The
lights of the father or mother may be interfered with by
the Court of Chancery under special circumstances, sutU

as cruelty, immorality, ic. A recent Act (3G ife 37 VicL

c. 12) gives power to the court to make ordei-s for the

mother of an infant under sixteen, to have or retain the

custody of such infaut, or to have access thereto, ic. The
same statute legalizes agreements by the father to give up
tho custody and control of chddreu to tho wife. The
Divorce Court has also very extensive powers of regulating

the custody and maintenance of children, in exercising

which it observes the same limits of age as the courts of

law and chancery.

There is not at common law any corresponding obligation

on tho part of cither parent to maintain or educate the

children. The legal duties of parents in this respect are only

those created by the poor laws and the Elementary Educa-

tion Act. In the case, however, of debts contracted by a
child for necessaries, the authority of the father would, to

use a common phrase, be " easily implied."

Besides the natural guardianship of parents, children

may in various other ways come under the authority of

guardians. A recent author gives the following as a com-

plete list of guardians :—guardian in chivalry, in socage,

in nature, by nurture, by election of the infant, by statute

(4 Pliilip & Mary c. 8, 12 Chas. IT. c. 24), by custom, by
appointment of the ecclesiastical courts and of the

Court of Chancery, foreign guardians, and guardians ad
litem (Simpson's Law of Infants, London, 1875). Some
of these have already been noticed, and others are obsolete

or nearly so. The Act of Chas. U. enables the tatlier to

appoint a testamentary guardian to his children during

infancy or any less period, who shall have the charge of

the infant's real and personal estate. The Act is not to

prejudice any customary guardianship, such as that of the

City of London, where, according to ancient but now
disused custom, the goods and lands of the orphans of

freemen are in the custody of the lord mayor and aldermen

in their court of orphans. By the custom of Kent, and
by the special customs of certain manors, the lord has the

right of appointing guardians to infant tenants. Guardian-
ship by socage extends only to lands of socage temire, and
belongs to the next of blood of the infant, other than those

who might succeed to the estate when the infant dies. It

ends when the infant reaches the age of fourteen ; after

that age, or before if there was no guardian, infants were
formerly allowed to elect a guardian, but that practice ia

now superseded by the action of tho Court of Chancery
which appoints guardians in all cases where it is for the

benefit of the infants to do so. An infaut under a guardian
appointed by the Court of Chancery is properly a " ward
of court," but the term is also applied to infants brought
under the authority of the court although no guardian bo
appointed. The office and duty of the guardian extend to

the custody and control of the infant, to his education,

maintenance, and advancement out of any property that

may bo available therefor, and to the prevention of im-
proper and disparaging marriages. The office of guardian
is strictly a trust, the ordinary duties arid responsibilities

of a trustee with respect to property being accompanied
by peculiar rights and duties with respect to the person

of the cestui que trust. He must act in all cases for the

benefit of the infant, and may not put himself into any
position in which his interest would be hostile to that of

tho infant. The Court of Chancery has full jurisdiction

ovfci guardians of every kind, whether appointed by itself

or not, and if it cannot actually dismiss a testamentary

guardian, it may supersede him and entrust the chaigo of
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the infant to some other person on proper cause being

Hhown (see Tbustek).

An infant is liable to a civil action for torts and wrongful

acts coniimtted by him. But, as it is possible sometimes

BO to shape the pleading's in an action as to make what is

in substance a right arising out of contract take the furm

of a right arising fmm civil injury, care i's taken that an

infant in such a case shall not be held liable. With respect

to crime, mere infancy is not a defence, but a child under

seven years of age is presumed to bo incapable of commit-

ting a crime, and between seven aiiu fourteen his capacity

requires to be affirmatively proved. After fourteen an

iafaut is Joli cnjvix.

Tho law of SrotlninI follows tlio li-oJiiig ]irinciplcs of tho Roman
law. Tlie jiciitMl of niiiidiily (wliich cii'U iit twctily-oiic) is tliviilnl

into two sta;,'i-'s, that ofaltsuliitc iiirap:irily { until tlirn;^r of fouilci-n

in males, an«l twrivr in fcinali-s), tlnriirg uliicli llii- niiiiur is in

pHpilaiity, ami Iliat of partial iru-apacity (tictwrcri fniijtnn ami
lw«*nty-oni'), Juiing wliich In* is undiT cnratoi>t. 'I'ln- ;,niai>!ians

for tntoi-s) of tho nnpil ai-c either tntoi-s-nominalr (a].piiiiitiil l»y tin-

fathi-r in hia will;; tntui-s-at-law (l«'iiig the next m-ili- n;.'nnle of

twenty-live yeai-s of age), in tlrfanlt of tutois-nnminate; or lulur^-

*Iative, appointed l»y royal w.-iiinnt in di-lault of the other iwo. Ko
act (lone l>y tin* pupil, or aetion raisi-il in his name, h.-rs any cll'eet

witliout the interposition of a gnalili.in. Alt'-i- fourli. n, all neis

*Ionc hy a minor li.iving eniatoisare vi.i.l wiilinnt llnii' eoieiiirenee.

Every "leisi in nonage, wlietlier ilnring pu]"il.iiity or niinoiity, antl

wliether antlioii/.sl or not hy tutors or i-niatiUT^, is liahle 1o reiUie-

tion on proof of " h-sion," i.--. , of m.iterial injury, <lue to the (iiet ol'

nonag'-, either Ihruui^h ihe u'-akness of the minor liimseif or tin*

inipinifenee tu' negligeui'C of his euiators. r)aniagc in fi'-l ari--ing

on a eontraet in itself Ju>t aU'l i-easimahh' would nol Ikj lesion

stitilling to restitution. l>i-eiis in nonage, otlier than those whi. li

an* ahsolntely null "/' iiiitiu, ntn.l he ehallenged within the tjiinil-

rininiitiil iilif'-, of four veais .ifl.-r niajorily.

hi the rnitetl .Si.ites, 1 he ]trineinlea of the Knglish rolnmon law
as to infam-y prevail, generally tlio most t'orispieuons viiriations

Uing ihqse alTeetiMg the agi? at wliirli wnnien attain inajoiitu

lu many .States this is lixe.! nt eighteen. There is MUne iljvei-sily

of praeti<-c as to the age at whieh a person ran nnikc u will of re.il

or jKirsonal estate. (E. 11.)

INFANTICIDR The history of infanticide as an
arcliaic institution lias already been referred to in the

article Fouxiii.tNi: HosfiTAi.s (vul. ix. p. 481). CLihlicii

of botli sexes were sacrificed as religious offerings. Indeed,

in some cases, c^., in cx[iiations fur sacrilege, the boy, as

being the nobler child, was prufcrrud. But what may be

called the normal infanticide of early soeicty was probably

confined to girls. Tho custom is in certain places and fur

certain periods explained bj- the system of exogamy ; but

much moi-o generally, as in China at the present day, it is

simply an illustration of what Jfaltlius would call a

"positive check," the reckless pio]iagation of children far

outrunning the means of subsistence which the energy of

the parents can provide. Infanticide still survives among
many savage races; and, where the necessity fur strong

warriors is felt, a selection is .sometimes made of the weaker
children for destruction. But this political element seldom

enters into tho custom. It is because girls cannot provide

for themselves that they are killed.

More complex were the leading forms of infanticide in

India, now suppressed by the wise action of the British

Government. The practice, though forbidden by both the

Vedas and tho Koran, jircvailcd among the B.-^jputs ninl

certain of tho aboriginal tribes. Among the aristocra-

tic K.'ijputs, for example, it was thunght dishonour-

able that a girl should remain unmarried. Moreover, n

girl may not marry below lier caste ; she ought to marry
her superior, or at least her equal. This reasoning was
obviously most powerful with the highest castes, in which,

accordingly, the disproportion of tho sexes was painfully

apparent. But, .a.ssiiming marriage to be possible, it is

ruinously expensive to tho bride's father. lie has to make
gifts of money, clothes, jewels, and sweetmeats to the bride-

groom's relatives ; and when the marriage ceremony comes,

he has, chiefly owing to the exactions of the Brihmans and
Bhats or minstrels, to face a lavish expenditure on fea.sts

which in the case of some rAj.ls has been known to reach

more than i;100,OUO. To avoid all this, the Riljput killed

a certain proportion of his daughters,—sometimes In a very

singular way. A pill of tobacco and bhang might be given
to the newborn child to swallow ; or it was drowned in

milk ; or the mother's breast was smeared with opium oi

tho juice of the poisonous Dutiira. A common form was
to cover tho child's mouth with a plaster of cow-dung
before it drew breath. Infanticide was also practised to a

small extent by some sects of tlic aboriginal Kandhs, and by
the poorer hill tribes of tho Himalaj'as. Where infanticide

occurs ill India, though it really rests on the economic
facts stated, there is usually some poetical tradition of

its origin. The measures against the practice were begun
towards the end of tho ISth ceiitiiiy by Joiiatlian Duncan
and Majur Walkc;-. They were continued by a series of

able and caincsl ollicers iluiing the present century. One
of its chief cvcnt-i, reiireseiiting many minor events, was
tho Uniritsur durbar of 1S53, which was arranged by tlic

late Lord Lawrence. At that great meeting tho chiefs

residing in the riiiijab and the trans-fiutlcj states signed

an agreement engaging to cx[iel from caste every one who
tumniitted iiifaiitieidc, to adopt llxcd and moderate rates

of marriage expenses, and to exclude from tlie^c ceremonies

the minstrels ami beggars who had so greatly swollen tlic

expense. According to the jjrescnt law, if the female

children fall below a ccitain perucntngo in any tract or

among any tribe in iiurtliern India where infanticide

formerly prevailed, the suspected villaL.'C is placed under

police supervision, the cost being charged to the locality.

l!y these measures, together with a strictly enforced system

of rciiorting births and deaths, infanticide has been .almost

trampled out; although sume of tho B.'iJiiut clans kccji

their female olfs[iring .siisjiiciously close to the lowest

average which secures them from surveillance.

The nioilern crime of infanticide shows no, .symptom of

diminution in the leading naliuns of ICuioj)e. In all of

them it is closely connected with illegitimacy in the class

of farm and domestic servants. The crime is generally

cumniitlcd by the mother for the purpo.se of completing

the cuneealmcnt of her .shame, and in other cases, wlierc

shame has not survived, in order to escape the burden of

her child's .support. The paramour sometimes aid.s in flic

crime, which is nut confined to unmarried motliei's. The
ease with which afliliation orders are obtained in Great

Britain must save the lives of many children. In France,

where the inquiry into paternity is forbidden, a controversy

still goes on as to the intlucnce of hospitals for "assisted

children," which are said to save life at tho expense of

morality. It seems certain that the great administrative

change involved in closing Ihe " tour " at these hospitals has

not perceptibly affected inf.inticide in Fniiicc. The laws

of the Euiopenu states dillcr widely on this subject,—some
of them treating infanticide as a special crime, others

regarding it merely as a case of murder of unusually

difficult proof.

In the law of England, tho inexcusable killing of infants

is theoretically murder. Tho infant must of course be a

human being in the legal sense ; and " a child becomes a

human being when it has completely proceeded in a living

state from the body of its mother, whether it has breathed

or not, and whether it has an independent circulation or

not, and whether the navel string is severed or not; and

the killing of such a child is homicide when it dies after

birth in consequence of injuries received before, during, or

after birth.' A child in the womb, or in the act of birth,

though it may have breathed, is therefore not a human
being, tho killing of which amomils to homicide. The
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older lav/ of cliilii iniU'Jcr under a slatuto of James I.

oansitted of criitl presumptions against the mother, and it

was not till l?0.j that trials for that offence were placed

under tho ordinary rules of evidence. There now is a

presumption, said to be based on considerations of

humanity, that every newborn child found dead is born

dead until the contrary is very clearly uhowii. It is the

opinion of the most. eminent of British medical jurists

that this presumption has tended to increase infanticide.

'Apart from this, the technical definition of human life has

excited a good deal of comment and some indignation.

The definition allows many wicked acts to go unpunished.

The experience of assizes in England shows that many
children are killed when it is impossible to prove th.at they

were wholly born. The distinction taken by the law has

probably by. this time reached the minds of the class to

|Which most of the unhappy mothers belong. Partly to

meet this complaint, it was suggested to the Uoyal Coni-

inission of 18GG that killing during birth, or within seven

Hays thereafter, should be an otfcnce punishable with

Jienal servitude. The second complaint is of an opposite

eJiaracter,—parity that infanticide by mntliers is not a fit

subject for capital punishment, and partly tliat, whatever

be the intrinsic character of tlic act, juries will not convict

or the executive will not cany out the sentence. Earl

Russell gave expression to this feeling when he proposed

that iio capital sentence should be pronounced upon mothers

for the killing of children within six months after birth.

It is a statutory offence, under 2t <t 25 Vict. c. 100, to

administer poison or any noxious thing to a woman with

child with intent to procure her miscarriage, or to use any
instruhient for the same purpose, the maximum punish-

ment being penal servitude for life. The previous hnv had
drawn the distinction of "quick with cliild," and in sucli

eases had punished capitally. • It was a very old con-

troversy among the philosophers and physicians of

antiquity, when the foetus ceased to be p«7-5 visceriim matris

and became " vital," or, as it was afterwards called, " ani-

mate." The law has not yet succeeded in putting down
the degraded and wicked trade in abortion. There can be

no doubt from the French and American treatises of Gallard

and Storer that the crime prevails extensively, and even in

classes of society in which infanticide proper would not be

thought of without a shudder.

Under the same statute it is a misdemeanour punishable

by two years' imprisonment with hard labour, as a maximum,
to endeavour to conceal the birth of a child by any secret

disposition of its dead body, whether the child died before,

after, or at its birth. This does not apply to very premature
births, where it was impossible that the fa'tns should be

alive. But it does apply to all those numerous cases where
the child's body, without being actually hidden, is placed

where it is not likely to bo found except by accident, or

upon search. Lastly, under tho same statute it is a

misdemeanour punishable by five years' penal servitude, as

a maximum, to abandju or expose a child under the ago of

two years, so as to endanger its life, or to inflict permanent
injury, actual or probable, upon its health.

It is difficult to say to what extent infanticide prevails

in tho United Kingdom. At one time a large number
of children were murdered in England for the mere pur-
pose of obtaining the burial money from a benefit club.'

In 1871 the House of Commons found it necessary to

appoint a select committee "to inquire as to the best
means of preventing the destruction of the lives of infants

put out to nurse for hire by their parents." The trials of

^ Sea Report on the Sanittt-nj Condition of thf, Lriliourintj Cliisxesl

" Siipplemciit.'iry Report on fiitr^rrneiit in Towns," by Edwin Clmd-
wi.-k (/'iirl. r-r'.irrs, ISJ"!, xii. 3951: .md The :>uci'.! Cu.iilition and
EdtiCfUiuii oj tju: Peojilc, by Jo^epli K;iy, l-'^oO.

Margaret Waters auJ Mary Hall called attention to the

infamous relations between the lying-in houses and the

baby-farming houses of London. The form was gone

through of paying a ridiculously insufficient sum for the

maintenance of. the child. " Improper' and insufficient

food," said the committee, "opiates, drugs, crowded rooms,

bad air, want of cleanliness, and wilful neglect are sure to

be followed in a few months by diarrhcra, convulsions, and
wasting away." These unfortunate children were nearly all

illegitimate, and the mere fact of their being hand-nursed,

and not breast-nursed, goes some way (according to the

experience of the Foundling Hospital and the Magdalene

Home) to explain the great mortality among them, Such
cliildren, when nursed by their mothers in the workhouse,

generally live. The juactical result of the committee of

1871 was the Act of 1872, 35 k 3C Vict. c. 38, which
provides fur the compulsory registration of all houses in

which mure than one child under the age of one year are

received for a longer period than twenty-four hours. No
licence is granted by tho justices of the peace, unless the

house is suitable for the purpose, and its owner a person of

good character and able to maintain tho chihlren. Offences

against the Act, including wilful neglect of the children

even in a suitable house, arc punishable by a line of £.b or

six months' imprisonment with or without hard labour.

The law of Scotland also treats the unlawful killing

of completi^y born infants as murder. In such cases

a verdict of culiiablo homicide is usually returned, tlie

punishment being entirely in the discretion of the court.

Still more commonly tho charge of concealment of jiregnanry

is made under the Act 49 Ceo. III. c. \i, the maximum
punishment being two years' imprisonment It must bo

shown that the woman concealed her condition during the

whole period of pregnancy, and did not call for help at the

birth. Unlawfully procuring abortion, whether by drugs

or instruments, is also a crime known to tlio common lav/

of Scotland, the punishment being penal servitude or

imprisonment according to circumstances. In a variety of

cases, which do not admit of general statement, convictions

have also been obtained against parents of exposing f.nd

deserting children or placing them in danger, and of cruel

and unnatural treatment and neglect.

Infanticide will have to be further considered under
the heading Medical Jueisprudence. For that branch
of the subject the works of Tardieu and Taylor are the

most important and recent authorities. See also White-
head On Ahoition and Slerilily, and the works of Gallard

and Storer already referred to.

Bihlioriropluj.— Besides a very l.-ngc number of theses .inJ spcciol

ili.sscrt.Ttioiis, and the <'haptri's on the subject in tlic leailing works
in medical jnrisprudcnre, tlic follouin;; aic the most importar.t

works on infiuiticide. PJoucquct, CommnUxirins McdicJLS inpi-ocfs-

siis criminates super liomicidiOf infruiticidio, &c., 1736; W. Hun-
ter, Uncertainty of the Siijns of Murder in Dastard Children ;

Olivard. Dc Vinfanticidc et des moyens que l^o:i entploijc jionr le con-

stater, Paris, 1802 ; Malion, An Essay on the Siffns of Murder in

Kcw-Born Children, translated l)y Johnson, Lancaster, 181 i);

.Arrcwsmith. Medico-htjal Essay on In/antieidc, Edin., 182S;
Cummin, Proofs of Infanticide Considrj-ed, London, 1836; llyan.

Child Murder in its Sanitary and Social Bearings, 1858, and Infan-
ticide, its Law, Prevalence, Prevention, and History, London, 1862;
]{unze. Der Kindermord, historisch tt. kritisch dargestellt, Leipsic,

ISGO ; Greaves, Observations on some of the cattscs of Infanticide.

Manchester, 1863, and Ot'sci-vatioiis on the Laics referring to Child

Murder and Criininrtl -Abortion, Manchester, 1864 ; Storer and
Heard, Criminal Abortion, its Nature, Evidence, and Law, Boston,

1868; Tardieu, ^tudc mcd.-leg. etcliniquc sur I'nvortement, Paris,

1864, and I^tnde mdd.-leg. sur Vinfanticidc, Paris, ,1880; Tonl-

mouche, Etudes sur Vinfanticidc ct la grosscssc cachee ou siimdile

Paris, 1875 ;'Oan:ird, Dc I'arortemcnt an point dc vuc "incd.-lcg.,

Paris, 1878. Tliere are several works dcscnijing Indian infanticide.

The best known is htfanticidc, its Origin, Progress, and Suppression,

London, 1857. by .J. Cave Browne. See also the works of Moore,
Corniaek, and Wilson. (W. C. S.)

IXFAXTliV. See Army.



INFINITESIMAL CALCDLUS

T'

HiSlOEK AL IXTROUrcTinX.

IHE mathematical and pliysical sciences owe their

present great development to the introduction of the

infinitesimal calcvdns. The [lonor, for example, of that

ralculus as an instrument of analysis' has vastly extended

the science of geometry, so that the investigations of the

ancient Greeks go but a short way into Iho lield of know-

ledge which has been laid ojien by the modern method;

tlie discoveries of Archimedes and ApoUonius arc now easy

deductions from its more extended results.

So long as tlie cai ly geoiucters confined their speculations

to the comparison of the areas of rectilinear figures they

encoiiutered little difficulty. They readily showed that

the determinatiuii of the area of any such figure can be

reduced to tliat of a rectangle, or of a square, and thus be

completely effected. This process of finding areas was

named the " melhtid of quadratures." It failed, however,

when they attempted to determine tlie areas bounded by

curved lines, or the surfaces of the elementary solids such

as the right cone and the .sphere. In treating of these

the ancients found it necessary to introduce new notions

and modes of demonstration into geometry, and the diffi-

culty of conqiarlng the areas of curvilinear with thi)so of

reciilinear figures gave rise to tljc " mctltod of e.xhaus-

tioas." The fundamental principle of tliis method con-

sists in conceiving tlic contiiiual approaeli of two varying

nugnitudes to a fixed intermediate magnitude, with which

they never become identical, though they may approach it

to within less than any assignable dilfercncc. For example,

a polygon may be iriseribed iji a circle, and ariother cir-

cumscribed to it, each differing from it by less tlian any
iiisignablo area ; hence the ancients may have concluded

that areas of circles have to each other the same ratio as

the similar polygons inscribed in or circumscribed to them,

—that is, the ratio of tlio sipiares of the radii. But, as

(his kind of proof was of a different nature from that by
which the more elementary doctrines were establislied,

tlie Oree'.c geometers fortified it by a rednrtio atl

a6sK)'(/«»i,—proving, in the above eximple, that tlie

square of the rarlius of one circle is to that of another

as the area of the former is to a space which is neither

less nor greater tlian the latter, and therefore exactly

equal to it.

Arrhi- Uy the aid of this method Archimedes arrived at his
medos. „|.g^(. geometrical discoveries. lie determined that the

ratio of tlie circunifecence to the diameter of a circle lies

between 3! and .'ilf, by considering the regular polygons

uf ninety-six sides whicti may be inscribed in or circum-

-cribed to the circle. lie proved that the area of a

segment of a )iaraboIa cut off by any chord equals two-

thirds of a pir.allelogram included between the chord and
ihe par.rllcl tangent- In the cuive. Ho determined the

luadraturo of the ellipse. In the curves named after him
the "spirals of Archimedes," he showed how to draw a
tangent at any point, and also determined the area of any
portion.

In s[iacc of three dimensions, Archimedes proved that

the surface of a sphere equals four times tliat of one of its

great circles, that the surface of a spherical cap is equal

to the area of a circle the length of whose radius is the

distance from the vortex of the cap to any point on its

bounding circle ; that a sphere has a volume which is

two-thirds of that of a cylinder circumscribed to it, and
that their surfaces are in the same ratio. Further, the

same method of exhaustions furnished Archimedes with
the cubature of cocoida and spheroids, as he termed

surfaces generated by the revolution of the parabola, the
hyperbola, and the ellipse.

During nearly two thousand years no new method EepUr.
enabled mathematicians to rise to a higher generality than
that attained in the works of the great Greek geometers.
The celebrated Kepler A'as the first to extend the results

of Archimedes. In his treatise entitled Xova SUreomelria
Dotioiuiii; accessil stereometric Archimedes sitp2)le7!ientum

(1015),' he discussed a number of solids of revolution,

—

fur example, those formed by the revolution of a conic
section about any ordinate, or a tangent at tlie vertex,

or any line within or without the curve. Thus he con-
sidered some ninety new solid.s, and proposed problems
concerning them;" of these problems he resolvedl only a
few of the most simple. In this treatise he introduced
for the first time the name and notion of "infinity"

into tlio language of geometry. Thus, he considered a
circle as composed of an "infinite'' number of triangles,

having their common vertex at the centre, and forming
the circumference by their bases. In like manner he

regarded a cone as composed of an infinite number oi

pyramids, having their vertices at its vertex, and stand-

ing on an infinite number of triangular bases, bounded
by the circular base of the cone. It may also be noted
that Kepler was the first to observe that the increment of

a variable—the ordinate of a curve, for example—is evan-

escent for values infinitely near a maximum or minimum
value of the variable. This remark contains the germ of

the rule for determining "maxima" and "minima," given

by Format about twenty years siibsequently.

Several years after Kepler had given his method ofCa»a-

[letermining volumes of revolution, another celebrated'"^"-

theory, of a similar kind,—the " geometry of indivisibles"

(1635) of Cavalieri, professor of geometry at Bologna,

—

marks an epoch in the progress which science has made in

modern times. In tliis v/ork lines were considered as

composed of an infiuite number of points, surfaces of lines,

and solids of surfaces. For example, if the perpendicular

of a triangle be divided into an infinite number of equal

parts, and through each point of division a line be drawn
parallel to the base and terminated by the sides, then,

according to Cavalieri, we may consider the area of the

triangle as the sum of all these parallel lines, regarded as

its elements. Again, as these parallels form a series in

arithmetical progression, of which the first term is zero, this

sum is represented by half the product of tlie last term and
the number of term.s. Now tlie base is the last term,

and the altitude measures the number of terms; thus he

deduced the ordinary expression for the area of a triangle.

Cavalieri applied his method to a number of problems, such

as finding the volumes of pyramids, the areas of certain

simple curves of the parabolic species, the determination of

centres of gravity, <tc. ; and it is remarkable that he was
the first who gave an accurate demonstration of the well-

known properties of the centre of gravity, originally

announced by Pappus, but commonly called Guldin'a

theorems. It is accordingly to Cavalieri, and not to

Guldin, that the credit is due of h.aving made the first

advance beyond Pappus. Cavalieri's method is analogous

to that employed in the integral calculus, the "indivisible"

being that which has since been stvled the "differential

element" of the integral.

* Tliis work is enl.irgpd from his earlier Siereometria Dolwrum
Vinariorwii (1605), which originated in a dispute with a seller of

wine as to the proper inethnd of ganging the uoiitelits of a cask. TUk
accountH for ita stranjre title.
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The method of Cavalieri was severely criticized by

pome of his contemporaries, more especially by Guldin.

They alleged that, since a line has no breadth, no

number of right lines, however great, when taken

together, conld make up a plane area. This objection

was answered by Cavalieri ; but the reply was stated in

l-«aoal. the clearest form by Pascal, who observed fetter to 51.

de Carcavi, 1658) that the method of indivisibles possessed

all the rigour of that of exhaustions, from which it differed

only in the manner of expression, and that, when we con-

ceive an area as a sum of a system of parallel ordinates, we
mean in reality an indefinite number of rectangles under

lie several ordinates, and the small equal portions into

which we conceive the common perpendicular to these

ordinates to be divided. This passage is remarkable—as

was well observed by Carnot—aa it shows that the notion

of mathematical infinity, as now employed, was not strange

to the geometers of that time ; for it is clear that Pascal

employed the word " indefinite " in the same signification as

Tve now attach to the word "infinite," and that he called

"small" that which is now called "infinitely small," also that

he neglected these small quantities in comparison with

finite quantities—thus he regarded as simple rectangles the

pmall portions of the area of the curve comprised between

two consecutive ordinates, neglecting the small triangles

which have for their bases the diflferenees of these ordinates.

Carnot adds that no pereon attempted to reproach Pascal

with want of rigour in his demonstrations.

Pascal applied the method of Cavalieri with eminent

success to the investigation of properties of the cycloid, and

other problems. His researches, according to D'Alembert,

closely approach to the integral calculus, aud form the con-

nexion between the methods of Archimedes and of Newton.
W".iU=.. The most important application, however, of Cavalieri's

method was that of Wallis, Savilian professor at Oxford,

who, in 1655, gave an admirable specimen of this method

in his Arkkvidica Injinitorum, sive nova Ifethodns in-

quirendi in Curvilinearum Quadraturam. Pursuing Cava-

lieri's views, he reduced the problem of finding the areas

of a large number of curves, and the volumes of solids of

revolution, to the summation of the powei-s of the terms

of arithmetical series, consisting of an infinite number of

terms,—or rather to the determination of the ratio of the

arithmetical mean of all such powers of the terms to the

like power of the last term.

For example, in the series of square numbers 0, 1, i, 9,

16, (tc, the ratio of the mean to the last is, for tlie first

three terms,
o-m-4_
4-|-4-H4°

i
+ iV '

f°'' '^'^ fi''^' four,
n-n-h4-fi)

9-f 9-1-9-1-9

-1+ 1 • for the first five ^+ I+4-F9-fI6 _, , .-3 + T?, '""^ '^"^ *''^'' ''''^>
1(5-1- 16 -MG-l- 16-1-16^ + ^'

in like manner the next fraction is ^-1-^. Hence Wallis

noticed that the fractions approach nearer and nearer to
?, ;

and, as the denominators in the fractions -py, jV, -}i, tj'o

form an arithmetical series, with a common difference 6, it

follows that, when the number of terms is indefinitely

increased, the resulting fraction becomes ultimately J.

Wallis applied tlie same method to the series 0, 1', 2^, 3',

(fee, and found without difficulty that the aforesaid ratio

is |- in this case ; and so generally He also introduced into

analysis the notation of fractional indices instead of radicals,

and extended his method of summation to series proceeding

by fractional powers of the natural numbers 1, 2, 3, i-c.

WaUis was enabled by the^e principles to obtain the areas

of many curves, and the volumes of solids- which had not

been previously found. He also, by aid of this method,
combined with the principles of "interpolation," arrived at

his well-known expression for tt, viz. :

—

r_ 2^1 4^6 ej
4 "s-a 6i' 7-r

Again, in his treatise Be Cnrv. recti/. (1659), Wallia
snowed that certain curves were capable of being " recti-

fied," or that straight lines might be found to which they
were exactly equal, a remark which was very soon verified

by a young English mathematician William Neil, who;
by Wallis's method, obtained in 1660 the length of any arc

of a semicubical parabola. This is the first curve that

was rectified. The cycloid is the second ; its rectification

was efi'ected by Sir U. Wren (I'/ii/. Trans., 1673). The
methods we have thus far considered were more especially

precui'sory to the integral calculus, having mainly refer-

ence to the quadrature of curves and cnbature of solids.

We now propose to consider the question of tangents to

curves, in which the difl'erential calculus may be said to

have originated.

The great discovery of Descartes in his application of Dos-

algebra to geometry (1637) imparted to the latter science '"'"'**

the character of abstraction and generality which distin-

guishes modern from ancient geometry. By it the study
of curves was, brought under the domain of analysis, and in-

steadof investigation being restricted to particular properties

of a few isolated curves, ns it had been hitherto, general

views and methods applicable to all curves were introduced.

Hence the general problem of drawing tangents to

curved lines started immediately into prominence. It was
found necessary to depart from the definition of tan-

gents given by the ancient geometers, and to consider

them in other points of view. A tangent, accordingly,

came to be regarded either (1) as a .secant of whicli the

points of intersection became coincident ; or (2) as the

prolongation of the element of tlie curve, regarded as a
polygon of an infinite number of sides ; or (3) as the direc-

tion of the resultant motion by which the curve may bo
described. The first view was that of Descartes aud
Fermat ; the second was introduced by Barrow, who thus

simplified the method of Fermat ; and the third was that

of Roberval.

Descartes's method of drawing a tangent consisted in

supposing a circle (whose centre he placed on the axis of r)

to cut the curve in two points; then, if the radius of the

circle be supposed to decrease, its centre remaiiiiiiy Jixed,

so that the points of section approncli nearer and nearer

and finally coincide, the circle wdl touch the curve ; thus,

by aid of the equation "of the curve, the problem was
reduced to one of finding the condition of equal roots in

an equation. This method is remarkable as being the firsB

general process of applying analysis to the problem of

tangents ; at the same time it is only capable of practical

applicaticm in a small number of simple cases.

Many years subsequently (Act. Erud. Lips., 1691y John
Bernoulli extended Descartes's method with success to tha

problem of finding the centre of curvature and the equation

of the evohite of an algebraic curve. In h's application

he supposed the centre of a circle taken on the normal to a

curve, and the centre to vnry until three of the points of

intersection of the circle with the curve became coincident,

i.e., so that the resulting equation should have three equal

roots. Thus, for example, he showed, without difficulty,

that the evolute of a parabola was a semicubical parabola.

He also remarked that, when four roots coincide, the centre

of curvature becomes a cusp on the evolute.

It sliould also be noticed that we owe to Descartes the

general method of drawing a tangent to a roulette. This

was given by him in a letter to Mersenne (Aug. 23, 1638),

from which we take the following extracts :
—" I have been

very gl-id to see tlje' questions which you say that the

geometers, even M. Roberval, whom you esteem the prin-

cipal of them, confess that they cannot solve ; for in investi-

gating them I may discover whether my analysis is better,

than theirs. The first of these questions i.s that of drawing
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tangents to curves described by a roulette motiun. ily

lolution is as follows. If a tectiliuear pol3-gon be conceived

to roll on a right Hue, tbe curve described by any one of

its points will be composed of a number of arcs of circles,

and the tangent at any point on one of these arcs is

perpendicular to the line dmnn from tlie point to that in

which the polygon is in contact with the base, v.hcu describ-

ing the arc. Consequently, if we consider a rolling curve

as a polygon of an infinite number of sides, we see clearly

that the roulette traced by any point must possess the

same property ; that is to say, the tangent at any of its

poinis is perpendicular to the right line connecting it with

tUa jjoiut of contact of the rolling curve and its b ise." lu

this we perceive that Descartes gave a genuine and most
important application of the infinitesimal method.

Again, Descartes first introduced the method of indeter-

minate coefficients into analysis,—a principle, as was ably

shown by Carnot, which is of itself ouflicient to eotabli.-h,

by ordinary algebra, the fundamental principles of the in-

finitesimal calculus.

The method of Fermat for drawing tangents was based

on his method of maxima and minima. This latter was
founded, as already observed, on a principle of Kepler's,

viz., that, whenever a magnitude attains a maximum or mini-

mum, its increment or diminution, for a very small change

in the variable on which it depends, becomes evanescent.

Accordingly, to determine the maximum or minimum
of any function of x, Fermat substituted x + e instead of x,

and equated the two consecutive values of the function

;

then, removing the common terms, and dividing by e, he
made e = 0, and obtained an equation for determining the

maximum or minimum value.

Thus, adopting the modem notation, let y=/{x),
aud ^1 =/(x + c), iheVL f{x + e)-f{x) = (i. Dividing by c,

/•,.r + ,.)-/T.r-) ^_

e

hence /'(^) = 0.

Thus the roots of the derived equation, /'{x) = 0,

correspond to the maximum or minimum values of /(x).

Consequently we see that Fermat's rule agrees with that of

the dififerential calculus, and in fact is the method of

the calculus as applied to such cases.^

In consequence of Fermat's both having introduced

the conception of an infinitely small difference, and also

having arrived at the principle of the calculus for determin-

ing maxima and minima, it was maintained by I-aplace,

Lagrange, Fourier, and other eminent French mathema-
ticians that Fermat ought to be regarded as the first in-

ventor of the differential calculus. In reply to this we need
but introduce the remark of their distinguished countr}--

man Poisson, "that this calculus consists in a system of

rules proper for fiuding the differentials of all functions,

rather than in the use which may be made of these infinitely

small variations in the solution of one or two isolated pro-

blems" {3Iem.de I'Acad. des Set., 1831).
Fermat seems to have given no general demonstration of

his method, but contented himself with giving particular

applications of it to some pro-

blems of maxima and minima,
as well as to finding the tan-

gents to and the centres of

gravity of a few curves.

Fermat applied his method
to drawing a tangent, as fol- r A g D
lows :

—

Fig. 1.

^ Fermat was in possession of his method in the year 1629, as

appears from a statement in one of his letters to Roberval, although
it was not^nSde" public until this correspondence was printed by M.
iiengoUe'i^\^Cursus MuUlcviaticus (1644).

Suppose' CI) (ti^. 1 tin- ni.Iiiiati', aii.l CF the tangent at the
point C in a airvc, nicetiu^ tlip axis AB in F; from E. a near
point on CF, draw an ordinate EG ; then

CD EG
UF °GF '^ GF '

if the curve he concave to the axis,

and
CD ^ HG

if the curve be convex.

Heucc, in cither ease, the ratio of the ordinate CD to the sub-
tangent DF is a inaxiniuiii or a luiuinium relatively to the ratio for

a near ordinate UG to GF, the abscissa measui-ed from F, the foot
of the tangent.

.Uvordiiigly, if CD-.'/. HG = y„ and DF = /, we have, by the
method of maxima auU luininui,

;/ _ '/|

^t t±c

'

It is easily seen that this method furnishes the ordinary value for

the subtaiigeut, as obtained by iutiuitesiuials ; for, denoting by a*, y
the courdimites of C, let < = FD, DG =iU; i/i

= >/-rili/, and we have

fiom which. the subtangent C can be obtained.

The method of Fern.at was im]iroved and extended
by an Italian, Cardinal Ricci, in his O'eometrka exer-

cilatio (1666). Ricci was the first who showed that, if

(a - x)''x" is a maximum, we must have

This he easily established when lu and n are integers,

from the principle that if a magnitude be divided into )

eqiuil parts, their continued product is greater than that

obtained by dividing it into r parts in any other manner

The following application, as given by him, to the cnrvc
i/"=;tt", jH>?i, will help to illustrate this jnethod of drawing
tangents. To draw the tangent at C (tig. 1 ) take AF : AD = nt~7i :n,

and join FC ; then FC touches the cuive at C.

For the jn-odnct AF"""AD" is a maximum by the preceding
lemma; hence the pvodnct AF"*""AG" is not a maxinnnn for the
line FG ; consefjuently

AF"-"AD" > AF—"AG-

FD- FG-

but, from the equation of the curve,

(^r >(^)"^

Vag,

also ii? =^FD
FG°

CD
EG '

CD
HG >

CD
EG'

or EG > GH
;

i.e., the point E falls outside the curve. In like manner it can bt
shown that any other point on CF lies outside the ciuve, and con-

sequently CF touches the curve at C.

Barrow, Newton's predecessor in the Lucasian chair ofl'.mro

mathematics at Cambridge, simplified and extended the

method of Fermat, and advanced a step further in the

development of the infinitesimal method, by the introduc-

tion of two infinitesimals instead of one in the problem of

drawing a tangent. His method was as follows :—Let x,

y be the coordinates of a point P on a curve (fig. 2), and
take Q an adjacent point ; let

e = PR=MN be the incre-

ment of X, and a = QR the

increment of y ; then, sub-

stituting x + e for X, and y + a

for y, in the equation of the

curve, subtracting the equation

of the curve for the original

values, and rejecting all terms of the second and higher

degrees in a and e, he obtained the limiting value of o :>.

or of PM : MT, thus determining the value of the sub-

tangent. The triangle PQR, which has for its sides the

elements of the curve, of the abscissa, and of the ordinate,

has been called Barrow's differential triangle.

The elements which Barrow represented by a and e

Leibnitz subsequently styled dy and dx, the differentials of

the ordinate and abscissa of the point on the curve. Thiu
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Barrow anticipated the methods of Leibnitz and Kewton

of drawing tangents, so far as rational algebraic curves

were concerned. Barrow's researches were delivered in his

p-ofessoriallectures in 1G6-1, 16G5, and 1666, and were pub-

lished in 1670, under the title of Lediones Maihemaiics.

Robervri] The method of tangents of Eoberval is based on the

conception of the composition of motions, recently intro-

duced by Galileo into mechanics, and depends on finding,

from the properties of the curve, the different components

of the motion of the point at which the tangent is required.

The direction of the resultant of these motions determines

that of the tangent. This method bears an analogy to

Newton's method of " fluxions," but is very limited in its

application on account of the impossibility of applying it

except in a few cases. Eoberval applied it successfnlly

to the following curves—the parabola, hyperbola, ellipse,

conchoid of Nicomedes, limagon of Pascal, spiral of Archi-

medes, quadratrix, cissoid, cycloid, companion to the cycloid,

and the parabola of Descartes.

We thus see that both in England and on the Continent

the principles of the infinitesimal calculus were being

gradually developed. Their importance was seen and

understood, and they were employed in extending the

dominion of geometry. Nothing more was required but

an appropriate notation to form them into a system. This

Newton was accomplished by Newton and Leibnitz, who appeared

To this communication ><ewton replied on October 24,
167G, in a letter which occupies thirty. pages in Newton's
OpHsciila (ed. Cast.). As this letter probably gives a more
complete account of the order and dates of Newton's dis-

-coveries than is to be obtained elsewhere, it appear desir-

able to give a brief abstract of it here. He commences
by commending the very elegant method of Leibnitz for

the treatment of series. He goes on to state that he him-

self had three methods of such treatment. His first was
arrived at from tlie study of the method of interpolation

of series by wliich Wallis had arrived at expressions for

the area of the circle and hyperbola. Thus, by considering

the series of expressions (1 - a;-)^, (1 - x^)^, (1 - a^)^,

(1 - x^)*, (1 - x-)-, ifcc, he deduced from the known values

of the alternate expressions, by the method of interpolations,

the law which connects the successive coefficients in the

expansions of the intermediate terms (\ - nfl)'^, (1— x^)',

(l-x-)^, &c. Newton thus determined the area of tha

circle and hyperbola, in infinite series. He adds that this

method would have completely escaped his memory if he

had not a few weeks previously found the notes he had

formerly m.ide on the subject.

Ly following out the idea thus suggested, he was led to

the discovery of his binomial expansion. This he tested

in the case of (l-x-)i by the algebraic process of extracting

•""^
• nearly at "the same time in the field of discovery. In i the square root,—as also, in other cases, by direct multipli-

Leibnitz. -•'- _ . .. . . i — — _ _ . _ . . . . .

ascribing to each of these great men the full honour due

to the merit of the invention of the calculus, it is proper

to add that this is a question which at one time divided I

the opinions of the scientific world, and gave rise to a

controversy which was agitated with great keenness for

almost a whole century. There never could be any doubt as

to Newton being the inventor of the calculus of fluxions ; but

the question strongly contested has been, whether Leibnitz

invented his calculus independently, or borrowed it from

the fiuxional calculus, with which at bottom it is identical

Leibnitz, born in 1646, four years after Newton, was

also later than Newton' in beginning his career of dis-

covery in mathematics. In 1673, being in London, he

communicated to some members of the Royal Society what

he supposed to be discoveries relative to the differences

of numbers. It was, however, shown to him that the same

subject h.ad been previously discussed by Mouton, a French

geometer. He then appears for the first time to have

turned his attention to infinite series. On his return to

Germany in 1674 he announced to Mr Oldenburg, secretary

to the Royal Society, that he possessed very general

analytical methods, depending on infinite series, by which

he had found theorems of great importance relating to the

quadrature of the circle. In reply Oldenburg informed him

that Newton and Gregory had discovered similar methods

for the quadrature of curves, which extended to the circle.

On June 13, 1676, Newton addressed a letter to Olden-

burg, for transmission to Leibnitz. It contained his bi-

nomial theorem, the now well-known expressions Jor the

expansion of an arc in terms of its sine, and the converse,

that of the sine in terms of the arc. Contrary to modern

procedure, he deduced the latter from the former, by the

method of reversion of series,—a method called by Newton
the " extraction of roots." This letter also contained an

expression in an infinite series for the are of an ellipse,

and various other results, accompanied, however, only by
lirief indications f his method of demonstration.

On the 27th ,' the' following Auaust, Leibnitz sent a
'

_ - .

reply through Oldenburg, in which he requested fuller ex- I
""'i repose This probably n.ay h.ave been the reason why Newton

,^ •'
,.

=
..., °

n I
• ii J ii J f ' refrained for .'O long a tune from making public his discovery of

planation from Newton of his theorems and method of
the method of fluxions, notwithstanding the earnest solicitation of his

demonstratiim. Leibnitz added that he possessed another I frientis.

method of extensive application in geometry and mechanics, I
^ Itmeaus Data leqiiatime quolamque Jluenies gmntUateainwlrxr'i;

Of which he gave some examples. I
fi^'<»"s >««'»"

:
't «'« i'-^™"-

cation. Having established this result, he was enabled

to discard the method of interpolation, and to employ his

binomial theorem as the most direct method of obtaining

the areas and arcs of curves. Newton styled this hi.s

second method. He states that he had discovered it be-

fore the plague (in 1665-66) had compelled him to leave

Cambridge, when he turned his attention to other subjects.

He goes on to say that he had ceased to pursue these ideas

as he suspected that Nicholas Mercator had employed some

(if them in his Logantkmofeclifnia (1668) ; and this led him

to think that the remainder would have been found out

before he himself was of sufficiently ripe age to publish^ his

discoveries (priusqna/n ego atcUis essem maturx ad scriben-

dum).
Newton proceeds to state that about 1669 he communi-

cated through Barrow to Collins a compendium of hi.-i

method subsequently called the " method of fluxions,"

with applications to areas, rectification, cubature, ic. In

his letter, however, he gave no explanation of this method,

carefully concealing its nature in an anagram of trans-

posed letters, thus—6a cc dm \Ze ffTi SI Qn io Aq rr 4s

9i \2v X.-

At the end of his letter Newton alludes to the solution

of the " inverse problem of tangents," a subject referred to

in Leibnitz's letter. For the solution of such problems he

says he has two methods, which also he disguises under

an anagram. . The meaning of this anagram is given in his

Opnscula, and, as it throws light on Newton's method

of discovery, it is introduced her?:—"Una methodus

consi-stit in estractioue fluentis quantitatis ex jequatione

simul involvente fiuxionem ejus. Altera tantum in

assumptione seriei pro quantitate qualibet iru:ognita ex

qua cstera commode derivari possunt, et in coUationa

^ Newton also states in tliis letter that, in conseqnence of the various

objections, &c. , which were raised to his theory of light .ind colour, he

felt that he had been imprudent in having published it, because by
catching at the sh.'-.dow he h.ad lost the substance, namely, his own quiet
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tcrminoruin Lnmologorura requationis resultantis, ad eru-

endos terminos assumptoe seriei
'

Oa June 21, 1077, Leibnitz sent a reply to Newton,

through Oldenburg. In this he explained his method of

drawing tangents to curves, introducing his notation, dj;

and di/, for the infinitely small differences of the successive

coordinates of a point on the curve, and showed that his

method could he readily applied if the equation contained

irrational functions. Further on he gave one or two
examples of the inverse method of tangents, such as to iind

the curve whose subtangent is b + cr/ + rfy- — x. This, which
is a problem involving the integration of a differential

equation of the first order, shows that Leibnitz was then

in possession of the principles of the integral calculus. The
sign of integration has been found to have been employed
by him in a manuscript of 29th October 1675, preserved

in the royal library of Hanover (Qerhardt, Die Entdeckung
der Iwheren Aiialyais, 1855). This date is of importance,

.as it proves conclusively that Leibnitz was in possession of

Ills method before he had received through Oldenburg any
account of Kesvton's method of fluxions, and thus shows
how unfounded was the statement made in the Commercimn
Epistoticum that Leibnitz had borrowed his calculus from
Newton.

The death of Oldenburg, which took'place shortly after-

wards, put au end to this correspondence. In the year

1G84 Leibnitz, foi; the first time, made liis method public,

in the Aola Eniditorum of Leipsic, under the following

title, " Nova methodus pro maximis et minimis, itemque

tangentibus, qu» nee fractas nee irrationales quantitates

moratur, et singulare pro illis calculi genus." Newton's
method did not appear until 1C87, when he published it,

in a geometrical form, as the method of prime and ultimate

ratios, in his great work PhilosojMx Natiiralis Principia

}[aihemaiica ; consequently, while Newton's claim to the

priority of discovery is now admitted by all, it is no less

certain that Leibnitz was the first to publish his method.

It is also certain that Leibnitz enjoyed unchallenged for

fifteen years the honour of being the inventor of hia

calculus ; even Newton himself rendered him that justic*

in the first two editions of his Principia.

Subsequently, however, a foreigner, Fatio de Duillier,

piqued, as is abundantly manifested in his tract, at having

been omitted in an enumeration by Leibnitz of eminent
geometers alone capable of solving John Bernoulli's cele-

brated problem of the line of quickest descent, published

in 1699, at London, a memoir on the problem. In this ho
declared that ho was obliged by the undeniable evidence of

things to acknowledge Newton, Cot only as the first, but as

by many years the first inventor of the calculus, from whom,
whether Leibnitz, the second inventor, borrowed anything

or not, he would rather they who had seen Newton's letters

and other manuscripts should judge than himself.

This insinuation drew forth an animated reply from
Leibnitz, in the Ada Ernditorura, May 1700, in which he
cited Newton's letters, as also the testimony which Newton
had rendered to him in the Principia, as proof of his claim

to an independent authorship of his method. A reply was
sent by Duillier, which the editors of the Acta Eniditorum
refused to publish {quasi Hies avcrsati). Here the dispute

rested for a time. It was revived in the year 1705, when,
on the publication of Newton's Tractaius- de Quadi-afura

Curvarum, an unfavourable review of the work,—written

by Leibnitz, as has since been established,—appeared in

the Ada Eruditorum. In this review, among other obser-

vations, it was stated that Newton employed and had
always , employed fluxions instead of the differences of

Leibnitz, just as Fabri had substituted, in his synopsis of

geometry, motion instead of the indivisibles of Cavalieri.

This statement excited great indignation among British

mathematicians, one of whom—Keill, Savilian professor

of astronomy at Oxford—in a letter printed in the Philo-

sophical Transactions of 1708, afiirmed that Newton was,

without doubt, the first inventor of the calculus, and that

Leibnitz, in the Acta Eruditorum, had merely changed the

name and the notation. Leibnitz, thus directly charged

with having taken his calculus from Newton, addressed a
letter, March 1711, to Mr (afterwards Sir Hans) Sloane, the

secretary of the Royal Society, in which he reminded him
that, a similar accusation having been made some years

previously by JI. Fatio de Duillier, the Society and Newton
liimself had disapproved of it, and he requested the Society

to require that Keill should retract his accusation. This

Keill refused to do, and in answer addressed a letter of

great length to Sloane, in which he professed to show, not

only that Newton had preceded Leibnitz in the invention,

but that he had given Leibnitz so many indications of his

calculus that i.'s nature might have been easily understood

by any man of ordinary intelligence. That this was in

substance the statement of Newton himself appears from

the minutes of the Royal Society (of which he was presi-

dent), April 5, 1711, in which it is stated " that the presi-

dent gave a short account of the matter, referring to soma
letters, published by Dr Wallis, vipon which Mr Keill was
desired to draw up an account of the matter under dispute

and set it in a just light." Keill accordingly wrote a letter

which was submitted to the Society on May 24.

This letter was forwarded to Leibnitz, who, on December
29, 1711, addressed a second letter to Sloane, requiring the

Society to stop these unjust attacks of Keill, and saying

that Keill was too young a man to know what had passed

between Newton and himself. In conclusion, he submitted

the matter to the equity of the Royal Society, and stated

that he was persuaded that Newton himself would do him
justice. The Society, thus appealed to, appointed a com-

mittee on 6th of March 1712, to examine the old letters

and other documents which had passed between mathe-

maticians on the subject and to furnish a report to the

Society. The members of the committee, as originally

appointed, were Arbuthnot, Hill, Halley, Jones, Machin,

and Burnet. To these Eobarts, a contributor to the

Transactions, was added on the 20th ; Bonet, the Prussian

minister, on the 27th ; and De Moivre, Aston, and Brook
Taylor on the 17th of April. The complete list of the

committee was not made public until the question was
investigated by the late Professor De Morgan, in 1852.

Their report, made on April 24, 1712, concluded as

follows :—" The differential method \& one and the same
with the method offluxions, excepting the name and mode
of notation ; Mr Leibnitz calling those quantities differences

which Mr Newton calls moments ox fluxions, and marking

them with the letter d, a mark not used by Mr Newton.

And therefore we take the proper question to be, not who
invented this or that method, but who was the first inventor

of the method ; and we believe that those who have reputed

Mr Leibnitz the first inventor, knew little or nothing of

his correspondence with Mr Collins and Mr Oldenburg long

before ; nor of Mr Newton's having that method above

fifteen years before Mr Leibnitz began to publish it in the

Acta Eruditorum of Leipsic. For which reasons, we reckon

Mr Newton the first inventor, and are of opinion that Mr
Keill, in asserting the same, has been no ways injurious to

Mr Leibnitz." On the same day the Society ordered the

collection of letters and manuscripts, together with the

report of the committee,, to be printed, along with any

other matter which would throw light on the question.

This was accordingly done in the course of that year, under

the title Commercium Epistoliciim D. Johannis Collins et

aliorum de analyst promola, Jussu Societatis Megix in

lucen editum, but not at first for general publication, the

-Xm. — 2
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few copies printed being distributed as presents. In 1716

on elaborate account of the contents of tliis report was

published by order of the Royal Society in their Transac-

tiont. The manuscript of almost the whole of this account

has in recent years been found in Newton's own handwrit-

ing. (Brewster's Life of Newtt^n, voL ii. p. 75.)

In 1722 what is usually considered the second edition

was published. The latest and most important edition

is that of M. Biot and M. Lefort, published in Paris in

1856, in which many additional letters and documents

necessar- for an impartial appreciation of the question are

added.

It would occupy too large a share of our space to detail

the long and bitter controversy to which the Commercinm
Epistolicum gave rise. It suffices to state that from the

time of ils publication nntil long after the death of Leibnitz"

(November 14, 1716), and of Newton (March 28, 1727),

this controversy was carried on, first between Newton and

Leibnitz, and afterwards by their respective admirers.

The feeling which induces men to exalt their own
nation at the expense of thoir neighbours contributed im-

mensely to increase the bitterness of the dispute. It is

the less necessary nowadays to enter into the merits of

this great quarrel, inasmuch as it has long been agreed

on, by all mathematicians who have examined into the

controversy, that Newton and Leibnitz are both justly

entitled to be regarded as independent discoverers of the

principles of the calculus, and that, while Newton was

certainly master of the method of fluxions before Leibnitz

discovered his method, yet Leibnitz had several years

priority of publication.

The dispute seems, however, to nave had a very mjurious

effect on the progress of mathematics in England ; for,

partly owing to the natural veneration for the lofty genius

of Newton, but mainly, it would appear, in consequence of

the strong national prejudice produced by the bitterness

of the above-mentioned controversy, British mathematicians,

for considerably more than a century, failed to perceive

the great superiority of the notation originated by Leibnitz

to that which Newton introduced. And thus, while

the Eernoullis, Euler, H'Alembert, Clairaut, Lagrange,

Laplace, Legendre, and a number of other eminent Contin-

ental mathematicians were rapidly extending knowledge,
by employing the infinitesimal calculus in all branches of

mathematics, pure and applied, and producing a number
of great treatises in every department, in England com-
paratively little progress was made.

In fact it was not until 1815—when three Cambridge
graduates, who each afterwards rose to great distinction. Sir

John Herschel, Babbage, and Peacock, published a trans-

lation of Lacroix'a smaller treatise on the calculus-—that

the algorithm universally adopted by Continental writers

was introduced into the studies of the British universities.

The great superiority of Leibnitz's system of notation was
soon acknowledged, and thus an immense impetus given to
the study of mathematics, in all its branches. Ever since

that time the method of fluxions,- as a distinct method,
has become almost obsolete ; and it is now strange to read
Newton's own assertion in the preface to the Commercinm
Epistolicum, in which he claims that the method of fluxions

' Th.it Leibnitz at the time of his death was occupied with a reply
justifying his title to an independent discovery of the csIchIus, has been
brought to light in recent years by Dr Gerhardt's publication (1846)-of
the manuscript entitled Bistoria et Origo Calculi Difcrcntialis

(f
O. O.

Lcibnilio. In his letter from Vienna,-25th August 1714, to Chamber-
layne, Leibnitz expressed his purpose, on his return to Hanover, to pub-
lish an impartial Commercinm Ejnslolicmn. This, however, remained
for others to accomplish.

- That the fluxional notation In combination with that of differen-
tials li.as ils advantages is exhibited in many physical works ; Wi' n.ay
inst.inco Thomson aul Taitii Treatise on A'alural Philosoph<}.

ia more elegant, mor* natural, mure geometrical, more aieful,

more certain, end incomparoblv more universal, than that of

Leibnitz.

We next proceed to give a nrief account of the notation

and principles of the method of fluxions, as that which was
first discovered.

The idea of a fluxion, as its name indicates, originated

from that of motion, and all geometrical magnitudes were
considered by Newton as capable of generation by con-

tinuous motion. Thus linos are conceived as generated by
the motion of points, surfaces by that of lines, solids by
surfaces, &c Again, if we conceive a moving point as

describing a curve, and the curve referred to coordinate

axes, then the velocity of the moving point can be decom-

posed into two others, one parallel to the axis of x, the

other to that of y ; these velocities are called the " fluxions
"

of X and 'ij respectively, and the velocity of the point is the

fluxion of the arc. Reciprocally, the arc is called tho

"fluent" of the velocity with which it is described ; and
the ordinates x and y are the fluents of their velocities re-

spectively. Again, if the velocity of the moving point be
regarded as constant, the fluxions of the abscissa and ordi-

nate of any point on tho curve (except in the case of a

right line) will be variable ; and their ratio at each instant

will depend on the nature of tho curve, i.e., on the relation

between the coordinates. Reciprocally, the relation be-

tween the Coordinates depends necessarily on that whicli

exists at each instant between their fluxions. Hence we
may seek to determine the relation between the fluxions,

when we know that which exists between the coordinates,

i.e., the equation of the curve ; and reciprocally wo may
seek to discover the relation between tho coordinates when
we know that between their fluxions, either alone or com-

bined with the coordinates themselves. The first part ol

the problem is called the " method of fluxions," and the

second the " inverse method of fluxions."

Again, in the same case, not only do the coordinates x and

y change, but also tho subtangent, normal, radius of curva-

ture, &c. ; that is to say, each of these quantities increases

or decreases more or less rapidly, as well as the coordinates

themselves. All these quantities, accordingly, have

fluxions, whose ratios are also determined by the motion

of the point. Consequently these quantities may in like

manner be regarded as " fluents." Similar remarks apply

to areas and surfaces regarded as fluents. Newton observes

that he does not consider the time formally {formaliier),

but supposes that one of the proposed quantities increases

equably (mquabili fliixu), to which the others are referred

(tanqvam ad iempiis). This fluent may be chosen at

pleasure, and is what we now are accustomed to call the

independent variable.

Again, if any quantities, regarded as fluents, bo
represented by letters, such as u, x, y, z, <fcc., the corre-

sponding fluxions are represented by u, x, y, I, <fcc.,

respectively. Next, if ?«, i, y, i be regarded as variable

or fluent quantities, their fluxions are represented by ii, x,

§, S, and arc the fluxions of the fluxions of «, x, y, &c.,

i.e., the second fluxions. If one of these, x for instance,

be taken as the " principal fluxion," then » is a constant, and
consequently a; = 0. In like manner we may have third

fluxions, as well as those of higher orders.

Again, u, x, y, &c., may be regarded as themselves the

fluxions of other quantities called their fluents. These

quantities were represented by Newton, sometimes by «',

x', y, &c., in other places by [«], \x\, Ac. ; and from them
it may be desired to proceed to the fluents.

Newton remarks that this second general problem in-

volves three cases;—(1) when the equation contains the

fluxions of two quantities and but one of their fluents
; (2)

when the equation involves both tho fluents as well as both
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the fluxions; (3) ^vlicn the equation contains the fluents

and the fliixioni of throe or more quantities.

The problem of finding the fluent when the fluxion is

known is the simplest ease of the first class, and is the

same as the method of integration of Leibnitz. It was

usually styled in Newton's time the method of quad-

ratures, for it is reducible to the problem of finding the

area of a curve, since it can be easily seen that the

fluxion of an area is the ordinate, when the abscissa is taken

as the principal fluent. The second class comes under

what is now called the solution of difi'erential equations
;

this was styled in Newton's time the " inverse method of

tangents." Newton's third class is now treated of under

the solution of "partial differential equations."

The infi.nitely small parts by which the variable quantities

increase' in an iudefinitelysmall time were called by Newton
the "moments" of the fluent quantities; thus, hn represented

an infinitely small portion of time, called a moment, by o;

then the moments or infinitely small increments of it, x, y,

&c, are represented by «o, xo, yo, ic. ; so that if n, x, y,

Ac, denote the values of the fluents at any instant, their

values at the end of an indefinitely small interval of time

are represented by u + no, x + i-o, ic.

For instance, let the fluents x, y, bo coimectctl by tlic equation

s^ ~ax' + axy-y^=^0 ;

tlicn, suljstitutln^ x + xo for x, ant\ y + yo for y, subtracting the
original equation, and dividing by o, \\c get

Zx^x - 2n.ri + ayx + axy - 3y-y + 3xx-o + kc.

Hence, regarding o as an evanescent quantity, wc obtain, neglect-

ing the powers of o,

Zx'x - 2nxi+ ayx + axy-Sy-!/=-0;

consequently ^ . y" Sy-_ - ax : Zx- - 2ax + ay.

This, as Newton observes, furnishes a ready method of

drawiug the tangent at any point on a curve. In fact, it

is, changing the notation, equivalent to Earrow'e method
already considered. Newton adds, that in like manner we
may neglect, in all cases, the terms multiplied by the

second and higher powers of o, and thus find an equation

between x, y and their fluxions .r, y.

A good deal of confusion has arisen from . the word
fluxion having been commonly employed by the early

English writers in the sense of an infinitely small increment.

Thus, as is abundantly shown by Professor De Morgan in

his tract on the early history of infinitesimals in England
(Phil. Ma<]., 1852), all the early writers on fluxions, up to

1704, except Newton and Cheyne, employed the notation

* to 'represent an infinitely small increment, calling it

a fluxion. It is even remarkable that, in the extract from

the Comniercium Epistolimm which we have given, the

words moinent and fluxion seem to have been employed as

synonymous. It should also be observed that in Newton's

earliest papers his method is strictly infinitesimal ; and in

the first edition of his Principia (1687) the description of

fluxions is founded on infinitely small increments ; so that

the original conception of the calculus in England, as well

as on the Continent, was based on infinitesimal principles.

Objection has frequently been made to Newton's method

of fluxions, that it introduced a foreign idea, namely, that

of motion, into geometry and analysis. This objection is

scarcely well founded, ^nd was indeed answered by Newton
when he stated that all his method contemplates is that

one of the variables should increase uniformly {ecquahiU

flnxu) as wo conceive time to do.-

Leibnitz, like Newton, supposed any variable magnitude

as continually increasing or diminishing, by momentary
increments or decrements. These instantaneous changes

he regarded as infiuitely small differences. Thus the in-

finitely small difference of a variable u was represented by
du. His calculus als>>, like Newton's, had two jiarts :—(1)

tne iUffereiilinl calciihis, which investigated the rules for

deducing the relation between these infin'tely small differ-

ences of quantities from the relation which exists between
the quantities themselves

; (2) the integral calculus, which
treated of the inverse problem, viz., the determination of

the relation of the quantities when that of their differences

is known. This corresponds to Newton's inverse method
of fluxions, as the differential calculus does to his direct

method. It is not necessary to go into further detail here

on Leibnitz's method, as it vdll be more fully considered

subsequently ; in fact, all our treatment of the calculus will

be merely a development of this method.

The infinitesimal calculus had in the outset its Objep

opponents, such as the Abbe de Catelan, a zealous '""•

Cartesian, who declared in his Logistique Universelle, et

ilithode pour les Tangentes (1694), that it would be better

to extend the principles of the Cartesian geometry than to

seek for new metliods ; and this was said in the preface of

a book composed on the principles, somewhat disguised, of

the very calculus of which he was an opponent. It had

another adversary in Nieuwentijt, a man who had written

some tolerable works on morality and religion, but who
had slight pretensions to be regarded as a geometer.

Catelan was satisfactorily answered by De I'Hopital, as

was Nieuwentijt by Leibnitz, and afterwards by Bernoulli

and Hermann, who proved that this adversary of .the cal-

culus really did not know what he opposed. For instance,

Nieuwentijt, while admitting differentiajs of the first order,

rejected all those of higher orders. For such a difference

of treatment there is no foundation, for, if we imagine in

a "circle an infinitely small chord of the first order, tho

versine is an infinitely small line of the second order.

The calculus had a more formidable enemy in EoUe,

a skilful algebraist, but a man full of confidence in his own
notions, rash in forming his opinions, and jealous of the

inventions of others. He attacked the certainty of its

principles, and attempted to show that its conclusions wero

at variance with those obtained by methods previously

known, which were acknowledged to be correct. His

attack was repelled by Varignon, who completely obviated

the objections to the truth of the principles. These dis-

putes occupisd the French Academy a considerable part of

the year 170L The members were chiefly mathematicians

advanced in years, who had been long accustomed to other

methods, and were therefore not much disposed to receive

new doctrines. Some took no part in the dispute, yet

were not sorry to perceive a storm raised against a theory for

which they had no great liking ; others, more under the

influence of their passions and prejudices, declared open

war against it. Eolle brought forward objection upon

objection; and, although Varignon answered them in suc-

cession, yet the former. always claimed the victory. In

the end the dispute degenerated into a quarrel, and com-

missioners wero appointed to decide on it. These were

Gouye, Cassini, and De la Hire. They, however, pro-

nounced no judgment; hut tho public opinion, or at

least the opinion of geometers, was in favour of Varignon.

The first controversy thus ended, or rather was suspended

for want of a decision from the commission ; but Rolle soon

renewed hostilities. The defence was next taken up by
Saurin. The ground of attack was the indefinite form which

the calculus gives for the subtangent of a curve at a point;

where two branches intersect each other, and which in this

case is expressed by the fraction S Saurin's answer was
satisfactory ; but Rolle, intrenched in masses of calculation,

obstinately maintained the combat. , The Academy w.is

again appealed to in 1705. The Abbi Bignon, who con-

ducted its affairs, undertook to decide the controversy, with

the assistance of Gallois and De la Hire, two judges by

no means favourable to Saurin. They gave no absolute
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judgment, but recommended Eolle to conform more

strictly to the rules of the Academy, and Saurin to forgive

the proceedings of his adversary. Rolle afterwards did

justice to the calculus by acknowledging his error in op-

posing it, and admitted that he had been urged forward by

malevolent persons, one of whom was the Abb^ Gallois.

Mathematicians have differed as to the best way of

expounding the principles of the calculus. Newton, as has

already been stated, employed the theory of motion as the

means of connecting its doctrines with the principles of

ordinary analysis. Leibnitz, again, with the same view,

conceived quantity as passing from one degree of magni-

tude to another by the continual addition of infinitely

small parts. The mind finds no great difficulty in dis-

tinctly apprehending the subject in either way. Objec-

tions have, however, been taken to both, and attempts

made to substitute a better. Euler considered the infinitely

small quantities of Leibnitz as absolutely zeros, that have

to each other ratios derived from those of the vanishing

quantities which they replace. D'Alembert proposed to

make the basis of the calculus the consideration of the

ratios of the limits of quantities. This method, as

was indeed stated by D'Alembert, does not differ ia

any material respect from Newton's prime and ultimate

ratios. An English mathematician, Landen, substituted

for the Newtonian method of fluxions another purely

algebraical. His views are contained in a work entitled

The Residual Analysis, a new branch of the Alr/ehraic Art
(176i). Lagrange, too, in the Memoirs of the Berlin

Aceidemi/ for 1772, proposed to base the palculus alto-

gether on the expansion of functions, and thus to establish

it on algebraical principles merely. He subsequently
developed his method in his Theorie dcs Fonctions
Aiialytiques (1797), and in his Lepiis sur le Calcul des

Fonctions (1806). Lagrange, however, adopted the infini-

tesimal method as the basis of his most important work,
Tiz., the Mecaniqne Analytique. He states in his preface

to its second edition (1811) that "when we have properly
conceived the spirit of the infinitesimal method, and are

convinced of the exactness of its results by the geometrical

method of prime and ultimate ratios, or by the analytical

method of derived functions, we may employ infinitely small
quantities as a sure and valuable means of abridging and
simplifyint; our demonstrations."

We shall close this introduction with a list of works on
the subject.

Principal TVorks hearing on th^ Infinitesimai Method before the
Invention of the Calculus.—Kepler, JVora Stereomelria Dolioruin
Vinariorum, 1615,; Cavalieri, Gcomctria Indivisibilium, 1635; Id.,
Exercitationes Geometries! Sex, 16i7; Descartes, Oeomilrie, 1637;
Torricelli, De Sphxra et Solidis Sphieralibns, 1644 ; Gregoire St
Vincent, De Quadralura Oirculi, 1647 ; Huygens, Tluore^nola
de (jnadratura, 1647; Id., Horologium Oscillalorium, 1673;
Wallis, Arithimtica Infinitorum, 1655; Id., Opera Mathcmatica,
3 vols., 1693-99; Fcrmat, Opera Varia Mathcmatica, 1679; Mer-
cator, Logarithmctecknia, 166S; James Gregory, Vera Circitli et

Hijpcrbolm Quadralura, 1668; Barrow, Lectiones Ocomdricas, 1670;
Slusius, '"Tangents to all Geometrical Curves," Phil. Trans.,
1672; Wren, "Rectification of tlie Cycloid," Phil. Trans., 1673;
BuUialdus, Aritlnnctiea Infinitorum, 1682.

List of some of the Principal If'orks cm the Calcultis.—Newton,
Dc A uali/si per ^quationcs numcro terminorum infinitas, circulated
in MS. inl669 (extracts from this memoir appeared in tiie 2d vol. of
VVallis's works, 1693, which comprehends the first publication to
the world of the method of fluxions); Id., Principia, 1687; Id.,
Tr::ctatus da QnaAratura Curvarum, published with his Optics,
1704; li.,Methbdu$DifferenliaHs, 1711; Leibnitz, "Nova Methodus
pro maximis et minimis, itemque tangentibus," Acta Emd., 1684;
Leibnitz et Bernoulli, Commcr. Epis. Ph. et Math., 1745; John
Bernoulli, "Inventio Lines BrachistochronK,".rfc^rt&!id., 1696 ; Id.
Analysis Problemtdis Isoperimctrici, 1697; li.. Opera Omnia, 17i2;
James Bernoulli, Opera, 1744 ; De I'Hopital, Analyse des infiniment
Pelits, 1696; C^eyne, Fluxiomim Methodus Inversa, 1703; Hayes,
Treatise on Fluxions, 1704; Manfredi, Dc Construe. jEqvjxt. Diff.
Primi Oradns, 1707; Taylor, Methodus Intrcmintorum, 1715;
Stirling, Lin. Tcrl. Ordin. Keictoni, 1717; Hermann, " DeConstrac.

Equat. DilT.," Comm. Petroj)., 1726 ; Fontcnelle, tlhnens de la C-.o-

metric dc I'liifini, 1727; Clairaut, " Dctcrminatio Curvx cjnsdcm
Djif.," Aelfi ErwI., 1729; De Moivro, Miscellanea Anidiititn,
1730; Hodgson, Fluxions, 1736; Simpson, Fluxions, 1737; Mac-
laurin. Fluxions, 1742 ; Donna Agnesi, Insiitu^ioni Anulitiehe,
1748; Elder, Metli. inven. Lin. Cxtrv. man:, vcl min. prop, gaud.,
1744; Id., Introd. Anahj. hifin., 2 vols., 1748; Id., Institut. Cat.

Diff., 2 vols., 1755; Id., Institid. Cal. Inlcg., 3 vols., 1768-70
(the titles of Euler's numerous memoirs on the Differential and
Integral Calculus are given in the edition of his Diffa-cntial (pal-

culus published at Pavia in 1787); Walmesly, Analyse dcsMisurcs,
dcs Rapports, et dcs Angles, 1750 ; Stirling, Methodus Diffcrentialis,

1753; Bougainville, traits dn Calcul Integral, 1754; Landen,
Mathematical Lucubrations, 1755; Id., Residual Analysis, 176-4;

Id. , Mathematical Memoirs, 1780 ; Saunderson, Method of Fluxions,

1756; Kastner, Separatio Indctcnninat. in ./Equat. Diff., 175G;
D'Alembert, Opuscules Mathhnatiqucs, 1761-80; Robins, MathC'
medical Tracts, 1761; "Waring, Miscellanea Analytica, 1762; Id.,

Meditationes Analytiex, 1776; Condorcet, Zlu Calend Integral,

1765; Le Seur et Jacquier, a^Umens du Calcul Integral, 1768;
Lexell, " Methodus integrandi jEq. Diff.," Comm. Petrop., 17G9 ;

.

Fontaine, TraM du Calcul Diff. et IMgral, 1770; Gianella, De
Fl-uxionibus et carum Usu, 1771; Cousin, Traiti du Calad Differ-

entiel et Integral, 1776; Laplace, *' L'Usage du Calcul. aux Diff.

part.," Mim. de VAcad., 1777; Condorcet, " De Integ. cujusdain

jEquationis," Comm. dc Bonon., 1783; Paoli, Memoria sulV cqxutzionc

a difference finite e parziali, 1784 ; Monge, " Sur le Cal. Jnt. des
Equat. aux Diff. part.

,

"jl/t'm. t^e r.<4cnrf., 1784; Charles, "Recherches
sur le Calcul Integi-al," Mhn. dc I'Aead., 1784 ; L'Huillier, Expnsi.

tio7i dcs Principes des Calculs Supericurs, 1786; Id., Pe,

Calculi Diff. et Integ., 1795; filascheroni, Annotationcs ad Cal.

Integ. Eideri, 1790; Tabiescen, Principia atqne Historia Calaili

Diff.etlnieg.nccnon Methodi Fluxionum, 17^Z; Lagi-ange,'*Calcul

des Variations,". .3/"25c. Taur., vols. ii. and iv., 1760-69; Id., Theoria
dcs Fonctions AnaUjtiqucs, 1797; Id., Lemons sur le Calcul dcs

Fonctions, 2d ed. , 1806 ; Id., separate Memoirs, edited under the caro

of SeiTet, 7 vols., 1867-77 (the remainder of his works are in

course of republication in the s.ame series) ; Vince, Principles of

Fluxions, 1797; Carnot, PUflcxions sur la MHaphysique du, Calcul
Infinitisimal, 1797; Lacroix, Traiti dii Calcul Differentiel et du
Calcul Integral, 1797; Arbogast, Calcul des Derivations, 1800:
Lcgendre, Exarciccs dQ Calcul Inti^ep-ed, 3 vols., 1811-19; Id.,

Traiti dcs Fonctions Elliptiqucs, 3 vols., 1825-23; Cancliy, Cottrs

d'Analyse, 1821 ; Id., Appl. Giom. du Cal. Infln., 1823 ; Id., Mem.
sur les iid. dif. prises entrc des limitcs imag., 1825 ; Id., Logons sur
le Calcul Di^^renticl, 1829; Ohm, M. , System der Mathrmaiik,
9 vols., 1822-52; Id., Lehrbuch f. d. gesammU Eoh. Math., 2
vol.^., 1839; Magnus, Sammlung von Aufgaben d. Analyt. Georn..,

1833; Navier, Lcf^ons d'Analyse dc V£c. Polyt., 1840; Moigno,
La;ons de Cal. Diff. et de Cal. Int., 2 vols., 1840-44; Id., Calc^d

des Variations, 1861; Duhamel, Cours d'Axialysc de V j^e. Polyt.,

2 vols., 1840-41; 3d cd. by Bertraud, 2 vols., 1874-75, Coumot,
Tlieorie des Fonctions et du Calcul Infinitisimal, 1841 ; Gregory,
Examples on the Diff. and Int. Calculus, 1841 ; De Morgan,
Differential and Integral Calcidns, 1842; Hymers, Integral Cal-

cidus, 1844; Schlomilch, Handbxixh der Differe7izial- und Integral-

rechnung, 1847; Id., Compendium, der Sohcren Analysis, 2 vols.,

1874; Minding, Sammlung von Integrattafeln, 1849; Mever,
ExjKsi £Um. de la Thioric des Int. Dcf., 1851; Todhunter, Diffcr-
eidial aiid Integral Calculus, 2 vols., 1852; Id., On Punctioiis of
Lajdace, Lami, and Bessel, 1875; Price, Infiidtesimal Calcullts,

2 vols., 1854; Bierens De Haan, Tables (Vinttgrales d6finics, 1858;
Idi, Exposi de la theorie ties integrates difinies, 1862; Boole, Differ-
eniial Equations, 1359; Id., Calexdus of Finite Differences, 1860;
Grassraann, Die Ausdchnungslchre, 1862; Bertrand, Trait6 de Cal.

Diff. et de Cal. Int., 2 vols., 1864-70 ; Meyer, G. F., Vorles. u. d.

Theorie d. bcstirnmten Intcgrale, 1871; "Williamson, Differential
and Integral Calcidtcs, 1872-74; Hermite, Coxirs d'Analyse, 1873,
Durege, Theorie d. Fxtnl'tionen eixxer complcxen vcrdxidcrl. Griisse,

2d ed., 1873; Folkierski, Principles of Diff. and Int. Calc. (Polish).

Paris, 2 vols., 1873; Rubini, Elcxnenti di Calcolo infinitesivuilc, 2
vols., 1874-75; Serret, Cours de Calc. Diff. et Int., 2d ed., 2 vols.,

1878-79 (the 8th edition of Lacroix's Traiti tlimeniaire, by Serret
and Hermite, contains in the notes many valuable additions)

;

Rieinann, Gesam. Math. fVcrke, 2d ed., 1876; Id., Particlle Differ-
enlia'.gleicJixmgen, 2d ed., 1876; Lipschitz, Lehrbxich dcr Analysis,
2 vols., 1877-80; Hoiiel, Cours de Calcul InfitiitJsimal, 3 vols.,
1878-79 ; Boucharlat, £l. dc Calc. Diff. et.Int., 8th ed. by Laurent,
1879; Stegemann, Differential- und Integralrechxixmg, 2 vols., 3d
ed., 1880.

The preceding list contains th^ names of some of the most im-
portant existing treatises on the calculus. It makes no pretence to
completeness; in fact, many of the most valuable contributions to
the subject are published in the numcroas mathematical journals,
and in the transactions of learned societies. In treating' of elliptic
and hyperelliptic function.'! -.vo shall give a short list of the chitf
tvoiks ou thi*t yic.vL bii;:,,ii of the cakulus.
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PART I.

DrFFruEXTiAL CAi-cutrs.

1. In the application of algebra to the theory of curves and sur-

faces some of the quantities under consideration are conceived as

having always the same magnitude, such as the radius of a given

circle or of a given sphere, or the axes of a given ellipse or hyperbola;

others again are indefinite, and may have any number of particular

values, such as the coordinates of any point on a curve. This

difierence naturally suggests the division of the quantities involved

in any question into two kindsj one called constants, the other

variables.

It is usual in analysis to denote constants by the first letters of

the alphabet, a, 6, c, &c. ; variables by the last, ti, v, w, x, y, z, &c.

2. One quantity is said to be ti function of auotiier when they arc

so related that any change made in the one causes a corresponding

variation in the cthtr. This relation may subsist whether there

exist an expression for the function by wliich its value is detemiined

for each value of its argument; or the relation may sometimes bo

defined by certain characteristics of continuity and discontinuity.

When an cxprcasion h presupposed the relation is usually repre-

sented by the letters F, /, ^, kc. Thus the equations

u = F{x)y V =f{x), w= <p{x),

denote that u, v, to are regarded as functions of x, whose values are

determined for any particular value of x when the forms of tho

functions are known.
In each of these expressions the argument x is regarded as the

xndcpcndait variable, to which any value may be assigned at

Sleasure ; and u, v, w are called dependent variables, as their values

epend on that of r, and are determined when it is known.
For example, in each of the equations

2/ = 10^ y=tan X, y=^ii^,
a — x

the value of y is known when that of a; is given.

Such functions are called explicit.

3. In many cases a variable y, instead of being given explicitly

in terms of x, is connected with it by an equation of a more com-

plicated character. For instance, suppose thcra connected by the

relations

a; log y = ?/ log ar, siny^arsin (a+ Jf), j/^ + x^ + Soari/ — ;

in these cases the value or values of y may bo supposed known when
at is given, and y is said to be an implicit function of x. Such
cases are comprehended in the form

In such a form y may be regarded as an implicit function of x, or

a as an implicit function of y, at pleasure.

4. Again a quantity may be a function of two or more independent

variables. Thus in the equation «= sin (ox + fiy), x and y may be

regarded as independent variables, and « as a function of them.

Such functions are in general denoted by

5. A function <f){x) is said to be eoTilinuoics between any limiting

values of x, such as a and 6, when to each value of x between those

limits there corresponds a finite value of the function, and when an
indefinitely small change in the value of x produces only an

indefinitely small change in the function. In such cases the func-

tion in its passage from any one value to any other between the

limits receives every intermediate value, and does not become in-

finite. This continuity can be readily illustrated by taking <p{x)

as the ordinate of a curve, whose equation may then be written

y = 0(.r).
_

6. If the variaoie x oe supposed to receive any change, such
change is called an increment ; this increment of x is usually repre-

seuted by the notation Ax. A decrement is regarded as a negative

increment. When the increment, or dilTerence, is supposed to bo

indefinitely small, it is called a differential, and is represented by
dx ; i.e., an infinitely small difference is called a differentiah

In like manner if « be a function of x, and x become x + Ax, the
corresponding value of « is denoted by u + Au; i.e., the increment
of u is represented by Au. For finite increments of x it is obvious
that the ratio of the increment of u to the corresponding increment
of X has, in general, a finite value. Also when the increment of x
is regarded as being indefinitely email we find that the above men-

tioned ratio, i.e., —^ , has in general in each case a definite limiting
dx

value ; and the first study of the differential calculus necessarily in-

volves the investigation of snch limiting ratios for the diS'erent forms
of functions of x.

In fact we have seen that tho differential calculus took its rise

from the investigation of the limiting value of the ratio of the
increment of the ordinate y to that of the abscissa x, so as to find tho
position of the tangent at any point on a curve.

thns if the equation of a curve, referred to rectangular axes bo

denoted by /(x, 7/)= 0, then -^ ,i.e., the limiting value of ^' for any
ax ^x

point on the curve, represents the tangent of the angle wliich t!n2
tangent at the point makes \nth the axis of x.

7. Again, if we suppose x to become x + A (where h represents Aa*,
tlie increment of .x) in the equation u=/{x), then the increment of

h
u is represented by /(x + h)^f\x), and

t

— represents llio limit to which

/(.r + /0-/(x'

h
approaches indefinitelj-, when Ji is diminished without limit.

There are two methods in general of finding this value of —

.

dx

The first consists in determining the limiting value r,f/(^ + ^')~>'(' )

h
by decreasing h indefinitely. The second consists in expanding
/(x + A) in a scries of ascending powers of h, and taking the coeffi"
cient of h in the expansion. This is the method introduced by
Lagrange when he proposed to make the calculus a branch of
ordinary algebra, and altogether independent of tho consideration
of infinitely small magnitudes, or of limits.

It is easily seen, as was shown by Lagrange, that the result
obtained by the l.itter method is the same as that arrived at by tho.
former; for, since /(x + /i) becomes /(.r) when A= 0,/(i)i3 the fiist

term in the exnansion, and we may assume

/ (x + h) =/(x) -vph + qh- + &c.

,

ii which p, q, &.C., represent functions of x, independent of A, then

/(x..A)-/(x)_ ,^^^
A

If now we suppose h ~ 0, the left hand side reduces tojp ; and, accord
ingly the coeliioient of A in the expansion ofyi;x + A) is the limiting

value of the expression-^ ^^ )~J\^)
_

h
This coefficient of h was called by Lagrange the /rs< derived func-

tion of tho original function yi;x), and he represented it by the nota-
tion/'(.T).

Hence we have ^ = ^(^^ ^f{x)

.

dx dx

In this case /'{x)dx is called the differential of /{x), and f{x) is

called its differential coeffieient.

8. We have already seen that the principles of the calculus may
be regarded either from the consideration of limits, or from tliat of
infinitesimals or differentials ; the former was the method adopted
by Newton, in his later investigations at leait ; the latter was that
adopted by Leibnitz.

The limit of a variable magnitude may be defined as follows. Jf
a variable magnitude tends contimmlly to equality with a certain
fixed magnitude, and approaches nearer to it than any assignalle
difference, however small, thisfcecd magnitude is called the limit nf
the variable magnitude.

For example, if we suppose a polygon inscribed in or circumscribed
to any closed curve, and afterwards imagine each siJc indefinitely
diminished, then the closed curve is said to be the limit of cither
polygon. By this means the whole length of the curve is the limit
of the perimeter of either polygon, and the area of the curve is tho
limit to the area of either polygon.

9. The following principles concerning limits arc of frequent
application. (1) The limit of the product of two quantities, which
vary together, is the product of their limits. (2) The limit of the
quotient of two quantities is the quotient of their limits. These
are nearly self-evident propositions; they may, however, bo formally
proved as follows.

Let P, Q represent the variable quantities, and^, q their limits ;

then, if P=ji) + o, and Q = ? + A o, denote quantities which
diminish indefinitely as P and Q approach their limits, and become
evanescent in the limit.

Aga! TQ=pq+pe + qa + ae

Accordingly in the limit, VQ^pq.
The corresponding theorem for the quotients is established easily

in like manner.
10. Again, if we conceive any finite number or magnitude to be

divided into a very great number of equal parts, each part is veiy

small in comparison with the original magnitude. By supposing

the number of^parts to be increased indefinitely, i.e., so as to exceed

any assigned number, however great, then each part may be regarded

as indefinitely small in comparison with tho proposed magnitude,

and may be called an infinitesimal with reg.iTd to it.

By an infinitesimal, or an indefinitely small magnitude, we under-

stand a mngnitudc which is less than any assigned mngnitud*
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however small, and which ca.J,edi.i^i^o^ ujdofimte^^so^-

to apFoach as "-^^/--^P'/^L d.rence'between the area of a

attamiog to it. ior i?"^""','
, T>„lvffon can, by increasing

circle and '^-'9l:\'^^'^l'::t^'Ztll than any assigned

the nnmber of sides of the POlyg°°. ^ „„„ter of sides

i^rt"rt^^eri^^::p^^^n/"XUS^of the third.

nfain;tw:tanfS'n.^?r^:l^^aid to he of the sa.e o^er If

the fraction £ tends to a finite limit. If
f.

tends to . finite hm.t.

3 is called »" infinitesimal oHhenth order i„ comparison^w.th
.^^

12. To avoid "''^=™«P';?°; % te™g actual quantities in the

tleT?po?e :rf:^ilS :u'r"n^estigL?rns. hut they should

tangent to a curve.-in which problem *- »
'>°J infinitesimals

ran^d ^ffo^t-u^^rofLiTg the'^r" ultimate ratio. ... in

order to determine the limit of |. No. this limit is in all cases

qu^ntUics, which become evanescent when we proceed to

''Tn'employing infinitesimals in snch casea, we proceed on the

principTe thlt fhe limit of the ratio of two infinitesimals. . and ft

is the same as that of a' and ^', provided the Umit of -- 1,
and Um.t

the least values of the fractions^ . ^^ . . . ?;; and it accordingly

hasunityforit.limit,un^r^uppo.c,^diti™s^jore.^^^

-rifca^TT^utd^rffoU p>rt, o which^^^^^^^

simply found, ami the other not so. Let A + a •« ''"'^
"^^ P

,^

f^h^ich A
;^VB^^rc^T'«:c'^:he:?herV'ts xCthere-

like manner let B + s, l^+f. "'^'
"f , . t, , nj. ftc +a + b-¥e +

quired magnitude is ^presened by A^B+^L^^^^^^^

&C. Now ^-PP"'^ tt't when a ^^'^^^^'^ ^ ^^^^^ j„ comparison
Uken we can make a, b, «• \=- "^ '""' ^^ be made as smaft as *e
with A, B C. &c. then a + 6 + c+ &c. »°

^^ ^ continuing
olease wiith respect to A + r. + i^ + «c.

,
lui.^n

t , _/r 1 p 4. »,. is

?heTroTess indrfinitely, the limit °f '^e --
f
^^ B + C + &c «

equa\ to the required io'«°>t"'3^-T,''''™'
'J^^ "J'^^^t'^^e regarded

'^^;:Z^^:SP^^^P^I^^S. ... .. farmer.

given in § 12, as that of the differential.

of
»

1. This is evident since, in all cases, we havo

a o tt p .

n result which must hold in the limit.
»„ tv. limit

In consequence of this principle, before nroceedicg to the limit

£™Sx:"'^rbi^neigtSe=^^t^^
^'"''''^"%-A,. + A,a' + A3.' + &c.+A..- + tc.,

5- Bifl + Bj0» + BjS' + &c. + 6.3" + Sc.

,

• „i.:„b AAA. B„ B„ &c.. are finite, and independent of
in whicn A,, a,, a, . . . u,, u,, "•" •

, '3 „, -3 !_ ^om-
the infinitesimala a and /3, we may neglect a\a,e,& • • • 1° co™

parison with a and p. and we get the limit of^ =
g*^

x limit of - .

In general, if a, 6 be infinitesimals 0/ the same order thek ratio

has a finite magnitude ; and if 7=/i(«. ^). ^'U"'^^' 'h™ ">

ending the limiting value of ^ wo take the terms of the lowest

order in a and fi in A ^nd /,. neglecting all infinitesimals^of

higher orders; substituting in the result the limiting value of — ,

we obtain the required Umit for— .

n Acrain if o, + =. . . . +». represents the sum of aiinmher of

infinite^ ma quantities which approaches a finite Innit when

« is indJfinUely increased, and if ft. 3, ... P. b« another system

of infinitely small quantities, such that

e.=l + c,, ^^ = l + .3,. •^ = 1 + '-

where .„ .3
'".

• ^ hecome evanescent in the limit, then, when n is

indefinitelv increased, the limit of the sum of fi„ 03. . • P" >' ^.1"?'

t^ t?m?of /„ a3 . . . oi This is evident from the elemen,^ry algebraic

principle that the ratio^^i^^^^ lies between the greatest and

3 that ol tne ainerenimi.
, „„,

U In "consequence of metaphysical objections to the e'^PWr"*

by the adoption of infinites mals
°J"^m.ts (when exclusively

?o-^{:air-=l'^a3£.-are^

-^-t=;=^^^=S?r^^utr-
sarily disappear when we proceed to '''''/™';,.

.^ses must be the

flexion wil\ show that the result "bt-.ned
>^ >'°']» ^^^^^^ "„, L,ib„iu

be added that the precise Pn^^P'^^f
1 jhorXh y aprrehende<\

soniJprogress in the application "f
"X'be'r^^'arded in connexion

1.5. The preceding =ta.t<=""=f."''.y "^° > ^rro " and "an evanes-

Vields^an ahlolute zero, namely ^"h'ra^''""'
*^„";„ except by the

Lm no other arithmetical P^cess does
J° ^';™;/f;gPi,,/ We

same train of ideas as eads us to the use o' tne wo

cannot, for example obtain the V>ol ^^t
^^ "^^

f^'^^^'^^ ,„ ^ ,-c

magnitude by another We can m ke the e uu
^^^^^^^^ ^^

none of which is final. i.h"\^"™Jr
,; ^ ^^all value to a

anive at a
^"'•^'"/''"f^r''. /.n m"^e nelrwTttain this con.

particular magnitude, that we <=='n,,"'°';
""''"^^i ^o on without

Elusion by attributing to it a
™^f ".^f'^/j^.^i^tion as nearly as

limit, i.e., that we cin approximate to this conclus^
^^^, ^^

we please by the use of a value as ^»" ^ "^ ^ny finite amount,
never attain it as ong as the

";^PV^"^^^;,ton!To be absolutely

then such conclusion is said, f°^ ^°*';"'"™"'
These considera-

true when the magnitude
'f

""''""E ;"' ^ ,\°i, E^ler was correct

tZ.^^!^^^"^'^^ ^^^^^ --' ^ -^'"'^

^t6.Ve"-ow return to the conside.«on of
^^^^^

-^trr^thf^TSS; of aproduet.

Let V = uv, where « and v are functions o{x; then

^=«^+(--^r:ax'
proceeding to the Umit, this becomes

d(uv)

dx

In Uke manner, if yumi, we get

dy

dx

dv du

du dv „.,^ -
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inJ, in general, if l/
= yi!/,V3 ... y, wo have

y rfj: 1/, rfj: I/, rf;§ ' 11, dx
'

Again, if y-— ,
wo have i(-i-y, conseiiiieatly
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(7) U yC
(8) If >/ «i-, iirovetlwt

X

Vl + 2/'

l.rovc tlir.t
'-!' = £''»-'( 1 + ;og .>•).

For cxatni>l(', if i/ =
I

Ave liavc

'''I
. ..

^dlJ_

23 We shall conclude this section with the consideration of the

differential of the area ABPII (fig. 3) of a plane curve, comprised

between the curve, the axis of x, and two ordinates, of which

one BA. is fixed and the other

PjM is variable, r, y represent-

ing the coordinates of F. This

area, when the equation of the

curve is given, is an implicit

function of x. If it be repre-

Rented by ii, we proceed to find

its differential coefhcient, or

_ Suppose X to receive an ia-

dx
"

definitely small increment repre-

sented by MM', the correspond-
t,,,.,.™ u .i

in" increment of the area is represented by PMM 1 ,
i.e., by the

sum of the rectangle PMM'R and the elementary area PFR. Now

the latter area becomes evanescent in the limit in comnansou with

PMM'R.

Conseciuently in proceeding to the limit we have '^=. ril = i/,

dx
= ip {x), where ?/= 4>{x) is the eijuation of the curve.

houce '1'" -«("-i !-"= '^=n{n-\)(n-1)x'-^, tc
f/-- rtx-*

.\gain, if i/ = c", \vc have

dx t/.c-

and in general ---^ = a'c"

27. "We next proceed to a fundamental theorem due to iji-ihnitz,

and first puldisncd in Mis. Bcrol., 1710, viz., to find the nth de-

rived function of the product of two functions.

Let 2/= !<i>; then, if we ^vrite y', n', v', y\ u", &c., for

£?(/ drt dv d^y ,

dx ^ dx* dx* dx^*
'*

we have y' = ritf -\- vii'.

The next differentiation gives

7j"— nv" + u'v' + v'n'+ fu"= iiv" + 2kV + vu".

The thijd differentiation gives

y"' = HI'"' -t- u'v" + 2u'v" + 2b"k'+ ti'u" + vu,"'

•= itv'" + Su'v' + Zu"v' + vu'",

in which the coefficients are the same as those In tlie expansion •(

(a + bf.

and
Suppose that the same law holds for the 7itli differential coeffideDt,

that

From this we can make an important inference, viz., that in all

cases there exists a function whose differential coefhciont is any given

function of x, suppose 0(,r). To find such a function it is sufficient

to consider the curve whose equation in rectangular coordinates is

j/= ^(.c) ; then the area comprised between any fixed ordinate and the

ordinate whoso abscissa is x is a detemiinatc function,—which, by

the preceding, has 0(x) for its derived function.

Successive Differentiation.

24. We have seen that from any ftinction of a variable we can

nbtain by differentiation a new function, called its dilferential co-

efficient, or, after Lagrange, its derived function.

If the primitive function be represented by /(at), then, as alrea.ly

stated, its first derived function is denoted by f{x). If this

new function, /(x), be treated in the same manner, its derived

function is called tlie second derived of the original lunction/(a),

i.nd is denoted by/"(x). In like manner, the derived function of

f'{x) is the third derived of/(x), and represented by /"(x), kc. In

accordance with this notation, the successive derived functious of

/(z) are represented by
/'(x),/'(x),/"'(x),.../'"'(x),

tich of which is the derived function of the preceding.

y(")= la-*"'-!- >iu'i(''-»4-ll2_D !("t("-!)-f&c..

25. In liko manner, if y=f{x), tlien -/^
ax

.fix) .

Heuco

The functiou

/(x)

is written .

dx dx-

differential coefficient of y with regard to x

and is called the second

Likewise—— is written -M.
dx dx^

then, dilTerentiating again, we gee

,_y('.+i)= »!('+')+ i('i;W + n(ii'iW-Hit"i;('>-i)

x^lzl' (u'V'-»i-u"V-'')) + kc. . . . -Hi("+i)»
2

= iH("+i) + (,i + l)u'vW+ f"^ti^if i/'if^-D+ Sc

in which the coefficients follow the law of the Binomial Expansion.
Accordingly, if this law hold for any integer value of n, it holds

for the next higher integer ; but it holds when ji= 3, therefore it

holds for 71 = 4, &c.

In the ordinai-y notation the preceding result is written

rf"(l/^•) d'v iliid"-^i> n(n-'i)d'ti d'-H . rf"»

(1) If i/ = c" sin hx, to find '?!^

Here "zH^e" (a sin bx + b cos bx).
dx

Now Id i = « tan ip, and we have

''''
» (o' + b^)'- c" (siu bx cos ^ -I- cos bx sin 0)

dx
- (o' + b-)i e" sin {bx-i-<p).

Riiiiilariy we gel ^» (o= -t- b') c" sin (to+ 20)

;

dx*

and, in general, ~,~ {a' + l')ii c" sin {ix + mp).

(2) ify-cot-'i, to find ^.

and so on :

• dx-

. . nth differential coeffidenls of

and the series of functions

dy <Pv tPy

dx * dir ' rfx*

me called the first, second, third,

the function represented by y.

It is sometimes convenient to adopt a notation analogous to that

of fluxions, and to represent the scries of differential coefficients of

j^by
y' ,y" .y"'

,
y^":

in order to abbreviate the labour of writing down the sj*stem of

successive differential coefficients.

26. It is plain that the determination of the series of successive

derived functions of any function of x does not require any new
principles, as it is accomplished by successive applications of the
methods already considered.

Here

hence

Again

x=cott/, .-. 5?_-sinVi
dx

^--;l(sinV)--^.#(smV)
dx' dx dx dy

=sin'i/ — (sin'!/)=sin''y sin2i/

,

dy

'^,^S (sinV sinSy),"^!- (sin^y sinSy)
dx' dxdy

• - sinV -— (sin-y sm2y)
<iy

In like manner,
-1.2 sin'i/ smSy. <Sx. 4, § 22.)

d^ 1.2.3 sin'i/ sin iy.

And, in general, ^^= ( - 1)» . I"-1 sin'y sinny.
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(3) Jf !/ = I" -
' log X, prove that y^ =;= .

(4) If y = cos (a sin-U), prove thnt

f6) If y= a cos 7w:+ 6 sin 7u:, prove that

r^x^
+ 7ry = 0.

(6) If if^xy, provo t^at

daf* daf^ rfx" -

1

Partial DiJfercTUiation.

28. "We havo hitherto treated of functions of a single independent
variable solely. The principles established so far apply equally to

the case of functions of two or more independent variables.

For example, in the equation

u = ay? + 26a*t/ + q/',

the variables x and y may be capable of change independently
of each other ; and if \rc suppose x to vary, y remaining constant,

the corresponding dilfci'cutial coefficient of u is represented by
dvk

dx
,
and wc havo

— = 2ax + 2by.
dx

In the same case if we supi>ose y to vary, x being unchanged, the

corresponding differential coefficient is represented by — , and we

Iwvo ~=.2bx + 2cy.

In general, if u be a function of two variables, x and y, represented

by the equation
7t = ^(jr, y).

We have two differential coefficients

dit il<p{x , )/) t du _
il4>(.v f y)

dx dx ' dy dy

Those arc called the parlio-i difn cnluif corJ/ici<:iUs of tJic function,

Mith regard to x and y respcctivuly. They are usually written

'—and — I and are plainly determined in the same manner as in
dx dy
tlic case of a single variable.

29. These new functions -;^'and"- admit of being treated in like
lu: dy

manner. Thus the partial differential coefficient of
, , taken with
dx

,du
dx

respect to x, y being supposed 'unchanged, is represented by—-

—

dx

or Iiy— ; likewise its differential coefficient with respect to y is
dx*

represented by . - : and so on.
dydx

30. It can be socn without difficulty that

- du da

d^u d'lt . dx dy

dxdy dydx ' ' * dy ~ dx

Au
^ A —

In fact signifies tho limit to which approaches as
dydx Ay

Ax and Ay diminish beyond limit.

Again
Au 0(.-c+ Ax

, y) - (f>(x , y)

Ax Ax
]u like manner,

A ^ t!''^ ^- ' ?/ + ^.'/)-0(a: + A.c,y) _ <p{x
, y + Ay)-0(g , y)

Ax A* A^
Ay

"
Ay

jpjx+Ax, y + Ay)-0(a: + Aj;,t/)-^(a;,y+Ay) + 0fa:,y)
"^

AxAy
Au

A —
It is easily seen that ~ has the same value. Accordingly

Ax
the limits of the two expressions roast be equal, and hence we infer

iPu d*a

dydx- dxdy
'

31 In general, if w be a function of several independent variableB

Xj, ia» • ^"» ^^® obtain n partial differential coefficients of the

first order, denoted by

du du d du

dxi ' dx^ * a^i), *
' dxn

'

In like manner, the partial differential coefficients of tho second
order are represented by

d^u

We have, as in the former case, between each pair of variables

d^u (Pu

dxydx.

d^u d^tc . J—
, &c., and so on.

dx,dxo dx^

, &c.
dx^dx^ '

32. In the equation «— ^(a:,y), if we consider x and y to increase

simultaneously, then, if Au represents the total increment of w, we.

have

Au = ^(x + Ax , y-\-Ay)-4>{x
, y)

'=0(« + Ax, y + Ay)-ip{x
, y + Ay) + if>{Xt y -i- Ay) ~ <p(x , yf

ifi(x + Aar
, y + Ay) - »(x

, y + Ay) <p{x
, y + Ay) - ip(x

, y) ^= Ax + —

^

Av.Ax Ay *

If now we suppose Ax and Ay to, diminish indefinitely, and repre-

sent the corresponding differentials by du, dx, dy, we have in the

limit

, du . du. ,
du = -j-dx+ -7- dy

.

dx dy

This is called the total differential of u, and it is readily seen that
it ia equal to the sum of the partial differentials arising from the
separate increments in x and y. The same principle plainly holds
in a function of any number of variables.

33. If u = tp (r, w), where v and w are both functions of x, then
by the preceding it is readily seen that

du du dv du dw
dx dv dx dw dx

and similarly for any number of functions.

34. The principles of total and partial differentiation admit of
simple illustration in piano and in spherical trigonometry. For,

in either a plane or a spherical triangle, we may regard any three^ of

the parts a, b, c, A, B, C as being indcpendeiit variables, and each
of the othei's as a function of the threo so chosen.

For instance, in a plane triangle, if the sides a and b and the

contained angle C bo taken as the independent variables, we havo

c== a=' + 63_2a6 cos C ;

, dc a-b coa C _
honco -:- = — cosB;

lilccwific

da

-tt: = cos a ,

db

dc

dC^
a sin B

,

. . dc=> cos Bda + cos Adb + a sin B dC.

rfA
Again, to find -—

, we have & sin A = a sin 8 = a sin (A + C);

hence, regarding a and b as constant, we have

(A + C) ^1 + ^)« - acosB-aoosBh cos A -^^ = a cos
dC

dA
dC

dA
dC°

acosB

^.tSSL^aa,

13—

2

In like manner we have, in the same case,

rfA_sin B rfA_ sin A . ,. sin B sin A
da c * db c c

Again, in a spherical triangle,

cos c = cos a coa 6 + sin a sin h cos C.

From this we obtain

^=co8 B, ^ = co8A, ^ = sinosinB,
da db rfC

. *. dc'= cos B rfa + cos Adb + sin a sin B dC
This, and the preceding, also admit of a aimple geometrical

demonstration, by drawing the triangle and compaiing the small

increments in each case.

35. Again, since from any equation in spherical trigonometry

another can be deduced by aid oi the polar triangU, we get from the

preceding
rfC=- - cos 6 rfA - COB a rfB + sin A exabdc

Conesponding formulie are obtained by an Interchange of letters.

1 The case of the ttuee sncl«fl of a plane tiiangle 1b «xeept^, as ttiey ora

cnuivaicnt to bat ttco ittdtvtndint data.

xm. -r,i
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Again, tlie infinitesimals rfa, db, dA, rfB are connected by the

equation
aa c?B _ dA db •

tan a tan'b tan A tan b

This follows immediately from the equation

sin a sin B=»sin A siu h.

36. These and the analogous fonnulce, when we adopt small difTer-

encfes instead of differentials, are of importance iu astronomy in

determining the errors in a computed distance arising from small

errors in observation. They also enable us to determine the cir-

cumstances under which the most favourable observations are made,

viz., those for which small errors in observation nroduce the least

error iu the required result.

The relations between the variations in the sides and angles of

plane and spherical triafigles were first treated of by Cotes, fn his

Estimaiio Errorum in mixta Mathesi (1722).

,dz

du dv _^
dy dx

be constant, and equal to «,

(1) The values of 'J^ and — , when x, y, z arc connected by two
dx dx

equations of the form/{af;y,r) = 0, «p{x,y,z) = 0, arc found to be

^^_^£^ ^^ ^^
€li/ _dx dz dz dx dz dy dx dx dy

dx~ dj^ d^_d£ d^ * dxT dj^d^_^d^d^
dz dy dy dz dz dy dy dz

(3) If /(h) = 0(v), where n and v are each functions of x and ?/,

it is easily shown that

du dv

dx dy

(3) In a. spbei-ical triangle, if

the relations

da db dn

cos A cos 13 cos U

and cosArfa + cosB£Z6 + co3Crfc=KV(sinasin&sinf

can be readily established.

(4) More generally, it may be shown that, if « also be supposed

to vary,

_^+ '^*„ + -^^tanAtanBtanC.;( M,
cos A COS B COS C V t /

and cosAda + coaBdb + coaCdc-^ Kr^iK sin resin isinc,

(5) If « bo a function of |,7),f, and {=2,4.^, ^=z+ ,

f =.5; ^ , sbow that

du du. ,
du

,
^du du,

dx dy ' ~ dz ' "• di ' dn

^( dn du du\

udn

^dC

Taylor^s Theorem atid DcrcIop7ncnt of Fimdiom.

37. We have already noticed thntthe devclopmci;* of functionshy

infinite series was a branch of aiialysis that rose into prominence

during the latter portion of the 17th century.

The first series tiiiis published were—that of Nicholas Mcrt;alor

in his Lofjarithmotcchnia (1668) for the expansion of log (1+r), or

what was then styled the area of an hypcibola (this lie arrived at by

the aid of Wallis's method of quadratures} ; and that of James

Gregory, in a letter to J. Collins, 1671, for the expansion of an arc

in terms of its tangent. About the same time the iirst efforts of

Newton's genius were directed to this subject ; and, as we have

already seen, he thus arrived at his binomial theorem,, and other

general expansions, such as those of siu x, cos x, c^, &c.

It was not, however, until many years after these discoveries that

it was found that all such expansions may be regarded as particular

casts of one general theorem. This theorem was discovered by

Dr Brook Taylor, and published by him in 1715 in his Mcthodics

Jncrcmcntorum.
,38. Before proceeding to a consideration of this imjiortant series

it'should be observed that, in 1694, John Bernoulli published, in

the Acta Uruditonim, his well-known expansion under the title

Additaincnfuni ejfectionis omniuta quadvaiutarum ct rectijicationum

cxiTvarum per scHevi quandam gciicralissimam.

This series may be written as follows, slightly altering Bernoulli's

notation :

—

dy/i^'^-^^-fs i+rbS-*"^
Bernoulli obtained this result immediately by diOVrentiation, hy

which process it can be easily verified.

.T h nAx

:

/(x+jito)

This is the first general theorem on scries tliat was iliscovered ;

and it was easily shown hy its autlior that the ordinary scries, sucli

as Uie expansions of log (1 +x), of siu x, and others, can be deduced
from it.

Tliis theorem of Bernoulli, liowcvcr, is nut a particu/ar pose of

Taylor's, as will he shown subsequently.
39. T.aylor arrived at liis theorem as a ])articular case of auotner

in finite diJj^crciKcs,—a branch of the calculiiH treated of for the
first time in his Mdh. Incrcm. Introducing the modern notation,

T.aylor's proof, with sonic modifications, is as follows.

Let/(a;) be any function of x, and .suppose .i- changed successively
into

a + Ar, K+ 2A1', a + 3Aa:,

and let the functions

1)0 represented by

V, Vi,Vi, V--
Then wc have

y\-y = ^'J, lh-yi = ^Vi . • • • y.i -,'/»-! =.A.i/» I,

Ay, -Ai/=.A'-i/, Ai/.i-A!/, = A-l/i. Ai/„ - A;/,i-i- A'-'j//..

AVi - A=i/ = AV , &c.

Tile final result consists in expressing i/n iu terms of

7/ , Ay , A-// , . . . A"
Wc h,ivc

!/ = ;/.-! I- A i/„ - 1= y„ - • + 2 Ai/,, - 2 + A^v,

In like ninnner, .^iilistiluting y„-3 + Ai/„-3 for i/n

!'u -//..- 3 h 3A i/„ - 3 + 3a''!i„ - 3 1 A'i/„ - 3

,

tnc eoefili-icnls being the same as those in the expansion of (« + &j\

Now, if we ass\ime that the same law Jiolds for any value n, it t*

readily seen by the method of mathematical iiuluction, of which wc
have given an e.vample in § 27, that it holds for the value immidi-
ntoly superior ; and \\e tlilis got

)i.(ii-l) . //.{// - 1)1.11-2) .,
.

7;„ = i/
I «Ay h- J

,• 'A-II+ —2 3—^^ ' • • • "^^

'

40. This re.-juli can be readily established also by tlu' )>rinciph-s

of the .symbolic imIi'uIiis, a lirimdi of the subject In whiili a sliort

.space will be devoted sub.se((nently. AVe .shall anlieip;ite the con

.sukration of that method by givin,

ternunaliou o( the preceding rt.-snlt.

Regarding Aas a sinnM of uperation, the equation yn= y« -i I- A^j

may be written yn = n hA^y,,-]

Iu like manner, ,i/,-i = (l i-A)j/„.s

.-. 7/„ = (H A)(l + A)y„.:-(1 + A)'j/. 2

also y.."-(l I A/Vn-3 ; and in general

;/, - (1 I AY'!/

'[\ VnA y \ „ A-H

wc pel

; an application of it to the de-

^y + iiAii I

If we sujiposc

1.

1.2
A=-/ +

+ A" 1^

A"!/.

1lAX = Il .

the diuation becomes

/(-''H...^.^4^0 K&o.

If now, A being regarded as constants we sujipotc n to increase,

and consequently Ax to diniini.sli, indefinitely, we obtain, on pro-

ceeding to the limit,

-fW + ''/( ') + ^2/"(^' + rl-3/'"
''> + ^^'•-

This is called Taylor's .scric.?.

42. In order to comjdete the investigation, it wiH be necessary to

examine into the convcrgency or divergency of the series, and to

obtain an expression for the remainder in it after any number of

terms ; this wc shall ininiedia'^'.-ly proceed to consider.

43. It may be observed that T.iylor does not seem (o have nccn

aware of the great importance of his theorem, nor did lie give

any examples of it-, application. This probably accounts foi the

fact that BO long u time elapsed before its real value v.as dis-

covered ; and, although Stirling introduced a particular case of it

in his McthodiLS DiffcrcntialU (1717), it was not noticed in any of

the English treatises on the calculus—such as Simpson's Fluxions

(1737), Kmersoii's Fluxions (1743), Landen'a licsidual jinahi.tis

(1764),—nor is it mentioned iu the tirst edition of Montucta's Hist,

dcs Math., 1758. The theorem is to bo found in Eulcr's Cat. Dif.

(1755) ; but, although Euler makes extensive use of it, lie made no
refereucc to Taylor's name in connexion with the series, and would
appear to have given the theoreiu as his own, or rather perhaps to

have connected it with Bei-nouUi's scries.
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44. We may observe that Taylor also introduced iiito his Afctkodtts

Incrcmcntorumy in thefluxional notation, a seiies 'which is the same
as that of Bernoulli, already noticed. Tiis led to a long and bitter

controversy between them, in MiJiich Bernoulli's son Kieholas and
others also took part. In this Taylor was accused of plagiarism

both with respect to this theorem and to ot^ier theorems relative to

the general theory of the centre of oscillation of bodies. It is re-

markable that in this dispute no reference was made to Taylor's

wn theorem, nor do the disputants seem to have been aware of

its vast superiority to that around which the angry controversy

was raised.

45. Taylor's theorem seems never to have risen into due promi-

nence until its great value was pointed out by the illustrious

Lagrange, in the Berlin memoirs for 1772. Lagrange demonstrated

the theorem by the principles cf ordinary algebra. He made it the

foundation of the method of series, and also of the ditferential

calculus. He thus proposed to make the calculus a branch of

ordinary algebra, and independent of all considerations of infiuiteTy

small quantities, and so to give it all the formal rigour of demon-
stration of the method of the ancients.

^Q. Lagrange also was the first to place Tay}or*B theorem on a

satisfactory basis by finding an expression for the remainder of the

series after any number of terms.

The following demonstration of this theorem of Lagrange depends
on a single lemma, which may be thus stated. If a continuous

function f(x) vanish when x = a, and also when x = b, ili£7i its derived

function f'(x), if also continuous^ must also vanishfor some value of
X between a and b.

This is easily proved ; for if/'(x) does not vanish for some value of

X between a and h, it must have always the same sign between these

limits, and consequently/{.'r) must constantly increase or constantly

diminish as x passes by small incremeuts from the value a to the

value b ; but this is impossible, since/ {x) vanishes for both limits.

Now let Kb represent the remainder after » terms in Taylor's expan-
sion, then writing X for x + y in that series, we have

/(X) -/<*) +
(X-

1

(X-xV

f{x)^
(X-

1.2
-/"(^) +

ItL:

-/("-!) (x) + R„, (a).

in TrliicTi/{ar), /*(!) /("-''(a;) are supposed finite and con-
tinuous for all values of the variable between X and x.

From the form of the terms included in Kn it evidently may be
written in the shape

where P is some function of X and x.

/(X)- \f{x) +
(X-x)
.1

-P,

Consequently we have

(X-^)"-',(„

I
71. - 1

-/<»-")(x)

(S).

Now, let s be substituted for x in every term in the preceding,
with Die exception of P, and let F(;) represent the resulting expres-
sion, we shall have

F(^) = /(X) -
j
/(z) + <-^V(=) + .'.. + ^^"P i

• • (7),

X,

in which P has the same value as before.

Again, the right-hand side in this'equation vanishes when 2

.-. F(X) = 0.

Also; from (6), the right-hand side vanishes when z=x;
.: F(a:)-0.

Accordingly, since the function F{3) vanishes when 3= X, and also
when z= x, it follows from the preceding lemma that its derived
function F'(2) also vanishes for some value" of s between the limits
X and X.

Proceeding to obtain F'(2) by differentiation, it can be easily sien
from equation (7) that we have

r(=).
(X-.-)"

-/(..)(,) +
\
n-\

Consequently, for some value of s between a; and X we must have
yw{.-)->.

Again, if fl be ft positive quantity less than unity, the expression
x4-ff(X-a:), by assigning a suitable value to 6, can be made
equal to any number intci-mediato between x and X.

Hence

P-/<"'{='' + «(X-x)},
where 9 is some quantity >0 and <1.

Consequently, the remainder after n terms of Taylor's series cau
'be represented by

(X-ar ,

This is Lagrange's form for the remainder. SabstitiitJDg thxa
value for Rn iu (a), it becomes

/(X)=/(x) +
(X-

^/'W +^V(x) +

,(x-
^''""'/("-'W + ^^I^V*'"

{x+flCX-a-)}

.

n-l
Again, if A be substituted 'or X - x, the series becomes

Ax + A) =/(^) + ¥'(x) + Sic- + r^^ /("-"{x) + ^/W (x + M)

.

I

71 — 1 * I?

In this expression n may be any positive integer.

47. The last equation may be regarded as the most general fonn
of Taylor's theorem. We infer fiom it that the essential conditions
for the application of Taylor's theorem to the expassion of any
function in a series are—that none of its derived functions should

A"
become infinite and that.— /(")(x+6A) should becoine infinitely

small when ii becomes sufficiently large.

4S. The remainder in Taylor's series admits, as was shovju by
Cauchy, of being written in the form

A"(l - e)"

\n-\

Another form was given by Dr Schlomileb, viz.

;i.''a-e)"+p-'.

./<")(x+eA).

R, -/(")(x-^flA).

1 (i'+i)'

In some cases one or other of these latter values is preferable
to Lagrange's form.

49. Another remarkable mode of determining the remainder in
Taylor's theorem was also given by Cauchy. It is based on the
following lemma, that if F(x) and/(x) be two functions which re-

main continuous, as also their derived functions, between the values
x^andxj-KA of a-, and if also /'(x) does not become zero for any value
ot X between these limits, then

r(Xi-t-/i)-F(xO F'(Xl-^8fe)

/(x, + A)-/(x,)°°/'(Xi+ eA)'

where 9 is less than unity.

50. If in Taylor's series we make a; -(-A = 0, arh=-x, we get

and hence

/(0)=/(x)-a/'(x) + ^/'(x)-&c. ;

/(x) =/(0) +x/'(x) - y^/'(x) + &c.,

a result which can be readily identified with Bernoulli's series, given
in § 38.

51. Again, ifx=0, Taylor's series becomes

Ah) =/{0) -H A/'(0) + -^"CO) -I- &c.

;

or, as it may be written,

/(x)=/(0)+^/'(O) + ^/"(0) + &c.,

in which /(O), /{O), /'(O), kc, represent the values^of /x), f(:,:),

/"(x), &c., when x = 0.

This result is usually called Maclaurin's series, having been f^ven
in his Fluxions (174'2). It had, however, been previously published
by Stirling in his Mdh. Diff. (1717) ; but neither Stirling nor
Maclaurin laid a^y claim to the theorem as being original, both
referring it to Taylor.

By substituting for/(x) any of the elementary funciions, such as
sin X, cos X, log (1 -Hx), we readily obtain their well-known expan-
sions. It is to be noted that it is necessary in each case, for tho
validity of the series, to show that tho remainder after n, terms be-
comes indefinitely small when n is t.ikcn sufficiently large.

52. The application of Taylor's or of JIacIaurin's theorem becomes
extremely troublesome in many cases, owing to the complexity
of the successive derived functions. For example, if we seek
to expand tan x by Maclaurin's theorem, we have /(x) = tan x,

/'(x) = sec-x, /"(x) = 2sec-x tan x, /"'(x) = 2sec''x-^4 sec^x tan^x
;

and the subsequent derived functions increase in complexity
Similarly in the case of other elementary functions, such as sec a
cot .1:!, &c.

53. The development of tan x, sec x, and many other functions
is much facilitated by the aid of a system of numbers, introduced
'by James Bernoulli. These numbers are usually arrived at as fol-

lows. It is easily seen that the expansion of , in ascending

powers of x, contains.no odd power of x after the first, and that

the two first terms of the expansion are 1 and -— . Accordingly

we may assume
X

. Bi 7——X* —2^1.2 1.23.4

R,
x.'+|x»-
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ia wliich Bj, Bg, Bg, &c., are constants. These constants are

called Bernoulli's numbers, and it can be shown without much
difficulty that

B, = ^, Bj-^V. B3-A. B4=A. B5=A, B8 = ,ft%, B,=J, &c.

The complete investigation of the method of their determination
is due to Euler. See his Calc. Dlff., lib. ii. cap. 5.

In order to develop tan 6 by aid of them, we write it in the

fonn

Hence we find

tan e~—( 1 -
7-„ I

, where i='J^\_

tan 8-2='(2"- \f^ + 2'(2»- 1)^ + 2''C2«- 1)^|^ •

observing that
1

In like manner we get

1 2

cot 9=
1 g'BiO 2»B,e» 2''B3e'

&c.
IA II II

Also, since cosec e= cot 8 + tan A, we get

concc e- ^
I

^(^'-^)B.9
I

2(23-1)8,6^
^

2(2»-I)B,e'
^

For the completion of this investigation it would be necessary to
consider the convergence or divergence of these series. This ques-
tion would occupy too much space for treatment here.

54. The numbers B^, B^, . . . were arrived at by James
Bernoulli (Ars conjeclandi, 1713, p. 97) in studying the summation
of series of powers of the natural numbers 1, 2, 3. . . .

Thus, if Snr represent the sum of the series

lP + 2f + 3P . . . +(»i-l)''

Bernoulli proved that

nf+i TIP p »(p-l)(j)-2)
^""°.^TT-T+2^--'^-'- ll

B,nP-3+ ...

The numbers, Bj, B2, B3 . . . were defined by Bernoulli as being
the coefficients of the first power of n in the expressions for S»',
Sn*, Sa\?, &c. , respectively.

This series of Bernoulli may be established as follows
If each side of the identical equation

l + e' + e=' + e'' . . . . -Hcl-JJ^-^fy ,

be difliafentiated 7) times with respect to x, and we make Z"=0 in
the result, we get

li> + 2i' + 3"' . . .

whew D stands for — .

dx
Tkis may be written

+ (»-1)i'=Dp/—-iV whena;-0.

Again

e»-l"-a^ (5«-i

If ^*) = £lll.and/(x)=.-^_l.|.+ BL,^_ic.,

we get by Leibnitz's theorem § 27,

SnP-/(0)$(p)(0) + p/'(0)*(i-i)(0)+.£f|LLl)/'(0V(»-J)(O)+ . . .

Now it is easily seen that

and hence Beraoullfs series follows immediately.
From the preceding we have

m{l»-»-f-2"-» + 3— * . . . +(£-l)»-i}

= »--_s--i+_I__Jb,5->- ...

The function at the right hand side of this equation has been re-
presented by $ (j, m), and c&Wei. SemmdWa fundion of the mth
order, by Professor Eaabe (Crelle, xlii.).

Raabe has arrived at many remarkable properties of these func-
tions, of which a few of the most elementary are here added.

^(1-5, m) = (-l)"<.(s, m).

^(J, 2») = (-l)"^Z^B,

-2-^(2, 2n) = 2»iJ)(;, 2n- 1) , where n>\.

^.0(3, 2n-H) = (2)t + W{z, 2«}-K-l)-"B„.

2I2K-1
<^{z, 2b-1) = (-1)' ^-i

sin 2Trz sin 4t; sin Qttz

22»-i 42n-l ^ 6».-l .\

where 2>0 and <1. and n>\.
For their demonstration the reader is referred to Kaahe's memoir,

as also to Schlomilch's Compendium dcr Hohern Analysis.

It may be noted that the first fifteen of Bernoulli's numbers were
given by Euler in his7)is(. Calc. Bif. P. 2, eh. 5. The next sixteen

irere calculated by Professor Rothe of Erlangen, and published' Ky
Ohm in CTelle, vol. xxii. ; and thirty-one additional numbers have
been recently calculated by Professor Adams, vand published in

the Proceedings of the British Association for 1877.

The fractional part in each of these numbers was calculated by
Professor Adams, by aid of Von Staudt's theorem {Crelle, xxi. ).

This remarkable theorem is as follows. If 1^ 2, a, rt' . . . 27i,

be all divisors of 2n, and if unity be added to each, so as to form
the series 2, 3, a + 1, . , , 2«+I,'and of these the prime numbers

% % Tyl^ • • • ^ selected, the fractioaal part of Bn will be

^-^^\hhi^}--l

&c.,

55. Several methods have been given for facilitating expansions
by series, of which one of the most general and remarkable is that
given by Arbogast in his Calcul des birivations^l^Q^).

This is a method for expanding a function of

"+*T + '^r:2+''r23+'"=-

in a series of ascending powers of x.

Let

and suppose <p{u) represents the reouired function.

Also, let

«'(«)-/W=A-HB-j--f C ^'^2 +^1^+*"'

-/{0)+ y/'(0) + ^r(0)-htc.;

then we have A"=/(0)=ij)(o).

Also, writing «', v.", u'", &c. instead of

du cPu dht

dx' dx' ' d^'
we obtain, by successive dilferentiation of the equation /(a;) -^^di),

/'(x) = (p'(«).«',

. /" {x) = <p\u).u" +<p"{w).{u')°;

/"'{x) = <l>'(u).u"' +3if>'\u).u'.u"+ ip'"lu)(uy,

/i'(a:)-0'fu).«" -^^"(l^)[^M' «"' + S(b")^ + 6*"'(«) (»')'•«"

+ 0''{u). («').

Now, u, u', u", «'",
. . . obviously become a, b, c, d, . . . re»

spectively, when a =0.
Accordingly

B -/'(O) = 60'(a), C =/'(0)- c0'(<i) + V<t>"{a),

D =f"{0) = d<p'{a) + Zbc(p'\a.) + i^^"\a), Ac

From the mode of formation of these terms, they are seen to be
each deduced from the preceding by an analogous law to that
by which derived functions are deduced one from the other ; and,
.is/'(x), /"(a:) . . . are deduced from /(a;) by successive dilferenti-

ation, so in like manner B, C, D, . . . are deduced from ip{u) by
successive derivation ; where, after difi'erentiation, a, h, c, ic, are
substituted for

dii d^u ,

''' S' dja. • • •
^<=-

If this process of derirxUion be denoted by the letter S, then

B-5.A, C=5.B, D = 5.C, &c.

From the preceding, we see that in forming the term S . <Ha) we
take the derived function <p'{aj, and multiply it by the next letter

b, and similarly in other cases.

Thus t. b =c, 5. c "d, . . .

S .b^ = 7rib^-^c , 5. c* = mc"*"W. . . .

Also S.(p'{a)b= <t>'{a)c+ ip"{a)b'.

This gives the same value for C as that found before ; D is de-
rivi d irom C in accordance with the same law : and so on. As an.
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illustration of this ractliod, no shall apply it to find a few terms in

the expansion of

sin / o + J Y + " T~2 *" '^ '^~~^—
»

"*" *'°'

Here A = sin a, B = 5. sin « = 6 cos a,

C = S . b cos a = c cos a-b- sin a,

D = 5. C—iicos a-Sbc sin a- J' cos a,

E = S . D=e cos a-(ibd + 3<fi) sin u-ei'c cos a+i* sin a.

Arbogast's theorem has been treated somewhat differently by Pro-
fessor Do Morgaj^. Thus, suppose

4>(ai, + aiX + a^.

.

. + a,^" + &c. ) = Aj + A,x + Aji^. . . + A,^+ ic. ;

then, if we differentiate with respect to On, wo have

,
dA,

(ton aa„
+ -P'a:« + &c.

.rfA,Heneo wo infer that, if m bo less than n, wo have ^S;«o

,

dtln

also

and

da„

dA. da„
&c.

da, rfa,

The values of A,, A, . . . A„ can be hence calculated (see De
^organ's Differential and Integral Calculus, arts. 214-220).

!^G. La^raTige, in addition to having been the first to place Taylor's
series on a satisfactory basis, also enlarged the powers of analysis
by a remarkable theorem which contains Taylor's as a particular
case. This, which is commonly called Lagrange's Formula, first

appeared in 1768 in the Berlin memoirs, and may be stated as
follows ;

—

,

If 5 bo connected with x and y by the equation

z=x+y<p(,z),

then the expansion, in ascending powers of y, of any function F{z)
may be thus written :

—

This result can be deduced from Maclaurin's theorem, as was shown
by Laplace, thus :

—

Let u — F (x), and we may write
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Consequently we have

,'l-2^-2/ + ;,»)-t = l + -|-^(a?-l). . .

If we write this expansion in the form

[l-'2jci/ + ,f)-i = l + Xtj + X,y' . . .+X.>r . . .

we have > x„-l i (|)>-1)-.
The class of functions represented by Xn was extensively stadicd

by Legendre, to whose works the reader is referred for further de-

velopment.
An expression for the remainder iif Lagrange's series in the form

of a definite integral will be given further on.

57. Taylor's series admits of ready extension to two or more
variables ; thus, if we change x intox+ A. in the equation u= <p{x,^)t

we get, by Taylor's theorem,

If now we change y into y + k,

u OT <t>f,z, y) becomes »+t|iji-|-^ xi + *'°- '

» *l dy),*\ . 2 Ui/V, *ln[dyl
/du\ ((Pu\

\dy),'W-),
where .represent the values of^ —..

dy dy-

when wo make y — after differentiation.

We plainly have n, — F(a:).

Also, it is easily seen by differentiation that

rf3_„<^ du _„du
dy ~ dx' dy~ ~dx'

writing Z for ipiz).

Hence we can deduce in like manner

and in general
d,f \dx) Vdx)'

du' \dx) Vdx)-
If now we suppose )/=0, since Z reduces to <t>{x), and — to Fix)

dx
we get

from nhich tho series immediately follows.

For example, let z=x+^ (z'-l)

;

then the expansion of z becomes

^i(i-)"(irv-)"...
Again, from our equation we get

._ 1 Vl-2ay-:-y»

Hence ^=(l-2an/ + s

dy 1.2 dy*

, du

,

,du ,, iPu , , k* cPxc .. .h -J- becomes h-r- {hk -r-^—hA =—^ . _, „ + ««• ,

dx dx dxdy .1.2 dxdt/

and accordingly we have

*(»+"!'+*) = « + * S +*S.
h' d^u ,,

^172 5? *"
d55i7T2 ^
d'u F d^K .

+— :rs+4e-

By aid of Lagrange's theorem in § 46 wo con obtain an ezpres*
sion for the remainder of the series.

In like manner, ilic^4>{x,y,z}, we get

, , , , ,. , du , du , du h* dHt
4.{x+h

, y + k , z.+ l) = u +h^^k ^ + i^+j-2 ^
,

i' d'U P dru ,, d?u , ,, d?u ,, dhi ,

1 . 2 dy' 1.2 dz^ dxdy dydz dzdx

The method can be readily extended to a function of any number
of variables.

1. As an example of Maclaurin's theorem, the first three terms

in the expansion of tan a; are x + — + -y^

(2) Prove that

tan -
1 (z+ A)= tan - >»+ A sin s iiSJ. _ (A ain j)S ?i!Li!

.\3 sin 3'

3
, . &c.

where s=cot-'i'.

3) llx-J+-^+y=^o , y may be easily expanded in terms of z

by the method of indeterminate coefficients.

(4) By similar methods the first four term in the expansion of

(l+x)' in ascending powers of x are found to be

f. X nx' 7a:»\

(i-T+^:i6J'-
(5) Find the development of " ^"' ^

in ascending powers of
sm X sm 2a:

or.
X, the coefficients being expressed in Bernoulli's numbers.

(6) Prove that Legendre's function X„ satisfies the differential

equation

d'X„ „ dX„
,{l-x2)

dc^
-2x -^ + «(n + l)X„=0;

also that

^^' = (2rt + l)X„ + (27j-3)X„-a + (27i-7)X„.,+. . .

/ndeterminatc Forms.
58. Another important application of the infinitesimal method is

to the determination of the true or limiting values of indeterminate
expressions. -

For fexainple, if the fractiontO£l becomes of the form — , or—
(Kx) Q ' 00

'

when x—a, the fraction is said to become indeterminate for that
value of X.

-In fact, the method of the evaluation of indeterminate forms may
be regarded as the foundation of the differential calculus, since the
determination of the derived function of any expression /{x) rednces

to finding the limiting value of
/(^+^)-/t3:) ^^^^ j^_q

h

Thb remarkable ezpresalon for X„ is due to Jncobl (Ortllf, U. p. 323).
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\Ve sball 5rstconsiJertliecnsewliPio/(Vi) = 0, and ^(n) = 0. Here

the true value of Ji^ is that of .^^^^t^whenAisevancsccnt.
f(a) .<()(« + h)

J\a + h) f{a) + )i/'ia + eh) f\a + Bh)

_/lW whenA = 0.

Hence the limiting value of the fraction is in this casereprescn leti

Qut

by

Aeain, if£^ be also of the form — , us true value is that of

i-.W
; anil so on.

<p {a)

In general, if the order of the lowest derived fimction.swhich do not

both vanish is n, then the true value of ii-p- is that of ' )"'

For example, the faction
^ ''i" »/ - f

^i""^
ig „f the form -"-

^
tan aij - t*n ax

when X'=y, to find its true value.

Here /(3c) - x' sin ay - j/" sin ax, it>{x) - tan ay - tan ax

,

.•. /'(x)=oa?'-' sin ai/ -ot/" cos ax , ^'(^)= -" sec'ax,

accordingly the required value is represented by

•p'iy)

69. Again, to find the true value o&22.{, if /(a) = oo, ^(a) = cc.

1

Here t?T "^M- > which is of the form -„ , when x-a.
fix) 1 u

Hence, by the former case, its limiting value is that of

»',(x)
j
/(x)

j

'

Suppose A to represent the limiting value in question and we have

= j/«-J(r/ cos rt7/-sia ay) cos'ay.

A=|MA».orA =
/(a)

Accordingly the true value of the indeterminate form— is found

in the same manner as that of the form —

.

In'the preceding, in dividing botli sides of our equation by A, we
have assumed that A is neither zero nor in6nite. It can,- however.

Bo easily shown that the true value in either of these cases is still

that of /M.
60. Again, the expression f(x) x ^{x) becomes indeterminate for

any value of x which makes one of its factors zero and the other
infinite. The expression, however, is readily reduced to the form

— ; for, ifyto) = 0, and ^(<i) = oo , we have

/(a) X ^a) -/(a)-^ -^ , which is of the form ^

.

Also, if the true value of i!&\- be unity when <ii(o) = oo, then
*>(a)

/(«J-«(c)={gg-lj*(a
<t,{a) ) <P{a.

by the cowj)lcmcnUn-y studs, \\licn liii' i'.\[ircssion brroTRes

\/a~:. + ViT^" n./'+ j'

the true value of which is plainly \/a, when .r = 0.

63, The differential calculus was applicil for the first time to find-

ing the trae value of an indotciminate form by Jehu Bernoulli, ia
the Ada Bnfdilorum, 1704, wlieu studying the problem of drawing
the tangents at a multiple point on a curve. This problem, asstiitcd

already in the Introduction, w.is startial by Rollc, as a crux for the
advocates of the dilfcrential calculus. It may be here remarked
that the determination of the tangents at a multiple point is gene-
rally niucli simpler by Cartesian coordinate geometry than by the
method of the differential calculus.
A few elefnen'ary examples are add^d of, the different classes of

indeterminate-forms here given.

(1)
I , when x—a.

I
[x-ar

f{x) ~c'"-c" , ipix) = (x - ffi)' ,

/'(x) = mc"" , ^'(x)-r(ar-a)'-'.

00 ; whei> r— 1 , u =Accordingly, when r>l , u-
r<l , M=0

_ cos xfl - 'OS Kfl
(2) when x=n .

For r>l, M = co;for)-=l,«=-?il^';andforr<l,

whetf

i( = 0.

x' -H 2 cos X - 2
(3)

Since = 1 when
tan X

^i.., >.«.. ... ti,.! „r x^-t-2co3X-2
the same as that of :

, when X = .

tan'x

^ 0, the tr-je value of v, in this case, is

, anu IS easily seen to ho i

w

(?r

«=—-, when x=oo.

but the true value of— ,-when x— oo , is easily

awn t<i be zero, cousequentiy the true value of u is also zero.

(5) tt"=(l -H
-2- J , (1) when x=0, and (2) when x=«>.

The true values are (1) m = 1 ; (2) «=c-.

(S) Vx- + ax- Vx5 + bx, when x= oo

.

This is of the form oo - oo ; its true value, however, is that of

(a - b)x a-b' a-b
2~'

V'x^H-ax-hVx'-t-Jx J
(7)

(xsin°9 + y cos'e)"

1 +

x»

-y , when x=y

I + •

(8)
=^sin(sinx)-sin'x ^^^^^^0

sin"x

True value, siu'A.

True value, A-

(9)

This is of the form — , and its true value can iii gen'eral be found

as above. By this means the true value of/(x) — ^(x) when fix) = oo

,

and 4>{x) ~ 00 can be found.

61. The expression it" becomes indeterminate in some cases ; for

suppose y =- Jf**, then log ?/ = v log w. This latter product becomes
irtdeterminate whenever one of its factors is zero and the other
infinite.

(1) Let i>=0, and log it— ±« ; the latter equation requires

either «= co
, or « = 0. Consequently «• becomes indeterminate

for-either of the forms 0° or co ".

(2) Let t'= ±» , log i( = ; the latter equation gives a=l, and
the corres|K)nding indeterminate forms are 1* or 1-*.

62'. In many cases the true value of an indeterminate form can'

be best determined by ordinary algebra or trigonometry. Thus, for'

example, the expression

V a^ 4- ax+ x^ - V a^ - ax - x^

This is equivalent- to -

value is - log a.

,,., Vx- Vsin X

Vx»

x(l - a' ), when x= co

.

when s-0, and accordingly its. tnie

when x=0. True value, -fj.

Va+a V^
is of the form — when x = 0. To find its true value we multiply

Maxima and Minima.

64. We have seen in the latrodnction that the question of nndkig
the greatest and least values of an expression was, in the hands of

Format, one of the first applications of the method of infinitesimals.
' We have also seen that the principle of his method had been pre-

viously stated correctly by Kepler, and is the same as that obtained

by the difi'erential calculus. We now proceed to a more general in-

vestigation on maxima and minima.
Let « represent the function, and x the variable, and suppose we

have v.—fix).
Let a be a value of x corresponding to. a maximum or a minimiim

value of !t, then for a maxinmin we-mast have

f{a)>f{a + h), and/(a)>/^a-/i).

for small values of A ; atd-for a minimtwi,

f(a) <Aa + h),!inafia)<A" " '») •;

Sceordtngly, in either case, f(a.-F!^fia) -and fla - h) -f{a) milst

have tho same sign, h being small.'
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Tut we hare already scon that
A=

fa + h)-/(fl)~hAa) I Jl-^f{a + eh),

A"-'') 'A"}' -i/'i")* —r>-eh),
where w >0 and <1.
Now, «liin fya) is. finite, it is plain that /(« + A)-yi;o) and

f(n-h) -/JiOcaJinot have Ijoth the samu sign, wlicu A is vciy small,
uulei</(n) -0.

Aixinilinp'ly, the roots of the er[nation /"(r) = furnish in general
tlie vaJuuk- of t I'or which/(x) ha;> a maximum or a minimum value.

Also we have in this case

—

Couspqueutly, when A'((t) is nrfiaiiv<', the eori-esjionding value of

A") is a iiMjiiiiiiiii; ami when /"(a) h positive. A") is a miniyium.
If, however, /'(«) vanishes, alon;^ viMif{ii), it is readily scon that

the fori-Bt|ion(liii(^ value of u i« ucitliera maximum nor a minimum
nnle>sy"'((() sdsn vanisl

In K'^i'enil, Ii t y' "'('i) he the first Uerivwl function that docs not
vauiuh ; then, if ti he o*id, the corresi^ondinj^ value of v is neither a
maximum nor a minimum ; hut it « he even, the corresiionding
value is a ma\iiiiiini when jV'\,i) is uegativu and a minimum when
it is positive.

Thi-se lull's for ili»linf,'uishinf» tpctwwn maxima and iniuiuia were
fii^t ^iveii correctly hy Alaciauii", in his Ff'irt';i.^, ch. ix.

Ii' till' e-|uatiuu ^(^) - has im mil vdatiiia, lljin/(j) has no
mAxinmni or minimum vnlue, ainl cou.su|Uvutly is capoliU at
having ;ill ll'ls^ihle v.rluis flnm H 00 ti» -00.
Wo shall illiutrate the lircccdiiig theory hy ajuilyiujj U tu a iwy

!:iniiile cases.

IJ) u J- \ iij- \ b.

'^yaiii
, 2 i Since 'his is a jiosilivc iiuantitf, llie (uuctinn w ii

1 Icro • Z<-

evident heciiusc It - 1

Il« uiiuiniuiu tuluu w i- ;a:>i.sal.so

Here III- f2/<r I

iJiUcrciiliatt' liotli ri'di s, and, since

: have

Icnci

•IV).

-U for a luusimiiiii or a

-c'/-0

4
- (-i/'r+i;

- V -V!,- 1 /
• i'(.i0- 1 2//,

•hi

,U
minimum,

rw I *-(«> hi')K

• the rniits nf the iiuiidr:i(ic

{•lU - ha').i- I (lid - ca'].r I h;

givo llio reiiiiind stdiTlinna.

The co^re^|l<1l.lin•• rnlnon nf K arc given l>y the qu.adratic

11.-1}," - «'.;')
I- i((«t' 1- vC - •Ihh') I i= - «« - 9 .

If the roots tif the unadr.itic in x W imnginnry, tlic jirojtoscd

fraction hajt no )ii:ixiniiim or miiiimuiii value. 'When tho rvots arc

rciil, the fraction li.isone niaxinium and one ininimum value. These
can lie easily distinguished in any paiticiilar c^ise. It is easily seen
that to the greater root concsiiunds a luiniuiitui, nnd to the lesser a
ituvtimiim value of the fr.iclion, in geiiei-.il.

(3) « = tanj-r.

,, rf« , . iPii ,
Hero . -xce-j'-;, -5- = 2sec-staiia,

iPu.

Hence, rt)r a ^naximuni or a minimum wc liavc sec ^x - J,

il'-ii.
. ^ , li^ii „

tan a;= ; cousciiucuUy ^rg - , and-r-j = 2

.

Aceordingly llw jirojioscil has neither a tnaxiiinim nor a miuhutim
value.

w
Tha fraetlon

= 2 sec'. - 4 scc'x' tan-j-

.

1+j;-

1+x'J'

a a mnxiinnm or a minimmn acconling as

IS a mini mum or a mnnnram, os is OTideut from the frinciplc

tlut, whcnuu amaximum, — is a minimum.

1

But X + •

Again, it is easily seen that the upper sign corresponds to a mini-
mum and the lower to a maximum. We accordingly conclude that

i is the maximum value of r , and ~ ^ it±> minimmn value.
1+ar-

(5) The expression u^x' has its critical value when x = -L.
c

65. Again, to find the maximum or minimum values of u, if

u=f{z), where 3-=iJ>(x).

}Iere ^ =/(=)*'W,

and consequently the solutions of the problem are—(1) those given
by ip'{x) — 0, i.e.; tho maximum and minimum of s; (2) those given
by/(s) = 0.

In many cases the values of z are restiicted hy the conditiions of

the jjrobleni to lie between given limits ; accordingly in such cases

no root of /'(:) = can furnish a real solution nnless it lies between
tho given limiting values. This result will be illustrated in tb'
following examples.

1. To fmil titc maximwn ami viinivium perpeiuUcula- '

,,.t the
/"Ci«f o?t the tangent to an cUijisc, tka perpendii: . p being
cj-/ifcsscd in terms of the radius vector r.

Tb« fliprcasiou lui the iieri>cudicular p, ia terms of the radius
vector, is

•lb'

(ia-rf
..">'

Aeeordingly . = givm r— ± oo ; bnt these vnliH* are inadmissible,

nact r \-i n-stricted to lie between the values «(l +cj and a{\ -e).
Coos^jucntly the only maximum and minimum values of p are

thor« vihieh cora-sjiond to the maximum and minimum values of
) ; i,c. , flr(l + c) and oil - c),

2. To find in an cUiiise tlic coitjitgale diameitn le/iose sum is a
inaxinunn or a viinimum.

1£ r and r" bo two eonjugnto diameters, we have r^ + j"= a- + 1'

The £olution>i accordingly oio given,—(1) by tha maximum and
minimwm vulues of )•, and (2) by the eijuatiou

- = 0.

tnniimnin or a niiuimnm when '1, or X— ±1.

The latti'r pvcs the e<|uiconjugate diameters, ^he former tno
axes uf tlie elli[»>c. It is easily seen that the former solution gives
a iiii/xintum, the latter a miniintim ; as is also readily shown other-
wise.

:i. To find the iiosilioii of a phintl when brightest, its orbit and
that of the carlh tirinij sniiposcd eirculnr, and to lie in the same plane.

Let S, 10, r (lig. 4) be the positions of tho centres of the snn,
earth, and phinct lyspeetively. Let ACUD represent the sectionnispeeti

c Ly the 1of the planet made by tlte plane
SKP. Draw Ali pei[ieinUcular

to SI', and CIJ ]»eritciidieiilar

to riC. TheiiAUli represents

the iiluMiiiiaieil half of the
plam-t, and CUD the half visible

from the earth. Accordingly
t!ic portion of the illuminated

surface turned towards the earth g- _

is contained between two planes .

.

drawn resjieetivcly through AU ^'S- *•

and CD pcriiendicular to SPK This surface b projected into a
crescent, the breadth of which is proportional to the versine of
lil'U, or tol+cosEPS.

Again, the brightness, depending on ita distance from the eartft

and its position respecting the sun conjointly, will vary as

1+ cos EPS
PE-i

L.ta = ES, ft = rS, i'=PE; then

cos EPS a?+i=- 1+ cos EPS a^ + 2fa;+ft*-

2te ' • PE«

Hence, neglecting a constant multiplier, wc have

2i_rt^-V

Accordingly, tho solutions of tho "problem correspond to

—

( 11 The maximum and minimum valuespf x, i.e.,a+ b and • - J
j

du
(2) Tlie roots of the equation ^ = , or of

ir'-H4*-3((t'-i')-0;
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whence we get x= VSa' + 6= - 25 ;

"eglecting the negative root, which is inadmissible.

Ub>a, \J3a?-i-V^-1i is negative, and accordingly this giv«3 no

solution in the case of an exterior planet.
. . .

For an intevior planet we have a>b ; and it remains to deter-

mine whether V3a'- + *''-251ie3 between the maximum and mini-

mum values of K, i.e., between a + 6 and a-ft^

Since a>b, it is immediately seen that \Jia'^b''-ib is >a-b-

The remaining condition recjuires

o + J>'V'3a= + 6--26, or a + 3J> VSa' + ft^,

€.(!., a!'-e6ai + 9i2>3a'' + i\ or 4J» + 3aii>a'.

Hence wo easily find 6 >y. We accordingly infer that this gives

no real solution for a nlanet nearer to the sun than one-fourth of

the earth's distance. When this condition is fulfilled it is "adily

shown that the corresponding solution is a maximum, and that the

solutions corresponding to s= a + 6 and x- o - 6 are both minimum

solutions. ... • 11
66. Many problems of maxima and minmia contain two variables,

which are connected by an equation of condition. Thus, to find

the maximum or minimum values of ip(,x, y), where a; and y are

connected by the relation
f /ix,y)=o.
Here we have

^.^ ^_o ^-^^ ^=0.
dx dy dx" ' dx dy dx

Accordingly the maximum and minimum solutions ars obtained

from tho simultaneous equations

d^ ^_d± ^^0, and/(x, y)-0.
dx dy dy dx

More generally, if n + 1 variables, x, x^, x^ . . . x„ , he connected

by 7» equations
F, = 0, Fj = 0, . . . F„ = 0,

and it be proposed to find the maximum or minimum value of a

given function f{x, x^, x^ . . . x„) oS these variables, wo have,

by differentiation, the equations

fdx + '^dx,+ ... +fl<ix,. = 0.
dx dx, ' dx„

^'&; + grfx,+ ^Pdx.
dx„

0,

dr,

dx
dx + -:=-^dx,+ 4._J!dx,

dxn
= 0.

which give, on elimination, the determinant equation

d£ df_ df_
dx dxi ' ' ' dxn

dV\ dFi dFj

dx dx^ ' ' ' dx„
= 0.

d¥. dYn .jFj

dx dxj ' ' ' dXn

This joined with the given equations determines the system nf

valufis oi X, Xj , x.^ . . . Xn for which the function may have a niaxi-

mum or a minimum value.

Maxima ofnd Minimafor FundityiXA of two or more /ndcpcndcnt
Variables.

67. Let u= <p{x, y), then, as in § 64, if x and y aro inde-

pendent, the maximum or minimum value of u must satisfy the
equations

-J- =0, and -j- =0.
dx dy

Suppose K, and y„ to be values of x and y which satisfy tlies«

equations; then, in order that they should correspond to a real

maximum or minimum value it' u, tlie (-X|>ressiou

*(jr,+ A, »/„+/;)-0(5'(,, y„)

must have the same sign for fill small values of /t and k, as in tho
former case.

Again let A, B, C bo the values of^ ,
'^'"

, ^-^ respectively,
da?" dxdy dy'

when x = x^ and j/ = yo. Then, by § 57,

*(3-o + A, 2/„ -t k) - <p{xt , y„) = J{AA^ + 2BM- + C4«) + &o.

But, when k and k are very small, the remainder of the expan.sion

is, in general, very small in comparison with Ah- + 2Bhi+Ck'

;

and coHsequontly I ho sign of <f(a:„ + h, y„+ k) - <p(Xf, , ?/,) depesfea ou
tha-t of

AA«+2BM- +W, i.c., of(M+miiSAC-ja) _

A

Now, in order that the latter should have the same sign for all

small values of h and i, AC-B^ must not be nrgativo; i.e.,

d-it^ .^ _ (.^ Y must not be negative. "When this condition
dx' ' dy' \(l:cdyj

holds, the resulting value of u is a maximum when A is negative,

and a minimum when A is positive. The necessity for this con-

dition was first established by Lagrange.

In the particular case where A = 0, B = 0, C = 0, then for a real

maximum or minimum it is necessary that all the terms of tho

third "degree in h and k in the expansion of 0(;r„+7(, y„.^-k) should

also vanish, and that tho quantity of the fourtli degree should pro-

serve the same sign for all values of li and k.

The preceding discussion admits of a simple geometrical inter-

pretation by considering tho surface represented by the equation

z— ip(x, y) ; since it reduces to finding tlie points on the surface of

maximum or minimum distance from the plane of xy.

68. Next let w=0{a:, y, s), where x, i/, z are independent variables.

Here, as before, if r„
, y„ , Zo correspond to a maximum or a mini-

mum value of u they must satisfy the equations

^ = 0, ^' = 0, ^= 0.
dx ' dy dz

Accordingly we have

«(x„ -I- /(, Vo + J, So -H - <t>iXo , Vo . H)
= 4(AA' + BP + Cr- + 2FW + 20ld + 2H/iA) + kc.

,

where A, B, C, F, G, H represent the values of

^ dHt ^ rf'it d'u d-u

rfx" ' dy^ ' dz' ' dydz ' dzdx ' dxdy

respectively, whei! x = Xj , ?/ = i/„ , s = s,

.

Now, as in the former case, in order that u should havc a maxi-
mum or a minimum value, it is necessary that

AA' + Bi' + Cf' + iFkl + 20M + 2H/jfc

should preserve the same sign for all small values of h, k, and /.

If we multiply by A, this expression may be wi-ittcn

(AA + Hi- + G;)= + (AB-H=)F + 2(AF-Gn;W + (AC-G2)i'.

Consequently the sum of tho last throe tei-ms must be alwayi
positive.

Hcnro, in order that tho expression in question should bo positive

for all small values of h, k, and I, we must havo

A>0,
A,

H,
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<X, Y) tliosc of any jioint on tli" line passing throagh these points,
then the equ^ition of thi> line is

'| - J-

If now tlie point Q be supposed to approach P, and ultimately
to coincide with it, the line becomeis the tangent FT at the point
1", and its*<juation becomes

For examiJp, in the cun-o represented by
2:*= a I/",

we have -i = ^i
;

dx ivr-

ami the eq^uation of the tangent at the point r, y is

X
V

TIlis furnishes a simple construction for the tangent at any point
on a parabolic curve. (Compare Ricci's construction given in the
Introduction, p. 7.)

If the equation of the curve be given in the form K=/(2,y) = 0,

, dii du du „
TTO have -r + -r -r- — 0,

dx dy dx

and the equation of the tangent is

(X -)^HY- > du .

ro. Again, the normal at the point {x , y), being peroendicular
to the tangent, has for its eq^uation

du die ^. .

5^(X-r) = ^CY-j,),

the cun-e being referred to rectangular axes of coordinates.

71. The line TM in fig. 6 is usually called the subtangent and R5I
the subnormal. It is easily

seen that

dx

as it may
written.

Again, if the

wc have tan = -~
dx

»nd

the lei.gth of the normal

PR = j/sec <p = l/(1+^)dx"

i

also that of the tangent

•PT= 2/cosec« =!/^+^')^.

72. lu gcneml, if the equation of a cui've be given in terros of

any tu'o variable coordinates, the position ot the tangent at any
point can be determined by finding the ultimate ratid of the corre-

sponding elementary variations of the coordinates at the poiut.

Newton gave, in his Opuscttln, several applications of such systems

of coordinates. In particular, it may be noticed that he considered

the case of what are now called Infocal ciiites, i.e., where the equa-

tion is expressed in terms of the distances from two fixed points.

Xevrtoii illustrated his method by finding the tangent to a Car-

tesian oval, styled by him an eUipsc of the second order. The same

l>roblem, in a more general case, was studied by Leibnitz (Ac. Erud.,

1693). who gave a method of drawiug tangents to curves given in

terms of the distau^s from auy number of fixed points.

73. At a double p%int on a curve (see Cituvk, vol. vi. p. 719),

., du „ , dut
wo have — = 0.and :^'

dx dy
= ; and — at such a point becomes inde-
• ' dx

terniuate.— being ot the form -_ , since -ji =

du
dx

^

du
dy

Applying the method ot § 5S, the
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It k' be a root of /„(«) =

, the corresponding value of v is

and tlie equation

represents an asymptote.

If/ifi(') = 0, i.e., if «„-i and «„ have a common factor y-K'x,

the une y= K'a: is an asymptote.

To each root of /|,(k) = corresponds an asymptote, and accord-

ingly every curve of the jith degree has in general n asymptotes,

real or imaginary. If the equation of the curve contains no terms

of the degree n- 1, the n asymptotes are represented by the equa-

tion u„ = 0.

In the case when /,,(«) has a pair of roots each equal to k', then

/'(«') = 0, and the corresponding valne of vis, in general, infinite.

In such cases the corresponding asymptote is situated at infinity.

The parabola is the simplest case of this, having the line at in-

finity for its asymptote. Branches of this class belonging to a curve

are called parabolic, while a branch having an asymptote within a

measurable distance is called hyperbolic.

It is easy to establish an analogous method for finding asymptotes

to curves whose equations are given in polar coordinates.

The equations to the real asymptotes in the following curves are

easily found by the above method.

(1) ar.v'-a'Car' + )/') + M. Ans.x-ia, y=±a.
(2) x-'y^''a.^x'-y') + b>>(z+ y). „ y + a= 0, y-a= 0.

(3) )^-a''y-{a + c)x' + axy + 2a'y + d=0. „ x+a=0,x-2a =
x-y-c= 0.

(4) Provtj that the asymptotes to a curve of the third degree meet
tho curvv^ in points which lie on a right line.

(6) Show that the curve 3? - axy + aby = has a parabolic

asymptote, and find its equation.

Cumaturc, Evolutes, Points of Inflexion.

7$. The word curvature indicates deviation from a right line,

the curvature at any point on a curve being greater or less accord-

ing as it deviates morovor less rapidly from the tangent at the

point.

The curvature at any point on a curve is obtained by determining

the circle which has the same curvature as that of the curve at the

point. Let ds bo an indefinitely small element of the curve,

and dip the angle between the tangents at its extremities, then

(20

— is accordingly called the radius of curvature of the curve at the
d4>

point. The circle is called the circle of curvature, and its centre

the ccrUre of curvature, coricsponding to the point on the curve.

Denoting the radius of the circle of curvature by
i>,

we have
rfs

Again, if a;, y be the coordinates of the point, and be measured
from the axis of x, then, since ds is the limit of the hypothenuse of
a right-angled triangle of which dx, dy are the limits of the sides,

we nave

represents the radius of the circle which has the same curvature.

tan0^
dy

Hence
sec^0 h^(l)T

rfs_

dx

sec^0

P

dx' dx'

This expression for the radius of curvature was given by John
Bernoulli (Acta Eruditorum, 1701).

The radius of curvature becomes infinite at a point for which

j^=0. Such points are styled points of inflexion on the curve,

and the tangent at a point of inflexion is called a stationary
tangent (vol. vi. p. 719). Other expressions for the radius of curva-
ture can be readily obtained.

For instance, since

, dx
.1 _^ dy

cos = 3-, and sin * = ^^ ,
ds

' ^ ds

if the arc be taken as the independent variable, we have

^ d<tt _d?y
"°'*^-rf?'

4_ rT¥^
~ V {ds'

V -m' ' p ds V \ds' J
A^ain, if p be the length of the perpendicular drawn from the
origin on the tangent at a point whose distance from the origin is

r, the radius of cniTature at the point is given by tlie equation
dr

This value of p can be readily est;iblished from geometrical con-
siderations, and is frequently useful, more especiallyin applications

of the calculus to physical astronomy.
77. If the centre of curvature for each point on a plane curve be

taken, we get a new curve called its evolute. Also, with respect to

the evolute, the original curve is called an i?ivoluie, and may be
described from its evolute by tho unrolling a stretched string sup-
posed wound lonnd the evolute. In this motion each point on the
string describes an invohite to the curve. The curves of the system
thus described are said to be parallel. Again, from its definition,

it is plain that the evolute of a curve i3 the locus of the points of in-

tersection of the normals drawn at consecutive points on the curve.

78. Cmitact of Curves.—Suppose two curves, represented by the

equations y=/{x) and y= <p{x), to have a noint (x, u^ in common,
then/(a;) = ^(x).

Let x + h he substituted for z in both equations, and suppose

y^ and y^ ^^ ^^ ^^^ corresponding ordinates, then

y, =/(x+ h) =/(x) + hf{x) -H i^/"W+ &C.

.

h?
y, = <p{x + h) = 4,{x) + h<t>'{x) +— ^"(j:) + ^c.

.-. yi-y,=h j/'(a:)-0'(a:)
| +^ |/"(a;)-0"(x) |-(-io.

Now, if/'(x) = <p'{x), we have

and the curves have a common tangent. In this case the curves-

have a contact of the first order, and whtn k is small the difference

between tho ordinates y^ and yg is a small quantity of the second
order.

Ifin addition /"(a:] =^"(^), we have

yi-y2 = 17273 \
/"'(^) - ^"'(^)

\
+ ^•

In this case the difference of the ordinates is a small quantity of the

third order ; and the curves are said to have a contact of the second

order, and approach indefinitely nearer to each other at the point

of contact than in the former case.

Also, since j/i-yj changes its sign with that of A, the cnrvea
intersect, as well as touch, at the point of contact.

If, moreover, /"'(x) = 0"'(x), the curves have a contact of the third

order.

In general, if /(.r) = ^(.r)
,
/(x) = 0'{x), f"{x) = 4>"{x) . . . .

/(")(j) = 0t'')(x), the curves are said to have a contact of the nth order

at the point.

It is plain from what precedes that, if two curves have a contact

of the nth order, no curve having with either a contact of a lower
order can pass between- them.
We shall illustrate this theory of the contact of curves by finding

the circle which has a contact of the second order with the curve

y=/(^) ^t the point (x, y).

Suppose (a:-o)^+(y-|8)^=jt* to be the equation of the circle,

then, by the preceding, -^ and -—| must be the same for the circle

and for the curve at the point.

Differentiating twice successively the equation of the circle w«-

get

and

Hence

^\dxj ''dx''

H^r\
(d^Y
\dx^J

This agrees with the value for the radius of curvature found ia-

§ 76, and shows, as is indeed evident, that the circle of curvatm-e

is the circle having a contact of the second order at the point m
which it touches the curve.

Agnin, if X, y he eliminatea between the preceding differential

equations and that of the curve, the resulting equation in a, is

that of the evolute of the curve.

From what has been shown above, if the equation of a curve con-

tain n arbitrary eoefficients, we can in general determine their

values so that the curve shall have a contac-t of the order n-1 with

a given curve at any point ; for the coefficients can be determined

so that y, ^ , ^ . . . . ^!llll shall have the same values for the
dx* dx^* rfx"-!

two curves at the point.
The curve thus determined having a contact of the highest order

with a given curve at any point is called an osculating curve. For
instance, as the equation of a right line contains but two indepen-

dent constants, it admits in general of a contact of the first degree

only. Again, the equation of a ciixlc has three independent ccgfa
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etant*), nml ntcoiJingly tlic t-iu-le ailmits U) gcjicral of a contact

of tbc sccoiul dfgreo with a curve .it any point Tiie paratiola

lias four imkitejidcut coustitiits, ainl uoust-nucutly uihiiits of a

CfHitxt'C of the third onler ; and so on.

Again, intiodiurin^ tliw iidditional condition /(")(?^) = 0<")(r), a

finite number of points is seen to exist at wliicli tli« osculating

curve hits a contact one digico higlior ; thus a tuiigcut may have

contact of thi' Rccond order, an osculating circle contact of the

third oi-Jcr, and ko on.

Im tho casi' of II right lino, we have

<'(')=/('). 0't-<^J=/W, <P'V>ri-'-)^

where 4>{x)=u.c fi, .'. <tt"{x) — 0. TliiR agii-cs with the

i»ndition foiiml for a |K>int of inflexion in § 70. The iiroMein of

contact admits of hcing consitleied also from a g<oinotiical jfoiut

of view, /.;;., froni tlie considci-atiou of tlio wxxmhcx oi conaccntice

pointii of intiiNOctiou of two curves.

79. Tlu' discussion of evolutcs and ravclutcs originated with
Tluygens, in his cclclu-atfd work, Iloroh'fjium OsclVutm-ium (1673"),

puidished bi-foro the invention of tlic calculus. Ifuygcns's investi-

gation is purely gctinictiicd. The definition of tiic osculating

«irel6 was fn-st given hy Leibnit;^, iu the Acta, EriidUorum^ 16S6,

where he pointed out its great innportancc in the study of curves.

Miwton, in his Principia, niakcs trc<iucnt use of the theory oS the

radius of curvature, and of its connexion witli cvplutcs.

Newton aUo obsi-rvcd tliat tho radius of rurvatuie becomc3
iuiinite at a point of inllcxion,'aiid vanislics at a cus^i—called by
him jniiie/iiiii rcclUiidiids, and innirbna rui-calunc hijiniiwy respec-

tively. Sec Opiisc.y i. iti>. 121, 122, cd. Cast.

It is V'orthy.of remark that Shizp, in Iiis JWcsvIalnihi scu ilum

vicduB projjorlioHalcs, kc. (16.''i9), |i"intod out a general nictliod for

the detcrinination : -i -i • u^'- sioii {ptaida jla-ns coutraiii),

ky reiUiciiig it to a ([ncstion of iiKwouftami /ntnima, \i7.., to finding

when the iiitcrcept made by tlie tangent, nicasurcd along any axis

from a fixed point ou it, is n ninxintum or a minimum. This
nrclhod hi* a|»plied surcrssfully to tlie conrli.'jd of Kicomedcs.

(1) It is easily found a.s alfove tliat the i-.idius of curvature at
((£* h.f*)3

any point ou tho curve 3«^//=a:' is cc^nal lo p=—^77

—

(2^ Tlu* fdlJ'jwing expression for the radius of curvature in \H'hv

^cuoiilinatc^,

—

' au he rnsih dtduml.

(3) If a = 7 , this Ik'.

[iifie) i

K I

(1) IIi'iuc at a pfiiiit .)f inlkxioii wc l>:ivo

(6) Till- 111 i^in is .1 jioinl uf iiilluxioii on llic cm re icnrcsciilcil by
tho of|iinti(>it ^',+ //j = 0.

(01 Tlic liMixili olllic i-adiiisof ciiivatmc al the oii;,'ii) iu tin- curve
/ =a siu 11$ is Slut,

(?) If on till' tangent In a cuivc a constant IciihIIi 'w nicasninl
ti'Oiii tliLiiiiint ofronticM, the noiinal to llmloiiis of tIic]ioints llms
taken jiasses tlirniigli Ihc coiivsjioniliiif; ccutru of curvature of tlio

|>wi>oac(I cm yr.

(8) Iu tliu cUijis,' ^
. 1

'C = l, if wc take y.= a cos ip, ij= u sin 0,
it' ti-

the coonlinatcs a, /5 of tho centre of cnrvaturc of any jioinl aio

(iveu liy tho cijuatioiis

0=-- - cos.^ ; B= —;— SIU' 0.
rt b

(9) At a cusp (coniparo § 73) tlic railins of cnrvatnrc is zcio for

lioth Iirauchos.

(10) In -sonic cases two branolios of the same curve may have a
contact of the second or of a lii^licr onler. l^or instance, it is easy
to show that at the oi-i^^in two lii-auclics of Uic curve

bavc oina] finito taiUi of curvatm e.

Ell rch/ics.

80. If wo suiijiortc a scries of diffiFi ill values pivcii to a iu the

ei(iiation

/(J-, ./, a)-0,

then for each value we ^ct a distiuct enrve, an J tho aho^e equation
may be rcj;aiilcJ as rciircscuting an indcfuiitc nnnibcr of curve.<i, a

single dctcnuinate curve corrcsiiouding to each distinct v.alue of o,

provided a cutcrs into tliu eiiujtiou iu a rational furiu 0UI7

If now we regard the parameter a as varying ccmtinuonsl) , and
cousidcr the two curves

/(^, y, «) = 0, /(x, y, a + Aa) = 0,

then the coordiuatcs of their jioiuts of intersection satisfy each of
these equations aud tberefore also satisfy the equatiou

/(x, ij, ci + Aa)~/(x, y, a) _
Ad

-0.

Now, in the limit, when Aa is infinitely small, the latter equa-
tiou Itccomc

(l/jr, y, ») _Q
da

Hence the locus of the points of nllimate iutciscction for the
entire system of cuiTcs represented by/(x, ?;, o)=0 is obtained
by cliiniuating o between the equations

/(x, 2/, a) = Oand'i^,?^) = 0.
da

TIlis locus is called the cnvcloj}e of the system, and it can he easily
seen that it is touched by every curve of the system.

For instance, suppose L, M, K to be jjiven functions of x and y,
Und a a parameter, to find the envelope of the system of curves
represented hy the equation

La=^+ 2SIa + N = 0.

Ileic /(x, y, a) = La2+ 2Ma ) N ;

.-. -!%^^= 2L«-|2M.
da

Couscqiicntly the cnveloiic is the curve represented hy the equation

LN =M^
For example, if L, JI, N ivpreseut light liues, the envelope of

the moving lino

La= + 2JIa + N = 0,
is the couic LN = M'.

In general, if the equation of the moving curve bo of tfie form

P„a"-!-r,a''-'+P.,a»-2+ . . . +P,. = 0,

where Pj, P, , P„ . . . P,, are given functions of x and y, the
inveloiic is obtaineil by the elimination of a lietwcen the proposed
equation and it;* derived equation

KlV-' + (K-:)P,a»-2 + &c. = 0.

, It is aeconliugly reiircsi-utcd by the condition that the equation in

o should linvc equal roots ; this condition is called the discrimituott
of the equation. For e.\ainples see Salmon's Iliglier Plane Curves,
ArU 8.5, 80

81. In many cases the equation of the moving curve is of the form

f{x,y,a, i8)-0,
where the paramctt.'i"s a, ;3 arc connected by an e(|uation

0(a, /3) = 0.

In this case we regard /3 .as a function of a, aud thus we get by
dill'erentiation

da (10 da

consequently, if we make

= 0,
da'^dB da

°'

'V _ ,rf*
wecet''-'' =a''*

and the required envelope is obtained by Ihc eliminafion. of o, 8, 4
between these and the two given equations.

For example, let it Iks proposed to fiud tlie envelope of a line of

given length (k), whoso extremities move along two fixed rect-

angular axes.

Jlerc, taking the fixed lines for coordinate axes, and dc-notfaig the

intciccpts by a and ft we have

^ + JL^^, anao''-t-e'=ic=.

Ilenee

from which wc get

/5

x/3;

1
A =— . a'= a^x, fl'=a=!/.

and the equation of tlio envelope is

This envelope was discussed by Tohn Bomoiilli in tho Jeta Erud.,
1G92.

Again, to find the equation to the cvolute of an ellipse, regarded

as the envelope of its noniiuls. Ilere we have the equations

" --= i\ aiid-^ + ?^ = 1.
^- b-

a'^s^-b-^^n?
a 8

uhoro a, 8 are the 1 oordinatrs of a point ou the ellipse,

a-x , a b"y

Ucitoe.

= \ —..-, -^

and we easily obtain as the required equation

(IX)' I (4yj3 = (a2-W)i
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The prcceuiDg metlioa can be loadily oxteiijccl to tlio general c.a3o

iu which the equation of the moving curve contains any number

n of variable parameters, wirioh are councoted by «-l equations

of condition. .

82. The theory of envelopes, or of ultimate intersections, may be

said to have originated with the investigations of Huygeiis on

evolutes, already referred to, and those of Tschirnhauson on caustics

(Acta Erudilorum, 1682). These authors, however, merely treated

geometrically a few cases of moving right linos, and did not give any

general method for the investigation of such iiroblema. Leibnitz

was the first who gave a general process for the solution of this

class of questions (Ada Eruditoriun, 1692, 1694). His method

does not differ in any material respect from that here given.

(1) To find the envelope of the parabolas described by a pro-

jectile discharged from a given point with a given Telocity, but at

different angles of elevation.

If « be the angle of elevation, and * the height due to the initial

Telocity, the equation of the parabolic path is

4th cos^tt
*x-=y tan

Let tan e= o, and the equation becomes

- +x-ay ¥ c?.^_|_(l + ..),or|. = 0.

€onaeqnently the equation to the required cnvelojie is

!/'= 4A(;t-a:),

which represents a parauola.

This problem is the first that was brought forward on the locus

of the ultimate intersection of curved lines. It was \iroposcd by

Dnillier to John Bernoulli, who solved it, but not by any general

method (Covtmcr. Epist. Leib. et Bern., vol. i. p. 17).

(2) To find the envelope of the system of conies ropreaeuted by

the equation

a a - «

where o is a Tariable parameter. ProceoJiiig as betoiv we gel as,

-the equation to the envelope (a;±\/")° + !/'"<'• Ilenco we infer

that a system of confocal conies may be reganleil as inscrilieil in Uic

same imaginarj* quadrilateral.

(3) Find the envelope of the plane

+ -it-- = l

in wluch the parameters I, m, n are connected by the equal ion

lmn = a'. Am. •ilxyz-a?.

(4) A right line revolves with a uniform angular velocity, wliilo

one of its points moves uuifonnly along a fixed right line, prove that

its envelope is a cycloid.

Symbolic Methods.

83. The aualogy ootween successive differentiation and ordinary

exponentials was perceived by Leibnitz and the early writers on the

calculus, and afterwards more especially by Lagrange (Mim. Acad.

Berlin, 1772). Arbogast was, howeverj the fifst to separate the symbol

of operation from that of quantity in a differential equation (t'atcul

des Dlrivatimis, 1800). Tlie first writers who appear to have given

correct rules on the subject of operations were Francois, jimt. des

Math., 1812, and Servois, in the same journal, in -1814. Sorvois

more especially exhibited the principles on which the legitimacy of

the separation of the symbols of operation from those of quaiility

depends ; and, making a separate calculus of functions out of those

properties, he succeeded in proving that differences, diti'erentiations,

and multiplications by any factors which are independent of the

variable, may be employed as if the symbols of operation were
ordinary algebraic quantities. Hence has arisen a new method of

considering the principles and processes of the calculas, called the

symbolic method, or tno calculus of operations.

In this method — is written in the form ( — V". """l the symbol
ax \dxj

~- is regarded in the light of an operation, supposed to he made on the

function « according to the eslnblisheil principle.'; of differcntialiiMi-

Again #^(„ +.).(^^)„+^)„ ,1).

.... (2).

dz

AbiO,
\dx/ \dxj \dx)

And, if K be a function of x and y,

(i) {iy- ii) ii)" •

Hence we observe that Iho symbols— nnd— operate and are com*
*i.c du

(3).

bined according to tliu siimc luw.s ns nnlinaiy alycbiaio syiiilioln

of quantity, sucli as a aud b ; tiud we can readily infer that tbo
tlii-orems iu en Jinaiy algebra (com pare Algedka, vol. i. j». 619, § 8, 9)
which depend solely ou such laws of combination are capable of being

extended to similar theorems depending ou the symbols — and ,

dx dij

or on the symbol —- aud any constaurrf. Such i-csuIIh arc in general
ax

capable of extension to any Hymbols that arc subject to the sajuc

laws of combination.

The law embodied in oquatiou (1) ia called tliu diatribetire law;

tlio second, in (2), is called the hidcx or cxpoiutUial law ; aud tin*

third, in (3), the cornviiiUUive law.

. It is convenient to denote the precc^ling symbols ity single lotterft.

Accordingly we may nuppoau the syinbol'— to be represented by D,

and $^ by h\ &c.
dy

In general, if ir, p iliMiotc two symbols of openition m\m\\ (Iiat

ir(»l () — ir» 1 Trr ,

, p{ti Vv)~pn-) pr,

•jTpil ~- piri'
,

Tr"'jr"K™ir*' * "J^
,

then the .symbols ir, p posscsj^ the distribulivo, foniinntntive, and

oxponcutial propeiliiH.

For exam]ilc, suppoiii' Ka represent Ihe opeinlicn (>f changing j

luto X \-h in any luuftiim of ^, i.e., KUp]»osc Ka0(.')— ^(x + A).

Then
£i i ^C-O f 'K^O ;=-0(-t i-A) h .//(.> +70 »ii:A0(.i-)+ i^Ai/'i-')-

Moreover, li* denoling Iho operatictn of clninging .) inio .r i ^, wo
liavc

Zi.(f>{x) = i>{x \- Jc), . . Ka . Ei[.0C..') - v.h(t>{.* + ;•) - 0C'« I- A I i-) .

In like manner

Ex.Ea0(.t) = <p(x -i h + 1) - V.K M0(-'). •• KaE*0(..) = F,iKAV'(.'-)

.

Honco the symbols Ka, Et are <omniiilalivo.

Al.=io tlio equation

EiEA0(..-)-EA|i.0(.'-)

may he written, symbolically, thus :

—

EiEA'-EA \-k .

This shows that tlio symbol Ea is of the nature of un cvpont-ninl
;

and may be writl«n in the form K*

.

84. This symbol can also be connccteil with Taylor's oxjiannion.

Thus, if we separate the syinbol.s of operation from those of

quantity in Taylor's theorem, it may ho written

fix hM-(i 1
AD+ j'^n^

^TFii^^' ' • •
•y('^'>='^''*-^(-^*-

Accordingly, ulthnugh we ran give no direct meaning In the symlHi]

c*'', except as the representative of tin- .symbolic cxpansinn

1 ^ ''D + j-gD^ h . . . Hi -U".

we may from tlio preceding sortion rcgJlrd it ns cquivnlcnt lo the

symbol E*.

In like maiinrr wc may writo

If now wc supjiosp both sides operated on by the symbol t*^', ni*

Imve
c'D'.e*t>

. 0(3", 2/) = c*-^'0(a- I h, y)=<p{r + h,7j \ /) •

Ilcn pp

= {H (/iD + i-D') i-i(AD \kT)y+, . .}ip{y,y)

^^(x,y) + h^^ ^l-p ^;fk^^,2hlf:^ +>t-'^^U&0
dx rfy V dr' drjy rf;/2 /

(Compare § 57 ; also Arbogast, ('il. des D6r., pp. 343-352.)

85. Another proof, by tlic mithod of operations, of the foregoing

symbolic expression for Taylor's theorem may be added.

It has already been shown that when h is ivfiu'lely sninU we nuj
write

<j>(x^ h)-(p{x) = h<p'(x)-hTiip{r), .: <^(^^ 7i) = (H ''DM''')

Id like manner

(l+hD)-^(x) = (l + li.D) .^(3; + 7O-0(i + 27i), &c.

And In general

(t>(x + )!«)-(!+ 7«D)''0(j)

.

Now suTinose nh=a, and wo get
a

<i,(x + a)-(\+hD)''^(r).
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But ulicn /( is iiiGnitcly small, \vc may, liy analogy (sec § 21), assume

1 a

(1 + AD) *((= <;»«, .-. {1 + ;(D)''k= c°»i(.

Ucncc ^(ar + o) ~ i;«D0(j) , as lieforc.

8G. Again, as in § 84, ri'inescutiiig the symbol c" by E, wc may
writu

cO/(x)-E/W.

Alsn, if ^ jircfixcd to any function of x denote the oiieration of

taking tlic incionn nt of that fuiictiuu when x i-eccivcs the incle-

ment unity, wc bavc

/(x+l)-/W-A/M.
Aecomingly E/W-(l ha)/M.
And, by the injux Liw, \rc lia\o

Kyf.,)-(i ^A)VW.

Of /(.c 1 „) .. ( 1 + »A H —i^'^^ + . . . )fU)

=/W+«A/(aO t- "5"2-'Ay(x) + &c.

Adopting the notatirfii 0(jr) = ii^, 0(j' + /j; = k^+j , &c, tliis leads
to the following fundamental theorem of the calculus of finite dif-
ferences

. nin - I) ,o
»i+« = «i + «Ai(x+ -* 2 A-iii+ . .

Again, since

A = E-1 , wc have A"Wi = (K- l)"i(i

Jlenco, in like luanncr,

AV,- H,+,-;u(^+,.., I

"'" ~
iij|,.a f... +(-l)"«j.

Kui- exaniiile,

AV"' = (x- I )i)"-)i{.c-l «-l)"-l-.. . H (-l)"x".

Agaui, if A"U"' leiinsi-nt the value of A"x" wluiia-O. wc have

• «(«-!)- h"';'V'(''-2r

-

1
(-])"-'«.

Tlie nniiibera niircsintcd by the symbol A"0", callcil the dincifiiccs
of tile [lowers of :i(.-io, are of iVe-iui-nt occuiTi-nce in analysis, and
their values can be readily tabulated fioiu this series

87. Again, since

ill whii'h wc BUjuiosi.' I), to oinrab: on ii only, and D.. on e only,
we iufer that

U'('"')-(l'i I \\Yiiii

"jlV + ./D," l),,<^'-_^l'j),-^I)H-... |,„,

lU (/.t"-i
'" "1.2 Uj- lU'-'

'"•iW
This is Leibnitz's tlie..r.-in, given in § 27.

'Phis result call !« extLU.led to the «lh dilTcrcntial of the iirodurl
of any iiunibir of funilinns.

8.S. m.iiv g.iicrally, if <j,(.r) represent any funeliou of x, and il

/(i) be iiny ralinnal fun.ticai, and wc suiiihisc J), operates on u only,
aud l>.j Oil ,/,(3-) only, we have

-

/m<l,{.>)ii - Al\ + '^Mi')ii

-{/(l'i)i 1V(1>,)+ ... }'Kr)ll,

= <K.'0/{n)« I f.'(.••^/(D)Il I ^j'^-^j-'ycD)" + &e.

lu like nMUiuer the ei^uatiou

fW^mii - +(Il)/(.r)„ - .^{D)/(..)K , £.^^/"{x)a- . .

can Imj eslablishrd.

Thi'so expansions fonn thn basis of ITargii'ave's well-knovm
nirmoiriin the ".Solulionof Dilferential Ec|Ualions" {I'liilosophical
Tra/us'Ktiutis, 1613). llargreavc observes '• it on more inspection of
these results it is a|)parent that if D be substituted for x, aiul - x for
I), the former cc|uatiou transforms into the latter. Hence, in any
diHeivntiale.pialiouand in iUs symbolical solution, if the foregoing
substitulions bo made wc shall obtain another form, accompanied
with its symbolical solution. This princiide was applied by
JIargrcavc to the solution of several classes of dilferential cciuations.

8U. Again, if in Leibnilz's theurcni wc make v = c"' , wo get

i)"(c"ii) = c"/'D"iH-«rtD"-'iJ
I "-'~^n'I>-S/(

I ...)

-c"'(D + o)"i(.

Accordingly

(D + a)"!* - c - "D"(c"tt)

.

Hence we readily infer that, if /(o) represent any fnnction involv-
ing only positive integral powers of a, we shall have

/(D + o)w = e-«/i;D)c'^t

.

Again, if this bo transformed by assuming e'=y, we have 2^^ „

and
djc

Hence the foregoing result may be exhibited as follows:

—

/(i/D' 4- a)u = y-'/(.yD')y'u .

This may be written

/{xD + a)u=x—/{xV>)x'u

.

90. The interpretation of negative and fractional powers of a
symbol of operation is a subject necessarily suggested by the intro-
duction of such symbols. We pass over all allusion to the case of
fractional powei-s, as no satisfactory theory for their interpretation
has .13 yet been arrived at. The interpretation of an integer
negative power of a symbol is easily established, and is in all cases
of the nature of an inverse problem.

For instance let w bo a symbol of operation such that

then, if V be given and :( unknown, we may write

and the problem contained in the inverse Bymbol of operation will
bo answered when, by any process, wo have determined u so as to
satisfy the equation ttji-v, or irjr-'!)= ji. In other words, «e
define the inverse symbol ir-' to be that which the direct operation
IT simply annuls ; and this is in accordance with the analogy of
ordinary algebra.

For example, since D/(ar)=/(x), we write l>-'/'{x)-/{x), and
the symbol D-' is equivalent to an integi-ation. In like manner
D"" IS equivalent to n successive integrations.

Similarly the symbol (D + o)-» is regarded as the inverse of the
symbol (D + a)*, i.e., such that

(D + a)"(D + a)-"« = K.

AVc now proceed to investigate how far the er^uation

/(D + a)ii = c - "/(D)e"u
holds for inverse symbols.
Wc have already seen that when n is ft positive integer

(D + n)''«-i;-"D''e"ii = i', suppose ; .•. « = (D + o)-»i;.

Moreover from the equation

e-"D'e'"u = v

wc get V<e'"u= c'"v

,

or « = c -"D - "e"i)

.

Consequently (D + a)
-
"«= c -"D - "«"*»

.

Hence we infer that the symbolic equation also holds for negative
powcm of Dt

91. In general, since

D.c«^'« = c*W{D + 0'(x)}».

we nave |D + <f,'(-x) Ut^c -*<^>Dc*<'''k .

Again

and in general

{D + 0'(x)}"a=e-*(^>D"c*<*'K

,

where n is an intcgc.

From this we conclude that in all luterpretable coses we have

/| D + <p\x) }«=«-*(-'>/(D)<;*<^>« .

The results hero given have been generalised and extensively em-
ployed in the integration of differential equations by Boole. See
Philosophical Traiisactions, 1844 ; also Boole's Differential Equa-
tions, chapter xvii.

92. We conclude this short account of symbolic methods by
applying them to establish one or two well-knowm formulee.

It has been shown already (§ 84) that we may >vrito

(c^^-l)f{x)~ip{x + h)-4,{x).

Hence 0(x)-(c*'' - 1)-' {<p{x+h) - 4,{x)\
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Multiplying by A, and operating on both sides with the symbol of

differentiation D, we get

But, by analogy from § 53, we may write

Hence

+ (-l)' l.2...2^
|^*'(a; + A)-05"(i)^ +&C.

This result is due to Stirling, and has important applications.

To complete tliis proof it is necessary to consider the question of

the convergency or divergency of this series. On this investiga-

tion see Bertrand, Calcul Jnti^ral,' Aii. 374.

93. Again, in the calculus of finite differences, if we consider the

finite symbol of summation 2 as the inverse to that of finite differ-

ences A, we have

i-l-

B,D B;D^

1.2 1.2.3.4

B,

»

4,',x)dx - i<p{x) + f^<f>\x) -i^^O<t>"\x) + &c

'C +V /%{x)d£-
2

+^*'(x)-7^/'"w+3o|j-/';^o...

Tliis theorem is due to Euler ; the foregoing demonstration was
given by Gregory {Camb. Math. Joiirnal, 1837).

On the limits of the remainder after n terms in this series, see

Boole's Finite Differences, pp. 91-93 ; also Mr J. W. L. Glaisher,

in Quarterly Journal of Mathematics, 1872.

in concluding this brief account of symbolic methods we may
observe that the general principles of the theory of operations have

been studied in a comprehensive manner by Grassmann, and by
Hankel, who applied them to tho general theory of complex vari-

ables and of quaternions. See Grassmann's AiLsdchnungslchre{\HQ2),

and Hankel's Vorlesungen iiber die Complcxcn Zahlen, 1867. Tho
reader will find Grassmann's method fully discussed in Houel's

Calcul Infinitisimal, voL i.

We add a few miscellaneous examples of these methods.

(1) Prove the symbolic equation

a"D''M=xD(xD-l)(xD-2) . , . (xD-7i + l)i6.

(2) Prove that

D'(e'«x")=.C— Y"''l>'{c«ar)

.

(3) Prove the sjTnbolic equation in finite differences

(E-a)"X = a"+'A"a-"X,

where E is the symbol e^ (Gregory, Camh. Math. Jour., 1837).

(4) If IT and p be symbols of operation such that

prove the following symbolic equation

/(T)(.=(./«-i-p,/'(x)+j^r(T)+ - .

.

See Donkin, Camh. and Dub. Math. Jour., 1850.

(5) From the preceding the following symbolic equations can be

readily deduced.

/(D +f) =
/(D)4V(D) + j^2 r ^'t'') + • •

•

(Donkin, ibid.)

(6) Every differential equation of the form

0(D)

(a + ftx+car"-!- . . .)\)^ + {a' -^h'x-^-. . . )D"-» + ., ,}""X

can be transformed into the shapo

{/o(a:D)+/i(rD)a;+/j(a:D)a:S+ . . .}u=X. (Boole.)

(7) Apply the method of operations to the proof of Herschol's
expansion for F(e') {Philosophical Transactions, 1816).

If we make = in the equation

we have
/(D)c'»=c'V(0,

/W=/(D)c°', where D represents the symbol —- .

If now/(() = F(«;'), wo get

F(c')-r((;'>).c»' = F(l+A)c«

= F(1 + A)|l +0( + '^-t+ ...
j

= Fa)-(-«F(l + A).0 ^-JiF(l-^A^.O«-L &C.

(Gregory, Camb. Math. Jour., 1838.)

(8) Prove the equation

/(D)0(c')<:''-0(E)/(r)^',

d —
whore D represents -5-, and E represents c**'-

dx

Also /^^ + r)«x) = *^|.+^)/(r).

{Bronwin, Camb. a-nd Dub. Math. Jour., 1848.)

(9) Prove the symbolic equation

*(^)/(D)X=/(D)^(x-i)X,

where x is to be regarded as a variable independent of the opera,

tion D, but which, after the operations, is to be replaced by x.

(Crofton, Quar. Math. Jour., 1879; also Donkin, Camb. and Lhib.

Math. Jour., 1850.)

Change of Indcpoidcnt Variable.

94. In the application of tho calculus it is often necessary t«

adopt in our equations now independent variables instead of tlioso

originally selected.

Thus, suppose it be required to transform a function of y, x,

-J!
, X being supposed a

dt'^

Let the functions ^,53^, &c., bo represented by a^, x", &c.,

^ ,
^' , &c., into a function of y, t, ^dx dx^ at

function of t.

drx

di ' dt'

then we have in all cases

du_ 1 du
dx a^ dt

1

dy

dx'

i_dy
,

xf dt
'

Again
(Py

d3?°

,<Py ^Ay;
di' dt

, dHf 4ij'

lx^~di\7 dtJ^V dt{7 dtj'xf^'' dC "dt)

)

3(0''-a^«^'»"')
j

'
x! dl

df dt

and so on for differentials of higher order.

If y be taken as the independent variable, we have

Hence 4- = -r-dx*

d-y

dx''

-0, kc.

(ft:

dy^'

cPy

d^'
(I)"

\dy)

[dfj

'

dxd^]
dy dy^ 1

&c.

The formnlffi for the change of the independent variable were given

for the first time in the Traite dcs infinimcnt pelites of L'H6pltal.

The general theory of transformation was discussed at considerable

extent by Euler in his Calc. Diff.

In the case of two independent variables, suppose we are given

a; =*>('-, e), y -*(»-.«)•

Then
dv

dr'
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Hence
dv

dx'

dv dij

de dr

dv dy
"dr d»

dx

dy'

dx dy dx dy '

Se dr~ dr de

dv dx dv dx

Ss dr dr d)

dx dy dy dx

drdd'drde

In like manner — , —? can bo deduced, but their general values
dx- dy^

are too complicated for insertion here.

A case which commonly arises is in the transformation from

rectangular to polar coordinates.

In this case, we have x=r cos 9, j/=r sin B , and

dv sin $ dv

dr~ r de'
dv

dy
6?v I „d Aue d\[ Av sin 9 d«\
3-5= 1 cos 8-; -rr ( C0S9^ -fZ
djf \ dr T de)\ dr r dt ]

dv
-r- = cos <
dx

. dv COS e dv
= sin 9;^ + -jj .

dr r de

Hence

. .(ftj 2 sin 9 COS 9
= cos'9---, +

a)'' 1 ti
sin^9 dv

r dr

de

sin'

9

dh
r- de'

dv d"-v \

drde I

The corresponding valuo of

of 9 in the last equation.

d^v

drv.

dx^'^dy"

-J
is got by substituting -3- - 6 instead

Hence we easily iind

Pv d^v 1 dv 1 drv<Pv 1

dr- r

dv I

rfr"*" n de-

95. Another important case, which is of extensive application in

geometry, is that of linear transformations.

Let us consider the case of three variables, and suppose

a:=aX + iY + cZ, 2/=n'X + J'Y + c'Z, £=a"X + 6"Y + c"Z,

dv dv
, , dv „dv

5x
then

' dx dy dz

dv ,dv ,,di> ,„dv.

dv

""dz)"

dv jdv
,

,4v

dZ dx dy dz

dH / d ,d

car dxdy dxdz dydz
,- d^v „nd^v

Again, if we suppose 1^, y", s' to be transformed by a similar sub-
stitution, i.e.,

K' = aX' + 6Y' + «Z', y = a'X' + 6'Y' + c'Z', &o.,

then, if any function « = 0(3;, y, z) transform into ^i(X, Y, Z), we
shall have

«(!+*«', y+h/, z+kz:) = ^i{X + kX', Y + iY', Z+iZ').

If these be expanded, and like powers of k at both sides be equated,
we have

/ J d ,0, , d \ ( —, d Mr, d r,, d \

(^3-,+ 2/'-.+ «'

dx^"dy^ dz
)"={^SX+'^rfY + ^dZ &0.

Consequently the functions x'^ + w'— + s'—

,

dx " dy dz

h
&c., are unaltered

by linear transformation. These functions have important geo-
metrical relations with the original function. JIany applications
of these principles will be found in Salmon's Uighcr Plane Curccs,
as also in his GconuUry of Three Dimensions.

A few additional examples are added for illustration.

(1) ltx= Un9,
d"-y 2x dy y
dx' l+x'dx'^il+sfi)^''^

transforms into

(2) If 2 be a foDction of x and ?/, and v^px + gy-z, prove that
»*hen p and q arc taken as independent variables we have

rfu rftt d^ti _ f. d^u - 3 d^u r

dp"^* dq"^-^' dp- ~Tt'S^ ' dpdq^rr-~? * df'^rT^ *

where p^ q^ r, j, t denote the partial differential coeflScients of z

with respect to x and y, of the first and second orders.

(3) In the linear transformations in § 95 the determinant (aW)
ia called the modulus of transformation, and the transformation is

said to b^ orthogonal when
x= + 7/2+ sC= X2 + Y3 + Z^.

In this case the determinant

drtc dric (Pit.

djp dxdy djxlz

dH dhi _rfTi_

dxdy dy^ dydz

drit, dric d-K

dxdz dydz dz^

is unaltered by the transformation.

Jacobiaiis.

96. We now proceed to a short treatment of a remarkable class

of determinants first studied by Jacobi {Dc dctcrminantibus ficnc-

CionalibuSy Crolle, 1841), in developing important generalizations of
the fundamental principles of the differential and integral calculus.

If Uit Wj, Wg, ... itn be functions of n independent variables
a;i, Xj} ^^3 , , , Xnt then the following determinant
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for all Talttes of ar, y, J ; then, since in this case

dx ay ^^=0.

we have

0,

dii d.

Cousoqucntly, eliminating

d¥ du d?dv_ dF dx^

du dx dv dx dw dx

dfdu dF^.dFdw^
die dy dv dy dw dy *

dT dii il<^,^'^_a
dv dz dw dz

dV
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Cooseqaently the Jacobian o^ oar system is the continued pro-

dnct of ^ _J
.
-_"

.

rfjT^ dT„ dXn

In order to calculate -—^ it is necessary to express H-, as a fuDC-

tion of I-, , Wj, . . . «,i ; and similarly for iij , ?i3, ko.

103. For example, let it be required to find the Jacobian of

the system

Xi = r cos 01

,

x^=r sin 0j cos 02

1

S3= r sin ff^ sin e^ cos ^3

,

—-i = - r sin e, ,
^= -rsinfl, sin (

dii '' de.
. . &c.,

Xn-i = r sin 0j sin 03... cos On-\ «

z» = r sin 9, sin e„ . . . sin e,-i

.

Here, squaring and adding, we get

a:,- J- r„- + . . . + X,,- = 7^ .

We shall employ this instead of the last equation of

Hence, adopting the conditions laid down in § 102, we gei

dx, T

dr X,
'

Accordingly, the Jacobian of the system is

. ii„_i
'" sin^-ifli sin^-sflj . . , sinfl„.i

Xr,

= (-!)»-' r"-i sin'-'e, siu"-'ej ... sin e„-j.

104. Again, suppose m, , Wj , . . ti, to bo the partial derived
functions of a given function of the variables x, , x, ,...£> ; i.e.,

let

The Jacobian becomes

cT-f d--/

dXjrfx, dx^

dXifiXn

dx^x,,

dx^dx^ dx-ndx, dx,^

Snch a determinant is called the Bcssian of the function

fi.x^ , 2:5 , . . . Xn), after Hesse, who first introduced such determin-
ants into analysis, applying them in many investigations of funda-
mental importance in the theory of ciu-ves and surfaces,

105. Again, in the Jacobian

iJiVi . y; '
• y..)

"^(^l. X, 'T^)'

ctions 1/,,

'•y such tbi

if the functions

minator, i.e.

we have

at

.«i

. . are fi-actions with tho same deno-

, du, diu

dxk dxt

* dva du^

dxk dxk

1/. =-

du

du.

Hence

d{Zi,x,...x,)

n
, ,

du, du
0,

dui die

'3^ dx.

^ diim du
-u,

du„ du
dXi dxi dx„ dxn

Prom this, by elementary properties of determinants, we get

du du

,^+1
d{Xi,x,. . .z,}'

Hence

du,

du„

dZ
dUi

«», «
dx^

du»

'd^

d{Xi , X,, . . . X,) «"+!

U K,

du dUj

du du^^ dXn
'

du^

Tliis latter deternmiant uas been denoted by K(u, Wj , . . . Ur).

It possesses interesting properties. For example, if w, ^tj , ...!(«
are connected by any homogeneous relation, then

K{u, lii, ... w„) = 0.

This follows from§ 98, since the quantities
3/i, ^s* • • • Vn are in

this case connected by an equation.

It is seen without difficulty that Jacobians and Hessians are

covariants. That is, if the functions be transformed by linear sub-
stitution (g 95), the Jacobian of the transformed functions is equal
to the original Jacobian multiplied by the modulus of transforma-
tion ; and similarly the Hessian of the transformed function is equal
to that of the original function multiplied by the square of the modu-
lus. It can also be seen that, when the transformation is ortkogcmaL
the Jacobian and Hessian are unaltered by the transformation.

PAKT II.

I>'TEGRAL Calculus.

106. The integral calculus may be said to have taken its origin
from the methods employed by Cavalieri, "WalUs, and others, for

the determination of the quadrature of ciorves and the cubature of
surfaces. These methods, as we have seen, consisted in the division

of the required area, or volume, into an indefinite number of thin
slices, or "elements" ; and then from the law connecting their suc-
cessive values the sum of all the elements was determined—or
rather the "limit" to which that sum approached when the number of

elements was indefinitely increased. The processes thus employed
were developed and reduced to a suitable notation by K^ewton and
Leibnitz* Thus, adopting the more modem nomenclature, if ^{x)
be a function of x which is finite for all values of x between the
limits Xf^ and X, and if we suppose the interval X-Xq divided into
n parts, x^-x^, x^-x^, x^-x^, . . . X-a^_i, then, multiplying
each element by the corresponding value of the function, i.e.,

a*] -2*0 by 0(xo)» &c., the sum

S^{x^-X,)<p{XQ) + ix^-Xi)<f>{Xj). .. +{X-xn-l)tp{xn-l)

has, by elementary algebra, a finite value, which may be repre-

sented by {X-Xq)<p{^), where <p{^) lies between the greatest and tho
least value 0(x) admits of between the limits.

If, now, we suppose the number of elements increasea oeyona limit,

so that x^-Xq, ^i-x-^^, kc, may be regarded as each becoming
indefinitely small, then ultimately the value of S attains to a certain

limit, which depends only on the form of the function ^{x\ and on
the extreme values X and Xq. In this stage, introducing the sym-

bol of integration / and adopting the notation / <p{x)dx, instead

of S, we write

/ <px)dx^Vun. [(a)|-a*o)0W + (2*3-a:i)0(a-i)+ . . .

H- (X - a^.,)^(a:„-i)]-{X -a:o)0 iaro -r 0(X - Xo)}-

.

in which lies between and 1.

For greater simplicity, it is usual to suppose that the incremesta
x^-Xq, x^-Xj . . . X-Xn-iSJ'eall equaL In this case their common
value h is equal to the fraction —^^-^ : and S becomes

n

A{A^o)+yia:o + A)+/(a^ + 2A)+ . . . +/(X - 2h) +/(X - k)\ .

Again/ -(3:0 + (X-^o)^ represents the mean value of /(x), as x

proceeds by equal infinitesimal increments from the value x^ to X.
The application of the integral calculus to the solution of questions
on mean or average values is founded on the result here given.
Thus, denoting the mean value of ^{x), between the limits X and
Xq, by M^(x), we have

•M(p{x) = i{x)dx

.

13—5

107. If in the definite integral / tft(x)dx the upper limit X be

conceived to vary, Xq remaining constant, the integral itself will
vary ; and if we replace X, regarded as variable, by x, the integral
may be regarded as a new function, F(x), of x, determined by the
equation

F{x)^'^(x)dx=^(x-Xf;)^[xo + e{x~Xo)y.

This function vanishes when x=Xo; .*. F(Xq) = 0.

Mso, ley the differential calctilus (§ 46) we nave

F(x)= (x - Xo)F'[xo + e(x - Xo)] .

Consequently

<f{x, + e(x - xo)] = F'[x(, + 0{x - Xo)]..

h^xht making Z'=x^, we get
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andy siDC3 fl^o ^^7 ^^^^ ^"y ^^^^^ »

^^" ^^^'^ "^ general

<(.(.v)-FW.

Accordingly we may write

V(.<,)(?.;= F(X)-F(x„).r
a function F(,t) when it3 derived function F'{-f) is known.

AVe shall illustrate these preliniinaiy remarks by one or two

examples.

Ex, 1. Find the limit of the sum of the series

^27.2'

wlien ft is indefinitely increased.

'Bt (fx_-
71

pres— icd by

, and the limit of the series is easily seen to be re-

or IS
dx

Ex. 2. Finu the limit of the sum

1 1 .1
/ since -j- (taa" ix).

1

"l+r"

Here the required limit=/ -
Jo ^

V'n''-(n-l)'''

when n is indefinitely increased.

dx

Vl-ar^

108. We might have started from the preceding result as the

definition of the integral calculus, and regarded this calculus as

the inverse of the difierential. Thus, as in the differential calculus

we investigate the rules for proceeding from any primitive function

F(k) to its derived function Y\x), so in the integral calculus our

object is the Converse, viz., to determine Y{x) when W{x) is given
;

or, in the language of Newton, "to find the fluent of a given

fluxion
"

^J

It may bo here remarked that it has been shown from geo-

metrical considerations! in § 23, that such a function always

exists.

In the differential calculus rules have been laid down for the

method of determining the differential of any function. There are,

however, no direct rales for the inverse process, except by retracing

the steps by which the derived has been deduced from the original

function.

Accordiugly, the integral calculus is based on the differential,

and to each result in the differential calculus corresponds another

in the integral. Moreover, as F(x) and F(.r) + C (where C is any
arbitrary quantity that does not vary with x) have the same
differential, it follows that to find the general integral of 'S'{x)dx

we must add an arbitrary constant to F(.c).

109. The following elementary integrals (omitting arbitrary con-

stants) are easily arrived at, and are called fundamental integrals,

to which all others that admit of integration in finite terms
are (dtimately reduciUe—excluding higher transcendental func-

tions :

—

a"+'

»+ l'

sin xdx=

/l^logx,

:os x , /cosxdx

dx

'Sinx,

/dx
cos-x

yf dx
I
X f dx ,-7==== = sin-' —, / ,-, =loj

f dx 1 . . x /",, a'
/-r;—5=— tan-' — ,

/a'dx= -, .

ya^+ x- a f^ J log a

/-.ain^
cot a: I

(x + s/^^TaF)
;

110. A muuber oi' integrals can readily be reduced to one or other
of the above fowns. A few elementary cases, such as frequently
occur :q practice, are here given. "We cpmmence with the integral

y'' dx

a
1

(1)

Here

clKx-P)

{x-a)(x-$) 0-/3 \x-a x-pj

y
'' dx 1 . J- -

(x-a)('--ni" "-fl ^^;
dx 1

a)(x-$r a-fi

(2) More generally, the integral

dx

t-P

J a-v 2iz-(-cr'

may he written in the form

y
^ cdx

(o^-^^i)--^

cdx

:i5'

,
suustitatiug J foi c£-\-i.

It
dz

The form of this integral depends on the sign of (W - M.
Ifac-6'' >0, we have

J +

dx
2bx + cx^ Vrt

^^^ tan-i
cx+b

S/ac-b''

If (ic- 6^-0.

Ja M
dx -1

'
cx-t-b

Uac

-2fa;-hcx'
"

• i'< 0, the integral comes uudei (1), and wo havo

V^Tix + cj?

(3) .Again, since

l+TllX vi b + cx

ra-t-i-Vd^-

lc-7nb

a -^ 2tx + a~
we have

(l + 'mx)dx

2bx + cx''

c a + 2bx+ C3r a + ibx + ac'

The iutegral of

cja-^

(b + cx)dx

+ cx)dx Ic-mb
2bx + cx''

\b r dx

Ja\2bx->rbx-VK^
'

a+ 2bx + ci^

integral has been obtained in (2).

is 4 log (n + 2bx + «r'), and the latter

(i) Next, to find

Here /i-Jk
y sin X cos X

In like manner,

A dx

(6) / dx

sin X

81U X cos X

^f_}_ dx^ ti

y tan % cos'a; y
't£(tau x)

tin X
I log (taD ic) •

= log (tan 1).

Hence we get /—-=log. tan ( -i-+^ ) •

(6) Again J'tQ.n^xdx=J'sQc^x dx'-J'dx= \Q.n x- x,

111. The number of independent fundamental formulaa most
ultimately be the same as the number of independent kinda
of functions in analysis. The ordinary elementary functions

maybe briefly classed as follows :—(1) algebraic functions, powers
and roots, such as x*", for fixed numerical values of m, &c.

; (2)

trigonometrical functions, sin x, tan x, &c., and their inverse func-

tions, circular functions, sin-'x, tan-^x, &c. ; (3) exponentials a",

&c., and their inverse functions, logarithms.

Several other transcendental functions have been introduced into

analysis, such as elliptic and hyper-elliptic functions, gamma-
functions, and others. We propose subsequently to give a short

account of the elementary properties of some of these fimctions.

112. The reduction of an integration to one or more of the pre-

ceding elementary forms is usuilly effected by one or other of the
following methods:—(1) transformation to a new variable

j (2)

integration by parts
; (3) decomposition into partial fractions

;

(4) saccessive reduction
; (5) rationalization. Examples of these

methods will appear in succeeding iparagraplis.

113. The method of integration hy substUiUion corresponds to a
change of the independent variable. We shall exemplify it by a
few simple cases.

Ep. 1. Let " = A TT » "^ Dcmg a positive integer.
y (ff + ox)

Assume a + kc= s, and the integral transforms into

1 f{z - 0)"*f£3

Jm+iy grt

If {z - a)"* be expanded by the binomial theorem, each term 'on be
separately integrated.

/- dx
Ex, 2 "M= / —

y(x + a)Va + 2tx+ «^'.

Let x + o=— , and the integral transforms into

y ^a' + 2b'z + c

where a'=c, b'—b-ca, i—a-

r di
Kx. 3. «=/;

yd:?'

-2ba + co?.

dx
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Let x=— , and wo get

/" "'^ 1 _ X

Lut ex-{-b=z, and it transforaia into the preceding iutegi'al : hence

« ^£±*
^,.

(oc-6»Xa+2Jj;+cx=)»

F.r. 5. «-/^ ^
J.

Let {a + cx')^=xz, tliou

rfx dz

(a + Mrjl^c-s?'

and the integral tiansforms into

(o'c - c'a) - o'r"

'

y V(a-a
£e. 6. _ ,

V(a-x)(^-j8)

Let z = a sin'9+fl cos'9, aiid wo get

/v(ir

V{a-^)(x-e)"

29= 2 siu
WCa-aKai-iS)

y x V i-^-fl-

Herc dv,

-I A-flV

trdx xdx

If we make a;'=— in the former, and a:°=i/ in the latter, they

each reduce to the crcceding examplo.

Ex. 8. / f
^

.

J a + b cos X

Here

J) sin'.J (a + V) cos--^ + (a
2 ^

^ sec'

—

dx

^ o+» + (a-i)tan'.^
ya + 6 + («-i)='

where j-'tan — .

2

This integral is a circular or a logarithmic function, according as

a >, or, < b.

(l>Let a > b, and suppose J = o cos a, then we have

u^Lr ± =-^tan->AaDAtan.^'\
V cos=:?. + 2>siu=-?-

"^'n" \ 2 2 J
2 2

;2) If a<J, leta = Ji cos o, then

/• dz ^ 1^

cos— + sin — tan -

cos— - sm — tan —
2 2 2

i sin a
log-

(3) If a = 6, the value of the integral is

llan.

114. The substitution of an imaginary expression for a constant
in an integral is often useful in evaluating integrals. For example,
if in the e<^nation

we substitute' a + ifl for a, it becomes

1 We shall throaghout represent tbe imsgiDsjy symbol V- 1 by i. according to
the osoal notaMon.

/c" (cos /3x + ! sin 0x)d.x •

g**(cog Bx+i sin gx)

a + ifi

e^fcos jto+ i sin 0x)(a-ie)

Hence, e^nating the real and also the imaginary parts, we get

/>'cos^A!:_f!!ili55J^i£iiEJ:H)

,

y a' + $-

/>- siu grdr ^(-sing^-flco^ga-)

omitting the arbitrary constants. These results can be easily veri-

fied.

115. The method of integration by jxirts depends on the follow-

iug equation, which is deduced immediately from tho relation

d{uv) = tidv + rdu :

—

yWv— 1(1) -Jvdu

.

Hence the determination of tlie former integral is lednced to tliat

of tlie latter, and vice versa.

Ex. 1. To find

y"tan-'x dx.

Hero

/tan-'x<fe=xtan-'«- /^^„_a; tou-Vc-i log (1+ii?;.

Ex. 2. Next, to find

yi" log z <ir

.

Let

then

"^= log X, V.
a;"-!-' .

°» + l
'

/lflogxdx=^!i^ logx-r^^^^fUsx-J-).J - *• n + 1 ^j- y B + 1 n + l\ ° n + 1/
Z-z. 3. Again, to find

/log(a! + V'?+^=)ix.

/log {x+ V'x' + a")(fe=z log (z+ Var' + n-')-A«=j
= X log (x + Vx= + a') - Vx" + d^

.

Ex. i. yllog x)"dj:

.

yllogx)''(ir=x(log x)" - n/\log x)" -
' (fo

=x(logx)''-)ix(log x)"-' +n(re-iy(log2)"-'(ii;.

Accordingly, by successive applications of this formula, the in-

tegral can be found whenever n is a positive integer. If « be a

negative integer, the integral finally depends on /-r , a form
y logx

to be subsequently considered.

Ex. 5. yz"(log x)"(ir

.

This is at once reduced to the preceding by maJdng s-=a?*t''.

Re. 6. fife^dx.

This is immediately reducible to Ex. 4 by making ««• =5. It ctn
also bo deduced directly, since

Ex. 7.

/x"e"dx=^^^-— /V"z™-'(fe.
y a aJ
y^ c'x

(l-t-z)'
-dx

.

Ana.
1+x

116. In genera], if

(£"0 du d'-'v . d^it d"-^

we have

/"£!^-«+(-i)-/''^>-

This result is readily proved by successive applications of the mclliud

of integration by parts, or can at once be verified by dilTercntiatioD.

As an example, let us consider the integral

/F[x)e"dx
,

where F(x) represents a rational integer algebraic function of 7, of

the degree n.

Let il = F(x), ana»=-.^ , then il*"~ = :

a"+' (/x"+'

consequently we have

A"nx)dx^^^{nx)-^+ . . . +(ti)»j-
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This result can be also readily oDtalned by aid of the symbolic

theorem of § 90, thus,

D-i . c«iF(a-).c"(D + ff)-iF(x)

1 +

a L a a^'
-(-i)"^]fW.

the remaining terms being neglected since D'*+^F(a:) = 0. This

result plainly coincides with that previously found.

More generally, if Y(x, e", c'', . . «") represents a rational integer

function of x, c", c'", . . . the integral of

V(x, e", c'', . . . e'")dx

can be determined. For, this function, being composed of products

of integer positive powers of x, c**, &c., will consist of a number of

terms of the form Aa:"'«''"^c"'"' ... or Az'"«'''"+"'+ •••(', each of

which can be integrated by the preceding method.

Again the form

yr(a, loga:)<fa,

is reducible to /F{c', s)c'dz

,

by making x = e^, and consequently, when F represents an integer

algebraic function, is integrable by the method considered above.

117. We next proceed to give a brief account of the treat-

dx, in which f{x) and 0(a;) are rationalment of the integral
y fix)

we have

algebraic functions of x.

This class of integrals early engaged the attention of mathema-

ticians. For example, Leibnitz and John Bernoulli, in the Acta

ErudiloruiH (1702 and 1703), showed that such integrals depended

on the method o! partial fractions. The processes there given were

simplified and generalized by Euler {Introductio in Analijsin Infini-

torum, 1748).

When the degree of f{x) is not less than that of (pix), the ex-

pression ^^' can by division be reduced to an integer along with

a fractional part ; we may, therefore, suppose that we have reduced

the degree olf[x) to less than that of <p{x). Then, re being a simple

root of <p{x) = 0, we may assume (p(a') = {x- a)x{x), where ^{x) is not

divisible by a:- n.

Ifwe now make /(x) ^ A /i(.t)

0(x)"a;-a xW'
Ax) _AxW + (^-a)/iW

^

$Cx) {x - a)xi.x)

.-. Ax) = kx{x) + (x-a)/i(x).

Thi. gives f^ix).M0^K

In order that the second member should be an integer expression,

/[z) - Ax(«) must be divisible by a; - a ; hence we get

X(a) -ipXa)

In like manner, if 6 be a second simple root of ip{x) =- 0, and con-

eeqaently a root of x{x) - 0, we may make x(a:) = {x- 'o)tf,{x). Hence

we get

Ax B
^
/,ix) .

X(ar) x-b 4f{x)

tnm irliich it follows that

B =M.
Finidly if o, 6, ... i represent all the roots of ^(z) = 0, no two of

whicu are equal, we shall have

ip{x) a - a x - 6 x-l

The constants Aj, Aj . . . B^, B., . . . Lj . . .Lx, canbe determined

by ordinary algebraic methods, and each term is immediately in-

tegrable. The preceding is called the method of integration by
decomposition into partial fractions.

The method here given applies also to the case where <p{x) = has

imaginary roots. In that case it is usually, however, simpler to

employ a somewhat different treatment. Thus, to a pair of imagin-

ary roots o±i^ corresponds a partial fraction of the lorm

Le+M
{x - a}" + &'

'

Also, for n pairs of equal imaginary roots, we have additional

terms of the form

{{x-ay + ^-^y' {{x-ar + ^-y ' ' ' {{x-af-^el')^'

Each of these expressions consists of two parts, one of which canbe

immediately integrated. For example,

(Uar+MnKx _L„(a: - a)dx ^ (L„a + M)rfg .

{(:r-a)- + ^^}"^{(:c-a)^ + ^=}" {{x - a)» + ^=}'*
'

the former can be at once found ; the consideration of the latter

class of expressions is postponed for the present.

Many integrals of the form here considered may be determined

by a transformation, without the employment of the method of

partial fractions.

For example, /——

—

,—
yax^" + 26a:" + c

19 at once reduced to an elementary form by mating a:*«*2.

^^^ Ax-J-lx-h)'
is reduced to depend on

k^i
f\a)

B =

p'm t-V)
where

Hence

J ip{x] ~ <l,'[a)"''"~ ''"<P'{i)

In the general caie of multiple roots, we may suppose

4,{x) - (a; - nj^lx -b)^ . . .{z- D"

,

Ab),log(x-a) + i);^log(x-S)-i- + ^log(x-0

suid assume

A^).,. A, A.

^xT x-a (x-a)'-

B, B.

— A- , ^

(x-a)'

B«

{x-b)^

U-n*

/(1 -)'"+"-',
dz

by making:— .

x-b

Ex. 1. To find /^^ .

./ ar- 1

then x'dx— Izdz, and we get

y
r dx

xia+bx")
'Ex. 2. To find

Let a:" =— , then — =

dx

I

1_ dz_

n z

and /-^-^-l/i^-llogf^-)
yx(a + 6x") njaz + b na \a + bjr/

Ex. 3. /'ziT^.Jx'ia + bx')

Let e' =— 1 and we get

/• '^ , ^-\f— -!--f-*-log(«-HJ)
Jx\a + b3?) yaz-i-b 3a 3a"

'='

^

'

Ex. 4. To find /" ^^
„ ,

.

y 1 - 2ic" cos 9 + z'

dx _ f dx
Here

/r 2^2 cos e + i' y (l + 2z cos ie + a?'){l-2x cos \»-\-x^)

a; + 2 cos \%)dx 1 /"(z- 2 cos \ei)dx

4 cos \ij\:os jey 1-H 2zcos4e + z' -2zcosi9+ z"

4 sin

8 cos \9

rJ tan-''

1 + 2XC0S ^9 + z'

°Sl-2zcosi9-l-z'

+ cosi9 ^ ,Z- 008^9 1

—.—r^f^ + tan-'

—

:—f-r-sm ^9 sin ^9 1

1 , l+2zcosi9 +z\
8 cos

jEi, 6. Find the integral of

1 ^ , 2z sin J9
tan** ^

2zco3j9 + z\ 4 sin J9 V-r" '

dx

a + ^bic' + ex*

ivhcn oc > 6"

.

It is easily seen from the last that its valne may be written

1 , s/a + 2KX + 3f'\/^ 1 ^
,2zVA+1?

loK + -

' 8«V^ ° Vo-Zia+^V^ 4Va{6 +
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V ---where

118. Several general classes of integrals can be easily reduced by
a transformation to depen;! on tliose of tlie preceding article.

For exam]ile, tlie integral

redvices to ff\z)— , by making c"=5; and, accordingly, it can

be intogr.itcil whenever/.:) is a rational algebraic fiinctiou of ;.

Again, if "wo take tan J J. = ;, wo get

smz= j-j-3 ,
cos ^t:^! •

"•''"
-Tir^

and, the expression ^

/{sin a-, cos y)Jx

,

transforms into / 1 -^:^, , ^^, |
—^, . iU + -- 1 + :-/ 1+=-

Cgnsequently, whenever /(sin x, cos r) is a rational function, the

integration of/(sin x, cos a')dx is reducible by the mctlioJ of partial

fi-actions.

119. Functions of this latter class ar«, however, usually more
readily integrated by other processes. Thus, when /(sin x, cos r)

is a rational and integer function, its integration depends on that

of the sum of a number of expressions of the form sin"'j; cos".rrfa:.

As a number of other foims are readily reducible to this t}'pe, it is

proposed to devote a short space to its discussion here.

In tlie first plac» it should be observed that whenever vi or n is

an odd integer, the expression sin"'x' cos".c d:c can be immediately
integrated. For, if wc suppose a = 2f + l, the integral transfonns

into

by making ;= siii r. Honce, as r is by h^iiotliesis a positive

integer, (1 - z"Y can be expanded in a finite number of terms, and
the integral thus immediately obtained.

Again, if m-\-n be an even negative integer, the expression can

be re.idily integrated ; for, by assuming ~ = tan ?;, we get

/sin"'i: cos"X(?x-/(-)
This integral can be readily obtained by expansion.

120. When neither of tliose methods is applicable it is usual to

find tlie integral of sin^'x cos"xc?.c by the method of successive re-

duction.

The forrauke of reduction can be easily obtained by the method
of integration by parts ; thus

ysin"'a; cos"x(Z.c = / cos" "^a; sih'".rt?(sin x) =/ ^^ rf(siii*"+^x)

J y m + l

m+l m + lJ
Again, ysia*"^^ CQ%^~'^xdx = fsin."^x{l ~ cos -x) cos"--a:rfx

=ysin™x cos"-2xrfa; - ysin"% cos"xdx .

Substituting in the former equation, and ti"aDsposing'the latter

integral to the other side of the equation, we get

™"*"^a: cos""^j:*/ sin'"a; cos^xdx = '

- +
:-! f«in™x cos"-^f?x.

Hence, when n is positive, the integral of sin*"!* cos"a:n'x depends
on that of sin"'x Q.Q^'^--xdx. The corresponding formulte in which
the degree of sin x is reduced can be immediatoly found.

It should be noted tliat these formulae of reduction are perfectly

general, and hold whether ni and 'ii be positive or negative, integer

or fractional. Accordingly, changing the sign of ?«, our first

equation may be written thus :

—

/
121.

cos'hr
dx =

'm-\J
'- dx .

sin"^ (m- 1) sin"'-'a; m-\J sin'

These formula of reduction, a^ well as many others, can be
readily established by differentiation. For example, since

A_

dx
=m sin™-^a: cos"'^a:-(m + ?i) sin'"+^a: cos'*"^',

the integration of the expression sin'^+'x cos""^X££x depends on
that of sin'^'^x cos"-'xrfx ; and similarly in other cases.

It may be noted that the integral (§118)

dx

A.{(x-o)= + g=}''

is at oncereduced to the class here considered bymakingx - a= /3tan 9,

when it becomes

./. '-m

.

To find f \xa.<<xdx .

Here J tan"xdx^f tan"- °x(sea'x-l)dx

^tan-ix_A^„.,^
n-1 J

tan'-'x tan'-'x

H - 1 « - 3

Next, let us consider the Integra'

dx

{a cos X + 6 sin x*"
'

+ &0.

/
Let tan a=-^ , aud we get

a cos x+ 6 sill x= (a- + J-)* sin (x + a).

Hence, making x+ a= : , the integral transforms int*

J sin"z

122. In many applications the results de(pend on integrals of

the form here discussed when taken between the limits and -^ .

Such definite integrals are easily found when the indices m and
11 are positive integers.

Commencing with the simple case oi / "^ sin"X(fe , we have,

since sin x cos" " ^x v.inishes for both limits.

/ 2 co3"x<;x=??^ /'
Jo " Jo

By successive applications of this formula the definite integral in

question can be always found when n is a positive integer; its form,

however, depends on whether the index n is even or odd.

'(1) Suppose u even, andeijnal to 2r,

the!'/ / 2 COS^'xdX': ^£Z1 f 2- C0S='-=xrfx ;

2'-yo

and, accordingly, by successive applications, we get

1.3.5... (2r-l) IT

/ 2 C0S-''X£?X=
2 . 4 . (i . .

.• 2r 2

(2) If n be odd, and equal to ^r+ 1, we get in like manner

/"^--""-H:5:7:::(2':i) -

It is evident that in all cases

I ^ sm"xdx = /
'

^ cos'xdx •

Jo Jo

fi) In like manner, we have
K

^
IT

I 3 sin^x cos"xrfx=
"~

/ ^ siw^ cos'-hiix
Jo m+nJa

As in the former case, the value of this definite integral depends on
whether the indices are odd or even.

First suppose 7i odd. and equal 2r + 1,

then / ^ sin^z cos^'+'xix =

—

,^^
. , / " sian:co^-'xdx.

Jo m + 2r + iyo

IT

/"2"sinHence sin'^^c coa-'^^xdx

2)-(2(--2). . . 22)-2r-2). . .^ /--5- .

2.4.
"°(jn. + l)(m + S). . .(m + 2r+ l)'

Next let n be even, and equal to 2r, then

/'"^sin="acos»'-xtfa=- o?'""A /" ^ 6in='»a:cos»-=iofx
Jo 2lm&r)Jo

Hence, as before,

1.3.3... (2r-l) r
'

+ 2r)yoJo
8in*^t cos^Txdx — -,

' sin?"'x<fo
(2m+2). . . (2nn

1.3.5... (2r-l). 1.3.5... (2m-l) jr

~2
. 4 . a ; (2m + 2r) ' 2

'

When .n and n are both fractional these definite integrals are
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ndaeible to Eulerian iutegmls,—functions pf Tvhicli h short discus-

ion will be subsequently given.

The following examples are given for the luupose of iUnstratiiig

the preceding results.

Ex. 1. / (l-a;')''Hi(;, where m is an integer.

Ana.
2.4.6. (2»1)

Ex. 2. / ^ cos'« t,in*xdx

.

/o

3.5.7... (2M + 1)

6 . 12
Ans.

5 . 11 . 17

En. '• / rTT^3\n ' where n is an integer.

1.3.5... (27t-
Aiis.

2(1="-' 271. 6. . . (2)t-2)'

Ex. 4. / * cos'+^x cos Jix dx .

Jo
(7t + 2r)(n + 2r-l).

j<OT.
(»+r+l)

1 . 2. S

fj:. 6. To deduce Wallis's value for ir by aid of the definite integrals

considered in this article.

When m is positive, we have, for all values of x between and-

snn*"-'a;> sin°"j:> sin-^+'i; accordingly,

2'

/:
2 6in*"->aix> /" 2 w)?'\cdx> /" 2 siu'^+'ja^i

,

1.3.6. .(2m-l) t
^^3 ^^^^^ i\.6...(2m-_ 2)

2.4.6. 2m 3.5.7... (2m-l)

and
2.4.1 2m
!. 5. 7 . . . (2m + l)

'

but when ire is indefiuitely increased the latter fractiops tend to
eiiuality, and, consequently, we have the well-known formula of
Walii.s, viz. :

—

IT .. ., ^2.2 4.4 6.6
2-''""«fT73-3T6- 6-.T--

123. As a farther example of the method of successive reduction,
we shall consider the integral

/"a;'"-i(l-a;)"-iir.

Here, ihtcgrating by parts, we have

/ie"-'(i -g)-'ifa=
^"(^ ~ '^'''"'

+ !Lr-i fx-"n-xY-'Hx.y tn m J
Again, fx-{\ - xY-''dx = fx^-^l -xyi'-dx - fxf-^l -x)'-^dx

.

Substituting, and transposing, we get

/'x"-\\-xY--'dx^
'^^'^-''^'''

\+
"-!

fx-'-Kl-xY-'-dx.J m + ?i-l m+n-lj
By successive applications of this relation the proposed integi'al

can 1)6 found whenever n is a positive integer. It can be determined
in like manner when wi is a positive integer. The integral of
x^ia-i-hxYdx readily admits of similar treatment.
The preceding IS a simple case of the integration of what are styled

p
hiiiomial diJf'cfentiaU, i.e., differentials of the form a!"(f. + &x")7 dx,
—in which in, n, p, q represent any nmubers, positive or negative.
We propose to determine in what cases such differentials can be
immediately integrated by a transformation.

Aname a + Ix' then X=
(
--g-

)
"

. "ikI we get

«^<» + fe-')'rfi=-|jjj {^-a) " dz.

nh "

The latter can be immedately integrated when "'"*"
is an integer.

1 -^

Again, substituting — for .?. the expression x''{a + ix') ' dx be-

comes -z i ' (<«" + b)id: . This can be integr-ited whenever
«i + l p .

+ — IS an inteffer.
n q
It can be shown that when neithet of these conditions is fulfilled

t3ie integral of the binomi.il diffcrcnti.il cinnot be expressed except
by infinite scries.

124. Irniiional Fttnctlons.—We shall next briefly consider the
method of prootediiig in the case of irrational expressions.

Suppose F(.r, V.X )dx to represent the exjirossion whose integration
is sought, where F is a rational algebraic function, and X is a
rational integer pol^-uomial of any degree in x. Here, since even

powers of VX i«c r.itional, and odd powers contain VX as a factor,

it is plaio that Y(x, VX) can bo always reduced to the form

P-fOVx
P'-hQVx'

where P, Q, 1", Q' arc rational algebraic functions of.s;. Again, if

this be multiplied by P'- Q'VX, it is reducible to the form

JUNVX^ ortoM + iL^,
VX

where M and N arc rational functions. Consequently integrals of

the proposed form are reducible in general to two parts, of which
one is rational, and the other is of the form

f{x) dx

<Plx) VX"
It can be shown tliot, when X contaius jtowcrs of x bcyoud the
second, such integrals cannot be reduced to any of the elementary
forms given at the commencement ; and, accordingly, they depend
on higher transcendental functions. When X is a cubic or a bi-

quadratic, such integrals are reducible to elliptic functions, of which
a short account sh.iU be given below. When X is a polynomial
of higher degree, the iutegr.ils are usually styled hyper-ellipfic

integrals. They were first treated of in a general manner by Abel.

125. We shall at present consider only the case where X is a qua-
dratic, of the form a + 2lix -^ err. The integral

fix) dx

^W Vffi-^26x^car'

can be rendered rational in different ways.

(1) First, let tlie roots of t'. + 2bx + cx'^~0 bo real, and suppose
a \-2bx+ cx'=c{x-a){x- 0).

/i

J 9

If c be positive, wo assume x-

VX = (o-3)v'(r

'{x -&)•", o\x = a-/3;'

l-j2

dz

then

(1 -==)-'1-c-
dx 2

VX~ V^ 1^^'

Hence the transformed expression is a rational function of *

If c be negative, we make
'

l-f =
, and the transformed ex-

pression is rational, in like manner.
When the roots a and i3 are imaginary this method of trans-

formation introduces imaginary forms into our results. In such
cases it is usually more advantageous to adopt a different treat-

ment.
For instance, if we assume

Vffi -t- Ihx -h «'=» - a;\/c',

we get a + Ihx — z'-- IxzsJc

.

Henco

and

2(6 + JVc)

dx dz

Va + '2bx + ex'' b + z\/c .

Thi& substitution consequently furnishes a rational function in z.

Again, when c is negative the expression becomes rational by the

assumption

s/a + ibxTcx^ = Vrt + xz

.

In general, if we substitute , ..f—^, for x, where ^, A', u,"
ih^+ 2iiz + s''z'

y.\ V, v satisfy the equations /i- - Av = a^ aV 4- Ai/ - 2;u^' >= 2.hi

lj!^~\'v=Cy it can be shown without difficulty that

dx 2<lz

Va -1- 26x -h cir' \' + 2n'z+ y'z'

aud accordingly the function

yW dx

<t>{^) -Ja + 2bxTcx^

becomes rational by this transformation.

This last is a yirticular case of the general method adopted W
Jaeobi ( Fy.ndamenm nova, theorize functio-imm clUpiicarum) for the
transfonnation of elliptic integrals.

126. The cIms of integrals here di'irussed admits alao of another
oiode of trof.tnicnt.
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Thus it can be sliowu thai, if T{j) is an iutcgcr latioual functiou

of^he degree n, then

y \'a + ibj- + (--•- ./ Vn + 2'-^ + cr
in which o is a constaut, ami #(^ ) is at most of the dep-ec » -^ 1 in

r. For, if we diflercntiate the expression a:'"Vo + 26j + t:jr* with
respect to r, wo reaiUly obtain, after the iutcgratiou of both sides,
nnil the substitntion of X for a + 2kj- + cx'.

Vx' ""J Vx
Ilence. making ni = 0, 1, 2, 3 . . . in succession, it is easily seen

that / -— is expressibk in tei ms of /—- and of an algebraic

expression of the fonn i(i(.i)n'X, whcro (f(.-) is of the degree
8* - 1 at liighest

Again, by tlio methoil of partial fractions the integral

rf{s) cl2:

/;
reduces to terms snch as the rrece<ling, along with terms of the form

/;
th-

(x-a)"V<f + 2*1 + 0^-'

If in this latter Tre aubstituto — for x-a, it reduces to the fonn

If the symbolic expression A + A,D +A5D- . . . + A„D" be repre-
sented by /(D), this integral, in symbolic notation, is represented
by

D-'«"y(D)(.'--a)-',

or, by § 89,

D-VTD-7.)-i!l.
z — a

Agaia if /(-?!}. or A - A^n 4 Aj?!^ - . . . ± A„7[", be fepresenteilhy
N, we have

, . . +A,D".

Hence, obserring that N,

wc have
d)i ' dn-

. . . are independent of x^

D-V-'yi;D)-I-=D->j N-^D +x-a { (ill
A„D-

I
x-a

hv'A + 2B; + C:-'

in which A = c, B = - { - co, C = n + 2Jo + ra'.

127. Integrals of the form here discussed may also be treated
by the method of indeterminate coefhcients. Thus, writing X for

n + 2te + <^, and differentiating the c(iuation at the commencement
of §126, we get

vx-vr**''^)"^^ VX '

or ^ FC.T) = o+ 0'(«)((i + 2}a; + ca!') + ^(i)(i + (;jr).

Hence, by equating coefficients of like powers of a:, the value of a
and of the coefhcients in <p[x) can be detci'mined.

For example, let it be proposed to find

xH.c

J .r-rt dn x-a dn- di\s-nj~ "''

-(£)'(£)•
Consequently, the class of integrals here considered depemU ulti-

mately on the integral

/c^dr
x-a'

f-

/vVre + 26.1' + CI?

Writing A y1iix-\-tv? for <t>{x), wo get

a^= a+ 2(a + 2te + cx^)(/i + vx) + {\ + 2(u2 + ra')(6 + ex),

from which we deduce

If we make r-(r = log r, this integral reduces to the form (§ 116,
Kx. 4)

•dz

log ;

It is impossible to represent this latter integral, in a finite form,
in terms of ;. It is accordingly regarded as a function sui generis,
and is usually styled the logarilhinic integral, and sometimes SoV-
ner's integral. Its expression in the form of a series will be dc-
(fuced in a subsequent section.

130. Next, if we replace n by in, where i stands for V- 1,

J\x€^ -/^-L becomes (cos ;ia; + i sin -iix)
m̂

ip{x)

and "by an analogous treatment it can be proved that integrals of
tlie forms

cos nx 'I-^-J- dx and /si

dfpend on the forms

y-co

*(^)

'

;d

.f^dx
<p(x)

/"°°';'^- and /"iiHi^.

-{3ac-ob-).

dx=^ , s/a'x+b'-

_\_ _ _ _W 5i°
'"

3c ' ^~ Vlc^' ~ "ic" 3e- ' '"2c''

128. Again, if F denote a rational function, the integral

/F(x, \/axTh, \fa!xTV)dx

is reducible to the preceding tj-jje, by making \'axVi= y. For
this gives

/a'y"^ alj - a'b

a a
and the proposed becomes of the form

in which Y is of tho socond degree in y.

129. Having given a sketch of the various methods of redaction
of integrals to the fonus usually regarded as elementary, we proceed
to introduce further transcendental integrals by considering the

integral / e'^^-^^dx , in which ^.t^ and (p(x) are rational algebraic

functions of z.

By the method of partial fractions we may write

or, making a sligtt change in the constants,

g> = F{x) + lA(x-a)-' + SA,A<x-ai-. + ... + 2A„(^)"(x-a)-

= F(«) + 2(A + A,D + AjD=+ . . . +A„D")(x-n)-i,

where D stands for the symbol — .

dx

The method of integrating F(x)c"*rfx has been already cousidered
(§ 116). The integral of the remainder depends on that of the ex-
pMssion

('"dxiW A,D + AjD=. . . +.A„T)")(x-o)-'.

Finally, denoting by F(sin x, cos x) an integer polynomial iu
sin X and cos x, it can be shown that the integral

/ ,f.(x)

F(sin x, cos x)dx

can be reduced to the same fundamental forms. For the poly-
nomial F(3in X, cos x) cm be transformed into a linear function of

sines and cosines of multiples of x. Again, decomposing A?I
ff>{x)

by the method of paitial fractions, tho integral in question can bo
made to depend on integrals of the form

s mxdx
- o)"+»

'/sin wx dx , /"cosjn

(x-(i)"+i V (x-o

and consequently on

/dx sin Tnx (A.)" 1^ and /"dx cos mx l± \ JL^ .J \dxj (x-a) J \dxj (x-a)

These luteals, by the method of §116, depend on

and
,

dx

and, consequently, on the forms

/s\D z dz , /"cos z dz

z
'"' y ^"

131. These latter integrals also are now regarded as primary
functions in analysis, and are incapable of representation in terms
of 2 except by infinite series.

These functions have been largely treated of by mathematicians,
more especially by Schldmilch (Crellc, vol. xxxili. ), by whom they
were styled the sine-integral and the cosine-integral. Also, intro-
ducing a slight modification, the logarithmic integial can be written
in the form

e-'d-A
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(n this latter shape it is called the erponential integral.

Hence, »dopting Schlomilch's notation, we write

I cos (ux).

Again, if

„. /** sin ? , /"

Jo « Jo

y« " y»

m.x~f ''^dz~f — (hi

y» 2 y* "
/' dz

,= / ' , we nave
Jo log '

du
f

Li X-

Lic'-Eiz.

An interesting and valuable historical arcoiint of tliese tran-

scendental functions is given hy Mr J. W. L. Glaisher in the Trans-

actions of the Royal Society, 1870, of which want of space prevents

our giving a fuller account. Mr Glaishei has also, in the same

memoir, given tables of the numerical values of these transcen-

dental functions for a number of different argnmeiits.

It may be added that the logarithmic integral was discussed, and

tabulated by Soldner in 1809.

Numerous integrals have been reduced to depend on the fore-

going transcendents. For example, in the great tables of Bierens

de Haan {Noitvellcs tables d'integrales ddjinies, Leyden, 1867) nearly

460 forms are shown to be reducible to one or other of the functions

considered in this section.

What has been said here wiU help to exhibit the way in which

the necessity for the introduction of new transcendental functions

arises as the calculus is developed, and to show that around each

new transcendent whole classes of integrals are grouped.

132. The very limited number of ditferentials which c&n he inte-

grated in a finite form by aid of the ordinary functions makes it an

interesting and important question to find whether the integral of

any proposed differential expression is capable of being represented

by such, functions or not. This problem appears to have been first

discussed in a general manner by Abel. Our limits admit only of

a statement of one or two of the general results thus arrived at.

The reader will find a tolerably full account of the treatment of the

question in Bertrand's Calcul hitigral, pp. 89-110.

Abel's fund,araental theorem may be stated as follows. S»ii]i03e

y to be an algebraic function of the variable x, that is, a function

defined by a rational equation F(x, y) = 0, which is of the nth de-

gi-ee in y ; then, it the integral yj/rfa; be also an algebraic hinction

of X, it must be of the form

/i/rf,^ = P„ -1- P,i/ -H P.!/' -1- &c. + P„ .,!/» ',

in which P,,, P, , P„ . . . Pn-i are rational functions of x.

The functions P„. V\. . . . can be investigated by the method of in-

determinate coefficients, which, in the great majority of cases, will

show the impossibility of an algebraic integral.

In tire particular case where i/=- ^X, X denoting a rational func-

tion of .r, it has been shown by Liouville, as a consequence' of Abel'a

theorem, that, if the mtegoAJdx I^X bo algebraic, it roust be of tUe

form Pi'v'X, in which P, is a rational algebraic function o! x.

Again, denoting X hy ^, and substituting T for M"-'N, if the

integral

'Mdx
f-•Vr

where M and T are whole polynomials, be expressible algebraically,

it is of the form ^,~ , where is another polynomial.

If the equation
- Mci.r

J myi: ^T'
be differentiated, we see that the highest degree of x in must be

one greater than that in M. Hence, by the method of indeterminate
coefficients the integral, if it is algebraic, can be found ; or else

it can be shown to be impossible under such a form.

Again, if t, u, v, . . . be algebraic functions of x, the differential

of

« + A log w + B logD + &c.,

where A, B, are constants, is evidently algebraic. The converse

theorem was investigated by Abel, viz., when y is algebraic, to find

V!\ie'afydx can be expressed by algebraic and logarithmic functions.

He showed that if

fydx = «
-h A log 11 -^ B log »

-I- C log w -H tc.

,

then tfee functions (, ?(, r, . . . are capable of being expressed as

integer functions of y.

Abel's theorem was extended by Liouville, who started from sup-

'posing

fydx^¥(x, c", C, log !!•, . . . ),

where «, v, u; &c., are algebraic functions of x. He proved that,

when y is algebraic, the expression for its integral cannot contain

an exponential, such as c". Also that a logarithmic function, such
as log w, cannot enter into the integral except in a linear form with
a constant coefficient.

In particular, it is shown by Abel that whenever / -j=- ia ex-

pressible explicitly, it must be of the form

Pdx . , a + Ss/K
, T+ A log ^„— .-+1

ypdx ^J Vit
log -—,~=-h!tC.,

in which PandR are integral polynomial functions of X

Definite Integrals.

133. The investigations have thus far been chiefly limited to what
are styled indefinite integrals. It is plain from §107 that, when-
ever the expression pix) remains finite between the limits of inte-

gration, its definite integral, taken between those lirait&,can be de-

tennined whenever its indefinite integral is known.
For instance, since

we have

Jo i+

/it
dx 1_

2x cos a + x^ sin a
tan-i

(jr-l-cos a"\

sin o )
'

dx A_ie. , 1 -I- cos a , , cos t
- -r—r- .tan-1—: tan-' -:

—

2x cos o + i- sui a sin o sin (

Also (Ex. 8, § 113),

dxf i
J 1 -t- cos a cos X sin a

dx

tan -— tan !)
Accordingly / '— ~=-^—

Jo 1 -I- cos a cos X sin a

Vi-it«

Ax

n dx ^ ,. , , ,
or / T—T "= ,—r. , when «< 1.

Jo 1 -t-K cos X -'' '-* '

From this we readily get

/^
yo a^ cos-j:4-i>- sin^a: 2a('

134. As definite integrals have frequently to be considered in

which we regard one or both of the limits as infinite, it is necessary

to determine whether the equation

r'(p:)!te=F(X)-F(a;„)

holds for infinite limits.

Suppose when X becomes infinitely great that F(a;) approaches a

finite limit, represented by r(oo ), then

^^/J'n^)^^=i^-„ \
r(X)-r(;r„)

j
=F(«.)-F(»:o).

Consequently the formula holds in this case.

In like manner if, when x becomes - oo , F(a: tends to a finite

valiie F( - 00 ), we have

rJ'a

Also

F'(i)d«=F(X)-F{-«)).

F'(x)rfx=r(co)-F(-«).

Hence, when F'(a-) remains finite between the limits, and F(a!) has

detenninate valuesfur both limits, the equation

/ F'(x)(ix=F(a:)-F(a:„)

dways holds.

For e.\ample, in the integral

f dx

ii)

tan-

has for its limit

- has for limit-—- ; hence

-(f).

when x = <» , tan -

'

tan
a

r" dx IT /^ dx ^ ir

Ja a-' +x^~2a ' J_^a^ + ^'' «

Also, from the integrals given in § 114, we get

re - " cos te dx= -r^-r^
a^ + V

and when K= -»,

'Jo a' + ft"
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Agaiiii in Ex. 4, § 113, we have

F(0) =

/
» dx

F(=c) =
Vc

1

/O {a \-2hx + cx''f m^ + (l(^\

In like manner, fiom Ex. 5^ § 117, we get

dx

Ja 9
, where A = 2(Vc + 5)

/:

It may be noted that if Y{x) auproaches a finite value F(oo ) as x
approaches oo the derived function I'' (.tj must vanish at the same
time.

135. As a further example, let us consider the definite integral

<^(a-)X„&,

where ^{x) is an arbitrary polynom in 1 of tlio degree w - 1 in T, and
X„ is the coellicieut of o' in the exjiausiou of (1 - 2(W+ o^)'.

It haa been shown (§ 56) that

=2T4.T.-.:2-. tt)V-i)".
Again, by the method or§ 116, we have

Jdx<i,{x) (^^)V=-i)"-0 K-i)»y"(;r(x=-i)» (0Vw;

0(a-) = O by hypothesis, and when the limits

+ 1 and - 1 are substituted each term in vanishes separately

;

hence we have

x,.=

moreover.
(i)-

/
From this it is readily .seen that so long as m and b are uneqaal

wo have

X„.X„.?.r-0.
/,

136. There are many integrals whicli are capable of being deter-

mined between certain definite limits witliout any previous know-
ledge of the corresponding indefinite integral, and even in cases

where tlie consideration of tlie indefinite integral would lead to the

introdnction of a higlier transcendental function. Examples of this

class will bo met with further on.

137. Next, reverting to our original definition (§ 106), we have

^ /li-)'<A--!im.[(r,-x-„)/(X(,) + (3-2-a;,)/(xi)..+(X-2;„-i)/(a:„-i)],

iu which /(j-) is supposed to bo continuous between the limits a*(,

and X. if now A icpresonts the least and 13 the greatest value oi

f{x) between these limits, it is plain that

(j',-.,-„),/l(.z-„)-K-';.-"-iWn)+ • • +(X-r„.i)/(xH-i)

is gicator than (X-j'„)A, and less than {X-x„)B.

Hence / /vr)ril.--(X-l-„)iI,

where- JI>Aaild <B.
Again, when /(.i) is a continuous function, in passing from one

limit to the other iC varies so as alwiiys to lie between the values A
and B. Consequently for somo value J, of x, we must have/d) — M,
where J lies between x„ and X, e. c.

, f is of the form i-„ + e(X - «„),

where & is positive and less tlinu unity. Hence, whenever /(x) is

finite and continuous between the limits x^ and X, we have

Cf{x^dx= {-<-x^\ /•|a:o + e(X-Xo)} •

In like manner It is shown that

J^y{x)4,{x) rfx>/ 1 a;„ ^ e(X - 3-„) }•

J^'^
•t'{x)dx ,

proviiled/(x) and ip{x) are finite and continuous between the limits

Kj and X, and tp(x) hjs always the same sign between tliese limits.

For example, let i^[x) =—L_, and write/(a-) instead of is5i, then

Jxo
Ax)dx= ((-a)f(() log

,

in which we suppose that X - n, x^-a have the same sign, and J

lies between Xq anrl 7,

In particular, if n - 0, wc have

/"/Wc^x = 5/(1) log i.

138. Taylor's Theorem.—The method of definite integrals fur-

nishes us with a simple demonstration of Taylor's series.

For, if ill the equatioi-

J\\ + h)-f(\)^/''^''nx)dx

we substitute X+A-? for ar, we get

/i;X + A) -/(X) ~f''f'(X + ft - 3)(&
Jo

Integrating by parts, we hare

/f{X + h-i)dz~zf(X + h-z) + A/''(X+h-t)dz;

hence

•

Again,

/(X + A) -/[X) = A/{X) !//"( X + h-z)2d3.
Jo

_^r(X + A-.).-& =^/'(X) 4^/"'(X + A-.)=j^ ,

and so on.

Hence we get finally

AX + h)^/iX)+^{f{X' + j-2/'(X) K . . + |^/('-»(X)

+//00(X+A-«)^.

Accordingly the remainder, R,„ aftei n terms, in Taylor's series, is

represented by the definite iutegrjil

-1^ //("l{X + A-j)="-'&.
l"-iyo

This value of R„ can be identified with that given in § 46, for by

§ 137 we have

where IT lies between the greatest and least values of /<"'(X+A-:)
between the limits and h for ?.

Hence, since any value of z befween and h may be represented

by (1 - e)h, where 9 > and < 1, we have

K,.= ,—/<"i(X + «A),

139. Thus far the function f{x) under the sign of integration

has been supposed to have a finite value for all values of x between

the limits of integration.

Let the indefinite integral oif{x)dx be denoted by F6B»and sup-

pose /t^)™*" when x= a, where a lies between the limits X and x„;

then, decomposing the integral into two parts, we have

=
[ •i-Ft.O-FW] + [F(X)-^™„F(..)]

Accordingly, whenever F(a) has a finite and determinate value,

we have

/^/Mrfx-F(X)-F(To).
Ji„

This result also hohls if J\x) becomes infinite at one of tlie limits,

provided F(x) is finite and determinate at the same time

For example, the expression —
,, ,, „,

becomes infinite

'\J(a-x){x-fi)

when x= a, and also when x-P; but (Ex. 6, § 113) F(a) = T,

FO)=p,
dx

r.
'fi

\y{a-x){x-0)_

140. The complete discussion of the exceptional eases in definite

integials is due to Cauchy. We purpose here to give a brief

account of his method.

Suppose that the fund ion yi(x) becomes infinite for the particular

values of x represented by .r„ x,, . . . x,„ lying between the limits

of integration ; then we have

/"^f(x)dx^ /'''/ix)dx+ r''f{x)dx . . . + f^f(x)dx
/r„ Jxa J^ -^•^"

-iim. of / f{^:)dx+ / Ax)dx+ . .

+ /'' f{i)dx
\

,

Jxn+ yne

where e denotes an infinitely small quantity, and /i„ »„ ^3, v„ .

v„, are jjosUive constants, but arbilrarij.

In addition, if the limits X and jtj become -t-=o and-=o, wo

writ" ,.T,T
XIII. — 6
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••-[/;;^r1:]-="^^(:-)•

Accordingly, the jtrincipalvalug of / — in log
( ), and its

+ /" /(x)&j,

in whicli /i, p aro new positive arbitrary constanta.

In all cases, tbo general ratucs of the definito iutograk

/'^Ax)dx, /'^"f(.x)dz,
'Xa

deduced from the preceding equations, depend on the foi-m of th«
function f{x\ and may be finite and determinate, or infinite, or in-

determinate, depending on the values attributed to the arbitrary

constants/i, v, /ip vi, . . . /t,„ vn.

Whenever the integrals become indeterminate, if each of the con-

stants fji, i>, . . . ita, Vn, be made unity, the corresponding values of

/f{x)dxini/ "/(x)(fc

f Ax)dx+ / /{x)dx . . .
-t- / /{x)dx\

X, •'x,+t •'x,.+t -"

become

lim.

and

lim,
r /? /(•^)'^-^-+ A' '/M<ix ...+/' fix)dx'\

These are called, by Cauchy, the prineipal mlues of llio definite

integrals

/ /{x)dx and / '°J{x)ix
,

in the case in question.

Again, the definite integral

/f{x)dx,

if f{x) be finite when x= a, is infinitely small if the difTfreucc

between the limits o and b is an evanescent quantity.

But, \lf(x) become infinitely great at the same time, the value

of the definite integral may be finite, or even infinite. In the
latter cases the integral is calli'd a singular definite inic<jral.

Fop instance, if/(xi) = oo, the integral

/: Jlx)dx,

f•'X,-

where f is an infinitesimal, is of this clasy. Its value may be
represented by the metliod of § 137 ; for, if/, denote the limit of

(x-Xi)f{x^ when x=x^, we have

f(x)dx=f, log Ml •

/Zi—

«

Similarly f' '''f(x)d.c =/, log1 .

Again, if the limits a and b each become infuiite, while preserving
the same sign, wo have anotlier class of singular definite integrals,
such as

J["f(x)dx, f'2.f{x)dx,
e Me

in which t is considered evanescent as before.
In this, as in the former case, \{ xf{T) tend to a limiting value/

when X is infinitely great, we shall have

Jl"/(x)dx=f log (1) ,y"
_
'/(x)dx=/\og^.

141, "We shall illustrate the preceding by a few simple examples
commencing with the definite integial

/X dx

J
-^-xo ^ '

Here the function — becomes infinite wlien a;=0, and we have
X

/•x dx^ /-o dx^r^ dx

=iim. r f" ^+/^ ^^
,

\-J-x, < Jft X i

n^^log^, rr -^^ A'"^= log C^\ ;J„ X "« J_^^ X J^^ z ^\xj

but

general value is log _ -)- ]og **
. The latter is (icrfoctly arbitrary

and indeterminate.

Again, each of the singular definite integralu

r' dx /-Tf dx

J„ X ' J^_ X
'

is equal to log -i-

.

n .
/•->« dx \ 1 r^ dx 1 1 .

Consequently, the piincipal value and th^ gruei-al value of llio de-

finite integral iirc bollt intinilc in this case.

Id like manner

f^ dx ,. , / 1 11 1 \

Accordlugly, the general value of the iulegral is iuflnitc, while it»

principal value is J ^
— - —

j
.

Next let us consider the singular definite iulegral

y''~ii {x - a)dx

If we substitute the iiroposod lijnits and aftuiwards make € = 0,

we readily find the value of the proposed to be log
(
—

J
—an indo-

terrainatf quantity, as c is I>y bypothesis supposed to be aibitraiy.

Likewise

yr+« _(x-j.)d^^^^ /"J^«W^ log i . when .-0.

Accordingly the general value of

/••^" U-a)dx
J_„ (x-ay + b^

is perfectly arbitrary, while its i>rincipal v.ahic is zero.

In like mauner, since

/ ;?i_^=ltan-l/'--'l.

we find tlie genera' «nd also the lu'inoipal value of

/-» (x-af+ l^-b'

Again, it readily follows fioin the last result thai, wlicu aolfi, the
vidue of the definite integial

/-" _clx _ ,

J_ „ a + 2bx + cx^ '"
'V«c - A»

342. Next let us con.sidei- the definito integral

/ "• tkH) dx~ f^' it^= , making ax=z.

J- 5

y,„ X j,,„ z

.-. u=lim. /"""'^W^^J-li-r, /''-' ii^

where e is infinitely small.

Here

But

Also

'-fhm. /
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The limit of the latter iutegral, as already seen, is ^(0) log (-?-)'

Also, whenever <t>{z) tends to a definite limiting value ^(«?) when z

in infinite, we have

A'
^.),h

.
: 0yX H<'-(t)'

_^' *"••';»"" .fc- ,'«. I - «("| •»(;),

in this cose.

Again, whenever / IT. <t>S=yl= ;,is zero we have

In the latter foini this result is calleil Fnilbui's theorem, haviog

been communicated by Frullnui to Pinna in I82I, and subseoucntly

published in .Ucm. dd. Soc. Hal., 182S.

These results, though limited as to their generality, contain many
particular integrals under them.

For example, since e-'^' becomes when f=co, and 1 when
«=0, n-o have

/» c--'-e-'"

Jo ^
dx- : lO"_ .

Again, when x

tan-*ax-=

tan -'(((3*) hecomes 0; and when r = cc.

Consequently we have

/
" tan-'rtx-tan-'5.r

•Ac- -2^ log j-

Also, from the periodic characte"- of cos j, it is readily seen

that

£ •dz

^nishes when t

Hence
Jo

cos oj - cos hx
dX' ^log|

In like manner we have

/-» log(m-Hf:-")-log()n + ««-fa)
^^. ^^/.^ ^ m\

,^g
a^

Fnillani's theorem has at^tracted considerable attention recently,

and many remarkable applications, both in single and multiple in-

tegrals, have been given by ilr Elliott, Mr Leudesdorf, and others,

chiefly in the Proceedings of the London Mathematical Society 1876,

1877, 1878.

143. The consideration of singular definite integrals furnishes a
method for the calculation of the general value of a definite iutegral
when its principal value is known.

Thus, if A be the general value and B the principal value of

/ /ix)dx, where /(x) is snpposed to become infinite for the values
•/it

Xi, arj. . . x„ o! X, then the difference A-B, from the preceding
investigation, will consist of the sum of the sinyular definite inte-

grals

Ax)dx, / A=r)dx, . . .

.-' -'x,-l->'ie

Consequently if /„ /j . . . /„, as before, denote the limiting
values of

lx-Xi)f{x), {x-xMA . . lx-x„)/{x),

when x=x^ <''=x,, . . . x=x„, respectively, we shall have

A - B=/, log Jil + f, log !^+ :.. +/„ log e=
.

'l y-i "n

Accordingly, in order that the definite integral / f{x)dxi\o\Ai
Jxq

have a finite and determinate value it is necessary that the quan-
tities/,, /s . . . fn should each be evanescent.
Wlicn the limits X and j, are + oo and - oo , to the value of

A-B here given we must add the term / log -^
,
provided irf\x), as

V
X becomes infinitely great, tends to a definite limiting value/.

144. For example, if ^"r— be a rational algebraic function, then
i\x)

the integral / er-rdic has a finite and determinate value, pro-J-a, FW
vided (1) the e-juation F(xl-0 has -lo real roots, and (2) the de-

gree of X in the denominator F{a') exceeds that of the numerator

J{x) by two at least. For the former condition implies that ^^'
F(a-)

does not become infinite for any real finite value of x, and it follows

from the latter condition that ^, / becomes evanescent when x
V(x)

l>ecomcs infinite.

/+" fix)
^f-idx in this case, we sup-

pose
,

A(x-a) + h
(.x-a)^ + lr

to rei>re3ent the partial fi-action corresponding to a pair of conjugate
roots rt±i'6 of the equation F(a) = 0; then, as we have shown that

the general and the piincipal values of the definite integral are the

same in this case, we may write

/^"^'ce.=lim. /^^/(i>^
e

-lim../^^
<

But we have already seen that

• A(a-g)H-B
(x-nT' + b-"^-

/* ' (x-a)dx „ ,
/"''

Consequently

/: F(t)

=J B, B., ^ B„ \

wher** Bi, fe,, Bj, b^ , . . B,„ 6„ represent the constants coire-

spending to the n pairs of imaginary roots in the equation F(r) = 0.

As an example, let us consider the definite integral

/, 1 + X-'

where m and ji are positive integers, of which h is the greater.

By aid of the theory of equations it cau be shown without
difficulty that

Bj^ 6, B^

6,
*;• t,

are respectively equal to

siu e sin 38 sin (2ii - 1)9

where

Consequently we have

2m -fl

ik + ik... +^ = A[sin e-F siE3«-F •f siu(2n-l)ei

2W-I-1

AccQidin;

Hence it follows immediately that

''3?"'dx

'0

/"x'^c

Jo l + »
271 sin

2iii-i-l
1

2/i

By a corresponding investigation it can be shown that

x'''dx TT 2m +

1

1—3;=Hr cot

These results are readily transformed into

. 1- =

readily trc

Jg 1+x smcfT Jg l-x
here a is less than unity.

A few simple examples are added.

(1) To show tto/-°
a-x^X.^+fl^V") = ^'1-1 *° Mlh)

= irC0t ax,
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(2) If n be less than unity, tlio ei-juatious

^a;"-*-" , IT , iiir— dx =— tan— 1

1 2 2'

can be readily established.

(3) If a < IT, by a simple transformation it can be shown that

-'0

•'0

- dx= ^ sec -

dx^i t»°-2"

(4) lla + b<w, we can prove the equation

-'0

, 2 COS.— cos —

-

/o e-'-' + c-

(5) To find the value of

cos a + cos 6

/> (

dx

Assume l-x".,

/o (1- a^)*

1

'l + 'f
log (1 -.t")- - log (1 +!/«),

l-x» 1 + 2/"' " (i-a:6)S

(6) In like manner /
yo

(?a:

(l-a:=»)2' 2»i sin ;7-
2»

r-

145. We now propose to consider some of the general methods of

evaluating definite integrals. It is obvious that the value of the

definite integral
rb
f{x)dx

is independent of the variable x, and is a fiinction of the limits a
and 6, as also of any constant parameters contained in the function

f{x). We proceed to show that a definite integral-may be ditfereu-

tiated, and also integrated, with respect to any s\ich parameter.

Differentiation under the Sign of Integration.

146. Suppose the fimction /(.r) to contain a constant parameter
a ; i.e., let f{x) — ti){x, a); then, denoting the definite integral by n,

we have

= / 0{.c, a)dx.

dx.

Also, let the limits a and b be independent of a ; then, if A« de
note the change in a arising from the change Aa in a, we get

A»=y {<p{x, a + Aa)- <t>{x,a)}dx,

^-f" 'i^'fe g+Ag)-0(x, a)

Aa ja Aa
Heuce, passing to the limit,

dtl,_rl> d<l>(.r, a)

da Ja da

This principle is called differentiation under the sign of irUe-

gration, and, by aid of it, from any known integral a number of

others can in general be determined by differentiation with resnect
to the constants contained in the integral.

For example, if wc difterentiate the equation

dx.

wo get
Jo

"dx^—
,

c~^^xdx^

and, by it successive ditierentiations,

1.2.3.
Jo

"x'^dx

'

rt"+i

^Agaiu, if the equation

/ a + 2bx-^cx- Vac -63

be diifersntiated with respect to a, fi, c respectively, we have

Hence

/:

rfj-

(a + 2bx+ ca?)' 2(nc- J")*
'

xdx

(a + 2ix + aii'f 2^a<;-4')^'

a?dx

(a + 26a:.+ ca;2)- 2{ac-b'')i
'

+* (ft'+ 2b'x +-c'a.-°)rfa:^ ir(ac'+ g'c - IbV)

(a-\-2bx + a?f ~ 1{ac-b-f

A number of other definite integrals can be immediately deduced
from these by successive difierentiation.

Again, smce / - =—j ,

Jo {a +*26x + cx-)^ An>

where h= '^/ac 1-6, we get, by differentiation,

dx Zh - bI
I

l^a + ^x + cx")^ ZK'ai^

xdx _ 1

'o (.a + 2bx + a^i~Zh'ai
'

x~dx 1

'0 {a + 2lx + ca?)i SiM

In like manner, if the equation

/= dx
'0 a' cos-a: + /3- sin-x 2a3

be differentiated with respect to a and /3 respectively, we get

cos^rfa? _ -TT

'0 (a^ cos's +^ sm'xY 4o'/3
'

n

Jo
^lu^xdx

(a? <:d^'x + a- sivfxf 4o/3»

Hence, by addition.

dx
Jo (ct" cos'x + ei' sin'ia:)= ia?^^

From these other definite integrals can be readily found by further

differentiation.

147. When the limits are functions of the parameter o, a de-

finite integral admits of differentiation in like manner. For, let

Aa, a6 be the changes in the limits corresponding to the increment
An ino, then

Am=/ <t>{x, a + Aa)dx-/ (p(x, ajdx
JaJri^<i • y«

"/ J#(x, a+ Aa)-(^(.c, o),- rfx+/ 0(a;, a+A«)(fe!

. da

'di'

^{x, a+ Aa)dx,

Hence, proceeding to the limit, we get

dv, fb <f0(.r, a) , , ,,, , db ^,

Integration under the Sign of Iniegration.

148. We shall next consider the corresponding process colled i«-

tegration under tlie sign of integration.

Suppose / <p(x, a)dx to be represented by u, then
J<'

I \f<t,{x,a)da'\dx=l <p(x, a)dx= M

,

or / [yi»{.c, a)da^dx = Juda,

the same limits for a being taken in both integrals.

Suppose O] and a^ to represent the limiting values of o, then the
preceding result may be written
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or, adopting the usual notatiou,

/ / <p[^, a)dadx=/ I <p(x, a)dxda

.

45

Such expressions are called double integrals, and the result jUBt (Es-

tablished is equivalent to the statement that in a double integration,

when the limits are independent one of the other, we may effect the
integrations in either order without altering the result.

It is easily seen that the preceding statement dues not hold if

either 0Ca-, a), ^'P^f '

°-^

, or ^'^^f '

"^ become infinite within the
ax da

assigned limits of integration.

By aid of this principle, from a definite integral involving constant
paraiaeters we can often obtain others by the method of integration
with respect to one of its paiameters.

(1) For example, if the integral

Jo
" COS bx dx -

/o a' + b''

be integrated with respect to a between the limits a and j8, wo get

- cosi2;(fe=Jlog-pr
l^ + a

(2) If the same "equation be integrated with respect to b between
the limits a and 0, we get

r -<" !S^<&=ten-i-?-

On making o
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F(2) = F(i) + 1.4^x)r{x)+JL £[{ 0Cx)}'F'(x)]

* + i:ir-x{t^"/' ^ ^*'"'
^'~"'^ "^''"'^" •

This is Lagrange's aeiies,—in which the remainder after » terms
is exhibited in the form

Disamtintuna iTiiegrals.

152. The integral calculus furnishes many examples of discon-

tinuous functions. For example

/"" sin gj cos fa; /^ sin {a + b)x , ^
/"^ sin (a - V)x

'o X "% X Vo X

When a+b and a~b are both positive, each of the latter integrals

(5 148) is equal to -|- . Hence we have-

when «> J, r'±L^S2Ll?dx=^.
Jo X ""= 2

*

anil when a <b f '

If a=b, the value of the integral becomes—..

4
Here we have an example of a function of two variables o and b,

changing its value suddenly when J, varying in a continuous manner,
becomes equal to or greater than a. This singularity has been in-

geniously utilized for the purpose of obtaining the values of certain
de&nite integrals. For example, let

' sin ax cos bx dx-O.

"/.
* sin oar cos bx

dx ;

then, since «— when a is less than b, and u«=i when a>i, we
• 2

have

Jo Ja

ufda

-' sin ttx cos bx

e-'da^:^-''.

dadx^—-e-'.

But /*"«-<> sin (KC (&! = _£_, (§134);
JO 1 -t-ar

/* cos^

1+

Again, considering b as variable,

f\^-rf^'^^^,^b^rJo ^ Jo Jo X _/o

Hence, if 6<a, we have

* sin ux&rahx
(far.

/
" sin ax sin bx

if 6>a, we have sin ax sin bx/•"si

Jo i^^

Consequently/" '"^ "^ ^'" '^

. Jo

dx^^:

<tx=-^ra.

smaller of the numbers a and J.

Again, let us consider the definite integral

/" (a-b cos x)dx

a^-1ab C0SK-H6'
Hero we have

dx is equal to~ multiplied by the

/• (a-bmBx)dx
J_ /•/, ,

ffi'-ja ,

J a'-2a4co»x+&a-2ay y * a^-2ab coa x + v)
_x a» - ft'

/- dx
"la. ia J a?-^b ma x + b'>

'

Again (Ex. 8, § 113),

/——^£-—— 2 .„„ i/a-l-J. jr.y «»-2a6cosa: + i-' a»^ri5t^° i^^ *"" 2"j '

2r,y «=-2,i6cQsj;-h4» "5"*°" l^^J '*° 2"
^

Accordingly, if a=>J^

2a y a'-2aJ cosx-hd'^a^
If (i'<i2, we have

a- — b'/^ dxa- - 6' /•"

iaJna^. 2ab cos X -t- i* ^

Consequently, when rt^-t->0.

((/ - ft cos xj7j'

^0 n- - 2nft coft v + b-

when o'-ft=<0,

(i( - J cos .r)iii'

«' - 2ab cos .1- + 'i-

Jo

I
and when a == ft,

i
(((1 - cos xyU
2a' {1 -cos 'c)~2aJa

= 0:

dx=— .

2a

The comparison of these three cases shows that if 6 be supposed
to vary in a continuous manner fro:u a value less than a to a value

greater than a, the integral

(rt - ft cos x)t/x

'0Jo 2nb cos x-i-ft^

will assume for ft=(j-A, n, n + ?i the values

accordingly a discontinuous function.

Eulcrian Inicgruh

153. The following definite integrals,

2a
It is

/xf-^l-x)"-';/; e-*z'*'\lx

,

were first studied, under a inodi6ed form, by Euler, who devoted
several memoirs to the investigation of their properties. They wi-re

afterveards fully discussed by Lcgeudre, by whom tliey were styled

Eulerian integials of the first and second species respectively. The
latter integral is now regarded as the fundamental cue, to which
the other is reducible, as shall be presently shown.

In the case where Ji is an integer we plainly have

/ «-'x"-'(ix= 1.2.3

The integral is in all cases a function of re ; and, when n is frac-

tional, it is regarded as a distinct transcendental function. It was
distinguished by the symbol r by Legendre, thns :—

r(«)-/
Jo

-Hx

This is now nsnally called the Gamma-Funetiaru, but sometimes,
however, the Factorial Function^ a name suggested by Al'bogast, and
subsequently adopted by Krapip and others.

Moreover, since (Ex. 6, § 115),

Jo
^x^dx "=7t/ (-"fif-^ax,

Jo
we have r(n + l) = Kn(n).

This may be taken as the fundamental property of gamma-
functions, and by aid of it the calculation of all such functions is

reduced to the case where the parameter n is comprised between
any two consecutive integers. The valups of r(7i), or rather of log

r{n), were tabulated to twelve decimal places by Legendre in

his TraiU dcs fonctioyis clHptiqucs, tome 2, ch. 16, corresponding to

values of n increasing by intervals of '001 between the integers

1 and 2.

It may be remarked tnat l\i/=l, r(Oj = oo, r{-n)="o, n being
on integer. For negative values of n, not being integers, the
function has a finite value.

The first Eulerian integral,

-1

af^l-'^y-klx,
'0

is evidently a function of its two parametere, m and jj. Following
Binet we shall represent the inte^^ by the notation B(m, n).

It is readily seen that

y a?»-'(l-x)»-'(4r=/ ar'-'il - x)''-Vx

,

. . B(m, m) = B(7!, m).

Its value, when either m or n is a positive integer, can be immeal-
ately found. For, suppose n a positive integer, then (§ 123) we
have

^V-.(l-x)»-.rfx =;^^^*^-:(V-^x)n-=dx.

By successive applications we get

/'

/x"-i(l-x)'"-'rfx-
(m-l)(ii-2).

m-H)Xj + n-l)(m + n-2)... (;

1.2.3. .. (n-1)
' m(MH-lXm + 2) . . . (m + n- 1)

jf-^dx
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Tlic corresiimijiiig result when m is an iuteger ia obtained by
iutercb&nging the lettcre m and n.

We now proceed to show that B(m, n) can in all cases be expressed

in gamma-umctioos. For if wo substitute si for x in the ei^uatioo

e-'uf-'cU

ll&.

we get r(n) =/ I

Ja

Henco l"(/Oc"'«"'' =/ e -•!'+•);»+'-V

r(«)/°e-'s"-Vj-/"/"°c-'<'+')s~+^-'i->iafc.
Jo Jo Ja

Lot j(l + x) - y, and we get

(i+x)-+"yo * •^ {1 +«)-+-•

Hcnco
T(m)V(n)_p^:^^__
r("» + n) yo (1+1)™+"

fextlot a= —
,

1 + x

U(«,,„).?l"')il(").
r(m + iO

This fundatnciital rchtiou is due to Eulor.

Agaiu, if— X -«, wo get from tlie iircccdiog

r(»)r(i -«)_/" f':'d^= ,'-
, (§144).

yo 1+a; sin itir

lf« = i, tliis bocoines r(A) = ViT.
This ruault agrers with § 148, for, if wo mito j' for r,

r(S)-/"e-'j:-lir=2/°'e-'Vj.
yo yo

1 54. Many definite integrals arc reducible to gamma-functions, of
which a few elementary c.ises are here given.

(1) To cx^ircss the definite integral

IT

/ " bijy"-'fl cos-'-Wa

III ganima-funrtioiis.

Let i- = siu-9, ;ind (In- integral tr.insfnmis into

J. ,.(j^.)

(2) To Diid the value of

Jo
Let i" = :, and the trausformcd integral is

"/o » r(rn + "'^i)

(3) U ill the lisl <•= -
i, wo gi-l

Jo <!-')'" » rri + ilVr('4 + ^)

"^/^(a-«)'"(j:-e)"(fe.(4)

F/il x-i I (a-fl):, and «, ie:idily find

ui(a.B) H''('"-n)n»+i)
r(/H + » + 2)

(5) To jirovo the ('(|uiiiiims

r(«)

/"
.; "' j;" 'si n hj- lU_ 'M_

•'o (a' + J»)i

•fhero fl-Inn ' (
*

) .

"'tr
-

' ens ^ij- n[.r = * *'
' COS k9

;«
(i'=4 6')f

sin Hf ;

In tho cnuuliuii

/' «-"/." 'Jj.-

•"(»)

let a - ib be substituted for s, and we get

r e-"(cos&c+i sin hz)3^-^dx=
Tin) r(nK<H-g)^

If 6 = a tan «, we have

(a-iby (ar+6»)»

; =003 9,
(a»+i2)l ---

(a2 + 6»)l

.-. /"'^«-"(co8i«i+»^infa;)a»-'(ii:=.-JM

sm 9.

(cos n9 + i sin «»).

(o2 + 62)^>

Hence the proposed equations are obtained by equating the real

and imaginary parts respectively.

COS bx x'-^dxJ^^'^'^(«)
nx

/'sintex"-'<£x=?l^>sin2^.
yo b" 2

These follow from the preceding by making n = 0.

A more rigorous demonstration of this and of the preceding
example will be found in Serret's Calcul inUgral, pp. 191-198.

(7) Find the value of

-(i)-(i)<i)--r^)-
Het«,siucc r('— )r(^l-i)-—^ •

* ' * ' sin

—

n
it is easily seen that

sin — sm
2ir . ()t-l)i

, ami L.
n

But it can bij showHj by trigonometry, that

X . 2«- . (n-l)ir n ,
sm — sm — . . . sm ^ —"ir.—; 5

hence T(^)rm...r'l^J^^-
(8) Prove that

Tin + I)/* cos"9 cos me de = —

^

2-+1
r("i|_%i)r(!i±^'-i)

155. We next proceed to show that V{n) admits of being exhibited

as the limit of the product of an infinite nuiftber of factors, a form
which was adopted by Gauss as the definition of the function.

If iu the equation

we make e-*= z, we get

r(,o=^'(logl)-'<fe.

But (§ 63, Ex. 9) log i- is the limit of /i(l - si'Jwhen /i increases

beyond limit

.'lim. /i"/" y'^'Kl -v)'-'d'j, ma)^gz=jj^.
Jo

r(n)=lini. /»".
1.2.3.

' (1 + m)
. (§ 123),

11. (n + 1)

.

when fL is increased indefinitely.

As an application of this deiiuition of ?(«) suppose n + l and
H-l respectively subsUtuted fur it, aud *a readily obtain

{mv___/fYi ^Vi 't-)

;«

by » well-known trigonometrical relation.

If we make n= 1, this givM

r(i-or(i+o =..'"-
; .-. r(Wl-0- ,-r .•»'^»w-

sm It sin lir

156. Again, if we make K=ar, we get

/'^a;'"-'(a - s)''-'<ic=«"'+" -'/" J--'(l - !)»-'(&

r(m + n)
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This result can be readily represented as a theorem in double

integration, as follows.

If the double integral

be taken for all positive values of x and y subject to the condition

ar + y<a, its value is represented by

T(m.)V{.n) ^„+„
r(m + » + l)

For, considering x as constant, 'and integrating with respect to y
between the limits and a-x, the value of the double integral

becomes
'' f^ u ^.,

""'^ r(m)r(«+i )

nJo
»="'('' -=^)"^' " -IT r(m + n + l)

'

I.e., a^+n —^

—

J \ f
^

T{m + n + l)

157. The preceding result, first given by Euler, was generalized

by Dirichlet {Liouville's Jour.ml, 1839), and extended to a large

class of multiple integrals by the following theorem.

Let '///^ gj -ij^- i^^-i
. . . dxdydz . .

in which the variables x, y, i &c., are always positive, and subject

only to the condition

x + y-iz . . . <1,

_ r(/ ii '(M)r(n).,.
~ r(l 4 i' + m + 7! . . .

)

'

It will be sufficient here to nh7w that the theorem ia true in the

case of three variables, x, y, z ; z e., let

Q-'j/^-i^-^ckdydz,

then

subject to the foregoing condilions.

Integrating with respect to z, ronsidering x and i; constant-*,

we get

-i/7^-'
y^-^il- x-yydxdi/,

in which x and ytre pcsiMvc, and subject to the condition x + y<l.
If we next integrate with respect to y, betwcMi tlie limits and

1 - a*, we have

/''>-'{!- =r - 2,)Vy= (1 - x)-+- ^i!!5ff(^>

.

yo r(m + n+])
Accordingly

r(m-I.T + lj/o

_ rCnjrCii) r{l)f(m + n + 1) ^ T{l)T(m)r( n)

T(m + n + l) rCl + m + n + l ^ r{l +m + n + l)'

158. The preceding theorem when extended to n variables can be
stated somewhat more generally, viz., if

'^"fff-
i'-ii/™-i2"-i

. . . dxd,jdz . . .

whei« z, y, z are always positive and subject to the condition

(T)^(i)^(v)'---<^
. being positive quantities, then we shall

hare
P, 1, r,

\ p q r J
This readily follows from the preceding by making

(^r--(i)'-'-(v)'----
In the case of three variables this theorem contains a large num-

ber of results relative to volumes, centres of gravity, moments of

inertia, &c.

The remarkable elegance and generality of Dirichlet's theorem
immediately attracted notice, and his results were speedily extended
by Liouville, Catalan, Leslie Ellis, and other mathematicians of

distinction. Of the results thus established we shall content our-

selves with giving Liouville's extension of Dirichlet's theorem
{Liouville's Jouriial, 1839).

If

v=^..^.^-..-..../i(|)%(|)'...|.^,<..
where x, y, z are always positive and subjcc* to the conditiOD

HhmHiJ-^^'
—

O) P, p, g, being always positive, as before, then will

Y_ °'fl-7"-
•

• ^\JrAi}'''r'' -+-+-'. ..

\p <1

' '

'

)

This follows without difficulty from the preceding by assuming

[
— \ =x'

, (— j^!/,'.', and then making x* + y' \-:^. , . =it.

A few examples arc added for illnstration.

(1) The value oijffdx^ dj:^ ^J^i • • • ^m where x^, x^. . . x„ arc

subject to the condition

x^ + xl + xl . . . +x'<'R-,

i'i) The value of

#
'(-'0

s/1-xl-xl.

extended to all positive values of the variables for nhick the
expression is real, is

(3) The value of

// x^-'y- ^c+»d.Txly

extended to all positive values for which x-i y<h b

sni /.IT

(4) The value of

for all real values of the expression, x and y being positive, is

(5) The valuo of

Jj(Pr-'y>-'::'-',bdydz

extended to all positive values of.T, y, icontaineil within the ellii>soiil

grhic'

8
,r(iMlMi)

{'-?*'*')
(6) Prove that

rrr Aa,x, + a^,...+a.^)

JJJ ^\-x\-x\. ..-xl ' '

when extended to all values subject to the condition

x\-vx\ . . .+xX<l
,

is equal to "V„\ / f{kx)(\ -xl)^-\br

,

dXn,

where k = \Ja\-\- aj + . . . + uj, .

159. We shall next give a short account of Legendre's fomaUa
for the calculation of log r(I + x).

Adopting Gauss's definition, substituting x,+ 1 for n, and taking

the logarithms of both sides of »be equation of § 165, we get

logr(r+i)

= lim.|x logM-log(l+ i)-1''k(i + |)-- "'°°(l +
f)j

•

"
-^w X lie between + 1 and - 1, we may substitute their well-

known expansions for log ( 1 +., j ,
log I ] + — 1 . . .

Hcaee, representing the indefinite series

r;+2^+3-+---''^-
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by 5„ , we shall liav©

logr(a!+ ])= -yx + is^- Iv-' + Js^r*

-

where y represenS the limit of

1

. &c.,

l+i + 4

when n is indefinitely lucreased. This limit, whose importance

was fii-st noticed by Euler (Acta Petropolii, 1734), is now usually

called Euler's CotistaiU.

If we change the sign of x in the preceaing equation it becomes

log r(l - x) = yc + is^ + Jsja^ + is,!* + &c.

A"ain
r(l+x) {r(l+:r)}V [r(l +:»)]' ain xr

r(i-i) xr(x)ra-x) ^
Hence we have

log r(l + 1) - 4 log —^ - {yx + Js.l'' + Is^jf + ...,.

Again, by logarithms.

sin zv

xw

Consequently

iogr(i+j-)=iiog

-ilog

where c, = l-7, c^'^Us,-!), Cj-K't-l)
It is easily seen that the constants Co, Cg, &c. , form a rapidly de-

creasing series, in which each term can be calculated to any required

number of places of decimals. Accordingly, when the Value of

Kuler's constant y has been determined, a series of values of

log r(l +x) can be computed from the foregoing equation, and thus
tabulated.

Also i!">l + u, .•. (l-!0'-">l-«'">

hence 1 - (1 -m)?1«'"<1 - (1- "-)f <!/«'.

.-. e-»«-(l-«)''<!/!A-">'

Consequently / ^ '-du<ij/ ue-'^du.
Jd " -'0

Again, yj
-'0

'J'rfM =—(1 -e-')-e-i=^ when y=».
y

rl,.-. -g-^")
du

dw.

Again, since V
(l) =f , the value of y may be calculated by

making x=4 in the preceding formula ; by this means its value is

found to be 6772166649 to ten decimal places.

On the hitegrals Li x, Ei x. Si x, and Ci x.

160. Having thus arrived at a determination of Euler's constant,

we shall return to the consideration .of the logarithmic integral

and other transcendents introduced into § 131.

Adopting the notation of that article, we have

vanishes at the same time.

Hence Li(i!-') = y^ofta:- / —
Again

Jo ~^*':/l
(^-—

2"*r72r3"-

-^
*iT2

^ ^17275

Li(«-')-7+ hgx-x +i~ - 4]-4-;3

Again, LiMy ~7~ " y.^ T

, yiu.

-ha.

+ &c.

when < vanishes.

But

Li((! -')=/ —dz= / (ia, wi'itiu"

.-. Li(<!-')-Li{c -») =
/"'

xu for I ;

»j-jra-
-dit.

But (§ 142),

-rfw +

r
Jo «

~dn = log -^

-rf«;

-dK.

/** 1 — c~^ /"^ 1 — c *"
.'. Li(e-')-Li(e-») = loga;- logy+/ '—du I du.

Ja
« Jn «

Agam
J^ -r-''"7j -V-^''"-/ 1-^'

=/" |l+(l-K)H (!-«)'+ • • . +(l-Jl)»-'f*«

y- GO /* * /*-^

... Li(.)=-Um.[/;4,/--:^^]-/--,'.

Jo " Jx "

u, and this becomes

LiM""/ du-/ du ;Vo " yi «

. . Li(c') = Li(6-
-
') v/ -—— du ;

Li(e-)=.7+ logx + x + ij^ + Sj-^ + ic

Let z=xUf and this becomes

.-. Li

hence

Thia and the preceding can be represented by the single formula

bM-U(«') = 7 + ilogM + a;+ij^ + j j-^ + &o.

Tue expansion for the sine-iutegral can be readily obtained, fur

we have by dehnitiou

Six
Jo

^'

= i + 4 + J+ • + -

If now- we suppose y to increase oeyond limit, observing that in

that case Li«-»=0, and that y-limit of 1+J + J + . . + --log!/

when y— oo , we get

U{e-')'=y + logx-/'^^~^du-\im. /'"'"' '^ " "''
if».

Jo

hence, substituting the ordinary expansion for sin z, and integiat-

ing between the limits proposed, we get

Again, if, in the equation already proved

Li{e-')=.^ ~du~y + i log (x')-x-k J:;-^- i ;-^„ f i.-

we substitute ix for x, it becomes

•I,-to/-I J- to
/ du"
Jw «

f•/oo

M.2

ix"
7 + }Io3(x«)-<x-ij-2+ 1 j;^3

1.2.3

+ &c..

cos xu - 2 SlU xu

We next proceed to show that

vanishes whtn y becomes infinitely great.

To prove this, we observe that, since o liee between and 1,

6-"^l-«, .'. «-»"?(l-ti)*i

13—4

rf!t — 7+i log ix*)- ix-ka.

Hence, equating the jeal parts on both sides, we get

f^ cos xu , , , , i^ , x^ , x^/ -^<i« = 7 + ilog(x*)-iy^ + lj-2-;3-^

Consequently

Ci x=r+i log (x«) - J^ + J
^-|L_ _ &,.

The several aeries nere arrivetl at are readily seen to be con-

vergent* tor all real values of x, and by aid of them the values (if

Ei«, Sia;, C\x for different values of the argument x can botabulated.

Such tablee have been coimtructed by Soldner, Bidone, Bret-

xiir. — 7
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Schneider, Sclilomilcli, and otliers. .The most recent and complete

tables are those of Mr J. "^V. L. Glaisher, already referred to (§131).

161. The values of some defiuitc integrals can be best determined

by transforming tliem into infinite scries. Thjs statement wil) be

illustrated by one or two examples.

Cl)Tofina
y^loga'

Jo 1 - a-'

Here, when x is less tlian unity,

log a;

dr.

-- log 1(1+ a; + a:- + . . .+!"+ &c.)

bui / a-" log X
Ja

xdx =

dx =

consequently

/"' log a: , „ , ,

(2) In like manner it can bo shown that

A l + x""- 12 /o \~^=

(3) Again, to find /" J^'^lr^lH ,;,;._

Jo (l+a:)loga;

Reiilacing -

—

^ by its developmect. wo got

(,)/- a;' - «1 + a:'»+' -(r"-"-(x''+--3?-'')1+x
Consequently (Ex. 4, § 148)

/"
a{a f 2)(ff + 4)

a:-" , , a . K + 1 , rt+ 2

(rTSn^^'^^=
log— - log— + log 3^-

- log-
. (2-o){4-«J.,

(l-o)(l+a)(3-aX3 + (t).

(P-a=)(3=-a=)7:. ='08'™ 2-

by a known formula in trigonometry.

162. Converaely, an infinite series can in many cases oe crans-
CorinRd into a detinite integral, and thtu evaluated.
For example, suppose

Here, since r^"dx, we have
:» + 1/0

S=/"rf.(l +a,= -a.-^-x«+ . .

.)=/"'
lli;;rf,= ^V2.

In like niauuer we get

yo 1 -a? 4 2
Again, the series

1Q ^ . __^___^_^
i)(i) + l) . . . (iJ + 7t)^ (;) + m)(j) + in I 1) . . . {p + m + n)

can be represented by a definite integral.

Here

H&c.

1 r(f)

vVi)/'''-')"^'"'''';)(p + l). . . (?j + )0 r(« + iJ + l) r;

(§153);
1

/-i

1.2.3...«y„ l-a;- "'-•

We now prijw'-'l to give a few application^ ot (bo calculus to
geometrical problems.

Areas of Plane Carets.

16,'?. If ii plane cnrvo be referred to rectangular axes nf coordinates,
the area bptweon the curve, the axis of X, and t«o ordinates corre-
sponding to the abscissB a and b is represented by the definite
integral

-6
yrlx./:

Hence if y = i(>lx) be the equation nf the curve, the area in question
is denoted by

-6

0(.r)ril' .

From this result it follows that cveiy definite integral may be

/

representeu by an area. And it i.i seen at once tliat all the examples
hitlierto considered admit of geoiiietrical interpretation.

In the above formula the ordinate is supposed positive f'lr all

points of the curve between the limiting abscissfp The modilua-
tion when the curve cuts the axis of a- can be readily su[>pUed.

Ex. 1. Let the curve be an ellipse, represented by the equation
^'i ,.2

-ir+Tv = l
a- u-

Htro y — — Va--^'- , and, if x, ;/ be /I,

tlio 'coordinates of the point V (fig. 7),

the area AP.N is represented by die

integral

b /"«— / Vj" ~ '-"'^^

Let x=a COS ^, and the ujlegral transforms into

aj/* aiuV* =^ (•/> - sin cos
<l>) ="j'cos -•- - ^-

J/o
^ 2 n 2

Heuce, the aioa of tlie elliptic sector APCP] is equal to

ai cos ' -

a

If the sectorial area APC'Pj be rejircscnted by S, the prlc^\li^.^

result gives

a; S M . S

a ab ah

— = COS0, -Y-' sin ,

1, ^ S
where * = —

r

^ ab

Ex. 2. The equation of a hyperbola referred to its axes is

a'

Accordingly, if a;, j^ be the coordinates of the poiot P on the ctuvs
(fig. 8), the area APN is represented by

y

' 2"
ub

2

Conseqnentiy the area of the hyperbolic sector ACP is rcinc-

sen ted by

ab
"2" °^(f + f)

This relation has given

rise to a class of expressions

called hyperbolic fitnctions.

Thus, if S denote the area

of the hynerbolic sector

APC?i, we have

S = „Mog(i + |),

a b

Hence, from the equa-

tion

.2i-li = l

we get i

Fig 8.

b

Let — be represented by i\ and we have
ab

x_t^ + e-' y c' -C-'

a" 2~ F" 2

^11 analogy with the formDlEc for the ellipse the expressions

2 ' 2

are called the hyperbolic cosine and hyperbolic sine of v respec-

tively, and are usually ^v^itteu cosh v, einh v ; and we have

--=coshj), -^— sinhr.
a b

Again, for simplicity, the hyperbola may be assumed eqaila^eral,

and i = &=l ; in this case the equations become

a: = cosh r, t/=siah r,
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nvlierc u reiML'Scuts the aie.i ol tiio concf^pon'liiig Iiyi'orlH>lii sector,

•rcpreacntcJ by APCPj.
Also, bj antilogy, wo write

tanli v =
sinh V

C i-e- .2^ + 1
'roah V

Again, wc olivionsly liave

cos j!; = co.9h ix , i bin x= «iiili is. ..

Between hyperbolic functions many relations exist fiuologoils to

lliosc between ordinary tiigonoraetrical functions.

For example, it is easily seen that we have

cosh-.r - siuh^^ 1

,

cosh (x' + 7/)= cosh X eosh y Fbinh a sioh y ,

sinh {x |-J/) = sin]i x cosh y hcosh x sinh ^,

cosh 3^= 4 cosh^a. ~ 3 cosh x
,

siuh Zx='i sinh^a; I- 3.sinh x.
A%iiu\

Hence

-r- sinh j' =

ax
cosh X

, ~r cosh ?:=-iiiiJi 9 I

t(x

j- tanha:^ , .,

ax cosUu dx
coLh :

1

sinhv

/ cosh a;t:?ar=sinb a; , /sinli rdx^'Coahx,

r dx ^^^^^ ., /
J cosh^x

'
' _/ si,sinhU-

= - eoth X .

The analogy between hyperbolic and tri^ouumetrical functions

will ftlsio appear as follows. If we make a: = sec
<f>

in the equation

of the equilateral hyperbola a^- y* = l, we get y^tan ^. Consc.-

<iiieutly sec ^ = c03h v. tan = 8inh v.

Moreover the equation v= ]og{zH y), gives

ihih
In tliis cose 4> is called tho hyperbolic amplitude of v ; aud, b)

iinalogy.we write ^ = anlh v. Also whoua; = co3h y, wehover^Iog
{:c-¥ Va^- 1). Again, when i/= 8inh v, we have t)= log(y+ Vy' + l).

Moreover, since v is the sector whoso corresponding hyperbolic

<;obine is x, the connexion between rand x may be represented by the

relation t? = sei:t cosh a*.

Hence we have

scL't cosh a: = Iog (ar+ V^-l).
Jn like manner we got

sect sinh a;=log (a:+ '^x^^ T),

sect tanli x^\ log —zJt .

1 — X

'This notation exhibits the analogy between tlie elomyiilavy integrals

in a remarkable manner, and even more strikingly when w« intro-

duce the Continental notation, arc ain x, instead of sin -^x, &c.

/I ^
JsJl-

r_ dx

TllU3 - = sin " *a;— arc sin x ;

, 3°^^*^^ (^^ ^1 +a:') = secL fiinh a
;

= tfln-'x= arc Ian x ;

=ii"gf
l + z

soct tauli X

.

Ex. 3. To find the area iucluJed between the cissoid of Diodes
^vd its asymptote.

The equation of tliis curve is

4ind that of its asymptote is x= 1n.

Hence the area in luestion is represented liy

r^ xidx

yo {2a -xj*

Let i = 2o sin'9, and the integrsl becomes

Jo

Ex. 4. To find the whole area of the curve

a)-(l-)"--
lH;t — -coB"S; theu^- = iiiu"tf.

Hoiico the whole ^ca i.s roprof^cntcd by

The method of determining thi^ intogi,il hag bc?en exhibited in

§ 122.

164. ill the preceding examples tho area of any portion of a plane
may l)e couceived as divided into a system of infinitesimal rectangles,

dxdif, by lines drawn parallel to the axes of coordinates. Accord-
ingly any plane area may be represented by JJdrdy^ taken be-

tween limits determined by the boundary of the area.

Again, as in polar coordinates, the piano may bo divided by a
3yF;t'?ra of circles having the origin as centre, and also by a system
of radii vectores drawn through the origin. In such coordinates
the element of area bounded by two circles of radii r and r-\rdr

and by the radii vectoros corresponding to tho angles Q and + rfd

is plainly represented by rdrdd. Accordingly any plane area may
be represented by

ffrdrdO

taken between tlie limits determined by its boundary.
Heuce, if the equation of a curve be given in polar coordinates,

the sectorial area S boimded by two radii, and the curve is repre-
lieuted I'y

8-i/ T"-de,

where a and B aie the values of 6 correspoudiug to the limiling
mdii.

(1) Foi example, in the class of spiials represented by r=ai"', «a
have

«=T
e!'»+i

- + const.
2m + 1

If the area be boundeil by the prime vectoi fl = 0, this gives

~ 2 2?ji + l

Tlins for tlie spiral of Archimedes, whose equation is r= a9f

6 6(1

In the spiral, r^^odf we haro

In tho reciprocal to this spiral, viz., r"e = a,'', we have

S=^loge=«=iog(^j,

in which tho sector is reckoned from 9=1.

(2) To find the area of a loop of the curvo

r' = a^ cos n9.

Uere r = when ?i9 = -—
, and r = a when nQ=0. Consequently

llie area of a loop is represented by
IT

fi-f
' cos nQ dd.

Jo

and, accordingly, is — . It is easily seen that wlicu k is a posi-

tive integer, the cnrve consists of n loops ; accordingly the entire

area of the curve is a^.

(3) To find the area of the loop of the folium of Descartes, th#
equation of tho curve being 3^ + y^ = Saxi/.

Transfonning to polar coordinates, we get

-^f.

9^ /-^

2%

sin^fl cos^flt^S

Lei tan 6 = ii, and this becomes

ic^du 3n^

(1 + «')= "T '

165. If from any point a perpendicular be dri^vn to any tangent

to a curve, the locus of the foot of the perpendicular is called the

pedal of the curve with respect to the assumed origin.

If p and 0) be the polar coordinates of the foot of the perpendi-

culaj", the sectorial area of the pedal curve is plainly represented by

taken between proper limits.

The following remarkable connexion between the pedal nreaa

with respect to the same closed curve, for different internal origins,

la due to Steiner. Let A be the area of the pedal with resrwct

to the origin 0, A' the area for origin 0', ind p, p' the corresponainj;

perpendiculars, then we have

A = \/ p-do) , A' = i/ • p"^da/ .

Jo Jo
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A'-k = ^{^ + y')-gx-hy,

If, now, X, y be tlie coordinates of 0' with respect to a pair of rectan-

gular axes drawn through 0, we shall have

y=^-xco3w-y sinw ;

tliereCore

A'- A = J/ (xcoau-i-ysmafda-x./ pcosadu-y/ paiDuda.

Bat

/" cos'oi dm = IT , / ain'o) du = T, / sin « cos a iw =• ;

yb ^0 yo

eonscqnently

where 9 =/ ' pcosuda, h=/ psmudw.
Jo Ja

Hence we Infer that, if be fixed, the locus of 0', wTien the corre-

sponding pedal area A' is constant, is a circle.

All the circles obtained by varying the pedal area are concentric.

Also the common centre is the point for which the pedal area is a

rninimiim, and the pedal area with respect to any origin exceeds the

minimum pedal area by half the area of the circle whose radius is the

distance between the pedal origins. Many interesting results may
be deduced from this theorem. When the curve is not closed, it

is easy to prove, as was shown by Piof. Eaabe (Crelle, vol. 1.), that

the locus of the origin for pedals of equal areas is an ellipse. The

corresponding theorems for the volumes of the pedals of surfaces

were investigated by Dr Hirst (
Transactiona of the Rm/al Society,

1863). In addition to other important generalizations, Dr Hirst has

here proved, when the surface is closed, that the locus of the origin

for equal pedal volumes is a surface of the second degree.

Another remarkable theorem of Steiner's, on the connexion be-

tween the areas of pedals and of roulettes, may be stated here.

When a closed curve rolls on a rigid line, the area between the

right line and the roulcl'e generated by any point invariably con-

nected with tlie rolling curve, in a complete revolution, is double the

area of tlie pedal of tlie rolling curve, taJcen with respect to the gene-

rating point as origin. Hence it follows that there is one point in

a closed curve for which the entire area of the roulette, described in

ji complete revolution, is a minimum. Also, the area of the roulette

described by any otlier point exceeds that of the minimum roulette

by the area of the circle whose radius is the distance between the

points.

Bectification of Curves.

166. The rectification of curves is based on the principle that the

length of an arc of any curve is the limit to which the perimeter of

on inscribed polygon approaches when each of its sides is conceived

to diminish indefinitely.

Hence, if the curve be referred to rectangular axes of coordinates,

and if ds denote the element of the arc of the curve at the point

(ar, y), we shall have
ds^= d3r + dy^

,

and accordingly

./ji.(|Ji'-.or,=/j:.(|y{W.
taken between the limiting points, i.e., the extremities of the arc.

In like manner if the curve be referred to polar coordinates we
eball have

We shall illustrate these formula; by a few simple cases.

£x. 1. In the ordinary parabola x' — 2py we have

dy X
^

dx p *

.: s-=— /'{x''+p")idx
PJ

"
2j) "^ 2 ^ p

Ex. 2. In the more general parabolic curve represented by
o^ =py we have

167. In illustration of the method of rectification in polar coor-

dinates, we commence with the spiral of Archimedes, r= a0.

Here

'/I /\"<m'«-

dx p
-a^-i

;

'^"(l+p^'"")''^^-

This expression is capable of integration in a finite algetoiical form

(§ 123) for the following values of 2n - 2

,

1. 4, \, },...-^,&c.,

i.e., when n is

i,--
2r+l

to.

^i/(r= + a=)*,dr .

This shows that the length of any arc of tbis spiral is equal t©

that of a corresponding arc of a parabola.

This relation between the spiral of Archimedes and the parabola

was discovered, accoiding to Sir John Leslie, by Gregoire St Vin-

cent, before the middle of the 17th century (see Leslie's Gcoinetri-

cal Aiialysis, p. 424). That a corresponding relation connected the

y^=px and the spiral r'»-^='-^-^i3fl was established by-

John Bernoulli {Acta Erud., 1691).

These results were extended hy Lardner {Algebraic Geomelrtf, p^

355), and in their general form may be stated thus :

—

Jf from the equation to any curve in rectangular coordinates

another curve in polar coordinates he formed, by viaking dy =«dr

an4 dx = rd9, then the length of any are of the second curve will he

equal to thai of the corresponding arc of the first curve. Also the sec-

torial area of the second curve will he half tJie area hounded by the

corresponding y ordinutes in the first curve.

These relations can be immediately established.

As an example, the right line y=-mx gives by tbis transforma*

tion the logarithmic spiral r= e^^. Hence we can always obtain

a portion of a right line equal in length to any arc of this spiral,

—

a result which is obvious otherwise.

Again, from the ellipse

^+|5-lweget^.

dx =
a_ ydy

Hence the differential equation of the transfoiincd curve is

a dr
dOi- -

* ^W^r''

from which we get r= 6 cos — e

,

where fl is measured from the line which corresponds to the major

axis of the ellipse. Accordingly, the rectification and quadrature

of this latter curve is the same as for the

ellipse. This can also be shown imme-
diately otherwise.

168. Whenever the pedal equation of ft

curve (§ 165) can be found, there is an-

other general formula for its rectifica-

tion, which may be proved thus.

In fig. 9 let ON be the perpendicular

let fall on the tangent at any point P
on a curve, and ON' the perpendicular

on the tangent at a consecutive point Q;
and suppose ON — j) , angle AON = w, and PN =t.

Fig. 9.

Then

Hence

Rut

hence

PQ-A5.
dt ,.
-r- = lim.
du

angle SON = Am , A< = QN' - PN

.

PT + TQ dt „_QN'-PNdt ,. QN'= 1hb. —
au aa

PT + TQ + PN-QN'=TN-TN';

dw
dt ,. TN
aat au

TN'
lim.

SN ON=p.

Accordingly, if w, and ci)„ be the values of u corre.spondiDg to

the extremities of the arc s, and t^ <o *^' corresponding mlaes of

t, we have

s=t.

This theorem la dne to Legendro. In its application it is w»B t«

observe, that

.^=.lin,.?^'=lim. TN'=^
du Aco

For example, in the parabola we have

P"-,
dp
du

a sin u

cos u '

ctu cos a>

Hence, if s be measured from the vertex of the parabola, we h«T«

)

sin a

COS'OB

/*" du
yal
yo cos o) C03^»

+ a log tan(M)-
Similarly in the eUipse,^ + ^=l, we havei>= sja^ cos''. + J»sinV

I Accordingly, the rectification of the ellipse depends on the integral

/^a^cos^u + tf^&in'ot du

.

Likewise the rectification of the hyperbola depenils on the integral

/Va'^cos-M - ft^sin^M da

.
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Fill tlier oousi.lcrations on tlic rcctificatinn of these curves will lie

fniinfl under tlie head of elliptic iutegrals.

169. Steiner's theorem connecting the rectification of pedals mid

roulettes, analogous to that which connects their areas (§ 165), may

1)6 here stated. It is as follows ;

—

If a cunc roll on a right line, the levgih of the roulette described

bij any point connected unth the rolling curve is equal lo the cone-

sponding arc of (he pedal of the rolling curve, taken vnth respect to

the describing point as origin.

From this it is easily seen that the length of any arc of a

cycloid is equal to that of a corresponding portion of a cardioid, and

the length of a trochoiil to an arc of a lima^on. Again, if an ellipse

be supposed to roll on a light line, tho length of the roulette de-

sirihoifby either of its foci is e^jual to the length of the corroapond-

iiig arc of the au.viliaiy circle.

Redificatiim of Curves of Dmtlle Curvature.

170. If the points in a curve he not in the same plane, the curve

i..^ said to be one of double curvatttre.

Formuhe for the rectification of curvts of double curvature are

easily obtained. Tlius, if the ciifve be referred to a system of rect-

angular axes in .space, wo shall have

ds' = dx'' + d}/- + dz^.

flence, if x be taken as the independent Variable, wo hare

-/(-g*S)'-.
and similar formulae when cither j/or « is tn&en as the independent

variable.

Tlie equations of tho curve are nsu^lly written in the form

f{x,v) = 0, 0(x,2)-O;

that is, the curve is determined by the intersection of two

cyliuders. The values of ?^ and — deduced from these equations
dr. dx

have to be substituted in the foregoing integi-ai.

It is not diBBcult to determine a relation between the functions

/ and in order that the arc of the curve of intersection may admit

of easy determination.

The simplest cla.ss is where {-^\ = 2-— ; for in this case

-/Tl + '^,lx = XVZ hCODSt.

For example, in the parabolic cylinder

3^ = 2^?/+C01lat.,

, dij X
we have -~- =— .

dx y
d: ,1=

x>

Accordingly, let

:and we get
-Rif

4 const..

hence the length of tho cuiTO of intersection of the cyliudrical

surfaces

X-

-

2JIJI- 1 e, x'-6^ + d

is immediately dclcnniiifd. In general, when y=f\x) is tho equa-
tion of the first cylindi'r, and that of the second is represented by the

•equation

z•=\J\f\x)\-dx^ constant,

tlic arc is determined by the above foi-uiula.

171. If we transform to polar coordinates by the relation."

a:= rco3 flsin 0, y = 7- sin sin 0, s= rcosi^,

we get ds* = dr^ + r^d^ + r^ .^iuV^^" :

hence, /or the rectification of a curve of double pnnralurc wo have

,y^H._^ + r-sin-*_j*-;

The latter gives for Llie lengtb of the arc of a cm-yo on a spliere,

'Of radius a.

y(,Hsinv5)W.

If <p Ik const. = o, tin- cunre lies on a rigitt cone ; aud wo Lave

Cubalurc of Solids.

172. The methofl usually adopted, in seeking tho voIudip of any
solid, consist=; in supposing it divided by parallel planes into an in-

definite nnmlier of thin slices. Then in finding the volume we
may in the limit consider each slice ns an infinitely thin cylindrical

plate ; and, consequently, represent its volume by the product of
tlie area of the corresponding section into the indefinitely small
distance between the parallel planes which bound it.

Thus, if the points in the body be referred to a system of
rectangular axes of coordinates, and the system of parallel planes bo
j)erpendicalar to the axis of x, then, representing the artia of the

section at the distance x from the origin by Aj, tlie voUune of the
solid will be represented by

taken between proper limits.

Adopting a similar notation, the volume of a snJid may be repre-

sented by

fA^y, or/Airfz.

In the case of a surface of revolution, the sections' are drawn per-

pendicular to the axis of revolution. Tlius, if any curve, situated

]a the plane xy, turn round the axiaof a-, a plane perpendicular to

the axis cuts the surface in a circle. The area of tnis circle is *^ ;

consequently the volume between two sections, corresponding to the

iibscissae a and 6, is represented by

y'^dx.

(1) Sujipose the (dlipso —j. + ij- = I to revolve romiil its axis of x,

then the entire volume of the generated solid is

.f_y{i - ^)d.=2.ip/j[x - ^)dx=^^.

(2) If the parabola y= aX" revolve round the axis of x, tha

volume cut olT by a jilane at the distance X from the origin ia

nV a~x-'^dx=~-^—r^— = ir-

-'O
27t + l 2n + l

(3) To find the volume of the ellipsoid

„! + ja + ^2 ' •

Here the section at the distance z from the origin is tlieclli|«e

^ + i!„i -fl.
a' If c-

Vhe area of this section A; is

accordingly the volume of the ellipsoid is represented by

2irab/ ( 1 - -^ \dz=^abc.

(4) Tu find the volume of the suiface generated hy the revolutioii

of a cycloid round its base.

It is easily seen that the coordinates of any point on a cycloid, of

radius a, arc capable of being represented by

x= a(0 + sin^), y= a{l + con
<f>)

.

Hence the volume V generated is given by the equation

T = 2ira^/^{ 1 + COS <p)''d<f>= IGn a^/^^cos^ ^d<p = 5ir^a*

.

(5) To find the volume of the portion of the paraboloid

I ^ m ^
rut off by a plane drawn perpendicular to the axis of z.

Here, the area Of the section at the distance z from the origin in

2ir^\/Tm. Hence, if c be the distance of the bounding plane,

V^2iT\^bii/ zdz = Trc-\/lm.

Consequently the volume is half that of the circumscribing

cylinder.

173. Again, since any solid can be supposed divided into an in-

definite number of elementary parallelepipeds, the volume enclosed

within any boundary may be represented by

///dxdydz
,

(he limits being determined in each case by the nature of the pro-

blem.
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For cxnmplc, cubatuip of the elliiisoiil

X- ir -' ,

a- 0- c-

is equivaleut to tlie Jetenniuation of tbe tiirle integral

///dxdudz,

for all values of i; y, z subject to the relation

x^ if z^ ^— + ,- + -^ < 1 .

a- 0- c~

Here, as ill. all other cases, we integrate, first, with respect to one

of the variables, regarding tlie others an constant, and Jelermino the

limits from the given relation.

Thus, integrating with respect to :, and observing that the limit-

ing valued of ; are ±r. . / i - i!L_ ^ , wc get
° V a- b-

in wliich x, y are connected by the relation

This integral is easily determined by making

dy^h k/ 1 - -^ cos <^ dt^,

where the limits for <j> are ^ and -
"

then

and

I5ut

J."

CQ'^-<pd<P =

oefuro.licuce Y = irbc / ( 1 -]th'= iivnbc, as

J-a \ "V

Tlie geometrical intcrpretatiou of each step in the IirecCQlDg

il'jmoiistration can be readily supplied by the reader.

It may be obsevved that, in cunsequence of the symmetry of the

i-llipsoid, the preceding integrations might have bet-n limited to

positive values of x, ?/, z,—thus determining the eighth part of tho

i-ntire volume. A similar remark applies to any syrametrical sur-

face. It will also be observed thattae determination of the volume
of an ellipsoid is a simple case of the theorem given in § 167.

Similarly the volume included within the surface

is reducible to the determination of the triple integi'al

///dxdi/dz

extended to all positive values of .t, jj, :, subject to tllC CODclilioD

(f)»(i)-(T)-.-
Hence, by § 15/ , we get

r(l)r(^)r(^)
V = I.iumbc —1 -J. ^ - ^ ^J^

Thus, for instance, the volume enclosed by the surface

In) uDcr the volume cnoloset

(:)-a)-(7)'-

manner the volninc enclosed within the smfacc

20irabc

3.7.11.13'

And so on.

174. From the preceding it will be appnient that every double
integnil may, in general, be representeil by a voluiiie.

As an example, let us consider the double integral

/(.r,i'V/.a/y.

volume of the solid bounded by the surface z=/{x, ;/), liy the plane

of .T^, and by the cylinder having as its base the ellipse

x- y- ~M ,

-T,+ 73 = 1.
re- 0- a

For instance, suppose the bounding surface to be the paraboloid

^ +^-2z,

t hen the volume in question uocomes

To integrate this, assume x= 2a sin'fl, and wo get

V(2n^-a:-)!+ -^(2a.r-a:=)? i dx

\Sah'' / cos=9 sin''erfe+ IM' f -
sin^fl cos'8(M

_ Ttab / 5a.^ h- \
~ 1'\~f m )

175. Again, the double integral

/7 /(>, V)dxdy

,

when the limits .X, :r„, Y, y„ are constants, represents tne volums

bounded by the plane xy, the surface ; =/(a^, y), and the planes

x= X, x= Xi„ y — Y, y = yo- Also, in tho determination of this double

integral the order of integration may, in general, be changed

(§ 148) ; and this change in the order produces no alteration in the

limits. The latter .statement no longer holds when the limits of

integration with respect to the first variable are functions of the

second.

In this latter case it is of importance to be able to determine in

each case what are the new limits when the order of integi-ation is

reversed. This can generally be best effected from geometrical con-

siderations ; thus, for instance, in the example of the preceding

article, we readily find, when the order is revei-sed, the new limits

of a; to be o + a a/ 1 -
Ij-

and « - n ^ l ^, and that the .sub-
b'

'i-r fid
b-

seijuent limits for !/ are and b.

A3 another example, let us consider the double integral

-'O-'O

f{x,y)dxdy.

= a (fig. 10), aujon the

Fij. 10.

If we take on the axis of .-r a portion OA
axis of y, OB = 6, and complete the

rectangle OACB, it is plain from

the equation that the point (x, y) is

limited to tho triangle OAC.
Accordingly, if the order of in-

tegration be reversed, we must
suppose the area, instead of being

divided into infinitesimal strips

parallel to the axis of y, to be

divided into strips parallel to the

axis of X. Hence, the limits for x,

when y is constant, are a and ^ ; and the subsequent limits foe

y are b and 0.

Consenuently,
b

J ^

J"/ "'^
j{^, yV'^^y=/^/„„ f^^' !')*'''''•

As an exemplification of the advantage of an interchange in the

order of integration it wUl suffice to take the double integi-al

JoJIS V(a-.r)(x-!/)

Here, interdnnging the order, we have by the preceding

JoJy \/{il - x)ix - y)

But {§ 139),

/" dx

Jii V(rt - .r)(j

Here, since j/> and < — \ -Jr/.r-.r-. and the limits of .r arc

and -J.i, il is ivadily seen* that the inkgral represents halt ihc

V(rt - x){x - y)

H =ir/"V0/)''i/ = »- {/(«) -/(O)
f

h lu-iybo observed that in many cases, when the order o"^"V;cj»ra-
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tioii is i*evorseil, we got two or luoro tloublu integrals instead of the
migiual integi-al.

176. It is frequeutly found necessary to transform a doable
iutegral

fffix, y)(Udy

,

referred to rectangular roordiuates, to another referred to jMjlar

coordinates.

Inthiscase, as in § 164, we substitute rrfj-rffl iustead of dxdij, ruid

the integral becomes

j/J5"(?' cos 0, r sin 6)rdrdd

The limits in the latter integial ore determined from the eqiia

tioits which give the limits in the former.

For examjde, to find the volume comprised between the plane
of xy, the hyperbolic paraboloid cz = xif, and the right cylinder

Here V =— //j-ydxd// ,

extended, to all values of x, y, subject to the condition

{x-ay-+ {y-by<k^.

Assuming the origin of polar coordinates at the points, 6, and
transforming the equation, we get

+ '/ cos eXJ+ r sin eyi-drde
Trahk"^

is represented by the integral

IT TT

sin 6 dQd^

t sin'9 cosy sin'e sinV nos'e ) \
\ a" "*" 6= + c' i

Hence, since^ the volume of the ellipsoiJ is ^-nahc, we get

TT It

sin dQd^ •wahc"

\
siu-e cosV sin^^ siuV cos-e / \ 2

!
55
— "*"

V +~?"
i

since
/-2^ /-2T fl^

'I
Bmede=o,/ cosfide-=-o, / sill e 00b e</8-o.

-'0 -'0 -'0

177. ""he triple integral

_ff;^x, y, z)dxdtjdz

can be transformed in like manner.
For, first, take

a:= p cos fft, y= p%n\
<f>^

and the integral transforms into

ffjfif cos i>, p sin </), z)pdpd:dip

Again, assume z—r cos 9, p = r sin 6, and the multiple integral

becomes

ffff{r sin fl cos ^, )• sin 6 sin
<i>,

r cos fl)?^ sin % drded<fi

.

With respect to the limits in the new integi'al, it may he ob-
eorwpd that, in this and all otlier cases, the new limits must bo
taken in such a manner that the transformed multiple integral shall

comprise every element which enters into the original integral, and
no more.

In particular the volume of any solid is represeuted by

Jffi-' sin e drdedip

,

taken between limits determined by the boundary of the solid.

If this expression be integrated with respect to r, we have

Y=i//i^smeded'p,

in which we must substitute for r its value determined by the
equation of the bounding surface.

For example, let us investigate the volume within the surface

(z' + y\+ 2«)'= (aV+ 6V+ <^^'f

Here ne get

r^= o''
si 11^9 cosV + 6' sin-e si nV+ c' cos'^9

,

and, as tne equation is symmetrical, we have

IT IT

V -\f^f ^ («' sin^e cosV + 6-' siu?e sin=* + c'' cos-fl) sin 9 did(f>

-|/"« (2a3 cos20+2i» sinV+c'K0 = i^ (a' + i' + c')

Again, the expression for the volume of the ellipsoid

w V (?

178. The multiple iutegiul

n =////ydi\dx.jlj/hi

admits of a like tiausformatiou.

For, let ^1 = pi cos 0, x^ = pi sin <^, and it becomes

/fjy'^iPidpid<tdx^dx^,

where Vj represents the transfoimed value of V.

In like manner, if x^= p.^ cos ^, x^ = p,^ sin ^, the trausforuied

integi'al may be written

/f/fY,j^.dp,dpJ.-),d^

Again, if p^ = r cos 9, pj— r sin 9, the integral assumes the form

fJXf^i'"' ^'° * '^°^ 9 drdedfpdifi

,

where Y, represents the final form of V. In this case the values of

iCi, x^, Kg, Tj, in terms of the new variables, are

a-i = r cos 6 cos <f>, x.^= r sin cos i^,

X.J = r cos 6 sin 0, x^ = r sin 9 sin i|/

.

Quadrature of Surfaces.

179. It is readily shown that the area of any cyliudrical surface,

bounded by two planes perpendicular to its axis, is equal to the

rectangle under the height of the cylinder and the jierrmeter of its

base ; also that the surface of a truncated right cone is equal to

the rectangle under its mean section and the length of the portion

of any edge of the cone intercepted between the bounding sections.

In the evaluation of the su}ierficial area of a solid of revolution,

I

we proceed, as in § 172, by supiiosing the surface divided by idaiios

perpendicular to the axis of

revolution (fig. 11). Then the
elementary portion of surface

betweer two indefinitely near
planes may be regarded as a

portion of the surface of a right

cone, generated by the revolu-

tion of the corresponding ele-

ment of the curve round the
axis. Hence, denoting the ele-

ment PQ by <fe, and PM by y, *'e- li-

the area generated by PQ in a complete revolution round the axis

of X is represented in the limit by 2iryds. Consequently, if S be

the surface generated by the curve AB, we have

S = 2ir/yds,

taken between limits corresponding to the points A and B.

(1) Thus for the sphere, generated by the revolution of the circle

x^ + y^^a- round the axis of a;, we have

a result wliich admits of a direct demonstration.

-1-01M-S'1 -I- -5 dx' -dx
y

Hence S= 'lir/adx= 2Tra{'&. - a-„), if S, x„ be the limits for x.

Accordingly, the whole surface is 4n-rt', i.e., four times the area

of one of the great circles of the sphere. Also the surface bounded

by any two parallel planes is equal to the corresponding surface cut

out of the circumscribed cylinder, whoso axis is perpendicular to

the bounding planes.

(2) If the ellipse

revolve round the axis of x, we have

-04?^ =

.•. yds= —(a^-e'-xAdx,

where e is the eccentricity of the ellipse.

Hence, the whole surface of this ellipsoid is

4t— /" (a2-<;'a^)*rfa;=2iri»-H2ir^sin-'<:.
aJo e

In like manner, if S be the surface generated by the revolution of

the ellipse round its axis minor, we get

S= 2yi(;i- 2»^y(6* -t. a'cVfdy

.

Consequently its entire surface is represented by

2,a^.4log(l±f).

180. In connexiou with surfaoes of revolution, the following

general propositions, usually called Guldin's theorems, may be here

stated.

(1) If a plane curve revolve round any external axis situated in

Hs plane, the area of the surface generated in a complete revolution
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equals the [jroauit of the length of the generating curve into the

jiath described by its centre of gravity.

(2) In like manner, the volume of the solid generated is equal to

the product of the generating area into the path described by the

centre of gravity of the area.

The former of these theorems is easUy shown ; for if J/, be the

lUstance of the centre of gravity of the curve from tlie axis of re-

volution, taken as that of x, we have

.-. 2irl/,s=2ir/i/(is = S

which proves the theorem.

Next, if i/j be the ordinate of the centre of gravity of the area

A. we have

Ai/j = SyrfA =//ydxdy - \fy''dx

,

whence the latter theorem follows.

181. In the general case of the determination of the quadi'ature

of a surface we regard it as the limit of a number of indefinitely

small elements, each of which is considered a portion of a plane

that is ultimately a tangent plane to the surface. Now let rfS

denote such an element at any point of the surface, and d<r its pro-

jection on a fixed plane, which makes the angle 6 with the tangent

plane at the point, then we have

d(r= dS cos 6, or dS = sec « ila.

Hence S=y3ec Mc,

taken between proper limits.

If now the surface be referred to a rectangular system of coor-

dinate axes, we may take da = dxdy; also, from an elementary

theorem in surfaces,

sec e = Vl+?+?i wherep=2j , 1=^
Hence we haVe

in which the values of;; and q are to be determined from the equa-

tion of the surface.

(1) For example, let it be proposed tofiud the portion of the sur-

face of a sphere intercepted by a cone

of the second orJer, whose vertex is on
the surface of the sphere, and whose
internal axis passes through the centre

of the sphere.

Let the vertex of the cone be taken

as the origin {fig. 12), and the line join-

ing it to the ceirtre of the sphere as axis

of z, then the en nation of the sphere

may be written

Hence

dz

sr + y'^ + z- = 2az .

dz

^"dy-dx a~

consequently ' — "//
dxdy

Pig. 12.

Va= - j!» - 1/2
'

in which the limits are determined from the equation of the bound-
ing cone. Let the equation of this cone be

:= = A"x=-l-By
;

then, eliminating ;, the limiting values of x ana are connected by
the equation

(1 +.A')ir + {1 + B=)i/= 2aVAV + By

.

Next, transform to polar coordinates by making

X— r cos 9, i/="r sin 8,
ami we get

taken for all points within the curve

r{{l-HA=) cos-e-f(l-HB=) sin=e} =2rtVA''cos*e-HB'siii'9.

Hence, since the curve is symmetrical, we get

-2-/-R

/o

«here r
2»VA'cos'9-fB'sir9

I +A-'cos-e-fB=sin"9

/n rdr
Again / —7— — = a - \/a' - K- =

,
"~ -

/o Va=-i-= 1 + A'

2a

"a«cos'9'-i- B'sin'9

S = 8a7
di 4iro'

0
(H- A^') {05=9 -K 1 -H B') sin=9 V{1 + A=)(l -TI-)

This result admits of a simple geometrical representation j for

let D, E (l\g. 12) he the points in which the edges of the cone lying
in the planes !/ = and K= cut the surface of the sphere, and we
plainly have

CD =

Vl + A-

2a_

Consequently tho men of the iutercepted ]ioi tion of the sphere is

equal to that of the ellipse which has CD and CE as its semi-ax^s.

(2) If, instead of the cone, we had taken the paraboloid

the ares of the portion iut^rceptdi] oq tho fiphdie is given, as in tUo
preceding, by the equation

Ja
where, from the equation of the bouuding curve, we have

2fl(A co3-e h B sin-e) - 1

(A cos=0 + B sin-0)-
1J2 = :

Hence S =W d9

A cos-0 + B sin-e

lira

This result admits of a geometrical interpretation similar to that
in example (1).

jIuHiple Integrals.

182. The general form of a multiple integral may be represented
bv the expression

/ rf-T / dy. . . / d../ dlf{x, y,...u, t),

in which f{x, y, . . . «, t) is sup|;osed continuous for all systems
of values of the independent variables x, y^ . . . Uy t included

within the limits. Moreover the limits of each variable must be

independent of the following variables, but may depend on the

preceding variables.

In calculating the integral, the expression /(a;, y, . . . w, t)dt is

integrated between the limits T and (q, regarding x, y, . , . k as

constants. Thus we obtain a function of ar, y, ... u. This func-

tion is integrrttcd with respect to u between the limits U and Uq^

trtating a:, ?/ ... as constant. We thus obtain a function of

X, y, ... inde"endent of w, t\ and so on for the subsequent

integi'ations.

If the limits .or each variable be constant, the integrations mny
be taken in any order, subject to such limitations as those given in

§ 146 lor two variables. In the more general case, when the order

of integration is altered it is necessary to determine, from the con-

ditions of the problem, the new limiting values. This is usually a

matter of much difficulty.

183. Continuing from § 178, the general problem of the Irans-

formation of a multiple integral by a change of variables may be

stated as follows.

Suppose the multiple integral repre&enteu ay

ff. . ./^(X], x.^, . . , Xn)dxj^ dx^. . . dx„,

and it be proposed to transform It into another, depending on uew
variables Uj, k^' • • • ""» ^^^idi ^^^ related with the original

variables by a syst«m of n given equations. This transforma-

tion implies three parts in general:— (1) the determination of

0(^1, a-j, . . . Xn) in terras of ifi, Wj* • • •^ ; (2) the determination of

the new system of limits ; (3) the finding the substitution for

dx^ dx2 . . . dx-n-

The solution of the first two (Questions is an algebraical problem,

of which we have already considered one or two elementary cases.

We now address ourselves to the third question, and write the

integral in the form

/dx^/dx., . . ./dXr,.ijdxj,4>{Xi, x.^. . . ).

In the integration with respect to ic„, as stated in § 182, «., arj,

. . . Xn.\ are regarded as constants. Accoriiingly, in order to

replace Xn by xin, it is suffcieut to express a%, in terms of Um a^ii

aTg, , , . Xn-\, and then to substitute ju^'^Wn for dx^.- Again,

to transform the next integration, relative to dxn-i^ we suppose

Xji-i expressed in terms of iin-i, w»,, a^i, x^ . . . Xn.Q, and we re-

place dxn-i hy^^^dun-i. By continuing this process the integral

finally becomes of the form
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where 0i represents the value of ^arj, Xn, . . . Xn) when transformed
into a fuuction of ?£j. k„, . . . tt»,.

itoieover, ty § 102, tlie product

rfx„ (^n-i rfx,

dUn dVnx.\ ' ' ' dui

is, in this case, the Jacobian of the original system of variables Xj,

x^, . . . Xn regarded as functions of the new variables.

Accordingly, for dv^ dx^ . . . dx^ we substitute

dxi dxi dxi

dui du^ ' ' ' du„

dui du^

dx^

du-n dxhdu^ . . . dun*

dXn dXn dXn

du^ du^ ' ' ' dUn

For instance, '\iff\dxdy be transformed to new variables «, f,

demoting by Vj the value which V assumes, the double integral

becomes

where

Again, if the coordinates of each point on a surface be given in

terms of two independent variables «. v. to find the transformed
expressiOQ for the superficial area

A/-(l)^(|)-^-
H«re dtedy becomes (ar'uy', - 1/^,) dudv as before.

Also, since, from the equation to the surface, z may be regarded £

k function of x and y,_*6 nave

, dz, dz , ,dz ,dz

'd-y-'^'-'^'di^y-ry'

dz z'uy', - }/uZ^, dz g'„g', -z'^,
dx~x^.y',-y'^', ' dy''x\y',-y'uX',

'

Accordingly the transformed expression is

M'i (x'-y. - i/^.r +{y'uz',- /.!/.)» + (z'.y. - x-uj".)' } *dtdv

.

For (example, the coordinates of any point on the ellipsoid

r
r = l

may be represented by the equations

a= a sinfl 003^, y= 6 sin9 sin^, z= c cose
;

hence it can be shown that its total surface S is represented by

S = oJc/"V%in erfM0 j

cos'»^ sin'esin'ij>
^

sin'g cos^ ) J .

in which the integration with respect to 9 can be immediately
effected.

•'

Again, the coordinates of any point on a sphere of radius a can be
represented by the equations

x= a sin e-^/l - k- sLnV, !/= « sin ^Vl -k'' sin=9,

2= rt cose cos <p, whore F + /l-'2 = l.

This is obvioua, since the sum of the squares of these expressions
8 a\
Accordingly

y ^ - «' y = - «" cos e cos <p(k' cos'ip + k'' cos'B)

VI -F sinV VI - i-'" sin'-'fl

a? sine (f cos'j>-)-if' cos'e)

-Vl-zf^sinSi
e~^~ -eVj,-

j J -x- 2' . g" gin ^^C^ cosV+y° cos'9)

Hence we get

a°(;^cosV+y°cos°e)
- dfli^

.

Vl - k'' sinV Vl - A-'- sin=e

Consequently, since the entire surface of the sphere is 4ira°, we
bare

Jn Jo

The well-known general formiJa of Legendre, connecting com-
plete elliptic functions of the first and second species, follows at once
from this last result.

*
.

184. In the ease of three variables, adopting a similar notation,
the integral

jy/^dxdydz
transforms into •

f^y,\z'J.^ul/, - »'«a:'.) + y'»(='ii«'. - a:".:',)+ x'^(y'^ , - :^uy',)^iuIvdio.

For example, in the general transformation from rectangular to
polar coordinates we find, as already observed, that r^in ddrdddtp
is to be substituted for the element of volume dxdydz. Ihis is but a
particular case of the general transformation given in § 103.

The preceding formula of transformation for three variables waa
given by Euler in 1769, and afterwards generalized by Lagrange in
1773. Jacobi appears, however, to have been the first to have es-

tablished the general transformation, in his memoir referred to in

§ 96. The method of proof here adopted is that given by Bertrand.
.Ec 1. In the case of linear tiansforraations, viz., when

x^= a^u^-i-a^7u-h . . . +anUn,
'^~^l"l + *2'*3+ • • +*TI«M,

we get

where

Ex. 2. It

the Jacobian is

z„-Zi1(i-HZjKj-(- . . . +!„v„,

dx^dx^ . . . dx„ — Arfjtirfjij . . . du,

,

.Ms

aj a^ . . . a-,,

Ijl, . . .!„

Xo = —*—^ , X

«3
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rfuj dti.,

dV. rfFj

dui du^
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ei|nalioD of tb r locns is (« -)-)^=2a^ai (see fig. 13).

arc ds—dr »/

:

Hence the

T'ia — y)-
1 +—ttttH- ; so that, if s, lie the arc contained be-

Thus the question is to determine an integral of the iliffercutial

equation

or of
dx

yHi}-

-1.

tweci) the values J« and Jn + c ( = AG) of >; and Sj tho arc between
the values J.i-c ( = AN) and Ja, we have

/!+' /, r(« - >f J
/"^ /, 7^(0-1-)=

,

Kow, imttiug in the former r= .Vh ; and in the hi\.\ev i- = \a-:,
wc find

whence wc concliule, ns Bernoulli ditl, that even in curves whoso
icctifiaition Iiiis not ycl hecu dljscU-tl, parts may be assigned whicli

qrc e<)tial tliur.gh di^uuilar ; such as IiG = AN, aiidGi = NI. where

AI = V-
John IjLvnouUi. followiii;:^ up this discovery oF his brother, pio-

•oscil to (iinl for :i givun cmvu auother, such thai the sum or the

ui(ri.Ti.hce of two arcs, one on caoli curve, may be expressed by arcs of

circle*;. In lliu cise of the cubical parnbolahu uoticeil thai tlic two
curves rcilucc to one curve, in which, without L-ifectiug the recti-

lication, pairs of arcs could he found wliosc dilJcrencc is rectifiable.

189. Tiie Count Fa^nani m-xL i.roposed in 17X4 the problem,

"given a portion of the paraljola whose e<]uation is x* = y, to find

;uiother portion of it such that the dilfcrcuce of these two parts may
be rc'-tifiable. " ]n the following year, not having received a solu-

tion, Fagnani i)nblisliedhis own, witli greater generality, asfollous.

Fagnani gave the following solutions. For m = i the curve is the
cubical pai-abola, and the relation between x and •: is 3:z = a-. For
w = 3 the equation is satisfied by the relation

For Hi= 6 the curve is as in the problem proposed, and the reladon, is

(J)'h(*)--.|-(i)'-
190. Passing over Fagnani's investigations i-elative to the luni-

niscate,—such as his discoveries of the method of doubling or halv-

ing any arc, of dividing the quadrant into equal parts in number
2 2"*, 3.2", or 5.2", discoveries which prompted to their autlior tho

wish, since executed, that on his toniD a lemjiiscate should be in-

scribed in mcmoriam,—we must mention his well-known geometrical

theorem, that on the circumference of an ellipse, in innumerable
ways, pairs of arcs can be determined having their difference ex-

pressible by a right lino (first publislied 1716). His method i» as

follows. If we have A, ?, /, (/ constants, and (//ijr;-)' + (//x^)"

+ {/'«^)' +W = 0, then, first, the sum

and, secondly, the same sum = «

+

In the former case the relation gives

n/

Hi. (1);

: -I.

fli'-gl

In [reducing this into the first integral, and the corrcsiiou'liug trIu«

of X into tho second, the sum of the integrals liecniues

/'W/
WC find

Taking a constant, ind m any rcai number, let y =

m + 2
be

Ihc C'piatiou of a parabolic curve (compoau £x 2, § 166). Let t he

thf portion of the tangent be-

tween any point (j//) of the

curve and the axis of abscissa*.

Then by the equation of the

curve,

ai}d Ibo aio of the curve

lule^v.-itiou Ijy parts gives (sec

lig. 14)

But diOcventiating the relation, and diriding by 2/.i;.

hzdx+hxdzfl— + l —=0 ;
' z X

I
whence, substituting, the sum la found to be .%v .st.itcd. A lika

treatment yields the formula

when s— - 1. This theorem

is applied in its former i)art to

elliptic arcs. Let us call thr

axis major 2a, the parameter ;>, gf

and the abscissa x ; then, il

/i=2) — 2a, the element of the

arc AB (fig. 15) corresponding

to the abscissa C'D = x can be

shown to be

rfjV/iJ-H 2(?

V2rt'-2a?'

If now /-2a^/= -2rt, and !/=2a', this becomes tlie former ditier-

ential in (1); and it appears that, taking

auother abscissa

T2 /''—/ ^7T^r"''= i'Pi-(Pj!i-ri!).

ifr, r, liave the aijscis5.x x^,

d-.

also

m-t 2/
• v/'.(J}

Y- = arcQQ,-(Q,S,-nS),

if Q, Q] have z„, ;,, as abscissae.

Nov? if the former intcgj-al can be transfonned by introducing a
variable z so that the function undo- the sigu of integration may
remain unaltered, and thus the foinier integral may pass into the
latter, wc may equate arc PP, - (PiRi - PR) = arc QQi - (Q,S, - QS).

CE= =='i>/-''''-
2ax-

V/ur + 2a3

we have

arc AB + arc AF =
hxz

+ K.
2a»

To determine the value of the constant K,

leta.- = 0; then AF becomes the entire arc

AG, heuce

arc AB-aro GF= -^r^.2a-

The second part of the theorem is applied

to tlie hyperbola (fig. 16). Calling HA=.2i/.
the parameter p, and x tho variable abscissa"

CD, and putting h=p + 2a, the element of

the arc Ali is easily found to be expressed by

d.c\/hi

Fi- 16.

V2(
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wheLce, identifying, we have

assuming another abscissa CE = 2

V/ix- - Ticfi

/=23, 3= -2a', and,

the theorem gives
2a3

src AB + arc AF=
aVA

aslla
Uk

Taking another nair of ahseissas t, «, similarly related, we hare

arc AJ + arc A/=—7= + K ,
•^ aV2a

and by subtraction the arbitrary K is eliminated.

191. In order to be able to state the results more concisely, it is

desirable here to explain in anticipation the notation introduceu

by Legeudie, which has since generally prevailed.

If the position of a point on an ellipse be expressed by the co-

ordinates a' = asin0, y = b coscf; it can easily be found that, denot-

ing the eccentricity of the ellipse by k, the arc reckoned from the

extremity of the axis minor A to the point B detenained by ^ is

expressed by

arcAB /^ ,- .. . ,^ .^

« Jo

This Legendre wiitea
arc AB

E(*)-

If it were desired to indicate also the quantity k, which is called

the medtdtis of this elliptic integral, he writes it E(ic, 1^), and calls

this an elliptic integral of the second kind, for reasons which will

soon appear. The quantity
<t>

is called the amplitude of the ellip-

tic integi-al, and its geometrical meaning is the eccentric angle

measured from the axis minor of the point for which E(k, <p)

measures the arc. For brevity also he adopted the notation

Vl- )rsin-<^ = ^{k, <t>),
or= A(0) when it is unnecessary to mention k.

192. Legendre, proceeding to rectify the hyperbola .^ - -rs - 1

,

first assumes a:= asec9, and this gives the element of the arc

writing CP= {-m^ -t-Y (fig. 17), he notices that

m-kD-f\^P^\'''\-'dt.
•J '

fl« 4- 11 — i'^
'

Then he snys it is well kuown that, iu the ellipse whoso semi-axes

are m, n, the arc z from
the conjugate axis to the

point whose ahscissa is x

where g 13 _-
;

and therefore in the ellipse

whose semi-axes are m + n
and Ss/mjT, for an ab-

scissa =^^i?<, the arc = /'('^+'^~'^\^dt . But fnrther, in the

ellipse VI, «, the length t of the tangent at the point.whose abscissa.

is X, to the foot of the central perpendicular on it, is

do

"cos^fl
^/^^a'' sin^9 j but to have a radical similar to that of the

arc of the ellipse he had recourse to another notation. Determin-

ing by the equation

g,^ ^ , _^ , 5 , „5 _„t aVl - k' sm°(^
y=— tan ^, where c'^=a-+0', we get x=

c
• - cos (#1

in which a=CK. The arc of the hyperbola is in this way found to be

Again d(tan0AV>) = -
kV./> + A<pd(t>, wnere k- + k'- = 1

.

t'M<t>

COS^0A0 A<p

Hence the hynerholic arc AB of which the extreme ordinate is BD,

or ck' tan (p, is AB =cA<p tan - c/ A(pdij> + ck-j-^ .

Ja yo A(})

The geometrical meaning of is easily determined by taking the

circle on the transverse axis, and joining its intersection with the

tangent at B to the centre
;

is the angle the joining line makes

with the perpendicular on the tangent. It is seen thus that the

arc of a hyperbola depends, not only on the integral which gives the

arc of on ellipse, but also on / _$ , which is called an elliptic in-

-A A0
tcOTal of the first kind, and denoted by F(k, 0), and k being

called amplitude and modulus as before.

193. Wiien this is applied to the formulae of Fagnani they become

for the ellipse, calling 'ji the value which has for the point F,

• cos 1 T» nv 1 • J • t n sin cos
.

8Jna^= i;;iJ!: , arc AB- arc GF = aK' sm -* sin ij -air S- -,
^ A0 A0

8nd it is easily found that the expression on tlie right is the length

on the tangent at either B or F intercepted between the curve and
the foot of the central perpendicular let fall upon it.

In application to the hyperbola, similarly,

sin J,

=

^~
, and arc AB + arc AF= . "f^ ^ + const.

^ A0 sin cos

Now the length of the tangent between the point of contact and
the foot of the central perpendicular upon it is c tan 0A0 ; hence
denoting by E and F the complete functions £(«, Jir), Y{k, jir), the

value of the constant can be determined ;

arc AB + arc AF A0 + K'iF_E;

Fig. 17.

c sin cos

and this value of the constant is the difference between the entire

hyperbolic quadrant and the length of the corresponding asymptote.

194. Landen, continuing these investigations in 177 5, considers

Oie hy^bdla whose semi-axes are a = ;« - m and b = 2'^mn ; then,

t-9^a -a^}
whence Igofi^grri' + <' - V(m" - »

Differentiating this, since
T-2(m'-t-n»)«»-(-<^.

which is a relation between the hyperbolit arc, the two elliptic

arcs, and ft portion of a right line. Landen remarks on his dis-

covery, "Thus beyond ray expectation I find that the hyperbola,

may in general be rectified by means of two eUipsea,"—a result

apparently of secondary importance compared with the method it

is attained by, which involves the principle of what after Legendre
is known as Landen's transformation.

196. But, simultaneously with the geometrical interest thus
developed in thejse integrals, they also attracted attention to their

more algebraic relationships. James Bernoulli (1694) devoted par-

tioular attention to the "elastic curve," which is defined by the

equation dx= -^—^—^— , with a view to consti"Uct it by the quad-

rature or rectification of a conic Macla-nrin (l^^S) gave such a
construction, depending on the rectification of the equilateral hj'per-

bola ; and in Hke manner constructed by the aid of arcs of conica

tue integrals of expressions such as

dx dx

and others like thern, which can be reduced to elliptic differentials.-

D'Alembert (1746^ extended these results. His paper in the ffistory

of the Berlin Academy treats a number of differentials, whose in-

tegrals are of the same forms as those by which the arc of an ellipse

or hyperbola is expressed, ^hen a differential expression can be
reduced to the differential element of the arc of one of these curves,

D'Alembert calls this the integration of it by means of an ellipse

or hyperbola. This paper is of a purely analytic character, and
is penetrated by a tendency to classification of elliptic differentials

similar to that which has effected in the works of Legendre suck
important services in the development of analysis,

196. In the works of Euler, of which from 350 to 400 quarto

pages are concerned with this department of our subject, the geo-

metrical and analytical aspects alternate. His first investigations

are in the St Petersburg Commentaries (1761), on the integi-ation of

the differential equation
Tndx _ ndy

_ ,

and it is remarked that the differential equation of a more general

Tudx ndy

VA+2Ba.*2+ C^-»
"^VAT2BpM^*

can be completely integrated by an algebraic equation, provided the

numbers m and n are rational. He extends the same method of

integrating to the apparently more general equation

mdx ndji

\JT+^ExT&T^^n^VS^~ ^/A + 2By + Cy^+2Dy^ + Ey*
'

In the next paper in the same volume Euler determines on the

quadrant of an ellipse two arcs whose sum can be expressed geo-

metrically, reproducing many of Fagnani's formnlse.

197.',Euler'8 most important investigations .are collected in his

InstitiUi^nes Crrlc. Int., vol. i. sec. 2, cap. vi. His method, being

fonn
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essentially as foUows, lia? much analogy with Fagnani's, given ia

§ 190.

Lot tho eijuation

(ax- + 2rt'x+ a")r + 2(6i- + 2b'x h b")>j

+ cx= + 2c'.<; + c"-Li/= + 2Mi/ + N=0 ....
oi- (a>f- + 2ii/ 1- c)x= + 2(«'i/= + 2b'ii + c').c

+ a"ii' + 2b"y + <f'='Px^ + 2Qx + R = ....
subsist between x and y. Differentiating either, we get

(Px- + Q)(fo: + (Li/ + MKi/=0 ....
Further, l>y (1, 2)

(Pa; + Q)=-.Q--rr!, (Ly + JUj^-iP-LN, .

taking the roots positive, (3) becomes

_
d^^ ^^< n . . .

(1),

(2),

(3).

(4);

t5),
Vjp-ln ' Vq=-pe

in which the radicaLs are respectively functions of x and of y ex-

pressible from (1) and (2).

If tho functions under the radicals are to be severally the same
funetious of x and y, the following conditions rasult :

—

J2 - oc= a'2 - an", 2bb' -ac/-a'c= 2a'b' - ab" - a"b,

lb" = «V, Ib'b" -a'c" - a"c' = 2b'c' - be" - b"c, 6"- - a"c!'= c"- - cc".

Tlie values of c and c' being substituted from the first and third

equations, in the second we get a' = b. Whence first and tliird give

= c, 6" = c' ; and the others are identical. (1) thus becomes

entry' + 2bxy(z + y) + c{x- + y-) + ib'xy + 2c'(x + 1/) + c" =

Hence (5) takes the form

dx dy

VA + 2\ixt- (H- + '2Dx< + Ex* Va + 2B!/ +Cf + 2Di/^ + Ky*

'

or more briefly

dx dy _.

of which the obvious tianscendeutal integral is

(6),

0,

r dx r dy
I —!=-^l -^ = const.
J VX J Vy

-where k = d--ci:", 'R = ihV -be' -cc',

C = 4i'^ - uc" -C-- 2hc', D = 2bb' - etc -be, E =

Further, from (4)

VY = (« I/- + 2J?/ + c)x V by-+ 2b'y + c',

VX = (aa;« y2bx yc)y + bx'^-^2b'x+ c'.

Vx-Vy

J'-ac.

Hence
-y

'--axy t-b(,x + y) + 2b'-c.

Squaring, we get, by (6), &c., the algebraic integral

/Vx-VyV
[ - -^^zy- ) " E(^- + 'jT- + 2D(.c + 2/) + (2i' - c)- - ac"

.

Tho constant on the right, involving an arbitral y quantity, if

A, B, C, D, E arc known, may be taken as the constant of integra-

tion.

198. In Euler's first papcrinvol. vii. o^ Iht^ St Pctcrsbury Comincn-

larks, he uses tlio "aiquatio canonica" = a + 7(x- + y'-y+ 2Sxy + ix"y'

as a starting point for establishing his theorem of addition, and,

introducing tlie notation

€stal)lislics the equation

nu^ + ncy) -"«=^[': -B'--
- + 2;-+--

r,. ,
x-y^^

—1.— ''''""6A"
EC'l

•where
xn/A(A + Cy- + Ki/') + yVA(A -I- LV- + Ej.-*)

~~
A-Exhf

Now, when B' = 0, C — 0, these equations represent tho theorem
of addition for Legendre's fii"st kind of elliptic integrals, and when
A.= 1,C= -(!+«-), E-K=, A' = l, B'= -K-, C'= 0, they become the
theorem of addition for liis second kind. Thus it appears that

already in 17t31 Euler was acquainted with this fundamental
theorem, of which he gave many applications to the comparison of

elliptic arcs.

199. But it seems to have been Euler's pn iier * * De leduetione formu-
larnm intogralium ad rectificationem ellipsis ac hyperbolaj" (A'bvi

Comment. ,x. p. 3-50, St Petersburg, 1766), which impelled Legendre
to his investigations. With special cases of the general relation, gl97
0), between x and y, Euler transforms integrals contained in tho

form / . / .^i??- dx , and distinguishes whether the integral has oneJ V k + )ix'

of the five significations, arc of ellipse, arc of hj-perbola, or eithcror

both of these along with an algebraic part,—collecting in one gcneitil

investigation tlie results of Maclaurin and D'Aleiiibert on tlio recti-

fication of conies, llcre we find tlie words,—legaiding the desir-

ability of a suitable notation by which elliptic arcs may be as

conveniently expressed in calculation as logarithms and circular arcs

are at present, "such signs," he says, "will atVord a new sort of

calculus, of which I have here attempted tlio exposition of the iirst

elements,"—wiiich Legendre cites in the preface to his great woik
in 1825 as having remained unfulfilled but for his own labours

continued till that date from his first publicatior-s on the subject

in 17S6.

200. In vol. iv. of the Miscellanea Tatirinensia, Lagrange deals

with the integration which had been given by Euler, remarking
that it was due only to a kind of lucky accident. This indeed

Euler himself admitted when he stated that he had not obtained

this result by a regular method, but "potius tentando, vel divin-

ando," and recommended mathematicians to seek a direct method.
Lagrange here lays down the principle that, when the integral of a

dillerential equation of the first degree cannot be found, tho equation

should be ditlerentiated ; and, combining tho result with tlie given

equation, an integral equation of the first degree different flora the

proposed may be found. Then by means of these two the first

differentials may be eliminated, and the result is the required inte-

griil. If this fail we may differenti<ate once more, and try fo get a

new equation of the second order, and so on. This enabled him to

give a deduction of Euler's eouation, which Euler received with the

greatest admiration, and gives nearly as foUows in his Instiltit. Calc.

Int., iv. p. 466.

Writing for brevity

A-hBx + Cx2 + Dx» + Ex* = X )

A + By + Cif-i-'Dif + ¥.y* =Y] * '

suppose the differential equation between x and y to be

dx_^+-^lL=o
Vx Vy

(1).

(2).

Regard X and y as functions of a variable t, and replace (2) Ijy the

following

Assuming

we get = Vx

^=Vx
dt

x + y=

-Vy

dy
' dt

p, X

= -Vy

!/ = ?•

^-Vx'-i-Vv ^=^^-VX-l-VY, ^j,=
X' + Y'

which last is, by (1),

^ = B + C{x+ y) + iTi(x' + 2/=) + 2ECx3 +/)

.

at-

We also get, from (5), ^^ ^ =X-Y

= (« - y) {B + C(x + i/) + D(ar + xi/ + i/=) + E(x+yX'>f'+S'')}-i

which, combined with (6), gives, by (4),

(3).

(4).

(5).

(Pp dp dq =,3(ii>.,E^),,,,|^(i.|)_D + 2E;,
2 d [\

dt dt-'>^^-'''-'-^>''-'-Jdi[j

Multiplying by 2^, this gives on integration, with F a constant.
dl'

(i
|J

= B..E.^.Fi

whence, replacing values,

(
"^^"^

)' = D{x+ H) + E(x + 2/)= + F ,

\ x-y I

which is the same result as Euler's (§ 197).

A principal advantage of this method consists in its admitting of

generalization, which Euler's method, depending on the solution of

a quadratic equation, excludes. But Lagrange fails to apply it to

tlie case of X and Y being arbitrary polynomials respectively in r.

and y; all assumptions lead back to the forms of X aud Y in (1).

201. In a paper of Euler's in the St Petersburg Transaelimis for

1771, an angle is introduced as tho variable into the integral for the

arc of an ellipse. In another paper, in tlie Novi Commcntarii,

1767, he had also remarked that, in a differential such as

dx

Va 4- Bx + Cx'= + Dx< + Ea?
'

by a substitution of the form the odd powers oi ; under
ii: + J

the radical.can be abolished ; and by a,like substitution, removiiip

the odd powers of y, Euler treats, without any loss of generality, the

differe'""! equation in the form

dx dy_

VA + Car + Ex-? VA + Ci/= + Ep
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j/ This furnishea an essential simplification of the process of calcula-

tion, and leads to the results of his important and remarkable

fPlenior Explicatio" in the St Petersburg Transactions for 1781,

^This contains in fact a proposition which includes the theorem of

addition for all three kinds of elliptic integrals of Legendre.

202. Putting n{:)~/"---^l
Jn Vl+?;iz- + ?is*

where Z is an even function of z, l\{x) + n(j/) - n(s) can be exhibited

as an algebraic function of x, y, and z7 provided a certain algebraic

relation holds between x, y, and:. "But now," observes Euler, "I
have noticed that the same comparisons may be instituted if for

Z be assumed any rational function of z', as suppose one of the form

F + Gr' + Hs' + l^^ + R^-f .

f+gz' + hi' + iz^ + ki^-t- '

in this case, however, the difference between the sura of two such

fonnuliE and a third is no longer found to be an algebraic quantity,

but can always be expressed by logarithms and circular arcs, so

that the investigation is much more extensive than I hitherto

conceived."

To establish this, assume

s,f + ,/-z' + 2Ty\'T+mJ+n?-'nxhi^x'''0 . . . (1),

VT+mFTnF-A (2),

aP + y^-z^ + 2xyii-n^yh'>'=0 (3).

or, writing

Solving in turn for x and y, this gives

y(l - nxV) + xA = zVl-h mx" + nx* i

But, by differentiation, we know that
dx dy

tthicb may be written thus

dx

Vl + vix' -nu,-*
' Vl + my^ + 711/*

dy

W-

(B),

(6).
y(l-nx=;») + xA z(l -7i/;=) + 1/A

For x= 0; the relation (3) gives y = z; whence (5) integrated gives

the known theorem of addition for integrals of the first kind.

Now let X,Y bo the same functions of x', i/' as Z is of j' : then

X-fe
. Jljll ^^r

(7),
wnting '(TV.

' Vl + mx- + 7w^ Vl + my" + 711/*

the quantity V may be found as follows.

We can eliminate by (5) either rfx or dy irom (7) ; but, as there is

no reason to consider V as a function of x or of y specially, intro-

duce a new independent variable u = xy. Then we may replace (6) by

<ic=[y(l-j«;V)-HA]sd«, dy= - [.t(1 - jiyV) -h j/A]«d«

•where we take s=-

(8),

y'^-3?

Thus
dx dy zdu

Y-X,
- Z--——du . . (9).

Vl -f jnx* + nz*

which give dV =

Y-X'
But now — s is a function of xy and x^ + y, or of u. since by (3)

x' -f 2/'= 2' - 2hA + uuV.
Y— X

Thus, putting e-^—3=^- "* ^"^ dV - - XSdu. Substituting this

in (7), and integrating, we have

n(x) -H n(y) - n(:) = -/" \Jdu,

since, forx=0, y «= s and u =- 0.

As an example,

-, „ a + hz' ,v— Y-X a'b-ah'
- , then -

+ b'z'' y'

that is, U =

- a'' + a'b'{x' -h y') + b"-x°y^
'

ia'b - ab')z

Thus, if we take

a'2 -t- a'b'z'' + ia'b'Au + ib'' + a'b'nz')u?
'

«-/'7a +
63= dz

we have
+ i>'-'^ Vl + jHsS + n;^*

"'^)^"(^)-"(^)=/"«-T^riH^^'^"-/q m. -ru.i/*-riii*wij(( + (6'- + a'b'nZ^)^!?
'

in which after integration u is to be put =x7j. By assigning
special values to the constants this eouation can be applied to each
und of elliptic integral.

203. In the Th^oric dis Fondions Aftahjiiques of Lagrange there
is found the remark on the relation between the 8'!T^!7'2t:cz cf ^L'ip-

tic integrals and epherical triangles which is involved in the

formulffi of § 200, and of which we have given the essential formulas

in §§ 34-36. But Lagrange's paper " On a new method of the Integral

Calculus for Differentials affected with the square root of a poly-

nomial of not more than the fourth degree" {Mimoiredc VAcad. des

sciences, 1784-5, 2d part, Turin, 1786). contains additions of mnch
greater importance to our subject.

Taking

p-^p+\/f-q\
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iling of a mighty branch of analysis, and by the toil of half a lifo to

have erected on these bases an iudopeudeut theory which embraces
ail integrals containing no other irrationality but a squaie root

Under which the variable rises only to the fourth degree. £ulerhad
already noticed with what modifications his theorem can be extended
to such intcgraU ; Legendre, starting from the happy thought of

reducing all these integrals to hied canonical forms, attained the

knowledge, so important for the development of the theory, that

they group into three essentially different kinds. Submitting then

each kind to a careful investigation, he discovered many of their

most important properties, of which chiefly those which belong to

the third kind were very obscure and inaccessible. Only for the

most persistent tenacity, which ever anew led the great-mathema-

tician to his subject, did the victory at last declare itself over diffi-

culties apparently insurmountable by the weapons at his disposal."

206. Having shown that the integral / ~^r- , where P is a

rational function of x, and R = [a + &j} + yx' + Z^"* -r cx*)^ , can be

reduced to the fixed fundamental forms / -rr , / -^ » / ^-p—
,

~— , Legendre removes, by aid of the linear transforma-

r + vi the odd powers of the variable from the poly-

dx
nomial R-, and shows, by enumeration of cases, that — can always

be reduced to the form
md<i>

than he

R
where c is a quantity less

Thus he reduces the general elliptic integral

with abstraction from an algebraic part, to the

unity,

r Qd'P

J \I\~<^ siuV
three normal forms of " elliptic functions or transcendents "

—

y A 'y y(l + nsinV)A *

A being an abbreviation for the radical VI - c- sin-0.

With this reduction to fixed normal forms the foundation of ttie

theory of elliptic integrals is laid, and the essentially irreducible

integrals found which belong to a square root of a biquadratic func-

tion. The e^uoe reduction subsequently led to the division of the

general Abelian integrals into those of the first, second, and third

kinds, in accordance with the properties of these three classes of

integrals, cither of remaining always finite, or of becoming infinite,

algebraically only at infinity, or logarithujically at two different

points.

It will be perceived that the epithet "elliptic" applied to these

integrals is purely conventional, arising fr6m the connexion of one
of them with the arc of an ellipse ; but even at this stage it is

apparent that we are concerned with matters of much greatef gene-
rahty than the name indicates. It may also be noticed that, though
Legendre calls by the name elliptic functions what are now called

elliptic integrals, this is a change introduced by Jacobi, which
Legendre long resisted. The change consists in regarding the

superior limit of the integral of the first kind as a function of the

integral, the latter being now considered as the independent vari-

able. Expressed in symbols the change is that, in Legendre's equa-

tion F(it,^)=/ —^ =M Jacobi calls d> = am(u, »e), and sin 0,

cos 0,^or A0, &c. (or, in this notation, sin am u, cos amw, Aam h,

&c.), are his elliptic functions.

\ 207. Legendre proceeds, after classifying the integrals, to the com-
parison of his elliptic functions of the first kind. All geometers,

he says, are acquainted with the complete algebraic int'.'gral given
by Euler of the difli-rential equation

dx dy
(a + J3.T; -I- -yz^ + 5a,-3 + ^x^)\ (a + ^y -1- -yr/^ -(- Bf/^ -|- «;/*)*

= 0;

the discovery of which, in the introduction, he too ascribes to a
combination of good fortune "quoiquc ces hazards n' arnvent qua
ceux qui saveut les faire naitve." Our reductions show that this

equation can, without loss of generality, be put under the form

dip d^

Vl - c2 3in«0 Vl - c= sinV

and then its integral is

But the integral found by Eoler's/i being an arbitrary constant,

method is thus written

cos CDS 1^ - sin,0 sin \/»Vl -c^sinV"C09>i,

which he then verifies a 2>osteriori.

The expressions sin >* =

COS/n.

sin COS ^ Aijf + sin ij/ cos
<f) A0

1 -c^ sin^0 &\fr4>.

cos cos 1^ - sin sin yp A0 Aijr

1 - c^ sin^0 sin^

A0Aifr - c- sin (P sin t^ cos
<f>

cos tfr

1 - c- sin-0 smi^

are at once derived froin this form of the integral ; and the corre-

sponding formulae for the amplitude of the diffei-ence between two

functions follow by replacing if/
by -i^.

Legendre next proceeds to tho formula; for finding iigeDnacally

a multiple function of a given one, connecting the angles <Pn-i

<pnt 0n+ij by the relations equivalent to F{0„+i) = F(0n) + F(0)-

F(0„-l)=F(0„) - F(0) , which he writes

2A cos . sin 0n
sin 0n+i + sin 0n.l =

cos 0„-i-i-l-cos 0„

1 -c^ 8in-0 sinVf

2 cos . cos 0,

= 0. For, though Lagrange tried to find cases of integra-

-c^ sin-0 sin''0n

These can be applied in succession. Investigating the division ot

a function into n equal parts the equation is found to rise in general

to the degree n- ; but tor the complete function the equation is

only of the degree ^{n^ - 1) when 7i is odd.

208. Proceeding to generalization of Euler's addition theorem,

Legendre admits that, denoting the radical by R(a-), &c., the equa-

tion = "^'^-l-^7~ + ^,+ &c., can for integer values of m. 7(,1;
R{x) R(j/) R(2)-

always be expressed in the form F(>t) = mF{0)-t-nF{i|')-|- &c.*^and,

60 will alwjys have a complete algebraic integral, for nothing pre-

vents the supposition that z and the following variables are given

algebraic functions of x and y. Perhaps, he says, this is the

only way of geL "ralizing Euler's result concerning the equation

dx dy

bility of —?^ + —r^, without supposing the cwu polynomials X

and y entirely similar, it does not seem that he arrived at ^y
any other result; the equation he gives {Mim. dc Turin, iv. 119)

is immediately reducible to Euler's. Thus, as has been remarked,
Legendre was at this time very far from anticipating the very
general transformations, since discovered, or the celebrated theorem
of Abel which so marvellously extended this subject.

209. Having illustrated the functions F by the lemniscate anA
other curves, algebraic and transcendent, whose arcs are expressed

by functions of the first kind, as well as by the expression for the

time in the motion of a simple pendulum, Legendre enters, in

chapter ix., on the comparison of elliptic functions of the second

kind. Corresponding to the relation F(0}-l-F{4') -F(m) = 0. these

functions are related by

E(0) + E(»^) - E(/i) = c* sin ;* sin sin j|/.

This includes Fagnani's as a particular case, and of c'ourse mere
is a similar relation for comparison of the arcs of hj'perbolae. In

chap. xii. the well-known relation of Legendre is established between
complete integrals of the first two Itinds with complementary
moduli ; h and c being moduli are said to be complementary wheu

62 + c9= l. DenotingbyF,E the values of F/'^.cV E^-J, cY

and by F, E' those ofF^— ^jV e(— ,&), this relation, which

has been already demonstrated, § 183, is

FE' + F'E-FF' = |-.

These complete functions satisfy differential equations of the second

order, viz., F satisfies

and the complete E

-t-E^O,

with corresponding equations when 6 is taken as the independent

variable. The complete integrals of these differential equation^

are assigned in terms of both sets of complete functions, and the

differential equations are utilized to show the law of the develop

mcnt of these functions in series of powers of the complement of

the modulus, since when the modulus is near unity the ordinary

series in powers of the modulus do not sufficiently converge.

210, In treating integrals of the third kind, the presence oi ^

third determining magnitude, the parayndcr n, besides the ampli-

tude and modulus c, which are common to the first two kinds, is
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an addirtonal complication.

n(n) + n(^).

where

Legendre first establishes the relation

P 1 s/a tan </!>

i + 77= tan-' —- .Va A

a = (l+n)f 1 +

liy means of which any function n having a parameter greater than

c is reduced to depend on one having a parameter less than c, but

with the same amplitude and modulus. The quantity a, however,

mr.y have different values, and thus the folhDwing cases are to be

distinguished.

When a is positive (either n positive, or if negative its value is

between - 1 and - c") the fnuction introduced is circular, as written

above.

When a is negative, n is negative, and either greater than -

1

or less than - c^, and the function is logarithmic. In this case

writing a= --0, the comparison written above is

n(n) + n( — ) =F+ —T-- log ( 7^ I .

When a= the integrals are expressed by the first and second

kinds.

Omitting the case of n= -cosec'0, which can be reduced to that

of »i= -c'sin-9, thiscaseand thoseof 7i= cot''9andB= -l+J-sin'e
remain, the first being the logarithmic parameter. The other two
cases are easily shown to be connected by the relation

n m ' mn Vniii A
provided (1 + ?') (1 — ?n) = 6^, and so constitute really but one case.

Functions with imaginary parameters always reduce to others with

real parameters of the above two distinct kinds.

211. Comparison of integrals of the third kind by means of the

addition theorem leads to the formula

= _j_ tan - 1 i
'^"^^ ^^° ^ sin <p sin i^

\ _

V^ '

and thus the diflference, which

nW + n(i|/)-n(/x) =

( 1 + n - ?i cos fi COS tfi cos i|/ )

is zero in the first kind, and is

algebraic in the second, is here expressed by the arc of 'a circle
;

which becomes a logarithm if a be negative. Thus finally Legendre

remarks that if

g... / yd^
,

where P is a rational function of x, there can always be found an

algebraic equation between x, y, z, ^c, such that the quantity

iZ{x) + kZ{y) + lZ{z)-i-kc.,

where i, t, I, &c. , are integers, may be determinable by arcs of circles

and by logarithms.

212. Legendre next proceeds to the discovery of Landen, having
so far been employed mainly with thosf; of Eulcr. He expresses

astonishment that among the many analytic transformations em-
ployed by Maclaurin and D'Alembert they had not fallen in with the
transformation which brings to light the numerous properties of

the chain of moduli, and that this discovery was reserved for Lan-
den, who, however, made but a poor use of it, not even seeing that

it furnished a very simple method for approximate calculation of the

arcs of conies. It is less astonishing that Euler missed this discovery
considering "that the beautiful integration wltich is due to him led

himtocompare together the different valuesof the same transcendent,

just as arcs of the same curve are compared. But nowhere in his

Memoircs do we find him varying the constants or parameters of

the functions, and thus passing from one curve'to another, as is done
in comparisons which depend on the scale of moduli. From the
fact that Euler lias written nothing about the memoir of Landen,
Legendre concludes he had never been acquainted with it.

213. The formula given in g 194, by introducing the eccentric

angles from the axes minor in the two ellipses, easily gives rise

to the equation sin ^"= (l+J)
sin cos

where h = and so

c = "s/g of that article. 0° belongs to another ellipse, and for it the

value of the corresponding modulus is evidently -~% . Legendre

sees through the simple proposition of Landen, expressing the arc
of a hyperbola by Xwo arts of ellipses, to the infinite series of
moduli which can be produced by repeated application of this sub-
stitution. Commencing with function^ of the first kind, he shows

that F(c,0) and F(c',(^'), when c'=—— , and 0' is determined by

sin (2<^' -<p)= c sin 4>, are related by the equation

Thus, as 20' - ^ is always contained between + 8 and - 6, 9 being
the least arc having c for its sine, there is no ambiguity in deter-

ge.

,

mining the values of <p' and 0. The relation for complete functions

is F^(c)"=(l +c)F'(c). Now conceive an infinite series of increasing

moduli

'_2^ c" = ^ "^^ '" = ^-^'
^ ~H-c' ~1 + c" ~"l +c"'

it will soon attain the limit unity. Forming the complements 6', 6",

&c., of these moduli, the series decreases continually, and each tenu
is, according to the law,

1-c ^„ \-c' y„J_:iS"
1+c' ""l+c" ^1+c"

The aeries of amplitudes is deduced in succession by the formulae

sin {2<p' - <p) = c sin ip, sin {2<p"- <^') = c' sin <f>\

sin (20"'- 0") = c" sin ^p", &c.
;

and 60 a series of integrals of the first kind is got, related an follows

l + c
^

2

6'= - kc.

F(e\ 0')= F(c,0),

FCc", ^": ^^j^^,^'^J^L-^^^F^e,^),l.c.,

any two of the functions being always in a ratio independent of the

values of the corresponding amplitudes. Similarly for the com-
plete functions

F'(<:') = (l + c)Fi(c), FV") = (l+OF'(0 = (l + ':)(l + c')FV). &C.

But the series e, c', c", increasing in one direction, can be pro-

longed indefinitely in the opposite or decreasing sense to the lunit

zero. Here the law of terms is

2Vc°" a_ 2Vc" „ 2Vc°^
l + c""' ! + <:«"''

and similarly

l+c°
&c.

1-6 l-b'

'l + lfi
, &C.,

with the series of relations of amplitudes derived from sin {2(/> - 4>')

— c" sin (p", &c., which may be written tan (0»-^)= 6 tan ^ &c.,

and of integrals F(c, *)=^ ^<^, 0°) >
&c. r

or, reversing, since 1 -(- c" = —j ,

r(i;», *») = (1 + 6)F(<:, 0),

FCc™, V>'"')
= (l + i°)F(c°, ,f'')

= il + l>X^ + i°W(c, 4,), *c.,

and, for the complete integrals,

F'(c°) = ^^F>(c),

Pic"")
1 + 1

2
F'(c»).

1 + i l + b'
Pic),liC.,

for the decreasing scale of moduli.

214. Now if this be applied to the second kind of integrals we
find

IfFie, <p) = iE{c, 0) - 2(1 + c)E(c', <()') + 2c sin <p,

showing that an integral of the first kind can he expressed by the

aid of two arcs of ellipses, E(c, ip) and E{c', <p'). Whence by the

formula of § 192 it follows that an arc of a hyperbola can always

he expressed by two elliptic arcs, the theorem Landen enriched

geometry by. Also, by eliminating the integral of the first kind by
means of two consecutive equations in the series, the relation between
the arcs of three consecutive ellipses in the series can be found ; so

that by the indefinite rectification of two ellipses in the series

. . . E(<;", *"), E(c', <t,'), ^(c, <p), E(c», <^»), E(<:»», 0»°), . . .

of which the extremes are the ellipse having an eccentricity 1, which
is a portion of the axis major, and that having an .eccentricity 0,

which is a circle, the rectification of aU the rest is obtained.

The transformations of Lagrange, or of Ganss (§ 203), may be seen

to be essentially the same as this of Landen (or Legendre), for by

taking sin (j>.
(1 + AOsinJ, .,

Hence

l+isin^i^
in F(i;, <j>) we get

c^ sin'0 VI - *= sin^ijr

F(c, 0) = (H-c»)F(c«,+).

where <;==—7 , or i=
1+ifc

Now with F(<;»,4.) = iF(.<;»,0»), F(i;, 0) = i±^F((;»,i/>»), and by elimi-

nating the quantity v(< between the equations ain0 = ^- J .

**
,

J. T 6 Sin T^

tan i0» - tan vJ/Vl - c»^ sin^if/, we obtain the relation given above
Bin(20-0") = c° sin (p".

215. This principle of transformation is next applied to the ap-

proximate calculation of the three kinds of integrals. Requirea,

for instance, an approximate value of F((;, <p) : the decreasing moduli
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»>'. r
. . must be calculateJ mil tl-.e iucicasing caplitudcs

, . . . t'aU3

^(C. f)=-^-F'A *») - '-p '-i^F(^«, p«)= &c.
;

bat, ttli'?n the moilulus Las become very small, *^ = 1, ant] / ~ = ^;

if then * be the limit of the angles i^", J0™, J^"™, &c., we have

F(c, 0)=*{l+(;'')(l-i-<;'-»). . .

When = Jir the limit * will he equally Jir ; so that the complete

function is

F'W = iTr(l + e«)(l + c<«>Kl + c»") . .

The continued product which multii>lie3 Jtt, or *, may also be-

^^Tittcn in a fonu suited to logarithmic calculation, as

yJ040UJOU0

The moduli are best got by taking auxiliary angles: let sin ii= c,

. . c" = tiii-J/i, similarly if c" = sin ;i", c"" = tau- J/i°, kc. ;

ftud when a very small c has been anived at, wo can get tho next by

t» = J<:' + ^?c»-|-1.3.|c«+ . . .

Also tho aii;;lo3 ip", (j)", are best found by tan (0"-0) = 6 tan <p,—
taking for 0" - not always the least angle given by the tables but

that which is nearest ip.

218. Combining tho equation n = /- ^ with that de-

rircd from it by differeutiatiou with regard to n, and using a to

denote (1 + ;i)
f
1 +— )i as in § 210, it is easily found Ihat

iln

Applying this to the case « - cot-fl, and writing for brevity cot-0 = n',

the following relation is found ;

—

Sin e COS sm ^ cos ^
= ijr + tan eA{&, e)F{r, <p) + taii <t>A{c, (p}F{b, 6)

+ F(c, ^)Fv6, 0)-F(<-, <p)E{b, 6)-E[c. <p)Y{b, 6).

Making = iTr, tliis gives for the comiilete function of the third

kind, with positive parameter, the following expression :

—

^Va-n=Asm 0008^/ n; -.-c-F/--—=-(F-E)/—
-/ (1 + ii sm-^)va -^ 'i'wa ^ «\

A{6,0)
U\n,c) = k^ + UJieMi', 6)F\c)

siu 6 cos d

+ F\VjF(^ e)-Y\c)E{b, e)''E.\c)Tib, 6).

A similar relation is established for the other cases of tho para-

tiictiT, and in eat;h tlio coiuplcto integral is Ukcwiso expressed by
iutegnils of lower kinds.

There now follow t!ie gcneml reduction of integrals with
imaginary parameter, and the reduction to elliptic integrals of
integrals not included in the gcn^;ral type, as for instance

il-i-p:r}{l-rq:-)^ 1/(1 -c= siu»5 1/(1 - c^ sin^)* ' °'

217. In his preface, however, Lcgendre had directed attention to
tho discovery of a new scale of moduli, dilfcrcnt from that hitherto
kno'.yn, as the most novel of tho results distinguishing this work
from Ids Excrcices. This transformation starts from the assumption

sin tb[vi + h sinV)
sui w= P-^

—

. „
^'

;

l+/;sin-0

nnd by the conditions that w and tp reach ^ together, and, moreover,
tliat cos » does not contain any other irrational factor in sin ^ but
cos <p^ we get

cos„ = '-2if'\.=A4l]!!^), withi=i(m-l)(m + 3), A=}(m-lP.'

Now a^ J'P{'<'-ks\f<t-) l.encetau4(a, +« = ":^^tand,.
l+A-sui-0 2

But in order that a should increase'gradually from to At, as

<t>
does, h must be less than 1, and m less than 3.

Again, if c and a are two moduli, so related that

(1
sin-0m

1 + 1 sm-0
it will bo found possible in general to satisfy the above equation,
and thus wc get

,Jm-^\)[m + Z?
^jjj

,»_("'-!)'(« + 3) .

16wi^ 161/1
'

whence m most be between 3 and 1 111 order tliat a and c may both
be real proper fractious.

Hence A(a, 6)) =

- sin'^

• A{«,*)

;

l-t-k ^m-tp

and this, combined wirh the above diflerential relation, gives

dta _ Tiidtp

A{a, w) A[c, tp)

or, integrating, F(a, a>) = jnYic, tp),—a relation between two functiong
of the first kind, whose moduli depend in general on tho quantity
m, which may be taken at will between the limits 1 and 3.

The modulus a is always "greater than c, for we have
^_i ._,

; and m + 3-(m--m)-(l + 7)!)(3-OT),
a m+ 3

which is always positive. Wc have seen that a and c are deter-

mined by means of the rcgulaior m wlien it is known ; it can be
found from either of them by solving a biquadratic.

Again, the complements of the moduli are found by

(m-H)(3-
B? Um^

(M-H)'(3-m)
16;/t

whence follows the simple relation

\'ac-l-\^= l.

Application of this transformation to integrals of the second and
third kinds gives rise to the remark that the trisection of an
indefinite function of the first kind may be reduced to depend oi^

the solution of two cubic equations.

218. Now, starting with a given modulus c, an infinite series of
moduli increasing towards the limit 1, and an infinite series decreaB-
ing towards the limit 0, may bo formed, and we may denote the
latter by a notation analogous to the former. Let them be in the
increasing order c, c,, Cji, Cm, k'\, and in the decreasing order
<^, <^o> 1^001 ^''' ; "nd similarly for tlie complements, the regulators,
and the amplitudes. Thus, by the first scale, any integral of the
first kind, having a given mojulus and amplitude, can be trans-
formed into another with any modulus in the series . . . c*'^, c^j,c,

t/, c". . . and from this by the second to any in the other series

formed from the same c by a different law, depending on extrac-
tions of square and cube roots.

Lcgendre arranges the moduli iu a sort of infinite chess-board,
having c in the centre, and tho moduli derived according to each
scale in rectangular directions, and notices how remarkable is this
infinite multitude of transformations which the same function
F(c, <p) may be submitted to, without changing its nature whilo
preserving tho same ratio between the new function and the old
for all values of tho amplitude ; in vain, he adds, T^ight a second
example be sought of a function which should be reproduced
under so many different forms, and to which, more justly than
to the logarithmic spiral, might be applied James Bernoulli's
device, '* Eadem mutata resurgit."

219. The first volunje of the Ti-aili also contains the reduction
to elliptics of a great number of integrals, the development of
elliptic integrals in series proceeding by sines and cosines of
multiples of the amplitude, and calculations of some definite
integrals, single and double, which can be expressed by elliptic

integrals. The applicalioTis are, in geometry to the surface of an
oblique cone, to that of an ellipsoid, and to a geodesic on a
spheroid ; and iu mechanics, to the rotation of a solid, to the
motion of a body under tho attraction of two fixed centres, to the
attraction of homogeneous ellipsoids, and to the orbit described
under a given central force.

The second volume contains details of the calculation of the
integrals, and such tables of them as have to be constructed in order
that the use of these functions may b'e intioduced into analysis just
as circular and logarithmic functions are employed. Here, Legendre
excludes the thought of reducing to tables functions of the third
kind, since they contain besides the principal variable two arbitrary
quantities ; and so the tables should be of triple entrv a ibiug
altogether immanageablc. Besides these, this volume contains a
treatise ou Eulorian integrals, and an appendix on spherical
/unctions and on quadratures.

The third volume of the TraM contains three supplements to
the theory of clUptic functions, dated 1S28, 1829, 1832, embodying
Legendre's acceptance of the discoveries made by Jacobi and Abel
since the publication of the Traite.

220. It was owing to the strangeness of his subject that Legendro
for more than twenty years found no fellow-worker in it. "After
having employed myself for a great :.jmber of years," he says
in the preface to the ni^t supplement of tho Traite, " with the
theory of elliptic functions, of wiiich the immortal Euler had
laid the foundations, I thought I should collect the results of this
long work in a treatise, and this I published in the month of
January 1827. Up to that geometei-s had taken almost no part in
this kmd of researches ; but hardly had my work seen the lighlJ

it3 name could hardly have become known to scientific foreigners

XIII. —
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when I learned with omml suipiiso ami sntisfartioii tliat two yoiin;;

geometers, MM. Jacobi of Kuuigsln-r^ and Abel of Chvisthmin, ]i;mI

saccecded by tlicir own studies in piM-fuctin/^cousidorably the thcuiy

of elliptic functions in its hi;^hcst parts."

Abel and Jacobi iiave found not only points of connoxiou for tluir

jworks with Lcgcndrc's iuvi'stigations, but linvo been able to adopt

H set of methods and points of view from his Traits, on i\\c basis of

which they have constructed tlic miglity editicc of tlie theory of

elliptic trausceudcnta. This Jacobi himself subseijuently lully

recognized. Ou May 27, 1832, he writes to Legeiidre :— *' In a noto

nt tlie end of the eighth volume of M. Crelle, I have sought to extol

the impeiishable merits of the geometer who, besiiles the numerous
und important discoveries with whicli he has enriched science, has

etrectually laid the foundations by tlic glorious labours of his life nf

two gi-eat and extended disciplines which shall hcnceforlh form the

a and the w oOevery mathematical study, 1 have at the same lime

made use of tliis opportunity to speak of Abel ami of his great

tlu'orom, which you again have tlie merit of having lir.st penetrated,

and of liaving .shown to posteiity that its develupment is the great

task remaining for it to fullil."

221. IJeforo entering into the developments due to these two
celebrated mathematicians wc .should make some niention of (lanss'.s

labours in tlie same field. These were mostly found in incom-
jdelc sketclies at tlic beginnings of dillereiit treatises, or as imli-

vidual formulae scattered among his other works. The editor of

his collected works has brought them together in the latter part of

the third volume, and states that there is evidence that Gauss was
acquainted with the relations between tlie arithmetic geometric
mean and the series proceeding by square powers in the year 1701.

iTIiis arithmetic gcomctria mean is licfined in the paper "Dcter-
iminatio atti'aetionis" published in 1818, where he .spiaks of it as

'a peculiar and most expeditious algorithm wliich lie had for many
years employed, ami intended yet to treat of more fully. _
Lotw, ?i be two positive quantities, and put m' = J(7n + ?().'*'= \/'H>i,

60 tliat -ill' and n' may be their arithmetic and geometric mean,
taking the latter always positive. Now take

m" = h{ui' + n'), n"= \/m'ii' i

= Win"n" t

nnd so on.

m"' = ^{vi" + n")j n'"

It may be seen that the series i m'\ ?»'", and w,

, &e., mpidly converge to a common limit, which we shall

denote by/i, and sinijilycall the arithmetic r/comdric mean between

VI nnd n.

iutegral

Now wo shall domoustrate that — is the vaUio of the

dr

y 2Tv'm^

,

cos-T + «- sni-T

taken t = to t = 3o0 .

For suppose that tho variable t is expressed by another t', so that

2m sin t'
sm T^-, ^.— .>-, -7; ^~n—, 1{m + iL) cos-T + 2vi sm-T

it will easily be seen that as t' increases from to D0°, 180°, 270°,

360°. T also, though not uniformly, increases througli tlic same range.

But, eirectiug the substitution,

W dr'

\J{vC^ cos'-'t + n- sin-r) ^/{m"' cosV + h'-siu-t')
'

accordingly the values of the integrals

dr / drA2n\/{'>n^ cos-T + n- siu--t) [/ *2-iT\y{iit"^ cos-t' + ?i'- siuV)

cacli taken fiom to 360° nrc ciiu.il ; and, since this may I)o carried

ou as favaswc ploaso, plainly they arc also eijuiil to the value of the
intcf»ral

Jin
from e = to 0-360°, which is phiinly — .

222. N. H. Abel (1802-29) started in tho summer of 182D to
pursue his studies nbioad, cliiefly at I'aris. Ou liis way he made
the Bcquaiutance in Berlin of A. L. CrcUo, who liad long conceived
the project of founding a matlieniatical journal, but was decided to
put this into execution by the iniportauce of tlie numerous memoirs
alreaily prepared by Abel (as also by Steiner), who conseuUil to

their publication in it. Tho first number of tlic journal appeared
during Abel's stay in Berlin, and each cojiy in the first four
volnmos contained papers by him. These and other published
papers are reprinted in the fij-st volume of his collected works
(Cttriatiauia, 1839). The second volume contains mostly pai>er3

found after his deatli, nearly all in this volume having been written
bcfaro Abel began his travels. These, tlierefore, first claim our
ittention oftci' Logendro's iDdoi>endont investigations.

223. Elliptic inli'xials have hitbci to occupied us. We have men-
tioned (§ 207) the ]MobliMu of inversion which leads to elliptic func-

tiou.s, viz., that if u = V\it, di), then V^ani », and if

u = / , , wc have .''-sin anu^
Jo V(l-.C=)(l-KV-0

Taper viii. (vol. ii.), is headed "licmarkablc Mopcrtics of the fuuc.

tion determined by the eiptaliou

J II. ill/- (te{ (a - !/)(((, - //){«., - -/) {<:,. .'/)[' = 0.

/// being any function of // wdiieh does not lieeonic 7rio or infinite

when y = n, ii^, a.,, . . . n,„." In it this problem of invci-siou of

Ihc more general (hypcrelliptie) integral in which the square ro<>t

contains a luuction of tlie degree ni + l is attcni]it<-d ; and, thiiiigh

it has since been shown by ,laeobi (t'lrllr, xiii.) that the inversion

of liypcrcllijitic integrals is a ilillcrcnt problem from wiial is here,

proiioscd, Abel at any rale in this short pa['cr had established the

c-vislclice of two periods for clliplic functions,

224. ^Ve saw in g 210 that Ijcgcndro, in comparing Iwo (•lli]ilic

integrals of the tliird kind, found a certain relation conncclingwilli

integrals of the first and second kinds two sncli inti'grals of tint

third kind, iu which the aignmcnt ami parameter are inlcrchanged.

This relation recurs to us in an extended form in the paper of

Abel (ix., vol. ii.) "(In a reniaikalile iiroperly of a very extended

class of transcendent functions." Deliniiig // or i|/.c liy the ditlercn-

tial eijuatiou i/./.t \-~ .
^.c = 0, wliere ip,c= a-f aj.e 1 a^e--l- . . •

j

Bnd/L = /3-»-/3,.e-H/3..r-4- . . . ,
he g.ds

' .>--'''-^.,..^./-.''"-.
i;,(i y .c -a ^ ^ J (» - .e)^i( . i|«(

the integrals in y being taken from a value of .v which niako»

•^.c . 0x vauish, and those iu a from a \aluo of a whiih destmys

— "When wc imt il.'' =—= in this, it liccomes the theorem for tlic

interchange of argument and paramrtrr for liyperclli]ilic integral.**.

225. "The first works of Abel wliich altiacti-d nttenlinu," writes

his editor, "were his memoirs on the inipo.ssibilily of the general

resolution of algcbnuc equations higln'r than the fcturlh degree, ami
his researches on elliptic functions. Simultaneously with Abel, and
without being acquainted with his works, M. Jacobi uf Ktinij^sberg

began to treat the theory of elli[itic functions. Thus a rivaliy exists

between these two men of exalted genius in their treatises on these

functions. Abol tnld nio that during bis stay at I'aris iu 182G he
had already completed the essential part of the juinciples he .sub-

ftCfpiently ruuuciati-d regarding the.si; funcliuns, ami that he would
have much wished to postpone tlic pulilicaliou of his dist'ovories

until he coul.1 compose a comjilete theory of thcni, had not in Ihe

meanwhile 51. Jacobi entered the lists."

2:^6, On Oetobir 2-1, 182G, Abel wrote from Taris:— *'I havo just

finished a large treatise ou a certain eUiss of tran^c^ndent fnnetiong

for presentation to tho Institute, and that will take place next

Monday. 1 dare without ostentation say it is a treatise which will

give satisfaction. I am curious to hear the opinion of tho Institute

about it." He had not deceived himself in the signilicancc and
reach of this fundamental theorem ; yet in the Academy judgment
njion the work was defened, so that Abel two years later (Jan. C,

1820), felt himself calh-tl upon to send to Crelle the following,

which appeared in the fourth volume of Wx^Jounud ( JForhi, i.p.324).

227. *' Dcmonstrotiuii of a general 2Jrv2)crf>/ if a certain class of
transcendentfunctions.

'
' Theorem.—Let y he a function of a; which satisfies any irfcducible

equation of the form

0=7'o+i'i?/+;'::r+ • • +^'1-0"^^ + '/* • . • (1)»

where
^),i, p^, . . . jU-t are integer fnnrtions of the variable .r. In

like manner let Qq, Ii, - fl<i~i he integi-r functions of a-, ami

O = !7o + !7i!/ + ?::!/"+ • • • +?"-i2/"~^ - •
.

•_
(2)

a similar c([ualion, and let ussuppo.so tliccocnjticnts of the dill'erent

powers <if x iu these functions variable. Let these be denoted by
a, a\ «"..,. l>y reason of the two equations (1) and (2), x will'

be a function of a, «', a", &.c. ; and wc shall determine its vahics

by eliminating y. Let us denote by

f.
= (3)

tne result of elimination, so that p will contain only the variables

X, II, a', kc. Let /* be tho degree of this equation in .'•, and let its

ju roots be
.Tj, x... . . . y^ -:? . v»;,

which will be so many functions of «, «', a",^L: ^ ^
" Now, if/(ic, y) denote any rulional function of a: uudj", uud wo

make
^x=/f{x, y)dx. . (5),
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n).

then the transccmlent function i^(x) will possess the general

property expressed by the following equation

—

TifX^ + i^x^-i- . . . fv^= w + *jlogVi + A-2logu.+ . . . +A-nlosr„.. . (6),

if. I'l, p.,, . . . V.,, being rational functions of a, a\ a", . . , and

ti, A-,,
.
'. . I'm constants.

" Demonstration.—To prove this theorem it is enough to express

the first member of equation (6) as a function of a, a\ a", &c.
;
for

thereby it will reduce to a rational differential, as we shall see.

"First, the ti\-o equations (1) and (2) will give y as a rational func-

tion of a:, a, a', a". . . Similarly the equation (3) will give for dx

an expression of *he form

dx = ada + a'da + Q."da" + &c.

,

where a, a', a" . . . are rational functions of a, a, a', a", &c. Thence
it follows that the differential /(a*, i/)dx can be put under the form
/{x,y)dx = <pxda + <pixda' + ip.;^da" + kc., where <px, ip^x, . . . are

rational functions of x, a, a', a", kc. Integiating, we get

^x ^J" (<pxda + <p ^xda' + . . .); and from this we conclude, since

this equation holds when we put for a; its ^ values,

ij'.rJ + ij^Xa + . . . +i|'ar^=y{0Xj + ^X2+ . . . +<px^)da

+y"(0ia^i + *^i^2 + . . + <i>i^fjda' + kc.

"In, this equation the coefficients of the differentials da, da',

&c., are rational functions of a, a', a" . . . and ofa;,, a-j, . . . a'fi

;

bnt they are besides symmetrical in x^, a^, . . . a*^ ; therefore, by
a well-known theorem, they can be expressed rationally in terms

of rt, «', a" . . . and the coefficients of the equation p = ; but

these latter are themselves rational functions of the variables

a, a\ a" . . . so that finally the coefficients of da, da\ da", kc,
of equation (7) will be go too. Therefore, integrating, we have an
equation of the form (6).

"I propose on another occasion to develop numerous applications

of this theorem, which will throw a ^eat light on the nature of the

transcendental functions it deals with."

228. Abel died of consumption, April 6, 1829, having been con-

fined to bed nearly three months ; and of the applications promised
nothing appeared or has since been found in his remains. More-
over, except the note that he had presented the memoir to the

Academy, which appears in the paper "On some general properties

of a certain sort of transcendental functions" {JVorks, i. p. 288),

Abel hardly seems to have expressly referred to it, though he
mentioned the theorem (November 25, 1828, Works, ii. p. 258) to

Legendre, adding that on this general property he had in fact

founded the whole theory of elliptic functions.

229. But notwithstanding, his contemporaries were not slow to

estimate the value of his analysis. The statement in Crclh's

Journal revealed to Jacobi the entire significance of tliis *' funda-

mental theorem of analysis," and his admiration breaks forth to

Legendre on the 14th March 1829 :
—"What a discovery of Abel's

is that generalii;atiou of Euler's integial ? But how does it happen
that this discovery, perhaps the most important our century has
made in mathematics, though communicated two years since to

the Academy, h^s been able to escape the attention both of you
and your fellow members ?" To this question Legendre answers
(April 8, 1829) ;

— '* I shall not close this letter without answering
yours relative to M. Abel's beautiful paper, which was printed in

the last number of Crclh's Journal, and which had been presented
to the Academy by its author in the last months of 1826. M.
Poisson was then president of the Academy. The committee
named to examine the memoir weie M. Cauchy and myself. We
perceived that the memoir was almost illegible ; it was written
with very faint ink, the characters badly formed ; it was agreed
on that we should ask the author for a better copy, and one easier

to be read. So things remained. M. Cauchy kept the manuscript
up to this without doing anything further about it. The author,
SI. Abel, appears to have gone away without caring what became
of his memoir. He furnished no copy, and no report was made.
However, I have asked M. Cauchy to give me the manuscript,
which never was in my hands, and I shall see what there is to be
done, to make up, if possible, for the little attention he bestowed
on a production which no doubt deserved a better fate."

230. The third and last supplement of Legendre to his great
work is dated March 4, 1832, and concludes as follows :

— " Here we
shall terminate the additio- s we proposed to make to our work,
taking advantage of the recent discoveries of MM. Abel and Jacobi
in the theorj' of elliptic functions. It will be remarked that the
most important of tnese additions consists in the new branch of
analysis we have deduced from the theorem of M. Abel, and which
had hitherto remained quite unknown to geometers. This branch
of analysis, to which we have given the name ' theory of ultra-ellip-

tic functions,' is of infiniteiy greater extent than that of elliptic

functions, with wliich it has very intimate relations ; it is composed
of an indefinite number of classes, each of which divides into three
kinds, as do elliptic functions, having besides a great number of
properties. We have only been able to glance at this matter, but

no doubt it will be gradually enriched by the labours of geometers,
and at length will form one of the finest parts of the analysis of
transcendents." At nearly the same time Legendre wTote toCrelle-
*' The work, so far as I am concerned, has given me the profound
satisfaction of rendering conspicuous homage to the genius of M.
Abel, in making felt all the merit of the beautiful theorem which
was his discovery, and which maybe characterized ^s Monumcntvm
,rrc pcrennius." In liis remarks on this third supplement of

Legendre {CrcUc, riii.) occur the notable words of Jacobi :
—"We

hold it (the Abelian theoremj to be the greatest mathematical dis-

covery of our time, although it remains for a future, perhaps long
distant, work to manifest its whole significance."

231. The name which Jacobi thus applied, the..Abelian theorem,
has since adhered, and the functions to which it refers have been
called Abelian functions, the term hyper- or ultra-elliptic having
been restricted to that particular class in which tlie square root of

a polynomial is the only irrational quantity introduced ; while
Abelian functions may depend on any irrationality. The neglected
paper of Abel appeared in the Memoirs of the histituic in 1841.

232. But, though the Abelian theorem was thus published during
its author's stay in Paris, his labours in other departments of the
theory of transcendents suffered no intermission. In December 1826
he writes

—"I have WTitten a large memoir on elliptic functions

which contains much that is curious, and which I flatter mystll
will not fail to fix the attention of the literary world. Amongst
other things it treats of the division of the arc of the Icmniscatc.

I have fdund that with rule and compass the lemniscate can be
divided into 2" + l equal parus, when this number 2" + ! is prime.
The division depends on au equation of the degree (2''+l)--l,
but I havo found its complete solution by moans of square roots.

This has revealed to mi' at the same time the my&teiy in which
Mr Gauss's theory of the division of the ciicumfereuce of the
circle has been v\Tapped up. 1 sec clearly how he ai rived at it,"

referring to the hist station of the Disquisitioncs Ai-ithmciioE ol

Gauss, published in 1801.

233. C. G. J. Jacobi (born Dec. 10, 1804, died Feb. 18, 1851)
ai»|)eared first as a discoverer in connexion with our subject in the
"Extracts of two letters to tlie editor," ]inblished in Scptembei
1S27 in the Astronomische Naclirichtcn of Schumacher, and re-

printed at the beginning of the collected IVorks, 1881. We have
seen that Legendre disterned the vast importance of the relations
which he called Landen's transformation, and discovered with
increased wonder the further transformation of the third order,

which became public in January of this same year 1827 in the
Traits. But in his first letter Jacobi states: "The integrals ol

n /
. . „

^^^ different moduli c, belong to differentthe form ,

- sin-(^vr
ti-anscendcuts. Only one system of mnctuh is known for which
they reduce into one another, and M. Legendre in his Excrciccs s-ays

even that there is only this one. But in fact there arc as many ol

these systems as thei-e are prime numbers, that is to .say, theru is au
infinite number of these systems, all independent, each answering
to a prime number ; the system heretofore known an^wei-s to the
prime number 2."

This is already, without proof, a statement of the general theorem
of transformation of elliptic integrals of the first kind. If TJ be a
certain odd function of sin ^ of any degree n, and V a certain even

function of sin ^ of degree n - 1, then, putting sin <p =— , the co-

efficients of these functions may be determined so as to satisfyyd<p f d-.^
, , ,

/,-—o.
-^=^~"V y^- .̂- T^ ; and each of these suKstitu-

VI -c-Sin-0 J VI -k-sin^
tions gives a new system of moduli.

Further, Jacobi notices that sin i// can bo in an almost analogous
manner expressed by sin 6, so as by composition of the two integral

equations to satisfy the relation

y dfp _ f de

Vi~c2'sinv Vvrc sinV
Thus the substitution which

-^sin^e

serves to give n times the tran-

scendent can be divided into two of a simpK-r nature, and thi.s

substitution gives sin(|) expressed by a fraction whose numerator
contains the odd powers of sin 6 up to n-, and its denominator the

even powers of it up to 7i- - 1.

Without giving the general proof, the transformations of Uic tliird

and of the fifth degrees arc here actually cffecteJ, and connct ted

with multiplication and dinsion for the numhcrs 3 and 5 ; .nnd thus

for the first time the algebraic solution of the equiitiou of the nifilli

de^jree which trisects the tmnscc-n'lcnt is given.

234. Legendre could not fit first bcliovcin the existence of ju alj;'-

braic transformation belonging toany urbitraiy df-giLi:, and th «ught

Jacobi trusted to mere induction. But he >oon iJiniirid the jn >-

fundity andrigour of Jacobi'sanalyfeison rccdving from himaletti r,

dated Aug. 5, 1S27, in which it is s,tated that, ifjj he anyodrl nun-
ber, we can by a rational substitution,
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r(A + A':=-i + A";P-0

B + B':= +
anive at the equation

dx ^
V(l-^)(1-K=a;-)

'^
^v'(l-;=^)(T^-?)

'

Moreover, tliis substitution can bo roiikced by two in succession,

__ y(a + a'y-+ . . . +aV~^) ;(a + iiV+ . . . +a"gf-')

6+S'i/- + r. . . JV"' ' " /3 + e':-+ . . .
+/3":y-'

the first substitution transforming the elliptic function into another
of different modulus, so that

dx Mrf?/

aV)
and the second returuiog to the original

d)j _ }} dz

V(l-2/2)(l-A^)"M V(l-22)(1-K^)*

Now, giving 7; different vahies, we sec that each given modulus Is

one in an infinite scale of moduli intp which it may be transformed

hy an algebraic and oven rational substitution. This letter, moreover,

contained the two theorems giving the general formula in a trigono-

metric form.

235. Subsequently Jacobi, on January 12, 1828, brought under
the notice of Legendre the works of Abel on elliptic functions,

which Crelle had published,—but in his own notation. Abel, he
says, begins with the analytic expression of all the roots of the

equations of higher degrees on which the division of elliptic func-

tions depends. Taking sin <p = i tan i^, where i=-\/ -1, and

d<f>Avr -A.

we have, if k' be the complement of k,

dip id^

11 + 1, if the transformation Ik' of the order of the number «,

supiiosed riime. These symmetric equatious are, for a= S and S,

v.* - t>'±2i«-(l - 11-1;=) - 0, 11'^ - i" + SiiVi i(? - tr)± 4!a-(I - n'r') = ,

putting 1'=. i'lf, v= i/\.

These equations he names modular equations, and notices as

remarkable that tbey have their simplest forms when expressed iu

the fourth roots of the moduli. He also gives the differential

equation of tho third degree which all these algebraic equaticns

satisfy, viz.,

3{dK-d'\- - d\-d-K-) - 2dKd\{dKd''\ - rf\d'ic)

Moreover, in sonic cases the same modulus reappears, and tlie trans-

formation becomes multiplication. Tliis takes place in all cases

wben n is the sum of two squares, ?i= rt- + 4i-, « being v'^, anil the

elliptic function becomes multiplied by rt±2W. Similarly with all

moduli wliieh are connected by any scale with «=V^' ^ kind of

multiplication not having an analogue in circular arcs.

236. In answer to a request of Legendre that he would furuisU

him with tho clue to his iliscoveries, Jacobi wrote, April 12,

1828:—" Having found (March 1827) the equation

T^

M
"

dx
U
dx

'

Vl - K^ siu^^ Vl - k'" sinn^

whence sin am (i'f, K) — i tan am (^, «')>

which is a "fundamental'theorem of M. Abel."

•'Further, we have in general sin am(^ + 4inK + 47]i'iK')= sin am f

,

where m and m' are positive or negative integers, and K is the com-
plete function

-^ Vl - K^ sinV

and K' the complete function corresponding to «'.

We see then that the roots of this higher equatiou for dividing

the elliptic function ^ into n parts will be of the form

sin am ^ ;

n

a. formula which involves as many as n^ roots, if we make m, m'
successively take the values^O, 1, 2, . . . n-1.
Abel next reduces the division of any elliptic function { to the

division of the complete function K. In fact, if a, $ be any roots

of a::"= l, the expression I 2a'"3"* sin am^
J

,
giv-

ing viy ni' all the values 0, 1, 2 ... 7i - 1, will not change if we put

instead of sin am -L any other root, sin am ^ ^—+j*_i— j^ ^jjj
n ?t

thus be symmetrical in these roots, and may therefore be expressed

by sin am ^, and by constant but irrational quantities of the form
47)iK + im'iK'sm am ^— .

n
Now giving a, 3 all possible values produces n^ combinations,

and thereby the values of all the roots. The division of the com-
plete function, which depends in general on an equation of the

|(7t^-l) degree, is reduced to one of the rt + l degree, n being a

prime Humber. For if w = ^ —- , «id gr be a primitive root

of the congruence a-"-^ = 1 (mod n), abo <p (oj) any trigonometric
function of the amplitude of a, and a a root of :i;''-i = l, we attain
this by considering tho expression

[<f>{w) + a<p{gw) + a'^<pig-oi)+ . . . +o''--0(9''-2«)]"-i

which is symmetrical in

0(w), i>{gw), tp{g-w) . . . </>(g'"-=w).

But symmetric functions of these quantities can only haven-! 1

different values, answering to ^ = 0, /u' — 1; ti= l, ^'= 0; ^= 1, /i'-=

1, 2, 3, . . . n-\. So they will be determined by an algebraic

equation of the degree n + 1.

In conclusion, Jacobi mentions researches of his own, which led

him to the conclusion that if a modulus « can be transformed into

another \, they are connected by an algebraic equation of the degree

I recognized that for any number, n, transformation was a determinate

problem of algebraic analysis, the number of arbitrary constants

being always equal to that of conditions. By indeterminate
coefficients I formed the transformations for the numbers 3 and 5.

The biquadratic equation to which the former led me having nearly

the same form as that which serves for trisection, I began to sus-

pect some relation. Fortunately I happened to remark in these two
cases the other transformation complementary to multiplication.

At this stage I wrote my fii-st letter to M. Schumacher, the method
being general and verified by examples. Subsequently, examining

more closely the two substitutions z = ^ , y
1

I saw that when weimder the form presented in my first letter,

put ar='sm am'^ , z must vanish, and, as in the said form — was
3 a

positive, I thence concluded that y must vanish also. In this

manner I fouhd by induction the resolution into factors, which being
confirmed by examples, I gave the general theorem in my second
letter. Having remarked the equation sin am (i^, k) — i tan am (f, k),

I next drew from it the transformation from k' to A'. I had
then two difleient transformations, one from « to a smaller modu-
lus X, the other from k' to a larger one V. Thence I conjectured

that exchanging inicr sc ic and A, y and A', the analytic expression

of the complementary transformation would be got. The demon-
strations were found only subsequently."

237. Equally interesting is Legendre's reply (June 16, 1828):

—

i
" As to what yon told me of the train of ideas which led you to

' your beautiful discoveries on elliptic functions, 1 see that we have
!
both run some risks,—you in aunouncing discoveries not yet in-

I

A'ested with the seal of a rigorous demonstration, and I in publicly and

j
unrestrictedly giving them my full and entire approbation. "Wchave
neither of us to repent of what we have done. ... I saw very
clearly that results such as those you had obtained could be no effect

of chance or of a faulty induction, but only of a profound theory
based upon the nature of things.

"

238. Of Gauss's investigations in this branch of mathematics
Jacobi makes mention in his first letter to Legendre (August 5,

1827). These researches "are not the only ones which have been
undertaken in Germany bi the same subject; M. Gauss having heard
of them let me know that he had developed as far back as 1808 the
cases of division into 3, 5, and 7 parts, and found at the same time
the new scales of moduli referring to them." Again, April 12,

1828:—"As to M. Gauss, he has not yet published anything in

elliptic functions, but it is certain he has made beautiful discoveries.

If he has been anticipated and perhaps sui-passed, it is a penalty

due to the veil of mystery he has spread over his works. I am not
personally acquainted with him, as I studied philology at Berlin,

where there are no distinguished geometers." Legendre, however,
cannot believe that discoveries of such reach can be left unpublished,

as was actually the case with Gauss. *' If lil. Gauss, " Legendre writes

to Jacobi, April 14, 1828, "had fallen upon such discoveries, which
in my eyes surpass all hitherto done in analysis, most assuredly he
would have lost no time in publishing them."

239. Simultaneously with the announcements of Jacobi just men-
tioned there appeared in September 1827, in Crelle, the first part

of Abel's " Recherches sur les fonctions elliptiques," and accom-
panying the second part (Feb. 12, 182S) a statement that, " having
finished the preceding memoir on elliptic funcrtions, a note on the
same functions by Mr C. G. J. Jacobi, inserted in No. 123 of M.
Schumacher's iVff<rA.n'(.Vt/'i, has reached me. M. Jacobi gives the
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following,' theorem. . . . Th;> driinnt theorem, which If. Jacoln
gives without (lemonstratirm, is containcil as a particular case in
formula 'I'll of tlie forcgoin;; memoir (which is the formula of
of g 246 i'i/i'(f), ami is fundamentally the sanie as that of formula
270." This ho procccils to show.

'2-iO. The *' Kuchert-hcs " jircseut a great ami complete theory of
elliptic transcemlcnts. Startinc with the inverse function <p{a) as

that (letemiinoil hy o=/-7=

—

^^
—= and sin e= <pa= x, which by

dB'vl-&in-8 = dd>a= dx "iveso=/ -7 -
--^^ •' ; , Ahel noticed^ ° Jo \\1 - x-){l ~ C-X-)

that the formula; become simpler hy supposing* c- negative = -c-,

and for symmetry writes 1 —c'.v^ instead of 1 -3-, so that the func-

tion ^0= ^ will he given hy the equation

r (fx

'0 V(i-

<t>a=\'{r-

c'ji:'){l+c-x-)

or by <t>a= \'(\ -c-(ti-a){\ + c-(f>-a),

ami for lirevity two other functiODs/a = Vl - c-^'^a, Fa =

ore introduced.

vr+ c-ip-a

After establishing the double ijcriodicity, and determining the

zero and infuiito values of these functions, Abel proceeds to the

development of the forniulie of multiplication to determine ^(/la),

/(?ia), F(?ia) in rational functions of <p{a), f{a), F(a).

He next enters on tlie solution of the more difficult problem of

the division of elliptic functions, which is the principal object of

the memoir, Abel proves the algebraic expressibility of the func-

tions
<t>

I ° \ , f(~-^ \, '^ ( -^— I
as functions of 0{a),

/(a), F(a) iu the form

rv»+l V"-

1 which

^\^+...+(a...„+Va,^„-b-«)^h(Aj+ VAli

and the quantities C, D are rational functions of iAi(/3)i wnile the

qnantities A, B are similar functions of i^(2ji+1)/3. Thus these

equations give <t>(B) algebraically expressed by .^,(3), and then 0i{e)

.ilgebraically by^(2« + l)/3. So, replacing /3 by
^^ ^

. we get

^ [
——

] as an algebraic function of ipa ; and similarly for /
and F.

241. The priority of this beautiful discovery Jacobi ascribes un-

conditionally to Abel. To Legendre he writes (March 14, 1829)-

—

"You suppose 1 have found means of expressing algebraically trigo-

nometric functions of the amplitudes you denote by a„, adding that

without that my formula would contain coefficients I could not

determine. But that is quiU impossihU in the general case, and is

done only for special values of the modulus. Jly formula, which
gives the algebraic expression for sin am u by means of sin amnw,
supposes known the section of the complete function. In this

manner, for more than a century, the diWsion of an arc of a circle

could be solved algebraically, supposing known that of the complete

eircumforence, this latter having been given generally only in these

later times by the works of II. Gauss...You see then that M. Abel
has proved this important theorem, as you call it, in his first memoir
on elliptic functions, although he has not dealt in it with transfor-

mation, and does not appear even to have thought when he wrote

that his formula and tlieorems would find such an application.

The transformed modulus, or, which amounts to the same thing, the

regulator, being supposed known, it is still necessary to resolve an
equation of degree \{n - 1) to arrive at the quantities sin%m(2^»),

or at the section of the complete function. Thus you had only to

solve a quadratic in the case' of n = 5. M. Abel proved that M.
Gauss's method applies nearly word for word to the solution of

these equations, so that it is only the modular eouations that we
are unable to solve algebraically.

"

242. Starting from the solution of the problem of multiplication

and division, 0(2ji + 1)3 is exhibited by Abel as the quotient of

two double products, the factors of which depend linearly on 0(^).

Thence, putting g «—^— , and n = oo
, the development of the in-

verse function 0(a) is derived in double products and double sums,

the factors of which are linear in a ; accordingly a unique analytic

expression is found for the function heretofore defined only by its

properties. The reduction of the double products and double sums

I'uiitiii nil. J1111J.1.J \ji. iinj iiiitoiigiiii'jiiri \ji L>a<u>'i jiiLuc

. tl'ough the first pnrt devotes no attention to the pro
formation of elliptic integrals. Moreover, this wo

to simple products and simple sums, the product devclopuieiir and
breaking up into partial fractions of the ellij'tic functions, follow-

then without further difficulties.

243. \Vith the publication of the 'Recherches ''.Abel clenr> at one
hound the limits of the investigations of Jacobi hitherto published,

robleui of tran.-^-

k drew froui

Gauss the remark:—" M. Abel has anticipated me at least in a
third part. He has just trodden precisely the same path I went
alon^ in 1793. And so I am not at all astonished at his arriving,

for the most part, at the same results. Besides, as in his deduction
he has displayed so much sagacity, penetration, and eleganre, I feel

m^'self by it relieved from the publication of my own researches."

244. The same volume of CrcUc contains, besides the fiist part of
of the "Reelierches," iudications in the paper ''Problems and
Theorems" that Abel was at the time in possession, not only of the
theory of rational transformation which Jacobi treated, but of the
general algebraic transformation, as has been made manifest subse-
quently in his collected works.

245. Before Jacobi had read the " Recherches " he published a
proof of the general theorem of rational transformation in Xo. 127
of Schumacher's Nachrichtcn, December 1827. It is based on
enumeration of the constants available, and fixing the conditions

in oi-der that the substitution i/= —may satisfy the differential

equation ^

V(l-ay)a- a»(l -

dx
a"ij)a-a"'i/)

M\'{i - i3.v)(i - ffx)a - ffx)(i - e"x)

He introduces the unique inverse function which he calls sine of the
amplitude, sin am, and gives the value of

(lTx)/l±

\-y'

2K
n
2n + \

n-^itli
2I1-H

1- K-ar-^sm-am--M,V..f
in + lj \

1 - K-ic- sin-am -

2n+lJ \ 2n+lJ

as satisfying the differential equation (M being constant)

V(l - 3~'){l - K-X-) V(l - Jf){l - \hf)

The value of y is derived fiom this, and Jacobi remarks that this^

theorem holds generally, but does not embrace all the solutions of

the problem.

246. The second part of the " Recherches " was finished by Abel
February 12, 1828, and appeared immediately in CrcUc. The first

problem treated is the algebraic expressibility of the function <*>( — \

when certain relations, as for the lemniscate, hold between c and c
The principal application of this is the expression of the function by
square roots whenever n is of the form 2" or 1 -f- 2", the latter being

prime. He then proceeds to deal with the general treatment of

rational transformation, which he presents in the following form.

If o he
(^^^ + A)" + 0"-/^)g

271 + 1

m and fx is prime to 27J + 1, we shaii have

where

, where at least one of the integers

A.
dx

(ip'a - x')((jr2a - .T-) .

c-x'){l + eV)Y

(l-heV0'a.a:=)(l+eV022a.x'-), . . (l + cV^^jio . if)
'

14[.(^.a)..(^.2a)....(^.,,a)J.

/being an indeterminate, so that there only exists a singlft relation

between the quantities c^, c^, c, e. The section concludes with the

words—"To have acompletetheory of the transformation of elliptic

functions, it would be necessary to know all the transformations

possible ; now I have succeeded in demonstrating that they are all

got by combining that of M. Legendre with those contained in the

above formula, even when xvc are lookingfor ike most general relation

between any number of elliptic functions. This theorem, the con-

.sequences of which embrace nearly the whole theory of elliptic

functions, has led rae to a very great number of fine properties of

them." '
''^

247. The same number of Crellc contained, in an extract/rom a

letter by Jacobi, "Note sur les fonctions elliptiques," the exhibi-

tion of sin am na the quotient of two series © and H, or as they^
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^vcre snhsequontly called the Q ami G^ functions ; also appended to

this, the development of^ -- hy powers oX q = c K
^
the expon-

ents of which are the squares of the natural numbers ; as also the

very important development of Vk as quotient of two series pro-

ceeding by square powers of q and ^4—resales whose importance

was at once accepted by Lngendre. Regarding the result in this

paper, that to a given modulus for a prime degree of transformation

n there always correspond ?i + 1 other transformed moduli got by
i 1 1

putting 7", 5"", a^", . . . a^-'^q^ for g, where a" = l, Jacobi re-

marks, "Thus M. Abel will see that imaginary transformations

had not escaped me."
248. Jacobi's well-known construction for the addition and

muUiplication of elliptic functions bij the arcs determined on a
circle by Ihc vertices of an inscribed polygon, xvhose sides toitch other

circles coaxal with it (or, as he entitled it, application of elliptic

transcundcnts to a known problem of elementary geometry—to

find the relation between the distance of tho centres and the radii

of two circles, one inscribed in, and the other circumscribed to, an
irregular polygon), is of about the same date, April 1, 1823.

Immediately afterwards, Jacobi, still ignorant of the second part

of Abel's "Kecherches," communicates to Legendre (April 12,

1828), the forms of development detailed in the work we have just

spoken of for the sin am, for the modulus of tho integral, and for

the period K, and notices that these formulx will not be without
interest for tho celebrated geometers who are engaged with the

motion of heat,—numerators and denominators of the fractions by
'

which tho trigonometric functions of the amplitude have been
expressed being often met with in that question.

249. Abel sought to generalize tho problem of transformation, m
tho publication of which he was anticipated by Jacobi.

'• We may regard this theory " he says (May 27, 1828), " from a

much more general point of view, proposing as a problem of indeter-

minate analysis to hnd all possible transformations of an elliptic

function which can be effected in a certain manner. I have
attained the complete resolution of a great number of problems
of this kind,—among them the following:—To find all possible

cases ill which wc can satisfy the differential equation

dy dx

V(l"cxVj(i_^^2y2)~ V(l-c-^a:2)(l-c-V) ' ' ' 0)

by putting for ?/ an algebraic function of .r, rational or irrational.

This problem may be reduced to the case that y is rational. For we
can snow that, If (1) holds for an irrational value of y, wo can always
deduce from it another of the samo form in which y is rational

by suitably changing tho coefficient a,—the quantities c^, c,, c, e

remaining the sam.o. Tho first method which presents itself for

resolving this problem when y is rational is that of undetermined
coefficients. But this is a very fatiguing process. The following,

1 believe, deserves tiie attention of geometers, leading as it does to

a complete solution in the simplest manner."
Tho theorem of the reducibility of the general problem of trans-

formation to tho rational is, however, stated without proof in this

paper, but the problem of rational transformation, based on con-
siderations of periods for the original and transformed elliptic func-
tion, is strictly treated. It is shown to resolve into simpler
analogous problems whenever the number characteristic of the
trani^formation is a compound one, and the equation of transfor-

mation itself is stated to be algebraically soluble. Lastly, Abel
enters more closely into the case of equality of tho transformed
moduli of the integrals (viz., Ci = c, Cj = c), which has subsequently
ooiiitituted the theory of the complex multiplication of elliptic

functions. The multiplier a of tho transformation is found in the
necessary form n' + \/ ~ fi, where fi and fi signify two rational num-
bers, of which the latter must be essentially positive ; and Abel
adils — 'Mf we attribute to a such a value, we can find an infinity

of dill'erent values- of c and c which render the problem possible.

All those values are expressible by radicals/' Regarding the
subji'ct of this paper, Jacobi remarks to Legendro (June 14, 1829),
•'Abel's principal merit iu the theory of transformation consists in

his tU'inonstration thcit^r formula C7nhracc all possible algcb7-aic

siU'sli/iitions, and this gii'cs a high degree of perfection to this

theory."
Joii. In the "Suite des notices surles fonctions elliptiqnes," dated

July 21, lS2S(CV(7/f, vol. iii. ), Jacobi introduces his functions ©
.nnd II as ituh-pcrulcot fundamental functions on which to base the

theory of f'lli|itie transcendents; a conception to which also Abel
was simnltiuiLOUsIy loti, and width he gave utterance to in writing
to Legt-ndre, Nov. 25, 1S23:—"The theory of elliptic functions

has led me to consider two new functions which enjoy several

remarkable properties." Abel desired, (luite in analogy with
Jacobi's principle, to treat of the properties of these new trans-

cendents apart from the invei-se function of the elliptic integral,

but the priority of publication of this discovciv is Jacobi's. smco
Ihc complctiou of the second part of the " Precis d'unc thcoric dcs

fonctions e'uptiqucs," which was to contain all these investiga-

tions, was interrupted by Abel's unexpected death.

The above-mentioned work by Jacobi next contains the theorems
expressing elliptic integrals of second and third kinds by d functions.

Kegardiug the formula of reduction of the integral of the third kind
by aid of the $ functions, Jacobi remarks a characteristic property
to Legendre (September 9, 1828);

— "Moreover it shows that elliptic

functions of the third kind into which three variables enter reduce
to other transcendents which contain only two,"—a discovery which
Legendre was greatly interested in, though he found difficulties in

the distinction of real and imaginary parameters, expecting that the
introduction of an imaginary parameter involved three independent
quantities in the integral, and so there should be four kinds of

elliptic functions instead of three.

Jacobi, however, repeats the above assertion in his demonstration

of the relation U{ic,a) = uZ{a) + ^\oQ
i{u - a)

(Ore/^e.iv.):—"Thi3
Q(u + a)

latter formula shows that elliptic functions of the th'rd kind which
depend on three elements can be reduced to other tianscendenta
which contain only two." Later, Jacobi WTote to Legendre (May 23,

1829):— "As regards elliptic integrals of the third kind with circular

parameter, they do not admit of a reduction analogous to that of the

logarithmic kind. In a general analytical sense not distinguishing

between real and imaginary values, a formula embraces all cases
;

but in applying to numerical calculation cases must be distin-

guished." And again, "as to the numerical calculation of elliptic

integrals of the third kind with circular parameter, I ilo not think
you should too much regret the inconvenience that they cannot be
reduced to tables of double entry."

251. The collected statement of his investigations, published by
Jacobi as his Fundamenta nova Theorise Functionum Ellipticarum in

1829, contains two main divisions, the first on the transformation
of elliptic functions, the second on their evolution. We have
already indicated many of the principles contained in this work, the

most important of all being that of the double periodicity of these

functions. As Jacobi says {Wnrks, i. p. 262)— "Elliptic functions

differ essentially from ordinary transcendents. They have, so to say,

an absolute manner of existence. Their principal character is to

embrace all there is in analysis that is periodical. In fact, trigono-

metric functions having a real period, exponentials an imaginary

period, elliptic functions embrace the two cases, since we have at the

same time sin am (K-t-4K) = sin am w, sin am (2t-t-2tK') = sin am «.

Moreover it is easily demonstrated that an analytic function cannot
have more tlian two periods, one real and the other imaginary, or both

imaginary (complex) if the modulus k be so too. The quotient— of

the periods of a proposed function determines the modulus of the

elliptic fum-tions by which it must be expressed by means of the

(tho expansions fur which in terms of } follow by § 258). Perhaps

it will be convenient to introduce this quotient — into analysis as

modulus in piace of k." On these principles Jacobi subsequently

founded a theory of ijyperclliptic functions.

262. Jacobi's first evolution of elliptic functions is into infinite

products, and is derived from the transformation from \ to k, which
is expressed by sin ani(jM(, k)

sj k

sin Timi ~

sin am _— sinacaM
4()t-l)A'

and equivalent forms, by writing in the

equations of transformation, for n, -,and allowing 7» to take an
n

infinitely great value. When this is done, am
{ ^ , A j

become.!

am [ — , A )=.— — j:, and he arrives at the equations
V 7iM / 2k

25* ^.^^ J l - 2q" cos-2x + /)(l - 2^* cos 2x+ if).^2K,r
" Vt ^"' ^(1 -2j cos22: + j-)(l-2j» cos 2a: + j=)...

"

2Ki „ , /k (1 +
COS am = 2j' a/ 7-cos x -— 27'cos2j + y')(l + 27^cos2x + / )

29C0s2a: + s")(l - 2j^cos2a: + s'
-(A)

2K J- _ ,r-,(l + 2^cos 2.r + 7-')(l +Jlq^co& 2x + }»).,

^ am-^ - sjk (]rr2^c03 2i + ?=)n '-2(ft:m'U + ?«)..

from whicli are easily derived such series as

2JK
.

= 4 sill

2Kx A\/ii sin .c 4 \/f sin 3ar 4vV sin Sa , ^

•Jj cos 2,£ 4 q' 1 -2y'co.'-2.c + j'
4ft<
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The series for powers of these functions aro then investigated ; and

h is found, e.g., that the square may bo written
2Ka;

4K(K-E>) I 2g cos 2j; 4?' cos 43: 67' cos 6r

253. This cnaLlca tho second kind of elliptic integral tc bo
evolved in a scries. Tiio form introduced being called Z is related

to Legendre's E by the eq^uations

— = u, = amu, Z(h) =

F'

and the expansion is found

2K^/2K,c\ 2K3:/2K_2izPJif)

\1'

irri'i/:
. „ 2K/-,
sin-am— dx. (B)

1-f
c 5' sin ix 5' sin 6a!

254. J^cforeprocecding to tho serial development of tho tlurd kind
of integrals, tho theorems concerning their reduction to depend on
functions containing only two variables are given. It is shown
first assuming two angles tr, 5, such that F(<^) + F(a) = F(o-) and
F((»)-F(a) = F(5) that

r^ 1c^ sin a cos a Aa . sin-</' d(t>

{1 -/r »iu-a . siu-0}'^('^)r
fC):

oa two

so that the third kind of elliptic integrals, which involves tliri'c

elements, tho modulus k, the am]ditudo 0, and the parameter a {tlio

<IU3ntity — A"^in-a is what Legcndre called 7t the parameter, §205)
is reduced to integrals of the lirst and second kind, and to the new

transcendent / ^yS, each of Ihcsc depending only

rlcments.

This new transcendent we see from tho above equation, by letting

F(o,) = 2F(ii), and so •1=0.,, 5 = 0, for 0=»a, satislies tlic ciiuation

/-• i= s_in g cosaj!La. .sinV.?» /'"- i;(0K0
.

J^ (l-FsiN'asin-.A)A(.f) -^'Wl'-W
j/j, ^(,^) >

that is to saj', for the new transcendent wo may substitute the

definite integral of tho third kind in which the amplitude is equal

* lo the parameter ; anotlierstatenicntof the reducibility to functions
depending on two ricim-nts only.

The above (-'qnation (C) may be liansformnl hy tho identity

derived from the foiniulx' of § 207,

.0 . »^ 4 .'^in a cos a Aa sin cos ib A(b
.siu-ff-sm-5 = ,..,.. ^ ^

(1 -A;"-sm-a sin-0)~

ivhich gives, on introducing .tm 7/ for 0, am ^ for a, and conso<iaenl ly

nm (« ^a) for <r and am (is - n) for 5, and integrating,

/ <^/{sin-;ini{« ] ii) - b'm-iim{it ~ a)]

2ftin fimtf i'o.-i:ini it A ;inirt.sin-ani if

1 - /.-sin-am tt . sin'-'am 7c

•255. Jacobi accordingly urccpta as canonical for an inicgrnl of tin*

third kind the fonn written abovr, lip defines it by

'"'Vi.-iiinanw/. cua am (T. Aani a.sm^amu.dtc
1 -k- sin-iim a . sin-am a

yzi'iyiii
.\gain, denoting by e(it) the expression 0(h)

the integration of tho series for Z(i() (§ 253) gives

2K /•^„r2]U
H^=

J7Cos2.e

-lo"
|(l- 2fcos2j + ?')(l-27»cos2z + 7'')(l-2y'cos2z + y"')..

7' cos i V q^ cos Hx , )

l2{l-'?)^3(l-l«) + ^''i-'~''^'-

ivlicnco

{(i-lXl-rtl-f').-.}-

21w:\

/ _ ( 1 -a/cos2j: + 7')(l-27^cQs 2,iM 7"^

.

0(0)

1:

i
{(]-(?)( i-?^)(i-j=)...}'

256. This is tho first introiluetion in the Fundamcnla of theso
functions, which have boon called Ihda functions from tho original
notation adopted tor them by Jacobi, and by many writers have tc«n
named after him Jncnbimj ftautions.
Tho connexion of the integral of the third kind with theso funo-

f?e(»)tioBS follows at once from § 254. In fact, calling
du,

-©'(ii), it is

n(«, a) - uZ{a) + * log ®'"
7 "•)_„ ®:(5} + 4 ]„„ ^'•"^"K

°0(K + rt) e(o)^-'°°0(«^a)
But, since is an even function in «, 0(a) — 0( - iij,

whence n(o, u) = oZ'isUAiog®'"-::iL'

.

" 0(«+n)
Ilcncc, subtracting,

n(», a)-Tl(a, u) = iiZ(a)-aZ{u),

which is in this notation tho theorem that an integral of the third
kind can always be reduced to another in which its parameter and
amplitude arc interchanged, as was noticed by Legendro (§ 216).
The development of n(«) in a series is found by aid of the series

for sin%m a and of tho last equation in § 254. It is

2Ka;^/2KA\

„lysin2Asin2.K o-sin4Asin4a: o'sin 6A sin Ox , )

-fi 1-q' + 2(1 -y') '-w^fr'^^-s'
257. Returning from tho integrals to tho elliptic functions, the

expressions iu infinite products (A, § 252) are resumed. The occui-
rence of tho function is apparent in each of the denominators.
Introducing the dcfinitiou of a function H,

„/2Ka: 2KA\

\ T J 27} sm rH -

0(0)

and replacing
Z\\j-

27°cos23i+ ?<)(l-27<cos 2xJ_ t).j_
{(l-7)(l-7')(l-j=)...}= '

'

by K, it is easily seen that tho cx]iressious aro

Ki= A' H(K + K )V k e(«) '

6inam« = -L "W,
\lk e(K)

AamK-Vr^'" + J9.

Again, it is easilyseen that 0(m k2K) = @{u) and !!(!« + 2K)= -
Also as by substituting in for u (§ 235) wo get

iZ(i«, /•; = Z(», k')-\ ;^,_tan am(!(, r)Aam(K, k");

whence, integiating,

|^jL)=^Kreosam(«,f)?i!fLi:),
6(0, k) '0(0, .t')

'

ir(K'-(«)

it follows that 0(i« + 2iK') - - 5

as also that 0((il- iK') =

ncii).

K 0(k);

!
<K 0(!/). Visinani «.
ir(K'-gl»)

whence =/<; 4K H()i);

ami by Rnceessively repla.-:ng u by « + iK' it is hcnca secu thai
0(») and H(ii) have one real period 4K commo" with tho elliptic

functions, and that cfKK'0(;i) and rfifK^I^w) have .another ima^'in
ary pciiod 4!K' in common with them.

°

258. The expansion of the and H functions in series of cosines
and sines of nudtiplo ar'-s by the method of indeterminate coeffici-
ents determines

®f ^'^'
j
= 1 - 27 cos 2x H- 27-' cos 4 -c - 27' cos 6.-!: H 27'« cos 8x -

,

1I( — ) = 27'' shi.i'-27?sin3i- + 27'*'sin5.r-27Vsin T-c-{

and hence a new development of elli]itic functions as well as of tho
inti'gials arises.

The developments of the numerators of tho cos am and A am may
1)0 written down fro)i: the above—iu the notation subsequently used
by Jacobi

—

fe = 1 - 27 cos 2i- H 2?* cos 4.C - 2}'cos 6a; ^- . . .

e^x - 27* sin r- 271 sin 3x V 27Vsin 5a; - . . .

e,^ = 27! cos a: f 27I cps 33; + 27V cos 5i+ . . .

Oj.-;;=1+27 cos 2.;; ^ 27-' cos 4.',- + 27V0S 6a:+ . . .

IS, for iiistanco, iu his leclurcs, in which, without any pre-
supposition fiom the theory of cJliplic transcendents, he establisheit
the relations which these series fulfil, and from them a theorem of
addition for the quotients of the scries, and from this tho dillcr-

ential fonnula; which lead immediately to the elliptic iutcgrals. All
these formuhe consist of sei-ica of exjionential quantities, extending
in both directions to infinity, in which tho oi-dering clement in the
exponent rises to tho second degree. Their general form may
therefore bo written 2ciii.2+24i.-|-Cj where r takes nil ])Ositivo and
negative integer values.

259. The Fundameida Kovii a])pearod almost at tho d.ite of tlio

death of AbeL Of Abel's works, besides those w hiih wo have men-
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ticncd, the chief is the unfinished "Precis d'unc th^orio des

fonctions elliptiques," which appeared in Crelle, iv. , in 1829.
'* The whole of my researches will form a work of some extent

which I cannot yet publish, therefore I give liere a ' Precis ' of the

method I followed, and its general results." The fragment of this

iwork which has been published deals only with the integrals.

260. The consideration of the indcterminateness of the integral

we obtain C and A as qnolients of dctcrrainants of tiingle argu-
ments. For A we get

dx

s/(\-x'){l-}c'3^)

which gives rise to periodicity in the inverse function a.*= sin amw,
'has led to the consideration of the whole subject from a new
Ipoint of view. The introduction of the complex variable into

analysis by Canchy in liis Uemoire snr Us integrales dijinics prises

cntre des liinites imaginairos (1825), and by Gauss in the second

part of his Theoria Residuoriim Biquadraticorum (1831), has been

followed by the works of Puiscux ("Recherches sur les fonctions

algebriques," LiouvilU, xv. 1850), of Kiemann {Inaugural Disser-

tation, 1851, and "Theorie der Abelscheu Functionen," Crelle^

1867), and of Weierstrass ("Theorie der Abelschen Functionen,"

Crelle, 1856)—whic-h develop the subject in this more extended field,

perfecting the conception which the term function covers iij analysis,

«nd pointing out the essential distinctions in the different modes of

dependence of two quantities,—such distinctions, for instance, as

when a function is defined by a differential equation, whether it

is one-valued or not, and, if it be, whether it is integer or frac-

tional.

26-1. Inclose connexion with this is another department to which
the theory of transcendents has with great success been applied,—the

investigation of the geometrical properties of curves. The points

on a curve are expressed as functions of a parameter, and on the

nature of these functions the nature of the curve depends,—the

"deficiency" or ** Geschlccht " of the rurve (see Curve, vol vi.,

p. 725) determines the nature of the function, and any curve into

which another can be rationally transformed depends on the sarao

function.

We shall conclude with a brief application to the case of elliptic

functions and jplano curves of the third degree. It is well kno\vn

that the equation of arty non-singular cubic can be reduced to the

form
yz'^= x{x~y){x-khj)

,

where 2/= is the tangent at the point of inflexion in which the

curve meets .'b = 0, and a;= 0, a; = y, x = k-y are the tangents from

that point to the curve, their points of contact lying on s = 0.

This equation is satisfied ioentically by assuming the equations

fsX'=^m am u, p;/ = sin%m u, p:: = Aam u cos am u, which determine

any point on the curve by a parameter u. To each value of ?t

corresponds a perfectly definite jioint of the curve. But on the

other hand, to any point of tlie curve corresponds an infinite

number of values of the argununt all related to one of them,

ti,—differing from it only by a multiple sum of the periods.

The occurrence of the elliptic integral it here in this normal form

results from the coordinates chosen ; but, whatever they be, we see

that the points of the curve can be expressed by a parameter

depending on no higher irrationality than that we have intro-

dueed. When the cubic has a double point, the coordinates of any

Soint on the curve can be expressed by a paiameter without iutro-

ucing any irrationalit)'.

262. To investigate the intersections of the cubic with a right

line we proceed to derive in a simple manner a slight extension of

Eulcr's integral (§ 207). Written in Jacobi's notation it is

cosam(iii + «o) = cos arau^cos am u„ - sinam w^sinam H^Aam(i(i + Wg),

which is easily thrown iut' the form

A-'" + ^* cos am u^ cos am Wo cos am(Wi + «3)
= Aam Mj Aam u.^ A^m{u-^+u^) .

This may be extended to three arguments as follows. Denoting
ein am Ur briefly by Sr, also cos am Vr by Cr, Aam tir by Ar,

tan am «r by tr^ and cot am u^ by c^, the formula may be written

h'^-\-k'^ CiC3c(i(i-t-?(2) = AiA^A(?fj + «2) I

putting for ?/„, 'tg + Wg, and expressing, by § 207, c{iu-k-u^) and
A(w2 + ^*3) ^y functions of one argument, we get

1<P + k^C-yC„Cf{U-^ + u., -r iQ - AiA2A3A(«i + «2 + U3)

= k'S2S^^k'-s..s.^-^ c^^£i^A^c{u^-'r u.;^-\- u.^ - ^^c./^.iA{v^-Vu^^-u.^)\ •

Now the former expression is symmetrical ; denoting it by k'^s^s.^s^Q,

we can determine 6 as follows. Writing for brevity

c{u^ + Jio + u^)= C, and A(wi + 2(2 + ''3) = ^

the equation is k'-s.^s^^i- CjAgA^C - AjCjCgA - Os^ — O .

Hence writing down the three equations, which must hold from
symmetry,

= k'\$^ + CjAsAgC - A^c.^c^A ~ esi ,

= k'-s^s^ + C2A3A1C - A2C./iA - 05-2

,

= k'-s^s., + c,A , A..C' - A^Cj'-^.A - es^
,

1 V s^CiAi

1 So" S^CoAj

1 53= S/3A3

1 „ 2 ^2?a

and for C
1 Si" SiCjA,

1 «./ S^C^A.j

1 S32 S3C3AJ
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INFLUENZA (syn. Epidemic Catarrh) is a term applied

to an infectious febrile disorder of short duration, char-

acterized specially by catarrh of the respiratory passages

and alimentary canal, and occurring mostly as an epidemic.

The symptoms of this disease develop suddenly, with all

the phenomena attending a severe cold or catarrh. xVt

first there are chills or rigors, which are soon accompanied

with distressing headache and tightness across the forehead,

tenderness and watering of the eyes, and sneezing and dis-

charge from the nostrils. To these succeed heat and

soreness of the throat, hoarseness, cough, and, it may be,

some difficulty of breathing. The temperature is elevated,

the pulse quick and feeble, and the skin, which at first

was dry, becomes moist, and is said to exhale a peculiar

musty odour. The digestive system participates in the

disturbance, and there is loss of appetite, with thir.-it,

vomiting, and occasionally diarrhoea.

Rapid loss of strength and remarkable depression of

spirits accompany these various symptoms, and are among
the most characteristic features of the disease. After

lasting for two or three days, the symptoms abate and

convalescence begins, but there may remain, particularly in

severe cases, and in persons at the extremes of life, great

debility for a length of time, or the attack may be com-

plicated with inflammatory affections of the chest, which

may prove a source of danger far exceeding that of the

original disease. Apart from this, influenza is not usually

a very fatal malady, although some epidemics such as that

of 1762 have been characterized by a severe type of the

disease and considerable loss of life. The mortality is

generally reckoned at about 2 per cent., but when an

extensive epidemic prevails, even this proportion is sufficient

to swell the death-rate largely.

This disease is referred to in the works of the ancient

physicians, but accurate descriptions of it have been given

by numerous medical writers during the last three centuries,

in connexion with epidemics which have occurred from

time to time. These various accounts agree substantially

in their narration of the phenomena and course of the

disease, and influenza has in all times been regarded as

fulfilling all the conditions of an epidemic in its sudden

invasion, rapid and extensive spread, and speedy and
complete disappearance. Among the chief epidemics

of influenza are those of 1762, 17S2, 1787, 1803, 1833,

1837. and 1847. In several of these the disease appeared

to originate in some parts of Asia, and to travel west-

ward through Europe and on to America, resembling in

this respect certain cholera epidemics, although the two
classes of disease have nothing in common. In some of

the epidemics influenza has spread through the whoL of

Europe in the course of six weeks. AVherever it appears

the whole community suffers to a greater or less extent,

irrespective of age or condition of life. It has occasionally

appeared in fleets at sea away from all communication with

land, and to such an extent as to disable them temporarily

for service. This happened in 1782 in the case of the

squadron of Admiral Kempenfelt, which had to return to

England from the coast of I'rance in consequence of a

severe epidemic of influenza attacking his crews, while at

the same time the squadron of Lord Anson, off the coast

of Holland, suffered extensively from a similar outbreak.

Many instances of a like kind have been recorded.

Much speculation and some amount of scientific inquiry

have been expended in endeavours to ascertain the cause of

this remarkable ailment. The Italians in the 17th century

ascribed it to tbe influence of the stars, and hence the name
" influenza," by which the disease has subsequently been

known. By some it has been held to depend on certain

telluric, and by others on certain climatic conditions ; but

the occurrence of the disease in all sorts of climates and

localities is sufficient to negative these theories. The view

which refers it to some morbific principle present iu the

atmosphere during an epidemic is that which has gained

widest acceptance, but the nature of this infecting agent is

unknown. Various hypotheses have been advanced on the

subject, such as some change in the electrical condition ut

the air, or the over-abundance of ozone, but these have

not been confirmed by observation. More probable, and
more in harmony with observed facts, is the theory that

in influenza, as in other epidemic diseases, there is present

in the atmosphere some minute organism of specific nature,

which is not only distributed over wide areas, but which

when introduced into tbe bodies of those attacked multiplies

there indefinitely, and becomes a source of infection by thi-

breath, A-c, and in this way a further cause of the spread

of the disease. The contagiousness of influenza appcari:

to be unquestionable. The treatment of this disorder i^

similar to that recommended in Catarrh {q.v.), init

special regard must be had to its weakening effects, .and

every effort made throughout the illness to niaintaiu the

strength by light but nutritious diet. (.i. o. a.)

INFORMATION, in English law, is a formal accusation

of a crime committed, preferred ex officio by (he attorney-

general or solicitor-general in the Queen's Bench without the

intervention of a grand jury. It lies only for mi-denjeanoHi

and not for treason, felonies, or misprision of treason (see

Indictment) ; and it is properly employed aj^in.st -incli

"enormous misdemeanours " as peculiarly tend to diKlurb

or endanger the Queen's government, e.g., seditions,

obstructing the Queen's officers in the execution of their

duties, &c. In the form of the proceedings the attorney-

general is said to " come into the court of our lady the

Queen before the Queen herself at Westminster, and gives

the court there to understand and be informed that, Ac."

Then follows the statement of the offence as in an indict-

ment. The information is filed in the crown office without

the leave of the court. An information may also be Bled

at the instance of a private prosecutor for misdemeanours

not affecting the government, but being peculiarly flagrant

and pernicious. Thus criminal informations have been

granted for bribing or attempting to bribe public func-

tionaries, and for aggravated libels on public or private

persons. Leave to file an information is obtained after an

application to show cause, founded on a sworn statement

of the material facts of the case.

INFUSORIA. See Peotozoa.

INGELHEIM. Oberingelheim and Niederingelheini,

two contiguous market-towns of Germany, in the Hessian

province of Rhine Hesse, circle of Bingen, are situated on

the Hessian Ludwig Railway and on the Salz near its con-

fluence with the Rhine, 9 miles west-north-west of Mainz.

Oberingelheinj, formerly an imperial village, has an old

Evangelical church with painted windows representing

scenes in the life of Charlemagne, a Catholic church, and

a synagogue. Its industries are the manufacture of wine

and papermaking. The population of Oberingelheim in

1875 was 2846, and of Niederingelheim 2474.

Niederingclheim is, accordinjr to one tradition, the birthplace ot

Charlemagne, and it iio&sesses tin* rtiins of an old palace built hy that

empt-ror between 768 and 774. The building rontaini--d one hundred
marble pillars, and was adorned with sculptures and mosaics fioui

Italy. It was extended by Frederick Barbarossn, and continued to

be a favourite residence of the emperors till 1356, when Charles 1 V.

resigned it to the Palatinate. The building snlieied much damage
duiing the Bavarian feud of 1504, the Thirty Vcais' War, ami the

French invasion in 1689. Only few rcHiitius'-r it arc now standing,

but some ot the pillars are still to be found in difTeient parts of

Germany. Insidethe boundavies there isau oM church, apparently

dating from the time of Fiederick I. ,See Hilz, Dtr KcuJi^palfiU

:u Jngclkeiiii, Obevingelheiui, IStJS.

INOEMAXN, Bernhard Severin (178y-lB62), a

Danish poet and novelist, was born at Tciltildstrup, in the

Kill. — lo
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island of Falster, on tbu 2Sth of May 17S9. He lost his

latlioi' in early childlioud, was educated at the gianimai

KcliLiol at SlagtUe, and entered the university of Copenhai^en

in 1806. H.U .studies were interrupted by the English

invasion, and on the first ni,L;ht of the bombardment of the

city Ingeinann stood with the yining poet iilicher on the

walls, while the ohells whistled jjast them, and comrades

were killed on either side. All his early and unpublished

writings were destroyed by the English when they burned

the town, In 181 1 he published his first volume of poems,

and in 181j* his second, followed in 181;! by a book of

lyrics entitled Pivciie. These three voluiiics were extremely

well received, and so was his cycle of romances in ver-e,

called The Black Knhiht, 18U. With these books he

attained at once the leading position in Denmark as a
lyrist, and he then turned his attention to the drama. In

1815 he published two tragedies, Masa niello and ISInnra,

followed by Tlie Voice in the DtsTl, The .'Sliei,henl ofTo!'i!>ei,

and other romantic plays. After a variety of pubh'catious,

all enormously successful, he travelled in 1818 to Italy.

At Rome he wrote TIte Lihei-alimt of Tnnso, and returned

in 1819 to Copenhagen. In 1820 ho began to disiilay his

real power in a volume of delightful tales. In 18i'l his

dramatic career closed with the prodnetion of an unsuccess-

ful comedy, Maynelixm in a Baibiy's Shup. In 182 J the

poet was nominated lector in Danish language and litera-

ture at Siiro College, and he now married. Vahlnaay Ike

Great and his Men, an historical epic, appeared in 1824.

The next few years v;cra occupied with his best and most
durable work, his four great historical novels of Vnlilemnr

&ier, 1826; Erik Meiived's ChiUlhood, 1828; /w«y £'///.,

1833; and Prince Olio of Denmarh, 183-">. He then

returned to epic poetry in Queen ilciryitret, 1836, and
llnlt/er Dfinxhe, 1837. The number of his later writinirs

is too great to permit us to chronicle them. They consist

of religious and sentimental lyrics, epic poems, novels, sliort

stories in jirose, and fairy tales. His last publication was
The Apple of Gold, 1856. In 1816 Ingeuiann was nomi-

nated director of Sorb College, a post from which he retiicd

in 1819. He died peacefully and happily on the evening

of the 211h of February 1862- Ingema'..n enjoyed during
his lifetime a popularity which was unapproached even by
that of Oehlensch lager, and in fact it may be said that no
Danish poet has ever been nearly so pu|iular as he. But
criticism has been busy since his death in reversing this

decision of the public, and Ingemann now takes a place in

Danish literature below four or five of his immediate con-

temporaries. His boundless facility and fecundity, his

sentimentality, his religious melancholy, his direct appeal
to the domestic afi'ections, gave him instant access to the

ear of the public. His novels are better than his poems;
of the former t!ie best are those which are directly modelled
on the manner of Sir Walter Scott. As a dramatist ho
has entirely outlived his reputation, and his unwieldy epics

are now little read. Ingemann was a purely .sentimental

writer, and his reputation has proved no less ephemeral
than the fashion for sentiment.

INCiOLSTADT. a fortified town in the government dis-

trict of Upper Bavaria, is situated on the left bank of the
Danube at its junction with the Schutter, 50 miles north
of Munich by rail. As the chief town of the district it is

the seat of the usual authorities. The town is well built.

The principal buildings are the old castle of the dukes of

Bavnria-Ingolstadt. now used as an arsenal ; the remains of

the earliest Jesuits' college in Germany, founded in 1555
;

the former university bmhtings, now a school ; the theatre
;

the large Gothic church of Our Lady, founded in 14-25,

with two massive towers, and the grave of Dr Eck, Luther's

opponent : the Franciscan convent and nunnery ; and
several other churches and hospitals Ingolstadt possesses

several technical and other schools. In 1472 a university

was founded in the town by Duke Louis the llich, which
at the end of the 1 6th century was attended by 4000
students. In 1800 it was removed to Laiid»hnt, whence it

was finally transferred to Munich in 1826. The industries

of Ingolstadt comprise brewing, wa-K-bleacliing, and potash-

boiliiig; there is also trade in vegetables, 'llie station, an
inipoi taut junctiuii 1.', miles distant, is connected with the

town by tramway. The population in 1875 was 14,485.

IngnUt.TiIt, Icnowij ,ts y1 trrrz-itinii or Clirij^ripoli's, was n roy.iV

vill;i ill the hpxiii'iin:; "t tin- 9tl( contury, iiml (ndy irrcixcil iu
city '-bitrtir nboiit ]:n'i. flom tiie 'inpcior J.nuis ol l!nv;ili:i. AfttT

tlinl (Kite it giniUlally gu-w in inipni Ijiiicr, niiil Ixi.Tine the capitflt

of .T niediipv.Tl lUikciloiii wliicii iiit-igod lin.THy in ili:it ol' lliivaiia-

Muiufh. Tlio fortilicfitioii.s, eictted ia In'-i'.l, wpic ]iut to tin* test

(luring llle c^'litcsts ot the tJiiiiilknIiIinii Li-ngue, niul in the Thirty
Vf.irs' W.ir. Cnst.nvns A(U>l)ihiis hi.>ipgc.tl IngoUlndt ill 1032^
wlicn Tilly, to wloiii ihcic is a iiiomiiiioiit in Ihf chiiicli, l.iy

ninrinliy woiimlpil within the walls. In the war of the Siiaiiisit

sii'-ressioM ii was hcsif^gcd hy the margrave of I'aili-n in 17n4. in

174."i it was sin-renden (I by the I-'reiieii to llie Aiisuiaiis. and iit

180'i, aTter a three iiiomIIis' siege, iIil FiMirh under Cencr;il .Morcail

took llie town, and destioyeii the InitiJieati-iiis. 'I'liesi, however,

were relvilt on a inneh larger scale njnler King L'mis 1. ; and
sinee 18."W Ingolstadt has ranked as a rortressot the liisl elass. In

I 1872 even more important fortilieations were hegnn, whieh iiieUnh'

I

tetes-de-poiu with round towers ot massive in.isonry, and the Itednit

Tilly on the right hank of the liver.

I
IXGKE.S, Jea.n Auouste DoMrN-iQi-E (1780-1867),

whose name represents one of the most important among the

conflicting tendencies of modern art, was born at Montaubaii

August 29, 1780. His father, for whom he always enter-

tained the most tender and respectful affection, has described

himself as srvtpteur en plutrc ; ho was, however, equally

ready to execute every other kind of decorative work, and

now and again eked out his living by taking portraits, or

obtained an engagement as a violin player. He brought up

his son to command the same varied resources, but in con-

sequence of certain early successes— the lad's performance

of a concerto of Viotti's was applauded at the theatre of

Toulouse— his attention was directed chiefly to the study

of music. At Toulouse, to which place his father had

removed from Montauban in 1792, Ingres had, however,

received lessons from Joseph Eoques, a painter, whom he

quitted at the end of a few months to become a pupil of

M. Vigan, professor at the academy of fine arts in the same
town. From M. Vigan, Ingre.s, whose vocation became

day by day more distinctly evident, passed to M. Briant, a

landscape-painter who insisted that his pujiil was specially

gifted by nature to follow the same line as himself. For

a while Ingres obeyed, but he had been thoroughly arou.sed

and enlightened as to his own objects and desires by the

sight of a copy of Raphael's Madonna della Sedin, and,

having decisively ended his connexion with Briant, he

startedfor Paris, where he arrived about the close of 1796.

He was then admitted to the studio of David, for whose

lofty staiulard and severe princiides he always retained a

profound a|ipreciation. David recognized the merit of one

who soon ranked amongst his most promising jmpils, and

Ingres, after four yea's of devoted study, in the ciairse of

which (ISOO) lie obtained the second place in the yearly

competition, finally ca:ried oH'the Grand Prix (1801). The
work thus rewarded--the Ambassadors of Agamemnon in

the Tent of Achilles ( ficole des Beaux Arts)—was admired

by Flaxman so much as to give lunbrage to David, and

was succeeded in the following year (1802) by the execu-

tion of a Girl after Bathing, and a woman's portrait ; in

1804 Ingres exhibited Portrait of the First Consul (Muste

de Lit'ge), and portraits of his father and himself : these

were followed in 1806 by Portrait of the Emperor
(Invalides), and portraits of M., Mme., and Mdlle. Riviere

(the first two no^y in the Louvre). All these and various

minor works wcie executed in Paris, for it was uot until
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1809 that the state of public ati'airs admitted of the re-

establishment of the Academy of France at Rome, and we
find from the journals of the day that they produced a dis-

turbing impression on the public. It was clear that the

artist was some one who must be counted with ; his ts'cut,

the purity of his line, and his power of literal rendering

were generally acknowledged ; but he was reproached with

a desire to be singular and extraordinary. " Ingres," writes

Frau V. Hastfer [Leben iiml Kiinst in Paris, 1806) "wird

nach [talien gehen, und dort winl er vielleicht vergessen

dass er zu etwas Grossem geboren ist, und wird eben darum
ein hohes Ziel erreichen." In this spirit, also, Chaussard

violently attacked his Portrait of the Emperor (Paiixanius

Frnn(;ais, 1806), nor did the poi'traits of the Riviere family

escape. The points on which Chaussard justly lays stress

are the strange discordances of colour,—such as the blue of

the cushion against which Mme. Riviere leans, and the

want of the relief and warmth of life, but he omits to touch

on that grasp of his subject as a whole, shown in the

portraits of both husband and wife, which already evidences

the strength and sincerity of the passionless point of view

which marks all Ingres's best productions. The very year

after his arrival in Rome (1808) Ingres produced (Edipus

and the Sphinx (Louvre ; lithographed by Sudre, engraved

by Gaillar.d), a work which proved him in the full possession

of his mature powers, and began the Venus Anadyomene
(Collection Rieset ; engraving begun by PoUet), completed

forty years later, and exhibited in 1855. These works

were followed by some of his best portraits, that of M.

Bochet (Louvre), and that of Mme. la Comtesse de Tournon,

mother of the prefect ot the department of the Tiber ; in

1811 he finished Jupiter and Thetis, an immense canvas

now in the Musee of Aix ; in 1812 Romulu.s and Acron
(6cole de.s Beaux Arts), and Virgil reading the ^£neid—

a

composition very different from the version ot it which has

become widely popular through the engraving executed by
Pradier in 1832. The original work, executed for a bed-

chamber in the Villa Aldobrandini-Miollis, contained neither

the figures of Maecenas and Agrippa nor the statue of

Marcellus ; and Ingres, who had obtained possession of it

during Ms second stay in Rome, intended to complete it

with the additions made for engraving. But he never got

beyond the stage of preparation, and the picture left by
him, together with various other studies and sketches, to

'he Mnst'e of his native town, remains half destroyed by
the process meant for its regeneration. The Virgil was
followed by the Betrothal of Raphael, a small painting,

now' lost, executed for Queen Caroline of Naples ; Don
Pedro of Toledo Kissing the Sword of Henry IV. (Collection

Deymi^ ; Montauban), exhibited at the Salon of 1814,

together -R'ith the Chapelle Sistine (Collection Legentil

;

lithographed by Sudre), and the Grande Odalisque

(Collection Seilliere; lithographed by Sudre). In 1815

Ingres executed Raphael and the Fornarina (Collection

Mme. N. de Rothschild; engraved by Pradier); in 1816

Aretin and the Envoy of Charles V. (Collection Schroth),

and Aretin and Tintoret (Collection Schroth) ; in 1817 the

Death of Leonardo (engraved by Richonime) and Henry

TV. Playing with his Children (engraved by Richonime),

both of which works were commissions from M. le Comte
de Blacas, then ambassadur of France at the Vatican.

Roger and Angelique (Louvre ; lithographed by Sudre),

and Fraficesca di Rimini (Mus^e of Angers ; lithographed

by Aubry Lecomte), were completed in 1819, and followed

in 1820 by Christ giving the Keys to Peter (Louvre). In

1815, also, Ingres had made many projects for treating a

subject from the life of the celebrated duke of Alva, a com-

mission from the family, but a loathing for " cet horrible

homine " grew upon him, and finally he abandoned the

ta£k and entered in his di:.ry
—" .T'^tr.is f orcf par la n^cessitt

I de peindre un pareil tableau ; Dieu a voulu qu'il restit en

j

^bauche." During all these years Ingres's reputation in

France did not increase. The interest which his Chapelle

Sistine had aroused at the Salon of 1814 soon died away;
not only was the public indifterent, but amongst his brother

! artists Ingres found scant recognition. The strict classicists

I

looked upon him as a renegade, and strangely enough

j

Delacroix and other pupils of Gucrin—the very leaders of

[
that romantic movement for which Ingres, tliruughout his

I

long life, always expressed the deepest al horrence

—

1 alone seem to have been sensible of his merits. The

j

weight of poverty too was hard to bear. In 1813 Ingres

I had married ; his marriage had been arranged for him
with a young woman who came in a business-like way tiom

Montauban, on the strength of the representations of her

friends in Rome to whom the painter was well known.

Mine. Ingres speedily acquired a faith in her husband
which enabled her to combat with heroic courage, and

patience the difficulties which beset their common existence,

and which were increased by their removal to Florence.

There Bartolini, "an old friend, had hoped that Ingres

might have materially bettered his position, .-.nd that he

might have aroused the Florentine school—a weak offshoot

from that of David—to a sense of its own shortcomings.

These expectations were disappointed. The good offices

of Bartolini, and of one or two persons who felt a friendly

interest in the painter, could only alleviate the miseries of

this stay in a town where Ingres was all but wholly

deprived of the means of at least gaining daily bread by
the making of those small portraits for the execution of

which, in Rome, his pencil had been constantly in request.

Before his departure he had, however, been commissioned

to paint for M. de Pastoret the Entry of Charles V. into

Paris, and M. de Pastoret now obtained an order for Ingres

from the Administration of Fine Arts; he was directed to

treat the Vceu de Louis XIIL for the cathedral of Mon-
tauban. This wtirk, which was exhibited at the Salon of

1824, met with universal approbation: even those sworn to

observe the unadulterated precepts of David found only

admiration for the Vceu de Louis XIIL On his return

Ingres was received at Montauban with enthusiastic homage,

and found himself celebrated throughout France. In the

following year (1825) he was elected to the Institute, and

his fame was furiuer extended in 1826 by the publication of

Sudre's lithograph of the Grande Odalisque, which, having

been scorned by artists and critics alike in 1810, now
became widely popular. A second conimissidii from the

Government called forth the Apotheosis of Homer, which,

replaced by a copy in the decoration of the ceiling for

which it was designed, now hangs in the galleries of the

second story of the Louvre. From this date up till 1834

the studio of Ingres was thronged, as once liad been thronged

the studio of David, and he was a recognized cliff d'emle.

Whilst he taught with despotic authority, and admirable

wisdom, he steadily worked; and wdien in 1834 he produced

his great canvas of the Martyrdom of Saint Symphorien

(cathedral of Autun ; lithographed by Trichot-Garneri), it

was with angry disgust and resentment that he found his

work received with the same doubt and indifference, if not

the same hostility, as had met his earlier ventures. The

suffrages of his pupils, and of one or two men—like

Decamps—of undoubted ability, could not soften the sense

of injury. Insres resolved to work no longer for the

public, and gladly availed himself of the oiiportunity to

return to Rome, as director of the Ecole de France, in the

room of Horace Vernet. There he executed La Vierge i

I'Hostie (Imperial collections, St Petersburg), Stratonice

(Due d'.'Vumale), Portrait of Chenibini (Louvre;, and the

Petite Odalisque for M. .Marcotte. the faitliful admirer for

whom, in 1814, Ingres had painted the Chapelle Sistine.
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iTlie Stratonice, executed for the duke of Orleans, had been

fxhibited at the Palais Eoyal for several days after its

arrival in France, and the beauty of the composition

produced so favourable an impression that, on his return to

Paris in 1841, Ingres found himself received with all the

deference that he felt to be his due. A portrait of the

purchaser of Stratonice was one of the first works executed

after this return ; and Ingres shortly afterwards began the

decorations of the great hall in the Chateau de Dampierre,

which, unfortunately for the reputatiou of the painter, were

begiAn with an ardour which gradually slackened, untU in

1819 Ingres, having been further discouraged by the

irreparable loss of his faithful and courageoiis wife,

abandoned all hope of their completion, and the contract

with the Due de Luynes was finally cancelled. A minor

work, Jupiter and Autiope, marks the year 1851, but

Ingres's next considerable undertaking (1853) was the

Apotheosis of Napoleon I., painted for the ceiling of a

hall in the Hotel de Ville ; Jeanne d'Arc (Louvre)

appeared in 1854; and in 1855 Ingres consented to

resci»d the resolution more or less strictly kept since

1834, in favour of the International E.xhibition, where

a room was wholly reserved for his works. In consequence

of the effect which they produced, Prince Napoleon,

president of the jury, proposed an exceptional recom-

pense for their author, and obtained from the emperor

Ingres's nomination as grand officer of the Legion of

Honour. With renewed confidence Ingres now took up
and completed one of his most charming productions—La
Source (Louvre), a figure of which he had painted the

torso in 1823, and which seen with other works in London

(1862) there renewed the general sentiment of admiration,

and procured him, from the impeiial government, the

dignity of senator. After the completion of La Source,

the principal works produced by Ingres were with one or

two exceptions (Moliere and Louis XIV., presented to

the Theatre Fran<;ais, 1858; Le Bain Turc, 1859), of a

religious character ; La Viergo de TAdoption, 1858 (painted

for ildlle. Roland-Gosselin), was followed by La Vierge

Couronn(5e (painted for Mme. laBaronnede Larinthie) and

La Vierge aux Enfans (Collection Blanc) ; in 1859 these

were followed by repetitions of La Vierge k I'Hostie ; and

in 1862 Ingres completed Christ and the Doctors (JIusee

iMoutauban), a work commissioned many years before

by Queen Marie Amelie for the chapel of Bizy. On the

14th January 1867 Ingres died, in his eighty-eighth year,

liaving preserved his faculties in wonderful perfection to

the last. For a moment only—at the time of the execu-

tion of the Bain Turc, which Prince Napoleon was fain to

exchange for an early portrait of the master by himself

—

Ingres's powers had seemed to fail, but he recovered, and

showed in his last j-ears the vigour which marked his early

maturity. It is, however, to be noted that the Saint

Symphorieu exhibited in 1834 closes the list of the works

on which his reputation will chieHy rest; for La Source,

which at first sight .seems to be an exceiition, was painted,

all but the head and the extremities, in 1821 ; and from

those who knew the work well in its incomplete state

we .learn that the after-painting, necessary to fuse new
and old, lacked the vigour, the precision, and the something

like touch which distinguished the original execution of the

torso. Touch was not, indeed, at any time a means of

expression on which Ingres seriously calculated : his con-

stant employment of local tint, in mass but faintly modelled

in light by half tones, forbade recourse to the shifting effects

of colour and light on which the Romantic school depended

in indicating those fleeting aspects of things which they

rejoiced to put on canvas;— their methods would have dis-

turbed the c.dculations of an art wholly based on form and

line. Except in his Sistine Chapel, land one or two slighter

pieces, Ingres kept himself free from any preoccupation as

to depth and force -of colour and tone ; driven, probably
by the excesses of the Romantic movement into an attitude

of stricter protest, '' ce que Ton salt " he would repeat, " il

icut le savoir Yipie a la main." Ingres left himself, there-

fore, in dealing with crowded compositions, such as the

Apotheosis of Homer and the Martyrdom of Saint

Symphorien, without the meaus of producing the neces-

sary unity of effect which had actually been employed in

due measure—as the Stanze of the Vatican bear witness

—

by the very master whom he most deeply reverenced. Thus
it came to pass that in subjects of one or two figures Ingres

showed to the greatest advantage : in Oedipus, in the Girl

after Bathing, the Odalisque, and La Source— subjects only

animated by the consciousness of perfect physical well-

being—we find Ingres at his best. One hesitates to put

Roger and Angelique upon this list, for though the female

figure shows the finest qualities of Ingres's work,— deep

.studyof nature in her purest forms, perfect sincerity of inten-

tion and power of mastering an ideal conception,—yet side

by side with these the efligy of Roger on his hippogrifi' bears

witness that from the passionless point of view, which, as

before said, was Ingres's birthright, the weird creatures of

the fancy cannot be seen. A graphic account of " Ingre.s,

sa vie et ses travaux," and a complete catalogue of his

works, were published by M. Delaborde in 1870, and
dedicated to ilme. Ingres nee Eamcl, Ingres's devoted

second wife, whom he married in 1852. Allusions to the

painter's early days will be found in Delecluze's Louis

David ; and amongst many less important notices may be
cited that by ThtSophile Silvcstre in his series of living

artists. Most of Ingres's important works are engraved in

the collection brought out by Magimel. (e. f. s. p'.)

INGULPHUS [Inghlf], abbot of Crowland, for a long

period believed to be the author of the Uistoria Mova^hrii

Croylandensis, was born of English parents. The account

of him given at the conclusion of the Jiistoria has been

shown to be incorrect in several particuhirs, but accord-

ing to the authority of Ordericus Vitalis, who visited

Crowland three years after the death of Ingulf, he became
secretary to William, duke qf Normandy, and after taking

part in a pilgrimage to Jerusalem, lived as a monk iu

Normandy, where he rose to the rank of prior. After the

accession of William to the throne of England, he in 1085
received the abbatial stall of Crowland, Lincolnshire, where
he remained till his death, December 16, 1109. Through
his influence with the Conqueror he secured for the abbey
mahy valuable privileges and immunities, besides the

reconstruction and enlargement of the building itself,

which had been greatly damaged by the Danes in 870.

The only manuscript of the History of Ingulf now known
to exist is the Arundel jnanuscript, No. 178, in the

British Museum, which breaks off at the same point as

that published by Sir Henry Savile in the Scriptores

Hentm Anr/licarum post Bcdti'm, London, 1596. Other four

manuscripts are known to have been at one time in ex-

istence ; and a more complete copy with a continuation by
Peter de Blois was printed by Fulmau in vol. i. of the

Jfeintm Anglicarnm Scrijitores veteres, Oxford, 1684. The
authenticity of this work was, however, disputed by Sir

Francis Palgrave in the Qiicnterli/ Hevieiv for Septem-

ber 1826, and the errors which it contains show beyond

doubt that it must have been written by a later author,

and entirely destroy its value as an historical authority.

The work, edited by H. T. lUley, forms vol. xxix. of

Bohn's Antiquarian Library. Two elaborate papers by

Jlr Riley in opposition to its authenticity are contained

in the Areheeoloc/icnl Jonriinl, March and June 1862. A
full account of i' is also given in Hardy's Revinn Britarlr

nicaivm Jfec/H ^vi Scyiploref, vol. ii., 1865.
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IXHERITANCE. In English law, inheritance, heir,

and other kindred words have a meaning very different

from that of the Latin fuvi-es, from which they are derived.

In Roman law the heir or heirs represented the entire

legal personality of the deceased— his vniversum jus. In
English law the heir is simply the person on whom the
real property of the deceased devolves by operation of law
if he dies intestate. He has nothing to do as heir with
the personal property ; he is not appointed by will ; and
except in the case of coparceners he is a single individual.

The Roman hceres takes the whole estate ; his appointment
may or may not be by testament ; and more persons than,

one may be associated together as heirs.

The devolution of an inheritance in England is now
regulated by the rules of descent, as altered by the Inheri-

t.ance Act (i k 4 AVill. IV. c. lOG), amended by 22 i 2.3

Vict. c. 3-5. 1. The first rule is that inheritance .shall de-

scend to the issue of the last " purchaser." A purchaser in

law means one who acquires an estate otherwise than by
descent, e.g., by will, by gratuitous gift, or by purchase in

the ordinary meaning of the word. This rule is one of the

changes introduced by the Inheritance Act, which further

|)rovides that " the person last entitled to the land shall be
considered the purchaser thereof- imle.ss it be proved that

he inherited the same." Under the earlier law descent

was traced from the last person who had "seisin" or feudal

possession, and it was occasionally a troublesome question

whether the lieir or person entitled had ever, in fact,

acquired such possession. Now the only inquiry is into

title, and each person entitled is presumed to be in by
purchase unless he is proved to be in by descent, so that

the stock of descent is the last person entitled who cannot

be shown to have inherited. 2. The male is admitted

before the female. 3. Among males of equal degree in

consanguinity to the purchaser, the eldest excludes the

younger ; but females of the same degree take together as

"coparceners." 4. Lineal descendants take the place of

their ancestor. Thus an eldest son dying and leaving issue

would be represented by such issue, who would exclude

their father's brothers and sisters. 5. If there are no
iineal descendants of the purchaser, the next to inherit is

liis nearest lineal ancestor. This is a new rule introduced

by the Inheritance Act. Under the former law inheritance

never went to an ancestor,—collaterals, however remote, of

the person last seized being preferred even to his father.

Various explanations have been given of this seemingly

anomalous rule,—Bracton and Blackstone being content

to .say that it rests on the law of nature, by which heavy
bodies gravitate downwards. Another explanation is that

estates were granted to be descendible in the same way as

an ancient inheritance, which having passed from father

to son ex necessitate went to collaterals on failure of issue

of the person last seized. 6. The sixth rule is thus ex-

pressed by Mr Joshua Williams in his excellent treatise

on The Law of Real Property :
" The father and all the

male paternal ancestors of the purchaser and their descend-

ants shall be admitted before any of the female paternal

ancestors or their heirs ; all the female paternal ancestors

and their heirs before the mother or any of the maternal
ancestors or her or their descendants ; and the mother
and all the male maternal ancestors and her and their de-

scendants before any of the female maternal ancestors or

their heirs." 7. A kinsman of the whole blood shall come
before the same degree of the half blood. The admission of

kinsmen of the half blood into the chain of descent is one
of the alterations made by the Inheritance Act. Formerlj-

a relative, however nearly coimected in blood with the

purchaser through one only and not both parents, could
never inherit—a half-brother for e.xample ; while relatives

of the whole blood, however distant, might inherit to the

exclusion of nearer relatives of the half blood. 8, In the
admission of female paternal ancestors, the mother of the
more remote male paternal ancestor and her heirs shall be
preferred to the mother of the less remote male paternal
and her heirs ; and, in the case of female maternal
ancestors, the mother of the more remote male maternal
ancestor shall be preferred to the mother of a less remote
male maternal ancestor. This rule, following the opinion
of Blackstone, settles a point which has been much dis-

puted by text-writers, although its importance was little

more than theoretical. 9. When there shall be a total
failure of heirs of the purchaser, or when any lands shall
be descendible as if an ancestor had been the purchaser
theteof, and there shall be a total failure of the heirs of
such ancestor, then and in every such case the descent shall

be traced from the person last entitled to the land as if he
had been the purchaser thereof. This rule is enacted by
22 k 23 Vict. c. 35. It would apply to such a case as the
following:—Purchaser dies intestate, leaving a son and
no other relations, and the son in turn dies intestate ; the
Ron's relations through his mother are now admitted by
this rule. If the purchaser is illegitimate, his only
relations must necessarily be his own issue. Failing heirs
of all kinds, the lands of an intestate purchaser, not
alienated by him, would revert by "escheat" to the next im-
mediate lord of the fee, who would generallj-be the crown.
If an intermediate lordship could be proved to exist between
the crown and the tenant in fee simple, such intermediate
lord would have the escheat. But escheat in any case is a
matter of rare occurrence.

The descent of an estate in t.ail would be ascertained by
such of the foregoing rules as are not inap])licable to it by
the necessity of the case. By the form of the entail the

estate descends to the "issue" of the person to whom the
estate was given in tail,—in other words, the last purchaser.

The preceding rules after the fourth, being intended for the

ascertainment of heirs other than those by lineal descent,

would therefore not apply ; and a special limitation in the

entail, such as to heirs male or female only, would render
unnecessary some of the others. When the entail has been
barred, the estate of course descends according to these

rules. In copyhold estates descent, like other incidents

thereof, is regulated by the custom of each particular

manor ; e.g., the youngest son may exclude the elder .son.s.

How far the Inheritance Act applies to such estates has
been seriously disputed. It has been held in one case

(Muggleton V. Barnett) that the Inheritance Act, which
orders descent to be traced from the last purchaser, does
not override a manorial custom to trace descent from the

person last seized, but this position has been controverted

on the ground that the Act itself includes the case of

customary holdings.

Husband and wife do not stand in the rank of heir to

each other. Their interests in each other's real jiru-perty are

secured by curtesy and dower. See Hlscaxp and Wife.
The personal property of a person dying intestate

devolves according to an entirely difTercnt set of rules,

which will be found under the head of Ixiestacy.

In the law of Scotlaml tlic rules of descent differ from tlio ahoi-c

ill several particulars. De.^cent is tiaced, as in KiigJoml Ijcloie tli*-

Inheritance Act, to the person last seized. The fiI^t to silcci-eJ ni-e

tlie lineal descendants of the deceased, and tll*^ nilcs of ]>rinio;,'eiii-

ture, preference of male^ to females, efjUal succession of fernnirs

(heirs-poi-tioners), and rcpresf-nt.ition of anC(-sto)s, are ;;en''rally

the same as in English law. Xext to the lineal deseendynts, and
failing them, come the lirothers and sist'-rs. jind tlicjr is.sue as

collaterals. Failing collaternls, the inlicritan' '• ri^eends to the
father and his relations, to the entire cx'lusion of the iiiotheT and
her relations. Even when the estate has deseendi-d from mother
to son, it can never again revert to the matenial line. As to

succession of brothers, a distinction must he taken between an

estate of heritage ajid an estate of cenquest. C'onqne.«t is whue
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the deceased lias acquired the land otherwise than as heir, and
corresponds to the English term purchase in the technical sense

explained above. Hciitnge is land acquired by deceased as heir.

The distinction is important only in tlie case when the heir of the

deceased is to be souglit among his brothers ; when the descent is

lineal, conquest and heritage go to the same person. And when
the brothers are younger than the deceased, both conquest and
heritage go to the' brother (or his issue) next in order of age. But
when the deceased leaves an elder and a younger brother (or their

issues), the elder brother talces the conquest, the younger takes the

herit.ige. Again, when there are several elder brothers, the one next

in age to the deceased takes the conquest before the more remote
;

and when there are several younger brothers, the one next to the

deceased takes the heritage before the more remote. "Wlien heri-

tage of the deceased goes to an elder brother (as might happen in

certain eventualities), the younger of tlie elder brothers is preferred.

The position of the father, after the brothers and sisters of the

deceased, will be noticed as an important point of difference from

the English axioins ; so also is the total exclusion of the mother
and the maternal line. After brothers and sisters and their issue

have been exhausted, the heir is sought among the relations of the

father ; but even when these are exhausted, the estate, although it

should have desceniled ex parte inatcrna, can never revert to the

maternal line. As between brothers and sisters the half-blood only

succeeds after the full blood. Half-blood is either consanguinean,

as between children by the same father, or uterine, as between
children having the same mother. The half-blood uterine is

excluded alti)gether. Half-b.lood consanguinean succeeds thus :

if the issue is by a former marri.age, the youngest brother (being

nearest to'tho deceased of the consanguinean) succeeds lirst ; if by
a later marriage than that from which the deceased has sprung,

the eldest succeeds tirst.

In the Uuited States the English law of inheritance has been
more completely repudiated than any other portion of our system.

Each State has established rules of descent for itself, and the
observation of Chief Justice Reeve that the nation *'has no gene-

ral law of descents, which pi obably has not fallen to the lot of

any other country," is to some extent justified by the great dif-

ferences in det4iil between the rules obt;iining in the diflcient

States. Tlie following are the rules of most general application, as

stated in Kent's Cominenitrries on Arucj-icaii Law, twelfth edition,

edited by O. W. Holmes, jun. 1. Heal estate shall descend to

the lawful descendants of the owner, iu the direct line of lineal

descent ; and if there be but one person, then to him or her
alone ; and if more than one person, and all of equal degrees
of consanguinity to the ancestor, then to the several persons or
tenants in common in equal parts, however remote from the in-

testate the common degrees of consanguinity may he. 2. When
the lawful issue are of unequal degrees of consanguinity to the iu-

test.ite, the inheritance shall de.scend to the children and giand-
children, if any be living, and to the issue of siudi as shall be dead,

as tenants in couiinon ; but such grandchildren and their descend-
ants inherit only such shares as their parents respectively would
have t.ikeu if living. These two rules are stated to prevail in all

the United States, with some important variations, however, in the
case of the first rule. 3. In the absence of descendants the inherit-

ance goes to tlie parents, either first to the father and next to the
mother, or jointly under certain conditions. This canon is de-

scribed as prevaitiug "to a considerable extent." 4. If the in-

testate dies without issue or parents the estnte goes to his brotherg
and sisters nnd their representatives. If the relatives are of equal
degrees of cousanguinity they take in equal parts; but if, of the
same degree, some he dead, leaving issue, and others living, the
descendants of those who arc dead take only their parents' share.

Collaterals uii Icr this rule would be preferred to ascendants—after
parents." " It is perhaps universally the rule that brothers and
sisters are preferred to grandparents, though the latter stand iu an
equal degl-ee of Idndred " (Kent, vol. iv. p. 401). In some Stales
there is no essential distinction left between the whole and the
half-blood, iu others the half-blood is postponed, but nowhere is it

totally excluded. 5. In default of the foregoing, the inheritance
generally goes to grandparents, but in some States (Xew York,
New Jci-sey, and North Caroliun) grandparents are excluded, and
iu others postponed. 6. Xcxt come uncles and aunts and their
descendants, t,iking /icr oi/ii/a if of equal degree, and per slirjKS
if not. •,r. If the inheritance fame to the deceased on the part of
his father, the father's brothels and sisters would exclude the
inothcr's brothers and sisters, and the mother's brothers and
sisters would have a similar preference in respect of property com-
ing to the deceased ce parte materna. A similar distinction is

observed in some States in applying the fourth rule. 8. On failure
•>f 'ieii-3 under the preceding rules, recourse is lud to the "next-of-
kin !' as ascertained by the English statute of distributions. In
many of the States the harshness of the English rule that natural
children have no inheritable Mood is greatly mitigated. In Louisi-
aii.i. if diilv acknowledged, they may inherit from both father and
mother iu the abseuce of Liwful issue.

A full summary of the rules of descent prescribed by the
statute law of the various States of the Union, will be found in a

note appended to the tirst chapter of Washburn's Avierieun Law
of Ileal Property/, yol. iii., Boston, 1868.

INJUNCTION, in English law, is a judicial process

whereby a party is ieq.uired to refrain from doing a parti-

cular thing according to the exigency of the writ (Daniel's

Chancery Practice). Formerly it was a remedy peculiar to

the Court of Chancery, and was one of the instruments by
which the jurisdiction of that court was established in cases

over which the courts of common law were entitled to

exercise control. The Court of Chancery did not presume
to interfere with the action of the com'ts, but, by directing

an injunction to the person whom it wished to restrain

from following a particular remedy at common law, it

effected the same purpose indirectly. Under the present

constitution of the judicature, the peculiar features of the

injunction have been considerably altered. It is now
equally available in all the divisions of the high court of

justice, and it can no longer be used to prevent an action

in any of them from proceeding in the ordinary course.

From the definition given above it is apparent that an

injunction is properly a restraining order, although there

are instances in which, under the form of a prohibition, a

positive order to do something is virtually expressed. Thus
in a case of nuisance an injunction was obtained to re-

strain the defendant from preventing water from flowing

in such regular quantities as it had ordinarily done before

the day on which the nuisance commenced. But generally,

if the relief prayed for is to compel something to be done,

it cannot be obtained by injunction, although it may be
expressed in the form of a prohibition—as in the case in

which it was sought to prevent a person from discontinuing

to keep a house as an inn, which is the same thing as

ordering him to keep an inn. The injunction was used to

stay proceedings in other courts " wherever a party by

fraud, accident, mistake, or otherwise had obtained an

advantage in proceeding in a court of ordinary jurisdiction,

which must necessarily make that court an instrument of

injustice." As the injunction operates personally on the

defendant, it may be used to prevent applications to foreign

judicatures ; but it is not used to prevent applications to

parliament, or to the legislature of any foreign coimtry,

unless such applications be in breach of some agreement,

and relate to matters of private interest. In so far as an
injunction is used to prohibit acts, it may be foimded either

on an alleged contract or on a right independent of contract.

The jurisdiction of the court to prevent breaches of contract

has been described as supplemental to its jjower of com-
pelling specific performance; i.e., if the court has power

to compel a person to perform a contract, it will interfere

to prevent him from doing anything in violation of it. In

the case of contracts to abstain from doing, injunction is

in fact a means of compelling specific performance. But
even when it is not within the power of the court to compel

specific performance, it may interfere by injunction ; thus,

e.g., in the case of an agreement of a singer to perform at

the plaintiff's theatre and at no other, the court, although

it could not compel her to sing, could by injunction prevent

her from singing elsewhere in breach of her agreement. In

other matters, an injunction may as a general rule be

obtained to prevent acts which are violations of legal rights,

e-tcept when the same may be adequately remedied by an

action for damages at law. Thus the court will interfere

by injunction to prevent waste, or the destruction by a

limited owner, such as a tenant for life, of things forming

part of the inheritance. Injunctions may also be obtained

to prevent the continuance of nuisances, public or .private,

the infringement of patents, copyrights, and trade marks.

Trespass might also be prevented by injunction, in certain

cases, alluded to below. Under the Common Law Pri^
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ceilure Act of 1Sj4, and by other statutes iu special cases,

a limited power of injunciion was cnnlerred on the courts

of common law. < But the' Judicature Act, by which all

the superior courts of common iawiand chancery are con-

solidated, enacts that an injunction"iii'ay be granted by an

interlocutory order of the court in all cases in which it

thall appear to be just or convenient ; . . . . and, if an in-

junction is asked either before or at or after the hearing of

any cause or matter, to prevent any threatened or appre-

hended waste or trespass, such injunction may be granted

whether the person against whom it is sought is or is not

in possession under any claim of title or otherwise, or if

not iu possession does or docs not claim to do the act sought

to be restrained under colour of any title, and whether the

estates claimed ai'e legal or equitable.

jVn injunction obtained on interlocutory application

during the progress of an action is superseded by the trial.

It may be continued either provisinually or permanently.

In the latter case the injunction is said to be perpetual.

The distinction between "special" and "common" injunc-

tions— the latter being obtained as of course— is now
abolisjied in English law. The practice as to injunctions

obtains in the United States of America. " In the courts

of the United States, as injunctions are grantable only on

notice to the adverse party, all interlocutory injunctions

are regarded as within the class of special injunction ; and
this is believed to be also the practice of the State courts

generally " (Abbott's Law Did'touary). For the analogous

Scotch practice see Ixteedict.

INK (French, em-re; German, Tinte), in its widest

signification, is the medium employed for producing graphic

tracings, inscriptions, or impressions on paper or similar

materials. The term includes two distinct conditions of

pigment or colouring matter :—the one fluid, and prepared

for use with a pen or brush, as writing iidc; the other a

glutinous adhesive mass, printing ink, used for transferring

to paper impressions from ty|ies, engraved plates, and other

like surfaces. The latter cla.ss may be more properly dealt

with under Lithography and Pkixtini; (q.v.).

Writing inks are fluid substances which contain colouring

matter either in solution or in suspension, and very com-
monly partly in both conditions. They may be prepared

in all shades of colour, and contain in their composition

almost every pigment which can be dissolved or suspended

in H suitable medium ; but by far the most important of

all varieties is black ink, after which red and blue are the

colours most commonly employed. Other colours are only

occasionally employed ; but apart from colour there are

special qualities which recommend certain ink.s for limited

applications, such as marking inks, ineradicable ink, sym-

pathetic ink, i'c.

Black Ink.—Among the qualities which should char-

acterize a good black ink for ordinary purposes, the follow-

ing are important. It should continue limpid, and flow

freely and uniformly from the pen ; it should not throw

tlown a thick sludgy deposit on exposure to the air ; nor

^should a coating of mould form on its surface. It should

yield distinctly legible characters immediately on writing,

which ought to become a deep blue-black, not fading or

decaying with age ; and the fluid ought to penetrate into

the paper without spreading, so that the characters will

neither wash out nor be readily removed by erasure.

Further, it is desirable that ink should be non-poisonous,

that it should as little as possible corrode steel pens, that

characters traced in it s"hould dry readily on the applica-

tion of blotting paper without smearing, and that the

writitig should not present a glossy varnished appearance.

To obtain these characteristics is the chief object of the

ink manufacturer ; and upon the whole they have hitherto

bee.n^found best combined in ink prepared from galls, or

other sources of tannin, and a salt of iron, with the addition

of some colouring matter. Such a compound indeed forms
the staple black ink of commerce, which is essentially a
ferroso-ferric gallate in extremely fine division held in sus-

pension in water.

The essential ingredients of this ordinary black ink are

—

first, tannin-yielding bodies, for which Aleppo or Chinese
galls are the only eligible materials ; second, a salt of iron,

the ferrous sulphate (green vitriol) being alone employed
;

and third, a gummy or mucilaginous agent to keep in

suspension the insoluble tinctorial matter of the ink. For
ink-making the tannin, from whatever source obtained, has
first to be transformed into gallic acid ; and, as has been
shown by Viedt, in the case of Aleppo galls that change
takes place by fermentation when the solution of the galls

is exposed to the air, the tannin splitting up into gallic

acid and sugar (see Gallic Actd, vol. x. p. 41). Chinese
galls, which formerly were considered unsuitable for the

manufacture of ink, do not contain the feruient necessary

for inducing this change ; and therefore to induce the

process yeast must be added to their solution. To prepare

a solution of Aleppo gills for ink-making, the galls are

coarsely powdered, and intimately mixed with chopped
straw. This mixture is thrown into a narrow deep oak vat,

provided with a perforated false bottom, and having a tap

at the bottom for drawing off liquid. Over the mixture is

poured lukewarm water, which, percolating down, extracts

and carries with it the tannin of the galls. The solution is

drawn off and repeatedly run through the mixture to

extract the w hole of the tannin, the quantity of water used

being in such proportion to the galls as will produce as

nearly as possible a solution having 5 per cent, of tannin.

The object of using straw in the extraction process is to

maintain the porosity of the mixture, as powdered galls

treated alone become so slimy with mucilaginous extract

that liquid fails to percolate the mass. For each litr« of

the 5 per cent, solution about 45 grammes of the iron

salt are used, or about 100 parts of tannin for 90 paits

of crystallizyd green vitriol. These ingredients when first

mixed form a clear solution, but on their exposure to the

air oxidation occurs, and an insoluble blue-black ferroso-

ferric gallate in extremely fine division, suspended in a

coloured solution of ferrous gallate, is formed. To keep

the insoluble portion suspended, a mucilaginous agent is

enqdoyed, and that most available is gum Senegal. An
ink so prepared develops its intensity of colour only after

some exposure ; and after it has partly .sunk into the paper

it becomes oxidized there, and so mordanted into the

fibre. But, as the first faintness of the characters is a dis-

advantage, it is a common practice to add some adventitiou.s

colouring matter to give immediate distinctness, and for

that purpose either extract of logwood or a solution of indigo

is used. When logwood extract is em|ili)yed, a smallci-

proportion of extract of galls is required, from the fa.ct that

logwood itself cnntains a large percentage of tannin. Black

ink in which the provisional colouiing matter is ffMligo

was introduced about the year 1856, under the name
alizarin ink, although the substance alizarin has nothing

whatever to do with the preparation. The indigo for this

ink is dissolved in strong sulphuric acid, and the ferrous

sulphate, instead of being used direct, is prepared by

placing in this indigo solution a proper quantity of scrap

iron. In order to free the solution from excess of unconi-

bined acid, chalk or powdered limestone is added, whereby

the free acid is fixed and a dejiosit of. sulphate of lime

formed. A solution so prepared, mixed with a tannin

solution, yields a very limpid .sea-ureen writing fluid, and

as all the constituents remain in solution, no gum or other

suspending medium is necessary. In consequence the ink

flows freely, is easily dried, and is free from the glos.sy
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apjjearance which arises through the use of gum. C. H
Viedt of Brunswick, who has written very exhaustively on

all kinds of ink, gives the following as the standard in-

gredients of these three varieties of ink :

—
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itarling Ink.—Tlio in!i so called, used principally for marking
linen, is composed of a salt of silver, usually the nitratt', diss()!vL'd

in wafer and aniniuiiia, wiih a little provisional colouiint,' matter
anil giun for tliielccninf;. Tlie colom- resulting: from tlic silver salt

is developed I\y heat and liglit ; and tlic stain it nnikes, ahliongli

ex(;ecdingly obstinate, gradually becomes a laint brownish-yellow.

The following yields a good marking ink. Kqual parts of nitrate

of silver and dry tartaric acid tire tiituiated in amorlar, and treated

[vitti water, when a reaction takes place, resulting in the formation

of tartrate of silver and the liberation of nitric acid. The acid ifj

neutralized, and at the same time the silver tnrtiatc is dissolved by
the addition of ammonia, and tliis solution with coloming matter

and gum forms the ink, which may be used with an ordinaty steel

pen.
Gold and silver inks are writing lluitls in which gold and silver,

oriuiitations of these metals, are suspended in a state of fine division.

In place of gold, Dutch leaf or mosaic gold is frefjuently sulisti-

tutcd, and bronze powders are also used for preparing a similar Icind

of ink. The metallic foil is first carciully triturated into a fine

paste with honey, after whicii it is boiled in water containing a little

alkali, and then repeatedly washed in hot water and dried at a

gentle heat. A solution is prepared consisting of 1 part of pnie

gum arable ami 1 ])art of soluble potash glass in 4 parts of ilis-

tillcd water, into whicli the requisite qnaulity of the nietallio

powder prepared as above is introduced. Owing to the superior

covering nature of pure gold, less of the metal is required than is

necessary in the case of silver and other foils ; but the proportion

varies according to the colour and condition of the surface njion

which the ink is to be; used. In general 1 i>ait of foil to 3 or 4

parts of solution is sullieient. The metallic lustre of writing iloiie

with this solution may be greatly Ucightened by gently polishing

with a burnishing j>oint.

Indelible or iitcorrodibla ink is the name given to various combi-
nations of lamn-black or other carbonaceous materi.d with resinous

substances used for writing which is exposed to the weather or to

the action of strong acids or alkaline solutions. An ink having
great resisting powers may be conveniently prejiared by rubbing
down Indian ink in common ink till the ini.vture Hows easily from
the jien. Other combinations have more the charactci- of coloured
varnishes.

Sympathetic inks arc yireparations used for forming characters

which only become visible on the application of licat or of some
choniical reagent. Many chemicals wliich form in themselves
colourless solutions, but wdiich develop colour umler the inlluenceof
reagents, may be used as sympathetic ink, but they are all of little

practical utility. Charactoi-s written in a weak solution of galls de-
velop a dark colour on being treated with a solution of copperas ; or,

vice versa, the writing may be done ill copperas and developed by the
galls solution. Writing done in various preparations develops colour
on heating which fades as the paper cools. Among such substances
are solutions of the acetata and the chloriite of cobalt and of the
chloride of nickel. Very dilate solutions of the niiueral acids and
of common salt and a solution of equal parts of sulphate of copper
and sal-ammoniac act similarly. Characters traced in a weak solu-

tion of nitrate of silver darken on exposure to light, and tcrchlorido

of gold solution develops a purple colour on exposure. ^ (J. PA.)

INLAYING is a motliod of ornamentation, by incrusting

or otherwise inserting in one material a substance or sub-

stances differing therefrom in colour or nature. The art is

practised in the fabrication of furniture and artistic objects

in all varieties of wood, metal, shell, ivory, and coloured and
hard stone, and in compound substances ; and the possible

combinations, styles, and varieties of effect are exceedingly
numerous. There are several special classes of inlaying,

long established and well recognized, which may be hero
enumerated* and defined, details regarding most of which
will be found under their separate headings. In the
ornamental treatment of metal surfaces Niello decoration,

applied to silver and gold, is an ancient and much practised
species of inlaying. It consists in filling up engraved
designs with a composition of silver, copper, lead, and
sulphur incorporated by heat. The composition is black,

and the finished work has the appearance of a drawing
in black on a metallic plate. An art, analogous in effect,

called Bidri, from Bider in the Deccan, is practised in

India. In bidri work the ground is an alloy of zinc,

with small proportions of copper and lead, in which shal-

low patterns and devices are traced, and filled up with
thin plates of silver. When the surface has been evened
and smoothed, the bidri ground is stained a permanent

13—

a

black by means of a paste the chief ingredients of which
are sal-ammoniac and nitre, leaving a pleasing contrast of

bright metallic silver in a dead black ground. The inlaying

of gold wire in iron or steel is known as D.4.m.4SKeemng
{q.v., vol. vi. p. 793). It has been very largely |inictised in

Persia and India for the ornamentation of arms and armour,
being known in the latter country as Kuft work or

Kuftgari. In Kashmir, vessels of copper and brass are

very effectively inlaid with tin,—an art which, like many
other decorative arts, oppcirs to have originated in Persia,

!In the ornamental inlaying of metal surfaces the Japanese
display the most extraordinary skill and perfection of work-
manship. In the inlaying of their fine bronzes they use

principally gold and silver, but for large articles and also

for common cast hollow ware (for with them inlaying is

common and profuse) commoner metals and alloys are

employed. In inlaying bronzes they generally hollow out

and somewhat undercut the design, into which the

ornamenting metal, usually in the form of wire, is laid and
hammered over so as to be firmly inserted. Frequently
the famous lacquer work of the Japanese is inlaid with
mother-of-pearl and other substances, in the same manner
as is practised in ornamentnig lacquered papier-machii

among Western communities. The Japanese also practise

the various methods of inlaying alluded to under Dajias-

KEEXiNCi. The term lUosaic (see ilos.vic) is generalljj

applied to inlaid work in hard stones, marble, and glassj

but the most important class of mosaics—those whiclii

consist of innumerable small separate pieces—do not pro-

perly come under the head of inlaying. Inlaid mosaics are
those in which coloured designs are inserted in spaces cut
in a solid ground or basis, stich, for example, as the modern!
Florentine mosaic, which consists of thin veneers of precious
coloured stones set in slabs of marble. The famous Taj
Mahal at Agra is an example of inlaid mosaic in white
marble, and the art, carried to that city by a French artist,]

is still practised by native workmen. I'ietra Dura is a
fine variety of inlaid mosaic in which hard and expensive
stones—agate, carnelian, amethyst, and the like—are used
in relief in marble. Under the head Buhl Work (vol.

iv. p. 44U) will be found a description of the kind of

inlaying, principally brass and tortoiseshell, which was
introduced and carried to great perfection by Audri
Charles Boule, who gave his name to this particular style

of inlaying. Closely allied to buhl work is the mora
ancient Tarsia work or Marquetiy, which consists of inlaid

woods alone. It has been practised from remote times,

but came into prominence, for the decoration of furniture,

in Italy during the Renaissance epoch, and has continued
to be a favourite decorative art, varying with changing
tastes and styles, to the present day. From India, under
the name of Bombay boxes, comes a variety of minute and
elaborate work, inlaid in geometrical patterns on wood.
The inlaying materials consist of tin wirfe, sandal wood,
sapan wood, ebony, ivory, and stag's horns, and the effect

produced by the combination of minute pieces of these

various substances is altogether peculiar and distinctive.

Certain kinds of Enamel (voL viii. p. 182) might also

be included among the varieties of inlaying.

INNKEEPEPiS, Law relating to. By the common
law of England innkeepers are unde/ certain peculiar

obligations, the most important of which are the duty of

supplying accommodation to such travellers as may desire

it, and their responsibility for the safety of the goods

belonging to persons staying in their inns. An inn is a

place " instituted for passengers and wayfaring men," and
in a recent case, in which the proprietor of a restaurant

was prosecuted for refusing refreshment on demand, it was
held that a tavern, or shop for the retail of spirits across

the counter, is not within the definition, and that a persoa
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resident in the neighbourhood of the inn is not a traveller.

An inokeeper may be indicted for refusing accommodation

to a traveller, who may also of course have a remedy by

civil action. To render an innkeeper liable for loss of

goods at common law, the foUowhig are stated by Chitty

(Law of CoiUmcts) to be necessary conditions :—(1) that

the inn bo a "common" inn; (2) that the guest be a

traveller or passenger; (3) that the goods or chattels

must be in the inn, or at all events under the protection

of the innkeeper as such ; (4) that there be default on

the part of the innkeeper, which is, however, implied in

all cases not arising from the negligence of the guest, the

act of God, or of the q^ueen's enemies. An innkeeper re-

ceiving goods in any other capacity, e.g., aa a warehouse-

man or generally as bailee, or allowing the guest exclusive

possession of a room for special purposes, is not liable

for loss. Nor is the innkeeper liable for loss of goods

by the theft of the guest's servant or companion, or by

the negligence of the guest him.self. A recent Act, 26

& 27 Vict. c. i, limits the liability of the innkeeper by

the following provisions :—No innkeeper shall be liable

to make good loss or injury to goods or property (not

being a horse, or other live animal, or gear appertaining

thereto, or a carriage) to a greater sum than j£30, ex-

cept in the following cases—(1) when the loss has been

caused by the default or neglect of the innkeeper or

his servants, (2) when such goods have been deposited

expressly for safe custody with the innkeeper, who may
require them to be deposited in a safe or other recep-

tacle and eealed by the person depositing the same.

Innkeepers are not entitled to the benefit of the Act if

they refuse to receive goods for safe custody, or otherwise

prevent their deposit as before provided for, or if they fail

to have one copy at least of the first section of the Act

exhibited in a conspicuous place in the inn. The liability

of innkeepers was recognized in the civil law. On the

other hand, the innkeeper has a lien on the goods of his

guest for the amount of his bill. It does not e.vtend to

the clothes of the guest or justify his personal detention,

but it includes articles in the possession of the guest

belonging to third person.s, at least when they are of a kind

that travellers might ordinarily be expected to have.

When a professional artist living at an inn had a piano on

hire, the innkeeper, who knew it did not belong to her,

was held to have no lien thereon. In a recent case the

lien has been held to cover a hired piano in the possession

of a family staying at an inn. In some American cases it

has been held that the possession of a licence does not

produce, nor does the absence of a licence prevent, the

liabilities of an innkeeper at common law. An inn is dis-

tinguished from a boarding-house in this, that in the latter

the guest is under an express contract for a certain time at

a certain rate, in the former under an implied contract from

day to day. Even if a boarding-house keeper entertains

guests in the capacity of au innkeeper, he is not liable as

such to his boarding-house guests.

INNOCENT L, pope fro'm 402 to 417, was, according to

his biographer in the Liber Pontificalis, the son of a man
called Innocent of Albano ; but, according to the more
trustworthy Jerome, his father was Pope Anastasius I.,

whom he was called by the unanimous voice of the clergy

and laity to succeed. It was during his papacy that the

siege of Rome by Alaric (408) took place, when, according

to a doubtful anecdote of Zosimus, the ravages of plague

and famine were so frightful, and divine help seemed so

far off, that papal permission was granted to sacrifice and
pray to the heathen deities ; the pope happened, however,

to be absent from the city on a mission to Honorius at

Ravenna at the time of the sack in 410. He lost no op-

portunity of maintaiaing and extending the authority of the

Roman see as the ultimate resort for the settlement of all

disputes
; and his still extant communications to Victricius

of Rouen, Exuperiua of Toulouse, Alexander of Autioch,
and others, as well as his action on the appeal made to him
by Chrysostom against Theophilus of Alexandua, show that

opportunities of the kind were numerous and varied. He
took a decided view on the Pelagian controversy, confirming

the decisions of the synod of the pro\'ince of proconsular

Africa held in Carthage in 416, which had been sent to

him, and also writing in the same year in a similar sense

to the fathers of the Numidian synod of Mileve who,
Augustine being one of their number, had addressed him.

Among his letters are one to Jerome and another to John,

bishop of Jerusalem, regarding annoyances to which the

first-named had been subjected by the Pelagians at Beth-
lehem. He died March 12, 417, and in the Romish
Church is commemorated as a confessor along with Saints

Nazarius, Celsus, and Victor, martyrs, on July 28. His
successor was Zosimus.

INNOCENT II., pope from 1130 to 1143, whose family,

name was Paparesci, his own baptismal name being Gregory,
was probably one of the clergy in personal attendance on
the antipope Clement III. (Guibert of Ravenna). By Pas-

chal II. he was created cardinal-deacon. In this capacity

he accompanied Pope Gelasius II. when driven into France
;

and by Calistus II. he was employed on various important

missions, such as on that to Worms for concluding the

peace concordat with the emperor in 1122, and on that to

France in 1123. On February 14, 1130, he was hurriedly

chosen to succeed Honorius II. ; soon afterwards an
opposition asserted itself which issued in the^counter-elec-

tion of Pietro Pierleoni as Pope Anacletus II. Unable to

maintain his position in Rome, Innocent took ship for Pisa,

and thence sailed by Genoa to France, where the influence

of Bernard of Clairvaux readily secured his cordial recogni-

tion by tlie clergy and the court ; in October of the same
year he was duly acknowledged by Lothaire of Germany
and his bishops at the synod of Wiirzburg. In January

1131 he had also a favourable interview with Henry II. of

England; and in August 1132 Lothaire undertook an

expedition to Italy for the double purpose of being

crowned by the pope, and of setting aside the antipope.

Tiie coronation ultimately took place in the Lateran church

(June 4, 1133), but otherwise the expedition proved abor-

tive. A second expedition by Lothaire in 1136 was not

more decisive in its results, and the protracted struggle

between the rival pontiffs was terminated only by the

death of Anacletus on January 25, 1138. By the Lateran

council of 1139, at which Roger of Sicily, Innocent's

most uncompromising foe, was excommunicated, peace

was at last restored to the church. The remaining years

of this pope's life were almost as barren of permanent

results as the first had been ; bis efi'orts to undo the

mischief wrought in Rome by the long schism were almost

entirely neutralized by a struggle with the town of Tivoli

in which he became involved, and by a quarrel with Louis

VII. of France, in the course of which that kingdom was

laid under an interdict. Innocent died September 23,

1143, and was succeeded by Celestine II. The doctrinal

questions in which he was called on to interfere were those

connected with the names of Abelard and Arnold of

INNOCENT III., pope from 1198 to 1216, by far the

most remarkable of the popes who have reigned under this

name, and, if Gregory VII. is excepted, perhaps the greatest

of all who have occupied the see of St Peter, was born at

Anagni about 1160. His father. Count Trasiniundo of

Segni, was a member of the famous house of Conti, from

which nine popes, including Gregory IX., Alexander IV.,

and Innocent XIII., have sprung ; his mother, Claricia,
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belonged to the noble Eoman family of Scotti. His own
baptismal najne was Lothario. After receiving the

rudiments of his education in Korae, he studied theology

under Peter of Corbeil at Paris, and canon law at Bologna.

On his return to Kome in llSl he became a canon of St

Peter's ; and through family influence, combined with the

increasing evidence he gave of remarkable ability, his

subsequent promotion was rapid. By Gregory V'lII. ho

was appointed one of the .=;ubdeacons, and in 1190 (while

barely thirty) he was, at the instance of his maternal uncle

Clement IIL, made cardinal-deacon of St Sergius and St

Bacchus. On the death of Clement (1191), who was
succeeded by Celestine III., a member of the rival house of

Orsini, Cardinal Lothario was but little employed in church

affairs
;
,the unsought leisure which he now possessed he

devoted to the composition of three works, two of which

have come down to our times. Of these the most remark-

able by far is that entitled De Contemptu Mtmdi, sive de

Miseria ffumanse Condiiionis, written "in not inelegant

Latin," full of the best learning of that age, and everywhere

manifesting the moral depth, earnestness, and insight, if

also the somewhat gloomy and severe temperament, of its

author.! On the death of Celestine III. (January 8, 1198),

Lothario was without a day's delay unanimously chosen to

succeed him ; his ordination to the priesthood (hitherto he
had held only deacon's orders), his episcopal consecration;

and his coronation as pope (February 22, 1198), followed

one another in rapid succession. The state of Europe and
of the known world at that juncture was such as might
have suggested even to a less able and energetic man than
Innocent the ambition of once more seeking to obtain for

the papacy that absolute supremacy, both spiritual and
temporal, in the struggle for which his great predecessor

Gregory, more than a century before him, had lost his

throne, and, one might almost say, his life. The owner of

the crown of Xaples' (Frederick II., born 119") was an
infant, incapable of protecting his dominions from the

numerous adventurers by whom they were overrun ; the

Lombard republics were at deadly feud with one another,

or rent by increasing domestic faction ; the empire was
convulsed by the struggles of the rival claimants to the

throne rendered vacant by the death of Henry VI.; in

France Philip Augustus since 1180 had been disgusting

his subjects with his tyranny and scandalous vice ; at

Constantinople the cruel and wicked Alexius HI., after

dethroning his elder brot'ner Isaac Angelus, was struggling

to maiutain his precarious grasp of the sceptre, while tlie

kingdom of Jerusalem, which half a century before had
extended along nearly the whole coast of Syria, was now
almost entirely confined to the city of Acre. Innocent's

first care was to deliver Rome itself from the claims to

supreme authority asserted by the prefect, who for many
years had been nominated by the emperor, but whom now
he compelled to swear allegiance to himself, thus for the

first time practically establishing the temporal sovereignty

of the bishop of Rome over his own city. In another
direction the popular rights in connexion with the choice

of a " senator " were curtailed. Measures were next taken
to free the so-called patrimony of St Peter from the various

German adventurers who. professing to hold of the empire,

had divided it amongst them. Markwald of Anweiler,
duke of Ravenna, was by a pappl army driven from the
March of Ancona, with which he had been invested, and
compelled to withdraw to the south of Italy ; Conrad of

Lutzenberg, duke of Spoletn, was driven into Germany;
Innocent personally visited Reate, Spoleto, Perugia, Todi,

^ The other extant 'work belonging to this period of Innocent's life

is tlie Mysteriorum Evau^eZices Legis et Sncmmct'ti Eurhftylslim

Libri VI. The Dc Qnadripariita Sjpscic Xi'iHiarum ha; not sunived.

and everywhere was welcomed as sovereign and deliverer.

His claim to the sovereignty of the duchy of Tuscany as

heir of the countess Matilda, Hildebrand's friend, was
successfully asserted next ; and on the death of Constantia,

widow of Henry VI. of Germany, Innocent, who had beea
acknowledged by her as liege lord, became, as guardian of

the young Frederick II., master of the kingdom of Naples
and Sicily. By the help of Walter of Brienne, Diephold
of Acerra was compelled to relax his hold of Apulia ; and
in 1202 the death of Markwald at Palermo removed one
of the most vigorous of the many troublers of Italian peace.

The rivalry between Philip of Swabia, brother of Henry
VI., and the Guelph Otto of Brunswick, for the imperial

crown, in the next place offered a favourable opportunity
for intervention in German politics after the more
immediately pressing affairs of Rome and Italy had been
settled. The tardy (but not reluctant) decision finally

given (March 1201) by Innocent in favour of the Guelph
did not indeed avert protracted civil war, resulting in

humiliation and disaster both to emperor and pope
;
yet

ultimately the murder of Philip (June 21, 1208) paved the

way for the peaceful coronatioii of Otto in the following

year, and the long-continued efi<)rts of Innocent seemed to

have met with an absolute success when the new emperor
not only ratified previously exacted promises faithfully to

maintain the territories, fiefs, and rights of the see of Rome
as these had been defined by the see itself, but also

renounced even the small share in episcopal elections which
had been reserved to the empire in the concordat of Worms.
The triumph, it is true, proved a hollow one ; Otto soon
broke his oath, claiming the kingdom of Apulia as a fief of

the empire, and losing no time in commencing a war for

the subjugation of Naples. Nor did his excommunication
in 1211 result greatly to the advantage of the papacy,

except in so far as it strikingly showed how dangerous to

the individual was a collision with the supreme spiritual

power. The battle of Bouvines (July 27, 1214) finally

disposed of the last hopes of Otto, but by it there was left

master of the field one who was destined to prove still more
formidable in his opposition to ecclesiastical ascendency.

The immense influence which the energy, persistence, and
political skill of Innocent enabled him to wield throughout
tbe whole duration of his pontificate in the affairs of the

empire was equally exemplified in his relations with almost
every other state of Christendom. Thus one of his first

acts after his accession was to signify his disapproval of

the conduct of Philip Augustus of France in dismissing

his lawful wife Ingeburga of Denmark. By a rigorous

interdict laid upon the. kingdom from December 1199
to September 1200, the headstrong and refractory king
was at last compelled to take her b.ick with all the honour
due to the queen of France. So, when in England King
.John began to persecute the clergy in consequence of

their adherence to the cause of Stephen Langton, the papal

nominee to the archbishopric of Canterbury (1207), his own
excommunication followed forthv;ith; the kingdom was laid

under an interdict (March 24, 1208), his subjects released

from their allegiance, and his throne offered to any con-

queror, with effects which again were far from being such

as Innocent had anticipated, but which could not fail to

impress the minds of the men of that time with a new and
deep sense of the vigour and far-reaching power of the

vicars of Christ. In Castile, in Portugal, in Loon, in

Navarre, in Denmark, Bohemia, Poland, Hungarj', the same
story repeats itself, with equal distinctness, if with less pro-

minent results. Another outlet of the zeal and ambition of

Innocent was found in the fifth crusade, the leading events

of which, including the pact with A'enice and. the fall of

Constantinople, have been elsewhere related (vol. vi.

p. 62S-9). In the west also, a new crusade agaiust here
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tics was set on foot with relentless energy, which has been

described in the article Albigenses. The principles upon

, which such enterprises ouglit to be conducted were formu-

luted under the prssidency of Innocent at the fourth Lateran

council (1215). It was there decreed that all rulers should

piomiSJ to tolerate no heretics within their dominions, and

that any prince who should refuse to comply with an

injunction of the church to purge his dominions of heresy

was to be punished with excommunication, and in case of

contumacy to be deposed,—if necessary, by force of arms.

To those who should take part in such application of armed

force when declared necessary, immunities similar to those

enjoyed by the Eastern crusaders were guaranteed. At the

same tiaie very stringent laws were made with reference to

the Jcn's. Tlieir disability to hold any public appointment

of trust was dechred, and they were prohibited from at any

time wearing Christian apparel, and also from appearing in

public at all during Holy Week. This council was held by

Innocent in the full consciousness of his approaching dis-

solution, which took place at Perugia on July 16, 1216.

He was succeeded by Honorius HI. Apart from liis

other claims to f inie as a sovereign and statesman of

remarkable breadth of view, unity of purpose, and boldness

of action, Innocent deserves notice as a canonist and as a

preacher. His decisions in canon law are characterized by

i learning and an acuteness which have made him an im-

portant authority. The decretals of the first three years

of his pontificate were collected by Rainer of Pomposi,

and afterwards Bernardus ComposteUanus undertook the

editing of those of the first nine years, which appeared in

a collectiou known as the Compilatio Jiomaiia. This, how-

ever, contained some spurious documents, which were

eliminated from the Compilatio tertia, brought down by

Petrus Callivacinus to the twelfth year, and sent to the

university of Bologna. The Compilatio giiarta, published

shortly after his death, contains the bulls and briefs of the

closing six years. Some indication of Innocent's power as a

preacher, which is known to have been great, can still be

found in his extant sermons ; while fully partaking of the

curious artificiality and mannerism of the period, they

abound in passages of fervid eloquence, -and are every-

where characterized by deep religious and moral feeling.

For tlie works of lEnocent III., seo Jli'^ne, Patrol. Curs. Compl.,

vols. 214-217. For liis life ami pontificite, vol. T. of Milmiin's

Latin Christinnif)/ may bo consulteil; also Jon'y, Histoirc die. Papa

Innocent III., Paris, 1853 ; Deutscli, Papst hmoce-nz III. u. srin

Einjliiss au/dk Kirchr, 1876 ; WattenLach, Gcsch. d. torn. Papst-

thtims, 1876.

INNOCENT IV., Sinibaldo de Fieschi, pope from 1243

to 125-t, belonged to one of the first families of Genoa, and,

educated at Parma and Bologna, passed for one of the best

canonists of his time. He had for his immediate pre-

decessor CelestinelV,, who, however, w.as pope for eighteen

days only, and therefore the events of Innocent's pontificate

practically link themselves on to those of the reign of

Gregory IX. It was on occasion of Innocent's election

' (June 2S, 12-13) that Frederick 11. is said to have remarked

that he had lost the friendship of a cardinal and gained the

euraity of a pope ; the letter which he wrote, however,

expressed in respectful terms the hope that an amicable

settlement of the difl'erences between the empire and tlie

papal see might be reached. The negotiation which shortly

afterwards began with this object speedily proved abortive,

Frederick being unable to make the absolute submission to

the pope's demands which was required of him. Finding

his position in Kome insecure. Innocent secretly withdrew

in the summer of 1241: to Genoa, and thence to Lyons,

where he summoned a general couucil which met in 1245

and deposed Frederick. The agitation caused by this act

thro)v.;hout Europe terminated only with Frederick's death

iu 1250, which permitted the pope to return, first to Perusja,

and afterwards in 1253 to Eome. The remainder of his

life was largely devoted to schemes for compassing the
overthrow of Manfred, the natural son of Frederick II.,

whom the towns and the nobility had for the most part

received as his father's successor. It was on a sick bed at

Naples that Innocent heard of Manfred's victory at Foggia,

and the tidings are said to have precipitated his death
(December 7, 1254). His learning gave to the world an
Apparatus in quinque lilros (hcretalium, which is highly

spoken of ; but essentially Innocent IV. was a small-souled

man, whose avarice, cowardice, cunning, and vindictivenes.";

suggest a striking contrast with Innocent III., whose
character and career, if his selection of a name may be
taken as an indication, he seems to have admired and
sought to follow. He was succeeded by Alexander IV.

INNOCENT v., pope from January 20 to June 22, 1276,
was a native of Tarantasia in Burgundy, where he was born

in 1225. In early life he joined the Dominican order, in

which he acquired great fame as a preacher. The only
noteworthy feature of his brief and uneventful pontificate

was the practical form assumed by his desire for union with

tlie Eastern Church. He was proceeding to send legates

to the Greek emperor in connexion with the recent

decisions of the council of Lyons when he died. He was
the author of several works in philosophy, theology, and

canon law, including commentaries on the Pauline epistles

and on the Sadences of Peter of Lombardy, and is some-

times referred to as " famosissimus doctor." His pre-

decessor was Gregory X., and he was succeeded by Hadrian

V.

INNOCENT VI., Stephen Aubert, pope at Avignon from.

1352 to 1362, the successor of Clement VI., was a native

of the diocese of Limoges, and, after having taught civil law

at Toulouse, became bishop successively of Noyon and of

Clermont. In 1342 he was raised to the dignity of

cardinal On the death of Clement VI., after the cardinals

had each bound himself by a solemn agreement as to a

particular line of policy should he be elected, Aubert was

cliosen (December 18, 1352); one of the first acts of his

pontificate was to declare the paction to have been illegal

and null. His subsequent policy compares favourably with

that of the other Avignon popes. He brought about many
needed reforms in the administration of church affairs, and

by his legate, Cardinal Albornoz, who was accompanied by

Eienzi, he sought to restore order in Rome, where in 1355

Charles IV. was with his permission crowned, after having-

previously come under an oath that he would quit the city

ou the day of the ceremony. It was largely through the

exertions of Innocent that -the peace of Bretigny (1360)

between France and England was brought about. During

this pontificate also John Paleeologns offered to submit the

Greek Church to the Roman see on condition of assistance

being rendered him against John Cantacuzenus. The
resources at the disposal of the pope, however, were all

required for exigencies nearer home, and the offer was

declined. Innocent was a liberal patron of letters, and, if

the extreme severity of his measures against the Fraticelli

be kept out of account, had a deservedly high reputation

for justice and mercy. He died September 12, 1362, and

his succe.ssor was Urban V.

INNOCENT VIL, Cosimo de Miglior,ati, pope from

1404 to 1406, v.-as a native of Solmona in the Abruzzi,

and early distinguished himself by his learning both ia

civil and in canon law. By Urban VI. he was called to the

papal court, and entrusted with various responsible offices,

being finally promoted to the archbishopric of Ravenna,

and afterwards to the bishopric of Bologna. Boniface IX.

made him cardinal, and employed him as legate in several

delicate and important missions. On the death of

Boniface, Jligliorati was unanimously chosen (October 1",
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140i) to succeed liim, after eacli of the cardinals had

bound liimself by a scilemn obligation to employ all lawful

means for the restoration of the church's unity in the event

of his election, and even to resign the papal dignity should

that be considered necessary to tbis end. The election

was resisted at Rome by the Ghibelline party, but peace

was maintained by the aid of Ladislaus of Naples, who

thus laid Innocent under embarrassing obligation^!, from

which he freed himself at the earliest possible moment.

The assassination of some leading members of the city party

by I-udovico Migliorati (a nephew of Innocent) and his

friends compelled the pope to take refuge, in August 1-105,

at Viterbo, whence he did not return until January of the

following year. These troubles furnished liini with a

pretext, of which he was not unwilling to avail himself, for

postponing the meeting of a general council which was

urged by Charles of France, the university of Paris, Piupert

of Germany, and John of Castile, as the only means of

healing the schism which had prevailed so long. It is

hardly necessary to say that he showed no favour to the

proposal that he as well as the antipope Benedict XIII.

should resign in the interests of peace. He died somewhat

suddenly at Rome on November 6, 1-JOG; there is no

evidence for the truth of the allegation that his death was

cot due to natural causes. His successor was Gregory XII.

IXXOCENT VIII., Giovanni Battista Cibo, pope from

1184 to 1492, was born at Genoa (1432), and was the son

of a man of senatorial rank. His early years were spent

at the Neapolitan court, and subsequently he went to Padua

and Rome for his edncition. In the latter city the influence

of his friends procured for him, from Paul II., the bisliopric'

of Savona, and in 1473 he was made cardinal by Si.\tus

IV., whom he succeeded on August 29, 1484. Shortly

after his coronation he addressed a fruitless summons
to Christendom to unite in a crusade against the infidels

;

the amount of his own zeal may in some degree be esti-

mated from the fact that in 1439, in consideration of

a yearly sum of 40,000 duc:its and a gift of the spear-

head which had pierced the Saviour's side, he consented

to favour the sultan Bajazet II. by detaining his fugi-

tive brother in close confinement in the Vatican. In

1486 Henry VII. of England was declared to be the

lawful holder of the English crown by the threefold

right of conquest, inheritance, and popular choice.

Innocent, in his bull " Summis desiderantes " (5th

December 1484), instigated very severe measures against

magicians and witches in Germany ; the principles enun-

ciated by him were afterwards embodied in the Malleus

malelicarum (liSl). He it was also who in 14S7 appointed

Torquemadato be grand inquisitor of Spain ; he also urged

a crusade against the Waldensians, oflfering plenary

indulgence to all who should engage in it. In 1486 he

prohibited, on pain of severe ecclesiastical censures, the

reading of the nine hundred propositions of Pico Jlirandola.

An important event of his pontificate was the fall of

Granada (January 1492), which was celebrated in the

Vatican with great rejoicings. He died July 25, 1492,

leaving behind him numerous children (" Octo Noceus
pueros gi^nuit, totidemque puellas ; Hunc merito poterit

dicere Roma patrem "), towards whom his nepotism had
been as lavish as it was shameless. His successor was.

Alexander A'l.

INNOCENT IX. succeeded Gregory XIV. on October

29, 1591, and died on December 30 of the same year. His
pontificate was unimportant. Clement VIII. was Lis

successor.

INNOCENT X., Giovanni Battista Pamphili, pope from
1644 to 1655, was bnrn at Rome in 1574, attained the

dignity of cardinal in 1629, and through French influence

Vras chosen to succeed Urban VIII. on September 15, 1644._

Throughout his reign the influence exercised over him by

Olympia Maidalchina, his deceaaed brother's wife, was very

great, and such as to give rise to gross scandal, for which,

however, there appears to have been no adequate ground.

He naturally enough objected tu the conclusion of the peace

of 'Westphalia, against which his nuncio in his name vainly

protested, and against which he issued the bull "Zelo

domusDei"in November 1648. The most important of

his doctrinal decisions was his condemnation of the five

Jansenist propositions in 1653. The avarice of his female

counsellor gave to his reign a tone of oppression and sordid

greed which probably it would not otherwise ha%'e shown,

for personally he was not without noble and reforming

impulses. He died January 5, 1655, and was succeeded

by Alexander VII.

INNOCENT XL, Benedetto Odcscalchi, pope from

1676 to 16S9, was born at Como in 1611, studied law at

Rome and Naples, held successively the offices of protono-

tary, president of the apostolic chamber, commissary of

the Marca di Roma, and governor of Macerata; in 1647

Innocent X. made hmi cardinal, and he afterwards succes-

sively became legate to Ferraraand bishop of Novara. In

all these capacities the simplicity and purity of character

wliich he displayed had combined with his unselfish and

openhanded benevolence to secure for him a high place in

the popular affection and esteem ; and two months after

the death of Clement X. he was (September 21, 1676), in

spite of French opposition, chosen his successor. He lost

no time in declaring and practically manifesting his zeal ns

a reformer of manners and a corrector of administrative

abuses. He sought to abolish sinecures and to put the

papal finances otherwise on a sound footing ; beginning

with the clergy, he sought to raise the laity also to a

higher 'moral standard of living: Some of his regulations

with the hitter object, however, may raise a smile as showing

more zeal than judgment. In 1679 he publicly condemned
sixty-five propositions, taken chiefly from the writings of

Escobar, Suarez, and the like, as " propositiones lasorum

moralistarum," and forbade any one to teach them under

penalty of excommunication. Personally not unfriendly

to Molinos, he nevertheless so far yielded to the enormous

pressure brought to bear upon him as to confirm in 1687

the judgment of the inquisitors by which sixty-eight

Jlolinist propositions were condemned as blasphemous and

heretical His pontificate was marked by the prolonged

struggle with Louis XIV. of France on the subject of the

so-called "GJaUican Liberties," and also about certain

immunities claimed by ambassadors to the papal court.

He died after a long period of- feeble health on August 12,

1689. Hitherto repeated attempts at his canonization

have invariably failed, the reason popularly assigned being

the influence of France. Tlie fine moral character of

Innocent has been sketched with much artistic power as

well as with historical fidelity by Mr Robert Browning in

?7je L'inj and the Booh Innocent XI. was succeeded by
Alexander VIII.

INNOCENT XII, Antonio Pignatelli, pope from IGDl

to 1 700, was the successor of Alexander VIII. He came of

a distinguished Neapolitan famil}-, and was born March 13,

1615. Educated at the Jesuit college in Rome, he in his

twentieth year became an ofiicial of the court of Urban
VIII. ; under successive popes he served as nuncio at

Florence and Vienna and in Poland ; and by Innocent XL
he was made cardinal (1681) and archbishop of Naples.

Immediately after his election (July 12, 1691) he declared

against the nepotism which had too ranch and too long

been one of the greatest scandals of the papacy ; the bull

" Romanum decet Pontificem," issued in 1692, prohilnted

popes in all times coming from bestowing estates, cSices,

or revenues ^on^ny relative j at tke. same time he sought
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to. check the simoniacal practices of the apostolic chamber,

and in connexion witli tliis to introduce a simpler and more

economical manner of life into his court. He introduced

various much-needed reforms into the States of the Church,

and for the better administration of justice erected the

Forum Innocentianum. In 1693 he compelled the French

bishops to retract the four propositions relating to

the "Gallican Liberties" which had been formulated by
the assembly of 1682. In 1699 he decided in favour of

Bossuet in his controversy with Fenelon about the

Explication des Maximes des Sahils sur la Vie Interievre oi

the latter. His pontificate contrasted with that of a series

of predecessors in having marked leanings towards France

instead of Germany. This benevolent, self-abnegating,

and pious pope died on September 27, 1700, and was

succeeded by Clement XI.

INNOCENT XIIL, Michael Angelo Conti, pope from

1721 to 1724, was born in 1655, and became cardinal

under Clement XI. in 1706. From 1697 to 1710 he acted

as papal nuncio to the kingdom of Portugal, where he is

believed to have formed those unfavourable impressions of

the Jesuits which afterwards influenced his conduet towards

them. In 1721 his high reputation for ability, learning,

purity, and a kindly disposition secured his election to

succeed Clement XI. His pontificate was prosperous, but
comparatively uneventful. He prohibited the Jesuits from
prosecuting their mission in China, and ordered that no
new members should be received into the order. This
indication of his sympathies encouraged some French
bishops to approach him with a petition for the recall of

the bull " Unigenitus" by which Jansenism had been con-

demned ; the request, however, was peremptorily denied.

Innocent XIIL, like his predecessor, showed much favour

to the English Pretender " James LEI.," and liberally sup-

ported him. He died March 7, 1724, and was succeeded
by Benedict XIIL
INNSBRUCK, or Innsprdok (18,000), the chief town of

Tyrol, Austria, is situated on the right bank of the Inn, not

far from its junction with the Sill, in a beautiful valley

surrounded by lofty mountains, which seem to overhang the

town. It is connected with its suburbs on the left bank
of the stream by three bridges. The old wooden bridge,

which was the scene of a fierce struggle between the Tyrolese

and the Bavarians in 1809, was replaced in 1S71-72 by a

handsome iron structure, and the banks of the Inn have,

during the last few years, been widened and planted with
trees. Innsbruck is the seat of the law courts and the

usual administrative offices for the district of Tyrol and
Vorarlberg. The town has broad streets, with four open
l)laces. The houses are handsome ; many of those in the

old town date from the 17 th and 18th centuries, and are

built in the Italian style, adorned with frescoes, and
having arcades beneath used as shops. The Franciscan or

court church (1553-1563), in the Renaissance style, con-

tains several works of art, of which the chief is the

imposing cenotaph of the emperor Maximilian I. This
monument of art, one of the most important on the
Continent, represents the emperor kneeling in prayer on a

marble sarcophagus, surrounded by twenty-eight colossal

bronze statues of his ancestors ; while on the sides of the
sarcophagus there are twenty-four reliefs, depicting the
chief events in JIasimilian's life. Alexander Colin
executed most of the reliefs (see vol. vi. p. 141) ; and Gilg
Sesselschreiber, court-painter, had the general superintend-
ence of the work, and designed many of the statues. In
the same church are the monuments of the patriots Hofer,
Haspinger, ^and Siieckbacher, and one in memory of the
Tyrole.^e who fell in defence of their country between 1796
and 1809. The siU-er chapel of the church contains a
silvar Madonna and alfarpiece, and the graves of Archduke

Ferdinand 11. and his wife Philippa. In this church
Christina of Sweden, daughter of Gustavus Adolphus,
publicly adopted the Roman Catholic faith in 1654. Other
churches worthy of note are the Pfarr-church, the Jesuits'

church, the Serviten church, and St John's of Nepomuk.
There are numerous monastic institutions, including a

Jesuits' college, and a Capuchin convent, begun in 1593
as the first of the order in Germany. The university,

founded in 1672 and, after being twice suspended, finally

reinstituted in 1826, had in 1880-81 a teaching-staff of 76,

and (1879-80) 607 students. It possesses a fine library, and
exhibitions to the annual value of .£1200. The p'erdinand-

eum, an interesting national museum, was founded in 1845,

and is maintained by private enterprise. The other chief

buildings are the palace, completed in 1771, the theatre,

the post-office, the landhaus, town-house, and other official

buildings, and several schools and benevolent institutions.

1. ^'at^Ollal Theatre.
2. Tnwn-house, Custom-

house.
3. Pfon- Chiuch.
4. Burg or Pfll.ice.

5. GoUue Dachl.

Plan of luiisbiiitk.

6. Francisc.nu or Court
Chuich.

7. Univeisitj'.

8. Jesuits" Church.
9. Jesuits' Colleee.

10. Capucliin iloujstcry.

J 1. Museum.
1;?. Landhnus.
13. Post-OIIIce.

14. Seivircji Church.
16. Tliuniphal Arch.

The Golden Roof (Goldne Dachl) is prominent on the

front of a mansion built in 1425 at great expense by
Frederick of the Empty Pockets, as a practical refutation

of his nickname. Among the several monuments in the

town are St Anna's pillar, erected in 1706 to commemorate
the repulse of the French and Bavarians in 1703; the

fountain, with a bronze statute of Duke Rudolf IV., raised

in 1863-77 in memory of the five hundredth anniversary of

the union of Tyrol with Austria ; statues of the archduke

Leopold V. and of Walter von der Vogelweide ; and the

triumphal arch erected in 1765, on the occasion of the

marriage of the emperor Leopold 11. to the infanta Maria

Ludovica, The manufactures of Innsbruck comprise

woollen and cotton goods, stained glass, leather, and

machinery; and there is considerable transit trade between

Italv and Austria. The population in 1869 was 16,324 ;

but in 1879 it was estimated at about 18,000, with a

garrison of 2000 men.

The aiu-iotit iiniue of tlio town wns CRui Pons or CF.tiiiiontiim, of

*liich Innslirnck (Briclse of Innl is tlie Germnii eqniviilrnt. It

reneived town pvivilescs in 1231 from Duke Otto I. of Meran ;

from that <lnle till nholit 1665 it was the rnpital of the Tyrolese

counts; and after the union of Tyrol with .Austria in 1363 it

became a favourite residence of the einperors. In 15o2 llaurico
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of Saxony surprised and took Innsbvuck, almost capturing the

cinpcror Charles V.. to whom a iniitiiiy ainouf; MuiuicL''s troops

afforJed time for a hasty flight. In the war of iho Spanish succes-

sion, and again in tlic patriotic Tyrolese wars at the heginning

of tlie 19th "century, Innsbruck suffered severely. During the coni-

raotions of 1S48, it was tlie temporary refuge of tlie emperor Fer-

dinand.

INN'S OF COURT. The Inns of Court and Chancery

are voluntary non-corporate legal societies seated in

London, having their origin about the end of the 13tli ani\

the commencement of the 14th century.

Dugdale (Ori^iites Jitridlciales) states that the learned

in our laws were anciently persons in holy order.^, the

justices of the Iciug's court being bishops, abbots, and the

like. But in 1207 the clergy were prohibited by canon

from acting in the temporal courts. The result proving

prejudicial to the interests of the community, a commission

of inquiry was issued by Edward I. (1290), and this was
followed up (1292) by a second commission, which amuug
other things directed that students " apt and eager " should

be brought from the provinces and placed in proximity to

the courts of law now fixed by JIagna Charta at West-

minster. These students were accordingly located in what

became known as the Inns of Court and Chancery, the

latter designated by Fortescue (De LaiuUlnis) as " the ear-

liest settled places for students of the law," the germ of

what Sir Edward Coke subsequently spoke of as our

English juridical university. In these Inns of Court and
Chancery, thus constituted, and corresponding to the

ordinary college, the students, according to Fortescue, not

only studied the laws and divinity, but further learned to

dance, sing, and play instrumental music, " so that these

hostels, being nurseries or seminaries of the court, were

therefore called Inns of Court."

Stow in his Snrvei/ (1.598) says: " There is in and about

this city a whole university, as it were, of students,

practisers or pleaders, and judges of the laws of this realm;"

and he goes on to enumerate the several societies, fourteen

in number, then existing, corresponding nearly witli those

recognized in the present day, of which the Inns of Court,

properly so-called, are and always have been four, namely,

Lincoln's Inn, with the subordinate Inns of Chancery,

Furnival's Inn and Thavie's Inn ; the Inner Teuijite, with

Clifford's Inn and Clement's Inn; tho MiJJ/e 'Temple,

with New Inn ; and Grai/'s Inn, with Staple's Inn and
Barnard's Inn. In addition to these may be specified

Serjeant's Inn, a society composed solely of serjeants-at-law,

which, however, ceased to exist in 1S77. Besides the

Inns of Chancery above enumerated, there were others,

such as Lyon's Inn, which was pulled down as recently as

1868, and Scrope's Inn and Chester or Strand Inn, spoken

of by Stow, which have long been removed, and the

societies to which they belonged have disappeared. The
four Inns of Court stand ou a footing of complete equality,

no priority being conceded to or claimed by one inn over

another. Their jurisdictions and privileges are eciual,

and upon afKiirs of common interest the benchers of the

four inns meet in conference. From the earliest times

there has been an interchange of fellowship between the

four houses ; nevertheless the Middle Temple and Lincoln's

Inn, and the Inner Temule and Gray's Inn, have main-
tained a closer alliance.

The members of an Inn of Court ponsist of benchers,

barristers, and students. The benchers are the governing

bodies of the inns, and are composed of the senior mem-
bers, designated also more formally " masters of the

bench." They are self-elected, and unrestricted as to

nundjers ; usually, but not invariably, a member of an
inn, on attaining the rank of queen's counsel, is invited to

the bench. Other members of long standing are also

occasionally chosen, but no member by becoming a queen's

counsel or by seniority of standing acquires the right of

being nominated a bencher. The benchers thus elected

vary in number from twenty in Gray's Inn to seventy

and upwavds in Lincoln's Inn and the Inner Temple.
The powers of the benchers are practically without

limit within their respective societies ; their duties, how-
ever, are restricted to the superintendence and manage-
ment of the concerns of the inn, the admission of candi-

dates as .students, the calling of them to the bar, and the

exercise of discipline generally over the members. The
judges of the siq^erior courts are the visitors of the inns,

and to thein alone can an appeal be had when either of

the societies refuses to call a member to the bar, or to

reinstate in his jjrivileges a barrister who has been dis-

barred for professional or other misconduct. The meetings

of the hciichers are variously denominated a "parliament"
in the Inner and Jliddle Temples, a "pension" in Gray's

Inn, and a "council" in Lincoln's Inn. The presiding or

chief officer is the treasurer, one of the benchers, who is

elected annually to that dignity. Other benchers fulfil the

duties of master of the library, master of the walks or

gardens, dean of the chapel, and so forth, while others are

readers, whose functions are referred to below. Under
the term barrister are included generally all those members
of an Inn of Court who, after due probation, and being

at least twenty-one years of age, have been called to that

rank by the benchers of the inn of which they have been
students. For a notice of these the reader is referred

to the article B.utRisTEES (voL iii. p. 39-1), but some
further details respecting their connexion with these

societies may be fitly given here. Each inn confers this

status or degree on its own members only. The grade of

barrister comprehends the attorney-general and solicitor-

general (appointed by and holding office solely at the will

of the Government of the day), who rank as the heads of

the profession, queen's counsel, and ordinary practitioners,

sometimes technically known as "utter barristers." There
is also the practitioner "below the bar," the lowest in the

ranks of the forensic hieraichy, who limits his practice to

those special branches of the law designated pleading and
conveyancing, and is precluded by the fact of his not having
been "called" from appearing in court.

The usages of the diflerent inns varied somewhat for-

merly in regard both to the term of probationary student-

ship enforced and to the procedure involved in a call to the

bar. In the present day complete itniformity is observed

in all respects, the entrance examination, the course of

study, and the examinations required to be passed on the

completion of the curriculum being identical and common
to all the inns alike. When once called to the bar, the

barrister is left to follow his own will in regard to entering

into active practice or with respect to the special branch of

the law he may elect to pursue, no hindrance beyond pro-

fessional etiquette limiting his freedom of action in any
way; so also members may on application to the benchers,

and on payment of arrears of dues (if any), leave the

society to which they belong, and thus cease altogether

to be members of the bar likewise. Barristers rank as

esquires, and are privileged from arrest whilst in attend-

ance on the superior courts and on circuit, and also from

serving on juries. They enjoy unfettered freedom of

speech, though this confers no right to utter slander. On
the other hand, a barrister has no legal remedy for the

recovery of his fees, and it is not competent for him to

enter into any contract for payment by his client with

respect to litigation. A member of an Inn of Court re-,

tains his name on the lists of his inn for life by means of

a small annual payment varying from £1 to £5, which at

one or two of the inns is nov/ compounded for by a fiyert

sum taken at the call to the bar. A distinctive dress b
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worn by barristers when at [ending the courts, consisting of

a stuff-gown, exchanged fur one of silli when the wearer

has attained the rank of queen's counsel, both classes also

having wigs dating in pattern and material from the ISth

century. Those who piactise bolow the bar as pleaders or

conveyancers are under the necessity of tahing'out a cer-

tificate, which is granted for one year only, but is renew-

able, and is subject to a small payment. This certificate

is issued by tlie benchers of the Inn of Court of which the

practitioner is a membei, and is given to those only who
are qualified to be called to the bar.

During the reign of Edward III. tlie Inns of Court and

Chancery, based on the collegiate principle, prospered

under the supervision and protection of the crown. In

1.381 Wat Tyler invaded the Temple, and in the succeed-

ing century (1450) Jack Cade meditated pulling down the

Inns of Court and killing the lawyers. It would appear,

moreover, that the inmates of the inns were themselves at

times disorderly and in conflict wiih the citizens. Fortescue

(circa 1464) describing these societies thus speaks of them:
" There belong to the law ten lesser ifins, which are called

the Inn3 cf Chancery, in each of which there are one

hundred students at least, and in some a far greater

number, though not constantly residing. After the

students have made some progress here they are admitted

to the Inns of Court. Of these there are four, in the least

frequented of wdiich there are about two hundred students.

The discipline is excellent, and the mode of study well

adapted lor proficiency." This curriculum had probably

existed for two centuries before Fortescue wnjte, aud

continued to be enforced certainly down to the time of

Sir Thomas More (1498) and of Chief Justice Dyer (1537),

and yet later to tliat of Sir Edward Coke (1571). From
this time, however, the attorneys were gradually closing

the doors of the Inns of Chancery against students for the

bar; and these preparatory schools of law, o'nce the stepping

stones to the Inns of Court (who directed their studies),

have long since severed their relations with the bar and

with legal education, and are now of no account whatever

in connexion with the law, their members being chiefly,

though not entirely, solicitors meeting solely for convivial

purposes. By the tinre of Sir Matthew Hale (1G29) the

custom for law students to be first entered to an Inn of

Chancery before being admitted to an Inn of Court had

become obsolete, and thenceforth the Inns of Chancery have

been entirely abandoned to the attorneys. Stow in liis

Sui'vey succinctly points out the course of reading enforced

at the end of the 16th century. He says that the Inns of

Court were replenished partly by students coming from

the Inns of Chancery, who went thither from the univer-

Eities and sometimes immediately from grammar schools
;

and, having spent some time in studying the first elements

of the law, and having performed the exercises called

"bolts," "moots," and " putting of cases," they proceeded

to be admitted to, and become students in, one of the Inns

of Court. Here continuing for the space of seven years or

thereabouts, they frequented readings and other learned

exercises, whereby, growing ripe in the knowledge of the

laws, they were, by the general consent either of the

benchers or of the readers (who down to 1664 enjoyed a

special privilege in this respect), called to the degree of

barrister, and so enabled to practise in chambers and at

the bar. There is thus abundant evidence that ample

provision for legal study was formerly made, and that this

'vnntinued with more or less vigour down to nearly the

commencement of the 18th century. A languor similar to

that which affected the church and the universities then

gradually supervened, until the fulfilment of the merest

^orms sufficed to confer the dignity of advocate and pleader.

This was maintained untd recent years, when (from 1845)

the necessity for suitable training of young men aspiring
to forensic honours has again become recog?iized, and steps
have been taken for reviving and extending, tlie ancient
discipline and course of study, bringing them into harmony
with modern ideas and requirements.

In the present day the four Inns of Court have combined
in framing and enforcing regulations having for their end a
preliminary or matricuhition examination prior to admission
to an inn, the keeping of terms, the attendance at lectures

aud private classes, aud finally an examination preparatory

"to the call to the bjr, which, ns at the universities, is

divided into an houoru- and a simple pass examination, the

former carrying with it certain studentships of some
pecuniary value and certificates of honour. The scope of

the examinations is tolerably wide, and includes juris-

prudence (with international law, public and private), the

lloniau civil law, constitutional law and legal history,

common law, equity, the law of real and personal property,

and criminal law. These studies, and the examinations

consequent upon them, are superintended and cotitrolled by
a coiuicil of legal education consisting of twenty bencuers

nominated in equal numbers by each inn, and by a per-

manent committee of education and examination consisting

of eight members, appointed by and taken from the council

itself. A body of examiners has been likewise constituted,

whoso payment, together with the attendatit expenses of

the council, is provided for by annual contributions, iu

certain fixed proportions, made by the four inns. The
arrangements in force would ajpiiear, however, to bo
regarded as tentative only, several attenq)ts liaving been

made to carry out a more systematic scheme of education,

to be developed eventually into a regular legal universit).

The assistance of the legislature to this end has even been

sought, but as yet without result, in the shape of a statutory

enactment. The fees payable at the different inns vary

from £130, lis. lOd. at Gray's Inn to £154, Is. 3d. at

the iliddle Temple. These sums cover all expenses from

adnussion to an inn to the call to the bar, but the addition

of tutorial and other expenses may augment the cost of a

barrister's legal education to £400 or £500. The period

of study prior to call has now become limited to twelve

terms, equivalent to about three years. In the case ol

solicitors, however, the regulations have been altered in

1881 so as to enable them to be called after the lapse of

one year.

It has been seen that the studies pmrsued in ancient

times were conducted by means of " readings," " moots,"

and " bolts." The readings were from the very first deemed
of vital importance, and were delivered in the halls with

much ceremony ; they were frequently regarded as authori-

ties and cited as sutdi at Westminster in argument. Some
statute or section of a statute was selected for analysis and

explanation, and its relation to the common law pointed

out. Many of these readings, dating back to Edward L,

are extant, and well illustrate the importance of the subjects

and the exhaustive and learned manner in which they were

treated by the able, experienced nien upon whom this duty

was cast. The function of "reader" involved the holder

in very weighty expenses, chiefly by reason of the profuse

hospitality dispensed,—a constant and splendid table being

kept during the three weeks and three days over which

the readings extended, to which were invited the nobility,

judges, bishops, the officers of state, and sometimes the

king himself. In 1088 the readers were paid £200 for

their reading, but by that time the office had become a

sinecure. In the present day the readership is purely

honorary and without duties. The privilege formerly

assumed by tlie reader of calling to the bar was taken

away iu 1004 by an order of the lord chc.ncillor and the

judges. Moots were exercises of the nature of formal argu-
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ments on points of law raised by the students and conducted

with much care under the supervision of a bencher and two

barristers sitting as judges in the halls of the inns. Bolls

were of an analogous clraracter, though deemed inferior to

moots. Both had fallen into complete desuetude until

lately, when the society of Gray's Inn has revived mootings,

it is understood with some success.

In the early history of the inus discrimination was exer-

cised in regard to the social status of candidates fur ad-

mission to them. Feme, a writer of the 16th century,

referred to by Dngdale, states that none were admitted

into the houses of court except they were gentlemen of

blood. So also Pliny, writing in the 1st century of the

Christian era [Letters, ii. li), says that before his day young

men even of the highest families of Rome were not ad-

mitted to practice except upon the introduction of some

man of consular rank. But he goes on to add that all

barriers were then broken down, everything being open to

everybody,—a remark quite applicable to the bar of England

and elsewhere in the present day. It may here be noted

that no dignity or title confers any rank at the bar. A
privy councillor, a peer's son, a baronet, the speaker of

the House of Commons, or a knight,—all rank at the bar

merely according to their legal precedence. Formerly

orders were frequently issued both by the benchers and by

the crown on the subject of the dress, manners, morals,

and religious observances of students and members. . No
such interference with the liberty of the subject is now
recognized in the inns of court ; and, although there is some

semblance of a collegiate discipline maintained, this is re-

stricted to the dining in hall, where many ancient usages

survive, and to the closing of the gates of the inns at

night.

Each inn maintains a chapel, with the accompaniment of

preachers and other clergy, the services being those of

the Church of England. The Inner and the Middle

Temple have joint use of the Temple church, a fabric

of high antiquity and much dignity. The chapels of

Lincoln's Inn and Gray's Inn are also very interesting.

The office of preacher is usually filled by an ecclesiastic of

learning and repute chosen by the benchers. The principal

functionary of this rank in connexion with the Temple

church is, however, constituted by letters patent by the

crown without episcopal institution or induction, enjoying,

nevertheless, no authority independently of the benchers.

He bears the title of Master of the Temple.

It has already been stated, on the authority of Fortescue,

that the students of the Inns of Court learned to dance,

sing, and play instrumental music ; and those accomplish-

ments found expression no doubt in the " masques " and
" revels " for which the societies formerly distinguished

themselves, especially the Inner Temple and Gray's Inn.

These entertainments were of great antiquity and much
magnificence, involving very considerable expense. Evelyn

(Diary) speaks of the revels at the Jliddle Temple as an old

and riotous custom, having relation neither to virtue nor to

policy. The last revel appears to have been held at the

Inner Temple in 1734, to mark the occasion of the elevation

of Lord Chancellor Talbot to the woolsack. The plays

and masques performed were sometimes repeated elsewhere

tLan in the hall of the inn, especially before the sovereign

at court. A master of the revels was appointed, commonly

designated Lord of Misrule, whose authority in making the

necessary arrangements was paramount. Abundant infor-

mation as to the scope and nature of 'these entertainments

has come down to us : one of the festivals is minutely

described by Gerard Leigh in his Accedence of Armorie,

1612 ; and a tradition ascribes the first performance of

Shakespeare's TiL-elfih Niyht to a revel held in the Middle

Temple hall in February 1601. At the present day no

13—(i»

entertainments are given ; excepting on very rare occa.sion9,

the hospitality of the inns has ceased to find expression

save in the " Grand Day" held once in each of the four

terms, when it is customary for the judges and other dis-

tinguished visitors to dine with the benchers (wdio sit apart

from the barristers and students on a dais in some state),

and "Eeaders' Feasts," on both which occasions extra com-

mons and wine are served to the members attending.

The hvicr and tlie Middle Tcvt2>lc, so fnr as tlifir ]li^toly can be

tr.lced l>ark. Ijave always bt'en separate societies. Fortescue, writing

between 14(5t and 1470, nialves no allusion to a previous junction of

tile two inns. Dngdale (1671) speaks of the Temple as one society,

and states that tlie students so increased iu number that at length

they divided into two bodies, becoming the Inner and Jliddle

Temple respectively. He docs not, however, give any authority for

this statement, or *urnish the date of the division. The first reliable

mention of the Temple as an inn of court is to be found in the.

Fusion Leitcrs, where, under date November 1410. the Inner Temple
is spoken of as a college, as is also subsequently the Middle Temine.
The Temple, as the name would serve to indicate, was the seat in

England of the famous monastic order known as the Knights
Templars, on whose snpjiression in 1312 it i»assed with other of

their po.ssessions to the crown, and after an interval of some years

to the Knights Hospitallers of St John of Jerusalem, who iu the

reign of Kdward III. demised the mansion and its surroundings to

certain jtrofessors of the common law who came from Thavie's Inn.

Notwithstanding the destruction of the muniments of the Temple
by fire or by popular commotion, sufficient testimony is attainable

to show that iu the reigns of Edward 111. and Richard II. the

Temple had become the residence of the legal communities which
have since maintained there a permanent footing. The two societies

continued as tenants to the Knights Hospitallers of St John until

the dissolution of the order in 1539 ; they then became the lessees

of the crown, and so remained until 1609, -when James I. made a

grant by letters patent of the premises in perpetuity to the benchers

of the respective societies on a yearly payment by each of £10, a

payment which has long ceased to be made, having been bought up
iu the reign of Charles II. Iu this grant the two inns are described

as "the Inner and the Middle Temple or New Temple," and as
" being two out of those four colleges the roost famous of all Europe"
for the study of the law. Excepting the church, nothing now
remains of the edifices belonging to the Knights Templars, the

present buihlings having been almost wholly erected since the reign

of Queen EUzabeth or since the Great Fire, in which the major part

of the Inner Temple perished. The church, a noble structure, has

been in the joint occupation of the Inner and Middle Temple from
time immemorial,—the former taking the southern and the latter

the northern half. The round portion of the church w as consecrated

in 11S5, the nave or choir in 1240. It is the largest and most com-
plete of the four remaining round churches in England, and is built

on the plan of the church of the Holy Sepulchre at Jerusalem.

Narro\Yly escaping the ravages of the fire of 1666, this beautiful

building remains to this day one of the most perfect specimens ol

early Gothic architecture in England, and is maintained in the

highest order in respect not merely to the edifice itself but to the

services conducted within its walls. In former times the lawyers

awaited their clients for consultation in the Round Church, .as

similarly the serjeants-at-law were accustomed to resort to St

Paul's Cathedral, where each Serjeant had a pillar assigned him.

The Inner Temple, comprehending a hall, parliament chamber,

librar}', and other buildings, occupies the site of the ancient mansion
of the Knights Templars, built about the year 1240, and has from

time to time been more or less re-erected and extended, the most

recent changes in this direction dating from 1870, when the present

handsome range of buildings, including a new dining ball, was com-

pleted. The library owes its existence to William Tetyt, keeper o:

the Tower Records in the time of Queen Anrie, who was akso a

benefactor to the library of the Middle Temple. Tlie greatest

addition by gift was made by the Baron Maseres in 1825. The
number of volumes now in the library is 30,000, arranged in suit-

able rooms adjoining the hall. Of the inns of Chancciy belonging

to the Inner Temple Clifford's Iim was anciently the tow n residence

of the Barons ClilTord, and was demised in 1345 to a body of

students of the law. Clement's Inn was an Inn of Chancery before

the reign of Edward IV., taking its name fronr the parish church

of St Clement Danes, to which it had formerly belonged.

The Middle Temple possesses in its hall one of the most stalely

and interesting of existing Elizabethan structures. Commenced in

1562, under the auspices of the learned Plowden, then treasurer,

it was not completeci until 1572, the richly carved screen at the ea-st

end in the style of the Renaissance being put up three years later,

in 1575. The idea long commonly received that the screen was

constructed of timber taken from ships of the Spanish Armada (1.^88)

is therefore baseless. The noble edifice, which through many vicissi-

tudes of fire and popular tumult La3 been preserved unaltered to
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t'ne present day, has been the scene of nmnerous historic incidents,

notably the enteitainments given within its walls to rei^al and other

personages from Queen Elizabeth downwards. The library, which
now contains 28,000 volumea, dates its ori<^in from 1641, when
Robert Ashley, a member of the society, bequeatlied his collection

of books in all classes of literature to the inn, together with a large

snm of money ; other benefactors were Ashmole (the antii^nary),

"William Petyt (a benefactor of the Inner Temple), and Lord
Stowell. From 1711 to 1826 the library was greatly neglected

;

few works were added either by prescutatioQ or purch.ase, and many
of the most scarce and valuable were lost. The present handsome
library building, which stands apart from the hall, was completed
in 1861, the Prince of-iVales attending the inauguration ceremony
on October 31st of that year, and becoming a member and bencher

of the society on the occasion. The MSS. in the collection are few

in number, and of no special value. In civil, canon, and inter-

national law, as also in divinity and ecclesiastical history, the

library is very rich ; it contains also some curious works on witch-

craft auddenionology. There is but one Inn of Chancery connected
with tlie Middle Temple,, that of New Iim, which, according to

Dugdale, was formed by a society of students previously settled at

St George's Inn, situated near St Sepulchre's Chui'ch without New-
gate ; but the date of this transfer is not known.

Lincohi^s Inn stands on the site partly of an episcopal palace

erected in the time of Henry III. by Ralpli Nevill, bishop of Chi-
chester and chancellor of England, and partly of a religious house,

called Black Friars House, in Holborn. In the reign of Edward II.,

Henry Lacy, earl of Lincoln, possessed the place, which from him
acquired tlie name of Lincoln's Inn, probably becoming an Inn oi

Court soon after his death (in 1310), though of its existence as a
place of legal study there is little authentic record until the time
of Henry VI. (1424), to which date the existing muniments reach
hack. The fee simple of the inn would appear, however, to have
Temained vested in the see of Chichester ; and it was not until 1580
that the society which for centuries had occupied the inn as
tenants acquired the absolute ownership of it. The old hall, built

about 1506, still remains (and is temporarily used as one of the
courts of the High Court of Justice), but has given place to a
modern structure designed by Philip Hardwick, E. A., which, along
with the buildings containing the library, was completed in 1845,
the Queen attendingthe inauguration ceremony (October 13). The
chapel, built after the designs of Inigo Jones, was consecrated in
1623. The library—as a collection of law books the most complete
in tho country—owes its foundation to a bequest of John
Nethorsale, a member of the society, in 1497, and is the oldest of

the existing libraries in the metroix)lis. Various entries in the
records of the inn relate to the library, and notably in 1608, when
an effort was made to extend the collection, and the first appoint-
ment of a master of the library (an office now held in annual rota-
tion by each bencher) was made. The library has been much
enriched by donations and by the acquisition by purchase of collec-
tions of books on special subjects. It includes also an extensive
and valuable series of MSS., the whole comprehending 43,000
Tolunies. The Inns of Chancery affiliated to Lincoln's Inn are
Thavie's Inn and Furnival's Inn. Thavie's Inn was a residence of
students of the law in tho time of Edward III., and is mentioned
by Fortcscue as having been one of the lesser houses of Lincoln's
Inn for some centuries. It thus continued down to 1769, when the
inn was sold by the benchers, and thenceforth it ceased to have any
character as a place of legal education. Furnival's Inn became the
resort of students about the year 1406, and was purchased by the
society of Lincoln's Inn in 1647. In 1817 the inn was rebuilt, but
from thai; date it has ceased to exist as a legal community.

There is no reason to suppose that Qray's Inn is of less anti-
quity than the otiier Inns of Court. The exact date of its be-
coming the residence of lawyers is not known, though it was so
occupied before the year 1370, and there is abundant evidence of its
existence as an Inn of Court after that date. The inn stands upon
the site of the manor of Portpoole, belonging in ancient times to
the dean and chapter of St Panl's, but subsequently the property of
the noble family of Grey de Wilton and eventually of the crown,
from which a grant of the manor or inn was obtained, many years
since discharged from any rent or payment. The hall of the inn
is of handsome design, similar to the Middle Temple hall in its
general character and arrangements, and was completed about tho
year 1560. Tlic chapel, of much earlier date than the hall, has,
notwithstanding its antiquity, but little now to recommend it to
notice, being small and insignificant, and lacking architectural
features of any kind. The library, including about 13,000 volumes,
contains a small but important collection of MSS. and missals, and
also some valuable works on divinity. Little is known of the
origin or early history of the library, though mention is incidentally
made of it iu tho society's records in the 16th and 17th centuries.
iThc gardens, laid out about 1597, it is believed under the auspices
'of the lord chancellor Bacon, at that time treasurer of the society,
continue to this day as then planned, though with some curtailment
nsvAg to. tkg creclioniOf.,adi.litionalakhiiildings in recent years.

Among many curious customs maintained in this inn is that of

drinking a toast on grand days "to the glorious, pious, and
immortal memory of Queen Ehzabeth." Of the special circum-
stances originating this display of loyalty there is no record. The
Inns of Chancery connected with Gray's Inn are Staple's and
Barnard's Inns. SUiplc's Inn was an Inn of Chancery in the reigu
of Henry V., and is probably of yet earlier date. Readings and
moots were observed here with regularity. Sir Simonds d'Ewes
mentions attending a moot in February 1624. Barnard's Inn,
anciently designated Mackworth Inn, was an Inn of Chancery in
the reign of Henry VI. It was then and still is held of the dean
and chapter of Lincoln, to whom a fine of £1400 is payable every
fourteen years.

The King's Inns, Dublin, the legal school in Ireland,

corresponds closely to the English Inns of Court, and is in

many respects iu unison with them in its regulations with
regard to the admission of students into the society, and to

the degree of barrister-at-law, as also in the scope of the

examinations enforced, though no final examination is now
required for call to the bar. Of the twelve terms required
to be kept, however, by a student, four must be spent at

an lun of Court in London, admission to which is obtained
in the usual manner, but exempt from statnp duty, on the
certificate of the under treasurer that such duty has been
paid in Ireland. Until lately two years were required tn

be thus passed in London,—the stipulation dating as far

back as 1542 (33 Henry VIIL c. 3). Down to 1866 the

course of education pursued at the King's Inns differed

from the English Inns of .Court in that candidates for

admission to the legal profession as attorneys and solicitors

carried on their studies with those aspiring to the higher

grade of the bar in the same building under a professor

specially appointed for this purpose,—herein following tlie

usage anciently prevailing in the Inns of Chancery in

London, which, as has already been staled, has long sinca

fallen into desuetude. This arrangement was put an end
to by the statute 29 <fc 30 Vict. c. 84. The origin of

the King's Inus may be traced back to the reign of Edward
I., when a legal society designated CoUett's Inn was
established ; but, being situated without the walls of tlia

city, the inn was destroyed by an insurrectionary band. In
the reign of Edward TIT. Sir Robert Preston, chief baron of

the exchequer, gave up his residence within the city to tha

legal body, which then took the name of Preston's Inn,

where for two centuries the study of the law was pursued
and a collegiate discipline maintained. In 1542 the land

and buildings known as Preston's Inn were restored to the

family of the original donor, and in the same year Henry
VIII. granted the monastery of Friars Preachers for the

use of the professors of the law in Ireland. In consequence

of this grant the legal body removed to the new site, and
thenceforward were known by the name of the King's Inns.

Possession of this property having been resumed by the

Government in the middle of the last century (1742), and
the present Four Courts erected thereon, a large space of

ground at the top of Henrietta Street was purchased by
the society, and the existing hall built-in the year 1800.

The library, numbering over 50,000 volumes, with a few

MSS., is housed in buildings specially provided in the year

1831, and is open, not only to the members of the societj',

but also to strangers upon proper introduction. The
collection is not entirely legal, but comprises all kinds of

literature. It is based principally upon a purchase made
in 1787 of the large and valuable library of Mr Justice

Robinson, and is maintained chiefly by an annual payment
made from the Consolidated Fund to the society in lieu of

the right to receive copyright works which was conferred

by the Act of 1801 (41 George IIL c. 107), but abrogated

in 1836 (6 k 7 'Will, IV. c. 107), In discipline and

professional etiquette the members of the bar in Ireland

differ but little from th,eir English brethren. The same

style of costume is enforced, the same gradations of rank

—
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attorney-general, solicitor-general, queen's counsel, anrl ordi-

nary barristers—being found. There are also serjeants-at-

law limited, however, to three in number, and designated

1st, 2d, and 3d Serjeant; and, unlike their English brethren,

these are not as yet in course of extinction. The King's

[nns do not provide chambers for business purposes ; there

is consequently no aggregation of counsel in certain locali-

ties, as is the case in London in the Inns of Oiurt and
their immediate vicinity.

The corporation known as the Facalty of Advocates in

Edinburgh corresponds with the Inns of Court in London
and the King's Inns in Dublin (see Advocate, vol. i. p.

178). The constitution of the faculty differs iu many
respects, however, from the English and Irish societies.

There is no resemblance to the quasi-collegiate discipline

and the usages and customs prevailing in an Inn of Court.

There is no governing body similar to the benchers. The
president is elected by general vote of the whole body of the

advocates, and is designated dean of faculty. Until a
recent date no precedence excepting that of the lord advocate

(who performs many of the duties of the attorney-general

in England), the dean of faculty, and the solicitor-general

was recognized. Now these officers and the ex-law-officers

of the crown obtain patents as queen's counsel. The
faculty is possessed of a hall and extensive library build-

ings situated beneath and adjoining the Parliament House,
which have been much added to in the present century.

"The body regulates all matters connected with admission
to its ranks.

Advocates are not required to pass any portion of their

studentship in London, as is the case with members of the
Irish inn. On the other hand, advocates of the Scottish

bar desiring to change the scene of their professional

labours to the English metropolis derive no advantage as

such (excepting when pleading in ajipeals at the bar of the
House of Lords and in cases before the judicial committee
of the privy council), but have to pass through the ordinary
curriculum of the English student before acquiring the
necessary status ; and in like manner an English or Irish
l^arrister seeking admission to the Scottish bar must go
through the course prescribed by the faculty.

Authorities.— foTtssK\xe. Dc Laudibns LcqumAnglim, by A. Amos,
1 S25 ; Dugdale, Origincs Juridiciales, 2d ed., 1671 ; Foss, Judges of
ICiigland, 1848-64, 9 vols. ; Herbci-t, Antiquities of the Inns of tyourt,

1304; Peavce, History of the Inns of_ Court, ItJS ; Report of the
Commissiouers appointed to inquire into the Inns of Conrt and
C:hancery, 1855 ; Ball, Student's Guide to the Bar, 1878 ; Stow,
Survey.of London and Westminster, by Strype, 1754-5

; Nichols]
Progresses of Elizabeth and James I. ; Lane, Sttidcnl's Guide through
JJncobi's Inn, 2d ed., 1805; Spilsbury, Lincoln's Inn, wtth an
Account of the Library, 2d ed., 1873 ; Donthwaite, Notes illustrative
4,rthe History and AiUiqnitiesofGrays Inn, 1876 ; Pajiton Letters,
iS72; Law Magazine, 1859-60; Quarterly Review, October 1871;
Cowel, Lam Dietioiuiry, 1727 ; Duhigg, History of the King's
Jnns in Ireland, 1806; Mackay, Practice of the Court of Session
1879. (J.C.W.) '

INOCULATION. See Small-Pox.
INOWR.VZLAW(9U7),ancientlyJung-Breslau,thechief

town of a circle in the government district of Bromberg, is

situated on an eminence in the most fertile part of the
Prussian province of Posen, 25 miles south-east of the town
of Bromberg. It is the seat of a local court, and has seve-
ral churches, a synagogue, and a gymnasium. Iron-founding,
the manufacture of machinery, and an active trade in cattle
and country produce are carried on. In the vicinity are
important salt works and a sulphur mine, and since 1876
there has been a brine bath establishment within the town,
luowrazlaw is mentioned as early as 1 185, and appears sev9-
ral times in the medifeval history of the Teutonic knightly
order. The population in IST*, including the garrison and
the neighbouring Grostnnw, waB-9147.

INQUEST. SeeCoEONiyt.

INQUISITION, The, is the name usually given to

that organization which was established in Spain in the

15th century for the detection and suppression of heresy.

The " Holy Office," as it was styled, was, however, only

the development of a system which, in the hands of the

preaching orders, had existed from the beginning of the

13th century; and this in turn did but enforce anew the

old view that the church is bound to correct all immorality

or misbelief. The subject has therefore three distinct

periods :— (1) the treatment of heresy and vice before the

13th century ; (2) the Dominican Inquisition, dating from
the council of Toidouse in 1229

; (3) the Spanish Inquisi-

tion, which began iu 1-180. The second and third periods

express a different principle from that which guided the

first ; for the earlier inquiry into heresy or vice was a part

of the episcopal functions, while the second period sprang
out of the anti-episcopal and anti-feudal revival of the

preaching orders, and the third went with the establish-

ment of a centralized monarchy in Spain, and its claims to

a political-religious supremacy in Europe. The first was
not directed against any special heresy ; the second was
called forth by the Albigensian movement, and the literary

and artistic independence of southern France ; the third

expressed the views of Spanish orthodoxy in its struggle

with Jew and Moor, and, when that contest was done, it

attacked Protestantism, becoming, in union with the
Jesuits, the fighting power of the Catholic reaction of the

16th century. The original episcopal Inquisition never
forgave its more vigorous and better organized successor

;

the Spanish Office was nowhere introduced without a
struggle, but the Reformation left episcopacy almost
powerless in northern Europe, while in the south the
renewed and autocratic papacy discouraged the independ-
ence of bishops, and trusted itself mainly to the order of
Jesus and the Holy Office.

The Inquisition was an outcome of that desire for safety
in the truth which distinguishes Christianity from most
other forms of faith. If men feel safe, they charitably
wish others to be also safe,—hence missionary heroisms;
they fear whatever may endanger their safety, and long
to clear it away,—hence persecution ; they argue that if

they make a convert they save a soul, and if not that
the stiff unbeliever is too dangerous to be left,—whence
come imprisonments and the stake. So long as church
and state were distinct, the heretic simply forfeited his
privileges as a member of a religious body ; but when
state and church became, in theory at least, conterminous,
this process availed no longer, and the heretic had to be
put away by the state, while the church became ever
more industrious in seeking out error. Now, in religious
matters, men have always tried to make things easier by
multiplying difficulties ; they secure safety by exact state-

ment and minute definition. Creeds and formularies cease
to be symbols of a general consent, and become, instead,
tests of orthodoxy. And though, in theory, the church
was as anxious for the moral purity as for the right faith
of her members, the moral questions were presently eclipsed
by the dogmatic

; church discipline judged conduct lightly,
whUe it controlled opinion with an iron hand.

|

1. The germ of the Inquisition lies in the duty of seafEt-
ing out and correcting error entrusted to the deacons in
the early churches. The promise in the Anglican Ordinal
that the priest will be " ready with all faithful diligence
to banish and drive away all erroneous and strange
doctrines contrary to God's word " is a pale reflexion of
this ancient charge. The episcopacy. thus providing the
instruments, the temporal power soon offered to enforce the
sentences of the church : the edicts of Constantine and
his successors now began that double system which, by
ordaining that heretics should be dealt with Sia n/? i^uidev
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i^ova-ia^, tiy the SBCular arnl, enabled tbe cliurch to uchievj

her object without dipping her own hands in blood. Thus,

about 316, C'onstautine issued an edict condemning the

Donatists to lose their goods ; and in 382 Theodosius

declared the Manichfeaus guilty of death, and confiscated

their goods. Later on, in 769, we learn in the capitularies

of Charles the Great that each bishop must visit all his

"Parcechia," or diocese, teach truth, correct morals, see

that the clergy hold the right faith, and, on the Saxon
border, stop the use of any pagan rites. Charles the

Bald in 8i4 orders the bishops to preach and confirm the

people, and to inquire into and correct their errors, "ut
populi errata inquirant et corrigant." In this inquisition,

as in other matters, the church long felt the impress of the

organizing power of Charles the Great; it helped forwards

the episcopal dominance in the 9th and 10th centuries.

Still, it claimed no special authority, and its action was very

partial, and dependent on the temper and energy of each

particular bishop. Sometimes it was raised into activity

by some bolder movement of independence, as when in

Italy in the 1 i th century the bi.shops attacked the Patariues,

under the impulse of Hildebrand, or as when it was used as

an implement for the reduction of the archbishopric of

Milan under the papal authority.

2. But when a time of new life came to Europe early in

the 13th century, and orthodoxy was threatened by the

brilliant speculations of southern France, a great revival in

the church met the independent movement outside, and the

rise of the Preaching Friars gave a new direction to the

relations between religion and the world. Then, as in later

days, the " Renaissance shook off many restraints, the good
with the bad"; and art went with religious speculation and
moral licence. The action of the new orders, as a develop-

ment of the inquisitorial system, was directed almost

entirely against opinions, and moral questions were left

on one side. To this period we owe the technical use

of the terms Inquisitor and Inquisition. Hitherto they

had signified, specially in France, oflicers inquiring into

matters of taxation ; henceforth they are applied to the

more ominous inquiry into orthodoxy. At the council of

Tours in 1163, in tbe time of Alexander III, the title

of Ihquisitor was first applied in this sense ; and, at

the council of Toulouse in 1229, the apostolical legate

"mandavit iiiqiiinitionem fieri contra hajreticos suspectosde

lijeretica pravitate." But tlie thing was far older than the

name. In 118-i the synod of Verona cursed all heretics

and their shelterers, ordered relapsed persons to be handed

over to the secular arm for capital punishment, confiscated

their property, and clearly indicated that the new Inquisition

would go far beyond the older episcopal function. The
synod did not hesitate to threaten easy-going bishops,

urging them to more frequent and more searching visita-

tions, standing over them as a supedor power. And hence-

forward Inquisition becomes more systematized, with papal

not episcopal authority ; it was developed by those three

masterful pontiffs, Innocent III. (1198-1216), Gregory IX.

(1227-12-11), and Innocent IV. (1.243-1254), who all, re-

garding the supremacy of Rome as the keystone of society,

claimed authority over men's souls and bodies, above the

authority of prince or bisliop. Thus, soon after his

accession, Innocent III. sent two Cistercians, Guy and
Eegnier, to visit the dioceses of southern France and Spain,
" to catch Riid kill the little foxes," the Waldensians,

Cathari, and Patarines, to whose tails were fastened fire-

brands to burn up the good corn of the faithful. The
bishops and lay authorities were instructed to give all help

;

a new power, with special papal authorization, had come
in, and would interfere with every bishop in his diocese,

rouse new activity in the old system, and also act inde-

pendently as a now engine of inquiry.

Similarly, in 1203, Innocent III. sent Peter of Castelni.

and Ralph, two Cistercians of Fontevrault, to preach dow!
the Albigensian heresy ; and when persuasion availed littk

he added to them Arnauld, abbot of Fontevrault, and namec
the three his apostolical legates, ordering them to deal more
sharply with the heretics. The murder of Peter (hencefor-

ward styled St Peter Martyr) in 1209 led to the outbreak
of that cruel and disastrous war, the crusade of Simon of

Montfort against the Albigensians. But little success

attended the effort of these earlier luquisiturs till they were
joined by the too faraou.s Castilian Dominic, who, having
in 1215 accompanied the bishop of Toulouse to Rome, laid

before the pope a scheme for a new order of preaching
friars, wliose special function should be the overthrow of

heresy; Innocent III. approved the order in 1215, and
Honorius III. confirmed it in 1216. It spread swiftly

through Europe, and the charge of the Inquisition was soon

entrusted almost entirely to it. Hitherto there had beea
no regular tribunal; now, as the war in .southern Franca
went on and the strife became more fierce, a stricter

organization was introduced. Wliile the strong current of

independent opinion was being stemmed in Italy, Pro-

vence, France, and Spain, the resistance gave compactness
to the new system. St Dominic established three orders

—

(1) his friars, (2) a female order, and (3) the "Militia of

Christ," an order of laymen, married chie'fly and noble, who
became the working force of tlie inquisitorial .system ; they

were also styled " the Familiars of the Holy Office."

It is, however, to Gregory IX. tliat the Inquisition owes

its definite form. In the synod of Toulouse in 1229 it was
agreed that each bishop should appoint one priest, and one,

two, three, or even more laymen, to inquire, under oath and
with much secrecy, into heresy. In 1234 the Dominicans
were specially entrusted uitli the inquisitorial office in

Toulouse. From their tribunal there was no appeal to th.i

bishop, who fell into the background, all a[ipeals beiny

directed to Rome alone. Tu this end Urban IV. appuinted,

in 1263, an inquisitor-general to be the medium of com-

munication between the papacy and the local inquisitor.':,

in hopes of stopping the delay of business caused by tin:

absence of officials in Rome on appeal questions. This

oiEco, however, fell into abeyance till revived by Paul III.

in the person of Caraffa in 1542.

From Provence the organization of the Inquisition soon

passed into France, where, in 1255, Alexander IV.

named the provincial of the Dominicans and the hfad of

the Franciscans at Paris his inquisitors-general for France
at the urgent request of Saint Louis, whose piety was of

the narrowest crusading type. The Galilean Church stoutly

.

resisted this ultramontane interference ; the bishops gave

it no help; churches and abbeys became asylums for the

victims' of the Holy Office; and the new movement had
consequently but very partial success. It was more
effectively used by Philip the Fair to crush the Templars,

though that greedy prince quickly interfered when he found
the Inquisition laying hands on his special preserve, the

wealthy Jews. Charles V., moved to new efforts by Gregory
XI., imprisoned large crowds of Frenchmen for heresy, and
to meet the pressure erected several nev/ prisons, among
them the ill-omened Bastille. After this the Inquisition was
quiet in France till the Reformation once more aroused it in

the time of Francis I. In Spain it was introduce., by Pope
Gregory IX. in 1232, and had a far more active and con-

tinuous life ; we have a minute account of its system and
procedure in the Directoriiim Inquisiiorum of N. Eymerich,

inquisitor-general for Castile in 1356. This work, based

entirely on the writer's personal knowledge and experience,

gives us full insight into the way in which cases were got

up and handled : we see the spy system, the delation, the

mysterious secrecy, the scandal of the "question"; the
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sliomelass union in one p^i'son of accuser and jvidge, tlic

unsoru|JuInus liintlrances put in tlie (vny of the victim's

defence, tlie direct interest of the tribunal in condemning.

—

for condemnation affirmed vigilance and orthodoxy, while

it secured to the Holy Office the wealth of the accused,

and the accused were usually among the wealthiest in the

land. We can trace the absolute injustice of the institution

on every pige, and must only wonder that even in those

days men could endure its existence. In Italy the Inquisi-

tion was established under Dominican supervision as early

as 122-1 ; Sinione Memmi's famous fresco of the " Domini

Canes" in S. Maria Novella at Florence, with its black

and white hounds chasing off the wolves from the holy fold,

bears living witness to the power of the institution and

its influ2nce over the Italian imagination. If Eymericli's

book gives us a view of the rules of procedure, the MS.
Liber Sententiarum, or Book of Judgments, printed in

part by Limboreh, and containing the acts of the Toulouse

Office from 130S to 1322, gives us a full account of those

rules reduced to practice in the earliest tribunal of the

reconstructed Office. Between the two we can create for

ourselves a complete image of the institution, and judge of

its power over the intellects, souls, and bodies of the quick-

witted southerners. Inquisitors were at a later time

brought into England to combat the WicklilBte opinions.

3. Though it succeeded, with help of the terrible lay-

crusade, in southern France, tlie Inquisition seemed unequal

to the problem laid before it in Spain, where, instead of

simple-hearted Albigensians, it had to deal with rich and

crafty Jews and highly-trained Moors. Forced to profess

a Cliristiauity whi^h they hated, tliey loathed the worship

of virgin or saint, the pictured or graven effigy of the

Christ, tlie thousand objects of medieval worship, all

which to their eyes were mere idolatries ; their allegiance

to such a faith was that of compulsion, which fostered

the bitterest sense of wrong. Between them and the old

Catholic Spaniards smouldered a perpetual grudge ; the

Inquisition seemed unable to overcome the evil. When,
however, Castde and Aragou were united by Ferdinand

and Isabella, political aims as well as religious fanaticism

demanded more stringent measures against independent

thought ; the war of Louis XIV. against freedom of opinion

was not more distinctly political than that of the two

monarchs, although his machinery was more civil and
military than theirs.

Three chief m.otives led to the reorganization of the

Inquisition in Spain :—(1) the suspicions and ill-feeling

against the new ClirLstians
; (2) the wish of Ferdinand

and Isabella to strengthen the compactness of their union,

threatened by the separatist tendencies of the wealthy Jews
and Moors ; and (3) above all, the hope of a rich booty from
confiscation.?, a characteristic which specially marks the

history of the Spanish Inquisition. The motive of strictly

religious fanaticism influenced, not the monarchs, but the

Dominican instruments of the Holy Office. And so when
in 1477 Friar Philip de Barberi, inquisitor for Sicily, came
to Seville for the confirmation of his office, and pressed on
Ferdinand the great advantages of a revived system on the

Sicilian plan, the king, led by his hunger for gold, and
the queen, guided by her piety, were easily persuaded, and
sent to Rome to solicit the establishment of such a tribunal

as Barberi suggested. Sixtus IV. in 1-178 acceded to their

request ; his bull for this parpo.se is, however, lost. But
as Isabella wished first to try gentler measures, and as both
monarchs were rather alarmed by the independence the
proposed tribunal claimed, the papal permission was not
made known or acted on till 1480. The monarchs bar-

gained that they should nominate the Inquisitors, hoping
thereby to secure a control over the institution ; but the
veal centre of authority was inevitably Rome, and from ita

outset the Holy Office was ultramontane. Nor indeed is

there good ground for Hefele's contention, in which he is

followed by the Benedictine Gams of Ratisbon, that the

Inquisition was entirely a state institution ; the state did

take part in it, and tried to draw its own selfish advantages

from it, and it was also in name a royal tribunal ; but its

spirit was completely Dominican, and the impulse of it

papal ; nor can the church be relieved from the just odium

which presses on the memory of the institution.

The first inqrisitors named in. 1480 were Dominicans;

their tribunal was establislied at Seville, where they were

but sullenly received. Early in 1481 they began work,

and before that year was out had burnt ^98 victims in

Seville alone, besides many effigies of those who had

happily escaped. The Jesuit historian Mariana assures ua

that in this year full 2000 were burnt in the archbishopric

of Seville and the bishopric of Cadiz ; the Quemadero, or

cremation-place, built at this time by the prefect of Seville,

not far from that city, a square platform of stone, was a

grim altar on which the lives of almost daily victims

ascended in clouds of smoke to heaven. This new blessing,

however, was but unwillingly welcomed by the Spaniards
;

the capital of Castile remembered its ai.cient learning and

splendour, and the wealth and intelligence of its old

Moorish inhabitants ; complaints and protests poured in on

Sixtus IV., especially ffom the bishops; and in 1483, in

one of his briefs the pope actually ordered a softening of

the rigours of the Holy Office; he also named the arch-

bishop of Seville, D. Inigo Manriquez, his sole judge of

appeals in matters of faith, hoping thereby to still the

strong jealousy of the episcopate. He was also somewhat
oS'ended because Ferdinand and Isabella held back the

papal .share of the spoils.

Shortly afterwards, October 1483, the Dominican father

Thomas of Torquemada (de Turrecremata) was named by
Sixtus IV. inquisitor-general for Castile and Leon. From
him the institution received its full organization. He
became its president ; by his side were two lawyers as asses-

sors, and three royal counsellors. This scheme was not large

enough for the work ; it was shortly amended, and there

was now a central court styled the Consejode la Suprema,

composed of the grand inquisitor-general, six apostolical

counsellors, a fiscal procurator, three secretaries, an alguazil

(or head policeman), a treasurer, four servants of the

tribunal, two reporters or informers, and as many consultors

as might be needful. Under this central tribunal four local

tribunals were also appointed. All the officials were well

paid from the confiscation-fund ; it was the interest of all

that that stream of wealth should never run dry ; Torque-

mada was to the full as eager as Ferdinand for profit from

this unholy source : the chief spoils of the institution fell

to the crown ; the true accession of strength was at Rome.
This royal council of the Incjuisition, as it was now

styled, proceeded next to draw up its rules. Torquemada
in 1484 summoned to Seville all heads of local tribunals,

who presently published a code of thirty-nine articles.

The dreary list regulates the procedure of the Holy Office.

The articles were originally twenty-eight; of these 1 to 10

deal with the summons to heretics to come forward and

confess, and with the penalties to the submissive ; 11 to 13

with penitents in the prisons of the Office ; 14 to 19 treat

of the procedure of trial, including torture ; 20 and 21

extend the jurisdiction of the tribunal to dead heretics

and the vassals of living nobles ; the remainder are on

points of detail in the management. Afterwards eleven

more rules were added, on points of less interest: they

deal with the organization of the smaller tribunals, guard

against bribery of officials, establish an agent at Rome,

and make fresh and minute directions as to confiscations

and the payment of inquisitors' salaries ; the money ques-
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tiun cnnics up pcrpehially. In no part of Spain was tUe

system well received ; the resistance in Aragou passed into

revolt and assassination, which were only overcome by the

united efforts of the Dominicans, the papacy, and the

sovereign, aided to some extent by the " Old Christians"

(i.e., those not of Jewish origin), whose jealousy towards the

new Christians and the Moors led them to favour a system

which repressed their rivals.

Tlie Holy Office had now free scope for its work, and
its procedure, arranged by Torqnemada, will explain how
thoroughly it succeeded in temfying all wdio came within

its reach. When an accused or suspected person was first

delated to the Inquisition, a preliminary inqiury was held,

and the results of it laid before the tribunal. If the

tribunal thought it a case for interference, and it usually

did so, the informers and witnesses were re-examined, and

their evidence, with all -suspicious circumstances which

zeal could rake together, drawn out and submitted to a

body of monastic theologians called " the Qualifiers of the

Uoly Office." The character of these officials was at stake,

and their honimr involved ; they could hardly be expected

to re[)ort well of the accused, or there might be a suspicion

as to their own orthodoxy. When they had given in tlicir

opinion against the ai'cuscd, he was at once removed to the

secret prison of the Office, where all communication with

the outer world was entirely cut off from him. Then
followed three " first audiences," in which the officials did

their utmost to wring a confession out of him, so that ho

might be made to rank as a penitent, and enjoy the charity

of his persecutors. If, however, he was stilf, the charges

against liim were re-formed, and the fiscal in charge of tlie

case demanded torture to extort confession. This in the

earlier times of the institution followed frequently, and
had many forms of ingenious cruelty, as to which Llorente,

who had good means of judging, declares that " none of the

descriptions of them can be accused of exaggeration.
"

After torture, the shattered victim was carried to the

audience chandler, and called on to make his answer to the

charges, which were now read to him for the first time. lie

was next asked whether he desired to make any defence.

If so, he had to choose a lawyer from a list of those

employed liy his accusers, and the defence was little but

a mockery. After this process, which sometimes lasted for

months, the qualifiers were again called in, and gave their

final opinion, which was almost always adverse, on the

whole case. Then followed the sentence, with opportunity

of an appeal either to the " Suprema "—which was useless,

as being an appeal to the tribunal again—^or to Rome.
The papal treasury by these apjieals obtained a large income

;

for money was the only valid argument. Thus the

luquisition got the victim's property by confiscation, and
the papacy the wealth of hia friends in the appeal. If

the sentence was, as did sometimes occur, an acquittal, the
poor wretch might slink home without redress or recom-
pense for imiuisoument, and the agony of the trial and the

torture ; if it was a condemnation, the victim was made
the centre of an avto-ihi-fe, dressed in a sanbenito, or con-

demned man's robe, and eventually, at the open place of

execution, informed as to his fate. He might be either

"reconciled," and then, as a penitent, had to undergo
penalties almost worse than death, or "relaxed," that is,

handed over to the secular arm for burning,—for the
Holy Office shed no blood.

This tlicn was the instrument by which the purity of

Christendom was to be assisted and defended, " misericordia
et juslitia," as the motto of the institution runs, by the
most flagrant injustice, and by the infliction of those cruel

"tender mercies " of which the Book of Proverbs speaks.

In 3 192 the great work began with the persecution and
expulsion of the Jews ; ttiey were ejected, and their wealth

confiscated. " There was an < iiornious crowd of cxiicSr

who wandered to different shiacs of the Jleditorrancan,

carrying misery and plague in their train. A. few years later,

under supervision of Cardinal Ximencs, the Moors were
also ordered to be converted or to go ; the Slorescocs, or

Christianized Jlours, suffered constant persecution through-

out the IGth century, until finally they too were expelled

by Philip III. in 1009. Jews, Moors, and Murcscoes made
up over three millions of the wealthiest and most intelligent

inhabitants of .Spain; the loss in trade, agriculture, and
manufactures was incaJculablo ; in seventy years the popul-

ation fell from ten to six millions.

Ximenes was the greatest organizer, after Torijuemada,.

of the Olficc ; he divided the whole Inquisition into ten

tiibunals,—Seville as the capital, Jacn, Toledo, Estrcmadura,,

Murcia, YaUadolid, Majorca, Panipcluna, Sardinia, and

Sicily ; and, though the bishops still rcsist'id his authority,

he carried his will through with a high hand. The Incjuisi-

tion was set U)) in all the colonies and dejjendencies of

Spain ; it established itself, us a theological quarantine, at

all the h'lrbour.s, and greatly checked the development of

Spanish trade. The horror of the English at the institu-

tion was much due to the collision of the English traders

and adventurers of Queen Elizabeth'.s day with the Inquisi-

tion on the Spanish main, and to its interference with that

fi'eedom of traffic which they desired. The new Inquisiliou

was set up in the >,'cthcrlands by Charles V. in \hii ; it

was exceedingly severe, and greatly hated by the people

(see HoLi,.\jiii) undi r Philip II. and Alva. In Portugal

the Holy Office established itself in its sharpest form, and

continued there in full force even when the Jesuits were

suppressed. It was introduced into France under Henry
11. (1557), though its hold on that country was small.

In Italy it had free course duiing the IGth century and

vigorously sujiportcd the Catholic reaction, especially when
the very soul of the luquisition, Jlichele Ghislieri, had

ascended the pontifical throne as Pius V. Its orgaTiization

was also strengthened by Sixtus V., who secured it at Home
The hand of the Holy Office was outstretched against

all ; no lofty dignity in church or state, no enuncjice in art

or science, no purity of life, could defend from its attacks.

It is said to have threatened Charles V. and Philip II.; it

persecuted Archbishop Carranza, liead of the church in

Spain; destroyed J)e Dominis, archbishop of Spalat'ro ; it

smote Galileo, murdered Giordano P.runo, attacked Pico

di Miraudola, and even is said tn have threatened Coesai

Borgia. With equal vigour, in combination with the

Jesuits, the Inquisition made war on books and learning,

religious or secular alike; we have seen how baleful was Us

effect in earlier days on literature and art in Provence,

and in the time of the Catholic sovereigns on the material

well-being of Spain. " In the love of Christ and his maid-

mother," says Queen Isabella, " I lia\ e caused great misery,

and have depopulated towns and districts, provinces^and

kingdoms."

The statistics of death at the hands of the Inquisition

in Spain given by Llorente .show how the institution gradu-

ally lost force ; the average number in each year steadily

diminished after the beginning of the 17th century; and

in the 18th torture was abandoned, and the deaths dropped

to two or three or even less in the year. In Italy it was

abolished in Parma and Tuscany about 1769, in Sicily in

1782 ; the spirit of the 18th century was all against the

Office, though it lingered on. In the Hevolution wars

Na])oleon sternly crushed it wherever lie came across it,

ill Spain in 1808, and in Pvome in 1809 Down to 1809

llorente gives as the figures for Spiain aione—burnt alive

31,912, in effigy 17,059, and imprisoned, Ac, as penitents.

291,450—a total of 341,021, After the hand of Napoleon

was taken off, the institution revived again at Hume and at
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Madrid ; but its teeth were gone ; and it coidd do little

but sLow a murderous wilL The last capital punishments

were those of a Jew who was burnt, and a Quaker school-

master hanged, in Spain in 1826. Still, its voice is

sometimes heard; in 185G Pius LX. issued an encyclical

against somnambulism and clairvoyance, calling on all

bishops to inquire into and suppress the scandal, and in

1865 he uttered an anathema against freemasons, the

secular foes ot the Inquisition.

The occupation of Rome in 1870 (see Italy) drove the

papacy and the Inquisition into the Vatican, and there at

last John Bunyan's vision seems to have found fulfilment.

Yet, though powerless, the institution is not hopeless; the

Catholic writers on the subject, after long silence or uneasy

apology, now acknowledge the facts, and seek to justify

them. In the early times of the Holy OfBco its friends

gave it high honour ; Paramo, the inquisitor, declares that

it began with Adam and Eve ere they left Paradise : Paul

IV. announced that the Spanish Inquisition was founded by
the inspiration of the Holy Spirit ; iluzarelli calls it " an
indispensable substitute to the church for the original gift

of miracles exercised by the apostles." And now again,

from 1875 to this day, a crowd of defenders has risen up :

Father Wieser and the Innsbruck Jesuits in their journal

(1877) yearn for its re-establishment; Orti y Lara in Spain,

the Benedictine Gams in Germany, and C. PouUet in

Belgium take the same tone ; it is a remarkable phenoni'"

nou, due partly to despair at the progress of society, partly

to the fanaticism of the Iftte pope, Pius IX. It is hardly

credible that any cue can really hope and expect to see in

the future the irresponsible judgments of clerical intolerance

again humbly carried out, even to the death, by the secular

arm.

In the mass of literature on the subject, the most important works
are—N. Eymerich, Dircdorivm Inqiiisitornm, Kome, 1587 ; F.

Valdes, Edkt establishing Procedure^ &c., Madrid, 1561 ; L. de
Paramo (a Sicilian inquisitor), Dc originc ci progrcss^c Officii Saudis
1nqnisitionis, ejusquc dignitaie ct utiliiatc, Madrid, ] 598; i^liilip van
Limhorc^, Histoiia Inquisitionis, ad subjimgiturLibcfiiriU'.iitiar mil

inqiiisitioiiis Tholosaiise, Amsterdam, 1 692 ; and tlie Abbe Marsollier's

Histoire de VIriquisition ct dc son Oriqinc, Cologne, 1093, a work

based on Limboreir ; J. A. Lloreirte, HisforiacTiticadc laiitquisicioti

de Espaua, Madrid, 1812, 1813 ; Gams, Kiichciiijcschiclitc von

Spanicn, vol. iii. pt. 2, Katisbon, 1876 ; F. Hotiinan, Geschichtc

dcr hiqiusition, 2 vols., Bonn, 1878 ; Molinier, L'Inquisition dans

le midi dc la France an trciziernc H ait. quatorzihne Steele, 1 880 Tht

modern defenders of the Inquisition are F. J. G. Rodri^^o, Historia

vcrdadcra dc la Inquisition, 3 vols., Madrid, 1876, 1877 ; and J. M.

Orti y Lara, La Inquisicion, Madrid, 1877. (0. W. K.)

INSANITY
INSANITY is a generic term applied to certain morbid

mental conditions produced by defect or disease of

the brain. The synonyms in more or less frequent use are

mental disease, alienation, derangement or aberration, mad-

ness, unsoundness of mind. There are many diseases of the

general system productive of disturbance of the mental

faculties which, either on account of their transient nature,

from their being associated with the course of a particular

disease, or from their slight intensity, are not included

under the head of insanity proper. From a strictly

scientific point of view it cannot be doubted that the fever

patient in his delirium, or the drunkard in his excitement

or stupor, is insane—that, the brain of either being under

the influence of a morbific agent or of a poison, the mental
' faculties are deranged

;
yet such derangements are regarded

as functional disturbances, i.e., disturbances produced by
agencies which experience tells will, in the majority of

cases, pass off within a given period without permanent

results on the tissues of the organ, The comprehensive

scientific view of the position is, that all diseases of the

nervous system, whether primary or secondary, congenital

or acquired, should,-in the words of Griesinger, be regarded

as one inseparable whole, of which the so-called meutal
diseases comprise only a moderate proportion. However
important it may be for the physician to keep this principle

before him, it may be freely admitted that it cannot be

carried out fully in practice, and that social considerations

compel the medical profession and the public at large to

draw an arbitrary line between such functional diseases

of the nervous system as hysteria, hypochondriasis, and
delirium on the one hand, and such conditions as mania,
melancholia, and dementia on the other.

All attemiits at a short definition of the term insanity

have proved unsatisfactory
; perhaps the nearest approach

to accuracy is attained by the rough statement that it is a
chronic disease of the brain inducing chronic disordered

mental symptoms—the term disease being used in its

widest acceptation. But even this definition is at once too

comprehensive, as under it might be included certain of

the functional disturbances alluded to, and too exclusive,

as it does not comprehend certain rare transitory forms.

Still, taken over all, this may be accepted as the least

•lefective short definition; and moreover it possesses the

great practical advantage of keeping before the student the

primary fact that insanity is the result of disease of the

brain, that it is not a mere immaterial disorder of the

intellect. In the earliest epochs of medicine the corporeal

character of insauity was generally admitted, and it was
not until the superstitious ignorance of the Jliddle Ages
had obliterated the scientific, though by no means always

accurate, deductions of the early writers that any theory of

its purely psychical character arose. At the present day it

is unnecessary to combat such a theory, as it is universally

accepted that the brain is the organ through which mental

phenomena are manifested, and therefore that it is im-

possible to conceive of the existence of an insane mind

in a healthy brain. On this basis insanity may be de-

fined as consisting in morbid conditions of the brain, the

results of defective formation or altered nutrition of its

substance induced by local or general morbid processes,

and characterised esjxciatly by non-development, obliteration,

impairment, or perversion of one or more of its psychical

functions. Thus insanity is not a simple condition ; it

comprises a large number of diseased states of the brain,

which have been gathered under one popular term on

account of mental defect or aberration being the predomi-

nant symptom.
The insanities are sharply divided into two great classes

—the Congenital and the Acquired. Under the head of

I

Congenita! Insanity fall to be considered all cases in

i
which, from whatever cause, brain development has been

arrested, with consequent impotentiality of development

of the mental faculties ; under that of Acquired Insanity

all those in which the brain has been born healthy, but has

suffered from morbid processes affecting it primarily, or

from diseased states of the general system implicating it

secondarily. In studying the causation of these two great

classes, it will be found that certain remote influences exist

which are believed to be commonly predisposing ; these

will be considered as such, leaving the proximate or excit-

ing causes until each class with its genera comes under

review.

In most treatises on the subject will be found discu.ssed

the bearing which civilization, nationality, occupation,

education, ic, have, or are supposed to have, on the

production of insanity. Such discussions are generally
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eminently unsatisfactory, founded as they are on common
observation, broad generalizations, and very imperfect

statistics. As tliey are for tlie most part negative in result,

at ths best almost entirely irrelevant to the present

purpose, it is proposed merely to shortly summarize the

general outcome of what his been arrived at by those

authorities- who have sought to assess the value to be
attached to the influence exercised by such factors, without

entering in any detail on the theories involved. (1)

Civilization.—Although insanity is by no means unknown
amongst savage races, there can be no reasonable doubt

that it is much more frequently developed in civilized

communities ; also that, as the former come under the

influence of civilization, tlie percentage of lunacy is

increased. This is in consonance with the observution of

disease of whatever nature, and is dependent in the case of

insanity on the wear and tear of nerve tissue involved in

the struggle for existence, the physically depressing efl^ects

of pauperism, and on the abuse of alcoholic stimulants

;

each of which morbid factors falls to be considered separately

as a proximate cause. (2) XalionaUty.—In the face of the

imperfect social statistics afforded by most European and
American nations, and in their total absence or inacces-

sibility amongst the rest of mankind, it is impossible to

adduce any trustworthy statement under this head. (3)

Occupation.—There is nothing to prove that insanity is in

any way connected with the prosecution of any trade or

profession perse. J5ven if statistics existed (which they

do not) showing the proportion of lunatics belonging to

diflferent occupations to the 1000 of the population, it is

obvious that no accurate deduction quoad the influence of

occupation could be drawn. (-1) Education.— There is no

evidence to show that education lias any influence over

either the production or the prevention of insanity. The
general result of discussions on the above subjects has been

the production of a series of arithmetical statements, which
have either a misleading bearing or no bearing at all on the

question. lu the study of insanity statistics are of slight

value from the scientific point of view, and are only

valuable in its financial aspects.

Of much greater importance is the question of hereditary

predisposition to nervous disease. There is a general and
warrantable position taken up by the medical profession,

founded on the observation of ages, that a constitutional

condition may be generated in a family, which, although it

may never manifest itself in a concrete form of disease,

may materially influence development, or may make itself

felt in a more subtle manner by a mere tendency to

degenerative changes. In this wise hereditary predisposi-

tion may be regarded as a common factor in all insanities

—in the congenital class as an arrester of brain develop-

ment, in the acquired as the producer of the nervous
diathesis. How the constitutional condition is generated,

and in what its pathological nature consists, is beyond the

ken of science ; it may in fict be freely admitted that the

proof of it 3 existence hangs more on popular observation

tlun on scientific evidence. The observation is not con-

, fined to the nervous system ; it extends itself to others, as

'is shown by hereditary predisposition to gout, consumption,
cancer, and other diseases.

It_ has been strongly asserted that consanguineous
.marriage is a prolific source of nervous instabilitj-. There
is considerable diversity of opinion on this subject; the
general outcome of the investigations of many careful
inquirers appears to be that the offspring of healthy cousins
of a iiealthy stock is not more liable to nervous disease
thin that of nurelited parents, but that where there is a
family history of diathesis of any kind there is a strong
ten,lency in tlie children of cousins to degeneration, not
only in the direction of the orijinal diathesis, but also

towards instability of the nervous system.' The objection

to the marriage of blood relations does not rise from the

bare fact of their relationship, but has its ground in the

fear of their having similar vitiations in their constitution,

which, in their chUdren, are prone to become intensified.

There is sufficient evidence adducible to prove that close

breeding is productive of degeneration ; and when the

multiform functions of the nervous system are taken into

account, ii may almost be assumed not only that it suffers

concomitantly with other organs, but that it may also be
the first to suffer independently.

Of the other causes affecting the parents which appear

to have an influence in engendering a predisposition to

insanity in the offspring, the abuse of alcoholic stimulants

and opiates, over-exertion of the mental faculties, ad-

vanced age, and weak health may be cited. Great stress

has been laid on the influence exercised by the first of

these conditions, and many extreme statements have been

made regarding it. Such must be accepted with reserve,

for, although there is reason for attaching considerable

weight to the history of ancestral intemperance as a probable

causating influence, it has been generally assumed as the

proved cause by those who have treated of the subject,

without reference to other agencies which may have acted

in common with it, or quite independently of it. The
question has not as yet been fairly worked out. However
unsatisfactory from a scientific point of view it may appear,

the general statement must stand—that whatever tends to

lower the nervous energy of a parent may modify the

development of the progeny. It is merely a matter of

probabilities in a given case.

Constitutional tendency to nervous instability once

established in a family may make itself felt in various

directions,—-epilepsy, hysteria, hypochondriasis, neuralgia,

certain forms of paralysis, insanity, eccentricity. It is

asserted that exceptional genius in an individual member
is a phenomena! indication.

Confined to the question of insanity, this morbid inheriP

ance may manifest itself in two directions,—in defective

brain organization manifest from birth, or from the age at

which its faculties are potential, i.e., congenital insanity;

or in the neurotic diathesis, which may be present in a

brain to all appearance congenitally perfect, and may
present itself merely by a tendency to break down under
circumstances which would not afl'ect a person of originally

healthy constitution.

In systematic works and in asylum reports, it has been

too much the fashion to accept the evidence of the existence

of insanity in a relative as a proof of hereditary predisposi-

tion in a given case. In estimating the value to be attached

to such histories, two things must be taken into account,

—

first, the amount and quality of proved ancestral nervous

disea.se, and, secondly, the period of life at which it

appeared in the alleged insane ancestor. Take, for instance,

tlie case of a lunatic whose father or mother is reported to

have died insane; this may be true in fact, but may still

hive no bearing on the causation of the patient's insanity;

for the parent m.ay have been the subject of mental disease

at a period subsequent to the birth of the child, he may
have drunk himself into alcoholic mania late in life, or

disease of the cerebral arteries in old age may have

produced senile insanity. It is difficult to limit the remote-

^ See Report of Coramittee .ippointed by New York Statft Sledical

Society, iu American Journal of Insanity. ISTO ; G. H. Darwin,

Statistical Society's Jovninl. June 1S7S ; Dr Langdon Down, "On
^lan-iages of Consanguinity," Zrt!?rfo?i Hospital Clinical Lectures and
Rejm-ts, lSi36: Dr jG-tlmr .Mitoliell, " Ou Consangiiineous Marriages,"

in Ellin. Mcil. Jonrn., IStJj ; 5Iaud«ley, '• On Hereditary Tendency,"

Journal of Mental Science. Jan. ISSJJ and Jan. 1864 ; Trousseau,

Cliniive mdicale de tSitcl cle Dieu lie Paris, 1S6S, vol. ii. pp. 129-

137 ; Alfred Henry Hutli. The .Varriaae ofSear Kin, 1875.
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ness cf relationship in tracing hereditary predisposition,

mainly from trie fact that it frequently skips a generation.

As a rule it does not confine itself to a single individual of

a family, but makes itself felt in one form or another in

several members. According to Esquirol and Baillarger,

it is more frequently transmitted through the female than

through the male branch, but this opinion is called in

question by Koch of Wurtemberg, whose statistics show

that hereditary tendency to insanity acts more strongly

through the father than through the mother.

Congenital iNSiXiTi'.

The morbid mental conditions which fall to be considered

under this, head are Idiocy (with its modificatiou Imbeciliti/)

and Cj^elimsm.

Idiocy.—In treating of idiocy it must be carefully borne

in mind that we are dealing with mental phenomena dis-

associated from active bodily disease, and that, in whatever

degree it may exist, we have to deal with a brain condition

fixed by the pathological circumstances under which its

possessor came into the world, or by such as had been

present before full cerebral activity could be developed, and
thp symptoms of which are not dependent on the interven-

tion of any subsequent morbid process. From the earliest

ages the term Amentia has been applied to this condition,

in contradistinction to Dementia, the mental weakness

."oUowing on acquired insanity.

The causes of congenital idiocy may be divided into four

classes:—(1) hereditary predisposition, (2) constitutional

conditions of one or both parents atfecting the constitution

of the infant, (3) injuries of the infant head prii/r to or at

birth, and (4) injuries or diseases affecting the infant head

during infancy. All these classes of causes may act in

two directions : they may produce either non-development

or abnormal development of the cranial bones, as evidenced

by microcephalism, or by deformity of the head ; or tliey

may induce a more subtle morbid condition of the con-

stituent elements cf the brain. As a rule, the patho-

logical process is more easily traceable in the case of

ihe last three classes than in the first. For instance, in

the case of constitutional conditions of the parents we may
have a history of syphilis, a disease which often leaves its

traces on the bones of the skull ; and in the third case con-

genital malformation of the brain may be produced by

mechanical causes acting on the child in utero, such as

attempts to procure abortion, and deformities of the ma-

ternal pelvis rendering labour dilBcult and instrumental

interference necessary. In such cases the bones of the

skull may be injured ; it is only fair, however, to say that

more brains are saved than injured by instrumental inter-

ference With regard to the fourth class, it is evident

that the term congenital is not strictly applicable ; but, as

the period of life implicated is that prior to the potentiality

of the manifestation of the intellectual powers, and as the

result is identical with that of the other classes of causes,

it is warrantable to connect it with them, on pathological

principles more than as a mere matter of convenience.

Dr Ireland, in his work Oii-Idionj and Imbeciliti/, classi-

fies idiots from the standpoint of pathology as follows :

—

(1) Genetous idiocy : in this form, which he holds to be

complete before birth, he believes the presumption of here-

dity to be stronger than in other forms; the vitality of the

general system is stated to be lower than normal ; the palate

is vaulted and narrow, the.teeth misshapen, wrongly placed,

and prone to decay, and the patient dwarfish in appear-

ance ; the head is generally unsymmetrical, and the com-

missures occasion.ally atrophied
; (2) Microcephalic idiocy,

a term which explains itself
; (3) Eclampsic idiocy, due to

the effects of infantile convulsions; (4) Epileptic idiocy;

(5) Hydrocephalic idiocy, due to water on the brain

;

(6) Paralytic idiocy, a rare form, due to the brain injury

causing the paralysis
; (7) Traunratic idiocy, a form pro-

duced by the third class of causes above mentioned; (8)

Inflammatory idiocy
; (9) Idiocy by deprivation of one or

more of the special senses. Dr Ireland's wide experience

has enabled him to differentiate these groups further by
describing the general characteristics, mental and physical,

of each.

The general conformation of the idiot is often very imper-

fect ; he is sometimes deformed, but more frequently the

frame is merely awkwardly put together, and he is generally

of short stature, Only aVjout one fourth of all idiots have

lieads smaller than common. Many cases arc on record in

which the cranial measurements exceed the average. It is

the irregularity of development of the bones of the skull,

especially at the base, which marks tlie condition. Cases,

however, often present themselves in which the skull is

perfect in form and size. In such the mischief has begun

in the brain matter. The palate is very often highly

arched, in some cleft; hare-lip is not uncommon; in fact

congenital defect or malformation of other organs than the

brain is more commonly met with amongst idiots than in

the general community. Of the special senses, hearing is

most frequently absent. Sight is good, although coordina-

tion may be defective. Many are mute. On account of

the mental dulness it is difficult to determine whether the

senses of touch, taste, and smell suffer impairment ; but

the impression is that their acuteness is below the average.

It is needless to attempt a description of the mental

phenomena of idiots, which range between utter want of

intelligence and mere weakness of intellect.

The term Imbecility has been conventionally employed to

indicate the less profound degrees of idiocy, but in point

of fact no distinct line of demarcation can be drawn ; the

application of either term to a given case depends more on

the opitiion of the observer than on the condition of the

observed. As the scale of injbeciles ascends, it is frnind

that the condition is evidenced not so much by low obtuse-

ness 'as by irregularity pf intellectual development. This

serves to mark the difference between the extreme stupidity

of the lowest of the healthy and the highest form of the

morbidly deprived type. The two conditions do not merge

gradually one into the other. Extreme stupidity and sottish

ness mark many cases of idiocy, but only in the lowest types,

wdiere no dubiety of opinion can exist as to their nature,

and in a manner which can never be mistaken for the

dulness of the man %vho is less talented than the average

of mankind. Where in theory the morbid (morbid in the

sense of deprivation) and the healthy types might be

supposed to approach each other, in practice we find that,

in fact, no' debatable ground exists. The uniformity of

dulness of the former stands in marked opposition to tlie

irregularity of mental conformation in the latter. Com-
paratively speaking, there are few idiots or imbeciles who
arc uniformly deprived of mental power; some may be

utterly sottislx, living a mere vegetable existence, but every

one must at least have heard of the quaint and crafty

sayings of manifest idiots indicating the presence of no

mean power of applied observation. In institutions for the

treatment of idiots and imbeciles, children are found not

only able to read and write, but even capable of applying

the simpler rules of arithmetic. A man may possess a very

considerable meed of receptive faculty and yet be idiotic in

respect of the power of application ; he may be physically

disabled from relation, and so be manifestly a deprived

person, unfit to take a position in the world on the same

platform as his fellows.,

Drireland subdivides idiots, for the purposes of education,

into five grades,—the first comprisiag those who can neither

XIII. — IS
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speak nor understand speech, tte second those who can

|

nnderstand a few easy words, the third those who can

speak and can be taught to work, the fourth those who can

be taught to read and write, and the fifth those who can

read books for themselves. The treatment of idiocy and

imbecility consists almost entirely of attention to hygiene,

and the building up of the enfeebled constitution, along

with endeavours to develop what small amount of faculty

exists by patiently applied educational influences. The
success which has attended this line of treatment in many
of our public and private institutions has been very con-

siderable. It may be safely stated that all idiotic or im-

becile children have a far better chance of amelioration in

asylums devoted to them than by any amount of care and

teaching lavished upon them at home.

In the class of idiots just spoken of imperfect develop-

ment of the intellectual faculties is the prominent feature,

—so prominent that it masks the arrest of potentiality of

development of the moral sense, the absence of which, even

if noticed, is regarded as relatively unimportant ; but, in

conducting the practical study of congenital idiots, a class

presents itself iu which the moral sense is wanting or

deficient, whilst the intellectual powers are apparently up

to the average. It is the custom of writers on the subject

to speak of " intellectual" and " moral " idiots. The terms

are convenient for clinical purposes, but the two con-

ditions cannot be disassociated, and the terms therefore seve-

rally only imply a specially marked deprivation of intellect

or moral sense in a given case. The everyday observer has

no difficulty in recognizing as a fact that deficiency in re-

ceptive capacity is evidence of imperfect cerebral develop-

ment ; but it is not so patent to him that the perception

of right and wrong can be compromised through the same

cause, or to comprehend that loss of moral sense may
result from disease. The same difiiculty does not present

itself to the pathologist ; for, in the case of a child born

under circumstances adverse to 'brain development, and in

whom no process of education can develop an appreciation

ef what is right or wrong, although the intellectual faculties

fTjpear to be but slightly blunted or not blunted at a^l, he

catmot avoid connecting the psychical peculiarity with the

pathological evidence. The world is apt enough to refer

any fault in intellectual development, maniiiisted by imper-

fect receptivity, to a definite physical cause, and is willing

to base opinion on comparatively slight data ; but it is not

so ready to accept the theory of a pathological implication

of the intellectual attributes concerned in tte perception of

the difference between right and wrong. Were, however,

two cases pitted one against another— the first, one of so-

called intellectual, the second, one of so-called moral idiocy

it would be found that, except as regards the psychical

manifestations, the cases might be identical. In both there

might be a family history of tendency to degeneration of

the nervous system, a peculiar cranial conformation, a

history of nervous symptoms during infancy, and of a

series of indications of mental incapacities during adoles-

cence, differing only iu this, that iu the first the promi-

nent indication of mental weakness was inability to add

two and two together, in the second the prominent feature

was incapacity to distinguish right from wrong. What
complicates the question of moral idiocy is, that many of

its subjects can, when an abstract proposition is placed be-

fore them, answer according to the dictates of morality,

which they may have learnt by nieaiory. If asked whether

it is right or wrong to lie or steal they will say it is wrong;

still, when they themselves are detected in either offence,

there is au evident non-recognition of its concrete nature.

The question of moral idiocy will always be a moot one

between the casuist and the pathologist ; but, when the

whole natural history of such cases is compared, there are

points of differentiation between them and mere moral

depravity which must appeal to even biased observers.

Family history, individual peculiarities, the manifest im-

becility of the acts committed, the general bizarre nature

of the phenomena, remove such cases from the ordinary

category of crime.

Statistics.—According to the census returns of 1871 the total

nunber of persons described as Idiots and Imbeciles in England and
AVales was 29,452, the equality of the sexes being remarkable

—

namely, 14,728 males and 14,724 females. Compared with the
entire population, the ratio is one idiot or imbecile to 771 persons,

or 13 per 10,000 persons living. Whether the returns are defec-

tive, owing to the natural sensitiveness of persons who would desire

to conceal the occurrence of idiocy in their families, we have no
means of knowing ; but such a feeling is no doubt likely to exist

among those who look upon mental inhrmity as Immiliatiug, rather

than as one of tlie many physical evils wliich afflict humanity.
According to Ireland, this number (29,452) is 25 percent, below
the mark. The following table shows the number of idiots accord-

ing to official returns of the various countries
;
probably they are

subject to the same criticism ns the census returns for England.

England and "Wales

Scotland
Ireland

France (including Cretins)

Gei-many (1871)
Sweden (1870)
Norway
United States (1870)...

14,728
2,304

20,'456

16,133

13,219

14,724

2,317

14,677
14,395

9,209

29,452
4,621

8,151
35,133
33,739
1,632

2,039
22,428

P.-opoitioB

to loe.iioo

of popula-
tion.

130
134
150

S7
82
S8

116
68

The relative freqitency of congenital and acquired insanity in

various countries is shown in the following table, taken from
Koch's statistics of insanity iu Wlirtemberg, which gives the num- '

ber of idiots to 100 lunatics :

—

Prussia 158
Bavaria. 154
Saxony 162
Austria 53
Hungary. 140
Canton of Bern 117
America 79

France 66
Denmark -. 58
Sweden 22
Norway 65
England and Wales 74
Scotland 68
Ireland 69

It is difficult to understand the wide divergence of these iigtu'es,

except it be that in certain states, such as Prussia and Bavaria,

dements have been taken along with aments, and iu others cretins.

This cannot, however, apply to the case of France, which is stated

to have only 66 idiots to every 100 lunatics. In many districts of

France cretinism is very commou ; it is practically unknown in

England, where the proportion of idiots is stated as higher than in

.France ; and it is rare in Prussia, which stands at 158 idiots to 100
lunatics. Manifestly imperfect as this table is, it shows how im-
portant an element idiocy is in social statistics ; few are aware that

the number of idiots and that of lunatics approach so neai-ly.

Cretinism.—Cretin probably comes from Chretien, either

from the idea that the person was innocent in the sense in

which that word is employed occasionally to imply a person

who cannot sin, or from the religious respect in which cretins

were held. Cretinism is a form of congenital insanity in-

asmuch as the cretino-genetic miasma acts before birth ; it

is endemic in many mountainous countries, and is said to

occur most frequently on magnesian limestone formations,

but never at an elevation above 3000 feet. Although all

cretins have not goitre, and all goitrous persons are not

cretins, there is a very intimate relationship between the

two conditions. The districts in Europe in which it is

most common are the departments of Hautes-Pyr^n^es,

Haute-Savoie, and Hautes-Alpes ; Styria, Upper Austria,

the province of Aosta, and Sardinia. It is found more

sparsely in other parts of Europe, and also among the

Himalayas and Andes. It occasionally presents itself in

flat countries,—a remarkable instance being the island of

Niederwerth below Coblentz, where out of 750 inhabitants

there are 131 cretins (Dr Ireland). Notwithstanding the

circumscribed area in which this disease exists, affording,

it might be supposed, >data founded on the conditions of
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life common to tlieir inhabitants for arriving at conclusions

as to its cause, nothing has been definitely determined.

Cretinism has occupied the attention of many eminent

observers, but the various theories they have advanced have

been in succession overturned. It has been suggested that

the condition is due to the constant use of snow water, or

to the presence of sulphate of iron or of lime iu water, but

none of these theories admit of universal application. That

the disease is due to some geological or cHmatic cause

appears certain from the fact, stated by Baillarger, that it

disappears from a family in one or two generations after

removal to a healthy climate, and may even be prevented

by the gravid mother leaving a valley where it is rife

for localities where cretinism is unknown. The physical

'and mental symptoms of cretinism are so closely allied iu

essentials to those of congenital idiocy as not to demand a

separate description. The marked features of the disease

are its endemic nature and its intimate connexion with

goitre. See Cretijtism.

Bibliography.—Jiajiportfle la Cojninisstmi flc S. M. U Roi dc Sttr-

(itignc, pour itiuUcr Ic Cretitusiiu;, Turin, 184S ; B. Nifepce, Traits

dti Go'itrc et dtc Crt^tiiti^mc, Paris, 3851 ; £cobut:hlunfjai iihcr {lea

Cr6finismus, piiUi^licil by the iili3"siciaus of the hospital at Sraaia-

berfj, Tiibingeu, 3850, 1851, .ma 1852 ; Ctugf^enbiilil, Die Crclincn-

HcilaitstaH aicf driu Almidbcrg, BeiTl an'l St Gall, 1853 ; V'ivohow,

Uiitcrsuchmtgcii iibrr die Eidwickchauj dcs Sfhddi^Jgrvndcs ivi

ffctundeii nnd In'aHl-hitftcil Zttsitcndr imd iibrr den Einjiti^s dcrsdhcii

aitfSchddclfnrm, Grsichfsbifduiig, icud Gchiniban {iieiliUf 1857), and
Gesamintc AbhnruUtnufru zur iri^cnscJuifllid'cn Mcdiciii (Frankfort,

1856) ; Saint L.agcr, fllvdcs siir/esCttnsrs du Ci'ttiiiismc et dii Go'ibx

endemiquc, Paris, 1867, and Dcuxliinc Scric d'Eiudrs si/r Ic^Cauftcs

du Cretinisms, Lyon, 18G3 ; Baillarger, EnqitCte snr h GoUi-e ct Ic

Critinismc, Paris, 1873 ; Jla-x Parchanpe, itiuJes snr Ic Go'Urc ct Ic

Gr6tinismc, edited and annotated ny L. Lnnier, Paris 1874
;

Lombrosa, liiristit Clinica di Bologna, j^l. 7, July 1873, and pi, 11,

November 1873 ; Ireland, Eiliiibnrgh MciUrdl JonrnaJ for August
and September 1875, and On Idiocy and liid>ccUUy, 1877. The
last-jiamcd is the standard work un idiocy.

Acquired Inkamtv.

Pnthi>lo(jy.

It is predicated in treating of Acquired Insanity that we
have to deal with brains congenitally perfect, the exercise

of whose functions has been normal mitil the incidence of

disease. A full description of the tissue.'; of the healthy

brain will be found in the article Anatomy (vol. i. pp. 869-
880), a careful perusal of which will very materially assist

the reader in following the present remarks on pathology.

A short recapitulation of certain anatomical facts i.s, how-
ever, necessary. The purely nervous structures of the brain

consist of very delicate fibres and cells, the latter occurring

only in the grey matter. It is richly supplied with blood

vessels, the Supply being six times greater to the grey

matter than to the white. These tissues are supported and
separated one from the other by a connective tissue, or

interstitial matter, the nenrorjlia ; the whole organ is

enveloped in merabnanes which .separate it from the skuU.
By one system of independent fibres (the expansion system)
communication is maintained between the spinal cord, the
central ganglia, and the cortical grey matter; by a second
system of fibres (the commissural), corresponding and
identical regions of the grey matter of the two opposite
hemispheres are united ; and by a third system (the hori-

zontal) communication is maintained between parts of the
same hemisphere. The cells communicate one with the
other by means of processes or poles, fine projections from
the body of the cell. The observ.itions of Cleland and
Boll show that the apical processes become connected
with the fibres as they go to the periphery : the basal

processes loop with the horizontal fibres, and also, by means
of their recurrent poles, with those of the expansion series.

But it is of great importance to observe that we have no

evidence of fibre communicating directly with fibre, or no

certain proof that one series of fibres communicates directly

with others ; in fact, all anatomical demonstration goes to

prove the individuality and isolation of fibre, the processes

of the cells being the connecting liijk. It is universally

accepted that the cerebral cells possess the vital property

of generating, receiving, andtransmitting nervous intiuences,

and that the fibres are the organs by means of which these

influences are received and communicated. In the words
of Herman, " in a part of the central organs (the cortical

cells) certain material processes are accompanied in an

inexplicable manner with wholly uudefinable phenomena
which characterize what we term conscioiisne--s." The term
inind may be applied to the combination of aU the actuai

and possible states of consciousness of the organism. " We
have a right to presuppose that in the bruin, as in other

organs of the body, the normal exercise of function is

dependent on a perfect maintenance of the anatomical

relations of the component structures, aud conversely that

morbid conditions of these structures must affect the whole

economy more or less seriously " (Buckuill and Take).

In studying brain pathology it must be kept in view that

the brain cannot, like the lungs, liver, and kidneys, cast

any of its functions on other organs ; it must do its own
work, rid itself of its effete matter, and of the products of

injury or disease, and provide within itself for the resump-

tion of functions, the exercise of which has become im-

paired from whatever cause.

Solutions of continuity, preventing perfect maintenance
of the component cerebral tissues, may arise from— (1)

idiopathic causes, Le., causes originating primarily iu the

brain; (2) traumatic causes (injury to the head); (3) the

effects of other neuroses (morbid nerve conditions); (4) ad-

ventitious products (tumours, &c.)
; (.5) morbid conditions

of the general system secondarily implicating the brain
; (6)

evolutional conditions of the system concurrently afifecting

the brain
; (7) toxic agents (poisons). In the case of

insanity the results of morbid action are confined to the

convolutions of the superior surface of the brain, and to the

upper part of its lateral aspects ; for the most part its base

and inferior lateral aspects aud the cerebellum are un-

affected. It is true that in old standing cases the central

gangKa present lesions, but these are for the most part

secondary, and are due to the action of disease in the superior

convolutions.

1. Idiopathic changes occur from disease affecting the

tissues, the cause of which it may be impossible to trace,

—as, for instance, acute inflammation, which, however,
is not a frequent cause of insanity. Diffused subacute
inflammation is held to be a much more fruitful

cause, producing increase (sclerosis) of the neuroglia,

•degeneration of the cells, destruction (atrophy) and dis-

placement of fibres, and aneurism, distortion, and obUtera-

tion of vessels.

A large aud important cjass of causes of idiopathic

morbid action is due to over-excitation of the brain.

The causes of over-excitation of the brain functions are

those which, in most works on insanity, are spoken of

as " moral " (grief, anxiety, domestic complications, dis-

appointment, terror, sorrow or joy, reUgious or political

excitement, the exercise of the mental faculties by study
unduly prolonged or conducted under adverse circumstances)

in contradistinction to " physical " causes,—a distinction

which implies some material diflference in their method of

operation. To the most superficial observer, the deformed
head of the idiot, and the paralysis of mind and body which
follows on the rupture of a cerebral vessel, are coarsely

material oonditiuns; but when mental aberration follows on
mental excitement, men are prone to regard it more as a
derangement of function than as an evidence of detoriora-
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tion of braia structure. If, however, we give due weight

to the results of physiological research, the matter is not

quite so obscure. Arguing from the analogies of other

organs and from direct observation, there is reason to

believe that when the braiti functions are being actively

exerted there is a dilitjtion ot the vessels and an increased

blood supply (lij'peraemia) to its superior and lateral

surfaces. This functional hyperoemia is caused by the

direct action of the cerebral cells, which, along with the

sympathetic system of nerves, exercise control over the

vauscular coats of tlie arteries, the immediate regulators of

blood supply to any given part. Control over muscular

tissue implies, of course, control in two directions, dilatation

and contraction. Functional hypen-cmia is in every respect

a healthy condition, one necessary for the provision of

temporary nutriment during temporary action, ceasing with

tlio withdrawal of stimulus, when the calibre of the vessels

is reduced to its original dimensions through the contracting

influence of the cells. But if the excitement is unduly
prolonged a new result appears ; the cells themselves

become exhausted, and therefore, even if the stimulus is

withdrawn, they are unable to assert their ordinary control

over the arterial muscular coats in the direction of con-

traction, so that the increased blood supply continues

although the stimulus which caused it has been removed.

Instead of functional hyperemia we have a hypersemia

caused, not by functional excitement, but by exhaustion of

the controlling organs. In a minor degree the results of

this condition are matters of everyday observation ; over-

taxation of the brain functions, by study for instance, is

very generally followed by sensations of fulness and acldng

of the head, loss of sleep, and general exhaustion,—

a

condition which is recovered from when the primary

irritation is withdrawn, i.e., when the arteries reacquire

healthy tone. But if relief from the causes of irritation is

not obtained, a sequence of events ensues tending to

deterioration of tissue. In the first place, sleep, the condi-

tion necessary for rest and recuperation of the cells, becomes
-unattainable. Physiological research has shown that during

Bleep the supply of blood to the brain is diminished

(ancemia), that anremia is necessary for, and hyperfemia is

inimical to, its production. Further deterioration of cell

activity follows on non-recuperation, and concomitant
diminished control over the vessels tends to the establish-

ment of morbid hyperoemia and more or less blood stagni-

tion (stasis). It would be far beyond the compass of this

article to follow out in detail tlie various pathological

processes wliich ensue on paralysis of vaso-motor action

;

two only need be alluded to—(1) tlie various changes

which take place in the behaviour of the constituents of

the blood, producing congestion and greater or less

obstruction to its normal distribution, and (2) the effects

which congestion produces on the lymphatic system of the

brain, the system by whicli effete matter is largely removed
from it. It is now generally recognized that the lymphatics
of the brain are perivascular, i.e., that they are tubes sur-

rounding the arteries, patent under ordinary conditions

;

when, however, the arteries are distended, it is easy to

comprehend that the lymphatic system becomes occluded

by the artery filling up the space provided for it, and
therefore that the removal of waste products becomes
difficult or impossible. It is a pathological axiom that the

structural integrity of a part is dependent on the main-
tenance of its vascular unity, in other words, on the regular

supply and withdrawal of blood by its regular channels.
This if impaired or destroyed is necessarily followed by
histological changes and by disturbance of function.

By tliis exposition of a probable sequence of pathological

svents it la desired to indicate that disturbance of function

directly referable to over-excitation of the brain is not a

mere functional dera'ngement, not a mere morbid increase

of a normal emotion, but that it is the manifestation of a
pathological condition,—that, in effect, . so-called moral
causes may bo the producers of physical cerebral disease.

This meets with support from the clinical observation that,

with very rare exceptions, a consider.ible period of time
elapses between the incidence of the moral cause and the

first indication of mental alienation,—an interval during
wliich sleep has been absent in consequence of continued

hypera3mia. Instances of melancholy or mania being

suddenly produced by mental shock must l.>e searched for ia

works of fiction. Sudden fright, more especially, is stated

to produce immediate convulsion, epilepsy, and catalepsy,

but not insanity ; except in certain comparatively rare

instances, in which it appears to induce witli great rapidity

a cataleptic mental state, presently to be spoken of as acute

primary dementia. Over-exercise of the intellectual

function is not by any means such a prolific cause of brain

disease as undue emotion. It is not work but worry ',that

kills the brain. Wlien both are combined the result is

often rapid.

On the removal or persistence of congestion depends the

issue of a ease—recovery, or further and permanent solution

of continuity. Unless relief is soon obtained, the changes

in the cells are followed by lesions of other brain structures

which are productive of important pathological conditions

affecting the general .system ; these in their turn render

recovery more difficult or impossible, or may even cause

death, (For a full account of the various lesions found in

the brains of the insane, consult Buclaiill and Tuko, Mamial
of Psychological Ifedicine, 4th ed., cap. vi. ; Fox's Patho-

logical Anatomy of the Nervous Centres, London, 1874 ; J.

Batty Tuke, " On the ^Morbid Histology of the Brain and
Spinal Cord as observed in the Insane," Brit, and For.

Meelico-Chirurgical Peview, 1873-74.)

2. The second class comprises all accidents and injurie.i

affecting the brain, and is most conveniently termed

traumatic. Violence to the head may produce fracture of

the skull with or without depression, extravasation of blood

in or on the brain, or concussion. There is no relation

between the apparent extent of the injury and the results

in insanity ; extensive fractures of the frontal, lateral, and
superior surfaces of the skull, even when complicated with

rupture of the envelopes and loss of brain matter, are not,

taken over all, more productive of insanity, if so much so,

as the apparently less serious condition of concussion. The
reason of this is not far to seek ; by the open wound free

egress is afforded for extravasatcd blood and the products

of inflammation, whereas in concussion, which may also

involve extravasation of blood in or on the brain, foreign

substances have no means of escape, and so Bnay set up
morbid action of a grave nature. Occasionally insanity

follows rapidly on the injury, but much more frequently

weeks or even months elapse before development of mentaJ

symptoms amounting to insanity. During this period

morbid action is proceeding on the inner surface of the

skull, in the membranes, or in the braiu itself. On the

inner table of the skull bony growths rnay be in process of

formation, subacute inllammation of the membranes may
be going on, and from the same cause the brain may be
undergoing progressive changes generally in the direction

of sclerosis, i.e., increase of connectiv_e tissue.

3. The nervous diseases in the train of which insanity

occasionally follows are Epilepsy, Hysteria, and Locomotor
Ataxy. In the case of Epilepsy the brain lesions are doubt-

less the result of the frequently asphyxiated condition of the

patient and of the blood poisoning due to the retention of

carbonic acid gas (see Epilepsy). As might be expected,

lesions of the arteries in the form of hypertrophy of their

coats is frequently observed. The canals in the brain
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matter through which the vessels pass are very frequently

found dilated to from two to siz times tbeir normal

dimensious. If the richness of the blood supply to the

grey matter is considered, this condition of dilatation

must imply an immense loss of brain tissue ; moreover,

the cells are frequently found suffering degeneration.

In dealing with the subject of Hysteria, we have, as

stated in the article especially bearing on the subject

(Hysteria), to do with a disease which, although

mai'ked by very prominent symptoms, possesses no

anatomical seat, and thus when the disease amounts to

insanity we are equally in the dark as to the cerebral con-

ditions. The insanity following or accompanying hj'steria

is not a fatal one in its earlier stages, and there is no report

extant of an autopsy on a recent case of this disease.

Locomotor Ataxy is a disease of the spinal cord, sclerosis

of its posterior columns (see Ataxy). It iuqilicates other

parts of the nervous system,—for instance, the optic tracts

and nerves. Insanity occasionally is concurrent with, and
probably, if not certainly, is produced by an extension of

the sclerosis to the cerebral convolutions. This theory

meets support from the fact that the mental symptoms
associated with locomotor ataxy resemble very closely those

of general paralysis, in which hypertrophy of the connective

tissue- of the superior convolutions has been demonstrated.

4. By the term adventitious products it is meant to

indicate all forms of tumours of the brain, .skull-cap, and
membranes. Such foreign bodies have three distinct ell'ccts

on the brain structure ;
—" 1st, They create an irritation

tending to ramollissement in the nerve substance, with

which they are in contact from their first appearance. 2d,

They cause pressure on distant parts, which in its turn

causes an alteration of the structure and nutrition. 3d,

They set up progressive disease and degeneration of certain

[)arts of the nerve structure, tlie true nature of which is as

yet not very well known ; but it seems to be in some way
directly connected with the essential nature and constitution

of all sorts of nerve substance, whether cells or fibres. Its

results pathologically are an increase of the connective

tissue in the form of granules, and enlargement and thicken-

ing of tlie coats of the blood-vessels ; but all these seem to

be secondary changes" (Clouston, "On Tumours of the

Brain," Journal of Mental /Science, vol. xviii.). Apoplectic

clots are practically tumours.

5. Morbid conditions of the general system secondarily

implicating the brain. It is of great interest from an

etiological point of view to note that insanity is seldom if

ever the immediate result of diseases of individual orgaus,

but that it is more or less intimately associated with those

forms of disease which result from a general constitutional

instability, such as tuberculosis, rheumatism, gout, and
syphilis. There are many diseases painful in character

and very depressing to the nervous system, such as

stone, fistula (in fact all the so-called surgical diseases of

the rectum and bladder), cancer of the uterus, &c., which

might be presupposed to be probable causes of insanity,

yet in point of fact are not inimical to mental health.

They may be so indirectly, inasmuch as they prevent sleep,

but even in this wise their effect is very slight. Nor does

there appear sufficient reason to connect diseases of the

heart, liver, kidneys, directly with insanity. Much stress

has been laid on diseases of the uterus and ovaries, and more

especially on tumours of these organs, being the primary

factors in the production of insanity. Skae laid down as

a special form ovario- or utero-mania ; and Wergt of Illnau

has described the various morbid conditions of the female

organs of generation found on post-mortem examination,

and has connected with them mental symptoms. But
authors on gyutecology make no mention of insanity being

a sequela of uterine disease, except in so far as the mental

depression which in most women foHovrs en the knowledge
that they are affected by serious, perhaps fatal, disease, and
the pain and anxiety inseparable therefrom, may produce
sleeplessness, and consequent melancholy ; and there is no

proof of such tumours exercising an extensive influence

on causation by peripheral irritation. The fallacy has in

the great majority of instances probably arisen from the

observation often made in asylums that insanity arising

from whatever cause is conditioned by the presence of

uterine growths, and that delusions of a sexual character may
arise from the sensations thereby produced. Of the very

few instances ou record in which a direct connexion between

uterine disease and insanity has been traced may be cited a

case reported by Van der Kolk, in which deep melancholy

and prolapsus uteri coexisted ; the mental symptoms were

at once relieved by the organ being restored to its normal
position. Such cases are very rare.

It is still a moot point whether a true tubercular or

phthisical insanity exists ; if it docs, it certainly does not

arise from tubercular deposits in the brain-—a very rare

condition in the insane. Those authorities who deny the

existence of phthisical insanity hold that, although mental
symptoms do frequently present themselves in cases of con-

sumption, and although consumption is very frequent

amongst the insane, the insanity is not directly dependent on
the diathesis, but more probably results from the general

lowering of the system, and at most is only conditioned by
the primary disease. In the case of rheumatism and gout

there are strong reasons for believing that an actual trans-

lation (metastasis) of the materies morhi occasionally takes

place from affected joints to the connective tissue of the

brain and cord,—the evidence being choreic movements
of the limbs (St Vitus's Dance) accompanied by acute

mental symptoms, both of which disappear contemporane-

ously with the return of inflammatory swellings of the

joints. Syphilis may act on the brain by the production of

tumours (wiiich, however, do not differ in their efi'ects from
those of other adventitious products), and by specific

changes in the coats of the ai-teries, which become thickened

and even occluded. As a consequence the tissues in their

neighbourhood suffer deterioration.

The pathological relation between sun-stroke (insolation)

and brain disease has not been ascertained. A certain

amount of brain congestion has been observed, but not

invariably. The cerebral lesion is more probably due to

the extreme depression of the whole nervous system ; but
the modus operandi is unknown.

The morbid condition of the general system which most
frequently implicates the brain is ansemia, not itself a

disease, but the result of many diseases, such as fever, and
of such drains on the constitution as lactation (suckling)

and imperfect nourishment. The operativeness of these

drains may be assisted by over-work under unhealthy

conditions. As a typical example may be cited the dress-

maker, poorly paid, poorly fed, working for many hours

daily in an ill-ventilated room, and sleeping in an unhealthy

garret. The term anemia is not used hero to indicate a

condition antithetical to hyperasmia—it does not imply any
mechanical deprivation of blood supply

; on the contrary,

the amount of blood, such as it is, is not reduced in quantity.

The temporary mechanical anfemia which results from
extreme cold produces its effects rapidly,—short delirium

and profound .sleep. But it is qualitative ana;mia, an

impoverished state of the blood, which produces more or

less permanent results on cerebral health. Inanition acts

rapidly on the brain : in the case of those cast away at sea

on rafts or in boats the general story is that of short

delirious mania, suicide, or death from nervous exhaustion,

before emaciation (i.e., before the reserve food of the system

is consumed) takes place. So iu cases where inanition is-
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more Blowly produced, the nervous system is first depressed.

And here the position becomes somewhat complicated ; for

not only is, under such circumstances, the relative amount

of the blood constituents different from the normal standard,

but its corpuscular elements change in quality ; tliey acquire

a degree of viscidity which tends to cause the red corpuscles

to coalesce aud hang together, and the white to lag and

wander into surrounding tissues; aud further, this

mnphysiological behaviour of the corpuscles is apt to

become aggravated in regions whose nervous energy is

depressed. Anaemia thus acts and reacts in procuring a

condition of stasis.

6. The effects of evolutional periods concurrently affect-

ing the brain : puberty, adolescence, utero-gestation, the

climacteric period, and old age. " Although from the time

when the human being comes is to the -world to the final

cessation of his corporeal existence the various functional

operations of organic life are carried on with ceaseless

activity, whdst those of animal life are only suspended by

the intervals of repose which are needed for the renovation

of their organs, yet there are very marked differences, not

only in the decree of their wnited aclivity, but also in the

relative dec/rees of fiierf/y which they scverrdhj manifest

at different epochs" (Carpenter's Principles of Huiitrtn

Physiolor/y, chap, xyiii.). These differences in degree imply

physiological modifications of nutrition, an4 the observation

of ages has caused it to be accepted as a fiict in the etiology

of disease that numerous and various degenerations occur

contemporaneously with such modifications, mord especially

in the subjects of diathetic conditions. The development

of phthisis during adolescence, and of cancer amongst

persons at the climacteric period, maybe cited as instances.

It may be freely admitted that the nexus between the

physiological and the pathological position is, as regards

certain of the periods, obscure, and that it is dependent

more on induction than on demonstration ; but it may be

pleaded that it is not more obscure in respect of insanity

than of other diseases. The pathological difficulty obtains

mostly in tlie relation of the earlier evolutional periods,

puberty and adolescence, to insanity ; in the others a

physiologico-pathological nexus may be traced ; but in

regard to the former there is nothing to take hold of except

the purely physiological process of development of the

sexual function, the expansion of the intellectual powers,

and rapid increase of the bulk of the body. Although in

thoroughly stable subjects due provision is made for these

evolutional processes, it is not difficult to conceive that in

the nervously unstable a considerable risk is run by the

brain in consequence of the .strain laid on it. Other adju-

ivant influences may be at work tending to excite the system

;which will be spoken of when the insanity occurring at

these periods is described. Between the adolescent and
climacteric periods the constitution of the nervous, as of the

other systems, becomes established, and disturl">auce is not

liable to occur, except from some accidental circumstance

apart from evolution. In the most healthily constit\ited

individuals tho "change of life" expresses itself by some

loss of vigour. The nourishing (trophesial) function

becomes less active, and either various degrees of wasting

occur, or there is a tendency towards restitution in bulk

of tissues by a less highly organized material. The most

important instance of the la.tter tendency is fatty degenera^

tion of muscle, to which the nuiscle of the arterial system

is very liable. In tlie mass of ma:ikind those changes

assume no pathological importance : the man or woman of

middle life passes into advanced ago without serious con-

stitutional disturbance ; on the other hand, there may be a

break down of the system due to climacteric disease of

special organs, as, for instance, fatty degeneration of tlie

heart. In all prbliability the insanity of tho climacteric

period may be referred to two pathological conditions : it

may depend on structural changes in the brain due to fatty

degeneration of its arteries and cells, or it may be a

secondary result of general systemic disturbance, due to

cessation of menstruation in the female, aud, possibly, to

some analogous modification of the sexual function in men.
The senile period brings with it further reduction of

formative activity ; all the tissues waste, and are liable to

fatty and calcareous degeneration. Here again the arteries

of the brain are very generally implicated : atheroma in

some degree is almost always present, but is by no means
always followed by insanity. ^ATiewell retained his faculties

to the last, notwithstanding that his cerebral arteries were

much diseased. Still this condition must be taken into

account in studying tho causation of senile insanity, as it

necessarily implicates the nutritiou of the brain. It nuist

assist in preventing recuperation of the cells ; it may in cer-

tain instances diminish suddenly the blood supply to a par-

ticular area; but the stronger probability isthat senile mental

decay lies at the door of senile degeneration of the cells.

The various and profound modifications of the system

whicli attend the periods of utero-gestation, pregnancy, and
child-bearing do not leave the nervous centres unaffected.

Most women are liable to slight changes of disposition and
temper, morbid longings, strange likes and dislikes during

pregnancy, more especially during the earlier months ; but

these are universally accepted as accompaniments of the

condition not involving any doubt as to sanity. But
there are various factois at work in the system during

pregnancy which have grave influence on the nervous

system, more especially in those hereditarily predisposed,

and in those gravid for the first time. There is modification

of direction of tho blood towards a new focus, and its quality

is changed, as is shown by an increase of fibrin and water

and a decrease of albumen. How much these changes

structurally aft'ect the encciihalon may be deduced from the

fact of the presence of bony plates (osteophyte) on the

siuface of the dura mater and the inner table of the skull,

and how much functionally, by constant congestions and

flushings. To such physical influences are superadded the

discomfort and uneasiness of the situation, mental anxiety

and anticipation of danger, aud in tlie unmarried the horror

of disgrace. In the puerperal (recently delivered) woman
there are to be taken into pathological account the various

depressing influences of child-bed, its various accidents

reducing vitalitj-, the sudden return to ordinary physio-

logical condltion.s, the cessation of the occasional physio-

logical condition, the rapid call for a new focus of nutrition,

the translation as it were of the blood supply from the

uterus to the mamm«,— all pihysica! influences liable to

affect the brain. These influences may act independently

of moral shock; but, where this is coincident, there is a

condition of the nervous system unprepared to resist, or,

it may rathx;r be said, prepared to succiuidi.

7. Among the toxic agents which aS'ect the brain, alcohol

holds the foremost place. On the action of this poison the

article Druxkenness supplies full information. Consider-

able difficulty exists as to the estimation of the importance

, to be attached to alcohol in the production of brain disease

i from the fact that excess in the use of stimulants is very

' frequently a symptom of incipient insanity, and tliat tho

symptom is often mistaken for the cause. The habitual

i

use of opium and Indian hemp {Cannabis indica), whicli

I

first stimulate and then paralyse the action of the cerebral

i' cells, is a frequent cause of lesion.

Difficulties nia,y arise in individual cases in establishing

a theory of causation from the presence of what are

generally spoken of in systematic works on insanity as

" mixed " causes, i.e., the prcseucc of two morbid factors in

one individual. So loug as these consist in vavietyin
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character of excited psychicol action, sucli as grief and
anxiety of business, over-prolonged study and domestic

affliction, tlie combination does not affect tlie position ; but

when we have a history of one or more of such psychical

influences being associated with a depraved condition of

the general system, with poverty, with excess /in alcoholic

stimulants, or with hereditary predisposition, it appears at

the first glance difficult to assess the value to be attached

to each in the production of brain disease. This complica-

tion is, however, more apparent than real ; weakness of the

system, whether produced by disease or by malnutrition,

only implies a condition in which cerebral degeneration is

more lilcely to occur, but where there is no reason to believe

it would have occurred if the brain, weakened along with

the other organs of the body, had not been subjected to

over-excitation. It may be argued that the brain excitation

would not have produced the lesion if the tone of the

general system had not been lowered : that is as it maybe,
—it is a proposition which cannot be accepted or denied

positively in the absence of positive data. But negative

data obtain which warrant its refusal. These are twofold :

—a depraved condition of the general system is a frequent

result of over-excitation of the brain, the result being liable

to be mistaken for the efiScier.t cause ; and the history and

symptoms of insanity resulting from special morbid con-

ditions of the system differ materially from those produced

by over-excitation.

The action of all these varied morbid factors is in the

direction of solution of continuity of cerebral elements,

and consequently of perversion Of psychical function. And
here a wide gap opens itself in the study of brain pathology

in its relation to morbid psychology. No adequate theory

has been advanced to account for the sequence of a parti-

cular type or train of morbid mental symptoms on a parti-

cular morbid condition of the brain. In the most definite

forms of insanity, those of which the morbid anatomy is

pretty definitely determined, there is not the slightest

suggestion atforded of the causation of the peculiar type of

mental symptoms which symptomatize them, or for the

alternation of symptoms in an individual case, or for

diversity of symptoms apparently starting from the same
cause. All that is known is that when the hemispherical

ganglia are diseased we may have excitement or depression

of feeling, delusion, or obfuseation of the intellectual and
moral qualities ; but why in one case excitement, in another

delusion, and in a third both, is an utter mystery.

Classification.

The mental symptoms of acquired insanity have been
classified from the time of Pinel—it might, save from
some slight difference in the application of the terms^ be
said from the time of Hippocrates—as mania, melancholia,

and dementia, according as exaltation or depression of feel-

ing or weakness of intellect presents itself most prominently

in a given case. To these has been added delusional

insanity, spoken of by certain authors as monomania.
Numberless classifications founded on psychological con-

siderations have been advanced, involving, however, more
variety in terminology than in principle ; all such, when
analysed, are reducible to the primitive mania, melancholia,

and dementia. Pritchard asserted that mental symptoms
were divisible into two great classes, according as the

intellectual and moral faculties were implicated. This
principle falls to the ground from the simple but most
important fact that the primary symptom in all insanities

is perversion of the moral sense, and that this perversion

pervades all cases of mental disease to their termination.

This change of morale amounts to various degrees of per-

version of the ordinary character and disposition of the

individual. Ue becomes indifferent to social considerations,

apathetic and neglectful of the personal and family duties,

evinces dislike and suspicion of friends and relative.";, and
may betake himself to excess in alcoholic stimulants and

other forms of dissipation. There is a general concentration

of his ideas on himself, which '^ often spoken of as the

selfishness of the insane. Ace ..ling to the direction in

action in which perversion of the moral sense is manifested

such so-called forms of insanity have been constructed as

dipsomania, kleptomania, erotomania, &c., which, however,

are to be regarded as merely accidental phenomena. Moral

insanity may appear to exist alone at certain times in certain

cases, but it is greatly to be doubted whether it really ever

exists apart from intellectual perversion. The mere fact

that a person cannot appreciate the change in himself, can-

not, as it were, disapprove of his own actions, is evidence

that the moral faculties are not alone implicated. The
converse proposition may be stated even more strongly

—

intellectual insanity never exists without moral perversion.

Moral perversion is, however, only one of the initial

symptoms. In most insanities a " period of incubation "

is observed, generally spoken of as the prodromal or initial

period. Sudden and violent outbursts of insanity are occa-

sionally reported, but, when these are carefully examined
into, a train of prodromal symptoms, physical as well as

psychical, can almost invariably be traced. These symptoms
are for the most part insidious in character. Founding
on the statements of patients suffering from premonitory

symptoms, on those made by others, who, having recovered,

are able to carry back their recollection to the incidence of

the prodromal stage, and on the direct observation of the

physician, physical indications are the first to present them-

selves. These consist in a feeling of fulness in the head,

throbbing of the forehead and eyeballs, flashes of light

before the eyes, and general malaise. The mental symptoms
follow closely, and consist, in addition to the change in

morale already spoken of, in restlessness, irritability,

inability to apply the mind to the everyday affairs of life,

and sleeplessness. In certain forms this description of the

prodromal symptoms requires some slight modification.

They are very generally accompanied by impairment of

general health.

The classification of the insanities according to the

predominant mental symptom is adopted in almost all

treatises on the subject ; but there is a growing convic-

tion that this basis is neither so scientific nor so con-

venient as a classification based on pathology. Mania,
melancholia, and dementia are. merely sj-mptoms of brain

disease. If these symptoms were constant in even a

considerable majority of all cases, there would be better

warrant for employing them as a basis of nosology ; but

they vary so widely in kind and degree, they run so closely

one into the other, they may all appear in an individual

case within so very short a space of time, that their use is

generally misleading, even as indicating the mental condi-

tion of a patient. In many cases of insanity mania may
present itself to-day, melancholia to-morrow, and dementia

the day after, being, in fact, indications of the course of

the complaint. It is undoubtedly true that in a proportion

of the insane there is a general predominance of one or

other of these conditions, but it is equally true that there

is an equal proportion in which the application of any one
of these terms is open to question.- Thus we may have a

melancholic mania or a maniacal melancholia. Moreover,

there are many forms of insanity of which the connexion

with the causation is so intimate that even those authors

who adhere to the archaic classification cannot refuse to

acknowledge them as pathological classes, and are com-

pelled to treat of them under their pathological designa-

tions
;
puerperal insanity, epileptic insanity, senile insanity,

and general paralysis may be cited as prominent examoles.
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To say of a man tliat lio \i maniacal is not saying moi-e than

to say of one who has lost power over his limbs that he

suffers from palsy, a diagnosis \vhic"h no scientific physician

of the present clay would be content with, as it conveys no

definite idea as to the pathological character or cause of

impairment of mobility. It) may be freely admitted that

medical science is not yet able to base a nosology of the in-

sanities on the highest pathological platform, that of morbid

anatomy. Considerable advances have been made in this

direction, but the observations of pathologists, with the

exception of those bearing on three or four classes of brain

disease, are vague and quite insufficient for the purpose.

Clinical observatiou, however, has served to relate symptoms
with cause to such-an extent as to enable the observer of

mental disease to fall back on the second pathological

position—etiology, and has enabled him to assert, in a very

large proportion of cases, causation as a scientific and con-

venient standpoint for classification. After all, clas.^ifica-

tions are matters of convenience. It is not asserted that

the classification adopted in this article is more than

provisional; but it is a-iserted that it is more cuuvenieiit to

study the insanities in connexiju with the bodily conditions

of their subjects than to rely on a general descrii}tion of

mental symptoms which are inconstant in kind and degree,

and often so complex as to render analysis impossible.

When Es(|uirors definition of the mental conditions is

quoted, little more need be added, for further descrip-

tion would merely involve an amplified account of psv'cho-

logicil pecnliarities. Esquirol thus describes the con-

ditions:— (1) Melancholia, or, as he terms it, Lypemania,

disorder of the faculties with respect to one or a small

number of objects, with predominance of a sorrowful and
depressing passion

; (2) Monomania, in which the disorder

of the faculties is limited to one or a small number of

objects, with excitement, ami predominance of a gay and
expansive passion

; (3) Mania, in which the insanity

extends to all kinds of objects, and is accompanied by
excitement

;
(-t) Dementia, in which the insensate utter

folly, because the organs of thought have lost their energy

and tho strength requisite for their functions. In 1852
Sjhrneder van der Kolk and in 18G0 Morel laid the

foundation of a classificitinn more in accordance with

patholo^'ic.il science. Tho tormer included the different

forms of the di.>ease under two groat classes :
— " idiopathic

insanit\'," comprising all cases produced by primary affec-

tions of tlie brain; and "sympathetic insanity," including

those due to morbid conditions of the general system.

Morel divided the insanities into six groups :—(1) lieredi-

tary insrnity
; (2) t.^xic insanity

; (3) insanity produced

by the transformation of other diseases
; (4) idiopathic

insinity ;
(fi) symimthctic insanity : (C) dementia, a

torminative stage. Xot«ithstinding faults of detail, it

may be fairly said thit tliese ]U'opositions marked a great

advance in the study of insanity, and tliat all later classifi-

cations based on the same principles have been derived from
studv of them. The
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I. iDiOfATHic Mani.v AND MKLA.xcnoLH.— It is pro-

posed to consider under the head of idiopathic mania and

melancholia the large and important class of cases which re

suit from over-excitation of the brain due to so-called mora)

causes. In considering this form of insanity, a diflieulty

arises in reconciling tho dependence of two such apparently

widely divergent morbid psychical states as mania and

melancholia on one common pathological condition. That

they arc so is maintained by the following clinical observa-

tions— 1st, that during the prodromal period, i.e., the period

during w-hicli over-excitation is using its influence on the

brain tissues, the symptoms of excitement and de[>ressioii

generally alternate; 2d, that in certain acute cases mania

and melancholia coexist, that is to say, it is impossible for

the observer to say wlicther they are cases of maniacal

melancholia or melancholic mania ; 3d, that, as many cases

run their course towards recovery, the symptoms are con-

secutively mania, melancholia, and dementia ; -Ith, that the

cQ'ects of irritating poisons applied to tlie brain, alcohol

markedly, produce these symptoms in some individuals iu a

very short space of time. These observations point, not to

a difference of pathological causation, but to variation in

.symptoms in conformity with the progress of pathological

processes. It must be borne in mind that congestion is

not a condition constant in quality or in quantity, and,

further, that it is an inconstant condition acting ou an

inconstant subject, and therefore productive of cumulative

inconstant results. Brain congestion, due to over-excita-

tion, produces functional excitement of that organ. It

must be remembered tliat although mania is accompanied

by exaltation, and melancholia by depression of feeling,

they are both manifestations of excitement of feeling.

Given this common psychological condition of excitement,

a reason must be sought for the variety of its manifestation

either in some peculiarity of the irritating cause or iu some

idiosyncracy of the affected individnaL In either case no

material assistance is gained from psychological considera-

tions, for there is no necessary connexion between depress-

ing emotions and melancholia; intense grief often produces

acute mania, and the insanity of the man of saturnine

mind is as often as not characterized by mania. Tlie

peculiarity cf the irritating cause appears to be, not its

psychological characteristic, but its intensity. The more

rapidly excitement of feeling is produced, the more likely

is mania ta be the symptom of the insanity. That

melancholia often supervenes on depressing emotions

gradual in their incidence does not imply a psychological)

nexus, but that, as their irritating influence is slowl)

applied, so the results of the irritation are slowdy produced

and (as in the case of every tissue of the body) there is

variety of degree of symptoms in conformity witli the

rapidity of the progress of pathological events. Iliere are

also various underlying conditions difficult to treat of in tho

mass, any one of which may have considerable bearing oo

an individual case. Constitutional predisposition (diathesis)

may render a person move prone to the sub-acute forms of

disease, and the condition of the body at the time of irrita-

tion may influence the nature of the symptoms in either

direction, [n the absence of the possibility of applying

to the brain the mechanical aids which liave g-iven'the

physician an insight into the sequence of jiathological events

occurring in other organs, the pathologist has nothing te

depend on save clinical observation. He lias presented to

him a diseased organ, complex in function, of the physiology

cf which he i-, as re^aviU its. psychical action, profoundly
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•ignorant; all lie can say is that, when its histological

integrity is impaired, he has reason to believe that "some
function? become torpid and oppressed, while others are

excited into preternatur.il activity" (Bucknill and Tuke).

It mast be stated, however, that in a considerable propor-

tion of cases the nature of the ultimate condition is fore-

shadowed from the very commencement by the character

of the initial symptoms. Simple depression of feeling may
be the first and last symptom of insanity, or it may gradu-

ally increase in intensity till it attains the extreme and
most complicated form of melancholia. In like manner
simple excitement and exaltation of feeling may characterize

a case from beginning to end, or it may culminate more or

less rapidly in active mania, without the intervention of

other psychical symptoms.

As to the duration of the prodromal period, in the mass

cf cases nothing can bo stated with certainty ; it cau only

be said that, as a general rule, the incidence of melancholia

is more slow than that of mania. Putting aside exceptional

cases, it may bo stated that, whereas the former is a matter

of months or weeks, the latter is a matter of weeks or days.

The initial mental symptoms having been already de-

scribed, it remains only to say that the general system

becomes coincidentally affected ; functional disturbances of

the digestive organs soon manifest themselves, and the

nutrition of the body becomes defective. To this implica-

tion of other systems consequent on iinpairment of the

trophesial (nourishment-regulating) function of the brain

can be traced a large amount of the erroi-s which exist as to

the causation of idiopathic melancholia and mania. Very
frequently this secondary condition is set down as the

primary cause ; the insanity is referred to derangements of

the stomach or bowels, when in fact these are, concomitantly

with the mental disturbance, results of the cerebral mischief.

Doubtless these functional derangements exercise consider-

able influence on the progress of the case by assisting to

deprave tho general economy, and by producing depressing

sensations in the region of the stomach. To them may
probably be attributed, together with the apprehension of

impending insanity, that phase of the disease spoken of by
the older writers as the sladiuni mehmchoUcum, which so

frequently presents itself in incipient idiopathic cases.

During the earlier stages of the prodromal period it is

impossible, in the majority of cases, for the physician to

predict, with anything like certainty, whether the case may
culminate in acute melancholia or acute mania. But as it

progresses the irritability and restlessness which ushered in

the malady become intensified ; sleep is either irregular or

may' be lost for nights together ; further degeneration of

the brain constituents necessarily follows, and the loss of

controlling power over ideas is manifested in excitement in

one of two ways—(1) by the domination of one set of

ideas, which are for the most part of a depressed character,

or (2) by a tendency to follow lines of thought suggested by
accidental external circumstances. Although in the one

case there is a concentration and in the other a diffusion

of ideas, there is the common result of occlusion of the

individual from a normal process of thought, in consequence

of his inability to review external circumstances correctly.

1. Acuta IdiojMthic Melanchnlia presents itself in three

degrees of intensity :—(1) simple depression of feeling, (2)

depression of feeling with delusion, (3) depression of feeling

with mania or delirium. The second and third of these

conditions may supervene on the first or any one of them
may singly characterize the case.

Simple Depression of Feeiinf/.—In no form of insanity

13 the sane mind more ptone to project a p.sychological

«cheme of causation than in that of which simple depression

of feeling is the predominant symptom. The restlessness

and irritability which accompany anxiety, grief, and worry,

and the consequent exhaustion and depression, suggest a
psychological continuity. There is, however, a very dis-

tinct difference between depression of feeling within the

limits of health and the depression of feeling lcl^ulting from
morbid processes going on in the brain, and in symptoms
there is a distinct line of demarcation. A mere fit of

depression, from whatever cause, does not prevent a man
from using his intellectual faculties ; circumstances influence

him, .and he can review his position ; but where the limit

of health is passed the normal influence of external circum-

stances is lost. This indication is accompanied by a gloomy
apathy ; the memory of the past is misery, the present is

unendurable, and there is no hope in the future ; eveiy-

thing is black within and without, every incident feeds the

melancholy, every suggestion of hope is panicd, and every

appeal to the reason tails dead on the ear of the suflerer.

This latter symptom—the inoperativeness of appeals to

the reason—is a feature of all forms of insanity, and it is

therefore well to notice it particularly when treating of the

simplest. What to the sane mind is the simplest proposi-

tion, to tho insane appears cither utterly false in itself,

or to have no bearing on tho position. The power of

comparing idea with idea, the faculty of discriminating

their differences, or the perception of agreement in the

midst of difference is lost—in a word, the judgment is

impaired or utterly in abeyance. The common everyday

expression "out of his judgment," employed to indicate

that a man is insane, is psychologically accurate, and
logically applicable in all forms of insanity. A strong

tendency to suicide frequently presents itself; the utmost
ingenuity is exercised to accomplish this object, the wholo
mental energies being concentrated upon it. It is impos-

sible to render in terms the general as well as facial

expression of tho melancholic; it cannot be simulated with

success before any one conversant with the condition.

Depression of Feeling with Delusion.—Idiopathic melan-

cholia symptomatized by simple depression of feeling

may become gradually complicated v.ith delusion and
hallucination, or this complicated condition may follow

immediately on the initial symptoms. The delusions and

hallucinations of idiopathic melancholia may be divided into

three classes :—(1) those traceable to perverted sensation

produced by implication of the functions of the general

system
; (2) those apparently dependent on the nature of

the primary causating train of emotion ; and (3) those

which it is impossible to connect with any particular influ-

ence, either psychical or somatic. The first class contains the

delusional symptoms resultant on atony of the alimentary

canal, which, by producing obstinate constipation, catarrhal

affections of the stomach and bowels, and dyspepsia, cause

sensations which are referred by the insane mind to

supernatural influences : he believes that he has serpents

or worms inside him, that his gullet is closed, or that his

bowels are so obstructed as to render relief by tho natural

passage impossible. As a direct result of this delusion food

is .systematically refused, and it often becomes necessary to

resort to artificial feeding by the stomach-pump or some

allied apparatus. Hallucinations and illusions of smell and

taste may be referred to the .same causes as the delusions

just spoken of : the fcetor of the breath due to dyspepsia

may suggest to the melancholic that he is surrounded by a

poisonous atmosphere, and that everj-thing near him stinks;

and the foul tongue of the same condition may be productive

of hallucinations of taste, and may even lead up to the very

common delusion that his food is poisoned. Such distinct

objective starting points, however, do not suggest themselves

for hallucinations of vision and hearing; these can only be

regarded as incidental results of the morbid cerebral con-

dition of which the process of production is unknown.

Hallucinations of sight are comparatively rare ; when they

XIII. — 14
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do occuf it is generally in the form of spectres, wliicii

(irompt to suicide, self-mutilation, or homicide. Hallu-

cinations of hearing are more common, and are believed to

be of graver import. As a rule the hallucination takes the

form of words emanating from a something or some one ©f

whoso personality the patient has no conception. That an

apparent connexion can often be traced between the

character of the delusion and that of the primary causating

emotion is particularly true of the melancholic delusions

which follow on religious emotionalism, so much so that

many writers regard religious melancholia as a distinct form

of insanity. This is a term, however, very loosely employed,

and it is, in fact, by no means easy to ascertain what it im-

plies ; by one section of authors it is regarded as that form

of melancholia in which the insanity centres upon religious

ideas, by another as the form of insanity produced by

depressing religious emotion. The latter position is tenable

on purely clinical considerations, if the insanity retains tlio

character of the causating emotion, which it very frequently

docs not ; the former is open to the objection that the

delusions may bo mere accidents in a case, and may bear

no relation whatever to the exciting psychical cause. One
reason why the term is so strongly impressed on the mind
of the public is, that it may appear as pseudo-epidemic.

The waves of religious emotionalism, which almost periodi-

cally disturb society in the form of " revivals," are apt to

produce explosion of psychical action in those members ofihe

community predisposed to nervous degradation. The public

never considers, in fact does not know, that any other equally

potent cause of emotion might be as effectual, and therefore

sets down such accidental congeries of cases as "religious

melancholia," accepting that term as representing all the

abnormal psyclucal conditions which may result from
"revivals." It is better to consider religious influences in

tlio common category of emotions producing over-excitation

of the brain. The deep despondency which follov.'s on
religious emotionalism may be productive of such pre-

dominating ideas .as that the soul is irretrievably loot, that

the unpardonable sin has been committed, and that there

is no hope of salvation. Although in the abstract it is open
to question whctlier such predominating ideas arc strictly

delusions, inasmuch as they may be considered as morbid
exacerbations of fears and anxieties suggested by certain

schools of religious thought, still in the concrete they
amount to delusion ; for, even supposing tlicy have been
arrived at by p. normal process of reasoning—which in most
cases is extremely doubtful—they are maintained at the

,

expense of all other religious considerations, and by the

exclusion of all arguments founded on the experience of

others.

Tha delusions which it is. impossible to connect with
any particular physical or psychic'al influence are for the

most part characterized by suspicion and fear, and take

such formjinthe mind of the patient as that spias surround
him, that all his actions aro watched, that all connected
with him are plotting against him, that conspiracies aro

being organized with a view to deprive him of his estate,

procure his ruin, or do him some evil of which he can give
no definite explanation. Occasionally delusions of fear and
suspicion aro connected with persons whom the patient has
never seen, or with sections of society, such as political

liartics or religious communions. Self-accusation of serious

crime is a frequent result of delusion. This idea of crime
may be entirely unsubstantial, or it may possess some very
blight foundation in fact, one which has no rational bearing
i<\\ the existing position. When insane self-accusations are

critically examined, it is found that remorse is very rarely

connected with the real or imaginary crimes, from the

consequences of which others have or might have suffeted.

The poetic stories of insanity produced by remoEse of con-

science for cnmes involving the rniu or disgrace of otUcra

than the actual offenders may be set down as in the main
apocryphal.

The delusions of tlie melancholic are oiten fearfully

intense, and produce very serious results in action ; they
aro apt to extend beyond himself. By a process of reason-

ing which the sane mind cannot appreciate, he may arguo

himself into the belief that his misery is also the misery of

his friends and family, that his relatives are cognizant of

or implicated in his imaginary crimes, and that they must
suffer the consequences along with him. As death offers

to him the only chance of relief, so ho believes it best that

those nearest and dearest to him should die also. From
this state of feeling follow those fearful acts of homicidu
which occasionally startle society—a parent destroys several

of his children, a lover his mistress, or a husband his wife,'

before committing self-destruction. It is as well to attract

attention here to the appearance of a tendency to homicido
and suicide as an incident in a case, as the subject will

have to bo recurred to when adverting to the question of

homicidal and suicidal insanity.

Depression nf Feeling assocuitcd with Delirium ur

JIfanui.—In this class of cases it is impossible to say,

whether they should bo called melancholic mania Or

maniacal melancholiar The wildest delirious excitement

coexists with the deepest depression of feeling ; delusions

of fear and horror are given expression to in the most
extravagant manner, and relief from them is sought in

frantic attempts at suicide; the patient dashes his head
against the floor or wall, tries to cast himself dov.'-U stair.s,

holds his breath in the hope that he may suffocate. In this

condition there is a strong tendency towards death, which
not unfreqiiently occurs within a few days of the develop-

ment of the graver symptoms, and which is generally,

produced by congestion of the lungs as a direct result of

the cerebral condition, i.e., by a true cerebral pneumonia.'

2. Aenle IJiopathic Mcuda presents itself in three forms

— (1) siuqile exaltation of feeling, (i) exaltalion of feeling

with-delubion, (3) acute delirious mania. ~ The second and
third of these psychical condition.s may supervene on the

first, or any one of them may singly characterize a case ; in

all, the period of transition from the prodromal stage is

much more rapid than in acute idiopathic melancholia.

Simple exiill'ition of feelivj maiufcsts itself in all de-

grees of intensity between nuld general excitement and
the extreme forms of maniacal furor; in kind it may not

amount to more than a decided increase of the initial

symptoms of restlessness, irritability, and change of dis-

po.sition ; in degree it is characterized by greater or less

excitement of thought, word, and action. The general

vague restlessness and irritability of the [irodromal period

not only become exacerbated, but manifest a tendency
to produce results in action. Excited action may show
itself either in a general exaltation or in the suspension

of normal trains of thought.'
.
A prominent example of

the first psychical comlition is found in the naturally

devout mind under certain conditions of excitement : the

habitually religious man may have meditated on schemes
for self-conduct, the good cf mankind, or the spread of

religion, schemes which, so long as mental action was'

under control, were mere project.s, things to be hoped
for, but which under morbid excitement assert themselves

so powerfully as to be regarded by the unbalanced mind
as immediate necessities, to be procured at the expense of

all considerations. The real distinction of religious mania
from religious enthusiastic excitement consists, not in tho
form of the ideas, for which parallel cases might be founc|

in sanity and insanity, but in"the;w)- .lallii'm manner ii?

which it is sought to carry them into action, in the leaving

ijut of Uiosa Unksi ^hieh ""Jic S'.voe mi'id u^es tu deeidatiu tlitf
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adoption or rejection of a scliemo, but tlie omission of which

transfers the scheme suddenly from the region of imagina-

tion and hope to one of present reality. There is an

absence of religious totality ; the patient is bound up in

some scheme for the advancement of religious knowledge,

in some project for the building of a church, the founding

of a school, the establishing of amission, or, more probably,

for all at once ; for this he neglects his family, all social

considerations, and those duties which are tho precepts of

Ills faith. Whether the apparently efficient cause be religion,

politics, or the prominent social question of the day, the

results are identical, being only conditioned by the nature

of the original idea. The ordinary behaviour of tho man
is changed ; he is ever on the move ; his gestures, loud tone

of voice, volubility of talk, and general manner are such as

to cause his friends distinctly to mark the change. A large

proportion of such cases recover under appropriate treat-

ment, but they not unfrequently pass into acute delirious

mania. When the disease is manifested by the suspension

of the ordinary trains of thought, the symptoms consist, for

the most part, in recklessness of action and conversation

;

there is a sort of esalted joyousness, a strong tendency to

dissipation, loud and wild though not necessarily incoherent

talk, extreme restlessness, and utter want of respect for all

conventionalities. Such patients- (reputable members of

society, be it remembered, a month or a week before)

outrage all sense of decency ; they may walk the street with

strumpets, and appear drunk in public, forcing their be-

haviour on the notice of the police. They care nothing for

the feelings of friends or the prospects of their families. The
intellectual faculties may be active ; thus wit and humour,
uncontrolled by any feelings of consideration for others,

may stand out all ths more prominently. The condition,

taken over all, is very closely allied to that stage of intoxi-

cation in which the poison of alcohol sets free all controlling

influences. When the restraining power of association is

lost, there is no difficulty in comprehending that tho uncon-

trolled brain may act in any direction. This class of cases

is specially emphasized, because they are apt to bo mistaken

by the public for instances of mere moral obliquity.

The relation of amount of mental disturbance to the

degree of excitement is not definable; mania may be
extreme, and the disturbance of ideas apparently slight, and
vice versa. It is of great importance that the two following

facts should be insisted on^l) that mania of an extreme
description can exist without delusion ; and (2) that mania
of a dangerous nature may esist without furious excitement.

It is .in this class of mania that cases of so-called folie

raisonnanie are for the most part met with—a class strongly

insisted on by many Continental authorities as of great

pathological importance. By one section of foreign writers

it is spoken of as folie raisonnante, by another under the

original name suggested by Pinel mania sine delirio, while

by a third both are used promiscuously to indicate a class

of cases in which, although considerable disturbance and
excitement may exist, the sufferer is able to justify his

course of action by a Ime of reasoning not illogical in itself,

although founded on false premises.

Exaltation of feeling with delusion or delusional mania,
whether it follows on a period of simple exaltation of feel-

ing, or is coexistent with the first symptoms of excitement,

is not to be connected with the originating psychical cause

;

indeed the intellectual confusion is so great and of such

a kind as to render any analysis impossible. It is well to

mark here the psychological difference between maniacal
and melancholic delusions ; the latter are persistent in

character and appear to proceed from within, the former

are changeful and are readily acted on from without. The
general expansiveness of ideas, the rapidity with which
they are produced and influenced by external objects, along

with the inability to correlate idea with idea, are productive

of incoherence in thought, word, and action. For instance,

a man may imagine and state that he is the king of the

universe, at the same time that he enters no remonstrance

against herding and eating with his fellow paupers ; he may
assert his superiority, but may not object to obey the

behests of a common keeper.

Acute delirious mania is a condition often rapidly

produced and not unfrequently fatal. It may be tho

culmination of a case which has passed through the stages

of simple exaltation of feeling and mania with delusion

—

the latter rarely ; or it may appear in a few days or even a
few hours as the result of some severe mental shock. It

may persist for only a short time, and is then spoken of as

acute transitory mania. The symptoms are very definite,

—

the wildest yeUs and screams, a frenzied rushing to and
fro, a reckless casting of the body on the ground or against

the w,alls and furniture, smashing everything that come3
in the way without any definite purpose save smashing,

flushed features, clammy sweat, and a high bounding rapit^

pulse ; nothing can control the patient but physical force,

for his fury renders him bhnd to all influences.

3. Acute Primary Dementia.—This disease is of rapid

incidence. It may result from sudden psychical disturbanci^,

especially fright ; occasionally no cause can be traced.

After a few days or hours, during which the patient ia

SKimewhat stupid and apathetic, these symptoms increase

to such a degree as to cause him to be, to all outward
appearance, utterly demented ; he sits unaffected by any-

thing that goes on around him ; he is completely helpless,

cannot take off or put on his clothes nor feed himself, and
passes urine and fsces where he sits or stands ; he is

speechless, and cannot be roused to action by any appeal

;

his movements are slow, when he can be got to move ut

all ; but the chief motor symptom is a degree of catalepsy.

It may be said with truth that tho condition is one of

mental and bodily catalepsy. Such cases to the ordinary

observer appear utterly hopeless. There is a strong

tendency towards death; but, when this is overcome, it often

happens that the sufi'erer gradually emerges from tho condi-

tion, and can give an account of the sensations experienced

during his illness. It may terminate in dementia of a very

low type. Post-mortem examination of recent cases fre-

quently reveals dropsy of the brain, or changes in inter-

stitial tissues producing pressure. (See Blandford, Insanity

and its Treatment; Bucknill and Tuke, Psychological

Medicine ; Griesinger, On Mental Diseases.)

4. General Paralysis of the Insane.—General paresis,

progressive paralytic dementia, or, as it is more frequently

spoken of, general paralysis, is a disease of the superior

and lateral convolutions of the brain, which gradually

extends over the whole nervous system, producing a

peculiar impairment of motor power, and invariably

accompanied by insanity. It is marked by well-defined

series of physical and psychical symptoms, and terminates

in a peculiar manner within a definite period.

General paralysis was first recognized as a special disease

in France ; it was indicated by Esquirol, and its history

was fairly elucidated by Eayle, Delaye, and Calmeil, the

latter giving it the name of paralysie gcncrale des cdienis.

General paralj'sis is a common disease, and is generally

spoken of as "softening of tho brain," a term diametrically

opposed to its pathological anatomy. The condition is

essentially a chronic diffuse Eubinflammato/-y overgrowth

of the connective tissue of the cerebral hemispheres, leading

to destruction of the true nerve elements, and principally

affecting that region of the brain in which recent observers

have localized the cortical motor centres. General paralysis

is -said to be a disease of middle life; this is to a certain

extent true, for, in the large majority of cases, its incidence
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occurs between the ages of thirty-five and fifty ;

it is,

however, met wdth prior to the first-mentioned age, Ies3

frequently after the latter period of life. Statistics show

that the decade between forty and fifty is the one during

which the disease is most likely to occur. Men are more

subject to it than women, in the proportion of, at least,

cifht to one ; in women the symptoms are less strongly

pronounced, and the disease runs its course more slowly.

Although the relative frequency of the disease appears to

be equal in the higher and lower classes of society, statistics

show that the town artisan is more liable to it than the

agricultural labourer. In the loiver grades of society

general paralysis is much more common in Kngland than

in Scotland or Ireland ; in certain English asylums general

paralytics constitute from a sixth to an eighth of the

inmates, whilst in Scotch and Irish district asylums the

proportion does not amount to more then 2 or 3 per cent.

The progressive character of the disease is marked by

three stages, termed the prodromal, the.acute, and the ter-

miuative. Tho prodromal siac/e is marked by a somewhat

incongruous congeries of mental symptoms, consisting of

total change in the habits and disposition, general restless-

ness and irritability, impairment of memory, extravagance

in thpught and action, and a peculiar facility closely

followed by, or intercurrent with, tlie bodily symptoms of

impaired mobility of the face and tongue. For the

purposes of diagnosis the physical are more important than

the mental phenomena. As a rule the houleversement of

disposition is peculiarly well marked ; the impairment of

memory consists, not only in tho blurring and confusion of

past events, but in the forgetting of the occurrence of one

minute in tho next,—purposes formed and intentions

expressed aro forgotten almost as soon as formed and

expressed. This want of fixity is also shown by the non-

recoguition of tho lapse of time, and by the manner in

which violent passion is suddenly changed into amiability.

To the same cause may probably be traced the peculiar

facility of disposition of the general paralytic ; even at this

early stage there are indications of tho optimism which, as

the case progresses, affords tho characteristic psychical

symptom. In the prodromal period it is manifested by a

degree of morbid vanity, general exaltation, and a tendency

to regard all things in the brightest possible light. The
physicil symptoms consist in a finely fibrillar action of the

muscles of the tongue, twitching of the upper lip, hesitancy

of speech, and a loss of facial expression ; the tongue

symptom consists of a rapid agitation of its surface, the

voluntary movements of the whole organ not being entirely

under control, e.;/., it is protruded with a jerk; the upper

lip hangs and trembles before utterance like that of one

struggling against weeping ; the hesitancy of speech can

best bo illustrated by saying that it is identical with the

slurring of words in the first stage of intoxication,—the

patient "speaks thick;" the face assumes a mask-like want

of expression—the muscular power being impaired to such

a degree as to cause change of expression to be a compara-

tively slow process. As the disease advances there is

greater excitability, and the general exaltation of ideas

becomes so great as to lead the patient to the commission
of insanely extravagant actions, such as purchases of large

numbers of useless aiticlcs, or of lands and houses far

bej'ond his means, luuuerous indiscriminate proposals of

marriage, the suggestion of utterly absurd commercial
schemes, or attempts at feats utterly beyond his physical

powers. Xot unfrequently ha is found committing
tliefcuous acts. The aeiili pa-ioj is, frequently ushered in

by maniacal symptoms which geuernlly assume the type of

what is termed by French writers i/f7(Vc' (imlilUii.v. Delu-

sion of tho w ildest character may now present itself : the

^jatient may believe himself to be in jjossessioQ of laillions

of money, to bo unsurpassed in strength and agility, to bo
a great and overruling genius, and the recipient of the

highest honours. Every idea is expanded and exalted,

whether it relates to time, space, or personal attributes.

Although grandiose and extravagant delusion is very

frequent, existing as it does in about one-h.alf of all cases,

it is by no means such a persistent symptom as tho

hicn etre, which condition is the diagnostic of the disease

in that it is invariably present. This is shown Ijy perfect

contentment with himself and all things around him, by
the constant use of superlatives and such expressions as

"all right," "splendid," "first rate"; bespeaks of Lis

health as robust, "never better in my life," even when
there is grave constitutional disturbance ; ho is unaffected

by the death of child, or wife, or nearest friend. He is

utterly unsuspicious, lost to all appreciation of social

relations, and facile in the extreme. Synchronously with
this condition, the physical symptoms become exacerbated

;

the tongue and facial symptoms already spoken of inereaso

in intensity, and in addition impairments of tho motor
pow»ers of tho extremities present themselves, consisting in

a loss of co-ordinating power, not in a loss of muscular

strength. Thus the gait becomes straddled and uncertain ;

there is a widening of the basis of support ; he has to pick

his steps as he goes up and down stairs, and is apt to trip

over small obstacles ; the action of walking resembles that

of a half-drunk man. Later on tho arms become involved.

The pupils are often iiregidar. The third or ierminaliva

staije is marked by " epileptiform " or more properly

apoplectiform attacks, the general condition becoming

more and more degraded. By this time the patient is

almost bedridden ; actual palsy often occurs. Towards
the end certain of the semivoluntary muscles are afi"ected

;

bed-sores may form ; and he may dio slowly of exhaustion

or suddenly during an apoplectiform attack. General

paralysis runs its course in from one to four years ; more
rapid and more protracted cases are on record, but, taken

over all, eighteen months may be stated as its average

duration. The disease is incurable.

II. Traumatic Insanity.—Generally speaking, insanity

is not developed for some months or even years after receipt

of the injury, but in the interval the patient suffers from
headache, more especially after mental effort, irascibility of

temper, confusion of thought, and consequent inaptitude

for business, weakened memory, and a constant feeling of

fatigue. If this condition is not overcome, a progressive

dementia sets in, of which th(? special character is violence

of temper, and a tendency to impulsive action. This

dementia is generally complicated with maniacal attacks

intervening at uncertain periods and marked by furor or

violence. Dipsomania or insane drinking is a not very

uncommon result, apart from all other indications of

aberration. Prognosis is unfavourable.

III. Insanity associated with other Neuroses.—
Epileptic Insanity.—In ths intervals between the fits the

patient is generally stupid and dull of apprehension. Im-
mediately before or after fits, or, as some believe, occasionally

taking their place, mania of a violent and furious, of a

subacute, or of an ecstatic character presents itself. All

authorities recognize epileptic insanity as the form most

dangerous to the public. Prognosis is unfavourable.

ffi/slcrical Insaniti/.—The symptoms described in the

article Hysteria may become so exacerbated as to amount
to insanity. Superadded to these may be delusions of a

sexual nature. The most extreme form of mental dis-

turbance supervening on hysteria is acute mania of a very

violent character ; it is generally of a delirious nature, but

does not usually continue for any great length of time.

It is open to question whether the "fasting girls" and

Ti-onic)> rath ^' stigmata " should not be included among the
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liystci-ic;i!ly insane. Jlen, altliougli very rarely, are liable

to tbis form of iusauity. lu a sense tlie prognosis is

favourable, inasmuch as prolonged treatment procures

great abatement of symptoms, if not actual recovery.

Insanitij occurring with locomotor ataxy strongly resembles

general paralysis. Taken over all, it may be stated that

the symptoms differ more in degree than in kind, not being

so intense. There is not the same extravagance of delusion

or violence of mania.

IV. IXSAXIIV FEO.M THj; PeESEXCE OF ADVENTITIOUS
Peoducts is marked by progre.^sivo dementia of a dull

heavy character and the absence of delusion. Prognosis is

ucrfavourable.

V. IxS.VXITIF.S ASSOCIATED WITH MoP.BID CONDITIONS
OF TUE Gexi:rai, Sy.stem.—Plithisical wsanifi/in stated to

be characterized by a .short period of mania, melancholia, or

delusion, which soon passes into a mixture of subacute

mania and dementia. The symptom, according to Clouston,

is a tendency to be suspicious. (Consult Clouston,

"Tuberculosis aud Insanity," Jourii. of Mental Science,

April 1803.) liheumatic insanitij is characterized by
hallucinations of sight, touch, and taste, loss of memory,
acute deliri'.mi succeeded by confusion of ideas aud slug-

gishness of mind, accompanied by choreic movements of

the limbs, deadening of reflex action, and even paralysis.

Those symptoms appear as the articular affection diminishes

or disappears ; they are, as it were, one vicarious of the

other. Prognosis is favourable. (See Griesinger On Mental

Diseases, p. 189 ; Clouston, Journ. of Menial Science, 3yx\y

1870; Sibson, in Reynold's System of Medicine, vol. iv. p.

280.) In gouli/ insanity tho alternation of the joint and
liead symptoms is also well marked. The latter are general

mania with delusions of suspicion. Prognosis favourable.

(Vide Berthier, Annales Mcdico-rsycholnr/iques, 1809.

Sydenham also alludes to the condition.) Syphilitic

hisanity freiiuently commences with acutely maniacal

symptoms, shortly followed by hypochondriasis of marked
character, paralysis of energy, and rapid progressive

dementia. Extravagant delusions often present themselves

so strongly as to render the diagnosis between this condition

and general paralysis difficult. Prognosis unfavourable.

(The most important paper on this form of insanity is by
Mick' '?((<. and For. M^dico-Ckirurtjical Jieview, July

and (. „r 1870.) InaH.'/.'c I'nsOTiiV^, however produced,

the ge^.ial train of sympfius is violent mania of short

continuance followed by melancholic dementia. Prognosis

favourable.

VL- Insanities occuhking at Evolutional Periods

OP Life.—In-sanity of pubescence and adolescence is mani-

fested by various trains of symptoms. Acute mania is on
the whole the most common : it is characterized by motor
restlessness; the patient walks, talks, smokes, drinks, must
ever be on the move. Where self-abuse comes in as a factor,

the* sufferer is melancholic and suspicious, self-accusing.

Dipsomania is a not unfrequeut symptom. But whatever

may be the general symptoms of these three sets of patients,

they have one common symptom, a perversion or increase

of the sexual instinct. Prognosis is favourable as regards

the attack present, unfavourable as to the probability of

recurrence. Climacteric insanity,' which is nearly as

common in men as in women,- is marked by pretty constant

symptoms of a melancholic character. Prognosis generally

favourable. Senile insaiiit'; is symptomatized by dementia

with frequent intercurrent attacks cf mania. Prognosis

unfavourable. The most frequent symptoms of the insanity

of pregnancy are melancholy and moral perversion, the

latter taking the form of dipsomania. Puerperal insanity

shows itself during the first seventeen days after labour,

and is of sudden in<5Sence : the mental symptom is acute

delirious mania. Prognosis is favourable in this, as in the

insanity of pregnancy. (Vide J. Batty Tukc, "On Puer

peral Insanity," Edin, Med. Journ., Jilay 18G5 aud June
1SG7.)

VII. Toxic Insanity.—Insanity of atcoholij-ni in the

acute form may be marked by acute mania of a transient

nature, mania a potu ; by melancholia, frequently accom-

panied by delusions and hallucinations of a frightful

character ; in the chronic, by a type of dementia frequently

simulating general paralysis. Prognosis of the acute form

favourable, in the chronic the reverse.

In employing the above classification it must be clearly

borne in mind that the term of the symptom should,

whenever possible, be appended to tho pathogenetic term ;

thus, puerperal mania, climacteric melancholia, senile

dementia, acute idiopathic mania, epileptic mania, i-c.

If the terms are combined, tho nature of the disease and
its general psychical characteristics are expressed in terse

language.

It will be noted that no separate notice has been taken

of such popular terms as homicidal or suicidal insanity.

They in no wise indicate a class of the insane ; they are

symptoms common to many insanities, especially to epi-

leptic, traumatic, puerperal, and idiopathic insanity, and
as such must be regarded as incidents in a given case-

Terminaiions of Acquired Insanity.

Insanity terminates in recovery, in death, or in chronic

mania or chronic dementia. Accurate statistics of tho two
first-named terminations are unattainable, as a large number
of patients are treated at home ; and asylum statistics do
not therefore show the result overhead, only that of the

more aggravated cases. The result of treatment in lunatic

hosjjitals gives about 40 per cent., calculated on the admis-

sions, which, however, include idiocy, chronic terminativo

insanity, and such acknowledged incurable forms of the

disease as general paralysis. This figure does not of course

represent the results of treatment of all the insanities,

which, although there are no figures at command to support

the assertion, may be fairly estimated at not less than 70
per cent., excluding idiocy. There is a general tendehcy

of all insanities to shorten life ; as already noted, some are

in themselves fata], or render their subjects less able to

withstand disease. Asylum statistics show from 7 to S per

cent, per annum as the average mortality calculated on the

numbers resident.

It is needless to attempt a description of the various

phases of chronic terminative dementia and mania. De-
lusion may continue, or the patient may become more or

less sottish and degraded in habits ; or, on the other

hand, he may retain a considerable amount of mental

power, still not sufficient to render him a responsible

member of society. The great mass of the inmates of

asylums belong to this class of lunatics, mostly harmless,

yet precluded from mixing with the world as much for

the convenience and safety of society as for their own
benefit. A small proportion are detained on account of

their liability to suffer from recurrence of attacks of

insanity, although they are not actually insane during the

intervals. To this condition foreign authorities have applied

the term folic circulaire, and_ some have asserted that it is

the characteristic of certain cases ah initio. It is mostly

confined to persons strongly hereditarily predisposed. The
term explains itself : after intervals of comparative sanity,

the patient manifests symptoms which run their course

through the prodromal, the acute, and the demented stages,

on again to recovery, in manner similar to a recent case.

Treatment,

In speaking of the treatment of the insanities, it will

simplify matters to eliminate, in tho first place, those forms
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of the disease which are not amenable to remedial agents

in the present state of medical knowledge. Medicine,

whether hygienic or therapeutic, cannot touch general

paralysis, the insanity produced by adventitious products,

or senile insanity, except in the reduction of intensity of

symptoms. Traumatic insanity is for the most part hope-

less ; it is probable that sufiicient attention has not been

directed to surgical measures in such cases.

In the insanities due to morbid Conditions of the general

system, in those associated with other neuroses, and in

toxic insanity, the physician attacks the head symptoms

through treatment of the causating factor. It is true that

in these forms symptoms have to be attacked directly, but

ultimate cure is to ba looked for through treatment of the

diathetic condition. It is rare, and then only in the earlier

stages of the initial symptoms, that the progress of these

diseases is cut short by therapeutic measures, inasmuch as

they seldom come under the cognizance of the physician at

that period. The exception to this statement is to be found

in the case of puerperal insanity, where the patient is very

generally under immediate medical supervision; in her

case, therefore, the prodromal indications are often observed,

and the disease arrested by the timely administration of

drufs. But in the great mass of cases the last idea which

occurs to the minds of friends is the possibility of impend-

in"' insanity, and it is not till the disease has considerably

advanced that the fact is recognized and the physician

called in. When he has the opportunity of applying his

art during the initial stages, he directs his attention to the

procuring of sleep by means of opium and other narcotics,

the bromides of potash and ammonium and chloral hydrate,

and by rectifying the disorders of the digestive system. But

when the disease has reached the congestive stage the treat-

ment becomes for the most part expectant, as it does in

analogous complaints of other systems. " Change of scene "

is often adopted, and properly so in the very earliest stages
;

but when the disease is confirmed it is much more apt to

aggravate the condition, fatigue and excitement only fan-

ning the flame ; it is much the same as if a man with a

congested lung were asked to walk a mile uphill, in the

hope that he would breathe more freely at the top. Till

within the last few years treatment by bleeding, cupping,

and blistering, shaving the head, and cold applications, was

ranch in vogue. In asylums of the present day a shaved

Iieid is never seen. It was likewise the custom to

administer large doses of sedatives. The system of treat-

ment which now generally obtains is almost purely hygienic.

Opiates are much less used, and are to be deprecated in

those forms characterized by excitement ; in idiopathic and

climacteric melancholia, however, they often produce good

results." General constitutional treatment is what is usually

adopted. In such forms as idiopathic mania and melan-

cholia, the mania of adolescence, puerperal mania, and

climacteric melancholia, the disease, like many others, runs

its course, not very materially affected by remedial agents

apart from those applied to the maintenance of the system,

and its cure is similarly dependent on rest and nursing.

And the main question concerning treatment is. Where are

these best to be obtained '! In the case of the poor there

is no alternative, even in comparatively mild cases, but to

send the patient to an asylum. In the case of the rich it

resolves itself very much into a c^uestion of convenience,

for, with plenty of money at command, the physician can

convert any house into an asylum. But under ordinary

circumstances, when the patient is violent, noisy, suicidal,

homicidal, or offensive to society, it becomes necessary to

seclude him, both for the purposes of cure and for the

safety and comfort of the family. Except amongst the

v^ry afHuent, treatment at home is for the most part

unsatisfactory ; it is very gcucrally tried, but breaks dow u

under the constant strain to which the friends are sub-

jected. In a well-ordered hospital for the insane there is

every po.^.sible appliance for treatment, with trained nurses

who are under constant supervision; and it therefore affords

the best chance of recovery.

History.—The history of the treatment of insanity has
been stated to be divisible into three epochs—the barbaric,

the humane, and the remedial. But this does not take into

account the very highly humane and probably highly

remedial system of treatment which obtained iu very

ancient times. In Egypt the temples of Saturn, and in

Greece the Asclepia, were resorted to by lunatics, and the

treatment there adopted was identical iu principle with
that of the present day. The directions given by all the

classical medical authors, and especially Hippocrates and
Galen, are of the soundest character. How long their

influence existed it is difficult to say, but in the Middle
Ages, and up to the middle of the last century, little

attention was paid to the care or cure of the insane. A
small proportion were received into monastic houses or

immured in common jails. In 1537 a house in Bishopsgate

Street, London, fell into the possession of the corporation,

and was appropriated for the reception of fifty lunatics.

This, the first Bethlehem Hospital or Bedlam, was removed
in 1G75 to Moorfields, and in 1814 the present hospital in

St George's Fields was erected. St Luke's was instituted

in 1751. Bedlams or houses of detention for lunatics

appear to have existed in other cities, but, with these ex-

ceptions, no provision was made for the insane, who
were allowed to wander at large. There is good reason

for believing that many were executed as criminals or

witches. About 1750 the condition of the insane at-

tracted some amount of public attention, and the incar-

ceration in madhouses of a considerably larger number than

formerly followed, not on account of any philanthropic

sympathy with their condition, but as a measure demanded
for the public safety and comfort. But this measure by
no means brought about the termination of the barbariii

period. The houses, misnamed asylums, were in the handa

of private parties, under little or no supervision, and were

in fact merely prisons of the very worst description. The
unhappy inmates were immured in cells, chained to the

walls, flogged, starved, and not unfrequently killed. It is

almost impossible to believe that this condition of matters

existed far on into the present century. According to

ConoUy, " there is clear proof of the continued existence of

the 3 abuses in 1827 ; and it cannot be denied that not a
few of them survived in some public and private asylums

in 1850." Matters were no better in France when Final

was appointed in 1792 to the charge of the Bicetre, tha

great hospital of Paris for male lunatics. In that establish-

ment, and in the Salpetri^re, the condition of the inmates

was as degraded as in the British madhouses. This great

philanthropist adopted the bold step of striking off the

chains and other engines of restraint from those under his

care. About the same time, the most gross abuses having

been brought to light in connexion with the management
of the city of York asylum, William Tuke, a member of

the Society of Friends, was mainly active in instituting the

York Retreat for the ctire and cure of insane members of

that sect. This real asylum was conducted on non-restraint

principles. The names of Pinel and Tuke are indissolubly

connected with the history of the humane treatment of the

insane, and to their efforts must be ascribed tlie awakening

not only of the public but of the medical profession to the

true principles of management. It took, however, many
years before the principles laid down by these men were

universally adopted. In 1815 a committee of the House of

Commons brought to light many gross abuses in Bethlehem

Hospital, and it was not till 1836 that mechanical restraint
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was entirely abojlshed in an Englisli public asylum. Tbis

took place at Lincoba, where Dr Gardiner Hill did away

with all engines o£ restraint. Shortly afterwards Conolly

adopted the same line of treatment at HanwcU, near

London, and through the influence of his example and

precept the measure extended over the whole of Great

Britain. Experience has shown that, as restraint of all

forms is abandoned, the management of lunatics becomes

easier. Walled-in airing-courts, barred windows, and strong

dark rooms have almost entirely disappeared, and in some

Scotch asylums it is found practicable to discontinue the

use of lock and key. It has been said that the type of

insanity has changed within the last forty years ; it would

be more true to say that the type of treatment has changed.

It is much less common nowadays to meet with those

extremely violent forms of madness which entered into the

descriptions of many authors. With the reduction of

restraint a higher order of supervision on the part of

attendants is demanded, and as they are trained to rely

more and more on the moral influence they can exercise

over their charges, and less on mechanical apparatus, the

patient is not so apt to resent control, and thevefore a

greater calm and contentment pervades the atmosphere of

our asylum wards. This has been mistaken for a change

in the type of the disease,

Statislics.—The statistics of lunacy are merely of interest from a

eociological point of view ; for under th.at term are comprised all

forms of insanity. It is needless to produce tables illustrative of

the relative numbers of^lunatics in the various countries of Europe,

the systems of registration being so unequnl in their working as to

afford no trustworthy basis of comparison. Even in Great Britain,

where the systems are more perfect than in any other countrj-, the

tables published in the Blue Books of the three countries can only

be regarded as approximately correct, the difficulty of registering all

cases of lunacy being insuperable.

On the 1st January 1880, according to the returns mado to the

offices of the Commissioners iu Lunacy, tho nuiubcrs of luuatics

stood thus on the registers '.—
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in extreme cases. About the beginning of this century a
very considerable change commenced. The public attention

was very strongly attracted to the miserable condition of

the insane who were incarcerated in asylums without any
efficient check or inspection; and at the same time the

medical knowledge of insanity entered on a new phase.

The possibility and advantages of a better treatment of

insanity were illustrated by eminent physicians both in

France and England ; its physical origin became generally

accepted; its mental phenomena were more carefully

observed, and its relation was established to other mental
conditions which had not hitherto been regarded as insane

in the proper sense of the word. From this period we date

the commencement of legislation such as that known in

England as the Lunacy Acts, which aimed at the regulation

and control of all constraint applied to the insane. And
at the same time we find the commencement of a new state

of matters in the courts. Hitherto, the criteria of insanity

had been very rude, and the evidence was generally of a

loose and popular character; but, whenever it was fully

recognized that insanity was a disease with which physicians

who had studied the subject were peculiarly conversant,

expert evidence obtained increased importance, and from
this time became prominent in every case. The newer
medical views of insanity were thus brought into contact

with the old narrow conception of the law courts, and a

controversy arose in the field of criminal law which in

England, at least, is not yet settled.

The fact of insanity may operate in law—(1) by exclud-

ing responsibility for crime
; (2) by invalidating legal acts

;

(3) by affording ground for depriving the insane person by
a legal process of the control of his person and property ; or

(4) by affording ground for putting him under restraint.

1. Responsibility for crime may be destroyed by insanity.

The theory of the limitations under which this plea is

recognized by English law is first clearly stated by Hale
{Pleas of the Crown, i. c. 2) ih these terms :

" When there

is no will to commit an oflfence there can be no transgression,

and, because the choice of the will presupposes an act of the

understanding, it follows that when there is a total defect

of the understanding there is no free act of the will in the

choice of things or actions." Tliia doctrine was closely

followed by the courts, and in the subsequent cases we find

nothing admitted in defence short of a total defect of the

understanding. In later times, however, frequent attempts
were made on the part of the defence to break through this

stringent rule, and in 1843 the case of Macnaughton, which
resulted in an acquittal, attracted so much public attention,

and seemed to ca"st so much doubt on the law as previously

understood, that a series of questions were put by the

House of Lords to the judges with the view of determining
conclusively how the law really stood. These answers
practically affirmed the old law. They decided that, in

order to establish a defence on the ground of insanity, " it

must.be clearly proved that at the time of the committing
of the act the party accused was labouring under such a
defect of reason from' disease of the mind as not to know
the nature and quality of the act he was doing, or if he
did know it he did not know that he was doing wrong."
These answers are now the ruling authority both in England
and Scotland, although there have been undoubtedly many
instances in which the defence of insanity has been
sustained either through the judge abstaining from pressing

the law very strictly or from the jury taking a wider view
of the case. Frequently, also, a more lenient view has
practically been given effect to by the intervention of the

home secretary, many of the most puzzling cases having
been disposed of in this way. When the prisoner is unable
to plead or has been acquitted on the,ground of insanity,

the jury are obliged to state whether they find the prisoner

to be insane, and in that case he is ordered to be detained^

during her majesty's pleasure ; and the home secretary ha*

power to order him to be detained at such place as he taay

direct. Prisoners who become insane while in prison upon
any form of legal process may also be removed by warrant
of the home secretary to whatever asylum he thinks fit.

All these are known technically as criminal lunatics, and
an asylum has been provided for their detention at Broad-
moor, from which they can only be discharged by warrant
of the home secretary. (39 ifc 40 Geo. IIL c. 94 ; 3 <fc 4
Vict. c. 54 ; 23 & 24 Vict. c. 65 ; 27 & 28 Vict. c. 29 ;

30 & 31 Vict. c. 12.)

The law thus clearly laid down by the courts has been
strongly condemned by most medical authorities, who
maintain that it is founded upon an ignorant and imperfect

view of insanity. There can be no doubt that insanity

does not wholly or even chiefly affect the will through the

intellectual faculties. The disturbance of emotion and
feeling is at least of equal consequence. We have cases

where a criminal act seems to spring entirely from this

source, and very many others where we have a complex of

morbid intelligence and feeling which it is impossible to
disentangle. In cases like those it is impossible by any
analysis to separate the intellectual from the emotional

phenomena, and to assess the amount of intelligence which,

although morbid or defective, ought to be sufficient to
restrain the equally morbid emotional condition. It seems
clear that in judging of responsibility we ought to take the

mental condition of the insane as a whole ; and the presents

view of the law seems to have originated partly froiu

ignorance of the more obscure phenomena of insanity, and
partly from the metaphysical conception of a will whose
freedom is only limited by its intelligence. It must,

however, bo remembered, on the other hand, that the

courts have had serious difficulties to encounter. The
views of insanity and consequent irresponsibility presented

to them in medical evidence were often so vague that they

seemed capable of indefinite extension, and there is no
subject on which the experts have appeared so much at
variance with each other. But these difficulties, however
much they may call for the watchfulness of the courts,

seem no sufficient ground for limiting the effect of insanity

in relation to responsibility to the intellectual faculties.

Such a limitation seems opposed, not merely to our present

knowledge of insanity, but to the experience of ordinary

psychology. These controversies are not confined to

England. In the United States the law may generally be
said to be the same as that of England, but, as the judges

have been by no means so tightly bound down as the

English judges have been by the opinions in Macnaughton's

case, a considerable tetidency has been shown in many (or

indeed most) States to take a more liberal view of the

question. In France the provision of the Code Napoleon,
" il n'y a ni crime ni d^it lorsque lo pr^venu 6tait en ^tat

de demcnce," depends for its effect upon the interpretation

given to the word demence, and for some time the tribunals

were inclined to interpret it in such a manner as to make
the law very much the same as that of England ; but the

view of the physicians is now generally prevalent. In
Germany the matter is dealt with in a section {%b\,B.G.B.)

of the criminal code, which was the result of very careful

discussion both by physicians and lawyers. It runs thus :

" There is no criminal act when the actor at the time of

the offence is in a state of unconsciousness or morbid dis-

turbance of the mind, through which the free determination

of his will is excluded."

2. In the case of all civil acts, the general rule is that

capacity must be measured in relation to the act. The
mere fact of insanity will not in itself make void 4 will, for

example, if it appears that the testator had a fairly clear
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tonceptlon of the iiiiture of his property and the objects

of his bounty. But it is needless to say that the least

appearance of insanity in the deed itself, or any appearance

of fraud or undue persuasion on the part of any one, is

immediately fatal to the deed. In the case of contracts an

additional element is knowledge of the insanity by the

other party. When the contract w.as entered into hona

fide, and the insanity of the one party was not known to

the other, the contract may not be set aside unless the

parties can be exactly restored to their previous condition.

3. Both the property and person of the insane may be

pUced under control by a legal process. In England this

right was early annexed to the prerogative of the crown,

and is even yet in consequence not exercised by the ordinary

courts, but by the lord chancellor and such other judges

as may be entrusted with it by the sign manual. The
procedure is now governed by the Lunacy Regulation Acts

(16 <!: 17 Vict. c. 70; IS Vict. c. 13; 25 &. 26 Vict. c. 86).

The riucbtion of insanity is tried before one of the masters

in lunacy, cither with or without a jury, according to

circumstances. The terms of the inquiry are—whether the

party is of unsound mind and incapable of mauaging

himself and his affairs ; and on this being found his person

and property are placed in charge of one or more persons

called committees, whose administration is subject to tlio

masters in lunacy, and through them to the chancellor.

Persons thus found insane (technically known from the old

form of procedure as lunatics so found by inquisition) are

under the inspection of the board of chancery visitors,

consisting of two medical men and a barrister, who are

appointed to visit them at intervals. They are not subject

to' the provisions of the Lunacy Acts.

In Scotland the old procedure is by a brieve or writ from

chancery, formerly tried before the judge ordinary and now
before the lord president of the court of session. The
nearest male agnate of twenty-five years of ago is appointed

tutor, but, latterly at least, is not entrusted with the per-

sonal custody, the court, if necessary, selecting some one

for tho purpose, generally the nearest cognate. The
procedure by brieves is now becoming infrequent. More
generally application is made to the court of session to

appoint a curator bonis to take charge of the estate. This

procedure is in many ways simpler and more convenient,

especially in the numerous eases which are unopposed, as

the court when they are satisfied that every person con-

cerned has had due notice will grant the application on the

certificate of two medical men. In America and on the

Continent similar forms of procedure exist, which cannot

be gone into in detail In the United States the law is

mostly, as is natural, derived from the English sources, but

the procedure is regulated by statute in the diii'erent States.

In many other countries, where the common law is based

on Roman jurisprudence, tho procedure seems to differ in

many points from the English forms, but in substance the

law nn the subject has in nearly all countries reached very

much the same results.

4. Insane persons (although not lunatics so found by
inquisition) may be placed under personal restraint. At
common law this power is limited to cases where the insane

person is dangerous to himself or others, but in practice it

used frequently to be exercised with little discretion and
often with great barbarity. The care and restraint of the

insane (other than that exercised by their friends and
relatives in their own homes) is now strictly controlled by
the Lunacy Acts (8 k 9 Vict. c. 100; 16 4 17 Vict. c. 96;
16 & 17 Vict. c. 97; 25 & 26 Vict. c. Ill), the general

nature of whose provisions may be thus briefly described.

The chief supervision of the insane is vested in a body
called the Commissioners of Lunacy. No insane person

can he received for profit, or detained in any house or
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asylum except upon an order by a person who becomes
responsible for his detention, accompanied by certificates

of two qualified medical practitioners that he is insane, and
a proper person to be taken charge of and detained under
care and treatment. Every such case must at once bi;

reported to the commissioners, who must also be informed

of the patient's death, discharge, change of residence, and
similar circumstances. Not more than 'one insane person
can be received into a house unless a licence has been
previously obtained. In the metropolitan districts such
licences are granted after due examination by the commis-
sioners, and in the provinces by the justices of peace in

quarter sessions. Every house thus licensed, together with

public hospitals and asylums (which are not under licence),

and every patient under private treatment, are subjcctiJd to

a more or less frequent inspection by the commissioncis, as

well as by visitors appointed in their respective districts

by the quarter sessions. The private licensed houses ara

under especially frequent inspection; their regulations and
arrangements are subject to the approval of the commis-
sioners, and especial precautions are taken that the patients

shall have full opportunity of having their cases examined
and of communicating w^ith the commissioners. Patients

may be discharged as cured, or on the direction of the

person who ordered their detention, or on the order of the

commissioners, all these modes of discharge, however, being

guarded by various conditions. The order for detention of

a lunatic may be given by any person having an interest

in him, and he is liable in damages if there prove to havo

been no sufficient ground for the order, his position differ-

ing in this respect from that of the physicians and keeper

of the asylum, who are only liable in the event of negli-;

^ence or mala fides.

In Scotland the equivalent Acts are 20 & 21 Vict.'

c. 71, 25 & 26 Vict. c. 54, and 20 & 30 Vict. cJ

61. The system is in its main features the sarjic as that

of England, the leading differences being that tho Commis-
sioners of Lunacy are the only licensing body, and that an

order granted on application by the sheriff takes the place

of the order by a private person.

The regulations applicable to pauper lunatics difT'er in

some respects from the ordinary case. ' The provisions

applicable to them are for the most part to be found in

16 i 17 Vict. c. 97, and in 20 & 21 Vict. c. 71.

The nature of the evidence, and the manner in which it

is to be presented to the court, is an important question in

every department of the legal treatment of insanity. In

England the courts, although giving increasing prominence

to expert evidence, have gone a good deal on the theory

that the medical evidence is merely a part of tho general

evidence in the case. In mast Continental countries, on the

other hand, the whole evidence is presented in the shape

of reports by medical men (in most instances officials) who
have previously examined the case ; and in this way every

piece of evidence as to the state of mind of the insane

person is commented on by an expert who is presumably

better acquainted with its true import than an ordinary

court or jury,

LiUratuTC.—The mo3t recent book on the general law and pro-

cedure in insanity is A Treatise on the Law aitd Practice ofLunacy

,

by H. M. R. Pope (London, 1S77) ; Arcliiliald's Statutes relaiinrj Ic

Lnnanj (2d cJ., London, 1877) confaius the statntoiy .law on all

branches ; Bertrand, Loi sicr Ics Alias's (Paris, 1872), presents a

comparative view of Kn^lish and foreign legislations: In forensia

medicine the works of Taylor {Medical Jurisprudence, 2d*cd., Lon-

don, 1873) and of Wharton and Stillo (A Treatise on Medical

Jurisprudence, Pbiladelpliia, 1873) arc probnbly the Englisli

authorities in most common use. See also Casper and Liinnii,

PraciischesIIandlucli der Gcrichtliclien Medicin, Berlin, 6th cd.,1 i/'j

Tardieu, itude TiMico-lerjale sur la Folic, Paris, 1872 ; Lcgi-an 1 do
Saulle, La Folie dcvant les Tribunaux, Paris, 1864 ; and csivcially

KrafTt-Ebing, Lchrluch der gcricldUchcn rsycUojathnlogi--
.
'•lutU

gart, 1875. ^ 'A- <^'-\
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IN SCKIP TIO N S'

fiaUi TNSCRIPTIONS in characters sometimes termed cunei

L CtTNEIFOEM.

_L form or wedge-shaped, sometimes arrow-headed, have

been fouYid throughout a large part of western Asia,-^in

Persia and Babylonia, Assyria and Media, Armenia and

Mesopotamia. The names given to the characters are

derived from their form, as some of them resemble the

points of arrows, though most have the appearance of

wedges, thicker at one end than at the other. This appear-

ance is due to the fact that the characters were originally

impressed upon moist clay by a metal stylus, and the

form consequently assumed by them was subsequently

imitated by the engraver upon stone and metal. The

characters were primarily pictorial, but in course of time

the outlines of the primitive pictures came to be alone

preserved, while the nature of the writing materials caused

curves to become angles, and rounded lines straight ones.

Varieties of Cuneiform Writing.—The original home of

the cuneiform system of writing was either Elam or

Babylonia, the inventors of the hieroglyphics in which it

originated being the arjcient Accadian population of

Chaidea. It passed from the latter to a number of other

nations, undergoing at the same time a variety of modifi-

cations. It was first borrowed by the Semitic settlers in

Babylonia and Assyria, and from them it was handed on

to the Turanian tribes of India, the Alarodians of ancient

Armenia, and the Aryans of Persia, while the Turanian

inhabitants of Elam or Susiania preserved the system as

it had been in use among the Accadians of Chaidea.

Ifi Babylonia, Assyria, Susiania, and Media the forms

of the characters underwent several changes at succes-

Biv-s periods, the tendency in each case being to simplify

the characters by dropping superfluous wedges. In Baby-

ionia we have to distinguish between the archaic, the

linear, the hieratic, and the later forms of the characters.

The archaic forms are principally found on bricks and

cylinders of the Accadian epoch (before 2000 B.C.), and

are the oldest forms of the characters of which we have

contemporary specimens. The linear forms were in use

at the same time, and are marked off from the archaic

forms by being written in continuous lines instead of a

series of wedges, and sometimes also by a closer resemblance

to the original pictures from which they were derived.

The hieratic forms were mainly employed between the over-

throw of the Accadian power (about 1700 B.C.) and the 8th

century b.c, more especially for contracts and similar docu-

ments. The later forms may be seen on the monuments of

Nebuchadnezzar and his successors, a further modification

of them being used for the Babylonian transcripts of the

Persian Cuneiform inscriptions. In Assyria also we may
classify, the characters as archaic, hieratic, and later (or

Ninevite), though the forms they assumed in Assyria were

not identical with those used in Babylonia which we have

* Description of Plate I,

1-4, Cimeifona inscriptions on clay ; 5, Pisisti-atus inscription,

on marble, from Athens {Atheiuiion, vi. p. 149); 6, 7,^ inscriptions

from Dodona, bronze (Carapanos, Dodone, pi. zxvii., fig. 1, and
pi. xxiii., fig. 5) ; 8, archaic inscription on brown sandstone, from
Olympia {Arck. Zeitung, 1879, p. 153) ; 9, inscription on bronze
Bpear-head, from Olympia {Ibid.

^ p. 149),* 10, boustrophedon inscrip-

tion on base at Athens {C. I. Or. Atl., i. No. 463); 11, treaty Jae-

tween Elis and Hene.i, on bronze tablet, found at Olympia in 1813,
now in British Museum (C /. Or., No. 11); 12, archaic inscription

on base at Athens (C. /. Or. All., i. No. 480); 13, Latin inscription

from Pompeii {Zangemeister, Inscript. Paxiet. Pomp,, pi. zziv., fig.

7); 14, Latin inscription (Ritschl, Prise. Lat. Man. Epig., pL zxzviiL,

fig. d); 15, Latin insciiotion. tessera IIbid pL ii fis. n\

called by similar names. The hieratic forms were mainly
employed in Assyria for ornamental or religious purposes,

and may be compared with our own black letter. In Susi-

ania the archaic forms of the characters lingered to the

last, though iu the northern part of the country simpli-

fied forms were in use. In Media a considerable dift'er-

ence may be observed between the peculiar forms of many
characters iu the older inscriptions of Mai-Amir and the

forms borne by them in the Protomedic transcripts of the

Persian monuments. The Armenian or Vaunic characters

were the same as those of Assyria, except that where one

line or wedge had to be drawn across another, it was broken

into two. But this was to prevent the stone from breaking

at the point of section.

It will be noticed that the cuneiiorm cnaracters were

employed to express very diiferent languages. The
Accadian, like the allied dialects of Susiania and primitive

Media, was agglutinative, and probably belonged to the

Ural-Altaic family of speech ; Assyrian and later Baby-
lonian were Semitic ; Persian was East Aryan ; while the

Armenian of Van seems to claim affinity with that

Aiarodian group of tongues of which Georgian may be
regarded as the modern representative.

The Origin and Devdopment of the Cuneifoiim. System of

Writing.—As already stated, tlie cuneiform characters were

in their origin pictorial. In many cases it is possible to

restore tlie primitive hieroglyphics or ideographs by the

help of the archaic and linear Babylonian forms, and a

fragment of a clay tablet has been discovered on which the

pictorial originals of a few characters are given. In order

to restore the primitive pictures, it is frequently necessary

to turn a charact»r upon its side, from which we may infer

that the ideographs were once written vertically like

Chinese. Thus ^ T»- the ideograph of " an eye," is

plainly a representation of the eye in a vertical position.

The primitive pictures denoted either objects or ideas,

the latter being represented metaphorically by the picture of

one or more objects. " Life," for example, was expressed

by the picture of a growing flower, " a mouth " by placing

the numeral xxx. within the circle of the sun, which

symbolized the day. But the same picture might denote

more than one idea or object. Thus the circle of the sun

represented not only " the sun " and " the day," but also

"light," "brilliance;" and the like; and a pair of legs

represented the ideas of "going," " walking," and " running."

By combining two or more ideographs together, fresh ideas

might be symbolized to an almost infinite extent ;
" drink-

ing," for example, is denoted by placing the three drops

Jwhich denoted water within the picture of the mouth,
" language " by substituting the tongue for the three drops

of water, and "a tear" by setting the ideograph of water

before that of the eye.

Out of this early picture-writing there soon grew a

syllabary. Accadian was an agglutinative language, which

was already largely aflfected by phonetic decay, the result

being that on the one hand the same word might be used

indifferently for noun, verb, and adverb, as in English,

while on the other hand the loss of final sounds had reduced

a great part of the vocabulary to the condition of mono-

syllables. Ideographs consequently came to be associated

with the soands of the words which they primarily or most

usually represented, and these words were mostly mono-

syllabic. Thus the ideograph of " month " (itii) was known
as id or it, that of " going " {dun) as du, that of " drinking?

as nak, that of a " tear " as ir.
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But the same object or idea was frequently expressed by

more than one name, while each of the ideas represented

by a single sign was naturally denoted by a different word.

Hence tlie same ideograph, or character, as we may now

term it, had varying pronunciations assigned to it according

to its meaning and use ; the ideograph of the " sun," for

instance, was called, not only vt or vd (for iitu), but also

par (for para), tarn, lakh, and khis. Thus the ideographs,

as soon as they came to appeal to the ear as well as to the

eye, were necessarily polyphonous.

A further step in advance was now taken. An ideograph

continued to reiireseut the pronunciation of the word for

which it originally stood even when it no longer reprebented

the word itself ; that is to say, the pronunciation of the

word it denoted became attached to it as a mere phonetic

value. This important innovation, which amounted to a

change of the old picture-writing into a sylkbary, must

have taken place at an early period in its history. Though

native proper names, which were always significant, coidd

be written ideograpliically, it was necessary to find some

other way of denoting foreign proper names, which had no

meaning in Accadian. The pronouns, moreover, must have

been a difficulty from the first, and the faut that these are

invariably represented in Accadian, not by ideographs, but

by characters u.-^ed phonetically, indicates a very early date

for the empluymeut of the characters to represent syllabic

sounds as well as ideas. This is borne out by the exi>tence

of several compound characters, in which the second element

denotes only the pronunciation of the words for which they

stand. The picture of a corpse, for example, had the

phonetic value of haf, since hat, meant "corpse" and
"death" in Accadiau; bul;, as hat also siguilieJ "a
fortress," the ideograph of " corpse " was inserted within

the ideograph of "ciiclusure," not because there was any

relationship between the ideas of "death " and "fortress,"

but to indicate lluil the character which meant an enclosure

was to be inter^iieted as signifying "a fortress," and to be

pronounced tnl. Su, too, the usual word for "going" was

dun or du ; but there was another word ara or ra with

the same meaning, and wheu the latter was intended to

be read the fact was pointed out by attaching the character

which had the phonetic value of ra to the ideograph which

sxpressed the idea of "going."

While the characters could thus be used as mere phonetic

symbols, some few of them could be employed, on the other

hand, for the language of the eye only. These were the

determinative prefixes and affixes, such as the eight-rayed

star, "which repicsented a deity, or the shaded circle, which

denoted a country or place. Their original use seems to

have been to mark out those groups of characters which

had to be read jpb'Piietically, and not as ideographs.

Like the lexiiographers of China, the lexicographers of

Accad attemplcj to classify and arrange the characters of

their syllabary. Every character received a name of its

own, so that literary works could be copied from dictation.

A list of primary eharacters was first drawn up, each vif

which was named fnuii the object it originally represented.

The remaining charactei's were regarded as compounds, and

divided into two classes. The first class consisted of

characters which differed from the primary ones in having

extra wedges, the Becnnd elruis of those that were really com-
pounds. This classification of the syllabary must have

been completed at a vcryrcrnote date, since the anal3"sis of

many of the conniound character can only be explained by

the forms they bear in archaic Babylonian, and in some
cases even the archaic B-jbylonian forms are not sufficiently

primitive. We may gather from this some idea of the

epoch to which the invention of the cuneiform system of

writing reaches back.
' The Transmission of l/ic O'ltiieij'unii CluiracUrs.—As foi-

back as the second millennium b.o. Semitic tribes were iu'

possession of a part of Chaldea. Duigi, the son an^'suc-'

cessor of the first Accadian monarch of whom we have

contemporaneous record, has lelt us an inscription in which

the cuneiform system of writing is adapted to the expression

of a Semitic language. By the i7th century u.u. the

Accadian language seems to have been wholly superseded

by- Semitic Babylonian and its northern dialect Assyrian.

Along with other elements of civilization, the Semites

received the cuneiform system of writing from their pre-

decessors, and in the process of transmission the transfor-

mation of the old picture-wiitiug into a .syllabary was com-
pleted. The Accadian words repiuseuted by the characters

wheu used as ideograiiUs became phonetic values, and, since

the same ideograpb usually repiesenttd several ditferenj

Words, aluKisl every character was polyphouous. ^Itis true

that some of these Accadian words, and even some of the

phonetic values boiue by the characters in Accadian, were

rejected by the Semites, but on the other hand new pho-

netic values attached themselves to a few nf the characters

derived from the Semitic pronuuciatiou of the latter when
employed ideographically. For the Semites continued to

use the characters oa occasions ideographicallv.as well as

sylhibicali}'.

A greater extension was also given to the employment
of determinative prefixes ; the name of au individual, for

instance, is always preceded by an upright wedge, the

names of a country 'and a city by the ideographs whicH

stand for these two ideas. The reader was assisted towards

knowing when a character was used as an ideograph by
the employineut of phonetic complements, that is to say,

cbaractei-s which denoted the last syllable of the "word

tuintended to be read. Thus, when the ideograph

corii|uer," is followed by the syllable ud, we may infer

that it must be pronounced acsud, " I conquered," or some
other person of the past tense of the same verb.

The real difficidty the cuneiform syllabary offer^ to the

decipherer is not the polyphony of the characters, but one

which would not have been felt by the Assyrians them-
selves. Accadian and Assyrian phonology did not always

agree, and in borrowing the Accadian system of writing

the Assyrians had to adapt the sounds of their own
language, as best they could, to the phonetic symbols of

another. Consequently no distinction in writing is made
between final b and p; cf, c, and k; and d. dh, and i. Teth

is inadequately represented sometimes by d, sometimes

by t , and there is but one character for za (st) and tsa

(sx). ^"^0 difference could be drawn between v and yu,

and i and yi, while the representative of the consonantal

ayin has to stand also for the diphthong e.

The Assyrians continued to follow the example of Wig]

Babyhniiuus in writing on clay, but they also made use ofj

papyrus and stone. This literature on clay is very exten-

sive, and embraces every branch of study known at the

time. For an account of it see B.^bylonia, vol. iii. p. 191.'

The learned court of Assur-baui-pal in the 7th century

Rc. amused itself with essays in Accadian composition, the

extinct language of primitive Babylonia standing in much
the saino relation to the Assyrians that Latin does to us.

But literary Assyrian itself was fast becoming an artificial

dialect. The Aramaean alphabet was introduced into

Nineveh at least as early as the Sth century b.c, and,

though Nebuchadnezzar and his successors continued toj

employ the cuneiform syllabary, the conquest of Bubylou]

by Cyrus was a blow from which the old mode of writing

never recovered. The literary dialect and the characters

in which it was inscribed were more and more disused, and

finally disappeared altogether. Commercial tablets, how-

ever, dated iu the reigas -of the earlier Arsacid prinoey
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nave boeu found written in cuneifurm, and if It. Ojiiici-t's

identification is correct, a deed of sale, now in the Zurich

museum, and written in cuneiform clianicters, is dated in

the fifth j-car of Pacorus, tlie contemporary uf Domitian.

The Assyrian syllabary was borrowed by the Armenians

and Minnians of Lake Van in the reign of a certain Idng

named Lutijiri in the 9th century n.c. The characters

both in form and use are identical with those of Nineveh,

except that the Armenians rejected the polyphony of the

Assyrian syllabary, and with one or two exceptions used

each sign with one phonetic value only.

After the occupation of Armenia by the Aryans, the use

of the cuneiform character seems to have been discontinued,

and no " Tannic " or Armenian cuneiform inscriptions are

known to exist of later date than the 7th century B.C.

The example set by the Armenians seems to have been

soon followed by their Turanian neighbours in Media. The
earliest specimens of the so-called Frotomedic (or Amardian)
syllabary are to be found in the inscrijitions of Mai-Amir
and Sherif Khan. The syllabary of Nineveh apjiears to

have been again the source from which the new script was
borrowed. As among the Armenians, polyphony wa-s

rejected, a few iJeograjihs only were used, and a selected

number of characters employed. The Protomcdic tran-

scripts of the Persian inscriptions are written in this

syllabary. In Susiania or Elam the archaic Babylonian

form of cuneiform continued in use up to the last.

It was reserved for the Aryans of Persia to discover the

ultimate capabilities of the cuneiform .system of writing by
reducing its characters to an alphabet of forty letters.

These were divided into two classes, those w ith an inherent

vowel a, and those which were followed by v and /. At
the same time all superfluous wedges were thrnwir away,

md tho forms of the characters thus sim[ilifie;l as much as

their pronunciation. Dr Oppert has pointed ont the priu-

ciplo upon which the formation of this new alphabet was
carried out. Some one meaning was selected among those

a, character might bear when used as an ideograph, and
this was rendered by its Persian equivalent. ' The initial

sound of tlie latter was the alphabetic value henceforth

represented by the character. Thus ->^Ti^, " time of

life," 'Zi.njn in Persian, was contracted into -T^ and

made to represent '-^ (a, !(). A few ideographs were
retained along with the alphabetic characters. The
Persian cuneiform alphabet, called "Assyrian letters" by
Herodotus, seems to have been invented in the early part

of the reign of Darius, and, being confined to monumental
purposes, soon fell into disuse.

Possibly the reduction of the cuneiform syllabary into

an alphabet was suggested by a previous acquaintance with
al[>habetic wi-iting. In the Persian inscriptions the words
aro divided from one anotlier by an oblique wedge, A
iSimilar division of words is found in one or two Assyrian
anscription.s.

Spe Mc'ii.wt, T.r fiiilhihaii-c A':sqi)-i<ii, ]8Cl-7.^; Sayce, Zi-dnrcs

UllSiillie Asiyrmi Luiipmje dml '.Siillitbcmj, 1S77. (A. 11. S.)

IT. SF.jnTlc.

An'ncconnt has already been given (see Ai.rnABET) of

the dcMv.aiiui of the Phccnician alphabet from the hieratic

alphabet of the Egyptian Jjajiyri of the middle empire.

No early monuments written in it have as yet been found;
the first known examples belong to a time when the
alphabet had been wido'y spread and a literature had long

existed. At this time wo find the alphabet divided into

two branches, the PhoDnician and the Arama;an, tire first

bjing again sididivided info archaic and Sidonian. The
last two are chiitly distinguislied by the form of the^f,

UtMch is angular iuihe (irsland rounded in the second;

The earliest inscription in the Phccnician alphabet knowr
to us is the stele of Mesha, king of Jfoab, found at DhibSil
and belonging to the 9th century B.C. In this Mesh;'
relates that after tho death of Ahab his god Chemosli
enabled him to shako off the yoke of Israel, to drive thoi

Gadites out of Ataroth, and to fortify Kir-hareseth, AroerJ
Iloronaim, Dibon, and other places. The language of thp
iuscription difi'ers only dialectically from Hebrew.

To tho same form of tho alidiabet belong most of the
Phccnician inscriptions on the engraved gems brought of
late years from Assyria and P.abylonia, among which may|
be mentioned a cone with the image of a "golden calf,''

and the ntynes Shemaiah and Azariah (innTV p irr5)>x6^-

The Aramaic legends on the bilingual lion-weights ii

Nimrud, which date from the reign of Tiglath-Pileser'Il

(715-7:i7 B.C.) downwards, also belong to tho same for?ii

of the alphabet. AVith these inscriptions may be classed

tlie PlKOuiuian inscription on a bowl lately restored by M.
Clermont Ganneau, which mentiims a King Hiram, and liad

been brought with other merchandise from Phoenicia'to

Cyprus, where it was found. Of later date are the f/raffii'i

scratched on the legs of tho colossi at Abu-Rimbcl in Nubis
by Phoenician travellers or mercenaries.

The most important nnniumcntof the Ridonian period o{

the Pha'uician alphabet is the sarcophagus of Eshmun'azar,

son of Tabnith (? Tennes), " king of the Sidonians," which
is probably of tlie Cth century B.C. It may, however, be
later. The inscription upon it states that Eshmun'azar had
restored tho ruined temples of 8idon, and prays the gods

to preserve to that city the possession of " Dor, Joppa, and
the rich condands in the plain of Sharon."., Other notiJ-'

worthy monuments of the same period are the so-called

" Second Sidonian Inscription," which records the installa-

^tion of a subordinate " king of Sidou " by a " king of the

Sidonians " of Phaniicia ; the inscriptions from Citium in

Cyprus of King Pumyathon and his father !Meleeyathon in

the 4th century, II, c, as well as the bilingual Phtenician-

Oreek and Phccnician-Cyprioto inscriptions from the same
island, the Phicnician-Cypriute inscription of Jleleeyathon

having furnished Jlr George Smith with the key to the Cy-
priote syllabary; together with six inscriptions from Athens
and two fronv JIalta; and the three inscriptions found

by M. Pienan at Umm'-el-Awamid on the Phanician coast.

The numerous dedicatory inscriptions found on the site

of Carthage are written in what is termed the Punic

development of the Sidonian alphabet ; all apparently

belong to the Greek period.," The most important Punic

inscription is the tariff of sacrifices found at Mar.scilles in

1S45, an abridged edition of which was discovered on th?

site of Carthage bj- Mr Davis in 18C0. The regulations

contained in it have a striking analogy to many of those of

Leviticus. Its date, however, cannot be very early, since

it makes no mention of human Bacrificcs. Tho Punic

alphabet was the source of those of Numidia and Bcctic.n,

where inscriptions have been found.

The series of Aramaean inscriptions begins with the

dockets on Assyrian contract-tablets of the age of Tiglatli,

Pjleser 11. and his successors, when Nineveh and Carchemisb

became the chief centres of trade in western Asia. ' To tka

same period may bo assigned an interesting gem froitl

Babylonia inscribed mnav fia nrpn'p, as' well as tha

cylinder of the eunuch Achadban; son of Gebrod, from

Babylonia, and the cone of Hadrakiii, son of Hnrbad, from

[Nineveh. As already observed, the inscriptions ore tho

Assyrian lion-weights, though in the archaic Phoenician

form of the alphabet, are Aramaic in language. Passing

over the engraved stones of the AcliKmcTiian, epocD, "viu

ijia) notice tho famous bronze lion of Abydos, belo,u.ging

probably to the 0th century B.C., on Jvhich an Aramaic

legend is wvUten. ^Of considor.ably latcr'date is the inscrij)-
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iion oiTan altar found by M. Marietta in the Serapeum, in

characters whicli resemble those of the Aramaean papyri of

Ptolemaic Egypt. The alphabet of the latter, however, is

still more closely represented by certain funereal monuments

found in E'^ypt with Aramaean inscriptions, the best known

of which is the inscription of Carpentras, wliich records tlie

death of a priestess of Osiris.

Starting from the 1st century B.C., the ruins of Rilmyra

and Taiba have furnished us with a large number of inscrip-

tions in the Aramaic dialect of the locality. MM. tie

VofUfS and Waddington alone have discovered more than a

hundred of them. Most of them are written in what may
be termed uncial characters, but there are a few in a cursive

hand. Among the persons mentioned in them is Odeinath

(Odenatus), the husband of Zonobia. Palmyrene inscrip-

tions have been met with in Africa and Piome, and a

bilingual one (in Palmyrene and Latin) has lately been

found at South Sliields.

Professor Sachau has recently discovered two inscriptions

in Old Syriac characters, one at Zebed, near Palmyra,

accompanied by Greek and arch.iic Arabic transcripts, and

the other among the early Cliristian tombs of Edessa.^

Passing over an Aramaic legend found by M. de Saulcy

on a sarcophagus of the tombs of the kings at Jerusalem,

and the coins of the kings of Edessa, we may notice the

Mendaite inscription of twenty lines discovered in a tomb

at Abu-Shadr in southern Babylonia, and first explained

by Dietrich. It probably belongs to the 4th or 5th century.

Inscriptions in Western Aramaic Iiave been found in the

Hauran. Among these is one on a tomb at Sucydeh, raised

by Odeinath to his wife Hamrath in the time of Herod

the Great, accompanied by a Greek transcript. Six other

inscriptions of the same period come from the temple of

Siah , one of them is dedicated to the god Katsiu, the

Zeus Kasios of the Greeks.

The Hauran, more particularly the neighbourhood of

Bozri, his also yielded a number of Nabathean inscriptions,

written in a sort of Aramaic running hand. Nabathean

inscriptions have further been found at Umiii' er-Russas

in Moib, and at Petra, as well as on the coins of Aretas

and other Nabathean princes. But they are specially

numerous on the rocks of Sinai, where they were scratched

by pilgrims in the 3d and 4th centuries of our era, and were

first deciphered by Beer. They consist for the most part

of proper names, preceded or followed by the word shdlom,

" peace." The Aramaic dialect of these inscriptions is

tinctured by Arabisms, among which may be mentioned

the use of the article el. Two Nabathean inscriptions have

beeu discovered at Pozzuoli, w^here, as we learu from the

Acts, there was a Jewish colony.

. The Ncstorian Syrians carried their language and letters

tis far even as China. Tlie celebrated inscription of Si-

gan-fu is written in good Estrangelo of the 8th centurj'. A
Hebrew inscription has also been found at Khai-fong-fu.

Ancient Hebrew epigraphy is poorly represented. The
earliest Hebrew inscriptions are three from Siloam, one of

which is addressed to " Baal of the temple," a fragment

found in the streets of Jerusalem by JI. Vernes, and a

boundary stone discovered by M. Ganneau near Gezer.

The royal names on the pottery found near the foundations

of Solomon's temple are not Hebrew, but Phcenician. The
Maccabean period has left us several inscribed monuments
and coins. The oldest are the epitaph of eight members
of the priestly family of Hezir (1 Chr. xxiv. 15) on the

Doric tomb of St James at Jerusalem, the beginning of an

* The inscription at Zebetl was fifst noticed by Dr BischofF. The
letters seem to he derived from .m Aramaic alphabet. Some of them
resemble the enigmatical ch.aractei's on perns from Diarbekir and the

neigbbourin? district, published by DrMordtmann iu the^. D, M. O.,

ixxi. 4' (1877).

inscription on a monument to the north-west of Jerusalem,

and an inscription on the sarcophagus found by De Saulcy
in the tomb of the kings, which probably belongs to a
female relative of Helen, queen of Adiabene, in the 1st

century of our era. Other early inscriptions have been
copied in Galilee, especially in the synagogues of Kefr-

Bereim as well as iu the Jewish catacombs on the Via
Portuensis at Rome. From the 10th century onwards the

Jewish cemeteries in Spain, Italy, the south of France,

Turkey, and Egypt enable us to trace the history of

Hebrew writing up to the close of the Middle Ages ; and
Professor Ascoli has lately drawn attention to the inscrip-

tions in the Jewish cemetery of Venosa, which enable us

to fill up the gap that had previously existed between the

memorials of the 10th century and those of the 4th. We
must not forget also the exorcisms, written in a dialect

allied to that of the Mishna on bronze bowls found at

Babylon by Sir A. H. Layard, or the sepulchral inscriptions

collected by Firkowitz in a Karaite cemetery of the Crimea,

dated sometimes from the creation, sometimes from the

capture of Samaria. The latter belong to the 9th and
following centuries, though the discoverer falsified the dates

of many of them in order to assign them to an earlier period

(see Strack in the Z. D. M. G., xxxiv. 1, 1880). Hebrew
inscriptions in ancient characters have further been met
with from Tiflis to Derbend.

Arabio epigraphy begins with the rise of Islam. Two
systems of writing were used concomitantly, the Cufic or

uncial, and the Neski or running hand, neither of which,

however, can be derived from the other. The earliest

inscriptions yet known are two sepulchral ones, the first

of which has been published by Wetzstein, Waddington,

and De Vogu^, while the other has lately been discovered

by Sachau at Zebed. A Cufic inscription, dated C93 A.D.,

has been copied by De VogU(5, at Jerusalem, and the old

cemetery near Assuan contains a large number of similar

inscriptions, some of which, as deciphered by Count Amari,

contain the names of the companions of the prophet.

Unfortunately this cemetery has never been thoroughly

examined. Mention may also be made of Cufic inscrip-

tions at Bozra, in Sicily, and elsewhere. Inscriptions in

Greek and Neski Arabic have been found at Damascus,

Tiberias, and other places, one of which is dated 696 a.d.,

while others are even older.

Passing to the north, we find the rocks of the desert of

Safa (soutli-east of Damascus) covered with graffiti written

in peculiar characters which long defied decipherment.

About six hundred and eighty of them have been copied.

M. Halevy, however, has now succeeded in reading them
(see Journal Asiatique, Jan.-Feb., 1877, and Z. D. M. G.,

xxxii. 1, 1878), and showing that they are mostly Ijje

productions of Thamudite soldiers in the Roman army.

The alphabet turns out to be intermediate between t\i4

Phoenician and the Himyaritic. The Himyaritic is the

name usually given to the form of the Phcenician alphabet

used in southern Arabia. Here a considerable number of

pre-Islamitic inscriptions have been found, belonging partly

to the kingdom of Saba, partly to that of Ma'n or the

Miueans, where a dialect allied to that of Hadramaut was

spoken. Many of them contain the names of kings, while

most make us accpiainted with various deities, among
others 'Athtar, the equivalent of Ashtoreth. The Him-
yaritic alphabet was carried to Abyssinia, where it became

the Ghe'ez or Ethiopic syllabary. The earliest specimens

of Ethiopic writing are two inscriptions of King Tazena

copied by Ruppell on the monuments of Axum, which

belong to the 5th century.

Inscriptions in still undeciphered characters, some of

which resemble those of the Himyaritic alphabet, though

the larger cumber is more closely related to the demotioj
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and hieratic characters of Egypt, have been copied (iu

11880) by Professor Robertson Smith on the rocks of Taif

nea? Jeddah. (Compare the inscription from the neigh-

bourhood of El-Wijh given by VVellsted, ii. 189.) Captain

Barton has also found an inscription in characters not

unlike the Himyaritic, in the Wady Intaysh, with which

he compares two semi-Nabathean inscriptions from Wady
Unayyid copied by Dr Walliii, and an inscription at Mecca

given by Dozy {The Gold Mines of Midian, 1878).

The inscriptions of the Semitic Babylonians and As-

syrians are separately treated above. The curious Hittite

hieroglyphics found of late years at Carchemish, Aleppo,

Hamath, and various places in Asia Minor do not seem to

conceal a Semitic language.

See Fr. Lenormant, Essai siir In Propagatioii dc VAliilio-hct pl}6-

nicicn dans Vancicn Monde, 1872-75 ; E. Reuan, Sisimrc ginsrale

et Systhne compart dcs Zangncs Semitcqitcs, 1863 ; Gesenius,

Scripturm Zingumquc Fhaniciee Monmncnla, 1837; Schroder, Die
phonizische Sprachc, 1869 ; De Vogue, Melanges d'Areh6ologie

orientale, 1868. Clermont-Ganneau's work on the Moahite Stone

will supersede previous mouographs. (A. fi. S.)

III. Indian

The inscriptions of India are very numerous and of great

variety. They are found upon rocks, pillars, and build-

ings, in caves, topes, and temples, and ou plates of copper.

These last are grants of land made by kings for religious

purposes, and they are historically valuable because they
contain, not only the name of the grantor, but a more or

less complete list of his preiiecessors. Implicit reliance

cannot be placed on these documents. Vanity has some-
times led to the invention of au illustrious ancestry. So
far back as the old lawgiver Manu, punishments were
denounced upon the forgers of grants, and plates that are

palpable forgeries have been dis-covered.

The oldest and most important of the inscriptions are th'e

religious edicts of King Piyadasi, who is styled Devdnatn-
piya, "the beloved of 'the gods." Their date is clearly

proved to be about 250 B.C. This Piyadasi is now by
universal consent admitted to be identical with the great

Maurya king Asoka, grandson of Chandra-gupta, whose
identification by Sir W. Jones with Saudrakoptos or

Sandracottus, the ally of Seleucus Nicator, is the corner-

stone of that very tottering structure, Hindu chronology.

The first published inscriptic;! of Piyadasi was copied from
a stone column 42 feet high, and known as the Ldt or pillar

of Firoz ShAh, a sultan who, about the middle of the 14th
century, conveyed it to Delhi from a village in the hills

about 2.50 miles distant, and re-^?rected it as an ornament
to his capital. The same monar^'i; brought from Meerut and
ro-erected near his palace another similar column, but this

jWas thrown down by an explosion in the year 1719, and,
although it has lately been raised again, it is so much
mutUated that scarcely half of the inscription remains. A
copy of the inscription on the first of these columns was
published by Captain Hoare in the Asiatic Researches in

1801. It was a subject of great curio.sity and speculation,

but it baffled all attempts to decipher it until the year
1837, when the acute sagacity of James Prinsep surmounted
the difficulty. 1 This particular alphabet Having been first

' He found the key to it by a very happy guess. He was engaged
iu copying some short inscriptions eDgra\'en upon the pillars of a
temple at Sanchi, and he observed that, although each inscription was
in the main different, all of them terminated with the same two letters.

Knowing that devont Buddhists were in the habit of making votive
offering of pillars, rails, and ornaments to their temples, and of inscrib-
ing upon them a record of the gift with the name of the donor, Mr
Prinsep assumed that the oft repeated two letters represented the word
ddnam, "gift," and this surmise proved to be correct. He thus
obtained the consonants d and h, and as ths name preceding the word
dinam must necessarily be in the genitive case, this fact made him

discovered on and translated from a Zilt, or pillar inscrip

tion, obtained the name of the "Ldt alphabet," but the
name " Indian Pilli " is now generally preferred.

The mystery of the alphabet being thus penetrated, the

longer and more important rock inscriptions were taken in

hand. Two versions were then known, one at Girn.'ir in

KAthiAwAr, the other discovered and copied by Kittoe at

Dhauli in Orissa, at the extreme opposite side of India.

Dr Wilson of Bombay and Captain Postans furnished

Prinsep with copies of the former, and he collated the two
versions. He then transliterated them in modern char-

acters, and with the help of a pandit he rendered them
into English. Not long afterwards Prinsep's brilliant dis-

coveries were brought to a close by his untimely death iu

April 1840.

In the year 1836 M. Court, au officer in the service of

Eanjit Singh, the ruler of the Punjab, made known the

existence of a rock inscription at Kapur-di-giri, west of

the ludua, and not very far from Attock. Subsequent
explorations show that the rock is really situated in the

village of ShAhbAz-garhi. No copy was obtained until

October 1838, when the traveller Masson most carefully

and perseveringly made a calico stampage and an eye copy.

These he presented to the Royal Asiatic Society, whoso
acute and laborious secretary, Edwin Norris, proceeded to

make a reduced copy of the calico stampage. This inscrip-

tion was not in the LAt character, but in that now known
as the Bactrian PAli or Ariano-PAli, which bears strong

indications of a Phoenician origin. The LAt alphabet or

Indiau PAli is written, like the character of the San.skrit,

from left to right ; the Ariano-PAli runs from right to left

This character had previously been found on the bilingual

coins of the Greek kings of Bactria, the obverse of which

bore a Greek legend, and the reverse had some letters

which proved to be a rendering of the same in Ariano-PAli.

Masson first detected the connexion between the two
legends, and Prinsep following up his suggestion soon

settled the value of several of the Ariano-PAli letters.

Similar discoveries were made simultaneously by Lassen in

Germany. The letters so discovered were available as keys

for the interpretation of the ShAhbAz-garhi inscription, but

only as keys, for the inscription contained many dubious

and unknown characters, and, unlike the alphabet of the

Indian PAli, it possessed numerous compound letters. It

was in the process of copying that Norris, like Prinsep, hit

upon a clue. He remarked a frequently repeated group

of letters, and he came to the conviction that theso

represented the words Devd^iam-^nya. He made known
this opinion (J. If. A. S., viii. 303), and gave a copy of a

short separate part of the inscription to a young student,

afterwards Professor Dowson, who accepted the reading.

Knowing that these words were the oft repeated title of

Piyadasi in the GirnAr inscription, Mr Dowson proceeded

to make a comparison of the two and discovered their

identity. The whole inscription eventually proved to be

a third version of Asoka's edicts. In the year IS.'iO a

fourth version v.'as discovered and copied, though it was
not made public, by Mr (now Sir Walter) Elliot, at Jaugada
near Ganjam in Orissa, about 50 miles south of DhaulL
Lastly, a fifth copy was discovered by Mr Forrest early in

1860, at KliAlsi, west of the Jumna, about 15 miles from

Masiirl or Mussooree. The late Captain Chapman {J. R.

A. S., xiii. 176) brought from Ceylon a cofty of a smaH
fragment of rock inscription, and in this the words
DevAnam-piya are distinct, -but the copy was made by eye

and is unintelligible. These inscriptions show the extent

of Asoka's influence, if not of bb direct empire. Their

master of the letter s. He used this key with such ardour and success

that in the course of a month he was able to make a tranfiUteration and
translation of the whole inscription.
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positions are Afghanistan, tUe foot of the Himahiyas, the

extreme east and west of the centre of I-nclin, anJ presump-

tively Ceylon, where it is known from other sources that

Asuka ruled. The inscription of Shihb.-iz-garhi is the only

one in the Ariano-Pali cliaracter, the others are in the Lat

or Indian Pali alphabet. The language of all of them is a

Prakrit or a sort of Pali, the immediate descendant of

Sanskrit, but bearing marks of a long process of detrition.

There are dialectical differences in the dift'erent versions,

and there are also divergences of spelling, as l(ija = rojti,

dipi = Upi, i^c. The Kh.-ilsl inscription difters from the

other Indian PAli versions in having two of the three dis-

tinct sibilants of the Sanskrit, while the others have only

one. The inscriptions at GirnAr, KhAlsi, and SbahbAz-garlii

consist of fourteen distinct edicts ; those at Dhauli and

Jaugada omit three of them, but add two new ones, which,

being written apart, are known as the " detached edicts."

When Prinsep and his pandit made their translations,

they had before them only the two versions of Giriiar and

Dhauli. On the publication of the Shihbaz-garhi version

Professor H. H. Wilson made a comparison of the three,

and brought out an amended translation which was certainly

an improvement upon Prinsep's ; but he was far from

Batisfied with his performaqce, and declared it " open to

correction on every page." The learned and critical

Burnouf subsequently studied them, and made fresh

translations of parts, which again marked an advante, but

he declared that "personne ne pent se flatter d' arriver du
premier coup a I'intelligence definitive de ces monumens
difficiles." Professor Kern of Leyden has since worked

upon them, and his method is turning the language back

into Sanskrit and then translating into English. This

process only carries cut more systematically that of the

previous translators. They all interpreted the inscriptions

through Sanskrit, making use pf such knowledge of P.'ili

and the other Prakrits as they possessed or could acquire.

The translations are acknowledged to be imperfect and
unsatisfactory, and no great improvement can be expected

through Sanskrit alone. The words vary greatly in form

from their Sanskrit originals, and some changes of meaning

and construction no doubt accompanied their alterations in

form. Comparative philology, in tracing back the modern
tongues of India through the Prakrits to the Sanskrit, will

probably throw fresh light upon the language of the

inscriptions, and make more perfect translations possible.

All the known inscriptions of Asoka are now accessible

to the student. General Cunningham, the Archfeological

Surveyor of Hindustan, has published the first volume of

his Corpus Inscriplionum Indicarum, in which he has

given carefully corrected facsimiles, with parallel translitera-

tions, of the five versions and all published translations.

Mr Burgess also has published an excellent collotype of the

Girndr version, with transcriptions and translations, in his

Archseoloyical Surveti of Kuthidwdr. Asoka was a convert

to Buddhism, but his edicts bear few distinctive marks of

that or any formal religion, and they are entirely free from
vaunt.s of his power and dignity. They inculcate a life of

morality and temperance, a practical religion, not one of

rites and ceremonies. They proscribe the slaughter of

animals, and they enjoin obedience to parents, afl'ection for

children, friends, and dependants, reverence for elders,

Buddhist devotees, and Brahmans, universal benevolence,

and unreserved toleration. They would seem to have been
set up at a time when there were few differences between
Buddhists and Brahmans, and their apparent object was to

unite the people in a bond of peace by a religion of

morality and charity free from dogma and ritual. One of

the edicts provides for the appointment of missionaries to

spread the religion. The thirteenth edict refers to Asoka's
for»ign relations. It meutijas the Greek king Antiochus,

and refers to some connexion through him wlih four other

kings, Piolemy, Antigonus, Maga?, ami Alexander, or, to

quote the words of the Shahbaz-garlii version, ''Antiyoke

nania Yona-rnja parancha tena Antiyokena' chaturo ||||

r;ijane Turaniaye nania Aniikini nama ilaka nama
Alikasandare namn." The four strokes are numerals, equi-

valents of the word cluiiiiro (four), and in the Khalsi ver-

sion the numerical sign used is -f . Prinsep and his pandit

gave a confused rendering of this edict, but no one else has

attempted to translate it. There has been some dili'erence

of opinion as to the identificaliuu of these Creek kings^

but the most approved names are Antiochus Theos of Syria,'

Ptolemy II. of Egypt, Antigonus of Macedonia, JIagas of

Gyrene, and Alexander II. of Epirus, "200-251 B.o.

Besides the five great inscriptions of Asoka, there are

six other rock inscriptions consisting of single edicts, three

of which, found at SahsarAni, Rupn.ath, and Eairat are the

same, but the last is imperfect. Dr G. Biihler has trans-

lated them. A second and difl'erent inscription at Bairit

has been translated by Wilson, Burnouf, and Kern. These
separate edicts are not found among the fourteen, but they

arerof similar style and spirit. Two of them have the dis-

tinction .of being dated thus: "256 [years have elapsed]

since the departure of the Teacher," i.e., since the death

of Buddha, the time of which has been variously assigned

to 544 and 478 B.C. In these two edicts Asoka, after

stating that he had been " a hearer of the law" more than

thir{y-two years and a half, adds, " I did not exert myself

strenuously. But it is a year and more that I have entered

the community of [ascetics]."

The pillars erected by Asoka would appear to' have been

numerous, but only a few now remain. Six of these, at

Delhi (2), AllahdbAd, Lauriya (2), and SAnchi, are inscribed.'

Five of them present in a slightly variant form the text of

a series of six edicts that were promulgated by Asoka in*

the twfentj'-seventh year of his reign, 236 b.c. These pillar

inscriptions, which are beautifully cut, are not repetitions

of those on the rocks, but they are of similar purport. The
pillars at Delhi and AllahAbAd have since been covered,^

wherever space was left, and even between the lines of

Asoka's inscription, with records and scribblings of later

dates. The only one of consequence is the inscription of

Samudra-gupta on the AllahAbid pillar. The " iron pQlar ''

of Delhi belongs to a later age, and its inscription is dated

1052 A.D.

In immediate succession to the rock and pillar inscripJ

tions of Asoka come the inscriptions of the caves and rock-

cut temples. There are caves in BihAr, Cuttack, and
elsewhere with inscriptions showing that they were con-

structed by Piyadasi or Asoka. Soon after these, about

the 2d century A.D., come the caves at Khandagiri iti

Cuttack, over which there is an important but much-

defaced imscription. It records the construction of the

caves by a king Aira of Kalinga, a convert from Brahman-,

ism to Buddhism, and it gives glimpses of his religious

and beneficent life that make its defacement a matter of

especial regret.^ The letters of the in.scriptions in the

oldest caves show a slight departure from the forms of the

Lit alphabet, and would seem to have been written from

about the beginning of the Christian era to the 5th cen^

tury. The caves at Ajanta, Karlen, Kanhari, NAsik, and
Junir are Buddhist, and contain many inscriptions, but

most of these records are of no historical value, as they

simply commemorate the dedication of a cave, chamber,

cistern, or some other votive gift, coupled with the name
of the donor. The same observation applies generally .to

* Babiillajendra Lai in voL u. of \i\% Antiquiiics of Orissa, just pub*

lished, has proposed some ementtatioua of a few lines of Prinsep's ver-

sion, but the rock is now in a wor^e cundition than it was in Prinsep a

time, and a full translation is hopslea''.
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the topes &t Amar&vati, Sd,nclii, and clsowhere. In tho

caves of N&sik there ai'e some historical records, aud the

great cave-temple of Karlen is recorded to have been con-

structed for an emperor named Devabhilti, by a foreigner

called " Dhanukikati " or " Dliinukakati," which name is

understood to represent Xenocrates. In a Jain cave-temple

61 BidAmi there is an inscription of the Chiliikya dynasty,

dated in 578 a.d. The caves of Elephanta and Ellora are

of a much later date. There have been many explorers of

the caves and copyists of the inscriptions. Dr J. Wilson

iBUCcessfully interpreted some of the inscriptions, but Dr
Stevenson has been the greatest decipherer. The letters

of the inscriptions in tlie caves are often formed with a

(Want of precision and distinctness, and the copies obtained

are not always satisfactory, so tlie translations are open to

some doubt, and are capable of improvement.

Soon after the inscriptions of Asoka we have those of

the Turushka or Indo-Scythic kings Kanishka and Huvishlca,

the Kanerke and Ooerke of the bilingual coins, whose

names are linked with a third as " Huslika, Jushka, and
Kanishka "in the Kashmir chronicle called KajaTaranginf.

Their inscriptions have been found in Afgh4nist4n, in the

Punjab, and in the hills, and as far cast as Mathuri. With
the exception of those at Mathur4, they are in the Ariano-

Pdll character. They are all short ; some consist of only

six or seven words. The majority of the inscriptions are

dated. The Macedonian months are used, but there is no

certainty as to the era. The word used is " Samvatsara,"

rid, as there is an era so called, some maintain that they

are dated ia that era, but as the v^ord " samvatsara " means

also year, it may imply a year of some unknown era or of

a king's reign. Tlieir period is abi)ut the beginning of the

Christian era. The first inscription discovered was on a

stone slab found by General Court in a large tope at

Manikyila in the Punjab ; the longest is one punched on

a brass vase extracted by Masson from a tope at Wardak
in AfghAnistAn. The former was discovered just before

Prinsep's death, but he did no more with it than picking

out the king's name as " Kaneshm," and conjecturing that

the date figured xx7 signified cxx. General Cunningham
subsequently interpreted the date as 416, and the title of

the king cnrrectlj' as " Kanishka, maharajaof the Gushang
tribe." N% further discoveries of importance were made
until the year 1862, when Mr Pioberts obtained, at Hasan
AbdAl in the Punjab, a copper plate with five lines of

inscription, which he sent to the Royal Asiatic Society.

The letters on this plate were clearly written, and, when
read by Professor Dowson, the record furnished the long

desired key to the numeral system, for tlie date was given

both in words and figures. The forms of the numerals had
made Prin?ep and others suspect a Roman influence, but

the figure ^ proved to be 10 and the x equivalent to 4. The
inscription was a record made by a satrap named Liako

Kusuluko of his having deposited a relic of Sikyamuni
(Buddha) in an institution near Taxila. Before the pub-

lication of the translation copies of this inscription were

sent to India with the explanation of the date, and with

a call for independent translations of the text. General

Cunningham made a translation which was revised by BAbil

EAjendra L41, and when brought together the versions were

found to be in close agreement.

Professor Dowson succeeded in making out con.siderable

portions of the ManikyAla, Wardak, and other inscriptions,

and found that all had reference to the deposit of relics.

No progress has since been made in the interpretation of

these inscriptions, although there is ample scope for further

study. The ManikyAla inscription is dated in the year 18,

and was made in the reigu of Kanishka ; the Wardak urn

is dated in the year 51, and was inscribed in the reign of

.his successor Huvishka. There are other inscriptions, in

which the names of these kings appear, and the names of

King Moga or Moa and of Gondophares have also been
found. Several short inscriptions in this character owe
their discovery to General Cuuningham, who has been
most persevering in his search and constant in his

endeavours to interpret them. Another series of inscrip-

tions of these Indo-Scythian rulers was obtained by
General Cunningham from tho ruins of the Buddhist
temples and other buildings at old MathurA. These
inscriptions ate in the Indian PAli character and the

Sanskrit language, and have been translated by Professor

Dowson. Several of them are dated "Sam," the common
abbreviated form of Samvatsara. The earliest certain date

is 44, and as one of the dates is as high as 280, it is clear

that some era is intended. If it be the Samvatsara era,

the dates range from 13 B.C. to 337 a.d. These inscrip-

tions have two peculiarities in which they agree with the

practice of the inscriptions in western India : instead of

months they use the triple series of seasons, and the

numerals are arbitrary symbols having little or no arith-

metical relation to eacli other. The explanation of these

figures has occupied the attention of Prinsep, Dr Steven-

son, General Cunningham, Dr Bhau DAji, and Mr E.

Thomas, and may be said to be accomplished. Some
further inscriptions have since been found at MathurA
and translated by General Cunningham. Tlie whole scries

furnishes the names of Kanishka, Huvishka, and VAsu-

deva [bazoaho of the coins], all of whom bear the arro-

gant title Devapidra, "son of God." One of the last

discovered inscriptions is dated as early as the year 5.

About the period of the ludo-Scythians there was in

SurAslitra, on the western coast of India, a dyhasty of rulers

who called themselves Kshatrapas or satraps, and are known
as the SAh or more properly Sinha kings. These have left

someinscriptions commencing with their founder NahapAna,

but they are better represented by their coins, the legends

on which are .in the Indian PAli character. On some of the

earlier ones the distinctive name of the king is given also

ia Ariano-PAli. An inscription in a cave at NAsik records

itj construction and dedication by NahapAna. The most

important of their inscriptions is that of Rudra DAma, the

seventh king of the dynasty, dated in the year 72, but of

what era is undetermined. This is engraven on the famous

rock of GirnAr near JunAgarh, the same as that on which

the edicts of Piyadasi arc inscribed. It is in Indian PAli,

and was first deciphered by Prinsep. Since then the trans-

lation has been revised by Professor Wilson, Dr Bhau
DAji, and Professor Eggeling. It commemorates the repair

of a dam or embankment of the river PalAsiuf. Its most

interesting passage records the fact that the some dam had

been formerly repaired by " the Maur3'a rAja Chandra-

gupta," the classical Sandrakoptos, and it is the only

monumental mention known of that king. It also names
Asoka specifically as " Asoka Maurya," not as Piyadasi.

Mr Burgess has published a fine collotype of this inscription

in his Archaiological Sia-vey.

After the SAhs come the Guptas of Kanauj, a dynasty

which must not bo confounded with the Maurya dynasty

of which Chandragupta (Sandrakoptos) was a member.

The inscriptions of the Guptas are in a slightly advanced

form of the Indian PAli. One, the first known, translated

by Dr Mill, was inscribed by Samudra-Gupta on the old

Asoka column at AUAbAbAd, another is inscribed on the

Asoka rock at GiroAr, being the third on that rock. It

records another repair of the PalAsini dam by Skanda-Gupta,

and a copy with a translation by Bhau DAji is published in

Burgess's Survey. All the Gupta inscriptions are dated in

the Gtipta-hdta, the Gupta era, the epoch of which has long

been and still remains a subject of dispute. Other inscrip-

tions of this dynasty hava been found at MathurA, on a
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pillar at Bhitari ia Gh^piir, at Sdnchi, Eran, and otlier

places. After the Guptas come the inscriptions of

Toramina, who sepias to have succeeded them in Central

India.

The Guptas were overthrown by the Tallabhi or Ballabhi

kings, the founders of Vallabhi-pura in Kkthikviir, who
established themselves in the latter half of the 5th century

A.D. No m(mumental inscriptions of this dynasty have

been discovered, but their copper grants are numerous, and

fresh discoveries are constantly being made. Far down

in the soutli the Kongu kings have left grants of the 4th

century, and one of questionable authenticity corresponds

in date to 188 A.D. In the Deccan reigned the gre.it

family of the Chilukyas, which in course of time divided

into two branches. They reigned from the 5th to the

12th century A.D., and their inscriptions, especially their

copper grants, are very numerous. Sir Walter Elliot made
the history of this dynasty his especial pursuit, apd suc-

ceeded in collecting and epitomizing some hundreds of

inscriptions. Mr Burgess, the archaeological surveyor of

western India, and other explorers are constantly making

fresh discoveries of inscriptions relating to the ChAlukyas

and other dynasties of the west and south; and these are

quickly translated by the indefatigable Mr Fleet, Mr Pace,

Dr Burnell, and other busy translators. Many other

dynasties have left copper plate inscriptions which cannot

be here described, and a mere list would be of greater

length than value. The inscriptions are found in all parts

of the country, and date from the early periods above

stated until the establishment of the Mahometan rule. They

are almost all in Sanskrit, but in the south inscriptions

are found in Tamil and Old Canarese. Through all of

them the gradual change of the letters from the old Indian

PAli to the modern forms is distinctly traceable. Mr Rice

lias published a thick volume of inscriptions discovered in

Mysore, and the pages of the Indian Antiquary add every

month to the store. A very handsome volume of photo-

graphs of inscriptions has been prepared by Mr Fleet at the

expense of the Government, but only ten copies have beeu

mado.
The inscriptions of the Mahometans in India are also

. numerous. They are either in Arabic or in Persian, and

are often engraved with exquisite skill and grace.- Some
celebrate victories, but most of them record the erection of

mosques, palaces, tombs, and other edifices. These inscrip-

tions are occasionally valuable iu settling dates, but as the

Mahometans are good historians their inscriptions are of

Ics? importance than those of their Hindu predecessors, who
did not write history. (j. D.*)

IV. Geeek.

6reeli Etymologically the term inscription (eViypoi*/'- would
inserip include much more than is commonly meant by it. A would
°"*'

include words engraved on rings, or stamped on coins,'

vases, lamps, wine-jar handles,^ <S;c. But Boeckh was

clearly right in excluding this varia supellex from his

Corpus Inscriplionum 6'ra:car>im, or only admitting it by

way of appendix. Giving the term inscription a soniewhrit

narrower sense, we still include within it a vast store of

documents of the greatest value to the student of Greek

civilization. It happens, moreover, that Greek inscriptions

yield the hi.?torian a richer harvest than those of Kome.

^ Tlic legends on coins form part of numismatics, though closely

connected with inscriptions.
* Tlie amphor;e which conveyed the wine and other products of vari-

ous localities li.ive ir.ipvinted on their handles the name of the magis-

trate and other marks of the place and date. Large collections have

been made of them, and they repay inquiry. See Duraont, Jnscriptioni

Cirnmiqiusj 1872 ; Paul Backer, McnlxlinschTifV^i Leipsic, pt. i.

1852, pt. ii. 1S63.

Partly from fashion, bat partly from the greater abundance
of the material, the Romans engraved their public documenta
(treaties, laws, &c.) to a large extent on bronze. These
bronze' tablets, chiefly set up in the Capitol, were melted in

the various conflagrations, or were carried off to feed the

mint of the conqueror. In Greece, on the contrary, the

mountains everywhere afforded an inexhaustible supply of

marble, and made it the natural material for inscriptions.

Some Greek inscribed tablets of bronze have come down
to us,3 and many more must have perished in the sack ol

cities and burning of temples. A few inscriptions on small

thin plates of lead, rolled up, have survived ; these are

chiefly imprecations on enemies^ or questions asked of

oracles.^ But as a rule the material employed was marble.

These marble monuments are often found in situ ; and,

though more often they were used up as convenient stones

for building purposes, yet they have thus survived in a
more or less perfect condition.^

Inscriptions were usually set up in temples, tieatres, at Place of

the side of streets and roads, in Tc/xen; or temple-precincts, erection,

and near public buildings generally. At Delphi and
Olympia were immense numbers of inscriptions,—not only

those engraved upon the gifts of victorious kings and cities,

but also many of a more public character. At Delphi were

inscribed the decrees of the Amphictyouic assembly, at

Olympia international documents concerning the Felopon-

uesian cities ; the Parthenon and Acropolis were crowded

with treaties, laws, and decrees concerning the Athenian

confederation ; the Herasum at Samoa, the Artemisium at

Ephesus, and indeed every important sanctuary, abounded

with inscriptions. It is a common thing for decrees

(i/'Tj^btV/iara) to contain a clause specifying where they are

to be set up, and what department of the state is to defray
|

the cost of inscribing and erecting them. Sometimes dup-

licates are ordered to be set up in various places ; and,

iu cases of treaties, arbitrations, and other international

diKJuments, copies were always set up by each city con-

cerned. Accordingly docnments like the Marmor Ancy-

ramim and the Edict of Diocletian have been restored by a

comparison of the various fragments of copies se); up in

diverse quarters of the empire.

Greek inscribed marbles varied considerably in their Fomui of

external appearance. The usual form was the arrjXij, the inscnbed

normal type of which was a plain slab, from 3 to 4 or

even 5 feet high," 3 or 4 inches thick, tapering slightly

upwards from about 2 feet wide at bottom to about 18

Inches at the top, where it was either left plain or often

had a slight moulding, or still more commonly was adorned

with a more or less elaborate pediment ; the slab was

otherwise usually plain. Another form was the ^w,uo9 or

altar, sometimes square, oftener circular, and varying widely

in size. Tombstones were either (rrrjXox (often enriched

beneath the pediment with simple groups in relief, com-

memorative of the deceased), or /wWes, pillars, of diH'erent

size and design, or sarcophagi plain and ornamental. To

these must be added statue-bases of every kind, often

inscriberl, not only with the names and lioiiouis of

' E.g., treaty hctween Elis and the Hermans, abiiit 500 B.C., from

Olympia (Eoec'kh, C. I. G., 11); a similar bronze Irom Olympia,

recently discovered (Archaol. Zeitmig, 1877, p. 1961 ; a „iniilav hronza

treaty from the Locri Ozote (Rangabe, Ant. Jldlin., 3566); bronze

plate from Dodona, recording the victory of Athens over the Lacede-

monians in a sea-fight, probably 459 3.0. {ArchUal. Zeitung, 1878,

p. 71).
• See Franz, Elem. Epigr. dr., p. 168, &c.

^ See Karapanos, Dodone et ses mines.
« What was done by Themistocles under stress of public necessity

(Thucyd., i. 93) was done by others with loss justification elsewhere ;

and from Byzantine times onward Greek temples and inscriptions were

found convenient quarries.

' It appears from Cicero, De Lcyihvs, ii. 26, 27. that the slJe of

Athenian giavestones was limited by law.

Ii-
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lindividuals, but also with decrees and other documents.

All these forms were intended to stand by themselves in

the open air. But it was also common to inscribe state

'documents upon the surface of the walls of a temple, or

'other public building. Thus the cella-walls of the temple

'of Athelia Polias at Priene were covered with copies of the

awards made concerning the lands disputed between Samos

and Priene (C /. G., 2905, and infra) ; similarly the

walls of the Artemisium at Ephesus contained a number of

decrees (Wood's Ephesus, appendix), and the proscenium of

ithe Odeum was lined with crusts:., or " marble-veneering,"

under 1 inch thick, inscribed with copies of letters from

Hadrian, Antoninus, and other emperors to the Ephesian

people (Wood, ibid., p. 44). The workmanship and
appearance of inscriptions varied considerably according to

the period of artistic development. The letters incised

with the chisel upon the wall or the a-rrjX-q were painted

in with red or blue pigment, which is often traceable

upon newly unearthed inscriptions. When Thucydides, in

quoting the epigram of Pisistratus the younger (vi. 54),

Bays, " it may still be read d/ivSpois ypa/i/u.a<ri," he must
refer to the fading of the colour ; for the inscription was
brought to light in 1S77 with the letters as fresh as when
they were first chiselled (see Kumanudes in 'KOrjvaiov, vi.

p. 149.; Corpus Inscr. Att., suppl. to vol. i. p. 41). The
Greeks found no inconvenience, as we should, in the

bulkiness of inscriptions as a means of keeping public

records. On the contrary they made every temple a
muniment room ; aud while the innumerable o-r^Xai,

Uermee, bases, and altars served to adorn the city, it must
also have encouraged and educated the sense of patriotism

for the citizen to move continually among the records of

the past. The history of a Greek city was literally written

upon her stones.

Valno of The primary value of an inscription lay in its documen-
ins<;rlp- tary evidence (so Euripides, Suppl. 1202, foil.). In this

°^' way they are continually cited and put in evidence by
the orators {e.g., see Deniosth., Fals. Leg., 428 ; ^schin.,
Ill Ctes., § 75). But the Greek historians also were
not slow to recognize their importance. Herodotus often

cites them (iv. 88,90, 91; v. 58 sq.; vii. 228); and
in his account of the victory of PlaL-ca ho had liis eye
upon the tripod-inscription (ix. 81 ; cf. Thuc. i. 132).

Thucydides's use of inscriptions is illustrated by v. 18 foil.,

23, 47, 77 ; yi. 5J, 59. Polybius used them still more.
In later Greece, when men's thoughts were thrown back
upon the past, regular collections of inscriptions began to

be made by such writers as Philochorus (300 B.C.), Polemo
(2d century B.C., called o-njXoKdvras for his devotion to
inscriptions), Aristodemus. Craterns of Macedon, and many
others.

Modem At the revival of learning, the study of inscriptions
collec- revived with the renewed interest in Greek literature.

eSitora
Cy'^'^ "f Ancona, early in the 1 5th century, copied a vast
number of inscriptions during his travels in Greece and
Asia Minor ; his MSS. collections were deposited in the
Barberini library at Rome, and have been used by other
scholars. (See Bulletin of the French archasological school
at Atlien.s, vol. i.) Succeeding generation.s of travellers

aud scholars continued to collect and edit, and Englishmen
in both capacities did much for this study.

Thus early in this century the store of known Greek in-
ecriptions had so far accumulated that the time had come for
a comprehensive survey of the whole subject. And it was
the work of one great scholar, Augustus Boeckh, to raise
Greek epigraphy into a science. At the request of tlie

Academy of Berlin he undertook to arrange and edit all the
'known inscriptions in one systematic work, and vol. i. of
the Corpus Insa-iplionum Grxcarum was published in 1828,
Tol. ii. in 1833. He lived to see the work completed, al-

though other scholars were called in to help him to execute

his great design; vol iii., by Franz, appeared in 1853;
vol. iv., by Kirchhoff, in 1850.' The work is a masterpiece

of lucid arrangement, profound learning, untiring industry,

and brilliant generalization. Out of the publication of the

Corpius there grew up a new school of students, who devoted

themselves to discovering and editing new texts, and
working up epigraphical results into monographs upon the

many-sided history of Greece. In the Corpiis Boeckh had
settled for ever the methods of Greek epigraphy ; and in

his Staatshaushaltung der Athener (well known to English

readers from Sir G. C. Lewis's translation, T/ie Public

Economy of Athens, 2d ed., 1842) he had given a palmary

specimen of the application of epigraphy to historical

studies. At the same time Franz drew up a valuable

introduction to the study of inscriDtlons in his Elementa
Epigrapihices Greece (1840).

Meanwhile the liberation of Greece and increasing

facilities for visiting the Levant combined to encourage

the growth of the subject, which has been advanced by the

labours of many scholars, and chiefly Ludwig Ross, Leake,

Pittakys, -Rangabd, Le Bas, and later by Meier, Sauppe,

Kirchhoff, Kumanudes, Waddington. Together with the

development of this school of writers, there has gone on a

systematic exploration of some of the most famous sites

of antiquity, with the result of exhuming vast numbers
of inscriptions. Gyrene, Halicarnassus, Cnidus, Priene,

Rhodes, and Ephesus have been explored by the English

;

Athens, Eleusis, and Dodona by the English and the

Greeks; Olympia by the Greeks and Germans; Cyprus

by General Cesnela; Delphi and Delos by the French;

and Pergamos by the Germans. A German and a French

institute have been established at Athens, chiefly engageil

in the study of inscriptions. And still tlio work proceeds

at a rapid rate. For indeed the yield of inscriptions is

practically inexhaustible : each island, every city, was a

separate centre of corporate life, and it is significant to

note that in the island of Calymnos alone Mr Newton
collected over one hundred inscriotions, many of them
of considerable interests

The result of this has been that Boeckh's- great work,

though it never can be superseded, yet has ceased to be what
its name implies. The four volumes of the C. I. G. contaia

about 10,000 inscriptions. But the number of Greek
inscriptions now known has been estimated at 30,000 or

30,000.' Many of these are only to be found published iu

the scattered literature of dissertations, or in Greek, German,
and other periodicals. But several comprehensive collec-

tions have been attempted, among which may be named

—

'Ranga.hi, Antiquites Hellcniqucs, 2 vols., 1842-1855; Keil,

Sijlloge Inscriptionuvi Beeoticarnm, 1847; Kumanudes,
'ATTtK^s iTTtypa^ai cTTtru^^toi, 1871 ; Le Bas, Voyage Archeo-
logique, vols, i.-iii., in course of continuation by M. Wad-
dington

; G7-eek Inscriptions in the British Museum, edited

by C. T. Newton, pt. i., "Attika," by E. L. Hicks, 1874;
and above all the Corpses Inscriptionum Atticarum, under-

taken by the Berlin Academy, of wdiich there have already

appeared voL i. by Kirchhoff, 1873 (with supplement, by
tlie same, 1S77) ; vol. ii. pt. 1, by Kohler, 1877; vol iiL

pt. 1, by Dittenberger, 1878.

Tlie oljost extant Greek inscriptions anpe;ir to.dale from the Oldest
iniiUlIc of tlie Ttli century h.c. Durin;; the recent excavations at <»rnck

Olympia a nninber cf fiMgments of very anoieiit inscriptions have jnscri[»

been found, which have lieeii published in the recent numbers of
'">°*

the ybrJidoloijiscJiC Zcitunrj (1878-1880). But what is wanted is a
sufficient number of very cavly inscriptions of fi.xed date. One sucli

exists upon the ler; of a colossal Egyptian statue at Abu-Simbcl on
the upper Nile, wllcre certain Greek mercenaries in the service of

Kiui; rsamnietiduis recorded their names, as having explored tlio

^ An index to the four volumes was long wanting : it was at length
completed and appeared in 187?
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river np to the second cataract (C. I. G., 5126). Evon if Psani-

laetichus II. is meant, the inscnption ilates between 594 and 5S9

B.C. Documents earlier than the Persian war are not very frequent
;

bat after that period the stream of Greek inscriptions goes on, gene-

rally increasing in volume, down to late Byzantine times.

Classifi- Greek inscriptious may most conveniently be classified under the

cation, following heads ;—(1) those which illustrate political history
; (2)

th>.se connected with religion ; (3) those of a private character.

Political 1. Foremost among the inscriptions which illustrate Greek history

inscrip- and politics are the decrees o( senate and people (>^7j4>tV/iaTa $ov\^s,

t'ons. eKK\ija-ia$, fiic.) upon every subject which could concern the iuterests

of the state. These abound from every part of Greece. It is true that

n Itrgo number of them ai-e honorary, i.e., merely decrees granting

imbiic honoui-s (crowns, statues, citizenship, and other privileges)

to strangers who have done service to the particular city. But the

importance of an honorary decree depends upon the individual

and tlie services to which it refers. And even the mere headings

and datings of the decrees from various states afford curious and
valuable information upon the names and titles of the local magis-

trates, the names of months, and other details. Droysen in his

HdlaiUmus (1877-78) has shown how the history of Alexander and
liis successors is illustrated by contemporary ifTj^iV^aro. And when
the student of Athenian politics of the 5th and 4th centuries turns

to the 2d volume of the C. I. A., he may wonder at the abundance
of material before him ; it is like turning over the minutes of the

Athenian parliament. One example out of many must suffice :—No.
17 iu C. I. A., ii. pt. 1, is the famous decree of the archonship of

Nausinicus (378 B.C.)coucerning the reconstruction of the Athenian
confederacy. The terms of admission to the league occupy the face

of the marble ; at the bottom and on the left edge are inscribed tho

names of states which had already joined.

Inscribed laws {v6^ot) occur with tolerable frequency. The
following are examples :—A citation of a law of Draco's from the

trpwTQi &l(av of Solon's laws (C. /. A., i. 61 ; cf. Hermes, ii. p. 27)

;

a reassessment of the tribute payable by the Athenian allies in 425

B.C. {C I. A., i. 37 ; Kbhler, Urkandcii und Unlcrsiichungcii zur
GcschiclUc dcs Ddisch-attisclicn Bundfs, 1870, p. 63) ; a law passed

by the Amphictyonic council at Delphi, 3S0 B.C. (Bocekh, C. I. G.,

1633; C. I. .4., ii. 545); law concerning Athenian weights and
measures (Bocckli, Staatshaiislialtung, vol. ii. p. 356 ; C. I. G., 123);
the futile sutnptuary hiw of Diocletian concerning the maximum
prices for all articles sold throughout tlie empire ("Waddington, Edit
dc DiocUllcn, 1864 ; Momrasen, C. L Lai., vol. iii. pt. 2, 801 sq.).

Besides the inscribed IrecUks previously referred to, we may in-

Rtanco the following :—Bi/tween Athens and Chalcis iu Eubcca, 445
II. c. (C. /. A., suppl. to vol. i., 27rE); between Athens and Rhegium,
433 B.C. (6*. /. A., i. 33, aiyi suppl. ibid., p. 13); between Athens
and Lcoutini, dated the same day as the preceding (C. /. A., suppl.

to vol. i.,33a); between Athens and Bceotia, 395 B.C. {C. I. .^., ii. 6);

between Athens and Chalcis, 378 B.C. (ibid., p. 398) ; between
Athens and Sparta, 271 B.C. (C. /. A., ii. No. 332) ; between
Hcrmias of Atarn eus and the Ionian Erythno, about 350 B.C. (Lc
BasandWaddington, Voyage Arek., iii. 1536a) ; treaties in the local

dialect between various cities of Crete, 3d centuiy B.C. {C.I. G.,

2554-6 ; Rangabc, Ant. ifclleii., 2478 ; Hermes, iv. 266). Egger's

£iudes Itistonqucs stir ics traites publics chcz Ics Grccs et chcz lc3

JloffiaiJis (Paris, 1866) embraces a good many of these documents.
The international relation of Greek cities is further illustrated by

awai-isof disputed lanils, delivered bya third city called in {iKKKijTos

ir(S\{i) to arbitrate between the contending states, e.g., Rhodian
award as between Sainos and Priene (C. /. (7., 2905 ; Le Has and
AVaJd.. Vol/. Arch., iii. No. 189 sq.) ; Milesian between Mcssenians
and Spartans, recently discovered at 01ympi a {Airh. Zcit, 1876,

p. 123 ; see Tac, Ann. iv. 43) ; and many others. Akin to tlicso

are decrees in honour of judges called in from a neutral city {^tviKhv

SiKacrrjjptoc)' to iry suits between citizens which were complicated
by political partisanship (see C. /. ff., No. 2349&, and Boeckh's
remarks).

Letters from kingo are frequent ; as from Lysiraachus to the
Samians(<7. /. C, 2254); from Antigonus I. directing the transfer of

the population of Lebcdus to Teos (Le Bas-'Wadd., Voy. Arch.^ iii.

No. 86). Letters from Roman emperors are commoner still ; such
as 0. I. G., 3175, 3176, 3178, 3834.

T!ie internal administration of Greek towns is illustrated by the
mir.utc and complete lists of the treasures in the Parthenon of tho
tim'- of th? Peloponncsian war (Boeckh, Staatshaush., vol. ii.); public
accounts of Athenian expenditure {ibid.) ; records of tha Athenian
navy iu tho 4th century, fonning vol. iii. of the same work. The
mnnagcraeut of public lands and mines is specially illustrated from
inscriptions {ibid., vol. i. passim) ; and the political constitution of
dilferent cities often receives light from inscriptions which cannot
be g.iiued elsewhere {e.g., see the document from Cyzicus, C. I. G.,

3665, and Boeckh's note).

Inscriptions iu honoiir of kings and emperors are very common.
Tho }rarmor Ancijranum has already been mentioned ; but an
earlier example is the Monummtum A^ulitanura (from Abyssinia,

Q. I. (?., 5127) reciting the achievements of Ptolemy Eucrgetes I.

Offerings in temples (ai-afJ^/iarc) are often of great historical valuw
e.g., thu helmet of Hiero, now in the British Museum, dedicated atf

Oiyrapia after his victory over the Etni.'^cans, 474 B.C. (C. /. G., 16)

;

and the bronze base of the golden tripod dedicated at Delphi after

the victon,^ of Platiea, and earned off to Constantinople by Constan-

ttne (Detliier und Jlordtmann, Epigraphik von Byzantion, 1874).

2. The religion of Greece in its external aspects is the subject of Reli-

a great number of inscriptions. The following are a few specimens. giou5

(1) Institution of festivals, with elaborate ritual directions—see iaRcripi

Suupl>e, Die Mystcricninschrift ai(S Andania, 1860, and the singular tioua.

document from the Ephesian theatre, in Wood's Epkcsiis, appendix

vi. 1 ;
the following also relate to festivals—C. 7. G., 1845, 23Q0.

2715, 3059, 3599, S6416. (2) Laws defining the appointment,

duties, or perquisites of the priesthood

—

C. I. G., 2656; Staats-

7iai(sh.,i\.\t. 121 sq. (3) Curiouscalendar of sacrifices from Myconus,
'ABriyaioi/, ii. p. 237. (4) Fi-agment of augury rules, Ephesus, 6tli

century B.C. , C. I. G., 2953. {Z) Leases of TCjueVTj and sacred lands—-

C. I. (?., 103, 104, 2693ff, 2694 ; Le Bas and Wadd., Voy. Arch., iiii

No. 415, &c. (6) Imprecations ^uitten on lead, and placed in tombs
or in temples—Franz, EL Epigr. Gr., p. 168; Newton. Cnidus,

Jfalicarnassus, and Branchidx, pi. 7, 13. (7) Oracles are referred

to-a I. G., ii. p. 1091 (Ross, Archdol. Aiifs., p. 495) ; C. I. ff.,

2717. (8) Among the inscriptions from Delphi few are more curious

than those relating to the enfranchisemeirt of slaves under the form
of sale to a god (see '=Foui;art, Snr Vaffranchissonent dcs esclovcs pat"

forme dc vcnte, &e., Paris, 1857). This catalogue might be eukirged

indefinitely.

3. There remain a large number of inscriptions of a more strictly Privata

private character. The famous Parian marble (C. /. (?., 2374) falls inscrip^

under this head ; it was a system of chronology drawn up, perhaps tJons,

by a schoolmaster, in the 3d century B.C. The excessive devotion

of the later Greelcs to athletic and other competitions at festivals is

revealed by the numerous dedications made by victorious competi-

tors who record their successes (see C. L G., passim). The dedica-

tions and honorary inscriptions relating to the Ephebi of later Athens
(which occupy half of C. I. A., iii. pt. 1), dreary as they seem, have

yet thrown a curious light upon the academic life of Roman Athens

(see A. Dumont, Essai snr V£phibie Attiqiie) ; and from these and
similar late inscriptions the attempt has been made to construct

Fasti of tho later archons (Dumont, Essai sur la ckronoJogie dcs

Arehontes Athiniens, 1870; R. Neubauer, Commentationcs Epi-

graphicx, 1 S69 ; Westermann iu Pauly's Rcal-Encyclopadie, vol. i.

,

new ed., s.v. Arehontes). The sepulchral monuments have been

beautifully illustrated in Stackelberg's Grtihcr der Hellcnen (cf.

Pervanoglu, Die Grahstcinc d. alt. Griechcn, Leipsic, 1863). Some
of the most interesting epitaphs in the C. I. G. are from Aphro-

disias and Smj-ma. Kumanudes's collection of Attic epitaphs has

been mentioned above ; they yield a good deal of information about

the Attic demes, and some of them are of high importance, e.g., the

epitaph on the slain in the year 458 B.C. {C. I. G., 165), and on
those who fell before PotidKa(C. /. A., i. 442). Closely connected

with sepulchral inscriptions is the famous "Will of Epicteta"

(C. /. G., 2448). It was also customary at Athens for lands moil;-

gaged to be indicated by boundai-y-stones inscribed ^nth the names
of mortgager and mortgagee, and the amoupt (Franz, El. Epigr.

Gr., p. 168, 33S) ; other Spot are common enough.

The names of sculptors inscribed on the bases of statues were col-

lected in 1871 by G. Hirschfeld {Tititli StaixiaHonivi Scidptorum-

quc); but since then tho number has been greatly increased by
excavations at Olympia and elsewhere. In most cases the artists

are unknov.'n to fame. Among the exceptions are the names of

Pythagoras of Rhegium, whom we now know to have been a native

of Samos {Arch. Zcit., 1878, p. 82), Polyclitiis the younger {Arch.\

Zcit., 1878, p. 12^, and Pjconius of Mende, who sculptured the marble

Nike at Olympia {Arch. Zcit., 1875, p. 178).

The bearing of inscriptions upon the study of dialects is very Study of

obvious. A handy collection has been made by Cauer {Delectus dialects,

Iiiscr. Gr., Leipsic, 1S77) of the principal inscriptions illustrating

this subject ; and the dialect of the Athenian dramatists has been

illustrated from inscriptions by Wecklein {Curse Ejngr. ad Gram-
matieam Greecam, ct Podas scenicos pertinentes, Leipsic, 1869).

The date of inscriptions is determined partly by the internal evi- Date of.

dence of the subject, persons, and events treated of, and the charac- inscrip-,

ter of the dialect and language. But the most important evidence tions.

is the form of the letters and style of execution. Much of this evi-

dence is of a kind difficult to appreciate from a mere description.

Yet—besides the ^nvarpo<priZ6v writing of many early documents-
we may mention the contrast between the stiff, angular characters

which prevailed before 500 or 450 B.C. and the graceful yet simple

forms of the Periclean age. This development was part of the

genei-al movement of the time. Inscriptions of this period are usually

written (noixT\t6v, i.e., the letters are in line vertically as well as

horizontally. From the archonship of Euclides (403 B.C. ) onwards,

the Athenians adopted tho fuller alphabet which had obtained in

Ionia since the 6th century. Before 403 b. c. ^ and it were expressed

in Attic inscriptions by X2 and *2, while E did duty for n, e, and

sometimes et, O for o, ov, and w,—H being used only for the aspiratej
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jThe documents of i.ycurgus's aJniiiiistration are recognized by their

small, neat characters, very carefully inscribed. The Macedonian

period betrays a falling off in neatness and firmness of execution,—

]the letters being usually small and scratchy, excepting in inscrip-

tions relating to great' personages, when the characters are often

very large and handsome. At this time came in the use of ajjices

as an ornament of letters. These tendencies increased during the

period of Roman dominion in Greece, and gradually, especially in

I Asia Minor, the iota adscriplwii was dropped. The Greek charactcl s

,of the Augustan age indicate a period of restoration ;
they are

uniformly "clear, handsome, and adorned with apices. Under the

'empire the characters fast degenerated, combining increased orna-

ment with less delicacy of execution. In the 2d or 3d century,

if not earlier, the circular and square sigma (c, C) occur, together

i-with the circular epsilon (£). There are a good many pretty in-

'scriiitions under the Antonines ; but later the mitiug grows more

coarse and clumsy until Byzantine times, when the forms appear

barbarous indeed beside on inscription of the Augustan or even

'Antonine age.

The finest coUectious of inscribed Greek marbles are of course at

Athens. There are also good collections, public and private; at

Smyrna and Constantinople. The British Museum contains the best

collection out of Athens (now being edited) ; the Louvre contains

a good many (edited by Froliner, Lcs iiiscriplions Orccques du music

da Louvre, 1865) ; the Oxford collection is very vaUiable, and fairly

large ; and there are some valuable inscriptions also at Cambridge.

The following essays civc good outlines of the whole 8ui)ject :—Eocckh, C. I. O.,

preface to vol. i. ; Westcmiann in Pauly's Eeal-Encycl., 8. v. Inscriptlones ; Eci^er,

* Deacollocliona d' Inscriptions Grecqucs" in Journal desSai'ants, ISTl ; C. T. New-

tun, Esmt/s oi>Arl and Anhteology. 1880, p. 95. 209. Besides the ivorlts ahcady

qnotcd, tlic following should be mentioned ;—Boeckh's Kleine 5cAr(/V<'n ; 'Wesclici--

Foucart, Inicriptiona recueillies a De'phes, 1863 ; Mlchaelis,i)eryflrf/ie7n)n ;
Wad-

dlngton, FasCs t/es Prorinces Asiatiques, part i., 1872. and Memoire sur la chrm-

ologle ds la tie da rheleitr Arisltde; Kiichhoff, Studien znr Oeschlchle dcr

griechUchen Alphabets, 18C7 ; Kell, Specimen Otioniatologi Orxci, 1840, and

Analecta Epigiaphica et Onomalologica, 1842 ; C. Cuilius. Studien und Vrkunden

tur Geschichte von S^jmos, Liibeek, 1877 ; Meier, De proxenia, 1843, and Hie Pri-

vatschiedsriehter und die bffenllichen Dihteten ^/ftfns. Halle, 184G ; hilant. An
fuei-int apud Gr.vcos Judices certi titibus inter civitates componendis, diss, inaug ,

Bcrl., 1802 ; Foucai't, J)es Associations Rcligieuses Chez les Greca, Paris, 1873 ;

LUders, Die DionyiiKhen Kiinstter, Berl., 1873. (E. L. H.)

V. Roman.

I. Rcrman Inscriptions (by which general name are de-

signated, in classical archeology, all non-literary remains

of the Latin language, with the exception of coins, letters

and journals) fall into two distinct classes, viz. (1) those

which were written upon other objects of various kinds, to

denote their peculiar purpose, and in this way have been

preserved along with them; and (2) those which them-

selves are the objects, written, to be durable, as a rule, on

metal or stone. The first class is that of inscripl ions in

the stricter sense of the word (styled by the Romans iituli,

by tho Germans Aitfschriften) ; the second is tha't of instru-

ments or charters, public and private (styled by the Romans
first leffes, afterwards instrumenta or tabula, and by tho

Germans Urlcunden).

No ancient Latin authors have professedly collected and

explained or handed down to us Roman inscriptions.

Some of the orators and historians, such as Cicero, Livy,

Pliny the elder, and Suetonius among the Latins, and

Polybius, Dionysius of Halicarnassu.s, and Josephus among
the Greeks, occasionally mention inscriptions of high

historical interest. A few grammarians, as for examplcj

Varro, Verrius Flaccus, and Valerius Frobus of Eerytus,

quote ancient words or formulx from them, or explain tlie

abbreviations used in tlicm. Juridical instruments, laws,

constitutions of emperors, senaius consnlia, and the like

appear here and there in the various collections of Roman
jurisprudence.

Inscriptions (in tho wider sense, as we shall henceforth

call them without regard to the distinction which has

been drawn) have been found in nearly every centre of

ancient Roman life, but, like many other remaius of

antiquity, only seldom in their original sites. The great

mass of them has to be soi'.ght for in the large European

museums of ancient art, and in the smaller local collections

of aucient remains which occur nearly everywhere in the

Europe.iu provinces of the former Roman empire, as well

as in the north of Africa, and also here and there in Asia"

Minor.

Only those copies of inscriptions are to be received witli

full confidence which are furnished by experienced and
well-equipped scholars, or which have been made with the

help of mechanical methods (casts, photographs, moist and
dry rubbings), not always applicable with equal success,

but depending on the position and the state of preserva-

tion of the monuments.^ From the first revival of classical

learning in the Carolingian age, attention was paid anew,

by pilgrims to Rome and other places worth visiting, to

epigraphic monuments also. In the time of the Renaissance,

from the end of the 14th century downwards, some of

the leading Italian scholars, like Poggio and Signorili, and

the antiquarian traveller Cyriacus of Ancona, collected

inscriptions, Greek and Latin.- In the 15th century large

collections of the inscriptions of all countries, or of limited

districts, were made by Giovanni Marcanova, Fra Felice

Feliciano, Fra Michele Ferrarino, Fra Giocondo the arclii-

tect of Verona, Marino Sanudo the Venetian polyhistor,

and others. At the end of the 15th and the beginning of

the 16th, the first printed collections can be recorded

(Spreti's for Ravenna, 1489 ; Peutinger's for Augsburg,

1508 ; Huttich's for Mainz, 1520 ; Francesco degli Alber-

tini's for Rome, printed in 1521 by Jacopo Mazochi),

while during the same century, a long list of epigrapliic

travellers, like Pighius, Eambertus, and Accursius, or

antiquarian collectors, like Sigonius, Panvinius, Antonius

Augustinus with his collaborators Ursinus and Metel'us,

and many others, were busy in augmenting the stock of

epigraphic monuments. The series of printed epigraphic

Corpora begins with that of Apianus (Ingolstadt, 1534),

the only one arranged in geographical order, and is con-

tinued in those of Smetius (1558, but edited only after

tho author's death by Justus Lipsius, 1588), Gruter (with

Joseph Scaliger's Indices, 1603, and re-edited by Grcevius,

1707), Gudius (about 1660, edited by Hessel, 1731),

Reinesius (1682), Fabretti (1C99), Gori (1726), Doni

(1731), Muratori(1739), Mafi'ei (1749), Donati (1765-75).

These collections, manuscript and printed, will never

altogether lose their value, as great numbers of inscriptions

known to the ancient collectors have since been lost or

destroyed. But, inasmuch as even towards the beginning

of tho 15th century, as well as afterwards, especially from

the 16th down to a very recent period, all sorts of inaccu-

racies, interpolations, and even downright falsifications,

found their way into the Corpora, these can be employed

only with the greatest caution. Modern critical research

in the field of epigraphy began with the detection of thoso

forgeries (especially of the very extensive and slcilful ones

of Pirro Ligorio, tho architect to the house of Este) by
Mafi'ei, Olivieri, and Marini. The last-named scholar

opens a new era of truly critical and scientific handling

of Roman inscriptions (especially in his standard work en

the Aiti dei Fratelli Arvali, Rome, 1795); his disciple

and successor, Count Bartolomeo Borghesi (who died at

San Marino in 1860), may be rightly called tho founder

of the modern science of Roman epigraphy.' ' Orelli's

handy collection of Roman inscriptions (2 vols., Zurich,

1828) is a first attempt to make accessible to a larger

scientific public the results of the researches of Marini and

his successors ; but it was not completed (and thoroughly

corrected) until nearly thirty years later, by Henzen (Orelli,

vol. iii., with the indispensable Indices, Zurich, 1856), who,

' See E. Hiibner, Ueler medmnische Copiem ven _ Jmthri/lcn,

Berlin, 18S1. _ ^
2 Compare De Hossi, Btilhtlino deW Instittito UTchcchrjico, 1871,

p. 1 sq.

' Of his works, published byrthe French GovernTticnt, nine Toiurjc»

4to (Paris, 1S02-50) have already appealed.
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witli Momtrisen and De Rossi,- earned out tlio plan of a

uniTersal Corpus hiscripiionnm Latinanim, previously pro-

jected by Maffei (1732), by Kellermann and Sarti (1832),

witli Borghesi's help, and by Letronne and Egger (1S43).

After the appearance of Mommsen's Inscripdones regid

Neapolitani Lalinm (Leipsic, 1852) and his Inscriptioiies

Confcederationis llelveticse Latinx (vol. x. of the publica-

tions of the Zurich Antiquarian Society, 1S54), the publica-

tion of the C. /. L., following the similar work on the Greek
inscriptions, was undertaken by the Eoyal Academy of

Sciences of Berlin. This work, in which the previous

literature is fully described and utilized, consists of the

following parts:—vol i., Iiiscripliones Antiqnissimx ad
C. Csssaris mortem, ty Mommsen (Berlin, 1863), with the

Fasti Consxdares by Henzen, and the Indices by Hiibner
;

Ritschl's Prises: Latinitatis monnmenta epiyruj^liica (Berlin,

1862, fol.) form the graphic illustration to vol. i., giving

nil extant monuments of the republican epoch (with five

Supplementa, Bonn, 1862-65 ; R. Garrucci's Syllorje In-

scriptionum Latinarvm eevi Romanx reipublicai usque ad
C. Ittlium Cxsarem plenissima, 2 vols., Turin, 1875-77,
must be used with caution) ; vol. ii., Inscr. Jlispanix by
Hiibner (1869) ; vol. iii., Inscr. Asix, provinciarum Europx
Grxcarum,Illyri<x, by Mommsen ; vol. iv., Inscr. parielarix

Pompeianx Uerculanenses Stahianx (the scratched and
painted inscriptions ciietly of Pompeii) by Zangemeister

(1871); vol v., laser. Gallix cisalpinx, i\\3.i \s, regionis

ItaXix decimx and undecimx et noiix (1872-77); vol. vi.,

part i., Inscr.- urhis Pomx, by Henzen (part ii. in the

press) ; vol viL, Inscr. Britannix, by Hiibner (1873) ; vol.

viii.y Inscr. A/ricx, by Wilmanus and Jlonirasen (to be

published in 1881 ; here Kenier's Inscriptions Pomaines de

VAlgerie, Taris 1855-1860, though not finished, may be

consulted) ; vols. ix. and x., Inscr. Itcdix inferioris, by
Mommsen (to be published in 1881 or 1882); vol xi.,

Inscr. Italix superioris, by Bormann, vol xii., Inscr. Gallix,

by Hirschfeld (a subject partly treated in W. Brambach's

Corpus Inscriptionum Rhenanarum, <tc., Elberfeld, 1866),

Tol siii., Inscr. Italix mediie, by Dessau, and a concluding

volume of general indexes are either in the press or in

preparation. The arrangement observed in the Corpus, is

the geographical (as in Apianus) ; within the single towns
the order of subjects (titidi sacri, mayistoainum, prtvatorxim,

&c., as in Smetius) is followed, with some few exceptions,

where the monuments are so numerous (as in tho forum of

Rome—see H. Jordan, "Sylloge inscr. fori Romo^m," Pphem.
tpigr., iiL p. 237 sq.—and at Pompeii and Lambtesis)

tnat they can be assigned to their original places. Run-
ning supplements to the C. I. L. are given in the Ephe-
meris epigraphica, Corporis Inscr. Latinarum Supplementum
(4 vols., Berlin, 1872-80). The inscriptions in the other

Italian dialects Lave been published by Aufrecht and
Kirchho6F {^Die umbrischen Sprackdenkmdler, 2 vols.,

Berlin, 1849-51), Mommsen {Die unterilalischen Dialeete,

Leipsic, 1850), Fabretti {Corpus Inscriptionum Italiearum
antiquioris xvi, Turin, 1867, with three supplements, ibid.,

1872-77), Corssen {Ueber die Spracheder Etrusker, 2 vols.,

Leipsic, 1874-75 ; see also Deecke, EtrusHsehe Forsehung-
tn, L to iv., Stuttgart, 1875-80); for farther particulars on
the Italian dialects see Hiibner's Grundriss zu Vorlcsungen

aber die lateinische Grammatik, 2J ei, Berlin, 1880|p. 9).

For the Christian inscriptions of Rome, and of Gaul, Spain,

and Britain, see Do Rossi's Inscr. Chrislianx urbis Romx
teptimo sxcuh aiUiquiores, vol i. (Rome, 1857), and the

same author's Roma sotterranea (3 vols., Rome, 1861-77),
with the BullettiAO di Archeologia cristiana (Rome, 1873-
80), tho Inscriptions Chretiennes de la Gaule of Le Elant

(2 vols., Paris, 1857-65), and the Inscr. Hispaniie Chris-

tiana and Inscr. Pritannix Chrislianx of HUbner (Berlin,

187!, 1876). As splendidly illustrated works on tho I-:tin

inscriptions of some districts, Alphonse de Boissieu's In-

scrijHions antiques de Zyo?i (Lyons, 1846-54), Cb. Robert'^

Epigraphie romaine de la Moselle (Paris, 1875), and J. C.

Bruce's Lapidarium seplentrionale (London and Newcastle,

1875) can be recommended. Besides the above-mentioned

Orelli-Henzen collection, G. Wilmanns'a Exempla Inscrip-

tionum Latinarum (2 vols., Berlin, 1873, with copious

indexes) gives a general synopsis of the materials.

II. The alphabet used by the Romans is identical with

that of the Chalcidian colonies in southern Italy and
Sicily (viz., Cyme, Neapolls, Rhegiuni, Zancle, Naxos,

and Himera), except the three aspirates 0, 4'tX'> these, being

of no use in ancient Latin, which had no such aspirates,

were employed as numerals. The old Z, which occupied

the seventh place in the alphabet, being of rare employ-

ment, was replaced, as early as the 4th century A.0.C.,

by G, a letter formed by the addition of a stroke out of

the old gamma C, which became identical in sound with

K, though remaining in use as an abbreviation for Gains

and Gnxus. To that standard alphabet of twenty-ono

letters were appended, in Cicero's time, the Greek letters

V and C In this alphabet (ABCDEFGHIKLMNOPQ
RSTVXYZ, in this form found written on the walls of

Pompeii, on tiles and other monuments) the forms of the

single letters vary not inconsiderably, according to the

material of the monuments, their age, and their origin.

Carefully cut letters, especially when on a largo scale,

naturally differ from those scratched or painted on walls

by non-professional hands, or hewn on rocks by soldiers;

and small incised (or dotted) letters on metal or ivory and

bone, and those painted on earthenware, or impressed on it

or on glass before burning, are also necessarily of a different

character. The letters, ordinarily drawn with minium ou

the monument before being cut (and also often painted,

after having been cut, with tho same colour), sometimes

have been painted with a brush, and thence receive a

peculiar form. A, in the most ancient period (before tho

Second Punic War), appears in these forms, A A A ; !-, in

the same epoch, is acute-angled (as in the Chalcidian

alphabet), W; P.is rectilineal, P ; Q has a perpendicular

stroke, 9; B, D, R, S are often not rounded, but acute-angled

C5 t> i^'^); O and Q appear sometimes not closed (0,0).

Besides E and F (which usually have their horizontal

strokes of equal length and not as in modern printing),

there were in use some quasi-cursive forms, V and II; and

besides M (which, at the best periods, has its two exterior

strokes inclined, not perpendicular, and the middle poind

extended to the foot of the line), a cursive llll is to be found.

In later periods, F is sometimes elevated above the other

letters (and afterwards not F only), G assumes the form S,
H appears as h , and L as k ,—to mention only some promi-

nent diversities, for a complete history of the palteographic

changes of the Roman alphabet has not yet been written.

In general, the old quadrate forms of the letters, with equal

breadth of strokes above and below, become, by degrees,

more slender and elegant, tho tops and angles being

slightly curved, &c. Additions to tho Roman alphabet

were made, but without permanent success, by the emperor

Claudius (J for V the consonant, to distinguish it from V

the vowel, O for the Greek if/, f- for the sound between i

and «, as in bybliotheca ; he wrote also ai lot ae). To
distinguish, after the later Greek usage, long from short

vowels, in tho course of tho 7th century A.n.c. the plan

of doubling them was introduced for a, e, and (not u),

while the long i was writtecr fi, and afterwards indicated

by the prolonged form 1. At the end of the republic these

distinctions disappear, and long .vowels are distinguislied,

when at all, by an apex (a stroke or a curved lino upon
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tliem , not an accent), duwu to the opocli of tlie cmiieror

JFarcus Aurelius. In somo very rare iustaiices the duuljling

i)f consonants is indicated by a sicilicus, a houk {') upon
tliem. Tlie double i indicates, in some examples, from
Cajsar down to Domitian, the consonantalj (as in cuiius,

eiiun). To save space, on coins first and afterwards in

inscriptions also, two or three or even more letters were
joined, especially at the end of the lines, to a nexus or a

Uijutum. This system of compendious writing, very rare

in the republican epoch, and slowly extending itself during

the 1st century, became rather frequent in the 2d and 3d,

especially in Spain and Africa. There is no constant

system in these nexus litterarum, but generally the rule

is observed that no substantial element of a single letter

is to be counted for twice (thus, e.r/., -f is it or ti, not Titi).

In the republican period, the numbers from one to nine

are mostly written in the additive form (1 II III Mil V VI VM
VIII Villi), and similacly in combination with X, XX, and
so on (XXXX, LXXXX) ; V, for five, seems to be a graphic
division of X. The x "f tl^B Chalcidian alphabet, i/, is

the numeral for fifty (afterwards X and L, which has
originally nothing to do with the letter L); the a, Q, is

that fur a hundred (replaced early by the initial of the word
ceiitnm, C) ; the <p, ® , is tliat for a thousand (afterwards M,
the initial of mille), of which m ,00 aro only slight graphic
alterations. The multiples of a thousand by 10 are written
thus ^(10,000), fm (100,000). From ® came, by graphic
division, J) (not D the letter) for 500 (with R 5000, ^
50,000). A peculiar mark (Oj) appears rarely for 500,000
{Hermes, iii., 18G8, p. 407). Numerals are usually dis-

tinguished from letters in the ancient period, down to the
end of the republic, by a stroke drawn through them, as in

[ttVlR, dno{m) vir{om) -H S duo semis {sestertius), -B 500;
it was afterwards put above them, as in TiVIR. XVIR, liriilVIR,

(liiotiir, devemoir, sevir.^

The direction of the writing is, even in the oldest in-

scriptions, from left to right ; there exists only one very
ancient example of an inscription, found at the lake
jFucinus, written in a kind of /iova-TpoiprjSov arrangement
(H. Jordan, Hermes, vol xv., 1880, p. 5), while in th'e

Sabollic inscriptions similar arrangements are not in-

frequent. Kach word is separated from the otlier by a

sign of interpunction, which is not wanted, therefore, at

the end of lines or of the whole text. Exceptions to this

rule occur only in the later period (from the 2d century
downwards),, and sometimes under special conditions, as
when abridged words form the end of the line. Here and
there even the dillereut syllables of each word are separated
by interpunction. The interpunction is formed by a single
dot (except in some very ancient inscriptions, such as those
of Pisaurum, where, as in Greek and other Italian monu-
ments, three dots • are used), which, according to the
technical skill of the different periods in stone-cutting, is

in some very ancient inscriptions quadrangular, or similar
to tin oblique cross ( x ), or oblong (as a bold stroke), but,
as a rule, triangular, and never circular. This triangular
dot changes, by ornamentation, into a hook (7) or a leaf

(( f ); the ivy-leaf-shaped dot is especially frequent in in-

scriptions from about the 2d century downwards. The
dot is always placed at the middle height of the letters,

lint, as now, at the foot of the line. In large texts of in-

struments the interpunction is often omitted; in the later
period it is often entirely wanting ; and in short texts, in
the- disposition of the Imes, in tho varying sizes of the
iletters employed, in the division of words at the end of
Itho, lines, A-c, certain rules are observed, which cannot be
f«iqtailcd here. In some instances older inscriptions havj

" Fur iitliiT <ii';.-,!K 01 lumioncal iiotntion. tractions, Kc, see tlie

>»aminU of iiiptvoloi'v.

I been cancelled and more recent 'ones substituted ."--r^.^ op

I

milestones), especially in the case of the daninmio i.ttr-

I
morue (in cases of high treason), in consequence of wuicfi

the names of consuls and emperors are often cancelled
j

bat in modern times also inscriptions have been delibe-

rately destroyed or lost ones restored.'

For understanding the texts of the inscriptions an accii;

rate knowledge of the system of abbreviations used in theiu
is necessai'y. These are almost invariably liiterai siiir/itlares]

that is to say, the initial letter is employed for the entira

word (in all its grammatical forms), or, if one initial, as

belonging to more than one word, is not sufficiently clear,

the first two or even the first three letters are employed

;

rarely more than three. Abbreviations iu the true sense
of the word (by dropping some letters at the end) are to

be found, in the older period, only at the end of lines,

and not frequently. In the later period some instances
of them have been observed. The litterx sin^vlurcs, as

Valerius Probus taught, are either generally employee!
{usus generaUs) in all classes of written documents (and
so in literature also), as, for instance, those of the iudi]

'

vidual names (the pnenomina), the names of days antj

feasts {k-cd. for kalendee), and those of the'chief magistrates
{cos. for consul) and the like ; or they belong chiefly (bul

not exclusively) to certain classes of documents, such as

those used in juridical acts {I. for /ex, h. for heres, s. d. mi
for sine dolo malo, and so on), in sepulchral inscriptions'

{h. s. e., hie situs est) or in dedicatory inscriptions {v. s. I. ni.'j

votum solvit libens merito), &c.--

It may be observed here that ills'pfSnmniria are, as t

rule, always written in the universally known abbrevia'

tions (in the few instances where they are written in full

it is a consequence of Greek influence or of .peculiar cif

cumstauces). The gentilicia in -ins are abridged, in th(

republican period, in -i (in the nominative, perhaps for -is)]

In the always abbreviated indications of ancestors oi

patrons (in the case of slaves and freedmen), as C.f.,'Gai
filius, M. L, Marci libertus {s. for servus is not frequent))

the feminine gender is sometimes indicated by inversion ol

the letters. Thus 0. I. (or lib.) or W (an inverted M) ;;

designates a midieris libertus ; 1 and T are used for Jiliaj

2nipilla. On the tribns and their abbreviations, and ou
the so-called military trihus (which are names 'of coloflieiS

collocated, for the sake of symmetry, at the place usually
occupied, in tho nomenclatxire, by the tribus), and on tho
other indications of origin used in the designation,ot in^

dividuals, the indexes to the above-named works give
sufficient information ; on the geographical distribiition of
the tribus, see Grotefend's Imperiitm Romamim tribittim tie-'

scriptum (Hanover, 1863). For th'e abbreviations of official

cliarges, urban and municipal, and,' in the imperial' period;

civil and military (to wliich, beginning with the 4th cen-

tury, «ome Christian designations are to be added), s'ee alsti

the explanations given in the indexes. Among these abbren

viations the first instances are to be found of the -indication

of the plural number by doubling the last lelS;er; thid

Augg., Caess., coss., d^l. nn. (doniini nostri), are used fron}

the, 3d century downwards (see De Rossi's preface to the

Inscriptiones Christ, vrbis i?o»m') to distinguish them fronjl

Aug., Caes., as designating the singular, ^g In _ the' latM
period, a dot or a stroke over the' abridged word,* like than

upon numerals, here, and there indicates the atibreviatioii.''l_ .

:
. _ ^

,, - On the systCDi of Komau ]ionie]iclHtii,re and the abbreviations cm-
ployed in it, see Oi-elli, cap. viii. (-^vith "W'ilmanns's J;m/i't??rt, ii. p.

197\ and especially Monimsen iu Ji-Omisclic Forschunrien, vol. i. ]'. 1|

sq., and in Hermes, iii., 18G9, p. 70; on UtecofjnQmina (but only.tbos^

oceurijng in aiicient literature), EUendt {Dc co'jnombie et cignomiii&

P^vmano, Kdnigsberg, lSo3), and ou the local cctjnoihina of tbe Roniaa
jiatriciate. Monnnsen, li^w. Foisch., in p. 200 srj. ; on th'e nominagpni
t'tii-i", Hiibiier [Ephan. cpiyr.. ii. p. 25 57.). T.i'e indexes to OreUl^

Wilm.mns. and the volumes of tlie Vu,'xi\ii lyay aljflhe jMusulted.
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III.—1. Among tlie inscriptions in the sh-icter sense (the titiili),

perhaps the oldest, and certainly the most frequent, are the scjml-

chral inscriiitions {iiinli sepulcralcs). Of the different forms of

Koman tombs, partly depending upon the difference between buiial

and cremation, which were in use side by side, the latest and a

very eompleto account is given in Marquardt's Handbiich dcr

romischcn Altcrihiimcr (vol. vii. part i., Leipsic, 1879, p. 330 sq.).

The most ancient examples are those of a scpulcrctiiin at Prreneste

{C. I. L., i. 74, 165, 1501 a-rf; Ephem. epigr., i. 25-131, WiLlSS);
the oldest of these containr nothing but the name of the deceased

In the nominative ; those of more recent date give it in the genitive.

The oldest and simplest form remained always in use down to

Christian times ; it is that used on tlie large tectonic monuments
of the Augustan age {e.g., that of Cascilia Metella, C. I. L., vi.r274)

and iu the mausolca of most of the emperors, and is still frequent

in the titidi of the large columbaria of the same age (C. /. i. , vi.,

part ii.). It was early succeeded by the lists of names, given

also in the nominative, when more than one individual, either

dead or alive, were to be indicated as sharers of a tomb. To
distinguish the members still alive, a v {vivify vivos^ vivi) was
prefixed to their names {e.g., C. I. L., i. 1020, 1195, 1271);
the deceased were sometimes marked by the 6^ra nigruDt

(C. /. X., i. 1032; Wil. 158; see also C. I. L., vi. 10251 sq.).

Only the names in the nominative are shown, too, on the sarcophagi

of the TvApUii and Fourii at Tusculum (C. /. L., i. 65-72 ; Wil.

152), and in the oldest inscriptions on those oi the ScipioncSy

painted with minium {C.T. L., i. 29; "SVil. 537), to which were
added afterwards the insignia of the magisiratus curulcs {C. I. i.,

i. 31; Wil., 53S) and the poetical clogia. Of a somewhat diflerent

kind are the inscriptions scratched without much care on very

simple earthen vessels which belonged to a scpitlcrctum of the

lower class, situated outside the porta Capcna at Rome, on the

Appian road, near the old church of San Cesario (C. /. i., i.

882-1005, 1539, 1539 a-(^= a/.i., vi. 8211-8397; Wil. 176); they

can be ascribed to the period of the GracchL On these o//^,

besides the name of the deceaseJ, also for the most part iu the

nominative, but on the more recent in the genitive, the date of a

day, prob.ibly that of the death, is noted ; here and there ohit

(or 0.) is added. About the same epoch, at the beginning of the

6th century, along with the growing taste for tectonic ornamen-
tation of the tombs in the Greek style, poetical epigrams were
added to the simple sepulchral tltulus, especially amongst the

half-Greek middle class rapidly increasing in Fome and Italy ;

Satui-nian {C. I. L., i. 1006), iambic (1007-1010), and dactylic

(1011, compare Annali delV InstiliUo Arckcologico, vol. xxxvii.,

p. 308) verses become more and more frequent in epitaphs (see

Wil. 548 sq.). In prose also short designations of the mental
qualities of the deceased {homo bonus, miscricors, arnans paiq^crmn,
or icxor frwji bona 2}>idica, and the like), short dialogues with the

passer-by (originally borrowed from Greek poetry), as vale-salve,

snlrim ire, vale ct tu, kc. (Wil. 180), then indications of his con-

dition in his lifetime, chfefly among the Greek tradesmen and
workmen, e.g., layiius de colle Viminale (C /. i., i. 1011), mar-
garilarius de sacra via, 1027, and the like), and some foi'multe,

such as ossa kic sita sunt, heic ctibat, kcic situs est (in republican

times mostly written in full, not abridged) were added. The
Iiabit of recording the measurement of the sepuldire, on the
sepulchral cippus, by such formul;e as locus patct in frontc pedes

tot, iivagro (or in via, or retro) pedes tot, seems not to be older than
the Augustan age (C /. i., i, 1021, with Mommsen's note ; Wil,

188). About the same time also the epitaphs more frequently state

Ijow long the deceased lived, which was formerly added only on
certain occasions {e.g., in the case of a premature death), and
mostly in poetical form. The worship of the dci Manes, though
undoubtedly very ancient, is not alluded to in the sepulchral
inscriptions themselves until the close of the republic. Hero and
there, in this period, the tomb is designated as a {locus) deum
Maanium {e.g., at Hispellum, C.I. L., i. 1410); or it is said, as

on a cippus from Corduba in Spain {€. /. L., ii 2255; Wil. 218),

C. Sentio Sai{urnino) co{n)${idc)—that is, in the year 19 B.C.

—

dci

Manes rccj:pcrunt Ahulliam N{umcrii) l{ibertam) Nigellam. In
the Augustan ago the titulus sepiilcralis begins to be confounded
with the titulus saccr ; it adopts the form of a dedication deis

Manibus, offered to the dci Manes (or dci infcri Manc-s, the dci

parentum being the Manes of the parents) of the deceased (see

Orel. 4351 ; Wil. 217-228). This foiTnula, afterwards so common,
is still very rare at the* end of the republic, and is usually written
i^ 'nil, while in later times it is employed, both simply and in

»u-ay varied forms (as dis manibus aacrum, or d. m. et mcmorix,
d. m. et gcnio, or memorise mtcma^, pad ct quicti, qnicU mtcrnW;
somno astemali, and so on ; Wil. 246), in thousands of monuments.
By similar degrees the titulus sepulcralis adopts many of the
elements of the titulus honorarius (the indication of the cursus
hojiorum, of the military charges, &e., as, e.g., in the inscription of
Cn. Calpurnius Piso, C. I. L., i. 508 = vi. 1276, Wil. 1105, on the
pyramid of Cestius, C. I. L., vi. 1374, and on the monument at

i»onte Lucano of Ti. Plautius Silvanus iEliauus. consul 74 A.D.,

Orel. 750, Wih 1145, and many others), of the tituli opcrum jmbli-
coruvi (e.a., monumentum fecit, sihi ct suis, &:c.), and of the instru-

vienta. Testaments (like those of Dasiimius of the year 109 a.d.—'

C. J. L., vi. 10229, Wil. 314, and T. Flavius Syntrophus— C. /. L.,
vi. 10239, Henz. 7321, Wil 313), or parts of them (like that on
the tomb of a Gaul of the tribe of the Lingoncs, belonging to Ves-
pasian's time, Wil. 315), funeral orations (as those on Tiiiia, the
wife of Q. Lucretius Vespillo, consul 19 d.c.—C.I.L., vi. 1527, in
Orel. 4859 incomplete ; on Murdia— C./. L., vi. 10230, Orel. 4860,
'H.vniiOxSjAhhamllungcndcrKonigl. Akadcmic der fp'isscnscka/tcn zu
Berlin, 18G8, p. 217 sq. ; and that of Hadrian on the elder Matidia,
found at Tivoli—Mommseninthe za.TnQ Abhandlungcn, 1863, p. 483
sq.), numerous statements relating to the conservation and the
employment of the monuments (C. /. i., vi. 10249; Wil. 287-290),'

to their remaining within the family of the deceased,—from whicli
came the frequent formula ^'' h{oc) m{onmn.entum) h{crcdc-m) n{oTi)

s{cqu€(ur)" and the like (Wil. 280),—and relating to the annual
celebration of parcntalin (Wil. 305 sq.), down to the not un-
common prohibition of violation or profanation of the monument
(compare, for instance, C. I. L., i. 1241, Wil. 267, from Naples,i
*^ dcis in/crum parentum sacrum, ni violato ;" C. I. L., iii. 3955,!

from Siscia, "kc qiiis in kac a7-[c]ra porcos agi faccre vclit;^*\

C. I.L.J ii. 2703, from Portugal, in a distich, **quisquis honorcm
agitas, ita tc tua gloria scrvct, prsecipias pxiero ne linat kunc
lapidem;" C. I. L., vi. 2357, ^'kospies ad Mine tumulum nc meiaa
ossa precantur," &c. ; and Wil, 271-273), and the addition of the
name of the stone-cutter (C. /. X., v. 7670; Wil. 2490; Orel. -Henz.
6344) and of the wiiter of the tiiulvs (Do Rossi, Inscr. Christ., i.

p. 9, 5; Wil. 1285, 2490), with many other particulars (on which
the index of Wil. p. 67S sq., may be consulted), form the text of tlie

sepulchral inscriptions of the later epoch from Augustus down-
wards. To these are to be added many local peculi^irities of

provinces (as Spain and Africa), districts (as the much-disputed
stfb asciii dedicarc of tlie stones of Lyons and other parts of Gaul),

and towns, of which a full account cannot be given here.

2. Oi. the dedicatory inscriptions (or titidi sacri), the oldest known
are the short indications painted (along with representations of
winged genii, in the latest style of Grteco-Italian vase painting),

with white colour on black earthen vessels, by which those vessels

{poeula) are declared to be destined for the worship, public or
private, of a certain divinity {C. I. L., \. 43-50 ; Ephcni. epigr. i.

5-6
; Wil. 2827 a~i) ; they give the name of the god, as that of

the possessor, in the genitive {e.g., Sactumi pocolom, Lavcrnai
pocolom). The proper form of the dedication, the simple dative of
the name of a divinity and often nothing else (as Apolcnci, Fide^l

Junonc, &c. , which are all datives), is shown on the very primitive
altars found in a sacred wood near Pisaurum {C. I. L., i. 167-180

;

Wil. 1-14) ; but also the name of the dedicants {matrona, matrona
Pisaurcsc, which are nomin. plur.) an.d the formula; of the offering,

{dono dedrot or dcdro, donu dat, where dono and donu are accus.)

are already added to them. This most simple form (the verb
in the pei-fect or in the present) never disappeared entirely ; it

occurs not infrequently also in the later periods. Nor did the
dative alone, without any verb or formula, go entirely out of use
(seeC. /. X.,i. 630; Wil. 36; C. /. X., i. 814 = vi. 96 ; Orel. 185t)j
Wil. 32 ; C. I. L., j. 1153 ; Henz. 5789 ; Wil 1775). But at an
early date the verb donum dare and some synonyms (like donum.
portare, fcrrc, mancupio dare, parccre) were felt to be insufficiput to

express the dedicator's good will and his sense of the justice of
the dedication, which accordingly were indicated in the expanded
formula dono dcdet lub{e)$ mereto {C. I. L., i. 183, cf. p. 555; Wil.
21 ; C. I. L.y i. 190 ; Wil. 22), or, with omission of the verb, dono
merc{to) lib{e)s {C. I. L., i. 182). The dative case and this formula,
completely or partially employed (for mcriio alone is also used, as

a /. L., i. 562, cf. Ephem. epigr., ii. 353, Wil. 29), remained in

solemn use. To lubens (or libens) was added leetus (so in Catullus,

31, 4), and, if a vow preceded the dedication, votum solvit (or voto

condcmnotus dedit ; see C. I. L., i. 1175 ; Henz. 5733 ; W^il. L42;
and C. I. L., ii. 1044); so, but not before the time of Augustus
(see C. I. L., i. 1462 = iii. 1772), the solemn foimula of the dedica-
tory inscriptions of the later period, v. s. I. m. or v. s. I. I. m.,
arose. To the same effect, and of equally ancient origin witli tlie

solemn words dare and donum dare, the word sacrum (or other
forms of it, as sacra{ara]), conjoined with the name of a divinity in

the dative, indicates a gift to it {e.g., C. I. L., i. 814; Wil. 32;
C. I. L., i. 1200-1201; M'il. 33 a 6) ; the same form is to be found
also in the later period {e.g., C. I. i., j. 1124 ; Henz. 5624-5637),
and gave the model for the numerous sepulchral inscriptions with
dis Manibus sacrum mentioned before. Sacrum combined with sl

genitive very seldom occurs (Orel. 1824 ; Wil. 34); ara is found
more frequently (as ara Neptuni and ara Ventorum, Orel. 1340).
Dedications were frequently the results of vovs ; so victoriojts

soldiers (such as L. Mummius, the conqueror of Corinth

—

C. I. J^j
i. 541 sq.; Orel. 563; Wil. 27), and prosperous merchants {e.^:^\

the brothers Vertuleii—C. /. L., i. 1175 ; Henz. 5733 ; Wil. 14|5
vow a tenth part of their booly {de vraedad, as is said on the ba£^
erected by one of the Fomii of Tusculum— C. /. L., i. 63, 64 ;
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Henz. 5674 ; Wil. 18) ov gain, and out of this dodiiate a gift to

Herculus or other divinities (seo also C. I. £., i. 1503 : Wil. 24 ;

C. I.L., 1113; Wil. 43). Again, wlial otic 'man liail vowed, nnd
had begun to erccc, is, by his will, executed after his death by
othei-s (as tlie 2'>'opyh(.m Ccrerit ct Proscrpins^ on the Klcusinian

temidc, which Appius Claudias Pulcher Cicero's well-known pre-

decessor in the (Jilician proconsulate, began-^C. /. L.. i. 619 = iii.

S47 ; Wil. 31) ; or the statue that an wdilis vowed is erected by
himself as duovir (C. I. L., iii. 500 ; Hen2. 6684) ; what slaves had
promised, tliey fulfil as Irocdmen {C. 1. L., 1233, servos voril libcr

sohil ; C'.I.L., 816, W. 51, " scr(vos) vov{U) leibcrt{iis) solviil)"),

and so on. Tlic different acts into which an offering, according to

the circumstantially detailed Roman ritual, is to be divided (the

consccraiio being fulfilled only by the solemn dcdicatio) are also

specified on dedicatory inscriptions (see, for instance, consacrare or

consccrare, Orel. 2503, and Henz. C124, 612S ; fox dcdicarc, C. I. L.,

i. 1169, Henz. 7024, Wil. 1782, and compaie CatuUus's hum lucum
iibi dcdico co7isccroqiic Priapc, fragm. 2 ap. Lachmann and MuUor ;

tor dicare, §ee the aara, Iccgc Albaiui dlcaia to Vediovis by the

gentciles lulici, G. I. L., i. 807, Orel. 1287, Wil. 101). Not exactly

Uedicatory, but only mentioning the origin of the gift, are the in-

bcriptions on the pedestals of oli'erings (avo^/iOTo, donaria) out of

ti:e booty, like those of M. Claudius Marcellus from Enna (C /. X.,

!. 530; Wil 25, " Hinnud ccpit") or of M. Fulvius Nobilior, the

friend of the poet Ennius, from >Rtolia (C /. L., i. 534 ; Orel.

662 ; AVil. 26c[, and BuUetlim ddV ImUluto, 1869, p. 8 ; C. /. i.,

ri. 1307 ; Wil. 266, "yEtolia ccpit" and " Ambracia ccpit") ; they

.contain only the name of the dedicator, not that of the divinity.

lOf the similar offerings of L. Muraniius, already mentioned, two
^nly are preserved in their original poetical form, the Roman
in Saturnian verses of a carmen triumphalc (0. I. L., i. 541 ; Orel.

£63 ; Wil. 27a) and that found at Keato in dactylic hexameters
\C. I. L., i. 542 ; Wil. 275) ; the rest of them contain only the
hame of the dedicant and the dative of the community to which
they were destined (C. /. Z., 1. and Wil. I.e.). Of a peculiar form
is the very ancient inscription on a bronze tablet, now at Munich,
^robably from Rome, where two aiditcs, whose names are given at

the beginning as in the other donaria, ^' vicesma{m) parii{m) or
[ex] viccsma parti Apolones (that is, ApoUinis) dcdei-i (that is,

dcdm-c)" {C. I. L., i. 187 ; Orel. 1433). Many, but not substantial,

'Varieties arise, when old offerings are restored (e.g., C. I. L , i.

838, 632= Orel. 2135, and Wil. 48 ; O. I. L., i. 803; Henz. 5669,
€122) ; or the source of the offering (e.g., de stipe, C. I. L., i, 1105

;

iHenz. 5633a ; ex reditu pecunix, ex patrimonio suo, ex ludis, de
^minerc gladiatorio, and so on) ; or the motive (exjiisso, cximpcrio,
lex visit, ex oraculo, inonittt, viso moniti, somnio admonitus, and the
like), or the person or object, for which the offering was made
(C /. L. , i, 183, 2iro popJod ; Ephcvi. cpigr., ii. p. 308, pro irebibos

;

jfro se, pro salute, in hcnwrcm domns divinm, &c.), are indicated;
lOr, as in the titidi operum publicorum, the order of a magistrate
i(& scnati sentcntia, C. I. L., i. 560=.vi. 1306; Orel. 5351 ; i. 632 =
vi. 110; Orel. 2135; Wil. 48; dccurionum dc~.reto, kc), and the
magistrates or private persons executing or controlling tho work,
tlie place where and the time when it was erected, are added. On
f.Vi these details the indexes, especially that of Wil. (ii. p.' 676),
R-.ve further information. The objects themselves which are offered
«ir erected begin to be named only in the later period just as in the
tUuK operum publicorum ("basim donum dant," C. I. L., i.

1167; "sigmim basim," C /. i., 1. 1154 ; "aram," C. I, L., i.

1468 ; Orel. 1466 ; Wil. 52 ; C. I. L., i. 1109 ; Wil. 54) ; in the
later period this custom becomes more frequent. It is hardly
necessary to observe that all kinds of offerings have very frequently
also been adorned with poetry ; some of these carmina dcdicatoria
are given by Wil. 142-151.

3. Statues to mortals, whether living or after their death (but
not on their tombs), with lionorary inscriptions {tituU Imwrarii),
were introduced into the Roman republic after the Greek model,
and only at a comparatively late date. One of tlie oldest inscrip-
tions of this class comes from Greek soil and is itself Greek in
lurra {C. I L., i. 533; Wil. 649), "ItalicciL. Corndium Seipioncm
(i.e., Asingcnum) honoris caussa," lost and of nut quite certain
reading, belonging to 601 A.u.c. (193 B.C.) ; tho same form (in the
nrcusntive) appears in other (Latin or I,.ntin and Greek) inscrip-
tions from Greece (C. /. L., i. 696 = iii. 532 ; Wil. 1103 ; C. /. L.,
iii. 865

;
Et)hcm. cpigr., iv. 77 ; compare also C. /. L., i. 587, 588

;

Orel. 8036> The same Greek form occnis also, curiously enough,
ia an honorary inscription of the age of Constautine (C. /. L.,
i. 1708

;
Wil. 1227). But at an earlier date, at the end of the 5th

century A. B.C., the noblo house of the Scipios had already intro-
.di:ced the use of poetical clogia, in tho ancient form of the carmina
trmmvludia in Saturnian verses (from tho 6th century in elegiac
Jistichs).^ As has been stated above, they were added to the short
tituh, painted only with minium on the sarcophagi, givintr the
name of tho deceased (in the nominative) and his curiiliau offices
(oxclusively), which w.re copied perhaps from tho well-known
|t)Hn(7iiif.! preserved in the atrium of the house (C. I. L., i 09 s„ ..

flrel. 550 sq. ; Wil. 537 sj. ; and elsewhere). They bold, by their

contents, all intormeililltl! phCS between fho sepulchral inscriptions,

to which they belong luopcily, and the honorary ones, and there-

fore are- rightly styled clugia. What the Scipios did thus privately

for themselves was in other cases done publicly at a period nearly

as cany. The first instance preserved of snch a usage, of which
Pliny the elder speaks {Hist. Nat, xx.\iv. § 17 sq.), is the cele-

brated columua roslrala of C. Duilius. of which only a copy exists,

made in the lime of the emperor Claudius (C. I. L., i. 195
= vi. 1300 ; Orel 649 : Wil. 609). Then follow the clogia in-

scribed at the base of public work.s like tho Arcus Fabianus
(C. I. L., i. 606, 607, and p. 278, clog. i.-iii. = vi. 1303, 1304 ;

Wik 610), or of statues by their descendants, as those belonging
to a sacrarium clomus Augusta; (C. I. L., i. elog. iv.-vi. = C. /. L.,

VL 1310, 1311) and others belonging to men celebrated in politioa

or in letters, as Scipio, Hortensius, Cicero, Jtc, and found in Rome
either on marble tablets (C. /. L., i., vi^-^ii. = C. /. L., vi. 1312,

1279, 1283, 1271, 1273; Wil 611-61::- or on busts (C. I. L.,

i., xv.-xix. - C. /. L., vi. 1327, 1295, 1320, 1309,1325, 1326;
Wil. 618-621; seealso C.I.L.,\. 40 = vi. 1280; Wil. 1101; and C.I.L.,

i. 631 = vi. 1278; L 640 = vi. 1323; vi. 1321, 1«22, where T.

Quincti seoms to he the nominative), and in divers other places

(6*. /. i., i., xiii., xiv.; Wil. 614, 615). This custom seems to have
been resumed by Augustus with a political and patriotic aim,
praised by the poet Horace (Orf.,.iv. 8, 13, *^ incisa nolis onarmora
publicis, per gum spiritus et vita rcdit bonis post mortem ducibus") ;

for he adorned hi3 foruvi. with the statues of celebrated men from
.^ilneas and Romulus downwards (C /. L., i., xxiv., xx-v., xxvil,
xx.\ii. = C. /. L., vL 1272, 1308, 1315, 1318; AVil. 625, 626, 627,

632), and other towns followed his example (so Pompeii, C. ./. L.,

i., xx.,-xxii. — Wil. 622, 623; Lavinium, C. I, L., i., xxi., Wil.

617; Arretium, C. I. L., i., xxiii., xxviii., xxi.x., xxx., xxxL,
xxxiii., xxxiv. =Wil. 624, 625, 629-633). All these cdogia are

written in the nominative. In the same way in the colonies

statues seem to have been erected to their founders or other
eminent men, as in Aquilcia (C. /. L., i 638 = v. 873, Wih 660 ;

compare also C. I. L., v. 862; OreL 3827) and Luna (C. /. i..'

i. 639 =Wih 651).

But aloug with this primitive and genuine form of Iho tilulna

nonorarius another form of it, equivalent to the dedicatory inscripa

tion, with the name of the person honoured in the dative, begiua
to prevail from the age of Sulla onwards. For the oldest examples,

of this form seem to be the inscriptions on statues dedicated to thg
dictator at Rome (C. I. L., i. 584i=vi. 1297; Orel. 567; Will
1102a) and at other places (Caieta and Clusium, C. I. L., i. 586,

586 ; Wil. 11026, c), in which the whole set of honours and offices

is not enumerated as in the clogia, but only the honorcs prsesentcs ;

compare also the inscription belonging to about the same date, of
a qumslor urbanus, C. I. i. , i. 636). Within the Greek provinces
also, at the same period, this form is adopted (C. /. L., i. 596 =
iii. 531 ; Henz. 5294 ; WU. 1104). Similar dedications were offered

to Pompey the Great (at Auximum and Clusium, C /. L., i. 615,

616; Orel. 574; Wih 1107) and to his legate L. Afranius (at

Bologna, but erected by the citizens of the Spanisli colony Valentia,

a I. L., i. 601; Henz. 5127; Wih 1106). They are succeeded
by the statues raised to Ccesar (at Bovianum, C. /. L., i. 620;
Orel. 682 ; Wil. 1108), and, after his death, iussu popuK Homani,
in virtue of a special law, at Rome (C I. L., i. 626 = vi. 872 ; Orel.

5S6 ; Wil. 877). With him, as is well known, divine honours
begin to be paid to the princcps, even during life. In this same
form other historical persons of high merit also begin to be honoured
by posterity, as, for example, Scipio the elder at Sagunturri (C. I. L.,
ii. 3836 ; Wil. 653), Marcellus, Romanorum cnsis, at Nola (Momm-
sen, Inser. Neap., 1984 ; Henz. 6347), Marius .at Oereatae Jlariantc,

the place which bears his name (Mommsen, Inscr. Neap., 4487;
Wil. 654). Of statues erected by the community of a municipiuni
to a private person, that of L. Popillius Flaccus at Ferentinum
seems to be the oldest example (C. /. L., i. 1164; Wil. 655, and
his note). In Rome, Augustus and his successors in this way
]iermitted the erection of statues, especially to triumpjiatorcs, in
tlic new fora, including that of Augustus (C. /. L., vi. 1386 ; Orel.
3187 ; Wil. 634 ; C. /. L., vi. 1444 ; Henz. 5448 ; Wih 035) on«
that of Trajan (C. /. L., vi. 1377; Henz. 6478; Wil. 636; vi.

1649; Henz. 5477; Wil. 639; iv. 1549; Orel. 1386; Wil. 637;
C. I. L., 1565, 1666 ; AVil. 040) ; and this custom lasted to a late

period {O. I. L., vi. 1599 ; Henz. 3574 ; AVil. 638), as is shown by
the statues of Symmachus the orator (C. /. L., vi. 1698, 1099;
Orel. 1180, 1187; Wil. 641), Clandian the poet (C.n /. L., vi.

1710; Orel. 1182; Wil. 642), Nicomachus Flavianus (0. I. L.,
vi. 1782, 1783; Orel. 1188; Henz. 5593; Wil. 645, 645a), and
many other eminent men down to Stilicho (C. I. L., vi. 1730,
1731; Orel. 1133, 1134

; Wil 648, 64S«), who died in the year
408. In similar forms are conceived the exceedingly numerous
dedications to the emperors and their families, in which the names
and titles, according to the different historical periods, are exhibited,
in the main with the greatest regularity. They are specified in
detailed indexes by Henzen and Wilmanns, as well as in cash
volume of tke Corpus. In tho provinces, of course, the usages of
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the capital Terp sppedily imitated. Perhaps tnp oldest example of

a. titvhts /lonoiarius in the (ovm oi an fforjimiL {hixi in tlie dative),

vitli tlio full cursua honornm of tho per.soti honoured, is a hilinguis

from Athens, of the Augustan agt* {C. /. L., iii. 551 ; Henz. 6456rt;

Wil. 1122); the honoui-s are here cnumuruted in chronological

order, beginning with the lowest ; in other instances the higln-st

is placed fii-st. and the others follow in ouler.^ In the older

examples the formula "honoris cattsa,^' or rht litis ctr/o (Ilei^ici,

vol. vi., 1871, p. 6), is added at the end, as in an insrriptiou oE

Jlytilune belonging' to the consul of the a car 7*23 A.r.c, i.e.,

31 B.C. (C. /. L., ui. 455; Orel. 4111; W'il. 1104/-); the same,
abbreviated (fi.c), cctins on an inscription of about the same
age from Cirta in Africa (C. /. i., viii. 7099; Wil. 2334).

Shortly aftcrwaidi the honour of a slatiu* became as common in

the Roman i'i"»/c//nVi as it was in Athi-ns and other Greek cities

in the later period. E.ich ]>ioviiicc furnishes numerous exainjiles,

pat tly with peculiar forunilic, on which tht indexes of Wilmanns
(p. 673, 69U sq.) may bo consulted. Special mention may be
made of the numerous honomry inscriptions belonging to aurigae,

liistrioncs, and (jlarUaiorcs ; for those found in Home see C. I. L., vi.

10044-10210.
He who erects a temple or a public uuilding, or colistniets a road,

a bridge, an aqueduct, or the like, by inscribing his name on the
ivork, honours himself, and, as permission to do so has to be given
by the public authorities, is also honoured by the community.
Therefore the tihili ojjcnun pnhlieoruin, though in form only short
official statements (at least in the older period) of the origin of

the work, without any further imlications as to its character and
jmrpose, partake of the style of the older honorary inscriptions.

<)f the ancient and almost univcrsnlly employed method of erecting

public buildings by means of the Joaitio ccusoria one monument has
preserved some traces [Ep/tan, cpigr., n. 199). The oldest instance

of this class is that commenioriiting tho restoration of the temple of

the Capitoline Jupiter, begun, after its destruction by fire in the year
€71 (83 B.C.), by Sulla and continued five years later by the well-

Icnown orator and poet Q. Lutaiius Catukis. but completed only
about tAVcnty yeai-s afterwards. Hf re, after the name of Catulus iai

the nominative and the indicatioii of the single jiarts of the build-

ing (as. for example, substrudioucm ct tuOuhtriiim) follows the
solemn formula dc s{c}>ati) s{cnfa\tia) fncixnidnm cocravit cideiuquc

pmbavif (C. /. L.^ L 692 = vi. 1314 ; Orel. 31, 3207 ; Wil. 700).

With the same formula the pnetor M. Calpurnius Piso Fnigi (of

atiout the same period) dedicated an unknown building {C. I. L., \.

594 = vi. 1275). iVstored afterwards by Trajan. On a work executed
hy the cnl/erf ill 1,1 1ribunoruvi plcbis {C. I. L., 1.593 = \i. 1299:^11.
787), perhaps the public streets within the town, the sum employed
for it is also inscribed. Precisely similar is the oldest inscription
of one of the bridges of liome, the ponlc del qnaltro capi, still

preserved, though pmtly restored, on its original site, which coni-

incmoi-ates its builder, the tribune of the year 692 (62 B.C.), L.

Falnicius [C. I. L., i. 600 = vL 1305
; Orel. 50 ; Wil. 783) ; it was

restored by the consuls of the year 733 (21 d.c.).- On privately

erected buildings the founder after his name puts a simple fecit (as

also on sepulchrarir.-^^-.-ipt'ons) ; so, possibly, did Poinpey, when lie

dedicated his theatre as a teiuplc of Venus Victrix and, on Cicero's

clever advice, as Varro and Tiro had it from Cicero hims-elf, in-

scribed un it cos-TERT(uot trr'i.ini 01* tcrtio) (scc Celllus, Xocl. Att.f

X. 1). So Agrippa, wlicu ho .ledicated his Pantheon in the year
727 (27 B.C.), inscribed on it only the words M. Agrippa L. f.
«3j. tcrUnin fecit {C. LZ.,vl 896:. Orel 34; Wil. 731), as all who
visit the Eternal City know. Ql luunicipal examples it will be
sufficient to name those of the majestic temple of Cora (C. /. L., i.

1149-1150; Wil 722, 723), of Ferentinum, with the measurements
of the foundation {0. I. L., i. 1161-1163; Wil. 708), of the walls
and towers at ;Eclarium (C. I. L., i 1230; Orel. 566; Henz. 6583;
"Wil. 699), of the theatre, amphitheatre, baths, and other structures
at Pompeii (a /. L., i. 1246, 1247, 1251, 1252 ; Orel. 2416, 3294 ;

Henz. 6153; Wil 730, 1899-1901). At Alatrium a munificent
<;itizen gives an enumeration of a number of works executed by hrin

iu the period of the Gracchi, in his native town C'hsc quse infcrii

.scripta sunt dc scnatu sadentia fncirnda coirncit,'' C. I. i,., i 1166 ;

Orel 3892; AVil. 706) ; and, more than a century later, the same is

4ione at Cartima, a small SpanisJi town near Malaga, by a rich
•woman (C. /. L., ii. 1956; Wil 746). Military works, executed by
soldiers, especially frequent in the Danubian provinces, Africn,
Cermany. and Britain, give, in this way, manifold and cirtum-
stantial information as to the military administration of tlie

£oatans. On a column found near the bridge over the Slinho at

' Tills nbscnnfion, npptiid to a l;trce numbir oT inonuiTient-*, ea»e risp to
many nf the ^p;cn(ll<l opigrai'liiciil lubomv i.( HoicliCil (sec t-j., hin dissertalion
np'in till' insfiipiion of the consul L. Km buUjun, tEurm. \\. p. i03 t'fj.\

• The chatactirr of an tlogium Is assumed in a special way by the Instriptlonion
tiiymphal atrht-s. iuch as tluii nf .^utiiitus «in Ihe arch of' Siisj \n PiCilmoiit.
datini^ (mm the jearT4.J (f B.C.) (C /. /._ v. 72JI : Or- 1. 62G). and the slmibir one
on the trvpxn Au-jwli {la Tarhia) (C. /. L.. v. 7817) of iIk- year T47 (T BC>. whkli
ITiny also Uln' .Vf7/..lil. $136) records, and those of the 'Jthi-r t-mpt lor-, at Rf.mv.
<»f «hirh only th.-it of CluuUlus, the conqu. ror (if Britain (C. /. i_ vl. 920. y2l ;

Orel. 71-;: Wil. 899), with tbc staiucs ul blm&eU and bis family, need be
xncDiioned.

Aqure Flavife, fhe modem Chave=; in northern Portugal, ten com-
munities inscribed their names, probably as Qontributors to the
^\ork, with those of the emperors (Vespasian and his sons), the
imperial legate of the province, the legato of the legion stationed in
Spnin, the imperial procurator, and the name of the legion itself

(C. /. L., il 2477 ; Wil 803) ; and similarly, with the name of

Trajan, on the famous bridge over the Tagus at Alcantara, in

Spanish Estreraadura, tlie nauies of the niunictpia 2>''ovincias Licsi-

tnnix sti/icconlatn gum opus poiifis pcrfccericul are inscribed {C. /. i.,

il 759-762 ; Orel 161, 162 ; Wil 804).

As in some of the alieady-mentioned inscriptions of public works
the measurements of the work to which they refer (especially, as

may be supposed, in the case of works of great extent, such as

wnlls of towns or lines ofj foitification, like the walls of Hadrian
and Antoninus Pius in Britain) aie indicated, so it early became a
custom in the Roman republic to note on vilhsloucs the name of
the founder of the road and. especially at the extremities of it and
near large towns, the distances. So in the tal di Diana in Lucania
P. Popilius La?nas, the lonsul of the year 622 (132 B.C.), at the end
of a road built by him, set up the iiuliarium Popiliaman (C /. L.,

i. 551 ; Orel 3303 ;
Wil 797), which is a general clogiuvi to himself,

in which he speaks in the first person {viam feed ah Rcgio ad
Capunui, tec). One of tlie single miliaria set up by him is also

preserved {C. I. X., i. 550; Henz. 7174(/; "Wil. 808), which contains

only his name and the number of miles, in the snmc brief style

are couceived the other not vt-ry frequent republican viiliaria found
in Italy (C. I. L., I 535-537 ; Henz. 5348 ; Wil 567 ; C. I. X., i
540; Henz. 5350, 6226 ; Wil. 807 ; C. I. X., i. 558, 559 ; Henz. 5353;
Wil 808 ; C. J. X., i. 561; Henz. 5180; Wil 811 ; C. I. X., 1- 633;
Wil 812) down to the time of Augustus (Mommsen, I. iV., 6244;
AVil 813), and also the even more lare sj)ecinieus from the provinces
(from Asia— C. XX., i. 557=iii. 479, Wil 826, C. X X., i. 622 =
iii. 46-Z, V.'il 827; from Spain— C. XX., i 1484-1486 = iL 4920-
4925, 4956, Wil 828, 829). Augustus inscribed on each milestone
on his rond across Spain '* a Bale ct Jcmo Avgxisto ad Occavum"
{e.g., C. I. X., ii. 4701 ; Wil 832), Claudius on those of a road in

Upper Italy founded by his father Drusus " viain Clandiam
Augusfnin quojii Dntsiis paler AlpiOus bello patcfactis dercxscral

lanuit ab Altino (or a flvminc Pado) ad flumen Danuvinm"
(C. I. X.. v. 8002, 8003 ; Orel &iS, 70S; Heuz. 5400; Wil 818).

Tho later milestones vary greatly in form, but all contain most
juecious and not yet nearly exhausted materials for ancient geo-

graphy aud topography ; in the volumes of the Corpus they are

taken together under the .'^peciul head vix puhlicx {and here and
there 7);*/(v//a:) at the end of each cjia]iter.

A similar ehauetcr, resulting from the combination of a mere
authentic record wiili the peculiar form of the honorarj' inscrip-

tion, belongs to tlie kindred classes of inscriptious of Ihc aqueducts
:ind of the dilTercut honndary-stones. The aqueducts of Kome are

known to have llieir origin in remote antiquity ; but no inscriptions
belonging to them, so far as has been as yet discovered, go farther
back than to the age of Augustus.^ The large dedicatory inscrip-

tions of tlie celebrated aqueducts of Kome (as the Aqu?e Marcia,
Tepula, and Julia, C. I. L., vl 1244-1246, Orel 51-53, Wil 765;
the Virgo. C. I. X., vi. 1252, Orel 703, Wil 763; the Claudia^
etc., C. LfL., vi. 1256-1258, Orel 54-56, Wil 764) have quite
the character of honorary inscriptions, A\hile the various cippi ter-

uiinalcs, which murk the ground belonging to the aqueduct, show
the gieatest analogy to the milestones {e.g., C. I. X., vl 1243a-(/;
Henz. 6635, C636 ; Wil 775-779). The other Italian and pro-

vincial varieties cannot be specified here. Of boundary-stonen, or
cippi tcnninnlcs, some very ancient specimens have been preserved.

To the age preceding the Second Punic War belong two, found .nt

Venusia and erected hj' municipal magistrates (C. X L., i. 185, 186;
Orel 3527, 3528 ; AVil 863) ; they give a short relation of a decree,

by which certain localities were declared to he sacred or public
{'^ aid sttcrom ant ponblicpm locom esc"). Then follow the Ci/>/'i

Gracchani, by which Gains Gracchus and his two coHo.iguos, :i-s

Ires viri agris iiidtcandis adsiguandis, measured the agcr Companvn,
for its division among the plebs. They contain the names of the

Ires liri in the noniinativc, and in addition, on the top, the lines

and angles of the enrdd and dccujuauus, according to the rules of

the agriiuensurcs, or the boundary lines between the agcr publicna
PA)dprivat-us{C. I. I., i. 552-556; Henz. 6464; Wil. 859-861).
From the age of Sulla we still have various boundary-stones giving
the line of demarcation between different communities [between
Fanum and Pisauium— C. I. X., i. 583, Orel. 570, Wil 861 ;

between Aleste, Vicctia, and Patavium

—

C. I. X., i. 547-549,
Orel 3110, Henz. 5114, 5115. Wil 865, 866). To the town of

Rome belong the termini Hpx Tibcrin (C. I. X., i. 6U8-614='vi.
1234o-/). beginning in the Augustan age, and the tcrmiai of the

pniiifcriuni of Claudius and Vespasian as censors, and of the ool'

Ififjiuhi augunihi under Hadrian IC I. L., vi. 1231-1233; Orel'

710, 811 ; Wil 843. 844). whih- others, of the consuls of the year

4 A.D. {C. I. L., vi. 12tJ3; Onl 3260; Wil 856), of Auguslli-

J See the recent Imj" rtani wnrk nf R, Lanclani, Ctii

It atj(ue e ff/j ac^utdulti, At.. Rome, 1880.

xm.
I di Fronlino iulortiO
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(C. I. L., vi. 1265; Henz. 6455; Wil. 852), &c.. stow the boundary

between the ager publicits and privaius. With similar objects

boundary-stones were erected by the emperors, or, under their

authority, by magistrates, mostly military, in the rest of Italy also

(as in Capua—Moramsen, /. JV. 3590, Orel. 3683, "Wil. 858 ; at

Pompeii—/^V. 2314, Wil. 864) and in the provinces (as in Syria

—

0. 1. i., iii. 183 ; in MaceJon ia— 6'. 7. X., iii. 594 ; in Dalmatia—
C. I. L., iii. 2383 ; in Africa—C. /. i., viii. 7084-90, 8211. 8263,

10SO3, 10838, Wil. 869, 870; in Spain—C. /. X., ii. 2349, 2916,

Wil. 871—where the 2)ratnm of a Ipgion is divided from the

territory of a municipium \ in Gaul—Wil. 867 ; in Germany, in the

column lately found at Miltenberg on the Main, Bonner Jahrbuchcr^

vol. Ixiv., 1878, p. 46, &c.). The recent attempt to combine under

some boundary system the numerous stones found in Britain on
military buildings, as on the wall of Hadrian and in divers castra^

which indicate the ccnturix of legions and cohorts employed in the

work and its measurements as executed by tliem, has been finally

refuted by Mr Clayton (in the Archa-ologia ^Eliana, ISSO). Private

grounds {pcdatursc) wfre unfrequently marked off by terminal cippL

To this class of tituli must be added also the curious inscrip-

tions incised upon the steps of Roman circuses, theatres, and amphi-

th^tres(see Hiibner, Annali delV InstitiUo archcologico^ vol. xxviii.,

1856, p. 52 sq., and vol. xxxi., 1859, p. 122 sq.), as, for instance,

npon those of the Coliseo at Rome {C.I.L., vi. 1796, 1-37; compare

R. Lanciani, BuVctlino archcohgico municipale, 1881).

4. We now come to the last class of tUuli, viz., those which in

the Corpus are arranged, at the end of each volume, under the

head of Instritvuntum. By this very comprehensive terni are

designated objects which vary greatly among themselves, but

which are of such a character as not to fall within any of the

classes of /^7«^i described before, or the class of the instrumcnta in the

proper sense of that word,—the laws, &c. The tituH of the instru-

mcntum embrace movable objects, destined for public and private

use, and illustrate almost every side of the life of the ancient Romans,

As systematic treatment of them is hardlj' possible, a simple enu-

meration only of their different classes can be given, without cit-

ing special examples. The first species of them is metrological,

comprehending the inscriptions on measures and weights. The
gold and silver plate used in the best Roman houses was also always

marked with a note of its weight,—as is seen, for instance, on tho

different objeqts belonging to the Hildesheim find (see Bcrmcf:, iii.,

1868, p. 469 sq. ; Philologus, xxviii., 1869, p. 369), the Corbiidgo

lanx in Northumberland House (C. /. X., vii. 1268), and many
others. A second species is formed by the tcsscraSy tokens, or marks,

mostly in bronze, bone, aud ivoi^, but also earthen, of which the

most interesting are the so-called tesscrm gladiatorise, little staves

of bone with holes at the top, and with names of slaves or freed-

men and consular dates upon them, tho relation of which to the

muncra gladkdoria is by no means certain (see C. /. X. , i 717 sy.,

and Hubner, Monatshcrichte der Bcrl. Al-ad. der Wissenschafkn,

1867, p. 747 sq., Ecvuc archeolugiqite, vol. xvi., 1868, p. 469 sq., and

JCphem., iii. 203). The other circular fcssn^sB of ivory or bone, with

emblems and short inscrij>tions, partly Greek and Latin, may with

more confidence be attributed to the ludi scmnici (see Henzen,
Annali dclV Instituto archcologico, vol. xx., 1848, p. 273 sg., and
vol. xxii., 1850, p. 357 sq.) and to other ludi; but the uses of

many of them remain very uncertain. A third species is that of

inscriptions carved, inscribed, painted, or stamjied upon various

materials, raw or manufactured, for trade or household use. Such
are, to begin with the most solid and heavy, the inscriptions

carved or painted on masses of stone, mostly coluTmis, in the quar-

ries, and preserved either on the rocks themselves in the quarries

or on the roughly hewn blocks transported to the Roman f?rt;jonmJi

on the Tiber bank. Curious specimens of the first kind are pre-

served in Lebanon, and in the north of England, near Hailrian's

Wall and elsewhere ; on the second jiay be consulted a learned

treatise by Padre L. Bruzza (" Isciizioni dei mqrmi grezzi," in the

Annali dcW Instituto arckrologicOy vol. xlii., 1870, p. 106-204).

Of a kindred character arc the inscriptions, mostly stamped or

engraved in tho mould, of 'pigs of silver, bronze, aud lead (and

pewter), found in the Romtin mines in Spain and England (see

Hubner, " Romische Bleigi'uben in Britannien," in Itfieinischcs

Museiimfur Pkilologk, vol. xi., 1857, p. 347sg'., and C. L X., viL

p. 220 sq. ; A. Way, Archaelogical Journal^ vol. xvi, 1859, p. 23,

and vol. xxiii., 1866, p. 63). A fourth species of tituli of this class

is strictly related to the military institutions of the Roman empire.

'

Many of the weapons are marked with the names of the -bearer and

of the military corps to which he belonged,—so, for example, the

buckles of their shields (see Hubner, '* Romische Schildbuckel,"

in Archdologisch-cpigraphischc Mitlheihtngen aus Ocsterreick, vol. ii,

1378, p. 105 sq. ; by far the best extant specimen is the umbo of

a legionary soldier of the eighth legion found in the Tyne near

South Shields, C. I. L., vii. 495), and sometimes the swords, as

that of Tiberius from Mainz (now in the British Museum, see

Bonner JVinckchnannsvroqTamm of 1848). The leaden glandes

used by i\\e finhUtora', the slinpcrs, in the Roman army bear ctirions

historical inscriptions (see C. I. L., i. 642 sq.^ and, on the question

of the authenticity of many of them, much discussed of late, Bergk^
Bonner Jahrbiicker, vols. Iv., Ivi., 1875, p. 1 sq.^ and Zangeraeister^

Monatsberichte der Berliner Akadcmie der Wissenschaften, 1876,

p. 465, 1876, p. 65 sq. ; Bullcttino dclV Instituto archcologico, 1877,

p. 172, 1879, p. 190 5^.). Special mention must be made also of

the leaden seals or marks, evidently of niilitaiy origin (perhaps ta
be borne by the soldiers as a countersign), which have been found

in many parts of England, but nowhere else as* yet (C I. X., vii.'

1269; Jijihcm. cpigr., iu. p. 144, 3]8, iv. p. 209)!" Of the highest

interest are tho manifold productions of the Roman tile and brick

kilns. Next to the tiles with consular dates made at Velei?

(C. XX., i 777 foil.), those signed with the name of legions or

other military corps, and employed in the various military build-

ings of these, are especially worthy of mention
;
they form an im-

poi'tant chapter in every geographical part of the Corpus. But
private persons, too, especially the rich landed proprietors, and

afterwards the emperors and their kinsmen, kept large fguUnm,
and their manufactures—tiles of every description and other

eai-thenware—were spiead over the Roman empire. The difTereut

sorts of earthen vessels and lamps, the fragments of which are

found in great quantities wherever Roman settlements occurred, are

arranged at the end of each volume of the Corpus. But a scientific

inquiry into their origin, age, and employment, difficult on account

of the enormous and always increasing mass of the extant remains,

has not yet been undertaken, the small works of Froebner (Inscrip-

tioncs ierrm coctte vasortim, Gbttingen, 185S) and Schuermans
(Siglcs fgulinSj Brussels, 1867) being by no means satisfactory.

On Roman lamps and their inscriptions the accurate catalogue Of

the Vienna collection by Kenner ("Dip antiken Thonlampen des

K. K. Miinz- und Antiken-Cabinetes und der K. K. Ambraser
Sammlung," in the A rckiu fiir Eunde bstcn-eichischcr Gcschichts-

qndlcn, vol. xx., Vienna, 1858) may be cou.sulted with advantage.

But a good beginning to a thorough treatment of the question has

been made by an accurate exploration of the chief deposit of those

fragments, the Monte testaccio at Rome, by Dressel (*'Ricerche

sul Monte testaccio," in tlie Annali dclV Instituto archcologico,

vol. i., 1878, p. 118-192). Inscriptions ajo found on various

classes of vessels, painted (as the consular dates on the large dolia

for wine oil, &c., see Schbne C. I. X., iv. p. 171 sq., and Upkon.

cpigr., i. p. 160 sq.), stamped on the clay when still wet or iu the

mould, and scratched in the clay when dry, like those on the walls

of ancient buildings in Pompeii, Rome, and other places of anti-

quity. Like the corresponding Greek ware, they contain chiefly

names of the makers or the merchants or the owners, and can be

treated in a satisfactory manner only when brought together in one

large collection, inasmuch as, besides being made in many local

potteries, they were exported principally from some places in Italy

{e.g., Arezzo) and Spain, in nearly every direction throughout

northern and western Kuroi>e, the countries outside the Roman
frontiers not excluded. Vessels and utensils of glass and of metal

(gold, silver, and especially bronze) were also exported from Italy

on a large scale, as is beiug more and more readily recognized even

by those antiquaries who formerly were wont to assutne a local

origin, for all bronze finds made in the north of Europe. These
utensils, ornaments, and other objects made of precious metals (such

as cups, spoons, mirrors, fibula?, rings, gems), not unfrequently

bear Latin inscriptions. On the very ancient silver and bronze

caskets, for holding valuable articles of the female toilet, which
have been found at Piieneste, are inscribed, in addition to tho

names of the artist and of the donor, occurring once, the names of

the persons in the mythical representations engi-aved upon theni

(a X X., i. 64-60, 1500, 1501 ; Jordan, Kriiischc Beitrage zur
Geschickte der latcinischen Sprachc, Berlin, 1879, p. 3 sq.). In the

ancient well oi thQAqii^ApoUinarcs, nearVicai-ello in Tuscany, three
silver cups have been found with circumstantial itineraries "« Qades^

(sic) usque Bojnam" engraved upon them,^ evidently gifts to the
divinity of the bath for recovered health presented by travellers

from the remote city named (Henzen 6210). Similar is the Rudge
Cup, found in Wiltshire and preserved at Alnwick Castle, which
contains, engraved iu bronze, an itinerary along some Roman sta-

tions in^the north of England (C. X X., viL 1291). The inscriptions

of the Hildesheim silver find and others of a similar character have
been already mentioned ; and many examples might- be enume-
rated besides. On the ancient glass ware and the Uiscriptions

on it the splendid works of Deville {Histoire de Yart de la verrerie

dans Vantiquitd, Paris, 1873) and Froehner (La verrerie antiq^ie,

description dc la collection Clianrt, Paris, 1879) may be consulted;
on the Christijin glasses that of Garrucci ( 1'eiri ornati di figure in
oro trovati nci cimiteri dci crisiiani primitivi di Boma, Rome,
1858). The last species of titidi is formed by the stamps them-
selves with which the inscriptions on many of the objects already
named are produced. They are mostly of bronze, and contaia
names ; but it is not easy to say what sort of objects were marked
with them, as scarcely any article stamped with a still existing

stamp has been found. Amongst the materials stamped leather

also is to be mentioned. One class only of stamps differs widely
from the rest,—the oculists' stamps, engraved mostly on steatit*
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(or similar stones), and containing remedies against diseases of the
eyes, to be stamped on the. glass bowls in which such remedies

were sold, or on the medicaments themselves (see Grotel'end, iJie

Steiiipcf dcr romischoi Augcvdi'Zte gcsammcU und crklart^ Gbttiugen,

1867 ; since its publication many new examples have come to light).

IV. The other great class of inscriptions above referred to, the

instrumciita or leges, the laws, deeds, kc, preserved generally on
metal and stoue, from the nature of the case have to be considered

chiefly with regard to their contents ; their form is not regulated

by such constant rules as that of the tituli, so far as may be

inferred from the state of completeness in which they have licen

preserved. Tlie rules for each special class therefore, though,
generally speaking, maintained—as was to be expected of Roman
institutions—with remarkable steadiness from the earliest times

down to a late period, must be based upon a coniprehunbive view

of all the examiiles, including those preserved by ancient wiitiTs,

and not in the monumental form. These documents are, as a rule,

incised on bronze plates (only some private acts are preserved on
wood and lead), and therefore have their peculiar form of writing,

abbreviation, interpunction, &c., as has been already explained.

A complete collection of these monuments, although projected by
many woikeis in the field of Egiiian jurisprudence from Antonius
Augustinus downwards, has not yet been made. The older Roman
laws are now collected, in trustworthy texts, in the CorjmSy vol.

i. ; of the documents belonging to the later period a very compre-
hensive though not q^uite complete syllojc is given in the late

lamented 0. G. Bruus's Pontes juris Romani antiqui {.IwhxngG^ij 4th
ed., 1879).

1. Among tlte earliest occasions for conmiitting to wilting agree-

ments, which may be sn]'i>oscd to have been origmally verbal only,

must certainly be reckoned international tiunsactions {leges foederis

OT fcedera). At the head of tiic prose records written in the Latin
language we find the treaties of alliance of TuUus Hostilius with
the Sabini (Diouysius Halic, iii. 33), of Servius TiUIius with the
Latini (Dionysius, iv. 26 ; Festus, p. 169 ; this was, partly, at the
same time, as will afterwards appear-, the oldest document of the
sacred class), of the second Taniuinius with Gabii (Dionysiirs, iv.

58 , Festus, epit
, p. 56). They are followed, in the oldest re-

publican period, by the celebrated fixdera with Carthngc, so much
discussed of late; by the pacts of Sp. Oassius Vecellinus with the
Latini of tlie year 261 (493 b c), which Cicero seems to have seen

still in the/o>'u/;i behind X\\q rostra, written on a bronze column {Pro
BaWoy 23, 53 ; see also Livy, ii. 33 j Festus, p. 166 ; and Momm-
sen's li'oiiiisckc Forschutigeii, ii. p. 153 sq.) ; and by the /cerf/'s

Ardcatiiiuiii of 310 (444 B.C.) mentioned by Livy (iv. 7). Of all

these documents nothing has been preserved in an authentic forar,

save some few words quoted from them by the ancient gi-amniarians.

Oi one fiedus only is there a fragment still in existence, relating to

the Oscan civiius libera Bantia (6'. /. i., i. 197) ; it was drawn up
i>etweea 621 and 631 (133 and 123 B.C.), and contains the clausii/a

of the fa-dns, wliich was written in Latin and in Oscan. On
ftccount of this peculiar circumstance, the document gave occasioii

tfr'Klcnze, and afterwards to Jloirimsen, to resuirre {for the sake of

Roman jurisprudence, in the first instance) inquiry into the Oscan
and other Italian dialects. Some other Roman ftedera are

preserved only in Greek, e.g., that with the Jews of the year 594
(160 B.c ) (Josephus, Attt., xii. 6, 10). Some others, made with the
same nation between 610 and 615 (144 and 139 b,c ) (Jos., AaL,
xiii. 5, 6, and 7, 8), ar« mentioned in an abridged form only (see

Mendelssohn, "Senati consulta Romanornm q^u-T sunt in Josephi
antiiiuitalibus," &c., in the Ada Societ. Philol. Lips., vol. v., 1875,

p. ^Z^sq.^ and compare Ii/i£inisckcs Museum fur Fhiloloyie, vol.

XXX., 1875, p.^nS sq., xxxii., 1877, p. 249; Ritschl's Ojmscula,

vol. V. p. 99 sq.; Mommsen, Serines, vol. ix., 1874, p. 281 57.;

Niese, Hermes, vol. xi., 1876, p. 466 sq.\ or given in that,of a

senatus eousuHuvi, to which they must formally be asciibed.

Amongst the/ccdera may be reckoned also the curious oath, sworn,
perhaps, according to a general rule obtaining for all civitates

faderatm^ by the citizens of a Lusitanian oppulum, Aritium, to

Gtfius Ciesar on his accession to the throne in a.d. 37 (C. /. i,,

ii. 172; Wil. 2S39J.
Closely related to the fccdera are the pacts between communities

and private individuals, respecting 7)a;/*0/if(/«s or hnspiliam {Udmlss

patroiuUus et hospitii, also, when in small portable form, (csscrm

ho&pitales), of which many specimens fronr the end of the republic

down to«a late period of the empire have been preserved (see

Gazzera, Mc-inorie dclV Acudcmia di Torino, vol. xxxv., 1831, p. 1

Sj'.jand Mommhon, Romischc Forsckungcn, i. p. 341 sq.\ There is

at present no complete collection of these; for since Gazzera's time
many new otnFS, feve been found. Of the numerous examples
•cattP*-')".! thiough'the diH'erent volumes of the Corpus may be
quoted i\\Q tcsstra Fundaua, containing the ]iact of bn5;pitality be-

tw'een the community of Fiuuli and a certain Ti. Claudius "(who

'cannot, with certainty, be identified), the oldest hitbcrto known,
in the fonn of a bronze fish (C. /. L.,. L 532; Henz^7000

;

"VTil. 2849); the tabula of the pagus Gurzcnsium" in^AfncA,
delivering the patronate to L. Domitius Ahenobarbus/iKero's

grandfather, in 742 (12 B.C.), in the afterwards solemn form of a
tabclla fastigota, to be fixed in the atrium of the person honoured
(Orel. 3693 ; \Vil. 2850) ; that of the civitas Palantina with a perc-

griniu, named Acces Licirui of the year 752 (2 B.C.) {Ephem. epigr.}

i. 141; Hermes, v., 1871, p. 371 sq.); that oi' Lacilbu/a, in Spainj|

with one Q. ilarius Balbus, of 5 a.d. {C. I. L., ii. 1393) ; that of

the Bocchoritani on the island of Majorca, of 6 a.d. (C. I. L., ii.

3695; Wil. 2851); the four relating to C. Silius Aviola, dating
from 27 to 28 A.D., all found at Brescia {C. I. L., v. 4919-4922)

;

that of the cohnia Julia Aug. legionis vii. Tupusuctu, in Africa,

with the imperial legate Q. Julius Secundus, of 55 a.d. (C /. L.,

viii. 8837; \Vil. 2851); that of two gcntilitatcs, the Dcsonci and
Tridiavi, of the gens of the Zcelee, in Spain, now in the Museum
of Berliu, which contains an older act of the year 27, and another
more Vecent of the year 127 a.d. {C. I. L., ii. 2633; Orel. 156)

;

that of the rcspubliea Poinpelonensis {?a.m'p\\i\\^ in Spain) of 185
a.d. {C. I. X., ii. 2960; 'Wih 2854); that of the Segismnoneiises, in

Spain, of 239 ad., now in the museum at Burgos {Ephem. cpigr.^-

ii. 322); that of the fahri subidiani {i.e., subrediani, qui sub aide

consistunt) of Cordova, of 348 a.d (C. /. X., ii. 2211 ; Wil. 2861);

and, in addition to many others, those found together at Rome,
on the site of the palace of Q. Aradius Valerius Proculus, and
belougiug to him and other members of his family, from divers

African cities and executed in 321 and 322 A.D. (C. I. X.. vi. 1684

-88; Orel. 1079, 3058).

2. Hardly inferior in antiqtuty, and of superior value, are the

remaiirs of laws in the stricter sense of the word {leges and plebi-

scita), preserved to us in the originals, although unfortimately only

in fragments more or less extensive. Of those laws the oldest and
most important ai-e the lex Acilia (for so it is in all probability to

be styled) njKtimdarum of the year 631 (C I. L., i. 198), which is

incised on a bronze table about 2 metres broad, in 90 iines of about

200 to 240 letters each, and therefore extremely inconvenient to

read, and t''e lex agraria of 643 (111 B.C.), written on the reverse

of the table of the Acilia, abrogated sliortly afterwards {C. I. X., i.

200); this is the tliird of the celebrated laws of C. Gracchus bear-

ing upon the di\'ision of public lands. Then follow the lex

Cornelia dc viginti quxstoribus, a fiagment of Sulla's legislation,

the eighth table only, of the whole set, being preserved (C. /. X., i.

202) ; the plcbiscitum de Thcrmensibus, on the autonomy of Ter-

mes.sus in Pisidia, proposed by the tribuni j^lebis, in 682 (72 B.C.).

one of four or five large bropzo plates {C. I. X., i. 204) ; the lex

Rubria de civitate GaUie& cisalpinse of 705 (49 B.C.), written in a

new and more convenient form (belonging as it does to Caesar's

legislation), in two columns, with numbered divisions, being the

fourth out of an unknown number of plates (C. 7. X., i. 205) ; the

lex Julia viutiicipalis, or, from the place where it was found, the

tabulcc Hcrncleenscs of 709 (45 B.C.), written on the reverse of the

iiiuch older Greek law of that community, preserved partly at

Naples, partly in the British Museum (C. XX., i. 206), also a

fragment of Caesar's general municipal institutions ; it contains a

curious passage relating to the public promulgatiori of laws (v. 16).

These are the laws of the Roman republic preserved" in important

fi-agments ; some minor ones (brought together in C. I. L., i.

207-211) may bo left out of account here. In the imperial age,

laws in general were replaced by senatus consulta, or by imperial

decrees. It was also in the form of a senatus consultum that the

leges dc imperio, on the accession of the emperors, seem to have

been promulgated. An example of such a law, preserved in jiart

on a bronze tablet found at Rome, is the lex de imjyerio Vespasiaui

(C. X X., vi. 930; Orel, voh i. p. 567). There is, besides, one

special category of im])erial constitutions which continued to be

named leges, viz., the constitutions given by the emperors to the

divers classes of nViVrt^es, based upon the ancient traditional rules

of government apjdied to Rome itself as well as to the colonies and
munieipia. Of this sort of leges some very vahiable specimens

have come from Spanish soil, viz., the lex colonies Julias. Gcnetivia

Urbanorum sice Ursonis (now Osuna), given to that colony by

Csesar in 710 (44 B.C.), but incised, with some alterations, in the

time of Vespasian, of which three bronze tables out of a much largT
number remain (Hiibnerand Jlommsen, Eplicm. epigr., ii. p. 150 517.

and 221 sq.) ; the lex Salpensana and the lex Malociiana, given to

these two rnuniciqna by Domitian, between 81 and 84 a.d., each onj

a large bronze plate, written respectively in two and in fival

columns, with the single chapters numbered and rubricated'

{C. I. L., ii. 1963, 1964, compare Mommsen, *'Pie Stadtrechte dcr

ateinischen Gemeinden Salpensa und Malacca in der Proving

Bietica," in the Abhavdlungcn dcr sachsisehen Geselhcha/t der

IVissenschaffcny philol.-?iisto7: Cla$sc,vo]. iii., 1857, p. 363 5^.);the'

lexmetalH K'i!^)(7.Tr''7j«is. given, with all probability, by oneof thethree

Flavii, as a constitution to a mining <listiict of southcm Portugal;

one bronze ]ilate numbered iii.—three or niorp, therefore, being

lost (see Hubncr, Ephem. epigr., iii. ]i. 165 sq. and, for a popular|

I account, the Devtsehe Hundsckan, August 1877, p. 196 sq.). The

so-called military diplomas, although in certain respects nearly

related to the leg'es of the, htejcj^Qjiod, araJifittcrjilaced alongj^iti*

the imperial decrees. ^
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3. A third species of official documents is formed by decrees of

the senate of Kome, of the analogous corporations in the colonies

and municipia, and of the divers collegia and sodalicia, consti-

tuted, as a rule, after a similar fashion and debating in nearly the

same way as the Roman and the municipal senates. The oldL*st

Roman scnatiis consuUa are those translated into the Greek lan-

guage and containing treaties of alliance, as already mentioned.

They are preserved either on monuments or by ancient authors, as

Josephus :

—

e.g., the fragment found at Delphi, from the year 568

{186 B.C.), and the sc. Thisbseum, from Thisbe in Bceotia, 584 (170

B.C.) {Ephcm. epigr., i. p, 278 sq., ii. p. 102, and Joh. Schmidt, Zcit-

aehrift der Savigmj-Stiftung, vol. iii., 1881), those of 616, 619, 621,

649 (138-105 B.C.) (C. /. Grssc, 2905, 2908, ii. 2485, 2737; Le Kas

and Waddington, voL iii. p. 195-198 ; Annali delV InstitutOy vol.

xix., 1847, p. 113 ; Ephem. epigr., iv. p. 213s?.), and those relating

to the Jews, dating from 615, 621, and 710 (139, 133, and 44 B.C.)

(Josephus, i?i^.,xiii. 9,2, xiv. 8, 5 and 10, 9). The two oldest 5C7irt/«s

consuUa written in Latin are also preserved in a more or less complete

form only by ancient authors; they are the sc. de 2)hilosophis et rhctori'

fcitsof 593 (161 B.C.) (Gellius, Noct. Att., xv. 11, 1) and that dc hasiis

Martiis of 655 (99 B.C.) (Gellius, iv. 6, 2). The only one belong-

ing to the oldest period preserved in the original Latin form, of

which only a part exists, together with the Greek translation, is

the sr. Lutatianum, relating to Asclepiades of Clazomens and his

companions, dating from 676 (77 b.c.)(C. J. i., i. 203). The rest,

belonging to the later -poch from Cicero downwards, about twenty

in number, are mostly preserved only in an abridged form by

ancient writers,—such as Cicero, Frontinus, Macrobius,—or in

Justinian's Digcsta (see Hiibner, De scnatv^ po2ndiqu€ Romani actis,

Leipsic, 1859, p. 66 sq.)\ a few exist, however, in a monumental
form, complete or in fragments—as the two sc. on the ludi seecxt-

larcsy dating from 17 B.C. and 47 A.D., preserved on a marble slab

found at Rome (C. I. L., vi. 877) ; the fragments of two sc. in

honour of Gemianicus and the younger Drusns, from Rome, on
bronze tablets (C. /. X., vi. 911-912; Henz. 5381-5282); the two
sc. Eosidianum and Volusianum^ containing regulations for the

demolition and rebuilding of houses in Rome, incised on the same
bronze plate, found at Herculaneum, dating from Nero's time,

between 41 and 46 and from 56 a.d. (Ort-L 3115; Mommsen,
Berichtc dcr sacks. Gesellsehaft der IVissenschaften^ philol.-histor.

Classe, 1852, p. 272 sg'.); and, of a later period, the sc. Cassianum
OT No7iiam(7n of Ids A.D.y containing a market regulation for the

ealtus Beguensis in Africa, where it has been found preserved in

two examples on stone slabs {Eplum. ejngr., ii. p. 271 sq., not com-
plete in Wil. 2838), and the fragment of that for Cyzicus, belong-

ing to the reign of Antoninus Fins {Ephein. epigr., iii. p. 156 sq.).

There exists, besides, a chapter of a sc. , relating to the collegia,

inserted in the decree of a collegium at Lanuvium, to be mentioned
below. Of the municipal decrees, of which a greater number is

preserved (see Hiibner, Dc scji. populique Jtom. actis^ p. 71 sq.),

only a few of the more important may' be mentioned here:—the lex

Puteolana de parieti faciundo of 649 (105 B.C.) (C. 1. L., i. 577;
Orel. 3697; Wil. 697) ; the two dccrcia (or so-called ccnotaphia)

Pisana in honour of Lucius and Gains Cfesar, the grandsons of

Augustus, of 3 A.D. (Orel. 642, 643 ; Wil. 883); tht dccrctitvi Lame-
vbutm of 133 A.D., containing the regulations of a collegium

fiineraticiu'/h, styled collegium salutare Dian-ie ct Antinoi (Ur.6086;

Wil. 319); and the decretum Tergestinum, belonging to the time of

Antoninus Pius (C. /. Z., v, 532; Henz. 7167; Wil. 693). There
are, however, more than thirty others preserved, some of them,
such as those from Kaples, written in the Greek language. Of the

third speciality, the decreta coUegiorum, only the lex collegii agues

of the first century (Marini, Atti de' fratelli Arvali, p. 70
;

Rudorff and Mommsen, Zeitschrift fiir Rechtsgeschiehic, vol. xv.,

1850, p. 203, 345 sq.), and the lex collegii uEseidapii ct Hygix, of

153 (C. I. L., vi. 10i234 ; Orel 2417 ; Wil. 320) need be mentioned
here ; many more exist. One of them, the lex collegii Jovis Cerncui,

dating from 167 a.d., found at Alburnum major in Dacia, is pre-

served on the original tnbella cerata on which it was written
{C. I. L., iii. p. 924; Henz. 6087; Wil. 321).

4. The fourth species of instrwnieiUa are the decrees, sometimes in

the form of letters, of Roman and municipal magistrates, and of
the emperors and their functionaries, incised, as a rule, on bronze
tablets. The oldest decree in the Latin language which has been
preserved is that of L. jJlmilius Paulus, when prstor in Hispauia
Baetica, dating from 189 B.C., for the Turns Lascutana in southern
Spain {C. I. i., ii. 5041 ; Wil. 2S37) ;. of the same date is a Greek
one of Cn. Manlius, consul of the year 565, for the Heracleenses
Carix (Le Bas and Waddington, n. 588). Then follow the famous
epistula consulum (falsely styled commonly scna/us coiisultum) ad
Teicranos de bacchanal ibus, dated 568 (186 B.C.) (C /. X., i. 196)

;

the sentence of the two Minucii, the delegates of the senate, on a
dispute concerning the boundaries between the Genuates and
Viturii, 117 B.C. {C. T. L., i. 199; Orel. ZYl'i ; AVil. 872) ; and the
epistula of the pitctur L. Cornelius (perhaps Sisenna), the prietor of
676 (78 B.C.) ad Tiburtes [O.I.L., i. 201). These belom; to the
republican age. From the imperial period a gi-eat many .^u. . .... . j

come clown to us of varying quality. Some of them are decrees or

constitutions of the emperors themselves. Such are the decree ot
Augustus on the aqueduct of Venafrum (Henz. 6428 ; AVil. 784) ;1

that of Claudius, found in the Val di Nona, belonging to 46 A.D.i
(C. /. X., V. 5050; Wil. 2842) ; of Vespasian for Sabora in Spain
{C.I.L., ii. 1423), and for the Vanacini in Corsica (Orel. 4031) ; of

Domitian for Falerii (Orel. 3118) ; the epistles of Hadrian relating

to Mz&ni in Phrygia, added to a Greek decree of Avidiua Quietus
(C. / X., iii. 355; Henz. 6955), and relating to Smyrna, in Greek,

with a short one of Antoninus Pius, in Latin (C. /. X., iii. 411 ; OreL
3119) ; the decrees of Comraodus relatiug to the salttis Buruni-
ianus in Africa (Mommsen, Hermes, vol. xv., 1880, p. 358 sq.) ; of

Severus and Caracalla for Tyra (Akerman in Mcesia), Latin anc^

Greek {C. I. L., iii. 781; Henz. 6429); of Valerian and Gallienua

for Smyrna, also Latin and Greek {C.I.L., iii. 412); of Diocletian

dc prcttis rcrum venalium, containing a long list of prices for all

kinils of merchandise, preserved in divers copies more or less com-
plete, in Latin and Greek (C.XX., iii. p. 801 sq. ; compare Ephcm.
epigr., iv. p. 180, and, as similar monuments, the lex partus of

Cirta, of 202 a.d., Wil. 2738, and the fragment of a regulation for

the importation of wines into Rome, Henz. 5039, Wil. 2739) ; and
some of the age of Constantine, as that relating to Hispellum iu

Umbria (Henz. 5580; Wil. 2843), that of Julian found at Amorgos
^Henz. 6431), and some others, of which copies exist also iu the

juridical collections. Of two imperial rescripts of a still later age

(413 A.D.), fragments of the originals, written on papyri, have been

found in Egypt (see Mommsen and Jaffe, Jahrbuch des gemcine^i

dcutschen Rcehts, vol. vi. , 1861, p. 398 ; Hanel, Corpus Icgum, p.

281). Imperial decrees, granting divers privileges to soldiers, are

the diplomata militaria also, mentioned above, incised on two com-
bined bronze tablets in the form of diptycha, ol w hich about seventy

examples have been brought together in the Corpus (vol. iii. p.

842 sq.) ; some specimens are given in Wil. 2862-2869, and in the

Ephcm. epigr. (vol. ii. p. 452, and vol. iv. p. 181 sq.), belonging to

-nearly all emperors from Claudius down to Diocletian. Though
not a decree, yet as a publication going back directly to the emperor,

and as being preserved in the liionunieutal form, the speech of the

emperor Claudius, delivered in the senate, relating to the Poaan
citizenship of the Gauls, of which Tacitus gives an abstract {Ann.
xi. 23), ought also to be mentioned here ; it was engraved on large

bronze slabs by the public authority of Lngudunum (Lyons), where
a large fragment of it is still preserved (Boissieu, Inscriptio7iS

antiques de Lyon^ p. 132 sg.). Another sort of decrees, relating

to a great variety of subjects, has to be mentioned, emanating, not
directly from the emperors, but from their functionaries. Such are

the decree of the proconsul L. Helvius Agrippa, of the year 68 A. D.

,

on the boundaries of some tribes on the island of Sardinia (WiL
872 a) ; that of the prefect of Egypt, Tiberius Julius Alexander,

written in Greek, of the same' year (C. /. Orscc, 4957) ; that of C.

Helvidius Priscus, on a similar question relating to Histonium,
belonging perhaps to the end of the first century (Wil. 873) ; that

of the legate of Trajan, C. Avidius Quietus, one of the friends of

Plutarch, found at Delplii, in Greek and Latin (C. 7. X., iii. 567;
Orel. 3671 ; Wil. 874) ; a rescript of Claudius Quartinus, peihaps

the imperial legate of the Tarraconensis, of the year 119 A.D., found
at Parapluna {C.I.L., ii. 2959 ; Orel 4032) ; the epistle of thepras-

fccti prsetorio to the magistrates of Ssepinum, of about 166-169 a.d.

(Mommsen, /.iV, 4916; Wil. 2841) ; the decree of L. Novius Rufus,

another legate of the Tarraconensis, who ex tilia reeHavit, of 193
A.D. (C. I. L., ii. 4125; Orel. 897; Wil. 876); the sentence of

Alfenius Senecio, then subprefect of the classis pTeetoria Misenensis,

belonging to the beginning of the thii'd century, formerly existing

at Naples (Mommsen, /. N., 2646) ; and some others of the fourth

and fifth centuries, not requiring specific mention here. Quite a

collection of epistles of high Roman functionaries is found in the

celebrated inscription of Thorigny (Mommsen, Berichte der sacks.

Gesellsehaft der JVisseiischaftcn, 1862, p. 235 sq.). The letter of a
provincial functionaiy, a priest of Gallia Narbonnensis, to the fabri
subsdiaui of Narbonne, of the year 149, may also be mentioned
(Heuz. 7215 ; Wil. 696a). To these must be added the tabulai ali-

mcntarise, relating to the well-known provi.sion made by Trajan for

the relief of distress among his subjects, such as that of the Ligures
Biebiaui (Mommsen, I.N., 1354; Wil. 2844) and that ofVeleianear
Parma (Wil. 2845); while evidence of similar institutions is fur-

nished by inscriptions at Tarracina, at Sicca in Africa, and at

Hispalis iu Spain (Wil. 2846-48; C.J.L., ii. 1174). Atthe close of
this long list of official documents may be mentioned the libellus of

the procurator opcrum publicorum a colvmna divi Marci of the year
193 [C T. L., vi. 1585; Orel. 39; Wil. 2840) and the interlocuiiones

of the preefecti rigilum on a lawsuit of the fulloncs of Rome, of]

1244 A.D., inscribed on an altar of Hercules {C. I. L., vi. 266;
Wil. 100). These documents form a most" iustructive class of
instrumenia.

5. Many documents, as may be supposed, were connected witlx]

religions worship, public and private. The oldest lex tcvipli, which
continued iu force until a comparatively late period, was the-regu-
'.....:. .>>:!i Vy Servius Tullius to the temple of Diana on *ha
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Aventine. after the conclusion of the federal pact with the Latini,
noticed above. Mention is made of this ancient law as still in
force in two later documents of a similar character,- viz., the dedi-
cation of an altar to Augustus by the plobs of Narbo in southeiu
France, of 764 a. P., but existing only, at Narbonne, in a copy,
made perhaps in the 2d century (Orel. 2489 ; Wil. 104), and that of

an altar of Jupiter, dedicated at Salonre in Dalmatia in 137 a.d.,

still existing in part at Padua (C. /. i., iii. 1933 ; Orel. 2490 ; AVil.

163). Another Icxfani still existing is that of a temple of Tui)itt.n-

Liber at Furfo, a viciis of southern Italy, of the year ti96 (58 B.C.),

but copied, in vernacular language, from an older origiual (C. /. L.

,

i. 603 ; Orel. 24SS ; Wil. 105 ; compare Jordan in Hermes, vol. vii.,

1872, p. 201 sq.). The liits of objfcts belonging to some sanctuaries

or to the ornaments of statues are carious, such as those of the
Diana Xcmoreiisis at Nenii (Henz., Hermes, vol. vi., 1871, p. 8sq.),

and of a statue of Isis in Spain (Hiibner, Hermes, vol. i., 1S66, p.

345 sq. ; compare C. I. L., ii. 2060, 33S6, Orel. 2510, Wil. 210),

and two synnjises from a temple at Cirta in Africa (Wil. 2736, 2737).
The sortes given by'divinities may also be mentioned (see C. 7. i.,

i. p. 267 sq. ; Wil. 2822). To a temple also, though in itself of a
secular character, belonged a monumGnt of the highest historical

iuiportance, viz., the Index reruui a sc gcstarurn, incised on bronze
slabs, copies of which Augustus ordered to be placed, in Latin and
Greek, where required, in the numerous Augustea erected to himself
in company with the Dea Roma. This is known as the Monu-
mentum Ancyranum, because it is at Angora in Asia Minor that

the best preseived copy of it, in Greek and Latin, exists ; but frag-

ments remain of other copies from other localities (see C. /. L., iii.

6 779 sq., and the special editions of Mommsen, Berlin, 1865, and
ergk, Gottingoni 1873). Among the inscriptions relating to

sacred buildings must also be reckoned tlie numerous fragments o£

Roman calendui's, or fasti anni JuHnni^ found at Rome and otliur

places, which have been arranged and fully explained by Mommsen
(C. /. L., i. p. 293 sq. ; compare Ephcm. cpig}\, i. p. 33, ii. p. 93,
iii. p. 5, 85, iv. p. 1 sq., and for those found in Rome, C. L L., vi.

2294-2306). Local, provincial, or municipal kulcndcn-ia have like-

wise been found (as the fcrialc Cumnnum^ V. I. L., i. p. 310, and
the Capuanum, Mommsen, /. N., 3571). Many other large monu-
mental inscriptions bear some relation, more or less strict, to sacred
or public buildings. Along with the ofticial calendar exhibited on
the walls of the residence of the ponti/cx maximus, the list of the
eponymous magistrates, inscribed by the order of Augustus on largo
marble slabs, was publicly shown,

—

the fasti consuiaies, the recon-
struction and illustration of which formed the life-work of Borghesi.
These have been collected, down to the death of Augustus, by
Henzen, and compared with the additional written testimonies, by
Mommsen, in the Corpus (vol. i. p. 293 sq. ; see also Ephem. epigr.,

i. p. 154, il p. 210, 285, iii. p. 11 5;^. ; compare Hirschfeld and
Mommsen in Hermes, vol. iii., 1874, pp. 93, 267 sq.), along with
the acta triumphoriim and other minor fragments oi fasti found in

various It-nlian communities (C. 1. L., i. p. 453 sq. \ Ephcm. epigr.,

i. p. 157, iii. p. 16), while the fasti soccrclotum puhlicorum populi
Romani, together with the iabicia feriarum Latinarum, are given
in the volume devoted exclusively to the monuments of Rome (vol.

vi., p. 441 sq. ; compare Hermes, vol. v., 1870, p. 379, ^TiA Ephcm.
epigr., iL p. 93, iu. pp. 74, 205 sq.). Documents of the same kind,
as, for example, the album ordinis Thaniugadcnsis from Africa

{Ephem. epigr., iii. p. 77 sq.), and a considerable mass of military

lists (laicrcula, of which those belonging to the garri.son of the

metropolis are brought together in C. I. L., vi. p. 651 Sf?.), are
given on many dedicatory and honorary monuments, chiefly from
Lambresis in Africa (C. I. L., viii.). As those documents, though
having only a partial claim to be ranked with the sacred ones,

derive, like many other dedicatory monuments, their origin and
form from that class, so also the protocols {acta), which, from
Augustus downwards, seem to have been preserved in the case of

411 important collegia. magi?tratHum, now survive only from one of
the largest siud most distinguished colh-gia saccrdotum, in the acta,

coUegii fratrum Arvalium, to which Marini first drew the attention
of cpigraphists ; they form one of the most important masses of

epigraphic monuments preserved to us in the Latin language (see

C. I. L., vi. p. 459 sq., Ephem. epigr., ii. p. 211 sq.^ and Hoizca's
Ada fratrum Arvalium, Berlin, 1874).

6. Another species of instruments is formed by private documents.
They have been ini^dentally preserved (inserted, for instance, into
sepulchral and honorary inscriptions), in the later period not un-
fre.iuently in monumental form, as the testaments, given partly or
in full, mentioned above (viz., that of Dasumius and the Gaul,
C.I.L., vi. 10229, Wil. 314, 315, and some capita tcstamentorum
or codicilli, as that of M. ileconius Leo found at Petelia—Mom-
msen, /. N., 78, 79 ; Orel. 3677, 3678; Wil. 696), and the dona-
tions, such as those of T. Flavius Syntrophus (C. /. L., vt 10239

;

Wil. 313), oFT. Flavius Artemidorus (Wil. 310), of Statia Irene and
Julia Monime yC. I. X.,'vi. 10231, 10247; Wil. 311, 318). Of a
pecnliar descrijition is the pactxtm fiducipe, found in Spain, engi'aved
on a bronze tablet, and belonging, in all probability, to the 1st
CL'Utury (C, /, i,, ii. 5042), which seems to be a formulary. Other

documents relating to private affairs exist in their original form,

written on tahcllx ceratx. Those found together in a mining dis-

trict of Dacia have been arranged and explained by Mommsen and
Zaugemeister (C. /. L., iii. p. 291 sq., with facsimiles); those

found at Pompeii in 1875, containing receipts of the banker L.

Caecilius Jucundus, have been published by De Petra (*'Le tavo-

lette cerate di Pompei," Atti dclV Academia dc' Lincci, vol. iii.,

1876) and explained by Mommsen {Hermes, voL xii., 1877, p. 8S

sq. ). These documents are written in cursive letters ; and so mostly,

too, are some otlier curious private monument.';, belonging partly

to the sacred inscriptions,—the dcfxioncs, imprecations directed

against persons suspected of theft or other offences, who, according

to a very ancient superstition, were in this way believed to be

delivered to punishment through the god to whom the dcjixio was
directed. The numerous Greek and Latin (a»d even Oscan)

examples of this usage have been brought together by Wachsmutli
{WiciiiiscJixs Muscttm, vol. xviii.; 1863, p. 559 sq.; Henz., Bullct-

tino dclV Instifuto, 1866, p. 252 ; compare C. I. L., i. 81S-820,

C. I. L., vli. 140). Only a few of them are incised on stone (a.s

that to the Dca Aixcina from Spain, C. I. L., ii. 462) ; for the

most part they are written, in cursive letters, or in very debased

capitals, on small bronze or lead tablets (so C. I. L., i. 818, 819 ;

Henz. 6114, 6115; Wil. 2747, 2748), to be laid in the tombs of

the "de6xi," or deposited in the sanctuaries of some divinity.

Some new specimens of this class have been lately added from

Pavia and Arezzo in Italy (Mommsen, Hermes, vol. iii., 1868,

p. 302, and vol. iv., 1869, p. 282 sq. ; AVil. 2749, 2753, 2754) ; one

was lately found at Bath (Zaugemeister, Hermes, vol. xv., 1880,

p. 588 sq. ).

7. Many of the private documents just alluded to have not a

j
monumental character similar to tliat of the other inscriptions in

the wider sense of the word, as they are writtt-n on materials not

very durable, such as wood and lead,—iu the majority of cases, in

cm-sive characters ; but, uevertlieless, they cannot be classed as

litemti-re. As a last species, therefore, of insti-umcyita, there

remain yome documents, public and private, wliich similarly lack

the strict monumental character, but still are to be reckoned

among, inscriptions. These are the inscriptions painted or

scratched on the walls of the buildings of ancient towns, like

Pompeii, whore, as was to be expected, most of them have been pre-

served, those from other ancient cities buried by the eruptioTis

of Vesuvius and from Rome being veiy small in number. All the

various classes of these inscriptions—public and private advertise-

ments, citations for the municipal elections, ai^d private .scribblings

of the most diverse (and sometimes most indecent) character, once

partly collected by Chr. Wordsworth {luscriptioncs Pompeiaiia^, &c.,

London, 1837, 1846)—are now arranged by Zangemeistcr in the

Corpus, vol. iv. (see also Ephem. epigr., i. pp. 49, 177 sq., and some
specimens in Wil. 1951 sq.), whence their peculiar palieographic antl

epigraphic rules may be learned. And, lastly, as related to some of

these advertisements, though widely differing from them in age ami
character, may be mentioned the so-called diptycha consulariu,

monuments, in the first instance, of the slill very respectable skill

in this branch of sculpture to be found at this late period. They
are, as is generally known, carvid-ivory tablets, in the form of

pugiUaria, and seem to have been invitations to the solemnities

connected with the accession of high magistrates, especially to the

spectacles of the circus and amphitheatre ; for they contain, along
with representations of such spectacles, the names, and often tiie

portraits, of high functionaries, mostly of the 5th and 6th cen-

turies. Since Gori's well-known work on this class of monumt-nts
{Thesaurus vctcrum diptychoriirii, &(;., 3 vols., Florence, 1759) ho
comprehensive collection of them has been published ; as speci-

mens see C. I. L., ii. 2699, and v. 8120; ]-9.

Bibliography.—There is no "Textbook" of Roman epigraphy
which can be recommended to the student. Brissonius, in bis

work Dc formuUs ct soleinnibus populi Jtoman i verbis libri VIII.

(first published at Paris, 1583 ; edited, with additions by Conradi

and Bach, at Frankfort and Leipsic, 1754), gives some useful

information about the instruDxcnta : Malfei, in his Ars critica

lapidaria (published, after his death, in Donati's Supplement to

Muratori, 1765), goes too far in his su.spicions aboiU forgeries;

IMurceili's {'xicon epigraphicum (in his Opera cpigrajjhiea, 5 vols.,

Padua, 1819) is made for use in the composition of modern Latin

inscriptions. Zaccaria's Instituzione aiitiqiiariu-lcpidaria usia tn--

troduzione alio st^idio dellc anliche latinc iscrizioni (Rome, 1770.

and Venice, 1793) has its merits, though it is somewhat anti-

quated, and is, besides, a rather scarce book. But students must
be warned against Zell's Handbuch dcr romischen Epigraphik

(2 vols., Heidelberg, 1850-1852), which is a work in every respect

thoroughly unsatisfactory. For Christian inscriptions Le Blanfs
Manuel d'epigrapkie chrUicnne d'apr^s les marbres de la Gavie

(Paris, 1869), on which the ai-ticle in Martigny's Dvtionnaire des

antiquites chriiienvcs (2d ed., Paris, 1877, p. 357 sq.) is based, and

that in Smith and Cheetham's Dictionary of ChriUian Antiquities

(vol. i , London, 1875, p. Ml sg.), niav.be consultKl with advan-

t'gc. ^K. HW,
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ENSECTIVOROUS PLANTS. Insectivorous or, as

they are sometimes more correctly termed, carnivorous

plants are, like the parasites, the climbers, or the succulents,

a physiological assemblage belonging to a number of

distinct natural orders. They agree in the extraordinary

habit of adding to the supplies of nitrogenous material

afforded them in common with other plants by the soil and

atmosphere, by the capture and consumption of insects and

otlier small animals. Tlie curious and varied mechanical

arrangements by which these supplies of animal food are

obtained, the ways and degrees in which they are utilized,

and the remarkable chemical, histological, and electrical

phenomena which accompany these processes of prehension

and utilization, can only be understood by a separate and
somewhat detidled examination of the leading orders and
genera. It is convenient to follow the order adopted by
Mr Darwin in his work ou Insectivorous Plants (Lond.,

1875), to which our knowledge of tha subject is mainly

due, incorporating, however, as far as possible the leading

observations of other writers on the subject. We must

preface this, however, by a brief summary of theifacts of

taxonomy and distribution.

Taxonomy.—The best known ana most important order

—the Droseracem—is placed among the calycifloral exogens,

and has obvious affinities with the Saxifragacex. It

includes six genera

—

Byblis, Roridula, Drosera, Droso-

pkijllam, Aldrovanda, and Dioneea, of which the last

three are mnnotypic, i.e., include only one species. The
curious pitcher-plant, Cephalotus foUicularis, is usually

raised to the dignity of a separate natural order Cephalotex,

though Bentham and Hooker (Gen. Plant.) place it among
the Jiibesiaceie. The Sariaceniacex are thalamiflorals,

and contain the genera Sarracenia, Darlingionia, Heliam-
Tphora, while the true pitcher plants or Nepenthacem,

consisting of the single large genus Nepenthes, are placed

near the Aristolochiacese among the AjxtaUe. Finally the

genera Pinguicula, Utricularia, Genlisea, and Polypom-
pholix belong to the gamopetalous order Utricularim. Thus
all the four leading divisions of the exogenous plants are

represented by apparently unrelated orders ; certain

affinities, however, are alleged between Droseiacese,

Sarraceiiiacex, and Xepenthacex,

Distribution.—While the large genus Drosera has an all

but world-wide distribution, its congeners are restricted

to well-defined and
usually compara-

tively small areas.

Thus Drosophylbtm

occurs only in

Portugal and Mo-
rocco, Bi/blis in

tropical Australia,

and, although Al-

drovanda is found

in Queensland, in

Bengal, and in

Europe, a wide dis-

tiihution explained

by its aquatic habit,

Dioneea is restricted

to a few localiiies

in North and South
Carolina, mainly
around Wilming-
ton. Ccph'.doliis

occurs only near

Alli;>ny in Western
Australia, Heliam-

p/iora ou the Kuraima Mountains in Venezuela, Darling-
tonia on the Sierra Nevada of California, and these three

-Lcif of Sundew {Dr^fera rotltn^ifclia).
(Ancr Datwiii.)

genera too are as yet monotypic: of Sarracenia, however,

there are six or eight known species scattered over the

eastern States of North America. The 36 species of

Nepenthes are mostly natives of the hotter parts of the

Indian Archipelago, but a few range into Ceylon, Bengal,

Cochin China, and some even occur in tropical Australia

on the one hand, and in the Seychelles and Madagascar on

the other. Pi.uyuicida is abundant in the north temperate

zone, and ranges down the Andes as far as Patagonia; the

150 species of Utricularia are mostly acjuatic, and some are

found in all save polar regions; their unimportant congeners,

Genlisea and Polypomphotir, occur in tropical America and

south-western Australia respectively. It is remarkable that

all the insectivorous plants

agree in inhabiting damp
heaths, bogs, marshes, and
similar situations where water

is abundant,—a peculiarity

perhaps due to their habit of

copious secretion and conse-

quent need of water.

Drosera. — The Common '

Sundew {D. rotundifolia) has

extremely small roots, and
bears five or six radical leaves

horizontally extended in a

rosette around the iiowerstalk.

The upper surface of each leaf

is covered with gland-bearing

filaments or " tentacles," of

which there are on an average

about two liundred. Each Fio. 2.—leaf of sundew, enlarirptl,

olniid isi inrninndfd bv 1 liro-o
'"'"^ ""= tenliicles on one sule in-giana is surrounaea oy a large
^(.cteii over a bit or meat placed m

dew-like drop of a viscid but Uledisk. (After Danvm.)

transparent and glittering secretion, and the popular names
(Sundew, French Eossolis, German Sonneiithau) as well as

the Linncean (from SpoVo?, dew) have been thus suggested.

The stalk of the tentacle has the essential structure of a leaf.

A small fibro-vascular bundle, consisting mainly of spiral

vessels, runs up through the stalk and is surrounded by a

Flo. 3.—Glands of Sundew macnifled. (After Dodel-Port.) A, external aspect
with drop of secretiou; B, Internal structure.

layer of elongated parenchyma cells lined by a thiu kyer
of colourless circulating protoplasm, and filled with a homo-
geneous fluid, tint»d purple by a modification of chlorophyll

(erythrophyll, Sorby). The epiderniis bears small multi)

ceUular prominences. The glandular head of the tentacle

contains a central mass of spirally thickened cells in im-

mediate contact with the upper end of the fibro-vascular

bundle. Around these (but separated from them by a
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iayer of much elongated cells, Warming) there is a layer

of cells Qlled with purple fluid, and outside these lies a

similar series of cells, whose contents differ slightly in tinge,

and in behaviour when. treated with reagents.

Insects seem to be attracted by the leaves of Droscra,

but whether by their colour, their glittering secretion, their

pdoui', or by all three,, remains as yet unsettled. A fly

alighting on the disk, or even only touching one or two of

Ihe e.'sterior tentacles, is immediately entangled by the

viscid secretion ; the tentacles to which it is adhering

begin to bend, and thus pass on their prey to the tentacles

hcxt succeeding them inwards, and the insect is thus carried

'^y a curious rolling movement to the centre of the leaf.

<'he tentacles on all sides become similarly inflected ; the

Dlade or the le.af may even become almost cup-shaped; and
ihe insect, bathed in the abundant secretion which soon

•loses up its tnithece, is drowned in about a ijuarter of an
nour. The leaves clasp also, but for a much shorter time,

over inorganic bodies.

The bending of the tentacle takes place near its base,

and may be excited (1) by repeated touches, although not

by gusts of wind or drops of rain, thus saving the plant

from much useless movement
; (2) by contact with any

solid, even though insoluble and of far greater minuteness

than could be appreciated by our sense of touch,—a morsel

of human hair weighing only ,^|jo of a grain, and this

iargely supported too by the viscid secretion, sufficing to

induce movement
; (3) by the absorption of a trace of

•certain fluids, mostly nitrogenous. During the inflexion

of the tentacle, and even before it touches the stimulating

object, the secretion of the gland increases in quantity, and,

instead of remaining neutral, becomes acid.

The stalk of a tentacle whose gland has been stimulated

by repeated shocks, continuous pressure, or the absorp-

tion of any nitrogenous fluid, particularly a solution of

ammonic carbonate, shows a mottled appearance; and, when
examined under the microscope the formerly homogeneous
duid contents of its constituent cells are seen to have

separated into purple musses of constantly varying num-
ber, shape, and size, suspended in a colourless fluid, and the

Jayer of colourless circulating protoplasm which lines the

cells thus becomes much more distinctly visible. This

process, which is termed by Darwin "aggregation of the

protoplasm," commences in the glands and gradually

travels down the tentacles, being temporarily arrested at

each cell-wall. Tlie process of redissolution of the proto-

plasm commences at the base of the tentacles and proceeds

upwards. Aggregation is a vital process : the cells must

O

"3"

Pio. 4.—DiriprniTi of The same cell of a tentacle of D. roinndiMia, showing the
\iiriniis frmns succcisively abbumed by the aggiugatLd muisc^ of Droloplasm.
(After Davwin.)

be alive, uninjured, and oxygenated j if they are crushed or

treated with carbonic acid tie phenomenon does not take

place. It is not necessarily related to inflexion, for one may
te induced without the other ; it is totally unlike the '* plas-

molysis," or shrinking away of the protoplasm from the

cell-wall, which takes place on treating a portion of vege-

table tissue with any dense fluid, and which is simply due
to exosmose ; and it does not depend upon increased

secretion. Darwin has also observed aggregation in the

sensitive hairs of Dionxa^ and in the roots of various

plants ; it seems indeed to be of wide distribution and
profound importance in t!ie physiology oi the vegetable
xelL

Effects of Heat.—Sachs asserts that plants are killed by immersion
for ten minutes iit water at 45' to 46° C, and that their protoplasm

coagulates at oC^ or ^J0^ Darwin, however, found that the immersion
of leaves olDroscra for ten minutes in water at 50", instead of killing

the leaves, excited the tentacles into quick movement, that a tem-
perature of 54°'4 paralysed the leaves without killing them, and that

some even survived a temperature of 6"2° C. Some of the lowest

plants have frequently been described as living in hot springs, but

that so highly organized a native of temperate and even almost

arctic regions should withstand so high a temperature is very

remarkable.
Action of Aramonia- Salts.—All the salts of ammonia produce in-

flexion, the carbonate strongly, the nitrate even more so, and the

phosphate most of all. Theimmni-sion of a leaf in a solution of the

last-mentioned salt, so weak that each glatid could only absorb about

sagaj T7Tr g ^f ^ g*"^!^. is sufficient to produce complete inflexion of

the tentacles. Though the particles of solid matter which stimulate

the olfactory nerves, and so produce the sensation of odour in ani-

mals, must be infinitely smaller than this, as Mr Darwin remarks,

the fact remains truly wonderful that the absorption of so minute
a quantity by a gland should induce some change in it, wliich leads

to the transmission of a motor impulse down the entire length of

the tentacle, causing the whole mTiss to bend, often through an angle

of more than 180°, and this too in the absence of any specialized

nervous system.
Action of various Salts and Adds.—In the case of salts the nature

of the base seems to be of much more importance than that of

tiie acid, a conclusion already arrived at by animal physiologists.

Thus nine salts of sodium caused inflexion, and were not poisonous

;

seven of the corresponding salts of potassiurh did not cause inflexion,

and some were poisonous. This is interesting in connexion with

the fact that large dose.s of sodium salts may be introduced into the

circulation of mammals with impunity, whereas small doses of

potassium salts speedily cause deatli. Of twenty-four acids tried,

nineteen caused inflexion, and the majoTity. even including most of

tiic organic acids, werp poisonous, whicli is the more remarkable since

juice of many plants seems much more strongly acid than the

solutions which were employed. The poisonous action, however, is

not improbably connected with the negative osmose which is known
to be induced by dilute acids.

Action of Alkaloid Poisons, of other Substances, and of Vapours.

—Acetate and sulphate of quinine, citrate of strychnine, nicotine,

digitaline, act more or less strongly on the glands and kill them;
on the other band, nitrate of quinine, atropine, veiatrine, colchicine,

theine, are quite harmless. Curare is not poisonous, and cobra

poison, which kills animals by paralysing their nerve centres, causes

"strong and rapid inflexion of the tentacles, and soon discharges

all colour from the glands," stimulating also the movements of their

protoplasm. Since alkaloids which act strongly on the nervous

system of animals are without effect on Droscra, it seems probable

that the scn.sibility of its glands, and their power of transmitting

a stimulus to other parts of the leaf, are not due to elements analo-

gous to nerve. Camphor iu solution acts as a stimulant; the

vapours ho^^ver, of camphor, cliloroform, alcohol, etiier, and car-

bonic acid have a narcotic or ana;sthetic action, and kill the plants

after a time.

Effects of Organic Fluids.—Digdiivc Power ofSccretimi.—Darwin
treated sixty-one leaves of Droscra with non-nitrogenous solutions

(gum-arabic, sugar, starchy dilute alcohol, olive-oil, tea). The ten-

tacles were not in a single case inflected. He then applied to sixty-

four other leaves various ndtrogenous fluids (milk, urine, albumen,

infusion of meat, mucus, saliva, isinglass), and sixty-three had the

tentacles and often the blades well inflected. Finally, taking

twenty-three of the leaves which had served for the first e.xpenment

and treating them with bits of meat or drops of nitrogenous fluids,

all save a few, apparently injured by exosraose caused b}' the tlensity

of the former solution of gum, sugar, &c., were distinctly in-

flected.

We are thus led to inquire whether the leaves have only the

power of absorbing matter already in solution or whether they coh

render nitrogenous matter soluble, that is, whether they have the

power of tnie digestion. The digestion of albuminous bodies by

animals iseflfected by means of a ferment, pepsin, acting in presence

of weak hydrochloric acid,—neither the acid nor the ferment having

the power of digesting in the absence of tlie other, though almost

any other acid may be substituted for hydrochloric. When the

stomach is mechanically excited, acid is secreted, but not pepsin
;

this requires for its production the absorption of a minute quantity

of already soluble animal matter (peptogene of Schiff). These pro-

positions all hold good of Droscra. Frankland analysed the secre-

tion olitained by stimulating four hundred and forty-five leaves with

S
articles of glass, and came to the conclusion that its acidity was
ue to some acid of the acetic series, apparently either propionic or

a mixture of acetic and butyric acids. Analysis of larger quantities

enabled Will to show that the secretion ronrained formic as well as

probably butyric and propionic acid, aud Kces and AVill prepared

a glycerin extract which when acidulated rapidly digested fibrin.
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Lawson Tait also separateil a substance possessing the property of

a digestive ferment.

Darwin fed numerous plants with roast meat and minute cubes

of boiled white of egg, and placed other cubes in wet moss jis a

check. Solution soon took place in the former cases ; and, just as

in animal digestion, the edges of the cubes of egg were fiist rounded

off, and the striation of muscle was replaced by dark points, while

the bits of egg left in moss putretied. On neutrali/;ation of the acid

by alkali, digestion stops ; on reacidification, it goes on again.

Neither the watery nor the glycerin extract of leaves stimulated by
fragments of glass was ^le to digest, showing that the ferment is

not secreted until the glands have absorbed a trace of animal

matter. The leaves digested fibrin, connective tissue, cartilage,

bone, enamel, and dentine, gelatin, chondrine, casein of milk, &c.,

but could not digest epidermic productions (nails, hairs, Te.athers),

fibro-elastic tissue, mucin, pepsin, urea, chitin, chlorophyll, cellu-

lose, gun-cotton, oil, fat, and starch, thus completing the analogy

with the gastric digestion of animals. Pollen-grains had their pro-

toplasmic contents dissolved, and seeds were usually killed.

Irritability and Movements.—Cutting and pricking the leaf does

not induce movement ; the petiole is quite insensible, nor do the

pedicels of the glands bend when rubbed or stimulated by contact

with food. Only the glands remain, and these at once respond to

stimuli, yet their irritability seems to extend for a very slight dis-

tance below them, since when the glands are cut off their pedicels

often become inflected. When a tentacle receives an impulse either

from its owm gland or from the central tentacles, it bends towards

the middle of the leaf, the short tentacles on which do not bend at

all ; in all other cases all the tentacles, even those of the centre,

bend towards the point whence the stimulus comes. Thus all the

tentacles of a leaf may be made to converge into two .symmetrical

groups by placing a fragment of phosphate of ammonia in the

middle of each half of the blade. Contrary to the opinion of

Ziegler, vivisection shows that the motor impulse is not transmitted

through the fibro-vascular bundles, but through the cellular tissue.

An impulse thus travels more rapidly along than across the leaf,

since, from the elongated shape and the position of the cells, fewer

cell-walls have to lie crossed in a given distance. ' TJuis, when the

central glands are excited, they send centrifugally some inlluence to

the exterior glands, where aggregation of the protoplasm is set up,

which may be watched descending their tentacles, and the whole
process is not without analogy to a reflex action. The motor im-
pulse seems to be allied to the aggregating process, and it has been
attemjited to explain the bending wliich takes place at the base of

the tentacles by assuming either (1) a rapid passage of fluid out of

the cells in that region, which would thus contract, at least if wo
suppose them to be previously in a state of high tension and to

possess great elasticity, (2) a contraction of the protoplasm of these

cells, (3) the contraction of the cell-walls as well as the protoplasm,

or (4) a shrinkage of the fluid contents of the colls, owing lo a

change in their mol-ecular state with the subsequent closing in of

the walls.

Absorption.—Bennett has described what he terms absorptive

glands beneath the epidermis, consisting of two nearly hemi-
spherical cells, filled with brownish protoplasm and bearing papiUai,

which sometimes rise above the surface of the leaf, or the filaments

of the tentacles. He finds similar organs in Dionxn and Xcpenlhcs,

but in no plants other than carnivorous, except Calliiriche. Clark

fed Droscra with flies soaked in chloride of lithium, and after several

days found that all parts of the plant when burned showed the

characteristic spectrum of lithium ; and Tait, by cultivating plants

with roots cut off and leaves buried in pure sand watered with an
ammoniacal solution, showed that the sundew can not only absorb

nutriment from its leaves, but can actually live and thrive by their

aid alone, if supplieil with small qua]itities of nitrogenous material.

Dioneea Muscipula, L.—This plant, the well-known

Venus's Fly-trap, was first described in 1768 by Ellis in a

remarkable letter to Linnaeus, in whicli lie gave a substan-

tially correct account of the structure and functions of its

leaves, and even suggested the probability of their carni-

vorism. Linnasus declared it the most wonderful of plants

{miracnlum naturae), yet only admitted that it showed an

extreme case of sensitiveness, supposing that the insects

were only accidentally captured and subsequently allowed

to escape. Two American botanists, Curtis and Canby,
successively advanced our knowledge of the mode of

capture and digestion, which has also been investigated by
Mrs Treat, T. A. G. Balfour, and others, and most fully by

Darwin,

The leaves are all radical, with broad foliaceous foot-

stalks. Each leaf has two lobes, standing at rather leas

than a right angle to each other, their edges being produced^

into spike-like processes. The upper surface of each lobe-

is covered with minute circular sessile glands, each consist-

ing of from 20 to 30 cells filled with purplish fluid. It

bears also three fine-pointed sensitive filaments arranged

Fio. 5.—Leaf of Vcnu>'s Fly-trap (Dioniea mvscipula), viewed laterally in lt%

e-xiKindcd stale. (After Oarwin.)

in a triangle. These contain no fibro-vascular bundles, bat
present an articulation near their bases, which enables them
to bend parallel to the surface of the leaf when the lobes close,-

When the filaments

are touched by an *''-?

insect, the lobes close

very sharply upon
the hinge-like mid-

rib, the spikes inter-

lock, and the insect

is imprisoned. If

very minute, and so

not worth digesting,

it is able to escape

between the inter-

locked spines ; more Fio. G.—Leaf nf D. musclpula dosed over iiiaort.

usually however it A, viewed from tlio side; 13, from above.

is retained between the lubes, which gradually but firmly

compress it, until its form is distinguishable from without.

The leaf thus forms itself into a temporary stomach, aud
the glands, hitherto dry,

commence, as soon as excited

by the absorptiim of a trace

of nitrogenous matter, to pour

out an acid secretion contain-

ing a ferment, which rapidly

dissolves the soft parts of the

insect. This is produced in

such abundance that, when
Darwin made a small opening
at the base of one lobe of a

leaf which had closed over a

large crushed fly, the secre-

tion continued to run down
the footstalk during the whole

time— nine days— during

which the plant was kept

under observation. Aggre-

gation may be observed in

the glands, and, at least on

treatment with carbonate of

ammonia, the aggregative pro-

cess may be watched ascend-

ing the sensitive hairs.

Though the filaments are

exquisitely sensitive to the

slightest contact with solid

bodies, yet they are far less

<^ >

Fio. 7.—a, Bensitive filament and glantte

of X>. miiacipula, X 60 ; 3, glamls,

X 300.

sensitive than those of Drosera to prolonged pressure,''a

singular difference in evident relation to the habits of the

_two plants. Like the leaves of Drosera, however, those
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•of Dioniea are completely indifferent to wind and rain.

The surface ot the blade is very slightly sensitive ; it may
be roughly handled or scratched without causing movement,
but closes when its surface or midrib is deeply pricked or

cut. Irritation of the triangukr area on each lobe enclosed
by the sensitive filaments causes slosure. The footstalk is

quite insensitive. Inorganic or non-nitrogenous bodies,

placed on the leaves without touching the sensitive fila-

ments, do not excite movement, but nitrogenous bodies, if

in the least degree damp, cause after several hours the
lobes to close slowly. So too the leaf which has closed

over a digestible body applies a gradual pressure, which
serves to bring the glands on both sides into contact with
the body, and may also, as Balfour suggests, aid in absorp-
tion. Thus we see that there are two kinds of movement,
adapted for different purposes, one rapid, excited mechani-
cally, the other slow, excited chemically. Leaves made to

close over insoluble bodies reopen in less than twenty-four

hours, and are ready, even before being fully expanded, to

shut again. But if they have closed over nitrogen-yielding

Jjodies, they remain closely shut for many days, and after

re-expanding are torpid, and never act again, or only after

a considerable time. Even in a state of nature, the most
vigorous leaves are very rarely able to digest more than
twice, or at most thrice, during their life. The secretion

is a true gastric juice containing formic acid, and like

gastric juice has remarkable antiseptic powers. Lindsay
fed, leaves with such quantities of meat as to kill them
with indigestion, yet showed that the meat inside the leaf

remained perfectly fresh while portions hanging outside

putrefied.

While evidence is thus afforded of the absorption of the

products of digestion by the complete disappearance of

fibrin, albumen, &c., placed upon the leaf of Diornea,

Fraustadt was able, by feeding leaves with albumen dyed
with aniline-red, to colour the contents and nuclei of the

gland-cells.

The motor impulse, as in Droseia, is transmitted through
the .pellular tissue. B'urdon Sanderson has demonstrated
the existence of a normal electric

current in the leaf of Dionsea,

and the negative variation under-

gone by that current at the mo-
ment of closure of the leaf due to

the conversion of electromotive

force into mechanical work. This

discovery, which is of the highest

importance as showing the pro-

found tesemblance between the

closure of the leaf of Diotisea and
the' contraction

[^-^.t^^i.ot a muscle, has

been followed

up and extend

edbyMunk. C
de Candolle a

scribes the cloi ^
nreof the valves^
to variations in Vs

the turgescence w
of the paren

chyma of their

upper surface.

Aldrovanda ^ „ ,,^
. . Fir.. 8.

—

Aldrovnnaa T*itimJosn.—A.ivhorl of leaves; B, leaf
VeSlCULOSCt. pressed open and enlarged, showing gljnds. sensitive

This " minute filaments, and quadilfid hairs. (After Dar^iD.)

aquatic Dionsea" floats freely, and is destitut3 of roots.

Its whorled leaves have two lobes, with slightly'inflected

margins, which open only about as much as the valves of

a living mussel-shell, and thus capture the more easily the

small crustaceans and mollusks which may get between

them. Part of the upper surface of each lobe next the

midrib bears colourless glands (like those of Diomm, but

stalked), together with numerous long sensitive filaments

which have both median and basal articulations ; the

outer thinner portion bears small quadrifid hairs. Darwia
holds that the glands secrete and digest, while the quadrifida

are destined to the absorption of decaying animal matter,

the two regions of the leaf thus serving for very different

purposes.

Drosophyll'am lusilanicnm.—This plant catches such vast

numbers of flies in a state of nature that the Portuguese

cottagers call it the fly-catcher, and hang up branches of it

in their houses for this purpose. Its linear

leaves are thickly covered with stalked

glands which resemble in the main the

tentacles of Drosera, save in that they are

incapable of movement, and that their

secretion is acid before excitement. The
secretion too is less viscid, and freely

leaves the gland to wet the insect, which,

creeping onward, soon clogs its wings and

dies. There are, moreover, many minute

colourless sessile glands which only begin to

secrete when stimulated by the absorption

of nitrogenous matter, with which they seem,,'=., ', •"
Fl(5.9.—Part of leal

to be main'y concerned, of Urosop^yiium

Eoridula and Bvblis resemble Droso- '^^nfpicum x 7.

, ,, 1, 1 .1. • 1 1 ^ • 1 Showing lower
pkyilum, but their glands are of simpler suiface. (After

structure than those of the latter, scarcely Darwin.)

differing appreciably from the glandular hairs of other

plants. Mr Dar^vin has thrown considerable light upon

the question of how far the glands of plants not adapted

for capturing insects share the power of absorption

exhibited by those of the Droseracem. Choosing a number

of plants at hazard, he found that the glands of two specieS

of Saxifraga, a genus distantly allied to Drosera, of a

Primula, and of Pelargonium have the power of rapid

absorption, and exhibit movements of aggregation iu their

protoplasm, whereas those of Erica, MirahUls, and

Nicotiana appear to have no such power. Heckel has

made similar observations on the floral glands of Parnasda
palitstris, and on the leaf-glands of Geranium sparmannia,

<fcc. The glandular hairs of at least some plants are

known to be capable of absorbing ammonia, both in solu-

tion and in vapour, and probably some obtain animal

matter from the insects which are occasionally entangled ia

the viscid secretion.

Fig. 10.—A. leaf of Butterwort {Pinguieuta vulgaris), with kft mai^'n inflL-cted
over a row of small flics. (After Darivin.) B, glunds from sutiace of ieaf ( x 3uU).

Pingvicnla or Butterwort. — The large thick radical

leaves of this genus have a very viscous surface and a

pale colour, and bear two sets of glands, the larger borne
on usually unicellular pedicels, the smaller almost sessile.

When a fly is captured, the viscousi secretion becomes
strongly acid, the naturally incurved margins of the leaf

XUL — i8
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are excited to curve still farther inwards, and in short all

the pheuomena of secretion, aggregation, digestion, absorp-

tion, &c , may be observed which have been described in

Drosera.

Utricularia.—The aquatic species of this plant are found

floating in foul and stagnant water. Their much divided

filamentous leaves bear bladders (fig. H, A), averaging

about -Jjj- of an inch in length, each of which bears six or

seven long bristles around the mouth, which is fitted with

a thin transparent valve, that opens inwards and is

covered with peculiar glands. The interior of the bladder

is lined by quadrifid hairs (fig. 11, B), like those described

in Aldrovanda. Aquatic crustaceans, worms, insect larvs,

and other small animols easily enter by pushing inwards

the posterior free edge of the valve, which is highly elastic.

Fio. 11.—A. tladder of VtricitJaria n^glectn (after Dan\-In), showing at c collar

indistinctly seen through wuUs. B, quadi'ttid baii*s from interior of hl.iddcr

of U. vulgaris tx 300).

This instantly shuts against an iuterior thickened collar or

projection around tha mouth, and so renders escape

impossible. The means by which the plant attracts its

victims are unknown, but their success is very remarkable.

Few bladders fail altogether, and many are found quite

filled with crustaceans, as many as ten having been counted

by Darwin within a single bladder. These bladders,

however, have no secretion, and are quite unable to digest;

they merely absorb the products of decomposition by
means of their quadrifid hairs

The terrestrial species {e.<;., U. moiilana), as also those

of Polypompholix, bear numerous minute bladders of

essentially similar structure along their creeping subter-

ranean rhizomes, and these usually contain the decomposed

remains of small terrestrial articulate animals. Gcnlisea

has curious long-necked pitchers, lined with long downward
directed hairs, which at once aid an animal in its entrance

and prevent its retreat.

Sarracenia.—Long supposed to be reservoirs of water

for the birds, as was suggested by LinnKus, or refuges for

insects from their pursuers, as was supposed by Catesby,

the true function of the leaves of this curious plant has

only been elucidated of recent years, mainly by the labours

of Mellichamp aud Hooker. The mouths of the long

radical trumpet-sliaped leaves are protected by a large

spreading lid, the inner surface of v.'hich is aljundantly

smeared with nectar, and often gaily coloured. Into one

form of pitcher rain enters easily, into the other with

ditiiculty. This with the mouth of the pitcher is furnished

with numerous honey-secreting glands, and furnishes the

attractive surface (fig. 12, A). A pathway too leads up-

wards from the ground along the broad wiug of the pitcher,

and is at least in some species also honey-baited ; along this

creeping insects are hired to their destruction. Below it is

the conducting surface (B) of glassy eindermic cells, with

short downward-directed points, which like those of

Genlhea facilitate the descent, but impede the ascent of an

insect. Then come the glandular surface (C), which is

formed of smooth polished epidermis with numerous glands,

that secrete the fiUid contents of the pitcher, and finally

lUie.deteutive siiif.ice (D), of which the celk are produced

into long and strong bristles which point downwards and
meet in the centre of the diminishing cavity so as t*-

render escape impossible. The secretion wets an insect
very rapidly, aud appears to have remarkable anaesthetic

effects. It seems to be completely destitute of digestive
power, indeed nther to accelerate decomposition. The
pitchers accumulate vast quantities of insects in the course

Fig. 12.—Leaves of Hairacetiia purpurea. A, attractive surface of lid: B. con-

ducting, C. glandular, and I), deteutive surface ; magnified. A and D are takeo
from & Jtava.

of a season, and must thus abundantly manure the

surrounding soil when they die. ^Moreover, the feast is

largely shared by unbidden guests (commensals). Not to

speak of insects which feed upon the pitcher itself, somo

drop their eggs into the putrescent mass, where their larvaa

find abundant nourishment, while birds often slit open the

pitchers with their beaks and devour the maggots in their

turn.

Darlingtonia.—Of the two forms of pitcher in this genus

the larger and ordinary form, that of the adult plant, is

somewhat twisted, and instead of a lid has a large inflated

hood overarching the small mouth. A large bilobed

nectariferous and brightly coloured expansion hangs down
from this, and attracts insects, particularly moths. As in

Snrracenia, the plant seems merely to absorb the products

of their putrefaction.

Xepenthes.—The pitchers of this genus are borne at the

ends of long tendril-like prolongations of the leaves, and

are of considerable size, varying from an inch to a foot or

more in depth. Again we have two varieties of pitchers^

one belonging to the young state of the plant, short, broad,

and provided with broad external wings, adapted for the

capture of ground game, while the adult form, intended

for winged game, is long, narrow, and often destitute of

lateral appendages. The mouth of the pitcher is strength-

ened and kept open by a thickened rim, which, like the

under surface of the lid, secretes honey, and is frequently

produced inwards and downwards into a short funnel-shaped

tube which prevents the escape of insects, or into a row of

incurved hooks sometimes strong enough to retain a small

bird. The younger form of piteher has its whole interior

lined by secreting glands ; the other and more common form.
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has an attractive, a conductive, and a secreting surface

analogous to those of Sarracenia, but wholly different in

liistological details. The detentive surface is represented

by the fluid secretion which is invariably present. This is

developed before the pitcher opens, and haa generally a

Fig. \^.—Dariii:'jU'fu:i ailifornica.

faintly acid reaction ; it contains, as shown by Voelcker,

malic and citric acids, together with chloride of potassium,

and carbonates of soda, magnesia, and lime. Hooker
proved the digestive powers of the iluid, oveu on substances

Flo. 14.—Pitcher of Nepenthes difCitltjtoria. A, Tioney-glund from nftractivo
surface of lid; B, diRestive gl^ind from interior of pitrlier, in pocltet-lilto
dcpic53io» of cpiilei-niis, opcnint: downwaid-,; 0, traasvelsc section of tlio

_aftnie. .\, B. and C mugnifled aliout 100 dianictci-3.

80 resisting as cartilage ; Rees and Will found that fibrin was
dissolved even more rapidly by the secretion of the excited

pitchers than in a test experiment with pepsin from the
pig's stomach ; and Lawson Tait, Vines, and others have
obtained the ferment in a separate state. Tait_indeed

finds two substances, both possessing great antiseptic
powers, and both being apparently, together with acid,
essential to digestion—one a greyish-white precipitate with
alkalies, which he terms "droserin," and which seems the
analogue of pepsin; the other, "azerin," a transparent
straw-coloured substance precipitated by alcohol, he com-
pares to ptyalin, the ferment of saliva. Droserin seems to
be pieseut in the secretion of all those insectivorous plants
which possess the power of digestion, azerin perhaps in al{

without exception. The latter substance has the property
of rapid deliquescence, so that it can only be preserved in

hermetically sealed tubes, and its solution, like glycerin,
quickly wets any body with which it cOmes in contact. -A
fly thrown into water never gets completely wetted, while one
which' falls into the secretion of any insectivorous plant is

rapidly soaked and drowned by the fluid entering its traohes.

^
r

Fin. V.—Crj'hnrofifj follirtilarh. sIiom inff nnlin.iry Ifaveg nnd pitchers, the rlglit
luiiid one cut open to sliow iiiteliml stiiielure.

Cephalo/iis.—This plant bears ordinary leaves as well as
pitchei-s. The latter somewhat resemble in general fnrra those
of Xepcnl/i<s, but aie more complicated in histological details.

Tait has proved the digestive action of their secietion.

Murpholoijy of Pitdiei-s.—Baillon, and indeed first of all

Linuieus, have pointed out how by exaggei-ating the con-
cavity of a peltate leaf like that of Nymphxa we obtain a
pitcher of the type of Sarracenia. Intermediate forms are
frequently shown by a variety of Piperomia arifolia.

Hooker has given reason to believe that the pitcher of

Nepeaihcs is not a transformed leaf, but a mere leaf-

appendage answering to the water-secreting gland found
at tlio end of many leaves. The apex of the leaf, instead
of forming the lid as in Sarmceuia, is represented by a
filiform appendage (see fig. 16, F). Finally, Dickson has

Fin. 16.—.Morpliolof^ of Pitchciis. (Cliicfly after Diclison.i A, ordinnry Ic.nf nf
Opliatolus; 11. inoiistroiis leaf wtli spoon sliapod depression; C and D. oilier

filinormal forms more deeply pouclied. showing formation of pitclier; E, oidinary'
pitcliev of Ci'p/iafottts; F, pitcl;er of ycpeiiOics ; G. pitcher of Sarracenia; ai
apex of leaf.

proved by comparison with monstrous forms that the''

pitcher of Cepluilntus arises in a third and totally distinct

way, by a calceolate pouching from the upper surface of

the ordinary spathulate leaves, the lid here arising from the!

proximal side of the pitcher-orifice.

.Qt/tec^Iiisectivorous Plants.—Disrhidia, an Asiatic genua
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of Asdepiadacew, and MaHynia, one of the Pedulinex,

have also been described as insectivorous, as well as Caltha

diomefolia and several Aroids. Even Anomodada, a

South American liverwort, and a fern {Elaphoglossum

glutinosum) have been described by Spruce as capturing

numerous insects. All these cases, however, require much

further investigation. The connate leaves of Dipsacus

frequently enclose water in which insects are drowned, and

Francis Darwin has discovered protoplasmic filaments which

are emitted by the cells of certain glands within these cups,

and which appear to absorb the products of decomposition.

A similar process has recently also been shown by Ludwig

to occur in Si/phium, an allied genus.

Condusion.—When Mr Darwin's work appeared, uuuie-

rous objections were made to accepting his conclusions, on

the a priori ground that digestion was too purely an

animal fnnction to be conceivable of plants. Morren

demolished these by showing that digestion—the conversion

of insoluble and indiffusible proteids, fats, and amyloids into

soluble and ditfusible compounds by means of appropriate

ferments—is not confined either to animals or to carnivorous

plants, but is a universal property of living beings, in fact

the necessary preliminary of all assimilation. Not only

lire all the important animal digestive ferments represented

among plants, but vegetable physiologists have made us

acquainted with several ferments—synaptase, erythrozynie,

myrosine, &c.—which have no known analogues in the

animal kingdom. It is merely the exudation, not the

existence, of the ferment, then, which is remarkable in

cirnivorous plants, and this Darwin suggests might begin

by an exosniose accompanying the absorption of animal

matter by any plant possessing viscid glandular hairs, and,

once set up, would be perfected by natural selection.

Insectivorous plants too are not the only ones which

exhibit peculiarities of nutrition. The true parasites

absorb the juices of the plants which they infest, and, not to

mention the fungi, many of which subsist partly or wholly

on animal matter, the phanerogamous saprophytes (iVt'oHio,

Moiiotropa, ic.) live by absorbing the partially decomposed

materials of other plants ; and from the absorption of

vegetable to that of animal matter the transition is easy.

The reciprocal case too occurs in the animal kingdom
;

animals possessing chlorophyll have been shown to nourish

themselves like plants, without feeding, by decomposition of

carbonic acid and the formation of starch in sunlight, and

thus carnivorous plants—trespassers into the animal

kinp'lom—are paralleled by vegetating animals. Thus,

then, we have only to change our standpoint, and look, not

at the anomalous plant or animal, but at the essentially

similar cells, and the yet more essentially similar protoplasm

of which both are composed, to see that their apparent

anomalies are but additional proofs of the unity of nature.

Bat a more serious criticism affected the completeness of

Darwin's work. Though Knight in 1818 had thought

plants of Dioiixa on which he placed morsels of beef grew

more luxuriantly than others not so treated, many observers

have since failed to see any improvement on insectivorous

plants when regularly fed, or any disadvantage when pre-

vented from obtaining animal food altogether ; while others

have even asserted that animal food was hurtful, having

injured or killed their plants by feeding. In the latter case

the explanation was of course that the feeding was excessive,

but to meet the objections of the former a very careful

research was undertaken by Francis Darwin. He took sis

plates full of thriving plants of sundew, and divided off each

by a transverse bar. Then, choosing the least flourishing

side of each, he placed, on June 12, 1877, roast meat, in

morsels of about J^ oi a, grain on the leaves, and renewed

the dose occasionally. The plants on the fed sides wer«

soon clearly greener than those on the starved sides, and

their leaves contained more chlorophyll and starch. In

less than two months the number of flowerstalks was half

as numerous again on the fed as on the unfed sides, while

the number and diameter of the leaves and the colo"ur of

the flowerstalks all showed a great superiority. The
flowerstalks were all cut at the end of August, when their

numbers were as 165 to 100, their total weight as 230 to

100, and the average weight per stem as 140 to 100 for

the fed and unfed sides respectively. The total numbers
of seed capsules were as 194 to 100, or nearly double, and
the average number of seeds in each capsule as 12 to 10

respectively. The superiority of the fed plants over the

unfed was even more clearly shown by comparing their

seeds, the average weights per seed being as 157 to 100,

their total calculated number as 240 to 100, and their total

weight as 380 to 100. The fed plants, though at the

commencement of the experiment in a slight minority, at

the end of the season exceeded the unfed by more than 20

per cent., while the following spring the young plants

which sprang up on the fed side exceeded those on the

other by 18 per cent, in number and by 150 per cent, in

total weight, so that, in spite of the relatively enormous

quantity of flowerstalk produced by the fed plants during

the previous summer, they had still been able to lay up a

far greater store of reserve material.

It is to be remarked that the beneficial efi'ect of feeding,

altliough distinct in the vegetative system, is much more

remarkable in the reproductive, a fact wliich explains the

unfavourable opinion of previous observers.

These results were also independently arrived at by three

German observers, Rees, Kellerman, and Von Eiiumer, who
used aphides instead of rorst meat. The question of the

utility of the carnivorous habit may thus be considered as

no less indisputable than its existence.
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INSECTS
THE InsectA, or Insects, form the largest class of that

dkision of the animal kingdom formerly called Articu-

lata, but for which the more expressive term Arthiopoda

(ji)int-footed) is now more generally employed. This term

includes, besides Insecla, the classes •<7;-«stecea, Arachnida,

and Myriopoila.

The chief diagnostic characters of an Insect, as com-

binedly distinguishing it from a Crustacean, an Arachnid,

or a Myriopod, are as follows:— Legs usually (never more

jthan) six in number ; two antenme ; ordinarily two pairs

of more or less membranous wings ; * head, thorax, and

abdomen distinctly separated ; respiratior;. effected by

means of internal trachea;, which communicate with the

air by lateral opeuiiigs termed spiracles or stigmata, or by

external plates or filaments (these ordinarily only in the

preparatory conditions of aquatic forms), which absorb air

nnd convey it to the tracheae. A reference to the articles

on the other classes of Arthropodn will indicate in what

way these diagnostic points are modified in them.

As in all organized beings, the limits of the class are not

struugly defined, for, although it is not difficult to indicate

an insect, speajjing-broadl}-, there are certain small groups

that do not satisfacturily fall into the class as limited

by strongly marked lines of demarcation. These will be

especially alluded to hereafter.

KuHiber lit' Species uf Iiisfcts.-—At the head of this article

it is stated that the [nsectti form the largest group of the

Arthi-iip'Mlit ; it might probably be said with justice that

they far outnumber all the other members of the animal

kingdom combined. It is certain that at the present time

811,000 presumably distinct species of beetles have been

described, and it is safe to assume that the number of

known si>ecies of other orders is greater, tlius giving a total

of aljout 200,000. And yet we are only on the tlireshold

of a knowleilgo of the forms that actually exist in nature,

many enormous groups of minute forms being still only

very piitially studied. In fact, it may be confidently

iinticiiiated that scmie day the number of known forms will

not fall far short of 1,000,000.

Aiitiptiti/ of Insects,—Fossil indications have been dis-

covered iu the Devonian series, and in the Carboniferous they

become rather more numerous ; but, with few exceptions,

these all belong to those orders in which the metamorplioses

are incomplete, and there is no evidence that any antho-

philous insects (such as Lcpldojitera or 2/i/iiicnoplcra) were

then in existence. Ascending the geological scale to the

Mesozoic age, the representatives of the older groups become
very numerous, and often of giganiic size. Culcoptera are

fairly well indicated; and the flower-loving Lepidoptera and
Ui/mfiioptera make their appearance, but in very small

numbers. In the Tertiary rocks remains become sometimes

very abundant, and of all orders ; and in the post-Tertiary

or Quaternary period these remains consist largely of those

of species now existing. One of the most interesting

features in fossil entomology is the well-known occurrence

of myriads of insects entombed in the fossil resin known
as amber, preserved in the most beautiful manner, and
belonging for the most part to genera now existing, but
differing specifically. In alluding to this it is well to

mention that the insects found in gum copal and other

recent resins are, on the contrary, of existing species. As
in other animals, and also plants, the fcssil remains prove

that the- distribution of heat and cold on the earth was once

very different from what it now is : a fossil beetle of rather

large size was discovered by our last Arctic Expedition

almost at the highest northern point attained.

Geographical Distribution.—It may be asserted that no
part of the earth's surface is without insects. They havo
been discovered in the Arctic and Antarctic regions at the
highest point reached, and even showy butterflies of several

species enliven the dreary solitudes of almost everlasting

ice, as was abundantly proved by the naturalists of the
" Alert " and " Discovery," who found them almost up
to 83° N. lat. But, as a rule, the larger and more brilliant

forms occur within the tropics. Yet it must not be assumed,

as is sometimes erroneously done, that the majority of

tropical insects are large and brilliant, and the smaller and
more obscure forms comparatively less numerous. Recent
investigations by competent observers show that the latter

are at least as abundant in the tropics as in temperate regions,

and that it is the wealth of large forms that has caused the

others to be overlooked.

The attempts at subdivision of the globe into zoological

regions, so successful with regard to mamnjals, and in a
smaller degree with birds, have not been so entirely satis-

factory with regard to insects, more especially as concerns

the separation of the Palccarctic and Nearctic regions (see

DisTRLBUTiox) ; still there is often a very marked local-

ization in particular groups, which divide themselves

specifically to an infinite extent within very circumscribed

areas, and are found nowhere, else. The results obtained

from minute investigation of insular fauna; have derived

much of their value from insects, and have occasion'ed

much valuable philosophical speculation on the origin both

of the islands themselves and of their faun^ and florae.

Space will not permit of detailed allusion to the apparent

affinity shown by the insect inhabitants of regions now
very widely separated, such, for instance, as that of Westera
Europe with Western (rather than Eastern) North America,

of Australia and New Zealand with Chili, of Chili and the

southern extremity of South America with the Palsarctie

region, &c.

As special points of distribution may be mentioned the

occurrence of insects in hot springs, in brine, in the deepest

caves (these are usually blind), below low-water mark, and
even on tlie surface of the ocean (the genus Halohates in

the Ilemipiera) very far from land.

The power of many insects to acclimatizo themselves

rapidly when accidentally introduced into new regions is

very marked, and adds to the difliculty often experienced

in considering what species are really endemic and what
introduced, especially in islands. Some of the common and
noxious British species thrive enormously when introduced

into Australia and New Zealand; and there is every reason

to believe that the grape-vine pest {Phylloxera) was origin-

ally an importation from America.

Duration of Life.— The maximum duration of the life of

a perfect insect is probably attained in bees and ants, the

females or queens of which are known to live at least

seven years ; the minimum is found in some species of

May-flies {Ephemeridai), in which twenty-four hours is

perhaps the limit. But the length of life of a perfect

insect is sometimes in direct opposition to that of the same
insect in its preparatory stages, and some of the Ephemeridx
that live at most but a few days in their aerial form have

taken three years to complete their growth in their sub-

aquatic stages. Temperature also has a marked effect on

some species. The common house-fly, for instance, will

complete its whole life cycle, from embryo to fly in a few
days in the heat of summer, but requires ver.y much longer

in cold weather.

^Economic Entomology.—Within the limits of an encycl*
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psedia article it is impossible to give even a sketch of this

subject. Those who desire an exhaustive r&um6 cannot

do better than consult Kirby and Spence's delightful

Intioduction, even although it may be now somewhat out of

date. Some especially noxious species—such, for instance,

as the grape-vine pest, the Colorado beetle, and the Kocky
Mountain locust—had not then been alluded to as occasion-

ing damage, or were even altogether unknown. As concerns

American species, RDey's Heports on the Noxious, i-c,

Insects of Missouri are mines of information. Amopgst
insects that are of direct benefit to man the hive-bee and

the silk-worm moth stand pre-eminent, and the cochineal

and lac insects are scarcely of less importance. No sub-

stitutes for silk, honey, and beeswax have been or are likely

to be discovered ; but, on the other band, chemical discoveries

have now occasioned the disuse of some insect products

that were formerly valuable articles of commerce, and in

this category nothing is more remarkable than the manner
in which the oak-gall of commerce has given way to

inorganic substances in the manufacture of ink. As food

for man, insects play a very unimportant pait, and they

can scarcely be said now to form part of the diet of the more
highly civilized races, notwithstanding an attempt lately

made in America so to utilize the masses of the destructive

Kocky Mountain locust. Yet locusts themselves (with

other large insects) are eaten raw or cooked by the inhabi-

tants of more than one part of the globe, and the large

fleshy" grubs or larvae of beetles and other insects are as

much esteemed as delicacies by the natives of some countries

as the Cossus (the precise identity of which appears

involved in some uncertainty) was by the luxurious

Romans. The aborigines of Australia make a cake of the

pounded bodies of a night-flying moth (Ifoctua spi?ii),

termed the Bugong moth ; the natives of the Lake region

of Central Africa make a kind of bread of the multitudes of

small dead insects (chiefly Ephemeridss and Diptera) that

collect on the shores ; in Central America the eggs of a

large water bug supply materials for a kind of bread.

Noxious insects are legion, and cannot here be alluded

to even in the most general manner. The number of those

that cause injury to man by direct attacks is comparatively

email ; it is by their attacks on the produce of our fields

and gardens that insects assert their importance. But it

lehould not be overlooked that the especial province of

insects is to act as scavengers, and very frequently they

are not the initiating cause of damage, which is rather to

;be sought in a previously unhealthy condition of the trees

or plants ; they simply step in to complete the work of

destruction commenced by disease or by a low state of the

vital functions.

Insects and the FertilizcUion of Plants.—Such is the

importance of insects in the economy of nature, and as

conferring indirect benefit on man, in this particular, that

this subject might have been alluded to under the preceding

heading. That the action of insects in fertilizing plants

was often necessary had long been known. But it is owing
to the patient and laborious researches of living naturalists

(amongst whom the names of Darwin, Hermann Miiller, and
Lubbock stand prominently forward) that the vast im-
Iportance of the subject has come to be understood. They
have proved incontestably that in a multitude of plants the
condition of the reproductive organs is such that self-

fertilization is impossible ; but what is of greater import-
ance is the proof afforded that, although many plants are per-

fectly capable of self-fertilization, the weight and number
of the seeds or fruit are often vastly increased when cross-

fertilization is effected, and that this is mainly done by the
action of insects, the wind and other causes playing only a
minor role, It may be truly said that such is the correlation

Ifcetween plants and insects that the.majority of the former

would more or less gradually disappear from the earth's

surface were the latter to be destroyed. In New Zealand
the red clover has been introduced and flourishes, but all

hopes of spreading it there have to be abandoned ; the

plant never perfects its seeds, owing to the absence of

humble bees, which appear absolutely necessary for its

fertilization.

Parasitism.—Among the varied relations of insects to

other classes of the animal kingdom and their mutual
relations, no subject is more interesting than is that ef

parasitism. It occurs in almost all the orders, but in very

different degrees. Whole groups are naturally epizoic,

others entozoic, while a few (such as fleas and bed bugs)

can scarcely be arranged in either of these divisions, in.as-

much as, although in one sense epizoic, it appears probable

that they may occasionally be able to go through the whole
of tbetr life cycle without contact with the animals to which
they otherwise appear especially attached. As true epizoa

the whole group of true lice, Anojylura (which are probably

degraded l/eyiiiptera), and bird lice {Mallophaga, a group
of uncertain affinities) are es[iecially familiar. Thesu
cannot exist without their hosts, and their whole life is

passed on them, each mammal or bird having its especial

parasite (or more than one), which affects it only, or is at

any rate confined to it and allied species. Such also are

certain degraded forms of Diptera, including the bat para-

sites (Nyclerihia), the bird flies (Ornitliomyia), and others.

Such also is a curious creature (Platyps^Ua) parasitic upon
the beaver, the aflinities of which are st, little marked that

it has been formed into a distinct order {Achreioptera) by
Westwood, placed in the Hemiptera by Ritsema, and

declared to be a true beetle by Leconte. Such also is a
curious little moth (Epipyrops, Westwood), an external

parasite upon certain homopterous insects; another moth
(Tinea vastella) lives in its larval state on the horcs^qf

living animals ; and many others might be cited.

As entozoic insects, tlie large dipterous family (EsiriJsi

is especially characteristic, all its members living at the

expense ol Mammalia in very varied manners, the .stomach,

throat, frontal air passages, the subcutaneous system,

and even tiie genital organs being attacked by various

species, but only as larvae, the perfect insects being winged

and strong flyers. Furthermore, a genus of Diptera

(Batrachomyia) belonging to quite another family {Mu-

cidse) is said to attack frogs. It is scarcely just, how-

ever, to class as true parasites certain insects whose larvae

have been discharged (stUl living) from the nostrils, intes-

tines, or urethra of man. Many such cases have been

perfectly authenticated, but the insects have been such aa

certainly do not of necessity require such conditions, and

these latter are not natural habitats. Accident introduced

them, and they were fitted to exist, at any rate for short

periods, in the interior of the human body. But the

largest class of insect parasitism is that which exists

between insects themselves, as exhibited in an enormous

number of certain families {Ichneummiids, Evaniidse, Proc-

totrypidee, Chalcididee, &c.) of Hymenoptera, &c. These are

essentially parasitic in their preparatory stages, and the

parasitism is of the class that may be termed entozoic.

The eggs are laid either in or on the bodies of the larvoe

(chiefly) of other insects, and even in tlie eggs, the yoimg

larvae of the parasites feeding mostly on the adipose tissue

of their hosts, often enabling the latter to undergo most of

their transformations (but very rarely that to the perfect

insect). To such a class belong also many dipterous insects,

chiefly belonging to the Tachinidse. Hyper-parasitism

exists in many minute species of Chalcididee, which do not

directly affect the hosts themselves, but which feed in the

bodies of other parasites.

Luminosity.—This is another subject that sliould have
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inore tlian passing notice bestowed upon it.
'

Modern
scientific travellers liave not succeeded in confirming

Madame Meriau's well-known statements with regard

to the luminosity of the so-called lantern-flies (Fu'gora),

Lence these have to be eliminated from the category

of luminous insects. It is among the Cohopiera that

the phenomenon especially occurs, and in them is

almost confined to certain skip-jack beetles (the genus

Pi/rophorus), and probably the entire family of glow-worms

(Lampi/i-itix). The luminosity is confined to certain dis-

tinct patches, differing in position and number according to

the species and also according to sex,—usually most observ-

able in the female, although this does not appear to be

always the case. The property is distinctly under the

control of the insect, and is often exercised in an inter-

mittent mauner at stated intervals, when the insects

are not under the influence of extraordinary excitement.

It is probable that luminosity exists in some Diptera,

and also in the larvae of certain exotic LepidojAera, a recent

traveller having assuied us that in South America a larva

of this order has luminous patches along either side, so

that when in motion it has been compared to a lighted-up

railway train. Some cjccasional instances of luminosity

appear to be accidental, probably owing to the insects

having been feeding upon, or otherwise in contact with,

decaying phosphorescent matter. With regard to the

nature of the luminous substance no very precise results

have been arrived at by investigators. That it is phos-

phorus in some form or other appears certain, and the

latest experimenter (Jousset de Bellesnie) asserts as his

belief that it is no other than phosphoretted hydrogen gas

stored up in the cellular tissue, and in direct conimiinica-

/ion with the nervous and respiratory systems.

Galls.—These well-known insect-productions are alluded

to chiefly in order to call attention to the mystery that

surrounds their growth. Galls are occasioned by the

presence of the lurva; of certain species in nearly all orders

of true insects, though it is amongst the Cynipidx in

Ilymenoptera and the CeciJomplidx in Diptera that they
are most characteristic. And they may be in almost any

.
position on a plant, according to the species of gall-maker.

The most striking, however, are clearly modified kaf or

flower-buJs.

The mystery surrounding galls is their cause. The in-

direct cause is the puncture of the insect, and the presence

of its eggs or larvte, but no explanation has been offered of

the reason why this presence sets up the growth termed a

gall. Two insects of diS'ering species will deposit their

eggs in the same position : in the one case no abnormal
growth follows ; in tire other some peculiar irritation sets

up a tumour, often enormous in size. Two insects, ako
of different species, but both gall-makers, do the same : in

both cases a tumour ensues, but its form is totally different

in the two. A most noticeable recent discovery is that

by Dr Adler (since confirmed by others) to the effect that

in certain European CynijnJse dimorphbm to a remarkable
extent occurs, and that certain genera are only condition?

of others, the two forms of insects, and the totally different

galls occasioned by them, being alternate in appearance.
External Structure.—Taking any large insect, we recog-

nize in it three more or less distinctly separated divisions,

the head, thorax, and abdomen. Taking the majority of

iiisects, and especially rf their larvae, we recognize thirteen

segments or somites, counting the head as one, the thorax
as consisting of three, and the abdomen as nine. From a
classificatory point of view, it is probably convenient to
retain this idea, though in the abdomen of a dragon-fly (for

instance) there are 10 quite distinct segments. But, seen
in the light q( embryology and morphology, a different

.aspectjs put on. _ The abdomen in the embryo of some

insects clearly consists of 11 segments. Moreover if each
appendage of the head be considered as a modified limb,
we get in some insects as many as 7 segments in this
portion of the body alone. Thus although 13 segments is

a usual and convenient number as regards the structure of

an insect, this number must be vastly increased if we
consider the animal in regard to other divisions of the
Arthropod series. In the abdomen the actual number is

sometimes very much reduced, owing to several of the
segments becoming obsolescent, coalescent, or retracted.

The exoskeleton, or outer covering, is more or less horn-
Like in its nature. But its elements are by no means
similar to those of either horns or bones. It is composed
to a varying extent of phosphate of lime, with the addition
of a peculiar substance termed chttine, especially character-

istic of, though not strictly confined to, the Insecta.

According to recent analysis, the constituents of chitine

are said to be as follows :

—

Carbon 45^9
]

Nitrogen 7'00
Hydrogen 6'42

|
Oxygen 40-89

The head, or anterior of the three main divisions of the
body, of a perfect insect is of very varying form and structure,

both as regards outline, the condition of its attachment to

the trunk, and the details of its special appendages. No
account of these variations can be given here ; they will be
briefly alluded to in the classificatory portion of this article.

The various organs and appendages may be stated as follows.

On each side of the anterior portion are inserted two long
and usually multi-articulate processes termed "antennae,"
which are tubes containing nerve-prolongations and tracheae,

and undoubtedly associated in a high degree with the
special senses; but, notwithstanding all the controversy on
the subject that has existed and still exists, we do not yet
know clearly what is their special function. They have
been considered organs of touch, of hearing, of smell, oi!

simply as balancers a!ssisting and directing flight. No one
who has watched the proceedings of many insects (and
especially of ants), when meeting others of their kind,

can doubt that they act in some way (but perhaps not in

all insects) as means of intercommunication, and thus take

a high rank as important structures. They are, as a rule,

much less developed in those insects having very large

eyes ; and in the larvae of those that undergo a complete
metamorphosis they are usually rudimentary only, notwith-

standing their often enormous development in the perfect

insects produced from the same larvae.

The compound eyes are two in number (though each is

occasionally divided into two portions), usually of large,

sometimes of enormous size, and each consisting of very
numerous facets, which but indicate the faces of so many
independent angular tubes separated by layers of pigment.
In the larval state the eyes are ordinarily simple, and each
eye is usually a congregation of separate eye-spots.

Besides the compound ej'es, tliere are two or three (or no)

small simple eyes, "ocelli "or "stenimata," each with a simple
nerve, and never present in the larva; or (probably) pupae.

The organs of the lower surface of the head are of a
most complicated nature, and are excessively modified
according as the insect tak-es nutriment by biting or by
sucking. Below the eyes is the " front "; this is succeeded
by a piece termed the "clypeus"(or "epi.stome"or "nasus"),

which is followed by the "labrum" or upper lip. On either

side are the "mandibles" (usually dentate within) articu-

lated to the cheeks, and below these a second pair of jaws,

compound in structure, and consisting of a hinged base,

afterwards frequently dividing into two portions, the

"maxillae" and maxillary lobes, and provided externally with

articulated appendages known as the maxillary palpi. Below
the mouth is the "labium" with its labial ]'ali)i, articulated

to the "mentum" or chin-piece; lying uithin this lower
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moutli-covering is the "lingua" or tongue. The same general

arrangement is present throughout all insects, and also in

the larval and pupal stages ; but the differing conditions of

the food cause extreme modification, not only between

differing groups or orders of the perfect insects, but also in

the metamorphio stages of the one and the same species.

In some insects there are additional small structures, such

as the " paraglossae."

The " thorax" is the next main division. It is composed

of three distinct portions, the prothorax, mesothorax, and

metathorax, all subject to excessive modifications ; but the

last is, on an average, the smallest ; at any rate it seldom

exceeds the intermediate, and is usually very much smaller.

According to surface, each portion receives two different

names ; thus the upper side consists of the pronotum,

me^onotum, and metanotum, the lower of the prosternum,

mesosternum, and metasternum. It will be noticed also

that each subdivision is again subdivided by more or less

distinct grooves, especially above and on the sides, indicat-

ing its compound nature, and each of these has its special

term, so that some authors go so far as to say that each

thoracic division is formed of nine separate pieces (a text

book on entomology, which this article cannot be, should

be consulted as to these). In those insects in which the

wing-power is great, the attachments of the muscles are

strongly indicated externally.

The appendages of the thorax are the legs and wings.

The legs are articulated members, of which one pair is

attached to the sides of each subdivision. All true insects

have but six actual legs, but in the larvae of some orders

there are simple fleshy prolegs on the abdominal segments,

considered as representing the homologues of those

abdominal legs so conspicuous in the Ityriopoda, Of the

true legs the anterior (or prothoracic) pair are directed

forward, the two other pairs backward. Each leg consists

of a basal joint or coxa (frequently not movable) inserted

in sockets termed the acetabula ; this is followed by a
small joint termed the trochanter placed between the

coxa and femur or thigh, which is ordinarily the largest

joint, and is enormously developed in saltatorial insects.

To this succeeds the tibia, followed again by the tarsus,

which is ordinarily compound, but may consist of any num-
ber of joints from one to five. The tarsus .is terminated

by a pair (seldom one only) of claws, between which are

more or less membranous arolia or plantul* (much marked
in the feet of Diptera, which climb polished surfaces, &c.,

by means of them), and also a pulvillus or cushion.

Wings are appendages of the mesothorax and metathorax

(never of the prothorax), and, viewed simply as organs of

locomotion, may be considered as expansions of the integu-

ment, though some morphologists object to this simple

definition, and one at least (F. Plateau) regards them as

tracheal extensions. Although in all orders there are cases

in which they are never developed, the exceptions being so

few as abundantly to prove the rule, yet the posterior (or

" hind " or " under ") pair may be absent, and the anterior

(or " fore " or " upper ") ample. Eo strongly are they

attributes of a perfect insect, that in some cases in which
neither pair is developed the creatures strongly incline to

retain their larval form. Normally the first external

indications may be said to appear in the pupal stage (but

we will show that in insects with imperfect metamorphoses
the line of demarcation between larva and pupa is not

marked)', and tliey only attain their full development some
little time after the exclusion of the perfect insect. A
wing consists of an upper and lower membrane (readily

separable in a recently excluded insect, or afterwards by
maceration), strengthened by more or less numerous strong

ribs, more or less connected transverselj', termed nervures

or veins (ueither term being very appropriate), which are

chitinous tubes (containing special trachea), through which
the blood circulates. The varying condition of the wings'
will be alluded to in the systematic portion of this article,

as also to some' extent the scheme of neuration, one of the
most important factors in systematic entomology, but
rendered unsatisfactory in consequence of the utterly

different nomenchiture employed by writers on special

orders, though doubtlessthe general scheme ia capable of

being homologized.

The last of the three great divisions of the body is the-

abdomen, which consists of a number of segments (nor-

mally nine), having an upper (dorsum) and lower (venter)-

chitinous surface, which two surfaces (in the most char-

acteristic condition) are connected by a membranous lateral

line, with lateral- stigmata or spiracles. But almost every
conceivable modification is presented both in its attachment
to the thorax, its general outline, and the number of segments
present. Of the appendages of the abdomen it is necessary

to say but little. In a perfect insect there are no abdom-
inal legs, and rarely any indications of breathing plates (so

usual in some groups of aquatic larvae). The appendages

are therefore almost entirely connected with the sexual

apparatus, which vary enormously, and occasionally there

are terminal articulated thread-like tails, strongly simulat-

ing antennse both in form and structure.

Nervotts System.—This may be said to consist of a
more or less double cord lying along the ventral portion of

the body, connected at intervals by thickeiied masses-

termed ganglia. But the large mass in the head, is termed
the brain, in contradistinction to- the others. The brain

usually consists of a bilobed mass giving ofl' nerve masses

to the eyes, and threads to the other cephalic appendages

or organs ; recent researches prove that, .at any rate in

some cases, the brain has convolutions analogous to those

of the higher animals. Immediately below the brain is a
large ganglion, usually termed the iufra-oesophagal, con-

nected with the mouth organs and digestive functions.-

Then follow, in the thorax and abdomen, a series of ganglia,

each of which gives off numerous lateral threads. But the

number of these ganglia varies very greatly, not only in

insects of difl'erent orders, or in species of the same order,

but also in the larvae, pupae, and perfect insects of the same
speuies ; and it is impossible to enter here into the most
rudimentary analysis of these variations. It has been said

that normally there should be a ganglion for each segment

(or for each movable segment) of the body, and to some
extent this would appear to hold good, for, in those insects

in which some of the segments coalesce, a similar arrange-

ment is seen in the system of ganglia, but this would not

appear to be a universal law, and in some the abdominal-

ganglia are virtually obsolete. Similar variations exist in

the extent to which the double central column becomes

united or remains divided. In addition to this column, a
simple sympathetic nerve is also distinguished, withcmt

ganglia, but giving off threads to the respiratory and other

systems. This lies above the main ganglionic chain. In
minute structure the nervous cord of the Insecta is analo-

gous to that of higher animals. The simplicity of the

nervous system has caused it to be believed that insects

do not suffer pain in the sense of that experienced by
higher animals, and their behaviour when subjected to-

treatment that should cause intense pain, in the ordinary

sense of the word, appears to warrant such an opinion ;.

but the existence of such a condition cannot be 'held to

justify wanton cruelty. Those who desire minute informa-

tion on the nervo-ds system should especially consult New-
port's article " Insecta " in Todd's Cyclopedia of A natomy
and Physiology, and a series of articles by E. Brandt, now
appearing in the publication of the Russian Entomologicaft

Society.
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Sespiratoiy System.—Respiration by trachea is one of

the main cliaracteristics of an insect. Trachea; are tubes

ramifying in the inteiior of the body, the walls of which
lire compossd of two membranes with a spiral thread

between, end extending into the wings and other append-
ages ; but in the perfect insect the main tracheae are

subject to modification, and me more or less expanded into

vesicles to suit the requirements of creatures with great

powers of flight, or of strong movement in other ways.

The manner in which air is communicated to these tracheae,

in order that the necessary oxygen may be obtained from
it, is twofold in its nature. In insects that live in free

air the latter is received through lateral openings termed
spiracles or stigmata, which vary in number in different

insects, but there is usually one on each side of most of the

segments. A spiracle usually consists of a longitudinal

slit in a membrane, protected by delicate mechanism, and
also by special muscles, which can close it hermetically

if necessary. Many aquatic insects also breathe through

spiracles, and in these cases a quantity of air is collected

(or entangled) in delicate pubescence on the surface of the

body, the insect coming to the surface to obtain a fresh

supply at intervals. But in the majority of aquatic insects,

and especially of their larvse or pups, air is obtained by
means of external threads or plates, expansions of the

integument, the function of which is to absorb air from
water and convey it to the trachea by means of delicate

ramifications of the tracheal system in their substance.

The number and position of these external appendages (or

branchioe) is as varied as are the conditions under which
the itlsects live ; in some only a single elastic tube is

present, which can be protruded to the surface of the

water, and its length adapted to the varying depth of that

element; in some (as in many .dragon-flies) the plates are

in the rectum, and the air is obtained by the forcible taking

in and expulsion of water by means of powerful anal valves

(v-hich serve also for locomotion). It is obvious that those

larvse that exist parasitically in the substance of the body
of other larvae, kc, must still obtain air, and it is presumed
tliat this is sometimes effected at the expense of the respira-

tory system of their hosts. It has long been known that

rudimentary branchiae exist in aerial insects,, and, though

this was at one time supposed to be an attribute of one or

two forms only, it is now known to ' occur frequently.

According to the researches of Gegenbaur and Palm^n,

those branchiffi exist side by side with the ordinary spiracles;

hence they conclude that there is no direct connexion be-

tween the branchial system of the larva and the spiracles

of the imago. It is still perhaps an open question whether

these branchis in the imago serve any functional purpose.

Alimentary and Digestive Systems.—The food of insects

is either solid or liquid, and the parts of the mouth are

modified, according to requirements, into two main condi-

tions, termed mandibulate and haustellate ; but the latter

term is somewhat vague, inasmuch as the modifications are

by DO means homologous in all haustellate insects, although

the structure is subservient to the same function. Again,

in both divisions the food may be either vegetable or

animal in its nature, and according as this may be the

parts of the digestive system are modified. The most
simple digestive system consists merely of a tube extending

from mouth to anus, with no very distinct division irfto

parts. But in insects the airangement is considerably more
complex, yet varying enormously. The most complete
system consists of cesophagus, with the salivary glands

(modified into silk-producing glands in Lepido/Aera, &,c.),

crop or proventriculus, gizzard, stomach, small and large

intestines, and an arrangement of small canals termed the

Malpighian tubes. Some author^ distinguish also« other

divisions of the intestines answering to those of higher

13—

S

animals. By some the term proventriculus is applied to

the crop, by others to the gizzard. The gizzard is usually

absent in haustellate insects; but, as most of these arc truly

mandibulate in their larval stage, mUch modification is

undergone during metamorphosis. The digestive set retion

of all parts of the system appears to be essentially alkaline,

and assimilation goes on from all (excepting perhaps the

lower intestine) pm-i jxxssu with digestion, the latter being

commenced iu the crop. The Malpigldan tubes are a set

of long slender vessels (varying much in number) situated

in the lower portion of the system at the junction of the

small and large intestines. Their function has been
warmly contested amongst physiologists, many considering

them biliary organs, while probably an equal nuniber

maintain they are solely urinary, and a few hold that both

these functions may be attributed to them. The recent

researches of Plateau and others are in favoiu' of their

being solely urinary. Von Siebold has asserted that the

biliary system consists of ceitain cells in the wal's of the

stomach. It is possible the whole intestinal canal is at

times called upon to play a role quite independent of

digestion and assimilation ; it may be made subservient to

metamorphosis through being distended with air, thus

assisting the rupture of the integuments for the escape of

the imago ; but this can probably only obtain iu insects

with incomplete metamorphoses.

Circulatory System.—Almost as much uncertainty

exists, or has existed, as to the true nature of this system

as in other points of internal structure and physiology.

Originally it was believed that no circulatory system

existed, an idea that was speedily dissipated. If v.-o

examine a larva of which the integuments are tolerably

transparent, we perceive, even without dissection, a large

ves.sel running along the dorsal portion of the creature just

beneath the integument, and we perceive also that it dis-

tinctly pulsates. This is the " dorsal vessel " or " heai t,"

and it terminates anteriorly in a cephalic aorta. Examined
more minutely by dissection, it is seen to consist of a

number of chambers and constrictions, each chamber having

a lateral valvular opening on either side, through which

the blood is received into the vessel by regular caiTcnts

and conveyed to the cephalic aorta, whence it escapes into

the body in currents which have no vascular walls, and is

again received into the dorsal vessel from lateral cui'rents,

•—such, at least, is the most generally received opinion.

Certain it is that the blood (which is ordinarily a colourless

liquid) circulates through all parts of the body, even to

the antennae, legs, and wings, and the circulation can b'":

well observed iu the wings of some insects in which these

organs are unusually transparent, in that case distinctly fol-

lowing the course of the nervuMs. But many physiologists

have believed that the blood isVonveyed over the body by

means of the trachea, some distinguishing certain trachece

to which this function alone, and not that of respiration,

is proper. The majority of these, however, state that the

blood simply flows between the two integuments of which

the walls of a trachea are composed, and to this system the

term " peritracheal " has been given. According to the

results obtained from the experiments of the most recent

observers, we prefer to doubt the existence of this peritra-

cheal circulation. The relative frequency of pul-satior.s

varies much according to the insect and its state of activity

or excitement. They disappear almost entirely in inscct.s

in a state, of hibernation, and are much reduced in the

pupae of those that undergo complete metamorphoses.

iluscnlar System.—The muscles are attached to the inntr

side of the chitinous integument, and lie juft beneath it.

They are composed of numerous parallel fibres without any

tendinous sheaths, but the fibres are j-jparently sometimes

united at their extremity into a kind of tendon^ which has
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Deen considered as only an extension of tlie cliitinous

integument. According to tlieir position and function,

tliey act variously, as do those of higher animals, and have

received similar names. Their number is often enormous,

and when we consider the great powers of Sight, or of

locomotion by other means, possessed by majiy insects, it

is not difficult to understand that tlieir strength must be

proportionately great. Lyonet's celebrated treatise on the

anatomy of C'ossus remains a masterpiece of research on

this subject, and in England Lubbock's recent memoir on

the subcutaneous muscles of Pt/gsera bucephala is equally

remarkable, and should be studied by those desiring minute
information on the complex muscular system.

Generative Sijstem.—In all insects the sexes are separate.

True hermaphrodites do not exist, though individual mon-
strosities, in which the form, coloration, and even internal

organization of both sexes are combined, are not rare. The
external organs are placed at or near the extremity of the

abdomen, and are usually accompanied by secondary or

accessory appendages bften of most complex structure,

serving to ensure complete contact during the sexual act,

and probably also to some extent excitatory. In tha

dragon-flies, however, the intromitteiit organ of the male is

in the under side of the second abdominal segment, which

explains the extraordinary position of the sexes when
coupled. In the male the testes are very varied in form,

ordinarily separated, but sometimes united into one mass,

each of the two halves of which has its special duct. But
the separate form is by far the most usual. As in higher

animals, there are the usual parts, the ductus ejaculatorius,

the veskulx seminales, and the vasa deferentia, the conditions

of which vary infinitely in different insoets. Whether the

intromittent organ is always traversed by an inner canal or

not is a little doubtful. Ordinarily such is no doubt the

case, but in others it would appear probable that the

ductus ejaculatorius does not end absolutely in the organ,

and that a groove on the surface of the latter receives the

sperm. Somo such arrangement must certainly exist in

dragon-flies, in which the testes and the opening of the

duct have no direct connexion with the intromittent organ.

!|jn the female the ovaries occupy much of the abdomen
that is not taken up by the intestinal canal. Each consists

of a very varying number of tubes, branching off externally,

in which the eggs are contained ; these eggs are conveyed

by oviducts, and before extrusion receive the fertilizing

fluid stored in the spermatheca, which latter may be

simple or compound; they pass out by the vagina. In close

connexion with these parts in the female is the poison gland

and sting found in some insects. In the gravid female of

Termes the ovaries become enormously distended, so that

the entire insect may be said to consist of little else than

eggs. The rudiments of the sexual organs may be detected

in the larva when in a very young state, and the sex of the

future perfect insect determined,—a suflicient answer to

those who assume that sex can be controlled by the

nutriment furnished to the larva. It was formerly con-

sidered tliat, pairing once efi'ected, the male died almost
immediately, and the female followed after having deposited

her eggs. Recent observations go to prove that this is to

a large extent erroneous, that pairing may be effected

several times by both sexes (the female laying her eggs
intermittently), in eflfect that polygamy and polyandry
exist.

Theire are certain anomalous conditions of the generative
system that may be conveniently noticed here, under
diflerent headings.

Keiders or Workers.—m bees, wasps, and ants, and also

in Termes (or white ants), the majority of the members
of a colony is made up of individuals which as a rule have
no reproductive powers. In the first three, these are

aborted females, and it lias been proved (at any rate for

ants) that occasionally these workers lay eggs, which, how-
ever, always produce males, the production of a queen
depending apparently u])on special feeding in the larval

stage. In Termes the conditions are different. There are

both workers and soldiens, both incapable of reproduction,

but not exclusively consisting of aborted females, since both

sexes are represented. AJso in i'enues there are what have

been termed complementary males and females, distinct

from the pair that were once supposed to be the exclu-

sive founders of a new colony ; of these the females lay

comparatively few eggs, their ovaries not acquiring the

extraordinary development of those of the true queen.

Viviparoies Insects.—Oviparous generation is the rula

in insects ; but there an; certain departures from the rule.

In the Aphides it is well known that both the oviparous

and viviparous exist in the same species. In Lepidoptera

there is a well-authenticated instance of an Australian insect

closely allied to the clothes-moth bringing forth larvse

already hatched. A similar condition is asserted to exist

in a species of cockroach. In Coleoptera, Schiodte has

noticed that two species of Staphylinidse, living in the

nests of white ants in Brazil are viviparous, as is like-

wise Oreina in Chrysomelidee ; so also are the Strepsi-

plera. In Diptera flesh-flies of the genus Sarcophaga are

known to be viviparous. But the most extraordinary

instance is in certain minute flies, to be noticed below,

of which the larvae produce living larvse.

Alternation of Generations, Parthenogenesis or Agamo-
genesis.—In the bee, ant, many gall-flies, some Lepidoptera

and (as is now known) also some Coleoptera, and insects of

other orders, females are capable of producing fertile eggs

without any contact with the male, and the produce of these

eggs is frequently male. This property varies considerably

in details. In the case of the bee or the ant, it would

appear that one impregnation suffices for the life of the

queen (which may last for seven or eight years), but the

power of producing females does not probably extend

beyond the immediate influence of the impregnation. In

some hymenopterous gall-flies a true alternation probably

sometimes occurs, combined with dimorphism; but absolute

parthenogensis, in which females are produced generation

after generation, is the common condition in many
lepidopterous insects. This process is effected by internal

budding. In the Aphides the conditions are still more

remarkable, owing to the existence of both winged and

apterous forms of both sexes, and of both oviparous and

viviparous generation ; but it is not proved that the same

individual insect is capable of producing both forms. In

the case of the minute fly (Miastor metroloas) mentioned

above, the production of larvae from larvae is continued

throughout the winter and spring, until in June the brood

goes through its ordinary metamorphosis, and results in

mature males and females, and so the cycle recommences.

Of all the marvels in the history of insects, this is the most

astonishing ; no wonder that the assertions of R. Wagner
(the discoverer) were met with incredulity from the best

physiologists untU abundantly confirmed by others, and in

other species.

Metamorphoses.—Hundreds of volumes have been written

on this fascinating subject, one or more of which are in

almost ev«ry library; hence there is no necessity

for giving more than a rudimentary outline here. All

true insects may be said to undergo a metamorphosis.

Such a condition is absent in the small groups known
as Thysanura and Collemb'ola; and, although these

are here retained amongst Insecta as a matter of con-

venience, the writer is disposed to agree with Lubbock

that they are outside the pale of true insects. Metamor-

phosis may be broadly grouped into two maio divisions

—
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(1) that in which the larva changes into apnpa which, as a
rule, is inactiTe, and which never eats, and (2) that in which
there is no true pupa state, the animal continuing active,

and eating, from the egg to the perfect insect. In the

former the larva changes its skin, or moults, several (often

many) times before it changes to the pupa, the last moult

(or ecdysis) happening when it is in what may be called

the pseudo-pupal condition (which may last from a few

hours to several months) immediately before the pupa
state is assumed ; this division is usually characterized as

"metabolic." In the latter ecdysis goes on continuously

at interv,ils from the egg to the winged-insect, and the

form of the larval condition much resembles that of the

perfect, the wings budding out gradually as the creature

approaches maturity ; the term " hemimetabolic " is applied

to this division. In the first division the conditions are

rather more varied than in the second. In the pupa of

some Diptera the larval skin hardens, and within this the

true pupa is formed (such a pupa is termed "coarctate")
;

in other Diptera the pupa is not contained within the

larval skin (which much resembles a true cocoon), but is

free and even sometimes active, the various appendages
not being connected with the body, as is usually the case

in that of a lepidopterous insect. The pupEE of Hymenoptera
and Coleoptera are also much in the same condition, but

they are not strictly active. Many writers have attempted

to draw a broad distinction between such a pupa as that of

s moth and that of an ant-lion or caddis-fly, cited here as

extremes, because in the latter the members are free, and
the pupa is really active shortly before the change into the

perfect state, and thus the metamorphosis is supposed to

be in some respects intermediate between that of true

Metabola and true Hemimeiabola. But such distinctions

are more apparent than real. In many of the small moths
the limbs and other appendages are scarcely consolidated

with the body, but simply concealed in sheaths of which
the ends at any rate are free. Also in the second (or

hemimetabolic) division distinction has been drawn between

the larva of a May-fly and that of a bug (as instances),

because the changes from an absolutely apterous condition

to one in which the wings are rudimentary and from this

to the perfect state are more marked in the latter. This

is probably due to the number of moults being less ; the

form with rudimentary wings is in no way a true pupa.

The metamorphosis of the internal organs, and even of

the mouth parts, is much more marked in the Metabola

than in the Bemimetabola. Respiration is maintained by
means of spiracles or branchije, as in larvae.

"Hypermetamorphism" is a term applied to certain con-

ditions in which the larva at one period of its life assumes a

verj- different form and habit from those of andther period.

Such a condition exists in several Coleoptera, such as Meloe

and Cantliaris, in which the larva is at first very active, vrith

long legs, slender form, and anal seta?, and attaches itself

to the bodies of bees, afterwards becoming almost apodal,

short, and stout, and living in the bees'-uests. Other
Cantharida: live in the egg-tubes of Orthoptera. In Sitaris

a still more remarkable intermediate condition has been
observed : the larva after having attained its second con-

dition assumes that of the coarctate pupa of a fly, from
which it changes again to a state more analogous to the

second condition before finally transforming to a pupa.

This kind of metamorphosis has been closely observed by
Newport, Fabre, Lichtenstein, Riley, and others. Brauer

has recorded a somewhat similar condition in the larva

of Mantispa {Neuroptera), which is at first free and very

active, and afterwards becomes nearly apodal and obese,

and lives parasitically in the nests of spiders. Advanced
evolutionists hold the idea that larvee are only acquired

conditions.

Classification,

It is necessary to reduce what may be termed the

systematic portion of this article to the smallest possible

limits. The various orders are noticed under separate

articles, and similar articles are devoted to the con-

sideration of many of the more prominent, interesting,

and familiar insects. All we can do here is to allude

briefly to classification as a whole, with indications of the

higher groups under each order. We also have nothing to

do here with Crustacea, Arachnida, and Myriopoda, now
considered as distinct classes, although American writers

have recently again included the last two in Insecta as

orders, placing the more subordinate groups (or orders in

the general acceptation of the terra) as suborders. Still

more impossible is it for us to enter into an examination of

the history of classification ; those of our readers who are

specially interested in this subject cannot do better than

consult vol. iv. of Kirby and Spence's Introduction to

Entomology, where a most full and painstaking " history of

entomology " is to be found up to the date (1826) at which

it was published ; or they may consult with equal advantage

Westwood's Introduction to Modern Classification, and

Burmeister's Manual of Entomology (Shuckard's English

translation). The different classifications proposed by
authors mainly resolve themselves under three headings,

—

the " metamorphotic " (of which Swammerdam may be

considered the founder), the "alary" (or wing-system, due to

Linnsus), and the " cibarian" (or mouth-system, originating

with, or at any rate elaborated by, Fabricius). The meta-

morphotic system divides insects into those that undergo

complete and incomplete metamorphoses ; the alary is based

upon the presence of two or four wings, or their absence

altogether; the cibarian depended upon the conditions of

the mouth organs, and more especially as to their being

fitted for biting or sucking (ipandibulate or haustellate).

But experience proved that each of these systems had its

defects ; there were always some groups, of more or less

importance and extent, that would never fit satisfactorily

into any of the proposed systems. To remedy this

varying means were adopted, such as a combination of the

several systems into what has been termed the "eclectic"

system, the erection of numerous orders for certain

aberrant groups, and that most ingenious idea of MacLeay,

the author of what is termed the "circular" system.

Wfe are disposed to consider that of all systems the one

that combines the greatest amount of convenience with

the nearest approach to being natural is the metamorphotic,

and this we shall accordingly follow here. It is not

intended to acknowledge the subsidiary orders, excepting

the Collemhola and Thysamira, which are probably scarcely

true insects, but which it is necessary to place here, were

it only to avoid the risk of their being overlooked alto-

gether, inasmuch as the writers on the other classes of

Arthropoda are not likely to recognise them as coming

within their scope.

The stumbling-block of all systems has been the Linnfean

order jVeuroptera, inasmuch as its members combine the

characters of most of the other orders, and ingenious

American writers have attempted to overcome this difficulty

by considering it a collection of "synthetic tj'pes." In

adopting metamorphosis as the basis of classification, wc
prefer to take another course, and to follow Erichson, who
(in 1839) boldly transferred all those Neuroptera with in-

complete metamorphoses to the Ortlioptera as a suborder,

although, in dealing with the Xeuroptera in the light of a

specialist, division into several orders appears the more

natural course.

The sequence of orders we propose to follow is as^

under :

—
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Mctamorplinscs oouiplcto

{JIftileibola).

Uotamorrlioses incomplete
{Hcuiinietaholn),

No metamorpliosps
{AhfTrant Insccia)

.

HTMENOrTERA.
COLEOPTEEA.

DlPTEKA.

Lepidoptera.

Xetjeoptep.a.

OiiTHOPTEKA.

Hf.mipteea.

I Collembola.
) TUYKAXUr.A.

( Gniuina.
< Fupipcira.

( Aphanipicra,

( Trichoplcra.

) Flaiiipcnnia.

\ Pscudo-Keuroplera.

I
Gcnnina.

i Ilomopiera.

Tte obvious innovation in this arrangement is the position

assigned to the Diptera, rendered necessary by the intimate

relationship of Lepidoptera and Trichoptera, but in a meta-

morphotic sense no particular outrage on more generally

adopted systems is occasioned, and we see no alternative

other than that of widely separating the two subdivisions

of Neuroptera.

Hymenopteka.—In accordance with the system adopted

by many modern writers, this order heads the scale as

containing amongst its members those insects that appear

to be endowed with the highest intellectual faculties. But

at the same time it must be remembered that if the

economy of the Termitidco in the Pseudo-Neurojilera had

been as fully investigated as has that of bees, wasps, and

ants, it is probable that the importance of this idea might

be considerably weakened. The main characteristics are

as follows :

—

Wings four (frequently absent altogether in ants, &c.),

membranous, naked, transparent, with open reticulation

and very few transverse nervules. !Mouth mandibulate.

Metamorphosis complete, but the pupa has its members
free. Larva mostly apodal, but in the saw-flies much re-

sembling that of Lepidoptera.

A convenient subdivision into three great groups is

generally adopted, viz., Acideaia, Entomopkaga (or

Piipivora), and Phytophaya.

The Aculeata may Ijc .ngain divided into four :

—

Mellifera (or Bees),

Fossorcs (Wasps, &l\), Bclcrogyna (Ants and allies), and Tubidi-

fera (Ruby-tailed Flics), but the last is perhaps more genenilly con-

sidered as forming a special division. In these the females (and

workers, wh^n present) are provided with a sting at the apex of the

abdomen, coik -^cted with a ]}oison gland. The abdomen is petiohate.

The antennn3 are mostly thirteen-jointed in the males and twelve-

jointed in the females. In the bees the mouth parts are greatly

modified, so as to form a suctorial apparatus, by the elongation of

the maxillae, labium, and lingua, the small palpi being borne at its

end. The neuration of the wings is tolei'ably complete. The legs are

much modified, according to requii-ements, such as pollen-gathering,

burrowing, &c. The larvfe are apodal, hatched in cells constructed

by the parent insects, the food usually provided by them' being either

honey or other insects. The habits of the group arc frequently

social (in this case neuters or workers are present) ; many are

j)arasitic on insects of their own group (in the broad sense), and in

many instances the parasites strikingly resemble those species iu

the nests of which they live (as in the familiar instance of Bombus
and Apathus). Each division includes several families (to which
we cannot allude here), and the group as a whole includes some of
the most familiar insects, sudi as bees, wasps, and ants.

The Entomopbaga are invariably tme parasites in the lartal stage
(excepting the C'ifiiipidx), the perfect insects depositing their eggs
in or on the larvte or eggs of other insects, and their larvce

living upon the adipose tissue or contents of the eggs. There are no
true sring and poison gland, but the female usually has the end of
the abdomen provided with a long slender ovipositor, with which
she can (in some cases) pierce the skin if roughly handled (hut no
inflamraatorv symptoms follow). The antennre are usually long,
slender, and multiaiticulate. The abdomen is strongly petiolate.
The neuration of the wings is variable (often almost absent). The
main divisions are Idntcumonid^, Frodotrypidx. CJmlcldidw, and
Ci/iiipid.r, chielly founded on the neuration, which in Chalcididm
(and iu a lesser degree in Frodofnipida:) is almost absent. Many
incmbers of this group are of extreme interest in consequence of
tlu'iv economy, and especially some exti-emely minute species (in
rrofto'fifphhv) that infest theeggs of othcf insects, some of which can
R\\in\ by means of the wings in search of the eggs of aquatic insects.

The Ci/iupida;, although agreeing in main points of structure with

the other divisions, are totally different in habits, and the tcnn
Entomopluiga as applied to them is erroneous (a few, however, are

parasitic upon ajihidos). They lay their eggs in the tissues or

buds of plants, and there results therefrom a swelling termed a
gall, inside which the larva fceil.s. either solitarily, or many iu one
gall in separate cells.

True Phytophagous Hijmrnoptcra (or Terebrantia) comprise the
two divisions known as Tenthrcd inidx and Sirirtds!: In these the
abdomen, instead of being ]>etiolate, is sessile ; the femala is ]iro-

vided with a double saw in the TcnthraUuidie, and with a borer in

Siricidas. The antenna! have seldom more than ten joints. The
neuration of the wings is complete. The larvae diliVr from Ihosp

of all other Hijmenopicra in possessing well-developed thoracic legs,

and in a<ldition (excepting in the Siricids:) a varying number of

abdominal prolegs, and are so like those of Lrpidoptn-a as often to

require a practised eye to distinguish them therefrom. All aro

phytophagous, but their" habits are very varied ; iu fact, ail the con-

ditions known in LrpidojAcra are probably here present also. Some
species cause galls. Some (such as the Turnip Saw-Fly) occasion

great damage. The Siricidx are wood or stem borei-s ; the familiar

Sircx gigns often appears in the midst of large towns, through the

larvae or pupaj having been brought in with pine timber.

CoLEOPTEKA.—This is probably the largest, and cer-

tainly the best studied, of all the orders.

Four-winged insects, but the upper pair of wings are

modified, hard and horny in texture, and are termed
" elytra," lying longitudinally over the nieso- and jneta-

tliorax and abdomen, and when closed divided by a line or

suture (occasionally the elytra are united, and in this case

the second pair of wings is usually absent, and the insects

are incapable of flight ; more rarely the wings are absent

altogether, both the elytra and hind-wings). Mouth
mandibulate. Antennse seldom more than 11 -jointed

(often much less). Metamorphosis complete ; the pupa
having its members free. Larva extremely variable as to

form ; usually with thoracic legs, sometimes apodal.

Latreille divided the enormous amount of materials

comprised in this order into four great groups according to

the number of joints in the tarsi. Thus the Pentamera

have five joints in all the tarsi; the Ileteromera have five in

the anterior and intermediate tarsi, and four in the pos-

terior; the Teiramera have four in all the tarsi, the Trimera

three in all. More minute investigation and better know-

ledge have proved, however, that this system is essentially

artificial, and in part founded on misapprehension ; and it

is the custom amongst many modern entomologists to

ignore these great division.s, and to consider the order as

composed of about 75 families, without collecting them
into larger groups. It would be impossible to notice here

each of these families in detail, and the old system, still

regarded with favour by some of our most inteUigent coleop-

terists as the most useful, will be followed.

The general structure is so marked that but little con-

troversy has been occasioned. A beetle is recognized as

such universally, notwithstanding the great diversity of

details that exists. Tlie only disputed elements are the

Strepsiptera (Bee-parasites) and Platyjisylla (an epizoic

parasite on the beaver). The diversity in the larval con-

dition is much greater, and as extremes may be cited the

larvM of tlie Staphylinidx (in which there is little diff'erence

in form and structure from those of the imago, excepting

the absence of wings) and the apodal maggots of the

Curcidionidx. In the pupal condition this divergence

mainly disappears.

The Pentamera are usually considered to comprise the follo\^ ing

"superior subdivisions. Adephagct alone possess an inner palpiforra

lobe to (?ach maxilla ; the larvce are predaceous, and feed on other

insects and on flesh generally: they include the Cicmdclidm (Tiger-

Beetles) and Carabidx (these hvo groups often termed Gcodrjdiaga)^

which are terrestrial, and the Dytiscidx and Gyriindse, familiar

aquatic groups,with the addition of AmpJiizoa, an anomalous Ameri-
can genus, recently referred to Dytiscids. Palpicomia have short

clavate antenna?, and comprise a number of small and mostly aquatic
genera; Braclicbjtrci (including StapkyUnjd!v,)ii:iovrii as Eove-Bcetl^s
or Devil's Coach Horses) are kpown"by the very short elytra (usually

much shorter than the abdomen), and form an exceedingly numerous
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grbnp of often minute insects, of wliicH the larvae are preJaceous,

and differ Imt little iu form from the imago ; with these the curious

nml aberrant Pschtpidd^ are usually united., Clavkornia have

clavate niitpun?e, aud are' sometimes . termed Kecrophaga, from

the habit maoy of the species have of feeding upon dead and
decaying animal matter; the forms are very numerous, and include

the well-known Burying Beetles {Xrcrophorus) and tlie destructive

Dermesh'dsB (iu which is the Bacon-Beetle) ; Parnidx are aquatic
;

Paussidh are wonderfully curious creatures with singularly formed

antenme, living in ants' nests : in this division are now placed the

almost microscopic TricJiopta-ygids, most oE which are not larger

than small grains of sand, and remarkable for their narrow ciliated

hind wings, and also other groups sometimes placed in the

Trimcra. Lanxdlicornia have the a^wx oE the antenna pectinate or

provided with lamellifonn plates: they include the Stag-Beetles and
the verv numerous Dimg-Beetles, amongst which is the Scarabseus of

the Egj-ptians, together with the numerous Chafers. SUmoxih&ve
the prosternum produced and pointed, and mostly filiform antennne,

with ordinarily an elongate oval fonn : in this division are the

he&ntiii'il'BuprestcdsE and the familiar ElatcridsCi the latter known
as Click-Beetles, and able to spring by means of the process of the

prosternum acting on a peculiar structure of the mesostemum : the

larvse are all vegetable feeders, and have the legs only slightly de-

veloped; those of Elatcridm are known as Wire-AVorms, and are often

very destructive ; some of the exotic Elatcridse are brUliantly

luminous. Malacodxrmi are a group of mostly soft-bodied insects

very variable in form and habits ; the prosternum is not produced,

and the antennas are usually pectinate or serrate : included in it

are the Tclepfioridx (Soldier-Beetles), Lampyndm (Glow-'Worms),

\Clcridm (often parasitic in the nests of bees), the wood-eating VtinidM

(in which is Anohinm^ or the Death-'Watch), and BostrychidsE.

V- The Heteromera are a largo group of forms connected together by
the tarsal structure, but otherwise of the most diversified nature

;

in fact it may be said that, so far as outward appearance is concerned,

there are 'fonns in it that might be readily mistaken as belonging

to almost all the other principal groups, so protean are they both

in structure and in habits. Two principal points of structure have

been used for separating them into two great divisions. Iu one of

tiiese they have been divided into Glohicoxsc and Coiiicoxse, accord-

ing to the form of the anterior cox?e; in the other the two divisions

are termed Atrachdia, in which the head does not form a neck, and
Tracliclida, in which the head is narrowed into a neck. To some
extent both these points of structure are correlated ; we adopt the

latter ; but it must be remarked that the protean nature of the

group as a whole is equally exempllSed in its primary subdivisions.

They appear to be invariably terrestrial, and for the most part

phytophagous. The Atrachc'lia are mainly composed of a large

number of genera of which Tfnchrio (the Meal-"Worra) r^ay be taken
as a type, and Blaps (the Churchyard Beetle) is also amongst its

members. In the Trach^lida the forms are raoi'e varied, and include

some of the most remarkable instances of anomalies of form and struc-

ture, and even of metamorphosis, that exist amongst Coleopiera.

Here are placed the Cfl7!/A(iric/«(Biister-Bectles, &c.), so remarkable

for the hypermetamorphosis that exists in the larvae, and parasitic in

the nestsoi bees and locusts ; the extraordinary genus Siiaris (equally

hypennetamorphotic), a parasite in bees' nests; Mcloe (the Oil-

Beetles, the history of which reads almost like a romance, the very

voung larvae being acrive little creatures living on the bodies of

bees, but afterwards becj^ming obese and alrftost footless, and feed-

ing on the bee larvse in the nests) ; and Rhipidius. parasitic on
cockroaches. As a crowning point of eccentricity the extraordinary

Strepsiptera (or Stylopidas) seem likely to find their resting place

here, after having been considered a distinct order, as Dipt-era, as

ffymejioptcra, and as Xcuroptera ; but even yet it is probable their

position may be warmly disputed. These anomalous creatures are

parasitic in the bodies of bees, and the female, which is vermiform,
and without antenn:^, legs, or wings, never leaves its hdst, and is

viviparous. The male has very large eyes, and extraordinary short

antennse ; the anterior wings (or elj'tra) are represented by small
narrow processes, not unlike the halteres of Diptcra ; the posterior

wings are folded iu repose, but when expanded are extraordinarily

broad, whitish in colour, and almost without nervures. The meta-
thorax occupies the greater part of the body; the abdomen is termi-
nated by a short stout process. The very young larvae are minute,
active, and not unlike the young larvs of Caiitharis and Meloe in

form, and escape from the body of the mother by a slit in the neck

;

they are conveyed into the nests of their hosts, and penetrate the
larvae of the latter, where they undergo hj-permetamorphosis.
Although originally supposed to be exolusively parasites on
ifymenoptcra, one species naa recently been detected in the body
of an homopterous insect-

Tetraniera.—Although the "beetles of this great division have
apparently only four-jointed tai'si, it was long ago demonstrated by
AVestwood that there is actually a very minute joint between the
lobes of the third joint, so that they are actually pentamerous,
but "the concealed joint is probably fnnctionless; thus the terms
PseudoTTetramera and Crypto-Tetramera have been proposed in lieu

of Tetramera. The chief gronps are the Shyncopfiora, Xylophaga,
Zon/pcoTU-in, Phytojyhaga, and Clavipalpi. All are vegetable feeders.

The Bhyncophora {ot AVeevils) have the he'ad produced into a ros-

trum, varying enormously in length, and in its lowest conditioa
scarcely appreciable. The lai-vse are footless grubs, feeding almostuni-
versallyiu the interior of the stems or seeds of plants,and occasionally
causing galls. Some exotic members of this group are amongst
the most beautiful of insects. A peculiarity exists in the antennse,
which are attached to the rostrum, and usually elbowed, the basal
joint being ordinarily very long (and termed th.e "scape ") and the
rest shorter, the terminal joints usually formiug a club (the portion
between the scape and the clrfb is termed the "funiculus"). Hhyn-
cophora have been very variously subdivided. Schonherr separated
them into Or^^ocer; and Gonatoceri, aocortling to the absence or pre-
sence of an elbow to the antennce ; "Wstwood has three families,

Bruchids:^AtUJabids:^&r\& CwrcH/iOTii'tf/E, founded on the antennse and
paljiL ; Lacordaire's groups are Adelognalhcs and PhayierognatJies,

founded on the coverpd' or uncovered mentum. AdoptingWestwood's
system, we have three families. Bruchidx have only a short flattened

snout, unelbowed aotennee, and filiform palpi ; they are probably
universally seed or nut feeders in the laival stage. BrucJitis gra-
narius causes great destruction to grain; species of the genus Caryo-
borus affect palm-nuts, some even living iu the so-called vegetable-

ivory nuts; AtUhribidar, which form a subfamily of Bruchids accord-
ing to "VTestwood, live in dead wood. Attclabidw have the antennae
imelbowed, the palpi conical, and the rostrum long and curved; the
^eneT^ Brentkus &nd AiUlaifus form the types of two subfamilies

differing chiefly in the form of the club of the antenna; ; the first

of these is almost entirely extra-European, and its members ap-
pear to feed on dead wood ; the second- includes the brilliant

species of Ehynchitcs (the larvce of which roll up leaves and feed on
them, or live upon fruits) and the minute species of Apimi, of which
the larvffi variously attack seeds, the interior of the stems of plants,

&c. CurciUionidsE have elbowed antennae and conical palpi, and are

further sabdiviued into two main groups according to the length
of the rostrum, each again forming numerous smaller groups ; the
family contains many of the most familiar weevils, and some of the
most destructive; the habits are extremely diversified ; SitophUus
feeds on grain, Calandra in the stem's of palms, sugar-cane, &c.,

Balaninus on nuts, Hylohhts on the wood of pine trees, and a mul-
titude of other instances of peculiar habits might be cited. It must
be remarked that other main groupings of Khyncophora consider-

ably modify both the sequence and family position of many genera
to an extent that caunot even be glanced at here. XyJophaga form
a small group sometimes united with the Eh yncopkora, consisting of
small wood-boring beetles, in which the rostrum may be termed
obsolete, and the insertion of the antennae is close to the eyes.

Some of the members of this group {of which Tomicus and Scol^fi'^is

are familiar examples) are supposed to cause great damage through
their larva^ feeding beneath the bark of trees; but it is possible they
only appear when an unhealthy condition has been set up from
other causes. The Ltrngicornia may be mainly distinguished by
their elongate elegant fonn, long antennx, which are generally fili-

form, but often pectinate, serrate, or ornamented with tufts of hair,,

the head not rostrate and armed with powerful jaws, the femora
often clavate, and the tarsi having the basal three joints cushioned
beneath. The larvre mostly feed on dead or dying timber, boring into

its interior, and but seldom on living healthy wood, the females being
provided with an ovipositor ; these larvse are fat, with very strong

mandibles, and extremely short legs ; in some species several years

elapse before they attain their full growth. The most modern
classification recognizes thaee families, Prionids^, Ccrambycidx^ and
Lamiidse. The Pnonidse have the sides of the prothorax margined,

and usually toothed, and comprise the largest kuoisTi beetles in

length, even if not in bulk. Ceramhyadm have the head porrcct,

and the prothorax not margined; some authors separate from these

a family LcpiuridsB as of equal value. Lamiidse have the h»-ad

verrical. The Phytopkaga form a large group oF beetles feeding

essentially, in all their stages, on the leaves of plants (hence the

name). They are usually of short and thick fonn, with filiform,

moniliform, or serrate (never clavate) antenna, the head ordinarily

immersed in the prothorax and without rostnim, and the elytra

covering tlie sides of the abdomen ; the mandibles comparatively

weak ; the femora often enlarged. The larvae are usually external

feeders, with well-developed legs, and often very curious in form.

Much diversity in the classification of Phytophogn exists, and as

to the nnmber of families and the value of their characters. By
Latreillethpy were divided into ^!(pocf<i {Paramfcfi, "Westwood) and

CycUca^ of which the most prominent character is in therxt'-mal

form, the Eupoda having the head and thorax narrower than the

abdomen, whereas in the CycJica the base of the rlytra is not

broader than the hinder part of the thorax; hf-nce tht; foi-m is mor«
rounded. Another grouping is according to the insertion of the

an^ennre at the sides, or on the middh-, of the front. The iiuniher

of families varies from four to niue a'.cording to dilferent authors.

A glance at, the prominirnt forms, according to Jatf-r i<Uas, is

here gi/ren. Crioceridx (by some divided into Crioecridie, Dontt'
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dadie, and Sagridss) belong to the Eupoda, and include tlie well-

known Aspara^^us Beetle {Crioccris asparagi), the genus Donctcia

(and allies), which is aquatic in its earlier stages, and the brilliant

exotic genus Sagrcc (remarkable for its enormously thickened hiud
femora), the larva of which forms galls on the stems of plants and
lives therein. Cnjptocrplialidx (including Clythridsc) are remark-

able for the habits of the larvce, which form hard cases of excrement

(?) in which they live. ChrysomclidcC are a group of often beautiful

insects, mostly remarkable for their nearly hemispherical form; they

include, inter aJia^ Timarcha (the Bloody-nosed Beetle), the well-

known genus Chrysomcla,anii the Colorado rotatn-'Beetle(Doi-yphora

or Lmigiiarsus) ; most of them distil an acrid fluid ; the larva) are short

and obese, feeding exposed and the pupre often have the remarkable

peculiarity of being suspended by the tail. Halticidx are noted

for their thickened hind femora and their jumping powers ; though
small in size, some of the members (c.f/. , the Turnip- Flea) are most
destructive. Cassididx (or Tortoise-Beetles) usually have the sides

of the elytra expanded ; the larvee have the very singular habit of

concealing themselves under a covering formed of their own excre-

ment, which is sustained by means of a forked appendage at the ex-

tremity of the body. Other families (such as Hispjidx and Gahrii-

cidm) must be passed over. The last division of the Tclramcm is

the Claripalpi, often placed with the Trimem, and fonning a con-

necting link therewith. They are a small group, with the last three

joints of the antenna forming a compressed club, and the last joint

of the maxillary palpi also broadly clavate. The family Eroltilidm

mainly constitutes the group ; the larvse probably all live upon
fungi. In proof of the wide divergence of^ opinion as to the re-

lationship of special groups, it may be mentioned that one author

places certain genera of this group amongst the Clavicomia. of the

Pentamerous division.

The last of the great divisions of Coleoptera forma the Trimera.

As. in the Tclramcra, it was discovered that the term is not strictly

applicable, and that a minute joint is concealed between the lobes

of the second joint of the tarsi, hence they have been called Pscudo-

Trimera and Crypto- Trimera. Some authors have made this group

a place of refuge for many almost isolated forms, the natural position

of which it is difficult to suggest. At present, however, only a

small number of more homogeneous materials are usually located

liere, and these are divided inlo Aphidiphaga and Fnngicola. The
AphidiphagacomiinsB the familiar Lady-Birds {Coceraclla) and allies;

these have the last joint of the maxillary palpi hatchet-shaped,

have short-clubbed antennre, and have the body remarkably hemi-

spherical. They appear to feed chiefly on other small insects in

both larval and perfect stages, and aphides are especial articles of

diet with them ; hut the writer has seen a larva of Coccinella with

itsiiead deeply immersed in the juicy body of a recently formed pupa

of its own species. Fnngicola have the last joint of the maxillary

palpi filiform, with longer antennas, and, as a rule, less hemi-

spherical body. They contain a number of mostly small and little

famUiar forms, and, as their name indicates, "are often found in

fungi, on which they no doubt principally subsist. (

DlPTERA.—Only the anterior (mesothoracic) wings pre-

sent, membranous, usually naked, with varying longitudinal

nervures and but few transverse nervules. Posterior

wings replaced by knobbed filaments termed "halteres."

Mouth consisting of a rostrum formed chieflyby the extended

labium, forming a canal in which the other usual organs,

modified into lancet-shaped pieces, are contained, the whole

forming a sucker; only the maxiUary palpi developed.

Thorax consisting almost entirely of the greatly enlarged

mesothorax,.the two other divisions very small, and scarcely

separable from the mesothorax. Tarsi 5-jointed ; the end

joint with a pair of more or less disciform pulvilli. Meta-

morphosis complete.

Although it is the generally received opinion that the

halteres are the representatives of the posterior wings,

there have been those who regard them rather as connected

with respiration or hearing, and ty some theyhave even been

considered as belonging to the base of the abdomeu rather

than to the thorax ; this latter idea results from the diffi-

julty of defining the true limits of the metathorax. At
' the base of each anterior wing is a small membranous
portion termed an " alulet," not absolutely connected with

the wing itself, but which must be considered an adjunct,

and certainly not representing a posterior wing.

Diptera form one of the most extensive orders. The
Genuina are commonly divided into two great groups,

iccording to the structure of the antennae, and termed

N'eniocera and Brachycera respectively ; but it has long

been seen that these divisions are not natural, especially

with regard to metamorphoses, and Brauer proposed
division according to whether the larval skin at the last

moult opens by a slit down the back or in a curvilinear

manner, a proposal he has since extended by demonstrating
that those two divisions

—

Ortliorlvpha and Cyclorhapha—
are rendered the more natural by the pupal condition being
correlated with differences in the larva and perfect insect,

and eventually it is probable his views will be generally
adopted. Another basis for division is according to

whether the pupa is free (sometimes active, but not taking
nutriment) or enclosed within the hardened skin of th»
larva (" obtected " or " coarctate "). The division intt

Nemocera and Brachycera is here followed.

In the Nemocera the antennre are long and slender,ancl composed
of a considerable number of small joints, which are often verticillatw

or plumose. They include the families CuHcida:, Chironomidie
Psychodidse, Cceidomyiidx, Myectophilidie, TiimUdee, and Bihio-
iiidas, but some authors make a more* minute subdivision. All
these, and a multitude of others, fall into Brauer's subordei
OrthorltapJia, and the pupa is obtected. Here come some of the most
familiar and bloodthirstymembers of the order, such as Gnats (or Mos-
quitos), Jlidges, Gall-Midges, "Daddy Long Legs," &c. , and som»
of them cause incalculable mischief to the agriculturist. In those
species in which the earlier stages are aquatic, the pupa is active.

The Brachycera have the antennce short and thick, not more than
three-jointed, but the terminal joint has a bristle (arista) which is

sometimes articulate. These again have been divided into Ncxa-
cha:tx, Tctracliselx^ and DichsEtx, according to the number of setie

concealed in the mOuth. They are " cyclorhaphous, " and the pupa is

coarctate. It is not possible to enumerate here all the families, nor
to allude to the extreme diversity of habit and structuj-e that exists.

House-Flies, Blow-Flies, Flesh-Flies, Bot-Flies, and Gnd-Flies, the

beautiful Syrphidm (many of which devour aphides in the larval

state), the parasitic Taekinx, the plant-eating Pkylfmiyzx, &c,
all belong to this division.

The Pupipara are a small group distinguisned especiauy by the

fact that the larvai and pupce are developed in the body of the

mother, and the head is sunk in tho thorax ; they have even beeu

considered a distinct order termed Homalojytcra. All are parasitic.

They include Or^iithoimjia (Bird-FUes), MeiopJmgns (the Sheep-
Tick), the extraordinary wingless genus Nycleribia, parasitic upon
bats, and the perhaps still more extraordinary genus Bravla, a

minute creature known as the Bee-Louse. Brauer terms them
Cyclorhapha 2>^tpipara.

With the Diptera (as a distinct section) it is now the all bnl

universal practice to include tho Aphaniptera or Fleas, at one

time considered as forming a distinct order. They differ from true

Diptera in their laterally compressed form, well-defined thoracic

divisions, absence of wings (which are represented only by scales),

aborted antennaj, developed labial palpi. &c. The mouth of the

imago is (as is too well kno\vn)_ formed for suction, and its parts

can be homologized with those of the tnie Diptera. The larva ia

slender and worm-like, and is mandibulate, in aU probability feeding

on the scaly debris or scurf frotu the skins of the animals attacked;

it is not found on the animals themselves, but in their beds or other

resting-jilaces. The pupa is inactive. For all practical purposes

the Aphaniptera include only two genera

—

Pjilcx and Sarcopsylla,

the Flea and the Chigoe or Jigger. Many mammals and some

birds have each its own peculiar species of flea, or more than one,

and the size of the tormentor is often in an inverse proportion to

that of the tormented, the flea of the mouse being of gigantic pro-

portions. The chigoe is notorious in tropical iVmerica for its habit

of penetrating the skin of man, esptcially on the feet, the abdomen
of the insect swelling and causing troublesome ulcers. Formerly it

was believed that uie eggs were deposited in the ulcers and that

the larvie fed therein, but more recent observations tend to provt

that the habits are much those of ordinary fleas.

LEPrDOPTERA.—Four membranous wings (freqnently

rudimentary, or sometimes wanting, in the female) clothed

with flattened striated scales ; neuration open ;
transverse

nervules few ; at the base of the anterior margin of tho

posterior pair is frequently a bristle. used for connecting

the two pairs in flight. Mouth haustellate, the maxilke

being much elongated and very slender, forming two closely-

applied pieces, which together make the suctorial apparatus

by means of which the nectar of flowers is pumped up for

food ; in some groups this apparatus is rudimentary.

Labial palpi strongly developed, tlie maxillary ordinarily

fudimentary (but more developed than the other pair in 4
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few small groups). Protliorax very narrow, with a pair of

lateral orgaus tcvmcd patu^i't. Legs slender; tibia; spurred.

Metamorphosis complete, all the appendages of the pupa

enclosed in common covering with the body, but leaving

the parts visible (occasionally, in some of the lower groups.

the extremities of the appendages are free). Larva (te."med

a caterpillar) with sis thoracic legs, and with a varying

number (never more than 4 pair;j) of fleshy abdominal

and two anal prologs (rarely the larva is apodal). With
few exceptions, they arc phytophagous.

56 insects are familiarly known
Moths, and the order contains the most beautiful insects

that exist, and forms the most popular and attractive of

all for collectors. The scales of the wings (and other

parts of the insect) are really modified hairs. Each is a

flattened sac, striated on one side, containing Viiriously

Coloured pignients, the arrangement of scales of different

colours causing the beautiful markings and patterns so

universal ; but metallic coluui-s are due also to interference

caused by minute inequalities of the surface, combined
with the contained pigment.

The classification of Lcpidi>})fera is still in a state of

much uncertainty. By collectors they are fancifully

divided into Macro- and Micro- Liiii'hjpfeva. A luoro

familiar division is into Hutterflics and Moths,—the formci-

being termed lihoindocera (or Uitirju'), the latter Uttcro-

cera (or yocfumi).

Tiic Rhopalocera iiif espniiiliy (li>iliu.i,aiisljfd by tln-u- chiMicd
nuti.'Uii;i.-. Xho rullowing ^ivat j,'roii|i.s ;.ie tolnably will luiiikfd

(but i-iu-h has bcr^ii luiu-ii bulnUviilca) :—viz., PitpiHtiiii'hr, Xijin-

fhnlitUvy /Cri/ciul'hv, Li/''!Ciu'ii;i; .lU-t /I<:yir, ii'i^iW Soluo split llm
Jivisiuij iulo t\vo, iiccouliiig nn llu- j uj'.t ls HuyTCinUd by llio tiiil

oiily, or h;w .a tluiMil round tlir boily as Wi-II (tlir.se ^vonp'i :iro

tcriiii'il Siisjtritsi ond ,'<i(iriiit/i ri'-.pL-i. lively) ; thi' .Xiftn/i/infi'iiv aiy
i-spufiidly chaviiclL'rislic ol* Ihu IJi-sl of llirw. In lliu S'ljini'h'iliihv

liic .iiili-rior K-gs aiv not fully di-vi-lopi-d in cillu-r sf\ ; in llif

I^rifiiLt'fni and Lijaviiiihu tliis oc-nis only in lliu nuiK'Sj. TIiu

ilcsjh-riiilio liavi' llio uJuli of llio antcnnn' tuiniiniittil by a buok,
ami till' posilion of tin- win;;s in iv[i(t»if lUlIi im ordntaviJy tiuiu that
in the otUt-i gmujis; liu- jmpa is utcluavd in ii nuUnunlary locoou,
and may evi.ii be biditurrant-an.

Tho Heterocera .Tj'u sul'ilividi il roughly intD *!>/»// /»/j^/>/ii, Jlnmbf/-

rtflie, A'octniihv, CJ<oiiiHitiin-, Pin'uhtfiv^ Turlrivnhi, Tmrii^a', and
PLci-ophoi-tifiVi but niui-li niovf niinnli- subilivisi.>n U aduplcd hy

. Kpcui;dist:^. In tlioiu tho (oi ni nl' tho anU-nna' is vi-iy vaiiablt- (as

tfio naniu iniulics), and Ibo bri^lli" nn ibu poslnior winp^ is u^unlly

{not always) present. The Sphiifji'h' (wliii-]i C'linpri-te some of tlie

largest ami most robust mollis) iisaally liavi- the aiitmnie fuhiloiiu

towards the lips. Itombifcuhv ;;enerMlly li.nc llic antt-nu.i' of tho

male strongly |HH'ti!iol»-, and iJiuse of llii* jtinale sjuipb' or ne.irly

s» ; the laivivwith I'oiir paijy of abilomiiial iaole;4s (and tho anal

[air); but tliis is ;i fjivnip of i"c(rcniely helerui^i-ucou-s tnalerials, if

taken iu iU widest sense ; it inchiJes tlie Siik-Wnnn ilolbs :ia

familiar examples, and many e\lraoidinaiy foims, amon^^sL whieli

may be mentioned liiL' eiiiinus /'.^i/i/ti<fii\ in wlii»li llie larvio maim-
faetnre portable esu^cs wherein lliey live, and in wliieli the femalrs
are aptcrou=!. PerliapsaiHed to tins f;ron]i, or intiiniediale between
it and llic S/t/iiii(fifiiV, ia tho ruiiuns and abnoimal colleclion of

{in-tty insceU termcil Casliiiinlv, at one time eonsideicil to bu
HitLerlli.s, and cveu yet inelnUed witli them by some authors.

Tlife Imuslellum ia rndimentiiry in the Iruo Jjomhijiiilx. TIio
Nt'duhhc ojc stout-boilii'd motbs, mostly (but by no means
alwaya) of nocturnal babits ; the antenna- greatly varying, but not
tbi« keucd ; tbe bristle on the iiostenor wings present ; tho hau-
stellum present (in one i;enus, V^Lidcrs, it is strong enough to pierce
tlic skin of oranges). They are mostly di\-itled into two groups accord-
ing' to the nnmlier of tlie piole^s iu the laivw (lour, or only Ihice,

aUlominal pairs), and tbe ncuration of tho pobleiior win^s. The
lirvrc arc usually nearly smootb (tlioso groujis wliIi hairy larvoo

arc by sumo trausfi-iacd to tho L'oi>fl>i/chlcu\ ami ihc pnpaj subter-
ranean. Gcmnctridiv arc espeoially distinyuislic.l by tbe presence of
^usually only one ]»air of atiiloniinal ].rolcgs, oeeasioning a peculiar
form of locomution, termed " loopin;j" ; antenme varyitig ; biisllo

of posteiior wings ]>rcsLnt ; tlie winga usmdly uxpanili-"! when at
rest With apparent relations to these is tho small ;;runp
{/rniiHilse^ consisting of benutifnl pajiilioniforni inseels, still by
Some placed with the bnllerllics. Pi/i-uluf/v iorm a speeial gron[)
of varying, and for the most i-art rather small, insects, with simple
(or nearly simple) autemia; ; long blonder lefjs ; the bristle of the

I>03teuor witi^B present ; long piilpi ; huvio with thieu tu iivcj[wdi^

of abiluniinal prologs, and inO:jtly smooth and glossy in appc-irance.
Torh-icuf.v are small insects of noctnrniform'mien when nt rest (the
wings being horizontal and not expanded) ; antenuae simple ; bristte

of poiitcrior wings absent; haustellum short
;
palpi short; lar^-se

with four pairs of abdominal prolegs. .Many of the species of this
group do immense damage to trees and j^arden plants. Tho
Tincide& is au^immense group of mostly small (ofteu very mijiute)
insects, with extremely varying structure and habits. They may
always be distinguished from the Tortricidx by the long palpi (the
maxillary pair* being sometimes strongly developed and exceeding
the labial) ; the fringes of the wings are usually very long. Some
of these minute forma arc excessively beautiful. The group as a
whole ia made up of very incongruous materials. Ptcrophoridso are
a suiall group at once distinguished by the wings being split up
iuto linear divisions, hcuce they have bceu termed "plumes." By
some they arc not considered distiuet from the Pyralalm, with
which there is considerable structuial afBuity.

NKVKorTERA.—Four membranous and for the most part
densely reticulate wings, more or less clothed with haire,

but witlieut true scales ; very frequently the hairs are

on the ncuration only. Mouth mandibulate. Metamor-
phosis complete, but the pupa has its members free.

Id the outline of classification (at p. 147) proposed to

be adopted in this article, it is stated that the Keuroptera
as there indicated are considered as forming a single order,

more as a matter of convenience than from any conviction

of the homogeneity of the two divisions.

Thu Trichoptera (or Caddis-Flics) form a very natural and sharply
ilelJUL-d group ili&tinguished by their rudimentary mouth-parts,
with lliu exeepiiriu of the two pairs of paTpi, which are strongly
devilopeil, the maxillary poir being the longer, and with often the
groati r number of joints ; the antenna; setaceous; wings with com-
par.iiivi-Iy .simple Ui-nration and but few transverse uervules, ordi-

naiily covered wiUi ludr (which sometimes simulates scales) ; larvie

(.known as Caddis-AVorms) witli wcU-dcvelopcd thoracic legs, and
anal erolehels, but without luolegs, living in tubes covered with
e.\t mucous materials

; pupa lying free in the case, or occasionally

in a speeial cocoon, only active just before its luetamoiphosis ; habits
(with one or two ext-ejitious) aipiatic.

it is eousiilered by the wrlta" tliat there is direct relationship of

the 7'rii/ioj>tcr(' with the L'ji'thjdaay and this idea acts as the key
li> till' scheme of cla-^siileation aJo]ited. They are divided into
si-veu familiL-d, viz.. Phrif'janrii!a\ L/}intophiii(Jw, So'icosioinatul^,

L iili>cci'hhx\ Uyh-t>2i:ifichlda:, Jlhudcophilida:, and Ilydroptilido^,

ebiu'lly necording to the sti'ueture of the maxillary palpi. In the
Jlltiincojihilitlx and lfijdi'oii\ychidx the larvx inhabit hxed cases.

Lit the otlu IS the eases arc free, and caaied about by the inmates
;

in ibe PJiijao'philidce tho pupa is enveloped in a s|>ecial cocoon.

The nruraliou shows strongly-marked "homology with that of

Lfidduiitrra.

The Planipennia (or true Ncvroptera according to modem ideas)

have strongly-developed mandibulnte mouths; for the most part
mouiUform or lilifoim (often clavatc) autennre ; the wings ordinarily
densely retiexdate, with very numerous transverse nervules, the
nienduune baiiUss or neaily so. The larva is more divergent from
the Leiiido[)teroub tyi)e. Tho pupa is ordinarily in a cocoon; it is

active just bi-l'Dro its transformation. A convenient subdi\'ision is

iuto Pa torpid,-Vf Si/ilid&', and McrjaJopicra.

The Piiiwri»'u'[c (fcicorpion-FUes, &c. ) are remarkable for the
niandililes, &u?., being situated at tho end of a long beak, formed by
tho mucli-elougatcd clypeus above and tbe lower hp beneath. The
w iuga have open relienlatiou, and tbe larva is more vermiform than
in tho succeeding groups, so that tho relationship to the TricJio-

jtfira Is close. They are carnivorons both in imago and larva, and
the latter is subterranean. Panorpa is remarkable for the chehform
termination of the abdomen, PUtacus for its tipuliform aspect,

Purcns for its nearly apterous condition.

The Siidnfiw form ii heterogeneous group of small suodlvisions

with setaceous autennre (wdiich are sometimes pectinate) ; strongly

developed prothorax; tho thiid or fourth joints of the tarsi cordate.

They sue agaiu dindcd into two sections (or families), of wMch
Phaj'hiifia aud ijh/is lu/iy be taken as tho types. The former
(Suako-Flies) arc especially remarkable for the enormously elon-

gated prothorax (the anterior logs at its posterior extremity); the
larviu sidi-cortieal. Tbe latter comprise mostly largo insects with
strong (but not greatly ebmyated) prothorax and ample wings, tjie

larv.e of which are ai|natie, and provided with lateral branchial
plates ; the yenua Cuiiitialls is remarkable for the enormously
elonf,Mted mandibles of tlie male (but not in all species).

Mc'julojitcfit contain mnnygioups of inseets, Avith mostly monili-
forni (or elavat-'^ antenme; densely reticulate broad wings; varying
prothorax : lursid joints not dilated. The number of subfamilies
is huge. The most piominent forms are Xht- Maniispidse, with their

long prothorax (the uutenor legs at ita anterior cud), the larv.e ojf
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which live id the nests of tpiders (and also tree woaps), and in
Mantispa undergo a kind of hypermetamorphosis ; the Aano-
ptcridm, with their linear posterior wings ; the Ant-Lions, with
their clavate antennae and trap-forming lai'v» ; the Chrysopidx
and HoiicroHidse, known to feed on aphides in their larval stage,-^
the fonnor often emitting a disgnstin^ odour ; and the very curi-
ons \\ti\« Ccinoplcnjcjida: . covered with a whitish wa.xy secretion,
and diflering from all others in the extremely simple neuratiou. In
Osmylus and Sisyra, the krvM aro aquatic; and tliose of the latter
have been found in the iutei-ior of the fresliwatai' sponge.

Oethoptera.—Typically witli four densely reticulate
unequal wings (or apterous), whereof the anterior are more
or less coriaceous, the posterior folded under them, and
membranous

; in the most typical groups they are deflexed,
and closely applied to the body longitudinally in repose.
Mouth mandibulate. Metamorphosis incomplete.

_
Having adopted metamorphosis as a basis for classifica-

tion, it became necessary to view this order after the manner
universal amongst German systematists, and to include in
it many groups that are ordinarily accepted as neuropterous,
the only plan possible without the erection of independent
orders for their accommodation. The result is that more
absolute homogeneity from a general poiut of view is
attained, and we have to deal with an order made up of
otherwise most incongruous elements, but somewhat relieved
by the sharpness with which the great groups are defiued.
Eegarding the two great divisions, Pseudo-Keuroptera
and Orthoplera genuina, as a whole, the main distinction
really consists in the fact that in the former the four win^s
are equaUy membranous, whereas in the latter the anterior
pair are more or less coriaceous ; another difference is in
the head, which in the former is horizontal, whereas in the
ktter it may be described as vertical ; but this distinction
only applies to the typical groups. Thus there is really
little more difference than exists between the two great
divisions of Hemiptera, now abnost universally placed in
one order.

Naturally allowing the Pseudfl-Neuroptera the firet place asfoUowing on from the true Kcuropkra (though some would say the

im^fZfir\'t"'
«'^ly tl'^ 'n»-l ifcuroptcra of Linn^us), thesemust bo first considered. Adonting the descending scale, tlie maingroups may be glanced at as follows:—

The Odonata (Dragon-fiies
; constituted an order by Fahricius)may be considered the most highly organized, with regard to theirpowerfuly mandibulate mouth, strong, densely reticnilate wings&u The special peculiarities of this group (including the ext-aor<Unary structure of the mouth in the preparatory sta|es, Ld theanomalous position of the genital organs in the male) have beenfully discussed in the article Dragon-flv (o t. )

the /'.ff/r""'''^
(see Ephfj^ei-.id^) foUow/' After these come

ema.Cal f VnrT
'" '"^^'^'^ "! their preparatory conditions,lemaikablD for tlie comnaratively weak development of themouth parts (shared with tU BphcLrida-) in the erfect state thefour wings longitudinally horizontal and overlapping the stout

IS^d't1Ss'"the'?o^^r"""'''' "1" '"'^"^'" VreJrotuoaZn.
m-A ,W„

'
,

°
f,"-''^'^™''^

antenna., &c. This group is also re-ma.kable as being the hrst in which the persistence of externalbanchi.^ in the imago was detected (a peculiaritv since ?ou^d to be

The^r' V "'^™r"^« \" 'l"™'. <^ni extending to other orders)They are known famiharly as Stone-Flies, and ibrm a Iar4 portionof the stock-m-ti-ade of an angler ° P""^"™

Vilvmornhic inwtsov.-i- n"i
pronable no more specia y

oveVlappl^ ---t,-ST^T^^^^t

tarsi are four-jointed. Kccent obsorvations tend to show that sneci-
ally prepared lood (cnnimmutcd wood) is provid.-d for the larvreFsocdfF are a small group of small insects remarkable for their
STTOUeu iaee, setiform anteunic. narrow prothorax, and large meso-
thorax, four.jointod maxiUary i.aliu, and rudimentary labial naliii
t^v..- or threo-jomted tarai. The wii^^ are deflexed (often absent)'
withorduurilyvoryopeu neuration. The.se insects live on fungiand debris and also oec.sioually on dry animal subsUinccs, as in
the case of the Uook-Louse, ordinarilv ao abundant in m-dccted
collectioois of insects, and erroneously supposed to ocea'siou aticking like that of ^(loiiuwi.
There remain two groups the position of which has occasionedmuch controversy, but which are now often placul here, not. i,er-haps teeau.se the affinities are very marked, but more to accommo-

date them with a resting-place in a division of Lisccta the characters,
of winch aro so very elastic.
The first of Uiese are the n ijsanopkm, considered a distinct orderby Hahday, the iounder of tlie name, and by Burmeister placed ii.

his order Oum,wg,wtha as a distinct group termed FhysoLda bysome authors they are placed in the Uan iptcra. 1 1 is true that themouth forma a short rostrum with only bristle-like mandibles, bul
the presence of distinct palpi wonld appear definitely to invalidate
the position in Hamiptcra. The wings are four in number, lying
horizontally on the back and crossing at the tips ; they are veil
slender, membranous, without nervures or nearly so, and stronelv
ciliated or they may bo wanting in some si>eeies, even in the periLt
state. These insects are familiarly known as Thrips, and sometimes
occasion much damage to various kinds of plants by sucking the
juices, which the almost haustellate nature of the mouth enablesthem to do. They are mostly very minute insects, and have

charactCT
"""'^ sections and genera on atructnra)

The second of the above-mentioned groups is the Uallophaga (oi
Bird-Lice), which it is convenient to separate from the Amplura or
true Lice) on account of the structure of the mouth, which is man-
dibulate and also carries palpi. On account of the absence of meta-
morphoses, some place them (with the Anoplura) as outside the pale
of the Insccta,hM they may be regardeii as degraded Psendo-Neuro-
ptc-a They for the most part live on the feathers of birds (each
bird having its particular parasites), but a few also on mammals

V\ hat may be termed Orthoptera genuina consist of groups for themost part very sharply defined.
^

I
'''^^ £lfi'ls (or tockroacl.es) form the order DiciyopUsra olLeach These are insects of flattened form, with four Wontawings (or apterous) of which the anterior pair are consideraldy cori-

aceous but with distmct neuratiou
; the head small ; taii five

i°ZtL "F^ f-',""'
'"''' «<^P''"t<^'y. hat are contained in acommon capsule w^hich is caniid about by the fem.ile at theextremity of her abdomen. There are many genera and species, of

fommar
abundant Ptriplancta orientalia is tL most

wo'S'-S't'/"^
'"^ ^''"'•'S') f"™ tlie order EupUxoptcraofyfest.wood and the group Vcrmatoptrra of Bunneistei- Externally thevmuch resemble Cokoptcra of the family Staphylinid^ in fo™ (bStwith pincer-hke appendages at the extremity of the abdomen), theinterior wings being abbreviated and coriaceous, separated by a

so^f .
^""^1^3 *^ ^^mple but folded posterior wings (butsome forms are apterous); the tarsi three-jointed. The e.^s are

sorrly themXr ''^ ''-'''' ^"-^ '-' guarded (at any-^Ste i.

Jl/an<ife are mostly large elongate insects with strondy de-'

f^eouent V ,'^1"^ '™,?' tarsi five-jointed
; wings often ample Lfrequently v anting all reticulate, but the anterior pair slightly

^tnt'^ln"?'-
^^^

'rSl^'''
'^t'"" S'<^^^y resemble the pfr ctinsect without wings. The eggs are contained in a kind of case

STowsllf. wirf" ^°'i'^
"'"^

'^r' ^ ''^''^ *^y are an angelin rows, the whole mass being attached to t^vigs, kc

r,SrZ"^M ''"^Pf'T'
or Walking-sticks) have considerable exter-nal resemblance to the former, but the anterior legs are not rapto-rial, and the insects are phjtophagous. The wings (when present) areusualy much shorter than the abdomen. Most of he spec""

^^TJ^ ^°
*.r'

°f '^' '^^' ^^™"-^) 1^^«« °f twigs of en to

insect
°'""' " " ^"'^ *° '"''«''"= ™^ i^ '^-S^'-^S »"

to^cll^^i^fAVn
""'^"^ of a division termed .?,.?;„<!„•„ (as o,,posed

iLt r
" C-rfssw™), from the structure of the hind h-s fittingthem for jumping. The antenn.-e are long and setaceous "rs!

po":;:!^ Th'em'r"' 'V^^ 'r- ''--^taHy o«r the fo5de

fbf1,.r\f 1
/' '''°'"^' 1'™^'"'='= ^°"'"l ^y =1 si>"ial structure atthe b.ise of each anterior wi.g acting on the posterior. This family

IS made up of materials presenting considerable cUversity, but may

?orSd'm^''^r"
two according as the anterior legs^aretmd

lor digging (Mole-Crickels) or for running (Crickets)

wintlT%lZt ''"'*""'''', "''y '°"S '""^ ^''^"'l^'-: fl"- tarsi four-

orSiiv has a r,.7"^
longitudinally deflexed. The femaleoromanij has a bioad curved ovipositor suitable for formiui;
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eroores in bark, or cartli, in fl-liich the eggs are dpiiositoil. They
are mostly jiliytophagoiis, I'Ut ia some ca-scs caruivorous also. The
males are usually very uoisy,—« itli spcdal sound-iiroJuciDg oi;gans

at the ba-se of the autcrior wins
^a-ydiidss differ from the last chiifly iu the antoiinae, which are

fihorter and thick, and in the thrce-joiiitcd tarsi. The female lias

no produced ovipositor. Thi-y are idiytophagou.s, and the eggs are

mostly kid in eaithen tubes. Tliis family includes (accovdinj; to

motlem classification) the true Locusts, notwithstandiiig the a]i(>U-

catiou of the term to the last-mentioned. Suuud is jiroduccd by
friction of the hind thighs against the uervarcs of the anterior

wings.

The Orlhnplcra have here been treated in a somewhat more ne-

tailed manunr than other ordei"s, on account of the bearing of the

materials on the classification of insects in general, and the sharply

differentiated nature of these materials in partic\dar.

Hemiptera.—This order consists of insects of very vary-

ing structure. Primarily there are two great divisious,

knofl^D as lieteroplera and Ilomoptera, by some considered

distinct orders. The points in which they ogree consist

especially in an imperfect metamorphosis, and the structure

of the mouth, which latter is of a very simple nature,

consisting of an elongated articulate tube formed by an

extension of the labium into a suctorial organ, concealed in

which are bristle like mandibles and maxUla;, and probably

rudiments of maxillary palpi. The tarsi Lave from one to

three joints.

In the Heteroptera (or true Bugs) the anterior wings are horizontal,

and composed of two distinct parts, the basal portion (or corium)

being coriaceous, and the apical portion (or membrane, often unde-

veloped) being membranous with distinct longitudinal neuration,

whicli latter is only faintly indicated in the coriaceous portion. In

repose the membranous portion of one wing overlaps that on the

other. The i>osterior wings are concealed under the anterior, foldeit,

membranous, and with only few nervurcs. Apterous forms arc not

uncommon, and sometimes the posterior wiiigs are wanting. This

division is again divided into two, (lijmnoca-ala and Cniptoccrata,

ill the former of whicli the antcnnrc are composed of few elongate

slender joints, while in the latter the joints arc still fewer, short

and thick, and ordinarily concealed under the head- Modern writers

have erected a multitude of small subdivisions which cannot be

enumerated here. The Gymnoccrcita are broadly divided into the fol-

lowing families, viz., ScutcllerUlx, Poititlmnid.'ey CorcidiE, Bcrjitidx^

Lygxidx, Cnpsidsc^ Tingidid.x, Jicdictuda:, Ftacsidie, aiid Saldidar^

fonnded on dilfercnt ])oints in the structure of the antennx, rostrum,

scntcUum of mesothorax, tarsi, kc. Tln^' are terrestrial, and sucl2

Ihe juices of plants or animals. The entire f.imily UcdHviidx are-

]irobably blood-suckers, .and meml'ci-s of other families as above

given arc notorious for a similar habit, amongst which may be par-

ticularly noticed the genus Acantliia (including the Bed Bug); but

the greater part are plant bugs. Most of them are remarkable for

emitting a peculiar and often disgusting odour. The Cri/ptoccrcUa_

are entirely water bugs, often of extraordinary form, and sometimes

gigantic in size. They include the families y/v(?/'0'/i/'/>"((^.'C, Gerridx,

Galgulidae, iscpidx, and J\'otonrctid!V: They prey u]>ou animals.

One genus (Halobatcs) is remarkable for its pelagic habits, being

fonnd on the surface of the ocean very f;ir from land. Many othci-s,

Buch as A'o!om:la (Water Boatmen or Toe-Bitere), Kepa, Jlanatia,

ior, aro vcr}' famili.ar insects.

^ Tho Homoptera have the wings for the most part deflexcd, and the

anterior pair not separated into two i)arts. Often ail the wings are

membranous^ with strong nervurcs ; in others the anterior pair is

coriaceous. The diWsion regarded as a whole is very polymorphic.

The true Ilomopicra liave three-jointed tarsi. They may be dinded
into Cicadidx (remarkable for the sound-producing organs at the
base o* the aMomen of the male), Fitlgoridm (known as Lantern-

Flies, but now known to pro<luce no light ; baring the head greatly

prolonged in front), Lystrids, Cixiidx (comprising many little plant-

hoppers), Jssidx, D^rbidx, Flatulx, TdtigmnciridsE, Mcmhraddx
(often of most extraordinary forms), Ccrcopidiz (included in which is

the Cuckoo-Spit Insect), Lcdrids^ and Jassidx,—all vegetable
feeders. The more aberrant lloiiioptcra include well-marked groups.

The Psyllida^ are small plant-sucking saltatorial insects with four

inemhr.inous wings which lie longitudinally defle?;cd in repose, and
with very narrow prothorax, and eight- to ten-jointed antcuna;

;

they often occasion much dam.oge ; the larvae are frequently
covered with a cottony secretion. The Aphidx are the familiar

Plant-Lice, the winged forms of which have those organs niem-
bianoQs, and often extended in repose. The antennae are five- to

seven-jointed. The diversity in fonn and habits is enormona, end,
as is well-known, there arc winged end Qi)teron3 fcrms in the same
epocics, and parthenogenetic generation cf the mo5t cxtrao-.dinary

nature :..aad the a&me species may bo both oviparous and viviparoas.

Most of them void a sweet secretion from abdomiuul tubes, known
as honey-dew, for which they arc '' milked " by ants. The destruc-

tion they occasion to plants is very great ; as a now too familiar

instance of this, the Phylloxera rostatrix of the grape-vine may be

citp<l. Coccidsc (or Scale Insects) have the male two-winged, the

female apterous, ami living all her lite as a fixed "scale" on plants,

the organs being of the most rudinieutaiy nature ; the eggs lying

under the scale in great numl)ers ; tho tarsi with only one joint

;

parthenogenesis occurs also in this grouj) ; tlie m.ale in its earlier

stages lives under a s^iecial scale. The Cochineal Insect is one of

the best known in this group. The little family AUvrodidx con-

sists of minute insects covered with a white wai'y secretion. They
have four almost nerveless wings in both sexes, two-jointed tarsi,

the abdomen without secreting tubes, and do not live under scales.

In the Hemiptera it is now the fashion to include the Anoplnra, or

true Lice (some also place here the Mallcqyhaga or Bird-Lice), a

degraded form of this order, without metamorphosis. Here it is

l)referl-ed to let them rest iu this article, even although some\viiters

do not consider them true insects. The mouth ports certainly have
indications of a rostrum, and there are no palpi, and, but for the

absence of metamorphosis, there- would be little difficulty iu fixing

the position here as without doubt. All, as is well-known, are

epizoic parasites on man and other Mammalia, each species beuig

confined to a special host, while attempts have been made to prove

that the Head-Louse {Pcdinilus capitis) varies according to the races

of men to which it is attached. Perhaps the Crab-Louse [PlUhiritis

pubis) is regarded with greater disgust than is bestowed upon any

other living creature.

CoLLEMBOLA and THYSAjrtmA.—In the introductory notes

to this article (p. 141) it is stated that "although it ia

not difficult to define an insect, speaking broadly, there are

certain small groups that do not satisfactorily fall into the

class as limited by strongly-defined lines of demarcation."

The writer there had especially in view those Lice known

as Mallophar/a and Anophira, and the two groups indicated

in the heading of this section, groups in which rjet:.mor'

phosis, the key of his ideas as to classification, and embody-

ing an essential requisite in an insect according to common
acceptance, is wanting. In the time of Linnieus, when we

were only outfido the threshold of knowledge, it may have

been sufficient (and perhaps prudent) to include these

groups in an order Aptera. But accumulation of knowledge

soon dispersed that incongruous order. Such of its

elements as could with justice be considered insects have

been distributed amongst the various orders. We have not

hesitated here to regard the Mallnphaeja as degraded

Psetido-XeuroptiTa, nor the Aiioj'lura as equally degraded

Uemiptera, notwithstanding that some veterans in entomo-

logical science may stdl dispute their position as true insecta

There is a breaking-point to elasticity iSven in ideas of

classification, and with regard to the Ccllernlola and

Thysaniira we gladly avail ourselves of the assertion of

Lubbock to the effect that they are scarcely within the pale

of the true In'seda, notwithstanding the efforts made to

locate them in that convenient refuge for the destitute, the

Pseudo- Nexn-op>tcra. It is certain that the writers in the'

present work on other classes of ^r//iTO;»(fa will not accept

them, and it becomes neces-sary that they should not be

forgotten. If insects at all, they have in the process of

evolution lost the chief attributes of insects, or have never

acquired them. Generally both groups are accepted as

Thysamira, or as forming two families

—

Podwida! ( = Col-

Umhola) and Lepismaiidx (^
= Thysanura).

In the Collembola the antenme are short, thick, and few-jointed

;

the eyes are composed of groups of simple "eye-spots" (much as in

the larvx of true insects) varj-ing in numucr ; the mouth organs

niandibulate, subject to modifications of a haustellate nature ; the

palpi quite rudimentary ; the abdomen consisting of six segments,

and ordinarily provided bene.ath with a saltatory apparatus (which

may, however, be rudimentary) ; no caudal set;e. The body is often

clothed with prismatic scales not unlike those of Lcpidoplcra.

Ordinarily they ai'c minute animals, living in damp places, an(J

sometimes found grcgarionsly. An elongate form is the most

general, but Smynthiirus and Papiriits are shoit and obese.

Lubbock recognizes six families.

The true Thysanura are elongate creatures, not unlike the larvae

r>( Epiiemcridxin fo'-'n. The nntennx are long, slender, and multi-

articulate • the eyes large, compound, and contiguous (or abjcat)

;

XIll. — «o
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the mouth mandibulito ; tlit palpi well devclopcj ; the aMomen
cousistiug of ten segments, with long caudnl ap|K'ndages. Lubbock
forms three families, in some of the gepera the scales form beau-

tiful microscopic objects : in others they are replaced by hairs.

Lrpisma sa<xJuirina—sometimes termed the " Silver Fish "—is a

familiar example of 2/iysanura, The genus Campoita is especially

interesting as being considered by some as the representative of the
prunitive form of insect, whence all others have been evolved.

BINifgrraphg.—Bibliothecre and Annual ReconU :—H. .\. Hairen. fiiWiofAVm
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Anatowit and Pfifixiologp, 11*33; R. Owen, lecturtf on the Coiitpuraiire Atmfomg
antl fhfsiotoJjy cf Intertfbrala^ 2J eriition, ISoo ; C. T. E. von Sicbold, Lelirbuch
der tergltteltendcn Anafoniie der virbeflosen Titicre, Berlin, 1S4S ; Id., A Tmt
Partttevogenesis in Mothi and flwa, translated by W. S Dalla-s, Lotidon, IS57

;

C. Gegcnb.-iur, Orundriss der reryfeiefienje Anatomie, 2 vols„ Leipsic, 1S77 ; T. H.
Hnxley. Manual of the Anatont*/ of inr.-^-tebrated AniinaU,- 1S77 ; E. Brandt,
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EN'SPIRATION is the Latin equivalent of ^fo^a'OTi'a,

and is used to express the fact that holy men of old spake

as they were moved by the Spirit of God. The idea is not

exclusively Christian or Jewish
;
pagans have had their

inspii-ed speakers and writers and their ideas of inspiration,

and these earlier pagan notions have had their effect on some

oi the forms which the Christian doctrine has assumed.

The classical languages contain many words and phrases

expressive of this idea, e.g. d(o4>6poi (J£.s,c\i., Again. 1150),

SeoTTifvoToi (Plut,, iL 904 sq. ;
<•;' 2 Tim. iil 15), ^eo-pdirot

[liiad and Odyssep, passim), aOeot (Plato, PhsJr. 244),

fuiti'd/ici'ot, divino numine afflaii, divino spiritu iiisdiicti,

inspiiati, furenifs. Artistic powers and poetic talents,

jifrs of prediction, the warmth of love, and the battle

frenzy were aU ascribed to the power of the god pos-

sessing the man inspired. And these words were taken

over into Christian theological writing, and used to describe

what Jewish and Christian diviues have called inspiration.

This transference of terms, which was unavoidable, pro-

duced, however, a certain confusion of thought ; for pagans

find Christians meant by inspiration two different things.

When a pagan described inspiration, he did so by stating

the marla of the state into which the inspired person fell

when the fit seized him : a Christian theologian on the
|

other hand was chiefly concerned with the result of inspira-

tion. What the inspired person said or did or commanded
j

was of less moment to the pagan philosopher than the fact •

that he was possesse.1, that he was passive in. the hands of

the inspiring deity, that he was no longer himself but the

god who for the moment dwelt in him and used him as

he might an inanimate instrument But in Christian

theology inspiration always has to do with the belief

that God has " wholly committed to writing " His reve-

lation, and the jisychological character of the state of

inspirstion is of small account compared with the fact that

inspiration, whatever it may be, has for its result that

God's revelation Las so been committed to writing that

men have it permanently, fuUy, and in an infallibly trust-

worthy way. In pagan literature OeoTn-cvcno^ is applied

primarily to men who have.been possessed^ in Biblical and
ecclesiastical language its primary use is to denote the

writings which are the result of inspiration. The words
in the mouth of a pagan rae;in primarily the psychological

state, in the montli of a Christian they mean the charac-

teristics of a book or set of writings.

The doctrine of inspiration in Christian theology contains

Fery little reference to the psychological state of the persons

i;-'v)ired, and when it doss enter into such details we may

generally trace their presence back to the inflnence ot

pagan ideas or words; it has to do with the characteristics

of the writings which have been inspired. In short, the

problem of inspiration in Christian theology very much
comes to this :—In the Bible we have God's revelation

wholly committed to writing ; what are we to infer from

this about the Bible J And the varying answers given to

this question form the history of the doctrin& Theology
distinguishes between revelation, inspiration, and the canoB

of Scripture. Revelation is the objective approach of God
to man, God entering into human life and history foi

man's salvation ; Scripture is the record of this revelation,

and inspiration provides that the record is complete and
trustworthy ; while the canon of Scripture gives the list ul

inspired writings.

It does not belong to an historical article like this to

describe more minutely the doctrine of inspiration or its

basis in Scripture and in the Christian experience ; aU
that can be done here is to state as concisely as possible

various answers made to the main problem involvei

1. Jewish Theologians.—Our knowledge of the opinions

ot ancient Jewish thinkers about inspiration comes chiefly

from the Apocrypha, from Josephus, and from Philo

Judsens. The writers of the Apocrypha do not give us

any theory or doctrine of inspiration, but it may be easily

gathered from» what they say that they regarded thf

Scriptures of the Old Testament as the word of God, and
therefore worthy of aD reverence. It is in 1 JIacc. xiL 9

that the expression ra /3i/3\i'a ra ayla is first used of Old
Testament books ; and it is evident that the Pentateuch or

the books of the law were held in special reverence, but

beyond this we do not find a doctrine of inspiration. Nor
does Josephus formally state or discuss the dogma in his

writings, but his language shows that he and his contem-

poraries believed that the Old Testament Scriptures wen
the word of God. The Old Testament he calls prophecy,

and he declares that down to the time of Artaxerxes there

w.as a regular succession of prophets which since then has

ceased (Contra Apion., lib. i. c. 8.). It is Philo who first

seeks to give a theory of inspiration, and he does so by
bringing the reflexions of Plato upon the pagan inspiration

or noila to explain the Jewish doctrine. Following Plato,

Philo says that inspiration is a kind of " ecstasy," and he
seems to imply that the degree of inspiration ie greater in

proportion to the unconsciousness or at least to the

passivity of the man inspired. The prophet, he says, does

not spe.ik any words of his own, he is only the instrument

of God. who inspires and who speaks through him (Be
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Specialihus Ler/ibiis, § 8) ; but lie snys that thero are

degrees of insi)ir;ition, and that all iionions of Scriiitiire

are uot oqunlly inspired, or at least have not llio Kunio

iepth of inspiration. Moses has the first place in the scale

of inspired writers ; ho is dpxi7rpo</)rin)5, while others are

Manj(7«oj? cTttipot, fxaOrjTat, ^lacruJTat, t^oirtjTat, yvtlipiixoi
;

but this idea of degrees of inspiration, a conception

borrowed from Plato, does not seem to prevent Philo from

thinking that the very words of the Old Testament were

all inspired of God (Vit. Mos., 2, § 7). It was also a

common opinion among the Rabbins of the early Middle

Ages that the inspiration of the Old Testament required

that, not merely the thoughts and words of Scripture,

but even the vowel points and accents wore thomselvbs

of divine origin ; but this idea Booms to have boon com-

patible with the theory that there were three degrees of

inspiration, the highest being the inspiration of the Penta-

teuch and the lowest that of the Uagiographa.

2. The Church Fathers.—The early Christian cluirch

seems to have simply taken over tho Jewish viows about

the inspiration of the Old Testament; and, when the New
Testament canon was complete, thoy transferred tho same
characteristics to tho New Testament writings also. It is

evident that the early fathers of the church wished to teach

tliat the complete knowledge of the salvation of God
revealed in Christ was to bo found in tho Holy Scriptures

because they were the book of God, but it is dithcult to

gather any consistent doctrino of inspiration from their

writings, and when they do speak of inspiration it seems
as if they were thinking more of the psychological process

going on in the mind of tho inspired man than of the result

in the character of an inspired book. It was perhaps

dillicult for men educated in tho principles of heathen

philosophy to avoid applying their early belief about tho

pagan /nawa to explain qr define the Christian idea of

inspiration. At all events we find tho doctrino of inspira-

tion described under such metaphors as the Platonists

were accustomed to use : the inspired writer was tho lyre,

and the Holy Spirit the plectrum ; the writer was the vase,

and -the Spirit filled it ; and Montauus could appeal to

the almost unanimous idea of tho church that prophecy

implied both passivity and ecstasy. This view of inspira-

tion was strengthenbd by the Apologists, who were accus-

tomed to plead for tho credibility of the inspiration of

the Scriptures by appealing to the oracle of Dodona, to tho

supernatural character of tho Sibylline books, and to tho

universally accepted fact of fiavia. Origen, who so fre-

quently anticipates later criticism, was one of the earliest

theologians who really attempted to construct a theory of

inspiration. Ho said that the Scriptures contain tho

plenitude of tho Holy Spirit, and that thero was nothing in

the law nor in the gospel which had not come down to us

from the fulness of tho Divine JIajesty. Inspiration, he
declared, preserved the writers from any faults of memory,
and made it impossible to say that there was anything

snperlluous in Scripture. Ho got over dillicultios either

by allegorical interpretations, or by declaiing that God,
like a teacher, accommodates Himself to the degree of

civilization in various ages. But tho church of the

early centuries was hindered from considering the doc-

trine .of inspiration on all its sides by two infiuonces.

Throughout the early church the common opinion pre-

vailed that the ^(jript>:.'es were of great practical imports

anco and promoted tho edification of believers. But
the church scarcely set itself seriously to ask how the

Scriptures edified believers and in what their practical

importance consisted
;

yet those questions .bore upon a

right understanding of their inspiration. It seems evident,

however, that ever since the early confiicts with Gnosticism

the church was tempted to look upou Scripture as primarily

a means of information, and not so much u means of

grace. Tho Scriptures edified because thoy instructed,

and were of importance because thoy gave information uot

otherwise attainable ; and so insi>iration, whatever else it

was, came to bo regarded as tho means whereby that

information was kept correct. It had been always held

that tho divine agent in inspiration was the Holy Spirit,

but the precise function of the Spirit was not clearly defined.

Tho early theologians, when discussing tho inspiration of

the apostles, forgot the writing in describing the writers,

and enlarged on the powers commuuicated to them by the

Spirit of God to guido tho church, to work miracles, and to

foretell tho future. The promise of the Spirit, however, was

not confinotl to the apostles ; all believers wore to share in

it. Justin Martyr speaks of the miraculous powere of tho

apostles, and of tho spiritual gifts of all Christians, as if tho

two were tho same ; and Tertullian, while ho does draw a
distinction between tho inspiration of the apostles and that

common to all believers, dedare.t that the diil'oienco is one

of degree, the inspiration of believers being only partial

inspiration. Out of these confiictiug tendencies there

emerged in due time a double doctrino of ins|iiration. Tho
Scriptuj'es were inspired to touch infallible truth, and

believers were inspired also with .something of the .siuno

kind of inspiration to interpret this infallible truth. For

though it was not distinctly stated, yet still there were

intimations of what was to ccjme. Whenever the liible is

looked on as altogether or even chiefiy a means of know-

ledge, and not as a means of grace also, the intellectuiJ

aspect overcomes or drives into the background tho concep-

tion of the Bible as a graco-giving power, and there is

need of infallible interpretation as well as nf infallible

delivery of the propositions which convey the knowledge.

In short, tho doctrino was in such a state that at any

moment it might crystallize into a theory that would

practically deny to tho ordinary believer tho saving use of

Scripture as a means of grace. Tho occasion was furnished

by Montaniism, which revived within tho Christian church

tho old pagan idea of /xavia, and apiilicd it not to tho

original Scriptures but to tho infallible inter|iretation of

Scripture. Tho Montauist prophets claimed to be possessed

of the Spirit as tho Old Testament prophets hid been, but

this inspiration they used, not so much to give additional

Scriptures, as to give authoritative exposition of tho Scrip-

tures already delivered to the church. Theologians

rejected the Montanist /x-avia, denied that passivity and

ecstasy wore marks of iusjjiration, but none the less did

tho real essence of Montanist prophecy find its way into tho

church, for tho result was a double doctrine of inspiration,

— the inspiration of ScriiJturo, which insured 'that tho

knowledge thoy communicated was correct, and the olficial

inspiration of tho church, which insured that tho knowledge

infallibly communicated was infallibly understood. This

brings us to tho scholastic jieriod.

3. The Schoolmen accepted tho doctrine of insiiiration as

it came to them from the fathers, and methodized it. Thoy
held that the Bible, which was tho word of QoA and there-

fore inspired, was the source of doctrinal truth; and so this

inspiration of tho Bible came out in the fact that the

doctrinal truths contained in it were infallibly true. The
(Schoolmen also recognized that a revelation which is

primarily doctrinal, and that only, requires infallibility in

interpretation as well as infallibility in delivery; and so

tho inspiration of the church was as important as the

infallibility of Scripture. As time went on tho infulliblB

interpretations were collected, and side by side with an

infallible. Scripture was tlje infallible tradition or th.o official

interpretation of Scripture. The logical Schoolmen,

however, porooived, what was not so distinct to the fathers

of the church, who were accustomed to think in pictures
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rather than in propositions, that if the Bible was altogether

a communication of doctrinal truth there was much in

the -Scriptures which had not at first sight that appearance.

The long histories, the tables of genealogy, did not contain

doctrinal statements, or give rules of holy living. Were

these portions inspired? The question does not require to

be raised if we believe that inspiration implies simply that

God has fully committed His revelation to writing, and that

revelation is above all things God entering into human life

and history for the salvation of His people ; for then the

whole course of the history, with all the facts as well as

the doctrines, contains the revelation. But if we take

revelation to be only the delivery of doctrines, the question

arises and disturbs our theory of inspiration. The fathers

solved every difficulty here by appealing to allegorical

interpretation, for allegory will turn the driest statistical

details into a moral or doctrinal code ; but the Schoolmen

were too dryly logical to be quite content with this

explanation. They accepted the allegorical senses of

Scripture, but many of them held, like Thomas Aquinas

{Su7nma'n. 2, qu. 1, art. 6
;
qu. 2, art. 2), that there were

two kinds of inspiration in Scripture, the direct, which is

to be found where doctrinal and moral truths are directly

taught, and the indirect, which appears in historical pas-

sages, whence the doctrinal and moral can only be in-

directly evolved by the use of allegorical interpretation.

Many different opinions, however, were held about the

details of the doctrine. Gregory the Great called the

writers of Scripture the calami of the Holy Spirit, to

denote how entirely the Bible was the work of God; while

Agobard of Lyons asserted that the inspiration of Scripture

did not exclude the presence of grammatical errors.

Thomas Aquinas was content to say simply that God is

the author of Scripture (Summa 1, qa 1, art. 10) ; but

elsewhere he discusses at some length the psychological

aspects of the inspiration of the prophets.

4. The Reformers placed the authority of Scripture above

the decrees of popes and councils, above the opinions of

the fathers, above the whole digest of official interpreta-

tions of Scripture which made tradition. They regarded

Scripture as the judge in all controversies in matters of

faith and doctrine, and as the source whence came every

article of belief; but besides this they held that Scripture

jwas a means of grace, a principle of salvation, a means of

awakening the new life in the hearts of God's people. This

was the real gist of the Keformation doctrine of Scripture
;

this was tlie main part in the contribution which the

Reformers made to the doctrine of the word of God. The
fathers had spoken of the practical importance of Scripture

and its power for edification, but they had placed these

qualities in a secondary position, and in the scholastic

period Scripture came to be regarded as little more than a

quarry for doctrines. The Reformers insisted that all

doctrines must come from Scripture; they held that the

Scripture was the book of the all-wise God, and was
therefore the touchstone in matters of religious controversy,

but they also held tha^ above all the Scripture was the

sword of the Spirit, and that its main use was to pierce the

heart and conscience. According to the Reformers, the

revelation of God was fully committed to writing in the

Scriptures, and the inspiration of Scripture lay in this fact

;

but they held that the special nature of inspiration must
be del ived from the purpose of God in this matter. God
fully committed His revelation to writing, they argued, not

merely to impart new knowledge to men, but also and
principally to awaken His people to a new life ; and this

purpose must appear in the statement of the doctrine of

inspiration. Thus the Reformation doctrine of inspiration,

while capable of statement in terms somewhat similar, was
teally different from the patristic and medieval theories,

and it became more closely allied with the written Scrip-

tures, and paid less attention to the writers. It taught
that Scripture as a whole, and the parts of Scripture looked
at as parts of the one whole, were designed to be a means
of grace, to awaken a new life in God's people, through the

work of the Spirit, and thus the doctrine of inspiration was
at once brought into connexion with and yet clearly

separated from the spiritual illumination shared by all

believers. It is allied because both the inspiration of

Scripture and the enlightening work of the Spirit in the

hearts of believers are parts of the plan of God whereby
by His means of grace through the work of the Spirit He
gathers believers into His kingdom; it is quite distinct,

for by it God wholly commits His revelation to writing,

and so makes the Scripture able to appeal with the very

power of God to the hearts and consciences of men. In

this way the doctrine of inspiration was advanced a stage

beyond what it had before reached, and indeed was raised

to a higher platform. It was now seen that inspiration

secured that the Scriptures should be instinct with God's
powei- for salvation, as well as full of the knowledge which
God has pleased to communicate to man. And thus in

the hands of Luther, Calvin, and Zwingli the doctrine of

inspiration had for its correlative the doctrine of the

Testimouium Spirilits Sancti ; the two doctrines supported

and explained each other. The second raised the first out

of the region of mechanical dictation, the first prevented

the second degenerating into a mystical enthusiasm. The
Reformers were content to leave the doctrine of inspiration

without much further definition, but they took the full

advantage of the spiritual form of the doctrine to use great

freedom with the letter of Scrinture. Their successors

acted otherwise.

5. The Protestant Scholastic for the most part treated the

Reformers' doctrineof inspiration very much in the same way
as the Schoolmen had treated the doctrine of the fathers.

They did not deny the spiritual side of the doctrine ; they

maintained that Scripture was a means of grace, a power of

God to salvation ; but they did not bring this side forward

much in their discussions about inspiration. They dwelt

on the fact that inspiration secured accuracy, rather than

on the fact that it brought with it spiritual power. They

asked, When Scripture is the word of the all-wise God, what

does this imply ? And the answers were various. Gerhard

held th,at it implied that the writers were the " pens," the
" hands,'' the '' amanuenses " of the Holy Ghost. We may
with propriety, he says, caU the prophets and the apostles

"amanuenses Dei, Christi, manus et Spiritus sive tabel-

liones sive notarios." Calovius and Quenstedt say the

same. Quenstedt holds that everything in Scripture comes

from the infallible divine assistance and direction, from a

special suggestion and dictation of the Holy Spirit ; and

he says that because Scripture is inspired it is of infallible

truth and free from every error ; canonical Scripture con-

tains no lie, no falsehood, not the very slightest error either

in fact or in word; whatever things it relates, all and every

one of them, are of the very highest truth, whether they

be ethical or historical, chronological, topographical, or

verbal ; there is no ignorance, no want of knowledge, no

forgetfulness, no lapse of memory in Scripture. The

framers of the Formula Consensus Helvetica went further,

and declared that the Old Testament was " turn quoad con-

sonas, tum quoad vocalia, sive puncta ipsa, sive puuctorum

saltem potestatem, et tum quoad res, tum quoad verba

^eoTTi'tDcrTos." On the other hand, Cappellus, led by his

investigations into the antiquity of the Hebrew points,

maintained that the inspiration of Scripture did not neces-

sarily demand perfect accuracy in details; and he declared

that such accuracy not only did not exist in such editions

as we have now. but never did esist. for manuscripts
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enow riisorepancies'whicu cannot be explained on the theory

of wilful or involuntary mistakes of copyists.

The Socinians and certain Arminiins, such as Episcopius,

who started with the idea that the Bible is sipiply a com-

municatiou of knowledge, and so revived the mediieval idea,

also resuscitated the scholastic doctrine of partial inspira-

tion. They did not admit the allegorical method of inter-

pretation, and were therefore compelled to reject the

"indirect inspiration" of Thomas Aquinas; but they held

that inspiration was only required to communicate know-

ledge which the writer could not otherwise obtain, and they

usually asserted that only the doctrinal parts of the Bible

were inspired while the historical were not. Calixtus in

the Lutheran Church held a somewhat similar opinion.

6. In more recent times the doctrine of inspiration has

assumed various forms, many of which have but sliglit

annexion with either the lleformation or the' media;val

theories. All admit that the inspiration of Scripture

implies that the revelation of God has been committed to

writing. Those who hold naturalistic views of revelation

reduce inspiration to a peculiar aptitude for and sympathy
with religious and moral truth. Others, although believing

in the supernatural character of revelation, hold that there

is no warrant to suppo.se anything specially supernatural

about the committal of the revelation to writing, and

believe that God left His revelation to be recorded in the

natural course of pro\'idcnce by men who had perhaps a

larger share than their fellows of the spiritual enlightenment

common to all believers. Others again have revived the

old Thomist doctrine that parts of the Bible are inspired

and that parts are not. To meet such theories, orthodox

tlieologians have invented the terms plenary inspiration

and verbal inspiration, but the phrases' are neither very

exact nor very enlightening. Meanwhile it is interesting

to observe that a number of modern theologians, among
whom may be named the late Adolphe Monod of Paris,

have sought to revive the old simple Reformation form of

the doctrine divested of its 17th century subtilties.

See So^u^tag, Doctj-hia Inspiralionis ejttsquc ratio, d-c, Heidelberg,

1810; Hagenb.icl), History of Doctrines \ Baur, Vorlcsungcn liber

.die Christlichc Dogvicii^cschichtc \ SchafT, Hiitorij oj the Creeds of
Christendom-; Bannemian, Inspiration; Gaussen, Theopncustic

;

Lee, The Iiisj/iratioK of the Holy Bible, &c. (T. JI. L.)

INSTERBURG (16,303). the chief town of a circle in

government district of Gumbinnen, East Prussia, is situated

at the point where the Angerap and Inster join to form
the Pregel, about 55 miles east of Kijnigsberg. It is the

seat of an appeal and other courts, and of a reformatory for

the district, and has a chamber of commerce, a hospital,

a gymnasium, a real-school of the first class, and several

other schools. Insterburg is an active manufacturing town,

and, besides flax-spinning and iron-founding, carries on the

manufacture of machinery, shoes, cement, leather, and furs,

along with a considerable trade in cereals, vegetables, flax,

linseed, and wood. Close to the tov.-n is a large stud-farm,

and about 2 miles off is the old castle of Gcorgenburg.

Including the garrison, the population in 1875 was 10,303.
Insterburg was founded in the 1-lth century as a castle and cora-

mandery of the knights of the Teutonic oider. The commandery
was removed in 1525, but the village which, had sprung up round
the castle received town privileges in 15S3 from the margrave of

Brandenburg. Durin;^ the next century it made rapid advances in

prosperity, owing to the settlement in it of several Scotch trading
families. In 1679 it was besieged by the Swedes, in 1690 it

suffered severely from a fire, and in 1710-11 from a pestilence..

INSTINCT is a term which does not admit of rigid de-

finition, because, as ordinarily used, the meaning of the term
is not rigidly fixed. But for the .purposes of scientific expo-

sition from a biological point of view the nearest approach
we can make to such a definition is perhaps the following

;

—Instinct is a generic term comprising aU those faculties

of mind which lead to the conscious performance of actions

that are adaptive in character, but pursued without neces-

sary knowledge of the relation between the means employed
and the ends attained. We must, however, remember that

instinctive actions are very commonly tempered w-ith what

Pierre Huber calls " a little dose of judgm.eni or reason."

But although reason may thus in varying degrees be

blended with instinct, the distinction between the two is

sufllciently precise ; for reason, in whatever degree present,

only acts upon a definite and often laboriously acquired

knowledge of the relation between means and ends.

Moreover, adjustive actions due to instinct are similarlj

performed by all individuals of a species under the stimulus

supplied by the same appropriate circumstances, whereas

adjustive actions due to reason are variously performed by
different individuals. Lastly, instinctive actions are only

performed under particular circumstances which have been

frequently experienced during the life history of the species,

whereas rational actions are performed under varied cir

cumstances, and serve to meet novel exigencies which may
never before have occurred even in the life history of the

ilidividual.

All instincts probably arose in one or other of two ways. Origin d
(1)' By the effects of habit in successive generations, instinct*

mental activities which were originally intelligent become,

as it were, stereotyped into permanent instincts. Just as

in the life-time of the individual adaptive actions which

were originally intelligent may by frequent repetition

become automatic, so in the life-time of the species actions

originally intelligent may, by frequent repetition and
heredity, so write their effects on the nervous system that

the latter is prepared, eyen before individual experience, to

perform adaptive actions mechanically which in previous

generations were performed intelligently. This mode of

origin of inStincts has been appropriately called the

"lapsing of intelligence." (2) The other mode of origin

consists in natural selection, or survival of the fittest, con-

tinuously preserving actions which, although never intelli-

gent, yet happen to have been of benefit to the animals

which first chanced to perform them. Thus, for instance,

take the instinct of incubation. It is quite impossible that

any animal can ever have kept its eggs warm with the

intelligent purpose of hatching out their contents, so \is

can only suppose that the incubating instinct began by
warmiblooded animals showing that kind of ^attention to

their eggs which we find to be frequently shown by cold-

blooded animals. Thus crabs and spiders carry about their

eggs for the 'purpose of protecting them ; and if, as animals

gradually became warm-blooded, some species for this or

for any other purpose adopted a similar habit, the impart-

ing of heat would have become incidental to the carrying

about of tlie eggs. Consequently, as the imparting of heat

promoted the process of hatching, those individuals which
most constantly cuddled or brooded over their eggs would,

other things equal, have been most successful in rearing

progeny : and so the incubating instinct would be develo'ped

without there having been any intelligence in the matter.

That many instincts must have been developed in this

way is rendered evident by the following considerations.

(1) Many instinctive actions are. performed by animals

too low in the scale to admit of our supposing that the

adjustments which are now instinctive can ever have been

intelligent. (2) Among the higher animals instinctive

actions are performed at an age before intelligence, or

power of learning by individual experience, has begun to

assert itself. (3) Considering the great importance of

instincts to species, we are prepared to expect that they

must be in large part subject to the influence of natural

selection. As Mr Darwin observes, "it will be universally

admitted that instincts are as important as corporeal

structures for the welfare of each species under its present
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conditions of life. Under ctanged conditions of life it is

at least possible that slight modifications of instinct might

be profitable to a species; and if, it can be shown that

instincts do vary ever so little, then I can see no diifi-

dulty in natural selection preserving and continually

accumulating variations of instinct to any extent that

was profitable. It is thus, I believe, that all the most
6omplex and wonderful instincts have originated."

But here it is of importance to note that there is no

jreason why instincts should be restricted to one or other of

.these two modes of origin. On the contrary, there seems

fo be every reason to suppose that many instincts may
have had, as it'wera, a double root—intelligent adjustment

and natural selection blending their influences to a joint

production. For example, the grouse of North America
display the curious instinct of burrowing a tunnel just

below the surface of the snow. In the end of this tunnel

they sleep securely ; for, when any four-footed enemy
a;pproaches the month cf the tunnel, the bird, in order to

escape, has only to fly up through the thin covering of

snow. Now in this case the grouse probably began to

barrow for the sake of protection, or concealment, or both,

and if so, thus far the burrowing was probably an act of

intelligence. But the longer the tunnel the better would
it have served the purposes of escape, and therefore natural

selection would almost certainly have tended to preserve

the birds which made the longest tunnels, until the utmost
benefit that length of tunnel could give had been attained.

And similarly the origin of many other instincts may be
satisfactorily explained by thus supposing the combined
operation of two causes—intelligent adjustment and natural

selection—where there is a ditficulty in explaining their

Origin as due to either cause alone. And if even in fully

formed instincts we often find " a little dose' of judgment
or reason," we can have no cause to doubt that in the

formation of instincts by natural selection such small

admixtures of judgment or reason may often greatly assist

the process, while, conversely, it is even more evident that

an instinct which is developing from the habitual perform-

ance of an intelligent action might be greatly assisted by
natural selection favouring the individuals which most
frequently or most promptly performed that action.

Vj^a- It is necessary to the above interpretation of the origin
Dility.

Qf instincts that the latter should not be immutably fixed.

A few words may therefore tie added to show that the view
commonly entertained as to the unalterable character of

instincts is erroneous. As a matter of fact, instincts are

eminently variable, and therefore admit of being modified

as modifying circumstances may require ; their variability

gives them plasticity whereby they may be moulded always
to fit an environment, however continuously the latter may
be subject to gradual change.

For the sake of brevity we may confine our attention to

a single instinct, and for the sake of procuring a good test

we may again take as our example the instinct of incuba-
tion. This affords a good test because it must be regarded,

nut merely as one of the most important, but also as one
of the oldest of instincts, and therefore one which for both
these reasons we should deem least likely to exhibit
variability. Yet we find it to exhibit variability in every
imaginable direction. Thus the complicated effects of

domestication and artificial selection on some of our breeds
of poultry appear to have almost completely destroyed this

instinct, while in other breeds it remains intact, if indeed
it has not even been intensified. Among the latter breeds

experiment shows that the natural perfod of incubatitm

may be indefinitely prolonged by substituting "dummies"
for eggs, while the following experiment, which we owe to

Mr Spalding, shows " how far the time of sitting may be
interfered with in the opposite direction. Two hens," he

says, "became broody on the same day, and I set them on
dummies. On the third day, I put two chicks a day old to

one of these two hens; she pecked at them once or twice,

seemed rather fidgety, then took to them, called them to her,

and entered on all the cares of a mother. The other hen was
similarly tried, but with a very different result ; she pecked
at the chickens viciously, and both that dayand the next stub;

boridy refused to have anything to do with them. " Bimi larly

the period of maternal supervision after the chickens have
been hatched admits of being greatly modified, as is proved
by some experiments made and published several years ago
by the present writer. In one of these experiments there was
given to a Brahma hen a pea-fowl's egg to hatch ; the hea
was an old one, and had previously reared several broods

of ordinary chickens. ,A pea-chicken requires a much
longer period of materaal care than does an ordinary

chicken, and for the wonderfully long period of eighteen

months the old Brahma hen continued to pay unremitting

attention to her supposed offspring. Through all this time
she never laid any eggs, and eventually "the separation

seemed to take place from the side of the peacock. In
other cases, however, where the conditions of the experi-

ment were exactly parallel, the pea-chickens were abandoned
by their Brahma mothers at the time when the latter ordi-

narily abandon their chickens. But not only will a hen
thus take to a brood of birds so unlike her natiu'al chickens

as are pea-fowl, and adapt her instincts to their peculiar

needs ; she may even take to young animals belonging to a
different class, and adapt her instincts to their still more
peculiar needs. Thus the writer gave to a hen, which

for several weeks had been sitting on dummies, three newly-

born ferrets ; she took to them almost immediately, and
remained with them for more than a fortnight, when they

were taken away from her. During the whole of this time

she had to sit upon the nest, for of course the young ferrets

were not able to follow her about as young chickens would
have done. Two or three times a day she would fly off

her nest, calling upon her brood to follow ; but, on hearing

their cries of distress from cold, she always returned im-

mediately, and sat with patience for six or seven hours

more. She only took one day to learn the meaning of

these cries, and after that she would always run in an
agitated manner to any place where the crying ferrets were

concealed. Yet it would not be possible to conceive a
greater contrast than that between the shrill piping note of

a young chicken and the hou-se growling noise of a young
ferret. It is of importance to <• 'd that the hen very soon

learnt to accommodate herself to the entirely novel mode
of feeding that her young ones required ; for, although at

first she showed much uneasiness when the ferrets were

taken from her to be fed, before long she used to cluck

when she saw the irdlk brought, and surveyed the feeding

with satisfaction. But she never became accustomed to

the atteqipt of the ferrets at sucking, and to the last used

now and then to fly off the nest with a cackle when nipped

by the young mammals in their search for the teats.

Enough then has been said on the variability of instinct Hei«di-

to show that there is supplied to natural selection abundant '^T

opportunity for the development of new and more hiiihly "^'
wrought instincts from previously formed and ics? "^labor-

ated instincts. But in order to show that this opporlai.ity

has been utilized it is not enough to show that hereditary

instinct may be modified by individual experience ; it must
also be shown that such a modification when successively

repeated through a number of generations itself becomes

inherited. Now, although the evidence on this point is

necessarily scanty, it is suflScient for the purpose here

required. The evidence is scanty because there are only a

very few cases in which human observation has, as it were,

the opportunity of watching the continuance of effects of
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recently acquired or altered experiences over a number of

generations ; but in the few cases in which we have this

opportunity we find good evidence that new or changed

experience, when continued over a number of generations,

is bequeathed to future generations as a legacy of intuitive

knowledge, and that any newly acquired adjustive actions

may in time be similarly transmitted as instinctive actions

which no longer require to be separately learnt by each

individual. Perhaps the best instance that can be quoted is

that of the many species of birds, and some mammals, which

when first found by man on oceanic islands were perfectly

tame, but whose descendants now show a dread of man
which is, in the most rigorous sense of the word, instinctive.

The only other instances in which we have an oppor-

tunity of actually observing the transmission of newly

acquired mental habits are those in which such habits have

been artificially taught to domesticated animals. It so

happens that these instances are very few in number, but

it is not too much to say that, in all the cases where such

habits have been taught for a long series of generations,

some tokens of their hereditary transmission may now be

observed. Thus, to quote Mr Darwin, whose accuracy on

such a subject is not likely to be disputed by any one, **"it

cannot be doubted that young pointers—I have myself seen

a striking instance—will sometimes point and even back
other dogs the very first time they are taken out; retriev-

ing is certainly in some degree inherited by retrievers j and
a tendency to run round instead of at a flock of sheep by
shepherd dogs. If we were to behold one kind of wolf

when yuung and without any training, as soon as it scentpd

its prey, stand motionless Hko a statne, and then slo\^ly

crawl forward with a peculiar gait, and another kind of

wolf rushing round instead of at a herd of deer, and driv-

ing them to a distant point, we should assuredly call these

actions instinctive. -Domestic instincts, as they may be
called, are certainly much less fixed than natural instincts,

but they have been acted on by far less riirorous selection,

and have been transmitted for an incomparably shorter

period, under less 'fixed conditions."

Now these three habits, or mental attainments, are the

only ones that have been systematically taught to any
animals for a number of generations, and the fact that they

nil show a marked tendency to become intuitive may be
laken as lending a greater amount of confirmation to the

present theory of the origin of instincts than we might on
a. priori grounds be led to expect. The only other facts

bearing upon this point are those which are thuH tersely

rendered by Mr Darwin. "How strongly these domestic

instincts, habits, and dispositions are inherited, and how
curiously they become mingled, is well shown when
different breeds of dogs are crossed. Thus it is well

known that a cross with a bull-dog has affected for many
generations the courage and obstinacy of greyhounds, and
a cross with a greyhound has given to a wdible family of

shepherd dogs a tendency to hunt hares. The^e domestic

instincts resemble natural instincts, whicli in like manner
become curiously blended together, and for a long time

exhibit traces of the instincts of either parent."
Thf> al)ovo doctrine ns to the nature, orifjin, and development of

instiucts sciTfs vciy satisfactniily to explain nearly all the enor-
iimiis number of instincts with which wc are acnuaintod. There
are, however, yevcral sper&l cases where there is still some difficulty

in applying tho above iloctrnic as a full and satisfactory explanation
of tlie ohserved facts. Thia article may therefore fitly conclude
with a brief enumeration of tho-<c ciiscs.

1. The so-railed " mif,Tatory instinct " is one that is still shrouded
in mncli ohBrurity. Tlio main ditTn-ulty with rej^ard to it is to
account for tlio "sense of direction." whereby the animals aro
puidcd to their destinations. 'J'hus. for instance, many migratoiy
birds (ly at ni;;ht, when it wouhl seem impossible that they can be
guided on their wny by the si;;ht an<l momoiy nf landmarks. More-
ovf-r, it. is asserted on good authority that among some species it is

the habit for the young brood to fly Bei*arately by themselves, or

apart {mm the older birds, and therefore to travel over cnoiinous
tracts of land and sea without either guidance or previous expuii-

cnce of the way ; such is un(Question ably the case with the young
of the cuckow. Lastly, it is certain that several species lly across

immense tracts of ocean, where it is inipossitde that they can bo
guided on their way by landmarks. Several theories have been pro-

pounded to account for these facts ; but, as none of them are satis-

factory, we need not here occu])y space with their enumeration,
2. Closelj' allied to, if not identical with, this so-called "sense

of direction" as manifested in migration, is the faculty whereby
various species of animals which may not be migratory in their

habits are enabled to find their way over greater or less distances.

This has been called the "homing" faculty, and is chiefly mani-
fested by various species of domesticated mammals. It is very
generally believed that it is also manifestcil by carrier-pigeons

;

as a matter of fact, however, there is no trustworthy instance on
record of one of these birds having found its way back over a tract

of country witli which it was previously unacquainted. Ih order

that a carrier-pigeon should find its way home, it is necessary first

to teach the animal, by flying it at a scries of points along the route,

the landmarks of the country ^^hich it is afterwards to traverse.

But, althoiigli the "sense of diicctinn '' may be a figment as regards
the carrier-pigeon, there can be no doubt that it is a fact as regards

many species of our domesticated mammals. Thus the evidence is

unequivocal with regard at least to dogs, cats, horses, sheep, pigs,

and cattle. Judging from hitherto unpublished coiTesponae.nc6

received from Australia and South America, there seems to be
practically no limit to the distance over which these animals may
be able to return ; and, what is of more importance, there can be
no doubt that these animals, when finding their way home, do not
retjuire to traverse the exact routes by which they came ; on the
contrary, they genevallj' seem to select the shortest or the straightest

course, however circuitous the way may have been by which Ihcy
wore taken ; or, if their outwariLjourney is over two sides of a tri-

angle, their homewardiourney will jirobably be taken over the third

side. The sense by which they are guided therefore cannot be, as

has been suggestt-d by more than one eminent naturalist, the sense
of smell ; and for the same reasons it cannot be either the sense of

sight or that of hearing. More plausible is the hypothesis that the
faculty consisls in au automatic lu'ocess of "brain registration,"

every change of direction in the outgoing journey leaving behind it

a record in the cerebral nervous system, and therefore in the ndnd
of the animal, so that as a total result the geuoral direction of the

starting place is retained in the memory,—just as we are ourselves

able in a smaller degree to preserve our gencial sense of direction

when winding through the streets of a town. One gtoat difficulty

attaching to this view appears to be that the animals in question

arc able .to find their wny home over land even when they have made
their outward journey by sea, lor it is evident that the difficulties

of "braui registration" must in such cases be indetinitrly increased,

not only by the many meaningless movements of a vessel at sea,

but still more by the fart that the changes of direction made by the

vessel, being made in long and easy curves, and without muscular
clfort on the part of the animals, are movements which we can
scarcely suppose to bo appreciated by the cerebral organization of

the animals. On the whole, therefore, with regard to the faculty

of "homing," ae with regard to the analogous if not identical

faculty exhibited in migration, it can only be said that further

investigation is inquired in order to explain that which, in the
present state of our knowledge, must properly be regarded as

inexplicable.

3. filr Darwin has pointed out a serious difficulty lying against

bis theory of the origin of instiucts by natura-l selection, and one
which, as ho justly remarks, it is surprising that no one should have
hitherto advanced against the well-known doctrine of inherited

habit, as taught by Lamarck. The difficulty is that among various

species of social insects, such as bees and ants, there occur " neuter
"

or asexual individuals, which manifest entii'cly different instincts

from the other or sexual individuals, and as the neuters cannot
breed it is difficult to understand how their i)eculiarand distinctive

instincts can be formed by natural selection, which, as we Itave

seen, renuiros for its operation the tiansuiission of mental faculties

by hcreuity. The only possible way in which this dithculty can bo

met is the way in which it has been met by Mr Darwin, viz., by
supposing "that selection may be apjihed to the family as to the
individuaL" "Such faith may be placed in the power of selection

that a bi-eed of cattle always yielding oxen with extraordinarily

long horns could, it is probable, be fonned l>y carefully watching
which individual bulls and cows, when matched, produced oxen
with the longest horns ; and yet no one ox would ever have propa-

gated its kind " ; and similarly, of coui-se, with regajd to the

instincts of neuters. As Mr Darwin has argued out this difficulty

at length, it seems unnecessai-y to say more with regard to it than

that he has shown it to be not so fonnidable as to exclude bis doc-

triue as fully explanatory of such cases, when we llave ab"eady

accepted his doctrine as explanatory of other cases.

4. There are two or three other special instincts of minor imiiort-
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ance the explanation of wliich is not as yet completely clear. Thus
it is not yet ascertained what hereditary influence it is that leads

the Norwegian lemming periodically to migrate westwards, with

the result that enormous numbers of the species are destroyed by
drowaiing. But there can be little doubt that this influence, what-

ever it was, was originally of benefit to the species, for it would be

a case standing out of all analogy if this instinct should from its

first origin have been, as it now appears to be, detrimental. The
only other instance that could be pointed to as wearing any
such appearance is that which has been alleged, but ou very

doubtful evidence, with regard to the scorpion committing suicide

by stinging itself to death when surrounded by a ring of fire. It

may be nere incidentally observed that the fact of all the innumer-
able multitude of animal instincts, witli the exception of the two
dubious cases just mentioned, being of obvious use to the species

which manifest them, may properly be taken as the strongest possible

evidence of the theory that ascribes all instincts to the operation

of natural selection.

5. Lastly, we have an instinct which is pointed to by Mr Jlivart

as one that cannot beexplained by the influence of natural selection,

or, as he would appear to suggest, by the opei-ation of any other

natural cause. This instinct is manifested by a certain wasp-like

animal, and consists in this animal stinging spiders in the particular

part of tiie cephalo-thorax which contains the principal nervous

centre. The etfect of stinging this nen'ous centre is that of paralys-

ing the spider without killing it, and the spider in this maimed
condition is then stored up with the larva? of the fly, to serve as

their food when they quit the egg. It will be observed that there

is here no question as to the utility of the instinct to the species

which manifests it, and the diificulty to which Jlr Jtivart points

consists merely in understanding- how the insect was in the first

instance led to sting the spiders m precisely the right spot to pro-

duce the particular results required. The an.swer to Ihis single

remaining difficulty is that as yet the case has not been sufKcientty

observed with a view to a possible solution of the difficulty. 1

seems, for instance, not at all improbable that the striking of the

spider's ganglion by the sting of the wasp is, as it were, wholly
accidental, being determined only by the eircnmstance that both

the ganglion and the sting are organs wliich occur in the median
line of their respective posse.?sor.g. "Whether or not this is the

explanation of the supposed difficulty, it at least seems clear that

the latter is not one of any considerable magnitude. (G. J. K.

)

INSTITUTE OF FRANCE, an association constituted

unrler the name o£ the Inslilut National by the French

Kepublican Convention, in October 1795,tooccupya similar

position to that of the old academies suppressed hy an Act

of the Convention, 8th April 1793 (see Academy). The
affix to the word " Institut " has undergone a variety of

changes corresponding to changes in the form of the

government of France. The Institute owed its existence

chieSy to the efforts of three persons, Lakanal, Daunou, and
Carnot, and, according to the terms of the law by which it

was founded, its purpose was to " advance the sciences and
arts of research by the publication of discoveries and by
correspondence with other learned societies, and to pro-

secute those scientific and literary labours which shall

have for their end general utility and the glory of the

republic." It was composed of three classes—the first for

sciences physiques et math(5matiques, the second for

sciences morales et politiques, and the third for littcrature

ct beaux-arts. Originally it consisted of 144 members (the

48 nominated by the Convention electing 9G others), an

equal number of associates in the provinces, and iJt

foreigners of distinction v.ho held the position of corre-

spondents. Each class was divided into several sections, 6

members and 6 associates being assigned to each section.

The first class was composed of ten sections, viz., (1)

inath^matiques, (2) arts mecaniques, (3) astronomic, (4)

physique experimentale, (5) chymie, (6) histoire naturelle

et miniralogie, (7) botanique et physique gendrale, (8)

anatomie et zoologie, (9) m^decine et chirurgie, (10)
dconomie rurale et art v^t(5rinaire. The second class was
composed of six sections, namely, (1) analyse des sensations

et des idi^es, (2) morale, (3) science sociale et legislation,

(4) ^coQomie politique, (5) histoire, (6) g^ographie. The
third class consisted of eight sections, viz., (1) grammaire,

(2) languea anciennss, (3) po^sis, (4) antiquit^s et monu-
menta, (5) peiuture, (6) sculpture, (7) architecture, (8)

musique et declamation. To the first class were thus
assigned GO members and as many associates, to the second

36, and to the third 48, the foreign correspondents being
divided equally among the classes. Ho member was per-

mitted to belong to more than one class ; but any one might
be present at the meetings and assist in the labours of the

other classes. The Institute was installed at the Louvre iu

the building formerly occupied by the Academic FranQaise,

but in 180G its locality was changed to the College des

Quatre-Nations. The First Consul on the 23d January
1803 decreed for it a new constitution, the leading features

of which were—that the approval of the head of the

Government was essential iu the election of members ; the

suppression of the second class ; and a redivision into the

four classes of (1) sciences physiques et math^matiques, (2)

la langue et la littirature Fran^aiscs, and (3) histoire et

litti5rature anclenues, (4) beaux-arts. The first class was
composed of the ten sections of the old first class, and an
additional section of geography and navigation with 3

members, with power to nominate 100 correspondents.

The second class was composed of 40 members not

separated into sections. The thiid class was composed of

40 member.^ and of 8 foreign associates, and had the p«ower

to nominate 60 correspondents. The fourth class, which
was composed of 28 members and of 8 foreign associj^es,

was divided into five sections:—peinture with 10 mem-
bers, sculpture with G, architecture with 6, gravure with 3,

and musique (composition) with 3 members. It had the

power to nominate 3G correspondents. All classes had
power to elect a stipulated number of members from the

other classes. After the Restoration Louis XVIII. on the

21st March 1816 decreed the revival of the names of the

old .academies to the four classes of the Institute:—(1)

L'Acadeniie Frani;aise, corresponding to the old second

class
; (2) L'Acad^mie royale des inscriptions et belles

lettres, corresponding to the third class
; (3) L'Acad6mi«

royale des sciences, corresponding to the first class ; and

(4) L'AcadiSmie royale des beaux-arts, corresponding to the

fourth class. On tlie 5th March 1833 a fifth academy
was added to the Institute,—L'Acad^mie des sciences

morales et pcilitiques, corresponding to the second class

suppressed by Napoleon. As restored, it was composed
of 30 members, with a minimum of 30 and a maximiun of

40 correspondents. It wns divided into five sections, viz.,

(1) philosophie, (2) morale, (3) l(5gislatiun, droit public,

et jurisprudence, (4) Economic politique et statistique, (5)

histoire giincrale et philosophiquf

Each academy has its own special jurisdiction and

work, with special funds and one or more perpetual secre-

taries, in addition to which there is a general fund and
common library, i.Thich, as well as other matters connected

with the Institute as a whole, are managed by a committee

chosen in equal numbers from each of the academies.

Matters of common interest to all the academies are dis-

cussed at a general meeting of the institute, and a seance

jmhlique amutdle takes place on the 25th October, the

anniversary of the organization of the Institutei All the

expenses of the Institute and the academies are defrayed

by an annual sum voted by Government. Each member of

the Institute receives an annual allowance of 1200 francs,

and each secretary of an academy a salary of 6000 francs.

A notice of the several academies is given in the article

Academy. See also Fe-akce, vol. ix. p. 514.

See Animairc dc VInsHint ; Mimoins de tlnstilnt ; J. P. A.

Liicas, Qiicsl-ce qne VInstitnt, Paris, 1845 ; Koget de Bellogiiet,

Pelitimi adrcssec a I'ojnnio^i pyhhi/uc pour la re/omig des elections

dc I' Iiiatitut, Paris, 1862; VEmpcreuT a I'lnsiitnl, Paris, 1865;

Alfred Franklin, Les Origincs dii jxiiais de VlnslUut, Paris, 1862 ;

Alfred Potiquet, L'Insiilut national dc Prance, 1671 ; Kenan,
" L'Institut," in Qtteslims Vo^itcmporaines, Paris, 1865 ; Francisqne'

Bouillicr, L'liistitid el Ics Academics de proriiice, Paris, 1879.
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INSUEANCE
rSTIRAN'CE is the sj^fem or machinery by which it is

sought to guard against the pecuniary consequences of

certain accidents to which men are liable, such as the loss

of proparty by fire or shipwrect, or the loss of future

earnings through disablement or premature death. Insur-

ance does not attempt to prevent these accidents, nor even

to protect men against all the consequences of them. It

deals only with the main pecuniary loss which such acci-

dents are fitted to occasion, provides for it beforehand,

practically distributes it among the persons who are more
or less exposed to the same risk; and so, when the accident

does light on any one of them, its pecuniary effects are

neutralized or greatly mitigated.

The three chief developments of this system^Fire, Life,

and Marine Insurance—are separately treated in the follow-

ing articles. A very important application of the principle

has been treated under the heading Frientily Societies.

Besides the above branches of insurance, which have

attained immense proportions in almost all civilized

countries, there are many other applications of the principle

which have been tried with greater or less success. The
conditions which seem necessary to success (in addition to

good administration) are chiefly these :—there must be a

risk of real loss- which it ought to be beyond the power of

either the insurer or the insured to avert or to hasten ; a

large number of persons must be liable to the like risk

;

the accident contemplated must be likely to fall on a com-
paratively small number of the persons exposed to the risk

of it ; the probabilities of its occurrence must be capable

of being estimated beforehand with some approximation to

certainty; the loss apprehended must be so considerable

when it does occur as to be worth providing against; and

the cost of that provision must be comparatively so small

as not to be prohibitive.

Accident Insurance.—Ordinary life assurance protects

against the pecuniary loss arising to a man's family or

creditors or others by his death, whether that arise from

accident or disease; but it has been found that a separata

insurance against the consequences of accident meets

tlie requirements of a large class of persons. A compariy

was established in London in 1849 for insuring against the

consequences of railway accidents,—the Railway Passengei-s

Assurance Company. In return for a payment of 3d., 2i,

or Id., made by first, second, or third class, passengers

respectively, for insurance during a single journey, it imder-

took to pay ilOOO, .£500, or £200 in case of death by
such an accident, or a certain weekly allowance in respect

of personal injury not resulting in death. In 1856 the

business was extended to embrace accidents of all kinds,

and there came into use a system of yearly payments pro-

portioned to the degree of risk supposed to attach to various

occupations or other conditions of life. Many other similar

companies have since been established, and at the present

time (1881) there appear to bt about eleven such offices in

the United Kingdom. The amount insured by them is

estimated at nearly £100,000,000 sterling, and their yearly

income is between £-100,000 and £500,000. The claims

absorb aboat 50 per cent of the premiums, the remainder,

after paying expenses necessarily large, being the profit.

Variou.= schemes are at present being organized, in conse-

quence of recent legislation, to enable employers to insure

against risk from injuries suffered by their work-people.

The business of -insuring against accidents has been

developed in Canada, Victoria, and Kew South Wales, as

vrell as in France, Germany, Switzerland, and the United

States, In the country last mentioned the premium in-

come of the principal office engaged in this business was
in 1879 close on a million of dollars.

Fidelity Guarantee.—The guaraatee of employers against
the fraud or insolvency of their servants has of late^yeara
become a considerable and useful department of insurance
business. Private suretyship is attended by many evils,
and a bond of indemnity by a joint-stock company, althongU
it has to be purchased by a yearly payment, is now
generally preferred. Such a bond is not granted without
previous inquiry as to the character of the applicant and
the checks which the employer is to use. Seven institu-

tions in the United Kingdom undertake this description of

business ; some of them insure only against loss arising
from embezzlement, while others protect the employer
against any failure to make good the sums entrusted to an
employ^. The yearly premiums required range from 10s.

to 6O3. per cent of the sum guaranteed.

Various Minor Forms of Insuraiice.—In those parts of the

British Isles which are exposed to violent hail-storms ofiices

have been established successfully for insurance against the

loss which these often occasion. Efforts have been made
also, not always with equal success, to protect farmers and
other owners of horses and cattle against the loss arising

from accident or disease among these anpnals. It ha? been
attempted also to insure traders agaiust loss from bad
debts, and house-o-wners against loss of rent and against

defective titles. No fewer than thirteen offices, mostly

local in their operation, insure against loss »rcm the break-

age of plate glass, and three against the loss from explosion

of boilers. In former times, when men were liable to be

drawn to serve in the militia but might purchase a substi-

tute, a system of insurance was established to provide them
with the necessary funds. These developments of insur-

ance, however, are of an importance quite insigniScctit com-

pared with the three great departments now to be dealt with.

I. FiBE IXSUBAXCTE.

Fire insurance is a matter of practical interest to a far

larger number of persons than either of the other two

great departments of insurance—life or marine. There

are few persons to whom, in the absence of insurance, the

destruction of their dwellings or of their household goods

would not be a serious calamity, while to the merchant or

manufacturer the burning of his premises or stock or

machinery might be ruinous. No age or country has bean

exempt from such fatalities, and no watclifulness has been

able to prevent them. Some protection against the pecu-

niary consequences seems an essential condition of any

extended system of manufactures or commerce.

Fire insurance, however, as an organized system, has >ad

an origin comparatively recent. There are traces, ii'.deed,

in earlier times of enforced or voluntary contributions

towards the relief of sufferers by fire, but it is only about

the beginning of the 17th century that we hear of proposals

being made for a more systematic provision, and it was

not till after the great fire of London in 1666 that these

proposals took practical shape. This seems at first to have

been in the form of underwriting by individuals or by clubs,

and some attempts were made to engage the corporation

of London in a scheme of fire insurance; but in 1681 the

first regular office for insuring against loss by fire was

opened by a combination of persons " at the back-side of

the Koyal Exchange," and it was followed shortly after-

wards by another. Of the insurance offices that still

survive, only one, the Hand-in-Hand, dates from the 17th

xm. — 21
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century (169C) ; five date from the first half of the ISth

century, the Sun (1710), Union (1714), Westminster

(1717), London (1720), and Royal Exchange (1720);

while only three date from the second half of that century,

the Salop (1780), Phcenix (1782), and Norwich Union

(1797). The fi'rst fire office in Scotland was established in

1720, the first in GerL. ly in 1750, and the first pro-

prietary company in that country in 1779 ; the first office

in the United States was established at Philadelphia in

1752, one of its early directors having been Benjamin

Franklin; the first in France dates from 1816, and the

first in Russia from 1827.

The growth of fire insurance business in Britain did

not receive much assistance from Government. At a very

early period, in 1694 under William & Mary, a stamp duty

was imposed on fire policies (now reduced to the nominal

rate of one penny), and in 1782, during the administration

of' Lord North, fire insurances were made liable to an

annual duty at the rate of Is. 6d. for each £100 insured.

This tax, which was collected by<the offices along with

their premiums and accounted for by them to the

exchequer, was increased in 1797 to 2s. per cent., in 1805

to 2s. 6d., and in 1816 to 3s., at which rate it continued

for about fifty years. It was strongly objected to as a

discouragement to prudence, and as disproportionate in

rate to the cost of insurance which it was tacked to ; but

as it was easily collected, and yielded nearly two millions

a year (£1,714,622 in 1863), it naturally died hard. In

1864 it was partially remitted, and it expired finally in

1869. The returns of the duty enable us to measure in

some degree the progress of fire insurance in the United

Kingdom during the eighty-five 'years of its incidence.

Some descriptions of property, such as agricultural

produce, were exempt from duty and do not appear in the

returns, nor do the sums insured on property situated out

of the United Kingdom ; but the amount insured by British

offices on which duty was paid was
In 1783 about £135,000,000

„ 1800 „ 200,000,000

,, 1820 ,, 427,000,000

At the present time (1881) there appear to be about

sixty offices established in the United Kingdom for insur-

ing ai^ainst loss by fire either alone or in conjunction with

life or marine insurance. A few of these are of very

recent origin. The number does not include several

foreign companies doing business in Great Britain.

Excepting by the imposition of the duty now repealed,

the British legislature has not interfered with the busi-

ness of fire insurance. Any number of persons may at the

present time engage in this business with or without

capital, nor is there a necessity even for the publication of

their accounts. By the Life Assurance Companies Act of

1870, a deposit of £20,000 is required on the establish-

mcut of a life office ; certain returns also must be made to

the Board of Trade for presentation to parliament, and

these regulations apply to offices which conduct fire in

conjunction with life insurance, as well as to purely life

offices. ' 'One consequence is that, while the results of the

fire insiirance business of these compound offices are pub-

lished regularly, those of purely fire offices need not be

published, and several of the oldest and most important fire

companies do in fact keep their accounts strictly private.

There is no reasop to suppose, however, that their experi-

ence difl'ers materially from that of the compound offices

whose figures are open to us. ; From the returns of thirty

of these it appears that their aggregate income from fire

premiums in the seven years 1870-76 was as follows :

—

In 1840 ^bout £645,000,000
1860 ,., 1,000,000,000

1S68 ,, 1,430,000,000

1870....
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profit, 01' at all events uf saving fur themselves wuat would

go as profits to the companies which would otherwise insure

them. Sometimes this temptation seizes the inhabitants

of a particular town, sometimes.the persons interested in

some particular trade, sometimes an ecclesiastical body. A
community which has taken out of the hands of joint-stock

companies the supply of its own gas or water, and finds

itself as well served as before, perhaps better served and

more cheaply, is apt to think that il may insure itself

against fire as well. But, besides the complications in the

problem which have been already alluded to, and whii.li

require technical skill and e.xtended experience for thiir

equitable solution, there are few bodies or communities

wliich possess a sufficiently wide area to n)ake insurance

profitable or even safe. If there had been such a system

at Boston or Chicago or St John's when these considerable

cities were ravaged by fire, the efl'ectS would have been still

more disa.strous to them than they were. Certain classes

of property again seem liable almost to epidemic fires, from

causes which are often not far to seek
;
and if, for c^cample,

the owners of any particul.ir class of mills were to combine

in a scheme of mutual insurance, they might find that,

besides the great difficulty of agreeing on how each mill

was to be rated, or on the compensation to be awarded on

the occurrence of a fire, they were exposed to exceptionally

numerous claims just when their own trade was most

depressed, or when their relations with their work-people

alreiidy loaded them with sufficient anxiety. Schemes of

so-called mutual insurance are tried from time to time, but

scarcely ever without being based on a subscribed or paid-

up capital (the contributors to which have to be remune-

rated), or without looking for outside business to give

breadth and ballast to the euterprise.

Accordingly the system of fire insurance which has

virtually superseded all others, and has contributed most

to the public benefit, is that which is conducted by joint-

etock companies, ofl'ering to the insured the guarantee of

their capita anc other funds, and looking to make a profit

by the business. It is a department of commercial acti''ity

eminently suited for joint-stock enterprise, requiring for its

success, and indeed almost for its safe that its transac-

tions should be various in character and spread over wide

areas of space and time, and be invested with a certain

amount of publicity, and enjoy that prolonged existence

which attaches more to corporate tlian to individual effort.

Fire insurance as a business consists in undertaking a

certain risk more or less considerable in amount, in return

for a comparatively small sum, received beforehand, called

the premium. While the amount of risk undertaken is

strictly limited to the sum insured, the degree of risk is an

element extremely difficult to measure, and liable to much
fluctuation. Whether of ten thousand houses or shops, or

stores, or factories, ten will be more or less injured every

year by fire or a hundred is a matter partly of experieuce,

but partly also of conjecture and, as we say, of chance.

Assuming that the proportion would always be the same
under precisely the same circumstances, not perhaps every

year but on an average of years, the questions remain
whether the circumstances will always be the same, and
whether if they be the one thousand cases x>n which we
have made our own calculations are a sufficient basis for

dealing with ten thousand cases. The slightest observation

reveals an endless diversity in the risks undertaken, and,

even if an absolute law could be reckoned on, the risks

would require careful and accurate classification before the

law could be deduced. But, in point of fact, the ri.'.ks are

always changing. If we take what from an insurance
point of view is the simplest and safest " risk," a private

dwelling house in a large town, the question suggests itself,

How has this risk been aiJected by the age of the building,

the character of the occupants, the introduction of gas or

paraffin or lucifer matches, by the proximity of more
dangerous property, and by the improvement or deteriora-

tion in the public supply of water and the public arrange-

ments for extinguishing fires 1 Infinitely greater changes
take place in the degree of risk attending warehouses and
manufactories, and many of these developments are of an
unexpected character. The great fire in Tooley Street,

London, in 1861, was aggravated by a prodigious escape of

burning tallow, which literally set the Thames on fire, and
long defied all efforts to extinguish it. More lately at

Lcith a highly inflammable spirit recently introduced into

trade exhibited similar characteristics. At Newcastle a
fusion of nitrates of soda or potash mixed with burning
timbers caused a prodigious aggravation of a fire; and at

Glasgow and elsewhere the fine flour dust of a corn mill,

when mixed with a certain quantity of atmospheric air,

was unexpectedly found to be as explosive as gunpowder.
But the speculative hazard of fire insurance as a com-

mercial enterprise is limited by a very important circum-

stance. The contracts, in the United Kingdom at least, are

seldom made for a longer period than one year, and often for

less, and need not be renewed on either side unless their

safety and reasonableness are confirmed by experience, so

that from day to day the insurance company is able in a

measure to revise its terms, and to correct the errors arising

from imperfect data or a too sanguine generalization. The
business on the whole has been a profitable one. There
have been comparatively few absolute failures of fire

insurance offices in Great Britain, and none of any
magnitude ; nor do British companies regard it as any
distinction that " they have always paid their losses in

full." The returns of those companies whose accounts are

published indicate general prosperity, and the quotations

of the share market and other circumstances show that the

companies whose accounts are not made public have had
at least equal succes.s. The thirty companies whose
experience has been already quoted received in fire

premiums during the seven years 1870-76 about 37|
millions sterling, and paid away for losses by fire about 22
millions, or 58 '7 per cent, of the premiums ''eceived. After

providing for expenses, there must have been a satisfactory

balance of profit in proportion to the capital at risk

The conditions of the contract between a fire office and
the insured are regulated partly by the terms of the

document known as the policy, which embodies them, and
partly by law outside these terms, resulting from custom,

from statute, or from legal decisions. We will endeavour
to set forth as succinctly as possible some of these con-

ditions, having regard chiefly to British contracts.

It is in the first place a contract of indemnity. The m-
Bured is guaranteed against loss by fire to the extent of the

sum agreed on, but he is in no event to receive more than

he has lost, or to make any profit by the occurrence of a fire.

The sum named in the policy is not the measure but the

limit of what he can recover. Nor does his policy cover

all the loss he may sustain, for it will not in any case

protect him against consequential damage, such as the loss

of trade or of .prospective profit ; and if he desire to recover,'

not merely the value of a building, but the loss he will

sustain through its being temporarily untenantable, he
must insure specially against that risk. He must have

some substantial interest in the property ho insures, but it

need not be that of ownership, for, if he might lose as

tenant or mortgagee or in any other capacity, he may
insure against that loss ; and he may insure against the

loss which others would sustain for whom he holds the

property in any fiduciary character. It is loss by fire only

that is insured against, not loss by a fall in the market
value of property or by natural tear and wear. If property
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which was worth £1000 has come to be worth only £700,
,and is then destroyed by fire, it is £700 aud not £1000
that is recoverable under the policy. In some cases loss

ty lightning and by explosions of gas are insured against,

even where there has been no fire in the ordinary sense. It

is the value at the time of the fire, or rather the difference

in value which the fire has occasioned, that becomes the

sum payable, provided it do not exceed the sum insured.

It has been sometimes tried to have " valued policies " by
which the sum to be paid in the event of the property

being destroyed is fixed definitely beforehand ; but the

system has been felt to be open to grave objections ; for,

apart from the labour and cost of valuing a thousand

properties in preparation for the total destruction of four

^^«r five, it is obvious that, if the value fixed is less than

tie real value, there is no advantage to the insured, but

the contrary ; and if it is greater than the real value, then

no doubt the insured might make a profit by a fire, but

this would ofi'er an inducement to carelessness, if not to

incendiarism. In the United States, however, several State

legislatures have been so imprudent as to enforce the issue

of "valued policies."

According to the general practice of insurance in Great

Britain, the insured recovers his loss up to the amount of

the policy, although the property may not have been

insured to its full value. A different rule prevails on the

Continent and elsewhere, and even in England under

exceptional circumstances, and W'herever Several uncon-

nected properties or parcels of goods are insured under one

sum. In these cases the rule of " average " is applied, by

wliich the insured recovers only such proportion of his loss

as the total sum insured bears to the total value of the

property covered. The effect of this rule is virtually to

compel persons to insure their property to the full amount

of its value, unless they are willing when any loss occurs to

bear a share of the loss. Under either system, if property

is not fully covered, the owner is to the extent of the

deficiency his own insurer ; but under the one plan his

liability to loss begins only after that of the insurance

company has been exhausted, under the other his liability

and that of the company run parallel from the first. Tlie

difference is most material where the loss is only partial,

and practically the English rule is equivalent to a con-

siderable reduction of rate. There are weighty reasons

for believing that it might be for the advantage both of

the insurance offices and the public to introduce more

widely the pro rata principle, with a' corresponding reduc-

tion of the nominal scale of premiums, or even to enforce

a participation of risk on the part of the insured.

The contract of insurance is one of good faith. The
insured is bound to disclose all s[iecial circumstances of

risk attaching to his property, and ought to have them
described in the policy, otherwise its validity may be

endangered. He is bound, moreover, to communicate any

change of circumstances which may affect the degree of

risk. Special hazards affecting particular kindstf property

are often specially warranted against.

Companies do not insure against the loss occasioned by
invasion, foreign enemy, civil commotion, riot, or any
military or usurped power ; and there are some kinds of

property which they will not insure,—ready money, books
of accounts (their value as documents), bank notes, stamps,

bills, bonds, and other written securities.

The almost universal practice in England is to insure a

separate sum on each distinct kind of property insured, as

on a building and on its contents, on mercantile stock,

and on furniture in private use. The same rule prevails

with respect to all properties not involved directly in the

risk of one fire. Thus two contiguous buildings or their

contents may be insured for one sum if the buUdings com-

municate with each other internally or have a common roof,
but otherwise they must be separately insured.

Very important questions arise out of the circumstance
that the same building cr goods may be insured by different

persons, with various offices, and under dissimilar con-
ditions. Thus a house may be insured by the landlord,
the tenant, and the mortgagee

;
goods may be insured by

the owner, by a creditor holding a lien over them, and by
the warehousemau or other person who may be responsible

for their custody. Where the owner alone has eft'ected

insurances, these may be so varied in their character as to

give rise to perplexing questions. A merchant may have
insured with one ofiice wines in a specified warehouse A

;

with another, wines and spirits in the same warehouse for

one lump sum ; and with a third, wines only, but in all or

any of the warehouses A, B, and C, subject to the con-'

ditions of average. The questions that arise under such
circumstances owe their Eolution as much perhaps to the

honour and fair dealing of the several offices interested as

to any settled rules of law, but the general practice may
be shortly stated. As between a policy covering a specific

parcel of goods or goods in a specified place and another
embracing a wider range subject to average, the former
is exhausted before liability attaches to the latter. As
between a policy covering goods in A and B and another

covering goods in A, B, and C, if a fire occurs in A or B
liability attaches first to the more restricted policy, pro-

vided the more extended liability of the other is not merely

nominal. On the other hand, if one policy insures stock and
machinery together (but without the condition of average),

and another insures one or both of theseseparately, liability

attaches to both policies pari passu ; but the former is

placed at some disadvantage in being obliged to contribute

ratably to its whole amount with certain limitations, as

against each of the separate items of the other. Where
the same property is insured under sirpilar conditions with

more than one office, it has been the aim of the companies

to provide that the loss shall be borne by each in proportion

to the sum insured, whether the several insurances may be

in favour of the same person or of several persons having

different interests. It is plain that if it were in the power

of two persons, having each some sort of insurable interest

in the same parcel of goods, so to insure them as that each

might recover their full value, the goods might come to be

paid for by the offices twice over, and it might become the

interest of one or both of the persons that they should be

burned. The "contribution clause " of- policies is intended

to guard against this. It has lately received an unexpected

interpretation which limits its application to insurances in

which the interests insured are identical, while protection

against double payments is afforded by another principle,

namely, that each person insures only his owri special

interest. The utmost possible interest which M, N, and P
can have in any given property cannot exceed the present

value of the property ; each may recover what he himself

has lost by its destruction, whether he be owner, or mort-

gagee, or depositary, but he deals separately with the office

that insures him, without reference to what other insurances

may have been effected by other persons having a different

kind of interest in the same property. The application,

however, of these principles is often matter of extreme

difficulty, and has scarcely yet been definitely settled.

The adjustment of a loss when a fire occurs is not

unattended with difficulty, even where there are no such

complications as those just referred to. To ascertain the

quantity, the quality, and the value of property injured,

and the degree of injury, is often a work of no little

anxiety. Its destruction has swept away the readiest

proof which could have been given ;
or, where partial

damage only has been sustained, it is often scarcely capable
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of eszct measurement, 'flie iusureJ Is natufaUy bound to

6tata and prove liis claim ;
and the offici?, while exposed

on the one hand to exaggerated and even to fraudulent

demands, may on the other endeavour to cxict from an

honest claimant details and evidence which it is scarcely

possible for hi in to give. Fortunately fur both parties to

the conti-act, there are strong motives on either side teeding

towards a reasonable adjustment. In most cases the ofBce

is guided by the" advice of an independent professional

valuer, who, while attending to the interest's of his

employers, has a natural desire, even apart from his in-

structions, to conciliate the claimant, and to avoid landing

the company he represents in troublesome controversies.

Claims which cannot be adjusted in this way aro usually

submitted to arbitration, and it is a condition of most

policies that both sides must refer the quantum of loss to

an arbiter or arbiters. Few claims find their way into the

courts of law, and those only where some principle is in-

volved, or where the claim is thought to be fraudulently

overstated, or where the still more serious objection is

taken that the fire has been the wilful act of the insured.

Many troublesome questions are rendered more easy of

solution by the condition that it is in thi" power of the

company to reinstate property,father than to pay the value

of it. The insured has not the option of requiring rein-

statement. In general an office prefers to settle a claim

by payment in cash, but an ofifer to reinstate may be a

convenient as it is a perfectly fair reply to an exaggerated

demand, and may adjust the pretensions of competing

claimants. The insured is not entitled to "abandon" his

property, and the company is not bound to take on itself

the care or risk of damaged property ; it is for the insured

to make the most of the " salvage," and to deduct the

value of it from his claim, but in practice it is sometimes
found desirable to relieve him of this duty.

,

A part of the insurance system which has developed into

great magnitude is the practice of reinsurance. No one

company, however large its resources, deems it prudent to

undertake a risk to an unlimited amount in connexion with

any one set of goods or one locality. An office might
restrict its liabilities by refusing to insure to a larger

amount than what it pleased to run the risk of, but the

convenience of the insured and the interest of its own
agents, to say nothing of other cousiderations, make it

difficidt for any office bo to limit its responsibilities. It

therefore issues a policy for the amount proposed to it, but

reinsures a part with some other office or offices. Business

to a 'very large amount is exchanged in this way, and
there are some offices which professedly, and some which
practically, live by the premiums paid over to them by
other offices. The principal British offices have established

a code of laws for the regidation of these transactions, and
a court of arbitration for the decision of such questions as

may arise among themselves in connexion with them.

They are often also matter of special contract between
office and office. The system is of some benefit to the

public. In the earlier periods of fire insurance, when a

large sum had to be insured, a higher rate was charged

;

but this has long ceased to be the rule. A man who wishes

now to insure a large amount has not only no extra rate

to pay, but has not to take the trouble of arranging with

numerous offices, or, if a fire occurs, of adjusting his loss

with numerous offices. He can usually, if he pleases,

obtain a policy from one company for the full sum ho needs

to. insure, and the company takes all the trouble and risk

of distributing tlie liability, a distribution with which he
has nothing to do. He may even benefit in another way,
for when a loss occurs bo has on the whole, perhaps, a

better chance of being liberally dealt with than if he had
to make a direct claim on many offices.

What has been said hitherto has had reference chiefly to

one side of the fire insurance contract—the obligations

undertaken by the company. The consideration they
receive in return is the payment made by the insured called

the " jjremium." The premium is calculated at so much per
cent, of the sum insured, and is usually paid once a yea>,

at one or other of four quarter days ; but many iiisurancej

are effected on mercantile property and on ships for periode

less than a year—ten days, one, three, or six months—tke
rate in such a case being higher than an aliquot part of the

yearly rate ; and insurances may be effected for seven yeais

by a payment of six times the yearly rate, and for other

periods at a proportionate discount. Insurances effected

for a year, and stated to be renewable, practically remain
in force for fourteen or fifteen days after the expiry of thB

year ; that is, they may bo renewed by payment of tte

premium within these " days of grace," and if a fire occurs

in the meantime the company will be liable. This wiU
not happen, however, if an intention not to renev/ has been

manifested on either side.

The rate of premium varies with the supposed risk,

and in Great Britain runs from Is. Cd. per cent, yearly,

the rate for first-class dwelling-houses and ordinary private

furniture, to six or seven guineas per cwit. The highest

British rates are what are charged for some descriptions of

corn-mills and sugar refineries, and for Turkey red dye-

works. Large classes of property are insured at the ordi-

nary "hazardous" rate of 2s. 6cL, or "extra hazardous"

rate of 4s. 6d., but certain descriptions of property are

specially and more elaborately rated. This has been done
to a considerable extent by cfimmou agreement amongst
the offices, and the arrangements are known as the " tarifi

system," which requires here a few word.s of explanation.

We may suppose the question to arise. What ought to

be paid for insuring a cotton-mill, or a flax or woollen miU,

or a weaving factory, or a wharf or warehoiLse in some
large city 1 The experience of any one office scarcely

affords adequate data, and a rate based on the combined
I experience of many offices has a greater chance of being

at once safe and fair. The problem, indeed, is a more
complicated one than what has been already said would

indicate. The property to be insured may consist of

several distinct buildings and the contents of them : one

building may be devoted to operations involving in a high

degree the risk of fire ; in another the processes carried on

may be more simple and safe; a third may be used only

for the storage of materials having little tendency to burn.

These several buildings may be more or less connected with

each other—nuder the same roof, under difl'erent roofs

but with internal communications, contiguous but with-

out any communications, detached but stdl within reach

of fire. Of two mills one may work on fine materials, the

other on coarse ; in one the machinery may be driven

twice as fast as in the other ; in one the most hazardous

processes may be carried on in the heart of the building,

in the other they may be so treated and bo guarded as to

involve the rest of the property in no peculiar danger.

Fairly to measure these various hazards it has been found

necessary that the experience and skill at the command of

many companies shall be combined, and that the rates shall

be the result of consultation and a common nnderstanding.

Now it is clear that no office will contribute its skill and

experience to such a common stock if the effect is to be

that other offices may avail themselves of the information

in order to undersell it. Consultation about rates and a

common understanding necessarily involve a reciprocal

obligation to charge not less than the rates thus agreed om ;

in other words, a tariff of rates is developed to Which each

office binds itself to adhere. The system tends to restrsin

and motlerate the competition for business which inevitably
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awl to snnic extent properly exists among tlio companies,

and it3 value to tbcm is mfmifest. But it is also of service

to tiro insuring public. At first sight it might seem that

free competition would suit the public besl, and that a

combination among the offices must tend to keep up rates,

and to secure for the companies excessive profits, but a

little consideration will show that this is a mistake.

It is an unquestionable truth, though one often lost

sight of, that all losses by fire must ultimately be borne by

the public. The insurance companies are the machinery

for distributing these losses, nothing more. If the losses

fell on them, their funds, large as they are, would speedily

be exliausted, and the service which they render to the

/jublic would come to an end. To those who require

insurance against loss by fire if must be ,a manifest advan-

tage that they should liavo many sound and prosperous

offices ready to accept their business, and uo less able than

desirous to earn or to retain the public favour by fair and

liberal conduct. A necessary condition of this state of

things is that the rates of premium paid for insurance

should be remunerative to the ofQces, and the main object

of the tariff system is to secure such remunerative rates.

This it endeavours to do by two methods,—by . an

agreement as to what rates are to be charged, and by
affixing such a penalty to dangerous constructions, sub-

stances, and processes as to induce, if possible, a lessening

of the danger. In other words, and reversing the order, it

seeks to diminish the risk of fire, and to secure adequate

payment for what risk remains. There can bo no doubt a.s

to the benefit the public derive from the former of these,

in having pointed out to them, not on the authority of ouo

office, still less on hesitating and contradictory authority,

but with all the weight arising from the combined experi-

ence of numerous companies, that this or that methud of

construction, this or that combination of materials, this or

that mode of conducting a manufacturing process, is

attended by imminent hazard of fire, and in having the

lesson enforced by a heavy pecimiary penalty. On the

supposition that the ofTicos are correct in their estimate of

risks, the effect, and indeed the intention, of their rule is

not so much to put money into their own coQ'ers as to

lessen the danger, and to save themselves in the first

instance, and the owners of property ultimately, from the

consequences of prevcntible fires.

These rules, as will readily be seen, must have powerful

.nrtuences on trade and manufactures. Many individual

•warehouses and mills are, with their contents, insured for

very large sums, £10,000, X20,000, £50,000, £100,000,
and more. An additional charge of 5.s. or lO.-i. per cent.

in respect of a supposed increase of risk may mean a

payment by the owner of several hundred pounds a year,

and may operate as a complete veto on some arrangement
or some machine which it might otherwise be desirable to

resort to. The occurrence of a few severe, fires in one
town, followed by an increase of insurance rates, may have,

and indeed has had, the elTect of driving some branch of

trade away to another locality, the seat of greater caution

or better fortune. It is therefore obviously desirable that
so importaut an influence should be exercised, not precari-

ously or capriciously, but according to the combined
wisdom and experience of those associations which may be
supposed to nnderstand the subject best, and which obtain
their experience in the way that makes it perhai.s of most
value, by paying for it.

It is equally for the public benefit that rates of insur-
ance should be fixed on some common scale. Suppose tlie

system of unrestricted competition to be tried, thfe fiist

effect will be a general and great reduction in rates. But
it may be said, " So much the better for the insured ; if

thp nlTices can aJfurd llils reduction of rate it will only be

a fair result of competition ; if llioy cannot afford it, they

will be the loser.-, but the public will gain ; will the effect

not be simply to re .luce the rates to the paying jioiut, and
I no further!" This would be all very well if the paying
point could be absolutely asccrfnined or determined in any^

way beforehand, but the rate comes first and the losses

come afterwards. lu other businesses prices are based on'

some certainty as to the cost of i)roductii)n, but in selling

fire insurance the cost is not known till after it has been
sold. In a free competition it is tlie .sauguiue uuin's views

which regulate the niarkct price, aud the lates therefore

tease to be renrnnerativo. The consc(inencc3 are that some
offices disappear altogether, others lake fright in time to

aviiid ruin, though not to cscajie .verious loss, iicrsons who
might establish new odices are deterred from doing so, the

business gets the character of being a highly speculative

aud hazardous one, requiring extravagant profit.s to induce

men to carry it on at all, and the puhlic have to bear the

cost. Unrestricted oompetitiou therefore is not for theijj

advantage.

The cembination we are considering Inis another bene^

ficial effect; it .serves to di.stribute the burden of losses

fairly. If it is a just thing that colton-spiniicrs should

bear all the losses that arise in cultnn-niills, and not leave

them tube borne by the owners of private dwelling-houses;

or vice riTs't, it is well that the loss by each cla.s5 of rislca

should be uioasured fairly. But, while llio experience of

any one office, t-ikcii by itself, furnishes a very imperfect

criterion, each contributes its i|ucita of knowledge and
experience tn the common stock, and the public get the

benefit both of broad aud trustworthy data and of that

pecubar and intimate acqtiaiiilancc with each different

class of property or process which tlic conductors of ono

company or another are sure to posscs.s.

On tlio other hand,- it is beyond question that no

a-..sociatiou of the kind will ever hold together a large body
of independent societies, except under the pres.sure of some
necessity. No conventional or excessive rates can be

niaintaincd for any length of time. Some mejuber of thd

union is sure to perceive that popularity and profit may
be gained by introducing a lower rate, if a lower rate is

manifestly suUicient, or a new company starts into cxist-j

enco to remedy the grievance. It is to be remembered,'

too, that the directors and shareholders who control tho'

ofTices are likewi.se insurers, quick to raise the questiou of

how far tho rati? they have to pay as individuals are

justified by the risks run ; and if it cannot be shown that'

these rates are a true measure of the risk, ufKces are soori

constrained by a sense of justice or by self-interest or by|

pressure from without to mitigato them. In short, the

avsociation is a union bimnd together by necessity and

tempered by com])etition.

Adequately to measure the risk of loss by fire demands'

not merely reference to an extended experience but a

watchful regard to current changos. While the profits of

fire insurance business fluctuate considsrably from year to

year, and seem even to follow cycles of elevation and
depression, the tendency on the whole appears to be

towards a growth of risk, although excessive competition

among offices prevents the rates from rising in proportion.

Among the causes are the prodigious increase in the use of

lucifcr matches; tho introduction into commerce of such

articles as jute and esparto grass and mineral oils, which

are either highly inflammable, or have by themselves, or in

combination with other substances, a tendency to generate

combustion ; the great speed of machinery ; and the vast

accumulation of property exposed to the- risk of one con-

flagration, owing to the larger size of mills and warehouses

and their concentration in particular localities. The very

development of the insurance system may conduce to
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heighten the risk by lessening the motives to carefulness.

It is difficult to .form an estimate of the average rate of

jiremium paid for property in the United Kingdom, but

it is probably not much above or below 43. or '2 per

«ent. yearly.

When insurance companies were first established, and

lor a long time afterwards, they ftndertooli not only to

jeimburse the insured for losses, but to extinguish fires.

In one of the earliest prospectuses put forth (in 1GS4),

there is the promise that " watermen and other labourers

^re to be employed at the charge of the undertakers to

assist at the quenching of fires." A writer in 1090,

describing the ingenious and useful invention of a fire

insurance office, says, " They have a great many servants

in livery with badges, who are watermen, and other lusty

persons dwelling in several parts of the city, who are

:always to be ready when any sudden fires happen, which

they are very laborious in and dexterous at quenching ";

and De Foe, in an essay published in 1C97, refers to the

-same subject. In 170S when the Sun Fire Office was first

projected, it was proposed that all persons insured with it

-should have a mark representing the sun nailed up against

their houses, that the men whom it employed to extinguish

-fires and save property might direct their efforts specially

for the benefit of the houses so distinguished. Marks of

this sort were afterwards generally adopted by the offices,

aud are often to be seen even at the present day, though

they no longef serve their original purpose. For more
than a century and a half the insurance offices provided

and kept up fire-engines at their own expense, not only in

-London .but in many provincial towns, where frequently

no other means of extinguishing fires were available. 'At

first each office provided its own engine, and much rivalry

prevailed among the several brigades ; but - in London
•nltimately the offices combined to support in common a

jrery effective and very costly fire brigade. This arrange-

inent, however, came to be regarded as objectionable from
public points of view; as it had long been' distasteful to

4he offices themselves; and in 18CG the offices handed
-over their whole establishment to the Metropolitan Board
of Works, by whom it has been greatly enlarged and
-extended, the cost being provided for po'ctly by a contribu-

Jiou from the offices, partly out of the Consolidated Fund,
sind partly by the rates.

The views of the insurance offices on this subject have
undergone a material change, and they have ceased to

.regard it as any part of their duty to extinguish fires, or

to bear the cost of extinguishing them. That ought to be

amdertaken by the public through municipal or other local

.authorities, and it is understood that the law regards it as

-their duty to do so. Parliament is always ready to confer

-the necessary power of a.ssessment ; but there is a disposi-

tion on the part of municipal bodies to exact from the

Insurance offices, directly or indirectly, as much of the

expense as they can. Considerable contributions are in

this way levied in Liverpool, Manchester, Glasgow, and
other towns, but the system is eminently to the disadvan-

tage of the public. 'Whatever the offices are compelled to

pay forms a portion of their general expenditure, which
-they must recover from the public, at least the insuring

part of it, in the form of premiums. The amount would
ie more equitably levied by means of a general assessment,

and would be more likely to be advantageously expended.

The business of fire insurance is to meet the losses v.hich

happen by fire, not to prevent them ; if losses are heavy,

aha rates of premium must follow ; if by care and well-

.organized appliances losses are diminished, the competition

;among the offices will inevitably reduce the rates of

5>remium. In other words, if the public themselves bear

She cost of these appliances, they obtain the benefit of it

in a reduced cost of insurance; if they transfer the burden
to the offices, they have in the end to bear it themselves in

the form of increased insurance rates. If there were, as

there ought to be, an efficient fire brigade in every town
and village, it is obvious that the insurance offices could

neither bear the cost nor undertake the care of them, and
the best arrangement would be that they should be wholly

under local management and wholly at local expense.

But, while it is the business of the public authorities to

extinguish fires, the insurance offices regard it as within

their province to promote in other ways the safety of th?

property endangered, and accordingly in London, Liver-

pool, Glasgow, and other cities they have established at

their own expense salvage corps, which act in alliance with

the fire brigades, but whose special duty it is, not so much
to quench a fire, as to diminish as far as they can the

damage which may be occasioned to the property whether

by the fire or by the water used to extinguish it.

It only remains to add, with reference to fire insurance in

the United Ivingdom, that public attention has from time to

time been directed to tlie serious question of how far the

crime of arson may be regarded as a consequence of the in-

surance sj-stem, and what can be done to prevent it. There
can be no doubt that wilful fire-raising, with a view to de-

fraud insurance offices, is not only a very common offence,

but is probably on the increase. In 1867 the subject was
inquired into by a committee of the House of Commons,
and evidence was submitted to show that between 1852
and 18G() the proportion of fires which were suspicious,

doubtful, and unaccounted for had gradually increased

from 34i to 52 J per cent., while well-informed persons

testified that the number of fires in insured property is

greater in proportion than in uninsured. There is a

general agreement that in the interests of the public the

origin of all fires should bo made the subject of organized

iiiquiry, but there is a difference of opinion as to the proper

machinery and as to the incidence of the expense. Of
existing functionaries the coroner in England and the

procurator-fiscal in Scotland seem the natural persons to

conduct the needful investigations, but in neither case is

the subject free from difficulties, which in England are

enhanced by the want of a public prosecutor. Several

attempts have been made to legislate on the subject, but

hitherto without success, nor is the public feeling suffi-

ciently strong to give the required impulse. Other crimes

than arson thrust themselves on public notice, and all meii

see the necessity for inquiry and detection. This crime,

when successful, too often destroys, not merely the evidence

which would go to prove it, but the veiy circumstances

which would indicate that a crime has been committed.

The immediate suS'erer, too, is probably some wealthy

insurance company, whose case naturally excites little

sympathy ; it is seldom prudent and sometimes scarcely

safe for the sufferer to insist on exceptional inquiries, and
there is a general disposition rather to put up with a loss

than to raise disagreeable cjuestions likely to lead to

nothing. But, as the honest portion of the community
pay for all dishonest claims, it may be hoped that a due

inquiry into the causes of fires will some day come to bo

regarded as a matter of grave public interest.

The general principles and practice of fire insurance arc,

in their main features, the same in most parts of the

world. In the United States the business has been pursued

with characteristic energy, and with some peculiarities of law

and practice. As already stated, the earliest American fire

insurance company was organized in 1752, and its policies

during the fir.-t 3'enr covered a sum of ?! 08,300 at an

average rate of 117 per cent. At the present time there

arc within the State uf Xow York alone upwards of eighty

fire offices, having assets amounting to about 54 millions
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of dollars,' and in the Tnsnranee Year-Bool^ for ISSO there

13 a list given of about four hundred different native ofEces

in the various States, but this does not include a large

number of local offices of small dimension?, mostly estab-

lished on the mutual priociple. The number of fire insur-

ance oiBces in the United States is probably about nine

hundred. Of these a large proportion have a merely

nominal existence, but on the other hand important foreign

offices—British, French, German, Swiss, and Canadian

—

transact business in the States.

If sixty offices suffice to transact the insurance business

of the United Kingdom and a great deal of foreign business

besides, the existence of more than four hundred offices in

the Ptates indicates of itself that a large number of them

must have very limited resources, quite unfit to cope with

the disastrous fires which sometimes occur in the rapidly

developed cities of America. The failure of an insurance

office is therefore a more familiar event than in England, and

it is this perhaps partly which has led to a system of Govern-

ment supervision intended to guard the public against such

misfortunes. Each State of the Union has its own regula-

tions about insurance companies, its insurance department,

its insurance commissioner, superintendent, or auditor, its

system of accounts and checlcs and public notices, its fees,

taxes, and requirements as to dsposits. The trouble and
expense to which offices are thus exposed, especially where
they do business in many States, is very great indeed,

while the resulting benefits are problematical. All at-

tempts of this sort are attended with these disadvantages,

that they interfere injuriously with honest and well-

conducted companies, and afford but a feeble protection

against those of a difl^erent class; that they involve the

Government in the odium of failures which it is supposed
to be their duty to prevent ; that they lessen the sense of

responsih,ility among those who control the offices, and the

spirit of prudence and watchfulness among the public ; and
that they place in the hands of public officials a power and
Infiuence which are a^t to be abused, and are always open
to suspicion. More to be admired and imitated are the

State regulations in America with respect to building
operations, the extinguishing of fires, and the inquiring

into their origin. The business of an insurance agent in

America is more recognized than in England as a distinct

profession, and the agent is entrusted with greater powers.

More has been done to facilitate the worldng of insurance
by the surveying and mapping of large cities, and there

has been a greater development of periodical literature

devoted to the subject.

Since 1866 a national board of fire underwriters of the

United States has existed, and has proved of great service

to the insurance offices and to the public. At the present

time it is unfortunately suffering from disorganization, and
there has been a consequent " shrinkage " of rates. It ap-

pears fronj the reports of the superintendent of the fire

department in the State of New York that in the year

1879 the sums insured in the United States by the com-
panies reporting to him amounted to 6767 millions of

dollars, and the relative premiums to nearly 61 millions

of dollars, so that the average rate of premium was 9 per

cent., or 90 cents for each hundred dollars insured. Four-
teen British fire offices doing business in the States received

in the year 1S79 premiums to the amount of 11 millions

of dollars, and paid losses of 7 millions. Their losses that

year wete 63 per cent, of their premium, and their expenses
in America 31 per cent.

In Canada twenty-seven companies—Canadian, Biitisli,

and American—made returns, which showed that in 1879
they had insured in Canada, including the maritime pro-
vinces, sums amounting to 385 millions of dollars. In
the eleven years ending in 1879, the premiums received

ILISE.

Iiad amounted to nearly 33 millions of 'lollars, and. the
losses to 27h millions, and the ratio of loss had been bi'ie
per cent. This included the loss arising from the great
fire at St John's, New Brunswick, in June 1877, which
cost ttie insurance ofEces Gh millions of dollars.

In France there were at a recent date thirty-two pro-
prietary and about twenty mutual fire insurance offices.

Of the thirty-two offices founded on capital three are pro-
vincial offices, and the others are established in Paris.

Two confine themselves to reinsurance. From the returns

made by twenty-three of these offices, including all the
more important, it appears that in 1879 their income from
premiums was about 92 millions of francs, and their losses

47 miUions. The average loss during' eleven years was
50 per cent, of the premiums. Many of the French
offices have been extremely successful ; and recently there

has been a remarkable increase of new offices in that

country.

Tlic Insurance CijtJopmdia of Mr Comelins Walfoi'd, a work now
ill progress, and of prodigious iDiiustr>* and completeness, is the best
antl almost the only available literarj' autliority which covers the
wliole subject of tliis article. The Law of-l'irc liisurnncc, by Mr,
C. J. Bunyon, is also of value. (J. M. M'C.)

n. Life Insl-rxnce.

The system of life insurance embraces a variety of con-

tracts by which the insurers engage to pay capital sums
on the decease of policyholders or nominees, in consideration

of other sums received during their lifetime. These contracts

'may be divided into two classes,-— (1) those in which the

sum insured is certain to become payable, provided only the

insurance is duly kept in force, and (2) those which are ot
a temporary or contingent character, so that the sum in-

sured may or may not become payable according tp circum-

stances.

To the first of those classes belong the great bulk of the Variji-lM

transactions of life insurance offices, namely :

—

oriifi-^i

1. Whole-Term Assurances on Single Lives.— These are^"'''"''*

simply contracts on the part of the insurance office to pay a
certain sum (with or without " bonus additions," as the
case may be) on the death of the person_named in the

policy, whenever that may occur. The premium, or con-

sideration for the insurance, is in most cases an annual
sum payable during the whole continuance of the policy.

It may, however, be arranged in various other ways,^as,
for example, by a single payment at the commencement of

the transa'ction ; or by a limited number of contributions,

each larger in amount than the annual premium for the

whole of life ; or by payment of a modified rate during a
limited period and a correspondingly higher rate thereafter.

Insurances for the whole term of life are more common
than any other kind,

2. Endowment-Assurances.—Next to insurances for the

whole term of life, these constitute the most numerous chiss

of insurances on single lifes. The sum insured is payable

to the person named in the policy, if he should survive a
certain period or attain a specified age, or to his i-epresen-

tatives at his death, if that should occur before the time

has expired.

3. Insurances on Joint Lives.—In these transactions two

or more lives are included in the policy, and the sum in-

sured is payable when either or any one of them fails.

4. Longest-Life Insurances, or Insurances on Last Sur

t<ivor.—These also are effected on two or more lives, but,

instead of falling in by the death of any one of the parties,

they do not mature until both or all are dead.

The second class of insurances described above consists

principally of two kinds :

—

1. Tempoi-ary or Short-Period Insurances.—These are

eflfected for limited periods to cover special contingencies.
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tlie sum insured becoming payable Cflly it death should

occur within tho time specified in the policy. Such
insurances may be effected on single lives or on two or

more lives, and (in the latter case) may be payable either

if one life or all the lives should fail within the period, or

only if one life should fail before another, as in the case to

be next mentioned.

2. Survivorship Insurances, or Iii^iraiices on one Life

(ir/:iinsi Another.—In these the sum insured is payable at

the death of A if that should happen in the lifetime of B,

but not otherwise. Should B predecease A, the transactiou

falls to the ground.

Besides these there are transactions of other kinds dealt

in by life insurance offices—such as deferred insurances,

inhere the risk does not commence until the expiry of an
assigned period; deferred and survivorship annuities;

insurances against issue, for the benefit of expectant heirs
;

and tho like. The system is indeed adapted to nearly

every contingency of a pecuniary nature connected with

human life.

Insur- It miiy be observed that, while life insurance has much
'<« " in common with fire and marine insurance, there are some
'7 essential differences between it and them. The insurance

,j3 .1
' of hous-es and goods against fire, or of ships and merchandise
against the casualties of the sea, is a contract of indemnity

against loss, and in like manner an insurance on human life

may be regarded as indemnifying a man's family or his

creditors or others interested against the loss of future

incomb by his premature death. But it does not necessarily

take the value of such income into account, nor does it

relate to any intrinsic value of the subject of the insurance

—the life of the insured party. Again, in fire and marine
insurance loss may be either total or partial. In life

insurance the event insured against cannot take place in

any limited degree, and there is thus no partial loss. And
again (in the first and larger of the two classes into which
life insurances are divided) the event is certain to occur,

and the time of its happening is the only contingent

element. In the other kinds of insurance the events are

wholly of a contingent character.

The idea of distinguishing in terms between contracts

which differ so widely in reality appears to have early

suggested itself. Mr Babbage in his C nnparaiive View

of the various Institutions for the Assurance of Lives,

published in 1826, says—"The terms insurance and
assurance! hi\ye been used indiscriminately for contracts

relative to life, fire, and shipping. As custom has rather

more frequently employed the latter term for those relative

to life, I have in this volume entirely restricted the word
assurance to that sense. If this distinction be admitted,

assurance will signify a contract dependent on the duration

of life, which must either happen or fail, and insurance will

mean a contract relating to any other uncertain event, which
may partly happen or partly fail. Thus, in adjusting the

price for insurance on houses and ships, regard is always had
to the chance of salvage arising from partial destruction."

The distinction proposed by Mr Babbage has not always

been observed. Some writers appear to prefer the term

insurance where life is concerned as well as in other cases

;

some continue to use the terms indiscriminately ; while

other recent writers have gought to establish distinctions of

a novel character between them. One of these is that a

person insures his life, his house, or his ships, and the office

assures to him in each of these cases a sum of money pay-

able in certain contingencies. Another is that assurance

represents the principle and insurance thb practice. Of
these two suggestions we prefer the former ; but. as the

more conventional distinction of Mr Babbage is still very

widely recognized, we shall adhere to it throughout the

remainder of this article.

jyorth-

aniptoD

Table.

Calculation of Premiums.—The general principles of life

contingency calculations are explained in the article

Annuities, and it is there shown that such calculations

are made by means of mortality tables, which exhibit the Jioi^

numbers of persons who out of a given number born or tality

living at a particular age live to attain successive higher '^'^''^

ages, and the numbers of those who die in the intervals.

A full account of the numerous tables of this kind which
have been framed from time to time does not fall within
the scope of the present article, but, before passing on to

show the application of mortality tables iu the various

calculations relating to assurances upon lives, it may be
useful to mention those tables which have been cliiefly

employed by assurance offices.

Passing over the earlier tables of Halley, De T'arcicux,

and others, which for all purposes of calculation have long
been obsolete,—and which, however much they contributed

in their day to the development of assurance, possess now
onlyanhistorical interest,—we pausefirstat the Northampton
Table. This was constructed by Dr Thomas Price from the

registers kept in the parish of AH Saints, Northampton, for

the forty-six years 1735 to 1780. Owing to certain faults

in its construction, the table gives the chances of death
too high at the younger ages, and consequently requires

large premiums for assurances ; while at the more ad-

vanced ages the chances of death are disproportionately

low. For a long time, however, this table occupied the
foremost place as a basis for life contingency calculations of

all kinds, and even after the introduction of other tables,

which are now recognized as more accurate, it continued
to receive a large share of popularity. The rates of many
assurance offices of high standing were calculated from it,

and until a comparatively recent date it remained in use

by not a few of them.

The Carlisle Table was constructed by Mr Joshua Milne Carlislo

from materials furnished by the labours of Ur John Table.

Heysham. These materials comprised two enumerations

of the population of the parishes of St Mary and St Cuth-
bert, Carlisle, in 1780 and 1787 (the numbers in tiie firmer

year having been 7677 and in the latter 8677), and tho

abridged bills of mortality of those two parishes for tho

nine years 1779 to 1787, during which period the total

number of deaths was 1840. These were very limited data

upon which to found a mortality table, but they wcro

manipulated with great care and fidelity. The close

agreement of the Carlisle Table with other observations,

and especially its agreement in a general sense with tho

experience of assurance companies, won for it a large degree

of favour. No other mortality table has been so extensively

employed in the construction of auxiliary tables of all kinds

for computing the values of benefits depending upon

human life. Besides those furnished by Mr Milne,

elaborate and useful tables based uptm the Carlisle data

have been constructed by David Jones, W. T. Thomson,
Chisholm, Sang, and others. The graduation of the Car-

lisle Table is, however, very faulty, and anomalous icnilt.i

appear in the death-rates at certain ages.

The mortality experience of the Equitable Assurance Equit-

Society, the pioneer of the modern sj-stem of assurance, ^''l'
"•

has formed the basis of several tables. Of these two jnl'^^nco

particular have been used to a considerable extent by

assurance companies. The fir.st was a table constructed by

Mr Griffith Davies and published by him in 1825. Jt

was deduced from accounts given by Mr W. Morgan, tho

actuary of the society, of the ratio which the death-rates

among the members bore to those indicated by certain

I well-known tables at different agts. The other tabic

I was constructed by Mr Arthur Morgan from tho statistics

I

of membership of the .society from its commencement in

I 1702 down to 1829. This table wa^, published in l^.''.!.

XITI. — 22
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Seven-
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Shortly afterwards a desire began to be pretty generally

felt for a table of obs.ervations more extended than the

statistics of any single office could supply, and accordingly

a movement was set on foot in 1S3S by a number of

actuaries and others for collecting the experience of

various offices " to afford the means of determining the law

of mortality which prevails among assured lives." Seven-

teen offices agreed to contribute their statistics, which were

found to embrace in all 8.3,905 policies, of which 44,877

were in existence at the time of giving in the returns

;

25,247 had been " discontinued "; and 13,781 had fallen

by the death of the persons assured. The results of the

inquiry were in due time published, and upon them was

founded a mortality table known as the Seventeen Offices'

Experience Table, which came to be used to a consider-

able extent by assurance companies. A peculiarity of this

table is that it is based upon the experience of the offices

in regard to the number of policies which existed and

became claims, and not the number of persons who were

assured and died. There having been in many cases two

or more policies issued on one life, the re.sults are not

necessarily the same as those which would have been

obtained had each life been reckoned only once. The

general agreement of the results with those derived from

other data referring to persons, and not to policies, seems to

show, however, that the peculiarity referred to does not

materially affect the accuracy of the table as au exponent

of the value of assured life.

Three English Life Tables have been constructed by Dr
William Farr from the official records of the registrar-

general for England and Wales. The first, contained

in the Fifth Report of the Registrar-Genered (1843), was

founded on the census returns of 1841, and the deaths

recorded in that year.
^
The second table, contained in the

Registrar-General's twelfth Report, was based on the

same census and the deaths of the seven years 1838 to

1844. The third table had a much wider basis than either

of the others. It embraced the census returns of 1841

and 1851 and the deaths of seventeen years (1838-1854).

This table, with an extensive series of monetary and other

tables deduced from it, was published as a separate work

in 1864.

Institute The next set of tables demands more special notice

of Acta- in an article like the present, as being the most important

S^?? collection of observations yet made in regard to the mor-

tality of assured lives. " Nearly a quarter of a century

having elapsed since the period to which the combined

experience of seventeen life assurance offices was collected,

it began to be felt amongst actuaries and the managers of

companies that a large mass of valuable materials had

accumulated which, if combined, would tend to throw

further light on the law of mortality amongst assured lives,

and on other points affecting the interest and prosperity of

assurance companies." Accordingly steps were taken by

the council of the Institute of Actuaries, in co-operation

with committees of the Association of Managers of Scottish

Life Assurance Offices and of the Faculty of Actuaries in

Scotland, " to collect and combine, as far as possible, the

experience of the life assurance companies of the United

Kingdom to the present time." This movement was begun

in 1862, and in 1869 the results of the inquiry, were pub-

lished in a volume containing 282 pages of tabular matter,

with a preface (from which the above quotations are taken)

by Mr Samuel Brown, then president of the Institute of

Actuaries. The preface details the processes employed in

collecting and arranging the statistics, and indicates the

more important conclusions to be drawn from them.

The experience collected on this occasion embraced the

returns' of twenty offices—ten English and teu Scotch—the

total number of lives aaeured being 160,426, ul whom

20,721 had died, 45,370 had discontinued their policies,

and 88,329 remained on the books of the several offices at

31st December 1803, the date to which, as a rule, the

observations were brought down.

From these statistics several distinct mortality tables were con-
structed, viz.:

—

Table H'"', comprising all the healthy lives, male and female,
included in the observations,—the word "healthy" being used
to denote those lives which had been considered eligible for assur-

ance at the ordinary rates of premium.
Table H^, comprising the licalihy male lives only.

Table H"(=), comprising healthy male lives, but excluding fromi

observation the first five years of assurance in every case.

Table H^, comprising the licalihyfemale lives.

Other tables of a subsidiary character were constructed, but they
do not appear to have been put to any practical use.

The completed tables were published in 1872, together with a»
extensive scries of monetary values deduced from them, and
explanations by Mr W. S. B. Woolhouse and Mr Peter Gray respec-

tively, as to the method of gi'aduation employed in the formatiou

of the tables, and as to the construction and application of th»
monetary values. In 1873 Mr E. P. Hardy published a series of

Valuation Tables based upon these data.

It appeared to the two bodies in Scotland already men- gcrfcBt

tioned that considerable advantage might result if the e.z- oSSceer

perience of tlie Scotch offices were separately ascertained, eip*"^

besides being merged in the general inquiry. This was

accordingly done, and the results, arranged and tabulated

by Mr James Iileikle, were published in a report (1869) by
the joint committee appointed to collect the information-

The investigation embraced 115,254 policies on 94,749

lives, of whom 12,443 had died, 19,284 had discontinued

their policies, and 63,022 remained on the books of tlio-

ten offices at 31st December 1863. These separate Scotch

statistics were intended more particularly to illustrate ths-

effects of the selection of lives for assurance. They have-'

not been commoidy employed as a basis for the calculations*

of offices. In 1872 Mr Meikle published Observations on:

the Rate ofifortality ofAssuredLives, in which the materials;

furnished by these statistics are exhaustively treated. This;

work forms a most valuable contribution to our knowledge
of the subjects with which it deals.

The following tables will serve as a means of general comparisoifj.

between the various mortality tables that have been mentioned,

I.

—

Table showing tlu Number of Persons who, out of 1000 living

at the age of 10, will live to attain the ages of 20, 30, 40„
lie. , according to the under^nentioncd Mortality Tables.

Age.
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Hariiig givpn this table for tlio purpose of comparing in a General

ivay the characteristics uf the several mortality tables to \vhich it

relates, it is right we should say, in order to avoid misconception,

that the "expectation of life" does not enter into calculations lor

determining the value of sums dependent on human life, or for

ascertaining the premiums required for life assurances. The nature

of these hitter calculations will be explained presently.

As a specimen of a mortality table deduced from actual observa-

tion of assured lives, we give in full the last of the tables from which
the foregoing particulars are deduced, viz. :—

•
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for m years —that is, to be payable only if death should occur after

that period— is ^^ ; which is equivalent to

Cx4-w + Cj+m+l 4- + Cf -f-«

K •

and hence to

^)-^-'^^,^^-^u^'+g<^,+,4l+ .... n-r'+'+icg^^,.

By subtraction, tlio single premium for a " temporary " assurance

for OT years on the same life is —'~ '*^
, wldch Is equivalent to

[UFB.

and SfSice to

C, + C4+,+ . . .
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ate both the hypothesis of payments being duo at the enj of the

year and tliat of a uniform djstribation of each year's deaths, neither

of which is strictly admissible. The lives assured, instead of being

regarded as subject to successire yearly decrements, are considered

to be diminishing in number coatinuously ; and in like manner
interest, instead of being payable annually, is supposed to be grow-

ing due from moment to moment. The methods referred to aflbrd

great facilities for the solution of various problems which can only

be solved approximately, or with extreme labour, by the usnal modes
of computation, but tney are not employed in the ordinary calcu-

lations of assurance ofBces.

The premiums obtained by calculation from the funda-

mental data of interest and mortality are called " net
"

or " pure " premiums. In calculating the premiums to be

charged by an assurance office, it is to be borne in mind
that, while fluctuations will undoubtedly ociur in the rates

' of mortality prevailing at different times among the lives

assured, and in the rates of interest realized on the invested

funds, the terms on which assurances are undertaken ar3

not subject to variation at the will of the ofnce in order

to meet such fluctuations. The office must hold itself

absolutely responsible for the fulfilment of its part of the

contract, but the premiums cannot be increased beyond the

amount fised at the outset. Hence it is obviously neces-

sary that, the premiums should be on such a scale as to

keep the office safe under all circumstances. Further, the

premiums must contain a sufficient provision for the ex-

penses necessarily incurred in carrying on business. There-

fore the rates actually charged must be larger than those

which would suffice if only a probable death-rate and a

probable rate of interest had to be taken into account. In

the earliest days of assurance it seems to have been the

practice to make an addition for safety to the rates of

premium' deduced from the fundamental data, and certain

payments were required as " entry-money " to help to meet

expenses. Afterwards, when experience had shown that

the tables of mortality then in use considerably overstated

the death-rate likely to be experienced, the addition made
to the premiums was removed, but the offices continued to

use tables giving higli death-rates in combination with a

rate of interest well within that which might safely be

expected. With the introduction, however, of mortality

tables whicti approached mors closely the death rates among
assured lives, there revived the practice of making an ad-

dition to the "pure" premiums, in order to provide for

expenses, for fluctuations in the death-rate, and for other

contingencies. This addition is called the "loading" or

"margin," and the premiums which include it are called

"office premiums," as being those which enter into the

contract between the office and the assured.

Few if any of the older assurance offices continue to base

their estimates of liability on the tables which were
originally employed in the construction of their scales of

premium ; but many of them still charge the tame rates as

formerly, or at all events rates which have not been con-

structed from the tables of mortality now in use. Hence
the terms "loading" and " margin " have come to bear a

somewhat extended meaning. They are now used to

designate the difference between the premiums payable by
the assured and the net premiums deduced from any
table that may be employed for the time.

There have been various theories as to the proper method
of loading premiums. The plan nio^t commonly employed
at first was that of adding a constcat percentage of the

net premiums at all ages. Same actuaries objected to this

method, holding it to be inequitable as between old and

young lives, and proposed in its stead the addition of an

equal sum for every age (that is, in effect, a constant per-

centage of the sum assured) as more in accordance with

the object in view. By others a combination of these two
plans was preferred. The premiums were baded by a per-

centage for " profit " and contingencies, and a constant

addition was made to cover the expenses of management.
More recently other methods have been proposed, and it

has been specially insisted on that the "loading" should be
adjusted so as to give due weight to the fact that bj far

the larger proportion of expense is usually connected with
the first year's premium ; but most of the scales of pre-

miums now in use by assurance offices have been arrived

at by one or other of the methods of loading mentioned
above.

The rates of the Northampton Table, at 3 per cent,

interest, furnish an example of a scale of net rates used as

office premiums, without any specific addition by way of

"loading." These are shown in the following table. As
an example of a scale of office premiums formed by loading

with a constant percentage, we give that obtained by adding
25 per cent, to the net rates of the Carlisle table, reckoning

interest at 3 per cent. It will be seen that, owing to the

lower death-rate shown by that table, the premiums even
with the addition mentioned are lower than those of the

Northampton Table up to age fifty. After that age the

loaded Carlisle premiums are higher than the Northampton
pure premiums, but still the Carlisle rates without loading

are lower than the Northampton rates. For the sake of

further illustration we give the net premiums deduced
from the healthy males table (H^) of the Institute of

Actuaries at the same rate of interest ; ajid in a separate

column is shown what percentage of " loading," on a com-
parison with those premiiuns, is contained in the Carlisle

rates with their 25 per cent, addition. The premiums are

those required for the assurance of £100 for the whole
term of life.

Age.
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appeared, or having adopted the plan of sharing profits with

the polie3'holders.

Into the relative merits of the two classes of offices it is

not our purpose to enter. The mutual offices take their

stand on the advantage to the assured of sharing the whole

profits among themselves, while the mixed offices point to

certain features of their system which tend to neutralize the

apparent disadvantage of the shareholders taking a portion

of the surplus. We lielieve it will be found that the fact of

an office belonging to one class or the other does not of

itself afford a presumption either for or against its being

an advantageous office to assure in. The comparative ad-

vantages of different companies must be sought out by a

closer scrutiny than a mere reference to this distinction in

the nature of their constitution.

Most assurances are eflfected on the plan of participating

in profits. In both mutual and mixed offices, however,

there is generally a class of policyholders who do not

share in the profits, but who, requiring only a guarantee of

a fixed sum on the happening of the contingency men-

tioned in their policies, effect their assurances at a re-

duced rate of premium calculated to cover fully the risk

and expenses of business.

Belectioii Selection of Lines.—It is well known that assurance com-

of lijes. panies exercise a selection among the lives proposed for

assurance, admitting some on the ordi.iary terms and sur-

charging or rejecting others whose prospects of longevity

appear to be below the average. The necessity for this

has been sometimes called in question. Why, it has been

asked, should the offices inquire so scrupulously into the

state of health of those who offer themselves, if the mor-

fcihty tables on which the premiums are based exhibit the

death-rate among a number of persons in all the degrees

of health and sickness? The answer is that without such

selection on their part the offices could not reckon on the

lives assured" being as a body equal to those represented in

the tables. It must be remembered that the inducement

to become assured is not so great to the healthy and vigorous

as it is to the weak and delicate, and if the offices were to

open their doors to all comers, or were even to relax their

vigilance in scrutinizing the applications made to them, they

would inevitably admit an undue proportion of the latter

class, and thus expose themselves to greater hazards than

those provided for in their tables. Moreover, since the

assured have a direct interest in the surplus remaining of

their premiums, 'after providing the cost of the assurances,

the admission of all lives on equal terms would be an in-

justice to those possessing a full measure of health. They
would practically be called upon to contribute more than

their own cases required, in order to provide a fund suf-

ficient to pay the sums assured on lives having inferior

prospects of longevity.

Sloans of The means of selection employed by assurance offices are

so'.ection. ^Iso well known. Each applicant is required to furnish

information as to his own health and habits of life, and

some particulars as to his family history, and he under-

goes an examination by a medical man named by the

office. In former days this examination was not always

required, nor does it appear that the same attention was
paid as now to the question of hereditary tendencies to

disease ; and yet, judging from the experience of the older

offices, the precautious observed in those days seem to

Lave been not without considerable effect. • Unquestion-

ably, however, the improvements which growing experience

and the advance of medical science have brought to bear

upon the means of selection have had an important influ-

«nce in increasing its efficacy, although possibly they may
have done little more than to defend the offices against a

greater risk of the introduction of questionable lives. It

is now well understood that hereditary teudeucics have a

marked efi'ect in determining the chances of longevity of

individuals ; the degree of importance to be attached to

particular deviations from health is better known than

formerly; while the increased prevalence of assurance has

led to a better appreciation among m.edical men of the

duties required of them in the examination of proposers

In some of the medical schools special attention is now
directed to the subject. Several excellent works On medi-

cal selection have appeared, one of the most recent in

England being that of Dr Sieveking of London.

It may readily be supposed that selection has an import- Its

ant influence in determining the rates of mortality among f""«

assured lives. The extent and nature of this influence

have formed a very fruitful and interesting subject of

inquiry. So early as 1776 an investigation of the aflfairs

of the Equitable Society revealed that the death-rate atgorig

the members had been much lower than that anticipated

in the tables on which the premiums were based. Similar

results appeared at the subsequent investigations of W.
Morgan and A. Morgan, who were successively actuaries of

the society ; and in many other collections of the statistics

of individual offices—those by Galloway of the Amicable
(1S41), Jellicoe of the Eagle (1854), Spens of the Scottish

Amicable (1862), for example—the mortality among aS'

sured lives has been exhibited in comparison with the death-

rates shown by the mortality tables in common use. Com-
parisons of this kind may be dra\vn from the tables on a

preceding page. These do not, however, aflford the means
of observing what is a very marked peculiarity of the

mortality experience of assurance companies, namely, the

varying death-rates at different periods in the duration of

assurances. Mr Spens devoted considerable attention to

this subject, but it had been previously investigated ia

connexion with the statistics of the seventeen offices to

1843 already referred to. These statistics were analysed

with tills object by Mr E. J. Farren, who t)ointed out the

extremely light mortality experienced during the first year

of each assurance. A more exhaustive analysis is given

by Mr Higham, in a paper " On the Value of Selection as

exercised by the Policyholder," contributed to the Assurance

Magcr.ins^ (vol. i. p. 179). Mr Higham trace.<i the lives

from their first year of assurance down to the time of their

passing from observation, by death or otherwise, and shows

that the mortality, light at first in consequence of the initial

selection exercised by the offices, gradually increases until

it becomes greater than that prevailing among the general

population. This latter result he attributes to the selection Countei

which the assured exercise against the, companies by drop- selectioB

ping policies on healthy lives and retaining those on lives

which have become bad or doubtful. A still more com-

plete investigation of the subject of selection has been

made by Mr Spragne {Assnr. Mag., xiv. 328), who shows

that the deterioration noticed by Mr Higham attains its

maximum some time before the lives pass from observation,

and is ultimately reversed after the full effect produced by

the withdrawal of good lives has exhausted itself. Mr
Sprague's statistics are taken from the Twenty Offices'

Experience to 1863. In the collection of that expferiepco

the eflTects of the two kinds of selection that have now been

referred to^selection by the assurance offices and selection

against the offices—were kept in view as a subject.to be

investigated ; and in the preface to the tables published in

' The Assurance Marindne—or, as it is now called, the Journal of

the Institute of Actuaries—coutiuues to be, as it ti.as been for m.auy

years, the principal medium of publication for what is new and ini-

porl.nnt in .actuarial science. Under the .luspices of the Institute of

Actuaries, a text-book is in preparation which, when completed, will

no doubt brins vithin a convenient compass much that is now scattered

throughout tlio Journal aud other worlcs, In the. meantime tin

student will fnid it Indispensable to nLlke himself acquainted with

niauy of the valuable paucrs contained in the Assurance Magazine.
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lSfi9 the subject is consiclered at some leiigtli, and scvcrnl

interesting tables are devoted to its illustration. The lul-

lo I'iug figures, extracted from one of those tables, show

the rates of mortality at difl'crcjit quinquennial periods of

life among the " healthy lives, male and female,"—divid-

ing the lives into groups according to the duration ot their

.assurances.

Age.
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obtain another useful lorm of the expression,

l + «j

.1-

Ol - Ox+n

..... (3)

. (4).

Nctlia- The preceding formulse indicate clearly the nature of the

bility. calculations by which an assurance office is able to ascertain

the amount of funds which ought to be kept in hand to

provide for the liabilities to the assured. In cases other

than whole-term assurances by uniform annual premiums,

the formulas are subject to appropriate modifications. When
there are bonus additions to the sums assured, the value

of these must be added, so that by the foregoing formula

(1), for exami'le, the value of a policy for 1 with bonus

additions B is (1 +B)A,^.„ -P(l+n,4.„). But the genrral

principles of calculation are the same in all cases. The
present v.ilue of the whole sums undertaken to be paid by
the ofBce is ascertair.ed on the one hand, and on the other

hand the present value of the premiums to be received in

future from the assured. The diflference between these

(Uue provision'beiug made for expenses and contingencies,

as afterwards explained) represents the "net liability" of

the office. Otlierwise, the net liability is arrived at by
calculating separately the value of each policy by an adapta-

tion of one or other of the above formuke. In either case,

an adjustment of the annuity-values is made, in order to

adapt' tliese to the actual conditions of a valuation, when
the next premiums on the various policies are not actually

due, but are to become due at various intervals throughout

the succeeding year.

Provision So far in regard to the provision for payment of the
for CI-- gums contained in the policies, with their additions. We
reuses ^^^ come to the provision for future expenses, and for

contingencies not embraced in the ordinar}- calculations.

In what is called the " net-premium " method of valuation,

this provision is made by throwing off the whole "loading"

payment of 'the sums assured, it is obvious that the '

deficiencies of later years must be made up by the e.\cess

of the earlier payments ; and, in order that the assurance

office may be in a position to meet its engagements, these

surplus payments must be kept in hand and accumulated

at interest until they are required for the purpose

indicated. It is, in effect, the accumulated excess here

spoken of which constitutes the measure of the company's

liability under its, policies, or the sum which it ought to

have in hand to be able to meet its engagements. In the

individual case this sum is usually called the "reserve

value" of a policy.

In another view the reserve value of a policy is the

difference between the present value of the engagement

undertaken by the office and the present value of the

premiums to be paid in future by the assured. _ This view

may be regarded as the counterpart of the other. For

practical purposes it is to be preferred, as it is independent

of the variations of past experience, and requires only that

a rate of mortality and a rate of interest be assumed for

the future.

According to it, the reserve value („Vi) of a policy for the sum of

1, effected at age r, and which has been in force for n years—the

(n + l)t\i premium being just due and uniiaiJ—may be expressed

thus, in sj-mbols with wliicli we have already become familiar.

„V.=.A.+„ -?.(! + «,+,) (1).

If we substitute for A,+„ its equivalent Pi+„(l + «x+») this expres-

sion becomes
,.v,=(p,+,-r.)a + «.+..) (2);

whence v.e see that the sum to be reserved under a policy after any

number of years arises from the difTcrcnee betweeu the premium
actually payable and the premium which would be required to assure

the life afresh at the increased age attained. By substituting for P»fn

and Px their eijuivalcnts — (1-r) and :p- -- - (l-'-)7 we

. method.

in estimating the value of the premiums to be received.

That is to say, the premiums valued,.in order to be set offN^-pre-

against the value of the sums engaged to be paid by the ™i»?"
,

office, are not the whole premiums actually receivable, but

'

the net or pure premiums derived from the table employed
in the valuation. The practical effect of this is that the

amount brought out as the net liability of the office is

sufficient, together with the net-premium portion of its

future receipts from policyholders, to meet the sums
assured under its policies as they mature, thus leaving

free the remaining portion—the margin or loading— of each

year's premium income to meet expenses and any extra

demands. When the margin thus left proves more than

suPiicient for those purposes, as under ordinary circum-

stances it alw.ays ought to do, the excess falls year by year

into the surplus funds of the office, to be dealt with as

profit at the next periodical investigation.

There appears to be a decided preference among assurance

companies for the net-premium method as that which on

the whole is best suited for valuing the liabilities of an

office transacting a profitable business at a moderate rate

of expense, and making invcstigatiuns with a view to

ascertaining the amount of surplus divisible among its con-

stituents. Under certain circumstances it may be advis-

able to depart from a strict ajiplication of the characteristic

feature of that method, but it must always be borne in

mind that any encroachment made upon the " margin " in

valuing the premiums is, so far, an anticipation of future

profits. Any such encroachment is indeed inadmissible,

unless the margin is at least more than sufficient to provide

for future expenses, and in any case care^must be taken to

guard against what are called " negative values." These Negative

arise when the valuation of the future premiums is greater vahiea.

than the valuation of the sums engaged to be paid by the

office, or when in the expression (Pi4.„- P,) (1 + «x+n) the

value of P^ is increased so as to be greater than that of

P^+„. It is evident that any valuation which includes

"negative values" must be misleading, as policies are

thereby treated as assets instead of liabilities, and such

fictitious assets may at any time be cut off by the assured

electing to drop their policies.

In recognition of the fact that a large proportion of the

first year's premiums is in most offices absorbed by the

expense of obtaining new bBsiness, it has been proposed

by some actuaries to treat the first premium in each case

as applicable entirely to the risk and expenses of the first

year. At a period of valuation the policies are to be dealt

with as if effected a year after their actual date, and at

the increased age then attained.

Another modification of the net-premiiim method has

been advocated for valuing policies entitled to bonus addi-

tions. It consists in estimating the value odftii^^ bonuses

(at an assumed rate) in addition to that of the sum assured

and existinr/ bonuses, and valuing on tlie other hand so

much of the office premiums as would have been required

to provide the sum assured and bonuses at the time of

effecting th^ assarance. This tends to secure, to some ex-

tent, the maiutertauce of a tul'.rably steady rate of bonus.

An essentially different method is employed by some Hypo-

offices, and is not without the support of actuaries whose thetical

judgment is entitled to every respect. It has been called the ™^t''™

"hypothetical method." By it the office premiums are made
the basis of valuation. Hypothetical annuity-values, smaller

than those which would be employed in the net-premium

method, are deduced from the office premiums by means

of the relation P' = (!-!'), and the policies are
1 + a' ^ '

valued according to the formula
.Vi = (P;+„-P,)\l-K/;+.),

where Y. and F^^„ are the office premiums at ages x audi
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z + n respoctively, and a\^.„ is the hypothetical annuity-

value at the latter age. Mr Sprague has showu (Ass. Mag.,

xi. 90) that the policy-values obtained by this method will

be greater or less than, or equal to, those of the net-premium
method according as the "loading" is a constant percentage

of the net premium or an equal addition to it at all ages,

or of an intermediate character, its elements being so ad-

justed as to balance each other, v

When the net-premium method is employed, it is im-

portant that the office premiums be not altogether left out

of view, otherwise an imperfect idea will be formed as to

the results of the valuation. Suppose two otEces, in cir-

cumstances as nearly as possible similar, estimate their

liabilities by the net-premium method upon ths same data,

but office A charges premiums which contain a margin of

20 per cent, above the net premiums, and odice B charges

premiums with a margin of 30 per cent. Then, in so far

as regards their net liabilities (always .supposing the sum
set aside in each case to be that required by the valuation),

the reserves of those offices will be of equal strength, and

if nothing further were taken into account they might be

supposed to stand in the same financial position. But it

is obvious that office B, which has a margin of income 50

per cent, greater than that of office A, is so much better

able to bear any unusual strain in addition to the ordinary

expenditure, and is likely to realize a larger surplus on its

transactions. Hence it appears that in order to obtain

an adequate view of the financial position of any office it

is necessary to consider, not-only the basis upon which its

reserves are calculated, but also the proportion of "loading"

or "margin" contained in its premiums, and set aside for

future e.xpenses and profits.

Bffe<;tsof Valuations may be made on different data as to mortality

iiffai-eut and interest, and the refultiug net liability will be greater

^'*- or less according to -the nature of these. Under any

given table of mortality a valuation at a low rate of

interest will produce a larger net liability—will require,

that is to say, a higher reserve to be made by the office

against its future eng;;gements to the assured—than a

valuation at- a higher rate. The effect of different

assumptions iu regard to the rates of mortality cannot

be expressed in similar terms. A table of mortality

showing a high death-rate, and requiring, consequently,

large assurance premiums, does not necessarily produce

large reserve values. The contrary indeed may be the case,

as with the Northamptoa Table, which requires larger

premiums than the more modern tables, but gives on the

whole- smaller reserve values. The amount of the net

liability depends, not on the absolute magnitude of the

rates of mortality indicated by the table, but on the ratio

in which these increase from age to age.

If the values deduced by the net-premium method from

any two tabids be compared, it will be seen that

Vi >. — or < ,V,

according as

l+a^.

If., as (1).

(2);
1 + rt,-f.

where the accented symbols throughout refer to one table

and the unaccented symbols to the other.

We have thus the means of ascertaining whether the

policy-values of any table will be greater or less than, or

equal to, those of another, either (1) by calcvdating for

each table separately the ratios of the annuity-values at

successive ages, and compating the results, or (2) by cal-

culating at successive ages the 'atiDS of the aunuity-values

( <

of one table to those of another, ard obterving whelhsr
these ratios decrease or increase with advauciiig age, or

remain stationary throughout. The above relations will

subsist whatever maybe the differences in the data employed,

and whether or not the annuity-values by the different

tables are calculated at the same rate of interest. When
the same rate of interest is employed, any divergence in

the ratios of the annuity-values will of necessity be due
to differences in the rates of mortality. This interesting

subject is investigated by Mr Meikle in a paper nn Policy

Life-Lines, one of the Actuarial Society's publications, and
by Mr Sprague in the Assurance Magazine, vol. xxi. p. 77.

The following table gives examples of the reserve values

of policies for £100, calculated on the net-premium
method by three different mortality tables, at a uniform
rate of interest, 3 per cent.

Arc at

Entiy.
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of the twenty offices which contributed tneir statistics to

the formation of tlie Institute of Actuaiies Tables, and he

shows the comparative reserves required by such an office

at the end of successive quinquoBnial periods, according

to various mortality tables and at different rates of interest.

As these illustrative tables afford an admirable means of

comparing the results of valuing by different mortality

tables, we give the following extracts. It must be borne

in mind, however, in seeking to apply the figures in these

tables to estimate the strength of the reserves maintained

by partricular offices, that the soundness of the estimate

may be a good deal affected by circumstances. In

particular the rates at which new business has come in

and policies have been discontinued must be taken into

account, and, as before stated, the amount of " margin "

contained in the premiums must not be lost sight of.

Moreover, the supposed liabilities do not include bonus

additions, and the presence of these will of course modify

any- conclusions drawn from the tables.
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of past payments can arise when one party or the other

determines to drop the contract. It is quite recognized

that the premiums are simply an equivalent for the risk

undertaken during the period to which they apply, with a

certain margin for expenses and for profit to the insurer,

and that therefore a favourable issue of the particular

contract supplies uo argument for a return of any part of

the sums paid. In life assurance, however, we have

shown that the premiums contain a third element, namely,

the portion that is set aside and accumulated to meet the

risk of the assurance when the premium payable is uo

Ijuger sufficient of itself for that purpose.

When a policyholder withdraws from his contract with a

life assurance office, the provision made for the future in

respect of his particular assurance is no longer required,

and out of it a surrender value may be allowed him for

giving up his right to the policy. If there were no reasons

to the contrary, the office might hand over the whole of this

provision, which, as we have seen, is in fact the reserve value

of the policy. No more could be given without encroaching

upon the provision necessary for the remaining policies. But
the policyholder in withdrawing is exercising a power which

circumstances give to him only and not to the other party

in the contract. The office is bound by the policy so long

as the premiums are duly paid and the other conditions of

Insurance are not infringed. It has no opportunity of

feviewiag its position and withdrawing from the bargain

should that appear likely to be a losing one. The policy-

holder, on the other hand, is free to continue or to drop
the assurance as he pleases, and it may fairly be presumed
that he will take whichever course wiU best serve his own
interest. If he is in failing health he is the more likely to

make an effort to keep the assurance on foot ; if he has also

fallen into adverse circumstances, his friends may aid him
to maintain his policy for the benefit of those dependent on
him, or he may dispose of it to some one who, knowing the

circumstances, may be willing to give a high price for it,

speculating on thechance of its becoming an early claim.

&.11 these things do happen, and the tendency obviously is

that policies on deteriorated and unhealthy lives are kept
n force, while those on lives having good prospects of

ODgevity are more readily given up. Again, the retiring

policyholder, by withdrawing his annual contribution, not

only diminishes the fund from which expenses are met, but

lessens the area over which these are spread, and so increases

the burden for those who remain. Considerations like these

point to the conclusion that, in fairness to the remaining
constituents of the office, the surrender value to be allowed

for a policy which is to be given up should be less than

the reserve value. Tlie common practice is to allow a

proportion only of the reserve value. Some offices have
adopted the plan of allowing a specified proportion of the

aniount of premiums paid. This plan is not defended on
any ground of principle, but is followed for its simplicity

and as a concession to a popular demand for fixed surrender
vabios.

Tlaa- Another mode of securing to retiring policyholders the
forfeiture benefit of the reserve values of their assurances is that
system

jjno^,, gg tjjg Hon-forfeilute system. This system was first

introduced in America, whence it found its way to the

United Kingdom, where it was gradually adopted by a

large proportion of the assurance companies. In its origi-

nal form it w I-. known as the "ten years non-forfeiture

plan." The policies were effected by premiums payable
during ten years only, the rates being of course correspond-

ingly high. 'If during those ten years the policyholder
wished to discontinue his payments, he was entitled to a

free "paid-up policy" for as many tenth parts of the'

original sum as3ured as be hsd raid premiums The
system, once introduced v.a!. gradually lAtended first

to assurances effected by premiums paynhle during longer

fixed periods, and ultimately, by some offices, to assurances

bearing annual premiums during the whole of life. The
methods of fixing the ambunt of paid-up policy in the

last-mentioned class of cases vary in different offices, but

the principle underlying them all is thaf of applying the

reserve value to the purchase of a new assurance of

reduced amount.

Conditions of Assurance.—An office, in entering on a Dis-

contract of life assurance, does so in the faith that all closiira

circumstances material to be known in order to a proper '*^'*>

estimate of the risk have been disclosed. These circum-

stances are beyond its own knowledge, and as the office for

the most part (except as regards the result of the medical

examination, which may reveal features of the case un-

known to the proposer himself) is dependent on the infor-

mation furnished by the party seeking to effect the assur-

ance, it is proper that the latter be made responsible for

the correctness of such information. Accordingly it is made
a stipulation, preliminary to the issue of every policy, that

all the required information bearing upon the risk shall

have been truly and fairly stated, and that in case of any

toisrepresentation, or any concealment of material facts,

the assurance shall be forfeited. In practice, however,

diis forfeiture is rarely insisted on unless there has been an

evident intention to deceive. The other usual conditions

of life assurance policies may be shortly noticed.

1. As to Payment of PremiuTns.—A certain period of grace Ls Days of

allowed, most commonly tliirty days, after each premrum falls due. grace.

If payment is not made within that time, the presumption is that

the policyholder intends to drop the contract, and the risk of the

office comes to an end. It may, however, be revived on certain con-

ditions, usually the production of evidence of health and pajTuent

of a fine in addition to the premium. An impression used to prirvail

among the public that the offices were interested in encom-aging

the forfeiture of policies. If any such impression was ever sharot

by the offices themselves it must have long since passed away, as it

will be found that every reasonable effort is now made on their

part, not only to secure assurances but to retain them, and to atford

all the facilities that can be extended to policyholders with that

object.

2. As to Foreign Travel and Residence, and as to Hazardous Qccu- Foreign

potions.
—

'V^Then MrBahbage wKte his Coinparaiive Viezo of Assiir- lioilts

anee Institidiems in 1826, voyaging abroad was scarcely permitted &c
under a life policy. Tlie Elbe and the Garonne, Texel and Havre,

Texel and Brest, the Elbe and Brest, were the limits prescribed

by most of the English offices. Even at a much later period the

extra premiums charged for leave to travel or reside abroad were very
heavy. But improved means of conveyance—in some places better

sanitary appliances, and habits of living more suited to the climatic

conditions—and, more than all perhaps, the knowledge that has
been gained by experience as to the extent of tJie extra risks in-

volved and the relative salubrity of foreign climates—rhave enabled
the offices to modify their terms very considerably. The limits of

free residence and travel have been greatly widened, and where extra

premiums are stdl required these are, as a rule, much lower than

formerly. The assured are now commonly permitted to reside any-
where within such limits as north of 35** N. lat. (except in Asia)

or south of 30° S. lat. , and to travel to and from any places within

those limits, without ex-tra premium.
Military men (when on active service) and seafaring men arc of

course charged extra rates, a.s arc also ]»ersons foUowiug specially

dangerous or unhealthy occupations at home.
3. As to Suicide.—The policies of most companies contaia a SuicifleJ

proviso that the assurance shall be void in case the person whose
life is assured dies by his own hand. This proviso is analogous to

that which renders void a fire policy if the insured becomes guilty
of arson, or a policy of marine insurance if the vessel is wrecked
intentionally by the owner. The event contemplated in the policy

being brought about by the voluntary act of the assured, and not
in the natural course of events, is a contingency not included in

the scheme of insurance. In the case of life policies the general

rule of law a]'pears to he (s^e The Law of Life Asstrrancc, iiy C. J.

Bunyon) that the contract vnW be avoided unless the suicide takes

place when the assured is insane and not accountable for his act.s.

Sometimes the proviso "whether insane or not" is inserted in

Eoiicies. In the rase of polieies bona fide assigned, or otherwise

eld by a third party for an onerous cause, it is usual to excmj.t

the assurance from forfdture to the extent of the interest of sueli

third party. The practice of assurance offices, however, in regard lo
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suicides, is more liberal tlian a strict application of legal principle,

or of the ponditipns attached to life policies, would require. A
few ofTices have abolished the suicide clause from their policies. A
number of others, acting, we think, on a sounder principle, now
limit its operation to a fixed period, the extent of which varies in

different offices from six months to seven yeare from the date of

issue of the policy. In cases happening within those periods, or

when there Is no express exemption from forfeiture, offices are

usually ready to grant any reliet which circumstances may seem to

warrant, such as an allowance of the surrender value or a return

of the premiums paid under the policy.

Ilndia- The practice of rendering policies iitdispntable and free from re-

jiatable striction as to foreign travel or residence, after a certain period, has

pclicies- tended greatly to simplify the contract between the office and the

assured, by setting at rest many points on which ditficulty might
arise. A declaration of indisputability covers any inaccuracies in

the original documents on which a policy was granted, unless these

inaccuracies amount to fraud, which the law will not condone under
any circumstances.

Begin- History.—It does not appear that tlie principles of
nings of insurance were applied in any definite form to transactions

mirarfce
depending on human life until about the 16th century.

At that time, end for long afterwards in England, the

private underwriters who carried on the business of

insurance sometimes undertoolc rislis upon lives for shoit

periods, to cover contingencies of a temporary cliaracter.

The premiums were very high, but this was in part

necessary for two reasons—first, the insurers had no
sufficient data upon which to estimate the risk they

incurred; and secondly, the transactions were probably not

numerous enough to secure anything like a regular average

in the occurrence of claims. About the end of the 17th

century several "'' annuity " schemes were formed, notably

that of the Mercers Company of London, for the benefit of

the widows and orphans of subscribers. These schemes,

however, and numerous others of similar character

promoted in the succeeding century, failed for lack of

correct data and sufRcient knowledge of the principles

which should have guided their operations. But the idea

of uniting the contributions of a number of persons in

order to make a provision available on the death of each
had taken some hold on the public mind. Its first practi-

cal embodiment in the direction of life assurance, but still

far short of that system as \§ is now understood, was the

The foundation in 1706 by royal charter of "The Amicable
Amicable gociety for a perpetual Assurance Ofllce." The scheme
gociety.

^.jjg sitQpiy Jo j-aigg (^ gjjed contribution from each member,
and from the proceeds to distribute a certain sum eacli

year empng the representatives of those who died during

the year. No one was to be admitted nnder the age of

twelve nor above fifty-five (afterwards altered to forty-five),

but all were to pay the same rate of contribution. In
1734 the society made arrangements for guaranteeing that

the dividend for each deceased member should not be less

than .£100. This was the first approach to an "assurance"
of a definite sum nt death, ivhenever that mvjht occur. The
Eiinimiun dividend was afterwards increased, but still the

society adhered to the plan of rating all members alike,

irrespective of age. It was not until 1807 that the Ami-
cable, under a fresh charter, began the practice of rating
new members "according to the age and other circum-
stances." But that es.sential step in the development of

assurance had been taken long before in anotJier quarter.

The theory of life contingencies had made considerable
progress, chiefly through the labours of Halley, De Moivre,
Simpson, De Parcieiuv, and Dodson, when in 1750 was

in-, projected "The Society for Equitable Assurances on Lives

Society.
"'' Survivorships." Jlr Dodson, wishing to have his life

assured, found himself excluded from the Amicable on
account of his being more than forty-five j ears old. This
led him to the determination " to form a new society upon
a plaai of assurance on more equitable terms than those of
the Aruicable, which takes the sariie premium for all ages,"

and he secured the support of various persons who were
willing to join him if the intended society could be estab-

lished by charter. He did not live to see his purpose
accomplished. The petition for a charter of incorporation
was presented in 1757, and after a delay of four years it

was finally refused, whereupon a remnant of the original

subscribers set about constituting the society under a
deed of settlement, and business was commenced iu

1762. The Equitable possessed from the outset all the
essential features of a life assurance office. It was to issue

policies for the assurance of fixed sums on.single or joint

lives, or on survivorships, and for any term. Premiums
were to be rcgidated according to age. Lives were to be
admitted with due regard to their state of health and other
circumstances. Provision was made for the investment
and accumulation of the funds, and also (although imper-

fectly) for the disposal of any surplus that might arise.

As may be supposed, the original scheme was defective in

many points of detail, but under the teachings of experience
there was soon initiated that' course of improvement in

the system of assurance which has continued to the present

day.

More than forty years before the foundation of the otht*

Equitable, charters of incorporation had been granted to early

two companies which have ever since lield an honourable oflicw*,

position among assurance institutions, the lioyal Exchange
and the London Assurance. These included life assurance

in their schemes, but appear to have at first transacted it

only to a limited extent and in the form of temporary
risks such as were taken by the private underwriters.

Before the close of last century the labours of Price and
Morgan had developed in an important degree the theory

of life contingencies ; the Northampton Table had supplied

what was then esteemed a sound basis for such calculations;

and the career of the Equitable Society had demon-
strated the practicability of conducting life assurance

business on a large srale. Within the period mentioned
other four life offices were established, one of which, the

Pelican, founded in 1797, is now in existence. The present

century thus commenced with eiaht ofiices transacting, in a

more or less complete form, the business of life assurance in

Great Britain and Ireland. But the succe.'^. which attended

tho.?e older societies, particidarly the Equitable, soon' led

to the formation of other offices, and as these increased in

number and activity public attention became more and

more attracted to assurance, both as a means 'of employing

capital and as an advantageous form of co-operation for

mutual benefit.

Up to the year 1844 over one hundred and forty joint-

companies and societies had been established on a more .jtocln

or less solid fpoting for tlie purpose of transacting life ^"^f^
business, either alone or in connexion with other forms .""'^

of insurance, and of these oflices upwards of one hundred 18^:4

remained in existence. But abases had taken place in

connexion with all kinds of joint-stock enterprises, and

this led to a parliamentary inquiry which resulted in the

Joint-Stock Companies Act of 1844. This Act provided

specially for the regulation of insurance companies, and

among other things imposed upon them the duty of giving

in annual statements of their affairs to be placed upon

public record. Not many years passed, however, before the

attention of parliament was again called to life assurance

in consequence of the exposure of certain unwise and
fraudulent schemes. A select committee was appointed to Select

make inquiries and they reported to the House in 1853, committ**,

having examined several public officials and many leading '^^**

actuaries of the day. Tliey found that the law as it then

stood was very defective, that it did not afford the security

which was contemplated by the Act of 1844, and that the

provisions of that Act had been very imperfectly carried
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out. In parlicular the financial returns liad not been satis-

factorily mado. Ko special form of accounts liad been pre-

scribed by the Act, nor was there even any authority pro-

vided by it to compel the returns to be made. As a matter

of fact, the Act had been followed by the promotion of a

large number of bubble insurance schemes of various kinds.

The committee had very fully before them the whole

question as to the policy of Governm«nt interference in

matters relating to life assurance. Their conclusion was

that assurance differed so much from ordinary business as

to call for separate and special legislation ; and iu that

view they made certain recommendations—(1) as to pre-

cautions to be taken in regard to the formation of new
associations, and (2) as to requiring the publication of

valuation returns and accounts giving information on

specified particulars. Assurance companies were excepted

from the next Government bill relating to joint-stock com-

panies, but nothing was done in the shape of legislation,

such as that proposed by the committee, until the passing

Life As- of the Life Assurance Companies Act, 1870, in the framing
surance gf which the assurance companies took a considerable share.
^om- rpj^l^ ^pj. pyq^ifeg ^ deposit of £20,000 to be made in

Act tbe Court of Chancery by every new company proposing to

1370. transact life assurance business ; requires (iu the case of

companies transacting other kinds of business) the receipts

under assurance and annuity contracts to be kept separate

from other receipts, in order to form a security for the

policyholders and annuitants
;
prescribes forms for annual

accounts and for periodical valuation reports and statements,

tj be rendered to the Board of Trade and to be annually

laid before parliament; forbids the transfer or amal-

g imation of companies without judicial authority, which.

is not to be given until the policyholders concerned have

been fully informed as to the nature and terms of the

arrangement, nor if policyholders representing one-tenth or

more of the total sums assured dissent; and provides for

the winding-up of any company (1) in case of default in

complying with the requirements of the Act, or (2) on its

being proved to the satisfaction of the court, in view of

the contingent or prospective liabilities, that the company
is insolvent. In the latter case the court may, if it thinks

fit, reduce the amount of the contracts of the company in

place of making a winding up order.

It will be seen that the principle upon which the Act
proceeds, in so far as it regulates the management of

existing offices, is to require full particulars to be
furnished as to their financial condition, and to leave

all concerned to form their own judgment upon these.

The Government attempts no supervision of the com-
panies further than to see that they comply with the

requirements of the Act. But the very publicity now
given to their affairs exercises a most wholesome influence,

wherever that is needed, on institutions which are peculiarly

dependent for their success on the estimation in which they

are held by the public. It cannot be pretonded that the

material furnished by the returns under the Act for

forming an estimate of the condition of offices is such
n^ to be wholly intelligible to the mass of those interested

in it. Nor was this to be expected. The principles of

life assurance, which we have endeavoured in some
measure to explain in the present article, are such as to

require considerable study, and even special training, for

their full appreciation. But the material required by
the Act is there, to be interpreted by those who have
made themselves familiar with its import and bearing,

and the public have themselves to blame in great
measure if they remain in ignorance as to the real con-
dition of any offices in which they may be interested.

The provisions of the Act in regard to amalgamations and
to the formation of new companies have also had their

effect. It is now no longer practicable to commence a life

assurance company without a substantial guarantee fer the

good faith of those engaged in it; and tiie possibility of

ruinous amalgamations, such as those which aided so

materially in bringing about the collapse of the famous
Albert and European offices, may be regarded as a thing

of the past. Unfortunately the provisions of the Act iu

regard to winding-up have more than once been brought

into requisition, but it is safe to say that since it came
into effect no one who had sought competent advice need

have been involved in loss by joining any of the offices

which have thus passed under its operation.

On the whole, the Life Assurance Companies Act of

1870, although not without its defects, may be regarded

as in many respects a satisfactory measure; In some un-

important particulars it has been amended by two subse-

quent Acts in 1871 and 1872.

The year 1670 witnessed the passing of anotherjlarrieJ

Act which has an important bearing on life assurance. Women's

Under clause 10 of the Married Women's Property Act, Property

1870, assurances may be effected by married women on jgyg
their own lives or the lives of their husbands,, for their

separate use, and by married men on their own lives for

the benefit of wife, or wife and children, free from the

claims of creditors. In 1880 the Scottish life offices pre-

pared a short bill containing similar provisions in regard Scotch •

ti assurances, but with certain improvements on the Act.

English Act, and it was passed into law as the Married

Women's Policies of Assurance (Scotland) Act, 1880.

The Blue-Books containing the returns mado under the ^atistica

Life Assurance Companies Act afford' a vast amount of °f 1880.^

information as to the financial condition of British life

offices. From an abstract in Mr White's Insurance Register

for 1881 we gather the following particulars in regard to

one hundred and seven companies which furnished returns

during the year 1880. The premiums received in one

year by those companies amounted to £13,174,848, and
the interest and dividends on investments to £5,342,988.

The sums paid in claims during the same period were

£11,149,730; for surrenders of policies £720,406 ; and as

cash bonus or in reduction of premiums £763,704. The
total amount of funds held by the companies(including, how-

ever,£6,lol,479 of fire insurance fuuds)was £143,813,793.

Of this sum £120,131,541 represented the life assurance

and annuity funds. The amount of paid-up share capital

embarked in these enterprises was £10,961,744, in addi-

tion to which (but also included in the above sum of

£143,813,793) there were reserve and other funds amount-

ing to £6,569,029. Those statistics include the business

of " industrial assurance," transacted by a few offices—

a

system by which small sums are secured on the lives of

persons in the humbler ranks of life by the payment of

weekly or monthly contributions. The premium income

from this source was upwards of £1,600,000; the claim.s

reached fully £600,000 ; and the funds in hand in con-

nexiou with this description of business amounted to up-

wards of £1,100,000.

The Act does not require an annual statement of the

existing business of assurance companies, nor does it render

compulsory the publication of the amount of new assur-

ances annually effected with them ; and, as the companies

do not all give those details in their published reports, it

is impossible to state with accuracy the amount of assur-

ance business transacted by the British offices. Of the

107 companies whose accounts are summarized above, 63

reported in the 3-ear 1880 new assurances amounting to

£22,551,626, including however, in many cases, sums

reassured with other oflSces. It is roughly estimated that

the total as.surances in force with all the companies

amounted in 1880 to £420,000,000./"
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Ameri'
can

Besides the business transacted by British' assurance

companies there is a scheme of Government life insurance

authorized by the Act 27 & 28 VicL cap. 43, and worked
in connexion with the Post-Office. By a recent parliamen-

tary return it appears that from the commencement of the

scheme m 1864 to 31st December 1878 there had been

issued 5844 policies in-suring in all £460,000, and there had
been paid on the death of nominees 8,bout £25,000.

In the United States of Amer'N:a, life assurance has

attained a greater relative importance among financial

institutions than in any other country. Its history there

extends back to an early period, but the system has

received its main development iu comparatively recent

times. Durmg the years which immediately followed the

close of the civil war it grew with unparalleled rapidity.

The social disorders of the period excited anxiety, for the

future, And directed earnest attention to institutions which
pronused exceptional security. Thegeneral Government,
by its financial administration, and especially by its issues

of paper money, furnished a powerful stimulus to the specu-

lative tendency in . this as in every branch of business.

New companies were established in great numbers ; new
plans and features of assuranca contracts were devised

;

thousands of energetic agents canvassed the community
with their solicitations ; and the published reports of the

assurance companies reflected, in a high degree, the fictitious

prosperity of the period of inflation. The financial crisis

of 1873 applied to the companies a test of great severity.

The mushroom institutions of recent growth fell rapidly
;

and, while the standard societies, which were administered
with wise conservatism, and which had always held the
greater part of the business, were unshaken, their growth
was seriously checked.

The following figures (for which we are indebted to the
InsnraHce Tear Book, Chicago, 1880) give in outline the
history of this period. They represent the aggregate
business of the companies reporting to the New York
insurance departrnent. The figures for 1879 include
"industrial assurance," a branch of business but recently

developed in America.

N'umbcv
of Com-
panies.
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made by the o(Bcers, to "investigate" the affairs of each

life assurance company,— that is, to overhaul its books and

accounts, examine its muniments of title, and test and

scrutinize every part of its administration. No company

chartered by any other State or government can do any

business within the State, except under his licence and

certificate that it has complied with all the laws ; and

exclusion from the State is the penalty for neglect to answer

any question concerning its business which he may ask.

In several States he is required to exclude any company

which shall take an appeal from the courts of the State to

a. court of the United States, in a case arising between it

and a citizen.

The most important duty imposed on the superintendent

is the administration of the legal test of solvency. In

New Vork and most of the other States, his valuation,

according to the legal standard, must be made by the net-

premium method, and if any company is unable to meet

this test by actual possession of the requisite amount of

funds, ho must commence legal proceedings for its dis-

solution, aTid the distribution of its assets as in bankruptcy.

The Act making this course imperative in New York was

passed in 1879, but many years earlier the practice had

become fixed of requiring a company to meet a net valua-

tion of its obligations, or be deemed insolvent. The fair-

ness of this unbending application of the net-premium mode
of valuation as a test of mere solvency, and the efficiency

of the check supplied by a too exclusive reliance on such a

test, have often been called in question.

When an insolvent assurance, company is wound up, the

rule commonly followed by the courts of equity in dis-

tributing tlie proceeds is to recognize each policyholder as

a creditor for the amount of reserve corresponding to his

assurance at the time of the declared insolvency. The
representatives of a policyholder who dies before the actual

distribution may claim for the amount of the policy, dis-

counted back to the date of insolvency. The whole process

of winding up would be much less unsatisfactory than it

has proved, if the courts and the departments could make
a prompt and inexpensive distribution. But in practice

there is too much danger of the di-stribution being delayed

until the available assets have been largely dissipated in

receivership and legal expenses.

In New York, and several other States, the legislature

has interfered to prevent the forfeiture of assurances by
the failure to pay a premium, and has undertaken to regu-

late the payment of surrender values and the grant of

paid-up policies in such cases. There is not, however, any
general agreement among the different States as to the basis

ou whick such allowances are to be computed. It is too

.soon to judge finally of the effect of these non-forfeiture

laws upon the business ; but the impression is believed to

be grov.'ing among thoughtful policyholders that they are

too favourable to withdrawing members, and tend to weaken
the companies, by encouraging the retirement of the most

iiealthy and profitable lives. Laws of this kind usually

proceed upon the theory (which we venture to think an

erroneous one) that the reserve for each particular assur-

ance is to be looked upon as in some sense the property

of the individual policyholder.

The American Experience Table adopted by New York
State as the ofiicial standard of valuation was constructed

by Mr Sheppard Homans from the statistics of the Mutual
Life Insurance Company of New York City. Other
valuable tables of American experience have been pub-
li-^hed, such as that given by Mr W. S. Nichols {Ass.

Mar/., xix. 28) from the experience of the jMutual Benefit

Insurance Company of New Jer.?ey, and a later collection

of the experience of the Mutual Life, more extensive than
the first, to which Professor Bartlett has devoted groat

attention. ~ Some years ago the Chamber of Life Insurance

in America (an association formed among the American
a.ssurance offices) undertook the collection and arrangement

of the experience of a number of the companies in the

States. Their labours when completed will no doubt
throw much additional light on the value of assured life

in America. Meantime Professor Bartlett brings out in

his tables a longer duration of life than that indicated by
experience in England, and Mr Nichols points out a higher

relative mortality among young lives in America. If the

latter peculiarity be well established, it will follow that

the reserves required by American offices may be smaller

than those required by English offices, even if the same
rate of interest be employed in the calculations.

An interesting feature in the practice of many American Bonus

offices is their dividing profits on the " contribution system,

method," so called because it aims at returning to each

class of policyholders a share of the surplus proportionate

to the amount contributed to its formation. An explana-

tion of this method by Jlr Homans, by whom it was

originated, will be found in the Assurance Magazine, vol. si.

p. 121. Bonuses, or "dividends," as they are called in

America, are largely taken in cash» but they may be

applied in augmentation of the sums assured.

The '• Tontine " system of assurance has come into pro- Tontina

minence of late j'ears. The policyholders under tjus plan system,

agree that no dividend, return-premium or surrender value

shall be received for a term of years called the " tontine

period "
; but that the entire surplus from all sources, in-

cluding lapses, shall be accumulated to the end of that

period, and then divided among all who have maintained

their assurances in force. The tontine companies usually

offer this plan as an alternative with the ordinary mode of

assurance, and large numbers of applicants select it.

In Canada the course of legislation with regard to assur- Canada,

ance has brought about a state of the law very much

resembling that m the United States. After the passing

of the latest Act in 1877,—which, among other things,

requires all companies to keep separate assets in Canada

against their liabdities there,—several British and American

offices withdrew from transacting new business in the

Dominion. From the report of the superintendent of

insurance for the year 1:879 it appears that the number of

companies licensed for the transaction of life assurance

business in Canada for that year was thirty-six. Of thes.a

thirteen did not transact new business. The following are

the Canadian statistics for the year referred to.
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On the continent of Europe the practice of life assur-

ance has not as yet become so widespread as in English-

speaking countries. There are assurance companies in

various Continental countries, but it is chiefly in France

and Germany that any extensive development of the system

has taken place.

France. In France life assurance was later in taking root than in

Great Britain, and its development has been much slower.

There are, however, several large and solid life offices in

that country dating back for a considerable period, besides

a number of more recent growth, and the business is now
making remarkable progress. The oldest French company.

La Campagnio d'Assurances Geni5rales, founded in 1819,

issued in the year 1880 policies to the amount of 81,000,000

francs,-—a year's business unequalled in magnitude in the

experience of any British office. The following figures,

taken from the Moniteur des Assurances, shows the rapid

increase of business among the French life offices in recent

years. They represent the total amount of new assurances

effected in each year :

—

Francs.

1875 254,000,000

1876 284,000,000

1877 278,000,000

Francs.

1878 315,000,000
1879 337,000,000
1880 435,000,000

Germany

There are now twenty companies in France, the aggregate

of whose existing assurances must considerably exceed

2,000,000,000 francs.

In Germany (including German Austria and German
Switzerland) there are fifty companies transacting life

assurance business, whose aggregate new assurances in the

year 1879 amounted to 275,787,828 marks. At the end

of that year the number of lives assured was 797,34:3, for

Bums amounting to 2,534,7()i,076 marks. There is now
in progress an extensive investigation as to the mortality of

assured lives in Germany, to which upwards of twenty Ger-

man offices have contributed their experience, (g. m. l.)

III. Mabine Insurance.

De&ni-
uoa.

Marine insurance is a contract by frhich one party, tlie

" insurer" or " underwriter," engages for a stipulated pre-

mium to protect another party, the " assured," against loss

arising from certain perils, or sea risks, to which his ship,

goods, or other interest may be exposed during a specified

voyage or period of time.

The The policy of insurance, or instrument which contains
polic.v.

jjjg contract, is a printed form, with spaces left blank for

the insertion in writing of the particulars of the agree-

ment. The form in general use appears to have been

introduced with the earliest practice of British marine

insurance. Although worded in a confused and ambigu-

ous manner, its meaning has been clearly defined by a

series of legal decisions on the debatable points ; and in all

cases the written conditions overrule any of the printed

clauses that might seem inconsistent with them.

Stamp The stamping of policies is at present regulated chiefly by
Act. the Customs and Inland Revenue Act, 1867, 30 Vict. c. 23.

This Act provides that no contract or agreement for sea

insurance shall be valid unless expressed in a policy ; that

all policies must be stamped before signature ; that no
policy shall be pleaded or admitted as e-vidence in any
court, unless duly stamped ; and that no policy can be
made for any time exceeding twelve months. The stamp
duties are

—

Oil Voyage Policies.—For every £100 insured and for

any fractional part of £100, 3d.

On Time Policies.—For every £100 insured, and for any

fractional part of £100, where the time does not exceed

six months, 3d. ; where the time exceeds six months, and

does not exceed twelve months. 6d.

If the separate interests of two or more persons be in-

sured in one policy the stamp must cover each fractional

part of £100, in the amounts of such separate interests, as

if it were a full sum of £100. Where insurance is made
for a voyage, and also for time, or to cover any time
beyond twenty-four hours after tlie ship's arrival at her

destination, the policy is chargeable with duty as a voyage
policy, and also witli duty as a time policy. The penalty

exigible from auy person engaged in effecting or sub-

scribing policies which have not been duly stamped is

£100.

By the Act 33 k 34 Vict. c. 97, § 117, it is provided

that policies made abroad, but in any manner enforceable

within the United Kingdom, are liable to the duty, and

may be stnmped at any time witliin two months after they

have first been received in the United Kingdom. Further,

by the Act 39 Vict. c. 6, § 2, it is now provided tliat, for

the purpose of being given in evidence, any policy may
be stamped after excution, on payment of the penalty of

£100,
In practice it is usually desirable to conclude an agree- The slip,

ment for insurance at once, lest some subsequent intelligence

should induce either party to recede; and it is customary

for the underwriter to sign a "slip," or short memorandum
of the insurance, until the stamped policy can be completed.

But such memorandums, however obligatory in good faith,

are not legally binding. The assured, however, is under

no obligation to communicate to the underwriter a material

fact coming to his knowledge between the date of the slip

and that of the policy. And, when a valid policy exists,

the slip is admissible in evidence to throw light on the

circumstances under which the risk was offered and

accepted.

In order to give validity to the contract, it is necessary Policy

that the assured have a right of property, or " interest," y"''"™^

in the thing assured. A policy witliout interest is held to
"''"'^* -

be a wager ; and it is declared by the 19th Geo. 11. c. 37

that policies bearing the words " interest or no interest,"

or "without further proof of interest tlian the policy," or

" without benefit of salvage to the insurer," or any policies

made by way of gambling or wagering, shall be null and

void. The expected profits of a sea adventure may be

included in the value of the property for insurance ; but

an unwarrantable or fraudulent over-valuation might

render the policy void even in respect of the value actually

proved.

By the Act 31 & 32 Vict. c. 86 it is provided that, Assign-

" whenever a policy of insurance on any ship, or on any "'«"'<''

goods in a ship, or on any freight, has been assigned so as "° "^"'^

to pass the beneficial interest in such policy to any person

entitled to the property thereby insured, the assignee of

such policy shall be entitled to sue thereon in his own
name, aud the defendant in auy actioji shall be entitled to

make any defence which he would have been entitled to

make if the said action had been brought in the name of

the person by whom, or on whose account, the policy had

been effected."

A valued policy is one which contains a specific valuation ValujJ

of the interest insured. This valuation forms an essential icl:<:ics,

element in the adjustment of all claims under the policy,

and cannot be set aside except on the ground of fraud.

The burden of proof, in any averment of fraudulent over-

valuation, lies on the underwriter.

An open policy is one in which the value of the interest Open

insured is not specified. In claims under such policies the pcUcies.

assured must prove the value of the thing insured. The
value of a ship for insurance is what she is actually worth

at the commencement of the voyage, including all her

stores, provisions, and outfit, money advanced for seamen's

wages, and costs of im;urance. The difEcullv of proving a
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precise value in the case of sliips is sufficiently obvious

;

and, to avoid disputes, policies on them ought always to

be valued, as is the usual practice. The value to be
proved under an open policy on goods is their first cost,

including the expenses of shipment, with any portion of

the freight that may have been prepaid, and the costs of

insurance. The value to be proved in open policies on

freight is the amount of the manifest or freight list,

excluding such freight as may have been paid in advance.

When the value proved under an open policy falls short

of the sum originally insured, the difference, which is

technically termed an over-insurance, is treated as a

deduction to be made from the amount of the policy. On
this footing a proportionate part of the premium is return-

able to the assured, who, on his part, can make no claim

on the underwriter for loss or damage beyond the value

of his interest as actually proved. If, on the other hand,

the value proved exceed the amount of the policy, the

assured is regarded as " his own underwriter " to the extent

of such excess ; and the amount of loss or damage, if such

has arisen, is apportioned on this footing between the parties

relatively to their several proportions of the total value.

Short A " short interest " arises when only a part of the interest

interest, insured has been expvised to risk, as when some portion of

the goods specified in tho policy have not been loaded on
board of the shin. This case is treated in the same manner
as that of over-insurance, from which indeed it does not

essentially differ.

Doublo Double insurance takes place when the same interest
insur- Jj^j teen insured twice or oftener. .This frequently
*""^'

otcurs, either through mere inadvertence, or from the

want of definite information on the part of the respec-

tive persons concerned in the transaction. In such cases,

the usual pr.actice is that all the underwriters make a
return of premium, in proportion to the amounts of their

respective subscriptions, for the excess of the sum insured

above the actual valiie of the interest,—the liabilities of the

several underwriters under the different policies being of

course proportionally diminished. To this rule, however,

there are two important exceptions. One of these occurs

when two or more persons insure the same thing, in order

to protect the distinct interests which they may individually

have in it ; the other, when the circumstances are such that

a claim for loss might have been brought against one set of

underwriters before the other set had become liable at all.

Vteinsur- Reinsurance was formerly illegal in England except in
an"- the event of the death, insolvency, or bankruptcy of the

original insurer. This law subsisted for about one
hundred and sixty years, but it was repealed by the 27 &
28 Vict. c. 65, and the subject of reinsurance was further

regulated by the 30 &. 31 Vict. c. 23. Reinsurance is now
recognized by these statutes as a perfectly legal contract.

Doratioa. The risk on the ship, in voyage policies, commences "at
of risk, and from " the place specified in the policy, and continues

till she arrive at the destination specified, and have been
there moored twenty-four hours ingood safety. On goods
the risk begins with their loading and ends with their dis-

charge at the specified ports. On freight the risk usually

commences with the shipment, and terminates with the

anding of the goods ; but if there be a contr,act of afi'reight-

raent, under which the goods have been provided for ship-

ment, the risk is held to commence as soon as the ship is in

readiness to take thcni on board. After the risk has once

commenced, the whole premium is earned, even although
the voyage should not be prosecuted, and the actual risk

of the insurers be thereby confined to the mere lying of

the ship at the port where the insurance was to commence.
But if the risk should not commence at all, or, in technical

phrase, if the "policy should not attach," the premium
iinast be returned to the assured.

13—!i»

If the ship should deviate from the regular and usual Devia-

course of the specific voyage insured without necessity or-"°°'

reasonable cause, the underwriter is thenceforth discharged

from all liability under the policy. The insurance becomes
void as soon as such deviation begins ; and consequently it

is quite immaterial whether a subsequent loss of the ship

should happen during the actual deviation or after the

ship had returned to her course, the insurer being no
longer concerned. It is also immaterial whether tha

assured was or was ru)t cognizant of the deviation. -A
mere intention to deviate will not vitiate the policy; but if

the ship have sailed on a different voyage from that

specified, the insurer is discharged, although the loss should
happen before reaching the point of divergence in the two
voyages. An unjustifiable delay in the prosecution of the

voyage operates as a deviation. The causes which justify

deviation are such as to refit the ship after she has been
disabled, to avoid an enemy or an impending storm, or to

save the lives of seamen in distress.

In all voyage policies it is an implied condition of the iea-

contract that the ship shall be seaworthy at the commence- worthl->

ment of the risk. By this is meant that the ship shall be "^^^^

in a fit state, as to repairs, equipments, crew, cud all other

respects, for encountering the ordinary perils of the voyage

insured, at the time of sailing on it. Seaworthiness is a
condition precedent to the contract ; and, therefore, where
the ship is originally unseaworthy, the underwriter is dis-

charged even .although the loss should result from causes

independent of the particular deficiencies constituting the

unseaworthiness. It is not material whether the assured

is or is not cognizant of the defects rendering the ship

unseaworthy ; and this rule applies indiscriminately to the

owners of the ship and the proprietors of the goods on
board. There is no engagement that the vessel shall

continue to be seaworthy after the voyage has been com-
menced ; but it is the owner's duty to take all reasonable

means to keep her so. The burden of proof in any aver-

ment of unseaworthiness lies on the underwriter, unless

where the ship, without adequate cause, becomes leaky

soon after sailing. It is now settled law that in time

policies there is no implied warranty of seaworthiness at

any period of the risk. This was decided in the cases

of Gibson v. Small (Juno 1853), and Fawcus v. SarsficlJ

(March 185&), and more recently by the House of Lords
in Dudgeon v. Pembroke (March 1877).

The contract of insurance being pre-eminently one based Misrepre-

on the assumption of perfect good faith bsttveen the seiit.ation

parties, it is the duty of the party wishing to effect the

policy to make a true disclosure of every circumstance

likely to affect the underwriter's estimate of the risk. Tho
concealment or miSsrepresentation of material facts, or the

representation of anything not consistent with the facts,

will render the policy void. This rule holds good even

where the concealment or misrepresentation may havo

resulted from a mistake, without the intention to deceive.

If the underwriter has actually been deceived, whether

wilfully or by mistake, the risk is different from that

understood and intended to bo run ; and on this ground

he is discharged. The materiality of a concealment or

misrepresentation depends, not on its eventual influence

on the result of the risk, but on its immediate influence on

the judgment of the underwriter at the time of efl'ecting

the insurance. The loss may arise from causes totally uncon-

nected with the facts concealed or misrepresented, but the

policy may nevertheless be void, because a true disclosure

of the facts at the time of effecting it might have led the

underwriter to decline the insurance altogether, or to accept

it only at a higher premium. If an agent be employed to

effect the insurance, he is bound to communicate to the

underwriter, not only all the material facts disclosed to
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himself by his principal, b»it also any other material facts

which may have come to his knowledge from other sources.

If either the principal or the agent fail to communicate

such facts, the policy will be void. Should any material

fact come to the knowledge of the parties wishing to effect

the insurance after they have sent away an order to have

it effected, they are bound to intimate such fact without

delay, so that the underwriter may be informed of it (if

there should still be time) before he has accepted the risk.

The suppression of information tending to show that the

ship was overdue, or that there were rumours current as

to her having met with some accident (even though it

afterwards appeared that these rumours were unfounded),

is concealment fatal to the validity of tlie contract. It

has also been held that a policy was void because the

agents employed to effect it failed to inform the under-

writers that their principal had instructed them to wait

the arrival of the ship for a certain number of days

before acting on the order to insure. Misrepresentations

of the terms on which other underwriters have agreed to

accept the insurance will be fatal to the validity of the

contract, as v>-ell as misrepresentation of the risk itself. It

may be observed generally that every circumstance repre-

sented to the underwriter ought to be at least substantially

true. A mere expression of opinion or expectation does

not of course amount to a positive representation of facts

;

but the opinion or expectation expressed must itself be
genuine, since, if it appeared that ife had been oidy a pre-

tence, or inconsistent with anj'thing within the actual know-
ledge, of the assured at the time, the policy might be viti-

ated. When an express " warranty " is given, its terms

must be literally complied with, otherwise the policy will

be void. , The chief distinction between a warranty and a

representation is that the former is always inserted in the

policy, while the latter is never so inserted ; and the effect

of this is that, while a representation affects the contract

only in so far as it may be found to have been material

to tue risk, a warranty precludes all questions as to

materiality, its express terms superseding any such in-

quiry.

Parils The perils insured against are described in the printed
insured form as the " adventures and perils of the seas, men-of-war,
a;ai;.st.

gj.^^ enemies, pirates, rovers, thieves, jettisons, letters of

mart and counter-mart, surprisals, takings at sea, arrests,

restraints, and detainments of all kings, princes, and

people, of what nation, condition, or quality soever,

barratry of the master and mariners, and all other perils,

losses, and misfortunes that have or shall come to the hurt,

detriment, or damage of the said goods, merchandises, and

ship, itc, or any part thereof." It may be observed that,

as a general rule, the underwriters are liable only for such

losses as are proximately caused by the perils insured

against. For the remote consequences of these perils, such,

for instance, as the loss of markets through delay, they are

not responsible. But, ou the other hand, if a loss has

been proximately caused by a peril insured against, the

underwriters are not relieved from liability, although such

loss may have been remotely occasioned by the acts or

negligence of the assured or his agents. The reason for

this rule, as given by Lord Bacon, is that " it were infinite

for the law to consider the causes of causes, and their

impulsions one on another; therefore it contenteth itself

with the immediate cause.''

Losses resulting from breaches of the revenue laws or or

the law of nations, or from illegal voyages generally, are

not covered by the policy. The risk of " thieves " applies

only to plunder committed bv open violence, and does not

cover losses by secret theft. The illegal acts of the master
and crew, if committed without the priv'ty at the owners,

will amount to barratry, so as to render the underwriters

responsililo for them , but if the master be also owner of

the ship, none of his acts will be held as barratrous. A
shipmaster, however, who is only part owner may commit
barratry as against his co-oivners and their underwriters.

If the assured be the subject of a foreign state, British

underwriters will not be liable for the acts of that state,

unless it appear from the form of the policy or from the

circumstances of the case that the intention was to insure

against such risk. Losses by the ordinary wear and tear

of the ship, or by the natural deterioration or decay of

perishable goods, are not chargeable to the underwriters.

The printed form of the policy declares that " in case of Cuty of

any loss or misfortune it shall be lawful to the assured, i'^^"''^'*

their factors, servants, and assigns, to sue, labour, and 4„,natre.

travel for, in, or about the defence, safeguard, and recovery

of the said goods and merchandises, or ship, or any part

thereof, without prejudice to this insurance : to the charges

whereof, we, the assurers, will contribute, each one

according to the rate and quantity of his sum herein

insured." The object of this clause is to permit the

assured to take measures for the recovery of the property

without losing any right of abandonment he might have in

the circumstances. Although the language of the clause is

only permissive, it is a settled rule that the assured is

bound so to labour for the recovery of the property. The

best practical rule for the assured to follow in cases of

partial loss or damage is to act in the circumstances as a

prudent man would do if uninsured.

An important clause in the printed policy is what is The

called the "memorandum," which is as follows :
—" Corn, memo-

fish, salt, fruit, flower, and seed are warranted free from ^"^'^'^^

average, unless general, or the ship be stranded. Sugar,

tobacco, hemp, flax, hides, and skins are warranted free

from average under 5 per cent. And all other goods, also

the ship and freight, are warranted free of average under

3 per cent., unless general, or the ship be stranded." The

effect of this clause, as interpreted by legal decisions, is to

free the underwriter from claims for particular average (or

partial damage), or from such claims if under the rates
*

specified, unless the ship be stranded. But if the ship be

stranded, he is liable for such claims, whether caused by the

stranding or not. For losses of the nature of general

average the underwriter is liable whether the ship be

stranded or not, and whether the amount be over or under

the rates mentioned in the memorandum.
It is frequently a matter of some difficulty to determine

whether a ship has been stranded within the meaning of

the memorandum. A mere touching or striking, whether

on a rock, bank, reef, or other object, will not constitute a

stranding, unless the ship settles down and remains fixed

for some definite time. The amount of damage sustained

is not material to the question either way. Where a vessel

takes the ground in the ordinary and usual course of the

navigation in a tidal river or harbour, on the ebbing of

the tide, or from natural deficiency of water, this is no

stranding. It is essential to a stranding that the ship

should take the ground by reason of some unusual or

accidental occurremre. A voluntary stranding to .save the

ship from sinking is within the meaning of the memoran-

dum, although the ship should be run into a tidal harbour

for the purpose.

When an absolute total loss occurs, the assured is entitled Tola,

to recover the amount of the policy, without giving notice
\°^^^^^^

of abandonment. When the subject insured, without '^j,,™

"

being 'holly destroyed, is so seriou-sly injured, through

the perils insured against, that its recovery might involve

greater expenses than its eventual value would cover, it

forms a "constructive total loss," and the assured is

entitled to give notice of abandonment to the insurer?,

and t" claiui the amount of the oolicy. (See AliiHW •
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MENT.) It is only, however, when the circumstances seem

to involve a virtual loss, as distinguished from a deteriora-

tion of the property, that notice of abandonment can be

competently given j and, unless the abandonment be

accepted, the ultimate state of the facts will alone deter-

mine the question whether it can be insisted on. The

principle upon which losses are settled, when abandonment

ia validly made, is that the underwriter becomes the pro-

prietor of the subjects abandoned on payment of the sum

insured. The eflfect of an abandonment of the sliip is to

transfer the ownership to the underwriters, so that what-

ever freight she may thereafter earn belongs to them; and,

although such froiglit is thereby lost to the original owners,

the insurers of the freight are not liable to them for loss

in respect of it, because it is lost only by their own act of

abandonment, and not by the perils insured against. When
goods are so damaged by the perils insured against that

they are necessarily sold at any place other than the

original destination, they are constructively lost, and the

underwriter is liable for their insured value, linder deduc-

tion of the net proceeds of the sale. But this rule is not

applied to goods warranted " free from average unless

stranded," if there has been no stranding of the ship,—it

being only in that event that the underwriter is responsible

for dama.ge to such goods. A constructive loss of freight

occurs when the ship is prevented by any peril insured

against from completing her voyage, or when the goods on

which the freight is to be earned huve received such

damage that they cannot be conveyed to their destination
;

but if the ship can proceed with other goods, the freight

earned for these must be deducted from the claim for loss.

Partial loss or damage, arising from the perils insured

against, is usually, though somewhat loosely, designated

Psrticu- by the term " particidar average." Under this head are

» included the damages suffered from the accidental or
DTsrage. voluntary stranding of the ship, or by her getting into

collision with another vessel, by lightning, fire, hostile

attacks, or the violence of tlie sea under any extraordinary

circumstances. Damages to the ship's upper works, sails,

spars, and rigging are included under particular average

if occasioned by the direct force of the sea ; but if caused

merely by the force of the wind they are treated as wear

and tear, and are not chargeable to the insurers. The loss

of anchors and cables parted from by the vessel riding

hard, or by the anchor hooking to any object at the bottom,

is regarded as wear and tear ; and the same rule applies to

the repairs of the ship consequent on her becoming leaky

thro'i'gh working and straining in a heavy sea. The
general principle upon which damages of the nature of

particular average are distinguished from those falUng

under the class of wear and tear is that the former must
be o;iused by the immediate operation of some extra^

ordinary accident, while the latter are only the ordinary

incidents of navigation, and as such are not within the

scope of the underwriter's contract. But the practical

appiication of this principle is a matter of much nicety,

and must usually be left to the judgment of a professional

average stater.

In adjusting claims for particular average on ships,

certain deductions are made for the difference between
" new and old," unless the ship be on her first voyage,
either outward or homeward, or the repairs be only tem-
porary. On this footing one-third is deducted from the

costs of the materials and labour required for the ship's

repairs, excluding, however, the charges for dock dues,

surveyor's fees, or similar accessories, which are allowed in

full. No deduction is made for anchors (unless in so far

as they may be fitted with wood), and the deduction for

chflin cables is only one sixth. When a ship has to bo
recoppercd at the expenso of tho iuidorwritcrs,-the practice

is to allow in full the difference of price between old and

new metal, to the extent of the weight cf the old copper

stript off; and if any sheets have been lost by being

rubbed off, the cost of replacing these is further allowed,

under deduction of one-third. If the ship has not been

stranded, the underwriters are not liable for claims for

particular average amounting to less than 3 per cent, on

her insured value, independently of the accessory expenses,

such as survey fees, &c,, which are not taken into account

in making up the 3 per cent. Two or more averages

occurring in the course of a voyage may, however, be

taken together to make up 3 per cent, on the value of the

ship, so as to render the insurers liable.

Particular average on goods occurs wheu thoy arrive at

their port of destination damaged by sea-water, or by its

effects in heating or otherwise deteriorating them, although

in actual contact only with other portions of the cargo.

The amount of compensation recoverable from the insurers

for such damage is regulated by comparing the " gross

"

market price, which the goods would have produced if

laniled in sound condition, with the actual gross price

obtained for them in their damaged state, and by charging

to the insure=-s the same rate of deterioration on the value

insured, with the addition of the extra charges specially

occasioned' by the damage, such as surveys, &c._ By this

mode of adjustment the assured recovers either more or

less than the actual depreciation of the goods, according as

the insured value may exceed or fall below the sound

market value at the port of destination ; but as the latter

value generally includes freights, duties, and other charges,

besides profits, it is in most cases in excess of tho insured

value, aud to tho extent of such excess the indemnity of

the assured is incomplete. The equity, however, of this

mode of adjustment is obvious, when it is considered that

the insurer receives his premium only on the value Insuied,

aud ought therefore to be liable only in respect of that

value, while at the same time the gross market values of

the goods in their sound and damaged condition furnish

tlie only true criterion of the actual depreciation, becauso

these are the only values with reference to which, ulti-

mately at least, purchasers could be influenced. It is,

however, customary to adjust particular average on a com-

parison of bonded instead of duty-paid prices in claims for

damage to tea, tobacco, cofl'ee, wine, and spirits imported

into the United Kingdom.
As already indicated, claims for particular average on

goods must amount to 3 per cent, or upwards, or in the

case of the goods specified in the second clause of tha

memorandum to 5 per cent, or upwards, otherwise tho

underwriters will not be liable unless the ship has been

stranded ; and it is only when there has been a stranding

of the ship that the insurers are liable for any such claima

ou the goods specified in the first clause of the memor-

andum, or on other goods specially warranted "free of

particular average."

The subject of general average has been treated under General

the heading Average (q.v.). But it may here be remarked averaga

that, in the very recent case of Attwood v. Sellar (March

1880), it has been decided, contrary to the usage of seventy

or eighty years, that the expenses of warehousing and

reshipping the cargo at a port of refuge, and of the .ship

in quitting that port, are the subject of general average

contribution.

On the gener.ll subject of mnruie insurance the best book of re-

ference is Arnoiild's Treatise {5th edition), wliich embraces the lead-

in,^ cases decided in the law couits down to a ve'iy i-eccnt period.

AinoDgst the minor works bearing on the subject may be minlioned

Mr M. Hopkins's Mamtal of Marine hisiirance, and Mr Charles

M 'Arthur's Pqlicy of Marine IimuraTice Popularly E^-plained, and

especially Mr It. Lowndes's Practical Treatise on the Laio ofMariiu.

LisaraMc anil). (J. WA.)
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INTERDICT (inlerdicium sc. officiorum divinorum), in

its full technical eense as an ecclesiastical term, means a

eentence by a compete»t ecclesiastical authority (popes,

councils, bishops with chapters) forbidding all administra-

tion of the sacraments, celebration of public worship, and
use of the burial service. An interdict may be either local,

personal, or mixed, according as it applies to a locality, to

a particidar person or class of persons, or to a particular

locality as long as it shall be the residence of a particular

person or class of persons. Local interdicts again may be

either general or particular ; in the latter instance they

refer only to particular buildings set apart for religious

eervices. In the writings of Augustine (Epp., 250) there

is an indication that something of the nature of an interdict

liad been attempted in his diocese by a certain bishop

Auxilius ; the attempt is strongly condemned by Augustine,

who disapproved of the plan, as making the innocent suffer

along with the guilty. In 869 Hincniar of Laon laid his

entire diocese under an interdict, a proceeding for which

ha was severely censured by Hincmar of Piheims. In the

Chronicle of Ademar of Limoges (ad ami. 994) it is stated

that Bishop Alduin introduced there "a new plan for

punisliing tlio wickedness of his people ; he ordered the

churches and monasteries to cease from divine worship and
tlie people to abstain from divine praise, and this he called

excommunication " (see Gieseler, Kirchengesch. iiL 342,

where also the text is given of a proposal to a similar effect

made by Odolric, abbot of St Martial, at the council of

Limoges in 1031). It was not until the 11th century that

the use of the interdict obtained a recognized place among
the means of discipline at the disposal of the Roman
hierarchy. Important historical instances of the use of

the interdict occur, in the cases of Scotland under Pope
Alexander III. in 1181, of France under Innocent III. in

1200, and of England under the .same pope in 1209. So
far as the interdict is " personal," that is to say, applied to

a particular individual, it may be regarded as synonymous
with ExcojiJiUNiCATlON (q.v.), an ecclesiastical punishment
known in one form or another in all churches ; the local

interdict is quite peculiar to the Church of Rome. It ia

removed by v/hat is termed "reconciliation."

INTERDICT, in Scotch law, is an order of court pro-

nounced on cause shown for stopping any proceedings com-
plained of as illegal or wrongful. It m.iy be resorted to

as a remedy against all encroachments either on property

or possession. For the analogous English practice see

Injunction.

INTERDICTION, in Scotch law, is a process of restrain!

applied to prodigals and others who, " from weakness,

facility, or profusion, are liable to imposition." It is eithei

voluntary or judicial. Voluntary interdiction is effected bj

the act of the prodigal himself, who executes a bond oblig-

fiM/t^et
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ing himself to do no deed which may affect Ms estate with-

out the as-sont of certain persons called the "interdictors."

This may be removed by the court of session, by the joint

act of the interdictors and the interdicted, and by the

number of interdictors being reduced below the number
constitutino; a quorum. Judicial interdiction is imposed by
order of the court itself, either moved by an interested

party or acting in the exercise of its nobile officium, and can
only bo removed by a similar order. After interdiction

duly completed according to law, all deeds done by the

interdicted person, so far as they affect or purport to affect

his heritable estate, are reducible, unless they have been
done with the consent of the interdictors. Interdiction has
no effect, however, on movable property.

INTEREST. At English common law an agreement to

pay interest is not implied unless in the case of negotiable

instruments, when it is supported by mercantile usage.

As a general rule therefore debts certain, payable at a
specified time, do not carry interest from that time unless
there has been an express agreement that they should do
60. But when it has been tho constant practice of a trade

or business to charge interest, or where as between the
parties interest ha?3 been always charged and paid, a con-
tract to pay interest is implied. It is now provided by 3
& 4 Will. IV. c. 42 that, "upon all debts or sums certain

payable at a certain time or otherwise, the jury on the
trial of any issue or ia any inquisition of damages may if

,

Inlcvl.akcn.

they shall think fit allow interest to the creditor at a rate

not exceeding the current rate of interest, from the time

when such debts or sums certain were payable, if such

debts or sums be payable by virtue of some written instru-

ment at a certain time ; or if payable otherwise, then from

the time when demand of payment .shall h.ave been made
in writing, so as such demand shall give notice to the

debtor that interest will be claimed from the date of such

demand until the term of payment : provided that interest

shall be payable in all cases in which it is now payable by
law." Since the abolition of the usury laws by the 17 &
18 Vict. c. 90, a contract stipulating for higher interest

than the legal rate of 5 per<;ent. is no longer illegal This

Act, however, does not affect contracts with pawnbrokers.

Compound interest requires, to be supported by positive

proof that it was agreed to by the parties ; an established

practice to account in this manner will be evidence of such
an agreement. In short, under the present law, any con-

tract that the parties choose to make as to the amount of

interest, or the time or manner of payment, will be enforced

like any other agreement. When interest is awarded by a
court it is generally at tho rate of 4 per cent.; under special

circumstances 5 per cent, has been allowed.

INTERLAKEN, or Interlachen, a Swiss village in

the canton and 26 miles south-east of the town of Bern, is

situated on the left bank of the Aare in the low-lying

district named the Bodeli, between the lakes of Thun and
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•Brienz. The name is strictly applied to the few buildings

which occupy the site of the religious houses founded iu

1130 and abolished in 152S, but is generally used as

including also the Hoheweg, a handsome avenue shaded

'wIth walnut trees and flanked by hotels and shops, and the

Tillage of Aarmiihle at its western extremity. The houses

are mostly of timber, but the village is lighted with gas,

and has an excellent water-sujiply. The east wing of the

..lugustiuian monastery has been used since 1836 as a

hospital for the poor ; and the rest of the building together

[with the castle, added in 1750, is now occupied by Govern-

ment offices. The nunnery, which was suppressed in 1481,

Has been converted into a prison. The Kursaal, on the

Hoheweg, was opened by the hotelkeepers in 18G9.

Between 150,000 and 200,000 strangers visit Interlaken

annually, being attracted by its beautiful situation and fine

climate, as well as by its goat's-whey cure. Interlaken is

a. convenient centre from which to visit the Bernese Ober-

(and, with the Grindelwald and Lauterbrunnen valleys and

the Giessbach and Staubbach falls. Population of Inter-

laken, Aarmiihle, and the adjacent Unterscen, in 1880,4080.

INTERXATIONAL. The International Working

Men's Association, commonly called the " International,"

was formed at London in 1SG4. It was a society of

working men of all nations, somewhat like a cosmopolitan

trades union, but bearing a still closer resemblance to an

international social science association for discussing and

furthering the rights of labour. At first moderate in its

tone, it soon began to endorse advanced views respecting

property and industrial organization. Shortly after it had
attained to the height of its power about 1809, it became
more and more allied with the most destructive socialism

of western Europe. Weakened by internal disunion, and

discredited by its approval of the commune at Paris and

its alliance with the communal risings in southern Spain,

the International died a natural death before it was quite

ten years old.

The occasion of the formation of the International was
the visit of some French workmen to the London Exhibi-

tion of 18G2. This visit had the approval and even the

pecuniary support of the emperor, and was warmly cora-

mcnded by some of the leading Parisian organs as a means,

not only of acquainting them with the industrial treasures

of the exhibition, but of removing from the relations of

the two countries the old leaven of international discord and
jealousy. In the course of their visit the French delegates

wore cordially welcomed at an entertainment at the Free-

masons' Tavern, where the labour question was discussed,

and a desire for the further interchange of ideas expressed.

Nothing decisive, however, was done till 1SC4, .when a

great public meeting of working men of all nations was
held at St Martin's Hall, at which Professor Eeesly pre-

sided. Here a provisional commitlco was 'appointed to

draft the constitution of the new association. In this con-

stitution, which was approved at the fii-st congress held at

Ounevi in 1SG6, and in a remarkable address issued by
the committee the aim of the International is defined in

clear and able terms. It was set forth that, notwithstand-

ing the vast development of industry and the enormous
accumulation of national wealth, the lot of the working
class was as hard as ever. All the recent revolutions and
political reforms had been achieved only in the interest of

the middle tlasses, leaving the position of the working man
unimproved. The emancipation of the working men must
be the task of the working rnen themselves. With this

view the International was founded, which, while recogniz-

ing truth, justice, and morality as tho basis of its action,

without distinction of creed, nationality, and colaur, would
Ecrve as a common centre for the efforts of working men
towards their complete deliverance from the tyranny of

capital. A general council having its seat at Lcndon was

appointed, which was to hold annual congresses and exer-

cise a general control over the aflairs of the association,

while local societies were allowed free play in all local

questions. The working men of a district or trade were

to form a section, several sections formed a federation, and

all the societies of each nation were if possible to form a

national association; but all wera to be in communication

with the International headquarters.

The first four congresses of the International, held at

Geneva (September 186C), Lausanne (1867), Brussels

(1808), and Basel (1809), marked the rapid development

of the association. It gained ita first triumph in the

efTectual support of the bronze-workers at Paris during

their lock-out in 1867; and it repeatedly gave real help to

the English unionists by preventing the importation of

cheap labour from the Continent In the beginning of

1868 one hundred and twenty-two* societies of South

Germany assembled at Nuremberg declared their adhe-ion

to the InternationaL In 1870 Cameron announced him-

self as the representative of 800,000 American workmen
who had adopted it^principlea It soon spread as far east

as Poland and Hungar}', and it had affiliated societies with

journals devoted to its cause in every country of western

Europe. The leading organs of the European press became

more than interested in its movements ; the Times

published four leaders on the Brussels congress. It was

supposed to be concerned in all the revolutionary move-

ments and agitations of Europe, gaining a world historic

notoriety as the rallying point of social overthrow and ruin.

Its prestige, however, was always based more on the vast

possibilities of the cause it represented than on its actual

power. Its organization was loose, its financial resources

insignificant ; the Continental unionists joined it more in

the hope of borrowing than of contributing support. At
the successive congresses its socialistic tendencies became

more and more pronounced ; it declared its opposition to

private property not only in railways but in mines and tho

soil, holding that these should revert to the community.

Even tho principle of inheritance was saved only by a

narrow majority. In 1869 Bakunin the Russian socialist

or nihilist with his party joined the association, and at

once asserted his character as the " apostle of universal

destruction."

In 1870 the International resolved to establish itself at

the very hearth of the revolutionary movement by holding

its. annual congress at Paris. This plan was rendered

abortive by the Franco-German condict. That war, how-

ever, hcl|icd to bring the jiiinciples of the associatiun more
decidedly before the woild. On general grounds, and

during the Austro-Prussian struggle of 1 860, it had declared

its emphatic condemnation of war; and now the societies

of France and Germany as well as the general council at

London uttered a .solemn protest against this renewal of

the scourge. Some of its German' adherents likewise

incurred the wrath of the authorities by venturing to pro-

test against the annexation of Alsace and Lorraine. In

this way the International appeared as the champion of a
wider principle against the abuse of the principle of

nationality.

The relation of the association to the communal rising

at Paris in the spring of 1871 has been the subject of

much dispute. It is now agreed that the International as

such had no part either in originating or conducting it

;

some of its French members joined it, but only on their

individual responsibility. Its complicity after the event is

equally clear. After the fall of the commune the general

council of London, Karl JIarx included, issued a long and

trenchant manifesto, approving its action and extolling 1 1 j

"glorious vanquished." From this point the decline a;. J.
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fall of the association is to be dated. The English
unionists, intent on more practical concerns at home, n'ever

toolr. a deep interest in its proceedings ; the German
socialists were hindered by law from corporate action

;

America was too remote. But it found its worst enemies
amongst its own friends ; the views of Marx and his school

were too moderate for the universally subversive principles

*of Bakunin, and the radical Swiss federation of the Jura
led by Quillaume. It came to a rupture at the congress

of 1&72, held at the Hague, when Bakunin, being outvoted
and "excommunicated" by the Marx party, formed a rival

International, wliich found its chief support in Spain and
Italy. Wearied of its European contentions and desirous

to form a basis of operation in America, the Marx Inter-

national now transferred the seat of its general council to

New York; but it survivedjust long enough to hold another

congress at Geneva in 1874, and then quietly expired. The
'party of destruction styling themselves "autonomists"
had a bloodier history. The programme of this party was
to overturn all existing institutions, with the view to

reconstructing them on some vague communal basis such

as had been tried at Paris in 1871. It endeavoured to

realize this in the great communal risings in southern Spain

in 1873, when its adliereuts set up their peculiar form of

government at Barcelona, Seville, Cadiz, and Cartagena,

—

at the last-mentioned place also seizing on part of the iron-

clad fleet of Spain. As at Paris, they failed in leadership

and organization, and were suppressed, though not without

difliculty, by the national troops. The " autonomists "

Jingored on till 1879. At present there is no society that

has any claim to the name and prestige of the Interuation.al.

The collapse has thus been complete of an association which

once extended from Hungary to San Francisco, and alarmed

the minds of men with visions of universal ruin.

See Villetard, Ilisioire dc VInternatwnale, Paris, 1871 ; Tcsmt,
VInternationale, Paris, 1S71 ; Onslow Yorke, Secret Hislirry of the

International, London, 1871 ; Eniile de Laveleye, licvnc de^ Dcvx
Mondcs, April 1830 ; Professor Beesly, FortnigMly Ucview,

1870. ('f. K-.)

INTERNATIONAL LAW is the name now generally

given to the rules of conduct accepted as binding inter se

by the nations—or at all events the civilized nations—of

the world. International law as a whole is capable of

being very differently interpreted according to the point

of view from which it is regarded, arid its rules vary

infinitely in point of certainty and acceptance. According

to the ideas of the leading English school of jurists it is

an impropriety to speak of these rules as being laws ; they

are merely moral principles,— positive, it is true, in the

sense that they are recognized in fact, but destitute of the

sanctioning force which is the distinguishing quality of law.

Tliere is not a word to he said against this criticism con-

sidered merely as a verbal criticism, but it may be so used

as unduly to depreciate the actual force aud effect of the

r-yst?m as a whole. On the other' hand, the vast majority

of writers on international law have preferred to derive its

principles from some transcendental source, such as nature,

reason, the Divine will, &c. ; and these accordingly have no

hesitation in attributing to its rules an intrinsic authority

over all the nations of the world. The usage of nations

according to this theory is evidence of, but not the origin

of, the law. It merely expresses, as Sir R. Philhmore puts

it, " the consent of nations to things which are naturally,

that is, by the law of God, binding upon them." The true

position is this—that we find as a fact a number of rules

accepted by civilized nations as obligatory in their mutual

dealings. These rules no doubt in many cases owe their

existence to the prevalence of theories of natural and divine

law, but their aitthority no longer depends on the truth of

such theories. The rules are in themselves just and

reasonable. .Some of them arc so precise, so certain, and

80 universally accepted that they cannot be distinguished
from positive law except by the absence of a determinate
legislative source. Many of them are taken up by the
municipal laws of different countries, and in so far as they
are thus incorporated with positive systems they are in

every sense positive laws. But many of the rules of
intern.ational law are vague, uncertain, and of disputed •

authority. Some of the rules, for example, relating to

capture in war, the law of blockade, and the privileges of

ambassadors are so weU ascertained and settled that it is

hardly conceivable that they should be broken by any
civilized state. On other points

—

e.g., as to what articles

should be contraband of war, when a state should interfere

with tlio domestic policy of another—no universally

admitted principles can be said to have been -established.

The substance of international law has been for this reason

divided into various sections, according to the degree of

certainty which the rules have obtaiiied. Thus one of the

nost recent writers on this subject, Dr AV'oolsey, di.stin-

guishes the rights and duties known to the science as (1)
tliose, which are deducible from natural /)(s, which no action

of a state can begin or terminate, (2) those deducible from
the idea of a state, and (3) tliose which can be created or

destroyed by compact, express or tacit. This and similar

divisions do not really exjilain why some of the rules com-
posing what is known as intemational law are as fixed aud
certain as rules of conduct can well be, while others are

pure matter of controversy. It is simpler to state the fact

and to take note that the area of certainty in -international

law is constantly increasing. For example, the rights of

embassies were disputed by England till a recent pierlod
;

ami the rules prohibiting the slave-trade aud making
privateeriug illegal are comparatively recent additions to

the certainties of international law. To fay that such

rules as the last, being founded on contract, are therefore

of inferior authority to the imperi.<;h,ablo principles which
pronounce all sovereigns to be equal and independent, and

distinguish between just and unjust wars, is absurd.^

The theory of international law contemplates the world

as divided into independent states. That states are

sovereign within their ov.-n territories, independent of other

states, and equal as Ijetween themselves is a fundamental
axiom of the science. Not that all states are regarded as

lying within the domain of this law. In modem times at

least it has included all th.e states of the Christian world

;

but at one time it excluded non-Christian states, and at

this moment it would be difficult to say to what extent it

covers the relations of such states inter se and with- the

Christian states of Europe and America. There is little

doubt, however, that in course of time all the civilized

communities of the world will observe substantially the

same system of intemational law.

In the next place international law regards the states of

the world as being either in a state of war or in a state of

peace. It prescribes rules of conduct to be observed in

the mutual dealings of nations which are at peace with

each other, and of nations that are at war with each other ;

and it fixes the rights and duties of belligerent and neutral

nations. If peace is the normal state of nations, as jurists

sometimes assert, war is the state which has made the

largest demands on the science. The rules of intemational

law with regard to war are more voluminous and raoro

certain than those which govern nations in time of peoce.

International law, as we now know it, is substantially

the. creation of civilized Europe in the last three hun-

dred years, but rules of some kind, however meagre^

^ The name " intemational law " li.is generally taken the place of

the "law of nations," the ** law of war and peace,'' Jus inter

(jcntcs, &c. , v-...td by eailiei- writera. Bealliani suggested international

law a^ the iiiu^it suitable title.
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must accompany any state of society in which intercourse,

hostile or peaceful, between different communities is

common. The great nations of antiquity which have

contributed most to the civilization of modern Europe have

given least to this branch of that civilization. The history

of the Jews furnishes nothing but examples of the total

absence of a sense of duty in relation to other nations.

The • division of the Greek world into a large number of

independent communities favoured the existence of an

Hellenic kw of nations, presenting in many points—such

as the recognition of common Hellenic customs, religious

and political, and of the principle of a balance of power

—

a parallel to modern international law. The coherence of

the Greek communities, however, only intensified the

difference between them and all other peoples, and left

their relations with them unregulated by any general

principles. The Jus feciale of the earlier Eoman law

—

regulating the formal intercourse between Rome and other

nations—is indeed the germ of wliat might have been a

system of pure international law. But the rise of the

Roman commonwealth to the mastery of the world rendered

a. jus inter geiites unnecessary and impossible. The fecial

law with its college of interpreting priests dwindled into

sn obsolets collection of -formalities no longer supported

by the religious feelings of the people. The jus gentium

of the Romans does indeed play au important part in the

history of international law, but as conceived of by the

Roman lawyers it was not international, but a body of

positive law composed of the elements common to the

nations known to them, including Rome itself. Positive

international law does not in fact come into existence

until the era of Grotius, although usages of international

intercourse must at all times have existed. The sanctity

attributed to ambassador.s, tho importance of formal

declacatitns of war, and the good faith to be observed in

promises or treaties would probably be found to be the

points of most general recognition.

The connexion between Roman and modern international

law, through the conceptions ol jus gerUinni and jus iiaturie,

has been lucidly traced by Sir Henry Maine in his treatise

on Ancient Lai'j, and may be brietly noticed here. The
postulates of the law of nations—that there is a determinate

law of nature, that it is binding on states inter se, and
that such states are eo^ual—aro founded on well-known

general principles of the Roman jurists. The ambiguity
of the phrase JKS gentitcm enabled the early, founders of

international law to apply the principles of the jus naturae

tothe conduct of states inter se in a way of which there is

no example in the Roman law-books. Further, in the

Middle Ages the state systems of Europe had arranged

themselves on a territorial basis, so that sovereigns were
regarded as being the absolute masters of the territory

occupied by their people, instead of the chiefs of the people

irrespective of territory. They could thus be conceived

as "members of a group of Roman proprietors," and the

Roman law of property supplied the fundamental principles

on which their occupation was in international law under-
stood to be based. The appearance of jurists, dominated
by the conceptions of the Roman law, at a time when
European arrangements made their application possible, is

the true beginning of modern international law. The
greatest name is that of Grotius, whose work De jure Belli
et Pacts was published in 1624. In the first sentence of

the prolegomena he defines his subject as the law which
obtains between nations or their rulers, whether founded
on native or divine ordinance, or custom aud tacit consent,
which he adds universim ac certo ordine tractiuiii hudciuis
nemo. There had been earlier workers in the same field.

.'Vmong these were Francis de Victoria of Salamanca,
Suarez, Ayak, and Albericus Gentilis, all of whom

flourished in the IGth century. Tho work of Grotiua

definitely laid the foundation of the science, which he

shaped in imitation of the institutional treatises of Roman
law. Among the jurists who followed Grotius, the classical

names are those of Puffendorf, Wolff, Vattel, and Bynkers-

hoek. In England Sir Leoline Jenkins and Lord Stowell

are the most illustrious of those who have made impor-

tant contributions to international law. In America
Wheaton stands at the- head of a school of distinguished

jurists, and his Elemerits of Internatlomd Law is the

standard modern treatise on the subject.

Several of the more important heads of international law
will have to be noticed separately, and it is only proposed

in the present article to state shortly and in outline its

leading principles so far as they can be gathered from the

most authoritative modern writers. It will be convenient

to discuss first the general rules obtaining between nation

and nation, and, secondly, the modifications and special

rules which are brought into existence by a state of war.

It may be necessary to distinguish. here between public

international law and what is known as private international

law. The latter phrase is applied to those principles which
in tho ordinary tribunals of a country are used to harmonize

the conflict of laws. Where the subject of a foreign state

has a claim against the queen or any of the queen's subjects,

for which he seeks redress in our courts of law, it may
become necessary to recognize and enforce the law of the

foreigi. state and not the law of England. The best

illustVatiou of this class of cpiestions is the case of domicile.

For many purposes the place in which a man is domiciled

as distinguished both from that in which he lives and the

country of which he is a subject, supplies the law applicable

to his case. A French subject, domiciled in Scotland, dies

in England leaving personal property in England ; in such

a case the property "would be distributed according to the

law of Scotland, and not of England or of France. All

nations have to provide for suih cases, in which the prin-

ciples of a foreign jurisprudence must be 'enforced, and

have to determine under what conditions and to what

extent the tribunal will be required to enforce them. As
it happens there is a general agreement among nations on
these, points ; the 'rule, for example, which makes real

property adniiiiistrable according to the law of the land,

and personal property according to the law of the owner's

domicile, is universally recognized. So far as this agreement

extends, there may be said to be a private international law

corresponding to the international system of public law.

But in the former we have to deal with true positive law,

deriving its authority from the legislature, having no

reference to the opinions and practice of nations, and

dealing with the rights of individuals. Public international

law is of a totally different character, recognizing nations

as the only parties, and depending on the agreement of

nations as evinced by their opinions and practice. It is

with the latter only that we have now to deal.

Independent sovereign states are then the units of

international law, and whether a given community is such

a state is a question of fact. A community having definite

territorial limits within which its own government exercises

absolute authority, free from all extern:;l control, is the

proper type of a state in international law. But the world

is not parcelled out among states thus accurately defined-.

Where a number of states have been united in a permanent

confederation, it may be a question whether the grouji

alone is in international law an independent state, or

whether each, individual member has retained its inter-

national independence. The United Stales of America are

an exanqjle of the former case; the German confederation

until the recent changes was an example of the other.

Again, when one state haa pl.icu.l iL-cIf under the protection
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of another, it may be a question wlietlier it has lost or

retained its independent status in international law. The
proper test, according to Phillimore, is its capacity de facto

to deal with other states in peace or war, without reference

to the protecting state. States which have lost this capacity

have been called semi-sovereign states. They have the

organization of an independent nation, but are in practice

subject to the rule of another state. The Ionian Islands

under the English protectorate were in that position, and

in the treaty of 1815 they are described as a single free

and independent state, under the exclusive protection of

Great Britain. A similar character attaches to some of

the dependencies of Turkey. On the other hand, a large

portion of the surface of the earth is occupied by com-

munities having neither the permanent territorial occupation

nor the social coherence of civilized states, yet entering into

such relations with them as require the recognition of some
system of rules. A further question of the highest

importance may arise when a portion of an existing state

rises in rebellion and sets up a claim to independence.

Here again the question is one of fact. If the rebels have
succeeded in establishing a government, it is the right and
duty of the nations to recognize the fact, and each nation

must judge for itself whether the time for recognition has

come. Premature recognition would be regarded as an

aid to rebellion inconsistent with the rules of international

1 iw. The criterion suggested by practice and authority is

whether the old government had ceased to contend in fact

against the revolutionary state. But other nations are not

^bound to wait until the old government has itself recognized

the independence of the new. Similar questions arise

when the form of government in any country is changed
by revolution, or when portions of one state are transferred

by conquest to the dominion of another. When the new
state of things is established in fact, no matter whether
justly sr unjustly, it must be recognized by other nations.

With the question of recognition is intimately c<sinected

that of noninterference. Premature recognition of a. strug-

gling rebellion would be regarded as a breach of the prin-

ciple of non-intervention, but to recognize the independence

of an independent state is part of the same duty as to abstain

from interfering with it when it has been established.

Writers on international law lay it down as one of the

fundamental principles of the science that one state has no
right to interfere with the domestic affairs of another. In
the formal arrangement of topics it generally appears as

one of the necessary consequences flowing from the in-

dependence of nations, and Phillimore considers it a self-

evident proposition for which it is unnecessary to cite

authorities. Nevertheless the practice of nations forbids

the doctrine to be stated without limitation. Interference

has been sanctioned, according to Phillimore, either in the

purely domestic concerns of a nation, or with respect to its

foreign relations and territorial .acquisitions. The first

kind of interference has been justified on the plea of self-

defence, as when the decree of the French Convention of

1792, promising aid to all peoples who wished to recover

their liberty, was treated as a declaration of war on all

existing constitutions. Interference to prevent eflfusion of

blood, or put an end to a state of anarchy from which
the interests of other nations necessarily sufi'er, has also

been justified, as when England, France, and Russia

interfered between Turkey and its rebellious subjects in

1827. On the whole, the right of intervention has been,

discredited in international law, and the anomalous con-

dition of the Turkish empire has almost alone in recent times

given occasion for its exercise. The ground that reversion-

ary rights of a particular family to the throne of a country

justify foreign interference with legislative changes of the

Buccessioc can no longer be mrj ntained. Nor is it necessarx.

to discuss any such pretended right as fnat of putting down
new Governments which have established themselves by
revolution. The same kind of interference is illustrated by
the principle of the balance of power which is thus

enunciated by Dr Woolsey—that any European state may
be restrained from pursuing plans of acquisitions or making
preparations looking toward future acquisitions which are

judged to be hazardous to the independence and national

existence of its neighbours. According to the same
authority, it applies only to Europcau states and their

acquisitions in Europe, and does not extend to predominant
power on the sea. It is not so much a rule of inter-

national law as a maxim of policy which has from time
to time united European nations against the dangerous
ambitions of one of .their number. The " Monroe doctrine

"

of the United States is of a similar character, being directed

against the interference of European states in the affairs of

the American continent. The declaration that no European
power can be permitted to acquire territory on the American
continent i.s, according to Woolsey, not a princio'e of the

national policy of the United States.

Independent states are said to be equal in international

law, because, says Phillimore, it is contrary to the nature

of an independent state to be in servitude to another. The
proposition negatives any claim of precedence on the part

of one or more states in international rank, and asserts

that all states equally are entitled to the benefit of inter-

national rules. No difference in constitution affects this

equality, a republic being the equal of a kingdom, and a

kingdom of an empire. Beyond this it can hardly be

stretched. It is consistent with conventional inequalities

in the reciprocal treatment of nations, and with the habitual

recognition in Europe at least of the predominaiice of the

Great Powers. Phillimore deduces from the principle of

equality the following rights— (1) the right to protect

subjects resident in other countries, (2) the right to recog-

nition, (3) the right to external marks of honour, and (4)

the right to enter into treaties. As to the first of these, it

maybe laid down that a state has cause of complaint if its

subjects in foreign countries are denied ordinary justice.

States in relation to the territories occupied by them are

treated on the footing of proprietors in law. As between

nations each is the absolute owner of its dominions, and
the principles applicable to their ownership are taken, as

already said, from the Roman law of things. For example,

the modes of acquiring territory in international law are said

to be four. (1) The first is occupation of land not already

occupied (»ts nnllius). Mere discovery unaccompanied by

beneficial use and occupation will not giveti title. (2) The
second is prescription or mere possession for a considerable

length of time. Jurists on the whole are agreed in admitting

this title, although they refrain from attempting to fix a

period of prescription. These have been calledoriginal modes

of acquisition, while secondary or derivative modes are (3)

gift, purchase, or treaty, and (4) conquest in war. With
reference to these distinctions it may be observed that the

overruling consideration is actual possession as a matter

of fact. Sovereignty exercised de /ado over any territory-

makes it the territory of the sovereign state. This is a

deduction of what has already been said on the subject of

recognition, and the modes of acquisition here described

would only be ajipealed to in default of such unequivocal

possession. In former times a bull of the pope has been

set up as a title, e.r/., the famous bull of Alexander VI.

granting to Spain all lands west of a north and south line

drsivm a hundred leagues west of the Azores. > No such

mode of acquisition would now be recognized even by

Catholic states, in modem times the acquisition of

territory is to some extent governed by the' wishes of the

Jnhabitants,' ^s an abstract principle^' of international
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justice, the tran:rer of territory from one sovereignty to

anotlier should be with the consent of the people. But
this is not yet a recognized rule of international law,

although in many ra:ent cases of acquisition of new terri-

tory a certain amount of deference has been paid to it. In

the treaty of Prague (1S6G), in the utiion of the Xeapolitan

provinces to the kingdom of Italy, and in the union of

Savoy and Nice to France, the rights of the inhabitants

to decide on the proposed transfers are expressly reserved.

A recent and more painful instance is the annexation of

the Transvaal by England under an order in council which

authorized the measure if it should appear to be agreeable

to the legislature or a sufficient portion of the inhabitants.

It is now clear that no such assent was given by the people,

while the acting Government of the republic firmly protested

against the annexation.

The territory of a state includes all the lands and inland

waters within its boundJries, the mouths of rivers, bays,

and estuaries, and the sea to the distance of a marine

league along tlie coast. By a fiction vessels on the high

seas, aud public vessels everywhere, are treated as part of

the territory of the state to which they belong. Tlie high

seas are no nation's property,—although in the earlier

stages of international law exclusive pretensions have been

set up to particular seas, as by Spain to the Pacific,

England to the seas around Great Britain, and Paissia to

the Norlli Pacific.

Formal intercourse between nations is carried on under

well-ascertained rules. Omitting mere ceremonial regula-

tions, we maj notice specially the position assigned by the

law of nations to ambassadors. These are the highest class

of diplomatic agents, and according to the universal modern
practice they are permanently attached to the foreign court

to which they are accredited. The earlier practice {e.f/.,

before the Ueformation) favoured tlie appointment of special

ambassadors for p'articular business. The office of

ambassador, whether permanent or tcmporar}', has at all

times been clotlied with a character of peculiar sanctity.

His privileges during residence at a foreign court may be

summed up in the statement that himself, his house, his

property, and his household are exempt from the foreign

jurisdiction. Like a ship of war in foreign waters, the

embassy is exterritorial—su|iposed by fiction of law to be

part of the sovereign's dominions. The ambassador there-

fore is njt liable to prosecution in the criminal nor to suit

in the civil courts. His official residence is free from the

local jurisdi>;tion ; but it is no longer an asylum, and a

criminal taking refuge there may be seized by the local

authority if not delivered up by the amb.issador.

Ambassadors are further relieved from taxation on goods

imported for their own use, a privilege which has not

unfrequently been abused. An ambassador is entitled to

freedom of worship, whether his religion be toler.ited by
the local government or not. The suite of an ambassador
down to his domestic servants are also exempt from the

local jurisdiction. Tiie household may in some respects

be likened to a separate community under the sovereignty

of the ambassador. But it is only in minor affairs that

his power to actually execute criminal justice on his own
servants would now be recognized. The proper course for

him to adopt in a serious charge would be to send the

accused home to be tried. The privileges of an ambassador
aud his suite, it should be added, apply only so far as they

do not act beyond the limits of their legatorial character,—
e.f/., as merchants, trustees, and so on. Exceptional

crimes committed by an ambassador do not destroy his

character or rights,—at least according to the gener^il con-

sensus of modern authorities, although English lawyers

have argued that a crime contra Jas gi/Uiuni destroyed the

ambassadorial character. Besides ambassadors, two inferior

grades of foreign ministers are recognized, viz., (1) envoys,

ministers, or others accredited to sovereigns, and (2) charges
'

d'affaires accredited to ministers charged with foreign

affairs. These three grades of diplomatic rank were settled

by the congress of A''jenna (1S15) to avoid the embarrass-
ment arising from claims of precedence. Consuls arc
merely local agents of a foreign Government, for certain

limited purposes, such as facilitating and recording legal

transactions affecting the subjects of the state they represent,

and assisting theni in obtaining their legal rights. They
are appointed with the permission (exequatur) of the
country in which they are to act. They have no immunity
from local jurisdiction except under special arrangements.

In non-Christian countries the consuls representing

Christian states have more extensive functions. In
Turkey and the Mahometan countries of the Levant they
exercise generally an exclusive criminal and civil jurisdic-

tion over their countrymen.

The contracts made by states with each other are in

international law treated ac:ording to the general principles

of the law of contracts (see Tueaties). Lender the modern
practice rules of private law affecting foreigners are in

many cases settled by treaty on the basis of reciprocity,

e.y., extradition, copyright, kc.

Hitherto we have considered nations as in a state of

peace. War introduces an entirely new order of rules,

applying either between the belligerents themselves or

between the belligerent^ and neutral stales. To the <jues-

tion whether a giver; war be just or unjust international

law has no answer to give, or only a formal one. Any war
undertaken in defence of the. rights which have been
already described might be called a just, and any war under-

taken in N-iolation of them might be called an unju-t war.

The justice or injustice of any war is really a question of

morality, and in proportion as international law has escaped

from the merely ethical region it has abandoned tlie attempt
to decide this question. It figures largely in Grotius, as

compared with later writers, and more largely in the specu-

lative than in the positive jurists. One condition of the

legality of a war, that of a formal declaration, borrowed
from Koman practice by Grotius and some of his followers

has ceased to be of any importance, although some publica

tion of the fact of war is considered necessary in fairness

to neutrals. But all wars are legal in international law—
that is, they are governed by the rules of the law of war^>
except wars levied by pirates or piratical communities.

The part played by international law has been not to

prevent but to regulate warfare. Nations have arrived at

a tolerable degree of unanimity as to how wars ought ti>

be conducted, and the result is a certain and progressive

law of war. They are far from tiaving arrived at any un-

derstanding as to the conditions under which war ought to

be allo\Yed ; when they are v.itliin sight of any such under-

standing, it will be time enough to talk about a war being

just or unjust in international law.

The absence of auy legal standard of the justice of a war
only adds to the importance of tlie moral question. There

being no law of nations to restrain the warlike ambition of

nations, as there is to restrain their passions when war has

begun, the purely moral restraints become all-important.

Among these it might not be worth while to reckon the

kind of selfishness which onnis the cost of a camjiaigi.

against a powerful enemy. But a generous horror of war
for its own sakg may safely be jjronounced to be, in spite

of recent events, a growing jjublic sentiment, particivlarly

in the English-speaking people of both worlds. There i.<

no English or American statesman who would not at least

do lip-service to the principle that an avoidable war is a

public crime. Some of them have done more. The great

experiment in internaticmil arbitration between England

Xin. — 25
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and America in 1871 was mora glorious to its promoters,

and will be more fruitful of benefit to mankind, than fifty

-victoi-ious campaigns. It is through ttie establishment of

the principle of arbitration that we may ultimately hope to

see the question of justice or injustice in war take its place

among the topics of international law.

Short of war, certain preliminary meastfi-es of hostility are

recognized. These are
—"embargo," or the seizure in port

of vessels belonging to a foreign nation with which we have

a difference, in order to bring it to justice ; "retorsion," or

retaliating on the foreign nation or its subjects, by similar

injuries to those inflicted on us; and "reprisals," or the

seizure of foreign property in retaliation for wrongs done

to us. These are now of little importance. The right of

" pacific blockade," i.e., the blockade of ports belonging to a

cation with which we profess not to be at war, has been

asserted in a few doubtful instances, but such interference

ought to be treated as an act of war.

A state of war transforms the nations engaged into two

iostile camps, every man in either being the enemy of all

in the other, and entitled to slay and capture as best he

can. Such at least is the " natural " theory of war, which

international law has reduced to much smaller proportions.

Pirst, hostile acts are strictly reserved for the soldiers or

others acting under direct public authority ; non-combat-

ants are to be regarded as neutrals so far as actual warfare

is concerned ; they must abstain from hostile acts, and they

must be left unharmed by the enemy. Property taken in

war belongs to the state, not to the individual captor ; and,

on the other hand, subject to modifications to be pointed

out hereafter, only the property of the state and not

private property should be liable to capture. War is thus

reduced to an open armed strife between two states carried

^m by means of a definite and xmmistakable set of agents,

viz., the fleets and armies. That the non-combatant por-

tions of the two communities should remain as though they

wore in a state of peace is the principle towards v:hich

international law appears to be tending. The movement
against privateering is an illustration of this tendency. In

wars carried- on by land, non-combatants are as far as

possible kept nut of the sphere of operations,—persons only

under public military command being regarded as combat-

ants. In naval warfare it has long been recognized as a

valid mode of conducting hostilities to grant "letters of

marcpie" to private vessels, owued, manned, and officered by

private persons. Its analogy on land would be a roving

commission to private gangs of freebooters. These tetters

commission the privateers to prey upon the commerce of

the hostile nation, the reward for their services being the

plunder they may chance to gain. The privateer may
telong to a neutral nation or to the nation granting the

commission. The practice is defended on the ground that

it enables a power liaving weak naval resources to cope

n-ith a great naval power on sudden emergencies. On the

other hand the loose discipline of privateer crews, and the

fact that their object is simply plunder, are "serious evils.

The treaty of Paris of 1856 contains the famous declaration

that " privateering is and remains abolished," and the

adhesion of the United States to this principle would go

far to make the practice illegal by the law of nations.

Hitherto they have declined, preferring the more compre-

liensive policy of prohibiting the seizure of private property

of all kinds by ships of war. This point conceded, the

T'^nited States would assent to the abolition of privateering.

Contracts entered into between the subjects of hostile

states are void. Bights already created by contracts

entered into before the war are not destroyed, but the

remedy is suspended, an alien enemy having no redress in

courts of law. All commercial intercourse between the

two peoples is interdicted, according to the maxim that

there caimot be al the same time "a war for arms and n

peace for commerce." Partnerships between a citizen and

an alien enemy existing before the war are ipso facto

extinguished by the war. All nations, in fact, are agreed

in pronouncing illegal during a time of war the ordinary

commercial intercourse which prevails between them in

time of peace. The principle extends to giving one of two

allies a right to prohibit intercourse carried on with or

without licence by the subjects, of the other with the

common enemy. Contracts for the ransom of captured

property are- valid by the law of nations, but may be and

sometimes are restricted by the provisions of a municipal

law. And a state may of course grant special licences to

its own subjects to trade with the enemy.

The efiect of war on the persons and property of alien

enemies within the dominions of the state, and on debts

due to them by the .state or its subjects before the war, has

been greatly softened in modern practice. In strict theory

the debts and property would be liable to confiscation, and

the persons themselves to detention as prisoners of war.

Such is the rule laid down by Bynkershoek, but later

writers have held that the guarantees to a contiary eilect

contained in eomm.ercial treaties and even in voluntary

declarations by belligerent powere have altered the law of

nations on this point. This question was expressly decided

in an important American case (Brown v. the United States),

in which the supreme court held that the ancient rule still

remained unimpaired as 'a right recognized by the law of

nations, however much it might have been mitigated in

practice'. In that case, however, its exercise was held to

require a special .Act of Congress. The confiscation of

debts and the confiscation of property seem to stand on

the same footing, and in both cases it may be said that the

law of nations has not yet formally recognized the rule

established by universal practice. The Act of the Con-

federate Congress in 1861, confiscating all property and

debts (except public debts) due to an alien enemy, may
be taken as the exception wliich proves the rule. It has

been unequivocally condemned, and was vigorously pro-

tested against at the time by Earl Russell as a violation of

the spirit of modern law. Even the Confederate Act did

not profess to confiscate public debts, and it may be taken

as the settled rule of law that no state is justified in

repudiating its own public obligations to the subjects of a

state with which it may be at vi-ar.

The laws and usages of actual war exhibit the same

tendency to substitute a milder and moro humane code for

the unrestrained licence of earlier times. The inspiring

idea of Grotius was in fact to introduce the spirit of law

into the conduct of hostilities, to enforce the princii)le that

there was a lawful as well as an unlawful way of waging

war. Between the time of Grotius and our own the sphere

of law in war has greatly widened. No nation claiming to

be civilized would now venture to conduct a campaign

otherwise than according to the rules of civilized warfare,

unless against savages from whom ny reciprocal treatment

is to be expected, or rebels to whom they refuse the status

of belligerents. Besides the influence of international law

systematically studied as a science, and the general growth

of humaner modes of life and action, a specific cause of

this improvement in the.law of war is the fact that battle

is now for the most part the business of professional soldiers

scientifically equipped, and accustomed to stringent disci-

pline. For. the best historical -view of this interesting

subject -we may refer to Mr Mountag^ue Bernard's paper
" On the Growth of Laws and Usages of War," in the

volume of Oxford Bssaiis for 1856.

The actual laws and usages of civilized warfare can

scarcely be brought ivithin the scope of the present article,

but we may refer to a summary of them contained in the
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project of an international declaration submitted to the

Brussels conference of 1871. The conference did not result

in any international convention, and England firmly repu-

diated portions of the declaration which appeared to bs

calculated to " facilitate.aggressive wars, and to paralyse the

patriotic efforts of an invaded people." But on the

whole this document, although not accepted into the legis-

lation of nations, expresses their general sense on most of

the points with which it deals. It lays down rules with

regard to (1) the occupation of a hostile country by military

force, (2) the distinction between combatants and non-

combatants, (3) the means of injuring an enemy, (4) sieges

and bombardments, (5) spies, (6) prisoners of war, (7) sick

and wounded, (8) private individuals and private property,

(9) contributions and requisitions, (10) flags of truce, (1 1)

capitulations, (12) armistices, (13) belligerents interned or
j

wounded treated in neutral territory. Under the first,
;

second, eighth, and ninth heads the effects of war are
|

restricted to tlie property of the state and its recognized I

army, although the necessity of military organization in
|

order to entitle combatants to the rights of war is laid

down too stringently. Private property must be respected,

and pillage is expressly forbidden, but on the other hand

an army of occupation has a right to seize all the personal

property of the state wliich is liliely to be of use in war,

includiag any kind of munitions of war although belonging

to private individuals or companies. The occupying state

is to consider itself in the light of an administrator and

usufructuary of the public buildings, &c., of the hostile

state. Contributions and requisitions may be imposed on

the inhabitants, for which receipts must be given. Under

the third head there are forbidden the use of poison or

poisoned weapons, murder by treachery or murder of a dis-

armed enemy, declaration of " no quarter," projectiles caus-

ing unnecessary suffering or prohibited by the declaration of

St Petersburg 1868, abuse of the flag of truce, and unneces-

sary destruction of enemy's property ; but ruses de guerre

are permitted. Spies (who collect information on falsa

pretences or secretly in territory occupied by the enemy)

shall when captured be tried and treated according to the

law of the army which captures them. The bearer of a

flag of truce is inviolable unless he abuse his position, but

a commander is not bound to receive a flag of truce. Treat-

ment of the wounded is regulated by the Geneva Conven-

tion of 1864, and such modifications thereof as may from

time to time be made. The English reader will find a

copy of the Brussels project in Boyd's edition of Wheaton'a

hiternatMiial Law. The Geneva Convention, to which

reference is here made, was an international compact

between the European states, establishing the neutrality

of ambulances and military hospitals, and of all persona

engaged in the service thereof, as well as of inhabitants of

the country bringing help to the wounded. The hospitals,

ic, shall bear a distinctive flag (red cross on white ground),

and badges similarly distinguished shall be allowed for

individuals entitled to the benefits of neutrality. The St

Petersburg declaration renounces for the contracting parties

in case of war among themselves the use of "any projectile

of a weight below 400 grammes, which is either explosive

or charged with fulminating or inflammable substances."

War by land is necessarily carried on within the territory

of one or other of the belligerents, and generally in the

midst of surroundings devote ci to the permanent works of

civilization and peace. Naval warfare is a duel between
two sets of " floating fortresses," on an element which is

no nation's exclusive property, and in no nation's continuous

possession. This is the principal reason for the superior

humanity characterizing the rule of war on land, where
the licence'of primitive warfare would be infinitely more
disastrous than it would be at sea. Another reason why

the law of the sea retains so much of its original severity

is that its rules have been developed under the influence

of a regular court and a professional bar, and have acquired

the fized and inelastic character peculiar to positive law.

The toleration of privateering already noticed is an example

of the dift'erence between the two systems, and the practice

of bombarding seaports to enforce contributions is another.

The liability of private prop^ty to capture is, however, the

most important point of difference. The public vessels of

the enemy are of course the natural prey of our own. The

private property of the enemy may be contained either in

private vessels of his own or in the ships of neutral powers,

and we may add for the sake of convenience a third case,

where the private vessels of the enemy carry goods belong-

ing to neutral owners. In the last case, when the hostile

vessel has been captured, the neutral property is not affected

thereby

—

enemy ship does not make enemy goods. In th«

second case the treaty of Paris has promulgated the rule

that/)-ee ship niakes/V?e goods, which may now be regarded

as the established modern rule. In the first case ship and

cargo alike are the prey of our vessels of war. In the

result, therefore, we may .capture the enemy's ships and the

enemy's property on board his own ships, but we must

spare neutral vessels and all the goods therein, whether

belonging to enemies or neutrals, and neutral goods when

found on board the enemy's vessels. There is, however,

a manifest tendency in international opinion to withdraw

private vessels and private property lawfully used altogether

from the sphere of warlike operations. The law of capture

by sea is further considered under the heading Prize.

It remains to speak of the right of neutrals, and their

obligations to the belligerents. 'The neutral nation is to be

regarded as the friend of both belligerents, and is bound to

treat both of them alike. Jurists distinguish between "strict"

or " ordinary " neutrality, and " imperfect " neutrality, iu

which certain advantages are allowed to both belligerents,

or in which advantages are granted to one of the belligerents

only under a prior treaty, which the other belligerent

does not choose to consider a casus belli. The "perpetual'

neutrality of Belgium and Switzerland secured by treaties

binds those states to abstain from taking part in any war

arising between their neighbours. The combination of

several northern powers to enforce by arms certain alleged

rights of neutrals against the claims cf belligerents in 1780

and ISOO has been termed an " armed neutrality."

Neutral states are entitled to prohibit all belligerent

operations within their territory,—using that phrase in the

enlarged sense it bears in international law. They may
prevent the passage of fleets or armies through those por-

tions of the sea or land over which their jurisdiction extends.

Hostilities carried ^on within neutral territory are unlawful,

and captures effected thereby are void. The rule is indis-

putable, but its application to warfare by sea has not been

free from controversy. A capture made outside the neutral

territory by the boats of a ship lying within the neutral

territory has been held to imply an illegal use of that terri-

tory for purposes of war. On the other hand, a capture

begun outside but consummated within the neutral territory,

is also, notwithstanding the theory set up by Bynkershoek,

entirely illegal. It is in fact as much the duty as the right

of the neutral state to insist on these prohibitions, as the

omission to do so in any case might give an advantage to

one belligerent over the other inconsistent with true

neutrality. The exemption of neutral property everywhere

from the operation of war has been already noticed. The

im.partiality which it is the duty of the neutral to observe

towards the belligerents has been summed up by Vattel in

two propositions cited with approval by Wheaton :—(1)

that no assistance should be given to either party in

matters relating to war unless under some pre-existing
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Btipulation
; (2) that in matters not relating to war the

neutral should not refuse to one belligerent " merely

because he is at war with the other what she grants to

that other." The obligation of impartiality extends to

prohibiting the use of the neutral territory for the purpose

of fitting out warlike expeditious, equipping vessels, and
enlisting men. The right and duty of neutral nations in

this respect were first recognized and enforced by the United

States, long the chief representative and champion of

neutral rights. An Act of Congress passed in 1791, re-

enacted 1818, makes it a misdemeanour for "any person

within the jurisdiction of the United States to augment
the force of any armed vessel belonging to one foreign

power at war with another power with whom they are at

peace, or to prepare any military expedition against the

territories of any foreign nations with whom they are at

peace, or to hire or enlist troops or seamen for foreign

military or naval service, or to be i5oncerned in fitting out

any vessel to cruise or commit hostilities in foreign service,

<tc." The same principles inspire the English Foreign En-
listment Acts which have been pronounced by the well-

known writer " llistoricus "'^ to be a transcript of tlie

American law. The 59 Geo. III. c. C9 was the first Act
known by this title ; the statute now in force is the

Foreign Enlistment Act, 187U (33 &, 34 Vict. c. 00).

These Acts are correctly described as municipal' statutes,

based indeed on international law, but intended for the

protection of the neutral state rather than the belli-

gerents.' The purely international obligations of the

billigerent have been recently the subject of protracted

discussions between England and America, arising out of

the depredations committed by Confederate cruisers on
American commerce. The treaty of Washington, 1871,
by which all these questions were referred to arbitration,

directed the arbitrator to apply to them not only the rules

uf the law of nations but three new rules, which England
at lea-rt could not admit as being in force when the claims

arose, but which she acceded to as an evidence of her desire

to strengthen friendly relations with the United States.

Both parties agreed to abide by these principles in future,

and to invite other nations to accede to them. The rules

were tliat a neutral government is bound—(1) to use

due diligence to prevent the fitting out, arming, or equip-

ping within its jurisdiction of any vessel which it has

reasonable ground to believe is intended to cruise or to

carry on war against a power with which it is at peace,

and also to use like diligence to prevent the departure from
its jurisdiction of any vessel intended to cruise or carry on
war as above, such vessel having been adapted in whole or

in part within such jurisdiction to warlike use
; (2) not

to permit or suller either belligerent to make use of its

ports or waters as the base of naval operations against the

other, or for the purpose of renewal or augmentation of

military supplies or arms or the recruitment of men ; and (3)

to exercise due diligence in its own ports and waters and
as to all persons within its jurisdiction, to prevent any
violation of the foregoing obligations and duties.

These rules, which we believe to be substantially just.

Lave been unduly discredited in England, partly by the

resu't of the arbitration, which was in favour of the

United Slates, partly by the fact that they were from the

point of v.iew of English opinion ex post facto rules,

and that the words defining liability ("due diligence")

were vague and open to unforeseen constructions,-—for

' riilllimore cojisiJers tlirit sncli stipuLitions made in time of peace
are \\rongrul and incompatible with sound neutrality. The fulfilment

of tliL-ui would be an attempt to do the act of a belligerent and yet
cl.iim the innnunity of a neutral.

" Sir William Vernon Harcourt.
^ Letters on some Questions oj hiternntionul Law, by Histoncus,

'^Ou bclliporcut violation's of neutral rishts."

example, the construction actually adopted by the Geneva
tribunal that due diligence ought to be exercised in propor-

tion to the belligerent's risk of suffering from any failure-

of the neutral to fulfil his obligations.'' One important
principle, to some extent challenged in thess controversies,

is established beyond dispute. Whatever the obligations

of a neutral in any given case may be, failure to fultil them
is not excused either by defects of the municipal law or by
successful evasions of ihifc law. The neutral state ought
to make its laws conformable to its international duties,

and to compel its subjects to obey them. If it fails in

either respect, and injury to belligerents is the consequence.
it is answerable under the law of nations.

So far we have been dealing with the rights and duties

of neutral slates. Neutral commerce in times of war is.

subject to restrictions which affect individuals rather than

states, such as the rules relating to blockade and contra-

band of war.

Pirates and savages or uncivilized tribes liave been men-
tioned as excluded from the benefits of international law.

The municipal law of most countries assumes jurisdiction

over the former wherever they may be found (see Piracy).

With regard to the latter, it cannot be said that civilized

nations have observed any rule of law or morality whatso-

ever in their dealings with them. The overdowing popula-

tion of European nations has been compelled to seek an
outlet in regions occupied by men in a low state of civili-

zation, neither capable nor desirous of making a beneficial

use of them. It is not to be pretended for a moment that

the Europeans were bound to leave the continent of

America to its original Indians, for even civilized

communities are not permitted to claim dominion over

territory which they do not really occupy. But the early

European settlers founded their claims on some authority,

generally that of their own sovereigns, which recognized

no right whatever in the original occupants. They were

described in patent deeds as "heathens and infidels," and a-

colour of religious duty was thus imparted to the most
barefaced schemes of spoliation. Whcaton cites the:

authority given by Henry VII. to Cabot and by Queen-

Elizabeth to Sir Humphrey Gilbert to seek out foreign and
barbarous lands " not actually possessed of any Christian

prince or p!ople,"and to hold, occupy, and enjoy the same.

Vattel, who strongly insists upon the right of civilized

people to reduce the ineffective occupation of savages to the.

narrowest possible limits, warmly commends" the conduct
of William Penn and the English Quakers in purchasing-

from its savage occupants the country they wished to

inhabit. The colonizing nations, says Wheaton, were
agreed in one thing, viz., in "almost entirely disregarding^

the right of the native inhabitants." Settlements of this

kind are not now made from European countries, and public

opinion would no longer sanction the pretensions on which
they were based. But between the European settlements

already established and the native tribes by which they are

surrounded the same disregard of the rights of the weaker
party is only too common. So far as England is concerned,

the temptations of her colonists to commit injustice in their

dealings with inferior races are counterbalanced by an
active public opinion at home. In the conduct of hostili-

ties against savages, civilized troops would not be regarded

as bound by the international law of war; and it is difficult

to conceive of any restraint other than"that of their own
sense of decency and humanity. In conflicts between
civilized communities the employment of savages on either

side is condemned for this very reason. In self-defence

the troops opposed to them must resort to practices con-

demned by the opinion of the civilized world.

* See lIouDtag\ie Bernard's Britisti Ncntrality.
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The main object of this article has been to exhibit the

law of nations as much as possible in the form of a

positive system of rules binding on states inter se, to

assimilate the treatment of the subject to a statement of

the ordinary rules of positive law. Many topics have

-therefore been omitted which are discussed at length in

treatises on international law. It is not always possible

to say where international law begins and international

morality ends, but it is of the highest importance to mark

the distinction. The former, taken broadly, means the rules

of conduct that the nations of the civilized world admit

•and insist upon as a matter of course, and the fact that

there are such rules is the central fact of the whole subject.

Every addition to them is a positive good to the whole

world, and such additions are for the most part to be

traced to the reasonings of private thinkers. But to treat

principles supported only by the authority of jurists, how-

-ever distinguished, as of equal validity with those which

have been adopted by the universal practice of nations is

to weaken the one without strengthening the other. It

should be said, moreover, that the systematic study of

international law witha view to its improvement byjurlsts

of all countries organized in societies like the Institut de

Droit International at once tends to mature opinion and to

s;ive it an immediate hold on the practice of nations.

Among the purely speculative questions connected with

international law two deserve special notice on account of

the extent to which they have engaged the sympathies at

least of the best minds in every age. One is the project

for a perpetual peace, the otlier is the more immediately

practical proposal to reduce the law of nations to a written

•code. With the former the names of Bentham and of

Kant are associated. Bentham's plan Is a congress of

-deputies, two from each state, which should determine

international disputes, and the decrejs of which should be

enforced against any state that might resist them by the

-combined power of the rest. As a preliminary condition

ie requires the reduction of military establishments and

the abandonment by European nations of their colonies.

Kant proposes a confederation of states, all under a

republican constitution, and acting in international afialrs

through congresses to be held from time to time. An
account of these and other projects of the same kind will

be found in Wheaton's History of the Law of Kalians.

•Codification would effect for the law of' nations, as a whole,

svhat has already been done for portions of it by the St

Petersburg and Geneva conventions, and even by the

treaties of Paris and Washington. All states are alike

Interested in ascertaining the rules to which they have
assented in general terms. The work has already been to

a great extent performed by private associations, and what
is wanted is the formal ratification of their labours by the

Goveruments of the world.

The following are the most authorit.ative modern works on In-

ternational Law :—Henry Wheaton's Elements of IMernatwnat
Law (8th American edition ])ublished in 1S66 with notes hy
V. H. Dana, jun. ; an English edition appeared in 18S0) ; Sir
liobevt Philliraoro's Commentaries on International Law, in 4 vols,

(a very complete and elaborate •work); Sir Travers T\vis3's Law
of Nations, 2 vols. ; and Heffter's Das Europdischc Volkcrrecht
dtr Qegenwart. To these may be added the less important
treatises of Richarji Wildman, William Oke Manning, and H. W.
Halleck (American). Useful elementary works are Chancellor
Kent's Coinmenlarij. which has been edited in England by Dr J.

T. Abdy ; T. D. Woolsey's Introduction to /•e Study of Intcrna-
tmnal Law ; and W. E. Hall's Inlemalional Law. The histoi-y

of the law of nations has been treated by Wheaton, Ward, K. von
Mohl, and F. Laurent. . (E.R.

)

IN'TERPLEADEK, In English law. Is the form of action
used when a person Is sued at law for the recovery of money
•or goods wherein he lias no Interest, and which are also

elaimed of him by some third party. Originally the only

relief available to the possessor against such adverse claims

wis by means of a bill of interpleader in equity. The
Interpleader Act, 1 & 2 WilL IV. c. 58, enabled the

defendant in such cases, on application to the coiut, to

have the original action stayed and converted into a trial

between the two claimants. The Common Law Procedure
Act of 1860 further extended the power of the common law
courts In Interpleader ; and the Judicature Act, 1875, enacts

that the practice and procedure under these two statutes

shall apply to all divisions of the high court of justice. The
Judicature Act also extends the remedy of Interpleader to

a debtor or other person liable In respect of a debt alleged

to be assigned, when the assignment is disputed. Inter"

pleader is the equivalent of multlplepoinding In Scotch
law.

INTESTACY. In dealing -with the property of a person

who dies without making a will, the law of England dis-

tinguishes sharply between his real and his personal estate.

The devolution of the former Is regulated by the rules

of Inheritance (g'.f.). The destination of the latter is

marked out by the Statute of Distributions. The propei

conditions of a testamentary disposition of property will

be found under the heading Will.
The distribution of an intestate's personal estate is carried

out under the authority of administrators, whose duties are

generally the same as those of executors under a will.

Administration was until quite recently a matter cognizable

by the ecclesiastical courts, and the ordinary was In fad
the administrator until the passing of the 31 Edw. III. st.

i. c. 11. An earlier statute (Westminster 2) directed

against the abuses of the system required the ordinary,

instead of applying the residue of the estate to •" pious

uses," to pay the debts of the Intestate. The Act ol

Edward III. went further in providing that "In case where

a man dleth intestate, the ordinaries shall depute of the

next and most lawful friends of the dead person Intestate

to administer his goods," with power to sue for debts due

to the deceased, and under obligation to pa}' debts due by

him, and to answer to the ordinary like executors In the

case of testament. Administrators remained on this foot-

ing of deputies appointed by the ordinary until the Probate

Act transferred the jurisdiction in administration of the

ecclesiastical courts to the new court of probate.

The courts of law having held that by the grant of

administration the authority of the ecclesiastical courts

was exhausted, the administrator became entitled to the

privilege, similar to that formerly enjoyed by the ordinary,

of dealing as he pleased with residue of the estate. The
next of kin of the same degree of relationship with the

deceased were thus aggrieved by the preference of the

administrator, and it was to remedy this grievance that

the Statute of Distributions (22 and 23 Charles II. c. 10)

was passed. It empowered the ordinary to take a bond
from the administrator binding him to make a fair and
complete distribution of the estates among the next ol

kin. Such distribution is to be in the following manner ;

—one-third to the wife of the intestate, and all ^he

residue by equal portions to and amongst the children,

and their representatives if any of such children be

dead, exclusive of children who shall have any estate by
the settlement of the intestate, or sh.ill be advanced by
the Intestate In his lifetime by portions equal to the shares

allotted to the other children under the distribution. If

such advancement should be less thiin the share of the other

children in distribution, then It shall be made equal thereto.

But the "heir-at-law, notwithstanding any land that he

shall have by descent or otherwise from the intestate, is to

have an equal part in distribution with the rest of the

children" (^ 5). By § 6, if there be no children nor any

leg.ll representatives of children, one moiety cf the estate
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IS to bfi allotted to tie wife of the intestate, the residue

"to be distributed equally to any of the next of kiudred of

the intestate who are equal in degree and those who legally

represent them." By § 7 there shall "be no representation

admitted among collaterals after brothers' and sisters' chil-

dren; and in case there be no wife, then all the said estate

to be distributed equally to and among the children ; and in

case there be no child, then to the next of kindred in equal

degree of or unto the intestate and their legal representa-

tives as aforesaid, and iu no other manner whatsoever."

For the protection of creditors it is enacted that there shall

be no distribution till a full year after the intestate's death,

and if any debts should be discovered after distribution,

the persons sharing the estate shall refund the ajnonnt of

the same ratably. Finally, by § 4 it is provided that

nothing in the Act shall prejudice the customs of London,

York, and other places having customable rules of succes-

sion ; but these have been since abolished.

With reference to the above rules the following points

may be observed:—(1) T)ie husband's absolute right to

administer his wife's estate is not aifected by the Act.

This was made clear by a later Act of the same reign

(29 Charles II. c. 3). Administration is now granted

to the representatives of the husband, where he has

died without taking out administration to his wife, unless

it can be shown that the wife's next of kin are beneficially

interested. (2) The widow, in the event of there being

no children or next of kin, takes only her half. The

other half goes to the crown. (3) Tbe child or chil-

dren take equally two-thirds if the widow be alive,

and the whole if she be dead. If the children of the

intestate be all dead, the grandchildren will take equally

amongst themselves as next of kin ; if there be neither

child nor grandchild alive the great-grandchildren would

likewise take equally as a class {per capita). But if some

of the children be alive, some dead leaving issue, the

children of a deceas'ed child take their father's share {per

stir])es). Thus, for example, the ten children of a deceased

son would only take between them their father's share if

any brother or sister of their father were alive ; if not, they

would share equally with the other grandchildren. (4)

The next of k-in must be ascertained according to the rules

of consanguinity, which are the same in English as in the

civil law. Degree is calculated from the intestate, through

the common ancestor if any, to the kindred. Thus from

son to father is one degree, to grandfather two degrees, to

brother two degrees, to uncle three degrees, and so on.

The statute ordains distribution to be made " to the next

of kindred in equal degrees p7-o siio cuique jure., according

to the laws in such cases and the rules and limitations

hereafter set down." Equality in degree is therefore not

in all cases accompanied by equality in rights of succession.

Neglecting the cases of wife and children already noticed,

the father excludes all other next of kin. So would a

mother, in default of a father surviving, but the Act 1

James II. c. 17 enacted that in such a case the brothers and

sisters of the intestate should share equally with the

mother. The language both of this and of the principal

statute is very inapt, and has given rise to complicated

questions of interpretation. In the absence of brothers or

sisters and their representatives, the mother in the ease

supposed would take the whole. Mothers-in-law and
stepmothers are not within the rules of consanguinity. As
between a brother and a grandfather who are both in the

second degree, preference is given to the brother ; but a

grandfather, being in the second degree, will exclude an
uncle, who is in the third. An uncle and a nephew, both

being iu the third degree, take together. Brothers or

sisters of the half blood take equally with brothers and
sisters of the whole blood. The rule wluch prohibits

representations after brothers' and sisters' children would,

in a case where the next of kin were uncles or nephews,

wholly exclude the children of a deceased uncle or nephew.
Also, as between the son of a brother and the grandson of

a brother, the latter would not be admitted by representa-

tion. Where a brother and the children of a deceased

brother are the next of kin, they will take per stirpes, i e.,

the brother will take one half, and the children jif the other

brother will take the other half between them. When the

next of kin are all children of the deceased brothers or

gisters, they will take equally per capita. Subject to these

modifications, the pereonal estate will be divided equally

among the next of kin of equal degree, e.g., great-grand-

fathers would share with uncles or aunts, as being in the

third degree. Failuig next of kin, under these rules, the

estate goes to the crown as ultimus litres, a result which

is more likely to happen in the case of illegitimate persons

than in any other.

Personal or movable property takes its legal character

from the domicile of the owner, and the distribution of an
intestate's goods is therefore regulated by the law of the

country in which the intestate was domiciled. A domiciled

Scotchman, for example, dies intestate in England, leaving

personal property in England; the administrator appointed

by the court of probate will be bound to distribute the

estate according to the Scotch rules of succession.

In the law of Scotland the free movable est.ate of the intestate

is divided amongst the nearest of kin, the full blood excluding the

half blood, and neither mother normaternahelations being originally

admitted. The Iteir of the heritable property if one of the next
of kin must collate with the next of kin if he wishes to share in

the movables. Proximity of kiu is reckoned in the same order as in

the case of inheiitance. The Intestate Movable Successieu Act,

3855, among other changes, allows the issue of a predeceasing next

of kin to come in the place of their parent in succession to an
intestate, gives the father of an intestate dying without issue one-

half of the movable estate in preference tobrotiiers and sisters, and
to the mother if the father be dead a similar preference to the

extent of onC'tliird, and admits brothers and sisters uterine in the

absence of brothers and sisters germaii or consanguinean.

In the United States the English Statute of Distribution has

been taken as the basis of the law for the 'distribution of personal

property in intestacy, and its principles have been applied to real

property also. "In a majority of the States the descent of real

and personal property is to the same persons and in the same pro-

portions, and the regulation is the same in substance as the English

Statute ol Distrib'itipn. In Georgia the real and personal estate

of the intestate is considered as altogether of the same nature and
upon the same footing. . . . The English Statute of Distribu-

tion, being founded on justice and on the wisdom of ages, was
well sclectctl as the most suitable and judicious basis on which to

establish our American law of descent and distribution." See

Ihheritaxce. (E. K.)

INVEPiARAY, a royal, parliamentary, and municipal

burgh of Scotland, the county town of Argyllshire, is

situated at the lower end of a small bay, where the river

Aray fa.lls into the north-western waters of Loch Fync, 40

miles north-west of Glasgow. The town is small, consist-

ing of one street running east and west, and a row of

houses facing the bay. The county buildings and court-

house are handsome edifices. Near the church stands a
small obelisk in memory of certain members of the clan

Campbell who were executed on the spot in 1685 foi

preaching against Popery. The ancient market-cross,

supposed to have been brought from luna, is a fine speci-

men of the Scottish sculptured stones. The chief industry

of Inveraray is" the herring-fishery, the herring of Loch

Fyne being celebrated for their excellence. To the fishing

" district " of Inveraray there belonged in 1879 090 boats.

1647 fishermen and boys, and fishing-gear to the value of

£31,592. In the district, or in boats fishing ofi' its coast,

33,837 barrels of herring and 86 cwt, of cod and ling

were cured in 1S79. The town originally stood on the

north side of the bay, clustering round the ancient baronial

hold, attributed to Colin the Singular, who flourished.
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at the end of the 14th century, but it was removed to

its present site in the middle of the 18th centnry. In-

veraray wa3 erected into a burgh of barony in 1472;
and Charles I., while a prisoner in Carisbrook Castle,

raised it to a royal burgh iu IC'48. It is governed by a

provost aad council. Much has been done for Inveraray

by the ducal house of Argyll, whose seat, Inveraray

Castle, is a quarter of a mile to the north. This hand-

some square edifice, built betv.een 1744 and 17C1 and
restored 1879-80, consists of two stories and a sunk
iloor, with round overtopping towers at the four corners.

JIany interesting and valuable relics were destroyed by a

fire in 1877. The population of the royal burgh iu 1871
was 984, and in 1881 it was 939.

IJfVEENESS, a maritime county of Scotland, is situ-

ated as to ils mainland portion between 56^ 38' and
57°-36' N. lat. and 3' 27' and 5° 54' W. long., and is

bounded on the' J<'. by Ross, N.E. by Nairn and Klgin,

E. by Banff and Aberdeen, S.E. by Perthshire, S. by
Argyll, and W. by the Atlantic. It measures 85 miles

from north-west to south-east and 55 miles from north-eaRt

to south-west. The total area is 2,723,840 acres or 4256
square miles. The mainland portion has an area of

l,947,520imperial acres or 3043 square miles, of which

86,400 acres or 135 square miles are under waten The
area of the islands is 776,320 acres or 1213 square miles,

of which the area under water is 39,040 acres or 61 square

miles.

The surface of the county is- very varied, consisting of

ranges of lofty mountains alternating with deep narrow

valleys, the beds of numerous lakes and rivers. Its

exterior outline is very irregular. On the north-cast a

narrow tract runs out between Nairnshire and the Moray
Firth. Further to the south-east a portion of it was
detached till 1870, when by Act 33 & 34 Vict. c. 16 this

and a similaniy detached portion of Elgin were inter-

changed. Argyllshire penetrates it from the south-west,

and Ross-shire from the north-west, while the western

coast is indented by Lochs Moidart, Aylort, iSTevis, Hourn,

and other arms of the. sea. Both the mainland and island

portions abound in gi'aiid and picturesque scenery. The
islands in the county are those of the Outer Hebrides

(excluding Lewis, which belongs to Eoss-.?hire, but includ-

ing Harris), and Skye, Raasay, Rona, Scalpa, Eigg, &c.

(see HcBRiDEs). The mainland portion is divided into

two nearly equal parts by the valley of Glenmore, or the

Great Glen, which crosses it from the south-west to the

north-east. This glen is now traversed by the Caledonian

Canal, wliich, begun in 1803 'and finally completed in

1847, at a total cost of £1,300,000, forms a line of in-

land navigation between the east and west seas, from the

Moray Firth on the north-east to Loch Linnhe on the

south-west. It has a length of 60A miles, including about

37 miles of lakes, namely. Loch -Ness with a length of

23 miles, Loch Oich of 4, and Loch Lochy of 10. On
each side of this valley there are numerous glens and
straths, separated by mountain ridges, and displaying, with

their lakes and rivers, a great variety of beautiful scenery.

The western half of the county is the more wild and moun-
tainous. Its principal divisions are ]\Ioidart, Arisaig,

Morar, Knoidart, and Glenelg, with the glens or valleys

of Glengarry, Glenmoriston, Gleuurquhart, and Strath-

glass. Among the numerous lakes in this portion of the

county are Loch Shiel bordering on Argjdl, Loch Arkaig,

Loch Morar, Loch Quoich, and Loch Garry. The eastern

half of the county comprises the exten.sive district of

Badenoch, south-west of which lies Lochaber, and to the

north the Aird. The principal valleys are Glenroy, Glen
Spean, Strathspey, Stratherrick, Strathdearn, and Strath-

nnirn; and Loch Ericht on the b orders of Perthshire, Loch

Treig, Loch Laggan, Loch Inch, and Loch Ouchan are
among the largest lakes. The greater part of the county
is occupied by mountains, many of which are over 8000
feet in height, the highest summits being Ben Nevis,
4406 feet, and Cairngorm, which is partly in Banfi'shire,

4095 feet. The principal rivers are the Spey, the Find-
horn, and the Nairn, which How iu a north-easterly

direction into the Moray Firth ; the Ness, which issuing
from Loch Ness flows north-eastwards, passing through
the town of Inverness, and falls into the Moray Firth
after a course of 6 miles ; the Luchy, which flows south-

westwards from Loch Locliy, and after a course of 10
miles falls into Loch Eil near Fort William ; and the
Beauly in the north of the county, which, after being
joined by the Gla.ss and two smaller streams, falls into the
Beauly Firth. The small river Foyers, which flows north-

wards into Loch Ness, forms near the loch two beautiful

falls, the one 30 and the other 90 feet in height.

j
Like the greater part of the Highlands of Scotland, Inver-

' ness-shire rests on the Old Laurentian gneiss. The Old Red
conglomerate is found in Glenmore and along the sea-coast.

Granite, gneiss, limestone, slate, marble, and brick-clay

abound in many parts. The general direction of the rocks

is from south-west to nuith-east. The upper part of Ben
Nevis is composed of beautiful porphyry. Lead has been
found en Ben Nevis and in Glengarry, but is not worked.
SilvcT and iron ore have also been met with in small

quantities. The want of coal renders the limestone of little

value. On account of the irregular surface the cliniale of

Inverness-shire is very diversified, and in many parts it is

very unfavourable for the prosecution of agriculture.

According to the agricultural returns for 1880, the total

area of arable land was 126,306 acres, or 4'6 per cent.

(4-2 in 1870), of which 39,584, or I'S per cent. (1'4 in

1870), were under corn crops, 19,513, or 0'7 percent. (0'7

also iu 1870), under green crops, 27,15.5, or I'O per cent.

(0 9 in 1870), under rotation grasses, 39,140, or 1'4

per cent. (1'2 in 1870), under permanent pasture, and
914 fallow. There were 160,656 acres under wood.

Within the last twenty-five years great progress has been

made in the reclamation of w.aste land, the arable land

iu 1855 extending only to 42,030 acres. There are nearly

300,000 acres of deer forests, and about 1,700,000 of heath

land, one half of which aft'ords pasturage for sheep, the

other half being of no value except for grouse shooting.

From the trees found in great numbers in the peat-bogs of

the county it would appear to have beeu at an early period

thickly covered with wood. Strathspey is still celebrated

for its great forests ; and the natural woods on Loch
Arkaig, in Glengarry, Glenmoriston, Strathglass, Strath-

farrar, and at the head of Loch Shiel are also very

extensive. The forests consist chiefly of oak, fir, birch,

ash, mountain ash, holly, elm, hazel, and. Scotch poplar.

There are also extensive plantations of larch, spruce, silver

fir, beech, and plane. Part of the great Caledonian forest

extends for several miles near the Perth.'.hire boundary.

The most unproductive portion of the county is that to

the north-west of the Caledonian Canal, although it in-

cludes several patches of highly cultivated land. In the

low districts surrounding the county town the soil and

climate are both excellent, and good crops of all kinds are

raised, which are not much later in reaching maturity

than in the earlier districts of Scotland. The soil of the

Badenoch and Laggan districts is gei:erally good, but the

climate is very uncertam, and much injury is often cau.-^ed

by early frosts. In many districts the grain in late

seasons never reaches full maturity. In the wliole of the

Western Isles the soil is generally poor und the moist

climate renders it very difficult to secure the crops in good

condition.
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Tlie niimbeir of holilings in Jiiiic ISSO was fil42. Of tliese there

were 5616 of 50 acres aii.i under, with a total extent ot' 47,772
ftcres ; 24S were between 50 and 100 acres, total 17,407 acres;

237 between 100 and 300 acres, total 39,746 acres; 30 between 300

und 500 acres, total 11,408 acres; 9 between 500 and 1000 acres,

total 6029 acres; and 2 above 1000 acres, total extent 4057 acres.

Considerable enterprise has been shown in many districts in the im-

provement of land, and on tlic larger farms the best modern imple-

ments of husbandry are in use. Tlie crofter system has very much
decreased on the mainland, and some of the crofters now have leases

of five, ten, or fourteen years, and have largely increased their cul-

tivated holdings by reclamation. On the larger farms a nineteen

years' lease is almost universal, and a five-shift course of cropping

is the most common. Large numbers of admirable farm sJicadings i

have been erected within late years, and considerable progress has,

been made in the construction of suitable cottages for married ser-
i

rants. The acreage under wheat has been decreasing very mnch
|

within late years : the area sown in 1873 was 352 acres, in 1879
|

only 82, and iu 18S0 146, while in 1855 it was 1539 acres. The best
i

-quality raised has always been that of the Aird and Beauly districts,
i

Barley and here were grown on 7855 acres in 1880 instead of 2220 in
i

1855. ^luch good barley is produced in the middle districts, such \

as Strathspey, Strathnairn, Strathglass, and Glenurquhart. Bere
j

is grown mostly in the late districts and in the Western Isles. Most
'

of the barley is manufactured into^ whisky in the county. Oats I

occupy more than three-fourths of the area under grain,—30,714
j

acres in 18S0, instead of 13,704 in 1855. A considerable portion of

this crop is of a light and inferior quality, the best being that pro-
\

iluced on heavy clay land. There is a considerable area under rye, 814
acres in 1880 as compared with 125 in 1855. It is grown chiefly on
the sandy hills south and east of Inverness. Under beans and pease

there were in ISSO only 13 and 35 acres respectively. The extent

under turnips and Swedes ih 1880 was 11,084 acres, the proportion

under Swedes being about one-si.vth. Artificial manure is exteu-

sively used for the turnip crop, and on many soils tho yield is very
heavy. Potatoes were grown on 8252 acres in ISSO. The dry soil

in many parts of the country is well adapted for this-crop, and on the

more extensive farms thev often constitute a large item in the

farmer's profits.

The number of cattle in 18S0 was 51.287 (24,061 in 1855), or an
average of 40*5 to every hundred acres under cultivation, the aver-

jigo for Scotland being 23*2, and that for the United Kingdom 20' 7.

Of these the numlJjr of cows and heifers in milk or in calf was
22,208, and the number under two years of age 21,673. The prin-

cipal breed is the Highland, tlie largest and best herds of which are

in the Western Isles. There are a few of the polled and shorthorn
breeds, and Ayrshire cows have in many places been introduced for

dairy purposes. Crosses of an indefinite description are numerous
in the lowlands, but in many places their quality has been improved
by the use of polled or shorthorn bulls. The number of horses in

ISSO was 893S (34S5 in 1855), or 7-0 to every hundred acres under
cultivation, the proportion for Scotland and also for the United
Kingdom being 4*1. Large numbers of Highland ponies are raised

on the hill farms. The breed of agricultural horses, which in 1880
numbered 6758, has been much improved by the introduction of,

Clydesdale staljions. The sheep numbered 711,910 inl8S0 (567,694
in 1855), or 5637 to every hundied acres under cultivation, the
proportion for Scotland being 149'3 and for the United Kingdom
63 "S. The majority are either Cheviots or blackfaced, ol which
the numbers are about equal, Cheviots' having been for some time
on tho increase. Leicesters and half-breeds are kept in several of

the lower districts of tiio Country. The number of pigs in ISSO was
2897 (1667 in 1855), an average of 2 "3 to every hundred acres under
cultivation, tho average for Scotland being 26 and that for the
L'nited Kingdom 6'0.

, Not much attention is paid to the character

of the breed, especially by the crofters, who rear this stock chiefly

for domestic cbnsumption.
According to the licturns of Owners of Lands'^and Heritages,

1872-73, tho hind was divided among 1867 proprietors; its gross

annual value was £361,843, 5s, and the average value of the whole
23. 9Ad. per acre. Of the owners 83^ per cent, possessed less than
1 acre.* There were no fewer than thirty proprietors owning moro
than 20,000 acres, while nineteen possessed upwards of 50,000 acres

<^ach, and an aggregate of nearly 1,900,000 acres—viz.. Lord Lovat,
161,574; Earl of Sealield, 160,224; Macleod of JIacleod, 141,679

;

Evan Baillie, 141. 14S; Lord Macdonald. 129,919; The Jlackintosli,

124,181; Donald Cammon of Lochiel, 109,574; Sir O. Macpherson
Grant, 103,372 ; Edward Ellice, 99,545 ; The Chisholm, 94,328

;

John Gordon of Cluny, 84,404; Sir John P. Orde, 81,099; Trustees
or,|. :JT. Grant, 74.646; Mrs Campbell, 74,000; Colonel George G.
Wrfiker, 70,940; Sir John W. Kamsden. 60,400; Earl of Dunmore,
60.000; Jamea Baird, 60,000 ; Edward H. Scott, 59,123.

Sfilmon yield a considerable rent on the rivers Lochy,

Beauly, and Xess, and are found also in other streams and
in several of the lochs. ' Eed and roe deer, the alpine and

common hare, bluuk game and ptarmigan, grouse, partridges.

and pheasants tenant the moors and woodlands." Foxca
anrl wild cats are found, and otters ai-e to be met with in

the lakes and rivers. There are aUo eagles, hawks, and
owls, and great numbers of waterfowl, particularly swansj

resort to Loch Inch and the other lakes of Badenoch.
The manufactures of the county are unimportant.^

At Inverness there arc two woollen manufactories, two
breweries, and a distillery. The principal distilleries are

Ben Nevis distillery near Fort William, Ord distillery near

Beauly, Carbost distillery in Skye, and two in the neighbour-

iiood of Kingussie. There are flour mills in various parts

of the county, and artificial manure is manufactured at

Kirkton near Inverness.

The Highland Bailway traverses the eastern corner of

the county, and enters it again near Campbeltown, skirting

its northern shore by Inverness and Beauly.

The only royal burgh is Inverness, the county town.

The principal villages are Beauly (population 995), with
s;ime shipping tirade ; Campbeltown (831), frequented as a

bathing-place, and possessing a chalybeate spring ; Fort

William (15G2), near Ben Nevis, with herring and salmon

fisheries; Kingussie (645) ; and Portree (S93), in the Isle

of Skye, having considerable export trade in cattle, sheep,

and fish. The population of tlie county, which was
88,261 in 1861, and 87,531 iu 1871, was found in 1881
to be 90,414 (43,785 males and 46,629 females). The
maximum population was reached in 1841, when it was

07,799. In ISOl it was 72,672. The county returns one

member of parliament ; and the burgh of Inverness unites

with three others in returning a second.

At an early period Inverness was included in the kingdom
of tlio Northern Piets, its mainland portion forming part of

the provinces of Moravia and Arguthecla. The latter province with
the islands subsequently bccameAhe possession of the Norwegians,
but was afterwards known as Ergadia, and was divided into three

portions, Ergadia Borealis, Ergadia qnce ad Moraviam pertiuet, and
Ergadia (pia? ad Scotiam pertinet. For some time tlie capital o(

the Pictibh kings was at Inverness in Mora.via. The province

was for a considerable period ruled by the movmaers of Moray;
one of whom was the. well-known Macbeth. The last of these

morraaei-s was defeated by David I. Early in the 13th century
the province, which up to that time had been included under one
sherift'doni, was divided into the shcriil'doms of Inverness, Elgin,

ajid Nairn.

Among the antiquarian remains of Inverness-shire are a large

number of the so-called Druidical circles, especially in tlie northern
part of the county. At Inshes, 2 miles from Inverness, there are

remarkable cromlechs ; and at Clava near C'ulloden there are large

remains of old chambered sepulchres. J^umerous traces exist ot

ancient pit dwellings similar to those of the Piets but of inferioi'

masonry, and there are remains of cranni'gs oi' old lake dwellings at

the Loch of the Clans and-Loch Beauly. Two examples of the old

Pietish towers still exist at Glenelg in a state of almost perfect pre-

servation, and there ai'e others in Glenmore and elsewhere. Among
the vitrified forts tho principal are those on the hill of Craig Phad-
raig, with ten others stretching into the interior; Dundbhairdghall
on Ben N-tvis; and Dun Fhion or Fingal's fort on the top of a conical

hill near the river Beauly. The principal examples of other ancient

fortresses are Castle Spynie, an extensive ruin on a hill about 700
feet above the plain and 2 miles east from the church of Beauly,

and the remains of massive fortifications on the summit of a steep,

hill in the parish of Lnggan. Among the old castles may be
mentioned Urquhart castle, besieged and taken by the officers o£

Edward I. in 1303, -and luverlochy castle near Fort "William. The
county formerly contained three military forts. Of these Fort
George, on the Moray Firth, 12 miles east of Inverness, built in

1747-67, at a cost of £160,000 is now used only as barracks; Fort
Augustus, at the west end of Loch Ness, originally erected in- 1730,

and rebuilt after haVing been demolished by the rebels in 1745, is

now almost obliterated, a palatial Benedictine monastery having
been erected on its site; Fort AYilliam, on Loch Eil, bui)t in the

reign of William III., remains in good preservation, but is inhribited

by civilians. On CuUoden Moor to the eastward of Inverness wns
fought the battle (April 10, 1746) which closed the rebellion of

174.^-46.

IxvERN'Ess, a royal, parliamentary', and municipal burgh

of Scotland,, the cajntal of the above'cotmty, is finely

situated at the northern end of Glenmore, on both sides

of the river Xess, about half a mile from its mouth, and
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on the Higliland Eailvray, 1-14 miles north-nortli-west of

Perth, and 1C9 west-north-west from Aberdeen. It is

built princi;ially on tlie right bank of the river, which is

crossed by a suspension bridge, a wooden bridge, and a

railway bridge of stone. Though very ancient, tlie town

presents quite a modern appearance, and possesses wide

and handsome streets, and beautiful suburbs with numerous

fine villas. Lately great improvements have taken place,

several new streets liaving been laid out within a recent

period. On an eminence to the south-west of the town

stood an ancient castle in which Macbeth is said to have

murdered Duncan. Tliis was razed to the ground by

Malcolm Canmore, who erected another on an eminence

overhanging the town on the south. The original castle was

u royal fortress, and that erected by Malcolm continued

to be so till its destruction iu 1746. Its site is now
occupied by a castellated structure erected in 1835, and

comprising the court-house, county buildings, and jail.

At the northern extremity of the town Cromwell erected a

fort capable of accommodating a thousand men ; this was

demolished at the Eestoration, but a considerable part of

the ramparts still remains. In the centre of the town is

the town-hall, completed in 18S0, in front of which is a

fountain so constructed as to contain the lozenge-shaped

stone called Clach-na-Cudain, or " Stone of the Tub," from

its having served as a resting-place for women in carrying

water from the river. It was regarded as the palladium

of the town, and is said to have been carefully preserved

after the town was burned by Donald of the Isles. The
spire of the old jail, which is of fine proportions, how serves

.ns a belfry for the town clock. In tlie tower there is a

slight twist caused by a shock of earthquake in 1S16. The
other principal buildings arc the episcopal cathedral of St

Andrew in the Decorated Gothic style, erected in 1SG6,

and comprising nave, side aisles, transepts, and apsidal

chancel ; the academy, incorporated by royal charter in

1792, endowed originally with £20,000, to which in 1803

was added £25,000 left by Captain W. Mackintosh for the

education of boys of certain families of that name ; the

collegiate school, the high school, the school of science

and art, the hew market buildings, erected in 1871 at a

cost of £3100, the northern infirmaiy, and (outside the

burgh) the new depot for soldiers at Mdlburn. The ceme-

tery is finely situated on a hill south-west of the town, and

about a mile and a half west of the town is the lunatic

asylum, erected in 18C4. On Craig Phadraig hill, about

a mile west of the town, there is a vitrified fort supposed

to have been the residence of the Pictish kings. The
manufacturing industries are cot extensive ; but there

are iron-works, breweries, tanneries, woollen factories, and
saw-mills. - The harbour affords good accommodation for

vessels, and there is considerable trade with Aberdeen,

Leith, and London on the east coast, and by means of the

Caledonian Canal with Liverpool, Glasgow, and Ireland.

Shipbuilding is also carried on. The exports are chiefly

sheep, wool, and agricultural produce, and the imports

coal and provisions. In 1879 the numbei of vessels that

entered the harbour was 2859, with a total burthen of

309,121 tons, while 2788 cleared, of 301,302 tons

burthen. The population of the parliamentary burgh in

the ten years 1801-71 increased from 12,509 to 1-},4GG,

and in 1881 it numbered 17,366. Inverness unites with

the burghs of Forres, Fortrose, and Nairn iu returning

a member to Parliament.

(iiverncss is of great antiquity, but the exact date cf its origin is

unknown. At an early period it v;a3 incorporated as a towi;, and
it was one of the Pictish capitals. In 1233 an abbey of the Domi-
nicaus was founded there by Alexander III. Fron\ AVilliani the Lion
the town received four charters, one of whith oie.ited it a royal

^urgh. In 1411 it was burned by Donald of the Isles on liis way
to the batth of Har!".w. The town w.-is visited in 1427 by Jcmea

I., who held a parliament within its walls, and in 1562 it wasvisiten
by Queen Mary, who, being refused admission into the castle, caused
it to be taken and the governor hanged. During the civil wars the
cistlo was repeatedly taken and occupied by the rival forces ; ami
in 1746 it was blown up by the troops of Piince Charles Stuart.
See Invcrncssiana, by Charles Fraser Mackintosh, 1S75.

INVESTITUPiE, in feudal phraseology, means the act

of giving corporal possession of a manor or office,—an act

which was usually conjoined with some significant cere-

monial, such as the delivery of a branch, a banner, or some
other appropriate symbol of the thmg conveyed. Investi-

ture with staff and ring was during and after the 11th
century the name given to the ceremony by which eccle-

siastical dignitaries were admitted by the civil power to

possession of the temporalities of their office. The word
investiture (from " vestire," to put in possession ; see

Ducange) is later than tiie 9th century ; the thing itself

is an outcome of the feudal system. Under the Prankish
monarchy the idea came very early into vogue that the

right of nominating bishops lay with the sovereign,—an

idea that gained currency all tlie more widely, especially

in Germany, as the territorial and temporal character of

the bishoprics and abbacies, with their various immunities

and privileges of coinage, toll, market, and the like,

gradually came into prominence, and their spiritual nature

and functions were proportionally obscured. It was indeed

but logical that ecclesiastics, so far as they were the holders

of lands, should not be exempted from the ordinary obliga-

tions of feudatories to their suzerain ; nor was this view
seriously disputed until after the middle of the 11th

century, when the views of Ilildebrand (afterwards Pope
Gregory VII.), who aimed at asserting the absolute freedom

of the church from all secular control, began to prevail at

Home. Thus a Pioman synod in 1063 forbade all clergy-

men from accepting churches at the hands of laymen ; and
in 1068 a direct collision took place at Milan between tho

German court, \Vhich had invested a bishop in the usual

way, and the populace, who under papal influence insisted

on the appointment of one who had been canonically elected

in accordance with the views c^f tho reforming church party.

In 1075 (the second year of his pontificate) Gregory VII.

iu a council held at Pome (Labb<5, Cone, vol. xii., ed. 1730)

in the most stringent terms deposed every bishop, abbot,

or inferior ecclesiastic who should receive investiture frorn

any lay person, interdicted any one who should be guilty

of rebellion from all commuuion iu the favour of St Peter

and from all fellowship with the church, aud imposed a

similar sentence on any emperor, duke, marquis, count, oi

other secular person who should presume to Ejrant such

investiture of bishopric or inferior dignity. The conflict

between the empire and the Roman See, which began with

this decree, was carried on with varying success throughout

the whole of that pontificate, aud was continued by

Gregory's successors, with more than one unsuccessful

effort at an adjustment, until in the coucordat of VV'^orm.^

(1122) it was agreed- between Henry V. and Calixtus II.,

on the one hand, that the emperor should surrender to the

church the right of investiture by the ring and the pastoral

staff', grant to the clergy throughout the empire the right

of free election, and restore the possessions and feudal

sovereignties which had been seized during the wars in his

father's time and his own ; while, on the other hand, it was

conceded by the pope that all elections of bishops and
abbots should take place in the presence of the emperor or

his commissioners, and that every bishop elect in Germany
should receive, by the touch of the sceptre, all the temporal

rights, principalities, and possessions of the see, excepting

those which were held immediately of Kome. It was also

stipulated that in all other parts of the empire (Italy and

Burgundy) the royalties should be grsnted to the freely

elected bishop within six months sfter conserrntinn. Later-

XI It. — .'
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tho imperial control over the election of bishops in Ger-

many came to be in practice much curtailed, partly by the

"tacitly changed relations between the empire and its feuda-

tories, partly by explicit concessions wrung at various times

from individual emperors (Otto IV. in 1209, Frederick

II. in 1213); but the principles of the concordat of

AVorms continued theoretically to regulate the tenure of

tislioprics and abbacies until the dissolution of the empire
in 1806.

Tlie qiu'slioii of investitures never assumed an a-^jiect of first into

iinport-iiK-i' in France, partly beciuse tlic bislioprirs tlicre puilooU
less tlian in Gi'i'niany of tlie nature of secular principalities, ]»aitly

Ijecrtuse at an early i>eriod in tlie dis)>ute the sovcreijjns voluntarily

yielded the leading claims of tlie clinioli party. In En;^land an
arrangement was come to as early as 1105 between Pascal II. and
Henry I., in virtue of wliieh the ki^ig gave U]> the ri>?ht to in\cst

v\-ith stafTaiul ring, but letaincd the iit;Iit to nominate his lti^lio[>s

ntnl to exact from them the oath of allcixianre. A certain freedom
•of election, somewhat similar to that which still exists (bnt see

Bisnoi'), was tirst conceded under Stephen, and coofirmud by Joliu

in 121.').

10 is flie heroine of a legend associated with the cultus

-.if Hera, both in Argos and in EubQ?a. In Argosthe grout

temple of Hera was situated on a hill called Eubcea, on tho

road from Myceuie to the city of Argos ; while in Eubcea
the legend was associated with the town of Argoura. The
identity of name.' shows that the legend dates from a very

ancient period of the worship; and as, in accordance with

the universal rule in such legends, lo is only a form of the

goddess, it is higlily probable that she represents an older

stage of the cultus than the better known Hera. Uer
transformation into a cow is clearly a relic of the primitive

time when the goddess was actually worshipped under tlie

symbol of a cow, the fertile mother, united with the male
deity in the Up6? yj/nos which was annually celebrated a.

Argos (see Hera).
Even in the simplest form in which wc know it, tho

legend has been much transformed by poetic fancy. As a

heroine united with the country from immemorial time, lois
<:aUed daughter of Inachus, the river of Argos and its oldest

king, or of lasus, froin whom comes the epitliet "lao-oi'

"Apyos. As associated with the oldest worship of Hera,
she is called the daughter of Peiras, who made the first

image of the goddess out of a pear tree at Tiryns ; and lo

Callithyia is, by a common device in such legends, the first

priestess of the goddess. Zeus fell in love with her, and
.she was transformed into a white cow either by Zeus, to

hide her from the rage of Hera, or by the jealous goddess
herself: When lo and Hera had once been made into dis-

tinct personalities, such tales easily arose to explain the

relation between them. Hera then insisted on getting this

cow from Zeus, and set Argus Panoptes with his thousand
«yes to watch her. lo is almost universally understood to

be the moon, and Argus the star-studded nightly heaven.

Argus tied the cow to the olive tree shown in the sacred

grove on Mount Euboaa, or according to the poets jiastured

her in the fertile meadows of Lerna or Nemea. Zeus now
sends his messenger Hermes, who lulls Argos to sleep with
Lis magic wand, and slays him with the same curved sword,
Jiarpe, with which afterwards Perseus, the light-hero, slew
the Gorgon, the power of darkness. According to another
account Argus, the darkness, is slain by a stone thrown by
ITcrmcs, i.e., by the rising sun, whose sudden appearance
is frequently spoken of as the throwing of a stone (Kuhn,
£itlwie!.l. d. iiylhoL). iNIaddened by a gadlly, lo wanders
over many lands till at last she comes to Egypt, where she
regains human form and becomes the mother of Epaphus.
Opinions ditTer much as to the interpretation of this part

of the tale. It is not probable that both Zeus and Hermes
figured in the original legend ; and the end has certainly

been adapted so as to bring Greece and Egypt into con-
«exioi;, and dates therefore from the time Ti'hen interconrse

between them became frequent and much influence was
exerted by Egyptian religion cm Greek thuiiglit, i.e., the ("th

century B.C. How far Oriental inlluence had affected the

cultus at the period to which the origiu of the legend belonfs
is doubtful ; Preller compares the Pha'nician conception of

Astarte as a wandering cow. In later time Isis, who was
conceived as horned (Herod, ii. 41), was connected with

lo. The legend of lo was a favourite subject among Grctk
jjainters, and many representations are preserved on va.scs

and in wall paintings (see Overbeck, Kunstmi/th. <l. Znm.
4C5).

Si*e the wojks quoted under Hkumts; ami against the explanation
of ]o as the moon sec riew in jV. JaUrbb. , 1870 and 1873.

IODINE, thus named on account of the violet colour of

its vapour (toeiST/s, violet-coloured), ojie of the so-called

liQ gen elements, has already been partially described

(see CnF.Mj.sTEY, vol. v. pp. 490-498).

Iodides occur in minute quantity in most mineral waters

and in sea water. The ashes of many marine alga- arc

rich in tlicni ; and formerly iodine was chiefly extracted

from kelp or varec, the ashes of sei-wecd, by distilling tho

ninlhcr li(]Uor remaining after the separation of the lesS

soluble salts by crystaliizilion with manganese dioxidi!

and sulphuric acid. Of late year's, however, large quan-

tities of iodine have been obtained from crude ChiPi

saltpetre by a similar process.

The chief use of iodine is in the preparation of methyl
iodide, a substance employed in the manufacture of certain

of the so-called aniline dyes. In medicine it is frequently

apjiiied externally as an irritant. Potassium iodide is als(!

an important medicinal agent ; and iodoform, CHI^, a

substance prepared by acting on alcohol with iodine in

presence of alkali, has latterly been introduced as an

agent for external application in certain diseases. '. Several

iodides, especially ammonium, cadmium, and potassiuiij

iodide, are largely employed in photography.

Recent investigations have disclosed a nunibcr of most
remarkable facta regarding the behaviour of iodine, and

the allied elements bromine and chlorine, which merit a

i

brief description here. Free chlorine, bromine, and iodinf

are respectively represented by the formuUc Cl.„ Br„ and

I.,; that is to say, their molecules are "(/m/ouii'c," eacl

consisting of two atoms (comp. vol. v, pp. 407-472). • Or
the other hand, the molecules of which sulphur vapour a1

a temperature of about 500° C. consists, are he"xatoniic, a.^

expressed, by the formula S|;; but on raising the tempera
ture these molecules undergo simplification, so that a(

temperatures above 800° the vapour appears to consisl

entirely of diatomic molecules such as are indicated bj

the formula S^. It would seem that the halogens undcrgc

a similar molecular simplification when heated.

Having devised a method of extreme simplicity for the

determination of vapour density, V. Meyer was led in the

summer of 1879 to determine the density of a number of

elementary bodies at much higher temperatures than had
previously been employed, and among others chlorine was

examined. He was then led (in conjunction with C
Meyer) to the discovery that at high temperatures this gaa

has a very much lower density than corresponds to the

formula Cl.> {Berichte cl/rr deuischen chemischen Gesellschaft

ui Ilerli)>,~lS79, p. 1430; comp. ibid., 1880, p. 1172).

Subsequently he extended his observations to bromine and
iodine (ibid., 1880, ]j. 394), and with similar results.

Meier and Crafts took up the subject with the object of

verifying V. Meyer's statements (i'j/rf., 1880, p. 851) ; they

introduced several refinements in the method of operating,

and determined the temperatures at which the experiments

were made more accurately ; in the main, however, their

observations v/ith iodine were confirmatory of V. Meyer's.

V. Meyer's original, results, ind those of Meier aod Crafts,
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are arranged in tlie following table, where tlie numbers in

tlic Cfilninn lioaiU-d — inrlicnte the ratio between the ob-

t .

Mevve.l density and tlio tlieoretical density on the air scale

corresponding to the formula L (S'79).

;. Mt'/n: Meier and Crafts.

Tenipciuture. Density. Temperature.

4 '.O' 8-80, SS-I. S-.M, SS.1
; 8S7,S-7!,8'71

li)L>7*

l-:i70*
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Meier and Crafts were of oijiniou that the highest tempera-

ture they employed was probably as high as that estimated

by V. Jleyer at 1570°, and the latter chemist subsequently

acknowledged the justice of their criticism of his deter-

minations of temperature, which were conducted by a

calorimetric method, whereas Meier and Crafts employed

an air thermometer V. Meyer has since extended his

observations to a still higher temperature, aild has obtained

the values i'53, 4'5a, 4"57, which are not far removed from

the theoi-etical value 4 '39, corresponding to the formula I

for the iodine molecule [op. cit., 1880, p. 1010).

An important series of observations by Meier and
Crafts {Comp/cs Ji^mlitg, xcii. 39) on the density of iodine

at various temperatures under various pressures shoiT that

at temperature below 700° and pressures below atmo-

spheric pressure tlie density is constant, and corresponds

to the formula L, and that the density diminishes more
rapidly with rise of temperature.

From the earlier results obtained by Meier and Ci-afts, A.

Naumann has caleul ited the rate of dissociatiou of iodine,

o;i the assumption that the decomposition is expressed by
tiie equation I„ = I -i- 1, and lias shown that it is in accord-

ance with the general law of dissociatiou deduced from the

dynamical theory of gases. He points out as especially

rem-arkable that dissociation probably extends over 1200°,

since it is (mly half completed at a temperature of about
1270°, and commences at least 000° lower.

The observations of Meier and Crafts indicate that the

density of iodine begins to be abnormal at a temperature

between G00° and 700°. The dissociation of bromine appa-

rently does not commence at so low a temperature, and
at a temperature at which the ratio of the observed to the

theoretical density is '66 for iodine, it is '8 for bromine.

Chlorine is much less readily dissociated than bromine.

These results are in accordance with the general chemical

behaviour of the halogens. It has yet to be proved,

however, that the dissociation is of the character indicated

above, and that the molecules of the halogens do not

undergo a less simple decomposition such as is contem-
plated in Sir Benjamin Brodie's calculus of chemical

operations. (h. e. a.)

ION, of Chios, one of the five Greek tragic poets of the

canon, was born in Chios, probably in the 7^ith Olympiad,
—48.5-480 B.C. Although he seems to have lived much
in his native island, where he met Sophocles in 441 B.C.,

lie paid frequent visits to Athens, making the acquaintance

of .dSschylus, and becoming a warm admirer of Cinion and
a severe critic of the rival statesman Pericles. His first

tragedy dates from the 82d Oh, between 4.52 and 449 B.C.
;

and he is mentioned as third to Euripides and lopbon in

the tragic contest of 429 B.C. In a subsequent year he
gained both the tragic and dithyrambic prizes, and in

honour of his victory gave a jar of Chian wine to every

Athenian citizen,—a gift which would imply an ample
fortune. From a passage in the Peace of Aiutopbaues

' (830 seq.), which was produced. in 421 B.C., it is gene-
rally concluded that Ion died before that jear. The names
niul a few fragments of eleven of Ion's plays remain ; the

1 titer give him a place only inferior to the three great

tragic masters of Greece. He is credited by the scholiast

on Aristophanes {loc. cit.) with having composed comedies,

dithyrambs, epigrams, psans, hymns, scholia, encomia, and
elegies ; and he is the reputed author of a philosophical

treatise on the mystic number three. His historical or

biographical works were five in number, and included an
account of the antiquities of Chios.

See Mwce^s Lcnigiiage ami Literature of Antiait Greece, \v.\ ila-

liaffy's History of Classical Greek Literatnrc, i., 18S0 ; Wclcker's
Gricckischai TragSdien, iii. ; and Kayser's Historia Tragicomm
Grxca)-um.

lONA, or IcoLJiKiLL, a small island of the Hebrides, on
the west coast of Scotland, in the county of Argyll, is

situated about 8 miles south of Stafl'a and \\ miles west

of the south-western )ironiontory of Mull, from which it is

separated by the shallow Sound of lona. "

Its length is

about Zh and its breadth \h miles. The total area is about
2000 imperial acres, of which about GOO are under cul-

tivation. Along the north-western shore patches of green

pasture alternate with small irregular rocky elevations, cul

miuating in the north of the island in Dunii, which'has an

elevation of about 330 feet. From the base of Dunii to

the shore there is a stretch of low land consisting of shelly

sand covered partly with grass, but towards the east ex-

hibiting a surface of unbroken and dazzling whiteness.

The soathem part of the island consists of a combiitation

of rocky elevations and grassy ravines, the rocks in the

south-west corner presenting a bold and precipitous front

to the sea. Geologically lona is composed of Laurentian
gneiss of gi'eat variety of character and very contorted

stratification. Its deficiency in natural features of special

interest is compensated for by the striking and various

views obtained of the surrounding archipelago of i.skinds,

including the neighbouring SIull and Jura, and the distant

mountains of Skye. Fronting the sound is the small

village of lona or Buile Mor, consisting of about fifty

cottages. There are two churches (Established and Free)

and a school. Oats, barley, and potatoes are grown on
the island, and it affords sustenance for about 300 cattle,

GOO sheep, 20 hor.ses, and 60 pigs ; but the iuh-abitants

are dependent for support as much on fishing as on
agriculture. Population in 1801, 264; in 1871. 230;
in 1881, 243.

The relics of antiquity still remaining consist of part of

the cathedral church of St Mary, the nunnery, some small

chapels, a building called the bishop's house, and a number
of ancient tombs or crosses. The cathedral, dating from

the 13th century, is built in the usual form of a cross, and
consists of nave, transept, and choir, with a sacristy on the

north side and chapels on the south. A great portion of

the walls and the central tower, about ''5 feet in heightj

are still standing. It contains a number of old tombs.

To the north are the remains of the conventual buildings

which from a Norman arcade still standing appear to have

been of an older date than the cathedral. The chapel of

St Oran or Odhrain situated in the cemetery, on the south

side of the monastery, dates probably from the llth

century, and its western doorway presents a Norman arch

with the beak-head ornament. The cemetery, called in

Gaelic HiiUtj Oiran, the burial-place of king^, and said to

contain the remains of forty-eight Scottish, four Irish, and

eight Danish or Norwegian monarchs, possesses a large

number of monumental stones. The reni.iins nf the nunnery

exhibit traces of Norman architecture. Of the numerous

crosses erected in the island the finest are Maclean's cross

and St ila-tin's cross, which aie still almost entire. Both
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are richly cal'vecl with It\inic knots and various emblematic

devices and fanciful scrolls.

' The original form of the name lona was Hy, Hii, or T, the Trisli for

island. By Adaninan in his Life of St Culumba it is called lona

insula^ and the prosrnt name lona originated in some transcriber

mistaking the u in lona for an n. It also received the name of

Hu-eohnn-ldll (Icolmkill), that is, the island of Coliiniba of tlie Cell,

while by the Highlanders it has been known as Inn is nan Drnidhneah,

the island of tlie Druids. It was in the yiar 6G3 that Columba,

after leaving the shores of Ireland, entered the creel; of lona now

known as fort-a-clutrraich, the jiort of the eoiacle, and, having

satisfied himself of the suitability of the island for his pnrpose,

founded there his famous monastery. The island was then inhabited

by a Pictish population, but it has been disputed whether Columba

obtained the gjant of it from Conall, kingof Uulriada, or from Biude,

king of the I'icts. Columba w,is buried in lona, but between 802

and 807 his remains were transferred from it to the church of St

Patrick in the county Down, Ireland. For a long time the mona-

stery of Jona held the supremacy among all the monasteries and

churches founderl by Columba and his discipKs. It was several

times plundered and burned by the Noisemcn, and its inmates on

more than one occasion put to tieath. The Western Isles having

come into the possession of Scotland in 1072, tlie monastery ol lona

was rebuilt and endowed by Queen Margaret. In 1092 they were,

however, ceded to JIagnus Barefoot of Norway, who after the re-

newal of the cession by Edgar in 1097 visiteil lona and allowed the

people to retain tlieir jjossessions. The diocese of the Isles, founded

about 83S, of whirh lona was the scat, was united by Magnus to

tlie bishopric of j\lan, and made subject to the aiclibislin]>ric of

Urontheim in Norway. A new monastery as well as a nunnery was

founded by the Benedictines in 1203, and the Benedictine order

either absorbed or expelled the Celtic community. About 1507 the

island again became the seat of the bishojiric of the Isles. The
monastery was demolinhed in accordance with the Act passed hy tlie

Convention of Estates in 1561. For many centuries it was much fre-

quented on account of its facilities for learning, and, as may be sup-

posed, became after the death ofColuraba a gix'at resort of pilgrims,

many of whom came in order to die on the ishuid that their remains

might be intened in its sacred soil ; while the remains of persons

illustrious in rank or in piety were brought to it for burial from all

parts of northern Europe. Tlie site of the old monastery was about

a «iuarter of a mile north from the present ruins.

See. in additinn to ttie artirlo Colcmdv. and i!ie old aullini-ities tlieiTin cited,

Slontulumbcit's Monks of Ifie UV.<^, vol. iii, ; Tlw Calffcfruf or At^bpij Church of
Zona, by Bishop KwitiR. lHti6; /onrt. by tlie Iliitfc of Argyll, 1870; Skene's C'-tdc

Srotlattil, vol. ii , 1H77 ; and Sriiliiturcd ilanwitciUi in Juna and the M'eBt Uiglt'

lands, by James Diummoiul, Ib'Sl.

IONIA, in ancient geography, was the name given to a

portion of the west coast of Asia Minor, adjoining the

jEgean Sea, and bounded by Lydia towards the east. Like

the adjoining districts of /Eulis on tlio north and Doris on

the south, it was not a country or region marked out by

any natural boundaries, but merely consi.'sted of a strip of

land near the coast, of comparatively small breadth, which,

together with the adjacent islands, was occupied by Greeks

of tlie Ionic race, and was thus permanently distinguished

from the interior district, which was ir.hi'bilieil by tlie

Lydians.

According to the tradition universally received among
the Greeks, the cities of Ionia were founded by emigrants

from Greece on the other side of the ^•Egein, and their

settlement was connected with the legendary history of the

Ionic race in Attica and other parts of European Greece, by
the statement that the colonists were led by Nelens and
Androcliis, the two sons of Codrus, the last king of Athens.

In accordance with this view a definite date was assigned to

the Ionic migration, as it was called by later chronologers,

who placed it one hundred and forty years after the Trojan

war, or sixty years after the return of the Heraclida; into

the I'eloponnese. It is hardly necessary to remark that

no reliance can be placed upon this chronological state-

ment; and it b altogether improbable that the colonization

of the whole of this important district took place at the

same period. All analogy would lead us to suppose that

the foundation of the different cities which ultimately

constituted the Ionic League took place at different times,

and was perhaps spread over a long period of time. It

is,^however, not improbable that the great Dorian invasion

cf the Pelnponnese, which gave rise ti such extensive

changes in the population of EuropcMU Greece, may havt*

given the first impulse to the migration of a large part of

the Ionian inhabitants to the opposite shores of the yEgean.

Nor is there anything unlikely in the fact that a body so-

comiioscd sliould have put themselves under the coinniandi

of a leader or oekist fruni Atliens, which w.is generally-

looked upon as the special representative of the Ionian-

race.' But Herodotus liimself tells us (i. 14G) that they

were very far from being of unmixed Ionic descent, ami-

comprised settlers from many different tribes and cities ol'

Greece (a fact indicated also by the local traditions of the

dilferent cities), .as well as by intermarriage with tlie native-

races whom they found in possession of the coirntry. A
striking proof of this was to be found in the fact that so

late as the time of the historian several distinct dialects

v;ero spoken by the inhabitants of different cities withia

the limits of so restricted an area.

Some modern critics have supposed that the population

(it this part of Asia was originally of Ionic race, and that

the settlers from Greece found the country in the possession

of a kindred people. Btit no trace is found in any ancient

writers of such a fact, or of the distinction established by

these modern scholars between the so-railed Old Toniaiis

and New lonians. All that we know upon anything like

historical eviidencc is tliat at the earliest period when we
hear of any Greek population as existing on the east coasts-

of the ^gean we find there a large group of cities, distinct-

in dialect and institutions from those to the north and

south of tliern, and generally regarded both by themselves

and their neighbours as derived by direct immigration from

the people who bore the name of lo'nians in Europeai>

Greece. Of the period of their settlement in Asia we have-

no trustworthy evidence; but it appears to have beea

anterior to the rise of the Lydian monarchy, which gradu-

ally became their most formidable neighbour.

The cities comprised under this name in historical times-

were twelve in number,—an arrangement copied as it was-

supposed from the constitution of the Ionian cities in

Greece, which had originally occupied the territory in the

north of the Peloponnese sub.seqnently held by the-

Achaians. These were fproceeding frum south to north)

—

Miletus, Myu.s, Pricne, Ephesus, Colophon, Lebedus, Teos,,

Erythia2, Claiomenfe, and Phoca^a, together with the two-

important islands of Samos and Chios. Smyrna, which

subsequently assumed so prominent a position among tlie-

cities of this part of Asia, was origin'ally an yEoIic colony,,

but was afterwards occupied by a band of lonians from.

Colophon, and became thenceforth an Ionian city,—an

event which had taken place before the time of Herodotus.

But at what period it was admitted as a member of the

Ionian League we have no information.

The cities above enumerated unquestionably formed a

kind of league or confederacy among themselves, of which

their participation in the Pan-fonic festival was the distin-

guishing characteristic. But, like the Amphictyonic League-

in Greece itself, this was rather of a sacred than a political

character; every city, as usual amoftg the Greeks, enjoyed

absolute autonomy, and, though common interests ofter»,

united them for a common political object, they never

formed a real confederacy like that of the Achaians or

Boeotians ; and the advice of Thales of Miletus to combine-

in a more intimate political union found no approval

among them.

The territory thus occupied was of small extent, not

exceeding 90 geographical miles in direct length from north

to south, with a breadth varying from 20 to 30 miles, but

to this must be added the remarkable peninsular promon-
tory of Mimas, together with the two large islands. So-

' Concerning the Ionian race in Greece, the reader i«! referred to tlie

.trtiele Greece, -;-ol. .\i. p 00."
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antncafe indeed is tte CDnst-lIne tliat the periplus nr voyage
along its shores was estimated at 340 geographical miles,

or nearly four times the direct distance. A great part of

this area was, moreover, occupied by mountains, none of

•them attaining to any great elevation, but filling up a con-

siderable space. Of these the most lofty and striking were

—

Mounts 'Jlimas and Corvcus, in the peninsula which stands

out to the west, facing the island of Chios ; Mount Sipylos,

lo tha north of Smyrna; Mount Coras, extending to the

^outh-west from the Gulf of Smyrna, and descending to the

sea between Lebedus and Teos ; and the strongly marked
range of Jlount Mycale, which is in fact a kind of continua-

tion of the chain known as Mount ilessogis in the interior,

and form3 the bold headland of Trogllium or Mycale, op-

posite to the island of Samos. None of these mountains

ittaiu a height of more than from 3000 to 4000 feet; but
they for the most part form abrupt and detached ranges,

•intersecting the country in different directions. Confined

13 it thus was, the narrow district in question had the

advantage of comprising three broad valleys, formed by
the outflow of three rivers, among the most considerable

in Asia Minor:—the Hermus in the north, flowing into the

Gulf of Smyrna, though at a considerable distance from

the city of that name ; the Ca^-ster, which flowed under
the walls of Ephesus ; and the Jf^eander, which in ancient

limes discharged its waters into the deep gulf that bathed

the walls of Miletus, which has been gradually filled up
by its continued action. These valleys were all of them
extremely fertile, and besides them many smaller tracts

were to be found between the mountains and the sea, of

jireat fertility, and enjoying the advantage of a peculiarly

tine climate, for which this part of Asia I\Iinor has been

famous in all ages. The consequence is that Ionia enjoyed

the reputation in ancient times of being the most fertile of

all the rich provinces of Asia Minor; and even in modern
times, thougli very imperfectly cultivated, it produces abun-

dance of fruit of all kinds, and the raisins and figs of

Smyrna supply almost all the markets of Europe.

The colonies founded in such a favoured land speedily

rose to opulence and prosperity. Miletus especially was
at an early period one of the most important commercial

cities of Greece, and in its turn became the parent of

numerous other colonies, which extended all around the

shores of the Euxine and the Propohtis, from Abydus and
Cyzicus to Trapezus and Panticapjeum. phoccea also was
one of the first Greek cities whose mariners explored

the distant shores of the western Mediterranean, where
they founded on the coast of Gaul the important colony of

Massilia. Ephssus also, though it did not send out any
colonies of importance, from an early period became a
flourishing and opulent city, and gradually attained to a
position in this part'of Asia corresponding in some measure
to that of Smyrna at the present day.
The first event in the history of these Ionian,cities of which we

have any trustwortliy account is the invasion, or rather inroad, of

the Cimmerians, a nomad people from beyond the Euxine, who
rav.iged a great part of Asia Minor, including the neighbouring
Lydia, and even sacked Magnesia on the Msander, but were foiled

in their attack upon Ephesus. This event may be referred to the
jniddle of the 7th century B. c. A more formidable danger soon
threatened the Ionian Greeks from the rising power of the Lydian
monarchy. Gyges, the first king of the Mermnad dynasty (about
700 B.C.), already invaded the territories of Smyrna and ^Miletus, and
is even said to have taken Colophon, as his son Ardys did Prieiio.

But neither conquest was durabU, and it was not till the reign of
Croesus (560-545 B.C.) that tile cities of Ionia successively fell under
the dominion of the Lydian monarch. The defeat of Crcesus bv C\-rus
was followed by the conquest of all the Ionian cities by the Persian
general Harpagus, and they henceforth became subject to the Per-
sian monarchy, in common with all tlie other Greek cities of Asia.
In this position they enjoyed a considerable amount of autonomy,
"but were for the most part subject to the nrie of local despots. It

was at the instigation of one of these, Histioeus of Miletus, that in
aboct 500 B.C. the principal cities broke out into insurrection

against Persia, in which they were lit fii^t assisted by the Athenians,

with whose aid they even penetrated into the interior, and bni-nt

tl;e important city of Sardis, an event which ultimately led to the

Pei-sian invasion of Greece. But tliis first success M-as ot little avail

;

the fleet of the lonians was defeated in a great battle off the little

island of Lade, and the capture and destruction of Miletus, after a
long proti-acted siege, was followed by the reconquest of all the

Asiatic Greeks, insular as well as continental (494 B.C.).

'Phe victories of the Greeks during the great Pei-sian war had
the elfect of enfranchising their kinsmen on the other side of the
/Egenn ; and tlie battle ot Jlycale (479 B.C.), in which the defeat of

the Persians was in great measure owing to the revolt of the lonLans,

secured their emancipation from the Persian yoke. They hence-
forth became, like most of the inhabitants of the islands, the de-

pendent allies of Athens, though still retaining their autonomy,
which they preserved until the peace of Antalcidas in 3S8 D.c. once
more placed them, as well as the other Greek cities in A^h, under
the nominal dominion of Persia. They appear, however, to have
retained a considerable amount of freedom until the invasion of

Asia Minor by Alexander the Great brought about a fresh change.

After the battle of the Granicus most of the Ionian cities submitted
at once to the conqueror ; Jliletus alrne held out, and was not

reduced till after a long siege, 334 B.C. Prom this time they passed

successively under the dominion of the Macedonian Yulers ot Asia,

but continued to enjoy a state ot great prosperity, both under these

Greek dynasties and after they had been united as a part of the

province of Asia with the all-absorbing empire of Pome.
There was indeed one striking e.^ception to this prosperity. Mi-

letus, so long one of the chief cities of Ionia, gradually sank into

complete decay, a circumstance owing not so much to political as

to physical causes, the mass of alluvial matter brought down by
the river Jiieander having gradually tilled up the Latmian Gulf, ou
which it was situated, so that the island of Lade was ultimately

joined to the r",ainland, and ililetus itself aUogttlier ceased to be a

seapoit. The same cause has at a later period produced the same
effect, though in a less degree, with the city of Ephesus ; while the

continually advancing deposits of the Hermus threaten, at no dis-

tant period, unless prevented by the skill of modern enijineers, to

close up the stiU more extensive Gulf of Smyina.
It has been mentioned that the loniaji cities were accustomed to

celebi-ate in common a festival called the Pan-Ionia; the sanctuary

at which tliis was celebrated, and which was also called the Pan-
loninm, was situated on the northern slope of Mount M\calp, in the

territory of Priene. But, besides this common religious centre, Ionia

contained also two of the most celebrated shrines in all Asia, the

temple of Artemis at Ephesus, and that of Apollo at Branchidre near

ililetus. It is probable that both sites were connected with local

centres of more anci^^t religious worship, and were adopted by the

Ionian Greeks when they first settled in Asia. (K. H. B.)

IONIAN ISLANDS, the ordinary collective name, of

Corfu (KepKvpa), Cephalonia (Ke<^aXX7;i'i'a), Zante {Zdicvv

S05), Santa Maura (Aci'kci?), Ithaca, Cerigo {KvBrjpa), and

Paxo, with thi ir minor dependencies. As the island.s are

seven in number they are often called the Heptanesus

('E^rrdi'Tjao^) in Greek, and Heptanesian or Septinsular is

the corresponding adjective. The history of the use of

Ionian as the distinctive epithet of the islands is sufSciently

obscure; but it is probable that, like the application of the

name Ionian Sea to this part of the Mediterranean, it is

due to the settling of Ionian colonists on the coasts and

islands. The islands have no real geographical' unity be-

yond that involved in the fact that, with the exception of

Cerigo, situated o6f the south coast, they are all within

a little distance of the west coast of Greece or Albania.

Corfu is separated from the mainland by not more than

2 miles, while the passage from it to Santa Slaura, the

nearest of the larger islands, is no less than 46. Since

1863 the whole Heptane.sian territory has been incorporated

with the kingdom of Greece, aiid the several islands have

been assigned to difi'erent administrative divisions. Corfu,

Cephalonia, and Zante each gives its name to one of the

thirteen nomarchies of the kingdom ; Cerigo is part of the

nomarchy of Argolis and Corinth. The area of the seven

islands is computed at 1041 square miles. The popula-

tion shows a steady increase: in 1836 it was 204,242

(110,496 males,93,746 females); inl854, 228,981(123,254

males, 105,727 females); in 1870, 229,516; and in 1879.

244,433. The f.-llowing table shows the details of the

last census :

—
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Corf\i

(Keikyn).

Ceplialonia

Zaute
(Zakvuthos).

pill of

Arjiolis and
Corinth.

Males ffmales.
Tornl,

IST'.i.

Tola I,

is:o.

^Corfu ' 13.402 1

Messe 1 12,697
Oros
Ll'Ucels .

.

^Paxo

' Craneia

.

i
Palle....

I

Same ....

Ithaca..

.

• Zauto.,

14,191
j

12,lSo
I

2,651 1

13, 292
11,631
12,811

10,£98
2,351

65,126 50,983

15,698
9,651

7,925

6,305

89,579

23,935

Corigo ., „ -.„

(Kythwa). (

"•'="

16,505

9,352
9,190

5,917

40,964

20,687

6,609

Total

.

126,390 119,043

20,694

24,323
27,002
23,083

5,002

106,109

32,203
19,n03

n.u.-i

12,222

80,543

44,522

13,259

244,433

25,729
21,754
24,983
20,892

3,582

96,940

33,358
17,377

16,774
9,873

77,382

44,5.W

10,637

229,516

Corfu has a denser population than any other part of

Greece, more than 350 inhabitants to the square mile; aud

Zauto ranks next with about 300. The city of Corfu, with

its 25,000 inhabitants, is tlie third in size of the Greek

towns, being exceeded only by Patras (Patrai) and Athens.

As the Ionian Islands have no geographical unity, their

political unity is of comparatively modern date. A Septin-

sular or Heptatiesian history, as distinguished from the in-

dividual histories of the seven islands, is consequently in its

earlier chapters a mere conventional composition produced

by gathecing together a variety of scarcely connected tacts.

To a certain extent indeed the various islands have passed

under the same succession of influences ; they have been

subjected to the same invasions, and have received accessions

to their populations from the same currents of migi'ation or

conquest ; but in the degree in which even what may be

considered as common experiences have affected the indi-

vidual islands there has been no small diversity. In the

matter of population, for instance, the island of Corfu hus

underc;one much more important modifications than the

island of Ithaca. For such facts as the. establishment of

Ulysses in Ithaca, the settlement of a Corinthian colony in

Corfu, and the origin of the Peloponnesian War in a dispute

between the colony and the " metropolis," the reader will

consult the separate articles Corfu, Ithaca, &c.

The beginning of Heptauesian history may be said to date from
the loth century. Though it is true that Leo the Philosojilier

(about 890 A. p. ) lorined all or most of the islands into a distinct pro-

vince under the title of the Tema of Cephallenia, and that in this

condition they belonged to the Eastern empire after Italy had been

divided into various states, this political or administrative unity

could not last long in the case of islands situated, as they were, in

the very meeting place of opposite cun-ents of conquest. Robert
Guiscar.l, having captiu'ed Corfu (1081) and Cephalonia, might have
become the founder of a Norman dynasty in the islands but for his

eai'ly death at Cassopo. Amid the struggles between Greek em-
lerors and Western crusaders that continued to fill the 12th century,

orEn, Ce]dialonia, Znnte, &c. , emerge from time to time; but it

wa-^ not till the Latin empire was established at Constantinople
that tlio Venetians, who were destined to give the Ionian Islands

their }>laGe in liistory, obtained possession of Corfu. They were
afterwards robbed of the island by Leon Yetrano, a tanious Genoese
corsair: but lie was soon defeated and put to death, and the senate,

to secure their position, granted fiefs in Corfu to ten noble families

ill order that they might colonize it (1206). The conquest of

('ei>linlolua aud Zante followed, and we find five counts of the
fimiiy of Tocco holding ccrtiinly tlie former island, and probably
tbc litter as well as Santa ilanra. as tributary to the republic. But
tiie rooting thus gained by the A'euetiaiis was afterwards lost, and
through the closing part of the 13th and most of the 14th century
the islands were, a prey by turns to corsairs and to Greek and Nea-
politan claimants. In 1386, however, the. people of Corfu made
voluiit.iry submission to the republic which had now risen to be the

trst mHritiuie power in the Mediterranean, and in 1401 (August 16th)

i:

tlio senate, with mercantile cautioE, secured thuir poss—,aiou of the
islaiij from any claim which laig-ht bo asserted b} tli-^ kings of
Kaples tlivongh tin; duchy of Tarauto liy obtaining a r.ititicaiion of
their title fiom Ladislaus for tlie sum of 30,U00 dueats. In 14Sr>

Zauto was purchased from the Turks in a very dcj'opuhitcd eomli-
tion ; and in 1499 Cephalonia was captured from the samu masters;
but Santa Jlaura, though frec^uently occupied for a time, was not
finally attached to Venice till 1684, and Cerigo was taken ouh'- in

1717.

On the fall of the Venetian republic in 1797, the treaty of Canipo
Formio, which gave Venice to Austria, annexed the Ionian Islands
to France; and in 1798 the French Government ratified the arrange-
ment, and their division into three departments. But a Kusso-
Turkish force came to drive out the Frencli at the close of that year;
and in the spring of 1799 Corfu capitulated. By treaty with the
Porte in 1800, the emperor Paul erected the Keimblic of the Seven
United Islands, which, with various modifications, was but another
name for anarchy and confusion, till a secret article in the treaty of
Tilsit, in 1807, declared the Ionian Islands anliutegi'al part oE the

French empire. They were incorporated with the province of

Illyria, and in this condition they remained till the decline of the
French power. The British forces, under General Oswald, took.

.Zante, Cephalonia, and Cerigo in 1809, and Santa Maura in 1810 ;

Colonel Church reduced Paxo in 1814 ; aud after the abdication of
Napoleon, Corfu, which had been well defended by General Douzelot,
was, by order of Louis XVIII., ceded to Sir James Campbell By
the treaty of Paris (9th jSToa umber 1815) the contracting powers

—

Great Britain, Russia, AiT^iia, and Prussia—agreed to place th©
"United States of the Ionian Islands" uuder the exclusive pro-

tection of Great Britain, and to give Austria the right of equal
coramorcial advantage with the protecting country, a plan stiongly

approved by Count Capodistrias, ihe famous Coiiiot noble who
aiterwards became president of the new republic of Greece.

The tenns of the treaty were unfortunately not only of indefinite

import, but, if not actually self-contradictory, at least susceptible of

contradictory iuterjiretation. And, still more unfortunately, instead

of interpreting the other articles in harmony with the first, wliicli

declared the islands one "solo free afid independent state," the pro-

tectiBig power availed itself of all that they contained in snpport of

the extension of its authority. The first lord high commissioner,

Sir Thomas filaitland, who as governor of Malta had acquii-ed the
sobriquet of *' King Tom," was not the. man to foster the constitu-

tional liberty of an infant state. The treaty required, with ques-

tioiBftble wisdom, that a constitution should be established, and
this was accordingly done ; but its practical value may be judged
of from the fact that the budget presented to the assembly of repi'e-

sentatives in 1840, without risk of discovery, consisted of so mucti
blank paper,—duly bound, it is true, in purple velvet. Tlie con-

stitution, which came into force in January 1818, placed the ad-

ministration in the hands of a senate of six members and a legisla-

tive assembly of forty members; but the real authority was vested

iii the commissioner, who was able directly to prevent anything,
and indirectly to effect almost anj^thing. Sir Thomas Maitland
was not slow to exercise the control thus permitted him, though on
the whole ho did so for the benefit of the islands. The construction

of roads, the abolition of direct taxes and of the system of fnrmiug
the church lands, the securing of impartial administration of justice,

and the establishment of educational institutions are among the
services ascribed to his efforts. These, however, made less impres-

sion on the Heptanesians than his despotic chai-acter and the
measures which he took to prevent them giving astiistance in the
Greek war of independence in 1821. He was succeeded in 1823 by
General Sir Frederick Adams, who in the main carried out the same
policy, though he showed more favour to the aristocracy. It was.

under his government that the new fortifications of Corfu bega"^ to

be constructed, and that some of the most important public works
which still do honour to the English protectorate were undertaken.

In Cephalonia the credit belongs, however, to Colonel Napier, one of

the most able and arbitrary Englishmen who had to do mth the
islands. Lord Nugent, who became commissioner in 1832, began
by allowing the parliament greater freedom, but was afterwards

compelled to revert to the previous method of management. Sir

Howard Douglas, his successor {1835-1841), had a fftormy reign.

He ruled with a firm, too often with a high baud; and he was met
by continual intrigues, contentions, and calumnies. The parliament
\ras prorogued in 1831, 1841, and 1842, the principal exponent of

the opposition being the famous Mustoxidi (who died in 1861). A
complete change of policy was inauguiated by Mr Mackenzie
(1841-43), but his relatious to the home Government, .rende^pd

more embarrassing by a bold act of his own, led to his speedy resig-

nation. Lord Seaton (1848-49) was induced by the European dis-

turbances cf 1848 to propose and urge on a number of important
reforms in the constitution ; and in 1848 liberty of the press vrzs

gi-anted by statute. Freedom of election, both parliamentary and
municipal, a large esteusion of the franchise, and the restoration

of voting by ballot were among the concessions of 1849. The
assembly (tlie ninth) first elected under the extended franchise had
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to be twice prorogued by Sir Heiny ^Vard (184©-1855), tind was
finally dissolved in ISol; and the growing hostility to the Govern^
mcnt wu-s vainly met hy banishment of members of Qisenibly and
editors of papers. The party which wished for union with Greece '

was rapidly growing in vigour and voice. Serious insurrections
\

of the peasantry, especially in Cephalonia, had to be put down
by military foice both by Lnrd Seaton and Sir Henry Ward.
Sir John Young (1855-1859) found the tenth parhnmcnt of the

pnme temper as the ninth: in its first session it pass^/d a resolu-

tion in favour of immediate union with Greece. The hostility

of the xmionist party to the commissioner himst^lf was increased

by the piiMication (1858) of one of his despatches (stolen from the

folonial office), in which he recommended that " Corfu and Faxo
should, with the consent of their inhabitants, be converted into

English colonies, and that only tlie f^outhcrn islands should bo

han.Icd oviT to Greece." About the same time, however, the hopes

of llio unionists were roused by tlie appointment of Mv Gladstone

as high commissioner extraordinary to iuvestigato into tho con-

dilion of the islands. From hisoniincnce in Greek scholarship, and
his known sympathy with GiTck independence, it was their exjicc-

trtlion that he would support if ho did not satisfy their pretensions.

Hut after a tour through the principal islands !Mr Gladstone came to

the roncliision thai the abolition of tho protectorate wab not the
wish of the nias.s of the pC'oj>]e, and llie cordial reteption which ho
owed to his own rcputalion and character was too much ascribed hy

him to the gi-ncinl goodwill of tho lonians to the English Govern-
ment. For n fr^w (lays in 1859 ho held office as lord higii com-
missioner, and in that capacity he proposed for tho consideration of

the asvmbly a scries of reforms. These reforms were, however, de-

clared inadmissible by the assembly; and Sir Henry Storks (Feb-

ruary IG, 1859), who succeeded to the difficalt post which ]\lr Glad-

stone resigned, began his rule by a ])rorogation. TIiw contest con-

liiiued in the same style between the assembly and the protectorate.

The English Government was slow to realize tho true position of

affairs : as late as May 1S61 Mr Gladstone spoke of the cession of

the islancU as " a crime against the -safety of Europe," and Sir

Henry Storks continued to report of tranquillity and contentipent.

The assembly of 1862 accused the commissioner of violation of tho
con.-.titution and of the treaty of Paris, and complaijied that England
remained in ignoi-ance of what took place in the islands. During
tliis time there had been considerable agitatien in Greece owing to

the disfavour in which King Otto (of Bavaria) v/as hehl. On the
ftbilication of that prince in 18G2 tho Greek people by universal

euUVage voted Prince Alfred of England to the throne, and when
he cleclined to accept the crown England was asked to name a suc-

ccs'vor. The prince proposed was AVilliam, brother of the Princess

of Wales ; and the English Government declared to the provisional

Government of Greece that if they accejited him (which tliey did)

his pojver would be strengthened by the long-refused cession of

tlie Ionian Islands. In 1863 the commissioner laid before the

parliitfhent (the thirteenth) the conditions on which the cession

would be carried out. The rejection of one of those conditions

—

the demolition of the fortifications of Corfu—led to a new proroga-

tion ; but nnne the less (on November 14, 1863) the plenipoteii-

tiiirics of the five great powers signed the protocol by which the

protectorate was brought to a close. The neutrality which they
attributed to the whole of the islands was aftenvards (January 1864)
confined to Corfu and Paxo, On May 30 of that year tlie lord

hi«h commissioner handed over the archives of the state to GeneLal
Zaimis, the Greek plenipotentiary; and on the following day ho left

Corfu with the Englisli troops and men-of-war. J^^ing George
(Prince "William of SclUeswig-Holstein) made his entry into Ijic

ca[Utal on June 6th. The eighty representatives of the Ionian
Islands took their places in the national parliament in July.

/J/i/io?jop/.i/.— BondeJmonte, Liber insuJartim AreMp^.fngi {wnUen aboutlOOO;
j>iiblishe(l by Sinner, IiJ24); Benedetto Dr.idoni;, Jiolario, Venice, 15'JS-3»-r,2

;

r. Poicacolii da Caaliglionc, L'isole piu /amose def j«o;((/o, Vt-nicc, 1600; fiiil-

l.itrcs. Essai $ur Itx tits dc Zavte, dt Cerifjo, ^c., Taris. 1799 ; CasteHan, Leftr.'^

f'tr la ifofet ft let Ves de Cerigo, Idra, el Zante, X*ovis. ISOS; rioHniid. TraveU in

tin I. A <tc.. London, 181-^; Vaudoncourl, M^moires tur ie^ t'ct Joui^nnf. Encli-th
tn.nslation. London, 1820 ; De Bosset, Parga and (he J. I., London, ISii; C. J.
N.ipter. T'lc Coloniet. London. I8J3 ; Giffoi d. 17ji( to Iha I. /„ London, 1637 ; Sh
<;i-f>r«c Bo«cn. The J. /. viider Brilish Fiolection. London, 1S50; Dr Davy. /. /..

L<-ndin. Ifll-'. coni^ininfT many pliyaicol obscrvalions ; II. Cook. The J. J., Lnn-
dnn. 1S61 : Liqbclnit. /JfMc norh den JonUeh'tt Justbi, llamburc. 16">0; Lunzi.
lulla repub'tra trtnmufarr. and vaiious otiici voiks on Ilic liistoiTof ihc (-.Iniid*

bv the same aulhnr ; Ansled. The J. /., Lon ion, 18G3 ; Viscoont KiikMall. four
i'fitrt in ll't I. I.. London, JS6+, vol. i. containinc « chronoloEicil Iiislory of the
llrltlsh protectornre ; F. Lenormant, La Greet rt lr% \lcs Jonieniia. I'aiis, 18r5,
I'. Hiot)s(Xttur(tl. //iff. rfct i/'i loniennef. ZHr.te. 18lo-C4. "SXzrAo'hSafjoio di uiin
'f-'^rnziO't* 'jiti-jiMfiiti-Moiitn deUe linh. Corfu. IPC-'., i-i mjljly ccogifipiiical. Uo
V,n\se\:% D'tfriplion de^ n,oiinaie%trjlhoiiie tt de Crphilonie London, 1815, In nii

r'Hy conrrlbulion lo llic ^ubjcct. fully trc'ilcd by To-'lolak.ix. KoroAoyo? twi'
ar\aita¥ I'OMtVfjaruv Tdil" t-^fftuj- KtpKvpai. .\(i'Ko6of, -Vc, .^llicits. IS'lS. li.r

t!:c llncuUtit iicculiarirics of the i\ia'.ds -cftrrncc may be infldu lo T>iiiclii.
FAuO'a'aptoi' Rf^aAAijftaf, Alliens, 157C

IOWA, one of the north-western States of the American
Union. Its boundary lines are—on the S. and X. the

parallels 40' 36' and 43' 30' of N. lit., on the E. the

Mississippi river, and on the W. the Missouri and Big

Sioux rivers. The aouth-eaatern corner projects slightly

below the parallel of 40" 3G', the boundary fallowing the-

Des Moines river down to its jnouth. The neighbouring-

States are—Minnesota on the: north, Wisconsin and lUinoie.

on the east, Missouri ou the south, and Nebraska and
Dakota on the west. The length of the State from nortli

to south 13 about 200 miles, and its greatest breadth from.

east to west 300 miles. Its area is 35,228,800 acres, or
55,045 square miles.

The State lies entirely within the prairie region of the
Mississippi valley, and has a level or undulating surface.

Its mean height above the sea is 925 feet,—ranging from
500 in the south-east to 1700 in the north-west. About
24,600 square miles of the area rise less than 1000 feet

above sea-leveh

The surface presents very little relief. A broad eleva-

tion (1700 feet at the north boundary,, and decreasing:

gradually southwards) separates the waters of the Missis-

si[>pi from those of the ^lissouri. Tlie position of this

"divide" is, for the most part, near the western border of

the State, giving to the branches of the Mississippi long

courses and an easy fall, while those of the ^li.'^souri have

comparatively short courses and a rapid fall. Near their

sources, tliese branches, both of the Mississippi and
Missouri, flow in broad, shallow valleys. Fartlier down
their courses, however, bluffs develop, and increase

gradually in height, while the valleys in general become
narrower. Tlie blufTs bordering the valley of the Missis-

sippi range in height from 200 to 400 feet, the valley

between them being usually from 4 to 8 miles in width,,

although in 'a few places, as at Dubuque, they close iib

upon the river on both sides. On the Missouri, tho bluffs-,

range from 200 to 300 feet in height, enclosing a bottom

land 5 ti> 12 miles in width.

Hivers and Lakes.—The Mississippi and ^lissouri are the

only navigable rivers. They have ample depth of water

for all purposes of inland navigation. At two points upon,

the iornier river, indeed (at Rock Island and near Keokuk),,

there are rapids which at low "water form partial obstruc-

tions to navigation ; but at high water steamers can ruiL

tbem in either direction. A canal is now being made tc

facilitate the passage of the lower or Des Moiiies rapids.,

and works are projected for the improvement of the upper

or liock Island rapids. The othef rivers are the Upper
Iowa, Turkey, Maquoqueta, Wapsipinicon, Iowa, Cedar,,

Skunk, or Checauqua, and Des Moi-nes, flowing into the

Mississippi, and the Chariton, Kodaway, Grand, Nishn?.-

botany, and Little and Big Sioux, flowing into the Missouri.

Kone of these streams are navigable. A fev/ small lakes,

arc found in the north-west, on or near the divide betweert

the two great rivers. The area of swamp and mursh sur-

face is proportionally small, and is rapidly diminishing. -

Forests.—As in most of the prairie region of the Missis-

sippi valley, there is in this fetate but little forest, the-

timber being confined to the bottom lands of the streams-,

and the faces of the blutf^. The commonest trees are the

oak, elm, cottonwood, black walnut, hickory, majde, and
linden. Upon the bluH's is found a soar^e growth of pint--

i and red cedar.

Gtolofjii.—The geology of the State is remarkablv"

simple ; excepting in the north-western quarter, -where the

formations are so covered with" Quaternary drift as to be-

I
unrecognizable, there is from north-east to south-west a

succession of belts, from the Lower Silurian to the top of

tlic Carboniferous, varying in breadth and extending north-

west and south-cast. The Silurian occupies but a coin

paratively small area . in the north-eastern corner. A
strip of Devonian follows, 40 to 50 miles in width, ex-

tending from Davenport on the Mississippi north-wost-
' ward to the northern boundarj*. t_ The south-westcn.:
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half of the State is overlaid ty the differont members of

tlie Carboniferous formation, with here and there frag-

ments of Cretaceous beds, which liave survived the enor-

mous erosion to v/hich the surface lias everywhere been

subjected.

Minerals. —It is estimated that about 7000 square miles

are underlaid by the Coal-measures. Within this area coal

beds of workable thickness and quality have been found

at Fort Dodge, Moingona, Des Moines, and Oskaloosa,

where they are being extensively worked. The coal is

bituminous, no anthracite having been found in the State.

The north-eastern part of Iowa is included within the

great lead region of the Upper Mississippi; and, altliough

the palL'/ days of the mines of that region are over, the

product d yet very important. The ore, which is galena,

is found in pockety deposits in the limestones of the

Silurian formation. These deposits vary immensely in

size, and in general extend to no great depth, and therefore

cannot be relied upon for permanence.

Climate.—The climate resembles in its essential features

that of the rest of the prairie States, excepting that to-

wards the west the aridity of the atmosphere and the

decreased rainfall characteristic of the great plains begin

to be perceptible. The annual rainfall ranges from 21 to

44 inches, with an average of about 30 inches, the south-

eastern portion receiving the greatest amount, and the

western part the least. The mean annual temperature

ranges from i'l' to 52° Fahr., the summer mean from 66°

to 79° and the winter mean from 14° to 27° showing a

difference 'between €lie summer and winter temperatures

of 52°. The highest single observed temperatures have
been 95° to 105°, and the lowest 18° to 33° below zero,

an extreme range of about 125°. The south-eastern por-

tion has the mildest and most equable temperature, as well

as the greatest rainfall. Northward and westward the

temperature becomes lower and extremes greater.

Soil.—The soil is extremely fertile, whether drift, bluff,

or alluvial. The drift, whose name explains its origin,

covers the greater part of the State. It is a dark loam, 1

to 2 feet in depth, and of almosc inexhaustible fertility.

The bluff soil or loess occupies the country bordering upon
the valley of the Missouri It is supposed to be a subaerial

deposit,sbrought by the prevalent westerly winds from the

plains of Nebraska and Dakota,- and deposited here near
the borders of the humid region. It has a great depth,

reaching 200 feet in some instances, and is everywhere
extremely rich. The alluvial soil, found in the valleys and
bottom-lands, is the deposit of the streams, and varies in

composition with the country which the streams have
traversed above. Much of it on the Missouri and its

branches is composed of loess, while that on the Mississippi

is mainly altered drift deposits.

Agriculhtre.—r-^he agricultural interest is by far the
largest and most important of the State. In the produc-
tion of Indian corn it ranks second, and of wheat iiftli,

among the States of the Union. The following table,

taken from the report of the department of agriculture,

shows the amount of the agricultural products for 1879:

—
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aeaple, tlie tcnn of office lieingnn cacti case"two years.

Xo one is eligible for tlie office of governor or lieutenalit-

goveruur who is less tn.. - tliirty yenrs of age, or liiui not
been a citizen of the United States and of the State for at

least two years. The governor is commander-in-chief of

the militia. He has the po'.vcr of filling vacancies in ofiice

in cases for which the law doe-i not otherwise pix)\-ide, of

calling the general assembly to meet in extra session, of

vetoing laws passed by the general assembly, an'd of

pardoning persons convicted of any crime excepting treason.

The lieutenant-governor is ex ojiicio president of the State

senate^ and, in the event of the death, resignation, or

removal of t^ie governor, he assnmcs his office.

The legislative department is vested in the general

assembly, which consists of a senate and house of repre-

sentatives. The former consists of not mpre than 50
senators, who are electai for terms of four years. Jiach

senator nuist be at. least twent3'-five years of age, and
must be a citizen of the State. The house of representa-

tives consists of not more than 100 representatives. Their
term of office is two years. A representative nuist have

attained the age of twenty-one years. The general as-

sembly meets at Des Moines (which since 1657 has been

the capital), and holds a regular session once in two years.

The judicial department comprises a supreme court and
district and circuit courts. Its officers are the judges of the

several courts, clerk and reporter of the supreme court,

attorney-general and district attorneys, all of whom are

elected by the people. The supreme court consists of

four judges, whose term of office is six years. The senior

in office is the chief justice. The State is divided into a

certain number of judicial districts, in each of which are

elected every four years a judge of the district and of the

circuit court and a district attorney. The latter is the

I'-osecuting attorney for his district.

The representation of the State in the national congress

consists of two senators, chosen by joint' ballot of the two
houses of the general assembly, and of nine representatives,

elected directly by the people of the congressional districts.

The State is divided into ninety-nine counties. Their

officers are all elected by the people, and the tenure of

office is two years. They are—three, five, or seven super-

visors (who collectively form a "board of supervisors"), an

auditor, a clerk o£ the district and circuit courts, a sheriff,

treasurer, recorder, superintendent of schools, coroner, and
surveyor. TliB board of supervisors have authority over

the property of the county, levy State and county taxes,

and- keep in repair roads and bridges. Each county is

divided into civil townships, whi/:h are in most cases 6

miles square, corresponding with the congressional or

survey townships of tLe general land system. Each town-

ship is under a civil government, administered by three

trustees, a clerk, an assessor of taxes, and two or more justices

of tha peace and constables. All these officers are elected

by the people, and all, with the exception.of the justices

of the peace, whose term is two years, serve for one year

only. The trustees are the general managers of the affairs

of the township. They are the judges of election, and
have charge of fences and roads, and the care of the poor.

Cities and towns, when incorporated, are not removed
from the jurisdiction of the township officers.

Value of Property.—The preliminary results of the tenth
census (1880) show the following figures regarding the wealth,

debt, and taxation of the State :

—

Assessed valuation of real estate $296,254,342

,, ,, ' personal property 101,268,422
Total assessed valuation 397,522,764
Amount of State tax 827,305

,, county tax 4,280,091

State debt in 1879 545,435
Bonded debt of counties 2,607,211

Ml other debt 325,165
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J&flging from rehirns of true valuation of real estate from .•»

few counties, scattered over tlie State, the tine valuation of real
estate must be not far from ?900, 000,000. It is impossible to make
an estimate of the true valuation of person.al jiroperty.
Education.—The State is divided into school districts, each civil

township constituting one, with such incorporated cities and towns
as may so elect Tlie support of the educational system is derived

,
from the proceeds from all sales of St^te lands, 5 per cent, of all

\ I'loeeeds from sales of land belonging to the general Government
' within the State, a county tax of not less than 1 mill nor more
than 2J mills on tlie dollar, and a distriet tax of not more than
11 per cent upon the assessed valuation of the property within
the school district. Besides these, there are several other minor
sources of revenue. The amount of the school district tax for
ISSO was §3,704,465, and the county tax for schools, $409,110,
giving a total taxation for support of schools of $4,113,575. The
total v.alnation of school property is estimated at $12,197,396.
Tlie total school district debt, all which is bonded, is $1,125,138.
The schools are graded, and classilied as piimai'y, intermediate,
giamniar, and high schools. The l.aw permits a high school in
each county.

The State supports one university, loca ted at Iowa City. It com -

prises academical, normal, medical, and law departments. The State
also supports a school of agriculture aud the mechanical arts, located
near Ames, in Stoiy county. There are also several colleges supported
by religious denominations, the greater number of them belonging
to the Methodists, theological seminaries, and a college under the
direction of the Norwegian Luther Sj-nod.

Po/ndation. —The inhabitants of the State in 1880 numbered
1,624,620, a gaiu of 36 per cent on the number of 1870. The fol-

lowing tables show the growth of the population since 1840, and
give details of its dis' ribution in 1870 and 1880 :

—
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IPECACUANHA. The ront used in luecTicine under

this imme is obtained from CepIiaeHs Ipei-aciicni/ia, A.

Rich.., a small shrubby p|ant of the natural order Cincho-

nacea;. It is a native of Brazil, growing in clumps or

patches in moist shsifly forests from 8° to 22° S. lat., and

is bfclieved to extend to the Bolivian province of Chiquitos,

and the valley of Cauca in New Granada. The drug of

commerce is procured chiefly from the region lying between

the towns of Cuyaba, Villa Bella, Villa Maria, and

Diamantina in the province of Matto Orosso, and near the

German colony of Philadelphia, north of Rio Janeiro.

Ipecacuanha, although in common use in Brazil, was not

Ipecacuanha Plant,

employed in Europe previous to 1672. In France withit:

a few years after that date it formed the chief ingredient
in a remedy for dysentery, the secret of the composition of

which was purchased by the French Government for 1000
louis d'or, and made public in 1688. The botanical source
of ipecacuanha was not accurately known until 1800.

The mode of obtaining the root is thus described by
Weddell. The collector or poayero grasps the whole of the
stems of the poaya or ipecacuanha plant in one hand, and
loosens the roots by inserting a stick obliquely under them,
to which is given a see-saw motion; the adhering soil is then
shaken off, and the root placed in a bag. A poayero
collects on the average about 10 to 12 lb of the root in a
day, but sometimes as much as 30 Sb, or as little as 6 B)

or 8 D). The root requires to bo dried rapidly ; it is

therefore spread out in the sunshine as much as possible,

and at night is covered over to shield it from the dew.
In about three d.iys, under favourable circumstances, it

becomes dry, and is then broken up, sifted to remove sand
or dirt, and i)acked in " seroris," or bales made of cowhide.

The root is gathered during the whole of the year, but in

less quantity during the rainy season on account of the

difficulty of drying the root. As imported, about ^thrce

packages out of four are damaged by sea-water ov damp.
The root appears to be possessed of very great vitality, for

in 1869 JI'Nab, the late curator of .the Botanical Gardens
of Edinburgh, discovered that so small a portion a.-! -,'j of an

inch of the annulated root, placed in suitable soil, would
throw out a leaf-bud and develop into a fresh plant, while

Lindsay, a gardener in the same establishment, proved that

even the leaf-stalk is capable of producing roots and buds;

hence there is but little probability of the plant being

destroyed in its native habitat. The great value of the

drug in dysentery, and. its rapid increase in price from an

average of 2s. 9jd. per lb in 1850 to about 8s. 9d. per lb

in 1870, led to attempts to acclimatize the plant in India,

which, however, have not hitherto proved to be a commercial

success, owing to the difficulty of finding suitable spots for

its cultivation, and to its slowness of growth. Like other

dimorphic plants, ipecacuanha ripens seeds best when cross-

fertilized, and presents various forms. Two of these have

been described by Professor Balfour of Edinburgh, one

distinguished by having a woody stem, firm elliptic or oval

leaves, with wavy margins and few hairs, and the other by

an herbaceous stem, and leaves less coriaceous in texture,

more hairy, and not wavy at the margins. This diversity'of

form is most apparent in young plants, and tends to dis-

appear with age.

Ipecacuanha root occurs in pieces about 2 or 3 lines

in thickness, of a greyish-brown or reddish-brown tint

externally, having a ringed or annulated surface, and ex-

hibiting a white or greyish interior and a hard wiry centre.

It has a faint rather musty odour, and a bitterish taste.

It is usually mixed with more or less of the slender subter-

lancan stem, which has a very thin bark, and is thus

easily distinguished from the root. The activity of the

drug resides chiefly in the cortical portion, and hence

the presence of the stem diminishes its value. The
variety imported from New Granada and known as Car-

tagena ipecacuanha difl'ers oiily in its larger size and in

being le.ss conspicuously annulated. Ipecacuanha owes
its properties to the presence of rather less than 1 per

cent, of the alkaloid emetine, which, with the exception

of traces, occurs only in the cortical portion of the root.

The formula as.signed to emetine has been variously stated

by different chemists, that published by Lefort and Wurtz
in 1877 is CsHj^NjO^. Emetine is a white jiowder,

turning brown on exposure to light, and softening at 70° C.

(158° Fahr.). It is precipitated from its solution by tannin

and nitrate of potassium, and is soluble in chloroform, but
only slightly so in ether. A solution containing only j-j'j^

part of emetine has been shown by Power to become of ar>

intense and permanent yellow colour when treated with a

solution of chlorinated lime and a little acetic acid.

Emetine exists In the root in combination with ipecacuanhic

acid, which according to Reich is a glucoside. It is

amorphous, bitter, and very hygroscopic. The root contains

also about 37 per cent, of starch, a large quantity of pectin,

and small proportions of resin, fat, albumen, and ferment-

able and crystallizable sugar.

Ipecacuanha is one of the safest and most valuable

emetics, being more suitable for administering to children

than any other. The amount required to produce its

effect varies considerably, children as a rule being more
tolerant than aduKs ; according to Ringer, thirty grains is

the average dose for an adult, twenty grains for young
children. Its action is rather slow, taking place in from
20 minutes to half an hour after ingestion. " Micute
quantities of tb« drug, on the contraiy, such as drop dosea

of ipecacuanha wiue every hour or thr^e times a-?da^.
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according to the urgency of the case, havs the effect of

checking vomiting arising from natural causes. The
nauseating and emetic [jroperties of ipecacuanha are

believed to be due to its influencing the peripheral ter-

minations of tiie pneumogastric nerve, since it produces

vomiting even if injected into the blood. In nauseating

duses it acts both as a diaphoretic and antispasmodic. It

is alio a stimulant or irritant of the mucous membranes,
and is hence classed as an expectorant, and used success-

fully in cough, lironchitis, gastric catarrh, and diarrha?a.

Some individuals are so sensitive to the action of

ipecacuauha as to suffer, even on smelling the dritg on

entering a room where it is kept, all the symptoms of

coryzn, hay fever, or bronchitis. In large doses of from

GO to 90 grains, repeated if required in 10 or 12 hours,

—

the patient lying on his back to prevent sickness or nausea,

— it is found to bs one of the most valuable remedies in

dysentery, especially in the epidemic and sporadic forms

met with iu tropical and malarious countries. Externally

applied in the 'orm of ointment, ipecacuauha causes con-

siderable irritation, followed by the appearance of pustules

and ulceration. In doses of one-eighth to one-sixth of a

grain it acts as a stomachic, and probably increases the

g:i3tric secretions.

Other plants to wliicli the name of ipecacuanha has ooen popularly
iiiplied aro American Ipecacuanha {Gtlhii^a siipnUicrn, Spicns.),

Willi Ipecacuanha [Euphorbia Ipecuitutiiha, L. ), Bastard Ipe-

cacuanha {Aadcpias ctrrassavua, L. ), Guiana Ipecacuauha [Boer-

Iiavia (iecuuLbcius, Vahl), Venezuela I]tecacuauha {Sarcoafcmiim

^lauct'nl, H. B.), aud Ipecacuanha dcj AUemands {Vincctoi-iciati

ojicijuitf, Moench. ). All these possess emetic- propeities to a gi-eater

or less degree.

Tlie terra poutja is applied in Brazil to emetic i-oot^i of several

gcucra beloiiging to the natural ordei-s CinchonaccsB, Violaccas, and
Poli/fialactm, and hence scvei-al different roots have from time to

time been sent over to England as ipecacnanha ; but none of them
posse>?es thn ringed or annuluted appearance of the true diug. 01
these the roots ot lanidium Ipccaciuinha, Yent. , Jiichanbonia scabycr,

St. Hil. , and Psychotria cinctica, Mutis, are tliose which have
most frequently been exported from Brazil or New Granada.

Sco Fharhiacocp-n]ihin, 2d ed.
,

p^t. 370-376; Bentlcy and
Trimcn, Medicinal Plants, 20 ; Maitius, St/stcT)ia Mntct-im Jlcdias

Brasitieiisis, p. 91-94 ; Ringer, Handbook of TlicrajKUtirs^ 8th

ed. . |>. 406; Baitholow, Materia Mcdii^t uiid Theiapciitics, pp.
423-42S. (E. M. H.)

IPEK (112,000) (Slavonic, Peiclta ; Albanian, Pejt

;

Latin, Pescium), a town of Upper Albania, in the Turkish

eyalet of Uskub, situated in the upper valley of the Drin

between the mountains Peklen and Koprionik. A small

stream, bearing like several others in the Balkan peninsula

the .name of Bistritza (the bright or clear), flows through
the town. On cue of the neighbouring heights is situated

the monastery of Ipek, founded by Archbishop Arsenius

iu the 13th century, and famous as the ancient seat of the

patriarch of the Servian Church. The buildings are

surrounded by thick walls, and comprise a large central

church (Our Lady's), and two side chapels (the Martyrs
aud St Demetrius), each surmounted by a leaden cupola.

The church dates from the 16th and 17th centuries.

Among its numerous objects of interest are the body ot

Archbishop NicoJeiniis, the white marble tombs of Ar-

scuius and other chiefs of the Servian Church, and the

white marble thmne on which the patriarclis were crowned.

The side chapels have stained glass windows. According
to some authorities, Ipek occupies the site of Dioclea,

destroyed by the Bulgarians in the 11th century. In the

Turkish ndministrjtion it is the seat of a pasha with two
t.iils, and at one time the pashalik had become almost an

Jicreditury government. The pmnilation of the town was
'.alculnt'-d by Bmio (182^, 1815) at 8000 and by Dr
Muller (ISU) at 12,000. Jourishilch, the Servian author,

siitc: the number of Iiou.sc3 at 1000. In the rercnt

Iriuiblos i)f Turkey Ipek h:u; auOcrcd, ueuI iu' 187C the

'Tuil.i-.h iilhcijis cloicd the monastery.

See Bou^ ftijUraire de la Turquie ; Irby, Tht Slavonic Promnia
of Turkey, 1867 ; Barth, Reise dutch das Innere der EuropHisckni
Turkei, Berlin, 1864.

IPHICEATES, an Athenian general who flourished ii

the earlier half of the 4th century B.C., owes his fame a-

much to the improvemeuts which he made in the accoutre
ments of the peltasts or light-armed troops as to hi.-

numerous victories gained by their aid. Increasing thi

length of their javelins and swords, substituting linei

corselets for their heavy coats-of-mail, and introducing thi

use of light shoes, called after him Ipkicratides, he increasec

greatly the rapidity with which these troops cuuld mak'
the sudden forays that were so common in the military

tactics of the time. With his peltasts Iphicrates seriouslj

injured the allies of the Lacedemonians in the Corinthiar.

war, aud in 392 succeeded in dealing a heavy blow at onct
to the vanity and the prestige of the Spartans, by almost
annihilating a body of their famous hopUtes. Following
up his success, lie took city after city for the Athenians
but his arrogance procured his transfer from Corinth to thi

Hellespont, whither, however, his success followed him
About 378 he accepted a command under the Persians ii

Egypt, and on his return thence to Athens commanded ai

expedition in 373 for the relief of Corcyra, which wa-

menaced by the Lacedemonians. On the peace of 371
Iphicrates seems to have returned to Thrace, and some
what tarnished his fame by siding with his father-in-law

King Cotys, in a war against Athens for the posscssioi

of the entire Chersonese. The Athenians, however, sooi

pardoned him and gave him a joint command in the socia

war. For his conduct in this position he was impeached
after his acquittal he lived quietly at Athens. The dat<

of his death is unknown.
See Kehdaiitz, Vitx Jfhicratis, Chabi-ix, cl Tiinotkei.

IPHIGENEIA is the heroine of several famous Gree!

legends. She is generally said to be the daughter o

Agamemnon, and is also called Iphianassa, thongh the twi

are distinguished by Sophocles and by the writer of th

Ci/jrria Agamemnon had offended Artemis, who thert

fore prevented the Greek fleet from sailing for Troy, ani

could be appeased only by the sacrifice of his daughtei
According to some accounts the sacrifice was completed
according to others Artemis carried away the maiden t

be her priestess in the Tauric Chersonese, and substitute,

for her a hind. In this new country it was her duty t

sacrifice to the goddess all strangers ; and as Orestes cam
in search of her she was about to sacrifice him, when :

happy recognition took place. These legends show hov
closely the heroine is associated with the cultus of Artemit

and with the human saciificcs which accompanied it i

older times before tbo HeDenic spirit had modified th

b irbarism of this borrowed religion. They bring inti

connexion the different places in which this goddess wa
worshipped ; and, as Attica was one of her chief seat=

Iphigeneia is sometimes called a daughter of Theseus. A
Coniana in Cappadocia, one of the chief homes of th'

goddess in her more barbaric form, there was a priestlx

family Orestiada; ; and Iphigcneia and Orestes are namei
as the founders of yVrtcuiis worship in Sparta and Attica

as well as in many parts of Asia Minor aud Italy (se

Preller, Grier-/,. ifi/lhoL, 3d ed., i. 250). At Hermion
Artemis was worshipped with the epithet Iphigeucia

— this showing the heroine to be in the la.=t resort a fori,

of that goddess. Iphigeneia is a favourite subject in Gree'

literature and art. She is the heroine of two plays o

Euripides; but none of the many other tragedies foundei

on her storj' have been preserved. In vaso paintings Eh<

frequently occurs ; and the picture by Timanthes represept

iiig Aganicinnon hiding his face iit her sacriCuo was one o!

lliu famous woiks of anliciiiity.
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IPSWICH (50,000), Old Eng. Gippeswtc, the county

town of Suffolk, 68 miles north-east of London by rail, stands

on a gentle ascent above the left bank of the Gipping,

which widens here into the Orwfcll estuary. Its lower and
older portion, irregularly built, retains some curious speci-

mens of ancient domestic architecture, as Sparrowe's House
(1567), with quaint emblematic mouldings ^ff Charles II. 's

reign. Archdeacon's Place (1471), and Wolsey's Gateway
(1528), sole relic this of one of those "twins oi learning,"

the colleges of Christ Church and Ipswich. The public

buildings, however, are one and all of them modern. The
towu-hall (1868) is an imposing edifice in the Venetian
style, surmounted by a clock-tower 120 feet high, and
beautified with statues and medallions. Close by, and

(jf IpsWictl.

similar in style, are the post-office (1880) and the new
corn-exchange (1880-81), and a second good group is

formed by the new museum and fine art gallery (1880-81),

the former of which, founded in 1847, has a splendid

collection of red crag fossils. Other buildings are the

East Suffolk Hospital (1836-69), militia artillery barracks

(1855), custom-house (1845), mechanics' institute (1824;
greatly enlarged 1877), working men's college (1862),

public hall (1868), and a little theatre; where Garrick

made his diJbut in 1740. The grammar school, dating

from at least 1477, was last refounded by Queen Eliza-

beth in 1565, and was rebuilt in 18.")1 on the northern

outskirts of the town, the Prince Consort hying tlie

ifonndalfioo @tone. It is a red brick Tudor pile, with a

pretty chapel, has 6 masters and 85 boys, and is endowed
with 11 scholarships of an aggregate yearly value of £302.
Fourteen board schools had an average attendance of 2426
in May 1880, when there were twenty-two other elementary
schools, attended by 3130 children. The older of the
sixteen churches are all of them towered flint-work struc-

tures, wholly or mainly Perpendicular in style, with the
excejition of St Peter's (restored and enlarged in 1877).
which is Decorated. They include St Margaret's (restored

1846-74), with a beautiful oak Tudor roof, elaborately

painted temp. William and Mary ; St Matthews-(restored

1860), St Lawrence (1431; restored 1858); and St
Clemont's (restored 1860-80), containing the tomb of

Kldred, an early circumnavigator. St Michael's (18S0) is a

wholly new erection in Early English style, and tliree other

churches have practically been rebuilt— St Mary-le-Tower

(1863-66), rich in oak carving and painted glass, with a
tower and spire 176 feet high, and a peal of twelve bells;

St Helen's (1877-78), also with a spire; and St Mary
(1871) at Stoke, a suburb south of the Gipping. Of non-

established places of worship the Roman Catholic church
of St Pancr.is (1863) is the most noticeable, a late First

Pointed edifice with a riclily carved reredos and a lofty

fifeche. Ipswich has two finely planted arborctum.s, the

upper one of which is public; alongside stretches Christ

Church park, with its picturesque Tudor mansion (1549).

There are shady walks too, between the river and a
wet dock, whicli, formed in 1842 at a cost of £130,000,
covers 32 acres, and admitted vessels drawing 14 feet.

Under an Act obtained in 1877 the comnii.ssioners have
expended .£80,000 more in making a new entrance lock,

to admit vessels drawing 18 feet, in erecting public ware-

houses, and in dceiiening and improving the river.

In 1879, '204 vissiils of 54,353 tuns oiUfio,! from, ami 89 of

11,406 toii^rlr.ireil to, fort-iiin coimdtcs .ami I'.rilish jiossc.^sions
;

ccistwisetli. TPi-iileroil 2406 of 1.12,16], .nnd ilonrid 179:i of 118,624
tons. Tlierc wore 12.5 vos.scIs of 9779 tons, Itosi.Ic.s 23 fisliing boats,

rcgisttToil .as lii'loiifjin^ to tlic pott on Slst Drconilicr of tliac yc-ar,

in wliicli the rustonis rcvonuo anmnnled to £20,828, tlie chief ini;

ports being coal (51,720 tons), linscctl, cotton scimI, maize, barley,

non, and iron ])y rites ; tlio cxpoits, wlirat, malt, Monr, artificiul

manures, antl ai^ricnltnral inl]'linii-nts. 'I'iio last are manufactured
at tlicOrwnll Works (178.1) ol' 1,'an'ionii's, Sims, i Head, tlie greatest

in tlio Avorld, covering 13 aires, and employing over 1400 hands.

Sl]i|ibuihhng (27 vessels of 196.') Ions <lMnng 1875-79), brewing,

tanning, and the inannfaetiire of manure from enprolites, and oi

silk, lla.\, ropes, and artifieial stone, are tlie leading industries.

Ipswich returns two members to parliament. Tlte borough has

an area of 8192 acres. Tlie popiilution, which iu 1871 was 42,947,

had increased iu 1881 to 50,213.

A pavement I'ound in f'astlc Kiehl in 1854 csUiblishcs the pre-

sence of the Romans, but Ipswich is fust mentioned in history as

having been jdundercd }}y Northmen in 991 and 1000. Lying out

of the course of events, it lias jilayecl no conspicuous part, and the

chief incidents in its history are the granting of its earliest charter

by John (1199); the visits of Edward I. (1297), ICdwaril III. (1350),

Klizabcth (1561, 1565, and 1578), and Cenrge II. (1737) ; the meet-

ing of the British Association (1851) an. 1 of the British Archwo-
logical Association (1864). Thomas Wolsey (1471 1530), "William

Butler (1535-1618), Bishop l!alph Bl-ownrigg (1592-1659), Clara

Reeve (1738-1803), and Mrs Trimmer (1741-1810) were natives;

and Gainsborough, a resident from 1747 to 1759, has given his

name to a bcautilul lane above the *' princely" Orwell. See G. K.

Clarke's History of Ipsivieh, Ipswich, 1830.

IPSWICH (7734), the second most important town of

Queensland, Australia, is built on the south side of the

river Bremer at the head of navigation, about 24 miles in

a westerly direction from Brisbane, in 27° 35' S. lat. and
152° 50' E. long. It is the centre of a rich pastoral and

agricultural district, the principal product being maize.

Coal is worked on the banks of the Bremer and the Bris-

bane, and there is a woollen factory in the town. A court-

house, a hospital, a lunatic asylum, a grammar school,

opened in 1863, and a school of arts are among the public

buildings. The first sale of crowiilands took place on

October 11, 1813 : and the first steamer between Brisbane
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jind Ip3wicli was run Juns '29, ISiS. It -was in 1860 that

the 'town was incorporated as a municipality, and in the

same y?ar was held the first session of the supreme court.

The railway to Brisbane was opened in 1875. The value

of ratable property is estimated at about .£350,000. In

1871 the population of Ipswich was 4820; in 187G. in-

cluding the suburbs, it was 7734.

IQUIQUE, a seaport town of Peru, in the department

of Tarapaci, in 20° 12' S. lat. In the twenty-five years

from 1850 to 1875 it rose from a mere fishing village to

be a place of from 18,000 to 20,000 inhabitants. This

rapid growth was solely the result of the trade in the

nitrate of soda which is found in exhaustless abundance in

the neighbouring country, and of which during the five years

1874 to 187S there was annually exported from the pro-

vince, by way of Iquique, Mejillones, Junin, and Pisagua,

an average of 276,811 tons. About 60 or 70 tons of iodine

arc also manufactured in the nitrate of soda factories, vary-

ing in proof from 95 to 98 per cent. There entered and

cleared in 1877 253 vessels, of which 142 were English,

the total burden being 138,054 tons. As there is no
cultivable land in the vicinity, all provisions have to be

imported. In 1875 the town was laid waste by a conflag-

ration ; and it had hardly begun to recover from this

disaster when it was visited in 1877 by a series of earth-

quakes. The wooden houses which fell at the first shock

took fire, and while the firemen were endeavouring to

extinguish the flames a huge wave rushed in and carried

ofif their engines. The people suffered severely botli from

hunger and thirst, as the principal store and the water

condensers were both destroyed. The total damage
was estimated at £800,000. In 1878 there were only

7000 or 8000 people in the town, which, however, has

been rebuilt with greater attention to solidity of architecture

and regularity of plan.

IRAK ADJEMI {i.e., Persian Irak), also called Jeba.l

(Arabic, mountains) and Kohistan (Hindustani, moun-
tain-land), is the most important of the eleven provinces

of Persia, comprising the larger part of the western half of

the country, or upwards of 138,280 square miles. To the

north lie Azerbijan, Ghilan, and Mazanderan, to the east

Khorasan, to the south Farsistan and Khuzistan, and to the

west Ardilan and Luristan. The mountains for the most
part run west and east, or north-west and south-east. Among
the important valleys are those of Hamadan, Ispahan, and
Yezdikhast. The principal river—though it only belongs

to Irak Adjemi in the middle part of its course—is the Kizil

Uejen or Sefid Rud, which drains about 25,000 square

miles of country, rising between Hamadan and Tabriz, in

that part of the Kurdistan highlands which bears the name
of Besch Parmak or Pentchangusht (Five-Finger Mountain),

flowing north-north-east and then east to its junction with

the Hasht Rud, and finally breaking through the Elburz

range and finding its way to the Caspian. The rest of the

rivers for the most part flow towards the Great Salt Desert,

which forms part of the wide eastern plain that stretches

eastward into Khorasan. The following are points whose
position has been fixed. Teheran, the capital, 35° 40'

3J" N. lat., 51° 24' 54" E. long. ; Kum, 34° 39' N. lat.,

5J° 53' 54" E. long. ; Kushan, 34° N. lat., 51° 26' 39" E.

lung; Ispahan, 32° 37' 30" N. lat., and 51° 39' E. long.

The name Irak Adjemi is a modern ^one, and Reynaud,
confesses that he knows no other origin of its use than the

fact that the Seljukids who reigned owr Irak and bore

the title of Sultan el Irak were also rulers of the Jebah
The country corresponds in large part to the ancient Media,
•* IRAK ARABI, or Irak el Arabi, to which the name
Irak is more properly applied, is the district between the
Tigris and Euphrates, and from the Euphrates west to the
desert, its northern limit being from Anah on the Euphrates

to Tekrit on thfe Tigris. It corresponds to the land of

Chaldsa or Lower Mesopotamia. (^There is a town Irak in

the district, about 20 miles east of the Euphrates.

IRAWADI, or Irrawaddy, the principal river in the

province of British Burmah, traversing the Pegu divisioS

from north to sonth. The Irawadi is formed by the

junction of two streams whose source is as yet unknown,
in about 26° N. lat The chief tributaries are the

Mogoung, from the westward, which throws its water into

the main stream (here 600 yards wide), in 24° 50' N. lat.,

and the Shwe 11 and Kyeng-dweng. Shortly after leaving

the mouth of the Mogoung it enters the first or upper

defile. Here the current is very rapid, and the return

waters occasion violent eddies and vihirlpools. When the

river is at its lowest, no bottom is found even at 40
fathoms. After receiving the Ta-peng from the east, it

enters the second defile, which is exceedingly picturesque,

the stream winding in perfect stillness under high bare

rocks rising sheer out of the water. Farther down the

Irawadi, and not far from Mandalay, is the third or lowest

defile. The banks are covered at this point with dense

vegetation, and slope down to the water's edge ; at places

appear almost perpendicular but wooded heights. The
course of the Irawadi after receiving the waters of the

Myit-nge and Tsagaing, as far as 17° N. lat., is exceedingly

tortuous ; the British frontier is crossed in 19° 20' 3" N.
lat, 95° 15' E. long., the breadth of the river here being

J mile; about 11 miles lower down it is nearly 3 miles

broad. At Akouk-toung, where a spur of the Arakan hills

ends in a precipice 300 feet high, the river enters the delta,

the hills giving place to low alluvial plains, now protected

on the west by embankments. From 17° N. lat. the

Irawadi divides and subdivides, converting the lower

portion of its valley into a network of intercommunicating

tidal creeks. It reaches the sea in 15° 50' N. lat. and 95°

8' E. long., by nine principal mouths. The only ones used

by sea-going ships are the Bassein and Rangoon mouths.

The area of the catchment basin of the Irawadi is 158,000

square miles ; its total length from its known source to the

sea is about 900 miles, the last 240 of which are in British

territory, As far down as Akouk-toung in Henzada district

its bed is rocky, but below this sandy and muddy. It is

full of islands and sandbanks ; its waters are extremely

muddy, and the mud is carried far out to sea. The river

commences to rise in March ; about June it rises rapidly,

and attains its maximum height about Septernber. The
total flood discharge for 1877 was 466,120,288,940 metre

tons of 37 cubic feet. The river is navigable at all seasons

by steamers of light draught as high as the first defile, and

during the dry season for steamers drawing 6 feet as far as

the frontier. The chief tributaries of the Irawadi in British

territory are the Tha-htiin (or Theng-diin), the Tha-de, and

Thai-lai-dau from the west ; and the Kye-nf, Bhwotlay, and

Na-weng from the east. Below Akouk-toung on the west

and Prome on the east the Irawadi receives no tributaries

of any importance.

The broad channel of the Irawadi has always been the

sole means of communication between the interior gnd the

seaboard. From time immemorial the precious stones,

minerals, &c., of Upper Burmah, Siam, and the Chinese

frontier provinces have been brought down by this route;

At the present day the great bulk of the trade is in the

hands of the " Irrawaddy Flotilla Company," an important

English carrying firm ; but native boats still maintain a

strenuous competition. The flotilla of the cqmpany con-

sists of about sixty vessels, including both steamers and

flats. They employ about 1770 hands, European and

native, and distribute iu wages upwards of £50,000 a

year. Their headquarters are at Rangoon, whence steamers

run twice a week to Bassein, and also to Mandalay^
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The latter service is continued twice a month to Bhamo,
ibout 1000 miles from the sea. The principal articles

-larried up stream are Manchester piece goods, rice, salt,

hardware, and silk. The articles carried down stream are

raw cotton, cutch, india-rubber, jade, spices, precious

stones, timber, earth-oil, and dry crops, such as wheat and

pease. The value oC the trade either Wiiy is roughly esti-

mated at about Ih millions sterling. The total number
^f native boats on the Irawadi is returned at about 8000.

They carry a large proportion of the heavy articles of

ommerce, especially cutch and earth-oil.

IRBIT, a town of European Ru.^sia in the government

)f Perm, 70 miles nnrl.h-ea.st of Ekaterinburg, at the conllu-

•ncc of the Irbitwith the Nitza, a sub-tribut.iry of the Obi.

Though the St Petcrshurg Calendar for 1878 gives the

iicrmanent population as only 4212 (in 1860 the n\imbcr

lyas 3108), it is one of the most important trade centres of

northern Russia, and duriug its great fair (February 1-13

.0 March 1-13) it is visited by upwards of 20,000 people,

^mong its public buildings are a theatre, an cxchaugo, a

)ank (established in 1849, with a capital of 30,000 roubles),

ind a district echool. Irbit was originally founded by
Tartars in 1633, but the discovery of iron ore in the

leighbourhood soon attracted Russian settlers. The

assistance which the inhabitants rendered in the suppres'
sion of the Pugatchelf rebellion was re'wardi;d by Catherine
granting Irbit the rank of a town in 1775. In 1781 it

was made a district town of Perm. The right of holding
the fair was bestowed by Michael Theodorovitch as early

as 1643, and from 1G95 the customs which had previously

been collected at Verkhoturya were taken at Irbit itself.

In 1829 the value of the wares brought to market amounted to
10,838,155 ronhles (£1,723,916), and these were sold to the value o(

7,637,489. In 1861 the corresponding figures were 51,204,000 roublPT
and 39,397,600. In 1869 the jnincipal items were (a) of Russian
goods: leather and skins, 6,780,000 roubles ; furs, 4,760,000; cojipci

andiron, 1,262,000; grain. s.ilt, meat, and fish, 1,207,000; fruit and
groceries, 1,115,000; wooden w.ares, 1,040,000; (4) of European
w.ires : cotton, woollen, and silk, 12,087,000 ; sugar, 2,650,000 ;

groceries 800,000; (c) of Asiatic goods: te,a, 29,600,000. In 1880
the fur trade was especially active, no fewer than 3,650,000 Siberian
furs and 110,100 Russian furs being brought to market. The tea,

on tlio other hand, did not go beyond tlie value of 5^ million
roubles. There is a horse lair at Irbit, October 28th (September
lOtli;, wlieii old horses arc disposed of by Tobolsk and Tyumen
Tartars. The Irbit iron-works are situated 40 miles from the town,
on the banks of the river Irbit, below the coutlueUce of the
Shaitanka, which flows out of Ii'bit lake, a sheet of water nearly
4 miles long and 2h niiles broad. The inhabitants of tlio sfot
numbered 1822 in 18"69 (8iil ni.n and 961 women). lu 1873 the
output of pig iron uns about 2100 tuns. The Irbit jiost-road leaves

the great Siberian road at Kamnishloff, 73 nnlcs from the town.

IRELAND
PART T.-GEOGEAPHY AND STATISTICS.

IRELAND, a large island to the west of Great Pritain,

and along with it forming the 'United Kingdom,
-extends from 51° 20' to 55° 21' N. lat., and from 5° 25' to

1.0' 30' W. long. It is encircled by the Atlantic Ocean,

and on the east is separated from Great Britain towards thp

north by the North Channel, whose width at the narrowest

part, between the JIuU of Cantyre and Torr Head, is only

13J miles ; in the centre by the Irish Sea, whose width is

130 miles; and in the south by St George's Channel, which

has a width of 69 miles between Dublin and Holyhead,

and of 47 miles at its southern .extremity. The island has

the form of an irregular rhomboid, the largest diagonal of

which, from Torr Head in the north-east to Mizen Head in

the south-west, measures 302 miles. The greatest breadth

of the island is 174 miles, and the average breadth about

110 miles.. The total area comprises 32,535 square miles,

or 20,822,494 acres. Territorially it is divided into 4

provinces^Leinster, Munster, Ulster, and Connaught

—

and 32 counties, the number of counties included in the

different provinces being 12, 6, 9, and 5 respectively.

These 32 counties are divided into 316 baronies, comprising

2532 parishes, which are further divided into townlands
or ploughlands numbering about 60,760, v/ith an average

size of over 300 acres each. Table I. shows the area and
distribution of land by provinces and counties in 1880.

Geology.—The central part of Ireland is occupied by a

great undulating plain, whose highest elevation is 300
lud average elevation about 200 feet. In the centre of

the country, from Dublin Bay on the east to Galway Bay
'in the west, this plain stretches from shore to shore, but

towards the south and north it is enclosed by an irregular

ati'micircular belt of mountainous country. The surface of

the plain is broken occasionally by isolated hills. Through-

out nearly the whole of its extent it rests on the Carboni-

ferous Limestone, and in several places there arc remains of

the Upjier Carboniferous strata or Coal-measures, by which

the Carboniferous Limestone was at one time overlaid, and

which have been carried away during a vast period of

dcniuhition chiefly by the action of subaerial agents. The
strata of limestone axe nearly horizontal, except where they

are contorted by local disturbances, in tne central plain

it ia only occasionally that the limestone crops to the

surface, as it is generally overlaid by boulder clay, the

result of glacial action, by the middle sands and gravels

formed on the bed of the shallow sea by which the plain

was at one time occupied, or by the peat bogs resting on
the beds of previous lakes. At one period the Carboni-

ferous beds must have extended widely beyond their present

limits, and have formed the surface strata of the uplands
to the north-west and south-east. In the north-western

highlands of Sligo, Leitrim, and Fermanagh they still form
a lofty table-land, which occasionally rises into peaks about
2C00 feet in height.

The mountain masses of Ireland are generally traversed by
deep and narrow valleys running both north and south and
east and west, and frequently giving rise to high and isolated

peaks. The districts ol Donegal and Derry in the north-west,

and those of Galway and Mayo in the west, consist chiefly

of metamorphosed Lower Siluriiin rocks, and are believed

to form part of the same geological system as that of the

Highlands of Scotland. Those of Donegal and Derry, lying

between Donegal Bay and Lough Foyle, consist of granite,

gneiss, and hornblendic and other schists, with crystalline

limestones and quartzites. Their principal peaks are the

isolated summit of Errigal (2466 feet) and Blue Stack

(2219 feel). In West Galway and Mayo the rocks consist

chiefly of quartzite, or of alternating beds of quarlzite and
granite or gneiss schist. They include the Twelve Pins of

Connemara (2395 -feet), Croagh Patrick on the shores of

Clew Bay (2510 feet), the Nephin Beg mountains, and the

Ox mountnin.s. The range of hills between Killary

Harbour and Lough Mask—the highest summit of which,'

Muilrea, has an elevation of 2688 feet—belongs to the

Upper Silurian formation. The fact that these rock-s do
not share in the metamorphism of the Lower Silurian

beds shows that the alteration must have taken place at

some time between the Lower Silurian and Upper Silurian

periods. Kocksof Cambrian age occur in Wexford, Wicklow,'

and Dublin. The principal elevations of these districts

are formed of cranile, and belong to an earlier epoch tlwin
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tliat of the Old Red Siudstone. The liigliesf siiimuit is

Lugnaquilla (3039 feet), composed of altered Silurun rocks

lying on tlie granite. In the south-vrestern districts of

Kerry, Cork, and Waterford, the mountains are composed

of broad bands of Old Red Sandstone, the valleys being

formed of narrow bands of Carboniferous rocks. The lie

of the strata is nearly east and west, since they have been

plicated by forc3s acting in a transverse direction, the time

of disturbance being some unknown^ date between the

Carboniferous and the Permian periods. This district

includes the rugged range of JIacgillicuddy's Reeks, which

rise abruptly from the Carboniferous Limestone surround-

ing the Killarney lakes, and, occupying the greater part

of the peninsula between Dingle'Bay and Kenmare River,

attain at Carntual a height of 3il4 feet above sea-level.

Many of the most conspicuous mountain groups iu the

southern half of the island consist of central cores of

Silurian strata wrapped round with thick folds of Old

Red Saudstone. Such are Slieve Aughty, Slieve Bernagh,

the Silver Mine mountains, and Slievenaman in Clare and

Tipperary, Galtyraore in Limerick, which has an elevation

of 3015 feet, and the Slieve Bloom mountains in Queen's

county. The principal mountain groups in the north-east

TABLr: I.

—

^rca mid DisfiibtiUoti of Land

;ire the Carlingford mount.iin.':, composed nf feltpathic and
pyroxcnic rock;;, and attaining in Slievo Fny a height of

ncnrly 2000 le<rt ; the Mourne mountain^ to the north of

Cirlingford Lo:\gh, composed of giMnite.with veins of basalt,

felitone, mica trap, and porphyry, the highest summit being
Slieve Dunai'd ("2790 feet); and the Slieve Croob uiountains,

to the north of the Mounie range, compo.-<cd of granite of

a much earlier origin. Both the Mourne and Corlingford

mountains are of intrusive origin, and probably belong to

the Permian period. A considerable e:stent of low country

in Down, Armagh, and Cavan is occupied by Silurian rocks

in the form of grits and slates. The estuary of Belfast

Lough lies in Triassic rocks, containing beds of rock salt.

Uocks of similar age extend west of Lough N'eagh,'and

tlieuce north to Lough Foyle. They are overlaid by
Jurassic and Cretaceous strata, whidi. however, are almost

wholly concealed under the great basalt flood of the north-

eastern counties. The greater part of Antrim and the

eastern portion of Derry are occupied by basalt rock forming

an elevated plateau, for the most part bounded towards the

sea by precipitous escarpments, consisting of Upper Green-

sand and Chalk, surmounted by the black basalt which,

often crowning their summits, stands in striking contrast

1880. rtiirf PopiilolioH i,i 1881.

Area in Stat:i(e Acres

Ireland •20,32?,764

Lciiisti-r.

Carlow
Dublin
Eildare

Kilkenny
King's County ...

Longford
Louth
Meath
Queen's Countj'..

Wesimeath
"Vi'exford

Wicklow

Total for Leiuster .

.

ilv
Clare '.

Cork
Kerry
Limerick...
Tipperary .

\\*.terfo;d..

Total for Munstcr ....

VIsUr.
Antrim .

[

.Annagli

Cavau
' Donegal
Down
Fennnua^h ...

Loudondeny

.

Monaghan ....

Tyrone

Total for Ulster

.

Connaiight.

Galway
Leitrim
Mayo
Roscommon
Sligo

Total for Connaugbt

221,293
226,895
418,497
607,254
493,019
257,221
201,618
678,247
424,854
433,769
575.700
499,894

4,838,261

768,265
1,838,921

1,159,358
662,973

1,048,569
456,198

5,934,684

711,276
313,030
466,261

,190,269
611,936
417,665
513,388
318,806

778,943

5,321,580

1,502,362
376,212

1,318,129
685,407
461,129

4,233,239

Largi- Lakes,
fiivers, iiiid

Tideways.

494.730

50

2,478
966

12,188
508

1,614

19,700
3,388
284

Distributiyii iif Land in Acres.

Under Tillage.
I

Towns. Bogs.
Mountains, and

1
ttoads.

20,822,494

221,343
226,895
418,497
509,732
493,985
269,409
202.124
579,861
424.854
453,469
579. OSS
500,178

41,174

59,729
10,764

26,562
17,869
12,762

5,354

133,040

161,628

67,142
16,151
42,601

22,284
10,710

4,879,435

827,994
1,849,685

1,185,920
680,842

1,061,731

461,552

6,067,724

50,804
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with the llght-ciiluureJ strata beljw. Th some jilocc-,

however, as nt tlie Giant's Causeway, the Cretaceous

rocks disappear, and Uie basalt slopes gradually to the sea,

displaying a series of terraces formed of hcxogonal pillars,

a..i occasionally separated by bands of volcanic ash.

Coast-Line.—Alon;^ the prc5ent coastline there arc to

be seen in several places traces of ancient sea margins, the

most continuous being those on the northern and eastern

coasts, especially in county Antrim. Of still more ancient

sea margins there are evidences in the terraces at tho base

or on the flanks of the mountains. The present coast-line,

especially on the west and south, is very much indented

by bays and inlets, which Hull, in his Geotnr/y of Ireland,

attributes in many cases to the chemical action of the

sea-water on the limestone locks. On the south coast

they most commonly run in a northerly direction with

a westerly inclination at the upper end, and on tho west

coast the direction of the larger inlets is easterly, although

several of the smaller ones run nortli, south, and north east.

Their troughs have mostly been c.vcavatcd in the synclinal

folds of the rocks, which theiefore fre.iuently project far

into the sea in the form of high and bold headlands. On
the northern coast the inlets generally run in a southerly or

south-westerly direction. Most of those on the east coast

have by the accumulation of sand been either wholly or

partly formed into lagoons; and on the south east coast (he

sea has made considerable encroachment?, on the land/_

(• The principal inlets are—on the east coast Belfast Lough,

Strangford Lough, Carlingford Lough, Dundalk Bay,

Dublin Bay, and Wexford Harbour ; on the south coast

Waterford Harbour, Dungarvan Harbour, Youghal Bay, and

Cork Harbour; on the south-west coast Roaring Water Bay,

Dunmanus Bay, Bantry Bay, Kenmare liiver, and Dingle

Bay ; on the west coast Tralee Bay, the mouth of the

Shannon, Galway Bay, Clew Bay, Blacksod Bay, Killala

Bay, Sligo Bay, and Dohegal Bay ; and on the north coast

Sheep Haven, Lough Swdly, and Longh Foyle. In all,

Ireland possesses fourteen harbours suitable for the largest

ships, seventeen for frigates, and over thirty for coasters,

besides an immense number suitable for fishing boats.

The islands of Ireland are small in size, and are situated

near the mainland, most of them being formed of rocks

from which, according to Hull, the adjoining Carboniferous

strata had been denuded by the action of the sea-water.

They are most numerous on the west coast, especially

opposite Gahvay, JMayo, and Donegal. Off the Donegal
coast the largest is Neisli Aran. Separated from the

mainland of JIayo by a narrow isthmus is Achill, the largest

island of Ireland, and in Clew Bay there are an immense
number of islets all formed of drift. An archipelago of

granite rocks off the coast of Gahvay is formed of continua-

tions of the mountains, and nt the mouth of Galway Bay
arc the three islands of Aran, composed of Carboniferous
Limestone. Among the picturesque stacks of rocks off

tiie coast of Kerry the most notable are the Skellings.

The largest islands opposite Cork are Dursey Island, Bear
Island, and Clear Island, south of which is a picturesque
rock called tho Fastnct, on which there is a lighthou.se.

On the east const the principal are Lambay Island, Innis-

jiatrick, and Ireland's Eye oft' county Dublin, and Copelind
Ishnd at the mouth of Belfast Lough. On the northern
coast Ihc principal arc Bathlin Island ofl' Antiim, and Tory
Island ofl' Donegal.

lUrei-i' and C((«i(/i.-.—Several of the rivers of Ireland,
including tho largest of them, have liad their channels
determined by a )uevious physical condition of the land
surface, and must have been formed during a lung period
of denudation. Many of the valieys are dried-up river
beds, and along various of the present river valleys traces
of ohl riVcr terraces may still be seen. In some cases tho

alterations of the courses by breaks and di>hH'alions of the

strata are of vciy recent occurrence. In the distiicts of Sligo

and Fermanagh, as well as of Galway, Claic, Kerry, and
Cork, the rivers and streams have frequently cut out sub-

terraneous passages through the limestone, in some cases

altogether disappearing: and along their courses liirtovr/he

or blind lakes, and abrupt deep holes called s/v;/ffas are

frequently formed.

Owing to the nioistness of the climate and the lie of the

surface of the country, Ireland is more intersected by large

rivers than England or Scotland, and it is a remarkable

circuni'itance that in several cases there are groups uf

rivers with closely contiguous sources, whicli, however. How
in widely different directions. The largest river is the

Shannon, which has its source in the Carboniferous

mountains of Fermanagh and Leitrim, and flows southward

through Lough Allen, Lough Bee, and Lough Dearg to

Limerick, where it opens out into a wide estuary and takes

a westerly course to the ocean. Up to Limerick, where it

becomes tidal, it is navigable for large vcsscl.s, and for

vessels of small tonnage it is navigable within 5 miles of

Lough Allen. Its course above Longh Dearg is very

sluggish, but from that lake to Limerick its descent is very

rapid. Its total length is 2i0 miles, and it drains an area

of 45i4 square miles. The Suir, the Nore, and the Barrow,

which have their sources not far from each other in the Slieve

Bloom mountains, and unite at Waterford, drain together

an area of 3400 square miles. The Suir is navigable for

boats as far us to Clonmel, and the Nore to Innistioge.

The Barrow, by means of a branch of tlie Grand Canal,

forms a line of 120 miles of inland navigation between

Dublin and Waterford. The other principal rivers, all of

which are to some extent navigable, are— debouching on

the west coast the Erne, tho Moy, and the Corrib ; on tho

south coast the Blaekwater and the Lee ; on the east coast

the Lag.an, the Boyne, the Liffey, and the Slaney ; and on

the north coast the Bann and the Foyle.

The Grand Canal, which with its various branches Las a

length of 163 miles, connects Dublin with the Shannon at

Shannon Harbour ; and the Royal Canal, with a length of

7G miles, connects Dublin with the Shannon at Cloondora.

Lines of inland navigation, partly natural and partly arti-

ficial, ccmnect Lough Neagh with Belfast, Newry,and Lough
Erne. From the sea at Galway there is communication by
Lough Mask and Lough Corrib to Lough Carra. Since the

introduction of railways the passenger traffic on the canals

has wholly ceased, but the goods traffic is still considerable.

Lales.—Many lakes of considerable extent exist both in

the mountainous and lowland districts of Ireland, and the

number of small lakes is very great. Altogether the area

covered by lakes amounts to 711 square miles, of which

2S7 are in Ulster, 305 in Connanght, 69 in JIunstor, and

50 in Leinster. Lough Neagh in Ulster is the largest

inland lake in the United Kingdom, and has an area of

153 square miles, with a general depth of from 20 to 40

feet. Lough Erne in Fermanagh has a length of upwards
of 40 miles, but a breadth of only 8 miles. Properly

speaking, it consists of two lakes 5 miles apart and con-

nected by a river, the upper lake being 13 miles in length

wiUi an area of 9278 acres, and the lower 24 miles in

length with an area of 28,000 acres. Both lakes are

dotted with numerous islets, and the lower one is famed

fur its picturesque beautj. Lough Corrib and Lougli

Mask have respectively an area of 43,484 and 22,219 acres.

The country to the west of Lough Corrib contains about

130 lakes, 25 of which are more than a mile in length.

The lakes of Killarney in Kerr}-, which are three in

number and closely adjoin each other, are situated in tlie

midst of wild and jiicturesque mountain scenery. -The

area of the lower lake is DOOl acres, of the middle one 680,
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and ot the upper one 430. Lough Dearg, a small lake in

the south of Donegal, has been resorted to from time

immemorial as a place of penance by Roijian Catholics.

The other lake of the same name in the course of the

Shannon has an area of 29,570 acres. The other principal

lake districts are Sligo, Cavan, Westmeath, and Longford.

Hull, in his Geology of Ireland, makes a classification of

the lakes, according to their modes of formation, under the

three heads of—(1) lakes of mechanical origin, (2) lakes of

glacial orifin, and (3) lakes of chemical solution. Of the

first group, which are those whose formation is due chiefly

to faults or dislocation of the strata, he mentions as special

examples Lough Xeagh and Lough Allen, both of which

originated before the Glacial period, and probably between

the Miocene and Pliocene periods. Those of glacial

origin occur in the mountainous districts, and are due

eitlier to the scooping out of the rocks by the passage of

icB over tlieir surface, or to the accumulation of embank-

ments at the end of the valleys or hollows. Those due to

chemical solution are situated either on the limestone plain

or in districts where the limestone formation has penetrated,

and have been produced by the solution of the limestone

through the action of water containing carbonic acid gas.

Coal.—Of the Upper Carboniferous beds which at one

time overspread the central plain of Ireland, only small

patches remain in isolated sjiots, serving chiefly as an indica-

tion of the immense loss that has been sustained in an

important ehment of material prosperity. The principal

coal-fields are the Leinster, the Munster, the Connaught,

and the Tyrone.

The Leinster or Castlecomer field, situated between the

Nore and Barrow, consists of a range of hills varying from

800 to 1000 feet high, and extending over portions of

Kilkenny, Queen's county, and Carlow. It lies in the

form of a basin, its most productive beds occupying the

centrs. Tliese are the Middle Measures, bat in the field

both the Middle and Lower are represented. The coal is

anthracite. The most common fossils are either terrestrial

or freshwater, marine fossils being found chiefly in some
of the upper beds. Above the Barrow coal in county

Kilkenny several remarkable reptilian remains have been
fo:ind. The Lower Measures consist of gannister beds

lasting upon Carlow flags, and contain some beds of shale

and a few thin seams of coal, with several beds of marine

fossils. This field is the most important in Ireland, and
yields a larger weight of coal than all the others together.

The West Munster coal-field occupies portions of Clare,

Limerick, Kerry, and Cork, and consists of a series of low
hills extending from near Galway Bay in the north to

Killarney in the south. All the three measures are repre-

sented, but there are only a very few workable seams, as

most of the coal is very thin, and the strata very much
inverted. The principal collieries are at Dunhallow in

Cork, and the coal, which is anthracite, is used chiefly for

lime-burning. Many of the Lower Measures are very rich

both in terrestrial and in marine fossils.

The East Munster coal-field consists of a low range of

hills in Tipperary, closely adjoining the Carboniferous hills

in Leinster, from which they are separated by the river

Nore. Thence it extends to near Cashel, a distance of

about 20 miles, and its average breadth is about 5 miles.

All thfe measures are represented. The productive portion

of the field is at Killenaule, and consists of two thin

Beams in the Upper Measure. In the liOwer Measures the

principal fossils are marine ; and plant impressions, espe;i-

ally those of ferns, are very numerous.

The Connaught coal-field embraces the mountainous
district round Lough Allen, and includes portions of Sligo,

Roscommon, and Leitrim in Connaught, and of Fermanagh
ind Cavan in Ulster. Both the Middle and Lower Measures

13—10*

are represented. They are composed chiefly of yellow sand-

stone and shale, and are overlaid by beds of grit. The coal

is bituminous, and a large portion of it is workable.

The Tyrone coal-field includes the district between

Dungannon and Lough Xeagh, having a length of 6 and a

breadth of 1 to 2 miles, and the small basin of Annaghone

a little to the north. All the measures are represented. The

coals have been worked only near the surface, but it is

believed that very extensive and valuable seams of workable

coal exist at lower depttis.

The average quantity of coal raised in Ireland annually

is about 130,000 tons, of which about 80,000 are raised in

Leinster, 30,000 in Munster, 16,000 in Antrim and Tyrone,

and 6000 in Leitrim and Boscommon. As the annual imi

portation of coal exceeds 2,000,000 tons, it is evident that

the coal supply obtained from Ireland's own mines is quite

a minor element in its prosperity ; but the industry might

be much more largely developed, the total available amount
of coal being estimated at 180,000,000 tons.

Peat.—For the absence of coal the country is to some
extent compensated by the supply of peat fuel obtained:

from the red bogs situated in the central plain, and
occupying a large tract included within two lines drawn
across the island, the one from the Hill of Howth to Sligo,

and the other from Wicklow to Galway. Originally this

district was occupied by a forest, principally of oak trees,'

which after being gradually killed by the growth of mosses

and oth'^r peat-producing plants, were succeeded by a

forest of firs, these also in turn perishing. The average

depth of the bog is 25 feet, but in some cases it is

over 40 feet. According to its depth it varies in colour,

from whitish brown, to a brown-black closely resembling

coal. The brown or red turf in the centre forms the best

fuel. Tlie lower strata sometimes pass into lignite.

Lignite of an immense thickness is found around the

southern shores of Lough Neagh. In the moilntain

districts the bogs usually consist of brown turf of only

about 12 inches thickness. Preglacial or interglacial peat

has been found in Qijeen's county, county Galway, and
county Tipperary, and submarine bogs with remains of an
ancient pine forest have been discovered oif the south-west

coast. The bogs of the central plaiu contain in a slate ol

good preservation animal and human skeletons, tree canoes,'

gold and silver coins and ornaments, crannogs or lake

dwellings, log houses, and wooden roadways. The total

area occupied by bog is 2,830,000 acres, or about or.e-^

seventh of the surface of the island, mountain bog occupy-J

ing 1,254,000 acres, and flatted bog 1,576,000 acres.

Iron.—The deficiency in coal supply is the more to be

regretted in the case of Ireland on account of its immense
stores of iron, which for want of proper fuel remain

unutilized. Bed hematitic iron of a very rich kind is found

associated with the coal-fields in the districts of Tyione,

and in Cork and Watcrford. Valuable pisolitic ore occurs

between the sheets of basalt in Antrim. Iron is met with

in great quantities in the bogs, and is easily fusible, but

the quality is not nearly so good as that of the clay iron'

which occurs in great abundance in the coal districts of

Connaught. Some centuries ago the manufacture of iron

was one of the most important industries of Ireland, the

surface of the country being dotted over with small iron-

works, in which the ore was smelted bj wood charcoal; but

as the supply of wood became exhausted the industry was

wholly discontinued, the last of the old furnaces having

been put out more than a hundred years ago. On the

discovery of coal at the Arigna river near Lough Alien,

iron-works were established there in 1788 which were

carried on until 1808, and again revived in' 1825, when
the undertaking failed on accaunt of the insufllcienc}' of

I capital with which the company started. "" Of late years

Xirr. — 28
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irpn-mining has been prosecuted with some briskness lu

Antrim, as well as in Down and Londonderry. The
qutintity produced in the country has risen from 106 tons

iu 1S60 to 77,600 in 1870 and 155,833 in 1879 ; but for

the proper development of the industry the available supply

of coke is wholly insufficient, and until other methods or

materials of smelting have been discovered, the valuable

iron ores of the country will contribute a very small

modicum to its prosperity.

Gold.-—From the gold orLiaments and crucible ladles and

other impleiMcats used in the purifying of gold that have

been discovered in a Iiog on the borders of Limerick and

Tipiperary, it would appear that that metal was manu-
factured there at a very early period ; and there is a

tradition that gold was Bmeltcd for King Tighearnmas

about 1620 (or 915) B.C. iu one of the valleys of the

Lifley. About the end t.f last century a nugget of gold

22 oi. iu weight was found in a tributary of the Uvoca,

and, the Government hiving shortly afterwards taken

up the enterprise, placer mining wai carried on for sumo
years. The gold was from iX'i to 21; carats fine, the

alloy being silver. Tlie total value of the gold obtained

at the Goveruuicnt works was £3675, while gold to

the value of over £10,000 was obtained by jirivate en-

terprise. All the gold has been found in shallow places.

Very little gold is found in the iron or quartz veins,

although pieces of iron are ahvaj^s found with the gold,

and quarts is sometimes attached to the nuggets. The
gold usually occurs in small grains, but nuggets of con-

siderable weiglit are sometimes found.

{iilver and Lead.—In very ancient times there were

silver mines at Argetros, county Kilkenny, and near

Toomavara, county Tijiperary. The inct.al occurs botli as

native silver and in the lead ore, which sometimes yields

as much as 80 oz. of silver to thu ton. Lead is found in

a greater number of localities than any other metal. Its

most usual form, is galenite, which occurs sometimes alone,

but generally with sulphide of zinc,, somctinics with tlie

sulphides of iron and copper, and occasionally witli sulphate

of baryta and sulphate of strontium. In lS5i the lead

mines of Ireland were wrought by ten companies, and the

amount of ore raised was 3009 tons 15 cwts., yielding

2210 tons 15 cwts. lead and 18,090 oz, silver. Since

that period the industry has gradually declined, until in

1875 it was prosecuted by only one company, that of

Luganure in AVicklow ; but since 1877 two mines have

also been wrought at C'arahan in Clare. Table XL gives,

returns from 1876 to 1879.

Copper.—The principar" copper-mines are at Knock-

mahon in Waterford, at Cronebane and Connary. in

Wicklow, and at Be^.rhaven, Ballycommisk, and Cosheen

Table IT.

—

ProTtwc of Lend niiri Silver, 1876-79.
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Taiiifall at tlje period of ripening. In regard to tue natural

Tjrtility of the soil, and the ease with which it can be

cultivated, Ireland as a whole has great advantages over

Great Britain. Strong retentive clay 6oil.s, sandy soils,

challcy and gravelly soils, are almost wholly absent, and

ihe mixture of soils resulting from the great variety of

stratification, as well as from the detritus carried down to

the plain.s, has created many extensive districts of remark-

able richness. The most fertile part of the country is the

tract in Munster known as the "Golden Vein," stretching

from Cashel in Tipperary to near Limerick. Along the

banks of the Shannon there are long stretches of Hat lands

formed by deposits chiefly of calcareous and peaty matter

carried down by floods, and at the estuary of the river this

matter has been largely mixed with blue silt deposited

by the sea. E.'ctensive districts of similar formation are

connected with the Suir, Nore, and Barrow, and with the

Bann. In other parts of tlie limestone plain a rich soil

has been formed by the decomposition of drift accumulated

by the Esker Sea, mingled in some cases with the remains

'of granite; and a mixture of a variety of rocks has also

'greatly benefited many of the other limestone soils. The
'red bogs contain underneath them abundant marl admirably

adapted for use in reclaiming the land. In many of

the mountain districts the soil above the hard rocks

consists of a thin stratum of vegetable matter. On
the clay slate formations in Louth, Down, Wicklow,

Wexford, Waterford, Cork, and Kerry, the soil is generally

poor, except in the hollows, where rich patches have

frequently been formed by rocky deposits. Similar

remarks apply to the soils above mica slate. In the dis-

tricts of the Old and New Ked Sandstone, including the

greater part of Cork, and portions of Kerry, Waterford,

Tyrone, Fermanagh, Monaghan, Mayo, and Tipperary, the

soil in the hollows is generally of remarkable fertility.

Where gneiss and schist rocks prevail a finely productive

soil frequently occurs, resting on inliers of limestone and
other calcareous rocks. Indeed, Ireland contains compara-

tively little irreclaimable land, and even in the mountainous
districts which are unsuitable for tillage there is often

soil sufficient, with the aid of the moist climate, to yield

pasturage of supeiibr quality in great abundance ; and
more than two-thirds of the surface of the country, being

'less than 500 feet above sea-level, possesses a temperature
well adapted to all the usual kinds of crop.

But, although enjoying such favourable natural condi-

tions, Ireland as a whole lags far behind most other por-

tions of the United Kingdom in agricultural progress,

both as regards the circumstances of the peasantry and
the development of the capabilities of the soil for pro-

ducing food. The causes of this state of things are some-
what complex ; and, having their chief connexion either

directly or indirectly with the procedure of the legislature,

they have been in operation for several centuries, during
which, instead of diminishing in influence, they have
apparently gained strength by intermixing and entangling

with each other. Until a comparatively recent period the

system of landholding in Ireland was the tanistry or

pommunal, governed by the ancient Brehon code. Accord-
ing to this code the land belonged primarily to the tribe or

commune, and was vested in the chief or tanist, who,
from his rank as a noble, held a portion of it as his own
property, had a life interest in a second portion from the

office to which he had been elected, and possessed juris-

diction over a third portion, the commonal land, which
was divided annually. The nobles from among whom the

tanist was chosen had the right of ownership of land, and
another class had the right of ownership of chattels, which
went to their sons by gavelkind. Only certain classes

of^the trtba— t^ke Saer CeUi or "free tenants," and Daer

Cii\i or " base tenants "—could obtain security of tenure
for life, the others being either yearly tenants, free

labourers, or slaves. The interests even of the yearly

tenant were preserved by stringent regulations, and in the
course of generations it was possible to rise from the lowest

social grade to the rank of a "free tenant." The lands
of the tenants went to their male descendants by gavel
kind. Even the free labourers and the slaves, with the
exception of those who were convicts or prisoners, had
the right of sustenance and shelter on the estate of their

lord. Unlike those of Great Britain, the ancient laws

of Ireland remained uninfluenced by Roman legislation
;

and, although the Danish invasions caused some disturbance

of the old order of things, the regidations so far as the

possession and tenure of land were concerned remained
practically unmodified until the invasion of Henry II. The
natural consequence was that the pastoral mode of life

associated from the beginning with the Brehon code should

also remain unchanged, the more especially as soil and
climate alike were favourable to the growth of luxuriant

pasturage ; but, as pastoral employment is that which is

least able to support a dense population, a large proportion

of the servant class gradually sank into a condition of

idleness and wretched poverty. Unhappily the result of

the Anglo-Norman invasion was not to improve this state

of things by the gradual influence of other laws and
customs, but to introduce into the social system disturbing

and irritating elements, which kept alive all the old evils

in a more aggravated form. Henry II. nominally bestowed
the entire land of Ireland upon ten of his followers, but

practically, with the exception of the small district of the

Pale, it remained in the possession of its ancient lords.

Confiscations became more frequent as the power of the

English increased, and within that portion of the territory

over which English rule did not extend the tenants and

labourers, in the unsettled condition of society, suflered

severely from the irresponsible authority of the nobles.

Henry VIII., the first English sovereign who really held

sway over the whole island, induced the nobles to acknow-

ledge him on condition that their ancient rights and privi-

leges were left intact ; but this arrangement was set aside

by Elizabeth, whose reign was signalized by the great wars,

resulting in the composition of Connaughtand the planting

of Munster. By the former of these, while possession was

secured to the nobles in their estates, the lands in the

province were alienated from the clan to the chief, and the

free tenants became virtually proprietors of their farms

;

and by the latter 571,628 acres, the estate of the earl of

Desmond, were parcelled out to be peopled according to a

plan founded wholly on English customs. Soon after the

accession of James I. in 1603, tanistry and gavelkind were

abolished by decision of Queen's Bench, and the estates of

the Ulster nobles—511,465 acres in extent—were forfeited

to the crown, to make way for the great plantation of

Ulster. The custom of gavelkind was, however, revived

by the Act of Queen Anne against the Catholics, and the

statute was not repealed till the reign of George III

The confiscations were repeated on a larger scale during

the Stuart and Cromwellian periods, from whieh time may
be dated the complete practical overthrow of the Brehon

.system except in Ulster and a few isolated districts where

the shadow of it still lingers in the Custom known as tenant-

right. Even, however, after the subjugation of Ireland by

Cromwell, Sir William Petty, in his Political Anuiomy,

written in. 1672, estimated the value of the tenant's

claims for improvements and benefit of leases at one-third

of his annual rental. The same writer calculated that,

whereas in 1611 about two-thirds of the good land belonged

to the Irish or Catholics, at the time he was writing the

proportion was as nearly as pn.^sible reversed, the figures
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being as follows :—Purchased by the Protestants of Con-

naught of the transplanters 80,000 acres, possessed by the

English and Protestants and Church 5,140,000, possessed

by the Irish 2,280,000.. Of the 1,100,000 inhabitants, the

proportion of Irish to English was as 9 to 3 ; and 6 out of

every 8 of the Irish lived in a " brutish nasty condition."

After the conEscations which followed the wars of William

III., the Catholics did not possess more than one-seventh

of the soil. The penal laws by which the Catholics were

disabled from holding freehold property tended to effect a

still further transference of proprietorship to the Protes-

tants. The functions of the proprietor were generally per-

formed by the large Protestant tenant, to \Yhom a long

lease of the property was granted, and who sublet to the

Irish farmer. Frequently the farms were subdivided and
sublet to the third, fourth, or fifth degree, and, as the

Catholics were disabled from holding leases for more
than thirty-one years, and at less than two-thirds of a rack-

rent, they necessarily occupied the lowest step in this

peculiar social scale. Instead of an industrious and thriv-

ing class of peasant proprietors, which the Brehon system
left to itself would in all probability have gradually de-

veloped, a race of wretched cottiers sprang up, whose only

inheritance now guaranteed to them by the remains of the

old Brehon system was their deep-seated conviction as to

their inalienable rights to the soil ; the custom which,

without now recognizing these rights, threw upon them
the expense not only of fencing, draining, and other
improvements, but of the erection of all the dwellings on
the farm ; and their dependence on the proprietor, one,

however, who was now generally an alien, and from
whom they held their small patches of soU on payment
in labour according to conditions strung to the ntmost
degree of severity by the process of subletting and an un-
limited competition. Support by any other form of industry
than agriculture was rendered impossible by laws which
practically paralysed the commerce and manufactures of the

country, and agriculture itself was additionally hampered
by the enactments passed in the reign of Charles II.

against the exportation to England of cattle, sheep, and
pigs, of salt beef and bacon, and even of butter and cheese.

These enactments, combined with that final one by which
the prohibition formerly passed against the exportation of

woollen manufactures to England or the colonies was ex-

tended also to foreign countries, caused the " middle men "

to turn their attention to woollen smuggling ; and, finding it

a more lucrative means of livelihood than that of squeezing
money from impoverished tenants, they in many instances
drove the cottiers from their farms, which they changed
into sheep walks.

The Acts of 1771, 1778, and 1782, which removed
the Roman Catholic disabilities in regard to the holding
of leases and property, and the Act of 1793, which ex-

tended to the Catholics the forty shillings franchise, had,
on account of the peculiar social condition created by
former legislation, practically as disastrous effects as even
the penal laws which they superseded. The landlords for

election purposes created an immense number of the lowest

kind of freeholds, which they let at exorbitant rents owing

to the high price of provisions during the great war.
These prices indeed gave a temporary stimulus to aTi-
culture, and led to the conversion of a considerable amount
of pasturage into tillage, but practically the position of the
freeholder was more servile than that of the previous
tenant-at-will, and when prices sank to their normal rate

at the close of the war he found himself in a condition of

absolute ruin. At the same time, by this minute subdi-

vision of leaseholds, an immense increase had taken place

in the agricultural population, whose numbers could perhaps
scarcely have found support under any system of agricul-

ture, although undoubtedly under a system of peasant

proprietorship support would have been possible to a much
larger number, inasmuch as the principal profits of tillage

would have fallen into the hands of the tillers of the soil

instead of those of absentee proprietors. To aid the land-

lords in freeing themselves from the incubus of impo-
verished tenants an eviction Act was passed in 181R, and
further protection was afforded them by the Subletting

Act of 1826, but it was not until after the abolition of the

forty shilling leasehold suffrage in 1829 that any important

diminution took place in the leaseholds. Under tenancy-at-

will, which was then generally substituted, the subdivision

of holdings was not materially diminished, although for some
years previous to the occurrence of the potato blight and
the repeal of the Corn Laws more than one-fourth of the

population stood in need generally of relief, and the land-

lord, in order to escape the burdensome taxation consequent

upon the Poor Law Act of 1838, had begun the transforma-

tion of small huldmgs into large farms. Table IV., compiled

from special parliamentary returns givingthe number of free-

holds by counties, will illustrate the inHuence of.various acts

of legislation on the growth of freeholds, and especially their

rapid increase after 1793 and their rapid decline after 1829.

The potato blight and the repeal of the Con. Laws,
occurring neaily simultaneously, caused an immediate and
almost complete sweep to be made of the smaller class of

holdings. The consequence was an enormously rapid dimi-

nution of the population, which made whole districts of the

country almost tenantless, but which, great as it was, only

removed the abnormal strain of hardship under which the

peasant was suffering, and brought him no permanent relief

from his burdens by an increase of wages or more favour-

able terms of occupancy. Indeed, tenancy-at will was still

further increased by the Parliamentary Votes Act of 1850,
which granted the suffrage to those who for twelve months
were rated as occupiers of land valued at £12 a year.

The change which has taken place in the size of the

holdings since 1841 is sufficiently indicated in Tables V.,.

VI. and VIL
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Table VI. —Showing the amount of Increase { + ) or Decrease ( - ) between 1841 and 1880 in the various classes of Boldings above

-T acre in extent in the different Provinces andfor all Ireland, with the proportion per cent, of that amount.

Classes of HoldJiigs.
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The number of laoldiiigs of less than one acre is not

given in the census leturns of 1841, but the numbei- of

persons ocLiipying the holdings is given in Kennedy's

Digest of the Evulenee oj the Devon Commission. Reckon-

ing tu.ii, no one possessed more than one holding, the total

diminution in the number of holdings between 1841 and

1880 would thus be 252,294, or, not including holdings

under 1 acre, 107,593. The number of occupiers in 1880

was 527,44 4, or 46,778 fewer than the number of holdings.

The diminution in holdings took place chiefiy between 1841

and 1851, that is, practically between 1846 and 1851, this

decline being 218,450. It was confined to farms not ex-

ceeding 15 acres in extent, which between these years de-

clined as much as 380,884, and between 1851 and 1880 have

declined by only 41,425. Those not exceeding 1 acre, prin- .

cipally the potato gardens of the cottiers, between 1841 and

1851 declined by 97,586,or nearly three-fourths; since 1851

they have increased by more than one-fourth. Farms above

1 and not exceeding 5 acres declined between 1841 and 1851

by 222,353, or nearly three-fourths; and those above 5 and

not exceeding 15 acres by 60,945, or nearly one-fourth.

Between 1S51 and 1880 tlie decline in farms of the former

class has been 23,791 and of the latter class 30,519, there

having been a slight increase in this class in the province of

Connaught. The largest increase in the number of holdings

took place in those exceeding 30 acres, the additions be-

tween 1841 and 1851 being 100,465, and between 1851 and'

1880 only amounting to 12,374, the greatest proportional

increase between 1841 and 1880 being in the provinces of

Connauglit and Ulster. The increase between 1841 and 1851

in farms above 15 and not exceeding 30 acres was 61,969,

and between 1851 and 1880 there has been a decrease of

4793, there having been a sliglit increase in Connaught. In

farms above 30 acres in extent, the increase between <1851

and 1880 has been greatest, both in numbers and in pro-

portion, in those above 50 and not exceeding 100 acres.

Since 1861 the decrease in the total number of holdings

has been gradual but continuous ; and the slight increase

between 1851 and 1861 is more than accounted for by au

increase in the gardens of the cottiers. The largest pro-

portional decrease in the number of holdings, 8 per cent,

above that for Ireland, has been in Mnnster, where, as will

be seen from subsequent statistics, the increase of the

acreage under pasture has also been greatest.

The relation which the decrease in the number of holdings

has had to the decrease in tillage may be to some extent

understood from Table VIII., which gives the percentages of

acreage in the various classes of holdings for 1854, 1861,

and 1871, with the percentage of land in each class under-

crops, grass, fallow, woods, and bog or waste respectively.

The registrar-general's returns do not supply materials for

such a table for 1851, It will be seen that there is an
uninterrupted decline in the proportion of land under crops

according to the increase in the size of the holdings, it

being over 80 per cent, in those less than 1 acre, over

00 per cent in those above 1 and not exceeding 5 acres,

and only a little over 3 per cent, in those above 500 acres.

On the other hand, the acreage under grass is in farms
between 1 and 5 acres only about 28 per conL, and
reaches its maximum, nearly 00 per cent., in farms above

200 and u^der 500 acres; and, wlule the extent of bog
and waste is scarcely 8 per cent, in farms between 1 and 5

acres, it gradually increases with-the increase in the size

of the farm until it is over 60 per cent, in those above 500
acres. The acreage under crops remained nearly stationary

between 1854 and 1871 in all the classes of farms, but the

acreage under grass increased 2'5 per cent., the increase

being wholly in farms of above 30 acres, while there

was a decrease of about 1 per cent, in the case of all

classes of farms below 15 acres in extent. The increase

may almost be accounted for by reclamations, the decline

in the acreage under bog aud waste being between the

same periods about 2'4 per cent,, which occurs principally

in farms above 50 acres in extent, there being a consider-

able increase in the case of some of the other classes of

farms. The nature of the change in regard to cropping

aud tillage which has taken place since 1847 is shown
more distinctly in Table IX., which gives the acreage under

the different kinds of crop in 1847, 1851, 1861, 1871, 1879,

aud 1880. Table X. gives the acreage under crops, grass,

fallow, woods, and waste for 1851 and 1880, and Table

XI. shows in detail the proportions per cent.

The general result of Table IX, is to show a total decline

between 18 47 and 1880 in the area under crops amounting

to 157,351 acres, the decrease having taken place after

1861, up to which year there was from 1847 an increase

of 651,961, the decline between 1861 and 1880 being

809,312, or more than one-seventh. The stated area under
crop in 1847 conveys, however, a misleading impression,

as the area under potatoes was only 284,1 10 acres, whereas

in 1846 it was estimated at 1,237,441, the difl'erence being

undoubtedly due to the fact that in 1847 a great portion

of this area was left out of cultivation. Thus, if 1846 had
been substituted for 1847 it would have been found that

in the area under crops there was a decrease between 1846
aud 1851 probably as great as that which occurred between

1851 and 1880. This latter decrease amounted to 777,727

acres or 3 '8 per cent, of the area of the country, the decrease

in Leinster being 383,143 or 7 '6 per cent., in Munster

268,351 or 4'5 per cent., in Ulster 107,750 or 2 per cent.,

and in Connaught 18,623 or 'i per cent. Unfortunately the

Table X.

—

Areas (in Acres) under Crops, <£'C., in 1851 aTid 1S80.

1 Ciops.
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commissioners' reports do not give the acreage in 1847 under

grass, and the census returns of 1841, though thej' give the

acreage of arable land, do not distinguish between that under

grass and that under crop. If, however, we deduct the

amount under crop in 1847 from the total arable area in

1841, which is stated at 13,464,000 acres, we have only

8,225, 42S acres under grass, the increase of grass land be-

tween 1841 and 1851 being, according to this calculation,

523,152 acres, while if we add the acreage left out of crop

in 1847 it is probably 1,000,000 acree more. Since 1851

the acreage under grass has been gradually but uninter-

ruptedly increasing, the increase between that year and 1880

being 1,510,531 acres or 7'5 per cent, of the whole country,

there being thus in all probability about 2,500,000 more

acres under grass iu 1880 than in 1841. In Leinster the

increase has been 470,842 acres or 97 per cent., in

Munster 572,746 or 9-6 per cent., in Ulster 98,422- or 1-7

per cent,, and in Ccmnaught 368,521 or 8'8 per cent. The
largest percentage under grass is in Munster, and the

Bmallest in Ulster, the proportionate difference between

the two being 14'5 per cent. But in addition to this

stated increase of acreage under grass, it is to be remem-
bered that a large proportion of the acreage under meadow
and clover comes properly under this category, being really

unfilled land, and that this has increased between 1847
and 1880 by 770,961 acres, the increase in Leinster being

146,227, in Munster 253,866, in Ulster 211,334, and in

Connaught 109,534. Thus if we deduct the area under

meadow, the decrease in the area under crops between

,1847- and 1880 would, even according to this table, be

928,312 acres, there being a decrease in cereals of 1,547,145,

and an apparent increase in the area of green crops of

519,611 acres, and in tiax of 99,222. As, however, about

1,000,000 acres formerly under potatoes were in 1847
left out of cultivation, it is probable that between 1846

and 1880 there was a decrease in the acreage under green

crops as large as the apparent increase between 1847
and 1851. If, on the other hand, the acreage under
meadow and clover be added to that iiuder grass, the -in-

crease between 1851 and 1880 of the two combined is

2,175,552 acres, and between 1841 and 1880 it is pro-

bably nearly 3,500,000.

Sir William Petty estimated the area of Ireland in 1641

at 10,500,000 Irish acres, or 17,008,264 English acres,

of which he classed 1,500,000 Irish acres, or 2,429,752

English acres, a-s rivers, highways, bogs; an area of similar

extent as very coarse land ; and 7,500,000 Irish acres, or

12,148,760 English acres, as good meadow, arable, and
pasture. According to the returns of the Census Commis-
sioners of 1841, the area of arable land comprehended
13,464,000 acres, plantations 374,482, water 630,825, and
uncultivated land 6,295,735. Between 1841 and 1851,

owing to works undertaken both by Government and
private proprietors in order to give relief at the period of

famine, the area of arable land showed the large increase

of 1,338,581 acres, there being a decrease in the extent of

waste land amounting to 1,086,493 acres, and in the area

under woods amounting to 69,476, while the area under
waste includes a large acreage under water. The returns

of 1841 are, however, much less accurate than those from

1847. Between 1851 and 1880 the arable lands increased

from 14,802,581 to 15,355,598 acres, or by 553,017,
there being a decrease in the waste land of 577,184
acres, and an increase of the area under woods of 34,952
acres, while the total acreage of the country is stated in

somewhat larger figures. The percentage of decUne in

waste land for the whole acreage of the country was 2
'9,

there being a decline of "6 in Leinster, and of 4 '5 in

Munster, an increase, strange to say, of '7 in Ulster, and
a decline of 7-8 in Connaught, where there is still the

large percentage of 33-2. Of the 4,632,308 acres returned
for Ireland under the head of waste land in 1880, 1,718,386
acres were returned as bog and marsh, viz., 32.5,864 in

Leinster, 324,826 in Munster, 372,387 in Ulster, and
695,309 in Connaught; and 2,064,361 acres as barren
mountain land, 157,618 being in Leinster, 699,732 in

Jlunster, 679,285 in Ulster, and 527,726 in Connaught*
According to the report of Sir Richard Griffith, the total

number of acres improvable in 1844 was 3,755,000, of

which 1,425,000 were improvable for cultivation and
2,330,000 for pasturage. The reclamations of waste be-

tween 1841 and 1851 nearly all took place after' 1844, and
the total acreage of reclamations between 1841 and 1880 is

1,663,427, leaving therefore an acreage in 1880 of waste

but reclaimable land amounting to 2,091,573. The term
waste land is, however, used in a rather vague sense, and
might without much exaggeration be made to include a con-

siderable portion of the area now classed as arable. The sig-

nificance of the change which has taken place iu the acreage

of the principal crops -will be better understood if the tables

already given are compared with Tables XIL and XIII.

The area under cereals has declined between 1847 and
1880 by 1,547,145 acres, or nearly one-half; while in 1847
the produce of cereals reached 2,548,723 tons, in 1878 it

amounted tu only 1,226,655 tons, and in 1880 to 1,275,678
tons, the difference between 1847 and 1878 amounting to

1,322,068, and between 1847 and 1880 to 1,273,045.

Allowance must, however, be made for the fact that since

1855 the estimates of produce, having been corrected by
the Poor Law Guardians, have generally been lowered ; and
of course the weather introduces a very variable element.

In any case it would appear that generally there has been
a decline in productive power from 1856 until 1871. For
the five years up to and including 1860 there is a much
lower average than for the five previous years, and the

decline still continues for the ten years up to and includ-

ing 1870 ; but, except in the case of potatoes and cabbag^,

there is an increase for the ten years following, due to the

high averages of 1874 and the two subsequent years.

The decline in the productive power may doubtless in a

considerable degree be accounted for by the fact that

the increase in the acreage under pasturage took place

chiefly in the richer districts of the country, but it is also

attributable, as is the low average still attained, tc

inadequate manuring, insufficient draining, inattention to

the destruction of weeds, over-cropping, or in a word, to

general ignorance in regard to the proper methods of cul-

ture. In some isolated instances the system of agriculture

practised is quite on a par with that on the best farms of

England and Scotland, and within recent years consider-

able progress has been made ; but as a whole an approach

to a satisfactory state of things exists only in Ulster, where

Table XU.—t:slimated Frodttce in Tons of the principal Cropsfor all Irclatul in 1847, 1851, 1861, 1871, 1878, and 1880.

1847
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agriculture has the stimulus both of tenant-right and of

manufactures. In Ulster the average produce per acre is

now equal to the average of Ireland, although iu 1642 it

was rated to the " adventurers " as worth only 4s. an acre,

while land in Leinsler was rated at 12s., in Jluuster at 9s.,

and in Connaught at 6s. Tha soutliern and western dis-

tricts of the country lag farthest behind, and generally proxi-

mity to Great Britain seems to exercise an advantageous

influence. Grithth's valuation, apart from other objections,

of course supplies no test as to the agricultural value of

the land at the present time, and has the disadvantage that

the southern and western districts were valued imme-

diately after the famine. By it the total annual value

of Ireland was given as £11,439,575, that of Ulster

being £2,533,265, of Munster £3,247,177, of Leinster

£4,305,413, and Connaught £1,353,720.

An increase in the average produce of wheat per acre

might naturally be expected from the fact that its area is

now restricted to those districts where soil and climate are

specially suitable. The decline in the area under wheat

between 1847 and 1880 has been 595,235 acres, or more

than four-fifths. It has been specially large in Leinster

and .Munster, but the fact that it has also been considerable

in Ulster and Connaught shows that it must be attributed

to other causes besides a real or supposed unsuitability of

climate. In 1878 the amount of wheat p^roduce was less

by 499,191 tons than in 1847, and in 1880 it was less by

503, l&O tons. The decrease in the acreage under oats

has not been proportionally so great; but, inasmuch as

oats are the staple crop of the country, it is perhaps even

more significant. Between 1847 and 1880 the decrease in

area was 818,927 acres; and the decline in amount of

produce in 1878 as compared with 1847 was 705,689

tons, and in 1880 it was 634,998 tons. The decrease in

the acreage under cereals has by some been accounted

for by an increase in that under potatoes, but although
between L851 and 1861 this increased by 265,003 acres,

it has since gradually diminished, being 47,773 less in

J 880 than in 1851. The increased productiveness of the

potato iu ISSO is attributed both to tlie favourable season

and the importation of new varieties, especially the
" Champion." The report of the special potato inquiry

of 1880 shows that " Champions " were grown on 220,934
acre.s, "White Rocks" on 194,778, "Skerry Blues" on
116,959, and "Scotch Downs" on 98,342. Between
1851 and 1880 there has been a diminution in the total

area under green crops of 125,247 acres. It is certainly

remarkable that, while the number of cattle has so largely

increased, not only the area but until recent years the

average produce j)er acre of turnips and mangolds, the

staple winter food of cattle, has been diminishing. The
aggregate produce of turnips was less by 1,395,100 tons

iu 1878 than in 1851, in 1879 by 4.023,522 tons, and in

1880 by l,74i;638.

The nature of the increase which has taken place in live

stock since 1841 is brought out in Tables XIV.-XYII.
The returns for 1851 give no information as to the

number of horses used for agricultural purposes, but
Table XV. supplies this information for 1861, 1871,

1879, and 1880. Table XVI. gives the total value of

each kind of live stock for 1841, 1851, and 1871 on hold-

ings above one acre, and the average value of the same on
each holding, the valuation given agreeing with the rata

originally fixed by the commissioners, ijccording to which
horses were estimated at £8 each, assts at £1, cattle

£6, 10s., sheep £1, 2s., pigs £1, 5s., goats 7s., and
poultry 6d. The value of all classes of live stock has of

course greatly increased within recent years, but although

Table yAU.—EsUmnU-d Avang,- Pmbicr pn- Slnlnte ylrrc i'.i IS 17, IS.il, 1 SCI, 1871, 1878, and 18S0, and also /or ccrlah; jyriods of yetrrs.
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a table representing tlie actual increase of value in live

stock would throw an important liglit on certain aspects

of Irish agriculture, tliese considerations cannot be entered

into here, and as the increase is due almost entirely to other

causes than increased merits in the live stock, a table at

a fixed rate more exactly represents the change in valne so

far as it depends upon the agriculturist.

As horses and mules are classed together in the returns

of 1841, no comparison can be made as to the difference

in the number of horses between that year and 18S0;

besides, the returns of 18-11 are much more inaccurate

than those since 1847. Between 1851 and 1880 horses

increased by 35,447, but between 1861 and 1880 they

decreased by 57,079, agricultural horses diminishing by

66,853, undoubtedly an indication of a diminution in

tillage, but not a criterion as to its amount, both because

the horses are not fully occupied, especially on small farms.

and because a considerable amount of farm work is done

by bullocks, which are much better suited for this work
than the small and weak hordes kept on most farms.

Asses have more than doubled in numbers since 1841, and
have increased between 1851 and 1880 by 49,264, a sign

both of poverty and of lazy and inefficient work.

Cattle Lave increased between 1841 and 1880 by
2,080,471, or have more than doubled in numbers, and
between 1851 and 1880 by 953,565, or scarcely so much as

betiyeen 1841 and 1851. The only pure native breed of

cattle now in Ireland is the " Kerry," a light handsome
animal, black or red in colour, with upturned horns. It is

easily kept, and in quality both its llesh and its milk re-

semble those of the finer West Highlands. The variety

known as the " Dexter," a cross between the " Kerry "

and some unknown breed, is shorter and plumper than

the pure " Kerry," and has none of its finer points ; and

Table XIV.

—

A'limbcr of the rarioiis Unds of Lire Stock in Ireland and its/our Provinces/or 1841, 1S51, 1861, 1871, ct:id 1880.

(The figures for 1880 in Tables XCV. and XV. are taken from the Agiicultural Abstrjet. and differ sliKhtly from those in tlie complete teluvn.)
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in Connaught there is anotlier breed of cattle wliich is also

a coarse variety of tlie "Kerry." lu some parts of the

'country the Scotch West Highlanil breed has been intro-

duced. The " old Irish " ii'reed which existed in the central

parts of the country has now been all but eradicated by

crossing. The English Longhorn was at first the animal

principally used to improve the breed of the Irbh cattle,

but it was ultimately su[nilauted by the Shorthorn, and

the greater number of Iiisli cattle are now crosses with

that breed. Tolled Scotch cattle have also been largely

iiitruduced into the mountain districts, and in Ulster hud

Uork the Ayrshire or a cross between it and tlic Shorthorn

is the breed chicliy used for dairy purposes. Milch cows in

18S0 exceeded a third of the total number of cattle,— the

unmbers of the three classes of other cattle (those under

one year, those above one and under two years, and those

above two years) being pretty nearly ciiual. Tlie |iropor-

tion of milch cows to the total number of cattle in Lcinstcr

was less than one-fourth, in Jlunstcf nearly one-half, in

Ulster above nine-twentieths, and in Connaught about

ihree-eighths. Since 18G1 the number of milch cows has

decreased by 14:8,335, the decrease having nearly all tal<cn

place since 1871. Dairy farming is carried on chiefly

in the south, more especially in Cork, where the methods

practised are generally greatly superior to those of the other

districts. In Cork the cows are generally wintered partly

on tnrnips or cabbage, and to .some extent also on arti6cial

feeding stuffs, but in other districts they are often not

housed even in winter, and what they gather from tlie

winter pastures is supplemented only by an allowance of

hay. The milk is used chiefly in the manufacture of butter,

the buttermilk being employed for feeding Jiigs, and

forming also along with potatoes or stirabout an important

element of family diet. On account of the bad household

irrangements of the small farms', the butter manufactured

is often dirty and unwholesome ; and it is also frequently

oversalted. Cheese is not manufactured except by some

of the Scotch or English farmers for their own use. The
proportion of calves kept may be gathered^from the number

of cattle under one year old, which in 1880 was less tliau

the number of cows by 555,813. On the best farms the

cow calves are generally hept. Only a very small number
of calves are fattened for the butcher, but many are killed

when only a few days old, Those that are kept scarcely

ever receive warm milk after the first week, but are led

chiefly on buttermilk, hay-tea, and similar .substitutes.

This early process of half starvation, joined to imperfect

winter housing and feeding, leaves efi'ects on the constitu-

tion of the animals wliich greatly lessen their value for the

butcher; and, although the breed of cattle in Ireland is one
which fattens Cjuickly on good pasturage, the animals,

besides being smaller than they would otherwise have been,

are always deficient in "tallow," and generally weigh
about 2 stones less than those of apparently similar dimen-

sions reared in England or Scotland. Scientific cattle-

feeding is only practised in exce|itional cases.

Slieep have increased between 1851 and 1880 by
1,43'J,233, there having been very little increase between

1841 and 1851. The number is smallest in Ulster, which
possesses only about one-eighth of the whole. The old

native breed has been greatly improved by the introduction

of Leiecsters, and wilhiu recent years Binder Leicesters

have been largely introduced, as well as Shropshii-e Downs.
In the muiMitaln western districts there arc large' flocks of

Clieviots and Scotch Blackfaccd. The .sheep possessed by
the small farmer arc generally of a very mongrel character.

Pigs between 1841 and 1851 decreased by "208,244,

but between 1851 and ISGl increased by 17,185, and

between 18C1 and 1871 by 519,381, while between 1871

and 1880 they declined by 772,377. 'They constitute a

very important, item in the economy of tlio small faiiucr, and

their carcases aie largely .^uld to supply the J''nglish market.

The old Irish " grey-liou)irl " pigs, which were very nearly

allied in race to the wild boar, uie now almost e.xtinct, their

place having been taken chiefly by Berkshires, although

Yorkshire and Cumberland bieeds arc not uncommon.
Table XVUI. shows the progress of the cattle expoil

trade to the United Kingdom since 1790.

Between 1841 and 1S51 poultry diminished by
8fi3,733, much less than might have been ex|)ected from

the decrease in small farms; and between 1851 and 1880

their numbers have nearly doubled, the larger portion of

the small farmers' returns being now often obtained from

the rearing of geese and turkeys and the produce of eggs.

The breed of domestic fowls is somewhat mixed, but

Dorking and Spanish fowls are becoming more common.

Table XVI.— Value of Live Slock on Jlolclinrfs (ibovc 1 ncrc, tmrl Arrr^Kjc I'dluc ]>cr Uoh^ivg, in 1841, 1851, nu^ 1371.

Goals.

T.mileXVI!.-
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An aiijuoximation to a proper estimate of the deficiencies

of tho chief branch of Irish agriculture, the rearing of

cattle, may Ue obtained by a compntation founded on

fi comparison of its statistics with those of Great Britain.

la ISSO the average number of Cittle to every 100 acres

under cultivation was 25 5, the average of England being

16-9, of Wales 23-7, of Scotland 23-2, and of Great

Britain ISi. Horses in the same year had an average

in Ireland of 3 3, that of England being 4'4, of Wales
4'9, of Scotland -I'l, and of Great Britain 4'4. The
average of sheep was for Ireland only 23 2, while for

England it was 68-4, for Wales 98-2, for Scotland 149-3,

and for Great Britain 82-9. Of pigs the average in

Ireland was 5'5, in England G'9, in Wales 6 6, in Scotland

2'6, and in Great Britain 6'2. While in Great Britain,

with a permanent pasturage of 14,420,959 acres, the num-
ber of cattle amounted to 5,912,046, in Ireland, with a per-

manent pasturage of 10,259,108 acres, they amounted to

3,921,026, the number of cattle in England to every 100
acres under grass being 41 0, while in Ireland it was 38'2.

Bat in addition to this the pasturage of Great Britain sup-

ported 26,619,050 sheep, while that of Ireland supported

only 3,561,361, or rather fewer sheep than cattle, and less

than one-seventh of the number of sheep supported in Great

Britain ; and if we regard six sheep as equal to one of the

cattle; which is less than the estimated value, the number
of cattle supported on every 100 acres in Great Britain

would be 717, the number in Ireland being only 44'6.

It would certainly not be exaggeration to estimate the

cattle of Great Britain as on an average one-fourth better

than those of Ireland, and if this be so it follows that

compared with Ireland at least double the value of cattle

and sheep are supported on the same amount of pasturage

in. Great Britain. (Thorn's Almanar. gives the value of

CTlttle, sheep, and pigs of Ireland in 18SU as £60,904,429,

and those of Great Britain as £'138,559,045, reckoning

those of each country as individually of equal value.) In

Great Britain, however, the combined area under rotation

grasses and under green crops, excluding potatoes, is

7,360,060 acres, as against only 2,326,538 in Ireland, the

area devoted chiefly to the rearing of cattle and sheep

being in Great Britain 21,787,019 acres, while in Ireland

it is only 12,585,646, the average, reckoning six sheep as

equal to one of the cattle, being thus 47 '5 animals to every

100 acres devoted to rearing them in Great Britain as

against 35'9 in Ireland; or, reckoning the animals in, Eng-

land as one-fourth better, the proportions are 59'3 to 35'9.

If, moreover, it be remembered that in Ireland pasturage

occupies nearly all the richer districts of the country, and
that where tillage is carried on the first principles of

scientific agriculture are generally unknown, we cannot be

underestimating the food produce of Ireland in stating it

as about two-fifths less for the acreage than that of Great

Britain; and since 1847 there has, owing to the increase

of pasturage, been a great decline in the production of

Table XVIII.

—

Kumltcr of Caltlc, Slicqi, and Piijs Exported j'rmn
Jrclitiid to the L'nUcd Kimidoiii.
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i£I, 413,944. The loans sanctioned since the passing of the

Acts in 18G3 amount to £553,295. The advances on
account thereof, including interest charged during the

o[>eration3 of the works, amount to £411,110, and repay-

ments, including interest, to £103,443. The total area of

land drained and improved is 55,311 acres, at a cost of

£325,705. In view of the prevalent agricultural distress,

the Government on 39th November 1S7P offered to land-

lords within the radius of distressed districts certain facili-

ties of obtaining loans under the Lands Improvement Acts,

and on 12th January 1S80 offered additional inducements.
Of the sum of £1,500,000 borrowed from the Church
Temporalities Commissioners for relief works, £1, ICG,385
had up to March 1881 been sanctioned as loans to lard-

lords, and of this sum £702,857 had been issued. The
amount issued as Seeds Loans, under the Seed Supply Act
of 1880, was for year ending 31st March 1881 £494,317,
making a total of £647,490 since the passing, of the Act.

One of the chief obstacles to agricultural improvement
in Ireland has been the unsatisfactory relations between
landlord and tenant. The legislation bearing on the sub-

ject has been of a very various and contradictory cliaractcr.

An immense number of holdings was created by the Free-

hold Votes Act of 1793; but in 181C an Act was passed
to facilitate the working of the Ejectment Act first

passed in the reign of Queen Anne. In 1S51 an Act
was passed to facilitate ejectments in casjs of implied
tenancies from year to year under £50 rental, and in 18G0
these facilities were increased and extended to all tenancies.

There are no records of evictions earlier than 1849. A
special return presented to the House of Commons in April
1881 gives by provinces and counties the number of
evictions for each year from 1849 to 1880, as ascertained
by the police. The numbers are of course only appro.\i-

mately correct, but err by defect, not by excess. The
total number of families evicted during that period was
90.107, comprising 400,570 persons ; but of these, 21,340
families, comprising 115,859 persons, were readmitted.
Deducting readmissinns, the numbers in 1849 were 13,384
families, 72.0G5 jiersons; in 1S50 they were 14,546 families,

74,171 persons; in 1851 they declined to 8§15 families,

43,449 persons; and they gradually diminished until 1856,
from which year untU 1862 the numbers though fluctu-

ating fell short in each year of 1000 families. There
was a considerable diminution from 1865 till 1878, when
they rose to 834 families, or 3916 persons, while in 1879
the numbers were 1098 families, or 5576 persons, and
in 1S80 they were 1893, or 9030 persons. During the
lialf .year ending 30th Juno 1881 the numbers evicted
were 1433 families or 6557 persons. In 1805 it was
enacted that no evictions should take place without the
intervention of the shcritl'; but, although a means was
thus supplied of obtaining records absolutely correct, tlie

sheriffs in some instances neglect to send in returns. In
Table XX. the figures for 1870-79 are taken from the
judici.il statistics, and thos£ for 1880 from a special return.

These ejectments do not include those of cottiers and
weekly tenants in towns whose cases are decided by petty
sessions. The large increase of ejectments since 1S70
shows that the Landlord and Tenant Act of that year has
f.iiled in ordinary circumstances to improve the relations

between landlord and tenant ; and, while some of its pro- •

visious have had in certain respects a beneficial effect, it

has also exercised a variety of prejudicial influences, and noi,

only broke completely down under the strain of the famine
of 1S79, but in many cases led to the almost unavoidable

infliction of great hardship on the tenant. The salient prin-

ciple of the Act was the abandonment of the position

assumed in the Act of 1 SCO, which endeavoured to place the

relation of landlord and tenant on the simple basis of con-

tract. Stated positively, its leading features were the legal

confirmation of tlie Ulster tenant-right and other ancient

customs, the provision made for compensation for loss on
quitting and for improvements, and the sanctioning of grants

on loan and other facilities to tenants to aid in the pur-

clxase of their holdings. Since the passing of the Act the

average sum adjudged annually in cases between landlord

and tenant has been over £18,000, of which more than a

third has been for Ulster tenant-right. The amount
adjudged annually has varied considerably but irregularly,

arid of late years there has been a diminution in the

number of cases. The judicial statistics give information,

in reference to the several counties and provinces, as to the

number of cases, the amount charged where decrees weie

made, the amount reduced or added on appeal, and the

amount adjudged, distinguishing also between compensation

for loss on quitting holdings and improvements together,

for loss on quitting holdings alone, and for improvements
alone. In 1877 and 1878 an additional column was added,

giving also ths total sum claimed. The sum clainied in

1877 was £225,225 for the 598 cases, an average of £425,
the gross sura adjudged being only £15,401, or an average

of £25, 10s. ; in 1878 the sum claimed was £176,954, an
average of £344 for the 514 cases, the gross sum adjudged
being £17,003, or an average of £33 ; in 1879 the gross

sum adjudged was £12,654. The total number of loans

made to aid tenants in purchasing their holdings up to 31st

March 1881 was only 846, and the gross sum granted

£492,370. Table XXI. gives various details. According
to a special return made to the House of Commons in

April 1881, the number of holdings sold by the Church
Temporalities Commission up to 30th December 1880 was
2444 to the public, and 6195 to tenants. Of the 411 pur-

chasers who had fallen in arrears, 332 were purchasing ten-

ants, arrears £4 6 19, and 79 other purchasers, arrears £3813.
To remedy the defects of the Act of 1870, a new Act

was passed in 1881. Practically it secures to the tenant a

near approximation to the " three F's "— " free sale," " fair

rent," and "fixity of tenure." "Free sale" is granted so

far as is compatible with a due regard to the rights of the

jiroprietor. The "fairness" of a rent may be decided by
the "intervention of court," and, while on certain condi-

tions a " fixed tenancy " may be agreed upon between

landlord and tenant, an approximation to this is obtained

in other cases by provisions in regard to rent and "com-
pensation." Additional facilities Have also been given to

tenants to purchase their holdings, and provision has been

made for grants of nioney to aid in the reclamation of land

and in emigration. A feature of the Act is the creation

of a land commission as a supreme court of appeal,

except in special cases, in questions between landlord and
tenant, and with the power of sanctioning loans.

Leases are not held by so many as one-tenth of the total

number of farmers, tenancy-at-will being preferred, partly

for the freedom it allows, and partly because it is thought

to involve a tacit consent to permanent occupancy.
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One of the chief hindrances to agricultural progress in

Ireland has been absenteeism. According to Sir William

Petty, who wrote in 1672, one-fourth of the real and

personal property of Ireland was possessed by absentees.

Prior, in his List of Absentees, published in 1729, divides

them into three classes—those who are seldom or never

seen in Ireland, those who visit Ireland for a month or

two, and those who are occasionally absent. The money

spent out of Ireland by the first class he estimated at

£201,200, by the second at £91,800, and by the third at

£51,000. According to another account, published in

1769, the income of the first cinss is placed at £371,900,

of the second at £117,800, and of the third at £92,000.

Arthur Young gives the rental of absentees in his time

as £732,200, aliout one-seventh of the whole estimated

rental, and Swift declared that one-third of the rental

of Ireland was spent in England. Absenteeism continued

to increase until the close of the great war in 1816, and

although it diminished from that time, a substitute for

many of its evils was supplied by tlie rapid impoverishment

of a large number of idle and extravagant squireens. To

help in freeing the country from this incubus, an Act was

passed in 1818 to facilitate the s.ile of encumbered estates

in Ireland, which however proved wholly ineffectual, and

was superseded by another in the following year appointing

a commission of three persons to constitute a court for the

purpose. This court commenced its sittings in October

1849, and, from that period until it closed its sittings in

August 1859, 3547 sales were effected, the gross amount

of which was £25,190,839. In 1859 the court was recon-

stituted on a permanent footing under the title of the

" Landed Estates Court," power being conferred on it to

deal with unencumbered as well as encumbered estates.

Up to January 1880 the sales in this court amounted to

£27,277,140, so that probably about one-sixth of the whole

area has changed hands through the action of the two

courts. The average price for the five years ending 1807

was 17| years' purchase; in 1870, the year of the passing

of the 'Land Act, it fell to 16i years' purchase, but in

1873 it had risen to 20 years' purchase, and for the six

years ending 1877 it was 19-4, while for 1878 it was 18-9,

Table XXL—Purchase Loans to Tenants vp to March 31, 1880.
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by the Irish Government in 1S"0, and ordered by the House
of Commons to be printed in 1S7G, gives the number of

rural proprietors as 19,288. It also shows that only 2377

possessed "less than 25 acres, so that nearly all the pro-

prietors of less than 1 acre must be in towns. The
classified returns of 1S7G show that nearly one half of the

whole acreage of the country is possessed by 74D proprietors

holding each upwards of 5000 acres, and that more than

four-fifths of the land is possessed by 3750 proprietors hold-

ing upwards of 1000 acres. Compared with Great Britain,

the number of proprietors is .strikingly small, Scotland

having twice as many, and England nearly fourteen times

as many. The proportion of landowners possessing less

than 1 acre is very much smaller, and that of those possess-

ing less than 500 acres is also smaller. Further details of

comparison with England and Scotland will be found in

the article England, vol. viii. p. 223-225.

Woollen Manufacture.—Though Ireland is without the

stimulus to industry produced by an abundant supply of

coal, yet with its great command of water power it miglit

have widely developed its manufactures before the intro-

duction of steam, had not special causes been in operation

to check their progress. The unsatisfactory political and
social relations of the country, and the unhappy legislation

which had blighted its agriculture, would necessarily in

any case have indirectly stunted its manufactures also

;

but, in addition to this, they were specially discouraged by
variovis restrictive and repressive Acts. For a considerable

period after the Anglo-Norman invasion Ireland was, how-
ever, in this respect placed on an entire equality with
England, and in Acts passed in the reigns of Edward I.,

Edward III., and Edward IV. is specially exempted from
the duties or prohibitions imposed on foreign manufactures.
At an early period the woollen manufactures of Ireland

were exported in considerable quantities to foreign countries.

In a posthumous poem, Dita Mnndi (two copies of which
are in the British Museum, of dates 1474 and 1501), by
Bonifazio Uberti, who died about 1367, mention is made
of " the noble serge " which Ireland sent to Italy; and Irish

frieze is specially excepted by name in an English statute

of 1376. Five mantles made of Irish frieze are mentioned
in a list of goods exported duty free from England to Pope
Urban VI. Considerable impulse was given to the manu-
facture in the reign of James I. by the establishment of a
colony from the Palatinate, in Germany, at Carrick-on-Suir,

but in the reign of Charles I. the clothing trade was dis-

couraged by the earl of Stratford, lord-deputy, who- to

prevent it interfering with that of England endeavoured to

foster the linen manufacture instead. The Act of the 12th
of Charles If., which prohibited the export of raw wool
both from Ireland and England to foreign countries, v/as in

the case of Ireland not only harmless but ineffectual ; but,

in addition to this, Ireland was virtually debarred from
the English market by the heavy duties imposed on her
woollen manufactures, and, being left out in the Naviga-
tion Act of 1663, she was also debarred from the colonial

market. The foreign market was, however, left open to

her ; and after the prohibition of the export of Irish cattle

to England the Irish farmer was led to turn his attention
to the breeding of sheep, when not only did the woollen
manufacture increase with great rapidity, but, owing to the
superiority of the wool, the materials manufactured were
of buch a quality as to awaken the alarm of the English
manufacturer, at whose instance both Houses of Parliament
petitioned William III. to come to the rescue. In accord^
ance with his wishes, the Irish parliament in 1698 imposed
additional heavy duties on all woollen clothing with the
exception of friezes exported out of Ireland, and in the
following year an Act was passed by the British Government
prohibiting the export from Ireland of all woollen goods to

any country save England, to any port in England save six,

and from any tnwn in Ircknd save six. Sir William Petty

in 1641 estimated the number of woollen workers and
their wives at 30,000, but the result of thcfo Acts was
so disastrous as- practically to annihilate the manufacture,

to reduce largo districts and towns to the last verge of

poverty, and seriously to cripple the rcvi:uues of the king-

dom. Notwithstanding, however, that Ireland ceased to

make even for her home supply any but tlie coarser articles,

and was forced to import her finer goods from England,
the Acts were almost as injurious to the English as to

the Irish manufacturer ; for not only did many of the

skilled Irish workmen settle in France, S[iain, and the

Netherlands, but by means of smuggled Irish wool, to

the extent of four-iifths of the Irish Heeces annually, the

foreign manufacturer was able pt a much snjaller cost to

fabricate materials cjuite equal to those of England, and
for a time almost to swallow up her Turkey wool trade.

According to the tables given by Newenham, the annual

average of new drapery exported from Ireland for three

years ending 25th Jfareh 1702 was only twenty pieces,

and that of old drapery 4 yards, while the export of

woollen yarn, worsted yarn, and wool, which to England
was free, amounted t9 349,410 stones. The annual average

export for the three years ending 1722 had risen to 5494
yards for new drapery and 364 yards for old drapery, while

that of yarn, worsted, and wool, owing doiduless to

smuggling, had fallen to 188,450 stones, and for the three

years ending in JIarch 1732 fell as low as 96,953 stones,

but for the three years ending in 1772 had lisen to 129,191
stones, of which wool amounted only to 2247 stones. The
returns as to the exports of new and old draperies from
1722 to 1777 are incomplete. Arthur Dnbbs, in his Essay
on ilie Trade of Ireland, published in 1729, estimated the

medium exports of wool, worsted, and woollen yarn at

227,049 stones, which he valued at £1 17,554, 15s. lOd.,

—

the other exports of manufactures made from sheep, such

as friezes, flannel, gloves, ifec, being estimated at £2353, 5s.

On the other hand, the annual average of new drapery
imported for three years ending in 1702 was 29,329 yards,

and of old drapery 15,787 yards; and the averages

gradually rose till they were 84,631 yards and 18,726 re-

spectively for the three years ending in 1722 ; 379,700
and 206,875 for the three years ending in 1772 ; and,

according to Arthur Young, 485,609 and 259,466 for the

seven years ending in 1777. Between 1779 .and 1782
the various Acts which had hampered the woollen trade of

Ireland were repealed or greatly modified; but, although a

temporary impulse was thus given to the manufacture, the

imprudent manner in which it was prosecuted and the

infinence of the remaining statutes led in the majority of

cases to disappointment, and after a short period of

deceptive prosperity, followed by failure and distress, the

expansion of the trade was limited to the supply of the home
market. Thus, while the annual average of new djmpery

exported for the three years ending in 1792 had risen

to 352,309 yards and of old drapery to 10,688 yards, the

averages felt for the three years ending in January 1802 to

18,028 and 2007 respectively ; while the average imports

of new drapery for three years rose from 379,989 in 1782
to 1,077,471 in 1802, and of old drapery from 251,251 to

t,474,000. In 1823 the imports of new draperies into

Ireland had risen since 1801 from 957,225 yards, valued at

£120,903 in Irish currency, to 1,437,652 yards, valued at

£179,706 ; while the import of old di-aperies had risen from
911,082 yards, valued in Irish currency at £637,757. to

1,188,366 yards, valued at £831,850. Since 1825, owing
to the cessation of duties, returns of the exports and imports

of Ireland toand from Great Britain have ceased to be issued.

Accordicg to the evidence laid before the Hoi;se of Commons
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in 182iJ, one-third of tlie quantity of woollen clotli used in

Ireland was imported from England, the value being about

one-half. The number of persons employed in the manu-

facture was G300, while worsted stufls and flannels employed

each about 3000 more, in addition to which probably other

35,000 were dependent ou these workers for their liveli-

hood. According to a return presented to parliament in

1837, the number of woollen or worsted factories in Ireland

was 4G, all situated in Dublin or in the southern counties

of Ireland, tlie number of workers employed being 1321
;

and in a si>ccial return relating to factories for 1839 the

number of woollen mills i.s stated as 31, enipiloying 5

steam engines with a horse-power of 58, and 39 water-

wheels with a horse-power o£ 523, the number of workers

being 1S31. Table XXIXI. gives the number of factories,

spindles, power-looms, and persons employed in the

woollen and worsted manufacture at various periods from

1850. In addition to this, a large number of persons are

employed in handloom weaving,—farming in many cases

also occupying part of their time.

Liiifn M'amifadm-e.—Thelinen manufacture ofIreland has

suffered from legislation chiefly indirectly^from the trade

restrictions which hampered the commerce of the country

generally, and from the depressing influence of an unsatis-

factory social system and unfavourable agricultural relations.

At a very early period flax was to some extent cultivated in

Ireland, and was both spun into thread, which was exported

to foreign countries, and manufactured into cloth, which

was lUiidu use of for cloaks, for the headdresses of women,
and for shrouds. But althougli the manufacture was so

well known in the beginning of the 15th century as to be

noticed in an English poem of that ireriod, and is mentioned

in a statute of Henry VIII. as constituting along with that

of wool one of the principal branches of the trade of Irelaud,

there is no proljability that it would have rivalled that of

wool unless it had Ijeeu artificially fostered and the latter

artificially all but annihilated. The earl of Strafi'ord, lord-

deputy in the reign of Ch.arles I., with a view both to dis-

courage the woollen manufacture of Ireland and to obtain

for England a cheaper supply of linen than was to be had

from France or Holland, as well as probably to benefit

himself, invested as much as X30,000 of his fortune in the

promotion of the linen' trade, and not only imported flax-

seed in large quantities from Holland, but offered premiums
to induce skilled workmen from France and the Netherlands

to settle in Ireland. A similar policy was vigorously

prosecuted by his successor the duke of Ormond, who in

16t)5 procured the passing of an Act by the Irish parliament

to encourage the growth of flax and the manufacture of

linen. In addition to this he despatched persons to the

Netherlands to obtain a knowledge of the best mode of

manufacture, and he brought over a number of ftimiliea

from Brabant and others fromlTraDce and Jersey whbm he
settled at Carrick and at Chapelizod near Dublin, in both
which places he established flourishing factories. PoUow-
ing the same line of policy, an Act was passed by the

English parliament inviting foreign workmen to settle iu

Ireland, and admitting all articles made of flax or hemp
into England duty free, a privilege which, according lo

the report of the Irish House of Commons in 1774, gave

Ireland an advantage over foreign nations of 25 per cent.

In 1698 the Irish parliament, in answer to the representa-

tions of England, promised that they would "heartily

endeavour to establish a linen and hempen manufacture,"

but this promise was at first only fulfilled by levying

prohibitory duties on the exports of woollens, and the linen

trade in 1701 had made such comparatively small pro-

gress that the value of the exports of cloth was only

.£14,112, and of the exports of linen thread .£39,106,

18s. 4d. In 1705 the Irish were, however, permitted

to export their white and brown linens to the British

colonies, but not their striped and dyed linens, which
were also excluded from England by a prohibitory

duty of 30 per cent. In 1710, in accordance with

an arrangeinent entered into between the two king-

doius, a board of trustees was appointed to whom a con-

siderable sum was granted annually for the promotion of

the manufacture; but the jealousy of England nevertheless

interposed to check the manufacture whenever it threatened

to interfere with her own trade, and by an Act of the 23d
of George II., which imposed a tax on Irish sailcloth

imported into EiUgland, the hempen manufacture was
virtually annihilated. From 1700 to 1777 the sum
e.xpended by the Board of Trustees on the promotion of

the linen trade, according to tables given by Arthur Young,
amounted to £847,504, the annual average amount for

the fifteen years up to 1772 being £14,100 In addi-

tion to this bounties were granted for the import of flax-

seed, which during seven years up to 1777 averaged

£15,094 annually; and a special prrliamentary bounty

was also paid annually, which in 1777 amounted to

£4000, and from 1700 to that date to £192,540. " At
first the total sum applied to the encouragement of the

trade was very small, being in 1700 only £100, and in

1703 £430 ; but the grants increased rapidly from 1716,

and altogether between 1700 and 1777 they amounted to

£1,295,560, the total annual average grant for the seven

years ending 1777 being £33,540. Thelinen manufacture

of England was, however, also encouraged by bounties,

which according to the statistics of M. C^sar Moreau
amounted in 1824 to' £73,392, those of Ireland amount-

ing only to £17,528. Table XXIV., compiled from
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statistics supplied by Artliur Young and M. Moreau,

shows the increase of the linen manufacture so far as this

can be jadgei from a comparison of the exports of linen

cloth and yarn to all parts of the world at various periods

from 1710 to 1823. Arthur Dobbs estimated ihat in

1727 the value of the whole linen manufacture, including

both that etported and that used for home consumotion,

was about £1,000,000 sterling.

The Linen Board ceased to act in 1830, the trade having

since 1825 been in a very depressed condition owing

to the importation of English and Scotch yarns made
by machinery, which undersold the home-made article. A
flax-spinning factory had indeed been erected at Cork in

1805, but appears to have been unsuccessful, and no further

attempt to introduce machinery seems to have been made
until after the discontinuance of the Linen Board, when an

experiment on a large scale was made on the Bann near

Belfast, from which period may be dated the rise of tlie

great linen trade of Ulster, where, with the gradual dis-

appearance of the hand spinning in the other provinces,

nearly the whole linen manufacture of Ireland became

concentrated. Statistics as to the acreage and produce of

flax will be found under " Agriculture," s'lpi-a. It is in

the province of Ulster that flax is chiefly grown, but

the soil has in many instances been much deteriorated by

a too frequent rotation of the crop. The flax of Irish pro-

duction in 1880 was estimated at 24,508 tons, of British

production at 131)8, while the foreign imports of flax into

the United Kingdom amounted to 94,812 tons. The cessa-

tion of the duties on exports from Ireland to Great Britain

deprives us of the means of tracing the progress of the

modern development of the linen industry. It was calcu-

lated that in 1855 the total exports of linen from Ireland to

Great Britain and foreign countries was 106,000,000 yards,

valued at £4,400,000, and undoubtedly since that period

it has more than doubled. According to the report of the

Flax Supply Association of Belfast for 1876, it was esti-

mated that in 1875 the consumption of fibre in all the mills

of Ireland was about 45,897 tons, or about one-seventh of

that consumed by all the flax mills in existence. It was

also estimated that the total quantity of yarns produced

per annum was 21,373,700 bundles, of which 10,479,040

were supposed to be manufactured into cloth by power-

looms, and 5,850,000 by hand-looms, in addition to which

about 2,000,000 bundles were supposed to be imported

from Great Britain and the Continent, leaving for export

7,044,660 bundles,—fully two-thirds of the production and
imports into Ireland of yarn being converted into linen

fabrics in Ireland. According to the report made to parlia-

ment in 1837, the number of workers employed in the flax

factories of Ireland was 7810, and according to the returns

relating to factories for 1839 the number of mills engaged

in the manufacture was 40, employing, 32 steam engines

with a horse-power of 928, and 37 water-wheels with a
horse-power of 1052, the total number of persons em-

ployed being 9017. Table XXV. gives returns at various

periods from 1850. In the report of the Flax Supply
Association for 1881 the number of spindles is estimated

in 1881 at 927,295 and of power-looms at 21,177.

In 1880 there were 1182 scutching mills, a decrease of

317 as compared with 1871. The number of persons

employed in the jute and hemp factories is over 1000.

Cotton Mamifacture.—The cotton manufacture was

introduced into Ireland in 1777, and a mill for spinning
twist with water-power was erected in 1784. Under the
protection of high import duties and bounties the manu-
facture increased with such rapidity that in 1800 it gave
employment to 13,500. workers, chiefly in the neighbour-
hood of Belfast. At the Union it was arranged that the
duties, which then stood at 68 per cent, ad valorem, should
remain unchanged for eight years, when they were

1 gradually lowered by eight annual reductions, until in 1816
they stood at 8 per cent., and were shortly afterwards

abolished. According to the statistics given by M. CfSsar

Moreau, the manufacture between 1804 and 1820 had more
than doubled, the cotton, cotton yarn, and twist imported
into Ireland for the three years ending in 1804 amounting
to 2,244,582 ft>, whereas for the three years ending in 1820
it was 4,787,071 lb. The v.ilne of cotton goods e.xported

from Ireland to Great Britain rose from £708 in 1814 to

£347,606 in 1823, and between 1814 and 1826 the value

of those exported to other parts of the world rose from
£37,569 to £201,196. According to a statement made
to the House of Commons in 1817, the number of hands
employed in the manufacture was 12,091; and in 1822
they had increased to 17,756. It is evident that the in-

troduction of machinery had prejudicial efi"ect3 on this

industry as well as on the linen trade, for, according to

the returns relating to factories for 1839, the number of

cotton mills is given as 24, employing 19 steam engines with

a horse-power of 517, and 22 water-wheels with a horse-

power of 572, the number of persons engaged being only

4622. The manufacture of course suffered greatly during
the famine of 1846, and in 1850 the number of factories

was only 11, employing 2937 persons. In 1861 the number
had declined to 9, employing 2734 persons, and, although
in 1870 it had risen to 14, employing 4157 persons, the

check experienced during the American war has never
been surmounted, the number of factories in 1874 being
only 8, employing 3075 persons, and in 1879 declining to

6, employing 1620 persons.

For some time a large manufacture of lace and sewed
muslin has been carried on in Ulster and some parts of

Munster and Connaught—the sewed muslin trade being

much the more extensive of the two. More than 300,000
persons, chiefly females, are employed in it, many of them
being girls in the convent schools. Of late the trade has,

however, been declining.

Sith Manufacture.—This was introduced into Ireland

about the end of the 17th century by French Huguenots,
who after the revocation of the edict of Nantes settled

in Dublin, where great perfection was attained in the

fabrication of a mixture of silk and wool called tabinet or

Irish poplin. According to Lord Sheffield, who wrote in

1785, 1500 persons were employed in the manufacture.

M. Moreau gives the quantity of raw silk imported into

Ireland in 1803 as 27,384 lb, and that of thrown silk as

59,441 B), while in 1823 the quantities were 27,869 and
21,195 respectively. He also inferred that in 1823 be-

tween 3000 and 4000 persons were employed in the manu-
facture. In 1825 a company was formed in the south of

Ireland for the purpose of obtaining a supply of the raw
material by rearing the silk-worm, but after considerable

expense had been incurred the scheme was abandoned as

impracticable. With the abolition of the protective duties

in 1826 the manufacture gradually declined. In 1874 the
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number of factories was only 2, employing 400 persons, and I

in 1879 it was represented by 1 factory, which employed !

152 persons.

Miscellaneoiis ilanvfactures.—There is 1 hosiery factory

oiiiploying 119 persons, and 2 hair factories employing 38

persons. There is a considerable paper manufacture, which

since the repeal of the paper duties in 18C0 has been >in-

creasinf. For most other articles iu common use, such as

"lass, hardware, soap, candles, and many clothing materials,

Ireland is nearly altogether dependent on England.

Dislillatiou.—For sever.d centuries Ireland has rivalled

Scotland in the manufacture of whisky, the spirit of each

country having its own special excellences. Camden
states thit in Irehnd usquebagh was much used to stop

the fluxes and catarrhs caused by the excessive moisture

of the climate, and that the Irish spirit was much " less

heating and more drying " than that of England. An
excise duty was first imposed on the manufacture in 1G61,

the rate charged being 4d. per gallon. This was raised

in 1715 to 7d., and in 1717 to 8d. In 171?, when a

new method of reckoning by the size and nnmber of stills

was introduced, the revenue realized was i;5785, 9s. 4d.

In 1791 the amount produced by a rate of Is. 2d. was

£204,618. Various alterations were subsequently made
in the methods of reckoning, and a system of survey

was also combined with the old method, but the few

capitalists who judged it advantageous to engage in

the trade succeeded in baffling all the efforts of the

Government to stop the issue of spirits which had not

paid duty. The amount of spirits produced by distillation

avowedly illicit vastly exceeded that produced by the

licensed distilleries. According to Wakefield, stills vrere

erected even in the kitchens of baronets and in the stables

of clergymen. More commonly they were placed in retired

districts on loose stones, so as to bB easily removable on the

approach of the revenue officers. In 1685 the number of

stills seized was 2974, of heads 2656, and of worms 2378,

The duty was gradually raised till it stood at 4s., and, after

being reduced in 1811 to 2s. 6d., it was raised in 1814

to 5s. 6d. This addition to the duties added very little

to the revenue, while of course it greatly increased the

temptations to illicit manufacture. According to M.
Moreau, it was the opinion of competent judges that in

1822 the amount produced by the licensed and unlicensed

stills was not less than 10,000,000 gallons, while the

amount brought to charge in the same year was only

2,950,647. For the six years ending 1818 the number of

stills seized was 7233, of heads 5291, and of worms 5109,

and for the six years ending 1826 the numbers were

13,017, 9475, and 8014 respectively, the number of pro-

secutions being nearly 18,000. Since that period illicit

distillation has been largely practised up till the present

time, the number of cases in 1880 being 685. Table

XXVI. gives the amount of Irish spirits brought to

charge in various years from 1821.

Breweries.—There are breweries in most of the large

towns of Ireland, and Dublin is celebrated for its porter.

In 1880 the number of common breweries was 53, and of

licensed victuallers 16,686, the malt consumed by the

former being 3,965,887 and by the latter 186 4 bushels.

Fisheries.—An account of the fisheries of Ireland will be
found under the headings Fishekies, vol. ix. p. 262 sq.,

auJ S-^LMox Fisheries. The salmon fisheries employ

between 11,000 and 12,000 persons. The deep sea and

coast fisheries now employ only about 6000 boats and

20,000 persons, whereas the numbers in 1860 were 13,483

and 55,630 respectively. A reproductive loan fund for

fishery purposes was constituted by the 12th section of the

Act 37 tt 38 Vict. c. 86, and the loans advanced up to 31st

December 1880 amounted to £31,079, of which £20,675

has been repaid. The average annual produce of the

oyster fisheries is about £50,000.

Commerce and Shipping.—So far as natural advantages

for commerce and shipping are concerned, Ireland is

scarcely rivalled by any other country'. Her coast is not

only surrounded by safe anchorages, but the land is so

deeply indented by bays and inlets, and so intersected by

a network of internal navigation, that no part is more than

24 miles from water communication with the sea. In

regard also to situation, it is difiicult if not impossible to

fix on a country whose circumstances are more favourable.

Lying contiguous to the coast of Great Britain, and at

some points almost touching it, she is nearer than that

country to the West Indies, the continent of America, the

west coasts of France, the coasts of Spain and Portugal,

and the ports of the -Mediterranean. There is abundant

evidence to show that Ireland was prepared to make use

of these advantages, and that only impolitic trade restric-

tions have prevented her from develojiing a commerce

which would undoubtedly have vied with that of Great

Britain, but from which Great Britain would have gained

more than she was in dread of losing. These restrictions,

however, imposed when the great manufacturing industries

of modern times were in theirearly infancy, not only snatched

from her the possibility of commercial greatness, but, operat-

ing along with other legislation, doomed her to agricultural

stagnation and centuries of poverty and distress ; so that

in fact contiguity to Great Britain has proved to be to

her a bane rather than a blessing, and America instead of

afltording her the means of enrichment, has only supplied

her with an asylum for her poverty-stricken sons.

From allusions in Strabo, Ptolemy, the northern sogas,

Eichard of Cirencester, and other old .writings, it would

appear that Ireland early in the present era had consider-

able commercial intercourse with various parts of Europe.

At the time of the Anglo-Norman invasion, the merchants

of Dublin having fled from the city, it was given by Henry
II. to merchants from Bristol, to whom free trade with

other portions of the kingdom was granted, as well as other

commercial advantages. During the reigns of the Edward."!,

Irish ships were frequently employed in supi^lying the

English armies with provisions, and in the Staple Act of

Edward IIL Dublin, Waterford, Cork, and Drogheda are

mentioned as among the towns where staple goods could be

purchased by foreign merchants. The trade of these and

other towns had increased in the 15th century with con-

siderable rapidity, and Sir John Davies, writing in 1612,

speaks in commendation of the encouragement then given

by the Government to the commerce of the maritime towns

and cities. The first restriction on the trade of Ireland

was an Act passed in 1637 imposing duties on the chief

commodities to foreign nations not in league with

England. Though included in the Navigation Act of

1660, she was, however, left out in that of 1663, and in

the same year was prohibited from exporting her cattle

1
to England in any month previous to July. Gerard
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Boatc, writing in 1052, give? a tlescriptir.n of llie various

havens of Ircknvl. Sir William Tetty estimated that

between 1657 and 1G72 her foreign trade had doubled,
and tliat before the statute of 1CC3 " tliree-fourths of the
Ireland foreign trade was with England, but now not
one-fourth part of tlie same." Tlie value of exports lie

computes at £500,000 per annum. About the time
he was writing, .the inhibition against exports to Great
Britain was extended to include both dead meat and
also butter and cheese. A trade was, however, carried

on at this time with France, Spain, and Italy, not only
in cattle and agricultural produce, but in salmon and
herrings as well as various liinds of manufacture ; but
Arthur Dobbs was of opinion tliat from the Restora-
tion until 1688 the exports of Ireland never exceeded
.£000,000 per annum. In 1681 tlie exports amounted to

£5S2,8U, and the imports to ^433,040. On account of

previous wars the exports in 1G95 amounted to only
£205,592, the imports exceeding them by X95,932 ; but
owing chiefly to the prosperity of the woollen trade they
hid risen in 1698 to £990,305, the imports amounting
to £570,863. Upon the prohibition of the exports of

woollen manufactures to foreign countries, a rapid fall

took place in the exports, which, although the- value of

tliose to Great Britain remained much the same, did not
reach to the amount of 1698 until 17,14, the recovery being
due in part to the gradual increase of the linen manufacture,
the value of whose exports rose between 1700 and 1714
from £14,112 to £313,329. Table XXVII., compiled
from statistics given by Newenham, Arthur Young, and
M. Cesar Moreau, gives the annual value for 1698, and
the average annual v.ainc for various periods from 1701
to 1823 of Irish exports and imports from and to all

parts of the world, and from and to Great Britain.

A better idea of the commercial progress of the country
would have been obtained if space had been available for

tables of the different articles of export and import, for,

besides giving more detailed information, it would have
afforded a more accurate basis for an estimate^ since

Table XXVII. is so far vitiated by being given in

Irish currency, which was altered at various periods, and
by the fact that tlie method of rating at the custom

''able XXVII.

—

Average. Annual Vahie {in Irish Currency) of
Export! and Imports, 1698-1823.

AveragELAnnual Exports, | Average Annual Imports.
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Details aa to the several articles' of foreign trade will be

fuund iu tlie Board of Trade returns of the principal

piirts ; but without information as to the trade with Great

Di itain it is impossible to estimate their signiiicauce. The

returns of the foreign trade are unsatisfactory, inasmuch

as they show a great excess of imports over exports. The

principal export trade to foreign countries is in linen,

spirits, and malt liquors; while the imports embrace large

quantities of wheat, wheaten flour, Indian corn, and oat-

meal. Ou the other hand the country isdeiiendent chiefly

on Great Britain and foreign countries for its manufac-

tured goods. JIuch of its trade is, however, an indication

rather'of poverty than prosperity, for it is the absence of

manufactures that causes such large imports of textile

fabrics, and the large exports of cattle, dead meat, and

butter, which would otherwise be consumed by her town

population, while at the same time the large imports of

corn and wheat into a country chiefly rural are un-

doubtedly due to wrons or insufficiently advanced methods

of agriculture.

SldjJi'iilding.—a.oovX nine-tenths of the totai shipping

uf Irish construction is built in Belfast^and the whole

amount is very small. Next to Belfast come Dundallc,

Dublin, Cork, Drogheda, and Galway,—much in the order

named. The number of vessels budt in Ireland in 1850

was 25 of 19-29 tons burthen ; in 1860, 42 of 11,582 tons
;

in 1875, 16 sailing vessels of 18,G55 tons, and 5 steam

vessels of 3013 tons. In 1880 they numbered- respect-

ively 3 of 1873 tons, and 1.0 with 7131 tons burthen.

ncvcnuc and ExiKndUm-c.~\Sn\A the time of Heniy VIII. the

English rule in Ireland was only nominal, except within a very

.small Ji-,trict ; and, whiltstatistics as to the revomie would thus

Table X.\1X.— Vcss<-h n<-gist<n-cd in the Pmts of Ireland, 1840-80.

IRELAND 2H.T
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income tax from tJie incorae of cfEcials. According to thcso

returns the net produce of the revenue was in 1870 £7,287,127, in

1871 (not including that of the post-office) £7, '291, 393, 15s. 4d.,

m 1875 £7,970,050, 13s. 7d., and in 1879 £6,616,455. The
revenue of England in 1879 amounted to £54,456,718, and of

Scothind to £7,719,500.
No separate post-oflice returns have been publislied since 1870.

In 1860 the gross produce of the sale of cioun lands amounted to

£15,537, and the annual incorae of land revenue to £48,358 ; in

1870 they were respectively £1283 and £45,000, and in 1880
£3506 and £41,589. The items of tlie expenditure of the ex-

chequer of Ireland for 1868 (the last year for which returns are

given) are—interest of public funded debt payable in Ireland,

£1,188,654; other payments in connexion with the consolidated

fund services, £278,015 ; army, £3,560,000 ; miscellaneous civil

services, £1,594,525. Since 1S17 the public debt of Ireland on
account of the consolidation of the British and Irish exchequer has

ceased to form a separate item in the national account. Table

XXXVIf. shows its process from 1716 till that period.

Banking.—A notice of the banks of Ireland uiU be found in the

article Ba>:kixg, voL iii. p. 336. The dejwsits in joint-stork

banks amounted i'n 1840 to £5,567,851, in 1850 to £8,268,838, m
1860 to £15,609,237, in 1870 to £24,366,478, and in 1880 to

£29,350,000. The deposits in trustees' savings banks in 1846

amounted to £2,855,827, but in 1850 had declined to £1/291,798
;

in 1860 the amount was £2,143,282, in 1870 £2,054,907, and in

1880 £2,100,165. The deposits in post-office savings banks in

1862, the year in which they were founded, were £78,696, in

1870 £583,165, and in 1880 £1,229,000. T.he amount of Govern-
ment and India stock held in Ireland amounted in 1870 to

£36,549,000. and in 1880 to £33,113,000.
National Wealth. —From a variety of circumstancesit is difficult to

arrive at an approximate estimate of the wealth of^Ireland ; and tla-re

is no proper basis for a comparison with the other portions of the

United KingJom—among other reasons from the fact that by far

the largest part of the wealth of Ireland is derived from agriculture.

The Tenement Valuation Act, passed in 1846 and amended in 1852,

TADt.r, XXXIII.

—

Average Anmutl Produce of Revenue, 1730-1801.
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lU probability to the year 1659. The population of Leinster is

;here given as 155.534, o£ Ulster as 103,923, uf iMunster as 153.282,

jf CouuaugKt as 87.352, makin;? a total for Ireland of 500,091.

This is the only census return matte t-y Government previous to

1821. Table XL. gives the ditlertiit pai liainentary returns and also

various estimates or returns for previous years, to some extent

reliable, but either inferential or made iri such a manner as to

render a very near approach to accuracy impossible. The Goverii-

tntnt returns are also deficient in accuracy until 1841, but from the

table a fairly correct idea may be formed of the growth of tlie

l«o|)ulation up to 1841, wliile it atibrds a very aicurate representa-

tion of its decline from that peiiod. Table XLI. exhibits the

(lopulation of each province for the years in wliioli Goveinmcnt

returns have been made; and Table XLII. sliows the number of

?ach sex fioni 1841.

The great incri-ase of pninilation which beg.in towards the close

of last century, and continued during the Inst forty yea i-s of the

present one, was due in various dcgiees to inijuovenients in the

political couditiou of the country, to the creation of leaseholds

after the abolition of the forty sliillings franchise, and to the

prosperity caused by the productiveness of t!ie potato and the high

prices of produce during tlie war with France. The decrease from

that period began at first with great rapidity owing to the pressure

of famine, and has been continuous up to tlie present time, chiefly

owin^ to tlie creation of large jmsturage farms. Table XLIII. gives

the rate of increase or deciea.se jier cent^ in the various decades from
1821 to 1881. Tabic XLIV. gives the proportion of population to

the s(]uiire mile for each county from ISil.

The figures for 1841 indiiale a density of population which is

unparalleled, considering tli;it it is so hugely rural. Table XLV.
i^ives the numbers of tnL* rur.d and uiban population, including

the miliUry, for 1841. 1851, 1861, an<l 1871. The collective

population in the pailiumi-ntary boroughs was 804,705 in 1841,

878,430 in 1851, 788,866 in 1861, 8J6,78S in 1871, and 802,505

in 1881. The increase of the urban population between 1811 and
1851, while there was a luige decreatie in the population generally,

was apparently owing to a tLMnpoiary influx of tlie ruial population

into tlie towns, as in 1861 a large diminution had taken plate, the

increase of manufactures, however, causing the loss to bo nearly

recovered in 1871. Excluding ttie Dublin suburban townships of

Rathmines (24,245) and Pembroke (23,184), there were only six

Table XL.—rojndatlon of Ireland, 1659-1881.
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returns of emigration and immigration frcm and into the United
Kingdom give full information legardin^; tlie dcslination of emi-

grants of Irish hirth from 1853. Tabic XLVIII., compiled from the

statistics of the census commissioners, and froui the emigration

returns, will show the character of the emigration movement, bnth

ns to the number of persons of Irish birth enii;:raLing from the
United Kingdom at difi'erent periods and as to their destination.

The influence of the great famine is very evident in the numbers
emigrating between 18iG and 1852, the average being three- times
that of the preceding period, and more than double that of the

period from 1853 to 1860. Althouc;li also the impulse towanls
emigration had begun evru bcfoie 1846, and mnst be regarded as

part of a general tendency towards emigration then prevalent in

Europe, and especially in the United Kingdom, it was doubtless

atrcngthencd in Ireland by special circumstances which are still

•operatirig so as to cause an annual diminution of the population.

The uumbrr who emigrated in 1841 was only 16,376, and in 18-17

it roso to 215,444, more than double that of 1846. The highc&t
namber in any year was 249,721 in 1852, and tlie smallest since

1852 was 22,831 in 1877, the numbers increasing in 1879 to

41,296, and in 1880 to 93,641. This table, however, gives the
uniaber of emigrants not from Ireland but from the United Kin*^-

dom, and of course includes many of Irish birth whahad been lor

some time living in Great Britain.

The Irish emigration returns, wliich commence from the 1st May
1851, give the numbers of natives of Iivland who emigrated direct

from the countiy—whether by Irish or British ports—but include
those also who emigrated to settle in Britain, and until IS76 gave
no information as to tho several destinations of the emigrants. Table
XLIX. shows the amount of gcneial emigration from Ireland and
from its various provinces from 1st May 3851 to Slst December
1879. The number of emigrants in 1852 was 190,322, the annual
average for the three years 1S52-1S54 being over 170,000, front

1855 to 1862 the average was about 80,000, but it rose to 110,000
for 1863-65. From 1SC5 to 1874 it was about 70,000, in 1876 it

was only 37,587, in 1879 it was 47,065, and in 1880 it increascti

tJ 95,517. There are uo direct means of ol)taininf; information as
to the numbers who emigrated te settle in Britain before 1876, but
a comparison between the numbers who emigrated from Ireland
both to Britain and to foreign countries ^nth those who emigrated
from the United Kingdom to foreign countries shows that the
number who settled in Great Britain between 1852 and 1880 was
about 300,000. The percentage of tliose who have settled in
Britain between 1876 and 1880 was 38. Apparently, however,
for several years, the deaths of Irish-born persons and tlieir

emigration from Great Britain have more than counterbalanced
the influx into it of Irish intending to settle, for, while the number

of Irish resident in Great Britain, which in 1841 was 419,256, bad
increased by 1851 to 733,866, and by 1861 to 811,251, it had
diminished by 1871 to 778,638. On the other hand, there has
been a gradual increase in tlie number of British-born imrajgnuits
to Ireland, as is seen from Table L.

More than two-thiVds of those leaving Irel.ind for foreign coun-
tries emigrate direct to tho United Rtatps, but to these must be
added the larcje numbers who sail to Canadian jiorts, and journey
thence by rail. From May 5th 1847 to June 1880, according to
records of the city, the arrivals of natives of Ireland diiect to New
York were 2,042,046, the arrivals from all countries being 5,857,025.
The total number of Irish-born persons registered, whether in

Ireland or foreign countries, about 1871 was 8,506.511,—that is, n
larger number than the population of Ireland in 1841, and exceed-
ing the pojmlation of 1871 by more than 3,000,000. The pro-
portion of emigrants from Ireland who were laboureis was 52'6 per
cent, in 1877, 60'4 per cent, in 1878, 66-1 per cent in 1879, and
72-1 per cent, in 1880. Until 1SG4, wlien the Act for the registi-a-

tion of births and deaths camo into operation, no reliable informa-
tion was obtainable as to the excess of tho one over the other, and
of course the large amount of emigration to some extent renders
Lorapaiisou with other countries impossible, as to the inferences to

be drawn from the proportion of births and deaths to the popula-
tion. Table LI. gives the yearly average of marriages, births,

deaths, and emigrants for t!ie ten years 1870-79, tlic numbers for

1880, and the late per 1000 of estimated pojmhition.

The usual theory that tlie poveity of tlie Irish is due to eaj'Iy

mariinges, or to the fact that a larger number marry than in
Scotland or England, can be proved bj' statistics to be wholly
unfounded. The average annual number for the ten years cndinjr

in 1879 of male minors married was only 2 65 per cent, of the totai

males married, ami in the case of females the jjcrccntage was only
12 "26, a much smallt-r inopoition than in Great Britain ; and in 1871
the proportion ])er cent, of the unmarried jtopulation above fifteen

years was in Ireland—males 47'85, females 4238, the proportion

in England and Wales being 3S'40 and 36'14 respectively, and
in Scotland 44'41 and 42*23. In proportion to the number of

married wonren between seventeen and fifty-five years of age, the

number of births is very simihir to that in Great Britain. The
number of illegitimate bu'ths is very small, the yearly average for

the last ten years bcin^ about 25 ]ier cent. The proportion of the

sexes born is about 106 males to 100 females.

Table LII. gi\cs the average annual number of deaths from earli

of the principal zymotic diseases and I'roiu all causes for 1870-79,

and also tho number for ISSO. Table LIU. gi vets the number of

deaths from all causes for four decades, and tlie number from
zymotic diseases, with the percentage from these diseases to the

Table XLYII.—Classification of the Popvlatioii according to Ocatjjation.
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total number of dt-atlis ; nml Tnblc LI V. shows the unmbcv sufTcr-

iii;; from the various kimU of serious hoJily or mental iufiimitics

iiilsSl, 1S61, and 1871. The total number of lieatlisin tliodecatle

L-iiding in 18S1 was 969,110.

The niortiility of Ireland is Gonsidcrably Tinder that of Great

Britain, and at the time of the census of 1871 a largnr ptrrcentage

of the population were over sixty years of age. The rate of

mortality is no doubt affected by emigration, but its smallness in

Ireland is perh.ips due to the large proporiion of the rural popula-

tion. At various periods the mortality has been largely increased

by famine, and it is also influenced by tlic insufficient diet aud
clothing of many of the inhabitants.

Govo'inncut—The executive government is vested in a lord-

lieutenant, assisted by a privy council, and by a chief secretary,

who is a. member of the House of Commons and frequently also a

member of the cabiutJt. In the absence of the lord-lieutenant liis

functions are disch.-ngcd by lord-justices, those "^encially appointed

being the lord-chauctdlor and the commander ot the forces. Each
county is in charge of a lieutenant, a number of unpaid deputy-

lieutenants and magistrates, and one or more resident " paid

magistrates, all appointed by the crown. The counties of citi>-s

and towns aud the boroughs arc governed by their own magi-
strates. The judicial establishment consists of the high court of

chancery, the courts of Queen's bench, common pleas, and
exchequer, the landed estates court, and the probate and matri-

mooial court, which since 1377 constitute the high court of justice
;

the court. of appeal ; the high court of a^Inliralty, wliich is to be

abolished after the death of the present judge ; and tlie court of

bankruptcy aud insolvency. The decisions of tho court of appeal

are subject to an appeal to the House of Lords. Assize courts

are held in each county by two judges, for which, purpose the

country is divided into six: circuits.

Ireland is represented in the imperial parliament by 28 temporal
peers elected for life and 103 commoners,—the counties being
represented by 64 merabei-s, the small boroughs by 25, Dublin,
Cork, Limerick, AV'aterford, Belfast, and Galway by 2 each, and
the university of Dublin by 2. In 1850 the francliise in county
elections was extended to occupiers of any tenement assessed

for poor rated at a net annual value of £12 aud upwards, and also

to owners of certain estates of the rated net annual value of £5.

In 186S the franchise in boroughs was extended to occupiers rated

at and above £i, and alod:;er franchise was also introduced, grant-

ing votes to occupiers of lodgings of a clear yearly value, if let

imfurnishecl, of £10 and upwards.
In Ireland there are four military districts, the headquarters of

these being Dublin, Cork, Curragli, and Belfast respectively, and
eight military subdistricts, with depots at Downpatrick, Ou^agh,
Armagh, Xaas, Birr, Galway, Clonmel, and Tralee. The Irish

militia consists of 12 regiments of artillery, 21 itgiments of

infantry, and 14 rifle corps, numbenng when embodied over

31,000 men and oflicors

Tlie palish constables of Ireland were in 1814 superseded in pro-

claimed districts by a peace preservation force, and in 1822 an Act
was passed authorizing the formation of a constabulary force of

5000 men, under an inspector-general for each province. In 1836
the entir-e force was amalgamated under one inspector-general. In
all, it numbers between 10,000 and 12,000 men. In addition to the

usual duties of policemen, the polide are entrusted with the collec-

tion of statistics, the preservation of fish and game, and a varie^
of services connected with the local government. The average annual
expense is a littlo over £1,000,000. In addition to this force there

is the Dublin metropolitan police, consisting of about 1100 officers

and men, who are maintained at an annual cost of ov:r £130,000,
the expense borne by the Consolidated Fund being over £80,000.

Crime.—Table LV. gives the number of persons in Ireland
sent for trial by jury, and the numbers convicted and acquitted,

for every fifth year from 1845 to 1875, and also for 1878 and 18S0.
These figures show a very rapid decrease of crime between 1850

and 1855, and a gradual and considerable decrease since that
period, partly but not altogether attributable to the decrease in

the number of the population. The large number of committals
in 1850 aud previous years was chiefly owing to the distress then,

prevailing in, the country. A very noticeable feature of the

statistics is the large proportion of acquittals.

In regard to the more serious crimes, the proportion of offences

agaiust the person as compared with, that in England is very
large, and of offences against property and against the currency
very small, the latter fact being doubtless owing fo the small
proportion of the town population. The proportion for all Ireland

of indictable offences not disposed of summarily was 15 in 10,000
of the population in 1879, while in Dublin it was 110 in 10,000.

Table LVI. gives the number of oflences in Ireland for 1879
according to thiee classes, and the coiTesponding numTjers for 1873
in' England and Scotland for an equal population.

Of the minor offences in Ireland over 99,000 were cases of

drunkenness, considerably more than double the number of cases

in England or Scotland, which were pretty nearly equal. Table
LVII. gives the number of agrarian offences from 1870.

Poor Law Authorities.—The legislation connected with making
provision for the poor of Ireland dates from 1771, when an Act was
passed by 'the Irish parliament under which 11 houses of industry
were erected, 8 in Munster, and 3 in Leinster. The amount of

expenditure sanctioned by the Act was £14,400 a year, aud
probably it always came short of this by at least £10,000. Addi-
tional powei-s were conferred on county authorities in 1806 and
1318, but according to the select report of the House of Commons
in 1830 no addition had been made to the houses of industry up to

that period. Au Act was, however, passed in 1838, which contained

Tat:le LIl.

—

Annual Avcra(jc of Pcallisfrom the eight pHncipnl Ziimotic Diseases and from all caitscs.
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the important provision that if the local authority failed to carry the

law into effect they might be superseded by paid vice-guardians.

The Act came into operation in 1840, and an Outdoor Relief Act was
passed in 1S47. Full details regarding subsequent additions to

the ^ct, as well as in reference to the wliole subject of Irish local

government, will be found in the paper by Dr Hancock contributed

to Cobdcn Club Essays, 1875. Table LVlll. gives the number of

Uflions for every ten years from 1840 to 1870, and for 1878 and
1879, with the number of outdoor and indoor paupers, and the

total expenditure. The figures show a mucli smaller proportion of

paupers compared with population than the corresponding statistics

of England and Scotland,—Scotland notwithstanding its smaller
population having nearly one-third more pauj^ers, while England
lias actually about twelve times as many. The difference is to be
accounted for by the smaller town population of Ireland, the simpler
habits of the Irish, and the prevalence of mendicancy. It is only
indeed in years of exceptional famine that there is any great demand
on the public purse for the support of the poor : the duchess of filarl-

borough's relief fund, 1879-80, amounted to £135,000, and the
Mansion House fund to £180,000, probably over £400,000 being
spent directly on relief, in addition to the sums advanced on loan
for relief works. By the Medical Charities Act, passed in 1851,
boards of guardians were empoweretl to form the poor law unions
into dispensary districts subject to the control of the poor law
commissioners. The number of dispensary districts is 720, with
nearly 1100 dispensaries and about 800 medical olliccrs. Each
district is placed under a committee of management, consisting of
the guardians of the unions, the ex officio guardians who reside and
have property in the district, aud a number of ratepayers elected by
the board of guardians, the number of each committee being fixed
by the commissioners. The average annual expenditure under this
Act during the five years ending 1880 was over £140,000, and
the average number of cases very nearly 700,000. The average
number of insane in Ireland during the same five years was over
19,000, of which number the average in asylums was over 8000,
and in workhouses over 3000. For further information regarding
the whole subject of Irish pauperism and lunacy the reader is

referred to the Report of tlie Poor Law Union and Lunacy Com-
missioners in vol. xxii. of Accounts and Papers, 1878-79.

• Comity Authorities.—For purposes of local taxation Ireland is

placed under tlio autliority of baronial presentment sessions and
juries. The former are for baronies or half-baronies, baronies
corresponding to the ancient territories inhabited by distinct
tribes or families. The number of these sessions is 326, and they
are composed partly of justices of the peace and partly of rate-
p.aycrs, the number of whom is fixed by the grand jury of each
county. Since 1836 they have had the primary decision of all

questions as to roads and bridges. The power of imposing county
r.ates is, except in the case of the county of Dublin, exercised by
tbe grand juries cither at the assizes in the sevc'al counties at
large, or at the assizes in the several counties of cities and towns.
In the county of Dublin tliis authority is vested in the E.astet- term
grand jury in the court of Queen's bench, and in the ease of the
cities of Dublin, Cork, and Limerick it has since 1850 been vested
in the town councils. Tlio tax levied under the vote of the grand
juries is called grand jury cess, and is employed for the mainten-
ance ot roads, and the detrayment of the expenses incurred by the

T.iBT.E LVIII.— Poor law Unions aud Paupers, 1840-80.
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^ml for 1P79 it was 3GJ6,— llic nimibcj-s according to flic Prcsby-

tcrian foini bring 2.">oG ami '--JU rrspcclivdy, in other ivgistyivd

buiklings 308 ami 3oS, iin-l ncorJing to t'.ic rites of tbe lioninn

Cntliolic Cliiucli IS. 567 niij ]6,57S.

The AnslicMii KjiisL-opal Church of IrcUml coustitutcil until 1871

an integral poi li -n of one church, known ns the Chiiicli of Knglnml

nnJ liebnil, on.l cshibli>Iic.l by law in the two countries ; but the

Irish bramli wns (lib^-^ta^!i-llLd and iliscndowed by an Act whicli.

ri-ccived the royal assent r,n July 26, 1869. AccorJin;; to this

Act, which cann; into exfcution on Januaiy 1, 1871, all church

inoperty became vested in a body of commissioners. All llie stiite

grants were to be resumed by the state, provision being made for

vested interests, hut the diurch was to receive possession of all

endowments obtaint^d from private sources since 1660. To all in-

cumbents the income tlicy formerly possessed was secured for life,

minus the nniount they miglit have paid for curates ; and com pen-

sation was also granted to curates, parish clerks, and sextons, to

Maynooth Roman Catholic College in lieu of the continuance of

the annual parliamentary grant, and to the Presbyterians in lieu of

tbe continuance of the grant called " l\pgium Dunnm."
According to tbe report of tlie commission ai-pointed to inquire

into the revenues of the Established Cliuicb, Acconnls and Papas,

1867-68, the net annual ]irodnce and value of tbe entiic property

was found to he £616,840, of which the value of the bouses of

residence and the landb in ^lossession of the clergy was £Z'l,\b'l,

The total sum ]>aid or payable by ^le commissioners of church
temporalities a* compensation in connexion ^^itb the o]n"ratioii of

the Irish Church Act is estimated at J-'U, 666, 518. To meet the
|

dcmanils upon them the commissioners borrowed £9,000.000 from I

the Naflional Debt Commissioners. Tlic total sum obtainalile by i

sales of church property is £9,794,790, of which £3,362.648 has
been icccived in cash, the balance, except £707,766, Avhich is

secured by mortgage, being payable in tevjninable annuities. In

addition to this tliere is a peimanent income consistin;^ of tithe
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sustcntntlon fund amounted to £194,1*25, 12s. 8d., yielding an
interest of £7753, 7s. 9d., tlie unappropnatcd balance of which was
£963, 7s. 9d. The sum expended on the purchase of glebes has
been £499,5Sn. 165. lOd., of whidi £214,900, 10s. 8d. has been
subsciibed ; ;nid the m-t amount i-pccivcd from tlie sale of glebes was
£45,588, 10s. 3d. The contributions to the stipend fund, and the

total contiiliuiions from nil sources from 187G to 1879, arc shown
in Table L.X. For fuller financial deUuls tlie render is referred to

the nnnu.il report of the representative body and to the JiUi
Church Dircdoi y.

'1 lie Koman Catholic Cliur^lj is governed by 4 arcnoishops and
27 bishops, the number of iwri^li pric-ts being Dcnily 1000, and
of administrative cur.ites about 1750. The eeciesiastical parishes
amount to 1084, and the chuichcs and chnpi,ls number nearly 2500.

The Maynooth Roman Catholic College, uhich was founded in

1795, oiiginally received an annual \ote from Govej-nnient of

£3000, but latterly a giant from the eonsolid.iicd kind of £26,3Go,
which was commuted by the payment of £372,331.
The Presbyterian Church, which has its j-nntipnl ndlicrcnts in

Ulster, was oiiginalty formed in 1642, and in 1840 a union took
place of two divisions of the church w hich had formerly separated.

I'revions to the disestablishment of the Chnich of Irclniul, the

Presbyterians received for the supjioit ot their ministers an annual
sum, Jirst granted in 1672, of about £-10,000, known as " Regium
Donnm," which was commuted by the Clmrch Dispstablishinent

Act. The diurch embraces 36 presbyteries and neai ly 600 congrega-

tion';, the number of families connected with the chuicli iu 1880 being

79,214, and of communicants 104,769. The total sum at the disposal

of tlie church in 1880 A\as £139,840, the sum paid to ministers being
£44,922. Candidates for the ministiy are trained at JIagee College,

Londonderry, and at the Presbytenaii College, Belfast,

Tlic Methodist Chnrdi of Ireland -was loinied in 1S78 by tho
union of the AVesleyan Methodists \\ith the I^rimitive M'esleyaii

Jlethodists. The number of ministers connected with the Con-
rent-charges and perpetual lenls cstinialcd at £293,455. The work i feience in Jiiiie 1880 was 240, of whom 40 were supcruumeraiies.

of the commissioners lias now been piactically completed, and i The ininiber of principal stations under the charge of ministeis was
1869-80 the estimated value of the , 135, embracing 373 chapels. The number of atiendanls on publicaccording to their report for

estate is now £12,189,728, exclusive of £200,000, the value of

uncommuted glebes and uncollected arrears. Tlio annual income
at present is £574,219, hut by the termination of annuities it \m1I

gradually diminish until 1932, when there will still be the per-

manent income of £293,455. But for additional burdens laid

tjpon the estate its entire debt would at the end of 1880 have been
£5,900,000, leaving a suijdus of £6,500,000, These burdens arc a

sum of £1.000,000" for intermediate education, £1,300,000 to form
a pension fund for national school teachers, and the interest at 3i
per cent, of £1,500,000 advanced on loan for the purposes of the

Relief of Distress (Irdaud) Acts, 1880^ and involving a loss to tlie

estate of £543,345.
Before its disestablishment the Ctiurch of Ireland consisted of

2 archbishoprics, 10 bisliopiics, 30 corporations of deans and
chapters, 12 minor corporations, 32 deaneries, 33 archdeaconries,

150? incumbencies, with 500 stipendiary curates. A general con-
vention of llie clergy to reorganize the church and to choose a

representative body to manage its secular atfaiis met in February
1870, and tlic church is now constituted as the Church of Ireland.

The amount received from the commissioners for commutation of
life interests up to 31st December 1879 was £7,577,477, 6s. 8d.,

chargeable with annuities amounting to £592,075, 5s. 8d., and
of this -sura there remained at the end of 1879 £2,783,871, lis. 8d.,

chargeable with annuities amounting to £201,824, 8s. 9d., tho
annuities extinguislied by composition and advances amounting to

£294,054, 9s. 4d. The siuns invested by the church in securities
a-nounted to £6,3^,433, 17.s. 5d., pelding an income of £281,577,
lis. 8d., in addition to which £109,162, 10a. has been advanced
to the clergy on policies of insurance. The balance o£ the general

Tadle h^.—Conlributions to Stipend Fund, i-c, 1870-79.

pels. JUc number ot atienUanls on piili

worship was stated to be 60,541, and the membership 24,463. The
home mission fund, w iih an nu^'inentalion from the lOnglish Confer-
ence, amounted to £13,211 , and the sum raised for foreip;n missions

to £5533. There is a Methodist college at Belfast fur the training

of students who have been acceptid as candidates for Iho ministry.

The number ol jici.sons connected uith the other denominations
of Ireland is inconsiderable, amounting in IbSI to only 08 per cent.

Education.—Table LXI. shows tho proportion \\iiv cent, of per-

sons in Ireland who could read and write, who could lead only,

and who could neither read nor wilte at the various census ]>ciiods.

The number of persons in 1871 who could speak Irish only was
103,562, the number in 1841 being 319,602, and the number who
could speak both Irish and Kiiglish was 714,313 in 1871 and
1,204.684 in 1841.

According to the census of 1871 the number of schools Tor

primary iiistructiou was 9495 with 615,785 jiupils, of BU[)er!or

schools 574 with 21.225 pupils, of universities and colleges 13 \\\\h

2945 students. The oldest university is that of Dublin, established

in 1591 by a charter of Queen Elizabeth. The course of study
includes mathematics, classics, modern languages, English, lopic,

ethics, astronomy, e^])erinlental science, and natural science. The
Catholic University, founded in 1854, has iu operation faculties of

medicine, philosojihy and letters, and science. Queen's Univcisitj',

established in 1850, with colle/^es at Belfast, Cork, and Calway,
has faculties of law, arts, medicine, and enf,'incering. Queen's
University will be shoitly superseded by the Royal University, for

which a charter was granted in 1880. A roj al college of sciLiicL-

was established in 1867, with departments of mining, agiiculturo,

engineering, and manufactures. The higher cdutation oj" women
is represented by Alexandra College, Dublin, founded in 1SC6, the

Govcrnevs Association, the Ladies' Institution of Belfast, and the

Queen's Institute for the instruction of women. A list of colleges

and intermediale schools will be found in the latcnncdiute Educa-
tion Year Book and Directory. By the ]irovisions of the Inter-

mediate Education (Ireland) Act, 1878, a sum of £1 ,000,000 of the

Irish Church sutplus was set apart for tbe cncoura;,'cment of inter-

mediate education iu Ireland, the monev being expended partly in

Table LXI.^ Class (ficatinn nf PopvUdiou according to Education— Pc aula,jc^ for ISll. lS51j 1861, mid 1S7].

18;6.
. .
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exliiliitioDS fiiul prizes to sttidcnts", aini jinrtly in the paymeDl of

results fees. The totnl number of pupils cxamiucil in 1830 was

5561—4114 boys and 1447 ;;irls, tlic number who p.isscd bciu;,' '2S99

!)oys nnd 1111 girls. E.\InbUiou3 of tlie vahu- of £20 a your for

Ihree years were awanlrd to 96 boys and 40 girls in the juni'-r

grade; in the middle grade 32 boys and 13 girls received exhibitions

of £30 annually for two )Ciirs; aud in llic senior grade 16 boys

nnd 4 girls received exhibitions of £50 for one year. In addition to

this 55S boys and 726 girls received prizes in books.

In ISll a society was foimcd in Ireland for the education of the

jioor, which from 1S19 received the assistance of a grant of jiublic

money. This, however, was witluliawn in 1S30 on account of the

Roman Catholics refusing from religions objections to allon- their

pupils to enter the schools of the soticty. In 1833 the mnney
formerly given to the society wad vested in comuiissioncrs of public

education, who in 1S45 were incoi i'Oi;\ted under tho name of the
" Conimissioneis of Xallonal Ed'.::-3i:oii of Irel.iiid."

Table LXII. will show the p.roaicss of national eduaition in

Ireland from 1633 to 1880 ; and Table LXlIl. gives particulars as

to school attendance for 1880.

Table LX IV. shows t^ie Protestant and Roman Catholic attend-

ance at the 4175 nit.xed schools from which returns wcv received.

The unmixed schools numbered 3331, of which those taught by

Roman Catholic teachers numbered 2779, the number of pupils

being 441,612, while those taught by Protestant teachers numbered

552, the total number of pupils being 63,983, of whom 26,2S3

belonged to the Chiuch of Ireland, 34,348 to the Presbyterian

Chureh, aud 3352 to otter denominations. Table L'XV. shows the

attendance at the various classes in the national schools in 18S0.

The number of district and minor model schools in 1880

—

exclusive of those of the mefrio poll tan district—was 26, the

number of pupils on the roll 16,997, aud tho average attendance

8971. Table LXVI. 'hows the relative propoi"tiou of attendance at

the various classes.

The worklmuse schools under the superintendence of the Kational
Board in 1880 numbered 158, the pupils on the roll being 16,945,

nnd the average attendance 8880. There were 52 industrial stliools

in 1879, the number of inmates being 4979, and the expenditure

Tabip. laXlL—NaUoiiCLl Schools in JrcJaiul, 1833-80.
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«S'»i(nicd to tlic cvidrntT criren before the Dev^m Commis^fn, a Digexi of which
l.y J. P. Kennedy was published at Dublin in rwo paits, I847-i8. and rliu Report
..f tlie Uissborough Commission, IPSl. and of the Commission nn the Agiiculture

of the United Kincdom. 1S81. Amonc other works nrt-—Thornton, J^/m /or
J'easanl i'ropiittori.. 1S4«- Duvn!. J/iiloirt He t£mtgrui ion.V-M'is, MHZ; Uuffei in,

Irixh Emiijiation mid the Tetiuro 0/ Lnnil >n Ireland, 18C7 ; P. L;ivflle, Jti^h

L tiiillortls sinci' (he lierolution, 1870; H. S. Thompson, Jrtland in l«jy and IStiii,

I87IJ. The aciicnliural condiiiun of the country has bitn ilrskiitjcil by such
fompctcnt ob>crvi'rs (IS -M'Combii*, MaeUiEan- anil Janus C«inl; .and for minute
detnils rvt-irdini: It Svc Ihu •• ilcvii'W of Iri-h Acricullnrt." by K. U. Piincle, in

^ol. viii,, >ccimd •trii-s, of X\w Journat 0/ t/tr flounl A-jricu/tiiral Socff;/ of ting-

land. 1572, and ' lllustrationsot Irish Furminj;.* l.y tlie samewiltcr.in vot.ix., 1K73.

ilun-f-ulurft and Coi'tiiici'ce.— Lawrence, 77*'° Jntenst of Inland in her Tiatle

and IIV i/fA. Dnhlin, Jf^S-: Discourse 00 fhe Waolh-n Manufacture of Jretaud,

ICyS; AtI luqui'tf into Uit fititte and I'to-ji,f.s rf fhe Linen Manufacture in Jre-

find, Dublin, 1757; G. E. llo^mnl. Treatise on Vie Revcttue of /rel(ttid, 1776;
Hcly Hutchinson. Conmirreial Rrslraints of fveland. 1779; Lord Shefflcld,

Obserralions on the Mamifaclarc^, Trade, and Prcxnil State of Ireland, 17»5 ; K.
B. Clarendon. A Sketch of the licvrnue and FiiifiKCi'ti of Ireland^ 1791 ; Wallace,

£isay on tht Trade and Manufactures of Engtttnd, Dublin. 1T98.

Antiquities.—O'PnnoYan's gdition of the Anna's of the Four M'r-^tfrf. Weevcr,
Ancient Funeral Monummts, 17C7 ; bush, Jfibfrnia Curiofa, 17''!>: GroBo, Anti-
quities of Ireland, 2 vols.. 1791-96; Ed. Ledwich, Anriqnities of Ireland. 1S04

;

O'Brien, Round Towtrs of Ireland. ]R"4; G. S. PvUW. EcrlesiaflienI Anliquilici in

Ireland, 1845 ; Galkin, H.txous in Ireland. 1851 ; Id., Ireland mnd her Churches.

Ac. 1Rj7 ; Keanc. To/cert and Temples of And. nt Ireland. 1667 ; Smiddy, Fsmi/
on the Druids, Ancient Chure'ies. and Round Toifrrs, 1^7^: Brash, Eccletiaslicat

Ardiitectnre of Irrland, lf*74; Joyce, Irish Xnmet of Places, 2d ed., 1870. 2il

wiics, l<7'i; Loid niinrnvcn. y-jtes nn Irish Arrhiteclure, 1877; H. Gaidoz,
Xotice sur lei Inscriptions latines de I'Irlande, Paris, 1878.

Miscellaneous.—An account of the condition of the country in thetimoofHeniy
II. 1< fiiven by Giraldus Cambiensia in Topographta Hibernix and Expugnntio
i/ifternie, 1187 ; and in the time of Elizabeth, by Robert Pajne, in ' A Brief

Description of Ireland," 1590. published in vol i. of the Tracts 0/ the 'Archxo-
logical Association of Ireland, 1«41. and by IM. Hocan iu Description of Ireland
and the Stale thereof in 1598, first pubhshcdin 1878. '1 lie followlnp: works, which are
included in A Colh-clion of Tracts and Treatises on Ireland, ^lubli^llld at iJublin.
Isr.i. oic mvaluable for the infonnation lhe> aflord in recard to itie social and'
industrial hist<iiy of the couniry;

—

A View 0/ the Slate of Irrl.ind. by ildmund
Spcn»cr. 16:f.T: A Discorerie of the State of Inland, by Sir John U.i\»s. lei^J; The
J'oliti>-al Auatomij of Ireland, by Sir William IVtty, IWU; The Querist, by
bishop HeiTtcley, 17;i3-37 ; A Wont to the H isi; l.y the s-ame, M^l; rricu's Listvf
Ai>srni-rs. 2d edition, with Ain»riidi.\. 172D ; An Esso'j on the Trada of Ireland.
by Anhur Dobbs. Ksfl., I7'jy; An Al-struet of fhe Number of proftstant and
J'opi.'li I'amilies in Ireland, 1726. The wurin^s of Swijt. espcrially Iii.s t^hort
Vwr. cast a variety of cioss lifihts on different a>iiicis of the subjuct. Anitrtifi
Jafcr (vorks a first pliicc must of course be civen to the Tony tn Ireland, by
Arthur Younp, London. 1780. The .Statinical and Political Account 0/ Ireland,
by Edward Wakefield. Loudon. 1312, is pai^^takillg and accurate; and of similar
value are Thomas Xewcnhams Vietc of the Circvnislanccs of h eland, 1809; the
same author's Inquinj into the Papulation of Ireland, 180a; and Mason's
Statistical Account. 1814-19. The laborious work of Sit C^sar Moreau, Past and
Present State of Irelnnd examined in a Series of Tables, published in lithograph,
London, 1827, gives a comprehensive statistical history of Ihe country for
twenty years before and twenty ytnrs after tho Umoii, Among more modem
works are

—

On Local Disturbances in Ireland, by Sir G, C. Lewis, lb36 ; Sir
Robert Kane, The Industrial Resources of Ireland. 2(1 edition. Dublin, 1845;
Gcorpe Lewis Smith. Ireland, Hittoricat and Statistical. London. 1841-49;
Jonatlian I'ini. Condition and Proyxcts of Ireland, l.':48; Gustavc do Eenumont,
L'Irlande, Soeia'e. Politique, et Rdigirusc. 1830 (EncHsh translation in the same
year, and a 7th Erench edition in I8fi3) ; Hajicock. Report on the Snpposea PrO'
gre,'sire Decline of Irish Prosperity. Dublin, ISM; J, M. Murphy. Ireland:
Industrial, Political, and Social, 1870; Burke's Letters, Speeches, and Tracts on
Ireland, edited by JIaltticw Ainold, 1881, Thoms /nsA A/manoc contains admir-
able digests of the pailiameniary returns of the cturent jeoi'S as well as other
statistical tables compiled from original soiurcea. (T. F. H.)

PART II.—HISTORY.?

Legendary Historj/ of Early Haces.—Circumstancea

were favourable iu Ireland to the growth aud preserva-

tion of ethnic legends. Among these favourable circum-

stances were the long continuance of tribal government,

and the existence of a special class whose duty it was

to preserve the genealogies of the ruling families, and
keep in memory the deeds of their ancestors. Long
pedigrees and stories of forays and battles were pre-

served, but under the necessary condition of undergoing

gradual phonetic change according as the popular language

altered. During many centuries there had been no con-

quest by foreign races to do-stroy these traditions ; internal

conquests and displacements of tribes confuse but do not

eradicate traditions and pedigrees. When the Irish were
converted to Christianity and became acquainted with the

story of the deluge, the confusion of tongues, and the unity

of the human race, the siiide (sages) naturally endeavoured

to fill up the gap between their epouyms and Noah. The
pedigrees now began to be committed to writing, and, as

they could for the irst time be compared with one another,

a wide field was opened to the inventive faculties of the

scribes. The result has been the construction of a most
extraordinary legendary history, which under the constant

care of official siiide acquired a completeness, fulness, and
a certain degree of csnsistency which is wonderful. In

the 11th and 12th centuries this legendary history was
fitted with a chronology, and synchronized with the annals

of historical nations. We may assume with confidence

that a history of a group of tribes admittedly of diverse

origins, consisting mainly of names of persons and battles

transmitted by memory, must necessarily lack all proportion,

not alone as regards absolute, but even as regards relative

time ; that personages and events may appear in the back-
ground that should be in the foreground, and the converse

;

nay, even that the same personages and events may figure

at times and places far apart. Keeping these things in

view, the Lebar Oabhala, or " Book of Invasions," a
curious compilatioB, or rather compilations, for there are
several editions of it, of the ethnic legends of Ireland, will

help us to give the main facts of the early peopling of

Ireland. Our guide records the coming of five principal
[.copies, namely, the followers of Partholan or Bartholomew,
tho^e of Nemed, the Firbolgs, the Tuatha l)i Danann,
and the Scots or Milesians.

Partholan and his people came from Sfiddle Greece, and
landed at Inber Sceine, believed to kave been the estuary

of Kenmare.'' After occupying Ireland for three hundred
years, tney died of a plague, and were buried at Tamlecht
Muintire Partholain, the plague Lecht or grave of Par-

tholan's people, now Tallaght near Dublin. This race

divided the coast into four parts, their leader Ihaving had
four sons. Thirty years after the destruction of Partho-

lan's people, a race arrived from Scythia under a leader

colled Nemed, in thirty ships, each containing thirty

warriors. We are not told whete he landed, but like

Partholan's people Nemed died of a plague at the hill

upon which Queenstown in Cork Harbour is situated, and
which has on that account been called Axd Nemeid. At
this time another people appear on the scene, the Fomo-
rians. It is probable, however, that Fomorian was merely
a name for all sea-coming enemies, and that they were
not always the same race. The descendants of Nemed's
people suffered much hardship from them, we are told,

but at length succeeded in destroying the fortress of their

leader Conan at Tor Inis, now Tory Island, ofT the coast

of Donegal, and killing himself and his children; but
More, another leader, having arrived soon after from
Africa with sixty ships, a second battle was fought, in

which both parties were nearly exterminated. More, how-
ever, escaped, and took possession of the country, while of

the Nemcdians only the crew of one ship, having the usual

number of thirty warriors—among whom were three descen-

dants of Nemed himself—escaped. Each of the three

descendants of Nemed went to a different country, and
became the eponym of an important race. The five chi»-'s

of the Firbolgs, the next colonizing race, appear to havt*

landed at different places : one party, that of the Fir

Galeons, landed at Inber Slangi, so called from their leader

Slangi, whose name is still preserved in the river Slaney

;

another tribe, the Firbolgs, who gave their name to the

collective tribes, arrived at what is now Erris in Mayo

;

and a third section, the Fir Domnand, lauded at Tracht
Kudraide in Ulster, so called from their leader Rudraide, or

rather Kud. All these tribes seem to have been British, a

view which is confirmed by their chief fort being Dind Rig,

the dun or fort of the kings on the Barrow in C'arlow,

afterwards the seat of the kings of Leinster, a province

which appears to have always had a close relationship with

Britain. The Firbolgs had only effected settlements in the

country, but had not brought the whole of it into subjec-

tion before the arrival of a new tribe called the Tuatha
D6 Daaanu. According to the Nemedian legend, tiiis new
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tribe wns the r.ice of Ibatli, grandson of larboQel the

prophet, son of Nenied. The new-comers under a king

called Nuadu demand the sovereignty of the conntry from

the Firbolg.king EochaiS Mac Erca, who refuses, and there-

upon tliey fight a battle at Jlag Tiiired Conga, now
>toytura near Cong in the county Mayo, the site of which

is still traditionally remembered, and many graves belong-

ing to the period of cremation have been found there. The

Firbolgs were worsted in this battle, and, as in all ethnic

legends, almost annihilated, and the remainder driven out

of the country.' Thirty years after the conquest of the

Fiibolgs, the Tuatha Di Danann fought a great battle

with the Funiorians at another Mag Tuired, which is dis-

tinguished from that of Cong by being called the Northern.

Its site is placed by tradition near Lough Arrow on the

borders of Sligo and Koscommon, at a |ilaco where many
graves and pillar-stones still exist.

The last of the prehistoric races of Ireland are the so-

called Milesians or Scots. The immediate cpnnym of the

new race was Galam from Gci/, " valour," a name which

might be expressed by the Latin miles, a " knight," whence

came the names Milesius and Milesians. Among the

names which appear in the pedigree, which is of course

carried back without a break to Noah, are several worthy

of the attention of archreologists,—namely, Breogan or

Breg.'ln, Eber Scot, G6edal Glas, Fenius Farsaid, Allait,

Nuadu, Sru, and Esru. EreogAii, according to the legend,

was the grandfather of Galam or Milesius, who founded

Brigantia in Spain.

With all their drawbacks, the Irish ethnic legends, when
stript of their elaborate details and Biblical and classical

loans, express tho broad facts of the peopling of Ireland,

and are in accordance with the results of archaeological in-

vestigation. At the earliest period the country was well

wooded, and the interior full of marshes and lakes; it was
occupied by n sparse population, who appear in later times

as " forest tribes " (Tuatha Feda), and were doubtless of

the aboriginal (Iberic) race of western and southern Europe.

The story of Partholan represents the incoming of the first

bronze-armed Celts, who were a Goidelic tribe akin to the

later Scots that settled on the sea-coast, and built the for-

tresses occupying tho principal headlands. They formed

with th3 forest tribes tho basis of the population in the

Early Bronze age. Afterwards came the various tribes

known by the general name of Fiibolgs. It is not neces-

sary to suppose that all the tribes included under this name
came at th^ same time, or even that they were closely akin.

The legend names several tribes, and tells us that they came
into Ireland at ditTereiit places from Britain. The effect

of their immigrations now appears to have been that in the

north the people were Criiithni, or Picts of the Goidelic

branch of the Celts ; in tlie east and centre, British and
Belgic tribes ; and in Munstcr, when not distinctly Iberic,

of a southern or Gaulish type.

The fertde plain lying between the Wicklow and Carling-

ford mountains, and especially the part of it south of the

Boyne (MagBreg), was open to tribes coming from the oppo-

site coast, and has accordingly been at all times alanding
pi ice of invading tribes. This region was occupied by tho

tribe of Nemed before the arrival of the Firbolgs, if we be-

lieve the legend; but the event certainly belongs to a later

p.-riod, though still to the time of the movements and
displacement of peoples which led to the immigration of

those tribes. The Fomorians. with whom, the Xemedians
fought, may have been merely some of those incnnung

Tliey wciv. liowever. only subdued, for lonj after there "were

Firbolg kings, of Oliiegnim-lit (the .incicHt name of Coniiauglu), .iiid

the jveople were very inimeious iu Ireland in St P.itrick's time :

indeed, it is protable that tlicy tliea fornicS the largest element of
the po^MiIatioQ. '

tribes. The Irish legend brings the Nemedians trom the

east of Europe, which of course only means that they came
from a distance, perhaps from Armorica or some other part

of Gaul. Xemed's tribes were probably the builders of the

tumuli of Meath, and the introducers of the worship of

Dia and Ana, in other words, they were the mysterious

Tuatha Di5 Danann ("tribes of Dia and Ana "). Nemed
was probably only another name for Dia, and his wife was

Miicha, an appellative of Ana. The name Nemed itself is

of great interest, for it is evidently connected with nem,

heaven, used also in the secondary sense of a sacred object

upon which oaths were sworn.

The Milesian legend seems to consist of two or perhaps

of three events. Eber and Erimon, two sons of Galam, or

Milesius, the leaders of the invading forces, fight a battle

at SUab Mis in western Kerry with Eriu, the queen of

Ceitheoir or Mac Griine, "the son of the Sun," one of the

three joint kings of the Tuatha De Danann, vihom they

defeat. Eber or Ileber then marches to Tailti in Meath,

while his brother Erimon or Ileremon sails round to the

mouth of the Boyne, where lie lands and marches to meet
his brother advancing from the south. This skilful strate-

gic movement betrays the late invention of the legend.

The first fact that underlies the story is the incoming of

some powerful and well-armed tribe wdio seized ui>on the

plain between the Liffey and the Boyne, and made it the

centre of an encroaching power. The eponym of this tribe

was Erimon, a name foreign to the pantheon of the tribes

of Pia and Ana." The new tribes arrived in Ireland towards

the close of the prehistoric period, and not long before the

beginning of the Christian era, or possibly as late as the

first century of it. They were Goidelic, and were relate^

to the dominant clans of Munster, and the Clanna Rudraide

or Ulster clans, though perhaps not so closely to the latter

as to the former. When the sons of Galam had defeated

the kings of tho tribes of Dia and Ana, they partitioned

Ireland between themselves and their kinsmen. Erimon
got Leinster and Cohnauglit ; F.ber Find, his brother. North

Munster; Lugaid, son of Iih. brother of Galnin, South'

Munster ; and Eber, sou of Ir, son of Galam, the pro-

genitor of Rud or the Rudraide, the immediate eponym of

the Ultonians, Ulster. Elier Find, the leader of the north

Munster tribes, and Lugaid of the South Munster ones,

were grandsons of Breog.^n, the stem-father of all tho new
tribes. A long struggle took place between their descend-

ants, in which those of Eber Find ultimately gained the

upper hand, and the dcsceiidants of Lugaid were gradually

pressed into a corner of the county of Cork. This struggle

and the position of the tribes of Eber in the plain of Munster
seem to show that the latter were, what the legend pretends,

a part of the incoming tribes which we shall henceforward

call Scots, and which landed, not in Kerry, but in Meath.

The places supposed to have derived their names from the

forty captains of the invading Scots, such as the plain of

Brega, Sliab Cualand, itc, are all in that part of Ireland

already spoken of as the landing place of invading tribe.s

or in the great central plain stretching west and south-west

from it. There seems little doubt that these clans of

BreogAn or Scots were closely related to the BriganteS,

perhaps they were even tribes of that great clan. The
Erigantes who occupied the basin- of the Barrow and Nore,

and ultimately the county Waterford, according to Ftolcmj-,

- HeiT Mahnh.irdt connects Erimon M'itli Irinc or Irmin, .i god or

divine hero of the Germ.Tiis. .and both with Aryamo (Aryaman), Wit-

deified aucestr.-il king of the Hindus, who ruled Elysium, and whose
patli \vas the Milky W.-iy. He also thinks that these words as well as

Eriu contain the same stem as Aryan, and that consequently Aryamo
may have been at one time the national god of all Aryans. Some
curious particulars might be added here respecting Donn, the brother

of Eber and Erimon, which appear to give great iuterest'to this hypo-
thesis.
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support this view. Tlie clan of Lugaid, grandson of Breo-

gAii, is almost certainly that which used the Ogam inscribed

stones, the last that came iatn the country, and with which

originated the story of the migration from Spain.

i'/je Scoti.—The opening of the historic period was

marked by a great struggle of tribes, which took place

about the beginning of the Christian era, and of which

Irisli annalists have left us but very scanty information,

and that confused and misleading. This struggle was

brought about by the arrival from abroad of a new tribe,

or the rise of an old one. The former view seems the

more probable, for at that time great displacements of the

Celts were taking place everywhere consequent on the con-

quests of the Romans, and some of the displaced tribes

may have migrated to Ireland. The victors in the struggle

appear afterwards as Scots; the conquered tribes are called

Ait/tech Tnalha, that is, vassal tribes, because they paid

daer or base rent. Tlie names of the free and servile clans

have been preserved, and were first published bj' the pre-

sent writer.' The former consisted nf forty-six tribes,

among them being tlie Scotraige or Scotraide. This tribe

probably took a foremost place in the subsequent invasions

of Britain ; and, it having thus acquired the leadersliip of

the free clans, the latter became all known to foreigners

as the Scoti, a name which was subsequently extended to

the whole people. That this was the way in which the

name was first given is shown by its not having been used

in Irisli, but only in Latin documents. The ending -rair/e

ur -raide is a patronymic.

In tlie struggle between the free and servile tribes the

latter appear to have succeeded in throwing oflf the yoke
of the free clans or Scots, but after some time tlio latter,

under the leadership of Tuathal, called Tec/iluiar or " the

Legitimate " (06. cii: IGO a.d.), recovered their power and
took effective measures to preserve it by making some kind

of redistribution of the servile tribes, or more probably

making a plantation of Scots among them, and building

fortresses capable of atTording mutual aid. The duns and
raths on the great central plain of Ireland to which Tuathal's

measure was probably confined appear to have been erected

on some strategic plan of this kind, intended to keep up a

chain of communication, and prevent the combination of

the jservile classes. Tuathal in fact founded a kind of

feudal system which ruled Ireland while the Scotic power
endured.

2

Another measure of Tuathal was the formation of the

kingdom of Meath to serve as monsal land of the Ard lii

or over-king. Before his time there was, according to

legend, a district about the sacred hill of Usnech called

Mide, that is, "the middle," the religious centre of the

Irish ; this Tuathal enlarged by taking from each of tho
lo'jr provinces—the two Munsters being reckoned as one
—a tract of land. In the Jtunster portion he built his

Dun of Tlachtga, a sacred place of the Druids, now called

the Hill of Ward, near Athboy. Usnech was considered
to be in Olnegmacht (Connaught). Tailti (gen. Tailtenn,
now Teltown) was his Ulster residence, and Temair or
Tara the Leinster one. Tuathal made each of those places

' lii O'Cuny's Manneratmd Cmioins 0/ the Ancient Irish, Iiitroilnc-

ti<^n, vol. i. p. xxvii.

- The Aitliecli- Tuatlia, or servile tribes, have beer, identified by
some antiqu,-irians with the Brii.h tribes known as Atticotti. The
ground of this surmise is the resembhince of the names. Althoush
the cxphanation we have given of the name is satisfactory, it is right,

to state that among the servile tribes lliere was one called the Tuatli
Aithechta, whicli might have given its name to the whole of the ser-

vile tribes, as the Scotraige gave theirs to the "free clans." This
tribe was seated on the sea-coast ne,ar the Liffey, and there is nothing
improbable in the notion that when beaten they may have crossed
over to Britain, where they became known as Atticotti, and were
associated with the Scots in their devastations of the Koman pro-
vinces

a religious centre for the province from which it had been

taken. ^ He was thus not only the founder of the central

monarchy, but also it would seem tho organizer of the reli-

gious system of tho people, which he Bsed as a means of

securing the allegiance of their princes by holding their

chief shrines in Ills power, while leaving them the rents

derived from thom. An act of Tuathal, which marks liis

power, and the firm grasp which he had secured over the

country, was the infliction of a heavy fine on the province

"f Leinster, a legend tells us, for an insult offered to him
by one of its kings. This fine, called the Boroini Laigeti

or Cow-tribute of Leinster, w^s levied until the 6th cen-

tury, when at the instance of St Moling it was remitted by
the monarch Finachta. It was a constant source of op-

pression and war while it lasted, and helped to cripple the

power of Leinster. Several attempts were made to reim-

pose it, among others by tlic celebrated Brian, who, accord-

ing to some, derived his surname of Boruma from this

circumstance. To carry out his measures of conquest and
subjugation, Tuathal is credited with having established a

kind of permanent military force which afterwards became
so celebrated in legendary story as the Fiann or Fenians.

He may have seen Roman troops, and attempted as far as

his circumstances would permit to form a military tribe

organized somewhat after the manner of a legion. Among
the other measures attributed to Tuathal was the legulation

of the various professions and handicrafts. T.ie I'oimer he

must necessnrily have done as part of his ulij^iou. organi-

zation, for the various professions were .Ai.t\y the grades

of the Drnidical hierarchy.

Tlie Rival Kinijdom of Minister.— If vr accept the story

of the plantation of the broken Aithech T latha, Tuathal's

power must have extended ever the v. hole country ; but
it was practically confined to Jleath and Leinster, and
perhaps Olnegmacht. LTlaid was independent. In Munster
the clan of IJegaid had conquered a large tract of country
in the middle of the province, and forced the clan of

Dergtiud or descendants of F.ber into the south-west of

Cork and Kerry. The origin of the clan of Degaid is

obscure ; one story makes it Ultonian, and the other
Eiimonian. The latter is probably the true one, for

among tlie free clans a.ssociated with the Scotraige in

the war of the Aithech Tuatha was a tribe called Corco
Dcga, wliich seems to be the one we are now discussing.

The clan of Degaid, having dispossessed a non-Scotic tribe

called the Ernaans, were themselves afterwards known tv
that name. From their peculiar position in the south thc\

must have acknowledged the supremacy of Tuathal and
his successors. In tho reign of Cond, surnamed "oftl;.

Hundred Battles," grandson of Tuathal, the clan of Degaiii

had succeeded in getting the upper hand of the clans both
of Eber and Lugaid ; .and Munster, now divided into three

' Tims the great Drnidical festival of Samnin (now AJIhallowtiJc),
on which occasion .all the hearths in Mnnster .should be rekindled from
tlie sacred fire, and for which a lax was due to tlie king, was cele-

bialiil at TIaclitga. At UMirch, now the liill of L'snagh in West-
incTlli, the festival of Bellaino w.is ccK-bratcd in tho montli of M.ay.
The horse ami garments of every cliicl wliocamc to Ihcleslival formed
part of the toll of the king of Oliiegmaclit. At Tailti j great Oenach
or fair was held at certain intcr\al.- un the first of AirCust, at which
was celebrated tlie Lngnasad, tlie gatncs supposed to have been estab-
lished by Lugaid of tlie Long Ann, one of the gods of Dia and Ana,
in honour of his foster mother Tailti. Hero lor tlic first time Tuallial
erected a dun. thus secnriiis poasessiol of llie shrine of tho Llaid, to
the king 01 whicli the rents of the fair belon^-ed, Tlie~e consistM
cliiefly in a fine due for each marriage cclebraled there. ' At Tara, the
principal residence, he estaiili-iied the Feis Temr,ach or Feast of Tara,
which was a general assembly of the provincial and pther .subreguli of

Ireland who came to do homage to the ard rf or over-king. This feast
continued to be held from Tuathal's time to Ki .\.n., when the last

was held by Diarmait, son of Cerball. The esLiblishment of thi.s fea-t

is also attributed to the prehistoric king Eochaid OUam Fotla. whitli
implies that T'latbal merely re-established it. ,

'
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[GoiJelic occupatiou of Bnfaiir^ttiougli contradictory and iiTt-concil-

able iu their ciJioiiology, couliiin all tliat we have said.

V Camden, Edward Llhyd, audotliers pointed out aGcidellc element
in the topographical nomenclature of west Britain, and conclurtett

that the country was once occupied by the G6edel, whence tbey w ero

driven into li'eland by the advancing Cyniri. • This was a uatiinil

and reasonable conclusion at the time. But our present knowledge
•OmpeU us to adopt a different view, namely, that, w ithout prejudice

to the existence at an auterior period of Goidelic tribes in west

Britain, tho numerous traces of Goidelic namesfound there are derived

from an Irish occupation in historic times. The Rev. W. Basil

Jones (now bishop of St Da rids), who by his valuable book, ratigcs

of llic Gael ill Gicinuffd (North Wales), has ao largely contributed to

our knowdedge of this subject, came to the conclusion that the

Irish occupied the wdiole of Anglesey, Carnarvon, Merioneth, and
Cardiganshire, with a portion at least of Denbighshire, Jloutgouieiy-

shire, and Rndnorshire. Tbc same tribes who occupied Anglesey

nnd Gwyucdd also occupied the Isle of Man, which, as is w'eil

known, was an Iiish pos5c=ision before the Korse invasion. Its

colonization is attributed to Mauandau, son of Lcr, a sea -god of

the tribes of Dia and Ana, aud wdio is associated iu Ihe Jfabinogion^

ttdth Gwydion ap Donn and other deities. It would appear that

the first occupation of Man, Mona, and Gwynedd took place before

the dominance of the Scots, or was the work of fJltonians. But the
subsefjnent iutportauce of Gwydion ap Donn and Arianiod shows
that ttie Erimonian Scots were afterwards the dominant element.

South Wales w.as undoubtedly occupied by South Slunstcr tribes, so

that we have the cm ions historical plicnomeiion ju-csentcd iri Wales
ns in Ireland of jMug's Half and Coud's Half. The explanation of

this as well ns of the occupation itself is no doubt tlie pressure of

the dan of Dcgaid and other Scotic tribes upon the tiibes of

Lugaid,- causing tlie greater part to emigrate. By the aid of these

emigrants, who luid become better armed, Jlng Kriadat and his

successors on the ^luustcr throuo were enabled to recover their

possessions iu Munster again. It was no doubt by their help that

Lugaid Mac Cuiud of the South Munster clan succeeded in defeating

Art, the son of Cond of the Hundred Battles, aud becoming king
of Ireland. The occupation of North Wales was probably due to a
similar pressure of the Scots upon tlic [Jltouians.

We have said that there was probably a fourth settlement of Irish

In Britain, but that we had no deSnite information on the subject.

Tho position of the Goidelij population iu Galloway is, however, so
peculiar that we have no hesitation iu saying that it is derived
from an emigration of Irish Cruithni or Picts in the first half of the

4th century, conseciucnt on the Scotic invasion of Ulster. Before

that period small settlements of Scots had already taken place, one
of which is of very great historical importance. Coiiaire, son

of Mug Lama, the successor of Cond of the Hundred Battles as

king of Ireland from about 212 to 220 a. I)., had three sons, who,
like the later CoUas, carved ont principalities for themselves in

different parts of Ireland. These were—Cairpre JInsc, from whom
six territories in Munster were called Muscraige, which has been
Anglicized Muskerry ; Cairpre Baiscinn, who is said to have been
the stem of the tribe of Corco Baiscinn iu the west of the county
Clare ; and Cairpre Riata, who acquired a territory in the north-

east of the county Antiim, called Dal IJiata or Dal Riada (which
is to be distinguished from Dal Araide, the country of the
Cmithni or Ultonians), a name which still survives iu the local

name "the Route." It is probable that Cairpre Riata or some of his

immediate successors passed over into Alba, and acquired territory

also there. Bede is the earliest authority for such a migration.

Speaking of the iiihabitants of Britain, he s.ays :
— *' In process of

time Britain, besides the Britons and the Plots, received a third
nation, the Scots, who migi-ating from Ireland under their leader
ReuJa, either by fair means or by force of arms secured to them-
selves those settlements among the Picts which they still possess.

From the name of their commander,- they are to this day called

Dalreudins ; for in their- language d<il signifies a part." Bede
derived his information from some of the Columban clergy, and
knew nothiug of Wales, and therefore of any previous settlements
of the Irish. About three hundred years after the first settlement
a body of the Irish Dalriads of ^Vntrim went to Alba, nuder the
leadership of Fergus Mor, son of Ere, and his brothers, and founded
on the basis of the previous colony a new Dal Riata, which became
known as Airer Goedel or region of the Gael, a name now pro-
noanced Argyle, This petty kingdom ultimately developed into

the kingdom of Scotland, and appropriated to itself the name of the
mother country, or at least that which was its Latin name.

• The Roman historians are usually assumed to represent that the
Scots taking part in the attacks on Roman Britain all came like

^ On the Goidelic character of the Mabinogion see Celtic Lttera-
riTRE, vol. V. pp. 321, 322.

* Lugaid, the eponj-m of the Sonth Munster tribes, which occupied
South "Wales and Cornwall, appears to be the lyoucetio, a war god, who
is associated with a local goddess Nemetona on an inscription found
in Com-vall (c/i, Nemon. the Irish goddess of war, wife of Keit).

the Picts (reK the north. But Ammianus expresbiy states that
tho Picts, Atticotti, and Scots arrived by different ways (per diversa
v.-igantes). The basis of the Scotic attacks was their settlements
in Wales aud south-west Bjilain, which afforded protection to the
invadiug forces arririiig from Ireland in their hide-covered wicker
boats. Argyle may also have served as a point from which to send
out piratical expeditions. The Irish Picts or Ulloirlaus who had
settled in Galloway, and who with their kinsmen in Ireland were
tbeGwyddelfBcbtiof the"U'elsh, must have also joined in the frny,—
their position near the Solway giving them unusual facilities.

Conversion of the Scots to Christianity.—In the beginning
of the 4th century there was an organized Chri.stian church
ill Britain, fur there vrere British bishops nt the council of

Aries iu 314 a.d., one of whom was probably from Wales.
At that time the Irish had possession of many places in

west and south Britain, and must have come iu contact

witli Christiaus. These were more numerous aud the

church better or;,'aui2ed in South Wales and south-west

Britain, where the JIunster or southern Irish were, than
in North Wales, held by the Scots proper. Christianity

may have therefore found its way into Munster sometime
in the 4th century. This would account for the existence

of several Christian Scots before St Patrick, such as Pelagius

the heresiarch and his disciple Ccelestius, one of whom'
was certainly a Scot, and Cslius Sedulius (in Irish Siadal

or Siudal) the Christian poet, who flourished iu Italy

about the cud of the 4th and beginning of the 5th century.

There is a story of four bishops who, with several priests

and anchorites, lived in Munster before the mission- of St

Patrick, which was credited by such high authorities as

Colgan aud Ussher, but later inquiries have shown that

most if not all these either were contemporaries of St

Patrick or belonged to a later time. But, although it is

almost certain that no organized church existed iu Ireland

before the mission of St Patrick, there may have been

several scattered communities in the south of Ireland.

This might explain the words of St Prosper of Aquitaine

in recording the mission of St Palladius in his chronicle

for the year 431 :
—" Palladius was ordained by Pope

Celestine and .sent as first bishop to the Scots believing in

Christ." Tlrs mission arose out of the visit of St Germanus
of Auxerre to Britain. According to Constantius of Lyons,

the contemporary and biographer of Germanus, the British

bishops, alarmed at the rapid progress of Pelagianism in

Britain, sought the aid of the Gaulish Church ; a numerous

synod summoned for the occasion commissioned Germanus
and Lupus to go to Britain, which they accordingly did

in 429, according to the usual reckoning. Prosper of

Aquitaine on the other hand attributes the mission of

Germanus to the pope, and makes no mention of the action

of the Gaulish bishops ; but he adds that it was done

through the action of the deacon Palladins. There is

nothing inconsistent in the two accounts, for the acts of

the council were probably sent to the pope by a special

messenger, who was Palladius. The latter was probably a

Briton, but of the Gaulish family of the Palladil

Ammianus Marcellinus mentions a Palladius holding high

office iu Britain in the middle of the 4th century.

Palladius was probably the envoy of the British bishops

both to Gaul aud to the pope. If he was a Briton, he

would naturally have been anxious for the conversion of

the Irish as the most effectual way of stopping the Scotic

incursions, and was' therefore a fitting person to be selected

for such a mission. Our information about Palladius is

derived from the various lives of St Patrick, of which seven

have been printed by Colgan. The earliest of thess are

the two in the Book of Armagh, a MS. of about the year

800 A.D. ; one is by Murchii Maccumachtein, the latter

part of the name being the equivalent of the "."^on of

Cogitosus," and was compiled at the suggestion of Aed,'

bishop of Sletty, who died about the year 698 ; and tbei

other is known as the Annotations of Tirechan._ Accordingj
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to Murcliii's account, Palladius failed in his ujission, anj

on his way back died in the country of the Britons.

Tirechan says that Palladius, who was also known by the

name Patricius, suffered martyrdom among the Scots. The

second life in Colgan's collection and the fifth of the same

series, which is by Probus, agree with Murchu'?.. exce|it

that they make him die in the country of the Picts. The

other lives give more details, as is usual in all the later acts

of saints. The general statement that he died in Pictland

is changed into the special one that lie went to Mearnes

and died, or, as some »ay, was martyred in Mag Gerginn at

a place called Fordun in the east of Scotland. This of

course is it late invention, and ftny have arisen from a

confusion of the names of places in Ireland with similar

ones in Britain. There was a Pictland in Ireland, namely,

Dal-Araide, and, as we learn from the story of a prince

Cano, a place named from a certain Gergind (genitive

form) somewhere in it. This maybe the place referred to.

There was also the Pictland of Galloway, which would be on

Ids way from the north of Ireland to the Roman Britons.

Tbe death of Palladius is assumed to have taken place

in 431 and tlie mission of St Patrick to have begun in

the following year. Our knowledge of the Irish apostle

Is, however, so contradictory and unsatisfactory that no

reliance can be placed on any dates connected with him.

In any case, when we remember the time and the state of

Europe, it is not at all likely that the place of Palladius

couM be so rapidly supplied as the above dates make out.

While there are many lives of the saint, these are rather

legendary than historical biographies (see Patrick). But
although there is much obscurity and confusion in the

Acts of St Patrick, there cannot be the slightest doubt of

his real existence. He was thoroughly acquainted with

the people of Ireland, and consequently knew that he

should secure the chief in order to succeed with the clan,

and this is what he did. At first the conversion was only

apparent, but, altliough tlie mass of the people still continued

practically pagans, . the apostle was enabled to found

churches and schools, and educate a priesthood, and thus

provide the most efl"ective and certain means of converting

the whole people. He was undoubtedly a great missionary,

full of zeal but withal prudent, and guided by much good

sense. The learned TiUeraont, judging Patrick by the

writings attributed to him, truly says that he had

much of the character of St Paul, and was well read in

Scripture. It would be a mistake to suppose that his

success was as rapid or as complete as is generally assumed.

Ou the contrary, it is fully apparent that he had much
hard work, and ran much danger, that many chiefs refused

to hear him, and tliat much paganism still existed at his

death. That this should be so was no doubt an inherent

defect of his system ; but on the other hand by no other

system could so much real work have been done in so short

a time, and that too, so far as we can make out, almost by
his own unaided efforts.

TJie Early Irinh Church.—The church founded by St

Patrick was identical in doctrine with the churches of

Britain and Gaul, and other branches of the AVestern

Church. There is no evidence that the Pelagian heresy

found an entrance there, and least of all is there the

slightest foundation for the supposition that it had any

connexion with the Eastern Church. Its organization was,

however, peculiar : and, as countries in the tribal state of

society are very tenacious of their customs, the Irisli Church
preserved these peculiarities for a long time, and carried

them into other countries, by which the Irish were

brought into direct collision with a di6ferent and more
advanced church organization. Wherever the Poman law

and municipal institutions had been in force, the church

society was modified ou the civil one, The bishops

i
^;overned ecclesiastical districts coordinate with the civil

divisions. In Ireland there were no cities and no municiixil

institutions ; '.he nation consisted of groups of tribes coui

nected by kinship and loosely held together under a

graduated system of tribal government. Tlie church whicli

grew up under such a system was organized exactly like

the lay society. When a chief became a Christian and
bestowed his dun and his lands upon the church, he at the

same lime transferred all his rights as a chief. But though'

by his gift the chief divested himself of his rights, these

still remained with his sept or clan, though subordinate;

to the uses of the church ; at first all church offices were
exclusively confined to members of the sept or of the clail

according as tlie gift emanated from the head of the one

or the other. In this new sept or clan there was conse-

'quently a twofold succession. The religious sept or family

consisted, in the first instance, not only of the ecclesiastical

persons to whom the gift was made, but of all the CA\)
or vassals, tenants, and slaves, connected with the land

bestowed. The head was the comarba, that ie, the

codieir, or inheritor both of the spiritual and temporal

rights and privileges of the founder; he in his temporal

capacity exacted rent and tribute like other chiefs, and
made war not on temporal chiefs only,—the spectacle of

two comarpi making war on each other being not unusual.

The ecclesiastical colonies that went forth from a parent

family generally remained in subordination to it in the

same way that the spreading branches of a secular clan

remained in general subordinate to it. The heads of the

secondary families were also" called the comarpi of the

cu'iginal founder of the religious clan. Thus there were

comarpi of Columcille at Hi, Kells, Durrow, Derry, and

other places. The comarba of the chief family of a great

spiritual clan was called the ard-comarba or high comarba.

The comarba might be a bishop or only an abbct, but in

either case all the ecclesiastics of the family were subject

to him; in this way it frequently hnppened that bishops,

though their superior functions were recognized, were in

subjection to abbots, who were only priests, nay, even to

a woman, as in the instance of St Brigit. This singulac

association of lay and spiritual powers was liable to the

abuse of having the whole succession fall into lay handsy

as happened to a large extent in later times. This has

led to many misconceptions of the true character and-dis-

cipline of the Irish mediceval church. The temporal chief

had his steward who superintended the collection of his

rents and tributes ; in like manner the comarba of a religious

bept had his airchinnech (usually written in Anglo-Irish

documents Erenach and Herenach), an oflice which- has

given rise to many erroneous views. The name was
supposed to be a corruption of Archidiaconus, but this is

not so. The ofiice of airchinnech or steward of church

lands was generally but not necessarily hereditary; it

embodied in a certain sense the lay succession in the family.

From the beginning the church of St Patrick was
monastic, as is proved by a passage in his. Con/essio, where,

speaking of the success of his mission, he says : "The
sons of Scots and daughters of chiefs appear now as monks
arid virgins of Christ, especially one blessed Scottish lady

of noble birth and of great beauty who was adult, and
whom I baptized." But the early Irish monasticism was
unlike that known at a later period. An Irish coenobium
of the earliest type was simply au ordfnary sept or family

whose chief had become Christian, and making a gift of

his land either retired leaving it in the hands of a comarba,

or remained as the religious head himself. The family

went on with their usual avocations, but some of the men
and women, and in some cases all, practised celibacy, and
all joined in fasting and prayer. These communities offer

many striking analogies with the Shaker communities of the
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United States of America. A severer and more exclusive

system of monasticism succeeded this primitive one, but

its general character never entirely changed.

As all notions of diocesan jurisdiction as understood in

countries under Eoman law were unknown, there was not

that limitation of the number of bishops which territorial

jurisdiction renders necessary, and consequently bishops

were very numerous. If we were to believe some of the

legends of the early church, the bishops were nearly as

numerous as the priests. St Jlochta, abbot of Lugmad, or

Louth, and said to have been a disciple of St Patrick, had

one hundred bishops in his monastic family. AH the

bishops in a coenobium were, as v.-e have said above, sub-

ject to the abbot. Besides tlio bishops in the monastic

families, every tuuth or tribe had its own bishop. The
cliurch in Ireland having been evolved out of the monastic

nuclei above described, the tribe-bishop was an- episcopal

development of a somewhat later period. He was an

important personage, having a right to the same retinue as

the ri or chief, and though we cannot define exactly the

character of his jurisdiction, which extended over the tuath,

his power was considerable, as we can judge by the con-

flicts which took place between them and the kings on

that fertile source of dissension, the right of sanctuary.

The tuatli bishop corresponded to the diocesan bishop as

closely as it was possible in two systems so different as

tribal and municipal government. When diocesan juris-

diction grew up ill Ireland in the 12th and subsequent

centuries, the tuath became a diocese. Many of the old

dioceses represent ancient tuatha, and even enlarged

modern dioceses coincide with the territories of ancient

clans. Thus the diocese of Kilmacduagh (Cell-JIacc-n

Duach) was the territory of the Hdi Fiachrach Aidline ; that

of Kilfenora (Cell Find abrach) was the tribe-land of Corco

.Modruaidh or Corcomroe. Many deaneries also represent

tribe territories ; thus the deanery of Musgrylin in the

county Cork was the ancient Muscraige Mitaine, and no

doubt had its tribe-bishop in ancient times. It should be

added that bishops without dioceses and monastic bishops

were not unknown elsewhere in the church in early times,

but had disappeared with very rare exceptions in the 6th

century, when the Irish reintroduced the monastic bishops

and the monastic church into Britain and the Continent.

In the 8th and 9th centuries, when the great emigration

t)t Irish scholars and ecclesiastics took place, the number
of wandering bishops without dioceses became a reproach

to the Irish Church ; and there can be no doubt that it led

to much inconvenience and abuse, and was subversive of

the stricter discipline tliijt the popes had succeeded in

establishing in the Western Church. Tliey were also

accused of ordaining serfs without the consent of their lord,

consecrating bishops per sali.iim, tliat is, making persons

bishops who had not previously received the orders of

priests, a\id of permitting bishops to be consecrated by a

single bishop. The latter could hardly bo a reproach to

the Irish Church, as the practice was never held to be
invalid; and, besides, the Kicene canons of discipline

were perhaps not knovv-n in Ireland until comparatively

1 ite times. The isolated position of Ireland, and the

existence of tribal organization in full vigour, explain fully

the anomalies of Irish discipline, many of which were also

survivals of the early Christian practices before the com-
plete organization of the church.

From the nature of the organization of the Irish Church
as established by Saint Patrick, it was to be e.vpected that
on his death the bond between the numerous church families

which his great authority supplied would be greatly relaxed.

The Druidic orders too, which there is reason to believe

remained still to a large extent pagan, and undoubtedly
practised many of their arts even in the 7th century,

LS—11*

must have regained much of their old power. A tradition

exists that at the instance of St Patrick the laws were

purified by a commission of which he himself was a

member, and collected into a body called the Senchas M6r.

Nevertheless the pagan marriage customs were practised

long after St Patrick's time. Sir Henry S. Maine has well

observed that the Christian church did not succeed in

substituting its ideas of morality and the canon law for the

old natural customs of the Celts, Germans, and Slavs so

easily or at so early a period as is usually assumed. It is

known, for instance, that traces of sister-marriage still

lingered among the south Germans of Bavaria in the 7th

century. The transition period which follows the loosening

of the faith of a people in its old religion, and before the

authority of the new is universally accepted, is always a

time of confusion and relaxation of morals. Such a period

appears to have followed in the first half of the 6th century

the fervour of St Patrick's time. Another cause, too,

powerfully helped to produce and foster disorder. We
have seen that from the 2d century, if not earlier, to the

middle of the Dth century, the Irish youth betook themT

.selves to piracy, and, like the later Scandinavian vikings,

ravaged the coasts of Britain, and perhaps North Gaul, and

made permanent settlements in the former. Christianity

weakened the warlike and adventurous spirit of the Scots,

and led to their expulsion,from Wr.lcs about the end of the

5ih century. The energy wliich the fierce Scotic youth

expended in plundering expeditions when not engaged in

intertribal fsuds, having no outlet, helped, with the causes

just stated, to produce internal disorders and relaxation of

morals. This period of reaction after warlike and religious

excitement has been magaified into an entire corruption

of faith and morals, for which, however, there is no real

evidence, and which is incompatible with subsequent events.

That the survival of the Druids under the name of the

grades or orders of Ecna and Filidecht, v^hich we may
describe conventionally as bards, had much to do with the

state of disorder we are discussing, is proved by the pro-

posal of the king Aed, son of Ainmire, to get rid of them
on account of their numbers and unreasonable and
exorbitant demands. St ColumciUc, however, advocated

a reform of the body, a diminution of their number, and

the curtailment of their privileges ; these proposals were

adopted at the convention of Druimceta in the north of

Ireland, called together for this among other purposes.

The encroachments of the Saxons which forced the

Cymri of the north into Wales, and the consequent driv-

ing out of the Irish from their possessions in Wales and

south-west Britain, and the desolation and ana ruby of the

whole country, appear to have caused many British

ecclesiastics to seek a refuge in Ireland, among whom was

Gildas, who is said to have been invited over by King

Ainmire. But, whether as an invited guest or as a refugee,

Gildas certainly helped to reform the Irish Church, at least

of Leth Cuind, or Cond's Half. The chief reform due to

the influence of Gildas and tho British Church seeras to

have been that effected in the monastic life, or rather we

should say tlie introduction of monastic life in the strict

sense of the word, tliat is, of communities entirely separated

from the laity, with complete separation of the sexes. To
this reformed church of the second half of the 6th century

and early part of the 7th belong Columcille, Comgall,

and many other saints of renov.-n, who established the

schools from which went forth the missionaries and

scholars who made the name of Scot and of Ireland so well

known throughout Europe. During this period the energy

of the youth of Ireland seems to have concentrated itself

on religious asceticism and missionary work. St Columcille

converted the Picts, and from his monastery of Hi went

forth the illustrious Aedin to plant another lona at

XIII. — 3 =
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wars both by sea avtl laud, and to pny him irics or blood fines. In

bthcr words, Aed jiroposcd to make the Dalriadic colony an integral

part of the Iiish Kingdom. St Columcillc cnrae thither from his

island homo .Tttendcd by a large retinue of monks, many of whom
were bishops, to pload the cauj-c of the bards and of his kinsman

Acd/m. His inflncnce seems to have been decisive
; the baids wure

not banished, hut were reformed, and the Dalriadic colony was

made independent. The decision about the bards was no doubt a

reasonable compromise at the time. The schools which the re-

formed order were obliged to keep mainly contributed to make Ire-

land a refuge of learning in the 7th and Sth centuries, and created

a native literature, such as it was, several centuries before those of

the other barbarian nations of Europe. But, on the other hand,

professional poets, whose duty it was to sound the praises of chiefs

and clans in rhymes of the roost complex and artificial metres and
inflated language could not produce a really healthy vigorous litera-

ture. Some notion of what that literature might have been if pro-

duced in the favourable atmosphere of a growing political and soL-ial

life may perhaps bo formed from works, written it is true in Latin,

but yet the genuine outcome of Irish culture, such as those of St

Columbanus ; the poems of Hibernicus exnl, as the unknown exile

is called who wrote in the second half of the 8th century the earliest

epic of the Sliddle Ages* ; the poems of Sedulius Scotns, now
brought to light more fully ; Adamnan's life of St Columba, or

ColumciUe, wnich Pinkerton considered to be " the most cuniplete

piece of such biography that all Europe can boast of, not only at so

earlv a period, but even through the whole Middle Ages"; and
above all the writings of John Scotus Erigena, undoubtedly the

greatest philosopher of the Middle Ages. We are, however, now
in a better position to judge of the injurious action of the bardic

institution as a wliole. Several causes—among others, geogra-

phical position—helped to arrest the political and social growth

of the Irish people, and crystallize their culture in the tribal stage,

but the most powerful of those causes was the existence of the or-

ganized professions of the siiide, who kept up elaborate systems of

pedigrees, and of the filid or bards, whose business it was to flatter

the vanity of their patrons and jiander to their vices. These kejit

the clan spirit alive, shut out the influx of new opinions, and stopped

the growth of national political ideas. The ephemeral lustre of the

insii medieval schools could never compensate for such losses.

The intensity of the tribal spirit even among churchmen is illus-

trated by an event which took place in the reign of Domnall, son

of A':d (628-642). St Carthach. or as he was also called St Mochuda,

a "West Munster man, wandered into what is now the King's county,

and built a monastery at Raithin, now Rajiin, near Tullamore.

The clergy of Leth Cuind—that is, of the Hui Neill—were jealous

of the intrusion of tho Muirster monk into their territory, and
accordingly insisted on Mochuda's expulsion, who sought a refuge

among the Dest in Munster, and there founded the monastery of

Lesi5 Mor, now Lismore, in "Waterford, which became a famous
school. Another event of this reign, of great importance, was the

battle of Mag Kath, now Moira, in tlie county Down. Congal Claen,

tho king of Dal-Araide, who had been in exile, invaded Ireland

with an army of foreign adventurers, and aided by Domnall Brec,

king of the Albanian Scots, endeavoured to recover the ancient

sujtremacy of the Kudrician race, or Ulaid, bat was signally de-

feati-d. This wanton attack of Domnall Brec weakened the power
of the Scots in Alba for a long time, and thus influenced largely the

course of events in North Britain.

Joint kingship was one of the ,most curious features of the Irish

system ; it frequently occuned in the course of the Hui NeiU rule.

The reign of the joint kings Diarmait and Blathmac of the northern

Hui Noill (G58-6d5) is interesting on account of the glimpse which
Bede gives us of Irish society in tho 7th century. After mention-
ing the sudden appearance of a great pestilence which depopulated

the southern coasts of Britain, and afterwards extended into the

province of ihe Northumbrians, Bede adds {EccL Hist., iii. 2G),
" This pestilence did no less harm in the island of Ireland. Many
of the nobility and of the lower ranks of the English nation were

there at that time, who in tho days of the bishops Finan and
Colnian, foi-saking their native island, retired thither, either for the

sake of divine studies or of a more continent life ; and some of them
presently devoted themselves to a monastical life, others chose

rather to a]>ply themselves to study, going about from one master's

cell to another. The Scots willingly received them all, and took

care to supply them with food, as also to furnish them with books

to read and their teaching gratis." Later on in the same century

(681) the cow-tribute or boroi7n of Lcinster was abolished at the

instance of St Jloling by the over-king Finnachta ; and at the end
if it (697) St Adamnan, abbot of Hi, who had couie to Ireland in

connexion with the still unsettled question of the time of keeping

Eaat-ir, succeeded in exempting women from military service. The
necessity for such a law, which has been called from its autJior the

Cain Adamnain, shows how little affected the tribal system of

Ireland was by Roman cinlizaticn, even at this period. In the

' " Hibcrnlci e\ .'.is vt-rstis ml ICaroUim iim-tr.irriitrn," In Mai, Clamc*// u..^

Awtorum » VaUctrnis Cwhl, '''orum, v. 405 sj.

reign of the over-king Aed Alaind (733-742), an attempt Kcoms to
hav been made for the first time to create a national church organi-

zation. King Aed and his rival, the king of Munster, CathnI,
entered into an agrccnient regulating the tribute due to the chureh
according to the rules and customs of the sec of AiTn.agh. Somo
time elapsed, however, before the regulation was generally accepted
over the whole of Ireland. In the year 803 the over-king Aed
Ordnigthe mustered an army composed of *' both laity and ikigy,"
but the latter complained of the hardship of being forced to taky

part in warlike expeditions. King Aed agreed to abide by tha

advice of a learned priest called Fothud of the Cauous, who re-

commended the exemption of the clergy from the oblig.Ttion of

fighting. This law was called the Cain Patraicc or law of Patrick,

probably from having been obtained by the comarbaor successor of

St Patrick, that is, the archbishop of Anuagh tit the time. The
exeuiption may have, however, formeil part of the regiihlions,

called also Cain I'alraicc, which formed the suhji'ct of the ugrcc-

meut between Aed Xlaind and Cathal above referred tn.

Invasions of the Northmen.—Tlie first lucuisiou ol" the Novlhmca
took place in 705 A.D., when they plundered and burnt the chuich
of Kechrann, now Lambcy, on island north of Dublui Bay. AVhen
this event occurred, the power of the over-king ha-', hi come a

sliadow ; tho jnovincial kingdoms had split u]) into nioiv or less in-

dependcut principalities, almost constantly at ^\arwitll each othei-.

Even Mag Breg, which vas only part of Mcath, was able to reU 1

against the chief of the latter. Tlie oscillation of the centre ul

power between Meath and Derry, according as tlie over-king waa
of the southern or northern Hui NeiU, which followed the doserlLon

of Tara, produced corresponding perturbations in the balance of

parties among the minor kings. The army consisted of a number
of clans, each commanded by its own chief, and acting as so many
independent units without cohesion. The clansmen owed fealty only

to their chiefs, who iu turn owed a kind of conditional allegiance to

the over-king, i'opeud*ing a good deal upon the ability of the lattei

to enforce it. A chief might through pique, or from other causes,

withdraw his clan even on the eve of a battle, without sudi defec-

tion beingdeemed dishonourable, "What the clan was to the nation

or the province, the fine or sept was to thn clan itself. The chief-

tains or heads of septs had a voice, not only in the question of war

or peace, for that was determined by the whole clan, but in all sub-

sequent operations. However brave the individual soldiers of sifch

an army might be, the army itself was unreliable against a well

organized and disciplined enemy. Again, such clan armies were

only levies gathered together for a few weeks at most, unprovided

with military stores or thf moans of transport, and consequently

generally unprepared to attar!; fortifications of any land, and liable

to melt away as quicldy as they were gathered together. Admirably

adapted for a sudden attack, such an army was wholly unfit to

carry on a regular campaign or take advantage of a victory. These

defects of the Irish military system were abundantly shown through-

out the Dano-Irish wars, and also in Anglo-Norman times.

The first invaders were Norwegians, who sought only plunder and

captives. They confined their attacks to the sea-coast, or places at

easy distances from it. After some time they elected rude cajtiien

or stockaded forts, which served as magazines and places of retreat.

Some served a temporary purpose, while others became in time

trading stations, or grew into towns. During the first half of the

9th century the attacks were incessant upon nlmost every jiart of

the coast. The small bodies who came at first having met with

considerable resistance, large fleets commanded by powerful vikings

followed. Their well-armed crews—the principal men at least being

mail-clad—were able to penetrate into thu country, and even to put

fleets of boats upon the lakes. An Irish work on the invasions of

the Northmen gives an account of one of those vikings (lanied

Turges or Turgesius, of whose cruelties many stories arc told. Cir-

aldus Cambrensis and the moiJc Jocelin repeated these stories,—the

Irish book being, however, the original source from which' the

stories came. But Cambrensis goes beyond his source, and makes

Turgesius king of Ireland. The Norse saga and chronicles make
no mention of Turges, and much speculation has been indulged in

as to the Norse equivalent of the name. It has been suggested that

he was Thorgils, son of Harold Fair Hair, but this is an anachron-

ism,. According to another view, he was the shadowy king Ragnar

Lodbrok or *' Hairy Bree-hes," but this, besides being also an

anachronism, is mere groundh-ss guesswork. Dr Todd has sug-

gested that the Celtic form Turges represents the Norse Trygvc,

I but is more likely Thorgeir. Tlu- actual story of Turges is a fidilc,

i which has grown uj)hythe fusion of the stories of several vikings of

i
the name,, helped out by souu- invention. That there were at lf;ist

two of thu name is iiroved by an elegy on tho death of Kign(ch;in,

prince of Tir Couaill, wlio died about 'J02, writti-n by Fland ]\Iac

Lo*inin, a p''-Pt uholiv(«l within fifty y.Ti^. of thf sappo,-,( d histori-

cal rhief. Thf- I'oet tells a rtinon-. story of three vikings, ^'no of

whom was Turgi-i& and another Tur, who wrr** niarrii d to three

daughters of the prince. The Tuig^s of history i.-. suppo>'d to have

.me to Ircl;nid in Slo. and to liavc >.c':ii made [.jiv.u.r an<l

drowned by Mael:.cLliminn, or Malacny, ihe fijsl king of the naiiii;
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lH'S4'^.^^Liarin«nQUsranotiicr king 01 rreTanLl^spokon"of b) Cnui-

>rensis''and joceljn, is most probably the'mythical Garman or Car-

(fiaiT of prehistoric' time's, a viSw. whifch bears out a sagacious remark

M Worsaae/.thaftHe Irish accounts *of the Northmen frequently

bear the stamp' of being derived ffom early poetical legends.

But'/.eveu adm.ittiDg that the story of Turges is a fable, the vik-

ing inroads in the first half of the 9th century inflicted untold woes

on the*"country, one of the greatest.being the breaking up of tliu

Irish': schools, just when they were at their best. Those who
esAped fled to other countries ; among these we may assume were

SeduUus Scotus and John Scotus Erigena. But, whatever may
have been the cruelty of the vikings, the work of disorder and ruin

(vas not all theirs. 4'he condition of the country afforded full scone

ror the jealousy, hatred, cupidity, and vanity which characterize tue

tribal stage of political society. Fedlimid, king of Munster and
irfhbishop of Cashel, took the opportunity of the misfortunes of the

::onntry to revive the claims of the Munster dynasty to be kings of

Ireland. To enforce this claim he ravaged and phindered a large

part of the country, took hostages from Niall Caille, the over-kiiiii

''833-845), drove out the comarba of St Patrick, or archbishop of

Armagh, and for a whole year occupied his place as bishop. On his

return he plundered the termon lands of Clonmacnoisc "up to the

church door,"—an exploit he repeated the following year. There

is no mention of his having helped to drive out the foreigners. Tt

is indeed possible that much of the devastation attributed to Turges

may have been the work of Fedlimid, yet he is praised by the bards

and annalists

About 852 the Dub-gaill or black foreigners, that is, the Danes
as distinguished from the Fiud-gaill or fair foreigners or Nor-
wegians, arrived. They quarrelled with each other at first, but

ultimately made common cause. The Scandinavians at this tinio

liad effected permanent settlements, and trade hatl brought the

natives and foreigners into friendly contact and intermarriage.

Much intermingling of blood had alrpady taken place in conse-

t[uence of the number of captive women who had been carried away
by the invaders. A mixed race grew up, recruited by many Irish

of pure blood, whom a love of adventure and a lawless spirit led

away. This heterogeneous population were called Gallguedel or

foreign Irish, and like their northern kinsmen betook themselves to

the sea and practised piracy, and so were known to the Northmen
as Vikingr Scotar. The Cnristian element in this mixed society

soon lapsed to a large extent, if not entirely, into paganism. The
Scandinavian settlements were almost wholly confined to the sea-

port tbwns, and, except Dublin, included none of the surround-
ing tei-ritory. Owing to its position, and the character of the

country about it, esiiecially the coast land to the north of the Lilfey,

which formed a kind of border land between the territories of the
kings of Meath and Leinster, a considerable tract passed into the

possession of so powerful a city as Dublin. "We have evidence of

this occupation in the topographical nomenclature of the district,

while there are very few traces to be found elsewhere. The social

and political condition of Ireland, and the pastor.al occupation of

the inhabitants, were unfavourable to the development of foreign

commerce, and the absence of coined money among them shows that

it did not exist. The foreign articles of dress or ornament they
required appear to have been brought to the great oenachs or fairs

^i£ld periodically in various pnrts of the country. A flourishing

commerce soon grew up in the Scandinavian towns—Dublin,
Waterford, Limerick, &c. ; mints were established there, and many
foreign traders—Flemings, Italians, and others—settled there. It

was through these Scamlinaviun trading communities that Tr'ilnnd

came into contact with the rest of Europe in the 11th and r2th cen-
turies, of which the present forms of the names of three of the Irislx

provinces affords evidence. They are formed from the Irish names
by the addition of the ending staSr, ster. The settlers in the

Scandinavian towns soon came to be looked upon by the native Irish

as so many septs of a clan added to the system of petty states form-
ing the Irish political system. They soon mixed tlieniselves up
in the domestic quarrels of neighbouring tribes, at first selling their

protection, a metliod largely followed afterwards by the Anglo-
Normans, but afterwards as vassals, sometimes as allies, like the
septs and clans of the Gdedel among themselves. The latter in turn
acted in similar capacities with the powerful Dano-Irish cliiefs,

^rish clans often forming part of the Scandinavian armies in Britain,

tills intercouse led to frequent intermarriage between the' chiefs and
nobility of the two peoples. One of the earliest and most interest-
ing examples of this is the case of Cerball. king of Osraige or
Ossory, from about 853 to 887 or SS8. Ey\-indr, surnamed Aust-
ma*5r, "the east-man," ^ son of BJorn, agreed to defend Cerball's
teiritoiy, wliich from its position stood much in need of it, on condi-
tion of getting Ilia daughter Raforta in iiiarringe. Among the chil-

dren of this m;nTingo were Helgi M.igri, or "the Lean," one of the
eirly settlers in Icel.nul, and Thurida, wife of Thorsteiu "the Red,"
sonofthccelohrntedOiaf. "the^\'hite,'kingof Dublin. Three other

' In An"lo-Nornian times the Dano-Irish of Dublin and other cities are
always ealled ostmt-n :Aust-menn) or East Men- henee the name Ost-
manstowu. now Oxnuinstown. a part of the city of Dublin.

dnnghlers o;' Cerball nuirriL-rl loreigners • Goinidailh, cnllcd^im

Norse KormlbS, married Giimotf, who also settled in Icdand
;

Fridgerd.a, married Thoris Hyrna ; and Kthne or Edna, man-ied
HluSver, whose son was Earl Sigurd Digri (" the Fat "). Cerball's

son Domnall, in Norse Dufnialr, was the founder of an Icelandic

family; while the names Rnudi and Baugr, the son and grandson ot

another son of Cerball, Cellach, in Norse Kjallakr, show how com-
pletely Norse they had become. -Many others of the Icelandic

settlers were Irish of jmre or mixed blood, such us Thormo'Sr, Kctil

Bufa, &c. Among the descendants of Reginald (Rognvald) of

Waterford we lind such distinctly Irish names as Gillepatraiee, and
Donddubhan or Donavan. This intimnte connexion of the tuo

peoples cxphiins the oceunence among the Icelanders and Nor-

wegians of Konall, Kjaran, Njall, Kormakr, Brigit, Ka"51in, and
many other Celtic names.

After the arrival of the Dubgaill or Dnncs about 851, there was
a severe struggle between them and the Norwegians, but all ulti-

ma tel}^ acknowledged Olaf "the White" (the Olafr hinn Hvi'te of

tlie Norse saga and the Amhlaebh of the Irish) as king. The over-

kingof Irelandat this time wasMaclsechlainn, or Malachy, the first

of the name, a brave soldier who had reduced the Scandinavian

iiossessions in Ireland previous to the coming of Olaf to a few strong-

holds on the sea ; but owing to the character of the li'ish armies,

which has been dwelt upon above, he was unable to retain the forts

he took (among them Dublin). After Olaf came Ivar " Beiubuss,"

"the Boneless," who was afterwards king of the Northumbrians, a

circumstance which accounts for the close connexion which after-

wards subsisted between the Northumbrinn dynasty and the Danisli

kings of Dublin. On the death of Ivnr, Cerball, king of Ossory

—

the Cerball above mentioned—an Irishman of Ooidclic blood, i^uc-

rccded him, and was acknowledged as Danish king of Dublin iinti)

his death in 888. Cerball in allinnre with .mother Ivnr made his

neighbours feel his power, and practically made Ossory independent.

It is curious that, while the Irish annals do not recop:ni2e Cerball

as king of Dublin, Kjarvalr of DjHin is enumerated ;imong the

jirincipal sovereigns of Europe hi the leelnndic Landittima-hok.

From about the beginning of the reign of Cerball to about 915, oon-o-

sponding to the reigns of the over-kings Aed Find Liath and Flaud

Smna {nephew of Cerball), there were no fresh invasions of the

Danes or Northmen. During tliis period Ireland enjoyed compani--

tive rest, and was regarded elsewhere as a place of comparative

safety, notwithstanding the many feuJs between the Irish clans iu

which the Dano-lri->h shared, inctutling the campaigns of Cormac,

son of Cuilennan, king-bishop of Cashel. After this forty years'

rest the invasions recommenced. Niall Glundub (" Blackknee"),

who became over-king in 910, gallantly opposed the invaders, and

attempted to get possession of Dublin, but was defeated with g*va(

slaughter in the battle of Kilmashoge (Cell-JIosamhog) near Dublin
in 919, and himself and twelve chiefs slain. From this time until

JIaelsechlainn, sou of Domnall, or Malachy II. became over-king oi

Ireland in 9S0, the country was plundered and desolated by natives

and foreigners alike. The most prominent figures of this period

were Muircertach, sou of Niall "Bluckknee," commonly known as

Muircertach "of the Leather Cloaks," Cellachan or Callaghan of

Cashel, and Olaf Cuaran. Muircertach Mac Neill was the most
formidable opponent the Scandinavians had yet met. In his famous
circuit of Ireland he took all the provincial kin^s, as well as the

Danish king of Dublin, as hostages, and, after keening them for

some time at Ail-xh, he handed them over to the titular king of

Ireland, the weak and incffieient Domnall, showing that his loyalty

was greater than his ambition, Callaghan of Cashel, though the hero

of a late romance, had in reality no claim to fame. Olaf Cuaran,

or Olaf " of the Sandal," was the son of Sigtiyggr, or Sitric, who
was king of Dublin about 917. Sigtryggr was expelled from Dublin
(about 920), and went to England, where he took advantage of the

death of Rognvald (about 924) to make himself king of the Scandi-

navian kingdom of Noithumbria. On the accession of Athelstan

he went to Tamworth (926) and made homngc to him, and marries'

Atlielstan's sister, but died the following year. Athelstan thet

expelled his sons Olaf and Gu'SroLir or GuSred. This Olaf appears

to liave been the one who married thedanghter of Constantine, kino

of Scotland, and with another Olaf, son of the cruel Gu'Sred, king ol

Dublin, who went away from that city in 834, took part in

Constantine's wars with Athelstan, ending in the bloody battle of

Brunanburgh (938 A. D.). Olaf, son of Gu'Sred, returned to Ireland,

but on the death of Athelstan became king of the Northumbrian kin^
ddm, and on becoming a Christian was acknowledged by Eadmund.
Olaf Cuaran, who appeai-s to have been also baptized (844), suc-

ceeded to the Northumbrian kingdom for a short time in tlie reign

of Eadred, on the expulsion of Erie Bloody Axe. but on being in turn

expelled he apiiears to have gone to Ireland, where he became kino

of Dublin, and apparently of JMan and the Isles. The Isle of Mar
belonged to the Goidelic kingdom of Ireland in early times, and
w.is conquered in 5SS by Aidan, son of Gabrdn, king of the Scotic

kincrdom of Albn, and pnssed ;tTay from the Irish connexion a<'tei

tiie'convention of Druimretii. During the independence of the

Dano-Irish kingdom of Dublin it scims to have formed part^of^'
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Doinmll, tin- snn of this Cpn-Mavl,, ,.> MIuukc ^yl 1> 01.,l, .kf.nt.,1

Doi..iiall O'Xoill, kin- of iKUiml, ..t Cell .Mona (kilinoon nc-ai- D.in-

Sh.u^hli.., county McMlO. J>n.nnoU O .\c,ll xv.-; the son of

U-Uhoi- Cloaks," son of Kinj; >'. .11, from whom lie tool; the Mir-

nanio O-.Scill, thnt is, g.nn.lson of Ni.ill, and xv.is the livst jvho n-e,

it. The tnni.tsor l.eusof the noitlKTM nml .south.-n, Jim >.e,ll

liavin- ilh>l. the throne fell to Mm-Ue, hl.unn or Malaehy 11. of the

Cl.nnn°Colnnin, the bst of the llui Null «ho «-.-,s nn.bspnte, k.n!-

'of Irehnil JL.l.iehv, who beciinie km;; m 980, hnd nlie.Mly distin-

tuishoa himself .-,. kins of Me.ath in w,,r with the O-'""'^""]'- »

the first ye ,r of his n-i.^n .as over-king l,e defeated hem ,n a bloody

b.attlc .at Tan, in wlii>l. fell liognvald, son of Olal Cnaran. This

'victorv won over the combined forces of the Scandmanans of

'Uuhlin .Man, .and the Isles, compelled Ol.af to deliver np all h.s

cai.tives and hostages, among whom were Doninall Claen k.n^ o

Lcinster and several not.abhs, to forego the tubute which he had

imposed upon the .southern Hni Xeill, and to pay a largo contribu-

tion of cattle and money. Olafs s]mit was so broken by tins defeat

that he went on a pilgrimagoto Hi, where ho died the s.anic year.

The nnl-C'iis /)y.ins/v.— Like the H.'u Neill, the rival family of

Ailill Oliim of JUiMsterh.id split into two branches. The .Icseond-

onts of Ailill'sson liogan were called the I'loganacht or Eugenians,

and those of his .son Corinac Cas the. D.il-Cuis. Ailill is said to

h.ave or.l lined that the succession to the throne of Munster should

bo alternately in the races of Eogan and Corinac Cas. This rule

was observed with tolerable regularity for .some generations, like the

oorrespomling all. rnation between the northern ami .southern Hui

Neill The Ku'-eniaii clans, liowever, being the more powei lul, suc-

ceeded in CM hiding to a groiit extent the riv.il race from the throne.

The Dal-Cds, who were .seated in X.irlh >runster, had necessarily

to bear the brunt of the attacks upon Muiisler, which iinpovciished

nnd weakened Ihein. A few of them succeeded, however, in assert-

in" their claims to the throne, among whom were Cenneulig or

Kennedy (in 90 J), and his sons .Mntbgamain or Mahon (slam 9,0),

nnd Urian.snrnamed Doruina, who reigned from 970 to i002, when

lie bocamo over-king. Properly speaking, the D.al-Cais dei ived their

name not directly Irnm Cormae C.is but from Cas JlacTail king of

Thomon.l, one of his descendants. The grandson of this Cas,

C.irthann Find, was the first Christian chieftain of the rare. TJio

f.aniily was seated near 13ol na Boruma or the Tass of the Cow-

Tribute, an.l Ath na Boruma or Ford of tho Tribute, which suggests

thattho Dal-Cais were in tho habit of " lifting" preys of rattle. It

was most probably from this jdace that Brian was called Boruma,

and not, as is usually .assumed, from having roimposed the ancient

cow-tribute upon Leinster. Kennedy and his sons oa'ered a stubborn

resistance to the Dano-Northmen. Wiilc kingofTliomond, Jlahau

after a harassing warfara made n truce with the latter, but Brian

roused the whole people to war. JIahon crossed the Shannon, and

got possession of Cashel on tho death of the Eugeniaii king of

Munster, Dunchad. Ivar, Dano-Norso king of Limerick, in con-

junction with Maclmuad, or Molloy, king of Desmond, and

Donnaban, king of the Hui Fidgeinto and Hiii Cairpri, who wore m
alliance with Ivar, perhaps even his vassals, determined to carry the

war into Tlwniond, but were met by Malion at Sulcoit, near the site

of the present town of Tippcraiy, and totally defeated. This

decisive victory g.avo the Dal-C.ais Limerick, which they sacked and

burnt. Mahon then took hostages of all tho chiefs of Munster.

Ivar escaped to Dritain, but returned after a year with a Lord of

the Isles whose name is unknown, but who was called JIaccns, son

of Harold, probably a misunderstanding of the Irisli Mao Aiailt,

that is, son of Harold. This chieftain had conquered Ajiglcscy,

which, however, he w.as only able to hold for a short timo. Ho was

one of tho eight kings of Britain who paid homage to Eadgar at

Chester in 973, and rowed his boat to and from church. Ivar and

MacHarold entrenched themselves at Inis Cathaig, now Scattery

Island in the lower Shannon, which they held for three years. In

the meantime a conspiracy was formed between Ivar and his sou

Dubcenn and the two Eoganacht chieftains, Donoban and Maelnuiad,

before mentioned. Donoban was married to tho daughter of a

Danish king of Watertord, and his own d.augiitcr was married to

Ivar of 'WaterfoVd. The son of the latter was called Donaban, after

his maternal grandfather. Tho descendants of the Irish prince in

the male line wgie tho O'Donovans, those of the Danish prince

the O'Donavans. Inis Cathaig, where the Dano-Xortliineii had

entrenched themselves, was attacked in 976 by tho Dal-Caia and

plundered, and the garrison, including Ivar and his son Dubcenn,

slain. According to the Xorscs. ^j, MacHarold and his two sons per-

ished there, while Ivar was defeated and put to flight elsewhere.

Irish accounts tell us that Ivar's surviving son Harold was recognized

as king of the foreigners of Jlunster, and that he took refuge with

Donoban. This Harold was probably not the sou of Ivar, hut the

above meniioncd MacHarold, Lord of the Isles. Brian, now the

head of the Dal-Cais, invaded the territories of Donoban, took his

fort, Cathir Cuain. and slew himself and^arold. ' He ne\t attacked

the other cons|)irator, Maclmuad, who by the death of Mahou had

Ico.nc ki"3of..\luiisl'r, a^Ldefeattd aiuUlcjv.hini. By this event
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nii.iii l»-c.iino undisputed king of JIuns-ter. He rediired the Df»i,

who were in alliance -with the Dauo-Xorthmcu of 'WututorJ and

Limerick, and banished their king. In 98i Riian subdued Ossory,

anil took hostages IVom the kings of East and West Leinster, lor

that province, like tho others, had now become divided into two

princiiialities, and thus made himself king of Loth Moga, or

''
,Mu"'s Half" of Ireland. Brian then appcurs to have allied hini-

self with the Dano-Nortlimcn of Waterl'ord, or made thcm^ his

vassals, for they seem to have joined him in his invasion of AVest-

meath in 989. .,',,, ,

This last exploit of Brian lirought hini into contact with Jlalachy,

who after his great victory at Tara had gained other successes. In

983, in alliance with his half brother Gluniariud or " Iron-Knee,"

son'of his former foo Olaf Ciiaran, ho defeated Domnall Claen, king

of Leinster, whom he had released from hostageship by his victory

,at Tara, and who w.as now in league with Ivar of \Valerford. In

gS.I he slew the chieftains of Counaught, and plnmlered the country.

In 989 he took Dublin, and imposed an annual tribute upon tho

city. JIalachy thought it high time to dieck Brian, so he invadcil

Thomond, and ilefeatcd the latter. In 992 Brian, who evidently

aimed at the over-kingship, invaded Jleath, and advanced .as far as

Loch Ainind (Lough Ennel), at whicli was one of the residences of

tho southern Hiii Koill, whereupon Malachy invaded Conn.aught

and then compelled Hiian to retire. In 996 Malaehy adv.aueed into

Munster, plundered Xeiiagh, and defeated liiian. lie next attacked

Dublin, and carried off the ring or chain of Tomai ' and the sword ol

"CarUis," two heirlooms minJi prized by the Dams of Duhlin.
^

. In 998 Brian ascended the Shannon with a huge force, intendinj;

to attack Counaught. JIalachy, who received no support from the

northern Hui Keill, came to terms with Brian. All hostiges held

by the over-king from the Danes nnd Irish of Lelh Moga were to be

given up to Brian, which was a virtual surrcudor of all his rights

over the southern half of Ireland. Brian on his part iccogni/ed

:\Ialachy as sole king of Letli Cuin.l, or Coiid's half, "without war

or trespass from Brian." This ti'eaty was thus the exact counter-

i.art of that made ronturics before by their ancestors fond and Mug
Kiiailat. In lOOO Leinstci revolted against Brian, and entered into

alliance with tho Danes of Dublin. Brian advanced towards tho

latter place with the intention of blocl;ading it. but halted on the

way at a place called Glenn-Mama or Glen of the Gaji, near

Dunlavin, the ancient lorlrass of the kings of Leinster, in the

county of Wjcklow. It is said, though there is not «uftident

Ti-ound for the opinion, Uiat Malaehy joined him here. The Dnno-

Irish allies attacked him, but were defeated with a loss o^ 4000

slain, including Aralt or Harold, son of Olaf Cnaran. Brian entered

Dublin with Ins victorious array, where he found immense booty,

and made captives and slaves of a groat niunborof women nnd hoys

and girls. Making Dublin his headriuartcrs, ho then easily reduced

the greater part of Leinster.

Alter his defeat at Glen Mama, Sigtryggr or Sitric fled for protec

tion to tho northern Hui Neill at Ailech, but, failing to indueo

them or the kings of the V\mi to enter into an alliance with bini,

ho submitted to Brian three months after his defeat. The latter,

seein" tho adv.ant.age the Dane would be to himself, not only lestored

him To power in Dublin, but gave him his daughter in marriage,

and took the mother of Sigtryggr as his wife or roncubino. Gorni-

flaith or Gormlaith was the sister of Jfaelmorda, the king of Leinster,

whom Brian had defeated at Glen Mama. She was married first to

Olaf Cuaian, by whom she had Sigtryggr, and then to Jhilai-hy, by

whom she was divorced or ropudiatod, after she had borne him » son

Conehohar. It is probable that her connexion with Briun dales

before this, for her son Donnchad hy Brian was grown up at tin

time »l the baltle of Clontarf."

Sigtiyggv's confederate Maelmorda, brother of Gormflaith, wasal.so

taken into favour by Briaii and restored to tho kingship of Leinster.

Brian then returned to his residence, Conn Corailh, ami there

matured his plan for deposing Malaehy, and making himself over-

king. Wken everything w.as ready ho entered Bregia (Mag lireg)

with an army consisting of his own troojia, those of Ossory, his

South Counaught vassal.s, and tho Dano-Irish of Munster. His

allies thcDubliu Danes apjiear to have n.lvan.ed into Jleath before

him, but their cavalry was defeated by Jlalaehy. The latter, feeling

himself uncfiual to the contest wilh Bnan. cndeavourod to gain time

for tho purpose of seeking allies, for he had ovidenlly been takc^n by

1 It i» 10 llils ruig lliat .Atoorc .illu(]t» in Itic line

' W litu Malacliy ^v<,ro llie c..IIjr of ci'I'l."

2 III Ihc SjMn Coi-mllalili Is ilricilbtil us •llie fiilie.l it liD vri.wn. nr.l

llic Ucsr ciriesl In evcrvllihiit llinl »n, not In tier own i»imc.-; I.u:. ii Is s"lil.

>lic Ilia III! ll.ii>l.'» ill over Mliirli slio lull any i.imii :
'

lli«l i>. lli'.nL'li ii

bciiulltui slie wusAli.id ivomnn. The ili.se ril.nlinns » liii li hei sn.ry ^lll^•• !•

h.ve «iil,ii.teil tiel«eell llic .Srainliu.,! i.in» i.ii.l l.Oul.-l al llils I- n.»l Innv li"

lllu,lrntcd liv other >Imll«r -loiiis. HonnHai. Ii viis tin- il..n-.l.iiT i.r ei..ii'l-

_pf&babl/_a_Christian.
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Heremonian race 4ai„st the SiL,™ """^ *'^^ ^'''"'^ "^ ^e

was nstiV'jited bv Gormniiti, M, i j
^,"g'!«r- "his conspiracy

or concuWue X sTen" have u 1 nll\'''''';
""^ ^"^''' ™'^

whom he succeeded in 980 s!„!^
of Cerball, king of Osso.y),

was on his ^vay from Di blh, tn h^ I- ^^? xf""'
'"'"'" ">« !»""

Mm free o„ cJuSu oft becomb"/a cSr-'^' "'? ™'^ ^^'

fealty to him. Another le.lernffl i? ^''f ''in .iml swearing

apostate deacon ca cd I^ odir wlm nZ """"-^'''^f
">" •"mj was an

was the Danish vW S Hnl ' T^^'"? l?
*^"'' "''">'=*"'-^'

Brian, who was then an°ohnAn,..Jhl ^''i'
*
"u •

f°™i'l^We force,

mustered all the forces of M^n^J
""''''''*<' '^'"' ^is troops in person

with Brian on tlio nlan of bitti' *, !, -f"^
""" Ma'="^'i.V differed

The probabi ity is ttt'liisTor t "!'"T^ °' *'" »I"-*" •"''^s

battle l,esan and that h'lwT '"'' ""' ^'^ <^°'"<^ "P "hen the

I.owever,^tluat L malnly^Sib Z'to'ttT't '^''^1' "° '''"'"'

strong garrison nn,iev sft. c wWd he d D^M n [^ / \"'P'"f *^
critical moment falling ,moA thellin t

^'r'""' " check, and at a
l.e crushed, and PrevS°rte n^^ r ''"'"r-^

""= "'"^"'y- ™''i<^b

bers were forc^i'^b^crto tfresh^.t^n 'T ^ ','"?' ''^'''"* """•
tide. The battle which in f^lT ^'™™ed by the advancing
and in Irish h";;tt battle of ^^1^^^,'^ '''

'I'f
^'^'^ ^'^^

took place close to Dublin obont,b.'''',,'''?"S'U'''
chief fighting

on Good Fridav 1014 i"' it Ml , '.tn^ "r^''-
^olka. was fought

and also Brian himscf «,o ,-,1.° ',*''' '''•"^™ "" ^"^^ sides,

fugitive fron.iho fiel .1 W^bl^ttie
'"'" '" ^"^ "="' '^^ ^rodir when a
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D,Sb,.^wt>n.;::t^t'i5;:;:ii^^:^3i«if 7*0,^ by tak^g
mans. This probablv arose f,n 1 ,. 5^

"'^ ''?''^°' "^ ^^^ Nor-
broke out among the Munst r men nltft'irf

""^'^ immediately
each party hast?nincr 1 "me a, nn ,10

*' I^'"pliip of Munster,
possession of the ',

ze On jT
^ ^ '•s possible in order to get

ihe men of Os oi"^^ but no b ir^tl'" f"^'^''"
^^^'^ opposed 1,y

conduct of the wouudcd Thi, ?„' ,
' !"" °\""g *" t'»<^ ''eroic
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o

f"'r°''",'°"'
""' "^ t'"^ '^i"? of
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'

• "''f^
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""'"'• I" "'e following year
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harried the Leinster cl ii °he H w ^ '"
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"'^
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I
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in maiTiflgo, and even, it is said, promised to make him his suc-

cessor. The leart^iG was unsuccessful, and Arnulph betook himself

to the court of Jluircei-tach, who so far from beiny able to give his

son-in-law assi*:tance, exix-cted help from him against Magnus, who
appeals to have thrciitemd Muircertach with war, probably on
account of his relations with Dublin. There is a storj- of Alagnus

sending his shoes to Jluircertach, and of the latter submitting un-

conditionally, which i&, however, a mere fable ; but the latter in

his desire to crush his rival Domnall may have done hom:ige to

Magnus as suzerain of the kingdom of Dublin, ilagnus and
Muircertach came, however, to terms ; they exchanged hostages,

and Sigurd the son of the king of Norway was betrothed to

Biadhmuin, the daughter of the Irish king. Magnus then became
the guest ot the latter at Cenncoradh in the ^nntcr of 1102 ; and in

tlio following spring they invaded Ulster, but were signally defeated

by Doranall O'Loughlin, and Slagnus was killed shortly after in a

foraging expedition in the present county of Down. Muircertach

then courted the friendship of Tlumy^ king of England, took back

his daughter from ^\jTiuipli, and gave her to another man ; and,

faithless, like most of the i>rinccs and nobles of that time, he oven
plottc<l against the life of Arnulph. St ^Viisclni nevertheless com-
(jLimuntshim uiionhis good goverumeut, and passes a high eulogium
ou some of the Munster bishojis. Ideas of a higher political life

and church organization appiixr at this timo to have made consider-

able progress in Ireland, and to have had au appreciable influence

on the policy of Jluircertach himself.

After the death of Muiiccrtacli tlic power nE the O'Briens was
for a time broken by Tordelbach (Turlou«gh) O'Connor, king of

Connanght, and a pretender to the over-kingship,—a man wiiomno
tie or obligation bound. C'onchobar (Connor) O'Brien, graud-soa

of Muircertach, succeeded however in defeating O'Connor ; and his

brother Tordelbach, who succeeded him, carried on the war until

the whole country was reduced to that state so graphically described

by the Four Masteis as "a trembling soiL" In the midst of this a l-

niost continuous war and devastation morals became relaxed, and the

practice of religion almost ceased. The church property had passed

into the hands of the lay successors, and no provision was made for

the service of the churches, most of which were in ruins. A true

reformer, however, appeared in Maelmacdog Ua Morgair, or St

Malachy, who was appointed legate by Innocent II. Through his

exertions a great synod was held at Kells under Cardinal Papavo
(Malauhy having died at Claiivaux in 1143) in 1152, at which true

diocesan jurisdiction was established, Dublin being brought into

connexion ^ith the Irish Churcli, and mised to the rank of an
ai'chiepiscopal cit>' ; another archbishopric was founded at Tuara, to

the gieat discontent of the northern nnd southern parties represent-

ing "Cond'sHalf" and "Mug's Hnlf" in the church,—the cardinal,

as papal legate, having brou;^ht the palliums for the four arch-

bishops. Tithes were also ordained to be levied for the support of

the clergy, and many reforms decreed. Many churches and monas-
turics were built, and great advance took place in archilecturc and
at'ttstic metal work, which were not meiu imitations of loreign art,

but the true outcome of the eirlier period of Celtic ait.

Between 114S and 1150 Muircertacli (Maurice or !Murtough)
O'Loughlin was acknowledged ns over-king in three out of the four

provinces. Tordelliach O'Rrien, however, renewed the struggle

between the north and south, but after he had received the hom!^e
of the Dano-Iiiah of Dublin, a tiaice was arranged between the rivals.

In 1151 the Slunbtcr king was ileposcd by his brqther Tadg, who
was supported by Tordelbach O'Connor, king of Connanght, with
the assistance of Diamiait MacMxirchaih (Dennot ilacMiiiTough).

O'Louddin took up the cause of liis former rival, but was defeated
by O'Connor. The latter died in 1156 after a long reign, and
O'Loughlin rcraaim-d undisputtid over-king. Ruadri (Roderick)
O'Connor succeeded his father Tordelbach. and signalized the

beginning of his iiigu by blinding one brother and imjirisouing two
others. MuircniaidrO'Longhlin, having blimii^d the chief of Dal-
Araide, a snvage mode of rnntilaliou very much in fashion at the
time, a league was formed against him, antl he was ilcfeated and
slain, whereupon Ruadri claimed to be over-king, and, there bein^
no serious opposition, he was inaugurated with great pomp at

Dublin, wKich alrpatly began to have considerable weight in Irish

affairs, and had now for the fiist time assumed somewhat of t^**

character of a metiopolis.

The Diarmait MacMuicbada above mentioned was the great-

grandson of Diarmait Mac Mael na niBo, and was consequently both
by descent and position much mixed up with foreigners, and
pencrally in a state of latent if not of open liostility with the over-

Sings of the Ili'ii Nritl and D:il-Cais dynasties. He was a tynint,

nnd a man of bacl characler. In 11.52 Tigernan OMlourkc, prince

of Brcfni, had been dispossrsscil of Iiis torritoiy by Tordclbai-h
O'Connor aided by Diarmait, and the latter is accused of also

carrying off Derbforgaill (Dcrvorgilla), O'Rourkc's wife. It is pro-

1>abte, however, that the latter event has been entiicly inisi-epro-

seuted, an<l that tlie lady ha<l merely tiirown herself, in accordance
icith Irish law, njion the protection of the Leinster king. However
this may l.ave been, the accession of Euadri to the chief kingship

warned Diarmait of his danger ; and accordingly, on learning that

O'Rourke was leading an army against him with the support of the

over-king, he burnt his castle of Ferns, and wi-nt to Henry II. to

ask his assistance. The results which followed belong to the next
section, but here we may point oat that many Irish princes before

Diarmait had sought the aid of foreigners, and that at that time,

and especially in a tribal society, this was not regarded in the same
light as in modem times.

Political and Social Slate r*f Irolaifi in the cariy Middle Ages.—
To complete our account of i>re-Nornian Indand, we shall give hero

a brief account of the social life of the Irish at the end of the 8th
and beginning of the 9th century, which indeed substantially repre-

sents the state of things during the whole period from the 7th to the

12th centmy.
In the Middle Ages there were considerable forests in Ireland

encompassing broad expanses of upland pastures and marshy
meadows, unbroken up to the 7th century by ditch or dyke. There
were no cities or large towns at the mouths of the rivers

; no stone

bridges spanned tlie latter; stepping stones or hurdle bridges

at the fords or shallows offered the only mode of crossing the

broadest rivers and connecting the unpaved roads or bridle paths
which crossed the country over hill and dale from the principal

kingly duine (sing, dun). The forests abounded in game—the red

deer and ^rild boar were common ; and wolves ravaged the flocks,

for the most part unprotected by fences even in comparatively latvr

times. Scattered over the country were numerous small hamlets,

composed mainly of ^sicker cabins, among which were some which
migiit be called houses ; other hamlets were composed of huta of

the rudest kind. Here and there were some large hamlets or

villages that had grown up about groups of houses surrounded by

an earthen mound or rampart ; similar groups of houses enclosed

in this manner were also to be found without any annexed hamlet.

Sometimes the rampart was double, with a deep ditch between. The
simple i-ampart and ditch enclosed a lc3 or cattleyard and the

groups of houses of the owners, for eveiy room was a separate house.

The enclosed houses (ratlia, sing, rath) belonged to the fiee men
called airig (siJig. aire). The sizes of the houses and of the enclos-

ing mound and ditch marked the rank (that is, the wealth) of tho

aire. If his wealth consisted of chattels only, ho was a b6-aire, or

cow-air3. AVhen he possessed ancesti-al land, wliich was no doubt
one of the consequences of the Scotic conquest, he was ajiaith or

lord, and was entitled to let his lands for grazing, to have a hamlet

in which lived labourei-s, and to keep slaves. The larger fort with

two or more ditches and ramparts was a dun, where the chieftain

or rt lived, and kept his hostages if he had subregull The houses

of all classes were of wood, chiefly wattles and wicker-work enclos-

ing clay, and cylindrical in shape, with conical roofs thatched with

rushes. The oratories were of the same form and material, but the

larger churches and kingly banquering halls were made of sawn
boards. Bede, speaking of a churA built by Finan at Lindfesfanie,

says, "nevertheless, after the manner of the Scots, he made it not

of stone but of hewn oak and covt-red it with reeds." When St

Malachy, who lived in tho first half of the 12th century, thought

of building a stone oratory at Bangor, it was deemed a novelty by

the pcoi>le, saying, '* we are Scoti, not Galli." Long before this,

however, stone churches had been built in other parts of Ireland,

and many round towers. In some of the cathraig (sing. catJiir),

or stone forts, of the south-west of Ireland, the houses within the

ramparts were made of stone in the fonn of a beehive, and similar

"cloghans," as they arc called, are found in the western islands of

Scotland.

Here and there in the neighbourhood of the haraTcts weye patches

of corn grown upon allotments that were annually exchangeablo

among the inhabitants. Around the duine and ratha the cultivation

was better, for the corn land was the fixed property of the lord, and
began to be enclosed by fences in the 7th and succeeding centuries.

Oats was the chief corn crop, but wheat and barley were also grown,

—chiefly, however, by the liighci- classes. The onion and the parsnip

also were cultivated, and mark the fii^t stage in kitchen gardening,

which, as well as bee-keeping, was introduced by the church. Flax

and the dye-plants (w oad for blue and ru, a kind of madder, for red)

were the chief industiial plants. Portions of the pasture lauds were

rcsei ved as meadows. Tillage was nide, the spade and fork being

of wood, though sometimes shod with iron. There are native names
for the different parts of the plough, so we may assume that some
form of that implement worked by oxen yoked together by a simple

straight yoke was in use in the very early times. Wheeled carts

were also known ; the wheels were often probably only solid disks,

though wheels fornird of a hub, spokes, and felloes were used for

chariot.i. Thi' tilled land w.ts manured. Droves of swine under

the charge of swini'hcnls w.Tudcred through the forests ; some be-

longed to the chiefs, others to Hatha ot lords, and others again to

village comuninities. The house-fed j^ig was also an important

object of domestic economy ; its flesh—fresh, pickled, or in bScon

—

was much prized. Indeed, fresh pork was one of the inducements

held out to visitors to Tir Tainigire or Elysium. Horned cattlo

coQiritutcd llie chief wealth of the country, and were the standard
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for estimating the worth of aiiytiiiiig ; for Ihc Jriab had uo coined

niouey, and carricil on .ill conimcrcc hy Imrtor, Tlio unit of value,

ivas called a sH ([)l. s(uli\. wliirh npi'i-afs to jncaii literally a jpwrl

or precious object of any kinvL Tlicie wcro bcvt'r.il kinds of biuli,

differing soniewliat in value. Tlie king set was a full-giown row
after her tliird eali"; the iiornial set was an average luileh cow, Gcdd,

silver, bronze, tin, clothes, and all uthcr kiinl.s of propei-ty were

estimated in seiiti, referred to Uie niilch-eow ab tlic .stiiiidard. 'I'hicc

u'uti, that is, tluee cows, woio equal to a cunial, a wotd sij^nifyiiiL; a

'

female slave, which reveals an important feature of Jrisli society to

wliich we shall levert. Sheep formed an important element of

wealth in sonic parts of the country, and yonta wern niimeiidia..

TIic old laws draw a distinetion lictwceu the wnrkin^ Imrsi- ami the'

liding horse; both kinds appear to have been numerous and of j,'ood

breed. Bce-cultivatioti \vus carefully attended to, tiie Imney bclm;
Uicil both for a kind of confectionery and for makin;,' i!K'lhe;;liii or

mead. So important a phicc did beo-cnituie hold in the rur.il

economy of the ancient Irish that the Inwa reyartUng bees still

extant would hll a goodly volume.
Th-e ancient Irish were a pastoral people, and therefore had

fcertaiu uomadic lialnts, AVhcn they had sown their com, thry

diove their herds and flocks to tho nmnntaina, where sueh exibtcd,j

and spent the summer there, returning in autumn to irap their corn

iiiid tiike up their rcsitfen-'e in their blieltered winLtji' ivsidcivccs.

iW'hcre the tiibc had land on the sea-coast they also appear to have
inigratcd thitlu^r in summer, Tlieso habits exphiin the pre-^em'O

of duine, cathraig, and other forts on mountains and headlands. The
iyiiase in the summer occu[iied the fieenien, not only as a source of

enjoyment, but also as a matter of iiceissity, for wolves were very

[numerous. For this purpose they bred dogs of great swiftne-M,

Mtrength, and saj^aclty, wlncli .sci'ui to liavc been inueh admired by
the Konians.*

A7e have sjtitl that tlie rcsitlenccs within cncloHlnp; ramparts di<r

not consist of one house with several aiiai'tmenls, but every room
was a separate house, , Tlius, to lake the residence of an aire,'

he had tho living house, in which he slept as well aa took his niral.-.,

t:ic women's house, in wliich spinning and other domestic woik;
was carried on, tho kitchen, the bam, Iho cilf-houM', the pigsly,

and thcBhecp-house. In the rcbidenco of chiefs and ilatha a huii-

ciiambcr or gn'anan was also provided for the mistress of the house,
which in the large diUuc appears to have h en put on tho rampart,
so as to escape the shadow of t!ic latler, Tho round houses wuro
made by making two basket-like cylinders, one wilhin tlie olln-r,

and sepaiated by nn annulai' space of ahoiiL a foot, by iuscrlini,'

upright posts in tho ground ami in ti-rweaving hazel walUes between,
the annular space being filled with ehi}-. L'pou tlii.< tylimlcr was
placed a conieal cap, thatehed M'ith rei-ds or straw. 'J"he krcel

liouscs of many Highhiud gentlemt-n in thf last century were matic

in this way, except that they were not roun 1. 'I'hc early Iri.-h

houses hail no chimney; tlio tire was made in the centre of thw
house, and^tbc smoke made its exit through the door or tlirnu;.'b a

hob) in the roof, as in the r^rrcs|)onding Cianlfsh and Oi-rman hou.sea.

Tho introduction of rhimncys prohably led to the ehaugu in tin'

form of the houses from found to oblong. Near the lire," fixed in a
kind of candlestick, was a candle of tnllow or raw bees-wax, which
gavcalniid smoky flann'j.lhis marktd a nolalilc advance upon the
use of a piece of hog-.leak Around tho wall in the hou>e.-) of llu'

wealthy and liigher classes were arranged the bedsteads, or r.Tther

compartments, with testers and fiouts, which were sometimes of
carved yow. Tho bdls urio made of skin stufhd wiih fcntheis.

Wooden platters, drinking Lorni^, nnd vesscU of yew and bronze
were disphiycd on dressers. Of pottery thern was nonr*. Large
chests and cupboards for holding ('lolhe<i, nie.il, and other things
were placed in convenient placc^i. In the h.iIU of llu- kings, of
whom there were several grades, tlie po'^iiioii uf each piTson'n l>eil

and scat, and the joint of tiuat wlihh lie was entitled lorceiiec
from the rannirc, or ilistributor, wi-re regulated according to a rigid

rule of prcccihnee. The arms ami Imr^o tr.ippings of the master
of tho hoyse^wcjc also di^-nlaved on tho walls; and in the king's
house each person who had it si-at in it had his '-Iiield su>)iended
oeer him. Kvcry king ha<l hoslagci for tin- fealty of bii vns>als.

who sat unarmed in the hnll, and thosO who had become forfeited
by a breach of treaty or allegiance were jilaced aloii;; the wall in

fetters. The portion of a hustaj^e in ancient limes was at best
unpleasant, but when those who.gavo him in hostageship" broko
tlu-ir engagements his lot was truly n hard one ; he was fcUered
nud his life was forfeited. 'I'hcre were places in the king's hall for
the judge, the fili or /poet, the harper, the various craltr^mcn, the
junior, and fool. The king had his bodyguard of four men alwajs
around him

;
these were freed men whom the kiug had dulivered

from slavery inherited from birth, or to wliicli they had been
condemned for crime or deht, for an insolvent debtor beenmo in
Ireland, as in Itomo and indeed in most ancient societies, tho
property of bid etcditor. In an age of perpetual warfaio and
viofeui-B, tlie gratitude of a slave wad esteemed a greater .safeguard

1 Sjmmacbus, t';-if{.. i\. T7.

than cvcu the ties oi blood,—a fact which suggests sorao curiuus
it'Hexions conceiuing the origiu of offices at the courts of kings.

'J'here Were also nunuious attendants about a king's house and «

Ilaith's house ; ihese wtie a very miseellancous body ; among them
were many .SiiXou slaves and the desccndauts of former slaves, foi}

after the cessutiou of the liish incursions a regular tlave trade grew
up. which was only abolished by the action of the church not long
lie tore the Nornuiu invasion. These attendants slept on I he ground,'

in the kitchen, or in citbins outside the fort. It was ouly the
liigher el.iasos who were pioviihd with beds, and in early times not
even these. In the l*fa]/ MH. of Chunrat's Song uf Kaiser Karl
there is a pictnic of llic emperor sleeping on the lloor, &o that tbo
habit of the whoh- I'.imiJy sh i ping iu tlie hall in which Ihey ate

ami drank was rather the rub* than the exeeiition among all the

northern uation.s. The living room or hall\vciiave been desciibingj

al.o t^erved in |>art as a Kitchen, for joints were loasteU at the fire,

ill winter, the i.uup boiler was susjiendcd ovei' it, tho brewing vat
WIS in it. The house we have e;ilhd the Kitchen was rather a room
for grinding meal in hand-mills, u work ilonu by females (who were
slaves in the houses of, Ilatha :tud kings), the inalung of bread,

rhci'se, &!'.

Tho children »f the upper classes in Ireland were not reared at

Iionie, but were sent to some one else lo be fuslcrotl. Thp children
of the girater kings were generally I'nslcrcd hy minor kings, and
eveii.by kings of tluir own i.mk. The vHam Jili, or chief jwct,

rankeil in some lespi'iis with a tribe king, wiit his sons to lie fositied

by the king of his own territory. The fosteiage might be dune for

frieiidsliip or fur some special advantage, but it was generally a

iital ler of profit, and tJ:iie are numeiuus laws extant lixiug the cost,

and regulating tlie food ami dress of tlu foster child according to

iiis lank. It was customary to educate to;;cthcr a mnnber of youths
of vciT din'erenf ranks, and the laws bud down regulations lor the

clnthihg, fuoil, and other cxi'i-nses of eac-li grade. In like manner
n number of maidens were (i>^teriHl t'>gellier, those of inferior rank
serving as companions for the il.tughler of a king. The cost uj'the

fusitj-.-igc of boys becnis to have liccn borne by tho jiiothcr's ]tro-

perty, tlint of the daughters by the father's. 'J'hc ties created by
fosti,r.i;^e \eere m-arly as close and os binding on the ehildieii ns

those of blood. I'osLeragc 'wn=i a|>pareully the i'oiisei|Uence of the

iiiiarriagc cusloins.

It has been stAled abovo Oiat pagan mainago custmiis survivcil

it he inl rod net ion of Chi istianit) , Uf this theie is ample evidenoc.l

As among nil trihal commuiiilies, tlie wealth of the conlracUiig
p.irliea et.n.stitnled llic i>Himiry element of a ]e;;itiniate marriage,,

i'he biide nnd brideginom alionld be pio\ided with a joint fortune

proporlioiiate to (heir rank. ^Vllcn the Initio and bridi-grooiu were
of (*.|U.iI rank, .'>nd the sept of earli conti ibuted an ei[Ual shaiu

to tlf mariiage ]ioi t ion, the m.u i-(age was hj^al iu the lull sense,

mid the wife was a wilcnfeijual mnk. If the britleweie noble and
the biidegrooin not, the luriiK-r had to contribute one-tliird of the

marriage portion to lullil tho comlilion of t-ipiality. If the bride-

groom was Ute .son of a llaitlt. ami the biide the dauglitcr of a cow-
aire, the former contributed one-third and the latter two-thirds. In

this kind of marriage the husbnnd and wife had equal rights over
the joint projierly. The wile of ecpud rank w.-is the chief wifo in

pagan times, and wlierethe conditions were not fnllilhdthe woman
oecujiied an inferi<jr position, and might have another woman jdapvil

over her as princip-il wife. The church eudeavcmied to inaliu the
wife of a first inairiage, (hat is, the wife according to e.mon luw,

the only true wife aceoidriig tn IriJi law. but i?i this it is clear it

iilid not at once .suei'ied. The struggle between the maiii.igy laws
of the cliun h and the .incienl customs is curiously illu>tiatcd by
the continuance of wh<it according lo canon and feudal law w.i8

concubinage, as a recogni/.etl condition of things aeconling to Irish

law. Theso niariiag<-s may b*; calLtl contract Jiuuiiages, and weru
of various kinds, dep iidiitg m.iinly on (pie^,tions of ]>ropcrty, and
were entered into Willi the logni/ancc of the man's eliief wife ami
of his .-^ciit. ^\'llcn a woman had sons licr position was grontiy
nllercd. ami her position did not nnilerially dillcr in some ri*sppi'ts

jroni th.il of a chief wife. As the tic of the sept was blond, all the
acknowledged eliihiivn of a man, wheiher le^'itimate or illegitimat**

aeeoiding lo c.inun and feudal law. ln-lun^ed eijually to his sept.

|''.ven adulterine ba.slardy was no bar to n niaii beenming ^hief or

U of his ttJiif/i, or Irihe, as was shown in the ca.^o of Hugh O'Neill,

cait of 1'yiune, As nil the < hildieii ot' a chief uf household, of whU-
ever rank, li.id ei|i;al litjhts in the sept, notwithstanding the elforhi

of the eliui-eli to restrict thoic rights to the children of marriagea
aceoTdii.g lo crnon hiw. it was ncee.vsiry to commit their rearing

ami education to some one outside their oivn sept; hence tlie sy.steni

of fiistciMgc, which flt one time j)revai]cd in all Aryan communitiesj
n-f did also no donbt tlio whole of the Irish maiilage customs,
which aie n survival in a singularly complete mid aichaic form of

customs whieli had dieil out clscwheie under the inllueuce of

lloman and cmon law.

„ Till? food of the ancient lii?.h was viry simple, and their inblc

.siTvrco ccjually .so. The former con."--isted mainly of cakes of onten
^|j>eal, eju-uiu, curd.s, milk, tJuKer, and the llesli of all the domestic
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animals 'resli aud salted. In tho 8th century at all events wheat
ami barley meal wei'C also used by the better classes. The legendary

food of the Land of Promise consisted of fresh pork, new milk, and
ale. Of course fish, especially the sftlmon, and game are also to

be added to the list. The opsonia were very limited—unions and
watercresses. The food of tne monks was chiefly oaten bread,

milk, and curd-cheese. The chief drink was ale, the right to brew

it being apparently confined to flatlia, as was the case in many
parts of Germany down to the end of the iliddlc Ages. It seems

CO have been expected that a flaith should be generous to his vassals,

retainers, and all those about him ; the word for opeu-handedncss

ia Irish, Jlaithcamhuil, is derived from his name ; an aphorism
fixes the time at which he was expected to be bountiful, " lor he is

not a lawful flaith who does not distribute ale on a Sunday." All

the business of the sept and tribe was conducted in the aie-hou-se

or cuirnUcch, as the chief men of the tribe wore called its props,.

—

aabaid cnirmtifji. The bards chanted poems, and songs were sung
to the music of a kiixl of harp, called a cruot, or of a bowed instru-

ment called a tbnpan; stories were also told, and the guests of the

ale-bouse were content to hear the same story over and over again.

The ollam fili, who only told his story to kings, was, however,

ttpected to know more than seven times fifty great and small

itorids. The amusements were also varied by tlie jokes of the fool

lod the tricks of the juggler, as in the barc^idl halls of the

tTonnans at a later period.

The dress of the upper classes was similar to that of a Scottish

Highlander before it degenerated into the present conventional garb

of a Highland regiment. It consisted first of the len)iy a kind of

loose shirt generally of woollen cloth (but linen ones are mentioned),

reaching a little below the knees of men, and forming whal; is now
called the kilt. This garment was of different colours, some being

apotted, checkered, and variegated, each tribe or clan having
aoparently special coloui-s. It would also seem that the number
of colours in the dress indicated the rank of the wearer. The
ienna of kings and the wealthy flatha were embroidered, furnished

with borders, and even fringe of gold is mentioned. Over the lenn

came the inar, a kind of closely fitting, tunic reaching to the hips,

and bound arounu the waist by the criss, a girdle or scarf often of

some rich colour, especiaHy purple, and frequently, in the case of

the men's, the gift of a woman. The inar or jacket appears to

faare bepn open at the breast so as to show olf the embroidery of

the lenn. Over the left shoulder, and fastened with a brooch,

hoDg the hrat, a shawl or plaid like the modern Scottish one. This
garmeut replaced the skin or fur of a wild beast of earlier times,

aud the brooch the thorn with which it wtis fastened. The brooches

were often of beautiful workmanship, as is shown by the numerous
examples exhibiting endless variety of design which are now pre-

aerved in museums. The legs were bare or covered with a kind of

lef^ging or hose fastened by thong-i ; the feet were entirely naked
«r encased in shoes of raw-hide also fastened with thongs. The
only difference between the dress of men and women was that the
lenn of the latter reached nearly to the ankles and formed a petti-

coat iustend of a kilt. Tlie freemen wore their hair long and prided

themselves on its curling into ringlets. They sometimes confined

it at the back of the head in a conical spiral of "bronze, silver, or

gold. Tlie women also wore their hair long, and braided it into

tresses, which they confined with a pin. The beard was worn long,

and wa* cai'efully cultivated, being often plaited into tresses. Tlie

Wen as- well as wum'en, like all ancient and semi-baibarons people,

were fond of ornaments. They tatooed figures with woad on their

bodies like the Britons and Picts, as we learn from a glcss in a MS,
•f St Gall,^ and also from Isidore.^ They covered their fingei-s with
lings, their arms with bracelets ; they wore torques or twisted rings

of gold about tho neck, such as we see on the celebrated antique
sculpture of the Gaul, known as the *' Dying Gladiator." The richer

and more powerful kings wore a similar torque about the waist, and
a golden mindoT diadem on state occasions. Every woman of rank
wore finger rings, bracelets, earrings, and a lann or erescent-shaped

blade of gold on the front of the head, from which hung behind a

vcfl. The queens also wore a golden mind or diadem on state

occasions. Tlie mind was so attached to a veil or some kind of

headdress that it seems to have formed a complete covering for tlfe

bead. Ladies also had carved combs, and ornamental work boxes
;

Ihey used oil for the hair, and dyed their eyelashes black with the
jaice of a berry, and their nails crimson with a dye like archil.

The lenu or kilt seems to have been the garb of freemen only
;

the men of the servile classes wore braccas or tight-fitting breeches

reaching to near the ankles, the upper part of the body being
cither left altogether naked, or covered by a short cloak witliout

ileeves. In winter all classes appear to have worn a long coat or

dbak with a cochnll or hood. The Gauls used a similar kind of

hooded cloak, which became fashionable in Rome. Coats or cloaks

' "SUcmatft: plctnra in corpoi-(c] qnales Scotti pingunt."—Gloss in a St Gall
MSl in Kattemars DenkmaU, \. 2il, 233.

s "Scoti propii* lineitA nori^n hiibent a picto corpore. eo quod aculeis ferreis
cmn ati^mtnio vmiarum figuraruin stigiuat'e annotcm ur."—Isidore of Seville,
«!r^,, III). Ix. c 2. - -- —

of this kind made of a brown frieze were regarded in the 7th and
8th centuries as peculiarly Irish, owing no doubt' to the gieat

number of missionaries and scholars from Ireland who wandered
over Europe clothed in such long cloaks, with a book wallet and a
kind of leather bottle-* slung on their shoulders, and a thick knotted
staff in the hand. It is from them the Benedictine monks bor-

rowed the dress whicii has since become the characteristic habit
of religious orders. The name cowl in English, and all the cognate
forms in other languages, are no doubt from the Gaulish word
corresponding to the Irish cochidl. The two Irishmen who accom-
panied the Icelander, Thorfinn Karlsefni&son, in his voyage from
Greenland when he discovered America in the 9th century, wore
coats which are called by the same name which the Northmen gave
the monk's cowl.

The piincipal weapon of the Irish soldiers was a pike or lance
with a very long handle ; some were also armed with a short sword
suspended by a belt across the shoulder, aud a shield. It is pro-

bable that bronze lance-heads and swords were used down to early

Christian times, and even later, though the use of iron weapons
must have been known from the period of the Scotic invasions of

Britain. The shields were of two kinds :—one a light round or
pM^Yitly oval wooden target covered with hide, and in earlier times
in the case of rich warriors a bronze disk with numerous bosses,

backed with wood; aud the other the sciath or oblong bulged shield

of wicker work covered with liide. Some carried stone hammers
or war axes, aud in the 9th and succeeding centuries an iron one,

the use of whieh was learned from the Northmen. War-hats,
cuirasses, and other defensive armour were very little if at aU xised

before the Danish wars. In Irish legendary tales some of the

heroes are equipped in leather cuirasses, and wear crested helmets
and war-hats, but these are no doubt interpolations in the narrative

of later times.

The tnath or territory of a ri or king was divided among the

septs. The lands of a sept {fine) consisted of the estates in

severalty of the lords {flatha)^ and of ii\e fcraud dntkaig or com-
mon lands of the sept. The dwellers on each of these kinds of

land diflfered materially from each other. On the former lived a

motley population of slaves, horse boys, and mercenaries composed
of broken^ien of other clans, many of whom were fugitives from
justice {macca bais, literally '*sons of death"), &o., possessing no
rights either in the sept or tribe, and entirely dependent on the

bounty of the lord, and consequently living about his fortified resi-

dence. The poorer servile classes, or cottiers, wood cuttei-s, swine
herds, &c., who had right of domicile (acquired after tliree genera-

tions), lived here and there in small hamlets on the mountains and
poorer lands of the estate. The good lands were let to a class of

tenants called fuidirs, of whom there weie several kinds, some
grazing the land with their own cattle, others receiving both land
and cattle from the lord. Fuidirs had no rights in the clan or

sept ; some were true serfs, others tenants-at-will ; they lived in

scattered homestends like the farmers of the present time. Tlie

lord was responsible before the law for the acts of ail the servile

classes on his estates, both new comers and scnchJcithe, i.e.,

descendants of fuidirs, slaves, &c. , whose families had lived on the

estate during the time of three lords. He paid their blood-fines,

&:c., and received compensation for their slaughter, maiming, or

plunder. The fuidirs were the nliief source of a lord's wealth, and
he was consequently always anxious to increase them.
As every man in a fine or sept had a right to build a house on

the ferand duthaig or common land, the size of the house and ex-

tent of land which might be permanently enclosed as a yard or

liiwu depending upon the rank of the man, that is, upon his wealth,

the clansmen occupied chiefly isolated homesteads and cabins
;

some of the latter being occasionally grouped in hamlets. Clansmen
who possessed twenty-one cows and upwards wereft/r/V/ (sing. ai7'c),

or as we should sny had the franclii.se, and might fulfil the functions

of bail, witness, &c. When an aire died his family did not alwnys
divide the inheritance, but formed " a joint aud undivided family

"

the head of which was an aire, and thus kept up the rank of the
family. Three or four poor clansmen might combine their jirn-

perty aud agree to form a "joint family,'' one of whom as the head
vould be an aire. In consequence of this organizntion the home-
steads of airig included several families— those of his brothers,

sons, &c. A rich bo-aire (eow-aire, i.e., an aire whose wealth
consisted in cattle) wus allottetl a certain poition of the com-
mon land in consideration of affording hobpitiHiy to travellers

entitled to free quarters from the clan; he was cidled a by-ivtju (gi-n.

bHnrjad)QV bruiyfcr, that is, man of the brogor burg. He acted as

a kind of rural mngisu-ate, and the nit-etings of a e];m for tho elec-

tion of the ri took place at his house or brog.v The ttock of a bo-

aire was partly his own and partly the gilt of the chief. Every
man was bound to accept stock from the chiei proportionate to his

rank ; in return he was obliged to pay a certain customary tribut',-

{bt's tifji, house tribute). A man might also agree to take more stock

' "Ascopam, t.^., flflsmnem .simi'tm utri dc roiiis factum, sicuf solcnt Sc-ot-

times lub'ic."— Gl^l3^ of u St GuVl Ji-S. of llic 9lli cenluiy In IluUemur's I/tnk-

mdU, i. 237.
—
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anil jwy rent in Liml. Siicli men. »lij5c iiositiuii w.is. liowcvti,
[

thereby ii^ucliaUcicvljWinv calkil iia/HacIts{hom hhtd, food). A nun
niiglit with the consent of his sept enter into asimiiar contract with

the Haith of another sept, so tliat the hiathachs or victuallers in-

cludea also some of those called fuidirs. A lord Ynight receive

his hiail or food at his own residence, or go to the h»nse of his

biathach accompanied by a retinue and eat it there, or send his

mercenaries, horses, dogs, tc, there, to be supported, which was

the usual way. The biathachs were consequently liable to suffer

^'rcat oppression.

The professions accounted noble, such as those of ccna (wisdom),

which included law and medicine, and filidccht or divination, which

m Christian times was that of the bards or rhj-mestevs, formed a

number of schools each under an ollam or doctor, who was provided

with mensal land for the support of himself and his scholars. He
\v-,n also entitled to free quarters for himself ami a retinue, in-

cluding dogs and horses, so that when he travelled he had a kind

of ambulatory school with him. The ollam irahcman or chief

of a, law school was tho chief briUiem (brehon or judge) of his

tuatli. The liarj or leech had also liis apprentices, and treated his

siiigical patients in his o\vu house. The harper, the ccrd or artist

in metals, and the smith were also provided with mens.al land, and

gave their skill and the product of their labour as their lis tigi or

customary tribute in return for the gifts bestowed by their chief.

Popular assemblies, which were held in the open air, wei'e of

Various kinds ; thus the mcthcl flatha was a gathering of the vassals

of a lord to reap his corn, clear his roads, ^c. The fine or sept

had its special meeting, summoned by the aire fine or chief of the

sept for many purposes, such as the assessment of blood-fines due

from the sept, and the distribution of those due to it. The clan had
also its gathering to deliberate on important questions, such a.s peace

and war, in which every aire or fully qualified clansman had a

voice. The most important of all popular assemblies was, however,

the otimch or fair, summoned by a king, those summoned by the

kings of province^i having the charactei of national assemblies. The
oenach had a fourfold object:—(1) thi! promulgation of laws, and

the rehearsal of pedigrees upon which depended the succession of the

iU'inces; (2) the recitation of poetry and tales, musical contests, exhi-

tion of works of artists in raetals, &o., and the award of prizes to

tire professional classes
; (3) pojiular r.ports, such as horse-racing,

wrestling, &c. ; and (4) the barter of all kinds of wares. The oenach

in jiagan times was an essentially religious festival celebrated in the

great cemeteries, each clan, and in tha minor faii^ each sept, hold-

ing its assembly on the grave mound of their ancestors. Nor did

it entirely lose its religious charactei in Christian times, for the

oenach opened arid closed with religicus ceremonies. The women
and men assembled in separate aircchltx av gatherings, and no man
durst enter the women's airccht under pain of death. The brithem

(brehon) or judge seated on a stone chair raisedabove the heads of the

people delivered his judgment, the svich recounted tho pedigrees

of the chiefs, i\Kfilid soundedtheirprai«esand told the deeds oi the

clans in verse, the cerda or artists in metal exhibited their work.

J-'orcign traders came thither withtheir ware?, wdiich they exchanged

for native produce, esjiecially for the coarse woollen fabrics which

even in the 8th century were celebrated on the continent. Every
one was cx|)ected to appear at the oenach or fair in his or her best

clothes and ornaments, and careful provision wag made by the law

to prevent creditor.-; from unjustly withholding ornaments pledged

with them on the occasion of a fair. Crimes committed at an

oenach or other solemn assembly could not be commuted by pay-

ment of fines. Tile inauguration of a king to k place at some
sacred place where there was an ancient tree or grove, the ncmct

of tile clan, the cutting down of which was the greatest iusult a

conqueror could offer to the conquered, (W, K. S.)

History from /he A nglo-H^orman Invasion.

Hadrian's Nicliolas Breakspeare, known in history as Hadrian
TV., was the only Englishman who ever filled the papal

clinir. Urged by the ambition proper to his office, and
perliaps by an Eiiglibhman's natural pride in being able

to confer favours on a king of England, he granted a
Imll to Henry II. in 1155 which contains this passage:

—

" There is no doubt, and your nobility acknowledges,

that Ireland and all islands upon which Christ the Sun of

righteousness has shone, and which have received the

teachings of the Christian faith, rightfully belong to the

blessed Peter and the most holy Roman Church.'' Believ-

ing that Henry was likely to use his power for the good
of religkni and of the church, he granted Ireland to him,

reserving all ecclesiastical rights, and making one penny
from each house payable yearly to St Peter.

In 1156 Deruiud Mnc.Muirough, deposed for his tyranny
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from the kingdom of Leinster, r..'pairod to Henry in

Aiiuitaiue. The king was busy with the French, but

gladly seized the opportunity of asserting his claim, and
gave Dermod a letter authorizing him to raise forces iu

England. Thus armed, and provided with gold extorted

from his former subjects in Leinster, Dermod went to

Bristol and sought the acquaintance of Richard de Clare, a

Norman noble of great ability but broken fortunes. Earl Strong.

Richard, whom later usage has named Strongbow, agreed ^o"-

to reconquer Dermod's kingdom for him. The stipulated

consideration was the hand of Eva his only child, onil

according to feudal law his sole heiress, to whose issm-

lands and kingdoms would natuially pass. But Irish

customs admitted no estates of inheritance, and Eva had

no more right to the reversion of Leinster than she had to

that of Japan. It is likely that Strongbow had no con-.

ception of this, and that his first collision with the tribal

system was an unpleasant surprise. Passing througlj

Wales, Dermod agreed with Robert Fitzstephen and

ilaurice Fitzgerald to invade Ireland in the ensuing .spring.

About the 1st of May 11C9 Fitzstephen landed on the Landing

Wexford shore with a small force carefully chosen fromo[-^"B'^

among the Welsh youth, and nest day Maurice de Prender-
-""^'"'"'*

gast brought another band nearly to the same spot. Dermod
joined them, and the Danes of Wexford soon submitted.

According to agreement Dermod granted the territory of

Wexford, which had never belonged to him, to Robert anil

Maurice and their heirs for ever. And here begins the

conflict between feudal and tribal law, which was destined

to deluge Ireland in blood. Maurice Fitzgerald soon

followed with a fresh detachment. About a year after the

first landing RaymoLd Le Gros was sent over by Earl

Richard with his advanced guard, and Strongbow liimsell

landed near Waterford on the 23d August 1170 with 20O
knights and about 1 000 other troops.

The natives did not understand that this invasion wa.-*

quite different from those of the Danes. They made
alliances with the strangers to aid them iu their intestiao

wars, and the annalist writing in lator years {Annals of
Loufjh, Ce) describes with pathetic brevity the change
wrought in Ireland :

—" Earl Strongbow came into Erin
with Dermod M'.Murrough to avenge his expulsion by
Roderick, son of Turlough O'Connor ; and Dermod gav»
him his own daughter and a part of his patrimony, and
Saxon foreigners have been in Erin since then."

Most of the Norman leaders were near relations, many
being descended from Nesta, daughter of Rhys Ap Tudor,

prince of South Wales, the most beautiful woman of her
time, and mistress of Henry I. Her children by that king
were called Fitzhenry. She afterwards married Gerald de
Windsor, by whom she had three sons:—Slaurice, ancestor

of all the Geraldines; William, from whom sprang the
families of Fitamaurice, Carew, Grace, and Gerard ; and
David, who became bishop of St David's. Nesta's daughter
Angareth, married to William de Barri, bore Giraldn*

Canibrensis, and was ancestress of the Irish Barries.

Raymond Le Gros, Hervey de Montmorency,, and the
Cogans were also descendants of Nesta, who, by h6r second

husband Stephen the Castellan, was mother of Robert
Fitzstephen. Further details must be sought in Giraldna.

His prejudices and credulity make him an unsafe guide

about Irish customs, but there is no valid reason to reject

his statements as to his own kinsmen.
;

While waiting for Strongbow's arrival, Raymond and-

Hervey were attacked by the Waterford Danes, whom
they overthrew. Seventy prisoners were thrown c\'er a
cliiT into the sea. Strongbow himself took Waterford and
Dublin, and the Danish inhabitantsof both readily combined
with their French-speaking kinsfolk, and became firm
supporters of the Anglo-Normans against tlie native Irid»i
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Henry 11. Alarmed at the principality forming near him, Henry
in Ire- mvaded Ireland in person, having first had Hadrian's grant
'*"''• confirmed b}' Alexander III., so as to gain the support of

the Irish clergy. He landed near Waterford 18th October

1172. Giraldus says he had 500 knights and many other

soldiers ; Regan, the metrical chronicler, says he had 4000

men, of whom 400 were knights ; the Annals of Lough Ce

that hi had 240 ships. The Irish writers tell little about

these great events, except that the king of the Saxons took

the hostages of Munster at Waterford, and of Leinster,

Ulster, Thomond, and Meath at Dublin. They did not

take in the grave significance of doing homage to a Norman
king, and becoming his " man."

Henry's farthest point westward was Cashel, where be

received the homage of Donald O'Brien, king of Thomond,

but doea not appear to have been present at the famous

Iridi synod. Christian O'Conarchy, bishop of Lismore and

Chiirch papal legate, presided, and the archbishops of Dublin,

eubmits. Cashel, and Tuam attended with their suffragans, as did

many abbots and other dignitaries. The priniate of

Armagh, the saintly Gelasius, was absent, and presumably

his suffragans also, but Giraldus says he afterwards came

to the king at Dublin, and favoured him in all things.

Henry's sovereignty was acknowledged, and constitutions

made which drew Ireland closer to Rome. In spite of

the " enormities and filthinesses," which Giraldus says

defiled the Irish Church, nothing worse could be found to

condemn than marriages within the prohibited degrees,

and trifling irregularities about baptism. Most of the

details rest on the authority of Giraldus only, but the main

facts are clear. The synod is not mentioned by the Irish

annalists, nor by Regan, but it is by Hoveden and Ralph

de Diceto. The latter says it was held at Lismore, an

error arising from the president having been bishop of

Lismore. Tradition says the members met in Cormac's

chapel.

Roderick Henry at first tried to be suzerain without displacing
rahraits. the natives, and received the homage of Roderick O'Connor,

hitherto considered head king. But the adventurers were

uncontrollable, and he had to let them conquer what they

could, exercising a precarious authority over the Normans
only through a viceroy. Fitzadelm and other early

governors seemingly had orders to deal as fairly as possible

with the natives, and this involved them in quarrels with

the " conquerors," whose object was to carve out principali-

ties for themselves, and who only nominally respected

the sovereign's wishes. One is forcibly reminded of the

squabbles of the crusaders. The niail-cliid knights were not

uniformly successful against the natives, but they generally

managed to occupy the open plains and fertile valleys.

Geographical configuration preserved centres of resistance,

—the O'Neills in Tyrone and Armagh, the O'Donnells in

Donegal, and the Macarthies in Cork being the largest

tribes that remained practically unbroken. On the coast

foom Bray to Dundalk, and by the navigable rivers of the

east and south coasts, the Norman put his iron foot firnilv

dowi

John, Prince John landed at Waterford in 11 85, and the neigh-

lord of bouring chiefs hastened to pay their respects to the king's
Jrelui'l gon. Prince and followers alike soon earned hatred, the

former showing the incurable vices of his character, the

latter pulling the beards of the chieftains. After eight dis-

graceful months he left the government to De Courcy, but

retained the title " Dominus Hiberniae." It was even in-

tended to crown him ; and Urban III. sent a Licence and a

crown of peacock's feathers, which was never placed on his

head. Had Richard I. had children Ireland might have
become a separate kingdom.

Henry granted Meath, about 800,000 acres, to Hugo de
Lacy, reserving scarcely any "rerogative to the crown, and

making his vassal almost independent. De Lacy sublet

the land among kinsmen and retainers, and to his grants

the families of Nugent, Tyrell, Nangle, Tuyt," Fleming,

and others owe their importance in Irish history. It is

not surprising that the Irish bordering on Meath should

have thought De Lacy the real king of Ireland ; the follow-

ing passage from the Annals of Lough Ci is worth quoting :—" The son of the king of the Saxons went across after-

wards to complain of Hugo de Lacy to his father ; fur it

was Hugo de Lacy that was king of Erin when the son of

the king of the Saxons came, and he permitted not the

men of Erin to give tribute or hostages to him."

During his brother's reign John's viceroy was William

Marshal, earl of Pembroke, who married Strongbow's

daughter by Eva, and thus succeeded to his claims in

Leinster. John's reputation was no better in Ireland than

in England. He thwarted or encouraged the Anglo-

Normans as best suited him, but on the whole they

increased their possessions. In 1210 the excommunicated

king visited Ireland again, and being joined by Cathal

Crovderg O'Connor, king of Connaugh*, marched almost

unchallenged by De Lacy from Waterford by Dublin to

Carrickfergus. Thus, with the aid of Irish allies, did

Henry II. 's son chastise the sons of those who had given

Ireland to the crown. John did not venture farther west

than Trim, but most of the Anglo-Norman lords swore

fealty to him, and he divided the partially obedient dis-

tricts into twelve counties—Dublin (with Wicklow), Meath
(with Westmeath), Louth, Carlow, Kilkenny, Wexford,

Waterford, Cork, Limerick, Kerry, and Tipperary. John's

resignation of his kingdom to the pope in 1213 included

Ireland, and thus for the second time was the papal claim

to Ireland formally recorded.

During Henry III.'s long reign the Anglo-Norman power

increased, hut underwent great modifications. Richard,

earl marshal, grandson of Strongbow, and to a great

extent heir of his power, was foully murdered by his own
feudatories—men of his own race ; and the colony never

quite recovered this blow. On the other hand the De
Burghs, partly by alliance with the Irish, partly by sheer

hard fighting, made good their claims to the lordship of

Connaught, and the western O'Connors henceforth play a

very subordinate part in Irish history. Tallage was first

imposed on the colony in the first year of this reign, but

yielded little, and tithes were not much better paid.

On the 14th January 1217 the king wrote from Oxford

to his justiciary, Geoffrey de Marisco, directing that no

Irishman should be elected or preferred in any cathedral

in Ireland, " since by that means our land might be dis-

turbed, which is to be deprecated." This order was

annulled in 1224 by Honorius III, who declared it

" destitute of all colour of right and honesty." The pope's

efforts failed, for in the 14th century several Cistercian

abbeys excluded mere Irishmen, and as late as 143G the

monks of Abingdon complained bitterly that an Irish abbot

had been imposed on them by lay violence. Parliament

was not more liberal, for the statute of Kilkenny, passed

in 136C, ordained that "no Irishman be admitted into any

cathedral or collegiate church, nor to any benefice among
the English of the land," and also " that no religious

house situated among tlie English shall henceforth receive

an Irishman to their profession." This was solemnly con-

firmed by the English parliament in 1416, and an Irish

Act of Richard III. enabled the archbishop of Dublin to

collate Irish clerks for two years, an exception proving the

rule. Many Irish monasteries admitted no Englishmen,

and at least one attempt was made, in 1250, to apply the

same rule to cathedrals. The races remained nearly

separate, the Irish simply staying outside the feudal

system. ^If an Englishman slew an Irishman (except one
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of the five regal and privileged bloods) lie was not to be

tried for murder, for Irish law admitted composition (erick)

for murder. In Magna Charta there is a proviso that

foreign merchants shall be treated as English merchants

are treated in the country whence the travellers came.

When Henry III. sent the letter against Irish clerks,

Oualo the papal legate was chief minister, and the king a

child of eleven years. Yet some enlightened men strove

to fuse the two nations together, and the native Irish, or

that section which bordered on the settlements and suffered

great oppression, offered 8000 marks to Edward L for the

privilege of living under English law. The justiciary

supported their petition, but the nrelates and nobles refused

to consent.

There is a vague tradition tiiat Edward I. visited

Ireland about 1256, when his father ordained that the

prince's seal should hive regal authority in that country.

A vast number of documents remain to prove that he did

not neglect Irish business. Yet tills great king cannot be

credited with any specially enlightened views as to Ireland.

Hearing with anger of enormities committed in his name,

he summoned the viceroy D'Ufford to explain, "who coolly

said that he thought it expedient to wink at one knave
cutting off another, " whereat the king smiled and bade

him return into Ireland." The colonists were strong

enough to send large forces to the king in his Scutch wars,

but as there was no corresponding immigration this really

weakened the English, whose best hopes lay in agriculture

and the arts of peace, while the Celtic race waxed propor-

tionally numerous. Outwardly all seemed fair. The De
Burghs were supreme in Connaught, and English families

occupied eastern Ulster. The fertile southern and central

lands were dominated by strong castles. But Tyrone and
Tyrconnel, and the mountains everywhere, sheltered the

Celtic race, which, having reached its lowest point under
Edward I., began to recover under his son.

In 1315, the year after Bannockburn, Edward Bruce
landed near Larne with 6000 men, including some of the

best knights in Scotland. Supported by O'Neill and
other chiefs, and for a time assisted by his famous brother,

Bruce gained many victories. The Scots ranged at will

over great part of Ireland, but the brothers never took

Dublin, though they came as near it as Castleknock. There
was no general eQ'ort of the natives in their favour; perhaps

the Irish thought one Norman no better than another, and
their total incapacity for national organization forbade the

idea of a native sovereign. The family quarrels of the

O'Connors at this time, and their alliances with the Burkes,

or De Burghs, and the Biriningharas, may be traced in

great detail in the annalists,—the general result being fatal

to the royal tribe of Connaught, which is said to have lost

10,000 warriors in the battle of Templotogher. In other

places the English were less successful, the Butlers being
beaten by the O'Carrolls in 1318, and Richard de Clare
falling about the same time in the decisive battle of Dysert
O'Dea. The O'Briens re-establislied their sway in Thomond
and the illustrious name of De Clare disappears from
Irish history. Edward Bruce fell in battle near Dundalk,
most of his army recrossing the channel, and leaving behind
a reputation for cruelty and rapacity. Indeed the invaders
were generally hated, and have had little thanks either

from Irish or colonial chroniclers. The colonists were
victorious, but their organization was undermined, and
the authority of the crown, which had never been able to

keep the peace, grew rapidly weaker. Within twenty years

after the great victory of Dundalk, the quarreU of the barons
allowed the Irish to recover much of the land they had lost.

John de Birmingham, earl of Louth, the conqueror of

.Bruce, was murdered in 1329 by the Gernons, Cusacks,
Evcrards, and other English of that county, who disliked

his firm governmtnt. Ti't; were uever brought to justice.

Talbot of Malahide and two hundred of Birmingham's rela-

tions and adherents were massacred at the same time. In
1333 the young earl of Ulster was murdered by the Mande-
villes and others ; in this case signal vengeance was taken,

but the feudal dominion never recovered the blow, and on
the north-east coast the English laws and language were
soon confined to Drogheda and Dundalk. The earl left one
daughter, Elizabeth, who was of course a royal ward. Slia

married Lionel, duke of Clarence, and from her springs

the royal line of England from Edward IV., as well as

James V. of Scotland and his descendants.

The two chief men among the De Burghs were loth to

hold their lands of a little absentee girl. Having no
grounds for opposing the royal title to the wardship of

the heiress, they abjured English law and became Irish

chieftains. As sdch they were obeyed, for the king's arm
was short in Ireland. Sir William appropriated Mayo as

the Lower (Oughter) M'William, and the earldom of Mayo
perpetuates tlie memory of the event. Sir Edniuud as the

Upper (Eighter) M'William took Galway, and from him
the earls of Clanricarde afterwards sprung.

Edward III. being busy with foreign wars had little

time to spare for Ireland, and the native chiefs every-

where seized their opportunity. Dublin was forced to pay
blackmail to M'Murrough, and the northern settlements

fared no better. In 13-18 O'Kennedy drove the Cogans
and Cantwells from their lands in North Tipperary, and
burned Nenagh to the castle walls under the eyes of

Ormonde's governor. In 1318 Brian O'Brien left Clare,

and established himself in Tipperary, founding the family

of M'Brien Arr.a. Perhaps the most remarkable of these

aggressive chiefs was Lysaght O'More, who reconquered

Leix. Clyn the Franciscan annalist, whose Latinity is so

far above the mediaeval level as almost to recall Tacitus,

sums up Lysaght's career epigrainmatically :
—"He was a

slave, lie became a master ; he was a subject, he became a

prince (de servo dominus, de subjecto princeps effectus)."

The two great earldoms whose contests form a large

part of the history of the south of Ireland were created by
Edward III. James Butler, eldest son of Edmund, earl of

Carrick, became earl of Ormonde and palatine of Tipperary

in 1323. Next year Maurice Fitzthomas Fitzgerald was
made earl of Desmond, and from his three brethren

descended the historic houses of the White Knight, the

knight of Qlyn, and the knight of Kerry. The earldom

of Kildare dates from 1316. In this reign too was passed

the statute of Kilkenny, a confession by the crown that

obedient subjects were the minority. The enactments

against Irish dress and customs, and against marriage and
fostering proved a dead letter.

In two expeditions to Ireland Eichard II. at first over-

came all opposition, but neither had any permanent effect.

Art M'Murrough, the great hero of Ihe Leinster Celts,

practically had the best of the contest. The king in his

despatches divided the population into Irish enemies, Irish

rebels, and English subjects. As he found them so he left

them, lingering in DubUn long enough to lose his own
crown. But for M'M\irrough and his allies the house of

Lancaster might never have reigned. No English king

again visited Ireland until James II., declared by his

English subjects to have abdicated, and by the more out-

spoken Scots to have forfeited the crown, appealed to the

loyalty or piety of the Catholic Irish.

Henry IV. had a bad title, and his necessities were

conducive to the growth of the English constitution, but

fatal to the Anglo-Irish. His son Thomas was viceroy in

1401, but did very little. ''Your son," wrote the Irish

council to Henry, " is so destitute of money that he has

not a penny in the world, nor can borrow a single penny,
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because .ill his jewels and Lis plate tliat be can spare, and

tboso wbicU be must of neccs.sity keep, arc pledged to lie

ilk pawn." Tlic nobles v.-agcd private war unrestrained,

and the game of playing otf one chieftain against another

was carried on with varying success. The provisions of

the statute of Killieuny against trading with the Irish

failed, for niarketi cannot exist without buyers.

The brilliant reign of Henry Y. was a time of extreme

misery to tlie colony in Ireland. Half the English-speak-

ing people tied to England, where thoy were not welcome.

Tiio Act of 1 Henry V. c. 8 ordered all " Irishmen and

Irish clerks, beggars, called chamber deacons, to depart

before the feast of All Souls, for quietncw and peace in

this rcahn of England." Soldiers were drawn by high

pay to Henry's Ficiich wars, and a contemporary writer,

Kobert ricdniaii, recounts how they "with very sharp and

miwilo balls (catapnltariis pilis) wounded their enemies

severely, easily avoiding their onset by their own swift-

nc.-4s of font. Their valour in that siege (of Uoucn) was

remarkable They showed very great animosity

to the French, whom they plundered of their goods, and

wliosG chilJren tliey gbizcd by force as slaves to the English,

after the price had been fixed by bargaining." The Irish

w.irs had not been a good school of humanity.

1 The disastrous reign of tlie third Lancastrian completed

the discomfiture cf the original C(dony in Ireland. Quarrels

between the Ormoude and Talbot |>artie.s paralysed the

Government, and a " I'alc ' of 30 miles by 20 was all that

remained. Even the walled towns, Kilkenny, Ross, 'Wex-

ford, Kinsale, Vougha'i, Clonmel, Kilni.nllock, Thoma-stown,

Fctliard, and Cashel, were almost starved out ; Watcrford

itself was half ruined and half deserted. Only one par-

liament wus held for thirty yc;ars, but taxation w.is not

tcmitlod oil that account. No viceroy even pretended to

reside contiauously. The north and west were still worse

off than thi; south. Ruino thoughtful men saw clearly the

danger of leaving Ireland to bo seizu'd by the first chance

comer and the Lihfl of Enjiish Puliri/, written about 143G,

contains a long and interesting passage declaring England's

iutcresis in iirotccting Ireland as "aboterasso and a poste"

of her own pmvcr. Sir John Talbot, immortalized by
Sbakcspeai'c, was several times viceroy; he Wits almost

uniformly successful in the field, but feeble in council. He
held a parliament at Trim which made one law against

men of ICuglish race wearing moustaclics, lest they should

be mistaken for Irishmen, and auolher obliging the sons of

a.gricultural labourers to follow their father's vocation

under pain of lino ami iinprisoiuncnt. The earls of

Slirewsbury are still carls of \V:ilerford, and retaiu the

right to carry iho white sf.iU' as hereditary stewanls, but

the palatinate jiuisdiclion over \Vexfoid was t.ikcn away
by Henry Vlll. The Ulster annalists estimate the great

Talbot very dill'erently from .Shakespeare:—"A sou of

cur.sc3 for his venom and a devil for his evils; and the

learned siy of him that there came not from tho time of

Mcrod, by whom Christ w;is crucified, any one so wicked
ill evil deeds " (O Uowovaii's I'oiir .]f(i^tnx).

In It r.) r.ichard, duke of York, right heir by blood to

the throne of Edward III., was forced to yield the regency

of France to his rival Somerset, and to accept the Irish

viceroyaliy. He landed at Jlowth with his wife Cicely

Kovillc, the beautiful Fioso of Haby, and Margaret of

Anjou hoped thus to get rid of one who was too great for

a subject. The Irish gnvernmcDt was given to him for

leu ycii-s on unusually liberal terms. He ingratiated

himself with both racas, taking care to avoid idemficatiou

with auy particular family. At tho baptism of his sou

—

"false, fleeting, perjured Clarence "—who wnsidjoru in

Oiibliu Castle, Desmond and Ormoudo stood sponsors

together. lu Icghilatioa Richard fared ud better than

others. The rebellion of Jack Cade, claiming to be ai

Mortimer and consinjto .the duke of Vork, took place at

this time. This adventurer, at once ludicrous and formid-

able, was a native ct Ireland, and was thought to be put
forward by Hichard to test the popularity of the YorkisI

cause. Returning suddenly to England in 1450, Richard
left the goverumcnt to James, earl of Ormonde and
Wiltshire, who had married Lady Eleanor Beaufort, and
was deeply engaged on the Lancastrian side. This eatl

begun the deadly fcud with tho house of Kildare which
lasted for generations. After Bloro Heath Richard was
attainted by the Lancastrian parliament, and returned to

Dublin, where the colonial parliament acknowledged him
and assumed virtual independence. A separate coinage

was established, and the authority of the English parlia-

ment was repudiated. 'William Overy, a bold squire of

Ormonde's, offered to arrest Richard as an attainted traitor,

but was seized, tried before tho man whom he had come to

take, and hanged, drawn, and quartered. The duke onl?

maintained his separate kingdom about a year. His part;

triumphed in England, but he himself fell at Wakefield.

Among the few prisoners taken on the bloody field of

Towton was Ormonde, whose head long adorned London
Bridge. He and his brothers were attainted in England
and by the Yorkist parliament in Ireland, but the import-

ance of the family was hanlly diminished by this. For
tho first six years of Edward's reign the two Geraldine

carls engrossed ofiicial power. The inlluence of Queen
Elizabeth Woodville, whom Desmond had offended, then

made itself felt. Tiptoft, earl of Worcester, became deputy.

He was an accomplished Oxonian, who made a speech at

Rome in such good Latinos to draw tears from the eyes of

that great patron of letters Pope Pius II. (/Eneas Sylvius).

But his Latinity did not soften his manners, and he was
thought cruel even in that age. Desmond was beheaded,

ostensibly for using Irish exactions, really, as the partisaus

of his family hold, to please Queen Elizabeth. The remai k-

able lawlessness of this reign was increased by the practice

of coining. Several mints had been established since Richard

of York's time; the standards varied, and imitation wa.s

easy.

During Richard III.'s short reign the earl of Kildare,

head of the Irish Yorkists, was the strongest man in Ireland.

He espoused the cause of Lambert Simne} (1487), whom
the Irish in general seem always to have thought a true

Plantagenet. The Italiatt primate, Octavian de Palatio,

knew better, and incurred the wrath of Kildare by refusing

to officiate at the impostor's coronation. The local magnates

and several distinguished visitors attended, and Lambert
was shown to the people borne aloft on " great D'Arey of

Flalteu's" shoulders. His enterprise ended in the battlo

of Stoke.wlicre the llowcr of the Anglo-Irish soldiery fell.-

" The Irish," says Bacon, " did not fail in courage or fierce-

ness, but, being almost naked men, only armed with darts

and skeins, it was rather an execution than a fight upon

them." Conspicuous among Henry's adherents in Ireland

were the citizens of Waterford. who, with the men of

Cl.mmel, C'allan, Fethard, and tho Butler connexion gene-

rally, were prepared to take the field in his favour. Water-

ford was equally conspicuous some years later in resisting

Perkin AVarbeck, who besieged it unsuccessfully, and was

chased by the citizens, who fitted out a fleet at their own
charge. The king conferred honour and rewards on tho

loyal city, to which he gave the proud title of vibs Intacta.

JIany doubtless believed that I'erkin was really the duko

of York ; but it is now certain that he w as an impostor, Mr
Oairdner's researches having qnife dispelled the "historic

doubts " with which Horace Walpole and many smaller

mystery-mongers amused their excessive leisure. Othar

events of this reign were the parliament of Drogheda, held
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by Sir Edward Poyning, wliich gave the coutrol of Irish

legislation to the English council (the great bone of con-

tention in the later days of Flood and Grattan), and the

battle of Knocktow, in which the earl of Kildare used the

viceregal authority to avenge a private quarrel.

Occupied in pleasure or foreign enterprise, Henry VIII.

at first paid little attention to Ireland. The royal power

was practically confined to what in the previous century

had become known as the " Pale," that is Dublin, Louth,

Kildare, and a part of Meath, and within this narrow limit

the earls of Kildare were really more powerful than the

crown. Waterford, Drogheda, Dundalk, Cork, Limerick,

and Galway were not Irish, but rather free cities than an

integral part of the kingdom ; and many inland towns were

in the same position. The house of Ormonde had created

a sort of small Pale about Kilkenny, and part of Wexford

had been colonized by men of English race. The Desmonds
were Irish in all bnt pride of blood. The Barretts, Condons,

Courcies, Savages, Arundels, Carews, and others had dis-

appeared or merged in the Celtic mass. Anglu-Korman

nobles became chiefs of pseudo-tribes, which acknowledged

only the Brehon law, and p'oid dues and services in kind.

These pseudo-tribes were often called " nations," and a vast

number of exactions were practised by the chiefs. " Coyne
and livery "—the right of free-quarters for man and beast

—

arose among the Anglo-Normans, and became more" oppres-

sive than any native custom. When Henry took to

business, he laid the foundation of reeonquest. The house

of Kildare, which had actually besieged Dublin (1534), was
overthrown, and the Pale saved from a standing danger.

But the Pale scarcely extended 20 miles from Dublin, a

march of uncertain width intervening between it and the

Irish districts. Elsewhere, says an elaborate report, all the

English folk were of "Irish language and Irish condition,"

except in the cities and walled towns. Down and Louth

paid black rent to O'Neill, Meath and Kildare to O'Connor,

Wexford to the Kavanaghs, Kilkeuny and Tipperary to

O'Carroll, Limerick to the O'Briens, and Cork to the

M'Carthies. M'Murrough Kavanagh, in Irish eyes the

representative of king Dermod, received an annual pension

from the exchequer. Henry set steadily to work to reassert

the royal title. He assumed the style of king of Ireland,

60 as to get rid of the notion that he held the island of the

pope. The Irish chiefs acknowledged, his authority and

his ecclesiastical supremacy, abjuring at the same time that

of the Holy See. The lands of the earl of Shrewsbury and
other absentees, who had performed no duties, were resumed;

and both Celtic and feudal nobles were encouraged to come
to court. Here begins the huig line of official deputies,

often men of moderate birth and fortune. Butler and
Geraldine, O'Neill and O'Donnell, continued to spill each

other's blood, but the feudal and tribal systems were alike

doomed. In the names of these Tudor deputies and other

officers we see the origin of many great Irish families

—

Skeffington, Brabazon, St Leger, Fitzwilliam, Wingfield,

Bellingham, Carew, Bingham, Loftus, and others. Nor
were the Celts overlooked. O'Neill and O'Brien went to

London to be invested as earls of Tyrone and Thomond
respectively. O'Donnell, whose descendants became earls

of Tyrconnel, went to court and was well received. The
pseudo-chief M'William became earl of Clanricarde, and
others reached lower steps in the peerage, or were knighted

by the king's own hand. All were encouraged to look to

the crown for redress of grievances, and thus the old order

slowly gave place to the new.

The moment when Protestantism and Ultramontanism
are about to begin their still unfinished struggle is a fit

time to notice the chief points in Irish church history.

Less than two years before Strongbow's arrival Pope
Eugenius had established an ecclesiastical constitution in

Ireland depending en Rome, but the annexation was very

imperfectly carried out, and the hope of fully asserting the

Petrine claims was a main cause of Hadrian's gift to

Henry II. Hitherto the Scandinavian section of the church

in Ireland had been most decidedly iuclined to receive the

hierarchical and diocesan as distinguished from the monastic

and quasi-tribal system. The bishops or abbots of Dublin

derived their succession from Canterbury from 1038 to

1162, and the bishops of Waterford and Limerick also

sought consecration there. But both Celt and Northman
acknowledged the polity of Eugenius, and it was chiefly

in the matters of tithe, Peter's pence, canonical degrees,

and the observance of festivals that Rome had still victories

to gain. Between churchmen of Irish and English race

there was bitter rivalry , but the theory that the ancient

Patrician Church remained independent, and as it were

Protestant, while the English co.lony submitted to the

Vatican, is a mere controversial figment. The crown was
weak and papal aggression made rapid progress. It was

in the Irish Church, about the middle of the 13th century,

that the system of giving jurisdiction to the bishops "in

temporalibus " was adopted by Innocent IV. The vigour

of Edward I. obtained a renunciation in particular cases,

but the practice continued unabated. The system of pro-

visions was soon introduced at the expense of free election,

and was acknowledged by the Statute of Kilkenny. In the

more remote districts it must have been almost a matter

of necessity. INIany Irish parishes grew out of primitive

monasteries, but other early settlements remained monastic,

and were compelled by the popes to adopt the rule of

authorized orders, generally that of the Augustinian

canons. That order became much the most numerous in

Ireland, having not less than three hundred houses

Allemand, who wrote iu the 17th century for the benefit

of the Stuart family, remarks with French flippancy that

an Irishman who wished to be a bishop first became a

canon regular. Of other sedentary orders the Cistercians

were the most important, and the mendicants were very

numerous. Both Celtic chiefs and Norman nobles founded
convents after Henry tl.'s time, but the latter being

wealthier were most distinguished in this way. Keligious

houses were useful as abodes of peace in a turbulent

country, and the lands attached were better cultivated than

those of lay proprietors. It is a reproach to England that

after four centuries Ireland was still without a university.

Attempts to found one at Dublin (1311) or Drogheda (1405)
failed for want of funds. The work was partially done

by the great abbeys, boys of good family being brought

up by the Cistercians of Dublin and Jerpoint, and by the

Augustinians of Dublin, Kells, and Conall, and girls by
the canonesses of Gracedieu. A strong effort was made to

save these six houses, but Henry VIII. would not hear of

it, and there was no Irish Wolsey partially to supply the

king's omissions.

Ample evidence exists that the Irish Church was full

of abuses before the movement under Henry VIII. We
have detailed accounts of three seeS'—Clonmacnoise,

Enaghdune, and Ardagh. Ross, also in a wild district,

was in rather better case. But even in Dublin strange

things happened ; thus the archiepiscopal crozier was in

pawn fpr eighty years from 1449. The morals of the

clergy were no better than in other countries, and we have

evidence of many scandalous irregularities. But perhaps

the most severe condemnation is that of the report to

Henry VIII. in 1515. "There is," says the document,
" no archbishop, ne bi.shop, abbot, ne prior, parson, ne vicar,

ne any other person of the church, high or low, great or

small, English or Irish, that useth to preach the word of

God, saving the poor friars beggars the church

of this land use uot to learn any otlier Bcieace but tho
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jaw of canon, for covetise of lucre transitory." Wliere his

hand reached Henry had little difficulty in Buppressing the

monasteries or taking their lands, which Irish chiefs

swallowed as greedily as men of English blood But the

friars, though pretty generally turned out of doors, were

themselves beyond Henry's power, and continued to preach

everywhere among the people. Their devotion and energy

may be freely admitted ; but the mendicant orders, especi-

ally the Carmelites, were not uniformly distinguished for

morality. Monasticism was momentarily suppre-ssed under

Oliver Cromwell, but the Restoration brought them back

to their old haunts. The Jesuits, placed by Paul III.

under the protection of Con O'Neill, " prince of the Irisli

of Ulster," came to Ireland towards the end of Heury's

reign, and helped to keep alive the Roman tradition. It

is not surprising that Anglicanism—the gospel light that

dawned from Boleyn's eyes—recommended by such prelates

as Browne and Bale, should have been regarded as a

symbol of conquest and intrusion. The Four Masters thus

describe the Reformation:—"A heresy and new error

arising iij England, through pride, vain glory, avarice, and

lust, and through many strange sciences, so that the men
of England went into opposition to the pope and to Rome."
The destruction of relics and images and the establishment

of a schismatic hierarchy is thus recorded :— " Thnugh
great was the persecution of the Roman emperors against

the church, scarcely had there ever come so great a perse-

cution from Rome as this." Such was Roman Catholic

opinion in Ireland in the 16th century, and sach it is stilL

In vulgar Irish the word " Sassenagh" denotes a Protestant

as well as an Englishman.

The able opportunist St Leger, who was accused by one

party of opposing the Reformation and by the other of

lampooning the Real Presence, continued to rule during

the early days of the protectorate. To him succeeded Sir

Edward Bellingham, a puritan soldier whose hand was

heavy on all who disobeyed his dear young master, as be

affectionately called the king. He bridled Connaught by

a castle at Athlone, and Muuster by a garrison at Leighlin

Bridge. The O'Mores and O'Connors were brought low,

and forta erected where Maryborough and Philipstown now
stand. Both chiefs and nobles were forced to respect the

king's representative, but Bellingham was not wont to

/latter those in power, and his administration found little

favour in England. Sir F. Bryan, Henry VIII. 's favourite,

fiucceeded him, and on his death St Leger was again

appointed. Neither St Leger nor his successor Crofts

could do anything with Ulster, where the papal primate

Wauciiop, a Scot by birth, stirred up rebellion among the

natives and among the Hebridean invaders. But little

was done under Edward VI. to advance the power of the

crown, and that little was done by Bellingham.
!- The English Government long hesitated about the official

establishment of Protestantism, and the royal order to that

effect was withheld until 1551. Copies of the new liturgy

were sent over, and St Leger had the communion service

translated into Latin, for the use of priests and others who
could read, but not in English. The popular feeling was

strong against innovation, as Staples, bishop of Meath,

found to his cost. The opinions of Staples, like those of

•Cranmer, advanced gradually until at last he went to

Dublin and preached boldly against the mass. He saw
men shrink from him on all sides. " My lord," said a

bene6ced priest, whom he hiid himself promoted, and who
wept as he spoke, " before ye went last to Dublin ye were

the best beloved man in your diocese that ever came in it,

now ye are the worst beloved. Ye have preached

against the sacrament of the altar and the saints, and will

make us worse than Jews The country folk

vwouid eat yoa. Ye have mor« curses than ye
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have hairs of your head and I advise you for Christ's sake

not to preach at the Xavan." Staples answered that

preaching was his duty, and that he would not fail
; but

he feared for his life. On the same prelate fell the task

of conducting a public controversy with Primate DowdaJl,

which of course ended in the conversion of neither. Dow^
dall fled ; his see was treated as vacant, and Cranmer cast

about for a Protestant to fill St Patrick's chair. His first

nominee, Dr Turner, resolutely declined the honour,

declaring that he would be unintelligible to the people

;

and Cranmer could only answer that English was spoken

in Ireland, though he did mdeed doubt whether it was

spoken in the diocese of Armagh. John Bale, a man of

great learning and ability, became bishop of Ossory. There

is no reason to doubt his sincerity, but he was coarse and

intemperate,—Mr Froude roundly calls him a foul-mouthed

Tuffian,—without the wisdom of the serpent or the harmless-

ness of the dove. His choice rhetoric stigmatized the

dean of St Patrick's as ass-headed, a blockhead who cared

only for his kitchen and his belly. Archbishop Browne

was gluttonous and a great epicure. If Staples was gene-

rally hated, what feelings must Bale have excited 1

The Reformation having made no real progress, Mary M^rr

found it easy to recover the old ways. Dowdall was re- ''•^^*"

stored ; Browne, Staples, and others were deprived. Bale ''

fled for bare life, and his see was treated as vacant. Yet

the queen found it impossible to restore the monastic lands,

though she showed some disposition to scrutinize the titles

of grantees. She was Tudor enough to declare her inten-

tion of maintaining the old prerogatives of the crown

against the Holy See, and assumed the royal title without

papal sanction. Paul IV. was fain to curb his fiery

temper, and to confer graciously what he could not with-

hold. English Protestants fled to Ireland to escape the

Marian persecution ; but respectable evidence exists to

show that, had the reign continued a little longer, Dublin

would have been no safe place of refuge.

Mary scarcely varied the civil policy of her brother's

ministers. Gerald of Kildare was restored to his earldom.

The plan of settling Leix and Oflfaly by dividing the country

between colonists and natives holding by English tenure

failed, owing to the unconquerable love of the people for

their own customs. But resistance gradually grew fainter,

'

and we hear little of the O'Connors after this. The
O'Mores, reduced almost to brigandage, gave trouble till

the end.of Elizabeth's reign, and a member of the clan was

chief contriver of the rebellion of 1641. Maryborough
and Philipstown King's county and Queen's county,

commemorate Mary's ill-starred marriage.

Anne Boleyn's daughter succeeded quietly, and Sir Elizabet

Henry Sidney was sworn lord-iustice with the full Catholic (155S-

ritual. When Sussex superseded him as lord-lieutenant, '""•'A

the litany was chanted in English, both cathedrals having

been painted, and Scripture texts substituted for " pictures

and popish farcies." At the beginning of 1560 a parlia-

ment was held which restored the ecclesiastical legislation

of Henry and Edward. In two important points the Irish

Church was made more dependent on the state than in

England : conges d'elire were abolished, and heretics made
amenable to royal commissioners or to parliament without

reference to any synod or convocation. According t« a

eontemporary list, this parliament consisted of 3 arch-

bishops, 17 bishops, 23 temporal peers, and members
returned by 10 counties and 28 cities and boroughs. We
know not whether all were present, and therefore the list

throws no light on the dispute as to the conformity of

Irish bishops in possession at Elizabeth's accession. A
careful scrutiny shows that Curwen of Dublin and O'FihUy

of Leighlin actually conformed. Bodkin of Tuam, t)e

Bargh of Clonfert, and perhaps sollh, others took the oath
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of supremacy ; but tlie English convocitioii under Henry
Vlfl. had done no less, and it involved no dojtiinal

changes. 'Walsh of Meath, Leverous of Kildare, and
probably Thonory of Ossoi-y were deprived. In other

cases Elizabeth connived at what she could not prevent,

and hardly pretended to enforce uniformity except in the

Pale and in the large towns.

Rebellion Ulster demanded the immediate attention of Elizabeth,
of Shane jjer father had conferred the earldom of Tyrone on Con

Bacagh O'Neill, with remainder to his supposed son

Matthew, the offspring of a smith's wife at Dundalk, who
in her husband's lifetime brought the child to Con as his

own. When the chief's legitimate son Shane grew up lie

declined to be bound by this arrangement, which the king

may have made in partial ignorance of the facts. " Being

a gentleman," he said, " my father never refusid uo child

that any woman namyd to be his." 'UTien Tyrone died,

Matthew, already created baron of Dungannon, claimed

his earldom under the patent. Shane being chosen O'Neill

by his tribe claimed to be chief by election and earl as

Con's lawful son. Thus the English Government was com-

, ,'mitted to the cause of one who was at best an adulterine

bastard, while Shane appeared as champion of hereditary

right. To secure his position he murdered the baron of

Dungannon, whose prowess in the field he had reason to

dread, aud 'he eldest of two surviving sons became official

candidate for the earldom. Shane maintained a contest

^whichhad begun undei- itary until 1567, with great ability

and a total absence of morality, in which Sussex had no
advantage over him. Tlie lord-lieutenant twice tried to

have Shane murdered; once he proposed to break his safe-

conduct ; and he held out hopes of his sister's hand as a

snare. Shane was induced to visit London, where his

strange appearance and followers caused much amusement,
and where he spent his time intriguing with the Spanish
ambassador and making himself agreeable to Lord Robert
Dudley. The Government detained him rather unfairly,

and the young baron of Dungannon suffered his father's

fate, leaving a brother who at last gained the coveted

earldom, and became a more dangerous enemy to England
than even SInne had been. Sussex was outmatched both

in war and diplomacy; the loyal chiefs were crushed one by
one ; and the English suffered checks of which the moral
effect was ruinous. Shane always fully acknowledged
Elizabeth as his sovereign, and sometimes played the part

of a loyal subject, wreaking his private vengeance under
colour of expelling the Scots from Ulster. At last, in

1566, the queen placed the sword of state in Sidney's

strong grasp. Shane was driven helplessly from point to

point, and perished miserably at the hands of the M'Don-
nells, whom he had so often oppressed and insulted.

First Peace was soon broken by disturbances in the south.
Desmond The earl of Desmond having shown rebellious tendencies

167^''°"' '^''^ detained for six years in London. Treated leniently,

but grievously pressed for money, he tried to escape, and,

the attempt being judged treasonable, he was persuaded to

surrender his estates,—to receive them back or not at

the queen's discretion. Seizing the opportunity, English
adventurers proposed to plant a military colony in the

western half of Munster, holding the coast from the
Shanuon to Cork harbour. Some who held obsolete title

deeds were encouraged to go to work at once by the
example of Sir Peter Carew, who had established his

claims in Carlosv. Carew's title had been in abeyance for

a century and a half, yet most of the Kavanaghs attorned
to him. Falling foul of Ormonde's brothers, seizing their
property and using great cruelty and violence. Sir Peter
drove the Butlers, the only one among the great families
really loyal, into rebellion. Ormonde, who was in London,
«ould alone restore peace ; all his disputes with Desmond

were at once settled in his favour, and he was even allowed
to resume the exaction of coyne and livery, the abolition

of which had been the darling wish of statesmen. The
Butlers returned to their allegiance, but continued t»
oppose Carew, and great atrocities were committed on both
sides. Sir Peter had great but undefined claims in Muustei
also, and the people there took warning. His imitators

in Cork were swept away. Sidney first, and after' him
Humphrey Gilbert, could only circumscribe the rebelliou.

The presidency of M unster, an office the creation of which
had long been contemplated, was then conferred on Sir
John Perrott, who drove Fitzmaurice into the mountains,
reduced castles everywhere, and destroyed a Scottish con-

tingent which had come from Ulster to help the rebeli'

Fitzmaurice came in and knelt in the mud at the president's-

feet, confessing his sins ; but he remained the real victor.

The colonizing scheme was dropped, and the first pre-

sidency of Munster left the Desmonds and their allies ire

possession. Similar plans were tried unsuccessfully in

Leister, first by a son of Sir Thomas Smith, afterwards hj
Walter, earl of Essex, a knight-errant rather than a states-

man, who was unfortunately guilty of many bloody deeds.

He treacherously captured Sir Brian O'Neill and mas-
sacred his followers. The Scots in Rathlin were slaughtered

wholesale. Essex struggled on for more than three years,

seeing his friends gradually drop away, and dying ruined

and unsuccessful. Towards the end of 1575 Sidney was
again persuaded to become viceroy. The Irish recognized

his great qualities, and hewenteverywhere without intermp-
tion. Henceforth presidencies became permanent institu-

tions. Drury in Munster hanged four hundred persons in

one year, Malby in reducing the Connaught Burkes spared

neither young nor old, and burned all corn and houses.

The Desmonds determined on a great effort. A holy war
was declared. Fitzmaurice landed in Kerry with a few
followers, and accompanied by the famous Nicholas

Sanders, who was armed with a legatp's commission and
a banner blessed by the pope. Fitzmaurice fell soon after

in an encounter with Malby, but Sanders and Desmond's
brothers still kept the field. WTien it ^vas too late to act

with effect, Desmond himself, a vain man, neither frankly

loyal nor a bold rebel, took the field. He surprised

Youghal, then an English town, by night, sacked it, and
murdered the people. Roused at last, Elizabeth sent over

Ormonde as general of Munster, and after long delay gave

him the means of conducting a campaign. " I will merely,"

wrote Burghlcy, "say Butler Aboo against all that cry in

a new langtiage Papa Aboo." It was in fact as much a

war of Butlers against Geraldines as of loj'al subjecta

against rebels, and Ormonde did his work only too welL

Lord Baltinglass raised a hopeless subsidiary revolt in

Wicklow (15S0), which was signalized by a crushing defeat

of Lord-Deputy Grey (Arthegal) in Glenmalure. A force of

Italians and Spaniards landing at Smerwick in Kerry, Grey
hurried thither, and the foreigners, who had no commission,

surrendered at discretion, and were put to the sword.

Neither Grey nor the Spanish ambassador seem to have
seen anythiug extraordinary in thus disposing of incon-

venient prisoners. Spenser and Raleigh were present.

Sanders perished obscurely in 15S1, and in 1583 Desmond
himself was hunted down and killed in the Kerry mountains.

Jlore than 500,000 Irish acres were forfeited to the crown.

The horrors of this war it is impossible to exaggerate. The
Four Masters say that the lowing of a cow or the voice of

a ploughman could scarcely be heard from Cashel to the

furthest point of Kerry ; Ormonde, who, with all his-

severity, was honourably distinguished by good faith,

claimed to have killed 5000 men in a few months.

Spenser, an eye-witness, says famine slew far more thaa

the sword. The survivors were unable to walk, but crawled
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oat of the \v..uils aiiJ gleii-i. ''.Tliey loulcotl like aii'itomies

of de.itli; tbcy did c\t tlu doaj caiii>'U and one aiiutlier

•ooii after, insi>iiiHi-li as tli'; veiy carcuscs tlicy sparod not

to scrape tmt i>f tlieir gnves; .... to n [ilut nf water-

cre<*ics or .sliainriirk.-* lliey flocked :i^ to a feast."

In I."i"*l .Sir.Folm I'crrott, tlie ablest man availiblo after

Sidney's rclirdiiicnt, became lord-dcimty. Sir Juliii Xorris,

f.inicd in tlic .Xetlnrland «ar<, was iircsident of Mtinster,

si'id so iniiirc-^-<ed the Irish tint they averred hini to be in

Icigne with tlie devil. I'errutt held a parliament in \ji>'>

u which till! number of niomlieri was considerably incrca-ed.

lie made a streiiimns clFort to found ii university in Dublin,

ami proposed to endow it with the rcveuuc-i of St r.itriek's,

reasonably ar^uinjj that cue cathedral wa<i cnougli for any

city. Here he w.u opp.-ised by lioftus, archbishop of

Dublin and chance'lor, who b.id cxprcssctl his anxiety fur

a college, but had no idei of endowing it at his own

cxi>cnse. The colonlzali-in of the Munster forfeitures was

uudertakcn at this time. U filled chiefly from the grants

to iuJividuals who neglected to phnt ICnglisli fanners, and

were often absentees theiiiselve;. l\ deigh obt.aiiicd 42,000

acres. The quit rents reserved to the crown' were less than

one penny per a:re. Tucked with the stone, hated hy the

official clique, thwarted on all sides, poor Pcrrott was

goaded into using words capible of a treasonable interpre-

tation. .\rclibishop Loftiis pursued him to the cnil. IFc

ilicd in the Tower under sentence for treason, and we may
charitably hope that Elizabeth would have pardoned him.

lu his will, written after sentence, ho cnipliatically rei)U-

diatcs any treasonable intention—" I deny my Lord (iod

if ever I proposed the same."
[

In 15S1 Hugh O'.N'eill, if O'XeiU ho was bccaiiie chief
!

of part gf Tyrone ; in I.^S7 he obtained the coveted earldom,

and in IflOii was the admitted head of the whole tribe. A
quarrel with the Governmcut was inevitable, and, Hugh
Roe O'Donnell ha\ing joined him, Ulster was united

a^Tiinbt liie crown. In ld9S James Fitzthomas Fitzgerald

assunied the title of Desmond, to which he had some claims

by blood, and which he pretended to liold as Tyrone's gift.

Tyrone had received a crown of peacock's feathers from

the pope, who was regarded by many as king of Ireland.

The title ol Snqna or straw-rope earl has been generally

given to the Desmond pretender. Both ends of the island

iast were soon in a blaze, and the Four JIastcrs say that in

Desmond seventeen days there was not jDne son of a Saxon left alive
rebellion..^

the Desmond territories. Edmund Spenser lost his all,

escaping only to die of misery in a London garret. Tyrone

more than held his own in the north, completely defeated

Sir-H. Bageiial in the battle of the Yellow Ford (loOS),

invaded Xluuster, and ravaged tlie lands of Lord Barry-

more, who had remained true to his allegiance. Tyrone's

ally, Hugh Roe O'Donnell, overthrew the president of

Connaught. "The Irish of Connaught," say tho Four
Masters, " were not pleased at CliflTord's death ; .... he

had never told them a falsehood." Essex came over in

l.'>99 with a great army, but .did nothing of moment, was

outgeneralled and outwitted by Tyrone, and threw u]i his

command to enter on the mad and criminal career which

led to the scaflold. In 1600 Sir George Carew became
president of Munster, and, as always happened when tho

crown was well served, the rebellion was quickly put down,

ilountjoy, who succeeded Essex, joined Carew, and a

Spanish force which landed at Kinsale surrendered. The
destruction of their crops starved the people into snbmis-

'sion, and tho contest was only less terrible than the first

'Pesmond'War because it was much shorter. In Ulster

Mountjoy was assisted by Sir Henry Doewra, who founded

the second settlement at Derry, the first under Randol|ih

having been abandoned. Hugh O'Donnell sought help in

Spain, where he died. Tyrone submitted at last, craviiij{

pardon on nis knees, renouncing his Celtic chiefry, ano

abjuring all tiprcign powers, but still retaining his earldom

and i)ower almost too great for a subject. Scarcely w.ai

the ink dry when he was tohl of the great ijueeu's ileatU'

He burst into tears, not of grief, but of vexation at not

having held out for still better terms.

In reviewing the Irish government of EHz.ibeth we shall EIizi-

find much to blame, a want of truth in lur dealings and I'othan

of steadiness in her policy. Violent cli'orts of coercion ''""l"^^'

were succeeded b^ fits of cleiuency, of [laisiniony, or of
^jjj_

apathy. Yet it is fair to remember that she was surrounded

by enemies, that her best energies were expended in the

death struggle with Si>aiii, and that she was rarely able to

give undivided attention to the Irish probhm. After all

she conquered Ireland, which hi.r predecessors had failed

to do, though many of them were as crooked in action and
less upright in intention. Considering the times, Elizabc'.h Religigm

cannot bo called a iicisccutor. " Do not," she said to tho li>hcy^

elder I^scx, "seek tjo hastily to bring people that have

been trained in another religion from that in which they

have been brought up." Such things as tho torture of

Archbishop O'Hurley cannot and need not be defended, but

the statesmen of that day regarded the royal supremacy
as a political doctrine, and its active opponents as traitors.

And Catbidics should not be too ready to remember the

t\ ranny w hich their forefitliers felt, and to forget the plots

against Elizabeth's life, the night of St Bartholomew, and
the Spanish Inquisition. Elizabeth saw that the Irish

could only be reached through their own language. But
for that harvest the labourers were necessai'ily few. .The
fate of Fo-hop Daly of Kildare, who preached in Irish, and
who thnec had his house burned over his head, was not

likely to encourage missionaries. Kcither the best nor tho

worst of the ej)iscopal body, Adam Loftus must be regarded

as a representative man. To preach what he thought true

wli?n he could do it safely, to testify against toleration,

and in the meantime to make a fortune, was too often the

sum a-.;d substance of an Anglican prelate's work in Ireland,

lu all wild parts divine service was neglected, and wander-

ing friars or subtle Jesuits, supported by every patriotic

or religious feeling of the people, kept Ireland faithful to

Rome. Against her many shortcomings we must set the

queen's foundation of that university which has been the

one successful English institution in Ireland, and which

has continually borne the fairest fruit.

Great things were expected of James I. He was Mary JamM I,

Stuart's son, and there was a curious antiquarian notion (1605-

arioat that, because the Irish were the original "Scoti," a ''

Scottish king would sympathize with Irelaud. Corporate

towns Sft up the mass, and Mountjoy, who could argue as

well as fight, had to teach them a sharp lesson. Finding

Ireland conquered and in no condition to rise again, James
established circuits and a complete system of shires. Sir

John Da\ les was sent over as solicitor-generah The famous

book in which he glorifies his own and the king's exjiloits

gives far too much credit to the latter, and far too little to

his great predecessor. When she was still alive to confer

favours. Da vies in very creditable verse had lavished praises

upon Elizabeth which must have seemed exaggerated even

to her.

Two le;.'al decisions swe'pt away the customs of tauistry

and of Irish gavelkind, and the English land system was

violently substituted. Tyrone was harassed by si erili's and

other olliceis, and the tliveninicnt, learning that he was

engaged in an insimectionary design, [irepared to seize hini.

The information was laobably false, but Tyrone was grow-

ing old and nervous, and perhaps despaired of making

good his defence. By leaving Ireland ho played into \\\A

enemies' hands. Rory O'Donnell, cicated lail ol Tyrconiicl,

accompanied him. Cuconnaught Maguiic hud already gone

•SIU, — 3*
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tlie " flight of the earls," as it is called, completed the ruin

if the Celtic cause. Reasons or pretexts tor declaring for-

feitures against O'Cahan and O'Reilly were easily found.

O'Dogherty, chief of Innishowen, and foreman of the grand

jury which found a bill for treason against the earls, received

a blow from Paulet the governor of Derry. O'Dogherty
rose, Derry was sacked, and Paulet murdered. O'Dogherty
having been killed and O'Hanlon and others being impli-

cated, the whole of northern Ulster was at the disposal

of the Government. Tyrone, Donegal, Armagh, Cavan,

Fermanagh, and Derry were parcelled out among English

ant^ Scotch colonists, portions being reserved to the natives.

The site of Derry was granted to the citizens of London,
who fortified and armed it, and Londonderry became the

chief bulwark of the colonists in two great wars. If we
look at its iuorality we shall find little to praise, but in a

political point of view the plantation of Ulster was success-

ful The northern province, which so severely taxed the

energies of Elizabeth, has since been the most pipsperous

and loyal part of Ireland. But the conquered people

remained side by side with the settlers ; and Sir George
Carew, who reported on the plantation in ICll, clearly

foresaw that they woidd rebel again " under the veil of

religion and liberty, than which nothing is esteemed so

precious in the hearts of men." Those natives who retained

land were often oppressed by their stronger neighbours,

and sometimes actually swindled out of their property. It

is probable that in the neglect of the grantees to give proper
leases to their tenants arose the Ulster tenant-right custom
which has attracted so much notice of late years.

It may be convenieut to notice here the parliamentary

history of the English colony in Ireland, which corresponds

pretty closely to that of the mother country. First there

are informal meetings of eminent persons; then, in 1295,
there is a parliament of which some acts remain, and to

which only knights of the shire were summoned to represent

the Commons. Burgesses were added as §arly as 1310.

The famous parliament of Kilkenny in 1367 was largely

attended, but the details of its composition are not known.
That there was substantial identity in the character of

original and copy may be inferred from the fact that the

well-known tract called Modus Teneudi Pftrliamentttm was
exemplified under the Great Seal of Ireland in 6 Hen. V.

The most ancient Irish parliament remaining on record was
held in 1374, twenty members in all being summoned to

the House of Commons, from the counties of Dublin,

Louth, Kildare, and Carlow, the liberties and crosses of

Meath, the city of Dublin, and the towns of Drogheda
and Dundalk. The liberties were those districts in which
the great vassals of the crown exercised paktinate jurisdic-

tion, and the crosses were the church lands, where alone the

royal writ usually ran. Writs for another parliament in

the same year were addressed in addition to the counties

of Waterford, Cork, and Limerick ; the liberties and crosses

of Ulster, Wexford, Tipperary, and Kerry ; the cities of

Waterford, Cork, and Limerick ; and the towns of Youghal,
Kiusale, Ross, Wexford, and Kilkenny. The counties of

Clare and Longford, and the towns of Galway and Athenry,
were afterwards added, and the number of popular repre-

Bentatives does not appear to have much exceeded sixty

during the later Middle Ages. In the House of Lords the
temporal peers were largely outnumbered by the bishops

and mitred abbots. In the parliament which conferred the
royal title on Henry A'lIL it was finally decided that the
proctors of the clergy bad no voice or votes. Elizabeth's

first pailiamcut, held in 1559, was attended by 7G members
of the Lower House, which increased to 122 in 15S5. In
IG13 James I. by a wholesale creation of new boroughs,
geucrally of the last insignificance, increased the House of

Commons to 232 and thus secured an Anglican majority

to carry out his policy, tte told those v.'ho remonstrated

to mind their own business. " What is it to you if I had
created 40 noblemen and 400 boroughs ? The more the

merrier, the fewer the better cheer." In 1639 the House
of Commons had 274 members, a number which was further

increased to 300 at the Revolution, and so it remained until

the Union.

Steeped in absolutist ideas, James was not likely to Kelifriinra

tolerate religious dissent. He thought he could " niak ""''^'y ^*

what liked him law and gospel." A proclamation for''

banishing Romish priests issued in 1605, and was followed

by an active and general persecution, which was so far from
succeeding that they continued to flock in from abroad,

Lord-Deputy Chichester admitting that every house and
hamlet was to them a sanctuary. The most severe English

statutes against the Cathulie laity had never been re-enacted

in Ireland, and, in the abs mce of law, illegal means were

taken to enforce uniformity. Privy seals addressed to men
of wealth and position co;umanded their attendance at

church before the deputy or the provincial president, on
pain of unlimited fine and imprisonment by the Irish

,

Star Chamber. The Catholic gentry and lawyers, headed
by Sir Patrick Barnewall, succeeded in proving the flagrant

illegality of these mandates, and the Government had to

yield. On the whole Protestantism made little progress,

though the number of Protestant settlers increased. As
late as 1622, wheu Lord Falkland was installed as deputy,

the illustrious Ussher, then bishop of Meath, preached from
the text " he beareth not the sword in vain," and descanted

on the over-indulgence shown to recusants. Primate

Hampton, in a letter which is a model of Christian

eloquence, mddly rebuked his eminent sufi'ragan.

The necessities of Charles I. induced his miuisters to ch.irlesi.

propose that a great part of Connaught should be declared (IB'^fr-

forfeited owing to mere technical flaws in title, and planted *

like Ulster. Such was the general outcry that the scheme
had to be given up ; and, on receiving a large grant from
the Irish parliament, the king promised certain graces, of

which the chief were security fnr titles, a free trade, and
the substitutiot of an oath of allegiance for that of

supremacy. Having got the money, Charles as usual broke AJinhni:"

his word ; and in 1635 Lord-Deputy Strafi'ord began a ''»""" "''

general system of extortion. The Connaught and Munster j'*''"'^

landowners were shamelessly forced to pay large fines for

the confirmation of even recent titles. The Irish woollen

manufacture was discouraged as hurtful to England ; and,

if linen was encouraged, it was only because no linen was
made in the greater kingdom. The money obtained by
oppressing the Irish nation was employed to create au army
for the oppression of the Scotch and English nations. The
Roman Catholics were neither awed nor conciliated.

Twelve bishops, headed by Primate Ussher, solemnly pro-

tested that " to tolerate popery is a grievous sin." The
Ulster Presbyterians were rigorously treated. Of the
prelates employed by Strafford in this insane persecutioa

the ablest was Bramhall of Derry, who not only oppressed
the ministers but insulted them by coarse language. The
"black oath," which bound those who took it never to
oppose Charles in anything, was enforced on all ministers,

and those who refused it were driven from their manses
and often stripped of their goods.

Straflford was recalled to expiate his career on the scaffold

;

the army was disbanded ; and the helm of the state

remained in the hands of a landjobber and of a superan-
nuated soldier. Disbanded troojis are the ready weapons
of conspiracy, and the opportunity was not lost.. The Rttielli.'ij

Catholic insurgents of 1041 just failed to seize Dublin, "^f "5*^-

hut quickly became masters of nearly the whole country.

That there was no definite design of massacring the Pro-
testants is likely, but it was intended to turn them out.
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. Great numbois wsre killed, often in cold liluod aua uitli

cireumstauces of great barbarity. The English under Coote

and others retaliated. In 1G12 a Scottish army under

Monro landed in Ulster, and formed a rallying point for

the colonists. Londondei ry, Euuiskillen, Coleraine.Carrick-

fergus, and some othei places de6ed Sir Phelim O'XeiU's

tumultuary host. Trained in foreign wars, Owen lloe

CXeiU gradually formed a powerful army among the

Ulster Irish, and it is impossible to overestimate his skill

and patience. But like other O'Xeills, he did little out of

Ulster, and his great victory over Monro (16-15) had no last-

ing results. The old English of the Pale were forced into

rebellion, but could never get on with the native Irish,

who hated them only less than the new colonists. Ormonde
throughout maintained the position of a loyal subject, and,

as the king's representative, played a great but hopeless

part. The Celts cared nothing for the king except as a

weapon agninst the Protestants ; the old Anglo- Irish

Citholics cared much, but the nearer Charles approached

thera the more completely he alienated the Protestants.

In 1615 Rimiccini reached Ireland as papal legate. He
could never cooperate with the Catholic coiifederacy at

Kilkenny, which was under old English influence, and by
throwing in his lot with the Celts only widened the gulf

between the two sections. The Royalist confederates were

not willing to decide the question of investitures in favour

of the pope, still less to restore the abbey lands of which

they were the chief holders. "Whatever may be thought

of Mr Carlyle's judgments ou Ireland generally, he has

thoroughly mastered the state of parties during the turmoil

which followed 1641 :
—"There are," he says, "Catholics

of the Pale, demanding freedom of religion, under my
lord this and my lord that. There are Old-Irish Catholics,

under pope's nuncios, under Abba O'Teague of the excum-

muuications, and Owen Roe O'Xeill, demanding not reli-

gious freedom only, but what we now call 'repeal of the

union,' and unable to agree with Catholics of the English

Pale. Then there are Ormonde Royalists, of the Episco-

palian and mixed creeds, strong for king without covenant;

Ulster and other Presbyterians strong for king and cove-

nant; lastly, Michael Jones and the Commonwealth of

England, who want neither king nor covenant."

In all their negotiations with Ormonde: and Glamorgan,

Henrietta Maria and Digby, the pope end Itinuccini stood

out for an arrangement which would have destroyed the

royal supremacy and established Romanism in Ireland,

leaving to the Anglicans bare toleration, and to the. Pres-

byterians not even that. Charles behaved after his kind,

Rbowing, not only his falseness, but also his total want of

real dignity. Ormonde was forced to surrender Dublin to

the Parliamentarians (1646), and the inextricable knot
awaited Cromwell's sword. TTie total inability of the Irish

Catholics to form anything like a working government
during their nine years of power proves that her history,

and tlie discordant ingredients of her population, must
ever prevent Ireland from achieving a separate political

existence.

^roiDwoII. Cromwell's campaign (1649-50) showed how ea?ily a
good general with an efficient army might conquer Ireland.

Resistance in the field was soon at an end : the starving-

out policy of Carew and Mountjoy ^jas employed against

the guerillas, and the soldiers were furnished with scythes

to cut down the green corn. Bibles were also regularly

served out to them. Oliver's severe conduct at Urogheda
and elsewhere is not morally defensible, but much may be
nrgcd in his favour. Strict discipline was maintained—he
hanged soldiers for stealing chickens; faith was always

kept ; and short, sharp action was more merciful in the long

run than a milder but less effective policy. The character

aud desiiins of this great man offer a most difficult problenL

For a time Lord Clarendon had it all his own way; in due

course came a reaction so violent that the Protector has

been almost deified in some quarters. Ireton was in many
respects a copy of his father-in-law. Cromwell' s civil policy,

to use ilacaulay's words, was " able, straightforwaril, and

cruel." He thinned the disaffected population by allowing

foreign enlistment, aud 40,000 are said to have been thus

got rid of. Already Irish Catholics of good family had

learned to offer their swords to foreign priuces. In Spain,

France, and the empire they often rose to the distiuiiioii

which they were denied at home. About 9000 person.-!

were sent to the West Indie.-;, practically into slavery. Thns,

and by the long war, tha population was reduced to some

850,000, of whom 150,000 were English and Sets ; tlio

marvel is that so many were left. Then came the leans-

plantation bej'ond the Shannon. The Irish Catholic griilry

were removed bodily with their servants aud such tenants

as consented to follow them, and with what remoinod ol

their cattle. They suffered dreadful hardships. To excluile

foreign influeuces, a belt of one inik- was resei-ved to soldiers

on the coast from Sligo to the Shannon, but the idea was

not fully carried out. The derelict property in the other

provinces was divided between adveuturers who had

advanced money and soldiers who had fought in Ireland.

Many of the latter sold their claims to oiiiceis or specu-

lators, who were thus enabled to form estates. The

majority of Irish labourers stayed to work under the settlers,

aud the country became peaceful and prosperous. Some
fighting Catholics haunted woods and hills undep the name
of Tories, afterwards given in derision to a great party,

and were hunted down with as little compunction as the

wolves to which they were compared. Measures of great

severity were taken against Catholic priests; but it is said

that Cromwell had great numbers in his pay, and that they

kept him well informed. All classes of Protestants were

tolerated, and Jeremy Taylor preached unmolested. Com-
mercial equality being given to Ireland, the woollen trade

at once revived, and a shipping interest sprang up. Were
it worth while to prove Cromwell a greater statesman than

Strafford, his religions and commercial policy in Ireland

would supply ample evidence. A legislative union v^'as

also effected, and Irish members attended at Westminster.

The following brief record of a debate is worth quoting :—
" filr P.amfield and Mr Robinson—all that serve for Ireland

sliottld be on this committee. Sir Gilbert Pickering, Mr
Hyland—against any pitch distinction of members ; it ia

an ill precedent and looks not like nn union ; name
as many as you will, but let them not be exclusively added.

Jlr Ashe—as they sit in Parliament, they are not Irishmen,

but mere Englishmen. Resolved—that all who serve for

Ireland be o^ the committee." For further particulars

Mr Prendergast's C'romueUinn Selllfineni and Torv M'ar

of Ulster should be consulted.

Charles II. was bound in honour to do something for Charlei

such Irish Catholics as were innocent of the massacres of H-

1641, and the claims Were not scrutinized too severely. It
'jj^

was found impossible to displace the Ciomwellians, but
'^

they were shorn of about one-third of their lands. When
the Caroline settlement was complete it was found that the

great rebellion had resulted iu reducing the Catholic share

of the fertile parts of Ireland from two-thirds to one-third.

Ormonde, whose wife had been allowed by Cromwell's

clemency to make him some remittances from the wreck

of his estate, was largely and deservedly rewarded. A
revenue of i30,000 was settled on the king, in considera-

tion of which Ireland was in 1663 excluded from the

benefit of the Navigation Act, and her nascent shipping

iuterest ruined. In 1666 the importation of Irish cattle

and horses into England was forbidden, the value of the

former at once fallin? five fold, of the latter twenty-fold.
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Amuii^' olljL-r iir_i;'iiii.iits ui fiiViair of this iitioci.Mis law

v.-as tliat u-icd by A^lilfy, who aaiil that if tliu bill diJ not

[I Hs the duke of Oniundc would have a greater es'tate

tl.ui the earl of NorthiiiMberlaiul. " Achitotihel" must have

laughed in his Blee\e. Buckingham said every oiipoiifiit

of the bill mu^t have "an Irish estate or an Irish uuder-

staudiug," which irjaily cost liini u duel with Ossory, and

i.iuch damaged his leputatiou for couiage. That such a

mm 1X3 Buckingham should have so taunted such a man
as Ormonde is characteristic of the most shameless reign

in our history. Dead meat, butter, and cheese wcrcalso

excluded, yet peace brought a certain luospeiity. The

woollen manufacture grew and flourished, and Macaulay

is probably warranted in saying that under Charles II.

Ireland was a pleasanter place of residence than it has

been before or since. But it was pleasant only for those

who conformed to the state reUgion. Catholicism was

tolerated, or rather connived at ; but its professors were

subject to frequent alarms, and to great severities during

the reign of Titus Gates. Bramhall became primate, and

his hand was heavy against the Ulster Presbyterians. It

is humiliating to record that Jeremy Taylor began a perse-

cution which stopped the influx of Scots into Ireland.

Deprived of the means of teaching, the Independeuts and
other sectaries soon disappeared. In a military colony

womenwere scarce, and the "Ironsides'" had married natives.

To use their own language, they saw the daughters of

Moab that they were fair. Women are more religious

than men, travelling missionaries more zealous thin

endowed clerks ; and Catholicism held its own. Tho
Quakers became numerous duriug this reign, and their

peiceful industry was most useful. They venerate as

their founder Thomas Edniundson, a Westmoreland man
who had borne arms for the Parliament, and who settled

in Antrim in 1652.

J.impsII. The duke of Ormonde was lord-lieutenant at the death
<I6S3- ^( Charles II. At seventy-five his brain was as clear as

'• ever, and James saw that he was no fit tool for his purpose.
" See, gentlemen," said the old chief, lifting his glass at a

military dinner party, "they say at court I am old and
dotiug. But my hand is steady, nor doth my heart

fail To the king's health." Calctdating on his

loyal subservience, James appointed his brother-in-law.

Lord Clarendon, to succeed Ormonde. Monmouth's enter-

prise made no stir, but gave an excuse for disarming the

Protestant mditia. The Tories at once emerged from their

hiding-places, and Clarendon found Ireland in a ferment

It was now the turn of the Protestants to feel what perse-

cution means. Pilchard Talbot, one of tlio few survivors

of Droglieda, governed the king's Irisli policy, while the

loid-lieuteuant was kept in the dark. Finally Talbot,

created earl of Tyrconnel, himself received the sword of

state. Protestants were weeded out of the army, Protestant

officers in particular being superseded by idle Catholics of

gentle blood, where they could be found, and in any case

by Catholics. Bigotry rather than religion was Tyrconnel's

ruling passion, and he filled up offices with Catholics inde-

pendently of character. Fitton, a man convicted of forgery,

became chancellor, and but three Protestant judges were
left on the bench. The outlawries growing out of the

affairs of 1G41 were reversed as quickly as possible. Pro-

testant corporations were dissolved by "quo warrantos "
;

but James was still Englishman enough to refuse an Irish

parliament, which might repeal Poyning's Act and the Act
of Settlement. In 1687 the Church of England discovered

that there were limits to passive obedience, and at the close

of the following year James was, a fugitive in France. By
(this time Londonderry and Enniskillen had closed their

gates, and the final struggle had begun. In March 1689
James reached Ireland with some French troops, and

summoned a parliament which repealed iho Act of Settle-

uioiit., 1 he estates of absentees were vested in the crown,

and, as only two months law was given, this was nearly

equivalent to confiscating the property of all Protestants.

Between 2000 and 3000 Protestants weie attainted by
name, and moreover the Act was not published. Tliel

appalling list may be read iu the Slalt of the Frolestanti

by Archbi.shop King, one of many divines converted by
the logic of events to believe in the lawfulness of resistance.

Interesting details may be gleaned in Thomas Edmundson'a
Diari/. The dispossessed Protestants e.'Kaped by sea or

flocked into Ulster, where a gallant stand was made. The
glories of Londonderry and Enniskillen will live as long as

the English language. The Irish cause produced one great

achievement—the defence of Limerick, and one grf;at

leader—Patrick Sarsfield. The Catholic Celts aided by
France were entirely beaten, the Protestant colonists aided

by England were entirely victorious (battle of the Boyne, William

1st July ICOO; battle of Aughrini, l'2th July 1691). IU-

Even tlie siege of Limerick showed the irreconcilable

divisions which had nullified the efforts of 1641. Hugh
Ealdearg O'Donncll, last of Irish chiefs, sold his services

to William for X500 a year. But it was their king that

condemned the Irish to hopeless failure. He called then*

cowards, whereas the cowardice was really his own, and
he deserted them in their utmost need. They repaid him
with the opprobrious nickname of " Sheemas-a-Cacagh." or

Dirty James.

Irish rhetoric commonly styles Limerick " the city of the

violated treaty." The articles of capitulation (3d October

1691) may be read in Leland or Plowdeu ; from the first

their interpretation was disputed. Hopes of religious

liberty were held out, but were not fulfilled. Lords Jus-

tices Porter and Coiiingsby promised to do their utmost to

obtain a parliamentary ratification, but the Irish parlia-

ment would not be persuaded. There was a paragraph in

the original draft which would have protected the property

of the great majority of Catholics, but this was left out in

the articles actually signed. William thought the omissioa

accidental, but this is hardly possible. At all eveuts he

ratified the treaty/ in the sense most favourable to the

Catholics, while the Irish parliament adhered to the letter

of the document. Perhaps no breach of faith was intended,

but tRe sorrowful fact remains that the modern settlement

of Ireland has the appearance of resting on a broken pro-

mise. More than 1,000,000 Irish acres were forfeited, and,

though some part returned to Catholic owners, the Catholic

interest in the land was further diminished. William IIL

was the most liberally minded man iu his dominions ; but

the necessities of his position, such is the awful penalty of

greatness, forced him into intolerance against his will, and he

promised to discourage the Irish woollen trade. His manner
of disposing of the Irish forfeitures was inexcusable. Grants

to Bentinck, Euvigny, and Ginckell may be defended, but

not that to Elizabeth V'illicrs, countess of Orkney, the king's

former mistress. The lands were resumed by the English

parliament, less perhaps from a sense of justice than from

a desire to humiliate the deliverer of England, and were

resold to the highest bidder. Nevertheless it became the

fashion to reward nameless English services at the expense

of Ireland. . Pensions and sinecures which would not bear

the light in England were charged on the Iri»h establish-

ment, and even bishoprics were given away on the same

principle. The tremendous uproar raised by Swift about

Wood's halfpence was heightened by the fact that Wood
shared his profits with the duchess of KeudaL
From the first the victorious colonists determined to make

another 1641 inipnssible, and the English Governmentfailed

to moderate their severity (principal Penal Act, 2 Anne,

c. 3). In 1708 Swift declared that the Papists werepoliti-
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cany as incoiiaideiable ns the women and chilQ.cii. In

despair of efifecting rinytliing at lionie, the 3'oung and strong

cnlUled in foreign armies, and the almost incredible num-

ber of 4M\000 are said to have emigrated for this purpose

between ICiJl and 1745. This and the hatred felt towards

Jameill. prevented aoy rising in 1715orl745. The panic-

stricken severity of minorities is proverbial, .but it is not to

be forgotten that the Irish Protestants had been turned out

of house and home twice within fifty years. The restric-

tions on Irish commerce provoked Locke's friend Molyneus

to write his famous plea for legislative independence (1C9S).

Much of the learning contained in it now seems obsolete,

but the question is less an antiquarian one than he supposed.

Later events have shown that the mother country must

have supreme authority, or must relax the tie with self-

governing colonies merely into a close alliance. In the

cise of Ireland the latter plan has always been impossible.

In 1703 the Irish pirliament begged hard for a legislative

union, but as that would have involved at least partial free

trade the English monopolists prevented it. By Poyuing's

law England had a vote on all Irish legislation, and was

therefore an accomplice in the penal laws. For details on

ml this disagreeable subject the reader is referred to Denys
IS. Scully's Statement of the Penal Laivs. No Papist might

teach a school or any child but his own, or send children

abroad,—the burden of proof lying on the accused, and the

decision being left to magistrates without a jury. Mixed
marriages were forbidden between persons of property, and

the children might be forcibly brought up Protestants. A
Papist cou-ld not be a guardian, and a,ll wards in chancery

were brought up Protestants. The Protestant eldest son

of a landed proprietor might make his father tenant for life

aud secure his own inheritance. Among Papist children

land went in compulsory gavelkind. Papists could not

take longer leases than thirty-one years at two-thirds of a

rack rent ; they were even required to conform within six

months of an inheritance accruing, on pain of being ousted

by the next Protestant heir. Priests from abroad were

banished, and their return declared treason. All priests

were required to register ai.d to remain in their own
.pari.shes, and informers were to be rewarded .at the expense

of the Popish inhabitants. No Papist was allowed arms,

two justices being empowered to search ; and if he bad a

good horse any Protestant might claim it on tendering £b.

These laws were of course systematically evaded. The

property of Roman Catholics was often preserved through

Protestant trustees, and it is understood that faith was

generally- kept. Yet the attrition if slow was sure, and by

the end of the century the proportion of land belonging to

Roman Catholics was probably not more than one-tenth of

the whole. We can see now that if the remaining Roman
Catholic landlords had been encouraged they would have

done much to reconcile the masses to the settlement.

Individuals are seldom as bad as corporations, and the very

men who made the laws against priepts practically shielded

ihem. Nothing was so odious- as a priest-hunter, even

among Protestants, aud this form of delation has doubtless

done much to create the Irish horror of informing, or indeed

iif giving any evidence. The penal laws put a premium on

hypocrisy, and many conformed only to preserve their

property or to enable them to take office. Proselytizing

schools, though supported by public grants, entirely failed,

mmer- The restraints placed by English commercial jealousy on
>1 «- Irish trade destroyed manufacturing industry in the south
**"**• and west. Driven by the Caroline legislation against cattle

into breeding sheep, Irish graziers produced the best wool

in Europe. Forbidden to export it, or to work it up
profitably at home, they took to smuggling, for which the

indented coast gave great facilities. The enormous profits

of the contraband trade with France enabled Ireland to

purchase English goods to an extent greater than her whole

lawful tratEc. The moral effect was disastrous. Tht
religious penal code it was thought meritorious to evade

;

the commercial penal code was ostentatiously defied .; and

both tended to make Ireland the least law-abiding country

in Europe. The account of the smugglers is the most

interesting and perhaps the most valuable part of Mr
Fronde's work on Ireland, and should be compared with

Mr Lecky's Irish and Scutch chapters.

When William III. promised to depress the Irish Ulster

woollen trade, he promised to do all he could for Irish prosrer-

linen. England did not fulfil the second promise; still
""'

the Ulster weavers were not crushed, and their industry

flourished. Some Huguenot refugees, headed by Louis

Crommelin, were established by William III. at Lisburn,

and founded the manufacturing prosperity of Ulster.

Other Huguenots attempted other industries, but com-

mercial restraints brought them to nought. The peculiar

character of the flax business has prevented it from crossing

the mountains which boand the northern province. Wool
was the natural staple of the south.

The Scottish Presbyterians who defended Londonderry Dis-

were treated little better than the Irish Catholics who be- «ii-"s

sieged it,—the sacramental test of 1704 being the work

of the English council rather than of the Irish parliament.

In 1715 the Irish House of Commons resolved that any one

who should prosecute a Presbyterian for accepting a com-

mission in the army without taking the test was an enemy
to the king and to the Protestant interest. Acts of

indemnity were regrdarly passed throughout the reign of

George II., and until 1780, when the Test Act -n-as repealed.

A bare toleration had been granted in 1720. Various

abuses, especially forced labour on roads which were often

private jobs, caused the Oakboy insurrection in 17 64.

Eight years later the Steelboys rose against the exactions

of absentee landlords, who often turned out Protestant

yeomen to get a higher rent from Roman Catholic cottiers.

The dispossessed men carried to America an undying hatred

of England which had much to say to the American

revolution, and that again reacted on Ireland. Lawless

Protestant associations, called Peep o' Day Boys, terrorized

the north and were the progenitors of the Orangemen

(1789). Out of the rival " defenders " Ribbonism in part

sprung. The Unit-ed Irishmen drew from both sources

(1791).

But the Ulster peasants were never as badly oflf as those Po.-ertj

of the south and west. Writers the. most unlike each "f ""

otlier—Swift and Boulter, Berkeley and Stone, Arthur ^^"
Young and Dr Thomas Campbell—all tell the same tale.

Towards tlie end of the 17th century Raleigh's fatal gift

had already become the food of the people. ^Vllen Chief

Baron Rice went to London in 1GS8 to urge the Catholic

claims on James II., the hostile populace escorted him in

mock state with potatoes stuck on poles. Had manufac-

tures been given fair play in Ireland, population might

have preserved some relation to capital. As it was, land

became almost the only property, and the necessity of pro-

ducing wool for smuggling kept the country in grass. The
poor squatted where they could, receiving starvation wages,

and paying exorbitant rents for their cabins, partly with

their own labour. Unable to rise, the wretched people

multiplied on their potato plots with perfect recklessness.

During the famine which began in the winter of 173?

one-fifth of the population is supposed to have perished ;

yet it is hardly noticed in literature, and seems not to have

touched the conscience of that English public which in

1755 suoscribed £100,000 foi the sufferers by the Lisbon

earthquake. As might be expected where men were

allowed to smuggle and forbidden to work, redress was

sought in illegal Gombiuations and secret 6<.<cieties. The
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dreaded name of Whkeboy was first lieard in 17G1, and

igrariau crime lias never since been long absent. Since

,he Union we have had the Thresbers, the Terry Alts, the

\Iolly -Maguires, the Rockitcsj. and many others. Poverty

las been the real cause of all these disturbances, which were

iften aiigravated liy the existence of factious prufoundly

ndicative of barbarism. Communism, cupidity, scoundrel-

sm of all kinds have contributed to every disturbance.

I'he tendency shown to screen the worst criminals is some-

:imes the result of sympathy, but more often of fear. The
erueltiea which have generally accompanied Whiteboyism
13 common to servile insurrections all over the world. No
wonder if Irish landlords were formerly tyrannical, for

chey were in the position of slave-owners. The steady

application' of modern principles, by extending legal pro-

.ection to all, Las altered the slavish character of the

oppressed Irish. The cruelty has not quite died out, but

»£ is much rarer than formerly ; and, generally apeaking,

iiie worst agrarianism has of late years been seen in the

districts which retain most of the old features.

The mediceval colony in Ireland was profoundly modified

by the pressure of the surrounding tribes. While partially

adopting their laws and customs, the descendants of the

conquerors often spoke the language of the natives, and in

so doing nearly lost their own. The Book of Howlh and
many documents composed in the Pale during the ICth
century show this clearly. Those who settled in Ireland

after 1641 were in a very dififerent mood. They hated,

feared, and despised the Irish, and took pride in preserving

their pure English speech. Molyneux and Petty, who
founded the Royal Society of Dublin in 1683, were equally
Englishmen, though the former was born in Ireland. Swift
and Berkeley did not consider themselves Irishmen at all.

Burke and Goldsmith, coming later, though they might
cot call themselves Englishmen, were not less, free from
provincialism, , It would be hard to name other four men,
who, within the same period, used Shakespeare's language
with equal grace and force. • They were all educated at

Trinity College, Dublin. The Sheridans were men of Irish

race, but with the religion they adopted the literary tone

of the dominant caste, which was small and exclusive, with
the virtues and the vices of an aristocracy.*' Systematic
infringement of English copyright was discreditable in

itself, but sure evidence of an appetite for reading. ' "The
bookseller's property," says Gibbon of his first volume,
"was twice invaded by the pirates of Dublin." The
oratory of the day was of a high order, and incursions

into the wide field of pamphlet literature often repay the

student. Handel was appreciated in Dublin at a time
when it was still the fashion to decry him in London.
The public buildings of the Irish capital have always been
allowed great architectural merit, and private houses still

preserve much evidence of a refined taste. Angelica
Kauffmann worked long in Ireland ; Barry and Shee were
of Irish birth ; and on the whole, obnsidering the small
number of educated inhabitants, it must be admitted that
the Ireland of Flood and Grattan was intellectually fertile.

Stnigglo The volunteers" extorted partial free trade (1779), but'
for imlo- manufacturing traditions had perished,'and common experi-

ence.
^''"^^ shows how hard these are to recover. The demand
for union was' succeeded by a craving for independence.
Poytiing's law was repealed, and in 1782, in Mr Grattan's
opinion, Ireland was at last a nation. The ensuing period
of eighteen ySars is the best known in Irish history. The
quarrel and reconciliation of Flood and Grattan, the
kindly patriotism of Charlemout, the eloquence, "'the
devotion, the corruption, are household words. In 1784
out of 300 members 82 formed the regular opposition, of

whom 30 were the nominees of Whig potentates and 52
iwere really eteted. The majority contained 29 members

considered indcpendflTt, -14 who expected to be bnujtlit, \%
placemen, 12 sitting for regular Government boroughs, and
12 who were supposed to support the Government on

public grounds, 'fhe remaining scats were proprietary,

and were lot to Government for valiiable cimsidcialion.

The House of Lords, composed largely of borough- mongers
and controlled by political bishops, was even Ic-is inde-

pendent. Only Protestant fieeholders had votes, which
encouraged leases for lives, about the worst kind of tenure,

and the object of each proprietor was to control as ni.uiyi

votes as possible. The necessity of finding Protestants

checked subdivision for a time, but in 1793 the Roman
Catholics received the franchise, and it became usual to

make leases in common, so that each lessee should have a

freehold interest of 40s. The landlord indeed had little

choice, for his importance dependerl on the poll boob.

Sidaries, sinecures, even commissions in the arniy were
reserved for those who cuntributed to the return of .some

local magnate.

But no political cause swelled the [lojudation as niucilDepecd-

as the potato. Intiodnced by Raleigh in 1610, the culti-"',"'^"' "•>
^

vation of this dangerous tuber developed with extraordinary
'"'

rapidity. The Elizabethan wars were 'most injurious to

industry, for men will not .sow unless they hope to reap,

and the very essence of military policy had been to deprive

a recalcitrant people of the means of living. The Mantuan
peasant was grieved at the notion of his harvest being

gathered by barbarian soldiers, and the Irishman could not

, be better pleased to see his destroyed. There was no
security for any one, and every one was tempted to live

from hand to mouth. The decade of anarchy which followed,

1641 stimulated this tendency fearfully. The labour of one
man could plant potatoes enough to feed forty, and they

could neither be destroyed nqr carried away easily. When
Petty wrote, early in Charles II. 's reign, this demoralizing

esculent was already the national food. Potatoes cannot
be kept very long, but there was no attempt to keep them
at all ; they were left in the ground, and dug as required.'

A frost which penetrated deep caused the famine of 1739.

Even with the modern system of stoiing in I'lits the potato

does not last through the summer, and the " meal' months"
—June, July, and August—always brought great hardship.

The danger increased as the growing population pres.sed

ever harder upon the available land. Between 1831 and'

1842 there were six seasons of dearth, approaching in some
places to famine.

The population increased from 2,845,932 in 1785 to

5,356,594 in 1803. They married and were given in

marriage. Wise men foresaw the deluge, but people who
were already half-starved every summer did not thinjc

their case could well be worse. In 1845 the population

bad swelled to 8,295,061, the greater part of whom de-

pended on the potato only. There was no margin, and
when the " precarious exotic " failed an awful famine w^
the result.

Great public and privaife eti'orts were mdde to meet the

case, and relief works were undertaken, on which, in March
1847, 734,000 persons, representing a family aggregate of

not less than 3,000,000, were employed. It was found
that labour and exposure were not good for half-starved

men. The jobbing was frightful, and is probably insepar-

able from wholesale operations of this kind. The poUcj'
of the Government was accordingly changed, and the task

of feeding a whole people was undertaken. More than
3,000,000 rations, generally cooked, were at one time
distributed, but no exertions could altogether avert deattt

in a country where the usual machinery for carrying, diatri'

buting, and preparing food was almost entirely wanting."

From 200,000 to 300,000 perished of starvation or of

fever caused bv insufficient food. ^. An eiodn3_f 'il»wef.'
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which, necessary as it was, caused dreadful hardship, and

among the Catholic Irish in America Fenianism took its

rise. One good result of the famine was thoroughly to

awaken Englishmen to their duty towards Ireland. Since

then, purse-strings have been even too readily untied at

the call of Irish distress.

Great brutalities disgraced the rebellion of 1798, but

",he people hud suffered much and had French examples

before them. The real originator of the movement was

rheobulJ Wolfe Toue, whose profi'ered services were

ejected by Pitt, and Trho founded the United IrLshmcn.

lis Parisian adventures detailed by himself are most

nteresting, and his tomb is still the object of an annua!

f>ilgrimage. Toue was a Protestant, but he had imbibed

socialist ideas, and hated the priests whose influence

-;ouiiteracted his own. In Wexford, where the insurrection

A-ent farthest, the ablest leaders were priests, but they,

•'.cted against the policy of their church.

The inevitable Union followed (1st January 1801). Pitt

!iad long before (17S5) offered a commercial partnership

which had been rejected on the ground that it involved the

ultimate right of England to tax Ireland. He was not less

liberally inclined in religious matters, but George III.

itood in the way, and like William III. the minister would

hot risk his imperial designs. Carried in great measure

by the same corrupt means as the constitution of '82 had;

Seen worked by, the Union earned no gratitude. But it!

.as a political necessity, and Grattan never gave his

countrymen worse advice than when he urged them to

•' keep knocking at the Union." The advice has, how-

ever, been taken. Emmet's insurrection (1803) was the

first emphatic protest. Then came the struggle for eman-

cipation. It was proposed to couple the boon with a veto

"vn the appointment of Roman Catholic bishops. It was

the ghost of the old question of investitures. The remnant

of the Catholic aristocracy would have granted it ; even

Pius YII. was not invincibly opposed to it ; but Daniel

O'Connell took the lead against it. Under his guidance

the Catholic association became a formidable body. At

last the priests gained control of the elections ; the victor!

of Waterloo was obliged to confess that the king's govern-

ment could no longer be carried on, and Catholic emanci-

pation had to be granted (1829). The tithe war followed,

and this most oppressive of all taxes was unfortunately

commuted (1838) only in deference to clamour and

violenije. 'The repeal agitation was uusuccessful, but

let us not be extreme to mark the faults of O'Connell's

later years. He doubtless believed in repeal at first;

probably he ceased to believe in it, but he was already

deeply committed, and had abandoned a lucrative profes-

sion for politics.^ With some help from Father Mathew
he kept the monster meetings in order, and his constant

denunciations of lawless violence distinguish him from

liis imitators. His trial took place in 1844. There is

a sympathetic sketch of O'Connell's career in Lecky's

Leaders of Opinion; Wyse's History of the Catholic Associa-

tion gives the best account of the religious struggle, and

much may be learned from Fitzpatrick's Life of Bishop

Doyle.

The national system of education introduced in 1833
was the real recantation of intolerant opinions, but the

economic state of Ireland was fearful. The famine,

emigration, and the new poor law hajre nearly got rid of

starvation, but the peop. have not become frankly loyal,

for they feel that they owe more to their own importunity,'

to their own misfortunes, than to the wisdom of their'

rulers. The literary efforts of young Ireland eventuated io'

another rebellion (1848J ; a revolutionary wave could not

toll over Europe without touching the unlucky island.i

Aiter the failure of that .wretched outbreak there was

peace until the close of the American war released a
number of adventurers trained to the use of arms and
filled with hatred to England.

Already in 1 858 the discovery of the Phoenix conspiracy Foniju.
had shown that the poUcy of Mitchel and his associates is.ui.

was not forgotten. -Tohn O'Mahony, one of the men of '48,

organized a formidable secret society in America, which his

historical studies led him to call the Fenian brotherhood.

The money raised in the United States was perhaps not
less than £80,000, but it is duo to O'Mahony to say that

he died poor. In Ireland the chief direction of the con-

spiracy was assumed by James Stephens, who had been
implicated in the Phoenix affair, and who never cordially

agreed with O'Mahony. Stephens was very despotic—

a

true revolutionary leader. As in all Irish political con-

spiracies there were traitors in the camp, whe kept the

authorities well informed, and in September 18C5 the Irish

People newspaper, which had been the organ of the move-
ment, was suddenly suppressed by the Government. The
arrests of Luby, O'Leary, and O'Donovan Kossa followed,

all. of whom, with many others, were afterwards prosecuted

to conviction. Stephens for a time eluded the police, living

with little concealment in a villa near Dublin, and apparently

occupied in gardening. But in November he was identified

and captured, much evidence being found in his house.

Ten days afterwards he escaped from Richmond prison, and
it is now known that some of the warders were Fenians.

Another conspirator, sometimes called O'Brien and some-

times Osborne, afterwards escaped from Clonmel jail.

American papers stated ihat Stephens was in actual want
in New York in the winter of 1880, but he has since been
heard of at Paris. The promptitude of the Government
perhaps prevented a general insurrection, but there was a

partial outbreak in February and March 1867, chiefly in

Kerry, Limerick, and Tipperary. There was an affray, if

it deserves the name, at Tallaght near Dublin, and a plot to

seize Chester Castle was discovered and frustrated. The
police, who behaved extremely well, were often attacked,

but the Fenians abstained from plunder or from any acts

which might estrange the rural population. The pea.sants,

however, .though for the most part nationalists, did not care

to risk their lives in such a wild enterprise, and the young
men of the towns furnished the only real force. Weather
of extraordinary severity, which will long be remembered
as the "Fenian winter," completed their discomfiture, and
they suffered fearful hardships. There was enough
sympathy with the movement to procure the election of

O'Donovan Rossa for Tipperary in 1867, when he was
actually undergoing penal servitude. John Mitchel, whose
old sentence was unreversed, was chosen by the same con-

stituency as late as 1875, but in neither case was the voto

a large one. It became the fashion in Ireland to celebrate

annually the obsequies of the " Manchester martyrs," as the

three Fenians were called who suffered death for the murder
of police-Serjeant Brett. The Roman Catholic Church has

always opposed secret societies, and some priests had the

firmness to discountenance these political funerals, but

strong popular excitement in Ireland has generally been

beyond clerical control. Even now the Fenian spirit is

not extinct, and one of the brotherhood, named Devoy,
announced a new departure in January 1879. Devoy and
his friends have certainly had considerable" influence upon
the recent agrarian agitation, which they have from motives

of policy placed in the front, whde keeping a separatist

movement in reserve.

The Fenian movement disclosed much discontent, and was

attended by criminal outrages in England. The abolition

of the Irish Church Establishment, which had long been

condemned by public opinion, was then decreed (1869).

The land question was next taken in hand ^1870), anil
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many of ihose who opposed the changes made now tliink

they have done good. These reforms did not, however, put

\\n end to Irish agitation. The Home Rule party, which

demanded the restoration of a separate Irish Parliament,

showed increased activity, and the general election of 1874

gave it a strong representation at Westminster, where one

section of the party developed hito tlie " Obstructionists."

Bad seasons and distress among the peasantry (1878-1880)
added force to the Land League, and agrarian outrages
increased to an alarming extent on the expiration of the
Peace Preservation Act and the rejection by the Lords of

a bill t'Cmporarily limiting evictions. In 1881 a Coercion
Act was passed, and was immediately lolluwcd by a new
Land Act of large scnpe. (r. ba.)
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Kmigratlop, 236,

Emmet's insurrection,

271.

Encumbered Estates

Court, 229.

English conquest. 2.JS.

Es.sex, Earl of, 204.

Evictions, 228.

laminc of 1739, 2G'J; of

1840, 270;

Farm holdings, 2-'0

I'eiiianism. 271.

Fisheries, 233.

Flax culture, 231.

Food in Midille Ages. 200.
'

Forests, mcdi.tval, 205.

Gavelkind, 219.

Geography, 214.

Geology, 214.

Governinclil, 239.

Grey, l.onl-Ucputy, 2C4.

Ilcnry II, hivasion of,

4.-.8.

neriry VIII., 202.

History, 243.

Iloldingn. farm. 220

Ilomt: Itule. 272.

Horses, 224.

Houses in Mii'illc ^c.i:\

Hui Xtill dynn-ily. 2'.0

Irelon, General, 2G7.

Iron, 217

Islands. 216.

.lames II , 203.

Jesuits, 263.

Kildarc, Eail of, 260.

Kings in Middle Ages, 250.

Lakes, 216.

LnntI distribution, 210;

inMiddlc Ages. 255, 2.'.7.

Land laws, 219. 228. V72

Landlords and tenants,

223.

T,ando\\pcrs, staiisticj- of,

v.?

Lead. 21b.

Legends, Irish, 714.

Limerick, siege of, 20<1.

Linen manufacture, 231.

Live stock, 225.

Local government. 240.

Londonderry, grant of.

200 ; siege of, 2iiS.

Louili, Eail of, 26il,

M'Murrough, Derniuil, ,

258.

Malachy, King. ^'<X

Man, Isle of, 252, 204.

Jilamifaclurcs, 200.

Maniagc cuatoma In

Middle Ages, 250.

M.irriugc statistics, 238.

Mathcw. Father. 271

Midillc Ages, state of Eic-

Innd in, 200

Milesians. 244.

Minctiil spiiugs, 2lS.

Minerals. 217.

Miiclicl, John. 271.

.Miinaslciics. nncii'iit. 202.

Mnrtidity slati>lics 2:JS

' Mouiitiiins. 214,

! Mug Niiadiii. King, 246
' Munsier, cirly kingdom

I

of, 245.

, Norman conriucst. 20"1.

I
Nortlimcn, invasions of,

I

"N
I
Norwegians, invasions of,

I

•...-,1.

, Oikboy insuiTcrtiun. 2'!')

I

OConndl. Dimk). I'TI.

"I'Niill. lluKli, mi.
ii'Xiill. Owen Hue. 2G7.

I

(1 NciU, .'iliaiip, Ml.

j

Ormornlc. ICail of. 200.

I Oiinondc, Duke of, -iUS.

I'alo. llic. -id.

I

rullaJius, 247.

' I'aHiamcnt. impciiiil, ic-

I

jiicsciilnfion in, 2;;D;

I
lii»ll. 2Ci;. 270.

. r.itilck, -St. 24a.

I'cat, 217.

I Penal Act", 2CS.

I'cnott. Sir Jolin, 2C0.

I'iRS, 22C.

ri.iiilafion of U'btcr, 2C8.

I'oor law, 2^9.

I'l.piilntinii. 2:17.

I'liilcv nnmufacturp. 2j:i

I'titato culliuc. 224 ; lic-

jii'niiciicc on, 270.

rri-sL>JtclUiIis,Sc<itl-ll.2fiB.

I'liitcstantisni and Ullra-

nnntanisin, 2C2,

UaccR. cavly. 2 '3.

Kailways, 230.

Mi-bLllion (15S3), 2114;

<15'JS), 2i;5: (IC4I1,

2c.r.; (172S, imi3, ie4'i).

2T1.

Krfoimatinn. 2(13,

l;ili»;ion, btatvsticsof, 240.

IIciHMl ncif.ilion. 271.

Itcpicsfiitatirin, imperial.

2JS; 111 Mi.l.llt Aki!..

-'''

i;ociinc, ;t5.

I:inuciiiii. 2(;7

I

l:l\lTS, 21l!.

Kossl, (i"l)(,nnvan. 271

;
Itotinil low els, 200.

I
.Srliouls, 241.

Scoti, 244

Soiit!,, in\asiini of, 2C0

Sliccp, 2.'ti.

Miipliuil.liiil!, 21."..

Shippinp tia.lc, 2:11.

I

Sitliicy, Sir lU-niy. -JCi.

Silk mainifacturc, 2o2,

I Silver. 21R.

' .Simncl, Lanilicir, 2Cl.

Stajiies, llisliiip, 2G3.

.stalistlcs, 214.

j

Stcclboys rl^illfi. -/fin.

' Stephens Jiimt's. 271.

Strafford, Lnul-Di-pllty,

I 206.

io.

.Slionnbow, 2.'ja.

'riira, assembly of, 20ft.

'laxalion, 24(1.

Tcmplctnglier, battle ot,

2110.

Tenants nntl lanillniila.

22S.

Viiitnft.Kiiiior ^^"'•rcc.HtcI;

201.

Tone, T. Wolfe. 271.

'riipoKi'iiiiliy, 214.

Trade, 233; rebtialntx on.

207, WO.
Trim, ]iarliainent of, 261

Tuatlial, Klnc, 245.

Tjieoiiiiel, lail of,

'I'yvoiie. Karl of, 20',.

risli-r, plantaliun Q#«

200.

Ultiamontftnism .iiid ri«>-

teManlism, 2ii2.

I'liion, tlic, 271.

fnitcit lli^!lmen, 27 I.

Universities. 241.

Valuation Aets. -^30.

Waibcek, Pcikiii, 2i;I

ft aatc lands, 223.

Wateifoid, Kails of. 2fi].

Wealtli, national, 2:*!*

Weapons in ^liddlc Age*,

237.

Wliibky tnflnnfactme, 233.

Wliitcbojs 270.

William IIT., 20S.

Woollen tnuiiuraclnrr.

23».

Worcester.. F„ul of. 261.

Worsted' manufdcture,

230.

Voik. P'lkc of, vlrCTOj,

2Cl.

\ 01 kis' ctusr, eKl'olj.s;il of,

201.

IRELAND, Samuel, the dupe of his son, tlie subject

.if the following article, in the publication of the supposed
Shakespearian papers, was born in London, where he was
originally a mechanic in Spitalfields. He afterwards

became a dealer in old books and prints and similar

articles ; and, 'turning his knowledge of drawing and
engraving to account, he published several books of travel,

with illustrations in aquatinta. On December 21, 179G,

Ireland published the Miscellaneous Papers and Legal

Instrume7ils binder the • Hand and Seal of William
Shalspeare ; inelnding the Tragedy of King Lear and a
fmall fragment of Hamlet, dated 1797, and purporting to

be copies of originals furnished him by his son. Al-

though, on the e.xposure of the fraud, the latter asserted

his father's complete innocence, Samuel Ireland felt the

disgrace very bitterly, and the occurrence is said to have
hastened his death, which took place in July 1800,
His works, which.it one time were in considerable reritie-st, include

A Picturesque Tour through Eolland, Brabant, and part of France,
2 vols., 1790 ; Picturesque Vicu-s on tlVe Rirrr Thames, 2 vols., 1792,
on the River Ucdu-ay, 1793, on tht Warxoiekshire Aron, 1795, on
(he River IFijc, 1797, and on the River Severn, 1824 ; Graphic
niuslrations ofHogarth, 2 vols. , 1794 ; and A Picturesque View, with
an Historical Account of the Inns of Court, 1800. On the forge-ies
'(uestion he published A Vindication of his Conduct, 1797, and Ah
Investigation of Mr Malonc's Claim to the character of a Scholar or
Critic, 179^

I

IRELAND, S.VMUEL Willi.vm Henry (1777-1835),
generally known as William Henry Ireland, who at the

I
age of seventeen produced the notorious Shakespeare for-

I

geries, was the son of the subject of last notice, and wa.-»

born in London in 1777. After spending four years at

scltool in France, he was a,.i:renticed in 1794 to a cou-

! veyancer in London. The enthusiasm of his father for

j

everything connected with Shakespeare suggested to young

I

Ireland the idea of delighting him with a forged autograph

I of the poet. He carefully drew up a copy of an old deed,

I

purporting to be a lease from Shakespeare to certain other

I

parties, and presented it as a genuine document to hi&

unsuspecting father. The complete success of this first

attempt and the eager solicitations of his friends to ransack

the papers among which he pretended to have found the

I lease were the incitements to a more ambitious career of

! literary forgery. He invented a story of a gentleman, acri-

! dentally met with, among whose old papers the documents

j

were found, but who, for various reasons, refused to permit

\ his name to be disclosed. A large collection of the most

interesting relics was brought to light, A profession of

faith, a love-letter, enclosing a lock of the poet's hair, to

Anne Hathaway, private letters to and from Shakespeare,

theatrical memoranda, notes of hand and receipts, agree-

ments between Shake,speare and actors, pictures, annotated
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books and tracts—all were produced and received with

delighted creduhty. Dr Parr, Dr Wharton, Sir Isaac

Heard, James Bosvvell, and otliers came to registei- their

belief in the autlicnticity of the papers. The assurance

with which the imposture was conducted may be judged

from the fact tliat a deed was brought forward, in which

it was set forth that the papers and books had been

bequeathed by Shakespeare to a certain contemporary

William-Henrye Irelauniie, who had rescued hira iron;

drowning in the Thames, and who, there was evidence to

shew, was the direct ancestor of the Ireland whom chance

had thrown in the way of the possessor of the relics. At

last a whole new play, named Vortigeiii, was announced

as having been discovered. Sheridan purchased it for

Drury Lane Theatre, and an overflowing house assembled

to sit in judgment upon it. But away from the glamour

of crabbed handwriting and yellow paper, the feeble

dialogue and crude conceptions of the tragedy could not

stand the te't, and one representation .sufiiced to prove it

a complete failure. Its fate prevented the composition of

a series of historical plays, of which Ilennj JL had alreail}'

been produced by the impudent Ireland. Samuel Ireland

the elder had published the miscellaneous papers in what

he asserts to have been the fullest belief iu their autlicn-

ticity, but the hostile criticism of Malone and othcra, and

the unsatisfactory account of the source of the papers, com-

bined to compel him to demand a full disciostire from his

eon. Harassed by the success cf his own deceit, which

had carried him far beyond his first intention, Ireland at

last confessed his fraud, and published a tract with a full

account in 17SG. In 1805 ho published more elaborate

Confessions, in which he cannot conceal his satisfied vanity.

After the exposure, Ireland was forced to abandon both

his home and his profession. He wrote several novels of

no value, and gradually sank to tile condition of a book-

seller's hack. He died in great penury in April 1835.
The more interesting })ublicatiutis on the Irclimd iorgci ics are':

—

Inquiry into the niitkcnilcity of certain Papers, tt-c. , attHbuted to

Shrtl'cs/jcrirc, by Edrauinlilalone, 1796 ; An Apologijfor the Believers

inthc Shulxspcnrc Pai-crs, 1797, and a Str<jji-:maUal Apology, 1799,

both by G'-'orgc Chalmers ; and i-aniphlets by Boaden, Waldrori,

Wyatt, Wobb, a;! 1 o^lton. Forliijcru was republished in 1632.

IRENtEUS, bishop of Lyons in the end of the 2d
century, was one of the most distinguished (3f the theo-

logians of the ante-Nicoue church. Very little is known
of his early history, and the accounts given in various

biographies are for the most part conjectural He Iiimself

has informed us that in his youth he wa.s acquainted with

Polycarp, the disciple of John ^Lusebius, Ilisi. Ecd., v. 20),

»nd from this fact, together with his Greek name, his early

and thorough Christian training, and his groat acquaintance

with Greek literature, it has been conjectured that he

belonged to the neighbourhood of Smyrna in Asia Minor,

and that he was the child of Christian parents. It is most
probable that he died in the year 202, but the date of

his birth is quite uncertain ; the best authorities place it

between 12(3 and 140. How he, born and educated in

Asia Minor, came to spend his life in Gaul is also unknown.
Eusebius tells us that he was a presbyter of Pothinus,

bishop of Lyons, and it has been inferred from that passage

that he was ordained by that bishop. In 177 the persecu-

tion under Marcus Aurelius reached Gaul, and the members
nf the churches of Lyons and Vienne suffered severely (see

the letter of these churches to the brethren in Asia ilinor

and Phrygia, quoted by Eusebius, Hist. EccL, v. 1).

Pothinus the bishop was one of the first martyrs. IrenKus
was 'called to succeed him and to fill the honourable but

dangerous post in the following year (178). Gregory of

Tours has recorded his wonderful success in the city of

Lyons, which in a short time became almost wholly

CUxristian (Hist. EccI, Franc, i. 27), and tradition tells us

13—12

of many scholars of Irenceiis who were notable missionaries

among the Pagan CJauls. Irenajus, however, was best

known by his endeavours to counteract the teachings of

the Gnostics, and his attempts to mediate between the

bishops of Rome and the churches of Asia Minor in theii'

disputes about the proper time at which to keep Easter.

The Gnostic teacher whose views spread to Gaul was
Valentinus. He had come to Rome some time about the

middle of the 2d century, and disciples had tried to pro-

pagate his opinions among the Christians in Gauh It ia

said that the efforts of IreuKus resulted in a council held

at Lyons, where the opinions of these Gnostics were con-

demned ; but, as the evidence for this statement is not pro-

bably older than the 9th century, it may be considered

doubtful The Easter controversy, which lasted on to the

council of Nicaja in 325, and assumed various forms, had

a very simple origin,—the question whether, in reckoning

the days on which our Lord died and rose again. Christians

should keep by the day of the month simply, or so arrange it

that the day to be obj-erved in commemoration of our Lord's

resurrection should always be a Sunday. The sacrament of

the Lord's Supper was instituted on the 14th day of lbs

Jewish month Nisan, and it was the opinion of the churches

of Asia Minor that that day should always be observed ; on

the other hand, our Lord was crucified on a Friday and rose

again on a Sunday, and the churches of Alexandria and

Rome held that the two events should always be com-

memorated on a Friday and a Sunday respectively. In the

time of Irena'us, Victor, bishop of Rome, made strenuous

endeavours to bring about uniformity of celebration ; and,

when he failed to convince the churches of Asia Minor th.at

the -Western usage was right, he proposed to declare these

churches heterodox, and to cut them off from ecclesia.sticJ

fellowship. The interference of Irenajus was intended to

dissuade the pope from this hasty action, and his letter is

interesting, not merely for its peace-loving sentiments, but

because of the valuable information it gives upon the usages

of the churches of the East and of the. West {cf. Eusebius,

Ilist. £cd., V. 24). Gregory of Tours is our authority for

saying that Irenseus died a martyr in the persecution -under

Severus ; but, as this fact is not mentioned by TertuUian,

Augustine, Eusebius, Theodoret, and other early writers, it

is considered doubtful by most modern scholai-s. His

death, whether crowned with the honour of martyrdom or

not, must have taken place near the beginning of the 3d

century. Gregory tells us that the bones of Irenaeus

were buried under the altar of the church at Lyons. The
story that they were dug up and thrown into the street

by the Calvinists in I5G2 has been abundantly refuted. .

IrenKUS holds the same relation to the theology of tha

Greek fathers that TertuUian does to the doctrinal system

of the Church of the West In tracing back the history of

a doctrine, it is common to find it first taking shape iu

the writings of one or both of these early theologians.

Hence the great value of his writings. It is from Irenseus

also that we got the earliest form of the creed' which after-

wards, through the labour of councils and theologians,

became what we now know as the Niceno-Constantinopolitaa

creed (Lumby's Histonj of the Creeds, p. 14, cf. Schaff,

Tlie Creeds of the Latin and Greek Churches, p. 40). The
only writing of Irenseus which has come down to us, with

the exception of fragments, is his work Against Heresv?s,

and for this reason his opinions are all expressed by way
of controversy. The treatise is divided into five books

:

of these the first two contain a minute description and

criticism of the tenets of various heretical sects, both

Gnostic and Ebionite; the other three set forth the true

doctrines of Christianity, and it is from them that we find

out the theological opinions of the author. Irena;us as a

Christian theologian lays great stress on the existence -of
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the Christian church, ami on the necessity of life within

the church. Christianity does not consist merely in the

.possession of knowledge, but in pnrtaking in a life which

is to be live:l in the world and beyond it. Believers have

a common religious experience, and this rests both upon
facts outside them and upon their association together

within the church, while it implies a community of know-
ledge. The church rests upon the common facts contained

in the gospel history ; her historical succession of pastors

places her in direct and outward relation (o Christ, to

whom her pastors ought to be inwardly related also by
spiritual consanguinity. Her common knowledge—the true-

Gnosis, and not the false of the Gnostic— comes from the

Holy Scriptures, wdiich in Old Testament and New are

inspired by the Holy Spirit and contain the truth of God.

The church has also got, coming to her from apostolic

times, and giving artithoritatively the interpretation of the

Scripture, certain forms of sound words or rules of faith

which keep her from here.sy. In speaking of God -Irensus

is careful to insist that the God of the Christian church is

the maker of heaven and earth, and the Gud of Abraham,
Isaac, and Jacob ; for it was a Gnostic inference from the

supposed .sinfulness of matter that the good God could

not defile Himself with matter in a work of creation, and
some carried their antipathy to the Old Testament so far

as to make the Hebrew .Jehovah a malign-ant deity whom
Christ had come to destroy. Iren;eu3 is at pains to

explain that Christ, the Logos of God, the Saviour, is tme
man and true God, in opposition to the Gnostic Docetse
who taught that our Lord's body was only an assumed
phantasm, and in contradiction to the Ebionites, who
acknowledged Christ to be the last of the jirophets, and
looked upon Christianity as Judaism with a new prophet,

but refused to confess him true God of true God. Ireuaeus

also lays great stress upon the doctrine of the Trinity.

His exposition is by no means either so full or so precise

as that of theologians who write after the council of Nicsea,

but he insists on the equality in divinity of the three

persons. Father, Son, and Holy Ghost. The plan or

method of salvation is commonly represented under the
idea of a covenant, which word is used more in the sense

of promise than of bargain. Sometimes the covenant is

represented as twofold,—that given to the favoured nation

and symbolized in the Mosaic economy, and that given to

those who are not the descendants of Abraliam and promised
in the gospel ; sometimes it i-s fourfold, and Irenseus

speaks of a covenant given to Noah, and renewed through
."Vbraham and Moses, and lastly in the gospid of our Lord.

It is ditficult to state with any precision what Irena?us holds

about the nature of tire efleet of Christ's work of reconcilia-

tion upon man. He makes great use of metaphor, and
evidently had not learnt to express himself otherwise. The
doctrine was still in its pictorial stat? in his mind. Still,

traces appear of that tendency afterwards common in the

Greek Church to make the inciruation rather" than the

crucifixion and ascension of our Lord the most important
part of his work, and to look upon the effect of that work
as a transfusion of the incarnation through redeemed
humanity. The doctrine of the sacraments is also too

metaphorically expressed to admit of precise statement

;

but Irenceus seems to believe that in the sacrament of the

Lord's Supper it is the heavenly body of Christ which is

actually partaken of in the elements, and that snch parti-

cipation gives immortality.

Oui' knowledge of the wiitings of Irentcns comes principally from
Kusebins. That church hislo!i.in tells us that Irenasus' wrote a
Zcttcr to Floi-inus, and a tract On the VaJcntinian Octave (^oi iEoDs),
both ag.ainst Gnostic theorie.'i ; a Letter to Pope Victor, and another
Iv Blastus, also at Rome, both on the Easter controversy ; a work,
I'Vobably on npulogetic. called Uphs'EKXrlras kiyos . . . «p! e'lri-

a7T]fiT]s iwiycypa^fidt^os; a PicCiir*^ cf AjHtstoUc Preachwff; and a book

of aphorisms. According io rliulhis, Irenwns wrote also on the
Substance of the \Vi>rld. Fragments from these lo^t works and
perhaps from others have been recovered from Eusebins, from
iMaxinins of 'i'urin, from Lcontius of Byzantium, from John of
I>imiascus, and from several collections of fragments, some of which
were discovered in European liliraries, and othci-s came to the
r>ritish Jliisenm among Sypiac MSS. from the Nitrian convents.
The only work of Ircnaaus which has come to us entire is the
treatise Afjainst Heresies. The original Greek te,\t, except the
greater part of the first book, which lias been preserved in quota-
tions i]i fiippolylus and Epiphanius, has been lost, and the treatise
has been preserved in a somewhat barbarous Latin version. The
fust edition A\as published by Erasmus in 1526. He used three
JISS. which have since been lost. In 1570 Gallasius, a C'alvinist pro-
fessor in -Geneva, jmblisheda new edition. Ho hod before him thg
Gieek text as far as giv-tn in the quotations in Epiphanius. The
next iniportart edition was that of Feuardenc in 1596, and frequently
rei'rinted. Fcuardent used a Vatican MS. In 1702 Grabe pub-
lished atCxford a new edition, greatly better than piecedingones.
He used the Aiiindel codex. In 1710 the Benedictine JIassuet
liublished at Paris another edition, in' which three new ilSS. were
used. It long continued the standard, and forms the 5th volume
of the Abbe iligne's Patrologm Grmca, Paris, 1S57. A valuable
edition was published in 1S19-53 by Adolph Stieren, which really
superseded the others. The fragments discovered among the Syriai:

JtSS., however, are only to be found in the Cambridge edition ot

1857, edited by the Rev. W. Wigan Harvey. The extant writm^ of

Irenreus. including the liagments, have been tianslated and published
in Clark'b >4 H^;-Aiccjic Library. The facts of Iven<eus's life and his

dogmatic teaching and ecclesiastical position maybe leaint from the
prefaces of Fenarueut, Slassuet, and Stieren, as well as from such
church histoiiaus as Tillemont, Schrbck,, Neander, and Fr. Cbr.
Haur. There is a very valuable monogi-aph upon Irenaeus in Ersch
and Gmber's Encycktpddie, W. section, vol. xxiii., written by
Stieren, the editor of the German edition. This was written, how-
ever, before the Syiiac versions v^'ere discovered. {T. M. L.

)

IRENE (752-603) was the wife of Leo IV., emperor
of the East A poor but beautiful Athenian orphan,

she speedily added the confidence to the love of her

feeble husband, and at his death in 780 was left by him
Eohi guajdian of the empire, and of their young son Con-
stantine VI. Seizing the supreme power in the name of

the latter, Irene's first endeavours were to revive the

orthodox image-worship, which she had secretly cherished,

although compelled solemnly to abjure it in the life-time

of her iconoclastic father-in-law and husband. In 78 i sh'e

obtained the elevation of Tarasius, a partisan of her own,

to the patriarchate; and, at first suS'ering the laws against

image-worshippers to fall into disuse, she assembled a council

of clergy at Nicaea in 787 to discuss the whole question

anew. An attempt to hold the council at Constantinople

in the preceding year had been frustrated by the iconoclastic

zeal of the soldiers. Under the auspices of a ruler whose
wishes were so clearly known, the decision of this second

council of Nice conld take only one direction, and the Icono-

clasts were hurled from their supremacy (voL xii. p. 713).

So long as Constantine remained & child, Irene was able to

I
combine his interests and her own, and tb rule wisely and

I

faithfully ; but as the prince approached maturity he began
' to grow restive under her autocratic sway. An attempt to

I free himself by force was met and crushed by the empress,

^

who in her first indignation demanded that the oath of

I
fidelity should thenceforward be taken to her name alone.

The discontent which this occasioned swelled in 790 into

open resistance, and the soldiers, headed by the Armenian
guard, formally proclaimed Constantine VI. as the sole

ruler. A hollow semblance of friendship was maintained
between Constantine and Irene, whose title of empress he
confirmed in 792 ; but the court, the army, and the capital

were divided between rival factions, and that which sup-

ported the mother against her son grew daily in number
and strength. Constantine perceived his danger too late

to avert it ; and when he saw the conspiracy ripe for action

he could only flee for aid to the provinces. But even there

he was surrounded by those who were already too deeply
implicated in treason to refuse to complete their perfidy.

Seized by his attendants on the Asiatic shore of the
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BcCspnorus, the emperor was carried a captive back to the

palace at Coustantiaople ; and there, by the orders of his

iuhuuian mother, in the very porphyry chamber where he

tirst saw the light, his eyes were stabbed out by fierce

blows of a murderous dagger. An eclipse of the sun and

an obscurity of seventeen days were attributed by the

common superstition to the horror of heaven at this crime.

Irene, having thus removed her rival, reigned in prosperity

and splendour for five years. She is ."said to have

endeavoured to negotiate a marriage between herself and

Ciiarlemagne ; but according to the Greek writers, who
alone mention it, the scheme was frustrated by Aetius, one

of her favourites. In 802 the patricians, upon whom she

had lavished every honour and favour, conspired against

her, and placed tlie avaricious Nicephorus on the throne.

The haugiity and unscrupulous princess, " who never lost

sight of political power in the height of her religious zeal,"

who, hailed by the church as a second Helena, the mother

of another great Constantine, had revealed herself to the

world as a second Athaliah, was forced in her exile in

Lesbos to support herself by the daily toil of her distaff.

She died the following year. Her religious zeal has given

her a place among the saints of the Greek Church.

See V. iUgnot*s Kistoirc dc rimpcratricc Irine, 1762; Gibbon's
Decline and Fall ; Milman's Latin Christianity ; Le Beau's Bas-

Empire ; aud Schlosser's Gesehichte dcr bildorstUrmenden Kaiser des

ostromischtn Jteichs, 1812.

IRETON, Henry (161O-1051), Parliamentary general,

was the eldest son of German Iroton of Attenton in

Nottinghamshire, and was bom in 1610. After graduating

B.A. at Oxford, he entered the Middle Temple, London, as

a student of law ; but on the outbreak of the civil war
he joined the Parliamentary array, in which his technical

mastery of the military art gave him rapid promotion and

helped him to obtain the sjjecial favour of Cromwell. On
the formation of the ' new model " he was appointed captain

in Sir Robert Pye's regiment. Shortly before the battle

of Naseby, in June 16-15, he was promoted to a colonelcy,

and on the eve of the battle he was on the suggestion of

Cromwell made commissary-general and apj)ointed to the

command of the left wing, Cromwell himself commanding
the right. The wing under Ireton was completely broken

by the impetuous charge of Rupert, and Ireton was taken

prisoner, but after the rout of the enemy which ensued on

the successful charge of Cromwell he regained his freedom.

He was present at the siege of Bristol in the September
following, and he took an active part in the subsequer'

victorious campaign which resulted in the overthrow of the

royal cause. While occupied with the siege of O.xford he
was, in June 15, 1646, married at Holton House, 5 miles

distant from the city—and at that time probably the

headquarters of Fairfax—to Bridget, daughter of Oliver

CromweU. In the negotiations of the army with the

Parliament, and in the conferences with the king, he took

a leading part, being the perso'n chiefly entrusted with the

drawing up of the army papers, including the heads of

proposals from the army to the king, a task for which he
possessed the special qualifications of "a subtle-working

brain" and a complete legal training. He is said to have

been one of the principal instigators of the trial of the king,

and was one of the most zealous supporters of his execution.

The regiment of Ireton having been chosen by lot to

accompany Cromwell in his Irish campaign, Ireton was
appointed major-general ; and on the recall of his chief

to take the command in Scotland he remained with the

title and powers of lord-deputy to complete the work of

reduction. This he proceeded to do with his usual energy,

and as much by the severity of his methods of punishment
as by his military skill was rapidly bringing his task to a

close, when during the siege of Limerick he died, November

26, 16.51, of an inflammatory fever, the result in al! pro-

bability of exhaustion and exposure. His loss " struck a

gre;it sadness into Cromwell," and perhaps there was no
one of the Parliamentary leaders who could have been less

spared. He is said to have been of " melancholic, reserved,

dark temperament;" and, while he possessed very high

abilities as a soldier and great political penetration and
insight, he resembled in stern uuiiinchingness of purpose

the Protector himself.

IRIARTE, or YnL-iRXE, Tomas de (1750-1791;, Spanish

poet of the age of Charles III., was born September 18,

1750, at Orotava in the island of Teneriffe, and received

his literary education at Madrid under the care of his uncle,

Juan de Iriarte, a scholar who for forty years was head of

the royal library, and whose name as a eoUettor of proverbs

still finds a place iu the literary annals of his country. In

his eighteenth year the nephew began his literary career

by translating French plays for the royal theatre, and in

1770, under the anagram of Thso Imarete, he published

an original comedy entitled Hacer que hacemos. In the

following year he received an appointment as official

translator in the foreign oflice, and in 1776 he became a

keeper of the records in the war department. For a short

time he now edited a journal entitled the Mercurio Politicu,

and during this period of his life he added to the number

of his original dramas (the best of these being La Seuorita

m'al criada), and also composed various minor poems. In

1780 appeared his didactic poem La ihlsica, the outcome

of his proficiency in music, which attracted some attention

in Italy and France as well as at home. It is composed in

those masses of irregular lines known nationally as silvas,

and consists of five books which severally treat of the

elements of music, the various kinds of musical expression,

the music of the theatre, of society, and of solitude. Its

poetical merit is very small. In 1782 appeared the Fdbutas

Liierarias, with which his name is most- intimately

associated. The work is of interest to the student of

Spanish literature as being the first original attenjpt at

fable-writing in that language ; the stories, which numbered

in the first edition about sixty and afterwards increased to

eighty, are composed in a great variety of metres, and show

in many cases considerable ingenuity (sometimes, it must

be confessed, very far-fetched) and careful execution. As
their name is intended to imply, they all relate to the folUes

and weaknesses of literary men. They have been translated

into several European languages. An English version by

Rockliffe reached a third edition in 1866. During his later

years, partly in consequence of the Fdbulas, he became

involved in troubles with several of his literary contem-

poraries ; and in 1786 he was charged before the Inquisi-

tion with having manifested leanings towards the new

French philosophy. He died September 17, 1791.

The first collected edition of his works (Obras), prepared by him-

self, appeared at Madrid in six volumes in 1787 ; another, more

complete, in eight volumes, in 1805. They include, besides those

already mentioned, translations of the Ars Poclica of Horace and

of the first four books of the ^neid. and also some metrical

epistles.

IRIDIUM, one of the metals of the platinum group (see

vol. V. p. 536), has recently acquired increased importance

from its employment in alloy with platinum in the construc-

tion cf the international standards of length and weight.

Its separation from the associated metals is a matter of very

considerable difficulty, and involves a long series of opera-

tions. These have been fully described by Deville and

Debray (Comptes Rendus, Ixxxi. 839) and by Mr G.

Matthey [Rotj. Soc. Proc, 1879, xxviii. 463). In practice,

even when prepared with the utmost care, it still contams

a minute though almost inappreciable amount of oxygen,

rhodium, ruthenium, and possibly iron (Matthey).

Seubert has redetermined the atomic weight of iridium
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by reducing ammonium iridlctloride, (NHJjI'Clo and
potassium iridichloride, KoIrCl,;, by heating in a current

of hydrogen, and finds as tlie mean of fifteen accordant

experiments Ir=192'74 (Berichte d. deui. chem. GeselUch.

zti Berlin, 1878, 1707). ^ This result justifies the placing

of iridium before platinum in the table in vol. v. p. 5i3.

The ajloy used in the construction of the international

geodesic standard was prepared by fusing together pla-

tinum and iridium in a lime crucible by a powerful blast

of oxygen ar.d coal gas ; it has the following composition :
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I'l 1S79 the number of factories and public works in the govern-

ment was 117, with 3322 workmen and a production amounting to

3,647,045 roubles, besides 57 workshops with upwards of 250 work-

men and a production of nearly 230,000 roubles. The distilleries

ranked first with 1,597,600 roubles, in the iron-works of Nicolaieff

795 workmen were employed, and the production was valued at

442,110 roubles. The salt-works were credited with 298,852

roubles, the cloth factories with 115,365, and the porcelain potteries

•rfith 85,962. The principal pottery is situated in the okrug or

circle ui Irkutsk, anil employs about 1500 workmen ; and its wares

are widely known throughout all Siberia. The chief cloth factory

is at Telminsk, about 40 miles from Irkutsk. Cigars are raanu-

fiictured to the value of 115,000 roubles. See the Pamyatna'ja

KiiizUM of the Stat. Com. of the Irkutsk Government, 1881.

The population, which in 1862 was 363,375, was 383,578 in 1879

(199,344 males). At the latter date the native tribes numbered
115,783 souls (59,979 males) ; the Buriats are the most numerous,

these amounting to about 116,000 in 1862. The Yak^-ts and Tun-

gnses are comparatively few. Of the European population a large

proportion are exiles or descendants of e.xilcs, most of them being

of Polish blood. Shamanism was in 1879 the religion of 66,422,

and Lamaisra that of 12,491 ; 1837 were Mahometans, and 2878

Jews. Of the Christian population (319,919), the Orthodo.v Greek

Church claims 296,521, and 2427 are Roman Catholics. In 1862

the Jews were under 900 and the Roman Catholics about 1200. The
native tribes are being rapidly incorporated by the Orthodox Church.

According to observations taken at the town of Irkutsk, which is

one of the regular meteorological stations of Ru-^sia (1536 feet above

the sea), the temperature ranged in 1879 from 99" Fahr in July to

34" below zero in .January. In 1876 the minimum was 40** below zero.

The mean temperature in summer is 56°, aud in winter 7".

Irkutsk, the cTiief town of the government of the

same name, la under various aspects the most important

place ia all Siberi.a, being not only the greatc-t c.atre of

<l
Plan of Irkutsk.

1. Cathedral.
2. Architpi.st-opal Palace.
8. Seminary.
4. Vladimlrs Church.
6. Retail Buzaar.
6. Ch. of Annunciation.
7. Sytiagoi^ue.
8. Female Gymtiaaiuin
9. MiiitDg CummiasioD.

10. Gymnasium. 19. Garden of Church ot
11. Kindergaiteu, our Saviour.
12. OrpliaiiaRe. 20. Custom House.
13- Juvenile Asylum. 21. Ch. of Thaumaturto.
14. Town Buildings. 22. Asylum.
15. Museum. 23. Sisters of Mercy.
16. Tikhnn Church. 24. Church of Tiinlty.
17. Merchants" Hall. 2-5 Church of Gregory of
18. .\ew f

^-^'rfllifl' isyssa.

population and principal commercial depot to the north of
TasLkend, but the residence of the governor-general, a
fortified military post, an archbishopric, and the seat of
several learned societies. It is situated in 52° 17' N. lat.

and 101' 12' E. long., 3780 miles from St Petersburg.
The town proper lies on the right bank of the Angara, a
tributary of the Yenissei, and on the opposite bank is the
GlaskoTsk suburb. The river, which has a breadth of

1890 het, is crossed by a flying bridge. The Irkut, from
which the town takes its name, is a small ri/er which rises

in Lake Ilchin and joins the Angara directly opposite the

present town, the main portion of which is separated from
the monastery, the castle, the port, and the suburbs by
another confluent the Ida or Ushakovka. Irkutsk has long

been reputed a remarkably fine city for such an outlying

situation—its streets being straight, broad, well paved, and
well lighted; but in 1879, on the 22d and 24th June (4th

and 6th July), the greater proportion of its houses being

of wood, the central and most important part fell a prey

to a great conflagration. In the accompanying plan the

area laid waste is indicated by the lighter shade. The
palace of the governor-general, the principal administrative

and municipal offices, and many of the other public build-

ings were destroyed ; and the government archives, the

admirable library (1(^000 vols.) and museum of the

Siberian section of ihi Geographical Society, with minor
collections of the same kind, were utterly ruined. The
total loss was estimated at 30,000,000 roubles. Full

details will be found in D. D. Larionoff 's Gub. gorod Irkutsk

(Irkutsk, 1880). A cathedral (built of wood in 1693 and
rebuilt of stone in 1718) and other twenty-three Orthodox
churches, a fine gymnasium, a school of medicine, a

museum, a theatre, a town's hospital and a military hospital,

an orphan asylum, an infirmary, the penitentiary, and the
crown factories are among the public institutions and
buildings.

The origin of Irkutsk is to be found in the winter-rjuarters estab-
lished by Ivan Pokhaboff for the collection ot the fur tax from the
Buriats. Its existence as a town dates from 1686. The first church,
that of our Saviour, and the monastery of the Ascension, 3J miles
from the town, were built in 1672, and that of the Apparition of
the Virgin in 1693. It was in 1731 that the town was made the
administrative centre of the Irkutsk province, and its position sa
chief town of the government dates from 1764. Its population,
which was about 6500 at the time of Gmelin's visit (1740), had in-
creased to 16,569 by 1838, and to 24,779 in 1862 (12,639 males).
An elaborate census taken in 1875 gave 18,076 males and 14,436
females, a total of 32,512. This increase is wholly produced by
immigration ; for the death-rate always considerably exceeds the
birth-rate, a fact easily explained by the v%5t proportion of the un-
married classes,—public employes, soldiers, ecclesiastics, prisoners,
and domestics amounting to 12,876 in 1875.

IRNERIUS, a distinguished jurist, sometimes referred
to as " lucerna juris," who taught the " free arts " at
Bologna, his native city, during the earlier decades of the
I2th century. Other forms of the name are Yrnerius,
Hirnerius, Hyrnerius, "Warnerius, Wernerius, Guarnerius,
Gernerius, some of which have been held to be suggestive
of a German origin. Of his personal history nothing is

known, except that it was at the instance of Jhe Countess
Matilda, Hildebrand's friend, who died in 1115, that be
directed his attention and that of his students to the
Institutes and Code of Justinian; that after lllG he
appears to have held some office under the emperor Henry
V. ; and that he died, perhaps during the reign of the
emperor Lothair II., but certainly before 1140. He was
the first of the Glossators (see Gloss), and according to
ancient opinion (which, however, has been much contro-
verted in later times) was the author of the epitome of the
Novells of Justinian, called the Authentica, arranged
according to the titles of the Code. His Formularium
Tabellionum (a directory for notaries) and Quxstiones (a
book of decisions) are no longer extant. His position as the
founder of all learned investigation into the laws of Jus-
tinian is an important one; and he and his school are
generally held to present an almost brilliant contrast, not
only with the law writers of the preceding, but also with
the jurists of the latter part of the following century.

SeeSavigny, Qcsch. d. Mm. TmHIs im Mille!aUer,iii. 83; Vecchio,
Notizie di Inierio e delta sua scuola, Pisa, 1869 ; and Ficker,
Forsch, 2, Seicha-u. Sechlsgcsc/i. Ilaliens, vol iii., Innsbruck, 1870.
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IN the eliort space that can be allotted to the wide
subjects of Iron and Steel, it is impossible to do

more than briefly describe the main facts in connexion with

the general properties and relationships of iron and steel,

and their modes of manufacture. These points will be
considered under the following general heads.

I. General characters of iron ; its relationships to other ele-

ments.

1. Properties of iron.

2. CLemical and physical relationships of iron.

3. Relationships between iron and steels of various kinds.

II. Natural sources of iron,

4. Meteoric iron.

.5. Iron ores.

6. Metliods of analysis of iron ores, metallic iron, and steel.

III. Extraction of iron from its ores,

7. General history of the manufacture of iron and steel.

8. Classification of metliods of manufacture.
IV. Manufacture of cast iron ; iron smelting.

9. Preliminary treatment of ores.

10. Fuel.

II. Fluxes.

12. Construction of blast furnaces.

13. Subsidiary appliances ; hoists and lifts.

14. ,, ,, blowing engines.

15. ,, ,, apparatusfor superheating the bla:t,

and for determining its temperature ; tuyeres.
16. Collection of pig iron and cinder, and their composition.
17. L'tilization of cinder.

18. Collection of waste gases, and their composition.
19. Chemical changes taking place in the blast fui'nace.

20. Development and appropriation of heat in blast furnaces.
21. Conditions regulating economy of fuel in blast furnaces.

T. Conversion of pig iron into malleable iron and steel by
dcearbonization processes.

22. Malleable cast iron.

23. ReHning, fining, and puddling of pig iron.
24. Machine puddling.
25. JVIachinery and appliances for working malleable iroL.
26. Puddled steel and natural steel.

27. Bessemor's original process (pneumatic process).
28. Heaton's process.

VI. Production of malkaolc iron and steel from tJm ore at one
operation without passing through the stage of cast iron.

29. Catalan forge and analogous appliances.
30. Spongy iron processes.

31. Siemens's precipitation process.
VII. Conversion of malleable iron into steel by direct carboniza-

tion.

32. Cementation process and subsequent operations.
33. Cast steel.

34. Case hardening.
35. Crucible steel ; Wootz ; Mushet and Heath's processes.

VIII. Methods of sicct pi-odnetion essentially involving combina-
tions of the preceding processes.

36. Tlie Bessenier-Mushet process and its precursors.
37. The '* basic " process.

38. The Ucbatius process.

39. Siemens-Martin processes ; open-hearth steels.

40. The Peruot and Ponsard furnaces.
41. JIanufacture of spiegcleiseu and ferro-manganese.

IX. Physical qvalUies of im. and steel in their practical relation-
sli ips.

42. Hardening, tempering, and annealing.
43. Tenacity and strength of iron and steel.
44. Foundry operations ; casting under pressure.
45. Protection of iron from rust.

X. Statistics of tlic iron trade.

I. General Chae.\cters of Iron and its Relationships
TO OTHER Elements.

1. Properties of Iron.—The peculiar physical characters
nf iron, more especially when in the form of steel or slightly
carbonized iron, have rendered this element one of special
importance since the earliest ages for the fabrication of
cutting iii.vh-auicnts, weapons, and tools of various kinds.

In the form of moderately-pure malleable or wrought iron,

the metal is a substance possessed of considerable lustre

and hardness, and of a bluish-white or bluish-grey colour
;

it takes a high polish, and when bright does not readily

oxidize in dry air, although moist air, especially in presence

of traces of acids, even of carbonic acid, readily ell'ects its

tarnishing and the subsequent formation of rust. It has a

specific gravity near to 7 '75, and requires a very high tem-

perature to effect its fusion, the melting point being the

more elevated the purer the substance ; its most valuable

and characteristic j/roperty is its power of becoming soft

and pasty before undergoing complete fusion, so that two
hot masses may bo pressed or .squeezed together into one

by the process of welding, and so that by forging, rolling,

hammering, or other analogous operations it can readily

be fashioned into shapes which its rigidity and Strength

when cold enable it to maintain. Its strength and tena-

city are very high, as also are its powers of being drawn
into wire and rolled or hammered into sheets (ductility

and malleability); these properties, however, are very largely

influenced by the presence of impurities. In magnetic

characters it is superior to all other substances, nickel and
cobalt coming next to it in these respects, but being much
lower in power ; when it is almost pure, the magnetic influ-

ence prpduced, owing to induction, by the proximity of a-per-

manent magnet or of an electric current disappears entirely

on removal of the magnet or current; if, on the other hand,
carbon be present (as is usually the case to some extent

even in the softest malleable iron), there remains after

removal of- the magnet or current a greater or less amount
of permanent magnetism according to circumstances, hard

steel exhibiting the greatest power of becoming permanently
magnetized under given conditions, and substances inter-

mediate between pure iron and hard steel (soft steels and
hard irons) possessing this power to a lesser extent. Other
elements besides carbon, e.g., oxygen and sulphur, can com-
municate to iron the power of becoming permanently mag-
netized, as in the case of the minerals loadstone (magnetic
oxide of iron) and magnetic pyrites. The effect of a magnet
on iron at high temperatures is far below that exhibited at

ordinary temperatures; according to Matteucci the action

of a given magnet on a molten globule of iron is only
0'0015 per cent, of that on the same globule when cold,

so that the attractive action is wholly insensible in the

case of molten iron except when "V powerful electromagnet
is employed. In electrical conductivity and power of

conducting heat (which are always approximately in the
same ratio), iron stands about midway amongst metals

;

Matthiessen's experiments give the specific resistance (C.

G. S. system) of annealed iron as 9827 at G° C, that of

annealed silver being 1521 and that of mercury 96,190
at the same temperature. As with the other physical

properties, the presence of small amounts of impurity
largely affects the numerical value of the specific resist-

ance, which is decreased some 35 per cent, by a rise in

temperature from 0° to 100° C.

The specific heat of iron at the ordinary temperature is

0;11379 (Regnault), O'llO (Dulong and Petit). Pouillet

gives the melting point when in a state of high purity as

between 1500° and 1600° (probably somewhat too low),

Scheerer as 2100°, Deville as near to that of platinum,
which is not far from 1 900°-2000°. The presence of minute
quantities of carbon, sulphur, etc., sensibly lowers the fusing

point, whilst 1 per cent, of the former furnishes a steel melt-

ing at several hundred degrees lower than pure iron (at near

1600°),—cast iron centaining some 3 per cent, of carbon.
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melting m near 1500°, and being rendered still more fusible

by the presence of small quantities of sulphur and-silicon
;

whence sulphurized pig irons are. often blended with purer

varieties in order to produce good casting metal for. various

purposes. At the ordinary temperature the linear coeffi-

tiont of expansion of wrouglit iron is near to O'OOOOlio

(values between 0-0000115 and 0-0000144 heving been

obtained by IJorda, Smeaton, Lavoisier and Laplace, Trough-

ton, and Dulong and Petit), so that 1 unit of length at 0°

will become on an average 1-00125 units in length at 100^

Slightly lower values have been obtained mth steel of

(lilferent qualities by various of these observers, averaging

00000115; whilst cast iron expands less still,- averaging

00000111 as linear coefficient of expansion; the precise

numbers obtainable vary with the conditions, according as

the metal has been hammered, rolled, liarJoucd, annealed,

itc. At somewhat elevated temperatures the rate of eximn-

sion is higher ; thus DuKing and Petit find that the mean
rate of expansion of iron betv/een 0° and 100° is to that

between 0^ and 300" nearly in the ratio of 4 to 5. The
foroe exerted during expansion is very great, being equal to

that requisite to produce an elongation of the bar examined

to the extent through which its length inci eases by heat;

thus, according to Barlow, a weight of 1 ton suspended to

an iron bar,a square inch in section will extend its length

by-0-0001 times the original length, so that 1 inch-of length

will become '1 0001 jiiches ; this -increase in length would

be brought about by a rise in temperature of about 9° C.
;

hence for an increase of U'l', or less than the average differ-

ence between a cold and warm day in winter and summer
resi)ectively, a girder of iron of 20 square inches in section

would exert a tluuhtiug strain ui>on two walls, ic, built

firmly up to its ends when coldest, equal to about 20 x ''.,'''

or 80 tons for each inch of its lenigth, were it nut that

the pressure is more or less relieved by the giving of

the walls long before this strain is reached. In conse- i

quence it is indispensable to allow a space for expansion

in all constructions in wliich iron is employed, e.^.,

ordinary buildings, vailway.s, furnaces braced together

with tie-rods, Ac.

With large masses of ironwork exposed to the weather,

very great strains may bo produced through unequal

expansion in ditfcrently heated parts, c.y., in the portions

expo.sed to sunshine and in the shade respectively; as just

indicated, a difference of temperature of 9° between two

portions rigidly connected will produce a strain of about 1

ton per square inch, Edwin Clark lijs calculated that half

an hour's sunshine produces more effect in the way of

develoiiing strain ou the tubes of the Britannia bridge

over the Menai Straits than the heaviest rolling loads or

the most violent storms. Variations of tenq)erature also

exert some effect upon the strength and tenacity of iron
;

the numerical values are largely variable with the quality

of the metal. At temperatures below a red heat the

strength is considerably lessened, and at high temperatures

approximating to the welding temperature the tenacity

becomes comparatively small (see S 4li).

A in-.iiliar siispriisifiii of tlip i-lipmic.ll iu-livity of irnu in rcf.T-

piii'p to rtitii. aii.l (|i;i-;^ive condiliun) :nt)M-;us to lie cornii-'Ctid with
its flrcLliiill Irl;itiu1l--Iii|,s ; win ii (il;ui.-il ill nitric ilri'l very sliglltly

ililiiliil (spci'ili.' ;;i.ivily :ibout 1 -4\ iron is ordinarily violently

iitlacki'd ; liat if uliilsl in tlic arid it lie touelied Willi cert.iiii siib-

stiinees, ^.f/., Kold, ]d;itiniini, plnnili.i^'o &e., tlip' iictiou sto|is (at

li;ast under ccrt.iin conditions, esjictialiy when not liented abo\u
Slime particular temperature varying wilji tlio stren;;tli of the arid

—Ordway) ; the ii-on tlnis rendi.-reil iiassive will induce the same
i-onilitioii in a seeoml piece imineiseu in the aeid Ijy eontaet ; on
exposm-o to air the passive ij-nii loses its power of remaining iin-

atlarked. t'oneentlal'-d nitric a'-u\, of spceilic f^ravity 1 f.'j, pro-

dlli-es the passive eolidition at oiiec, so tls.-it a niece of l)iij,dlt metal
iniiy be kept for months immersed in tbc ar:id without any action
being set np ; ai id of strenj;tlt below specafie gravity 1 '35, on the
other bund, is usually incap.ible of permitting ij-on to becoiuo or

remain passive in contact with it. If, whilst passive at^ immersed

in nitric acid, iron be made the positive i>ole for a voltaic current

sent through the aeid, oxygen is evolved from its surfa-« ivithoui

any oxidation being visible ; if on tlie other hand it Le made the

negative pole, it immediately loses its passivity „jii is attacked by

the acid. In consequenee of the jiroduc'-'- of the passive stato

by contact with concentrated nitric acid, iron is sometimes 6Ul>-

stituted for carbon or for platinum in tlie forms of voltaic battery

known as Bunsen's and Glove's cells. Passivity may also be

brought about in iron by beating the bright metal in the flame of

a spnit lamp, &c., so as to coat it superficially with a film of

oxide.

Preparation of Pure fra,i.—lil order to prepare pure iron, special

chemical operations must begone through, of increasing complexity

the greater the purity desired. Berzelius obtained a nearly pure

fused substance by mixing filings of the purest soft iron of commerce

obtainable witli about 20 per cent, of jiuio ferric oxide and some

glass powder (free liom lead) as.a llux, and exposing for an hour to

the highest heat of a smith's forge in a covered crucible
;
in this

way the snjall i|uantitics of carbon and other impurities still

retained by the filings are oxidized, and a button of silvery lustre

results, of si.ceific gravity 7 844, more tough but softer than ordinary

iron. Miitthiesscu and S^ezciianowski found the greatest difli-

eulty in obtaining iron absolutely tree from sulphur by means of

the ordinary methods for preparing oxide of iron subsequently

reduced by jiure hydrogen, but ullioiately succeeded in obtain-

ing moderately large quantities of metal not containing more

than 000-25 to 0'0007 per cent, of sulphur by the employ-

ment of a specially prepared ferric oxide made by heating

together pure ferrous sulphate and sodium sulphate {Srit. Assoc.

/I',,oris, 1S68, 1869), and thoroughly washing out the sodium

sulphate frgni the fluxed product. After reduction in platinum

vessels by pure hydrogen, and fusion in lime crucibles by the

o.\yliydrogeii flame fed wilb purified gases, buttons of metal were

obtained absolutely free from pliospljorus, silicon, and calciuiii,

and practically free from sulphur. By the electrolysis of as nearly

as possible neutral solutions of ferrous chloride, or better of double

magnesium ferious sulphate, iifln is thrown down in hard brittle

films containing a considerable amount of occluded hydrogen

(usu.ally about twenty times its volume) ; on annealing, the metal

becomes soft, m.illeable, and silvery white, iuereasnig considerably

in density, the specific gravity when first deposited being about

7ti", and rising to 7-81 after an'liealing ; Lcnz finds that the amount

of hydrogen oechuled is greater the thinner the film of metal, the

.amount rising in the case of a very tliin film to nmvaids of 180

volumes ; tbo metal dciirived of the occluded gas by heating in

vacuo decomposes water at ordinary lem]ieratnres and rusts, |iar-

tially reabsorbing hydrogen in so doing (Pogg. Amitihn, v. 242,

1870); whereas before the i.xpulsion of the hydrogen by heating

in vacuo the iron is highly biittle and of a fine granular texture,

showing no erystallino sirneture under the microscope (being

deposited from solutions containing no free acid), after the expul-

sion of the hydrogen the metal becomes highly tenacious and capable

of resisting repeated bending backwards and forwards without rup-

ture ; the hardness is lowered from 5'5 to 4-5 on the mineralogical

scalp, i.e., from something between the hardness of felspar and

a]iatito to something between that of apatite and fluorspar. Under

certain conditions uoii can be obtaineil in a crystallized state, the

erystilliue character being far more leailily assumed when small

<|uantities of other substalices, notably carbon, are present; by

reducing ferrous chloride bv hydrogen at a red heat, Peligot obtained

the metal iu brilliant crystals belonging to the cubic system ; by

reduction with ziiic vapour Pouinaiede Iraiisformed ferious chloride

into hollow tetraheilra of specific gravity 7-84. Bessemer iron has

been obtained in disUiict cubic crystals, whilst Percy has observed

.solid and skeleton octahedia in cast iron. JIalleable irou that has

been much rolled and forged during its manufacture exhibits on

clehing with acids a fibrous structure ; when pulled asunder by a

slowly acting forre, this structure is also well seen ; if, however, it

be transversely rnptured by a .suddenly applied force (e.g., the

impact of a \\i.-^\-y shot on an armour plale), a crystalline fracture

usually results. Iron exhibiting fibrous structure on etching is

usually eonsideiably more tough and tenacious than that which is

crystalline. A cliango fvom the former kind of molecular struc-

ture to the latter, producing comparative brittleness, is believed by

many to occur with crank-shafts, axles, &c., exposed to continuous

vibration and jolting; iu some cases the acquisition of a high

degree of penna,nent magnetism {e.g., in pump rods) is said to have

been observed as oecurring just before rupture of the metal took

place.

2. Chemiml and Physical Rdatioinhips of Iron.—Iron

unites with oxygen in several proportions, forming definite

oxides, -the best marked of which are those indicated by

the formulae FeO, Fe^O^, and Fe.p^, O standing for 16

parts of oxygen, and Fe for 56 of iron, the -value 56 being
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clioi^n rather than the qlder combining number 28 in

accordance with Dulong and Fetit'a law. Besides these,

however, indications of the existence of a lower oxide FBoO
have been obtained by Lowthian 'Bf:\\ {Chemical Fkinoviena

of Inn Smelliny, p. 85) ; for by partially reducing the
higher oxides by carbon oxide at temperatures near to 420°

C, a mixture of metallic iron, unreduced oxide, and free

carbon results, from which the iron can be dissolved out
by digestion with water and iodine in closed vessels, after

which the relationship between the undissolved iron and
the oxygen present is very close to that indicated by the
formula Fefi. On the other hand, derivatives of an oxide
higher than Fe^Oj exist, compounds known as ferrates
being formed by heating iron with nitre, and in other ways,
the composLtion of which may be expressed by regarding
them as containing iron trioxide united to other metallic

oxides, e ff., potassium ferrate, K^O, FeOj (just as potassium
sulphate may be regarded as an analogous compound con-

taining sulphur trioxide, KjO, SO3). Neither the hypothe-
tical ferric anhydride (or iron trioxide, FeOj) nor any
other oxide intermediate between it and Te^O^ has as
yet been isolated, although iron disulphide, FeS,, is well
known.

Of these oxides, two, viz., FeO and FejOg, correspond to
stable well-defined classes of salts conveniently referred to

as the ferrous and ferric salts respectively, 56 parts of iron

replacing 2 parts of hydrogen in an acid to form the cor-

responding ferrous salt, and replacing 3 parts to form a ferric

salt. The heat of formation of all oxides up to FcjO^
appears to be about uniform, viz., near to 66,000 gramme
degrees per 16 grammes of oj^gen combined ; but that of
the formation of Fefi^ is sensibly less, so that when the
latter oxide is reduced the rate of reduction is much piore
rapid prior to the removal of one-ninth of the oxygen
present and consequent formation of FcgO^ than it is

subsequently, in accordance with the general law which
appears to exist connecting the rate at which reduction
goes on with the development of heat during the chemical
change (Alder Wright and Rennie, Chem. Soc. Journal,
1880 [Transactions'], p. 757). Probably it is in consequence
of this that FcoOj breaks up at an intense white heat into

oxygen and FcjO^, and that when iron is burnt in oxygen
so that the temperature is very high FojO'^ is formed' and
not Fe^Og

;
just as higher oxides of manganese than the

corresponding MUjOj break up on strong ignition into
oxygen aud MOgO^. On the other hand, iust as oxides of

manganese lower than MujOj, and aUo that oxide itself,

take up oxygen forming higher oxides on heating in the
air to moderate temperatures, so FCjO^ can be oxidized to
FojOj by direct addition of oxygen taken up in the same
way ; it is noticeable, however, that, whilst 'Fe.fi^, possess-
ing a certain kind of physical structure, will thus oxidize to
FojOj on being exposed to ordinary atmospheric influences,

yet when other kinds of physical structure are possessed
(producible by special modes of formation) its tendency
to oxidize further even in moist city air becomes inappreci-
able.

It is remarkable that, whilst iron ores which mainly contain tho
oxido FejOj are highly magnetic in character (tlie loadstone being one
variety of this class of minerals, and the generic names '

' magnetic
iron ore " and " magnetic oxide of iron being del ivcd from this
fact), the other iron compounds found in nature are far less m.arked
JB. regard of their possession of this quality, one particular sulphide
of iron excepted, termed magnetic pyrites iu consequence, and indi-
cated by the formula Fe.S,, or possibly FcjSj. Thus the following
values were found by PUicker as the relative effects of equal vol-
umes of soft iton, loadstone, specular iron ore, and broivn hrematite
on a giveu magnet under similar conditions :

—

?"" Iron lOO-
I

Specular ore 0-o33
NaUve magncUc osido 40 227 | BroMTi hsemalllc 0071

Oxides of iron of all classes are readily acted upon by reducin"
ajjents (especially hydrogen, carbon, oxide, and free carbon an2

silicon) in such a fashion as to cause the transference of the ox^'gen
of the oxide to the reducing agent, a lower oxide of iron and finally
metallic iron being set free. In accordance with the general rub s

obtaining in such cases (Alder "Wright aud Eennie, loc. cii.), tlie

rate of reduction of ferric oxide of given physical character is less,

csstcris paribus, when a reducing agent is employed which evolves
less heat iu uniting with oxygen than when one is used evolving
more heat; so that a reduction, by hydrogen ^ith formation ol

water vapour goes on more slowly under constant conditions than
roductiori by carbon oxide forming carbon dioxide, whilst the
temperature requisite to cause rediictiou to be brought about to a
just measurable extent {temperature of initial action) is lower with
carbon oxide than with hydrogen, and lower with hydrogen than
with free carbon (Alder Wright aud LuJT, Cliem. Soc, Journal,
1S78 [Traxsactions], pp. 1, 60f). The precise rate of reduction and
temperature of initial action observed iu any given case vary with
tlie conditions of the experiment and also with the physical cliar-

acter of the iron oxide (see also Lowthian Bell, Cliemical FJunomata
of Iron S:ncUing).

AVhen ferric oxide is reduced by carbon oxide, a peculiar second-
ary change is brought about und^ certain conditions, which has
been investigated by Lowthian Bell with the present writer's co-

operation {loc. cit.) ; this consists in the reaction of a lower oxide
of iron (FCjjO ?) formed at a certain stage of the reduction on the
carbon oxide forming a higher oxide of iron and setting free car-

bon ;^ the higher oxide of iron is then again reduced by a fresh
portion of carbon oxide, and so on in a cycle, so that alter some
time tho quantity of free carbon deposited largely exceeds the total

iron present. This peculiar action is also exhibited by oxides of

nickel and cobalt, but apparently by those of no other metals ; it

has a most remarkable iimuence upon^the nature of the chemical
changes ensuing in the process of smelting iron by the" blast

furnace (§ 19), and is doubtless the chief source of the carbon con-
tained in pig iron thus prodviccd ; it is also the main reaction
taking place during the conversion of irou iuto srteel by cementation
'§ 32).

Perrons carbonate uiffcis from most of the other compounds of

iron found in nature iu being soluble iu water, especially when
excess of carbonic acid is also present, an " acid carbouatu " being
formed. Such water on exposure to air forms a rusty deposit of

hydrated ferric oxide produced by the combiuation of the oxygen of

the air T^ith the ferrous oxide contained in the ferrous carbonate,
the carbon dioxide origin,ally combined therewith being set free.

In certain localities large deposits of more or less pure hydrated
ferric oxide are thus formed, constituting " bog iron ores."

The svlphides of iron partly correspond to the oxides.

Thus the sulphides Fe^S, FeS, and Fe.jSj exist ; besides

tliese, the compound Fe^S has been described, whilst

magnetic jyi/rites, Fe^Sg (or Fe^Sg), and ordinary pyrites,

FcS;, and its allotropic or metameric modification mar-
casite, constitute minerals of widespread occurrence, and of

considerable value, mainly as sources of sulphur, secondarily

on account of the iron they contain, and more especially

with certain kinds of pyrites on account of the copper,

silver,- and gold sulphides intermixed therewith. It is to

be noticed in connexion with pyrites that, by the action of

reducing agents on solutions of iron compounds ih presence

of sulphates, a slow formation of crystalline FeSj often

results ; thus many fossil plants and animals occur in

various strata in which the deposition of pjTites by this

means has produced a perfect cast or pseudomorph,'so to

speak, of the organism ; it is probable that the pyritous

deposits of large magnitude which exist in various localities

have been formed by these agencies, the soluble iron salt

having been originally the carbonate.

The chlorides of iron correspond to the ferrous and ferric

series of salts, i.e., are indicated by the formula; FcCI.^

and FeCl3 (or preferably Fe.,Clj and FeoCl^) respectively

;

chlorides corresponding to Fe.,0, Fe^O^, FeS,, &c., have
not as yet been formed. The same remark applies to the

salts of iron formed by the substitution of iron for hydrogen
in all the acids of common occurrence. For the use of

iron salts and other ferruginous compounds in the arts

^ Acconliiig to Griiner {Comptes Jlfndus, 1871, 2S\, the re-iction is

ZFeO + CO-Fefii + C,

some metallic iron being always formed in addifion to the feirous oxido
produced by the subsequent redi)ctioi/ of the Fe^O^^ Sf that a fer-

ruginous carbon always result*.
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generally see stpiritc aiticlc.> [ts tlicrapcutic uses are

uoticed at p. 359.

3. Relationships Ulivecii Iron (Malleable ami Caft) nml
Steel.—Iron jjossesses the power of uniting with a number
of elements, fuimiiii; products which either are highly

iutimate mixtures of more than one substance presenting

apparent homogeneity, or eUe are compounds of an in-

dehnite character, i.e., in which the constituents are com-

bined in proportions which do not come under the usual

chemical laws of in variableness of composition and of

cumbination in multiple proportions ; iu short, thess iron

compounds are substances belonging to the same category

as alloys generally and solutions, tlie placing of which

inside or outside the class of true chemical compounds
depends on the particular definition of a chemical compound
adopted. Probably the most accurate view of the constitu-

tion of such substances is that which regards them as being

"solidified solutions" of one substance in anotlier (Mat-

thiessen), i.e., when the bodies in question have been fused :

the most useful commercial forms of iron are of this class.

Thus, for example, iron sulphide and metallic iron fused

together in such proportions tliat the latter greatly pre-

dominates form a homogeneous mixture (or solution of iron

sulphide in molten iron), which on cooling solidifies as a

whole, not exhibiting any tendency to separation of the iron

and iron sulphide; a product similar but melting more
readily is formed if iron sulpiride and sulphur be fused

together, forming one of the varieties of the so-called

"Spence's metal" recently patented; so that between the

extremes of pure iron on the one hand and pure sulphur

on the other au apparently homogeneous mass can be

ubtained containing iron or sulphur in any assignable pro-

portions, the compound being a solidified solution of iron

sulphide in either iron or sulphur, according as the former

or the latter is in excess. Silicon and phosphorus can

be similarly incorporated with excess of iron, forming

analogous solidifietl solutions ; the same remark is true for

nitrogen and other non-metallic elements, as well as for

manganese and many other metals, notably nickel, gold, tin,

\ilatinum, rhodium, aluminium, zinc, titanium, tungsten,

and chromium. With arsenic and tin definite compounds
can be produced expressible by simple formuhc, c.^., FcAs
(Gchlen) and FcSn (Dcville and Caron). When carbon

is thus incorjioratcd with iron a peculiar phenomenon is

(under certain circumstances) observable which has no

parallel with the other compounds, except perhaps to some
extent in the case of silicon ; this is that, whereas the car-

bon is in the amorphous condition when fir.-^t dissolved, yet

on long-continued maintenance in the molten state, but more
especially on cooling (whilst the substance is still liquid or

semisolid), a more or less complete sejfaration of carbon in

the crystallized graphitoirlal state^ often ensues ; so that the

cooled mass is no longer visibly homogeneous, but consists

of granules and crystals, partly of graphite and partly of

solidified solution of amorphous carbon (and such other

elements as were originally present) in iron. This jihcno-

inenon may be compared with a somewhat analogous change
undergone by phosphorus : when this element is dissolved

in carbon disulphide or certain organic bodies, e.g., ethyl

iodide, the phosphorus gradually changes more or less

completely into the red variety, which, being insoluble in

the menstruum, precipitates in flakes. The amount of

carbon which changes during solidification from the amor-
phous into the graphitoidal variety depends largely on the

nature and amount of the substances present along with it

dissolved in the iron, and als5 on the absolute amount of

^ Snelus hap. shown {^Journal Iron ami Steel Iiisiiti'U, 187], i. 28)
that it is jiracticiblw'to ruiiipve niccli.iiiic;illy ir'.'iii a iii;^li]y crystalliiiL-

pig iron grapUitoidaV !>cale<, wbi:h consist to entirely uf carbou as to

leave little or no appreciable residue on combustion.

13—12*

carbon present and on the rate of cooling ; it appears to

be promoted by the presence of silicon, the greyest irons

{cxteris paribns) ht'ing usually the richest in silicon. Od
remelting graphitoidal cast iron, the graphite is again dis-

solved, so that by rapidly chilling the fused mass "white'
iron results. Under certain conditions silicon appears tc

extrude from highly silicious irons iu cooling, but not in a

difficultly oxidizable form, so that the outside of the pigs

becomes covered with silica of a peculiar physical aspect

(Lowthiau Bell, Journal Iron and Steel Institute, 1871, i.

44) ; under other conditions several parts per cent of silicon

can be permanently retained by the pig without extrusion

on cooling, forming a peculiar metal known as " glazy iron,'

bearing to the silicious pig from which silicon does separate

much the same relations as highly carbonized white iron

bears to grey pig.

When foreign substances are present in but sinall quan-

tity (manganese excepted), and the amount of total carbon

does not exceed 1'5 to 2'0 per cent, of the iron, little or nc

separation of grapliitoidal carbon takes j)lace, and the

resultant product is tolerably homogeneous, and possesses

the properties of steel more or less soft in proportion as the

carbon percentage is minute or otherwise.

When the, carbon amounts to some 2'5 or upwards per

cent, of the iron, and especially when the fused substance

is rapidly cooled, the metal often solidifies as an almost

homogeneous mass, possessing somewhat difl'erent properties

from those of good steel ; it is then known as white cast

iron (from its colour after fracture) ; under other conditions,

especially when a longer time is allowed for solidification,

a more or less complete separation of graphite and conse-

quent production of a coarse-grained crystalline structure

results, the product being then termed ^rey east iron, which

consequently stands to white cast iron in much the same
rcla-tiou as devitrified glass (Reaumur's porcelain) to

ordinary glass. When the amount of manganese present

is relatively large (constituting several parts per cent, of the

iron preseut), this separation of graphitoidal carbon takes

place to but a small or even inappreciable extent ; the

cooled mass is homogeneous and highly crystalline, the

fractured surface exhibiting great brilliancy, whence the

term s/^icyeUiseii. aiiplied to such substances. As a rule cast

irous, whetlier white or grey, contain more than traces of

iniimritics, such as sulphur, phosphorus, and silicon ; but

otherwise no absolute line of demarcation between malleablu

iron and steel on the one hand, and between steel and while

iron on the other, can be drawn, based on the chemical com-

position; so that it cannot be said that a substance cuntaiu-

ing so much carbon is malleable iron, and so much more

carbon steel, and so much more still cast iron ; the definition

is purely arbitrary ; moreover, the physical qualities of a

steel containing a given amount of carbon often difi'er much,

according as the proportion of other, su'oslanccs present

varies.

The ordinary practical test applied todistinjjuish iron from

steel is the ascertaining whether the substance hardens on

heating and quenching in cold water, becoming again

softened on reheating and cooling slowly : o snlatance u-liinh

<.h.es this may fairly be ref/arcltd as steel (possibly of very

bad quality, but still steel), trhil.4 one ivhuh Joes not may
be/airly re/jarded as a soft iron. With certain specimens

it is ditEcult thus to classify the substances under either

head satisfactorily, whilst such a chissification would not

be accepted by many who would define a steel as being

either tlie product of the cementation of malleable iron or

as a substance that has been /«sf'/ during manufacture, and

who consequently would not admit that a very haid-puddkil

niet.il was steel, even though it did liardcn distinctly on

heating and cjuenching in cold water.

_ Although it is impossible to draw a sinrp lin? di^ti:;
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giiiiliiDg between malleable iron when hard and steel when

soft, there is no difficulty in tabulati;if the essential

difiFerencea between good malleable iron, well-marked steel,

and cast iron. Thus the following tabic p^ay be drawn

up.—

Chemical
Composition
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AtoiisiU- Htacii.;lli ol' 1 kiltijjt.ittiiiu' I'^r siiu.uv iiiilliiiu.'trc is about
•inod to 0'iJ3 tons pi'i- s'liiitru iiu-h, ,so tJiiit On tii^s scale extra suft,

solt mill sciiiili.Tril, anj Ii.nil steels have average tensile sticnglhsof
about 32, 39, ami jo tons per siill.ile iueii n-sjieelivi-ly. Steels

of tlie (ft) class c.iii lie bent U shape uilhoMt bicakiit;r. siicl will

gcnei'.illy allow the Iwoouds of the U to be hamiMcieil together
without fracture ; sleels of the (c) class break when the aiigii; of

b;ntl leai-hcs to 130'-140°; and the otiier classes are iiitenueeiiiite

between these limits.

Hackney has |iiui>osctl a classifV'atioQ of iron and stod practi-

cally iilenlical with this '* Seraiiig scale "
; tlie main objections to

.such scales arc that, as even the softest complelely luseil inct.ils arc

thus ilcsiu'liated "steel," the tinie-honouic.t definition of steel as

being a substance that can bs haidened and lenipcreii is wholly done
away with ; and the circumstance that the niimerictil values e.\-

piessing the ductility and tensile strength ate variable \vith the
ilimonsiuus of the piece ol' metal testeiL(§ 43). Miu!li confusion and
litigation won hi be avoided weic some name either than "slecl"
applied to the modern luutals of low ctirbon iiecceulage obtained by
fusion processes, and destitute of Ihc jiowcr of taking any cnnsidci-

able amount of temper by lieatiiig red hot and rapielly couliiig.

In practically te.sting a .saniplu of steel, the difference

between a specimen that Iiis been preparerl by a fusion

process and by a process of puddling is usually very mani-

fest when the specimens arc slightly etched by dilute nitric

acid or other agent that will gradually uttaclc the metal :

tlie fusion product exhibits a regular more or less granular

structure, whilst the otlior exhibits more or less of a

fibroid character. On dissolving the metal in cupric chloride

(!5 G), a small amount of silicious cinder is left undissolved

in the latter case, but practically loue with a properly fused

"Steel.

T^e presence of suljihnr and phosq/harns in true steels in

other than the most miiiuto proportions exercises a marked
deteriorating effect upon the strength and tenacity of the

metal, the former substance rendering the steel more or

less brittle when hot (red-short or hot-short), the latter

oiiising it to be liable to crack and break when cold (cold-

sliort). The presence of manganese, however, and to some
extent of carbon and silicon, inodilics the exact amount
of effect produced by a given quantity of pliosjiliorus or

sulphur; as a general rule it may be said that a steel con-

taining 05 per cent, of carbon and upwards, and also con-

taining more than 0-1 per cent, of sulphur, will be objection-

ably red-short, and that, if it contain more than O'l per

cent, of phosphorus, it will be too cold-short for most
applicatiuus; whilst a much smaller quantity, as little as

003 per cent., renders the steel almost useless for tools

and cutting instruments, &c., in which a fine temper is

essential. These figures, however, are subject to notable
corrections : the presence of manganese to an extent of

several times the amount of sulphur present considerably

mitigates the evil effect of that substance, whilst, provided
the carbon be very low (i.e., that the metal is really not steel

at all but only fused iron), much larger quantities of

phosphorus than O'l ' per cent, may be present without
deteriorating the properties of the substance to so great an
extent as would be occasioned by the presence of much
smaller quantities of pbospliorua simultaneously with

several tenths per cent, of carbon. Thus years ngo the
practical c.xpeiieiice acquired at tlie Terre Noire works
proved that good rails could he made from steel containing
about 1 per cent, of manganese and as much as 0-3 per cent,

of [ihospliorus, provided thecarhnn did not £xcecd half tint
amount; subsequently, good serviceable rails have been
roUed not only in England but also in Saxony, Austiia,
America, and elsewhere, containing 0'3 to nearly 0'4 per
cent, of phosphorus and about half as much of carbon, or

le.ss. These " phospihoric steels " (more correctly " homo-
geneous irons," fused irons, or " ingot irons "), however,
are wholly unsuitable for all purpiaes requiring the metal
to be tempered, on account of the impossibility of having
so much phosphorus present together with more than
minute amounts of carbon without producing brittleness

and utter inability to be worked.

The effect of silicon on the physical qualities of steel i.s

far less marked than that of sulphur and phosphorus. Like
that of the latter it is nindified by the amount of carbon
present : thus Liley has found 2 per cent, of silicon in rails

of good quality • Gautier states that a silicoueisen con-

taining upwards of 7 per cent, of silicon, but almost desti-

tute of carbon, could be forged perfectly, whilst a steel

containing 1-5 per cent, of silicon and slightly less than
0-2 per cent, of carbon (with 0-7G of manganese) rolled

perfectly and was very strong. The presence of silicon,

moreover, conjointly with that of manganese, exerts a

remarkable action in diminishing the cxtrttsiou of gases
from molten steel in the act of solidifying, thereby piso-

ducing honeycombing
, so that when very soft steels are

cast into ingots much sounder masses are obtained by tlie

ordinary casting processes {i.e., not under hydraulic or

other powerful pressure) when a little siliciuretted metal is

added to the steel just before casting than when ordinary
rich spicgeleisen or fcrro-manganese is Employed. On the
other hand, when carbon and silicon are simultaneously
present to the extent of 0-5 to 1 '0 per cent, or thereabouts,

both hot and cold shortness are brought about to a greater

or lesser extent.

Nitior/en has been supposed by many chemists and especi-

ally by Freiny to be an essential constituent of steel ; and in

favour of this view it is to be noticed that in the prepara-
tion of steel by cementation the addition of nitrogenous
organic matter (scraps of leather, horn, ferrocyanidc of

potassium, &c. ) is found to facilitate the conversion of

bar iron into blister steel. On the other hand this may
be duo siiii|)lyto the formation aiid absorption of cyanogen,
which carbonizes the iron without necessarily communicat-
ing nitrogen to it. The actual quantity of nitrogen found
in steel by various experiinciiters is always extremely
small,' whilst it is possible to produce steel from iron free

from nitrogen by ceniciitation in pure carbon oxide, or in

an atmosphere of coal gas (Macintosh's patent),—so that

nitrogen is clearly not an essential constituent in these

cases. Moreover, nitrogen has been found both in wrought
and in cast iron in even larger quantity than in steel, so

that the peculiar properties of steel as regards hardening,

' From O'On to O'lS per rent, of nitrogen was found by Bonis in]

various specimens of ucdlcable iron, ca.st iron, and steef; from 0'(X)7^

to 0*057 per cent, in various steels and wrought irons was i'omid by
Boussingawlt. By heating metallic iron in ainnionia gas niuch move
highly iiitrogenizcd substances can be produced, Freii^' having thus
obtained substances containing as much as 9"8 per cent, of nitrogeiiv

In these and other analogous experiments by otlier.s, various methods
of analysis were adopted, the most conclusive ones being solution ol

the metal in i>urc hydroclilorie acid, aiirl determination ol the amuioiijii

freed by tlic eonibinafion of the nascent hydrogen with the nitrogen.'

Iteccntly A. li. Allen has repeated these expeviinents, ami also made
others by passing steam over the red-hot metal, and determining !fhff

aiiimoiiia produced. The quantity oT tiitrogen thus obtainable vai'ied

from O'OMl per cent, iii spicgeleisen to 0'0172 per cent, in steel

mude from Daoiicmora iron.
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and (eiii|icria^ cannot be markedly induenceu by tlie pre-

sence of tliis constituent. No connexion between the

amount of nitrogen present and tlie physical properties of

the metal, or the amount of carbon or other foreign ele-

ments present therein, has as yet been tluis e.'stablished by
any experimenter.

As regards the presence of ori/r/cn in iron and steel, and
its effect on their qualities, little evidence as yet exists.

It is well known tliat certain metals, c.r/., copper, will dis-

solve small proportions of oxide, the presence of which

renders the metal much less tenicimis than it otherwise

would be, so that cei'tain operations are usually gone

through iu the final singes of the exiraclion of these metals

for the purpose of again reducing the oxide disseminated

through the mass, c.y. ,
" poling " melted copper. The tena-

city exhibited by "phosphor-bronze" is largely due to the

complete reduction of copper and tin oxides by the phos-

phorus. This solution of oxide in the metal also takes

phice with iron, esjiecially when tolerably free from silicon;

this element is capable of reducing iron oxide when heated

therpwith, so that when present the silicon is oxidi/ed in

preference to the iron

Overblown Bessemer metal is comparatively unforgcablo

and brittle, so that probably the presence of oxygen nllecCs

iron in the same way as sulphur. When iron and steel are

overheated for a lonsr time, they become "burnt" and

brittle ; this is supposed by some to bo due to tlie fornja-

tion of oxide disseminated through the mass of the metal,

but many others consider that a more or less crystalline

structure set up under the influence of a softening heat is

the solo cause of the diminution in strength and tenacity

(§ 43).

Iron anj steel usually give ofT, ou lipnliiicj under (liiiiinislicil pvfs-

Bure, carbon oxide and innro or less hydro^rcn, and tlic foiiDci" pas is

1-argcly extruded from steel id tlic act of solidilyiiig (Di'ssoinL-r), tliri-c-

by giving rise to honeycombing of the casting. This is usiniUy

attributed to the same cause as the "spitting" of silver, i.e., to a

f>hysical inability on the pait ol' the metal to retain in solution nt a
ower temperature the same amount of gas tlial it ran dissolve wlioit

more highly heated; the presence oi silicon diiuini-ilics this ovoln-

tion of gas, probably by the dccouinoaitinn of the caibon oxide \vitli

formation of non-gaseous silira. A number of observations and tle-

tennmations of the gases occluded by and otherwise priscnt in iron

and steel have been made by Parry, Tioost and Huut'd'enille, IMiilltr,

niid others, but without leading to any dclinite convhitions bl.'t^\ ron

the physical properties of tlie metals and the gases occluded. Mnru-
over, it does not seem to bo absolutely cs-tablislnd whether the carlwin

oxide obtained by heating in an exhausted lul^e really exists jis dis-

solved gas or as a mixture of oxide and carbltlo (or solution of enr-

bon); the writer has found that by varying the mode of heating
and the temperature variable proportions of cai-bou oxide and di-

oxide may be obtained from spongy iron (prc]Tared by heating to a

bright led heat ferric oxide in an atmosnberc uf carbon oxide) when
it is heated in connexion witli a Spi'engi-l pump ; A\hicli seems to sug-

gest that a mixture of oxide and carbide is prcsout rather than
simply occluded gases.

Hydrogen when present in iron to a considerable extent apponrs

very considerably to diminish tlic tenaeity ancl strength ; thus
electro-deposited iron containing mmh hydiogen is brittle, but
becomes soft and flexible on heating nutk-r climinished pi-c.*:snre so as

to extract the hydrogen. When iron or steel wiies arc ininiersed

in dilute sulphuric acid, especially in contact with zinc, so as to

evolve hydrogen copiously from the surfnce of the iron, the wii-es

take up iibout twenty times their volume of hydrogen, and become
so brittle that they break on attempting to bend them.

Copper is often present in minute quantity in \ng irnn.

When steel contiins a few tenths per cent, of coi)pcr it is

distinctly red-short, more so when the proportion is increa-scd

-Eggertz). Malleable iron does not sf^em to be so much
affected by copper, O'o per cent, giving but little red-

shortness; the welding power is, however, considerably

diminished. On the other hand, addition of iron to bronze
and similar copper alloys increases their strengtli and
tenacity, as in Aich's gnn-metil and Gedge's metul.

Aiiiimony acts as injuriously upon iron as sulphur and
phosphorus conjointly, a fev>* tenths per cent, rendering

bar iron highly ct.ld-sliort and also hot-short. CJtromiitm,

iunrjatrn^ vawttJiiu/i, and filaniiun are all apparently
capable of increasing the strength of iron more or less

after the faahion of carbon, and accordingly have been
regarded as valuable constituents in special kinJfe of iron

and steel, ex/., the so-called cliromium steel and tungsttu

steel, and the iron containing traces of vanadium employed
on tlie Swiss wire bridges at Freiburg. Faraday and
Stodart found that about 1 per cent, of platinum or certain

of its congeners (c.y., paUndixim and rhod'mm) improved
the toughness of steel, and comn^nnicated to it a fine grain.

Ni'-lfl is largely present in meteoric iron {vide infra), fmrn
which knife blades, itc, are readily beaten out, so that tlie

presence of nickel docs not appear to diminish materially

tiie malleability of iron.

The qitrstinn as to whether the carbon which docs not separate in

tlii> grapliituidal state on pooling molten cast iron or steel is truly

coDil'iiud or not (in the .sense in whic h oxygen is combbicd in feiric

oxiile, and not in the sense in which silieate of cobalt may be siiiil

to be combined in Mnn ghtss to whii h it gives the i.-nhmr, or in which
sugar is eoiribiiu-il with water in syrup) is one abuut which great

divi-rgeueo of opinion exists. It is nsu.d to speak of this carbon as
"combined carbon," because whm the iron or steel Is dissolvetl in

nn ni-id (c.fj., hydruchlorii: acid), this caiboii combines willi the

evolved hydrogen and csc:i]ir»s as tarburetled hydrngcn of some kind,

wliurcas the grajihilnidal c.nltou rem.iins behind unafl'eeted
;
just in

the same way the sulphur i-scnp* s as siiljdiurette<l hytlr-igtn. It is

by no rnnans apparent, hoMe\(.ir, that rarboii if set In e in the anior-

)>hous condition in a slate of cxfi-s-;ivi ly line division and in pi*c-

seiifc of naseent hydrogen would not forthwith combine with the-

hydrogen, even though its condition iu Ihe iron were only thut ol' a

dissolved boily ; the probability is indeetl rather the other way, for

suili c;iil>nn when ficif and warm is known to be often pyrnplioric

in tlio air, A\hil,st the niixlnrc of caihon and partially lednecd iron

and iron oxide, formed when earbon ovide is allowed to act on fi-iiir

oxid'* for some time at a low joil heat, evolves hydrogen rontaining
much cnrbnretted liydrogcii on tivatunuit with an neid, /".jr., hydro-
chloric acid. It is to be lemeinbuicil also that, whilst di-hnite sulphides

of iron are known ami aic easily obt.iinablc, the same can hardly be
said of caibitles of iron ; it is true tliat spicgelciseu (m.iuijanesL'-

iroi) alloy) contains k larger amount of so-called conibincil earbon

thim ordinary steel, anrouiits up to 6 per cent, having been found

therein ; but it hardly follows from this that spiegeleisen and
stcid, kc.j contain a delinite carbide, such as Fe^C, or Fe^C,

which has sonutime-S hem considered as ]>rcsent therein, c.j/., by
Karsten, Gurlt, IMattieu Williams, ami 6tliei-<\. A compound the con-

stituents of which Sfpai-ateou cnl/n;/ \vou\d bo a very unusual sort of

substance, whereas it is well established that by fusing and very

rapidly cliilling ccibiin kinds of grey east iron they arc moie or less

converteil into white or moltletl iron, the anion nk of "combined" cai"-

boil largely iuercasing, ami that of gtajdiile correspondingly decKCiis-

ing; wljjlst the converse chnrigi^ can bo brought about in some kinds
of white iron by fusing and vny slow !y conling th'Mu, a nntablH

sparation of graphilo iiml diminution in the quantity of " coin-

biiied " carbon present being thus brought about. JVcconliug \o

Akerinann fnsion is not indispensable, long continued maintenance
at a yelhue heat suHicing to ehaiigo white iron into grey.

In pr;ii-liee the quality of pig iron is to a considerable extent

deeideil l.y the degree of crystallinity exhihitod by it, i.e., by the

extent to whic-h graphite lias separated out duringsolidificalion, and
the »i/.e of the crystalsof this ?,nbstance and of tlio solidified partly

de<;irboni?,ed j'ig ii-ou, the crystfdUyjition of w hith is jijomotod by the

pirtii h's nf graphite :ictiiig as nuclei. Pig^s \\itli the largest crystals

aie known as No. 1; those made np of soniL-what siu;iller but still

iiiodf inl'dy largu crystals, as No. 2; smaller-grained pigs, but still

nystallinu and grey, arc known as Kos. 3 and 4. The linest gi*ained

Xo. 4 pi'-is, ln'ing usually i nsuitahle for making castings, and only
siuvici-abh: for tho puddling forge, are designated " foige 4," the

higher kinds being known genejiially as ** foundry iron." Some-
times a pig will soliiiify part!}' as white iion jiartly as grey, tlie

crystiillizali'Ui having eonmienccd iu patdies, but not having spread

tliroughont the whole mass before it sulirljlicd ; such iron is known
as '* motth'd pig." The price of market pig iron is regulated by

these numbers and the locality of the furnace, ?".''., the nature of

the ore from which it is smelted; those brands which are si)ecially

free from phosphorus, and are consefpiently appUiahlc to the pre-

paration of *' liesscmcr metal " (sicel made by the Ressemer-Mushct
jiroeess—g 3G), are usually designated " Uessemer pig." Special

qualities of wlilte iron flee from sulphur and phosphorus and con-

taining several pajts per ceiiL of manganese smelted from spathost

and other highly mnnganiferous ores arc known as .•ipitf/clciscn,

from their mirror-like fracture. Fcrro-vinnrjancse is a similar pro-

duct containing a much larger amount of manganese (§ 41J.
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11. Natural SomtcES op Iron.

4. Meteoric Iron.-—Jletallic iron in a more or less pure

condition is occasionally met with in nature, but the supply

of metal from this source is wholly inconsiderable. Pro-

bably nearly all such substances are of meteoric origin,

with the exception of ferruginous metallic platinum. Cer-

tain masses of oxidized iron with unoxidized metal in th*

interior have been found in Saxony and elsewhere ; but

groat doubt exists as to whether these substances are not

artificially prepared metal which has rusted exteriorly in

the course of time.- Near Nery (France), at a spot where

a seam of coal had been burning for some time, Mo.'isier

found a nlass of a very hard steely iron wei^;hing upwards

of l(i Jb, together with smaller lumps, evidently formed by
the reducing action of the burning coal on ferruginous

matter in the soil and rock. True meteoric iron usually if

not invariably contains nickel to the extent nf from 1 or 2

parts per 100 of iron (as in meteorites analysed by Front)

up to considerably larger amounts. The follovring analyses

of various specimens of meteoric iron consisting wholly or

almost entirely of unoxidized substances may be taken as

representing the general composition of the substance :

—

Source <
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classify a paiticthr ore otherwise than in bread general

terms.

According to the nature and amount of the admixed
substances, the value of the ore varies largely. The pre-

.sence of certain impurities, notably of phosphorus, in more

(ban minute quantity prevents the use of certain ores for

particular purposes, and thus reduces their value; the

admixture of particular kinds of gangue in other cases

renders the ores unsuitable for working in the same kind

of way that would otherwise be advantageous ; in smelting

such ores by means of a blast furnace difi'erent kinds

and amounts of fiux for the earthy impurities are requisite

in different cases, thus affecting the cost of production,

—so that in fine the value of an ore is by no means

necessarily proportionate to the amount of actual iron

present therein. The following table gives a rough idea of

the general compositicm and characters of the leading classes

of iron ores, such as are in actual use as sources of metal :

—
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more recent formations as a rule, but some considernble ones occur

among the Coal Measures and Carboni/erou3 Limestone; tbe Oolite,

Lias, Jurassic, Greensand, and WealJen fornmtious of England
especially Xortbamptonshire and adjacent counties), and of France
( Boulogne and the A^d^cbe), Luxembourg, Bavaria, and Wiirtember",
contain deposits often of considerable magnitude and extent, which
occasionally show distinctpassago into red htematite, and often pass-

age of clay ironstone into brown bfematite. Bog and lake ores are

considered by Ehrenberg to bo mostly formed by infusorial agency
;

on the dredging up of deposits of this kind (occumng in nodult-s

and granular concretions), a new formation of lumps is often found

to occur after the lapse of some yeai-s. In some cases these deposits

are of large magnitude, e.g., those of Finland, Sweden, Norway, and
Three Rivers (Canada). Pisolitic concretionary masses of a variety

of brown hematite ai-e found sometimes in large quantity in the Ger-

man Oolite-s, and elsewhere in the cavities and crevices of limestones;

these have been probably formed by deposition from water percolat-

ing through the rock, and the aggregation together of the ferric

oxide thus thrown down, and the earthy mattera also in. suspen-

sion. The following table gives the composition of various kinds

of ores belonging to the brown hxmatite class:

—

Caiaracter of)

Oi and -

Locality....)
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jilialiau co.ilficKls nml in Oliio. Wlicii Mrlionaccous matter is not
jiresent in any con-ii.lcriiMii quantity, clay ironbtniic forms a dark
bluish-grey or grcyisii.yL-Ilovv mass, sometimes forming layers of
nodules, sometimes distinelly bedJed deposits of liui;e area, e.g., tlic

Cleveland beds of Xortli Yorkshire, the ores of Glamor^aiisliire,
Shropshire, Derbyshire, Franec, Westphalia, and various parts
of the United States, notably Alabama, Tennessee', Kentucky,
Ohio, and Pennsylvania. Curiously, although an ordinary coli-
coniitant of ooallields, clay ironstone is almost entirely absent from
the Coal Measures of Duiham and Morthumbeiland. In many
localities clay ironslonc has become so changed by oxidizing and
hydtating induences as to contain but little ferrous caibonatc^ the
iron being converted into a hydrate, givijig to the ore the character of
a broivn h.eniatite

; this is specially noticeable in the Northamp-
tonshire deposits, most of which are usually classed as blown
liaimatite, although containing some amount of carbonate, whilst
occasionally ferrous carbonate is found in them having undergone
but little alteration, and forming a clay ironstone closely resembling
that of Cleveland. As a rule Coal-Jleasurc ironstones are soniewlia't
highly phosphorized

; this is esiiecially noticeable with the Cleve-
land ore, which usually yields ou smelting a pig iron containing
between 1 and 2 parts of phosphorus ]ier J 00 of iron. The following
table illustrates the composition of some of the more important clay
ironstone deposits :

—

Charnclci- of i

Oti- an.l \
Locnhty.... (
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occ-ur Qnd cause error) bc-in^ tlius avoided ; ^\*hilst tliey also find

lliat a modific.ition of a methnd oiigmally due to Giiyaid (prccipita- .

tion of manganese as JlnOj by tlie additiun of permanganate) ^vi^

give ^ooii results proWded lliat a zinc salt be added to ensure the

Forraatinu of MnO^only, and that the amount of free acid be not too

great. "When it is required to determine the ahnnina dissolved by the

acid employed to act on the original ore, the phosphoric acid in the

total precipitate thrown down by the acetate treatment for the estima-

tion of manganese gravioietrically may be determined ; subtracting

this and the Fe^O^ from the weight of the precipitate, the ALO^ is

airproximatcly kuown ; or the alumina may be separated by other

processes, e.g., use of caustic soda, &c. Suljthuric acid, if present

in the ore, is precipitated as barium sulphate from the hydrochloric

acid solution of the ore ; sulphur in the form of ptp-itcs is deter-

mined by fusing the ore with sodium carbonate and nitrate in a

gold crucible, and determining the total sulphate formed, the sul-

Hhatc existing ns such in the ore being subtracted, rhosphoiiis

may be determined by dissolving the ore in aqua regia (usually

the phosphorus exists as phosphate, and is, whollj^ dissolved by
hydrochloric acid), precipitating the phosphoric acid (best after

separation of dissolved silica by evaporation to drjTiess and re-solu-

tion in dilute acid) in combination with part of the ij'on, by reduc-

ing most but not all the iron to the ferrous state, and then
precipitating the ferric iron and phosphoric acid by boiling with

an acetate ; the pi'ccipitatc is finally conveited into magnesium
pyrophosphate by solution in hydrochloric acid, addition of citiic

acid (less conveniently tartaric acid), ammonia, and magnesia liquor,

and ignition of the precipitate collected after standing twenty-four

hours ; Eggerlz's method of determining phosphoric acid is, however,

more suitable for the estimation of minute quantities, this depending
on the precipitation by molybdicacid of a peculiar yellow crystalline

phosphomoly bdate of ammonium on biinging togetherthe phnsphoiic

acid solution (from which dissolved silica has been removed by
evaporation to dryness) and excess of molybdate of ammonium solu-

tion supersaturated with nitric acid. Calcium and onagncsium are

conveniently determined in the filtrate from the basic acetate and
phosphate of iron and alumina thrown down in tlie separation of

manganese gravimetrically, the lUlrato from the precipitated man-
gan'tse dioxide being employed, the calcium being first precipitated

as oxalate, ami then the magnesium as ammonio-phosphate ; or the

ferric oxide and alumina may he thrown down by ammonia free from
carbonate, and the filtrate employed. Hyjroscojnc water and ordi-

nary vioisiure are determined by drying at 100°, and noting the loss

of weight ; whilst comlincd xoatcr is subsequently determined by

heating to redness in a tube through wliich dry air is aspirated, the

issuing gases passing through a drying tube to absorb the water

evolved ; if nothi.ng but water is lost on ignition, the weight so

Jost may be directly determined without collecting the water.

Titanic oxide, chrome irojistoiic, complex silicates, kc, are often

contained in the substance left undissolved by acid ; for the modes
of determijiation and analysis of these, and for the precautions in

the detei-mination of the soluble constituents should titanium be

present and j^artly dissolved by the acid, &c., the reader is refeiTed

to larger treatises, in which also are to be found numerous methiods

of analysis other than those briefly indicated above.

The uuilysis of iron and steel is carried out on much the same
iinc3 as that of iron ores. The metal being dissolved iji nitrie acid

or aqua rcgia, pkosplwric acid is separated as above described,

usually by Kggertz's process, the acid solution being previously

evaporated to dryness and treated with dilute hydrochloric acid,

which leaves behind silica formed from the silicon present, graphite^

and slag\ fter ignition to bum off graphite, the silica is dissolved

out by sodium carbonate solution and the residual slag weighed
;

in this way, however, more silica is generally obtained than repre-

seuts the silicon originally present, as the silicates of the slag are

apt to be more or less attacked by the acid ; a better method for

the determination of the slag is to dissolve the iron in bromine or

iodine water, or by means of copjun- chloride (or mixed copper sul-

pliatc nnd ammonium chloride solution), which gives rise to cuprous
chloride, dissolved out by heating; the slag is thus left undissolved,

uad may be weighed after boiling with sodium carbonate ; the silica

in the united sodium carbonate and bromine solutions being deter-

mined, the silicon is readily calculable. Manganese is determined
just as in the case of ores. Si'.lphur is conveniently determined
by treating -with hydrochloric acid, and leading the evolved gases
tJirough a solution of lead or silver or some analogous metal, and
fiuaJly converting the precipitated sulphide into barium sulphate

;

or by dissolving in aqua regia, evajmrating, and converting the
Kiilphuric acid found into barium sulphate : this method usually
«ires lower values than the others, barium sulphate not precipi-

tating readily from very dilute highly acid solutions. The so-

called *' combiiicd'* carbon is found by determining the graphite
Ifft undissolved during the treatment of the metal with hydro-
chloric acid (by collection and burning to' COg in oxvgen, and
absorption in caustic potnsh), and subtracting the amount from the
total carbon found by digesting with copper «.ulphate or chloride,
or with bromine water, collection of the undissolved mass on eld

asbestos filter, find burning in oxygpn, preferably with lead chromate
in the front of the tube, to prevent chlorine or biomine viipours, &c.,

]-Qssmg over, should the piecipitate contain (through insuflicicnt

Mashing, &c.) substances which may evolve chlorine or bromine.
Cojiper sulphate kavis behind an amount of copjicr equivalent tc

the irou dissolved ; this covers up the finely divided particles of

carbon, and diminishes the chance of pyrophoric oxidation and con-
sequent loss of caibon during drying, which may otherwise occa-
sionally tnlce place, especially wlu*u the filter is dried by the aid oi

heat ; but the solution of the iron is less rapid, and it is difhcult

to see or feel with a glass rod when all the iron is dissolved. AVeyl
dissolves the iron by makijig it the positive pole of a weak galvanic
current passing through hydrochloric acid. Fresenius determines
the "combined" cn*bon directly by dissolving in hydrochloric
acid, passing the evolved hydrogen and carburetted hydrogen over
red-hot coj>per oxide, and determining the carbon dioxide formed
by absorption in potash as usual; if much sulphur is present,

lead chromate should be employed to avoid errors due to formation
of sulphur dioxide ; if the amount of "combined" carbon is large,

liquid non-volatile hydrocarbons are apt to be foimed, which causes

the method to yield too low a result. Ullgren determines the total

carbon by oxidation to COn in the wet way with chromic and sul«

phuric acids of the residue left after treatment with copper chloride

or bromine ; the results are apt to be too low% owing to incomplete
oxidation of the graphite. Kegnault determines the total carbon
by heating the finely powdered metal with copper oxide or lead

chromate, and absorbing the COj produced by potash ; by passing

air over the finely divided metal at a low red heat, and when the

oxidation is nearly complete finishing the operation in oxygen at a
somewhat higher temperature, the use of copper oxide or lead

chromate is rendered unnecessaiy ; if too high a tenijicraturo and
oxygen bo employed at first, there is risk of forming fusible Fe^Ojand
of enclosijig portions of carbonized unoxidized metal within a coating

of that substance, which more or less protects it from the action of

the oxygen, and tends to decrease the amount of C0„ collected,

Eggert*; determines the *' combined" carbon in steel by solution of

fi known amount of borings or filings in a known amount of nitric

acid, and comparison of tlie fluid as regards its colour with a simi-

lar solution piepared from steel of a known carbon percentage, or

with a series of solutions of cavamel made so as to exhibit the same
tints as those yielded by steels of known carbon pciccntage when
treated in this way. The principle of the nietliod depends on the
formation of soluble humus-Uke carbon compounds by the action of

the nitric acid, probably analogous to the vegetable colouring matter
of peaty water. Opinions differ widely amongst chemists as to tho
absolute accuracy of the method for general analytical operations,

especially where nothing is known of the precise delails of the mode
of manufacture of the steel ; but for n works laboratory, where speed
is essential, and where it is only required to compare one specimea
of steel with another one prepared in the same way but harder (tho
hardest steels being taken for the preparation of Ihe .standards, and
the solutions representing the lower carbon percentages being
obtained by diluting the fluid proportionately), the method is

invaluable. For the sake of saving time under analogous circum-
stances, Eggertz somewhat modifies the above-described methods fVir

the determination of sulphur nntl phosphorus, the amount of sulphur
present being estimated by noting the discoloration produced on a
plate of silver exposed to tho gases evolved on solution in hydro-
chloric acid, or digestion with sulidiuric acid, and comparing it with
that produced under the same conditions from a metal of a known
degree of sulphnrization, and the amount of phosphorus being esti-

mated by transferring the phospho-niolybdic precipitate into a
narrow measuring tube, and observing the volume occupied by it com-
paratively with that occupied by the precipitate similarly produced
from metal containing a known amount of phosphorus. Sir J.

AUeyne has described a method of determining ajiproxintately the

quantity of phosphoms present in iron and steel by means of tho

spectroscope (Journal I. and S. Jvsl.^ 1875, 62). Ailrogen is dttur-

miued by solution in hydrochloric acid free from ammonia, and
titration by ICessler's test of the ammonia formed (A. K. -Allen,i

Chemical A'cws^ xli. 2S1, 1880). The less commonly occurring

substances, copper, chromium, arsenic, cobalt, ni'kil, zinc, alumi-

nium, vanadium, titanium, tungsten, molybdennni, kc, are sought

for and separated by special methods for which the larger text-bookal

must be consulted.'-

III. ExTRACT[ON OF Iron from its Ores.

7. Hutory of ihe Manufacture of Iron and Steel.—Xeither

tlie period when malleable iron was first prepared from its

ores nor the precise mode of manipulation then adopted

is known with certainty, although the remains of iroa

^ Pany and Tucker have employed the *.pectrosrnpe successfullyjix

this direction, see Journal I. and H, Jnst., 1880, 163.

XIII. - 37
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implements manufacUired in preliistoric times are so

numerous as to leave no room for doubt as to the extreme

antiquity of the use of that metal instead of the yet earlier

stone implements of primeval man. There is every reason to

believe that the earliest methods of iron smelting essentially

consisted in placing lumps of ore in a fire of wood or char-

coal, and, after the lapse of a sufficient length of time to

permit of their more or less complete reduction, hammer-
ing the mass of spongy metal thus formed; so that what

is known as the "Catalan forge" of modern times is but

a comparatively slight modification of and improvement

upon the oldest metallurgical appliances for the extraction

of iron, the main difference being in the size of the

apparatus and the use of an artificial air blast. Tradition

assigns a very remote period to the first discovery of the

possibility of extracting iron or crude steel from Us
ores, Tubal Cain (who has been compared with Vulcan)

being the first name mentioned in connexion with the

metallurgy of this substance. In the time of the Assyrians

iron appears to liave been in somewhat extensive use, saws,

knives, and other analogous tools having been found by
Layard at Nineveh, many of which are very similar to those

in use at the present day. Both Homer and Hesiod refer

to the forging of iron, whilst the hardening and tempering

of steel also appear to have been operations in common use

amongst the early Greeks ; indeed the employment of a

rough kind of bellows for the forging of tools (probably

of iron) is figured in Egyptian sculpture of 1500 years and
upwards B.C.,—the inflation being accomplished by the aid

of cords worked by the hand, whilst the pressure of the

foot caused the expulsion of the air thus drawn in, much
in the same way as is still practised by some almost savage

Eastern nations, e.g., the Burmese. In the time of Fliny

(about 50 A.D.) the existence of large masses of iron ore in

Spain, Elba, Styria, and elsewhere was well known, these

minerals being described by him as largely employed in

the manufacture of iron and steel; whilst evidently the

conditions requisite to produce the best temper of the latter

had been carefully examined at that epoch, as he states

that the quality of the steel depends on the nature of the

water used to harden it, and that oil is preferable for small

articles. Prior to this the discovery of cast iron or cast

steel appears to have been made, for Aristotle (about 350
B.C. ) describes the preparation of the fused or fritted steely

iron still prepared in India and known as wootz^ whilst

Galen refers to cutting knives made of this steel, and
mentions that they are apt to be brittle through excessive

hardness. Through the agency of the Romans the manu-
facture of iron was introduced almost all over the then

known world, and into those regions where it had not been

previously practised ; this, however, does not appear to

have been the case with Britain, as the use of iron was
probably known there before the Roman invasion ; the

knowledge, however, may very possibly have been originally

derived from the Romans through the Gauls.

The earliest kind of iron forge or bloomery was probably simply
an excavation on the windward side of a hill ; the application of

an artificial stream of air doubtless soon followed, the blast being

either produced by the alternate dilatation and compression of a

bladder or goat skins, &c. {as still practised in India and elsewhere),

or by means ofu fan propelling air through a hollow tube, the fan

developing into a kind of loosely fitting piston as still employed in

Orissa, Borneo, Madagascar, and elsewhere ; so that the modern
bellows and cylinder Lilowing machine are merely advanced and
improved forms of these crude contrivances. The construction of a

clay chamber to contain the fuel and ore, with the employment of

a tuyere at the base, so as to be independent of the direction of the

wind and of the nature of the ground, was doubtless an early

improvement, and probably was the kind of forge used by the

Romans, as it still is substantially that used^ by various Eastern
races.* The use of valved sini^le bellows is attributed to the

' * For a description of the different kinds of rude furnace iu use ill

Boroeo and other Eastern districts, see Percy's Metallurgy.

Romans in the 4th century by Franquoy ; when these developed
into double-acting bellows is uncertain, although it is known that
su.'h blowing macliincis were in nse in the Harz and elsewhere about
the beginning of the 17th century. The date of the invention of
the trompe (or air blast, due to the fall of water and the cajrying
down of air with it) is also uncertain, but was probably a little (ater,

near 1640 (Fran9oi3) ; its use was probably almost confined to the
Pyrenees and similar districts where the requisite fall of water was
readily obtainable from natural rivulets and torrents. Cylinder
blowing machines were introduced at the Carron iron-works about
d760, water-power being usually employed when practicable at that
period ; some twenty or thirty years later, when the steam engine
came into use, a great impetus was thereby given to the iron
industry, as to most other trades, owing to the incrtased facilities-

in ^11 directions given by the increased command of power thus
obtained. Tho precise date of the introduction of cast iron is

unknown
; probably it was an accidentally formed product in tho

first instance, due to the employment of larger furnaces and
increased blowing power ; in the Htli and 15th centuries it appears
to have been known, castings of this period made in Susses
(especially of the later date) being aaid to be still extant, whilst ia
the 16th century cannon ot some 3 tons weight each were cast by
Johnson. About the end of the century the iron-woiks of Sussex
and neighbouring counties had attnined to such dimensions that
their consumption of timber for fuel became a serious matter, so

that an Act was passed in Elizabeth's reign prohibiting their further

extension. Probably this restriction was the cause of attempts
being made to utilize coal as fuel in iron smelting, a patent for this

purpose being granted in 1611 to Simon Stuitevant, who, however,
does not seem to have been successfiil. Somewhat later Dud Dudley
succeeded in producing both cast iron and malleable iron by the aid

of coke, but met with so nuicb opposition from the charcoal smelters-

that he abamloned the process ; a similar result befell Strada in

Hainault about the same time ; a century later, however, about
1735, Abraham Darby of Colebroukdale reintroduced coke as fuel

with complete success. About 1766-1784 great improvements in the
mode of working malleable iron and of transforming cast iron inta

w rought iron were introduced, partly by Thomas Cranage of Colc-

brookdale, and Peter Onions, but more particularly by Henry Cork,

who patented the use of grooved rolls so as to supersede hammering'
iu 17S3, and of the puddling forge in 1784. Since the invention ot

puddling, and its improvement by Rogers by the introduction of

iron instead of sand bottoms, the main improvements in the iron

manufacture are the use of the liot blast instead of cold air, due to

Neilson, and patented in 1828 ; the employment of the waste gases

£iom blast furnaces for raising steam, &c. (and subsequently for

superheating the blast}, first pateutod by Aubertot in France in

1811, and subsequently largely employed in most iron-producing

districts, Scotland and Stuflordshire excepted ; the invention of tho

steam hammer by N;ismy th, patented in 1842 ; and the introduction

of the Bessemer-Mushet process for steel making (1856) by blowing
air through molten cast iron so as to burn out the carbon, and then

adding spiegeleisen so as to produce a metal of any required degree-

of carbonization. Tn every department of the iron industry, how-
ever, numerous im]trovonicnt5 have been inade, amongst which
must be specially mentioned tho Siemens regenerative furnace and
gas producer, and the improved pioccsses for making steel thenc&
resulting ; the use of macliiuery in lieu of hand labour for puddling,

introduced at first unsuccessfully by Tooth and Jlenelaus, and
several others, but brought to a considerable degree of practical suc-

cess by Danks, Cratnpton, and others; the casting of steel under
great pressure, due to Sir Joseph "WTiitworth ; the application of

waste gases and the Siwiiens regenerative principle to the super-

heating of the blast by the Cowper-Siemens and Whitwell stoves;

and the recently inti'oduced improvements in Bessemerizing due to

Snelus aud to Thomas aud Gikhrist, whereby even highly phos-

phoriaed pig is rendered capable Of furnishing a faiidy good quality

of steel.
^

8. General Classification of Methods employed for the

Extraction of Iron from its Ores.—The various modern
developments of the earliest methods of iron extraction,

consisting of the heating of iron ores with fuel until more

or less complete reduction was brought about, and hammer-
ing the mass, may be conveniently divided into four classes,

viz.:—(I) those in which cast iron is produced by a smelting

process (§§ 9-21), and subsequently transformed into steel

or wrought iron by decarbonizing the resulting pig iron

(^ 22-28) ; (2) those in which malleable iron or steel is

obtained direct from the ore at one operation without

- A lengthy series of papers on the "History- of Modei-n Invention

in the Manufacture of Iron " has appeared iu Iron^ 1876 aud follow-

ing years, from which much detailed information on the subject ro^y

be obtained.
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passing tlirotigli tlic stage of cast iron (?.? 29-31); (3)

those in wliicli steel i.s formed from wrought iron by directly

carbonizing it (S.5 32-3o) ; and (4) Ihuse in wbith steel is

finally prepared by intermixture of carbonized and wrought

iron in the fluid state (,S.^; 30--11). The niclhod? of class 1

include the preparation of pig iron ; ils purification by

refilling, and conversion into wrought iron by fining and

puddling (both by hund and by machinery) and by inverse

cementation (heating in contact with iron oxide) ; and the

preparation of piuldled steel and pneumatic steel and iron,

i.e., steel preiured by Bcisenier's original process, viz.,

decarbonization ni ire or less complete by blowing air

through molten pig iron, and aUo of Healon's steel ([lig iron

decarbonized by nitrate of sodium), kc. Chss 2 includes

the Catalan forge and allied processes, and the "direct"

methods of Clay, Chenot, Vates, Dlair, Sneliis, Du Piiy,

Siemens, and others. The processes included in class 3

are those of steel manufacture by cementation and. partial

acieration by case hardening, together with various other

allied methods of producing steel from soft iron; whilst

class 4 includes the Besscmer-.Mushct steel process, in

which blown Dessemer metal is made into what is usually
i

known as "Bessemer steel" by incorporating with it i

spiegeleisen ; and the allied open hearth steel processes, in
'

which wrought and cast iron are melted up together, or
i

iron is decarbonized in a Siemens hearth and then mixed

with ferro-manganese, iVc. ; together with various modifica-

tions of these [iroccsses, such as the Snelus-Tlionias-Gilchrist

method of blow ing phosphorized pig, the Uehatius process,

the Ponsard process, &c.

IV. Manufacture of Cast Irox.—Iron Smelting.

9. Preliminary Treatment of Ores.—Many kinds of ore

are unsuitable for use in the blast furnace without some,

preliminary treatment,—consisting either of washing with

water and dressing in the ordinary way adopted with heavy

minerals to wash out clay, &c.; weathering by exposure to

air and moisture for considerable periods of time so as to

oxidize pyrites, &c., and wash out the soluble matters

formed ; roasting, so as to expel carbon dioxide and water

and bura off organic matter, peroxidizing the iron in so

dbing ; or a combination of some or all of these processes.

Even with such ores as magnetic ironstone calcination is

usually found to increase the ease with which the ores are

subsequently smelted, the lumps being rendered somewhat
porous, and hence more readily acted upon ; indeed, with

compact Swedish magnetites previous calcination is indis-

pensable, otherwise great waste of fuel is occasioned. In

the case of franklinite, a mangano-zinciferous magnetite,

the mineral is first roasted with- lime and anthracite so as

to distil off the zinc, and the residue then smelted for

spiegeleisen. Certain Westjihalian and other ores are

deprived of sulphur existing as pyrites by roasting in a kiln,

into which superheated steam is admitted at intervals,

whereby sulphuretted hydrogen is first formed and subse-

quently burnt to sulphur dioxide, whilst the iron of the

pyrites is converted into oxide ; by using a mixture of

highly carbonaceous blackband and other ores, the roasting

is effected without the use of any fuel other than that con-

tained in the blackband. Where fuel is not an object,

calcination of iron stone is frequently effected in heaps

analogous to those produced in the burning of " ballast
"

(clayey soil) for foundations of houses, roads, &c. ; a fire

of slack being made, shovelfuls of ironstone are thrown

on to it, and then more slack and more ironstone alternately,

until a sufficiently large heap is prepared ; or the heap is

first built up and subsequently fired, the spots where the

fice comes visibly out of the heap being, when requisite,

dampered over with moist small ore so as to prevent too

rapid combustion, which might otherwise cause the ore to

frit. Blackband usually requires only lighting with a litlla

coal, A'C, when properly heaped, furnishing its own fuel.

^VllPIl economy in fuel is dcsir.ible, a cnlciniiig kiln is employer!,

goiiprally ic-eiuliliiig a limn kiln iu coiistriKtioii. Vig. 1 ri pre-

sents a kind of kilii (OjtrsV) u^oJ cxtpiisivcly iu the Clevvliiml
di:vtiict ; it is u-^UMlly

built of finbritk CiiM-d

wiiU iron jilntt-s, circular

in soction. wider in tlic

middle tliaii at top,

and tajiering down-
^\aIds fioiii the middlo
bliglitly more raj>idly

than iipwar'!.^. An iron

double cojie AA sur-

tr.onnts all orifice iu

tlio b.ise connected with
radiating Hues B, B,

\\ Iiereliyairisintj'odiiced

into llic interior. Tlic

whole siiperstructnie

rc.^ts on an annular ci^t

iron entabl.iture C'C,

buppoited on stout iron

pillais n, P; the eal-

cim-il ore is raked out
betuocn these pillais,

the spaces between tlieni

serving for the adniis-

-•^ion of air at the base
; a further air siip]dy is obtained from nrifices.

E, K, K, E in the lower couieol ]iortion. A nsiial si7e is some 20 feet

maximunt diameter, and a little iimir in bfiglit, with a capacity o£

Fig. 2.— We&tmann's Kiln,

upwards of 5000 cubic feet ; but con^id.-ial.lyl,iiger kilns are cftcn

usi'd ; the consumjition of slack is horn 4 to 5 ]ier cent, of tlie ore

(Cleveland ironstone) calcined. .Siemens has patented a .soniewli.it

analogous calcining furnace, combustible gas and air being led into

the centre and distributed by a cone ; Rachette's calciner is. oval,.
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with tlircc filing gi"atc=;. txvn on one si'lc aiul onr> on tlio otlirr.

The nia"iK'tic oic-i :uui (i^uart/osp invtimliti-i of SwoJeiij Ilu^si^i,

Amcri^-a, timl clscu-ljciv rtie oftou cjikiiifvl in ^\'ostmnml^i kiln

(li". 2). Tills ia n nearly tuliular vertical kiln slii^htly diiiiiiiisliing

iii^iii^TiiK-tL-r iii)\v:U'.!s, luitl tVd at the lj;ibc v.iih w.i.stc gases from tlie

lila^t furnace, lo^ctlicr witli nir for tln-ir combustion ; lliu ore is tlius

rcu'lcieil somcwli.it less dense than at tir.^t, whilbt pyrites, wlicn

iirL'sciit, is dccoiiiiiosud ; analogous arrangcnicnts arc cnijiluyed in

many Continental irou-works. iMany attempts have hecn made to

sniult clay ironstoui^ without previous calcination, but as a general

rule but little saving appears to be cllectcil, if indeed any at all is

brought about ; the value' of the small co;tl and shu-k savt-d iu the

roabting barely, if at aU, conipcn':;atcs for vai ions practical disiidvau-

tages attending the use of raw oie as compared with calcined oms.

Much the same remaiks api)!y to brown ores, cspcei.illy when earthy.

Several methods have been proposed to remOvc jihospliorus com-

pounds from ores containing that con.slitnent befniu smelling them,

SO as to produce a ]nirer metal ; the success of Ihe-se us manufaeturing

operations, however, has lu-en mostly indiflerent, the cost and labour

involved not buing adequately repaid by the results. Aniungst

these processes may be noticed those of Jacobi and Vclge ; the

former place? thebrokenup ores in tanks, and lixiviates them with

aqueous solution of sulphurous acid obtained by burning jiyrites;

in this way phosphates are di^snlvetl out, from wliieh manures may
be made ; the latter impregnates the ores (previously calcined) with

trine, and after 'trying calcines ag.ain, subsequently washing out

the phosphate of spdiuui ])roduced by water, or preferably water

containing a little hydrocliloiic acid. Jaeobi's process has been

tried on a conaiderabie scale, and apparently could be worked com-
mercially were it not that, to extract the phosiiliatcs thoroughly,

the ore requires crushing to coarse powilcv, or at least to lum]is so

small as very materially to interfere witJi its employment in the blast

furnace; moreover, whilst calcium phosphate is readily soluble in

sohition of sulphurous acid, I'eirous phosphate is not soluble iu that

menstruum, and hence is not removed hora ores containing phos-

phorus in this form.

The ores being ready for smelting, the next stage in their treat-

ment consists in subjecting them to the reducing action of carbon

oxide (and also of carbon), at a temperature gradually increasing

as the reduction goes on, until finally the reduced metal melts ; in

order to promote the separation of the earthy impurities of the ore

froni the metal, nnvl to facilitate their fusion, it is requisite either

to mix various classes of ores together in such a fashion that the

silicious aJniixtures of the one and the calcareous and aluminous
impurities of the others may jointly be in suitable proportions

relatively to one another ; or, which is usually nwre convcuiimt,

to add calcareous or other matters (in the form of limestone,

ferruginous clay, aluminous poor iron ores, kc.) to serve as a Mux.

To carry out this operation the blast far uncc is cmi-luyed, the ore,

ilux, and fuel lu-ing charged in at the lop of the erection, and air

iicing blown in at the base, so tliat a mixture of carbon oxide and
nitrogen is formed at the lower Icvi-Is, which, passing npwar.ls,

edocls the deoxidation of the ore ; the heat i)roduced at the base

fuses the reduced iron and the earthy matters, kc.^ which accumu-
late iu two layers (the former being the heavier), and are drawn
olf from time to time, the one as cast or pig iron, into moulds for

the nuu'ket, the other as cinder or sing, u.sually of little or no
value, rrcbh materials are added at the top, so that the furnace
\Yorks continuonslj-.

10, Fite!,—The fuel employed in iron smelting by mefins"

of the bhist furnace is substantially always one of three

kinds, viz.-, raw coal (antbracitic, or mure or less bitu-

minous), coke, or charcoal ;
^ inasmuch, however, as raw

coal inserted into the mouth of a blast furnace speedily

becomes cuked, the combustible matter reaching the tuyere

level is invariably carbon in a greater or less state of purity.

The ctfect of 'usin<g raw coal instead of coke in the first

instance is chietly marked as regards the alteration thereby

produced in the character of the gases in the upper part

of the furnace, aud the consequent alteration in the chemical
changes taking place, chiefly owing to the presence of

hydrogen and hydrocarbons in much larger proportion. Fur
numerous other operations in connexion with the metal-
lurgy of iron, other kituls of fuel arc often employed,
lignites, turf, wood, ti-c. The fulluwing analyses will give

^ Peat lia-* been n<ed Rueei"i>fidly as fuel iu some Au-iuian furnace'?,

?'*pei'i;tlly iu the VordfruluTp district, in open-to|'ped furnaces about
30 lect hi-h. The peat wad maile into rompres^cl balls and dried in

.the ail- : the^e deseeuiloil tn the tuyere without lo^iu^ tbeu- shajic, but
of coaise wholly carbonized. The iron produced was white, but of as
?ood quality a^ that obtained ^\iili rliarcoal. Li-nites an.l brown coal

iiave similarly been eniployed iu districts where better coals are scarce.

an itloa of tlic general character of the faels n?>ually

employed. In the north of England a very hard variety of

Cuke, often known as " Durham coke," id made specially

for iron smelters ; during the production of this, ,ou aa
average about one half of the sulphur originally present

iu the raw coal is expelled, the yield of coke being about
two-thirds of the coal employed.

Character of f

O'liI aiKl-

Localiiy.... (
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coal.biirnt to .carbou dioxido and water vapour at 20°.

The beat of cojubiution ot' coke aad charcoal is somewhat

Ie^« thati this : 1 pare by weight nt' carbon gives out about

8000 units of beat, so that, if the coke contained 75 per

cent, of ash and no appreciable amount of hydrogen, tlie

heat of combustion (burnt to carbou dioxide) would be

about 7400 (see § 20).

For certain purposes, and more especially for use in the blast

furnace, the physical properties of the coke used are important ;

when cakin;:; coal is coked in furnaces so constructed as to pennit

of the collection of the productsof the decomposition of the coal by

heat, a larger yi<-M of coke is obtained than is got when the coking

is pH'ected at a higher temperature brought about by the combustion

'of the volatile matters as fast as they are generated ; but the softer

coke obtained in the former way is less suited for smelting iron in

the blast furnace than the harder variety obtaiued by the latter pro-

cess ; where lofty furnaces are in use, a hard coke that will stand

the crushing action of the weight of the superincumbent materials

answers bettor than a softer coke whieli is disintegrated by the

pressure. Moreover, tlie hard compact form is less reaiUly acted

upon by carbon dioxide so as to produce carbon oxi'le (the carbon

of the coke being gasefied) than is the case with the softer form of

coke ; accordingly it results that when soft coke is employed in the

blast furnace a larger amount of it is requisite per given weight of

iron made than would be required were hard coke used instead
;

so that the greater yield of soft coke from the coal used in the first

instance is counterbalanced, and even more than counterbalanced,

by the increased quantity required to do the work of the furnace.

Crampton's Furnaces.—For various purposes for which fuel is

employed, whether for raising steam or producing a more or less

oxidizing or reducing flame {e.g., in puddling), a form of flame-pro-

duceT is available obtained by blowing into the furnace a jet of air

carrying with it finely ground coal ; for this purpose Crampton
employs a mill like an ordinary ilour mill with Derbysliiro gi-it

stones. The ground coal. is placed iu a hopper A (tig. 3) cod-

Fia. 3.—Crampton's Mill.

tainitrg a sieve B, two agitators C and D stirring up the fine coal under
the sieve, and urging it outwards through an opening E, the size of

which is controlled by a sliding door F ; from this opening it passes

between rollers H and I, the distance between which can be regu-

lated by a screw L acting on a lever MN, which adjusts the position

of the bearings of the upper and smaller roller ; in this way the feed

is perfectly under control ; the agitators cannot force out the coal-

dust from the hopper at a*greater speed than that regulated by the
rollers. The stream of issuing coal-dust falls down a shoot K, a
scraper being provided to prevent adherence to the rollers ; at the

bottom of the shoot it is blown away continuously by an air blast,

the shoot delivering the dust into the blast pipe continuously ;

the blast remaining the same, the amount of fuel is regulated by
the screw and levers ; or, the coal-dust supply being constant, the
air blast can be varied. The flame thus produced on kindling the

iet of air and coal (suitably proportioned to one another) is smoke-
less, and perfect combustion is eff'ected with an intensely high tem-
perature ; for puddling ami rehfating furnaces, for heat-generating
purposes generally, and for steam raising, the arrangement answers
admirably {Jaurn. I. and S. LisL^ 1873, 91, and 1874, 384 ; see

§24).
Besides coal, coke, and charcoal, varions otner forms of com-

bustible matter are used as sources of heat in certain of the opera-
tions involved in the extraction of iron from, ita ores. _, Among
tlese -nay \>g mentioned the following.

Coal Tar.—At the "Wyandotte Rolling Jlills, Michigan, coal tar,

has been emidoyedas fuel, being injected into the puddling furnac©

to be heated by means of a jet of superheated steam, whicli carries

with it a certain amount of atmospheric air, the principle being

much the same as that of firing tar-stills with waste naphtha. The
steam at a jtressure of four atmospheres (60 lb per inch) is super-

heated by forcing through a coil in the exit flue of the furnace,

whereby it is raised to a red heat, and issues from a ^^ or y^g iiicli

nozzle into an opening at the level of what would be the bridge

were the ordinary firehole employed, the tar dripping down into

the opening, and the air drawn iu thereat being impelled onwards
by the jet so as to lill the whole fuinace with flame.

Fdrolcum.—Raw petroleum and the lighter benzoline obtained

as a bye product in the manufacture of illuminating and lubricat-

ing oils have been used in America as fuel applied in much the

same way as the above-described. Experiments at Pittsburg

indicated that for puddling and steel melting furnaces this fuel

answered well, a consumption of a gallon of benzoline used in this

way producing the heating eflect of several times its weight of coal

burnt in the ordinary fire-place.

Crude petroleum contains, according to Plagge^

Carbon 84-00 per cent,

llydi'ogeii IS'75 „

Oxygen 2 25 „

Hence its calculated heat of combustion is about 11,300 per unit

weight of substance burnt {i.e., 1 part by weight, on combustion
to carbon dioxide and water, will give out heat enough to raiifr

the temperature of 11,300 parts of water 1" C), or considerably

in excess of that of charcoal and coke ; if burnt to carbon dioxide

and steam, the heat evolved by petroleum will be some 6 per

cent, less, or 10,600, that of coal being 8300 on an average, as

stated above. At the Fames Iron- Works," Titusville, Pennsylvania,

petroleum is allowed to trickle over a series of shelves iu a cham-
ber through which highly superheated steam passes; tlie current

of combustible vapour produced is used for reheating and puddling
furnaces, with the result of emjiloying thirty barrels of petroleum

daily for an output of iron that would otherwise require 40 tons

of coal.

Katural Oct^.—In Pennsylvania the gas evolved from petroleum
wells and springs into a subterranean stratum (some 1600 feet

below the surface) is largely utilized as fuel. One of the largest of

these, the Delamater \V'ell, some 30 miles from Pittsburg, was
described in 1877 by Professor Laurence Smith as having at first

yielded consideralde amounts of petroleum, but then giving oif

nothing but gas coming up with a velocity of 1700 feet per second

at the rate of about a million cubic feet per hour, or upwards of

1400 tons daily. In a 5| pipe at the well the pressure was 100 lb

per square inch, so that large engines were worked by the gas
current pressure aloue. The illuuiinating power was about 7i
candles, or less than half that of good coal gas ; tl e calorific elfect

was considerably superior to that of the most bituminous coal

(weight for weight) on account of the much larger percentage of

hydrogen (free and combined). Puddling and reheating furnaces

fired with this fuel fed in through pipes in the lear of the fire

bridge answer well, but emit some smoke ; when it is used with a

more plentiful supply of air uuder steam boilers, no smoke at all is

produced." The composition of the gas from some of the^e wells is

indicated by the following analyses by Sadtler :

—
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matter on the carbon diFxide first formed. One of the

most suifcessful of these is tlie .Sionens rjas producer, which

is applicable to the production of heat by means of gaseous

fuel generated from all kinds of waste materials, such as

shate and combustible rubbish of all sorts, and is repre-

sented in fig, i \ the air, being admitted only through the
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temperatures of coke-fired furnaces, even wlien fbe least fiisiMo

mildest steels are being prepared, can be easily melted when the

furnace is pushed ; these bricks are made I'roru a silieious clay (con-

taining 98 "31 percent, of silica, '7 2 of aluniina,0'18 of fenous oxide,

0"2'2 of lime, 14 of potash and soda, and 0'35 of combined wql*i-),

mixed with 1 per cent, of lime, and are usually considered the most
refractory in ordinary use. A specially prepared brick made from

a mixture of crushed pure quartz and 2 per cent, of lime answers

much better. Bauxite biicKs are somewLat less refractory, aud
have the farther objectionable quality of shrinking much "slicn

highly heatel, whilst fresh bauxite introduced for repairing cavities

caused by weas and tear will not adhere properly to them ; where

Fig. t).—Oi>ea.Hearth Furnace—Cross Staiuu tlu-ough Kijjuuerators,

Air and Gas Flues.

ores requiring lime as flux are employed, ho\vever, they are less

readily corroded than silica bricks. The hot air and gas currents
and the waste gases are reversed through the regenerators at con-
venient intervals by means of a cast iron valve on tlie principle of a
four-waycock

; when the regenerators areplaced verticallyand heated
from the top, their action is more uniform than when the draught is

in any other direction ; they should be at a lower level than the
heating chamber, and may be worked either with a gas pressure just
about atmospheric, or preferably wiih a slightly increased pressure
80 as to a.oid possible chilling of the furnace by the drawing in of
cold air, the pressure being regulated by the chimney damper and
the valves governing the gas and air supplies.

Since the composition of the gas from a Siemens gas producer is,

roughly speaking, somewhat le<'s than one-third carbon oxideor gases
equivalent thereto,and somewhat more than two-thirds nitrogen and
carbon dioxide, and as carbon o.xide requires halt its volume of
oxj'gen and hence about two and a half times its volume of pir for
complete combustion, the volumes of gas and air equiv.-dent to one
another are roughly equal ; but, since an e-xcess of air is usually
requisite, and is indispensable when an oxidizing atmosphere is

desired, the regenerators by which the air is heated are made some-
what larger than those used for heating the gas ; by suitablyadjusting
the speed of the air current by the > alve, the atmosphere cau then
be rendered neutral, reducing, or oxidizing at will. This point is

of less importance for other applications of the regenerative furnace
such as glass making or Steel melting in crucibles than it is for
puddling and reheating furnaces. For every pound of coal burnt
per hour about 6 square feet of surface is requisite in the regenerators
to take up the heat ; whilst about 60 lb weight of brickwork is

requisite to expose the surface to the best advantage, i.e., between
thiee or four times the weight of brickwork whicli would have the
same capacity for heat as the waste gases (equal to about 17 lb).

Lundin's/urimce (or gas producer), employed in Sweden for the
production of gas from moist sawdust, is constructed on much the
samo principles as Siemcns's gas producer, saving that the air is

driven in by a blast ; as {he sawdust contains upwards of 40 per
cent, df moisture, the steam and hot gases passing off from the
tarnace are cooled down, and the former condensed, by jets of
water-spray and a kind of scrubber consisting of piles of iron pigs
over which water flows. Peat and turf can be used with the same
arrangement, if not too wet. The gas evolved from sawdust has
•about the following composition after condensation of steam, ex-
clusive of about 3 volumes per cent, of aqueous vapour :

—

Cnrljon diDudc.
Carbon oiude...,

Ilytlrogen

3[iii^h j;us

Nitrogen

1^ 11} NWipht.

BtooIc <t lyUson^s Producer (tig. 7) cousliiU of a solid luiirtli wifh
no firebora; the coal is fed in at the top by nieaus of a hoppei-sliaped

conical tube closed by a "bell and cone" arrangt-mcut ; the air

requisite for combustion is sup^ilied by means of a steam jet, and
T'lows into a bell-raouthed pipe outside, comniunicatincr \vitli abox-
shaped cast iron chamber in the middle of the base of the producer;

this chamber, being perforated, distributes air snd steam iiuifoinily

throughout the mass of fuel, and so prevents unchanj;ed steam and
excess of air from passing away in the gases, which are led away by
a tube communicating with the annular npjier part of the proJucer
between the hopper and the outer wall. Siemens has recently in-

troduced a modihcation of his gas producer dUferiiig thiefly from

FlO. 7.— L'ruok und \\\\^oii's Gas Pru 1u..li— .^f. i :..;,,,| .;u\ation.

this one in details of construction, being more simple. The Tcss^
du ^lotay generator is in form like a small close-topped blast furnace
fed /by means of a cup and cone with coal dust or other low-class
fuel

; the hearth is cylindrical, with a brick bottom, on which are
formed four channels, each communicating at its ends by passages
with cast iron mouthpieces of windboxes, connected with an annular
blast main through which blast is supplied at a pressure of about
8 inches of water. Doors are provided at the mouthpieces for the
removal of ashes from time to time (see Engineering, April 23, 1880).
Several other gas producers have been introduced by various in-

ventors, and are employed to a greater or lesser extent; the limits
of the present article foibid these being discussed.

Peat and peat chai-coal have been proposed by Kidd as sources of
gaseous fuel. Steam at a pressure of 20 lb being injected, together
with a considerable volume of air carried along with it, into amass
of irtcandescent peat charcoal in a suitable cliamber produces a
fuel of much the same composition as that obtained from a Sie-

mens gas producer, but absolutely free from sulphur dioxide.

Keates gives tlie following analysis of gas thus produced :

—

Caibon oxide > 28-6

Hytliog'en 14S
Nitrogen 63-0

Carbon dioxide 4-0

1002

the figures representing the volume in cuHic feet T)f gas formed
from 1 lb of peat charcoal, so that upwards of 200 000 cubic feet of
gas are yielded by a ton of charcoal.

11. Fluxes and Cinder.—When a very pure Iron ore ia

smelted, such as Cumberland hjEmatite or Swedish mag-
netite, the amount of silicious and earthy matter present

relatively to the iron oxide is but small, and in conse'

quence the amount of flux requisite to be added is also

small. By proper combination of ores of different kinds tlie

necessity for the addition of flux may be almost or

altogether avoided; thus a highly aluminous ferric oxido

known as bauxite (valuable as a source of aluminium and
its comj^ounds, as well as sc" viceable as a source of iron and

flux in the blast furnace) aud silicious haematite smelted
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together, with the addition of a little limestone or quick-

lime, furnish a cinder consisting mainly of calcareous

aluminium silicate which readily melts and separates from
the pig iron ; similarly aluminous shales from the Coal

Measures may be used instead of bauxite, whilst certain

Swedish ores naturally containing as gangue fusible

silicates of lime and magnesia, together with limestone, can

be smelted without any additional flux of any kind, and
will even serve to take up the silicious gangue from other

ores when smelted with them if the Utter are not in too

large a proportion. On the other hand, clay ironstone

and clayey ores generally usually require a considerable

admixture of limestone or quicklime in order to yield a
sufficiently fusible cinder, the presence of a sufficiently

large amount of basic matter (lime and magnesia, or

manganese oxide) in the cinder being essential in order to

prevent the pig iron from taking up too much sulphur
from the coke or coal when these fuels are employed.
Phosphorus, however, when present in either the ore, the

flux, or the fuel, is almost entirely taken up by the pig

iron, as was shown in 1838 by Berthier, and subsequently

confirmed by other observers ; thus- Lowthian Beli found
that in a furnace smelting Cleveland ironstone, with a con-

sumption per 100 parts of pig of

Ironstone containing 0'522 per cent, of phosphorus = 240 parts

Limostono ,, O-Qll ,, „ = 60 ,,

Coke ,, 0-265 ,, ,, -120 ,,

and a formation of 150 parts of cinder containing O'OOS

per cent, of phosphorus, the amounts of phosphorus leaving

the furnace in the slag and pig iron respectively were
almost exactly 10 and 90 per cent, of the total phosphorus
present ; whilst in the same series of experiments the sul-

phur retained by the iron and that passing out in the slag

were respectively between 2 and 2'5 and between 97'5 and
98 per cent, of the total sulphur present (which amounted
to upwards of i parts per 100 of pig).

Accoriling to Riley the amount of phosphorus retained in the
sing is greater the more iron is present. When the reduction of

the metal is all but complete, and the furnace consequently is

working well, the pig contains practically all the phosphorus pre-

sent, whether it be white or grey ; but if the sL-ig becomes more or

less of a "scouring" character through incomplete redaction of

considerable amounts of iron, notable quantities of phosphorus are

also present therein. Witlierbee finds that a certain small amount
of phosphorus contained in the charge fails to appear in the pig
iron, this amount being greater the higher the teniperatin-e of the
heal til, i.e., being greater when Bessemer pig is being run than with
iron smelted at a lower temperature. This he explains by supposing
that phosphorus i^vola^ifizcd in the furnac^e, a view ap[>areutly cor-

roborated by direct expririmenta made by Akermann.
Some of the Lincolnshire ores are imbedded in a calcareous matrix

or gangue ; in order to smelt these an admixture of silicious ore

is necessary. For this purpose the more or less silicated forgo mill
cinders from the manufacture of malleable iron are fiequently used,
these substances virtually constituting rich iron ores, the only draw-
"back of which is that their texture is compact, and they generally
are in small pieces, so that they could not be smelted advantageously
alone ; moreover, they usually contain considerable quantities of
phosphorus, if that constituent was present to any extent in the
original pig used for puddling, mill cinder (the scale formed and
detached during rolling) being much purer in this respect than
Jorge cinder (the molten slag squirted out during hammering).

AVhen any notable amount of mvngauese oxide is present in the
cinder, it is generally very fluid and easily fusible; accordingly, when
a furnace shows a tendency to "scaffold" {by the fritting together of
lumps which form a comparatively solid skeleton mass inside the
furnace, preventing the charge from descending properly), a mangani-
furons ore is sometimes employed as a sort of flux to assist in remov-
ing the ol>struction by melting it down. In Sweden, when sulphur
is present in the ores to an undue amount (through imperfect cal-

cination, kc. ), it is usual to add some titaniferous ore to the charge
(some 10 per cent, or so) ; the pig is thereby prevented from taking
up the sulphur, possibly through the formation of titanium sulpho-
cyanide. lu the anthracite furnaces -at Cedar Point, U.S., it was
fonnd tliat a much more fluid cinder was produced when a magnesian
limestone, containing 67 per cent, eai-bonate of lime and 27 per cent,
carbonate of Tui^iiesia, was used than with oi-din-iry limestone of
J5 per cent, carbonate of U.i;e, other tluuga being tho 6.amt'.

As a general rule it may be said that the composition
of the cinder from a blast furnace working satisfactorily

varies between that of an orthosUicate, 2RO,Si02 or

2Ro03,3Si02, in which the oxygen of the bases present is

equal to that of the silicon dioxide, and that of a meiasili-

calt, RO,SiO„ or R,03,3SiOp in which the oxygen of the

bases is one half of that of the silicon dioxide,— tlie dyad
metals being essentially calcium and magnesium, and with
certain ores manganese, whilst the triad metals are B.sually

only represented by alnmininm. More or less ferrous oxide

is, howtiver, invariably present ; ceteris paribus, the darker
the colour of the slag the more iron it contains. When
the furnace is working properly the amount of ferrous oxide

is small, not exceeding 1 or 2 per cent, of the cinder; but
when the reduction of the iron is imperfect, and a " scour-

ing cinder" ia being produced, the quantity of ferrous

oxide present may amount to one-fifth or more of the

cinder, representing a very large loss of metal. The follow-

ing analyses represent the composition of various kinds of

limestones and other fluxes employed :

—
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vonld be were less carbon dioxiilo introJuceJ in tlic form of flux,

-since tlie total amount of dioxide in tlio escaping g^es is limited

<scc § 20) ; accordingly, a furtlior saving in fuel might be expected

to accrue by calcining the limestone jneviously, when large amounts

of limestone flux are employed. The two sources of saving jointly

soniclimcs considerably exceed the fuel expenditure in the limekiln

during the process of burning the lime ; thus at Ougree, mar Liege,

comparative trials lasting over some tlirec and a half years indi-

cated Dot only increased production but also a notable saving in

fuel whf:n lime was used. Two similar furnaces gave the follow ing

results per unit of uan run (A), the results (U) being obtained with

the same furnace throughout:—
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in Sweden, Norway, and Lapland furnaces of 30 to 40 feet

in height and 1000 to 2000 cubic feet capacity are era-

ployed. Of late yearsj however, large furnaces have been

tuilt in Sweden of 50 to 60 feet in height, especially for

Bessemer pig smelting.

The internal shape of the blast furnaces in general use is some-
what variable. Those of the older construction may be described

as being made up of two truncated cones placed base to base, the

greatest diameter (the bosJies) being about one-third way up ; those

of more recent construction exhibit much less angle at the boshes,

and are internally shaped more Uk© a barrel, or like an inverted

Boda water bottle with most of the neck and the conical bottom cut

off. Fig. 8 illustrates the alterations in size aiid shape that have

taken place in the blast furnaces of the Cleveland district during
the last thirty years or so (abridged from a paper by J. Gjers,

Journal Iron and Steel Institute, 1S71, iJ. 202). Similar alterations
in dimensions and shape Xii furnaces have taken place in other
localities. The smaller furnaces of 30 to 35 or 40 feet in height have
mostly been replaced (wheu worn out) by larger and higher ones,

the angles of the internar cavities of the older shapes being rounded
off.

Fig. 9 illustrates the section and gro\ind plan of one of the
older form of open-mouthed furnaces used at Dowlais (Truran),
consisting of a heavy mass of masonry, square at base, strongly
braced together with iron tie-rods, rising in the shape of a tiuncatcJ
pyramid to the height of the boshes, and then surmounted with a
conical top surrounded at the throat by a gallery for the introduction

Fio. 8.—Different Forms of Blast Furnaces.

of the charging materials. Tn the square base were four arched re-

cesses or tuyere houses, one 0.1 each side, F, F, for the introduction of
the blast through blowing hcles by means of tuyeres, the front recess
G also serving for the removal of cinder and the tapping of the fur-

nace for the running of the pig. The lowest portion of the hearth or
crucible, A, was constructed of refractory sandstone, grit, or con-
glomerate, or of difficultly fusible firebrick, the inner portion of the
upper part of the furnace being also built of firebrick set in fireclay
with an air <;ourse between the double lining thus constructed ; ex-
teriorly tho furnace was built of less expensive and refractory
materials, usually of stone, strongly bound round with iron hoops.
Above the charging galleryD a slighter brickwork continuation of the
internal cavity arose, E, termed the tunnel head, in which door-holes,
closed with nxovable iron doors, were perforated for the introduction
^f the charge. At the level of the boshes BB or thereabouts, the

pyramidal base was finishea off exteriorly with a cap or coping, tho

conical shaft C rising upwards therefrom. Fig. 10 represents a

somewhat later form, chiefly differing from the former in tlxat the

base is circular instead of Square, the whole forming a truncated

cone into which the tuyere houses A,A,A,B are sunk, the cinder

notch ami tapjnng hole for the outflow respectively of the cinder

and pig iron being in the tuyere house B, towards which the walla

of the hearth and crucible arc cut away ; the outer portion of this

form of furnace consisted or" a shell of boiler plate rivcttcd together,

and the masonry was considerably less massive than that of tho

older form. The more modern fuVnaces (such as fig. 11) aie con-

structed like this, but the masonry at the base is still less massive,

so that, instead of there being four distinct tuyere houses, the separat-

ing walls 'of the houses are wholly cut away and replaced by a

number of stout iron pillars on \?liich jests the greater portion of
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khe freight of the superstnictnre ; througli the walls of the hearth

are pierced conical arched openings for the tuyeres
;
the throat is

fitted with a valve for introducing materials from tune to time,

sach as the cup and cone arrange-

ment (see § IS). Just below the

cup a perforation through the fur-

nace wall allows the gases to pass

out into a down flue of rivetted

boiler plate through which the

Rases pass (when the cone is in its

normal raised position) to the

boiler fires, blast superheaters, &c.

;

in order to prevent the fire being

extinguished when the cone is

lowered, a small coal fire is kept

burning under the boilers, &c.,

unless the temperature of the fire-

place is sufliciently higTi to relight

the gases when the cone is again

raised. Even at the present day,

however, many furnaces are in use

of the open-mouthed class, the

escaping gases simply passing into

the air through the tunnel head aa

a mass of roaring flame, unless the

temperature is too low to enable

them to ignite spontaneously, in

which case they escape without

flame excc-pt when accidentally or

intentionally lit.

The precise angle made at the

boshes between the lower and

upper portions of the inner furnace

wall is a matter of some mo-
ment If the hearth slopes too

gently, the fall of the materials

downwards as the reduced metal

and cinder melt is apt to be re-

tarded, and "scaffolding" to be

produced. Modem furnaces usu-

ally have the walls of the hearth

more nearly vertical than the

older ones, whilst the shaft instead of being conical from the boshes

upwards is often cylindrical for some considerable distance, then

gradually closing ia
'

barrel-wise towards

the throat ; the tuy-

eres also are often

more than four, espe-

cially in the larger

furnaces. In some
of the furnaces in use

some twenty years

ago and upwards, the

hearth was originally

built square in plan,

like the still older

ones of half a century
back and more ; but
observation of the fact

that the hearth of

blown-out furnaces

was always corroded

or fused away to an
irregular circular out-

line, and that the same
kind of effect was also

produced in the inner

lining of the boshes

and shaft where an
an^le originally exist-

ed, led to the gradual
substitution of inner

cavities shaped in the
first instance as much
as possible like the

altimate shape to

which the furnace be-

came corroded.

In building a blaet

furnace, the " stack
'*

or upper portion is

Qsually constructed

first on its supporting
coltmms, the hearth

apt to be disintegrated by the reducing action of carbon oxide on the

ferru^nnous matter, a continual reduction of iron and reoxidation of

the metal with deposition of carbon being produced in virtue of the

reactions described in § 19, equations (3) and (4) ; according to

Pattinscn's observations {Jcnxm. I. and S. List.^ 1S76, 101) this ac-

tion has in several instances caused considerable injury when iron was

present to a notable extent (3 or 4 per cent.)- In Austria and Hun-

gary steatite is often used for lining the charcoal furnaces in use

there ; serpentine has also been employed, but is not so advaiitageous

on account of the difficulty in obtaining it of uniform texture and

sufficientcompactness; it does not wear so well as good firebrick. The

hearth and foundations frequently require to be specially prepared,

consisting of a large mass of concrete, broken stone, &c., with air

courses interspersed; above this is the hearth bottom, formerly made

of one or more large slabs of sandstone or grit, but with the modem
large furnaces of masses of firebrick or sandstone laid inverted dome-

wise, or like the under portion of a barrel drain, to diminish the

tendency to undermining and forcing upwards by the molten metal

Fig. 10.

ntlj

fior the purpose should be as free as possible from iron, otherwise it is

and its outer casing being built in sabsequently. The firebrick used
ibl« "

Fig. 11.

and slag. The cmcible and hearth are then constructed of as great

thickness and as infusible material as convenient, so as to increase

the time requisite before renewal is necessary, owing to the solvent

action continually being exerted by the cinder, especially when the

furnace is working irregnlariy and forming a slag containing much
unred^iced iron {scouring cinder) which attacks the health lining

powerfully. The tuyere holes §re built in as conical perforations

through the hearth wall at a level of some few feet above the bottom,

—the front tuyere hole being made into an arched recess {like the old
* * tuyere house, " but on a smaller scale) reaching from the bottom to

a level of 2 or 3 feet above the other tuyeres; the tymp arch usually

projects a Jtttle forward from the earth wall, constituting the ' fore

hearth,*' at the base of the front of which is the dam, a. block of stone

or mass of firebrick pierced by a vertical cavity {tapping hole), the

bottom of which is on a level with the base of the hearth, and
through \^hich the molten pig iron is drawn off from time to time,

the liquid metal being dammed back by ramming a mixture of clay

and sand or small coal into the hole when the furnace is not being

tapped, and the stopping being withdrawn by hammering with a

pointed crowbar when all is ready for tapping.« The top of the daitf
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is nearly on a level with the tuyeres, and has a groove (cinder notch)

cut in it forming a channel through winch the cinder continuously

flowa out when the iron and cinder have risen to a level with the

top of the dam since the last tapping ; occasionally the top of the

dam is raised to a gomcwJiat higher level than the tuyeres, when it

consequently results that the blast is blown in through and not ore?*

the liquid ciuder. The space between the dam and the top of the

tymp arch is filled up with brickwork, or with clay and sand, kc,
with the exception of the cinder channel terminating in the cinder

notch ; when the furnace has been tapped and the level of the cinder

lias sunk below the notch, this cavity is temporarily stopped until

the cinder level rises again, to preveni; the blast issuing from the

hole. In order to prevent wearing away of the dam, water cooling

arrangements are sometimes applied analogous to those used for the

hot-blast tuyere (§ 15); various arrangements of this kind are in

nse, notably Llirman's.

On the Continent the older massive round or square-based class

of furnace (of variable dimensions in diiferent localities) is still em-
ployed to a considerable extent. In some of the smaller-sized fur-

naces, sucli as those in nse in Sweden and Finland, the heavy
external masonry is replaced by a log casing, prevented from heating
by a jacket of earth and rock between it and the furnace casing

proper. AVhen the furnaces are only in blast at certain seasons

{being blmvH- out during the rest of the year), holes for the

€scai>e of moisture from the interior brickwork or stonework ou
relighting are iijually provided. The hearth is constructed of a
mixture of fireclay and crushed quartz or old used hreclay moulded
whilst soft into sliape by b^ing rammed in between the outer casing
and a wooden internal mould and carefully dried gradually before

use. Itachette's fui'nace (fig. 12),^ adopted at Nijne TagUsk and

T. II.

^^^^"^^^ ŵ;^
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and Steel Institute, 1871, i. p. 433, illustrates the arrange-

ment. That part ot the gas not consumed in the coking re-

tort flues is led oflf by the usual bell and cone arrangement.

Beforo tlieao cliambers were erected the quantity of raw coal

requisite to make a ton of pig from the Lanarkshire ironstone

averaged about 62 o cwt. ; the addition of the coking chambers

reduced the amount cf coal to 33 'o cwt., producing a saving of

19 cwt. of raw coal, equivalent to upwards of 12 cwt. of coke per

ton of iron. According to Lowthiitn Bell this result is largely due

to thfi increaso iu the height of the furnace produced by the addi-

tion of the coking chambers ; i. e., a l.irgo proportion of the saving

(estimated by Ball at about orio half) would have been brought

about by an increase in furnace height, even though the upper

part were not specially heated by the combustion of waste gases,

the balance being due, first, to the avoidance of a large portion of

the heat absorption during the coking of the coal that would other-

wise have taken placo at the expense of the heat developed by

chemical cli.inges in the upper p.art of the furnace, owing to the

supply of li.^at from the combustion of waste gases in the external

flues, and, sicondly, to the modifying action of the hydrocarbons

developed ou tlxe chemical changes themselves, the direction of the

modification being that of increased rate of reduction ot iron oxide.

In any ca^e, the consumption of fuel ia by no means inferior to

that which with the most adv-antagcous conditions will suffice to

smelt a gi ^'^n iron ore (§ 21 ). For further details see Journal Iron

and Steel 'nslHule, Uc. cit., and 1871, ii 228. A modification of

this furrt^ie has been tried, in which the coking chambers at the

top are oinected with condensers for coUectiou of tar and am-

moniacal liquor; the fuel only is placed in these chambers, the

mine and Hux being introduced at their base.

Douhle. Rows of Tuyeres.—Experiments have been made, notably

at Pittilmg, U.k, on furnaces nith two sets of tuyeres, one row

at a lussjr height above the sole than that of the other row, both

rows used simultaueously; the general effect has been found to be the

reveise of advantageous. It is, however, frequently convenient to

have two or more tuyeres symmetrically disposed round the furnace

at a soni.^what higl'.er level than those oTdinarily used, the higher

series being employed, not in the ordinary working of the furnace,

but only in case of certain derangements of working such as scaffold-

in^, &c. ; accordingly several furnaces of recent construction,

especially in America, have been thus fitted with "auxiliary

Inyeies," ?t 16 to 18 inches level above the others, ready for use

when occasion needs. In certain cases when scafTolding had

taken placo to such an extent that the furnace did not give any

fused matter at all at the hearth, and it was probable that it would

have to be put out of blast and partly unbuilt, proper working has

been brought about and the obstruction removed by what was thought
when first practised to be a desperate remedy, viz. , cutting holes in

the shaft at some elevation {15-20 feet) above the tiryeres and intro-

ducing by means of temporary tuyeres blast at the orifices thus

formed, so as to flux away the obstructing matter. In certain

American works scaffolds have been melted away by introducing a

little above the tuyere a pipe communicating with a barrel of petro-

leum^ ^o as to create an intense local heat by the combustion of the

petroleum allowed to run in in a gentle stream.

13. ffoists anil Lifts.—Except when the natural varia-

tions in the level of the ground permit of the materials

being drawn in waggons or trucks to the top of the fm'nace

directly, lifts of various kinds are employed to raise them.
" Water lifts " coc.-ist of a pair of chambers or cages

working in guides suspended to the two ends of a chain

passing over a pulley, and provided with water boses, so

that a stream of water from a tank or reservoir at a higher

elevation can be directed into the uppermost v.aterbox,

rendering that heavier than the other, when the weighted

cage descends with the empty trucks drawing up the other

one with the trucks laden with materials, the rate of descent

being regulated by a brake. In frosty weather lifts pf this

kind are apt to become impracticable. Hydraulic lifts are

eometimes used, consisting of a similar chamber suspended
from a chain passing over multiplying pulley blocks and
attached to the piston of a hydraulic ram, so that when the

ram makes a stroke the chain draws up the cage ; if the

blocks multiply tenfold a stroke of 7 feet of the ram draws
up the cage 70 feet. At the Bethlehem Works, U.S.,

an hydraulic hoist is employed in which the relatively

short stroke of the ram is made to raise the cage through

a much greater height by making the ram actuate an axle

by means of a rack and pinion, a large wheel being fixed

on the axle over which the cage rope passes. Besides these

lifts, an inclined plane and stationary engine, or ,1 Vertical

lift like a colliery winding engine, is sometimes employed.

Pneumatic lifts of various kinds are also in use, one

consisting of a fall bell immersed in a water tank like an

exaggerated thin gasometer ; the bell is attached to the

cage (underneath it) and also to a chain passing over a

pulley to a counterpoise, the weight being so arranged that

the bell, when not containing air under pressure, together

with the cage and empty trolly, is heavier than the coun-

terpoise, and sinks when a valve is opened, so that the

internal air pressure becomes atmospheric; whilst on closing

the valve and forcing air in, the water inside the boll is

partially displaced, and tho bell and cage, being relatively

lighter, rise like an ordinary gasometer. Gjers's pneumatic

lift is a piston box, such that, the air being exhausted or

compressed under the piston which is connected with the

cafe, a motion up or down as the case may be is brought

about. Fig. 14, taken from a paper by Gjers in the

Journal Iron and Steel Institute, 1871, ii. 209, illustrates

the mode of action ; the cylinder is about 36 inches dia-

meter, the piston being connected with the travelling plat-

form (through the centre of which the cylinder passes freely)

by four wire ropes passing over pulleys overhead ; the

platform runs along guides bolted to the cylinder. The

platform and empty barrows being at the top, air at about

2 S) pressure per square inch is forced into tho cylinder

underneath the piston, which suffices to make it ascend, and

consequently to cause the table to descend ; when barrowa

full of mine, coke, etc., are wheeled on to the platform, tho

air is sucked out from underneath the piston so as to maka
a vacuum of about 4 lb (i.e., the pressure is reduced from

14 to 10 S) per square inch) with heavy loads, and propor-

tionately less with lighter ones, when the atmospheric

pressure now forces the piston down and draws the caga

up. The strain on the ropes is thus diminished, whilst

the objection to water lifts of being unworkable in frosty

weather is entirely done away with. For heavier weights

two larger cylinders are employed, working conjointly with

the cage or platform between them.

14. Production of Blast.—The earliest blowing machines

were made of goats' skins, inflated by hand by pulling cords,

and compressed either by standing on them or by a weight

or a bent bamboo acting as a spring, &c. ; such rude arrange-

ments are still in use amongst certain Eastern nations ; a

kind of rudimentary cylinder blowing machine is also

employed in certain districts, consisting of a hollowed log

with a piston packed with feathers, leaves, &c. About the

middle of the 17 th century the trompe appears to have

been first invented, probably in Italy. The action of this

arrangement depends on the suction of air into a stream

of falling water running from a tank by an orifice not too

far from the surface of the water, just as occurs on pulling

out the plug of an ordinary lavatory basin so as to discharge

the water therein ; the air carried down by the water is

discharged into a chamber with an outlet at bottom for the

water and one at top for the air, so that as long as the

stream of water is kept up a continuous air current passes

out of the air hole, the force of which is regulated by a

t>lug-valve attached to a lever and cord, so that the furnace-

man can at will diminish or increase the amount of falling

water. In practice the trompe only utilizes a small frac-

tion of the pov.'er of the descending water. It is of course

inapplicable in cold climates during frost ; a serious dis-

advantage too is the fact that much fine spray accompanies

the blast and interferes wilh the production of heat thereby.

With a fall of 20 to 30 feet a well-proportioned trompe

will deliver a sufficient air supply for a Catalan forge at a

pressure of about 9 or 10 centimetres of mercury (about y
atmosphere = nearly 2 S) per square inch).
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The blowing engines in ordinary use ia Eugland are worked by

steam, but in other countries, e.g._

aTailable, this is frequently utilized.

In principle cjlinder blowing ma-
chines are precisely like inverted
steam engines, the air taking the
place of the steam ; the single-

acting machines are the reciprocal

analogues of the atmospheric engine
(saving of course in the means by
which the return stroke is effected),

"whilst the dcJuble-acting machines
are high -pressure steam engines in-

verted. In clack valve machines
the motion of the piston in one
direction causes a diminished pres-
sure behind it, and consequently
air nishes in through the intake
valve at that end, whilst the com-
pression of the air in front of it

opens- the outlet valve of the other
end and causes the air to escape

;

on the return motion this outlet

valve is closed and the intake valve
of the same end opened, whilst the

intake valve of the other end is

closed and the outlet valve opened.

In "slide valve" maghiues the
moving clack valves are replaced by
sliders connected with the piston

rod by means of an eccentric on
the shaft driving it, so that, when
the piston begins to make its stroke,

the appropriate valves are closed or

unclosed as the case may be. In
order to equalize the intermittent
blast thus produced, a regulator is

sometimes interposed between the
blowing cylinder and the furnace,

consisting of a reservoir or chamber
of considerable size which acts in

much the same way as the air cham-
ber of an ordinary force pump, the
whole mass of air becoming some-
what compressed when air is blown
in, and the eripansion during the
momentary cessation of the supply
keeping up a sufficiently equable
stream of air issuing from the
reservoir until the next cylinder-
Tul of air ia blown in. To econo-
mize space, a piston box with a
piston loaded with weights, or a
loaded gasometer in a water tank,
may be substituted for the reservoir;

the latter expedient is objectionable,
causing the air to be saturated with
moisture. If the furnace is at some
distance from tho blowing engine,
the large mass cf air in the blast
main and superheaters serves to
render uniform the cr.rr^nt supplied
to the furnace TTixhcufc any other
regulator being requisite.

1 5, Sothlast Stoves. — The
oldest form of blast heating
apparatus, applied by Neiison,

consisted of a tubular rivetted

boiler plate heating vessel (A, k^

fig. 15), mounted in a brick

cbamberOOOO, and heated by
a fire underneath fed through
the door D, the waste gases from
the fire passing out at the far
end to the chimney. Crescent-
shaped partitions ;;, p, p icAae
the heater caused the current
of air from the blowing engine
which entered at B to take a
serpentine course as indicated
by the arrows, finally passing off at S to the furnace. This
was speedily superseded by the *'Calder pipe stove" (fig.

16), consisting of two parallel tubes L, L running along tte
Sweden, where water-power is

| base of the stove above the firebars d, d, communicating the

Gjers's Furnace Hoist, and TV. Plans.

one with the other by a series of inverted U or horse-shoe

shaped tubes ; the blast being introduced into the cold
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main ab, the air passes over into the hot main S through

the curved tubes h, h, becoming heated in so doing, the

flames from the fire Tid enveloping the horse-shoe tubes

and then passing by the flue / to the chimney C. Many
modifications of this stove have been introduced, several of

which are still in use : thus in some the air is compelled to

pass alternately from a portion of the one main to the other

Fig. 15.

and vice versa several times eo a? to be more completely
heated, passing through several horse-shoes before e^ierg-

ing; the horse-shres are sometimes altered into inverted V's,

and made rectangular or flatly elliptical in section instead of

circular so as to expose greater heating surface. To avoid
the liability to fracture through unequal expansion, the U's
are sometimes made of two parallel vertical tubes united by

Fia 15.—Calder Pipe Stove. I. End Elevation.

III. Plan.
11. Elevation.

a horizontal connecting tube socketed into each, just as
each vertical tube is socketed into the main (fig. 17). The
" pistol pipe " stove, still largely used (fig. 18), chiefly dilfers
from this in having the limbs of the U tube closely adjacent,
60 as to consist in fact of a single tube with a partition D in
the centre, the cold air passing up one side of the partition
and down the other so as to become heated in passing ; to
accommudate the pipe to an arched roof, the upper end is

bent inwards, thus giving the form of a pistol stock and
barrel to the double pipe, two ranks of pipes facing one
another being built in the same stove. Another modifica-
tion of the older tubular superheater consisted of a serpen-
tine or coil of piping made of cast iron pipes bent into half
Circles and socketed together, so as to form a continuous

worm tube which was mounted inside a brickwork stove
and heated by a fire in much the same way as the Calder
pipe stove. The " Wasseralfingen superheater" consists oi

a kind of serpentine of which the curved parts lie outside

''ig. 17. Fm. IS. Pistol Pipe Stove,

the stove, oniy straight tubes being exposed to heat. The
"Blaina oven" differs from this chiefly in the serpentine

being vertical instead of horizontal, and in the whole of the

serpentine (the curved ends inclusive) being exposed to the

heating flame.

The substitution of the waste gases from the blast furnaces aa
fuel for the coal or coke-fired fireplaces orifjinally used for these and
various other forms of superheater not only works advantageously
in saving the fuel that would otherwise be requisite, but also keeps
up a more regular heating effect, and diminishes the liability to

breakage through unequal expansion, &c. AH these forms of super-
heater, however, are open to the same objection, viz., that it ig

impracticable to heat the blast continuously by means of them to

a higher temperature than about 450° C, otherwise the iron pipes
get speedily burnt away. In order to obtain a higher temperature,
the principle of the Siemens regenerative furnace is employed in the
Siemens-Cowper stove, the flame from the combustion of the waste
gases from the blast furnaces being made to traverse piles or stacks
of brickwork loosely heaped together or regularly laid so as to heat
up the brickwork, the products of combustion finally passing off to

the chimney at a comparatively low temperature. Alter the lapse

of a certain time the flame is shut off, and the cold air blast made
to traverse the heated brickwork in the reverse direction, entering
at the cooler chimney end, and leaving at the hottest point near
where the ftirnace gases and the air to burn them originally entered

;

two such regenerators are used together alternately, the flame heat-
ing up one whilst the blast is being heated in the other, and riu
versa, the shifting of the blast and furnace gases from the one to the
other being accomplished by opening and shutting suitable valves.

Owing to the presence of dust in the blast furnace gases, the
cavities between the piled bricks are apt to become filled up with
deposit ; to remedy this inconvenience in the '* Whitwell stove "

the piles of brickwork are replaced by a series of parallel firebrick

walls about 9 inches apart, each wall being perforated by arched
openings at the top and bottom respectively in each alternate wall,

60 that the flame passes alternately up and down between each wall
and the adjiicent one, thus heating up the surfaces of the walls (figa.

19, 20). By means of manholes at the top and sides scrapers can
be introduced from time to time, and the deposit of flue dust scraped
off the walls and removed from the stove without rendering it

necessary to take down the intern.^l brickwork at all. With
regenerative stoves of this description worked in pairs it is easy to
obtain a continuous blast at a temperature of 750 to 800* C.

Ddrrriinaiion of Temperature of Blast.—A rough and ready
method often employed is to take out a plug from the blast main,
or "gooseneck," supplying the tuyere, and to hold in the issuing
stream of hot air a rod of zinc or other test metal for a determinate
time, noting how long it takes to melt its end. More accurate
methods consist in the use of specially constructed pyrometers.
Certain forms containing a compound silver and platinum spiral,

working on much the same principle as that of Breguet's thermo-
meter, and others in which the expansion of a bar of metal moves
an index by means of multiplying wheels or levers, although useful
for comparatively low temperatures (below 500° C), are out of the
question for intensely heated blasts ; in such cases two forms of
pyrometer invented by Siemens are appficablc. One of these is an
adaptation of the method employed by Pouillet for determining
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high temperatures, coTaaisting of a calorimeter into which a heated
ball of platinum is dropped ; the rise iu temperature of the water
being noted the amount of heat lost by the platinum and conse-
queutLjr its init al t nif eratmo la icuown The calonmeter in

Fio. 19—W! t - t 1 on.

Siemena's instrument (fig. 21) is a copper cylinder jacketed outside

with a double jacket, the inner portion of which is an air space and
the outer a concentric layer of hair so as to diminish errors duo
to radiation and atmo<
spheric action ; this i3

provided with a thermo-
meter, the bulb of which
13 protected by a copper
gauze covering, fixea in

a groove in the wall of

the innermost vessel ; a

sliding scale is attached,

so constructed as to indi-

cate at sight the tempera-
ture of the ball dropped
in when the zero of tlio

scale is adjusted to the

temperature of the calori-

meter btfore starting as

indicated by the height
of the thermometric mer-
curial column, and the
level of the mercury sub-
sequently read off on the

scale in that position

after the ball has been
dropped in,—the size of

the ball and the quantity
of water in the instrument being duly proportioned to one another.

The " ball " is a cylinder of copper with a perforation in the axis, so

that it can be lifted up on a pointed rod and introduced through a
small opening into the blast main, &c., to be examined ; after a
few minutes, whea the ball has attained to the temperature of

the blast, it is quickly withdrawn and dropped into the copper
calorimeter previously filled up to a mark with water, which is

well stirred up before setting the movable scale and subsequently
after the ball is dropped in, so as to equalize the temperature.
Usually the calorimeter holds a pint of water, the copper being of
such a weight that its thermal capacity is equal to -^^ of a pint of
water. With an instrument that has been "calibrated" {i.e., the
error of each scale indication determined by previous experiments
at accurately measured temperatures), the writer's experience is

that very concordant and accurate results maybe obtained by an
expert operator working in precisely the same way as that employed
in the calibration of the instrument, but that very considerable
errors are apt to be introduced if the instruments as sold are
employed without such corrections being made, and if the times
which elapse during the withdrawal of the heated ball from the
blast main and its dropping into the water are at all unequal, so
that different amounts of heat are lost by atmospheric cooling
before the ball reaches the water. Moreover, with use the baU3
become lighter, and the temperature indicated is then too low.
The other Siemens pyrometer depends on the alteration of the

electrical resistance of a platinum wire when heated. The current
from a suitable battery is divided into two branches, one of which

Fia. 20.—Whitwell Stove— Horizontal
Section.

passes through the experimental vrii^ and the other through a
counterbalancing resistance consisting of another wire which li not
heated, the two branches again meeting iu one conducting wire
which completes the circuit. If the two counterbalancing'^ wires
are at the same temperature, equal amounts
of current will flow through each branch,
thcfresistance of the conductors, &c. , in each
branch other than the two wires being equal

;

but if one wire be hotter, less current will
flow through that branch as compared with
tht other m proportion as the temperature
is more elevated. By determining electric-

ally the difference between the amounts of
current in the two branches, a means is

afforded of calculating the temperature to
which the hotter wiro has been raised. In
the newest form of instrument (fig. 22) a
pair of ingeniously constructed voltameters
is employed os the current-difference mea-
surer, one being in each branch of the com
pound circuit, so that by reading off the
volumes of gas evolved in the two, and
referring to specially constructed table;

the temperature of the heated wire is at once
kno\vn. In order to apply this to the mea-
surement of the temperature of blast mains,
furnaces, &.C., the wire to be heated is wound
spirally upon a jiorcelain cylinder, which is

then enclosed in a protecting iron tube
;

the ends of the platinum wire are connected
with thick coi>pcr leading wires insulated by
kaolin, &c. , at the hot part of the tube, and
by ordinary gutta percha, &c., at the other ^. ^-
end. An equal amount of the same copper '^'

wire is included in the second branch, usuially by carrying three
wires through the hollow iron tube,—one to convey tho current
before branching (the division taking place near the' heated end),
the other to convey the current through the branch containing the
heated wire, and the third for the current in the other branch to
pass through ; in this way errors through the unequal length and
heating of the copper conductors in the two branches are avoided.
Very accurate measurements are obtainable with instmments of
this class when newly arranged;, but it is not always certain that
the resistance of a given platinum wire will remain constant after

long-continued heating or interrupted exposure to high tempera-
tures, &c. ; in consequence it is requisite that the actual resistance

after cooling of the heated wire should be verified from time to
time, and the numerical values in the instrumental tables suitably
adjusted when any alteration has taken place, otherwise serious

errors may be introduced.

For temperatures above 800* or 900° C. a peculiar p3rrometer has
been proposed by Lamy {Comptes Bendus, Ixix. 347), based upon the
connexion between the amount of dissociati<Tn of calcium carbonate
and the pressure and temperature to which it is subjected; a glazed
porcelain tube closed at one end with some fragments of marble and
calcspar is filled with carbon dioxide gas and connected with a
hiercurial manometer ; on placing the end of the tube containing
the calcspar on the furnace to be examined, the extra pressure due
to the evolved carbon dioxide is read off on the manometer, and the
temperature thence deduced by a table ; on cooling, the evolved gas
is reabsorbed by the partially causticized lime.

Tuyeres.—Tho heated blast passes into the furnace

through nozzles or tuyeres supplied from an annular or horse-

shoe shaped tube carried round the lower part of the furnace

at an elevation of a few feet above them by means of slant-

ing tubes at right angles to the ring known as "ewan
nocks" or "goosenecks." Usually the annular tube is

carried by the columns supporting the superstructure by
means of suitable braces or gibbets, and communicates with

the blast main at a point as near to the superheater as

passible, slide valves being provided for each goose neck so

that any one of the tuyeres can, when necessary, be shut

off without stopping the supply of blast to the others
j

when more than one furnace is supplied from the same

hot main, a similar valve is provided in the branch from

the main leading to each furnace. In order to adjust the

nozzle of the tuyere accurately to the tuyere hole in the

hearth wall, a sliding telescope joint is often inserted

between the nozzle and the end of the goose neck, the

lowest portion of the nearly vertical part of which is provided

with a tubulus closed with a hollow stopper, the hollow oi

which is covered with a plate of mica; by looking througl
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the mica along the axis of the nozzle a view of the furnace

interior is obtained, whilst by removing the stopper a jet of

hot bkst rushes out, by means of which the temperature

Fio. 22.—I. Siemens Electrical Pyrometer. II. Section of Heated End,

III. Double Voltameter.

can be ascertained by holding rods of zinc, &c., in the

jet ; or the ball of a Siemens pyrometer can be introduced
' into the tuyere through the orifice.

In the early days of the hot blast it speedily became
manifest that unless the tuyere nozzles were artificially

cooled they became so rapidly eaten away that practically

the hot blast was inapplic-

able ; to remedy this the
" water tuyere " was in-

vented by Condie. This

simply consists of a nozzle

with double walls, the outer

one forming a "jacket

"

round the inner one or

nozzle proper, water being

allowed to circulate through

the space between the walls.

Another way of effecting

the cooling is by bending Fij. 23.

a coil of wrought iron piping into a conical spiral (fig. 23),

placing this in the cavity of a molild furpished with a core,

and casting round it a hollow cone of cast iron, so that by
connecting the projecting ends of the coil with a water

main and escape pipe respectively a continual circulation

of water is kept up through the coil, whilst the blast passes

through the central cavity. Sometimes bronze and especially

" phosphor-bronze " nozzles are employed ; these have the

advantage that the molten pig iron as it runs down inside

the furnace does not adhere to them so readily as it does

to iron tuyeres. The tuyeres are generally arranged sym-

metrically, in a horizontal plane round the hai^e of tfcp

13—13

furnace , this effects an equal distribution, of. blast, and
facilitates regular working. With small-sized furnace?

such as are used in various parts of. the Continent (with

charcoal as fuel), two tuyeres only are fre-

quently used ; with larger ones three, four,

or five are usually employed, the diameter

of the orifice of the nozzle being greater the

greater the furnace ; thus whilst some 2
inches diameter suffices with the smaller

furnaces, 4, 5, 6, and even 8 inch nozzles are.

used with the larger furnaces, especially im
America {e.(/., at Pittsburg), and when the

number of tuyeres is small. In other casea

a larger number of tuyeres, sometimes a?

many as eight, are substituted for increased

dimensions, so as to enable the requisite

amount of air to pass into the furnace with-

out unduly increasing the pressure of the.

blast, which varies from 2 to 50 per cent

of an atmosphere {i.e., from about half an

inch to 15 inches of mercury, representing

from i oz. to 7A lb per square inch), the

lightest pressure being employed in small

charcoal furnaces, and the heaviest in the

English hard coke large furnaces and the

American anthracite furnaces, especially tbt

latter, on- account of the tendency of the

anthracite, to disintegrate and so plug up the

passages between -the lumps of ore, etc. The

pressure of the blast in ordinary large

English furnaces, such as those of the Cleve-

land district, usually averages about 4 to

4-5 lb per square inch, equivalent to about,

one-third of an atmosphere, or some 10 inches.

of mercury.

When the nozzle of a tuyere gets injured or

burnt through, the water intended to keep it coct

is apt to find its way into the furnace. As long as

the quantity of water thus introduced is small, the

only etTeot is a reduction of temperature opposite

to the tuyere owing to the heat absorption in the conversion of the

water into steam and the reaction of the water vapour on the red-hot-

coke, forming carbon oxide and hydrogen (the presence of extra,

hydrogen thus formed also modifies to some extent the chemical

actions taking place in the upper part of the fum.ice in a direction,

rather the reverse of economical as regards consumption of fuel); if,

on the other hand, a large volume of water is suddenly introduced,

and especially if by a '-slip" (or sudden jerky motion downwards,

of a mass of material that had previously more or less "scaffolded "),

it is forced into the mass of molten cinder and pig.in the hearth, or,

what amounts to the same thing, it the cinder and molten pig are

suddenly forced or splashed up by the slip, a sudden explosive

generation of steam (and probably decomposition into oxygen and

hydrogen, or formation of iron oxide and free hydrogen) takes place,

sometimes giving rise to serious accidents. Why contact with

vitreous matter (such as cinder, &c.) should cause a more explosive

foimation of water vapour or gases than contact with metal is

unknown, but probably the cause is the same as that m virtue of

which a piece of sodium in contact with water only will evolve

hydrogen quickly but not explosively, whereas if the sodium touch

glass, glazed crockery, &c., and water simultaneously, a violent

explosion often occurs. In foundries and during the refining of

iron (§ 23), if water be thrown on the surface of the molten or

semi-fused metal, and a piece of solid cinder or shg he mechani-

cally carried under the surface of the hot metal, a more or less.

loud explosion often occurs, sometimes sufficiently violent to pro-

duce fatal consequences and do much damage (Menelaus); on the

other hand, in cold blast furnaces where water tuyeres are not used,

explosions of this class never happen, although in all kinds of fur-

naces explosions may occur dne to admixtures of air and blast,

furnace gases being formed when the blast is cut oflT for tapping,

&c., and°then being fired on putting on the blast again. This clase.

of accident is usually guarded against as far as possible by means

of appropriately constructed valves in the gas main, &c. Sudden

violent mechanical squirting out of molten nig or cinder by a slip

inside the furnace sometimes occurs with serious consequences; tut

this is a diflerent thing from (though often combined with) the.-

effect of water beinc carried suddenly into contact with the cinder,,

XIII. — 39
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&c. In order to diminish the liability to explosions from this effect

of water, LloyU has patented a peculiar tuyere into which the cool-

ing water is injected in the form of spray or fine jets all over the

outer surface of an inner conical tube through which the hot air

passes, as well as over the inner surface of an outer covering cone,

so that in case of the end of the tuyere being burnt away the

volume of water injected into the furnace is much lessened, as owing

to the incline backwards of the lowest part of the cone (the axis

being horizontal) most of the water run^ out away from the furnace

instead of being forced into it by the pressure of the head of water

as in the ordinary coil tnyere. When the water supplied is muddy,
or is apt to deposit matter on warming or standing, there is a

liability to stopping up of the holes through which the fine jets of

water pass; to remedy this Plum modifies the aiTangement by mak-

ing the water pass through a slit or against a sheet of metal so as

to spread it out into fan-shaped jets delivered against the nose of

the tuyere and the upper half of the outer shell. For drawings

of this "spreader tayore," see Joiiruai I. and S. Inst., 1878,-299.'

16. Collection of Cinder and Fiff Iron.—As the cinder flow.s

ofif from the furnace it is usually received in rectangular

or cylindrical iron tanks mounted on wheels and running

0!i a railway at a few feet lower level than the base of the

furnace ; the cinder balls thus formed are usually dis-

charged on to some vacant piece of ground in the vicinity

of the furnace, thus entailing the loss of the value of the

ground.^ The Kloman machine used in America for the

reception of the cinder consists of a series of iron boxes

placed in a water tank on a turn-table, the object being to

quicken the solidification of the cinder and get it out of

the way more rapidly. In order to cast the pig iron into

convenient marketable forms, the ground in front of the

tapping hole is made into a pighed, by arranging it at a

gentle slope from the tapping hole and covering it with

loam or sand. A channel is dug in this with a spade,

.ic, leading down the slope in a right line from the

tapping hole ; and at right angles to this side channels are

lug the ground sloping laterally away from the main

channel ; from each side channel moulds are made to

spring, prepared by pressing into the yielding sand

wooden blocks some 2 or 3 feet in length, and in section

like a capital D, the convex side (on which is embossed or

engraved the particular mark or E

brand of the iron-works) being

downwards. When the furnace is

tapped the rivulet of molten mStal

running down the main channel is

first directed into the lowest row of

moulds, and when these are full the

supply is shut off by plunging a spade

coated with fireclay into the channel

at o, (fig. 24), so as to fill up the

second row of moulds, and so on

successively until only cinder flows n,

out at the tapping hole. Whilst

the castings are still at a dull red

heat and the metal is consequently F'g- 24-

brittle, the pigs or masses of metal filling the moulds are

detached from the sows, or irregular larger pigs from the

channels, by means of a crowbar. In some works the tap-

ping is performed only once in twelve hours; in others a

cast is made every eight hours or even more frequently ;

of course the oftener the furnace is tapped the less the size

of the pigbed required. Occasionally the molten metal is

Uauyy

1\m
niiEfii_

Tlllifl

* A large amount of detailed information as to the dimensions and

constnictiou and general working of the blast furnaces and subsidiary

plant of a number of the more important American iron-works is to be

found in a series of papers on " American Iron and Steel Works," by

A. L. HoUey and Lenox Smith, Engineering^ 1877, &c.
^ In the vicinity of Middlesborough they have for some time been

largely disponed of by using them to build a retaining wall to keep

the sea back from low-lying ground and mud banks covered at high

w;vt?er to a gi^ater or lesser extent, a\ hereby not only is a valueless

waste proiUiL't got rid off, but a recovery of what may hereafter prove

to be valuable lani from the sea is effected.

run into waggons lined with firebrick serving as reservoirs

supplying with fused pig Bessemer converters conjoined

with the smelting furnaces ; so that the molten cast iron is

run directly into the converters dnd finished off without
ever solidifying before the completioa of the steel-making

process. Sometimes the metal is cast into pigs in irou

moulds instead of a sand bed.

Compositioii of Pig Iron.—T'he following analyses illustrate the
difference in coraposition of various kinds of pig iron_^s met with'

in tho market :

—

rig Irons comparatively free from S^idphiir and Phospkorr^s.

Chanicterof PiK
and Localiij. ...
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florae to different causes, such as con^^ounda of vanadium and

titanium. When, io addition to the "mine*' or ordinary oroa, the

substances smelted contain an admixture of the sU'^ from puddling

and reheating furnaces, or of " mill cinder " (scales from the rolling

mills used in the production of malleable iron), the blast furnace

cinder is apt to contain an undue proportion of iron, these additional

substances being usually much more compact in their texture than

ores, and at the same time more fusible, so that their complete

reduction is often not effected in the time during wMch they are

traversing the furnace. Since these slags are usually highly con-

tamiuated with phosphorus and sulphur, they are only employed as

a rule in conjunction with ores yielding the commoner qualities of

iron^ furnishing " cinder pig," which is often wholly white, and less

carbonized and more impure than other kinds oi white iron. The
accompanying analyses illustrate the composition of the cinder

produced in furnaces smelting various kinds of ore.

17. Vtilizationof Cinder.—When the cinder does not contain too

much lime or calcium sulphide, it often forms a material of moderate

han-lness and durability suitable for road metal ; but frequently it

is of but little value for this purpose, o\nng to its friahility and ten-

dency to fall to pieces on exjiosure to air and moisture. By casting

the molten cinder (when of the requisite amount of durability) into

rectangular blocks, a good substitute for building stone is produced ;

in other cases, by the addition of alkaline silicates, a serviceable

coarse bottle glass can be ohtained. A'itreous cindeis also serve for.

the preparation of a variety of "mineral wool," a filamentous sub-

stance something like spun glass producible by blowing air or steam
through the molten cinder, and asefnl for packing the jackets of

steam pipes, boilers, &c., to avoid loss of heat, and superior for tliis

purpose to organic substances in being not liable to char or burn.

Certain kinds of ciuder which approximate to cements in composi-

tion may be utilised m tne manufacture of Jbydranlio mortars, Port-
land cement, &c.', by heating together with lime or hydraulic lime-

stone ; according to J. Huck, if the powdered slag be stirred up in

a tank with dilute hydrochloric acid (containing some 17 per cent,

of actual aciil, HCl), sulphuretted hydrogen is evolved, and a partly

gelatinized mass is produced by the decomposition of the silicates
;

this when washed, drained, dried, and ground to fine powder, and
mixed with finely powdered ordinaiy slag so as to ccostitnte about
10 per cent, of the mixture, affords a cement capable of use for

dl sorts of work as well under water as above it, and equal in

quality to the best cements in ordinary use. Bricks for building

purposes maj' be made from suitable kinds of cinder by grinding it

to a coarse powder, moistening and mixing with a little lime, and
strongly compressing in moulds by machinery ; the brick sets in

a few days to a hard stone-like mass ; some cinders will thus set

without addition of lime by merely grinding up fine, moistening,

and compressing. In order to facilitate the giinding, C. Wood
has patented the following process : the molten sing as it runs

from the furnace is received on a slowly revolying horizontal tablo

and cooled by a jet of water {fig. 25), which causes it to disin-

tegrate into comparatively small fragments which are much moi-e

readily pulverized than the compact blocks formed when the molten

slag runs into a receptacle and there solidifies ; or it is reduced to

a kind of sand by running it into water kept in agitation by a pecu-

liar machine, the sand being a moderately useful manure for certain

soils. See Journal I. and S. Inst, 1873, 186, and 1877, 443; and
Journal Soc. Arts, 3Iay 14, 18S0 (toL xxviii. p. 576). At the

Sclessin Works, Liege, slag sand is made without any machinery at

all by simply making the stream of molten slag run into a con-

stant-running jet of water issuing obliquely from behind
; \he sW

thu3 disintegrates spontaneously into small fragments Haiiy

Fig. 25.—Wood'

kinds of cinder, however, are of so little value for any of these pur-

poses that they constitute a wholly waste product, the getting rid

of which in the cheapest way possible is a desideratum.

18. Collection of Wasfe Gases.—To M. Aubertot of the

department of Cher belonga the credit of having first

attempted to utilize the ga3e3 escaping from blast furnaces,

in 1811; a brick kiln being erected on the top of the

furnace, the ftame was allowed to pass in and so burn the

bricks; the calcination of hme and the heating of the

chests containing charcoal and iron bars for steel cementa-
tion was effected by him in the same way. In later years

fiteam boilers were heated in much the same way ; about

1840, at the Rustr3l furnaces (department of Vaucluse),

the device was in use of drawing off the gases by means of

a tube and burning them underneath the boilers placed,

not on the top of the furnace, but in any convenient place

even though at some distance. The use of the waste gases

for heating the blast on this principle was patented in Eng-
land by J. Palmer Budd in 1845. A few years later

George Parry of Ebbw Vale adapted an old arrangement
for distributing equally the charges introduced into the

furnace (by shooting the materials on to a conical surface

at t.be mouth of the shaft) so as to form a kind of valve,

dosing the furnace entirely when ehut and allowing the

l^^^&i^JM^

's Slag 5)achine.

gases to pass out completely into a tube conveying them
to the places where they were to be burnt, and at the same

time allowing the charge to be

introduced almost instantane-

ously when opened. This "cup
and cone " arrangement is re-

presented in fig. 26.

By simply lowering the cone
(counterhalauccd) the materials

shoot off it into the furnace ; by
immediately raisuig it the furnace

is again closed ; on account of its

simplicity and ease in working it

has been very largely adopted, especially as it facilitates the proper

distribution of materials inside the furnace by making them glide

olf the slanting conical surface so as to be deposited at the sides of

the shaft and not at its centre ; the effect of this is to tend to make
the upper surface of the mass concave instead of convex, and in

consequence the lighter coke or charcoal tends to roll down the

slope towards the centre somewhat more than the heavier ore and
flux, so that the central portion of the mass of materials in the shaft

is somewhat richer in fuel than the sides ; if the furnace is full

nearly to the throat and of considerable width, the surface will be

crater-shaped,—the heavier ore, &:c. , accumulating in the circular

crater ridge, and the lighter coke rolling down inwards towards the

centre, and outwards towards the side of the shaft. As the materials

sink the outermost layers are retarded by friction against the aidea
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of the shaft;, so that they have a teudency to fall over inwards

iuriug descent and produce intermixture ; in this way a much more
nearly uniform degree of porosity of the whole mass {and conse-

quently- of action of the ascending gases) is brought about tlian

would be the case were the materials introduced through a narrow

funnel so as to form a convex-surfaced heap in which the ore would
accumulate in the centre.- Sometimes the cup and cone arrange-

ment is modified by making the cone to rest upon the inner and
lower edge of the hollow in the cup, ao that the introduction of fuel

is accomplished by raising tlie cone

instead of lowering it, the object

of this being to diminish the

height of the furnace by the space

through which the cone would
otherwise sink when lowered.

With tliis arrangement the mate-
rials run into the furnace in a

direction slo|)ing towards the

ceutre instead of awny from it,

eliding inwards along the converg-

ing sides of the. cup. To avoid

the central accumulation of fuel

and the lateral preponderance ol

"burden" (ore and flux) thus

promoted, an inverted annular

funnel is suspended underneath
the lower orihce of the cup, so

that the falling substances im-

pinge upon this and slide off

again with a motion towards the circhmfercnce of the shaft just

as they do from the cone itself in the ordinary arrangement.

Prior to the introduction of the cup and cone, a form of tunnel-

head in which no valve or cone exists was employed, represented in

ilg. 27. / A hollow annular chamber BU is built in tlio upper portion

FiQ. 27.—Collectmg Top.

Flo 28 —Lingen s CulUctor—Vertical Section.

of the stack, communicating by arched cavities A, A,A with the siiaft,

and also with the exit gas main C ; a considerable fraction of tlie

gases then passes out through the arched cavities when the materials

are heaped up to the level of the charging door D. With small

furnaces the wall between the shaft and the chamber B is mad'e of

Fig. 29.—Langeu's Collector—Horizontal Section,

cast Or wrought iron ; in some cases the gas has been collected

through a central tube jn the axis of the shaft siipported by groin^i

springing from the shaft, tlie ore, kc, being charged through the

tttitiular opening between this tube and the shaft. Arrangenienta

of this kind are still used in Sweden. In Coingt's gas collector

the central tube is combined with a modification of the cup and

cone arrangement. I^arr-^n s arrangement (figfi 29, 29) is a some-
what similar combinatioi.', the cone being made into a bell with
perforated top, tlie edges of tli-^ jicrforation being turned over in-

wards bb ; the bell rests u^07i the cup oa, the turned over edge cc

fttting into a water lute suiYoun.Ung the central tube kfik, so that
whilst the bell is lowered tlie fn.iiace top is gastight or nearly so.

By means of a pair of levers d, d and a connterjioise swung on a.

horizontal axle at r by means of a winch c, the bell can be raisicd so
that the charge in the cnji falls iiido the furnace, sliding down the
inclined surface. Two satety valvc»,x and/i? .are provided, the latter

being ordinarily suiiported by the p/essure of the gases, but falling

by its own weight when iho gas picssurc is relieved by raising

the boll, so as to close the top of the ga^ shaft, the turned-down edges
of g fitting into the annular gropve oo , A is a small manhole for the
introduction of scrapers to clear out Hue dust when required.

Composition of Waste Gases.—In general terms the

escaping gases may be said to be the nitrogen of the blast

mixed witli variable proportions of carbon oxide and
dioxide, and usually small quantities of free hydrogen ;

when raw coal is the fuel, tlie proportion of hydrogen is

greater, and carburettcd hydrogens are also present. The
main sources of liydrogcn when coke and charcoal are used

as fuel are probably the hydrogenous matter in the fuel,

and the moisture contained in the blast and in the

materials as water of hydration not expelled until they

reach a part of the furnace suiliciently high to cause the

water vapour to react whilst still nasceat on the carbon

present, forming carbon oxide and hydrogen (see § 10). i^

Various solid substance^ nro niech.inicaJIy carried up with tho-

gases, these having in many instances been vaporized at tho lower

levels, comlciising again in the relatively cooler jwrtions of tho

furnace as finely divided jwrticleR. Tliis espceially applies to zinc

oxido (formed by the o.vitlation of zinc vapour generated by the ic-

duction of zinc compounds in tlie ores) and to compounds of the

alkali metals, nnd gives rise in the latter case to a destructive flux-

ing action upon the brick-work of the npjtcr portion of the furnace

and to a comidicntion in the chemical changes ensuing in the
furnace ; for the soliil (lonting partielcs arc moie or less intercepted

and filtered out, ns it wcie, fioni the ascending stream of gases by
tlie materials in the upper ]init of the fuiiiace, and are thus brought
b.ick again to the lower level, so tliat aji accumulation in the fni nace

of alkali njetals is produced which ultimately causes the actual

quantity of alkaline compounds in tlie furnace to bear a very con-

sideiable proportion to the iron present, althoui^h the amount of

potash and soda in the ore flux and flucl is originally only tiifliug

as compared with the iron. Those portions of the suspended solid

matters wliieh arc not thus retained in tlie fui'iiace by condensation
on the mateiials arc more or less deposited in the gas flUes, and
the heating stoves, kc, in which the gas is burnt, sometimes
causing considerable inoonvenience, and rendering it necessary to

clean out the deposits from lime to time. To avoid this clogging,

the fume is sometimes washed out of the gases by jets of water in th&
form of spray before tiiey pass on from the downcast pipe to the
stoves ; an arrangement of this description a|iplied to the Lucy fur*

nace (Pittsburg, U. S.) has worked well. The following analyses

represent the composition of the fume deposited in the gas flues of

various furnaces :

—

Source nf Fume f

and Analyst... \
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Amongst the alTv.ilinc salts thus deposited are considcrahlc

amounts (under c<Ttaiii circumstanLCs) oi' potassium and sodium
cyanides (§ 19) ; tliis circuinbtincc appears to have niislcd Pio-

ftssors Cunspu and Plaxfair inlo tlie belief that cymwjcn gas is

occasionally one of tlic noinial constituents of bln^t iuiruicc gnsos

as tlicy escape at the top, tlic cyanides being more or less ticpobitcd

ill the collecting tube tmidoye<!, and dceoinposcd by the carbon

ilioxidc and moiscuie present, with the production of hydrocyanic

vapour, which ou analysis gives the same numbers as the same
bulk of a mixture of hydroc;cn and cyanogen in equal volumes

; it

is noteworthy that cyanogen has never been found by any other

analyst. The following analyses indicate the general character of

the waste gases escaping at the top of blast furnaces smelting

various ores:

—

Annlyst
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to the other constituents , the reaction is not sensible

with hard coke at temperatures lower than 300°, whilst

at 400° and somewhat upwards it is not marked ; at

500° and 600°, however, it goes on pretty rapidly,

th-e more so the loss hard and dense the coke, charcoal

acting much more readily under similar conditions than

coke. Accordingly as the iron ore and the fuel gradually

sink in the furnace and become hotter, they tend to affect

the compositioQ of the gas in opposite ways, the former

decreasing the carbon oxide and increasing the carbon

dioxide, and vt<^e versa with the latter. The rate of reduc-

tion of iron oxide under constant circumstances is, however,

a diminishing one, inasmuch as the reduced particles cover

up the unreduced ones and prevent their being so readily

acted on ; so that, whilst on descending into a hotter region

the rate of reduction of the ore is at first increased owing

to increase of temperature, by and by the rate of removal

of oxygen as it sinks ceases to increase and ultimately

diminishes. Long before anything like complete reduction

is brought about, however, other changes are brought into

play which greatly modify the actions. As soon as tlie iron

ore is partially reduced, it begins to react on the carbon

oxide in the way indicated by the equation

Fe,0, + CO-C+'Fe.,0„+i (4),

setting free finely divided amorphous carbon in contact with

it.' Again, as soon as metallic iron in a spongy form is pro-

duced, it reacts on the carbon dioxide, thus

—

iFe i-;/C0j-Fe:.0, + 7/C0 .... (5);

whilst very probably a parallel reaction takes place with
lower oxides of iron not completely reduced to the metallic

state, these actions being practically reciprocal to those in

virtue of which carbon oxide reduces to ferric oxide, first to

a lower oxide and then to metal. Yet again, when carbon

and iron oxides are heated together, there takes place a

change virtually reciprocal to that in virtue of which carbon
is deposited from carbon oxide (equation 4),—carbon oxide

and dioxide gases being formed, and the iron oxide being

more or less reduced in virtue of the reactions

C + Fe^O,- CO+Fe^Oj,., ..... (6),

C + 2F;,0,-COj + 2Fe,0,., (7).

The ultimate result then is that before the ore and fuel

have descended far they are subjected to a number of oppos-

ing forces" so far as the ore is concerned, the carbon oxide in

the gases surrounding it and the deposited carbon in con-

tact with it tend to remove oxygen by reactions 3, G, and
7, whilst the carbon dioxide in the gases and the reaction

causing deposition of carbon from carbon oxide tend to re-

oxidiie it by reactions 4 and 5 : the fuel and carbon oxides

in the gases on the other hand are analogously affected

;

the reaction of the carbon dioxide on the fuel, 2, tends to

gasify the latter (the action being more rapid with chr.rcoal

than with coke—Lowthian Bell, also Akermann), and that

of the carbon oxide on the partly reduced iron ore setting

free carbon, 4, to reverse this action. The.actions of the iron

and its oxide on carbon, and on carbon oxide and dioxide,

also are opposed, some tending to increase the carbon oxide,

5 and 6, and some to decrease it, 4, and others to affect

similarly the carbon dioxide, viz., 3 and 7 to increase it,

and 5 to decrease it. In consequence, at any given level

of the furnace a sort of compromise is arrived at amongst
all these varied oxidizing and reducing influences, the net
or resultant chemical action being that, whilst a portion of

the hard coke of the fuel is gasified, and reciprocally a
portion of finely divided amorphous carbon precipitated

from the gases, the iron is partially but not wholly reduced.
On the whole, then, as the ore sinks in the furnace, it

' According to Griioer [Comptcs Rcndus, 1871, 28) this reaction is

SFeO+CO-C + FejOj,
mid does not cOTnmence until the iron ore is deoxidized to some con-
siderable extent, at least on the outer sunace of the lumpa of ore.

becomes hotter and hotter and more and more deoxidized,,

but owing to the oxidizing influences at work it does not

part with all its oxygen until it has descended some
considerable distance to a point where the temperature ie

about sufiicient to fuse it ; at this stage the last portions oi

oxygen are removed, partly by the precipitated amorphous
carbon, partly by the alkaline cyanides accumulating in the

furnace, and the almost completely reduced metal melts,

dissolving as much of the amorphous carbon in contact with

it as it can take up under the circumstances; simultaneously

the silicious and earthy matters present also fuse, forming
cinder. The reducing influences at work here also cause

the deoxidation of some of the silica present, whilst man-
ganese, phosphorus, and sulphur compounds, ic, are also

more or less reduced and taken up by the fusing iron.

When the proportion of fuel relatively to the burden is

diminished, a larger amount of incompletely deoxidized ore

reaches the hearth, the result of which is that, as the

silicious and earthy matters fuse, they dissolve some of

the iron oxide before it has time to become reduced by
the deposited carbon, giving a ferruginous cinder, whilst

this carbon is used up in completing the reduction more
rapidly than would otherwise be the case ; the pig iron

formed is less highly carbonized than before, becoming
white instead of grey, partly owing to the diminution in

the quantity of dissolved carbon, and partly because the

temperature of the hearth is lowered, and there is less time

for graphite to separate in cooling.

The formation of alkaline cyanides and their reaction on the
imperfectly reduced iron oxide is brouglit about as follows : in

tbu upper part of the furnace a crust of alkaline carbonates, &c.,

C.Trried up as fume by the escaping gases (§ 18), is deposited on the
sniface of the materials, and so is brought down again to the hearth,

where tho nitrogen of the blast and carbon act on it conjointly,

forming (for potassium carbonate) potassium cyanide, thus

KjCOj -f Nj -)- 4C - 2KCN -H SCO
The exact nature of the reaction of potassium cyanide on the

imperfectly reduced ir.on oxide with which it finds itself in contact

is not kuown, but it is probable tliat potassium oxide and iron
cyanide are formed, the latter becoming decomposed into iron, car-

bon, and free nitrogen, and the former being carried away by the
escaping gases and deposited as potassium carbonate in the upper
part of the furnace, so that where the cyanide is formed (mainly at

or uear the tuyere level) there is an evolution of carbon oxide and a
disappearance of nitrogen, whilst a little higher up there is a rc-

evolntion of nitrogen ; that is, whilst at the tuyere level and there-

abouts the carbon and oxygen in tlie gases are raised, relatively to

the nitrogen, considerably above the amount due simply to the blast

becoming transformed into carbon oxide and nitrogen, a little higher
up the amounts of carbon and oxygon appear to diminish relatively

to the nitrogen ; not that they actually do diminish in i^uantity, but
that the evolution of nitrogen fi'om the cyanide decomposition causes
their amounts to be lessened relatively to tho total nitrogen. Thus
the following numbers are calculated from some of Lowuiian Bell's

ob.'^ervations with an 80 foot furnace using coke and calcined

Cleveland ironstone, the gases being obtained by drilling holes

through the furnace wall at the di/Terent levels, and collecting the
issuing gas ; the amount c" :arbon in the gases is manifestly greater

at the tuyere than that due to the blast ; lor some feet it apparently
diminishes owing to the cyanide reaction, and then remains almost
constant till near the top, where it increases from the expulsion of

carbon dioxide from the flux. The oxygen again is considerably in

excess of that due to the blast at the tuyeres, but at a somewhat
higher level it apparently decreases, whilst higher up still it

increases again owing to the reduction of the ferric oxide and the

evolution of cai-bon dioxide from the limestone.

Coviposition hy Wc
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Precisely similar results are calculable from tlie anilyses of Tiiimer,

llbelmen, and others Tvho have examined the composition of the

gases at different levels of the blast furnace ; the variations in the

amounts of carbon and oxygen relatively to the nitrogen at the

lower levels in all cases are of such a nature aa to indicate that the

amount of decomposition of iron cyanide with evolution of nitrogen

is very considerable, i.e., that the reduction of iron oxide by alkaline

cyanides takes place to an extent constituting a very considerable

fraction indeed of the total amount of reduction.

The amount of alkaline cyanides disseminated through the gases

of a furnace at diiTerent levels varies inversely with the height above

the tuvere ; thus, in the course of Lowthiau Bell's experiments, the

following analyses were made by the present writer of the sub-

stances dissolved by water through which known large volumes of

the giises were aspitnted, being drawn from the dilFerent levels

^nto a large gasometer,—the weights being given in grammes per

cubic metre of gas (at 0° and 760 mm.), and the experiments being

all made within a short time of one another (all on the same day) ;

—

Height above tuyere in)

feet. i
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Carbon nsldo 25-20 percent.

Carbon dioxide l^:il) „ „
Hydinyen 010 „ „
Niirogen 57-40 „ „

arivl that per unit weight of pig 'made the amount of coke used was

1 116, of which 0-096 was ash and moisture, leaving 1 -020 of actual

cjrbon, whilst the limestone and mine (calcined Cleveland ore) con-

tained '032 carbon and '219 oxygen in the form of carbon dioxide,

the iron being contained wholly as ferric oxide'. The pig contained

3 per cent, of carbon, so that 0"030 of the total carbon entering the

furnace did not escape in the gases ; consequently the weight that

-did escape was 1-020 + 0-082 -O-030 = l-07'2, whence the gases

Cleaving the hydrogen out of consideration) were made up of the

following amounts :

—
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to be satisfactorily extracted and a saleable riig produced ; in this

case the actual heat consuiiiption remains about the same, but a less

ftinount of carbon dioxide and a larjjer quantity of carbon oxide

escape in the waste gasos ; this is particularly noticeable when
anthracite is used as fuel instead of coke, as in many American fur-

naces. Thus, in aseiies of observations parallel with those detailed

above, but made with a smaller furuace (using coke and calcined

Cleveland ironstone), the size of which was ijisufficient to cause the

most ecouomicai action possible (48 feet iu height instead of SO),

the average composition of the gases by weight was

Nitrogen - W"67 per cent,

Caibon oxide 30'^8 „ „
Carbon diyxide 11*75 „ „

i,c., they contained much less carbon dioxide relatively to the car-

bon oxide than those escaping from the larger furnace, wliilst the

amount of carbon burnt ia the form of coke was increased from

1*020 parts to 131S parts per unit of weight of pig (or from about

2'2-3 to 23^8 cwts. of coke per ton of pig, the coke containing about

9i'5 per cent, of carbon and 8 "5 per cent, of moisture and ash, kc. ).

Of this extia fuel consumption part only was expended to generate

the heat requisite for the furnace requirements, owiup to the for-

mation of less carbon dioxide and more carbon oxide ; the re-

mainder pioduced the eft'ect of sensibly raising the temperature of

the exit gases, which escaped at the average temperature of 452° C.

instead of 332° C, thus carrying out of the furnace much more heat

than was brought in by the blast.

' 'If by the use of a hotter blast more heat is brought into the

furnace by this means than will supply the loss of heat in the waste

gases experienced with the less highly heated blast, one of three

things must result : either less coke will be requisite to produce the

heat necessary for the various furnace requirements ; or the surplus

lieat will be carried out in the waste gases, they being at a higher

temperature; or tlie fnel will be burnt to less advantage, a- smaller

proportion of carbon dioxide being formed and a larger one of car-

bon oxide. As to what does actually take place in such a casp,

opinions are somewhat divided ; for, whilst most iron masters main-

tain that a sensible diminution iu fuel requisite per ton of iron is
j

always occasioned by employing a hotter blast, others (especially i

Bell) consider that their experience proves that in certain cases,

e.g., with Cleveland ore, no actual saving in fuel accompanies tlio

use of blast at temperatures above about 500° {see § 21).

The results obtained by Bell with blast-furnaces using Cleve4and

ironstone and coke are applicable, with appropriate modifications,

to furnaces employing iliti'erent ores and fuel. For instance, Crossley

ionnd {Journal Iroit and Stcd Jjist., 1871, ii. 157) that a furnace 67

feet in height, 19 wide (boshes), and 13,124 cubic feet capacity,

smelting Askam haematite and Red Bay ore at Askam-in-Furness,

produced grey Bessemer pig with 22J cwt of coke to the ton of

iron (11375 per unit of weight of pig), the heat requirements

during the process being as follows (the mode of representation

adopted above being employed, and the heat viewed by Bell as

consumed during the reaction of carbou ou the carbon dioxide of

the Sux being left out of account) :

—

Comparatieelji constant heat rtquirenitntt.

neilactlon of fenic oxide 1G*>->

,, ciubon from cnrbon oxidi- ftrt

,, Eilicon (plios)>honi3 ami sulphur piuctically iibatmt) 120

Hestcanied awuy b- tuyeio water :>l

„ „ molten iiic 3no

„ • ,, radiation, J;:c 2'is

25C0
Itore variahle heat requirements.

neat altsoibcd dating c.iu^tlcizin? of lime J71

,, ,, decnniposition of nioistuie of bliiat "iAB

„ „ CNapoiaiOB of waicr in cuke \6

„ ,. „ „ ore 27

Ileat canlcd out by roolten slag „ 4n
805

This amount of heat was supplied as follows:

Tntal carbon of coke burnt to cnrbon oxide l-nfi35 x24O0=2.^i0
?oriinn of ditto further burnt to carbon dioxiiid OltJ x Jt;00= 907

W-.M brought in by blast „ b71

Less heat can-icd out in waste gases
4034

In this case the carbon earned out as dioxide in the escaping
^'rf;es was only 202 per cent, of the total carbon therein contained;
fO that here the fuel was burnt to less advantage than in the most
economically worked Cleveland iron furnaces. Tliis, however, was
partly due to the fact that in order to make very grey Bessemer pig
t! larger quantity of coke was employed than would suffice to make
forgo iron, viz., about 2 cwts. per ton extra ; so that forge iron could
br run in the same furnace with an expenditure of about 21^ cwts.,

or 1*0825 parts of coke per unit weight of pig. Othrr things

ifmaiuing the same, this would rL-preseni an amount of total carbon

lurnt etiual to about 0'97 per unit weight of pig, which must,

lo— l.i"

therefore, be burnt in the following way to give the same best ae^

before, viz., 26;:'0 + 907 -3457 due to the fuel :

—

Total carbon burnt to oxide.... 0-97x2400= 2328
Portion of ditto biirot fun her to dlo.\ide .0*2016 x 5600=1129

Since the carbon in the carbon dioxide of the limestone was-
0"0555, the total carbon as dioxide in the gases would thus bo'

0-2016-fO 0555 — '257, whilst the total carbon as oxide and dioxi.le

would be 0-97 + 0-0555-0-040-0-9855 (0-040 being the carbon i»h

the pig iron, which contained 4 per cent, of carbon) ; so that tlm-

escaping gases would coiltain, wheu forge iron was being made, about.

26 per cent of the total carbon prescHt therein as carbon dioxidt-

and 74 per cent, as carbon oxide,—still indicating a fuel expendi-
ture less economical than in the most favourably arranged Cleve-.

land furnaces in which 30 to 33 per cent, ot the total caibon in th&
escaping gases is contained as dioxide

;
presumably this is doe

either to the smaller height of the furnace (67 feet only) or to ibei

more difficult reducibility of the ore used.

On the other hand, the Wibna (Eisenerz) charcoal furnaces.-

smelting spathic ore (which is somewhat more readily reduciblo'

than calcined Cleveland ironstone) were found to give the foUowing;

values, reduced as before to a unit of weight of pig (white irou^
(Tunuer, Journ. I. and S. Inst., 1873, p. 4:i3):—

Compara I ice/ If
constant i^fuirements.

kcduction of ore and of carbon In p\g in-JO

,. silicon 50
Ilcnt conled away by tuyere water and rudlatlon, <tc 192

., ,, pig iron' 340
2202

ifore variable retjuiremfnts.

Evflporation of water In charcnnl 20
l>(composltion of moisture of blast 80

Hfflt can-led out by slnp, 1 part carrying out 440 units of \ g^a
heat (Rininun) )

40?;

2tilQ>

This heat was furnished as- follows :

—

Ilcat due to combustion of fuel ^w.* 3727

,, brought in by hot blubt 213

2040

,, carried our In escapin;; gases 3^0

2610

The fuel burnt was charcoal containing about "63 parts of carlioT

per unit weight of pig, which in order to produce 2727 heat ucil"

must have been burnt as follows :

—

Heat due to burning of 003 carbon to cnrbon oxide „..« 0-63 x 2400= 1.^1
1-

further combust iOD of 217 carbon to carbon dioxide 0-217 x 5000=121.'

Of this "63 partsof caibon burnt 0' 045 was taken upagain by t}i€

irou, leaving 585 as the total quantity of carbon escaping in tht

waste gases. Hence °^^-l or 37 1 per cent, of the carbon was burnt,

to dioxide, and 62'9 per cent, to carbon oxide, whirh represents a
more economical use of the fuel than in the Cleveland furnaces, not^

withstanding the smaller size of the Wrbna furnace. Bell has also>

calculated {Chanical Plienormyia, p. 420) for the same furnace Tery

much the same numbers, the furnace requirements being estimatui

by him as slightly in excess of Tiinner's valuation.

_

Calculations as to the development and appropriation of heat in

the Cedar Point anthracite furnace, U.S., founded on the samt

principles as the above cited examples have been made by Withci-

bee {Transactions Am. Inst. Mining Engineers); the consumpticn.

of anthracite as compared with charcoal in American furnaces is;

always greater, indicating a smaller proportion of carbon dioxidt

ultimately formed.

As far as the data at present extant go, it does r.oi,

appear that in any furnace yet constructed burning coke.

charcoal, anthracite, or coal, upwards of 40 per cent, of tht

carbon in the issuing gases is, on an average, contained a^

dioxide, the remainder being oxide, although somewhat

larger amounts are occasionally found as exceptional occur-

renres. Admitting tliat f of the carbon of the fuel is-

burnt to -dioxide and | to oxide, the heat evolution

per unit of carbon burnt would be ^ x 8000 + 5 x 2400 =

4G40 instead of 8000, which would bq developed were

all burnt to dioxide ; that is, the " duty " actually per-

formed by the fuel would be 5S per cent, of the possible

maximum amount; so that even in such a furnace the con-

sumption of fuel would be at least JJJg = 1-72 times the-

' This item is somewhat larger than Bell's fis^ire, as the teniperaturt-

or Lhc charcoal furnace hearth is somewhat higher (Rinraan).

XIII. — 40
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amount that would ba requisite could perfect combustion

be effected, If, however, the issuing gases be so burnt in

Iieating the blast that more heat _is brought into the

furnace than is carried out by the waste gases, the excess

is virtually obtained by more perfect combustion, though

not actually so burnt inside the furnace ; whilst, if the

gases are also employed to raise steam for the blowing

engines and lifts, &c., the fuel thus saved virtually is equi-

valent to a diminution in the blast furnace consumption
;

for, were perfect combustion obtainable in the furnace,

extra fuel would have to be burnt outside for these

purposes.

These remarks apply a fortiori to funiaccs in wliich coal is

employed as fuel instead of coke or cliarcoal. The lieat of combus-

tion of average coal (after allowing for ash and supposing it to

be burnt to carbon dioxide and water vapmir) may be taken as

about 8300 (see § 10) ; hence to afford sufficient heat for the

req^uirements of a furnace smelting average Cleveland ironstone,

viz., 3850, only |K3-0'*64 parts of coal would be requisite,

could complete combustion be ensured, or 9J cwts. per ton

of pig (assuming the sensible heat carried out by tbe waste

gases and brought in by the blast to be equal). Tbe actual con-

sumption in furnaces using raw coal is, however, several times this

amount —30 cwts. being a low estimate in such cases, whilst 40

and even 50 cwts. of coal per ton of pig made is not an infrequent

consumption : thus even with Ferrie's self-coking furnace (§ lU),

which reduced the consumption of coal from 52'5 to 33'5 cwts. per

t.->n of pig, the connuraption was upwards of three times the theo-

retical nmount ; with anthracite-consuming furnaces, such as those

used in America, the consumption of fuel varies from 25 cwts. per

ton of pig in the largest and best constructed furnaces to 40 cwts.

or ao in the older and smaller furnaces, the consumption being as

a rule, however, somewhat less than that of more bituminous raw,

cjal in the English open-topped furnaces. The reason for the

extra fuel consumption in raw coal furnaces is simply that the

iLTture of the chemical reactions taking place in the upper part of

the fumnre, especially the action of heat alone upon the coal,

tio.cossarily causes the evolution of much free hydrogen, carburetted

iij'drogen, and carbon oxide, which encape unburnt, thus prevent-

ing the consumption of the fuel to tlio maximum advantage :

'.'heie the gnses are collected and burnt, this loss would not be

i;'.atelial were it not that ordinarily the heat obtainable from the

gises is far in excess of that requisite to raise steam for blowing

anl lifting the burden to the furnace top, &c. These reasons are

also to a great extent operative with anthracite as compared with

c^ke. Ou the other hand, the smaller weight of charcoal ordinarily

icquisite to smelt a given ore is pai-tly due to the more ready

action of carbon dioxide on charcoal than on coke forming carbon

oxide, so that virtually the ore is partly reduced by the carbon of

the charcoal (this being converted into carbon oxide, which
deoxidizes the ore) to a greater extent with charcoal .than with

coke : i.e., the charcoal is more completely oxidized, and the ore

ii moro deoxidizL'd at the top of the furnace and less at the bottom
than is the case {cx'cris paribus) with coke, so that a smaller

weight of charcoal ultimately performs the same work as a larger

quantity of coke. The larger amount of alkalies in charcoah
producing more cyanides, probably also aids in the more rapid

reduction relatively to the weight of fuel used.

In a prize essay, Professor Habets has given formula for calculat-

ing the value of a given weight of iron ore of given compositiou, the

price of the pig iron made from it, and the quantities of ore and
limestone requisite to produce a unit of weight of pig, &c. (see

abstract in -Tourn. I. and S. In^t., 1877, 225), and has also arranged
iormuire for calcul.iting tlie nmount ot fuel tliat ought to be required

far the smelting of such ores, &c., assuming that the duty actually

peri'urnicd by the fuel is 43 per cent, of the possible maxintum
juionnt. In these calculations slightly ditferent values are taken
for certain of the heat requirements Irom those given above; thus
for the reduction of pig iron (containing carbon, silicon, &c. ) the
total licat consumption is taken as 1984, the amounts assumed by
KcU, Crosslev, and Tunner as above described being respectively

1931, 1871, and 1670 ; that earned out by the molten pig is taken
,it 260 for cold working, 270 for medium, .and 285 for hot, BcU's
figure (and Vathaire'i) being 330, whiJst Tiinner takes 340 from
rinman's obsen'atious ; nnd tbe loss by r.idiation (presumably in-

riuding the tuyere water) is taken as 400 (Bell — 349—deduced by
the pivaeut wvitej- from a round general average result by difference;

Cr.i'iTiley — 359: Tiiuiier— l^'^.the furnace being a much smaller one in

tlii-* latter case\, and so on thronghout ; but on the whole Habets's
fornuil.v are based ou nnicli the same valuations as those above
cited. The instances givt.n above, however, indicate that the results

obi.iinablc with ou** ela?s of oits. fuels, .^c. are only aiiplicable to

another cl.xss with con&i.lei. We latitude of variation, and that it is im-
5'>r?cticablc to tix a hard and fast line ss the hmit of ei-onomy ol fiul

universally applicable. Where, however, the fuel d» btirnt differ^

ently (to less advantage, for instance, so that, instead of one part of

carbon giving 0"48 of the total heat production as "duty," it only

gives say 0-40), the formulfe of Habets will still be applicable, only-

requiring the application of a coefhcient (5-i-'— 12 in the case-

supposed).

Temperature of Blast Furnace at Various Levels.—Many
observations of the rate of increase of temperature from the-

mouth of the furnace have been made by Thnner, Ebelmen,

and Lowthian EelL When fresh materials have been just

introduced cool into the furnace, of course they intercept

heat from the escaping gases, acting precisely like the brick-

work stacks of a Siemens regenerative furnace ; this effect,

however, cannot be carried so far as to prevent the escaping

gases from passing out at an average temperature which, if

not elevated, is at least sensible,—the actual temperature

varying with the conditions obtaining. Since heat is gene-

rated by the reduction of ferric oxide by carbon oxide, more

heat being evolved by the oxidation of the carbon than is

absorbed in the reduction of the iron oxide, roughly in tha

ratio of 3 to 2, it results that there is always a source of

heat in the upper part of the furnace ; and, unless fresh

materials can be supplied sufficiently rapidly to keep the

escaping gases always at a given low temperature by their

direct cooling effect, the temperature must rise by the

reduction of the ore. A condition of equilibrium as to

temperature is consequently finally arrived at when the

Bums of the generations of heat by chemical action at

each and every particular level, and of the absorptions

of heat by direct communication to the fresh charges

added from time to time, balance one another ; when
this condition of things is arrived at the temperatures of

the escaping gas, and of the substances generally at each

level, become constant, or rather Would do so were the fresh

materials added continuously instead of intermittently, and

were the action of the furnace absolutely uniform. The
circumstances which regulate the most advantageous way

in which fuel can ba burnt, i.e., the economy of fuel in the

furnace, consequently regulate the temperature of the

escaping gases, which accordingly is variable with the

quantity of fuel burnt per unit of iron smelted, with tha

size and shape of the furnace, the character of the ora

employed, ic. Under particular conditions, especially when

a large mass of fresh materials has been added, the escap-

ing gases may be so cool that the aqueous vapour present

is condensed into mist, whilst the hand may be placed ia

the gases without being burnt ; ordinarily, however, the

temperature at the mouth averages 200° or 300° C, and

with small furnaces and difficultly reducible ore requiring

a large fuel consumption may be much higher. One great

effect of increasing the height of furnaces smelting clay

ironstone {e.ff., Cleveland ore) is the reduction of the amount

of fuel requisite owing to the cooling influence exerted upon

the temperature of the escaping gases which pass off, there-

by leaving in the furnace heat which otherwise would have

to be provided by burning more fuel. Of the numerous

particular determinations that have been made of the tem-

peratures at different levels in diflerent cases, the following

may be cited as examples :

—

Wrlna Furnace (SisoKit) ; height 36 feet; vsi::ri mfl charcoal tcilh

a burdr.n of spathic ore, cast iron scrap, and gravv:ackc-schist {as

/k.1-), in the proportion o/'333, 8, and 20 rcspcclivehj (T'inncr and
Jiiehler).

Distance finiii top
III Fet-t.

Temperature.

7

11

.HO'

640*

(tso*

Distaiirp from top

ill Tnl.
Teinperatnre.

B40" C.
SIC --

1 150',

u-.o"

The toniperature values were deduced by introducing alloys ct kaown meltm^
^'ciins, and uoticing vhicli were iused.
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A paper ou tlie *' Thermic Curves oT UKi.^t Fuinares,*' ilibeu&si..g a

jiumber of results of this class, and tlie conclusions to bf Jiauil

from tiicni, by H. M. Howe, is fji\-cii in the Tinns. Amcr. I"Sf.

Mininj Eiir/inccrs, 1S76 ; see also Iron, voi. x, |i. 325 $q.

21. Conditions Jfcf/iilutinr/ Eronomtj of Fuel and Cost of

I'rodiiction.— It is ei-ident from, the data given in the pre-

ceding section tliat, when the amount of cinder formed is

less, a smaller qiiantjty of fuel will do the w;ork of iron

smelting, the amount of heat absorption for the variable

rcquirei<ients being lessened the less limestone is causticized

and the less hot cinder flows out of the furnace. Evidently

aUo, the hotter the blast and the cooler the issuing gases,

the less fuel must be burnt to generate the particnl.ir

amount of heat requisite for a givcu furnace working

under given conditions as to quality of ore, <fcc. ; whilst fhe

more carbon is burnt to carbon dioxide and the less to

carbon oxide the less total carbon is requisite for the same
end. As regards the possibility of diminishing fuel con-

sumption by the use of richer ores and less flux, this is

1 irgely a matter of local circumstances ; when there is a

choice possible between two deposits of ore, one richer

than the other, and each equally gOod in other respects, the

cost of sm'elting the richer ore will evidently be somewhat
loss than that of working the other ; as regards the other

circumstances, it is by no means a matter of indifference

in reference>to cost of production whether the more econo-

ii.ical conditions be attended to or not; thus, in the case

of the 4S and SO foot furnaces referred to in the last sec-

tion, the difference between 22 '3 and 28 '8 cwts. of coke

consumed per ton of iron involves a very considerable

difference in oost of production. It is calculated that the

intreased size of furnaces used in England at the pre.^eut

day, as compared with those in use some thirty or forty

years ago, rcjiresents an aVerage saving of fuel equivalent

to about 50 per cent, of the weight of the pig iron made in

coal, i.e., a saving of 10 cwts. of coal per ton of iron.

'The saving effected by the use of waste gases for heating

the blast, although less than this, stiU represents an enor-

mous aggregate; in the Cleveland district alone the. saving

in coal from this cause is calculated to amount to upwards
of 1,000,000 tons annually

To some little extent tite amount of fuel consumed is vanalife
vitli tlie nitc atuiti. li the furnuce is driven; that is, if a piven
-HHalily of jiii,' is pioJueed wlieii the furnaee is making 300 luiis per
week with a given eoke eonsumption (the fuel being burnt uniit-r

the most favouraUo i-omlitions piaelieablel, and the fuiiiai.- lie

then iliiven at a liigher spee.l so .as to m.ako 400 tons, eitlji i- a little

more coke must be ail.lerl relatively to the bnnleu, or else there
will lie a temlency to make a less stiongly inarkeil ciystalline ]ng

;

Tnst. ail of pioiliiciug the coarsest crystallized iron (Xo. 1 grey pigl,

this ipialily will sink to the less largely crystalline niiniWrs (Xos.
i, 3. or 4), or even to mottled or white iron. If, however, the
fuel is not burnt to the nia.Kimum possible a.lvantage in the tiist

instance, increasing the rate of pinduction may under certain
cirenmstances liol only not cause an increase in the fuel consump-
tion, but may even slightly diminish it, by lessening the amount
of heat l.j-t by radiation, kc, relatively to the metal |iroduceil.

iA-eiything remaining the same, decreasing the fuel relatively to
the burden decreases the c]uality of the iion run, and vice versa :

•with Cleveland ironsume an e\tra eonsumption of ludfncwt. or

.
less of eoke pel ton of pig sullires to raise the quality of iron run
one number in the s-ale, i.e., from No. 4 to .3. from 3 to 2, or
from 2 to 1.. According to Crosslev (/uc ett.) about 2 ewls. of coke
jier ton of i,ig coiTesponds to the diHl-rence between running white
irjii and prey Bessemer pig, the ore smelted being .Vskam haematite
tod Fisher tieJ Bay ore. Tuuner states [loc. ul.j tLat at Keiibeig,

with a blast at 200°. fioiii 15'4 tu 15 6, cwts. of charcoal wercnsrd
])er ton of wJiite iron, but 23 to 24 cwts. per ton of giey iion.

In.iking a dillorcin-e uf some 8 ewis. per ton, or four tluica the

anioiint giren by tinsslev ; at Heft, with a blast at 200', 12"6 to

14 cwts. of chaieoal were fonucrly requiied per ton of white iion,

and 20 cwfs. and upwards per ton of gipy iron, making a diifercnee

of mote than ti cwts. per ton, oi U]jwaids of three limes Crossley's

tigurc. .\lthough a variation in the amount of fuel burnt under
constant conditions denotes a coiaelativc variation in the telii]icia-

uire of the hearth tXo. ] iron being actually hotter as it Hows
finni a funiace iu logular woik tliau No. 4, lor instance), jet the

influence thereby ]irodueed on the chemical composition is, aecoixl-

ilig to Lowthian Bell's expel iments, not marked, at any rate so far

as CIcxeland pig is concerned, the iliHeiences between vaiiuus

specimens of ditl'ei'ent numbers not being gieatcr than those

between various specimens of the same numbers,—the dillelence

in the crystallinity of the pig being in fact more probably ascrib-

able to the eiicumstance that the hotter the irnn the longer is the

time taken to solidily, and the more completely is the e-\loliation

of the grajvhite and tlio crystallization ujion it of the remaining

iron, &c., eliccted, than to diderences of actual constitution. On
the other hand, it is a matter ol' usual ojiinioll, if not of invariable

experience, that highly ciystalliiie gre}' Bessemer ]'igs are richer in

silicon. than others, and that this is due to the higher temperature

of the hearth facilitating reduction of silicon ; again, it is usually

considered that white iions aie apt to contain more sulphur than
grey irons made Ironi the s.ime ore ; this eiicumstance, however,

is possibly lather due to diflerences in the average composition of

ore smelted and amount of flux added than sim]ily to variations in

amount of fuel consumed; thus diminishing the amount of lime

added as a flux liclow a certain point ollen increases the sul|diur

in the pig, so that upwards of ] per cent, may be present, when
with more lime the quantity would be only one or two tenths per

cent., the iron being white in the first case and giey when more
lime is employetl.

As regards the temperature of the blast, the fact that

heating the blast enabled iron to be made with much less

fuel consumption than was requisite with cold blast was

recognized imraediatoly after Xeilson's discovery or inven-

tion ; but it soon became also manifest that a deteriorating

effect was often produced upon the iron smelted from

certain kinds of ore by the use of the hot blast, dire to the

higher temperature attained in the hearth facilitating the

reduction of phosphorus, sulphur, and especially of silicon.

The adrocates of the very highly heated blast obtainable by
means of the Whitwell stove cunsider that, as the heat is

obtained from the waste gases at a comparatively nominal

cost, the more hent can be thus introduced into the furnace

the better, the saving in fuel being directly proportionate

to the increase in blast temperature ; it would seem from

Bell's observations, however, that the advantages thus

obtainable are not always quite so great as appears at first

sight to be the ca-se. If less fuel be burnt in the furnace,

a less absolute weight of blast per given amount of pig

run will be requisite, and consequently a higher propor-

tionate temperature must be given to the blast to enable it

to introduce the heat equivalent to the fuel thus saved ; for

each successive diminution of fuel to the extent say of 1

per cent, an increase in temperature of blast will be requi-

site, the rate of increase not being constant, but accelerating

at a rapid rate; so th:i.t finally an increase in blast tem-

perature of 100° frpm 1 100' to 1200' only represents about

half the amount of heat introduced into the furnace that

would be introduced by raising the blast from 300° to 400°.

The advantage of highly heating the blast then is not

directly proportionate to the temperature attained as re-

gards saving of fuel, but something less ; according to

Bell, praclical experience shows that with certain ores, e.r/.,

Cleveland ironstone, the eliect of highly superheating the

blast to temperatures much above 500'' is not to render any

considerable saving of coke practicable, but mainly only to

raise the temperature of the issuing wa.ste gases. Otiier

iron masters, however, dissent from this view, and consider

that by the use of a blast heated tu TOO' and upwards by

a \Vhitwell stove, instead of to 450' or 500' by the older

iron stoves, a distinct saving in the amount of coke recjiri'^ifc

to produce a ton of pig iron from Cleveland ironstone is
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effecterl ; so that, instead of requiring an amount of coke to

be consumed equal in weight to about 1*09 times that of

the pij5 iron made (nearly 21 1 cwts. per ton), which a3

stated in the previous section is the minimum practical

average consumption possible whf.it the aviount of heat

brought ill htj the blast about equals that carried out by the

waste f/aseSy a smaller amount of fuel will suffice, from 95

to 0'90 parts of coke (19 and 18 cwts. per ton) ouly being

necessary with blast heated to 700° and upwards by a

Whitwell stove, the heat carried out by the waste gases

being less than that brought in by the blast by an amount

equal to that which would otherwise have been generated

by the fuel saved. With ores other than Cleveland iron-

stone the same kind of result is obtained ; not only in

England and Wales, but also in France, Germany, Switzer-

land,' America, and elsewhere, the Siemens-Cowper and

Whitwell stoves have been extensively adopted on account

first of the saving of fuel effected by them, and secondly of

the greater regularity and efficiency in wocking.

On the other hand there is no doubt that increasing the height

of a furnace smelting calcined Cleveland ironstone fiora 43 to 80

feet causes a consiJeiable saving in fuel ; as shown in the previous

sectiou, the increased height acts partly by permitting the gases

to escape at a lower temperature, and partly by enabling the iVcl

to be burnt with the formation of a snuiller relative proportion of

carbon oxide and a larger one of carbon dioxide than is the case

with the smaller furnace. AVhen, however, a still greater height is

given to the furnace, a further saving in fuel and larger relative

production of carbon dioxide do not seem to occur, furnaces of 90

and 100 feet in height not exhibiting any marked advantages over

80-foot furnaces working under the same conditions, so far as con-

sumption of fuel is concerned. Even if Bell's views as regards the

non-apparent advantage of increasing the blast temperature above
500° C. with the furnaces smelting Cleveland ore experimented on
by hira be admitted to apply in all cases where this ore is used, it

does not follow that they are applicable to other furnaces smelting

different kinds of ore, nor does it follow that 80 feet in height is tlio

limit beyond which no visible saving is effected in all cases; thus

for instance with a furnace smelting (at Consett) a mixture of

Cleveland ore and lireraatite in such proportions that about half

the iron made came from each ore, a distinct saving of coke was
found to accompany the substitution ot Whitwell stoves giving

blast at about 720'' for iron stoves giving blast at about 450°
;

whereas with the less heated blast the coke consumption was 2275
cwts. per ton of iron, with the hotter blast it was only 18 cwts.,

the conditions, character of ore and flux used and pig produced,

&c., being pretty nearly the same, the furnace being 55 feet in

height in each case. Again, on rebuilding such a furnace (for the

purpose of using the same mixture of ores) to a height of about 70
feet, it was found that the increased dimensions, so far from pro-

ducin;^ the beneficial effects which such a change would have given
had Cleveland ore only been used, introduced such irregularities in

working that the height had to be reduced to the former amount,
55 feet or so. Similar results have also been found with furnaces

using Lancashire h.-ematite only ; thus a Barrow furnace built to

the height of 75 feet, and using Cowper stoves, worked so badly
that it was reduced to 61 feet, when it woiked well. Analogous
results were also obtained at Workington, a 70-foot furnace work-
ing much better when cut down to 55 feet ; in America also it hiis

been found that charcoal furnaces, increased materially above the

original height, worked irregularly until the height was reduced
again, when the working again became good. With easily reducible

Belgian ores furnaces of 50 to 60 feet in huight are found to give

the best results both as to quantity of iron run and as to economy
of fuel. On the other hand, an increase in height from 45 to 60
feet in furnaces smelting Staffordshire ores was found to cause au
average saving of upwards of 10 cwts. of coal per ton of iron (Plum,
Journal I. and S. Inst., 1871, ii. 227), whilst two furnaces at
Stanhope (T^ew Jersey) using magnetic ore, one 80 feet high and of

16,400 cubic feet capacity, the other 55 feet high and of 9200 cubic
feet capacity, differed by several cwts. in the amount of coal re-

quisite to produce a ton of pig, the difference being in favour of

the larger furnace ; similarly at Glendon, U.S., two furnaces, 72
and 50 feet in height and 11,900 and 4800 cubic feet capacity
respectively, differed by 3 to 4 cwts. of coal per ton of pig, the
taller furnace requiring the least fuel (F. Firmstone, Trans. Am.
Journ. Mininfj Enqin€€rs).

Wi*h charcoal furnaces smelting grey iron, increasing the blast
temperature from about 200° to 400° or 500° C. causes a marked
saving of fuel ; but the utiliry of heating the blast above 300' or
tven a somewhat lower limit for such furnaces when making white
Iron is rs^ariled by Tiinncr as extremely doubtful ; thus he st^itcs

{Journal l. cud S. I/ist., 1S73, 442) that charcoal furnaces at Neu-
berg which Used 23 to 24 cwts. of charcoal per ton of grey Bessemer-
pig (and only about 15A for white iron) when the blast was at 200%
only required 19 to 20 cwts. per ton of grey pig when the blast was
heated to 500°, representing a saving of some 4 cwts. per ton of
charcoal ; similarly at Heft the charcoal consumption was 20 cwts.
and upwards per ton of first class grey Bessemer pig with blast at
200°, and only 17 to 18 cwts. with blast at 350^ to 400" C, repre-
senting a saving of at least 2^ cwts. cf chaicoal per ton of pig.
Analogous results have aUo been recorded as obtained with Cariu-
thian furnaces, a saving of 25 to 30 per cent, in the charcoal used
accompanying the heating of the blast to 500" or 600' instead of

the much lower temperature formerly, employed ; similarly with
Swedish charcoal furnaces smelting bog ores, the use of hot blast at
350°jnstead of cold blast producing a saving iu fuel estimated jis

averaging one-third, or 33 per cent, of tlie larger amount, and
the employment of blast at 200° clfecting a saving of one-fifth, nr

20 per cent., with mountain ores {Jcrn-Kiniiorcts Aniialcr, 1859,

p. 273). Tlie niiich smaller coiisumjjtion of fuel m the Wrbna
charcoal furnaces and others using certain Austrian ores as com-
pared with English coke furnaces appears, from the results of
Tiinner, quoted in the last section, to be mainly due to the smaller
amount ol' slag produced, and the consequently diminished furnace
requirements, a portion of the diminution being due to the some-
what larger formation of carbon dioxide relatively to the carbon
oxide in the escaping gases ; with other ores producing more
cinder, the quantity of charcoal used per ton of iion run does not
seem to be materially less than the amount of coke employed with
English furnaces, so far as comparisons can bo instituted.

On the whole, the precise details as regards the dimen-
sions of furnace, temperature of blast, ttc, the use of which
will enable iron to be smelted from a given kind of ore

with a minimum expenditure of fuel, cannut always be
distinctly stated, the requisite data not existing : evi-

dently the data available for one class of ore and fuel

and iron produced are not applicable without material

correction to other classes.^ AU existing experience, how-
ever, goes to show that the blast furnace is an instrument

in which it is impossible completely to utilize the calorific

power of the fuel burnt. Owing to the nature of the com.
plex reactions regulating the resultant chemical changes

taking place in the furnace, a considerable proportion of

the fuel inevitably must escape as carbon oxide, and it is

nut practicable to restore to the furnace the whole of the

heat thus not utilized by employing the waste gases to heat

up the blast, although a portion of this heat may thus be

saved. Thus, in the case of average Cleveland ironstone,

the 3850 units of heat per unit of weight of pig requisite

for the various items of furnace consumption would be

obtained by the combustion of less than 0'5 part by weight

of carbon (representing 10 cwts. of carbon or less per tun

of pig, i.e.y about 10'5 cwts. of average coke per tun of pig),

could all the carbon be burnt to carbon dioxide ; whilst

for ores containing less earthy matter, and hence requiring

less flux and producing less cinder, considerably smaller

amounts would be required, in some cases not nior? than

7 or 8 cwts. per ton. In practice, even with the most

economical arrangements at present known, the consumption

of fuel is largely in excess of the minimum quantity thus

theoretically requisite, the coke used varying from 18 or

19 cwts. in the most favourable cases to 25 and even 30
cwts. per ton of pig under less economical conditions.

A portion of the excess of fuel thus burnt may be utilized

in generating steam by burning the wa^-te gases under the

boilers. Bell calculates that somewhat upwards of 1400

heat units per unit weight of pig iron were thus utilized

in the works serving as tlie chief basis of his inquiries.

* An instnictive essay by J. \VaIters on the best-known means of"

increasing the production of "blast furnaces without at the same time
inteKering with the quality of their products, discussing the dimensions

as reganU height, diameter of both size and throat, &c., and other

conditions best suited ibr certain classes of ores, is to he found in the

BevKe I'uiverselle, 1877, and in abstract in the Janmat I. and S. hist.,

1S77 {Foreign Hcpnrl), p. 125. Si-e also papers hy T. Whitwell
(Iron, 1878) *' On the Construction, Diiueusiuns, and Mauagemeut of

Blast Furnaces."
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the total amount of water required fur steam purposes

being 2-55 times the weight of the pig iron made (in-

cluding the steam used for blast engine, pumps, itc, and

allowing 15 per cent, for waste by priming, cleaning

boilers, ic), this water being raised to 100° in a hot well

(by the waste steam) and simply converted into steam at

45 lb pressure (non-condensing engines used). Adding

this to 3850, a total of 5-250 is obtained as heat actually

accounted for in smelting average Cleveland ore when the

steam power is obtained solely from waste gases as fuel,

representing consequently about foJS = O''^'"''^
P-'^'''^

°'

carbon, say 0-7 parts of coke, or 14 cwts. per ton. Hence

even when the consumption of coke is 18 cwts. per ton of

pig (belov/ which even with the most highly heated blast

continuous production never seems to have been effected,

whilst usually a considerably greater amount is used), a

large waste of heat through imperfect combustion below

the boilers, and radiation, &c., therefrom, is occasioned.

A fortiori the same argument applies to a Wast furnace

using raw coal, even when close-topped.

When compared with other Jnodes of burning fuel in

metallurgical operatioEO, &c., however, the blast furnace

does not seem to be so wasteful as many of these appliances
;

thus Griiner calculates the following values as approximately

the percentages utilized of the total heat capacity of the

fuel employed in various kinds of furnaces :

—

Air furnaces ; steel melted in crucibles 17
Reverberatory furnaces, ,, 2

Siemens's crucible furuace 3 to 3'5

,, glass furnace 5'5 ,,6
Well arranged Siemens and Ponsard's furnaces .... 15 ,, 20

Old cupola melting furnaces 29 j, 30

Modern ,, ,, ,
50 aud upwards.

Large blast furnaces for iron smelting (exclusive 1

of the heat obtained by combustion of the > 34 to 36

waste gases) )

The rate of j^irodnctioii in a blast furnace is, up to a

certain extent, variable with its dimensions ; but no well

marked correlative increase appears to have been effected

in the make of furnaces of considerably upwards of 15,000

or 20,000 cubic feet capacity above that of furnaces of these

dimensions. Tlie quality of the ore smelted also largely

afifects the rate, the furnace being of such dimensions as to

give the maximum saving of fuel practicable, and the least

crushing of the ore by its own weight, together with the

minimum tendency to scaffolding, slips, and other practical

inconveniences; thus, whilst from furnaces smelting Cum-
berland and North Lancashlrj hcematite an output of 600

and e^en 800 tons per week has • een accomplished, from

400 to 500 tons per week is th:; usual result with large

furnaces smelting clay ironstone, such as that of the

Cleveland district. Somewhat ."imaller yields than these

are obtainable from furnaces of less capacity.

Charcoal furnaces usually make more pig for a given amount of

cubic capacity tliau when coke, anthracite, or raw coal is employed
as fuel : thus, whilst some St)*rian charcoal furnaces have been ma'de

to produce for evei-y 1000 cubic feet capacity from 110 td 130 tons

weekly (the capacity being only 500 to 1200 cubic feet), and whilst

the Swedish and Norwegian and some American charcoal furnaces

ot 1000 to 3000 cubic feet capacity produce per 1000 cubic feet 50
to 70 tons weekly, the large English coke blast furnaces of 15,000
to 20,000 cubic feet and upwards usually produce only 15 to 30
tons weekly per 1000 cubic feet. Those of tlie coke, anthracite, and
coal burning furnaces of Europe and America of somewhat less

capacity than these largest sizes usually produce somewliat more
than 20 to 30 tons weekly per 1000 cubic feet ; but in many cases

this is done at the expenditure of a greater amount of fuel than that
enmloyed in the larger furnaces (i.e., after making allowance for the
difference in the amount of flux added, and cinder produced, &c. ).

This is not the case with the European charcoal furnaces, for in

Bome cf these the consumption of fuel is not greater, and in other
cases is notably less, per ton of iron made than in the largest Eng-
lish coke-employing lurnares, even after making these allowances.

In many American charcoal furnaces, however, notwithstanding
tliat a purer ore is smeltetl than that used in some of the European
charcoal furninvsi. the cousuBiptiOj of charcoal »ppears to be not-

ably higher, approaching 18 and 19 and even 20 cwts. of charcoal

per ton of iron instead of 15 to 17 cwts.; still, ad com)iared with

coke, these charcoal furnaces oidinarily consume a smaller amount
of fuel. According to Akermann the charcoal used in America is

usually very much more dense than that employed ih the Swedish

charcoal furnaces, so that a bushel sometimes represents some 30

per cent, more of weight of fuel. "With charcoal as fuel it does not

appear that an increased rate of driving the furnace (by putting on

more blast) necessarily causes an increase in the luel ronsumption
;

indeed, the opposite result has been observed in certain cases, at

least to a certain extent, the cause being the relatively smaller loss

of heat by radiation, kc, from the furnace. Foranv given furnace

and ore, kc, tnero is a pajticitlar rate of driving which gives the

minimum fuel consumption : a more rajud rate requires more fuel

because the gases have not time to eflect their full actiou ou the

ores, and less carbon dioxide is formed ; a slower rate causes more

loss by radiation, &c. , relatively to the output. Ui> to a certain

extent it is often advantageous to use a little e.\tra fuil, and increase

the rate of production beyond the rate that would correspond to

the minimum fuel consumption ; which is probably the reason why
in many instances the fuel employed per ton ot iron is somewhat

larger than that found to be requisite in other analogous cases,

where the rate of production is somewhat lower ; the exact point

at which the advantages of increased rate of production are countei--

balanccd by extra cost for fuel, and extra wear and tear, &c,

necessarily varies in each particular case.

Cold Blast as compared u-ith Bol.—lu Tcference to the employ-

ment of cold blast for the production of iron, the saring in fuel

occasioned by the use of heated air has been practically proved to

be so great that excepting for certain special brands of iron the use

ot hot blast has alnrost entirely superseded that of cold ; the evi-

dence in support of the alleged deterioration in quality thereby

caused is, however, not so conclusive as that in behalf of the economy

produced. With a cold blast the mass of fuel in front of the tuyerea

is visibly much less brightly incandescent than that in a hot blast

furnate, being comparatively black, indicating considerable local

refrigeration, and hence probably differences in the amount o(

silicon, sulphur, phosphorus, &c., reduced in the hearth; but

analyses of hot and cold blast pig irons ma>ie from the same ore do

not always show such marked dilferences as might be anticipated ;

opinions are in fact somewhat divided even at the present d.ay on

this point, but such of these opinions as admit of being checked

by figures usually incline to the non-existence of anym.ateiial differ-

ence between the English pig irons jiroduced from a given ore, flux,

and fuel by cold and hot blast respectively. Ou the other hand, it

w.as for many years after Neilson's patent was taken out a matter of

belief, especially in Wales, that the increased impurity of the jiig

made with hot blast necessitated so much more labour and expendi-

ture of fuel in puddling, to give a wrought iron equally good with

that made by cold blast, as to render the actual saving doubtful

;

whilst with certain Swedish charcoal irons of the highest brands, e. g. ,

Dannemora iron from magnetite, cold blast is still adopted on the

ground that experience has shown a marked deterioration in the

character of the iron produced when the blast was heated. 'With

other similar Swedish and Norwegian brands, on the other hand, a

heated blast is in use, it being considered that no perceptible

deterioration in quality is thereby occasioned ; this remark equally

applies to the Styrian and Carinthian furnaces employing Eisenerz

and Lolling spathic ores, and to those at Fullonica where the Elba

specular ore is smelted ; Tunner states that the use of hot blast for

Eisenerz charcoal iron production in nrf way necessarily produces

any deterioration in quality ; and Bell is of the same opinion so far

as English irons made with hot blast up to 500° C. are concei-ned.

In many cases the superiority of cold blast over hot blast iron alleged

to exist, as shown by chemical analyses, and njore especially by

mechanical tests, is really due to the fact that the ores used for the

two are not identical, the cold blast metal being made from a purer

qu.aUty. In fact, the notion that eold blast iron is vastly superior

to hot seems to have.been originally to a considerable extent the result

of a trade manceuvre ; thus the ironstone of the Scotch coal-fields

near Glasgow being of a refractory nature required the consumption

of a much larger amount of fuel with cold blast than did tho more

easily reducible South "Wales ores;, but with hot blast a much
greater saving in fuel was ]>roduced with the Scotch than with the

Welsh ore ; as early as 1834 Dufrenoy (director-general of mines,

France) specially investigated the relative adv.antage3 of hot and cold

blast with those two ores, and found that, whilst with the Scotch

ore the saving produced at the Clyde works by heating the blast to

about 320° by an expenditure of 8 cwts. of coal poi ton of iron was

(after allowing for this 8 cwts , and taking into accouut the coal used

for the blowing engines) equivalent on the whole to r diminution

ot coal consumed from 153 to 59 cwts. of coal per ton of iron,' oi

' Dr Clark read before the Royal Society of Edinburgh in 1835 a

paper " On the Applicatron of the Hot Blast in the Manufacture of

Iron," in which he stated that at the Clyde works, prior to the end of

1S29, the average consumption of coke (45 parts ^' which were
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from 7'o5 to 295 ptr imit of |'i_^ iioQ maJp, the saving wiih the

^\'elsll crc similnily ivprrbentcU a reducliou in conaumption at the

Plymouth Works, Mcitliyr TyJvil, of from 53 to 36 cuts., oi-*from

2-65 to 1-80 per unit of pig irou ; so tiiat if tlio Scotcli iron n;nstcr

could compete on equal terms with llic WL-I>h one when cold blast

was used, he would have a decidt-d ndvantogi' over the latter when

h(/t bhiht was em[)loyed. Accotdingiy it became a matter of advan-

tage to the Welsh smelter In .U-cry hot blast nietiil, because its

manufacture gave him less profit relatively to smelters in other dis-

tricts than tliat of cold blast metal.

Even at this early period, conscqui-ntly, it was manifest that the

ndvanlages derived from a given modification of pjnnt and processes

nttrtinabic with one class of ore were not ucccsiarily jiroducilde with

aiiotlii-r class ; Dufrenoy found that the furnaci:'* of La Guerchc,

smelting an imjiu-rc ore containing 42 percent, of iron, derived little

or no bcnelit by ihc substitution of hot air for cold ; the fuel used

in each, case amounted to bomo 25 cwts. per ton, and the only dis-

cernible advantage derived from the hot Idast was that the resulting

iron became ;,'rev instead of white, doubtless from tho higher tfm-

jjerature of the isb-uing pig enabling the graphite to separate more

readily whilst .cooling and solidifying. Iron masters, howevei',

have often failed to approcint'? tlie truth of the proposition that what

i'S advantageous fur one ore n.ay not necessarily be so for another
;

and in coiisequouce very dilforent estimates of the value of new pro-

cess i;s and iniprovemeuts have frequi-ntly been made, some condemn-
ing them wlioUy, because under tlie cirounistiinces of theu' owu
particular experience no remarkable advantages accrued ; others

ivgarding them as universally beneficial, because under the different

conditions of their experience a distinct advantage was gained. Tlio

early history of the Bessemer process for producing malleable irnn

and semi-steel direct from pig by decarbonizing it by blowing air

through it affords a good illustration of this point, the process being

at first considered by some a complete success, and universally appli-

cable, good metal having been made by thenr from certain kinds of

pig iron (naturally almost free from sulphur and phosphorus)
;

whilst others regarded it as a failure because the less pure pig

experimented on by them yielded only aji inferior product

V. Conversion of Cast Ikon into Malleable Iron
AND Steel by Decakdonization.

22. Production of ^^ MuUcnble Cast Iron/'^lt has been

known for upwards of a century and a half that when
articles of cast iron of not too great thickness are imbedded
111 powdered iron oxide (a pure red hematite as free as

l>ossible from earthy matters, smithy scales, or some

obtained from 100 of raw coal) was equivalent to 8 tons IJ cwt. per
ton of pi^' (8 "06 per unit of pig iron) when cold blast was used; in

1830, wliea hot blast was used with the same coke as fuel, the con-

fcumptiou was reduced to an amount equivalent to 5 tons 3^ cwt.^. {5 "16

per unit of pig); and in 1833, when a hotter blast ami actual raw coal

were employed, the consumption was only 2 tons 5^ c\vts. per tou of pijj

(2"2G per unit of pig), this being exclusive of 8 cwts. of coal used in

iieatingup the blast, making' a total of 2 tons 13^ cwts. (2'66 per unit

of pig),—tigvn'es substantially l!ie ianie as those of Dufrenoy, represent-

ing a reduction in fuel cousuuiptiou nearly in the ratio of one to three

parts of Scotch coal used (as coke) with cold blast and Scotch ore.

Much the same figures have also been given by Mushet: thus ho states

that in 17^7 wit'i cold blast ih'' consumption of coal at the Clyde
works was 7 toiia 3 cwts. per ton of pig (715 per unit), whereas in

183!) with hot blast it was only 2 tous 3,^ cwts. (2*175 per unit). On
the other h.md during the course of a lawsuit entered upon by Neilson
to eiilorce his patent rights, attempts were made to show that the
alleged saving iu fuel due to the hot blast was really owing to other
rraise.^; and subsequently similar views have been urged, perhaps with
nut wholly di:>iutcre.^ted motives; thus Tiiiran states in his work that
at Dowlais the cual consumption per tou of irou was reduced to the
foUowmg extent between 1791 and 1331 by improvements other than
the u^e of h'>t bla>t. cold blast being used throughout, with the follow-
in:; consumpliiiu per tou of iron :

—

1
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•ever, the heating is continued for some time after the ^hole of the

carbon onijinally ]ircs--'iit has heen removt^, the articles becon*.e

brittli.', owing to the lormation of oxide of iron disseminated through

the mass, just as copper, bronze, and analogous substances are

n-ndered brittlf through a similar cause. This circumstance,

together wirli tlu- known chaiatt-T of the chemical actions of csrbon

dioxidu on iron and carbon at a red heat, indicates the natui-o of the

processes taking i>hire during llio ik-carbonization • the fciric uxide

and the b'-at'-d air in contact uith it Jii^t oxidize the carbon iu the

outtrmost film to carbon dio\i'le ; tliis then passes iii\vard> by the

process of "occlusion" (gradunl solution of gnses in solids), and
rea-^ts upon the caibon of the next layers in accordance with the

eqnntinii

CO2 + C-2CO,

the carbon oxide tlius foiraed fust bceoniing dissolved in the iron,

arid subsequently when the iron is saturated therewith gi"adually

diliiising outwaids, becoming converted into carbon dioxide as soon

as it conies in contact uith either the ferri.- oxide of the packing or

the partially oxidized iron ot the outer fiin*, which, when free from
rarbon, reacts on the cnrbon dioxide, thus

2/C0„ + rFu = Fe,0^ + yCO.

In the outermost layers, accordingly, there is always a tendency to

iho formation of iron oxide in virtue of this reaction, and siniul-

tJineoiisIy a tendency to the reduction of this oxide by the agency of

the carbon oxide wliich is being formed in the interior layers and
travelling outwards ; as long as this latter action keeps the former
in chfck, tlu* accumulation of iton oxidt* in the outer layers does not
take place to surh an extent as to deteriorate materially the tenacity

of the ntalleablc iion skin ; but, when the carbon of the core has been
SI coinplftely jomoved that tlie supply of carbon oxide from the
interior almost ce::ses, the fnrmation and accumulation of iron oxide
ir> the outer layers goes on, rendering them more or less brittle. In
the innr-r l.tyers tlie reniovn! of carbon by the penetration of the dis-

solved carbon ilio\ivle ami its reaction on the carbon is tontinually
progrcssin;;, the decarbonization gradually creeping inwards, as it

were, until linilly the intn-rninst ci-utral part becomes decarbonized
also. The ntm-removal of siliron. sulphur, and phosphorus during
the process is due siniuly to the fact that these elements are not
acted upon by tlie occluded carLton dioxide as the carbon is, and
consetpiejitly not being oxidi/ed cannot be eliminated. The iron

Dxide uscil becomes partially reduced during the operation ; in order
to make it fit for use over again, it i'< moistened wilh a solution
-of sal-ammoniac and exposed to the air in order to rust and so re-

o\idize it. The whol- juocess is in efTect an exact inversion of the
I hemical changes taking place during the manufacture of blister

^teel from malleable iron by the process of cementation (sec g 32),
.;nd differs from the ordinary puddling method for the punfication
ff cast iron in this salient respect that in the latter case the for-

^mation of oxide of iron by the effect of heated air, and its direct
I ddition in the form of ** fettling," give rise to the production of
1 fluxed mass, in which is incorporated a notably larger amount of

xide of iron, which reacts on the carbon, sulf.hur, silicon, and
phosphorus, oxidizing them and converting them into products
which arc either gaseous and escape {carbon and sulphur dioxides),
or are uon-raetallic and fusible, and hence, separate from the iron as
3 fuwd slag or cinder.

23. 7?;;/f/u'»7, Fining^ and Puddling of Cast Iron.—In
order to convert large masses of pig iron into wrought
iron, a large variety of methods have been and to some
extent are Etill employed, differing from one another in

certain details ; they may, however, be classified under two
chief heids, viz., those in which the iron is more or less

completely fluxed by lieat in contact with the solid fuel

used, by means of a blast of air on much the same principle

as an ordinary smith's forge, and those in which the treat-

ment of the iron is effected in a chamber separate from
that in which tGe fuel is burnt when solid fuel is eraploved,
or in which gaseous fuel ia used in the first instance.

Charcoal Finerf/.—Vdov io the invention of puddling,
the conversion of c^st -into wrought iron was uniformly
effected by a process which, though differing markedly in
certain details in different countries, yet in all cases essen-
tially consisted of exposure to an oxidizing atmosphere and
agitntion until practically all the carbon and silicon, itc,
la removed. As the iron becomes purer its fusibility lessens,
BO that ultimately it collects into pasty semi-solid masses
which when united together form a "ball," which is taken
out and forged into a "bloom."
Of the different .';inds of finen,- in use some fourteen principal

modifications have been enumerated by Tunner, divisible into the

three classes of " Einnialschmelzerci ' {single fnsion process).
*^' Wallonschmiede " {"Walloon process), and " Aufbrechschmiede

"

or " Deutschcschmiede" (breaking up process, or German proeess).

Of these most have been virtually out of date for years past ; a few,

however, are still in use, but like the puddling process are rapidly
giving way to modern soft steel or ingot ircn making processes, the
use ot malleable weld iron bting on the whole rapidly decreasing,
at least relatively to that of '* steel " and fused iron. A ^ngic
illustration of one of tlic^e processes (termed by Tinnier ihe Englitli
Walloon process) will suflice : as earrit-d out in Sweden in what
is somewhat inapprojirintely ternit-d tlie Lancasjiire hrartk, this
differs slightly from the method as used in South "ft' ales, the cliiff

ditfcren''e being that in the former case the pigs are melted down
and tlie whole operation linislied in the same lurnace (saving that
the rough blooms produced are reheated in a second furnace for

furth' r hammering), whilst in the latter the pig is melted in a

separate hearth, in fact is passed through a sort ot ''running out''

fire or refinery before it reaehes the finery proper ; the bed of this

latter is " brasoued " or lined with charcoal powder moistened oi;d

rammed in, and so forcibly compressed. The tuyeres are dir:ct; 1

downwards, so that the blast impinges more or less directly u] c-..

the fused metah The effect of the blast upon the metal broken uj:

and stirred amongst charcoal heaped over it isgiadually to eansi.

the formation of iron oxide and silica, with oxidation of the carbon
and other impurities, so that finally the metal used becomes changt<i

into two separate substances, viz., a pasty mass of spongy residual

purified metal, and a bath of fluid cinder mainly composed of 'fer-

rous silicate ; the former is ultimately rcTnoved as a ball and
hammered into rough slabs, and finally after reheating forged into
bars, kc; in the production of ** charcoal ])Iates'' (for tinplate
making), the first rough forged slabs are cut into pieces tcrnnd
"stamps," which are then reheated in a reheating furnace term* li

a "hollow fire " on a mass of the same kind of metal forged into a

shovel shape, the blades of the shovel and the mass of stamps pileil

on it being then forged into a slab, which is vinually a much
bigger blade , this is doubled upon itself to ensure equality of the
two sides, welded, cut olf from the shank, and rolled into bars and
plates, kc. In Sweden the metal is usually forged bv hammering
throughout and not rolled at all. For inferior iron plates this j-rc-

eess has been used wilh the substitution of coke for eliarcoal an<l

of less pure pig for the better qualities used for the finer plates ; but
puddled iron has for the most part long sunerseded tliat made in a
coke-fired finery for general purposes.

The following analyses illustrate the character of Swedish ircns
produced in the charcoal finery :

—
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from Bolley's TeclDiohgi/), on wliich the fuel (coke or cliar-

•coal) is piled, the combustion being urged by a blast of air,

wWch also par-

tially oxidizes the

iron, both as it

melts and sub-

sequently ; the

molten mass
when the opera-

tion is complete

is either run out

into moulds,

chilled by throw-

ing water on to Fio. 31.—Plan of fig. 30.

it (the solidified upper surface being removed as a rough

icake), or tapped into a separate similar open furnace or

into a puddling furnace, in which the conversion into

malleable iron is finished.

The effect of this first treatment is materially to reduce

the percentage of total carbon, and almost entirely to

jremove the silicon present, the latter forming a slag with

^he oxidized iron together with, more or less of the ash of

the fuel ; when the metal from the refinery is cast, it soli-

dities as " white iron " destitute or nearly so of graphi-

toidal carbon. Sometimes the removal of carbon and

ailioon is accelerated by adding to the fluxing pig mill

scales or other tolerably pure readily fusible iron oxide; lime

is also sometimes added, with the intention of either parti-

Ally removing sulphur present in the pig or preventing its

•jfurther absorption from the fuel.

A modification of the refinery has been introduced by Parry

specially applicable to the direct treatment of the molten mcfal from

tho tlast furnace ; the molten pig being tapped straight into the

refinery hearth, a jet of superheated steam is made to play upon its

surface (the temperature being maintained by an air blait in addi-

1;iou) ; the oxidation of the iron is then rapidly effected, with evolu-

tion of hydrogen from the decomposition of the steam ; in this way
a notable saving in fuel is said to be effected. In South Wales a

coke refinery lias been largely employed to partially purify the iron

subsequently finished in aii ordinary puddling furnace ; this refinery

i>r runniiifj-out Jirc is a rectangular hearth with two or more tuyeres

delivering blast slanting-wise downwards upon the surface of the

fused metal, which is simply introduced as pig piled up on the hearth

alternately with layers of cohe, melted down, and kept fused with

the blast playing on its surface for some time. Owing to the partial

removal of silicon, kc, in this preWous treatment, the subsequent

jiuddling develops less cinder, and accordingly is sometimes distin-

.^uished as dry puddling ; whilst puddling proper {consisting of the

lusion in a more or less modified Cort's furnace of the pig, and its

.complete treatment therein at one operation) is spoken o^ us pirf'

'boiling, the term "boiling" being derived from tho rapid etfer-

wescent evolution of carbon oxide from the fused mass at a certain

^tage, when the iron oxide reacts vigorously on the dissolved

carbon.
The following analyses by KoclioU illustrate tho changes pro-

duced during tho refining of Bowling cold blast pig :

—
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Tarry has proposed after puddling in the ordinary way to recar-

Qwuize'tUe iron by melting it along with coke and a little lime, kc.

\to avoid sulphuration as much as possiWe), in a cupola furnace, and

then to puddle a second time ; the phosphorus being considered by

him to be reduced in each puddling operation to about one-fifth of

the original amount, the double puddling would convert even a

moderately pbosphorized pig into a tolci-ably pure bar iron. Very

£ood iron has thus been uiado from highly phosphori<:eJ pig on a

moderately large scale (some 80 tons).

Appliances for Puddling. Tlie Puddling Forge.—The
puddling furnace introduced by Cort in 1784 differs from

those ill use at the present day only in one essential par

licular, viz., that whereas Cort used a bed of sand on which

to run the metil fused previously in a running-out fireplace,

-the modern furnace as improved by Rogers some half century

ago has a bed of iron plates cooled by air spaces underneath

and covered with roasted scrap iron or with " bulldog,"

on to which the metal is heaped, having been previously

refined or not according as the dry puddling or pig boiling

process is used. The substitution of iron bottoms and a

firm bed for the loose sand effects a great saving in iron

through the formation of much less silicious cinder, and
0. great saving in time on account of repairs to the bed

being much less frequently required ; moreover, a much
greater degree of purification from phosphorus is at the

same time brought about.

Fig. 32 represents the general arrangement of a puddling furnace
;

a is the charging door for the fuel, d the bridge with an air course to

cool it, c the bed supported on iron plates with air courses under
thera, / the exit flue leading to the chimney stack, which is sur-

mounted with a damper k worked by a chain i from within the shed
in which the forge is placed ; 6 is the ashpit, g the sing-hole, and e

Fig. 32.— Puddling Furnace.

the working door suspended by a cnani from .t lever with a connter-

ftoise attached h, resting on the front side of the furnace roof. A
arge number of patterns of puddling furnaces differing one from
the other in details have been constructed by various inventors ; the

limits of the present article as to length forbid that these should
be minutely discussed.

Instead of using solid coal or coke as fuel for the puddling forge,

gr\3 is equally ap[ilicablp, t.c,, such as is described in § 10. In
order to apply at will an oxidizing or a reducing ntmosphere, it

is only requisite to regulate the snpply of air {usually hot blast)

to the rcverberatory fumade in which the gas is used. In Silesia

gas puddling furnaces have been long in use, consisting of producers
in which coal is burnt by means of a number of small jets of air

forced in at the bnse of a square brick chamber some 5 feet in
height, the top of the chamber being level with the bridge of an
ordinary re verbera tory furnace, the producer taking the place of the
firegrate. In this way a mixture of nitrogen and carbon oxide with
more or less hydrogen and carburetted hydrogens from the distilla-

tion of the coal results, the combustion of which in the reverberatory
is.effected by blowing a series of jets of heated air from a row of
.tuyeres arranged horizontaUy, or from a long narrow horizontal Blit-

shaped tuyere, across the issuing gases so as to form soDething
Uke a gigantic blow-pipe, or series of parallel biow-pipe flames,
which are somewhat inclined downwards so as to impinge on the
substances in thp bed of the furnace. Similar arrangements have
been adopted elsewhere ; thus in Cannthia gas-fired puddling
furnaces are in use where wood is the fuel, the producer and fumace
proper adjoining one another, and the combustion of the gas being
compK'tcd in the furnace by a jet of blast from a tuyere inclining
somewhat downwards

; the blast is moderately heated by bting made
to circulate through flues uuder the furnace bed, thus also cooling
the brickwork

; the jugs to be puddled are previously heated up to
near their fusing poiut by the waste gxses from a previous operation,
being placed in a chamber just beyond the hearth. The waste gases
have also been emjjioycd to heat the air blast by placing a pistol-

piprt or other equivalent kind of slove between the furnace and the
chimney. Several furnaces for thus uliliinng the waste heat have
been introduced, in England in particular ; J. Head describes

uuder the name of the *'Xewport furnace " a somewhat analogous
arrangement, a dry steam jet being used in connexion with the air

blast ; a great diminution in consumption of fuel is thus said to be
produced [Jownial I. and S. Inst., 1872, p. 220).

The Siemens regenerative fumace as applied to puddling consists
essentially of a tiirnace fired by the gases from a Siemens gas
producer heated (along with the air requisite to" burn them) by
means of Siemens regenerators (g 10). The chief difference between
this form of furnace, represented by fig. 33, and the Carinthian

Fia. 33.—Siemens Regenerative Puddling Furnace.

gas furnaces is that the flame does not enter at one end and issue

at the olher, but leaves the furnace at the same end as that at

which it enters, circulating in the fumace, and thereby leaving

the other end free for access by means of an ordinary door. Accord-
ing to Siemens the loss of weight between pig and puddled bar did
not exceed 2 per cent, on an average of six jnonths' continuous
working, whilst the consumption of coal (including the reheating

furnace) was 30 cwts. 3 qrs. 8 lb per ton ofJinishid urire rod (3 cwts.

of. ordinary fettling being u^^ed per ton of iron). Modifications of

the Siemens furnace have been adopted in various iron-works differ-

ing more or less in detail, but not greatly in general principle ; thus
the Ponsard fumace (§ 40) and the Swindell furnace mainly differ

in having the producer placed close to. the furnace so that the
gases are used directly without pav^ing through the regenerators,

which are only UFed to heat the air. The total fuel used in a

Swindell puddling fumace in a large American works on a four

mouths' average was 2024| lb of slark per ton of yield in iron
(2*^40 lb), or 0'904 per unit of iron ; the furnace, however, was not at

work at night, so that a greater consumption of fuel was occasioned

than would have been with double shifts of workmen. Kosmann
has made a careful comparison {Prcussicher Zcitschr.f. Berg-, ffiUten-,

und Salincntccsen, 1S70, l-iS) between the effects and relative

economy of puddling in the ordinary manner and in a Siemens
regenerative gns puddling fumace, arriving at the conclusion that

the latter is prcfcr.ible in all cases where an extremely high heat is

required, ana where the fuel is of bad quality and uusuited for use

in the ordinary way, or when a fixed temperature and particular

constant quality of flame are required for any length of time. If,

however, these conditions are not required, there is little ad-

vantage in the Siemens fumace over the ordinary one, whilst

the latter admits of waste heat being utilised for heating boilers,

kc. The waste of iron is nearly equal in the two cases, the ordi-

nary fumace being slightly at a disadvantage ; thus the cinder

contained

XIIL — 41
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pig, fettling, and slag mechanically ; Bessemer proposed

to employ an ovoid oscillating chamber fired by flame pass-

ing in through a hollow trunnion on one side and escap-

ing similarly on the other side, whilst Oestlund (of Sweden)

invented a rotating globular vessel into which the flame

was directed from the front. Practically none of these

machines ever came much into use. A considerable

meastire of success, however, has attended the improved

form of rotary puddling furnace invented by Danks of

Cincinnati, and represented in tag. 37.

The fuel 13 burnt in an ordinary fireplace, a blast B being

admitted under the bars and another over them A, level with

the firing hole, so that by regulating the two streams of air the

Rtmosphere can be kept reducing or oxidizing at will. A circular

rhftmber or drum C is supported on mn-ssive friction rollers and

arranged so that its axis is about level with the top of the budge;

at the other end is a movable terminal shaped like the frusturo of

a cone D, supported by chains or rods from a crane so that it can

be swuD^ oo on© aide if retiuired, thus serving as a door i this is

connected by a lateral tube with the flue ; a small orifico E closed

by a btopper allows the iutcrior of the fuiimc.' to be vu-wcd whin
at work. The mo^iible end being swung on one sidi- and the blast

turned off, the pigs are introduced tvt the end, mid ilie teiminal

repriced ; on tuvuinf^ ou the blast ai)d causing ihe drum to rotate

slowly tho pig is melted and incorporated with llic fettling, ic, by

tlie rotation; motion is couiuuiuieaU'd hy ummus of a large extcniaL

cog wliecl Fgciring into ;t jnuiun. Tlnou^h a small cinder hole G
the fluid slag is drawn oil", 'i'he m.iin diHi. uliy experienced by
pi-evious inventors was to obtain a fnvnace lining that would Inst

tor any length of time, sili'-ious bricks and analogous substances

being used by theni ; tins ilitticulty was overcome by Danks in tlio

following way. The iron Rxternal drum is cased inside with fire-

brick, or preferably acpnieut mmpnsed of crushed ore and lime ; a.

fiisible imii ore such as hamnwr sing or mill scale is then introtiured

and melted down, the drum being slowly rotated; the rotation being
stopped, the melted mass rnllects as a pool at the lowest level

;

large irregular lumps of an infusible ore (Ameiican iron mountain
ore in preference, or fttarbella lumps when this is not attainable) are

then Ihiowninto the pool ; the cooling effect of these soon sets tlie

liquid mass, which thm acts as a cement, binding the lumps to

the lining. This operation is repeated several times, so that finally

Fjq. 37.—Danks Rotary Puddling Furnace.

the whole inside is Uned, the pool being formed in a new place each
tirae. The performance of the Danks puddler was very fully in-

vestigated a few years ago by a special commission of the Iron and
Steel Institute, whose various reports are given in the Journal of
ike 1. and S. Inst, for 1872(seealso ibid., 1871, i. 258); the general
results of the experiments being that the production from the
rotator is several times that from a hand furnace using the same
pig, and that a larger yield of iron i» v-btained. more being in fact

taken out of the furnace than is put in as pig, tlie surplus arising

from the reduction of the fettling; moreover, with suitable fettling

the quality of iron produced is always at least equal to that yielded
by the hand furnace, ami is usually much superior owing to the more
complete elimination of phosphorus due to the less '* acid'' naturo
of the slag ; the consumption of fuel per ton of iron made is much
about the same, but usually somewhat less with the rotator than
with the hand furnace; thus whilst something like 2H cwts. of pig
were required to give a ton of wTought iron by the hand process,

slightly less than l8| sufficed with the Danks furnace ; i.e., 100
parts of wrought iron were obtained from 107 '5 and from 93 'S parts

of pig in the two processes respectively. It is to be noticed, how-
ever, that further practical experience has not altogether confirmed
the results of the commission, and that so far as England is con-
cerned the advantages derived from mfcchaoical fuddling by the

Danks machine (and also by oioers subsequently introduced) have
not proved as great in actual practice as the success of the machir.e

in America at first seemed to indicate would be the case ia other

countries.

In order to avoid the damage done to the lining by introducing

solid pigs, "Wood proposes to granulate the iron by means of a

machine somewhat analogous to his slag granulator (§ 17), "Whilst

fusion of the pigs in a separate furnace or cupola has also been
often employed, the molten metal being then tapped into the rotary

puddler.

A large number of modiBcations of Danks's furnace and many
other more or less analogous rotating arrangements for puddling

have been subsequently constructed by various inventors; thus

"Williams (PittsbiPTg, United States) makes the rotating chamber of

the Danks fiirnace to be separated from the combustion chamber
a little way, the flame being led in through a movable flue analo-

gous to that at the chimney end, so that access to both ends of the

rotator is possible. ^ Amongst other rotating puddling furnaces may
be noticed the following.

Seller's Furnace.—In this arrangement the flame does not pass

through the chamber to the chimney, but turns back on itself a*

' See /rojt, vol. x. p. 456, 1877, from the Metallurgical Reviev;.
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in tne Siemena puddling furnace (fig. 33). The far end is cooled

by water or stt-ani ; tho fuel employed is gaseous, the generator

being iramediattly in front of the lurnace ; mechanical arrange-

ments of special character are also applied for the jmrpose of charging

and dibchai^'ing llic furnaces. Tlie routing chamber rests on friction

wheels wliicli are niadu to turn by an engine instead of having an

external cog wh.-el affixed to the drum itself as in Danks's machine.

For drawings of the machine and further details see Iron, voL x,

p. 738.
,

Spoicer s rotating furnace (fig. 38) is shaped like a rhombus

reversing on a horizontal axis, supported at the end by disks per-

pendicular to the axis of rotation ; the transverse vertical section is

square, two sides being parallel to the axis, the other two, though

parallel to each other, being pitched slightly diagonal, so that in

revolving a throw is communicated to the charge from bridge to

tiue during one half of the revolution, and vied versa during the

other half. The Hat sides allow the rotator to be readily fettled
;

they are made of tronghs tilled with molten tap cinder, the ends

being made up of bricks also of cast tap cinder, the whole put

tof^ethcr and cemented with molten tap; in one side is the door

for removing the ball when it has come to nature. The pig is

melted m a cupoia Defore running in ; in about five minutes the
boil commences, and it lasts about ten minutes, the operation being

finished in other ten, when the ball is extracted, and quickly re-

moved on a bogie to. the hammer and rolls.

Crampton's furnace has a similar construction, with the addi-

tional modificaiion that the flame is produced by coal dust and air

(§ 10) instead of solid fuel (fig. 39). A is thp icvohing chamber
supported on friction rollers C, C ; B is the refractory lining, and D
a movable flue piece, supported upon a pivot D' so as to wheel round
when required into the position indicated by the dotted lines ; it

is kept in place against the furnace by the screws d, d when the

operation is prsceeding. By means of the injecting pipe G a jet

of mixed air and small coal is blown into the furnace ; this pipe ia

adjustable so that the flame can be directed into the furnace in

diti'erent ways as required ; when a number of furnaces are worked
together from one central air and coal reservoir, each one is fed by a

pipe G' radiating from the reservoir. By means of little doore fj
dilferent parts of the opening F in the flue piece through which the

jet enters can be closed at will. A water jacket sun'ounds the

rotator fed through the two-way cock H with a stream of water cir-

culating as indicated by the arrows entering by the pipe I, and
passing through the jacket JJKLL to the exit pipe N, after which
it passes to the flue piece D (by means of a flexible tube), and there

circulates through another analogous jacket, finally emerging by a

pipe and running into a chamber d' at the base of the pivot and

Spencer's Kevohing Puddling Furnace, I. Plan on line A E.

-thence to the drain. The wearing joints O, O of the furnace and
-flue which rub together are iron rings, directly in cooiact with the
water (forming the ends of the jackets); those are renewable when
re<juired. In fettling the furnace either oxide of Iron bricks moulded
to fit the furnace are built in and then baked in situ, and fettled in

much tha same way as Danks's furnace (viz. , melting fusible ores or

cindfer, and throwing in irregularlumps of ore, splashing the cinder

over the far end in ^o doing bo as to cover it); or hammer slag, &c.,

13 molted on the bar^ iron casmg, and lumps of ore are thrown into

the fused aubstanci so as to he thereby cemented to the casing; or

a thin firebrick lining maybe built in and the fettling then put on.

Owing to the c«iolin;; ictiou of the water-jacket when the furnace is

m use, the bn.-ks are never melted down, and even a fluid cinder

applied directly to the iron plates in the first instance without bri'.ks

of any kind is jompletcly prevented from fluxing ; in the same way
the far end gets -ipontanouusly fettled by the consolidation of the

cinder splashed dt^utn^t it. According to Crampton's description

of the furnace \froin wUiili the abov.; iccount is abrid^jed—.7;i(rTui/

/. andS. /list., 187*, 3S4). in puddling 1 JO ..-wts. of pig HTJ cwts. of

hainniered iron were uhimately pi-xluccd, with an expenditure of 70

cwts. o( coal, t,«., tthe -wrought iron w-as 113*5 per cent of the pig
used, and the coal employed was 47 3 per cent, of the wrought iron

made (or 9 '46 cwts. pur ton}; in another case, with smaller charges,

the coal consumption was701 per cent of the wrought iron (1402
fiwta. ner ton), which amounted to 11 i 5 of the pig used. Pig

contaming nearly one per cent, of phosphorus yielded wrought iron

containing only traces.

Howson and Thomas's Rotanj Machine.—The cnanioer is raaue n^j

of two cones of wrought iron fixed base to base, lined with bricks

made of fornc oxide and previously well-baked, ilnicnite or haema-
tite or any refractory ore bt-ing suitable. The fii'eplace communi-
cates with an annular space surrounding the neck of the chambei
nearest to it by a tube, so that any air which would otherwise he
drawn in by the draught at the opening between the grate bridge
and revolver is drawn over to the fiie and not into the chamber.
lu order to witbdiaw the ball, and introduce a new charge, the

revolver is mounted on a carriage (supporting the fricti>.n rollers), so

that by running the carnage backwards or forwards, in a direction

perpendicular to the axis, access is had to the interior through the
ends, or the chamber is again put into position.

Rilcy arid Ben/cy s Furnace. —This furnace has a howl-shaped
bed which revolves on a vertical axis by machinery, the sides and
roof being fixed ; when the pig is iDtrodnced and melted down, the
workman inserts his rabble at the working door, and has simply to

bold il in position to stir up the molten mass, this being facilitated

by a projecting stud beius fixed to the rabble and fitting into a
cavity in the doorplate. A^'Tien the metal begins to come to nature,

it is worked with adiflferently shaped tool something like a plough-
share in shape ; this, being pressed against the bottom, causes the

plastic mass to roU over the plough like a small cascade ; finally the
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jron is balled up, the quantity worked at once being sufRuient to

form several balls. Ehrenu-e'rth's and AUajnc's furnaces are very

similar in construction and mode of use ; in the latter the axis is

hollow, containing a water pipe by means of which jets uf wat^r are

made to play on the under smface of the upper bottom {the bottom

beinc double), the water flowing away again through the hollow

ghaft*; in a later modification, a mechanical rabble capable of

rotary or reciprocating motion is also attached.

Pernot Fuddling Furnace.—This furnace essentially differs from

the preceding ones only in that, while the rerolving hearth rotates

on an axis not perfectly vertical (as also previously used by Maudes-

lev), the axis is mounted on a caivta^e, so that whcu required for

repairs the whole hearth cau be withdrawn. Fig. 62 represeuts tlie

furnace with this moditiiatiou that, instead of an oidiuary tireplnce

being employed, a Siemens regenerator and Siemens gas producer

are used in connexion with the rernot hearth, the an angcmeut being

intended for Rteei melting by the Sicniens-Maitin process ratlier

than for puddling (see § 40). According to Peliu {Jourtu I. and

S. liLsL, 1874, 143} the fuel consumption with the Pernot hearth as

compared with the ordinary puddling furnace is considerably less

(the fuel being burnt in the same kind of tireplnce iji each case),

whilst the loss iu puddling is also less ; thus per unit of wrought

Fio 39.—Crampton*2 Revolving Puddling Furnace—Cross Section and Sectional Pla

Ordinary Fumncc
lOSOtr. 1 070

1-770

1 120 10 I 160
1170

iron the following figures were obtained during the puddling

of neaily 300 tons of fine iron and 50 tons of ordinary iron (leaving

out of account the saving of labour) :—

Pernot fTcarth.

_. ^. fPiffnsed = 1 0?1
^'"«P'K3 ICoa: ., == 1-279

( Pic = 1 OG'i
OrJinary Pigs

-^Coal
" = 726

Further experience has confirmed these results to a consider-

able extent ; thus the results of a year's working at Ougree in-

dicates that a yield of 1 part of puddle bars is obtained with a

consumption of between 109 and I'lO of the white Ougiee pig

and 075 to 0'80 parts of coal, or 04 less of pig and 0'20 less

of coal than is cousumed with the ordinary puddling furnaces in

use there.

The Godfrey and Howson Puddling Furnace. — TAk& the Pernot t

furnace, this has a pan-shaped hearth rotating upon an oblique i

axis ; the obliquity of this can be adjusted to any required angle
]

within certain limits, so as to admit of the ball being tilted out

when the operation is over, the furnace bed having both a rotary

and 3 tilting movement. The source of heat is like that of a

Crampton's furnace, with this difference that instead of using coal

dust a gas and air jet like a compound blowpipe of enormous mag-
nitude is employed. Details of the construction and working are

given in the Journal I. and S. Inst., 1877, p. 416 ; T/heu the pig

iron is yireviously melted in a cupola, it is said that a consumption
of 2500 cubic feet suffices to puddle a ton of metal, this amount
representing only about 5 cwts. of coal, the coke of which is not con-

sumed, and is consequently available for heating purposes.

It deserves notice that in 1868 Oestlund invented in Sweden a
revolving furnace almost identical in principle and mode of work-
ing with the Godfrey and Howson furnace of some eighteen
years later date ; Jordan gives a description of this and some other
Swedish early inventions in the same direction {Fei-^ie UnivcrsclU
des Mines, torn. iii. No. 1 • see also Jron, 1878, vol. xi. pp. 740
and 772).

The following analyses by tZ'^^s illustrate the changes produced
during the puddling by hand of Nova Scotia pig :

—
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The following analyses indicate the character of various kinds

cinder produced during puddling, reheating, &.c.
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Fninarc,
Nova
Scolia,

Pei-cy.

48-43
17-11

1-13

1-28

47
0-35

29 60

1-34

Refiiiciy Cinder,
Do<y Inis,

Porous
ClDder.

Louis

63-92

15 07
3-18

1-61

ti«c-e5

tvads
14 -69

1 00

Rilej.

1-37

0-23

Crystal-

line

Ciader.

Char-
roal

Finery
Cinder,
Silesia.

Riluy. (Karstcn

54 94

2-71

6-75

1-19

50
33 33

0-98

6-27

6-7

0-2

24
23 1

According to the care bestowed by the operator, and the nature

f the fettling and other eircumstances, the amount of silicon.
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sulplmr, nud phosphorus in the pucUlle bars obtained from a given

kind of .pig will vary. Many of the mndunes for puddlinj^

above mentioned, and of the more or less .nnalogoas ones invented

by Jlcncssier Jones. Gidlow and Al.>ljott, Bon\art, and others, are

reported by tlu-ir inventors to ansuvr f.ir better in this respect than

ordinary hand-puddling fnrnaees, in particnJ.Tr a.s regards the rc-

mov.nl of phosphorus ; so that with Cleveland pig, for instance, con-

taining 1 ".T to2"0 percent, of llial element, whilst the hand-puddle
bars usually contain about '5 per cent, of phosphorus, only 0'2 and
01 per cent, and even loss isconlained iu the machine- puddled metal.

Tliis result lias been traced in some instances to the use of

fettling materials containing but little silica : the production of a

comparatively iion-silicious cinder greatly facilitates the oxidation

and removal of phosphorus (as in the " basic " liessemer process,

—

§ 37) ; uliilst, conversely, v ell-jniddled iron, if left in contact with

a iiighly silicious cinder, is capable of removing ]diosphorus there-

from and taking it n(i again. Based on this principle, several pro-

cesses have been proposed for more or less completely dejinos-

phoi izing pig iron eitlier during puddling or previously thereto
;

among tlicin may be mentioned the following.

Bel!'.-! Processes.—Lowtliiaa Bell has proposed to desili-

conize the pig by blowing for a few minutes in a Bessemer

converter, and then to transfer to a puddling furnace and
finish the operation therein so as also to eliminate phos-

phorus ; in case the metal contains so much phosphorus as

to come to nature before a sufficient amount of that im-

purity is removed, spiegcleisen or other carbonized iroq free

from phosphorus is added to the partially blown metal, so

as to prolong the operation of puddling, and consequently

to enable a larger amount of phosphorus to be removed ; or

the too rapid e.KpuIsion of the carbon may be prevented by
blowing into the converter along with the blast carbonaceous

matter, such as ground coke or charcoal, kc. Partially

refined metal thus prepared charged into the furnace in

the fluid state causes much less injury to the lining that;

ordinary pigs, especially when used solid, and coBsequently

with a good deal of sand adherent to them; and the process

has the additional advantage of diminishing the time dur-

ing which the furnace is required for each puddling heat,

60 that the yield per furnace is increased, whilst the quality

of the met.al is also improved ; thus when Cleveland pig

was treated by blowing for five minutes in a Bessemer
converter, and the fluid metal then puddled, the phosphorus

in the final product was reduced to 3 per cent., whereas

when puddled in the ordinary way it amounted to 05 per

cent, and upwards.

The same result as regards partial purification of the pig iron can
also be produced in a more simple. way and to a greater extent by
" washing" molten pig Iron with iron oxide (ore, cinder, &c.) in a

fused state, the two being agitated together at a temperature sufG-

tciently low to prevent the iron from being heated much above its

(fusing point ; under ttiese circumstances the greater portion of the

phosphorus present is o.\idized and removed, w hllst only a fraction of

the carbon is oxidized, although at higher temperatures the carbon
is rapidly oxidized ; to effect this either a rotating or an oscillating

puddling furnace can be employed, or preferably a special arrange-

ment consisting of a trough of boiler plate closed at the ends and
covered with a brick arch and lined with purple ore at the bottom
and sides ; the trough rests on a horizontal axis, so that it can oscil-

late like the beam of an engine ; hence any material placed inside

IS continually rolled or made to flow from one end to the other and
back by the oscillation. The trough is about 12 feet long, 3 wide,

and 3 high ; the interior being red hot and the oxide introduced
(cither fluid oV sufficiently hot to melt when in contact with fused
pig iron), the pig is run in, and oscillation kept up for about ten
minutes, when the partially purihed metal is tappfed out and
puddled in the ordinary way ; during the oscillation the metal and
oxide travel altogether some 700 to 900 feet backwards and forwards,
from one end to the other. In this way a pig contaiuing much
-phosphorus is almost wholly dephosphorized, as, for example, in the
following instance.

Krupp's process (Narje's process) lot dephosphorizing iron

is in principle very much the same as Bell's method, the

phosphorus being oxidized by fused iron oxide, only at a
much higher temperature than that used by Bell. Wedding
describes the process as carried out at Essen thus : the pig

is melted in a 13 foot cupola with coke (taking au hour

and a half), and is then tapped into a moditied Pernot

hearth (§ 40) covered with a laj-er of fluxed ore almost

a foot thick, melted on at a very high temperature ; before

every heat from 1500 to 1700 lb of ore, heated until

sintered, are added before the iron is tapped from the

cupola. At iirst the furnace is mode to revolve twice only

in a minute, but later the speed is increased to five

revolutions per minute. In from five to ten minutes the

phosphorus is almost completely removed, the point when
this is the case being indicated by the formation of jets of

carbon oxide
;
prior to the formation of these, the carbon

percentage is barely altered, although the phosphorus is

acted upon rapidly. Finkiner gives the following analyses

of various specimens of metal thus treated ;

—
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A3 yet toe process does not seem to bavc attractej llie attentio>,

ar to have produced the results, that wi>re exiiected of it some two

or threi? years back.

Eaton's Frocess (Drown's Process).—\n connexion with the history

of the dephosijhorization of pig iron, and its conversion into steul,

the experiments of Eaton (of liionklyn, N.Y.jare of interest; in 1860

111.- paleiit-i;d tlie production of sled by the fusion together of cast

iron aint alkaline carbonates or by the exposure of the cast iron to the

decarbonising and purifying action of these suits in a fused state. No
practical use seems to have been made of tlio process. Keceutly the

subject has been investigated by Drown, who finds tliat cast iron

plates inimeniedin melted sodium carbonate for several days become

converted into malleable iion to a greater or lesser depth by a pro-

cess substantially the same as that occurring when iron oxide is

used as the " cementing" agent (§ 22), so far as tlie removal of

carbon is concerned, but differing in that silicon and phosphorus are

.also largely oxidized and removed. Thus the following analyses

represent the purifying effect of a seven days' treatment of a bar of

pig iiwn :—

1

1
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piston movable ; and fig. 45 indicates a fonn of Condie's hammer'
which has the piston fixed and the cylinder movable ; m each case

the movable part works vertically andcarncs a lieavyhammer head at

the lower end, underneath which is a massive anvil renting on a solid

foundation. In the case of single-acting hammers, the steam pres-

sure is only employed to lift the hammer head, the fall being simply

that due to gravity ; much greater force of impact is gained in

double-acting hammers, where the steam is admitted on each side of

the piston alternately, in the one case lifting the head as with the

single-acting hammer, in the other adding to the force of gravi-

tation by its pressure. By suitably working the valves the blow

may be modified or arrested at any desired stage; a cushion of steam

being left underneath the piston by closing the exhaust valve before

the stroke is complete, the force of the blow is deadened ; so that a

\^^_ri

FiQ. ii.—Cave's modification of Nasmyth's ITrLmmer.

variable amount of impact can be imparted, it being possible fbran
expert hammerman to crack a nut without injuring the kernel, and
at the next stroke to exert the full power of the machine. It is this

adaptability that renders the steam hammer preferable to the old

helve and tilt hammers, the blows from which could not be readily

modified during the shin^Kng of a given ball ; whilst the ball is

excessively pasty and spongy immediately after taking from the

puddling furnace, comparatively light blows suffice to shape it into

a bloom, the mass being dexterously turned about on the anvil by
means of suitable tongs during the forging ; the force of the blow
:s then greatly increased so 'as to squirt out the fused slag on all

sides in a shower at each stroke, and forge the bloom into a compact

^.Taken from Bolley's Sandbuck, vol. vii., part 2, by Dr C. S t)Uel.

mnss ; in this way the steam bammer acts as both squeezer a!i(E

helve hammer combined. Hammer blocks or " tups" of from 1 to 3

tons weight usually suffice for .ordinary puddling fuiTince work,
and lighter ones still for varioue kinds of smelting and fuiging

work ; but when large masses have to be forged for special pnr[>Oi>cs,

e.g., thick armour idates, large crankshafts, coils lor large guns,

&c. , much heavier tups arc used, weighing many tons; thus ii>

Krupp's works a 50-ton hammer is in use witli a 10-foot stroke, the'

anvil weighing upwards of 18U tons, whilst at Creusot an 80-toi»

hammer with a fall of 6 metres (about 16 feet) is employed. TliR

striking faces of both anvil and tup are usually removable, sliding'

sideways by dovetails into the body of the tup and the anvil block

respectively. For certain classes of work curved faces are employid
inste.nd of plain ones ; so that a roughly cylindrical bar can be
forged by appropriate manipulation.

A duplex horizontal modification of the vortical steam hammer is

sometimes used (Uamsbottom's hammer), consisting of two opposed
hammer blocks running on wheels or rollers and meeting one
another ; the forging being placed between the two is struck by
both simultiineously. In one form of this double horizontal

hammer the two tups are actuated by the same piston, each being

Ci=:i^,^ -La—

I

Fiu. 40. —Condie's Hammer.

attached thereto by a link rod so that both necessarily approach'
and recede at equal ratio; in another form two pistons are employed,
the steam valves of each being worked simultaneously by the con-
trolling lover. For forging small articles such as bolts, screws. &c.

.

special machines are in use, striking a large number of blows per
ninute, the hammer heads and anvil blocks being moulded or
-urved into the appropriate forms so as viitunlly to form dies ; the
lIows are usually struck by mcnns of cams lilting the hammersand
bending strong springs which force the hammer liack when the
cams release them. See also Hammer, vol. xi. p. 425.

For bending into shape largo ma-sses of metal such as thick

armour plates that have to he curved to the chip's side, jiowerful

hydraulic presses are employed ; by means of the same appliances

large weldings of metal that cannot readily be hammered on account
of the shape can be readily made ; thus, for welding the epokea and
tyres of iron and steel wheels and the like oj)eratinns, hydiauhc
forging, squeezing, welding, and bending machines are found to be

eminently satisfactory. Crank axles thus bent are said to be
stronger than ordinary forged ones.

Rolling Mills.—After the bloom has been forged more or

less into shape by the steam hammers, it is passed between.
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.a pair of stout cast iron rollers, usually with roughened

surfaces, which are made to revolve synchronously but in

opposite directions by suitable gearing ; the opposed faces

of the rolls which meet the bloom between them are con-

.sequently moving in the same direction; by these

" roughing rolls " the bloom

is squeezed out into a rough

irregular long plate or slab,

much as a lump of dough is by

a cook's rolling pin ; this is

passed through another pair of

rolls with smoother surfaces,

-which draw the mass out into

a thinner bar or slab. Instead

of having the two sets of rolls

arranged one in front of the

other, they are often placed

onfe above the other ; the bar

after passing in one direction

between one pair is returned

again through the other pair. Instead of four rollers,

only three are generally used (forming a "three-high

train "), the bar passing above the middle one whilst

travelling in one direction and below it when passing the

reverse way. The " puddle bar " or " muck bar " thus ob-

tained in the form of elongated slabs of from 4 to 18 inches

wide, and half an inch to 2 inches thick, according to the

size to which it has been reduced, is then cut up into

lengths of some few feet, several of which are piled one on

the other, reheated, and rolled down again into another bar

or slab of superior quality (No. 2).

For thick plites the pile is made much heavier than for thinner

l>irs ; two puddle bar wide slabs are used for the top and bottom of

the pile, between which are anunged thinner bars, either of puddle

bar or No. 2 ; the pile baing heated to a welding heat is first

passed between roughed rolls to consolidate it, then through other

pairs of smooth rolls in succession, the space between each pair

high" train, and fig. 47 those for rails in a "three-high" train on

A. Thomas's system. The bars ars turned one quarter round at each

passage, so that the pressure may be exerted alternately compressing

and extending each component layer of bars in the pile, and thus

developing a more uniform texture. Sometimes, in reducing the pile

to the larger-sized bar which ia ultimately sent through the " finisU-

FiQ. 46.—Two-high Trains.

feeing successively less and less so as to elongate the bar and
<iiminish its section at each passage, much as wire is in wire draw-

ing ; this is usually effected by grooving the rollers used for the

last few rolling stages so that the rolls are almost in contact with

one another saving where grooved. Fig. 46 illu.strates two kinds

of SDCccssion-s pf grpovc3 u'cj for rcctin^'jbr bars in a "two-

ing train " of grooved rolls, a combination set of rolls is employed,

consisting of one horizontal pair of rolls and one vertical pair just

behind it, so that the mass is compressed both laterally and verti-

cally simultaneously (fig. 48). The "housings," or stout cast-iron

supports for the rollers, are arranged with a slot so that the gun-

metal bearings for the axles of the rollers can be raised or lowered by

moans of a powerful adjusting screw, and in this way the distance

between the rolls is regulated, and consequently the thickness ol

the bar rolled out. In order to facilitate tiiis adjustment the bear-

ings of the upper roller are sometimes attached to a frame with a

counterpoise, and connected with a hydraulic ram so as at will to

bring the movable roll nearer to or further from the other ; in this

way one pair of rollers can be made to do the work of several

Fig 43.— Universal Rolls.

rectangular grooves. Sometimes two pairs of horizontal rolls are

arranged one just in front of the other, so that the size of the bar

passing from the hinder pair is still further reduced by passing

through the front pair, which are a little closer together and revolve

more rapidly. When very thick plates are rolled, the direction of

rotation of the rolls is reversed instead of returning the plate back

again, special "reversing engines " being used for the pur]iose. For

special kinds of work, such as rolling taper iron (e.g., the movable

tongues of railway "points"), a peculiar lifting arr.ingem'ent is

applied to the upper roll, so that as the metal passes between the

distance apart is varied. When an hydraulic ram is employed to vary

the distance apart of the rollers, this is simply effected by adjusting

the ram so that the distance apart of the rolls is the minimum
requisite, and opening a small discharge valve for the water when

the bar is introduced ; as the bar passes througli, the water is

ejected in a l-egular stream through the dischnrge valve, the rate

being so .adjusted that as the bar travels through the distance apart

of the rolls gradually increasee ; by closing the valve the distance

apart remains constaiit, so that after rolling a taper end the rest of

- be rolled of uniiorm section. With a "two-highthe bar can
XIII. 4?
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train not rcvcrscj at each successive passage, tlic bar is lifted by

lianil or otliorwisf to the to)! of tlie top lolUr, whieli tlieii guides it

liii.k to the bide from wliiih it started, after which it is put tliroii;;h

the next groo\e, and so on ; tliis causes loss of time, and prevents the

bar bcin<' rolled bO many times before it cools ; nccordini^dy for thin

plates or''rods of small section tlic tlircediish train is always used

(or sonic more complex analogous combination of rollers).--- As a rule

the speed of rotation of the rolls is less the heavier the plate, kc,
rolled ; tor very thick armour plates (of which .sizes up to 20 and

30 tons are sometimes rolled) a comparatively small number of re-

volutions per minute sulhees ; fur thin rod a much larger number

up to several hundreds; from f.0 to 100 revolutions is about the

usual speed for rolling rails and sijnilar heavy bars, 50 or 60 being

employed for very thick ones, \1X> to 150 for ligfiter bars, and con-

siderably nioro rapid speeds for very thin bars, rods, and wire,

Sp.ace will not permit of descriptions of the details of various kinds

of rolling-mill plant, S:c., introduced in ditVerent works, and more

especially of numerous American imi>rovenients in this direction,

particularly those of Messis Fritz : lor descriptions of these, tlic

teehnologicarjonruals, 5:c., of the last few- years must bo consulted.

Fur rolling tires a peculiar ariaii.gement of comparatively small

rolls is employed ; the ingot after luving a hole punched through

it (or cast in a thick ring if of molten " ingot metal ") is subjected

to a kind of rolling action between two surfaces, one inside the ring

and the other outside, so that the ciicumference of the ling is

giadnally extended and its thickness diminished, whilst the llange

is simultaneously formed.

When thiu rods of rectangular section arc required {e.g., nail

indl, they are often made by rolling out a bar into a long wide tliiu

plate, wlueh is then passed through a "slitting mill" consisting of

a pair of steel rollers with deep grooves, the projecting portions of

th.; one fitting into the grooves of the other, but not reaching to the

Iiottom of the grooves. These projecting portions act as revolving

shear-;, so tliat the plate is "slit'" as it )»asses into thin rods, the

width of which is regulated by the width ol the grooves ; after pass-

ing through the machine these are straightened by hand.

lu order to cut pud«lle bars into lengths for piling, powerful

shears are employed. Fig. 4y itprescnts one form of double shears

Fig. 49.

worked by a reciprocating lever actuated by an eccentric ; (ig. 50
lepresents a lunch more poiverful form cf guillotine shears. A
massive pl.ite 1! with a ternunal shearing edge A.\ works slowly up

Fi-. 50.

nn.l dew 11 in guides by nu'ins of eee.-litrios C. C. C on the shaft r> ;

this enttiUf,' edge p.isse» jnst in front of a s.milar une peimanently
li\e,l to the guiile |.,wta. Th,- pl.ite to be slioarfd is suppoiled on a

t.d-le iM iu fiuut uf tile ahcars, ruuuiHj^ bnekward aud forward upon

a little railw.ay ; whilst the upper cutting edge is elevated, the plain-

is quickly run into position, aiid as the cutting edge descends ,3.

.sheared acro.ss, the cnt-olF portion tlroppiiig iluwn ; as'tlie cutter
ascends again the plate is turned round or imshcd forward, so as to
biiiig uuiler the cutter the portion to be sheared at the next dowit-

stroke.- The same kind of ui.iehine serves for cutting boiler plate-

to any required dimensions, and for shearing puiposes generally.

Subsiituling a solid steel i>hinger for the cutting edge, the machine'
becomes a i'nuching maeliine, the plite to bo punched being sup-
ported on a travelling table, and the spot where the nvet-hole, &c.^

are to be pierced being brotight under the end of the punch whilst
the latter is raised. A powerful tly-whcel is requisite whenever the*

plate to be sheared or ]iunched is massive. For-cutting "crop ends'"
olf hot or cold railway bars after rolling so as to reduce them to a*.

Fig. 51.

uniform length, an a-rangemcnt analogous to a travelling table is

used, urged forward by an eccentric, a toothed wheel and screw, or
a chain and a\le,-&c , fig. 51 ; on this the bar FF is placed against

stops ti, li, and the table then moved forward (as represented iu the

figure by means of the handle G .actuating an eccentric on the axiS'

jL\) so as to bung the bar gradu.ally against the pair of rapidly

revolving circulir( usually toothless) saws C, C worked by a band and
pulley E, aud thrown out of gear by shifting the band to the " idlo-

puUey" D when required; to prevent the san-s from becoming
overheated, the lower portions dip into water tioughs as they revolve.

A single cireul ir saw revolving 5000 times a minute (with a cir-

cumferential velocity of about 300 miles per hour) has been used

for this purpose. For obliterating file maiks, reducing to roughly

ydaue surfaces, cutting slots, smoothing, and many other purposes

for wliich giindstones, &c., were formeily employed, emery wheels

made of pnlverized emery cemented together with calcium silicate

are often used with great advantage.

Cold lioUiiig.—In the ordinary processes of rolUng iroa

plates and rods, ic, the metal is at a high teniperatute so
as to lie softened by the -licit ; when cold iron is similarly

rolled the compression tliereby produced gives a much
greater stifTness and elasticity : thus Faiibaini found that-

an increase in strength in bars frotn 60,746 lb per square

inch before rolling to 8S,2.jO after was thus effected.

Whipple (of the U. S. navy) finds that in sheet iron the-

tenacity is thus increased by GO and even 100 per cent, of

tl;e original volue, and Thurston has recently found

analogous results both as to increase in tenacity and
power to resist strains and in the nindulus of elasticity.

The process is largely iu use in America, being carried out

by rolling the bars, ic., out to a little larger dimensions

than tlie finished uietal is intended to have ; they are then
" [lichled " in dilute hydrochloric acid to dissolve off the

film of o.iide fiom the surface, passed through limewater

to- neutralize the adherent acid, and finally rolled many
times in succession between grooves of great smoothness,

.so cut as ouly to compress portions and not the whole of

the circumference at each passage through the rolls. For
a description of the appliances used in cold rolling aa-

carried out at the works of Jones it Laughling, U. S., who
make a speciality of this business, see Enr/ineerinff, vol. xxvL
p. 347 (187S).

For straightening and planishing circular steel tars such as shaft-
ini; rods, ic. , a peculiar machine is sometimes nsed, consisting of .->.

ji.iir of revolving disks with bevelled faces,'which compress the rod
sliijhtly between them, at the same,time rotating if and traversing:
it furw.nds (and, by reveisal, backwards) by one continuous move-
ment, so that all parts of the suil'ace are equally operated on, anit
the bar leaves the machmo circular, straight and bright-surfaced.'-
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Kiiiiu louy otlior m:ii liinoF! ' nve in nsc for v.ni'ious spcoial purposes,

sucU as wire-diiiwin;^, diiUing. scrou'-tnpping, &;c. ; tlie dtscripliou

of these woiUd tike up more spauc tl.uii can be given liere.

A marked feature in most American iron-works is the general

handy, compact, and ellicicnt nature of tlie macljiuery orall kinds,

and the use of vaiious pliysieal-excrtion-saving contrivances and
arrangements for ventilation and cooling of uorksliops, kc, many
of wliich appliftuces are not so frei^uently to be met with on tlie

eastern side of the Atlantic, more especially in England. Tlie

general arrangement and jilanniug out of works, moreover, is usually

I'ar superior to that of the older British works, which have gradually

grown to tlicir present dimensions, and consequently have not bceu
systematically laid out as a whole. In consequence of attention to

such details as these, the output of finished material from a given
a-noiint of plant is frequently considerably greater in America than
would be attained in ...Ihtr '(.uuntrics, whiWt the laLwn- -^[uijeJ is

not proporti'tnately increased ; thus the laigest makes of Bessemer
metal from a ^i\eii col v. rter ever registered have been attained in

American works ; ami so iu other iiistances. To a considoi-able

extent the same remarks a]>ply to Continental establishments, at

any rate to many of those of moje modern arrangement ; of late

years, however, the spirit of competition and other intiuences have
rendered it imperative upon the British ironmaster to pay more re-

gard to such matters than was formerly file case, and to adopt many
American and Continental improvements iu details,—experience

h.ning opened his eyes to the fact that it is possible for other
nations, though less naturally tavoured as to ores and fuel, to
compete successfully with him, and uuucrsell him, not only as to
foreign trade, but even in the case of English contracts lor iiou
work for home use.

The reheating furnaces employed to heat up to a welding
temperature the piles intended to be rolled are essentially

low reverberatories, much resembling puddling furnaces,

in wbich the atmospLere is kept as little oxidizing as

possible; notwithstanding, a certain amount of slag is

formed from the fusion of the oxide of iron coating the
bars and its union with silica from the furnace bed when of

sand, as is often the case; ferric oxide ores (" dry bottoms ")

are preferable, yielding less cinder and causing less waste
in consequence, whence the name. To avoid introduction

of air, the doors for introducing and withdrawing the piles

are banked up with small coal, itc. Gas forms a most
suitable fuel, and various forms of gas-fired reheating
furnaces have been introduced : thus in Sweden Eckman's
gas reheating furnace has been in use many years, con-

sisting of a chamber in which charcoal is partially burnt
by an air blast so as to form impure carbon oxide,

which passes by a tube into the reheating furnace and
is there burnt. Siemens regenerators applied to re-

heating furnaces have also been frequently employed,'

and with good results, either with his gas producers
or with other forms of gas generator ; at Muukfors
the Lundin gas producer (using damp sawdust, § 10)
is employed. Another form of reheating gas furnace

is the Ponsard furnace (see § 40).' The chief advan-
tage of gaseous fuel for reheating furnaces is that tlie

atmosphere can be much more exactly regulated so as

Fig. 62,

to te non-oxidizing, thus avoiding waste by "cutting"

(i.e., oxidizing) the piles ; independently of which, more-

over, a saving in cost of fuel consumed is effected ; thus

Holley States that, in reheating Bessemer ingots or ordinary

blooms in Siemens furnaces, 350 to 400 lb of coal are used
to the ton, whilst the ordinary fires would consume 800 to

1000 B). On the other hand, if the waste heat from the

reheating furnace is used to generate steam, the saving iu

fuel that would otherwise have to be burnt for the purpose

just about equals tlie difference in fuel consumption between
the Siemens and tlie ordinary reheating furnaces.

Price's retort rchrafing and jmddliitff funincc (fig. 52) is a sort of
camhinatiou of a gas producer and an ordinary puddling furnace

;

the firpgrate is sup|ilied with fuel which has been heated in a low-

tower surmounting the grate by thj waste gasea eircnlatiiig in a ilue

round the tower ; in this way tlio coal is coked, the gases passing to

the fireplace : a blast is inh-oduced under the fire bars so as to burn the
coke and produce a large body of flame of reducing character owing
to the admixture of h)-drocarbons from the coking process in the
tower ; the blast is heated by passing through a chamber surrounded
b'y the waste-gas flue ; by regulating it the atmosphere can be made
more or less reducing at pleasure.'* The saving of fuel effected is said
to amonnt to about one-third of that which would be required in an
ordinary puddling furnace, whilst when arranged as a reheating
furnace a still greater saving is produced.

' Dilnng several yeara past a series of papers on "American Iron
and Steel Works," by A. L. Holley and Lenox Smith, have appeared
in Engineeriiir/, from which much detailed infennation may be gained
as to modern American improvements in various directions.

~

Utilization of tVaste Ileat.—In all iron works the amount
of heat escaping from the puddling and reheating furnaces

(except when regenerative) is enormously in excess of the

amount actually, utilized ; to economize this waste heat to-

some extent, it is usual to employ the exit gases for raising

steam, or for heating the air blast, or both. . The actual

amount of fuel employed in the operations of puddling and
reheating (apart from that corresponding to the motive

power) varies within wide limits according to the quality of

the pig iron used in the first instance and the mode of

operating adopted. When the coke refinery is emiilnycd a

consumption of coke to the extent of 15 to 30 per cent, of

the weight of the pig iron used usually suffices to produce

a refined metal, which is then convertible into puddle bar

with an expenditure of coal about equal to or somewhat
exceeding that of the puddle bar made ; where particular

manipulation requiring the working of only small batches

at a time is practised, e.ff., in some of the West Yorkshire

iron-works, the consumption of fuel is often much larger,

amounting in some cases to nearly double the weight of

pig iron treated originally. In the ordinary pig boiling

process, according to the purity of the metal, snniething

between 100 and 150 parts of coal ])er 100 of puddle bar,

and sometimes even more, are usually requisite, but con-

siderably smaller amounts are said to be used with some '.f

the more recently iaveuted kinds of furnaces. Analogous
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results are obtained wlien lignite, wood, peat, or otlier fuel

is employed, due allowance being made for its different

caloritic power. For reheating furnaces in whicb coal is

burnt, the consumption of fuel ia usually in excess of 50

per cent, of the metal ultimately rolled for each time it is

reheated.. The yield of puddle bars from a given quantity

of pig varies somewhat with the quality : in spite of some

of ^he iron oxide of the fettling being reduced, the weight

of malleable iron (cinder being deducted) finally obtained

in hand furnaces is always somewhat less than that con-

tained in the pig iron used; the latter averaging say 9i

or 95 per cent, of iron, the yield of puddle bar may be

said to run from 88 to 92, averaging about 90 per cent.

Before an ordinary class of iron ore is converted into gocd

bar iron there is in practice requisite a consumption of

coal (or of its equivalent in coke, taking say 3 parts of

coke to represent 5 of coal) to about the following extent

per 100 parts of malleable iron finally obtained, that is,

when each oneration is conducted about as economically

as is practicable on the large scale :

—

Smelting to pig iron (140 parts of pig) 250

Puddling to puJJle bar (140 pig becoming 125 puddle bar) ... 140

Reheating for fiual rolling, &c. (125 puddle bar used) 60

Total 450

In reference to this last item the consumption of puddlfi

bar varies much with circumstances ; a considerable fraction

of the final iron is obtained in the form of mill scale, which

is not lost, being utilized in the puddling forge, or for

smelting, <tc.; the rest is obtained in the form of cuttings,

" crop ends," and "scrap " of various kinds, often not very

largely inferior in value to the bar iron.

26. Puddled Steel and Natural Steel.— If in the opera-

tion of converting pig iron into malleable iron by puddling

in a reverberatory furnace the process be stopped before

the decarbonization is complete (the temperature of the

furnace being a little lower, so that the partial solidification

of the mass on decarbonization—"coming to nature"

—

takes place more easily), the resulting metal is a more or

less carbonized iron, which, when prepared from pig free

from any large quantity of sulphur and phosphorus, is

susceptible of many of the applications to which steel is

put. Considerable skill in manipulation is necessary in

order to obtain anything at all approaching to a uniform

product, the tendency being towards the production of a

mass with lumps of soft wholly decarbonized iron, and

sometimes of but little decarbonized pig irregularly distri-

buted through it. This is best' overcome by conducting

the decarbonization more slowly and at a somewhat lower

temperature than is usually done in ordinary puddling,

and using less fettling and a less oxidizing atmosphere. A
manganiferous pig is almost essential to the obtaining of a

good product, first because the oxidation of the manganese

gives a more fluid slag, and secondly because the small

quantity retained by tlie product decreases the injurious

effects of sulphur, phosphorus, &c., on the physical proper-

ties of the metal.

The manufacture of puddled steel in England is now but small,

the Bessemer and Siemens-Martin processes having largely super-

seded it. Occasionally, however, substances apparently consisting

of badly puddled iron, and possessing some degree of hardening
power, are sold under the name of steel ; but, not having been fused

so as to give uniformity of composition, these products are incapable

of being used advantageously for purposes for which the elasticity

and capability of resisting wear and tear possessed by good steels are

essential. The want of a definite understanding as to whether the

term "steel" is nowadays to be understood as implying that thfl

product has been completely fused (as maintained by some, see §3)
or not leads occasionally to disputes and lawsuits, when inferior

kinds of "puddled steel," or badly decarbonized puddle4 iron, are

supplied under the terms of a contract which simply mentions
" steel " as the character of the metal to be supplied, without pre-

cisely stating its nature, quality, or properties, or the mode of its

production.

On the Continent, puddled steels maue from pig of pure qualities

so far as sulphur and phosphorus are concerned aie more extensively

employed. Schilling has examined the relative rates at whitli

carbon, silicon, phosphorus, and sulphur are eliminated from llie

pig irons of.Gitlelde and Zorge in a charcoal steel-puddling foi-,';c

at Zorge (Hanover), obtaining the results given iu the following

table;

—
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The decarbonizing and dcsiliconijing of iron by the action of an

oxidizing atmosphere is the essential feature of the processes of re-

fining pig iron (§ 2-i) and of making natural steel (§ 26) ; but prior

to 1855 these processes had only been applied to the partial piiiifi-

cation and decarbonization of pig iron, tlie air being blown over i\\e

surface of the fused nittal ; and, in consequence of the compara-

tively slow rate of oxidation of carbon and silicon thus brought

about, the use of fuel to melt the iron and to keep it in fusion was
essential.

On September 15, 1855, an English patent was granted to Gilbert

Martien of Newark, New Jersey, U.S., for the purpose of partially

purifying cast iron by passing streams of air or steam "through
and amongbt the melted metal as it flows from a blast furaace"

or the renielting furnace, the object being apparently, not to con-

vert pig iron into wronglit iron and to supersede the puddling

furnace, but simply to act as an adjunct to the refinery. Shortly

after. Parry made experiments at Ebbw Vale on a process substan-

tially the same as this. On October 17, 1855, Bessemer took out

bis first patent for " forcing currents of air or of steam, or of air

aijd steam, into and among the particles of molten crude iron or of

remelted pig or refined iron, until the metal so treated is thereby

rendered malleable and h^s acquired other properties common to

cast steel, and still retaining the fluid state of such metal, and
pouring or running the same into suitable moulds,"

—

i.e., for

converting cast iron into cast steel. A succession of patents for

various improvements was taken out during the next few nioHths,

in the course of which the use of steam was dropped, certain parti-

cular appliances described, and the production of malleable iron as

well as steel claimed. It was speedily found, however, that the

production of steel of uniform quality from English pig irons was
impracticable, owing to tlie difficulty in stopping the blowing
operation at exactly the right moment to produce the desired degree

of carbonization, and that the productibn of malleable iron was
equally an unsuccessful manulacturing operation, because if the
*' blow" continued a little too long, the product was " burnt iron,-"

containing oxide disseminated through it which rendered it brittle
;

whilst if the metal were underblown it was hard and steely. Again,
contrary to expectation in view of the knownnction of the puddling
process, the oxidation of the copper, sulphur, t^nd phosphorus con-

tained in the pig iron was found to be so faintly marked that

practically the resulting *' scmi-stcel " contained the whole of those

imj)uritic3 originally present in tho pig iron emjdoyed. Accord-

ingly the vaUio of tho new process, of which the Liglicst expecta-

tions wcic at first formed, was speedily found to be really but small,

notwithslanding tho variou* succcssivo improvements patented by
the inventor during 1855 and 1856 ; towards the cud of the latter

year, however, the difficulty was solved and the whole process ren-

dered practical an.d readily controllable by filushet, who patented

the improvement in use to the present day of decarbonizing the iron

by completely blowing if, and then adding melted spie;;eleison in

known quantity so as to carbonize the total mass to any definite

required extent, and also to intruduce manganese into the com-
position, thereby diminishing the injurious effects of sulphur, phos-

phorus, &c., on its physica.1 qualities,— the character of the metal
being further regulated by choosing for the operation luematite pig,

or somo other kind, containing only minute amounts of sulphur,

joppcr, and phosphorus. Mushet's patent viglit, however, was
allowed to lapse through neglect to pay the requisite fees in tho

third year ; and in consequence his name is all but forgotten in

connexion with liis improvement on Besseraer's own process, the
combination being ordinarily termed " Bcsscmerizing." Details as

to the practical working of the combination process are given in

§36.
_

It is to be here remarked in connexion with tho Besaemer pro-

cess proper (the blowing) that, whilst tho difficulties in. the w,iy

of preparing uniform products witii English irons have led to the
entire abandonment of the production of iron or steel thereby in

England, the method is still in uso to some extent in Sweden, at

Seraing, and elsewhere, the proper moment when tho blow should
cease being determined by rapidly sampling and testing the metal,

or by the colour of the slag. In Sweden the cluirges of metal blown
at one operation arc occasionally much smaller than those usually
employed elsewhere where the combination-process is adopted,
whilst the converters in use are sometimes of the fixed pattern
ndopted-by Bessemer in his earlier experiments, now mostly super-
seded for the spicgcleiscn process by the movable converters
twinging on trunnions described in § 36 ; in the newer Bessemer
works, however, the most improved methods and arrangements are

in use.

In the John Cockerill Works (Seraing) ifrhas been found practi-
cable to ensure tho continuous production of pig in the blast
furnaces of sensibly constant composition, Algerian and Spanish
ores being employed. From these, pig of the annexed composition
is amellcd ^nd run direct into the converters without solidifying

;

235 parts of limestone per 100 of ore are employed together with
coko (containing 8 to 10 per cent, of ash) in the proportion of 22
cwts. »er ton, of pig.
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,VTFXy$Trx8000 = 103'2 Juo to tli<* foi'mntion of CO,
iVffXTjT>^2^00= 41-0

., ,,
CO

tStt >; 7300 = 156-0 ,, „ SiO^

orau evolution of 300 '2 |\pv unit* weight of metal blown. Analogous;

but somewhat different values are calculable with irons of diflereut

composition, or with blows so conducted that less caibou dioxide is

formed. The mean specific heat of the resulting fused metal and
slag is probably somewhere near to 0"20 (at the ouUnnry tempcrfl-

ture the specific heat of iron is O'llSS, Rcgnault : tlie specific lieat

is probably greatT as the tpmpfiature rises, and, judging by analogy

with water, greater in the fluid state tliau in the solid ; the specific

heat of the slag at the oidinary temperature is higher than that of

iron, but its mass is much less); hence, pursuing tlio above calcula-

tion, the heat evolution would suffice to raise the temperature of

the metal -^72" = ''^"'^t 1500° C. above its initial temperature, were

all the heat ap|)lied to that purpose. This is not tliocasc, however,

for the containing veasrl or convertPT has also to be heaiwl up, and
the waste gasL-s carry off a notable amount of heat with them, whilst

radiation and the cooUng eflects of the air on the converter also take

up a considerable fraction of tlie heat ; on the other hand, however,

a certain amount of iron becomes oxidized, thus increasing the heat

devblopment ; if 5 psr cent, of metal he thus oxidized, the heat of

oxidation "being takn-n as soniowhere near to 1200 per unit of weight

of metal oxidized, the heat evolution duo to this will be -j-to ^ 12O0
= 60'0, or about \ of that due to the joint oxidation of llie carbon

and silicon. Similarly manganese, if present, becomes oxidized with

evolution of heat; on the whole it is^calcnlnted by Jordan,

Akermann, Snelns, and others who have speciijlly examined this

subject, that with the kinds of pig iron usually employed at the

present day, and with the size of converters used (holding 5 tons

and upwards of metal), the net amount of heat actually employed in

heating up the metal is sufficient to raise its temperatuie by at U-a'^t

600" ; so that if the initial temperature of the fused pig is about
1400'*, that of the blown metal is at least 2000% being above the

melting point of platinum ; with highly silicious pig the temperature

attained is notably higher than with 1. "tal containing less silicon.

AVheii the blowing lias gone on for a short period, so

that the iron has become perceptibly raised above its initial

temperature, a reaction commences between the iron oxide

or silicate already formed and the as yet unoxidized carbon,

giving rise to the evolution of gas with a sort of efferves-

cence ; this stage is technically termed the "boil." The
precise period at which it is marked varies with circum-

stances, a longer time elapsing from the commtiicement of

the blow when the iron is relatively cooler at first, and alio

when it is richer in silicon, —in the former case because the

temper.iture requisite to produce the effervescent action is

not reached until a longer time has elapsed, and in the

second because the more oxidtzable silicon is chiefly

affected first, and the effervescent action of iron oxide, itc,

on the dissolved carbon only commences when the silicon

is to a considerable extent oxidized.^ During the earlier

part of the boil, whilst the silicon and manganese still

present are being oxidized, a greyish or whitish kind of

smoke issues from th? converter, consisting of minute

particles of slag, manganese oxide, *fcc., mechanically

diffused through the gases. When practicall}- all the

silicon, carbon, and manganese have been oxidized, and the

oxidizing action of the blast is concentrated on tho iron,

the colour of the smoke emitted changes to brown, and the

iron becomes "burnt" or ** overblown "
; if to such metal

containing much iron oxide diffused throughout it molten

Bpiegeleisen be added, as in the after part of the Bessemer-

Mushet process (§ 36), the effervescence or "boil" due

^ In all probability the reason why the oiltcon is first aflfecled Is

simply because more heat is evolved in the formation of silicon dioxide

than of carbon oxide, so that if carbon were burnt to carbon oxide

eilicon would probaldy react apMi it, Uiua^*

2CO + Si = 2C-hSi03.

Since the heat ot combustion of a unit of weight*of carbon to CO is

about 2400, and that of silicon to SiOg 7800, the transformation
' ^ X 12 X 2400

indicated by the abova equation would evolve 7800-
28

= 5743 nrirts of heat per unit of weight of silicon,—a tolerably high
value, indicating a considerably strong tendency towards the occurrence

of this trausfomiation.

to the reaclioii df this iron oxidf» fH\ dip rnibnn of tlu

spiegelcisen takes place with aluiost ex|>loaive violence.

The following nnaljsc-* by Snnlus {Jonrp. J. oii'l S. TusL, 1871,
i. 39) illu'?t;ale the gradual diminution in rar'>oi:, silicon, uiaI

mmi^ncse, and the iiun-rcmoval of piiospliorus during the proxtsa

of blowing:—

Prriofl since Com- «.

iiictifciiionf of Or1i:tnul
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ter, pig I'Lli oi- poor in silicon and carbon as the case may
l>e being then added to give the requisite composition.

According to Stead the rate at which silicon is oxidized

in the converter relatively to carbon is somewhat difTerent

according as the temperature attained is extremely high or

comparatively low. In the latter case the silicon is wholly

eliminated before the carbon disappears, even when the

original amount was large, say 3 per cent, silicon and 3 5

of carbon ; in the former case however, the relative rate

of oxidation of the silicon is less rapid, so that the carbon

tecomes oxidized before the last traces of silicon have dis-

appeared. Thus the curves illustrated in fig. 53 indicate the

by

40
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placed togetter the ore to be reduced and the fuel ; the

blast beiug applied, partly by the direct action of the

c.irbon, partly by the carbon oxide generated, the iron ore

is gradually reduced to a spongy mass of metal which h^
stirring is gradually agglutinated into a ball which is re-

moved and worked into bars, kc. The Pyrenean forge

essentially consists of a silicious stone bottom (covered

over with a " brasque " of charcoal powder rammed down),

with a tuyere inclining downwards, as indicated in fig. 54
the front part of the

forge is filled up with

the ore to be reduced,

and the hinder part with

charcoal, and the whole
coated over with a layer

of moist mixed fine ore

and charcoal dust {greil-

lade) to moderate the

combustion. A gentle

blast is at first applied,

snd the formation of

fiame channels through-

out the mass avoided

by putting on more
greillade wherever any

flame of magnitude ap-

peafs on the surface

:

in this way the ore gets largely reduced to spongy metal by
the carbon oxide ; a portion is only reduced to ferrous oxide,

and this unites witli the .silicious gangue, forming a fusible

cinder which, bathing the mass of spongy metal, prevents

its becoming highly carbonized ; finally, the blast being
increased and the whole contents of the hearth being

gradually stirred together, the reduced metal becomes
agglomerated into spongy masses. According to the way
in which the materials are manipulated, the resulting iron

is more or less steely in character : a slow and prolonged

reduction facilitates the carbonization of the metal, yield-

ing a product containing 0'5 per cent, of carbon and
upwards ; a more rapid blast, and one impinging more
directly on the bath of melted cinder and spongy metal at

the base of the hearth, produces a softer and far less carbon-

ized iron. Even after well working under the hammer until

fibrous in texture, the bars produced are apt to be non-

homogeneous, steely portions being irregularly interspersed.

Owing to the non-addition of flux, a great waste of metal

is produced by the formation of cinder containing usually

some 30 per cent, and more of iron as silicate ; the exact

amount of loss of course varies with the ore employed,

being less the purer the ore and the more open its texture,

so that reduction takes place more readily ; for this reason

brown haematites of not too compact texture are the ores

preferably worked by the Catalan forge, the expulsion of

water on first heating leaving the residual oxide, in a con-

dition in which it is more readily attacked by the reducing

agents than is the case with nearly anhydrous compact.red
hiematites, itc.

In various places where the Romans sraeltcd or reduced iron from
different kinds of ore by processes substantially the same as this,

large accumulations of highly ferruginous cinders exist, e.g., in the
Forest of Dean, Elba, Spain, &c. ; many of these contain sufE-

ciont iron to be capable of being profitably smelted in the blast

furnace either alone or admixed with other ores, being frequently
quite as rich as average Cleveland clay ironstone after roasting

;

they usually approximate in composition to the orthosilicate type,
2R,0,Sin3.

Tlie Cat.ilnn forges of the south of Europe are usually of such
dimensions as hold from 3 to 10 cwts. of ore ; those formerly in uso
in Austiia, and to some extent still in America {e.g., the Champlain
forge), have the blast heated to a greater or lesser extent by the
waste flames from the forge, which are made to heat a serpentine
through which the blast is blown, thereby causing a considerable

sa7in£ in the amount of charcoal required, sometimes amounting to

about 20 per cent, of ths quantity requisite with cold blast wheir-

the blast temperature averages about 3C0° {Sterry Hunt). The-
titaniferous iron sand smelted at Moisie in similar forges is much
less easily reducible than nmst other ores, and consequently con.

sumes a Inuch larger amount of fuel in proportion ; owing to the
almost complete absence of sulphur and phosphorus, a very fine

quality of iron can be produced therefrom. The American bloom-
ery processes, whilst resembling in general principles the old
European Catalan forge methods, differ considerably ther.efrom in
working details, mode of construction of hearth, dimensions, &c. An.
account of them and the ores worked by them, abridged from Sterry
Hunt's Reports to the Canadian Geological Survey, is to he found in

the Journal Iron and Steel Inst., 1871, ii. 103 and 126.

30. Spongy Metal Processes.—The essential chemical

reaction taking place in the Catalan forge being the

reduction of oxide of iron to the metallic state by carbon

and carbon oxide, it has be?n attempted by many inven-

tors to eS'ect this reduction on a larger scale and in separate

apparatus, the spongy metal thus obtained being employed
either to form malleable iron by heating to a welding

heat and hammering, &c, or to produce steel by fusion

in crucibles with carbonaceous matter or intermixture

with fused cast iron (free from any considerable quantity

of sulphur and phosphorus) so as to reduce the per-

centage of carbon to any required limits in proportion

as more or Jess spongy non-carbonized metal is employed.

This latter application comes rather into the category

of processes described later on (§-3G et scq.) than into

the class at present under discussion ; its employment

has met with some considerable degree of success in one

form or another,—which can hardly be said of the former

methods of working up the spongy metal, at least from a

commercial point of view.

Some of the earliest experiments in this direction were made
ab^ut 1837 and 18J0 by Clay,' whilst since then and even quite

recently several attempts have been made to prepare either iron or

steel by operations substantially of the same description by Gurllt,

Larkin (who reduces very pure fine magnetic ore by heating with
charcoal powder, separates the spongy metal by a magnet, and fuses

it with spiegeleisen in crucibles), Renton (of Cincinnati and
Newark), Henderson (of Glasgow), Yates, aud Suelus, who utilizes

the "Gherstonofer" furnace used for burning pyrites smalls iii

vitriol making, substituting powdered iron ore for the pyrites, and
a reducing atmosphere for the hot air employed to oxidize the

pyrites and burn off the sulphur. Moderately large scale experi-

mental trials in this direction have been made by Clienot, and sub-

sequently by Siemens and by Blair of Pittsburg. Chenot's reducing

furnace was essentially a series of vertical conical retorts heated

externally, the ore {Bilbao, Sonimorostro, or other ores containing

but little sulphur and phosphorus) being either mixed with car'

bonaceous matter and the mixture heated in the retorts, or e]s«

being placed therein * alone whilst a mixture of carbon oxide and

nitrogen (prepared by blowing air through incandescent charcoal)

was passed through them ; from time to time the reduced spongy

metal was drawn off at the base of the retorts into covered iron

boxes, so as to prevent reoxidation as much as possible, and tlieii

heated in a charcoal hearth and made into a ball when pasty. It

is mainly in this last stage that the practical difficulties of the pro-

cess are encountered : if the sponge be not powerfully compressed

into comparatively solid blocks, an enormous waste by oxidation

during the balling is produced ; in any case, as it is practic.illy

impossible to continue tho reduction of the ore in the first st.ige

sufficiently long to remove all oxygen from it (the time requisite

and the cost of fuel being then excessive), a great waste of iron

ensues. These difficulties have hitherto proved fatal to the com-

mercial success of the process ; but it has been shown conclusively

that a very good iron may be produced by its means, provided

sufficiently pure ore be used.

The same causes of failure for the most part apply to the cnrlier

methods of Clay, and the subsequent ones of Guilit, Renion, Yates,

.Suelus, and Blair, which in principle are all much the same, the

nature of the apparatus employed in producing the spongy iron beiug-

the main diflerence in the various processes respectively. Chenot's

attempts to produce steel from the reduced spongy iron answered

no better, commercially sjteaking, than the malleable iron manu-
facture from that source ; the sponge was simply compressed into

small blocks after being mixed with charcoil powder, or after being-

moistened with melted resin, tar, or fatty matters, and heated to-

char the organic matters, and then melted up in crucibles. The-

' For detail.i of these experiments, sea Perc/s iletMnrgy,
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difficulties in th« way of regulating the degree of carbonization,

tlie cost, and tli£ impmity of the resulting stetl (unless excessrvdy

pure ores were \ised) rendered the process practically a failure.

Fig. 55 indicates the apparatus used by Blair for tiie production

of spongy iron. A is the reducing chamber into which the ore is

placed along with about 5 i>er cent, of lime, which is found to

accelerate the reduction considerably, so that a charge can be woiked
off in about a fifth of the time that would otherwise be requisite.

Through this chamber a current of carbon oxide a^ud nitrogen is led,

Fig. 55.

produced in the gas generator B ; ore and fuel ate supplied from

time to time through the respective hoppers g, g The escaping gasea

pass away through the flue deh, a valve/ being applied so that part

of the gas can be passed back again through the producer so as to

keep the action from going on too quickly. Fiora time to time the

reduced metal is withdrawn by the slide n from the cooling-box kk,

which is surrounded by a water jacket to facilitate the cooling of

the spongy irop.

Siemens has attempted to apply a modification of the spongy iron

process to the manufacture of steel, the spongy metal from a mixture
of ore and carbonaceous matter heated in a revolving furnace being

dropped into a bath of melted pig metal ; this method, however,

was found to give unsatisfactory results, first because the spongy
iron would not readily dissolve in the molten pig hut floated on its

surface, and secondly because sulphur was taken up by it from the

gases during its reduction ; accordingly the precipitation method
described below was adopted in its place.

Dupuy has recently proposed a direct process worked as follows:

the ore to be reduced is mixed with carbon, and the mixture placed

in an annular vertical cylinder of sheet iron some 3 feet high, the

outer diameter of the cylinder being about 20 inches, and the inner

diameter 7 or 8 inches ; a number of these masses are arranged on
the coke floor of a reverbcratory furnace ; after heating for some
honra the reduced metal and the sheet iron coatings cake together

so that the masses can be removed and hammered and squeezed to

muck bar, cut up, piled, and reheated and rolled into plates, bars,

ic. ; or they may be fused down on the open hearth into steel. It

is claimed that by this treatment the metal takes up not more than
one-fourth of the phosphorus contained in the ore instead of practi-

cally the whole as when smelted in the blast furnace ; thus the ore

of the Republic Mine of the Lake Superior district and the metal
made from it by Dupuy's process gave the following numbers
(Dupuy, Journal Franklin InstUuUf Dceember 1877; Bee Iron,

voL X. p. 803) :—
13—14
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S consumption of not more than 25 cwts. o( coal, and a ton

of cast steel made witli about 40 cwts. of coal ; whilst even

.though the ore and fuel may contain considerable amounts

of sulphur and phosphorus, the "precipitated " iron !s almost

chemically pure. The temperature requisite in this process

being excessive, the bricks of which the furnace is con-

?'5PlWT!IIfng3rnii;jiKi,
5!"?*3Si,

jgfifigfiggaggi^^afi'giwayy/y/yy

Fio. 57.—Siemens Rotator—Longitudinal Section,

ttructea must be of the most infusible material possible; I and about 2 per cent, of lime mixed* together and moulded
a particular kind of silica brick consisting of crushed ouartz

|
into bricks answers better than alumina (bauxite) bricks

Fio. 58.—Siemens Rotator— Sectional Plan.

On i'Oin|Mrinp;tlie notnal consnmptien Bffnrl in tliin pro ess with
timl uii'^tl m tlu'.<nirUin,2 of in-n 1»t t'lP ^la*it fiirnai-e and its pnri-
Bcutiou by puddliji^ it is at uucc evident that a much less amount

of heat is lost by radiation, conduction, and escape of hot gases ari3

of only partially oxidized carbon (in thi "tate of carbun oxide) in the
regcueralive direct process tliaa iu the biust and puddling furuacei
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icofijoiniiy. ^len coal is completely burnt by cold nir to cail>on

dioxide ajid ivater vapour (not liquid watcif, tlie products of com-
bustion escaping at a temperature of say 300', the actual heat de-

veloiimentisvariablewitli the character of the coal, butmay be taken
as approximately near to 7600, the unit of wei^dit being the weight of
coal burnt ; for the heat of combustiou of osh-free average coal may
be taken as near to 9000, or about 8550, allowing 5 per cent, of ash

(§10), when the resulting carbon dioxide and lic|uid wjiti-r aieat about
20^ (J. ; a less amount of heat, liow ever, is generated if the products

of combustion escape at a higher temperature, say 300" C, the dif-

ference being O'i x 593 + (0-4 x 048 + 3-0 x 0*216) (300 - 20) = 462
when the coal is considered to yield 3'0 times its weight of carbon
dioxide and 0'4 times its weight of water on complete combustion,
693 being tlie latent heat of water vapour at 20°, and 0'43 and 0-J16
the speoitic lieats of water vapour and carbon dioxide respectively.

The nitrogen of the air used lor combustion, however, is atso hcatfd
to 300°, starting originally say at 20"; making allowance for the

oxvgen supplied by the ore, suppose that in the Sieuicns process the

nitrogen tstajiing is 6'0 times the weight of the coal used, its

apecihc Iieat being 24 ; then the lieat tarried awny by the nitro-

gen is about 6 X 0-2-I X (300 - 20) = 403. On the whole, thLiuforc,

the elective calorific value of the coal will be 8550 - (462 + 403) =
7685, or 7600 in round numbers

In order to reduce ferric oxido to metal, the heat consumption
per unit weight of iron m;iy be taken as abuut 1>00 (f-ontrast § 20);

thu heat cai ri<-d out from a Siemens furnace hearth by a ball of

iron will be somewhat greater tlian tliat by ju equal weight o, fused

pig iron from a blast furnaco on account of the higher temperature,

say 350 instead of 330 ; the same will apply to the cinder, but this

increase will be more than counterbalanced liy tlie smaller quantity

thereof, so that, assuming 600 heat units to be carried out by one
]»art of slag by weight, and the cinder to amount to 50 per cent,

of the iron, the heat thus carried out per unit weight of iron will

be 0-5x600 = 300. Altogether, thcrclore, 1700 + 350 + 300 =- 2350

units of heat would be requisite per unit wciglit of iron were it

possible to reduce the ores in the Siemens rotator without loss by
radiation, &.C., and imperfect combustion, the qasfs leaving the

I'cgencratoi'S at 300°
; this would correspond to about ^7,-0^ = "309

j'arts of coal, or somewhat Jess than 6\ cwts. per ton of iron. If

then 25 per cent, of the total beat generated by the fuel bo

utilized, 75 per cent, being wasted through incomplete combus-
tion, g.ises leaving at a higher temperature than 300°, and radiation,

&c. , still reduction would bo accomplished by an cx]tenditnre of

only 25 cwts, of coal per ton of iron. By a soinewhat different

mode of calculation Siemens arrives at much the same result [Choii.

Soc. Journal, 1373, p. 677), viz., that about 6"4 cwts. of carbon-

aceous matter should theoretically suffice to reduce a ton of iron

in tl:e precipitation furnace ; and benco that nbout 25 per cent,

of the heat actually capable of being generated is actually utilized.

Tins high "duty" (as compared with' other operations of the iron

industry, esjieeially witli tne bhisl and puddling furnaces con-

joint!^') arises from ttie circumstance that wlulst the reaction is

proceeding carbon oxide is copioubly evolved fiom the materials,

and this is burnt in the furnace itself by admitting air and very

little other gas so as to keep up the temperature almost without

extraneous fuel; the carbon dioxide produced by the combustion,

being a&oya and not in contact with the rcaeting f^ubstances, does

tot in any way interfere with their action, in which respect Iho

Frrocess of reduction in the jirecioitation furnace markedly differs

rom that in the blast furnace.

The following table, prepured'by L. Gordon for Siemens {Jovrn,

I. and si Xiut.j 1873, p. 57), is of interest as representing the rrla-

live consumption of fuel during the production of one part by

Weight of iron by various of the processes largely used at diifferent

epochs u*^ to the present date.

Charcoal ; Ancient Dirtct Processes.
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1561, p. 341). Early in the ISth century Reaumur inves-

tigated the character of the process, and found that under

similar conditions a bar of iron of 0'2 inch in thickness

was carbonized in six hours to the same extent as another

bar of the same metal of 0--15 inch in thiclcness in about

thirty-six hours. The crude "blister steel " produced by

the cementation process (so termed from its blistered

surface) is often simply cut into pieces, piled, heated to a

welding heat, and forged, when it is converted into " shear

steel "; or this process is repeated, when it becomes " double

shear steel"; but when a perfectly homogeneous product

is required it is melted in crucibles, when it becomes " cast

steel ": this process was introduced by Huntsmann about

1740. The nature of the chemical changes taking place

during cementation have been often regarded as somewhat

uncertain ; but there seems to be little room for doubt that

the action in the ordinary cementation process is mainly

due to the occlusion of carbon oxide (formed by the action

of the air in the pores of the charcoal) in the iron, and its

decomposition by the metal into carbon and an iron oxide,

which is subsequently again reduced bj a second portion

of carbon oxide, thus—
Fc^ + j/CO = C + Fe:,0„

Fc,0, + yCO - Fc, + i/CO,,

the two changes going on simultaneously. The escaping

carbon dioxide, which penetrates through the metal less

readily than does carbon oxide, and hence is apt to accumu-

late in certain parts, is probably the cause of the blistering of

the surface of the steel often observed, especially with pud-

dled bars containing small quantities of ferrous silicate dis-

seminated through them ; Percy has shown that fused

homogeneous metal free from interspersed slag does notgive

rise to blisters on cementation. Certain hydrocarbons, e.g.,

paraffin vapour and coal gas, will carbonize iron heated

therein, and the manufacture of steel by cementation in tlie

latter has been patented by Macintosh {vide infra). Probably

in these cases the carbon comes from the direct splitting up
of the hydrocr.rbon, with elimination of hydrogen ; but pos-

sibly the acievation is due to carbon oxide present in the

coal gas or formed from the paraffin vapour,&c.,by the action

of iron oxide disseminated through tlie bars or adherent to

their surface. Many cyanogen compounds, especially ferro-

cyanide of potassium, when applied to iron in a heated state

convert it exteriorly into steel (case hardening), and it has

in consequence been supposed that nitrogenous substances

are essential to the carbonization of iron by cementation, and

that ni trogen is an essential constituent of steel. The evidence

in behalf of this is, however, at present unsatisfactory ; on

the other hand, charcoal rich in alkalies, or a mixture of char-

coal powder with a little lime and soda, will carbonize iron

submitted to cementation therein more rapidly than charcoal

more free from alkalies ; and, as these conditions are those

favourable to the formation of alkaline cyanide from the

nitrogen of the air, there is some reason for supposing that

the carbon in the. steel formed under such circumstances

(like that produced in case hardening by means of ferro-

cyanide) is more or less derived either from cyanogen
separated from the cyanide and occluded by the iron and
gradually decomposed with formation of carbon, or from
some other reaction of iron upon the cyanide. Accordingly
nitrogenous organic matter, such as animal charcoal, leatlier,

horn, &c., is often mixed with the charcoal used for

cementation with a view to facilitating the conversion into

steel by the formation of gaseous carbon compounds with
the simultaneous presence of nitrogenous vapours.

The theory tliat c.nvbon oxide is the source of the carbon com-
miiiiicated to wrought iron duringj^ementation, appears to liave been
fii-st propounded by Leplay in 1846 {Ann. clc Cliiui. ct Phys. [3] xvii.

221), at a time when the properties of metals and other bodies in
absorbing gases (i.e., the phenomena of occdwjOTijhad not been so well
studied as they have been subseejuently. Leplay appears to have

considered that the carbon oxide splits np directly into catbon and
carbon dioxide, the latter becoming sgain translbrmed into c^rboa
oxido by the surrounding charcoal, and to haveleft out of oolisider-

ation the intervention ot the iron in becoming alternately oxidizt-d

and reduced. Other chemists have considered that by direct con-
tact u-ith carbon combination of the iron therewith takes place, the
carbon thus taken up by the outer layer quitting that and combin-
ing XNdth the next layer, and so gradually travelling inwards, the
outer layer recombining with more carbon as fast as it parts with
carbon to the under layer, and so on throughout ; the carbon thus
traversing the iron by a process somewhat akin to that by which a

drop of mercury in contact with a piece of gold (or certain other
metals) gradufUy passes into and permeates the mass,—this being
in short a kind of capill.nry action e.^erted upon a solid substance.

Percy's observation {Mctallurgii, " Iron and Steel," p. 109) that char-

coal after being intensely ignited will not carbonize iron when air

is excluded by means of hydrogen (although it will do so \a some
extent if still containingmnttcrs capable of being driven off by heat)

negatives the possibility of the carbon being taken up by dircdcon-
tact by this hypothetical kind of chemical union between solids, or

solvent action of one solid on another ; it may be that carbon
deposited on the outer layer by the chemical action of the iron on
carbon oxide, cyanogen comjiounds, carburcttpd hydrogen, &c.

,

permeates inwards by this supposed diffusive process; but tho

known phenomena of the absorption of gases by colloid bodies,

diffusion, dialysis, occlusion, &e., as elucidated by Graham and
his followers, render it wholly unnecessary to suppose that any
such action takes place, and do away witliall experimental grounds
for supposing that it can take place. In order to caiTy out tho

process of cementation, the bars of iron are placed in ft iircbnck box
or chest several feet long, layers of charcoal and iron being alter-

nately piled in until the box is filled, wheu a luting of fireclay or

of the sandy ferruginous mud produced in- grinding and polishing

steel articles after manufacture, termed "wlieel swarf," is applied

so as to close up the upper jiart of the box aiul prevent access of

air ; two or more such chests are then arranged under the arclicd

roof of a chamber elected over a fireplace in such a way that the

flames from the fire pass under and lap round the sides of the

chests, and impinge upon the roof, the g.iscs escaping through
orifices in the roof into a conical chimney built over the whole,—the

chamber constituting in fact a kind of furnace somewhat like a glass

house or pottery kiln, the flame passing upwards from the bed
instead of laterally from a firepl.ice at the side as in tlie ordinary
reverbcratory furnaces. Tri.al bars aro arranged in the mass of

charcoal in such positions that they can be withdrawn from time
to time, and the progress of the operation examined by fracturing

the bars after cooling, and seeing when the core of malleable iron

disappears; from seven to ten days* heating according to the amount
of carbonization required (averaging about 1 per cent.) is generally

allowed, with a total charge of some 10 to 20 tons of iron in tho
furnace. When the requisite carbonization is attained the fire is

raked out and the chests allowed to cool ; the blister steel is thi-n

either melted down into cast steel, or converted into shear steel by
piling and forging, &c.

According to Boussingault a material diminution in the amount of

sulphur present takes place during cementation; thus he found malle-

able iron sfiecimens containing 0'012 to 0*015 per cent, of sulphur
yielded steels containing only O'OOS to 006 per cent, of sulphur.
Indications in the same direction but not to so great an extent have
also been observed by others ; no noticeable effect, however, is pro-

duced on the silicon, phosphorus, or manganese originally present,

as far as the irregular way in which traces of cinder are alwaj's inter-

spersed throughout bars of wrought iron will permit conclusions to

be drawn. The following analyses indicate the effect of cementation
on Swedish bar irons :

—
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tt a liigU temperaturo by an annular fireplace rarronnding it, a

gentle stream ot wi-U-desulpluinzed coal gas being allowed to pass

throu!;h the chamber. The expense of ti.e process seems to have

been file chief bar to its adoption, as steel of excellent quality can

readily be made bv it from good malleable iron.

33! Cast Steel.—Tiie crucibles or " pots " used for steel

melting are usually made of refractory fireclay, often with

an admixture of graphite, which not only communicates a

greater degree of infusibility, but also diminishes the

decarbonizition which partial access of air unavoidably

brings about during melting; they are of such size as to

hold' from 40 to 60 H) of steel, and occasionally more,

even up to nearly a cwt., especially in certain American

steel works. As a rule a pot that has served for three

successive meltings in a coke-fired furnace is so much

damaged as to be unsafe for a fourth ;
and with inferior

kinds°of clay two meltings or even one only are allowed
;

with superior pots and gas-fired furnaces four, five, and

even six heats are attainable with ease and safety. After

annealing, the crucibles are heated red hot and then placed

in the melting furnace on fireclay stands, round which and
the pots coke is piled, two pots being usually fixed in the

same "melting hole," but sometimes more. When the pots

are white hot the steel in small lumps is introduced by
lifting up the cover and pouring the pieces down a long

iron funnel ; the covers being replaced and the fire made
up, after some two or three hours the steel is fluid ; hut it

cast immediately it is found that a much larger qunn'ity

of gas separates during solidification, rendering the steel

porous, than is evolved if the metal is dead-melted, i.e.,

allowed to remain melted for an extra half hour or taore,

presumably from the reaction of the iron oxide interspersed

throughout the steel upon the carbon evolving carbon oxide

during the earlier period, this evolution subsequently ceas-

ing, owing partly to the reduction of the oxide, and partly

to its floating up to the top of the fused mass as scorire.'

According to Bessemer the chief part of the " dead melting"

effect of the extra time allowed in fusing steel for the

molten metal to stand in the furnace after fusion is brouKlt

about is diie to the reduction of a little silicon from the

crucible materials, &c., the presence of that element greatly

diminishing the tendency to evcJution of gas during

solidification (see § 44). Wlien the pots are withdrawn

and the casting made (frequently from the cdntents ot

many pots combined together), they are replaced in the

melting holes before they cool, and u§ed over again, a

somewhat smaller quantity of metal being introduced for

th« second melting (and less still for the third), in order

to preveut the surface of the fused scoria being at the

same level as before, the pots being chiefly attacked at

that place. About 3'5 parts of coke are required for 1

of mild steel melted, and somewhat less for harder steels,

which melt more easily.

The Siemens re<;encrative furnace (§ 10), fed with fra<i from a

producer, can be very advantageously employed instf-ail of the older
co3.t or coke-fired furnaces. In such a steel meltinj:; furn^ice (fi^. 59)
tbs msion chamber geiieraUy contains some two dozen pnts, and is

constructed in the form ofa trench with overhanging sides, which are

nicticd both horizontally and vertically to keep them from sinking in

whilst in use. The floor is covered with finely ground hard coke,

which burns away but slowly and does not flux or indurate, thug

giving a firm foundation for the pots, which ai'e set in a double

row along the centre of the chamber; the upper roof of the chamber

consists of firebrick tiles or frames filled with firebrick capable ot

being slid off separately ,by means of levers or handles attached to

each, so as to permit of the introduction and withdrawal of the pots.

The inventors state that the lining of a furnace of tliis description

will last from fifteen to twenty weeks without repair, working dny,

and ni.ght, whilst four to five weeks is the ordinary life of a coke-

fired furn;ice ; that the pnts will stand four, five, and sometimes rvtu

ten succes?;ive meltings instead of two or three ; and that, whilst

3 to 4 tons of hard coke are requisite in coke-fired furn.-ices per

ton of stcfl melted, 1.^ to 20 cnts. of much inferior slack burnt

in a gas producer will furnish enough fuel to melt a ton of steel

on the regenerative principle (Chan. Sor. Journal, 1868, j-. 276).'

The precise amount of fuel used in actual practice is somewhat
variable, but consumptions as low as 0*64 parts of coal pt;r unit of

steel melted (nearly 20 tons being melted in all during one wci-k)

have becji recorded. In other works the consumptions were 1 '1 to
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1-45 p»rt« ofconl fnv 1 part of steel melteJ (tVie heat rerinisito for

drying the |)ots being infUbled). A good .leal of the saving in fiii'l

is de|wniliMit on the chamctor of the pots employed, the best pot%

wllii-h will stand fccveral successive meltings, lauliing considerable

economy, in that the fnjl requisite to heat up new pots (starting

comparatively cuM) i-* saved.- the fusioti being effected in much less

time, averaging front two-thirds to three-fourths of that requisite

for new pots. Various modilicutions of the Siemens regenerative steel

melting turnaeo have been introduced by other inventors ; thus

the Swindoll furnaco h'as been used to a consideiablo extent in

America.

34. Case Hardeniiif^.—This operation is essentially the

reverse ol that by which cast iron is converted into malle-

nble iron (§ 22). In the latter the carbon is gradually

removed, the outer portion being first affected ; in the

former carbon is added to the exterior layer of a malleable

iron article so as to give it great hardness, strength, and

jpower of resisting wear and tear by superficial conversion

into steel. .As applied to larger articles in which the steely

coating is required to be of more than just perceptible

thickness (O'l to 0'3 inch), the operation is essentially that

of cementation, the iron articles being packed in an iron

chest or box in charcoal reduced to very coarse powder

(burnt or charred leather, hoofs, bones, &c., answering best),

and then heated to a red heat for a sufficient length of time

(some four to six hours for a coating of steel of O'l inch

or so in thiclcness) either judged by past experience or by

withdrawing trial pieces from time to time, and breaking

thein so as to ascertain to what depth the acieration has

proceeded. When this is effected the chest is withdrawn

from the oven or furnaco and the articles chilled by taking

them out whilst still hot and quenching in water or oil,

&c., so as to harden the exterior coating. Since the steel

exterior is thus rendered too hard for working with ordinary

tools, the articles to be treated must be as far as possible

finished before case hardening, so as only to require clean-

ing and polishing subsequently.

Sometimes a portion only of an iron objec;t is required to be case

harde^led. In this case a coating of loam or clay, &c., is applied

to that part of the object not required to be hardened, and gradually

dried on so as to form a jacket ; this prevents the ready access of

carbon and carbon oxide to the covered-up part, ami henoe hinders

or entirely prevents acieration thereat ; instead of a clay coating

moulded on, a roughly made loose iron jacket may bo made from

iron tube or sheet iron, &c., and the space between the two surfaces

filled in with clay well rammed in. In certain cases the article is

case hardened as a wliole, those portions required to be of malleable

irbn being made too large ; after acioi-atiou the whole is annealed,

and the softened steely coating tiled or latlied off from these portions,

and the whole then heated and hardened.

When only a thin coating of steel is required, it is unnecessary to

acierate by packing in cliarcoal ; tho iron to be hardened is heated

to redness and then sprinkled with powdered ferrocyauido of

potassium either by itself or mixed with other saline substances
;

the salt fuses and carbonizes the surface of the metal to such an

extent that after hardening the exterior film is usually hard enough
to resist a file. Sometimes goods are cast in the first instance (tor

cheapness of manufacture) and then heated in htematite, &e. , so as

to convert them into malleable iron to a greater or lesser extent,

the onter iilm being finally case hardened by ferrocyanide ; so that

occasionally cast iron as an inner eore, malleable ii'on as au exterior

floating, and steel as an outermost film are met with in the same
article. For axles, shafts, and other portions of machinery apt to

eucounter sudden strains which would snap a solid hartl steel mass,
but where certain portions (bearings, &c. ) are required to be as hard
as possible to diminish wear and friction, the local case hardening
of tlie parts reqxtired to be hard is frequently practised ; and in this

way certain of tho advant.ages of both hard steel and wrought iron

are combined.
For case haidening rails Dodd's process has given good results ; as

practised some years ago by the ^orth-Eastern Railway Company,
charcoal, soda ash, and limestone crushed small were mixed together

in the proportion of 1 cwt. of the first' to 1 stone of each of the others,

and charged into the case hardening furnace between successive tiers

of rails. The rails remained in the furnace sixty hours ; when taken

out they were coveivd with sand till cold. The cost of the process

auxounte to about 12s. Gd. per ton (Lowthian Bell) ; but when
the mils are of ordinary puddled malleable 'won, a certain degree of

brittlouess is romnumicated. "With rails from Danks's machine
'^ildtiled irou tho carbouizatiou was fouud to extend inwards for

nearly a quarter of an inch, the percentages of carbon in each sucJ

cessive ^s inch from the surface being found to be as follows : — 1

Outer
I'j inch ...0'740 to !013 Me. lU of seven specimens - 0S62

Succeeding do.. .0-231 ., <)f96 ,, ,, ,,
- 4D3

Third do. ...0030 ., 0-163 ,, „ ,, - OiJS

3-1. Crurib'e Steel.—The term "crucible steel," strictly

applicable to the cast steel prepared by fusing cenientatinia

steel in crucibles, is often applied to denote various other

somewhat different substances (also fused in crucibles),

cementation cast steel being often designated "Hunts-

mann's steel," from the name of its inventor. About the

beginning of the present century Mushet patented the

production of a crucible steel by the dhect carbonization

of n.alleable iron by the fusion together in crucibles of

bar or scrap iron and "a proper percentage of carbonace-

ous matter" ; and also the production of a similar product

direct from the ore by substituting the ore for the malleable

iron and increasing the amount of reducing matter. This

latter process (which is substantially the method of assay-

ing irou ores in crucibles by the dry method on a somewhat

larger scale, and with less reducing matter) had been

previously patented in 1791 by Samuel Lucas, whilst

substantially the same process was again patented in 1836

by Hawkins. But little steel, however, was made by this

process until 1839, when Heath patented the use of what

he termed " carburet of manganese " a? an ingredient in

making crucible steel, this substance being prepared by

lieatiiig together manganese dioxide and carbonaceous

matter. It being speedily found that the same result was

produced whether this heating together of the manganese,

dioxide, and carbimaceous matter was previously carried

out, or whether these materials were separately added to

the contents of the crucible and the whole melted together,

the validity of the patent was vigorously contested, the

utility of the manganese thus introduced into the resulting

mass as a means of partially correcting the deleterious

effects of sulphur and phosphorus being speedily apparent,

and the possibility of the production of useful qualities of

steel from even inferior iron being rapidly recognized as

a valuable improvement. This Mushct-Heath process of

fluxing together in crucibles malleable iron and pteel scrap,

powdered charcoal, and manganese oxide or spiegeleiseo

is still used to some extent ; the cast steel thus produced

is apt to be somewhat vesicular and porous ; to over-

come this when bars are required the ingots are reheated

and hammered or rolled, either with or without cutting

and piling ; the character of the cast steel is largely^

variable with the proportions of malleable iron and iron

already carbcmized that are used. Siemens or open hearth

steels have of late years largely superseded this class of

products.

When blister steel ia judged to be somewhat deficient in carbon,

and is converted into cast steel by fusion, the amount of carbon

l)rrsent in the cast steel can often be increased by adding carbon-

aceous matter to the fragments of steel with which the crucibles are

filled,— the additional carbon being taken up precisely as in

Mnshet's process of date ISOO. The same effect is produced to a

slight extent by employing a considerable quantity of blacklead in

the crucible composition, the graphite being then directly dissolved

during the fusion. The Chenot process of steel making (by fusion

in cruoihjea of spongy iron and carbonaceous matter) has been

already adverted to {§ 30) ; Parry took out a patent in 1861 for con-

verting puddled iron into steel by fusing it with coke and fluxes in

a kind of cupola furnace so as to rccarbonize the metal ;
by modify-

ing the blast and proportion of fuel employed it is possible to pro-

duce either steel or cast iron containing 2 per cent, and upwards of

carbon (§ 23). .\pparently the cost of the fuel required for this

process and other circumstances have prevented it from materially

competing with the Bessemer and Siemens steel-making processes. '

IVootz or Indian steel was described in 1807 by Buchanan as being

prepared from the steely iron obtained by heating in a rough conical

furnace of clay some 2 feet wide at the base and 1 at the top the

pure magnetites and other ores of India and charcoal, the ore and
fuel being supplied at the top. and the combustion ui-ged by a
rude bellows made of a goat's skin stripped from the carcass without
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openin;: tip tlip bi-lly, tlie neck being furnishet.1 with a bamboo
nozzle teriiiiuatiii;; 111 a clay tube, foririiug a rough tuyere. Alter the

firo has been urged lur some Lours the contents of the furnace are

removed by partially breaking down tlie front, in the form of a

rough pomud ball or bloom of partially melted metal, which is then

cut into pieces and charged iuto a crucible (made of clay mbted with
a small quantity of charred rice husks) tngether with the wood of

Caasta auricul'da, chojiped into little fragments ; each crucible

holJs about a pound of mctul, and is covered over with a few

green leaves, preferably of Asclcpins giynntcn or Covvoh'uhis
lauri/oliiis, a cbiy cover being mailc by ramming in soft chiy and
drying gently. A numbi-r of these cru-

cibles (some twenty or tweuty-fouv) aro

tlien piled up in a clay furnace furnished

witii4a bellows soinetliing like the ori-

ginal smelting furnace, the interstices

being lilled with charcoal. After some
two hours' heating tlie steel is fused ; the

crucibles are theu removed and allowed

to cool, and the melted cakes extracted

by breaking away the clay. If the opera-

tion has been aucctfssfnl, the cakes are

Buiooth-surfaccd, w. ,h ridiating strice
;

such cakes when remelted in larger quan-
tities furnisli an cxtrenu-ly fine qu;dity

of steel ; when tjie conversion of tlie iion

into highly carbonized steel is incom-
plete, the cakes are imperfectly melted
down, and consist more or less iargel) of

fritted lumps of met^U not carboni:;td

sufficiently to fuse ; sucn cakes yield only

an inferior steel when remelted. In order

to forge tire steel the natives heat the

cakes in a charcoal bellows-forge for sonie

hours to a temperature short of fusion,

and then hammer ihem out by hand into

bars ; these are wehled tngether by fn-ging

to wedge-heails, tying together with wire,

sprinkling with borax, and quickly heat-

ing and hammering till united ; the long
preliminary heating partially decarbonizes the steel, so as to maKe
the final product less like a steely cast iron. When iiro|ierJy pre-

pared, the temper which tliis steel will take is niagniticent ; it is

said that sabres of such steel with an edge sharp enough to cut

gossamnr like a razor can be dashed with the full strength of a

man's arm against a stnne wall, or used to cut in two a bar of

wrought iron, without having the cutting edge injured in the least

degree if the swordsman be only sutticicutly expert.

According to analyses ma-le by Faraday, wootz contEjins a small
quantity of aluminium ; this probably existed as cinder dissemi-

nated through the mass, as subsequent analysts have entirely failed

to detect aluminium in wootz free from slag ; thus Henry (Phil

Mag., 1852) and Raminelsberg {Bcrichtc Deal. Chan. Gcs., 1870, p.

461} found the following mean nunibers, the sulphur beuig probably
overestimated in Hcnry'a analysis :—

from the first crucible operation could be fused into ont

mass of somewhat less hard steel than that produced at

first in the more successful operations. The possibility of

producing steel by fusing togetlier a malleable and a car-

bonized iron is evidently a simple deduction from the pro-

cesses whereby a steel is produced by the direct addition

of carbon to malleable iron, e.g.j those of Mushet and of

Heath (§ 35). Accordingly a few years after the latter

patented the use of " carburet " of manganese, he proposed
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hole, was patented ; not till some time later, however (after the in-

troduction of Mushct's iniprovenient of adding spiegeleisen), waisthe

jtrciieut form of converter arrived at, consisting of a pear-shaped or

bottle-shaped vessel witll tliyeres at the base, and supported upon
axt;s, one of wliich being hollow serve's as the tube-ljy means of which
tt£ blast is communicated to the tuyeres, whilst the vessel can be

ituTted into any desired position round the axis (fig. 60) ; the use of

bydiaulic power to work the converter into position, and to manipu-
late the "ladle" into which the finished metal is run so as to be

poured from it into moulds, soon followed. Subsequently various

improvements in details of arrangement and construction of the plant

have been introduced, notably by Holley in certain American works
in the first instance ; amongst these may more particularly be

noticed the use ofsomewhat longer converters (fig. 61), with movaole
b ittoms, so that,^a8 the tuyeres wear out (which occurs much more
rapidly than does the destruction of the lining), new previously

constructed bottoms can be introduced without entailing large loss

Fig. 61.

of time, wltilst the greater length diminishes less by splashing and
forcible ejection during the boil ; the effect of these improvements
is to increase the possible output from a given plant by at least 50
per cent. At first it was usual to melt the pig iron in a separate
reverberatory furnace and then to run it into the converter ; a cupola
furnace (saving much fuel) was then substituted, a little lime being
added to diminish its tendency to sulphuration ; in this way scrap
of all kinds can be utilized, being melted down with fiesli pig in a
cupola furnace much more readily than in a reverberatory, and being
less decarbonized and desiliconized in so doing, which is somewhat
important (§ 27). Where the blast furnaces are not too far from
the converters, the melten pig is often run direct from the furnace

into the converter without solidifying into pig and remeltiug, an
intermediate ladle running on a railway being employed instead
of a long gutter, which would cool the metal too much and be other-

wise impracticable. In some few Swedish works the old immovable
cylindrical converter is still employed, the metal being tapped out
into a ladle from which it is iiin into the ingo,t moulds, but in

most works, even in Sweden, movable converters are now in use.

The spiegeleisen usually added subsequently is melted in another
smaller cupola ; in some few works however, e.g., in Styria, Spiegel

is not used, but whcit the charge is blown some-more of the original

pig is added ; in others t^essemer's original process is adhered to

(§ 27) ; the use of this method, however, is comparatively limited,

the combination process being . usually adopted in preference,

\Vhcn ferro-inanganese is used instead of spiegtleisen, it is usually
not melted, but simply heated in a suitable vessel by the waste
flame of the converter, and emptied into the casting ladle together
with the blown metal so as to intermix the two, the ferro-manganese
fusing as soon as it comes in contact with the blown metal.

Converters.—The improved form of converter in use

at tlie present day is indicated by fig. 61.
' It consists

of a vessel in shape resembling a. claret bottle with the

neck somewhat shortened and slightly bent over sideways;

this is made- of sjtout boilerplate, lined internally with

i"ganister," a kind of sandstone possessed of peculiar phy-

Eical properties, more especially of the power of binding

together to a compact non-crumbly excessively infusible

mass when ground to powder, moistened, and finally ex-

jiosed to a high temperature. The base of the bottle is

removable, being kept in position by bolts and nuts ; this

being removed, a core is fitted concentrically within the

shell, and the moistened ganister rammed lightly in

;

sometimes the shell is also made of two parts thus

treated separately and afterwards bolted together. The
bottom is double, constituting an air chamber or " blast

box," the top portion of which is a perforated cast iron

plate, into which are fitted tuyeres consisting of slightly

conical elongated bricks or plugs perforated longitudinally

with holes (between 015 and OS inch diameter) aud
fixed in at the thicker end ; these are composed of a
mixture of fireclay and ganister, tlie space between
them being filled up with ganister, so that the , inner

bottom is substantially the same as the lining sides of

the converter, only perforated by a number of holes. The
total number of orifices through which the blast thua

comes is considerable, in order to spread it into numerous
streams, the actual number varying with the size of the

converter; for a 5-ton converter a dozen or more tuyere

bricks, each perforated with about as many holes, are

usually employed. The( lower plate of the air chamber is

removable for the purpose of examining the tuyeres from
time to time without removing the entire bottom.

The different portions of the vessel being put together, and the

joints well grouted with ganister slip, the whole is gently dried by
lighting a small coke fire inside, and by and by increasing this, the

blast being turned on gently until the whole vessel is thoroughly
dry and hot, when it is ready to, receive a charge of molten pig.

The blast is communicated to the blast-box by a curved tube reach-

ing thereto from the hollow ti'unnion box, inside which one of the
trunnions of the converter lies ; the other trunnion has a cogged
wheel or pinion attached, by means of which the vessel can be
rotated, a toothed rack gearing into the pinion aud being worked
directly by a hydraulic press or ram ; the rack and press were'

formerly arranged Iiorizontally, but now are usually placed vertically

or slantwise to save space. By means of an automatic valve the
blast is shut otfwhen the converter is iu an inclined position, so that
the level of the mouth isr not lower than the tuyere hole then
lowest ; in this position the molten metal is run in, the elevation
of the tuyere holes preventing it from running into them ; whilst
erecting the converter by means of the rack and pinion before the
tuyeres sink below the raolten mass, the blast is turned on at a
pressure of some 1 "5 atmospheres or more (21 lb per square inch and
upwards); the pressure due to the Column of molten metal being
less than this, the air is forced through it without it being possible
for the fused matter to run down into the blast box. A large hood
over the mouth of the converter and connected with a chimney or
Hue prevents the flame and ejected matter from being scattered
about and injuring the workmen.
The ganister preferred for lining is a peculiar silicious deposit

found under a thin coal-seam near Sheffield, of almost conchoidal
fracture, therein d iffering from ordinary sandstones, and containing
a few tenths per cent., or sometimes a little more, of lime and about
the same amount of alumina, with small quantities of iron oxide
and alkalies, the rest being silica ; analogous substances, however,
are found .

in various other localities, e.g., in the Yorkshire,
Northumberland, South Wales, and Shropshire Coal Measures. A
well-prepared lining carefully repaired every few days will last
several months, and even upwards of a year ; the bottoms, however,
wear away much more rapidly, the tuyeres either becoming melted
or dissolved away by the oxidation of the iron in their vicinity, the
oxide produced exerting a marked solvent action on the fireclay and
ganister bricks ; hence the advantage of HoUey's removable bottoms.
A damaged bottom can be removed and a new one put in its place,
the joint being made up by raraming in ganister into the crevice
whilst screwing up the bolts, without stopping the action of the
converter for any lengthened period : whilst with the older vessels
it was requisite to cool down somewhat, knock out the damaged
tuyere bricks, replace them by others, and ram in ganister between
tliem from the inside, and finally to heat up again by an internal
fire before use,—the whole process causing much delay and waste
of fuel, especially as the renewal of some at least of the tuyere
bricks is requisite every few blows. In some American works,
e.g., Bethlehem, instead of a rammed ganister lining, one composed
of blocks of a peculiar sandstone is employed, set in ganister as
mortar for the joints.

Subsidiary Appliances.—The precise, mode of arrangement of
Bessemer plant varies in different works, but U3U;iIly two converters
are arranged to be worked together, one casting ladle being used for
the jiair, worked by a crane. In most of the European works tlie

two couvertcro .ue on opposite sides of the casting ladle, so that a
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large portion of the circle covered by it cannot be used for running

ingots into moulds, being occupied by the converters ; in most

American works the two converters are placed side by side, so as to

leave a larger space for the casting bed when the metal is not used

direct from the blast furnace. A range of cupolas is fitted up at a

convenient distance, some larger for melting the pig, some smaller

for the spicgcleisen ; the molten metal is either run out from these

direct into one or other of the converters through a shoot or gutter

of iron lined with fireclay and sand, or is tapped into an intermedi-

ate collecting ladle, and when the requisite quantity is collected run

rapidly into the converter either by "tipping" the l:idle over so

that the metal runs out together with sonio little amount of slag

floating on its surlace, or by means of a tapping hole at the bottom.

This latter arrangement allows the charging of the converter to be

more quickly eirccted ; when the iron is tapped directly from the

blast furnace into the converter by means of an intermediati? ladle,

the cupolas arc of coui-se unnecessary, save those for melting the

spiegcleiaen. The blast is generated by an ordinary blowing engine,

but at a considerably greater pressure than that used for blast fur-

naces, 20, 25, and even 30 lb per square inch pressure being

employed. The casting ladle into which the contents of the con-

verters are emptied by tilting them up suQlciently-when the opera-

tion is finished is a large iron bucket lined with clay with a hole at

the bottom filled up with a perforated firebrick, into which fits a*

stopper consisting of a stout iron rod covered with a thick fireclay

tube to protect the rod from the fused steel ; when the ladle is full

of molten metal, and the hole is closed by the stopper, the ladle is

swung round by means of a crane over the i?igot moulds (of cast

iron) ; the stopper is then lifted, when the fused steel runs out, the

scQri;e floating on the top of the mi-tal being thus retained and pure

steei only poured. Sounder ingots are obtained by running the

metal into a cavity communicating by firebrick tubes with the

bottoms of the mouMs, so as to fill them from below, than by
filling them from above directly. Detailed descriptions of the plant

employed in various first-class American Bessemer works are given

by Holley and Lenox Smith in a series of articles in Engineering,

1877 and following years.

The mode of carrying out the operation is briefly as follows :

—

the charge of pig iron being run into the converter, this is swung
back into the vertical position, the blast being automatically turned
oii \\\ so doing ; when the blowing is at an end, the converter is

turned into a nearly horizontal position, the blast being thereby
bliut oil'; a weighed quantity of fused spiegclcisen is then run in,

and t hi! total eontentsof the converter forth wit li poured into the cast-,

ing ladle; formerly the converter was erected for a few seconds and
the blast blown tlirough to nux the spicgcleisen and blown metal,

but that is now found to be unnecessary. The ingots are finally

reheated and passed through the rolling mills after forging so as to

reduce them to I'.iils, bare, plutes, &c-, as required, the machinery
for this purpose being identical iu character with that employed for

malleable iron (§ 25).

The followirrg analyses illustrate the general composition of
" Bessemer steel " as made in dillcrent European countries, the first

two specimens bring prepaied by Uesscmer's original process (with-

out addition of s[»icgcleisen, § '27), and the others by the Bessemer-
Jlushct combinatioji process (from report of E. Brnsewitz to the
Swedish iron office*, Jcni-Kontords Annalcr, 1871, 199).

Lowlity
{
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as a lining material for tlie converter, and found that wlien

a " basic " lining of this descri|)tion was substituted for

ganister a removal of phosphorus to a greater or lesser

extent was actually brought about iu the converter just

as it is iu the [ludilliug furnace ; for some few years, how-
ever, this method was not ajiplied on a commercial scale,

but subsequently the subject was again examined by
Thomas and Gilchrist, who fin-illy succeeded in reducing

the priucii)le3 of Suelus's patent to successful practical

operation, finding that by the use of a "basic" lining to

the converter, and especially the addition of a small amount
of lime, or lime mixed with " blue billy " or some other form
<it iron oxide such as mill scale, to the charge together with

the continuance of the blow for some short period after the

decarbonization is coniplcle, the elimination of phosphorus
(even from -highly phosphorized pig, cont-aining 1'5 to 2-0

per cent, of phosphorus) could be very largely effected,

some 80 to 90 per cent, at least of the total phos[ihoru3

present becoming oxidized aud converted into phosphates,

this action chioHy taking place during the "alter blow";
provided thut the cinder is sufficiently basic, the iron does

not oxidize during this after blow as it does in the ordinary

"acid lined" converter process. Owing to the success of

these operations, the " basic " process has been more fre-

quently spoken of as the "Thomas-Gilchrist process" than
as being what it substantially is, tlie principle of Snelus's

ei^rlier patent in a somewhat but not very largely modified

form. Warned probably by the disasters of previous in-

ventors, the rival comiietitors for the honour (and profit)

of the practical production of ingot metal of fair quality

from pHos[ihorized pig have coalesced and united their

forces, instead of opposing one another in costly litigation.

Processes basetl upon th'^ geueval principle of making the cinder
of the Bessemer convprti-r moie or less " basic," but considerably
different in details from the basic lining nietliod of Snelus, Thomas,
aud Gilchrist, have been proposed at one time or anotlior by various
iiiventors; thus, in tlio earlier patents of Bessemer himself, the
admixture of steam with air lu the blowing operation was included,
-whiUt steam had bet-n previously employed as an adjunct in the
lefinery, the action being tlie formation of iron oxide (with evolu-

tion of hydrogen). . Somewhat analogons usr-g of steam have been sub-
sequently proposed by others, in some cases the phosphorus being
Alleged to be evolved as phosphoretted hydrogen (?), e.g., in Bull's

process, in which the ordinary air blowing of a Bessemer converter
or the effect of an oxidizing blast in a Siemens hearth, &c. , on cast

iron is liist useil to remove silicon and carbon, and then a jet of

titeam used to lemove phos]ihorus. The direct incorporation of oxide
of ^ron (blue billy, &c. ) alone with the material (by blowing into

the converter along with the blast) has also been proposed by
Pettitt

( g 24), the object iu all cases being' to assist the iormation
of phos[iliate, and thereby remove phosphorus from the iron by
inaking the cinder highly basic.

During the oxidation of phosphorus a large amount of

heat is evolved, so that the temperature rises during the

after blow just as it does during the oxidation of silicon.

According to various experimenters the heat of combustion
of phosphorus is a little short of COOO, so that, as that of

silicon is near to 8C00, 4 parts of phosphorus are thermally
about equivalent to 3 of silicon. Hence if a pig containing

2 per cent, of silicon will furnish sufficient heat to keep
the blown metal and slag fluid, the same result will bo
attained by means of a pig containing about 0'5 per cent,

of silicon aud 2-0 per cent, of phosphorus, i.e., if the radia-

tion loss be the same, and also the diminution in heat
evolution due to separating the non-metal from the iron,i

as well as the fusibility of the slag. In actual practice the
"basic" method is found to take a little longer time than
the ordinary " acid " blow, so that the radiation loss is a

' The experiments of Troost and HautefeuiUe show that this is not
the case, the heat evolution during the union of silicon and iron being
much less tlian that taking place when phosphorus and iron combine
tosether

; so that considerably more than four parts of phosphorus
vinuUl be rcqui^ite to produce the same amount of heat as three of
silicon if both non-metals are severally combined witU uon.

little greater; the calcareous cinder ton is somewhat les.^

fusible than the ferrous silicate ciudei of the ordinarjr

ganister-liiied converter ; so that a practical incouveuience

is apt to be occasioned owing to the frothy mass of imper-

fectly fused cinder formed foaming Up to the mouth of the

converter and there solidifying, whilst the greater extent

of the foaming causes more material to be ejected than is

usual with the ordinary converters. To remedy this, it has

been proposed to add the basic matter iu a highly heated

or even molten state, and to make the aii used for blowing

traverse a chamber filled with coke on to which petroleum

is allowed to drop, so that combustible vapours are blown

into the converter along with tlie air, thus raising the tem-

perature considerably, and preventing the blocking of the

converter-mouth by solidification of cinder, and the pro-

duction of metal too little heated to remain fluid during

the pouring of the ingots, and consequently solidifying in

the ladle forming a "skull." Wilks finds that the action

of this arrangement is very satisfactory and elfective_ in

preventing " cold blows " from occurring. The same result

is also producible by means of coal dust or other freely

divided combustible matter blown in along with the blast.

With silicious pig iron the lining is apt to be attacked by the

silica formed during the first part of the blowing operations ; this

is partly but not wholly avoided by the addition of hc-ated lime to

the charge. Haimet has proposed, aud at Witkowitz attemjits

have been made, to" blow phosjihorized and silicluretted pig sm^
cessively in two converters, one acid-lined for rejiioving silicon and
caibon, and the other basic-lined to get rid of the phosphorus, the

blown metal being transferred from the one to the other ; much
cooling of the metal was tlyis produced, and the operation was ]u-o-

longed some fifteen minutes, so that the method was speedily

abandoned.
According to Tiiuner, in order to produce 100 iiarts of pure

ingots of blown metal 122-5 parts of pig are lequisite with
" basic" converters, and only llS-7 with the ordinary "acid " ones

(waste in remelting being included in each case ; wheu the metal

is used direct from the blast furnace, only 112 parts are requiied

with acid converters) ; hence an extra loss of nearly 4 per cent, of

inetal is experienced in the basic process. The following analyse.",

by BluUer, of specimens taken during a prolonged investigation at

Horde illustrate the non-removal of phosphorus and sulphur during

the earlier part of the blow, and indeed their slight increase (iu

percentage amount) owing to the oxidation of manganese, silicon,

and carbon ; and also the rapid removal of phosphorus during the

after-blow :
—

'nme in Minates ....
-j
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The pliosplioric aiilivilride in the bnsic pmocss slag nppcai-s to

cxUt as cahmiM phosi.h;ili', aliJ not as iroji pliosplintc ; lor aft. r

roasting to pcroxiJuc ii"n, uo soluble pho«|iliatc is disvolvoj out on

iliL-estion with amnioninin sulphiih-, nor is any loimiJ bv fusinu

with so.lium i-hloriJe, Hliil-t Miliihiirou;. nciil iolutlou reaJily >lii.-

Eolvcii out pho'siiliatL' (Patlinson and Stcail).

Buiic Liiiiin; M-tnint. —AonK of tlio earliest of Besscnier's

expcrimenti (ni'ade at Uo" tai>) on his air-Mowing process were nia»h'

witli a converter ImcJ with Stoinbridge hicbriik. and in this vcss.l

a Ucssciner nu'lal was made » hich cimlained only minute •luantllir-i

of carbon and siliion. and nuich less plios|.linrns than tlie liateln-s

subscnucntiy pivpand frolu th.- biiine phosphoi ized \Vcl-,h pig in

other eonvertcrs lined with gailiater, the non-sueeess of whicil Mlh.

Stances as comniiivial pioducls (owing to their britlleiiess due to

tile phosphorus present) ultiinntely led to the use of h:enialite ami

other phosphorus-lrec ]iig only for liesscniei iziiig. Without donhc

the supcrioritl' of tlic earliest sainphs wms due to the hs-, sili, ions

character of the briek lining. Tlie lining materials used by Siulus

iu hisexpeiiinentson the subjeet were lime and limestone, especially

magncsian limestone ; those tirst employed by Thomas and Gilehiist

were crusticd limestone and sodium silicate solution adiled so as to

moisten the limestone, which w.i-s then rammed into the converter

like ganister, Blicks made of a limestone containing some

aluminous silicate and fired at a very high temperature were then

employed, but were found to be subject to disint-'gration by moisture

when kept iu stock ; mr.gncsian limestone biieks containing a little

silica and alumina similarly pre[iared answ.-red much better. Kiley

has found that freshly burnt pretty pure inagnesian limestone

mixed with about 10 or 15 per cent, of crude petroleum call be

rammed into convert^'is or moulded by hydraulic jiressure into

bricks, the substance in either case becoming compact and hard

upon firing, so as to present a ^'cry durable lining material.

1 1. stead of petroleum, crude shale oil, resin oil, or tar may be used

to moisten the lime. Tlie bricks thus prepared do not slake or dis-

jntegrate ou keeping, or e\-en if imnieised in water, provided they

liavo been Hied at a high temperature ; in tliis ease they contr.ut

slightly, whereas if only coinpar.iti\'ely slightly lieated they do not

materially diminish in volume on linng.

^

38. Tlie Uchalius Process.—Jn tbe process of puddling

(§ 23) the oxidation of tbe carhon and other impurities

of the pig iron is essentially effected by oxide of iron

incorporated mechanically with the fluxed mass, and

derived either from the oxidation of part of the iron of

the pig, or from the fettling, or both. By fusing down in

crucibles a mixture of small fragments of pig iron and

ferric oxide of tolerable purity in suitable proportinns it

might tharefore be expected that the percentage of carbon

of the iron would be reduced so that a steel would result,

a portion of tbe iron oxide added becoming simultaneously

reduced to the metallic state; this experiment was actually

made by Rfaumur upwards of a century ago ; the reaction

forms the foundation of the Uchatius process, patented in

1S55. In order to obtain a usable steel, the iron oxide

employed should also contiin manganese oxide; the [iro-

dur.t of the eon'inued roasting of a manganiferous spathic

ore answers WiU. Independently of the costliness of

crucible operations, however, as compared with other

modes of production, the method is open to objection on

the score of the practical difficulty in exactly regulating

the degree of cartonization of the resulting steel, and also

iu its requiring a tolerably pure pig iron in the first place,

so that, like the Bessemer process proper, it is unsuited for

the production of steel from many classes of iron. The
method has, however, been employed on a manufacturing

scale in Sweden, the non-phosphorized charcoal smelted

from Swedish magnetite being employed along with some

of the crushed ore ; whilst a modification of the process, in

which an open hearth heated by a regenerative furnace is

employed instead of crucibles, has been employed of late

years by Siemens (see § 39), and is usually known as the
" ore process " for open hearth steel making. At Wikmans-
liytta in Sweden a few years ago various qualities of steel

were prepared from the richest Bispberg mine ores stamped
tine and intermixed with pig iron granulated by running

' For further details respecting the woikiii;; of the Snelus-Tliomas-

Gilchrist process, see various papers in tbe Journal I. arid S. Inst.,

1619 and ISSO, and in Iron, &c.

into a rapidly revolving wheel in a water tank. Only
hard steel for miners' picks, cutting tools, razors, dies, ic,
were thus prepared, containing 07 to 1'3 per cent, of

carbon, about 50 Si being melted in each crucible at one

operation ; tlie crucibles lasted longer than in ordinary cast

steel making, usually for some half dozen heats.

I^ostaing etlteted the granulation of the iicn by running the

melted pig on to a ii;pidly levohing horizontal east iion disk, so that

the liipiid \eas scattered aiound (b\ centnfngal act .-n; in g'obiiles

which solidified into a kind of iion shot ; thcsi- b ieg silled irto

toh'lably unilorin sizes ailmitted of the j'rodu* lion of a mere ner.ily

homogeneous im-t.il than would otlu-ru ise have been obtained. The
piinciides of I'chatius and llusl.iing's patents, hnwe^-r, weie le:.g

pieviously known and even palcnti-u ; tliv.s in 17ol J. AVet-d

olitaiiU'ila ])atent for reducing iron " into small grains (nc -dliri' to

att) by pouring it into water upon a wheel or luUer turned bii-!.ly

round," and lor decarbonizing the granulated metal by fusing with
various Hnxes, ie., including iron cinder, scales, and scoii.a:

;

whilst ^[usliet has ilcscribed, as being in use long ago at C'yf.irlha. a

melho.l of ginnnlatiu" iron by ]iouring on to a levolving horizonlnl

stone in a watt r trongli molten ]'ig iron, stating that the granulated

metal was fused w itli oxide of iron in the form of Idoumery cinders,

and thereby rendered less easily fusible and capable of welding,

—

iu short, that it was decarbonized to a greater or lesser extent.

The method of puiilieatioii or refining of pig iron ]iroposed by
Bell (§ 24) is substantially the Uchatius process applied on a large

scale and at a aomewhat lower temperature, with mechanical

agitation and iiiterru]<tion at a certain stage, liy stopjiing the pro-

cess when the action has onfy gone on snfiieiently long to oxidize the

majority of the silicon and phosphorus without n.aterially aflectiiig

the carbon, a refined cast iion is produced ; whilst, were somewhat
more carbon removed by longer action, a kind of Uchatius steel

wouhl result.

£llcrshnuscii's process consisted in rtinning molten pig iron ujion

a betl of iron oxide, sprinkling ore on the surface, and running on

another layer of i>ig iron, and so on until a mass of alternate layers

of ]'ig and oxide is formed ; on heating this the pig gradually

becomes decarbonized, the reaction being in fact a kind of nioditiia-

tiou of the ** malleable east iron " process described in § 22. Finally

the mass is forged and rolled. The results obtained were not

uniformly satisfactory, whilst the fuel consumption was found to

be large ; accordingly the method never became anything much
more than an CNperiinental process.

3D. lite Siemens-^farihi Process.—As already stated,

this process in its original form is substantially the method
patented by Heath in 1S45, with the addition of the use

of a regenerative furnace, and of certain iniprdvcmeiits in

the working details, Ac, the edect of which jointly is just

to convert a practically useless process into a most valuable

working method. Fig. 5 represents the kind of furnace

employed. Since the date of Heath's patent the fusion of

steel by means of a fan blast in an open hearth (under a

liyer of molten glass to protect from the oxidizing action

of the flame which wa5 the main cause of failuie in Heath's

original process) was experimented upon by Sudre ami

a commission from the French emperor (consisting of

Dcville, Beaulieu, and Carnn) at the Montataire iron-

works, with the result of showing that, whilst the operation

could be readily effected and a good tool steel prepared,

the practical difficulties in the way, especially the corrosion

of the furnace and the great cost of the requisite fuel,

rendered the process commercially of but little value. In

I8G3, however, Chatelier attempted to prepare cast steel

by puddling a good pig iron so as to form a very mild

puddled steel, and then fusing it, not in crucibles, but on

the hearth of a furnace containing molten pig and fitted on

the regenerative principle. To enable the hearth to resist

the high temperature it was composed of a bed of bauxite,

a material highly suitable, so far as infusilility and the

absence of injurious ingredients are concerned, but open to

the objection of not indurating properly, and consequently

becoming dislodged and floating up to the surface of the

fused mass ; this inconvenience was subsequently rcnicd:cd

by mixing the bauxite with a 1 per cent, solutiiai of calci'im

chloride, moulding the paste into bricks, and calcining them,

whereby a highly refractory coherent bottom can be

obtained. Siemens, however, prefers (diem. Soc. Journal.
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1868, 279) to use a silicious sand of a particular degree of

fusibility (such as that from Gornsil near Birmingham, or

Fontainebleau sand with an admixture of about 25 per

cent, of common red sand) ; this, being introduced dry

into the furnace in a layer of about an inch in thickness,

is fritted by increasing the heat up to a full steel-

melting temperature ; another similar layer is then intro-

duced and fritted down again, and so on until the hearth

is made into a shallow basin sloping.towards the tapping

hole. The experiments of Chatelier not being attended

with the desired success in the first instance, the subject

was taken up by E. & P. Martin, who subsequently intro-

duced certiin improvements in details, such as the use of

particular fluxes to cover tlie surface of the molten metal,

the application of a separate furnace fur heating the iron

before introducing it into the melting chamber, the em-

ployment of particular brands of iron, &;c.

Under the names of "Siemens pi:ocess" and *' Siemens-Martin

process " are usually inchided several different modifications. In

wliat may be called the older or original process, which wag essen-

tially the combination of pig iron and mallealde iron fused together

in a regenerative furnace hearth, the same kind of difficulty was

met with that nearly proved fatal to Besgcmer's orirjinal process,

viz., that it is difHcult if not ini-practicable to make sure of obtain-

ing any required degree of carbonization of the resulting steel, so

that the finer classes of steels cannot readily be thus made ; for

raib, however, the process has been largely adopted. Murh the

Bame way of overcoming the difficulty was adopted in the Siemens-

Martin process as waS used by Mushet, thus giving the second

modifi^cation, viz., making the atmosphere- slightly oxidizing, and
continuing the heating until the metal is decarbonized, when the

required amount of carbon is added in the form of spiegeleisen or

ferro-mangaiiese, and the steel forthwith cast. This modification

is consequently substantially the refining process formerly adopted

a.s a preliminary stage to puddling (§ 23) carried out a great deal

further {so as wholly to decarbonize the metal) at a much higher

temperature, and differs from the Bessemer blowing process mainly

in this that the oxygen requisite to burn off the carbon and oxidize

silicon, &c., is ma+ie to play over the surface of the fused mass
instead of \ias^\n^ through it. The decarbonization is carried out in

precisely the same way {so far as principle is concerned) as that by
which the oxidation of lead and base metal is effected in the ordinary

process »f gold and silver cupellation in an oxidizing atmosphere

at a high temperature. These modifications, of which the second is

now much the more largely adopted, are generally referred to as

the *' Siemens-Martin '' process, or "Martin process." A third

modification is substantially the Uchatius process carried out in a

regenerative hearth instead of a crucible ; this is known as the

•'Siemens process "or " ore process," and consists in melting haema-

tite pig, or other pig iron free from sulphur and phosphorus, and
thea adding in small quantities at a time an equally pure ore until

a sample taken out from time to time does not harden on plunging
into water whilst still red hot ; to the fused iron spiegeleisen, &c.,

is then added as before ; in this way a somewhat larger quantity of

steel is obtained from a given amount of pig, the ore becoming
partly reduced whilst oxidi^ing carbon and silicon, &:c. ; but tliis

advantage is couuterbalanced by the greater wear and tear owing to

the larger amount of cinder formed and its corrosive action on the

brickwork, :ind by the necessity for using somewhat more fuel. A
fourth m.odification consists in a sort of combination of the Martin
method and the ore process, the pig and scrap, &c., being fused

together and the- decarbonization being then effected, not by oxida-

tion by t^e gases alone, but by that together with ore added to the

tuass.

When Siemens's precipitation, process (§ 31) is used, or when the
ore is reduced to spongy metal in a rotating furnace, &c. (§ 30), the
resulting iron ife readily converted into steel by simply adding it

instead of malleable scrap to the fused pig in the above process,

—

spongy metal when thus employed being made up into a sort of
ball by stirring it up with fused magnetite, and the whole added to

*the fused pig ; another variety of combination of *' ore process " and
ordinary Siemens-Martin process is thus obtained, the finishing up
of the metal by adding spiegeleisen, &c., in known quantity when
complete decarbonization has been effected being the same in all

casas. An analogous modification is that of Blair, who first pre-

pares spongy iron by reducing the ore in much the same fashion as

in Chenot's process {§ 30), and then fuses it up in a regenerative

f trnace with more or less pig to give a fluid bath to begin with.

In the ordinary working of the process when ore is not used, the
materials employed are pig iron (free from sulphur and phosphorus)
and malleable scrap of various kinds, together with scrap and waste
Bessemer steel, crop ends of rails, &c. The pig being melted and

the malleable iron raised to nearly a white heat (either in a separate
furnace or by the waste gases before passing to tlie regenerator), the
latter is gradually added to the former until the whole is liquid ;

the heating is then continued, the Hame being made somewhat
oxidizing so as to gradually decarbonize the metal, until a sample of

the metal drawn and cooltd in water is scarcely hardened thei'elpy
;

at this stage the metal is virtually molten decarbonized iron, all

silicon, manganese, and carbon having been removed by oxidation.

To give the requisite steel character, a definite quantity of spiegel-

eisen is added (orof ferro-manganese when a laiger relative percentage
of manganese is desired, or in certain cases of silico-nianganeibcn

when silicon is wanted to be present), and the whole cast into ingots.

Pig iron alone can be used in the first instance, only then a longer

time is requisite to eflect decarbonization. The following analyses

by A. Willis illustrate the relative rates at which the oxidation of

manganese, silicon, and carbon is effected, the quantity of the labt

not suffering any material diminution until the otliers have almoat
disappeared :

—

Time In Hou]-3 since

Fusion just con^pleied
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fgas and blast and exit gases passing to the regenerators

;

as the furnace revolves the liquid metal always forms a

pool at the lowest port-on, but any solid matter is carried

round, alternately rising above the pool and being plunged

beneath it ; the effect of this is greatly to facilitate melting

down and also considerably to shorten the time requisite

Fig. 62.—Pemot Furnace.

for oxidizing out the carbon. At the required stage of

decarbonization the blast and gas supply are shut off, the

spiegeleisen or ferro-manganese added, and the bogie with-

drawn carrying with it the hearth and metal ; or it may
be tapped in situ, and removed only for repairs (relining,

fettling, Sac).

Comparing the working of a funiace of this kind with one of
sirnilai dimen.^ions but fi.ved bed, Haclmey found that the output
of ^leel was about double in a given time, and the coal used per unit
weight of steel was less than one half, viz., 0'40 to 0'J3 instead of
0-90 (8 toSJcwts. piT ton instead of IScwts.). At St Chamond an
improved Pernot 7-ton furnaco gave during three months working
the following results per unit of ingot steel :

—

Coal used for smelting . 0'318

„ lighting, repairing, ic 0156

Total 0-474

The metal used pei unit of ingot steel was 1'06, the output being
about 21 tons per day of twenty-four hours, the con.version taking
about seven hours per charge. In Kngli'ih works where the Siemens
process (" ore process ") is used with fixed hearths the yield of steel

13 somewhat in excess of the metal nsed originallv, but the time of
working is inferior to thiit just menrioned, tbe'vield with 5-ton
furnaces being only some 14 tons per twenty-four hours.
HoUey states that the removable Pernot furnaces set np in

America (especially at Springfield, where 20-ton hearths have been
recently erected) are highly satisfactory, especially as regards the ease
with which repairs can be made ; the hearth can be ran out on
Saturday night, and is cool enough to fepair on Sunday ; firing up
bein» commenced on Sunday night, the furnace is ready for the
-isual charge on Mouday forenoon. Krupp'a dephosphorizing pro-

cess is adopted to purify thef pig before inisbing in the Pernot
hearth, the metal being run from, the melting cupolas into
the Krupp washing furnace, aud th4",; into the steel furnace by
means of a ladle. Essentially the Pemot furnaco is an ingenioua
combination of various previously well-known principles, the rotat-
ing circular bed having been previously used not only for puddling
iron, but also for roasting ores, and the withdrawing can'iage h.iving
also been employed previousfy in the manufacture of armour plates,
whilst the inclined axis had also been previously used.

The Berard Process.—This method is essentially a sort

of combination of the Bessemer converter principle and of

the open-hearth method. A double furnace is employed,
heated by gas, and provided with movable tubes dipping
into the melted metal, or with a tuyere at the base in the
case of the first hearih. in which the metal is blown, and
the carbon, (tc, oxidized by means of an air-blast; in the

fellow hearth the metal is partially recarbonized by the

gases from coal similarly blown into it, the object being to

facilitate the removal of sulphur and phosphorus. Finally

the purified metal is treated with spiegeleisen or ferro-

manganese in the usual way.

Ponsard Furnace or FurnO'Convertisseur^—This apparatus

is essentially a combination of the Pemot furnace with the

Bessemer converter, consisting of a hearth movable about

an obliquely vertical axis (figs. 63, 6i). Instead of rotating

round and round on this axis, the hearth D only moves
through half a revolution j when in one position (as in-

Fio. 63.—Ponsard Fcmo-Convertisseur—Ti-ansverse section.

dicated in fig. 63) the surface of the molten metal is

above the level of a series of tuyeres O fed by a blast pipe

LMN ; under these circumstances the apparatus performs

the functions of a Bessemer converter, the blast passing

ilirough the molten metal ; when it is half turned round, the

tuyeres are raised above the surface of the metal and the

blast is shut off, so that it then becomes an ordinary

Siemens open hearth. The air blast is introduced, as in

the Bessemer converter, through a hollow axis of rotation

;

the hearth is fixed, as in the Pernot furnace, upon a carriage

or bogie K, so that it can be withdrawn and the metal

tapped out at the tapping hole P. A gas producer A is

attached, the gases from which are burnt as they are formed
without cooling by passing through a long pipe, itc, or

heating by a regenerator ; the air used to burn them, how-
ever, is heated by a regenerative arrangement consisting of

a pair of chambers H filled with brick stacked in a peculiar

way ;
through one chamber the waste flame passes by the

flue EFG, heating it up ; through the other one used alter-

nately the air passes reaching the furnace by the flue CC
F is a chamber in the waste gas flue for the deposition of

solid suspended matters, dust, dec, from the blowing opera-
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tion, nnd G is a small bed for heating scrap, ic, before its

introduction into the main lieirth D. Owing to the regene-

rator only heating up the blast, the waste gases escape at

a much higher temperature than with a Siemens regene-

rator ; accordingly they may be advantageously utilized to

produce steam.

According to Perisse (from whose paper

—

Joxtrn. I. and S. Iiist.,

1878, 459— the cuts, ligs. 63 and 61 are taken) tlie average duration

of a blow, and subsefjnent operations ii] a 5-ton fui naee is five tc> MX
hours when the metal is charged cold, w hilst six to eiglit operations

may be made in twenty-four houis when it is previously melted in a

spare hearth ; 250 kilos (about 5 cwts. ) of Moiis coal were consumed

per hour, or about 6 tons per twenty-four hours for 20 tons and

upwards of pro luctiou (charged cold), or for 30 to 40 tons (charged

with fluid metal). Phosphorus is not materially eliminated, because,

as in the ordinary Bessemer and Siemens-Martin hearths, there is

a silicious flux always present, owing to the nature of the lining;

this objection, however, is readily remediable by simply usiiiij a

"basic" lining (§ 37), when more or less complete dephosphorization

results, just as is the caye with the Periiot hearth when a large

amount of fused iron oxide is added, as in luupp's dephosphorizing

process.

g^

P.y omitting the movable bed, and substituting the ordinary

fixed bed of a reheating luinaee, the Polisard forno-couvcrtisseur

beiomes changed into the Ponsard reheating furnace ; the advan-

tages of this form of arrangement over that of Siemens's rehcater

iiie said to be considerable saving of cost in construction and capa-

bility of producing steam by the waste heat.

41. Maiinfm-iure of S/jiiye/ti.ien and Ferro-manganese

ami Allied .iuCst'iiices.— In all the above combination pro-

cesses which are successfully worked, the final stage is

almost invarialily the addition to more or less com-

pletely decarbonized molten iron of carbonized mangani-

ferous iron in definite proportion, so as to communicate a

known amount of carbon (and also of manganese) to the

mixture; accordingly the preparation of Manyaneism (as

I such substances may be conveniently termed) is an im-

portant step in the steel making processes. When highly

manganifeious iron ores, such as the Styrian spathose

ores, are smelted in the ordinary way in a blast furnace, a

large fraction of the manganese is not reduced, but passes

away in the cinder; by using a larger amount of fuel

Fio. 64.—Ponsard Forno-Convertisseur—Longitudinal section.

relatively to tte burden, however, the quantity of manganese

reduced and obtained in the pig iron is increased ; the

hotter the blast the greater the richness in manganese of

the pig, at least with the ores used in the Siegen district.

M Nijue Tiijilsk (Urals) a ferruginous manganese dioxide

occurs of th9 following cumposition :

—

Manganese dioxide 58 '00 per cent.

,, sesquioxide ISSG ,,

Ferric exide 15-33 „
Silica _ 4 13
WatiT 8'6S

From tins a fine brand of spiegeleisen is smelted. At
Schisshyttan (Sweden) occurs a mixture of magnetite,

manganifei-ous garnet, and knebelite (silicate of iron and
mnnginese), of which mixed ore the average composition is

Silica 25 SS per cent.

Ffinms oxi'le 5457 ,,

JI.iiig;iiic<;e oxide 17"17 „
Alumiii;i and cidcium carbonate, .tc 2'38 ,,

Of late years this his been extensively used for manu-

facturiag spiegelelseu (chiefly used for Swedish Bessemer

iron) containing about 4 per cent, carbon and upwards of

10 of manganese, sometimes 15 or even more per cent,

being present. These higher manganiferoua irons show
little or no magnetic action.

During the early period of the development of the fused steel

industry, the richer manj^aneisens (containing 15 per cent, and
upward of manganese) used for crucible steels A\ere tljemselv»^s pre-

pared in crucibles, the terra "ferro-manganese" being Hpplied to

these proilucts, "spiegeleisen" indicating the less manganiferous
pijT containing some 6 or 7 per cent, of manganese ]irepared in the
blast furnace ; subsequently, liowever, tlie blast furnace spiegel-

eisens of commerce were prejiared much richer in manganese than
formerly, whilst ferro-man^anese of 30 and upwards ]ier cent, of

manganese came into use prepared by Henderson's method, viz., by
reducing upon the open hearth of a Siemens furnace a mixture of

manfjnnese carbonate (obtained from bleaching powder residues or
"still-liquor") and ferric oxide in presence of vxcess of carbon, a
neutral or slight rt'ducing flame being employed. The furnaca
bottom is made of coke groimd up and consoUdatt-d, so as virtuallT

to form a large carbon sliallow crucible or basin,— tiie finely divided

mixture being put in jind the tcmpcratine raised to a low red lieat

for some hours. A metallic sjjonge is obtained which subsequcntiv
runs down to a regulus wh^n the temperature is raised to a full

white. An important influence in the amount of manganese
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YoiWccd ami contained in tlio Gnal alloy is excrtod by siVica ; if ranch

of that substance be present the product is conipamtiycly poor iu

tniangatiese, a green stag (inaiuly mmgancse silicate) being foiraeJ ;

a. very high tempcratuiv too is essential ; of late years blast tiirnace

'manganeisens have almost superseded these open hi-avth products.

'Alloys containing 25, 50, 75, and even more x^er cent, of man-
ganese are usually employed in the manufacture of so-called extra

soft steels (or more properly fused irons), the use of spiegeleisen

being in such cases inadinissible inasmuch as too high a degree of

carbonization would bo effected if sutficieut spiegclciscn were added

to coranmuicate as much manganese as is desiied to be present

;

thus at Terre Noire, where the preparation of ferro-manganese has

been extensively experimented with and adopted, only about

1*5 pi^rts of 45 per cent. mauLraneisen are a<ided to 100 of the

decarbonized proiluct from the Siuniens-Martin heartli or Bessemer

converter, thus conirauuicating some 07 per cent, of mitngancse

witli less than 0"1 percent, of carbon ; whrreas were sjiiegeleisen

used at 8 per cent. mang;^nese only, either tlie carbon percentage

would be far too great, or the manganese would be too low to

give the particular physical qualities required. For the ni.nnu-

t'aeture of spii-geleisen the franklinite of New Jersey (ftssentially a

compound of ferric oxide with oxides of zinc and manganese) has

been long utilized, bL'ing first heated with anthracite so as to reduce

ami distil olf mobt of the zinc (the vapour of wliich is allowed to

oxidize, the resulting oxide being collected), and then smelted in

small blast furnaces with anthracite ami limestone flux with a large

excess of fuel (about three times the weight of spiegcleiseu run or

more).

According to Snelus {Journ. T. aiid S. Inst.^ 1874, G8) the best

results are obtained when a certain quantity of manganese remains
unicduced and escapes in the slag, which should have about the
following compositiou to give the best results :

—

Silica 35 per cent.

(Alumina 10 ,,

Lime 30 „
Manganous oxide 12-20 ,,

constituting a green vitreous smooth mass of con choidal fracture.

«lThe compositiou of the charges introduced into the furnace must
be calculated out so as to give about this amount of manganese
unreduced together with that reduced in relation to the other con-

stituents respectively ; thus from the follomng average composition

of charge the annexed slag and spiegelcisen result :

—

CIinrRc.
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filings, and silica melted in a wind fnmnce affords a cast iron con-
taining 15-16 per cent, of silicon and neatly 3 jter cent, carbon

;

lime or calcium silicate on the otlier hand removes silicon from
silicious iron when the two are melted together. It is a matter of
usual belief tliat silicon expels sulphur fiom pig iron ; at any rate

the conditions most favourable to production of highly silicious

pig are not so favourable to the presence of sulphur, and hence giey
silicious pig is much less suljiliurizcd th.nn white pig made from
tlie same materials. According to liiley the greater the perceutngc
of silicon in siliconeiscn the smaller is the amount of larbon present,
so that when 15 or 20 per cent, of silicon is present the carbon is

reduced to a very small amount.
Silicon- Mangantise It.—Silicious spiegL-leibPi) (or manganese siliclde,

as it is somelimes termed) is prepared by the ordinary hla^t furnarc
methods of making rii h spicgeleisens by increasing the amount ol

silica present and using large aruounts of fuch For tlie purpusc of
preventing *' blowholes" in cast soft steels containing but liltlc

catbon, an alloy cont,lining about 8 per cent, of silicon, 14-15 of
manganese, and about 1 "3 per cent, of carbon, has been extensively
used dt Terrc Noire. The steel thus produced gave tho following
numbers (Euverte, Bullclin Sec. dcs Ing. Civ., ISTT) :

—

(

Percentage of rnrbon.

„ litllcon

.

„ mnncancHo

Brpakings'i-nln in klloRr.

p'T sq milllii)

Elongation

Hard Motol for ProjcclilcB.

0.-.50 IoOfi3.5
0-405 ., O.v^O
0-95 „ 1-05

Crude
I

Tempered

k52-2ioo3 7:-2l0ll6

1'2 „ 40 7 „ ca

Vciy soft .Mttjil.

O2r,otoonr7
o-:?i;o „ oyao
oil „ 0-48

Criido
Mct:il.

4C-8 10 iC

Tcmi'Prcd
Mitnl.

r,G-ou>G7-7

11 ,.17i

Chromiitm-stccl, or '^^ Ckromcisen," as it mny convL-nienlly ho
ternied, is closely allied to mangimeisen ; the ca]iabilitic3 of this
substance for the most pa:t yet remnin undL-^veloj.cd, but the eflect

of the chronuum is analogous in somt- respects to that of manganese,
in others to that of carbon, communicating a fine close texture witli

liardness and brittlcncss when present i'.i any quantity. Chrom-
eisens conlaining 10 per cent and upwards of chromium have
been jircpared by cruciblo operations, and of somewJiat less rich-
ness in tho blast f.irnaco from ores containing a notablo- amount
of chrome ircnstone ; Sergius Kern obtained a vei^ hard ehroniLiscn
cont.iining 74 per cent, of chromium and 25 of iron by heating
chrome ironstone and charcoal powder in graphite crucibles. Tho
Tasnianiaii Iron Company produced froin Tasmanian ores a pig
containing soma 6 or 7 per cent of chromium and 4 of carbon

;

according to Rdeyamixturo of this pig with ordinary haematite
pig (half and half) would not puddle well, being incapable of weld-
ing and for.nm^ a bloom on account of the thick cinder; with
less chromcisen (one-tenth) the puddling period was prolonged ; a
little of the chron.iam remauicil unoxidizcd in the iron without
materially affecting its qualities; at first' the ordinary grey pig
melted whilst the chromium p !g remained unfascd. By melting
chromium pig containing upvards of 0'2 per cent, of sulphur with
ferro-manganese, the sulpl ur becomes almost entirely eliminated,
the resulting product only containing 0035 percent.; on adding
it (in a fused state) to blown Bessemer metal a product was obtained
not at all resembling good manganiferous Bessemer steel, as it

crumbled nndpr the hammer at a red heat. The experience of a
Sheffield firm as to the tempering qualities of chromium steel has
been very unsatisfactory

; and I5ous:ingault states that he was
unable to give to iron any of tl.e useful properties of steel by adding
chromium unless carbon were also present ; on the other hand, it

has been stated that in America mining tools made of chroniiurr
steel have been found to be more durable than any othera, the
tempering being readily managed. Yet again, U. Brown finds that
by adding potassium dichromate to blown Bessemer metal or other
varieties of steel a ceitain amount of chromium is reduced and
counteracts the evil elTects of phosphorus, steel so made being
capable of being bent and twisted cold even though containing as
much as! per cent, of phosphorus; thus samples of steel so pre-
pared gave the following numerical results (Journ. I. and S. Inst.,
1879,355):—

Percentage of c.irbon pieseni

„ cliromlum

,, [)Iioiipliorus ...

Tensile strain (tons per
square Incli) f

Porcenlage ultinalc cxtcn-
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hand the same term is ottsn used to imply the softening or

annealing only of the tool

In the act of hardening, steel becomes specifically lighter to an

(extent varying with the temperature attained before cooling, the

composition of the steel, and its form and dimensions, and accord-

ing as it has been rolled or otherwise worked before treatment

;

thus Eisner found a specimen of cast steel had tlio specitic gravity

7-9288 before hardening, and 7-6573 after (both at 11 C), indicat-

ing an expansion in volume of about 3-5 per cent. Similarly

Hinman found expansions of 2-6 to 3-5 per cent, for blister steel

;

and Hausmann found for a very hard steel and for a soft welding

steel expansions of 1 -7 and 0-8 per cent, respectively. The expan-

sion, however, is not uniform in all directions ; thus Caron found

that a hammered steel bar 20 centimetres long and 1 centimetre

square i-n section altered after repeated hardenings to the following

extent in percentages of the original dimensions :

—
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to be simply due to internal adjustment of the strains

produced during drawing.

It does not necessarily follow that the resistance to per-

cussive force exhibited by a given sample of metal will be

in the ratio of its tensile strength. Thus phosphorus when
present together with only minute quantities of carbon

(forming the so-called "phosphoric steels ") does not very

materially decrease the tensile strength, such steels con-

taining 3 per cent, of phosphorus being often but little

inferior to soft non-phosphorized steels in this respect; but
when tested by a " falling weight " (a mass of known weight

falling once or oftener from a known height upon the

centre of the bar or rail firmly gripped in supports a known
distance apart) the phosphorized metals generally show
themselves considerably inferior to the non-phosphorized

ones. The same remark applies to silicon. According to

BUDRC RUPTDSE

n
,
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Fig. 65.

Dudley the effect of phosphorus, silicon, and carbon in
hardening iron and making it less capable of resisting

percussion are nearly in the proportions of 3, 2, and 1

relatively to one another. The presence of manganese
diminishes this deleterious effect of non-metals; whilst, if

more- than minute quantities of carbon be present, the
tensile strength as well as the resistance to percussion is

gt^aUy dlmiuished by the additional presence of phosphorus
or silicon in proportions beyond certain small limiting

amounts. Accordingly it is the usual practice to test rails,

bars, &c., not only by the determination of the breaking
strain for tensile force (measured by pulling asunder,
preferably by hydraulic power, a bar turned to known
definite dimensions, and made into the shape of fig. 65),
but also by a falling weight,—a " monkey " (somewhat
like a pile driver) being raised to a known height and let

drop upon the rail.

The particular testa applied in, different instances vary much ;

for instance, some little while ago the official falling weight test for
Bessemer rails at Gratz (Austrian South Railway Company's Works)
was to permit a weight of 1000 kilos (about a ton) to fall from a
height of 15 feet upon the centre of ihe rail supported by two rests
3 feet apart, any amount of bending being allowed, but not
fracture, whilst a test for elasticity or resistance to permanent
deflexion was applied by placing a weight of 17,600 kilos on the
middle of the rail similarly supported. The North-Eastern Railway
(England) similarly at one time tested rails by allowing a weight of
1800 lb to fall from 4 feet height, the number of blows requisite
to produce rupture and the permanent bending produced by each
being noted. In other instances the test applied has been a ton
weight falling a greater heiglit, such as 20 feet or even 30 feet, the
rail being required to stand one such blow only, or a succession, the
particular details of the test to be applied being usually speciBed
in each particular case; thus the Midland Railway Company has
tested steel rails by allowing a weight of 1 ton to fall three times
from a height of 12 feet, the supports being 4 feet asunder.

In just the same way as regards the determination of tensile
strength, the dimensions of the piece to be tested (6 inches, 8 inches,
10 inches long, &c.) are usually specified, and the- strain which the
metal will just stand without becoming permanently elongated
(limit of elasticity) determined, as well as the total strain requisite
to produce rupture, together with the " ductility " or amount of
permanent extension of the test piece and the diminution in section
of the bar at the point of rupture. Thus for instance the following
numerical data were obtained by Kirkaldy with a particular specimen

of West Cumberland Bessemer steel plate, three pieces being tested,

each 10 inches long, and respectively J, 4, and 3 inch in thickness.

Thick-
ness in

Inches.
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of consecutive trains, especially conjoined with moiflture, conduces

to mechanical abrusiou. Price Williams has calculated fiom the

results of various British lines that the average tonnage lives of

wrought iron and Bessemer rails (i.e., the traffic in tons requisite

to wear away i inch of the head of the rail) are respectively close to

17Jand 161 million tons, the latterbeing thus more than nine tiroes

^ lasting as the former.

Numerous observations have been made on the effect on the

!itren''th of iron and steel of punching and drilling holes, of notch-

ing atid otherwise removing pai t of the surface, and of shearing,

with the general residt of indicating that the disturbance produced

in the relative positions of the constituent particles by forcibly

puncliintr and shearing in the cold materially decreases the strength

of a bar or plate (apart from the actual removal of substance) ; but

that drilling does not effect the streugtli in the same way (see

various papers in the Journal I. aiid S. hist., Iron, and Engineer-

ing during the last few years). Annealing restores the strength to

a considerable extent ; if the plates be punched whilst red hot the

annealing takes place spontaneously.

The btrongtheningeH'ectupon soft steels and ingot irons of hard-

ening by heating and (dunging into oil is often very marked, the

tendency to crystallinlty observable in large masses of cast metal

being thus largely removed. A valuable paper on the causes and
clfects of hardening iron and steel, by Professor Akermann, is to be

found in the Journal I. and S. Inst., 1879, 604; whilst the

llosenrch Committee of the Institution of Mechanical Engineers

has recently issueil reports containing much information on this

unbject.

Efert of Tem/ierature on the Strength of Iron an'd Steel.

—Many observations on this point have been made by dif-

ferent experimenters, with the general result of indicating

that at 0° C. and below the tensile atrain and resistance

to percussion of iron and steel bars, rods, itc, are substan-

tially the same as at the average ordinary temperatures of

15° to 20°, but that what difference there is is usually in

the direction of diminution in strength ; the numerical

values obtainable are considerably variable with the com-

position of the metal, &c. ; thus Webster finds that a

severe cold of- 15° C. does not affect the tensile strain of

wrought iron and steel, although it slightly increases the

ductility by about 1 per cent, with iron and 3 per cent,

with steel ; the power of resisting transverse strain is,

however, some 3 per cent, lower, whilst the flexibility and

the resistance to rupture by impact are reduced by the

following amounts :

—
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To obtain just the right gram under"any given circum-

stances requires an amount of special knowledge and

experience of a peculiar kind only to be gained in the

foundry itself, tlie mixture of brands that answer well for

a certain kind of casting not being necessarily at all Buit-

aMe for onoof different size; different mixtures, moreover,

are apt to differ more or less in the amount of contraction

taking place in solidifying and cooling, so that a somewhat

different allowance for shrinkage must be made indifferent

cases; as a rule the moulds are made about 1 per cent,

larger in each direction than tlie casting is intended to

measure (one-eighth inch to the foot).^

For complex forms, a number of different pieces are required to

-make up the whole mould, each piece being a metal box or " flask"

xoutaining san-l mixed with charcoal powder, loam, or similar

materials sonu^wliat varying in their nature according to the char-

acter of the casting, moistened so as just to cohere together and

enable the outline of the casting to be defined by the surface of the

inixture. The *-' pattern " or model being placed in a suitable posi-

tion, tlie flasks are separately mouldetl to the variously shaped parts,

and then set up (being bolted or otherwise fixed together) ao as to

enclose a spi.^e shaped precisely to the pattern ; the molten metal

being then allowed to run into this space, by tapping the cupola and

letting the fluid iron pass along a runner or gutter on tlie s.md bed

flo(ir of the casting house, gradually fills it up, the scoriie floating

on the top ; the air which pieviously filled the mould passes away
through orifices left for the purpose, along with steara and gases

formed by the action of the hot metal on the materials of the

mould. To ensure the casting being free from scori-T, and to give

suffiiricnt hydrostatic pressure to enable the impression to bo sharp,

the liquid metal is allowed to riso to some little height above the

top of the casting by making the highest part of the cavity of the

mould to be some indies or more below the surface of the floor, so

tlLflt tlie metal fills up the tubular hollow above the mould thus

formed, making a projection ("gate " or "git'") above the top of the

casting ; this is ultimately detached by a Iianuner or chisel, as are

also the ridges formed where thedirTt- rent flasks meet, and any similar

protuberances at places where a little of the sand has fallen away
from the surface of the mould, thus increasing the dimensions of

the cavity at such places.

More simple forms are cast in moulds prepared with a smaller

number of flasks, two often sufficing, or for some purposes one only;

machinery is employed for moulding such obJL-cts as gas pipes,

raihvay chairs, kc, required in large quantities. For certain pur-

poses metal moulds are used, or combinations of metal and sand
moulds; owing to the greater conducting power, the iron in contact

with the metallic parts of the mould is rapidly solidified ; a pecu-

liar hardness is thus communicated to the casting, whicli is then
termed a *' chilled " casting. For the beat qualities of chills certain

particular classes of pig are requisite ; thus for the cast iron car

wheels used largely in Anierica the biands of pig preferred are cer-

tain kinds of cold blast charcoal brown hrematite or specular iron
;

iion smelted from the pure magnetites of Lake Champlain does not
chill iu the required way so as to produce an outer film of white

iron constituting the " tread " of the wheel, passing into a mottled
iron with a sort grey inner centre, thus combining the maximum of

stiength with a hard wearing face. The peculiarity of some of the

Americ.in cast iron in this respect enablesniachinery of certain kinds
to bj constructed in part of that kind of metal with a strength

difficult if not im])racticable to obtain with the same weight of

metal from most British brands. Iu order to produce the chilling

effect a cast iron ring is imbedded in the sand mould so as to em-
brace the circumference of the wheel to be cast ; the metal is con-

sequently rapidly solidified in contact with the iron ring, the
"chill," or portion solidified as white iron, penetrating inwards
some 75 inch. It is found that confining the chill to the middle
portion of the outer circumference only, and not communicating it

to the entire flange and the opposite outer portion of the external
surface, gives greater strength without diminishing the resistance
to wear; this is effected by narrowing the cast iron chilling ring.

Casting under Pt-essjire.—During the solidification of

iron, and especially of steel, after running into moulds,
bubbles of gas are often extruded, causing the substances

to become vesicular and honeycombed, especially at the

upper portion ; tlie gas thus evolved from Bessemer metal
was found by Bessemer and Henry to be almost entirely

^ Wrightson has recently made some interesting observations on the
variation in the volume occupied by a given mass of molten cast iron

during solidification and subsequent cooling; see Journal I. and S.

Inst., 1S79, 418, and 183,0,

carbon oxide ;^ on casting in a mould from whicli the alt

was rapidly pumped out, ebullition was set up, owing to

the rapid evolution of gas, just as ordinary spring water
apparently boils under the exhausted receiver of an air

pump. Three methods of overcoming this practical diffi-

culty of vesicular structure being set up have been used.

The first, or *'dead melting," applied to cast crucible

steel, is simply to allow the crucibles to stand for some
time in the furnace with the molten metal iu them before

casting ; in this way the iron oxide disseminated through
the mass is acted upon by the carbon, and this source of

gases eliminated ; according to Bessemer, silicon is also

introduced (by the action of the metal on the pot-material),

the presence of which retards or stops altogether the gas

evolution (see § 33). The second method is tlie application

of this principle in a more direct way by adding silicioua

pig, preferably as siliciousspiegeleisen (silico-manganeisen),

to the fused metal; this process has been long used on the

Continent in one form or another by steel-makers who
have attained a high reputation for their cast steel pro-

ducts, c.g.y in Krupp's works, at Terre Noire,. Sic. The
tliird method is one which prevents the formation of

bubbles of gas by mechanical means, the fluid metal being

subjected to powerful compression during its solidification.

In lb56 a patent fur this was taken out by Bessemer, the

mould being closed by a strong cover and hydraulic power
employed to force inwards a stout wrought iron plunger;
Whitworth's system of casting "compressed steel" is a

more perfect development of this notion.

Other methods of arriving at the same end have been also

suggested, the pressure being derived either from the admission ol

liigh pressure steam on the top of the ingot mould, or by the gene-
ration of gases by the heat of the metal introduced on sume chemi-
cal composition in the upper pnrt of tlie closed mould ; thus by
employinga mixture of nitre and coal dust, the mould being closed

by a screw plug and strongly bound round to strengthen it, a high
jiressure can be exerted, regulated by varying the amount of mix-
ture used in the first instance. A description of the steam process

as cnijiloyed nt the Edgar Thomson "Woiks, Pittsburg, is given by
H. R. Jones in the Journal I. and S. Inst., 1879, 477 ; it appears

to be simjde and inexpensive as compared with the AVhitwortli

liydraulic arrangements, but generates far less pressure,^ Whitworth
steel being compressed by forces up to 6 to 9 tons per square inch

;

increasing the pressure up to 20 tons produces little or no further

pfTcot, but, Ccclcris 2)aribus, tlie ductility of the compressed metal
increases with tlie pressme used wlicn belowsomc 6 tons per square

inch. According to Euverte, no practically valuable results were
obtained at Terra Noire nor at St Etienne by the application of

intense pressure to the open-Iiearth steels there made,—indicating

probably t^iat the removal of gas bubbles effected by "Whitworth's

operation in crucible steel is accom]ilislied chemically in soft

so-called steels of low carbonization made with silico-manganeisen.

The viodus operandi of pressure iu consnlijating steel during
casting nppears from Bessemer's observations as to the more copious

evolution of gas ou dimini'fhing pressure to be sjm|dy the appli-

cation of the well-known law of increased solubility of gas in any
given medium with increased pressure; under high pressure the fluid

metal retains the gas dissolved just as soda water does the carbon
dioxide whilst it remains in bottle: but, just as etiervescence is pro-

duced in this latter case as soon as the pressure is relieved, so- in the

ctise of steel would gas bubbles appear under the ordinary pressure

whicli would not have been developed under high pressure. It

is, however, somewhat difficult to understand why steel should
retain hydrogen and carbon oxide dissolved when at a high tem-
perature and perfectly fluid, anil should extrude it on cooling some-
what and when just on the point of solidifying ; but the pheno-
menon is not an isolated one, fused silver behaving in precisely the

same way towards oxygen, and thus giving rise to the well-known
*' spitting" of silver during solidihcation. The function of silicon

in preventing the extrusion of gas may be ascribed either to its com-
municating the physical pcculiaiity to the steel of dissolving as much

^ MLillcr lias recently found hydrogen to be the clncf cnnstituent o!

the gases contained in the bubbles fouml in ordinary solirl cast steels,

along with nitrogen, and much smaller quantities of carbon oxide than

those found by Henry.
3 Recent experiments made in England with Bessemer ingots have

indicated that no appreciable diminution in honeycombing is brought

about by the use of steam at only 40 or 50 lb pressure per square inch.
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gas at tlie solulifyiiig tcmpprature as at the higlier temperature, and
consequently of preventing the separation of gas during soUdifi-

catiou ; or else to its chemical reaction upon the dissolved carbon

oxide fornung particles of silica disseminated through the mass
and setting Tree carbon, so that the metal containing Itss dissolved

carbon oxide can thus retain more hydrogen ; expL-riniental evi-

Jence is wanting finally to decide the question, but the latter view
seems to be highly probable.

45. Protection of<I) on from Oxidation by Surface Appli-

ances.—One of the gcbatest inconveniences in connexion

with the use of iron and steel for constructive and general

purposes is the tendency of the metal to oxidizo and rust

in the air under ordinary atmospheric conditions, i.e.^ in

presence of free oxygen together with moisture and small

quantities of carbon dioxide (and in the case of the air of

seaside places of saline spray, and in that of coal-consuming

districts of sulphur acids, <fcc,). Highly polished iron can

be kept in perfectly dry air without rusting at all; and in

contact with a solution of an alkali, such as caustic soda or

ordinary carbonate of soda, the tendency to oxidize is far

less than in simple spring water, sea-water, or moist air;

in certain cases this property may bo utilized for tha pre-

servatioa of bright steel objects kept in stock, a coating of

ordinary whitewash (chalk and water, or preferably lime

and water) being brushed over them and allowed to dry

on ; a similar coating of lime or whiting and oil is even

more efficacious, especially if the oil be a non-drying one,

i.e.j one that does not spontaneous!}' take up oxygen and
become more or less aciditied. Protective coatings of paints

of various kinds—tar, melted pitch, (tc.—are generally

applied to t4ie exterior of large iron constructions, such as

bridges, pillars, girders, Rainwater spouts and conduits,

railings, and the like ; the function of these is more
mechanical than chemical, the coating simply preventing

the metal from coming in contact with tlie oxidizing

medium ; but in some of the paints used the basic character

of certain of the materials probably also diminishes the

tendency to oxidation. In certain ca*se3 the corrosion of

iron can be diminished by placing a more active metal in

contact with it (e./;., zinc), so that by a galvanic action the

oxidation is largely' limited to the zinc ; by causing the

surface of the iron to be closely adherent to the protect-

ing zinc coating (by dipping the brightened metal in fused

zinc), a sort of permanent metallic paint coating is obtained,

which acts as a preservative in the threefold manner of

mechanically preventing contact with air, of galvanically

confining the oxidation to the zinc, and of chemically

causing the iron to be coated with a basic film of zinc

oxide (when the zinc has become slightly oxidized).
Many other metallic protective coatings can be similarly applied.

Of these the most frei^ucntly employed is tin, forming ordinary
" tinplatp," the manufacture of which dates back a considerable
length of time. Other coatings can also be applied by means of
electricity, at least to small articles ; electro-coppered iron goods
and nickelizcd steel articles thus prepared arc now frequently manu-
factured.

It has long been noticed that iron bars, plates, &c., from the
forgo or rolling mill are coated externally with a tilni of magnetic
oxide forme<l by the action of the air on'the heated metal ; during
rolling this film becomes somewhat tliick and pet-Is off, forming
" iiiill-soalc "

; when the film is but thin and is closely adherent,
it has long been known that the mcttl does not rust so readily at
the part.<» thus covered up with a protective coating as at points
where this coating is removed. Similarly it has been long known
that certain natural forms of magnetic oxide of iron, and in parti-

cular the "iron sands" of Kew Zealand, Canada, and elsewhere
possess the power of resisting the rusting action of sea-water and
atmospheric air conjoined. The idea ot purposely coating iron
articles with a fihn of ni:ignetic oxide prepared in such a way as to
resist to the greatest possible extent natural peroxidation, and so
closely adherent to the underlying metal as not to be readily de-
tached by ordinary usage, has accordingly been successfully carried
out in practice by more than oiic person. BarJ's process for pro-
ducing such a coating is based on tho reaction occurring between
iion and steam at moderately elevated temperatures, viz.

3Fe + 4H„0 = FejOj+4H3,
h./wogen and magnetic oxide being produced ; the articles to be

protected, having first been worked into shap*. are placed insidc-

a large muffle or chamber of brick heated to a suitable temperature
(400" to 600" C. ), and subjected to the action of superheated steam
for a period of fiom five to ten hours according to the thickness of

tiic coating required. Bower's process consists in the exposure of

the iron articles to be protected to the action of air and caibon
dioxide in a chamber or retort heated externally and capable of being
closed air-tiglit ; when hot, air is blow i^ in from tune to time so as to

produce a tliin coating of oxide on the surface. A modification o(

the process consists in alternately oxidizing and reducing the sur-

face, the fuel being burnt inside the chamber ; heated air, in excess
of that requisite fur the combustion, is introduced, and the surface
oxidized, so tjiat the outer film is peroxide, magnetic oxide under-
lying ; by shutting oft' the air supply for a short time the peroxide
is reduced and a uniform fihn of adherent magnetic oxide produced.
Both processes can be so worked as to give a highly protective
coating to the iron, so that the articles treated will resist ordinary
atmospheric iiiHuences for long periods of time. The chief weak
point ill eai.h case (excluding the question of cost) is that it is

inipossilde to ap]ily any amount of force to the treated ai tides with-
out cracking or stripping off chips of the coating, so that protected
iron articles cannot be hammered, rivetted together, bent, or other-
wise subjected to mechanical strains, but must be worked to the
dimensions and shape (however large) that are uHimatLdy required
before treatment ; hence the processes become too costly for large-

girders, &c.

Ti7i and Ternc Plates.—In order to protect thin iron plates from
oxidation and to enable them to be readily soldered together so as
to manufacture the numerous articles in ordinary use made by the
" whitesmith " or "tin-man," they are coated over with a closely

adherent layer of metallic tin, forming tinplate ; when instead of

pure tin an alloy of tm and lead is used as a protective coating, the
product is known as tcrncplatc. The charcoal plates (§ 23) prepared
from a good quality of iron used for the tinning process and pro-
perly annealed are thoroughly scoured with sand and water and
"pickled" in dilute suljihuric aci*! alternately until perfectly clean

and bright ; they are then washed and inimersed in a pan full of
melted grease until all adherent water has boiled away, and dipped
into a bath of melted tin (covered with grease to prevent oxidation)
which adheres to the surface more or less comjdetely ; the first bath
is of less pure tin than that contained in a second into which the
jilate is further dipped so as to complete the coating ; the plate is-

tiien taken out, and wiped with a hempen rubber to remove super-

lluous tin and make sure that the surface is completely covered, and
dipped for a third time into another bath, after which it is placed
ill a grease bath of tallow and palm oil at a moderately high tem-
perature, so tliut the surplus tin may run off, and then into a cooler

grease bath to avoid too sudden chilling, which would impair the
Jace of the coating, and finally taken out and cooled in the air. As
the tin in "the third bath becomes alloyed with iron from the opera-

tion, it is removed into the second, fresh jmre tin being used
instead ; similarly the metal from No. 2 bath is by and by removed
to supply the first one, so that the plate is covered with less and
less ferruginous tin successively as it passes through the three

baths. For terne plat<-s the proct-sa is nnicli the same, otdy an alloy

of about lialf tin and half lead is nsed instead of pure tin ; in con-
sequence, the surface I'rodut-ed is not so brilliant.

AVhen tin plates are partiaHy etched by dilute aqua forlis mixed
with common salt or sal ammoniac, they acquire a peculiar snangled.

appearance, owing to the dissolving away of adherent tin, leaving

behind a less rtadily- attacked crystalline tin-iron alloy; the

"moiiec melallique" thus prepared, after varnishing to prevent-

xidation, is frequently used for ornamental purposes.

Galvanized Iron.—When perfectly cleansed iron is immersed in

melted zinc instead of tin, the zinc adheres to the surface just as tin

does in the tinplate manufacture, forming "galvanized iron," the

name being derived from the cinmmstance that the coating is analo-

gous to thit producible by electrical means. Norwood and Rogers
apply a thin coating of metallic tin to the iron before dipping it in

the zinc bath, by putting in a wooden tank alternately granulated

zinc and the cleaned iron plates, the tank containing a dilute

solution of chloride of tin, so that the tin is deposited by a kind of

galvanic action.

By the ordinaiy processes of electroplating manufactured iron and
steel goods can be covered over with protective coatings of other

metals, notably copper and nickel. Similarly by various processes'

silver and gold coatings can be laid on, especially by means of the

application of mercurial solutions of the precious metals {water gild-

ing), the mercury being volatilized by heat and the residual gold or

silver made more adherent by burnishing, the process being repeated

several times if necessary. '* Pyrosilver" poods are prepared by
heating the silvered steel whereby the silver sinks, as it were, into

the metal; successive coatings are then applied and "burnt in,"

until the sinkage ceases ; in this way a coating is obtained not

readily detachable by wear and tear. Protective coatings of various

forms of enamel are often employed for various classes of iron goods,

more especially advertisement boards, 7.«.,, sheets of enamelled iroDi
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with the lettering done In aome differently coloured enamel.^ a
modification of this class of coating has been recently introduced

ty DodtS, metallic platinum being mixed with the enamelling com-

position so as to "platinize" the metal and thus add to the dura-

DvJity ; according to the inventor, the comparatively high price of

t)latiiium does not interfere with the applicability of the process, one
platinizing application costing no more than three coats of good
paint, and only about a tenth of the exnense of nickeliziug.

X. Statistics of the Iron and Steel Manufacture.

46.—The following data are abridged from the Journal

of the Iron and Steel Institutey 1880.

Production ofIron Ore in different Countries {in Thousands of Tons).
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Id America, which comes next to Greit Britain in

amount of pig iron production, and slightly exceeds thai

country in make of steel, the following figures illustrate

the productioa of pig iron during the last twenty-five years

(in thousands of tons of 2000 lb each) :

—

1
\niliracite.
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out the le.iditig conditions niider Tvhicli it may be given with every

hope of advauta>;e, ami those in which it usually fails to do good.

First of all, it is of marked benelit in the spanreraia of young
females', which is often accompanied by a faint greenish or yellowish

iUsi.-olorntion of the skin. Chlorosis is the name usually given to

tliis condition. Here iron almost unfailingly though sUwly
removes the pallor, breathlessness, and palpitation, increases mental

ami physical vigour, and restores the uterine functions. Where
the blood has been impoverished by hcemorrhages, want of proper

food, or exposure to bad hygiunic conditions, iron rarely fails to

improve its character, provided the causes of such impoverishment
are removed. In convalescence from many illnesses, iron ia em-
ployed witli advantage, and it aids recovery from such constitutional ,

diseases as rickets and scrofula by its lestorative effect on the blopd,

sometimes too in syphilitic cachexia it is of service. On the other

liand, in ttie obscure disease called pernicious anaemia, the cause of

which is so far unknown, but in which the deficiency of hcemoglobin

is extreme, iron is rarely even of temporary service. It is generally ,

useless too iii the spanfemia attendant on advancing consumption

where the temperature is high; some physicians indeed hold that

in such cases it is injurious, because it increases temperature. In

chronic diseases leading to spanaemia, where the cause of the poverty

of blood is continuously present, iron is often of but little service.

Such is the case in cancer and most of those emaciating ailments

which tend naturally to a lethal termination. But in valvular

disease of the heart, iron though not curative often helps to prolong

life and relieve suffering, for by enriching the blood it spares the

heart some of its labour, and at the same time strengthens the

cardiac walls. In Bright's disease too, which is-often accompanied
with bloodlessness, iron is a mnst valuable medicine in prolonging
life even though incapable of saving it.

Hitherto we have spoken of iron only in its capacity of a

strengthening agent acting through its power of stimulating the

production of liiemoglobin, but it may -be beneficial in other ways.

It ia suppose. 1 to augment the production in the blood of that

active oxydizing agent ozone, but of this we have little or no proof

;

there is, however, considerable probability that the iron which exists

aa an albuminate in the blood serum has some direct tonic effect

on the tissues through which it circulates ; and the astringent pre-

parations, such as the sulphate, are most effective in bracing the
gastro-intestinal mucous membrane when it is relaxed.

Iron is of use in some diseases of special organs and systems,
jiartly perhaps from its general tonic effect, but in part too no
doubt from some local nutritive action which it has. In neuralgia,

for example, it is sometimes curative, more certainly so, however,
if combined with quinine. In chorea, or St Vitus's dance, too, it

is of value, especially when combined with arsenic. On the digestive

organs chalybea-tes have at timea a good effect, some forms of dys-

liepiia and diarrhcea being favourahly influenced by them. Iron
too is of service often in tlie noctnimil incontinence of children,

and is often given as an emmenagogue. In gout, plethora, and
most febrile ailments, the administration of iron is usually held to

ho injurious, but in erysipelas the administration of half drachm
'oses of the tincture of the peichloride of iron every four hours has
been higlily lauded, and Dr Russell Reynolds advocates the use of
similar doses in acute rheumatism?. Iron is valued for the astrin-

gent etlects of some of its preparations on parts with which they
come in contact, as well as for its good effects on the blood and
various organs after ingestion.

The tincture of pevcliloride of iron is used as a styptic to stop
bleeding from the gums or from leech bites, or other slight hemor-
rhages. Sometimes too it is of sei'vice locally applied in bleeding
of a more serious character, but it is a strong irritant to tlie parts

with which it comes in contact. One part of the tincture of the
perchloride mixed with tliree of water is sometimes injected up the
nostril to check persistent nose bleeding. Lint moistened with
the tincture is also used as a plug for the same purpose. For
stopping hremorrhage after confinement, the plan introduced by Dr
Barnes of injecting a solution of perchloride of iron into the uterus
is frequently followed with the greatest advantage. The perchloride
and sulphate of iron may be given to check lipemorrhage from the
stomach, and these salts have likewise been used to decrease the
discharge in gonorrhosa and leucorrhcea. The local application of
the tincture of perchloride of iron in diphtheria has been highly
recommended, and a veiy dilute solution is sometimes used as a
rectal injection to destroy thread-worms.
As a medicine iron is used in many forms and combinations, and

thirty-three of these are described in the British Pharmacop<sia.
The metitl itself, finely divided, is often administered in 1 or 2

grain doses,—fenum redartum the preparation is called,—and
lozeng.'S are made of it, each containing 1 grain of reduced iron.

The vinum ferri or solution of iron in wine is probably the most
auciL-nt of all iron piu'parations. Of the oxides, the peroxide and
the magnetic oxide are olficinah The former was in early times
known under the name of saffron or crocus of iron, and was much
used ; but now more soluble preparations of iron are usually pre-

scribed. Recently precijntatea peroxide in a moist condition ia one

of the best antidotes for a>-senical poisoning if given in quarter to-

half ounce doses. The carbonates of iron readily undergo oxidation

unless mixed with sugar, which therefore enters into all the pbar-

macopoeial preparations of iron, the saccharated carbonate of iron,',

the pill of the carbonate of iion, and tlie compound iron mixture.

Perhaps the most commonly ustd and the best known asiiingenf

preparations of iron are the combinations of this metal with vege-

table acids, the ammonia citrate of iron and the tartrate of iron,,

which are given in 5 to 10 giain doses, the fornier too in the form
of wine (vinum ferri citratis). The combination of citrate of iron

and quinino is an exceedingly valuable preparation, and is given in

3 to 5 gi'ain doses. The acetate of iron is somewhat astiingent.

but, thougli officinal, is very rarely used. The sulphate and per-

chloride of iron are poweiful astringents, constricting the tibsuea

with which they come in contact. Several preparations of these

salts are officinal. Their use as local applications has been alluded

to; internally they are given instead of the nou-astringent chaly-

beates, when a tissue- bracing as well as a blood-restoring eflcct is

desired. Tliey are more constipating than the non-astringent chaly-

bcates. The doae of the solution and tincture of perchloride of iron

is from 5 to 20 minims. The sulphate is given in 1 to 3 grain

doses. Iodide of iron, in the form of pill or syrup, is specially

used in cases of struma. The ]>l)0sphate of iron and its syrup are

of the greatest value when given to weakly and rickety children.

All the above-named iron medicines are officinal. Of those not
mentioned in the Pharmacopeia, two only need be alluded to—solu-

tion of dialysed iron, which of all prei'aiatlons is perhaps the least

liable to disagree with the stomach, and solution of the magnetic

phosphate of iron in citiic acid, commuhly known as Lightfoot's

steel, one of the most agreeable of the acid solutions of iron.

Many mineral waters contain iron. In most it exists as a car-

bonate, but in one of the springs at Harrogate as chloride. Chaly-

beate waters are in suitable casts the most etTective of blood tonics.

^Ingestion of iron in all forms causes the stools to become black.

This arises from the fact that, when iron is taken, but little is ab-
sorbed ; the rest passing into the intestinal canal is converted into

the black sulphide by the sulphuretted hydrogen present there.

The discoloration is devoid of all significance. The evil effect of

iron preparations on the teeth has been much exaggerated. The
acid chalybeates, if taken in a concentrated form, may indeed do
harm, and all iron medicines tend to blacken the teeth somewhat,
but by washing the mouth out with watei; after taking them the

possibility of injury is readily prevented. (D. J. I..)

IRON MASK. The Man in the Iron Mask is the name
by which a French state prisoner, whose identity has given

rise to much curious inquiry, is universally known. The
facts established by coutemporancous evidence respecting

this mysterious personage, who died in 1703, were, until a

modern writer largely added to them, neither numerous

nor of very great importance.^ Enough indeed is related

^ Duju,nca, the chief turnkey of the Bastille, whose register has for-

tunately been preserved, gives us this account of the captive :
—" On

Thursday, tlie 18th September 1698, at three o'clock in the after-

noon, M. Saint Mars, the governor, arrive^, ^t the Bastille for the first

tim^ from the islands of Sainte Marguerite and Saiute Honnat. He
brought with him in his own' litter an ancient prisoner formerly under

his care at Pignerol, and whose name remains untold. This prisoner

was always kept masked, and was at fifst lodged in the Basini^re

tower. . .- . I conducted liim afterwards to the Bertandiere town, and

put him in a room, wliich,.hy order of M. de Saint Mars, I had fur-

nished before his amval." A letter of M. de Formanoir, a grand-

nephew of Saint Mars, furnishes the following details :
—" In 1698 M.

de Saint Mars exchanged the governorship of the islands for that of the

Bastille, When he set off to enter on his new office he stayed with his

prisoner for a short time at Palteau, his estate. The Mask arrived in

a litter which preceded that of M. de Saint Mars ; they were accom-

panied by several men on horseback. The peasants went out to meet

their sei|;iieur. M. de Saint Mars took his meals with his prisoner,

who sat with his back towards the windows of the room, which looked

into the court-yard. The peasants of whom I made enquiry could not

see if he had his mask on when eating ; but they observed that M. do

Saint Mars, who sat opposite to hijn at table, had a pair of pistola

heside his plate. They were attended by a single valet only, Antoine

Ra, who took away the dishes set down to hira in an antechamber,

having first carefully shut the door of the dining-room. ^Vhen the

prisoner crossed the court-yard a black mask was always on his face."

Dujuuca's journal contains this entry respecting the death of the se-

cluded prisoner, who, it may he added, was named " M. de Marchiel'*

in the Bastille register:
—"On Monday, the 19th of November 1703,

thu nnknown prisoner, who had continually worn a black velvet mask,;

and whom M. de Saint Mars had brought with him from the island

of Sainte Marguerite, died to-day at about ,ten o'clock in the evening,]

having been yesterday taken slightly ill He had been a long tipie itt'

M. de Sunt Mars's hands, and hia illness was exceedingly trifling,"
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tu show that even in his lifetime the veiled prisoner had
become an object of curious mystery. Other instances

occur, however, of captivity under like conditions ; and
n'jthing in the treatment of tlie Mask proves that he was
n personage of rank and importance. It has been indisput-

ably shown that it was no uncommon practice, especially in

the reign of Louis XIV., to isolate human beings and keep

them immured, their very" features being carefully hidden,

and' that the victims were persons of all conditions.

Though one or two efforts had been previously made to find

out the name of the unknown prisoner, Voltaire was the

first writer of note to give form and life to the vague tradi-

tions that had been current about the Jf.ask ;• and wo may
probably ascribe to his suggestive account the increased im-

portance which since his time the subject has been supposed

to possess. In his Age of Louis XI \'. the historian hinted

that the Mask was a person of high rank ; and he graphic-

ally described how this mysterious being endeavoured to

commune with the outer world by throwing out, on the

.shore of Sainte Marguerite, from the grated window of his

gloomy dungeon, a piece of fine linen, and a silver plate,

on which he had traced some strange characters to reveal

a horrible tale of mi-fortunR. This work was published

in 1751, nearly fifty years after the death of the Mask ; and

from this time the problem who he was has been investi-

gated with no little diligence. The editor of the Philosophic

Dictionary suggested that he was an illegitimate son of

,\nne of Austria, born in 1626 ; and in 1790 he was identi-

fied, in the Memoirs of Cardinal Richelieu with a supposed

twin brother of Louis XIV., put out of the way by the

great Cardinal to avoid the ills of a disputed succession.

As early as 1745 the Mask was said, by an anonymous
writer, to have been the count of Vermandois, one of the

bastards of Louis XIV. ; in 1759 M. Lagrange-Chaucel

endeavoured to prove that he was the duke of Beaufort, a

hero of the Fronde ; a few years afterwards M. St Foix con-

jectured that he was the duke of Monmouth, the English

pretender of 1685 ; and others have laboured to show that

he was either a son of the Protector Cromwell, or Fouquet,

the minister of Louis XIV., or Avedick, the Armenian
patriarch, whose treacherous imprisonment by the am-
bassador of France was one of the worst acts of that un-

scrupulous king. The claim, finally, of Ercolo Mattioli, a

diplomattc agent of the duke of Mantua, was put forward

ta 1770, and since that time has found zealous advocates

in MM. Eoux-FaziUac, Delort, Topin, and in the late Lord
Dover ; indeed, until lately it was generally thought that

Mattioli was the mysterious captive.

The claims, however, of none of these can stand the test of the
nearchiiig inquiry which recent discoveries have made possible.

Voltaire does not inform us who the Mask was ; his hint that he
was an exalted personage is at variance with a remark of his on tlie

same subject in a later work ; and as for the tale of the attempts
made by the Mask to divulge his name and fate, these have been
traced to a Huguenot pastor, imprisoned in the islands of Sainte
Marguerite. Theie is no evidence that the illegitimate child
of Anne of Austria, or the twin brother of Louis XIV. ever
existed. Fouquet died iu 1680, the count of Vermandois in 1683,
and the duke of Bc.iufort in 16S9 ; iMonmouth fell under the axe
of the headsman ; Avedick w.os not imprisoned until 1706. The
case made on behalf of Mattioli also breivks down when carefully
sifted. Mattioli was certainly imprisoned at Pignerol, and that for

a considerable time ; he was also long under the care of Saint Mars;
and he was detained at the Sainte Marguerites, in the custody of
the same jailer. But on the other hand the Mask is never named
in the numerous documents that refer to him ; he was certainly
imprisoned at Exiles ; and he was brought from the Sainte Mar-
guerites, and died in the Bastille ; whereas Mattioli's name occurs
not seldom in the correspondence of Saint Mars ; he cannot be
traced to Exiles ; and it is almost certain that he died at the Sainte
Marguerites in 169*.

la it impossible, then, to fix the identity of the unknown Mask ?

The latest writer upon the subject is M. Jung, a French staff ofiioer,

and his diligent investigations have brought us perhaps very near
•be relation of the proWem. He appears to have fully proved that

the prisoner of 1698— be.\ end qntstiuu llie mysterious MasK—had
for many yeai« been guarded by St Mars ; that he had long been
known as "your aijdent prisoner," ' your prisoner of twenty years
standing"; and that at the Sainte Marguerites he was jealously
watched with precautions nearly of tlie same kind as those after-

wards taken at the Bastille. He has shown, moreover, that this
very prisoner was, in 1687, removed to the Sainte Marguerites
from Exiles, always under the eye of the same jailer, and that,
too, with the care and secrecy observed in the jouiiiey to the
Bastilla ; and, finally, he has traced the captive to Pignerol, still

in the hands of the relentless St Mars, wheie, in 1681, we find him
designated as one of the **two prisoners of the Lower Tower,"
apparently for some yeai-s in contiuemont. This prisoner, too,
is never once named, wliich, as we have seen, was the case with
the Mask. On the whole it would seem that M. Jung has estab-
lished the identity of the object of our search with this unknown
person. He goes, however, a great deal further, and endeavours to
find out the name and the history of the prisoner of the Lower
Tower of Pignerol. His theory is that he was a criminal who pro-
bably played a prominent part in one of the numerous poisoning
plots which disgraced the reign of Louis XIV.; and he identifies

iiiiii with a Lorraine gentleman who secins to have belonged to a
murderous band of conspirators against the life of the king, and
who, being then arrested at Peroiine, was lodged in the Bastille in

1673, and thence taken, he makes <nit, to Pignerol. His naiTative
abounds in interest, but he has adduced no valid proof to connect
the supposed prisoner captured at Peroune with the prisoner of

1673 ; and he has not given us anything like evidence to associate

tins last-named jierson with either of the prisoners of the Lower
Tower at Pignerol, or even to sho-.v that he reached that fortress.

Besides, he has not ascertained the identity of these two prisoners.

The mystery of the identity of the Jlask thus remains unsolved
;

but the field of inquiry has been greatly narrowed, and further
investigation will not improbably discover this strange historical

secret. (W. 0. M.)

IRONTON, the chief city of Lawrence county, Ohio,

is situated on the river Ohio, 142 miles south-east of

Cincinnati. Occupying a central position in a productive

mineral district, its chief industry, as its name suggests, is

connected with iron. There are iron-furnaces, rolling and
planing mills, and machine shops in the town ; and stoves,

boilers, nails, and other iron goods are manufactured to

a considerable and yearly increasing value. Ironton was
founded in June 1849 by the Ohio Iron and Coal Company,
and received its city charter sixteen years later. The
population in 1880 was 9000.

IRON-WOOD is the name applied to several kinds of

timber, the produce of trees from different parts of the

tropics, and belonging to very different natural families.

Usually the wood is extremely hard, dense, and dark-

coloured, and sinks in water. The true iron-wood of

the East Indies and Malay archipelago, of which anchors

are often made, seems to be the Metrosideros vera of

Rumphius, a tree belonging to the Myrtacex, and formerly

extensively used in China, Japan, and the Moluccas.

Several species of Sideroxylon {Sapotacea:) also yield iron-

wood, Sideroxylon cinereum or Hojeriamwij D. C, being

the bois de fer blanc of Africa and Mauritius.

"West Indian iron-wood is the produce of C'ohchrina rcclinata

and C. fcrrngina, Ad. Br. (Khamnacat:), and of ^(p'phita mar-
ti7uccnsis, Linn. ( yerbc7iacese). Ixora (Sidcrodcndron) trijlorxim,

Vahl. (KubiaccsE)f is the bois de fcr of Martinique, and Zanihoxy-
lum Pieroia, H. B. K. {Rutaccx)^ is the iron-wood of Jamaica,
while Robinia Ponacoco, Aubl. [Lcguminosa:), is described as the

iron-wood of Guiana. The iron-wood of Ceylon is the produce of

Mcsxia ferrca^ Linn. {GiiUifcrm). The endemic 6ois c^e/ej- of Mauri-

tius, once frequent in the primeval woods, but now becoming very

scarce, is the Stadtmannia Sideroxylon, D. C. {SapindaccsE.), while

the Cossignya piriTiata, Lam., is known as the hois dc fer de Judas.

Coccoloba grandifolia and C. pubesccns {Polygnnaccx) yield a kiad

of West Indian iron-wood, 'ii/uba buxifolia, Pers. l^Ebenaccse),

yields a variety of iron-wood which is used at Tavoy in Eurmah to

make anchors for large boats. -Tasmanian iron-wood is the produce

oi Kotclssa ligustrina\01eaccas), and is chiefly used for making ships'

blocks. The iron-wood or lever-wood of North America is the

timber of the American hop hornbeam, Ostrya virginica [Oupu-

lifcrae). In Brazil Apidcia ferrea, Mart., and Cxsalpinia ferrca.

Mart., yield a kind of iron-'wood, called, however, the Pao/crro or

false iron-wood.

IRRAWADDY. See Ikawadi.
xin. — 46



362 IRRIGATION
IRRIGATION IS fhesyslematic application of water to

lijid in order to promote present or prospective vegetation.

Water, thus used for the general purpose of growing or

increasing the crops on which animals and man have to

subsist, is employed in special ways and at special times

according to the particular end in view, the individual

plant to be grown, and the very divergent conditions of

soil and climate which have to be studied in different

countries. Sometimes 'the art of irrigation is practised for

the simplest of all reasons, to make up for the absence or

irregular seasonal distribution of rain or for a local

deficiency of rainfall; sometimes a particular crop is

irrigated, because the plant is of an aquatic or semi-aquatic

nature ; sometimes lands are irrigated for the sake of the

encouragement to early growth afforded by the warmth of

the water, or for the sake of the dissolved plant-food which

it furnishes ; and sometimes the object is that the land

may be enriched and its level raised by means of the deposit

from the water used.

In considering the vast importance of water to plant

growth, it must be remembered that seeds must absorb a

very large quantity of water before germination can begin

;

that the growth of the young plant, while .still dependent

upon the seed, involves the employment of a constant

supply of water in prder that the transference of nutrients

from the stores in the seed to the newly developed parts

may proceed without interruption ; that soils which do

not contain more than 5 to 9 per cent, of moisture will

yield none of it to the plant, and that when sucli low per-

centages of moisture are approached there is a constant

struggle— often fatal to the plant—between the soil and

the plant for water; that during the period of the plant's

active growth, the absorption of all mineral matter and all

nitrogen compounds from the soil takes place through the

medium of an exceedingly weak aqueous solution of these

substances, which solution is indeed absorbed in such quanti-

ties that a single plant of barley needs the passage through

it during the five months in which it occupies the ground

of more than an imperial gallon of water. It should be

also remembered that all vegetable produce when in a

growing state contains an immense proportion of water,

often 70 to SO per cent,, and sometimes as much as 92 to

9G per cent., the latter figures representing the percentage

of water in turnips and watercress respectively.

From all this it will be readily understood that artificial

supplies of water are needed for vegetation in many dry

countries. An illustration of this need presents itself in

the district which comprises parts of the south of Spain,

Portugal, and Italy, including Sicily and Greece. Along
this zone, which includes the Mediterranean coasts north

of the r.iinless region of Africa, with its currents of hot

dry air from the Sahara, the annual rainfall may be as

high as 30 inches, but the amount during the summer
quarter is but 4 per cent, of the whole. All the district

suffers from droughts, which are often most severe. Again,

in many parts of central and eastern Europe there are

tablelands, as in Moravia, Poland, and parts of Russia,

ivhere the yearly rainfall is insufiicient^from 10 to 15

inches only. There are about twice as many rainy days

in western as in eastern Europe. In very many of these

rainless or arid countries and districts there are remains

(mostly in ruins) of important ancient irrigation works
;

Spain, Sicily, and Syria furnish abundant examples of

aqueducts and canals for agricultural irrigation. In
Egypt, and in some parts of Persia, India, and China,

artificial watering is employed for the reasons given

above ; while in Peru and many other parts of America
the same scarcity or irregular distribution of rain occurs.

Special reference will be made further oil to the very

unportant.irrigatiou_warks^of.India.

The next point to which reference has been made is

the peculiar aquatic or semi-aquatic nature of some of the

plants which are grown by means of artificial watering.

Rice is the chief example of a plant of this kind; a ri-ce

swamp is proverbial, and wherever rice is grown in China,

in India, in Japan, in Egypt, or in Italy, the land is under

water till the crop is just ready for harvesting.

The third reason for irrigating mentioned above is the

deterinniing cause of nearly all the artificial watering of

land in temperate climates. It is not performed because

the soil is dry and hot, for it is carried out mainly in- the

wettest and coldest months of the year. It is not pcrforn\e(|

because the crop to be raised is of an essentially aquatic

nature, for ordinary grasses and meadow herbage only arc

watered. But it is performed that growth may be stimu-

lated and fed, through certain agencies which the water

brings to bear upon the vegetation in question. The water-

meadows of England afford exaniples of this kind of irri-

gation. These are, in some instances, of immemorial origin,

and may, like those of the Avon in Wiltshire and the Churn
in Gloucestershire, be traceable back to Romnn times. In

the early part of the present century the system received

further developments, but at present there is some tendency

to depreci,ate the value of this kind ot irrigation.

A fourth reason for irrigation is found where the solid

matter suspended in the water is valuable and v.alued fur

its richness as manure, and for the actual increase which its

deposition on the land makes to the height or level of the

country. In England this kind of irrigation is practised

mainly in the estuary of the H umber. But wherever a

decided deposition ot fertilizing silt, clay, or mud from

water allowed to rest on the land takes place, there

" warping," the name given to this kind of irrigation, may
be said to be practised. The waters of the overflowing

Nile in Egypt act, partly at least, in this manner, foi

their dissolved constituents (about 10 grains per gallon)

are perfectly insigniilcant wlien compared with those which

are suspended.

In addition to these various kinds of irrigation with

ordinary water, there are several systems in which town
sewage is employed. These involve the introduction of

many new and complex conditions, and may be more
conveniently considered under the heading Sewage.

It is the irrigation determined by the third of the fore-

going reasons—water-meadow irrigation— that calls for

more particular notice here. The subject may be con-

veniently treated in the following order :—quantity of

water; quality of water; influence of mining refuse on

water-meadows; grasses suitable for water-meadows;
changes in irrigated herbage ; methods of irrigation, in-

cluding (1) bedwork irrigation, (2) catchwork irrigation,

(3) upward irrigation, and (4) warping ; management and

advantages of water-meadows; theory of irrigation of

water-meadows. The article will close with some account

of irrigation in India, and in Italy, France, and Belgium,

and of the history of irrigation.

Before the systematic conversion of a tract into water-

meadows can be safely determined on, care must be taken

to have good drainage, natural or artificial, a sufficient

supply of water, and water of good quality. It might

indeed have been thought that thorough drainage would

be unnecessary, but it must be noted that porous subsoils

or efficient .drains do not act merely by carrying away
stagnant water which would otherwise cool the earth,

incrust the surface, and retard plant growth. They
cause the soil to perform the office of a filter. Thus the

earth and the roots of grasses absorb the useful matters

not only from the water that passes over it, but from that;

which passes through it. These fertilizing materials aw
fonnd stored up in the soil ready for the use of the ruoja
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of t.iiR plants. Stagnation of water is inimical to tlie action

i)f tlip. roots, and does away with tbe advantageous processes

of flowing and percolating currents. Some of tlie Lest

water-meadows in England Iia%'e but a thin soil resting on

gravel and Hints, this constituting a most effectual system

of natural drainage. TLe fidi of tlie water Supply must

suffice fur a fairly rapid current, say 10 inclies or 1 foot

JD from lOO to 200 yards. If possible tlie v^ater sliould

bo taken so far above the meadows as to have sufficient

fall without damming up the river. If a dam be abso-

lutely necessary, care must be taken so to build it as to

secure tbo 6elda on both sides from possible inundation
;

and it should be constructed substantially, for the cost

of repairing accidents to a weak dam is very serious.

i Qiianlili/ of Wdli-r.— Even were the objects of irriga-

tion always identical, the conditions under which it is

carried on arc so variable as to preclude calculations of !

quantity. Jlere making up of necessary water in droughty

seasons is one thinjr. pn'tection against frost is another,

while the addition of soil material is a third. Amongst
causes of variation in the quantity of water needed will

be its quality and temperature and rate of flow, the

climate, the season, the soil, the subsoil, the artificial

drainage, the slope, the aspect, and the crop. In actual

practice the amount of water varies from 3U0 gallons per

aero in the hour to no less than 28,000 gallons. Where
water is used, as in dry and hot countries, simply as

water, less is generally needed than in cold, damp, and
northerly climates, where the higher temperature and the

action of the. water as manure are of more consequence.

But it is necessary to be thoroughly assured of a good

supply of water before laying out a water-meadow.

E.\ccpt ill a few places where unusual dryness of soil

and climate indicate the ciiqiloyment of water, even in

small quantity, merely to avoid the consequences of

drought, irrigation works arc not to be Commenced upon
a large area, if only a part can ever be efficiently

watered. The engineer must not decide upon tho plan

till lie has gauged at ditTerent seasons the stream which

has to supply the water, and has ascertained the rain-

collecting area available, and tho rainfall of the district,

as Well as the proportion of storable to percolating and
evaporating water. Reservoirs for storage, or for equaliz-

ing the flow, are rarely resorted to in England; but they

arc of absolute necessity in those countries in which it is

just when there is least water that it is most wanted. It

is by no means an injudicious plan before laying out a

system of water-nicadous, which is intended to bo at all

extensive, to prcjiare a small trial plot, to aid in determin-

ing a uunibor of questions relating to the nature and
quantity of the water, the porosity of the soil, ic.

Qnalili/ iif n^ii/n:—The quality of the water employed
for any of the purposes uf irrigation is of much importance.

Its dissolved and its suspended matters must both be taken

into account. Clear w.iter is usually preferable for grass

land, thick for arable land. If it is to be used for warping,
or in any way for aiUliug to the solid material of the

irrigated land, then the nature and amount of the suspended
taaterial are necessarily of more importance than the
character of the dissolved substances, provided the latter

are nut positively injurious. For use on ordinary water-

meadows or on rice-lields, however, not only is very clear

water often found to be perfectly eflicient, bul tvater

having no more than a few grains of dissolved matter
per gallon answers tlie purposes in view satisfactorily.

Water from moors and peat-bogs or from gravel or ferru-

ginous sandstone is generally of small utility so far as

plant food is concerned. River water, especially that
which has received town sewage, or the drainage of highly
manured land, would uaturally be considered most suitable

for irrigation, but excellent results are obtained a;lso with
waters which are uncontaminateil with manurial matters,

and which contain but 8 or 10 grains per gallon of the
usual dis.soIved constituents of sjjring water. Experienced
Eiigli.sh irrigators generally commend as suitable for water-

meadows those streams in which fish and waterweeda
abound. But the particular plants present in or near the

water-supiily afl"ord further indications of quality. Water-
cress, sweetflag, flowering rush, several potamogetons, water
milfoil, water ranunculus, and the reedy sweet watergrasa
(Glyceria uqiiatic'-C) rank amongst the criteria of excellence.

Less favourable signs are furnished by such plants aa

ArunJo Donax (in Germany), Cicuta virosa, and Typha
Ititi/utia, which are found in stagnant and torpid waters.

Water when it has been used for irrigation generally be-

comes of less value for the same purpose. This occurs with

clear water as well as with turbid, and obviously arises

mainly from the loss of plant food which occurs when water

filters through or trickles over poor soil. By passing over

or through rich soil the water may, however, actually ba

enriched, just as clear water passed through a charcoal

filter which has been long used becomes impure. It ha3

been contended that irrigation water suffers no change in

coiiiposilion by use, since by evaporation of a part ol

the pure water the dissolved matters in the remainder
would be so increased as to make up for any matters

removed. But it is forgotten that both the plant and the

soil enjoy special powers of selective absorption, which
remove and fix the better constituents of the water, and
leave the less valuable.

7'/ic Influence of Mining and oiher Refase.—In some of

tho districts of Devonshire and of Wales, in which the

sloping sides of narrow valleys have been converted into

small catchwoi'k irrigated meadows, tho injurious efi'ecta

of water from mines have been most marked. A strangeif

visiting tho district in early spring would notice, along

the sides of a valley, a number of small irrigated fields.

Some of these, watered directly from little streams behind

and above them, would show grass of great luxuriance,

especially close to the main and secondary carriers. But
where the river-water, contaminated by mining refuse, had
been used, the grass bordering the water-courses would

show a sitkly yellow tint, and be generally less developed

than the herbage of the rest of the field. This difference

between the fields irrigated by small local brooks and
tho.se watered by the river cannot be explained by any
inferiority in the river water as river water; for above the

entrance of the refuse from the first mine it was every-

thing that could be wished. But just below the place

of entrance of the mine water the grass on the banks

luokcd as if it had been burnt up with vitriol, while in

the stream itself nut a vestige of a Jiving waterweed coold

be detected.

The injurious effects thus caused by the mine water have

led to its partial disuse for the purposes of irrigation.

Some of the most profitable water-meadows are no longer

irrigated : the herbage in these is now of inferior character,

and mosses and weeds, suppressed by total immersion,

have reappeared, to the detriment of the more valuable

grasses. Besides, there is now no early feed. Manure,

not before wanted, Las now to be applied, and the yield

of grass is reduced in annual value by 30s. to 6O3. per

acre. To get a fair growth of grass the plant-food which

the water formerly brought at little expense has to be

furnished by costly farmyard manure; and even with this

tho crop is late and light.
"

It is clear in the particular instance to" which reference

has been made that water pumped from copper mines 01

used in dressing the ores is the origin of the mischief.

Several changes in the composition of the water have beeo
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found to occur in it3 passage ttrough the mine. Tlie

original water lost niQch of its free carbonic acid gas

;

its carbonates were converted into sulphates ; and it con-

tained now the metals iron, manganese, cobalt, and alum-

inium, all as sulphates,—hardly a trace of any of these

metals being present in the uninjured water. And matters

in suspension were found to be both more abundant and
more injurious tliau matters in solution. They consisted

chiefly of copper pyrites and iron pyrites, in a very fine

state of division. According to their degree of fineness the

pyritic particles wjiich escape from the settling pits at the

mines travel varying distances down the stream, and may
even be detected several miles below, both in tlie mud of

the bed of the stream and on the leaves of grass and other

occasionally immersed plants. Oxidation of the pyrites

into the sulphates of copper and iron was proved to occur

all through the course of the stream,—these salts, with

their concomitant free sulphuric acid, producing a most

injurious effect on vegetable growth. The presence of this

acid in the free state has been detected in the waste water

from a Welsh lead mine, in sufficient abundance to kill

instantly, on several occasions, many salmon in the river

into which it was discharged. The evil done by some
of the most deleterious materials in mine-waters can be

arrested by the interposition of conduits filled with chalk

or limestone, which act as chemical filters. The carbonate

of lime neutralizes the free sulphuric acid and stops the

heavy metals by converting them from soluble sulphates

into insoluble carbonates.

Among the most injurious sorts of refuse which can find

tl'.eir way into streams used for irrigating meadows are the

clioraical wastes from mills and factories in which the

.processes of dyeing, paper making, metal working, etc., are

carried on. In the majority of such cases the fatal efi'ects

lOn vegetation are obvious, and the rivers polluted in this

way, even if their volume of pure water be very large,

cannot be used at all for irrigation.

TUe Seech for Water-Meadows.—Of the few leguminous

plants which are in any degree suitable for water-meadows.

Loins cornicnlahis major, Trifolinm hyhridum, and T.

pratense are those which generally flourish best: T. repens

is loss successfuh Amongst grasses the highest place must
be assigned to ryegrass, especially.to the Italian variety,

commonly called Lolium italicitm. The mixture of seeds

for sowing a water-meadow demands much consideration,

and must be modified according to local circumstances of

soil, aspect, climate, and drainage. From the peculiar use

which is made of the produce of an irrigated meadow,
and from the conditions to which it is eubjected, it is

necessary to include in our mixture of seeds some that

produce an early crop, some that give an abundant growth,

and some that impart sweetness and good flavour, while

all the kinds sown must be capable of flourishing on

irrigated soil.

The following mixtures of seeds (stated in pounds per

acre) have been recommended for sowing on water-meadows,
Messrs Sutton of Reading, after considerable experience,

regarding No. I. as the more suitable :

—

1I. n.
Lolium perenne S 12
Lolium ilaUcum 8
Poa trivialis 6 3
(Jhjccria. fiuitans 6 2
Olyceria aquaiica 4 1

Agi'ostisalba. 1

Agrostis stolonifera 6 2

Alopccurits prutaisis .... 2
Fcstuca elatior . 3 2

n.

Fcstuca praicnsis 2
Fcstuca loliacca 3 2
AnthoxanthumocloratuTii 1

Fhlcu'iv pratense 4 2

Phalaris ariindinacca... 3 2

Lotus corniculatus major 3 2

Trifolinm hyhridum. ... 1

7Vi/oliuvi pratciisc 1

Changes in Irrigated Herbage.—In irrigated meadows,
though in a less degree than on sewaged land, the reduc-

tion of the amount or even the actual suppression of certain

^species of plants is occasionally well-marked. Someti.mes

this action is exerted upon the finer grasses, but happily

also upon some of the less profitable constituents of tlie

miscellaneous herbage. Thus Jianuncutns bulbosus haS

been observed to become quite rare after a few years

watering of a meadow in which it had been most abundant,

Ji. acris rather increasing by the same treatment ; Plantagu

media was extinguished and P. lanceolata reduced 70 per

cent. Amongst the grasses which may be spared, Aira

ceespitosa, Briza media, and Cynosvrus cristatns are gene-

rally much reduced by irrigation. Useful grasses which

are increased are LoTium perenne and Alopecnrns pratensis,

and among those of less value Aveiia J'avesceiis, Dactylis

gtomerata, and Poa pratensis.

Methods of Irrigation.—There are four ways of irrigating

land with water practised in England :—(1) bedwork irri-

gation, v;hich is the most eflicient although it is also the

most costly method by which currents of water can be

applied to level land; (2) catchwork irrigation, in which

the same water is caught and used repeatedly
; (3) subter-

raneous or rather upward irrigation, in which the water in

the drains is sent upwards through the soil towards the

surface ; and (4) warping, in which the water is allowed

to stand over a level field until it has deposited the mud
suspended in it.

There are two things to be attended to most carefully

in the construction of a water-meadow on the first or

second of these plans. First, no portion of them what-

ever should be on a dead level, but every part should

belong to one or other of a series of true inclined planes.

The second point of primary importance is the size and

slope of the main conductor, which brings tlie water from

the river to the meadow. The size of this depends upon

the quantity of water required, but whatever its size its

bottom at its origin should be as low as the bed of the

river, in order that it may carry down as much as possible

of the river mud. Its course should be as straight and

as near a true inclined plane as possible. The stuff taken

out of the conductor should be employed in making up

its banks or correcting inequalities in the meadow.

Bcdn-ork Irriyatimi.—In this species of irrigation, which is

eminently applicable to level ground, tiie groiiml is thrown into

bfds or ridgi's. Here the conductor sliould Le led f\lon<f tlie liiglicst

end or side of tlte meadow in an inclined jdane ; should it terminate

in the meadow, its end should be made to taper when there are no

feeders, or to terminate in a feeder. The tapered end will retard

the motion of the water ; and, as this contains, of course, less water,

the water will overflow the banks of the conductor. The main
drain to carry oft" the water from the meadow ehonld next be formed.

It should be cut in the lov.-est part of the ground at the lower end

or side of the meadow. Its dimensions sliould be capable of cany-

ing ofl" the whole water used so quickly as to prevent the least stag-

nation, and dischaige it into the river. The stnft' taken out of it

should be used to fill up irregularities in the n:ea<low. In case the

river takes a turn along the lower end or side of the meadow, the

turn should be utilized to carry oli'the water. It might be imagined

that, as a portion of the water will be absorbed Ijy the soil; tht

main drain need not he made so large as the conductor, merely to

carry oIT the water that has been used ; but in practice it will In-

found that, when the water is mnddj-, very little of it comparatively

will enter the ground, the sediment acting as an impervious cover-

ing. The next process is the forming of the ground intended for a

water-meadow into beds or ridges. That portion of the ground

which is to be watered by one conductor should be miiiie into

beds to suit the circumstances of that conductor ; that is, instead

of the beds over the meadow being all reduced to one common level,

they should be formed to suit the diifereut swells in the gi^onnd,

and, should any of these swells be considerable, it will be necessary

to give each side of them its respective conductor. The beds shouhl

run at or nearly at right angles to the line of the conductor. The

breadth of the beds is regulated by the nature of the soil and the

supply of water. Tenacious soils and subsoils, with a small supply

of water, require beds as narrow as 30 feet. Porous soils and a

large supply of water may have beds of 40 feet. The length of the

beds is regulated by the supply of water and the fall from the con-

ductor to the main drain. If the beds fall only in one direction

longitudinally, their crowns should be made in the middle ;
but,

should they full laterally as weU as longitudinally, as is usually
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the coso, then ttic ciowns sliouTd bo maJe toivards the upper sides,

mora or less RccorJing to the Intcral slope of the grounj. The
crowns shouM riso a foot ahovu the ailjoining fiinowi;. The beds
thus formed sh.ouM slope in an inclinuil phme from the conductor
to the main drain, that the water may flow equably over them.
The bL*d5 are watered by *' feeders," that is, channels gradually

tapering to the lf)U'ci- extremities, and their crowns cut down,
wheruvi-r thes'j arc jihiccd. Thn depth of the I'eedcis depenJs on

their width, and the width on their length. A bed 200 yards in

length ronuires a feeder of 20 iu'dics in width at its junction with
the cnnduct'ir, and it should t;i|n-r gradually to the extremity,

which should hf 1 foot in width. The taper rift;nds the nintion of

the water, whiih cmistantly decreases by ovcilluw ns it proceed'?,

whilst it i-onii lilies to fill I lie feeder to. the hrim. 'J'lie stnlf which
comes out ol tlic fccdeis .slumld be carefully and evenly laid along

the sidesoF the beds. The water overllowing from the feeders down
the sides of the bcis is re.i-ivcd into small drains formed in tlie

furrows between the beds. Tlie^e small drains discharge themselves

into the main diaiu, and are in every respect the reverse of the

feeders ; that is, their tapering extremities lie up tlic slope, and
their wide ends open into the main drain, tn aecelerate the motion
of the departing wafer. Tlic de[itli of the small drain at the

junction is made ahout as great as that of the main drnin, aiul it

gradnally lessens towards the taper to 6 inches in tenacious and to

less in porous soils, 'i'he depth ot the feeders is the s ime in relation

to the conductor. The stnlf obt lined from the small drains is

employed to till up incrptaliti'^s in the meadow. For the more equal
distribution of the water over the surface of the beds from the con-

ductor and fceilers, small masses, such as stones, or solid portions

of earth or turf fa->ti-ned with pins, are placed in them, in order to

retard the momentum winch the water may have acipiired. These
"stops," as tlicy an- termcil, are generally placed at regular intervals,

or rather they shouM be left where any inequality of the current is

observed. Heaps of stones answer very well for stops in the cun-

dnctr>r, particularly immediately below the points of junction with
the feeders. When tough pieces of turf arc usi-d, care must be taken
to keep the tops of the piiu below the reach of weeds floating on the

surfaee of the water. Tne&e stnpi?, however, are nothing but
rxpedicnts to rectify w^rk imperfectly executed. It must be obvious
tliat a perfectly formed water-meadow should require few or nn stops.

The small or main drains require no stops. The descent of the

water in the feeders will no doubt necessarily increase in rapidity,

but the incUnati'Hi of the bods and the tapering of the feeders

should be so adjusted as to counteract the increasing rapidity. At
all events notches cut into tlie sides of tlie feeders to retanl tlic

velocity of the water an? much more objectionable than stojis,

altlionc^h some vcromincnd them. TIic distribution of the water
uver the whole meadow is regulated by the sluices, which should
he placed at the origin of every conductor. By means of these

sluices any )>ortion of the meadow that is desired ran be watered,

whilst the rest remains dry; and alternate waterinj; must be
adopted when there is a scarcity of water. All the sluices sliould

be suh^tanti illy built at lir.^t with stones and mortar, to prevent
the leaka^je of water ; for, slumld water from a leak be jicrmittcd to

Hud its way into the meadow, that portion of it will stagnate and
produce coarse grasses. !n a well-formed water-meadow it is as

necessary to keep it pcif^ctly dry at one time as it is to place it

under water at another. A .small .sluice placed in the side of tlie

conductor opposite to the meaiiow, and at the upper cud of it, will

drain away the leakage that may have escaped from the head sluice.

To obtain acoinpletc watermeadow, the ground will often require
lo be broken up and rcmoihllcd. This will no douht be attended
with cost; but it shuiild be considered that the first cost is the
least, and remodelling the only way of having a complete water-
meadow which will continue for years to give satisfaction. To elfect

a remodelling wlien thegr.umd is in stubble, let it be ]donghed up,
liarrowed, and cleaned as in a summer fallow, the levelling-box
employed when required, the stuff from the conductors and main
drains spread abroad, and the beds ploughed into shape,—all

nperatijns that can be performed at little expense. The meadow
should bo ready by August for sowing with one of the mixtures of
grass-seeds already given. But though this plan is ultimately
better, it is attended with the one great disadvantage that the soft

ground cannot be irrigated for two or three years after it is sown
with grass-seeds. 'I'his can only be avoided. where the ground is

revered with old turf which will bear to be lifted. On ground in
that state a water-mendovv may be most perfectly formed. Let the
turf be taken olF with the s|>atlc, and laid carefully aside for relay-

ing. Let the ttript ground then be neatly formed with the spadf^

and barrow, into beds varying in breadth and shape according to
the nature of the soil and the- dip of the ground,—the feeders from
the conductor and the small drains to the main drain being formed
at the same time. Tlicu let the turf be laid down again aud beaten
lirm, wlien the meadow will be complete at once, and ready for
irri^tion. ' This is the most beautiful and most expeditious
method of makiag a complete water-meadow where the ground is

not naturally sufhcien'tly level to begin with.

j
The water should be let on, and trial made of the work, whenever

I

it is finished, and the motion of the water regulated by the
I introduction of a stop in the conductors and feeders where &
change in the motion of the current is observed, becjinning at the
upper end of the meadow. Should the Rork be finished as directed
by August, a good crop of hay may be reaped in the succeeding
summer. There are few pieces of land where the natural descent
of the ground will not admit of the water being collected a second
time, and applied to the irrigation of a second aud lower meadow.
In such a case the main drain of a watered meadow may form the
conductor of the one to be watered, or a new coTidu':tor may be
formed by a pmlongation of the main drain ; but either ex]iedient

is only advisable where water is scarce. Where it is plentiful, it is:

better to supply the second meadow directly from the river, or by
a continuation of the first main conductor. In some instances

it may be necessary to carry a conductor over a hollow piece of

ground along an aqueduct ni»de for the purpose, called a " carry-

bridge." Such an aqueduct may bs made either of wood^ cast-iron,

or stone and mortar ; or inverted siphons may be used.

Cakhwork Irrigation.—In the ordinary catchwork water-meadow,
the water is used over and over again. On the steep sides of valleys-

the plan is easily aud cheaply carried out, and wlieic the whole^

course of the water is not long the peculiar properties which give

it value, though lessened, are not exhausted when it reaches tliat

part of the meadow which it irrigates last. The design of any piec*

of catchwork will vary with local conditions, but generally it ma/
be stated that it consists in putting each conduit save the first to
the double use of a feeder or distributor and of o drain or collector.

The following description of one of the best w ays in which a catch-

work meadow plan may be constructed is condensed from Mr
Bickford's account in the Joiirrnal of the R. Agric. Sac, 1852. This-

comparatively cheap system, though at first chiefly used on the
sloping sides of Devonshire and Somersetshire valleys, has been
successfully applied to level meadows. In one case the fall was-

but 1 in S28.

"This system has tlio advantage over tlie common system of
obviating the necessity for large and frequent level gutters ; it ha*
the elfect of continuing (and even causing) a smooth and uniform-

surface to the meadow, allowing of the operations of mowing and
carting without any sensible perception of the existence of the
gutters ; and also that of acceleiating the speed of the water over
the land when 'turned on,' and the speedily draining the water
from the surface when ' turned off.' It becomes a ready instrument
in the hands of the irrigator, and obviates that waste of land
occasioned by the usually large gutters. It is every way better

than the old s}-stem : it can be done in half the time, and for less-

than half the expense. The chief features of the system consist in

causing the grnund Intended to be irrigated to be covered with a

nctwoik of small glitters, intersecting each other as nearly at right

angles as circumstances will permit. These gutters are about 4
inches wide and 1 inch deep ; tbey are cut with a ' die,' fixed in

a sort of plough of simple construction, drawn generally by one-

horse. This network of gutters is fed af the highest level possible,

or thought desirable, by a carriage gutter of sufficient size.

" Let hg. 1 be a piece of meadow ; look first where the water enters,

the meadow, or where it can best be made to enter. Let this be-

ascertained to be at A 1. Then estimate roughly where it may he-

supposed the water will run,—say, along the dotted line 1 .... 2.

Kext proceed, usingasim]de Invel adjusted by means of a plumb-line,

to lay down a level

line made across

the meadow, such
as BC. The arrows
marked on the line

show the way the B
water is to be madi
to run on in the D
gutter line,—to ob-

tain which it is

necessary to deviate

from precise level- L
ling, and allow the

plumb-line to drop '

a little before the

level mark when in- °'

dining down, and a little behind it when inclining up the meadow.
This will have the. effect of, running the water out of the low places^

and upon the high places. Care must be taken in levelling to
follow out the indications of the level, however crooked and curved,

the line may appear, going down around every elevation, and avoid-

ing every dis^wsition to cut the line straighter.
" Having completed that line, return to the side first begun, say

to D, about 10 paces down from B ; and by proceeding as in BC
the line DE will very likely be produced. Should C and E be too

far asunder, begin again at F, and produce the line FG. The
middle of the meadow is supposed to be'lowcst, and the meadow
itself to fee flat, rising on each side of the miotdle by two genti*
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undulations, so that the lines of gutter curve very considerably.

tFrom the nature ot the ground it may next be necessaiy to begin

at H, and to produce HI. It \n\l now be perceived that D and I

are too far asunder, making it necessary to introduce KL, beginuing

at K. Tlie higher side must be finished in like manner.
'* Let now fig. 2 represent a meadow, with all the lines of fig, 1

marked with the level and ploughed, but not ' turned out.' It will

be perceived that the curves of the lines form a series of loops, and

that the undulations of the meadow are prettily mapped out by the

.curves going down round the hills and up round the valleys. It

will be at once seen where the water is printipally wanted, viz.,

just above where the

Turves form * the
| j i ' ^ / ^ I

.greatest downward 1 II /-,_/'
bend, as at A, fig. 2.

Next draw the lines

which, upon an aver-

age, will be at right

.angles to the level,

but in each particular

line will deviate from
the right angle, more
or less, according as

the ground is more or

less irregular. This
may be doue by walk-
ing in advance of a plough, and leaving foot-piints to mark wbere

the plough must follow. Care must be taken to go as nearly through,

the centre of the downward loops as possible. In order to do this,

first cut the hues 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and then fill up tjhe intervals by
.cutting a, b, c. The best distance for these seems to be from ten

to fiiteon paces apart.

"The ne.\:t business is to bring id tbe water, after just lifting tbo

turf out of the gutters already cut. A spnit-level may be used,

the gutter being allowed to drop 1^ or 2 inches every 2 poles, if

the nature of the ground will allow of tt ; not less than J inch

will do at all well. A much larger gutter is required at ^-inch

drop than at 2 inches; an-l, besides, it will not run itself dry so

well when the water is turned off. The 2 iuch drop gutters will

run the water olf directly; the ^-inch will scarcely do it at all.

Rcgfird must be had to the supply of watc. required at the fuither

end. In the case supposed in fig. 2, it is wanted on the rising

ground, at tho further end A ; therefore the gutter should drop

that way, and be of a good sii;e. If tho wjiter is wanted chiefly at

the beginning of the gutter, the drop need not be so much, and the

gutter should taper away so as to end nearly in a point.
" The size of tlie stream is the next consideration. If it can water

the whole piece at all times, one gutter, of sufficient size, should

be made. Stops in a gutter should be avoided. Where the stream

IS small, make a leading gutter, and take out from it taper gutters,

each of a size suited to the stream when at its smallest, so that

when the stream increases (from rain or any other cause), as many
taper-gutters may be used as will disperse the whole stream. The
leading gutte ^^hnuM -continually decrease in size from the place

where tb? ?rsT. tapT-^utter is token out of it, and finish in a taper-

ing water-guii.ci itseli at last. In fig. 3, AB is a carriage-gutter as

B

far as r, and a watering gutter from c to B ; a and & are watering-

gutters taken out of it. When the stream is small, a stop at 1

will cause It to work in a , a »top at 2 will work in b ; without any
stop it will work in cli. If tho otream is too mu<^h for cB, it will

work h at the snnie time; and,. should there be water enough, it

will also fill a without any stop at nil. Care should be taken not

to make AB larger than just to carry. the full stream wanted; and

in every case when the gutter becomes too large by frequent clean-

ing out, cut it anew on one sitle or the other.

"The hedge-trough maybe made a carriage-gutter wherever it can

he done conveniently, care bein^ always taken to keep the water

running in it. Covered gutters made with large tiles could also be

substituted for the deep open carriage-gutter, wbere it is necessary

to cross the middle of meadows ; this obviates the danger of the

open gutter to sheep and lambs, and the tiled gutter does not re-

quiib the nuiuul * cleaning out'
** When a small stream insufficient for the whole meadow is used,

the water must be confined to ground determined on by stops in

.the gutt'T? which run on tho two sidi-s of it, thus :

—

*• Fig. 4 is a section of the net-work of gutters ; AB is tbe carriage-

guWiM" ; n '<* a taper watering-gutttT, to the extent of whiih thy

wjtcr is suppo-^ed to be determiued to be confined ; b, c, d, c, are

the feeding guttera (perpendicular to the levels) ; the cross-guttejs

are the * level' ones ; b and c serve as the two side gutters of the

tectiou to be watered. The water is confined to the ground between

<$hem by stops at the crossing arranged thus :

—

b and e (fig. £) are

n

I

— y

crossings on the feeders ; 1, 2, 3, 4 aia stops, the purpose of which
is obvious enough. The arrows show tho direction the water is
mad« to run. The , _
stops are pieces ~ ~
of the turf taken
out of the gutters,

which, being cut
with a 'die,' fit

the gutters with
exactness, and can
be put in opem-
tion instantly,

without trouble or 2
'

loss of time.
" The gutters are

not to he cut in

the same places

two successive

years, but on one S- *
side, as near as can be conveniently done, say about a foot and a

half from the former ones ; and ttie tuit of the new gutter is t
be used to fill in the old one, the latter not being crammed too.

full. By this means the gutters are always new, and 'iluayathe
proper size. If cut on the right-

hand side and above one year,

tho next year they should bo
cut the lelt-hand side and be-

^ow.
*' It will be projwr now to call

attention to the manner in which
tbe water is carried, with its sus- „.

ponded matter, to the extreme '^' '"

cud of the nicadow, by the plan we aic pursuing. It will bn observed

that tho ground is covered by a sort of network of little gutters, oae
set being, in a soit, jiriiallel to eaeh other, intersected by another

set at right angles to them and nlbo parallel to each other. 'Ibis

would be'strietly true were the surfin'c stiictlya plane surfiice ; but,

this being very rarely the case, both sets deviate from a strictly

parallel condition in order to meet the undulations of the ground,

—

lliH devi.'iiions ''omptMi^atiug encli other on the aggr-gate. Now,
instead of carrying tho water down to the lower end by means
of one largo guttt-r, ami then disfiersing it by another large, gutter

{a level one), we do it by twenty or so littln gutti-rs wl.ii-li ff^fd tbe

tiispensing gutter about every ten or fifleen paces; being so small,

these never fret away, and, being newly cut every year, they n.ver
increase in size.

"These small guttcT-s aresufficient when the little stops are taken

out of the perpendicular gutters, and the levid gut^trs are stopped

so as to confine the wuter to the peipi-ndinulars, to carry down the

requisite water. Tho level flutter of a lower sertiou (if a lateral

sectiou is to be wutered), instead of being fed by a largo stream

at the end, is supplied every ten or fifteen paces by one of those

little gutters, thus giving a uniform supply throughout the

length of the level gutter. A larger supply than this will afford is

an evil. When the water is shut out from the 'leading-in ' giittei

it is not necessary to move any ot the little stops ; the same p^-r-

pendicular gutters that are cllectual to run the water on are as

efiectual to run it ofi', leaving the surface of the nuadow dry and
solid. The water is evenly distributed over the surface by tliese

minuti) gulcers, which are made to follow all the undulations of thft

land {which can never be done by the large gutter^), uiid also, from
the draining effect of the perpendicular gutters, the water is never

sullered to accumulate in ponds. The water on the mtadov ia

therefore never 'over-shoe' anywhere. These gutters are no way
dangerous to sheep or iambs, are never m the way of mowing, have

I an elegiiiit rather than an unsiyhtlv appearance, arc not perceived

I
eiiher in raking or carting, aud suit the hnrse-iako or hay-making

I

machine admirably. It may be added that the !eailing-in gutters

can be so arrange<l as to tend thHiuselves in cases of flood."

Upward or Snb'rrrn„'^ia Irriijation — In this kind of irrigation

the water used rises upward through the soil, and is that whiuh
under ordinary circnm<^tnnces would be carried off by the drains.

The system has received considerable development in Germany,
where the elaborate method invented by Petersen is recommended
by many agricultural authorities. In this system the wellfitting

eaitheinvare drnin-pipes are furnished at intervals with vertical

sluifts terminating at the surface of the ground in movable caps.

Beneath each can, and near tho upper end of the shaft, are a

number of vertical slits through whicK the drainage water which
rises passes out into tho eondnit ortrench fj'om whicli tho irrigating

streams onginate. In tho vertical shaft th-re is fir'jt of all a grat-

ing \\»0»'> inttucpr^ solid ni^iitt-rs, and then, lower down, a centiai

valve wRich can be ojtened and closed at pleasure from the top of

the shaft. In tho ordinary Eugliah system of upward or drainage
irrigation, ditches are dug all round the field. They act the part

of conductors when the land is to be flooded, and of main drains

when it is to be laid dry. The w-d.ter flows from the ditchea as
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conductors into built conduits fonn«1 at right angles to them m
pai-nllcl Un''3 tlirongh tho fields , it rise* upwards in them -is liish

as the surface of the ground, and ngain subsides through the suit

and the conduits into the ditches as main drain-^ and thence it

5asses at a lower level either into i .stream or other suitable outfall,

'he ditchns ni ly be filled in one or other of several different ways.

The water inny be drainage-water from Inndg at n higher level ; or

it may be water from a neighbouring river ; or it may be drainagc-

-watcr accumulated from a farm and pumped up to the necessary

level. But it may also be tlie drainage-water of the field itself.

In this case the mouths of the underground main pipe-drains are

«topp.'d up, and the water in them and the secondary drains thus

caused to stan<l back until It has risen sufficiently near the surface.

Of course it is necessary to build the mouths of such main drains

flf very solid masonry, and to construct efficient sluices for the

retention of the water in the drains. Irrigation of the kind now
under discussion may b? practised wherever a command of wat^r

-tan be secured, but the gi'ound must be Ic^el. It has been success-

fully employed in recently drained morasses, which are apt to

become too dry in summer. It is suitable for stiftish soih where

the subsoil is fairly open, but is less successful in sand. The water

-used may be turbid or clear, and it acts, not only for moisten-

ing the soil, but as manure. For if, as is commonly iho case,

the water employed be dr:iinnge-wator from cultivated lands, it la

sure to contain a considcnble quantity of nitrates, which, not

being subject to retention by the soil, would otherwise escape.

These coming into contact with the roots of plants during their

season of active growth, are utilized as direct nourishment for the

vegetation. Tt is necessai"y iu upward or subteirnncan inigation

to send the water on and to take it off very gently, in order to

avoid the di'-placemcnt and loss of the finer particles of the soil

which a forcible current would cause.

Warping.— In this variety of irrigation the suspended solid

matters are of importance, not merely for any value they may have
as manure, but also as a material .iddition to the giound to be

irrigattid. The waters of the Nile and the Gauges afford con-

spicuous examples of rivers rich in suspended matter, which
occasionally amounts to one hundredth of their volume, and fre-

quently to more than one part in two hundr"*ii parts of water. The
warping which is pru-tised In Knal*od i» «Im'-fit exclusively con-

fined to the overflowing of level ground within tide mark, and is

conducted mostly within tlie districts commanded by estufiries or

tiiiftl rivers. The best notion of the prnce-:s of warping may bo
gained by sailing uji the Trent from the Hnniber to Ciinsltorough.

Here the banks of ibe nver were constiueted centuries ;igo to pro-

tect the land within thcni from the encroachments of the tide. Agrent
tract of country was thus laid comparatively diy. But, while the
wisdom of one age thus succeeded in restricting within bounds the
tidal water of the rirer, it was left to the greater wisdom of a suc-

ceeding age to improve upon this arrangement, by admitting *hf'se

muddy watci^ io hi) a frc^Ji ,,udt ot ncli silt on the exhausted soils.

The process began more than a century ago, but has become a system
in recent tinies. Large shiices of stone, with strong doors, to be
shut when it is wished to exclude the tide, may be seen on both
banks of thi: river, and from these great conduits are carried miles

inward through the flat country, to the point previously prepared
by embankment, over which the muddy ivaters are allowed to spread.

These main conduits, being very costly, are constructed for the w;iip-

ing of large adjoining districts, and openings are made at such points

as are then undergoing the operation. The mud is deposited, and the
waters return with the falling tide to the bed of the river. Spring-
tides are preferred, and so great is the quantity of mud in these
rivers that from 10 to 15 acres have been known to be covered with
silt from 1 to 3 feet in thickness during one spring often or twelve
tides. Peat-moss of the most sterile character has been by this

process covered with soil of the gi-eatPst fertility, and swamps which
used to be resorted to for leeches are now, by the effects of warping,
converted into firm and fertile fields. Tlie art is now so well
understood that, by careful attention to the currents, the expert
'warp farmer can temper his soil as he pleases. When the tide is

first admitted, the heavier particles, which are pure sand, aro first

deposited ; the second deposit is a mixture- of sand and fine mud,
which, from its friable texture, forms the most valuable soil ; while
lastly the pure mud subsides, containing the finest particles of all,

and forms a rich but very tenacious soil. The great effort, there-
fore, of the warp farmer is to get the second or mixed deposit as
equally over the whale surface as he can, and to prevent the deposit
of the last. This he does by keeping the water in constant motion,
as the last deposit can only take place when the water is suffered
to be stilh Three years may be said to be spent in the process,
one year warping, one year drying and consolidating, and one year
growing tho first crop, which is generally seed hoed in by hand, as
the mud at this time is too soft to admit of horse. labour.
The immediate effect, which is highly beneficial, is the deposition

|0f silt from the tide. To ensure this dejrosition, it is necessary to
surround the field to be warped with a strong embankment, in order
Ao retain the water as the tide recedes. . The 3'frt^r ia admitted^

valved sluiues, which open as tho tf3e flows Tntd tlie fieM, and shut

by the pressure of the confined water when the tide recedes. -*These^

sluices aro placed on as low a level as possible, to permit the most
turbid water at the bottom of the tide to pass through a channel in

the base of the embankment. The silt deposited after warping is

exceediugly rich, and capable of carrying any species of crop. It

may be admitted in so small a quantity as only to act as a manure
to arable soil, or in such e large quantity as to form a new soil.

This latter acquisition is the principal object of waipin-/, and it

excites astonishment to witness how soon anew soil may be formed.

From June to September a soil of 3 feet in depth may be formed
under the favourable circumstflncfs of a very dry 8eQ.<»oa and long
drought. In winter and in floods warping ceases to be beneficial.

In ordinary circumstances, on the Trent and Humber, a soil

from 6 to 16 inches in depth may be obtained, and inequalities

of 3 feet filled up. But every tide generally leaves only \ inch
of silt, and the field which has only one sluice can only be warped
every other tide. Tlie silt, as deposited in each tide, does not
mix into a uniform mass, but remains in distinct layers. The water

should be made to run completely off, and the ditches should be-

come dry, before the influx of the next tide, otherwise the silt will

not incrust, and the tide not have the same effect. "W'arp soil is

of surpassing fertility. Thp expense of forming canals, embank-
ments, and Juices for warping land is from £10 to £20 an acre.

A sluice of 6 feet iu height and 8 feet wide will warp from 60 to

80 acres, according to the distance of the field from the river. The
embankments niaj' 1 e from 3 to 7 feet in height, as the field may
stand In regard to the level of the highest tides. After the new
land has been left for a year or two in seeds and clover, it produces

great crops of wheat and potatoes.

Warping is practised only in Lincolnshire and Yorkshire, on the

pstuary ot the Humber. and in the neighbourhood of the rivers

which tlow into it—the Trent, the Ouse, and the Don. The silt

j
and mud biought down by these rivers is rich in clay and organic

matter, and sometimes when drv contains as much as one per ceut.

of nitrogen.

The Management and Advantages of Waier-Meado^vs.—
Constant care is required if a water-meadow is to yield

quite satisfactory results. The earliness of the feed, ita

quantity, and its quality will all depend in very great

measure upon the proper management of the irriga-

tion. The points which require constant attention are

— the perfect freedom of all carriers, feeders, and drains

from every kind of obstruction, however minute ; the state

and amount of watei? in the river or stream, whether

it be sufficient to irrigate the whole area properly or

only a part of it; the length of time the water should

be allowed to remain on the meadow at different periods

of the season ; the regulation of the depth of the water,

its quantity, and its rate of flow, in accordance with the

temperature and the condition of the herbage ; the proper

times for the commencing and ending of pasturing and of

shutting up for hay ; the machanical condition of the

surface of the ground ; the cutting out of any very large

and coarse plants, as docks ; and the improvement of the

physical and chemical conditions of the soil hv additions

to it of sand, silt, loam, chalk, (tc.

Whatever may be the command of water, it is unwise to

attempt to irrigate too large a surface at once. Even
with a river supply fairly constant in level and always

abundant, no attempt should be made to force on a

larger volume of water than the feeders can properly

distribute and the drains adequately remove, or one

part of the meadow will be deluged and another stinted.

When this inequality of irrigation once occurs, it is

likely to increase, from the consequent derangement of

the feeders and drains. And one result on the herbage

will bean irregularity of composition and growth, seriously

detrimental to its food-value. The adjustment of the water

by means of the sluices is a delicate operation when there

is little water, and also when there is much ; in the latter

case the fine e'?rth may be washed away from some parts

of the meadow; in the former case, by attempting too

much with a limited water current, one may permit the

languid streams to deposit their valuable suspeuded matters

instead of carrying them forward to enrich the soil. The
water is not to be allowed to _ remain too locg on tho
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ground at a time. The soil must get dry at stated intervals

in order that the atmospheric air may come in contact with

it and penetrate it. In this way as the water sinks dotrn

through the porous subsoil, or into the subterranean drains,

oxygea enters, and supplies an element which is needed,

not only for the oxidation of organic matters in the earth,

but also for the direct and indirect nutrition of the roots.

Without this occasional drying of the soil the finer grasses

and the leguminous plants will infallibly be lost; while

a Gcum of confervae and other algse will collect upon the

surface, and choke the higher forms of vegetation. The
water should be run ofi" thoroughly, for a little stagnant
water lying in places upon the surface does much injury.

The practice of irrigating differs in different places with
diS'erences in the quality of the water, the soil, the drainage,

<fcc. As a general rule, when the irrigating season begins

in November, the water may flow for a fortnight con-

tinuously, but subsequent waterings, especially after

December, should be shortened gradually in duration till

the first week in April, when irrigation should cease. It is

necessary to be very careful, in irrigating during frosty

weather. For, though grass will grow even under ice, yet

if ice be formed under and around the roots of the grasses

the plants may be thrown out by the expansion of the

water at the moment of its conversion into ice. The water
should be let off on the morning of a dry day, and thus
the land will be dry enough at night not to suffer from
the frost ; or the water may be taken off in the morning
and let on again at night. In spring the newly grown
:vnd tender grass will bo easily destroyed by frost if it be
not protected by water, or if the ground be not made
thoroughly dry.

Several other important matters in the management of water-
jneadows have to be noticed. Among these the timSs for depas-
turing with sheep atd other stock are of considerable moment, not
only because one of the main services rendered by a water-meadow
is the early and valuable feed which it ought to afford, but for

securing the health of the animals, particularly their immunity
from sheep-rot. A water-meadow cannot be trusted late in the
season, especially in view of what is now known concerning the
liver-fluke of sheep. It seems to be judicious to depasture the early

grass on water-meadows with ewes and lambsat the end of March
and in April, and to have it eaten down bare before May with a
heavy stock. Ou good land and in good seasons a second and
even a third croi> of feed may be got before the 1st of May, the
water being let on after each feed. After that the grass is allowed
to stand fur hay, but it should be irrigated for a few days to clean
the pasture. Further particulars as to the management of irrigated
meadows may be gathered from the two accounts which follow,
which embody, though in a very condensed form, the system pur-
sued in the district which is perhaps the most noted for its water-
meadows, namely, that of tho Christchurch Avon. Some of these
afford characteristic examples of the usual English system of irri-

gation. They consist in the main of alluvial soil, often very
shallow, lying upon gravel. Professor Wrightson, of the College
of Agriculture at Downton, near Salisbury, gives the following
particulars concerning the water-meadows in his own neighbour-
hood. They are very valuable as tht-y assist to keep sheep from
Lady Day until'the end of April, a lime when green food is scarce

;

at that season they never rot sheep. After sheep have been pas-
tured on the water-meadows, these are shut up for hay, of which
they yield in fiiir seasons about 2 tons per acre. Tho hay is cleared
off in July, and the meadows are then fed off by cows until about
the first week in October. At this time the work of clearing out
the water-carriers and ditches is proceeded with ; banks, stops,
sluices, &c. , are repaired ; and holes and deep hoofprints tilled up
or laboriously stamped out. As soon as possible the water is let

nn, the irrigation being continued throughout November, Dccembel-,
January, and February. On the Downton College farm the water,
during the above four months, is shared, on alternate weeks, with
the neighbours. The water i.s caused to flow regularly over all the
meadows, and the " meadman " is almost constantly employed i«
"watering" and "drowning." In March the water is shut off,

and the meadows are ready for sheep- during the first week in
April. In about four weeks' time the sheep are takon off, and the
meadows are again watered on alternate weeks up to mid-June.
At this time the ground is allowed to become dry and firm so as
to permit of grass-cutting (with scythes) and of hay-making. The
hay is good and of agreeable flavour, but not equal to upland

hay. The Avon meadows begin at Britford, just below Salisbury;
and here the results of irrigation are as goud if not better than
anywhere else in England. They continue from Britford to

Fordingbridge, but below the latter place down to Ringwood and
Christchurch they degenerate into mere flooded meadows and
marshes abounding in wild duck, and yielding a very coai-bC and
innutritions herbage. The Avon valley watuis are derived from
the Chalk, the Upper Greensand, and the Upper Oolite.

The late Mr J. Combes gave, in a paper read before the Royal
Agricultural Society, some remarkable instances of the value of

the grass produced on some of these Avon water-meadows. He
mentioned the fact that i.'7 or £8 per acre had been given for the
spring feed when there had been a failure of the turnip crop ; once
under such circumstances the spring feed of 6§ acres fetched no
less than £80. He cited an instance of a meadow of 20 acres,

depastured by sheep in spring, as keeping eight hundred sheep
twenty-five days, and as yielding after this, in the firi>t and second
cuttings, no less than 40 tons of hay.

The following directions for the management of water-meadows
given by the late J. Combes of Tisbury (whose observation as a
practical irrigator was e.xact, and whose experience was very e:;ten-

sive), though in the first instance applicable to the Wiltshire Avon
meadows, are of general value.

Let the meadows be ready to receive the water in the first week
in November, that the manurial inattei's present in the first freshet

of the river after the autumnal rains have commenced may be

caught and utilized. Water as much as possible during November
and December. In January let the water on six days out of seven,

in February three out of lour, in March two out of four, in I'.ay

and June two out of seven, in July and August one out of rx ;

and shut off the water entirely during September and October. *nc
young grass coming up where sheep have just fed off a portion

should not be immersed-; but generally thin- watering is bad, and,

if there is not enough water for the whole meadow, let one portion

be generously treated at a time. Such sections, in Wiltshire called

steins, may be watered for five days at a time in winter and two
days at a time in summer. It is better to water by night than by
day, and in shady rather than in sunny weather.

Assuming that the sluices are in working order, and the conductors
or carriers, the feeders, and the drains sound and clear of all

obstructions, then actual irrigation begins thus. The sluice is drawn
up, and if the water be abundatit the conductor and feedei"s will be

filled in about half an hour. The motion of tha water should lirst

be adjusted in ail the conductors, then in the feeders nearest tha

upper part of the meadow, and then successively in those which
are lower. The sluices regulate the water in the conductors, and
the position of the " stops '* regulates the water in the feeders. The
stops should be so placed as to cause tlie water to overflow the sides

of the feeders, by so adjusting the stops as to make the openings or

waterways at either side of them wider or narrower as required.

The first general inundation will show any irregularities in the

levels aud meadow surfaces ; these should be 'noted for rectification

in the ensuing summer. It will in general need three trial

adjustments of the sluices and stops before an experienced irrigator

can satisfy himself that the meadow is properly irrigated with the

rei|uisite depth of 1 inch of water. During each period of irrigation

the meadow should bo visited aud inspected at regular intervals to

see that obstructions are removed and accidents repaired. In

Scotland irrigation is generally continued all April, though in

reduced amount towards the end of the month.
The average annual repairs of a water-meadow have been

estimated at 5s to 6s. an acre ; the greatest expense will be incurred

for levelling, &c., in the second year after laying out the ground.

Mention has been made already not only of the general advantages

resulting from that variety of irrigation practised in water-meadows,

but also of particular examples of juohtable results. It wou)d not

be difiicult to accumulate many further examples of the latter sort,

but they must always be received as applying to the particular

circumstances of the case, and very often to seasons and commercial

and agricultural conditions different from those which have rulecl.

An example or two of favourable results obtained by irrigation of

water-meadows may be cited here. The late Mr Pusey, after

having converted a field of 2 acres on his Berkshire home farm into

a water-meadow, was able to obtain from it five months* keep for

seventy-thFee sheep. The grass of the meadow had previously

become hardly worth cutting, from the land having got out of

condition ; but by iiTication 2 acres of it bad become equal to 5

acres of superior grazing land unwatered. The late Mr Stephens

quoted in his Practical Irrigator a case of the conversion of 5 acres

(valued at 8s. per acre) of a ptat bog into a bedwork water-

meadow. The expense was £6 per acre, and the crop of hay was

4 tons Hi cwts. per acre, with an aftermath valued at ISe. per

acre.

Theory of Irrigation.—^Although iu many cases it is easy

to explain the reasons why water artificially applied to

land brings crops or increases their yield, the theery
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6f our ordinary wMer-meadow irrigation is rather obscure.

Fm we are not dealing in these grass lands with a semi-

bnuatic plant like rice, nor are we supplying any lack of

vnnet in the soil, nor are we restoring the moisture which

in* earth cannot retain under a burning sun. We irrigate

tfnieny in.,the colder and wetter half of the year, and we

i' saturate" with water the soil in which are growing such

plants ar, are perfectly content with earth not containing

more than one-fifth of its weight of moisture. We must

look in fact to a number of small advantages, and not to

any one striking beneficial process, in explaining the aggre-

gate utility of water-meadow irrigation. We attribute the

usefulness of water-meadow irrigation, then, .to the follow-

ing causes :—(1) the temperature of the water being rarely

less than 10° Fahr. above freezing, the severity of frSst.i

in winter is thus obviated, and' the growth, especially of

the roots of grasses, is encouraged
; (2) nourishment or

plant food is actually brought on to the soil, by which

it is absorbed and retained, both for the immediate and

for the future use of the vegetation, which also itself ob-

tains some nutrient material^directly
; (3) solution and

redistribution of the plant fond already present in the soil

ocpur mainly through the solvent action of the carbonic

aciS g.as present in a dissolved statein the irrigation-

water; (4) oxidation of any excess of organic matter in the

soil, with consequent production of useful carbonic acid and

nitrogen compounds, takes place through the dissolved

oxygen in the water sent on and through the .soil where

the drainage is good ; and (5) improvement of the grasses,

and especially of the miscellaneous herbage, of .the meadow
is promoted through the encouragement of some at least of

the better species and the extinction or reduction of mosses

and of the innutritions weeds.

To the united agency of the above-named causes may
safely be attrrbnted the benefits arising from the special

form of water-irrigatinn which is practised in England.

Should it be thought that the traces of the more valuable

sorts of plant food (such as compounds of nitrogen, phos-

phates, and potash salts) existing in ordinary brook or river

water can never bring an appreciable amount of manurial

matter to the soil, or exert an appreciable etl'ect upon the

vegetation, yet the quantity of water used during the season

must be taken into account. If but 3000 gallons hourly

trickle over and through an acre, and if we assume each

gallon to contain no more than one-tenth of a grain of

plant food of the three sorts just named taken together,

still the total, during a season including ninety days of

actual irrigation, will not be less than 9 lb per acre. It

appears, hnwever, that a very large share of the benefits

of water-irrigation is attributable to the mere contact of

abundance of moving water, of an even temperature, with

the roots of the grass. The growth is less checked by
early frosts ; and whatever advantages to the vegetation

may accrue by occasional excessive warmth in the atmo-

sphere in the early months of the year are experienced

more by the irrigated than by the ordinary meadow grasses

by reason of the abundant development of roots which the

water has encouraged.

Irrigation in India.—The irrigation works of India may be
grouped under five descriptions or cia.sses, as follows :

—

(l) pcrenyiial
canals,—works fed by rivers of which the discharge at all times
of the year suffices, without storage, to supply the canals

;
(2)

'

itUcrmittcnt canals,—works fed by rivers having an uncertain
and very variable discharge, wliich isstoredand rendered constantly
available for the canals by means of reservoirs formed in the river-

basins themselves ;
' (3) periodical canals,—works fed by rivers

,

having a supply available during the rainy season only ; (4) imm-
dalion canals,—works fed by nvers having a constant discharge
of some magnitude, but fed only when the rivers nro in flood ;

(5) tank-?,—wo*"ks which either impound a supply from rivers or

email catchment areas, or collect a supply by roeanfi of embank-
loents thrown across valleys or gorges.

\3—la

The riiinlall of India is not only veiy irresnilar in its yearly
distribution, but the annual amount varies much from year to year,
while the annual average differs in the twentv-two " meteorological
tr.icts " into which the empire has been divided. The following
tableof average annual rainlall, stated in inches, is from the Report
for 1879 of the Select Committee on Indian Public Works :—
1. Sind and Culch 9
2. Punjab plains 22

,- 3. Hyderabad and South Deccan 2-')

4. North Deccan plateau 28
5. Khandeish and Btrai' 29
6. Rajrutana and Gujcvat 32
7. Carnafic. G4
8. Xortheni Chcais 36
9. Upper Ganges plains, Noitli-

West Pioviiices ™..."S
10. Central India and Nerbudda 44
11. Cential Provinces (South) 49

The following statistics of the irrigated acreage in different Indian
presidencies and provinces belong generally to the years 1877-8,
but are in several directions imperfect. Averages are in many cases
not yet available. Of course the figures here given must be 'received

with due reserve, since the areas inigated vary much,, from year to
year, according to the season ; while, as new works are brought into
action, great additions to the iirig.ible acreage are suddenly made.

12. Western Dengnl..'. ."iG

13. Western Hin.alayii Co
14. Ldwer Ganges pla.iis 68
15. Pegu 7i;

16. Assam and tust. liengal r.il

17. Bay Islands 1 .'. .ICS
IS. Malabar iind Ghals, 112
19. Easlem Himalaya.^ 144
20. Concan and Ghals 14.»

21. Tenasserim 173
22. Aiakan 193

Madras mm>,»m ...?.

Bombay ;...

."iind

Bingal ^,i v.......;.'...;.....

N'oith-Wcst Pro\ luces and Oudh...
Punjab f

A'cres Inigated.

' 5 2C5.320
20.786

1,367.054
360,304

1,461,429

1,320,124

Annual Rainfall.

35 inches.

24 „
9 i.

50 „

The annual average rainfall refers only to that of the irrigable-

areas, and is a very rough approximation.
Irrigation in Italy, France, and Belgium.—In Italy the practice

of irrigating meadows and crops has been long followed, and is

carried out in some parts by means of a complex and costly system
of canals, Tha extent of lands irrigated was in 1878 :-^'

Lombardy .678.000 hectares, j

PiedmonI; 443.000 „
Venetia 74,000 „

£mllia..-. 96.000 hectares.
Other pioyinces 214,000 „

Rice is extensively grown in artificially irrigated lands in the basin
of the Po. The produce in rough grain oscillates between 30 and
50 times the weight of seed sown ; if official reports may be triisted,

a hectolitre and a half of seed rice will yield from 45 to 75 hectolitres.

During the four years in which a field is in rice the annual crop,
beginning at 70 hectolitres, sinks successively to 65, 50, and 40.
About 42 hectolitres of cleaned rice is the general average yii>id.

In some parts of Italy the system of winter irrigation, with which
we are familiar in England, is carried out upon meadows in which
the Loliion italicum abounds. This is the case in many of the
valleys of Lombardy and in the neighbourhood of Padua. The
cuttings of grass are about six in the year, hut where certain sewage
waters from towns are mingled with the natural water supply
eight or even nine cuttings are not unusual. The average yield of
hay in these meadows when irrigated with clean river water is ahout
14,000 kilograms annually, or twice the amount obtained from per-
manent pasture in the same district. The cuttings begin as early
as the end of February, the heaviest amount being obtained in the
May cutting, and the lightest in that of October.

In Trance irrigation has met with increasing favour of late years.

Since 1375 there have been Government competitions for prizes for

the best examples of irrigated farms. In 1879 there were competitors
from eight departments of France, two departments, those of the
Basses Alpe.sand Hautes Alpes, in which the areas irrigated amount
respectively to 8500 and 20,000 hectares, furnishing no less than
seventy-two. There are many canals in these departments. Other
important irrigation works are to he found in Provence, Dauphine,
and Languedoc. The valley of the Isere near Grenoble affords a
good illustration of how a devastating torrent may be turned into

a source of continual fertility, 3000 hectares of nseful land having
now been conc^uered from floods and reclaimed. In the Roussillon
district the irrigated area has been doubled between 1820 and 1880,
and exceeds 25,000 hectares. One farmer, M. Fr.in9ois Coste,
whose grandfather was ruined by having to pay 2 fi-ancs per hectare
for a nig;^ed mountain farm, now obtains from 18 hectares of the
same land no less than 125,000 kilos of hay, or 6000 to 7000 kilos
per hectare, a fair yield even for the average meadows of the north
of France. In the Pyrenees Orientales there are canals which have
been constructed since 1850, and 'which now water over 60CO
hectares, -v It^s scarcely necessary to say that in some lands irriga-

tion withoujr any application of ^manure has been unremunerative,
but that mth manure the nattiral .produce has been raised from
(OOO.to 16,000 kilos of hay per hectare.

There appear to have. been some instances where that terrible
vine scourge, the Phijlloycra, haa been entirely eradicated by
anti;mnal submersion of the roots of I'-c nffcMed plants. Irrigation

XlU. — 47
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hM also bseti employed in the cultivation of lucerne, of green maize
fodder, and of asparagus and other nu-irkpt-garden produce.

The notion that irrigated rice fields are unhealthy has led 1;o the
abandonment of rice-growing in France aud Portugal. But it is

only when the layer of water is cx'cptionally shallow or distontinu-

OU3 as well as stagnant that bad ellei-ts on the health of the district

have followed. It is at the closeof the growing season, when during
very hot weather the water no longer covers the soil, and also in the

case of badly-planned and badly-managed rice fields, tliat there ie

danger from the rapid decomposition of organic matters in the earth.

In.nclgium irriga,tion is extensively practised in tlie district La
Cnmpinc, whc'i'c the whole process is carried out in the most
RicthodiL-al way, and under stiict Ciovernmcnt su]»crvision. l^lic

Inllowini,^ figures, given hy A[r K. Lavchye, afibrd soino notion oi'

the results of llelgian irrigntion. An area of 2281 hectares of

Itarrcn soil (sand dunes, in fact), yioMiiig absnlnttly nothing, now
prodnri's an average o! alumt 3000 kih's. of Jiay per hectare, 100
kilos. lii'inL; worlh 10 fianos. Tho value of the aftermath is

fnrtlii-r estimated at 100 franes per hectaip, J^o tliat the total yield

fraiu one hi-utari' hccomes 400 fmnes, or £16. Full partieulars

c.*neeniiiig irrigation In IJolgium may hi- learned from the treatise

hy .!. KeeihoiV, entitled Tinifc Piadqiu: fie VLrif/nh'nn dcs Prairies

(Brus-irl-, IS.'iG). JI. KcelholT rceommeuds the following mixture

q1 seeds (statrd iu kilos, per heetare) for sowing on the Belgian

sandy fields which arc to bo irrigated ;

—

/.olin'it prri'iinf I'i
I

I'o'i pra/nifh >. 5
^httiii,, i.rati-ii»f. C,

I

Aulhojdulhiiin oiloratttm 10

ji/o/'Cfui ii!< priitrimix 2"i Mi'iHrtiijo hipiifiiin 4
Motets Imnitus 2-'i Tri/ofiuni praleitse ^ 4

Gffnoiiirits eristaliis 5
|

History of Irrigntion.—This part of the subject is very exten-

sive, not merely because it deals with a very ancient art, and one
very wiilcly practised, but beear.sc the materials are very varied,

and in nrany cases very dirtieult of interpretation. Still we pos-

sess not merely a cou'^iderable number of allusions to irrigation

in aii'ieiit Egyptian, Hebrew, and Oriental records, aud in Latin

aud Greek autliors, but wo have very tangible remains, still

exlant, of aueieut irrigation works in many countries of I''nropo

and Asia, and in some parts of northern Africa. In Egyjit the art

e;in he traced back to a very early ]ierioiU In that comparatively

level eouutry an extensive system of artificial ponding lesei-voirs or

lakes, with a network of distributing canals, was in existence at

least as earlj'as the time of Sesostris. If the art of irngation was
taught to the aneient Egyptians by the natural overflowing of tho

Nile, it is probable that Kgypt iu her turn alforded an example to

Assyria and Babylon, to Carthage and Phcenicia. aud also to Greece

aud Italy. The early histor}' of irrigation in Persia and Cliina

has rccciveil some little eluciilation in recent yeai-s, but even in

tliG case of India our exact knowledge of the development of this

«rt remains imperfect. "Wliat has been done during the present

jentury in India may, however, be studied in a eompnet form,

though rather froin tho financial than from tho agricultural side,

in Mr R. B. Bnekley's Irrigation irorKs nf JiuUa (ISSO), a book
whieli has been laid under contribution iu preparing the present

article. Amongst Latin authors Cato, and more particularly Golu-

mella, speak of the formation and ir.aiiagcmeut of irrigated meadows
as well as of watered gardens. The Lombard kings, following the

Hoiuau pi'actice, encouraged audoxtended irrii^atiou in Italy. From
Lomb;irdy the a,rt exteiuled to France ; while tho Moors encouraged

it in Spain, Sicily, aud Algeria. In Great Britain irrigation was

not CKteusively pr.actised until tlie close of tho IStli nud beginning

of the present ecutnry, aUhongh one Pallaviciuo, an Italian of the

time of jMary aud Elizabeth, introduced the irrigation of fields on ;i

I'a^rge scale on his estate of Bahraham in Cambridgeshire. It has

Ijoen thought that sonie of tho existing English water-meadows
originated in Romau engineering skill. And the extensive tracts

of irrigated laml in the vicinity of ancient Roman stations, as in

the neighbourhood of Cirencester, lend some support to this view.

The irrigation of grass laud, laid out in accordance with ono or

other of the ]dans to which reference has been made, is iu England
a localii^cd custom almost confined to a few sonthcru counties :

—

Berk-*hire (w^tered hy the Keunet) ; Deibyshire (valley of the

Dove) ; Doibict (the Stour in the valo^oE Blackmore) ; Devonshire
(ijjitch meadows in the valleys of many rivers and brooks) ; Glon-

(^^S.tcrshire (valleys of tho Churn, . Severn, Avon, Liddeu, &.c,) ;

Hampshire (the Avon, Test, and Itchen) ; Wiltshire (valley of the

Avon) ; AVorcestershire (cort.iin cnnnls). In Scotland systematic

irngation is ]iraetised to a very limited extent, and was not intro-

d^ieed until the early part of the present century. It is, however,
{peculiarly adapted to many lands lying near rivers, which couhl

)C made most serviceable in fertilizing poor soils and bringing

<>li an early feed of grass for sheep, while at the same time an
.•nnpler supply of bay fur the winter feeding of slock could thus he

se.-nred. (A. H. C.)

IRL^X, a frontier town of Spiin, in the province of

Ouipiizcoa, on the left bunk of the Bidasson, opposite tbe

Fi\Mich villfio:'" of Hcndiyo. It is the northern terminns of

the Spanish" Ncrthsrn Railway." It has a fine Renftiaaanc?

church, that of Nuestra Sefvora del Juncal ; and its indus-

tries (iron-works, lanyards, potteries) are in a flourishing

condition. The population in 1877 was 7040.

[RVINE, a royal and parliamentary burgh, market
town, and seaport of Ayrshire, Scotland, is situated on the

north bank of the estuary of the Irvine river, and on the

Glasgow and South-Western Railway, 29 miles south-

south-west of Glasgow and 10 north of Ayr. It is con-

nected with the suburb of Fullarton on the south side of

the river by a fine stone bridge of four arches, originally

built in 174G and widened in 1827. The principal street

is wide and spacious; and a number of handsome villaa

have been erected in the suburbs. Among the public

buildings are the new town-hall, erected near the site of the

old tuwn-hall and jail, whicii daterl from the end of the
Nth century; the academy, erected in 1S14; and several

elegant churches. The ancient cross was removed in 1694.
Two miles distant is Eglinton castle, the i:-eat of the carls

of Eglintfm. The principal relics of antiquity are the

square tow«r of Stanecastle, and the ancient Seagate castle,

which contains some good specinienfi of Norman architec-

ture,—notably a fine arch. A water-supply has lately

been intrnduced at a cost of about £45,000. The in-

dustries include engine-making, shipbuilding, iron-foundini',

brass-founding, the manufacture of chemicals, brewing,

and soa[imaking. The shipping trade, which had consider-

ably declined, has been steridily increasing since about
1865. The exports consist principally of coal, iron, and
chemical products, and the imports of grain, timber, lime-

stone, ores, and general produce. The population of the

royal burgh in 1671 was 42l!9, and in 1881 it was 4511,
that of the parliamentary burgh in the same years being

6866 and 8503.

Mention is made by Hoveden of a castle of Irvine or Irwin e^ist-

ing as early as 1184. The tnwn is styled a burgh in a document of

liobert Hruco, dated February V-iOS, nud in a later document of

the same riign mention is made of a charter granted to it by
Alexander II. Towards the end of the 17th century it ranked as

the thiril iihip]iiug j>ort iu ."Scotland, being next to Poit-Gla'^gow and
' Leith. 1 1' vine is tlie lui tliplace oi' James Montgomery aud John Gait.

IRVING, Edward (1792-1834), a minister of the

Scotch church, was born at Annan, Dumfriesshire, 4th

August 179*^. By his father's side, who followed the

occupation of a tanner, he was descended from a family

long known in the district, and the purity of whose Scotch

lineage hnd been tinged by alliance with French Protestant

refugees ; but it was from his mother's race, the Lowthers,

farmers or small proprietors in Annandale, that he seems

to have derived -the most distinctive features of liis

personality. The first stage of his education was passed

at a school kept by *' Peggy Paine," a relation of the well-

known author of the A^e of Reason ^ after which he entered

the Annan academy, taught by Mr Adam Hope, of whom
there is a graphic sketch in the Reminiscences of Thomas
Carlyle. Of Irving's career at school there is nothing

special to record if we except a slight liking for mathe-

matical study, which afterwards developed itself more

decidedly. Even in his early years he had a predilection

for what was grave and solemn, but this tendency was
also united with genial mirthfulness and a special fond-

ness for athletic exercises.

At the age of thirteen Irving entered the university of

Edinburgh. In 1809 be graduated MA. ; and in 1810,

on the recommendation of Sir John Leslie, he was chosen

master of an academy newly established at Haddington,

where he became the tutor of Jane Welsh, afterwards the

wife of Thomas Carlyle. His appointment at Hadding-
ton he exchanged for a similar one at Kirkcaldy, in 1812.

Completing his divinity studies by a series of partial

sessions, he was *' licensed " to preach in June 181.V
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but, continued to (hscliargo Lis scholastic duties for other

three years. As n teacher he acquired tlie reputatiou of

lieing a severe disciiiliiiariau,—apparently rather from

the ttern gravity with which he regarded every kind of

delinquency tlian from excessive severity in the actual

administration of chastisement ; out of doors he identified

himself with the recreations of Lis pupils in a degree Jaro

even at the present time, mingling instruction and amuse-

ment so as to win their enthusiastic respect. During the

latter period of Lis stay at Kirkcaldy Irving renewed an

acquaintanceship with Thomas Carlyle, which ripened

into lifelong friendship. While waiting with some impa-

tience for a permanent opportunity to exercise Lis gifts in

tLe ministry, Lc <lcvoted Lis leisure, not only to niatLo-

matical and pLysical science, but to a course of reading in

English literature, Lis bias towards tlie antique in sentiment

and style being strengthened by a perusal of the older

cla.ssics, among whom Richard Hoolier, denominated by

liini " the venerable companion of my early days," was his

favourite author. At the same time his love of the mar-

Tellous found gratification in the wonders of the AniUdii

jVii//ils, and it is further characteristically related of him

that he u.sed to carry continually in his waistcoat pocket a

ipinialure copy of Os.iian, passages from which he fre-

quently recited with "sonorous elocution and vehement

gesticulation."

The impression which Irving's early appearances as a

{ireachcr produced upon his hearers seems to have been

more of a perplexing and bewildering than an edifying

character ; but he himself never seems to have been

troubled with doubts as to whether preaching was his

"vocation." In the summer of 1818 he resigned Lis

mastersLip, and, in order to increase the proViability of

obtaining a permanent appointment in the church, took up
his residence in Etlinburgh, where he now resolved to

write according to a new system specially adapted to the

wants, of the age. Yet, although his exceptional method of

address seems to have gained him the qualified approval

u{ certain dignitiries of the church, the prospect of his

obtaining a settled charge seemed as remote as ever, and

he WIS meditating a missionary tour in Persia wlien his

departure was arrested by steps taken by Ur Chalmers,

which afler considerable delay resulted, in October 1819,

in Irving being appointed his assistant and missionary in

St John's Parish, Glasgow. Except in the case of "a

select few, Irving's preaching awakened little interest

among the congregation of Chalmers, Chalmers himself,

with po partiality for its bravuras and flourishes, com-

paring It to " Italian music appreciated only by con-

noisseurs"; but as a missionary among the poorer classes

he wielded an influence that was altogether unique. The
benediction " Peace be to this house," with wLich, in

accordance witL apostolic uSage, Le greeted every dwell-

ing he entered, was not inappropriate to Lis figure and
aspect, and it is said "took tLe people's attention won-

derfully,'' the more especially after the magic of his per-

sonality found opportunity to reveal itself in close and
homely intercourse. This half-success in a subordinate

sphere was, however, bo far from coinciding with Lis aspi-

rations tLat Le Lad again, in tLe winter of 1821, begun to

turn Lis attention towards missionary labour in tLe East,

wLen the possibility of fulfilling the dream of his life was
suddenly revealed to him by an invitation from the Cale-

donian church, Hatton Garden, London, to " make trial

and proof" of Lis gifts before tLe "remnant of tLe con.

gregation wLicL held together." Over that charge he was
ordained in July 1822. Some years previously he had
expressed Lis conviction tLat " one of tLe cLief needs of

tLe age was to make inroad after the alien, to bring in the

votaries of fashion, of literature, of sentiment, of policy,

and of rank, who arc content in their several idolatries to

do witLout [liety to God and love to Him wLom He LatL

sent;" and, with an abruptness wLicL must Lave produced

on Lim at first an effect almost astounding, Le now Lad tLe

satisfaction of beLolding these various votaries thronging

to hear from his lips the words of wisdom which would

deliver them from their scvural idolatries and remodel their

lives according to the fashion of apostolic times. This

sudden leap into popularity seems to have been occasioned

in connexion with a veiled allusion to Irving's striking

eloiiuence made in the House of Commons by Canning, who
Lid been induced to attend his church from admiration

of an expression in one of his prayers, quoted to him by

Sir James Mackintosh. As far ;ls the mere manner of

Irving's eloquence was concerned, it was improbable that

any eulogy could err on tLe side of warmtL and eiitluisiasm,

for perLaps there never was any one more highly gifted

with what may be called the personal qualifications of an

orator. His commanding stature, tLe admirable symmetry
of Lis form, the dark and melancholy beauty of his coun-

tenance, rather rendered piquant than impaired by an

obliquity of vision, produced an imposing impression even

before his deep and powerful voice liad given utterance to

its melodious thunders; and harsh and superficial half-

truths enunciated with surpassing ease and grace of gesture,

and not only with an air of absolute conviction but with

the autluu'ity of a prophetic messenger in tones whose

magical fascination was inspired by ai; earnestness beyond

all imitation of art', acquired a plausibility and importance

which, at least while the orator spoke, made his audience

entirely forgetful of their preconceived objections against

them. The subject-matter of his orations, and his peculiar

treatment of his themes, no doubt also at least at fii-st

constituted a considerable part of his attractive influence.

He had specially prepared himself, as Le thought, for

'teaching imaginative men, and pi'litical men, and legal

men, and scientific men who bear the world in hand"; and

lie did not attemiit to win tLeir attention to abstract and

worn-out tlieological argument.s, but discussed the opinions,

the poetry, the politics, the manners and customs of the

time, and this not with philosophical comprehensiveness, not

in terms of warm eulogy or measured blame, but of severe

satire varied by fierce denunciation, and with a specific

minuteness which was concerned primarily with individuals.

Indeed it was the titillation prodhced by his picturesque

unconventionality rather than any contagious emanation

from his intense moral energy that formed the principal

basis of connexion between him and his audience, with

the majority of whom he was so deeply out of .sympathy.

The pungency of the titillation was sufficiently evidenced

by the fire of criticism from pamphlets, newspapers, and

reviews which opened on his volume of Oralions, published

in 1823; but the excitement produced was merely superficial

and essentially evanescent. Though cherishing a strong

antipathy to the received ecclesiastical formulas, Irving's

great aim was to revive the antique style of thought and

sentiment which had hardened into these formulas, and by

tLis means to supplant the new influences, the accidental

and temporary moral shortcomings of which he detected

with instinctive certainty, but whose profound and real

tendencies were utterly beyond the reacli of his conjecture.

Being thus radically at variance with the main current of

the thought of his time, the failure of Jhe commission

he had undertaken was sooner or later .inevitable ;
and

shortly after the opening of Ids new church in Regent

Square in 1827, he found that "fashion had taken it.'! de-

parture," and the church, "though always well filled," was

"no longer crowded." By this desertion his self-esteem,

one of his strongest passions, though curiously united

with singular sincerity and humility, was doubtless hurt
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to the quick ; but tlie wound indicted w.is of a deeper uuJ

deadlier kind, for it confirmed him finally in his despair of

the world's gradual -ameUoration, and imparted to his

tendency towards supernaturalisni a supremacy which

virtually produced the partial suspension of his intellectual

faculties. For yea-rs the subject of prophecy had occupied

much of his thoughts, and his belief in the near approach

of the second advent had received such wonderful corro-

boration by the perusal of the work of a Jesuit priest,

writing under the assumed Jewish name of Juan Joj>afat

Ben-Ezra, that in 1827 he published a translation of it,

accompanied with an eloquent" preface. Probably the

religious opinions of Irving, originally in. some respects

more catholic and truer to human nature than generally

prevailed iu ecclesiastical circles, had gained breadth and

eomprehensiveness from his intercourse with Coleridge,

but gradually his chief interest in Coleridge's philosophy

centred round that which was mystical and obscure, aud to

it in all likelihood may be traced his initiation into the

doctrine of millenarianism, although Irving's imagination

laid hold of this doctrine as an indispensable contrast to

the dark and liopeless foreground of the present, wliich his

morbid and incurable melancholy had led him to represent

as robed in the gloomy draperies of the "reign of Satan."

Towards supematurallsm he was indeed impelled, apart

altogether from any accidental association with individuals,

l^oth by certain peculiar blemishes in his character and by

its noblest excellences; and it seemed a foregone necessity

that h'e should become tho moral victim of the struggle

between the old and new faiths. He had so imbibed the

spirit of apostolic times, and had accepted the old forms of

Scriptural truths in such entire good faith, that he vii'tu-

ally lived in an atmosphere of which the miraculous con-

stituted the principal element, aud the tendency towards

BUpernaturalism thus associated with a profound moral

sincerity was strengthened as well as tainted by alliance

with a love of outwawl magnificence and splendour, and
a restless craving after excitement, the result of misused

and over-exerted energy.

The history of the rcmainfler of Irving's carcrr is a striking

exniiijOi* of the power of oue delusive prepossession partly to stifle

and I'aitly to fiiistiatc tlio beneficent exercise of noble mental and
moval gilts. Inipiacticable, visionary, deficient in appreciation of

a wliolu side of Ininian nature, and witliout real dcptli of humour,
lie became the eonipliant tool of almost any one who ofl"eied to

supply him with tlic necessary corroboration of his own absorb-

ing hallucination. The first stage of his deflexion w-is asso( iated

with tlie pvoithetical confeienccs at Albury, followed by an j-lniost

exclusive study of the prophetical hooks and especially of the

Apocalypse, .and by several series of sermons on prophecy both in

London and tliii provinces, his apocalyptic lectures m 1828 more
tlinn crowdinglhc largest churches of Edinburgh in the early summer
mornings. In 1830, however, there was opened up to his ardent
imagination a new vista into spiritual things, a new hope for the

age in which he lived, by the seeming actual revival in a remote
corner of Scotland of those apostolic gifts of prophecy and healing
which he had already in 1828 persuaded himself had only been kept
in abeyance by tlic alisence of faith. At once he welcomed the new
"power" with an unquestioning evidence which could be shaken
by neither the remonstrances or desertion of his dearest friends, the
recantation of some of the principal agents of the " gifts, " his own
df.'lension into a comparatively subordinate position, the meagre
and barren results of tlie manifestations, nor their general rejection

lioth by tho church and the world. His excommunication by the
presbytery of London, in 1830, for publishing doctrines regarding
the humanity of Je-ius Christ now generally held by the broad school
of theolo£:jiau5. and tho condemnation of these opinions by the
Cenci-al Assembly of the Church of Scotland iu tiio following year,

wore inclevant and secondary episodes which only alfected the main
issue of liis career iu so far as they tended still further to isolate him
from thesynipaihy of the church ; but th« "irregularities" connected
with the nMuilVstatiou of the " gifts" gradually estranged the
majority of his own coufrrojjation, and on the complaint of the
tnistees to the presbytery of London, whose authority they had
formerly rejected, he was declared unfit to remain the minister of

the Kational Scotch Church of Recent Square. After he and those

fho adhered to him had removed to a new building in Newman

Street, he was iu March 1S33 deposed from the ministry of the Churcli

ot Scotland by the presbytery of Annan on tho original charge ol

heresy. With the sanction of the " power'' he was now after some
delay rcordained " chief jnstor of the church assembled in Newman
Street," but unfemitting l:ibours and ceaseless spiritual excitement
soon com plctelyexliauited thespringsof his vital energy. ''Commis-
sioned" by the " power" as "a juophct to do a great work in hi?

native land," he, notwithstanding that he was "sinking under a dt-i-fi

consumption," undt-rtook a mission to Glasgnw, where, tliough his-

"gigantic frame" was now seen to ''beaj' all the marks of age and
weakness," and his ''tremendous voice' liad become "tremulous,"
he bated no jot of heart or hope ; and even when "stretched in utti.*r

weakness," aud "visibly dying," he, with unlbltering faith in the

testimony of tho prophetic voice, waited lor the motnentwhen God
"should bring lib; and strength." He died worn out and wasted
with labour and absorbing care while still in the prime of life, 4lh>

Dcceinbcr 1834.

The writings of Edward living published during his lifetime are

For the Oracles of God, Four OrulioiLs, 1823 ;
For Judgment tocovie,.

18*23; Babi/lmi and Infdclity foredoomed, 1826; Sermons, kc.^

3 vols., 1828; Exposition ofthcBookofllcirlation, 1S31 ; an introduc-
tion to :l translation of Ben Ezra ; and an introduction to Home's
Voiiihicntaryon the Psabiis. His collected works have been published
in 5 volumes, edited by Gavin Carlylo. The earlier of his writin^^

abound in jiassagcs of finely figurative eloquence rising occasionally

into a strain of sublime poetic spiritualism, souLetinius breaking out

into wild notes of mclanchoty and touching lamentation, and a;;aiii

hardening into vehenient and scornlul invective. They manifest,

not only a keen sense of tlie beauties of nature, but a genuine
interest in literature and art, a comprehensive if somewhat vague-

inlelleetual grasp, and a moral discernment penetrating and subtle^

but tetiding towards narrowness of temper and sympathy. The
style, Iiowever, is so much influcnred in its forms by his study of the

older writers as to seem stillf and dntiqnated, in addition to which
many of its finer passages are marred by glaring errors of taste,

while there are already signs of that tendency to irrelevancy and
diff'nscness which imparts such tediousncss to his later writings, an-d

along with the exaggeration of his other defects, contributed to

deprive tbem of nearly all literary charm as well as of moral aud
intellectual worth.

~~

The Life of Edivard Irving, hy MrsOliphant, appeared in 1862 in

two vols. Among i^ large number of biographies published previ-

ously, that by Wasliington Wilks, 1854, has some merit. See also

Hazlitt's Spirit of the Age ; Coh^rid^o's Notes on English Divines
;

Carlyle's Miscellanies ; and Ciulyle's llfiminiscenccs^ vol. I.,

1881. (T. F. H.)

IRVING, Washingtox (1783-IS59), the first American
who obtainnd a European reputation merely as a man of

letters, was born at New York, April 3, 1783. Both his

parents were immigrauts from Great Britain, his father,

originally an officer in the merchant service, but at t-he

time of Irving's birth a considerable merchant, having

come from the Orkneys, and his mother from, Falmouth.

Irving was intended for the legal profession, but his studies

were interrupted by an illness necessitating a voyage to

Europe, in tire course of ft^hich he proceeded as far as Home,
and made the acquaintance of Washington Allston. - He
was called to the bar upon his return, but made little effort

to practise, preferring to amuse himself with literary

ventures. The first of these of any importance, a satirical

miscellany entitled Salmagundi, written in conjunction

with his brother William and J. K. Paulding, gave ample

proof of his talents as a humorist. These were still more
conspicuously displayed in his next attempt, K7iickerhocJca-''s

History of New York (1809). The satire of Sahnagnndi
had been principally local, and the original desisrn of

Knickerhocl-er^s History was only to burlesque a pretentious

disquisition on the history of the city in a guide-book by
Dr Samuel Mitchell. The idea expanded as Irving pro-

ceeded, and he ended by not merely satirizing the pedantry

of local antiquaries, but by creating a distinct literary type

out of the solid Dutch burgher whose phlegm had long

been an object of ridicule to the mercurial Americans.

Though far from the most finished of Irving's productions*

KnickerbocJcer manifests the most original power, ' and is

the most genuinely national Jn its quaintness and drollery.

The very tardiness and prolixity of the story are skilfuljy

made to heighten the humorous effect. The next few years
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vrere unproductive. U[H-in tlia death of liis father, Irving
|

iiad become a sleeping partner in his brotlier's commercial

house, a branch of which was established at Liverpool.

This, combined with the rostontion of peace, hiduced him

to vi.sit England ill 1S15, when lie found the stability of the

ffrm seriously compromised. After S'jine years of ineHect-

u il Rtrugsle it became banlirupt. Tliis misfortune com-

pelled Irving to resume his pen as n means of subsistence.

His reputation had preceded him to England, and the

curiosity naturally evcited by the then unwonted apparition

of a successful American antlior procured him admission

into the highest literary circles, where his popularity was

insured by his amiable temper and polished manners. As
an American, moreover, he aroused no jealousy and no

competition, and stood aloof from the political and literary

disputes which then divided England. Campbell, Jeffrey,

Moore, Scott, were counted among his friends, and the last-

named zealously recommended him to the publisher Murray,

who, after at first refusing, consented (1820) to bring out

Geoffrey Crayons SIcttch Book, which was already appearing

in America in a periodical form. The most interesting

part of this work is the description of an English Christ-

mas, wliich displays a delicate humour not unworthy of

the writer's evident model Addison. Some stories and

sketches on American themes contribute to give it variety;

of these Rip van Winkle is the most remarkable. It

speedily obtained the greatest success on both sides of the

Atlantic. Bracehridge Hall, a work purely English in

subject, followed in 1822, and showed to what account the

American observer had turned his experience of English

country life. The humour is, nevertheless, much more
English than American. Tales of a Traveller appeared in

1824, and Irving, now in comfortable circumstances,

determined to enlarge his sphere . of observation by a

journey on the Continent. After a long course of travel,

he settled down at JIadrid in the house of the American
consul Rich. Hin intention at the time was to translate

N'avarrete's recently published work on Columbus ; finding,

however, that this was rather a collection of valuable

materials than a systematic biography, he determined to

compose a biography of his own by its assistance, supple-

mented by independent researches in the Spanish archives.

His work appeared in 1828, and obtained a merited suc-

cess. It is a finished representation of Columbus from

the point of view of the 19th century, affecting neither

brilliancy nor originality, but a model of tasteful elegance,

felicitous in every detail and adequate in every respect.

The Companions of Columbus followed ; and a prolonged

residence in the south of Sj^ain gave Irving materials for

two highly picturesque books, The Conquest of Granada,
professedly derived from the MSS. of an imaginary Fray
Antonio Agapidi, and The Alhamhra. Previous to their

appearance he had been apipointed secretary to the embassy
at London, an office as purely complimentary to his literary

ability as the legal degree which he about the same time

received from the university of Oxford. Returning to the

United States in 1832, after seventeen years' absence, he

found his name a household word, and himself universally

honoured as the first American who had won for his

country recognition on equal terms in the literary republic.

After the rush of fetes and public compliments had sub-

sided, he undertook a tour in the western prairies, and
returning to the neighbourhood of New York built for

himself a delightful retreat on the Hudson, to which he
gave the name of "Sunnyside." His acquaintance with

the New York millionaire John Jacob Astor prompteji his

next important work

—

Astoria, a history of the fur-trading

settlement founded by Astor in Oregon, deduced with

singular literary ability from dry commercial records, and,

without laboured attempts at word-painting, evincing a

remarkable faculty for bringing scenes and incidgnta

vividly before the eye. Captain Bonneville, based upon
the unpublished memoirs of a veteran hunter, was another

work of the same class. In 18-12 Irving was appointed
ambas.sador to Spain. He spent four years in the countrv,

without this time turning his residence to literary account

;

and it was not until two years after his return that Forster'f

L)fe of Goldsmith, by reminding him of a slight essay of

his owrt which he now thought too imperfect by comparison
to be included among his collected writings, stimulated

him to the production of his ov/n biography of his favourite

author. Without pretensions to original research, the book
displays an admirable talent for employing existing material

to the best effect. The same may be said of The Lives oj

Mahomet and his Suceessors, published two years subse-

quently. Here as elsewhere Irving has correctly discri-

minated the biographer's province from the historian's,

and, leaving the philosophical investigation of cause and

effect to writers of Gibbon's calibre, has applied himself to

represent the piicturesque features of the age as embodied
in the actions and utterances of its most characteristic

representatives. His last days were devoted to a biography

of Washington, undertaken in iin enthusiastic spirit, but

which the author found exhausting arid his readers tame.

His genius required a more poetical theme, and indeed the

biographer of Washington must be at least a potential

soldier and statesman. Irving just lived to complete this

work, dying of heart disease at Sunnyside, on November
28, 1859.

Although one of the chief ornaments of American litera-

ture, Irving is not characteristically an American author.

Like most of the Transatlantic writers of his generation,

he disappointed expectation by a scrupulous conformity to

acknowledged European standards. The American vine

had not then begun to produce the looked-for wild grapes.

Irving, however, is one of the few authors of his period who

really manifests traces of a vein of national peculiarity which

might under other circumstances have been productive.

Knicherbocler's History of New York, although the air ol

mock solemnity which constitutes the staple of its hunioui

is peculiar to no literature, manifests nevertheless a powei

of reproducing a. distinct national type. Had circum-

stances taken Irving to the West, and placed him amid a

society teeming with quaint' and genial eccentricity, he

might possibly have been the first Western humorist, and

his humour might have gained in depth and richness. In

England, on the other hand, everything encouraged liis

natural fastidiousness ; he became a refined writer, but by

no means a robust one. At the same time he is too

essentially the man of his own age to pass for a palei

Addison or a more decorous Sterne. He has far more of

the poet tlian any of the writers of the ISth cefitury, and

his moralizing, unlike theirs, is unconscious and indirect.

The same poetical feeling is shown in his biographies; his

subject is invariably chosen for its picturesqueness, and

whatever is unessential to portraiture is thrown into the

background. The result is that his biographies, howevei

deficient in research, bear the stamp of genuine artistic

intelligence, equally remote from compilation and disquisi-

tion. In execution they are almost faultless ; the narrative

is easy, the style pellucid, and the writer's judgment nearly

always in accordance with the general verdict of history.

They will not, therefore, be easily superseded, and indeed

Irving's productions are in general impressed .with 'that

signet of classical finish which guarantees the pe'rrnanency

of literary work more surely than direct utilitj^-or even

intellectual power. This refinement is tlie more aamirable

for being in great part the reflection of his oivn" moral

nature. Without ostentation or affectation, ne was exqui-

site in all things, a mirror of loyalty, courtesy and good
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taste in all His litcnry conncxinns, and excmiihiy in all

the relations of domestic life wliich he was called ujion to

assume. He never manic J, rcmnining true to the memory
of an early attachment blighted by death,

Tlie priDci|tal edition of living's \\n|-k<; is tliC " fipoffrcv Crnyon,"
published ;tt Nl'w York In 1880. in 26 vols. His life, niAom-'

panietl by copious extiucts fioiu his cnruspouilcnL-*^. w.ts j-ulilislrcd

by his iiophi'w' Pioi-o (London, lSf>"i-64, 4 vol^.), A C.ini;in

abridgment of this woilc Ims bctu ably executed by ,\dolt* Lnun
(Bcrlh). 1870, 2 vols, V There is a good de.nl of mis. idhmeons
information ia a eom]nl:ition entitled Inbujiiiua (New Yoik,lS60);
and Bryant'ii memorial oration. thon;;h somewhat ton uuifonuly
l.iuilatory, may be consulted witli ad\'ant.v^i*. It has licfii tepub-

lisiied in 1880, nlon^ with C, Dihlh y Warner's intiodinlic.ii to the

"Geoffrey Crayon" edition, .-ijiil .Mr CI, 1', I'litnain's personal ren^^

uisceiices of Iivinj^ uhicli urii,'inally .Tpjtciircd in the Alhnilic

ilonlhlij.
'

(R. G.)

ISAAC (pnV' or pnif", '-he laushs"; "i^auK, 'laaKoi), the'

only child of Abraham and Saiah, wan born when his par-

ents were respectively a hundred ai;d ninety years of age

(Gen. xvii. 17). E.>;planations of the name seem to be

intended by the siiered writer in more than one reference

to the incredulous or joyous liu;jhter of hi.s parent.s when
a sdn was ])romised to thoni (Gen. xxi. G, xviii. 12, xvii.

17).- Like his father, Is.tuc lived a nomadic p.istoral life,

but within much narrower local limits, and with an

occasional experiment in agriculture (Gen. xxvi. 12).

After the death of his mother,' he married Rebekah the

dnughter of his cousin Betliuel, by whom after twenty

years of married life he became the father of Esau and
Jacob.' .j He died at the age of one hundred and eighty.

The most striking episode of his life as related in the

Biblical record is that which took place \S'hile he was still

young, " in the land of iloi iah," when at the last moment
he was by angelic, interposition released from the altar on

which he was about to bo sacrilic-ed by his father in

obedience to a divine coirlmand. Other occurrences which

have been recorded have striking resemblances to incidents

in the life of Abraham. Of a less marked and energetic

individuality than his father and sons, Isaac is by general

consent of the Christian chlirch taken as a representative

of the unobtrusive, restful, piously contemplative type of

human character. By later -Judaism, which fixed its

attention chiefly on the altar scene, he was regarded as the

pattern and prototype of all martyrs. The Mahometan
legends regarding him are curious, but trifling. Among
the far-fetched attempts of those ^vho prefer a mythological

interpretation of the early incidents of the Bible narrative

may be mentioned those of Goldziher, who sees in Isaac

a personification of the smiling light of the ruddy evening

sky, and of Popper, who identifies the name with that of

the dragon Azhi dahaka of Eranian folklore. See Ewald,

Gescli. (L V. /.«/'., vol. i. ; and Herzog-Plitt, Bedlencyl:

voh vii., art. " Isaak."

ISAAC I., Co.MXENUS, Eoman emperor of the East from

1057 to 105D, was the son of a gallant officer under Basil

II., named Manuel Comnenus, who on his deathbed com-

mended his two sons Isaac anrlJohn to the emperor's care,

Basil caused them to be carefully educated at the monastery

of the Studium, and afterwards advanced them to high

official positions. During the disturbed reigns of Basil's

seven immediate successois, Isaac, serving in the army,

acted prudently and cautiously ; and, when the insults of

Michael, the eighth from Basil, stung the nobles and
generals into rebellion, Caracaloui the leader of the con-

spiracy, induced the rebels to prcclaim Isaac emperor.

Michael, coiuiuered in one battle, was forced to assume the

monastic habit, and Isaac ascended the throne in August-

lOJJ, • The first care of the new emperor was to reward

his noble partisans with appointments that removed them,
from Constantinople, and his next was to repair, the

bi^^gared Euances of the empire. He revoked uumerbus

pensions and granls tonferrcil by his |iredeccssors upot»

idle roiirlicrs, and, disregarding the cliur;;e of sacrilege, and
meeting the insolent nicnaci.'s of the patriarch of Constan-

tinople by a decree of exile, resumed a iiroportion''t)f ,,thc

revenues of tlic wealthy niouasteric-s. Isaac's unly military

cx[icdirion v.a.s against the Hungarians and Patzinaks, \\\\n

began to ravage the northern frontiers in lOJ'J. shortly

after his successful return he was seized with an illness, and
believing it mortal appointed as his succe.ssur Coustantlne

Ducas, to the exclu,siiin of his own brother John. Although
he recovered from his illness, Isaac did ni)t resume the

purple, but, retiring to the monastery of the Studium, spent

the remaining two years of his life as a humble monk, alter-

nating menial offices with literary stuilies. His S'lnilin ti>

the I/un/, and other work^ on the Ilnnicric pocnrs, aic still

extant in M.S. Isaa.c died iu the year lOGl. He was a

good and just prince, and his reign justified his choice as

emperor. Ho was grave and reserved, and, more affable

in deed than in word, ofl'endecl many by his haughtiness

and soldierlike brusqueuess ; while the fact that fie coined

moirey with the image of a drawn sword was attributed to-

his arrogance and impiety. His great aim was to restore

and maintain the early splendid organization of the govern-

ment, and his reforms, • directed to that end, though

unpopular with the aristocracy and the clergy, and not

understood by the people, certainly cnntiilmtcd to stave

otl' for a little while longer the final ruin of the Byzantine

, empire.

1S.\AC II., Aniieluh, Romnii emperor of tne East

from 11 So to 1195, and again in 1 '203-1, v. ho came to the

throne in the manner described under A.nokomcls I. (voh

ii. p. 23), succeeded also to the unfinished Sicilian war.

The favourable close of that was countcrlialanced by the

failure of an attempt to recover Cyi>rus, where Isaac Com-
nenus had established an independent throne. Of the

'. numerous revolts excited during Isaac's reign by his vices

and incapacity, the most serious was the rebellion of the

Bulgarians and AVnllachians between Jtount Ha'inus and
the Danube, which, breaking out iu 1180, resulted in the

independence of a second Bulgarian kingdom. Alexis

Branas, the general sent against the rebels in 1187, after

•temporarily repulsiug them, treacherously turned his arms
against hin master, and, leading his troops to Constanti-

nople, attempted to seize the city. There he met with more
resistance than Isaac's vices had led him to expect, and in

the ensuing battle was defeated and slain. After a hastily-

arranged truce with the Bulgarians, the emperor's attention

was next demanded in the east, where several claimants to

the throne Buccessively rose and feJI. In ll89 Frederick

Barbarossa of Germany sought and obtained leave to lead

his troops on the third crusade through the Byzantine

territory ; but he had no sooner crossed the border than

the wily and treacherous Greek, who had meanwhile

sought an alliance with Saladin, threw every impediment

in his way, and was only by force of arms comiielled to

fulfil his engagements. The next five years were disturbed

by fresh rebellions of the Wallaehians, against whom Isaac

led several oxpeditions in person. During one of these, iu

1195, Alexius, the emperor's brother, taking advantage of

the latter's absence from camp on a hunting expedition,

proclaimed himself emperor, and was joyfully hailed by the

soldiers, who heartily despised the craven vices of their late

emperor. Isaac was seized; his eyes were put out, and he

was imprisoned in a lonely tower at Constantinople. It

Ins already been related (Cpa's.vDiv.% vol. vi. p. 629) ho>»

afler eight years Isaac was raised for six months from his

dungeon to his throne once more. But both mind and

body had been enfeebled by captivity, and his son Alexius

IV. was the actual monarch. Isaac's feeble hold on life

was loosened by the turmoil which followed the ref'.Qration,
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and he died in 1204. He was one of the weakest and

most vicious princes that ever occupied the Byzantine

throne. His father had been censured as a general for

cowardice, and Isaac II. seems to have inherited a full

share of the paternal failing, which his connexion on the

mother's side with the Comnenian family had not counter-

acted.- He was vain~BUperstitious, and sensual ; and,

while he neglected the duties of his lofty position, he

abandoned himself to all the pleasures which it commanded.

Surrounded by a crowd of slaves, mistresses, and flatterers,

he permitted his empire to be administered by unworthy

favourites, while he squandered the vast sums of money
wrunf from hi3 unhappy provinces on costly buildings and

eipensive gifts to the churches of his metropolis. It is

little to be wondered at that his cowardice and vice stirred

up numerous rivals, who sought to emulate the ease with

which a n-eature so worthless had obtiined nn empire.

ISABELLA (U.t1-1j04), surnnmed la Catolica, "tho

Catholic," queen of Castile from 1474, was the second

child and only daughter of John II. of Castile by his second

wife Isabella, granddaughter of John I. of Portugal (thus

being through both parents a descendant of the famous

John of Gaunt, duke of Lancaster), and was born at

Madrigrd on April 22, 1451. On the death of her father,

who was succeeded by her brother Henry FV. (1454), she

WAS withdrawn by her mother to Arevalo, where her early

education was conducted in the deepest seclusion ; in 1462,

however, after the birth of Joanna " Beltraneja," she was,

along with her uterine brother Alphouso, removed by

Henry to the court, where she showed a remarkable example

of staidness and sobriety. Already more than one suitor

had made application for her hand, Ferdinand of Aragon,

who idtimately became her husband, being among the

number ; for some little time she was engaged to his elder

brother Carlos, who died in 1461. When in her thirteenth

year her brother promised her in marriage to Aljihonso of

Portugal, but to this union she firmly refused to consent

;

her resistance seemed less likely to be effectual in the case

of the marq\iis of Villena, the grand master of the order of

Calatrava, to whom she was next affianced, when she was

delivered from her fears by the sudden death of the bride-

groom while ou his way to the nuptials (1466). After an

ofier of the crown of Castile, made by the revolutionary

leaders in the civil war, had been declined by her, she was

in 1468 formally recognized by her brother as lawful heir,

after himself, to the united crowns of Castile and Leon.

New candidates for her hand now appeared in the persons

of a brother of Edward [V. of England (probably Richard,

duke 'of Gloucester'', and of the duke of Quienne, brother

of Louis XL, and heir presumptive of the French monarchy.
Finally, however, in face of very great difficulties, she was
married to Ferdinand of Aragon at Valladolid on October

19, 1469. Thenceforward the fortunes of the two spouses

were inseparably blended (see F£RDIN.4.nd, vol. viii. p. 81).

For some time they held a humble court at Duenas, and
afterwards they resided at Segovia, where on the death of

Henry she was proclaimed queen of Castile and Leon
(December 13, 1474). The first months of her reign were
fully employed in coping with domestic disaffection and
in repelling invasion from Portugal ; but peace was soon
secured on a basis of such firmness and perm,anence as

rendered possible that successful policy the main features

of which have already been sketched elsewhere. Spain
undoubtedly owed to Isabella's clear intellect, resolute

energy, and unselfish patriotism much of that greatness

which for the first time it acquired under "the Catholic
Sovereigns." The moral influence of the queen's personal

character over the Castilian court was incalculably great

;

from the debasement and degradation of the preceding reign

she raised it to being " the uursery of virtue and of

generous ambition." The very sincerity of her piety and
strength of het religious convictions led her more than once,

however, into great errors of state policy, which have nevet
since been repaired, and into more than one act which
offends the moral sense of a more refined age ; her efforts

for the introduction of the Inquisition into Castile, and for

the proscription of the Jews, are outstanding evidences of

what can only be called her bigotry. But not even the

briefest sketch of the facts of her life can omit to notice

that happy instinct or intuition whith led her, when all

others had heard with incredulity the scheme of Golombus,
to recall the wanderer to her presence with the words "I
will assume the undertaking for my own crown of Castile,

and am ready to pawn my jewels tn defray the expenses oi

it, if the funds in the treasury should be found inadequate."

She died at Medina del Campo on November 24, 1504, and
was succeeded by her daughter Joanna "la loca" (th«
" Cn'y ") with Ferdinand as regent. See Prescott, History

of the Reirjn ofFerdinand and Isabella, where the original

authorities are exhaustively enumerated.

ISABEY, Jean Baptiste (1767-1855), was born at

Nancy on the 11th April 1767. At nineteen, after some
lessons from Dumont, miniature painter to Jlarie Antoin-

ette, he became a pupil of David. Employed at '^'ersailles

on portraits of the dukes of Angouleme and Berry, he was

given a commission by tho queen, which opens the loni;

list of those which he received, up to the date of his death

in 1855, from tha successive rulers of France. Patronized

by Josephine and Napoleon, he arranged the ceremonies of

their coronation and prepared drawings for the publication

intended as its official ooromemoration, a work for which

he was paid by Louis X\TII., whose portrait (engraved,

Debucourt) he executed in 1814. Although Isabey 31d

homage to Napoleon on his return from Elba, he continued

to enjoy the favour of the Restoration, and took part in

arrangements for the coronation of Charles X. The mon-
archy of July conferred ou him an important post in

connexion with the royal collections, and Napoleon III.

granted him a pension, and the cross of commander of the

Legion of Honour. Review of Troops by the First Consul

was one of his most important compositions, and Isabey's

Boat,—a charming drawing of himself and family—pro-

duced at a time when he was mucli occupied with litho-

graphy—had au immense success at the Salon of 1820

(engraved, Loudon, Annales, vol. i. p. 125). His portrait

of Napoleon at !Malmaison is held to be the best ever exe-

cuted, and even his tiny head of the king of Rome, painted

for a breast-pin, is distinguished by a decision and breadtJi

which evidence the hand of a master.

\ bioginpliy of Isabey was published by JI. E. Taigny ia 1S.19.

and M. C. L'enormaut's article, written for Jlichaud's Zliog. Univ..

is founded on facts furuisbed by ls.ibcj's f.auiily.

ISiEUS owes his place in the decade of the Attic

orators to his mastery of forensic argiiment ; but his

literary significance, in relation to the historical develop-

ment of Attic prose, is not inferior to that of any other

name in the series. The chronological limits of his ex-

tant work fall between the years 390-353 B.C. ; and hia

birth may with probability be placed about 420 B.C. Tho
Plutarchic life describes him as a Chalcidlan ; Suidas,

whom Dionysius follows, as an Athenian. The accounti

have been reconciled by supposing that his family sprang

from the settlement (Khjpovxia) of Athenian citizens among
whom the lands of the Chalcidian hippobot» (knight.s) had
been divided about 509 c.c. In 411 B.C. Eubcca (except

Oreos) revolted from Athens ; and it would not have been

strange if residents of Athenian origin had then migrated

from th» hostile island to Attica. Such a connexion with

Euboea wovdd explain the non-Athenian name Diagora-;

which is borne by the father of Isleus, whi'.o tho latter i.-=
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said to hfive been " an Athenian by descent " ('A^Tj^aios to

ycvcy;). So far as we know, Isaeua took no part in the

public affairs of Athens. " I cannot tell," says Dionysius,

" what were the politics of Isieus—or whether he had

any politics at all." Those words strikingly attest

the profound change which was passing over the life of

the Greek cities. It would have been scarcely possible,

fifty years earlier, that an eminent Athenian with the

powers of Isseus should have failed to leave on record some

proof of his interest in the political concerns of Athens

or of Greece. But now, with the decline of personal

devotion to the state, the life of an active citizen had

ceased to have any necessary contact with political affairs.

Professional pursuits, determined by private choice and

directed to private ends, could now engross all those

energies which would once have been devoted, at least m
large measure, to the service of the city. The very fac'

that almost nothing is known about the life of Is^us is

itself the most suggestive of facts. Already we are at tke

beginning of that transition which is to lead from the old

life of Hellenic citizenship to that Hellenism whose

children are citizens of the world.

There is good authority for the traditinn that Isaeus was

the pupil of Isocrates,—probably about 393 B.C., when
Isocrates was beginning his career as a teacher, and while

Is;eu3 was not yet occupied with his special calling.

Internal evidence for such intercourse may be found in

tlie method of handling subject-matter which some extant

speeches of Isaius exhibit. Though not a pupil, Isfeus had

certainly been a student of Lysias. A passage of Photius

has been understood as meaning that personal relations

had existed between Isaeus and Plato ; but this view

appears to rest 'on an erroneous construction of the pas-

sage in question.^

The profession of Isseus was that of which Antiphon

had been the first representative at Athens—that of a

Xoyoypa</>o5, who composed speeches 5v:hich his clients were

to deliver in the law-courts. But, while Antiphon had
written such speeches chiefly (as Lysias frequently) for

public causes, it was with private causes that Isoeus was

almost exclusively concerned. The fact marks the progres-

sive subdivision of labour in his calling, and the extent to

which the smaller interests of private life now absorbed

the attention of the citizen.

The most interesting recorded event in the career of

Is?eus is one wliich belongs to its middle period— his con-

nexion with Demosthenes. Born in SS-l B.C.; Demosthenes
attained his civic majority in 360. At this time he had
already resolved to prosecute the fraudulent guardians who
had stripped' him of his patrimony. In prospect of such

a legal contest, he could have found no better ally than

Isaius, a master of Attic law, especially where claims to

property were at issue, and one who for upwards of twenty

years had been eminently successful as a writer of speeches

for the law courts. That the young Demosthenes actually

resorted to the aid of Isreus is beyond reasonable doabt.

But the pseudo-Plutarch embellishes the story after his

fashion. He says that Demosthenes, on coming of age,

took Isseus into his house, and studied with him for four

years—paying him the sum of 10,000 drachmas .{about

^400), on condition that Is.'eus should withdraw from a

school of rhetoric which he had opened, and devote himself

wholly to his new pupil. The real Plutarch gives us a

more sober and a more probable version. He simply states

that Demosthenes " employed Isseus as his master in

rhetoric, though Isocrates was then teaching, either (as

some say) because he could not pay Isocrates^he prescribed

^ On this point (.is on some others which cm be. but briefly noticed

here) the reader i^ referred to the detailed tra.itnient of the subject in

Habb's Attic Orc-.tyrs /ro:n An'.ii>h?n to Iissus, vol, ii. p, 26i.

fee of ten mime, or because he preferred the style of Isaeus

foT his purpose, ns being vigorous and astute " (Spacmjpioi'

Kai Tavovpyov). It may be observed that, except by the

pseudo-Plutarch, a school of Issus is not mentioned,^for
a notice in Plutarch need mean no more than that he had
written a text-book, or that his speeches were read in

schools ;- nor is any other pupil named. As to Demo-
sthenes, his own speeches against Aphobos and Onetor
(363-62 B.C.) afford the best possible gauge of the sense

and the measure in which he was the disciple of Isaeus ;

the intercourse between them can scarcely have been either

very close or very long. The date at which Isaeus died

can only be conjectured from his work ; it may be placed

about 350 B.C.

Isajus has a double claim on the student of Greek litera-

ture, lie is the first Greek writer who comes beford us as

a consummate master of strict forensic controversy. He
also holds a most important place in the general develop-

ment of practical oratory, and therefore in the history of

Attic prose. Antiphon marks the beginning of that

development, Demosthenes its consummation. Between
them stand Lysias and Isaeus. The open, even ostenta-

tious, art of Antiphon had been austere and rigid. The
concealed art of Lysias had charmed and persuaded by
a versatile semblance of natural grace and simplicity.

Isaeus brings us to a final stage of transition, in which the

gifts distinctive of Lysias were to be fused into a perfect

harmony with that masterly art which receives its most
powerful expression in Demosthenes. Here, then, are the

two cardinal points by which the place of Isjeus must be
determined. We must consider, first, his relation to Lysias

;

secondly, his relation to Demosthenes.
^

A comparison of Isjeus and Lysias must sot out from the distinc-
"'^*

tion between choice of words (K4^ts) and mode of putting words
together {avvdfats). lu choice of words, diction, Lysias and Isseus

are closely alike. Both are clear, pure, simple, concise ; both have
the stamp of persuasive plainness (d-fcAeia), and both combine it

with graphic power (eVdpyeia). In mode of putting words together,

composition, there is, however, a striking difference. Lysias threw
off the stiff restraints of the earlier periodic style, with its wooden
monotony ; he is too fond indeed of antithesis always to avoid a
rigid effect ; but, on the whole, his style is easy, flexible, and vari-

ous ; above all, its subtle art usually succeeds in appearing natural.

Now this is just what the art of Issus does not achieve. Witli less )
"

love of antithesis than Lysias, and with a diction almost equally

pnire and pbin, he yet habitually conveys the impression of con-

scious and confident art. Hence he is least effective in adapting

his style to those characters in which Lysias peculiarly excelled,

—

the ingenuous youth, the homely and peace-loving citizen. On the

other hand, his more open and vigorous art does not interfere witfi

his moral persuasiveness where there is scope for reasoned remon-
strance, for keen argument, or for powerful denunciation. Passing

from the formal to the real aide of his work, from diction and com-
position to the treatment of subject-matter, we find the divergence

wider still. Lysias usually adheres to a simple four-fold division

—

proem, narrative, proof, epilogue. Isieus frequently interweaves tha

narrative with the proof.^ He shows the most dexterous ingenuity

in adapting his manifold tactics to the case in Iiand, and often

"out-generals" {KaTatTTpaT7iye7) his adversary by some novel and
daring disposition of his forces. Lysias, again, usually contents

himself with a merely rhetorical or sketchy proof ; Isa:us aims at

strict logical demonstration, worked out through all its steps. As
Siv William Jones well remarks, Isseus lays close siege to the under-

standings of the jury.*

• Pint., De glnr. Athen., p. 350 c, where he mentions tovs 'Itro-

Kparei^ Ha\ Avrtipwi'Tas Koi 'Itraious among Toi/s iv Tois ffXoAots tA

fxuptxKia. irpo5i5a(7KorTa5.
3 Here he was probably influenced by the teaching of Isocrates.

The forensic speech of Isocrates known as the yEgineticus {Or. xii. 1,

which belongs to the peculiar province of Isfeus, as dealing with .i

claim to property (tViSiKaffia), affords perhaps the earliest example of

narrative anrl proof thus interwoven. Earlier forensic writers had
kept the SivyT)(rts and tfiVtcis distinct, as Lysias does.

* This is wiiat Dionysius means when he says that Isieiw dilTer>

from Lysias

—

ti^ /xij kat' ev8vfJL^^^ld ri \4y(iv a\Ka «a! Kar ^ntxttpri^a.

(/>•». 16). Here the "enthymenie" means a rhetorical syllogism with

one premiss suppressed ("curtuni." Juv., vi. 449) ;
" epicheireme,"

such a syllogism stated in full. C/. Volkmann, Rhe'ori/: d--r Grinh^.l

un,( /liine'-. 1372, pp. lo3 /'.
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Such is the general relation of Is.tus to Lysias. "What, we must

next ask, is the relation of Is-ieus to Demosthenes ? The Greek
critic who hnd so carefully studied both authors states his o^v^ view
in broad terms when he declares that "the power of Demosthenes
took its seeds and its beginnings from Isreus. " A closer examina-
tion will show that within certain limits the statement may be
allowed. Attic prose expression had been continuously developed
a; an art ; the true link between Isreus and Demosthenes is techni-

cal, depending on their continuity. Ispeus hnd made some orir;;inal

contributions to the resources of the ait ; and Demosthenes had not
failed to profit by these. The composition of Demosthenes resembles
that of Isfeus in blending terse and vigorous periods with passages
of more lax and fluent ease, as well as in that dramatic vivacity

which is given by rhetorical question and similar devices. In the
versatile disposition of subject-matter, the divisions of "narrative"
and "proof" being shifted and interwoven according to circum-
stances, Demosthenes has clearly been instructed by the example
of Is3?us. Still more plainly and strikingly is this so in regard to

t^ie elaboration of systematic proof ; here Demosthenes invites

direct and close comparison witn Isfeus by his method of drawing
out a chain of arguments, or enforcing a proposition by strict legal

argument. And, more generally, Demosthenes is the pupil of

IsEeus, though here tlie pupil became even greater than the master,
in that faculty of grappling with an adversaiys Citse point by point,

in that aptitude for close and strenuous conflict which is expiesseil

by the words dya'^, t^-a-ytit-joj.^ Thus far Isjeus and Demosthenps
are related to each other as technical proficients in a progressive art.

It .might be added that there was some degree of resemblance
between the natures of the two men, in so far as the intellectual

character of both was marked by a certain vigorous intensity of

logic. But it would be as per\-erse to overstate the debt of

Demosthenes to Is.-eu" as it would be unjust to rest the si£jni(icance

of Issus solely or chiefly on his relation to Demosthenes. As
Demosthenes holds his unrivalled place in virtne of qualities

which no teacher could have communicated, so, too, the writings
of Is.'^us have the independent value of masterpieces in their own
kind.

Works. The pseudo-Plutarch, in his life of Isaens, mentions an Art of
Rhetoric and sixty-four speeches, of which fifty were accounted
genuine. From a passage of Photius it ajipeajs that at least- the
fifty speeches of recognized authenticity were extant as late as 850
A.D. Only eleven, with large part of a twelfth, have come down to

us ; but the titles of forty-two others are known.

^

The titles of the lost speeches confinn the statement of Dionysius
that the speeches of Isjeus were exclusively forensic ; and only three
titles indicate speeches made in public causes. The remainder,
concerned with private causes, may be classed under six heads :

—

(1) K\T)ptKoi—cases of claim to an inheritance
; (2) fTriK\7jpiKai—

cases of claim to the hand of an heiress; (3) diaSiKatrlai—cases of

claim to property
; (4) aroa-ratriov—cases of claim to the ownerslup

of a slave
; (5) eyyvrts—action brought against a surety whose

principal had made default; (6) avriafioaia {as = irapaypaip-n)—
a special plea; (7) €<pe(ris—appeal from one jurisdiction to an-
other.

Eleven of the twelve extant speeches belong to class (1), the
KXrjpiKoi, or claims to an inheritance. This was probably the branch
of practice in which Isseus had done his most important and most
characteristic work. And, according to the ancient custom, this

class of speeches would therefore stand first in the manuscript col-

lections of his writings. The case of Antiphon is parallel: Ms
speeches in cases of homicide (4>oviKoi) were those on which his
reputation mainly depended, and stood first in the manuscripts.
Their exclusive preservation, like that of the speeches made by
Issns in will-cases, is thus, primarily an accident of manuscript
tradition, but partly also the result of the writer's special pres-

Classifi- Six of the twelve extant speeches are directly concerned with
catioc. claims to an estate ; five others are connected with legal proceedings

ai isiiig out of such a claim. They may be classified thus (the name

' Cleon's speech in Thuc. iii. 37, 38, works out this image with
remarkable force

; within a short space w-e have ^vve'a-eics ayd^y—
Twi' Toiii/S* Ayttfj/tof

—

aytavia-TTis—Q.yccvl(fa6at— di'Ta7«»'/S^f(r0at

—

aya}vo9tr(7y. See Attic Orators, vol. i. 39, ; ii. 304.
'For the words of Photius (cod. 26Z),'rovjuv 5« ol rh yy^<Tiov

fiapTvp-ndfVTti v KO.To.KiiKovTQ.i fi6vov, might be so rendered as to
imply that, besides these fifty, others also were extant. See Att.
Oral., ii. 811, note 2.

^ The second of our speeches (the-Meneclean) was discovered in the
Laurentian Library in ]785, and was edited in that year by Tyrwhit.
In editions previous to that date, Oration i. is made to conclude with
ft few lines which really belong to the end of Orat..ii. (§ 47, dA.\'
jiTfiBi) rb irpayfia . . . i^rtfp'isaaQe), and this arrangement is followed
in the translation of Isaeus by Sir William Jones, to whom our second
oration was, of course, then (1779) unknown. In Oration i. all that
foilcws the words n}) voi-fiffavrts in g 22 was first pabli-iLed in 1S15
by Mci, from a MS. in the Anibroiiin Librarj' at Hilar..

13_15*

given in each case being that of the pc-rson whose estate is in dis»

pute) :

—

I. Triads c/ C^aim tc an hihrrilancf (ttotiKatriai).

1. Or.'l., Cleonymua. Date between 360 and 353 B.C.

2. Or. Iv., Kicosiratus. Date uitceiiain.

3. Or. vil , Apollodonis. 333 b.c.

4. Or. viir.. Ciron. 375 B.C.

5. Or. Ix.. Astyphilus. 369 B.C.

fi. Or. %., Ailstaichus. 377-71 B.C.

II. Actions for false WUjiess i&iKot, ilitvSofiapTvptCty),

1. Or. ii., Menccles. 354 B.C.

2. Or. ill.. PyiThus. Dute nnccnain, but comparnttvely late

3. Or. vi., Philoctenion. 364-63 b.c.

III. Action fo Compel the Discfiarge of a Suretyship (eyyv'ijs iCio]).

Or. v., DicffORencs. 300 b.c.

IV. Indictment of a Guardian /or Maltreat tneni 0/ a Hard (eitroyy^AKHto/tutrraS

Or. xi., Hngniaa. 3^9 b.c.

V. Appeal from Arbitration fo a Dicastery (<.^fff-n).

Or. xii., For Euphiietus. (Incomplete.) Dt»te unccj'ipiii.

The speeches of Isjeus supply valuable illustrations to the early Gener
history of testamentary law. They show us the faculty of adoption, char-

stiU, indeed, associated wrtli the religious motive in which it acter-

originated, as a mode of securing that the sacred rites of the family istics.

shall continue to be discharged by one who can call himself the son

of the deceased. But practically tlie civil aspect of adoption is, for

the Athenian citizen, predominant over the religious; be adopts a
sou in order to bestow property on a person to whom he wishes to

bequeath it. The Athenian system, as interpreted by Isreus, is thus
intermediate, at least in spirit, between the purely religious stanJ-
jioint of the Hindu and the maturer form which Koman testamen-
tary law had readied before the time of Ciccio.'' As to the form of
the speeches, it is remarkable for its variety. Tliere are three which,
taken together, may be considered as best representiilg the diversity

and range of their author's power. The fifth, with its simple but
lively diction, its graceful and persuasive narrative, recalls tlie

qualities of Lysias. The eleventh, with its sustained and impetu-
ous power, has no slight resemblance to the mnnner of Demosthenes.
The eighth is, of all, the most characteristic, alike in narrative and
iu argument. Isseus is here seen at his best. No reader who 13

interested in the social lite of ancient Greece need find Isffus duit.

If the glimpses of Greek society which he gives us are seldom so
gay and picturesque as tho.se which enliven the pages of Lysias, they

J aie certainly not less suggestive. Here, where the innermost rela-

tions and central interests of the family are iu question, we touch
the springs of social life ; we are not merely presented with sceni-^

details of dress and fumittfre, but are enabled inrUO small degree to

conceive the feelings of the actoi-s.

The best mtinuscript of Isiciis is in the British lluseiitn,—Crippsianns A ILinn-
(^Burneianus 95), which conluins also Antiplion, Anducides, Ljcarfrus, and tc-inta
Dinarchus. The next bi:st is Bckker's Laiiientianiis B (Florence), of the 15th * ^

centuiy. Besidci these, he used ALiicianus L (Venice), mbc. 14, Vratislavienfiis

Z. sxc, 14, and two very infeiior ,MSS.. Ambiosianus A. 99. P (which he dis-

mi^cd after Or. i.), and Ambrosianns D 42,- Q (which contains only Or. i-. ii.).

Schoniann, in his edition of 1831, gencially followed Bckkei's text; he had no
fresh apparatus beyond a collation ot a Paris MS. R in part of Q(. i. ; but he hnd
Sifted the Aldine more carefully. Baiter unrt Sauppe (I860) had a new colla-

tion of A, and also used n collatiun of Buvneianus 9fi, M. given by Pobson in

vol. iv. of his edition (1828). C. Scheibe (leubner, 18G0) made it his especial
aim to complete the work of Iiis predecessors by restoring ihe correct Aitio
forms of words; thus (e.g.) he Civt-s ^yyw'a for eVeyva, liSifi.f:v for fi«6ia/icc, and
the like,—following thu consent of the MSS., howe\'cr, in such forma as the
accuautive of proper names in -tji' ratlier ihan -tj, or {e.g ) the future <fro>^<To^at
rather than ^aioOMoi, &c., and on such doubtful points as ^parcpe; Instead of

^parope^, or EiAij^uta^ instead of EiAciflyias,

Bi-cent Editious.~\n Orotores Altici. by 1. Bekker, 1823-8 ; G. E. Dobson, 1828 ;

J. G. Baiter ai'd Hermann Sauppe. 1850. Separately, hy G. F. Schomann. wJtu
commentary, 1831. In Teubntr seiiea, by C. Scheibe, 1860. English translation

by Sir William Jones, 1779. (R. C. J.)

ISAIAH. I. Isaiali is the name of the greatest, and
both in life and in (ieath the most influential of the Old
Testament prophets. We do not forget Jeremiah, but Jere-

miah's literary and religious influence is secondary compared

with that of Isaiah. Unfortunately we are reduced to infer-

ence and conjecture with regard both to his life and to the

extent of his literary activity. In the heading (i. 1) of

what we may call the occasional prophecies of Isaiah (i.r.,

those which were called forth by passing events), the

author is called *' the son of Amoz," and Rabbinical legend

identifies this Amoz with a brother of Amaziah, king of

Judah ; but this is evidently based on a, mere etymo-

logical fancy. We know from his works that (unlike

Jeremiah) he was married (viii. 3), and that he had ab

least two sons, whose names he regarded as, together with

his own, symbolic by Divine appointment of certain deci£:\e

events or religious truths—Isaiah (Yesha'-yahu), meaning

* Cf. Jilair.e's Ancient Law, ch. vi. ; and the Tnf/ore Laic Lecturts

n?7C^, ty Eerfcert CtweU, lect. ix.^ '• 0« the Kile of Adoption,**

pp. r.Oo/.
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" Salvatiijn—Jeliovali '; Sliear-Yashab, "a lemuant shall

rutnrii " ; and Malier-slialal-basli-baz, "swift (swiftly

cometli) spoil, speedy (speedily comctU) prey" (vii. 3, viii.

3, 4, 18). He lived at Jerasaleiu in the "middle" or

" lower city " (2 Kings xx. 4), exercised at one time

great influence at court (chap, xxxvii. ), and could venture

t"0 address a king unbidden (vii. 4), and utter the most

unpleasant truths, unassailed, in the plainest fashion.

Presumably therefore his social rank was far above that of

Atnos aud Micah ; certainly the high degree of rhetorical

skill displayed in his discourses implies a long course of

literary discipline, not improbably in the school of some

older prophet (Amos vii. 14 suggests that " schools " or

companies " of the prophets " e.tisted in the southern

kingdom). We know but little of Isaiah's predecessors

aud models in the prophetic art (it were fanaticism to

exclude the element of human preparation); but certainly

even the acknowledged prophecies of Isaiah (and much
more the disputed ones) cuuld no more have come into

existence suddenly and without warning than the master-

pieces of our own Shakespeare. In The Prophecies of

Isaiah by the Rev. T. K. Cheyne, vol. ii. p. 218, a list

has been given of the points of contact both in phraseology

and in ideas between Isaiah and the prophets nearly con-

temporary with him ; Isaiah cannot be studied by himself

—he gives much to his successors, but he takes something

from his less gifted colleagues.

The same heading already referred to gives us our only

traditional information as to the period during whicli

Isaiah prophesied; it refers to Uzziah, Jotham, Ahaz, and

Hezekiah as the contemporary kings. It is, however, to

gay the least, doubtful whether any of the extant prophecies

are as early as the reign of Uzziah. Exegesis, the only

safe basis of criticism for the prophetic literature, is

unfavourable to the view that even chap. i. belongs to the

reign of this king, and we must therefore regard it as most

probable that the heading in i. 1 is (like those of the

Psalms) the work of one or more of the Sopherim (or

students and editors of Scripture) during the Babylonian

exile, apparently the same writer (or company of writers)

who prefixed the headings of Hosea and Jlicah, and per-

haps of some of the other books.

In fact, the view of Hengstenberg that the prophecies

of Isaiah are arranged chronologically, though not without

justification, fails to satisfy the requirements of historical

interpretation. Let us put it aside and briefly sketch the

progress of Isaiah's prophesying on the basis of philological

exegesis, and a comparison oi the .sound results of thte

study of the inscriptions. Chap, vi., which describes a^

vision of Isaiah " in the death-year of King Uzziah," may
possibly have arisen out of notes put down iu the reign of

Jotham ; but for several reasons it is not an acceptable

.view that, in its present form, this striking chapter is earlier

than the reign of Ahaz. It seems, in short, to have origin-

ally formed the preface to the small group of prophecies

which now follows it, viz., vii. 1-ix. 7. The portions

wliich may presumably represent discourses of Jotham's

reign are chap. ii. and chap. ix. rt-x. i—stern denuncia-

tions which remind us somewhat of Amos, But the

allusions iu the greater part of chaps, ii.-v. correspond

to no period so closely as the reign ol Ahaz, and the same
remark applies still more self-evidently to vii. 1-ix. 7.

Chap. xvii. 1-11 ought undoubtedly to be read in imme-
diato connexion with chap. vii. ; it evidently presupposes

the alliance of Syria and northern Israel, whose destruction

it predicts, though opening a door of hope for a remnant
ot Israel. The fatal siege of Samaria seems to have given

occasion to chap. XKviii. ; but the following prophecies

(cliags. sxix.-xxxii.) synchronize rather with the reign of

SargWn than with that of Shalmanessr. Sargoa is one

of those kings whose influence upon the fortunes of the

chosen people was the strongest, hpwever little we might
suspect this from the Old Testament records. The truth

is that Sargon as well as Sennacherib invjded Judah ; the

date of the invasion of the former appears to be 711.

Judah had, in fact, joined that unfortunate coalition,

another member of which was the Philistian town Ashdod.

The record of the vengeance taken upon Ashdod is preserved

in the narrative in chap. xx. ; to that upon Judah no

distinct reference is made in Isaiah, but uo less than five

prophecies, or groups of prophecies, are for the first time

fully explained when referred to this king's inviision of

Palestine (xiv. 29-32, xxix.-xxxii., x. 5-xi. IG, xxii.,

and probably i.). Sargon was a successful warrior; and

his subjugation of Babylonia, revealed to us by the cunei-

form monuments, throws a flood of light upon the obscure

but striking little prophecy in xxi. 1-10, so often referred,

but referred wrongly, to the Babylonian exile. It has

always been a difficulty hitherto to understand the depres-

sion with which Isaiah announces his tidings (see xxi. 3).

But we can now easily realize the apprehensions of a

member of one ot the smaller states when their chief

bulwark Hgainst Assyria had fallen. Merodachbaladan,

as we know from xxxix. 1 (2 Kings xx. 12), had shortly

before opened negotiations with Hezekiah. Isaiah had
been opposed to a Babylonian alliance, and recognized the

divine necessity of the tyrant city's fall, but he felt a

human sympathy for the smaller states of whose ruin this

was but the prelude. This view of the origin of xxi. 1-10

had already suggested itself to the late Mr George Smith

(Transacttons of Soc of Jjiblical Archsiology, iL 329), but

was first raised to the rank of a philological certainty by

Professor Kleinert in an important paper in the Theolog-

ische Studien niul Kriliken for 1^77 (pp. 174-79). The
oracle on the fall of Babylon was soon followed by pro-

phetic warnings to the other neighbouring states, Philistia,

Kgypt, and Ethiopia, and probably Moab aud Arabia,

though it is a growing opinion, for which strong philological

reasons may be advanced, that the epilogue in xvi. 13, 14

was' attached by Isaiah to an oracle in archaic style by

another prophet (Isaiah's hand can, however, be traced in

xvi. 46, 5). In fact, no progress can be expected in the

accurate studv of the prophets until the editorial activity

both of the great prophets themselves and of their more
reflective and studious successors is fully recognized.

Thus we have already met with two great political

events (the Syro-lsraelitish invasion under Ahaz, and the

first Assyrian invasion under Sargon) which called forth the

wonderful spiritual and oratorical faculties of our prophet,

and quickened that mysterious power of insight into the

future which cannot reasonably be denied (to say the least)

to simi>ler ages and races (see Tholuck, Die Propheten und
ihre Weissaijungen, Gotha, 1861). A third still more
remarkable invasion remains—that of Sennacherib, to

which four of the extant prophecies must undoubtedly be

referred, viz., chap, xviii., chap. xvii. 12-14, chap, xxxiii.,

and cliajv xxxvii. 22-3.5 (or at any rate as far as ver. 32).

The last of these is specially interesting, as it has evidently

not been -so elaborately worked up as the rest ot Isaiah's

prophecies, and seems to correspond more nearly to a

spoken discourse. Its incisivcness is exactly what we
should expect from the stirring circumstances under which

it purports to have been delivered.

A special reference seems needed at this point to cue of

the two oracles on Egypt which, in the light of Oriental

discovery, seems to be rightly ascribed to the period of

Sargon—chap. xis. The comparative feebleness of the

style warrants a hesitating conjecture that, though the

basis of the prophecy is Isaianic (the points of contact

with the prophet's acknowledged works are opposed to anj
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other view of its origin), yet in its present form it has

(ludergoiie the manipulation of a disciple of the prophet.

Rajah's disciples are indeed expressly referred to by the

prophet himself as the guardians of one important prophecy

'viii. 16) ; and, granting an editorial activity, it is the most
conservative and current view open to us to suppose that

the disciples of the prophet were also his first editors.

Every one is familiar with the idea of tlie editori.Tl process

through which tlie historical books of the Old Testament
tave passed ; it would be culpable indolence to neglect

the phenomena which record the similar process through

which the other books, especially the prophetic, have

passed. It should be added, however, that the Isaianic

origin of the epilogue in xix. 18-24 (the point of commence-
ment of the epilogue is given differently by some) has been

frequently called in question. The chief stumbling-blocks

are the precise, circumstantial details of the prophecy,

whitfh are thought to be uot ia the manner of Isaiah. In

particular the reference to the " city of destruction," 'ir

ha-heies {v. I., " city of the sun," 'ir ha-khcres), has awakened
suspicion. Accepting (which it is not necessary to do) the

various reading, it would be plausible to regard ver. 18 as

a fictitious prophecy in the interests of Onias, the founder

of the rival Egyptian temple to Jehovah at Leontopolis

(in the nome of Heliopolis), Josephus, Antiq., xii. 9, 7.

II. We are now brought face to face with the question

whether the whole of the book which now bears the name
of Isaiah was really written by that prophet. The question

relates to xiii. 2-xiv, 23, xxiv.-xxvii., xxxiv., xsxv.,

and xl.-lxvi. (xxi. 1-10 must henceforth be excluded, on
objective, historical grounds, from the list of doubtful pro-

phecies). It is not necessary here to enter into the history

of the controversy (the father of which may be said to be

the subtle-minded Aben Ezra). Nor will it be necessary

to spend much time on the well worn but inconclu.sive

arguments of the older critics. The existence of a tradi-

tion in the last three centuries before Christ as to the

authorship of any book is (to tliose acquainted with the

habits of thought of that age) of but little critical moment
;

—the SopherTm or students of Scripture in those times

were simply anxious for the authority of the Scriptures,

not foT the ascertainment of their precise historical origin.

It was of the utmost importance to declare that (especially)

Isaiah xl.-lxvi. was a prophetic work of the highest order
;

tnis was reason sufficient (the Supherim may have had
other reasons, such as phraseological aftinities in xl.-lxvi.,

but this was sufficient) for ascribing them to the royal

prophet Isaiah. When the view had once obtained

currency, it would naturally become a tradition. The
question of the Isaianic or non-Isaianic origin of the dis-

puted prophecies (especially xl.-lxvi.) must be decided on

grounds of exegesis alone. There are indications among
critics, bred in very different schools, of a growing percep-

tion of this truth. We therefore simply chronicle the fact

that the older critics appeal to Ezra i. 2 (interpreted by
Josephus, Antiq., xi. 1, 1-2), to the Septuagint version of

the book (produced between 2G0 and 130 B.C.), in which

the disputed pro|ihecies are already found, and to the Greek
tr.xnslation of the Wisdom of Jesus, the son of Sirach, wliich

distinctly refers to Isaiah as the comforter of those that

mourned in Zion (Ecclus. xlviii. 24, 25). It will be

remembered that our prophet himself flourished in the Sth

century B.C., and that the Babylonian captivity intervened.

The fault of the combatants (for there has been far too

much animosity on both sides) in the controversy as to the-

origin of what we may call, for brevity's sake, II. Isaiah

(including all the disputed prophecies) lias been that each

party has only seen •' one side of the shield." It will be

admitted by philological students that the exegetical data

supplied by (at any rate) Isa. xl.-lxvi. are conflicting, and

therefore susceptible of no simple solution. (In other

words, Isa. xl.-lxvi. cannot have been written as it

stands either by Isaiah or by a prophet at the close of the

exile.) This remark applies, 'it is true, chiefly to the

portion which begins at Hi. 13. The earlier part of Isa.

xl.-lxvi. admits of a perfectly consistent interpretation from

first to' last. There is nothing in it to indicate that the

author's standing-point is earlier than the Babylonian

captivity. His object is to warn, stimulate, and console

the captive Jews, some full believers, some semi-believers,

some unbelievers or idolaters. At lii. 13 new phenomena
begin to show themselves, indicative, not indeed of a

changed standing-point, but at least of another date and

pen. No doubt an author may change his style, writing

in a different mood ; we must at all events suppose that

the author (whoever he may have been) was in a different

tone of mind when he wrote so " hardly, obscurely, and
awkwardly" (Dclitzsch) as in lii. 13-liii. [Evvald ia

bolder. He traces this passage to an anonymous prophet

of the reign of Manasseh, to whom are also due xl. 1, 2

(!) and Ivi. 9-lvii. 11 ; and it must be owned that the

style of the latter is equally harsh with that of lii. 13, Ac]
III. But let us devote a somewhat closer attention to the

easier and more intelligible portion of the last twenty-seven

chapters. It will- amply remunerate us ; for there is no
more striking specimen of prophetic rhetoric in the Old
Testament. More particularly, it will be well to study

continuously chaps, xl. -xlviii., which evidently form a

section by themselves, introductory to that which begins at

chap. xlix. They have one leading idea—the great crisis

impending over Babylon and Israel. Babylon and her

gods must fall, that Israel may rise again with the glorious

function of giving a religion to the world. The develop-

ment of this idea is full of contrasts and surprises;

the vanity of the idol-gods and the omnipotence of

Israel's helper, the sinfulness and infirmity of Israel and
her high spiritual destiny, and the selection (so offensive to

patriotic Jews, xlv. 9, 10) of the heathen Cyrus as the

instrument of Jehovah's purposes, as in fact His Messiah

or Anointed One (xlv. 1), are brought successively before

us. [The prophet, however, does now and then speak as if

Jehovah Himself would interpose to help His people, see

slii. 13, <tc.] Hence the semi-dramatic character of the

style. Already in the opening passage mysterious voices

are heard crying, " Comfort ye, comfort ye my people "
;

the plural indicates that there were other prophets among
the exiles besides the author of Isa. xl. -.xlviii. Then
the Jews and the Asiatic nations in general are introduced

trembling at the imminent dov/nfall of the Babylonian

empire. The former- are reasoned with and exhorted to

believe ; the latter are contemptuously silenced by an

exhibition of the futility of their religion. Then another

mysterious form appears on the scene, bearing the honour-

able title of " Servant of Jehovah." Who this personage

may be .is much disputed, and naturally enough ; for

while, according to xliii. 1, he may "in some sense ba

called " Israel, it is clear from xliii. 8 that in anothe!

sense he is perfectly distinct from Israel. This isj v

paradox to which this, the first book as it may be called

of the Prophecy of Israel's Restoration, does not supply the

key. All that we learn from this jjortion is that JehovaB
has removed the two chief obstacles to Israel's accomplish-

ment of its destiny, the one by a free pardon, the other bv
raising up Cyrus as the instrument of the national regcnera^

tion.

The section which begins at chap. xlix. is written (at

first, at any rate) in the same delightfully flowing style as

its predl&cessor. We are still among the exiles at the close

of the captivity. But the new book has one peculiarity,

viz., that Babylon and Cyrus are not mentioned in it at
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ell. [True, there was not so much said about Babyloa aa

we should have expected evea in the first book ; the paucity

ef refereaces to the local characteristics of Babylonia is one

of the negative arguments urged in favour of the Isaianic

origin of the prophecy.] Israel himself, with all his incon-

sistent qualities, becomes the absorbing subjecb of the

prophet's meditations. The section opens with a soliloquy

of the *' Servant of Jehuvnh," in which the same parados

meets our view which we discovered in the earlier books;

the "Servant of Jehovah" is addressed as Israel, and yet

is shortly afterwards distinguished from that people. The

immediate prospects of Israel seem now to be overclouded
;

Ibut the prophet " bates not heart nor hope." He comforts

Zion with the thought of the unchanging love of God :

"Can a woman forget her sucking child," &c. (xlix. 1,

comp. li. 12, 13). Then his tone rises, Jerusalem can and

must be. redeemed; he even seems to see the great divine

act in process of accomplishment. Is it possible, one can-

not help asking, that the abrupt description of the strange

'fortunes of the *' Servant"—by this time entirely personal-

ized—was written to follow chap, lii, 1-12 '?

!
The whole difficulty arises from the prevalent assumption

that chaps, xl.-lxvi. form a whole in itself. Natural as

the feeling against disintegration may be, the difiiculties

in the way of admitting the unity of chaps, xl.-lxvi. are

insurmountable. Even if, by a bold assumption, we grant

the unity of authorship, it is plain upon the face of it that

the chapters in question cannot have been composed at the

sarpe time or under the same circumstances ; literary and
artistic unity is wholly wanting. But once admit (as it

is only reasonable to do) the extension of Jewish editorial

activity to the prophetic books, and all becomes clear.

Just as the historic records were filled out and adapted to

tiie religious wants of later ages, so too were the prophetic.

Orthodoxy loses nothing by the admission ; for why should

not the same Spirit of wisdom which, as the church believes,

inspired tlie prophets, have vouchsafed al! needful gifts to

the " sons of the prophets "—the prophetically-minded

Sophcrim 1 Even the lowest degree of inspiration, as

Rudolf Stier remarks, is one of faith's mysteries. But
we are not now concerned with orthodoxy, but only with

the religious records of the Israelites. The record before

us gives no information as to its origin. It is without c

heading, and by its abrupt transitions, and honestly pre-

served variations of style, invites us to such a theory as

we are now indicating.

There are poitinns of Isa, xl.-lwi. of Palestinian origin, anil

some of them composcil previously, others subsequently, to the

exile. These are purtly imbedded in, paitly appended to, a work
written at tiie close of tlio exile by a true tliouyh litcraiy prophet,
well acquainted with tlie more archaic and less purely hterary
prophet Isaiah, but not without numerous peculiarities ol'hi.s own.
These insertions and appendices arc seven in number. The first {a)

is lii. 13-liii., whicli, as Ewald {who pointed tho way which later

critics have to follow) rightly felt, proceeds from a lime of per-

secution. It should bo taken in connrxion with (i) Ivi. 9-lvii,,

which is in the same harsh but strong stj"^e, and h.is a large num-
ber of distinct historical data. *' Tlio stnJi)n;(ly Palestinian char-
acter of the scenery in Ivii. 5, 6, the picsumed reference to perse-

cution in Ivii. 1, and the correspondence of the sins imputed to the
people with pre-exilR circumstances," sccni to favour a reference to
the persecution of I\Ianassch. (So Ewald, Ulcck, and even Lu;;/atto,

who ascribes all tho rest of the book to Isaiah.) It must be
admitted that a religions pci-sccution set on foot by Manassch is not
directly affirmed' in the Old Testament; but it is a legitimate
inference from a combination of passages, and it werehypcrcriticism
to doubt it. Next comes (c) a abort prophecy complete in itself

(Ivi. 1-8), directed against the Jewish priuo of race. The circum-
Btances presupposed are manifestly neither those of the age of

Isaiah nor yet those of the latter part of the exile :— (1) the temple
is in existence, ver. 5 ; (2) a special duty is inculcated (Isa, xl. and
the following chapters are entirely taken up witli infusing a new
bi'irit into the Jews ; the correction of details is left to the future)

;

und-(3) this duty is one which was specially enforced in the age of
Jeremiah (xvii. 10-27) and in that of^ Nehemiah (Neh. xiii. 15-2-2).

If wo further consider tlie apprehensions of exclusion from ieligiou'

privileges expressed by the eunuchs, we can hardly doubt that the
period of Nenemirh (when proselytes bef:;an to pather to Jerusalem)
is tiiQt to wiiii h this prophecy belongs—a period specially charac-
terized by letjal rigour (see Keli. xiii.). Another isolated prophecy
{d) is chap. Iviii. Its practical, hortatory tone reminds us of Ivi.

1-8, and the stress laid upon fasting— tlie tiuc fasting of the heart-
points equally to the post-exile period. See Zcch. vii. 5 (comp.
vni. 19) ; Joel ii. 12, 13. {It is here assumed that the book of Joel
is a work of the Persian period. Nothing but the Iiabit of lookin^^

at each book of Scripture scpaiatcly, instead of in connexion with'
those of similar style and contents, liinders this theory from attain-
ing a moiegeueral prevalence.) Whether this propheey comes from
tlie same author, or simply fiom the same sthool, as hi. 1-8, it }&

neither possible nor of any iiDportancc to determine. From the
same school, too, if not from the same author, must havu proceeded
(c) chap. lix. It has no distinct connexion with chap. Iviii. , but
the tone is similar. The first part of the chapter presents affinities

with the book of Proverbs (a favourite subject of study during or

alter the exile, when, as it would seem, tlie introductory chaptci's,

with theirf^lowing portraiture of life in a metro]Kjlis, were prefixed).

if) The prophecy in chap. Ixiii- 1-6 is one of the most obscure in

the prophetic literature. Jt would indeed not bo hopeless to a.ssign

a probable date, but this would depend upon a consideiation uV
other prophecies (notably Joel and ^lalaehi), for which we have not
space here. Suffice it to point out the cschntological apocalyptic
tone which prevails in it. How unlike it is to tiju honied rhetoric

of him whom we are accustomed to call the Second Isaiah :
'* It is

certainly a strange phenomenon, this reference to a great battlefield

ill Edoni, when the grand object of II. Isaiah is to help the Jews to

realize their coming deliver.ance from Babylon. Jt creatosa serious

difficulty for those who maintain that II. isaiah was written atone
time and under one set of impressions. The complications of the
problems of Biblical criticism arc only beginning to be adequately

realized" {The Proj^hccirs of Isninh^ ii. 99). At present Ixiii. l-ti

is an isolated [lassage, but it bos affinities with lix. 156-20, and with
chap, xxxiv,, and it is probable that chaps, xxxiv., lix., and Ixiii.

]-6 were occasioned by the same contemporary ciicuinstances. The
gorgeoisncss of Uic tlitophany rcnunds us of E^ckicl i'lid of the

Ajiuralypse.

With icgard to the rest of chaps, xl.-lxvi., one pencml rcmarlc

seems necessary. It is only the inveterate h-nbit of reading Ixiii.

7-Ixvi. as a work relating to tlie close of the exile that prevents

us from seeing hnw innm.sislpnt its tone and di-tpils aie with this

]0"csnpposition. 1 ockingat it with eyes that strive to bo iinpcirtinl,

we cannot r('sif;t the impixssion that it has not only come down from

the restoration pctiod, but that it was written at diflVrent parts of

that period. L'jt us pui-sue the examination of the sections

separately.

(y) Chaps. Ixiii. 7-lxiv. This con.sists of "thanksgiving, peni-

teller, find supplication in the name of the pious portion ol tlie

JcwKh nation." The tune is exactly that of tlie Lamentations;
.the dcbolatioii of the temple and of the Jewish cities (Ixiii. 18, Ixiv,

V\ 11) is described witli all the emotion of an eye-witness.. The
style of the section is uiuisually abrujit.

{h) Chop. l.w. The subject-matter is "alternate tlireatcning

and promise- Slost commentators regard this chapter as the answer
of Jehovah to the [prayer of the] church [in chaps. Ixiii., Ixiv.]."

But there are grave objections to this view. "The divine si>eal:er

makes not even a distant allusion to the tlifficulty stated in the

foregoing prayer." Observe, too, that in chap. Ixiv. tho church
speaks as repre.sentingtlie nation, whereas in chap. Ixv. the national

union is described as broken by open iilolatry. The sine referred

to in vers. 3-5 and 11 are at lea.st in p^it characteristic' of Canaan
rather than Babylonia ; and so also is the refce^r-f 'o the vintage

in ver. 8. On the other hand, there arc passages in i^c's- 11-25
which have been thought to point to the period of the exilt. -r 7..

" that forget my holy mountain " (ver. J]), and tlie entire descrip-

tion of the new Jerusalem. We admit that one of the exiles might
have written such p;issagi'S, but it is more probabli! that they were
written hy one of the returned Jewjy. The actual condition of th •

new Jud.iean state was vciy far from corresponding to the glorious

predictions of chap. ]\. What more natural than that proj-hetic

voices should have continued to point to the future foi- the fulfil-

ment of those predictions ? [Hence we can account for the j>aralli?

between Ixvi. 12 and Ix. 4. Note in passing that the figure in Ix.

J6 has received a dillVrcnt application in Ixvi. 11 : the writer of

chap. Ixvi. is familiar with the works of his predecessors, and uses

them with freedom.] As to the phrase "that forget my holy nioun-

taiu," a similar one occurs in vfir. 5 of Ps. cxxxvii., which is gene-

1 See Tlte Prnphn-ics nf Isaiah (ISSO^Sl), vol. ii. The view main-
tained is that the idolalious practircs referred to, so far as they are

distinctively P.alcstinian, were renewed by some of the Jews on their

return to Palestine. We are apt to forget tlie local character of ancient

cults, also the mixed motive.-; of men. The Jews who i-eturned, and
&lin ni'fe llie euccee<lii)g generaliona, cannot have been unU^ruily as

pious fiu.i l.r-lii'virK .It Ezra.
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teV. admitted to bi'.onj :.s restoration period. A phraseological

argument for a po3i-i:c::5 dita may at any rate be deduced from tht

wolds "the God of Amen" (Ixv. 16), wliich point to an age in

which liturgical forms containing the word Amcji were abundant.

{») Chap. Ixvi. This chapter has peculiar difficulties, and we
rauat take it iu two parts, vei-s. 1-4 (or 1-ro and 5-24 (or 6-24).

(1) Vei-ses 1-4 are highly perplexing. Everywhere else in II.

Isaiah the existence of a temple is assumed to be a necessity for the

highest religious life (see xliv. 28, Ivi. 7, Ix. 7, Ixri. 20, 21). In

these four verses alone the prophet appears to assume a position of

hostility both toit and to the sacrificial system. The temple appears

to be unbuilt, and the w'riter to be opposed on principle to its re-

erection. It is pot at all impossible that a religious Jew should

have taken up tiiis position. In the central portion of the book of

Enoch the second tcinplo is boldly denounced, and the ollerings of

those who worshipjied in it are called " unclean," on the ground
thnt the rebuilding ought to have been postponed till the kingdom
of Israel had been set up in the ends of the earth (Ixxxix. 73, xci.

13). If, therefore, we follow appearances, we are bound to regard

vers. 1-4 as a separate fragment, interpolated by the latest editor.

The fatal objection to such an hypothesis comes from ver. 5, which
unites t\vo phrases peculiar—the one to the section vers. 1-4, the

other to the section vers. 6-24. It is evidently a designed link

between the two parts of the prophecy in ch.ip. Ixvi., and as e\*i-

deutly is not the work of a nicie manipulating scribe, but of the

author. We must therefore interpret vers. 1-4 on the analogy of

the famous passage Jer. vii. 22, which seems to discountenance

sacrifieei altogether, but in reality only condemns them when gone
through as mere forms (see Jer. xxxiii. 18). (2) Verses 5-24 con-

sist, like chap. Ixv., of alternate threatening and promise. The
threatening is mainly addressed to the hostile Gentiles, but partly

also to the idolatrous Jews ; and the idolatrous practices denounced
(ver. 17) are the same as those in Ixv. 4, 5 (initiation into heathen
mysteries and eating "unclean" food). The temple has Ijcen

rebuilt, and the sacrihcial system in some form has been restored,

—

such at least ajipeaisthe most natural interpretation of the allusions

in vers. 6, 20, 21.

On the wliole, we scein to be led to the following conrj-asions with
regard to {g), (A), and (t) :— fii-st, that the passage Ixiii. 7-lxiv. is

entirely distinct from the projdiecies in the midst of which it occurs,

and that it Was probably written early in the e.\ile by one of the

Jews left behind in Palestine ; and, secondly, Diat the whole of

chaps. Ixv. and Ixvi. ])roc^ed lioiii one author, though they were
certainly not wiitten continuously. A comparison of ver. 6 with
Joel iii. 12-16, and also of the contexts of both passages, suggests

that chap. Ixvi. (and consequently Ixv.) was written by a contem-
porary of Joel {i.e., well on in the Persian jicriod).

As the result of our digression, we are enabled to do better justice

to what may be called ttie second book of the prophecy of Israel's

restoration. Chaji. Iii. 13-liii. is based upon an early work, dcscrij)-

tivc, however, as it would seem, not of the niaityrdom of an Isaiah

or a Jeremiah, but, even in its original fonn, of an ideal (or, as

orthodoxy hohls, ideal and histoncal) ]»ci'sonagc, the first sketch as
it were (Job, in the poem which beai-s his name, is another) of the
Servant of Jehovah. liut it is proper to speak here with great hesi-

tation. No analysis can be skilful enough to bring out a descrip-

tion of a ineie niaityr ; it is simply on linguistic grounds that we
assume the exi^tcivje of this reniarkahle section in some form or
other, but a foiin not very unlike the jircseiit, at a date previous to

that of the other portraits of the "' Servant." liy omitting it, how-
ever, we ob'ain a much improved connexion ; chap. liv. forms the
hnest of all possible senuels to Iii. 9-12. The transition to the next
chapter is, it must be confessed, a little abrupt, and indeed the
remainder of the book has the a|ii)Carance of not having been com-
pletely worked up; it was the more natural, therefore, for the
Sopheiiin to insert or append to it prophecies mostly of later origin.
Hut no one can fail to observe how greatly chap. Ix. gains by being
read in connexion with Iv. 12, and especially with liv. 1, &c.

In chap. Ixi. the '•Servant of Jehovah" appears for the last time
(if it be not rather the prophet who is the speaker) ; and chap. l\ii.

elnscs the second book of the prophecy of restoration with the wel-
eonie suinmuns to depait from B.ibylon.

IV. We have said nothing hitherto, except by way of

allusion, of the disputed prophecies scattered up and down
the first thirty-nine chapters of the book of Isaiah. It is

indeed not absoltitely necessary to devote a special survey
to thorn here ; the data wliich they furnish are found (with
important additions) in the second part of the book. There
is only one of these prophecies (putting aside xxi. 1-10)
which may, with any real plausibility, be referred on
exegetical grounds to the age of Isaiah, and that is chaps.
s::iv.-xxvii. The apparent grounds are (1) that accord-
ing to XXV. 6 tlie author dwells on Mount Zion

; (2) that
Moab is referred to as aa enemy (xxy. 10) ; and (3) that,

at the close of the prophecy, Assyria and Egypt are men-
tioned as the principal foes of Israel (xivii. 12, 13). But
the explanation was long ago seen by Ewald, viz., that tlia

author, being less richly endowed with the prophetic spirit,

has interwoven precious fragments of old prophecies. The
tone and spirit of the prophecy as a whole point to the

same late apocalyptic period to which chap, xxxiv. and the

book of Joel in a faint degree, and much more strikingly

the last chapter (at any rate) of th§ book of Zechariah,

may unhesitatingly be referred.

A word or two may perhaps be expected on Isa. xiii., xiv.,

and xxxiv., xxxv. (a suggestion has already been offered

with regard to the latter prophecy). These two oracles

agree in the elaborateness of their description of the fearful

fate of the enemies of Jehovah (Babylon and Edom are

merely representatives of a class), and also in their view of

the deliverance and restoration of Israel as an epoch for the

whole human race. There is also an unrelieved sternness,

which pains us by its contrast with Isa. xl.-lxvi. (except

passages of this portion which are probably not homo
geneous with the bulk of the prophecy). They have also

close affinities with Jer. 1., li., a prophecy (as Budde has

proved on philological grounds) of post-exile origin, but

are apparently earlier than that longest and least striking

of all the prophecies.

The literary characteristics of the acknowledged pro-

phecies of Isaiah have been thus summed up by Ewald :

—

" The thing of chief importance is, that we are wholly unable to

name a Special peculiarity and favourite manner of style in the case

of Isaiah. He is not the specially lyric, or the specially elegiac, or

the specially rhetorical and monitory prophet, as, e.f;. , Joel, Uosea,
Jlicah, in whose wiitings a special manner is predominant ; but
every kind of style and every vaiiation of exposition is at his com-
mand to meet the reipiirements of his subject ; and this it is which
in respect of style constitutes his greatness, as well as generally one
of his most prominent excellences. His fundamental jipculiarity is

only the exalted majestic repose of style, proceeding from the full

and sure command of his subject. This repose by no means requires

that the language should never be more violently agitated, and not
blaze up where the subject demands it ; but even the most extreme
agitation is bridled by this repose in the background, and does not
pass beyond its projier limits, and soon returns with higher self-

mastciy to' its regular flow, not again to leave it, ii. 9-iii. 1, xxviii.

11-23, xxi.x. 9-14."— r/ie Fyophds, Eng. transl., ii. 10, 11.

This representation has sometimes bSen misused in the

interests of a party to show that Isaiah's versatility was
absolutely unlimited, and that no conceivable prophecy, in

which affinities with Isaiah can be traced, may not have

proceeded from Itis pen. But Isaiah, though more versa-

tile than his predecessors (soe/a gli allri come aqnila vola),

was not unmindful of that " limitation" which, Goethe
assures us, is the first sign of mastership. He was not a

Proteus, and the characteristics mentioned above by Ewald
cannot be transferred without large modifications to tlie

prophecy of Israel's restoration.

We sink to a lower level when we pass to the disputed

prophecies interspersed in chaps, i.-xxxix.', which can-

not lay claim to a high perfection of style, with, however,

one exception, and that such a striking one that it is

diffici'lt to believe that the passage always occupied its

present position. The ode on the fall of the king of

Ba^jylon in chap. xiv. 4-21 is as brilliant with the glow of

lyric enthusiasm as the stern prophecy which precedes it

is, from the same point of view, deficient ; it is too faint a

eulogy which Ewald gives to it in the words, "a poetical

and highly finished lyric." It is in fact worthy to be put

by the side of the finest passages of chaps. xl.-lxvi.,—cf

those passages which irresistibly rise in the memory when
we think of " Isaiah."—But what shall we say—what

language is adequate to the divine beauty of such passages

as Handel linked to music almost as divine :
" Comfort

ye, comfort ye my people, saith your God" ;
" He shall feed

His tiock like a shepherd "
;
" He was oppressed, and He
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was afflicted, yet He opened not His mouth " 1 Silver tones

f ' which the ear is never weary ; honied rhetoric, which

! .rills, like a subtle odour, even those who have lost the

lay to its meaning. It should be remembered, however,

I'aat these delightful passages are mostly confined to that

: art of chaps, xl.-xlvi. which has, on the whole, a

iterary and aesthetic unity. Among the passages which

.ve have indicated as of doubtful age and origin there are

.mt two which are generally remembered. One of these

:ias apparently been adopted and restricted by the great

;-rophet of chap, xl.-xlviii., and is therefore not abso-

.utely an exception. The other has commended itself not

so much to the affections as to the imagination of later

readers (we refer to the wonderfully picturesque vision in

Ixiii. 1-6).

V. From a religious point of view there is a wide differ-

ence, not onl}' between the nckuowledgcd and (taking them
altogether) the disputed prophecies of the book of Isaiah,

but also between those of the latter which occur in chaps.

i.-xxxix., on the one hand, and the greater and more

striking part of chaps, xl.-lxvi., on the other. We may
say, upon the whole, with Dr Duhm, that Isaiah represents

a synthesis of Amos and Hosea, though not without

important additions of his own. Isaiah's " place in the

affections of all succeeding generations is due to the fact

that he was, perhaps, the first to preach in distinct terms

ihe doctrines of a personal Messiah and of the spiritual

I rotherhood of all nations. He foresaw that, in the awful
' day of Jehovah ' which former prophets had announced,

frw even of the chosen people should pass the ordeal, and
so deep was his conviction ot this that he expressed it in

the name of one of his sons. Shear Yaahub, 'a remnant
shall return.' But lie was too 'bold,' as St Paul says, to

terminate his speculations at so early a point. By eom-
bifiing the doctrine of the few that should be saved with
that of the necessary triumph of Jehovah's kingdom, he
>vas prepared to receive a new and grand revelation. He
^aw in prophetic vision an exalted personage ascending the
ihrone of David, who should attract tlie whole world into

voluntary submission to his rule And thus to the

twofold elementary doctrine of tlie sole divinity of Jehovah
•nd the awful strictness of the impending judgment a

:ellow-truth was added, viz., that of the personal Jlessiah,

which developed finally into the crowning doctrine of the

spiritual equality of all nations " (Cheyne, T/ie Book of
Isaiah Chronologically Arranged, Introduction, p. xi.).

This very conception, which i.i, as it were, the blossom
of the revelations of the acknowledged portions of Isaiah,

is conspicuously wanting in the disputed prophecies; or

rather, this particular form of the conception has disap-

peared. Not the ideal king of Israel, but a figure vari-

ously described, and susceptible (as experience proves) of

different explanations, is the centre of the longest and
grandest of this cognate group. Who is the "Servant of

Jehovah " ! Certainly not, in the proper sense of the
word, the Messiah ; certainly not, in all the extant descrip-

tions, an individual. Both these explanations must from
the very first be excluded as absolutely opposed to a philo-

logical exegesis. The following are, in brief, the leading
opinions which have been held :—(1) Hitzig's, that the
Jewish people in exile is referred to, as distinguished from
the heathen

; (2) that of Paulus and Maurer, that the Ser-

vant is tlie pious portion of the people
; (3) that of

Gesenius, that the prophetic order is intended
; (t) that

of Hofmann, combining (2) and (3), that it means
lisrael, the prophetic people, suffering on behalf of the
heathen world

; (4) th.at of Oehler and Delitzsch, that
" the conception of the Servant of Jehovah is, as it were,

ft pyramid, of which the base is the people of Israel as

a whole, the central part Israel 'according to. the

Spirit,' and the eummit the person of the mediator of

salvation who arises out of Israel." [IJclitszch,

however, who now traces this historical person, the

Christ of the gospels, in the strongly individualizing

portrait in chap, liii., formerly considered the subject of

that chapter to be the spiritual Israel ; see his article in

Zeitschrifl fur hilherische Thro!oyie, 1850, pp. 29-42.

)

-This last theory has been advocated on partly new grounds
by the writer of this article in his work called 'J'he Pro-

phecies of Isaiah, ii. 194-200, whore it is further admitted
that though the Servant of Jehovah, even in the most
individualizing passages, is not properly speaking the

Messiah, yet there are features in the description borrowed
from the earlier portraits of the Messianic king, features

which, regarded strictly, may be inconsistent, but which
serve to keep uj) the historical continuity of the announce-
ment of salvation. " It was natural and necessary that

the die from which the coins with a royal stamp had
proceeded should be broken, the royalistic form of the

Messianic conception having become antiquated with the

hopeless domifall of the kingdom of Judah ; but equally

BO that fragments of the die should be gathered up and
fused with other elements into a new whole."

Among the other characteristic religious pecidiarities of

the disputed as opposed to the acknowledged prophecies

are—(1) the emphasis laid on the uniqueness, eternity,

crcatorship, and predictive power of Jehovah (xl. 18, 2.'i,

xlL 4, xliv. 6, xlviii. 12, xlv. 5, 6. 18, 22, xlvi. 9, xlii. f),

xlv. 18, xli. 26, xliii. 9, xliv, 7, xlv. 21, xlviii. 14); (2)

the ironical descriptions of idolatry (Isaiah in the acknow-
ledged prophecies only refers incidentally to idolatry), xl.

19, 20, xli. 7, xliv. 9-17, xlvi. 6
; (3) the personality of

the Spirit of Jehovah (mentioned no less than seven times,

see especially xl. 3, xlviii. 16, Ixiii. 10, 14) ; (4) the influ-

ence of the angelic powers (xxiv. 21) ;
(Ji) the resurrection

of the body (xxvi. 19) ;
(6)' the everlasting punishment of

the wicked (Ixvi. 24); (6) vicarious atonement (chap. liii.).

It is unnecessary to do more than chronicle the .singuhir

attempts of the Jewish scholar, Dr Kohut, in the

y^. D. M. O. for 1876 to prove a Zoroastrian inHuence on
chaps. xl.-lxvL Were this proved, of cour.=e the date of

these chapters would be determined. But the baselessness

of this hypothesis has been shown by M. de Harlez in

the Revne dcs qiiesticms historiques, and by Dr Matthes in

the Thcologisrh Tijdschrift.

There is, however, an equally striking difference among
the disputed prophecies themselves, and^ one of no small

moment as a subsidiary indication of their origin. ^. We
have already spoken of the difference of tunc between
parts of the latter half of the book ; and, when we compare
the disputed prophecies of the former half with the

Prophecy of Israel's Restoration, how inferior (with all

reverence bo it said) do they appear ! Truly " in many
jiarts and many manners did God speak " in this composite

book of Isaiah ! To the Prophecy of Eestoration we may
fitly apply the words, too gracious and too subtly chosen

to be translated, of M. Renan, " ee second Isaie, dont ITime

lumineuse semble comme impr^gn^e, six cent ans d'avance,

de toutes les rosees, de tous les parfums do I'avenir

"

(L'Antichrist, p. 464) ; though, indeed, the common
verdict of sympathetic readers sums up the sentence in a

single phrase—" the Evangelical Prophet." The freedom
and the inexhaustibleness of the undeserved grace of God
is a subject to which thiS gifted son constantly returns

with "a monotony which is never monotonous. "'^ The
defect of the disputed prophecies in the former part of the

book (a defect, as long as we regard them in isolationj^nd

* The Rfv. (t. G.Bradley, Master of XTniverbity Col]ep:c, Oxford, in

an .ncademical scnnon on the Book of Isaiah, preaclied February 18,
1875.
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"Hot as supiilementetl by those wliicli come after) is that

they emphasize too much to a Christian feeling the stern,

destructive side of the series of divine interpositions in the

latter ' days. But we will not attempt to exhaust a

subject oa which any thoughtful reader is competent to

epeak.

VI. How is it, then, that so many Eihlical students

(especially in Great Britain and America) still adhere to the

view, so profoundly op>posed to philological exegesis, that

one man wrote the whole of the book of Isaiah ? Partly

no doubt from a fear lest, in giving up the view of Isai.ili

held in the time of Christ, the orthodox theology should

be insensibly undermined The fear was at one time

justified, i.e., in the early stages of the critical controversy
;

but the fact that orthodox theologians and men of deep

Christian faith do hold the composite origin of Isaiah is

a practical proof that the fear is no longer opportune.

Another reason is a certain instinctive aversion to the

questioning of time-honoured traditions, and an aesthetic

abhorrence of disintegration— a bad reason, for (1) ancient

traditiotis are seldom entirely wrong, and it is the element

of truth which gives them vitality, and (2) disintegration

is only a preliminary to reconstruction. A third reason,

oftin operating in combination with the second, is worthy

of all respect. It is that in reading the dbputed
prophecies, especially those which form the latter part of

the book, conservative critics (if we may be allowed the

phrase) are conscious of a number of peculiarities both of

phraseology and (in chaps xL-lxvL) of historical allusion

which raise associations of the age of Isaiah. TVe have

already referred to the latter class of peculiarities. They
are indeed of more importance than the former, which can

obviously be explained by the profound influence which so

great a prophet as Isaiah must have exercised, and demon-
strably did exercise, on his successors. The view which

has been indicated above as the most just to exegetical

facta, and to what we know from other sources of the

editorial activity of the Sopherim, is that the latter part of

the book of Isaiah is of an origin as composite as the

former. It is, however, of course cur duty to mention

the prevalent explanation of the conservative school of

critics, viz., that the allusions to the scenery of Palestine

and to the religious condition of the Jews of a time prior

to the exile are Isaiah's involuntary betrayals of his

authorship. It is admitted that there are numerous
passages which presuppose the fall of Jerusalem and the

residence of the exiles in Babylonia. But it is urged

that the other class of passages are so many providentially

permitted indications of the true date of the author, who
was in reality the subject of an extraordinary ecstatic

impulse, which almost, but not altogether, efiaced his

consciousness of the present. To quote from the same
able and interesting sermon referred to above, " The Isaiah

of the vexed and stormy times of Ahaz and Hezekiah is

supposed in his latter days to have been transported by
God's Spirit into a time and a region other thaU' his own.

The voices in his ears arc those of flien unborn,
and he lives a second life among events and persons, sins

and suffering, and fears and hopes, photographed some-
times with the minutest accuracy on the sensitive and
sympathetic medium of his own spirit" The objection is,

first, that this theory is extremely artificial ; secondly,

that the only allusions greatly worth considering occur in

masses in those portions only of the second part of Isaiah

which, lot a combinat|ion of reasons, should most probably
be separated from the remainder ; and thirdly, that this

theory does not do justice to those passages which contain
indicatioBS at once of a Palestinian locahfy and of a post-

exile date.

But if sufficient recount ha.-! cot yet beeB taken by many

anti-traditionalist critics of the data which conflict withtne
Babylonian origin of Isa. xl.-livi. as a whole, it must
in fairness be admitted that conservative critics have not

adequately appreciated those which make distinctly for

a Babylonian origin. Take Isa. xl.-xlviii. by itself (it

must be allowed to form a whole), abstracting from all

considerations of modern controversy, and no one would
dream of assigning it to any other lime than the close of

the exile, any more than he would of ascribing " By the

waters of Babylon we sat down and wept" (Fs. cxxxvit)
to the authorship of David. There might have been" a

ca.-ie for the Isaianic origin of " Go ye out from Babylon"
(xlviii. 20), if the passage had only run, " Behold, in days

to come my people shall go forth from Babylon." There

might haVe been a case for suih an origin of " Thus saith

Jehovah to Cyrus" (xlv. 1), if the passage had but run

thus, " Behold the days come that I will raise up a king,

Cyrus by name." But no ot*"- fresh from the perusal of

the other great prophetic wriungs would imagine such a

thing as that Isaiah had died to his actual present, and

lived again among men still unborn,

A few points of detail h.';vti still to be considered.

(rt) To the ai'suraent from phraseology, on which Kuobel in

particular has laid great stress in the anti-traditional interest, it is

imi)ossiblo to do justice here. A bare list of names would not be
luminous, and the lists given by recent English conservative critics

warn us of the difficulty of constructing such catalogues fairly,

^one of these critics appear quite to uunffstand the object of the
appeal to phraseology, or to be aware that the mere peculiarity of

a word is not impoi-tant, unless it points to a different linguistic

stage from that of the historical Isaiah, or unless its sense is one
tliat implies a great development of thought. U appears to us
indeed that the argument from phra-soology is not one of much
critical moment ; but on this pai-t of the subject we must refea* to

moi-e special treatises.

ih) Kor can we satisfy ourselves that the existence of pai'allels

between passages of the di.'jputcd ]irophccies and passages dt

pre-exile prophets—a chief bulwarli of the conservative theory aa

liresentcd by Delitzsch— is a fact of much greater value.^ In some
respects indeed these parallels are jnost interesting and instructive.

They help us to form a fuller idea of the literary and prophetic

physiognomy of the prophecies. Th&y show us too " how instinct-

ively the prophets formed as it were a canon of prophetic Scrip-

tures for themselves, and also how free they were from the morbid
craving for originality." But on which side the originality lies it

is not always oasy for a candid mind to determine ; one must be on
one's guard against a prejudice in favour of the more brilliant

genius, and against thinking that the more strikingly expressed

passage is necessarily the more original. For has not a brilliant

genius been known to copy word for word from an extremely ordi-

nary writer ? Having said thus much by way of caution, let us add
some of the more strllcing parallels to pn.ssages of Isa. xl.-lxvi, in

prophets earlier than the close of the captivity.

Isa. xxxiv. 6, 7 ; comp. Jer. xlvi 10.

Isa. xl. 13, 14,

Isa. xl. 18, 20,
j

and parallels, \

Jer. xxiii: IS.

Jer. X. 3-11.

Tea. xli. 14, »

Isa. xliiL 5, >

Isa. xliv. 2, *

Isa. a 15,

Isa. Iv. 3,

Isa. Ivi. 9,

Isa. Ivii. 9,

Isa. Iviii. 7,

Isa. li. 19,

Isa. li. 20,

Isa. hi. 1, 7,

Isa. xlviL 8, 10
Isa. Ixvi. 20,

Jer. XIX. 10, xlvi. 27.

Jer. xxxi. 35.

Jer- xxxii 40.

Jer. xii. 9.

Ezek. xxiii. 40, 41.

Ezek. xviii. 7, 16.

Nah. iii. 7.

Nah. iii. 10.

Nah. L 16 (Heb. ii. 1).

Zeph. ii. 15.

Zeph. iii. 10.

. (c) With regard to the historical appendix to the first part of th?

book of Isaiah (chaps, xxxvi. -xxxLx.), we must be, as usual, on our
guard against admitting too simple a solution. Knowing, aa we do,

from 2 Chr. xxxii. 32 (corap. ix. 29) that the prophet wrote one,

if not more than one, histoiical monograph, it would be natural to

assume that this appendix is an extract from that monograpn.
When we examine it more closely, however, we see that this cannot

be the case. " This is shown (1) by the variations with which the

' For similar arguments of minor importance, ace Qieyne, T.~.a

PTopheciea o/ Isaiah, vol. ii. pp. iv. ,202.
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narratire is rejit-atcJ in 2 Kings xviii. 13-xx. 19, and which are,

geneviiUy spoaking, wry peculiar, 'nml tlierefore probably more
autlientic, Sec cspeiMiilly Isa. xxxviii., uoticingtbe nbbreviation of

vera. 4 and 5, tlio additioi,! of tbe Psalm ot Hezekiah, a;id the wrong
position given to ver. 21. (2) By the circumstance that the style

of Isa. xxxvi. anTlxxxvii (2 Kings xviii. -xix. 37) contains nothing
to distinguish it from tlintof many other portions of the two books of

Kings, which are evidently extracted from the*royal chronicles, and
that the style of Isa. xxwiii. (excludingthe Psalm) and xxxix. closely

resembles that of the final editor of tlie liistorical books (Genesis-2
Kings)" {The £ook of IsniahChroi-iologicaJbj Arranged, p. 102). To
this it may now be added tliat the first verse of the narrative contains '

a glaring mistake (which also piofoiindly affects the sequel), which
can only be accounted for on the supposition that a long period had
elapsed since the events refericd to. We refer to the substitution

of *'tho fourteenth year (of King Hezekiah)" for "the twenty-
seventh," and the confusion of the invasion of Sargon with fhe later

une of Sennacherib (see The Prophecies of Isaiah, vol. i. p. 192,

&c.). In short, the case of tliis appendix appeai-s to be similar to

that of the passage vii. 1-ix. 7, wliicli can he shown to have
assumed its present form not till long after tho utterance of the
prophecies imbedded in it. That the grt-at prophecy enshrined in
our histoncal appendix is in the highest degree Isaianic we have
already pointed out ; it were to be wished that there wt-re equal
grounds lor assuming that the so-called Psalm of Hezekiah were
really the work of that jiious and literary king. The probability

ip that we have in this Psalm the work of one of those inspired but
k-as original Sopherim of whom we have spoken above.

{d) Isaiah, it ia admitted, was a prophet and an historian ; was
he also a psalmist ? His twelfth chapter (if really by him) is in fact

apsalni; but Hitzig goes further, and conjectures that Psalmsxlvi.-
xlviii. were composed by our prophet on the successive overthrows
of the Syrians, Philistines, and A.ssyrians {Die Psalmcn, i. 255-6).
All, however, that can safely be inftfircd from the parallelisms
which Hit;?ig produces is that the prophecies of Isniah exercised a
strong influence on contem])orary or Liter writers, especially those
-which dealt with the great turning points in the history of the
uations. A still larger harvest of affinities may bo rcnped in the
5ater psalms, as Canon Elliott has well shown {Speaker s Commen-
tary, iv. 506-512), and it will be noticed that only one of them,
and that not one of the closest, relates to the acknowledged pro-
pheciiTS 6f Isaiah. Similarity of style is not an infallible proof of

unity of authorship.

{c) One of the most important contributions to the right estimate
of II. Isaiah (as also of tlie book of Danie!) has been the discovery
of two cuneiform texts relative to the fall_ of Babylon and the
religions policy of Cyrus. The results are not favourable to a
mechanical view of prophecy as involving absolute accuracy of state-

ment on points not essentially connected with moral and religious

tnith. Cyrus appears in the unassailably authentic cylinder in-

scription '* ns a complete religious imliffcrentist, willing to go
through any amount ofceremonies to soothe the prejudices of a sus-

ceptible pojiulation." Ho preserves a strange and significant silence

with regard to Ormazd, the supreme God of Zoroastrianism, and in

fact, as Professor Sayce and M. Halevy have shown, cannot have
been a Zoroastrian believer at all. "Cyrus, on whom the prophet
of Jehovah lavislies such honourable titles,—Cyrus, who, the pro-

phet even appears to hope, may be won over to the true faith, is

a polytheist and an idolater." On the historical and religious

bearings of these tweiu'^criptions the reader must bo referred to the
'essay on *' II. Isniah and the Inscriptions" in the woik already
several times quoted from. It must be carefully remembered that
•*the inscription, when rightly understood, is not in conflict with
the prophecy, but only willi a gloss upon the prophecy," and that
our estimate of prophecy must bo brought into harmony with facts,

not facts with our preconceived tlicory of prophecy.
( la cout'lusion, it seems not inopportune to remind the student
that the investigation of the critical problems of the Old Testament
2s not mere guess work, but proceeds on the sure basis of comparison
and analogy. We have got beyond the stage at which the books
of the Old Testament were regarded as so many isolated phenomena,
and reached the conception of a literature, with closely related
parts, slowly and very gradually brought into its prcs^^nt shape.
The coordination in an historical outline of the results already
attained would be the most effectual justification of the critical

analysis of the Old Testament. It is worse than idle, however, to
meddle with analytical work without a preliminaiy discioline in
the disinterested exegetical study of the texts.

Commentaries, kc.— 1. On the entire book :—Calvin, Comm. in
Jes.^ Sd. ed., Geneva, 1570 ; Vitringa, Comvi. in libr. proph. Jesnjx,
•2 y6l8., Lecuwardcn, 1714-26, and 1724 ;,Lowth, Isaiah: a new
trimslettion, tcHh a prelimiiian/ di.^'icr/'if.ion and notes, London,
1773; Gcsenius, Der Pr, Jcs. iihcrscfzt, fte., Leipsic, 1321 ; Hitzig,
Dcr Proph. Jcs., Heidelberg, 18:i:i

; Ewald, Die proph. dcs A. B.,

2d. ed., 3 v61s.. Gottingen, 18()7-6S (in course of translation);
Ivuebel, Dcr Pr. Jcs., 4th ed. (by Dicstel), Leipsio, 1S72 ; Drechsler,

Oer Pi'. Jcs., 3 vols., Stuttgart and ?K?rlin, 1845-57; Delitzsch,
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vicntanj, ed. Eadie, 2 vols., Edinburgh, 1865; Knv, in Speaker's
Commentary, vol. v., London, 1875 ; Chcyne, The Book of Isaiah
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alien Testamcntcs, Leipsic, 1870. 4 On the critical question of the
second part:—Dolitzsch,"Schlussbcmerkungcn,"in Drechsler'sConi-
wcn/rtr, Tlieil iii. ; Putgcrs, 'Z)c cchlhcid van dc tiveede gedcclte van
Jcnaja, I.cipsic, 1866 ; Klostermann, Zcilschr. filr luthcrischc Tfieo-
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— UengstenheTg,Chrislologic dcs alien Testaments, vol. ii. (trans-

lated in Clark) ; Strachey, Jacish History and Politics in Uie

Times of Sargon and Sennacherib, 2d. ed., London, 1374, 8vo
;

Neubauor and Driver, Tlie Fifty-ihird Chapter of Isaiah according
to t/ic Jewish Interpreters, 2 vols., Oxfordi 1877 ; Urwick, The
Servajit of Jehovah, a Commentary, Edinburgh, 1877 ; Cas|iari,

Beilrdge znr Einlcitung in das Buck Jcs., Berlin, 1848; Payne
Smith, The Anthcnticily and Messianic Interpretation of the

Projiherics of Isaiah, Oxford and London, 1862; M'Gill, "Ciifieal
Itemarks on Isaiah, xviii. 1, 2," in Journal of Sacred Literature,

13G2, pp. 310-324 ; Cheync, Kotcs and Criticisms on the Hebrew
Tcvt of Isaiah, London, 1868 ; Logaide, Seniilica, i., Gottingen,
1878 ([)p. 1-32 contain critical notes on Isaiah i.-xvii.). (T. K. C.

)

ISALTpvIA, in ancient geograpliy, was a district in the

interior of Asia Minor, bounded by Mount Taurus and
Cilicia on the S., by Lycaonia on the E., by Phrygia on thci

N., and by Pisidia on the W. Like the neighbouring

Lycaonia, it consisted in great part of a cold and barren

upland plain, while the southern portions were rugged and
inountainuus. No mention is foutid of the Isaurians dur-

ing the early periods of the history of Asia ; but they were

doubtless, like their neighbours the Pisidians, in all ages a

lawless race of freebooters, owing merely a nominal allegi-

ance to either the Persian or the Macedonian monarchy.

Tbe only occasion on which they come prominently forward

in history was during the war of the Cilician and other

pirates against Rome, in which they took so active a part

that the proconsul P. Sen-ilius deemed it necessary to

follow them into their mountain fastnesses, and compelled

tbe whole people to Bubmission, an exploit for which he

received the title of Isauricus (75 B.C.). They were after-

wards placed for a time under the rule of Amyntas, king

of Galatia ; but it is evident that they always continued

to retain their predatory habits and their virtual independ-

ence ; and under the Roman empire they gave so much
trouble that it was ultimately agreed to leave them in the

undisturbed possession of their inaccessible mountain
homes. In the 4th century they are still described by
Ammianus Marcellinus as the scourge of the neighbouring

provinces of Asia Minor; but they are said to have been
efi'ectually subdued in the reign of Justinian.

From tlie nature of the countiy Isauvia contained but
very few towns, the most important of which -bore the

name of Isaura, as the capital of the district. It was

rebuilt by Amyntas, and extensive remains of it ore still

visible at a place called Zengi Bor. Carallia, which seems

to have been included in the province, and waa noted as

giving name to the Lalce Caralitis, was situated farther

north. This lake, now known as the Kereli Gol, is a con-

siderable sheet of water; it communicates by the river called

Bei Sechr with a lesser lake called by Strabo Trogitis, now
known as Soghla Gol ; both are perfectly fresh. The
boundary of Isauria and Lycaonia seems to have "been

always unsettled. Strabo indeed speaks of Isauria as a

part of Lycaonia, but it is certain that they were separate

districts for administrative purposes, though th^ir limits

cannot be accurately defined. Of the ethnographical

character or origin of the Isaurians we know nothing.

The comparatively obscure tribe of the Isaurians bad
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tlie honour ou two occasions of giving birth to a Byzantine

emperor. The first of these, Zeno, in the 5th century

(474-195 A.D.), was not calculated to reflet^ any lustre on

liis native country ; but at a later period Leo III., who
asCendeJ the throne of Constantinople in 7 IS, auJ reigned

till 741, was a monarch of vigour and capacity, and

became the founder of a dynasty which ruled over the

empire for three generations.

ISCHIA, the ancient Pilhecnsa, yEnaria, or Iiiarime,

and the mediaeval Iscla, a volcanic island of Italy, is situ-

ated at the north entrance to the Bay of Naples, about 15

miles south-west of the Cape of Miseno. The circumference,

omitting the irregular indentations of the coast-line, is

about 19 miles, and tlie superficial area about 26 square

miles. Monte Epomeo or San Nicola, the ancient Epomeua
or Epopeus, which rises to the height of 20OO feet above

sea-level, is the highest point. The principal summit is

surrounded by twelve inferior volcanic cones, from one of

which the last eruption in the i.sland took place in 1.302.

Tlie valleys between the mountains and tlie plain which
occupies a' part of the interior are remarkable for their

luxuriant vegetation and beautiful scenery. The vegetable

products of Ischia are very rich and various. Most of the

cultivated land is occupied by vines, from which a somewhat
acrid white wine is manufactured. Corn, oil, and southern

fruits are produced in luxuriant profusion. Oak and chest-

nut groves, thickets of myrtle and leutiscus, cotton tree.^,

mulberries, and arbutus stretch up the mountain sides and
along the' pastures. Iron and sulphur are found on the

island, and bricks, tiles, and pottery are manufactured at

Casamicciola. The great sources of wealth to the island

are the numerous thermal mineral springs, which are among
the strongest and most efficacious in Europe. Casamicciola

is the headquarters of the water, hot-air, and sand baths,

bat Lacco is !ilso popular in the season. Though the

nominal bathing season lasts from Juno to September, the

exquisite climate and lovely situation of Ischia allure visi-

tors all the year round. The island has sufTered heavily

from earthquakes. A very severe shock in March 18S1
occasioned great loss of life and property. The inhabitants,

about 25,000 in number, are distinguished by a peculiar

dialect and figure, and are chiefly engaged in tillage and
fishing. The chief town is Ischia (6500) on the east coast,

the seat of a bishop, with an old castle of the 15th century.

Other towns are Forio (6100) on the west coast, Casa-
micciola and Lacco on the north, Panza, and Moropano.

Ischia was first colonized by Greeks from Chalcis in Eulxea, but
although the colony rose to prosperity it was driven from tlie island
by volcanic outbreaks. Similar co^^1^lsions dispersed a second
colony established by Hiero of Syracuse. From the Keajxilitans,
who were the ne.vt settlere, the island passed iuto the hands of Rome,
but Suetonius informs us that Augustus again restored it to Naples,
in exchange for the inferior Caprc-e. The name of Ischia does not
often oceur in Roman history, but it seems to have been early m
repute as a resort for invalids. After the fall of Rome, it suflfered

much and repeatedly at the hands of the successive invadiirs and
rulers of Italy. In 1299 it was captured by Charles 11. of Naples,
since which time it has had a full share of the i-ici«5itu(ies th?.t are
so characteristic of the history of I talian towns and pro^-inccs.

ISCHL, a favourite watering-place in the district of

Gmunden, Upper Austria, is beautifully situated on
the peninsula formed by the junction of the rivers Ischl

and Traun, and is surrounded by high mountains, present-
ing scenery of the finest description. It has mineral
springs and numerous brine and brine-vapour baths. The
brine used at Ischl has in 16 oz. 233 grains of chloride of
sodium (common salt) and 15 grains of other solids. The
principal buildings include the casino, erected in 1875, the
town church, with fine frescoes, the theatre, the official

buildings, and the imperial villa surrounded by a beau-
tiful park. Ischl first came into repute in 1822, and
since that time the yearly advent of the imperial family

and of many of the Austrian nobility has made it

one of the most fashionable and prosper6us spas of EuropB.

In the neighbourhood is a very productive salt-mine,

which has been worked for more than three hundred years.

The place has some trade in wood, gypsum, and chalL

The population in 18C9 was 6842.

Sde Kaau's l5chl U scs Enviroiis, Vienna, 1S79.

ISEGIIEM, a town of Belgium in the arrondissement

of Roulers and the province of West Flanders, is situated

on the small river Mandel, about 10 miles north-east of

CourtraL It has manufactures of liuen, hats, and sugar.

Tobacco is cultivated in the environs. The populatiou in

187G was 7753.

ISERE, a department of south-eastern France, formed

from the southern part of the old province of Dauphinii,

is bounded ou the N. by the department of Ain, E. by

Savoie and Hautes-Alpes, S. by Hautes-Alpes and Drome,

and W. by Drome, Loire, and Khone. It lies between 44°

43' and 45° 43' 19" N. lat, and betweea i° 43' 32" and
7° 6' 9" E. long., being about 100 miles long from north-

west to south-east and 60 miles broad from north-east to

south-wesL It derives its name from the river Isere,

which flows through it from north-east to south-west

Tlie Khone, with several tributaries, is the -other, chief

stream. Lake Paladuc is the largest of several lakes in

the department. The surface is mountainous, especially in

the south-east, which is occupied by lofty o9"shoiits of the

Alps, 5ome of whose summits are covered with perpetual

snow. The Belledonne, the Giandes-Rousses, the Oisans,

the Grande Chartreuse, famous for its monastery, the

Yercors, the Lans, and the Dtivoluy are the chief groups

and ranges which are found either wholly or partly within

Isere. The highest point is the Aiguille du Midi (9S00

feet). Towards the north and west the country gradually

slopes down in fertile terraces to ^he Rhone. The river

valleys are remarkable for their extent and fertility ; that

of Graisivaudan is reckoned one of the richest in France.

The climate of Isere varies according to the irregularity of

the surface, but is on the whole colder and ruder than

is usual at its latitude. Agriculture occupies about four-

fifths of the inhabitants, although less than half the

total area is suited for cultivation. Wheat, barley, rye,

oats, buckwheat, maize, potatoes, hemp, colza, and fruit,

and, on the southern slopes, vines, walnuts, mulberries, and

almonds, are the principal crops. Valuable pastures, on

which mules and large flocks of sheep are bred, extend up
the mountain to meet the large forests stretching down
from the snow-line. Silkworms are reared easily and

profitably ; fish is exported in considerable quantity to

Paris ; and the cheese of the department is much esteemed.

Gold and silver are found in small quantities. The chief

minerals are coal, lignite, and iron ; but copper, lead,

mercury, zinc, and antiinny, with marble, gypsum^ granite,

porphyry, and slate, are also worked. After agriculture

the chief industry is the working of the minerals
;
glove-

making occupies about 20,000 persons in and around

Grenoble ; while the department is the leading district of

France for the manufacture of paper. Wine, felt, silk,

linen, cloth, beet-root sugar, straw-hats, brandy, glass, and

other commodities are also manufactured. Tliere is trade

in iron, steel, and other metals, cement, lime, grain, wine,

liqueurs, and gloves. Isere is divided into the arrondisse-

ments of Grenoble, Vienne, La Tour-du-Pin, and Saint

MarcellLn, with 45 cantons and 558 communes. The chief

town is Grenoble. The total area is 3200 square miles,

and the population in 1866 was 581,386, and in 1876

581,099.

ISERLOHN', chief town of a circle in the government

district of Amsberg and province of Westphalia, Prussia,

is situated on the Baar, in a bare and hiUy region, 17 mile?

XUL — 49
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west of Arnsberg. Among the principal buildings are tlie

town-cliurch, the synagogue, the hospital, the orphanage,

the poorhouse, and the new town-house. There is a real

school of the first class, and a commercial school for the

province. Iserlohn is one of the most important manu-

facturing towns in Westphalia. Its chamber of commerce

was founded in 1850. Both in the town and neighbour-

hood there are numerous foundries and works for iron,

brass, steel, and bronze, while the manufactures include

wire, needles and pins, fish-hooks, machinery, umbrella-

frames, thimbles, bits, furniture, chemicals, cofTee-mills, and

pinchbeck and britannia-metal goods. A part of the town

has recently been endangered by the calamine mines

beneath. Iserlohn is a very old town, its guild of

armourers being referred to as "ancient" in 1443. The

population in 1875 was 16,838.

ISERNIA, a town of Italy, capital of a district in the

province of Campobasso, is pleasantly situated among the

Apennines, 54 miles north-east of Naples. The town,

which is closely built and dirty, consists chiefly of one

long narrow street running along the crest of a hill from

Bouth-west to north-east, near the middle of which are

an ancient arch and a fine old marble fountain. Of

the numerous Roman antiquities in and near the town

the most considerable is the subterranean aqueduct, which

may be traced for the distance of about a mile, and which

is still used to supply the fountains and manufactories of

Isernia with water. There is also a fine old Roman bridge

just outside the town. On a hill half a mile distant is a

chapel, once much frequented, to the saints Cosmas and

Damian. Isernia has manufactures of woollens, paper,

pottery, and tiles. It is the seat of a bishop, and of a

civil and criminal court. Population in 1875, 9066.

Isernia is the ancient S.amnite town yEsernia, which was con-

quered and colonized by the Romans about 264 B.C. The massive

polygonal walls which form the basis of the present walls in nearly

their entire circuit are attributed to the Samnites. During the

social war Isernia was captured by the allied Italians, and became

for a time their headquarters, and at the conclusion of the war was

80 severely chastized by the Komans as to be almost deserted. Its

fortification in the Middle Ages seems to hare been an occasion for

destroying many of the Roman remains, a result which numerous

earthquakes have helped to attain. That of 1805 overthrew the

,
cathedral and did much damage. In 1799 Isernia was stormed by

'

the French, and in 1860 it was sacked and suffered fearful atrocities

during a Bourbonist insurrection.

ISHMAEL ('?S5!'?V'.', " God hears " ; 'U/xaijX), the son

of Abraham by his Egyptian concubine Hagar, was born

when his father was eighty-six years old, received circum-

cision along with Isaac when thirteen years of age, and

some three or four years later (apparently in his sixteenth

year) was, on account of the jealousy of S.irah, who had

seen him "playing" (Hebrew), turned out of doors alrnig

with his mother. It had been foretold to his mother before

his birth that he should be "a wild ass among men," and

that he should dwell " before the face of " (that is, to the

eastward of) his brethren. It is subsequently stated that

after leaving his father's roof he " grew, and became an

archer, and dwelt in the wilderness of Paran, and his mother

took him a wife out of the land of Egypt." It is also

related that he was present at the burial of Abraham. His

twelve sons are enumerated by their " villages " and

"encampments" in Gen xxv., where also (ver. 18) their

locality is indicated by the expressions that " they dwelt

from Havilah unto Shur that is east of Egypt, and he

settled to the eastward of his brethren " (Heb.). Of the

twelve names given, only a few have historical a-ssociations

apart- from the Biblical records. Nebajoth and Kedar

suggest the Nabatcei aud Cedrei of Pliny (v. 12), the first-

mentioned of whom were an important Arab people after

the time of Alexander, aud for some time both before and

after the Christian era formed an independent kingdom

(N.abatene). Dumah may perhaps be the same as the

Domata of Pliny (vi. 32) and the AovficBa or AovixaiOa of

Ptolemy (v. 19, 7 ; viii. 22, 3), and Jetur is obviously the

Itursea of classical geographers. The word " Ishmaelite
"

is sometimes used in Scripture in a wide sense, which

includes such families as the Midianites (Judg. viii. 24),

who, according to Gen. xxv., are children of KeturaL On
the other hand, no connexion is alleged between tha

Ishmaelites and the Hagarites (1 Chr. v. 10) or Hagarenes

(Ps. Ixxxiii. 7), the 'Aypaioj oi Ptolemy and Strabo.

According to the Mahometan Arabs, who recognize Ishmael

as their ancestor, he lies buried with his mother in the

Kaaba in Mecca.

ISHPEMING, a city and township in Marquette county,

Michigan, U.S., is situated in the heart of the Lake
Superior iron-fields, about 15 miles west of Lake Superior,

and 400 miles north of Chicago, with which it is connected

by rail. The export of iron-ore in 1880 was 700,000 tons,

valued at $3,500,000, while the lumbering and other

industries are proportionately extensive. Thero are two

blast furnaces, with a daily capacity of fiO tons of pig iron.

Ishpeming was incorporated as a city in 1873. In 1880 the

population of the city was 6,039, and of the township 1,967.

ISIDORUS HISPALENSIS, or Isidoke of Seville,

one of the most influential writers of the early portion of

the Middle Ages, flourished during the latter part of 'the

6th and the early part of the 7th century. The exact date

of his birth is unknown ; he died 636 a.d. Of the parti-

culars of his life, specially of the earlier portion, little is

known with certainty. He was the son of a wealthy and

distinguished native of Cartagena, named Severianiis, and

his elder brother, Leander, was bishop of Seville. Isidore

succeeded his brother in his bishopric at the beginning of

the 7th century, and acquired high renown in the church,

not only by his conduct of his see, but by his numerous

theological, historical, and scientific works. His learning

and eloquence are celebrated by his contemporaries, and

his reputation was even greater in the succeeding ages.

During the latter portion of the period which historians

are accustomed to call the Dark Ages, extending from the

7th to the 10th century, the writings of Isiddre furnished

mental pabulum to all students and scholars; and, though

one can find in them little of real value and no originality,

they have at least the merit of having served to keep alive,

even in a form far from adequate, some remnants of the

older culture and learning. The most elaborate of hia

writings, that entitled Etymologiarum Libri XX., or some-

times Origines, is an encyclopaedic work, eclectic in

character, and presenting in dry compendious form the

sum of the knowledge of the age on all branches of

scientific researcli. Later writers make continual references

to the Etymologies, which served for long as the general

text-book. The arrangement of materials in the twenty

books is unsystematic, and on most matters of scientific

experience it is evident that the writ* depends on second-

hand information. Perhaps the most interesting of the

books are the fifth, containing a sketch of universal history,

and the ninth, on language. Various smaller writings

of Isidore, such as the two works Differentiarum, the

two books on synonyms, and the short tractate De
Naiura Rervm, are supplementary to the Etymologies, and

carry out in detail what is there given in epitome. The

tract De Natiiva Rerum is specially interesting as contain-

ing the sum of physical philosophy during this period of

the Middle Ages. Of Isidore's many writings on theo-

logical subjects no detailed account can be given.

The works of Isidore have been published with preface by F.

Arevalo,— S. Isidori Hispalmsis episc. Optra omnia, 7 vols. 4to,

Rome, 1797-1803 (2 vols, of Prolegomena). The De Natura

Reram has been edited separately by G. Becker, Berlin, 1857. S«o
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Ebert, Gcschichic d. Litteraiur d. MiltdalUrs im Abeyidlaride, i.

555 sq. Also Pouchet, Histoire des Sciences Naltirelles an Moycn
Age^ 1845, and the general histories of Latin literature.

ISINGLASS. See Gelatin.

ISKELIB, or Eskilup, a town in the province of Kasta-

muiii, Asiatic Turkey, is situated near the left bank of

the Kizil Irmak, at an elevation of 2542 feet above sea-

leveL Tlie population is estimated by Ritter at 9000.

ISLA, Jos^ Fkancisco de (1703-1781), Spani.sh

satirist, was born at Segovia in 1703, and became a

member of the Society of Jesus, in which he distinguished

himself both as a teacher and as a preacher ; on the expul-

sion of his order from Spain in 1767 he betook himself to

Bologna, where after some years of impaired health he

died in 1781. His first literary experiment was the

Juventud Triun/ante (" Triumph of Youth," Salamanca,

1727),a cleverly disguised satirical account of a festival

celebrated in 1727 at Salamanca in honour of two .young

Jesuits who had recently been canonized by Benedict XIII.,

in which he was assisted by a brother priest named Losada
;

it was followed in 1746 by his Trianfo del Amor y de la

Lealtad: Dia Grande de Navarra, being an account of

the extravagant ceremonies with which the accession of

Ferdinand VI. of Castile bad been celebrated in Pampe-

lona. This was written in so delicate a vein of satire that

at first the paities chiefly ridiculed felt really flattered,

and expressed their gratitude to the author ; ultimately,

however, its true meaning was discerned, and so strong

was the reaction that he had to leave the locality. The

work on which Isla's claim to a place in the history of the

literature of his country rests, however, is his Historia del

Famoso Predicador Fray Gerundio de Campazus, in which

in course of an imaginary biography of a preaching friar

named Gerundio many of the absurdities that deformed the

Spanish pulpit at that time are ably held up to ridicule.

The first volume appeared at Madrid in 1758, duly

approved by the ecclesiastical authorities, who probably

were not unwilling that the faults then glaringly prevalent

among preachers should be chastized and if possible

corrected ; so great was the offence given, however, to the

religious orders, and especially to the Dominicans, by the

causticity of Fray Gerundio, that the royal authority was

at last called in to prohibit the book. The second volume,

which therefore could only appear surreptitiously, is dated

"Campazas" {i.e., Madrid), 1770, and like the first bears

on the title page the name of Don Francisco Lobon de

Salazar as its author. An anonymous translation by

Thomas Nugent {The History of the famoKs preacher Friar

Gerund de Campazas, otherwise Gerund Zotes) appeared in

London, in two volumes, in 1772. Six volumes of Ser-

mones, written between 1729 and 1754, and published in

1792, show that Isla's own high reputation as a preacher

was not undeserved ; and his Cartas Familiares (6 vols.,

Madrid, 1785-86) are written in an easy and attractive

style. He is also well known in the Peninsula as the

eminently successful translator of Gil Bias (Gil Bias de

Santillana vuelto d su palria, printed at Madrid in 1787),

although his s'trenuously asserted theory that La Sage had

borrowed that popular story wholesale from a Soanish

source is now entirely exploded.

ISLAMAbAD, a town in Kashmir state, Punjab, lies

in 33°' 43' N. lat., 75*' 17' E. long., on the north bank of

the Jhelum (Jhllam), there about 80 yards wide, and
crossed by a wooden bridge. The town crowns the summit
of a long fow ridge, extending from the mountains east-

ward. Below is a reservoir containing a spring of clear water

called the Anat Nig, slightly sulphurous, from which
volumes of gas continually arise. The water swarms with

sacred fish. There are large manufactures of Kashmir
ehanls, also of chiutzes, cotton, and woollen goods.

ISLAT, an island on the west coast of Scotland, the
most southern of the Hebrides group, is situated in the
county of Argyll, between 55° 30' and 55° 58' N. lat. and
6° 2' and 6° 35' W. long., 17 miles west of Cantire and 2
miles south-west of Jura. It has an area of 220 square
miles, or more than 140,000 acres, and its rental is nearly
X38,000. It is the richest and most productive of the
group, and on that account has been called the " Queen of
the Hebrides." The surface generally is regular, the
highest summits being Ben Yarn (1500 feet) and Ben
Ronastel (1050 feet^. Islay House, the ancient seat of

the Campbells of Islay, stands at the head of Loch-in-daaL
The island is chiefly possessed by three proprietors :—C.

Morrison, 67,000 acres ; J. Ramsay of Kildalton, 54,250
;

and K. Finlay of Dunlossit, 17,676. Formerly it was
occupied by small crofters and tacksmen, but since 1831
it has been gradually rearranged into large sheep and
arable farms. About two-thirds of the sheep are black-

faced, the others being mostly Cheviots. Dairy farming
is largely followed, and oats, barley, and the various

green crops are raised. The chief difficulty in the way
of reclamation of the land is the large extent occupied by
peat, which has an area of 60 square miles, and is calcu-

culated at its present rate of consumption to last 1500
years. The island has long been famous for the distilla-

tion of whisky, and at present contains seven distilleries,

which produce about 400,000 gallons annually. Port

Ellen, the principal village, had 974 inhabitants in 1881.

While the population of Islay in 1831 was 14,992, it had
decreased in 1851 to 12,334, in 1871 to 8143, and in

1881 to 7512.

Islay was the ancient seat of the "Lord of the Isles," the first

to adopt that title being John JIacdouald of Isle of Islay, who died
about 1386. See Hebrides.

ISMAIL, a town of Roumania, at the head of a district

of the same name, on the left bank of the Kilia branch

of the Danube, 30 miles to the east of Galatz, with a

river frontage of about 2i miles. It Is the seat of a con-

siderable trade, mainly in grain, but also in wool, leather,

and tallow. The population of the town, inclusive of

Tutchkofif, was 16,000 in 1856, 31,779 in 1866, and
21,000 in 1876. In 1872 794 ships with a total

burden of 81,445 tons entered, and 790 with 81,711 tons

cleared.

Originally a Turkish fortified post, Ismail had by the end of the

18th century grown into a place of about 30,000 inhabitants, having

4000 dwelling-houses inside and 2600 outside the enceinte, and
numbering among its public buildings four mosques, two churches

for the Moldavians, one for the Armenians, and one for the Greeks

(see account by a Russian officer in Bernoulli, Sammlung kurzer

Heisebeschreibungcn, Berlin, 1781). The inhabitants were mainly

Turks and Tartars, but not far from the town there was a settlement

of Raskolniks, who had fled from the persecution of Peter I. Ismail

was occupied by the Russians in 1770, and twenty years later its

capture was one of the brilliant achievements of the celebrated

Suwarofl". On this occasion the garrison was 40,000 strong, and the

assault cost the invaders 10,000 and the defenders 30,000 men.
" Never," wrote SuwarolTto Potemliin, the Russian minister, "was
a fortress stronger than Ismail, and never was a defence more

desperate. But Ismail is taken." The victory was the theme of

one of D.erzhavin's odes. In 1809 the town was again captured by

the Russians ; and, when in 1812 it was assigned to them by the

Bucharest peace, they chose it as the central station for the fleet of

the Danube. It was about this time that the town of TutchkofT,

with which it was incorporated in 1830, grew up outside of the

fortifications. These were dismantled in accordance with the treaty

of Paris (1856), by which that part of Bessarabia in which Ismail

was included was made over to Roumania.

On the other side of a small lake not fir from the town lies the

village of Matrasofka ; and 4 miles to the east is another village. Old

Nikrasofka, with the following inscription :

—

Terminus australis

arcus meridi{malis 25° 20' q^tem inde a fluvio Danubio ad Oceanum

Arcticum usqiu; per Rossiam, Sueciam, et Norwcgiam, jussu el

auspiciis impcratorum - aUgu^issimonim Alexandri I. aique regis

au^ustissimi Oscaris I., Annis MDCCCVI ad UDCCCLIl continue

labore emmsi sunt CCC geametrae. LcUiludo 45° 20" 28"'.
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ISMAILIA, a town of Egypt, nearly in the centre of

the ibthmus of Suez, on the western shors of Lake Timsah
(which i« traversed by tlie canal), and connected with the

railway which joins Zagazeg, and consequently Alexandria

and Cairo, with Suez. It was Ijid out in 1863, and for a

time had a population of about 3000, mainly engaged in

the construction of the canal. The broad macadamized
streets and regular squares bordered with trees give it an

attractive appearance ; and it has besides the advantage, a

rare one in Egypt, of being surrounded on three sides by
flourishing gardens. The Quai Mehcmet Ali, which lies

along the canal for upwards of a mile, contains the chalet

long occupied by M. de Lesseps. At the end of the quay

are the works for supplying Port Said with water ; and

there is a bathing establisliment on Lake Timsah.

Ismailia is a separate molmfia or governorship, and has

a vice-regal palace and a court of first instance. The
population was returned as 3062 in 1872, and as 1897 in

1877. On the other side of the l.iUe are the so-called

Quarries of the Hysnas, from which the building material

foe the town was obtained.

ISMAILIA, or GoNDOKORo, a famous mission-station

and rnarket-place in the territory of the Bari negroes on

the right bank of tho White Nile, about 330 miles, accord-

ing to Baker, above the confluence with the Bahr Giraffe,

and about 200 miles below the northern end of Lake
Albert Nyanza, in 4° 54' 5" N. lat. and 31° 46' 9" E. long.

The name Ismailia is more strictly applicable only to the

military post established by Baker in 1871, and Oondo-
koro, as it is the more ancient, is still the more ordinary

designation. In former times Gondokoro was a great

centre of the ivory and slave trade ; and, thougii the site

is now almost forsaken for ten months of the year, there

is still a considerable ivory market held in December and
January. In connexion with the mission instituted by
Pope Gregory XVI. in 1846,, the pro-vicar Knoblecher
founded a station at Gondokoro in 1851, the' principal

station being at Khartum. A succession of misfortunes,

including the death of Knoblecher in April 1858 and a

famine in 1859, led to the final abandonment of the placa

An interesting series of meteorological observations taken
at Gondokoro will be found in Aui dei Lined, 1860-61.
ISMID, ISKIMID, or Is.N'IKMID (i.e., 'Ec5 NlKO^lljSfUll'), a

town of the Turkish vilayet of Khudavendikiar in Asia

Minor, in the sandjak of Scutari, situated at the head of

the bay of Ismid (the ancient Sinus Astacenus), an inlet

of the Sea of Marmora. It is connected by rail with
Scutari, and the lino is being continued eastward to

Ada Bazar. As the seat not only of a pasha but also

of a Greek metropolitan and an Armenian archbishop,

Ismid retains somewhat of its ancient dignity, but the

material condition of the tosvn is little in keeping with its

rank ; and but few traces are left of the magnificence which
it possessed as Nicomedia, the capital of Bithynia. The
population, estimated at from 10,000 to 15,000, are engaged
in silk weaving and in commerce, Ismid being a great out-

let of goods from the interior. See Nicomedia.
ISNIK. See Nic.e.v

ISOCR.ATES, one of the ten Attic orators, and one of

the most remarkable men in the literary history of

Greece, was born in 436 B.C., seven years before Plato.

His father Theodoras was an Athenian citizen of the

deme of Erchia,—the same in which, about 431 B.C.,

Xennphon was born,—and was sufficiently wealthy to have
served the state as choregus. The fact that he possessed

slaves skilled in the trade of flute-making perhaps lends

point to a passage in which his son is mentioned by the

comic poet Strattis.^ Several poQular " sophists " are

' '!<-r7.\ivrn. fi-ig. I, .Mcinekc!, Ji. 29i
|

named as teachers of the young Isocrates. Like other

sons of prosperous parents, he may have been trained in

such grammatical subtleties as were taught by Protagoras

or Prodicus, and initiated by Theramenes into the Horid

rhetoric of Gorgias, with whom at a later time (about 390
B.C.) he was in personal intercourse. He tells us that his

father had been careful to provide for him the best

education which Athens could afford. A fact of greater

interest is disclosed by Plato's Phxdrus. "Isocrates is

still young, Phibdrus," says the Socrates of that dialogoe,
" but I do not mind telling you what I prophesy of him.

. . . . It would not surprise me if, as years go on

he should make all his predecessors seem like children in

the kind of oratory to which he is now addressing himself,

or if—supposing this should not content him—some divine

impulse should lead him to greater things. My dear

Phaedrus, a certain philosophy is inborn in him." This
conversation is dramatically supposed to take place about

410 B.C. It is unnecessary to discuss here the date at

which the Phxclrus was actually composed. From the

passage just cited it is at least clear that there had been
a time—while Isocrates could still be called " young "—at
which Plato had formed a high estimate of hist powers.

Isocrates took no active part in the public life of Athens

;

he was not fitted, as he tells us, for the contests of the

popular assembly or of the law-courts. He lacked strength

of voice,—a fatal defect in the ecclesia, when an audience

of many thousands was to be addressed in the open air

;

he was also deficient in " boldness " (rdX/ia'). He was, in

short, the physical opposite of the successful Athenian
demagogue in the generation after that of Pericles ; by
temperament as well as taste he was more in sympathy
with the sedate decorum (evKoer/ji'a) of an older school.

Two ancient biographers have, however, preserved a story

which, if true, would show that this lack of voice and nerva

did not involve any want of moral courage. During the

rule of the Thirty 'Tyrauts, Critias denounced Theramenes,
who sprang for safety to the sacred hearth of the cmincil

chamber. Isocrates alone, it is said, dared at that moment
to plead for the life of his friend.- Whatever may be the

worth of the story, it would scarcely have connected itself

with the name of a man to whose traditional character it

was repugnant. While the Thirty were still in power,

Isocrates withdrew from Athens to Chios.' He has

mentioned that, in the course of the Peloponnesian War-7-

doubtless in the troubles which attended on it? close—he
lost the whole of that private fortune which had enabled

his father to serve the state, and that he then adopted the

profession of a teacher. Tlie proscription of the " art of

words" by the Thirty would thus have given him a special

motive for withdrawing from Athens. He returned thither,

apparently, either soon before or soon after the restoratroD

of the democracy in 403 B.C.

For ten years from this date he was occupied—at least Forensic

occasionally—as a writer of speeches for the Athenian law- ''"'' •

courts. Six of these speeches are extant. The earliest

(Or. xxi.) may be referred to 403 B.C. ; the latest (Or. xix.)

to 394-93 B.C. This was a department of his own work
which Isocrates afterwards preferred to ignore. Nowhere,
indeed, does he say that he had not written forensic

speeches. But he frequently uses a tone from which that

inference might be drawn. He loves to contrast suqt petty

concerns as engage the forensic writer with those larger

^ [Piut. ] Vit. Isocr.^ and the anonymous biographer. Dionysius

does not mention the s-tory, though be makes Isocrates a pupil of

Theramenes.
^ Some would refer the sojourn of Isoerates at Cliio.s to the yeanr

393-395 B.C., others to 393-388 B.C. The reasons whieh support the

view given in tli« text will be found in Jebb's Aitic Orators, to'., ii.

p. 6, note S.
'
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and nobler tliemes wliicli are treated by the politician.

This helps to expla"in wliat would otherwise be startling.

Not long after his Jealli it could be asserted—by his

adopted sen, Aphareus—that he had written nothing -for

the law-courts. Whether the assertion was due to false

shame or merely to ignorance, Dionysius of Halicarnassus

decisively disposes of it. : Aristotle liad, indeed, he says,

exaggerated the number of forensic speeches written by
Isocrates ; but some of those which bore his name were

unquestionably genuine, as was attested by one of the

orator's own pupils, Cepliisodorus. The doubt would not,

.indeed, have been even plausible, had not Isocrates fre-

quently spoken of such work with the aversion of one who
would gladly forget, if he could, a distasteful episode of

early life,—a mere prelude to those labours o( riper age in

which he afterwards found his delight and his reward.

Pch"las- The real vocation of Isocrates was discovered from the

lit raiy nioment that he devoted himself to the work of a teacher

life and a writer. The instruction which Isocrates undertook

to impart was based on rhetorical composition, but it was

by no means merely rhetorical. That " inborn philosophy,"

of which Plato recognized the germ, still shows itself. . In

many of his works—notably in the Panegyricus—we see a

really remarkable power of grasping a complex subject, of

articulating it distinctly, of treating it, not merely with

effect, but luminously, at once in its widest bearings and in

its most intricate details. Young men could learn more

from Isocrates than the graces of style ; nor would his

success have been what it was if his skill had been con-

fined to the art of expression,

.rvm.i.. of It was about 392 B.C.—when he was forty-four—that
»«o<-raus.

|,e opened his school at Athens near the Lyceum, and
to the end of his life he continued to teach as well as

to write. In 339 B.C. he describes himself as revising

the Panathenaicus with some of his pupils ; he was then

ninety-seven. The celebrity enjoyed by the school of

Isocrates is strikingly attested by ancient writers. Cicero

describes it as that school in which the eloquence of

nil Greece was trained and perfected t its diseiples were
*• brilliant in pageant or in battle,"' foremost among the

nccoraplished writers or powerful debaters of their time.

The phrase of Cicero is neither vague nor exaggerated.

Among the literary pupils of Isocrates might be named
"the historians Ephorus and Theopompus, the Attic

archaeologist Androtion, and Isocrates of Apollonia, who
succeeded his master in the school. Among the prac-

tical orators we have, in the forensic kind, Is^us ; in

ilie political, Leodamas of Acharnae, Lycurgus, and
Hyperides. And these are but a few names out of many.
Hermippus of Smyrna (mentioned by Athena^us) wrote a

monograph on tliB "Disciples of Isocrates." And scanty
as are now tlie sources for such a catalogue, a modern
scholar- has still been able to recover forty-one names. At
the time when the school of Isocrates was in the zenith of

its fame, it drew disciples, not only from the shores end
islands of the lEgean, but from the cities of Sicily and the

distant colonies of the Euxine. As became the image of its

master's spirit, it ivas truly Panhellenic. When Mausolus,
prince of Caria, died in 351 B.C., his widow Artemisia
instituted a contest of panegyrical eloquence in honour of

liis memory. The most accomplished rhetoricians of Greece
entered the lists at Halicarnassus ; but among all the com-
petitors there was not one—^if tradition may be trusted

—

^^ho had not been the pupil i5f Isocrates.

Political Meauwhile the teacher who had won this great reputation

uad also been active as a public writer. The most interest-

ing aud most characteristic works of Isocrates are those in

which he deals with the public questions of his own day.

* Partim in ponipa, purtim in arie illustre";.— ZJt Orai. ii. . § 94.
* Sinnfc. Ih- S'-ofa fsocratta, Halle, lS(i7.

The influence which he thus exercised tliroui^hont Hellas

might be compared to that of an earnest political essayist

gifted with a popular and attractive style. And Isocrates

had a dominant idea which gained strength with his.

years, until its realization had become, we might say, the

main purpose of his life. This idea was the invasion of

Asia by the united forces of Greece. The Greek cities

were at feud with each other, and were severally torn ly'

intestine faction. Political morality was become a rare

and a somewhat despised distinction. Men who were
notoriously ready to sell their cities for their private gain

were, as Demosthenes says, rather admired than otherwise.^

The social condition of Greece was becoming very unhappy.

The wealth of the country had ceased- to grow ; the gulf

between' rich and poor was becoming wider
;
party strife

was constantly adding to the number of homeless paupers;

and Greece was full of men who were ready to take service

with any captain of mercenaries, or, failing that,- with any

leader of desperadoes. Isocrates draws a vivid and terrible

picture of these evils. The cure for them, he firmly

believed, was to unite the Greeks in a cause which would

excite a generous enthusiasm. Now was the time, ha
thought, for that enterprise in which Xenophon's comrades

had virtually succeeded, when the headlong rashness of

young Cyrus threw away their reward with his own life*

The Persian empire was unsound to the core,—witness the

retreat of the Ten Thousand : let united Greece attack it.

and it must go down at the first onset. Then new wealth

would flow into Greece; and the hungry pariahs of GreeK

society would be drafted into fertile homes beyond the

yEgean.

A bright vision ; but where was the power whose spell Asiatu-

was first, to unite discordant Greece, and, having united projKl.

it, to direct its strength again.st Asial That was the

problem. The first attempt of Isocrates to solve it is

set forth in his splendid Paiiegyrictis (380 B.C.). Let

Athens aud Sparta lay aside their jealousiesi Let thera

assume, jointly, a leadership which might be difficult for

either, but which would bo assured to both. That
eloquent pleading failed. The next hope was to find some
one man equal to the task. Jason of Phers, Dionysius

the First of Syracuse, Archidamus III., son of Agesilaus

—each in turn rose as a possible leader of Greece before

the imagination of the old man who. was still young in his

enthusiastic hope, and one after another they failed him.

But now a greater than any of these was appearing on the

Hellenic horizon, and to this new luminary the eyes of

Isocrates were turned with eager anticipation. Whoccidd
lead united Greece against Asia so fitly as the veritable

representative of the Heraclidoe, the royal descendant oT

the Argive line,— a king of half-barbarians it is true, but

by race, as in spirit, a pure Hellene,—Philip of Macedont
We can still read the words in which this fond faith clothed

itself ; the ardent. appeal of Isocrates to Philip is extant

;

and another letter shows that the belief of Isocrates in

Philip lasted at any rate down to the eve of ChEronea.*

Whether it survived that event is a doubtful point Tlie

popular account of the orator's death ascribed it to the

mental shock which he received from the news of Philip's

victory. He was at Athens, in the palsestra of Hippocrates, .

when the tidings came. He jepeated three verses in which

Euripides names three foreign conquerors of Greece

—

Danaup, Pelops, Cadmus—and four da3-s later he died of

^ Dc Fals. Lcfffit.j § 265 ; oiix oirws wpyt^ovro t) no\d((tv '/}^iovip

Ttivi TauTo irotovvras, &W' iiT{fi\eiroy, i(ri\uVf ^Ttfittiv, &v5pat

rpfOVVTO.
* iKiivovfyap lifxo\oy(iTai . . . ^Sij iyKpants SoKodfras tTvat rutv

Tpayfjidruv Sia rijv Kvpou TTpowfTetaf aTvxVf^o^h ^hUi/'J'^ls (Or. v.),

§ 90 ; cf. Pati'nV; % J-19,

' Pltiliumts 10:. v.). 340 B.C. ; Epi.<l. ii.. end of 342 B.C. n



390 ISOCRATES
voluntary etarvation. Miltun (perhaps thinking of Eli)

eeems to conceive the death of Isocrates as instantaneous

—

As that dishonest victory

At ChEeroaea, fatal to liberty,

Killed with report that old mau eloquent.

The Now the third of the letters which bears the name of

third Isocrates is addressed to Philip, aud appears to congratulate
''*'" him on his victory at Chteroiiea, as being an event which

will enable him to assume the leadership of Greece in a

war against Persia. Is the letter genuine? There is no

evidence, external or internal, against its authenticity,

except its supposed incons'aleney with the views of

Isocrates and with the tradition of his suicide. As to his

views, those who have studied them in his own writings

will be disposed to question whether he would have

regarded Philip's victory at Chseronea as an irreparable

disaster for Greece. Undoubtedly he would have deplored

tlie conHict between Philip and Athens ; but he would

have divided the blame between the combatants. And,

with his old belief in Philip, he would probably have

hoped, even after Chieronea, that the new position won by

Philip would eventually prove compatible with the inde-

pendence of the Greek cities, while, it would certainly

promote the project on which, as he was profouudly con-

vinced, the ultunate welfare of Greece depended,—

a

Panhellenic expedition against Persia.

Tradi- As to the tradition of his suicide, the only rational

tion of mode of reconciling it with that letter is to suppose
suicidfl.

(jjjf Isocrates destroyed himself, not because Philip

had conquered, but because, after that event, he saw

Athens still resolved to resist. He might have felt

tl^at the moment was coming when duty to his native

city would be in sharp conflict with his loyalty to one

whom he regarded as the destined saviour of Greece ; nor

would he have been the only man who has deliberately

preferred death to the agony of a divided allegiance. We
should be rather disposed to ask how much weight is to

be given to the tradition itself. The earliest authority ''or

it— Dionysius of Halicarnassus in the age of Augustus

—

may have had older sources
;
granting, however, that these

may have remounted even to the end of the Ith century

B.C., that would not prove much. Ancient biography

usually contained a large alloy of unsifted popular gossip
;

in particular it is strongly marked by u tendency to invent

striking coincidences, or to adorn such as had actually

occurred. Suppose that Isocrates—being then ninety-

eight, and an invalid—had happened to die from natural

causes a few days after the battle of Chferonea. Nothing

could have originated mure easily than a story that he

killed himself from intense chagrin. Every one knew that

Isocrates had believed in Phihp ; and most people would

have thought that Chseronea was a crushing refutation of

that belief. Once started, the legend would have been

sure to live, not merely because it was picturesque, but

also because it served to accentuate the contr.ast between

the false prophet and the true,—between Isocrates and
Demosthenes ; and Demosthenes was very justly the

national idol of the age which followed the loss of Gree!:

independence.!

Isocrates is said to have taught his Athenian pupils

gratuitously, and to have taken money only from aliens
;

but, as might have been expected, the fame of his school

exposed him to attacks on the ground of his gains, which
Ids enemies studiously exaggerated. After the financial

reform of 378 d.c, he was one of those 1200 richest citizens

who constituted the twenty unions (o-u/j/xopt'ai) for the

assessment of the war-tax {il<rcj>opd). He had discharged

several public services (XeiToupyiai) ; in particular, he had

^ Tlie views of several modern critics on the tvuiHtion of tlie .suicide

aro brought together in the AUic Orators, ii. 32, note 2.

thrice served as trierarch. He married Plathane, the widow
of the " sophist " Hippias of Elis, and then adopted her

son Aphareus, afterwards emineni. a? a rhetorician and a

tragic poet In 355 B.C. he had his first and only lawsuit.

A certain Megaclides challenged him to undertake tlic

trierarchy, or exchange properties. This was the lawsuit

which suggested the form of the discourse which he calls

the A ntidosis ("exchange of properties"—353 B.C.).—hia

defence of his professional life.

He was buried on a rising ground near the Cynosarges,

-a temenos of Heracles, with a gymnasion, on the east side

of Athens, outside the Diomeian gate. His tomb was sur- •

mounted by a column some 45 feet high, crowned with the

figure of a siren, the symbol of persuasion and of death.

A tablet of stone, near the column, represented a group of

which Gorgias was the centre ; his pupil Isocrates stood at

his side. Aphareus erected a statue to his adopted father

near the Olympieion. Timotheus, the illustrious son of

Conon, dedicated another in the temple of Eleusis.

It was a wonderful century which the life of one mau
had thus all but spanned,—a century fuller than any other

that could be named of great events both in the political

and in the intellectual life of Greece. Isocrates had reached

early manhood when the long struggle of the Peloponnesiaii

AYar— begun in his childhood— ended with the ovei throw

of Athens. The middle period of his career was passed

under the supremacy of Sparta. His more advanced ago

saw that brief ascendency w hich the genius of Epaniinondas

secured to Thebes. And he lived to urge on Philip of

Macedon a greater enterprise than any which the Hellenic

world could offer. His early promise had won a glowing

tributefrom Plato, and the rhetoric of his maturity furnished

matter to the analysis of Aristotle ; he had composed his

imaginary picture of that Hellenic host which should move
through Asia in a pageant of sacred triumph, just as

Xenophon was publishing his p'ain narrative of the retreat

of the Ten Thousand ; and, in the next generation, his

literary eloquence was still demonstrating the weakness of

Persia when Demosthenes was striving to make men feel

the deadly peril of Greece. This long life has an element

of pathos not unlike that of Greek tragedy; a power above
man was compelling events in a direction which Isocrates

could not see ; but his own agency was the ally of that

power, Whough in a sense which he knew not ; his vision

was of Greece triumphant over Asia, while he was the

unconscious prophet of an age in which Asia should be

transformed by the diffusion of Hellenism.

-

A just estimate of Isocrates demands that his character His

should be viewed in both its main aspects,—the political pfliticiit

and the literary.

With regard to the first, two questions have to be asked ;

— (1) How fur were the political views of Isocrates peculiar

to himself, and different from those of the clearest minds
contemporary with him? (2) How far were those views

which he held—singly, or in commori with others—falsified

by the event?

1. Ill regard to Hellenic politics at large, Isocrates held

that they mast go from bad to worse, unless the wrangling

and demoralized cities could be united by the spell of a

national enthusiasm, under the leadership of one strong

state or one strong man. This national enthusiasm

would be, he believed, most certainly evoked by a war

against the great Asiatic empire of Persia. Such an

expedition might well abolish the miserable squabbles

of state with state, if only a captain could be found.

* Isocrates, a loyal and genuine Hellene, can yet conceive of Hel-

lenic culture as shared by raen not of Hellenic blood, Paneijyr., § 50.

He il thus, as Ernst Curtius has ably sliouii, a forerunner of

Helletiisni—anjlo^ou^, in the literary province, to Epaniinondas and
Timotheus iu tlie political [history o) Greece, v. 116, 204, tr. Ward).

char-

acter.
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Tlie whole tone of Greek thought in that age had

tiken a bent towards monarchy in some form. This

tendency may be traced alike in the practical common
sense of Xeaophon and in the lofty idealism of Plato.

There could be no better instance of it than a well-known

passage in the Politics of Aristotle. He is speaking of

the gifts which meet in the Greek race,—a race warlike,

like the Europeans, but more subtle,—keen, like -the

Asiatics, but braver. Here, he says, is a race which
" might rule all men, if it were brought under a single

government."' It is unnecessary to suppose a special

allusion to Alexander; but it is probable that Aristotle

had in his mind a possible union of the Greek cities under

a strong constitutional monarchy. His advice to Alexander

(as reported by Plutarch) was to treat the Greeks in the

spirit of a leader (i^yc^oi'iKS;), and the barbarians in the

spirit of a master {Sca-rroTiKw';).'- Aristotle agreed, then,

with Isocrates in holding that, if the Greek race was to

have a great future, the first requisite was union under a

central power. Aristotle conceived this power as political

and permanent ; Lsocrates conceived it as, in the first

place, military—having for its immediate aim the conduct

of an expedition against Asia. Had Isocrates foreseen

that snch a command-in-chief was inseparable from a per-

manent monarchy, he .would undoubtedly have accepted

the latter ; bat he would have insisted, in the spirit of

Aristotle's advice, on the constitutional liberty of the Gre^k

subjects. The general views of Isocrates as to the largest

good possible for the Greek race were thus substantially

the same as those of Aristotle ; and they were in accord

with the prevailing tendency of the best Greek thought in

that age.

2. How far were these views justified by the issue?

The vision of the Greek race " brought under one polity
"

was not, indeed, fulfilled in the sense of Aristotle or of

Isocrates. But the invasion of Asia by Alexander, as

captain-general of Greece, became the event which actually

opened new and larger destinies to the Greek race. The

old political life of the Greek cities was worn out ; in the

new fields which were now opened, the empire of Greek

civilization entered on a career of world-wide conquest,

until Greece became to East and West more than all that

Athens had been to Greece. Athens, Sparta, Thebes,

ceased indeed to be the chief centres of Greek life ; but

the mission of the Greek mind could scarcely have been

accomplished with such expansive find penetrating power

if its influence had not radiated over the East from

Pergamus, Antioch, and Alexandria.

Panhellenic politics had the foremost interest for

Isocrates. But in two of his works—the oration On the

Peace and the Areopagiticus (both of 355 B.C.)—he deals

specially with the politics of Athens. The speech On the

Pea/x relates chiefly to foreign affairs." It is an eloquent

appeal to his fellow-citizens to abandon the dream of

supremacy, and to treat their allies as equals, not as sub-

jects. The fervid orator personifies that empire, that false

mistress which has lured Athens, then Sparta, then Athens

once more, to the verge of destruction. " Is she not worthy

of detestation ? " Leadership passes into empire; empire

begets insolence ; insolence brings ruin. The Areapagi-

ticna breathes a kindred spirit in regard to home policy.

Athenian life had lost its old tone. Apathy to public

interests, dissolute frivolity, tawdry display and real

poverty—these are the features on which Isocrates dwells.

V.'ith this picture he contrasts the elder democracy of

S jlon and ClLsthenes, and, as a first step towards
reform, would restore to the Areopagus its general censor-

rb r&y '^KK^yaiy ytyos . . . Suydfitvoy ip)^(iy vdyrwyf /iiSy

TiTYXii-oy ToKtrtiaS, Polit., iv. [vii.J 7.

' De Ala. VxtL, L, ti.

snip of morals. It is hera, and here alone— in his com-
ments on Athenian afl'airs at home and abroad—that

we can distinctly recognize the man to whom the Athens
of Pericles was something more than a tradition. We are

carried back to the age in which his long life began. We
find it difficult to realize that the voice to which we listCM

is the same which we hear in the letter to Philip.

Turning from the political to the literary aspect of his His

w'ork, we are at once upon ground where the question of literary

his merits will now provoke comparatively little controversy. '^ _"'

Perhaps the most serious prejudice with which his reputa-

'

tion has bad to contend in modern times has been due to

an accident of verbal usage. He repeatedly describes that

art w hich he professed to teach as his <l>i\o(jo<f>{a. His use

of this word—^joined to the fact that in a tew passages ha

appears to allude slightingly to Plato or to the Socratics

—

has exposed him to a groundless imputation. It cannot

be too distinctly understood that, when Isocrates speaks

of his i/)iA.o<7oi^('a, he means simply his theory or method of

"culture"—to use the only modern term which is really

equiv.alent in latitude to the Greek word as then current.'

The tfttXoaotjtia, or practical culture, of Isocrates was not

in conflict, because it had nothing in common, with the

Socratic or Platonic philosophy. The personal influence

of Socrates may, indeed, be traced in his work. He con-

stantly desires to make his teaching bear on the practical

life. His maxims of homely moral wisdom frequently

recall Xenophon's Memorabilia. But there the relation

ends. Plato alludes to Isocrates in perhaps three places.

The glowing prophecy in the Pheedrus has been quoted
;

in the Gorgias a phrase of Isocrates is wittily parodied ;

and in the Exithydemus Isocrates is probably meant by the

person who dwells " on the borderland between philosophy

and statesmanship."* The writings of Isocrates contain a

few more or less distinct allusions to Plato's doctrines or

works, to the general effect that they are barren of practical

result.^ But Isocrates nowhere assails Plato's philo.sophy

as such. When he declares " knowledge " (ETriaTrJ^T)) to

be unattainable, he means an exact "knowledge" of the

contingencies which may arise in practical life. " Since it

is impossible for human nature to acquire any science

(cVicrTTJ/tjji') by which we should know what to do or to

say, in the next resort I deem those wise who, as a rule,

can hit what is best by their opinions" (Sofas).'

Isocrates should be compared with the practical teachers His dis-

of his day. In his essay Against the Sophists, and in his tinctiva

speech on tire Antidosis, which belong respectively to the
™*'''"-

beginning and the close of his professional career, he has

clearly marked the points which distinguish him from " the

sophists of the herd " (dytXaioi o-o^io-Tai). First, then, ha

claims, and justly, greater breadth of view. The ordinary

teacher confined himself to the narrow scope of local in-

terests,—training the young citizen to plead in the Athenian

law courts, or to speak on Athenian affairs in the ecclesia.

Isocrates sought to enlarge the mental horizon of his dis-

ciples by accustoming them to deal with subjects which

were not merely Athenian, but, in his own phrase,

Hellenic. Secondly, though lie did not claim to have

found a philosophical basis for morals, it has been well

^ The word <pt\oao^ta seems to have come into Athenian use not

much before the time of Socrates ; and, till long after the time of

Isocrates, it was commonly used, not in the sense of "philosophy,*'

but in that of "literary taste and study—culture generally."

Arislid., ii. 407, tf}t\OKa\ia ris Kal Siarpi^i] irepl \6yovv, Kal oiix ^

yvv rp6TTos ovTot, aWa naiSfia Koivui. And so writers of tire 4th

century s.c. use ^iXoaotpuy as simply'=*'to study"; as, e.g., aa

invalid " studies" the means of relief from pain, Lys. , Or. xxiv. § 10;

c/. Isocr., Ot. iv. § 6, &c.

Plat., Gorg., p. 4G3 ; Euthyd., 304-6.
' Tliese allusions are discussed in the Attic Orators, voL iL pp.

51/.
« Isocr., Ot. xv. S 271.
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said of him that " he reflects the human spirit always on
ita nobler side,"' and that, in an age of corrupt and
impudent selfishness, he always strove to raise the minds
of his hearers into a higher and purer air. Thirdly, his

method of teaching was thorough. Technical exposition

cam^ first. The learner was then required to apply the

rules in actual composition, which the master revised. The
ordinary teachers of rhetoric (as Aristotle says) employed
their pupils in committing model pieces to memory, but

neglected to train the learner's own faculty through his

own efforts. Lastly, Isocrates stands apart from most
writers of that day in his steady effort to produce results

of permanent value. While rhetorical skill was largely

engaged in the intermittent journalism of political

pamphlets, Isocrates set, a higher ambition before his

school. His own essays on contemporary questions received

that finished form which has preserved them to this day.

The impulse to solid and lasting work, communicated by
the example of the master, was seen in such monuments
as the Atthis of Androtion, the Hellenic History of

Tbeopompus, and the Philippica of Ephorus.

Style In one of his letters to Atticus, Cicero says that he has

used "all the fragrant essences of Isocrates, and all the

little stores of his disciples."- The phrase has a point of

which the writer himself was perhaps scarcely conscious :

the style of Isocrates had come to Cicero through the school

of Rhodes ; and the Rhodian imitators had more of Asiatic

splendour than of Attic elegance. But, with this allowance

made, the passage may serve to indicate the real place of

Isocrates in the history of literary style. The old Greek
critics consider him as representing what they call the

"smooth" or "florid" mode of composition (yXat^upa,

avSrjpa apjiovia) as distinguished from the. "harsh"
(aviTTripd) style of Antiphon and the perfect " mean

"

{fuea-r]) of Demosthenes. Tried by a modern standard, the

language of Isocrates is certainly not "florid." The only

sense in which ha merits the epithet is that (especially in

his earlier work) he delights in elaborate antitheses.

Isocrates is an "orator" in the larger sense of the Greek
word rhetor ; but his real distinction consists in the fact

that he was the first Greek who gave an artistic finish to

literary rhetoric. The practical oratory of the day had
already two clearly separated branches—the forensic,

represented by Isieus, and the deliberative, in which
Callistratus was the forerunner of Demosthenes. Mean-
while Isocrates was giving form and rhythm to a standard

literary prose. Through the influence of his school, this

normal prose style wa.s transmitted—with the addition of

some florid embellishments—to the first generation of

Romans who studied rhetoric in the Greek schools. The
distinctive feature in the composition of Isocrates is his

structure of the periodic sentence. This, with him, is no
longer rigid or monotonous, as with Antiphon,—no longer

terse and compact, as with Lysias,— but ample, luxuriant,

unfolding itself (to use a Greek critic's image) like the soft

beauties of a winding river. Isocrates was the first Greek
who worked out the idea of a prose rhythm. He saw
clearly both its powers and its limits

;
poetry has its strict

rhythms and precise metres
;
prose has its metres and

rhythms, not bound by a rigid framework, yet capable of

being brought under certain general laws which a good ear

c.in recognize, and which a speaker or writer may apply

in the most various combinations. This fundamental idea

of prose rhythm, or number, is that which the style of

Isocrates has imparted to the style of Cicero. When
Quintilian (x. 1, 108) says, somewhat hyperbolically, that

Cicero has artistically rej^roduced (effinzisse) " the force of

' CartelicT, Le Discours d'Isocraie sur lui-meme^ p. Ixii.

' Totum IsocvatU ^i/po97)/(ioy atquo omnes ejus discipulorum
s-rcolas, All Alt., ii. 1.

Demosthenes, the wealth of Plato, the charm pf Isocrates,"

he means principally this smooth and harmonious rhythm.

Cicero himself expressly recognizes this original and distino

tive merit of Isocrates.^ Thus, throvigh Rome, ami cspeci

ally through Cicero, the influence of Isocrates, as the

founder of a literary prose, has passed into the litiratuies

of modern Europe. It is to the eloquence of the preacher

that we may perhaps look for the nearest modern analogua

of that kind in which Isocrates excelled,—especially,

perhaps, to that of the great French preachers. Isocrates

was one of the three Greek authors, Demosthenes and
Plato being the others, who contributed most to form the

style of Bossuet.

The extant works of Isocrates consist of twenty-one speeches or Works,
discourses, and nine letters. Among these, the six forensic speeches ForcJisitj

represent the first period of his literary life,—belonging to the

years 403-393 B.C. All six concern private causes. "They may be
classed as follows. 1. Action for AssauH (Sf^Tj ntKi'as), Or. xx.,

"Against Lochites," 39-t B.C. 2. Claim to an Inhn-itanc-
{cTTiSiKaafa), Or. xix., jEgincticns, end of 394 or early in 393 B.C.

3. Actions to Recover a De}30sit ;—(1) Or. xxi, " Againbt Euthynns,'"
403 B.C.

; (2) Or. xvii., 2'rapczit-icns, cud of 394 or early in 393 B.C.

4. Action for Damage (Sf«Tj $\d$7js), Or. xvi., " Concerning the
Team of Hoi-ses, " 397 B.C. 5. Special Plea {irapaypaf^-ij], Or. xviii.

,

"Against Callimachus, " 402 B.C. Two of these have been regarded
as spurious )jy G. E. Benseler, viz.. Or. xxi., on account of Ihtj fte

quent hiatus and the short compact periods, and Or. xvii., on tliQ

first of these grounds. But we are not warranted in applying to the
early work of Isocrates those canons which his mature style ol^served.

The genuineness of the speech ag.ainst Euthynns is recognized by
Philosti'atus; while the Trapcziticus—thrice named without suspicMiii

by Harpocrution—is treated by Diouysius, not only as autheiili.:,

but as the typical forensic work of its author. The speech against

Lochites—where " a man of the people " (Toi5 itKijQovs els) is the
speaker—exhibits much rhetorical skill. The speech Trcpl toD
(.'eyyous ("concerning the team of horses") has a cuiions interest.

An Athenian citizen had complained that Alcibiades had robbed hiui
of a team of four horses, and sues the statesman's son and namesako
(who is the siTcaker) for their value. Tliis is not the only place iu

wliich Isocrates has marked his admiration for the genius of Alcibi-

ades ; it appears also in the Philippns and in the Busiris. B";t,

among the forensic speeches, we must, on the whole, give the paha
to the ^'gineticic^—a graphic picture of ordinary Greek life in tho
islands of the iEgean. Here—especially in the narrative—Isocrates

makes a near approach to the best manner of Lysias.

The remaining fifteen orations or discourses do not easily lend
themselves to the ordinary classification Under the heads of

*

' deliber-

ative " and " epideictic." Both terms must be strained; and neither

is strictly applicable to all the pieces which it is required to cover.

The work of isocrates travelled out of the grooves in which the
rhetorical industry of the age hijd hitherto moved. His position

among contemporary writers was determined by ideas peculiar to

himself; and his compositions, besides having a style of their own,
are in several instances of a new kind. The only adequate principle

of classification is one which considers them in respect to their sub-

ject-matter. Thus viewed, they form two clearly separated groups
—the scholastic and the political.

Scholastic Writings.—Under this head we have, first, three SchciasJ

letters or essays of a hortatory character. (1) The letter to the lie,

young Demonicus,—once a favourite subject in the schools,—con-
stains a series of precepts neither below nor much above the average
practical morality of Greece. (2) The letter to Nicocles—theyoun.;
king of the Cyprian Salamis—sets forth the duty of a monarch t.i

his subjects. (3) In the third piece, it is Kicocles who speaks, ana
impresses on the Salarainians their duty^to their king—a piece r^--

markable as containing a popular plea for monarchy, composed by
a citizen of Athens. These three letters may be referred to tho
years 374-372 B.C.

Next may be placed four pieces which are " displays " (^iriSetftis)

in the proper Greek sense. The Busiris (Or. xi., 390-91 B.C.) is

an attempt to slww how the lU-famed king of Egypt might be
praised. The "Encomium on Helen" (Or. x., 370 B.C.), a piece

greatly .superior to the last, contains the celebrated passage on the
power of beauty. These two compositions serve to illustrate their

author's view that " encomia " of the hackneyed type might be

elevated by combining the mythical matter with some topic of

practical interest,—as, in the case of Busiris, with the institu-

tions of Egypt, or, in that of Helen, with the reforms of Theseus.

The Evagoras (Or. ix. , 365 B. c. ?) is a laudatory epitaph on a really

able man,—the Greek king of the Cyprian Salamis. A passage uf

* Idque princeps Isocrates instituisse fertur, . . . ut inconditam
antin'.'o-ir.i dicsnii rotioneni . . . tunieris e5iri:iser6t, Le Or., iii.

ii, I'm.
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(i':i;^alar interest Jesoiiben liow, Mud^v li is rule, the influences of

FuHeuic civilisation had I'revailed over the suirounding barbarism.

1 he Panathenaicus (Or. xii. ). intended for the great Fanathenaa
of 342 B.C., but not completed till 339 B.C., contains a recital of the

services rendered by Athens to Greece, but digresses into personal

<1efence against critics ; his last'work, written in extreme old age,

it. bears the plaine-it marks of failing powers.

The third subdivision of the scholastic writings is formed by two

most interesting essays on education—that entitled ''Against the

Sophists" (Or. xiii., 391-90 B.C.), and the "Antidosis" (Or. xv.,

355 B.C.). The first of these is a manifesto put forth tiy Isoerates at

the outset of hi\ professional career of teaching, in which he seeks

t'i distinguish his aims from those of otlier "sophists." These

*'sophists " are (1) the " eristics" {ol Trepi rots fptSas), by uhom he

seems to intend the TBiuor Socratics, especially Kuclidt-s
; (2) the

teachers of practical rhetoric, who had made exaggerated claims for

the efficacy of mere instruction, independently of natural faculty

er experience ; (3) the writers oT "arts" of rhetoric, wiio virtually

devoted themselves (as Aristotle also complains) to the lowest, or

forensic, branch of their subject. As this piece is the prelude to his

career, its epilogua is the speech on tlie " Antidosis,"—so called be,-

cause it has tlie form of a .speech made in court in answer to a chnl-

lenge to undertake tlic burden of the Irierarchy, or else exchange pro-

perties with thecliallciig'T. Thediscoui-se "Against the Snphisis"

nadstited what his art was not; tliis speech defines what it is. His
own account of his lP^\oaotp^a—" the aisciplinc of discoui"se " (tj tuiv

Koywv T«'ai5(fa)-'-lias been embodied in the sketch ot it given above.

PoHtica!. Political U'ritings.—These, again,, fall into two classes—tliosc

which concern (1) the relations of Gi-eece with Persia, (2) the inter-

nal affairs of Greece. The first class con>^ist of tiie Pancgyricits (Or.

iv., 380 B.c.)and tlie PJiiUpp\is{Ov. v., 346 n.c.) Tlie PaJtcgj/ricns

takes its name from the fact that it was given to the Greek public at

the time of the Olympic festivals—probably by means of copies cir-

culated there. The orator "urges that Athens and Sparta should

unite in leading the Greeks against Persia. The fdvliiig of antiipiity

that this noble discourse is a masterpiece of careful work finds ex-

pression in the tradition that it had occupied its author for nmre
than ten years. Its excellence is not fticrely that of language, but
also—and perhaps even more conspicuously—that of lucid arrange-

ment. Tlie P/ti7/;j;>Ks is an appeal to the king of Macedoii to assume
that initiative in the war on Peisia which Isoerates had ceased to

expect from any Greek city. In the view of Demosthenes, Philip

^vas the representative barhariau ; in that of Isoerates, he is the first

of Hel'enes, and the natural champion of their cause.

Of those discourses which concern the internal aH'airs of Greece,

two have already been noticed,—that On Uic Peace (Or. viii.),andthe

Arcopagiticits (Or. vi. )—both of 355 B.C.—as dealing respectively

with the foreign and the home atl'airs of Athens. The PlaUiicus

(Or. xiv. ) is supposed to be spoken by a Platiran before the Athenian
ccclesia m 373 b.c. In th.it year Plat«a had for the second time

in its history been destroyed by Thebes. The oration—Sn appeal

to Athens to restore the unliappy town—is remarkable both for the

power with which Theban cruelty is denounced, and for the genuine

pathos of the peroration. The Archidamm (Or. vi.) is a speech pur-

)K>rting to be delivered by Archidamus III., son of Agesilaus, in a

debate at Sparta on conditions of peace olfered by Thebes in 366
B.C. It was demanded that Sparta should recognize the independ-
ence of Messonc, which had lately been restored by Epaminond.*(^

(370 B.C.). Tiic oration gives brilliant expression to the feeling

widch'such a demand was calculated to excite in Spartans who
kn(?w» the' lustory of their ov;n city. Xenophon witnesses that the

attitude of Sparta on this occasion was actually such as the Archi-
damiis assumes {//clicn., viii, 4, §§ 8-11

V

3J^Jtt^l^. Letters.—The first h.-ttcr^—to Dionysins I.—is fragmentary ; bxft

a jKissage in the Philipptts leaves no doubt as to i..s object. Iso-

erates was anxious that the ruler of Syracuse should undertake the
command of Greece against Persia. The date is prob.Thly 36S b.c.

Kext in chronological order stands the letter "To thu Children
of Jason *'

(jvi.). Jason, tyrant of Plierx, had been assassinated in

370 B.C.; and no less than three of his successors had shared tlie

fame fat^ Isoerates now \irgcs Thebc, tlie daughter of Jason, and
i.er half-brothers, to set up a populr.r government. The date
is 359 B.c.^ Ae letter to Archidamus III. (ix)—the same
person who is the imnginary speaker of oration vi. -Purges him
to execute the writer's favourite idea,

— "to deliver the Greeks
uom their feu<ls, and to cru-sh barbarian insolence." It is re-

markable for a vivid picture of the state of Greece ; the date is

a'«out 356 B.C. The letter to Timotheus (vii., 345 B.c ), ruler of

ll^raclea on the Euxine, introduces an Athenian fri?nd who is

trying thither, and at the same time offers some good counsels to

* This is shown by the present writer in a paper on "The Sixth
Letter of Isoerates," Journal of Philolcgij, vol. v. p. 266, 1874.
T-ie fact that Thebc, widow of Alexander ^f Pher.r, was the daughter
ct Jason, is incidentally noticed by Plutarch in his life of Pelo-ida?,
c 23. It is this fact whicli gives the clue to the occasion of the
Utt«r; cf. Diod. xvi. 14.

the benevolent despot. The letter " to the government of Myti-

lene " (viii., 350 B.C.) is a petition to a newly established oligarchy*

begging them to permit the return of a democratic exile, a distin-

guislied musician named Agenor. The first of the two letter8 to

Philip of Macedon (ii.) remonstrates with him on the personal

danger to which heliad recklessly exposed himself, and alludes to

his beneficent intervention in the atlairs of Thessaly ; the date is

proba'bly the end of 342 B.C. The letter to Alexander (v.), then

a boy of fourteen, is a brief greeting sent along with the last, and
congratplates him on preferring " practical " to *' eristic " studies

—

a distinction which is explained by the sketch of the author's

4>i\oa-o<pia, and of his essay "Against the Sophists," given above!

It was just at this time, probably, that Alexander was begiuningto

receive the lessons of Aristotle (342 B.C.). The letter to Antipater

(iv. ) introduces a friend who wished to enter the military service of

Philip. Antipatei'was then acting as regent in Wacedpnia during

Philip's absence in Thrace (340-339 B.C.). The later of the two

letters to Philip (iii.) appears to be wiitten shortly after the battle

of Chaironea in 338 B.C. The questions raised by it have already-

been discussed.

No lost work of Isoerates is known from a definite Quotation, ex-

cept an "Art of Rhetoric," from which some scattered precepts are

cited. Quintilian, indeed, and Photius, who had seen this "Art/*

felt a doubt as to whether it was genuine. Only twenty-five dis-

coui-ses—out of an ascriptive total of some sixty—were admitted as

authentic by Dionysius; Photius (circ. 850 a.d.) knew only the

number now extant— twenty-one.

With the exception of defects at the end of Or. xiii., at the be- Tert.

ginning o.f Or. xvi., and probably at the end of letters i.,vi., L\., tha

existing text is free from serious mutilations. It is also unusually

l)ure. The smoothcand clear style of Isociates gave few opportunities

lor the mistakes of copyists. On the other hand, he was a favourite

authorof the schools. Numerous glosses crept into his text through

the comments or conjectures of rhetoricians. This was already the

case before the 6th century, as is attested by the citationsof Priscian

and Stobseus. Jerome Wolf and Koraes successively accomplished

iimch for the text. But a more decided advance was made by Ira- Mann-
ntanuel Bekker. He used fiveMSS., viz., (1) Codex Urbinas III., r script

j

(ihis, the besl, was his ])rincipal guide); (2) Vaticanus 936, A ; (:i)

L.turentianus 87, 14, (ISth century); (4) Vaticanus 65, A ; and (5)

Marcianus 415, E. The first three, of the same family, have Or. xv.

entire ; the last two are from the same original, and have Or. xv.

incomplete.

Baiter and Sauppe (Zurich, 1850) follow r "even more con-

stantly tlian Cekkcr." Their apparatus is enriched, however, by a

JIS. to which he had not access,—Ambrosianus 0. 144, E, whicli

iu some cases, as they recognize, has alone preserved the true read-

ing. The leadings of this MS. were given in full by G. E. Benseler

in his second edition (1854-55). The distinctive cliaracteristic oi

Benselcr's textual criticism was a tendency to correct the text

against even the best MS., where the MS. conflicted with the usage

of Isoerates as mferred from his recorded precepts or from the state-

ments of ancient writers. Thus, on the strength of the nde ascribed

to Isoerates,

—

(puvijefTa p^ ffvpirlwTeiv,—Benseler would removo

from the text every example of hiatus. Benseler's edition has been

revised by F. Blass (1S78-79), who amends a large number of his

readings, but usually follows him in details of form and spelling.

Pccent Editions.—In Oratorcs A ttici, ed. Imm. Bekker, 1823 and
1S28 ; cd. G. S. Dobson, 1828; ed. J. G. Baiter and Hermann
Sauppe; 1850. Separately in Teubner's series, by G. E. Benseler,

2<l ed. 1854-55 ; revised by F. Blass, 1878-79. Ad Dcmonicun-. ct

Paiicgyricum, CiX. J. E. Sandys, 1868. Extracts from Orations iii.,

iv., vi., vii., viii., ix., xiii., xiv., xv., xix., and Letters iii., v.,

edited with revised text and commentary, in ^'elections from tha

Attic OratorSj by the present writer (1880). (R. C. J.)

ISOMERISM. See Chemistry, vol. v. p. 550.

ISOTliERMS. See Meteorology.

ISPAHAN", or Isfahan, a city of Persia, in the province

of Ir:ik Adjemi, is situated in 32° 39' N. lat. and 51'' U' E.

long. It enjoys the reputation of a very salubrious climate,

except in the autumn, when fevers are prevalent. The

following statistics are given by modern authorities; bu!i

the condition of the city and its environs is subject to con-

stant change. The city walls— a mere mud curtain ruined

in many places—are about 5 miles in circumference. There

are some 300 villages, more or less flourishing, in the

neighbourhood. In the interior of the city there are

reckoned to be sixty mosques (of which about forty are in

use), from eighty to a hundred baths, perhaps fifty colleges

(whirh seems, however, far beyond the wants of the popula-

tior;, and twenty caravanserak in a more or less perfect

state.

XIII. — so
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The public buildings of IspahAn (the best specimens of

modern Oriental design and decoration to be found in

Persia, or perhaps anywhere in the East) are of two distinct

classes—those constructed by Shah Abbas and his successors,

and those erected during the present Kajar dynasty. The
two great palaces of Shah Abbas the Great are named
respectively Chihil-Sutiin ("the forty pillars") and Hasht
Bihisht ("the eight paradises"). They are surrounded by

extensive gardens, traversed by avenues of planes and
poplars, and intersected by paved canals of runniilg water,

with fountains and reservoirs sparkling in all directions,

the whole area being encompassed by a mud wall which is

nearly 3 miles in circumference. The buildings themselves

are ornamented with gilding and mirrors in every possible

variety of arabiesque decoration ; and large and brilliant

pictures of the usual Persian type, representing scenes of

Persian history, cover the walls of all the principal apart-

ments and have been ascribed in many instances to Italian

and Dutch artists, who are known to have been in the

service of Shah Abbas. Attached to these palaces are

separate buildings, such as the AniAret-i-Now (or " new
edifice "), the TAlAri-Tavileh (or " hall of the stables "), the

Gul-dastah (" bunch of roses "), and several others, which

have been erected in modern times by wealthy courtiers

for the convenience of the sovereign, and which are

also generally occupied as residences by the European

ministers, and by other distinguished travellers who are

provided with royal accommodation on their way to the

capital. Perhaps the most agreeable residence of all is the

Haft Dast ("seven courts") in the beautiful garden of

Sa'adetabAd, on the southern bank of the river, and 2 or

3 miles from the heart of the city. This palace was built

by Shah Tahmas[i, the successor of Shah Abbas, and until

lately was kept in good repair and used as a villa residence

by the prince governor. Sir Gore Ouseley resided there

with his suite for some months on his deputation to Persia

in 1811. The garden of the Chihil-Sutiin palace, where Sir

Harford Jones's mission was established in 1809, opens out

thrjugh the Ali-KApi (or " Sublime Porte ") into the great

equare or Mydin-i-Shah, the most remarkable feature in

the city, and probably the largest square in the world,

being 2000 feet in length by 700 in breadth. This square

is surrounded by a double row of arcades, and formerly

resembled a permanent fair ; now, however, it is painfully

desolate. The corners of the square face the cardinal points,

and in the centre of each face is some remarkable building.

On the north-west is the Ali-KApi, forming the entrance to

the royal palace. It is three stories high, and from the

summit is obtained a splendid view of Ispahin and the

environs. Opposite to the Ali-K4pi on the south-east side

of the square is the famous Mesjid-i-Shah, or " royal

mosque," covered with glazed tiles of unusual brilliancy,

and richly decorated with gold and silver ornaments, being

by far the handsomest mosque in all Persia ; but, as

Europeans are not admitted to the interior, it has never

been well described. In the centre of the north-east face

of the square is the gate entrance to the great bazaar

usually called the Kaiserieh, while immediately over the

gate, where in Chardin's time the great Dutch clock with

its automatic figures used to excite the admiration of the

Ispahinis, the Nokhdra-KhAna, or " trumpet house," now
blares forth its dissonant roar at sunrise and sunset, and on

the remaining or soukh-west side is another sacred build-

ing, the mosque of Lutf Ollah, which is only inferior in

grandeur and beauty to the Mesjid-iShah.
<Among the other notable buildings of Ispahan must be

reckoned its colleges and bridges. The Zindeh-riid or

" river of life " rises in Zardehkoh, about 90 miles to the

west of Ispah4n, where some stupendous tunnelling works

or: yet to be seen, the traces of Shah .Abbas's abortive

attempt to turn the Kanin cr Shusve: etream into the

eastern river bed. It flows in a well-cultivated valley-

through the districts of ChAr-mehelard Liuj4n-to the town

I

of Ispah&n, passing along the southern outskirts of the city

from west to east, and being crossed by three principal

bridges. The first, the Piil-i-Ch4r-bAgh, or, as it is also

called, the Pul-i-Julfa, connecting the suburb of Julfa to

the south with the stately Ch4r b4gh avenue to the north,

consists of a double row of 34 arches, with covered

galleries on both sides, and with a roadway, battlemented

and paved throughout. It was built by All Verdi Khin,
one of Shah Abbas's principal officers. The second
bridge, the Piil-i-Khaju, is on the high road tu the south,

and is thus much frequented. It is also built with
great solidity on a double row of arches, and is kept in

excellent repair. The third bridge is smaller and less used.

It is named Pul-i-Sheheristin, from a village of that name
to which it leads, forming the north-eastern suburb of the

city. The river flows on some 30 miles further to tha

west, and is there lost in the sand.

Of the colleges of Ispahin, which are said to be fifty in

number, and the greater part of which are still used as

educational establishments for the Mahometan priesthood,

the most remarkable building is the Medresseh ShahSultAn
Hussain, on the right of the avenue leading northwards from
the Pul-i-Kliajii. It is thus described by Mr Morier :

—

" Its eiitmnce is handsome. A lofty portico, enriched with
fantastically twistrd jiillars, and intelnu-Xfd with the beautiful

maible of Tabriz, leads through a pair of brazen gates, finished with
silver, and their uhole surface highly carved and embossed with
flowers and verses from the Koran. The gates load to an elevated

semi-dome, which opens at once into the square of the college. The
right side of this court is occupied by the mosque, whiul* is still a

beautiful building, covered with a cupola and faced with t\v«

minarets. The interior of tlie dome is ritlily spread with variegated

I

tiles, on w-liieh are invocations to the prujihet and verses of the

I

Koran in the fulli'st profusion. The other sides of the sqliare are

occupied, one by a lofty and beautiful portico, and the remaining
two by rooms for the students, twelve in each front, arranged in

two stories. These apartments are little square cells, and seem
admirably calculated for study."

Another striking feature of Ispahin is the line of covered

bazaars, commencing with the Hassanabid and ending with

th3 Kaiserieh, which extends for nearly 3 miles, ami

divides the city from south to north. The confluence of

people in these bazaars is certainly verygreat, and gives

an exaggerated idea oE the populousness of the city, the

truth being that while the inhabitants congregate for

business in these streets, the rest of the city is compara-

tively deserted (see Morier's lively description).

But although Ispahdn thus abounds with traces of furmer

grandeur and magnificence, although even now, when sur-

veyed from a commanding height within the city, or in

the immediate environs, the enormous extent of mingled

garden and building, at least •30 miles in circumference,

I

gives an impression of populousness and busy life, a closer

scrutiny reveals that the whole scene is nothing more than

a gigantic sham. With the exception of the bazaars and a

few scattered hamlets, there is really no continuous in-

habited area. Whole streets, whole quarters, of the city

have fallen into utter ruin, and are absolutely deserted, the

traveller who is bent on visiting some of the remarkable

sites in the north-western or north-eastern suburbs, such as

the ruins of the old fire temple, the remains of the famous

castle of Tabarrak, or the shaking minarets of Guladan,

having to pass through miles of crumbling mud walls and

roofless houses. It is believed indeed that not a twentieth

part of the area of the old city is at present peopled, and

that the million of inhabitants, reported in the time of

Chardin, have now dwindled to about 40,000 souls.

The Armenian suburb of Julfa, at any rate, which con-"

tainc-d a prpulation of 30,000 si-uls in the 17th century,
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is uuw teiiuiiterl by some 300 n retched families, and the

Christian churches,' whicli used to number thirteen, aud

were many uf them inaiutained iu great splendour, are now
reJured to half a dozen edifices with bare walls and empty
benches. At the same time it must be noted that some

improvement has recently taken place in the education of

the young, aud also in their religious teaching, the wealthy

Armenians of India having contributed liberally to the

nation il schools, and a Scottish gentleman, Mr Bruce,

having been engiged for some years in missiodary labours

among the ignorant Christian peasantry of Julfa and
Feridi'in.

The commerce of IspahAn has also greatly fallen off from

its former flourishiag condition. The manufactures, it is

true, for which tlie city has been long famous, are still to

a certain extent carried on ; in the bazaars are yet to be

found the brocades, satins, and silks of former days,

together witli calicoes, chintzes, and other cotton goods

;

the daldh still hawk about the lacquered boxes, pen-cases,

mirror-frimes, and book-covers, beautifully painted and
ornamented, which are peculiar to Ispahan, while sword-

blades, damascened gunbarrels, glass, and earthenware

continue here and there to be exhibited in the stalls for

sale ; but the imports, both from India and from the north,

have greatly diminished, and this has crippled the demand
for native produce. Whether the.trade of former days can

ever be restored is doubtful. British mercantile houses,

established at Bushire, are making great efforts to push on

their operations to the northward. Various schemes have

been discussed for opening direct communication with the

Persian Gulf, either by railway through Shiriz to Bushire,

or across the mountains to Shuster on the Karun, and
thence by river steamer to Mohamreh. If the Persian

Government can be induced to throw open the navigation

of the Kariin to British enterprise, it is probable that an

attempt will really be made to connect Shuster and IspahAn

by rail, notwithstanding the formidable engineering difficul-

ties to be encountered in crossing the BakktiAree moun-
tains ; and in that case, as the Indian trade from the

south would compete both with the Russian and British

trade from the north, in supplying eastern Persia, Ispahan

might be expected to derive great beneSt from the com-

petition. The position indeed is so favoured by nature

and is so conveniently situated in the very focus of the

British Indian lines of traffic that in due course of time

some improvement may be confidently looked for.

The IspahAnis have a very poor reputation in Persia

either for courage or morals. They are regarded as a

clever, but at the same time a dissolute and disorderly

community, whose government requires a strong hand and
unyielding temper. The looties indeed of IspahAn are pro-

verbial as the most "rowdy" set of vagabonds in Persia.

There is also a good deal of religious fanaticism and party

spirit among the lower classes, the city being divided into

two factions of Xa'amet UUahi and Hyderi (so called from

two famous saints uf former days), who reside in the rival

quarters of JubAreh and Deridasht, and are continually

coming into collision. The priesthood on the other hand
are much respected for their learning and high character,

and the decisions of the chief " mujtehid " of IspahAn are

considered of more authority even than those of the sheikh-

el-IslAm at the capital. The merchants also of IspahAn are a

very respectable class, occupied in extensive dealings with

India, with Baghdad, and with Constantinople, and rarely,

if ever, failing in their engagements. Altogether IspahAn

is one of the most interesting cities in the East, exhibiting

a genuine picture of active Oriental life.

The natural advautiiges of Ispahan—a genial climate, a fertile

soil, and abundance of water for irrigation—maet have always made
it a place of inijiortance. in tlip most fln«;ient cuneiform dc-u-

ments, referring to a period between 3000 and 2000 B.C., the pro-

vince of Ansan, which certainly included Ispahan, was the limit of
the geographical knowledge of the Babylonians, typifying the ex-

treme east, as Syria for Martii-ki) typified the west. The two pro-

vinces of Ansan and Subarta, by which we must understand the
country from Ispahan to Shuster, were ruled in those remote ages

by the same king, who undoubtedly belonged to the great Turanian
family; and from this first notice of Ansan down to the 7th century
B.C. the region seems to have remained, more or less, dependent on
the paramount power of Susa. With regard to the eastern frontier

of Ansan, however, ethnic changes were probably in extensive oper-

ation during this interval of twenty centuries. The western Iranians,

for instance, after separating from their eastern brethren on the

Oxus, as early perhaps as 3000 B.C., must have followed the line

of the Elburz mountains, and then bifurcating into two branches
must have scattered, westward into Media and southward towards
Persia. The first substantial settlement of the southern branch
would seem then to have been at Ispahan, where Jem, the eponym
of the Persian race, is said to have founded a famous castle, the

remains of which were visible as late as the 10th century a.d.

This castle is known in the Zoroastrian writings as Jem-gird, but its

proper name was Sai-il or Saruk (given in the Bundahish as Sruwa
OT Srobak), and it was especially famous in early Mahometan-history

as the building whei-e the ancient records and tables of the Persians

were discovered which proved of so ranch use to Abu-M&sher
(Albumazar) and his contemporaries. A valuable tradition, proceed-

ing from quite a different source, has also been preserved to the

eflfect that Jem, who invented the original Persian character, " dwelt

in Assan, a district of Shuster " (see Flugel's Fihrist, p. 12, 1. 21),

which exactly accords with the Assyrian notices of Assan or

Ansan classed as a dependency of Elynjais. Now it is well known
that native legend represented the Persian race to have been held

in bondage for a thousand years, after the reign of Jem, by the

foreign usurper ZohAk or Biverasp, a period which may well repre-

sent the duration of Elyma?an supremacy over the Aryans of Ansan.

At the commencement of the 7th century B.C. Pei-sia and Ansan are

still found in the annals of Sennacherib amongst the tributaries of

Elymais, confederated against Assyria ; but shortly afterwards the

great Susian monarchy, which had lasted for full 2000 years,

crumbled away under continued pressure from the west, and the

Aryans of Ansan recovered their independence, foimding for the

first time a national dynasty, and establishing their seat of goveru-

ent at Gaba; on the site of the modern city of Ispahan.

The royal city of Gabse was known as a foundation of the Achae*

menidce as late as the time of Strabo, and Ihe inscriptions show that

Achsemenes aud his successors did actually rule at Ansan until the

great Cyrus set out on his career of western victory. "Whether the

Kdbi or Kdvi of tradition, the blacksmith of Ispahan, who is said

to have headed the revolt against Zohak, took his name from the

town of Gaba; may be open to question ; but it is at any rate re-

markable that the national standard of the Persian race, named
after the blacksmith, and supposed to have been first unfurled at

this epoch, retained the title of Dara/sh-a Edvdni (the banner of

Kavi)to the time of the Arab conquest, aud that the men of Ispahan

were, moreover, throughout this long period, always especially charged

with its protection. The provincial name of Ansan or Assan seems

to have been disused in the country after the age of Cyrus, and to

have been replaced bythat of Gabene or Gabiane, which alone appear?

in thd Greek accounts of the wars of Alexander and his succes-

sors, and in the geographical descriptions of Strabo. Gabfe or Gavi

became gradually corrupted to Jai during the Sassanian period, and
it was thus by the latter name that the old city of Ispahan was

generally known at the time of the Arab invasion. Subsequently

the title of Jai became replaced by ShehcrisUin or Medlneh, " the

city " par excellence, whUe a suburb which had been founded in the

immediate vicinity, and which took the name of Yahudleh, or the

"Jews' town," from its original Jewish inhabitants, gradually rose

into notice and superseded the old capital.^

Shchcristdn and Yahudleh are thus in the early ages of lolam

described as independent cities, the former being the eastern and
the latter the western division of the capital, each surrounded by a-

separate wall ; but about the middle of the 10th century the famous

Boide king known as the Rukn-cd-Dowleh united the two suburbs

and many of the adjoining villages in one general enclosure which

* The name of Yahudleh or " Jews' town " is derived by the early-

Arab geographers from a colony of Jews who are said to have migrated

from Babylonia to Ispahan shortly after Nebuchadnezzar's conquest of

Jerusalem, but this is pure fable. The Jewish settlement really dates

from the 3d century a, d, , as is shown by a notice in the Armenian
history of Moses of Chorine, lib. iii. cap. 35. The name Ispahdn'b6.t

been generally compared Avith the Aspadana of Ptolemy in the ex-

treme north of Persis, and the identification is probably correct. At
any rate the title is of great antiquity, being foind in the Bundahish,

and being derived iu all likelihood from the family name of the racd

of FeridUn, the Atkviydri of romance, who were entitled Asjpiyin in

Peblevi, according to the phonetic rules of thnt J^u^na^e.
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'was about 10 mil^s in circumference. The city, which had now re-

sumed its old name of Ispahan, continued to flourish till the time of

Timur (1387 ad.), when in common with so many other cities of the

empire it suffered grievously at the hands of the Tartar invaders.

Timur indeed is said to have erected a Kelhh Mmdr or "skull

tower" of 70,000 heads at the gate of the city, as a warning to deter

other communities frum resisting his arras. The place, however,

owing to its natural advantages, gradually recovered from the eflects

of this terrible visitation, aad when the Sefevjean dynasty who suc-

ceeded to power in the 16th century, transferred their place of resi-

dence to it from Casbin, it rose rapidly in populousuess and wealth.

It was under Shah Abbas the first, the most illustrious sovereign of

this house, that Ispahan attained its greatest prosperity. This

monarch adopted every possible expedient, by stimulating commerce,

encouraging arts and manufactures, and introducing luxurious

habits, to attract visitors to his favourite capital. He built several

magnificent palaces in the richest style of Oriental decoration,

planted gardens and avenues, and distributed amongst them the

waters of the Zindeh-rud in an endless series of reservoirs, fountains,

and cascades. The baths, the mosques, the colleges, the bazaars,

and the caravanserais of the city received au equal share of his atten-

tion, and European artificers and merchants were largely encouraged

to settle in his capital. Ambassadors visited his court from many of

the first states of Europe, and factories were permanently established

for the merchants of England, France, Holland, the Hanseatic

to'ivus, Spain, Portugal, and Moscow. The celebrated traveller

Chardin, who passed a great portion of his life at Ispahan iu the

latter half oi the 17th century, has left a detailed and most inter-

esting account of the statistics of the city at that period. He him-
self estimated the population at 600,000, though in popular belief

the number exceeded a million. There were 1500 flourishing

Tillages in the immediate neighbourhood ; the enceinte of the city

and suburbs was reckoned ot 24 miles, while the muO. wails sur-

rounding the city itself, probably nearly following the lines of th*S

Boide enclosure, measured 20,000 paces. In the interior weia

counted 162 mosques, 48 public colleges, 1802 caravanserais, 27.3

baths, and 12 cemeteries. Tlie adjoining suburb of Julfa was also

a most flourishing place. Originally founded by Shah Abbas the

Great, who transported to this locality 3400 Armenian families from

the town of Julfa on the Arras, the colony increased rapidly under
his fostering care, both in wealth and in numbers, the Christian

population being estimated in 1685 at 30,000 souls. The first blow

to the prosperity of modern Ispahan was given by the Afghan in-

vasion at the beginning of the 18th century, since which date,

although continuing for some time to be the nominal head of the

empire, the city lias gradually dwindled in importance, and now
only ranks as a second or third rate provincial capital. When thy

Kajar dynasty iudeed mounted the throne of Persia at the end of

the last century the seat of government was at once transferred to

Teheran, with a view to the support of the royal tribe, whose chief

seat was in the neighbouring province of Mazenderdn ; and, althoug i

it has often been proposed, from considerations of state policy in

reference to Russia, to re-establish the court at Ispahan, which is

the true centre of Persia, the scheme has never commanded much
attention. At the same time the government of Ispahan, owing to

the wealth of tie surrounding districts, has always beeu much
sought after. Early in the century the post was often conlerred

upon some powerful mfnister of the court, but in later times it has

been usually the apanage of a favourite son or brother of the

reigning sovereign. Feth Ali Shah, who had a particular affectien

for Ispahan, died at that place in 1834, and it is still a time-honourea

custom for the monarch on the throne to seek relief fron. the he?.t

of Teheran by forming a summer camp at the rich pastures of Gan-

doman on the skirts of Zardeh-Koh, to the west of Ispahan, for the

exercise of his trooDS aud the health and amusement of hia

courtiers. (H. C. K.)

ISRAEL
Rela- 1, A CCORDiyO to the Baoh of Genesis, Israel was tiie

tion- j[\^ brotherof Edom, and the cousinofMoab and Amnion,
ships 01 xhese four petty peoples, which may be classed together

as the Hebrew group, must at ens time have formed some

sort of a unity and have passed through a common history

.vhich resulted in their settlement in south-eastern Palestine.

The Israelites, or rather that section of the Hebrew group

v,-hich aftervravds developed into Israel, appear at first to

l.ave been the immediate neighbours of Edom, and to have

extended westwards towards the border of Egypt. As

regards the ethnological position of the Hebrews as a

whole, tradition has it that they had connexions not only

with the Aramaeans of Osrhoene (Nahor), but also with

certain of the old half-Arab inhabitants of the Sinaitic

peninsula (Kenites, Amalek, Midiat/). To the Canaanites,

whose language they had adopted, their relation was that of

foreign conquerors and lords to a subject race (Gen. ix. 26).

Sojourn Some fifteen centuries before our era a section of the

tnEgypt Hebrew group left its ancient seat in the extreme south of

Palestine to occupy the not distant pasture lands of Egypt

(Goshen), where they carried on their old calling, that of

shepherds and goatherds. Although settled within the

territory of the Pharaohs, and recognizing their authority,

'hey continued to retain all their old characteristics,— the;r

Unguage, their patriarchal institutions, their nomad habits

tf life.

But in course of time these foreign guests were subjected

1 J changed treatment. Forced labour was exacted of them

f jr the construction of new public works in Goshen, an

tjxaction which was felt to be an assault upon their freedom

and honour, and which in point of fact was fitted to take

away all that was distinctive of their nationality. But

they had no remedy at hand, and had submitted in despair,

until Moses at last saw a favourable opportunity of

deliverance. Beminding his oppressed brethren of the

God of their fathers, and urging that their cause was His,

ho taught them to regard self-assertion against the

Ti^ptiEns a.i an article of religion ; and they became once

nure a united peoplo in a detErmication to sck a:L\'^a

from oppre.ssion in the wilderness which was the dwelling

place of their kindred and the seat of their God. At a The

time when Egypt was scourged by a grievous plague, the eiortua

Hebrews broke up their settlement in Goshen one night in

spring, and directed their steps towards their old home
again. According to the accounts, the king had consented

to the exodus, and latterly had even forced it on, but it

was none the less a secret 6ight.

To a not very numerous pastoral people such an under-

vaking presented no great difficulty. Nevertheless its

execution was not to be carried out unimpeded. The
Hebrews, compelled t-^ abandon the direct eastward road

(Exod. xiii. 17, 18), turned towards the south-west and

encamped at last on the Egyptian shore of the northern

arm of the Eed Sea, where they were overtaken by

Pharaoh's army. The situation was a critical one : but a

high wind during the night had left the shallow sea so low

that it became possible to ford it. Moses eagerly accepted

the suggestion, and made the venture with success. The
Egyptians, rushing after, came up with them on the

further shore, and a struggle ensued. But the assailants

fought at a disadvantage, the ground being ill suited for

their chariots and horsemen ; they fell into confusion and

attempted a retreat. Meanwhile the wind liad changed

;

the waters returned, and the pursuers were annihilated,^

After turning aside to visit Sinai as related in Exodus, Scttle-

the emigrants settled at Kadesh, eastwards from Go.shen, g'^"'^**

on the southern borders of Palestine,^ where they remained

1 Ex. xiv. 21, 24, 25, 27, 30, 31. According to the Old Testament

the exodus took place 480 years before the building of Solomon's

t*mple, and 960 years before the end of the Bnbylonian captivity.

These figures are "systematic" or at least systematized, but even so

they are certainly more trustworthy than the combinations of the

Kgyptologists.

''The site of Sinai (= Horeb?) hardly admits of lEscertainmeut.

The best datum would be the sanctuary of Jetliro, if we cotild identify

it with Madian (Jahii, iv. 451), which lies on the Arabian coa-^t of

the Eed Sea obliquely facing the traditional Sinai. With regard

to Kadesh, see Quasierly datc^nent of Palestine Expiora.'aon Fund
(i871), pp. 20. £1.
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'

Banctuary and judgment seat only, while with their flocks

tliey ranged over an extensive tract. In all probability

iheir stay at Kadesh was no involuntary detention ; rather

was it this locality they had more immediately had in view

in setting out. For a civilized community of from two to

three millions such a settlement would of course have been

impossible ; but it was quite sufficient ior the immediate

requirements of the Goshen !?hej)herds, few in number as

they were, and inured to tlio life of the desert. That

attempts may have been made by them to obtain possession

of the more" fertile country to the north is very likely ; but

that from the outset they contemplated the conquest of tlie

whole of Palestine proper, and that it was only in expiation

of a fault that they were held back at the gate of the

promised land until the whole generation of the disobedient

Lad died out, is not historically probable.

We can assign a definite reason for their final departure

from Kadesh. In the district to the east of Jordan the

(Canaanite) Amorites had, .sometime previously, driven the

Ammonites from the lower Jabbok and deprived the

Moabites of all their territory to the north of the Arnon
;

on the plateau opposite Jericho Ileshbon had become the

capital of Sihon, the Amorite king. This sovereign now
set himself to subdue southern Moab also, and not without

success. " Fire went out from Heshbon, flame from the

Btronghold of Sihon, devoured the cities of Moab upon the

heights of Arnou. Woe to thee, O Moab ! thou act undone,

O people of Chemosh ! " From these straits the Moabites

were rescued by their cousins, the nomads of the wilderness

of Kadesh. The Israelites came forward on behalf of what

was at once the common Hebrew cause and their own par-

ticular interest ; they took the field against the Amorites,

vanquished them in battle, and broke up the kingdom of

Sihon. The consequence was that the land to the south

of the Arnon remained in the undisputed possession of

Moab, while the victors themselves became masters of the

territory immediately to the north. Settled thus between

Moab and Ammon their kinsmen, the Israelites supplied

the link that was wanting in the chain of petty Hebrew
, nationalities established in the south of eastern Palestine.

The army that went out against the Amorites from

Kadesh was certainly not exclusively composed of men
who, or whose fathers, had accomplished the passage of the

Eed Sea. Israel was not a formed nation when it left

Egypt ; and throughout the whole period of its sojourn in

the wilderness it continued to be in process of growth.

Instead of excluding the kindred elements v,hich offered

themselves to it on its new soil, it received and assimilated

them. The life they had lived together under Moses had
been the first thing to awaken a feeling of solidarity among
the tribes which afterwards constituted the nation; whether
they had previously been a unity in any sense of the word
is doubtful. On the other hand, the basis of the unification

of the tribes must certainly have been laid before the

conquest of Palestine proper ; for with tliat it broke up,

though the memory of it continued. At the same time it

must not be supposed that all the twelve tribes already

existed side by side in Kadesh. The sons of the con-

cubines of Jacob—Dan and Naphtali, Gad and Asher

—

uianifestly do not pertain to Israel in the same sense as do
those of Leah and Kachel

;
probably they were late arrivals

and of very mixed origin. We know, besides, that

Benjamin was not bom until afterwards, in Palestine. If

this view be correct, Israel at first consisted of seven tribes,

of which one only, that of Joseph, traced its descent to

Rachel, though in point of numbers and physical strength
it was the equal of all the others together, while in intel-

lectual force it surpassed them. The remaining six were
the sons of Leah:— Reuben, Simeon, Levi, Judah ; Issacbar,

Zebulon. 'They are always enumerated io this order ; the

fact that the last two are also invariably mentioned apart

from the rest and after Joseph has its explanation in

geographical considerations.

The time of Moses is invariably regarded as the properly E^gnn

creative period in Israel's history, and on that account also "' ""'

as giving the pattern and norm for the ages which
^^^^^

followed. In point of fact the history of Israel must be

held to have begun then, and the foundotions of a new
epoch to have been laid. The prophets who came after

gave, it is true, greater distinctness to the peculiar character

of the nation, bat they did not make it ; on the contrary,

it made them. Again, it is true that the movement which

resulted in the establishment of the monarchy brought to-

gether for the first time into organic unity the elements

which previously had existed only in an isolated condition
;

but Israel's sense of national personality^ was a thing of

much earlier origin, which even in the time of the judges

bound the various tribes and families together, and must

have had a great hold on the mind of the nation, although

there was no formal and binding constitution to give it

support. When the Israelites settled in Palestine they

found it inhabited by a population superior to themselves

both in numbers and in civilization, which they did not

extirpate, but on the contrary gradually subdued and

absorbed. The process was favoured by afSnity of race

and similarity of speech ; but, however far it went, it never

had the efiect of making Israelites Canaanites ; on the

contrary, it made Canaanites Israelites. Notwithstanding

their inferiority, numerical and otherwise, they maintained

their individuality, and that without the support of any

external organization. Tims a certain inner unity actually

subsisted long before it had found any outward political

expression ; it goes back to the time of Moses, who is to

be regarded as its a.uthor.

The foundation upon which, at all periods, Israel's sense on a va

of its national unity rested was religious in its character. 'i"i?us

It was the faith which may be summed up in the formulS,

Jehovah is the God of Israel, and Israel is the people of

Jehovah. Moses was not the first discoverer of this faith,

but it was through him that it came to be the fundamental

basis of the national existence and history.' The exi

gencies of their position severed a number of kindred clans

from their customary surroundings, and drove them into

his arms. He undertook the responsibilities of their

leader, and the confidence of success which he manifeeted

was justified by the result. But it was not through any

merit of his that the undertaking (of which he was the

soul) prospered as it did ; his design was aided in a wholly

unlooked-for way, by a marvellous occurrence quite beyond

his control, and which no sagacity could possibly have

foreseen. One whom the wind and sea obeyed had given

him His aid. Behind him stood one higher than he,

whose spirit wrought in him and whose arm wrought for

him,— net for his personal aggrandizement indeed, but for

the weal of the nation. It was Jehovah. Alike what was

done by the deliberate purpose of Moses and what was

done without any human contrivance by nature and by

accident came to be regarded in one great totab'ty as the

doing of Jehovah for Israel. Jehovah it was who had

directed each step in that process through which these so

^ Jehovah is to be regarded as having originally been a family or

tribal god, either of the family to which Moses belonged or of the tribe

of Joseph, in the possession of which we find the ark of Jehovah, and
within which occurs the earliest certain instance of a composite proper

name with the word Jehovah for one of its elements (Jeho-shua,

Joshua). No essential distinction was felt to e.Tist between Jehovah

and El, any more than between Asshur and El ; Jehovah was only a

special name of El which had become current within a powerful -circle,

and which on that account was all the ipore fitted to become tho

designation of a national god.
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diverse elements, brought togellier by the pressure of

necessity, had been caused to pass, and in the coarse of

which the first b^innings of a feeling of national unity

had been made to grow.

Moses, This feeling Moses was the first to elicit ; he it was also

111(1 the „1j|3 maintained it in life and cherished its growth. The
'"''™'''

extraordinary sut of circumstanceswhich had first occasioned

the new national movement continued to subeist, though

in a less degree, throughout the sojourn of the people in

the wilderness, and it was under their pressure that Israel

continued to be moulded. To Moses, who had been the

means of so brilliantly hel^iing out of their first straits the

Hebrews who had accompanied him out of Egypt, they

naturally tuiued in all subsequent difficulties ; before him

they brought all affairs with which they were not them-

selves able to cope. The authority which his antecedents

had secured for him made him as matter of course the

great national " Kadlii " in thei wilderness. Equally as

matter of course did he exercise his judicial functions,

neither in his own interest nor in his own name, but in

the interest of the whole community and in the name of

Jehovah. By connecting them with the sanctuary of

Jehovah, which stood at the well of Kadesh, he made these

functions independent of his person, and thus he laid a firm

basis for a consuetudinary law and became the originator

of the Torah in Israel. In doing this he succeeded in

inspiring the national being with that which was the very

life of his own soid ; through the Torah he gave a definite

positive expression to their sense of nationality and their

idea of God. Jehovah was not merely the God of Israel

;

as suoli He was the God at once of law and of justice, the

basis, the informing principle, and the implied postulate

of their national consciousness.

Johovrih. The relationship was carried on in precisely the same

manner as that in which it had been begun. It was most

especially in the graver moments of its history that Israel

awoke to full consciousness of itself and of Jehovah. Now,
at that time and for centuries afterwards, the highwater

marks of history were indicated by the wars it recorded.

The name "Israel" means "El does battle," and Jehovah

was the warrior El, after whom the nation styled itself.

The camp was, so to speak, at once the cradle in which

the nation was nursed and the smithy in which it was

welded into unity; it was also the primitive sanctuary.

There Israel was, and there was Jehovah. If in times of

peace the relations between the two had become dormant,

they were at once called forth into fullest activity when
the alarm of danger was raised ; Israel's awakening was

always preceded by the awakening of Jehovah. Jehovah

awakened men who under the guidance of His spirit placed

themselves at the nation's head ; in them His proper

leadership was visibly expressed. Jehovah went forth with

the host to battle, and in its enthusiasm His presence was

seen (Judg. v. 13, 113). With signs and wonders from

heaven Jehovah decided the struggle carried on upon

«arth. In it He was always upon Israel's side; on Israel

was His whole interest concentrated, although His power

{for He was God) reached far beyond their local limits.

Thus Jehovah was in a very real sense a living God
;

but the manifestations of His life in the great crise-s of His

people's history were of necessity separated by considerable

intervals of time. His activity had something abrupt and
tumultuary about it, better suited for extraordinary

occasions than for ordinary daily life. Traces of this

feeling appear very prominently in the later stages of the

development. But although the relations between [,,rael

and Israel's God came most strongly into prominence in

times of excitement, yet it did not altogether die out in

the periods of comparative repose. It was in the case of

Jehovah just as in the case of the human leaders of the

people, who did not in times a! peace wholly lose tlit

influence they had gained in war. Jehovah had His per-

manent court at the places of worship v\here in times of

quietude men clung to Him that they might not lose Him
in times of trouble. His chief, perhaps in the time of

Moses His only, sanctuary was with the so-called ark of Thenik,

the covenant. It was a standard, adapted primarily to

the requirements of a wandering and warlike Ufe ; brought

back from the field, it became, as symbol of Jehovah's

presence, the central seat of His worship. The cultus itself

was more than a mere paying of court to Jehovah, more
than a mere expedient for retaining His sympathies against

times of necessity ; the Torah of Jehovah, the holy

administratjou of law, was conjoined with it. This had

first of all been exercised, at the instance of tlie priest of

Midian, by Moses at the well of Kadesh ; it was continued

after him, at the sanctuary, within the circle of those who
had attached themselves to him and were spiritually hia

heirs. In cases where the wisdom or the competency of

the ordinary judges failed, men turned direct to the God-

head, i.e., to the sanctuary and those who served it.

Their decisions, whether given according to their own
lights or by lot (according to the character of the question),

were not derived from any law, but were received direct

from Jehovah.' The execution of their decisions did

not lie with them ; they could only advise and teach.

Their authority was divine, or, as we should say, moral, in

its character ; it rested upon that spontaneous recognition

of the idea of right which, though unexpressed, was alive

and working among the tribes, upon Jehovah Himself who
was the author of this generally diffused sense of right,

but revealed the proper determinations on points of detail

only to certain individuals. The priestly Torah was an

entirely unpolitical or rather prepolitical institution ; it

had an existence before the state had, and it was one of

the invisible foundation pillars on which the state rested.

War and the administration of justice were regarded asThethea

matters of religion before they became matters of obliga- cracv

tioa and civil order ; this is all that is really meant when
a theocracy is spoken of. Moses certainly organized no

formal state, endowed with specific holiness, upon the

basis of the proposition "Jehovah is the God of Israel";

or, at all events, if he did so, the fact had not in tha

slightest degree any practical consequence or historical

significance. The old patriarchal system of families and

clans continued as before to be the ordinary constitution,

if one can apply such a word as constitution at all to an

unorganized conglomeration qf homogeneous elements.

What there was of permanent official authority lay in the

hands of the elders and heads of houses ; in time of war they

commanded each his own household force, and in peace they

dispensed justice each, within his own circle. But this obvi-

ously imperfect and inefficient form of government showed a

growing tendency to break down just in proportion to tha

magnitude of the tasks which the nation in the course of

its history was tailed upon to undertake. Appeal to

Jehovah was always in these circumstances resorted to

;

His court was properly that of last resort, but the ordinary

authorities were so inadequate that it had often enough to

be applied to. Theocracy, if one may so eay, arose as the

complement of anarchy. Actual aud legal existence (in

the modern sense) was predicable only of each of the many
clans ; the unity of the nation was realized in the first

instance only through its religion. It was out of tha

reUgion of Israel that the commonwealth of Israel unfolded

itself,—not a holi/ state, but the state. And the state con-

tinued to be, consciously, rooted in religion, which prevented

> They were con-sulted chiefly oa poiuts of law, but also on all sorts

of diriiciltiei as to what was right and to he done, or wrong aud to be

avoided.
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it from quitting or losing its rapport with (he soil from

which it had originally sprang. With the intermediate

and higher stages of political organiiation, with the build-

ing of the upper structure, however, religion had no con-

cern ; they were too far removed from the foundation. The
derivative, which did not carry immediately in itself its

own title to exi.<t, wa.s a matter of indifference to it ; what

had come into being it suffered to go its own way as soon

Bs it was capable of asserting its independence. For this

reason it always turned by preference to the future, not in

a Utopian hut in a thoroughly practical way; by a single

step only did it keep ahead of the present. It prepared

the way for such developments as are not derived from

existing institutions, but spring immediately from the

depths in which human society has its secret and mysterious

roots.

The expression " Jehovah is the God of Israel." accord-

ingly, meant that every task of the natiftn, internal as well

as external, was conceived as holy. It certainly did not

mean that the almighty Creator of heaven and earth was
conceived of as having first made a covenant with this one

people that by them He might bo truly known and

worshipped. It was not as if Jehovah had originally been

regarded as the God of the universe who subsequently

became the God of Israel , on the contrary, He was

primarily Israel's God, and only afterwards (very long

afterwards) did He come to be regarded as the God of the

universe. For Moses to have given to the Israelites an
" enlightened conception of God " would have been to have

•^ven them a stone instead of bread ; it is in the highest

degree probable that, with regard to the essential nature of

Jehovah, as distinct from His relation to men, he allowed

them to continue in the same way of thinking with their

fathers. With theoretical truths, which were not at all

in demand, he did not occupy himself, but purely with

practical questions which were put and urged by the pres-

sure of the times. The religious starting point of the

history of Israel was remarkable, not for its novelty,

but for its normal character. In all ancient primitive

j>ooples the relation in which God is conceived to stand

to the circumstances of the nation—in other words, reli-

gion—furnishes a motive for law and morals ; in the

case of none did it become so with such purity and power
S3 in that of the Israelites. Whatever Jehovah may have

been conceived to be in His essential nature—God of the

thunderstorm or the like—this fell more and more into

the background as mysterious and transcendental ; the

subject was not one for enquiry. All stress was laid

upon His activity within the world of mankind, whose ends

He made one with His own. Religion thus did not make
men partakers in a divine life, but contrariwise it made
God a partaker in the life of men ; life in this way was
not straitened by it, but enlarged. The so-called " parti-

cularism " of Israel's idea of God was in fact the real

strength of Israel's religion ; it thus escaped from barreu
mythologizings, and became free to apply itself to the

moral tasks which are always given, and admit of being
discharged, only in definite spheres. As God of the nation,

Jehovah became the God of justice and of right ; as God
of justice and right, He came to be thought of as the
highest, and at last as the only, power in heaven and earth.

In the prcceiliiip; .ikctch the attempt has been made to exhibit
jMosaism as it must be supposeH to have existed on the assumption
tliat the history of Israel commenced with it and that for centuries
it coDtinileil to be tlio ideal root out of which that history continued
to p-ow. This bein;; .Tssumed, wu nnnot treat the legislative por-
tion of the Pentateuch as a source IVura which our knowledge of
what Mosaisiu really was can be derived ; for it cannot in any sense
1)8 regarded as the starting point of the subsequent development.
If it was the work of Moses, then we must suppose it to have re-
mained a dead letter for centuries, and only through King .Josiah and
Ezra tlie scribe to have become operative in the national histoi-y

(compare sections 8 and 10). The historical tradition which has
reached us relating to the period of the judges and of the kings of
Israel is the main source, though only of course in an indirect way,
of our knowledge of Mosaism. But within the Pentateuch it^lf
also the historical tradition about Moses (which admits of being dis-

tinguished, and must carefully be separated, from the Icgislaiive^

although the latter often clothes itself in narrative form) is in its

main features manifestly trustworthy, and can only be explained as
resting on actual facts.

From the historical tradition, then, it is certain that Hoses was The
the founder of the Torah. But the legislative tradition cannot Moscio
tell us what were the positive contents of his Torah. In fact it can TonitL
be shown that throughout the whole of the older period the Torah
was no finished legislative code, but consist^ entirely of the oral

decisions and instructions of the priests; as a whole it was potential
only; what actually existed were the individual sentences given bj
the priesthood as they were asked for. Thus Moses was not regarded
as the promulgator once for all of a national constitution, but rathei
as the first to call into activity the national sense for law and jus-
tice, and to begin the series of oral decisions which were continued
after him by the priests. He was the founder of the nation out of

which the Torah and prophecy came as later growths. He laid the
basis of Israel's subsequent peculiar individuality, not by any one
formal act, but in virtue of his having, throughout the whole of his
long life, been the people's leader, judge, and centre of union.
A correct conception of the manner in which the Tomh was Hov

made by him can be derived from the narrative contained in Exod. made,
xviii., but not from the long section which follows, relating to the
Sinaitic covenant {ch. xix. sgq.). The giving of the law at Sinai
has only a formal, not to say dramatic, significance. It is the pro-
duct of the poetic necessity for such a representation of the manner
in whirh the people was constituted Jehovah's ])eople as should
appeal directly and ^aphically to the imagination. Only so can
we justly interpret those expressions according to which Jehovah
with His own mouth thundered the ten commandments down from
the mountain to the people below, and afterwards for forty days
held a confidential conference with Moses alone on the summit.
For the sake of producing a solemn and vivid impression, that is

represented as having taken, place in a single thrilling moment
which in reality occurred slowly and almost unobserved. Why
Sin.ii should have been chosen as the scene admits of ready expla-
nation. It was the Olympus of the Hebrew peoples, the earthly
seat of the Godhead, and as such it continued to be regarded by the
Israelites even after their settlement in Palestine (Judg. v. i, 5).

This immemorial sanctity of Sinai it was that led to its being
selected as the ideal scene of the giving of the law, not conversely.
If we eliminate from the historical narrative the long Sinaitic section
which has but a loose conneKion with it, the wilderness of Eadesh
becomes the locality of the preceding and subsequent events. It
was during the sojourn of many years here that the organization of
the nation, in any historical sense, took place. *' There he made for

them statute and ordinance, and there he proved them," as we read
in Ex. XV. 25 in a dislocated poetical fragment. "Judgment and
trial," *' Massa and Menbah," point to Kadesh as the place referred
to ; there at all events is the scene of the narrative immediately
following (Ex. xvii.-Num. xx.), and doubtless also of Ex.
xviii.

If the legislation of the Pentateuch cease as a whole to be re- The De.
garded as an authentic source for our knowledge of what Mosaism calogue,
was, it becomes a somewhat precarious matter to make any excep-
tion in favour of the Decalogue. In particular, the following argu-
ments against its authenticity must be taken into account. (1)
According to Ex. xxxiv. the commandments which stood upon
the two tables were quite different. (2) The prohibition of images
was during the older period quite unknown ; Jloses himself is said
to have made a brazen serpent which down to Hezekiah's rime con-
tinued to be worshipped at Jerusalem as an image of Jehovah. (3)
The essentially and necessarily national character of the older phases
of the religion of Jehovah completely disappears in the quite uni-
versal code of morals which is given in the Decalogue as the funda-
mental law of Israel ; but the entire series of religious personalities
throughout the period of the judges and the kings— from Deborah,
who praised Jael's treacherous act of murder, to Da\id, who caused
his prisoners of war to be sawn asunder and burnt—make it very
difficult to believe that the religion of Israel was from the outset
one of a specifically moral character. The true spirit of the old
religion may be gathered much more truly from Juag. v. than from
Ex. XX. (4) It is extremely doubtful whether the actual mono-
theism which is nndoubtedly presupposed in the universal moral
precepts of the Decalogue could have formed the foundation of a
national religion. It was first developed out of the national religion
at the downfall of the nation, and thereupon kept its hold upon
the people in an artificial manner by means of the idea of a cove-
nant formed by the God of the universe with, in the first instance,
Israel alone (compare sects. 6-10).

As for the question regarding the historical presuppositions of
Mosaism, there generally underlies it a misunderstanding arising
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out of theological intcllectualism—an attribute found with special

frequency among non-theologians. Moses gave no now idea of God
to his people. The question whence he could have derived it there-

fore need not be raised. It could not possibly be worse answered,

however, than by a reference to his relations with the priestly caste

of Egypt and their wisdom. It is not to be believed that an

Egyptian" deity could inspire the Hebrews of Goshen with courage

for >he struggle against the Egyptians, or that an abstraction of

esoteric speculation could become the national deity of Israel. It is

not inconceivable indeed, although at the same time quite incapable

of proof, that^Moses was indebted to the Et,-yptian priests for cer-

tain advantages of personal culture, or that he borrowed f^om them
on all hands in external details of organization or in matters of

ritual. But the origin of the germ which developed into Israel is

not to be sought for iu Egypt, and JehovaJi has nothing in common
with the colourless divinity of Penta-ur or with the God-forsaken

dreariness of certain modern Egyptologists. That monotheism must
have been a foreign importation, because it is contrary to that

sexual dualism of Godhead which i« the fundamental characteristic

of Semitic religion, is an untenable exaggeration which has recently

become popular out of opposition to the familiar thesis about the

monotheistic instinct of the Semites (Ndldeke, Litcrar. Ccntralbl.^

1877, p. 365). Moab, Aramon, and Edom, Israel'.'* nearest kinsfolk

and neighbours, were monotheists in precisely the same sense in

which Israel itself was ; but it would be foolish surely in their case

to think of foreign importation.

Manetho's statements about the Israelites are for the most part

to be regarded as malicious inventions: whether any genuine tradi-

tion underlies them at all is a point much needing to be investi-

gated ; the identity of Osarsiph and ^IDDDS is really very question-

able. The story of Exod. ii. 1 s^-i^. is a mythus of frequent recur-

rence elsewhere, to which no further significance is attached, for

that Moses was ti-ained in all the wisdom of the Egyptians is vouched
for by no earlier authorities than Philo and the New Testament.
According to the Old Testament tradition his connexion is with
.Tethro's priesthood or with that of the Kenites. This historical

presupposition of Mosaism has external evidence in its favour, and
is inherently quite probable.

2. The kingdom of Sihon did not permanently suffice

the Israelites, and the disintegration of the Canaanites to

the west of Jordan in an endless number of kingdoms and
cities invited attack. The first essay was made by Judah
in conjunction with Simeon and Levi, but was far from
pro.sperous. Simeon and Levi were annihilated ; Judah
also, though successful in masteiing the mountain land to

the west of the Dead Sea, was so cnaly at the cost of severe

losses which were not again made up until the accession

of the Kenite families of the south (Caleb). As a conse-

quence of the secession of these tribes, a new division of

the nation into Israel and Judah took the place of that

which" had previously subsisted between the families of

Leah and Rachel ; under Israel were included all the tribes

except Simeon, Levi, and Judali, which three are no longer

mentioned in Judg. v., where all the others are carefully

and exhaustively enumerated. This half-abortive first

invasion of the w^est was followed by a second, which was
stronger and attended with much better results. It was
led by the tribe of Joseph, to which the others attached

themselves, Reuben and Gad only remaining behind in the

old settlements. The district to the north of Judah,
inhabited afterwards by Benjamin, was the first to be

attacked. It was not until after several towns of this

district had one by one fallen into the hands of the con-

querors that the Canaanites set about a united resistance.

They were, however, decisively repulsed by Joshua in the

neighbourhood by Gibeon ; and by this victory the

Israelites became masters of the whole central plateau of

Palestine. The first camp, at Gilgal, near the ford of

Jordan, which had been maintained until then, was now
removed, and the ark of Jehovah brought further inland

(perhaps by way of Bethel) to Shiloh, where henceforward
the headquarters were fixed, in a position which seemed as

if it had been expressly made to favour attacks upon the

fertile tract lying beneath it on the north. The Bne
Rachel now occupied the new territory which up to that

lime had been acquired,— Benjamin, in immediate con-

tiguity with the frontier of Judah. then Ephr2?m. ^Ujlr-L^^f-

to beyond Shiloh, and lablly Maiiassch, furthest to the

nortli, as far as to the plain of Jezreel. The centre of

gravity, bo tu speak, already lay in Ephrann to whicU

belonged Joshua and the ark.

It is mentioned as the last achievement of Joshua that

at the waters- of Merum he defeated Jabin. king of Hazor,

and the allied princes of Galilee, thereby opening up the Gahlee.

north for.Israelitish settlers. It i§ quite what we should

expect that a great and united blow had to be struck at

the Canaanites of the north before the new comers could!

occupy it in peace ; and King Jabin, who reappears at a

later date, certainly does not suit the fcituation described

in Judg, iv., Vi

Tlie book of Joshua represents the conquest of western Palestine Naira-

as having boen the oomnion undertaking of all the tribes together, fives ot
which, after tlie original inhabitants have been extirpatetl, are ex- Joshua
lubited as laying the ownerless country at Joshua's feet in order /id

that he may divide it by lot amongst them. But this is a *' syste- adges
matic " generalization, contradicted by the facts w hich we otherwise

know. For we possess another account of the conquest of PalesliriP,

that of Judg. i., which runs parallel with the book of Joshua, It

is shorter indeed and more superficial, yet in its entire mode of pre-

senting the subject more histoi-ical. According to its narrative, it-

appears that Joshua was the leadt-r of Josejih and Benjamin only,

with whom imleed Issachar, Zebulon, Dan, Xaplitali, and Aslier

inade common cause. But before his time the tribe of Judah had
already cj'osscd the Jordan and effected a lodgment in the territorj

which lay between the earlier seat of the nation in the wilderness

of Kadesh and its then settlement on the plateau of Woab, foiming
in some degree a link of connexion between the two. It might bo
supposed that the tribe, of Judah had not taken the longer route tcv

the eastward of the Dead Sea at all, but had already at Kadesh
broken off from the main body and thence turned its steps diiVctly

northward. But the representation actually given in Judg. i. , to thf

efi\2ct that it was fiom the direction of the Jordan and not from Ihrt

of the Negeb that they came to take possession of their land, i wiXs.

its confirmation in the fact tlint the southern portion of their terri

tory was the last to come into their possession. The tradition i^

unwavering that Hebron was taken not by Judah but by Calib, ;

family which stood in friendly relations with Isiael, but had nc

connexion with it by blood. It was only through the policy of

David that Caleb. OthnicI, Jcrachmecl, and the rest of the Kaiite*

who had their homes in the Negeb became completely incorporated

with Judah, so that Hebron became at last the capital of that tribe.

Its oldest seats, however, lay further to the north, in the rcgmn vi

Tekoa, Bethlehem, Baal Judah.

It harmonizes well with this view to suppose that Simeon anJ Simeod
Levi must have made at the same time their attempt to effect o y^
settlement in the hill country of Ephraim. One of their families, \%^i,

Dinah bath Leah, met with a favourable reception in the town o(

Sliechcm, and began to mix freely with its population, and thus the

way was paved for the establishment of peaceable relations between
the old inhabitants of the land and tiie new importations. But
these relations were brought to an end by the two brothers who, in

concert it must be supposed with their sister, fell upon the Shc-

chcmites and massacred them. The final result proved disastrous.

Tlie Canaanites of the surroundinir country united against them
and completely destroyed them. There can be no doubt as to the

tniptworthiness of the somewhat enigmatical records of those evcnis
which are given in Gen. xlix. and xxxiv. ; in no other way is it

possible to explain wliy Simeon and Levi, which originally cTiiie

upon the stage of history on an equal footing with Reuben and
Judah, should have already disappeared as independent tribes at tlie

very beginning of the period of the judges. Now, that the de-

struction of Shechem by the Manassite Abimelech is quite distinct

from the attack made by Simeon and Levi need hardly be said. On
the other hand, the occurrence cannot be regarded as pre-Mosaic, but
must be assigned to a time previous to the ronqiiest of the lull

country of Ephraim by Joseph ; fur after Joseph's settlement tliere

the two sons of Leah had manifestly nothing more to hope for in

that locality. We are shut up, therefore, to the conclusion that
they crossed the Jordan at the same time as Judah separated himself
from the main body in search of a suitable territory. That Simeon
accompanied Judah in the first westward attempt is expressly

stated iu Judg. i. The fate of Levi, again, cannot be separated from
that of Simeon {Gen. xlix. 5-7); that he is not expressly mentioned
in Judg. i. ought not to cause surprise, when it is considered that

later generations which regarded Levi as neither more nor less than
a priest would have some difficulty in representing him as a
thoroughly secular tribe. Such nevertheless he must have been,

for the poet in Gen. xlix. 6-7 puts him on a footing of perfect

equality with Simeon, and attributes to both brothers a very secular

and bloodthirsty character ; he has no conception that Levi has a
ja-:cd vocation which is the reason of the dispersion of the tribe; the
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dispersion on tlie contrary is regarded as a curse and no blrssing, an
anniliiiation and not the means of giving permanence to its tribal

individuality. Tlie siiattered remains of Simeon, and doubtless

those of Levi also, became incorporated with Judah, which tlience-

forward was the sole i-epresentative of the three sons of Leah, who
according to the genealogy had been born immediately after Reuben
the first-born. Judah itself seems at the same time to have sutfered

severely. Of its three older branches, Er, Ouan, and Shelah, one
only survived, and only by the accession of foreign elements did the

tribe regain its vigour,—^by the fresh blood which the Kenites of

the Negeb broucfht. For Zarah and Pharez, which took the place of

Er and Onan after these had disappeared, belonged originally, not to

Israel, but to Hezron or the Kenites ; under this designation are

included families like those of Othniel, Jerachmeel, and Caleb, and,
as has been already remarked, even in David's time these were not
reckoned as strictly belonging to Judah. Thus the depletion which
the tribe had to suffer in the struggle with the Canaanites at the
beginning of the period of the judges was the remote cause o, the
prominence which, according to 1 Chron. ii., the Bne Hezron after-

wards attained in Judah. The survivors of Simeon also appear to

have been forced back upon these Hezronites in the Negeb ; the

cities assigned to them in the book of Joshua all belong to that
region.

Perman- Even after the united resistance of the Caiiaanites had
eat been broken, each individual community had still enough

to do before it could take firm hold of the spot which it

had searched out for itself or to which it had been assigned.

The businer^s of effecting permanent settlement was just a

continuation of the former struggle, only on a diminished

scale ; every tribe and every family now fought for its own
hand after the preliminary work had been accomplished by
a united effort. Naturally .therefore the conquest was at

first but an incomplete one. The plain which fringed the

coast was hardly touched ; so also the valley of Jezreel

with its girdle of fortified cities stretching from Acco to

Bethshean. All that was subdued in the strict sense of

that word was the Tnountainous land, particularly tlie

southern hill country of " Mount Ephraim "; yet even here

the Canaanites retained possession of not a few cities, such

as Jebus, Shechem, Tliebez. It was only after the lapse

of centuries that all the lacuna were filled up, and the

Canaanite enclaves made tributary.

The Israelites had the extraordinarily disintegrated

state of the enemy to thank for the ease with which they
had achieved success. The first storm subsided compara-

. lively soon, and conquerors and conquered alike learned to

accommodate themselves to the new circumstances. Then
Canaan- the Canaanites once more collected all their energies to
Ite reac- strike a blow for freedom. Under the hegemony of Sisera

a great league was formed, and the plain of Jezreel became
the ceutre of the reorganized power which made itself felt

by its attacks both northwards and southwards. The
Israelites were strangely helpless; it was as. if neither

shield nor spear could be found among their 40,000 fight-

ing men. But at last there came an impulse from above,

and brought life and soul to the unorganized mass

;

Deborah sent out the summons to the tribes, Barak came
forward as their leader against the kings of Canaan who
had assembled under Sisera's command by the brook
Kishon. The cavalry of the enemy was unable to with-
stand the impetuous rush of the army of Jehovah, and
Sisera himself perished in the flight. From that day
the Canaanites, although many strong towns continued to

be held by them, never again raised their heads.
After these occurrences some further changes of a funda-

mental character took place in the relations of the tribes.
*»"• The Danites proved unable to hold against the forward

pressure of the Philistines their territory on the coast to

the west of Benjamin and Ephraim ; they accordingly
sought a new settlement, which was found in the north at
the foot of Hermon. In this way all the secondary tribes
westward of Jordan (Asher, Naphtali, Dan) came to have
their seats beside each other in the northern division of
the land. Eastward of Jordan, Reuben raoidly fpU from
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Sisera.

his old prominence, sharmg the fate of his next eldest
brethren Simeon and Levi. When Eglon of Moab took
Jericho, and laid Benjamin under tribute, it is obvious that
he must previously have made himself master of Reuben's Reuben,
territory. This territory became thenceforward a subject
of constant dispute between Moab and Israel ; the efforts

to recover it, however, did not proceed from Reuben
himself, but from Gad, a tribe which knew how to assert

itself with vigour against the enemies by which it was
surrounded. But, if the Hebrews lost ground in the south,
they materially enlarged their borders in the north of the
land eastward of Jordan. Various Manassite families,

finding their holdings at home too small, crossed the
Jordan and founded colonies in Bashan and northern
Gilead. Although this colonization, on account of the Gileai

rivalry of the Aramfeans, who were also pressing forward
in this direction, was but imperfectly successful, it never-
theless was of very great importance, inasmuch as it served
to give new strength to the bonds that united the eastern

with tlie western tribes. Not only was Gilead not lost

;

it even became a very vigorous membec of the body
politic.^

The times of agitation and insecurity which followed
upon the conquest of Palestine invited attacks by the

eastern nomads, and once more the Israelite peasantry
showed all its old helplessness, until at last the indignation

of a Manassite of good family, Gideon or Jerubbaal, was Gideon.

roused by the Midianites, who had captured some of his

brothers and put them to death. With his family, that

of Abiezer, he gave pursuit, and, overtaking the enemy on
the borders of the wilderness, inflicted on them such
chastisement as put an end to these incursions. His
heroism had consequences which reached far beyond the
scope of his origiual purpose. He became the champion
of the peasantry against the freebooters, of the cultivated

land against the waste ; social respect and predominance
were his rewards. In his native town of Ophrah he kept
up a great establishment, where also he built a temple with

an image of Jehovah overlaid with the gold which he had
taken from the Midianites. He transmitted tp Itis sons

an authority, which was not limited to Abiezer and
Manasseli alone, but, however slightly and indirectly,

extended over Ephraim as well.

On the foundations laid by Gideon Abimelech his son Abimea

sought to establish a kingship over Israel, that is, over lech.

Ephraim and Manasseli. The predominance, however,

which had been naturally accorded to his father in virtue

of his personal merits, Abimelech looked upon as a thing

seized by force and to be maintained with injustice ; and
in this way he soon destroyed tliose fair beginnings out of i

which even at that time a kingdom might have arisen

within the house of Joseph. The one permanent fruit of

his activity was that Shechem was destroyed as a Canaanite

city and rebuilt for Israel.-

The most important change of the period of TEe judges National

went on gradually and in silence. The old population of growth,

the country, which, a:cording to Deuteronomy, was to

^ It is probable th.at Manasseh's migration to the territory eastwai-d

of Jordan took place from the west, and later than the time of Mo&es.

The older portions of the Hexateuch speak not of two and a half but only

of two trans-Jordanic tribes, and exclude Manasseh ; according to them
the kingdom of Sihon alone was subdued by Moses, not that of Og also,

the latter indeed being a wholly legendary personage. In the song of

Deborah, Machir is reckoned among the western tribes, arid it was not

until much later that this became the designation of the Manassites

eastward of Jordan. It is also worth noticing that Jair*s colonization

'of northern Gilead did not t.ake place until the time of the judges

(Judg. I. 3 sqq.), but is related also in Num. xxxii! 39-42.
* On the narratives contaiued in the book of Judges see Bleek, Einl.

tlt» Alte Testament (4th ed.), §§ 88-98, and especially the sections on

Barak and Sisera, Gideon, Jephthah, Samson, the Daaite migration,'

and tlie Bcniamitea ot Gibeah {S§ 9a-98)."
iXIXI. — s*
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dulture.

(have been estermlnaterl, slowly became amalgamated with

the new. In this way the Israelites received a very import-

ant accession to their numbers. In Deborah's time the

fighting men of Israel numbered 40,000 ; the tribe of Dan,

when it migrated to Laish, counted 600 warriors ; Gideon

pursued the IMidianites with 300. But in the reigns of

Saul and David we find a population of from two to three

millions. The rapid increase is to be accounted for by the

incorporation of the Canaauites.

Appropri- At the same time the Hebrews learned to participate in

ation of the culture of the Canaanites, and quietly entered into the
Canaanite euiovment of the labours of their predecessors. From

the pastoral they advanced to the agricultural stage ; corn

and wine, the olive and the fig, with them are habitually

spoken of as the necessaries of life. It was not strange

that this change in the manner of their everyday Ufe

should be attended with certain consequences in the sphere

of religion also. It is inconceivable that the Israelites

should have brought with them out of the desert the

cultus they observed in the time of the kings (Ex. x.\'ii.,

[xxiii., xxxiv.), which throughout presupposed the fields

and gardens of Palestine ; they borrowed it from the

Canaanites.' This is confirmed by the fact that they took

over from these the " Bamoth " or " high plates " also,

notwithstanding the prohibition in Deut. xii.

Baal. ~ It was natural enough that the Hebrews should also ap-

propriate the divinity worshipped by the Canaanite peasants

as the giver of their corn, wine, and oil, the Baal whom
the Greeks identified with Dionysus. The apostasy to

Baal, on the part of the first generatinu which had quitted

the wilderness and adopted a settled agricultural life, is

attested alike by historical and prophetical tradition.

Doubtless Baal, as the god of the land of Canaan, and

Jehovah, as God of the nation of Israel, were in the first

instance coordinated.- But it was not to be expected that

the divinity of the land should permanently be different

from the God of the dominant people. In proportion as

Israel identified itself with the conquered territory, the

divinities also were identified. Hence arose a certain

syncretism between Baal and Jehovah, which had not been

gat over even in the time of the prophet Hosea. At the

same time the functions of Baal were more frequently

transferred to Jehovah than conversely. Canaan and Baal

represented the female, Israel and Jehovah the male, prin-

ciple in this union.

Dangers Had the Israelites remained in the wilderness and in

ofcivili- barbarism, the historical development they subsequeutly

"''°"^°'' reached would hardly have been possible; theii: career

would have been like that of Amalek, or, at best, like

those of Edum, Moah, and Ammon. Their acceptance of

civilization was undoubtedly a step in the forward direc-

tion ; but as certainly did it also involve a peril. It

involved an overloading, as it were, of the system with

materials which it was incapable of assimilating at once.

The material tasks imposed threatened to destroy the

religious basis of the old national life. The offensive and

defensive alli6.nce among the tribes gradually dissolved

under the continuance of peace ; the subsequent occupa-

tion of the country dispersed those whom the camp had
united. The enthusiastic elan with which the conquest

had been achieved gave way to the petty drudgery by which
the individual families, each in its own circle, had to

accommodate themselves to their new surroundings. Yet

under the ashes the embers were still aglow ; and the

' lu the earliest cast* whore the feast of the iiigatherwg, afterwards

the chief fea>:t of the Isi-rrelites, is nieutioHed, it is celebra**'d bv
Ciiiaanit^a of Shecheni iu houour of Ba.il (JiifJ^. ix. 27).

- In Judg. V. Jehovah retains his origiu:^! aboch- ii; the wilderness,

cu Siuai, and only on ocusious 'Of uecessity quits it to come to

Paleatine
"^

Israel.

course of history ever fanned them anew into flame, bring-i

ing home to Israel the truths that man docs not live by/

bread alone, and that there are other things of worth than

those which Baal can bestow ; it brought ever again into

the foreground the divineness of heroical self-sacrifice of

the individual for the good of the nation.

3. The Philistines were the means of arousing from their ThePhili

slumber Israel and Jehovah. From their settlertients by t'Ts.?

the sea, on the low-lying plain which skirts the mountain/

of Judah on the west, they pressed northwards into the

plain of Sharon, and thence into the plain of Jezrecj

beyond, which is connected with that of Sharon by thij

upland valley of Dothan. Here,' having driven out the

Danites, they came into direct contact with the tribe oJ

Joseph, the chief bulwark of Israel, and a great battle took

place at Aphek, where the plain of Sharon merges into,

the valley of Dothan. The Philistines were victorious and
carried off as a trophy the Israelite standard, the ark o£

Jehovah. Their further conquests included, not only the

plain of Jezreel and the hill country bordering it on the,

south, but also the proper citadel of the country, " Mount
Ephraim." The old sanctuary at Shiloh was destroyed by
them ,- its temple of Jehovah thenceforward lay in ruins.

Their supremacy extended as far as to Benjamin; the.

Philisti-nes had a nei^ib in Gibeah.^ But the assertion

that they had confiscated all weapons and removed bU
smiths must be regarded as an unhistorical exaggeration

;

under their regime at all events it was possible for

the messengers of a beleaguered city on the east of

Jordan to summon their countrymen in the west to their;

relief.

The shame of the Israelites under the reproach of Philis-^

tine oppression led- in the first instance to a widespread

exaltation of religious feeling. Troops of ecstatic enthusi-

asts showed themselves here and there, and went about

with musical accompaniments in processions which often

took the shape of wild dances ; even men of the most

sedate temperament were sometimes smitten with the

contagion, and drawn into the charmed circle. In such a

phenomenon, occurring in the East, there was nothing intrin-

sically strange ; among the Canaanites, such " Nebiim "— The

for so they were styled—had long been familiar, and they Nebiim,

continued to exist in the country after the old fashion, long

after their original character, so far as Israel was concerned,

had been wholly lost. The now thing at this juncture was

that this spirit passed over upon Israel, and that ~the best

members of the community were seized by it. It afforded

an outlet for the suppressed excitement of the nation.

The new-kindled zeal had for its object, not the abolition

of Baal worship,' but resistance to the enemies of IsraeL

Religion and patriotism were then identical. This spirit

of the times was understood by an old man, Samuel ben SamneU

Elkanah, who lived at Ramah in south-western Ephraim.

He was not himself one of the Nebiim ; on the contrary, he
was a seer of that old type whicM had for a long time ex-

isted amongst the Hebrews much as we find it amongst the

Greeks or Arabs. Raised by his foreseeing talent to a

position of great prominence, he found opportunity to

occupy himself with other questions besides those which

he was professionally called on to answer. The national

distress weighed upon his heart ; the neighbouring peoples

hid taught him to recognize the advantages which ara

secured by the consolidation of families and tribes into a

kingdom. But Samuel's peculiar merit lay, not in dis-

•^ Xe^xb Is an Aramaic word of uncertain meaniDg. In the name of

the town Ne9ibin (Nisibis) it certainly seems to mean "pillars";

according to 1 Kings iv. 5 and zxii. 48 {where it is pointed nt(^a&),

" governor" seems the beat translation, and this is the only rendering

cousistent with the expre^ion in 1 Sam. xiii. 3 ("Jonathan nlew

(the nc(ib," &c.).
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covering what it was that the nation needed, but in finding

out the- man who was capable of supplying that neeri.

SaS? 'Having come to know Saul ben Kish, a Benjamite of the

town of Gibeah, a man of gigantic form, and swift,

enthusiastic nature, he declared to him his destiny to

become king over Israel.

S^ul very soon had an opportunity for showing whether

Samuel had been a true seer or no. The city of Jabesh

in Gilead was besieged by the Ammonites, and the inhabit-

ants declared themselves ready to surrender should they

fail- in obtaining speedy succour from their countrymen.

Their messenge/s had passed through all Israel without

meeting with anything more helpful than pity, until at last

tidings of their case reached Saul as he was returning with

a yoke of oxen from the field. Hewing his cattle in pieces,

he caused the portions to be sent in all directions, with

the threat that so should it be done with the oxen of every

one who should refuse to help in relieving Jabesh. The
people obeyed the summons, fell suddenly one morning
upon the Ammonites, and delivered the beleaguered city.

Patriotic Having thus found Saul tlie man for their need, they
struggle, refused to let him go. In Gilg:d, Joshua's old cump, they

anointed him king. The act was etiuivalent to imposing

upon him the conduct of the struggle against the Philistines,

nud BO ho understood it. The first signal for the attack

was given by his son Jonathan, when he slew the mrib
of the Philistines at Gibeah. These in ooiiicquence

advanced in Turcc towards the focus of the revolt, and toctk

up a ])Osition opposite Gibeah on the north, being divided

from it only by the gorge of Michmash. Only a few

tundred Benjamites ventured to remain with Saul. The
struggle opened with a piece of genuine old heroic daring.

Wliile the Pliilistines were dispersed over the country

in foraging expeditions, Jonathan, accompanied by his

armour-bearer only, and without the knowledge of Saul,

made an attack upon the weak posts which they had left

behind at the pass of ^tichmash. After the first had been
surprised and overmastered, the others took to flight, no
doubt in the belief that the two assailants were supported.

They carried their panic with them into the half-deserted

camp, whenco it spread amoug the various foraging bands.

The commotion was observed from Gibeah opposite, and,

without pausing to consult the priestly oracle, Kiug' Saul

determined to attack the camp. The attempt was com-
pletely successful, but involved no more than the camp and
its stores ; the Philistines themselves effected an unmolested

retreat by the difficult road of Bethhoron.
"Dfae _ Saul was no aiero raw strii)ling when he ascended tlw
ktegdotn. throne ; he already had a grown-up son at his side. Nor

was ha" of itaaignificant descent, the family to which he
^belonged being a widespread one, and hh heritage con-

siderable. . His establishment at Gibeah was throughout
Uiis entire reign the nucleus of his kingdom. The men on
whom he could always reckon'were bis Bcnjannte kins-

men. He recognized as belonging to him no otlier public

function besides that of war; the internal affairs of the

country he permitted to remain as they had been before

his accessiou. War was at once the business and the re-

source of the new kingdom. It was carried on against

,the Philistines without interruption, though for tlie most
,irart nothin the grand styla but rather in a series of border
skirmishes

Sarnnet
^
As ro;j:nida tbo jwaition of Sanuu'l in the theocraoy and the relation

and in which Iio stood to Snul, the soverul unvpativcs in the hool of
luctl. Samuel differ wiilcl>. •The-pjocoJingflrcoiiut, so fin- as iti-elateato

Samuel, is basoil Ujion 1 Sntii i\., x. 1-16, xi.. wliere ho ujijieais

flimply as a Roeb nt Rjinah, ami lias iiotliinj to do either with tho
ftdrninistrotiou of the theocracy or with tlio N^biiin. For a fttUcr
treatment of the subject the rf-ailor is rcf^n-cd' tp Wellhausen's
Ocs-Jiichtc Israels (1878), vol. i. pp. 256^35, from vfiiich the follow
lag paragraphs uiay Uo qiiotedT^

^

" Samuel is of less importance for liistory itself than'hc'is'for th^' Tradi-
history of tradition, in uliicli the treatment which his figure received tion re-

supplies u^ with some means of judging how far it can be trusttd ^ardine

as a whole. Four stages of the tradition can be distinctly traced. "^'^DaueL

Oii^inaily {ix. 1-x. 16) he is simply a seer, but at the same timo
a patriotic Israelite, who is touched to the heart by the extremities
to which his country has been reduced, and who uses his authority
ns seer in order to impress upon the man whom he has ]iGiceived

to be fit for' the task the conviction that he has been called to be
the h'lper and Icaticr of Israel. Satuuel's greatness consists in the
fact oT bis having aroused into activity one who came after him and
was greater than ho ; after he had kimlled the light which burns so
brightly, he is no longer seen. But his meteoric appearance and
disappearance created a wondering admiration which led to tho pro-
duction ot the narrative of his childhood, in which be already as a
boy predicts the downfall of the Israel of the pre-mouarchical period
(I Sam. i.-iii.}. Tliis done, he disappears into the darkness again;

in chap. iv. sqq. we lose sight of him completely, aud it is ouly as
an old man that we encounter him onco more.

*' On the other hand the circumstance that after tho meeting with
Said nothing more is heard of the seer gave countenance to the belief

that a i'ui)turc bL-twttcn them must have taken place very soon. This
belief \\u meet with in the second stage of the tradition, which u re-

prosonted by tlie narratives recorded in chaps, xv and xxviii. Its

origin is to bo sought in the inconsistency involved in the fact that
Jehovah does not afteiwaida confirm on the thione him whom he has
chosen to be king, but oveitlirows bis dynasty. Thus it becomes
neci'ssary that Samuel, who had anointed Said, should to his sorrow
have laid upon him the duty of announcing his rejection. In this

stage of the taadition hS is re]iresgnted no longer as a simple seer,

but a:i a piophot after the style of Elijah and L^lisha, who regards

the Lord's uuoijited as a piece of liis own handiwork, and lays his

commaiuls upon him (xv. 1), though, according to x. 7, he has
expressly left Iiim to be fjuidi'd by his own ins]>iratioiis.

" The tian.iition i'rom the second to the third stage is easy. Here
Samuel transfers tho unction, a^ soon as it has been \vithdrown.

from Sanl, to David, whom ho sots up against his rejected prede-
cessor as the do jure king by the ^laco of God. The lespect with
which lie is lugardod has meanwdiile incnoscd still further ; tho

ciders triyiublu befui-e him (1 Sam. xvi. 4), aud ho possesses a magical
power over men (xix. 18 tiqq.).

'* Uiit hitherto ho hia; invariably been representetl fts intellectually

tho author of the monarchy. It is reserved for the last (exilian or

post-exilian) stage in tho devc'lopmont of tho tradition (1 Sam. vii.,

viii., X. 17 sqq.^ xii., xiii. 7-15) to lepi-esent him on tho contrary as

one who resists to the utmost of his pofrcr the desire of the people to

have a king. Prcmonajchical Israel is represented ad a hierocracy

aud SairiueJ as its head ; honco the feelings which he expresses.
" Tho modern judgment has been prejudiced in Saul's favour by

Santucl's curse, and to Daviil's disadvantage by Samuel's blessing';

tiie trulli has suffered less by the depreciation of tho one thau by tUfl

exaltation of tho other. By ci'itics Saul is honoured as the antago-
nist atnl David disparaged as the creature of that craving for

ecclesiastical ascendency of wliich they consider Samuel to have been
the incainatioD. In this estimtile a degi'ee of power as over against

tho IciiJgship is attributed to the prophet which ho cannot possibly

have possessed unless he had firm ground to stand on and an organ-

ized power of influence throughout extensive circles.
.
But he can-

not be supposfd to have found such support in the Nebiiin, who were
only then for the fii'st timo making theii* appearance under the in-

fluence of an epidemic inspiration which was not as yet restricted

to any exclusive circle or school; and witb whom, besides,

according to the old tradition, intimate relations were held by
tho king and not by the seer (for the historical explanation of

a familiar saying ^iven in 1 Sam. xix. 13 sqq. is onncelled by
tho admittedly older passage in 1 Sam. X. 10 sqq,). ' Nor
is it possible to hold that Samuel was in conspiracy with the
priosts against Saul. In support of such a theory indeed reliance is

placed upon 1 Sam. xxi., xxii., whero Ahimelech of Nob supplies

bread to David in his flight, and ex])iates this offence with his ow«
death a;id that of the whole house of Eli. - But, in the first place^

these priests have no visible connexion with Samuel; in tho second,

there is noihiiix to make it probable that they wete in any Icflguo

with DaVid; thirdly, it is certain, on the othor side of the ajgumont,

that as against the king they represeiited no distinct powtr in the

state, but rather were entirely the cr^tures of his smile or fro'iv^

—on a faint suspicion they actually were annihilated wiLhout a
single word of remonstrance being anywhere raised. Such a view
p*" Samuel's relation to Saul aud David as that which xte have been

'liscussiug proceeds u)ion the radically erroneous assumption tluat

Samuel had the hiorociary to rest on in his arts of opposition to tho

monarchy. But the student, who carries the. hierocracy back t«

those early times has still to learu the very elements of wliat'fs

necessary tOft ti*uo historical apprcciatiou of Uubrow antiquity.'*

?t is not without significance that the warlike revival of

tho nation proceeded from Beujamin. By the battle c(f
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Aphek Ephraim had lost at once the hegemony and its

eymbols (the' camp-sanctuary at Shiloh, the ark of the

covenant). The centre of Israel gravitated southward,

and Benjamin became the connecting link between Ephraim
and Judah. It.would appear that there the tyranny of the

Philistines was not so much felt. Their attacks never

were made through Judah, but always came from the north
;

on the other hand, people fled from them southwards, as is

instanced by the priests of Shiloh, who settled in Nob near

l^^1 of Jerusalem. Through Saul Judah entered definitely into
Jiidah. the history of Israel ; it belonged to his kingdom, and it

more than m,ost others supplied him with energetic and
faithfnl supporters. His famous expedition 'against the

Amalekites had been undertaken purely in the interests of

Judah, for it only could possibly suffer from their maraud-
ing hordes.

David. Among the men of Judah whom the war brought to

Gibeah, David ben Jesse 'of Bethlehem took a conspicuous

place ; his skill on the harp brought him into close relations

iwith the king. He became Saul's armour-bearer, afterwards

the most intimate friend of his son, finally the husband of

his daughter. While he was thus winning' the affections

of .the court, he at the same time became the declared

favDurite of the people, the more so because unexampled
good fortune attended him in all he undertook. This
excited the jealousy of Saul, naturally enough in an age in

which the king always required to bo the best man. Its

first outburst admitted of explanation as occasioned by an
attack of illness ; but soon it became obtrusively clear that

the king's love for his son-in-law had changed into bitter

hatred. Jonathan warned his friend and facilitated his

flight, the priests of Nob at the same time providing him
with arms and food. He went into the wilderness of

Judah, and became the leader of a miscellaneou's band of

outlaws who had been attracted by his name to lead a
roving "life under his leadership! His kinsmen from
Bethlehem were of their number, but also Philistines and
Hittites. Out of this band David's bodyguard subse-

quently grew, the nucleus of his army. They reckoned

also a priest among them, Abiathar ben Ahimelech ben
Ahitub ben Phinehas ben Eli, the solitary survivor of the

massacre of the sons of Eli at Nob which Saul lad ordered

on account of suspected conspiracy with David. Through
him David was able to have recourse to the sacred lot

before the ephod. In the end he found it impossible to

hold his own in Judah against Saul's persecutions, especi-

ally as his countrymen for the most part withheld their

assistance. He therefore took the desperate step of placing

his services at the disposal of Achish the Philistine king
of Gath, by whom he v/as received with open arms, the

town of Ziklag being assigned him as a residence. Here
with his band he continued to follow his old manner of life

as an independent prince, subject only to an obligation to

render military service to Achish.

V Meanwhile the Philistines had once more mustered their

forces and marched by the usual route against Israel.

Saul did not allow them to advance upon Gibeah, but
awaited their attack in the plain of Jezreel. A disastrous

Battle of battle on Mount Gilboa ensued; after seeing his three
GUboa. eldest sons fall one after another at his side, Saul threw

himself upon his sword, and was followed by his armour-
bearer. The defeat seemed to have undone the work of

his life. The immediate consequence at least was that the
Philistines regained their lost ascendeucy over the country
to the west of Jordan. Beyond Jordan, however, Abner,
!the cousin and generalissimo of Saul, made his son Ishbaal,

€till a minor, king in Mahanaim, and he was sucfcessful in

again establishing the dominion of the house over Jezreel,

Ephraim, and Benjamin, of course in uninterrupted struggle

with the Philistines.

But he did not regain hold of Judah. David seized tht

opportunity to set up for himself, with the -sanction of the
Philistines, and, it may safely be presumed, as their vassal,

a separate principality which had its' centre of gravity in

the south, which was inhabited, not by the tribe of Judah
properly so called, but by the Calebites and Jerachmeelitea.

This territory Abner disputed with him in vain. In the

protracted feud between the houses of Saul and David, the;

fortunes of war declared themselves ever increasingly for

the latter. Personal causes at last brought matters to a
crisis. Abner, by taking to himself a concubine of Saul's,'

called Rizpah, had roused Ishbaal's suspicions that he
was aiming at the inheritance, and was challenged on the

point. This proved too much for his patience, and forth-

with he abandoned the cause of his ward (the hopelessness

of which had already perhaps become apparent), and entered

into negotiations with David at Hebron. When about to

set out on his return he fell by the hand of Joab in the

gate of Hebron, a victim of jealousy and blood-feud. His
plans nevertheless were realized. His death left Israel

leaderless and in great confusion ; Ishbaal wos personally

insignificant, and the people's homage continued to be
rendered to him only out of grateful fidelity to his father's

memory. At this juncture he also fell by assassins'

hands. As he was taking his midday rest, and even the

portress had gone to sleep over her task of cleaning wheat,

two Benjamite captains introduced themselves into hia

palace at Mahanaim and murdered him in the vain hope of

earning David's thanks. The elders of Israel no longer

hesitated about ofi'ering David the crown, which he
accepted.

His residence was immediately transferred from Hebron
to Jebus, which until then had remained in possession of

the Canaanites, and first derives historical importance from
him. It lay on the border between Israel and Judah,—still

within the territory of Benjamin, but not far from Bethle-

hem; near also to Nob, the old priestly city. David made i-mt)

it not only the political but also the religious metropolis by '">'•

transferring thither from Kirjathjearim the ark of the

covenant, which he placed within his citadel on what
afterwards became the temple hill.

Still the crown was far from being a merely honorary

possession; it involved heavy responsibilities, and doubtless

what contributed more than anything else to David's

elevation to the throne was the general recognition of the

fact that he was the man best fitted on the whole to over-

take the labour it brought with it, viz., the prosecution'of

the war with the Philistines, a war which was as it were

the forge in which the kingdom of Israel was welded into

one. The struggle began with the transference of the seat

of royalty to Jerusalem; unfortunately we possess only

scanty details as to its progress, hardly anything moro
indeed than a few anecdotes about deeds of prowess by
individual heroes. The result was in the end that David
completed what Saul had begun, and broke for ever the

Philistine yoke. This was undoubtedly the greatest

achievement of his reign.

From the defensive against the Philistines David pro-

ceeded to aggressive war, in which he subjugated the three

kinsfolk of Israel, Moab, Ammon, and Edom. He appears

to have come into conflict first with the Moabites, whom
he vanquished and treated with savage atrocity. Not long

afterwards the king of Ammon died, and David sent an

embassy of condolence to Hanun his successor. Hanun
suspected in this a sinister design,— a suspicion we can

readily understand if David had already, as is probable,

subjugated Moab,—and with the utmost contumely sent

back the messengers to {heir master forthwith, at the same
time making preparations for war by entering into alliance

with various Syrian kings, and narticularly with the power.
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ful king of Soba.' David took the initiative, and sent liis

army under command of Joab against Eabbath-Ammon.

The Syrians advanced to tlie relief of tlie besieged city

;

but Juab divided Lis forces, and, loavin" Ids brother

Abishai to hold the Ammonites in the town in check,

proceeded Iiimself against the Syrians and repulsed them.

On their afterwards threatening to renew the attack in

increased force, D.ivid went against them in strength and
defeated them at Helara "on the river." It seems that as

a result of this the kingdom of Suba was broken up and

made tributary to Damascus. Rabbath-Ammon could not

now hold out any longer, and the Ammonites shared the

fate of their Moabite brethren. Finally, Edom was about

the snme time coerced and depopulated; and thus was

fulfilled the vision of Balaam,—the youngest of the four

Hebrew nationalities trod the three elder under his feet.

Domestic So far as external foes Were concerned, David hencefor-

troubles. ward had peace; but new dangers arose at home within liis

own family. At once by ill-judged leniency and equally

ill-timed severity he had completely alienated his son

Absalom. Absalom, who, after Amnon's death, was heir-apparent

to the throne. Absalom organized a revolt against his

father, and to foster it availed himself of a misunderstand-

ing which had arisen between David and the men of Judah,

probably because they thought they were not treated with

sufficient favour. The revolt had its focus in Hebron
;

Ahithophel, a man of Judah, was its soul ; Amasa, also of

Judah, its arm; but the rest of Israel was also drawn into

the rebellion, and only the territory to the east of Jordan
rem lined faithful. Thither David betook himself with pre-

cipitancy, for the outbreak had taken him completely by
surprise. At Mahanaim, which had once before been the

centre from which the kingdom was regained, he collected

his faithful followers around him with his 600 Cherethites

and Pelethites for a nucleus, Absalom against Ahithophel's

advice allowing him time for this. In the neighbourhood

of Mahanaim, in the wood of Ephraim, the decisive blow
was struck. Absalom fell, and with his death the rebellion

was at an end. It was Josepli that, in the first instance,

penitently sent a deputation to the king to bring him back.

Judah on the other hand continued to hold aloof. Ulti-

mately a piece of finesse on the king's part had the effect

of bringing Judah also to its allegiance, though at the cost

of kindling such jealousy between Israel and Judah that

Sheba the Benjamite raised a new revolt, this time of

Israelites, which was soon, however, repressed by Joab.

Bitim.-ite David seems to have died soon afterwards. His histori-

«f David, cal.importance is very great. Judah and Jerusalem were
wholly his creation, and, though the united kingdom of

Israel founded by him and Saul together soon fell to pieces,

the recollection of it nevertheless continued in all time to

be proudly cherished by the whole body of the people.

His personal character has been often treated with undue
<li3paragement. For this we must chieHy blame his canoni-

zation by the later Jewish tradition which made a Levitical

jsaint of him and a pious hymn-writer. It then becomes a
strange inconsistency that he caused military prisoners to be
sawn asunder and burnt, and the bastard suns of Saul to

be hanged up before the Lord in Gibeon. But if we take

tim as we find him, an antique king in a barbarous age,

our judgment of him will be much more favourable. The
most daring courage was combined in him with tender
susceptibility ; even after he had ascended the throne he
continued to retain the charm of a pre-eminent and at the
Ji.ame time childlike personality. Even his conduct in the

1 Soba appears to have been situated somewhat to the north of
rjamiscus, and to have bordered on the west with Hamitli. The
Aramitans were be^iniiiiifj even at that period to press westwards ; the
Hittites, Phfenicians, and Israelites had common interests against tljem.
To the kingdom of Soba succeeded aftenvards that of Damascus.

affair of Uriah is not by any means wholly to Ids discredit

not many kings can be mentioned who would have shown
repentance public and deep such as he manifested at

Nathan's rebuke. Least to his credit was his weakness in

relation to his sons and to Joab. On the other hand, the

testament attributed to him in I Kings ii. cannot be justly

laid to his charge ; it is the libel of a later hand seeking

to invest him with a fictitious glory. In like manner it

is unjust to hold him responsible for the deaths of Abner
and Amasa, or to attribute to him any conspiracy with the

hierocracy for the destruction of Saul, and thus to deprive

him of the authorship of the elegy in 2 Sam. i., which

certainly was not the work of a hypocrite.

Solomon had already reached the throne, some time Solo-

before his father's death,—not in virtue of hereditary right, mons

but by a palace intrigue which had the support of the body- "'?"

guard of the Six Hundred.' His glory was not purchased

on the battlefield. So far was he from showing military

capacity that he allowed a new Syrian kingdom to arise

at Damascus, a far more dangerous thing for Israel than

that of Soba which had been destroyed, and which it

succeeded. During this reign Edom also regained its

independence, nothing but the port of Elath remaining iu

Solomon's hands. As regards Moab and Ammon we have

no information ; it is not improbable that they also re-

volted. But if war was not Solomon's forte he certainly

took much greater pains than either of his predecessors in

matters of internal administration ; according to tradition,

the wisdom of the ruler and the judge was his special

" gift." Disregarding the tribal system, ho divided his

kingdom into twelve provinces, over each of which he
placed a royal governor, thus making a beginning of

vigorous and orderly administration.-

Judah alone he exempted from this arrangement, as if to

show special favour. For his aim was less the advantage

of his subjects than the benefit of his exchequer, and the

same object appears in his horse traffic (1 Kings ix. 19), his

Ophir trade (1 Kings x. 11), and his cession of territory

to Hiram (1 Kings ix. 11). His passions were architec-

ture, a gorgeous court, and the harem, in which he sought

to rival other Oriental kings, as for example his Egyptian
father-in-law. For this he required copious means—forced

labour, tribute in kind, and money. He had specially at

heart the extension and improvement of Jerusalem as a
strong and splendid capital ; the temple which he built

was only a portion of his vast citadel, which included

within its precincts a number of private and public build-

ings designed for various uses.

It is plain that new currents were introduced into the

stream of the nation's development by such a king as this.

As formerly, after the occupation, Canaanite culture had
come in, so now, after the establishment of the kingdom,
the floodgate was opened for the admission of Oriental

civilization in a deeper and wider sense. Whatever the

personal motives which led to it may have been, the results

were very important, and by no means -disadvantageous on
the whole. On the basis of the firmer administration now
introduced, stability and order could rest ; Judah had no
cause tQ regret its acceptance of this yoke. Closer inter-

course with foreign lands widened the intellectual horizon

of the people, and at the same time awakened it to a deeper
sense of its own peculiar individuality. If Solomon
imported Phcenician and Egyptian elements into the

worship of Jehovah at his court temple, the rigid old

Israelite indeed might naturally enough take offence (Ex.

XX. 24-26), but the temple itself nevertheless ultimately

acquired a great and positive importance for religion. It

2 Very possibly the Canaanites, whose complete absorption falls

witldn this period, were an element that helped to loosen the bonds of
tribal unity, and consolidate a state iu its place.
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need nvit be denied tliat^mischievous consequences of

various kinds slipped in along with the good. The king,

moreover, can hardly be blamed for his conduct in erecting

in the neighbourhood of Jerusalem altars to deities of

Ammon and Egypt. Por those altars remained undisturbed

until the time of Josiah, although between Solomon and

him there reigned more than one pious king who would

certainly have destroyed them had he found them as

offensive as did the author of Deuteronomy.

R( ibo- 4. After the death of Solomon the discontent which had
*o been, aroused by his innovations, and especially by the

rigour of his government, openly showed itself against his

successor; and when Rehoboam curtly refused the demands

which had been laid before him by an assembly of the

elders at Shechem, they withdrew from their allegiance and

summoned to be their king the Ephraimite Jeroboam ben

Nebat, who already had made an abortive attempt at revolt

from Solomon, and afterwards had taken refuge in Egypt.

Only Judah and Jerusalem remained faithful to the house of

R* lit of David. Among the causes of the revolt of the ten tribes,

1>« "SI jgalousy of Judah must certainly be reckoned' as one. The
** power of Joseph had been weakened by the Philistines,

and by the establishment of the monarchy the centre of

gravity had been shifted from the north where it naturally

lay. But now it was re.stored to its old seat; for once more

it was situated, not in Judah, but in Joseph. Monarchy

itself, however, was not abolished by the revolting tribes,

conclusively showing how unavoidable and how advan-

tageous that institution was now felt to be ; but at the

same time they did not refrain from attempts to combine

its advantages with those of anarchy, a folly which was

ultimately the cause of their ruin. As for their departure

from the Mosaic cultus observed at Jerusalem on the other

hand, it was first alleged against them as a sin only by the

later Jews. At the time religion put no obstacle in the

way of their separation ; on the contrary, it actually sug-

gested and promoted it (Ahijah of Shiloh). The Jerusalem

cultus had not yet come to be regarded as the alone legiti-

mate ; that instituted by Jeroboam at Bethel and at Dan
was recognized as equally right ; images of the Deity ware

exhibited in aU three places, and indeed in every place

where a house of God was found. So far as the religious

and intellectual life of the nation was concerned, there was

no substantial difference between the two kingdoms, except

indeed in so far as new displays of vigorous initiative

generally proceeded from Israel.'

Rehoboann did not readily accept the situation; he sought

to reduce the revolt by force of arms, with what degree of

success is shown by the fact that his rival found himself

constrained to take up his residence at Peniel (near

Mahanaim) on the other side of Jordan. Tbe invasion of

Shishak, however, who took Jerusalem and burnt it, gave

Jeroboam at last a breathing s.pace. The feud continued

indeed, but Behoboam could no longer dream of bringing

back the ten tribes. The scale by and by turned in Israel's

favour. King Baasha, who had seated himself on the

throne in place of Nadab, Jeroboam's son, took the offensive,

and Asa ben Eehoboam had no help for it but to call in

Benhadad of Damascus against his adversary. In this

way he gained his immediate purpose, it is true, but by the

most dangerous of eipedienta

Baasha's son Elah was supplanted by his vizier Zimri,

who, however, was in his turn unable to hold his own
tori,! against Omri, who had supreme command of the army.

' Even in the'Beuteronomic redaction of the book of Kings indeed,

and EtiU more by the Chronicler, the political rebellion of Israel is

regarded as having been ecclesiastical and religious in its character.

The book of Chronicles regards Samaria as a heathoQ kingdom, and

recognizes Judah alone as Israel. •> But, in point of fact, Judah takes

nS the history of Israel only after the fail of Samaria ; aee §J 6, 1%

Against Omri there arose in another part of the country a
rival, Tibni ben Ginath, who succeeded in maintaining

some footing until his death, when Omri became supreme.

Omri must be regarded as the founder of the first dynasty,

in the proper sense of that word, in Israel, and as the

second founder of the kingdom itself, to which he gave a
permanent capital in Samaria. The Bible has hardly any-

thing to tell us about him, but his importance is evident

from the fact that among the Assyrians "the kingdom of

Omri "- was the ordinary name of Israel. According to

the inscription of Mesba, it was he who again su'ojugated

Moab, which had become independent at the death of

David or of Solomon. He was not so successful against

the Damascenes, to whom he had to concede certain

privileges in his own capital (1 Kings xx. 34).'''

Ahab, who succeeded Omri his father, seems during the Ab«*

greater part of his reign to have in some sort acknowledged

Syrian suzerainty. In no other way can we account for

the fact that in the battle of Karkar against the Assyrians

(854 B.C.) a contingent was contributed by him. But this

very battle made the political situation so clear that he was

led to break off his relations with Damascus. With this

began a series of ferocious attacks on Israel by Benhadad

and Hazael. They were met by Ahab with courage and

success, but in the third year of that fifty years' war he fell

iu the battle at Eamoth Gilead (c. 851).

After the events recorded in 1 Kings xx. , a forced alliance with flsmaris

Damascus on the part of Samaria is incredible ; but the idea of ard Da-

sijontaneous friendly relations is also inadmissible. Scln-adei- indeed loiscus,

finds support for the latter theory in 1 Kings xx. 34; but in that

passage there is no word of any offensive or defensive alliance be-

tween the rival kings; all that is stated is that Ahab releases the

captive Benhadad on condition (rm23) tli.at the latter undertakes

certain obligations, particularly those of keeping the peace and re-

storing the cities which had been taken. By this arrangement no

change was made in the previously strained relations of the two
kingdoms; and, moreover, the n'^2 was not kept (xxii. 1 sqq. ). Not
much nearer the truth than the preceding is the view that the dan-

ger threatenetl by Assyria drove the kipgs of Syria and Palrstino

into one another's arms, and so occasioned an alliance between Ahab
and Benhadad also. For if feelings of hostility existed at all be-

tween the two last named, then Ahab could not do otherwise than

congratulate himself tliat in the person of Shalmancser II. there

had arisen against Benhadad an enemy who would he able to keep

him efTectually inx-heck. That Sluilmaneser might prove dangerous

to himself probably did not at tliat time occurto him; but ifithod

he would still have choseu the remote in preference to the immedi-

ately threatening evil. For it was the political existence of Israel

that was at stake in the struggle with Damascus ; in such circum-

stances every ally would of course be welcome, every enemy of the

enemy would be hailed as a friend, and the political wisdom which

Max Duncker attributes to Ahab would have been nothing less than

unpardonable folly. The state of matters was at the outset in this

respect just what it continued to be throughout the subsequent

course of events; the Assyrian danger grew in subsequent year^, anri

with it grew the hostility between Damascus and Samaria.
^

This

fact adniits only of one explanation,—that the Israelites utilized to

the utmost of their power for their owr proLection against the

Syrians the difficulties into which the latter were thrown by Shal-

nianeser II., and that these in their turn, when the Assyrians gave

them respite, were all the fiercer iu their revenge. On the evidence

of the monuments and the Bible we may even venture to assert that

it w.as the Assyrian attacks upon Damascus which at that time pre-

served Israel from becoming Aramaic,—of course only because

Israel made the most of them for her political advantage.

Assuming that Ahab the Israelite (Ahabu Sirlaai) fo\ight in the

battle of Karkar (854) on the side of the king of Damascus, it was

only because he could not help himself; but, if it is actually the

case that he did so, the battle of Karkar must have taken place is-*

fore the events recorded in I Kings xx.

The Moabites took advantage of an accession under such

critical circumstances to shake off the yoke imposed by

' Bit Humri„ like oTkos Avffayiov, and similar territorisft .i\amea in

Syriac. ^ __ .^ - _

^ Omri's accession is to be placed somewhere atout 600 B.ff U is

a dcite, and the first, that can be determined with some precisioii, if we
place the battle of Karkar (854) near the end of Ahab's reign, and take

the servitude of Moab, which lasted forty years and ended with Ahab')l

death, to begm in Omri's fii'st decade.
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Toreign Oiiiri forty years before; an accurate account of their

nlatious success, obviously written while the impression of it was

of the
5|.;ii fresh,' has come down to us in the famous inscription

house ot
^j j^jj^g Mesha. Ahaziah, Ahab's immediate successor,

""""
was obliged to accept the situation ; after his early death

a futile attempt again to subjugate them was made by his

brother Joram. Such a campaign was possible to him only

in the eveut of the Syrians keeping quiet, and in point of

fact it would appear that they were not in a position to

follow up the advantage they had gained at Kamoth

;

doubtless they were hampered by the inroads of the

Assyrians in 850 and 849. As soon as-they got a little

respite, however, they lost no time in attacking Joram,

driving him into his capital, where they besieged him.

Samaria had already b'Ben brought to the utmost extremi-

ties of famine, when suddenly the enemy raised the siege

on account of a report of an invasion of their own land by

the "Egyptians and Hittites." Possibly we ought to

understand by these the Assyrians rather, who in 8-16

renewed their attacks upon Syria ; to ordinary people in

Israel the Assyrians were an unknown quantity, for which

it would be natural in popular story to substitute something

more familiar. This turn of affairs relieved Joram from

his straits ; it would even seem that, favoured by a change

of dynasty at Damascus, he had succeeded in taking from

the Syrians tho fortress of Ramoth in Gilead, which had

been the object of Ahab's unsuccessful endeavours, when

suddenly there burst upon the house of Omri the over-

whelming catastrophe for which the prophets had long

been preparing,

ilie \Vhen the prophets first made their appearance, some time

prophets, before the beginning of the Philistine war, they were a

novel phenomenon in Israel ; but in the interval they had

become so naturalized that they now had a recognized and

essential place in connexion with the religion of Jehovah.

They had in the process divested themselves of much that

had originally characterized them, but they still retained

their habit of appearing in companies and living together

in societies, and also that of wearing a peculiar distinctive

dress. These societies of theirs had no ulterior aims ; tlie

rabbinical notion that they were schools and academies in

which the study of the Torah and of sacred history was

pursued imports later ideas into an earlier time. First-

rate importance on the whole cannot be claimed for the

Nebiim, but occasionally there arose amongst them a laan

in whom the spirit which was cultivated within their circles

may be said to have risen to the explosive pitch. Histori-

cal influence was exercised at no time save by these indi-

viduals, who rose above their order and even placed them-

selves in opposition to it, but always at the same time had

their base of operatiiBS within it. The prototype of this

class of exceptional prophets, whom we not unjustly have

been accustomed to regard as the true, is Elijah of Thisbe,

the contemporary of Ahab.

Elijah In compliment to Jezebel his wife, Ahab had set up in

and / Samaria a temple with richly endowed religious services
Ahab. JQ honour of the Syrian Baal. In doing so he had no

intention of renouncing Jehovah ; Jehovah continued to

be the national God after whom he named his sons Ahaziah

and Jehoram. The destruction of Jehovah's altars or the

persecution of His prophets was not at all proposed, or even

the introduction of a foreign cultus elsewhere than in

Samaria. Jehovah's sovereignty over Israel being thus

only remotely if at all imperilled, the popular faith found

nothing specially offensive in a course ot action which had
been followed a hundred years before by Solomon also.

Elijah alone was strenuous in his opposition ; the masses

did not understand him, and were far from taking his side.

* It is obvious that Mesha's narrative is to be taken with 2 Kiii^a

L 1, anJ not with 2 Kings iii.

Elijah
and Ihe

To him only, but not to the nation, did it seem like a halt-

ing between two opinions, an irreconcilable inconsistency,

that Jehovah should be worshipped as Israel's God and a

chapel to Baal should at the same time be erected in Israel.

In solitary grandeur did this prophet tower conspicu-

ously over his time ; legend, and not history, could alone people

preserve the memory of his figure. There remains ^'vagiie.

impression that with him the development of Israel's con-

ception of Jehovah entered upon a new stadium, rather

than any data from which it can be ascertained wherein

the contrast of the new with the old lay. After Jehovah,

acting more immediately within tho political sphere, had

established the nation and kingdom, he now began in the

spiritual sphere to operate against the foreign elements,

the infusion of which previously had been permitted to go

on almost unchecked.- The Rechabites, who arose at that

time, protested in their zeal for Jehovah altogether against;

all civilization which presupposes agriculture, and in their

fundamental principles aimed at a recurrence to the primi-

tive nomadic life of Israel in the wilderness ; the Nazarites

abstained at least from wine, the chief symbol of Dionysiac

civilization. In this indeed Elijah was not with them ; had

he been so, he would doubtless have been intelligible to the

masses. But, comprehending as he did the spirit from

which these demonstrations proceeded, he thought of

Jehovah as a great principle which cannot coexist in the

same heart with Baal. To him first was it revealed that

we have not in the various departments of nature a variety

of forces worthy of our worship, but that there exists over

all but one Holy One and one Mighty One, who reveals

Himself not in nature but in law and righteousness in the

world of man. Tlie indignation he displayed against the

judicial murder at Jezreel was as genuine and strong as

that which he manifested against the worship of Baal in

Samaria; the one was as much a crime against Jehovah as

the other.

Elijah ascended to heaven before he had actually achieved Elisha.

much in the worid. The idea which his successors took

from him was that it was necessary to make a thorough

clearance from Samaria of the Baal worship and of the house

of Ahab as well. For this practical end Elisha made use of

practical means. When Elijah, after the tnurder of Nabotb,

had suddenly appeared before Ahab and threatened him

with a violent end, an officer of high command had been

present, Jehu ben Nimshi, and he had never forgotten the

incident. He now found himself at the head of the troops

at Ramoth Gilead after the withdrawal to Jezreel of Joram

ben Ahab from the field to be healed of his wound. To
Elisha the moment seemed a suitable one for giving to

Jehu in Jehovah's name the command now to carry out

,

Elijah's threat against the house of Ahab. Jehu gained Jehu

over the captains of the army, and carried out so well the

task with which the prophet had commissioned him that

not a single survivor of Ahab's dynasty or of his court wag

left. He next extirpated Baal and his worshippers in

Samaria. From that date no worship of foreign goda

seems ever to have recurred in Israel. Idolatry indeed

continued to subsist, but the images, stones, and trees,

even the teraphim apparently, belonged to the cultus of

Jehovah, or were at least brought into relation with it.

Jehn founded the second and last dynasty of the kingdoni

of Samaria. His inheritance from the house of Omri

included the task of defending himself against the Syrians.

The forces at his disposal being insufBcient for this, he

resorted to the expedient of seeking to urge the Assyrian^

2 It is worth noticing how ranch more frequent from this period

onwards proper names co-_pca:ided irith the word Jehovah become.

During the period of the judges, "and under the kings before Ahab in

Israel and Asa in Jndah, not a single instance occtOT jthenceforwarii

Uittj become the rule.
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to renew their histilities agninst the Aramaeans. For tliis

IBud liis ambassadors carried presents to Shalmaneser II.
;

these were not of a regular but only of an occasional char-

acter, but the vanity of the great king represents them as

the tribute of a vassil. In the years 842 and 839 Assyrian

campaigns against Hazael of Damascus actually took place;

then they were intermitted for a long time, and the kings

His sue- of Samaria, Jehu and his two successors, were left to their

cessoTs own resources. These were evil times for Israel. With a

barbarity never intermitted the frontier war went on in

Gilead, where Ammon and Moab showed themselves

friendly to the Syrian cause (Amos i.) ; occasionally great

expeditions took place, one of which brought King Hazael

to the very walls of Jerusalem. It was only with the

greatest difficulty that Israel's independence was maintained.

Once more religion went hand in hand with the national

cause ; the prophet Elisha was the main stay of the kings

in the struggle with the Syrians, "the chariot and horse-

men of Israel." Joash beu Joahaz ben Jehu at la.;t

succeeded in inflicting upon Syria several blows which

proved decisive. Thenceforward Israel had nothing to fear

from that quarter. Under Joash's son, Jeroboarn II., the

kingdom even reached a height of external power which

recalled the times of David. Moab was again subdued

;

southwards the frontier extended to the brook of the

wilderness (Amos vi. 14), and northward to Hamath.
5. Before proceeding to consider the rise of those

prophets who were the makers of the new Israel, it will

not be out of place here to cast a glance backwards upon
the old order of things which perislied with the kingdom
of Samaria, With reference to any period earlier than the

century 850-750 B.C., we can hardly be said to possess

any statistics. For, while the facts of history admit of

being hinded down with tolerable accuracy through a
considerable time, a contemporary literature is indispens-

able for the description of standing conditions. But it was

Early within this period that Hebrew literature first flourished

—

Hebrew after the Syrians had been finally repulsed, it would seem,
htera- Writing of course had been practised from a much earlier

period, but only in formal instruments, mainly upon stone.

At an early period also the historical sense of the people

developed itself in connexion with their religion ; but it

found its expression in songs, which in the first instance

were handed down by word of mouth only. Literature

began with the collection and writing out of those songs

;

the Book of the Wars of tlie Lord and the Sook of Jasliar

were the oldest historical books. The transition was next

made to the writing of prose history with the aid of legal

documents and family reminiscences ; a large portion of

this early historiography has been preserved to us iu the

books of Judges, Samuel, and Kings. Contemporaneously
also certain collections of laws and decisions of the priests,

of which we have an example in Ex. xxi., xxii., were
committed to writing. Somewhat later, perhaps, the

legends about the patriarchs and primitive times, the origin

of which cannot be assigned to a very-early date,^ received

literary shape. Specially remarkable is the rise of a written

prophecy. The question why it was that Elijah and
Elisha committed nothing to writing, while Amos a hundred
years later is an author, hardly admits of any other answer
than that in the interval a non-literary had developed into a

literary age. How rapid the process was may be gathered

from a comparison between the singularly broken utterances

^ Even tlie Jehovistic narr.itives about the patriarchs belong to tire

time -when Israel had ah-tady become a powerful kingdom ; Moab,
Amman, and Edom had been subjugated (Gen. ixvii. 29), and vigor-

ous frontier wars were being carried on with the Syrians about Gilead'i

(Gen. xxxi. 5'2). In Gen. xxvii. 40 allusion is made to the -constantly
»«peated subjugations of Edora by Judah, alternating^ with successful
revolts on the part of the former ; see Delitzsch on 1E|S3.-

of the earlier oracle contained in Isa. xv., xvl with &>
orations of Isaiah himself.

We begin our survey with that of the family relations." tJocial'

Polygamy was rare, monogamy the rule ; but the right of life-

concubinage was unlimited. While a high position was
accorded both by affection and custom to the married wife,

traces still existed of a state of society in which she was
regarded as property that went with the inheritance. Tho
marriage of relations was by no means prohibited ; nq
offence was taken at the circumstance that Abraham was
the husband of his sister (by a different mother). Parents

had full power over their children ; they had the right to

sell and even to sacrifice them. In this respect, however,

the prevailing usage was mild, as also in regard to slaves,

who socially held a position of comparative equality with

their masters, and even enjoyed some measure of legal

protection. Slavery, it is plain, had not the same political

importance as with the Greeks and Komans ; it could have

been abolished without any shock to the foundations of the

state.

Throughout this period agriculture and gardening con- .igi-itul

finued to be regarded as man's normal calling (Gen. iiL, *^^-

iv.) , the laws contained in Ex. xxi.-xxiii. rest entirely

upon this a5.=iumption. To dwell in peace under his vint

and under his fig tree was the ideal of every genuinis

Israelite. Only in a few isolated districts, as in the countrji

to the east of Jordan and in portions of Judah, did the

pastoral life predominate. Art and industry were undeve-

loped, and were confined to the production of simple

domestic necessaries.

Commerce was in old time followed exclusively by the Trod^

Canaanifa towns, so that the word " Canaanite " (liko

"Jew" in German) was used in the sense of "trader."

But by and by Israel began to tread in Canaan's footsteps

(Hos. xii. 8, 9).- The towns grew more influential than

the country ; money notably increased ; and the zeal ol

piety was quite unable to arrest tha progress of the change
which set in. The king.s themselves, from Solomon on-

wards, were the first to set the bad example; they eagerly

sought to acquire suitable harbours, and in company or in

competition with the Syrians entered upon large commercial

transactions. The extortions of the corn-market, the

formation of large estates, the frequency of mortgages, all

show that the small peasant proprietorship was unable to

hold its own against the accumulations of wealth. The
wage-receiving class increased, and cases in which free

Hebrews sold themselves into slavery were not rare.

On all hands the material progress of the commonwealth Materia'

made itself felt, the old simplicity of manners disappeared, pro£resi

and luxury increased. Buildings of hewn stone began to

be used even by private individuals. The towns, especially

the chief ones, were fortified ; and in time of war refuge

was sought in them, and not as formerly in woods and
caves. Even in the time of David the Israelites always

fought on foot ; but now horses and chariots were regarded

as indispensable. The bow came to be the principal

weapon of offence, and a militarv class appears to have

sprung up.

The monarchy retained in the kingdom of the ten tribes Govtrti.

its military character ; the commander-in-chief was the first™*'''-

person in the kingdom. In internal affairs its interference

was slight ; with systematic despotism it had little in con»-

mon, although of course within its narrow sphere it united

executive and legislative functions. It was little more
than the greatest house in Israel. The highest oflacial was
called " master of the household." The court ultimately

^ " Canaan {i.e., Ephraim Canaanized) has deceitful balances in his

Hand, aud loves to overreach. Ephraira indeed saith, I am becom^
rich, I have gained wealth ; but all his proHts wili not' suEca for

(expiation of) the guilt which he has incurred,"
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grew iuto a capital, tlie municipal offices ot wldch were held

by royal officials. The provinces had governors who,

however, in time of war withdrew to the capital (1 Kings

XX.) ; the presumption is that their sole charge was collec-

tion of the revenue.

The state was not charged with affairs of internal ad-

ministration ; all parties were left free to maintain their

own interests. Only in cases in which conflicts had

emerged in consequence could the king be approached.

Ruling and judging were regarded as one and the same
;

there was but one word for both (2 Kings xv. 5).

Law and Still, the king was not altfogether the only judge; there

jpstice. were in fact a number of independent jurisdictions.

Wherever within a particular circle the power lay, there

the right of judging was also found, whether exercised by

heads of families and communities or by warriors and

powerful lords. It was only because the king was the

most powerful that he was regarded as the >udge of last

resort ; but it was equally permitted to apply to him from

the first. Of method and rule in these things there was

but little ; a man was ghd to find any court to receive his

complaint. Of course without complaint one got no justice.

The administration of justice was at best but a scanty sup-

plement to the practice of self-help. The heir of the

murdered man would not forego the right of blood revenge
;

but his family or the commune gave him aid, and in ca.se

i)f need took his place, for bloodshed tad at all hazards to

be atoned for.

The firm establishment of civil order was rendered all the

more difficult by the continual wars and violent changes of

dynasty which ever and anon made its very existence

problematical. Power, which is more important than

righteousness to a judicatory, was what the government

was wanting in. In the simpler social conditions of the

earlier time a state which was adapted merely for purposes

of war might easily be found to work satisfactorily enough,

but a more complex order of things had now arisen. Social

problems had begun to crop up ; for the poor and the

proletariat the protection of a thoughtful government had
come to be required, but was not forthcoming.

iDteUec- But these defects did not check all progress. The
lull and weakness of the government, the want of political consoli-

dation, were insufficient to arrest intellectual advance or to

corrupt the prevailing moral tone and feeling for justice ;

in fact it was precisel}' in this period (the period in which

the main part of the Jehovistic history must have been

written) that the intellectual and moral culture of the

people stood at its highest. Even when the machinery of

the monarchy had got out of order, the organization of the

families and communes continued to subsist ; the smaller

circles ot social life reiliained comparatively untouched by

the catastrophes that shook the greater. Above all, the

national religion supplied the spiritual life with an immov-
able basis.

The favourite illustrations of the power of religion in the

Israel of that period are drawn from the instances of great

prophets who raised kings out of the dust and smote them
to it again. But the influence and importance of these

is generally exaggerated in the accounts we have. That
among them there occasionally occurred manifestations of

such power as to give a new t>im to history is indeed true
;

a figure like that of Elijah is no mere invention. But
such a man as he was a prophecy of the future rather than

an actual agent in shaping the present. On the whole,

religion was a peaceful influence, conserving rather than

assailing the existing order of things. The majority of

the prophets were no revolutionists.; rather in fact were
they always too much inclined to prophesy in accordance

with the wishes of the party in power. Besides, in ordi-

nary circumstances their influence was inferior to that of

13—16»

moral

culture.

Religion.

the priests, v.ho were servants of royalty at the chief sanctu-

aries, but everywhere attached to the established order.

The Torah of Jehovah still continued to be their special Priostly

charge. It was not even now a code or law in our sense Torah.

of the word ; Jehovah had not yet made His Testament

;

He still was living and active iu Isi'ael. But the Torah

appears during this period to have withdrawn itself some-

what from the business of merely pronouncing legal deci-

sions, and to have begun to move in a freer field. It now
consisted in teaching the knowledge of God, in showing

the right, God-given way where men were not sure of

themselves. Many of the counsels of the priests had
become a common stock of moral convictions, which indeed

were all of them referred to Jehovah as their author, yet

had ceased to be matters of direct revelation. Keverthe-

less the Torah had still occupation enough, the progres-

sive life of the nation ever aff'ording mattet for new
questions.

Although in truth the Torah and the moral influence C'ultus.

of Jehovah upon the national life were things much
weightier and much more genuinely Israelitic than the

cultus, yet this latter held on the whole a higher place in

public opinion. To the ordinary man it was not moral

bit liturgical acts that seemed to be truly religious.

Altars of Jehovah occurred everywhere, with sacred stones

and trees—the latter either artificial (Asheras) or natural

—beside them ; it was considered desirable also to have

water iu the neighbourhood (brazen sea). In cases where

a temple stood before the altar it contained an ephod and
teraphim, a kind of images before which the lot was cast

by the priest. Of the old simplicity the cultus retained

nothing ; at the great sanctuaries especially (Bethel,

Gilgal, Beersheba) it had become very elaborate. Its

chief seasons were the agricultural festivals—the passover,

the feast of weeks, and most especially the feast of the

ingathering at the close of the year. These were the only

occasions of public worship properly so called, at which

every one was expected to attend ; in other cases each

worshipper sought the presence of God only in special

circumstances, as for example at the beginning and at the

end of particular undertakings. The cultus, as to place,

time, matter, and form, belonged almost entirely to the

inheritance which Israel had received from Canaan ; to

distinguish what belonged to the worship of Jehovah from

that which belonged to Baal was no easy matter.^ It was

the channel through which also paganism could and did

ever anew gain admittance into the worship of Jehovah.

Yet that publicity of the cultus which arose out of the

very nature of Jehovah, and in consequence of which the

teraphim even were removed from the houses to the

temples, cannot but have acted as a corrective against the

most fatal excesses.

As for the substance of the national faith, it was summed Creei>

up principally in the proposition that Jehovah is the God
of Israel. But " God " was equivalent to " helper "

; that

was the meaning of the word. " Help," assistance in all

occasions of life,-—that was what Israel looked for from

Jehovah, not " salvation " in the theological sense. The
forgiveness of sins was a matter of subordinate importance ;

it was involved in the " help," and was a matter not of

faith but of experience. The relation between the people

and God was a natural one as that of son to father ; . it did

not rest upon observauce of the conditions of a pact. But

it was not on that account always equally lively and'

hearty ; Jehovah was regarded as having varieties of

mood. To secure and retain His favour, sacrifices were

useful ; by them prayer and thanksgiving were seconded.

' The description of the cultus by the prophet Hosea shows this very

clearly. It is obvious enough, however, that the object waa to serve

Jehovaht and not any foreign deity, by this worship.

xiir. — 52
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Another main article of faith was that Jehovah judges

and recompenses, not after death (then all men were

thought to be alike), but upon the earth. Here, however,

but Httle account was taken of the individual ; over him

the wheel of destiny remorselessly rolled ; his part was

resignation, and not hope. Not in the career of the indi-

vidual but in the fate of families and nations did the

righteousness of Jehovah find scope for its manifestation
;

and this is the only reason why the religion could dispense

with ihe conceptions of heaven and helL For the rest, it

was not always easy to bring the second article into cor-

relation with the first ; in practice the latter received the

superior place.

It need hardly be said that superstition of every kind

also abounded. But the superstition of the Israelites had

as little real religious significance as had that pottical

view of nature which the Hebrews doubtless shared in

greater or less degree with all the other nations of

antiquity.

6. Under King Jeroboam II., two years before a great

earthquake that served ever after for a date to all who had

experienced it, there occurred at Bethel, the greatest and

most conspicuous sanctuary of Jehovah in Israel, a scene

full of significance. The multitude were assembled there

with gifts and offerings for the observance of a festival,

when there stepped forward a man whose grim seriousness

Amoa,^ interrupted the joy of the feast. It was a Judaean, Amos
t>t Tekoa, a shepherd from the wilderness bordering on the

Dead Sea. Into the midst of the joyful tones of the songs

which with harp and tabor were being sung at the sacred

banquet he brought the discordant note of the mourner's

waiL For over all the joyous stir of busy life his ear

caught the sounds of death :
" the virgin of Israel is fallen,

never more to rise ; lies prostrate in her own land with no
one to lift her up." He prophesied as close at hand the

downfall of the kingdom which just at that moment was
rejoicing most in the consciousness of power, and the

deportation of the people to a far-off northern land.

There was something rotten in the state of Israel in spite

of the halcyon days it enjoyed under Jeroboam II. From
the indirect results of war, from changes in the tenure and

in the culture of the soil, from defective administration of

justice, the humbler classes had much to suffer ; they

found that the times were evil. But it was not this that

caused Amos to foresee the end of Israel, not a mere vague

foreboding of evil that forced him to leave his flocks ; the

dark cloud that threatened on the horizon was plain

enough—the Assyrians. Once already at an earlier date

they had directed their course south-westwards, without,

however, on that occasion becoming a source of danger to

the Israelites. But now that the bulwark against the

Assyrians, Aram of Damascus, was falling into ruins, a
movement of these against Lebanon in the time of Jeroboam
II. opened to Israel the alarming prospect that sooner or

later they would have to meet the full force of the irresist-

ible avalanche.

What then 1 The common man was in no position truly

to estimate the danger; and, so far as he apprehended it,

he lived in the firm faith that Jehovah would not abandon
His people in their straits. The governing classes prided

themselves on the military resources of Israel, or otherwise
tried to dismiss from their minds all thought of the gravity

llnoa of the situation. But Amos heard the question distinctly
irodlcts enough, and did not hesitate to answer it : the downfall of

hrow o*
^^'^^^ '^ imminent. It was nothing short of blasphemy to

srael by "tter anything of this kind, for everything, Jehovah Him-
leho—*- self included, depended on the existence of the nation.

But the most astounding thing has yet to come ; not

Asshur, but Jehovah 'Himself, is bringing about the over-

throw of Jsrnel through Asaliurit is Jehovah ,that is

triumphing over Israel. A paradoxical thought—as if the

natiotial God were to cut the ground from under his own
feet ! For the faith in Jehovah as the God of Israel was

a faith that He intervenes on behalf of His people against,

aU enemies, against the whole world
; precisely in times

of danger was religion shown by staying oneself upon this

faith. Jehovah might indeed, of course, hide His face fof

a time, but not definitively; in the end He ever arose at

last against all opposing powers. "The day of the Lord'!

was an object of hope in all times of difficulty and oppres-

sion ; it was understood as self-evident that the crisis would
certainly end in favour of Israel. Amos took up the

popular conception of that day ; but how thoroughly did

he change its meaning ! "Woe to them who long for tha

day of the Lord !—What to you is the day of the Lord 1

It is darkness, not light." His own opposition to the

popular conception is formulated in a paradox which he
prefixes as theme to the principal section of his book :

—

" Us alone does Jehovah know," say the Israelites, drawing

from this the inference that He is on their side, and of

course must take their part. " You only do I know,"

Amos represents Jehovah as saying, "therefore do 1 visit

upon you all your sins."

If the question. Whereon did Jehovah's relation to Israel

ultimately rest t be asked, the answer, according to the

popular faith, must substantially be that it rested on the

fact that Jehovah was worshipped in Israel and Bot among
the heathen, that in Israel were His altars and His dwell-

ing. His cultus was the bond between Him and the

nation ; when therefore it was desired to draw the bond
still closer, the solemn services of religion were redoubled.

But to the conception of Amos Jehovah is no judge capable

of accepting a bribe ; with the utmost indignation he
repudiates the notion that it is possible to influence Him
by gifts and offerings. Though Israel alone has served

Him he does not on that account apply any other standard

to it than to other nations (chaps, i., ii.). If Israel is better

known to Him, it does not follow that on that account He
shuts His eyes and blindly takes a side. Neither Jehovah
nor His prophet recognizes two moral standards ; right is

everywhere right, wrong always wrong, even though com-

mitted against Israel's worst enemies (ii. 1). What
Jehovah demands is righteousness,^nothing more and
nothing less ; what he hates is injustice. Sin or offence

to the Deity is a thing of purely moral character ; with

such emphasis this doctrine had never before been heard.

Morality is that for the sake of which all other things

exist; it is the alone essential thing in the world. It is

no postulate, no idea, but at once a necessity and a fact,

the most intensely living of personal powers—Jehovah

the God of Hosts. In wrath, in ruin, this holy reality

makes its existence known : it annihilates all that is hollow

and false.

Amos calls Jehovah the God of Hosts, never the God of Jehovah

Israel. The nation as such is no religious conception to 'h' Go(i

him ; from its mere existence he cannot formulate any "^ H^^u

article of faith. Sometimes it seems as if he were denying

Israel's prerogative altogether. He does not really do so,

but at least the prerogative is conditional and involves a
heavy re9ponsibility. The saying in iii. 2 recalls Luke
xii. 47. The proposition "Jehovah knows Israel" is it

the mouth of Ainos almost the same thing as " Israel knows
Jehovah "

; save only that this is not to be regarded as any
merit on Israel's part, but as a manifestation of the grace

of Jehovah, who has led His people by great deeds and
holy men, and so made Himself known. Amos knows no

other truth than that practical one which he has found,

among his own people and nowhere else,' lying at the

foundation ef life anri morality, and which he regards as

the jroduct of a divine frovidential ordering of history.
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From this point of view, so thoroughly Israelitish, he pro-

nounces Israel's condemnation. He starts from premisses

generally conceded, but he accentuates them differently and

draws from them divergent conclusions,

fjew J!
Atnos was the founder, and the purest type, of a new

phas« of phase of prophecy. The impending conflict of Asshur
prophecy,

^jjj^ Jehovah and Israel, the ultimate 'downfall of Israel,

is its theme^ Until that date there had subsisted in

Palestine and Syria a number of petty kingdoms and
nationalities, which had their friendships- and enmities

with one another, but paid no heed to anything outside

their own immediate environment, and revolved, each on

its own axis, careless of the outside world, until suddenly

the Assyrians burst in upon them. These commenced the

work which was carried on by the Babylonians, Persians,

and Greeks, and completed by the Romans. They in-

troduced a new factor, the conception of the world,— the

world of coarse in the historical sense of that expression.

In presence of that conception the petty nationalities lost'

their centre of gravity, brute fact dispelled their illusions,

they flung their gods to the moles and to the bats (Isa. ii.).

The prophets of Israel alone did not allow themselves to be

taken by surprise by what had occurred, or to be plunged

in despair ; tlrey solved by anticipation the grim problem

which history set before them. They absorbed into their

religion that conception of the world which was destroying

the religions of the nations, even before it had been fully

grasped by the secular consciousness. Where others saw'

only the ruin of everything that is holiest, they saw the

triumph of Jehovah over delusion and error. Whatever
else might be overthrown, the really worthy remained

unshaken. They recognized ideal powers only, right and

wrong, truth and falsehood ; second causes were matters

of indifierence to them, they were no practical politicians.

But they watched the course of events attentively, nay,

with passionate-interest. The present, which was passing

before them, became to them as it were the plot of a divine

drama which they watched with an intelligence that anti-

cipated the denouement. Everywhere the same goal of

the development, everywhere the same laws. The nations

are the dramatis personx, Israel the hero, Jehovah the

poet of the tragedy.^

(Jot Thff canonical prophets, the series of whom begins with
" patri- Amos, were separated by a>n essential distinction from the
'"°' class which had preceded them and which still continued

to be the type of the common prophet. They did not seek

to kindle either the enthusiasm or the fanaticism of the

multitude"; they swam not with but against the stream.

They were not patriotic, at least in the ordinary acceptation

of that word ; they prophesied not good but evil for their

people (Jer. xxviiL 8). Until their time the nation had
sprung up .out of the conception of Jehovah ; now the

conception of Jehovah was casting the nation into the

Bhade. The natural bond between the two was severed,

and the relation was henceforward viewed as conditional.

As God of the righteousness which is the law of the whole
universe, Jehovah could be Israel's God only in so far as

in Israel the right was recognized and followed. The
ethical element destroyed the national character of the old

religion. It still addressed itself, to be sure, mora to the

nation and to society at large than to the individual ; it

insisted less upon a pure heart than upon righteous institu-

tions ; but nevertheless the first step towards universalism

had been accomplished, towardsat once the general diffusion

and the individualization of religion. Thus, although the

prophets were far from originating a new conception of

God, they none the less were the founders of what has

(
* In Tery ranch the same way the threatened and actual political

annihilation of Ionia led to the rise of Greek pbiloeophy (Xenophanes,
Heraclitusl.

been called '-' ethical monotheism." But with them this

ethical monotheism was no product of the " self-evolution

of dogma," but a progressive step which had been called

forth simply by the course of events. The providence of

God brougljt it about that this call came at an opportune

period, and not too suddenly. The downfall of the nation

did not t-alie place until the truths and precepts of religion

were already strong enough to be able to live on alone ; to

the prophets belongs the merit of having recognized the

independence of these, and of having secured perpetuity

to Israil by refusing to allow the conception of Jehovah
to be involved in the ruin of the kingdom. They saved

faith by destroying illusion.

The event which Amos had foreseen was not long in The

coming. The Israelites- flew spontaneously, like " silly Assyriann

doves," into the net of the Assyrians. Zechariah ben "^ ^ '"'•

Jeroboam was overthrown after a short reign, Shallum his

murderer and successor was also unable to hold his own, and
was followed after the horrors of a civil war by Menahem
ben Gadi (745 B.C.). But Menahem, in the presence of

domestic (and perhaps also foreign) assailants,- had no

other resort than to purchase by payment of a great tribute

the assistance of King Tiglath-pileser II., who at that time

was giving new force to the Assyrian predominance in these

regions. By such means he succeeded in attaining his

immediate end, but the further consequence was-that the

rival party in the state turned' for support to Egypt, and
Palestine now became the arena of conflict between the

two great world-powers.

Menahem transmitted his kingdom to Pekahiah

;

Pekahiah was murdered about 735 B.C. by Pekah, and

Pekah himself shortly afterwards was overthrown. All

this happened within a few years. It would have been

possible to conjecture the state of the country in these

circumstances, even if we had not been informed of it by
means of the prophetical book of Hosea, which dates from

the time when the Assyrians had begun indeed to tamper

with the country, but had not yet shown their full design.

After the death of Jeroboam II. there had been wild out-

bursts of partisan war ; none of the kings who in quick

succession appeared and disappeared had real power, none

established order. It was as if the danger from without,

which was only too obviously threatening the existence of

the kingdom, had already dissolved all internal bonds

;

every one was at war with his neighbour. Assyrians and

Egyptians were called in to support this or that govern-

ment ; by such expedients the internal confusion was,

naturally, only increased. Was there any other quarter in

which help could yet be sought 1 The people, led by the

priests, turned to the altars of Jehovah, and outdid itself

in pious works, as if by any such illusory means, out of all

relation to the practical problem in hand, the gangrene of

anarchy could possibly be healed. Still more zealous than

Amos against the cultus was Hosea, not merely on the Hosea.

ground that it had the absurd motive of forcing Jehovah's

' It ia not inconceivable that the wars carried on by Tiglath-pilesBl-

11. against Hamath had some connexion with his interventions in

favour of Menahem. The kingdom of Hamath, which may have been

threatened by Jeroboam II. , may have availed itself of the state of

matters which followed his death to secure its own aggrandizement at

I3raera.expen3e ; in correspondence with this attack from the northern

side another by Jndah in concert with Hamath may well have been

made from the south. In this way, though not without the aid of

pure hypothesis, it might be possible to fit into the general historical

connexion the fragmentary Assyrian notices about Azariah of Jndah And
his relations to Hamath ; the explanations suggested by the Asayiio^

logista have hitherto been total failures. But in that case it would cer-

tainly be necessary to assume that the Assyrians were badly informed

as to the nature of the relations between Hamath and Judah, and also

as to the individoal who at that time held the throne of Judah.i

Uzziah ( = Azariah ), who in bia old age had become a leper, could only

nominally at best \i2.ve been king ot Judah then.
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tavour, but also because it was of heathenish chancier,

nature-worship and idolatry. That Jehovah is tlie true

and only helper is certainly not denied by Hosea. But

His help is coupled with the condition that Israel shall

undergo a complete change, and of such a change he sees

no prospect. On this account the downfall of the state is

in Hosea's view inevitable, but not final ruin, only such an

overthrow as is necessary for the transition to a new and
fair recommencement la Hosea's prophecies the relation

between Jehovah and Israel is conceived of as dissoluble,

and as actually on the point of being dissolved, but it has

struck its roots so deep that it must inevitably at last estab-

lish itself again.

Collision The first actual collision between Israel and Assyria
^it occurred in 734. Kesin, king' of Damascus, and Pekah,
Assyria, ^[^g of Samaria, had united in an expedition against

Judah, where at that time Ahaz ben Jotham occupied the

throne. Eut Ahaz parried the blow by placing himself

under the protection of the Assyrians, who perhaps would

in any case have struck in against the alliance between

Aram and Israel Tiglath-pileser made bis first appearance

in 73 i, first oti the sea-coast of Palestine, and subsequently

either in this or in the following year took up his quarters

in the kingdom of the ten tribes. After he had ravaged

Galilee and Gilead, he finally concluded a peace in Samaria

the capital, conditionally on his receiving the head of King
Pekah and a. considerable yearly tribute. Hosea ben Elali

was raised to the throne in Pekah's place, and acknowledged
by the Assyrian as a vassal For some ten years he held

his position quietly, regularly paying his dues. But when
At the death of Tiglath-pileser the Syro-Palestinian king-

doms rebelled en masse, Samaria also was seized with the

delirium of patriotic fanaticism (Isa. sxviii.). Relying

upon the help of Seve, king of Ethiopia and Egypt, Hosea
ventured on a revolt from Assyria. But the Egyptians

left him in the lurch as soon as Shalmaneser IV., Tiglath-

pileser's successor, invaded his territory. Before his capital

had fallen, Hosea himself fell into the hands of the

Fall of Assyrians. Samaria oS'ered a desperate resistance, and
Saroma. succumbed only to Sargon, Shalmaneser's successor (721).

Energetic measures were adopted by the victor for the

pacification of the country; he carried all the inhabitants

of mark' into captivity to , Calachene, Gozanitis, and
Armenia. A remnant indeed of th9.^ncient kingdom was
EtiU permitted to survive under ki gs who were mere
vassals ; it continued to subsist until the days of Esar-

haddon, but the Scriptural representation, acceding to

which the history of Israel terminates in 721, is substan-

tially the most correct. Much light is thrown upon the

conditions of the national religion then and upon its sub-

sequent development by the single fact that the exiled

Israelites were absorbed by the surrounding heathenism
without leaving a trace behind them, while the population
of Judah, who had -the benefit of a hundred years' respite,

held their faith fast throughout the period of the Babylonian
exile, and by means of it were able to maintain their own
individuality afterwards in all the circumstances that arose.

The fact that the fall of Samaria did not hinder but helped
the religion of Jehovah is entirely due to the prophets.
That they had foreseen the downfall of the state, and
declared in the name of religion that it was inevitable, was
a matter of much greater historical importance than the
actual downfall itself.

King- 7. Hitherto the small tmgQom of Judah had stood in
dom of the background. Its political history had been determined
•'»°^''- almost exclusively by its relation to Israel. Under the

dynasty of Omri the original enmity had been changed
into a close but perhaps not quite voluntary friendship.

' Judah found itself drawn completely into the train of the
more powerful neighbouring state, and seema even to h;>''e

rendered it military service. The fall of the house of Omri)
was an ominous event for Judah as well as Israel ; Jehu,'

as he passed to the throne, put to death not only Ahaziah.

the king but also two and forty other members of the royal

house of David who had fallen into his hands ; and those

who still survived, children for the most part, were

murdered wholesale by the regent Athaliah for reasons

that are unknown. Only one little boy, Joash, was con-

cealed from her fury, and by a successful conspiracy six

years afterwards was placed upon the throne of his ancestors.'

At that time the Syrians were extending their incursions

to Judah and Philistia, and Joash bought them off from
Jerusalem with the temple treasures. Perhaps it was this

disgrace that he expiated with his death ; in like manner
perhaps the assassination of his successor Amaziah is to be
accounted for by the discredit he bad incurred by a reckksa
and unsuccessful war against Israel. Just as Israel wa3
beginning to recover itself after the happy termination of

the Syrian wars, Judah also experienced its period of

highest prosperity. What Jeroboam II. was to the

northern kingdom, Uzziah was to that of the south. , He
appears to have obtained possession of Edom, and for a
considerable time to have held that one province of David's

conquests which fell to Judah ; and at the trading port of

Elatli he revived the commerce which Solomon hadicreated.

The prosperity of his long reign was uninterrupted till in

his later years he was smitten with leprosy, and found it

necessary to hand over the affairs of the kingdom to his

son Jotham. But Jotham appears to have died about tlia

same tiraa as his father,-—his successor, still in very early

youth (Isa. iii. 12), being Ahaz ben Jotham ben Uzziah.

If Judah could not compare with -Israel in political and Stabilitj

general historical importance, it neverthele.ss enjoyed more °^ '*^

than one considerable advantage over the larger kingdom, y'™^'^

It was much safer from foreign foes ; for the Egyptians,

as a rule, were not dangerous neighbours. But its chief

advantage consisted in the stability of its dynasty. It

was David who had elevated Judah and Jerusalem to n
position of historical significance, and the prosperity of liis

house was most intimately connected with that of the town
and territory, and even with that of religion. On two
separate occasions it occurred that a king of Judah was
murdered by subjects, but in both cases the " people of

the land" rose up against the assassins and once moro
placed a membef of the Davidic family upon the throne.

The one actual recorded revolution was ' that against

Athaliah, which had for its object the restoration of the

throne to the legitimate heir. Under shelter of the
monarchy the other institutionsof the state also acquired

a measure of permanency such as 'was not found at all in

Israel, where everything depended on the character of indi-

viduals, and the existing order of things was ever liable to

be subjected to fresh dispute. Life in Judah was a much
mbre stable aS'air, though not so exciting or dramatic.

Possibly the greater isplation of the little kingdom, its

more intimate relations with the neighbouring wilderness,

and the more primitive modes of life which resulted were
also factors which contributed to this general result.

In the capital of course the life was not primitive, and
its influence was undoubtedly greater than that of the

country. Successive kings exerted themselves for its

external irQprovement, and in this respect Hezekiah ben
Ahaz was specially distinguished. Above all they mani-'

fested sincere interest in the temple, which from an early The
period exerted a powerful forcj of attraction over the entire temple,

mass of the population. They regulated the cultus accord- '^^^"^

ing to their individual tastes, added to it or curtailed it at

thair pleasure, and dealt with the sacred treasures as they
chose. Although the priests had in a certain sense great

power—the conspiracy against Athaliah was led not by a
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^irophet but b/ a [jriast,—tlwy were nevertheless subjects

of the king, and had to act according to his orders. That

the cultus of Jehovah at Jerusalem was purer than that at

"Bethel or at Samaria is an assertion which is contradicted

by more than one well-attested fact. In this respect there

was no essential diti'erence between Israel and Judah. It

was in Israel thit the reaction against Baal-worship origi-

nited which afterwards passed over into Judah ; the initia-

tive in all such matters was Israel's. Tliere the experi-

ments were made from which Jerusalem learned the lesson.

How deep was the interest felt in the affairs of the larger

kingdom by the inhabitants even of one of the smaller

provincial towns of Judah is shown in the instance of

Amos of Tekoali.

Step by step with the decline of Israel after the death

of Jeroboam II. did Judah rise in importance ; it was

tuirih. already preparing to take the inheritance. The man
through whcim the transition of the Iiistory from Israel to

Judah Was effected, and who was the means of securing

for the latter kingdom a period of respite which was fruit-

ful of the best results for the consolidation of true religion,

was the prophet Isaiah. The history of his activity is at

the same time the history of Judali during that period.

Isaiah became conscious of his vocation in the year of

King Uzziah's death ; his earliest discourses date from the

beginning of the reign of Ahaz. In them he contemplates

the imminent downfall of Samaria, and threatens Judah
also with the chastisement its political and social sins

deserve. In chap, ix., and also in chaps, ;i.-v., he still

confines himself on the whole to generalities quite after the

manner of Amos. But on the occasion of the expedition

iif the allied Syrians and Ephraimites against Jerusalem

he interposed with boll decision in the sphere of practical

politics. To the very last he endeavoured to restrain Ahaz
from his purpose of summoning the Assyrians to his help

;

Le assured him of Jehovah's countenance, and offered him
a token in pledge. When the king refused this, the prophet

recognized that matters liad gone too far, and that the

coming of the Assyrians could not be averted. He then
declared that the dreaded danger would iudeed be obviated

by that course, but that another far more serious would be
incurred For the Egyptians would resist the westward
movement of Assyria, and Judah as the field of war would
be utterly laid waste ; only a remnant would remain as the

basis of a better future.

The actual issue, however, was not yet quite so disastrous.

The Egyptians did not interfere with the Assyrians, and
left Samaria and Damascus to their fate. Judah became
indeed tributary to Assyria, but at the same time enjoyed
considerable prosperity. Henceforward the prophet's most
zealous efforts were directed to the object of securing the
maintenance, at any price, of this condition of affairs.

Policy He sought by every means at his command to keep Judah
*f o""- from any sort of intervention in the politics of the great
^""'' powet-s, in order that it might devote itself with undivided

energies to the necessities of internal affairs. He actually

succeeded in maintaining the peace for many years, even
at times when in the petty kingdoms around the spirit of

revolt was abroad. The ill success of all attempts else-

where to shake off the yoke confirmed him in the convic-

tion that Assyria was the rod of chastisement wielded by
Jehovah over the nations, who had no alternative but to
yield to its iron sway.

While thirty years passed thus peacefully away so far as
Tireign relations were concerned, internal changes of all

Hezs- the greater importance were taking place. Hezekiah ben
1"*'''^ Ahaz undertook for the first time a thorough-going refor-

""''' mation in the cultus of Jehovah. " He removed the high
places, and brake the pillars, and cut down the Ashera,
and brake in pieces the brazen serpent that Mosea had

made "; so we are told in 2 Kings xviii. 4, with a mixture
of the general and the special that does not inspire much
confidence. For, e.g., t!ie " high places " which Solomon
hid raised on the ilouut of Olives were not removed by
Hezekiah, although they stood quite close to Jerusalem,

and moreover were consecrated to foreign deities. But in

every respect there must have been a wide difference

bstween the objects and results of the reformations of

Hezekiah and Josiah. Undoubtedly Hezekiah undertook
his reforms in worship under the influence of Isaiah.

Following in the footsteps of Hosca, who had been the

first to take and to express offence at the use of images in

the worship of Jehovah, this prophet, utilizing the impres-

sion which the destruction of Samaria had produced in

Jerusalem (Isa. svii., af. Jer. iii.), strove to the utmost

against the adoration of the work of men's hands in the

holy places, against the Asheras and pillars (sun-pillars),

and above all against the ephods, i.e., the idols of silver

and gold, oi which the land was full But against the

high places in and by themselves, against the multiplicity

of the altars of Jehovah, he made no protest. " (In the

Messianic time) ye shall loathe and cast away as an unclean

thing your graven images with silver coverings and your

molten images overlaid with gold," he says (xxx. 22); and
the inference is that he contemplated the purification of the

high places from superstitious excesses, but by lio means
their abolition. To this one object ^ H^zekiah's reforma-

tion seems to have confined itself,—an object of much
greater primary importance than the destruction of the

altars themselves. Their destruction was,a measure whict
arose simply out of despair of the possibility of cleansing

them.

Sargon, king of Assyria, was succeeded in 705 by
Sennacherib. The opportunity was seized by Merodach
Baladan of Babylon to secure his independence ; and by
means of an embassy he urged Hezekiah also to throw off

the yoke. The proposal was adopted, and the king of

Judah was joined by other petty kingdoms, especially some
of the Philistine towns. Relations with Egypt were estab- Allianw

lishcd to secure its support in case of need. Sennacherib's agan"'

more immediate and pressing business in Babylon enabled ' *

Palestine to gain some time ; but the issue of that revolt

made self-deception impossible as to the probable result o£

the other movement.
This was the period at which Isaiah, already far advanced

in life, wielded his greatest influence. The preparations

for revolt, the negotiations with Egypt, were concealed

from him,—a proof how greatly ho wa.s feared at court.

When he came to know of them, it was already too late to

undo what had been done. But he could at least give

yent to his anger. With Jerusalem, it seemed to him, the

story of Samaria was repeating itself ; uninstructed by that

sad lesson, the capital was giving itself up to the mad
intoxication of -leaders who would inevitably bring her to

ruin. " Quietness and rest " had been the motto given by
Jehovah to Judah, powerless as it was and much in need

of a period of peace ; instead of this, defiance based on
ignorance and falsehood expressed the prevailing temper.

But those who refused to listen to the intelligible language

of Jehovah would be compelled to hear Him speak in

Assyrian speech in a way that would deafen and blind

them. Isaiah shows himself no less indignant against the

crowd that stupidly stared at his excitement than against

the God-forsaken folly of the king, with his counsellors, his

priests, and his prophets. They do not suffer themselves

^ That is, to the abolition of the images. Jeremiah's polemic is

directed no longer against the images, but against wood and stone, i.e ,

Asheras and pillars. The date of the reformation nnder Hezekiah is

uncertain; perhaps it ought to be placed after Sennacherib's with-

drawal from Jerusalem.
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to be shaken out of their ordinary routiae by the gravity

of such a crisis as' this ; the living work of Jehovah is to

them a sealed book ; their piety does not extend beyond

the respect they show for certain human precepts learnt

by rote.

Meanwhile Sennacherib, at the head of a great army, was

advancing against Philistiaand Judah along the Phcenician

coast (701). Having captured Ascalon, he next laid seige

to Ekron, which, after the combined Egyptian and

Ethiopian army sent to its relief had been defeated at

Eltheke, fell into the enemy's hand, and was severely dealt

with. Simultaneously various fortresses of Judah were

occupied, and the level country was devastated (Isa. i.).

The consequence was that Hezekiah, in a state of panic,

offered to tlie Assyrians his submission, which was accepted

ou payment of a heavy penalty, he being permitted how-

ever to retain possession of Jerusalem. He seemed to have

got cheaply off from the unequal contest.

The way being thus cleared, Sennacherib pressed on

southwards, for the Egyptians were collecting their forces

against him. The nearer he came to the enemy the more

undesirable did he find it that he should leave in his rear

so important a fortress as Jerusalem in the hands of a

doubtful vassal. Notwithstanding the recently ratified

treaty, therefore, he demanded the surrender of the city,

believing that a policy of intimidation would be enough to

secure it from Hezakiah. But there was another per-

sonality in Jerusalem of whom his plans had taken no
account. Isaiah had indeed regarded the revolt from

Assyria as a rebellion against Jehovah Himself, and there-

fore as a perfectly hopeless undertaking which could only

result in the utmost humiliation and sternest chastisement

for Judah. But still more distinctly than those who had
gone before him did he hold firm as an article of faith the

conviction that the kingdom would not be utterly annihi-

lated ; all his speeches of solemn warning closed with the

announcement that a remnant should return and form the

kernel of a new commonwealth to be fashioned after

Jehovah's own heart. For him, in contrast to Amos, the

great crisis had a positive character ; in contrast to Hosea,

he did not expect a temporary suspension of the theocracy,

to be followed by its complete reconstruction, but in the

pious and God fearing individuals who were still to be

met with in this Sodom of iniquity, he saw the threads,

thin indeed yet sufficient, which formed the links between
the Israel of the present and its better future. Over
against the vain confidence of the multitude Isaiah had
hitherto brought into prominence the darker obverse of

his religions belief, but now he confronted their present

depression with its bright reverse ; faint-heartedness was
still more alien to his nature than temerity. In the Dam&
of Jehovah he bade King Hezekiah be of good courage,

and ui<ged thit he should by no means surrender. The
Assyrians would not be able to take the city, not even to

shoot flu arrow iuto it nor to bring up their siege train

against it. " I know thy sitting, thy going, and thy stand-

ing," is JelioVah's language to the Assyrian, "and also thy
rage against ma And I will p\it my ring in thy nose, and
my bridle in thy lips, and I will turn thee back by the
way by which thou came?t." And thus it proved in the
issue. By a still unexplained catastrophe, the main army
of Seunadierib was annihilated on the frontier between
Egypt and Palestine, and Jerusalem thereby freed from all

danger. The Assyrian king had to save himself by a
hurried retreat to Nineveh ; Isaiah was triumphant. A
more magnificent close ef a period of influential public life

caa hardly be imagined.

What Sennacherib himsolf relates of his expedition against his
rebellions vassals in Palestme (George Smith, Assyrian Eponym
Canon, p. 67, 68, 131-136) rnns parallel with 2 Kings xriii. 14-16,

bvit not with the rest of the BiUe narrative. Th-t^o thiee verses are Senna-

lieciiliur. and their source is difieient from that of the coute.\t. After cherib's

havinj; captured various Phcenician cities, and received tribute ftora inscrip-

a number of kings, his tirst measure is forcibly to restore the Assyrian tious.

governor who had been expelled from Ascalon, and next he turus

his arms against Ekron. This city had put in irons its own king
Padi (who remained loyal to the suzerain), and handed him over to

Hezekiah, who appears as the soul of Lite rebellion in these quarters.

The Egyptians, who as usual have a hand in themaiter, advance witli

an array for the relief of the beleaguered city, but are defeated near

Eltheke in the immediate neighbourhood; Ekron is tiken, remorse-

lessly chastised, and forced to take Padi back again as its king. For
Hezekiah in the meantime has delivered up his prisoner, and, terri-

fied by the fall of his fortresses and the devastation of his territory;

has accepted the position of a vassal once more, paying at the same
time a heavy fine, inclusive of 30 talents of gold and 800 of silver.

Such is the Assyrian account. U we treat the 300 talents mentioned
in 2 Kings xviii. 1^ as Syrian (-^SOO Babylonian), it completely tills

in the vague outlines given in 2 Kings xviii. 14-1 6, and, while confinu-

ing'in their place immediately alter ver. 13 these vei-ses, unrelated

as they are to the main connexion of the Biblical narrative, corrects

them only in one point by making it probable that the subjection

or Hezekiab (which is not equivalent to the siH-render of his city)

took place while Sennacherib was still before Ekron, and not at a
later date when he had gone further south towards Libnah. Aa
regards his further advance towards Egypt, and the reasons of his

sudden withdrawal (related by Herodotus also from Egyptian tra-

dition), the great king is silent, having nothing to boast of iu it.

The battle of Eltheke, which is to be regarded only as an episode in the

siege-of Eki'on, being merely the repulse of the Egyptian relieving

army, was not an event of great historical importance, and ought not

to be brought into any connexion either with 2 Kings xix. 7 or with
xix. 35; Sennacherib's inscription speaks only of the tirst and pro-

sperous stage of the expedition, not of the decisive one which resulted

so disastrously for him, as must be clear from the words themselves

to every-unprejudiced reader. The Assyriologists, in their determi-

nation to make a history, assume identiiications on grounds that do
not admit of proof, and in this way do even moie Violence to the
Assyrian than to the BibUcal narrative.

8. Isaiah was so completely a prophet that even his

wife was called the prophetess after him. No such title

could have been bestowed on the wife of either Amos or

Hosea. But what distinguished him more than anything

else from those predecessors was that his position was not,

like theirs, apart from the government ; he sat close to the

helm, and took a very real part in directing the course of

the vessel. He was more positive and practical than they ; Piacti-

he wished to make his influence felt, and, when for the ?"'','y "'

moment he was unsuccessful in this so far as the great

whole of the state was concerned, he busied himself in

gathering round him a small circle of like-minded persons

(m whom his hope for the future rested. Now that Israel

had been destroyed, he wished at all events to save Judah.

The lofty ideality of his faith (iL 1 sqq.) did not hinder

him from calling in the aid of practical means for this end.

But the current of his activities Was by the circumstances

of the case directed into a channel in which after his death

they continued to flow towards a goal which had hardly

been contemplated by himself.

The political importance of the people of Jehovah was
reduced to a minimum when Judah only was left. Already

at an earlier period in that kingdom the sacred had come
to be of more importance than the secular ; much more
was this the case under the suzerainty of Assyria. The
circumstances of the time themselves urged that the religion

of Israel should divest itself of all politico-national character;

but Isaiah also did his best to further this end. It wafe his

most zealous endeavour to hold king and people aloof from
every patriotic movement ; to him the true religious

attitude was one of quietness and sitting still, non-inter-

vention in political affairs, concentration on the problems

of internal government. « Bnt he was compelled to leave

over for the coming Messiah (xi. 1 s}}.) that reformation

in legal and social matters which seemed to him so necesJ

sary ; all that he could bring the secular rulers of hia

country to undertake was a reform in worship, -^^.This was

the most easily solved,of the^problems alluded to aboVe^

. Isaiah.
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and it was also that whicn most closely corresponded to

the character of the kingdom of Judah. Thus it came

about that the reform of the theocracy which had been

cimtemplated by Isaiah led to its transformation into an

ecclesiistical state. No less influential in effecting a radical

chaiige in the old popular religion was Isaiah's doctrine

which identified the true Israel with the holy remnant

which alone should emerge from the crisis unconsumed.

For that remnant was more than a mere object of hope ; it

actually stood before him in the persons of that little group

of pious individuals gathered around him. Isaiah founded

no " fccclesiola in ecclesra" indeed, but certainly an "ecclesia

in clvitate Dei." Now began that distinction between the

true Israel and the Israel according to theflesh, that bipartite

division of the nation which became so important in later

times. As head and founder of the prophetic party in

Judah, Isaiah was, involuntarily, the man who took the

first steps towards the institution of the church.

The catastrophe s.hich "befel the army of Sennacherib

nad no very great effect upon the external affairs of Judah.

Sennacherib indeed, being busy in the east, was unable to

retrieve the loss he had sustained, but his son Esarhaddon,

who succeeded him in 681, resumed the Egyptian war with

better success. He made himself master of the Nile valley,

and brought the Ethiopians into submission. That the

petty kingdoms of Palestine returned to the old relations

of dependence is to be taken aaa matter of course. Judah
appears to have resumed the yoke voluntarily, but the

Samaritans only after force had been applied ; they were

afterwards deported, whereupon the deserted country was

occupied by foreign colonists, who, however, accepted the

cultus of the god of the land

That Manasseh ben Hezekiah should have again come
under Assyrian suzerainty appears at that time to have made
bat little impressioii ; since the time of Ahaz Judah had been

accustomed to this relation. The book of Kings speaks

only of internal affairs under the reign of Manasseh.

According to it, he was a bad ruler, who permitted, and
even caused, innocent blood to flow like water. But what
was of greater consequence for the future, he took up an

attitude of hostility towards the prophetic party of reform,

and put himself on the side of the reaction which would

fain bring back to the place of honour the old popular half-

pagan conception of Jehovah, as against the pure and holy

God whom the prophets worshipped. The revulsion mani-

fested itself, as the reform had done, chiefly in matters of

worship. The old idolatrous furniture of the sanctuaries

was reinstated in its place, and new frippery was imported
from' all quarters, especially from Assyrin and Babylon, to

renovate the old religion ; with Jehovah was now associated

a "queen of heaven." Yet, as usual, the restoration did

more than merely bring back the old order of things.

\VTiat at an earlier period had been mere naivete now
became superstition, and could hold its ground only by
having imparted to it artificially a deeper meaning which
was itself borrowed from the prophetical circle of ideas.

Again, earnestness superseded the old joyousness of the

cultus ; this now had reference principally to sin and its

atonement. Value was attached to services rendered to

the Deity, just in proportion to their hardness and unnatural-

ness ; at this period it was that the old precept to sacrifice

to Jehovah the male that opens the matrix was extended
to children. The counter-reformation was far from being

unaffected by the preceding reformation, although it under-

stood religious 'earnestness in quite another sense, and
sought, not to eliminate heathenism from the cultus, but
to animate it with new life. On the other hand, the re-

action was in the end found to have left distinct traces of

ite influence in the ultimate issue of the reformation.

We possess one document dating from Manasseh'e time

in fliicah vL 1-vii. 6. Here, where the lawlessness and
utter disregard of every moral restraint in Judah are set in

a hideous light, the prophetic point of view, as contrasted

with the new refineriients in worship, , attains also its

simplest and purest expression. Perhaps to this period

the Decalogue also, which is so eloquently silent in regard

to cultus, is to be assigned. Jehovah demands nothing

for Himself, all that He asks is only for men ; this is here

the fundamental law of the theocracy.

Manasseh's life was a long one, and his son jimon walked Anion.

in his ways. The latter died after a brief reign, and with
his death a new era for Judah began. It was introduced

by the great catastrophe in which the Assyrian empire came
to an end. The sovereignty of the world was beginning

to pass out of the hands of the Semites into those of the S'^y"''

Aryans. Phraortes of Media indeed was unsuccessful in
'^"^'

his attempt against the Assyrians, but Cyaxares beat them
and proceeded to besiege their capital. The Scythian

invasion of Media and Western Asia (c. 630) at this

juncture gave them another respite of six and twenty
years ; but even it tended to break into pieces the great,

loosely-compacted monarchy. The provinces became
gradually disintegrated, and the kingdom shrivelled up till

it covered no more than the land of Asshur.'

The inroad of the Scythians aroused to energy again the

voice of prophecy which had been dumb during the very

sinful but not very animated period of Manasseh's reign.

Zephaniah and Jeremiah threatened with the mysterious Zephan-

northern foe, just as Amos and Hosea had formerly done '"''

w.
with the Assyrians. The Scythians actually did invade

Palestine in 626 (the 13th year of Josiah), and penetrated

as far as to Egypt ; but their course lay along the shore

line, and they left Judah untouched. This danger that

had come so near and yet passed them by, this instance of

a prophetic threatening that had come to pass and yet been
mercifully averted, made a powerful impression upon the

people of Judah
;
public opinion went through a revolution

in favour of the reforming party which was able to gain

for itself the support also of the young king Josiah ben
Amon. The circumstances were favourable for coming
forward with a comprehensive programme for a reconstruc-

tion of the theocracy. In the year 621 (the eighteenth of

Josiah) Deuteronomy was discovered, accepted, and carried

into effect.

The DeuteroBomic legislation is designed for the refor- Peutero-

mation, by no means of the cultus alone, but at least quite nimy-

as much of the civil relations of life. The social interest

is placed above the cultus, inasmuch as everywhere humane
ends are assigned for the rites and offerings. In this it ia

plainly seen that Deuteronomy is the progeny of the pro-

phetic spirit. Still more plainly does this appear in the

motifs of the legislation ; according to these, Jehovah is

the only God, whose service demands the whole heart and
every energy ; He has entered into a covenant with Israel,

but upon fundamental conditions that, as contained in the

Decalogue, are purely moral end of absolute imiversality.

Nowhere does the fundamental religious thought of pro-

phecy find clearer expression than in Deuteronomy,

—

the thought that Jehovah asks nothing for Himself, but

* Our knowledge of the events of the second half of the 7th century

has reqiained eingixlarly imperfect hitherto, notwithstanding the im-
portance of the changes they wrought on the face of the ancient world.

The account given above is that of Herodotus (i. 103-106), and there
the matter must rest until really authentic sources shall have been
brought to light. With regard to the final siege of Nineveh, our chief

informant is (^siaa as quoted by Diodorus {ii. 26, 27). Whetherthc
prophecy of Nahum relates to the Uist siege is doubtful (in spite of ii.

7, and .the oracle given in Diodorus, St* t^v "Ntyov ovStU •Ac* »foTo

Kpdro! ikv ju9j irp6Tcpoy 6 ttoto^^s ttJ irtJAe* yfvryrai voAffitot), inas-

much as N.-ihum (i. 9) expressly speaks of the siege allntled to by,

him as the firet, saying, "the trouble shall not riae up the eecond

ime."
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asks it as a religious duty th^it man should render to mnn
what is right, that His will lies not in any unknown
height, but in the moral sphere which is known and under-

stood by all.^

But the result uf the innovation did not correspond

exactly to its prophetic origin. Prophecy died when its

precepts attained to the force of laws ; the prophetic ideas

lost their purity when they became practicah Whatever
may have been contemplated, only provisional regulations

actually admitted of being carried, and even these only in

cooperation with the king and the priests, and with due

regard to the capacity of the masses. The final outcome
of the Deuteronomic reformation was principally that the

cultus of Jehovah was limited to Jerusalem and abolished

everywhere else,—such was the popular and practical form

of prophetic monotheism. The importance of the Salomonic

temple was thereby increased in the highest degree, and so

also the influence of the priests of Jerusalem, the sons of

Zadok, who now in point of fact got rid entirely of their

rivals, the priests of the country districts.

9. Josiah lived for thirteen years after the accomplish-

ment of his great work. It was a happy period of external

and internal prosperity. The nation possessed the covenant,

and kept it. It seemed as if the conditions had been

attained on which, according to the prophets, the continu-

ance of the theocracy depended ; if their threatenings

against Israel had been fulfilled, so now was Judah proving

itself the heir of their promises. Already in Deuteronomy
is the " extension of the frontier " taken into consideration,

and Josiah actually put his hand to the task of seeking

the attainment of this end.

Jehovah and Israel, religion and patriotism, once more
went hand in hand. Jeremiah alone did not sufi'er himself

to be misled by tlie general feeling. He was a second

Amos, upon a higher platform—but, unlike his predecessor,

a prophet by profession ; his history, like Isaiah's, is practi-

cally the history of his time. In the work of introducing

Deuteronomy he had taken an active part, and throughout

Ills life he showed his zeal against unlawful altars and
againstthe adorationof wood and stone{Asheras and pillars).

But he was by no means satisfied with the efforts of the

reformation that had been effected ; nothing appeared to

him more sinful or more silly than the false confidence

produced by it in Jehovah and in the inviolability of His
one true temple. This confidence he maintained to be

delusive ; Judah was not a whit better than Israel had
been, Jerusalem would be destroyed one day like the temple

of Shiloh. The external improvements on which the people

«f Judah prided themselves he held to leave this severe

judgment unaffected ; what was needed was a quite

different sort of change, a change of heart, not very easy

positively to define.

An opportunity for showing his opposition presented

itself to the prophet at the juncture when King Josiah had
fallen at Megiddoin the battle with Pharaoh Necho (608),
and when the people were seeking safety and protection by
cleaving to Jehovah and His holy temple. At the instance

of the priests and the prophets he had almost expiated

with his blood the blasphemies he had uttered against the

popular belief ; but he did not suffer himself to be driven

from his course. Even when the times had grown quiet

again, he persisted, at the risk of his life and under uni-

yersal reproach and ridicule, in his work as a prophet of

' Tlie couimamlnients vliicli I command tliee are not un.attainable for

tliee, neither are they far ofl' ; not in lieaven so tliat ona might say, Who
can climb up intd heaven and brini; them doini, and tell ns them that
we might do them ! not beyocd the sea, so that one might say, Who
shall go orev the sea, and fetch them and tell us them that we might
<lo them!—but the matter lies very near thee, in thy mouth and in thy
lieait. so that thou canst di> it.—Deut. xxx. 11-14.

evil. Moments of despair sometinies came to him; but that

he had correctly estimated the true value of the great con-

version of the nation was speedily proved by the facts.

Although Deuteronomy was not formally abolished under

Jehoiakim, who as the vassal of Egypt ascended the throne

of his father Josiah, nevertheless it ceased to have practical

weight, the battle of Megiddo having shown that in spite

of the covenant with Jehovah the possibilities of non-success

in war remained the .same as before. Jehoiakim tended

to return to the ways of Manasseh, not only as regarded

idolatry, but also in his contempt for law and the private

rights of his subjects ;— the two things seem to stand in

connexion.

The course of events at last brought upon the theocracy

tiie visible ruin which Jeremiah had been so long expecting.

After the Egyptians had, with comparative ease, subjugated

Syria at a lime when the Medes and Chaldasans were

busied with the siege of Nineveh, Nebuchadnezzar, that Nebnchful-

task accomplished, came upon them from Babylon and leJJar.

routed them on the Euphrates near Carchemish (605-4).

The people of Judah rejoiced at the fall of Nineveh, and
also at the result of Carchemish ; but they were soon
undeceived when the prospect began to open on them of

simply exchanging the Egyptian fer the ChaldiPan yoke.

The power of the Chaldseans had been quite unsuspected,

and now it was found that in them the Assyrians had
suddenly returned to life. Jeremiah was the only man
who gained any credit by thes3 events. His much
ridiculed "enemy out of the north," of whom he had of

old been wont to speak so much, now-began to be talked

of with respect, although his name was no longer " the

Scythian" but " the Babylonian." It was an epoch,—the

close of an .account which balanced in his favour. There-

fore it was that precisely at this moment he received the

Divine command to commit to writing that which for

twenty-three years he had been preaching, and which, ever

pronounced impossible, had now showed itself so. close at

hand.

After the victory of Carchemish the Chaldaeans drove

Pharaoh out of Syria, and also compelled the submission

of Jehoiakim (c. 602). For three years he continued to

pay his tribute, and then he withheld it ; a mad passion

fur liberty, kindled by religious fanaticism, had begun to

rage with portentous power amongst, the intiuential classes,

the grandees, the priests, and the prophets. Nebuchad-

nezzar satisfied himself in the first instance with raising

against Jndah several of the smaller nationalities around,

especially the Edomites ; not till 597 did he appear in

person before Jerusalem. The town was compelled to Deporta.

yield ; the more important citizens were carried into exile, ''.™ <^

amongst them the young king Jechoniah, son of Jehoiakim,
"^f JfJ!?.

who had died in the interval ; Zedekiah ben Josiah was s&\em in

made king in his stead over the remnant left behind. The 597 b.c.

patriotic fanaticism that had led to the revolt was not

broken even by this blow. Within four years afterwards

new plans of liberation began to be again set on foot ; but

on this occasion the influence of Jeremiah proved strong

enough to avert the danger. But when a definite prospect

of help from Pharaoh Hophra (Apries) presented itself in

589, the craving for independence proved quite irrepressible.

Revolt was declared; and in a very short time the Chaldsean

ormy, with Nebtichadnezzar at its head-, lay before Jeru-

salem. For a while everything seemed to move prosper-

ously ; the Egyptians came to the rescue, and the Chal-

daeans were compelled to raise the siege in order to cope

with them. At this there was great joy in Jerusalem ; but

Jeremiah continued to express his gloomy views. The
event proved that he was right ; the Egyptians were repulsed

and the siege resumed. The city was bent on obstinate

resistance ; in vain did Jeremiah, at ccntinual risk of his
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life, endeavour to bring it to reason. The king, who agreed

with the prophet, did not venture to assert his opinion

against the dominant terrorism. The town in these circum-

stances was at last taken by storm, and, along with the

temple, reduced to ruins. Cruel vengeance was taken on

the king and grandees, and the pacification of the country

was ensured by another and larger deportation of the

inhabitants to Babylon. Thus terminated in 586 the

kingdom of Judah.

The prophets had been the spiritual destroyers of the

old Israel In old times the nation had been the ideal of

religion in actual realization ; tbe prophets confronted the

nation with an ideal to wliich it did not correspond. Then
to bridge over this interval the abstract ideal was framed

into a law, and to this law the nation was to be conformed.

The attempt had very important consequences, inasmuch

a3 Jehovah continued to be a living power in the law,

when He was no longer realized as present in the nation
;

but that was not what the prophets had meant to effect.

What they were unconsciously labouring towards was that

religious individualism which had its historical source in

the national downfall, and manifested itself not exclusively

within the prophetical sphere. With such men as Amos
and Hosea the moral personality based upon an inner con-

viction burst through the limits of mere nationality ; their

mistake was in supposing that they could make their way
of thinking the basis of a national life. Jeremiah saw
through the mistake ; the true Israel was narrowed to

himself. Of the truth of his convictiou he uever had a

moment's doubt ; he knew that Jehovah was on his side,

that on Him depended the eternal future. But, instead

of the nation, the heart and the individual conviction were

to him the subject of religion. On the ruins of Jerusalem

he gazed into the future filled with joyful hope, sure of

this that Jehovah would one day pardon past sin and renew

the relation which had been broken otf—though on the

basis of another covenant than that laid down in Deutero-

nomy. " I will put my law upon their heart, and write

it on their mind ; none shall say to his neighbour, ' Know
the Lord,' for all shall have that knowledge within them."

10. The exiled Jews were not scattered all over Chaldma,

but were allowed to remain together in families and clans.

Many of them, notwithstanding this circumstance, must
have lapsed and becomp merged in the surrounding

heathenism ; but many also continued faithful to Jehovah

end to Israel They laboured under much depression and
sadness, groaning under the wrath of Jehovah, who had
rejected His people and cancelled His covenant. They
were lying under a sort of vast interdict ; they could not

celebrate any sacrifice or keep any feast ; they could only

observe days of fasting and humiliation, and. such rites

as had no inseparable connexion with the holy land.

The observance of the Sabbath, and the practice of the

rite of circumcision, acquired much greater importance

than they formerly possessed as signs of a common ri^ligion.

The meetings on the Sabbath day out of which the

synagogues were afterwards developed appear to have first

come into use during this period
;
perhaps also even then

it had become customary to read aloud from the prophetic

writings which set forth that all had happened in the pro-

vidence of God, and moreover that the days of adversity

were not to last for ever.

Matters improved somewhat as Cyrus entered upon his

victorious career. Was he the man in whom the Messianic

prophecies had found their fulfilment ! The majority were

unwilling to think so. For it was out of Israel (they

argued) that the Messiah was to proceed who should

establish the kingdom of God upon the ruins of the king-

doms of the world ; the restitution effected by means of a

Persian could only be regarded as a parsing incident In

the course of an historical process that had its goal entirelj

elsewhere. This doubt was met by more than one pro-

phetical writer, and especially by the great anonymous
author to whom we are indebted for Isa. xl-lxvL
" Away with sorrow ; deliverance is already at the door 1

Is it then a humiliating thing that Israel should owe its

freedom to a Persian 1 Nay, is it not rather a proof of the

world-wide sway of the God of Jacob that He should thua
summon His instruments from the ends o^ the earth t Who
else than Jehovah could have thus sent Cyrus '; Surely

not the false gods which He has destroyed t Jehovah alone

it was who foretold and foreknew the things which are now
coming to pass,—because long ago He had prearranged and
predetermined them, and they are now being executed in

accordance with His plan. Rejoice therefore in prospect

of your near deliverance
;
prepare yourselves for the new

era
;
gird yourselves for the return to your homes." It is

to be observed, as characteristic in this prophecy, how the

idea of Jehovah as God alone and God over all—in con-

stantly recurring lyrical parentheses He is praised as the

author of the world and of all nature—is yet placed ia

positive relation to Israel alone, and that upon the prmcipte

that Israel is in exclusive possession of the universal truth,

which cannot perjsh with Israel, but must, through the

instrumentality of Israel, become the common possession

of the whole world. " There is no God but Jehovah, and
Israel is His prophet."

For many years the Persian monarch put the patience

of the Jews to the proof ; Jehovah's judgment upon the

Chaldicans, instead of advancing, seemed to recede. At
length, however, their hopes were realized ; in the year

538 Cyrus brought the empire of Babylon to an end, and Edi,ot o(

gave the exiles leave to seek their fatherland once more. Cyrra.

This permission was not made use of by all, or even by a
majority. The number of those who returned is stated at

42,.360 ; whether women and children are included in this

figure is uncertain. On arriving at their destination, after

the difficult march through the desert, they did not spread

themselves over the whole of Judah, but settled chiefly Resettle-

in the neighbourhood of Jerusalem. The Calebites, foroient

example, who previously had had their settlements in and
around Hebron, now settled in Bethlehem and in the dis-

trict of Ephrath. They found it necessary to concentrate

themselves in face of a threatened admixture of doubtful

elements. From all sides people belonging to the surround-

ing nations lud pressed into the depopulated territory of

Judah. Not only had they annexed the border territories

—where, for example, the Edomites or Idumseans held the

whole of the Negeb as far as to Hebron ; they had effected

lodgments everywhere, and-—as the Ammonites, Ashdod-

ites, and especially the Samaritans—had amalgamated

with the older Jewish population, a residue of which had

remained in the country in spite of all that had happened.

These half-breed " pagani " (Amme haaref, oxA-oi) gave a

friendly reception to the returning exiles (Bne haggola)

;

particularly did the Samaritans show themselves anxious

to make common cause with them. But they were met

with no reciprocal cordiality. The lesson of religious

isolation which the children of the captivity had learned

in Babylon, they did not forget on their return to their

home. Here also they lived as in a strange land. Not
the native of Judaea, but the man who coa\d trace his

descent from the exiles in Babylon, was reckoned as belong-

ing to their community.

The first decennia after the return of the exiles, during

which they were occupied in adjusting themselves to their

new homes, were passed under a variety of adverse circum-

stances and by no means either in joyousness or security.

Were these then the Messianic times which, it had been

foretold, were to dawn at the close of their captivity!

xni. - S3
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They did not at all events answer the expectations which

had been formed. A wttleraent had been again obtained,

it was true, in the fatherland; but th» Persian yoke pressed

now more heavily than ever the Ba6ylonian had done.

The sins of God's people seemed stilr unforgiven, their

period of bond-service not yet at an end. • A slight improve-

ment, as is shown by the jjrophecies of Haggai and
Zechariah, followed when in the year 520 the obstacles

disappeared which until then haci stood iu the way of the

rebuilding of the temple ; the work then begun was com-

pleted in 516. Inasmuch as the j'^ws were now nothing

more than a religious community, bajied upon the traditions

of a national existence that bad ceased, th'; rebuilding of

the temple, naturally, was for them an event of supreme
jinportance.

The law of the new theocracy was the book of Deutero-

nomy ; this was the foundation on which the structure

was to be built. But the force of circumstances, and the

spirit of the age, had even before and during tlie exile

exerted a modifying influence upon that legislative code;

and it continued to do so still. At first a "son of David"
had continued to stand at the head of the Bne haggola,

but this last relic of the old moniirchy soon had to give

way to a Persian governor who was under the control of

the satrap of trans-Euphratic Sytia, and whose principal

business was the collection of revenue. Thenceforward the

sole national chief was Joshua the high priest, on whom,
accordingly, the political representation also of the com-

munity naturally devolved. In the circum.stances os they

then were no other arrangement was possible. The way
had been paved for it long before in so far as the Assyrians

had destroyed the kingdom of Israel, while in the kingdom
of Judah which survived it the religious cultus had greater

importance attached to it than political affairs, and also

inasmuch as in point of fact the practical issue of the pro-

phetic reformation sketched in Deuteronomy had been to

make the temple the national centre still more than
formerly. The hierocracy towards which Ezekiel had
already opened the way was simply inevitable. It took

the form of a monarchy of the high priest, he having

stepped into the place formerly occupied by the theocratic

Ring. As his peers and at his side stood the members of

Jiis clan, the Levites of the old Jerusalem, who traced their

descent from Zadok (Sadduk) ; the common Levites held

a much lower rank, so far as they had maintained their

priestly rank at all and had not been degraded, in accord-

mice with Ezekiel's law (chap, xliv.), to the position of

were temple servitors. " Levite," once the title of lionour

bestowed on all priests, became more and more confined to

members of the second order of the clergy.

Meanwhile no improvement was taking place in the

condition of the Jewish colonists. They were poor ; they

had incurred the hostility of their neighbours by their

exclusiveness ; the Persian government was suspicious ; the

incipient decline of the great kingdom was accompanied
with specially unpleasant consequences so fir as Palestine

was concerned (Megabyzus). All this naturally tended to

toroduce in the community a certain laxity and depression.

To what purpose (it was asked) all this religious strictness,

which led to so much that was unpleasant? Why all this

zeal for Jehovah, who refused to be mollified by it 1 It is

a significant fact that the upper ranks of the priesthood

were least of all concerned to counteract this tendency.

Their priesthood was less to them than the predominance
which was based upon it ; th«y looked upon the neighbour-

ing ethnarchs as their equals, and maintained relations of

friendship with them. The general community was only

following their example when it also began to mingle with
the Amme haare9.

vThe danger of Judaism merging into heathenism was

imminent. But it was averted by a new accession from Dangero

without. In the year 458 Ezra the scribe, with a great heathen-

number of his compatriots, set out from Babylon, for the
'"°'

purpose of reinforcing the Jewish element in Palestine.

The Jews of Babylon were more happily situated than
their Palestinian brethren, and it v/as comparatively easy

for them to take up a .separatist attitude, because they we. e

surrounded by a heathenism not partial but entire. They
were no great losers from the circumstance that they were

precluded from participating directly in the life of the

ecclesiastical community ; the Torah had long ago become
separated from the people, and was now an independent
abstraction following a career of its own. Babylonia was
the place where a further codification of the law had been

placed alongside of Deuteronomy. Ezekiel had led the

way in reducing to theory and to writing the sacred praxis

of his time ; in this he, was followed by an entire school

;

in their exile the Levites turned scribes. Since then

Babylon continued to be the home of the Torah ; and, while

in Palestine itself the practice was becoming laxer, their

literary study had gradually inten.sified the strictness and
distinctive peculiarities of Judaism. And now there came
to Palestine a Babylonian scribe having the law of his God
in his hand, and armed with authority from the Persian

king to proceed upon the basis of this law with a reforma-

tion of the community.

Ezra did not set about introducing the new law Eira.

immediately on his arrival in Judiea. In the first instance

he concentrated his attention on the task of efl'ecting a

strict separation between the Bne haggola and the heathen

or half-heathen inhabitants. So much he could accomplish

upon the basis of Deiiterononi)', but it was long before he

gave publicity to the law which he himself had brought.

Why he hesitated so long it is impossible to say ; between

the seventh and the twentieth year of Artaxerxes Longi-

manus (458-445 ac.) there is a great hiatus in the

narrative of the books of Ezra and Nebemiah. The main

reason appears to have been that, in spite of the goodwill

of the Persian king, Ezra had not the vigorous support of

the local authorities. But this was indispensably necessary

in order to secure recognition for a new law.

At last, in 445, it fell to the lot of a Jew; who also Nehc-

shared the views of Ezra. Nehemiah ben Hakkelejah,^ the ""'^h

cupbearer and the favourite of Artaxerxes, to be sent as

Persian governor to Judtea. After he had freed the com-

munity from external pressure v/ith vigour and success, and
brouglit it into more tolerable outward circumstances, the

business of introducing the new law-book 'was next pro-

ceeded with; in this Ezra and Nehemiah plainly acted in

concert.

On the first of Tisri'—the year is unfortunately not The new

given, but it cannot have been earlier 'than HA B.O.-—thel"*'-

promulgation of the law began at a great gatberhig ill °^ '

Jerusalem ; Ezra, supported by the Levites, was present.

Towards the end of the month, the concluding act took

place, in which the community became solemnly bound by
the contents of the law. Special prominence was given to

those provisions with which the people were directly con-

cerned, particularly those which related to the dues payable

by the laity to the priests.

The covenant which hitherto had rested on Deuteronomy-
was thus expanded into a covenant based upon the entire

Pentateuch. Substantially at least Ezra's law-book, in the

form in which it became the Magna Charta of Judaism in

or about the year 444, must be regarded as practically

identical with our Pentateuch, although many minot

^ According to the present punctuation this name U Hakalja. (HachJ
aljah), but such a pronunciation is inadmissible ; it has no possible

etymology, the language h.i\ingno such word as hakal. The name^i^
its correct form meand " Wait upon Jehovah."
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amendments and very considerable additions may have

been made at a later date.

The character of the post-Deutei'or»omic legislation

(priestly code) is chiefly marked, in its cxtoinal aspects, by

the immense extension of the dues payable to the priests,

and by the sharp distinction made between the descendants

of Aaron and the common Levites ; this last feature is to

be traced historically to _the circumstance that after the

Deuteronomic reformation the legal equality between the

Levites who until then had ministered at the "high places
"

and the priests of the tenure at Jerusalem was not de facto

recognized. Internally, it is mainly characterized by its

ideal of Levitical holiness, the way in which it everywhere

eurrounds life with purificatory and propitiatory ceremonies,

and its prevailing reference of sacrifice to sin. Noteworthy

also is the manner in which everything is regarded from

tlie point of view of Jerusalem, a feature which comes

much more boldly into prominence here than in Deu-

teronomy ; the nation and the temple are strictly speaking

identified. That esterualization towards which the pro-

phetical movement, in order to become practical, had
already been tending in Deuteronomy finally achieved its

acme in the legislation of Ezra ; a new artificial Israel was

the result ; but, after all, the old would have pleased an

. Amos better. At the same time it must be remembered
that the kernel needed a shell. It was a necessity that

Judaism should incrust itself in this manner; without those

hard and ossified forms the preservation of its essential

elements would have proved impossible. At a time when
all nationalities, and at the same time all bonds of religion

and national customs, were beginning to be broken up in

the seeming cosmos and real chaos of the GrEeco-Roman

empire the Jews stood out like a rock in the midst of

the ocean. When the natural conditions of independent

nationality all failed them, they nevertheless artificially

maintained it with an energy truly marvellous, and thereby

preserved for themselves and at the same time for the

whole world an eternal good.^

As regards the subsequent history of the Jewish com-

munity under the Persian domination, we have almost no

information. The high priest in Nehemiah's time was

Eliashib, son of Joiakim and grandson of Joshua, tlie

patriarchal head of the sons of Zadok, who had returned

from Babylon ; he was succeeded in the direct line by
Joiada, Johanan, and Jaddua (Neh. xii 10, 11, 22); the

last-named was in office at the time of Alexander the

Great (Joseph., Ant., xi. 8). Palestine was the province

which- suffered most severely of all from the storm's which

marked the last days of the sinking Persian empire, and it

is hardly likely that the Jews escaped their force ; we
know definitely, however, of only one episode, in which

the Persian general Bagoses interfered in a disagreeable

controversy about the high-priesthood {cir. 375).

To this period also (and not, as Josephus states, to the

time of Alexander) belongs the constitution of the Samaritan

community on an independent footing by Manasseh, a

Jewish priest of rank. He was expelled from Jerusalem by
Nehemiah in 432, for refusing to separate from his alien

wife. He took shelter with his father-in-law Sanballat the

^ On the age of the priestly legislation of the Pentateuch compare
De Wette, BeUrUge zm Einleiturig ins A. T., 1806-7; George, Die
jadischen Feste, 1835 ; Vatke, Die bibliiche Theologie, 1835 ; Graf,

Die Oeschichtlichen Backer des A. T., 1866 j Kuenen, Qodsdien^t van
Israel, vol li., 1870. Great concessions -to the view that the priestly

code ia of post-exilian origin are made by Delitzsch in the Zeitschrift

far kirchtiche Wi^senscha/l, p. 620, Leipsic, 1880 :
— "I am now

convinced that the processes wtiich in their origin and progress have
resulted in the final form of the Torah, as we now possess it, continued

[into the post-exile period, and perhaps had not ceased their activity

even at the time of the formation of the Samaritan Pentateiicli and the
Septoagiut tranalatiaiL

"

Samaritan prince, who bnllt him a temple on Mount
Gerizim neat Shechem, where he organized a Samaritan

church and a Samaritan worship, on the Jerusalem model,

and on the basis of a but slightly modified Jerusalem

Pentateuch. If the Samaritans had hitherto exerted them-

selves to the utmost to obtain admission into the fellowship

of the Jews, they henceforward were as averse to have

anything to do with these as these were to have any

dealings with them ; the temple on Mount Gerizim was

now the symbol of their independence as a distinct religious

sect. For the Jews this was a great advantage, as they

had no longer to dread the danger of syncretism. They
could now quite confidently admit the Ammo haare§ into

their communion,' in the assurance of assimilating them
without any risk of the opposite process taking place. The
Judaizing process began first with the country districts

immediately surrounding Jerusalem, and then extended to

Galilje and many portions of Perjea. In connexion with

it, the Hebrew language, which hitherto had been firmly

retained by the "Bne haggola, now began to yield to the

Aramaic, and to hold its own only as a sacred speech.

In all probability the internal development of the Jewish Internal!

community throughout this period stood in inverse proper- develop-

tion to the eventlessness of its external history. After °>*°^. "^

the Torah had been introduced as the law for the com-

munity, the next business was to give it practical efi'ect

and secure that all the relations of life should be pervaded

by it. The place for doing this was the synagogue, where syna-

it was read every Sabbath day, and illustrated from the gogue.

historical and prophetical books'^; from this point of view

a new light was shed upon the whole of antiqiuty (Midrash,

Chronicles). The Torah was most largely indebted to the Scribea..

scribes. They had codified it, and moreover the founda-

tion of a supplementary and correcting tradition, advancing

with the progressive requirements of life, was laid by them.

At a very early period they formed a numerous social class,

the moral influence of which exceeded that of the priests.

For the public cultus, and the public affairs generally

speaking presided over by the priests, were not nearly so

interesting to that age as was the regulation of the concerns

of private life by religious law and ceremony. But here

the scribes had the lead ; their avowed object was to make

/3iMcri9 (the expressive active noun of the prologne to

Ecclesiasticus) increasingly cn-o/ios. Their constantly in-

creasing prescriptions were felt not as burdens but as

reliefs. Never before had the individual so keenly felt his

responsibility for all that he did or left undone ; bit this

responsibility oppressed him, and what he longed for was

to be able at every moment of his life to fulfil some

positive command which should raise him abpvff all risk

of mistake.^

In its individualism this tendency has relations with a PersonaJ-

deeper and freer type of piety by which to Scjme extent religion,

prophecy was continued under ths dominatipo of the law,

and which connected itself especially with Jeremiah. In

the finest Psalms there has grown out of the relation of

Jehovah to Israel a relation between God and the pious

soul ; the pure subjective sense of fellowship with God
(Ps. Ixxiii. 28) is the highest good, in it a man has enough

even when flesh and heart fail. So intensely was the

^ On the history of the canon see Bleek, Einl. tTisA. T,, sees. 269-

274 (4th ed. ). That the men of the Great Synagogue, who are alleged

to have formed the canon, are merely an exegetical mj-thuB having its

foundation on the narrative of Neh. vtii.-x. has been shown by Euenen
(" Over de Mannen der Groote Synagoge," in the ProceediTufs o/ ike

Rm/al Nelherl. Acad., 1S76).
* Aristeas (Schmidt) 39, 1 : iravr66fv TefifiPpaiev hfJ^as ayvftati

Kal Sia fipu7a>y ical iroruf Kai aipoiv Kixi 4«oij$ Kol dpdffew! yo^ttKuy.

Ecclus. vi. 29: Kal ttrovrai aoi at ir^8ai tts <TKCjn]y tffx^os «al oi

icAoiol airfit sis (tt6\v>' ISfii^f- Tho aim waa not to do good, but tc

avoid sin (Joseph., ^»(.,xvt 2, 4).
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I'eality ot tliia relation felt that it became the foundation

upon which the hope of immortality was first based,

although belief in the doctrine of retribution was what

chiefly made it popular. This inner religiosity exercised a

modifying influence upon worship even ; the channel through

which it was possible to import into it the expression of all

kinds of feeling which were individual in their origin was

the temple service of song, which was elaborated at this

period, and soon reached an importance much higher than

that of the sacriflces and other opera operwtda.

Universal As religion grew more individualistic, it also became
reliRioa. rnore universal ; for developed monotheism in any case its

restriction to one particular nation was only casual and

provisional It is very noteworthy that in the book of

Job, to which it ia impossible to assign a date previous to

the exile,' a religious problem is discussed between men of

Uz, Aram, and Edom precisely as if they had been Jews.

In the Hokmah, which flourislaed at that time in Judah as

•well as in Edom, religion almost entirely abandoned the

ground of nationality, and became a kind of philosophy.

Through the Hokmah doubt also began to assert a place

for itself even within the sphere of religion.

The influence of Parsism upon Judaism was not so great

as is usually assumed. It can hardly have afi'ected the

doctrine of the resurrection, although it may have influenced

the development of angelology. Satan has some relation

to old Hebrew conceptions (1 Kings xxii,), but neverthe-

less is essentially the product of Zoroastrian dualism.

1 1. Palestine fell into Alexander's possession in 332
;

after his death it had an ample share of the troubles arising

out of the partition of his inheritance. In 320 it was seized

"The by Ptolemy L, who on a sabbath day took Jerusalem ; but
Ptolemies, ip 315 he had to give way before Antigonus. Even before

the battle of Ipsus, however, he recovered possession once

more, and for a century thereafter southern Syria continued

to belong to the Egyptian crown, although the Seleucidae

more than once sought to wrench it away.

In the priestly dynasty during the period of the

Ptolemies, Onias L ben Jaddua was succeeded by his son

Simon I., after whom again came first his brothers Eleazar

and Manasseh, and next his son Onias II. ; the last-named
was in his turn followed by his son Simon IL, whose
praises are sung by the son of Sirach (xlix. l-t-lG). At
the side of the high priest stood the gerusia of the town
of Jerusalem, as a councQ of state, including the higher
ranks of the priesthood. The new sovereign power was at

once stronger and juster than the Persian,—at least under
the earlier Ptolemies ; the power of the national government
increased ; to it was entrusted the business of raising the

tribute.

As a consequence of the revolutionary changes which
had taken place in the conditions of the whole East, the

The Jewish dispersion (diaspora) began vigorously to spread.
duper- Jt dated its beginning indeed from an earlier period,

—

from the time when the Jews had lost their land and
kingdom, but yet, thanks to their religion, could not
part with their nationality. They did not by any means
all return from Babylon

; perhaps the majority perma-
nently settled abroad. The successors of Alexander
(diadochi) fully appreciated this international element, and
used it as a link between their barbarian and Hellenic
populations. Everywhere they encouraged the settlement

( ' The arguments against so early a date are such as these:—the

occurrence of Satan ; the occurrence of such words as ^3p 3"lp

D'NVNS, N3S (-affliction), NVD (-Aram. Nt2D) ; the relation
between chap. iii. and Jer. xx. 14 sqq. For that Jeremiah in that
,ery of despair should have declaimed in imitation of a poetic model ia

hard to believe. Job iii. is a product of art; Jer. xx. is nature. For
the age of the Hokmah the book of Eoclesiasticns is decisive ; it

<ailed to become canonical beci^use its author continued to be known.

of Jews,—in Asia Minor, in Syria, and especially in Egypt,

Alongside of the Palestinian there arose a Hellenistic JudaJ

ism which had its metropolis in Alexandria. Here, undei

Ptolemy I. and II., the Torah had already been translated

into Greek, and around this sprung up a Jewish-Greek

literature which soon became very extensive. At the

court and in the army of the Ptolemies many Jews rose to

prominent positions ; everywhere they received the pre-

ference over, and everywhere they in consequence earned

the hatred of, the indigenous population.

After the death of Ptolemy IV. (205) Antiochus III.

attained the object towards which he and his predecessors

had long been vainly striving ; after a war protracted with

varying success through several years, he succeeded at last

in incorporating Palestine with the kingdom of the

Seleucidaa. The Jews took his side, less perhaps because TheSel»»»

they had become disgusted with the really sadly degenerate "^^

Egyptian rule, than because they had foreseen the issue of

the contest, and preferred to attach themselves voluntarily,

to "the winning side. In grateful acknowledgment,

Antiochus confirmed and enlarged certain privileges of the

"holy camp," i.e., of Jerusalem (Joseph., A7it., xii. 3, 3).

It soon, however, became manifest that the Jews had made
but a poor bargain in this exchange. Three years after

his defeat at Magnesia, Antiochus IIL died (187), leaving

to his son Seleucus IV. an immense burden of debt, which
he had incurred by his unprosperous Roman warj

Seleucus, in his straits, could not afford to be over-

scrupulous in appropriating money where it was to be

found ; he did not need to be twice told that the wealth

of the temple at Jerusalem was out of all proportion to

the expenses of the sacrificial service. The sacred treasure

accordingly made the narrowest possible escape from being

plundered ; Heliodorus, who had been charged by the king

to seize it, was deterred at the last moment by a heavenly

vision. But the Jews derived no permanent advantage

from this.

It was a priest of rank, Simon by name, who had called The

the attention of the king to the temple treasure ; his motive priertiy

had been spite against the high priest Onias III., the son *™ "'

and successor of Simon IL The circumstance is one indi-

cation of a melancholy process of disintegration that was
at that time going on withi.. the hierocracy. The high-

priesthood, although there were exceptional cases, such as

that of Simon II. , was regarded less as a sacred ofiice than

as a profitable princedom ; within the ranks of the priesti ,'

nobility arose envious and jealous factions
;
personal

advancement was sought by means of the favour of the

overlord, who had something to say in the making of

appointments. A collateral branch of the ruling family,

that of the children of Tobias, had by means of the ill-

gotten wealth of Joseph ben Tobias attained to a position

of ascendency, and competed in point of power with the

high priest himself. It appears that the above-mentioned
Simon, and his still more scandalous brother Menelaus,'

also belonged to the Tobiad^, and, relying upon the

support of their powerful party (Jos., Ant, xii 5, 1),

cherished the purpose of securing the high-priesthood by
the aid of the Syrian king.

The failure of the mission of Heliodorus was attributed

by Simon to a piece of trickery on the part of Onias the
high priest, who accordingly found himself called upon to

make his own justification at court and to expose the
intrigues of his adversary. Meanwhile Seleucus IV. died
of poison (175), and Antiochus IV. Epiphanea did not
confirm Onias in his dignity, but detained him in Antioch
while he made over the oflSce to his brother Jason, who
bad offered a higher rent. Possibly the Tobiadse also had
something to do with this arrangement ; at all event^

Menelaus.was at the outset the right hand of the new higk
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priest. To secure still further the favour of the king,

Jason held himself out to be an enlightened friend of the

.Greeks, and begged for leave to found in Jerusalem a

gymnasium and an ephebeum, and to be allowed to sell to

the inhabitants there the rights of citizenship in Antioch,

—a request which was readily granted.

Hellen- The malady which had long been incubating now reached

ism- its acute phase. Just in proportion as Hellenism showed

itself friendly did it present elements of danger to Judaism.

From the periphery it slowly advanced towards the centre,

from the diaspora to Jerusalem, from mere matters of

external fashion to matters of thp most profound convic-

tioa' Especially did the upper and cultivated classes of

society begin to feel ashatned, in presence of the refined

Greeks, of their Jewish singularity, and to do all in their

power to tone it down and conceal it-. In this the priestly

nobility made itself conspicuous as the most secular section

of the community, and it was the high priest who took the

initiative in measures which aimed at a complete Helleniz-

tng of the Jews. He outdid every one else in paganism.

Once he sent a considerable present for offerings to the

Syrian Hercules on the occasion of his festival, but his

messenger, ashamed to apply the money to such a purpose,

£St it apart for the construction of royal ships of war.

The friendship shown by Jason for the Greek king and

for all that was Hellenic did not prevent Antiochus IV.

from setting pecuniary considerations before all others.

Menelaus, entrusted with the mission of conveying to

^.ntioch the annual Jewish tribute, availed himself of the

opportunity to promote his own personal interests by
offering a higher sum for the high priesthood, and, having

otherwise ingratiated himself with the king, gained his

object (171). But though nominated he did not find it

quite easy to obtain possession of the post. The Tobiad*
took his side, but the body of the people stuck to Jason,

who was compelled to give way only when Syrian troops

had been brought upon the scene. Menelaus had im-

mediately, however, to encounter another difficulty, for he
could not at once pay the amount of tribute which he had
promised. He helped himself so far indeed by robbing the

, temple, but this landed him in new embarrassments. Onias

DL, who was living out of employment at Antioch,

threatened to make compromising revelations to the king

;

he was, however, opportunely assassinated. The rage of the

people against the priestly temple-plunderer now broke out

in a rising against a certain Lysimachus, who at the instance

of the absent Menelaus had made further inroads upon the

sacred treasury. The Jews' defence before the king (at

Tyre) on account of this uproar resolved itself into a
grievous complaint against the conduct of Menelaus. His
case was a bad one, but money again helped him out of his

straits, and the extreme penalty of the law fell upon his

accusers.

The feelings of thB'Jews with refeience to this wolfish

Bhepherd may easily be imagined. Nothing but fear of

Antiochus held them in check. Then a report gained

currency that the king had perished in an expedition

against Egypt (170), and Jason, who meanwhile had found
refuge in Ammanitis, availed himself of the prevailing

current of feeling to resume his authority with the help of

one thousand men. He was not able, however, to hold the

position long, partly because he showed an unwise vindic-

tiveness against his enemies, partly (and chiefly) because
the rumour of the death of Antiochus turned out to be
false. The king was already in fact close at hand, on his

return from Egypt, full of anger at an insurrection which
he regarded as having been directed against himself. He

' The Helienizing fashion is amusingly exemplified in the Grecizing
of the Jewish names ; e,g.y AJcimu.s=»Eljakim, Jason= Jesus, Joshua;
LlenelADS » Menahem.

inflicted severe and bloody chastisement upon Jerusalem,"

carried off the treasures of the temple, and restored

Menelaus, placing Syrian officials at his side. Jason fled

from place to place, and ultimately died in misery at

Lacedsemon.

The deepest despondency prevailed in'Judsea; bat its cup A»tio- -

of sorrow was not yet full. Antiochus, probably soon chusEpi^

after his last Egyptian expedition (168), sent ApoUonius T •""^-

with an army against Jerusalem. He fell upon the uusus-

pecting city, disarmed the inhabitants and demolished the

walls, but on the other hand fortified Acra, and garrisoned

it strongly so as to make it a standing menace to the whole

country. Having thus made his preparations, he proceeded

to carry out his main instructions. All that was religiously

distinctive of Judaism was to be removed ; such was the

will of the king. The Mosaic cultus was abolished.

Sabbath observance and the rite of circumcision prohibited,

all copies of the Torah confiscated and burnt. In the

desecrated and partially destroyed temple pagan ceremonies

were performed, and upon the great altar of burnt offering

a small altar to Jupiter Capitolinus was erected, on

which the first offering was made on 25th Kislev 168. In 25th

the country towns also heathen altars were erected, and the ?jg *"a

Jews compelled, on pain of death, publicly to adore the ^
false gods and to eat swine's flesh that had been sacrificed

to idols.

The priuces and grandees of the Jews had represented

to Antiochus that the people were ripe for Hellenization

;

and inasmuch as, apart from this, to reduce to uniformity

the extremely motley constituents of his kingdom was a

scheme that lay near his heart, he was very willing to

believe them. That the very opposite was the case must

of course have become quite evident very soon ; but, the

resistance of the Jews taking the form of rebellious risings

against his creatures, he fell upon the hopeless plan of

coercion,—hopeless, for he could attain his end only

by making all Judaea one vast graveyard. There ex- State ol

isted indeed a pagan party ; the Syrian garrison of Acra J«*'''''»

was partly composed of Jews who sold themselves to be
"

the executioners of their countrymen. Fear also influenced

many to deny their convictions; but the majority adhered

firmly to the religion of their fathers. Jerusalem, the

centre of the process of Hellenization, was abandoned by
its inhabitants, who made their escape to Egypt, or hid

themselves in the country, in deserts and caves. The
scribes in especial held fast by the law ; and they were

joined by the party of the Asidcaans (i.e., pious ones).

12. At first there was no thought of meeting violence

with violence ; as the book of Daniel shows, people con-

soled themselves with thoughts of the immediate inter-

vention of God which would occur in due time. Quite

casually, without either plan or concert, a warlike opposition

arose. There was a certain priest Mattathias, of the family

of the Hasmcnsans, a man far advanced in life, whoseThe H"*^

home was in Modein, a little country town to the west of^

Jerusalem. Hither also the Syrian soldiers came to put

the population to a positive proof of their change of faith

they insisted upon Mattathias leading the way. But he

was steadfast in his refusal ; and, when another Jew
addressed himself before his eyes to the work- of making

the heathen offering, he killed him and the Syrian officer

as well, and destroyed the altar. Thereupon he fled to the

hill country, accompanied by his sons (Johannes Gaddi,

Simon Thassi, Judas Maccabaaus, Eleazar Auaran, Jonathan

Apphus) and other followers. But he resolved to defend

himself to the last, and not io act as some other fugitives

had done who about the same time had allowed themselves

to be surrounded and butchered on a sabbath day without

lifting a finger. , Thus he became the head of a band which

defended the ancestral religion . with the sword. They
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traversed 4he country, demolished the altars of the false

gods, circurocised the children, and persecuted the heathen

and heathenishly disposed. The sect of the Asidaeans also

entrusted itself to their warlike protection (1 Mace. ii. 42).

.Jadas Mattathias soon died and left his leadership to Judas
Macca- Maccabseus, by whom the struggle was carried on in the

"'
first instance after the old fashion ; soon," however, it

' assumed larger dimensions, when regular armies were sent

out against the insurgents. First ApoUonius, the governor

of Judsea, took the field; but he was 'defeated and fell in

battle. Next came Seron, governor of Ccelesyria, who alsrt

was routed, near Betbhoron (166). Upon this Lysias, the

regent to whom Antiochus IV., who was busied in the far

east, had entrusted the government of Syria and the charge

of his son, Antiochus Philopator, a minor, sent a strong

force under the command of three generals. Approaching

from the west, it was their design to advance separately

upon Jerusalem, but Judas anticii^ated their plan and com-

pelled them to quit the field (166). The regent now felt

liimself called on to interpose in person. Invading Juda;a

from the south, he encountered the Jews at Bethsur, who,

however, offered an opposition that was not easily overcome;

he was prevented from resorting to the last measures by
the intelligence which reached him of the death of the

king in Elymais (165).

\- The withdrawal of Lysias secured the fulfilment of the

desires of the defenders of the faith in so far as it now
enabled them to restore the Jerusalem worship to its pre-

vious condition. They lost no time in setting about the

accomplishment of this. They were not successful indeed

in wresting Acra from the possession of the Syrians, but

they so occupied the garrison as to prevent it from inter-

2Bth fering with the work of restoration. On 25tli Kislev 165,
Kielev the very day on which, three years before, "the abomina-
165 B.C.

j.jp|^ pf desolation" had been inaugurated, the first sacri-

fice was offered on the new altar, and in commemoration
of this the feast of the dedication was thenceforth cele-

brated.

As it was easy to see that danger still impended, the

/temple was put into a state of defence, as also was the

town of Bethsur, where Lysias had been checked. But the

favourable moment presented by the change of sovereign

'was made use of for still bolder attempts. Scattered over

the whole of southern Syria there were a number of Jewish

localities on which the heathens now proceeded to wreak
their vengeance. For the purpose of rescuing these

oppressed coreligionists, and of bringing them in safety to

Judsea, the Maccabees made a series of excursions, extend-

ing in some cases as far as to Lebanon and Damascus.

Lysias had his hands otherwise fully occupied, and perhaps

did not feel much disposed to continue the fight on behalf

of the cultus of Jupiter Capitolinus. Daily gaining in

iboldness, the Jews now took in hand also to lay regular

eiege to Acra. Then at last Lysias yielded to the pressure

of Syrian and Jewish deputations and determined to take

serious steps (162). With a large force he entered Juda;a,

again from the south; and laid siege to Bethsur. Judas
vainly attempted the relief of the fortress ; he sustained

near Bethzachariah a defeat in which his brothet Eleazar

perished. Bethsur was unable to hold out, being short of

provisions on account of the sabbatic year. The Syrians

advanced next to Jerusalem, and besieged the temple ; it

also was insufficiently provisioned, and would soon have

been compelled to surreflder had not Lysias been again

called away at the critical moment by other exigencies. A
certain Philip was endeavouring to oust him from the

regency. ; as it was necessary for him to have his hands
free in dealing with this new enemy, he closed a treaty

with the temple garrison and the people at large, in accord-

ance witji which at once the political subjection and jthe

religious freedom of the Jera w^re to be maJ ntsii>ed Thus Eellgioa

the situation as it had exist-=.d bifore Antiochus IV. was freedom,

restored. Only no attempt was made to replace Menelaus ?'T'^^
as high priest and ethnarch; this poet was to ba filled by
Alcimus.

The concessions thus made by Lysias wero iuevita''''e
;

and even King Demetrius I., son of Seleucus IV., who
towards the end of 162 ascended the throne and causeti

both Lysias and his ward to be put to death, had nc
thought of interfering with their religious freedom. But
the Maccabees desired something more than the status quo

ante; after having done their duty they were disinclined

to retire in favour of Alcimus, whose sole claim lay in his Ti'^Tiaa

descent from the old heathenishly-disposed high-priestly monffiiui

family. Alcimus was compelled to invoke the assistance "^
.

of the king, who caused him to be installed by Bacchides.

He was at once recognized by th« scribes and Asidaaans,

for whom, with religious liberty, everything they wished

had been secured ; the claims to supremacy made by the

Hasmoneeans were of no- consequence to them. Doubtless

the masses also would ultimately have quietly accepted

Alcimus, who of course refrained from interference with

either law or worship, had he not abused the momentary
power he derived from the presence of Bacchides to take a

foolish revenge. But the consequence of his action was

that, as soon as Bacchides had' turned his back, Alcimus

was compelled to follow him. For the purpose of restoring

him a Syrian army once more invaded Juda;a undet

Nicanor (160), but first at Kapharsalama and afterwards

at Bethhoron was defeated by Judas and almost annihilated

in the subsequent flight, Nicanor himself being among the

slain (13th Adar = Nicanor's day). Judas was now at tha

acme of his prosperity ; about this time he concluded his

(profitless.) treaty with the Romans. But disaster was

impending. In the month of Nisan, barely a month after

the defeat of Nicanor, a new Syrian army under Bacchides

entered Judaea from the north ; near Elasa, southward

from Jerusalem, a decisive battle was fought which was
lost by Judas, and in which he himself fell.

The religious war properly so called had already been

brought once for all to an end by the convention of Lysias.

If the struggle continued to be carried on, it was not for

the "faith but for the supremacy,—less in the interests of Wai
the community than in those of the Hasmonaeans. After for th»

the death of Judas the secular character which the conflict ^"P''^

had assumed ever since 162 continually became more con-

spicuous, Jonathan Apphus fought for his house, and in

doing so used thoroughly worldly means. The high-priest-

hood, i.e., the ethnarchy, was the goal of his ambition. So
long as Alcimus lived, it was far from his reach. Confined

to the rocky fastnesses beside the Dead Sea, he had
nothing for it but, surrounded by his faithful followers, to

wait for better times. But on the death of Alcimus (159)

the Syrians refrained from appointing a successor, to

obviate the necessity of always having to protect him with

military force. During the interregnum of seven years

which followed Jonathan again came more and more to

the front, so that at last Bacchides concluded an armistice

with him on the basis of the status quo (1 Mace. ix. 73).

From his residence at Michmash Jonathan now exercised

a de facto authority over the entire nation.

When, accordingly, Alexander Balas, a reputed son cf

Antiochus IV., rose against Demetrius, both rivals exerted

themselves to secure the alliance of Jonathan, who did not

fail to benefit by their competition. First of all, Demetrius

formally recognized him as prince of Judah; in consequence

of this he removed to Jerusalem, and expelled the heathen

and heathenishly disposed, who continued to maintain 8

footing only in Acra and Bethsur. Next, Alexander Balas

conferred un him the title of " high priest of the nation aod
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•^onaAan friend of the king" ; in gratitufie for which Jonathan went
^tecomes over to his side (152). He remained loj-al, although

? Demetrius now made larger ofiers ; he was justified by
the event, for Demetrius I. had the worst of it and was

slain (150). Tlie victorious Balas heaped honours upon

Jonathan, who maintained his fidelity, and fought success-

fully in his interests when in 147 Demetrius II., the son

of Demetrius I., challenged'a conflict. The high priest

was unable indeed to prevent the downfall of Alexander in

145 ; but Demetrius 11., won by presents, far from showing

any hostility, confirmed him in his position in consideration

of a tribute of 300 talents.

Jonathan was grateful to the king, as he showed by

going with 3000 men to his aid against the insurgent

Antiochenes. But when the latter drew back from his

promise to withdraw the garrison from Acra, he went over

to the side of Trypho, who had set up a son of Alexander

Balas (Antiochus) as a rival. In the war which he now
waged as Seleucid strategus against Demetrius he succeeded

in subduing almost the whole of Palestine. Meanwhile
his brother Simon remained behind in Judiea, mastered

the fortress of Bethsur, and resumed with great energy the

siege of Acra. All this was done in the names of Antiochua

'and Trypho, but really of course in the interests of the

Jews -themselves. There were concluded also treaties with

>the Romans and Lacedaemonians, certainly not to the

advantage of the Syrians.

Trypho sought now to get rid of the man whom he him-

jBelf had made so powerful He treacherously seized and
imprisoned Jonathan in Ptolemais, and meditated an attack

upou^the leaderless Country. But on the frontier Simon,

the last remaining son of Mattathias, met him in force.

All Trypho's efforts to break through proved futile ; after

skirting all Judaea from west to south, without being able

ito get clear of Simon, he at last withdrew to PerLca with-

out having accomplished anything. On the person of

'Jonathan, whom he caused to be executed, he vented the

spleen he felt on the discovery that, the cause for which

that prince had fought was able to gain the victory even

when deprived of his help. Simon in point of fact was
Jonathan's equal as a soldier and his superior as a ruler.

He secured his frontier by means of fortresses, made him-

self master of Acra (141), and understood how to enable

the people in time of peace to reap the advantages that

result from successful war ; agriculture, industry, and
commerce (from the haven of Joppa) began to flourish

Succeed- vigorously. In grateful recognition of his services the

«^ *>/ high-priesthood and the ethnarchy were bestowed upon
"" him as hereditary possessions by a solemn assembly of the

people, " until a trustworthy prophet should arise."

13. Nominally the Seleucid^ still continued to possess

the suzerainty. Simon naturally had detached himself

from Trypho and turned to Demetrius II., who confirmed

him in his position, remitted all arrears of tribute, and
.waived his rights for the future (142). The friendship of

Demetrius II. and of his Buccessor Antiochus Sidetes with

Sirnon, however, lasted only as long as Trypho still

remained in ths way. But, he once removed, Sidetes

nltered his policy. He demanded of Simon the surrender

of Joppa, Gazara, and other towns, besides the citadel of

Jerusalem; as well as payment of all tribute resting due.

The refusal of these demands led to war, which in its

earlier stages was carried on with success, but the scales

were turned after the murder of Simon when Sidetes in

Hyr- peroon took the field against John Hyrcanus, Simon's son
cauos. and successor. . Jerusalem capitulated ; in the negotiations

for peace the surren'^er of all the external possessions of

tlie Jews was insisted upon ; the suzerainty of the^yrians
became once more a reality (135). But in 130 ^!e power-

ful Antiochus Sidetes fell in au eicedition gainst the

Parthians, and the complications anew arising in reference

to the succession to the Syrian throne placed Hyrcanus in

a position to recover what he had lost and to make new
acquisitions. He subjugated Samaria and Idumsea, com-
pelling the inhabitants of the latter to accept circumcision.

Like his predecessors he too sought to secure the favour of

the Romans, but derived no greater benefit from the effort

than they had done. After a prosperous reign of thirty

years he died in 105. By Josephus he is represented as a
pattern of all that a pious prince ought to be ; by the

rabbins as representing a splendid high-priesthood. The
darkness of the succeeding -age lent a brighter colour to his

image
The external splendour of the Hasmonaean kingdom did

not at once die away,—the downfall of the Seleucidas, which
was its negative condition, being also a slow affair. Judah
Aristobulus, the son of Hyrcanus, who reigned for only one

year, was the first to assume the Greek title of royalty

;

Ituraea was subdued by him, anrl circumcision forced upon

the inhabitants. His brother Jonathan (Jannteus) Alezand«(

Alexander (104—79), in a series of continual wars, which J*'"'^'"^'

were never very prosperous, nevertheless succeeded in

adding the whole coast of Philistia (Gaza) as well as a

great portion of Perssa to his hereditary dominions.' But

the external enlargement of the structure was secured at

the cost of its internal consistency.

From the time when Jonathan, the son of Mattathias, Phiriseea

began to carry on the struggle, no longer for the cause of ^^ SaS-

God but for his own interests, the scribetand the Asidsans,
<^"'««^''

as we have seen, had withdrawn themselves from the party

of the Maccabees. There can be no doubt that from their

legal standpoint they were perfectly right in contenting

themselves, as they did, with the attainment of religious

liberty, and in accepting Alcimus. The Hasmonaeans had
no hereditary right to the high-priesthood, and their

politics, which aimed at the establishment of a national

monarchy, were contrary to the whole spirit and essence of

the second theocracy. The presupposition of that theocracy

was foreign domination ; in no other way could its sacred
— i.e., clerical—character be maintained. God and the

law could not but be forced into the background if a war-

like kingdom, retaining indeed the forms of a hierocracy,

bud. really violating its spirit at every point, should ever

grow out of a mere pious community. Above all, how
could the scribes hope to retain their importance if temple

and synagogue were cast into the shade by politics and clash

of arms i But under the first great Hasmonteans tlfe zealots

for the law were unable to force their way to the front ; the

enthusiasm of the people was too strong for them ; they had
nothing for it but to keep themselves out of the current and
refuse to be swept along by it. Even under Hyrcanus,

however, they gained more prominence, and under Jann^us
their influence upon popular opinion was paramount, For
under the last-named the secularization of the hierocracy

no longer presented any attractive aspects ; it was wholly

repellent. It was looked upon as a revolting anomaly that

the king, who was usually in the field with his army,

should once and again assume the sacred mantle in order

to perform the sacrifice on some high festival, and that hia

officers, profane persona aa they were, should at the same
time be holders of the highest spiritual offices. The danger
which in all this threatened " the idea of Judaism " could '

not in these circumstances escape the observation of even
the common people ; for this idea was God and the law,

not any earthly fatherland. The masses accordingly ranged
themselves with ever-growing unanimity on the side of the

^ A number of half-indepeDjent towns and communes lay as tempt
ing subjects of dispute between the Selcucitlae, the Nabathreaus or Arabs
of Petra, and the Jews. The background was occupied by the
Parthians and the Romans.
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Pharisees (i.e., the party of the scribes) as agaiust the

Saddueees (i.e., the Hasmonaean party).'

BebeUion On one occasion, when Alexander Jannseus had returned

of the to Jerusalem at the feast of tabernacles, and was stand-
Pharisees,

jjjg j^ jjjg priestly vestments before the altar to sacrifice,

'he was pelted by the assembled crowd of worshippers

with citrons from the green branches they carried. By the

cruelty with which he punished this insult he excited the

populace to the highest pitch, and, when he lost his army

in the disaster of Gadara, rebellion broke out. The

Pharisees summoned the Syrian king Demetrius Eucierus

;

Jannseus was worsted and fled into the desert. But, as he

wandered in helplessness there, the patriotism of the people

and sympathy for the heir of the Maccabees suddenly awoke;

nature proved itself stronger than that consistency which

in the cause of the Divine honour had not shrunk from

treason. The insurgents for the most part went over to

the side of the fugitive king ; the others he ultimately

overpowered after a struggle which lasted through several

years, Demetrius having withdrawn his intervention. The

vengeance which he took on the Pharisees was a bloody

one ; their only escape was by voluntary exile. Thence-

forward he had peace so far as they were concerned. His

Jiist years were occupied with the reacquisition of the con-

quests which he had been compelled to yield to the Arabs

during the civil war. He died in the field at the siege of

Ragaba in Peraja (79).

i&i!ome. Under Queen Salome, his widow, matters were as if they

tad been specially arranged for the satisfaction of the

Pharisees. The high-priesthood passed to Salome's son

Hyrcanus II. ; she herself was only queen. In the

management of external affairs her authority was absolute

(Ant , xiii. 16, 6) ; in home policy she permitted the scribes

to wield a paramount influence. The common assertion

indeed that the synedrium was at that time practically

'composed of scribes is inconsistent with the known facts

of the case , the synedrium at that time was a political

and not a scholastic authority.^ In its origin it was the

municipal council of Jerusalem (so also the councils of

provincial towns are called synedria, Mark. xiii. 9), but

its authority extended over the entire Jewish community

;

alongside of the elders of the city the ruling priests were

those who had the greatest number of seats and votes.

John Hyrcanus appears to have been the first to introduce

some scribes into its composition ; it is possible that Salome

may have increased their number, but even so this high

court was far from being changed into a college of scribes

like that at Jamnia. If the domination of the Pharisees

at this time is spoken of, the expression cannot be under-

stood as meaning that they already held all the public

offices, but only at most that the holders of those offices

found it necessary to admimster and to judge in their spirit

and according to their fundamental principles.

Insurrec- The party of the Saddueees (consisting of tho old

tLonof Hasmonaean officers and oflicials, who were of priestly
the Sail,

fijyjjjy indeed, but attached only slight importance to their

priestly functions) at length lost all patience. Led by
Atistobulus, the second son of Jannajus, the leaders of the

party came to the palace, and begged the queen to dismiss

them from the court and to send them into the provinces.

* t^*11Q means "separated," and refers perhaps to the attitude of

isolation tal<en by tho zealots for the law during the interval between

162 and 105. ''pM'i (2aS5oPKaros) conies from pHV (JaSSoii/c,

LXX.), the ancestor of the digher priesthood of Jerusalem (1 Kings ii.

35 ; 1 Sam. ii. 35 ; Ezek. xliv. 15), and designates the governing

nobility. The original character of the opposition, as it appeared

under Jannaeus, changed entirely with the lapse of time, on account of

the Saddueees' gradual loss of political power, till they fell at last to

the condition of a sort of " fronde."
^ Kuenen, *' Over de Samenstelling van het Sanhedrin," in Proceed-

injs 0/ Royal Netherl. Acad. , 1S66.

ducees.

There they were successful in securing possession of sererat

fortresses ^ in preparation for insurrection, a favourable

opportunity for which they were watching. Such an
opportunity occurred, it seemed to Aristobulus, as his

mother lay on her death-bed. The commandants of the

fortresses were at his orders, and by their assistance an
army also, with which he accordingly advanced upon
Jerusalem, and, on the death of Salome, made himself

master of the situation (69). Hyrcanus was compelled to

resign office. With this event the good understanding

between the civU government and the Pharisees came to

an end ; the old antagonisms became active once more, and
now began to operate for the advantage of a third party,

tho Idumasan Antipater, Hyrcanus's confidential friend. Antl-"

After the latter, aided by Antipater, had at length with pater,

great difficulty got himself into a position for asserting his

rights against Aristobulus, the Pharisees could not do other-

wise than rank themselves upon his side, and the masses

joined them against the usurper. With the help of the

Nabatasan monarch the eflfort to restore the elder brother

to the supreme authority would doubtless have succeeded

had "not the Romans procured relief for Aristobulus,

besieged as he was in Jerusalem (65), though without

thereby recognizing his claims. Pompey continued to Pomjey

delay a decision on the controversy in 64 also when the

rival claimants presented themselves before him at

Damascus ; he wished first to have the Nabatseans dis-

posed of, and to have free access to them through Judsea,

This hesitation roused tho suspicions of Aristobulus ; still

he did not venture to take decisive action upon them. He
closed the passes (to Mount Ephraim) against the Romans,

but afterwards gave them up ; he prepared Jerusalem for

war, and then went in person to the Roman camp at

Jericho, where he promised to open the gates of the city

and also to pay a sum of money. But the Roman ambas-

sadors found the gates barred, and had to return empty-

handed. Aristobulus thereupon was arrested, and siege was
laid to Jerusalem. The party of Hyrcanus, as soon as it

had gained the upper hand, surrendered the town ; but the

supporters of Aristobulus took their stand in the temple,

and defended it obstinately. In June 63 the place was

carried by storm ; Pompey personally inspected the Holy

of Holies, but otherwise spared the religious feelings of

the Jews. But he caused the chief promoters of the war

to be executed, and carried Aristobulus and his family into

captivity. He abolished the kingship, but restored the

high-priestly digbity to Hyrcanus. The territory was

materially reduced in area, and made tributary to the

Romans ; the city was occupied by a Roman garrison.

14. Henceforward Roman intervention forms a constant Ronw»

disturbing factor in Jewish history. The struggle between intervei..

the Pharisees and the Saddueees continued indeed to be *'°"'

carried on, but only becatlse the n^omentum of their old

feud was not yet exhausted. The Pharisees in a sense had

been victorious. While the two brothers were pleading

their rival claims before Pompey, ambassadors from the

Pharisees had made their appearance in Damascus to

petition for the abolition of the kingship ; this object bad
now to some extent been gained. Less ambiguous than

the victory of the Pharisee was the fall of the Saddueees,

who in losing the sovereignty of the Jewish state lost all

real importance. But the intervention of the foreign

element exercised its most powerful influence upon the

temper of the lower classes. Though in times of peace the

masses stUl continued to accept the guidance of the rabbins,

their patriotism instantly burst into flame as soon as a

pretender to the throne, belonging to the family of

^ Alexandrium, Corese (whence, according to Tuch, Ish-Karioth,

Iscariot), and similar citadels which were at that time of great import,

ance for Palestine and Syria.

i
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iLristobulus, appeared in Palestine. During the decennia

which immeJiateiy followed, Jewish history was practically

absorbed in vain attempts to restore the old Hasmon^an
kingdom. Iii.snrrections of steadily increasing dimensioii.s

weie made in favour of Aristohulus, the representative uf

t'le national cause. For Hyrcauus was not regarded as a

Hasmonaean at all, but merely as the creature of Antipater

and the Uomaas. First, in the year 57, Ale.'candcr the .'son

of Aristobulus broke into rebellion, then in 50 Aristobulus

himself and liis son Aiitigonus, and in 55 Alexander again.

Antipater was never able to hold his own
; Roman inter-

vention was in cicry case necessary. The division of the

Hasmon^an state into live " aristocracies " by Gabiiiius had

no effect in diminishing the feeling of national unity

cherished by the Jews of Palestine. Once again, after

the battle of Carrlia;, a rising took ulace, which Cassius

speedily repressed.

In 49 the great llonjan civil war broke out; L';esar

instigated Aristobulus against Antipater, who in common
with the wliole Fast had espoused the cause of Pompey.
But Aristobulus was poisoned by the opposite party while

yet in [taly, and about the same time his sou Alexander

WkiS also put to death at Antioch ; thus tiie danger to

Antipater passed away. After tho battle of Pharsalus he

WLUt, over to Cui-iar'.'i aide, and soon after rendered him an

important service by helping him out of his dilHcuIties at

Alexandria, liy this means he eurnud tlie good will of

C.T-'sar towards the whole body of tho Jews, and secured

fur himself (or Uyrcanus) a great extcusiou of power and
of territory. Tlie five ".syncdria" or " aribtoeracies " of

Oabiiiius were superseded, the must inijiortant conquests

of the fTasmonxMns restored, the walls of Jerusalem, which
Pompey had razed, rebuilt.

However indisputable the aavantages conierrcd by tlie

rule of Antipater, the Jews could, not forget tbat tho

idunucan, in uaine of Uyrcanus the rightful heir of the

ll:rsinon;eans, was in truth setting up an antlioiity of his

owiu The Saddue;ean aristocracy in particular, which
formerly in tlie synedrium had shared the supreme power

wiili the Iiigh priest, endeavoured to reslore reality once

more to the nominal ascendency which still continued to

lie attributed to the ethnarcli and the .synedrium. " When
tbe aulliorities (oi eV reAet) of the Jews saw how tlie

power of Antipater and his sons was growing, their dis-

position towards him became hostile " (Jos., Ant., xiv. 9,

3). Tliey were s[iecially jealous of the youtliful Ilerod,

to whom Galilee had been entrusted by his father. On
account of tlio arbitrary execution of a rofiber chief

F^jcchias, who perhaps liad originally been a Hasmoncean
fjartisan, llicy .sumnioiicJ him before the syucdrium, under
the impression tbat it was not yet too late to remind him
tbat ho was after all but a servant. But the defiant

demeanour of the culprit, icnd a thicateiiing missive which
at the same time arrived from Sextus Casar demanding
Lis acquittal, rendered his judges specchles-s, nor did they
regain tlicir couingo until they had heard the stinging

reproaches of Sameas the scribe. Yet the aged Hyrcanus,
who did not coniprchcud tho danger that was threatening
himself, postponed judgment upon Herod, and gave hini

opportunity to withdraw. Having been appointed
strategus of Ca-lcsyria by Sextus Cajsar in tbe meanwhile,
he soon afterwards appeared before Jerusalem at the head
of an army, and the authorities were compelled to address
themselves, in a conciliatory manner to his fatlier and to

Phasael liis brother in order to secure his withdrawal
The attempt to crush the serpent which had thus

effected a lodgment in the Uasmonxan house came too
late. The result of it simply was that the Herodians had
now the advantage of being able to distinguish between
Hyrcanus and his " evil counsellors." From that momeut

the downfall of the Sadducsean notables was certain. It

was of no avail to them that after the battle of Philippi

(42) they accused Herod and Phasael (Antipater having

been murdered in 4.'!) before Antony of having l>e:;ii hebi-

ful in every possible way to C'assiu.s ; Antony flerlared

himself in the most decisive manner fur the two brother.s.

In their despair, for pro|icriy speaking they were not
national fanatics but only egoistic politicians,—they
ultimately made common cau.->u with Autigonus the .son of

Aristobulus, and threw themselves into the arms of the

Parthians, perceiving the interests of the llnnians and of

Herod to bo inseparable (40). Fortune at first seemed to

have declared in favour of tho pretender. The musserf

unanimously took his side; Phasael comiiiitled sultido in

prison ; with a single blow Herod was stri|iped of all his

following and made a helpless fugitive. Ho look refugo

ill Jvoiiic, however, wheie he was named king of Jud;oa by
tlic senate, and alter a somewhat protracted war he finally,

with the help of the legions of Sosiu.s, made himself ma.stcr

of Jerusalem (37). The captive Autigonus wa.-. beheaded

at Antioch.

King Herod began his reign by reorganizing tho syu-

cdrium ; he ordered the execution of forty-live of ita noblest

members, his most zealous oppoiieuts. These were tho

.S.idcluciean notables wlio long had headed tho struggle

against the Iduui.'oan interlopers. Having thuo made
away with the leaders of the Jerusalem aristocracy, he
directed his etJ'orts to tliu business of corrupting the re.>t.

He apiiointed to the most important posts obscure iiulivt

duals, of priestly descent, from Eabyloii and Ale.\"andrid,

and thus replaced with creatures of his own the old aristo-

cracy. Nor did ho rest content with this ; in order to

prcL-hide the pos^ibility of any iiidcpendLUt authority ever

arising alongside of his own, ho abolished the life tenure of

the high-priestly oliice, and brought it completely under the

control of the secular power. By this means he succeeded

in relegating the Sadducecs to utter insignificance. They
were driven out of their naci\e sphere—the political— into

the region of theoretical and ecclesiastical discussion,

where they continued, but on quite uuequal terms, their

oil dispute with the Pharisees.

It was during the period of Herod's activity that tlie

Pharisees, strictly speaking, enjoyed their greatest pro-

sperity (Sameas and Abtaliiiii, Hillel and Shammai); in the

synedrium they became so iiiuneruus as almost to equal

the priests and elders. Quite consistently with' their

principles they had abstained from taking any part in the

life and death struggle for the existence of the national

state. Tbi-.ir leaders had eveu counselled the fanatical

defenders of Jerusalem to open the gates to the enemy

;

for tliis service they were treated with the highest honour

by Herod. Ue made it part of his general policy to

favour the Pharisees (as also the sect of the Esseues,

insignificant tliough it wa.s), it being his purpose to

restrict the national life again within those purely eccle-

siasticid channels of activity wliich it had abandoned since

the ifaecabicau wars. However reckless his conduct in

other respects, he was always scrupulously careful to avoid

wounding religious susceptibilities (^I«/., xiv. 10, 3). But

although the Pharisees might be quite plea.sed that the

high-priesthood and the kingship were no longer united in

one and the same person, and tliat interest in the law

again overshadowed interest in politics, tho populace for

their part could never forgive Herod for overthrowing the

old dynasty. That he himself, at least in religiiuis jiro-

fession, was a Jew did not improve his position, but rather

made it worse. It was not easy for him to slide the

national feeling after it had once been revived among the

Jews ; they could not forget the recent past, and objected

to being thrusi back into the time wheu foveigu domination

XlII- - 54
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was endured by them as a matter of course. The Romans
were regarded in quite a different light from that in which

the Persians and the Greeks had been viewed, and Herod
was only the client of the Romans.

His greatest danger seemed to arise from the still sur-

viving members of the Hasmoncean family, to whom, as is

easily understood, the national hopes clung. In the course

of the earlier years of his reign he removed every one of

them from his path, beginning with his youthful brother-

in-law Aristobulus (35), after whom came his old patron

Hyrcanus II. (30), then Mariamne his wife (29), and finally

his stepmother Alexandra (iS), the daughter of Hyrcanus

and the widow of Alexander Aristobuli. Subsequently,

in 25, he caused Costobarus and the sons of Babas to be

executed. While thus occupied with domestic affairs,

Herod had constant trouble also in his external relations,

and each new phase in his political position immediately

made itself felt at home. In the first instance he had

much to suffer from Cleopatra, who would willingly have

seen Palestine reduced under Egyptian domination once

more, and who actually succeeded in inducing Antony to

take from Herod several fair and valuable provinces of his

realm. Next, his whole position was imperilled by tho

result -of the battle of Actium; he had once more ranged

himself upon the wrong side. But his tact did not fail

him in winning Ootavianus, as before it had made Antony
his friend. In fact he reaped nothing but advantage from

the great overturn which took place in Roman affairs ; it

rid him of Cleopatra, a dangerous enemy, and gave him in

the new imperator a much better master than before.

During the following years he had leisure to carry out

those splendi,d works of peace/ by which it was his aim to

ingratiate himself with the emperor. He founded cities

and harbours (Antipatris, Caesarea), constructed roads,

theatres, and temples, and subsidized far beyond his frontier

all works of public utility. He taxed the Jews heavily,

but in compensation promoted their material interests with

energy and discretion, and built for them, from 20 or 19

B.C. onwards, the temple at Jerusalem. To gain their

sympathies he well knew to be impossible. Apart from
the Roman legions at his back his authority had its main
supports in his fortresses and in his system of espion-

age.

But just as the acme of his splendour had been reached,

he himself became the instrument of a terrible vengeance
for the crimes by which his previous years had been stained;
as executioner of all the Hasmon^ans, he was now con-

strained to be the executioner of his own children also.

His suspicious temper had been aroused against his now
grown-up sons by Mariamne, whose claim through their

mother to the throne were superior to his own ; his brother
Pheroras and his sister Salome made it their special

business to fan his jealousy into flame. To show the two
somewhat arrogant youths that the succession was not so
absolutely secure in their favour as they were supposing,
the father summoned to his court Antipater, the exiled
son of a former marriage. Antipater, under the mask of
friendship, immediately began to carry on infamous in-
trigues against his half brothers, in which Pheroras and
Salome unconsciously played into his hands. For years
he persevered alike in favouring and unfavouring circum-
stances with his part, until at last, by the machinations of
a Lacedemonian Eurycles, who had been bribed, Herod
was induced to condemn the sons of Mariamne at Berytus,
and cause them to be strangled (Samaria, 7-6 B.C.). Not
long afterwards a difference between Antipater and Salome
led to the exposure of the former. Herod was compelled
to drain the cup to the dregs ; he was not spared the know-
ledge that he had murdered his children without a cause.
Hia remorse threw him into a serious illness, in which his

strong constitution wrestled long with death. ^Vhile he lay

at Jericho near his end he gave orders for the. execution of

Antipater also; and to embitter the joy of the Jews at his

removal he caused their elders to he shut up together in the

hippodrome at Jericho with the injunction to butcher them
as soon as he breathed bis last, that so there might be sorrow

throughout the land. The latter order, however, was not

carried out.

His death (4 B.C.) gave the signal for an insurrection ol

small beginnings which gradually spread until it ultimately

infected all the people; it was 'repressed by Varna with

great cruelty. Meanwhile Herod's connexions were at

Rome disputing about the inheritance. The deceased king His srlll,

(who was survived by several children of various marriages)

had made a will, which was substantially confirmed by
Augustus. By it his son Pliilip received the northern

portion of the territory on the east of the Jordan along

with the district of Paneas (Cffisarea Philippi) ; his thirty

seven years' reign over this region was happy. Another
son, Herod Antipas, obtained Galilee and Pera:a ; he
beautified his domains with architectural works (Sepphoris,

Tiberias; Livias, Machserus), and succeeded by his fox-like

policy in ingratiating himself with the emperors, particu-

larly with Tiberius, for that very cause, however, becoming
odious to the Roman provincial officials. The principal

heir was Archelaus, to whom Idumiea, Judsea, and Archa^

Samaritis were allotted ; Augustus at first refused him the ''"^•

title of king. Archelaus had experienced the greatest

difficulty in carrying through his claims before the emperor
in face of the manifold oppositions of his enemies ; the

vengeance which he wreaked upon his subjects was^'so

severe that in 6 a.d. a Jewish and Samaritan embassy be-

sought the emperor for his deposition. Augustus assented,

banishing Archelaus to Vienne, and putting in his place a

Roman procurator. Thenceforward Judaea continued under JiKlsa

procurators, with the exception of a brief interval (41-4-1 ""^^

A.D.) during which Herod Agrippa I. united under his j.^,",!,'^'

sway all the dominions of his grandfather.'

15. The termination of the vassal kingship resulted in Ailsan-

manifest advantage to the Sadducees. The high priest '"S^ '"

and synedrium again acquired political importance ; they j ^.i.

were the responsible representatives of the nation in

presence oi the suzerain power, and conceived themselves
to be in some sort lords of land and people (John xi. 48).

For the Pharisees the new state of affairs appears to have
been less satisfactory. That the Romans' were much less

oppressive to the Jews than the rulers of the house o£

Herod was a consideration of less importance to them than
the fact that the heathen first unintentionally and then
deliberately were guilty of the rudest outrages upon the

law, outrages against which those sly half-Jews had well

understood how to be on their guard. It was among the

lower ranks of the people, however, that hatred to the

Romans had its proper seat. On the basis of the views

and tendencies which had long prevailed there, a new party

was now formed, that of the Zealots, which did not, like ZiialotaJ

the Pharisees, aim merely at the fulfilment of all righteous-

ness, i.e., of the law, and leave everything else in the hands
of God, but was determined to take an active part in bring-

' Agrippa was the grandson of Mariamne through Aristobulus. Cali-

pula, whose friendehip he had secured in Rome, bestowed upon him in

37 the dominions of Philip with the title of king, and afterwards the
tetrarcby of Antipas, whom he dejlosed and banishetl to Lugdunum (.39).

Claudius added the possessions of Archelaus. But the kingdom was
again taken away from his son Agi-ippa 11. (44), who, however, after

the death of his uncle, Herod of Chalcis, obtaine^l that principality for

which at a later period (52) the tetrarcby of Philip- was substituted.

His sister Berenice is known as the mistress of Titus ; another sister

DrusiUa was the wife of the procurator Felis. The descendants of
Mariamne through Alexander held for some time an Armenian princi-

pality.
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ting about the realization of the kingdom of God (Jos..

Ant., xviii. 1, 1).

As the transition to the new order of things was. going

on, the census of Quirinius took place (6-7 a.d.); it

occasioned an immense excitement, which, however, was
Buccessfuily allayed. On the withdrawal of Quirinius,

Coponius remained behind as procurator of Judrea ; he

was followed, under Augustus, by Marcus Ambivius and

Annius Eufus; under Tiberius, by Valerius Gratus (15-26

A.D.) and Pontius Pilatus (26-3(; A.D.); under Caligula, by
Marcellus (36-37) and Marullus (37-41 a.d.). The pro-

curators were subortlinate to the imperial legati of Syria

;

they resided in Ciesarea, and visited Jerusalem on special

occasions only. They had command of the military, and
their chief business was the maintenance of the peace and

the care of the revenue. They interested themselves in

affjirs of religion only in so far as these had a political

side ; the temple citadel Antonia was constantly garrisoned

with a cohort. The administration of justice appears to

have been left to a very considerable extent in the hands

of the synedrium, but it was not allowed to give effect to

any capital sentence. At the head of the native authorities

stood at this time not so Inuch the actual high priest as

the college of the chief priests. The actual office of high

priest had lost its political importance in consequence of

the frequency with which its holders were changed ; thus,

for e.xample, Annas had more influence than Caiiphas.

The principle of interfering as little as possible with the

religious liberty of the Jews was rudely assailed by the

emperor Cains, who, like a second Antiochus, after various

minor vexations, gave orders that his image should be set

up iu the temple of Jerusalem as in others elsewhere. It

was entirely through the courage and tact of the Syrian

governor P. Pctronius that the execution of these orders

was temporarily postponed until the emperor was induced

igrippal. by Agrippa I. to withdraw them. Caius soon afterwards

died, and under the rule of Agrippa I., to whom the govern-

ment of the entire kingdom of his grandfather was com-
mitted by Claudius, thB Jews enjoyed niuch prosperity ; in

every respect the king was all they could wish. This very

prosperity seems, however, to have caused them fresh

Procu- danger. For it made them feel the government by procu-
rators re- rators, which was resumed after the death of Agrippa I.,

jtofii jp jjg paiticularly hard to bear, whatever the individual

characters of these might be. They were Cuspius Fadus
(from 44, under whom Theiidas), Tiberius Aleiafider (tire

Komanized nephew of Philo, till 48), Cumanus (48-52,
under whom the volcano already began to give dangerous
signs of activity), and Felix (52-60). Felix, who has the
lionour to be piUoried in the pages of Tacitus, contrived

to make the dispeace permanent. The influence of the
two older parties, both of which were equally interested in

the maintenance of the existiug order, and in that interest

were being drawn nearer to each other, diminished day by
day. The masses broke loose completely from the authority
of the scribes ; the ruling nobility adapted itself better to

the times ; under the circumstances which then prevailed,

it is not surprising that they became thoroughly secular
and did u^t shrink from the employment of directly im-
moral means for the attainment of their ends. The zealots

became the dominant party. It was a combination of
noble and base elements ; superstitious enthusiasts (Acts
xxi. 38) and political assassifis, the so-called sicarii, were
conjoined v/ithhonest but fanatical patriots. Felix favoured
the sicarii in order that he might utilize them ; against the
others his hostility raged with indiscriminating cruelty, yet
without being able to check them. The anarchy which he
left behind him as a legacy was beyond the control of his
able successor Porcius Festus (60-62), and the last two
procurators, Albinus (62-64) and Gessius Florus, acted as

if it had been their special business to encourage and pro-

mote it. All the bonds of social order were dissolved ;. no
property was secure ; the assassins alone prospered, and the
procurators went shares with them in the profits.

It was inevitable that deep resentment against the Dissatis"

Romans should be felt in every honest heart. At last it fiction

found expression. During his visit to Jerusalem in May V'.''

66 Florus laid hands upon the temple treasure ; the J ews govCTn-
allowed themselves to go so far as to make a joke about it, mett.
which ho avenged by giving over a portion of the city to

be plundered, and crucifying a number of the inhabitants.

Ho next insisted upon their kissing the rod, ordering that

a body of troops which was approaching should be met
and welcomed. At the persuasion of their leaders the
Jew« forced themselves even to this ; but a constant suc-

cession of fresh insults and cruelties followed, tilj patience

was quite exhausted at last, and in a violent street fight

the Romans were so handled that the procurator withdrew
from the town, leaving only the cohort in Antonia. Once
again was an attempt at pacification made by Agrippa II.,

who hastened from Ale.xandria with this purpose, but the
Jews could not bring themselves to make submission to

Gessius Florus. It so happened that at this juncture the
fortress of JIasada on the Dead Sea fell into the hands of

the Zealots ; the courage of the party of action rose, and at

the instance of the hot-headed Eleazar the son of Ananias,

a man, still young, of highest priestly family, the sacrifice

on behalf of the emperor was discontinued, i.e., revolt was Revolt^

declared. But the native authorities continued opposed
to a war. At their request King Agrippa sent soldiers to

Jerusalem ; at first they appeared to have some eflfect, but
ultimately they were glad to make their escape in safety

from the city. The cohort in Antonia was in like manner
unable to hold its own ; freedom was given it to withdraw j

but, contrary to the terms of capitulation, it was put to the

sword. The war party now signalized its triumph over all

elements of opposition from within by the murder of the
high priest Ananias.

A triumph was gained also over the outer foe. The
Syrian legate, Cestius Gallus, appeared before Jerusalem
in the autumn of 66, but after a short period raised the
siege ; his deliberate wiilidrawal was changed into a preci-

pitate flight in an attack made by the Jews at Bethhoron.
The revolt now spread irresistibly through all ranks and -

classes of the population, and the aristocracy found it

expedient itself to assume the leadership. An autonomous
government was organized, with the noblest members of

the community at its head ; of these the most important
was the high priest Ananus.

Meanwhile Nero entrusted the conduct of the Jewish
war to Vespasian, his best general. In the spring of 67
he began his task in Galilee, where the historian Josephus
had command of the insurgents. The Jews entirely dis-

trusted him and he them ; in a short time the Romans
were masters of Galilee, only a few strong places holding Affaii^ir

out against them. Josephus was besieged in Jotapata, Galilee

and taken prisoner ; the other places also were unable to

hold out long. Such of the champions of freedom in

Galilee as escaped betook themselves to Jerusalem; amongst
these was the Zealot leader John of Giscala. There they
told the story of their misfortunes, of which they laid the

blame upon Josephus, and upon the aristocratic government
as having no heart for the common cause and having and in

treachery for their motto. Tlie Zealots now openly aimed Jerusa-

at the overthrow of the existing government, but Ananus '^™'

bravely withstood them, and pressed so hard on them that

they summoned the Idumaeaiis into the city to their aid.

These honourable fanatics indeed withdrew again as

soon as they had discovered that they were being useij

for sinister designs; but in the meanwhile they had
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accomplished the work of the Zealots. The old magistracy

of Jerusalem was destroyed, Anauus with tlie heads of the

aristocracy and very marfy other respectable citizens put

to death. The radicals, for the most part not natives of

the city, came into power ; John of Giscala at their head

tyrannized over the inhabitants.

While these events were taking place in Jerusalem,

Vespasian had subdued the whole country, with the excep-

tion of one or two fortresses. But as he was setting about

the siege of the capital, tidings arrived of the death of

Nero, and the offen.iive was discontinued. For almost

two years (June G8 to April 70), with a short break, war
was suspended. When Vespasian at the end of this period

Titus, became emperor, he entrusted to Titus the task of reducing

Jerusalem. There in the interval the internal struggle

had been going on, even after the radicals had gained the

mastery. As a counterpoise to John of Siscala the citizens

Lad received the guerilla captain Simon bar Giora into

the city ; the two were now at feud with each other,

but were alike in their rapacity towards the citizens. John
occupied the temple, Simon the upper city lying over

against it on the west. For a short time a third entered

into competition with the two rivals, a certain Elea"ar

who Lad separated from John and established himself in

the inner temple. But just as Titus was beginning the

siege (Easter, 70) John contrived to get rid of this inter-

loper.

Titus attacked from the north. After the lower city

Lad fallen into his hands, he raised banks with a view to

the storm of the temple and the upper city. But the

defenders, who were now united in a common cause,

taught him by their vigorous resistance that his object was
not to be so quickly gained. He therefore determined to

reduce them by famine, and for this end completely sur-

rounded the city with a strong waU. In the beginning of

July he renewed the attack, which he directed in the first

instance against the temjile. The tower of Antonia fell

on the 5th, but the temiile continued to be held notwith-

standing; until the 17th the daily .sacrifice continued to

be offered. The Romans succeeded iu gaining the outer
court in August only. To drive them out, the Jews in the
right of August 10-11 made a sortie, but were compelled
to retire, the enemy forcing their way behind them into the

inner court. A legionary flung a firebrand into an annexe
of the temple, and soon the whole structure was in flames.

A terrible slaughter of the defenders ensued, but John with
a determined band succeeded in cutting his way out, and
by means of the bridge over the Tyropoion valley made
his escape into the upper city.

No attack had as yet been directed against this quarter
;

but famine was working terrible ravages among the crowded
population. Those in command, however, refused to
capitulate unless freedom to withdraw along with their

wives and children were granted. These terms being
withheld, a storm, after the usual prejiarations on the part

SFall of of the Romans, took place. The resistance was feeble ; tlie
Jerusa. strong towers were hardly defended at all; Simon bar Giora
' ™- and John of Giscala now thought only of their personal

safety. In the unprotected city the Roman soldiers spread
fire and slaughter unchecked (September 7, 70).
Of those who survived also some were put to death; the

rest were sold or carried off to ihn mines and amphitheatres
The city was levelled with the ground ; the tenth legion
was left behind in charge. Titus took with him to Rome
for his triumphal procession Simon bar Giora and John of
Giscala, along with seven hundred other prisoners, also the
sacred booty taken from the temple, the candlestick, the
golden table, and a copy of the Torah. He was slightly
premature with his triumph ; for some time elapsed, and
Jnore than one bloody battle waa necessary, before the

rebellion was completely stifled. It did not come wholly End of

to an end untU the fall of Masada (April 73). tl« re-

16. Even now Palestine continued for a while to be the
''"^"'''"'

centre of Jewish life, but only in order to prepare the way
for its transition into thoroughly cosmopolitan forms. The
development of thought sustained no break cm account of

tlie sad events which had taken place, but was only directed

once more in a consistent manner towards these objects

which had been set before it from the time of the Baby-
lonian exile. On the ruins of the city and of the temple

the Pharisaic Judaism which rests upon the law and the

school celebrated its triumph. National fanaticism indeed The

was not yet extinguished, but it burnt itself completely out rabVaaa.

in the vigorous insurrection led by Simeon bar Koziba
(Bar Cochebas, 132-135). That a conspicuous rabbin,

Akiba, should have taken part in it, and have recognized

in Simeon the Messiah, was an inconsistency on liis part

which redounds to his honour.

Inasmuch as the power of the rabbins did not depend
upon the political or hierarchical forms of tlie old common-
wealth, it survived the fall of the latter. Out of what
hitherto had been a purely moral influence something of

an oSicial position now grew. They formed themselves

into a college which regarded itself as a continuation of the

old synedrium, and wliich carried forward its name. At
first its seat was at Jamnia, but it soon removed to Galilee,

and remained longest at Tiberias. The presidency was
hereditary in the family of Hillel, with the last descendants

of whom the court itself came to an end.' The respect in

which the synedrial president was held rapidly increased ;

like Christian patriarclis under Mahometan rule, he was also

recognized by the imperial government as the municipal

head of the Jews of Palestine, and bore the secular title of

the old high priests (nasi, ethiiarcli, patriarch). I'nder

him the Palestinian Jews continued to form a kind of .state

within a state until the 5th century. From the non-

Palestinian Jews he received ofl'erings of money. (Conip.

Gothofredus on Cad. 'J'/ieoJ., xvi. 8, "De Judreis"; and
Morinus, I'Jxer. liibl., ii., exerc. 3, 4.)

The task of the rabbins was so to reorganize .Tudaism Their

under the new circumstances that it could continue to assert t^'^'''

its distinctive character. What of external consistency

had been lost througli the extinction of the ancient com-
monwealth required to be compensated for by an inner

centralization proportionally stronger. The separation

from everything heathenish became more pronounced than
before ; the use of the Greek language was of necessity still

permitted, but at least the Septuagint was set aside by
Aquila {Cod. Judinian., Nov. 146) inasmuch as it had
now become the Christian Bible. For to this period also

belongs the definitive separation between the synagogue
and the church ; henceforward Christianity could no longer

figure as a Jewish sect. Intensified exclnsiveness was
accompanied by increased internal stringency. What at

an earlier peri-:id had still remained to some extent fluid

now became rigidiy fixed ; for example, an authentic text

of the canon was now established, and at the same time the
distinction between canon and apocrypha sharply drawn.
The old tendency of the scribes to leave as little.as possible

free to the individual conscience, but to bring everything
within the scope of positive ordinance, now celebrated its

greatest triumphs. It was only an apparent movement in

the direction of liberty, if regulations which had become
quite impossible were now modified or cancelled. The most
influential of the rabbins were indeed the least solicitous

about the maintenance of what was old, and had no hesita-

' The following is the genealogy of the first Nasi :—Gamaliel ben
Simeon (Jos., Vil., 38) ben Gamaliel (Acts v. 34-, xxii. 3) ben Simeon
ben Hillel. The name Gamaliel was that which occurred most
frequently among the patriarchs ; see Cad. Theod., xvi. 8, 22.
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Miahna
and
Talmud.

tion in introducing numerous and thorough-goLug innova-

tions ; but the conservatives R. Eliezer ben Hyrcanus and R.

Ishmael ben Elisha were in truth more liberal-minded than

the leaders of the party of progress, notably than R. Akiba.

Even the Ultramontanes have never hesitated at departures

from the usage of the ancient and medisval church ; and

the Pharisaic rabbins were guided in their innovations by

liberal principles no more than they. The object of the new
determinations was simply to widen the domain of the law

in a consistent manner, to bring the individual entirely

under the iron rule of system. But the Jewish communi-

ties gave willing obedience to-the hierarchy of the rabbins
;

Judaism had to be maintained, cost what it might. That

the means employed were well adapted to the purpose of

maintaining the Jews as a firmly compacted religious com-

munity even after all bonds of nationality had fallen away
cannot be doubted. But whether the attainment of this

purpose by incredible exertion was a real blessing to them-

selves and the world may very well be disputed.

One consequence of the process of intellectual isolation

and of the eftort to shape everything in accordance with

hard and fast rules and doctrines was the systematiza-

tion and codification of juristic and ritual tradition, a work
with which a beginning was made in the century following

the destruction of Jerusalem. Towards the end of the 2d

century the Pharisaic doctrine of Hillel as it had been

further matured by Akiba was codified and elevated to the

position of statute law by the patriarch Rabban Judah the

Holy (Mishna).i But this was only the first stage in the

process of systematizing and fixing tradition. The Mishna
became itself the object of rabbinical comment and supple-

ment ; the Tannaim, whose work was registered in the

Mathnetha (Mishna, Scurepcuo-i! = doctrine), were followed

by the Amoraim, whose work in turn took permanent shape

in the Gemara( = doctrine). The Palestinian Gemara was
reduced to writing in perhaps the 4th or 5th century

;

unfortunately it has been preserved to us only in part, but

appears to have reached the Middle Ages in a perfect state

icomp. SchiUer-Sziuessy in the Academy, 1878, p. \TOsqq.).

Cven thus the process which issued in the production of

the Talmud was not yet completed ; the Babylonian

Amoraim carried it forward for some time longer, until at

last at the rise of Islam the Babylonian Gemara was also

written down.

In the 5th century Palestine ceased to be the centre of

Judaism. Several circumstances conspired to bring this
in Bohy- about. The position oLthe Jews in the Roman empire had

changed fur the worse with the elevation of Christianity

to be the religion of the state ; the large autonomy which
until then they had enjoyed in Palestine was now restricted

;

above all, the family of the patriarchs, which had come to

form a veritable dynasty, became extinct.^ But this did
not make an end of what may be called the Jewish church-
state ; henceforward it had its home in Babylonia. From
the period of the exile, a numerous and coherent body of

Jews had continued to subsist there ; the Parthians and
Sassanidre granted them self-government ; at their head
was a native prince (Resh Galutha,—can be clearly traced

from 2d century a.d. onwards) who, when the Palestinian

patriarchate came to an end, was left without a rival This

' The Mishna succeeded almost, but not quite, in completely doing
away with all contticting tendencies. At first the heterodox tradition
of that time was also committed to writing (R.. Ishmael ben Elisha) and
«o handed down,—in various forms (collection of tbt Baraithas, that is,

of old precepts which had not been received into the Mishna, in the
Tosephtha). Nor did the active opposition altogether die out even at
a later pe-iod ; under favouring circumstances it awoke to new life in

Karaism, the founder of which, Anan beu David, lived in Babylonia
In the middle of the 8th century.

* Comp. Gothofredus on Cod. Thtod., xvi. 8, 29, ad voc. "post
exoeasuDi patriarcharuni."

Jewish

school:]

remarkable relic of a Jewish commonwealth continued to

exist until the time of the Abassides.^ Even as early as

the beginning of the 3d century a.Ij. certain rabbins,

at their head Abba Areka (Eab) had migrated from

Palestine and founded a settlement for learning in the law

in Babylonia. The schools there (at Pumbeditha, Sora,

Nahardea) prospered greatly, vied with those of Palestine,

and continued to exist after the.cessation of the latter, when
the patriarchate became extinct ; thus they had the last

word in the settlement of doctrine.

Alongside of the settlement of tradition went another

task, that of fixing the letters of the consonantal text ol

the Bible (by the Massora), its vowel pronunciation (by MaMorsi

the punctuation), and its translation into the Aramaic

vernacular (Targum). Here also the Babylonians came Targunn

after the Palestinians, yet of this sort of erudition Palestine

continued to be the headquarters even after the 5th century.

With this task,—th^t of attaining to the greatest possible

conformity to the letter and of continuing therein,—the

inner development of Jewish thought came to an end.*

The later Hebrew literature, which does not fall to be

considered here, contributed very few new elements ; in

so far as an intellectual life existed at all among the Jews
of the Middle Ages, it was not a growth of native soil but

proceeded from the Mahometan or Latin culture of indi-

viduals. The Kabbala at most, and even it hardly with

justice, cau be regarded as having been a genuine product

of Judaism. It originated in Palestine, and subsequently

flourished chiefly in the later Middle Ages in Spain, and,

like all other methodize'd nonsense, had strong attractions

for Christian scholars.

17, Something still remains to be said with reference The dis.

to the diaspora. We have seen how it began ; fa spite of perfion.

Josephus (Aiit., xi. 5, 2), it is to be carried back not to the

Assyrian but merely to the Babylonian captivity ; it was
not composed of Israelites, but solely of citizens of the

southern kingdom. It received its greatest impulse from
Alexander, and then afterwards from Csesar. In the

Gricco-Roman period Jerusalem at the time of the great

festival presented the appearance of a veritable Babel
(Acts ii. 9-11); with the Jews themselves were mingled
the proselytes (Acts ii. 11), for even already ihat religion

was gaining considerable conquests among the heathen ; as

King Agrippa .1. writes to the emperor Caius (Philo,

Legal, ad Gainm, sec. 36), " Jerusalem is the metropolis

not only of Judrea but of very many lands, on account of

the colonies which on various occasions («Vi Kaipwv) it has

sent out into the adjoining countries of Egypt, PhcEniciai

Syfia, and Ccclesyria, and into the more remote Pamphylia,

Cilicia,. the' greater part of Asia Minor as far as toBithynii
and the remotest parts of Pontus ; likewise into Europe,

—Thessaly, Boeotia, Macedonia, jEtolia, Attica, Argos,

Corinth, most parts (and these the fairest) of the Pelopon-

nesus. Nor are the Jewish settlements confined to the

mainland only; they are found also in the more important

islands, Eubcea, Cyprus, Crete. I do not insist on the

countries beyond the Tiluphrates, for with few exceptions

all of them, Babylon and the fertile regions around it, have

Jewish inhabitants." In the west of Europe also they

were not wanting ; many thousands of them lived in Rome]
In those cities where they were at all numerous thej

during tTie .imperial period formed separate communities!

Josephus has preserved a great variety of documents in

which the Roman authorities recognize their rights and

liberties (especially as regards the Sabbath rest and the

observance of festivals). Of greatest importance was the

* See Nbldeke, Tahari, 68, 118, and KremeTf Culiurgeschichte des
Orients unter den Chalifen, i. 188, ii. 176.

* Comp. F. Weber, System dcr alisynagogalen paltUtinischen The^
logie, Leipsic, 1880,
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community in Alexandria ; according- to Philo a million of

Jews had their residence there, under an ethnarch for

iwhom a gerusia was afterwards substituted by Augustus

(In Flac, sees. 6, 10). The extent to which this diaspora

Was helpful in the diffusion of Christianity, the manner in

which the mission of the apostles everywhere attached itself

to the synagogues and proseuchai, is well known from the

New Testament That the Christians of the 1st century

had much to suffer along with the Jews is also a familiar

fact. For at this period, in other respects more favourable

to them than any other had previously been, the Jews had

occasionally to endure persecution. The emperors, taking

umbrage at their intrusiveness, more than once banished

them from Rome (Acts xviii. 2). The good will of the

native population they never secured; they were most

hated in Egypt and Syria, where they were strongest.^

; The position of the Jews in the Roman empire was

naturally not improved by the great risings under Nero,

Trajan (in Gyrene, Cyprus, Mesopotamia), and Hadrian.

The East, strictly so called, became more and more their

proper home. The Christianization of the empire helped

still further in a very special way to detach them from the

Western world.^ They sided with the Persians against the

Byzantines ; in the year 614 they were even put in posses-

sion of Jerusalem by Chosroes, but were not lung able to

Hela. hold their owu against Heraclius.' With Islam also they

tions found themselves in greater sympathy than with Chris-

*'"' tianity, although they were cruelly treated by Mahomet
Jdam,

jjij Arabia, and driven by Omar out of the Hejaz, and not-

withstanding the facts that they were as matter of course

excluded from citizenship, and that they were held by
Moslems . as a whole in greater contempt than the

Christians. •'. They throve especially weU on what may be

called the bridge between East and West, in Mauretania

pnd Spain, where they were the intellectual intermediaries

between the Arab and the Latin culture. In the Sephardim

and Ashkenazim the'distinction between the subtler Oriental

and the more conservative Western Jews has maintained

itself in Europe also. From the 8th century onwards

ijadaism put forth a remarkable side shoot in the Khazars

on the Volga; if legend is to bn believed, but little was

required at one time to have induced the Russians to accept

the* Jewish rather than the Christian faith.

In the. West the equal civil rights which Caracalla had

* Comp. Schiirer, Nmtest. Zeilgeschichte (1874), sec 31. The place

^ken by the Jewish element in the world of that time is brilliantly set

forth by Mommswi in his History of Roim (bk. v. ch, ii. ; Eng. tr. iv.

p. 53^557., 1866):—** How numerous even in Rome the Jewish popu-

lation was already before Ossar's time, and liow closely at the same

time the Jews even then kept together as fellow-countrymen, is shown

by the remark of an author of this period, that it was dangerous for a

governor to offend the Jews in his province, because be might then

certainly reckon on being hissed after his return, by the popuhaceof the

capital. ,. Even at this time tlie predoTninant business of the Jews was

trade. T\ . At this period too we encounter the peculiar antipathy of

the Occidentals towards this so thorougldy Oriental race and their foreign

opinions and customs. This Judaism, altttough not the most pleasing

featnre in the nowhere pleasing picture of the mixture of nations which

then prevailed, was nevertheless an historical element developing itself

in the natural couree of things, . . . which Ciesar jnst like his pre-

decessor Alexander fostered as far as possible. . . . They did not of

course contemplate placing the Jewish nationality on an equal footing

with the Hellenic or Italo-Hellenic. But the Jew who has not, like the

Occidental, received the Pandora's gift of political organization, and

stands substantially in a relation of indifference to the state; who more-

over is as i-eluctant to give up the essence of his national idiosyncrasy

as he is ready, to clothe it with any nationality at pleasure and tojidapt

Idmself up to. a certain degree to foreign habits—the Jew was for this

very reason as it wei'e made for a state which was to be built on the

ruins of a hundred living polities, ana to be endowed With a some-

what abstract and, from the outset, weakened nationality. In the

ancient world als6 Judaism was .an effective leaven of cosmopolitanism

and o( national decomposition." -• y^;'
V--""" ".' ' - '*'

"^ ^ For a brief time only were they again favoured-by Julian Ibe

Aoostate : como. Gibbon chan. ixlii. ^, Gibbon, chap. xlvi.

conferred on all free inhabitants of the empire came to an

end, so far as the Jews were concerned, in the time of

Constantino. The state then became the secular arm of

the church, and took action, though with less severity,

against Jews just as against heretics and pagans. As early

as the year 315, Constantine made conversion from

Christianity to Judaism a penal offence., and prohibited

JewS( on pain of death, from circumcising their Christian

slaves. These laws were re-enacted and made more severe

by . Constantius, who attached the penalty of death to

marriages between Jew.s and Christians. Theodosius I. and

Honorius, indeed, by strictly prohibiting the destruction

of synagogues, and by maintaining the old regulation that

a Jew was not to be summoned before a court of justice on

the Sabbath day, put a check upon the militant zeal of

the church by which even Chrysostom, for e,\ainple, allowed

himself to be carried away at Antioch. But Honorius

rendered them ineligible for civil or military service, leaving

open to them only the bar and the decurionate, the latter

being a jyvioiUgium odiosum. Their liberty to try cases

by their own law was curtailed ; cases between Jews and

Christians were to be tried by Christian judges only.

Theodosius II. prohibited them from buildiitg new syna-

gogues, and anew enforced their disability for all state

employments. Most hostile of all was the orthodox

Justinian, who, however, was still more severe against

Pagans and Samaritans.' He harassed the Jews with a

law enjoining them to observe Easter on the same day as

the Christians, a law which it was of course found

impossible to carry out.^

In the Germanic states which arose upon the ruins of

the Roman empire, the Jews did not fare badly on the

whole. It was only in cases where the state was doniiuated

by the Catholic Church, as, for example, among the S()anish

Visigoths, that they were cruelly oppsessed ; among the

Arian Ostrogoths, on the other hand, they had nothing to

complain of. • One thing in their favour was the Germanic

principle that the law to be applied depended not on the

land but on the nationality, as now in the east Europeans

are judged by the consuls according to the law of their

respective nations. The autommy of the Jewish Com-

munities, wliich had been curtailed by the later emperors,

was now enlarged once more under the laxer political and

legal conditions. The Jews fared remarkably well under

the Frankish monarchy ; the Carolingians helped them in

every possible way, making no account of the complaints

of the bishops. They were allowed to hold property in

land, but showed no eagerness for it ; leaving agriculture to

' the Germans, they devoted themselves to trade. Xhe market

was completely in their hands ; as a specially lucrative

branch of conrmerce they still carried on the traffic in

slaves which had engaged them even in ancient times.*

Meanwhile the church was not remiss in seeking con-

stantly repeated re-enactments of the old imperial laws, iit

the framing of which she had had paramount influence,'

and which she now incorporated with her own canon law.'j

Gradually she succeeded in attaining her object In the

later Middle Ages the position of the Jews in the Christian

society deteriorated. Intercourse with them, was shunned
;

' Cod. Theod., xvi. 8 :
" Dc Judajis, CcElicoIis, et Saraaritanis"; Cod.

Just.,\.9: "De Judieiset Ccelicolis." With reg.ird to these coelicola,

see Gothofredusfon Cod.- Theod., xvi. 8, 9, and also J. Bernays

"Ueber die Gottesfiirchtigen bei Juvenal," in- the Comm. Philol. in

hm. Th. Mmnmsen, 1877, p. 163. . ' ° Gibbon, ch. xlyii.

* Agobaiilus Lngduneusis, De Insoleniia Judiv'oncm, De Jiiduicis

supeTsiitionibus. Agobard was no siipei'stitious fanatic, but one of

the weightiest and mostfenlightened ecclesiastics of the Middle Ages.
>^

V-' Compare Dt'cret. i:, dist. 45, c. 3; Deer, ii., cans. 23, qnajst 8,

c. 9, calls. 28, qu. 1, c. 10-12 ; Deer, iil, de consecr., ilist. 4,^c.' 93 ;

T>ecretai; Greg. 6, 6 {" De Judseis, Sarracenis, et eoruni oervis"), 6,

19, 13 : Extrav.-commun. 5, Z
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their isolation froLi being voluntary became compulsory;

from the 13th century onwards they were obliged to wear,

Bs a distinctive mark (more necessary in the East than in

the West), a. round or square yellow badp on their breast.^

The difference of religion elicited a well-marked religious

hate with oft repeated deadly outbreaks, especially during

the period of the crusades, and afterwards when the Black

Death was raging (1348-50). Practical consequences like

these the church of course did not countenance ; the popes

set themselves against persecutions of the Jews,- but with

imperfect success. The popular aversion rested by no

means exclusively on religious considerations ; worldly

motives were also present. The Jews of that period had

in a still higher degree than now the control of financial

affairs in their hands ; and they used it without scruple.

The church herself had unintentionally given them a

monopoly of the money market, by forbidding Christians

to take interest.' In this way the Jews iecamo rich

indeed, but at the same time made themselves still more
repugnant to the Christian population than they previously

•were by reason of their religion.

Having, according to the later medieval system, no

Tights in the Christian state, the Jews were tolerated only

in those territories where the sovereign in the exercise of

free favour accorded th6m protection. This protection was
granted them in many quarters, but never for nothing

;

numerous and various taxes, which could be raised or

changed in a perfectly arbitrary way, were exacted in

exchange. Bat in countries where the feeling of nation-

ality attained to a vigorous development, the spirit of tolera-

tion Was speedily exhausted; the Jews were expelled

by tire act of the state. England was the first kingdom
in which this occurred (1290) ; France foHowed" in 1395,

Bpain and Portugal in 1492 and 1495. In this way it

came about that the Holy Roman Empire,—Germany,
Italy, and adjoining districts,—^became the chief abode of

the Jews.* In the anarchy which here prevailed they

could best maintain their separate attitude, and it they

were expelled from one locality they readily found refuge

in some other. The emperor had indeed the right of

extirpating them altogether (with the exception of a

small number to be left as a memorial) ; but, in the

first place, he had in various wa^s given up this right to

the states of' the empire, and, moreover, his pecuniary
resources were so small that he could not afford to want
She tax which the Jews as his " servi camerae " paid him
for protecting their persons and property. In spits of

many savage persecutions .the Jews maintained their

ground, especially in those parts of Germany where the
political confusion was greatest. They even succeeded in

^ * Comp. Du Cange, a. v. *' Judai" ; also Renter, Gesch. d. Auf-
tddrungim MilteUUer, i. 154 sqq. In spitoof all the legal testrictions
laid upon them, the Jews still continued to have great influence with
the princes, and more especially with the popes, of the Middle Ages.

'Deor., ii. 23, 8, 9. Alexander^!, omnibus episcopis Hispanix

:

Dispar . . . est Judeeorum et Sarracenorum causa ; in illoa euim,
qui Christiarios persequuntur et ex urbibus et propriig sediltus pelluot,
juste pugnatur, hi vero ubique eervire parati sunt,

' DecreUl. Oreg. v. 19, 18. -Innocent III. in name of the Lateran
Cpuncil

: Quanto amplius Christiana religio ab exactione compescitur
us^irarum, tauto gravius super his Judaeorum perfidia insolescit, ita
quod brevi tempore ^Qiriatianoriun exhauriunt f&cultates. Volentes
igitur in hac parte prospicere Christianis, ne a Judasia inunaniter
aggrrfVentur, sjTiodali decrefco etatuimus, ut, si de caetero quocunque
prateitu Judsai a Christianis graves immoderatasve usnras extorserint,
Chriatianonim eis participium subtrahatur, donee, de iinmoderato
^viimine satisfecerint competenter. . . . Principibus autem injun-
gimoB, ut propter Roc non sint Christianis iaXesti, sed potius ft tanto
%lavatCLind etuddant cohibere Judfeos.

'The Polish Jews are German Jews who migrated in the Middle
Ages 1)0 Poland, but have maintained to the present day their G«rman
speech, a mediseval south-Fraokish dialect, of course greatly cormpted.
In Busfiian *'G«miaii'* and *' Jew" uiean the eame thing.'

maintaining a kind of autonomy by means of an arrange-

ment in virtue of which civil processes which they had
against each other were decided by their own rabbins in

accordance with the law of the Talmud.^
The Jews, through thetr having on the one hand separated

themselves and on the other hand been excluded on religious

grounds from the Gentiles, gained an internal solidarity

and solidity which has hitherto enabled them to survive

all the attacks of time. The hostility of the Middle Ages
involved them in no danger ; the greatest peril has been
brought upon them by modern times, along with permission

and increasing inducements to abandon their separate

position. It is worth while to recall on this point the

opinion of Spinoza, who was well able to form a competent
judgment (Tract. Theol. polit., c. 4, ad Jin.):—"That the

Jews have maintained themselves so long in spite of their

dispersed and disorganized condition is not at all to be
wondered at, when it is considered how they separated

themselves from all other nationalities in such a way as to

bring upon themselves the hatred of all, and that not only
by external rites contrary to those Of other nations, but
also by the sign of circumcision which they maintain most
religiously. Experience shows that their conservation is

due in a great degree to the very hatred which they have
incurred. ' When the king of Spain compelled the Jews
either to accept the national religion or to go into banish-

ment, very many of them accepted the Roman Catholic

faith, and in virtue of this received all the privileges of

Spanish subjeets, and were declared eligible for every

honour ; the consequence was that a process of absorption

began immediately, and in a short time neither trace nor
memory of them survived. Quite different was the history

of those whom the king of Portugal compelled to accept
the creed of his nation ; although converted, they continued

to live apart from the rest of their fellow subjects, having
been declared unfit for any dignity. So great importance
do I attach to the sign of circumcision also in this connexion
that I am persuaded that it is sufficient by itself to main-
tain the separate existence of the nation for ever." The
persistency of the race may of Qourse prove a harder thing

to overcome tban Spinoza has supposed , but nevertheless

he will be found to have spoken truly in declaring that the

so-called emancipation of the Jews must inevitably leai} to

the extinction of Judaism wherever the process is extended
beyond the political to the 'social sphere. For the accom-
plishment of this centuries may be required. See Jews.'

Historical Smtrccs.—For all that precedes the time of Alexander HiSturb
the Old Testament is the only native authority. Among foreign cal
sources, besides the stone of Mesha, the Assyrian insciiptions hold source*
the firet rank

; for the chronology they are of decisive importance.
The Egyptian inscriptions on the other hand are of slight value.
Besides these, mention must be made of the notices contained in the
Chronicm of Eusebius, and in the Contra Apiovem of Josephus
(Manetho and Berosus). For the period between Alexander and the
destruction of Jerusalem by the E^imans we have Daniel, with the
commentary ofJerome, the Apocrypha, the Pseudepigraphic writers,

and the NewTestament, besides Philo and Jo&ephus,—in other words,
the entire body of the Grecian Jewish literature that has reached us.'

Hebrew or Aramaic literature of this period we have none ; tfio

writings of the rabbins are to be used only \rith the greatest caution
as sources for the history of past times, and always only as supple-
mentary to the Grecian autliorilies. The foreign sources which re-

quire to be consulted for the Helletiistic and Roman periods are
brought together in Clinton's Fasti; recently there have been added
agreat vanetyof coins and very numerous inscriptions (Le Bas and
Waddington). For the period of the Palestinian patriarchate there
are the church fathers,—Origen, Eusebius, Jerome, and Epiphanius—besides the law-hooks. But here the first place belongs to the
rabbinical authorities,' although it is an arduous task to extract frt)m

such a chaos the dnta of historical value which it contains. Genu-
inely historical works are the JlegiUath Taanitb, the Seder Olani
Babba, and the geder 01am Zutra.. • "For the historj.of the Jews in'

the diaspora there are of course no special sources. '-^^; (J.^'E.)
*

^'
' &\xibh6. IHe Judmin DeuUM. vMh-c. d. MUtdalt. Brunsw 1803.1
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'ZtVcmiurc.—Araong older books still worthy of notice for iheir

historical influence or intrinsic merit, J. J. Scaligei's Thcsaimis

'Temporum (Leydcn, 1606) and Archbisljop Usshsr's ^jiiiate Vctcris

etNovi Tcstairunti (London, 1650-54), with the English transla-

tion ^nna/j o/ (A« jruH(i (London, 166S), hold a chief place. To
these may be added H. Pridenux, The Old and Ncis Tcslamcut

eonneded in the Histonj of the Jews, frc;, . London, -ITIS, 10th ed.,

1749;, S. Shucktord, The Sacred and I'ro/tme History of the World,

Stc, London, 1728-37-54; Basnage, Histoire des Juifs, 1706, Eng-

lish translation by Taylor, 1708. The modem treatment of the

EObject begins with De Wette, v/hose'Bcitidgezur.EiHhitung{lS06)

brought the higher criticism, which in the hands of Eichhotn had

still been purely literary, info close connexion with the historical

problems. But a just conception of the order of Israel's historical

deyelopment, placing the Levitical law at 'the close not at the

outset, was first unfolded in Vatke's EiUisehe Thcohijie (1835),

'a book whicli produced no lasting impression. The next work of

first-rate importance was Ewald's Gcschiehte des V. Israel, 1843-49,

5d ed. 1864-69 (English translation of vols, i.-iv., by Martineau,

1867-71; of vol. v., by-Glover, 1865; oi ihe Antiquities, by Solly,

1876); In English, Ewald's view of the history has gained cur-

rency mainly through Dean Stanley's Lectures on the Histoi'y of the

Jewish Chureh, 3 vols., 1863-76, and his Sinai atid Palestine, 1856.

The influence of De Wette and Ewald continued paramount among
mtics in spite of Reiiss, Lagarde, and Graf {Di£ Gesehiehtliehcn

'Siicher des A. T., 1866; " Zur Gesch. d. Stammes Levi," in

t'&en's Arehiv, 1870, &c), till the publication of Kuenen's Gods-

*dimsl van Israel (2 vols., 1869-70; English trauslation, 1874-75);

'vhile in Germaiiy the so-called Grafiau theory, really Vatke's,

remained unpopular up to the publication of J. Wcllhaupcn's Gcs^
ehiehte Israels, vol. i., 1878, in which the cuircnts starting from.

Ewald and Vatke may be said to meet. Among other booUs which
deal with the Biblical period of the history the following niny be
named:—Oilman's Histcryjif the Jeus, 1829-30; Kewman's Uistorif

of thejichrevj Monnrehy, 1847; Lengcrke's Kniaan, 1844; Weber
and Holtzmann's GcscA. fjcs V. Jsi:, 1867; Hitzig's 6'fsr//(>'ii/', 1S69,
full of paradoxes; lieuss's Histoire des Israelites, 1877; AV. R,
Smith's Old Testament in the Jewlsli Chureh, 1881. See alsO'

Duncker's Geseh. des Altcrthuvis. From a conservative or apolo-

getical standpoint the subject is treated by Kmlz, Gesch. des A, B.,
1848-55, and Hengstcnbeig, Geseh. drs lleiches Gottes n. d. A. B.^
1870-71, both translated in Clark's series, and in Kochler's Lehrbuch
der Gesch. d. A. T., 1875-77-81, to the death of Ishboshcth. For
the New Testament period, as well as that of the connexion between
the Old and New 1 estaments, Sduirer's Lehrhuch der NTlichcyi
Zeitfjesehiehtc (1874) gives an ailmirable sumraory and an exliaustivo

view of relevant literature. Of works of Jewit-h scholars the follow-

ing may be noted: Herzfeld, Geschich. des v. Jisracls veni Vollcndnnff
des 2'"* Tc7ilpels, 1847 sg.', Jost, Gcschiehte der Israelitcil scit den
Makl-ahdei-Jt, 1820-47, nm\ Geseh. desjndenthnms und seiner Sckten,

1857-59; Graetz, Gcschiehte der Jiidaiy 1863-77; and especially

Derenbourg, Essai sur Vhlstoire , . , dc la Palestine, 1877.
Monographs and books elucidating particular features of the sub-

ject are too numerous to be cited in detail. For the Biblical chronc>-

logy see especially G. Smith, Assyrian Eponym. Canon, 1875;
Wellhausen in Jahrb. f. Dcut. I'Uol., 1875, p. 607 sq.; Opiwrt,
Salomon et ses Successcurs, 1877; Kbldeke, *' Chi'ouologii (l(tf

Kichterzeit." in his Uniersiichungai, 1867.

ISSACHARCOcb"/'- there is a; hire, or reward";

I<rcra;(ap), Jacob's ninth sonfhis fifth by Leah. Slightly

differing explanationsof tho reference in the name are given

iu' Gen. xxx. 16 and xxs. 18. The territory of the tribe

(Josh. xLx. 17-23) included the whole of the great plain of

Eadraelon, and the hills to the east of it, the boundary in

tliat direction extending from Tabor to the Jordan, ap-

parently along the deep gorge of Wady Bireh. Of the

nixteen cities enumerated, the greater number has been

Bilccessfully identified. (See Conder, Handbook to the

'Bible, p. 266, 1879, and De Saulcy in Bull, de la Soc
Qeoffr. de Paris, L 209 sg., 1879.) In the rich territory of

Issachar, traversed by the great commercial highway from

the Mediterranean to Bethshean, were several important

Ganaanitish towns which had preserved their independ-

ence ; and, although the tribe is mentioned as having taken

Bome part in the war of freedom under Deborah (Judg. v.

•1'5), it is impossible to misunderstand the reference to its

tributary condition in the blessing of Jacob (Gen. xlix. 1 i,

15), or the fact that the name of this tribe is omitted

from the list given in Judg. L of those who bestirred them-

selves against the earlier inhabitants of the country. In

the " blessing upon Zebulun and Issachar " in Deut. xxsiiL

18, 19, reference is made to Carmel, their- sacred moun-
tain, and to the trading and other advantages afforded by
their seaboard.

ISSIKKUL, a large lake of Central Asia, lying in a
deep basin between the Trans-Ili Ala-tau and the Tian
Shan mountains, and extending from 76° 10' to 78° 20' E.

long. The greatest length from west-south-west to east-

north-east is 120 or 125 miles, and the greatest breadth 33
miles, the area being estimated at not less than 2260
square miles. The name Issik-Kul is Kirghiz for " warm
lake," and, like the Chinese synonym Zhe-hai, has refer-

ence to the fact that the lake is never entirely frozen

over. The surface is variously stated at 4475 (Semenoff)

and 5300 (Golubeff) feet above the sea. * Towards the

'e^t the valley strikes well in among the mountains in the

direction of the Santash Pass (6650 feet), and it is traversed

by two parallel streams, the Tub and the Jirgalan, which
form the. most important affluents" of the lake. On the

Bonth the Tian Shan mountains, or, as that part of the

Bystem is locally called, the Terskei Ala-tau, do not

down so close to the shore as the mountains on the north

(the Kungei Ala-tau), but leive a strip 5 to 13 miles broad.

The water is too salt to be fit for drinking. Fish are remark-

ably abundant, especially in the bays, the principal species

being carps (Cyprimts, Oreinns, and Schizothorax).

Issik-Kul begins to appear in history in the end of tho 2d ccii^

tiiry. It was by this route that the tribes driven from China by
the Huns found their way into the Aralo-Caspi.-in basin. Tho
Usuns settled on the lake and built the town of Tchi-gu, probably
at the mouth of the Tub, where remains of stone buildings are said

to exist below the water. Peculiar remains of the Usuu sculptures

quite distinct from those of the Calmucks or the Kirghiz, and aiticlea

of household furniture, such as copper kettles of great size, arc some^
times found. The town of Tchi-gu still existed in the 5th century;

but after that there is no mention of it in the Chinese histoiiansj

It is to Hwcn T'sang, the Buddhist pilgrim, that we are indebted
for the first account of Issik-Kul based on personal observation^

In the beginning of the 14th century Ncstorian Christians reached

the lake and founded a monastciy on the nojthcm shore, indicated

in the Catilan map of 1374. Timur skirted the southern shore itt

the beginning of the 15th century. It was not till 1856 that tlie

Kussians made acquaintance with the districL

See Petemi.nnn. Mittheitungen, 1858 ; SemenofTs viilnaWe arttcte In his Stcn^

Ru;!. Imp., wliich is Inrgcly bnsi-d on his own oricinal malcviHla ; Sewcrzow
Erjorschungdes TIdan Schan Oebirgs-Sysrem, 1867 (Gollia, 1S75).

ISSOIRE, chief town of an arrondissement in the depart-

ment of Puy-de-Dome, France, situated on the Couze, near

its junction with the Allier, 20 miles S.R of Clermont
It'contains a tribunal of the first instance, a tribunal of

commerce, and the usual offices appropriate to the capital

of a district The streets in the older part of the town are'

narrow, crooked, and dirty, but in the newer part there

are several fine tree-shaded promenades, while a handsome
boulevard encircles the town. The communal college, a

good primary school, several religious institutions, an ancient

bridge, the granite town-house, and the church of St Paul

are among the most interesting buildings. The last, built

on the site of an older chapel raised over the tomb of St

Austremoine (Stremonius), who introduced Christianity

into Issoire in the 3d century, dates from the 10th

century, and affords an excellent specimen of the Roman-
esque style of early Auvergnese architecture. Issoire

has manufactures of agricultural implements, millstones,

wooUens, and shoes, and trade iu cattle, walnut-oil, hemj),

apples, and wine. The population in 1876 was 6089.

Issoire, whose name occurs in the I^atin forms leciodurum and
CQine_i./ssiW«nim, is said to have been founded by the Arvemi, and ia
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Roman times rose to some reputation for its school In the 5th
century the Christian coinmunity established there by Stremonius
was overthrown by the fury of the Vandals. During the religious

wars of the Reformation, Issoire SHffered very severely. Jlerle, the

leader of the Protestants, captuied the town in 1 574, and treated the

inhabitants with great cruelly. The Roman Catholics retook it in

1577, and the ferocity of their retaliation may be inferred from the

inscription Ici /lU Issoire, carved on a pillar which was raised on
the site of the town. In the contest of the Leaguers and Henry IV.

Issoire,' haidly recovered, sustained further sieges, and has never

wholly regained its early prosperity.

ISSO'UDUN', chief town of an arrondissement in tlie

department of Indre, Franco, is situated on the Thc'ols, 17

miles N.E. of ChMeauroux, and 145 miles S.. of Paris.

It is the seat of the usual Government and public offices

;

and there are also chambers of agriculture and of arts and
manufactures, a communal college, a public library, a de-

partmental prison, a! hospital, an orphanage, and several

religious and benevolent institutions. Among the interest-

ing buildings are the church of St Cyr, combining various

architectural styles, with a fine porch and window, the

Hotel de la PriJfecture, the chapel of the Hotel Dieu, and
the Palais de Justice, begun in 1856. Of the fortifications

with which thp town was formerly surrounded the White
Tower, a massive cylindrical building of the 13th century,

alone remains. Issoudun has quarries of lithographic stone,

tanneries, grain, woollen, and saw mills, and manufactures

of t tss, linen, parchment, steam-engines and machinery,

cutlery, and cloth. It carries on trade in lithographic

stones, grain, wine, iron, cattle, and horses. The popula-

tion in 187G was 11,293.'

Issoudun, in Latin JicrrUodunum, Exoldunitin, or Isoldnnnm,
existed in Roman times. It has suffered severely from confl^gra-

tions ; a very destructive one in 1651 was the result of an attarlc

on the city in the war of the Fronde. Louis XIV. rewarded the
staunch fidelit/ of the city to him by several privileges,

ISTALIF. See Afghanistan, •vol. i. p. 230.

ISTHMIAN GAMES, oueof the four great Panhellenic
festivals, were held on the Isthmus of Corinth. An ancient

ceremony of the worship of Melicertes or Melkarth, intro-

duced by the Phoenician traders who frequented the isthmus
from, the earliest time, was afterwards modified by the Old
Ionic worship of Poseidon ; and at the festival the heroes
Neleus and Sisyphus received honour along with the two.

deities. .About 583 B.C., the festival was' arranged after

the analogy of the Olympian and Pythian games, but was
celebrated every~(wo years. The festival was managed by
the Corinthians ; and after the city was destroyed by Mum-
mius (146 B.C.) the presidency passed to the Sicyonians
until Julius Coesar restored Corinth. The Athenian^ were
closely connected with the festival, and had the privilege

of proedria, the foremost seat at the games, while the
Eleans were absolutely excluded from participation. The
games included gymnastic, equestrian, and musical con-
tests ; and the prize was a crown made at one time of

parsley, at &. later period of piiie.

ISTIB or IsHTiB, a town of European Turkey, in the
eyalet of Nish (Macedonia), a few miles south-'east of

Uskub, situated at a height of 590 feet on a small stream
of its own name, which joins the Bregalnitza, a tributary

of the Vardar. It is estimated to contain frora 15,000
to 20,000 houses, and pofsessef: several fine mosques,, a
number of fountains, and a large bazaar. A small syenitic

knoll to the north-west is crowned by the ruins of an old

castle. Istib is the ancient Astibon.

ISTRIA (anciently also Ilistria, in German Istrien, and
formerly llisterrcich), a margraviate of Austria, forming
the southern part of the Kiistenland crownland, is contained
in thfe peninsula which, bounded on the north by the dis-

tricts of Trieste, GiJrz, and, Carniola, stretches southwards
into the Adriatic Sea, between the Gulf of Trieste {Sijins

TeryesHnni),&nd the Gulf of Quarnaro (Sinus Flanatiais) . I

Tlio area of the official district, which includes Veglia,'

Cherso, Lussino, and other smaller islands on the south-east,

coast, is 1908 square mile.s, of which 1545 belong to the'

peninsula itself. The surface is mountainous, especially

iu the north and e.ist regions, which are occupied by off-

shoots from the Juliun Alps. Monte Maggiore (4573 feet)

in the north-east is the highest summit. The Quieto in

the west and the Arsa in the east, neither of which is

navigable, are the principal strearna. The west coast
abounds in convenient bays and harbours, of which Pola,

an imperial naval station, is the chief ; but the steep and
rocky east- coast is beset with shallows and islets, and is

much exposed to the prevailing winds, the ^ij-occo from the
south-south-east and the Bora from the north-east. The
climate of Istria, although it varies with the varieties of

surface, is on the whole warm and dry. The soil is not
unfertile, but its resources aro far from being fully

developed. About one half of the total area is occupied
with scanty grass and pasture land, while timber and the

various annual crops divide the remainder in different pro-

portions. Wheat, oats, potatoes, and rye are grown in th.e

north, and iu the sou'th wheat, maize, rye, olives, vines, and
melons. The harvest of 1872 yielded 46,410 bushels of

wheat, 157,385 of rye, 165,800 of oats, and 158,200 of

maize ; and the value of the total agricultural produce was
£950,000. Beech and oak timber (good for shipbuilding),

gall-nuts, oak-bark, and cork aro also produced. The
minerals include coal, alum, quartz, and good building
stone. Many of the inhabitants are engaged in a sea-

faring life, in fishing, and in preparing salt for fish-

o«ring. Shipbuilding, sheep and cattle rearing, artd the

manufacture of oil, wine, and bricks are also noteworthy
industries. The best sorts of Wine are made near Capo
d'Istria, Muggia, Isola, Parcnzo, and Dignauo ; and the
oil of Istria was famous even in Roman times. The trade

of the peninsula is unimportant. JTlie roads are fairly

numerous, and a railway, lately opened, with a branch to

Kovigiio, connects Pola with Trieste. Istria is divided
into the six government districts of Capo d'Istria, Parenzo,

Pisino, Pola, Volosca, and, for the islands, Lussino. The
estates of Istria, which meet at Parenzo, consist of 3
bishop.s, 5 representatives of the landed proprietors, 8
representatives of the towns, 12 representatives for the
other and rural communities, and 2 representatives of the
chamber of commerce at Rovigno. Two-thirds of the

people are Slavs, although among these there are many
differences of dress and dialect. The remaining third, on
the coast and in the towns, is almost entirely Italian. The
population in 1869 was 254,905, of wlipm 35,917 belonged

to the islands : 278,218 was the official estimate at theend
of 1879.

The modem Istria occupies the same position as tlie ancient
Istria or Histria, known to the Romans as the abode of a fierce

tribe of lUyriwu pirates. It owed its name to an old belief that the
Danube (Ister, in Greek) discharged some of its water by an arm
entering the Adriatic in that regi'on. The Istrian^i, protected by
the ditiicult navigation of their rocky coasts, were only subdued
by the Romans in 177 B.C. after two 'wars. Under Augustus the
greater jiart of the peninsula was added to Italy, and, when the seat

of empire was removed to Ravenna, Istria leiptd many benefits frora

the proximity of the Ciqiital. After the fall of the "Western empire
it was pillaged by the Longobardiand the Goths ; it was annexed to

the Frankish kingdom by Pippin in 78(9; and about the middle of the
10th century it fell into the hands of the dukes of tai inthia. Fortune
after that, however, led it successively through the hands of tho
dukes of Sleran, the duke of Bavaria, and the patriarch of Aquil.;ia,

to the rejniblic of Venice. Under this rule it remained till the
peace of Campo Formio in 1797, when Austria acquired it, and
added it to the north-eastern part which had fallen to ht-r share so

early as 1374. Piy the peace of Pressburg, Austria was in ISf'o

compclicil to cede Istria to France, and the department of Istria

was formed ; biiL in 131-3 Austria again seizi-d it. and has rctaiutd

it ever since. Bn-jglo di hiUloijnifiu Jst/imia (C'jpoilistria, 1SC4)
contains a clisiified bibliography of tlie provinrp.
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ITALY
PART I.—GEOGRAPHY AND STATISTICS.

Topography.

ITALY, or more correctly Italia, is the name that has been

applied both in ancient and modern times to the great

peninsula that projects from the mass of central Europe far

to the south into the Mediterranean Sea, where the great

island of Sicily may be considered as in fact a mere con-

tinuation, or appendage of the continental promontory.

Confining ourselves, however, to Italy itself, its natural

boundaries are marked with a distinctness that is quite

exceptional The portion of the Mediterranean com-

monly termed by geographers the Tyrrhenian Sea forms

its limit on the W. and S., and the Adriatic on the E. ;

while to the north, where it joins the main continent

of Europe, it is separated from the adjacent regions by

the mighty chain of the Alps, which sweeps round in a

vast semicircle from the head of the Adriatic to the shores

of Nice and Monaco, presenting throughout an almost

unbroken mountain barrier.

The land thus circumscribed extends between the

parallels of 4G° 4U' and 37? 55' N. lat. and between 6° 35'

and 18° 35' E. long. Its greatest length is from north-

west to south-east, in which direction it measures 620

geographical miles or 71S English miles in a direct line

from the boundary near Courmayeur to the Cape Sta

Maria di Leuca, south of Otranto, but the great mountain

peninsula of Calabria extends about two degrees farther

south to Cape Spartivento in lat. 37° 55'. Its breadth is,

owing to its configuration, very irregular. The northern

portion, measured from the Alps at the Jlonte Yiso to the

mouth of the Po, has a breadth of about 230 geographical

or 270 English miles, and from the Monte Viso to the head

of the Adriatic near the mouth of the Isonzo it measures

290 geographical or 340 English miles. But the peninsula

of Italy, which forms the largest portion of the country,

nowhere exceeds 130 geographical miles in breadth, while

j does not generally measure more than from 90 to 100

miles across. Its southern extremity, now called Calabria,

Torms a complete peninsula, being united to the mass of

Lucania or the Basilicata by an isthmus of only 35 English

miles in width, while that between the Gulfs of Sta Eufemia

tud Squillace, which connects the two portions of the pro-

vince, does not exceed 20 miles. The area of the present

kingdom of Italy, exclusive of the large islands, is computed

at 93,640 square miles. Savoy, which until the treaty

of 1860 was commonly considered as included in Italy,

on account of its being comprised in the kingdom of Sar-

dinia, as a matter of physical geography unquestionably

belongs to Fiance (to which it is now politically united),

being separated from the Italian province of Piedmont by

the main chain of the Alps.

But, though that great range forms throughout the

northern bouudnry of Italy, the exact limits of the country

at the two extremities of the Alpine chain are not very

clearly marked, and have been subject to considerable

fluctuations botli in ancient and modern times. Ancient

geographers appear to have generally regarded the remark-

able headland which descends from the JIaritime Alps to

the sea between Nice and Jlonaco as the limit of Italy in

that direction, and in a purely geographical point of view
it is probably the best point that could be selected. But
Augustus, who was the first to give to Italy a definite

political organization, carried the frontier to the river

Varus or Var, a few miles west of Nice, and this river

continued in modern times to be generally recognized as

the boundary between France and Italy. It was only in

1860 that the annexation of Nice and the adjoining terri-

tory to France carried the political frontier farther east, to

a point between Mentone and Ventimiglia, which certainly

constitutes no natural limit.

Towards the north-east also the line of demarcation is

not clearly characterized. The point where the range of

the Julian Alps approaches almost close to the sea-sliore

(just at the sources of the little stream so celebrated in

ancient times as the Timavus) would seem to constitute

the best natural limit. But in the constitution of Italy

by Augustus the frontier was carried farther east so as to

include Tergeste (Trieste), and the little river Forniio

(Risano) was in the first instance chosen as the limit, but

this was subsequently transferred to the river Arsia (the

Arsa), which flows into the Gulf of Quarnero, so as to

include almsst all Istria ; and the circumstance that tile

coast of Istria was throughout the Middle Ages held by

the powerful republic of Venice tended to perpetuate thia

arrangement, so that Istria was generally regarded as

belonging to Italy, though certainly not forming any

natural portion of that country.

The only other part of the northern frontier of Italy

where the boundary is not clearly marked by nature is Tyrol

or tliB valley of the Adige. Here the main chain of the

Alps (as marked by the watershed) recedes so far to the

north that it has never constituted, as it has done through-

out the greater part of its extent, the nationallimit between

populations of different race .and language. In ancient

times the upper valleys of the Adige and its tributaries

were inhabited by Rhostian tribes and included in the pro-

vince of Rhoetia; and the line of demarcation between that

province and Italy was purely arbitrary, as it remains to

this day. Tridentum or Trent was in the time of Pliny

included in the tenth region of Italy or Venetia, but he

tells us that the inhabitants were a Rhoetian tribe. At

the present day the frontier between Austria and the king-

dom of Italy crosses the Adige about 30 miles below Trent,

—that city and its territorj', which previous to the treaty of

Luneville in 1802 was governed by sovereign archbishops

of its own, subject only to the German emperors, being

now included in the Austrian empire. While the Alps

thus constitute the northern boundary of Italy, its eon-

figuration and internal geography are determined almost

entirely by the great chain of the Apennines, which

branches off from the Maritime Alps between Nice and

Genoa, and, after stretching in the first instance in an

unbroken line across from the Gulf of Genoa to the

Adriatic, then turns more to the sOuth, and is continued

throughout the whole of Central and Southern Italy, of

which it forms as it were the backbone, until it ends in

the southernmost extremity of Calabria at Cape Spartivento.

The great spur or promontory projecting towards the cast

to Brindisi and Otranto, which figures in the older maps
of Italy as if it were constituted by a branch from the

main range of the Apennines, is not in reality so formed,

and has no direct connexion with the central chain.

One chief result of the manner in which the Apennines

thus traverse the whole of Italy from the Mediterranean

to the Adriatic is the marked division between Northern

Italy, including the region north of the Apennines and

extending thence to the foot of tlie Alps, and the central

and more eoutherlj' portions of the peninsula. No such

' line of separation Ciists farther south, and the terms
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Centr.ll and Suutherq Italy, tliougli in general use among
geographers, and convenient for descriptive purposes, do

not correspond to any natural divisions of tlie great Italian

penin^tdi.

1. .\'>H-tha-ii Italy.—By far the larger portion of Northern

Italy is occupied by the Ija^in of the Po, which comprises

the whole of the broad plain extending from the foot of the

Apennines to that of the Alps, together with the valleys

and slopes on both sides of it. Throughout its whole

course indeed, from its source in Monte Viso to its outflow

into the Adriatic—a distance of more than 5 degrees of

longitude, or 220 miles in a direct line—the Po receives

all the waters that flow from the Apennines northwards,

and all those that descend from the Alps towards the south,

till one comes to the Adige, which, after pursuing a parallel

course with the Po for a considerable distance, enters the

Adriatic by a separate mouth.

There is no other instance iu Europe of a basin of similar

extent equally clearly characterized,—the perfectly level

character of the plain being as striking as the boldness

with which the lower slopes of the mountain ranges begin to

rise on each side of it. This is most clearly marked on-the

side of the Apennines, where the great Emilian Way, which

has been the high road from the time of the Romans to our

own, preserves an unbroken straight line from Rimini to

Piacenza, a distance of more than 150 miles, during which

the underfalls of the mountains continually approach it on

the left, without once crossing the line of road. On the

side of the Alps the boundary is more varied and broken,

the great projecting masses of those mountains being inter-

sected by large rivers, which produce valleys of consider-

able extent running far up into the mountains. But still,

from whatever point the traveller approaches the Alps, he
will be struck by the manner in which the unbroken
alluvial plain extends quite up to the foot of the actual

liionntains or their immediate offshoots,—presenting in this

respecl a striking contrast with the broken, hilly country
which is found on the north side of the Alps both in

Switzerland and in Austr-ia.

The ouly exception to this uniform level occurs in the

Monferrat region, which consists principally of hiUs of

moderate elevation and of Tertiary formation, projecting

to the north from the Ligurian Apennines, and occupying
a breadth of about 50 miles from the neighbourhood of

Turin to that of Alessandria, around which the Po is com-
pelled to form a great bend between Turin and Valenza,

leaving, however, a broad strip of plain (from 15 to 30 miles

across) between its north bank and the foot of the Alps.

The detached group of the Euganean hiUs, within sight of

the Adriatic, though separated from the nearest Alps by a
very narrow strip of plain, is wholly independeut of that

great chain, and forms a separate and isolated mass of

rolcanic origin.

The geography of Northern Italy will be best described
by following the course of the Po. That mighty stream
has its origin as a mountain torrent descending from two
little dark lakes on the north flank of ilonte Viso, at a
height of more than 6000 feet above the sea ; and after

a course of less than 20 miles it enters the plain at Saluzzo,
between which and Turin, a distance of only 30 miles, it

receives three considerable tributaries,—the Clusone on
its left bank, bringing down the waters from the valley of

Fenestrelle, and the Varaita and Maira on the south, con-
tributing those of two valleys of the Alps immediately south
of that of the Po itself. Between Turin and Valenza it

receives no affluent of importance on its right bank, but a
few miles below the latter town it is joined by the Tanaro,
a large stream, which brings with it the united waters of
the Stura, the Bormida, and several minor rivers. All
these have their sources on the northern flank or reverse

of the Maritime Alps, where the chain bends round towards

Savuna, and being fed by the snows of those lofty mountains

are greatly superior in volume to the rivers that descend

from the Apennines farther east.

But far more important are the great rivers that descend

from the main chain of the Graian and Pennine Alps, and

join the Po on its left bank. Of these the Dora (caUed

for distinction's sake Dora Eiparia), which unites with the

greater river just below Turin, has its source in the Mont
Genevre, and flows past Susa at the foot of the Mont Cenis.

Next comes the Stura, which rises in the glaciers of the

Roche Melon ; then the Oreo, flowing through the Val di

Locana ; and then the Dora Baltea, one of the greatest of

all the Alpine tributaries of the Po, which has its source in

the glaciers of Mont Blanc, above Courmayeur, and thence

descends through the Val d'Aosta for about 70 miles till it

enters the plain at Ivrea, and after flowing about 20 miles

more joins the Po a few miles below Chivasso. This

great valley—one of the most considerable on the southern

side of the Alps—has attracted more especial attention, in

ancient as well as modern times, from its leading to two

of the most frequented passes across the great mountain

chain,—the Great and the Little St Bernard, the former

diverging ^t Aosta, and crossing the main ridges to the

north into the valley of the Rhone, the other following a

more westerly direction into Savoy. In its course below

Aosta also the Dora Baltea receives several considerable

tributaries, which descend from the range of glaciers

between Jlont Blanc and Monte Rosa.

About 25 miles below its confluence with the Dora, the

Po receives the waters of the Sesia, also a large river,

which has its source above Alagna at the southern foot of

Monte Rosa, and after flowing by Varallo and Vercelli falls

into the Po about 14 miles below the latter city. About
30 miles east of this confluence,—in the course of which

the Po makes a great bend south to Valenza, and then

returns again to the northward,— it is joined by the Ticino,

a large and rapid river, which brings with it the outflow

of the great lake called the Lago Maggiore, and all the

accumulated waters that flow into it. • Of these the Ticino

itself has its source about 10 miles above Airolo at the

foot of the St Gotthard and after flowing above 36 miles

through the Val Leventina to Bellinzona, where it is

joined by the Moesa bringing down the waters of the Val

Misocco, enters the lake through a marshy plain at

Magadino, about 10 miles distant. On the west side of

the lake the Toccia or Tosa descends from the pass of the

Gries nearly due south to Donio d'Ossola, where it receives

the waters of the Doveria from the Simplon, and a few

miles lower down those, of the Val Anzasca from the foot

of Monte Rosa, and 12 miles farther has its outlet into

the lake between Baveno and PaUanza. Besides these two
great streams the Lago JIaggiore is the receptacle of the

waters of two minor but considerable lakes—the Lago di

Lugano on the east and the Lago d'Orta on the west.

The Ticino has a course of above 50 miles from Sesto

Calende, where it issues from the lake, through the level

plain, till it joins the Po just below the city of Pavia.

The next great affluent of the Po, the Adda, forms in

like manner the outflow of a great lake—the Lake of

Como, and has also its sources far away in the Alps,

above Bormio, from whence it flows through the broad

and fertile valley of the Val Tellina for a distance of more
than 65 miles till it enters the lake near Colico. • The
Adda in this part of its course has a direction almost due
east to west ; but at the same point where it reaches the

lake, another river, the Lira, descends the valley of S.

Giacomo, which runs nearly north and south from the pass

of the Spliigen, thus affording one of the most direct lines

of communication across the Alps. The Adda flows out of
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the laKe at its soulli-eastcrn extremity at Lecco, nnd has

thence a coui'se through the plaio of above 70 miles till it

enters the Po between Piacenza and Cremona. In this

part of its course it- flows by Lodi and Pizzighettone, and

receives the waters of two minor but considerable streams,

the Brembo, descending from the Val Brembana, and the

Berio from the Val Seriana above Bergamo. The Oglio, a

more considerable stream than either of the last two, rises

in the Monte Tonale above Edolo, and descends through

the Val Camonica to Love re, where it expands into a large

lake, called the Lake of Iseo from the town of that name

on its southern shore. Issuing from thence at its south-

west extremity, the Oglio has a long and winding course

through the plain before it finally reaches the Po a few

miles above Borgotorte. In this lower part of its course

it receives the smaller streams of the Mella, which flows by

Brescia, and the Chiese, which proceeds from a small lake

called the Lago d'Idro, between the Like of Iseo and that

of Garda.

The last of the great tributaries of the Po is the Mincio,

which flows from the Lago di Garda, the largest of all the

Italian lakes, and has a course of about 40 miles from

Peschiera, where it issues from the lake at its south-eastern

angle, till its joins the Po. About 12 miles above the

confluence it passes under the walls of Mantua, and expands

into a broad lake-like reach so as entirely to encircle that

city. Nothwithstanding its extent, the Lake of Garda is

not fed, like those of Como and Maggiore, by the snows of

the high Alps, nor is the stream which enters it at its

northern extremity (at Riva) commonly known as the

Mincio, though in reality forming the main source of that

river, but is termed the Sarca; it rises at the foot of the

Monte Tonale.

The Adige, which is formed by the junction of two

streams—the Etsch or Adige proper and the Eisach, both

of which belong to Tyrol rather than to Italy—descends

as far as Verona, where it enters the great plain, with a

course from north to south nearly parallel to the rivers

last described, and would seem likely in like manner to dis-

charge its waters into those of the Po, but below Legnago

it turns to the eastward and pursues a course parallel to

that of the Po itself for a space of about 40 miles, till it

enters the Adriatic by an independent mouth about 8 miles

from the northern outlet of the greater stream. The waters

of the two rivers have, however, been made to communicate

by artificial cuts and canals in more than one place.

The Po itself, which is here a very large stream,

with an average width of from 400 to 600 yards, con-

tinues to flow with an undivided mass of waters as far as

a place called Sta Maria di Ariano, where it parts into two

arms, known as the Po della Macstra and Po di Goro, and

these again are subdivided into several other branches,

forming an extensive delta above 20 miles in width from

north to south. The point of bifurcation is at present

about 25 miles from the sea, but was formerly much
farther inland, more than 10 miles west of Fcrrara, where
a small arm of the river,, still called the Po di Ferrara,

branches off from the main stream. Previous to the year

1154 this channel was the main stream, and the two small

branches into which it subdivides, called the Po di Volano
and Po di Primaro, were in early times the two main out-

lets of the great river. The southernmost of these, the Po
di Primaro, enters the Adriatic only about 12 miles north

of Ravenna, so that if these two arms be included, the

whole delta of the Po extends through a space of about 36
miles from south to north. The whole course of the river,

including its windings, is estimated at about 450 miles.

Besides the delta of the Po and the large marshy tracts

which it forms, there exist on both sides of it extensive

lagoons of salt water, generally separated from the Adriatic

by narrow strips of sand or embankment!!, partly natural

partly artificial, but having openings from distance to dis-

tance through these barriers, which admit of tlie influx and
efliux of the sea-water, and serve as ports for communica-
tion with the mainland. The best known and tlie most
extensive of these lagoons is that in which Venice is

situated, and which extends from Torcello in the north to

Chioggia and Brondolo in the south, a distance of above
40 miles ; but .they were formerly much more extensive,

and afforded a continuous means of internal navigation,

by what were called " the Seven Seas " (Septem Maria),

from Ravenna to Altinum, a few miles north of Torcello.

That city, like Ravenna, originally stood in the midst of

a lagoon; and the coast to the east of it, the whole way
• to near Monfalcone, where it n'leets the mountains, is

occupied by similar expanses of water, which are, however,

continually drying up and becoming gradually converted

into dry land. The changes in the coast-line have conse-

quently been considerable throughout this extejit.

The tract in the interior, adjoining this long line of

lagoons, is, like the basin of the Po, a broad, expanse of

perfectly level alluvial plain, extending from the Adige
eastwards to the Carnic Alps, where they approach close

to the Adriatic between Aquileia and Trieste, and' north-

wards to the foot of the greit chain, which here sweeps

round in a semicircle from the neighbourhood of Vicenza to

that of Aquileia; The space thus included was known in

ancient times as Venetia,a name applied in the Middle Ages
to the well-known.city ; the eastern portion of it became
known in the Middle Ages as the Frioul or FriulL It is

traversed by a number of rivers, descending from the Alpine

chain ; but these are for the most part nothing more than

mountain torrents, bringing down vast masses of stones

and shingle to the plain below. Beginning from the

Adige and proceeding from west to east the streams worthy
of notice are—(1) the Brenta, a navigable stream of a

different character from the rest, which descends from the

Val Sugana, and passes within a few miles of Padua; {2).

the Piave, flowing by Belluno
; (3) the Tagliamento, which

descends from the Carnic Alps above Tolmezzo, and though

a large stream has a very torrent-like character
; (4) the

Isonzo, a deep and rapid river, which has its sources in

the highest group of the Julian Alps, at the foot of Mont
Terglou, and brings with it the waters of the Natisone, also

a considerable stream.

Returning to the south of the Po, the tributaries of

that river on its right bank below the Tanaro are very

inferior in volume and importance to those from the north.

Flowing from the Ligurian Apennines, which are of no
great elevation and never attain to the limit of perpetual

snow, they have no continuous supply through the year,

and in summer generally dwindle into insignificant streams

flowing through dry beds of shingle. Beginning from the

Tanaro, the principal of them are—(1) the Scrivia, a small

but rapid stream flowing from the Apennines a: the back

of Genoa; (2) the Trebbia, a much larger river, though of

the same torrent-like character, which rises near Torriglia

I

within 20 miles of Genoa, flows by Bobbio, and joins the

Po a few miles above Piacenza ; . (3) the Nure, a few miles

east of the preceding
; (4) the Taro, a more considerable

stxeam
; (5) the Parma, flowing by the city of the same

name; (6) the Enza; (7) the Secchia, which flors by
Modena ; (S) the Panaro.'a few miles to the east of that

city
; (9) the Reno, which flows by Bologna, tut instead

of holding its course till it discharges its waters into the

Po, is turned aside by an artificial channel into the Po di

Primaro. The other small streams east of this—of which

the most considerable are the Solaro, the Santerno, flowing

by Imola, the Lamone by Faenza, the Montone by Forli

—all have their outlet in like manner, into the- Po di
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Primaro, or by artificial moutlis into the Adriatic between'

Uavenna and Rimini; Tlie river Marecchia, whicli enters

tlie sea immediately north of Eimini, may be considered

fts the natural limit of Northern Italy. It was adopted by

Augustus as the boundary o£ Gsilia Cispadana ; the far-

tamed Rubicon was a trifling stream a. few miles farther

north, now called Fiumicino.

The narrow strip of coast-land between the Maritime

Alps, the Apennijies, and tlie eea—called in ancient

times Liguria, and now knuwn as the Riviera of Genoa

—

though belonging in respect of latitude to Northern Italy,

is in other respects quite distinct from the region included

under that name. Throughout its whole extent, from

Nice to Genoa on the one side, and again from Genoa to

Spezia on the other, it is almost wholly mountainous, being

occupied by the branches and offslioots of the mountain

ranges at the back, which separate it tliroughout from the

great plain to the north, while they send down their lateral

ridges close to the water's edge, leaving only in places a

few square miles of level pl^ains at the mouths of the rivers

and openings of the valleys. Rugged as it is, the district

thus bounded is by no means devoid of fertility, the steep

slopes facing the south enjoying so fine a climate as to

render them very favonrahle for the growth of fruit trees,

especially the olive, which is cultivated in terraces to a

considerable height up the face of the mountains, while

the openings of the valleys are generally occupied by
towns or villages.

From the proximity of the mountains to the sea none of

the rivers in this part of Italy have any long course, and
they are generally mere mountain torrents, rapid and swollen

in winter and spring, and almost dry in summer. The
largest and most important are those which descend from

the Maritime Alps between Nice and Albenga. Beginning

from the Var, which as already stated is now included in

France, the most considerable of them are—the Roja, which
rises in the Col di Tenda, and descends to Ventimiglia

;

the Taggia, between San Remo and Oneglia ; and the

Centa, which enters the sea at Albenga. The other

streams, which flow from the range of the Apennines to the

s6a between Savona and Genoa, are of very little impcu-tance,

from the proximity of the watershed and its small elev.a-

tioD. The same remark applies to the Riviera east of

Genoa, where the Lavagna, which enters the sea at

Chiavari, is the only stream of any importance between
Genoa and the Gulf of Spezia. But immediate!}' east of

that inlet (a remarkable instance of a deep land-locked gulf

with no river flowing into it) the Magra, which descends
from Pontremoli down the valley known as the Luuigiana, is

a large stream, and brings with it the waters of another

considerable stream, the Vara. The Magra (Macra) was in

ancient times the boundary between Liguria and Etruria,

and may be considered as constituting on this side the
limit of Northern Italy.

The Apennines, as has been already mentioned, here

traverse the whole breadth of Italy, cutting off the
peninsula properly so termed from tlie broader mass of

Northern Italy by a continuous barrier of considerable

breadth, though of far inferior elevation to that of the
Alps. The Lig'urian Apennines, which may be considered
as taking their rise in the neighbourhood of Savona, where
a pass of very moderate elevation connects them with the
Maritime Alps, of which they are in fact only a continua-
tion, are amor;g the least lofty portions of that long range.

From the neighbourhood of Savona to that of, Genoa they
do not rise to more than 3000 to 40(10 feet, and are

traversed by passes of less than 2000 feet. As they
extend towards the ea.<tt they increase in elevation : thus
Monte Penna, at the sources of the Taro, rises to 5704
feet ; Monte Molinadigo, at the bmd of the vallev of

Pontremoli,' to 5100; and the Alpe di Succisa, near tiic

pass which is crossed by the road from Sarzana to Reggiu,
to 6C00 ; 'While the ilonte Cimone, a little farther east,

attains to the height of 70S8 feet. This is the highest
point in the northern Apennines, and belongs to a group
of summits of nearly equal altitude ; the range whicli froip

thence is continued between Tuscany and what are noiv
known as the Emilian provinces has a very uniform char-

acter both in elevation and direction, and presents a con-

tinuous ridge from the mountains nt the head of the Val
di Mugello (due north of Florence) to- the point where they
are traversed by the celebrated Furlo Pass. The highest
point in this part of the range is the Monte Falterona,

above the sources of the Arno, which attains to a heighf
of 540S feet. Throughout this tract the Apennines are

[

generally covered with extensive forests of chestnut, oak,

and beech; while their upper slopes afford admirable
pasturage. But few towns of any importance are found
either on their northern or southern declivity, and the

former region especially, though occupying a broad tract

of from 30 to 40 miles in width, between the crest of the

Apennines and the plain of the Po, is one of the least

known and at the same time least interesting portions of

Italy.

2. Central Italy.—It has already been observed that

this term is merely one used by geographers as a matter
of convenience, and does not correspond to any natural

division of the peninsula. Nor does it correspond with
any received political division, for though the kingdom of

Naples, which so long constituted a separate government,

might be considered as representing Southern Italy, its

three northern provinces, known as the Abruzzi, certainly

belong rather to the central portion of the peninsula, with

which they correspond in physical characters as well as in

latitude and position. Writers on ancient geography gene-

rally include Campania and Samnium also in Central

Italy, a division rendered convenient by the close relations

existing between those countries and Latium, the political

centre of Italy in those days. But as a mere geographical

division it Seems more convenient to include all the pro-

vinces that formed part of the kingdom of Naples, with

the exception of the three Abruzzi, in Southern -Italy.

The geography of Central Italy is almost wholly deter-

mined by the great range of the Apennines, which traverse

its whole extent in a direction from about north-north-east

to south-south-west, almost precisely parallel to that of

the coast of the Adriatic from Eimini to Pescara. The
line of the highest summits and of the watershed ranges at

a rlistance of about 30 to 40 miles from the Adriatic, while

it is separated by about double that distance from the

Tyrrhenian Sea on the west. It is in this part of the

range that almost all the highest points of the Apennines

are found. Beginning from the group called the Alpi

della Luna near the sources of the Tiber, which attain only

to a height of 4435 feet, they are continued by the Monte
Nerone (5014 feet), Monte Catria (5590), and- Jlonte

Maggio to the Monte Penino near Nocera (5169 feet), and

thence to the Monte della SibiUa, at the .source of the Nar
or Nera, which attains an elevation of 7663 feet. Pro-

ceeding from thence southwards, we find in succession the

Monte Vettore (8134 feet), the Pizzo di Sevo (7945 feet),

and the two great mountain masses of the Monte Corno,

commonly called the Gran Sasso d'ltaUa, the most lofty of

all the Apennines, attaining to a height of 9522 feet,

and the Monte della Majella, but little inferior" 'ijts

highest summit measuring 9084 feet. Farther south toan

this the range decreases m altitude, and no very lofty

summits are found till we come to the group of Monte
Matese, in Samnium (6660 feet), which according -to the

division here adopted belongs^to^Southern- Italy. But
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Desides the lofty cential masses above enumerated, two
other peaks deserve mention which, though outliers from

the main range, and separated from it by valleys of con-

sjiderable extent, rise to a height exceeding that of all but

a few of the points already edited. These are the Monte
I'erminiUo, near Leonessa (7278 feet), and the Monte
Velino near the Lake Fucino, rising to SI 92 feet, both of

which are covered with snow from Xovember till ilay, and
being within sight of Rome are familiar objects to moit
visitors to Italy. But though the Apennines of Central

Italy, viewed in the mass, may be considered as thus con-

stituting a continuous range, they are far from having the

definite arrangement which characterizes their northern

extension from the neighbourhood of Genoa to the Adria-tic.

Instead of ^presenting, like the Alps and the northern

Apennines, a definite central ridge, with transverse valleys

leading down from it on both sides, the central Apennines

in reality constitute a mountain mass of very considerable

breadth, composed of a number of minor ranges and
groups of mountains, which though very broken and
irregular preserve a generally parallel direction, and are

separated by upland valleys, some of them of considerable

extent as well as considerable elevation above the sea.

Such is the basin of the Lake Fucino, situated in the very

centre of the whole mass, and almost exactly midway
between the two seas, but at an elevation of 2180 feet

above them ; while the upper valley of the Aterno, in

which Aquila is situated, is not less than 2380 feet above

the level of the sea. Still more elevated is the valley of

the Gizio (a tributary of the Aterno), of which Sulmona is

the chief town, and which communicates with the uppt.-

valley of the Sangro by a level plain called the Piano di

Cinqua Miglia, at an elevation of not less than 4298 feet,

regarded as the most wintry spot in Italy. Nor do the

highest summits ever form a continuous ridge of great

altitude for any considerable distance ; they are rather a

series of groups separated by intervals of very inferior

elevation forming natural passes across the range, and
broken in some places (as is the case in almost all limestone

countries) by the waters from the upland valleys turning

suddenly at right angles, and breaking througli the moun-
tain ranges which bound them. Thus the two loftiest

groups of all, the Gran Sasso and the Majella, are separated

by the deep valley of the Aterno, while the Tronto, in

like manner, breaks through the range between Monte
Vettore and the Pizzo di Sevo. This constitution of the

great mass of the central Apennines has in all ages exer-

cised an important influence upon the character of this

portion of Italy, which may be considered as divided by
nature into two great regions, a cold and barren upland

country, bordered on both sides by rich and fertile tracts,

enjoying a warm but temperate climate.

The district west of the Apennines, extending from the

foot of the mountains to the sea, which constitutes a region

of great beauty and fertility, though inferior in productive-

ness to northern Italy, may be considered as coinciding in

a general way with the countries .so familiar to all students

of ancient history as Etruria and Latium. In modern times

(until the recent union of all Italy) they were comprised

in Tuscany and the southern Papal States. The northern

part of Tuscany is indeed ocaupied to a considerable extent

by the underfalls and offshoots at the Apennines, which,

besides the ordinary slopes and spurs of the main range

that constitutes its northern frontier towards the plain of

the Po, throw off several outlying ranges or groups, which
attain to a very considerable elevation. Of these the most
remarkable is the group between the valleys of the Serchio

and the Magra, commonly known as the mountains of

Carrara, from the celebrated marble quarries in the vicinity

of that city. Two of the summits of ".liis group, the Pizzo

d'Uccello and the Pania dcUa Croce. attam to G1.55 and
0100 feet. Another lateral range, the Prato .Magno, which
branches oil' from the central chain at the Monte I'alterona,

and separates the upper valley of the Arno from itsseconel

basin, rises to 5188 feet; while a similar branch, called

the Alpe dclla Catenaja, of inferior elevation, divides the

upper cour,-,e of the Arno from that of the Tiber.

The rest of this tract is for the most part a hilly, broken
country, but does not in general rise into anything, like

mountains, with the exception of the Monte Amiata, near
liadicofani, a lofty isolated mass of volcanic origin, which
attains to a heiglrt of 5G50 feet. South of this the country
between the frontier of Tuscany and the Tiber is in great
part of volcanic origin, forming hills of no great elevation,

with distinct croter-shaped basins, in several instances

occupied by small lakes (the Lake of Bolsena, Lake of \ico,

and Lake of Bracciano) ; and this volcanic tract extends

I

across the Campagiia of Piome, till it rises again in the

lofty group of the Alban hills, the highest summit of which,

the Monte Cavo, is i!160 feet above the sea. In this part

the Apennines are separated from the sea by a space of

only about 30 miles in width, occupied by the undulating

volcanic plain of the Roman Campagna, from which the

mountains rise in a wall-like barrier, of which the highest

point, "the Monte Gennaro, attains to a height of 4165 feet.

South of Palestrina again, the main mass of the Apennines
throws off another lateral mass, known in ancient times

as the Volscian mountains (now called the Monti Lepini),

separated from the central ranges by the broad valley of

the Sacco, a tributary of the Liris or Garigliano, and
forming a large and rugged mountain mass, nearly 5000
feet in height, which descejids to the sea at Terracina, and
between that point and the mouth of the Liris throws out

several rugged mountain headlands, which may be con-

j

sidered as constituting the natural boundary between

j
Latium and Campania, and consequently the natural limit

I

of Central Italy. But besides these offshoots of the

j
Apennines there are in this part of Central Italy several

I

detached mountains, rising almost like islands on the

sea-shore, of which the two most remarkable are the Monte
Argentaro on the coast of Tuscany near Orbetello (2087

I

feet high) and the Monte Circello (1771 feet) at the angle

I of the Pontine Marshes, by the whole breadth of which it

I

is separated from the Volscian Apennines.

I

The two valleys of the Arno and the Tiber (called in

Italian Tevere) may be considered as furnishing the key

(
to the geography of all this portion of Italy west of the

' Apennines. The Arno, which has its source in the Jlonte

j

Falterona, one of the most elevated summits of the main

chain of the Tuscan Apennines, flows at first nearly south

till in the neighbourhood of Arezzo it turns abruptly to the

north-west, and pursues that course as far as Pontassieve,

where it again makes a sudden bend to the west, and

pursues a westerly course from thence to the sea, passing

through the two celebrated cities of Florence and Pisa.

Its principal tributary is the Sieve, which joins it at

Pontassieve, bringing down the waters of the Val di

Mugello. ., The Elza and the Era, which join it on its right

bank, descending from the hills near Siena and Volterra,

are inconsiderable streams; arid the Serchio, which flows

from the territory of Lucca and the Alpi Apuani, apd

formerly joined the Arno a few miles from its mouth, now
enters the sea by a separate channeL The most consider-

able rivers of Tuscany south of the Arno are the Cecina,

which flows through the plain below Volterra, and the

Ombrone, which rises in the hills near Siena, and enters

the sea about 12 miles below Grosseto.

The Tiber, a much more important river than the Arno,

and the largest in Italy with the exception of the Po, rises

in the Apennines, about 20 miles east of the source of
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the Arno, and Hows nearly south by Borgo S. Sepolcro

and Cittft di Castcllo, then between Perugia and Todi to

Orte, just below which it receives the waters of the Nera.

Its tributaries in the upper part of its course are of little

importance, but the Nera, which rises in the lofty group

of the Monte della Sibilla, is a very considerable stream,

and brings with it the waters of the Velino (with its

tributaries the Turano and the Salto), which joins it a few-

miles below its celebrated waterfall at Terni. The Teverone

or Anio, which enters the Tiber a few miles above Roir.e,

is a very inferior stream to the Nera, but brings, down a

considerable body of water from the mountains above

Subiaco. It is a singular fact in the geography of Central

Italy that the valley of the Tiber and that of the Arno are

in some measure connected by tliat of the Chiana, a level

and marsliy tract, the waters from which flow partly into

the Arno and partly into the Tiber.

The eastern declivity of the central Apennines towards

the Adriatic is far less interesting and varied than the

western. The central range here approaches (as has been

already pointed out) much nearer to the sea, and hence,

with few esceptions, the rivers thai flow from it have but

short courses and are of comparatively little importance.

They may be briefly enumerated, proceeding from Rimini

southwards:— (1) theFoglia; (2) the Jletauro, of historical

celebrity, and affording access to one of the most frequented

passes of tlie Apennines
; (3) the Esino

; (-t) thePotenza;

(5) the Chienti; (6) the Aso
; (7) the Tronto; (8) the

Yomano
; (9) the Aterno

; (10) the Sangro ; (ll) the

Trigno, which forms the boundary of the southernmost

province .of the Abruzzi, and may therefore be taken as

the limit of Central Italy. Much the most considerable of

these rivers is the Aterno (called also the Pescara, from

the city of that name at its mouth); this has its sources in

the Apennines above Aquila, and flows through a broad

upland valley in a south-east direction for above 40 miles

till it approaches Popoli, when it turns abruptly to the

north-east, and cuts directly through tlie main chain of the

Apennines between the range of the Gran Sasso and that

of the Majella, descending with a very rapid course till it

enters the sea at Pescara.

The whole of this portion of Central Italy, between the

Apennines and the sea, is a hilly country, much broken

and cut up by the torrents from the mountains, but fertile,

especially in fruit-trees, olives, and vines ; and hence it

has been, t)oth in ancient and modern times, a populous

district, containing' many small towns though no great

cities. Its chief disadvantage is the absence of ports, the

coast preserving an almost unbroken straight line, with the

single exception of Ancona, which has in all ages been the

only port worthy of the name on the eastern coast of Central

Italy.

3. Southern Italy.—The great central masft of the

Apennines, which has held its course throughout Central

Italy, with a general direction from north-west to south-

east, may be eon.^idered as continued in the same direction

for about 100 miles farther, from the basin-shaped group

of the Monti del Matese (which risds to the height of 6660
feet) to the neighbourhood of Potenza, in the heart of the

province of Basilicata, corresponding nearly to the ancient

Lucania. The whole of the district known iu ancient

times as Samnium (a part of wliich still retains the name
of Sannio, though now oSicially designated as the province

of Molise) is occupied by an irregular mass of mountains,
of much inferior height to those of Central Italy, and
having still less of the character of a regular range, being

broken up into a number of groups or masses, intersected

by rivers, which have for the most part a very tortuous

course. This mountainous tract, which has an average

breadth of from 50 to CO miles, is bounded on the west

by the plain of Campania, now called the Terra di Lavoro,

and on the east by the much brqader and more extensive

tract of Apulia or Puglia, composed partly of level plains,

but for the most part of undulating downs of very slight

elevation, and contrasting strongly with the mountain
ranges of the Apennines, which rise abruptly above them.

The central mass of the mountains, however, throws out

two outlying ranges, the one to the W£st, which separates

the Bay of Naples from that of Salerno, and culminates in

the Monte St Angelo above Castellamare (4720 feet),

while the detached volcanic cone of Vesuvius, which rises

to near 4000 feet, is isolated from the neighbouring

mountains by an intervening strip of plain. On the east

side in like manner the Monte Gargano, a detached lime-

stone mass which rises to the height of 5120 feet, and
pijojects in a bold spur-like promontory into the Adriatic,

forming the only break in the otherwise uniform coast-line

of Italy on that sea, though separated from the great body
of the Apennines by a considerable interval of low country,

may be considered as merely an outlier from the central

mass.

From the neighbourhood of Potenza, the main ridge of

the Apennines is continued by the Monti della Maddalena
in a direction nearly due south, so that it .ipproaches within

a short distance of the Gulf of Policastro, from whence it

is carried on as far as the Monte PoUino, the last of the

lofty summits of the Apennine chain, which exceeds 7000
feet in height. The range is,however,continued through the

whole of the province now called Calabria, to the southern

extremity or " toe " of Italy, but presents in this part a

very much altered character, the broken limestone range

which is the true continuation of the chain as far as the

neighbourhood of Nicastro and Catanzaro, and keeps close

to the west coast, baing flanked on the east by a great

mass of granitic mountains, rising to a height of about

6000 feet, and covered with vast forests, from which it

derives the name of LaSila. A similar mass, but separated

from the preceding by a low neck of Tertiary hills, fills up
the whole of the peninsular extremity of Italy from Squillace

to Reggio. Its highest point, called Aspromonte, attains

to a height of 4300 feet.

While the rugged and mountainous district of Calabria,

extending nearly due south for a distance of more than

150 miles, thus derives its character and configuration

almost wholly from the range of the Apennines, by which

it is traversed from end to end, the case is wholly difl'erent

with the long spur-like promontory which projects towards

the east to Brindisi and Otranto. The older maps of Italy,

indeed, with one accord represent the Apennines as

bifurcating somewhere in the neighbourhood of Veuosa,

and sending off an arm of the main range through this

ea.stern district, similar to that which traverses Calabria.

But this is entirely erroneous ; the whole of the district in

question is merely a continuation of tlie low tract of Apulia^

consisting of undulating downs and low bare hills of very

moderate elevation, with a dry calcareous soil of Tertiary

origin. The Monte Voltore, which rises in the neighbour-

hood of Melfi and Venosa to a height of 4357 feet, is of

volcanic origin, and in great measure detached from t/.e

adjoining mass of the Apennines. But ea.stward from t'/.is

nothing like a mountain i.^ to be found, the ranges of Ir-w

bare hills called the Murgie of Gravina and Altamura

gradually sinking into the still mure moderate level of

those which constitute the peninsular tract that extend';

between Brindisi and Taranto as far as the Cape of Sta'

Maria di Lcuca, the south-east extremity of Italy. It is this'

projecting tract, which may be termed the "heel" or "spur",

of Southern Italy, that, in conjunction with the great pro-|

montory of Calabria, forms the deep bay called the Gulf

of Taranto, about 70 miles in width, and somewhat greater.
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depth, which receives a nnmbsr ot streams that descend

from the central mass ot the Apennines.

The rivers of Southern Italy arc none of them of any

great importance. Tlie Liris or Garigliano, which has its

iiource in the central Apennines above Sora, not far from

tlie Lake Fuciuo, and enters the Gulf of Gaeta about 10

miles east of the city of tliat name, brings down a con-

siderable body of water ; as coes also the Volturno, which

I'ises in the mountains between Castel di Sangro and Agnone,

flows past Iseruia, Venafro, and Capua, and enters the sea

about 15 miles from the mouth of the Garigliano. About
16 miles above Capua it receives the Culore, which flows

by Benevento, and is a tributary of some importance. The
Silarus or Sele, which enters the Gulf of Salerno a few

miles below- tlio ruins of Psestum, is tlie only other river

of consideration on the western coast of Southern Italy.

Below this the watershed of the Apennines is too near to

the sea on tliat side to_ allow of the formation of any

streams of importance. Hence the rivers that flow iu the

opposit3 direction into the Adriatic and the Gulf of Taranto

have much longer courses, and are of more considerable

volume and magnitude, though all of them partiking of

the character of mountain torrents, rushing down with

^reat violence iu winter and after storms, but dwindling

into scanty streams in the summer, which hold a winding
and sluggish course through the great plains of Apulia.

Proceeding south from the Trigno, which has been already

mentioned as constituting the limit of Central It.aly, we find

(1) the Biferno and (2) the Fortore, both of them rising

in the mountains of Samnium, and flowing into the

Adriatic west of Monte Gargano
; (3) the Cervaro, south

of the great promontory ; and (4) th3 Ofantn, familiar to

all scholars as the Aufidus of Horace, whose description of

it is characteristic of almost all the rivers of southern Italy,

of which it may be taken as the typical representative. It

rises about 15 miles west of Couza, and only about 25
miles from the Gulf of, Salerno, so that it is frequently

(though erroneously) described as traversing the whole
range of the Apennines. • In its lower course it flows near

Canosa and traverses the celebrated battlefield of Canna;.

(5) The Bradano, which rises near Yenosa, almost at the.

foot of Monte Vollpre, flows towards the south-east into the

Gulf of Taranto, as do the Ba.sento, the Agri, and the .Sinno,

all of which descend from the central chain of the Apennines
south of Potenza, and water the extensive plains between
the mountains and the shores of the gulf. The Crati,

which flows from Cosenzi northwards, and then turns

abruptly eastward to enter the same gulf, is the only stream

worthy of notice iu the rugged peninsula of Calabria

;

while the long extent of arid limestone hills projecting

eastwards to Capo di Leuca does not give rise to anything

more than a mere streamlet, from the mouth of the Ofanto
to the south eastern extremity of Italy.

Lakes.—The only important lakes in Italy are those at

the foot of the Alps, formed by the expansion of the tribu-

taries of the Po, which, after descending from the

mountain valleys in which they are at first confined,

spread out into considerable sheets of water before travers-

ing the extensive plain of Northern Italy. They have been
already noticed in connexion with the rivers by which they
are formed, but may be again enumerated in order of suc-

cession. They are, proceeding from west to east. (1) the

Lago d'Ol-ta, (2) the Lago Maggiore, (3) the Lago di

Lugano, (4) the Lago di Como, (5) the Lago d'Iseo, (6)
the Lago d'ldro, and -(7) 'the Lago di Garda. Of these

the last named is. considerably the largest, covering a
superficial area of about 140 English square miles. It is

about 38 miles long by 12 broad at its southern extremity ;

while the Lago Maggiore, notwithstanding its name,
".'aough considerably exceeding it in length (42 miles), falls

materially below it in superficial extent. They are all of

great depth,—the Lago JIaggiore having in one part a

depth of 2600 feet, while that of Como attains to 1925
feet. Of a wholly different character is the Lago di

Varese, between the Lago Maggiore and that of Lugano,
which is a mere shallow expanse of water, surrounded by
hills of very moderate elevation. Two other small lakes

in the same neighbourhood, as well as those of Erba and
Fusiaho, between Como and Lecco, are of a similar char-

acter, and scarcely worthy of notice.

The lakes of 'Central Italy, which are comparatively of

trilling dimensions, belong to. a wholly different class.

The most important of these, the Lacus Fucinusof the

ancients, now called the Lago di Celano, which is situated

almost exactly in the centre of the peninsula, occupies (as

has been already pointed out) a basin of considerable

extent, surrounded on all sides by mountains, and without

any natural outlet, at an elevation. of more than 2000 feet

above the sea. Its waters have of late years been in great

l>art carried off by an artificial channel, and more than halt

its surface laid bare. Next in size is the Lago Trasimeno,

often called the Lago di Perugia, so celebrated in Eomali

history ; it is a broad expanse of shallow waters, surrounded

only by low hills, but about 30 miles in circumference.

The neighbouring lake of Cliiusi is of similar character,

but much smaller dimensions. All the other lakes of

Central Italy, which are scattered through the voliJanic

districts west of the Apennines, are of a wholly difi'erent

formation, and occupy deep cup-shaped hollows, which

have undoubtedly at one time formed the craters of extinct

volcanoes. Such is the Lago di Bolsena, near the city of

the same name, which is an extensive sheet of water, as

well as the much smaller L.ago di Vico (the Ciminian lake

of ancient writers) and the I^ago di Bracciano, nearer

Rome, v/hile again to the south of Rome the well known
Lakes of Albano and Nemi have a similar origin.

The only lake properly so called in Southern Italy is

the Lago del Matese, in the heart of the mountain group

of the same name, of very trifling extent. The so-called

lakes on the coast of the Adriatic north and south of the

promonlcuy of Gargano are in fact mere brackish lagoons

communicating with tlie sea.

Islands.—The three great islands of Sicily, Sardinia,

and Corsica are, so closely connected with Italy, both by
geographical position and community of language, that

they are frequently spoken of as the Italian Rlands, but

they will best be considered separately, and we shall here

confine our attention to the smaller islands that lie

scattered in the Mediterranean within sight of the coasts

of Italy. Of these by much the most considerable is that

of Elba, situated on the west coast of Central Italy,' about

50 miles south of Leghorn, and separated from the main-

land at Piombiuo by a strait of only about 6 miles in

.width. North of this, and just about midway between

Corsica and Tuscany, is. the small island of Capraja, steep

and rocky, and only 4J miles long, but with a secure port

;

Gorgona, about 25 miles farther north, is still smaller, and

is a mere rock, inhabited only by a few fi.shermen. South

of Elba are the equally insignificant islets of Pianosa and

Monte Cristo, while the more considerable island of Giglio

lies much nearer the mainland, immediately opposite the

remarkable mountain promontory of Monte Argentaro,

itself almost an island. Of a wholly different character

are the islands that are found farther south in the

Tyrrhenian Sen. Of these Ischia and Procida, both of

them situated almost close to the northern headland of the

Bay of Xaples, are entirely of volcanic origin, as is the

case also with the more distant group of the Ponza Islands.

These are three in number—Ponza, Palmaruola, and

Zannone ; while Vandotena (also of volcanic formation) is
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about midway between Ponza and Ischia. The island of

Capri, on the other hand, which is just opposite to tlie

southern promontory of the Bay of Naples, is a precipitous

limestone rocl<. The jEolian or Lipari Islands, a remark-

able volcanic group, belong rather to Sicily than to Italy,

though Stromboli, the most easterly of them, is about

equidistant from Sicily and from the mainland. The
islands to the south of Sicily—Malta and Gozo, and Pnn-

tellaria—in like manner do not fall within the scops of the

present article. Malta indeed has very little natural con-

nexion with Sicily, and none with the continent of Italy.

The Italian coast of the Adriatic presents a great contrast

to its opposite shores, for while the coast of Dalmatia is

bordered by a succession of islands, great and small, the

long and uniform coast-line of Italy from Otranto to

Rimini presents not a single adjacent island ; and the small

outlying group of the Tremiti Islands (north of the Monte
Gargano and about 15 miles from the mainland) alone

breaks the monotony of this part of the Adriatic.

Climate and Natural Pioihidious.

The geographical position of Italy, extending from about
46° to 38° N. lat., naturally renders it ous of the hottest

countries in Europe. But the effect of its southern latitude

is to a great extent tempered by its peninsular character,

bounded as it is on both sides by seas of considerable extjnt,

as well as by the great range of the Alps with its snows and

glaciers to the north. Great differences also exist with

regard to climate between Northern and Southern Italy,

due in great part to other circumstances as well as to

difference of latitude. Thus the great plain of Northern

Italy is chilled by the cold winds from the Alps, while the

damp warm winds from the Mediterranean are to a great

extent intercepted by the Liguriaa Apennines. Hence
this part of the country has a cold winter climate, so that

the thermometer descends as low as 10° Fahr., and the

mean winter temperature of Turin is actually lower than

that of Copenhagen. Throughout the region north of the

Apennines no plants will thrive which cannot stand occa-

sional severe frosts in winter, so that not only oranges and

lemons but even the olive tree cannot be grown, except in

specially favoured situations. On the other hand the strip

of coast between the Apennines and the sea, known as the

Piiviera of Genoa, is not only extremely favourable to the

growth of olives, but produces oranges and lemons in

abundance, while even the aloe, the cactus, and the palm
flourish in many places. Indeed, the vegetation of parts

of this favoured district has a more southern character than

is met with again till below Terracina towards the south.

The great plain of Lombardy, however, produces ri';e in

large quantities, as well as Indian corn, millet, and wheat;

while the mountain slopes both of the Alps and Apennines

are covered with vast forests of chestnuts, and the lower

hills are clothed with vineyards, which furnish abundance

of wines, many of them of excellent quality. Silk is also

an important article of produce both in the north of Italy

and in Tuscany, and mulberries are largely planted with a

view to its production.

Central Italy also presents striking differences of climate

and temperature according to the greater or less proximity

to the mountains. Thus the greater part of Tuscany, and
the provinces from thence to Rome, enjoy a mild winter

cHmate, and are well adapted to the growth of mulberries

and olives as well as vines, but it is not till after pas.sing

Terracina, in proceeding along the western coast towards

the south, that the vegetation of Southern Italy develops

itself in its full luxuriance. Even in the central parts of

Tuscany, however, the climate is very much affected by
the neighbouring mountains, and the increasing elevation

of the Apennines as they proceed south naturally produces

13—17*

a corresponding effect upon the temperature. But it ia

when wo reach the central range of the Apennines that we
find the coldest districts of Italy. In all the upland valleys

of the Abruzzi and of Sannio, snow begins to fall early in

November, and heavy storms occur often as lat« as Jlay

;

whole communities are shut out for uKmths from any inter-

course with their neighbours, and some villages are so long
buried in snow that regular passages iire made between the

different houses for the sake of communication among the

inhabitants. The district extending from the south-east of

Lake Fucino to the Piano di Cinquemiglia, and enclosing

the upper basin of the Sangro and the small lake of Scanno,
is the coldest and most bleak part of Italy south of the

Alps. Heavy falls of snow in June are not uncommon,
and it is only for a short time towards the end of July
that the nights are totally exempt from light frosts. Yet
less than 40 miles east of this district, and even more to

the north, we find the olive, the fig-tree, and the orange

thriving luxuriantly on the shores of the Adriatic from
Ortona to Vasto. In the same way, whilst in the plains

and hills round Naiilcs snow is rarely seen, and never

remains long, and the thermometer seldom descends to the

freezing point, 20 miles east from it in the fertile valley

of Avellino, of no great elevation, but encircled by high

mountains, light frosts are not uncommon as late as June

;

and 18 miles farther east, in the elevated region of S.

Angelo de' Lombardi and Bisaccia, the inhabitants are

always warmly clad, and vines grow with difficulty and
only in sheltered places/ But nowhere are these contrasts

so striking as in Calabria. The shores, especially on the

Tyrrhenian Sea, present almost a continued grove of olive,

orange, lemon, and citron trees, which attain a size unknown
in the north of Italy. The sugar-cane flourishes, the cotton-

plant ripens to perfection, date-trees are seen in the

gardens, the rocks are clothed with the prickly-pear or

Indian fig, the enclosures of the fields are formed by aloes

and sometimes pomegranates, the liquorice-root grows wild,

and the mastic, the myrtle, and many, varieties of oleander

and cistus form the underwood of the natural forests of

arbutus and evergreen oak. If we .turn inland but 5 or 6

miles from the shore, and often even less, the scene changes.

High districts covered with oaks and chestnuts succeed to

this almost tropical vegetation ; a little higher up and we
reach the elevated regions of the Pollino and the Sila,

covered with firs and pines, and afi'ording rich pastures

even in the midst of summer, when heavy dews and light

frosts succeed each other in July and August, and snow
begins to appear at the end of September or early in

October. Along the shores of the Adriatic, which are

exposed to the north-east winds, blowing coldly from over

the Albanian mountains, delicate plants do not thrive so

well in general as under the same latitude along the shores

of the Tyrrhenian Sea,

Southern Italy indeed has in general a very ditier-

ent climate from the northern portion of the kingdom
;

and, though large tracts are still occupied by rugged

mountains of sufficient elevation to retain the snow for a

considerable part of the year, the districts adjoining the sea

enjoy a climate similar to that of Greece and the southern

provinces of Spain. Unfortunately several of these fertile

tracts suffer severely from malaria, and especially the great

plain adjoining the Gulf of Tarentum, which in the early

ages of history was surrounded by a girdle of Greek cities,

—some of which attained to almost unexampled prosperity,

—has for centuries past been given up to almost complete

desolation.

It is remarkable that, of the vegetable productions of

Italy, many of those which are at the present day among

the first to attract the attention of the visitor, and might

be thought characteristic of the country, are of compara-

MII. — 56
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lively late introductitm, and were wholly iiiikiiowii iii

ancient times. The olive indeed in all ages clutbed the

hills of a large part of the cimiitry; but the orange and
lemon, which now constitute so prominent a feature in the

»varmer districts of the peninsula, are a late importation

from the East, while the cactus or Indian fig and the aloe,

both of them so conspicuous on the shore< of southern

Italy, as well as of the Eiviera of Genna, arc of Mexican

origin, and consequently could not have been introduced

earlier than the 16th century. The same remark a[i|ilics

to the maize or Indian corn, whicli is now ro extensively

cultivated in every part of Italy. Many botanists are even

of opinion that the sweet chestnut, which now constitutes

so large a part of the forests that clothe the sides both of

tha Alps and the Apennines, and in some districts .supplies

the chief food of the inhabitants, is not originally of Italian

growth ; it is certain at least that it had not attained in

ancient titaes to anything like the extension and importance

which it possesses at the present day.

It may have been gathered from the preceding sketch

of the physical conformation and the climate of Italy that it

is difficult to take a general view of the state of its agri-

culture. The cultivation of Lombardy ditl'ers from that of

Calabria as much as that of Massachusetts does from that

of Carolina. All that can be done therefore in this general

description is to notice those results of agriculture which

yield food, drink, or clothing to its inhabitants, or which

form the basis of manufacturing industry or the rudi-

ments of foreign commerce. The cereals form, as else-

where in Europe, the chief aliment of the inhabitants ; in

Italy, however, the lower classes in many parts subsist

much on maize and beans, which require little preparation

to render them fit for food. In some of the southern

provinces wheat is made use of by the same class, both

in the form of bread and as macaroni, which is manipu-

lated with great facility. Wheat and maize are, on the

average of years, about equal to the consumption, but little

can be spared for exportation ; and in many of the ports

depots of foreign wheat are kept to meet the variations of

seasons, or to be used as articles of commerce with other

countries.

As Italy produces abundance of wine, and consequently

needs neither beer nor grain-spirits, no barley is needed foi-

these drinks, and scarcely any is cultivated. Oats are but
little grown, but beans of various kiuds are produced in

abundance. Rye, the common bread-corn of tlif far greater

portion of Europe, is only raised in a few spots in the very

northernmost parts of Italy, where it is made into bre.id for

the poor ; whilst those of the higher classes there, as well

as throughout the whole peninsula in the cities, make use

of wheaten bread. Rice grows in many parts, in fact

wherever there is a sufficiency of water to insure a good
produce, at such a distance from towns as not to b3
injurious to the health of the inhabitants. A great variety

of lupines are used as food, especially in the soupl In

some parts of the mountainous regions chestnuts are a sub-

stitute for corn, and even form the principal food of the

population. Fruits are plentifully used, particularly figs,

grapes, and melons, as food ; whilst the cheapness of

onions, garlic, tomatos or love-apples, and capsicums

renders them valuable as condiments. The potato, which
is in such common use in other parts of Europe, has been

but partially introduced into Italy ; and, where it is culti-

vated, it occupies a very small proportion of the soil.

Lettuces, asparagus, endive, articboke-s, and several kinds

of turnips and of carrots are grown everywhere.

Animal food is far from being extensively used. The
oxen yield in some parts excellent in others very indifferent

meat. The mutton is neither good nor abundant, but has

been much improved of late years. Swine furnisha

piciitiful su|iply during the winter months; they are als'i

prepared as bacon or hams, and above aH ns sausage.^, the

fame of which has reachcil England under the name of the

city of liologna, where they wore early and extensively

prepared. The large dairy farms in Lombardy also fur-

nish great quantities of cheese of very superior quality,

especially that known by the nanie of Parmesan.

The fisheries contribute largely to the sup|>ly of food

in Italy, though, from the number of f.asts countenanced

by the Catholic Church, not enough for the consumption
;

uTid the deficiency is procured by commerce with the

luigli.-h, French, and Americans, who convey to the sea-

])ort5 salted cod-fish from the banks of Newfoundland.

The native fisheries on the coast give much occupation ; the

njost considerable are those, for the tunny, a very large fish,

and for the anchovy, a very small one. These are con-

ducted upon a large scale by joint-stock companies. The
1 ikcs and the rivers also yield some, though not a great

proportion, of that kind of food which ecclesiastical restric-

tions render indispensable.

The sugar-cane is not cultivated in the south of Italy,

as it is found that in point of strength, a.s well as of cost,

the sugar made from it does not succeed in competition

with that imported from the West Indies.

The products of agriculture are sufficient for the clothing

of all its inhabitants ; for, though wool is in general neither

good nor plentiful, hcniji and Hax are grown every wliere,

and are manufactured at home ; and, from the nature of the

climate, linen can be substituted for woollen dress during

most of the months of the year. Some cotton is grown
in the southern divisions of Italy, but not sufficient tu

furnish materials for their inconsiderable manufactures

of that article.

The chief product of Italian agriculture is silk. It is

produced in every part, and much of is it converted into

articles of dress or of furniture, where it is collected ; bul

the chief production of it is in the Neapolitan provinces

and Lombardy, whence the looms of England, Austria,

Russia, and Germany are suiiplicd. The value of this

commodity exceeds that of all the other productions of

Italy which are exported to foreign countries. The manu-
facture has of late years made great prtjgress, which it is

still steadily maintaining, and the great increase which has

taken place in the propagation of the mulberry tree has,

withiu the last fifty years, increased the qiuintity of raw
silk to an extent that had never before been dreamed of. i

Another very important Italian product, vliich is partly

used as food, (lartly employed in home niaiLufactures, and
extensively exported as an article of foreign commerce, is

the oil of the olive tree. It is used as a substitute for

butter in the south, and even to a great degree supplies

the place of milk, which is comparatively little used in the

peninsula. It is 'exported to England for use with

various fabrics, and as a table luxury. The planting

and watching costs but little labour or expense, and iu

a few years the income more than repays the laborir.

The best olive oil is produced near Genoa, in Lucca, in

Tusc oiy, and in Calabria ; but it is plentiful throughout

the whole tif Italy, except in Lombardy and in Piedmont.

The wines of Italy are not very In'ghly valued in other

countries, and almost the whole that is produced is coii-

suuied at home. Yet there is little doubt that with more
care in the culture and preparation they might rival those

of the best parts of Euro|)e. The vines are not so much
grown in vineyards as in the hedge-rows,-— a system which
doubtless injures the quality of the wine. In the southern

parts, however, where the vines are grown in low vineyards

as in France, the wines are of higher quality.

The mineral productions of Italy are of comparatively

small value ; but the copper mines of Tuscany, which werei
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extensively wrought in ancient times, are still worked to a

considerable extent. The iron of Elba, so ceSibrated in

antiquity, still bears a high character for its excellent

quality, but the quantity produced is limited. Many
marbles of superior quality are found in different parts of

the Apennines, of which the white statuary marble of

Carrara is the most celebrated. Alabaster also abounds in

Tuscany. Coal is wanting in all parts of the peninsula,

which must ever be a great drawback to the prosperity of

Italy.

The geology of Italy is mainly dependent upon that of

the Apennines (?».). On each side of that great chain,

which, as has been already stated, with its ramifications

and underfalls, fills up the greater part of the peninsula,

are found extensive Tertiary deposits, sometimes, as in

Tuscany, the Monferrat, (fee, forming a broken, hilly

country, at others spreading into broad plains or undulat-

ing downs, such as the Tavoliere of Puglia, and the tract

that forms the spur of Italy from Bari to Otranto.

But besides these, and leaving out of account the islands,

the Italian fjgninsula presents four distinct volcanic dis-

tricts. In three of them the volcanoes are entirely extinct,

while the fourth- is still in great activity.

(l)The Euganean hills form a small group extending

for about 10 miles from the neighbourhood of Padua to

Este, and separated from the lower offshoots of the Alps

by a portion of the wide plain of the Padovano. Monte
Venda, their highest peak, is 1806 feet high.

(2) The Roman district, the largest of the four, extends

from the hills of Albano to the frontier of Tuscany, and

from the lower slopes of the Apennines to the Tyrrhenian

Sea. It may be divided into three groups ;—the Monti

Albani, the highest of which, Monte Cavo, 3160 feet, is

the ancient Mons Albanus, on the summit of which stood

the temple of Jupiter Latialis, where the assemblies of

the cities forming the Latin confederation were held ; the

Monti Cimini, which extend from the valley of the Tiber

to the neighbourhood of Civita Vecchia, and attain at their

culminating point an elevation of more than 3000 feet

;

and the mountains of Radicofani and Monte AmiatS, the

latter of which is 5650 feet high. The lakes of Bolsena

(Vulsiniensis), of Bracciano (Sabatinus), of Vico (Ciminns),

of Albano (Albanus), of Nemi (Nemorensis), and other

smaller ones belong to this district ; while between its

eonth-west extremity and Monte Circello the Pontine

Marshes form a broad strip of alluvial soil infested by
inalaria.

(3) The volcanic region of Terra di Lavoro is separated

by the Volscian mountains from the Roman district. It

c.5y be also divided into three groups. Of Roccamonfina,

at the north-north-west end of the Campanian Plain, the

highest cone, called Montagna di Santa Croce, is 3200
feet. The Phlegraian Fields embrace all the country round
Baiae and Pozzuoliand the adjoining islands. Monte Bar-

baro (Gaurns), north-east of the site of Cumae, Monte S.

Nicola (Epomeus), 2610 feet, in Ischia, and Camaldoli,

1488 feet, west of Naples, are the highest cones. The
lakes Averno (Avernus), Lucrino (Lucrinus), Fusaro (Palus

Acherusia), and Agnano are within this group, which has
shown activity in historical times. A stream of lava issued

in 1198 from the crater of the Solfatara, which still con-

tinues to exhale steam and noxious gases ; the Lava dell'

Arso came out of the north-east flank of Monte Epomeo in

1302 ; and Monte Nuovo, north-west of Pnzzuoli, 440 feet

high, was thrown up in three days in September 1 538. Since
its first historinal eruption in 79 A.D., Vesuvius or Somma,
which forms the third group, has been in constant activity,

and repeated eruptions have taken place within the last

few years. The Punta del Nasone, the highest point of

Somma, ia 3747 feet high, wkile the Punta del Palo, the

highest point of the brim of the crater of Vesuvius, varies

materially with successive eruptions from 3656 to 4235
feet.

(4) The Apulian volcanic formation consists of the gre»t

mass of Jlonte Voltore, which rises at the west end of the

plains of Apulia, on the frontier of Basilicata, and is sur-

rounded by the Apennines on its south-west and north-west

sides. Its highest peak, the Pizzuto di Melfi, attains an
elevation of 4357 feet. Within the widest crater there ate

the two small lakes of Monticchio and S. Michele.

In connexion with the volcanic districts we may mention
Le Mofete, the Pools of Amsanctus (Amsancti Vallis), lying

in a wooded valley south-east of Frigento, in the centre of

Principato Ultra and described by Virgil {^neid, vii. 563
-71). The largest of the two is not more than 160 feet in

circumference, and 7 feet deep. These pools emit noxious

gases which, when wafted from the pools by the wind, en-

danger animaf life in the open air.

Ethiogrcxphy and Ancient Geography.

The ethnography of ancient Italy is a very complicated

and difficult subject, and notwithstanding the researches

of modern scholars is still involved in much obscurity.

The great beauty and fertility of the country, as Wfell

as the charm of its climate, undoubtedly attracted from
the earliest ages succe^ive swarms of invaders from
the north, who sometimes drove out the previous occu-

pants of the most favoured districts, at others reduced

them to a state of serfdom, or settled down in the

midst of them, until the two races gradually coalesced

into one. Ancient writers all agreed in regard to the

fact of the composite character of the population of

Italy, and the diversity of races that were found within

the limits of the peninsula. But unfortunately the tradi-

tions they have transmitted to us are very various and
conflicting, and probably in many instances founded on
inadequate information, while the only safe test of the

affinities of nations, derived from the comparison of their

languages, is to a great extent deficient, from the fact that,

with the single exception of Latin, all the idioms that pre-

vailed in Italy in the earliest ages have disappeared, or are

preserved only in a few scanty and fragmentary inscriptions.

Imperfect as are the means thus afforded to the philological

student, they have been of late years diligently turned to

account, especially by Oernian scholars, and, when combined
with the notices derived from ancient writers, may be con-

sidered as having furnished some results that may be relied

on with reasonable certainty.

Leaving aside for the present the populations of Northern
Italy, which belong to a wholly different stock, the inhabi-

tants of the peninsula may be regarded as belonging to

three principal divisions. Of these the Messapians or

Iipygians in the south may be considered as constituting

one ; while the different nations of Central Italy, the
Umbrians, Oscans, Sabines, and Latins, may also be classed

as belonging to one great family ; and on the other hand
the Etruscans in the west undoubtedly formed a nation

apart, distinct from all others within the confines of Italy.

1. The lapygiana and (Enotrians.—It is certain that

when the first Greek colonies in the 8th and 9th centuries

B.C. established themselves in the extreme south of Italy,

they found the country in the possession of a people to

whom they gave the name of ffinotrians,—a name which
appears to have been somewhat vaguely applied by different

writers so as to include a wider area or be restricted within
narrower limits. But the peninsula which stretches east-

ward towards Greece was inhabited by a people termed by
the Greeks Messapians or lapygians, whose relations to

the (Enotrians are not very clearly intimated. It is unfor-

tunately in this part of the country almost exclusively that
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the extant remains of the language have been found, and

these consist of inscriptions of bo brief and fragmentary a

character as to afford a very imperfect basis for philological

tafereaoes. Sach as they are, however, they seem to lead

to the oonclusina that the language spoken in this part of

Italy was essentially distinct from the Oscan and Sabellian

dialects of Central Italy; while at the same time they

present suflScient analogies with the Latin on the one hand

and the Qre^k on the otUer to show that they belonged to

the same family with those two well-known languages.

The results, therefore, of the recent examination of these

long neglected documents appear distinctly to confirm the

statements of ancient authors, according to which the

inhabitants of the southern portion of the peninsula

were a Pelasgic race,— a term used by them in a very

vague and general manner, but usually employed to

designate the most ancient inhabitants both of Greece and

Italy, who probably belonged to the same branch of the

great Aryan race. The Pelasgic origin of the CEnotriaiis

IS not only asserted by the concurrent testimony of many

ancient authors, but we are told that the native population

of Southern Italy, who had been reduced to a state of

serfdom analogous to that of the Penests in Thessaly and

the Helots in Laconia were still called Pelasgi. The

evidence BS to the Pelasgic origin of the Messapians or

lapygians is less definite ; but the mythical genealogies in

which the earliest Greek authors embodied the received

traditions concerning the relations of different tribes and

nations all point to the same conclusion j and they

certainly regarded the neighbouring tribes of thePeucetians

and Daunians, who occupied a part of the country subse-

quently known as Apulia, as derived from the same stock.

A strong confirmation of this view is found in the facility

with which the inhabitants of these countries assimilated

Greek customs and manners, though the actual Greek

colonies founded among them in historical times were

comparatively few.

It must be observed that the name of Italians was at

one time confined to the CEnotrians ; indeed, according

to Antiochus of Syracuse, the name of Italy was at first

still more limited, being applied only to the southern

portion of the peninsula now known as Calabria. But in

the time of that historian, as well as of Thucydides, the

uames of CEnotria and Italia, which appear to have been

at that period regarded as synonymous, had come to be

(extended so as to include the shore of the Tarentine Gulf

as far as Metapontnm and from thence across to the Gulfs

of Laus and Posidonia on the Tyrrhenian Sea. It thus

still comprised only the two provinces subsequently known

as Lucania and Eruttium.

2. The tribes of Central Italy, from the Umbnans in the

north to the Campanians in the south, are known by exist-

ing remains of their languages to have spoken cognate

dialects, presenting unquestionable affinities with each

other, as well as with the earlier forms of the well-known

language of the Latins. The differences, however, are still

very considerable, and confirm the testimony of historical

tradition, as preserved to us by ancient writers, in lead-

ing us to divide them into five separate groups, viz., the

Umbcians, Sabines, Latins, Volscians, and Oscans, or as

they are sometimes termed Sabellians, including the

Samnites and Campanians, and the tribes (such as the

Lucanians, Frentani, itc.) who are distinctly recorded to

have emanated from the Samnites.

(1) The Umhrians, who occupied in historical times the

eastern portion of the peninsula between Etruria and the

Adriatic, were at an earlier period a much more powerful

Qatioa. and not only occupied the extensive tract subse-

quently wrested from them by the Gauls, but extended

their dominion from sea to sea, and held the greater part,
j

if not the whole, of the territory afterwards possessed by
the Etruscans, which is said to have been wrested by that

people foot by foot from the Umbrians. The concurrent

voice of the traditions preserved to us from antiquity points

to the Lfmbrians as one of the most ancient nations of

Italy ; and this is confirmed by the still e.xtant remains of

their language as shown in the celebrated inscriptions

known as the Eugubine Tables (q.v.), by far the most

important monument of any of the early Italian lan-

guages that has been transmitted to our time. The ela-

borate examination of this valuable record in recent times

may be considered as establishing clearly, on the one hand,

the distinctness of the language from that of the neighbour-

ing Etruscans, and, on the other, its close afhnity with the

Oscan, as spoken by the Sabellian tribes, and with the old

Latin. The same researches tend to prove that the

Urabrian dialect is the most ancient of these cognate

tongues, and probably represents most nearly the original

form of this branch of the great Indo-Teutonic family.

They may be taken also as distinctly negativing the theory

put forth by some ancient writers, and maintained by

several modern inquirers, that the Umbrians were a Celtic

race.

Before tho time when the Umbrians came into contact

with the advancing power of Rome, their importance had

greatly declined. The Etruscans had conquered from them
the whole territory west of the Apennines, from the foot of

the mountains to the Tyrrhenian Sea, while the Senonian

Gauls, who invaded the north of Italy in the 4th century

B.C., permanently established themselves in possession of

the fertile district between the Apennines and the Adriatic,

extending from the neighbourhood of Ravenna to that of

Ancona, which continued to be known until long afterwards

as the " Ager Gallicus."

(2) The Sabines are a people of w^om, familiar as is

their name to the student of Roman history, we know very

little. Their language is totally lost ; not a single inscrip-

tion has been preserved to us, and it appears to have fallen

into disuse at a comparatively early period. But even from

the few scattered notices of Sabine words preserved by

Roman grammarians it is evident that it possessed strong

affinities with the Oscan and Umbrian; and the facility

with which it passed into those of the neighbouring races

is a strong rea ^on against there being any marked diversity

between them. The traditions recorded by ancient writers,

untrustworthy as they are in detail, all concur in pointing

to the same result,—that the Sabines were a very ancient

people, who, at the earliest period of which any memory

was preserved, were settled in the lofty mountain districts

about the sources of the Aternus and the Velinus, from

which they subsequently descended into the more fertile

valleys about Reate, and at one time extended their

dominion to within a few miles of Rome,—Cures, which

was universally reckoned a Sabine city, being only 2,4 miles

from the capital, while Nomentum and Eretum, still nearer

Rome, are included by several writers as Sabine towns.

That a people inhabiting so ragged and inclement a dis-

trict as that which is represented as the original abode of

the Sabines should hp,ve spread themselves into the

neighbouring regions, and established offshoots in some-

what more favoured lands, is entirely in accordance with

probability, and hence we can have no difficulty in accept-

ing the tradition that the Picentes,, or inhabitants of

Picenum,—the fertile district along the coast of the Adriatic

between that sea and the main ridge of the Apennines,

from beyond Ancona to the rivet Matrino,—were of Sobine

origin. The same thing is expressly asserted by Ovid

(himself a native of the district) of the Peligni, a tribe who

occupied the upland valley of the Gizio, of which Sulmo

was the capital; and there i;an be little doubt that the
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iame remark applied to three other tribes which were con-

tiguous lo them, and always appear in the Roman history

in close political union with them-:—the Marsi, who held

the basin of the Lake Fucino and the surrounding

moubtaios, and the Vestini and Marrucini, who extended

from the confines of the Marsi and Peligni down to the

Adri[.tic, eacli people occupying but a narrow strip on

the north and south sides respectively of the Aternus.

(3) The Latins, who were destined in the end to become

the rulers of all Italy, were in the first instance a compara-

tively insignificant people, surrounded on all sides by more

powerful nations. When we first become acquainted with

their history they occupied only the tract extending from

the Tiber on the north to the Volscian mountains and the

Pontine Marshes on the south, and from the sea to the

underfalls of the Apenninbs about Tibur (Tivoli) and

Prseneste (Palestrina). It was not till a much later period

that the name of Latium was extended so as to include

the land of the Volscians and the Aurunci to the borders

of Campania.

The ethnical relations of the Latins have been peculiarly

confused by the conflicting statements of ancient authors,

who endeavoured to connect them on the one hand with tlie

Vast floating mass of Greek traditions, and onthe other to add

dignity to their origin by tracing them back to indigenous

heroes or deities. Of their real origin as a people, or of

the period when they first settled in the fertile district

where wB find them established. at the dawn of historical

record, we have no trustworthy information. But from the

manifold traditions preserved to us by Dionysius and other

authors we may perhaps gather two facts. The statement

that the Latins were derived (in part at least) from a people

who dwelt originally in the lofty mountains of the central

Apennines, from whence they descended into the compara-

tively fertile region between the mountains and the sea,

probably represents in a general way correctly the course

of their immigration ; while the idea involved in several of

these traditions, that the population of ancient Latium was
in part derived from a Pelasgio origin, is confirtned by
philological investigation of the Latin language, which may
be considered as establishing the conclusion that it con-

tiined a considerable Pelasgic or old Greek element,

together with another portion which was common to the

languages of the adjacent nations of Central Italy, the

Umbrians, Oscans, &c., whom we are now considering.

The co-existsnce of these tv/o diverse elements in Latin

was long ago pointed out by Niebuhr, wlio attributed it

to til.) coaqnest of one race by another at a [leriod anterior

to all historiciJ record. It may perhaps be more safely

ascribed to the branching off of the Latin race from the

parent stock at an earlier period than the other languages

of Central Italy, while the dift'erenccs that separated them
from those of the early inhabitants of Greece were less

marked than they afterwards became.

(4) The Vohi-ians, who ultimately became merged in the

mors progressive Latin race, are undoubtedly represented

to us in the early Roman history as a distinct people, not

only politically separato from the Latin league, but having
a distinct language of their own, which was neither Latin

nor Oscan. The very scanty remains of it that have been
preserved to us by inscriptions, while they confirm this

Btaterpent, show at the same time remarkable analogies

with the Umbrian, and thus tend to prove that the
Volscians had occupied from a very early period the rugged
mouncaiD district where we find them established in his-

torical times, and had retained their dialect with less change
than their SaKfeUian and Oscan neighbours.

Of the jEquians, who held a mountainous district

adjoining that of the Volscians, we cannot be said to know
anything beyond thq );>:t that tha two nations aopear

constantly in Roman history in alliance against the rising

republic, from which, however, we are hardly entitled to

argue their common descent. But it is certain that both

the jEquians and the petty tribe of the Heniicans are in

early ages Uniformly represented as distinct from tho

Latins, though their territory was included in Latium, in

the more extended sense of the term, while the native

population had in the days of Livy almost wholly dis-

appeared.

(5) The Oscans, or as the Greeks wrote the name Opicans

^thc native form was Ojjscans), were the possessors of the

greater part of Central Italy, as well as the southern part ot

the peninsula, at the time that the Romans were carrying

on their long protracted struggle for its dominion. At the

same time it must be observed that it was never used in

ancient times as a [iroper ethnic appellation. No tribe or

nation of the name appears among those with which Rome
was engaged in hostilities; and, though the term Oscan is

frequently used by ancient writers as applied to the

language of Campania, there is no proof that it was ever

employed by them in the more general sense adopted by

modern scholars. It is, however, as a matter of convenience,

a useful term to designate the nation or group of tribes

composed of the Samnites, together with their descendants

or ofi'shoots, the Campanians, Lucanians, and Bruttiaus.

The name Sabellians, used by tho Roman poets, has been

employed by some modern Writers in much tho Same
signification.

Of the nations comprised under this general appellation,

much the most powerful were the Samnites, who occupied,

not merely tho small mountain district known in modern
days as Sannio, but the whole region of the central

Apennines from the upper valley of the Sagrus (Satigro) on
the north to that of the Aufidus on the south, while towards

the west they held the valleys of the Vulturnus and its

various tributaries down to the point where they emerged

into the fertile plain of Campania. The territory thus

defined Was, like that of the SabiUes, a wholly inland

district, but the Samnites were not long content with these

narrow limits, and at an early period we find them carrying

their arms and extending their settlements to the sea on

both sides. The Freutani, who separated them from the

Adriatic to tho north, are distinctly termed by Strabo a

Samnite people, and distinguished by him as such from the

adjoining tribes of the Vestini and ^larrucini. A more
important extension was that towards the west, where tl»?y

conquered the whole of the rich province of Campania,

with the exception of the districts on the coast still retained

by the Greek colonies. This conquest appears to have

taken place as late at the 5th century B.C., but the same

causes continued in operation, and during the course of the

next half century the Samnites spread themselves through

the whole of Lucania, and even carried their arms to the

extremity of the southern peninsula. The Lucanians

therefore, when they fii-st became known to the Romans,
were a Samnite people, though possessing a separate

political organization. They at this time ruled over the

whole country called by the Greeks CEnotria, down lo the

Sicilian Strait, and had reduced the previous inhabitants to

a state of serfdom. Hence not long afterwards there arose

in the southernmost part of the peninsula (the modern
Calabria) an insurrection, represented as a mere casual

outbreak of outlaws and fugitive slaves, but probably in

reality .a revolt of the native population who, under the

name of Bruttians, established their independence, and

retained possession of the whole of this wild and mountain-

ous country, till they passed, together with the Lucanians,

under the all-absorbiftg dominion of Rome.
It is more diflficult to determine to what extent the

Apulians had received an admixture of the Samnifo
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element, but there seems no doubt that the northern part

of the [iroviiice known to the Komans under that name
had been occupied by a Samnite population, while the

tribes south of Mount Garganus—the Daimians and

Peucetians—probably retained their nationality, though

brought under subjection by the Samnite;..

The monuments of the Oscan language, though nut

numerous, are more considerable than those of any other of

the early Italian languages, except the Umbrian, and can

for the most part be interpreted with reasonable certainty

by the assistance of Latin. The most important of them

are— (1) The Tabula Bantina, a bronze tablet found in the

neighbourhood of Bantia (Banzi), on the borders of Apulia

and Lucania, which relates to the municipal affairs of that

town ; (2) the Cippus Abellanus, so called from its having

been found near Abella in Campania, containing a treaty

or agreement between the two neighbouring cities of Nola

and Abella ; and (3) a bronze tablet more recently

discovered in the neighbourhood of Agnone in northern

Samnium, recording the dedication of various sacred offer-

ings. It is interesting to observe that these three specimens

of the ancient dialect have been found in nearly the most
distant quarters of the Oscan territory. None have as yet

been found in Lucania or Bruttium, but we know from

Festus that the Bruttians spoke Oscan. The language was

thus at one time spoken through the whole of the southern

peninsula. It doubtless ceased to be employed officially

after the defeat of the Samnites and their allies in the Socia'

War (90-88 B.C.) ; but the numerous minor inscriptions

found rudely scratched or painted on the walls of Pompeii

show that it continued in vernacular use until a much later

period.

3. The- Etruscans.—The obscure question if the origin

and affinities of this remarkable people, and the attempts

that have been made to interpret their language, have been

fully discussed in the article Etrukia. For the present

we must be content to acquiesce in the conchision, which is

in accordance with all the statements of ancient authors,

that they were a people wholly distinct from all others in

Italy, while the researches of modern writers have been
able to throw but very little light upon their language or

ethnical affinities.

Northern Italy.—The ethnography of Northern Italy is

much more simple than that of the central regions of the

peninsula. At the time when the Romans fi-st became
acquainted with this part of Italy, the whole country was
divided among three nations—the Gauls, the Lieurians,

and the Veneti or Venetians.

(1) Of these the Gauls, who occupied the extensive

plains in the valley of the Po and its tributaries, and had
extended their dominion from the Alps to the Apennines
and the Adriatic, were unquestionably intruders or im-

migrants, who had crossed the Alps at a comparatively

late period. The last emigration was that in which the

Senones or Senonian Gauls established themselves, as has

been already mentioned, in the coast land of L^mbria

between the Apennines and the Adriatic ; and this invasion

was, according to the Roman historians, directly connected

with the capture of Rome in 390 B.C. But the migration

of the great mass of the Gauls who occupied the plains of

Northern Italy undoubtedly took place at a much earlier

period, and is assigned by Livy, our only authority on the

subject, and who unfortunately does not mention the

sources from which he derived his information, to the reign

of the elder Tarquin at Rome (616-578 B.C.). Who were

the people that inhabited this country previous to their

irruption we do not know with certainty, but the districts

'ddJQJning the foot of the Alps on the west were undoubtedly

in the hands of Ligurian tribes, and those in the south at

the foot of the Apennines had probably been at one time

occupied by the Umbrians, who had, however, previous to

the Gaulish invasion been either driven out or reduced to

subjection by the Etruscans. Of the character and extent

of the Etruscan settlements in the region north of the

Apennines we have very little information ; but the state-

ments of ancient authors that they had at one time extended

their dominion over a considerable part of Northern Italy,

and founded large cities—among which Felsina (afterwards

called Bononia) and Mantua are especially mentioned.^

have been confirmed of late years by the discovery of

undoubted Etruscan remains at Bologna and other places

north of the Apennines (see Etkukia). But it may well

be doubted whether they ever formed the population of

these countries ; it appears more probable that they were

merely a race of more civilized settlers in the midst of the

native tribes.

Of the Gaulish tribes whose names are known to us as

established in the north of Italy at the time when they

first came into collision with the Roman arms, the most

important were the Insubres and Cenomani to the north

of the Po, and the Boii and Lingones to the south of that

river. Immediately west of the Ticinus, the La;vi are

expressly called by Livy a Ligurian tribe, while beyond

the Adige to the east began the Veneti and Euganei, so

that the territory thus occupied by the Gauls was far from

comprising the whole tract subsequently known as Gallia

Cisalpina.

(2) The Ligurians or Ligures—the Greek form of the

name is Ligyes—are a people of whose origin and affinities

we know absolutely nothing, but whom we find from the

earliest times in possessicm of the rugged mountainous tract

with which their name is inseparably connected. They

were, when we first hear of them, considerably more

extensively spread than at a later period,—the south coast

of Gaul, subsequently included in the Roman province of

that name, having been originally occupied by Ligurian

tribes. Thus the Sallyes or Salluvii, in whose territory

the Greek colony of Massilia was founded (about 600 B.C.),

are distinctly described as a Ligurian tribe, and it may be

considered certain that they held the whole country from

the Maritime Alps to the Rhone, while Scylax represents

them as intermixed with Iberian tribes in the tract from

the mouths of the Rhone to the foot of the Pyrenees. But

all authorities agree that they were a separate nationality,

distinct alike from the Iberians and from the Gauls. * No
trace of their language has been preserved and all theories

as to their origin must be purely conjectural.

At the time when they first came in contact with the

Roman arms, the Ligurians not only occupied the coast of

the Mediterranean and underfalls of the Maritime Alps and

Apennines from the Var to the Magra, but the much more

extensive tract comprising the northern slopes of these

mountains towards the valley of the Po; As has been

already mentioned, it is probable that they were still more

extensively spread in this direction prior to the irruption

of the Gauls, but even in the historical period we find it

distinctly stated that the Lcevi and Libici, tribes immedi-

ately west of the Ticinus, were of Ligurian race. The

same thing is told us botli by Strabo and Pliny of the

Timrini, and was probably true also of their neighbours the

Salassi. But the tribes who appear in history as the

indomitable foes of Rome, against whom they waged for

nearly a century and a half (237-109 B.O.) a war much re-

sembling that of the Circassians against Russia in modern

times, were those on the two flanks of the Apennines, and

the southern slopes of the Maritime Alps. Here the Ingauni

and Intemelii in the western Riviera, and the Statielli on

the reverse of the mountains were the most conspicuous

tribes ; while towards the east the Apuani, who held the

Lunigiana and the ragged moirntain group above Carrara,
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an 1 t!iG Fiiiiiatos, who extfintlcd along the crest of tho

Apenniues from thence' to 'the iicit'hboi]rho;«J of Florence,

«-ers tliB subjects 'of' repeated tiiumiihs, and gave the

Unmans nupi-c real trouble than their moro ' brilliant coiW

ijuesls in JLn-cdoiiia and Asia.

(3) The Vriteti or Vciu/ian-; who held the uorth-eastcni

portion of the great plain ol Xortheru Italy, fruia tho Ailige

to the Alp5 of the Frioul, were, according to the concurrent

statements of ancient authors, a distinct peo[ile from their

neighbours the Gauls. Attempts were made by fomo

Greek writers to connect them with the Fneti or Ecneti,

mentioned by' Homer, as' a people of Paphlagonia, and

several modern authors have sought to identify 'hen: with

the Yencdto or Wends on the shores of the Baltic. But

all such theories, based as they are solely on resemblances

of name, are of little value. On the other hand it is dis-

tinctly stated by Herodotus that they were- an lUyrian

tribe; and, though this may very likely bo a mere inference

from their juxtaposition, it is not improbable in itself that

they were of the same race with their neighbours the

Istrians and Liburnians.

But, besides the Veueti properly so called, two other

tribes were found in historical times within the limits of

tho province as constituted by Augustus. (1) The Eitrju-

neans, though theyhad at this period dwindLd into an

insignificant tiibe, had at one time been a powerful [leople,

and according' to the statement of Livy (himself a native

of this country) had originally occupied tho whole tract

between the Alps and the sea, from which they had been

e.vpcUed by the "Veneti. . And this tradition is confirmed

by the fact. that remnants of them still lingered in the

Italian valleys of the Alps as late as the time of Pliny,

and that their name remained inseparably attached, both

in ancient and modern times, to the little group of volcanic

hills between fadua and Verona, which are stiU known as

the Euganean hills. (2) The Carui, who occupied the

northern part of the Frioul, at the foot of the AI[i3, together

with the adjoining mountains, appear to have been certainly

a tribe of Celtic or Gavdish origin, and distinct from the

'Venetians, though included in the province of that name.

Consolidation of Ituti/.—We have aeen that the name
of Italy was originally applied only to the southerrmiost

part of the peninsula, and was only gradually extended

so as to comprise the central regions, such as Latium and
Campania, which were designated by writers as late as

Thucydides and Aristotle as in Opicia. The progress of

this 'change cannot be followed in detail, but there can

be little doubt that the extension of the Roman arms, and
the gradual union of the nations of the peninsula under
one dominant power, vrould contribute to the introduction,

or rather woidd make the necessity felt, for the use of one
general appellation. At first indeed the term was appa-

rently confined to the regions of the central and southern

districts, exclusive of Cisalpine Gaul and the whole tract

north of the Apennines, and this continued to be the official

or definite signification of the name down to the end of the

republic. But the natural limits of Italy are so clearly

marked that the name came to be generally employed as

a geographical term at a much earlier period. Thus we
already find Polybius repeatedly applying it in this wider
signification to the whole country, as far as the foot of the
Alps ; and it is evident from many passages in the Latin
writers that this was the familiar use of the term in the
days of Cicero and Caesar. The official distinction was,

ho<*t:TEr, still retaiued. Cisalpine Gaul, including the
whole of Northern Italy, still constituted a " province," an
appellation never applied to Italy itself. As such it was
assigned to Julius Cajsar, togetier with Transalpine Gaul,
and it was not till he crossed the Rubicon that he entered
Tislj i& the strict sense of the term.

AugU5ttts_was tue.first who gave a definite administrative

organization to Ital^as a'wholo, and at the same time gave
olHcird sanction to that wider acceptation of the name,
which had already establislifc! itself in familiar usage,, and
which has continued to prevail ever since.

The division of Italy into elereu regions (Plate V.), insti-j

tntcd by Augustus for administrati\e purposes, which con-

tinued in official use tUl the reign of Constantine, was based
mainly on the territorial divisions previously existing, and
preserved with few exceptions the aucient limits

The first region comprised Latiun: (in the more extendei^

sense of the term, as including the larKl of the VolscianS,

Hernicans, and Auruncans), togeth r with Campania and
the district of the Picentini. It tl ^ extended from the

mouth of the Tiber to that of the Si ""s.

The second region included Ap; .i and Calabria (the

name by which the Romans usually 'gnated the district-

known to the Greeks as.ilessapia or . ';ia), together witb

the land of the Hirpini, which had u .i..dy been considered

as a part of Samniilm.

The third region contained Lucania and Bruttium; it

was bounded on the west coast by the Silarus, on the east

by tho Eradauus.

The fourth region comprised all the Samnites (except th?

Hirpini), together with the Sabines and the cognate tribeC

of the Frentaui, Marrucini, Marsi, Peligni, Vestiui; ant*

i£. juiculi. It was separated from Apulia on the south by
the river Tifernus, and from Picenum on the north by tha

Matrinus.

The fifth region was composed i olely of Picenum, ex^r

tending along the coast of the Adri tic fromHhe mouth o*

the Matrinus to that of the iEsis, bi yOnd Ancona.

The sixth region was formed by' Umbria, in the niori>

extended sense of the term, as including the Ager Gallicu.^

along the coast of the Adriatic from the jEsis to the Ari-

minus, and separated from Etruria on the west by the Tiber.

The seventh region consisted of Etruria, which preserved

its ancient limits, extending from the Tiber 'to the Tyr-

rhenian Sea, and separated from Liguria on the north by
the river Macra.

The eighth region, termed 'Gallia Cispadana, comprised

the southern portion of Cisalpine Gaul, and w-^ bounded

on the north (as its name implied) by the riv^c (Padus or

Po, from above Placentia to its mouth. It was separatt'J

from Etruria and Umbria by the main chain of the. Apen-
nines ; and the river Ariminus was substituted for the far^

famed Rubicon as its limit on the Adriatic.

The ninth region comprised Liguria, extending aUjsg the

sea-coast from the Varus to the Macra, and inlandSS .'«r na

the river Padus, which constituted its northern Boundaru
from its source in Mount Vesulus to its confluence witf)

the Trebia just above PJacentia.

The tenth region included Venetia from the Padus an4

Adriatic to the Alps, to which was annexed the neighbour

ing peninsula of Istria, and to the west the territory of ths

Cenomani, a Gaulish tribe, extending from the Athesis t<i

the Addua, which had previously been regarded as a pari

of Gallia Cisalpiua.'

The eleventh region, known as Gallia Transp^dana. io>

eluded all the rest of Cisalpine Gaul from the Partus on tffl

south and the Addua on the east to the foot of the Alps,

The arrangements thus established by Augustus continued

almost unchanged till the lime of Conbta:iitino, and formed

the basis of all subsequent administrative divisions until'

the fall of the Western empire. It is not worth while to

follow in detail the changes fitroducecL during the 4tb

century. It was the invasion of the Lombards that first

broke up the general system of the Roman administration,

and prepared the way for the redistriOutfon of Italy in' the

AlidJlfr Aj^es ou a wholly dijfeteat basis. (£.&£.'
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SxATisncs.

The preceding sections have dealt with Italy th^ country as n
pennauent physical uoity; here it is proposed to consider Italy the

kingdom as a modern political and sociiil unity. In dealing witii

the various aspects of the subject we shall he continually reniindfd

of the fact that Italy is one of t]i3 very youn^jcst ot the greater

nations of Europe. In attempting to trace back the movement of

any department of social activity, the investig-.itor here rinds his

retrospect soon interrupted and closed ; instead of the statistics of

the kingdom of Italy he has only the statistics, fragmentary and
incapable of comparison, of the pevcral states by whose incorporation

it has been formed.
Extent.—Of the Italian frontier 294 miles coincide with that of

F.-ance, 355 witli that of Switzerland, and 269 with that of Austria.

Owing mainly to natural causes, but partly also to political tradi-

tions, the line is a very irregular one ; and at various points it has
been subjected to rectifications on a small scale since the consolida-

tion of the kingdom. The limits towards France are determined by
the convention signed at Turin in ISGl. 'J'he same year saw the.

revision of the line between Lonibardy and Ticino on the basis of

the treaty of Varcse, 1752. In 1S63 the. boundary of the Orisons
was slightly modified, and the Lei valley assigned to Italy; in 1873
the frontier was fixed between Teramo and Brusio and at the Alp
de Cravairola ; and in 1875 a district of 4324 acres, or nearly 7
sq^nare miles, which had been in dispute was assigned to Italy by
the arbitration of the United States, and incorporated with tlie

province of Novara. Ou the surrender of the Austrian provinces

of Italy t^ the new kingdom in 1867, it was decided that the

frontier between the two states sliould be that of the actual adminis-
tration of the Lombardo-Venetian kingdom.

' The total area of the kingdom of Italy is given officially as

296,322-91 square kilometres or 114, 3S0-64 square miles; but the

estimate confessedly rests on data th.at are to a considerable extent

pro\*isimial. It was published by ilaestri, the Lead of the general

direction of statistics in the cen<ius returns for 1861, and thcinvesti-

gations of the minister of jiublie works in 1871 tended to confirm it»

general accuracy. But that it should be more than a very fair ap-

proximation to the truth is impossible in the defective state of the

Italian surveys. Though various parts of the country were carefully

gone over for cadastral purposes by commissions appointed by several

of the indi^pendent .states of the peninsula,* ttie methods employed in

the different cases w-^re so heterogeneous that the results, even if com-
plete, could not T'^aiUly and correctly be combined into a whole.

Many of the communes are destitute of any authentic demarcation of

their territorial limits.

Territorial Divisions.—The kingdom I,-, divided into the following

sixteen compartimeuti, (Table 1.) :

—

1. Piedmont : Alessandria, Cunco. Xovam, Turin,
2. Liijuria : Genoa, Poito XIniiri?,io.

3. Lo<iibarrfij : Bergamo, Bitrscia, Comn. Cicmona, Manlua. Milan, Fd^ij,
Sondrio.

4. Venice: Belluno. Padun, nmlETO, TiCTiso, L'dinc. Venice, Verona, Vlccnza.

b. Emilia'. Bolo^^na, rcM'.iia, lonl, Modena. fdiinit, I'iacenza, Ituvciiiiu,

. Jlecgio.

6. Umbria: Peinicifl.

7, Marches : Ancona, Ascoli Piceno, Macerata, Pesaro-t'rWno.

8. Tu<fai{/: Aiezzo, Florence, Grosseto, Legboni. Lucca, M.issa-Cun-nra,

Pisa, Sienii.

9, Latium: Rome.
in. Abruzzi and Mofise: Aquili, Campotas<.o, Cliiejl, Teramo.
11. Campania: Avellino, Benevoiito. Cascita. Xaples, Siileroo

12. Apulia : Bari. l-'oggia, Lecce.

13. Basilicata : Potenzs,
14. Calabi-ias : Cutanzuro, Coscnza, Bcpgio,

15. Sieih: Caltanlsetta, C.itaiiia, Giigcuti, Mcssln.i, Palermo. Syracuse,

Trapani.

16. Sardinia: Cagliaii, SassaiH.

Of these Abruzzi and Molise, Campania, Apulia, Basilicata, and
the Calabrias are not unfrequently grouped together in statistical

tables under the name of the Neapolitan territory (Napoletono).

The provinces which formed tlie Sardinian kingdom are often

spoken of as the Ancient Provinces.

These corapartimenti, however, are not true administrative

divisions, but rather conventional groupings of a number of pro-

vinces. It is the province which forms the true administrative

unit. According to modern nomenclature it always takes its name
from the capolnogo (chef-lieu or administrative centre), which is the

seat of the prefect. The provinces are subdivided into so many
circles or districts {the name circondario being employed in all parts

of the kingdom except the Veueto, where the old established word

I
* In the ancient Piedmont provinces a rndastral -survey was undertaken as

early as 1677, but it was not finished till 172^; i» the MoOcnese provinces ttiaf of

Garfacnana coes back to 1531. that of Kola to 1785. that of the " plain and hill
"

t3 1791 ; in tlie Tuscan prnvinccs the cadastre was coTnpiled between 1S22 and
1334; and tlie Lombardo-Veneiian provinces have a doable cadastre, the first

dalinft from 1718. the second commencd in 1828. See Atti dfi primo eongretso

degli inycynfri ed arehitttti ilnhnni. Milan. 1875, pp. 420-t6S. A larffe map of

Italy, In 2J7 sections, corresponding to that of the English Ordnance Survey, is In

course of publioatinn, under fhe supervision of the Jstituto topogvafico militare

(f inncrly of the Stato ^naggiore) ; and a Government commission, which has

issued a Bollettino ge-oFoyico since 1870. is engaeed in the preparation of a large

geological nidp. See Giordanf> In Afti dri Lincei, 1878.

cfistrcKo is still In use). The division known as the viomlamnito
has to do ttith the legal administration only. It must be noted that
formerly many of the provinces had special designations othfT tluin

those of their chief towns, and thnt some of these are still of not
infrequent occurrence especially outside of Itnly. Thus lleirgio

corresponds to Calabria Ulteriorc Prima, Catan;^aro to Calabria
Ulteriore Seconda, Cosenza to Calabria Citeriorc, Terajno to Abruzzo
Ulteriore Primo, Aquila to Abruzzo Ulteriore Sccondo, Chieli to

Abruzzo Citeriore, Oanipobasso to Moliae, Foggia to Capit;inata,

Lecce to Terra d'Otranto, Pmri to Terra di Baii, Avcllino to rriuci[intn

Ulteriore, Salerno to Piincipnto CiterioiT, Caserta to Terra di Liivoro.

Potenza to Basilicata.

The following table (II.) gives the provinces, with their Tcsjiective

ureas, according to Professor Baccariiii in the AnvitaHo Stniisticn

llaiiano 1881, pp. 82-9, and the populations ascertained by tho
census of I86I and tliat of Dcccmbc-r 31, 1S71. 'i'he figures iti

this table give a tot.il of 114.403 snuaro miles, KHghtly diircririg

fi'om tlic Jlaestri estimate.
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IS represented with some approach to accuracy in the follonnne
table (III.) :- .

> s

1770 14.588,317
17SJ 16,256,974
ISOO 17,237.421
isn; 1S3S0,<>SS
1S2.5 IU,7i6,977

1838 21,975,205
1S4S 23,617,163
ISoS 24.857,417
1801 .,„ 25,016,801

At this List Jate (1861) the popnlation of the kingil,oiii exclusive
of the province of Korae was 21,777,334. The census of 1871 showed
for the whole kingdom a total of 26,801,154 ; and it is estimated
that this had increased by 1675 to 27,482,17'f, and by 1S79 to
28,437,091. Tlie census of 1861 gave 10,897,236 males and
10,850,098 fem.ilcs, that of 1871 13,472,213 males and 13,328,892
females. At the latter date 36 per cent, of tho population wete
marri'-d, and-6 per cent, in a *.tate of widowhood.
The 1871 census shows that the males are in distinct excess of

the females for the fii-st fifteen years of life, that after that age the
excess is on the side of the females, and becomes very strong between
nineteen and twenty-one, and that between thirty-one and seventy-
one the advantage is for the most part on the side of the males.
(See Luigi Eameri's elaborate study in Annali di Statislica, series 2
vol. X., 1879.)

In spite of the fact that the gi'eat mass of the Italian population
is engaged in agricultural pui-suits, an unusual proportion of tho
inhabitants are congregated in towns. The Italian, to quote tho
words of Gallenga,^ is no lover of the country ; he dreads of all

things an isolated dwelling. If he cannot live in the capital, then
in a prorincial city ; if not, in a country town ; then in a village;

—only not in a country hou.=e. Landou-ners (what in England
would be known as county families), farmers, and most of the
labourers huddle together in their squalid boroughs and hamlets;
and the peasants have often a journey of several miles before they
reach the fields entrusted to their cnre,—though this tendency is

indeed now less marked than formerly. At the same time the num-
ber of very large cities is comparatively small. At the census of

Table lV.~-Commuml PcpulaiioH of Towns in 1879.

Com-
mune.

1879.

N'nplcs.... _ _... 452.839
Milan (SCT.oie

Palermo I 234,1.10

Rome= 232,958
luvin 214.572
Florence

j
167.714

Genoa ' l<a.-5r;9

Venice.— ' 124,7CS

Mci'lno. _ j
121.856

Bdoina. J 111.773
Leghorn I 98,302
CiUuiia.

I

91.417
Fcnara , 7.1.42^

Lucca 6S.649
P.idja 6(i,l.)l

Verona.... ' 85,502
Havcnna

|
60,.s;7

Alcsa-indria 59,6^:7

Moiieua I 56.320
B.iri 55,513

63,«SS

90,803
60,374
49.105
47.279
4(i,SC5

42,852
40.725

Pistola

Keggio (K.) ,.,

Pisa
Pcrugii.1

Cspaonori
.\ncDna
Prato
Pjirma. ,

Forn I 39.699
Arczzo

I

39,483
FoA^ia '

39,314
.\n<lria 38,414
Acireale 38.3-12

Cesena I 38,144
Marsala I 3.1,015

Reggio (C.) 38,000
Ttapaol i 37,778
Viccnza. 1 87,183
Faenza. _ 1 36.635
MoJica I SC.276
Rimini. „ 38.187
Ucrgamo 35,286.
SasKii:. 34.305
Cagliari. 34,269.

AstI 33.983
Brescia „

'

33.3-14

Salerno I 81.297
EjrlctU 81,230
Noi-ara 31.12S
Piacenza..
Cuerta
Copparo
Taranto.
Corato
Muirella
Castenaraare...
Ldjne
Jmola

31,094
80.874

30,105
29,717

29.687
29.579
28,561
28,437

28.421

1S71.

415.549
199,009
180,145

219,608
192.413
107,093

130,269
12S,0!«
70.307

89,104
80.914
83.496
28,509

21,286
44.607
60,049

11,935
28,059
S0,8M
49.421
12.9r.0

19.131

25,908

16.70S

2,657
28,031
12,897

44,915
15,324
11,154
34,181
32,670
20,-514

7,472
14,105
19,083
25,914

26,944
14.280
30,032

9,747
22,639
80,542
29,905
17,203
3-?,00fi

19,905
27,444
14,S27
84,MS
12,754
6,568

20,547
28,018
26,5!8
18,308
22,004
9,355

Com-
mune.

1879.
Titviso 28,397
Caltanisclta 28,317
Caliacirone 28,298
ChiC'Eia. _ SS.OOO
Pnvia 27,493
Coitona 27,239
Casnie Monfenato.. 27.117
Soczia. 26,944
Cerignola. 26,824
Lugo 2f.6G2
Saxcna 26.659

VctccIII, _ 20.648
C.inara 26,577
Monza 26,504'

Trani 26,490

Bltonto 26,442
Torre del Greco.,,., 25,842
Catcnz£u-o 25,463
Lodi 25.451
Cremona 25.020
Leccc _ 24,620
illantua _ 24.664
Citla di Caalello„.. 24.560

Cotno J4.217

Syiacose 24,132
ChiotI _ . 24,122
Gubbio 24,086
R.1gnaa 23.970
Alcarao, 23,745

Bisceglia. 23,337

Ascoli Plceno 22,937

Foligno 52.638

SenegaUla 22,524
Sieoa _. 22.450
Tci-mini „ 22.320

CanicattI _ 22,027

Girgcnti 22.027
Cunea 21.914
Barceilona. 21,890
Cascina 21.792
Cava de' Tirzenl .... 21.702

Avellino 21,060
i Cajtelvctrano 21,599
Partinico 21.447
Sciacca 21,!4S
Benevcnto 21.338
Uonopull _ 21.144
SesM Auruaca 21,124
Fano 21,001
.\versa _. 20.8.53

Spoleto 20.781
Vitcrbo 20.008
Teramo „ 20.560
CcntT) I 20.520
FrancavUIa,.'. I 20,444
Rccainrtl 20,377
Bagni San Glalianr. 20,385
Macerata 20.331

1871.

16,824
21,460
22,639
19,827
27,885
3,973
27,104
10,047
21,739
8,664

16,030
20,140
7,602

15,450
24,020
22,993
18,950
16,711
18,537
28,679
18,4«0
2(,,0S7

0,210
10,931
18,129

14,321
6,343

21,494
20,880
19,007
11,357

8,471
4,85*

22,965
19,560
20.908
1S,SD2

11,423
13,917
1.971

5,725
14, .393

19.499
19,838

17,736
17,370
13,800

5,517
6,439

19,734
7,033

16,826
6,829
6,223

16,997
4,34.5

1,028
11,194

' CnKlrf L{ft w Pidmml. i Borne at the ead of 1^0 bad 805,400.

1871 I>aplcs ranked first witli a co;umunal population of 448,335 ;
and there were twenty-two other towns whose inhabitants numbered
about 60,000 or upwards. With the exception of four belongiu"
to Sicily^ the greater number of these weie situated in the noi th°
Table IV. indicates the communal population of all the towns th.at
exceed 20,000 according to the nninici|Ml bulletins for 1879. Tl'w
figures differ from those of tho Movimaito ddlo Stat. Chile as the
latt«r takes into account only births and deaths and not migrations.
The official reports divide the communes into urban, those with on

agglomerate population of 6000 inhabitants
; viixcii, those in which

there is a centre of 6000, but a greater number in the country
districts

; and rural, comprising all tho others. Of the urban them
were 373 in 1875, of the mixed 39, and of the rural 7873.
The following table (V.) shows the number and distribution of

the greater centres of population throughout the kingdom :—

Centres,
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sonthem Tuscany (at Piaconzn, Monterulciano, and Siena) it wa<,fonnerly an important industry; now it chid y flour she n thl

island of S cily Aniseed is abundantly grown Li the Romaina andthe Abruzzi; the province of Aquila produces about 8o"^uTn?altper annum. Liquorice grows wild in all the southern part of thepemnsnla, and m some portions of SieUyis considcre™a'^Ie weedbut m certain locahties, aa in the province of Tei-amo it S theobject of regular cultivation. ' "^ '°^

buMn n„"f' i'
™"";l^"l ttroHgliout the length and breadth of Italybut in not a few of the provinces its relative importance is slightWhile in some of the districts of the south and the centre he fineoccupies from 10 to 20 per cent, of the cultirated area, in some of thenorthern provinces, such as Sondrio, Belluno, Grosseto &c t eaverage is only about 1 or 2 per cent. The methods of c^rivitionare sufliciently varied

; but the planting of the vines by «,emse ves

r omb^
.'"^s of .'"signihcaut bushes is decidedly the ex«p o" In

TpI H^^i
^""^'^' Konii^a, Tuscany, the Marches, Umbda theTerra di Lavoro, and other southern provinces, th^y are t^^iued

TrmHoTk &c ,t 1

r"P^«',^'^«™l kinds-wires, cane work,

nUnf Z '
^'^•-^^"."Iso in use in many districts, and in some theplant

1^ simply permitted to trail along the ground. The vTnta^e

Sent?,!'"'!' H°'i'"«
*°.'°^^"ty ''"d clSnate. from the be4nn\n>ofte differ" ^'t'^dis^t""!"'

^"^""''^^- ^"""^ ^'- g"'- ^^^

ALT
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Piedmont
,

LiitnbjTdy

Veneto...._
Ll(?uria

Kmilia
Marches andi
Umbria

)
Tuscany

Acres. Gallons.

289.853
347,882
600,420
109,529
416,269

359,204

&42,216

Latium
Adriatic pro-)
vinces of thef-
south ..„ )

Mediterranean do.
Sicily „
Sardinia

Total 12,621,039 597,000,748

1,L^" ' r I V-'
°^ ^''™^' ^°'' "istance, there dro regular woods rf

"ith'"ti
°''™-"«^. ^hile in middle'ltaly we have"o ive-orchardl^ith the interspaces occupied by crops of various kinds Tl,^lliscan oils from Lucca, Calci, and Buti are con dered the best n

^""^L ^J^^Ltku":'"^r "•^^'^" Ligurit^ran^

d.stributio„ofthecSWvatbl,
"-^ '°'^"'"" "^"'^ Particularly the

Piedmont
Loinbt-irdy

Vcncto
Ligiu-fj

Kinjlia

Marches and)
Umbria f

Toscuny

Acres. Gallons.

11,344
8,r37

209,SC4

11,598

1SS,4C5

2!>l,73i

138.996
205.0C2

7,0.". 1.SOS
324.654

4,304,498

6,270,132

Lalium
AdiiaUc pro-)

vincea of tJie^
south

)
Mediterranean do.
Sicily

Saidinia "*

Total..

Acies. Gallons.

102,959

607,392

344,205
257,905
127,458

!,224,CC2

2,103,348

18,Se3,278

14,003.880

10,066,230
4.042,110

74,483,002

to the Arabs
; but it ha re eiv d o friT^'r ''t"'""

P™''^"^ <•"<=

parts of the iountrv ,,*„!,„ ^- l^ ^f' " Jcvolopmont in certain

Ue P'-XXthi^^rpe^ ,^t'itruti:!i^bvt''^ ^'^i^or lemon and oraiKre orchard, in ti^„
occupied by the agrunuh

having incre-ascd "frU". 525 "r s'^i P™i8'5"4"to''5f3
«""

^sT

10,000 ..Sni^isnnuaUy^ndconctra^dHj''- '"^Tl "^ ^''°»'

of fro,,, 11,000 to 17,000 qu"ntakFstn?- ;•'"''' *° ^^' '™°"°t

r2'>r000^ft '^n
^''"'""' ''^'"^ '^' "•"•-'g^ production amounts

and the petals are also made into a conserve at Syracuse Of tb^

the province of Cuneo
; h.azels, on the contrarj^, have their iSatestd ffusion m the south, and particularly in the 'island ofsid^y andthe province of Avelhno.= The value of the export of walnt^ts andhazels amounts to between 3,000,000. and 4,000.000 UreperanLmPistachio culture is confined to the prorince of Caltan?seTtx

tbronf'U''""?"',?''^'"''''' =""*«<"='"' conditions which existsthroughout the peninsula gives corresponding variety to the metMsof agriculture. In the matter for instance o( rotation of crops th^eIS an amazmg diversity-shifts of two years, three3 foiSyears, ^x years, and in many cases whatever order strikes the'f.ncTof the farmer. The fields of Tuscany for the most part tor w atone year and maize the next, in perpetual interchanges reUved

fn t^niatnsoM orfiP'T'"'
•' "^

^^'f"°' B^'nevcnto.'^and Avelli ,o?in the plains of Lombardy asix year shift is common :-either wheatclover, maize, nee, rice, rice (the last year manured wih lupines)

rice He?' "''^r-
f°"°"^d|,y clover, clover, clover ploughed rand

1 ice. nee, and nee manured with lupines. The Emilian region is one

Sail? ^S"'' r''''T "'
^J'

oLerved,-a common sC be n!grain, maize, clover, beans and vetches, ffcc, grain which has thf

^nce™?'^'" f "'ASrain crops succeeding e^ch otl e In the pro-

tweS V ;e,r« ^'T-'^
°""' ^""S left in this state for fifteen or

hanH lf?.L.f '". """' P"" °P''^^ ">"<= '^ -^ "eular inter-

i-iSte,V. ""^""P y^^"- by year. The following scheme

larirtt, • f
T ° S'cil.an method of a type which has many

sTonfifVhTlriw'.f •°' S,?""' P'"'""'' P^sfre-other two div.^

? ?elv w^th.l, t
"'"S 9" ^^"o °>-<ier, but commencing respectn ely with the two years of grain and the two of pasture.

The old Roml'n'nf '"'P'T'"*'
*'''= '"^'''" agriculturist is far behind.

Pnln™ I,
P
°I1T'

^°' ""•'^"oe, as it is described by Virgil and

1^, sir ^ T^ 1"" t r" '" "^^ '" """"^ ports of the country

and St ,,P'™f "'"'
^!^T' °° ""= ""='»» -monuments of theisland might have been copied from that at work in the fieldsGreat improvements, however, have taken place in the more rro:gressive regions

;
iron has replaced wood, and coulter and shareW

plouVh Trfl^ r '"^-'=°^^^- But even in the Veneto the h avyplough dran-n by as many it may be as six pair of oxen cuts thefurrow no deeper than 9 inches.' As we proceed son liwards hefashion becomes more simple and antique. The spade or m„Li^a favourite implement, and in some parts, as in Emilia fo. ins aiTceIt IS used to deepen the furrow made by the plough Sowb" and
1 "Fo"f w a°f

'"" '"" ^-cessfuli; intro'liucfd in th lowhndKgions, but a large proportion of the konutry is little fitted for

ric'tr"atT4"^ d^^''"^'°°."!,''""^^
^-"^'^

tncts ha\e laige y dispkeed the flail and the floor- and strawcutters, corn-shellers. and similar inventions have bcCTn o "ake
J^Zr/l

.^^'""""g o™- of a very ordinaiy kindT but tttleattended to in a great part of the country
; though it has been acustom from time immemorial to grow a crop of lupines for the solepureosp of returning them to the soil as a stimulus!

"'''"'"^^ '°^'

been suMect so^loV/tf"°1'™'^'
"" ^K™>'1""-1 '=o»ntry, and has

T^„w;„ f ^»
'™g to regular process of cultivation, a lari-e nro-portioaof Its arable land is still in a state of utter neglect It iscalculated that the aggregate of the more important districts ready

Infonnts t™5nVo"o"r'
'"

"'i"™
^^ the 'iabonr^TSama" n

n"°htbcntilized Tf'''' *"•'' ""'' •"'''" *"''>'^ »'"" 1"^>"i'ym,„nr dc utilized. The most important works undertaken in thiotoction since the fonnation of L kingdom a?e the dai"^"-^ of

1^ f?o,er^ nt 'S\t^°J''T""'' ='.'?'',"" «"=^' schonie fo"°tbe

mrD^ember 1878
^^° ^°'°^'"' '^"^'^^'^ ^^ P^rtiamont on

tha?knt;''a:^hfp;rlt"'.?snI,lt:^*:^*'™"°'-"' ^''^'y
'f

in vithX over the rlr
''°''

™A' ""'^"'^^ "'^ 'hose which roam

The Italian lira co.Tcspnnds in value to the fianc ". „, . _ < , ,,^,;jhe hazel has its specific na^e, Con,.,'a^:;j^„.,i^^/^:l'!:^tu..n.

>hl ^c™S K!"n?e] wu5 'b'';fS3?J7he^;"°.°""''r '
'"' '"^'^"^ ""-"^ '»

Society in 1875. It is reDiTnted In th. J " P"»>hshcd by ,he Geog, aphical
..US, .he mouatainou.

Ss'l!rd;'',ii^yr?x"e"sf'or.l.'riorna.^"°''^''
'"
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districts thcio is a sLock quite distinct from the PoJolian, generally
called 7'azza iTio\itanina. These aaimals are much smaller in stature

and more regular in form than their Podolian cousins ; and they
are mainly kept for dairy purposes. Another stock, with no close

ttlliea nearer than the south of France, is found in the plain of
Racconigi and Carmagnola ; the mouse-coloured Swiss breed occurs
In the neighbourhood of Milan ; the Tyroleso breed stretclies south
to Padua and llodena ; and a red-coated breed named of Reggio or
Friuli, is familiar both in what were the duchies of Purma and
Modena, and in the provinces of Udine and Treviso. Other less

important types exist in the southern parts of the peninsula; in
Sicily the so-called Modica raeo ia of note ; aud in Sardinia
there is a very distinct stock which seldom exceeds the weight of
700 lb. Buffaloes are kept in several districts, more particularly of
Southern Italy. Their total number ia estimated at 15,190.

Sheep are not reared in any considerable numbers by the
agriculturists of Italy ; but enormous flocks are possessed by
professional sheep-farm era, who pasture them in the mountains
in the summer, aud bring them down to the plains in the
winter. The breeds vary from region to region. At Saliuzo
in Piedmont there is a stock with hanging ears, arched face,

and tali stature, kept for its dairy qualities ; and ia the Biellese
the merino breed is maintained by some of the larger pro-
prietors. In the upper valleys of the Alps there are many local
varieties, one of which at Ossola is like the Scotch blackface.
Liguria is not much adapted for she* p-farming on a large scale ; but
a number of small flocks come dowi^ to the plain of Tuscany in the
winter. "With the exception of u few sub-Alpine districts near
Bergamo and Brescia, the great Lombard plain is decidedly
unpastoral. The Bergamo sheep is the largest breed in the conntn'

;

and that of Cadore and Belluno approaches it in size, lu the
Venetian districts the farmers often have small stationary ilocks.

Throughout the Roman province, and Umbria, Apulia, the Capitan-
ata, and the Calabrias, we find in its full development a remarkable
system of pastoral migration which has been in existence from the
most ancient times, and which has attracted attention as much by
its picturesqueness as by its industrial importance. Merino sheep
have been acclimatized in the Abruzzi, the Capitanata, and the
Basilicata. Tha total number of sheep in the kingdom is estimated
at nearly 7,000,000, and that of goats at moro than 1,500,000.
According to returns for 1876 (the figures oT which 9re almost
<;ertainly below tho mark) the cattle amount to 3,489,125, the
horses to 657,544, the asses to 498,766, the mules to 293,863, and
the pigs to 1,553,582.1

The north of Italy has long been known for its great dairy dis-

tricts. Parmesan cheese, otherwise called Lodigiano(from Lodi) or
fjrana, was presented to King Louis XII. as early as 1509. In 1878
there were in the province of Parma alone one hundred and sixty-
aevon caselli or da'ries, manipulating about l,830,554gallons of milk,
and manufacturing 26,091 Parmesan cheeses of aggregate weight of
927,315 lb, besides 6963 lb of the variety of Stracohino, 2318 lb of
Gorgonzola, 324,062 lb of butter, and 497,442 of ricotta^ (compare
Ann-ali di AgricoUura, No. 9). Between 1864 and 1873 the value
of the cheeso increased from 166 lire to 2"75 lire per lb. Parmesan
is not confined to the proWuce from which it derives its name ; it is

manufactured in all that part of Emilia which ia in the neighbour-
hood of tho Po, aud in the provinces of Brescia, Bergamo, Pavia,
Novara, and Alessandria. Gorgonzola, which takes its name from
a town in the province, has become general throughout the whole
of Lorubardy, in the eastern parts of the ' * ancient provinces," and in
the province of Cuneo. The cheese known as the caccio-cavallo,
which when two or three years old ia worth three or four lire the
kilog!amm«, is produced in regions extending from 37" to 43* N.
lat. Gruyere, so extensively manufactured in Switzerland and
France, is also produced in Italy ia the Alpine regions and in Sicily.

"With the exception of Parmesan, Gorgonzola, La Fontina, aud
Gruyere, most of the Italian cheese is consumed in the locality of
its production. It is estimated that in 1879 England imported
upwards of 3000 Parmesans and 5000 Gorgonzolas. The institution
known as the latUria sociale or co-operative dairy-farm has been
in use in Parma for centuries, and is a familiar arrangement in many
districts. For further details on this intentsting industry the reader
may consult Cantoni's L'uidustria del latte, aud the account of tho
esposizioiie di caaejjicio, held at Portici in 1877, in the AnTuili di
AgricoUura, 1879. The extent of the butter exportation is seen
from Table XXII., p. 456. France is the great market for the fresh
butter ; but it appears that England is rapidly becoming a customer
of some importance; instead of 10 tons, as in 1875, it received 500
tons in 1879-80.
Among the various methods by which the relation of the land-

holder to tho tiller of the soil is regulated, the more noteworthy are
the mezzadria (mezzeria or metayer) system, the boaria or schiaven-

> Most of the facts in this aurvey of ItJilian agriculture are borrowed from h' Italia
r"}raria e /oreslale, prepared by tho llalian Board of Agriculture for the Paris
[Exhibition, W78.

« Ricotta means "recooked." It Is the residue o! cream Bepaiated from
trntter-mil^ by boiling.

dcria, the economia, find the ofTitlanza or affittamento. This last
is practically the same as the ordinary renting system in England
Qud Scotland, the rent sometimes being paid in money [affitto a
daiiari), sometimes in kind (ajitto a grano), Sometimes partly in
money and partly in kind, and the periods varying from one year to
lep.3csofsixor nine years. In the typical mezzadria the owner receives
frequently one half of the produce of the soil, and the mezzadro or
farmer the other; but of course there are many minor modiflcatirtns
iu the terms of the contract.'* The live-stofik is usually the property
of the mezzadro, who pays a fixed rent for the use of the pasturage.
By tho terzeria system, on the other hand, the animals and plant
are the property of the landholder, or two-thirds his and one-third
the tenant's. Under tho echiavenderia or boaria* system, the boalio
(so called from his care of the cattle) receivps such a quantity of the
produce of the soil or of money as pays for his labov:r, r.nd the land-
lord remains practically his own farmer. The live stock of course
is the landlord's property, but the boario has a right to certain pet-
quisitcs connected with this department of his labour. Economia
is the name given to a system by which " the holder of the land,
whether landlord or tenant, pays certain families who perform under
his direction, v.ith his capital and at his risk, the various labours
of cultivation." The peculiar conditions of certain parts of the
country produce peculiar arrangements : the Roman Campagna,
for example, which could not be permanently inhabited owing to
the malaria, used to be cultivated in tho following fashion. Com-
panies of peasants from the Abrnzzi, tho Marches, &;c., under the
direction of chiefs or "corporals," performed the work of sowing the
fields ia the autumn, and returned in June to gather in the harvest,—the tenants of the farms usually making considerable profits from
the undertaking. For further details on this subject the reader
may consult the Reports respecting ike Temire of Land in the several
Countries ofEurope (1869-1870) presented to the English pariiament
in 1870, and the Monografie agricok, published by Professor Luigi
Bodio, whose name has so frequently to be mentioned with honour
in connexion with the statistics of his country. Table XlII.,
which is collected from the reports on the Contratti agrari in

Table Xlll.— }'arietics of Land Tenure.

Province.

Cnne6

Alessandria..

Porto Monrtxlo..

Como.,

Milur. ..

Pavlu..,

Circondai lo.

Turin and PIfierolo
]

Ivrea
Aosra

,

Cuneo !

Sondrio....

BeiKiimo .

Breacla ....

Cremona, Mantua
V'eronu

Venice. *......

itegeio

Modena
Fenara
Bologna, Rn-\
Teiina,Penigia, y
Ancona )

Aquila
Cflserta, AveI->
lino, BasUicafaj

Asm
I

Acqul
Casale
Biella

Vercelli

Tacgia (territory) ...

Albenga , -j

Savofta „...

Monticello (com- )

munej (

Abbiategraaso J

(Cuggiono)
)

Lomellina. J
t

Bobbio.....

SoDdilo....

Bergamo .

Breno

Tenure.

(

Radiano (territory)..

Veiolanuova

Legoago .....

Valdngno...

Thiene

MaroBtlca...

Arzignano ,

Vicenza

Mezzadria, teizorlo, sfflttanza,
boaria.

Mezzadria.
Afflltanza.

Mezzadria (for smnller holdings),
atnttunza (for larger).

Peasant-proprietorship, bonriu,
mezzadria.

Peasant-pio))! ictorshlp.

A fRttanzn, mezzadria {rai'eX boavU
Colitnia, mezzadrlu.
AffJttania (almost i-scluaively).
Amttanza.
Afnttanza (for fields), meztaOili

(for ob7e grounds).
Mezzadria, aSittanza.

Afflttanza (Ui kind).

Colonia,

Afflttanza (irezzttdila has almost
disiippeareiJ).

Mezzadria (few cases of ftfflttanzH).

Peasant-propi-ltjtorshlp, mezradiln.
,
JfezzaJiia.

Peosant.proprletorehlp, aflBttanza,
mezzadria.

Qoartirolo,
Afflttanza.

AflflttAnzs.

Afflttanza.

Peapant-prop^etorsWp (two-thirds
of area), mezzadria, afflttanza.

Peasant-proprietorsiiip, afflttanza.
Afflttanza (almost no peaeant-pro-

prietoiship).
AlTlttanza.

Afflttanza (mezzadria disappearing).
Afflttanza (in kind).
Afflttanza (for large farms), mez-

zadria (for lesser).

Mezzadria and boaria.
Boaria.

Mezzadria.

Afflttanza (four, sIx, or eight years).

Afflttanza.

' Carnso, for instance, In his work on Sislemf d'amministrasionf, described ii

variety in use at Giillico, in Reggio Calabria. In order to establish new agfv-
mcti, or orange orcbtiids. advantage is taken of the following arrangements.
The peasant nndeilakes to dig. the holes, to funiish and place the cuttings,
and to watch and take care of the plants up to the Seventh year. The magoli, o/
interspaces between the rows, he cultivates as a garden, and pays for this a rent
of about 229 lire per hecttire. Tho produce of the orchard ia divided equally
between contadlno and landlord, and at the end of the seventh year, the value of
the garden being estimated, the foiTticr receives n third of the amount, and tlio
laDdliivd rcmalos in fuil possession of Hie rest.

I
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tlio last work, imlicatcs very strikingly tlio groat irregularity of

the distribution of tho vaiiou3 forms of coiitrncts. The rent system
would appear to he gaining grouTid, and the luezzadria and similar

methods to be losing in importance.*

Maiiu/actiircs.—Tliough Italy is pre-eminently an agricultural

funtry, its manufacturing industries are of considerable import-

ance, and some of them have a long and varied history. Of chief

ji'-tc is the silk trade, --though it has suffered greatly from the

silkworm disease which broke out in 1854. Accordingto De Vecclii

{Arch, di Stat., 1876) the total annual production of raw silk in

Italy previously amounted to 7,612,000 lb ; in 1S65 it was reduced

to 3,876,400 lb, but it lias since considerably recovered its gronnd.
The average, indeed, for the ten years 1868-1877 is given by the
same authority as 5,753,880 lb; and according to the report of Luigi
JIaccia to the Milan chamber of commerce in 1881 the cocoon
harvest amounted in 1878 to 81,843,7401b, in 1879 to 41,648,2001b,
and in 1880 to 79,546,280 lb, which would represent in round
numbers 5,600,000 lb of raw silk for the first year, 2,798,000 !b
for the second, and 5,345,000 for the third.

The following table (XIV.) from the same report indicates, with
approximate accuracy, tho contributions of the dilferent regions to
these totals:

—
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iimontc, 17^0 which after producing articles of surprising execution

was closed before the end of the century. The first place now be-

longs to the Delia Doccia works at Florence. Founded in 1735 by

the marquis Carlo Ginori, they maintained a reputation of the very

highest kind down to about 1860; but since then they have not

kept pace with their younger rivals in other lauds. They still,

however, are commercially successful, producing to the value of

700,000 or 800,000 lire, and employing 600 workers. Other cities

where the ceramic industries keep their ground are Pesaro, Gubbio,

Faenza (whose name long ago became the distinctive terra for the

finer kind of potter's work in France, /ai'c?icc), Savona and Albissola,

Turin, Mondovi, Guneo, Castellamonte (more than 30 establish-

ments, 500 workmen), Milan, Brescia, Sassuolo, Imoh, Rimini,

Feru-na, Castelli, kc. It is estimated that the total production

of the finer wares amounts ou the average to 10,000,000 lire

per annum. Tha ruder branches of the art—the making of tiles

and common wares—is pretty generally diffused. {For further

details see Giuseppe Corona's Report on ih^ French Exhihiiioii of

IS78, Class XX., "Ceramica," Rome, 1880.)

The jeweller's art as a matter of course received large encourage-

ment in a country which had so many independent courts ; but

nowhere has it attained a fuller development than at Rome. A
vast variety of trinkets—in coral, glass, lava, &c.—is exported

from Italy, or carried away by the annual host of tourists. In

1877, for example, while 38S quintals of raw coral were imported,

563 quintals of >vrought coral were exported, and in the same year

no less than 22,891 quintals of imitation jewellery in glass. The
copying of the paintings of the old masters is becoming an art in-

dustry of no small mercantile importance in, some of the larger

cities.
'^

The production of mosaics is an art industiy still carried on with

much success in Italy, which indeed ranks exceedingly high in the

department. The gi'eat works of the Vatican are especially famous

(more than 17,000 distinct tints arc employed in their productions),

and there are many other establishments in Rome. The Florentine

mosaics are perhaps better known abroad ; they are composed of

larger pieces than the Roman. Those of the Venetian artists are

remarkable for the boldness of their colouring.

The small amount of capital accumulated in the country, the

heavy expenses involved in the importation of much of the

machinery necessary for the larger industries, the comparative in-

expertness of the mass of the operatives, and the difficulty con-

sequent upon these and other circumstances of competing with

foreign manufacturers who can produce at a cheaper rate—these are

some of the reasons of the backward state of Italian manufacturing
industry. The iuexpertness of the operatives—due to lack of ex-

perience and of education—is the more noteworthy because it

counteracts the advantage to be derived from the cheapness of

labour. The principle of the division of labour has comparatively

limited application. From the same factory, for instance, may be

obtained ploughshares and theodolites.

Fisheries.—As the coast-line of Italy extends to about 3937 miles
' (of which 1048 belong to the islands), the prosecution of the

fisheries in the neighbouring seas is carried on from a great many
points. The following table (XIX.) gives the principal statistics of

date 1879, for the various " compartimenti " or districts iuto which
the coast is usually divided:

—

District.
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rcfnrns for 1879 it appears thnt there were S7,855 patients in tlic

kiagdom—by far the greater proportion being m Locbfirdy, tlie

Veneto, anrf Emilici, where they actually formed Sl'TO, 30'52. and
23'66 per thousand of the agricultaral population. The disease

has many forms, and not'unfrequently ends in insanity. And to

what are its ravages to be ascribed ? To insufficient auJ unwholt-
somo food, and more particularly to the use of maize in a s>tate unfit

for human consumption.^ Wlien such a state of matters exists

among the rural pspulation of some of the most prosperous regions

of the country, tnere is little wonder that the number of conscripts

who have to be rejected on the score of physical incapacity is a
large one—20 per cent, in Lombardy and 18 per cent, in the Veneto
in 1878.^

The interest of the Italians is gradually being aroused in the

sanitary condition of their cities and towns. Many of the provin*

cial capitals and cathedral cities are portentously filthy. Drainage
and sewage works, however, aro becoming matters of concern to a

number of the moro important communes ; and, such cities more
especially as Naples and Catania are bestowing much attention on

the subject. A society of public health. Society, Italimia (^' igiciic,

was established at Milan, one of the most advanced of Italian cities,

in 1877 ; it publishes a valuable journal.^ In Milan, Bologna,
Genoa, Ilome, and some other cities attention is being paid to the

question of cheap houses for the working classes. On the general

health conditions of Italy compare the elaborate study by Giuseppe
Sormani, Gcograjia nosologica delV Italia^ Kome, 18S1.

Commerce. —The extent of its coast and the number and excellence

ot its ports and, harbours, the relation which it holds to the other

countries of the Mediterranean seaboard, and the railway communi-
cation which it now possesses with the Transalpine lands combine
to give Italy an important place as a trading-country,—a place which
would have been more important if all departments of activity had
not fallen into so sad a state during the long period of its political de-

cadence. In a country with a population comparatively so dense,

and with so large a niunber of considerable cities as we have seen Italy

to possess, it is evident on the face of it that the internal trade must
amount to no smaltaggregate; but the simple agricultural life which
TS led by a large proportion of the inhabitants, the capacity which
many regions possess of satisfyingsjhe demands of local consumption,
limited at ouce in volume and variety, and the lack iu many cases

of free and frequent means of communication tend to restrain the

scope and complexity of this interchange. That both the internal

Table XXI,

trndc and the foreign, comraerco of ItaJy arc in process of rapid ac-
velopment it is impossible to doubt. Of tlie former movement some
idea may be obtained from the railway statistics, which, however,
owing to the incompleteness of the system, furnith a less accurate
representation of the facts than similar statistics in the case of older
nations. That the foreign commerce is on the increase is shown
by the following statement of the exports, imports, and transit ti-ade

from 1871 to 1830 (Table XX.):—
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Table XXTI. sliows tlio gi'cat increase tliat bas taken place -in the

anioun.ts exported in the case of sevcfn! important articles.

Among tlic chief imports is coaU the demand for which, in 1865

only 456,039 tons,' has graJnally increased to 1,523,676 in 1879,

and to 1,737,746 in 1880—more than threefold. The importation

of mineral oils has in the same space increased in value from 83,984

quintals to 536,323. Whereas the excess of importation over ej^-

portation in the case of raw wool was 4,249,135 kilogrammes in

1865, in 1880 it was 5,574,700 kilogiammcs ; in the case of cotton

the corresponding fignrcs were 3,745,009 for 1865 and 29,168,500

f9r 1880.

According to tlio Rclazione s\ii Scrvizi idmuUci pel htinnio

1877-78 (Home, 1880), the number of ports in the*k-ingdom is 307,

of which 10 are of the first class, 20 of the second, 27 of the thitd,

and 250 of the fourth. Those bolouging to the first category are

Ancona, CftgUari, Naples, Palermo, Venice, Genoa, Leghorn,
Messina, Civita Vecchia, and Brindisi ; and those of the second in-

clude Portofino, Porto Venere, Porto Ferraio, Porto Ercole, Marciano,

Porto d'Anzio, Gaeta, Pon7-a, Baia, Manfrcdonia, Tortoli, Jlilazzo,

Cotrone, S\Tacuse, Longone, Nisida. In extent of commerce Genoa
ia faciic princcps, as is evident from the following table (XXIII.)
of tonnage, according to tiie official Morimento dclla Kavigazumc
(Rome, 1880):—
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'
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" ^^^^-y

he so-called p,a,riarch ofVenic th rT,: "V.::"^"^"- .
I^^^ludi/gt>.eso-caiSp;,X:r^-^->-of 1867 was'^;;;; f^^

'''ot.ve.nirisdictionnotonly^Srh^rol'^^/^--etr^^^^
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nlso over dioceses administered by suffwgan hishops. • Their position

is indicated in the following table {XXXII.)-—
MetroFo'ttnns. SufraQann.

Acerenza-ilarrra Anplona-Tui-si. Potenza. Tiicaiico. Venosa.

Barl Convcrsano. Huvo-Uitonto.

Benevento S. Agara dc' Goti, .-\lipe. Ariaiio. AscoU-Cpricnolo. Avellmo,
bojano. Bovino, Laj'mo, Luceia. S. Severe. Telese (Cei-

reto), Tennoli.

Boloena Faenza, Imola.

Bnndisi Ostuni.

Cagliari Galtelli-Kuoro, Iplcsijs, Ocli.istia.

CMpud ., „Caia2zo. Calvi-Tcaiio, Ca>enu. Istmia-Venafro, Sessa,

Chieti Vosro.

Cosenza S. AiiEdo ('<-•' Lombarrti-Bisacciii, Campagna. Lacedonia.

Muro Lucaiio.

fcrmo Maccrata-Tolciilino, Monlalto. ^ipatrnn^one. S, SL-verino.

l-'Iorence " liorco S. Scpoicio, Colle vii Vjil UDsa. I'ioolc. S. Mini.ni.

MctUglittna, PiFtoia-Pniio

Genoa Albt'iiga, Bobbin. Bnignato. LuniSarzana. SHvona-Koli.

Toitona, Venlimiglta

Lanciano Onona,
Slanrvcdonia Vicsti.

Mossinu Lipari, Nicosia. Patti.

jlilan Bergamo, Brescia, Coma. Cicma. Cremona, Lcdi. JIantua,

Paria.

Modenn Carpi, Giiasrulla. Mnssa-Carraia. Rcggia
,>Ioni-c;»lt „ Caltanisctta, Gir2i.-nti,

Xaplc3 Acen'a. Iscliia. Nula. Pozzuoli

Oristiiiio MoR-Tenalba.
Otninto GalHpoH. l^^^Q, t'eentn.

Palenno C*-fitIu, .Mnzzata. TiapLini.

Pisa Leghorn. Pocia. rontrcmoli. Volterra.

Kaveima Hi-rtimoro. Cervia. Cesena. Coniacchio, ForPl, Rimini, Sarsina.

ReRRio Ciiiabri.i (tova, CassaiH'.Catanzaio, Cotioiie, Gerace. Nicastro, Oppido,
Xicoiera-Ti'open. SqniUacc.

Salerno Acemo. C .pacdo-Vallo. Diano, Marsico-Nuovo (Potenza).

Nocera dei Papani, Nii>>c(i, Policastro.

Saflsari .^ Al.qhcro, Ampurias (Ciistcl Sardo) Tempio, Bisavcio. Bosa.

S. S>-Tcrino Caiiati.

Sieim Chiusi-Pienza. Grossetn, Massa Maiittima, Sovana(Soaiia)-

Pitigliano.

S>Tacuso « Caltaeirone, Koto. Piazza.

ViiTcnto Ca^tcHamare.
rarnnto. CastcIlaiieU, Oria.

lena, „ )
' *

Turin Acqui, Alba, Aosta. AsU, Coneo, Fossano, Irrea, Mondovi,
Pinerolo, Saluzzo, Sii«i.

Uibino S. Angelo in Vado-Uibania. Cagli-Pergola, Fossombrone.
Mnntefcltro, Pesaro. .Sinigaplia.

Venice- Adria, BcUnno-FeUic. Ceiieda tVittirio). Cbioggia, Con-
c ifdiii-PoitogTuarQ. Padua. Trcviso. "erona, \'icenza.

Vercelli ,...- ..Alessandria della Pagtia, Biella. Casule, Novara. Vicevano.

Eleven nrchhishops iind sixty -three biehojis are independent of all

uu'tropolitan supervision, and hold directly of the Holy See. The
iirfUbishnps are those of Amalfi, Aqnila, Canieriuo, Catania, Cosenza,

Fevr^ra, (iaeta, Lucca, Rossano, Spoleto, and Udine, and the bishops

those of Acireale, Acquapendente, Alatri, Amelia^ Anagni, Ancona-
Umaiia, A"iuino-Sora-Pontecorvo, Arezzo, Ascoli, Assisi, Aversa,

Ra^orea, Borgo San Donino, Cava-Samo, Citta di Castello, Citti

ileUa Pieve, Civita Castellana-Orte-Gallese, Corueto-Civiia Vecchia,

Coi-toua, Fabriano-Matelica, Fano, Fetentino, Foggia, Foligno,

Gravina-Stontepeloso. Gubbio, Jesi, Luni-Sarzana, S. Marco-Visig-

nano, Marsi (Pescina^, Melti-Rnpolla, Mileto, Molfetta-Terlizzi-

Giovennazzo, Monopoli, Montalcino, Montefiascone, Montepulciano,

Xardo, N.trni, Nooera in Umbria, Norcia, Orvieto, Osimo-Cingoli,

Panna, Penne-Atri, Perugia, Piacenza, Poggio Mirteto, Recanati-

Lnretu, Rieti, Segni, Sutri-Nepi, Teramo, Terni, Terracina-Piperno-

Sezze, Tivoli, Todi, Treia (Camerino), Trivento, Troia, Valva-
Suliiiona, A'eroli, Viterbo-ToscaneJla.

There arc 24,980 parishes in the kingdom, and the parish priest

has a conbideraolc influence in the country districts, though since

1866 he Ciin no longer act ns a state official. About 800,000 lire are

spent annually by the Fondo pel Culto in augmentation of the paro-

chial stipends. The parishes vary greatly both in size and popula-

tion, some having ns many as 14,000 inhabitants, and others less

than 100. The priest in the country has a glebe or poderc which he
cultivates like any of the lesser landholders of his district ; and he
is thus interested in the state of the markets, the character of the
harvest, and the general condition of affairs.

As in every diocese there is a seminary or diocesan sctiool, the
number of such institutinns exceeds that of the rnyal, provincial,

nnd roinmunal lyccums.(/icei') and g}Tnnasiums {giniwsi). In so far

,13 tliey concern thcmspl^es with secular education, they are subject

to the supervision of the minister of instruction. At the time of

the iiisppciion of 1877-78 they irere found to have 17,478 pupils, of
whom only 3547 -were studying theology.

The only Protestant denomination with a trne historical position

inltaly i? that of the Waldensians, which has taken advantage of the

religious liberty of the new kingdom to come down from the mountain
fastnesses. Besides the sixteen churches (with 11,958 members in

1870) which it possessed at the time of its rc-otinition by law in the

king'lom nf Sardinia in 1848, it numbers thii-ty-nine thurches and
thirty-two mission stations scattered throughout the country as far

south as SiHly ; and it maintains between twenty anrl thirty

eUnieutary schools. The "Free Italian Church." founded in 1870
by twentc-*V**' f'hurches whirh declared themselves independent of

the ^^ aldensian organi7ation, consisted in 1879 of thirty-six churches

and thirty-five stations ; and since 1876 it has a theological college in

Home. In a number of the larger cities of Northern and Central Italy

there are considerable congregations of the "Free Christian Church,'

a community or *' brotherliood " which believes that stated ministers

and church statistics are both un-Chrlstian. The ^VesleyalI

JJethodist Clnirch, having carried on e\-augelizing operations in Italy

smoe 1S61, ha-^ forty-three churches and stations with about 1300

communicants, and in its elementary schools 776 scholars. Of less

extent are the more modern attainmeuts of tlie American Episcopal

Methodists, the American Baptists, and the English Baptists.

Several orphanages, refuges, and schools of special 'purpose owntheii

existence to Protestant benevolence. Compare Giorgio Curcio,

" Progamraa per una statistica dei culti in Italia," in ^/iJinZt di

Stat , 18S0. .'

Hcligioiis Fvundations.— ks far back as 1855 an Act was passed ii-

tlie Sardinian states for the disestablishment of all houses o) the reli-

gious orders not engaged in preaching, teaching, or the care of the

sick, of all chapters of collegiate churches not having a euro of souls

orexistingin towns of less than 20,000 inhabitants, and of all private

benefices for which no service was p<aid by the holJers. The

property and money thus obtained were used to form an ecclesiasti-

cal fund {Cassa Ecc'k^iastica) distinct from the finances of the state.

This Act resulted in*th(> suppression of 274 monasteries with 3733

friars, of 61 nunnrries with 1756 nuns, and nf 2722 chapters and

benefices. In 1S60 and 1861 the royal commissioners (cvt-n before

the constitution of the ucw kingdom of Italy had be^n formally

declared) issued decrees by which there were abolished—(1) in

Umbria, 197 monastene?; and 102 convents with 1809 male and

2393 female associates, and 836 chapters or bt-nefices
; (2} in the

Marches, 292 monasteries and 127 convents with 2950 male and

2728 female associates
; (3) in the NeapolUnn provinces, 747 m-onas*

teries and 275 convents with 8787 male and 7493 female associates.

Ttiere were thus disestablished in the space of seven or eight years

2075 houses of the regular clergy occupied by 31,649 ]>ersomi

;

and the confiscated piroperty yielded a revenue of 9,957,457 lire, or

i:398,298. And at the same time there bad been suppressed 11, SS9

ckapters and benefices of the secular clergy, which yielded an annual

income of 4,978,728 lire, or £199,149. The value of the capital

thus potentially freed from the dead hand was estimated at

£12,000,000 ; though hitherto the ecclesiastical possessions in

Lombardy, Emilia, Tuscany, and Sicily had been left untouched.

As yet the Cassa Ecclesiastica had no right to dispose of the pro-

perty thus entrusted to it; but in 1862 an Act was passed by which

it transferred all its real property (bad stabili or immobili) to the

national domain, and was credited with a corresponding amount

by the exchequer. The property could now be disposed of like

the other property of the domain ; and except in Sicily, where the

system of emphyteusis was adopted, the church lands began to be

sold by auction. In order to encourage the poorer classes of the

people to become landholders, it was decided that the lots ollVred

for sale should be small, and that the purchaser Jiould be allowrd

to pay by five or ten yearly instalments. By a new Act in 1866 the

process of secularization was extended to the whole kingdom. All

the members of the suppressed communities received full exercise

of all the ordinary political and civil rights of laymen ; and annuities

were granted to all those who had taken permanent religious vows

prior to l8th January 1864. To priests and choristers, for example,

of the proprietary or endowed orders were assigned 600 lire per

annum if thev were upwards of sixty years of age, 400 if upwards

of 40, and 360 if younger. The Cassa Ecclesiastica was abolished,

and in its stead was instituted a Fondo pel Culto, or public wor-

ship fund, attached to the department of grace and justice, and

administered by a director and a council consisting of three senators,

three deputies, and three nominees of the king. From the general

confiscation were exempted the buildings actually used for pnblie

worship, as episcopal residences or seminaries, &c., or which had

been appropriated to the use of schools, poorhouses, hospitals, &c.,

by the communes and provinces in keeping with the acts of 1861

and 1864 ; as well as the buildings, appurtenances, and movable

property of the abbeys of Monte Casino, Delia Cava dei Tirretii, San

]\Iartino della Scala, Monreale, Certosa near Pavia, and other estab-

lishments of the same kind of importance as architectural or his-

torical monuments. An annuity equal to the ascertained revenue

of the suppressed institutions was placed to the credit of the fiind

in the GovtirnmeBt 5 per cent, consols. A fourth of this sum was

to be handed over to the communes to be employed on works oi!

beneficence or education as soon as a surplus was obtained from that

pait of the annuity assigned for the payment of monastic pensions

;

and in Sicily, indeed, 209 communes entered on their privilpges as

soon as the patrimony was liquidated. Another Act following on

August 15, 1867, decreed the sujijiression qf certain foundations

which had e.scajicd the action of previous nif-asurcs, ]'ut nn

extraordinary tax of 30 per cent, on the whole of the patrimoitv

of the church, and granted the Gnveinment the right "f issnii.i/

5 per cent, bonds sufficient to bring into the treasury 4iJO,000,o:.'»

lire, which were to be accepted at their nominal value as purcha.-e
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in 1878 h\ tlie minister of irablie instruction on the effects of the

law, Xoithcru l;aly was in tlie most favourable condition, having

a much greater proportion of communes than cither Central or

Kr.rhcrn Ita^y. While in the north only 383,916 inhabitauts—

itattereJ iu little gioiips through the mountainous Jibtricts—were

unable to make use of the existing means of instruction, in Central 1

Italy (his was foun.l to be the case with 1,230,599 (out of a total

population of ej millions); nml matters were still worse in the

south. In the central regions -198 of the 1235 communes were un-

able to enforce the laA througli lack of the legal number of teachers,

anil in the southern provinces it would have been rctiuisite to in-

crease the teaching staff by 1536. The following statistics indicate

the extent of the organization for primary instruction in 1879 :'

—

(Ij Asijl iiihs for children (infant schools)^—pupils, 183,809 (92,905

boys, 90,904 girls); teachers, 3752. (2> EhmaUartj schools:

public 35,171 (890,080 boys, 703,227 girls) : private 6476 (53,479

boys, 80,416 girls). (3) Ercninj Classes for adults: 11,161 for

men, 472 for women
;

pupils—439,624 males, 16,063 females.

(4) Siiiulrnj schnols {sciiolc festive): 592 for men, 6979 for women
;

pupils—5077 in.alis, 21,194 females.

Most of the institutions known as asili infanlili, or infant

asylums, arc after the Aporti method—/orsc, says an Italian critic,

«u poco h-oppo srnola c Iropno poco asilo; but a certain number

are conducted on Froebel's kindergarten system, which was intro-

duced among the Italians by the baroness MarienhoUz-Bulow and

George P. Jl.irsh the American minister. The principal institutions

for secondary education are the gymnasiums and the lyceums. The

former have a course of hve years, and the instruction comprises

Oreek, Latin. Itnlian, history, geography, and arithmetic ; the

l.Ttter, witli a three years couisc, add to those subjects philosophy,

Hinthcmatics, physics, themistry, and natural history. There are

seven masters or " profes-ioi-s " in each lyceuni. The pupils enter-

ing the lyceHni are usually from fourteen to fifteen years of age ;

tliey are only admitted on prc%cnting a satisfactory gymnasial

certificate. According to a jdeasaut custom, the lyceum usually

bears the name of some person of national and at the same time

local celebrity—as the Leopardi lyccuni at Jlacerata. As the gym-
nasiums and lyceums are too exclusively devoted to what is known
as classical education satisfactorily to subserve the necessities of

modern life, they have been supplemented by a very considerable

ni'-Rlber of technical seiiools, tlie earliest of whieli iu Italy dates as

far back .as 1848. No fewer than 43 trade schools were subsidized

by the minister of instruction in 1878-79. Host of the second,ary

education institutions were intended for boys. In 18G1 the muni-

cipality of Jlilan founded a "high school ' for girls, and their

example has met with very commendable Imitation. A variety

of establishments for female education were of course in existence

throughout the country at a iiiuclr earlier date, but th^y were organ-

ized on the basts for the most port of old-fashioned ideas in regard

to what was appropriate for women. Such are the so-called ccmscr-

satorii of Tuscany—which were originally purely religious foun-

dations, and only partially secularized by Leopold I.—and the St

Mary colleges of Sicily, which have occasioned so much controversy

lis to whether they are educational or charitable institutions. The
Government lyceums and gymnasiums had 18,021 pupils in 1879,

the other public lyceums and gymnasiums 11,779, lyceums and
gymnasiums attached to the semin.aries 11,650, and private lyceums

and gymnasiums 7139—making a total of 48,589.

For the higher education Italy possesses no fewer than seventeen

nattoRal universities. They are all of more or less ancient date,

except that of .Rome, which was opened in 1S70, and it is a respect

for this antiquity which is in some cases the chief cause of-their pre-

servation. That several of thera arc of comparatively small import-

ance is shown by the following figures, exliibiting the number of

students or hearers of lectures for the year 1879 :—Naples had
2817, Turin l.'i09, I'adua 948, Pavia 672, Eomc 648, Pisa 686,

Bologna 569, Genoa 480, Palermo 449, Modena 195, Parma 194,

Siena 181, Catania 168, Messina 128, Cagliali 95, Sassari 93,

Macemta 82. • Besides the seventeen establishments there are four

free universities, those of Perugia and Ferrara with three faculties

each, and those of Camerino and Urbino with two faculties. They
are all small,—the students for 1879 numbering 65 in Perugia, 60 in

Urbino, 46 in Ferrara, and 43 in Camerino. Theology has ceased

to be a subject of instruction in the national universities. In

1876-77 there were 3314 students in the faculty of jurisprudence,

2S42 in that of medicine, 1257 in that of the mathematical
sciences, and 212 in that of philosophy and letters. The univer-

sity teaching staff consists of ordinary professors, extraordinary pro-

fessors, and fi-ee professors, the last corresponding to the " Plivat-

docentea " of Germany. A certificate of attendance at a lyceum is

requisite for admission aa a university student, and candidates are

further subjected to a preliminary examination.
Among the institutions which cooperate with the universities it

is sufficient to mention the institute for the higher studies and the

school of the social sciences at Florence^ the scientific and literary

> In the Italian statistics tcuc'a means rather claiM than tehoot.
^ Tiierv u ao nKeaen: cf the nuaabsr 9f then layiwni sr tch^ola,

acaaeiny of Milan, the upper technical institute of Milan, the en-

gineering schools at Naples, Home, and Turin, the vcterinaiy col-

leges at Milan, Naples, and Turin, the royal school of commerce at

Venice, the royal school of medicine and surgcrj' at Naples. As ar\

indication of the extent to which such a list might be carried, we
may take the department of aglicultural traiijing. Here we have

agrarian institutes and farming colleges at Rome (1872). Castelletti

near Signi (1S64), Slotrone in the province of Lucca (1874), Macerata

(1868), Cosenza (1870), Grumello del Monte near Bergamo, Brescia

(1876), Brusegnane near Padua (1872), Pesaro (1876), Palermo

(1819), Caltagiroue (1868), Brindisi (1872), Lcece (refounded 1879),

&c. : and many of these establishments have considerable pieces of

land for the purpose of practical training. The Middle Calabria

school of agriculture (1876) is also a school oi pastorizia or shepherd

craft. -\n Istitidoforestale was started at Vallombrosa in 1869, and
in the eight years (1872-1879) it has sent out eighty-three licentiates

of forestry. The school of *' viticulture and enolog>'," or vine-grow-

ing and wine-making, at Conegliano dates fi-ora 1876 ; it publishes a

Rivista di ViticoHura, A school of zootechnia and caseihcio, or the

principles of cattle-breeding and cheese-making, exists at Keggio

Emilia; and at Palermo there is a special school for the art of

sulphur-mining.
In 1879 about 2,000,000 lite were devoted by the Govemuunt

to the encouragement of art. Art schools exist at Bologna, Car-

rara, Florence, Lucca, Massa, Milan, M»iiena, Naples, Parma,

Ravenna, Rome, Reggio Emilia, Turin, Urbino, Venice ; and the

number of pupils has increased from about 3000 in 1862 to 5000 in

187'9. Besides these fifteen offici.il establishments, of w hich that of

Milan—w ith a maximum of 1491 pupils—is by far the largest, there

are academies' at Genoa, Bergamo, Verona, Siena, Pisa, and Peru-

gia. A Mitseo Tiberi'io has been established by the commission

charged to superintend the exploration of the Tiber. Five musical

conservatories aie supported by Government at Florence, Milan,

Naples, Palermo, and Parma.
Next to the difticulty of arousing the interest of the mass of the

peojdc in matters of education, so as to secure the realization of

the legal enactments, the greatest difficulty perhaps with which the

administration has had to contend has been that of obtaining a

sufficient supply of teachers competent for their task. In the nor-

mal and " ni,agistral " schools training is provided at the national

expense for candidates, whether male or female, for the teaching pro-

fession. The age for entrance is fixed at sixteen for male and filtcen

for female students, and the course of study lasts for three years. In

1877-78 there were 35 normal and "magistral" schools for male

and 67 for female teachers. The number of pupils was 7664 (1447

males and 6407 females).

For further information on this section see Hippeau, VInstruction.

pnhliquc en Italic, Paris, 1875, and Pccaut, Deux mois de mission

en Italic, Paris, 1880.

Th* great Italian public libraries are those of Turin, Milan,

Naples, Florence. Florence receives a copyright copy of all new
books and new editions. The Pavia library is especially rich in

works in natural science, the legacy left by Professor Frank enab-

ling it to purchase from 1600 to 1600 new works per annum. The
total number of new books added to all the state libraries, which

BOW number 33, was in 1872 about 14,000. The readers numbered

853,901, besides 90C3 teachers who got books home with them.

More recent statistics show comparatively little change.

Among the philanthropic educational institutions those for the

tuition of deaf-mutes dese've particular mention. It was in Italy

that some of the earlier attempts were made to give instruction to

this class of unfortunates ; ancl two of its most important establish-

ments, the royal institute of deaf-mutes at Genoa and the corre-

sponding institute at Milan, date respectively from 1801 and 1805.

From a report (Rome, 1880) which was compiled for the instruction

of the second international congress of deaf-mute teachers (Milan,

1881) it appears that there are thirty-five establishments of this

class, with 1491 pupils in 1880, the largest being at Milan, Bologna,

Naples, Turin, and Genoa. The total number of deaf-mutes in the

kingdom is estimated at nearly 12,000 ; and hence it is calculated

that the number of pupils would require tp be about 7000. The oral

method is very generally employed in the Italian institutions,—the

rich vowel-system_of the Italian language giving a favourable basis

of operations.

From the Strcnna-AHum of the Associa:ionc deUa, Slampa (Rome,

1881) we learn that the number of periodicals published in Italy in

1S80 was 1454, or about one to every 8000 of the reading popula^

tion,—a statement that compares favourably with corresponding

statistics of other countries. One paper, Gazzclta Nazionale

Gcnovcsc, dates its origin as far back as 1797 ; all the others belong_to

the present century, 162 having appeared for the first time in 1876,

227 in 1877, 240 in 1878, and 246 in 1879. The total number pub-

lished in 1836 was only 185, in 1857 it amounted t() 311; in 1864 to

450, in 1871 to 765, and in 1875 to 914. Accordingto the statistics

of 1875,. more than the half of the total number of 494 were published

at Milan (104), Florence (82), Turin (68), Rome, Naples, Bologna,

Pllfrmo, «nd Venice. Sec Archivio di Statistica, 1876, fa»c. I.
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Bcncfltmoe.—A fir^t attenipt to form an idea of tlie mimliev and

nature of the beneficent institutions of Italy was made by tlie Uovpi n-

mentin 1862, and the result was pnblisliedin 18()4 in ihtCalnuhii-io

gmcmlc del Regno. A fuller inqiiiry was uuderlaken iu 1 S63 by tbe

board of statistics under the direction of Pietro .Maestri, and the in-

formation was communicated to the public iu 15 large Tolumes pub-

lished between 1868 and 1872. According to this in^iuiry, usually

called of 1861, because the data refer to tlic state of the institutions

in thatye.ar, the total number of beucvolcut institutions (exclusive

of the province of Rome) was 20,123 (nl which 3866 were purely

religious foundations), aud their property was valued at 1,100,9.32,000

lire" The amount of money annually expended by these institu-

tions was about 86,000,000; and on an .averaM 6,30.'i,000, or about

a fourth of the population, were recipients of their bounty in one

form or other. In 1862 a law was passed hy which the coutral of

all public institutions of a charitable n.aturew^as placed iu the hands

of the communal authorities, and these have to ap]ioiut a charity

committee to snperiutend the department and balance the accounts.

In the case of all institutions subsidized by the state, the accounts

must be presented to the minister of the interior ;
and to this func-

tionary is assigned the right of dissolving or reorganizing any

institution which the communal autliorities report as misdirected

or defective. Every institution is obliged to have a regular

treasurer, with surety. During the eighteen years that the law has

been in force, it has greatly improved the state of matters ;
hut

that there is much room for further improvement appears frorii the

fact that nearly the half of their gross income is of no avail for

the special purposes for which they exist.

The following details, derived from an admirable report presented

by Siguor Bodio to the international congress of benehcence in

Mian, August 1880,' show the present extent of the nperc jne, or

works of iiiety. In 1878 there existed in the kingdom 3668

eleemosynary charities, 13 charities for prisoners, 2694 dowry

charities, 15 liaUat-ici (charities for poor nursiug mothers), 239

asylums for shelter, 16 labour charities (case di lavoro), 1028 founda-

tions for the assistance of the sick in their own homes, 41 for the

assistance of women in childbed in their own homes, 1139 hospitals

for the sick, hospitals for chronic patients, 18 maternity hospitals,

15 lunatic asylums, 10 seaside hospitals, 508 school charities, 340

infants' asylums, 397 collcgi e rctiri, 463 orphanages, 17 deaf-mute

institutions, 9 blind asylums, 695 monti di ^icid, 1965 monti

friimcntari (offices for furnishing grain to poor peasants in return

for pledges), 30 agrarian loan funds, 102 nursling and foundling

institutions, 2633 "congregations of charity," and 1553 fuuudations

of miscellaneous scope. ^ These 17,870 institutions; being distri-

buted among 5951 communes, 2431 communes have none of their

own ; .but the advantages of the institutions are seldom confined

to the special communes in which they are situated.

The following table (XXXVl.) indicates the gross and the net

revenues enjoyed by the opere pie of each of the corapartimenti ;

—
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scntc"! to the fonctliatoi-s or to tlie inMetors exercising conciliu-

ioriitl functions ucic settN-il by conipromise, and out of 769,533 cases

S^n.OGli rcccivi-t-I Uctinitivt- sentence.

Tlic "cst.iblislnuents of dctcution" arc of tlivcc kiiiJs :— tlioi^c

of piercntivo detention, or judiciary pri-ions ; those of j-ennl deten-

tion, for culprits of full age; and those of correction, or rcforniatoiics

for piisoners under age. Tlie followiiij; talde (XL. ) .uives details

for 1579 (tlic third cohunn of figures giving the nuntber of prisom-is

for whom there is sleeping acconunodiTionlh—

i ^ )

1

jAi't.i
[
Pvi-oiipr "Siimra-

: Xo. ill \i.'-oinino- tloii"

1 Acres, diitiou. Cl-IIs.

1
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JnUrnal Ad,m,u.:.ration.~lt was not till 1865 tljat the adminis-

trative unity of Italy was realized. Up to that year some of the
regior.9 of the kmgilom, sueh as Tuscany, continued to ha?e a kind
of autonomy

;
but by the laws of 20th March the whole country

was divided into 69 provinces and 8646 communes. The extent to
n-hich communal independence had been maintained in Italy throu''Ii
all the centuries of its pobtical disintegration was strongly in fta
favour. By the new law the communal council was to consist ol
80 members if the commune had more than 250,000 inhabitants
of 60 members if more than 60,000, of 40 if more than 30 OOo'
of 30 if more than 10,000, of 20 if more than 3000, and in all other
cases of 15. It was found by the census of ISfil that the first
category was represented by only 1 commune, the second by 12
the third by 34, the fourth by 265, the fifth by 1762, and the"si.\th
by 6471. As many of the comniunes, especially in the north, were
found to have a very small population, a considerable number of them
have been wisely incorporated with others. The syndic (sindaco)
or chief magistrate of the commune is appointed by the king for
three years, and he is assisted by a "municipal junta" consisting
of ten assessors and four substitutes for tlie communes of the first
category, aud of 8 + 4, 6 + 2, 4 + 2, and 2 + 2 respectively in those
of the others. The communal council meets in ordinary course
twice a year. Eligibility for office as a councillor is determined
very much by the same considerations as affect the political suffrage,
the main criterion being the amount of direct ta.ves paid. All those
in receipt of communal salaries are excluded, and, if a sufficient
number can be obtained without them, all who are unable to read.
The provincial councils consist of 60, 50, 40, or 20 members,

according as the population exceeds 600,000, 400,000, or 200,00o'
or falls below this last number. Each council elects its 'owri
president

; its session.s, which in regular course occur once a
year, are opened and closed by the prefect or his substitute in the
king's name. The term of oflSce for the provincial council is five
years. A "provincial deputation"orst.andiiig committee, appointed '

by the council, acts under the presidency of the prefect as the reprc-
'

sentative of the same throughout the year. i

The viirieus sections of the local government—municipal, com-
munal, and provincial councils—are left remarkably free from inter-
ference on the part of the central authorities. There is a prefect in
every province, but, to quote Gallenga's words, he is little more than
the head of the provincial police. In point of local influence the
syndic, who in the large cities is usually a nobleman or distinguished
statesman, is the more important functionary.

_
The principal law regulative of communal taxation is that of

july 3, 1864. By this the communes were allowed, not only to
impose independently of the state an additional tax or super-impon
{soi'Hmposla) on the articles already subjected to the national
octroi, but .also to charge a local customs duty on other articles of
meat and drink, on fon.ge, fuel, building materials, soaps, fatty
matters, and other ob.lects of the same class. Italy thus took
rank, says Alessio, as one of the European countries in which the
greatest liberty of ta.\-ation was granted to the local corporations
funher licence has been since conceded, in 1809, 1870, &c, In
1877 the total income of the communes amounted to 228 733 014
lire or nearly £9,115,000, and of this sum 38 71 per cent, 'was 'fur-
nished by the tomniunal octroi proper {dazio cor.sumo), 31 24 by the
super-impost on the land, 6 10 per cent, by the hearth-money or
fuocalico, 3 27 by the tax on cattle and horses, and the remainder
by a variety of taxes on public and private conveyances, dogs
domestics, riding a,. 1 carriage horses, kc. A tax on" photcrraphs
and insigne, first rendered lej;al in 1875, and only adopted b\°a few
of the communes, is the least valuabb- on the list. Foreigners
except when they really take up permanent residence in a commune'
are for the most part exempted from tho local taxation The effect
of many of the taxe-, especially .as applied by the short-sighted local
policy, has proved highly prejudicial to tho development of indus-
tries. The tax, for instance, on wood and coal tells against the glass-
«-ork.s of Venice the potteries of Florence, the gold and silver work
of Mdan. At Voltri taxes are paid on nearly all the raw materials
ot the cotton industry, on the coal, the petroleum, the oil, tho very
flour needed lor the dressing of tlie stuff's, &c. Taper i. taxed inmany towns (at Bologna as much as 7 per cent.), at Genoa not only
paper but printed matter, at Eeggio Emilia types and printin"
machines. There is often a most extraordinary difterence in thiamount imposed on the same article : every quintal of wax for
stearine candles for example, pays 5 lire in one city, 10 in another,
40 m a third In many cases, as at Bergamo, Como, Parma, kc,the result is that the factories show a tendency to locate thcm.selves
oiiEsiae ot the communal limits.*
And in spite of this superabundant taxation the debts of the coni-

inunca are unusually numerous, and in some instances give rise
grave concern. Italy has the honour of being the first of European
iiations to furnish regular returns in regard to the whole department
of provincial and communal debts ; and the lifht tbr^^n bv tl,„.„„„-», ^, ..., , ,^ .

and the light thrown by theseon tlia state of the local finances is very instructive. At '
"

mo'" °- '^''""'' " '-""P"*'" "'^l J°i'o consume la Italia," In A,maU c(i s,„t..

quiry

.^u", ^.«^u, ami ;^onarlo. At the close of 1878 it was .-al-
tliat the quota of the communal debt for every individual
imount to 913-62 lire at Florence, to 309-60 at Pisa, to 274
a, to 248-52 at Kaples, and that on an average of all the

[statistics.
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in 1873 it was found that the total of the debts of the communes

..4,401,390. By 18,7 these figures had increased to 707,551 255for the communes, and 90.073.603 for the provinces. Nearly the

c„l
*'''"™n,unal increase of 162 millions was due to the two

36 q?1 Qofr"'; r''- ^"P'*^''
'h'

''"''" being responsible for
36,933 905 lire of the increase, and the latter for 36,726,188 lire.The state of the Florentine finances is particularly noleworthy.
It IS estimated that the dczio consmno cost every inhabitant 30-ilIne ,n ,8,7, and 31-58 in 1878 (the only other chief cities withsimilar amounts being Genoa, with respectively 33 and 27i lire amiRome with 28i and 29.i), and the total communal taxation issiatedat £4 lire per head On March 18, 1878, Florence suspended pay-ment of the capital and three months later of the interest on itsdebts, which amounted to about 160,000,000 lire. A royal commis-
sion was appmnted in June 1879 for the liquidation of the debt, and it

!;„ i«q"
"P^'^^l'o^^J^.^ohemehy which tfie debt will be cleared ofl'by 1939 Full details will be found in the J!,po,t of the Brilish

Lmisulfor Florence, 1880, or in Mr Anthony T.oUope's interesting
survey in ihe British and Foreign Quarterly Kel-iew, 1879 The
othtT cities where the local customs press heaviest on the citizens
are Pa ermo and Catania (20 lirel, Leghorn (nearly 20), Siena (19),Pavia 8), Milan (17), Turin (161. Among those^hat .ufl-er least
are Belluno Arezzo, and Sondrio. At the close of 1878 it was .ml-
culated that the ' '"'

would amo
at Genoa,

capoluogi or provincial chief to'wns the q'uot'a would be" HO 96 lire

I

bveJtatistwadcidehtieommunaUair Gotimio 1879 (Rome 1880)
J<inance—lt\s not every Government even in a country of escep-

I

tional w-ealth like England that is able to keep the balance on tL
right side of the national account ; in Italy it long seemed as if noOovcmment could do so. To attain the parcqgto, or in familiar
phrase to make both ends meet, was the dieam'and the despair of
minister .after minister. Money was wanted for so many thing's •

taxes of any considerable value could be imposed on so lew The
various p.irts of the national organization had to be put with all pos-
sib e speed into a condition not altogether unworthy of the i.restiee
and the promise of the kingdom. What in other countries had befn
the growth of generations, Italy -,vas called unon to produce at once by

oreing. To attain her nominal or political unity she had to
submit to many sacrifices

; to make the unity something better than
a musical word, she had to submit to many more. That she should
have spent so much on her army, her fortifications, and her fleet
is matter of regret in spite of the secondary purposes which such
things subserve

; that at the same time she has aimed high, and
acted hberally m respect of more needful if less ostentatious
departments, is worthy of admiration, and, in judging of what she
has attained, it must never be forgotten what an inheritance of
debt and disorganization passed over to her from the .states which
she supplanted.

The following table (XTJI.) of debt, revenue, and expenditure
(given in mUlions of lire -£40,000), .shows that on the whole the
financial condition of the country, considered in itself and apart
Irom the causes to which it is due, is an improving if not a saiisfac-
tory one. It must be noted that in the columns of revenue and
expenditure no account is taken of the movement of the capital-, of
the expenses connected with the railway svstem, or of the debts
and payments of one part of the administration to another

Tears.
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itseU in twelve, and (2) the attainment during five consecutive

vt-nfs Cif a very considerable sur)ilus. Tlie following table (XLI V.

gives the ollicial report on the items of the national debt in 1S79:

—

r. CcnsoUdatfd Debt.

Kive pur cents
Three jmr cents

II. Sum due to the Holy See.

II DebtK entered separately.

Debito feud. lie of IS-Jl ....

Loan of 1949

Sai'dinia ..

Per Annuities,
tciit] Ac.

Year
of E.\4

tinc-

non.

rLoan of 1949....

J „ is.->o

"S „ 1959

( „ (English, 1S55)

I
Loan of 18-11..

ISCl.,Tuscan:^ •••

Lombaidy
and ^ Loan of 1659 '

Venice ...) I

MoJcna ... Loan of 1R?>
'

I'amiQ Loan of 1S27
'

C
Uarodi lonn. IS-tC. '

J Ilothscliild ln:in. lRr.7

,
Lnans of ISCO and 1S64

(Loan of IKC6
r National loan, IRfifi

Loan guai'iinticil liy tliituli >

property, lf*''7 and l.siO ... j

Novara

romc ,

of Italy..

Rail-

May
Loans

Ciincrt..

Vilf. Kmm ...,

Turin-Ac'iui...

Gonoa-Voltri
.

I'dine-Pontchlia
C:»vnur Canal loan

.
Tiber obligations

I

C.Jf'S.MSO

3,1' J.".,000

I

2,R2S.775

24S.OOO

267.n<;o

!>.\-2r,

l.ons.'>72

4H\24fi

2,201,700

1,185.185

80.116
2r..2.-.o

:..n.is.Kno

2. f. If.,con
2..141,7t;!»

3,l04..-.n6

It,S-.'3,fiG-5

22.'.,2R0

4.»I -v.'.-.

3,R04.noo

1.307,«on

3.7r,rj.'inn

C25,0U0

ic«.rtr.5

15G.4L'0

139,060
G..i25

29,101

2',0.-.0

2i!i.fion

.W.94.;

1,084,445

1 SfiS

2 r,r,r,

9.fi45

1S94
1&S5
18fS7

18S1
1902
IRSl

1959

isse

lfis:j

1R9S
i'M)l

114*;

ISSO

1917
lf>4>;

IDOfJ

1915

II, Fxpendifurc.
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Banks of issue

People's banks
Ordinary credit socielies
" Agrarian " banks
Insuiancc compnniea
Railway companies
Mining comprtnies

,

Companies nf other kinds
Foreign insurance compnnk's

„ niiaccllaiicons companiu3

Capital.
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PART II.—HISTOR'J.

The difficulty of Italian history lies in this that until

oUr own time the Italians have had no political unity, no

independence, no organized existence as a nation. Split

up into numerous and mutually hostile communitie.=:, they

never, through the fourteen centuries which have elapsed

since the end of the old Western empire, shook oft' the yoke

of foreigners completely ; they never until lately learned

to merge their local and conflicting interests in the common
good of undivided Italy. Their history is therefore not

the history of a single people, centralizing and ab.sorbiug

its constituent elements by a process of continued evolu-

tion, but of a group of cognate populations, exemplifying

divers types of constitutional development.

Without attaching undue importance to the date 476 as

marking the boundary between ancient and modern history,

there is no doubt that this year opened a new age for the

Italian people. Odovakar, a chief of the Herulians,

deposed Komulus, the last Augustus of the "West, and
placed the peninsula beneath the titular sway of the Byzan-

tine emperors. At Pavia the barbarian conquerors of Italy

proclaimed him king, and he received from Zeno the

dignity of Roman patrician. Thus began that system of

mixed government, Teutonic and Roman, which, in the

absence of a national monarch, impressed the institutions

of new Italy from the earliest date with dualism. The
same revolution vested supreme authority in a non-resident

and inefficient autocrat, whose title gave him the right to

interfere in Italian affairs, but who lacked the power and
will to rule the people for his own or their advantage.

Odovakar inaugurated that, long series of foreign rulers—
Greeks, Franks, Germans, Spaniards, and Austrians—who
have successively contributed to the misgovernment of

Italv from distant seats of empire.

Gothic and Lombard Kingdoms.

Iq 488 Theodoric, king of the East Goths, received

commission from the Greek emperor, Zeno, to undertake
the affairs of Italy. He defeated Odovakar, drove him to

Ravenna, besieged him there, and in 493 completed the

conquest of the country by murdering the Herulian chief

with his own hand. Theodoric respected the Roman
institutions which he found in Italy, held the Eternal City
sacred, and governed by ministers chosen from the Roman
population. He settled at Ravenaa, which had been the

capital of Italy since the days of Honorius, and which still

testifies by its monuments to the Gothic chieftain's Roman-
izing policy. Those who believe that the Italians would
hive g lined strength by unification in a single monarchy
must regret that this Gothic kingdom laf-ked the elements
of stability. The Goths, except in the valley of the Po,

resembled an army of occupation rather than a people
numerous euough to blend with the Italic stock. Though
their rule was favourable to the Romans, they were Arians :

and religious differences, combined with the pride and
jealousies of a nation accustomed to imperial honours,
rendered the inhabitants of Italy eager to throw ofi" their

yoke. When, therefore, Justinian undertook the recon-

quest of Italy, his generals, Belisarius and Narses, were
supported by the south. The struggle of the Greeks and
the Goths was carried on for fourteen years, between 539
and 553, when Teia, the last Gothic king, was finally

defeated in a bloody battle near Vesuvius. At its close the
provinces of Italy were placed beneath Greek dukes, con-

trolled by a governor-general, entitled exarch, who ruled in

the Byzantine emperor's name at Ravenna.

This new settlement lasted but a few years. Narses had

employed Lombard auxiliaries in his campaigns against theTIie Loi)*-

Goths ; and when he was recalled by an insulting messaje y^""!
•"

from the empress in 565, he is said to have invited this

fiercest and rudest of the Teutonic clans to seize the spoils

of Italy. Be this as it may, the Lombards, their ranks
swelled by the Gepida;, whom they had lately conquered,
and by the wrecks of other barbarian tribes, passed south-
wai-d under their king Alboin in 568. The Herulian
invaders had been but a band of adventurers ; the Goths

' were an army ; the Lombards, far more formidable, were a
' nation in movement. Pavia offered stubborn resistance

;

but after a three years' siege it was taken, and Alboin made
it the capital of his new kingdom.

In order to understand th£ future history of Italy, it is

necessary to form a clear -conception of the method pur-
sued by the Lombards in their conquest. Penetratino- the
peninsula, and advancing like a glacier or half-liquid

stream of mud, they occupied the valley of the Po, and
moved slowly downward through the centre of the country.
Numerous as they were compared with their Gothic pre-
decessors, they had not strength or multitude enough to
occupy tlie whole peninsula. Venice, which since the
days of Attila had oifered an asylum to Roman refugees
from the northern cities, was left untouched. So was
Genoa with its Riviera. Ravenna, entrenched within her
lagoons, remained a Greek city. Rome, protected by in-

vincible prestige, escaped. The sea-coast cities of the south,
and the islands, Sicily, Sardinia, and Corsica, preserved
their independence. Thns the Lombards neither occupied
the extremities nor subjugated the brain-centre of the
country. The strength of Alboin's kingdom was in the
north ; his capital, Pavia. As his people pressed south-
ward, they omitted to possess themselves of the coasts

;

and what was worse for the future of these conquerors, the
original impetus of the invasion was checked by the un-
timely murder of Alboin in 573. Afteir this event, the
semi-independent chiefs of the Lombard tribe, who bor-
rowed the title of dukes from their Roman predecessors,

seem to have been contented with consolidating their power
in the districts each had occupied. The duchies of Spoleto
in the centre, and of Beuevento in the south, inserted
wedge-like into the middle of the peninsula, and enclosing
independent Rome, were but loosely united to the king-
dom at Pavia. Italy was broken up into districts, each
offering points for attack from without, and fostering the
seeds of internal revolution. Three separate capitals must
be discriminated—Pavia, the seat of the new Lombard
kingdom ; Ravenna, the garrison city of the Byzantine
emperor; and Rome, the rallying point of the old nation,

where the successor of St Peter was already beginning to

assume that national protectorate which oroved so influen-

tial in the future.

It is not necessary to write me nistory of the l^ombard
kingdom in detail Suffice it to say that the rule of the
Lombards proved at first far more oppressive to the native
population, and was less intelligent of their old cu.stoms,

than that of the Goths had been. Wherever the Lombards
had the upper hand, they placed the country under
military rule, resembling in its general, character what we
now know as the feudal system. Though there is reason

to suppose that the Roman laws were still administered
within the cities, yet the Lombard code was that of the

kingdom ; and the Lombards being Arians, they added the
oppression of religious intolerance to -that of martial

despotism and barbarous cupidity. The Italians were
reduced to the last extremity when Greaery the Greatj
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K590-G04), Laving strengthened his position by diplomatic

delations witli the duchy of Spoleto, and brought about the

conversion of the Lombards to orthodoxy, raised the cause

of the remaining Roman population throughout Italy. The

fruit of liis jiolicy, which made of Rome a counterpoise

against the efl'ete empire of the Greeks upon the one hand

and against the pressure of the feudal kingdom on the

other, was seen in the succeeding century. When Leo the

Isaurian published his decrees against the worship of

images in 726, Gregory II. allied himself with Liudprand,

the Lombard king, threw off allegiance to Byzantium, and

established the autonomy of Rome. This pope initiated

the dangerous policy of playing one hostile force off against

another with a view to securing independence. He used

(the Lombards in his struggle with the Greeks, leaving to

ihis successors the duty of checking these unnatural allies.

iThis was accomplished by calling the. Franks in against the

iLombards. Liudprand pressed hard, not only upon the

Greek dominions of the exarchate, but also upon Rome.

'His successors, Rachis and Astolf, attempted to follow the

same game of conquest. But the popes, Gregory III.,

[Zachary, and Stephen II., determining at any cost to

'espouse the national cause and to aggrandize their own
ofRce, continued to rely upon the Franks. Pippin twice

crossed the Alps, and forced Astolf to relinquish his acqui-

sitions, including Ravenna, Pentapolis, the coast towns of

Komagna, and some cities in the duchy of Spoloto. These

he handed over to the pope of Rome. This donation of

Pippin in 756 confirmed the papal see in the protectorate of

the Italic party, and conferred upon it sovereign rights. The
virtual outcome of the contest carried on by Rome since the

year 726 with Byzantium and Pavia was to place the popes

in the position held by the Greek e.'^arch, and to confirm

the limitation of the Lombard kingdom. We mnst, how-

ever, be cautious to remember that the south of Italy was
comparatively unaffected. The dukes of the Greek empire

and the Lombard dukes of Benevento, together with a few

autonomous commercial cities, still divided Italy below the

Campagna of Rome.

Franhish Umperors.

Charles The Franko-Papal alliance, which conferred a crown on
the Great Pippin and sovereign rights upon the see of Rome, held

within itself that ideal of mutually supporting papaiy and
empire wliicli eserci.'^ed so powerful an influence in

medi.Tval history. When Charles the Great (Charlemagne)

deposed his father-in-law Desidsrius, the last Lombard
king, in 774, and. when he received the circlet of the empire

from Leo III. at Rome in 800, he did but complete and

ratify the compact offered to his grandfather, Charles

Wartel, by Gregory III. The relations between the new
emperor and the pope were ill defined ; and this proved the

source of infinite disasters to Italy and Europe in the

sequel. But for the moment each seemed necessary to the

other ; and that sufficed. Charles took possession of the

kingdom of Italy, as limited by Pippin's settlement. The
pope was conHrmed in his rectorship 6( the cities ceded by
Astolf, with the further understanding, tacit rather than
expressed, that, even as he had wrung these provinces for

the Italic people from both Greeks and Lombards, so in the
future he might claim the protectorate of such portions
of Italy, external to the kingdom, as he should be able to
acquire. This, at any rate, seems to be the meaning of

that obscure re-sottlement of the peninsula which Giarles
effected. The kingdom of Italy, transmitted on his death
by Charles the Groat, and afterwards confirmed t" his grind-
son Lothar by the peace of Verdun in 843, stretched from
the Alps to Tcrrncina. Tlie duchy of Benevento remained
tributary, but independent. The cities of Gaeta and
Naples, Sicily, and the so-called Theme of Lombardy in

and ttie

Caro-

Jingiaos.

South Apulia and Calabria, still recognized the Byzantine

emperor. Venice stood aloof, professing a nominal

allegiance to the East. The parcels into which the Lom-
bards had divided the peninsula remained thus virtually

unaltered, except for the new authority acquired by the see

of Rome.
Internally Charles left the affairs of the Italian kingdom

much as he found them, except that he appears to have
pursued the policy of breaking up the larger fiefs of the
Lombards, substituting counts for their dukes, and adding
to the privileges of the bishops. We may reckon these

measures among the earliest advantages extended to the

cities, which still contained the bulk of the old Roman
population, and which were destined to intervene with

decisive effect two centuries later in Italian history.. It

should also here be noticed that the (Jianges introduced

into the holding of the fief.s, whet4ier by altering their

boundaries or substituting Prankish for Lombard vassals,

were chief among the causes why the feudal system took

no permanent hold in Italy. Feudalism was not at any
time a national institution. The hierarchy of dukes and
marquises and counts consisted of foreign soldiers imposed
on the indigenous inhabitants ; and the rapid succession of

conquerors, Lombards, Franks, and Germans following each

other at no long interval, and each endeavouring to weaken
the remaining strength of his predecessor, prevented this

alien hierarchy from acquiring fixity by permanence of

tenure. Among the many miseries inflicted upon Italy by
tlie frequent clianges of her northern rulers, this at least

may be reckoned a blessing.

The Italians acknowledged eight kings of the house of

Charles the Great, endina in Charles the Fat, who was
deposed in 888. After them followed ten sovereigns, some
of wdiom have been misnanip<l Italians by writers too eager

to catch at any resemblance of national glory for a people

passive in the hands of foreign masters. The truth is that

no period in Italian history was less really glorious than
that which came to a close in 961 by Berengar II. 's cession

of his rights to Otto the Great. It was a period marked
in the first place by the conquests of the Saracens, who
began to occupy S'cily early in the 9th century, overran

Calabria and Apulia, took Bari, apd threatened Rome. In
the second place it was marked by a restoration of tho

Greeks to power. In 890 they established themselves

again at Bari, and ruled the Theme of Lombardy by means
of an officer entitled Catapan. In the third place it was
marked by a decline of good governjuei.t in Rome. Early
in the 10th century the papacy fell into the hands of a
noble family, known eventually as the counts of Tusculum,
who almost succeeded in rendering the office hereditary,

and in uniting the civil and ecclesiastical functions of the

city under a single member of their house. It is not neces-

sary to relate the scandals of Marozia's and Theodora's

female reign, the infamies of John XII,, or the intrigues

which tended to convert R..me into a duchy. The most
important fact for the historian of Italy to notice is that

during this time the popes abandoned, not only their

high duties as chiefs of Christendom, bnt also their pro-

tectorate of Italian liberties. A lourtn liumiliating episode

in this period was the invasion of the Magyar barbarians,

who overran the north of Italy, and reduced its fairest

provinces to the condition of a wilderness. Anarchy and
misery aie indeed the main features of that long .space of

time which elapsed between the death of Charles the Great

and the descent of Otto. Through the almost impenetrable

darkness and confusion we only discern this much, that

Italy was powerless to constitute herself a nation.

The discords which followed on the break-up of the Caro-

lingian power, and the weakness of the so-called Italian

eoiperors, who were unable to control the feudatories

Fnr.k^
,1.1.1 '
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kingij.
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^maniuiscs of Ivrea and Tuscany, dukes of Friuli and
Spuleto), from whose ranks they sprang, exposed Italy to

ever-increasing misrule. The country by this time, had
become thickly covered over with castles, the seats of

greater or lesser nobles, all of whom were eager to detach

themselves from strict allegiance to the "Eegno." The cities,

exposed to pillage by Huns in the north and Saracens in

the south, and ravaged on the coast by Norse pirates,

asserted their right to enclose themselves with walls, and
taught their burghers the use of arms. Within the circuit

of their ramparts, the bishops already began to exercise

authority in rivalry with the counts, to whom, since the

days of UTieodoric, had been entrusted the government of

the Italian burghs. Agreeably to feudal customs, these

nobles, as they grew in power, retired from the town, and
built themselves fortresses on points of vantage in the

neighbourhood. Thus the titular king of Italy found him-

self simultaneously at war with those great vassals who
had chosen him from their own class, with the turbulent

factious of the Roman aristocracy, with unruly bishops in

the growing cities, and with the multitude of minor counts

and barojis who occupied the open larids, and who changed
sides ^according to the interests of the moment. The last

king of the quasi-Italian succession, Berengar II., marcuis of

Ivrea (951-961), made a vigorous effort to restore the

authority of the regno ; and had he succeeded, it is not

impossible that now at the last jnoment Italy might have
become an independent nation. But this attempt at unifica-

tion was reckoned to Berengar for a crime. He only won the

hatred of all classes, and was represented by the obscure

nnualists of that period as an oppressor of the church and a
remorseless tyrant. In Italy, divided between feudal nobles

jind almost hereditary ecclesinstics, of foreign blood and alien

sympathies, there was no national feeling. Berengar stood

alone against a multitude, unanimous in their intoIf"ance

of discipline. His predecessor in the kingdom, Lothar,

had left a young and beautiful widow, Adelheid. Berengar
imprisoned her upon the Lake of Como, and threatened her

with a forced marriage to his son Adalbert. She escaped

to the castle of Canossa, where the great count of Tuscany
espoused her cause, and appealed in her behalf to Otto the

Saxon. The king of Germany descended into Italy, and
took Adelheid in marriage. After this episode Berengar
was more discredited and impotent than ever. In the

•extremity of his fortunes he had recourse himself to Otto,

making a formal cession of the Italian kingdom, in his

o\'n name and that of his son Adalbert, to the Saxon
as his overlord. By this slender tie the crown of Italy

was joined to that of Germany ; and the formal right

of the elected king of Germany to be considered king of

Italy and emperor may be held to have accrued from this

epoch.

Tlie German Emperors.

Ba.tor, Berengar gained nothing by his act of -obedience to
""i Otto. The great Italian nobles, in their turn, appealed to

com"an
Germany. Otto entered Lombardy in 961, deposed

emperors Berengar, assumed the crown in St Ambrogio at Milan,

and in 962 was proclaimed emperor by John XII. at

Rome. Henceforward Italy changed masters according as

one or other of the German families assumed supremacy
beyond the Alps. It is one of the strongest instances

furnished by history of the fascination exercised by an
idea that the Italians themselves should have grown to

glory in this dependence of their nation upon Caesars
who had nothing but a name in common with the Roman
Imperator of the past.

The first thing we have to notice in this revolution which
placed Otto the Great upon the imperial throne is that the
Italian kinguom, founded by the Lombards, recognized by

the Franks, and recently claimed by eminejit Italian feu-

datories, virtually ceased to exist. It was merged in the
German kingdom ; and, since for the German princes Ger-
many was of necessity their first care, Italy from this time
forward began to be left more and more to herself. Tha
central authority of Pavia had always been weak; the regno
had proved insufficient to combine the nation. But now even
that shadow of union disappeared, and the Italians were
abandoned to the slowly working infiucnces which tended
to divide them into separate states. The most brilliant

period of their chequered history, the period which includes
the rise of communes, the exchange of municipal liberty

for despotism, and the gradual discrimination of the five

great powers (Milau, Venice, Florence, the Papacy, and the

kingdom of Naples), now begins. Among the centrifugal

forces which determined the future of the Italian race

must be reckoned, first and foremost, the new spirit of

municipal independence. We have seen how the cities

enclosed themselves with walls, and how the bishops

defined their authority against that of the counts. Otto
encouraged this revolution by placing the enclosures of

the chief burghs bej-ond the jurisdiction of the counts.

Within those precincts the bishops and the citizens wero
independent of ail. feudal masters but the emperor. He
further broke the power of the great vassals by rcdivisious

of their feuds, and by the creation of new marches which
he assigned to his German followers. In this way, owing
to the dislocation of the ancient aristocracy, to the enlarged

jurisdiction of a power so democratic as the episcopate, and
to the increased privileges of the burghs, feudalism received

a powerful check in Italy. The Italian people, that people
which gave to the world the commerce and the arts of

Florence, was not indeed as yet apparent. But the con-

ditions under which it could arise, casting from itself all

foreign and feudal trammels, recognizing its true past in

ancient Rome, and reconstrncting a civility out of the ruins

of those glorious memories, were now at last granted. The (

nobles from this time forward retired into the country and
the mountains, fortified themselves in strong places outside

the titles, and gave their best attention to fostering the

rural population. Within the cities and upon the open
lands the Italians, in this and the next century, doubled,

trebled, and quadrupled their numbers. A lace was formed
strong enough to keep the empire itself in check, strong

enough, except for its own internecine contests, to have
formed a nation equal to its happier neighbours.

The recent scandals of the pjpacy induced Otto to deprive
the Romans of their right to elect popes. But when he died
in 973, his son Otto 11. (m.irried to Theophano of tha

imperial Byzantine house) and his grandson, Otto III.,

who descended into Italy iu 996, found that the affairs of

Rome and of the southern provinces were more than even
their imperial powers could cope with. The faction of the
counts of Tusculum raised its head from time to time in

the F.ternal City, and Rome still claimed to be a common-
wealth. Otto III.'s untimely death in 1002 introduced
new discords. Rome fell once more into the hands of her
nobles. The Lombards chose Ardoin, marquis of Ivrea,

for king, and Pavia supported his claims against those of

Henry of Bavaria, who had been elected in Germany.
Milan sided with Henry : and this is perhaps the first

eminfit instance of cities being reckoned powerful allies

in the Italian disputes of sovereigns. It is also the first

instance of that bitter feud between the two great capitals

of Lombardy, a feud rooted in ancient antipathies between
the Roman population of Mediolanum and the Lombard
garrison of Alboin's successors, which proved so disastrous

to the national cause. Ardoin retired to a monastery,

where he died in 1015. Henry nearly destroyed Pavia,

was crowned in Rome, and died in 1021. ^ After this event.
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Heribert, the archbishop of 'Milan, invited Conrad, the

Franconian king of Germany, into Italy, and crowned him
with the iron crown of the kingdom.

Heribeit The intervention of this man, Heribert, compels us to

»nd the tum a closer glance upon the cities of North Italy. It is

Lombard
i^^^g^ gt jjje present epoch and for the next two centuries,

"^ '*'

that the pith and nerve of the Italian nation must be

sought ; and among the burghs of Lombardy, Milan, the

eldest daughter of ancient Rome, assumes the lead. In

Milan we hear for the first time the word Comune. In

Milan the citizens first form themselves into a Fwiamento.

In Milan the archbishop organizes the hitherto voiceless,

defenceless population into a community capable of express-

ing its needs, and an army ready to maintain its rights.

To Heribert is attributed the invention of the Carroccio,

which played so singular and important a part in the war-

fare of Italian cities. A huge car drawn by oxen, bearing

the standard of the burgh, and carrying an altar with the

host, this carroccio, like the ark of the Israelites, formed

a rallying point in battle, and reminded the armed artisans

that they had a city and a church to fight for. That

Heribert's device proved efiectiial in raising the spirit of

his burghers, and consolidating them into a formidable

band of warriors, is shown by the fact that it was speedily

adopted in all the free cities. It mi^st not, however, be

supposed that at this epoch the liberties of the burghs

were fully developed. The mass of the people remained

unrepresented in the government ; and even if the consuls

existed in the days of Heribert, they were but humble legal

officers, transacting business for their constituents in the

courts of the bishop and his viscount. It stiU needed

nearly a century of struggle to render the burghers inde-

pendent of lordship, with a fully organized commune, self-

governed in its several assemblies. While making these

reservations, it is at the same time right to observe that i

certain Italian communities were more advanced upon the

path of independence than others This is specially the

case with the maritime ports. Not to mention Venice,
• which has not yet entered the Italian community, and

remains a Greek free city, Genoa and Pisa were rapidly

rising into ill-defined autonomy. Their command of fleets

gave them incontestable advantages, as when, for instance.

Otto II. employed the Pisans in 980 against the Greeks in

Lower Italy, and the Pisans and Genoese together attacked

the Saracens of Sardinia in 1017. Still, speaking generally,

the age of independence fur the burghs had only begun
when Heribert from Milan undertook the earliest organiza-

tion of a force that was to become paramount in peace and
war.

Rome. Next to Milan, and fi-om the point of view of general

politics even more than Milan, Rome now claims attention.

The destinies of Italy depended upon the character which
the see of St Peter should assume. Even the liberties of

her republics in the north hung on the issue of a contest

which in the 11th and lith centuries shook Europe to its

furthest boundaries. So fatally were the internal affairs

of that magnificent but unhappy country bound up with
concerns which brought the forces of the civilized world

into play. Her ancient prestige, her geographical position,

and the intellectual primacy of her most noble children

renderefl Italy the battleground of principles that set all

Christendom in motion, and by the clash of which she

found hei-self for ever afterwards divided. During the

reign of Conrad II., the party of the counts of Tusculum
revived in Rome ; and Crescentius, claiming the title of con-

sul in the imperial city, sought once more to control the

election of the popes. When Henry III., the son of Con-
rad, entered Italy in lOlG, he found three popes in Rome.
These he abolished, and, taking the appointment into his

own luiuJs, gave German bishops to the see. The policy

tnus initiated upon the precedent laid down by Otto the
Great was a remedy for pressing evils. , It saved Rome
from becoming a duchy in the hands of the Tusculan house.

But it neither raised the prestige of the papacy, nor could
it satisfy the Italians, who rightly regarded the Roman see

as theirs. These German popes were short-lived and
inefficient. Their appointment, according to notions which
defined themselves within the church at this epoch, was
simoniacal ; and during the long minority of Henry IV.,

who succeeded his father in 105G, the terrible Tuscan
monk, Hildebrand of Soana, forged weapons which he used
with deadly effect against the presumption of the empire.

The condition of the church seemed desperate, unless it

could be purged of crying scandals—of the subjection of

the papacy to the great Roman nobles, of its subordination

to the German emperor, and of its internal demoralization.

It was Hildebrand's policy throughout three papacies, dur-

ing which he controlled the counsels of the Vatican, and
before he himself assumed the tiara, to prepare the mind
of Italy and Europe for a mighty change. His programme
included these three points :— (1) the celibacy of the clergy

;

(2) the abolition of ecclesiastical appointments made by the

secular authority
; (3) the vesting of the papal election in

the hands of the Roman clergy and people, presided over

by the curia of cardinals. How Hildebrand paved the way
for these reforms during the pontificates of Nicholas II.

and Alexander II., how he succeeded in raising the papal

office from the depths, of degradation and subjection to

illimitable sway over the minds of men in Europe, and how
his warfare with the empire establislied on a solid basis the

still doubtful independence of the Italian burghs, renewing
the long neglected protectorate of the Italian race, and be-

queathing to his successors a national policy which had
been forgotten by the popes since his great predecessor

Gregory II., forms a chapter in European history which
must now be interrupted. We have to follow the fortunes

of unexpected allies, upon whom in no small measure his

success depended
In order to maintain some thread of continuity through Komi.in'

the perplexed and tangled vicissitudes of the Italian race, conquf.-t

it has been necessary to disregard those provinces which ?^
did not immediately contribute to the formation of its his- yiuiics.

tory. For this reason we have left the whole of the south

up to the present point unnoticed. Sicily in the hands of

the Mussulmans, the Theme of Lombardy abandoned to the

weak suzerainty of the Greek catapans, the Lombard duchy
of Benevento slowly falling to pieces, and the maritime re-

publics of Naples, Gaeta, and Amalfi extending their in-

fluence by commerce in the Mediterranean, were in effect

detached from the Italian regno, beyond the jurisdiction of

Rome, included in no parcel of Italy proper. But now
the moment had arrived when this vast group of provinces,

forming the future kingdom of the Two Sicilies, was about

to enter definitely and decisively within the bounds of the

Italian community. Some Norman adventurers, on pil-

grimage to St Michael's shrine on Monte Gargauo, lent

their swords iu 1017 to the Lombard cities of Apulia

against the Greeks. Twelve )'ears later we find the Nor-

mans settled at Aversa under their Count Kainulf. From
this station as a centre the little baud of adventurers,

playing the Greeks off against the Lombards, and the

Lombards against the Greeks, spread their power in all di-

rections, until they made themselves the most considerable

force in southern Italy. William of Hauteville was pro-

claimed count of Apulia. His half-brother, Robert Wisi-

kard or Guiscard, after defeating the papal troops at

Civitella in 1053, received from Leo IX. the investiture of

all present and future conquests iu Apulia, Calabria, and
Sicily, which he agreed to hold as fiefs of the Holy See.

Nicholas II. ratified this grant, and confirmed the title of
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count. Having consolidated their pos.'jcssions on tliu main-

land, the Xorman.s, under Piobsit Guiscard's brother, the

great Count Hoger, undertook the conquest of Sicily in lOGO.

JVfter a pruloiiged struggle of thirty years, they \vre.';lcU the

whole island from tlie Saracens; and Fvoger, dying in 1101,

boriueathed to his son Uogcr a kingdom in Calabrra and

Sicily second to none in Euro[)e for wealth and magnificence.

This while, the elder branch of the Haiiteville family still

held the title and domains of the Apulian duchy; but in

1127, upon the death of his cousin Duke Wdliam, lloger

united the whole of the future realm. In 1130 he assumed

the style of king of Sicily, inscribing upou iiis sword the

famous he.xameter

—

Appuliis ct Oil.-ibev Siculus milii Bcrvit et Afcr.

This NorrAau conquest of the two Sicilies forms the most
romantic episode in mediaeval Italian history. By the con-

.solidation of Apulia, Calabiia, .and Sicily into a powerful

Icingdom, by checking the growth of the maritimo

republics, and by recognizing the ovei>Iordship of the pai)al

see, the house of Houteville iuflucuccd the de.stinics of

Italy with more effect than any of the princes who had

previously dealt with any portion of the peninsula. Their

kingdom, tlipugli Naples was from time to time separated

from Sicily, never quite Io!>t the cohesion they had gi\en

it; and all the disturbance.'! of equilibrium in Italy were

due in after days to papal inaui[iulation of the rights ac-

quired by RobertGuiscard'.s. act of homage. The southcin

regno, in the hands of the pnpc.s, proved an insurmountable

obstacle to the unification of Italy, led to French iiitcrfcr-

tncc in Italian all'airs, introduced the Spani.ird, and niain-

taiued in those rich southern provinces the reality of feudal

sovereignty long after this alien element had been elimin-

ated from the rest of Italy.

W-nFof For -the sake of clearnc--;:;, we have anticipated the cours
invcsti- of events by nearly a century. We must now return to the
tiircs.

, j.^jg pf Hil'lebrand's elevation to the papacy in 1073, when
he chose the memorable name of Grcgi^ry VII. In the

next year after his election Hildebrand convened a council,

and passed measures enforcing the celibacy of the

clergy. In 1075 lie caused the investiture of ecclesiasti-

cal dignitaries by secular potentates of any degree to be

condemned. These two reforms, striking at the most
cherished privileges and most dee[)ly rooted self-indulgences

of the nristocratic ca-^te in Kuropc, inflamed the bilterc=t

liostility. Henry IV., king of Germany, but not crowned
emperor, convened a diet in the following year at Worms,
where Gregory was deposed and excommunicated. The
pope followed with a counter cxcoininuiiication, far more
Joiinidable, releasing the king's subjects from their oaths
of allegiance. War was thus declared between the two
chiefs ut' Western Christendom, that war of investitures

which outlasted the lives of botli Gregory and Henry, and
was not terminated till the year 1122. The dramatic epi-

sodes of this struggle are too well known to be enlarged
upon. In his single-handed duel with the strength of

Germany, Gregory received material assistance from the
Countess Matilda of Tuscany. She was the last heiress of

the great house of Canossa, whose ficfs stretched from
Mantua across Lombardy, passed the Apennines, included
the Tuscan plains, and embraced a portion of the duchy of

Spolcto. It was in her castle of Caiio.ssa that Henry IV.
performed Lis three days' penance in the winter of 1077:
and there .she made the cession of her vast domains to the
chuicb. That cession, renewed after the death of Gregtiry

to bis successors, sonferred upon the popes indefinite ri"hts,

f>r which they afterwards availed themselves in the eoiisoli-

• 'ation o( their temporal power. JIatdda died in the year
Ml 5. Gregory had passed before her from the scene of

ALs contestj.an exile at Salerno, whither IJnbert Wisk.'.rd

carried him in 1081 from the anarchy of rebellious Rome.
With unbroken spirit, though the objects of his life were
nimttaincd, though Italy and Europe had been thrown into

confusion, and the issue of the conflict was still doubtfu),

Gregory cxpiicd in lOBowilh these words on his lips : "I
loved justice, I hated iniquity, therefore in banishment I

die."

The greatest of the popes thus breathed his lost ; but
the new spirit he had communicated to the papacy Was
not destined to expire \vith him. Gregory's immediate
successors, Victor III., Urban II., and Paschal II., carried

on his struggle with Henry IV. and his imperial anti-

[lopes, encouraging the emperor's son to rebel against him,

and .stirring up Europe for the first crusade. When Henry
IV. died, his own sou's prisoner, in 1106, Henry V. crossed

,

the Aljis, entered Home, wrung the imperial coronation

from I'aschal II., ami compelled the pope to grant his

claim.s on the. investitutes. Scarcely had he returned to

Germany when the Lateran disavowed all that the pope

had done, on the score that it had been extorted by force.

France sided with the church. Germany rejected the buU
of investiture. A nev/ descent into Italy, a new seizure o£

ITome, proved of no aviiil. The empcror'.s real weakness

was ill Germany, where his .sidijects openly expressed their

discontent. Ho at last abandoned the contest which had

distracted Europe. By the concordat of Worms, 1122,

the emperor surrendered the right of investiture by ring

and staff, and granted the right of election to the clergy.

The popes were hcnceforLli to be choseu by the cardinals,

the bishops by the chapters subject to the pope's approval.

On the other hand the pope ceded to tlie emperor the right

of investiture by tlio .'^ceptro. But tlie main issue of the

struggle was not in these details of ecclesiastical govern-

ment; principles had been at stake far deeper and more
widely reaching. The respective lelations of pope and

ehiperor, ill-dellned in the compact between Charles the

Great and Leo III., were brought in question, and the two
chief jiotentatcs of Christendom, no lunger tacitly concord-

ant, stood against each other in irreconcilable rivalry,

I'[)on this point, though the battle- seemed to ba a drawn
one. the [jojie.^ were i-eally victors. They remained inde-

pendent of the emperor, but the emperor had still to seek

the crown at their hands. The ))retensions of Otto the

Great and Henry IIL to make popes were gone for ever.

Arje of the Commmirs.

The final gainers, however, by the war of investitures JSUe of

were the Italians. In the first place, from this time f™f

forward, owing to the election of popes by the Roman curia, ° '^^*

the Holy See remained in the hands of Italians; and this;

though it was by no means an unmixed good, was a great

glory to the nation. In the next place, the antagonisni of

the popes to the emperor.s, which became hereditary in the

Holy College, forced the former to assume the protectorate

of the national cause. But by far the Greatest profit the

It.alians reaped was the emancipation of their burghs.

During the forty-sev.'u years' war, wdieii pope and emperor

were respectively bidding for their alliance, and offering

concessions to secure their support, the communes grew in

self-reliance, strength, -and liberty. As the bishops had
helped to free them from subsei-vience to their feudal

masters, so the war of investitures relieved them of depend-

ence on their bishops. The age of real autonomy, signalized

by the supremacy of consuls in the cities, had arrived.

In the republics, as we begin to know tiiem after the war

of investitures, government was carried on by officers called

consuls, varying in niiniber according to custom and accord-

ing to the -division of the town into districts. These

magistrates, as we have already seen, were originally

ap^jointed to control and protect -the humbler classes. But,
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ill i)roportion as the people gained more power' in tlie field

the consuls rose into importance, superseded the bishops,

and began to represent the city in transactions with its

neighbours. Popes and emperors, who needed the assist-

ance of a city, had to seek it from the consuls, and thus

these officers gradually converted an obscure and indefinite

authority into what resembles the presidency of a common-

wealth. They were supported by a deliberative assembly,

called credenza, chosen from the more distinguished

citizens. In addition to this privy council, we find a gran

consiglio, consisting of the burghers who had established

the right to interfere immediately in public affairs, and a

still larger assembly called parlamenio, which included the

whole adult population. Though the institutions of the

communes varied in different localities, this is the type to

which they all approximated. It will be perceived that

the type was rather oligarchical than strictly democratic.

"Between the parlamento and the consuls with their privy

council, or credenza, w.as interposed the gran consiglio of

privileged burghers. These formed the aristocracy of the

town, who by their wealth and birth held its affairs within

their custody. There is good reason to believe that, when
the term popolo occurs, it refers to this body and not to the

whole mass of the population. The comnne included the

entire city—bishop, consuls, oligarchy, councils, handi-

craftsmen, proletariate. The popolo was the governing

or upper class. It was almost inevitable in the transition

from feudalism to democracy that this intermediate ground

should be traversed ; and the peculiar Italian phrases,

prima ]}opolo, secondo popolo, lerzo popolo, and so forth,

indicate successive changes, whereby the oligarchy passed

from one stage to another in its progress toward absorption

in democracy or tyranny.

Under their consuls the Italian burghs rose to a great

height of prosperity and splendour. Pisa built her Duomo.
Milan undertook the irrigation works which enriched

the soil of Lombardy for ever. Massive walls, substantial

edifices, commodious seaports, good roads, were the

benefits conferred by this new government on Italy. It is

also to be noticed that the people now began to be con-

scious of their past. They recognized the fact that their

blood was Latin as distinguished from Teutonic, and that

they must look to ancient Rome for those memories which
constitute a people's nationality. At this epoch the study

of Roman law received a new impulse, and this is the real

meaning of the legend that Pisa, glorious through her con-

suls, brought the pandects in a single codex from Amalfi.

The very name consul, no less than the Romanizing char-

acter of the best architecture of the time, points to the

same revival of antiquity.

Republic The rise of the Lombard communes produced a sympa-
inEome. thetic revolution in Rome, which deserves to be mentioned

in this place. A monk, named Arnold of Brescia, animated
with the spirit of the Milanese, stirred up the Romans to

shake off the temporal sway of their bishop. He attempted,

in fact, upon a grand scale what was being slowly and
quietly effected in the northern cities. Rome, ever mind-
ful of her antique past, listened to Arnold's preaching. A
senate was established, and the republic was proclaimed.

The title of patrician was revived and offered to Conrad,
king of Italy, but not crowned emperor. Conrad refused

it, and the Rom.ins conferred it upon one of their own
•nobles. Though these institutions borrowed high-sounding

titles from antiquity, they were in reality imitations of the

Lombard civic system. "The patrician stood for the consuls.

The senate, composed of nobles, represented the credenza

and the gran consiglio. The pope was unable to check

this revolution, which is now chiefly interesting as further

firoof of the insurgence of the Latin as against the feudal

elements in Italy at this period.

Though the communes gained so much by the W'ar of Maaici-

investitures, the division of the country between the pope's pal*ari.

and emperor's parties was no small price to pay for inde-

pendence. It inflicted upon Italy the ineradicable curse of

party-warfare, setting city against city, house against house,

and rendering concordant action for a national end impos-

sible. No sooner had the compromise of the investitures

been concluded than it was manifest that the burghers of

the now enfranchised communes were resolved to turn theit

arms against each other. We .seek in vain an obvious

motive for each separate quarrel. All we know for certain

is that, at this epoch, Rome attempts to ruin Tivoli, and
Venice Pisa; Milan fights with Cremona, Cremona with

Crema, Pavia with Verona, Verona with Padua, Piacenza

with Parma, Modena and Reggio with Bologna, Bologna
and Faenza with Ravenna and Imola, Florence and Pisa

with Lucca and Siena, and so on through the whole list

of cities. The nearer the neighbour, the more raucorous

and internecine is the strife ;. and, as in all cases where
animosity is deadly and no grave local causes of dispute

are apparent, we are bound to conclude that some deeply-

seated permanent uneasiness goaded these fast growing

communities into rivalry. Italy was, in fact, too small for

her children. As the towns expanded, they perceived that

they must.mutuaDy exclude each other. They fought for

bare existence, for primacy in commerce, for the command
of seaports, for the keys of mountain passes, for rivers,'

roads, and all the avenues of wealth and plenty. The
pope's cause and the emperor's cause were of comparatively

little moment to Italian burghers; and the names.of Guelf

and Ohibelline, which before long began to be heard in

every street, on every market-place, had no meaning for

them. These watchwords are said to have arisen in

Germany during the disputed succession of the empire

between 1135 and 1152, when the Welfs of Bavaria

opposed the Swabian princes of Waiblingen origin. But iu

Italy, although they were severally identified with the papal

and imperial parties, they really served as symbols for

jealousies which altered in complexion from time to time

and place to place, expressing more than antagonistic poli-

tical principles, and involving differences vital enough to

split the social fabric to its foundation.

Under the imperial rule of Lothar the Saxon (1125-1137) Swabian

and Conrad the Swabian (1138-1152), these civil wars'^'P"-

increased in violence owing to the absence of authority.
'°"'

Neither Lothar nor Conrad was strong at home ; the former

had no influence in Italy, and the latter never entered Italy

at all. But when Conrad died, the electors chose his nephew

Frederick, surnamcd Barbarossa, who united the rival Frederick

honours of Welf and Waiblingen, to succeed him; and it^"'"

was soon obvious that the empire had a master powerful of
jj^™,,,^

brain and firm of will. Frederick immediately determined Lmbard
to reassert the imperial rights in his southern provinces, ci.iea.

and to check the warfare of the burghs. 'When he first

crossed the Alps in 1154, Lombardy was, roughly speaking,

divided between two parties, the one headed by Pavia pro-

fesbing loyalty to the empire, the other headed by Milan

ready to oppose its claims. The municipal animosities of

the last quarter of a century gave substance to these

factions ;
yet neither the imperial nor the anti-imperial

party had any real community of interest with Frederick.

He came to supersede self-government by consuls, to deprive

the cities of the privilege of making war on their own
account, and to extort his regalian rights of forage, food,

and lodging for his armies. It was only the habit of inter-

urban jealousy which prevented the communes from at

once combining to resist demands which threatened their

liberty of action, and would leave them passive at the

pleasure of a foreign master. The diet was opened at

Roncaglia near Piacenza, where Frederick listened to tha
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coDiplaints of Como and Lodi against Milan, of Pavia

against Tortona, and of the marquis of Montferrat against

Asti and Chieri. The plaintiffs in each case were imperia-

lists ; and Frederick's first action was to redress their

supposed grievances. He laid waste Chierij Asti, and

Tortona, then tooli the Lombard crown at Pavia, and,

reserving Milan for a future day, passed southward to

Piome. Outside the gates of Rome he was met by a

deputation from the senate he had come to supersede, who
addressed him in words memorable for e.\pressing the re-

publican spirit of new Italy face to face with autocratic

feudalism :
" Thou wast a stranger, I have made thee a

citizen ; " it is Eome who speaks :
" Thou camest as an

alien from beyond the Alps, I have conferred on thee the

principality." Moved only to scorn and indignation by

the rhetoric of these presumptuous enthusiasts, Frederick

marched into the Leonine city, and took the imperial crown

from the hands of Hadrian IV. In return for this com-

pliance, the emperor delivered over to the pope his trouble-

some rival Arnold of Brescia, who was burned alive by
Nicholas Breakspear, the only English successor of St Peter.

The gates of Fiome itself were shut against Frederick ; and

even on this first occasion his good understanding with

Hadrian began to suffer. The points of dispute between

them related mainly to Matilda's bequest, and to the

kingdom of Sicily, which the pope had rendered indepen-

dent of the empire by renewing its investiture in the name
of the Holy See. In truth, the papacy and the empire had
become irreconcilable. Each claimed illimitable authority,

and neither was content to abide within such limits as

would have secured a mutual tolerance. Having obtained

his coronation, Frederick withdrew to Germany, while

Milan prepared herself against the storm which threatened.

In the ensuing struggle with the empire, that great city

rose to the altitude of patriotic heroism. By their suffer-

ings no less than by their deeds of daring, her citizens

showed themselves to be sublime, devoted, and disinterested,

winning the purest laurels which give lustre to Italian story.

Almost within Frederick's presence, they rebuilt Tortona,

punished Pavia, Lodi, Cremona, and the marquis of

Montferrat. ' Then they fortified the Adda and Ticino, and
waited for the emperor's next descent. He came in 1158
with a large army, overran Lombardy, raised his imperial

allies, and sat down before the walls of Milan. Famine
forced the burghers to partial obedience, and Frederick

held a victorious diet at P^oncaglia. Here the jurists of

Bologna appeared, armed with their new lore of Roman
law, and expounded Justinian's code in the interests of

the German empire. It was now seen how the absolutist

doctrines of autocracy developed in Justinian's age at

Byzantium would bear fruits in the development of an
imperial idea, which was destined to be the fatal mirage
of mediaeval Italy. Frederick placed judges of his own
appointment, with the title of podesta, in all the Lombard
communes ; and this stretch of his authority, while it ex-

acerbated his foes, forced even his friends to join their

ranks against him. The war, meanwhile, dragged on.

Crema yielded after an heroic siege in 1160, and was
abandoned to the cruelty of its fierce rival Cremona.
Milan was invested in 1161, starved into capitulation after

nine mouths' resistance, and given up to total destruction

by the Italian imperialists of Frederick's army. So stained

and tarnished with the vindictive passions of municipal
rivalry was even this, the one great glorious strife of
Italian annals ! Having ruined his rebellious city, but
not tamed her spirit, Frederick withdrew across the Alps.
But, in the interval between his second and third visit, a
league was formed against him in north-eastern Lombardy.
Verona, Vicenza, Padua, Treviso, Venice entered into a
comoict to defend their liberties; and when he came agaia

13—18*

in 1163 witlL a brilliant staff of German knights, the

imperial cities refused to join his standards. This was the

first and ominous sign of a coming change.

Meanwhile the election of Alexander III. to the papacy

in 1159 added a powerful ally to the republican party.

Opposed by an anti-pope whom the emperor favoured,

Alexander found it was his truest policy to rely for support

upon the anti-imperialist communes. They in return

gladly accepted a champion who lent them the prestige

and influence of the church. When Frederick once more
crossed tlie Alps in 1166, he advanced on Rome, and
besieged Alexander in the Coliseum. But the affairs of

Lombardy left him no leisure to persecute a recalcitrant

pontiff. In April 1167 a new league was formed between

Cremona, Bergamo, Brescia, JIantua, and Ferrara. la

December of the same year this league allied itself with

the elder '\'eronese league, aud received the addition of

Milan, Lodi, Piacenza, Parma, Modena, and Bologna. The LotQharf

famous league of Lombard cities, styled Concordia in its league,

acts of settlement, was now established. Novara, Vercelli,

Como, Asti, and Tortona swelled its ranks ; only Pavia and

Montferrat remained imperialist between the- Alps and

Apennines. Frederick fled for his life by the Mont Cenis,

and in 1168 the town of Alessandria was erected to keep

Pavia and the marquisate in check. In the emperor's

absence, Kavenna, Rimini, Imola, and Forli joined th(

league, which now called itself the " Society of Venice,

Lombardy, the March, Romagna, and Alessandria." For

the fifth time, in 1174, Frederick entered his rebellious

dominions. The fortress town of Alessandria stopped his

progress with those mud walls contemptuously named
" of straw," while the forces of the league assembled at

Modena, and obliged him to raise the siege. In the spring

of 1 1 76 Frederick threatened Milan. His army found itself

a little to the north of the town near the village of Legnauo,

when the troops of the city, assisted only by a few allies from

Piacenza, Verona, Brescia, Novara, and Vercelli, met and

overwhelmed it. The victory was complete. Frederick

escaped alone to Pavia, whence he opened negotiations

with Alexander. In consequence of these transactions, he

was suffered to betake himself unharmed to Venice.

Here, as upon neutral ground, the emperor met the pope,

and a truce for six years was concluded with the Lombard

burghs. Looking back from the vantage-ground of history

upon the issue of this long struggle, we are struck with the

small results which satisfied the Lombard communes. They

had humbled and utterly defeated their foreign lord. They

had proved their strength in combination. Yet neither the

acts by which their league was ratified nor the terms

negotiated for them by their patron Alexander evince the

smallest desire of what we now understand as national in-

dependence. The name of Italy is never mentioned. The

supremacy of the emperor is not called in question. The

conception of a permanent confederation, bound together in

offensive aud defensive alliance for common objects, has not

occurred to these hard fighters and stubborn asserters of their

civic privileges. All they claim is municipal autonomy; the

right to manage their own affairs within the city walls, to

fight their battles as they choose, and to follow their several

ends unchecked. It is vain to lament that, when they

might have now established Italian independence upon a

secure basis, they chose local and municipal privilfges.

Their mutual jealousies, combined with the prestige of the

empire, and possibly with the selfishness of the pope, who

had secured his own position, and was not likely to foster

a national spirit that would have threatened the ecclesia-

stical supremacy, deprived the Italians of the only great

opportunity they ever had of forming themselves into a

powerful nation.

When the truce expired in 1183, a permanent peace
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Peace of was ratified at Constance. Tlje intervening years had
Con- been spent by the Lombards, not in consolidating their
stance.

-ijQion, but in attempting to secure special privileges for

their several cities. Alessandria della Paglia, glorious by

her resistance to the emperor in 1174, had even changed

her name to Cesarea ! The signatories of the peace of

Constance were divided between leaguers and imperialists.

On the one side we find Vercelli, Novara, Jlilan, Lodi,

Bergamo, Brescia, JIantua, Verona, Vicenza, Padua, Treviso,

Bologna, Faenza, Jlodena, Reggio, Parma, Piacenza; on

the other, Pavia, Genoa, Alba, Cremona, Como, Tortona,

Asti, Cesarea. Venice, who had not yet entered the Italian

community, is conspicuous by her absence. Accoi^ling to

the terms of this treaty, the communes were confirmed in

theii' right of self-government by consuls, and their right

of warfare. The emperor retained th-o supreme courts of

appeal within the cities, and his claim for sustenance at

their expense when he came into Italy.

Wn? oJ The privileges confirmed to the Lombard cfcies by the
cities peace of Constance were extended to Tuscany, where
against

Florence, having ruined Fiesole, had begun her career of

freedom and prosperity. The next great chapter in the

history of Italian evolution is the war of the burghs against

the nobles. The consular cities were everywhere surrounded

by castles ; and, though the feudal lords had been weakened

by the events of the preceding centuries, they continued

to be formidable enemies. It was, for instance, necessary

to the well-being of the towns that they should possess

territory round their walls, and this had to be wrested from

the nobles. We cannot linger over the details of this

warfare. It must suffice to say that, partly by mortgaging
their property to rich burghers, partly by entering the

service of the cities as cqndottieri, partly by espousing the

cause of one town against another, and partly by forced

submission after the siege of their strong places, the counts

were gradually brought into connexion of dependence on
the communes. These, in their turn, forced the nobles to

leave their castles, and to reside for at least a portion of

each year within the walls. By these measures the counts

became citizens, the rural population ceased to rank as

serfs, and the Italo-Boman population of the towns absorbed
into itself the remnants of Franks, Germans, and other

foreign stocks. It would be impossible to exaggerate the

importance of this revolution, which ended by destroying

the last vestige of feudalitj', and prepared that common
Italian people which afterwards distinguished itself by the

creation of European culture. But, like all the vicissitudes

of the Italian race, while it was a decided step forwai'd in

one direction, it introduced a new source of discord. The
associated nobles proved ill neighbours to th6 peaceable

citizens. They fortified their houses, retained their military

habits, defied the consuls, and carried on feuds in the streets

and squares. The war against the castles became a war
against the palaces ; and the system of government by
consuls proved ineflicient to control the clashing elemeuta
within the state. This led to the establishment of podestis,

who represented a compromise between two radically hostile

parties in the city, and whose business it was to arbitrate

and keep the peace between them. Invariably a foreigner,

elected for a year with power of life and death and control

of the armed force, bnt subject to a strict account at *he
expiration of his office, the podesti might be compared
to a dictator invested with limited authority. His title

was derived from that of Frederick Barbarossa's judges;
but ho had no dependence on the empire. The citizens

chose him, and voluntarily submitted to his rule. The
podest,\ marks an essentially transitional state in civic

government, and his intervention paved the way for

despotism.

The thirty years which elapsed between Frederick

Barbarossa's death in 1100 and the coronation of his Ponti-

grandson Frederick II. in 1220 form one of the most "^''t^ °f

momentous epochs in Italian history. Barbarossa, perceiv- ^^°=«""

ing the advantage that would accrue to his house if he
could join the crown of Sicily to that of Germany, and
thus deprive the popes of their allies in Lower Italy, pro-

cured the marriage of his son Henry VI. to Constance,

daughter of King Eoger, and heiress of the Hautevillo

dynasty. When William II., the last monarch of the

Norman race, died, Henry VI. claimed that kingdom in

his wife's right, and was recognized in 1194. Three years

afterwards he died, leaving a son, Frederick, to the care of

Constance, who in her turn died in 1198, bequeathing the

young prince, already crowned king of Germany, to the

guardianship of Innocent III. It was bold policy to con-

fide Frederick to his greatest enemy and rival; bnt the

pope honourably discharged his duty, until his ward out-

grew the years of tutelage, and became a fair mark for

ecclesiastical hostility. Frederick's long minority was
occupied by Innocent's pontificate. Among the principal

events of that reign must be reckoned the foundation of

the two orders, Franciscan and ]>ominican, who were

destined to form a militia for the Holy See in conflict with

the empire and the heretics of Lombardy. A second great

event was the fourth crusade, undertaken in 1198, which

established the naval and commercial supremacy of the

Italians in the Mediterranean. The Venetians, who con-

tracted for the transport of the crusaders, and whose blind

doge Dandolo was first to land in Constantinople, received

one-half and one-fourth of the divided Greek empire for

their spoils. The Venetian ascendency in the Levant dates

from this epoch ; for, though the republic had no power to

occupy all the domains ceded to it, Candia was taken,

together with several small islands and stations on the main-,

land. The formation of a Latin empire in the East increased

the pope's prestige ; while at home it was his policy to

organize Countess Matilda's heritage by the formation of

Guelf leagues, over which he presided. 'This is the meaning

of the three leagues, in- the March, in the duchy of Spoleto.

and in Tuscany, which now combined the chief cities

of the papal territory into allies of the Holy See. From
the Tuscan league Pisa, consistently Ghibelline, stood

aloof. Eotne itself again at this epoch established a re-

public, with which Innocent would not or could not

interfere. The thirteen districts in their council nomi-

nated four caporioni, who acted in concert with a senator,

appointed, like the podestJi of other cities, for supreme

judicial functions. Meanwhile the Guelf and Ghibelline

factions were beginning to divide Italy into minute

parcels. Not only did commune range itself against com-

mune under the two rival flags, but party rose up against

party within the city walls. The introduction of the

factions into Florence in 1215, owing to a private

quarrel between the Buondelmont;i, Amidei, and Douati,

'

is a celebrated instance of what was happening in every

burgh.

Frederick II. was left without a rival for the imperial FreaericS

throne in 1218 by the death of Otto IV., and on the 22d 11. em

of November 1220 Honorius III., Innocent's successor, P'^™''-

crowned him in Rome. It was impossible for any section

of the Italians to mistake the gravity of his access to

power. In his single person he combined the prestige of

empire with the crowns of Italy, Sicily, Sardinia, Ger-

many, and Burgundy; and in 122.5, by marriage with

Yolande de Brienne, he added that of Jerusalem. , There

was no prince greater or more formidable in the habitable

globe. The communes, no less than the popes, felt that

they must prepare themselves for contest to the death

with a power which threatened their existence. Already

in 1218 the Guelfs of Lombardy had resuscitated their old
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league, and bad been defeated by the Ghibelliiies in a

battle near Ghibello. Italy seemed to lie prostrate before

the emperor, who commanded her for the first time from

the suuth as well as from the north. In 1227 Frederick,

who had promised to lead a crn?ade, was excommunicated

by Gregory IX. because he was obliged by illness to defer

hisundertakiiis; and thus the spir'tual power declared war

upon its rival. The Guelf towns of I.ombardy again raised

tlieir levies. Frederick enlisted his Saracen troops at

'Noeera and Liiceria, and appointed the terrible Ezzelino da

'Jinmano his vicar in the Jlarches of Veroua to quell their

iiisuirection. It was 123U, however, before he was able

f. take the field himself against the Lombards. Having

e:itablished Ezzelino in Veroua, Vicenza, and Padua, he de-

feated the Milanese and their-allies at Cortenuova in 1237,

and sent their carroccio as a trophy of his victory to Rome.

Gregory IX. feared lest ths Gueli party would be ruined

by this check. He therefore made alliance with Venice

ind Genoa, fulminated a new excommunication against

Frederick, and convoked a council at Rome to ratify his

ban in 1211. The Genoese undertook to bring the French

bishops to this council. Their fleet was attacked at Me-

loria by the Pisans, and utterly defeated. The French

prelates went in silver chains to prison in thi: Ghibelline

capital of Tuscany. Sn far Fredcritk had been successful

at all points. In 1243 a new pope. Innocent IV., was
elected, who prosecuted the war with still bitterer spirit.

Forced to fly to France, he there, at Lyons, in 1245, con-

vened a council, which enforced his condemnation of the

emperor. Frederick's subjects were freed from their

allegiance, and he was declared dethroned and deprived of

all rights. Five times king aud emperor as he was.

Frederick, placed under the bin of the church, led hence-

forth a doomed existence. The mendicant monks stirred

up the populace to acts of fanatical enmity. To plot

against him, to attempt his life by poison or the sword,

.was accounted virtuou.'^. Hi.s secretary, Piero dclle Vigne,

conspir.fd against him. The crimes of his vicar Ezzelino,

jWlio Inid whole provinces waste and murdered meu by
thousands in his Paduan prisons, iucreaseil the horror with

which ho was regarded. Parma revolted from him, and he

spent months in 1247-8 vainly tr)'iug to reduce this one
time faithful city. Tlie only gleam of success which shone

on his ill fortune was the revolution which placed Florence

in the hands of the GhiMlines iu 1248. Next year
liologua ruse against liim, defeated his troops, arxl took his

son Knzio, king of Sardinia, prisoner at Fossalta. Hunted
to the ground and broken-hearted, Fre«lerick expired at the

end of 12o0 iu Ins Apuliau castle of Fiorentino. It is

liffi_cult tojudge his career with fairness. The only prince
who couM, with any probability of success, have es-

tablished the German rule in Italy, his ruin proved the
impossibility of that long-cherished scheme. The nation

hid outgrown dependence upon foreigners, and after his

death no German empsmr interfered with anything but
• miserable failure in Italian affairs. Vet from many points

of view it might be regretted that Frederick was not
suffered to rule Italy. Ey birth and breeding an Italian,

highly gifted and widely cultivated, liberal in his opinions,

i patron of literature, a founder of uni%ersities, he antici-

pated the spirit of the Renaissance. At his court Italian

started into being as a language. His laws were wise.

He was capable of giving to Italy a large and noble culture.

But the commanding greatness of his position proved his

ruin. Emperor and king of Sicily, he was the natural

euemy of popes, who could not tolerate so overwhelming a
rival

After Frederick's deaths the popes carried on their war
for eigliteeu years against his descendants. The cause of

bb SOD Conrad was sustained in Lower Italy hy Manfred,

I one of Frederick's many natural children ; ana, wuen Con-

j
rad died in 12-54, Manfred still acted as vicegerent for the

I >Swabiaus, who were now represented by a boy Conradin.
Innocent IV. and .Mexander IV. contiuueil to make head
against the Ghibelline party. The most dramatic incident

in this struggle was the crusade preached against Ezzelino.

This tyrant had made himself justly odious; and when he
was hnnted to death in 1259. the triumph was less for the

Guelf cause than foi' hTimanity outraged by the iniquities

of such a monster. The battle between Guelf and Ghibel-

line raged with unintermitting fury. While the foriser

faction gained in Lombardy by the massacre of Ezzelino,

the latter revived in Tuscany after the battle of Montaperti,

which in 1260 placed Florence at the discretion of the
Ghibellines. Manfred, now called king of Sicily, headed
the Ghibellines, and there was no strong counterpoise

against him. In this necessity L^rban IV. and Clement
IV. invited Charles of Anjou to enter Italy and take the

Guelf command They made him senator of Rome, and
vicar of Tuscany, and promised him the investiture of the

regno provided he stipulated that it should not be held in

combination with the empire. Charles accepted these

terms, and was welcomed by the Guelf party as their chief

throughout Italy. He defeated Manfred in a battle at

Gr.andella near Benevento in 1266. Manfred was killed
;

and. when Conradin, a lad of sixteen, descended from Ger-
many to make good his claims to the kingdom, he too was
defeated at Tagliacozzo in 1267. Less lucky than hia

uncle, Conradin escaped with his life, to die upon a scaffold

at Naples. His glove was carried to his cousin Constance,

wife of Peter of Aragon, the last of the great Norman-
Swabian family. Enzio died in his prison four years later.

The popes had been successful ; but they had purchased

their bloody victory at a great cost. This first invitation

to French princes brought with it incalculable evils.

Charles of Anjou, supported by Rome, and recognized

as chief in Tuscany, was by far the most formidable of the

Italian potentates. In his turn he now excited the

jealousy of the popes, who began, though cautiously, to

cast their weight into the Ghibelline scale. Gregory initi-

ated the policy of establishing an equilibrium between the

parties, which was carried out by his successor Nicholas

III. Charles was forced to resign the senatorship of Rome
aud the siguoria of Lombardy and Tuscany. In 1282 he
received a more decided check, when Sicily rose against;

him in the famous rebellion of the Vespers. He lost the

island, which gave itself to Aragon ; and thus the kingdom
of Sicily was severed from that of Naples, the dynasty in

the one being Spanish aud Ghibelline, in the other French
and Guelf. Meanwhile a new emperor had been elected,

the prudent Rudolf of Hapsburg, who abstained from
interference with Italj', aud who confirmed the territorial

pretensions of the popes by solemn charter in 1278.
Henceforth Emilia, Romagna, the March of Aacona, the
patrimony of St Peter, and the Campagna of Rome held
of the Holy See, and not of the empire. The imperial

chancery, without inquiring dosely into the deeds furnished

by the papal curia, made a deed of gift, which placed

the pope in the position of a temporal sovereign. While
Nicholas III. thus bettered the position of the church in

Italy, the Guelf party grew stronger than ever, through the

crushing defeat of the Pisans by the Genoese at Meloria

in 1284. Pisa, who had ruined Amalfi, was now ruined

by Genoa. She never held her head so high again after

this victory, which sent her best and bravest citizens to- die

iu the Ligurian dungeons. The Mediterranean was left to

be fought for by Genoa and Venice, while Guelf Florence

grew still more powerful iu Tuscany. Not long after the

battle of Meloria Charles of Anjou died, and was succeeded

by his son Charles XL of Naples, who played no prominent
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part in Italian affairs. Tlio Guelf party was held together

with a less tight hand even in cities so consistent as

Florence. Here in the year 1300 new factions, subdivid-

ing the old Guelfs and Ghibellines nnder the names of

Neri and Bianchi, h^d acquired such force that Boniface

VIII., a violently Guelf pope, called in Charles of Valois

to pacify the republic and undertake the charge of Italian

affairs. Boniface was a passionate and unwise man. After

quarrelling with the French king, Philip le Bel, he fell

into the hands of the Colonna family at Anagni, and died,

either of the violence he there received or of mortification,

in October 1303.

Trans- After the short papacy of Benedict XI. a Frenchman,
lai.on Clement V., was elected, and the seat of the papacy was
of the

transferred to Avignon. Thus begaii that Babylonian exile

to of the popes which placed them in subjection to the French

Avignon, crown, and ruined their prestige in Italy. Lasting seventy-

years, and joining on to the- sixty years oi the Great Schism,

this enfeeblement of the papal authority, coinciding as it

did with the practical elimination of the empire from

Italian affairs, gave a long period of comparative indepen-

dence to the nation. Nor must it be forgotten that this

exile was due to the policy which induced the pontiffs, in

their detestation of Ghibellinism, to rely succes-iively upon

the houses of Anjou and of Valois. This policy it was

which justified Dante's fierce epigram

—

iht viitianec/giar co

regi.

The period we have briefly traversed was immortalized

by Dante in an epic which from one point of view might

be called the poem of the Guelfs and Ghibellines. From
the foregoing bare narration of events it is impossible to

estimate the importance of these parties, or to understand

their bearing on subsequent Italian history. Wears there-

fore forced to pause awhile, and probe beneath the surface.

The civil wars may be regarded as a continuation of the

previous municipal struggle, intensified by recent hostililies

between the burghers and the nobles. The quarrels of the

church and empire lend pretexts and furnish war-cries;

but the real question at issue is not the supremacy of pope
or emperor. The conflict is a social one, between civic

and feudal institutions, between commercial and military

interests, between progress and conservatism. Guelf de-

mocracy and industry idealize the pope. The banner of

the church waves above the camp of those "who aim at

positive prosperity and republican equality. Ghibelline

aristocracy and immobility idealize the emperor. The
prestige of the empire, based upon Tioraan law and feudal

tradition, attracts imaginative patriots and sj'stematic

thinkers. The two ideals are counterposed and mutually

exclusive. No city calls itself either Guelf or Ghibelline

till it has expelled one-half of its inhabitants; for each
party is resolved to constitute the state according to its

own conception, and the affirmation of the one programme
is the negation of the other. The Ghibelline honestly

believes that the Guelfs will reduce society to chaos. The
Guelf is persuaded that the Ghibellines will annihilate

freedom and strangle commerce. The struggle is waged
by two sets of men who equally love their city, but who
would fain rule it upon diametrically opposite principles,

and who fight to the death for its possession. This con-

tradiction enters into the minutest details of life :—armorial

'bearings, clothes, habits at table, symbolize and accentuate

the difference. Meanwhile each party forms its own
organization of chiefs, finance-oflicer.s, and registrars at

home, and sends ambassadors to foreign cities of the
same complexion. A network of party policy embraces
and dominates the burghs of Italy, bringing the most
distant centres into relation, and by the very division of

the country augmenting the sense of nationabty. The
Italians learn through their discords at this epoch that

they form one community. The victory in the conflict

practically falls to the hitherto unenfranchised plebeians.

The elder noble families die out or lose their preponderance.

In some cities, as notably m Florence after the date 1292,
it becomes criminal to be scioperaio, or unemployed in

industry. New houses rise into importance ; a new com-
mercial aristocracy is formed. Burghers of all denomina-
tions are enrolled in one or other of the arts or guilds, and
these trading companies furnish the material from which
the government or signoria of the city is composed.

Plebeian handicrafts assert their right to be represented on
an equality with learned professions and wealthy corpora-

tions. The ancient classes are confounded and obliterai td.

in a population moro homogeneous, more adapted for

democracy and despotism.

In addition to the parliament and the councils which I'ewcon

have been already enumerated, we new find a council o/siitutioB

the yarty established within the city. This body tends to °
^_

become a little state within the state, and, by controlling ^^^r^j

the victorious majority, disposes of the government as it

thinks best. The consuls are merged in a^iicienls er priors,

chcseu from the arts. A new magistrate, the yovfcdonier

of justice, appears in some of the Guelf cities, with tho

special duty of keeping- the insolence of tho nobility in

check. Meanwhile the podesti\ still subsists ; but he is no
longer equal to the task of maintaining an equilibrium of

forces. He sinks more and more into a judge, loses more
and more the character of dictator. His ancient place is

now occupied by a new functionary, no longer acting aa

arbiter, but concentrating the forces of the triumphant

party. The captain of the people, acting as head of tho

ascendant Guelfs or Ghibellmes, undertakes the responsi-

bility of proscriptions, decides on Cjuestionsof policy, forms

alliances, declares war. Like all officers created to meet
an emergency, the limitations to his power are ill-defined,

and he is often little better than an autocrat.

Age of the Despots.

Thus the Italians, during the heat of the civil wars, Origin

were ostensibly divided between partisans of the empire '^f '5'-

and partisans of tho church. After the death of Frederick'^""'"'

II. their affairs were managed by JIaufred and by Charles

of Anjou, the supreme captaine of the parties, under whose
orders acted the captains of the people in each city. The
contest being carried on by warfare, it followed that these

captains in the burghs were chosen ou account of military

skill ; and, since the nobles were men of arms by profession,

members of ancient houses took the had again in towns

where they had been absorbed into the bourgeoisie. In
this way, after the downfall of the Ezzelini of Romano, the

Delia Scala dynasty arose in Verona, and the Carraresi in

Padua. The Estensi made themselves lords of Ferrara ;

the Torri-ani headed the Guelfs of Jlilan. At Eavenna we
find the Polenta family, at Rimini the Malatestas, at Parma
the Rossi, at I'iacenza the Scotti, at Faenza the Jlaufrcli.

There is not a burgh of northern Italy but can trace the

rise of a dynastic house to the vicissitudes of this period.

In Tuscany, where the Guelf party was very strongly organ-

ized, and the commercial constitution of Florence kept

tho nobility in check, the communes remained as yet free

from hereditary masters. Yet generals from time to time

arose, the Couto Ugolino della Gheradesca at Pisa, Uguc-

cione della Faggiuola at Lucca, the Conte Guido di Monte-

feltro at Florence, who threatpned the liberties of Tuscan
cities with military despotism.

Left to themselves by absentee emperors and exiled

popes, the Italians pursued their own course of develop-

ment unchecked. After the commencement of the 14th

century, the civil wars decreased in fury, and at the same
time it was perceived that tbeir effect had been to confirm
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tyi.ints in tlicir grasp upon free cities. Crowing up out

of tlie captain of the people or signore of the commune,

the tyrant annihilated both parties for his own profit and

for the peace of the state. He us?d the dictatorial

powers with which he was invested, to place himself above

the law, resuming in his person the state-machinery which

had preceded hiin. In him, for the first time, the city

attained self-consciousness,; the blindly working forces of

previous revolutions were combined in the will of a ruler.

The tyrant's general policy was to favour the multitude at

the expense of his own caste. He won favour by these

means, and completed the levelling down of classes, which

had been proceeding ever since the emergence of the com-

munes.

In 130D Robert, grandson of Charles, tlie first Angevine

sovereign, succeeded to the throne of Naples, and became

the leader of the Guelfs in Italy. In the next year Henry

VII. of Luxembourg crossed the Alps soon after his election

to the empire, and raised the hopes of the Ghibellines.

Dante from his mountain .solitudes passionately called upon

him to play the part of a Jlessiah. But it was now im-

possible for any German to control the " Garden of the

Empire." Italy had entered on a new phase of her exist-

ence, and the great poet's De Mounrckia represented a

dream of the past which cuuld not be realized. Henry
established imperial vicars in the Lombard towns, confirm-

ing the tyrants, but gaining nothing fur the empire in ex-

change for the titles he conferred. After receiving the

crown in Rome, he died at Duonconvento, a little walled

town sogth of Siena, on his backward journey in 1313.

The profits of his inroad were reaped by despots, who used

the Ghibelline prestige for the consolidation of their own
[lower. It is from this epoch that the supremacy of the

Visconti, hitherto the unsuccessful rivals of the Cuclfic

Torriani for the signory of Jlilan, dates. The Scaligers in

Verona and the Carraresi in Padua were strengthened; and

in Tuscany Castruccio Castracane, Ugnccione's successor

at Lucca, became formidable. In 132") he defeated the

Florentines at Alto Pascio, and carried home their carroccio

as a trophy of his victory over the Guelfs. Louis of

Bavaria, the next euipcror, made a similar excursion in tho

year 1327, with even greater loss of imperial prestige. He
deposed Galeazzu V"isconti on his downward journej-, and
offered Jlilan for a sum of money to his sjn Azzo upon his

return. Castruccio Castracane was nominated by him
duke of Lucca ; and this is the first instance of a dynastic

title ciinforred upon an Italian adventurer by the cni]ieror.

Castruccio dominated Tuscany, where the Guelf cause, in the

weakness of King Robert, languished. But tlie adventurer's

death in 132S saverl the stronghold of rc[iublican institu-

tions, and Florence breathed freely for a while again. Can
Grande della Seala's death in the next year inflicted on the

Lombard GhibeUiiies a loss hardly inferior to that of Cast-

ruccio's on their Tuscan allies. Frpially contemptible in

its political results and' void of historical interest was the

brief visit of John of Bohemia, son of Henry VIL, whom
the Ghibellines next invited to assume their leadei-ship.

He sold a few privileges, conferred a few titles, and re-

crossed the Alps in 1333. It is clear that at this time tho
fnry of the civil wars was spent. In spite of repeated
efforts on the part of the Gliibellines, in spite of King
llobert's supine incapacity, tho imperialists gained no
permanent advantage. The Italians were tired of fighting,

and the leaders of both factions looked exclusively to their

own interests. Each city which had been the cradle of
freedom thankfully accepted a master, to quench tho con-
flagration of party strife, cncoui-age trade, and make the
handicraftsmen comfortable. Even the Florentines in

1312 submitted for a few months to the despotism of

the duke of Athens. They conferred the signory upon him

for life ; and, had ho not mismanaged matters, no might
have h'AtX the cicy in his grasp. Italy was settling down
and turning her attention to home comforts, arts, and liter-

ature. Boccaccio, the contented bourgeois, succeeded to

Dante, the fierce aristocrat.

Tho most marked 'proof of the change which came over Ccm-
Italy towards the middle of the 14th century is furnished paries ol

by tho companies of adventure. It was with their own "'''""

militia that the burghers won freedom in the war of inde-
''"'

pendency subdued the nobles, and fought the battles of

the parties. But from tliis time forward they laid down
their arms, and played the game of warfare by the aid of

mercenaries. Ecclesiastical overlords, interfering from a
distance in Italian politics

;
prosperous republics, with

jilenty of money to spend but no leisure or inclination

I

for camji-life ; cautious tyrants,'glad of every pretext to

, emasculate their .subjects, and courting popularity by ex-

changing conscription for taxation,— all combined to favour

,

the new .system. Jlercenary troops are said, to have been
fir.--t levied from disbanded Germans, together with Breton
and English ad\enturers, whom the Visconti and Castruccio

;
took iuto their pay. Thoy soon appeared under their own

\
captains, who hii-ed them out to the highest bidder, or

' nuirched them on marauding expeditions up and down the

less protected districts. The names of some of these earliest

captain.s of adventure, Fra Moriale, Count Lando, and Duke
i Werner, who styled hinibclf the " Enemy of God and

;

Mercy," have been preserved to us. As the companies
grow in size and improved their discipline, it was seen by

I

the Italian nobles that this kind of service offered a good
career for men of spirit", who had learned the use of arms.

To leave so powerful and profitable a calling in the hands
' of foreigners seemed both dangerous and uneconomical.

Therefore, after the middle of the centuiy, this profession

fellinto the hands (jf natives. The first Italian who formed
' an exclusively Italian company was Alberico da Earbiano, a
. nobleman of Romagna, and founder of the Milanese house

i of Belgiojoso. In his school the great condottieri Braceio
', da Montone and Sforza Attendolo weie formed; and hence-

j

forth the battles of Italy were fought by Italian generals

commanding native troojis. This was better in some
respects than if the mercenaries had been foreigneis. Yet
it must not be forgotten that the new companies of adven-
ture, who decided Italian afl'airs for the next century, were

]

in no sense patriotic. They sold themselves for money,
irrcs|)ective of the cause which they upheld; and, while

changing masteis, they had no care for any interests but
their own. The name condottiero, derived from coudolta,

a paid contract to sujiply so many fighting men in f-o:" ice-

able order, suflicieutly indicates the nature of the bui".\ies.

In the hands of able captains, like Francesco Sforza or

Piceinino, these msrccuary troops became moving de-

Ki^utisms, draining the country of its wealtli, and always
eager to fasten and found tyrannies upon the provinces

they had been summoned to defend. Their generals sub-

stituted heavy-arratd cavalry for the old militia, and intro-

duced systems of cai.ipaigning which reduced the art of

war to a game of skill. Battles became all but bloodless

;

diplomacy and tactics superseded feats of arms and hard
blows in pitched fields. In this way the Italians lost their

military vigour, and wars were waged by despots from their

cabinets, who pulled the strings of puppet captains in their

pay. Nor were the people only enfeebled for resistance to

a real foe ; the whole political spirit of the race was
demoralized. The purely selfi.sh bond between condottieri

and their employers, whether princes or republics, involved

intrigues and treachery, checks and counterchecks, secret

terror on the one hand and treasonable practice on tho

other, which ended by making statecraft in Italy synony-
mous with perfidy.
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It must further be noticed that the rise of mercenaries

was Bynchronous witli a change in the nature of Italian

despotism. The tyrants, as we have already seen, estab-

lished themselves as captains of the people, vicars of the

empire, vicars for the church, leaders of the Guelf and

Ghibelline parties. They were accepted by a population

eager for repose, who had merged old class distinctions in

the conflicts of preceding centuries. They rested in large

measure on the favour of the multitude, and pursued a

policy of sacrificing to their interests the nobles. It was

natural that these self-made princes should seek to secure

the peace which they had promised in their cities, by free-

ing the people from military service and disarming the

aristocracy. As their tenure of power grew firmer, they

advanced dynastic claims, assumed titles, and took the

style of petty sovereigns. Their government became
paternal ; and, though there was no limit to their cruelty

when stung by terror, they used the purse rather than the

sword, bribery at home and treasonable intrigue abroad

in preference to coercive measures or open war. Thus was

elaborated the type of despot which attained completeness

in Gian Galeazzo Visconti and Lorenzo de' Medici. No
longer a tyrant of Ezzelino's stamp, he reigned by intelli-

gence and terrorism masked beneath a smile. He substi-

tuted cunning and corruption for violence. The lesser

people tolerated him becau.se he extended the power of

their city and made it beautiful with public buildings.

The bourgeoisie, protected in their trade, found it con-

venient to support him. The nobles, turned into courtiers,

placemen, diplomatists, and men of affairs, ended by pre-

ferring his authority to the alternative of democratic institu-

tions. A lethargy of well-being, broken only by the pinch

of taxation for war-costs, or by outbursts of frantic ferocity

and lust in the less calculating tyrants, descended on the

population of cities which had boasted of their freedom.

Only Florence and Venice, at the close of the period upon

which we are now entering, maintained their republican

independence. And Venice was ruled by a close oligarchy
;

Florence was passing from the hands of her oligarchs into

the power of the Medicean merchants.

Between the year 1305, when Clement V. settled at

Avignon, and the year 14-17, when Nicholas V. re-estab-

lished the papacy upon a solid basis at Rome, the Italians

approximated more nearly to self-government than at any

other epoch of their history. The conditions which have

been described, of despotism, mercenary warfare, and bour-

geois prosperity, determined the character of this epoch,

which was also the period when the great achievements of

the Renaissance were prepared. At the end of this century

and a half, five principal powers divided the peninsula ; and

their confederated action during the next forty-five years

(1447-1492) secured for Italy a season of peace and

brilliant prosperity. These five powers were the kingdom
of Naples, the duchy of Milan, the republic of Florence,

the republic of Venice, and the papacy. The subsequent

events of Italian history will be rendered most intelligible

if at this point we trace the development of these five com
Btituents of Italian greatness separately.

When Robert of 'Anjou died in 1343, he was succeeded

by his grand-daughter Joan, the childless wife of four suc-

cessive husbands, Andrew of Hungary, Louis of Taranto,

James of Aragon, and Otto of Brunswick. Charles of

Durazzo, the last male scion of the Angevine house in

Lower Italy, murdered Joan in 1382, and held the kingdom
for five years. Dying in 1387, he transmitted Naples to

his son Ladislaus, who had no children, and was followed

in 1414 by his sister Joan II. She too, though twice

married, died without issue, having at one time adopted

Louis III. of Provence and his brother Reni, at another

6 ifonso V. of Aragon, who inherited the crown of Sicily.

After her death in February 1435, the kingdom was
fought for between Ren^ of Anjou and Alfonso, surnamed
the Magnanimous. Ren^ found supportei-s among the

Italian princes, especially the Milanese Visconti, who
helped him to assert his claims with arms. During the

war of succession which ensued, Alfonso was taken prisoner

by the Genoese fleet in August 1435, and was sent a

prisoner to Filippo Maria at Milan. Here he pleaded his

own cause so powerfully, and proved so incontestably the

advantage which might ensue to the ViSconti from his

alliance, if he held the regno, tliat he obtained his release

and recognition as king. From the end of the year 1435
Alfonso reigned alone and undistuibcd in Lower Italy,

combining for the first time since the year 1282 the crowns
of Sicily and Naples. The former he held by inheritance,

together with that of Aragon. The latter he considered to

be his by conquest. Therefore, when he died in 1458, Ee
bequeathed Naples to his natural Hon Ferdinand, while

Sicily and Aragon passed tegothcr to his brother John,
and so on to Ferdinand the Catholic. The twenty-threo

years of Alfonso's reign were the most prosperous and
splendid period of South Italian history. He became an
Italian in taste and sympathy, entering with enthusiasm

into the humanistic ardour of the earlier Renaissance,

encouraging men of letters at his court, administering his

kingdom on the principles of an enlightened despotism,

and lending his authority to establish that equilibrium in

the peninsula upou which the politicians of his age believed,

not without reason, that Italian independence might be
secured.

The last member of the Visconti family of whom wo Duchy of

had occasion to speak was Azzo, who bought the city in Milan.

1328 from Louis of Bavaria. His uncle Lucchino suc-

ceeded, but was murdered in 1349 by a wife against whose
life he had been plotting. Lucchino's brother John, arch-

bishop of Milan, now assumed the lordship of the city, and
extended the power of the Visconti over Genoa and the

whole of North Italy, with the exception of Piedmont,

Verona, Mantua, Ferrara, and Venice. The greatness of

the family dates from the reign of this masterful prelate.

He died in 1354, and his heritage w.is divided bet'veeu

three members of his house, Matteo, Bernabo, and Galeazzo.

In the next year Matteo, being judged incompetent to rule,

was assassinated by order of his brothers, who made an
equal partition of their subject cities,— Bernabo residing in

Milan, Galeazzo in Pavia. Galeazzo was the wealthiest

and most magnificent Italian of his epoch. He married his

daughter Violante to our duke of Clarence, and his sot) Gian
Galeazzo to a daughter of King John of France. When
he died in 1378, this son resolved to reunite the domains
of the Visconti ; and, with this object in view, he plotted

and executed the murder of his uncle Bernabo. Gian
Galeazzo thus became by one stroke the most formidable of

Italian despots. Immured in his castle at Pavia, accumu-
lating wealth by systematic taxation and methodical

economy, he organized the mercenary troops who eagerly

took service under so good a paymaster; and, by directing

their operations from his cabinet, he threatened the whole

of Italy with conquest. The last scions of the Delia Scala

family still reigned in Verona, the last Carraresi in Padua
;

the Estensi were powerful in Ferrara, the Gonzaghi in

Mantua. Gian Galeazzo, partly by force and partly by
intrigue, discredited these minor despots, pushed hie

dominion to the very verge of Venice, and, having subjected

Lombardy to his sway, proceeded to attack Tuscany. Pisa

and Ferugia were threatened with extinction, and Florence

dreaded the advance of the Visconti arms, when the plague

suddenly cut short his career of treachery and conquest in

the year 1402. Seven years before his death Gian Galeazzo

bought the title of duke of Milan and count of Pavia- from
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the emperor W^nceslaus, and there is no doutt that he

n-as aiming at the sovereignty of Italy. But no sooner

was he dead tlion the essential wealcness of an artificial

6tate, built up by cunning and perfidious policy, with the

aid of bought troops, dignified by no dynastic title, and

consolidated by no sense of loyalty, became apparent.

Gian Galeazzo's duchy was a masterpiece of mechanical

contrivance, the creation of a scheming intellect and lawless

will. When the mind which had planned it was with-

drawn, it fell to piece*?, and the very hands which had

been used to build it helped to scatter its fragments. The

Visconti's own generals, Facino Cane, Pand&lfo Malatesta,

Jacopo dal Verme, Gabriuo Fondnlo, Ottobon Terzo, seized

upon the tyranny of several Lombard cities. In other's

the petty tyrants whom the Visconti had uprooted re-

appeared. The Estensi recovered their grasp upon Ferraia,

and the Gonzaghi upon Mantua. Venice strengthened

herself between the Adriatic and the Alps. Florence

reassuuied her Tuscan hegemony. Other communes which

still preserved the shadow of independence, like Perugia

and Bologna, began once more to dream of republican

freedom under their own leading families. Meanwhile

Gian Galeazzo had left two sons, Giovanni Jlaria and

Filippo Maria. Giovanni, a monster of cruelty and lust, was

assassinated by some Jlilanese nobles in 1412; and now
Filippo set about rebuilding his father's duchy. Herein

he was aided by the troops of Facino Cane, who, dying

opportunely at this period, left considerable wealth, a well-

trained band of mercenaries, and a widow, Beatrice di

Tenda. Filippo married and then beheaded Beatrice after

a mock trial for adultery, having used her money, and

her influence in reuniting several subject cities to the

crown of ililan. He subsequently spent a long, suspicious,

secret, and incomprehensible career in the attempt to

piece together Gian Galeazzo's Lombard state, and to

carry out his schemes of Italian conquest. In this en-

deavour he met with vigorous opponents. Venice and

Florence, strong in the strength of their resentful oli-

garchies, offered a determined resistance ; nor v/as Filippo

equal in ability to his father. His infernal cunning often

defeated its own aims, checkmating him at the point of

achievement by suggestions of duplicity or terror. In

the course of Filippo's wars with Florence and Venice, the

greatest generals of this age were formed—Francesco

Carmagnola, who was beheatled between the columns

at Venice in 1432 ; Niccolo Ficcinino, who died at Jlilan

in 1444; and Francesco Sforza, who survived to seize

his master's heritage in 1450. Son of Attendolo Sforza,

this Francesco received the hand of Filippo's natural

daughter, Bianca, as a reward for past service and a pledge

of future support. ^\"hen the Visconti dynasty ended

by the duke's death in 1447, he pretended to »gpouse the

cause of the Milanese republic, which was then reestab-

lished ; but he played his cards so subtly as to make
himself, by the help of Cosimo de' Medici in Florence,

duke de facto if not de Jure. Francesco Sforza was the

only condottioro among many aspiring to be tyrants who
planted himself firmly on a throne of first-rate importance.

Once seated in the duchy of Milan, he displayed rare

qualities as a ruler; for he not only entered into the spirit

of the age, which required humanity and culture from a

despot, but he also knew how to curb his desire for terri-

tory. The conception of confederated Italy found in him
a vigorous supporter. Thus the limitation of the Jlilanese

duchy under Filippo Maria Visconti, and its consolidation

under Francesco Sforza, were equally effectual in preparing

the balance of power to which Italian politics now tended.
t.><r»nc' Xhis balance could not have been established without

the concurrent aid of Florence. After the expulsion of

the duke of Athens in 1343, and the great plague of 1348,

the Florentine proletariate rose up against the merchant

princes. This insurgence of the artisans, in a republic

which had been remodelled upon economical principles by

Giano della Bella's constitution of 12y2, reached a climax

in 137S, when the Ciompi rebellion placed the city for a

few years in the hands of the Lesser Arts. The revolution

was "but temporary, and was rather a symptom of demo-

cratic tendencies in the state than the sign of any capacity

for government on the part of the working classes. The

necessities of war and foreign affairs soon placed Florence

in the power of an oligarchy headed by the great Albizzi

family. They fought the battles of the republic with suc-

cess against the Visconti, and widely extended the Floren-

tine domain over the Tuscan cities. During their season

of ascendency Fisa was enslaved, and Florence gained the

access to the sea. But throughout this period a powerful

opposition was gathering strength. It was led by the

Medici, who sided with the common people, and increased

their political importance by the accumulation and wise

employment of "i-ast commercial wealth. In 1433 the

Albizzi and the Medici came to open strife. Cosimo de'

Medici, the chief of the opposition, was exiled to Venice.

In the next year he returned, assumed the presidency of

the democratic party, and by a system of corruption and

popularity-hunting, combined with the patronage of arts,

and letters, established himself as the real but unacknow-

ledged dictator of the commonwealth. Cosimo abandoned-

the policy of his predecessors. Instead of opposing Fran-

cesco Sforza in Milan, he lent him his prestige and influ-

ence, foreseeing that the dynastic future of his own family

and the pacification of Italy might be secured by a balance

of power in which Florence should rank on equal terms

with Milan and Naples.

The republic of Venice dift'ered essentially from an) Venine.

other state in Italy ; and her history was so separate that,

up to this point, it would have been needless to interrupt

the narrative by tracing it. Venice, however, in the 14th.

century took her place at last as an Italian power on aa
equality at least with the very greatest. The constitutioa

of the commonwealth had slowly matured itself through a

series of revolutions, which confirmed and defined a type

of singular stability. During the earlier days of the re-

public the doge had been a prince elected by the people,

and answerable only to the popular assemblies. In 1032
he was obliged to act in concert with a senate, called pre-

gadi ; and in 1172 the grand council, which became the

real sovereign of the state, vas formed. The several steps

whereby the members o7 the grand council succeeded ia

eliminating the people from a share in the government,

and reducing the doge to the position of their ornamental

representative, eannot here be described. It must suffice

to say that these changes culminated in 1297, when an act

was passed for closing the grand council, or in other words

for confining it to a fixed number of privileged families, in

whom the government was henceforth vested by hereditary

right. This ratification of the oligarchical principle,

together with the establishment in 1311 of the Council of

Ten, completed that famous constitution which endured till

the extinction of the republic in 1797. Meanwhile,

throughout the Middle Ages, it had been the policy of

Venice to refrain from conquests on the Italian mainland,

and to confine her energies to commerce in the East. The
first entry of any moment made by the Venetians into

strictly Italian affairs was in 1336, when the republics of

Florence and St Mark allied themselves against Mastino

della Scala, and the latter took possession of Treviso..

After this, for thirty years, between 1352 and 1381,

Venice and Genoa contested the supremacy of -the

Mediterranean. Pisa's iharitime power having becrt

extinguished in the battle of Meloria (1284), tho two
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aurviving republics had no rlvala. Thev fought their duel

but upoQ the Bosphorus, off Sardinia, and in the Morea,

with various success. From the first great encounter, in

1355, Venice retired well-nigh exhausted, and Genoa was

BO crippled that she placed herself under the protection of

the Visconti. The second and decisive battle was fought

upon the Adriatic. The Genoese fleet under Luciano Doria

defeated the Venetians off Pola in 1379, and sailed without

opposition to Chioggia, which was stormed and taken.

Thus the Venetians found themselves blockaded in their

own lagoons. Meanwhile a fleet was raised for their re-

lief by Carlo Zeuo in the Levant, and the admiral Vittore

Pisani, who had been imprisoned after the defeat at Tola,

was released to lead their forlorn hope from the city side,

TLo Geuoese in their turn were now blockaded in Chioggia,

and forced by famine to .surrender. The losses of men
and money which the war of Chioggia, as it was called,

entaded, though they did !iot immediately depress the

spirit of the Genoese republic, signed her naval ruin. Dur-

ing this second struggle to the death with Genoa, tho

Venetians had been also at strife with the Carraresi of

Padua and the Scaligsrs of Verona. In. 1406, after the

e.'^tinction of these princely houses they added Verona,

"V icenza, and Padua to the territories they claimed on terra

firma. Their career of conquest, and their new policy of

forming Italian alliances and entering into the management
of Italian affairs, were confirmed by the long dogeship of

FrancL-BCK Foscari (1423-1457), who must rank with Al-

fonso, Cos'imo de' Medici, Francesco Sforza, and Nicholas

v., as a joint-founder of confp'leriited Italy. When Con-

stantinople fell in 1453, the old tie.q between Venice and
the Eastern empire were broken, and she now entered on

a wholly new phase of her history. Kanking as one of

the five Italian powers, she was also destined to defend

Western Christendom against the encroachments of the

Turk in Europe.

ine By their settlement in Avignon, the popes relinquished

papacy, their protectorate of Italian liberties, and lost their

position as Italian potentates. Rienzi's revolution in Rome
(1347-1354), and his establishment of a republic upon a

fantastic basis, half classical half feudal, proved the temper

of the times ; while the rise of dynastic families in the

cities of the church, claiming the title of papal vicars, but

-acting in their own interests, weakened the authority of the

Holy See. The predatory expeditions of Bertrand du Poiet

;and Robert of Geneva were as ineffective as the descents

of the emperors ; and, though the cardinal Albornoz con-

tjuered Romagna and the March in 1364, the legates who
resided in those districts were not long able to hold them
against their despots. At last Gregory XI. returned to

Rome; and Urban VI., elected in 1378 p'lt a final end to

tho Avignonian exile, ibtdl the Great Schism, which now
distracted Western Christendom, so enfeebled the papacy,

and kept the Roman pontiffs so engaged in ecclesiastical

/disputes, that they had neither puwei nor leisuieto occupy
•themselves seriously with their temporal affairs. The
-.ihreatening presence of tho two princely houses of Orsini

-iud Colonna, alike dangerous as friends or foes, rendered
Rome an unsafe residence. Even when the schism was
nominally terminated in 1415 by the council of Constance,

the next two popes held but a precarious grasp upon their

Italian domains. Martin V, n417-1431) resided princi-

pally at Florence. Eugenius IV. ^U31-1447) followed
;iiis example. And what Martin managed to regain

jEugenius lost. At the same time, the change which had
now come over Italian politics, the desire on all sides for a
settlement, and the growing conviction that a fpderation

was necessary, proved advantageous to th,e popes as sove-

reigns. They gradually entered into the spirit of their age,

nssumed the style of despots, and made use of the humau-

Italv

istic movement, then at its height, to placa themselves in

a new relation to Italy. The election of Nicholas V. in

1447 determined this revolution in tho papacy, and opened
a period of temporal splendour, which ended with the estab-

lishment of the popes as sovereigns. Thomas of Sarzana
was a distinguished humanist. Humbly born, he had been
tutor in the house of the Albizzi, and afterwards librarian

of the Medici at Florence, where he imbibed the politics

together with the culture of the Renaissance. Soon after

assuming the tiara, he found himself without a rival in the

church; for the schism ended by Felix V.'s resignation in

1449. Nicholas fixed his residence in Rome, which he

began to rebuild and to fortify, determining to render the

Eternal City once more a capital worthy of its high place

in Europe. The Romans were flattered ; and, though hi.s

reign was disturbed by republican conspiracy, Nicholas V.

was able before his death in -1455 to secure the modern
status of the pontiff as a splendid patron and a wealthy

temporal potentate.

Italy was now for a brief space independent. The ConfeJe-

humanistic movement had created a common culture, a com- ''°-'^''

mon language, and sense of common nationality. The five

great powers, with their satellites—dukes of Savoy and
Urbino, marquises of Ferrara and Mantua, republics of

Bologna, Perugia, Siena—were constituted. All political

institutions tended toward despotism. The Medici became
yearly more indispensable to Florence, the Bentivogli more
autocratic in Bologna, the Baglioni in Perugia ; and even
Siena was ruled by the I'eu-ucci. But this despotism was
of a mild type. The princes were Italians ; they shared

the common enthusiasms of the nation for art, learning,

literature, and science; they studied how to mask their

tyranny with arts agreeable to the multitude. When Italy

had reached this point, Constantinople was taken by the

Turks. On all sides it was felt that the Italian alliance

must be tightened; and one of the last, be.st acts of Nicholas

V.'s pontificate was the appeal in 1453 to the five great

powers in federation. As regards their common opposition

to the Turk, this appeal led to nothing ; but it marked the

growth of a new Italian consciousness.

Between 1453 and 1492 Italy continued to be prosper-

ous and tranquil. Nearly all wars during this period were
undertaken either to check the growing power of Venice
or to further the ambition of the papacy. Having become
despots, the popes sought to establish their relatives in

principalities. The word nepotism acquired new signifi-

cance in the reigns of Sistus IV. and Innocent VIII,

Though the couttry was convulsed by no great struggle,

these forty years witnessed a truly appalling increase of

political crime. To be a prince was tantamount to being
tlie mark of secret conspiracy and assassination. Among
the most noteworthy examples of such attempts may be
mentioned the revolt of the barons against Ferdinand I.

of Naples (1464), the murder of Galeazzo Maria Sforza at

Milan (1476), and the plot of the Pazzi to destroy the

Medici (1478). After Cosimo de' Medici's death in 1464,
the presidency of the Florentiae republic passed to his son
Piero, who left it in 1469 to his sons Lorenzo and Giuliano.

These youths assumed the style of princes, and it was
against their lives that tho Pazzi, with the sanction of

Sixtus IV., aimed their blow. Giuliano was murdered.
Lorenzo escaped, to tighten his grasp upon the city, which
now loved him and was proud of him. During the follow-

ing fourteen years of his brilliant career, he made himself

absolute master of Florence, and so modified her institu-

tions that the Medici were henceforth necessary to the

state. Apprehending the importance of Tlalian federation,

Lorenzo, by his personal tact and prudent leadership of the

republic, secured peace and a common intelligence between
the five powers. His own family was fortified by the
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Invasion

of

Charles

XH.

marriage ot his daugbter to a son of Innocent YIII., wLith

procured his son Giovanni's elevation to ths cardinalate, and
involved two Medicean papacies and the future dependence

of Florence upon Rome.

Aye of Invasions.

The year 1492 opened a new age for Italy. In this year

Lorenzo died, and was succeeded by his son, the vain and

weak Piero ; France passed beneath the personal control

of the inexperienced Charles VIII.; the fall of Granada
freed Spain from her embarrassments ; Columbus dis-

covered America, destroying the commercial supremacy of

Venice ; last, but not least, Enderigo Borgia assumed the

tiara with the famous title of Alexander VL In this year

the short-lived federation of the five powers was shaken,

and Italy was once more drawn into the vortex of European
affairs. The events which led to this disaster may be

briefly told. After Galeazzo Maria's assassination, his

crown passed to a boy, Gian Galeazzo, who was in due
course married to a grand-daughter of Ferdinand I. of

Naples. But the government of Jlilan remained in the

hands of this youth's uncle, Lodovico, suruamed II Moro.

Lodovico resolved to become duke of Milan. The king of

Xaples was his natural enemy, and ho had causfe to suspect

that Piero de' Medici might abandon his alliance. Feeling

himself alone, with no right to the title he was bent on

seizing, he hitl recourse to Charks VIII. of France, whom
he urged to make good his claim to the kingdom of Xaples.

This claim, it may be said in passing, rested on the will

of King Iven^ of Anjou. After some hesitation, Chrrles

agreed to invade Italy. He crossed the Alps in 1494,

passed through Lombardy, ' entered Tuscany, freed Pisa

from the yoke of Florence, witnessed the expulsion of the

Medici, marched to Xaples, and was crowned there ;— all

this wiiuuut striking a blow. Meanwhile Lodovico pro-

cured his nephew's death, and raised a league against the

French in Lombardy. Charles hurried back from Xaples,

and narrowly escaped destruction at Foraovo in the passes

of the Apennines. He made good his retreat, however,

and returned to France in 1495. Little remained to him
of his light acquisitions ; but he had convulsed Italy by
this invasion, destroyed her equilibrium, exposed her

military weakness and political disunion, and revealed her

wealth to greedy and more powerful nations.

The princes of the house of Aragon, now represented

by Frederick, a son of Ferdinand I, returned to Xaples.

Florence made herself a republic, adopting a form of con-

stitution analogous to that of ^'enice. At this crisis she
was ruled by tlie monk Girolamo Savonarola, who inspired

the people with a thirst for freedom, preached the necessity

of reformation, and placed himself in direct antagonism to

Rome. After a short but eventful career, the influence of

which was long effective, he lost his hold upon the citizens.

Alexander VI. procured a mock trial, and his enemies
burned him upon the Piazza in I4SS. In this year Louis
XIL succeeded Charles VIIL upon the throne of France.

As duke of Orleans he had certain claims to Milan through
his grandmother Valentina, daughter of Gian Galeazzo, the
first duke. They were not valid, for the investiture of the
duchy had been granted only to male heirs. But they
served as a sufficient pretext, and in 1499 Louis entered and
subdued the Milanese. Lodovico escaped to Germany, re-

turned the next y^ar, was betrayed by his Swiss mercenaries,

and sent to die at Loches in France. In I50I Louis made
the blunder of calling Ferdinand the Catholic to help him
in the conquest of Xaples. By a treaty signed at Granada,
ihe French and Spanish kings were to divide the spoil.

The conquest was easy ; but, when it came to a partition,

Ferdinand played his ally false. He made himself supreme
over the Two Sicilies, which he now reunited under a aingla

crown. Three years later^ unlessoned by this experience,

Louis signed the treaty of Blois (1504), whereby he invited

the emperor Maximilian to aid him in the subjugation of

Venice. Xo policy could have been less far-sighted ; for

Charles V., joint heir to Austria, Burgundy, Castile, and
Aragon, the future overwhelming rival of France, was
already born.

The stage was now prepared, and all the actors who Duel of

were destined to accomplish the ruin of Italy trod it Fr.ince

with their armies. Spain, France, German}-, with their 5'"^.

Swiss auxiliaries, had been summoned upon various pre-
^^^'

texts to partake her provinces. Then, too late, patriots

like Machiavelli perceived the suicidal self-indulgence of

the past, which, by substituting mercenary troops for

national militias, left the Italians at the absolute discre-

tion of their neighbours. \\'hatever parts the Italians

themselves played in the succeeding quarter of a century,

the game was in the hands of French, Spanish, and Ger-

man invaders. Meanwhile, no scheme for combination

against common foes arose in the peninsula. Each petty

potentate strove- for his own piivate advantage in the

confusion ; and at this epoch the chief gains accrued to the

papacy. Aided bj- his terrible son, Cesare Borgia, Alexander
VI. chastised Ihe Roman nobles, subdued Eomagna and the

March, threatened Tuscany, and seemed to be upon the

point of creating a Central Italian state in favour of his

progeny, when he died suddenly in 1503. His conquests
reverted to the Holy See. Julius II., his bitterest enemy
and powerful successor, continued Alexander's policy, but
no longer in the interest of his own relatives. It became
the nobler ambition of Julius to aggrandize the church, and
to reassume the protectorate of the Italian people. With
this object, he secured Emilia, carried his victorious arms
against Ferrara, and curbed the tyranny of the Baglioni in

Perugia. Julius II. played a perilous game ; but the stakes

were high, and he fancied himself strong enough to guide
the tempest he evoked. Quarrelling with the Venetians in

1508, he combined the forces of all Europe by the league
of Cambray against them ; and, when he had succeeded in

his first purpose of humbling them even to the dust, he
turrfed round in 15 10, uttered his famous resolve to expel

the barbarians from Ital}-, and pitted the Spaniards against

the French. It w.as with the Swiss that he hoped to efiect

this revolution ; but the Swiss, now interfering for the first

time as principals in Italian affairs, were incapable of more
than adding to the already maddening distractions of the

people. Formed for mercenary warfare, they proved a

perilous instrument in the hands of those who used them,
and were hardly less injurious to their friends than to their

foes. In 1512 the battle of Ravenna between the French
troops and the allies of Julius,—Spaniards, Venetians, and
Swiss,—was fought. Gaston de Foix bought a doubtful

victory dearly with his death ; and the allies, though
beaten on the banks of the Ronco, immediately afterwards

expelled the French from Lombardy. Yet Julius II. had
failed, as might have been foreseen. He only exchanged
one set of foreign masters for another, and taught a new
barbarian race how pleasant were the plains of Italy. As a

consequence of the battle of Ravenna, the Medici returned

in 1512 to Florence.

VMien Leo X. was elected in 1513, Rome and Florence Trinropb

rejoiced; but Italy had no repose. Louis XIL had lost of

the game, and the Spaniards were triumphant. But new Charles

actors appeared upon the scene, and the same old struggle

was resumed .with fiercer energy. By the victory of

Marignano in 1515 Francis I., having now succeeded to

the throne of France, regained the Milanese, and broke

the power of the Swiss, who held it forMassimiiiano Sforza,

the titular duke. Leo for a while relied on Francis; for

the vast power of Charles V., who succeeded to the empire

XIII. — Oi
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in 1519, as id 151 6 he had succeeded totte crowns of Spain

and Lower Italy, threatened the whole of Europe. It was

Leo's nature, however, to ba inconstant. In 1521 he

changed sides, allied himself to Charles, and died after

hearing that the imperial troops had again expelled the

French from Milan. During the nest four years the

Franco-Spanish war dragged on in Lombardy until the

decisive battle of Pavia in 1525, when Francis was taken

prisoner, and Italy lay open to the Spanish armies. Mean-
while Leo X. had been followed by Adrian VI., and
Adrian by Clement VII., of the house of Medici, wlio had
long ruled Florence. In the reign of this pope Francis

was released from his prison in Madrid (1526), and
Clement hoped that he might, still be used in the Italian

interest as a counterpoise to Charles. It is impossible in

this place to follow the tangled intrigues of that period.

The year 1527 was signalized by the famous sack of Rome.
An army of mixed German and Spanish troops, pretending

to act for the emperor, but which may rather be regarded

as a vast marauding party, entered Italy under their leader

Frundsberg. After his death, the Constable de Bourbon
took command of them ; they marched slowly down, aided

ty the marquis of Ferrara, and unopposed by the duke of

XJrbino, reached Rome, and took it by assaults The
constable was killed in the first onslaught; Clement was
imprisoned in the castle of St Angelo ; Rome was abandoned
to the rage of 30,000 ruffians. As an immediate residt of

this catastrophe, Florence shook off the Medici, and estab-

lished a republic. But Clement, having made peace with

the emperor, turned the remnants of the army which had
Backed Rome against his native city. After a desperate

resistance, Florence fell in 1530. Alessandro de' Medici-

was placed there with the title of duke of Civita di Penna ;

and, on his murder in 1537, Cosimo de' Medici, of the

younger branch of the ruling house, was made duke.

Acting as lieutenant for the Spaniards, he subsequently

(1555) subdued Siena, and bequeathed to his descendants

the grand-duchy of Tuscany.

Spanish-A iistn'ait Ascenchncy.

It was high time, after the sack of Rome in 1527, that

Charles V. should undertake Italian affairs. The country

was exposed to anarchy, of which this had been the last

and most disgraceful example. The Turks were thi-eateuicg

Western Europe, and Luther was inflaming Germany. By
the treaty of Barcelona in 1529 the pope and emperor made
terms. By that of Cambray in the same year France
relinquished Italy to Spain. Charles then entered the port

of Genoa, and on the 5th of November met Clement VII.
at Bologna. He there received the imperial crown, and
summoned the Italian princes for a settlement of all dis-

puted claims. Francesco Sforza, the last and childless heir

of the ducal house, was left in Milan till his death, which
happened in 1535. The 'republic of Venice was respected

in her liberties and Lombard territories. The Este family
received a confirmation of their duchy of Modena and
Reggio, and were invested in their fief of Ferrara by the
pope. The marquisate of Mantua was made a duchy ; and
Florence was secured, as we have seen, to the Medici.
The great gainer by this settlement was the papacy, which
held the most substantial Italian province, together with a
prestige that raised it far above all rivalry. The rest of

Italy, however parcelled, henceforth became but a depend-
ence Bpon Spain. Charles V., it must be remembered,
achieved his conquest and con6rmed his authority far less as

emperor than as the heir of Castile and Aragon. A Spanish
viceroy in MUan and another in Naples, supported by Rome
and by the minor princes who followed the policy dictated

to them from Madrid, were sufficient to preserve the whole
peainsuU in a state of gomnoleat iuglorioos eeititudek

From 1530 until 1796, that is, for a period" of nearly Foreign

three centuries, the Italians had no history of their own. d-imfiiinil

Their annals are filled with records of dynastic changes and
redistributions of territory, consequent upon treaties signed

by foreign powers, in the settlement of quarrels which no
wise concerned the people. Italy only too often became
the theatre of desolating and distracting wars. But these

wars were fought for the most part by alien armies ; tht

points at issue were decided beyond the Alps ; the

gains accrued to royal families whose names were unpro-

nounceable by southern tongues. The affairs of Europe
during the years when Hapsburg and Bourbon fought their

domestic battles with the blood of noble races may teach

grave lessons to all thoughtful men of our day.-;, but none
bitterer, none fraught with more insulting recollections,

than to the Italian people, who were haggled over like

dumb driven cattle in the mart of chaffering kings. We
cannot wholly acquit the Italians of their share of blame.'

When they might have won national independence, after

their warfare with the Swabian emperors, they let the^

golden opportunity slip. Pampered with commercial pro-

sperity, eaten to the core with inter-urban rivalries, they'

submitted to despots, renounced the use of arms, and
offered themselves, in the hour of need, defenceless and
disunited to the shock of puissant nations. That they had
created modern civilization forEurope availed them nothing.

Italy, intellectually first among the peoples, was now poli-

tically and practically last; and nothing to her historian is

more heart-rending than to watch the gradual extinction of

her spirit in this age of slavery.

In 1534 Alessandro Fainese, who owed his elevation to Poctift

his sister Giulia, one of Alexander VI. 's mistresses, took '-''''' "^

the tiara with the title of Paul III. It was his ambition ^

to create a duchy for his family ; and with this object he
gave Parma and Piacenza to his son Pier Luigi. After

much wrangling between the French and Spanish partie-s,

the duchy was confirmed in 1586 to Ottaviano Farnese and
his son Alessandro, better known as Philip II.'s general,

the prince of Parma. Alessandro's descendants reigned

in Parma and Piacenza till the year 1731. Paul III.'s

pontificate was further marked by important changes in

the church, all of which confirmed the spiritual autocracy

of Rome. In 1540 this pope approved of Loyola's found-

ation, and secured the powerful militia of the Jesuit order.

The Inquisition was established with almost unlimited

powers in Italy, and the press was placed under its

jurisdiction. Thus free thought received a check, by which
not only ecclesiastical but political tyrants knew how to

profit. Henceforth it was impossible to publish or to utter

a word which might offend the despots of church or state

;

and the Italians had to amuse their leisure with the polite

triflings of academics. In 1545 a coun'cil was opened at

Trent for the reformation of church discipline and tlie

promulgation of orthodox doctrine. The decrees of tiis

councildefined Roman Catholicism against the Reformation;
and, while failing to regenerate morality, they enforced a
hypocritical observance of public decency. Italy to outer
view put forth blossoms of hectic and hysterical piety,

though at the coi'e her clergy and her aristocracy were mora
corrupt than ever.

In 1556 Philip IL, by the abdication of his father Riign of

Charles V., became king of Spain. He already wore the Piilip

crown of the Two Sicilies, and ruled the duchy of Milan. ^^

In the next year Ferdinand, brother of Charles, was elected

emperor. The French, meanwhile, had not entirely

abandoned their claims on Italy. Gian Pietro Caraffa,

who was made pope in 1555 with the name of Paul IV.,

endeavoured_to revive the ancient papal policy of leaning

upon Franca"*^ He encouraged the duke of Guise to under-

J»ke the cooq^uest of Naples, as Charles of Aigoa hiui beeg
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enmmonecl by his predecessors. But sucli scliemes were
now obsolete and anachronistic. They led to a languid

lingering Italian campaign, which was settled far beyond the

Alps by Philip's victories over the French at St Quentin

and Gravelines. The peace of C.iteau Cambresis, signed

in 1559, left the Spanish monarch undisputed lord of Italy.

Of free commonwealths there now survived only Venice,

which, together with Spain, achieved for Europe the victory

of Lepanto in 1573; Genoa, which, after the ineffectual

Fieschi revolution in 1547, abode beneath the rule of the

great Doria family, and held a feeble sway in Corsica ; and

the two insignificant republics of Lucca and San Marino.

The future hope of Italy, however, was growing in a

remote and hitherto neglected corner. A clause in the

treaty of C.ateau Cambresis recognized the right of

Emmanuele Filiberto, dulce of Savoy, to Piedmont. He
owed this recognition, as Alessandro owed his duchy of

Parma, to the fact that he was one of Philip's bravest

generals. Yet Emmanuele Filiberto represented the oldest

and not the least illustrious reigning house in Europe, and

his descendants were destined to achieve for Italy the

independence which no other power or prince had given

her since the fall of ancient Rome. It is therefore needful

at this point to trace the history of the counts of Savoy

from the date of their first emergence on the stage of

Italian politics.

The In the 10th century the founders of the house of Savoy
housaof were masters over Burgundy aiid Western Lombardy.
SaToy. Their provinces stretched beyond what is now called Savoy

on the west and north, and southward touched the

Mediterranean at Savona. In the course of the next two
centuries the family divided. Its elder branch ruled Savoy
and the northern shores of Lake Geneva. The younger
line held Piedmont with the city of Turin for capital. The
former were frequently at war with the dauphins of Vienne
and the house of Hapsburg, seeking to extend their

domains in the direction of Switiierland and Provence.

The latter proved but ill neighbours to the marquises of

Montferrat and Saluzzo. When the first league of the

Swiss was formed, the counts of Savoy were vigorously

driven back within their northern borders. At the same
time the powers of France repelled them from Provence.

Entrenched within their mountains, they now looked towards

Italy for expansion. This southward growth of a state

which had hitherto been undefined between its cisalpine

and transalpine provinces was further determined by the

union of the two branches of the family in the person of

Amadeus VIII. Succeeding to the honours of the elder

line in 1391, he joined Piedmont to Savoy in HIS, and
received the title of duke from the emperor Sigismund.
During his lifetime he annexed Saluzzo, took Chivasso

from Montferrat, and received Vercelli from Filippo Maria
Visconti. Nice had already joined itself to Savoy in

1388. The duchy of Savoy, checked in its development
upon the further side of tlie Alpine barrier, gained in

solidity and extent upon the south, and took rank definitely

from this time forward as a considerable Italian power.

Amadeus was one of the most remarkable personages of his

day. Having built up the fortunes of his house by
diplomatic ability in an age of policy and intrigue, he
abdicated in 1431, and went into cloistral retirement at

"Ripaille. Hence ho emerged in 1440 to receive the papal

tiara from the council of Basel. He took the name of

Felix v., but resigned in 1449, leaving Nicholas V. sole

pope. When he died in 1451, he had reigned for sixty-one

years as count, duke, prior of a hermit convent, anti-pope,

and dean of the Holy College. The immediate successors

of Amadeus VIII. undid a great deal of his work. They
entered into unprofitable warfare with Geneva, Freiburg,

Bert^ and Vaud, and were still further shorn of territory

and prestige upon the side of Switzerland. The French
invaded Savoy, and their Lombard domains became the
theatre of the Franco-Spanish wars. When Emmanuele
Filiberto succeeded to his father Charles III. in 1553, he
was a duke without a duchy. But the princes of the house
of Savoy were a race of warriors ; and what Emmanufele
Filiberto lost as sovereign he regained as captain of adven-
ture in the service of his cousin Philip IL The treaty of
Cateau Cambresis in 1559, and the evacuation of the
Piedmontese cities held by French and Spanish troops Jh
1574, restored his state. By removing the capital from
Chambery to Turin, he completed the transformation of the
dukes of Savoy from Burgundian into Italian sovereigns.

They still owned Savoy beyond the Alps, the plains of
Bresse, and the maritime province of Nice.

Emmanuele Filiberto was succeeded by his son Carlo
Emmanuele I., who married Catherine, a daughter of

Philip II. He seized the first opportunity of annexing
Saluzzo, which had been lost to Savoy in the last two
reigns, and renewed the disastrous policy of his grandfather
Charles III. by invading Geneva and threatening Provence.
Henry IV. of France forced him in 1601 to relinquish

Bresse and his Burgundian possessions. In return he was
allowed to keep Saluzzo. All hopes of conquest on the
transalpine side were now quenched ; but the keys of Italy

had been given to the dukes of Savoy ; and their attention
was still further 'oncentrated upon Lombard conquests.

Carlo Emmanuele now attempted the acquisition of
Montferrat, which was soon to become vacant by the death
of Francesco Gonzaga, who held it together with Mantua.
In order to secure this territory, he went to war with Philip

111. of Spain, and allied himself with Venice and the

Grisons to expel the Spaniards from the Valtelline. When
the male line of the Gonzaga family expired in 1627,
Charles, duke of Nevers, claimed Mantua and Montferrat
in right of his wife, the only daughter of the last duke.
Carlo Emmanuele was now checkmated by France, as ho
had formerly been by Spain. The total gains of all his

strenuous endeavours amounted to the acquisition of a few
places on the borders of Montferrat.

Not only tlie Gonzagas, but several other ancient ducal E-ttinc-

families, died out about the date which we have reached, tion of

The legitimate line of the Estensi ended in 1597 by the
"^

J. ^^''^'^

death of Alfonso II., the last duke of Ferrara. He left

his domains to a natural relative, Cesare d'Este, who
would in earlier days have inherited without dispute, for

bastardy had been no bar on more than one occasion in the
Este pedigree. Urban VIII., however, put jn a claim to

Ferrara, which, it will be remembered, had been recognized

a pa(jal fief in 1530. Cesare d'Este had to content himself

with Modena and Reggio, where his descendants reigned

as dukes till 1794. Under the same pontifl", the Holy See
absorbed the duchy of Urbino on the death of Francesco
Maria II., the last representative of Montefeltro and Delia
Rovere. The popes were now masters of a fine and compact
territory, embracing no inconsiderable portion of Countess
Matilda's legacy, in addition to Pippin's donation and the
patrimony of St Peter. Meanwhile Spanish fanaticism,

the suppression of the Huguenots in France, and the

Catholic policy of Austria combined to strengthen their

authority as pontiffs. Urban's predecessor, Paul V., ad-

vanced so far as to extend his spiritual jurisdiction over

Venice, which, up to the date of his election (1605), had
resisted all encroachments of the Holy See. Venice ofi'ered

the single instance in Italy of a national church. The
republic managed the tithes, and the clergy acknowledged
no chief above their own patriarch. Paul V. now forced

the Venetians to admit his ecclesiastical supremacy ; but
they refused to readmit the Jesuits, who had been expelled

in 1606. This, if we do not count the proclamation of

fatiilies.
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James I. of England (1604), was the earliest instance of

the order's banishment from a state where it had proved

disloyal to the commonwealth.

Venice rapidly declined throughout the 17th century.

The loss of trade consequent upon the closing of Egypt

and the Levant, together with the discovery of America and

the sea-route to the Indies, had dried up her chief source

of wealth. Prolonged warfare with the Ottomans, who
forced her to abandon Candia in 1669, as they had robbed

her of Cyprus in 1570, still further crippled her resources.

Yet she kept the Adriatic free of pirates, notably by sup-

pressing the sea-robbers called Uscocchi (1601-1617), main-

tained herself in the Ionian Islands, and in 1684 added one

more to the series of victorious episodes which render her

annals so romantic. In that year Francesco Morosini, upon

whose tomb we still may read the title Peloponnesiacus,

wrested' the whole of the Morea from the Turks. But after

his death in 1715 the republic relaxed her hold upon his

conquests. The Venetian nobles abandoned themselves to

indolence and vice. Many of them fell into the slough of

pauperism, and were saved from starvation by public doles.

Though the signory still made a brave show upon occasions

of parade, it was clear that the state was rotten to the core,

and sinking into the decrepitude of dotage. The Spanish

monarchy at the same epoch dwindled with apparently less

reason. Philip's Austrian successors reduced it to the rank

of a secondary European power. This decline of vigour

was felt, with the customary effects of discord and bad
government, in Lower Italy. The revolt of Masaniello in

Naples (1G47), followed by rebellions at Palermo and
Messina, which placed Sicily for a v^hile in the hands of

Louis XIV. (1676-1678), were symptoms of progressive

anarchy. The population, ground down by preposterous

taxes, ill-used as only the subjects of Spaniards, Turks, or

Bourbons are handled, rose in blind exasperation against

their oppressors. It is impossible to attach political

importance to these revolutions ; nor did they bring the

people any appreciable good. The destinies of Italy were

decided in the cabinets and on the battlefields of Northern
Europe. A Bourbon at Versailles, a Hapsburg at Vienna,

or a thick-lipped Lorrainer, with a stroke of his pen, wrote

oft" province against province, regarding not the populations

who had bled for him or thrown themselves upon his

mercy.

This inglorious and passive chapter of Italian history is

continued to the date of the French Picvolution with the

records of three dynastic wars, the war of the Spanish
succession, the war of the Polish succession, the war of the

Austrian succession, followed by three European treaties,

which brought them respectively to diplomatic terminations.

Italy, handled and rehandled, settled and resettled, upon
each of these occasions, changed masters without caring or

knowing what befel the principals in any one of the dis-

putes. Humiliating to human nature in general as are the

annals of the 18th century campaigns in Europe, there is

no point cf view from which they appear in a light so

tragi-comic as from that afforded by Italian history. The
system of setting nations by the ears ""ith the view of

settling the quarre's of a few reigning houses was reduced
to absurdity when the people, as in these cases, came to

be partitioned and exchanged without the assertion or

negation of a single principle affecting their interests or

rousing their emotionb.

In 1700 Charles II. died, and with him ended the

Austrian family in Spain. Louis XIV. claimed the throne

ior Philip, duke of Anjou. Charles, archduke of Austria,

opposed him The riispute was fought out in Flanders

;

''.'Ut Lombiirdv felt t'le shock, as usual, of the French and
Austrian dynasties The French armies were more than

once defented by Prince Eugene of Savoy, who drove them

out of Italy in 1707. TTierefore, in the peace of Utrecht

(1713), the services of the house of Savoy had to be duly

recognized, Vittorio Ainedeo II.':received Sicily with the

title of king. .Montferrat and Alessandria were added to

his northern provinces, and his state was recognized as

independent. Charles of Austria, now emperor, took

Milan, Mantua, Naples, and Sardinia for his portion of the

Italian spoil. Philip founded the Bourbon line of Spanish

kings, renouncing in Italy all that his Hapsburg predeces-

sors had gained. Discontented with this diminution of

the Spanish heritage, Philip V. married Elisabetta Farnese,

heiress to the last duke of Parma, in 1714. He hoped to

secure this duchy for his son, Don Carlos ; and Elisabetta

further brought with her a claim to the grand-duchy of

Tuscany, which would soon become vacant by the death

of Gian Gastone de' Medici. After this marriage Philip

broke the peace of Europe by invading Sardinia. The
Quadruple Alliance was formed, and the new kfng of Sicily

was punished for his supposed adherence to Philip V. by
the forced exchange of Sicily for the island of Sardinia.

It was thus that in 1720 the house of Savoy assumed the

regal title which it bore until the decoration of the Italian

kingdom in this century. Vittorio Amedeo II. 's reign was

of great importance in the history of his state. Though a

despot, as all monarchs were obliged to be at that date, he
reigned with prudence, probity, and zeal for the welfare of

his subjects. He took pubhc education out of the hands
of the Jesuits, which, for the future development of manli-

ness in his dominions, was a measure of incalculable value.

The duchy of Savoy in his days became a kingdom, and
Sardinia, though it seemed a poor exchange for Sicily, was
a far less perilous possession than the larger and wealthier

hsl.and would have been. In 1730 Vittorio Amedeo abdi:

cated in favour of his son Carlo EmmanueJe III. Repent-
ing of this step, he subsequently attempted to regain Turin,

but was .imprisoned in the castle of Piivoli, where he ended
his day.s in 1732.

The war of the Polish succession which now disturbed P'j'u-ii

Europe is only important in Italian ' history because the sui res

treaty of Vienna in 1738 settled the disputed affairs of the ^''''"'

duchies of Parma and Tuscany. "The. duke Antonio

Farnese died in 1731 ; the grand-duke Gian Gastone de'

Medici died in 1737. In the duchy of Parma Don Carlos

had already been proclaimed. But he was now transferred

to the Two Sicilies, while Francis of Lorraine, the husband
of Maria Theresa, took Tuscany and Parma. Milan and
Mantua remained in the hands of the Austririns. On this

occasion Carlo Emmanuele acquired Tortona and Novara.

Worse complication: ensued for the Italians when the Austrian

emperor Charles VI., father of Maria Theresa, died in succes-

1740. The three branches of the Bourbon house, ruling
^"'°'

in France, Spain, and the Sicilies, joined with Prussia,

Bavaria, and the kingdom of Sardinia to despoil Maria
Theresa of her heritage. Lombardy was made the seat of

war; and here the king of Sardinia acted as in some sense

the arbiter of the situation. After war broke out, he

changed sides and supported the Hapsburg-Lorraino party.

At first, in 1745, the Sardinians were defeated by the

French and Spanish troops. But Francis of Lorraine,

elected emperor in that year, sent an army to the king's

support, which in 174G obtained a signal victory over the

Bourbon's at Piacenza. Carlo Emmanuele now threatened

Genoa. The Austrian soldiers already held the town.

But tlie citizens expelled them, and the republic kept her

independence. In 1748 the treaty of Aixda-Chapelle,

which put an end to the war of the Austrian succession,

once more redivided Italy. Parma, Piacenza, and Guaa-

ralla were formed into a duchy for Don Philip, brother of

Charles III. cf the Two Sicilies, and son of Philip V. of

Spain. Charles III. was confirmed in his kingdom of the
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Two Sicilies. T!ie Austrians kept Milan and Tuscany.

The duchy of Jlodena was placed under the protection of

the French. So was Genoa, which in 1755, after Paoli's

insurrection against the misgovernment of the republic,

ceded her old domain of Corsica to France.

Forty- From the date of this settlement until 1792, Italy en-

four joyed a period of repose and internal amelioration under
1'""' her numerous paternal despots. It became the fashion

during these forty-four years of peace to encourage the in-

dustrial population and to experimentalize in economical

reforms. The emperor Francis I. ruled the grand-duchy

of Tuscany by lieutenants until his death in 17G5, when it

was given, as an independent state, to his third sou, Peter

Leopold. The reign of this duke was' long remembered as

a period of internal prosperity, wise legislation, and im-

portant public enterprise. Leopold, among other useful

works, drained theVal diChiana, and restored those fertile

upland plains to agriculture. In 1790 he succeeded to the

empire, and left Tuscany to his son Ferdinand. The king-

dom of Sardinia was administered upon similar principles,

but with less of geniality. Carlo Emmanuele made his

wiU law, and erased the remnants of free institutions from

his state. At the same time he wisely followed his father's

policy with regard to education and the church. This is

perhaps the best that can be said of a king who incarnaied

the stolid absolutism of the period. From this date, how-

ever, we are able to trace the revival of independent

thoug'ht among the Italian's. The European ferment of

ideas which preceded the French Pievolution expressed it-

•-.elt in men like Alfieri, the fierce denouncer of tyrants,

Deccaria, the philosopher of criminal jurisprudence, Volta,

the physicist, and numerous political economists of Tus-

cany. Moved partly by external influences and partly by

a slow internal reawakening, the people was preparing tor

the efforts of the present century. The papacy, during

this period, had to reconsider the question of the Jesuits,

who made themselves universally odio'os, not only in Italy,

but also in France and Spain. In the pontificate of

Clement XIII. they ruled thn Vatican, and almost suc-

ceeded in embroiling the pope with the concerted Bourbon
potentates of Europe. His successor. Clement XIV., sup-

pressed tie order altogether by a brief of 1773. For the
Piste V!. divi,sions of Italy at this time see Plate VI.

Achievemenl of Independence.

Napo- The malarious tranquillity of Italy beneath her Austrian
leonic and Bourbon despots was rndely shaken by the French Ke-
govern-

Y(,iQt;()f|_ -pijig jg ^qj (]jg place to describe Napoleon's

Iislv.
campaign of 1796. But the treaty of Campo Formio,
which resettled Italy in 1797, has to be described. Nor-
thern and Central Italy wa" redivided into four republics,

—the Cisalpine, with its capital in Milan ; the Ligurian,

with Genoa for capital ; the Cispadane, with Bologna; the

Tiberine, with Rome. Venice (where the last aogo, Luigi
Manini, had dissolved the republic of St Mark amid the

. execrations of the populace in the month if May) was
flung, together with her territory between the Adige and
the Adriatic, as a compensation for other losses, to the

Auslrian empire. In the next year, 179S, Lower Italy

became the Parthenopsean republic, with Naples for its

capital Carlo Emmanuele TV., now king of Sardinia, re-

signed his dominions. Pius VL fled from Kome, and died
• in France in 1799. The whole of the old order of the

peninsula was thus destroyed at a blow. Yet the people,

at first, gained little but an exchange of masters, iucreaseti

taxes, and a participation in the doubtful glories of the

French republic. While Bonaparte was absent in t'.tiypt,

his recent settlement of Italian affairs was upset, BT^ci iho
French were everywhere driven out of the peniasula by
force of arms. He rettunied, and JIarengo (iSOC) mads

him once more master of Italy. Four years later, having

proclaimed hunself emperor, he took the Lombard crown

in St Ambrogio at Milan. Italy now ranked as his king-

dom, and a new settlement of her provinces had to be

eflfected. The pope was left in Rome, and Ferdinand in

Naples. Tuscany was rechristened the kingdom of Etruria,

and given to the Bourbons. The Ligurian and Cisalpine

republics were placed under the viceroy Eugene Beau-
harnais. After Austerlitz, Venice was added to this North
Italian kingdom ; and in 180G Bonaparte made the Bour-

bons yield Naples to his brother Joseph. When Joseph
went in 1S08 to Madrid, Joachim JIurat succeeded him as

king in Naples. Sicily remained in the hands of Ferdi-

nand. In 1809 Pius VII. was deposed, and sent to

France, and Rome was declared a part of the French em-

pire. The ging6rbread kingdom of Etruria was abolished,

and Bonaparte's sister, Eliza, wife of a Colonel Bacciocchi,

was made duchess of Tuscany, with the titles of duchess of

Lucca and princess of Piombino. Ephemeral as were

Bonaparte's successive divisions and redivisions of Italy

into provinces for his generals and relatives, they exercised

no little influence. From the period of the French rule

we may date a new sense of nationality among Italians,

generated by the military service of recruits drawn together

from all districts in Napoleon's armies, by the temporary

obliteration of most ancient boundaries, by the dethrone-

ment of alien and unloved princes, by the equal adminis-

tration of one code of laws, and by the spirit of the revolu-

tion which animated all French institutions. Italy began

to feel herself a nation, and though it was long before

Europe suffered her io win national rights, the demand for

them, which in our own days became too imperious to be

resisted, was created in her people at this epoch.

The congress of Vienna in 1815 took down from the

theatre of Italy all Bonaparte's decorations, and set up the

old scenery in very nearly the old places. Vittorio

Emmanuele I. received back his kingdom of Sardinia, with

tlie addition of Genoa. Venice and Milan were formed

into the province of Lombardo-Venezia for Francis II., em-

peror of Austria. The old duchy of Parma was given for

her lifetime to Maria Louisa, who, though the wife of

Bonaparte, was still an Austrian princess. Upon her death

it was to be restored to its former Bourbon princes, who
received in the meanwhile Lucca as an equivalent. The
Austrian Ferdinand III. was once again grand-duke of.

Tussany, with the reversion of Lucca after Jlaria Louisa's

decease. Francis, con of the Austrian archduke Ferdinand

and Beatrice d'Este, became duke of Jlodena, with the re-

version of Lunigiana on the same event. Pius VII. got

back all the states of the church, and on his re-entry into

Rome restored the Jesuits, who had proved their indispen-

sability to tyrants. The Bourbon Ferdinand I again joined

Naples to his crown of Sicily. We Lave been careful to

label these Ferdinands and Francises with their respective

names of Austrian or Bourbon, in order that the partition

of Italy between the two dynasties, and the large prepon-

derance of Austrian over Bourbon influence, might bs

apparent. One significant detail has been omitlcd. The

congress of Vienna recognized the independent republic of

San Marino. On the top of a little moimtain at the out-

skirts of the Apennines which overlook tL> sea by Rimini,

sat Liberty, the queen oi a few hundred citizens, surveying

the muddy ocean of Franco-Spanish, Italo-Teutonic despo-

tism which drowned Italy through all her length and

breadth

The Italian sovereigns, on returning to their respective

j
states, proved that exile and the revolution had terrorized

I tliem into more determined tyranny. The civil and
political reforms which had been institutea at the end of

the last eentary Trere abandoned. Tha Jesuits xsrs re-
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stored ; many suppressed monasteries were re-established
;

and the mortmain laws were repealed. Elementary educa-

iion was narrowed in its limits, and thrown into the hands

of the clergy. Professors suspected of liberal views were

expelled from the ,
universities, and the press was placed

under the most rigid supervision. ,A11 persons who had

taken part in the Napoleonic governments, or who were

known to entertain patriotic opinions, found themselves

darassed, watched, spied upon, and reported. The cities

swarmed with police agents and informers. The passport

system was made more stringent, and men were frequently

refused even a few days' leave of absence from their homes.

ThB Code Napoleon was withdrawn from those provinces

which had formed part of the Italian kingdom, while, in

the papal states, the a'dministration was placed again in

the hands of ecclesiastics.

Aostiian This political and spiritual reign of terror, which had

(piepoa- for its object the crushing of Italian liberalism, was sanc-

geranoe.
jjoued and supported by Austria. Each petty potentate

bound ~ himself to receive orders from Vienna, and, in

return for this obedience, the emperor guaranteed him in

the possession of his throne. The Lombardo-Venetian

kingdom, powerfully defended and connected with Austria

by land and sea, became one huge fortress, garrisoned with

armed men, in perpetual menace of the country. Under

these conditions the Italians were halt maddened, and

thousands of otherwise quiet citizens, either in the hope

of finding redress and protection, or only from a feeling of

revencfe, joined secret revolutionary societies; for it must

not be supposed that the revolution had left the Italians

as passive as it found them. A new ^irit was astir, which

was not likely to be checked by the arrangements of the

European congress—the spirit of national independence.

During the coilvulsions caused by Napoleon's conquest of

Italy, the allied powers had themselves fostered this spirit,

in order to oppose French rule. The Austrians, the

English, and Murat, in turn, ha,d publicly invited the

[talians to fight for their national independence.. And now

;he people, who relied upon these proclamations and

Expected the fulfilment of so many promises, found them-

selves by the consent of Europe delivered over, tied and

gagged, to a foreign oppressor. To take but one example :

Ferdinand, when, he quitted Naples in May 1815, addressed

/proclamation to his subjects, solemnly engaging to respect

the laws that should in his absence be decreed by a consti-

cution. in June he pledged himself at Vienna to introduce

•nto his kingdom no institutions irreconcilable with those

which Austria might establish in her own dependencies.

Accordingly in 1816 he put an end to the Sicilian consti-

tution of 1812.

Kevblu- ' Tyranny was met by conspiracy ; and m a short while,

tioniry the Carbonari societies, with Sanfedisti and many other

ItitiKglcj. revolutionary associations, had extended their organiza-

tion through the length and breadth of the peninsula:.

The discontent of the Italians smouldered for five years

;

but in ,1820 it broke into open flame. Ou the 1st of

January in that year the Spaniards proclaimed their con-

stitution of the Cortes, which was modelled on the type

furnished by the earlier French Revolution. Jloved by this

example, the royal army mutinied at Naples in July, and

a (few days afterwards Palermo rushed to arms. Ferdinand

was so surprised by the sudden outbreak of this revolt that

he hastdy granted the constitution, . named his son Francis

vicar^general of his kingdom, and betook himself to Austria,

rhe Austrians marched 80,000 men into Lombardy, and'

Great Britain and France sent their fleets down to the Bay,

of Naples. At a congress held in the spring of 1821 at

liaybach, the aUied powers authorized Austria- to crush

the revolution in Lower Italy. Austrian troops entered

Naples on the 23d of March ; and, when Ferdirand followed

them, he had nothing to do but tn execute vengeance, by
mock trials, on his insurgent subjects.

While these events were taking place, another military,

insurrection broke out in Piedmont, where the Spanish

constitution was proclaimed. The king felt himself bound
by the congress of Laybach, and refused to make any con-

cessions. Therefore, on the 13th of .March, he abdicated;

and in the absence of his brother and heir. Carlo Felice,

his distant cousin. Carlo Alberto, prince of Carig-nino, was
appointed regent. Carlo Alberto represented a oranch of

the reigning house which had been separated nearly two
centuries from the throne. Educated, during the French

occupation, more like" a private citizen than like a prince,

he grew up with liberal inclinations, and there is no doubt

that his concessions to the insurrectionists in Piedmont at

this moment were actuated by sympathy rather than by.

any vulgar desire to gain power. When, however. Carlo

Felice returned and declared that his brother's abdication

had been forced and therefore Olegal, Carlo Alberto's sense

of loyalty to the dynasty overcame his liberal instincts.

He submitted to the new king's authority, and the old

regime was re-established in Piedmont on as absolute a

basis as before.

These movements were followed by state trials and

executions, and the terrorism of the tyrannies augmented,'

Silvio Pellico, at the close of an ineflicient disturbance 'at

MUan, was sent to life-imprisonment at Spielberg. In the

papal states Leo XII. adopted a coercive policy still more

grinding and humiliating. For nine years the despots

and the conspirators confronted each other, until the July

revolution of Paris in 1830 gave new hope and energy to

the latter. On this occasion the conflagration burst out at

Modena, where the duke Francesco IV. had been for some

time past in secret negotiation with the patriotic party^

headed by Giro Menotti. It appears that- the secret object

of this autocrat was to "mploy the revolution against his,

neighbours, and to make himself sovereign of Upper Italy,

by the help of the conspirators. But when the revolution

declared itself, and spread to Parma, Bologna, and the

Romagna, Francesco turned upon his friend ^Menotti, and'

succeeded in putting him to death. It took but little time

or trouble to check this revolt, which was imsupported'

by armed force. Austrian troops moved into Emilia and

Romagna, restored the old order, and marched on to Rome,-

which they occupied. Louis Philippe, now king of the

French, being jealous of the Austrians at Rome, occupied

Ancona for the French in 1832 ; but the cause of Italian

liberty received no support from the bourgeois kmg, who

strove to keep on good terms with established authorities, i,

From 1831 until 1846 Italy remained discontentedly Revolii,

and uneasily tranquil. The infamous mi.sgovernment of t'<"> '"i!

Rome and Naples continued ; and in Lower Italy numerous
^J^'J^.j''

petty insurrections, caused by the misery, of the people, and
'

the cholera which raged in 1837, were easily suppressed.

Yet it was clear to all competent observers that this state

of things could not last. The Italian sovereigns were

Seated over a volcano, which vibrated to the least stir iu

its neighbour, France, and which_ was slowly accumulating

explosive material. , Among the most powerful instruments

now invented by the party of independence must bq

reckoned the scientific congress. This body, ostensibly

formed for the study of science, assembled every year in

some Italian city. Its meeting;s really served to propagate

liberal opinions and to establish relations between the

patriots of different districts. Jleanwhile the great men
wht) were destined to achieve the future union of Italy

had appeared upon the stage, and were blisy through this

period with their pen and voice. Oiuseppe Mazziju, born

in 1808 at Genoa, made himself the recognized head of a

party called by the name of Young Italy. It was h's aim
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to organize the forces of tte revolution, and to' estiblish

the one' and indivisible republic in Europe. Though he
strove in the cause of Italy, his scheme for the regeneration

of society far exceeded the limits of that country. He
declared war upon established order in its ancient forms

all over the world, and was willing to use conspiracy, if

not assassination, in order to achieve his ends. Thus,

though the spirit infused into the Italians by Mazzini's

splendid eloquence aroused the people to a sense of their

high destinies and duties, though he wjs the first to believe

firmly that Italy could and would be one free nation, yet

the means he sanctioned for securing this result, and the

policy which was inseparable from his opinions, proved

obstacles to statesmen of more practical and sober views.

It was the misfortune of Italy at this epoch that she had

not only to fight for independence, but also to decide upon
the form- of government which the nation should elect

when it was constituted. All right-thinking and patriotic

men agreed in their desire to free the country from foreign

rule, and to establish national self-government. But should

they aim at a republic or a constitutional monarchy 1

Should they be satisfied with the hegemony of Piedmont ?

Should they attempt a confederation, and if so, how should

the papacy take rank, and should the petty sovereigns be

regarded as sufficiently Italian to hold their thrones t

These and many other hypothetical problems distracted

the Italian patriots. It was impossible for them, in the

circumstances, first to form the nation and then to decide

upon its government ; for the methods to be employed in

fighting for independence alread)- implied some political

principle. Mazzini's manipulation of conspiracy, for

instance, was revolutionary ajid republican ; while those

who adhered to constitutional order, and relied upon the

arms of Piedmont, had virtually voted for Sardinian hege-

mony. The unanimous desire for independence existed in

a vague auU nebulous condition. It needed to be condensed

into workable hypotheses ; but tliis process could not be
carried on without the growth of sects perilous to common
action.

The party of Young Italy, championed by Mazzini, was
the first to detach itself, and to control the blindly

working forces of the Carbonari movement by a settled

plan of action. It was the programme of Young Italy to

establish a republic by the aid of volunteers recruited from
all parts of the peninsula. 'When Carlo Alberto came to

the throne, Mazzini addressed him a lettef, as equal unto

equal, calling upon the king to defy Austria and rely upon
God and the people. Because Carlo Alberto (who, in spiite

of his fervent patriotism and genuine liberality of soul,

was a man of mixed opinions, scrupulous in his sense of

constitutional obligation, melancholy by temperament, and
superstitiously religious), found himself unwilling or unable
to take this step, the Mazzinisti denounced him as a traitor

to 1821 and a retrogressive autocrat. In his exile at

Geneva, Mazzini now organized an armed attempt on
Savoy. He collected a few himdred refugees of all nations,

and crossed the frontier. in 1S33. But this feeble attack

produced no result beyond convincing Carlo Alberto that

he could not trust the repuUicans. Subsequent attempts

on the king's life roused a new sense of loyalty in Piedmont,
and defined a counter-body of opinion to Mazzini's. The
patriots of a more practical type, who may be called

moderate liberals, began, in one form or another, to aim
at achieving the independence of Italy constitutionally by
the-help of the Sardinian kingdom. What rank Sardinia

would take in the new Italy remained an open questiotL

The publication of^'incenzo Gioberti's treatise,/^ Primato
morale B eivUe degli Italianr, in 1843, considerably aided

the growth of definite opinion. His Utopia was a con-

federation of Italian powers, under the spiritual presidency

of the papacy, and with the army of Piedmont for sword
and shield. ' This book had an immense success. It made
timid thinkers feel that they could join the liberals without

sacrificing their religious or constitutional opinions. At
the same date Cesare Balbo's Sperame d'liatia exercised

a somewhat similar influence, through its sound and unsub-
versive principles. In its pages Balbo made one shrewd
guess, that the Eastern Question would decide Italian

independence. Massimo d'Azeglio, who also was a Pied-

montese ; the poet Giusti, the Baron Eicasoli, and the

Marchese Gino Cappoui in Tuscany ; together with
Alessandro Manzoni at Milan,- and many other writers

scattered through the pro%'inces of Italy, gave their weight

to the formation of this moderate liberal party. These
men united in condemning the extreme democracy of the

Mazzinisti, and did not believe that Italy could be regene-

rated by merely manipulating the insurrectionary force of

the revolution. On political and religious questions they

were much divided in detail, suffering in this respect from,

the weakness inherent in liberalism. Yet we are already

justified in regarding this party as a sufficient counterpoise

to the republicans ; and the man who was destined to give

it coherence, and to win the great prize of Italian indepen-

dence by consolidating and working out its principles in

practice, was already there. The count Camillo Benso di

Cavour had been born in ISIO, two years later than

.Mazzini. He had not yet entered upon his ministerial

career, but was writing articles for the Risorgimento,

which at Turin opposed the Mazzinistic journal Concordia,

and was devoting himself to political and economical studi^.

It is impossible to speak of Mazzini and Cayour without

remembering the third great' regenerator of Italy, Giuseppe
GaribaldL At this date he was in exile ; but a few years

later he returned, and began his career of popular deliverance

in Lombard}-. 3Iazziui,^he prophet. Garibaldi, the knight-

errant, and Cavour, the statesman, of Italian independence,

were all natives of the kingdom of Sardinia. But their

several positions in it were so different as to account in no

small measure for the very divergent parts they played in

the coming drama. Mazzini was a native of Genoa, which
ill tolerated 'the enforced rule of Turin. Garibaldi came
from iS'ice, and was a child of the people. Cavour was
born in the midst of that stiff aristocratical society of old

Piedmont which has been described so vividly by D'Azeglio

jn his Ricordi. The Piedmontese nobles had the virtues

and the defects of English country squires in the last

century. Loyal, truthful, brave, hard-headed, tough in

resistance, obstinately prejudiced, they made excellent

soldiers, and were devoted servants of the crown. More-
over, they hid beneath their stolid exterior greater political

capacity than the more genial and brilliant inhabitants of

Southern and Central Italy. Cavour came of this race,

and understood it. But he was a man of exceptional

quality. He had the genius of statesmanship,—a practical

sense of what could be done, combined with rare dexterity

in doing it, fine diplomatic and parliamentary tact, and
noble courage in the hour of need. Without the enthusiasm,

amounting to the passion of a new religion, which Mazzini

inspired, without. Garibaldi's brilliant achievements, and
the idolatry excited by this pure-hearted hero in the breasts

of all who fo'Ught with him and -felt his sacred fire, there

is little doubt that Cavour would not have found the

creation of L^nited Italy possible. But if Cavour had not

been there to win the confidence, support, and sympathy
of Europe, if he had not been recognized by the bodj of

the nation as a man whose Work was solid and whose sense,

was just in all emergencies, Mazzini's efforts would have

run to waste in questionable insurrections, and Garibaldi's

feats of arms must have added but one chapter knore to the

history of unproductive patriotism. _ While, therefore, we
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recognize the part played by eacli of these great men in

the liberation of their country, and while we willingly

ignore their differences and disputes, it is Cavourwhom we
must honour with the title of the Maker of United Italy.

Coas'.i- From this digression, which was necessary in order to

tutionil make the next acts in the drama clear, we now return to
refon-s. the year 1846. Misrule had reached its climax in Rome, and

the people were well-nigh maddened, when Gregory XVI.
died, and Pius IX. was elected in his stead. It seemed
as though an age of gold had dawned ; for the greatest of

all miracles had happened. The now pope declared himself

a liberal, proclaimed a general amnesty to political olienders,

and in due course granted a national guard, and began to

form a constitution. The Neo-Guelfic school of Giuberti

believed that their master's Utopia was about to be realized.

Italy went wild with jo)' and demonstrations. Tire pope's

example proved contagious. Constitutions were granted

in Tuscany, Piedmont, and Rome in 1847. The duke of

Lucca fled, and his domain was joined to Tuscany. Only
Austria and Naples declared that their states needed no
reforms. On the 2d of January 1848 a liberal demon-
stration at Milan served the Austrians for pretext to

massacre defenceless persons in the streets. These
Milanese victims were hailed as martyrs all over Italy,

and funeral ceremonies, partaking of the same patriotic

character as the rejoicings of the previous year, kept up the

popular agitation. On the 12th of January Palermo rose

against King Ferdinand II., and Naples followed her

example on the 27th. The king was forced in February

tp grant the constitution of 1S12, to which his subjects

were so ardently attached.

RctoIu- While Italy was thus engaged in making terms with lier

tion ot ovn\ sovereigns, the French revolution broke out. Louis
1848. Philippe fled to England, and the republic was declared.

This cdtered affairs in Italy, and threw a temporary power
into the hands of the Mazzinisti.' Sicily pronounced her-

self independent of the Bourbons, and called the duke of

Genoa to the throne. In Naples, the moderate liberal

government, of which Poerio had been a member, yielded

to a more radical administration. The patriots and the

king's troops came to blows, ending in Ferdinand's victory

and the remodelling of the constitution. Lombardy rose

in insurrection. The Austrians were expelled from Milan,
and the governor of Venice capitulated, Provisional re-

publican governments were formed, at Milan under the

presidency of Casati, at Venice under that of Daniele

Mauin. Impelled by the overwhelming enthusiasm which
prevailed in Upper Italy, Carlo Alberto declared war
on Austria in March. On the 8th of April he pushed
his troops beyond the Mincio ; while Piacenza, Parma,
Modena, and the Lombardo-Venetian kingdom voted their

union to Sardinia by universal suffrage. But the Austrian

general, Eadetzky, though he lost a battle at Goito, and
was forced to witness the capitulation of Peschiera in May,
had not given up the game. The pope's troops were es-

tablished at Vicenza to support the Sardinians. These
Radstzky compelled to surrender in June ; he then
attacked Carlo Alberto's army, who were engaged in the
investment of Mantua. A complete victory upon the 25th
of July at Custozza enabled Radetzky to re-enter Milan.

Carlo Alberto had to retire beyond the Ticinb and to bsg
for an armistice. News of this Austrian victory reached
Naples, and gave Ferdinand the heart to quell the Sicilian

revolt. On the 30th August Messina was bombarded, and
such atrocities were perpetrated in the miserable city that

the admirals of the French and English fleets had to intei^

fere and extort an armistice from, the conquerors. In the

meanwhile, affairs had begun to change in Rome. The
pope, frightened at the revolution wliich had already out-

niu his control, jjrouounced agaiust the Austrian war and

Italian alllanco. This roused republican hostility. His
minister, tlie excellent Count Pellegrini Rossi, was mur-
dered in November, and anarchy seemed to threaten the

city. Pius escaped in disguise to Gaeta, where he was re-

ceived by Ferdinand, whom not long since he had de-

nounced as a rogue. From Caeta he opened the new year,

1849, with a tlireat of excommunication to his subjects.

The Romans were so irritated that the moderate liberal

party had to yield to the ultra-radicals : and on the 9th of

February Rome was declared a republic. The government
was entrusted to three dictator.^, of whom JIazzini was the

head. Tuscan}-, meanwhile, had lost her grand-duke.

After opening parliament in Januaiy with a declaration

that he intended to prosecute the war against Austria, he

escaped in February on the English war-steamer "Bulldog"
to Gaeta. A provisional government was established in

Florence, and ilazzini did his best to render Tuscany a

part of the new Roman republic. At this epoch two im-

portant personages appeared upon the scene—Gino Capponi,
wlio led the moderate liberals, and Urbano Rattazzi, who
headed the democratic party. Tlie Florentines were not at

bottom out of sympathy with their duke. Therefore they

rejected Mazzini's overtures, and recalled Leopold upon the

ut;derstanding that he would respect their free institutious.

Still at Gaeta, the grand-duhe mistrusted these advances,

begged for Austrian troops, and, when they had arrived, re-

entered Tuscany and suppressed the oonstitution. Such
acts of perfidy as these, repeatedly committed by all the

petty sovereigns of Italy with the exception of the house of

Savoy, forced the people to abandon the theory of federa-

tion under existing government?, and to lot'k for their

salvation to Piedmont.

This growing confidence in the Sardinian monarchy was
rot shaken by the disastrous campaign of March 1849,

which baptized the cause of Italian independence with the

best blood of Piedmont, gave it a royal martyr, and pledged

the dynasty of Savoy to a progressive policy from which it

never afterwards for a single moment deviated. Pushed
by the ultra-radicals, and burning with the purest zeal to

liberate Italy, Carlo Alberto took tlie field again in March
1849 against the Austrians. On the 24th, after some pre-

liminar}- movements, proving a want of good generalship

and discipline in the riedmontesearmy, Radetzky obtained

a complete victory at Novara. The king of Sardinia abdi-

cated on the field, in favour of his son, the duke of Savoy,

A'ittorio Emmanuele II. Carlo Alberto, who had lived

through times so troublous and perplexing, who had ex-

posed himself to misunderstanding and misinterpretation,

but in whom the devotion to Italy had become a religion,

now took refuge at Oporto, where he died, brokenhearted,

after a few months of illness. The pathos of this death

checked the snarling of discordant parlies ; and, when the

king's body was brought home to be buried on the heights

of the Superga, the heart of Italy recognized his worth.

Carlo Alberto, though still anathematized by the republican

faction, became the saint of Italj'. Hundreds of pilgrims

flocked to his tomb. The loyalty of his suljects redoubled;

and it was felt that, by serving Italy, they would glorify

his memory. More than ever, by the disasters of Novara,

were the d3'nasty and aristocracy and people of Sardinia

pledged to that national policy which Carlo Alberto's son

triumphantly accomplished. In the cottage homes of Pied-

mont and Lombardy travellers may still behold the old

king's agony depicted side by side with the portraits of

Cavour and Garibaldi and Vittorio Emmanuele.
The intrigues of which Gaeta had been a centre provoked

a crusade of the Catholic powers against republican and
anti-papal Rome. A French expedition, under General
Oudinot, landed at Civita Vecchia on the 25th of April, and
on the 29th reached the walls of the city. The Neapolitan
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army took up a position at the base of the Alban hills.

Spaniards arrived at Fiumicino, and Austrians entered the

Legations. The French professed to come as friends but

the triumvirs of the lloman republic refused them entrance,

and General Oudinot established his camp on the Jani-

culan. Garibaldi, who was guarding the frontier of the

Abruzzi, returned and defeated the Neapolitans at Palestrina

on the 11th of JIay. Still his assistance did not suffice to

avert the French attack, and on July 2, after a siege of

four weeks, the city, capitulated. Mazzini and Garibaldi

made good their escape. The French troops entered and

held Rome for the pope. It was not until April 1850,

however, that Pius IX. ventured to return. When he ar-

rived in his capital, he began the reactionary reign, sup-

ported by his French garrison and Jesuit advisers, which

only ended with the semi-forcible entry of tho Italians in

1870.

With the fall of Rome the hopes of the revolutionary

party ended. Austrian troops replaced their ducal puppets

in Parma, Modena, and Tuscany. King Ferdinand, rightly

now named Boraba, terrorized his subjects into silence by

tho aid of Swiss mercenaries, artillery, and dungeons too

loathsome to be described. Only Venice still held out,

blockaded in the Adiiatic and bombarded from the land,

through all the horrors of famine, conflagration, and
cholera, until the month of August. Few episodes in

the history of that noble city are more glorious than this

last desperate and patient struggle ; and few names upon
her muster-roll of heroes are equally illustrious with that

of the lion-hearted and blameless Daniele Jlanin

In the disastrous year 1819 it seemed as though" the

fate of Italy was sealed. The republicans had done their

best and failed at Milan, Home, and Venice. The power

of Piedmont was broken at Novara. And yet wo have

good cause to say that the miseries of this epoch wrought

the future salvation of the race. The former vain trust

in the Italian sentiment of petty court's, the Neo-Guelfio

my.sticism of Gioberti's party, the Utopian confidence in

papal liberalism, the vague schemfes of confederation which

had assumed many visionary forms, were all dissipated for

ever. To rightly thinking men it became clear that the

regeneration of Italy must be entrusted to Piedmont.

When Vittoiio Emmanuele entered Turin in silence after

Novara, with a demoralized army and a ruined exchequer,

the spirit of his people was cast down, but not extin-

guished. They had assumed responsibility, and were not

going to abandon it. " Tho house of Savoy cannot retreat

"

became the watchword of the throne. D'Azeglio's li^ous

recommencerous expressed the determination of the ruling

classes. It is true that at this crisis they had to combat
tho hostility and bitter jealousy of the republicans. Maz-
zini's party stirred up Genoa to revolution, and La
Marmora received the ignoble task of restoring that intract-

able city to a Eense of duty. " Better Italy enslaved than
delivered over to the son of the traitor Carlo Alberto,"

exclaimed the prophet of democracy, whom no reverses

could persuade that in such politics as those of Italy the

half is better than the whole. But Mazzini was no longer

a power of the first magnitude. The work which he had
done for Italy was solid and abiding. Still he had failed

to carry the bulk of the nation with him. Men of more
sober aspirations saw that to aim at national independence
and European reconstruction at one leap was Utopian.

Italy must first be made ; and the only power capable of

calling her into existence was Piedmont, still free and
puissant among a crowd of feeble and anarchical despot-
isms. Tho experience of '49 proved that the armies of
Piedmont, in tlie hour of need, could rely on volunteers
of pith and nerve, in cities so downtrodden even ns were
Bpme and Venice ; for it must not be forgotten that the

republicans who sustained .both sieges were members of the

bourgeoisie and proletariate. This consolidation of opinion

after the events of 1840 was proved by Gioberti's recan-

tation of his earlier mysticism. In 1851 he published a
new treatise the Hinnovamenio, which distinctly indicated

Piedmont as the substantial basis of Italian independence.

Daniele Manin, now an exile in Paris, declared his adhesion

to the same doctrine. The constitutional party was
further strengthened by the adhesion of the leading repub-

licans, Pallavicino and La Farina; and in 1857 the main
point of unanamity was secured by the formation of the

Societcl Nanonale, which kept sectarian jealousies in the

background. Garibaldi, at this time less republican than

he afterwards became, was himself a president of this

political association. Henceforward the genuine Mazzinisti

formed a permanent minority. They could do little more
than to impede without perplexing or bafHing the policy

of tho Piedmontese statesmen, who felt themselves to be

supported by the instincts of the race at large.

Vittorio Emmanuele began his reign with Massimo
d'Azeglio for minister. He steadily refused all Austrian

advances, though enforced by his own wife and mother, both

of whom were Austrian archduchesses. The house of

Savoy had pledged itself to Italy, and the house had never

broken faith. The first cares of the new ministry were de-

voted to internal reforms, to the organization of the army
by La Marmora, and to financial measures. In 1850 they

passed the so-called Siccardi law, which abolished ecclesi-

astical courts. This was followed by a law of civU

marriage; and in 1854 the ecclesiastical reforms were
completed by Rattazzi's bill for restricting religious corpo-

rations and placing church property under state control.

The necessity of these measures is demonstrated by the

fact that the little kingdom of Sardinia counted 41

bishops, 1417 canonries, about 18,000 persons vowed to a
monastic life, and one ecclesiastic toevery 214 inhabitants.

Their importance will be understood when we reflect that

these laws were extended to Italy after the union.

Meanwhile Cavour had joined the government in 1850, Civour's

as minister of commerce. Not least among his great 3<1™™»'

qualities was a thorough understanding of parliamentary

tactics ; and, though his first attempts at public speaking

were unsuccessful, he soon remedied this defect. Mastery

of facts and moral force gave weight to his eloquence far

above rhetoric. Meanwhile his study of English politics,

and admiration for men like Pitt and Peel, developed v/hat

in him was an innate instiuct for parliamentary leadership.

This sound sense of the conditions of representative govern-

ment induced him to form a coalition with Rattazzi, the

leader of the democrats, in 1852. D'Azeglio and the king

were frightened by so bold a step. But Cavour's prepon-

derance in the chambers was irresistible ; and in November
1853 he superseded D'Azeglio as prime minister. From
this date the fortunes of Italy were in his hands, and
Cavour became one of the foremost men in Europe. It

was by his advice that the Sardinian troops under General

La Marmora took part with France and England in the

Crimean war, where they distinguished themselves in the

battle of the Tchernaya. Tho nation by this step secured

powerful allies, forced itself upon the notice of Europe,

and accustomed its army to service on a grand scale. At
the congiess of Paris in 1850 Cavour represented Sardinia,

and laid the grievances of Italy before the allied powe-s.

Both France and England remonstrated, but vainly, with

Ferdinand II. for his misgovernment.

Cavour had travelled both in England and France, and
had observed that, though the English sympathized with

Italy and were horrified by what they heard of Neapolitan

atrocities, he was not likely to get more than moral support

and non-interference from Great Britain. Yet he could

.\'1II. — 6t
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not work Italian independence without the help of one of

the great powers agaiost Austria. He therefore deitermiced

to rely on Louis Napoleon Bonaparte, who had expressed

his willingness to aflord substantial assistance at the proper

moment. Between the years 1856 and 1859 it waa

Cavour'a one endeavour to maintain the French emperor

in this resolve, and at the same time to drive the Austrians

into a seasonable declaration ^f war.

The situation was delicate and dangerous in the extreme
;

and in January 1858 the minister's combinations were

seriously imperilled by Felice Orsini's attempt on Napoleon's

life. It was only by passing a bill which defined the crime

of political assassination that he regained the_ emperor's

confidence. Later in the year, Cavour met Napoleon at

Plombiferes, where the preliminaries to a Franco-Italian

alliance for war against Austria were settled.

Lorabifd The cabinet of Vienna, harassed by repeated memorials

c*™- on the subject of their tyranny in Lombardy, complained

PJ'P' of
to Europe that Piedmont was a standing menace to Italian

peace, withdrew its minister from Turin, and demanded the

disarmament of the Sardinian kingdom. Louis Napoleon

now prepared himself for war. On the 1st of January

1859 Vittorio Emmanuele opened parliament with-

a

speech which declared the coming struggle : " We are not

insensible to the cry of suffering that rises te us from ao

many parts of Italy." The words Gricb di dclore were

understood to be the watchword of the war. In the early

summer of 1 853 the French crossed the Alps. The puppets

of Parma, Tuscany, and Modena fled, as usual, before the

gathering storm,—this time never to return. The battles of

Magenta (June 4) and Solferino (June 24) opeasd Lonabardy

to the French and Sardinian troops, as far as the Quadri-

lateralof fortresses protectingVenice. There Louis Napoleon

sheathed his sWord. He met the emperor Francis Joseph

at Villa Franca, and, without consulting his allies, agreed

to an armistice. At Piombiferes he had declared that he

meant to free Italy from the Alps to the Adriatic. But

now he agreed upon the Mincio as the future -boundary

between Sardinia and Austria. Venice was not to be

liberated. Terrible was the disappointment of the Pied-

montese, who had made vast sacrifices for this campaign,

and who felt that their king had been insulted. Yet

Louis Napoleon was incapable of more. He knew himself

to be no general, and he had good reason to be certain

that, if he pushed Austria too far, Prussia would take up

arms and carry war to France upon the B'nine. Moreover,

the gain to Italy proved greater than at first appeared.

Tuscany, Modena, Parma, and Rcmagna declared their

determination to join the kingdom. In March 1S60 the

annexation of Central Italy to Sardinia was effected, and

approved by the French emperor. It now appeared that,

according to a hitherto secret understanding with Cavour,

Louis Napoleon was to take Sa^-wy and Nice as the price

of his assistance. This sacrifice of their ancient home,

the cradle of their dynasty, the house of Savoy made to

the Italian cause. But it was long before the Italians

forgave Cavour. Ha had to bear reproaches from all

quarters, especially from Garibaldi, who was never tired of

repeating, " That man ha-s made me a foreigner in my own
house."

Gari- The same month which witnessed the annexation of
baldis Central Italy saw the outburst of a revolution in the south.

^^'l Bomba was dead ; but his son Francis II., by continued

Lo^er acts of cruelty to state prisoners, and by cowardly oppies-

ttaly. sion of his subjects, had merited the nickname of Bombino.
Refugees from Naples spread the tale of Bourbon tyranny

all over Europe. Even London trembled with rage at

Poerio's sufferings. The insurrection broke out at Paler-

mo, Messina, and Catania. Garibaldi determined to support

it On the 5th of May he set out from Genoa with his

volunteers, the famous MiUe, each of whom became for

Italy a hero. Cavour knew of the expedition and secretly

favoured it, though he openly expressed the regret of the

Sardinian Government to Europe. It was his policy to

wait and see what happened, trusting that the gain of the

venture would accrue to the new kingdom. Garibaldi

landed at Marsala, and proclaimed himself dictator in the

name of Vittorio Emmanuele, king of Italy. The conquest

of Sicily was the matter of a few days. In August the

general crossed to Spartivento, defeated the royal army,

drove Francis IIt to Gaeta, and entered Naples on the 7tb

of September. There Mazzini joined him, and the diffi

culties of the situation began to disclose themselves

Garibaldi had no capacity for administration
;
yet he was

unwjljng to resign his dictatorship. He had proclaimed

Vittnrio Emmanuele ; yet he lent an eai to the republicans,

who hated Piedmont. Moreover, he hardly concealed his

intention of marching on Rome. Had he taken this step,

success would have involved reactionary interference on the

part of Europe, while failure might have involved the loss

of Lower Italy. Meanwhile the natives of the Two Sicilies

were slow to accept annexation. They dispensed with the

Bourbons gladly ; but they were ready to fulfil the pro-

phecy of Bomba, that " whosoever turned the Bourbons

out would have enough to do in Lower Italy for the next

century." Anarchy began to reign, and the Bourbon party

lifted up its head again at Gaeta. In these circumstances,

Cavour, after ascertaining that he had the sanction of

Napoleon, resolved on sending troops into the papal states.

This seemed the only means of preventing Garibaldi's

march on Rome, and securing his acquisitions for United

Italy. General Cialdini accordingly occupied Urbino aad
Perugia, defeated the pope's general, Lamorici^re, at Ces-

telfidardo, joined Garibaldi, and helped him to gain a vic-

tory over the Bourbon troops on the Volturno. On the 2d
of October Cavour defined the situation for the parlia-

ment at Turin :
" Garibaldi wishes to perpetuate the revo-

lution ; we wish to terminate it" Soon after this,

Vittorio Emmanuele himself entered the AbruzzL Gari-

baldi, with the loyalty which never deserted him, resigned

his dictatorship, and returned to Caprera. In November
Cavour was able to write to Berlin : " We are Italy ; we
work in her name ; but at the same time it is our policy to

moderate the national movement and maintain the mon-

archical principle."

In February 1861 Gaeta fell, after a resistance ennobled Procla-

by the courage of Francesco's German consort The king- mationof

dom was annexed by plebiscite, and Vittorio Emmanuele was .^^^"^°

proclaimed 'king of Italy at Turin. Europe tacitly assented

to Italian indeipendence. Only Rome and Venice now re-

mained to be liberated. The difiiculties under which new
Italy laboured were enormously increased by the annexation

of the Two Sicilies. Ever sines the Norman Conquest they

had f.jrmed a province apart Temperament, custom, and

tradition separated the inhabitants, as far as it was possible,

from the sober people of the north. The national parlia-

ment had to contend with brigandage encouraged by the

clergy, with deeply-rooted antipathies of race, with the dis-

content of disbanded offcials, and with the multitudinous

obstacles which a demoralized society offers to strict

government Upper Italy alons was educated for political

existence. Elser.-here the bad government of centuries had

made the people permanently hostile to the state, while

corruption rendered them untrustworthy as agents. There-

fore the business of the country had to be conducted by the

Piedmontese. Yet this important fact was neglected in the

composition of the parliament, where a due preponderance

had not been secured for the colleges of Northern Italy.

It was impossible not to own that the work of emancipa-

ticn and annexation had progressed too quickly. To add
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to the difficulty, Italy lost her greatest statesman at this

juncture. On the 5th of June 1861, Cavour died with

the words "A free church in a free state" upon his lips.

The last months of his life had been given to planning the

peaceable acquisition of Rome by treaty with the Dope and

Louis Napoleon.
Complo- What remains of Italian history between 1861 and 1870
lion of may be briefly told. Ricasuli formed a conservative Gov-

•S d-
si'Diisnt after Cavour's death, and Rattazzi led the oppo-

encer sition. Garibaldi, who vowed never to rest till Rome and

Venice had been liberated, headed the party of action. In

1862 he raised a volunteer army and invaded Sicily. Louis

Napoleon regarded this as a menace to Rome, and ordered

Rattazzi, who was now in power, to check his progress.

Cialdini marched to Reggio, where the royal troops were

defeated by the volunteers on the2Sthof September 1862.

Next day Garibaldi was attacked and beaten at Aspro-

monte by General Pallavicini. He retired, wounded, to

Caprera, whence he published his defence. The blame was

seen to lie with Rattazzi, who had thought to follow

CavoUr's policy of masterly inaction without first settling

with France. The sympathy of Europe with Italy was so

great after this disaster that in September 1864 Louis

Napoleon agreed to a gradual withdrawal of French troops

from Rome, provided Italy respected what remained of the

pope's temporal power. By the same convention Florence

became the capital. This was a good step in advance to-

wards the annexatipn of Rome. In 1866 the Austro-

Prnssian war gave a new opportunity to the Italians.

They entered into alliance with Prussia, and marched au

army across the Mincio. The defeats of Custozza, Monte
Suello, and Lissa deprived the Italian t.-oops of any claim

to military or naval glory in this war. But the Prussian

victory of Kiiniggratz secured the main objects for which

they fought. Venice, with the Quadrilateral, was joined to

the Italian kingdom, while Austria kept her Istrian and
Dalmatian provinces.

In accordance with the September convention, Louis
Napoleon withdrew his garrison from Rome in 1866. This

event inflamed the party of action. Mazzini called upon
the people to seize the Eternal City; and Garibaldi in 1867
declared his resolve to take Rome or die. Rattazzi, who
was again in power, once more attempted the policy which
had failed him in 1862. He ignored the obligation which
bound Vittorio Emmanuele to defend the papal frontiers,

and he hoped that France would tolerate a volunteer inva-

sion. He was mistaken. Louis Napoleon interfered, and
the Italian cabinet was forced to discountenance the further

proceedings of the volunteers. Disturbances occurred in

Rome, and Garibaldi gained a victory at Monte Rotonda
]\Ieanwhile the king appealed to the Italians to preserve his

honour, and the emperor sent a new garrison to Rome.
Garibaldi's volunteers surrendered at Mentana, on the 4th
of November, to the French and papal troops ; and, while
the general was retiring to Caprera, he was arrested by
order of the Italian Government at Figline. But the end
was now not distant.

When the victory of Sedan overthrew the French empire Vittorio

in September 1870, Jules Favre declared the September ^^
convention to be at an end ; Vittorio Emmanuele was re-

™^'"'«'«

leased from his obligations, and on the 20th he entered Kome.
Rome, which now became his capital. Pius IX. was
allowed to retain the Vatican with its dependencies, the

church of Sta Maria Maggiore, and Castel Gandolfo on the

Alban hill. The state voted him a munificent income, and
he was left in peace to play the part of a persecuted

prisoner. Thus ended the emancipation of Italy ; nor

did the events of the following ten years alter the situa-
*

tion created by the king's occupation of Rome in 1870.

Vittorio Emmanuele died and was succeeded by his son

Umberto in 1878. Pius IX. died the same year, ajid was
succeeded by Leo XIII. The history of Italy during this

period has been confined to internal affairs.

Bibliography. -^It is dilEcult-to indicate in a short space the most
important sources of Italian as distinguished from imperial or ecclesi-

astical history. Muratori's great collection of Ilcrinn Italicarum
Scriptorcs, in combination with his iJisscrtationcs, the chronicles

and other historical material published in the Archivio Slonco
Italiano, and the works of those detached annalists of whom the
Villani are the most notable take the first rank. Next may ho
mentioned Muratori's Annali d' Italia, together with Guicoiarcini's

Storia cCItalia, and its continuation by Carlo Botta, Troya's Storia

d'ltalia del Medio Evo and Sisniondi's Republiqucs Italiemics form
perhaps the most valuable modern contributions to the history of

the whole peninsula. Ferrari's Rivoluzioni d'Italia deserves special

notice, as a work of singular vigour, though of less scientific value ;

and Cesare Balbo's Sommano presents the main outlines of the
subject with brevity and clearness. With regard to the history of

separate provinces, it may suffice to notice the Storia Fiorentma of

Machiavelli and Corio's Storia di Milano, Capponi's Storia dclla,

Hepubblica di Fireii2e, Colletta's History of Naples, Romanin'3
History of Venice, Amari's Musulmani di Sicilia, and the Stadt

Rom of Gregorovins. From the point of view of papal history,

Von Ranke's History of the Popes is distinguished for exact insight

into one epoch of Italian development. From the point of view
of biography, Von Eeumont's Lorenzo de" Medici and Villari's

Savonarola and Machiavelli are equally instructive. From the

point of view of general culture Burckhardt's Cnltur der Renaissance

in Italien, Quinet's Revolutions d'Jtalie, and J. A. Symouds'g
Renaissance in Italy, 5 vols., may prove of service. No compre-
hensive work can be indicated for the history of Italy during the

present century, though Reuchlin's Qesckichtc Raliens, Treitschke's

Essay on Cavour. and Masaari's Life of Cavour supply important

materials. (J. A, S.

)

PART IIL—LANGUAGE.

The Italian language is the language of culture in the
whole of the present kingdom of Italy, in some parts of

Switzerland (the canton of Ticino and part of the Grisons), in

Borne parts of the Austrian territory (the districts of Trent
and GiJrz, Istria along with Trieste, and the Dalmatian
coast), and in the islands of Corsica and Malta. In the
Ionian Islands, likewise, in the maritime cities of the
Levant, in Egypt, and more particularly in Tunis, this

literary language is extensively maintained through the
numerous Italian colonies and' the ancient traditions of

trade.

The Italian language has its native seat and living

source in Middle Italy, or more precisely Tuscany and
indeed Florence. For real linguistic unity is -far from
existing in Italy : in some respects the variety is less in

others more observabte than in other countries which
equally boast a political and literary unity. Thus, for

example, Italy affords no linguistic contrast so violent as

that presented by Great Britain with its English dialects

alongside of the Celtic dialects of Ireland, Scotland, and
Wales, or by France with the French.dialects alongside of

the Celtic dialects of Brittany, not to speak of the Basque
of the Pyrenees and other heterogeneous elements. The
presence of not a' few Slavs stretching into the district of

Udine (Friuli), of Albanian, Greek, and Skiv. settlers in the

southern provinces, with the Catalans of Alghero (Sardinia),

a few Germans at Monte Rosa, and a remnant or two of

other comparatively modem immigrations is not sufficient

to produce any such strong contrast in the conditions

of the national speech. But, on the other hand, the

Neo-Latin dialects which live on side by side in Italy

differ from each other much more markedly than, for

example, the English dialects or the Spanish ; and it must

be added that, in Upper Italy especially, the familiar use
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of the dialects is tenaciously retained even by the most

cultivated classes of the population.

In the present rapid sketch of the forms of speech which

occur in modern Italy, before considering the Tuscan or

Italian par excdtencey the language which has come to be

the noble organ of modern national culture, it will be con-

venient to discuss (A) dialects connected in a greater or

less degree with Neo-Latin systems that are not peculiar to

Italy; (B) dialects which are detached from the true and
proper Italian system, but form no integral part of auy
foreign Nco-Latiu system ; and (C) dialects which diverge

more or less from the true Italian and Tuscan type, but

which at the same time can be conjoined witli the Tuscan
as forming part of a special system of Neo-Latin dialects.

A. Dialects which depend in a greater or less degree on

•Neo-Latin systems not peculiar to Italy.

1. Franco- Proven^il Dialects (see Archivio GloUotorjlco, iii. 61-
120).'—These occupy fit the present time very limited areas at the

txtreme nortli-west of the kin^^Jom of Italy. Tht; system stretches

from the borders of Savoy and Valais into tlie upper basin of the
Dora Ijaltca and into the head-valleys of tlie Oreo, of the northern
Rtura, and oE the Dora Rjpavia. As this portion Is cut off by the
Alps from the rest of the bysteni, the type is. badly preserved ; in

the valleys of tlic Stnra and the Dora Kiparia, indeed, it is passing

away and everywhere yiciiling to the Picdinontcsc. —The most
salient characteristic of the Franco-Provcn^nl is the plionetic pheno-
menon by wliieh the Litin a, \vlicther as an accented or as an unac-
cented final, is reduced to a thin vowel {e, i) when it follows a sound
which is or has been palatal, but on the contrary is kept intact when
it follows a sound of anotlier sort. The following are exami)les from
the Italian versantof theyc Alps:—Ao^ta : traialji, Fr. travailler

;

zarii^ Fr. cherchcr ; entcriiit, Fr. interroger; zcvrn, Fr. chcvre;ci>,

Fr. cher; gljdi;^, Fr. glace; tdirc, Fi-. vnclie ; alongside of 5rt, Fr. sel;

vim'i, Fr mam , cpdiisa, Fr. epouse ; crbn, Fr. heibe. V\h Soana :

tnJUr, Fr tailler ; coci-ssc, Fr. se couoher; cii'i, Fr. chien ; civra, Fr.

chevre, vacci, Fr. vache ; mdmji, Fr. manche ; alongside of aldr,

Fr. aller
;
portil, Fr. portti ; am'ira, Fr. amere; neva, Fr. neuve.

Chiamokio ( Val di Lanzo): la sprcuissi dla vcndcta, sper.-intia de ilia

Vindicta. Viu : jjansci, pancia. UssECLto: la vumUjli, muraille.

—A morphological characteristic is the preservation of that para-

.iligra which is legitimately traced back to the Latin pluperfect indi-

cative, although possibly it may arise from a fusion of this plupcr-

fuct with the imperfect subjunctive (amaram, aniaicm, alongside of
habucram, haberem), having in Franco-Provfu^il as well as in

Provenijal and in the continental Italian dialects in whicli it will

lie met witii further on C. 3, f>
\ cf. B. 2) the function of the con-

diCioiKil. \ AL So.vXA: porttiro, porlurc^ portd/ict\ portaront; AObTA:
avrc=Vrov. nrjra, haberet (see Arch., \\\. 31 »). The Gnal t in the
third persons of this paradigm in the Val Soaua dialect is, or was,
constant in the whole conjugation, and becomes in its turn a par-

ticular characteristic in Jhis section of the Franco-Provcni;-aI. Val
iSoANA : erct, Lat. eiat ; scjt, sit; p6rlct, porttivct; jiortQnt, }>ortdvgnl\

CiiiAMOUio: jcrct, erat; ant rfjY, , habent dictum; ^Jssount /tt,

habuissent factum, ViL': chc s'mhigcl, Ital. die si niangi; Gravehe
(Val di Snsal: at pcusi't, ha pensato ; avdt^ habebat ; Giaglioxe
(sources of tlie Dora Riparia)* macidvout, mangiavano.—From the
valleys, where, as has just been said, the type is distippearing, a few
examples of wliat is still genuine Fi.inco-riovcn^al may be sub-
joined! :—CVn*£ri (the name of a mountain between tiu- Siura and the
Dora Kipari.i), which, according to tlie regular course of evolution,
presupposes a Latin Caprnrta (c/. viancri, m.iniern, even in the
Lhiainorio dialect); carasU (ciarasti), carestia, in the Viu dialect;

and ciiitd, cantarc, in that of Usscglio. Fron. '"niAMOCio, li tens,

i tempi, and c/irjclics birbcs, alcnnu (qualche) biibe, arc \\orthy of
mention on account of the final s.

Further south, but still in the same western extremity of ricdmont,
phonomona continuous with ^liose of the Jlaritime Alps supply tlie

nuMiisofjiassingfioni the Franco-Provencal to the Provencal proper,
precisely a» the same Iransition takes ]d:VL-c beyond the Cottian Alps
in D.inphiue almost in rhe sime latilndc. On the Italian side of
tlu* Cottian and the .Maritime AIik tlie Franco-Provencal and tlie

I'lovencal are connected with e.ioli other by the continuity of the
piieuonicnouc (a pnro exjdoMve) from the Latin c before a. At
Oiix {?o'n--.e op the Dora Uipana), whieh seems, however, to have
:i rather mixed di.dect, there also occurs the impoitaiit Franco-
Provencal idienomenon of th« surd interdental (Fnglish th in
*hicf) instead of the surd sibihmt tfor example j//(i = Fr. iei). At
.the same time «'/'"' = avuto. takes n? to the Provencal. A: Fexes-
ruiiLL.v^upper basin ofthe Chisone); n./iV, vtiifjii. venuto: at O.ncixo
sources of the Pol: carcstio, I'cro an compfKjno, witli tlie Provencal

> nefcrences to tills journal i^rck.) wiiliout autlior'a lumc are to papeis by
-Pl'OftiSSOl' .\scull.

for the final unaccented a; at SASirEYUE (basin of the Varaitn)-
agti, vcngil^ volgii, voluto; iauc vic^tio la flits prcssioso ; and i.iully

at ViNADio (basin of the .southern Stura): tnoccio, tocca; losbitdnoi,, le

buone, where even the di])hthong is Provencal.
2. Ladiii Dialects.—The purest of the Ladin dialects occur on the

northern versant of the Alps in the Giisons (Switzerland), and they
form the western section of the system. To this section also belongs
both politically and m the matter of dialect the valley of Jlunster
(Monastcro); it sends its waters to the Adlge, and might indeed
consequently be geographically considered Italian, but it slopes
towards the north. In the central section of the Ladin zone there
arc two other valleys which likevvise drain into tributaries of the
Adige, but are also" turned towards the north,— the valleys of

the Gardena and theCadera, in which occurs the purest Ladin now
extant in the central section. The valleys of Minister, the Gardcnn,
and the Gadera may tiius be regarded as inter-Alpine, and the ques-

tion may be lelt open whether or not they should be included even
geographically in Italy, There remain, however, within what are

strictly Italian limits, tlie valleys of the Noce, the Avisio, the Cordc-
vole, and the Boite, and the upper basin of the Piave (Comelico),

in whicli are preserved Ladin dialects, more or less pure, belonging
to the central section of the Ladiu zone or belt. To Italy belongs,

further, the whole eastern section of the zone composed of the Friu-
liaii territories. It is by far the most populous, containing about
500,000 inhabitants. The Friulian region is bounded on the north
by the Carnic Alps, south by the Adriatic, and west by tlie eastern

rim of the ujiper basin of the Piave and the Livtuza; while on
the oast it stietehcs into the eastern versant of the basin of the

,
Isonzo.—The Ladin element is further fount i in greater or less degree

throughout an altogether Cis-Alpine " amphi/^one," and more par-

ticularly in the head valley of theTiciuo and the head valley of the
Meraon the Lombardy versant, and in the Val Fiorcntinaand central

Cadore on the Venetian versant. The valleys of Boimio present a

special and conspicuous phase of Ladino-Loinbard connexions, and
the Ladin clement is cleaily observable in the most ancitnt ex-

amples of the dijlects of the Venetian estuary {Arch., i. 448-473).—'

Tluj main characteristics by v.hich the Ladin type is determined
may be summarized as follows :— (1) the gut'uial of the formulae

c + a and g + a passes into a palatal; (2) the I of the formulce pi, c/,

&c. , is preserved; (3) the s ot the ancient terminations is preserved;

(4) the accented e in position breaks into a diphthong; (5) the
accented o in position breaks into a diphthong

; (6) the form of

the diphthong which comes from short accented o or from the o of

position is iic (whence iic, o); (7) long accented e and short accented
1 break into a diphthong, the purest form of which is sounded ei;

(5) the accented a tends, within certain limits, to change into c,

especially if preceded by a palatal sound
; (9) the long accented «

is represented by a. These characteristics arc all foreign to true

and genuine Italian. £?«;)?, carne; spclunca, s-pch\nca: clc/s, claves;

/uormas, foimae ; vificrn, inferno; ordi, hordeo ; vwd, modo

;

plain, pleno
;
pail, pilo

;
gu3:ly quale; pur, puro—may be taken as

examples from the Upper Engadine (western section of t!ie zone).

The following are examples from the central and eastern sections on
the Italian versant :—

(I. Central Section.—Basin of the Noce: examples of the dialect

of Fondo : cavil, capillo
;
pcscaddr, piscatore ; pluivia, pluvia

(plovia); phtma (dial, of Val de Kumo : jAovia, pliimo) ; tccla, ve-

tula ; 6dntcs, cantas. The dialects of this basin are disappearing.

—

Ba.sin of the Avisio : examples of the dialect of the Val di Fassa:
m?*?(, carne; celer, cadere (cad-jere) ; tdca, vacca

;
/6rca, furca

;

glizia {(jczia), ecclesia; c^gl^e {cejc), oculi; cans, canes; rdmcs, rami;
tcila, tela; neif, nive ; ccessa, coxa. Th; dialects of this basin
which are further west than Fassa are gradually being merged in the
Veneto-Tridentine dialects.— B.\six of the Cordevole : here the
district of Livinal-Lungo (Buchenstein) is Austrian politically, and
that of Rocca d'Agordo and Laste is Italian. Examples of the dia-

lect of Livinal-Lungo : carie, Ital. caricare ; canU, cantatus ; dgle^

oculo; cans, canes; carets, capilli ; vierni, xevme
;
/uCc, foco; avelf

habere; nci, nive.

—

Basin of the Boite: here the^district of

Ampezzo (Heidcn) is politically Austrian, that of Oltrechinsa
Italian. Examples of the dialect of Ampezzo arc casa, casa; candira,
r-andela; forces, furcce, pi. ; scutes, sentis. It is a decadent form.

—

Uppep. Basin of the Piave: dialect of the Comelico: cisa, casa ;

ecu (i5jn), cane; caljc, caligario ; bos, boves; va^vo, novo ; Iccgo, loco.

b. Eastern Section oj* Friulian Region.—Here there still exists a

flourislring '* Ladinity," but at the same time it tends towards Ital-

ian, particularly in the want both of the c from a and of the u (and
consequently of the o). Examples of the L'dine variety: caiT, cari-o;

Cavul, caballo ; caUiel, castello
; f6yce, furca ;

clar, claro
; jr/fff,

glacie; plan, planp ; colo7-s, colores ; lungs, longi, pi.; d^vis, debes;

vidief, vitello ; Ticstc, festa
;
pness, possum ; cneft, cocto ; itdrdu

hordeo.—The most ancient specimens of the Friulian dialect belong
to the 14th century (see Arch., iv. 188 sqq.).

B. Dialects xvhich are detached from the (rue and proper

Italian system, hut form no integral part of any foreign

Neo-Latin system
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1. Here first of all is the extensive sj*!tcnn of the (II:ilccts usually
called Gallo-ItoJian, although that <lcsi;;intion cnniiot be considercLl

sufficioutly distinctive, siuce it would be equally applicable to thn

Kfanco-Pi'oveiigal (A. 1) and tho Ladin (A. 2). The system is sub-
divided into four great groups,—((0 the Lit/tirimi, {b; the Fiedinon-

Use, (c) the Lofftbard, and (d) the Kniilian,—the names furnishing

on the wiiole sufficient indication of the localization and limits.

—

These groups, considered more particularly in their more pronounced
varieties, dilfer greatly from each other; and, in regard to tho

Ligurian, it was even denied until very recently that it belongs to

this "ly^t-'^::! ut all (see ^rc/t., ii. Ill sqq.).—Characteristic of tlie

riedmontese, the Lombard, and the Emiliau is the continual elistnn

of the unaccented final vowels except u {<'.g., Tunncbc oj, oculo ;

MihuH'se vol, voce; Faenzan rcd^ rett'), but the Ligurian doi-s not

ki-ep them coinpanj' {c.g.^ Gcnoveso '6^<ju, oculo; vgic, voce). lu tlio

Picdnioutcse and Kinillan there is further a tendency to elimin:ite

the protonic vowels—a tendency much more pronounced iu the

si'cond of these groups than in the first (c(/., Pied, dne, danaro; viiii,

vicino ; Faenzan faocC; fiuoechio ; dsi>raxi<m). This phenomenon
involves in large measure that of the p.rolhesls of n; as, e.g., in

Turincse and Faenzan armor, rumore; Faenzan afve\ levavc ; &c. U
for the long accented Latin Kando for the short accented Latino (and

even within certain limits the Latin oof position) are common to the

Fiedmontese, the Ligurian, and tliu Lombard: c.g.y Turinese and
Milanese, ddr, and Genovese ddn, duro; Turinese and Genovese,
movCy and Milanese moo, moverc ; Piedmonteie dorm, dormo

;

Milanese, voHa, volta. EC for th& long accented Latin e and for

the short accented Latin i is common to the Piedinontcse and tlic

Ligurian, andevea extendsover a large partof Emilia: e.g., Turinese

and Genovese, avei, habere, Bolognese, aveir; Turinese ana Geno-

vese. bcivc, bibere, 'Bolognese, b^ir. In PImilia ci occurs also iu

tho formulae ?», cut, cmp; e.g., Bolognese and Moclenese bciu, sola-

meini. The system shows a repugnance throughout to ic for the

short accented Latin c (as it occurs in Italian piedc, kc); in other

words, this diphthung has died out, but in various f.K>hIous .

Piednioutese and Lombard rfcf, dieci; Genovese rfcif; Faenzan dt^.

The greater part of the phenomena indicated above have "Gallic "

counterparts too evident to require to bo specially pointed out.

One of the most important traces of Gallic or Celtic reaction is the

reduction of the Latin accented a into e (a, kc), of which pheno-
menon, however, no certain indicati'^ns have as yet been found in

the Ligurian group. On the oth^T hand it remains, in the case of

very lu.iny of the Fiedmontese dialects, in the d of the infinitives

of the tii-st conjugadon: j}orle, portare, &c. ; and numerou<i vs-
tiges of it are still fcund in LomKn-dy (t.g., in Bassa Brianza:

andd, andato; giiardd, guardato; sm, sale; sec Arch. i. 296-29S,
536). Emilia also preserves it in very extensive use: Modencse
andir, andare; ariveda, arrivata

; }k<i, pace; Faenzan parU, parlaro

and parlato; jwarZtf^, parlata; chcs, caso; &c. The phenomenon, in

company with other Gallo- Italian and more specially Enuliau
characteristics, extends to the vallfy of the Jl'-tauro, and even
passes to tho opposite side of the Apennines, spreading on both
banks of the head stream of the Tiber and through the valley

of the Chiane: hence the types nrCroitr, ritrovare, purtpto^ portatu,

&c., of the Pcrugian and Arrtine dialects (see infra 0, 3, 6). In

the phenomenon of a passing into e (as indeed, the Gallo-Italic

evolution of othec Latin voweU) special distinctions would require

to be drawn between bases in which a (not standing in position)

precedes a non-nasal consonant {e.g.. a-ndlo), and those which have
a bef^jre a nasal : and in the latter case there would be a non-
positional subdivision [e.g., J'dmc, pane) and a positional one {c.g

,

qitdnto, amdwlo, cdmpo); see Arch. i. 293 sqq. This leads us to

the nasals, a category of sounds comprising other Gallo-Italic

cliaracteristies. Inere occurs more or if-^« wilvly, throughout
all the sections of the system, and in different gradations,

that "velar" nasal in the end ot a syllable {pan, raaii; cduta,

moiU) which may be weakened into a simple nnsali:^ing of a vowel
{pd, &c.) or even grow compl'^t^'ly inaudible (Bergamese pa, pane;
padnl, padi'oue; tcp, tempo; met, mente; wn'i, monto ;

put. nnnto;

pdiu, puati. i.e.t "puncta"), where Celtic and esneciallv !-ish

analogies and even the frequent use of i foi yu, fie, in ancient Um-
brian orfh 'g:-aphy occur to the mind. Tlien we have the faucal n
by which the Ligurian ami tho Piednioutese (^ai/T, IUna, &c.)aie con-
nected with tlie group which we call Franco-Provencal (A. 1).—
We pass on to the " Gallic " resolution of the nexus ct {e.g., facto,

fajto, fts.}ijO, fait, fac ; tccto. teit'^. tvirj.., V:it, tec) which invari-

ably occurs in the l*ieclmontese, the Ligurian, and the- Lomoard:
Pied, fait, Lig. fnjtu, fxtu, Lombard fac ; Pied, tnt, Lig. itiitt.

Lorn, tec; kc. Here it is to bo observed that besides the Celtic

analogy the Umbrian also helps us (rtf/i-fi7« = ad-vecto ; kc.) , ano
it is further most noteworthy that the CVltit; and Umbrian analogies

lead us to that fusion of the ct series with the pt series (Irish sccht,

Welsh seilh, septem; Umbrian, scrchlo, sercihtor, scriptum. scrii'ti)

by which is explained the scrii; scripto, of the ancient ililanesc,

scricura, scriptura, of the modern
;
just as also Provencal ha?i

escrich (i.e., cscric).—The Fiedmontese and Ligurian come close to

each other, more especially by the regular dropping of the d both

primary and secondary, a plicnoTncnoTi common iu French (a?

Fiedmontese and Ligurian ric. ridere ; Pi-dmontcsc jnic, potaic
;

Genoese nmghc = iiX\g\\c, n.-itiche. &c.). The Lombard type, or

more correctly the typo which has become the dominant one iu
Lombardy {Arch., i. ^05-6, 310-11), is more sparing iu this rc-

siiect; an.l still more so is the Emilian. In the Fiedmontese is

also found that other purely Galli< resolution of the guttural
between two vowels by which we have the types brdja, mdnia^
over against the Ligurian hrdga, iiumegn, braca, nianica.—Among
th'* pliv^nctic phenomena peculiar to the Ligurian is a continual re-

duction of I into r and the subsequent dropping of this r between
vowels and at the end of words in .the modem Genoese

; just as

happcn=J also with the priuiaiy r: thus (/u. = durur= dolore, &c.
CbaractHiistic of the Ligurian, but not wiihout analogies in Upper
Italy even {Arch., n. 157-8), is the resolution of;y, bj,/j intoc, y, S:

cd, pill, plus; rdijjn, rabbia, rabies; ii2, fiore. Finally, the sounds'

5

and t have a very wide range in Ligurian {Arch., ii. 155-09;. The
reduction of s into /t occurs in the Bergamo dialects: hira, sera;

groh, grosso; c«/ifc'/,castcllo (see also B. 2).—A general phenomenon
in Galio-italic phonetics which also comes to liavc an inflexional

importance is that by which the unaccented final i has an inflnenco

on tho acct-uted vowel. This enters into a series of phenomen.i
which, even extends into southern Italy; but in the Gallo-Italic

there arc particular resolutions which agree well with the general

connexions of this system. The toUowiiig plural forms may bt*

quoted : Genoese loia, from bon-i ; train •lioui iron-i, tnoni ;

ililanese guist, from quist-i (sing, qiccst), qiicsti ; mis fiom 7vcs-i,

mesi (sing. fiif>)
, Bolognese riii, tionr rcn-i, regni (sing, reii); cf.

Arch., 1. 540-41.—Among morphological peculiarities the first

place may be given to the Bolognese 5(jja (5f^.';m), because, thanka
to Dante ami others, it has acquired great Hterary celebrity. It

really signifies *' sia " (sim, sit), an3 is an analogical form fashioned

ona-pa, a legitimate continuation of the corresponding forms of tna

other auxiliary (habeani, habeat), which is still heard in eh'mc srpa

pnrt£, ek'lic aya purtd, ch'io abbia portato, ^ch'egli abbia portoto,

Next may be noted thf third person singular in -p of the perfect of

esse and of the first conjugation iu the Forli dialect (fop, lu ; man-
dep, mando; kc). This also must be analogical, and due to a
legitimate cp, ebbc {see Arch., ii. 401, and compare /oiic, fu. \:x

t!ie dialect ot Camerino, in the province of Maceiata, as well as the

Spanisli analogy of tuve cstuve lormed after hubc). Lastly, in the

domain of synta.x, may be added tlie tendency to repeat the pronoun,

{e.g., ti tc cdntct of the i\li!ancse, which really is ?;t iv id-'tas-!Uf

equivnlenl merely to " cantas"), a tendency at work in thcEmilian
and LombarJ, but more particularly pronounced in the Picdmontese,
With this the corresponding tendency of the Celtic languages has
been more than once and with justice compared; here it may ba
added that the Milanese niin, apparently a simple form for " noi," ia

really a compound or reduplication in the manner of the vi-ni, its

exact counterpart in the Celtic tongues.—The literary documenta
of this system ^o back as far as the end of the itith -^-'ntury in tho
Milanese poems of Fra Bonviciuo da Biva uud the lUmc Gcnorcsi

{Arch., ii. 161-312).

2. Sardinici Dialects.—These are three—the Logudorese or ccn
tral, the Campidanese or southern, and the Gallurcse or northern.

The third certainly indicates a Sardinian basis, but is strarigely

disturbed 'by the intrusion of other elements, among which the

Southern Corsican (Saitene) is by far the most copious. The other

two are homogeneous, and liave great aiiiuity with each other ; the

L"giidorese coUies more jiarticularly under consideration here.—The
pure Sardinian voealism has this peculiarity that each acLf^ted
to»ei nl" thu Lalirt appears to be retained without alteratinn.

Consequently there aie no diphthongs representing sim]'le Lutin

vo^eis; nor does the rule hold good which is true for so gi cat a pro-

portion of f^'f liriiuancc languages that the representatives of the i

and the t on the one hand nnd those of the 6 and the it on the other

arc normally coincident. 'Hqwcc picmi (t); dcghc, decern (t); 6k'"*>i

vino {i)\2nlit ['i);f.orc (O); roda, rota (5); diirn {u); naghr, nnce («).

The nnaccenteil vowels keep their giuuud wcH, as has already been

a--^u iu li.c case ot tlie finals by the examples adduced.—Thc5 and t

of the ant-ient termination are preserved, though not'constantly: trcs,

onus, passados aniios, 2danU:ts, faghcs, facis, tcncmvs; vxuhjhef, mul-
fflirnt.—The formula; C!r, ct, jr*.', ^i may be represented hy chc {kc), kc;
but thisappearance of special antiquity is really illusory (sce-^n'/^,

ii. 143-4). The nexus el, kc, may be maintiiined in the beginning

of words {cUiru, phis); but if they are in the body of the word
b'V Usn.dl> undergo resolutions which, closely related though they

be to those of Italian, sometimes biing about very singular results

(e.g. t(6arc. wbieh by the interuiediate forms iiscarc, n.ynrc leads

b;iek to icsclar€=iistlare^ustularc). Kz is the representative of

vj (tcstimdidu kc); and // is reduced toi alone {e.g., vieius, melius;

Campidanese mclliis). For // a frequent substitute is dd: massidda,

niaxillu, kc. Quite characteristi- is the continual labialization of

the formula qua, gun, cu, gu, &,c. ; c.g , ebba, cqua; samhcnc, san-

guine (sec Arch., ii. 143). The dropping of the primary (/ (rocre,

rodere, kc.) but nf^t of the secondary (finida, sanidade, mmhiru) i"<

frequent. _ Characteristic also is the Logudorese prothesis of i befort)
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the initial s foliowetlb)^ a consonant [iscammc, istella, ispada), like

tlie prothosis of c in Spain and- in France (see Arch., iii. 447 sgq.).

—In tlie order of the pieseut discussion it is in connexion with

this territory that A\'i; are for the tirst time led to consider thos6

,

phonetic cLanges in words of which the cause is merely syntactical

(. r transitory, and chiefly those passing accidents which occur to the

i:iitial consonant throu^di the historically legitimate or the merely

r.nalogical action of tlic final sound that precedes it' The geneial

explanation of such ]ilieuonR-ua redui.i.'S itself to this that, given the

iutimate syntactic ri.'lation of two wouls, the initial consonant of the

second retains or modifies its character as it would retain or modify

it if tlie two words were one. The Celtic languages are especially

distint^uishied by this peculiarity; and among the dialects of Uiijier

Italy the Bergamasc ofiers a clear example. This dialect is accus-

tomed to lUoji the V, whether primary or secondary, between vowels

in the individual vocables {cad, cavare; /da, lava, kc), but to pre-

fccrve it if it is preceded by a consonant {ncrva, kc).—And simi-

larly in syntactic combination we have, for example, dc i, di vino;

but ol vi, il vino. Insular, southern, and central Italy furnishes

large number of such phenomeim; for Sardinia \vc shall simply

cite a single class, wliieh is at once obvious and easily explained,

viz., that re[ire.sented by sii. oc, il bos'e, alongside of sos bocs, i

buoi {cf. Here, bibere ; crba).—The article is derived from i;«c

instead of from.i7/c : su sos, set sas,—ngain a geographical antici["a-

tion of S(jain, which in the Catalan of the Balearic islands stiU pre-

serves the article from ijisc.—A special connexion with Spain exists

besides in the ifbitfiJit; type of inflexion, which is constant among the

Sardinians (Spanish 7ionmc, kc, whence nomhrc, kc), nomci, 7io-

mcne, rdminc, aeramine, htjumene, kc (see Arch., ii. 429 sqq.).—
Especially noteworthy in the conjugation of the verb is the para-

digm canicrc, cantercs, kc, thacre, tiineres, kc, precisely in the

sense of the imperfect subjunctive [cf, A. 1 ; c/". C. 3 h). Next comes

the analogical and almost corrupt diff'usion of the -si of the ancient

strong perfects (such z^posi, rosi), by which canicsi, timcsi (cautavi,

tiniui), dol/csi, dolui, ai-e reached. Proof of the use and even the

abuse of the strong perfects is afforded, however, by the participles

and the infinitives of the category to which belong the following

examples: iennidii, tenuto; 2)drjidii, parso ; hdljidn, valso ; Unnere,

hdlere, kc {Arch., ii. 432-33). The future, finally, shows the

unagghitinatcd periphmsis: hapo a mandigarc (ho a niangiare =
manger-6); as indeed the unagghitinatcd forms of the future and

the conditional occur in ancient vernacular texts of other Italian

districts.—There are documents of the Sardinian dialect going

back as far as the middle of the 12th century.

C. Dialects tvhich diverge muj'e or less from the genuine

Italian or Tuscan type, but which at the same time can he

conjoined zvith the Tuscan asforming part ofa specicd system

of Neo-Latin dialects.

1. Venetian.—Between " Venetian" and " Venetic" several dis-

tinctions must be drawn {Arch., i. 391 sqq.). At the present

day the population of the Venetian cities is "Venetian " in language,

but the country districts are in various ways Venetic' The
ancient language of Venice itself and of its estuary was not a

little difJ'crent Irom that of the present lime ; and the Ladin vein

was particularly evident (see A. 2). A more purely Italian vein

—the historical explanation of which presents an attractivcopro-

blera—has ultimately gained the mastery and determined the

*' Venetian" type which has since diftiised itself so vigorously.

—

In the Venetian, then, we do not find tlie most distinctive char-

acteristics of the dialects of Up[)er Italy comprised under the

denomination Gallo-Italic (see B. 1),—neither the it nor the 6", nor

the velar and faucal nasalsj^nor the Gallic resolution of the ct, nor
the freq^uont elision of unaccented vowels, nor the great redundancy
of pronouns. On the contrary, the pure Italian diphthong of 6

{e.g., cuor) is heard, and the diphthong of S is in full currency
{dieic, dicci, kc). Nevertheless tlie Venetian approaches the type
of Northern Italy, or diverges notably from that of Central Italy,

by the following phonetic phenomena :—the ready elision of

primaiy or secondary d {cnlo, crudo; sea, seta, kc) ; the regular re-

duction -of the surd into the sonant guttural (e.g., ciwgo, Ital.

cuoco, coi[uus)
; the pure c in the resolution of cl {e.g., cave, clave

;

orica, auricula) ; the i for ^ {iovcne, Ital. giovane); <; for l and c

{pt\'e, Ital. pesce ; «;id, Ital. cielo). Lj preceded by any vowel,
primmy or secondary, e.xcept i, gives ^: fame^a, familia. No
Italian dialect is more averse than the Venetian to the doubling of

consonants.—In the morphology the use of the 3d singular for the
3d plural also, and the analogical participle in esto {taicsto, Ital.

taeiuto, kc ; see Arch., iv, 393 sqq.) are particularly noteworthy. A
curious double relic of Ladin influence is the interrogative-type re-

presented by the example cridis-tu, credis tu,—where apart from the
interrogation ii credi would be used.—The texts of the Venetian
vernacular take us back to the first half of the 13th century. To
the begiuniug of the 14th belongs the Trattato " de regimine rec-

' On tlii?» Tmint see the rliiipter, " La Jerm fcrina venetn considerata in iapecie

He' auoi lu^puiti cuu Li HLXicue ccutial^ i.lU.i zuna. ladio^" in AtcA,, i- .406-47.

toris" oi Fra Paoliiio, nI=o in the Venetian diulecF;. For other
ancient sources iclalitigto Venice, the estuary of,^enice^ Veruiia,^

and Padua, see Arch., i.'448, 4ti"», 421-22; iii. 245-47.

2. Corsican.— If the "' Venetian,'' in spite of its peciiljniwfcf^icaHi

aiiity," has natuially sj-ccial points of contact with the other dia-

lects of Ujtper Italy (B. 1), theCouinan in' like manner, particularly

iu its southern varieties,- h.is special points of eontaet with Sardin-

ian luoper (B. 2). Thus fur example, in bugJio Icchc hi bunnctru
(vuglio lasciar la gonuella) from a song of Fiuinuibau Corsican there

IS a ]>lionclic phenomenon {ba fiom yu) which reveals a connexion
with Sardinian proper, as well as a morphological phenomenon
which implies the same relation, since lechc must be a Verb of the

fiist conjugation {lugdrc in Upper Italy; see, for example, Arch., \:

546) conformed to the analogy ot strong verbs as found in Sardinian

in the ease of nurrcrc, nairuie, or, for a veib of the fourth conju-

gation, in Corsican r£)ic, Saixlinian &e;f?tf/-c = venire.—In geneial, it

is in the southern section of the island, which, geographically even,

is farthest removed from Tu:?cany, that the most characteristic forms
of speech are found. The unaccented vowels are nndiatiiibed; but

u for the Tuscan o is connnon to almost all the island,—an insular

phenoinenon;>r/7-ca.rc/^ejicc which connects Corsica with Saidiniaand

with Sicily, and indeed w ith Liguria also. So also -i for the Tuscan -e

{hdti, latte; licatcni, le catene), which prcvailscldeflyin thesouthcrn

section, is also found in Southern Sardinian, and is common to Sicily.

It is needless to add that this tendency to u and i manifests itself,

more or less decidedly, also withiiLthe words. Corsican, too, avoids

the diphthongs of and v (pc, cri; cori,fora]\ but, unlike Sardinian,

it treats i and & in the Italian fashion : bcju, bibo
;
^'c'vcri:, piper;

2)csci ; noci, nuccs.—It is one of its characteristics to reduce « to c

in the formula ar -t- a consonant {chernc, birba, kc), which should

be compared particularly with the Emiliau examples of the same
phenomenon {Arch., ii. 133, 144-50). But the gerund in -cndu of

tlie first conjugation {turnciidu, lagrimcndu, kn.) must on the con-

trary be considered as a phenomenon of analogy, as it is especially re-

cognized in the Sardinian dialects, to all of which it is common (see

Arch., ii. 133). And the sa'-ieis most probably the case with forms

of the ]iresent participle MV^t^ncrchentc , mercante, in spite of cnzi and
inncnzi (anzi, innanzi), iu which latter forms there may probably

be traced the effect of the Neo-Latin i which availed to reduce the

t of the Latin ante \ alongside of tlum we find also anzi and nantu.

—In Southern Corsican dr for II is conspicuous—a phenomenon
whicli also connects Corsica with Sardinia, Sicily, and a good part

of Southern Italy (see C. 2; aud^rcA. ii. 135, &q^. An acute observer

(Falcucci) has asserted that even the phenome^ of m and nd both

changing into nn are found in certain veins of Southern Corsican
;

but he has given no examples. The former of these would connect

Corsican with Sardinian {corru, c&}*mi; carrc, carne, kc); the latter

more especially with Sicily, kc, though it is not unknown even in

Sardinia {Arch., ii.l42, 143).—As to phonetic phenomena con-

nected with syntax, already noticed in B. 2, space admits the

following examples only: Cois. na rclla, una bella, e bcUa {cbbe'lla,

et bella); In jallu, lo gallo, gran ghiallu; cf. Arch., ii. 136 (135,

150). As Tommaseo has already noted, -07^c is for the Comcans
not less than for the French a termination of diminution: e.g.,

fratcdronu, fritellino.—In the first person of the conditional the h

is maintained {e.g., farcbc, farei), as even at Rome and elsewhere.

Lastly, the series of Corsican verbs of the derivative order which

run alongside of the Italian series of the original order, and may
be represented by the example dissipcghja, dissipa (Falcucci), is to

be compared with the Sicilian series represented by cuadiari, ris-

caldare, curpidri, colpire {Arch., ii. 151).

3. Dialects of Sicily and of the Ncajiolitan Provinces.—Here the

territories on both sides of the Strait of Messina will first be

treated together, chiefly with the view of noting their common
linguistic peculiarities.—Characteristic then of these parts, as

compared with Upper Italy and even with Sardinia, is, generally

.<;peaking, the tenacity of the explosive elements of the Latin bases,

((/. Arch., ii. 154, kc). Not that these consonants are constantly

preserved uninjured; their degradations, and especially the Neapo-
litan degradation of the surd into the sonant, are even more fre-

quent tiian is shown by the dialect as written, but their disappear-

ance is comparatively rather rare; and even the degradations,

whether regard be had to the conjunctures in which they occur or

to their specific quality, are very diflerent from those of the dialects

of Upper Italy. Thus, the t betw'een vowels ordinaiily remains intact

in Sicilian and Neapolitan {e.g., Sicil. sita. Neap, scla, seta, where

in the dialects of Upper Italy we should have scda, sea); and in the

Neapolitan dialects it is reduced to d when it is preceded by 7i or r

{e.g., vicnde, vento), which is precisely a collocation in which the t

would be maintained intact in Upper Italy. The d, on the other

hand, is not resolved by elision, but by its reduction tor (f.j/.,

Sicil. virirc. Neap, dialects vere, vedere), a phenomenon which
has been frequently compared, perhaps with too little caution, with
the d passing into ?-5 (c^)in the Umbrian inscriptions. The Neapo-

litan reduction of nt into nd has its analogies in the reduction of

nc {nk) into ng, and of mjj into vib, which is'^also a feature of the

Neapolitan dialects, and in that of -as into ?ii; and here and ^heie
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vre even nnd a reduction of vt/ into mh (nf, nv, no, inf>), both

in Siciliiiii and Neapolitan (^.jy., at Ciisteltcnnini in Sicily 'mbiernu,

inferno, and in the A'lnuz-ii ciimbann\ 'mbonn', confondere, in-

fondcre). Here \\q find oui-sclvcs in a series of plicnomcna to

which it may seem that sonic spcrial conti-ihutions were furnished

by Oscnn and Umbrian [nf, wp, nc into nd, &c. ), but for which

more secure and ^rcni-ral, and so to say " i otliermal," analogies are

found in modern Greek and Albanian. The Sicilian docs not appear

to fit in here as far as the forniuhe nt and mp are concerned; it lather

a"ivcs wilh the Nmpolitan through rt passing into rd; and it may
even he Kni<l to go counter to this temlenry by reducing nj to nc

[e.g., piiiiciri, imni,'cic). Nay, even in the [>assing of the sonant into

the sufd, tlio NeapnliUin tlinlccts would yield special and impoitint

contril'iitiuns (nor is even Iho Sicilian limited to the case just

spccilieil), anions which wo will only nicutinu the change of d bc-

twicn vowels into t in the last syllabic of prop:irn.\ytoncs {r.g.,

nvimclo, umido). From these sciics of sonants dianging into surds

comes a peculiar feature of the southern dialects.—A pietly common
characteristic is the regular progressive assimilation liy wbicii vd

is n-iluced to n;i, vib to iii>a, and even no also to jum {iiv,

nb, mb, vnu), e.g., Sicil. ^imiiri. Neap. Snturrc, Fceiulerc
;

Sicil.

chiiciumii. Neap, chiuinmr, piombo ; Sicil. and Neap, 'mmidin,

invidia. As belonging- to this class of phenomena the PaJreo-

Italic; analogy {ud into nn, n), of which the Umbrian furnishes

special evidence, readily suggcst-s itself.—Another important com-

mon charartcristic is the reduction of pj, hj, fj, to c (Jcj^, j, 5 (c/.

the Genoese; B. 1), whence, (T.f/., Sicil. chutiui. Neap, chian^^

piano (piano, pljano, pjano) ; Sicil. sirac. Neap, ser^a, sepia

;

Sicil. i'i/(j<ja. Neap, arrajjn, labhia ; Sicil. ^nri {curi). Neap.

Sore, fiorc.—Further is to be noted the tendency to the sibi-

lation of cc, ci lor which Sicil. jnz-i', ghiaecio, nnd Neap.

lizdc, Iccito, nmy serve as examples {Arch., ii. 149),— a lendeiicy

more particularly betrayc^l in Upper Italy. —There is a common incli-

nation also to elide the initial unacrcntcd palatal vowel, and to pre-

fix rt, especially before r (this second tendency is found likewise in

Southern Sardinian, kc; see Arch., ii. 13S); e.g., SiciL 'nUnniri,

Neap. 'luUuHcrc, tntendere ; Sicil. arrlcamib-i. Neap, arragdnuirc,

ricamare (see Arch., ii. 150). — In complete contra-st to the ten-

dency to get rid of doublo consonants whicli has been particularly

noted in Vcmtian (G. Ij, wclicrc come to thcgrnat division of Italy

where the tendency grows strung to gcniinatitui (or the doubling of

consonants); and the Neapolitan in this respect goes farther tlian

the Sicilian (c,^., Sicil. f?o;yj», dopo; 'vsniniiula, insienie, iii-simul;

Neap. d'Urcato, dilicato ; I'tnujiclo, umido; debboh). —As to the

phonetic phenomena connected with the syntax (sec Ii. 2), it is

sufikicnt to cite such Sicilian examples as visinia ronuj, nosuna
donna, alongside of c € d'>/tni, c' e ilniino ; a'ucu jorva, cinf|ne

giorni, alongside of chill ghinnia, pill giorni ; and the Ncaiiolitan

ia vorca, la bocca, alongside of n bocca a bocrn, ad buccam, &c.

; We now proceed to tiie sjiciial consideration, first, of the Sicilian

and, secondly, of the dialects of the maitdand.

rt. Sicilian,—The Sicilian voealism is rnnspiouously etymological.

Though diftVring in colnur from the Tuscan, it is not less uoble,

and between the two there arc remarkable points of contact. The
dominant variety ignores the diphtliongs of C an<l of iJ, as it has
been seen that thry are ignored in Sardinia (R. 2), and here also

the t and the vi appear intact ; but the -^ and the tJ arc fittingly

re^ircsented by i an<l ti ; ami with crjual symmetry unaeeentcd e and
arc rc}irodiiced by i anrl jr. Exaniidi's : OUii, tlene ; nOvii, uuovo

;

yiiu. pelo ;_/«;;», giogo; crii/iri, credere; sirn, si-ra: i-inrt, vena ; snli,

il solo ; ura, ora. Tlie c and 6 of position aro rcpre^jented by c and o

{vcnni, vcrme ; jutvcdAi/., uovello ; inurti, la morte ; cornii), and tlius

normally they rorrPS])ond to the open e and o of the Tuscan. And if

in some cases th"* Sicilian ajipears to bo txerjitional {diJ<f<r, stella

;

vtniuji, vendere
;
J'lirmn, &c.), it usually cnnesponds even in this

witli the Tuscan, where also we find the same apparent exception of

the closed instcail of the open vowel {stcJJ(t, vnidcrc, fonnn, &c,.

Arch., ii. 146).—Tn thp evolution of the consonants it is enough to

add here the change of //into ghj {e.g., figghiu^ fis^io) and of II

into dd {e.g., g^^J'/n, gallo).

h Diakcfs of the J^'aqwHlnn Mainland. — The Calabrian (by
which is to be. understnod more paiiicularly the vernacular group of

the two Further Calabrias) may be fairly considered as a continuation
of the Sicilian type, as is seen from the following examples :

—

cori,

cuore ; pcira',fi>v7nina, feniina ; vuci, voce ; onuri, onore; figghiit,

figlio; spad'h, spallc; trizza, treccia (hero the d of the nexus nd, how-
ever, is not subject to the assimilation which is common to Sicilian

and Neapolitan in general : e.g., qvnvdu, cangcjidu, piangendo).

Kveu the A. for .?=_/)', as in Ann' (Sicil. Suri, fiore), which is character-

istic in Calabrian, has its forerunners in the island (see Arch>, \\.

456). Along the coast of the extreme south of Italy, when once we
have passed the interruptions caused by the Basilisco type (so called

from the Basilicata), tlic Sicilian vocalism-again presents itself in the

Otrantino. especially in the seaboard of Capo di Leuca. In the
I^cce variety of the Otrantine the voealism which has just been
described as. Sicilian also keeps its gi'onnd in the main (cf. Morosi,

Arck.f iv.) : siVa, sera ; JcUu, oliveto
; pilu\ ura, ora; dulurc.

Nay more, the Sicilian phenomenon of ?j into ghj {figghin, figlio,

&c.) is well marked in Terra d'Otranto and also in Terra di Bari,

and even extends through the Capitanata and the Basilicata (c/.

D'Ovidio, Arch., iv. 159-60). As strongly marked in the Terra
d'Otranto is the insular phenomenon of II into dd {dr), which
is also very widely distributed through the Neapolitan territories

on the eastern side of the Apennines, sending outshoots even to
the Abruzzo. But in Terra d'Otranto we are already in the midst
of the diphthongs of t: and of u, both non -positional and positional,

the develojimcnt or permanence of wliich is detcnnined by the
quality of the unaccented final vowel,—as generally happens in tiie

dialects of the south. The diphthongal product of the 6, and hence
also of the 6 of pobition, is here nc. The lollowing are examples from
the Leccc variety of the dialect : rare, pi. cueri ; victic, tnicti, mctc,

micto, mieti, mieto (Lat. mctcrc); scniu, sicnii, sente-, olu, veli, ola^

volo, voli, vola ; viordit,'nittcrdi, mnrdc. The w« recalls the fundamen-
tal reduction which belongs to the Gallic (not to speak of the Spanish)
regions, and stretches through the Terra di Bari, where there are

other diphthongs curiously suggestive of the Gallic : c.g.^ at Bitonto

alongside of hicchg, luogo, su^nnc, sonno, we have tlie oi and the ai

from i or g of the pievious phase {ircoine, vicino), and the nii from
o of the previous phase {anaiirc, onoic), besides a diphthongal dis-

turbance of the rt. Here also occurs the change of d into an e more or

less pure (thus, at Cisteynino, sciutsuietc, sconsolata: at Canosa di

Puglia, arruetc, arrivata ; n-ghipc, "in capa," that is, in capo) ; to

which may be added the continual weakening oi elision of the unac-
cented vowels not only at tlie end but in the body of the word (thus,

at Bitonto, vciidctt, spranz). A similar type meets ns as we cross into

Capitanata (Cerignola : facdiv^, facera ; affeisc, otfese •,' sfazidnnc,

soddisfaziono ; ii-gheipc. In capo ; 'nzutUHe, insultata ; arrag^itg,

arrabbiato) ; such forms being apparently the outposts of the
Abruz/::ih, which, however, is only reached through the Molise—

a

district not very populous even now, and still more thinly peopled
in bygone days—whose prevailing forms of speech in some measure
interrupt the historical continuity of the dialects ot the Adriatic

versaiit, presenting, as it weie, an irruption from the other" side of

the Apennines. In the head valley of the Molise, at Agnoiie, th'j

legitimate precursors of the Abnixzan vernaculars reappear {faioica,

fatica; perdoiva, jieidcva; voire, vero
;
paina, pena; segiicm'u

^

chtuvQ', ScUericte, scellerati, where, however, the distuibajice of

the a is only occasional, i.e., is dependent on the i formerly heard
in the end of the word; cf. maltrattata, spgrdva, &c.). The following

are pure Abruzzan examples. (1) From Bucchianico (Abruz/o
Citcriore) : vcive, vivo ; rrajg, re ; aliaurc, allora ; crnunc, corona ;

ciirhJ, cercare.; 7Jie/f, male ;
grinnc, giande

;
quinne; but 'vsuliale,

insultata; 5^rrtrfc, strada (where again it is seen that the reduction

of the d depends on the quality of the final unaccented vowel, and
that it is not produced exclusively by i, which would give lise to a

further reduction: sciUnritc, scellerati; nvipire, imparl). (2) Fiom
Pratola Teligna (Abiuzzo Ultei'iore II.) : hiajc, mia ; 'naurc, onore

;

^njaritU', inguriata ; dcspcritc, disperata-(alongside of vc?i?'ccd, vendi-

care). It almost appearsthat a continuity with Emilian ought to be

establislied across the ^larches (where another irruption of greater
" Italianity" has taken place : a third -of more dubious origin has

been indicated for Venice, C. 1); see .^7yA., ii. 445. A negative

characteristic for Abrn/zan is theabsencp of c=pj and of s=fj ; and
the reason seems evident. Heie the ;y and//' themselves appear to

be modern or of recent reduction,—tlie ancient formula? sometimes
occurring intact (as in the Bergamasc for Upper Italy), e.g., pldnje

and prdnjc alongside of pidnjc, pragnere.^ To the south of the

Abruzzi begins and in the Abruzzi grows prominent that contrast

in regard to tlie formulae alt aid (resolved iu the Neapolitan and
Sicilian into aut, &c.

,
just as in the Piedmontese, &c.) by which

the types aldarc, altare, and callr, caldo, are reached.—For the

rest, when the condition and connexions of the vowel system

still retained by so -laige a propoition of the dialects of the

eastern versant of the Neapolitan Apennines, and the difference

which exists in regard to the preservation of the unaccented

vowels between the Ligurian and the Gallo-Italic forms of speech on

the other vei-sant of the northern Apennines, are considered, one can-

not fail to see how much justice there is in the longitudinal or

Apenninian partition of the Italian dialects indicated by Dante.—
But, to continue, in the Basilicata, which drains into the Gulf of

Taranto, and may be said to lie within the Apennines, not only

is the elision of final unaccented vowels a prevailing character-

istic ; there are also frequent elisions of the unaccented vowels

within the word. Thus at Matera : sintenn lafcnin chessa c6s, sen-

tendo la femina questa cosa ; disprdt, disperata; at Saponara di

Gramento: uomnn' seilrati. nomini scellerati; 'innctta, vendetta.

—

But even if we return to the Mediterranean versant and, leaving

the Sicilian type of the Calabrias, retrace our steps till we pass into

the Neapolitan pure and simple, we find that even in Naples the

unaccented final vowels behave badly, the labial turning to; (6zV^/f,

bello) and even the a {hclld) being greatly weakened. And here

' So aRain even still pleure and prove, piovc, wliich suggests a fine Latinism
of another sort still retained.

—

nengue, nlngnerc; so that in the most ancient

chronicle of Aqutla (str. 437) the reading septoteva o nengueca is tinlv dialtc'*'"'
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occurs a Palceo-Italic Instance which is worth nipnlion : while Latin

was accustomed to drop the u of its nominative only in presence of r

{gcTicr from *gener-u-s, vir from "vir-u-s ; cf. the Tuscan or Italian

apocopated forms vtncr=\QnQ\e, vcnncr=\enncxo,kc.), Oscnn and
Umbnan go much further : Oscan, hurz=*hort-u-s, Lat. liortus

;

\]mhv. pihazy piatns; emps, emptus, &c. In Umbrian inscriptions we
lind « alternating with the a of the nora. sing. fern, and I'lur. nout.

In complete contrast with the Sicilian vocalisni is the Neapolitan

]€ for unaccented and particularly final i of the Latin and iNco-Latin

or Italian phases {e.g., viau, vieui ; (/. infra), to i2y notliing fuvtlicr

of the regular diphthongization, within certain limits, of accented

e or in pobition {apicrtf:, aperto, fern. ajKvta ; iimorlr^ morto, fcni.

.•)nor(a, kc).—Characteristic also of the Neapolitan are certain

insertions of vowels to obviate certain collocations : hence ddfjo

for odio, or more curiously dvotrr, altro {i.e., aiiltro, autro, as in

jUpper Italy, hence dotro, av-Q-t/o) or aidvd^, colto (/.-?., ciioho,

cu6ii(o, cu6v-^-to). In the quasi-morphological domain it is to be

noted how the Sieulo-Calabrian u for the ancient 6 and 'ft, and the

Siculo-Calabrian i for the ancient 6, t, are also still found in the

Neapolitan, and, in particular, that they alternate with o and c

liu a manner that is determined by tlie differcnco of termination.

Thus cosctorc, cucitore, pi. cosctnrc {i.e., coscturi, tho -/ passing

into c in keeping with the Neapolitan characteristic already

mentioned) ; spose, sposo, pi. spiisc noce, noce, ]il. niUc : crcc^r^

io credo; cridc (*cridi), tu credi ; a'cde^ egU crcde; nigrc, buc

negra.

Passing now to a cursory mention of purely inor[ihological plicno-

'mena, we begin with that form which is referred to the Lattr

pluperfect (see A. 1, B. 2), tut which here too performs the func-

tions of the conditionah Examples from the living dialects of(l)

Calabria Citeriore are/accnt, farei (Castrovillari) ; title lacoUcrrc^ tu

te I'acoUeresti (Cosenza) ; I'acccttcra, I'accetterebbe (Grimaldi) ; and
from those of (2) the Abruzzi, vuUr\ vorrei (Castelli); dcre^ darei

(Atessa) ; candere, cantcrei. For tho dialects of the Abruzzi, we
can check our observations by examples from the oldest chronicle

of Aquila, as non. hahira lassato, nou avrebbe lasciato (str. 3 80).

There are some interesting remains (more or less corrupted both in

form and nsage) of ancient consonantal terminations which have
rot yet been sulhciently studied : s' incaricaviti^ s' incaricava, -abat

(Bftsilicata, Senise); ebbili, ehbe (ib.); aviadi, aveva (Calabria, Gnm-
aldi) ; arrivaudi, zn-\\h{ib.). The last example also gives the -rt7iof

the 3d pers. sing. perf. of the first conjugation, which still occurs in-

^icily and between the horns of the Neapolitan mamland. In the

Abruzzi (and in the Aseolan district) tlie "^d person of the itluval

is in process of disappearing (thu -no having fallen away and the

jireceding vowel being obscured), and its function is assumed by
the 3d person singular; cj. C. 1, The explanation, of the Neapolitan

forms soyighf, io sono, essi sono, dongh^. io do, sto:igk^^ io sto, as also

of the enclitic of the 2d person plural which exists, e.g., in the

Sicih avlssivu, Neap, avlstcvc, avesto, has been correctly given more
than once. It may be remarked in conducion that this Neo-Latin
region keeps company with tho Roumanian, inmpiutaining in large

use the -ora derived from the ancient neuter pluials of the type

tcmpora: S,ici\. jdciira, giuochi; Ccjabr. nidura, Abruzz. oildcrc, nidi.

As for literary documents, if mere fragments r.nd dubious instances

are left out of account, Sicilian poetry goi's back as far as to the first

half of the 13th century, to which century also the chronicles written

in Sicilian extend ; but either the copies which we possess are not
contemporary or the palcographic key of the readings preserved to

as is wanting. In the library of Naples, some J13S. of the 14th
century contain poetical translations of which the dialect would
seem to belong to the Mediterranean versant of the southern pro-

vinces. The old rhymed chronicle of Aquila, which has been,

referred to more than once above, belongs to the 14th century.

4. Dialects of Umbria, the Marches, and the Province of Rome.—
The Aseolan dialect (basin of the Tronto) still depends on the
Abruzzan system ; and, speaking generally, several conspicuous
southern phenomena are widely distributed through the region now
under review. Thus the ll = ld extends from the Abruzzi (Norcia :

callu, caldo ; Rome : ariscalla, riscalda ; the phenomenon, however,
occurs also in Corsica) ; and the assimilation of nd into nn, and of

mb into mm stretches through Umbria, the Marches, and Rome, and
even crosses *"rom the Roman province into southern Tuscany (Rie1:i :

quanno, quando ; Spoleto : coviannava, comandava ; Assist : pia-
gneiino, plangcndo; Sanseverino Marches: piagncnitc,^mmcce, invece
(imbece) ; Fabriano : ve^mecasse, vendicarsi ; Osimo : monno, mondo

;

Rome : fro^nia, fronda
; piovimo, pi '•iho

; Pitidiano (Tuscany);
quanno,piagncnno). Ev^n the diphthongs of thoc ana thco iu p"si-

tionare largely represented. Exam])Iesare—at Norcia: tierapi,uocchi,

stuortu ; Assisi and Fabriano: ticmpo ; Orvieto : tievipo^ t terra,

le tuo7'te, li torti, and even duoniia. The change of I into r, so fre-

quent throughout this region,and particularly characteristic of Rome,
is a phenomenon common to the Aquilan dialect. Similar facts

might be adduced in abundance. And it ia to W noted that the
features common to Uinbro-Roman and the Neapolitan iiiaiecis

must have been more numerous in the past, as this was tlie region

where the Tuscan current met the southern, and by reason of it»

superior culture gradually gained the ascmdency.^—The phonologi-
cal connexions between the Northern Umbrian, the Aietine, and the
Gallo-ltalic type have already been indicated (B. 2). In what relates

to morphology, the -orno of the 3d pcis. plur. of the perfect of

tho fust conjugation has been pointed out as an essential peculiarity

of the Umbro-Roman territory ; but even this it shares with the
Aquila vernaculars, which, inovcoviT, extend it to the other par-
ailigms : nntOrno, limurono, kc. Further, this tcimination is found
aUo in the 'J'usian dialects.—In a Luge part of Umbvia an -m

or t is prelixod to tlic sign ot the dative: /-((. Iu, a Ini ; vi-al re, al

re ;" whicli must be the remains of the auxiliary ]>rri>ositions i'nt{iLs)

a{in)pnd, cf Pruv. cuib, n>ii, {if. Arch., ii. 444-46).— By means of

tho scries of Pcrugine te\ts this groii]> of dialects may be traced

back with contidencc to the ]3tli century ; and Io this region should
aKo belong a '• Confession," half Latin half vcrnneular, dating from
atiout the 11th ccntniy, edited and annotated by Ficihia {Arch.f

vii. 121 sqq.). The "chronicle" of !Monnl,lcsclii lias been already

mentioned. A collection of ancient dialectal texts of IVrugia onJ
the neighbouring ilistricts is to be published by ilona- i in the
Archiiio Clottolutiico.

V>. 7'Hscu/iy and the litcrnry hD/r/iutr/e of (he Italians.

AVe liavc now only to deal with the Tuscan territory. Ifc

is bounded ou the W. by the sea. To the north it terminates

\vith tho Apennines ; fur Ilomagna Toscanu, the strip of

country on the Adriatic versant which belongs to it aduiin-

istrativcly, is assigned to Enuiia as regards dialect. In

the north-west aUo the Kmilian presses on the Tuscan,

extending as it does down the I\Ieditcrranean sloiie of

the Apennines iu Lunigiana and Garfognana. Intrusions

whicli may be called Emilian have also been noted to the

west of the Apennines in the district where the Arno and

the Tiber take their rise (Aretine dialects); and it lias

been seen how thence to the sea the Umbrian and Itoman

dialects surround the Tuscan. Such are the narrow

limits of the ''promised laud" of the language which

has succeeded and was worthy to succeed Latin in the

history of Italian culture and civilisation,—the laud whicl)

comprises Florence, Siena, Lucca, and Pisa.—The Tui5-

can type may be best described by the negative method.
There do not exist in it, on the one hand, any of those phe-

nomena by which the other dialectal types of Italy mainly

differ from the Latin base (such as rt = «; frequent elision

of unaccented vowels; ha-[/ua; S^Jf; ^ni = 7id, S:c.)j nor,

on the other hand, is there any series of alterations of the

Latin base peculiar to the Tuscnn. This twofold negativo

description maj' further serve for the TuscaU or literary

Italian as contrasted v\ith all the other Nco-Liitin languages;

indeed, even "where the Tuscan has a tendency to alterations

common to other types of the family, it sliows itself more
sober and self-denying,—as may be seen in the reduction

of the i between vowels into c/ or of c (1-) between vowels

into (/, which in Italian affects only a small part of the

lexical scries, while iu Provencal or Spanish it may be said

to pervade the whole {e.c/.j Prov. and Span, mxidar, Ital.

mutare ) Prov. scr/iir^ Span, sec/nroy Ital. sicnro). It may
consequently be affirmed without any partiality that, in

respect to historical nobility, the Italian not only holds the

first rank among Nco-Latin languages, but almost consti-

tutes an intermediate grade between the ancient or Latin

and the modern or Piomance.
—

"Whiit has just been said

about the Tuscan, as compared with the other dialectal

types cf Ital}, does not, however, preclude the fact that in

the various Tuscan veins, and especially in the plebeian

forms of speech, there occur particular instances of

phonetic decay; but the.se must of necessity be ignored in

^ 1'lieve is Iherefoie notriii.g surprising in the fact that, for example,

the chronicle of Monaldeschi of Orvieto {14th century) .'^Iiould indicata

a form of speech of which Mtiratori remarks: **Romanis tunc fanii-

liarjs, uimiruni qure in nounullis acredebat ad Neapolitanam sen voci-

bus sen pror.untiatione." Tlie ah into a>f. &c. {aitro, vwilo), which
occur in the well known Vita di Cola di liienzo, also shows Abruzzan
affinity.

' This second prefix is common to Iho opposite valley of the

Jletauro, and ajipcars farther houth in the foi-ni of me,—Camcrino: me
Iu pettu, nel petto, ms la Scpjnirgru, rd Sepolcro.
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so bnel n sketch ns the present. We shall conliiie mir

setves to noting—what has a wide territorial ditrusion

—

the reduction of c {/.} between vowels to a mere bna th-

ing {e.y., /(Ww, fiioco, but prirco), or even its connilete

elision ; the same phenomenon occurs also between word and

word {<•.'/., I'l lifixn, but in C'(srt), thus illustrating anew

that syntactic class of phonetic alterations, either quali-

tative or quantitative, conspicuous in this i-cgion al-o,

which has been already discussed for insular and southern

It..Iy (B. 2 ; C. 2, 3), and could be exemplified for the

Toman region as well (C. 1). As regards one or two

individual [iheiiomena, it uiuit also be confessed that the

Tuscan or literary Italian is not so well preserved as some

other Xeo-Latin tongues. Thus French always keeps in

the beginning of word> the Latin formula; '/, pi, ji (rlrf,

ptnisir, _/teiii; in contrast with the Italian cMfire, piacere,

finre); but the Italian makes up for this by the greater

rigour with which it is wont to resolve the same formula

within the words, and by the greater symmetry thus pro-

duced between the two series (in opposiltion to the French

clff, clave, we have, for example, the French ail, oclo

;

whereas, in the Italinn, I'liinM and ofrhio correspond to each

other). The Italian as well as the Roumanian has lost the

ancient sibilant at the end (-« of the plurals, of the nomina-

tive singular, of the 2d persons, kc.) which throughout

the rest of the Romance area has been preserved more or

less tenaciously ; and consequently it stands lower than

old Proven(;al and old French, as far as true declension or,

more precisely, the functional distinction between the forms

of the ciistis rei'liis and the cisus olli'jniis is concerned. But

even in this resiiect the superiority of French and Provenral

has proved merely transitory, and in their modern condition

all the Xeo-Latin forms of speech are generally surpassed

by Italian even as regards the pure grammatical consistency

of the noun. In conjugation Tuscan has lost that tense

which for the sake of brevity we shall continue to call

the pluperfect indicative : though it still survives outside

of Italy and in other dialectal types of Italy itself (C. 3 /;

;

cf. B. 2). It has also lost t\\e fuitirum eoraciiLm, or perfect

subjunctive, which is found in Spanish and Eounianian.

But no one would on that account maintain that the

Italian conjugation is less truly Latin than the Spanish,

the Roumanian, or that of any other Neo-Latin language.

It'is, on the contrary, by far the most distinctively Latin

as regards the tradition both of form and function, although

many effects of the principle of analogy are to be observed,

sotnetimes common to Italian with the other Neo-Latin

languages, and sometimes peculiar to itself.

Those who find it hard to believe in the ethnological

explanation of linguistic varieties ought to be convinced

by any example so clear as that which Italy presents in the

difference between the Tuscan or purely Italian type on

the one side and the Gallo-Italic on the other. The names
in this instance correspond exactly to the facts of the case.

For the Gallo-Italic on either side of the Alps is evidently

nothing else than a modification—varying in degree, but

always very great— of the vulgar Latin, due to the

reaction of the language or rather the oral tendencies of

the Celts who succumbed to the Roman civilization. In

other words, the case is one of new ethnic individualities

arising from the fusion of two national entities, one of

which, numerically more or less weak, is so far victorious

that its speech is adopted, while the other succeeds in adapts

ing that speech to its own habits of utterance. Genuine
Italian, on the other hand, is not the result of the com-

bination or conflict of the vulgar Latin with other tongues,

bnt is the pure development of this alone. In other

words, the case is that of an ancient national fusion in

which vulgar Latin itself originated. Here that is native

which in the other case was inttusive.—This greater

13 19

purity of constitution gives the language a persistency

which approaches permanent stability. There is no Old
Italian to oppose to Modern Italian in the same sense as

we have an Old French to oppose to a Modern French.

It is true that in the old French writers, and even in the

writers who used the dialects of Upper Italy, there was a
tendency to bring back the popular forms to their ancient

dignity ; and it is true also that the Tuscan or literary

Italian has suffered from the changes of centuries; but
nevertheless it remains undoubted that in the former cases

we ha-ve to deal with general transformations between old

and new, while in the latter it is evident that the language

of Dante continues to bo the Italian of modern speech and
literature. This character of invariability has thus been

in direct proportion to the purity of its Latin origin, while,

on the contrary, where popular Latin has been adopted

by peoples of foreign speech, the elaboration which it has

undergone along the lines of their oral tendencies becomes
alwaj's the greater the farther we get away from the point

at which the Latin reached them,— in proportion, that is,

to the time and space through which it has been trans-

mitted in these foreign mouths.^

As for the primitive seat of the literary language of

Italy, not only must it be regarded as confined within the

limits of that narrower Tuscany already described ; strictly

speaking, it must be identified with the city of Florence

alone. Leaving out of account, therefore, a small number
of words borrowed from other Italian dialects, as a certain

number have naturally been burrowed from foreign tongues,

it may be said that all that was not Tuscan was elimin-

ated from the literary form of speech. If we go back to

the time of Dante we find, throughout almost all the

dialects of the mainland with the exception of Tuscan, the

change of vowels between singular and plural seen in

parse, paisi
;

qtiello, quilli; amoi'C, amnri (see B. 1;
C 3 //) : but the literary language knows nothing at all of

such a phenomenon, because it was unknown to the Tuscan
region. But in Tuscan itself there were differences between
Florentine and non-Florentine; in Florentine, e.y., it was
and is usual to say dipigneie and pvgnere, while the non-

Florentine had it ilipegnei-e and pognere (Lat jiingere,

pungere). Now, it is precisely the Florentine forms which
alone have currency in the literary language.

In the ancient compositions in the vulgar tongue, espe-

cially in poetry, non-Tuscan authors on the one hand
accommodated their own dialect to the analogy of that

which they felt to be the purest representative of the lan-

guage of ancient Roman culture, while the Tuscan authors

in their turn did net refuse to adopt the forms which had
received the rights of citizenship from the literary celebrities

of other parts of Italy. It was this state of matters which
gave rise, in past times, to the numerous disputes about the

true fatherland and origin of the literary language of the

Italians. But these have been deprived of all right to

exist by the scientific investigation of the history of that

language. If the older Italian poetry assumed or main-

tained forms alien to Tuscan speech, these forms were after-

wards gradually eliminated, and the field was left to those

which were purely Tuscan and indeed purely Florentine.

And thus it remains absolutely true that, so far as phonetics,

morphology, rudimental syntax, and in short the whole char-

acter and material of words and sentences are concerned,

there is no literary language of Europe that is more

' A complete aualogy is afforded by the history of the Aryan or

Sanskrit language in India, Avhich in space and time shows always

more and more strongly tlie reaction of the oral tendencies of tl:e

aboriginal races on whom it has been imposed. Thus the Pali prir-

sents the ancient Aryan organism in a condition analogous to that of

the oldest Frencli. and the Prakjit of the Dramas, on the other hand, in

a condition liRe that cf modern French.
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thorough!;- chi.-ict:.kod bj homogeneity and oneness, as

ff It "had come forth :a a single cast from the furnace,

than the Italian.

But on the other hand it remains equally true thatj" so

far as concerns a living confidence and uniforK-ity in the

use and style of the literary language—that is, of this

Tuscan or Florentine material called to nourish the

civilization and culture of all the Italians—the case is not

a little altered, and the Italian nation appears to enjoy '

less fortunate conditions than other nations of Europe,
i

Modern Italy had no glowing centre for the life of the

whole nation into which and out of which the collective

thought and language could be poured in ceaseless current

for all and by all Florence has not been Paris. Territorial

contiguity and the little difference of the local dialect

facilitated in the modern Rome the elevation of the language

of conversation to a level with the literary language that

came from Tuscany. A form of speech was thus produced
which, though certainly destitute of the grace and the

abundant flexibility of the Florentine, gives a good idea of

what the dialect of a city becomes when it makes itself the

language of a nation that is ripening its civilization in many
and dissimilar centres. In such a case the dialect loses its

slang and petty localisms, and at the same time also some-
what of its freshness; but it learns to express with more con-

scious sobriety and with more assured dignity the thought
and the" feeling of the various peoples which are fused in

one national life. But what took place readily in Rome
could not with equal ease happen in districts whose dialects

were far removed from the Tuscan. In Piedmont, for

example, or in Lombardy, the language of conversation did

not correspond with the language of books, and the latter

accordingly became artificial and laboured. Poetry was
least affected by these unfortunate conditions ; for poetry

may work well with a multiform language, where the need
and the stimulus of the author's individuality assert them-
selves more strongly. But prose suffered immensely, and
the Italians had good cause to envy the spontaneity and
confidence of foreign literatures—of the French more par-

ticularly. In this reasonable envy lay the justification and
.the strength of the ]\Ianzoni school, which aimed at that

'absolute naturalness of the literary language, that absolute

identity between the language of conversation and that of

books, which the bulk of the Italians could reach and
.maintain only by naturalizing themselves in the living

speech of modern Florence. The revolt of Man^oni against

artificiality and mannerism" in language and st\le w.as

worthy of his genius, and has been largely fruitful. But
the historical difference between the case of France (with

the colloquial language of Paris) and that of Italy (with
the colloquial language of Florence) implies more than
one difficulty of principle ; in the latter case there is sought
to be produced by deliberate effort of the lilernti what in

the former has been and remains the necessary and spon-

taneous product of the entire civilization. Jlanzom's
theories too easily lent themselves to deplorable exaggera-

tions; men fell into a new artificiality, a manner of writing

which might be called vulgar and almost slanjy. The
remedy for this must lie in the regulating power of the

labour of the now regenerate Italian intellect,— a labour

ever growing wider in its scope, more assiduous, and mora
thoroughly united.

Literatim.—Fernow in tlie Uiird volume of liis Romis^hr Sliidim
(Zurich, 1S06-S) gavo a Rood survey of tlie Uiiili'cis nf Ilnly. Tlr«
dawn of n.^^orously scientific mcthod.s barl not rlieu nj-peaivd ; liut

Fernow's view is wide and genial. Similar praiae is due lo IJiondclH'a
work Sal diahtti gallo-ilatiri (Milan, 1S53J, wliirli, however, is still

ignorant of Die2. Fuchs, between Feniow and liioiulelli, liad made
himself so far acquainted with the new methods ; b?it his exidora-
tion '{Ueher die sOQcnanittrn unrpgclvK'tsiigca ZcilirBrlcr in dcii

Hoinanischcn Sprcwhcn, i)cl^ Andci'tuiifjru iihcr die vn'cJififjstnt

ro)naniscIicn Mundarten, Berlin, lS4(i), though certainly of utility,

was not very successfuh Nor can tlie rapid survey of the Italian

dialects given by Diez be ranked among the hajtpiest ]iortions of
his great masterpiece. Among the lolloweis of bie2 who distin-

guished themselves in this depai tment the fiist outside of Italy were
certainly Mussafia, a cautions andclcar continnator of the master, and
the singularly acute Schuchaidt. Ne.\t came l\w Archivio gJoUotr-gico

italiaiio (Rome, from. 1873).—In historical study applied speci-

ally to the literary language Nanuucci prepared the way with much
sagS^ity and breadth of view • it is enough to mention his Avaiisi
critica dei Vf.rbi italinni (Flor., 1844). Among the works of

the disciples of the modern method may here be noted Canello,
" GH allotropiitaliani" {Arclt., iii. 285-419) and Caix. Originidella
lingiia poctica {((i/iarTia (Florence, 'ISSO), which resolves itself into

an accurate historical examination of the dialectal forms that occur
in the old poetry.—For almost a (juaiter of a century a matchless
investigator, Giovanni Flechia, has .devoted assiduoiis, keen, and
genial labour lo the hi.^tory and description both of the dialects

and of the literary language (see Arch., it. 396, ij[. 176).—Biondelli's

book is of no small service also for the numerous translations which
it contains of the Prodigal Son into Lombard, Piedmonlese, and
Emilian dialects. A dialogue translated into tlie vernaculars of all

parts of Italy will be found in Zuccagni Orlandini's Raceolta di
dialciti itnliani con i/l ustrazioni etvologiclic (Florence, 1864). And
every dialectal division is abundantly. Represented in a series of

versions of a' slv^rt novel of Boccaccio's, which Fapanti has pub-
lished under the title I parlari italiani in Ccrtaldo, &c. (Leghorn,

1875). (G. I. A.)

PART H'.—LITERATURE.

1. Origins.—There is one characteristic fact that distin-

guishes the Italy of the Middle Ages with regard to its

intellectual conditions, and that is the tenacity with which
the Latin tradition clung to life. At the end of the 5th
century the northern conquerors invaded Italy. The
Roman world crumbled to pieces. A new kingdom arose

at Raveuna under Theodnric, and there learning was not

extinguished. The liberal arts flourished, the very Gothic
kings surrounded themselves with masters of rhetoric and
of gramtnar. The names of Cassiodorus, of Boetius, of

Syiumathus, are enough to show how Latin thought main-
tained its

|
power amidst the political effacement of the

Roman empire. And this thought held its ground through-
out the subsequent ages and events. Thus, while elsewhere
.all culture had died out, there .=;till remained in Italy some
schoiis of laymen,' and some really extraordinary men
were educated in them, such as Eunodius, a poet more

' Se9 Giesebrecht. Dr Lilter.wtm Stiidiis opitd Italos primis ited:;
/F.:i Sxcidis. Berlin. ] <4a

pagan than Christian, Arator, Fortunatus, Tenantius,

Jovannicius, Felix the grammarian, Peter of Pisa, Paulinus

of Aquileia, and many others, in all of whom we notice a

contrast between the barbarous age they lived in and their

aspiration towards a culture that should reunite them to

the classical literature of Rome. The Italians never had
much love for theological studies, 'and those who wero
addicted to them preferred Paris to Italy. It was some-
thing more practical, more pnntive, that had attraction for

the Italians, and especially the study of Roman law. This
zeal for the study of jurisprudence furthered the establish-

ment of the mediaeval universities of Bologna, Padua,
Vicenza, Naples, Salerno, ^lodena, and Parma ; and these,

in their turn, helped to spread culture, and to prepare the

ground in which the new vernacular literature was after-

wards to bo developed. The tenacity of classical traditions,

the affection for the memories of Rome, the preoccupation

with political interests, particularly shown in the wars o(

the Lombard communes against the empire of thf

Hoheustaufens, a spirit more naturally inclined to practice
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than to theory—all this had a powerful influence on the

fate of Italian literature. Italy was wanting in that com-

bination of conditions from which the spontaneous life of

a people springs. Tins was cliietly owing to the fact that

the history of the Italians never underwent interruption,

—

no foreign nation having come in to change them and make
tliein young again. That childlike state of mind and heart,

which in other Latin races, as v/ell as in the Germanic,

was such a deep source of poetic inspiration, was almost

utterly wanting in the Italians, who were always much
drawn to history and very little to nature ; so, while legends,

tales, epic poems, satires, were appearing and spreading

on all sides, Italy was either quite a stranger to this move-

ment, or took a peculiar part in it. We know, for example,

what th3 Trojan traditions were in the Middle Ages
; and

we should have thought that iu Italy—in the country of

Rome, retaining the memory of iliueas and Virgil—they

would have been specially developed, for it was from Virgil

that the mediaeval sympathy for the concjuered of Troy

was derived. In fact, however, it was cot so. A strange

book made its appearance in Europe, no one quite knows
when, the //isturiii tie exciilio Tiojie, which purported to

have been written by a certain Dares the Phrygian, an

eye-witness of the Trojan war. In the Middle Ages this

book was the basis of many literary labours. Benoit de

Saiute-llore composed an interminable French poem
founded on it, which afterwards in its turn became a source

for other poets to draw from, such as Herbert of Fritzlar

uud Conrad of Wiirzburg. Now for the curious phe-

nomenon dis|ilayed by Italy. Whilst Benoit de Sainte-

More wiote his poem in French, taking his material from

1 Latin history, whilst the two German writers, from a

French source, made an almost origijial work in their own
language,—an Italian, on the other hand, taking Benoit for

Lis model, composed in Latin the IJlstoria dcMrudiuidx

'J'l-iijx ; and this Italian was Guidodclle Colonne of Messina,

one of the \crnacular [xiets of the Sicilian school, who must
accordingly have known well how to use his own language.

Guidu was an imitator of the Provencals; he understood

French, and yet wrote his own book in Latin, nay,

changed the romance of the Troubad(Uir into serious

history. Much the same thing occurred with the other

gi-cat legends. That of Alexander the Great gave lise to

many French, German, and Spanish poems,— iu Italy, only

to the Latin distichs of Qualichino of Arezzo. The whole

of Uurope was full of the legend of Aithur. The Italians

contented themselves with translating and with abridging

the French romances, without adding anything of their

own. The Italian writer could neither appro[!riate the

legend nor colour it with his luvu tints. Even religious

legend, so widely .spread in the iliddle Ages, and .springing

up so naturally as it did from the heart of that society, only

put out a few roots in Italy. Jucopo di Voragine, while

collecting his lives of the saint?., rc;maiued only an historian,

a mau of leirning, almost a critic who seemed doubtful

about the things he related. Italy had none of those books

in which the Middle -Age, whether in its ascetic or its chival-

rous character, is so strangely depicted. The intellectual

life of Italy .showed itself iu an altogether special, positive,

almo,--t Scientific form, iu the .study of Homan law, in the

chronicles of Farfa, of Marsicano, aud of many others, in

translations from Aristotle, in the precepts of ihe school of

."^dcnio, in the travels of Marco Polo,—in short, in a long

scries «( facts which seem to detach themselves from the

surroundings of the Middle Ago, and to be united ou' the

one side with classical Rome aud on the other with the,

Renaissauce.

The necessary consequeuce of all this was that the Latin

langua.;e was most tenacious in Italy, aud that the elabora-

tiou of tile uew vulgar tongue was very slow,—being

iu fact preceded by two periods of Italian literature Pro-

in foreign languages. That is to sa}', there were many veufal

Italians who wrote Provencal poems, such as the Marchese i,"

Alberto Malaspiua (r2th century). Maestro Ferrari of
,,jfpj,.j.

Ferrara, Cigala of Genoa, Zorzi of Venice, Sordello of tory

Mantua, Buvarello of Bologna, Nicoletto of Turin, and iieriods.»

others, who sang of love and of war, who haunted the

courts, or lived in the midst of the people, accustoming

them to new sounds and new harmonies. At the same
time there was other poetry of an epic kind, written in a
mixed language, of which French was the basis, but in

which forms aud words belonging to the Italian dialects

were continually mingling. We find in it hybrid words
exhibiting a treatment of sounds according to the rules o£

both languages,—French words with Italian terminations,

a system of vocalization within the words approaching the

Italo-Latiu usage,—in short, something belonging at once

to both tongues, as it were au attempt at interpenetratiou,

at fusion. Such were the Chanson de G(sle, Macaire, the

Entree eii Espagne written by Niccola of Padua, the Prise

de Panipeiune, and some othei-s. All this preceded the

appearance of a purely Italian literature.

In the Franco-Italian poems there was, as it were, a Attempts

clashing, a struggle between the tivo languages, the French, '" dialect

however, gaining the upper hand. This supremacy became
gradually less and less. As the struggle continued between
French and Italian, the former by degrees lost as much as

the latter gained. The hybridism recurred, but it no
longer predominated. In the Bovo d'Antona and the

Ridnardo e Leseuyrino the Venetian dialect makes itself

clearly felt, although the language is influenced by French
forms. Thus these writings, which Ascoli has called
" miste " (mixed), immediately preceded the appearance of

purely Italian works.

It is now an established historical fact that there existed Dialect

no writing in Italian before the 13th century. It was in poetry

the course of that century, and especially from 1250 '""'"^'

onwards, that the new literature largely unfolded and jf^iy.

developed itself. This development was simultaneous in

the whole peninsula, only there was a difference in the

subject-matter of the art. In the north, the poems of

Giacomino of Verona and Bonvecino of Riva were specially

religious, and were intended to be recited to the people.

They were written in a dialect partaking of the Milanese

and the Venetian ; and in their style they strongly bore

the mark of the influence of French narrative poetry.

They may be considered as belonging to the popular kind
of poetry, taking the word, however, in a broad sense.

Perhaps this sort of composition was encouraged by the old

custom in the north of Italy of listening in the piazzas

and on the highways to the songs of the jongleurs. To
the very same crowds who had been delighted with the

stories of romance, and who had listened to the story of

the wickedness of Macaire and the misfortunes of

Blana'ilor, another jongleur would sing of the terrors of

the ilahitoida Inferiiale and the blessedness of the

Geriisalemme celeste, and the singers of religious poetry vied

with those of the Chansons de Geste.

In the south of Italy, on the other hand, the love-song

Ijrevaded, of which we haveau interesting specimen in the

Cuntrasto attributed to Ciullo d'Alcamo, about which

modern Italian critics have much exercised themselves.

This "coutrasto" (dispute) between a man and a woman
iu Sicilian dialect certainly must not be con^idei'ed as the

most ancient or as the only southern poem of a ijopular

kind. It belongs without doubt to the time of the

emperor Frederick II., and is important as a proof that there

existed a popular poetry independent- of literary poetry.'

The Coutrasto of Ciullo d'Alcamo is the most rcmarlcable

relic of a kind of p«etry that Las perished or which perhaps
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Proven-

school.

was smothered by the ancient Sicilian literature. Its dis-

tinguishing point was its possessing all the opposite

qualities to the poetry of the rhymers of what we shall

call the Sicilian school. Vigorous in the expression of

feelings, it seems to come from a real sentiment. The
conceits, which are sometimes most bold and very coar.'-e,

show that it proceeded from the lnwest grades of society.

Everything is original in Ciullo's Conlvusln. Convention-

ality has no place in it. It is marked by the sensu-

ality characteristic of the people of the South.

The reverse of all this happened in the Siculo-Provcn^al

school, at the head of which was Frederick II. Imitation

was the fundamental characteristic of this school, to which

belonged Enzio, king of Sardinia, Pier dclle Vigne,

Inghilfredi, Guido and Odo delle Colonne, Jacopo

d'Aquino, Rugieri Pugliese, Giacomo da Lcntino, Arrigo

Testa, and others. These rhymers never moved a step

beyond the ideas of chivalry ; they had no originality

;

they did not sing of what they felt in their heart ; thi^y

abhorred the true and the real. They only aimed at copy-

ing as closely as they could the poetry of the Provcn9al

troubadours.' The art of the Siculo-Provcnc;al sclmol was

born decrepit, and there wero many rca';on.s for this,— first,

because the chivalrous spirit, from which the poetry of the

troubadours was derived, was now old and on its death-

bed; next, because the Provencal art itself, which the

Sicilians took as their model, was in its decadence. It

may seem strange, but it is true, that when tlie eniiicror

Frederick II., a philosopher, a statesman, a very original

legislator, took to writing poetry, he could only copy and
amuse himself with absolute puerilities. Ilis art, like

that of all the otlier poets of his court, was Viholly con-

ventional, mechanical, afl'ected. It wa.s completely wanting

in what constitutes poetry,—ideality, feeling, sentimenf,

inspiration. The Italians have had great disputes auiung

themselves about the original form of the poems of the

Sicilian school, that is to say, whether they were written

in Sicilian dialect, or in that language which Dante called

" volgare, illustre, anlico, cortigiano"; and the question is

not yet settled. But now the critics of most authority

hold that the primitive form of these poems was the Sicilian

dialect, modified for literary purposes with the hel|) of

Provencal and Latin ; the theory of the "lingua illustre"

has been almost entirely rejected, since we cannot say on

what rules it could have been founded, when literature

was in its infancy, trying its feet, and lisping its first

words. The Sicilian certainly, in accordance with a

tendency common to all dialects, in passing from the

sp"ken to the written form, must have gained in dignity;

but this was not enough to create the so-called "lingua

illustre," which was upheld by Perticari and others on
grounds rather political than literary,

fteligious In the 13th century a mighty religious movement took
'yric place in Italy, of which the rise of the two great

?i°'^i!''.'" orders of Saint Francis and Saint Dominic was at once the

cause and the effect. Around Francis of Assisi a legend

has grown up in which naturally the imaginative element

prevails. Yet from some points in it we seem to be able

to infer that its hero had a strong feeling for nature, and
a heart open to the most lively impressions. Many poems
are attributed to him. The legend relates that in the

eighteenth year of his penance, when almost rapt in ecstasy,

he dictated the Cantico del Sole. Even if this hymn be

really his, it cannot be considered as a poetical work,

being wr'mcn in a kind of prose simply marked by

assonances. As for the other poems, which for a long

time were believed to be by Saint Francis, their

epuriousness is now generally recognized. The true poet

See Ga.spary, Dii Sicilianische DichterschuU des \3ten Jahrhun-

dtrti, Borliii, 1878.

strength and breadth the"

niailo spucial progress ju

who represented m all its

religious feeling that had
Umbria w:iii Jacopo dei Ccuuilctti of Todi, known as
Jaroponc. The^story is that sorrow at the sudden death
of his wife k-id disordered liis nuiul, aiul that, haviu" sold
all he possessed and given it to the poor, ho covered
himself with rags, and took pleisiu'e in being laughejl at,

and followed by a crowd of people wlio iniiclced lum and
called after him ".J.icopouc, Jacopoue." We ilo nut know
w liether this be true, ^\'hat we do know is that a vehe-

ment passion must have .stirred his hc.irt and maintained
a despotic hold over him, tlie passion of divine love.

Under its influence .lacopono went on raving for years and
years, subjecting himself to tlie sex crest sufferings, and
giving vent to his religious intoxication in his poems.
There is iu> art in him, there is not tliu slightest indication

of deliberate effort; there is only feeling, a feeling that

absorbed hiu), fasi'inatcd liim, penetrated him through
and through. His poetry was all in-idu him, and burst

out, not so much in word^ as in sigh--, in groans, in tiic-s

that often seem really to come from a numoniainac. Ihit

Jacopoue was a mj >tii-, who fiom his hermil's ri;ll looked

out into the world and specially walclivd the pa[iacy,

scourging with his words Cilc-tine V. and UiMiilace VIII.

Ilo wa^ put in prison and laden with cliiMni, but his spirit

lifted itself up to God, and that \\a^ enough for him. 'J'hu

same fcL-lin',' tint prompted Idni to pour out in .song

ecatisics of divine Iom', and t'> ile.'.pise ami trample mi
him^elf, nuived hiui to repro^^• those who forsook the

heavenly road, wlielher they wero popes, prclafe-s, or

nunik.s. In .lacopoue there was a .strong origiualiiy, and
in the period of the origins nf Indian literature he was •no
tif the ino-l eh iracleristic wi iters.

Th" relii^ious movement in I'ndaia was followed by I hi-

another literary plicnomenon, that I'f the rcb'tions •IraiM.i.Jl'i''^"'"

In ]2.")San ohi heiinit, louiicio Fasiini, le.i\ m;; lhi> i-avc in

in whirli he had lived for many years, suddinly appi.iud

at IVriigia. These were \eiy sail times f.i h.ily. '1 lio

quarrels ill the cilikis, the factions of the Ghil.< Uines und
the Guel|ihs the intenlicts and CNconiiiinnicitioiiH issui J

by the popes, the icpiisals of lliu iin]ierial J'aity, iho

cruelty and tyranny of the nobles, tlie plagues and famim-s,

kept the people in constant agitation, and spieul abinad

mysterious fears. The counnotioii was increased in IVrugia

by Fasani, who represented himself a.s sent by God to

disclose mysterious visions, and to announce to the woild

terrible visitations. Under the iuHuenco of fear tliiro

were formed "Compagnie di Disciplinanfi," wlio, for a

penance, scourged themselves till they drew blood, and

sang " Laudi " in dialogue in their confraternities. These
" Laudi," closely connected with the liturgy, were the first

example of the drama in the vulgar tongue of Italy. They
were written in the Umbrian dialect, in verses of eight

syllables, and of course they have not any artistic value.

Tlieir development, however, was rapid. As early as the

end of the same 13th century we have the Devniioni drl

GiovidX e Vcncrdl Sanlo, which have some dramatic ele-

ments in them, though they are still connected with tlie

liturgical office. Then we have the representation di mi

Mo]iaco che undo td sirvi:io di Dio ("of a monk who
entered the service of God"), in which there is already an

approach to the definite form which this kind of literary

work assumed in the following centuries.

In the 13th century Tuscany was peculiarly circnm- Tuscan

stanced both as regards its literary condition and its poll- poetry,

tical life. The Tuscans spoke a dialect which most closely

resembled the mother-tongue, Latin,—one which afterwards

became almost exclusively the langunge of literature, and

which was already regarded at the end of the 1 3th century

as surpassing the others ;
" Lingua Tusca magis upta est

I
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ad literam sive literaturam " : thus writes Antonio da

Tempo of Padua, born about 1275. Being very little or

not at all affected by the Germanic invasion, Tuscany was

never subjected to the feudal system. It had fierce internal

struggles, but they did not weaken its life ; on the contrary,

they rather gave it fresh vigour and strengthened it, and

(especially after the final fall of the Hohenstaufens at the

battle of Benevento in 1266) made it the first province of

Italy. From 12G6 onwards Florence was in a position to

begin that movement of political reform which in 1282

resulted in the appointment of the Priori delle Arti, and

the establishment of the Arti ilinorL This was afterwards

copied by Siena with the ilagist -ato dei Nove, by Lucca,

by Piswia, and by other Guelpb cities in Tuscany with

similar popular institutions. In ih^j way the guild.% had

taken the government into their hands, and it was a time

of both social and political prosperity. It was no wonder

that literature also rose to an unlooked-for height la

Tuscany, too, there was some popular love poetry ; there

was a school of imitators of the Sicilians, their chief

being Uante of Majano ; but its literary originality took

another line—that of humorous and satirical poetry. The
entirely democratic form of government created a style of

poetry which stood in the strongest antithesis to the

mediaeval mystic and chivalrous style. Devout invo-

cation of God or of a lady came from the cloister and the

castle , in tho streets of the cities everything that had gone

before was treated with ridicule or biting sarcasm. Folgore

of San Gimignano laughs when in his sonnets he tells a

party of Sienese youths what are the occupations of every

month in tho year, or when he teaches a party of Floren-

tine lads the pleasures of every day in the week. Cene
della Chitarra laughs when he parodies Folgore's sonnets.

The sonnets of llustico di Filippo are half fun and half

tiatirc ; laughing and crying, joking and satire, arc all to

be found in Cccco Angiolieri of Siena, the oldest

"huinoiist" we know, a far-oif precureor of Ttabelais, of

Montaigne, of Jean Paul Richter, of Sydney Smith. But
another kind of poetry also began in Tuscany. Gnittone
U'Arezzo made art quit chivalrous for national motives,

Provenijal forms for Latin. He attempted political poetry,

and, although his work is full of the strangest obscurities,

lie prepared tho way for the Bolognese school. In the

13th century Bologna was the city of science, and philo-

sophical poetry appeared there. Guido Guinicelli was the

poet after the new fashion of the art In him the ideas

of chivalry are changed and enlarged ; he sings of love

and together with it of the nobility of the mind. The
reigning thought in Guinicelli's Canzoni is nothing external
to his own subjectivity. His speculative mind, accus-

tomed to wandering in the field of philosophy, transfuses
its lucubrations into his art Guinicelli's poetry has some
of the faults of the school of Guittone d'Arezzo : be
reasons too much ; he is wanting in imagination ; his

poetry is a product of the intellect rather than of the fancy
and the heart Nevertheless he marks a great development
in the history of Italian art, especially because of his close

connexion with Dante's lyric poetry.
AUego- But before we come to Dante, certain other facts, not,

J^~j^.
however, unconnected with his history, must be noticed.

In the 13th centurj- there were several poems in the
allegorical style. One of these is by Brunetto Latini, who,
it is well known, was attached ty ties of strong affection

to Alighieri. His Tesorettc is a short poem, in seven-
syllable verses, rhyming in couplets, in which the author
professes to be lost in a wilderness and to meet with a lady,

who is Nature, from whom he receives much instruction.

We see here the vision, the allegory, the instruction with
a moral object,—three elements which we shall find again
in the Divina Commedia. Francesco da Barberiuo, a

learned lawyer who was secretary to bishops, a judge, a

notary, wrote two little allegorical poems,—the Documenti

cCAmore and Del Eeggimento e dei Cosinmi delle Donne.

Like the Tesoretio, these poems are of no value as works

of art, but are, on the other hand, of importance in the

history of manners. A fourth allegorical work was the

iHtelligenza, by some attributed to Dino Compagni, but

probably not his, and only a version of French poems.

While the production of Italian poetry in the 13th Prow in

century was abundant and varied, that of prose was scanty. IStt^so*

The oldest specimen dates from 12ol, and consists of short
^^'

notices of entries and expenses by Mattasali di Spinello

dei Lambertim of Siena. In 1253 and 1260 there are

some commercial letters of other Sienese. But there is

no sign of literary prose. Before we come to any, we meet

with a phenomenon like that we noticed in regard to poetry.

Here again we find a period of Italian literature in F'rench.

Halfway on in the century a certain Aldobrando or

Aldobrandino (it is not known whether he was of Florence

or of Siena) wrote a book for Beatrice of Savoy, countess

of Provence, called Le Regime du Corps. In 1267 Martino

da Canale wrote in the same " langue d'oil " a chronicle of

Venice. Rusticiano of Pisa, who was for a long while at the

court of Edward I. of England, composed many chivalrous

romances, derived from the Arthurian lycle, and subse-

quently wrote the travels of Marco Polu, which may perhaps

have been dictated by the great traveller himself. And
finally Brunetto Latini wrote his Tesoro in French.

Next in order to the original compositions in the langue

d'oil come the translations or adaptations from the same.

There are some moral narratives taken from religious

legends; a romance of Julius Ctesar; some short histories

of ancient knights ; the 2'avola R<Aonda ; translations of

the Viaggi of ilarco Polo and of the Tesoro of LatinL

At the same time there appeared translations from Latin

of moral and ascetic works, of histories, and of treatises ou

rhetoric and oratory. Up to very recent times it was

still possible to reckon as the most ancient works in Italian

prose the Cioncica of Matteo Spinello da Giovenazzo, and

the Cronaca of Ricordano Malespini. But now both of

them have been shown to be forgeries of a much later time.

Therefore the oldest prose writing is a scienVific book

—the ComjMsirione del Hondo by Ristoro d'Arezzo, who
lived about the middle of the 13th century. This work is

a copious treatise on astrouomy and geography. Ristoro was

superior to the other writers of the time ou these subjects,

because he seems to have been a careful observer of natural

phenomena, and consei^uently many of the things he relates

were the result of his personal investigations. There is also

another short treatise, De Regimine Redoris, by Fra Paolino,

a Jlinorite friar of Venice, who was probably bishop of

Pozzuoli, and who also wrote a Latin chmnicle. His treatise

stands in close relation to that of Egidio Oolonca, De RegiA

mine Principmn. It is written in the Venetian dialect

The 13th century was very rich in tales. There is a
collection called the Cento Novelle Anticke which contains

stories drawn from Oriental, Greek, and Trojan traditions,

from ancient and mediasval history, from the legends of

Brittany, Provence, and Italy, and from the Bible, from

the local tradition of Italy as well as from histories of

animals and old mytholog)'. This book has a distant

resemblance to the Spanish collection known as El Conde

Lucanor. The peculiarity of the Italian book is that the;

I

stories are very short, and that they seem to be mere outlines'

to be filled in by the narrator as he goes along. Other

prose novels were inserted by Francesco Barberino in his

work Del Reggimenio e dei Costumi delle Donne, but they

are of much less importance than the others. On the

whole the Italian novels of the 13th century have little

originality, and are only a faint reflexion of the very rich
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legendary literature of France. Some attention should be

paid to the Lettere of Fra Quittone d'Arezzo, who wrote

many poems and also some letters in prose, the subjects of

which are moral and religion;. Love of antiquity, of the

traditions of Kome and of its language, was so strong in

Guittone that he tried to write Italian in a Latin style, and

it turned out obscure, involved, and altogether barbarous.

He took as his special model Seneca, and hence his prose

assumed a bombastic style, which, according to his views,

was very artistic, but which in fact was alien to the true

spirit of art, and resulted in the extravagant and grotesque.

2. The Spontaneous Deiielopment ofItalian Literature.—
In the year 1282, the year in which the new Florentine con-

stitution of the " Arti Minori" was completed, a period of

literature began that does not belong to the age of first

beginnings, but to that of development. With the school

of LapoGianni, of Guido Cavalcanti, of Cinoda Pistuia, and

Dante Alighieri, lyric poetry became exclusively Tuii»au.

The whole novelty and poetic power of this school, ^yhicll

reftlly was the beginning of Italian art, consist in what

Dante expresses so happily

—

'* Quando
Aniore spir.!, iioto, ed a ([ucl niodo

Ch'ei dett:i diMitro, vo .iigiiilioando—

"

that is to say, in a power of e.vpresbing the feelings of

the soul in the way in which love inspires them, in an

appropriate and graceful nnmner, fitting form to matter,

and by art fusing one with the other. The Tuscan lyric

poetry, the first true Italian art, is pre-eminent in this

artistic fusion, in the spontaneous and at the same time

deliberate action of the mind. In Lapo Gianni the new
style is not free from some admixture of the old associations

of the Siculo-Proveui;al school. He wavered as it were be-

tween two manners. The enjpty and involved phraseology

of the Sicilians is absent, but the poet docs not always rid

himself of their inllnence. Sometime.'^, liowever, he draws

freely from his own heart, and then the .subtleties and

obscurities disappear, and his verse becomes clear, flowing,

and elegant.

Guido Cavalcanti was a learned man with a high con-

ception of his art. He felt the value of it, and adapted

his learning to it. Cavalcanti was already a good deal out

of sympathy w itb the niediitval spirit ; he reflected dee))ly

on his own work, and from this reflexion he derived his

poetical conception. His poems may be divided into two

classes,—those which portray the philosopher, " il .soltilis-

simo dialettico," as Lorenzo the Slagnificent called him,

and those which are more directly the product of his poetic

nature imbued with mysticism and metaphy.sics. To the

first set belongs the famous poem SuHa Nalura d'Amore,

which in fact is a treatise on amorous metaphy.sics, and was

annotated later in a learned way by the most renowned

Platonic philosophers of the 15th century, such as Marsilius

Picinus and others. In other poems of Cavalcanti's besides

this, we see a tendency to subtilize and to stifle the poetic

imagefy under a dead weight of philosophy. But there are

cany of his sonnets in which the truth of the images and

the elegance and simplicity of the style are admirable, and
make us feel that we are in quite a new period of art.

This is particularly felt in Cavalcanti's Ballate, for in them
he pours himself out ingenuously and without affectation,

but with an invariable and profound consciousness of his

art. Far above all the others for the reality of the

sorrow and the love displayed, for the melancholy longing

expressed for the distant home, for the calm and solemn

yearning of his heart for the lady of his love, for a deeii

subjectivity which is never troubled by metaphysical sub-

tleties, is the ballata composed by Cavalcanti when he was
bnnished from Florence with the party of the Bianchi in

1300, and took refuge at Sarzana,

The third poet among the followers of the new school Cinodu
was Cino da Pistoia, of the family of the Sinibuldi (seeP'*'**'*'

CiNO DA Pistoia). His love poems are so sweet, so

mellow, and so musical that they are only surpa-ssed by
Dante. The pains of love are described by him with
vigorous touches ; it is easy to sue that they are not feigned

but real. The psychology of love and of sorrow nearly

reaches perfection.

As the author of the Vita j\'fua-a, Dante also belongs Dante/
to the same lyric school. This is a little book of |ioctry

and prose, which tells the story of his love for Beatrice,

who is pretty generally held to be the daughter of Folco

Portinari. In the lyrics of the I'ila J\'uoi'a (so called

by its author to indicate that his first meeting with Bea-

trice was the beginning for him of a- life entirely

different from th;S %e had hitherto ltd) there is a high

idealization of love.' It seems as if there were in it nothing

earthly or human, and that the puct had bis ejes con.slantly

fixed on heaven, while singing of his lady. Everything is

iu[ier.sensual, aerial, heavenly, and the real Beatrice is

always grailnally melting more and nitne into the sym-
bolical one—passing out of her human nature and into the

divine. The life of Dante covered a period of fifty-six

years (1265-1321). In 1280 he fought at Campaldino
against the Cliibcllines of Arezzo. li\ 1300 he was pro-

bably one of the ambassadors fnmi the Gnelphs to Pojie

ISoniface V'lll. He was afterwards elected a prior, and it

is believed that he took part in the measure for banishing

the heads of the factions of the Bianchi aud Neri which'

began that same, year in Florence. The Neri betook'

themselves to Boniface, accusing their adversaries of an

understanding with the Oliibellines. For the purpose of

meeting these accusations, Dante went to Boniface, but iu

the meanwhile the latter sent Charles of Yalois as a

peacemaker, with secret injunctions to crush the Bianchi.

Charles fulfilled this part of his mission with zeal. One
of the proscribed was D^mte, on the charge of illicit gains

and of extortion during his jjriorate. Henceforth the poet's

life was a perjietual pilgrininge from one Italian town to

another. He was also at Paris in 1303. He hoped great

things from the descent of Henry VII. of L\ixenibonrg into

Italy, and wrote to the people and princes to announce the

coming of the day of redemption. He had hopes, too, of

Uguccioue della Fagginola, leader of the Pisans against

Florence (1315). But all his hopes piuved vain, and he

took refuge with Can Grande della Scala at Verona (1316),.

moving on later to Busone di l!ati'aclli at Cubbio (1318),'

to Vagano della Tone at Udine (1319), and to Guido

Novello da Polenta at Bavennn (1320), where he died the'

next year.

It appears that Dante began the C'cnirito in his youth,

that he continued it in his exile, and never completed iU

He named the book the Convilo, to signify that a banquet

of wisdom was served up in ii. He meant to comment on

fourteen of his songs, and the commentery was to be the

prondsed .serving up of the banquet. But he only composed

four out of the fourteen treatises. As has been said by

one of Dante's chief admirers in modern Italy, "it is a

book of much learning, but the .symbolism kills the poetry,

and the quotations stiHe the real knowledge." The Convito

is very valuable as giving n notion of the mind of Dante

and of his scholastic education. On the other hand, his

treatise De Mon/trchiii shows us his ]iolitical conception.

It was iirobably written in 1310, when the conung of

Henry VII. revived such hopes in him. He meant to

prove in it that a universal monarchy is necessary to the

well-being of the world, that the Roman people had a

right to claim the exercise of this office, that the authority

of a monarch comes straight from God and not from his

vicar, the po|je. The De Munarchia is written in scholastic
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Latin, and the treatment is scholastic. Another wurk of

Dante's, also written iu Latin, is the De Vuhjari Elo<juio.

It seems that it was to have consisted of four books, but

only two were written. His work is a defence of the

"volgare illustre" (the noble vulgar tongue) against tlie

Italian dialects. Modern criticism regards it as very

superficial.'

The work which made Dante immortal, and raised

him above all the other men of genius in Italy, was

his Divliia CommfUui. The author himself called it a
" comedy," as he says in his letter to Can Grande della

Scala, for two reasons,—because it has. like comedies, a sad

beginning and a cheerful ending, and because it is written

in a "middle" style, treating alike of lofty and of lowly

things. Ahghieri is the protagonist of the great drama.

He repre^ients himself as lost in a forest, in a night at the

end of March and in the first days of Aprd 1300, when he

was thirty-five years old. Atfii'st he is much alarmed, but

afterwards he is cheered when, at dawn, he finds himself

at the foot of a hill. He wishes to ascend it, but three

wild bea-sUs prevent his doing .so,—a panther, a lion, and a

she-wolf. When he Qees back in haste to the forest, Virgil

appears to him, aud tells him tliat he is sent by Beatrice,

at the command of the "Gentle Lady" (ilary) and of 8t

Lncy. He tells him that, in order to escape from the slie-

wolf, he must go through 'hell and purgatory with him,

and afterwards Beatrice herself will lead him up to heaven.

Dante's Inferno takes the shape of a deep v.illey, reaching

down in constantly narrowing circle-s from the surface of

our hemisphere, iu the midst of which stands the mount
of Jerusalem, to the centre of the earth. This valley,

or invertoil cone, is .cut by nine circles, where the

souls of the damned ^re tortured ; they are divided into

three principal classes, viz., the incontinent, the violent,

and the fraudulent. Tlie valley is sliut in at its

entrance by the river Acheron, and afterwards crossed

by the Sty^^ian marsh, and the rivers Pldegethon and
Cocytus. The -two pouts pass through the ninth part of

each circle, talking to some of the shades they meet,

and at la.st they cimie to Lucifer, stationed in the centre

ef the earth. " Grtippling at his hair," they pass the

centre of gravil)', and begin to ascend a narrow way
which- brings them to tlie other hemisphere. They
n-ach a little island, whence rises a very high mountain,

which is purgatory. It also is divided into nine circles :

in the first two are the souls of those who deferred their

repcittancc till tlie hour of death ; in the others tho

shades are cleansing themselves from the seven deadly

sins. Cato of Utica guards this place. The two poets

ascend the mountiin, going always to the right hand. On
the summit they find the eartldy par.idise, which is tho

exact antipodes to the mountain of Jerusalem. Here
appear a long train of venerable persons, who precede a

chariot drawn by griffin.s. Beatrice makes her appearance,

andwitJi her Dante takes hisflight through the nine heavens,

where he sees the sonls of the blessed according to the

order o[ their desert. At the tenth heaven, the Empyrean,
lie sees them again all together, arranged in the shape of a

gleaming rose round a nin.st dazzling centre, which is God.

Here the poet contemplates the mysteries of the Trinity

aud of the manhood of Christ. Then the vision comes to

an end.

An allegorical meaning is hidden under the literal one

of the Cummcdia. D.iir.o,tnivdliiig through the juvLsible

fforlds, is a symbol o' niankiiid aiming at tlic double

object of tcmpural aiyJ eternal happiness. T.y the forest

in which the poet lore.-* himself is meant tho civil and
religious confusion of rociety, deprived of its two guides,

^ See " Sul Ti-nttitft d' Vulpnri Elof|Uoiitin," in IhV Sttgr/i Ci-itifi,

by Fraiicest-o irOvidio, N.iplefi, 1871*.

the emperor and the pope. The mountain illuminated by
the sun is universal monarchy. The three beasts are the

three vices and the three powere which otfered th'3 greatest

obstacles to Dante's designs : envy is Florence, light,

fickle, and divided by the Bianchi and Xeri ; pride is the

house of France ; avarice is the papal court ; \ irgil repre-

sents reason and the empire. Beatrice is the symbol of

the supernatural aid without which man cjnnot attain the
supreme end, which is God.

But the merit of the poem does not lie in the allegory,

which still connects it with mediaeval literature. What is

new iu it is the individual ait of the poet, the classic art

transfused for. the first time into a Romance form. Dante
is above all a great artist. AVhether he describes nature,

analyses passions, curses the vices, or sings hymns to the

virtues, he is always wonderful for the grandeur and
delicacy of his art Oat of the rude medieval vision he

has made the greatest work of art of modern times. He
took the materials for his poem from theology, from
philosophy, from history, from mythology,—but more
esjiocially fr.'m his own pas.sions, from hatred and love

;

and he ha« breathed the breath of genius into all these

materials. Under the pen of the poet, the dead came to

life again; they become men again, and speak the language

of their time, of their pa.ssious. Farinata degli Uberti,

Boniface YLIL, Count Ugolino, JIanfred, Sordello, Hugh
Capet, St Thomas Aquinas, Cacciaguida, St Benedict, St

Peter, are all so many objective creations; they stand before

usinallthe lifeof their characters,their feelings, their habits.

Yet this world of fancy in which the poet moves is not

only made living by the power of his genius, but it is

changed by his consciousness. The real chastizer of the

sins, the rewarder of the virtues, is Dante himself. . The
personal interest which he brings to bear on the historical

representation of the three worlds is what most interests,

us aud stirs us. Dante remakes history after his owR
passions. Thus the Dirina Cuiumeilia can fairly be called]

not only the most life-like drama of the thoughts and feel-

ings that moved men at that time, but also the most cleat

and spontaneous reflexion of the individual feelings of

the poet, from the indignation of the citizen and the exile

to the faith of the believer and the ardour of the philo-

sopher. The Dhiiia C'ommeili'i fixed and clearlj' defined

the destiny of Italian literature, to give artistic lustre, ana

hence immortality, to all the forms of literature which the

JIid<lle Ages had produced. Dante begins the great era

of Ahe Benaissancc.

Two facts characterize the literary life of Petrarch rftrarcTl

(1304-1374),—classical research and the new human
feeling introduced into his lyric poetry. Nor are these

two facts separate ; rather is the one the result of the other.

The Petrarch who travelled about unearthing the works

of the great Latin writei's helps us to understand the

Peti-arch who, having completely detached himself from

the Middle Ages, loved a real lady with a human love, aud
cclebintcd her in her life and alter her death in poems
full of studied elegance. Petrarch was the first humanist,

and he was at the saine time the first lyric poet of the modern
school His career was long and tempestuous. He lived

for many years at Avignon, cursing the corruption of the

papal court ; he travelled through nearly the whole of

Eumiic ; he corresponded with emperors and pogps ; he
was considered the first man of letlci-s of his time ; he had

hnnoiirs and riches ; and he alw.ays bore about within him
discnntent, meliiicholy, and incapacity for satisfaction,'

—three characteristics of the modern man.

Ho wrote many Latin works, the most important "of

which are the JCjiistvlx aud the poem entitled Africa. --, He
was the first to have a style of his own, and to attempt to

revive the art of the Latin authors. He specially studied
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Cicero, and endeavoured to copy him. Perhaps there was

a, sort of affinity between their characters. The Episiolx

are of very great importance for the study of Petrarch's

life and mind, as well as for the history of his times.

Africa is a long poem in hexameters on the campaigns of

Scipio, which in places shows the gleam of genius. In the

Ilinerarium Syriacnm, and in another work that is now lost,'

Petrarch appears as the first geographer of modern times.

It is not very certain who was the lady loved by Petrarch.

There are some reasons for believing that she was called

Laura De Noves, and was the wife of Ugo de Sade, but

this is very far from being proved. It appears anyhow
that the lady lived at Avignon.

The Canzoniere .is divided into three parts,—the first

containing the poems written during Laura's lifetime, the

second the poems written after her death, the third the

Trionjl. The one and only subject of these poems is

love ; but the treatment is full of variety in conception, in--

imagery, and in sentiment, derived from the most varied

impressions of nature. Petrarch's love is real and deep,

and to this is due the merit of his lyric verse, which is

quite different, not only from that of the Provencal trouba-

dours and of the Italian poets, before him, but also from

the lyrics of Dante. Petrarch is a psychological poet, who
dives down into his own soul, examines all his feelings,

and knows how to render them with an art of exquisite

sweetness. The lyrics of Petrarch are no longer transcen-

dental like Dante's; but on the contrary keep entirely

within human limits. In struggles, in doubts, in fears, in

disappointments, in griefs, in joys, in fact in everything,

the poet finds material for his poetry. The second part

of the Camoniere is the more passionate. The Trionfi are

inferior ; it is clear that in them Petrarch tried to imitate

the Divina Commedia, but never came near it.

The Caiizoniere includes also a few political poems,—

a

canzone to Italy, one supposed to be addressed to Cola di

Rienzi, and several sonnets against the court of Avignon.

These are remarkal Ic for their vigour of feeling, and also

for showing that Petrarch had formed the idea of Ttalianita

better even than Alighieri. The Italy which he wo'.ed

was different from any conceived by the men of the Middle

Ages, and in this also he was a precursor of modern times

and of modern aspirations. Petrarch had no decided

political idea. He exalted Cola di Rienzi, invoked the

emperor Charles IV., praised the Visconti ; in fact, his

politics were affected more by impressions than by prin-

ciples ; but above all this reigned constantly the love of

Italy, his ancient and glorious country, which in his mind
is reunited with Rome, the great city of his heroes Cicero

and Scipio.

Boccaccio. Boccaccio (1313-1375) had the same enthusiastic love

of antiquity and the same worship for the new Italian

literature as Petrarch. He was the first, with the help of

a Greek born in Calabria, to put together a Latin transla-

tion/ of the Iliad and the Odyssey. His vast classical

learning was shown specially in the work De Genealogia

Dednan, in which he enumerates the gods according to

genealogical trees constructed on the authority of the

various authors who wrote about the pagan divinitie.9.

This work marked an era in studies preparatory to the

revival of classical learning. And at the same time it

opened the way for the modern criticism, because Boccaccio

in his researches and in his own judgment was always
independent of the authors whom he most esteemed. The
Genealogia Deornra is, as Heeren said, an encyclopaedia of

mythological knowledge ; and it was the precursor of the

great humanistic movement which was developed in the

15th century. Boccaccio was also the first historian of

' See Hortis, Slitdi suite Ojiere Latine del Boccaccio, Trieste,

pp. 235, 236.

1879,

women in his De Claris Mulieribus, and the first to under-
take to tell the story of the great unfortunate in his Dt
CcLsibus ViroTum Illustrium. He continued and perfected

former geographical investigations in his interesting book
De Moniibiis, ii>ilvis,Fo}itibiis, Lacttbiis, Fluminibus, Sta^nis,

et Paludihus, et de Nominibus Maris, for which ho made
use of Vibius Sequester, but which contains also many new
and valuable observations. He also wrote in Latin

several eclogues, some letters, and other minor com-
positions. Of his Italian works his lyrics do not come
anywhere near to the perfection of Petrarch's. His
sonnets, mostly about love, are quite mediocre. Hia
narrative poetry is better. Although now he can no
longer claim the distinction long conceded to him of

having invented the octave stanza (which afterwards

became the metre of the poems of Boiardo, of Ariosto,

and of Tasso), yet he was certainly the first to use it

in a work of some length and written with artistic skill,

such as is his I'eseide. This is a poem in twelve books, and
the subject is the love of two Theban youths, Arcita and
Palemone, for Emilia, one of the Amazons. We find in

it great luxury of description, inflated speeches, much
erudition, but little poetry. However, the TeseiJe is the

oldest Italian romantic poem. The Filostrato relates tho

loves of Troiolo and Griseida (Troilus and Cressida). it

may be that Boccaccio knew the French poem of the Trojan

war by Benoit de Sainte-More ; but the interest of the

Italian work lies in the analysis of the passion of love,

which is treated with a masterly hand. The A'ivfale

Fiesolano tells the love story of the nymph Jlesola and the

shepherd Africo. Ihe Amorosa ri'sjoif, a poem in triplets,

doutitless owed its origin to the Divina Commedia. The
Ameto is a mixture of prose and poetry, and is the first

Italian pastoral romance.

The Filocopo takes the earliest place among prose

romances. In it Boccaccio tells in a laborious style, and

in the most prolix way, the loves of Florio and Biancafiore.

Probably for this work he drew materials from a popular

source or from a Byzantine romance, which Leonzio Pilato

may have mentioned to him. In the Filocopo there is a

remarkable exuberance in the mythological part, which

damages the romance as an artistic v\'ork, but which con-

tributes to the history of Boccaccio's mind. The Fiam-

metta is another romance, about the loves of Boccaccio and

Maria d'Aquino, a supposed natural daughter of King

Robert, whom he always called by this name of Fiammetta.

The Italian work which principally made Boccaccio

famous was the Decamerone, a collection of a hundred

novels, related by a party of men and women, who had

retired to a villa near Florence to escape from the plague in

1348. Novel-writing, so abundant in the preceding cen-

turies, especially in France, now for the first time assumed

an artistic shape. The style of Boccaccio tends to the

imitation of Latin, but in him prose first took the form

of elaborated art. The rudeness of the oXAfahliaax gives

place to tho careful and conscientious work of a mind that

has a feeling for what is beautiful, that has studied the

classic authors, and that strives to imitate them as much

as possible. Over and above this, in the Decameron*.

Boccaccio is a delineator of character and an observer of

passions. In this lies his novelty. Much has been written

about the sources of the novels of the Decamerone. Pro-

bably Boccaccio made use both of written and of oral

sources. Popular tradition must have furnished him with
I the materials of many stories, as, for example, that of

j

Griseida.

' Unlike Petrarch, who was always discontented, pre-

I occupied, wearied with life, disturbed by disappointments,

we find Boccaccio calm, serene, satisfied with himself and

I with his surroundings. Notwithsta'nding these funda-
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mental rliffereiicesiii tlicir characters, tlie two great authors

were old ami warm frieuJs. But their aft'tctioii for Dante
was nut equal. Petrarch, who soys that he saw him once

in his c-hihlbood, did nut preserve a pleasant recollection

tif hi II, aud it n'uuhl be u-elc.~s tn deny that he wai jealous

of liis ren'uvii. Tlie JJiciii'i Cmunfui'i was sent hiui by
Boccarcio, when he was an old man, and he confessed that

he never read it. On the other band, Boccaccio felt for

Dante something more than love—enthusiasm. He wrote

n biograpby of him, of which the accuracy is now unfanly

depreciated by some critics, and he gave public critical

lectures on the poem in Santa Maria del Fiore at Florence,

Fazio dcgli L'berti and Fcderigo Frezzi were imitators of

the iJltiiin CoiiontJi'i, but only in its external form. The
former wrote the Di(tniiir,ii</o, a long poem, in which the

author supi^ses that he was taken by the geographer

Sohnus into different parts of the world, and that his guide

related the history of them. The legends of the rise of

the ditfcreut Italian cities have some importance historically.-

Frezzi, bishop of his native town Foligno, wrote the

QiiU'lnri'i/in, a poem of the four Idngdoms—Love, Satan,

the ^ice^, and the Virtues. This poem has many points

of resemblance with the Difina Comiiicdii/. Frezzi pictures

the condition of man who rises from a, state of vice to one

of virtue, and describes hell, the limbo, purgatory, and
Lcaveii. The poet has Pallas for a companion.

Mi/ujr Ser Giovanni Fiorentino wrote, under the title of
Bovtllsta Pefovone, a collection of tales, which are supposed to

Lave been related by a monk and a nun in the parlour of

the monastery of Fork. He closely imitated Boccaccio,

and drew on Villani's chronicle for his historical stories.

Kranc" Sacchetti wrote talcs too, for the most part on
subjects taken from Florentine history. His book gives

a life-like picture of Florentine society at the end of the

I4th century. The subjects are almost always improper;

bat it is evident that Sacchetti collectiid all these anecdotes

in order to draw from them his own conclusions and moral

rellexions, which are to be found at the end of every story.

From this point of view Sacchetti's work comes near to

the Afoi-aHsulioncs of the Middle Ages. A third novelist

was Giovanni Sercambi of Lucca, who after 1374 wrote a
book, in imitation of Boccaccio, about a party of people

wto were supposed to fly from a plague and to go travel-

ling about in diflfereut Italian cities, stopping Lere and there

telling stories,

rhd-chio- It has already been said that the chroniclea formerly
•ielere. believed to liave been of the 13th century aie now regarded

as forgeries of later times. At the end of the 1 3th century,

however, we find a chronicle by Dino Compagni, which, not-

withstanding the unfavourable opinion of it entertained

especially by some German writers, is in all probability

authentic. Little is known about the life of Compagni.
Noble by birth, he was democratic in feeling, and was a
supporter of the new ordinances of Giano della Bella. As
prior and gonfalonier of justice he always had the public

welfare at heart. When Charles of Valois, the nominee of

Boniface VIII., was expected in Florence, Compagni, fore-

seeing the evils of civil discord, assembled a number of

citizens in the church of San Giovanni, and tried to quiet
their excited spirits. His chronicle relates the events that

came under his own notice from 1280 to 1312. It bears

the stamp of a strong subjectivity. The narrative is con-

stantly personal. It often rises to tlie finest dramatic style.

A strong patriotic feeling and an exalted desire for what is

right pervade the book. Compagni is more an historian

than a chronicler, because he looks for the reasons of events,

and makes profound reflexions on them. According to our

judgment he is one of the most important authorities for

that period of Florentine history, notwithstanding the not

insignificant mistakes in fact which are to be found in his

writings. On the contrary, Giovanni Villani, bom in 1300,
was more of a chronicler than an historian. He relates the

events up to 1347. The journeys that he made in Italy

and F"ranee, and the information thus acquired, account for

the fact that his chronicle, called by him hloiie Fioniitine,

comprises events that occurred all over Europe. What
specially distinguishes the work of Villani is that he .speaks

at lengtli, not only of events in politics and war, but also

of the stipends of public officials, of the sums of money
used for paying soldiers and for public festivals, and of

many other things of which the knowledge is very valuable.

With such an abundance of information it is not to be
wondered at tliat Villani's narrative is often encumbered
with fables and errors, particularly when he speaks of

things that happened before his own time, ilatteo was the

brother of Giovanni Villani, and continued the chronicle

up to 13G3. It was again continued by Filippe Villani.

Giuo Capponi, author of the Commentari del/' Acqiiisto di

Pisa and of the narration of the Tumnlto dei C'iomjJi,

belonged to both the 14th and the 15th centuries.

The Diviiia Commedia is ascetic in its conception, and Ascetic

in a good many points of its execution. To a large extent witera

similar is the genius of Petrarch
;

yet neither Petrarch

nor Dante could be classified among the pure ascetics of

their time. But many other writers come under this head.

St Catherine of Siena's mysticism was political. She was a
loally extraordinary woman, who aspired to bring back the

Church of Rome to evangelical virtue, and who has left a
collection of letters written in a high and lofty tone to all

kinds of people, including popes. She joins hands on the

one side with Jacopone of Todi, on the other with Savon-

arola. Hers is the strongest, clearest, most exalted religious

utterance that made itself heard in Italy in the 1 4th century.

It is not to be thought that precise ideas of reformation

entered into her head, but the want of a great moral reform

was felt in her heart. And she spoke indeed ex nhmi-

dantia cordis. Anyhow the daughter of Jacopo Benincasa

must take her place among those who from afar oH' pre-

pared the way for the religious movement which took efl'ect,

especially in Germany and England, in the 16th century.

Another Sienese, Giovanni Colombini, founder of the

order of Jesuati, preached poverty by precept and example,

going back to the religious idea of St Francis of Assisi.

His letters are among the most lemarkaLile in the category

of ascetic works in the 14th century. Passavanti, in his

Specchio della vera Penilen-a, attached instruction to .

narrative. Cavalca translated from the Latin the Vile dei

Siinti Padri. Kivalta left behind him many sermons, and

Franco Sacchetti (the famous novelist) many discourses.

On the whole, there is no doubt that one of the most

important productions of the Italian spirit of the 14th

century was the religious literature.

In direct antithesis with this is a kind of literature which CoBiio

has a strong popular element. Humorous poetry, the poetry P"*"'

of laughter and jest, which as we saw was largely devel-

oped in the 13th century, was carried on in the 14th by
Bindo Bonichi, Arrigo di Castruccio, Cecco Nuccoli, Andrea
Orgagna, Filippo de' Bardi, Adriano de' Rossi, Antonio

Pucci, and other lesser writers. Orgagna was specially

comic ; Bonichi was comic with a satirical and moral pur-

pose. Antonio Pucci was superior to all of them for the

variety of his production. He put into triplets the

chronicle of Giovanni Villani {C'cntitorjuio), and wrote

many historical poems called Serventesi, many comic poems,

and not a few epico-popular compositions on various sub-

jects. A little poem of his in seven cantos treats of the

war between the Florentines and the Pisans from 1362 in

1365. Other poems drawn from a legendary source cele-

brate the Reina cPOrienfe, Apollonio di Tiro, the Bel

Gherardiito, kc. These poems, meant to be recited to the

\3— 1<J»
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Histories

|n verse.

pedple, are the remote ancestors of the romantic epic,
;

which was developed in the 16th century, and the hrst

representatives of which were Boiardo and Ariosto.

Political Many poets of the 14th century have left us political

»nd works. Of these Fazio degli Uberti, the author of Ditla-
hmatorjr „i^„jo, who wrote a Serveidese to the lords and peojile of
poetry.

jj^|y^ ^ poem on Rome, a fierce invective against Charles

IV. of Luxemburg, deserves notice, and Francesco di Van-

nozzo, Frate Stoppa, and JIatteo I'rescobaldi. It may be

said in general that following the example of Pctrarcli

maiiy writers devoted themselves to patriotic poetry. Fcom
this period also dates that literary phenomenon known

under the name of Petrarchism. The Petrarchists, or those

who sang of love, imitating Petrarch's manner, were found

already in the 14th century. But others treated the same

subject with more originality, in a manner that might be

called scnii-popular. Such were the Baltate of Ser

Giovanni Fiorentino, of Franco Sacchetti, of Niccolo

Soldanieri, of Guido and Bindo Donati. Ballate were

poems sung to dancing, and we have very many songs for

music of the 14th century. We have already stated that

Antonio Pucci versified V-illani's Chronicle. This instance of

versified history is not unique, and it is evidently connfected

with the preciselysimilar phenomeaonoft'ered by the "vulgar

Latin " literature. It is enough to notice a chronicle of

lArezzo in terza rima by Gorello de' Siuigardi, and the

history, also in terza rima, of the journey of Pope Alexander

III. to Venice by Pier de' Natali. Besides this, every kind

of subject, whether history, tragedy, or husbandry, was

treated in verse. Neri di Landocio wrote a life of St

Catherine; JacopoGradenigo put the gospels into triplets;

Paganino Bonafede in the Tesoro Jci llusdci gave many
precepts in agriculture, beginning that kind of Georgic

poetry which was fully developed later by Alamanni in

Lis Cdllivaiioiie, by Girolamo Barufl'aldi in the Cnnapajo,

by Piucellai in the Api, by Bartolommeo Lorenzi in the

Coltimzione clei jroiUi, by Glambattista Spolverini in the

CoJtioauoTie ilel Jiiso, itc

Drama., There cannot have been an entire absence of dramatic

literature in Italy in the 14th century, but traces of it are

wanting, although we find them again in great abundance

in the 15th century. Tlie 14th century had, however, one

drama unique of its kind. In the sixty years (1250 to

1310) which ran from the death of the emperor Frederick

II. to the expedition of Henry VII., no emperor had come
into Italy. In the north of Italy, Ezzelino da Romano,

,with the title of imperial vicar, had taken possession of

almost the whole of the JIarch of Treviso, and threatened

Lombardy. The popes proclaimed a crusade against him,

and, crushed by it, the Ezzclini fell. Padua then began to

breathe again, and took to extending its dominion. There

was living at Padua Albertino Mussato, born in 1261, a

year after the catastrophe of the Ezzelini ; he grew up
among the survivors of a generation that hated the name
of the tyrant. After having written in Latin a history of

Henry \ll., he devoted himself to a dramatic work on

Ezzeliuo, and wrote it also in Latin. The Ec.cerinns,

which was probably never represented on the stage, has

been by some critics compared to the great tragic works of

Greece. It would probably be nearer the truth to say that

it has nothing in common with the works of iEschylus

;

but certainly the dramatic strength, the delineation of

certain situations, and the narration of certain events are

very original, ifussato's work stands alone in the history

of Italian dramatic literature. Perhaps this would not have

been the case if he had written it in Italian.

In the la«t years of the 14th century we find the

struggle that was soon to break out betwoen the indigenous

literary tradition and the reviving classicism already ulive

in spirit. _ As representatives of this struggle, of this

antagonism, we may consider Luigi Marsilio and Coluccio

Salutati, both learned men who spoke aud wrote Latin,

whoasjiired lobe humanists, but who meanwhile also loved

Dante, Petrarch, and Boccaccio, and felt and celebrated in

their writings the beauty of Italian literature. '

3. Tlie lifiKiismnce.—A great intellectual movement, Grseco-

which hod been gathering for a long time, made itself feltf^*'™
I. 1 »i r- 1 . A 1 I-

leai-ning.
Ill Italy in tlie loth century. A number of men arose,

all learned, laborious, indefatigable, and all intent on
one great work. Such were Kiccolo Xiccoli, Giaiuiozzo

Manetti, Palla Strozzi, Leonardo Bruni, Francesco Filelfo,

Poggio Bracciolini, Carlo d'Arezzo, Lorenzo ^'alla. .Manetti

buried himself in his books, slept only for"a few hours in

the night, never went out of doors, and &[)ent his time

in translating from Greek, studying Hebrew, and com-!

menting on Aristotle. Palla Strozzi sent into Greece at

his own expense to search for ancient books, and had
Plutarch and Plato brought for him. Poggio Bracciolini

went to the council of Constance, and found in a monastery

in the dust-hole Cicero's Orations. He copied Quintilian

with his own hand, discovered Lucretius, Plautus, Pliyy,

and many other Latin anthers. Guarino went through the

East in search of codices. Giovanni Aurispa returned to

Venice with many hundreds of manuscripts. What was
the passion that excited all these men ? What did they

search after? What did they look tol These Italians

were but handing On the solemn tradition which, although

partly latent, was the informing principle of Italian

mediceval history, and now at length came out tiiumphant.!

This tradition was that same tenacious and sacred memory
of Rome, that same worship of its language and institu-

tions, which at one time had retarded the development of

Italian literature, and now grafted the old Latin branch of

ancient classicism on the flourishing stock of Italian litera-

ture. All this is but the continuatioo of a phenomenon
that has existed for ages. «^'' It is the thought of Rome
that always dominates Italians, the thought that keeps

appearing from Boetius to Dante Alighieri, from Arnold

of Brescia to Cola di Rienzi, which gathers strength with

Petrarch and Boccaccio, and finally becomes triumph-

ant in literature and life,—in life, because the modern'

spirit is fed on the works of the ancients. Men come to

have a more just idea of nature : the world is no longer

cursed or despised ; truth and beauty join hands ; man is

born again ; and human reason resumes its rights. Every-

thing, the individual and society, are changed under the

influence of new facts. _
First of all there was formed a human individuality, New

which was wanting in the Middle Ages. As Burckhardt social

has said, the man was changed into the individual He
J™'''''

began to feel and assert his own personality, which was

constantly attaining a fuller reaHzation! As a consequence

of this, the idea of fame and the desire for it arose. - A
really cultured class was formed, in the modern meaning of

the word, and the conception was arrived at (completely

unknown in former times) that the worth of a man did not

depend at all on his birth but on his personal qualities.

Poggio in his dialogue De Nohililate declares that he

entirely agreed with his interlocutors Niccol6 NiCcoli and

Lorenzo de' Medici in the opinion that there is no other

nobility but that of personal merit. . External life was

growing more refined in all particulars ; the man of society

was created ; rules for civilized life were made ; there

was an increasing desire for sumptuous and artistic.enter-

tainments. The mediaeval idea of existence was turned

upside down : men who had hitherto turned their thoughts

exclusively to heavenly things, and believed exclusively in

the divine right, now began to think of beautifying their

earthly existence, of njaking it happy aud gay, and returned

to a belief in their human rights. • This was a great
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advance, but one which carried with it the seeds of many
dangers. The conception of morality became gradually

weaker. The " lay ce que vouldras " of Rabelais became

the first principle of life. Religious feeling was blunted,

was weakened, was changed, became pagan again. Finally

the Italian of the Renaissance, in his qualities and his

passions, became the most remarkable representative of the

heights and depths, of the virtues and faults, of humanity.

Corruption was associated with all that is most ideal in life
;

a profound scepticism took hold of people's minds • indif-

ference to good and evil reached its highest point.

Literary Besides this, a great literary danger was hanging over

dangers Italy. Humanism threatened to submerge its youthful
of Latin- national literature. There were authors who laboriously
"""

tried to give Italian Latin forms, to do again, after Dante's

time, what Cuittoned'Arezzo had so unhappily done in the

13th century. Provincial dialects tried to reassert them-

selves in literature. The great authorsof the 14th century,

Dante, Petrarch, Boccaccio, were by many people forgotten

or despised.

Influence It was Florence that saved literature by reconciling

of Flo- the classical models to modern feeling, Florence that
^'"^''- succeeded in assimilating classical forms to the "vulgar"

art. Still gathering vigour and elegance from classicism,

still drawing from the ancient fountains all that they

could supply of good and useful, it was able to preserve

its real life, to keep its national tradition.s, and to guide

literature along the way that had been opened to it by the

writers of the preceding century. At Florence the most

celebrated humanists wrote also in the vulgar tongue, and
commented on Dante and Petrarch, and defended them
from their enemies. Leon Battista Alberti, the learned

Greek and Latin scholar, wrote in the vernacular, and
Vespasiano da Bisticci, whilst he was constantly absorbed in

Greek and Latin manuscripts, wrote the Viie di Comiiii

Jllustri, valuable for their historical contents, and rivalling

the best works of the 1-tth century in their candour and
simplicity. Andrea da Barberino wrote the beautiful prose

of the /ie<t/i di Francia, giving a colouring of "romanita"
to the chivalrous romances. Belcari and Benivieni carry

us back to the mystic idealism of earlier times.

t/orenzo But it is in Lorenzo de' Medici that the influence of

le'Medici. Florence on the Renaissance is particularly seen. In

forming an opinion of him many people are led away by
political preconceptions. Even as a statesman, Lorenzo has a

couspicuous place in the history of his time, and in our day

it will not be deemed reasonable to expect that in the age of

lordships aud principalities he alone should stand out from
his time, and not feel the influence of the general condition of

Italy. Withthis, however, we have nothing to do. We have

to consider Lorenzo de' lledici as a man of letters ; and as

such he is one about whom tradition and reality best agree.

His mind was formed by tlie ancients : he attended the

class of the Greek Argyropulos, sat at Platonic banquets,

took pains to collect codices, sculptures, vases, pictures,

gems, and drawings to ornament the gardens of San Marco
and to form the library afterwards called by his name. In
the saloons of his Florentine palace, in his villas at Careggi,

Fiesole, and Ambra, stood the wonderful chests painted by
Dello with stories from Ovid, the Hercules of PoUajuolo,

the Pallas of Botticelli, the works of Filippino and
Verrocchio. Lorenzo de' Medici lived entirely in the

classical world ; and yet if we read his poems we only see

the man of his time, the admirer of Dante and of the old

Tuscan poets, who takes inspiration from the popular muse,
and who succeeds in giving to his poetry the colours of

the most pronounced realism, as well as of the loftiest

idealism,—who passes from the Platonic sonnet to the

impassioned triplets of the Amuri di Veuere, from the

grandiosity of the Salve to Nmda and tD Beoni, from the

Canto Camaicialesco to the Lauda. The feeling of nature

is strong in him,—at one time sweet and melancholy, at

another vigorous and deep, as if an echo of the feelings,

the sorrows, the ambitions of that deeply agitated life. He
liked to look into his own heart with a severe eye, but he

was also able to pour himself out with tumultuous fulness.

He described with the art of a sculptor; he satirized, laughed,'

prayed, sighed, always elegant, alwa3'S a Florentine, but

a Florentine who read Anacreon, Ovid, and Tibullus, who
wished to enjoy life,but also to taste of the refinements of art.

Next to Lorenzo comes Psiliziano, who also united, and PoUziana

with greater art. the ancient and the modern, the popular

and the classical style. In his Rispetti and in his Ballate

the freshness of imagery and the plasticity of form are

inimitable. He, a great Greek scholar, wrote Italian

verses with dazzling colours ; the purest elegance of the

Greek sources pervaded his art in all its varieties, in the

Orj'eo as well as the Stanze per la Giostra.

As a consequence of the intellectual movement towards The aca-

the Renaissance, there arose in Italy in the 15th demies,

century three academies, those of Florence, of Naples, and

of Rome. The Florentine academy was founded by
Cosmo I. de' Medici. Having heard the praises of

Platonic philosophy sung by Gemistus Pletho, who in 1'139

was at the council of Florence, he took such a liking for

those opinions that he soon made a plan for a literary con-

gress which was especially to discuss them. Marsilius

Ficinus has described the occupations and the entertain-

ments of these academicians. Here, he said, the joung

men learnt, by way of pastime, precepts of conduct and

the practice of eloquence ; here grown-up men studied the

government of the republic and the family ; here the aged

consoled themselves with the belief in a future world.

The academy was divided into three classes :—that of

patron.", who were members of the Medici family ; that of

hearers, among whom sat the most famous men of that

age, such as Pico della Mirandola, Angelo PoUziano, Leon
Battista Alberti : that of di-sciples, who were youths anxious

to distinguish themselves in philosophical pursuits. It is

known that the Platonic academy endeavoured to promote,

with regard to art, a second and a more exalted revival of

antiquity. The Roman academy was founded by Giulio

Pomponio Leto, with the object of promoting the discovery

and the investigation of ancient monuments and books.

It was a sort of religion of classicism, mixed with learning

and philosophy. Platina, the celebrated author of the lives

of the first hundred popes, belonged to it. At Naples, the

academy known as the Pontaniana was instituted. The
founder of it was Antonio Beccadelli, surnamed II:

Panormita, and after his death the head was II Poutano,)

who gave his name to it, and whose mind animated it.

Romantic poems were the product of the moral scepticism Romaatic

and the artistic taste of the 15th century. Italy never had poetrj-.

any true epic poetry in its period of literary birth. Still

less oould it have any in the Renaissance. It had, how-

ever, many poems called Cantdri, because they contained

stories that were sung to the people ; and besides there

were romantic poems, such as the Buovo d'Aidona, the

Regina Aricroja, and others. But the first to introduce

elegance and a new life into this style was Luigi Pulci, wljo

grew up in the house of the Medici, and who wrote the

Morgante Maggiore at the request of Lucrezia Tornabuoni,

mother of Lorenzo the Magnificent. The material of the

Morgante is almost completely taken from an obscure

chivalrous poem of the 15th century recently discovered

by Professor Pio Rajna. On this foundation Pulci erected

a structure of his own, often turning the subject inte

ridicule, burlesquing the characters, introducing many
digressions, now capricious, now scientific, now theo-

logical. Pulci's merit consists in having been the first to
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raise tlie romantic epic which had been for two centuries

in the hands of story-tellers into a work of art, and in

having united the serious and the comic, thus happily

depicting the manners and feelings of the time. With a

more serious intention Matteo Boiardo, count of Scandiano,

wrote his Orlando innamoraio, in which he seems to have

aspired to embrace the whole range of Carlovingian legends

;

ibut he did not complete his task. We find here too a large

|rein-of humour and burlesque. Still the Ferrarese poet

is drawn to the world of romance by a profound sympathy

for chivalrous manners and feelings,—that is to say, for

love, courtesy, valour, and generosity. A third romantic

poem of the 15th century was the Mamhriano by Francesco

Bello (Cieco of Ferrara). He drew from the Carlovin-

gian cycle, from, the romances of the Round Table, from

classical antiquity. He was a poet of no common genius,

and of ready imagination. He showed the influence of

Boiardo, especially in something of the fantastic which he
lintroduced into his work.

The development of the drama in the 15th century was
very great. This kind of semi-popular literature was born

in Florence, and attached itself to certain popular festivities

.that were usually held in honour of St John the Baptist,

[patron saint of the city. The Sacra RappresentazioM is

in substance nothing more than the development of the

mediaeval Mistero ("mystery-play"). Although it belonged
to popular poetry, some of its authors were literary men
of much renown. It is enough to notice Lorenzo de'

Medici, who wrote San Giovanni e Paolo, and Feo Belcari,

author of the San Panunzio, the Abramo ed Isac, &c.

From the 15th century, some element of the comic-profane

found its way into the Sacra Rappresentaziane. From its

Biblical and legendary conventionalism Poliziano emanci-
pated himself in his Orfeo, which, although in its exterior

form belonging to the sacred representations, yet substan-

tially detaches itself from them in its contents and in the

artistic element introduced.

From Petrarch onwards the eclogue was a kind of litera-

ture that much pleased the Italians. In it, however, the
pastoral element is only apparent, for there is nothing
really rural in it. Such is the Arcadia of Jacopo Sannaz-
zaro of Naples, author of a wearisome Latin poem De
\Pariu Virginis, and of some piscatorial eclogues. The
'Arcadia is divided into ten eclogues, in which the festivi-

ties, the games, the sacritices, the manners of a colony of
shepherds are describei They are written in elegant
verses, but it would be vain to look in them for the
remotest feeling of country Life. On the other hand, even
in this style, Lorenzo de' Medici was superior. His
Nencia da Barherino, as a modern writer says, is as it

were the new and clear reproduction of the popular songs
of the environs of Florence, melted into one majestic wave
of octave stanzas. Lorenzo threw himself into the spirit

of the bare realism of country life. There is a marked con-
trast between this work and the conventional bucolic of
Sannazzaro and other writers. A rival of the Medici in
this style, but always inferior to him, was Luigi Pulci in
his Beca da Dicoynano.

Th6 lyric love poetry of this century was unimportant.
In its stead we see a completely new style arise, the C'aiito

Carnascialescci. These were a kind of choral songs, which
were accompanied with symbolical masquerades, common
in Florence at the carnival They were written in a metre
like that of the ballate ; and for the most part they were
put into the mouth of a party of workmen and tradesmen,
who, with not very chaste allusions, sang the praises of
their art. These triumphs and masqueraded were directed
by Lorenzo himself. At eventide there set out into the city
large companies on horseback, playing and singing these

There are soma by Lorenzo himself, which surpass

[liteeatlee.
'
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all the others iu their mastery of art.

Bacco ed Arianna is the most famous.

Girolamo Savonarola arose to fight against the literary Religiooi

and social movement of the Renaissance. He was a Ferrarese reaction,

friar, born in 1452, and he came to Florence in 1489. qi""*"^
Some have tried to make out that Savonarola was an

apostle of liberty, others that he was a precursor of the

Reformation. In truth, however, he was neither the one

nor the other. In his struggle with Lorenzo de' Medici,

he directed his attack against the promoter of classical

studies, the patron of pagan literature, rather than against

the political tyrant. Animated by mystic zeal, he took

the line of a prophet, preaching against reading voluptuous

authors, against the tyranny of the Medici, and calling for

popular government. This, however, was not done from
a desire for civil liberty, but because Savonarola saw in

Lorenzo and his court the greatest obstacle to that return to

Catholic doctrine which was his heart's desire ; while ha
thought this return would be easily accomplished if, on the

fall of the Medici, the Florentine republic should come into

the hands of his supporters. There may be more justice in

looking on Savonarola as the forerunner of the Reformation.

If he was so, it was more than he intended. The friar of

Ferrara never thought of attacking the papal dogma, and
always maintained that he wished to remain within the

church of Rome. He had none of the great aspirations of

Luther. He only repeated the complaints and the exhorta-

tions of St Catherine of Siena ; he desired a reform of

manners, entirely of manners, not of doctrine. He pre-

pared the ground for the German and English religious

movement of the 16th century, but unconsciously. In the

history of Italian civilization he represents retrogression,

that is to say, the cancelling of the great fact of the

Renaissance, and return to mediaeval ideas. His attempt

to put himself in opposition to his time, to arrest the

course of events, to bring the people back to the faith of

the past, the belief that all the social evils came from a
Medici and a Borgia, his not seeing the historical reality

as it was, his aspiring to found a republic with Jesus

Clirist for its king, —all these things ghow that Savonarola
was more of a fanatic than a thinker. Nor has he any
great merit as a writer. He wrote Italian sermons, hymns
(laudi), ascetic and political treatises, but they are roughly

executed, and only important as throwing light on the

history of his ideas. The religious poems of Girolamo
Benivieni are better than his, and are drawn from the same
in.spirations. In these lyrics, sometimes sweet, always
warm with religious feeling, Benivieni and with him Feo
Belcari carry us back to the literature of the 14th century.-.

History had neither many nor very good students in the ristories,

15th century. Its revival belonged to the following age. *'•

It was mostly written in Latin. Leonardo Bruni of Arezzo
wrote the history of Florence, Gioviano Pontano that of

Naples, in Latin. Bernardino Corio wrote the history of

Milan in Italian, but in a rude way.
Leonardo da Vinci wrote a treatise on painting, Leon

Battista Alberti one on sculpture and architecture. But
the names of these two men are important, not so much
as authors of these treatises, but as being embodiments
of another characteristic of the age of the Renaissance,—
versatility of genius, power of application along many and
varied lines, and of being excellent in aU. Leonardo was
an architect, a poet, a painter, an hydraulic engineer, and
a distinguished mathematician. Alberti was a musician,

studied jurisprudence, was an architect and a draughtsman,
and had great fame in literature. He had a deep feeling

for nature, an almost unique faculty of assimilating all that

he saw and heard. Leonardo and Alberti are representa-

tives and almost a compendium in themselves of all that

intellectual vigour of the Renaissauce age. which in tbf
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16iii ceutury took to developing itself io its iudividual

parts, making way for what has by some beeu called the

golden age ol Italian literatuie.

i. Develujimfiit of the Kaiaismnre.—The fundamental

characteristic of the literary epoch following that of the

llenaitisance is that it perfected itself in every kind of art,

in particular uniting the essentially Italian character of its

kugiiage with clissicisui of style. This period lasted from

about 1494 to abnut IJfiO; and, strange to say, tliis very

period of greater fruitfulness and literary greatness begau

from the year 1494, which with Charles V^III.'s descent

into Italy marked the beginning of its political decadence

and of foreign doniiuatinn over it. But this is not hard

to explain. All the most famous men of the first half of

the 16th had been educated in the preceding century.

Pietro Pomponazzo was born in 1462, Marcello Yirgilio

Adrian! in 1464, Castiglione in 1408, Machiavolli in

1409, Bembo in 1470, Michelaugi:lo Buonarroti and

Ai-iosto in 1474, Nardi in 1476, Trissino in 1478,

Guicciardini in 1482. Thus it is easy tn understand how
the literary activity wliich showed itself from tlie end of

the loth century to the middle of the following one was

the product of the political and social conditions of tlie ago

rn which these minds were formed, not of that in wliich

their powers were displayed.

Hkitor;. Nicci>]i') Xlacliiavelli and Francesco Guicciardini were

the chief originators of the science of history. Jlachia-

velli's priiu;i[)al works arc the Istorie Florentine, the

DUi-i.rsi sittla jiyiiiia Deca Ji Tko Livio, the Arte dftla

Giirrrii, nnd the J'riitci/ie. His merit consists in having

been tlio creator of the experimental science of politics,-— in

having observed facts, studied histories, and drawn conse-

quences from them. His history is sometimes inexact in

facts ; it is rather a political than an historical work. The
peculiarity of JlacliiavcHi's genius lay, as has been said,

in his artistic feeling for the treatment and discussion of

politics in and for tliemsclvcs, without regard to an ini-

niediato end,— in his power of abstracting himself from the

partial appearances of the transitory present, in order more
thorougldy to possess himself of the eternal and inborn

kingdom, and to bring it into sul'jcction to himself. His
PriiK'i/ie has been the subject of tlie severest accnsation.s.

But now, especially since Macaulay's essay, it is clear to

every one that this book was only the result of the civil

and moral conditii>ns of Italy, as it still is the faithful

portrait of them.'

Next to Macliiavelli both as an historian and a states-

man, comes Francesco Guicciardini. He taught law for

many years at Florence ; then, having devoted himself to

politics, he was always in the service of the Medici. Leo
X. made him governor of Modena, Reggio, and I'arma.

Clement VII. gave him the appointment of president of

the Komagna, and afterwards that of lieutenant-general of

the army against Cliarlcs V., and finally that of governor
of Bologna. Qo worked for the return of the Medici
to Florence, defending Duke Alexander from the ac-

cusations of the exiles and supporting the election of
Cosmo I. Guicciardini was very observant, and endea-
voured to reduce his observatiims to a science. His Storia
(fItalia, which extends from the death of Lorenzo de'
Medici to l.'J.'U, is full of political wisdom, is skilfully
arranged in its parts, gives a lively picture of the character
of the persons it treats of, and is written in a grand style.
He shows a profoiind knowledge of the human heart, and
depicts with truth the temperaments, the capabilities, and

' nitliprto tliere haa hccn no complete and objective stwly oU
Macliiavelli, althougli very iniirli has Ijecn written aliout him. This
waut, it in hopcil, will be sii)ii.lied when Signor Vilbri h.ia complete,!
his work, of which only the Inst volume has as yet appeared, iViccoH
MachiaveUi e i suoi tempi illmliati cmi n uori documetili, Florence, 1877,

the h.ibits ot the different European nations. Going back
to the causes of events, he looked for the explanation of
the divergent interests of princes and of their reciprocal

jealousies. The fact of his having witnessed many of the

events he related, and having taken part in them, adds
authority to his words. The political reflexions are always
deep : in the Pensieri, as Capponi- says, he seems to aim
at extracting through self-examination a quintessence, aa

it were, of the things observed and done by him,—thus
endeavouring to form a political doctrine as adequate as

po.ssible in all its parts. Macliiavelli and Guicciardini may
be considered, not only as distinguished historians, but as

originators of the science of history founded on observation.

Inferior to them, but still always worthy of note, were
.Tacopo Nardi (a just and faithful historian and a virtuous

man, who defended the rights of Florence against the

Medici before Charles V.), Benedetto Varchi, Giambattista

'Adriani, Bernardo Segni; and, outside Tuscany, Camillo

Piirzio, who related the Cmlyiura de' Baroni aud the

history of Italy from 1547 to 1552, Angelo di Costanza,

Pietro Bembo, Paolo Paruta, and others.

Ariosto's Orlando Furioso was a continuation of Boiardo's Romaafe

Iminmorato. His characteristic is that he assimilated thecpi''-

romance of chivalry to the style and models of classicism. Anosto.

Ariosto was an artist only for the love of his art ; his

Rule aim was to make a romance that should please the

generation in which he lived. His Orlando has no grave

and serious purpose ; on the contrary it creates a fantastic

world, in which the poet rambles, indulging his caprice,

and sometimes smiling at his own work. His great desire is

to depict everything with the greatest possible perfection
;

the cultivation of style is what occupies him most. In

his hands, the style becomes wonderfully plastic to every

conception, whether high or low, serious or sportive. The
octave stanza reached in him the highest perfection of

grace, variety, and harmony.

Meanwhile, side by side with the romantic, there was an Heroie

attempt at the historical epic. Gian Giorgio Trissino of ^P'=-

Vicenza composed a poem called Italia liherata dai Goti,

Full of learning and of the rules of the ancients, he formed
himself on the latter, in order to sing of the campaigns of

Belisarius ; he said that he had forced himself to observe

all the rides of Aristotle, and that he had imitated Homer.
In this agaiji, we see one of the products of the Eenais-

sauce ; and, although Trissino's work is poor in invention

and without any original poetical colouring, yet it helps

one touiidei-stand better what were the conditions of mind
in the IGth century.

Lyric poetry was certainly not one of the kinds that Lync
rose to any great height in the 16th century. Originality poetry,

was entirely wanting, since it seemed in that century as if

nothing better could be done than to copy Petrarch. Still,

even in this style there "were some vigorous poets.

Monsignore Giovanni Guidiccioni of Lucca (1500-1541)
showed that he had a generous heart. In fine sonnets he
gave expression to his grief for the sad state to which his

country was reduced. Francesco Molza of Modena (1489-

1544), learned in Greek, Latin, and Hebrew, wrote in a
graceful style and with spirit. Giovanni delta Casa (1503—
1550) and Pietro Bembo (1470-1547), although Petrar-

ch ists, were elegant. Even Michelangelo Buonarroti was
at tinies a Petrarchist, but his poems bear the stamp of his

extraordinary and original genius. And a good many
ladies are to be placed near these poets, such as Vittoria

Colonna (loved by Michelangelo), Veronica Gambara, TuUia
d'Aragona, Giulia Gonzaga, poetesses of great delicacy, and
superior in genius to many literary men of their time.

The 1 6th century had aot a few tragedies, but they are Dram*

' Sloriu ddla RepubhUca di Firerae, Florence, 1876.
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all weak.- The cause of this was the moral and i^eligious

indifference of the Italians, the lack of strong passions and
vigorous characters. The first to occupy the tragic stage

was Trissino with Lis So/onisha, following the rules of the

art most scrupulously, but written in ^ckly verses, and

without warmth of feeling. The Ornate and the lios-

muuda of Giovanui Kucellai were no beltei\ nor Luigi

Alamanni's Antigone. Sperone Speroni in his Canace and

Girakli Cintio in his Orbecche tried to become innovators

in tragic literature, but they only succeeded in making it

grotesque. Decidedly superior to these was the Torris-

mondo of Torquato Tasso, specially remarkable for the

choruses, which sometimes remind one of the chorus of the

Greek tragedies.

The Italian comedy of the 16th century was almost

entirely modelled on tUe Latin comedy. They were almost

always alike in the plot, in the characters of the old man,

of the servant, of the waiting-maid ; and the argument was

often the same. Thus the Lucidi of Agnolo Firenzuola, and

the Vecchio Amoroso of Donato Giaunotti were modelled

on comedies by Plautus, as were the Sporta by Gelli, the

Marito by Dolce, and others. There appear to be only

three writers wlio should be distinguished among the

many who wrote comedies,—Macldavelli, Ariosto, and
Giovan Maria Cecclii. In his Mmuh-agora Machiavelli,

unlike all the others, composed a comedy of character,

creating types which seem living even now, because they

were copied from reality seen with a finely observant eye.

Ariosto, on the other hand, was distinguished for his

picture of the habits of his time, and especially of those of

the Ferrarese nobles, rather than for the objective delinea-

tion of character. Lastly, Cecchi left in his comedies

a treasure of spoken language, whicli nowadays enables us

in a wonderful way to make ourselves acquainted witli

that age. The notorious Pietro Aretino might also be
included in the list of the best writers of comedy.

Bot- The 15th century was not without humorous poetry;
lesqae Antonio Cammelli, surnamed the Pistoian, is specially de-
"? serving of notice, because of his " pungent bonhomie" as
6&tir6 • .

lo ^t

Sainte-Beuve called it. But it was Francesco Berni who
c irried this kind of literature to perfection in the 1 6th cen-

tury. From hi.n the style lias been called "bernesque"
poetry. In the " Berueschi " we find nearly the same
phenomenon tliat we alreadj' noticed with regard to Orlando
Fiiriom. It was art for art's sake that inspired and moved
Berni to write, as well as Anton Francesco Grazzini called

II Lasca, and other lesser writers. It may be said that

there is nothing in their poetry; and it is true that they

specially delight in praising low and disgusting things and
iu jeering at what is noble and serious. Bernesque poetry

is tlie clearestretlexion of thjit religious and moral scepticism

which was one of the characteristics of Italian social life

in tlie 16th century, and which showed itself more or less

in all the works of that period, that scepticism which
stopped tlie religious Iteformation in Italy, and which
in its turn was an effect of historical conditions. The
Berneschi, and especially Berni himself, sometimes assumed
a satiricil tone. But theii-s coulj not be called true

satire. Piue .satirists, on the other hand, were Antonio
Vinciguena, a Venetian, Lodovico Alamanni, and Ariosto,

the last superior to the others for the Attic elegance

of his style, and for a certain frankness, passing into

malice, which is particularly interesting when the poet

talks of himself.

Didactic In the IGth century there were not a few didactic works.
woiiis. j„ jjjj pogn, of tije ,iy)/ Giovanni Rucellai approaches to

the perfection of Virgil. His style is clear and light,

and he adds interest to his book by frequent allusions

to the events of the time. But of the didactic wo-ks
that which smpasses all the others in importance is

Baldassire Castiglione's Corligiano, in h'hicli he imagines

a discussion in the palace of the dukes of LIrbino between
knights and ladies as to wliat are the gifts required in a

perfect courtier. This book is valuable as an illustratiou

of the intellectual and moral state of the highest Italian

society in the fir>t lialf of the 16th century.

Of the novelists of the 16th century, tlie two mosin"fion;

important were Anton Francesco Grazzini and Matteo

Bandello,—the former as playful and bizarre as the latter

is grave and solemn. As part of the history of the times,

we must not forget that Bandello was a Dominican friar

and a bishop, but that notwithstanding his novels were

very louse in subject, and that he often holds up the

ecclesiastics of his time to ridicule.

\At a time when admiration for qualities of style, the Transla-

desire for clar^iical elegance, was so strong as in the IGth ^'O""*-

century, much attention was naturally paid to translating

Latin and Greek authors. Among the very uumerous

translations of the time those of the jEiieid and of the

Pastorals cf Longus the Sophist by Annibal Caro are

still famous ; as are also the translations of Ovid's Meta-

viorplioses by Giovanni Andrea dell' Anguillare, of

Apuleius's Goldni, Ass by Firenzuola, and of Plutarch's

Lire^ and 3/oralia by JIarcello AdrianL

The historians of Italian literature are even now in doubt Tas.'O.

whether Tasso should be placed in the period of the highest

development of the Renaissance, or whether he should form

a period by himself, intermediate between lint and the one

following. Certainly he was jirofoundly out of harmony
with the century in which he lived. His religious faith,

the seriousness of his character, the deep melancholy settled

in his heart, his continued aspiration after an ideal perfec-

tion, all place him as it were outside the literary epoch

represented by Machiavelli, by Ariosto, by Berni. As
Carducci has well said, Tasso " is the legitimate heir of

Dante Alighieri : he believes, and reasons on his faith by
philosophy ; he loves, and comments on his love in a

learned style ; he is an artist, and writes dialogues of

scholastic speculation that would fain be Platonic." Ho
was only eighteen yeai-s old when, in 1562, he tried his hand

at epic poetry, and wrote Hinaldo, in which he said that

he had tried to reconcile the Aristotelian rules with the

variety of Ariosto. He afterwards wrote the Aminta, a

pastoral drama of exquisite grace. Bnt the work to which

he liad long turned his thoughts was an heroic poem,

and that absorbed all his powers. He liimself explains

wliat his intention was in the three Discord written

whilst he was composing the Geriisalemme : he would

choose a great and wonderful subject, not so ancient as

to have lost all interest, nor so recent as to prevent the

poet from embellishing it with invented circumstances ; he

meant to treat it rigorously according to the rules of the

unity of action observed in Greek and Latin poems, but

witli a far greater variety and splendour of episodes, so

that in tliis point it should not fall short of the romantic

poem ; and finally, he would write it in a lofty and ornate

style. This is what Tasso has done in the Geriisalemme

Liherata, the subject of which is the liberation of the

sepulchre of Jesus Christ in the 11th century by Godfrey

of Bouillon. The poet does not follow faithfully all the

historical facts, but sets before us the principal ciwses of

them, bringing inthe supernatm-al agency of God and Satan.

The Geritsalemrue is the best heroic poem that Italy can

show. It approaches to classical perfection. Its episodes

above all are most beautiful. There is profound feeling in

it, and everything reflects the melancholy soul of the poet.

As regards tlie style, however, although Tasso studiously

endeavoured to keep close to the classical models, one

cannot help noticing that he makes excessive use of meta-

phor. of_ antithesis, of far-fetched conceits; and it is
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'specially from this point of view that some historians

hflve placed Tasso in the literary period generally known

under the name of " Secentisnio," and that others, more

moderate in their criticism, have said that he prepared the

way for it.

5. Period of Decadence.—From about 15.59 began a

period of decaden<:e in Italian literature. The Spanish

rule oppressed and corrupted the peninsula. The minds

of men were day by day gradually losing their force ; every

high aspiration was quenched. No love of country coald

any longer be felt when the country was enslaved to a

strancer. The suspicious rulers fettered all freedom of

thought and word ; they tortured Campanella, burned

Bruno, made every effort to extinguish all high sentiment,

all desire for good. Cesare Balbo says, " it the happiness

of the masses consists in peace without industry,' if the

nobility's consists iu titles without power, if princes are

satisfied by acquiescence in their rule without real independ-

ence, without sovereignty, if literary men and artists are

content to write, paint, and build with the approbation of

their contemporaries, but to the contempt of posterity, if

a whole nation is happy in ease without dignity aud the

tranquil progress of corruption,—then no period ever was

so happy for Itnly as the hundred and forty years from the

treaty of Cateau Cauibre^is to the war of the Spanish

Tho Se- successiou." This period is known in the history of Italian

ceutismo. literature as the Secentisnio. Its writers, devoid of senti-

ment, of passion, of thoughts, resorted to exaggeration
;

they tried to produce eH'ect with every kind of affectation,

with bombast, with the strangest metaphors, in fact, with

what in art is called mannerism, "barocchism." The utter

poverty of the matter tried to cloak itself under exuberance

of forms. It seemed as if the writers vied with one

another as to who could best burden his art with useless

metaphors, with phrases, with big-sounding words, with

affectations, with hyperbole, with oddities, with every-

thing that could fix attention on the outer form aud draw
it oft' from the substantial element of thought

At the head of the school of the "Secentisti" comes
Giovan Battista Marini of Naples, born in 1569, especially

known by a poem called L'Adone. His aim was to excite

wonder by novelties ; hence the most extravagant meta-

phors, the most forced antitheses, the most far-fetched

conceits, are to be found in his book. It was especially

by antitheses that he thought he could produce the greatest

effect. Sometimes he strings them together one after the

other, BO that they till up whole stanzas without a

break. Achillini of Bologna followed in Marini's steps.

He had less genius, however, and hence his peculiarities

were more extravagant, becoming indeed absolutely ridi-

culous. In general, we may say that all the poets of tho

17th century were more or less infected with "Marinism."
Thus Alessandro Guidi, although he does not attain to the

exaggeration of his master, is emptily bombastic, inflated,

turgid, while Fulvio Test! is artificial and affected. Yet
Guidi as well as Testi felt the influence of another poet,

Gabriello Chiabrera, bom at Savona in 1552. In him
the Secentismo took another character. Enamoured as

he said he was of the Greeks, he made new metres,

especially in imitation of Pindar, treating of religious,

moral, historical, and amatory subjects. It is easy to

understand that a Pindaric style of poetry in the 17th
century in Italy could not but end in being altogether arti-

ficial, without, anything of those qualities which constitute

the greatness of the Greek poet. Chiabrera, though elegant

enough in form, proves empty of matter, and, in his vain

attempt to hide this vacuity, has recourse to poetical orna-

ments of every kind. These again, in their turn, become in

him a fresh defect. Nevertheless, Chiabrera's school, in

the decadence of the 17th century, marks an improvement;

and sometimes he showed that he had lyrical capacities,

which in better literary surroundings would have brought;

forth excellent fruit. When he sings, for example, of the

victories of the Tuscan galleys against the Turks and the

pirates of the Mediterranean, he rises to grand imagery,

and seems quite another poet.

Filicaia the Florentine has a certam lyric clan, particu-

larly in the songs about Vienna besieged by the Turks,

wliich seams to raise him more than the others above

the vices of the time ; but even in him we see clearly the

rhetorical artifice and the falseness of the conceits. And
in general all the lyric poetry of the 17th century may be

said to have had the same defects, but in different degrees,

—defects which may be summed up as absence of feeling

and exaggeration of form. There was no faith; there

was no love: and thus art became au exercise, a pastime, a

luxury, for a servile and corrupt people.

The belief theu arose that it would be sufficient to change Tse

the form in order to restore literature, in forgetfulness that ^"^i

every reform must be the effect of a change in social and

moral conditions. Weary of the bombastic style of
^
the

17th century, full of conceits and antithesis, men said-—

let us follow an entirely different line, let us fight the turgid

style with simplicity. In 1690 the "Academy of Arcadia",,

was instituted. Its founders were Giovan Maria Crescira-

beni and Gian Vincenzo Gravina. The Arcadia was so-

called because its chief aim and intention were to imitate

in literature the simplicity of the ancient shepherds, who

were fabulously supposed to have lived in Arcadia in the

golden age. As the " Secentisti " erred by an overweening

desire for novelty, which made them always go bsyond the

truth, so the Arcadians proposed to themselves to return

to the fields of truth, always singing of subjects of pastoral

simplicity. This was obviously nothing, else than the

substitution of a new artifice for the old one; and they

fell from bombast into effeminacy, from the hyperbolical

into the petty, from the turgid into the over-refined.

The Arcadia was a reaction against Secentismo, but a

reaction which, reversing the movement of that earlier

epoch, only succeeded in impoverishing still further and

completely withering up the literature. The poems of the

" Arcadians " . fill roany volumes, and are made up of

sonnets, madrigals, canzonets, and blank verse. The one

who most distinguished himself among the sonneteers was

Felice Zappi. Among the authors of songs Paolo Eolli

was illustrious. Innocenzo Frugoni was more famous than

all the others, a man of fruitful imagination but of shallow

intellect, whose wordy verses nobody now reads.

Whilst the political and social conditions in Italy iu the Symp.
,

17th century were such as to make it appear that every light *°™^^]

of intelligence, all spirit of liberty, was extinguished, there
scientific

appeared in the peninsula, by that law of reaction which prose.

in great part governs human events, some strong and in-

dependent thinkers, such as Bernardino Telesio, Giordano

Bruno, Tommaso Campanella, Lucilio Vanini, who turned

philosophical inquiry into fresh channels, and opened the

way for the scientific conquests of Galileo Galilei, the great

contemporary of Descartes in France and of Bacon in

England. Galileo was not only a great man of science,

but also occupied a conspicuous place in the history of

letters. A devoted student of Ariosto, he seemed to trans-

fuse into his-prose the qualities of that great poet,—a clear

and frank freedom of expression, a wonderful art of knowing

how to say everything with precision and ease, and at the

same time with elegance. Galileo's prose is in perfect

antithesis to the poetry of his time. Perhaps it is the best

prose that Italy has ever had ; it is clear, goes straight

to the point, is without rhetorical ornaments and without

vulgar slips, artistic without appearing to be so.

Another symptom of revival, a sign of rebellion against Satire,
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the vileness of Italian social life, is given us in satire

and in particular in that of Salvator Rasa and Alessaiidro

Tassoni. Salvator Rosa, born in 1G15, near Naples, was

B painter, a musician, and a poet. As a poet lie showed

that he felt the sad condition of his country, showed thot lie

mourned over it, and gave vent to his feeling (as another

satire-writer, Giuseppe Giusti, said) in penerosi rabbiijji.

His exhortation to Italian poets to turn their thouglits to

the miseries of their country as a subject for their song

—their country languishing under the tyrant's hands—

-

certain passages where he deplores the etfeminacy of Italian

habits, a strong apostrophe against Rome, make Salvator

Rosa a precursor of the patriotic literature which in-

augurated the revival of the 18th century. Tassoni, a man
really quite exceptional in this century, was superior to

Rosa. He showed independent judgment in the midst of

universal servility, and his Secckia Eapila proved that he

was an eminent writer. This is an heroic comic poem,

which is at the same time an epic and a personal .satire. He
was bold enough to attack the Sjianiards in his Fitippiclie,

in which he urged Duke Carlo Emanuele of Savoy to persist

in the war against tbem.

New 6. The Revival in the \?>th CfB^Kry.—Having for the

political most part freed itself from the Spanish dominion in the
condi- 18th century, the political condition of Italy began to
bona. improve. Promoters of this improvement, which was

shown in many civil reforms, were Joseph IL, Leopold I.,

and Charles I. The work of these princes was copied from

the philosophers, who in their turn felt the influence of a

general movement of ideas, which was quietly working in

many parts of Europe, and which came to a head in the

French encyclopedists.

Histori- Giambattista Vico was a token of the awakening of

Cfdworks. historical consciousness in Italy. In his Scienza JVuova he

applied himself to the investigation of the laws govern-

ing the progress of the human race, and according to

which events are developed. From the psychological study

of man he endeavoured to infer the " comuna natura delle

nazioni," i.e., the universal laws of history, or the laws by
which civilizations rise, flourish, and falL

From the same scientific spirit which animated the

philosophical investigation of Vico, there was born a

dilferent kind of investigation, that of the sources of Italian

civil and literary history. Lodovico Antonio Muratori,

after having collected in one entire body (Eerum Ilalicarum

Scriptores) the chronicles, the biographies, the letters, and

the diaries of Italian history from 500 to 1500, after

having discussed the most obscure historical questions in

the Auiiquitates Italicm Mcdii jEvi, wrote the Aunali

d'ltalia, minutely narrating facts derived from authentic

sources. Muratori's associates in his historical researches

were Scipione Maffei of Verona and Apostolo Zeno of

Venice. In his Terona illustraia the former Jeft, not only

a treasure of learning, but an excellent specimen of

historical monograph. The latter added much to the

erudition of literary history, both in his Dissertazioni

Vossiane and in his notes to the Biblioteca dell' Eloqtienza

Itnliana of Jlonsignore Giusto Fontanini. Girolamo

Tiraboschi and the Count Giovanni Maria Mazzuchelli of

Brescia devoted themselves to literary history. The latter

meant to give in his Scrittori d'ltalia, not only the

biography of all the writers, but an account of their works.

Only six volumes were printed, containing the letters A
and B ; but the immense materials collected by him are in

the Vatican Ubrary, and it is to be hoped that some day
they may be arranged and published.

Sn.i-\ While the new spirit of the times led men to the investi-
Hcieucc.

g-ition of historical sources, it also led them to inquire into

the mechauisiu of economical and social liws. Francesco

Galiani wrote on currency ; Gaetano Filangieri wrote a

%cienzn dcltn L<;fisl'i:ioiic Cesarc 15ecjaria, in his treatise

Del Dttitli e dclle I'uir, made a contrilmtion to the reform
of the penal system and iiroinnled the ubolitii.'n of torture.

The man in whom above nil others the literiry revival Satire

of the IStb century was most conspicuoH^U embodlwl \\m
Giuseppe I'arrni. lie was burn in a Loniliaid village in

1729, was mostly educated at Milan, and .as a youth was
known among the Arcadian poets by the name of Uarisbo
Elidonio. Even as an Arcadi.m. however, I'arini sliowed

signs of deiurting from the coniinon type. In a collec-

tion of poems that he [lublislied at twenty-three yeirs of

age, under the name of liipnno Eupilino, there are i><ini«

pastoral sonnets in which tlie jjoct sliows thai he li.ul the

faculty of taking his scenes from real life, and nlno some
satirical pieces in which he exhibits a sjiirit of soun-Avhat

rude opposition to his own times. These poents aie per-

haps based on reminiscences of Denii, but at any rate

they indicate u resolute determination to assail boldly

all the literary conventionalities that ."surrounded the

author. This, however, wa^ only the beginning of the

battle. Parini lived in times of great social prostration.

The nobles and the rich, all given up to ease and to

silly gallantry, consumed their lives in ridiculous tiitles

or in shameless self-indulgence, wasting themselves on
immoral "Cicisbeismo," and oflering the most miserable

' spectacle of feebleness of mind and character. It was

I

against this social condition that Parini's muse was directed.

I

Already, improviug on the poems of his youth, he had
proved himself an innovator in his lyrics, rejecting at

once Petrarchism, Seceutismo, and Arcadia, the three

maladies that had weakened Italian art in the centuries

preceding his own, and choosing subjects taken from real

life, such as might help in the instruction of liis con-

temporaries. In the Odi the satirical note is already

heard. But it came out more strongly in the poem Del
Giorno, in which he imagines himself to be teaching a
young Milanese patrician all the habits and ways of gallant

life ; he shows up all its ridiculous frivolities, and with

delicate irony unmasks the futilities of aristocratic habits.

Dividing the day into four parts, the Mattino, the

Mezzogiorno, the Vespero, the Notte, by means of each of

these he describes the trifles of which they were made up,

and the book thus assumes a social and historical value of

the highest importance. Parini, satirizing his time, fell back
upon truth, and finally made art serve the purpose of civil

morality. As an artist, going straight back to classical

forms, aspiring to imitate VirgU and Dante, he opened the

way to the fine school that we shall soon see rise, that of

Alfieri, Foscolo, and Monti. As a work of art, the Giorno

is wonderful for the Socratic skill with which that delicate

irony is constantly kept up by which he seems to praise

what he effectually blames. The verse has new harmonies

;

sometimes it is a little hard and broken, not by accident,

but as a protest against the Arcadian monotony. Generally

it flows majestically, but without that Frngonian droning

that deafens the ears and leaves the heart cold.

Gasparo Gozzi's satire was less elevated, but directed

towards the same end as Parini's. In his Osservatore,

something like Addison's Spectator, in his Gazzdia Veneta,

in the Mondo ilorale, by means of allegories and novelties

he hit the vices with a delicate touch, and inculcated a
practical moral with much good sense. Gozzi's satire has

some slight resemblance in style to Lucian's. It is smooth

and light, but withal it does not go less straight to its aim,

which IS to point out the defects of society and to correct

them. Gozzi's prose is very graceful and lively. It only

errs by its overweening afl"ectation of imitating the writers

of the 14th century. Another satirical writer of the first

half of the ISth century was Giuseppe Baretti of Turua.

In a journal called the Frusta Letteraria he took to lashiug.
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withont mercy the works which were then being published

in Italy. He had learnt much by travelling ; and especially

his long stay in England had contributed to give an

independent character to his mind, and made him judge of

men and things «-ith much good sense. It is true that his

judgments are not always right, but the Frusta Lelieraria

was the first book of independent criticism, directed parti-

cularly against the Arcadians and the pedants.

Everything tended to improvement, and the character

of the reform was to throw oflf the conventional, the false,

the artificial, and to return to truth. The drama felt this

influence of the times. Apostolo Zeno and Metastasio

(the Arcadian name for Pietro Trapassi, a native of Eome)
had endeavoured to make " melodrama and reason com-

patible." The latter in particular succeeded in giving fresh

expression to the affections, a natural turn to the dialogue,

and some interest to the plot ; and if he had not fallen

into constant unnatural over-refinement and unseasonable

mawkishness, and into frequent anachronisms, he might
have been considered as the first dramatic reformer of the

18th century. That honour belongs to Carlo Goldoni, a
Venetian. He found comedy either entirely devoted to

classical imitation, or given up to extravagance, to coups de

thedire, to the most boisterous succession of unlikely

situations, or else treated by comic actors who recited

impromptu on a given subject, of which they followed

the outline. In this old popular form of comedy, with

the masks of pantaloon, of the doctor, of harlequin, of

Brighella, &o., Goldoni found the strongest obstacles to his

reform. But at last he conquered, creating the comedy of

character. No doubt Moli^re's example helped him in

this. Goldoni's characters are always true, but often a
little superficial. He studied nature, but he did not plunge
into psychological depths. In most of his creations, the

external rather than the internal part is depicted. In
this respect he is much inferior to Molifere. hut on the

other hand he surpasses him in the liveliness of the

dialogue, and in the facility with which he finds his

dramatic situations. Goldoni wrote much, in fact too

much (mora than one hundred and fifty comedies), and
had no time to correct, to polish, to perfect his works,

which are all rough cast. But for a comedy of character

we must go straight from Machiavelli's ilandragora to

him. Goldoni's dramatic aptitude is curiously illustrated

by the fact that he took nearly all his types from Venetian
society, and yet managed to give them an inexhaustible

variety. A good many of his comedies were written in

Venetian dialect, and these are perhaps the best.

Patriolio The ideas that were making their way in French society
litera- jn the 18th century, and afterwards brought about the

acdre-
Revolution of 1789, gave a special direction to Italian

turn to literature of the .-econd half of the 18th century. Love of

=Ias3io ideal liberty, desire for equality, hatred of tyranny, created
isni. in Italy a literature which aimed at national objects,

seeking to improve the condition of the country by freeing

it from the double yoke of political and religious despotism.

But all this was associated with another tendency. The
Italians who aspired to a political redemption believed

that it was inseparable from an intellectual revival, and it

seemed to them that this could only be effected by a
reunion with ancient classicism,—in other words, by put-

ting themselves in more direct communication with ancient

Greek and Latin writers. This was a repetition of what
had occurred in the first half of the 15th century. The

. 17th century might in fact be considered as a new Italian

Middle Age without the hardness of that iron time, but
corrupted, enervated, overrun by Spaniards and French,
an age in which previous civilization was cancelled. A
reaction was necessary against that period of history, and
a constraction on its ruins of a new country and a new

civilization. There had already been forerunners of thin

movement; at the head of them the revered ParinL Now
the work must be completed, and the necessary force must
once more be sought for in the ancient literature of the

two classic nations. Patriotism and classicism then were

the two principles that inspired the literature which began
with AlfierL He worshipped the Greek and Koman ideaAlfieri.

of popular liberty in arms against the tyrant. He took
the subjects of his tragedies almost invariably from the

history of these nations, made continual apostrophes

against the despots, made his ancient characters talk like

revolutionists of his time ; he did not trouble himself with,

nor think about, the truth of the characters; it was
enough for him that his hero was Roman in name, that

there was a tyrant to be killed, that liberty should triumph
in the end. But even this did not satisfy Alfieri. Before

his time and all about him there was the Arcadian school,

with its foolish verbosity, its empty abundance of epithets,

its nauseous pastoralizing on subjects of no civil importance.

It was necessary to arm the patriotic muse also against all

this. If the Arcadians, not excluding the hated Metastasio,

dUuted their poetry with languishing tenderness, if they

poured themselves out in so many words, if they made
such set phrases, it behoved the others to do just the con-

trary, to be brief, concise, strong, bitter, to aim at the

sublime as opposed to the lowly and pastoral. Having
said this, we have told the good and evil of Alfieri. He
desired a political reform by means of letters ; he saved

literature from Arcadian vacuities, leading it towards a

national end ; he armed himself with patriotism and
classicism in order to drive the profaners out of the temple

of art. But in substance he was rather a patriot than an

artist. In any case the results of the new literary move-

ment were copious,

Ugo Foscolo was an eager patriot, who carried into life Foscola

the heat of the most unbridled passion, and into his art

a rather rhetorical manner, but always one inspired by
classical models. His life was a most exciting one : he was
a soldier with General Massena, a professor of eloquence

at the university of Pavia, an exile after 1815. Three
strong passions were always united in him—a passion for

Italy, for art, and for beautiful women. Foscolo was bom
at Zante, and took pride in being a Greek. He translated

some books of the Iliad, and the Coma Berenices of

Catullus. He studied classical authors wideJy, and in hia

original works the reflexion of them is perceptible. The
Leitere di Jacopo Ortis, inspired by Goethe's Werther, are

a love story with a mixture of patriotism ; they contain a

violent protest against the treaty of Campo Formio, and
an outburst from Foscolo's own heart about an unhappy
love-affair of his. His passions were sudden and violent

;

they came to an end as abruptly as they began ; they were
whirlwinds that were over in a quarter of an hour. To
one of these passions Ortis owed its origin, and it is

perhaps the best, the most sincere, of all his writings. Even
in it he is sometimes pompous and rhetorical, but much
less so than he is, for example, in the lectures DelC Origine

e deW Cfficio della Letteratura. On the whole, Foscolo's

proso is turgid and affected, and reflects the character of

the man who always tried to pose, even before himself, in

dramatic attitudes. This was indeed the defect of the

Napoleonic epoch ; there was a horror of anything common,
simple, natural; everything must be after the model of

the hero who made all the world gaze with wonder
at him; everything- must assume some heroic shape. In
Foscolo this tendency was excessive; and it not seldom
happened that, in wishing to play the hero, the exceptional

man, the little Napoleon of ladies' drawing-rooms, be be-

came falsa and bad, false in his art, bad iii his life. The
Scpolcri, which is his best poem, was prompted by high

Xni. — 65
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feeling, and the mastery of vcrsmcation shows wonderful

art. Perhaps it is to this mastery more than to anything

else that the admiration the Sepolcri excites is due. There

are most obscure passages in it, as to the meaning of which

it would seem as if even the author himself had not formed

a clear idea. He left incomplete three hymns to the Graces,

in which he sang of beauty as the source of courtesy, of all

high qualities, and of happiness. Here again what most

excites our admiration is the harmonious and easy versifica-

tion. Among his prose works a high place belongs to his

translation of the Soitimental Journey of Sterne, a writer

by whom one can easily understand how Foscolo should have

been deeply affected. He went as an exile to England, and

died there. He wrote for English readers some Essays on

Petrarch and on the texts of the Decamerone and of Dante,

which are remarkable for the time at which they were

written, and which may be said to have initiated a new
kind of literary criticism in Italy. Foscolo is still greatly

admired, and not without reason. His writings stimulate

the love of fatherland, and the men that made the revolu-

tion of 1848 were largely brought up on them. Still, his

fame both as a man and as an artist is now on the decline.

Montu If in Foscolo patriotism and classicism were united,

and formed almost one passion, so much cannot be said

of Vincenzo Monti, in whom the artist was absolutely pre-

dominant. Yet we must be careful : Monti was a patriot

too, but in his own way. He had no one deep feeling that

ruled him, or rather the mobility of his feelings is his char-

acteristic ; but each of these was a new form of patriot-

ism, that took the place of an old one. He saw danger

to his country in the French Revolution, and wrote the

Pellegrino Apostolico, the Bassvilliaiia, and the Feroniade;

Napoleon's victories caused him to write the Promcteo and

the Musagonia ; in his Fanatismo and Vis Snperstizione he

attacked the papacy ; afterwards he sang the praises of the

Austrians. Thus every great event made him change his

mind, with a readiness which might seem incredible, but is

yet most easily explained. IMonti was above everything

an artist ; art was his real, his only passion ; everything

else in him was liable to change, that alone was persistent.

Fancy was his tyrant, and under its rule he had no time

to reason and to see the miserable aspect of his political

tergiversation. It was an overbearing deity that moved
him, and at iis dictation he wrote. Pius VI., Napoleon,

Francis II., were to him but passing shadows, to which he

hardly gives the attention of an hour ; that which endures,

which is eternal to him, is art alone. It were unjust to

pcease Monti of baseness. If we say that nature in giving

}jim one only faculty had made the poet rich and the man
poor, we shall speak the truth. But the poet was indeed

lich. Knowing little Greek, he succeeded in making a

translation of the Iliad which is remarkable for its

Homeric feeling, and in his Bassdlliana he is on a level

with Dante. In fine, in him classical poetry seemed to

revive in all its Sorid grandeur.

NiccoUoi. Monti was born in 1754, Foscolo in 1778; four years

later still was born another poet of the same school,

Giambattista Niccolini. In literature he was a classicist

;

in politics he was a Ghibelline, a rare exception in Guelph
Florence, his birthplace. In translating or, if the expres-

sion is preferred, imitating ^Eschylus, as well as in writing

the Discorsi sulla Traged\a Greca, and on the Sublime e

Michelangelo, Niccolini displayed his passionate devotion

to ancient literature. In his tragedies he set himself free

from the excessive rigidity of Alfieri, and partly approached

the English and German tragic authors. He nearly always

chose political subjects, striving to keep alive in his com-

patriots the love of liberty. Such are Nahtcco, Antonio

Foscarini, Giovanni da Procida, Lodovico il Moro, <fec. He
assailed papal Kome in Arncddo da Brescia, a long tragic

piece, not suited for acting, and epic rather than dramatic.

Niccolini's tragedies show a rich lyric vein rather than

dramatic genius. At any rate he has the merit of having
vindicated liberal ideas, and of having opened a new path
to Italian tragedy.

The literary period we are dealing with had three writers nistorj

who are examples of the direction taken by historical study, siis.

It seems strange that, after the learned school begun by
Muratori, there should have been a backward movement
here, but it is clear that this retrogression was due to the

influence of classicism and patriotism, which, if they revived

poetry, could not but spoil history. Carlo Botta, born in

17CC, was a spectator of French spoliation in Italy and of

the overbearing rule of Napoleon. Hence, excited by
indignation, ho wrote a Ilislory of Italy from 1789 to

1814 ; and later on he continued Guicciardini's History w^
to 1789. He wrote after the manner of the Latin authors,

trying to imitate Livy, putting together long and sonorous

periods in a stylo that aimed at being like Boccaccio's,

caring little about that which constitutes the critical

material of history, only intent on declaiming his academic
prose for his country's benefit. Botta wanted to be classical

in a style that couM no longer be so, and hence he failed

completely to attain his literary goah His fame is only

that of a man of a noble and patriotic heart. Not so bad
as the two histories of Italy is that of the Giterra dell'

Indipcndenza Americana. •

Close to Botta comes Pictro Culletta, a Neapolitan bora
nine years after him. He also in his Storia del Reame
di Kapoli dal 1734 al 1825 had the idea of defending

the independence and liberty of Italy in a style borrowed
from Tacitus ; and he succeeded rather better than Botta.

He has a rapid, brief, nervous style, which maizes his

book attractive reading. But it is said that .Pietro

Giordani and GinoCapponi corrected it for him. La'zaro

Papi of Lucca, author of the Commaitari della Pioolm-'one

Franccse dal 1789 al 1814, was not altogether unlike Bctta

and CoUetta. He also was an historian in the classical

style, and treats his subject with patriotic feeling ; but os

an artist he perhaps excels the other two.

At first sight it seems unnatural that, whilst the most The

burning political passions were raging, and whilst the most •'<«rists.

briUiant men of genius in the new classical and patriotic

school were at the height of their influence, a question

should have arisen about " purism " of language. Yet the

phenomenon can be easily accounted for. Purism is

another form of classicism and patriotism. In the second

half of the 18th century the Italian language was specially

full of French expressions. There was great inditference

about fitness, still more about elegance of style. Prose
then was to be restored for the sake of national dignity,

and it was believed that this could not be done except by
going back to the writers of the 14th century, to the

"aurei trecentisti," as they were called, or else to the

classics of Italian literature. Ono of the promoters of the

new school was Antonio Cesari of Verona, who republished

ancient authors, and brought out a new edition, with

additions, of the Vocabolario della Crnsca. He wrote a
dissertation Sopra lo siato presenle della Lingua Italiana,

and endeavoured to establish the supremacy of Tuscan and
of the three great writers Dante, Petrarch, Boccaccio. And
in accordance with that principle he wrote several books,

taking pains to copy the " trecentisti " as closely as possible.

But patriotism in Italy has always had something munici
pal in it ; so to this Tuscan supremacy, proclaimed and .

upheld by Cesari, there was opposed a Lombard school,

which would know nothing of Tuscan, and with Dante's
De Vulyari Eloquio returned to the idea of the "lingua
illustre." This was an old question, largely and bitterly

argued in the Cinquecento (16th century) by Varchi,
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Mazio, Castelvetro, Speroni, and others. Now tht question

came up again quite fresh, as if no one liad ever discussed

it before. At the head of the Lombard school were

Monti and his son-in-law Count Giulio Perticari. This

gave Monti an occasion to write Proposta di alcune Corre-

zioni ed Aggiunte al Vocaholario delta Crttsca, in which he

attacked the Tuscanism of the Cricsca, but in a graceful

and easy style, such in fact as to form a prose that is one

of the most beautiful in Italian literature. Perticari on

the other hand, with a very inferior intellect, narrowed and

exasperated the question in two treatises Degli Scrktori

del Trecento and DeW Amor Palrio di Dante, in which,

often disguising or altering the facts, he only makes con-

fusion where there was none. Meantime, however, the

impulse was given. The dispute about language took its

place beside literary and political disputes, and all Italy

took part in it,—Basilio Puoti at Naples, Paolo Costa in

the Eomagna, Marc' Antonio Parenti at Modena, Salvatore

Betti at Rome, Giovanni Gherardini in Lombardy, Luigi

Fornaciari at Lucca, Vincenzo Nanuucci at Florence.

Gior.lam. A patriot, a classicist, and a purist all at once was Pietro

Giordani, born in 1774 ; he was almost a compendium of

the literary movement of the time. His whole life was a

battle fought for liberty. Most learned in Greek and Latin

authors, and in the Italian trecentisti, he only left a few

writings behind him, but they were carefully elaborated

in point of style, and his prose was in his time considered

wonderful. Now it is looked on as too majestic, too

much laboured in phrases and conceits, too far from

nature, too artificial. Giordani closes the literary epoch

of the classicists.

7. Contemporary Period.—At this point the contem-

porary period of literature begins. It has been said that

the first impulse was given to it by the romantic school,

which had as its organ the Conciliatore established in

1818 at Milan, and on the staff of which were Silvio

Pellico, Lodovico di Breme, Giovile Scalvini, Tommaso
Grossi, Giovanni Berchet, Samuele Biava, and lastly

Alessandro Manzoni. It need not be denied that all these

men were influenced by the ideas that, especially in

Germany, at the beginning of the 19th century constituted

the movement called Romanticism. Nevertheless in Italy

the course of literary reform took another direction. There

is no doubt that the real head of the reform, or at least

its most distinguished man, was Alessandro Manzoni. He
formulated in a letter of his the objects of the new school,

saying that it aspired to try and discover and express " il

vero storico " and " il vero morale," not only as an end, but

as the widest and eternal source of the beautiful. And it

is precisely realism in art that characterizes Italian literature

from Manzoni onwards. The Pi-omessi Sposi is the one of

his works that has made hiili immortal No doubt the

idea of the historical novel came to him from Sir Walter

Scott, but he succeeded in something more than an historical

novel in the narrow meaning of that word ; he created an
eminently realistic work of art. The romance disappears

;

no one cares for the plot, which moreover is of very little

consequence. The attention is entirely fixed on the power-

ful objective creation of the characters. From the greatest

tD the least they have a wonderful verisimilitude ; they are

living persons standing before us, not with the qualities of

one time more than another, but %vith the human qualities

of all time. Manzoni is able to unfold a character in all

particulars, to display it in all its aspects, to follow it

through its different phases. He is able also to seize one
moment, and from that moment to make us guess all the

rest. Don Abbondio and Renzo are as perfect as

Azzeccagarbugli and H Sarto. Manzoni dives down into

the innermost recesses of the human heart, and draws
thence the most subtle psychological reality. _ In this his

greatness lies, wiich was recogEizerl first hj hh companioa
in genius, Goethe. With the exception of the Promessi
Sposi, his works are important for the history of the
author's mind, not for the history of literature. Some of

them are rather in contrast to that masterpiece. It is

chiefly the Iniii Sacii and the two tragedies that explain
why Manzoni became the head of the school of Roman-
ticism. It is not to be denied that even as a poet he had
gleams of genius, especially where he describes human
aflfections, as in some stanzas of the Inni and in the chorus
of the Adelchi. But it is the Promessi Sposi alone that
places him at the head of the Italian literature of the 19th
century, on account of the artistic realism prevaUiug in

it. But Manzoni shared this glory with another writer,

Giacomo Leopardi. It may seem absurd, but still it is the

case, that the mystic, the religious Manzoni, has his place

side by side with the poet of atheism and despair : thsy
are indissolubly bound together for all time by an artistic

intention, identical although realized by different means.

Leopardi was born thirteen years after Manzoni at Recanati,

of a patrician family, bigoted and avaricious, and he almost

entirely educated himself. His body was deformed, and
he was of a sickly habit, so that in the years that bring

cheerfulness and laughter to youths and children he shut

himself up in his father's library and studied. He became
so familiar with Greek authors that he used afterwards to

say that the Greek mode of thought was more clear and
living to his mind than the Latin or even the Italian.

Solitude, sickness, domestic tyranny, prepared him for

profound melancholy. From this he passed into complete

religious scepticism. He sought rest in art, and first

wrote a Canzone all' Italia and another for the monument
of Dante Alighieri (1818), both full of classical and
patriotic feeling. They show that for the time, though
only for the time, he was of the school of Alfieri, Foscolo,

and the others we have spoken of. His love of classicism

always continued, but he changed its subject. He passed

on into the poetry of sentiment and nature, describing with

an unsurpassable realism what he felt and saw. The
Passero solitario, the Quiete dopo la Tempesta, the Sahalo

del Villaggio, are pictures in which objective realism reaches

its highest ideality; whilst t>eside them there are the Ultimo

Canto di Saffo, the Ricordanze, the Gcnestra, and 'other

poems, in which is poured out all the sorrow that weighs on
the unhappy man to whom nature has denied every joy and
every happiness. Everything is terrible and grand in these

poems, which are the most agonizing cry in modern litera-

ture, uttered with a solemn quietness that at once elevates

and terrifies us. The poetry of despair never had a more
powerful or a more sorrowful voice than this. In this

Leopardi surpasses even Byron and Shelley. But, besides

being the greatest poet of nature and of sorrow, he was
also an excellent prose writer. In his Operette Morali—
dialogues and discourses marked by a cold and bitter smile

at human destinies which freezes the reader—the clearness of

style, the simplicity of language, and the depth of concep-

tion are such that perhaps he is not only the first poet

since Dante, but also the most perfect writer of prose that

Italian literature has had.

As realism in art gained ground, the positive method ir»

criticism kept pace with it. From the manner of Botta

and Colletta history returned to its spirit of learned re-

search, as is shown in such works as the Archivio Storico

Italiano, established at Florence by Giampietro Vieusseux,

the Storia cCItalia net Medio Evo by Carlo Troya, a remark-

able treatise by Manzoni himself, Sopra alcuni Punti della

storia Longohardica in. Italia, and the very fine history of

the Vespri Siciliani by Michele Amari. The same positive

method is now being applied to literary historj.'

But alongside of the oreat artists Lsooardi and Manzoni,
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alongside of the learned'scholars, there wag also )n the first

half of the 19th century a patriotic literature. To a close

observer it will appear that historical learning itself was

inspired by the love of Italy. It is well known what

Vieusseux's intentions were when he established the

Antologiaj in which work all Italian liberals took part, and

which was suppressed by the action of the Russian Govern-

ment. And it is equally well known that the Arckivio

Storico Italiano was, under a different form, a continuation

of the Aatohgia. Florence was in those days the asylum

of all the Italian exiles, and these exiles met and shook

hands in Vieusseux's rooms, where there was more literary

than political talk, but where one thought and one only

animated all minds, the thought of Italy.

The literary movement which preceded and was contem-

porary with the political revolution of 1848 may be said to

be represented by four writers,— Giuseppe Giusti, Francesco

Domenico Guerrazzi, Vincenzo Gioberti, and Cesare Balbo.

Giusti wrote epigrammatic satires in popular language. In

incisive phrase he scourged the enemies of Italy; his

manner seemed very original, but it really was partly

imitated from Boranger. He was a telling political

writer, but a mediocre poet,—too much a poet of

occasion. Few of his verses will survive as works of

art. Guerrazzi had a great reputation and great influence;

he was the author of historical novels written with a

political object, such as the Assedio cli Flrenze^ the

BatiaffUa di Benevento^ <kc. Read with feverish avidity

before 1848, these books of his are now almost forgotten.

They struck the imagination then by their etyle', which is

partly affected and partly spasmodic. They seemed to be

sublime, but were little loss than ridiculous. Gioberti had

a noble heart and a great mind ; his philosophical works

are already as good as dead, but the Primato morale e civile

degli lialiani will last as an important document of the

times. It is a book false in substance, but inspired by
lofty sentiments, and it is written in an easy and eloquent

style, although sometimes a little verbose. The Gesuita

moderno will live as the most tremendous indictment ever

written against the Jesuits. Gioberti was a powerful

polemical writer; and in polemics he showed his most
original and characteristic qualities, Balbo was an earnest

student of history, and made history useful for politics.

Like Gioberti in his first period, Balbo was zealous-for the^

civil papacy, and for a federation of the Italian states pre-

sided over by it. His Sommario della Storia d^Italia is

the best epitome that exists of the intricate history of Italy.

In the Pensieri sulla Storia d^Italia he touched on import-

ant subjects, which still await treatment. He did not do
himself justice in the Meditazioni Storiche, a work on the

philosophy of history, for which he had not the necessary

qualifications.

It is not advisable to speak of living authors. Wo shall

only notice the fact that the political revival in Italy seems
to have brought forth good fruit also in the fields of

literature. It appears that the literary bent of the present

day is towards historical research. Of the poets, only one,

Giosue Carducci, has as yet acquired a reputation that

seems certain to last'

Literature. ^~Th^ following are the more important recent works
relatiug to the historyof Italian literature :—Emiliani GiucUci, Storia
dcUa Lctteratura Ilalictna, 2 vols., Florence, 1855; Francesco de
Sanctis, Storia ddla Lcttcratura Italiana, 2 vols., Naples, 1870;
Adolfo Bartoli, Storia ddla Lettcratitra ItaHana (the first three
volumes are published), i'lorence, 1879-80 ; Giosufe Carducci, Stiidi

Lettcrari, Leghorn, 1874 ; Alessandro d'Ancona, OHffini del Tcatro
ill Italia, 2 vols., Florence, 1878 ; Virgili, Francesco Bcmi^ Florence,
1881; Pasqu.ile Villaw, Xiccolb Machiavclli e i suoi tempi, vol. i.,

Florence, 1877; Pio Rajna, Lc FontidclV Orlaiido Furioso, Florence,
1875; Attilio Hortia, Studi sullc Opcrc latine del Boccaccio, Trieste,

1379: Francesco de Sanctis, Saggi CrUici, 3 vela., Naples, 1872;
Fvi>-n^«cod*Ovidio,5a/?i)^ Crt^iW.Naplea, 1878. (A- PA.)
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ITHACA Cieaxr;), vulgarly Thiaki (Qia-oj), is next to

Pasco the smallest of the seven Ionian Islands, with an

aree of about 44 square miles. It forms an eparchy of

the nomos of Cephalonia in the kingdom of Greece, and

its population, which was 9873 in 1870, is given by the

census of 1879 at 12,222, of whom 6305 were males. The

island consists of two mountain masses, connected by a

narrow isthmus of tills, and separated by a wide inlet of

the sea known as the Gulf of Molo. The northern and

greater mass culminates in the heights of Anoi (2066 feet),

and the southern in Hagios Stephanos, or Mount Marovugli

(2135 feet). Vathy (Ba6v), the chief town and port of

the island, lies at the northern foot of Mount Stephanos,

its whitewashed houses stretching for about a mile round

the deep bay in the Gulf of Molo, to which it owes its

name (c/. Dieppe and such Duteh names as Hollands Diep).

As there are only one or two small stretches of arable land

in Ithaca, the inhabitants are dependent on commerce for

their grain supply ; and olive oil, wine, and currants are the

principal products obtained by the cultivation of the thin

stratum of soil that covers the calcareous rocks. Goats are

fed in considerable number on the brushwood pasture of the

hills ; and hares (in spite of Aristotle's supposed assertion

of their absence) are exceptionally abundant. The island is

divided into four districts:—Vathy, Aeto (or Eagle's Cliff),

Anoge (Anoi) or Upland, and Exoge (Exoi) or Outland.

The name Ithaca (ItiJ/ctj), like Utica, has been explained by piny,

a " colony," which would point to a Phoenician connexion. It has
remained attached to the island from the very earliest times with but
little intenuptiou of the tradition ; though in Brompton's travels

(12th century) and in the old Venetian maps we find it called Fale or

Val de Conipar, and at a later date it not unfrequently appears as

Little Cephalonia. * This last name indicates the general character of

Ithacan history (if history it can be called) in modern and indeed
in ancient times ; for the fame of the island is almost solely due to

its position in the Homeric story of Ulysses. Ithaca, according to

the Homeric epos, was the royal seat and residence of King Ulysses,

and within its narrow limits lies the scene of much of the poem.
The island is incidentally described with no small variety of detail,

picturesque and topographical ; but the very apparent definitenesa

of the description has rendered the process of identification pecu-
liarly perplexing, and the coincidences between the Ithaca of the
Gdyssey and the Ithaca of the present day are sometimes as puzzling
as the points of disagreement. The phraseology in which the posi-

tion of the island ia indicated is of doubtful interpretation, and the
important word x^a^aA^ would have natu-ally been rendered " low-
lying" if stress of present fact had not forced the commentators to

find or fancy such significations as "with low shores" (the shores

after all being rather unusually high) or "slanting downwards."
The Homeric localities for which counterparts have been sought are

Mount Neritos, Mount Keion, the harbour of Phorcys, the town
and palace of Ulysses, the fountain of Arethusa, the cave of the
Naiads, the stalls of the swineherd Eumseus, the orchard of

Laertes, and the Korax or Raven Cliff. The master site may be said
to be that of the town ; and several of the minor points may be at
once dismissed as hopeless of all certainty of recognition. Among
the " identificationists " there are two schools, one placing the tovra.

at Polls on the west coast ia the northern half of the island (Leake,
Gladstone, S:o.), and the other at Aeto on the isthmus. The latter
site, which was advocated by Sir 'William Cell {Topography and
Anliquilies of Ithaca, London, 1S07), has received a great accession
to its probability as opposed to the rival theory by the excavations
of Dr Schliemann carried on in 1873 and 1S78 (see Schliemann,
'Jthaque, U Pdoponnisc, Troic, Paris, 1869, also published in Ger-
man ; his letter to ThcTimes, September 26, 1878 ; and the author's
life prefixed to Tlios, London, 1880). He found that the valley
called Pol is or city has never been the site of a town, and that the
apparent ruins on a neighbouring height supposed to be the acropolis
are really a group of castellated rocks. Eemains of Cyclopean
structures at the spot known as Homer's school (a name of the most
modern origin) were the only evidence in favour of the existence of
a town in the northern part of the island. On the ridge of Mount
Aeto, on the other hand, he found v-st Cyclopean walla built of
stones even larger than those of Mycenae and Tiryns ; and within
the area which. they enclose there may have been, he calculates,
2000 .houses similar to those which he actually made out to the
number of 190. Fragments of pottery of a Trojan type, of tiles

with impressed ornaments, and of a curious handmill were the
only relics of the former inhabitants. "In the south-eastern ex-
tremity of the island are a number of rooms like stables, averaf'ing
85 feet in length and 10 feet in breadth, paitly rock-cut nartlv

'

formed by Cyclopean walls of very huge rudely wrought stones, and
in their immediate vicinity thousands of very common but most
aecient potsherds." Mr Bunbury {Hist, of Ancient Gearraphy, vol.

i. p. 83) is disposed to consider this evidence gonclnsivo as to the
site of the capital.

See, besides the works already referred to. tlie scparnte works on Ithaca by
Schreiber, Leipsio, 18^9; RiiUlfi ron Ljlienstem, Beilin. 1S32; N Karavlaa Gnra*
Clcrtopta TTJs vrttTov 15aja)t), Athens, 1849; Bowen. London, 1851; and Gandar,
Palis. 1834; Herclier, in Bermes, 1866; Leake's Northej'n Greece; Mure's Tour
in Greece; Bursian's Gecgr. \'0n Griecfientartd ; Gladstone, "The Dominions of
L'lysses," in Macmtllan's Magazine, 1877. A history of the discussions will be
found in Buchholz, Die Ilomerische Jieali4n, Leipsio, 1S7L

ITHACA, the chief town of Tompkins county, New
York, U.S., is prettily situated in a township of the same
name on the Cayuga Inlet, IJ miles from the southern end
of Lake Cayuga, and 142 miles west by south of Albany.

It is at the junction of several railways, has gas and water
works, and carries on some commerce, of which the shipping'

of coal from the Pennsylvanian anthracite district forms

an important constituent. The manufactures include agri-

cultural implements, paper, glass, leather, and machinery.

On an eminence to the north-east rise the handsome build-

ings of Cornell university, chartered in 1865 and opened in

1868, in which a marked characteristic is the prominence
given to the study of agriculture and the mechanical

arts. Sage College was presented to the university by the

Hon. H. W. Sage, on condition that women should have
the same advantages for education as men. The public

library of Ithaca was built and stocked at a cost cf

£13,000 by the same munificent citizen whose, endow-
ment of the university is commemorated in its name. The
neighbourhood of Ithaca is remarkable for the number of

its waterfalls, of which Ithaca Fall, 160 feet high by 150
feet broad, is the chief. The population of the town in

1880 was 9864.

ITINERARIUM. This Latin word, equivalent to

road-book, is more particularly employed to designate the

descriptions still extant of the ancient Eoman roads and
routes of traffic, with the stations and distances. It is

usual to distinguish two classes, Itineraiia Adnotata or

Scripia and Itineraria Pida,—the former having the

character of a book, and the latter being a graphic indica-

tion of the route in the form of a chart. Of the Itineraria

Scripta the most important are :—(1) It. Antonini (see

A-NTONiNi Itinekakium and Antoninus), which cdhsists

of two parts, the one dealing with roads in Europe, Asia,

and Africa, and the other with familiar sea-routes,—the

distances usually measured from Rome (the better MSS.
probably represent a revision dating from the time of Dio-

cletian ; edited by Tobler,-St Gall, 1863); (2) /;. Euro-
solymitannm or Burdigalense, which belongs to the 4th

century, and contains the route from Bordeaux to Jeru-

salem and from Heraclea by Rome to Milan (see Pindar

in Verhandl. of the Berlin Academy, 1860; A. de Bar-

th^l^my in Revue Arcketl., 1864 ; Auris, Coticordance des

voies apollinaires, &.C., Nimes, 1868); (3) It. Atexandri,

containing a sketch of' the march-route of Alexander the

Great, mainly derived from Arrian and prepared for

Constantius's expedition in 340-345 a.d. (first ed. by Mai,

Milan, 1817, ?ince by C. Miiller in Diibner's Arriantis,

Paris, 1846, and by D. Volkmann, Naumb., 1871; see Kluge,

De 1(171. AUxandri, Berlin, 1861). A collected edition of

the ancient itineraria was issued by Fortia d'Urban, Paris,'

1845. Of the Itineraria Picta only one great example has

been preserved. This is the famous Tabula Peulingeriana,

which, without attending to the shape or relative position

of the countries, represents by straight lines and dots of

various sizes the roads and towns of' the whole Roman
world. The best edition is by Desjardins, Paris, 1868.

ITIUS PORTUS, a place of no importance in itselfj

has a kind of factitious interest as the point whence Julius

Ca;sar sailed from Gaul to Britain. Although Caesar does

not mention the Portus in speaking of his first expedition
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(55 B.C.), his language in de.<icribin!; it .is the naval ren-

dezvous before his second invasion (5-1 B.C.) leaves little

doubt that he had sailed from it before. To determinB,

therefore, the site of the Portus Itius, while it would de-

cide one of the most vexed questions of either ancient or

modern geography, vpould go far to fix the spot where tlio

great captain first set foot in England. It is impossible

here to describe the controversy, or to detail the argu-

ments which at one time or another have been advanced

in favour of every bay between Calais and Boulogne.

Modern criticism selects four sites as probable—Boulogne,

Wissant, Ambleteuse, and the mouth of the Somme. The

first two number most adherents; and in recent criticism

Wissant, about 3^ miles north-east of Cape Grisnez {Itium

Promontorium), has, united a majority of voices.

The rjuestion turns upon the interpretation of certain passages in

C,6ssi-'s Dc Bella GalUco (iv. 20 sq., v. 1 sq.), with direct and in-

direct mentions in other Latin and Greek writers. See also Camden's

Britannia, 1659 ; Du OanRe, Dissertations sur la Vic dc Saint Louis,

diss, xxviii., "Tortus Itius," 1678 ; D'Anvillo, " Dissertation sur

le portus Itius," ill Minioires dc VAcademic dcs Inscriptions, xxiii.,

1761; Airy, *'0n the Place of Julius Caesar's Departure from

Gaul, S:c.
," in Archmolo<jia, 1862; papers by Airy and Guest in

the Alhcnxum, 1851, 1859, 1863 ; by George Long in the Reader

of 1863 ; by H. L. Long in Gentleman's Magazine, 1846 ; and an

elaborate article by H. J. Heller in the Zcitschrift far AlUjcnieinc

Erdkumtc, vol. x.viii., Berlin, 1865 ; Thomas Lewin, The Invasion

g/ Britain hi/ Julius Cxsar, 1862; Cardwcll, "lleninvks on Julius

Caesar's Invasion of Britain," in Archieologia Cantiana, vol. iii.
;

Captain Bccher, " Ciesar's Invasions of Britain: Nautical Con-

clusions on the place of his departure from Gaul, &c.," in Nautical

Magazine, 1862; papers by F. de Sauley and General Creuly in

the Heviis Archeologiqnc, 1860 and 1863; E. de Sauley, " Les

Expeditions de Cesar on Grande-Bretagne, '* in Campaancs dc Cesar,

vol. i., 1862; Abbe Haigncre, ^tude sur Ic iiortas Itius dc Jules

Cesar, 1862 ; Von Gbler, disarms gallischer Kricg in den Jahrcn 58

bis 53 V. Ckr., 1853 ; Id., Cdsaj-'s gallischer Kricg vn Jahrc 51 v.

Ch:, 1860; H. L'empereur, " L'ancienuo voie romaiiro d'fipehy,"

in L'Institut, 1864 ; and A. Wauter's brochure, Wissant Vancicn

Portus Iccius, Brussels, 1S79.

ITURBIDE, or Ytuebide, Adcustin de (1783-1824),

emperor of Mexico from May 1822 to March 1823, was

born September 27, 1783, at Valladolid, now Morelia, in

Mexico, where his father, an Old Spaniard from Pampeluna,

had settled with his Creole wife. After enjoying a better

education than was then usual in Mexico, Iturbide entered

the military service, and in 1810 held the post of lieutenant

in the provincial regiment of his native city. In that year

the insurrection under Hidalgo broke out, and Iturbide,

more from policy, it would seem, than from principle,

served in the royal army. Possessed of splendid courage

and brilliant military talents, which fitted him especially

for guerilla warfare, the young Creole did signal service,

and rapidly rose in military rank. In December 1813

Colonel Iturbide, along with General Llano, dealt a crush-

ing blow to the revolt by defeating Morelos, the successor

of Hidalgo, in the battle of Valladolid ; and the former

followed it up by another decisive victory at Puruaran in

January 1814. Next year Don Augustin was appointed

to the command of the army of the north and to the

governorship of the provinces of Valladolid and Guanajuato,

but in 1816 grave charges of extortion and violence were

brought against him, which led to his recall. Although

the general was acquitted, or at least although the inquiry

was dropped, he did not resume his commands, but retired

into private life for four years, which, we are told, he spent

in a rigid course of penance for his former excesses. In
1820 Apodaca, viceroy of Mexico, received instructions

•from the Spanish cortes to proclaim the constitution

promulgated in Spain in 1812, but, although obliged at

first to submit to an order by which his power was much
curtailed, he secretly cherished the design of reviving the

absolute power for Ferdinand VII. in Mexico. Under
fretiext of putting down the lingering remains of revolt, he

levied troops, and, placing Iturbide at their head, instructed

him to proclaim the absolute power of the king. Four
years uf reflexion, however, had modified the general's views,

and now, led both by personal ambition and by patriotic

regard for his country, Iturbide resolved to espouse the

cause of national independence. His subsequent proceed-

ings—how he i.ssued the Plan of Irjueiln, on February 24,

1821, how by the refusal of the Spanish cortes to ratify

the treaty of Cordova, which he had signed with O'Donoju,

he was transformed from a mere champion of monarchy
into a candidate for tho crowu, and how, hailed by the

soldiers as emperor Augustin I. on Jlay 18, 1822, he was

compelled within ten months by his arrogant neglect of

constitutional restraints, to tender his abdication to a

congress which he had forcibly dissolved— will be found

detailed under Me.xico. Although the congress refused

to accept his abdication on the ground that to do so would

be to recognize the validity of his election, it permitted the

ex-emperor to retire to Leghorn in Italy, while in considera-

tion of his services in 1820 a yearly pension of i!5000 was

conferred upon him. But Iturbide resolved to make one

more bid for power; and in 1824, passing from Leghorn

to London, he published a Statement, and on May 11th

set sail for Mexico. The congress immediately issued an

act of outlawry against him, forbidding him to set foot on

Mexican soil on pain of death. Ignorant of this, the ex-

emperor landed iu disguise at Soto la Marina on July 14th.

He was almost immediately recognized and arrested, and

on July 19, 1S24, was shot at Padilla, by order of the state

of Tamaulipas, without being permitted an appeal to the

general congress. Don Angustin de Iturbide is described

by his contemporaries as being of handsome figure and

ingratiating manner. His brilliant courage and wonderful

success made him the idol of his soldiers, though towards

his prisoners he displayed the most cold-blooded cruelty,

boasting in one of his despatches of having honoured Good
Friday by shooting three hundred excommnnicated

wretches. Though described as amiable in his jirivate

life, he seems in his public career to have been ambitious

and unscrupulous, and by his haughty Spanish temper,

impatient of all resistance or control, to have forfeited the

opportunity of founding a secure imperial dynasty. His sou

Augustin was chosen by the ill-fated emperor Maximilian

as his successor.

See Statement of some of the principal events iti the pnhUc life oj

Augustin de Iturbide, written hy himself, English translation, 1824.'

ITZEHOE, one of tho busiest commercial towns of

northern Germany, is situated on the Stbr, a navigable

tributary of the Elbe, in the circle of Steinburg of the

Prussian province of Schleswig-Holstein, 32 miles north-

west of Hamburg and 15 miles north of Gliickstadt. As
chief town of the circle, it is the seat of the usual local

courts and of a head custom-house. The church of St

Lawrence, dating from the 12th century, and the building

in which the Holstein estates formerly met, are noteworthy.

The town has a convent founded in 1256, a high school, a

hospital, and other benevolent institutions. The sugar-

refinery, which employs some 500 hands, is the largest in

Germany. Iron-founding, shipbuilding, and wool-spinning

are also carried on, and the manufactures include machinery,

tobacco, fishing-nets, chicory, soap, cement, beer, and other

articles. Fishing employs some of the inhabitants, and the

markets for cattle and horses are important. A consider-

able trade is carried on in agricultural products and wood,

chiefly with Hamburg and Altona. Including the garrison,

the population in 1875 was 9776.

Itzehoe is the oldest town in Holstein. Its nucleus was a castle

built to restrain the Danes in 809 by Egbert, one of Charlemagne's
counts. The community which sprang up around it was diversely

called Esseveldoburg, Eselsfleth, and Ezeho. In 1201 tho town was
destroyed, but it w;\s restored iu 1224. To the new town the Liibcek
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rights were granteJ by Adolphiis IV. in 1233, and to the old town

in 1303. Dming the Thirty Years' War Itzehoe was twice de-

stroyed by the Swedes, in 1644 and 1657, hut was rebuilt on each

occasion. It passed to Pru.5sia in 1867, with the duchy of Schleswig-

Holstein.

IVAN (or JoiNN, i.e., John) I., grand-diike ot Moscow

from 1328 to 13iO, was surnamed Kaliti in allusion to tte

" purse " which he always carried at his girdle. Some
have imagined that it contained alms for distribution

;

others with greater probability look upon it as characteristic

of the miserly habits of the prince. The ^reat importance

of Ivan in Russian history is that he was the consolidator

of the power of Moscow, the nucleus out of which the

empire was to be formed at a future period. By treachery

he procured from Uzbek, the Tatar Khan, the ruin of his

rival the prince of Tver, and by craft and bribery made
many additions to his territory. He also induced the metro-

politan to reside at Moscow which brought dignity and

influence to the city.

IVAN II., grand-duke from 1353 to 1359, son of Ivan

I., succeeded on the death of his brother Simon Gordi, or

the Proud. He appears to have been a kindly man, but,

in so far as his short reign had any effect, it weakened the

principality of Moscow.

IVAN III., surnamed the Great, grand-duke from 1462

to 1505, forms one of the mosl important figures in the

annals of Russia, for to hira is due the consolidation of the

autocracy. His long reign of forty-three years was very

beneficial to his country. He was a skilful diplomatist,

and often brought about by intrigue what others could only

effect by force of arms. Thus he reduced to submission

the haughty republic of Novgorod, and united to the prin-

cipality of Moscow those of Tver, Rostoff, and Yaroslavl

;

he also took Kazan in 1187, but it was not deiinitively

incorporated with Moscow till the reign of Ivan IV. He
reconquered the territory as far as the river Sozh, wliich

had fallen under the dominion of the Lithuanians. In

1472 he married Sophia, niece of Constautine Palajologus.

In consequence of this union Ivan considered himself the

heir of the Byzantine emperors, and adopted the two-

headed eagle for his arms. Embassies were sent to foreign

powers. Italian architects were invited into Russia, and
many learned Greek monks found refuge there from the

yoke of the Turks.

IVAN IV., surnamed the Terrible {Grozni), the first

czar of Russia, was a mere child at the time of the death

of his father Vasili in 1533. His reign may be divided

into three periods:— (1) his minority, under the regency

of his stepmother Helen Gliiiska
; (2) from his attaining

his majority till the death of his amiable wife Anastasia

Romanova, during which time he was a bold and vigorous

ruler, and careful of the happiness of his subjects ; and
(3) from her death till the conclusion of his reign in 1584,

the period signalized by those atrocities which have earned

for Ivan such an unenviable reputation. He was the first

Russiaii sovereign who took the title of Czar, a Slavonic

form of Cssar. In 1552 he annexed Kazan, and Astrakhan
two years later. In many points of his character Ivan
resembles Louis XI., especially in his statecraft and
superstition ; indeed, just as France owed her aggrandize-

ment to some of her most cruel sovereigns, so in Russia

the greatest tyrants have been the consolidators of the

empire. In the time of Ivan a printing press was set up at

Moscow, and the first book published (in 15G4) was an
Apostol—a name given to a collection of the Acts of the

Apostles and the apostolic epistles ; but persecution was
soon directed against the printers, who, from the jealousy

of those who gained their livelihood by copying religious

books, were compelled to fly from Russia, and were
protected by Sigismund II. of Poland. They afterwards

printed the whole Bilile at Ostrog in Volhynia in 1581.

In the British Museum is a copy of this book, which
formerly belonged to the terrible Ivan. Sir Jerome Horsey,

the English ambassador, has written on the fly-leaf, " this

Bibell in the Slavonian tonge had owt of the emperor's

librari." Siberia was also annexed in this reign through
the enterprise of the Cossack Yermak, and the English first

opened up commercial intercourse with -the country by
means of the expedition of Sir Hugh Willoughby and
Richard Chancellor in 1553. The English for a long time

enjoyed the monopoly of the Russian trade, and it is to

some of them that the Russians are indebted for interesting

accounts of their land, especially to Dr Giles Fletcher,

uncle of the dramatist, whose Riisse Covimon-Wealtk
(London, 1591) is a mine of valuable information. The
atrocities committed by Ivan at Novgorod in 1569, and

at Pskov soon afterwards, are well known. It is from

foreigners, such as Horsey, that we get minute accounts of

his many cruelties. In the British Museum are preserved

some of his letters to Queen Elizabeth, of whom he re-

quested that an English wife should be chosen for him and

sent to Russia. A Lady Mary Hastings, daughter of the

earl of Huntingdon, was selected and introduced to the

Russian ambassador Pisemski, but when the time drew near

for her departure she entreated her father with tears not to

send her to such a husband. The misor«ible tyrant expired

iu 1584, from grief for his son, whom he had killed in a

fit of passion three years before. Like Louis XL, he loved

to surround himself with quacks and magicians, some of

whom, according to Horsey, prophesied the day of his

death. The latter has left us the following curious notice

of him:^
" Tims much to conclude with this emperor Ivan Vasiliwich.

Ho was a goodlic man of person and presence, well favoured, high
forehead, shrill voice, a riglit Sithian, full of readie wisdom, cruell,

I bloudye, merciless ; his own experience mannaged by direction both

his state and commonwealth affares ; was sum}ituously interned in

Michell Archangel church, where he, thongh garded daye and
night, rcniaines a fearful] spectacle to the memory of such as jiasi

Iiy or heer his nanio spoken of, [who] are contented to cross and
bless themselves from his resurrection againe."

IVAN v., czar from 1682 to 1696, was the son of Alexis

by his first wife Maria Miloslav.skaia. He was infirm both

in mind and body. The Narishkins,' to which family the

widow of Alexis (his second wife) belonged, were anxious

that Peter, the next brother, should .succeed, but Sophia,

the ambitious daughter of Alexis by his first wife, wished

Ivan to rule, so that she might govern in his name. She

was ultimately forced, however, into the Devichi mon-

astery, and Ivan reigned conjointly with his brother, the

government being really in the hands of Peter assisted

by his mother, the Narishkins, Dolgoroukis, and Boris

Golitzin.

IVAN VL, czar in 1740-41, was son of Anthony Ulrich

of Brunswick by his marriage with Anne, granddaughter of

Ivan V. The reign of this unfortunate young man lasted

but a year, under the regencies of his mother and Biren.

Owing to the success of the revolution under Elizabeth,

daughter of Peter the Great, he was confined as a prisoner

in Schliisselburg, and Anthony and Anne with their other

children were banished to Kholmogori in the government

of Archangel. By long detention in the fortress Ivan

became, it is said, half-witted. In the year 1764 a certain

Lieutenant Mirovich attempted to deliver him from captivity

and proclaim him emperor. Ivan, however, was slain in

the skirmish that ensued, and Mirovich was afterwards

publicly executed. According to some, he had been urged

to the act by Catherine, who wanted an excuse for putting

Ivan to death.

For the Ivans see SolovieV, Istoriya Rossn, 29 vols. ; Oustrialov,

lioitsskaya Istoriya, 2 vols. ; \V. K. S. Ralston, !?a<Yy Hussian

History ; Rambaud, Hialoin de la Stissu!.
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IVANOVO, or Ivanovo-Voznesensk, the " Manchester

of Russia," a town in the government of Vladimir, 20

'nriles north-west of Shua, near the river Uvod, and on the

road from Shua to Nerakhta. It consists, as the full name

implies, of what were originally two villages—Ivanovo,

which existed at least as early as the 16th century, and

[V'oznesensk, of much more recent date—united into a

town in 1861. Of best note among the public buildings

are the cathedral of the Elevation of the Cross, and the

church of the Intercession of the Virgin, formerly asso-

ciated with an important monastery founded in 1579 and

abandoned in 1754. One of the colleges of the town

contains a public library. The industrial history of

Ivanovo begins with the 18th century. Linen-weaving

was introduced in 1751, and in 1776 the manufacture of

chintzes was brought from SchlUsselburg by some natives

of the village. By 1850 the worth of the chintzes

amounted to 6,680,875 roubles, and 10,000 workmen

were employed in the manufacture of coarse calico. The

reports of 1879 show 35 calico-print works, a wool-spinning

factory, 6 cotton-weaving factories, 8 bleachworks, 6 iron-

works, 3 chemical works, and several minor establish-

ments. The workmen number about 15,000 or 20,000.

The cotton factories produce to the annual value of

25,000,000 to 30,000,000 roubles ; the iron works manu-

facture 110,000 poods (1770 tons) of iron, and there is

a considerable tnrn out of boilers and factory machinery.

Bast mats are made to the value of 15,000 roubles,

IVORY is essentially equivalent to dentine, that hard

substance, not wholly unlike bone, of which most teeth

principally consist. By usage, however, its application has

become almost restricted to the dentine of those teeth which

are large enough to be available for industrial purposes,

viz., the tusks of the elephant, the hippopotamus, the walrus,

the narwhal, and the sperm whales.

Ivory consists of an organic matrix or basis substance

(which by prolonged boiling is converted into gelatin), per-

meated by an immense number of exceedingly fine canals.

The matrix is richly impregnated with calcareous salts,

which are probably held in some loose form of chemical

comhlnation with it, and is of such consistence that it

retains its form after removal of the salts by an acid solvent.

The canals start from the axial pulp cavity, and run in a

direction generally outwards towards the periphery of the

tusk ; in the elephant they aro of" exceptional fineness,

being only about i-jVcT °f ^" ''^'^t in diameter, and are

placed very closely, being separated by intervals not much
greater than their own diameter. To the regularity with

which the tubes are disposed, and to their small size and

frequent curvature, ivory owes its fineness of grain, and

probably also its almost perfect elasticity ; whilst to the

peculiarities of their curvatures it owes that very charac-

teristic pattern of curved decussating lines, like eigino

turning, which is seen where the surface is a seution

transverse to the tusk. For, though it is broadly true that

the tubes in elephant ivory run from the axis of the tusk

to its periphery, they do not run straight, but make a suc-

cession of strong bends at regular intervals, and as the light

is differently refracted by the basis substance and by the

tubes according to the direction they are pursuing, this

peculiarity of their course results in producing that pattern

found in the dentine of Proboscidea only. Ivory differs

from bone in its finer structure and greater elasticity, and
in the absence of those larger canals which convey blood-

vessels through the substance of bone, and appear upon it

as specks or as stripes, according as it is cut transversely

or longitudinally. When a transverse section of a tusk

cut at a distance from the- growing pulp is examined, its

middle is seen to be occupied by a darkish spot of obviously

different structure ; this is the last remains of the pulp.

rudely calcified. The outer border of the section cflnsists'

of a thick layer of cemeutum, with which the whole tusk

is coated, and the rest is ivory, showing the characteristic

engine-turning pattern, and, in addition to this, numerous
circular lines, concentric with the central spot. These
" contour " lines are due to the occurrence of a largo

number of minute irregular spaces, found in all dentine,

but specially abundant and disposed with a greater regu-

larity in ivory ; they are known as interglobular spaces,

from the form of their boundaries when seen under a

moderate magnifying power. In the areas occupied by

these spaces there is a smaller proportion of lime salts

and more organic matter ; consequently the ivory is here

less dense and more liable to decomposition, and fossil

tusks, as well as the less perfectly preserved of mammoth
tusks, are frequently found to have broken up into a

number of superposed cones, and in transverse section to

present many concentric detached rings of ivory more or

less friable. See Plato VIL
Arguing from the analogy of other dentine, it cannot be

doubted that the minute tubes and the interglobular spaces

are not empty in living ivory, but that they contain pro-

toplasmic substance, though how far this may have perJshed

or altered in that portion of the tusk which is extruded

and far distant from the growing pulp can only be deter-

mined by observations at present wanting. According tit

Von Bibra's analyses, ivory contains as much as from 40-

to 43 per cent, of organic matter, whereas human dentine

contains only about 25 per cent. ; of fat it contains from
•24 to '34 per cent. It differs from other dentines chiefly

in its richness in organic constituents, in the fineness of its-

tubes, in their peculiarly curved course, and in the abun-

dance of interglobular spaces arranged in " contour " lines.

The tusks of the elephant are a pair of upper incisor teeth,

which may attain to an enormous development. The
largest teeth were possessed by the extinct mammoths, of

which tusks have been found in Siberia 12 feet and more
in length, and weighing 200 lb each. Holzapfifel men-
tions one of very fine quality, that was cut up into piano

keys in England, which weighed 186 lb. Among recent

elephants the African species possess the largest tusks,

these attaining to a length of 9 or 10 feet and a weight of

160 R) each, whilst the tusk of an Indian elephant which

measured 8 feet in length and weighed 90 lb has been

placed on record as exceptionally large. A pair of African

tusks at the London exhibition of 1851 weighed 325 lb,

and measured 8 feet 6 inches in length and 22 inches

in circumference ; but authorities acquainted With, the

African ivtfry districts give 20 to 50 lb as the average

weight of tusks. In Africa both males and females are

furnished with large tusks; but in the Indian species a

sexual difference exists, the tusks of tht female projecting

only a few inches. from the gums, while even of the males

by no means all are " tuskers." Sandenon says that 10

per cent, of Indian male elephants have very small tusks,

while in Ceylon only one in three hundred cf the males is

powerfully armed. The peculiarity is not always trans-

mitted, tuskless sires (" mucknas") breeding " tuskers," and

vice versa. The importance of tusks as giving an advantage

in combat to their possessors is sufficiently indicated by the

dread of a " tusker" shown by other elephants less favoured.

Tusks are often broken by fighting, and always show Hiarka

of considerable wear, while even captive elephants, vith

their shortened tusks, make great use of them for a varitty

of purposes ; for example, an elephant will, when set to pu'.l

at a lope, take it between his molar teeth and pass it over

one of his tusks to get a good purchase. Nothing but an

extremely strong and elastic material such as ivory is could

withstand the .strains to w'hich it is constantly exposed.

Captive elephants have their tusks shortenedj and the
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ends bound W'tU .tretal to prerent their splitting; and, as

the tusk l.< continually growing by tlie conversion of fresh

portiocB of vnsciilar pulp into ivory, the operation has to

be repeated. When this is done at intervals of teu years,

the segment cut off is valuable, and is sold as ivory ; some

prefer, however, to cut the tusks much more frequently.

In a young elephant the vascular pulp extends beyond the

portion of the tusk implanted in the jaw, while in the

older animal it does not reach so far; its probable extent

has to be borne in mind in shortening the tusk, as if it

be encroached upon much suff'ering is entailed on the

animal. Yet the vascular formative pulp of an eleiihant's

tooth is singularly tolerant of injury without having its

function of ivory formation destroyed, and hence it happens

that foreign bodies which have got access into the pulp

chamber become solidly enclosed in ivory. The growing

end of the tusk is widely open, and its edges are not much
thicker than paper ; the cavity which contains the pulp is

of conical form, tajjering to a point, which is situated at a

distance down the tusk, varying, as has been before stated,

with the age of the animal. The tusk grows by the con-

version of successive portions of the surface of the conical

mass of pulp into ivory, whilst fresh pulp is added at the

flat base or open end of the tusk. The tusks are deeply

implanted in curved bony sockets, which run nearly verti-

cally upwards, so that the open growing ends of the tusks

are brought up to about the level of the eyes. Hence it is

not a rare occurrence for a sportsman's bullet, intended to

pierce the elephant's brain, to penetrate the tusk near to

its growing end, where the walls of the pulp cavity are

quite thin, and to lodge in the " nerve " of its tooth.

Indeed sportsmen remark that the forehead shot ia less

fatal to African than to Asiatic elephants, owing to the

size and position of their tusks. The amount of distnrb-

ance produced by a bullet in the nerve is variable ; some-

times the conversion of pulp into ivory goes on with but
little interruption, so that the bullet comes to be imbedded
in ivory, which fits closely up against it, instead of in pulp
as it was at first. Generally the pulp immediately around
it has been so disintegrated by its impact, or by subsequent
inflammation, that it is incapable of conversion into normal
ivory, and in its place there is a more or less irregular de-

velopment of nodular secondary dentine. And sometimes
there is a failure to produce even this less highly organized

tissue in the immediate proximity of the bullet, which then
ultimately comes to lie loose in an irregular cavity com-
pletely surrounded by secondary dentine. Of a similar

nature is the so-called " abscess in ivory "; this was really

an abscess in the formative pulp surrounded by a limiting

membrane
; as the conversion of the pulp into ivory went

on, calcification passed all round the abscess and enclosed
this, pus, membrane, and all, in solid ivory ; aud there it is

discovered by the ivory cutter as an empty hole lined by a
thin dried skin, the old abscess sac.

African natives sometimes spear elephants to death when
they have been surrounded by an extemporized barrier of
twisted creepers, and for this purpose some of them climb
into trees ; they also set traps made of a very heavy piece

of wood shod with an iron spearhead, arranged to fall upon
the elephant as he passes along a track beneath (Du Chaillu);

else-iyhere lances of extreme length are used in the same
way. The open base of the tooth, containing the formative
pulp, looking directly upwards, a spear from above intended
to fall upon the head or to "pith "the animal might easily

enter it, and break away, leaving the point in the tooth
pulp. In a specimen now in the museum of the Odonto-
logical Society, London, such a spear head remained without
stopping the further growth of the tusk, and came to be
solidly enclosed in ivory and secondary dentine, although
it measures no less than 7 J by 1 J inches. Xot a trace of

its presence was discernible upon the exterior of the tusk,

and it was only discovered when the tooth was sawn up.

Tliis specimen is not unique, there being said to be
another, which has been turned into a cup with the

imbedded spear head as its stem ; and there is a specimen
of a javelin head firmly built in by ivory in the museum of

the Koyal College of Surgeons. But that an elephant is not

wliolly indifferent to a large foreign body in the nerve of

his tooth is proved by the fact that a notoriously fierce

and dangerous " rogue " elephant in Ceylon was found
when killed to ha%"e beeu suffering from inflammation and
suppuration consequent upon the presence of a bullet in

the pulp of a tooth ; the supposed madness of the famed
elephant of Exeter Change was also found to have been
due to the pain of a diseased tooth. A common result of

injury to a growing tusk is the conversion of a portion of

the pulp into irregular globular masses of secondary den-

tine,—sotoetimes enclosed solidly in the midst of normal
ivory, sometimes forming loose masses as' big as hen eggs

in the pulp cavitj-, and sometimes stalagmite-like append-
ages to its walls. Of course such deviations from normal
structure seriously injure its value for industrial purposes,

and they are specialh" apt to occur in domesticated animals

whose tusks are being repeatedly shortened, the cut not

being invariably made at a sufficient distance from the

apex of the living pulp. But under no circumstances is

the ivory from domesticated elephaiits so highly esteemed
as that from the wild animah

The large balls of secondary dentine appear on section

as a conglomerate of spherical masses bound together by
softer and looser-textured materials ; they are sometimes
beautiful, but cannot be made much use of. Small spots

of globular dentine sometimes occur in the midst of normal
ivory, for which no cause can bo detected. Jfalformed

tusks are far from rare ; the College of Surgeons pos-

sesses one about 2 feet in length, the base of which is an
irregular mass of osteodentine nearly as hirge as a man's
head. Spiral tusks are also met with, and are almost

always the result of some disease of one side of the pulp,

leading to a slower growth on the one side than on the

other. Much of the ivory of such tusks will be faulty;

they should not be purchased except as curiosities.

The Board of Trade returns for 1879 give as the total

weight of ivory imported into England during the year

94U cwts., of the value of ^406,927 j^ but nearly half

this quantity appears again amongst the exports. By far

the larger portion of the ivory is entered as coming from
African ports, and less than one-fourth from India, while

from this fourth a further reduction must be made in esti-

mating the quantity produced by the country, as a consider-

able weight of African ivory from Zanzibar, ic, is shipped

from Bombay. About lOSO cwts. is entered as " from
other countries." ^

The best ivory is the African, and the first quality of

that comes from near the equator ; much is brought down
by natives by land from the interior, whilst in other

districts expeditions are organized by Europeans to go into

the interior, and collect the stores gathered by native

tribes ; 20,000 lb, valued at Khartoum at £4000, would be
considered a good result for a season's expedition with one

^ The imports vary considerably from ye-ir to year. In 3S7.5 they

amour.tea to 16,253 cwt, valued at £772,371.
- Westcndarp states that Africa exports on an average about

13,550 cwt. a year, wliich wouUl be worth from £600,000 to

£7.^*0,000, acd t'oat the ivory trade is steadily growing, especially on
the West Coast. He estimates that in the west cot less than 51,000
elephants are killed annually,, and anticipates their beccminp levs

nun^eroas. Although the |xport from India only reached in 1875-7
from 9O00 to 17,000 lb a year, a considerably lar;:er quantity of ivory

is used in India for ami rings, &c., and for decorative and firnamtiital

purposes. Cliiaa also deals in ivory, e,v]iorling most of it after it ba»

teen carved,

xnr, — 66
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hiindicr) and fifty men. The price of ivory varies mucl)

ill ditfere it listricts, 'being generally higher on the west

than on the east coast ; the transaction is generally one of

barter, and the price therefore difticnlt to estimate. The
tdsks are sold by weight, and stones and iron are some-

times thrust down into the hollow pulp cavity to increase

the weight, so that dealers generally feel down the hollow

with an iron rod to detect foreign matter. The value

of the ivory depends upim the size ^f the tusks ; those

below G or 7 lb weight are not worth more than half tlio

price pel lb of really fine tusks. Sumethiug depends on the

care bestowed upon the tnsks, which are sometimes roughly

treated, while others are waxcil and carefully wrapped up
for protection. The Afiican ivory trade is an ancient nnc,

and in medioeval times .Marco Polo,speaks of the traffic in

ivory at Zanzibar as being astonisliing 'in its amount.

The tusks of the mammoth from iiurtliern f>iberia are

said to fuinish almost the whole of the ivory used by

Russian ivory workers. They arc foniid in most extra-

ordinary abundance, and it is said that from the time of

Dr Breyne's quaint paper "Behemoth" in the J'/ii/n-

sophlcal Transactions for 1737 till now there has been

no intermission in the sui>ply. They come piinci|ially

from the neighbourhood of the Lena and i Iher groat rivers

discharging themselves into the Arctic Ocean, and are

abundantly found in the Liakhoflt Islands. Mauimolh
tusks are slenderer, much more Q'lrved, and in proportion

to the size of the animal much larger than tliosc uf recent

elephants.* In Siberia at (Uffcrent times four niaiumoth-f

have been found entire, their liair, skin, and even all their

soft parts having been preserved without change in the

ice for countless years. Just as in some few cases all the

most perishable soft parts were preserved, so in a vastly

greater number the less perishable ivory was kciit without

change by the low temperature and exclusion of air : thus

when in the summer the ice tears down portions of river

baulcs, or floods break up frozen morasses, the tusks are

brought to light. Some are in the most beautiful pre-

servation, like recent ivory ; others having been exposed

before, in previous summcis, their organic constituents have

partly perished, and they are inclined to become broken

up along the lines of interglobular space into concentric

rings, or may have become so disintegrated that a frag-

ment may be used like chalk to write with.

In England this ivory is not very highly esteemed, being

considered too dry and brittle for elaborate work, and to

be very liable to turn yellow. Jlost ivory workers strenu-

ously deny ever using them, but, though more rarely than

in former years, mammoth tusks are occasionally imported

Within the last few years an exceptionally large tusk in

splendid condition was offered for sale to the Oxford
University Jluseuin at a price of £100, but was not

purchased. In 1872 1630 very fine tusks were brought
to England ; and in 1873 1140 tusks weighing from 140
to 1601b each were imported. The best were sold at a

very good price, but proved less available, even for such

purposes as cutting into knife handles, than was expected,

and although smaller importations arrive from time to

time they can hardly be considered as a regular article of

commerce, and are difficult of sale ; some have been very

recently sold at a price so low as ten shillings a cwt.

Westendarp personally investigated the Siberian ivory

trading districts, and returned with no favourable impres-

sion. He found that about 14 per cent, of the teeth were
good, 17 per cent, could be made some use of, 54 were
quite bad, and 1.5 wholly useless. The ivory looks

better outside than it really is, and, as only about 30 per

cent, is u.sable, it does not pay well for transport. Ho
thought it not worth more than Is. 6d. a pound.

The finest quality of ivory from equatorial Africa

is closer in the grain, and has less tendency to become
yellow by exposure than Indian ivory. When first cut it

is semi-transparent and of a warm colour ; in this stale it is

called "green" ivory, and as it dries it becomes much
lighter in colour and more opaque. This is sniiposed to

be the result of the drying out of the " oil "
; but ivory

contains less than one-half per cent, of fatty material, and
that which dries out is water, not oil. During this drying

process the ivory shrinks considerably, so that it is necessary

to .season it like wood when such things as box lids, which
need to fit, arc to be made from it. The tusks shrink

much more in their width than in their length, which wilt

be readily understood wlien the )naiiy concentric rings of

interglobular s]iaces, containing soft mateiial, which dries

uj) and leaves them enqity, arc remembered. It is on

account of this peculiarity of structure that billiard balls

are turned from tusks not greatly exceeding them in

diameter, for by the selection of such tusks the ivory on

Iho opposite sides of the ball will correspond in densily

and in structure, and the shrinkage will be uniform about

its centre. They are usually turned roughl}' into shafic,

kept for some time in a warm room to shrijik, and then

turned true. The thin plates cut for piano keys arc dried

and shrunk at once by being baked for a lime in an oven,

but after being dried they are still subject to changes in

bulk in a moist atmosphere.

It is not alway.-^ possible to judge of the quality of ivory

before the tusk is cut up. The exterior, or cementuni,

should be smooth and polished ; it is often of a deep cnd'cu

colour in the best tusks, and it .should not show any large

cracks. But the most profound disorganization of t.ho

ivory may exist inside an exterior which promises well, or

it in ly be badly cracked from unequal shrinkage in drying

without cracks being noticeable on its exterior. About
half of the length of an average sized tusk is imiilanted ;

this vvill be hollow, and in a young animal the hollow will

extend beyond the implanted portion ; the extruded part,

recogiiizable by the deejier colour of its cenientnm, is solid,

and is circular or oval in section. Great care is taken by
ivory cutters to cut up the tusk to the greatest advantage,

its high price necessitating the strictest economy in its use.

Veneers of large size have been cut by a reciiirocating saw

cutting a spiral shaving round the tusk, one having been

thus produced 40 feet in length by 12 inches in width ; bnl

they are not of much practical value, save as an example of

what is possible. With age ivory turns yellow, and various

receipts are given for restoring its whiteness; but they

mainly depend upon mere removal of the outer siufacc,

and no satisfactory method of bleaching it is known ; it

preserves its colour best when exposed to light, f'on

sidering the high percentage of organic matter which

it contains, it is surprisingly durable. In some of the

ivories brought by Mr Lajard from Nineveh, in which the

organic constituent had partially perished, leaving them
very friable, its place was supplied by boiling them in a

solution of gelatin, a process suggested by Professor Owen
as the likeliest means of restoring to them something

like what they had lost during the lapse of time by

exposure. It is possible that by some such treatment the

perished ivory of the mammoth may be rendered usefuk/or

some purpo.ses. The existence of chryselephantine statue.s

of Phidias, and of flat plaques of ivory larger than could bo

cut from any known tusk, renders it probable that ancient

workers j^ossessed some method of bending it; and receii>ts

have come down from the 12th century for softnning it .so

as to alter its form. But these, which depend upon it<

partial decalcification, have not been found to yield the

excellent results claimed for thepi, and the larger plaques

in question present no appearance of having been submitted

to any such process. Moreover, Westcndai'|i states that
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from a tusk "weiijluiig 200 lb tlie largest jilaques he knows
of could have been cut. - Ivory can be matte flexible by sub-

mitting it to the solvent action of phosphoric acid ; when
washed and dried it becomes hard, and when moistened

again it resumes its flexibility ; but this is at the sacrifice

of many of its properties.

Ivory takes a v.iriety of dyes well,- without iutcrfering

with the polish of its surface ; the actual matrix is stained,

and the colour is not merely due to the penetration of

pigment into the open dentinal tubes.

The great canine teeth of the hippopotamus furnish au

ivory which is harder and whiter than that of the elephant,

and less jn'one tu turn yellow ; these differences are pro-

bably due to its containing a smaller percentage of organic

matter. It also lacks the engine-turning pattern of

elephant ivory. The tusk of the hippopotamus is a

tooth of persistent growth, strongly curved into a segment

of a circle, and solid in the greater part of its length. It

is thickly coated with enamel on its exterior surface, and

is trihedral. On transverse section the remains of the pulp

cavity are seen as a line or fissure in the middle, and
occasionally there is a nodule of secondaiy dentine in it.

The ivory is not quite homogeneous ; for the back of the

tooth, which is not covered «ith enamel and in use wears

down the fastest so as to keep a sharp edge to the tusk,

is markedly softer than the rest of the tooth. Ko large

piece can be obtained from a hippopotamus tusk, and the

Incisors and the upjier canines yield even smaller pieces

than the lower canines. Thirty years ago there was a con-

siderable demand far them for dentists' use, and at that

time a fine tusk of 5 Dj weight was worth from five to

seven guineas, but the price is now much lower, and
comparatively few are imported.

Amongst the northern nations the tusks of the walrus

have long been used as a source of ivory. The great

upper canities consist of a body of dentine invested with

cementum ; they are oval in section, solid, and their axis

is made up of secondary dentine, which is far larger in

amount than in the hippopotamus, and makes up a con-

siderable part of the whole tooth. This is very nodular in

appearance when cut and poUslied, but is of dense and
tolerably uniform consistence.

The spirally twisted tusk of the narwhal, the teeth of the

sperm whales, the ear bones of whales, and the molar teeth

of the elephant, are also all made use of as sources of ivory,

though they are far less valuable than the larger tusks.

For the subject of carvings in ivory, see Carving, vol. v.

p. 167. The earliest piece of ivory work known is a rude
mcised drawing of a mammoth upon a fragment of mam-
moth tusk, which must have been executed by a contem-
jorary of the animal. JiTumerous references to ivory occur
in the Old Testament, which show that it was regarded
4S of great value. It seems to have been used for the
decoration of the temple, and it is often mentioned amongst
the presents brought to kings, who employed it for purposes

of regal state. Some, however, of the references would
seem more strictly appHcable to wood than to ivory.

The Nineveh ivories in the British Museum are of very
great antiquity, a probable date of 900 B.C. having been
assigned to them

;
yet many of them are in good preserva-

tion, and others have been tolerably well restored by
boiling in gelatin. All exhibit considerable artistic merit
and mastery over the material, whilst some reach a very
high degree of excellence alike in design and execution.

Competent judges declare that, underlying the obviously
Egyptian character of the work, there are differences

sutBcient to lead to the inference that the ivories were not
executed in that country. Some of them consist of thin

plaques on which figures were delineated by means of

incised lines j some were carved in low, and others in high

relief ; whilst there are many examples of detached heads,

and even entire figures, carved in close imitation of nature

{s3e Plate VII.). Traces of gilding remain on many of them,
and they were often further enriched by being inlaid with

' fragments of lapis lazuli, or of a coloured glass in apparent
imitatiou of this ; the eyes of the larger heads were generally

rendered conspicuous by this means. In one of the panels
figured, the bo.rder of the dresses, the thrones on which
the figutes are seated, the ornaments above the cartouche,'

and the symbols upon the cartouche itself were tlius inlaid

with colour. The largest object is a carved staff, perhaps
a sceptre ; amongst the smaller pieces are heads of animals
and entire animals, griffins, human heads, crossed and
clasped hands, rings, lirc. Like the ivory ciirvers of later

times, these early workers seem to have studied economy
of their material > thus a beautiful carving in high relief of

two griffins standing upon papyrus flowers has been carved

on the interior of a segment of a large tusk, the natural

curvature of which it follows. The tendency of ivory to

decompose into concentric Ia3-ers parallel with its exterior

has been already noticed, and Mr Layard himself speaks of

the trouble he experienced owing to the flaking of the

pieces he discovered ; it is by the separation along the

contour lines that many ancient ivories have been spoiled.

Besides those discovered at Nineveh, some other ivories of

great antiquity exist ; and ivory workers are mentioned as

a distinct class of artificers at the commencement of the

Christian era. Jlany writing tablets of ivory, with raised

rims inside, where wax was spread over their surface, have
come down to us ; these wure often made to fold togethei-,

and the exterior richly ornamenfed with carvings. <. It was
the custom for newly appointed consuls under the empira
to send these plaques to persons of importance, and the

covers sometimes have upon them representations of the

consul in his robes of ofiice.

One of the most beautiful of ancient ivories is the Roman
3d century plaque purchased by the South Kensington
jMuseum for £100 (see Plate VII.). It forms one half of

a diptych, and measures 11 J by 4J inches. jt,The othci-

half is in the Hotel Cluny.

From these times down to the present day there has
been a constant succession of ivory workers, though in

mediaeval times artists of higher ability were to-be found
than any who will now devote themselves to such worlc,

A large proportion of the cai-vings deal with sacred sub-

jects : one of the most beautiful is a Pieta, the virgin

holding the dead body of Christ in her lap (see Plate VII.)

;

this was executed about the Hth ceutury. Illustrations

of old romances were frequently made use of to decorate

mirror cases, boxes, ic, -and elaborately carved chessmen

of walrus ivory referable to an ancient period have been

found in the island of Lewis. Schliemann, in his excava-

tion at the supposed site of Troy, found many useful articles

made of ivory,—pins buckles, ic,—but no carvings, even

of rude character.

• Among the chryselephantine statues of ancient Greece

executed by Phidias, Praxiteles, and others, one of Minerva

in the Parthenon was 40 feet in height, and was con-

structed of ivory and gold ; others are mentioned as made
of wood, with face, hands, and feet of ivory, fe Vet in somu

cases it is expressly said that the statue was entirely of

ivory, special exception being made of a portion of the

dress which was not. Among the Nineveh ivories are some
which apparently belonged to figures partly wood and partly

ivory, but these were of no great size ; the wood employed
seems to have been ebony.

In former times ivory was frequently used for^the manu-

facture of artificial teeth ; but this, has become a thing of

the past, ivory having been superseded by more_dural.le

and more manageable maierials. ' Its use ior this purpose
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is quite ancient ; tliua Martini contemptuously s{)£ak3 of a

lady of his own time " emptis ossibua indicoque coriiu" as

having but a poor chance of passing them ort' as her own
teeth. For the use of the dentist elephant ivory was

less suitable than that of the hippopotamus or the walrus

;

of these two the former was generally preferred. The
enamel was chipped off with a chisel, or made to fly off by

a judicious application of a blowpipe flame, and the tusk

was so cut tliat the plate might consist as far as possible

of the hardest part of the dentine which had formed the

front of the tooth. This, carved up to fit the mouth
accurately, formed a supporting plate which commonly
carried in the front actual human teeth secured by pins,

though sometimes the teeth were formed of ivory carved in

imitation of teeth, and at the back blocks of hippopotanuis

or walrus ivory were added for the purpo.ses of mabtication.

They were called "bone pieces," though there was really no

bone used in their construction ; their durability was in no

case great, though it varied in the mouths of different persons,

and a plate had to be ultimately discarded on account of

the ivory getting discoloured, softened, and offensive. For
dental purposes walrus ivory was more durable than hi|ipo-

potamus, but its colour was not so suitable, nor war, it so

hard. Some specimens of native Indian dental work iu

ivory exist, but these havo probably been copied from
plates worn by Europeans.

The principal demand for ivory, beyond the purposes

already alluded to, arises in connexion with the cutlery

trade, very large quantities U-ing used for the handles of

pocket and table knives. It is also extensively employed
for the handles of walking sticks and umbrellas, for combs,
paper knives, and ladies' fans, and for measuring rules and
mathematical scales. Further, it is in considerable demand
for thc' manufacture of chess and draughts men, fur

statuettes, rilievo plaques, caskets, and many minor objects

of furniture, decoration, and ornament, and for the purposes

of inlaying. Dieppe is now a principal centre of the

European ivory manufacture.

But it is in the East, and especially in China, that iviiry

is now most highly prized and most elaborately worked
into decorative forms. No amount of patience and care

appears to be considered excessive among the Chinese for

the decorative working of ivory, as is obvious in the

extremely minute and delicate workmanship in their lace-

like carved open-work trays, while their carved nests of

concentric ivory balls are still reckoned among the puzzles

of industry. By the Japanese ivory is equally held in

esteem, and is decoratively treated in their peculiar manner
ia the form of spill cases, medicine boxes, and the elabor-

ately carved and ornamented nitsukc or large buttons. In

India ivory is extensively used in the inlaid work of

Bomb.ay, (to.,, and for furniture decoration generally ; arid

it is also cut into long slender filaments for making the
tails of state chowries or fly-flappers, which, both handle
and tail, are in many instances made of ivory.

All ivory dust, chilis, and pieces unsuitcd for working
are utilized by being converted into gelatin, which they
may be made to yield by prolonged boiling, or by being
calcined into ivory black. Confectioners are said to make
use of ivory dust as a basis for soups, and it forms an
excellent colourless size, employed for delicate purposes.
When ivory is calcined in a close chamber, in which there
is not enough oxygen to burn the carbon into carbonic
acid.the organic matrix is burnt into carbon with which
remain in the most intimate admixture the lime and mag-
nesium salts which had previously hardened it. Strange
to say, the calcined ivory retains its form and texture not-

withstanding the destruction of the organic matrix, and
specimens sometimes .show the engine-turning markings on
the cut surface with the ulmast distinctness. It is an

animal clmrco.d of yreut purity, and owes its delicacy and
particular propertiis to the extremely tine division of the

carbon particles. When ground up and mixed with appro-

priate media, it affords both to the oil and the water-

colour painter a most valuable black pigment ; it is also

used as an ingredient in the fine jjrintiug ink used for

engravings and etchings.

Attempts have been made to manufacture an artificial

ivory, but with no very satisfactory result. Billiard balls

and otlier small objects have been manufactured of celluloid,

a combination of gun cotton and camphor with ivory dust,

which becomes plastic at a temperature of about 2S0°,

and when cold is again quite hard and somewhat translu-

cent. I'laster copies or reproductions of artistic ivories

are prepared, under the name of fictile ivories, by casting

in very fine plaster of Paris tinted with yellow ochre, and

•subsequently treating the surface with a mixture of wax
and spermaceti or .steariuc. But it may fairly be said

that for the purjioscs to which ivory is ordinarily applied nu

substitute a|)proaches it cither in beauty or in those other

qualities which render it so agreeable and so Balisf.ictory a

material for th-e workman, whether carver, turner, or minia-

ture painter.

S,-c Dr lin-yiio, J'/iH. Tmus., 1737; Vmit, "(In tlic Ivorv

.Tinl 'J'cuih ot t'onniicrcc," in Joitrn. Hoc, t>/ Arts, 185G ; I.3'cl

Princ'pha of f:,-i<linjy\ lloyil J);uvkius, t'ltf'iiiirs Aalumf /liMor;

vul. ii. ; C. y. ToiiiL-s, j!cnttil Amttoiinj ; C":it;iIo^'iic of JIuiitcris

Mnseui.i, Koyal C^)l]i';^c ot Siiigcjiis ; ik)Iz;i])lli-l, Turning ait

.V>rJuau'oil Maii'pulatiuii ; Suntk Kcmiiujioa Itiindbuols. "Ivuiica'

Culoiicl Vuk-'s Marco Poh\ Du C'liaiUu, Ki}nittvrinl jlfricn; Itii

ton, Fuwt J^oohifjis in Unstcrn J/rica; TcHUfiit, Jahiifl of C'cyhti

llnwriu!:;, Kimjilom of Sinm ; . AVi'.steiHlarp, MittJicih tier fjrotjrojii

Or^i-Uschoft, Il;imbuig, la7S-9 ; I-uyaiil's Kincvrh (tnU ifs Jinnnin.

.Scliliciiiiiiui's llios. U'- ^- '^'-i

IVORY, ViicKT.vnLE. The plant yielding the vegetable

ivory of commerce is known to botanists as I'lojtrlqihtis

nuurocarpa, Ituiz and Pavon. It is a native of South

America, occurring chielly on the banks of the river

'Magdalena, Colombia, always found in damp localitie.-!, not

only, lion ever, on the lower coast region as in Darien, but

also at a considerable elevation above the sea. It is mostly

found in separate groves, not mixed with other frees or

shrubs, and where travellers tell us even heiUs are rarely

met with, " the ground appearing as if it had been swept."

The plant is severally known as the " Tagua " by the

Indians on the banks of the Magdalena, as the " Anta "

on the coast of Darien, and as the "Pullipunta" and
"Homero" in Peru. It is a stenile.^s or caulescent palm-'

like plant, the top of which is crowned with from twelve

to twenty very long [linnatiKd leaves. The plants are

dicccions, the males forming higher, more erect, and robust

trunks than tlie females. The male inflorescence is in the

form of a simple fleshy cylindrical spadix covered with

flowers
; the female flowers are also in a single spadix,

which, however, is shorter than in the male. The fruit

consists of a conglomerated head composed of six or seven

drupes, each containing from six to nine seeds, and the

whole being enclosed in a walled woody covering forming

altogether a globular head as large as that of a man.

A single plant sometimes bears at the same time from six

to eight of these large lieads of fruit, each weighing from

20 to 25 Itj. In its very young state the seed contains a

clear insipid fluid, which travellers- take advantage of to

allay thij-st. As it gets older this fluid becomes milky

and of a sweet taste, and it ^'ladually continues to change

both in taste and consistence until it becomes so hard as

to make it valuable as a substitute for animal ivory. In

their young and fresli state the fruits are eaten with avidity

by bears, hogs, and other anim.als. The seeds, or nuts as

they are usually called when fully ripe and hard, are

used by the American Indians for making small ornamental

articles and toys. They are imported into Britain in
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cdiisiJeruWc quantitiuf:, frequently under tho name of

"Cornzo" nuts, a name by which the fruits of some species

of AUaleii are known in Central America,— their uses

being chiefly for small articles of turnery. The question

of tho position of this plant in the vegetable kingdom is

one upon which botanists have been much divided. The
plant has at different times occupied the attention of such

well-known botanical authorities as Paiiz and Pavon, who
gave to it its scientific name of riiytele]>has manocarjia,

and ijf Marlins, Morron, Humboldt, Bonpland, Spruce, and

others, by wham it has been considered respectively to be

near to the P'thiu.-e or tho I'mitlaneof, or to belong to a

separate and distinct order, the I'ltijUlephaskx of IJrong-

niait. This order is now phred by Le JIaoiit and

Dccaisno between I'aliaex and J'anJnitece, and riiytelephas

is iif course retained in it a-i tho type,—one other genus

only, that of Wdltnia. being included.

IVOKY, J\Mi;s(17G.')-18t2), a Scottish mathematician,

nas born in Dundee in 1705. In 1779 he entered the

university of St Andrew.s, where after four years study
_

he graduatcil M.A., distinguishing himself especially as an

ardent and successful student of mathematics. Ho then

entered on a regular course of theological training; but,

after two sessions at St Andrews and one at Edinburgh, he

abandoned all idea of tho church, and in 17^0 settled in

his native lown as assisiant-teacher of mathematics and
natural philosophy in a newly established academy. Three

years later ho became partner in and niamger of a llax-

spimiing company at l)ouglastowii in Forfarshire, still,

however, prosetuting in momcHts of leisure his favcurito

studies. Ho was essentially a self-lrained inathematiciau,

and was not only deeply vcr>eil in the ancient and modern
geometry, but had also, what was extremely rare in his

country in those days, a full knowledge of the analytical

methods and discoveries of the Continental mathematicians.

His earliest memoir, deiling with an analytical expression

for tho rectification of the ellipse, is published in tho

Tninsiiclinns of tlv Jl'iynl Sucil)/ uf Edihlmijh for tho

year 17'JG; and this and his later papers on "Cubic
Equations" (l79'J)niid " Keiiler's rroblcm '' (1602) evince

great facility in the handling of algebraic formula'. In
1801 after the dissolution of the tiax-spinning company of

which he was manager, he obtained qne of the mathema-
tical chairs in the lioyal Jlililary College at Marlow (after-

waids removed to Sandhur.->() ; and till the year 181G,
when failing health obliged him to resign, he discharged

his piofossional duties with remarkable success. During
this pcrioil ho publiahcd in the Pliitosojiluenl Tnuisacdnux
several imporlant memoirs, which earned for him the
Copley medal in 1814. and ensured his election as a Fellow
of the lioyal Society in 1815. Of special importance in

the history of attractions is tho first of these earlier

memoirs (PhU. Tnnis., 1S09), in which the problem of

tho attraction of a homogeneous ellipsoid upon an external
point is reduced to the simpler case of the attraction of
another but related ellipsoid upou a corresponding point
interior to it. This beautiful theorem is known as Ivorj's
theorem. His later papers in tho riiilosopJiicnl Tntmac-
Iwiis treat of astronomical refractiuns, of planetary pertur-
bations, of equilibrium of fluid masses, ic. For his

invesligilions in tho first named of these ho received a
royal medal in 1S2G and again iu 1S39. In 1831, on the
recommendation of Lord Erongliani, King William I\^
granted him a ])ension of ,£300 per aiinum, and conferred
ou him Iho Hanovcrinn Giieliiliic order of knighthood.
His more purely scientific honours sufficiently prove the
high position he held among his contemporaries. Thus,
besides being directly connected with tho chief scientific

societies of hi,s own country, the' Fioyal Society of Edin-
burgh, the Royal Irish Academy, i-c.,Ue was corresponding

member of the Royal Academy of Sciences both of Paris

and Berlin, and of the Royal Society of Gottingen. He
died September 21, 1842.

IVOUV COAST, that part of the West African seaboard

which lies between the Grain Coast (now almost all belong-

ing to Liberia) and the Gold Coast, or between Cape
Palmas on tho west and the Assini river on the east.

Slightly different limits are assigned by different writers,

and part of the territory which belongs to the traditional

Ivory Coast is now ofKcially incorporated in the Gold
Coast region, the western limit of which is placed at 5° W.
long., a good way to the west of the Assini river. In the

older books of travel (both English and foreign) we often

find the alternative names Tooth Coast {Zahn-Kuste) or

Quaqua Coast, and less frequently the coast of the five

and six stripes (alluding to a kind of cotton fabric in favour

with the natives). The trade, in ivory has long lost its

importance, and at the present day there are very few

European trading stations in this part of Guinea. Fort

Nemour, Grand Bassam, Piccaninny Ba.ssam, Drewin. and
Walloo are the chief points of interest.

IVREA, the ancient i./joccir/m, a town of northern Italy,

capital of a district of the same name, is situated at the foot

of the Alps on an eminence at the southern extremity of the

beautiful and luxurious A'al d' Aosta, near the river Dora
Baltea, and at the termination of a branch railway line

from Chivasso, 29 miles north-north-east of Turin. It is

irregularly built, and has an antique and picturesque

appearance. The site of the old fortifications is, non-

occupied by promenades. The town possesses an old

citadel with three lofty brick towers ; a cathedral, sup-

posed to occupy the site of a temple of ApoUo; an ecclesi-

astical seminary, a gymnasium, and several convents and
benevolent institutions. The river is crossed by a Roman
bridge of one arch. There are important silk manufac-

tures, and a considerable trade in cheese, cattle, and other

produce of the Alps. The population of the town in 1871
was 5093.

Ivrca oocMj.icJ llie site of Uie oM Rom.in EjioreJia, wliich oiigin-

fllly ltcloli;;cJ to the bulassi, ain! rcceiv(.'J a Koiiutn colony aTmtit

100 D.c, tuuntled in flcrorJiiiicc uIlU the directions of the Sibylliiio

book,s. It afterwards became llie seat of the Lpngobardian dukes,
ami on the t-oiiifuestof the Loiif^obardsby Charlemagne it was mado
tliG ca]'ilal of a iuar<iuisnle. In 950 Bcrcnger II. of Ivrea suc-

ceeded iu iMouiUing tlie Italian llirone, but lie held this position for

onlya.short time. His giaiKlson Otlio Lecanie the founder of the

line of the dukes of LJin-gniuly. Ardiiin, marquis of Ivrea, again

asp'rctl to tliu throne of Italy alter tlie death of Otlio III. in 1002, and
albodisjmtod the jiossc.ssion of the imperial dignity with Heiny II,.

but was defeated uv Heioy in 10C3, after whieh Ivrea was incorpo-

rated wiih tlioeiiipu'o. In 1"24S the town and marquisatc were given
to the eonnts of Savoy. The town was occupied by the French in

1554, 1G41, and 1704. In 1796 they again made themselves masters
of it ; and, after losing it for some time, they reacquired it in ISOO,

and held it till 1814, making it the cajiital of the denartmeut of

Doire.

IVRY-SURSEINE, a town and commune of France,

in the arrondissement of Sceaux and the department of

Seine, is situated near tho left bank of the river Seine,

4 miles south-cast of Paris. It has an interesting old

church, but of the castle of the 17th century the fine gar-

dons are the chief memorial. In tho Petit Chateau died

the duchess of Orleans, mother of Louis-Philippe. Ivry

manufactures cordage, organs, glass, matches, manure, and
chemicals. Thete are numerous handsome villas and fine

gardens in the neighbourhood. The population in 187G
was 15,247.

Ivry-sur-Seine is of ancient fdlnidation. In a charter of Louis
IV. (U'Ontremer), its name appears as Ivriacum, and in contem-
porary doeuments as Yviiacum. The fort of Ivry played an import-
ant i>art in tlie' defence of Paris against the Germans in 1870-7^,
and in the Conmnmist stiuggle of the latter year. Ivry-ta-Eataille,

in the dcpaitmcnt of Enre, where Henry \X, \^on his victory ov-rr

the Leaguers in 1590. is not to Ic confounded with Ivry-sur-Seine.
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IVY (A. S., Ifig ; Germ., Epheu

;
perhaps connected with

opium, aTTLov) is the collective designation of certain species

Fio. 1 .—Eurnpean Ivy {Uedera Hdix). Half nat. sue.

and varieties of Hedera, the important alliances of whi(;h

are Aralia and Panax, which, with some twenty other

Flo. 2.

—

Hedera Hdix, var. Deltoidea. H.ilf nat. .size.

less-known genera, constitute the natural order Araliacex.

There are fifty species of ivy recorded in modern books, but

Fio. 3.—Fruiting Form oiHedem SeUx. Half nat. size,

•they may be reduced to three. The European ivy is the

Ifedera Helix of Linnieus (figs. 1-3), a plaait subject to in

finite variety in the forms and colours of its leaves, but the
tendency of which is always to a three-lobed form when
clhnbing and a regular ovate form of leaf when producing
fruit (fig. 3). The African ivy is II. canariensis, Willd. (fig.

4), otherwise known as the Irish ivy, a native of Africa and
the adjicent islands. This also varies, but in a less degree
than H. Helix, from which its leaves differ in their larger

size, rich deep green colour, and a prevailing tendency to

Fio. 4.—African J\y {ll'thra catntrieiisis). Half nat. size.

a five-lobed outline. When in fruit the leaves are usually

tliree-lobed, but they are sometimes entire and broadly

ovate. The Asiatic ivy is H. colchira, Koch (fig. 6), other-

wise known as H. rxi/neriana and H. rnyusina. This has

ovate, obscurely three-lobed leaves of a coriaceous texture

and a deep green colour ; in the tree or fruiting form the

leaves are narrower than in the climbing form, and without

anv trace of lobes. Distinctive characters are also to be

Fio. 5.—Asiatic Ivy (^Hedera colckica). One-thirJ nat. size.

found in the appendages of the pedicels and calyx, H.

Helix having six-rayed stellate hairs, H. canariensis

fifteen-rayed hairs, and H. colckica yellowish two-lobed

scales. A revision of the natural order He.deracese by the

late Dr B. Seemann will be found in the Journal ofSoLany,

1864-5-6.

It is of the utmost importance to note the difference
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fif cli.u'.-^.ctcr.-i 01 the same ppecies of ivy in its two con

ilitions of climlnug find fruiting. The first stage of

growth, which we will siiiipnse to be from the seed, is

essentially s.-aiident. and the leaves are lobed more or less.

Thi.s sta'40 is acconiiianied with a [jlentiful production of

the rl.is'.ers liy means of which the plant becomes attach-d

and oliiains support. \Vhen it has reached the .summit of

the tree or tower, the stem.'; being no longer able to main-

tain a perpendicular attitude fall over and become horizontal

or pendent. Coiucidently with this change they cease to

liroduce clasper.s, and the leaves are strikingly modified in

form, being ncjw narrower and less lobed than on the

ascending stems. In due time this tree-like growth pro-

duces terminal umbels of greeni.sh flowers, which are five-

divided, with the .styles united into a very short one. These

flowers are succeeded by smooth black or yellow berries,

containing two to five seeds. The yellow-berried ivy is

met with in northern India and in Italy, but in northern

Kurope it is known only as a curiosity of the garden,

where, if sufficiently sheltered and nourished, it becomes

an exceedingly beautiful and fruitful tree.

It is stated in books that same forms of syivestral ivy

never flower, but a negative declaration of this kind is

valueless. Syivestral ivies of great age may be found in

woods on the western coasts of Britain that liave apparently

never flowered, but this is probably to be explained by

tlieir inability to surmount the trees supporting them, for

until the plant can spread its branches horizontally in full

d.iylight, the flowering or tree-like growth is never formed.

As regards the claspcrs, respecting which various views

l^revail, they are verilalile roots, as may be proved by
planting an ivy in a damp fern case, when the claspers

ucipiire a new character and penetrate tlie soil and perform

all the functions of roots, suggesting that the hard felt-like

form in which tiifey appear on old ivy stems is the

consequence simply of an arrest of development. AVe

occasionally see ivies in towers completely isolated from
the soil through the destruction of their stems. In these

cases the claspers penetrate the structure, and in the

capacity of roots obtain the needful sustenance, and the

[ilant lives though no longer deriving nourishment from
the earth.

A question of great practical importance arises out of

the relation of the plant to its means of support. A
moderate growth of ivy is not injurious to trees : still the

tendency is from the first inimical to the prosperity of the

•tree, and at a certain stage it becomes deadly. Therefore

the growth of ivy on trees .should be kept witliiu reasonable

boynds, more especially in the case of trees that are of

special value for their beauty, history, or the quality of

their timber. In regard to buildings clothed with ivy,

there is nothing to be feared so long as the plant does not

[icnetrato the substance of the wall by means of any fissure.

Shpuld it thrust its way in, the natural and continuous
expansion of its several parts will nece.ssarily hasten the

decay of the edifice. But a fair growth of ivy on sound
walls tliat afl'ord no entrance beyond the superficial attach-

ment of the claspers is, without any exception whatever,

beneficial. It promotes dryness and warmth, reduces to a
minimum the' corrosive action of the atmosphere, and is

altogether ns conservative as it is beautifuk

The economical uses of the ivy are not of great import-
ance. The wnod is used by leather cutters to sharpen their

knives. From the trunk a resinous substance is obtained
called " ivy gum," which is employed for the relief of

toothache. The leaves are eaten greedily by horses, deer,

cattle, and sheej), and in times cf scarcity have proved
useful. • The flowers afford a good supply of honey to bees

;

and, as they appear in autuun, they occasionally make
amends for the shurtcomlngsof the season,. The berries

are eaten by wood pigenns, blackbirds, and thrushes.

From all parts of the [ilant a balsamic bitter may be

obtained, and this in the form of htrlerir acid is the only

preparation of ivy known to chemists.

In the garden the use.- of the ivy are innumerable, and

the least known though not the least valuable of them is

the cultivation of the plant as a bush or tree, the fruiting

growth being selected tor this purpose. The variegated

tree forms of //. Htlix, with leaves of creamy white, golden

green, or rich deep orange yellow, soon prove handsome

miniature trees, that thrive almost as well in smoky town

gardens as in the pure air of the country, and that no

ordinary winter will injure in the least. The tree-form of

the Asiatic ivy {U. culrhica) is scarcely to be equalled in

beauty of leafage by any evergreen shrub known to English

gardens, and, although in the ccmrse of a few years it will

attain to a stature of 5 or 6 feet, it is but rarely we meet

with it, or indeed with tree ivies of any kind ; but little

attention hitherto having been given to this subject. The

scandent forms are more generally appreciated, and are

now much empiluycd in the formation of marginal lines,

screens, and trained pyramids, as well as fi>r clothing walls.

A very striking example of the capabilities of the

commonest ivies, when treated artistically as garden ['lants,

may be seen in the Zoological Gardens of Amsterdam,

where several paddocks are enclosed with wreaths, garlands,

and bands of ivy in a most picturesque manner.

The ivies known in gardens number about si.xty varieties,

the whole of which are figured and described in I'he Ivi/f

a Monograph, by Shirley Hibberd, 1872. To cultivata

these is an extremely simple matter, as they will thrive in

a poor soil and endure a considerable depth of shade, so

that they may with advantage be planted under trees. The
common Irish ivy is often to be seen clothing the ground

beneath large j'ew trees where grass would not live, and it

is occasionally planted in graveyards in London to form an

imitation of grass turf, for which purpose it is admirably

suited.

The ivy, like the holly, is a scarce plant on the American

continent. In the northern United Stiites and British

America the winters are not more severe than the ivy can

endure, but the summers are too hot and dry, and tho

requirements of the plant have not often obtained attention.

In d'stricts where native ferns abound the ivy will be

found to thrive, and the varieties of lledera Helix should

have the preference. But in the drier districts ivies might

often be planted on the north side of buildings, and, if

encouraged with water and careful training for three or

four years, would then grow rapidly and train tlieniselves.

A strong light is detrimental to the growth of ivy, but this

enhances its value, for we have no hardy pjlants that may be

compared with it fqr variety and beauty that will endure

shade with equal patience. (s. H.)

LXION, a hero of Thessalian legend, was king of Gyrton.

As a punishment for the murder of his father-in-law,

Deioneus, madness came upon him, until Zeus purified him
of his crime and received him as a guest in Olympus.
yEschylus uses him as the type of a guilt-laden mortal

purified and pardoned by divine grace, and the mythical

representative of all later penitents {Evm., 4 41). fxion

abused his pardon by trying to seduce Hera ; but tho

goddess substituted for herself a cloud, by which he became

the father of the Centaui's. Zeus bound him on a fiery

wheel, which rolls unceasingly through the air. The wheel

is one of the commonest symbols of the sun, and Ixion is

clearly the sun-god, and a form of Zeus. His wife Dia is,

as her name shows, the consort of Zens ill., xiv. .31 7;. and

her son Pirithous is called .son of Zuus ns well as of Ixion.

Nephele, fhe cloud, occurs also as wife of Zeus-Athamas,

as here of Zeus-Ixion
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THIS letter is a modified I. If we consider its place

, in the alphabet immediately after I, and the corre-

sponding position 6f V and W after U, we are naturally led

to conclude that the new letter was intentionally formed by

some one who wished to have a special symbol to denote

the palatal consonant y, into which i readily passes, just

as xo denotes the labial consonant into which u passes.

For the symbol is a new one. It is not found in the

Latin alphabet, in which I was employed alike for the

vowel and consonant—though sometimes the I was

doubled for the consonant. So far, however, as we can

see, J in its origin was nothing but a fancy of the scribes.

In 15th century English MSS. the t'-symbol was drawn a

little below the line to denote J, and by degrees this was

curled slightly to the left. Again in writing numbers such

as vii, viii, it was usual to write uij, uiij, itc. This was

imitxted in early printing, and hence arose J, the earliest

regularly curled form. At the same time we find only I

in capitals, not J—a modern letter made to correspond with

little J. This at least seems to have been the history of

the symbol in England, and possibly the French history is

similar.

It follows from this that the value of J ought to have

been in all, languages, not that which it has with us, nor

yet that which it has in France, but that which it has in

Germany, c^r., in " Jahr," our "year,"—which is retained

by us in the borrowed Hebrew word " Hallelujah." But
generally in English J denotes the sound which is best

represented by dzli ; in this compound Hi represents the

French y-sound : the difference between the two may be

well seen by comparing the English " John " with French
" Jean " (Engl. J = dzli, Fr. J = zli). J, however, is not the

only symbol which we employ to represent this sound ; we
also USD G in " gem," " gin," and GE at tlie end of words

such as " edge," hedge," " wedge," " knowledge," " singe "
;

while the jA-sound (which is the sonant corresponding to

the surd sh in " shall," " wish," &c.) is never represented

with us by J, but by numerous other letters, e.g., in rouye

(a word borrowed from the French), pleasure, division,

aiure. See A. J. Ellis, Early English Pronvnciaiion, c.

vi.

The way in which tliis t/j/i-sound arose eeems to have

been as follows. In mediaeval Latin an inorganic c?-sound

Was produced before a y-sound,—sometimes when medial, as

in "ma-d-iu3"for "mains," sometimes initial, as in "diacere,"

for " iacere." This arose from a careless pronunciation of

the palatal y. That sound has been liable to obscuration

in many languages—notably in Greek, in which a 8 was de-

veloped before it to a very remarkable degree ; see Curtius,

Grundziige, book iii. D. iii. A simple example may be

Been in the particle SiJ, which is identical with German
." ja " our " yea ": the sound of the word was originally ya

;

then in Greek a d sprang up before the y, producing dyd
;

and finally the y was expelled altogether, leaving the d-

sound alone. Sometimes a double sound was produced
(denoted by the symbol ?) as in l^-qjiia for ((/)'yam-ia or

i\ivit,u> for i\mB-yo ; here the sound may have been di/i,

but was more probably dg; be this as it may, the change

in Greek, which produced a great effect upon the language,

may help us to understand how the d sprang up in late

Latin, and how the compound sound dzh was perpetuated

in Italian—but there represented by ffi, as in " giacere,"
" Giacomo,'' itc.—and in Old French, in which language

it passed at a later time into the modem jS-sound described

above. But it was introduced into England from France

with its original value in French words. The sounJ.

however, had already existed lu England in words ol

Teutonic origin, the class already mentioned ending in ge
;

". edge " was originally spelt " ecg," and was doubtless

sounded as we -now sound "egg "
; but the final ji-sound

had been palatized, though probably not before the 13th

century. These are the two sources of the c/.Vi-sound in

England, and it is noteworthy that the sound when final

has never been spelt withj, as though a consciousness of

the difference of origin in these cases lingered on in the

language. A parallel change (but much more common)
has taken place in the Z'-sound : thi.s passed into a c/i-sound

in very many words and not merely at the end, but also

at the beginning as in "chill," "child," "church," &c.,

and this c/i-sonnd is not the simple palatal ch, but tsh,

which therefore bears exactly the same relation to k as dzh

{o\XT j) bears to g.

It appears then that the symbol J ceased to have its

proper signification in Euglish by connexion with that of

another compound sound borrowed from the French.

Meanwhile another symbol Y was being prepared to do

the Work of J. G at the beginning of a word was often

weakened into the y-sound : thus "gentv" (comp.

German " genug ") became " ynow," our " enough." Then
the old English form of g (that is, 3) was used to express

this y-sound, and out of it the symbol y was gradually

developed, while the French form (g or nearly so) was

kept for the momentary sound.

In Spanish the symbol J denotes the momentary sound

corresponding to y,—that is, the palatal denoted by ck in

German, and heard also in Scotland, e.g., in "loch."

JABALPUK, or Jubbulpoke,^ a British district in the

commissionership of the Central Provinces, India, between
21° 12' and 23° 56' N. lat., and between 76° 40' and 81°

35' E. long., is bounded on the N. by Panna and Maihar,

on the E. by Eewah, on the S. by the districts of Mandla,

Seoul, and Narsinhpur, and on the W. by Damoh district.

Jabalpur consists of a long narrow plain running north-

east and south-west, and shut in on all sides by highlands.

This plain, which forms an ofi"slioot from the great valley

of the Nerbudda, is covered in its western and southern

portions by a rich alluvial deposit of black cotton-soil. At

Jabalpur town the soQ is sandy, and water plentiful near

the surface. The north and east belong to the Ganges

and Jumna basins, the south and west to the Nerbudda
basin. Thus Between Jabalpur and Mirzdpur lies the great

watershed betwixt the Gulf of Cambay and the Bay of

Bengal. The Nerbudda flows through the district for

70 miles from east to west, passing about 9 miles below

Jabalpur town through the famous marble rocks, where it

throws itself from a rocky ledge with a fall of 30 feet,

called Dhudn-dhar, or the " misty shoot."

The population was estimated in 1S77 at 555,796 ; but a more

careful census taken in 1872 returned it at 628,859, of whom
270,237 were males and 258,622 females. The ethnical diyiiion

in 1877 showed—Europeans, 776 ; Eiu-asians, 201 ; aboriginal

tribes, 105,349 ; Hindus, 416,770 ;
Mahometans, 27,282; Buddhists

and Jains, 3654. Jabalpur, the capital, which has a population of

55488, is the only town with more than 5000 inhabitants. Of the

total area of 3918 squar(! miles, only 1320 «re cultivated, but 1308

more are returned as cultivable. • Of the cultivated land 3949 acres

are irrigated—entirely by private enterprise. Cereals, rice, cotton,

and oil-seeds are th£ principal crops. The district is rich in garden

' The division of Jabalpur or Jubbulpove is one of the fonr which

make up the Central Provinces. It comprises the districtii of Jabalpur,

Sa!;ar (Saugor), Damoh, Seoni, .and Mandla, has an area of IS'.Sei square

miles, and in 1878 had a populaiion of 1,839,100.
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produce, raising, Iresidre llif onlmarf tnJian fruits, penches, pme-

apples, strawberries, ana (lOtatoes. B(\tli the plains .inJ the liielv

lauds are woll wooded ; the forest produce is of considerable value,

consisting of lac aud guni, and t-ssar silk. The trade of tlie district

converges at Jalialpur town, which is one of tlie most important

railway centres in India, being ut the junction of the Great Indiau

Peninsula and East Indiau sj-stems. One of the chief manufactures

is iron. The most productive mines aie at Dabwdra, Agaria, aud

Janti ; but the most imjwrtant are those of the Kumbhi pargana,

which supply Pandgur, the chief seat of the iron industry in the

district The other manufactures include brass utensils, cotton

cloth, and leather articles. Coal is found at several places. The
total revenue in 1876-77 was £76,013. The number of Government

or aided schools was 125, attended by 7015 pupils. The climate is

healthy, and the temperature extremely moderate. As a rule, the

hot weather extends only over two months, and, except immediately

before the rains, is not oppressive. The rains last from early in

June until the latter part of September. Tho prevailing diseases of

the district are fevers and dysentery. Cholera and small-pox are

occasional visitants, and influenza at times assumes the character of

an epidemic. In 1876 eight charitable dispensaries afforded medical

relief to 35,795 indoor and outdoor patients.

The early history of Jabalpur is unknown ; but inscriptions record

tlie existence during the 11th and 12th centuries of a local line of

princes of that ilaihai race which is so closely connected with the

history of Gondwdna. In the 16th century the Gond raja of Garhu
Mandla extended his power over fifty-two districts, including the

present Jabalpur. During the minority of his grandson, Asat

khan, the viceroy of Kara Manikpur. conquered the Garlia princi-

pality and held it at first as an independent chief. Eventually he
resigned his pretensions, and submitted himself to the emperor
Akbar. The Delhi power, however, enjoyed little more than a
nominal supremacy ; and the princes of Garha Mandla maintained
a practical independence until their subjugation by the governors of

Sagar (Saugor) in 1781. In 1798 the peshwa granted the Nerbudda
valley to the Bhonsla princes of Ndgpur, who continued to hold
the district until the British occupied it after an engagement on
the 19th December 1817. At iirst the Sagar and Nerbudda territories

were governed by a commissioner in subordination to the resident

at Nagpur ; but in 1861 Jabalpur was formed into a separate district

of the Central Provinces.

Jabalpue, or Jubbulpoee, the headquarters of the

above district, is situated in 23° 1 1' N. lat., 79° 59' E. long.,

in a rocky basin, at an elevation above sea-level of about

1458 feet, 165 miles north-east from Nigpur, and 108
miles south-east from S4gar. The numerous gorges in the

neighbouring rocks have been taken advantage of to

surround the town with a series of lakes, which, shaded by
fine trees, and bordered by fantastic crags and massy
boulders, add much beauty to the suburbs. The town
itself is modern, and is laid out in wide and regular streets.

A streamlet separates the civil station and cantonment
from the town ; but, though the climate is mild, a swampy
hoUow beneath renders the site unhealthy for Europeans.

Jabalpur contains a school of industry, where tents and
carpets are largely manufactured. The opening of the

railway system has immensely developed the trade of

Jabalpur, which has now become one of the most important
centres of commerce in the Central Provinces. In 1875-7C
the total imports were valued at £567,000, the chief items
being piece-goods, wheat, sugar, metals, salt, rice, country
cloth, oil-seeds, spices, gh'i, oil, inferior grains, lac, and raw
cotton. The total exports, principally raw cotton and
wheat, were valued at X 160,000. The population, almost
entirely Hindu, was 55,188 in 1877.
•JABIRU, according to Marcgrave' the Brazilian name

of a bird, subsequently called by Linnseus Mycteria
americana, one of the largest of the Storks, CiconUdx,
which occurs from Mexico southwards to the territory of

the Argentine Republic. It stands between 4 and 5 feet

in heiglit, and is conspicuous for its massive bill, slightly

upturned, and its entirely white plumage ; but the head
and neck are bare and black, except for about the lower
third part of tho latter, which is bright red in the living

^ An apparently accidental transposal of two of the figures given by
this author (Hist. Nat. Brasilim, pp. 200, 201) misled several of his
successors from Piso to Brisson, until noticed by De Bufi'on {liist. NaU
Oiseaux, viL pp. 280-286).

13-20

bird. ,Very nearly allied to iFtjcferia, and also commonly

called Jabirus. are the birds cf the genera Xenorhynchus

and Eijhippiorhynchus—the former containing one or -

(in the opinion of some) two species, X. australis and X,

indicns, and the latter one only, E. senegaleiisin. These

belong to the countries indicated by their names, and differ

chiefly by their feathered head and neck, while the last is

sometimes termed tho Saddle-billed Stork from the very

singular shape of its b6ak. Somewhat more distantly

related are the gigantic birds, known to Europeans in.

India and elsewhere as Adjutants, belonging to the genus

LeptoptUus, distinguished by their sad-coloured plumage,

their black scabrous head, and their enormous tawny pouch,

which depends occasionally somo 16 inches or more in

length from the lower part of the neck, and Beems to ba.

f&i^^Se^

Jabiru.

connected with tho respiratory, and not, as commonly
believed, with the digestive system. In many parts of

India L. dubius, the largest of these birds, the Hargila as

Hindus call it, is a most efficient scavenger, sailing aloft

at a vast lieight and descending on the discovery of offal,

though frogs and fishes also form part of its diet It

familiarly enters the large towns, in many of which on
account of its services it is strictly protected from injury,

and, having satisfied its appetite, seeks the repose it has

earned, sitting with its feet extended in front in a most
grotesque attitude. A second and smaller species, L.

javanicus, has a more southern and eastern range ; while a

third, L. crumenifer, of African origin, and often known
as the Marabou-Stork, gives its name to the beautifully

soft feathers so called, though our markets are mostly

supplied with them by the Indian species (in which they

form the lower tail-coverts), if not, as some suppose, by-

Vultures, (a. n.)

JABORANDI, a name popularly applied in a generic

manner ia Brazil and South America to a number of

different plaiits, all of which possess more or less marked

sialogogue and sudorific properties. In the year. 1 875 a
drug was introduced under the above name to the notice ci£

XIII. — c:
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medical men in France Sy Dr Coutmho of Pernambuco, its

botanical source being then unknown. A\ hen examined

by Professor BaiUon, the fragments of leaves were found

to belong to Pilocarpus peHniiiijolius, Lem., of the natural

order Rataceai. About the same time Holmes found that

the commercial drug iu England consisted also to some

extent of P. Selloanus, Engl., and his statement was after-

wards confirmed by BaiUon, and also by Balansa, the

latter of whom observed that species to be employed in

Asuncion, and collected for exportation to Europe. P.

pennatifolius is a slightly branched shrub about 10 feet

high, growing in the eastern provinces of Brazil. The
compound imparipinnate leaves, which are placed alternately

on the stem, are often \\ feet long, and consist of from 2

to 5 pairs of opposite leaflets, the terminal one having

a longer pedicel than the others. . The leaflets are oval,

Jabor.indi—a, leaf (rcduce'l) ; 6, leaflet (natural iii/:e} ; c, flower
;

d, Iruit (u.atiu-al size).

lanceolate, entire, and obtuse, and often slightly emargi-

nate, from 3 to 4 inches long and 1 to H inch broad

in the middle. When held up to the light they may be

observed to have scattered all over them numerous pellucid

dots or receptacles of secretion immersed in the substance

of the leaf. The leaves in size and texture bear some

resemblance to those of the cherry-laurel {Prunns Lcmro-

rerasns, L.), but are less polished on the upper surface.

The flowers, which are produced iu spring and early

summer, are borne on a raceme, 6 or 8 inches long, and

the fruit consists of 5 carpels, of which not more than

two or three usually arrive at maturity. These present

the characters of the natural order to which the plant

belongs. (See Pliaim. Jonrv,., ser. 3, vol. v. p. 682.)

P. Selloanus difl'ers from the above chiefly in the leaves

never being hairy and in the longer and more elender

pedicels of the flowers. The leaves are the i^nrl of the

plant usually importt'd, although occasionally the stems

and roots are attached to them. The active iiiinciple for

which the name /lU'icar/fiia; suggested by iiohiies, was

ultimately adupteil, was discovered almost simultaneously

by Hardy in France and Gerrard in England, but was first

obtained in a pure stute by Petit of Paris. It is an

alkaloid, of a soft viscous character, slightly soluble in

water, and very soluble in alcohol, ether, and chloruforni.

It strongly rotates the plane of polarizition to the right,

and forms crystalline salts of which the nitrate, hydrochlo-

rate, and phosphate are those chiefly used iu medicine. The

nitrate and phosphate are insoluble in ether, chloroform,

and benzol, while the hydroclilorato and hydrobromate

dissolve both in these menstrua and in water and alcohol

;

the sulphate and acetate being deliquescent are not

employed medicinally. The formula of the alkaloid is

given by Kingzett as CjiH^^N^, -H 4Hp. The volatile

oil contained in the leaves was found by Hardy to be a

complex body consisting of pilorarpnie, which is a dextro-

gyre hydrocarbon, sp. gr. 0'S52, boiling at 178° C. (352'-4

Fahr.), of another hydrocarbon boiling at 250° C. (492°

Fahr.), and a third boiling at a still higher temperature,

and forming a colourless transparent solid.

The physiological action of jaborandi is that of an

extremely powerful diaphoretic and sialogogue. It acts as

a sedative on the heart, probably influencing the circulation

through the terminal branches of the vasomotor nerves, and

widening the arteries and lessening their tension. The
alkaloid does not cause the nausea and vertigo often

resulting from the use. of the crude drug. Atropine and

pilocarpine have been proved to possess antagonistic and

mutually antidotal properties. Jaborandi, in the form of

liquid extract, tincture, or alkaloid, has been found useful

in some forms of chronic pneumonia, in relieving pleuritic

effusion in dropsy, in diabetes insipidus, in Bright's disease,

as a galactogogue, and more recently in diphtheria. In

small doses it restrains the perspiration of phthisis. It

has also been proposed as a remedy for hydrophobia.

A.S a mydriatic pilocarpine is said to possess an advantage

over eserine, inasmuch as it contracts the pupil of the eye

to an eq\ial extent, while it produces le=s irritation of the

conjunctiva, less supraorbital pain, and less spasm of the

accommodating apparatus.

According to Peckolt the following are known in some

of the Brazilian provinces as jaborandi :

—

Serronia Jahor-

andiy Guill,, Piper reticitlatum^ L., P. nodulosmn^ Link.,

Artanthc mollicoma, Miq., Avlletia IrifoUa, Rich., A'aii-

t/ioxi/liim eler/ans, Engl. To these may be added Piper

ritrifuliiim. Lam. Only one of them appears to have

undergone chemical examination. In 1875 Parodi isolated

from the Serronia Jahoraniti a crystalline alkaloid

C,„Hp,N.,0|;, which he named jahorandine. It is slightly

soluble in ether, has but a weak aflSnity for acids, and

appears to belong to the piperine group ; at the same time

a volatile oil of an acrid and biting taste was also obtained

from the plant.

See Fknrmacographiu, 2d cd., p. 113 ; Stille and Maisch, Nalional

Dispcnsatm-y^ 1879 ; Bentley and Trimen, Mcdichml Plmits, No.

48; Kingsett, Jonm. Uhcm. Soc, Oct. 1876, p. 367; Hardy, in

Pharmaceutical Journal (3) vi. p. 565, vii. p. 496 ; Holmes, Ibid,

(3) v. pp. 581, 641, 784 ; and other papers in tlie saloe journal and
ia Brilish i[cUicul Journal, 1875, 1876, 1877. (E. M. H.)

JACA, a frontier city of Spain, in the province of

Huesca, formerly capital of a partido in the kingdom of

Aragon, is situated on the left bank of the Aragon, at an

elevation of 2333 feet above the sea-level. It is the seat

of a bishop, and the most important of the public buildinga

is the massive cathedral, the colistruction of which was

begun under King Eamiro in 1040. The industries of the

city are unimportant. Its population in 1877 was 4155.i
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The diligence road from Zaragoza to Pau by the Puerto de

Caiifraiic passes through Jaca.

The origin nf tlic city is- unknown. Tho Jaccctani {'laKKriTavot)

are nK'ntiijiitil ;u ono of the must rclcbnitfd o( tliu numerous small

tiibcsiuli^iliilinytlic busin olthi-'Ebro by StKiLo (|i. lUI), wno a.bJs

tliiit thi-ir ti-niti.ry was tho thi'.itru of thu wars bctw.-on Hcrtoiins

;iim1 I'Drnpcy, an. I iitti-rwanls bttwiLMl romiity's son Scxtiis and tliu

f;.niTaIs of CL'sar. They are prolsilily idfutiial witli tlic Laci-tani

III' Livy (xsi. UU, lit) and Ca'sar (/-'.t'., i. 601. Jacaat an early [.criod

<if tliu invasiuu Icll into tlic ]ll..^.^c.ssion of the Jloiirs, by wlicsc

writfrs it is referred to undir tlie name of Uyiika ns one of tlio cliief

jdai-es in tlie liroviinc of .S.iiknsta (Zarayoza). 'J'bc date of its

11-coniiuest is umertain, but it must liave b.en before the time of

liamiro, wlw fjave it tlic title of " city," ami in TOti:j liild witliin its

walls a eouncil, wliieli, inasmuch as the ik'OjiIc were called in to sanc-

tion its decrees, is re;;ardcd as li.'iviiig been of great imiiortaucc in

llic history of the ]iarii.inicntary institutions of the pcuiiisida. The
origin. il

" fucro" of .laca is one of the oldest extant. In J705Juia

VMS the oidy city which stood out hir King I'ldliii, from whom, in

<.-iiusc.[uence. it received the title of "niuy iiolile, niuy leal y vcncc-

<lnia." In tliu war of iiidc|iendcncc in 1809 it .-uricudcrcii to the

i'reiich-; it also yielded to Ue-ncral Jlina in 1814

JACAMAU, a word formed by Brissou from Jacnvin-i,

the ISraziliaii name of a bird, as given by Jfarcgrave, and

since adopted in most European tongues for the Biiecie.s to

which it was firiit applied and others allied to it, furm-

•ing the Family. G'lUinllht} of ornithologists, the precise

position of which is uncertain, since the best authorities

<litl'cr greatly thereupon. All will agree that the Jacainars

belong to the great heterogeneous group called by Nitzsch

I'icn-iiv, but further iuto detail it is hardly safe to go.

The 0'i/':idi'l:t have zygodactylous feet, lil<e tho CucnlicLv,

JSitccnu'ulx, and J'iridn; they also resemble both the latter

in laying glossy white eggs, but in this respect they bear the

same resemblance to the J/unioliila', A/i-a/iniLr, Jfn-u/iuUv,

and some other groups, to which affinity has been claimed

for them. In tlie opinion of >Ir Sclater- the Jucamars

form two groups—one consisting of the single genus antl

species Jiin(iwio/:s (iiiirits {J. r/rainlis of most authors),

and the other inchuliug all the rest, namely, L'iuf/a/b<i with

two species, Giilhnla witli nine, BniclnitinUja with five, and

Jiuatiiandi-yim and dnlhalci/rht/nchtis with one each. They
are all rather small birds, tlie largest known being little

over 10 inches in length, with sharply pointed bills, and

the plumage in every case, more o.r less resplendent with

golden or bronze retle.vions, but at the .same time compara-

tively soft. Jacumnralnjiiit tridacti/ln differs from all the

rest in possessing but three toes (as its name indicates) on

each foot, the hallex being deficient. With the exception

of GidhiiUi melannyciiia, which is found also in Central

America and southern Mexico, all the Jacamars inhabit the

tropical 'portions of South America eastward of the Andes,

Calhida riifiatudii, however, extending its range to the

islands of Trinidad and Tobago.'' Very little is known of

the habits of any of the species. They are seen sitting

motionless on trees, sometimes solitarily, at otliej' times in

companies, whence they suddenly dart off at any passing

insect, catch it on the wing, and return to their perch. Of
their nidilication almost nothing has been recorded, but the

species above-mentioned as occurring in Tobago is said by
"Mr Kirk—apparently the only European observer of the

mode of propagation in these birds— to make its nest in

marl-baidcs, digging a hole about an inch and a half in

diameter and some 18 inches deep. From tho accounts

* Gitlhiilii was first ai»|iliecl to Marcgr.ivi-'H bird by Mtelu^injj. It is

.-tnother form of Cithjidita^ and sccuis to have been ouo of thy tunny
names of tbo Gol.len Oriole. Kec ICTF.IU's (vol. xii. p. 1)06).

* A M-iw'fjtniili nf tlh^ Jnctiiiiiira aiut i'ltjf-hirtls, 4to, Loudon (iii

course of i>ubIic;itioii).

^ The sin;^ular apiicaranrc, recorded by Canon '^ri.stj'ani (Zoohi^!^.

p. 3906), of a bird of this specie-* in Liiicobishnc seems l-.- leqiiii^o

notice. No :iistaiiec sccuis to be known of any Jaraiiiar havii.fj l-ccn

icpt in confinement or bruiir:bt to this roiinlry alive. The fact, if

each it be, is therefore more liilli.-iilt of cxiilauatiuu tlum tUe occur-

iimce of Dr Plot's Toucan near 0.\for<L
'

received by other travellers we may possibly infer that

more of the Family possess the same habit. (a. n.)

JACANA,'' the Brazilian name, according to Marcgrave,
of certain birds, since found to have-some allies in other

parts of the world, which are also very generally called by
the .same appellation. They have been most frequeutly

classed with the, Water-hens or Rails [Ualiidx), but are

now recognized by many sy^tematists as forming a separate

Family, Farridu:,-' whose leaning seems to be rather

towards the Limlcolx, as apparently first suggested by
Blyth, a view which is supported by the osteological

observations of Profes-sor Parker (Pi-oc, Zvol. Society, 1863,

p. 513), though denied by Professor A. Milne-Edwards

(Ois. foss. de la France, ii. p. 110). The most obvious

characteristic of this group of birds is the extraordinary

length of their toes and claws (llie latter being turned

UDwards), whereby they are enabled to walk with easB

-^ .M'A
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over water-lilies and other aquatic plants growing in rivers

and lakes. It is also remarkable for the carpal spnrs with

which its members are armed. The Family has been divided

into four genera,—of which Farm, as now restricted,

inhabits South America ; Mclnpidins, hardly differing from

it, ha.s representatives in Africa, JIadagascar, and the Indian

Begion; Jlydratector, also very nearly allied to Parra,

belongs to the northern portion of the Australian Eegion

;

and Uydrophctsianus, the most extravagant form of the

whole, is found in India, Ceylon, and China—the draughts-

men of the country last named making it a favourite subject

of their pictures, in which its flowing tail and the very

peculiar filamentous appendages to the tip of its first and

fourth primaries are generally faithfully represented. In

habits the Jacanas have much in common with the '^''ater-

hens, but that fact is insufficient to warrant the affinity

asserted to exist between the two groups ; for in their

osteological structure, as already implied, there is much

difference, and the resemblance seems to be only that of

analogy. The Punidx, or at least such of them as have

been sufficiently observed, lay very peculiar eggs, of a rich

olive-brown colour, in most cases closely marked with dark

lines, thus presenting an appearance by which they niay be

readily known from those of any other birds, though an

approach to it is occasionnlly to.be noticed in those of

certain Liini.'ol.T, and especially of certain Cliarddiiidee.

Tlie "cnus ruhmcdca. consisting of the bird very commonly

In prunuuriation the c is soft, an.l tho accent phcol ou the fart

Byll.ablc. ——.<-•
° The classic Pan-a is l>y some aiUhors thought to have- beenilio

Golden Ormlo (cf. ICTr.Kl.-s), while others siijiposu it was a Jay oc Pie;

The word seems to have been inipoHed into Ornithology by Aldre-

v.anibis, but the reason which prompted Linna'us to apply it, as lie

seems fll^t to have done, to a bird of this group, caunot be satis-

factorily stated.
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"caited tlie Horned Screamer, was at one time thought to

be allied to this Family, but is now, by almost common
consent, relegated to the neighbourhood of the Geese
(jl«'((/(/,r), though forming a separate Family. (a. n.)

JACINTH, a name given to the reddish-brown variety

of zircon, known also as llijacinth. The liyacinthus of

ancient writers appears to have been our sapphire, or blue
corundum, while the jacinth or hyacinth of modern
mineralogists may have been the ancient lynmrium. The
true jacintli is a silicate of zirconium, crystallizing in tho
dimetric or tetragonnl system, and exhibiting strong double
refraction. Jts hardness is denoted by 7'5

; that is to say,

it is harder than quartz but not so hard as topaz. The
most distinctive feature of the stone, serving to distinguish

it from other minerals with which it is likely to be con-

founded—such as garnet, topaz, and cairngorm—is its high
specific gravity; tliis varies, however, in different varieties

of zircon from 4'05 to 4'75. On ignition, most zircons

increase in density without loss of weight; but Professor

Church has shown that the jacinth of Mudgee, when heated,

remains practically unchanged in density, though it loses

colour. It is only when the native silicate cif zirconium pre-

sents aTed colour that it is known as jacinth or hyaciirth,

—

those varieties which arc of yellow brown and green colours

being distinguished, if transparent, by the name oi Javt/oon,

while the dull-coloured varieties, more or less opaque, are

termed simply zircon. The lustre of the zircon when
polished is of the peculiarly brilliant character designated

adamantine, and indeed some of the pale jargoons are often

sold as inferior diamonds. The Singalese variety, found

chiefly at Matura, has been termed " Matura diamond."

Tho true jacinth, or red zircon, is an extremely rare stone.

Fine examples, however, have been found of late years as

pebbles among the auriferous detritus at 'Mudgee in New
South Wales. Small crystals occur in the river-sands of

Expailly, Puy-en-Velay, France, but these are too small to be

cut as ornamental stones. Most of the gems termed jacinth

or hyacinth by Jewellers belong to the deep orange-brown

variety of gariiet known to mineralogists as cxsonile or

cinnamon stone : the lower specific gravity of the garnet

serves to distinguish tho false from the true jacinth. It

is probable that many of the antique camei and intagli

reputed to be jacinths are merely hyacinthine garnets.

JXCKAl. (Canis nnreiis), acarnivorous mammal belong-

ing to the dog family (Caniihc), and believed by many
naturalists to be one of the species from which certain of the

semi-domesticated dogs of Asia and North Africa have been

derived. It is dog-liko in external appearance, and there

is, according to Ocofl'roy Saint Hilaire, no constant dif-

ference between its structure and that of the small canine

races. It resembles them in dentition, in the roundness

of its eye pupils, in its period of gestation, and to a large

extent also in its habits, while like the dog it is subject to

hydroi)hobia. It grows to a hciglit of ID inches at the

shoulders, and to a length of about 2 feet, exclusive of its

busby fox-like tail. Its fur is of a greyish-yellow colour,

darker on the back and lighter coloured beneath. An
excrescence consisting of a horny cone, half an inch in

length, and concealed by a tuft of hair, is, according to

Emerson Teunent, sometimes found on the head of the

jackaK The Singhalese aver that it is only found on the

leader of the pack, and they esteem it as an invaluable

talisman. Jackals, of which there are several v.ell-marked

varieties, are widely distributed throughout southern Asia

and the north of Africa. They are nocturnal animals,

concealing themselves until dusk in woody jungles and

other natural lurking places, thereafter sallying forth m
packs, which sometimes number two hundred individuals,

and visiting farmyards, villages, and towns in search of food.

This consists for the most part of the smaller mammala

and poultry, although their associatioii in packs enables

them also to hunt down antelopes and sheep. Whc'n
unable to obtain living prey, they feed upon carrion and
refuse of all kinds, and are thus useful in removing putres-

cent matter from the streets of Eastern towna. Tliey an>

also fond of grapes and other fruits, and are thus the pests

of the vineyard as well as tho poultry-yard. Tho cry

of the jackal has been described as even more apiialling

than that of tho hyaena, a shriek from one mouil)cr of a
pack being the signal for a general chorus of scream3>

which is ke|it up during the greater part of the night, fn

India these animals are occasionally hunted with fuihounds

|. 1
|i

llli
"II .1,^1

''«!'
1, lilt* ' ''I'l' I

Jacka],

anil greyhounds, and from their extreme cunning and pluck

they are said to afford excellent sport. AVhen brought to-

bay, they frequently turn upon their assailants and iuHict

severe wounds with their teeth ; at other times they have

been known to feign death as a means of escape. Jackals

are readily tamed; and domesticated individuals are said,

when called by their masters, to wag their tails, crouch,

and throw themselves on the ground, and otherwise l)ehav9

in a dog-like fashion. The jackal, like the fox, has a

peculiarly offensive odour, due to the secretion of a gland

at the base of the tail, but iu domesticated specimens this

odour is much fainter than in the wild forms.

JACKDAW, or simply Daw (Old Low Oernian, Daha ;

Dutch, Kaanw), the prefix being doubtless imitative of

the bird's cry, as indeed is probably the substantive name'

—one of the smallest species of the genus Cocmw (Crow,

vol. vi. p. 617), and a very well known inhabitant of

Europe, the C. moneJula of ornithologists. In some of its

habits it much resembles its congener the Hook {q.v.),

with which it constantly associates during a great part of

tho year ; but, whilp the Rook only exceptionally places its

nest elsewhere than on the boughs of trees and open to the

sky, tho Daw almost invariably chooses holes, whether in

rocks, hollow trees, rabbit-burrows, or buildings. Nearly

every church-tower and castle, ruined or not, is more or

less numerously occupied by Daws, and if they are not .

"
» Sw Professor Skcat's Etumol Victi.on.ury, \>Yt. >63, 3U4.
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also teniints with us of our own dwellings, it is because

convenient recesses are therein ordinarily wanting. Yet

our chimneys frequently give them the accommodation

ti.ey desire, much to the annoyance of the householder,

who finds the funnel choked by the quantity of sticks

Irought togetlier by the birds, since their industry in col-

lecting materials for their nests is as marvellous as it often

is futile.' In some cases the stack of loose sticks piled up

by Daws in a belfry or tower has been known to form a

structure 10 or 12 feet in height, and hence this species

may be accounted one of the greatest nest-builders in the

world. The style of architecture practised by the Daw
thus brings it more than the Rook into contact with man,

and its familiarity is increased by the boldness of its dis-

position, which, though tempered by discreet cunning, is

hardly surpassed among birds. Its small size, in com-

parison witli most of its congeners, alone incapacitates it

from inQicting the serious injuries of which some of them

are often the authors, yet its pilferings are not to be denied,

though on the whole its services to the agriculturist are

great, fur in the destruction of injurious insects it is hardly

inferior to the Rook, and it has the useful habit of ridding

sheep, on whose backs it may be frequently .seen perched,

of some of their parasites.

The Daw displays the glossy black plumage so char

actoristic of the true Crows, varied only by the hca.y

grey of the ear-coverts, and of the nape and sides of tlie

neck, which is tlie mark of the adult ; but examples

from the oast of Europe and western Asia have these parts

much lighter, passing into a silvery white, and hence havo

been deemed by some authorities to constitute a distinct

species (C ciiltai-U, Orumm.). Further to the eastward

occu'-.s the C. duii'irirus of Pallas, which has not only tho

collar broader and of a pure white, but much of the lower

parts of the body white also. Japan and northern China

are inhabited also by a form resembling that of western

Europe, but wanting the grey nape of the latter. This is

tho ('. af^lectiix of Professor Schlegel, and is said by Mr
Dresser, on the authority of Swinhoe, to interbreed fre-

quently with C dtiuu liens. These are all the birds that

seem entitled to be considered Daws, though Mr Sharps

{Cat. li. Bi-lt. Museum, voL iii. p. 24) associates with them
(under thelittle-deserveil separate gcnericdistinctionCo/a'//s)

the D'ish-Crow of North America, which appears both in

structure and in habits to be a true Crow. (a. n.)

JAClvSON, chief city of Jackson county, Michigan, U.S.,

is situated on the Grand river, about 75 miles west of

Detroit.' Tho city is p.ived and lighted with gas, and
several of the buildings are very handsome. It is tho

seat of the large State penitentiary. The commercial

interests of the city are fostered by its position on no fewer

than six railways; and its manufactures are assisted by
Jhc water power, afforded by the river, whicli flows througli

tho town, and is spanned by an iron bridge. Jackson manu-
factures fire-clay goods, railway and other carriages, chemi-

cals, agricultural impleinciits, Ac, and has foundries,

planiiig-mills, and flour-mills. The presence of bituminous

coal in tho neighbourhood affords additional stimulus to

trade ; and tho surrounding country is fertile. A business

college and a system of graded schools are among the

educational resources of the city. Population in 1870.

11,417; in 1880, 16,10.5.

JACKSON', capital of the State of Mississippi, U.S., and
chief city of Hinds county, is pleasantly situated on the right

* Somo writerH, as .le-^so {Scrucs aiiil Talcs ofa Covitlry Life, p. 57),

h.avc asc-rihed gi-eat sapacity to the Daw as a nest-buil.ter, but the
statement of this author seems open to a very (liffereut iuterpretatiou

<Yarreir3 Br. Birds, eil. 4, ii. p. 308, note) ; and Jaidine's remark
i^at. Library, x. p. 236) that it often exhibits great want of instinct,

:S3cuu to bo quite jufrtilietl by the Icnown facts.

bank of the Pearl river, about 180 miles north of New
Orleans, with which it is connected by rail. The city ia

fairly well built ; the chief buildings are the State capitol,

the State penitentiary, and the institutions for the blind

and for the deaf and dumb. One mile distant is the
lunatic asylum. There are several good schools, and a
State library of 15,000 volumes. The chief trade is in

cotton, the average export being about 30,000 bales a
year. Foundries and a factory for sashes and doors are

among the manufactories of the place. Population in 1870,
4234; in 1880, 5205.

JACKSON, chief city of Madison county, Tennessee,

U.S., is situated on the Forked Deer river, about 70 miles

north-east of Jlemphis. Its chief trade is in cotton, of

which many thousand bales are exported annually.

Jackson has flour and planing mills, and manufactories of

railway and other carriages, besides smaller industries.

Of its several educational institutions the chief is West
Tennessee college, founded in 1844, which had in 1874—76
four professors and one hundred students. The South-

western Baptist university was opened in 1875. The
population in 1880 numbered 5371.

JACKSON, Andrew (1767-1845), seventh president

of the United States, was born March 15, 1767, at the

Waxhaw or Warsaw settlement (whose position in relation

to the later boundaries of North and South Carolina ia

unknown), whither his parents had immigrated from

Carrickfergus in Ireland in 1765. Jackson had no regular

education. He had some slight share in the war of inde-

pendence, and was taken prisoner in .1781. He studied

law at Salisbury, North Carolina, and was admitted to

the bar and began to practise at Nashville in Tennessee.

In 1791, on the first incorrect report that Mrs Rachel

Robards (?t« Donelson) had succeeded in getting a divorce

bill from her husband passed in Virginia, Jackson married

her ; when, later, it was passed, they were remarried. In
1796 Jackson assisted to frame the constitution of

Tennessee, and represented that State in the federal con-

gress, where he distinguished himself as an irreconcilable

opponent of Washington. In 179' he was elected a
United States senator ; but he resigned the following year.

He was judge of the supreme court of Tennessee from 1798
to 1804. In 1804-5 he contracted a friendship with Burr;
and at the latter's trial in 1807 Jackson was one o'f his

conspicuous champions. Up to the time of his nomination

for the presidency, the biographer of Jackson finds nothing

to record but military exploits in which he displayed per-

severance, energy, and skill of a very high order, and a
succession of personal acts in which he showed himself

ignorant, violent, perverse, quarrelsome, and astonishingly

indiscreet. In 1806 he killed Charles Dickinson in a duel

In 1813, as major-general of militia, he commanded in the

campaign against the Creek Indians in Georgia and
Alabama, and there first attracted public notice by his

talents. In Jlay 1814 he was commissioned as majoi^

general in the regular army to serve against the English

;

in November he captured Pensacola, used by the English as

a base of operations ; and on January 8, 1815, he inflicted

a severe defeat on the enemy before New Orleans. During
his stay in New Orleans, he declared martial law, and
carried out his measures with unrelenting sternness, banish-

ing from the town a judge who attempted resistance.

When civil law was restored, Jnckson was fined $1000 for

contempt of court; in 1844 congress ordered the fine with

interest ($2700) to be repaid. In 1818 Jackson received

the command against the Seminoles. His conduct in

following them up into the Spanish territory of Florida

gave rise to much hostile comment in the cabinet and in

congress ; but the negotiations for the purchase of Florida

put an end to the diplomatic question. In 1821 Jackson
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was appointeJ military governor of Florida,, and there

acain he came into collision with the civil authority. From
this, as from the j^revious troubles, J. Quincy Adams extri-

cated him.

In August iS22 the house of representatives of Tennessee

nominated Jackson for president ; and in 1823 he was

elected to the senate at "Washington. The rival candidates

fpr the office of president were Adams, Crawford, and Clay.

Jackson obtained the largest number of .votes in the elec-

toral college ; but no one had an absolute majority. At

the election by the house of representatives (February 9,

1825) Adams was chosen. Jackson, however, was recog-

nized by the abler politicians as the coming man ; Van
Buren and others, going into opposition under his

banner, waged from the first a relentless and factious

war on the adraihistration. Van Buren was the most adroit

politician of his time ; and Jackson was in the hands of

.very astute men, who advised and controlled hiui. He
was easy to lead when his mind was in solution ; and he

gave his confidence freely where he had once placed it.

He was not suspicious, but if he withdrew his confidence

he was implacable. When his mind crystallized on a notion

that had a personal significance to himself, that notion

became a hard fact that filled Iiis field of vision. When
he was told that he had been cheated in the m.itter of the

presidency, he was sure of it, although those w-ho told him

were by no means so

There was great significanoe in -the election of Jackson

in 1828. A new generation was growing up under new
economic and social conditions. They felt great confidence

in themselves, and great independence. They despised

tradition and Old World ways and notions ; and they

ficceptedthe Jeflfersonian dogmas, not only as maxims, but

as social forces—the causes of the material prosperity of

the country. By this generation, therefore, Jackson was

recognized as a man after their own heart. They liked

him because he was vigorous, brusque, uncouth, relentless,

straightforward, and open. They made him president in

1828, and he fulfilled all their expectations. He had 178

votes, in the electoral college against 83 given for Adams.

Though the work o' redistribution of offices began almost

at his inauguration, it is yet an incorrect account of the

matter to say that Jackson corrupted the civil service.

His administration is rather the date at which a sj'stem of

democracy, organized by the use of patronage, was intro-

duced into the federal arena by Van Buren. The adminis-

tration had two parties in it from the first. Van Buren's

and Calhoun's, and the president's interference in a purely

private matter brought about a rupture. In April 1831

the whole cabinet resigned ; Jackson and Calhoun quar-

relled ; and the former transferred to Van Buren his sup-

port for succession in the presidency.

In 1832 Jackson was re-elected by a large majority over

Clay, his chief op[X)nent. The battle raged mainly around

the re-charter of the Bank of the United States. It is

probable that Jackson's advisers in 1828 had told him,

though erroneously, that the bank had worked against him,

and. then were not able to control him. ' The first message

of his first presidency had contained a severe reflexion on

the bank ; and in the very height of this second campaign
'(July 1832) he vetoed the re-charter, which had been

passed in the session of 1831-32. Jackson interpreted

.iris re-election a3.,an- approval by the people of his war

on the bank ; and after the exciting episode of South

Carolina's opposition to the tariff-rates he pushed it with

energy. In September 1833 he ordered the public deposits

in the bank to be transferred to selected local banks, and
entered upon the " experiment " whether these could

not act as fiscal agents for the Gavernment, and whether
the des'i-e to aet the deposits would not induce them to

adopt sound rules of currency. During the next sessiom

the senate passed a resolution condemninghis conduct, Jack-
son protested, and after a hard struggle the resolution was
ordered to be expunged from the record, January 16, 1837.

Jackson was very successful in collecting old claims,

against various European nations, for spoliations' inflicted

under Napoleon's continental system. Aiming at a currency
consisting largely of specie, he caused the payment of these

claims to be received and imported in specie as far a*
possible; and in 1836 he ordered land-agents to receive

for land nothing but specie. About the same .time a law
passed congress for distributing among the States som*
?35,000,000 balance belonging to the United States, the
public debt having all been. paid. The eighty banks of

deposit in which it was lying had regarded this sum almost
as a permanent loan, and had inflated credit on the basis

of it. The necessary calling in of their loans in order to

meet the drafts in favour of the States, combining with
the breach of the overstrained credit between America and
Europe and the decline in the price of cotton, brought about
a crash which prostrated the whole financial, industrial,

and commercial system of the country for ,six or seven

years. The crash came just as Jackson was leaving office
;

the whole burden .fell on his successor, Van liuren.

Jackson is the only president of whom it may be san'

that he went out of oflicc far more popular than lie was
when he entered. When he went into office he liad no
political-opinions, only some popular notions. lie left-

his party strong, perfectly organized, and enthusiastic on
a platform of low expenditure, jiayment of the debt, no
cxpeuditnrfe for public improvement or for glory iind di.s-

jilayiu any form, and low taxes. His name still rem.iiiicd

a spell to conjure with, and tlio politicians sought t(j oblain

the assistance of his approval for their .'ichcmes; bul in

general his last years were nuiet and uneventful. Ho ditil

near Nashville, June 8, 18-15.

nio^Tn])liics of Jjulisdn li.ivi liccil \Millrii liy .1. 11. Kalim, 1.^2-);

Willhin C.iljl>ott, ISii ; Amos Kiiid.iU, JSJl ; nml .Innns I'iirl.m,

3 voK, 1860. (W. CJ. S.)

JA-CKSON, Thomas Jon.\tiian (1824-1803), "Stone-
wall Jackson," a distinguished Confederate general in the

American civil war, was born in Harrison ciiunty, A'irginia.

21st'January 1821, and came of that Scotch-Irish stock to

whose hardy virtues the middle States of America ore

largely indebted for the pure and resolute virtues of their

people. -His early education was only such as could be
furnished by an obscure country school, 'rhence he passed

to West Point military academy, where, though he was at

first impeded by his meagre acquirements, his indomitable

courage and conscientious diligence eventually raised him
to a foremost place. At West Point, he exhibited the

qualities by which he was distinguished in the S[ilendour

of his career,—courage, patience, constancy of purpose,

inflexible fidelity to duty, and an artless simplicity of

character which engaged instant and universal coiifid(^nce.

Graduating at twenty-two, he was appointed lieutenant of

artillery in the army of the United States, and participated,

with distinction, in several of the most important battles

in Mexico. After the war he resigned his commission, and
accepted the professorship of natural philosophy in the

Virginia military institute at Lexington, a position which

he held until the outbreak of hostilities between the

Union and the Confederate States. During his sojourn

at Lexington, he entered the Presbyterian communion, and

was remarkable ever after for the fervour of hi.s religious

devotion. In political discussions or agitations, Jlajor-

Jackson—such was his title by brevet—had never engaged,;

but in principle and by profession he was a State-right

Democrat of the Virginia school ; in other words, he

maintained the legitimacy of negro slavery and tha
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sovereign riglit uf a State to witlidraw from the Union,

and tbeicfure to tbe secession tnnvenient of ISGl lie at

onco accorded his sj-nipathy. On the organization of tbe

Viifiniii troops he was commissioned colonel of infantry

by Governor Letcher, who, long intimate with him,

adeiinatcly aii[)veciated his yet undisclosed military genins.

Jackson's first exploit in the' war of secession was the

capture, on May 3, ISGl, of the Federal arsenal at Harper's

Ferry. Soon aftci wards he received the command of a

brigade—the brigade which, by its immovable fortitude at

Bull Fiun, turned the tide of battle in that long doubtfid

struggle, and, from the admiration of its comrade", extorted

for itself and its chief the now histovic name of " Stonewall."

,v Detached from the army at Manassas for separate service

in the Shenandoah A'allcy, Jackson soon signalized his

genius -for war. Placing himself between the converging

columns of Shields, Milioy, and Banks, he struck one after

tlie other ; and, with a force inferior to his adversaries sepa-

rately, he eventually drove them back upon Washington in

utter defeat. In this "campaign of the valley" Jacksou

displayed true military instinct and the highest military

art. By vigilance, «agacity, celprity and secrecy of move-

ment, and faultless tactical skill on the field of battle, he

achieved tbe greatest possible results with tbe smallest

possible means. His reputation was now fixed in tbe

estimation alike of friend and foe ; and, while the Confede-

rate States were filled with the renown of his achievements,

the Federal forces were in constant terror of his prowess.

Having stayed the invasion of Virginia along the line of

the valley, Jackson repaired to Eichmond to concert with

Lee the deliverance of the Confederate capital, then closely

pressed by M'Clellan. Appointed, meanwhile, to the com-

mand of a corps, he suddenly revealed himself on the right

flank of the Federal army at Mechauicsville ; and in a series

of desperately fought engagements he routed the besieging

army, and drove M'Clellan to shelter at Harrison's Landing.

Kiclimond relieved, Jackson, without pause, hastened to

confront Pope, who was menacing the city from the

north. In the battle of Cedar Bun he inflicted signal

defeat upon that general, and compelled him to retrace

Lis steps acro.-i.s the Rappahannock.
Beinforceil by 31'Clellan's army and fresh troops from

the northern States, Pope made a stand at Mauassaa ; but

ill the second b.ittla on that field he suffered an overthrow

as decisive as that .sustained by lI'Dowell in the first fight

at Bull Kun. As usual Jacksou's corps bore the brunt of

the battle ; and as usual to liis skill and courage the Con-
federjite army was mainly indehted for its success. Follow-

ing up the victory by the invasion of JIaryland, Lee
detached Jacknon for an attack on Harper's Ferry, again

in the hands of the Federalists, and garrisoned by 12,000
troops. In a few days tbe surrender of the place, with
all its force and munitions of war, was announced to

Lee, who, slowdy retiring before M'Clellan, anxiously
expected tbe arrival of Jackson, that he might turn and
crush his pursuer. But before he could effect the de.sired

junction Lee was brought to bay at Antietam, and com-
pelled to accept battle under every disadvantage. Jackson
now arrived, however, with two of his divisions, and his

presence not only averted an otherwise inevitable, disaster,

but rescued the Confederate army from the destruction

which awaited it if defeated with its rear resting on the

river. Henceforth Jackson's operations were under the

immediate eye and command of Lee ; and, while at

Fredericksburg and Chancellorsvdle his gallantry was as

conspicuous as ever, to his illustrious chief belongs the
glory of those hard-fought fields.

On the afternoon of May 2, 1863, JacTison fought liis

last battle. Executing a plan of his own conception, he
suddenly struck the flank of the 11th Federal corps, and

urove it pell-mell before him. Night fell with the hostile

forces in close proximity; and, while Jackson was making
a reconnaisance with a view to pressing the pursuit, ha
was fired on in the dark by men of his own command, and
received wounds of which he died on May 10, 1863. His
death smote the Confederates with a pang of unspeakable

anguish. The fall of their foremost chieftain was bewailed

as the omen of the fall of the party.

lu tieportmerit Jackson was grave and measured ; but he
relaxed on approach, and his address was bland and gracious.

In conversation he coi2veyed the impression of a frank,

firm character, and of an intellect clear and direct, but in

no wise of superior order*. No opinion floated languidly

ill his understanding ; he held all his beliefs with an
intense earnestness of conviction, and he was prompt and
resolute in carrying his convictions into action. He
engaged in the war of secession with an unfaltering faith

in the justice of the cause and an unhesitating persuasion

nf its triumph. He was tbe idol of his troops. At his

command they would cheerfully endure any saerifice or

confront any perih On the field of battle he was never

known to lose his self-possession, or to be surprised by
any fluctuation of fortune ; bis quick eye would detect the

exigent moment, and his unerring judgment direct the

decisive manoeuvre. (k. a. p.*)

JACKSON, William (1730-1803), an English musician

of r'ipute, was born at Exeter, in May 1730. His father,

a grocer, bestowed a liberal education upon him, but, on
account of the lad'.s strong predilection for music, wa3
induced to place him under the care of John Silvester, the

organist of Exeter Cathedral, with whom he remained

about two years. In 1748 he went to London, and studied

under John Travers, organist of the king's chapel.

Beturning to Exeter, he settled there as a teacher and
composer, and in 1777 was appointed subchanter, organist,

lay-vicar, and master of the choristers of the cathedral. In

1755 he published his first work, Twelve Sotii/s, which

became at once highly popular. His next publication, Sij;

Sonatas for the Uarpsichord, was a failure. His third

work. Six Elegies for three voices, preceded by cm Invocation,

wit/i an Accompaniment, was very successful, and placed

him among the first composers of his day. Dr Burney
considered these as the best of Jackson's works, and added

that " no composer copied less from others than Jackson."

His fourth work was another set of Tu'clve Songs, now very

scarce ; and his fifth work was again a set of Twelve

Soups, all of which are now forgotten. He next published

Twelve Ili/mns, with some good remarks upon that style of

composition, although his precepts were better than his

practice. A set of Twelve Songs followed, containing some
good compositions. Next came an Ode to Fancy, the

words by Dr Warton. Twelve Canzonets for tivo voices

formed his ninth work; and one of them—i'Time haa

not thinned my Flowing Hair "—long held a place at

public and private concerts. His tenth work was Uigkt

So7tatas for the Harpsichord, some of which were novel and
pleasing. He composed three dramatic pieces,

—

Lycldus

(17G7), The Lord of the Manor, to General Burgoyne's

words (1780), and The Iletamorphoses, a comic opera

produced at Drury Lane in 1783, which did not succeed.

In the second of these dramatic works, two airs—"Encom-
passed in an Angel's Form " and " When first this Humble
Roof I knew "—were great favourites. Some of his church

music, published after his death, did not flease the critics.

In 1782 he published Thirty Letters on Various Sidjects,

.which are well written and intetesting. In these he

severely attacked canons, and described William Bird's Noii

nobis Doniine as containing passages not to be endured.

But his anger and contempt were most strongly expressed

•against catches of all kinds, which he denounced as bar-
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harous. In 1791 he put forth a pamphlet, -Observations

en the Present Stale of Music in London, in which lie found

fault with everything and everybody. He published in

1798 The Four Ages, toe/ether with Essays on Various

Subjects,—a work which gives a favourable idea of his

character and of his literary acquireruents. It appears that

he cultivated a taste for landscape painting, and imitated,

not unsuccessfully, the style of his friend Gainsborough.

He died July 12, 1803.

JACKSONVILLE, the chief city in Duval county,

riorida, U.S., and the largest in the State, is situated on

the west bank of the St John's river, 25 miles from the

sea. The city is regularly built. The streets, many of

which are pleasantly shaded with trees, are laid out on the

common American rectangular system. Jacksonville exports

-very large quantities of lumber, besides fruit, cotton, sugar,

and fish, and carries on a coasting trade with Charleston,

Savannah, and St Augustine. The fine salubrious climate

attracts numerous visitors and invalids from the northern

States. Jacksonville, which owes its name to President

Jackson was laid out as a town in 1822. In 1880 its

population was 7650.

JACKSONVILLE, the chief city of Morgan county,

Illinois, U.S., on Mauvaiseterre Creek, a tributary of the

Illinois river, is situated at the intersection of several

railways, about 200 miles S.S.W. of Chicago. Its streets

are wide and generally well shaded. The public build-

ings include State institutions for the blind, the feeble-

minded, the deaf and dumb, and the insane. Among the

educational institutions, which are numerous, are Illinois

College, three colleges for women, and a conservatory of

of music. There is also a free library, with reading-room.

The population in 1880 was 10,928.

JACOB (^PH- or 3ipy», derived according to Gen. xxv.

26, xxvii. 36, from 2pV, and meaning "one who seizes

the heel" or "supplants"), the younger son of Isaac and
Rebekah, and the father of the twelve patriarchs. Accord-

ing to the Elohistic (Levitical) narrative in Genesis, he
was born in the laud of Canaan when his father was sixty

years of age. After Esau, his twin brother, at the age of

forty years had married two Hittite wives, Isaac at the

instigation of Eebekah sent Jacob with his blessing to Padan
Aram, there to seek a wife in the family of his maternal

uncle Laban. Arrived at his destination, he married Rachel
{to whom Bilhah was given as a maidservant) ; the same
narrative implies also his union with Leah (whose maid
was Zilpah). Before he left Padan Aram he had become
the father of twelve sons, including Benjamin (Gen. xxxv.

23-26). On his return, with the property he had acquired,

to his father Isaac in Canaan (xxxi. 18), God met him and
blessed him and changed his name from Jacob to Israel

;

the place where tLis occurred was called by him Bethel

(xxxv. 9-13, xxxv. 15). In the course of a further

migration southwards, Rachel died at a point not far from
Ephrath (Bethlehem) ; finally Mamre, near Kiriath Arba
{Hebron), where Isaac was living, was reached and a
permanent settlement appears to have been made until the

•death of Isaac there at the age of one hundred and eighty
jears. The subsequent migration of Jacob to Egypt with
his household of seventy souls is then briefly indicated,

and his hospitable reception as an old man of one huidred
and thirty by Pharaoh. A residence was assigned to the
colony in the best part of the land, the land of Eameses,
by Joseph, and here the Israelites prospered much and
rapidly increased. Seventeen years after the interview
-with Pharaoh the patriarch died, after having blessed his

sons and particularly Joseph, whose two sons Ephraim and
Manasseh he put upon a level with Reuben and Simeon.
He was buried by his family, according to his own desire,

in the cave of Machpelah, fronting Mamre, in the land of

Canaan. The combined parallel narrative of the Jehovlst
and the other (elder) Elohist is much fuller, and in some
points not easily to be reconciled with the preceding account.

Various circumstances connected with the birth of the
twins Isaac and Jacob are detailed ; the partiality of Isaac

for the elder and of Rebekah for the younger is indicated

;

Jacob's departure from Canaan is represented as a flight

necessitated by his fraudulent conduct towards Isaac and
Esau with reference to the blessing of the former ; a
revelation received at Bethel in the course of this flight is

described; many minute particulars of his domestic life at

Padan Aram and of his relations with Laban his uncle and
father-in-law are given ; the scene of the change of name is

placed at Peniel, where he wrestled with the angel (see

Hos. xii. 5) ; a period of residence at Shechem is mentioned;
the death of Rachel at Ephrath is said to have happened
in childbed ; after having fixed his home successively at

Hebron and Beersheba, he is ultimately led by circum-

stances, which are described with much fulness and vivid-

ness, to migrate to Egypt, where he dies. Consideration of

the relations of these parallel narratives may be postponed
to the article Pentateuch. As to the interpretation of

the history of Jacob, it is now usual to regard it as having

an ethnological at least quite as much as a personal

significance ; but none of the attempts hitherto made to

mythologize it (as by Popper, who sees in the wrestling Jacob
the Asiatic Hercules, Melicertes, Pal^mon) can be regarded

as even plausible.

See Ewald, Gesch. Israels, i. 412 sqq., 489 sqq. ; 'WeUhausen,
Ocscli. Israels, i. 314, 374; Kuenen in the Theol. Tijdschr. for

May, 1871.

JACOBABAD, a municipality and the chief town of

the frontier district of Upper Sind, India, is situated in

28° 17' N. lat. and 68° 28' 45" E. long. Laid out in

1847 by General John Jacob, on the site of the village of

Khangarh, it is now the headquarters of the large military

force of the Upper Sind frontier, and also of the local civil

administration. It contains therefore a considerable

European population, and possesses all the usual public

oflices and institutions of an important station. In addition

to the cantonments, civil and judicial courts, dispensary,

jail, post and telegraph oflices, &c., it has also a " residency,"

and lines for the accommodation of trade caravans (Mfilas)

from Central Asia. The civil court, which is under the

Shikirpur jurisdiction, was established in 1870, the

sessions judge of Shikdrpur visiting it twice a year. PopuW
tion, including the military camp, 10,954.

JACOBI, Feiedkich Heinkich (1743-1819), a distin-

guished writer on philosophy, was bom at DUsseldorf on
the 25th January 1743. The second son of a wealthy

merchant, who owned an extensive sugar factory near

DUsseldorf, he was educated for a commercial career, partly

in his native place, partly at Erankfort-on-the-Main. At
the age of sixteen he was sent to complete his training at

Geneva, where he remained for four years. Of a retiring

disposition, and far more inclined to thoughtful meditation

than to practical activity, Jacobi mainly associated himself

at Geneva with the literary and scientific circle of which

the most prominent member was Lesage. He studied

closely the works of Bonnet, the Swiss naturalist and
metaphysician, and was brought into contact with the new
political ideas of Rousseau and Voltaire. In 1763 he -was

called back to Diisseldorf, and in the following year he
married and took his place at the head of the mercantile

concern handed over to him by his father. After a short

period he gave up his commercial career, and in 1770
became a member of the council for the duchies of Juliers

and Berg, in which capacity he distinguished himself by
his ability in the management of financial affairs, and his

zeal in the direction of social reforms. Like his contem-
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porary Hemsterliins, wliom Le resembles in many points,

Jacobi kept up his interest in literary and philosophic

matters by an extensive correspondence, and his mansion

at Pempelfort, near Diisseldorf, was the centre of a distin-

guished literary circle. With Wieland he contributed to

start a new literary journal, the Mercuri/, in which some

of his earliest writings, mainly on practical or economical

subjects, were published. Here too appeared in part the

first of his philosophic works, the Correspondence of AH-

toill {Allirill's Biiej-SammUmr!, 1774), a combination of

romance with speculation, containing a remarkable delinea-

tion of that which we may call the principle of the early

romintic school in Germany. This was followed in 1779

by WoUlemnr, a philosophic novel, of very imperfect struc-

ture, but full of genial speculation, and giving the most

complete picture of Jacobi's method of philosophizing. In

1779 he was invited to Munich as member of the privy

council, but after a short stay there differences with his

colleagues and with the authorities of Bavaria drove him

back to Pempelfort. A few unimportant tracts on ques-

tions of theoretical politics were followed in 1785 by the

work which first brought Jacobi directly into relation with

the contemporary philosophical public. A conversation

which he had held with Lessing in 17S0, in which Lessi' g
avowed that he knew no philosophy, in the true sense of

that word, save Spinozism, led him to a protracted study

of Spinoza's works, while his statement of" Lessing's con-

fession induced a correspondence with Moses Mendelssohn.

'Cho Letters on S/ilitoza's Theori/ (Brie/e iiber die Lehre

HjiinoM's, 178.5 • 2d ed., much enlarged and with important

Appendices, 1789) expressed sharply and clearly Jacobi's

Btrcjiuous objection to a demonstrative system in philosophy,

and drew upon him the vigorous enmity of the Berlin clique,

whose philosophic protnjonist was Moses Jlendelssohn.

Jacob) was ridiculed as endeavouring to reintroduce into I

philosophy the antiquated notion of unreasoning belief, was

denounced as an enemy of reason, as a pietist, and as in

all probability a Jesuit in disguise, and was especially taken

to task for his employment of the ambiguous term " belief "
i

(Glauhe, which may mean belief in the ordinary sense, or
|

faith in the specifically theological significance). SFendels-

Bohn's reply showed little more than the writer's very

slight acquaintance with the Spinozistic system to which

he had so frequently and so earnestly appealed, and his

mortification at the public disclosure of tile fact that he

had remained in entire ignorance that Spinoza's Opera

Pvsthuma contained the Ethics is said to have hastened

Lis death.

Jacobi's next important work, David Hume on Belief, or

Idealism and Benlism, a dialogue {Dapid Ihime iiber den

Glauben, oder Ideidismu^ und Realismns, 1785), was an
attempt to show not only that the term G/anbe had been
used by the most eminent writers to denote what he had
employed it for in the Letters on Spino:a, but that the

nature of the cognition of facts as opposed to the con-

struction of inferences could not be otherwise expressed.

In this writing, and especially in the Appendix, Jacobi

came into contact with the critical philosophy, and sub-
jected the Kantian view of knowledge to searching ex-

amination.

The outbreak of the war with the French republic
induced Jacobi in ] 793 to leave his homo at Diisseldorf,

and for nearly ten years he resided in Holstein. While
there be became intimately acquainted with Eeinhold, in

whose Beitriige, pt. iii, 1801, his important work On the

Kndeavour of the Critical Philosophy to bring Beason to

Undei-slanding was frst published, and with Matthias
Claudius, the author of the IVandsbecker Bote. During
the same period the excitement caused by the accusation
of atheism Jjrought against Fichte at Jena led to the

publication of Jacobi's Letter to Fickle, in which be

made more precise- the relation of his own philosophic

principles to theology.

Soon after his return to Germany, Jacobi received a call

to Munich in connexion with the new academy of sciences

just founded there. The loss of a considerable portion of

his fortune induced him to accept this offer; he settled in

Munich in ISOl, and in 1807 became presidefit of the

academy. In 1811 appeared his last philosophic work,

directed against Schelling specially, On Divine Things

(Von den gOttlichen Dingen), the first part of which, a

review of the Wandsbecker Bote, had been written in

1798. A bitter reply from Schelling was left without

answer by Jacobi, but gave rise to an animated controversy

in which Fries and Baader took prominent part. In 1812

Jacobi retired from the office of president, and began to

prepare a collected edition of his works. He died before

this was completed, on 10th JIarch 1819. The edition of

Lis writings was continued by his friend Koppen, and was

completed in 1825. The works fill six volumes, of which

the fourth is in three parts. To the second is prefixed an

introduction by Jacobi, which is at the same time an intro-

duction to his philosophy. The fourth volume has also an

important preface.

The pliilosopliy of Jacobi presents itself as in no way a system,

—

inJeeil, as, from its principle, essentially unsystematic. A certain

fuiKlaniaiital view which underlies all his thinking is brought to

bear in succession upoa those systematic doctrines which appear to

stand most sharply in contradiction to it, and any positive philo-

soj)hic results are given only occasionally. The leading idea of the

whole is that of the complete separation between understanding and
apprehension of real fact. For Jacobi undei-standing, or the logical

iacnlty, is purely formal or elaborative, and its results never

transcend the given material supplied to it. From the basis of

immediate experience or perception thought pro i eds by comparison

and absti-action, establishing connexions among .acts, but remaining

in its nature mediate and tinite. The principle if reason and con-

sequent, the necessity of thinking each given fai t of percf ptiou as

comlitioued, impels understanding towards an endless series o£

identical propositions, the records of successive coniparisoub and
o'^stiactions. The province of the understanding 19 therefore

stnctly the region of the conditioned ; to it the world must present

itself as a mechanism. If, then, 'there is objective tiuth at all, tlio

existence of real facts must be made known to us otherwise than

through the logical faculty of thought; and, as tlie regress from

conclusion to premises must depend upon something not itseif

ca]>ablo of logical grounding, mediate thought inii>lies the coummous-

ness of immediate truth. Philosophy therefore must resign the

liopeless ideal of a systematic {i.e., intelligible) explanation of

tilings, and must content itselt wiili the examination of the facts of

co)i6ciousnes3. It is a mere prejudice of philosophic thinkers, a

prejudice which has descended from Aristotle, that mediate or

den)onstrated cogu'tion is superior in cogency and value to the im-
mediate perception of tiaaths or facts.

The fundamental principle of Jacobi's system, thus sketched,

presents a most interesting analogy with that which has bcome
lamiliar in English philosophy through the writings of Sir V,'.

Hamilton. Upon the historical relations between the two thinkeis

nothing I'cquires liere to be said. Ko reader of Hamilton can fail

to be made aware of the great obligations the Scotch psychologist

was under to his Gci'man pi-cdeccssor. But attention to the results

of Jacobi's fundamental doctrine, asthese were wrought out by com-

jiarison of it with the speculative systems of Spinoza, Kant, and
Schelling, will thiow great light upon Hamilton's writings, and
make clear the connexions, of the several parts which in his imper-

fect expositions too frequently remained in obscurity.

As Jacobi starts with the doctrine that thought is partial and
limited, applicable only to connect facts, but incapable of explain-

ing their existence, it is evident that for him any demonstrative

system of metaphysic which should attempt to subject all existence

to the principle of logical ground must be repulsive. Now in

modem philosophy the first and greatest demonstrative system of

metaphysic is that of Spinoza, and it lay iu the nature of things

that upon Spinoza's system Jacobi should first direct his criticism.

A summary of the results of his examination is thus presented

(Wnla, i 216-223) :—"(!) Spinozi»ni is atheism; (2) the Kab-

balistic philosophy, in so far as it is philosophy, is nothing but unde-

veloped or confused Spinozisra ; (3) the philosophy of Leibnitz and

Woltf is not less fatalistic than thai of Spinoza, and carries a resolute

thinker to the very principles of Spinoza ; (4) every demonstrative

method enils in fatalism ; (5) we can demonstrate only similaritica
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jdgreements, trutlis conditionally necessaiy), jiroceeiling always in

ideiitica! propositions ; every proof presupposes sometiiins already

proved, the principle of wliich is immediately given {Ofciibarilntj^

revelation, is the term here employed by Jacobi, as by many later

writers, e.g., Lotze, to denote the peculiar character of an immedi-

ate, nnprot-ed truth)
; (6) the keystone {Element) of all human

knowledge and activity is belief [Glanbc). Of these propositions

only the first and fourth require further notfce. Jacobi, accepting

the law of reason and consequent as the fundamental rule of demon-
strative reasoning, and as the rule explicitly followed by Spinoza,

points out that, if we proceed by applying this principle so as to

recede from particular and qualified facts to the more general and
abstract conditions, we land ourselves, not in the notion of an

active, intelligent creator of the system of things, but in the notion

of an all-comprehensive, indeterminate Nahire, devoid of will or

intelligence. Our unconditioned^ is either a pure abstraction, or else

the impossible notion of a completed system of conditions. In

either case the result is aflieism, and this result is necessary if the

demonstrative method, the method of understanding, is regarded as

the only possible means of knowledge. Moreover, the same method
inevitably lands in fatalism. For, if the action of the human will

is to be made intelligible to understanding, it must be thought as

a conditioned phenomenon, having its sufficient ground in preceding

circumstances, and. in ultimate abstraction, as the outflow from
nature which si the sum of conditions. But this ife the fatalist

conception, and any philosophy which accepts the law of reason and
consequent as the essence of understranding is fatalistic. Thus for

the scientific understanding there can be no God and no liberty.

It is impossible that there should be a God, for if so he would of

necessity be finite. But a finite God, a God that is l:non-7i, is no
God. It is impossible that there should be liberty, for if so the

mechanical order of phenomena, by means of which they are com-
prehensible, would be disturbed, and we should have an unintelli-

gible world, coupled with the requirement that it shall be
understood.

I Cognition, then, in the strict sense, occupies the middle place

between sense perception, which is belief in matters of sense, and
reason, which is belief in supersensyous fact. (Jacobi wavered
much in his terminology, especially with respect to the word
reason ; but even at this stage of his thinking the distinctions just

named are sufficiently apparent.) Such a view, and especially the
fundamental peculiarity that the categories of the understanding
are to be regarded as mere forms of the conditioned, from their very
nature limited and relative, presented a certain analogy to the
critical philosophy, and accordingly, in the second period of Jacobi's

speculative development, he is driven to a comparison of liis doc-
trines with those of Kant.

His adverse criticism of the Kantian doctrines was directed on three
points mainly, and, though in itself but ill-founded, it deserves the
careful consideration of all Kantian students. (1) The categories
of the understanding and the forms of intuition supply a blank
scheme for the given element of sense. But if the given element be
merely sensation, and not actually the external thing, we are still,

Jacobi thinks, within the position of subjective idealism. At no
point in the whole process do we ever get beyond empty form, bare
identity.^ The synthetical unity of consciousness, if no reality be
supplied in regard to which it may operate, is mere repetition of the
form of conjunction, mere possibility of cognition. Whence do wo
obtain the reality, the objectivity, of knowledge 1 To Jacobi it

seemed that Kant, in the second edition of the Kritik, made an
effort to demonstrate the external reality of phenomena of experi-
ence, _and he views the change in ICanfs doctrine as the effect of
his own critical comments. Nevertheless such demonstration still

seems to him unsatisfactory
; it yields only the thought-form of

externality, not externality in fact. (2) Jacobi agrees with Kant
so far as the critical view of the incapacity of understanding to
encompass the ideas is concerned, but he thinks Kant in error in
supposing that .such incapacity results from the subjective limitation
of our power of thinking and not from the nature of the categories
of understanding in themselves. At the same time he holds that
Kant treats the ideas unjustly, and that in his view of reason he
tends to make that faculty inferior to understanding. (3) Kairt's
moral theory is as little satisfactory as his theory of perception.
Here, too, in the demand for universally valid law as the law of "a
will that is its owu content, Jacobi can find but the form and not
the reality of a universal rule. The universal will is void of con-
tent, and the sharp opposition which in the Kantian ethics appears
between the ethical motive and all moJes of feeling is the natural
result of mere formalism. When Jacobi endeavours to supply the
place of the Kantian theorems which he rejects, the inherent weak-
ness of his own principle becomes apparent. External things are
known to us by immediate perception, a combination of intuition
and belief. The principle of inference to realities is that of cause
and cff^cct, the significance of which we learn from observing the
relation between our will and changes in the objective world, and
tills principle l.y a natural nocessitv we extend to all existence.
The mfimte progress from consequents to grounds, which is the

form of procedure of understanding, yields no conclusion as regards
the being of a God. But when we regard the whole system of real
thirtgs,, we are compelled to infer a real cause, nditch, from the
significance of the causal principle, is seen to be of necessity an
active intelligent will, a God who foresees events. This apprehen-
sion of God is faith, reason, or feeling, as Jacobi, following Tries,
is willing to call it.

Not even in his latest work of importance {Von den goUlichcn
Vinr/en), which is specifically on religion, does Jacobi manage to
make clear the step, which he has himself characterized as the salto
morlale of the human intellect, from the finite to the infinite

; still

less the further dLfficulty as to the possibility of holding that the
God who for cognition is , the unknown God must be held to
possess providence, personality, life. He acknowledges that this is

anthropomorphic, bitterly assails Schelling for identifying divine and
human reason, but leaves the problem standing. The truth is that
what Jacobi called feeling, and regarded as immediate knowledge,
is not a simple act of mind, capable of yielding simple results, but
the very essence of complex thinking. We cannot separate know-
ledge of things from apprehension of them in the way he has
adopted. Nor can the human reason rest satisfied with a system
devoid of inner coherence and harmony.

Tlie best introductions to Jacobi's philosophy are the preface to the second vol.
of the Works, and Appendix 7 to the Letlas on Spinoza's Ttieonj. Tliere are two
monographs of soine extent upon him ;— Kuhn, Jacobi und die Philosophie seinet-
Zeit, 1834 ; and Zimgiebl, F. II. Jacobi's Leben. Dichten. und Denkrn, 1867. Si-e
also F. H. Jacobi's AuserUsenci- Briefwechset, 2d ed.. by Koth, 2 vols.. 1S25-27

;

and Gildcmeistei's edition of Haraann's Sc/iri/len, vol. v. (R. AP.)

JACOBI, Kael GusTAV Jacob (1804-1851), one of the
great mathematicians of the present century, was born at

Potsdam, of Jewish parentage, December 10, 1804. He
studied at Berlin university, where he obtained the degree
of doctor of philosophy in 1825, his thesis being an
analytical discussion of the theory of fractions. In 1827
he became "extraordinary" and in 1829 "ordinary"
professor of mathematics at Konigsberg ; and this chair he
filled till 1842, when he visited Italy fgr a few months to

recruit his health. On his return he removed to Berlin,

where he lived as a royal pensioner till his death, February

18, 1851. His investigations in elliptic functions, the

theory of which he established upon quite a new basis, and
more particularly his development of the Theta-function,

as given in his great treatise Fundamenta Nova Theories

Fundiomim Ellipticariim (Konigsberg, 1829), and in later

papers in Crelle's Journal, constitute his grandest analytical

discoveries. Second in importance only to these are his

researches in differential equations, notably the theory of

the last multiplier, which is fully treated in his Vorlesitngen

iiher Dynamil; edited by Clebsch (Berlin, 1866). It

was in analytical development that Jacobi's peculiar power
mainly lay, and he- made many important contributions of

this kind to other departments of mathematics, as a glance

at the long list of papers that were published by him in

Cretins JoJo-naZ from 1826 onwards will sufficiently indi-

cate. Thus he was one of the early founders of the theory

of determinants ; in particular, he invented the functional '

determinant formed of the ti- differential coefficients of n
given functions of n independent variables, which now
bears his name (Jacobian), and which has played an im-

portant part in many analytical investigations. Valuable
also are his papers on Abelian transcendents, and his

investigations in the theory of numbers, in which latter

department he mainly supplements the labours of Gauss,

with whom as with the other great Continental mathe-
maticians of the day, Legendre, Bessel, Abel, &c., he was
en terms of the closest intimacy. The planetary theory

and other particular dynamical problems likewise occupied

his -attention from time to time. He left a vast store of

manuscript, portions of which have been published at

intervals in Crelle's Journal. See INFINITESIMAL Cal-
culus.

JACOBITE CHURCH, an ecclesiastical organization

thinly spread over Syria, Mesopotamia, and Babylonia,

having for itsdistinctive doctrinal principle theMonophysite
thesis with regard to the person of Christ ; it consequently

accepts the decrees' of the. second^ ("Bobber ") synod of
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'Epbesiis, auj rejects tLose oFthe council of Chalcedon. It

tas some niiiiur i^eculiai'ities in. points of detail,—-tor

example, as to the prepaiation of the eouimuuiou elements,

the mode of mailing the sign of the cross, and the method

of electing patriarchs and bishops. Its head is called the

jiatriarch of Antioch, who has his residence, however, for

the most part at Diarbekir ; seojnd to him is the

" maphrian " {i.e., " fertilizer "), who has a kind of primacy

over the eastern section of the church. No accurate

statistics as to the numerical strength of the Jacobite

Church exist ; its numbers may probably be safely placed

considerably under 250,000. Fur a considerable time a

Pioman Catholic patriarch of the Jacobites has resided at

Aleppo, and lately the Jacobites of Damascus have accepted

Catholicism. The Jacobite Church owes its origin, as its

name, to Jacobus, surnamed Barad;\ius and sometimes

y^anzalus, a native of Telia, who became a monk at

Constantinople, and afterwards receiving episcopal con-

secration .(5il or 5i3 A.D.) devoted thenceforward the rest

of his life (nearly forty years) to extensive labours through-

out Asia Minor, Syria, Egypt, and the Mediterranean'

islands, on behalf of the Monophysite cause. Such were

liis energy and zeal that he is'said to have consecrated in

the course of ki? travels no fewer than two pati ;irchs,

twenty-seven bishops, and fully 100,000 priescs and
•deacons. The epithet "Jacobite" is sometimes applied

•with less strict propriety to the Coptic, Abyssinian, and
Armenian Churches, which also are Monophysite, and owe
much ti) the influence of Barad;Bus.

JACOBS, Christian Fkiedeicii Wilhelm(1764-1S47),
a Germ in scliolar and, author, was born at Gotha, October
C, 17Gf. After studying philology and theology at Jeno
and Gottingen, he in 1785 became teacher in thegj'mnasium
of his native town, and in 1802 was appointed to an ofifice

in the public library. In 1807 te became classical teacher

in the lyceura of Munich, but he again returned to Gotha
in 1810 to take the charge of the library and the numis-
matic cabinet. From 1831 to 1812 he was superintendent
of the art collections of the town. He died at Gotha,
March 30, 1817.

Jacobs, besides eiUting n lurye number of the less known Greek
and Latin autliois, was a voluminous ti'auslator and also a suc-
cessful writer iu various dep<n-tments of general literature. Of his
eJitoiial labours the most iraportaut is the edition of the Anlho-
logia Gixea, 13 vols., 179i-lSli. He also publishej trauslatioiis
from tlie Greek Antholo-^y under tlie title Tcmj/e, 2 vols., 1803.
YihElcmcniarhuch dci' ijrkchisclicii Sprache, 1805, has gone through
many editions. His miscellaueous essays on classical subjects were
published collectively at %'arious periods under the title Vcrmischtc
Schnflm, aud amount in all to 8 volumes. Among his other
v.-ritiugs may be mentioned Schrlftcn fur die Jageiid, 3 vols.,
13J2-44; 3.vii ErziihUuigr,n, 7 vols., 1824-37.

JACOTOT, Joseph (1770-1810), a French educationist,
and author of the method of " Emancipation intellectuelle,"

was born at Dijon, March 4, 1770. He was educated at

-the university of Dijon, where in his nineteenth year he
was chosen professor of Latin, after which he studied law,
became advocate, and at the same time devoted a large
amount of his attention to mathematics. In 1788 he
organized a federation of the youth of Dijon for the defence
of the principles of the Revolution ; and in 1792, with the
rank of captain, he set out to take part in. the campaign
of Belgium, where he conducted himself with bravery and
distinction. After for some time filling the office of
secretary of the " commission d'organisation du mouvement
des armies," he in 1791 became deputy of the director of
the Polytechnic school, and on the institution of the central
schools at Dijon he was appointed to the chair of the

I' method of sciences," where he made his first experiments
in that mode of tuition which he afterwards developed more
fully.

^
On the central schools being replaced by other

educational institutiuns, Jacotot occuoied successively the

chairs uf mathematics and of Roman law until the overthrow
of the empire. In iSlo he was elected a representative to

the chamber of deputies ; but after the second restoration

he found it necessary to quit his native land, and, having
taken up his residence at Brussels, he was iu 1818
nominated by the Government teacher of the French
language at the university of Louvaiu, where he perfected

into a sj-stem the educational principles which he had
already practised with success in France. His method was
not only adopted in several institutions in Belgium, but also

met with some approval in France, England, Germany,
and Russia. An account of it will be found in the article

Education, vol. vii, pp. 677-78. After the revolution of

1830 Jacotot returned to France, aud he died at Paris, July
30, 1810.

His system was described by him m Eiisdgnemcnt unhcrsd,
LangiK mcCtemdU, Louvain and Dijon, 1823—^ivhich has passed
through several editions—and in various other works; and he also

advocated his views in the Journal de V^mancipatioii intellectuelle.

For a complete list of his works and fuller details regarding his
career, see Biographic de J. Jacotot; by AcUUe Guillard, Paris, 1S60.

JACQUARD, Joseph Marie (1752-1834), inventor of

the Jacquard silk-weaving loom, was born of humble
parents at Lyons, July 7, 1752. The earlier part of his

life is involved iu considerable obscurity, though it is said

that his mechanical talent was manifest from an early age.

Jacquard married in 1777, and at the death of his father

felt heir to two looms and a small sum of money. These,

however, like Palissy's furniture, were sacrificed to the

inventive pursuits of their owner, who was at last forced

to become a lime-burner at Bresse, wl ile his wife supported

herself at Lyons by plaiting straw. In 1793 Jacquard
took part in the unsuccessful defence <l Lyons against the

troops of the convention ; but afterw; rds served in their

ranks on the Rhone and Loire. .^Ster seeing some active

service, in which his young son was shot down at his side,

Jacquard again returned to LyOns, where he succeeded in

finxling work. He still laboured at his machine.s, and iu

1801 a medal was awarded him for an invention which
he exhibited in the industrial exhibition at Paris, whereby
one workman per loom was superseded in the weaving of

figured silks. Jacquard was summoned to Paris, and after

interviews with Napoleon aud Carnot was attached to the

Conservatoire des Arts et Metiers. A loom of Vaucanson's,

deposited there, suggested various improvements in his own,

which he gradually perfected to its final state. In 1804
he returned to Lyons, and although his invention was
fiercely opposed by the silk weavers, whom it threatened

to deprive of a livelihood, its advantages were too great

to suffer resistance. Many years before his death, which

occurred at Oullins, a village near Lyons, on August 7,'

1834, the inventor had the satisfaction of seeing his loom

in almost uni'. ersal use, and, as a consequence, the pro-

sperity of his native city rapidly advancing. Jacquard

was rewarded with p, pension of £60, a royalty of X2
upon each loom erected, and the cross of the legion of

honour. His statue was erected in Lyons in 1840.

See Lamartine's Jacquard, and the article "Weaving.

JADE, a name popularly applied to several distinct

ornamental stones, but restricted scientificall}- to a definite

mineral species known as nephrite. The teVm nephrite,

from «(/)po!, the kidney, refers to the reputed value of the

mineral in renal diseases, whence it was formerly known
as Lapis nephriticns. Probably the word jade is a corrup-

tion of the Spanish hijada, since this mineral is one of the

stones which were known to the S^janish conquerors of

Mexico and Peru under the name of piedra de hijada, or

"stone ef the loins"—a name which first appears in the

writings of Monardes, in 1565, as piedra de la i/jada. - So

numerous have been the names applied to this mineral i»
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various parts of tlio- wnrlil, iind at difTcrcnt tfmes, tlmt

I'l'ufussor Fischer has cnllcctoJ nearly ouo hundred and

fifty synonyms of jade.

True jade, or nephrite, is a native silicate of calcium and

magnesium, which may be regarded as a compact or

crypto-crystalline variety of hornblende, and may be

referred either to actinolite or to tremolite, according as

its colour tends to green or to white. It never exhibits

crj-stalline form or distinct cleavage ; but, according to

recent observers who have visited the old quarries in

Turkestan, and have seen the mineral i?i situ, traces of

cleavage may occasionally be observed ; usually, however,

the substancG breaks with a splintery fracture. The
specific gravity of jade varies from 2'91 to 3'OG, a^r'-'sffers

one of the readiest means of distinguishing between this

mineral and others with which it is likely to be confounded.

Moat specimens of jade are scratched by flint or quartz,

their hardness being about 6 5 ; but, while the hardness is

not excessive, the mineral is remarkable for its toughness.

It is notable that Hermann von Schlagintweit, who
inspected the quarries in the Kara-kash valley, found that

the hardness of the stone when freshly broken was con-

siderably less than that assumed by it after a short ex-

posure. The colour of jado is subject to gi'eat diversity,

- -some varieties presenting almost every shade of green,

while others are yellowish, grey, or even white.

So far as is at present known, no true jade has ever been

detected in silu in Europe. A loose block has been found

at Schwemsal near Leipsic, and the mineral is said to occur

in the drift at Potsdam near Berlin. Corsica and Turkey
have also been recorded as jade localities, but probably on
insufficient grounds.

It is by the Chinese that jade has always been most
highly prized, and, notwithstanding its intractability, most

elaborately carved. To the Chinese it is known under the

name of i/u or j/u-chi (yu-stone). Much of the Chinese

jade was formerly obtained from quarries in the Kueu-Iun

mountains, on the sides of the Kara-kash valley, in

Turkestan. These ancient workings were visited and
described a few years ago by H. v. Schlagintweit, by Dr
Stolicka, and by Dr Cayley. The mineral is found in

nests and veins running through schistose and gneissose

rocks. It is probable that jade occurs throughout the

Kuen-lun range, and that a rich site exists to the south of

Khotan. The Khotan jade has been known to the Chinese

for upwards of two thousand years. In Turkestan the

jade is known as yaslim op j/eshm, a word which appears in

Arabic as yeslib, and is said to be cognate with lacrms or

jasper. Indeed, by early mineralogists the jade was often

described as Jaspis viridis. Fine boulders of dark green

jade have been found by R[. Alibert in the neighbourhood

of his graphite mine near Batougol in Siberia. New
Zealand is one of the most famous localities for jade, and
the stone is highly prized by the natives, who work it, with

great labour, into amulets, axe-heads, and various other

objects. Among these objects may be mentioned the

peculiar club-like implement known as the mere or pattoo-

paitoo, and the hideous breast ornament termed hei tiki.

By the Maoriesjade is known aspunamu or "green-stone,"

and the occurrence of this mineral along the western coast

of the south island has led to the name Te wahi punamu,
or "the place of the green-stone," being applied to this

district. Jade also occurs in New Caledonia and in some
of the smaller Pacific islands. In consequence of its use

by the South Sea islanders as a material for making axe-

heads, it is often known to German mineralogists as

Beihieiii or "axe-stone."

tjnder the name of " oceanic jade," JM. Damour has
idescribed a fibrous variety found in New Caledonia and

in the Marquesas Islands, having a specific gravity of

o'18, and differing from ordinary nephrite in the proporj

tion of lime and magnesia which it contains. If this-

oceanic jade be recognized as a distinct variety, th&
ordinary nephrite may be distinguished as " oriental jade."

Although it was from America that the original jade,

or " spleen-stone," was introduced into Europe, it is curious

that few, if any, American localities for this mineral are

recorded in modern works on mineralogy. Dr Dawsoa
has, however, noted its occurrence in British Columbia.
At the time of the Spanish conqiiest of America, amulets
in jade or in some jade-like mineral were highly venerated

throughout Mexico, Central America, and Peru. It has
been supposed by Mr E. G. Squier that jade was one of

the green stones so greatly prized by the ancient Mexicans
under the name of chakhihuill. The " Amazon stone,"

which has sometimes been regarded as jade, is a green

variety of microcliue-felspar ; while the " Bowenite " from
Smithfield in Rhode Island, which was at one tinie sup-

posed to be nephrite, is found to be a variety of serpentine

of unusual hardness. Serpentine is also used as a substi-

tute for jade in some of the common objects imported from
China.

While true jade has not hitherto been found in sitn in

Europe, it is a very suggestive fact that neolithic celts and

scrapers have been found among the relics of several of the

ancient pile-dwellings in the lakes of Switzerland. The
principal localities have been the stations of Luscherz and
Schaffis on the Lake of Bienne (Biel), Meilen on the Lake
of Zurich, and Robenhausen on the Lake of Pfiiffikon. Yet
no jade has been discovered among the rocks of the Swiss

Alps ; neither have any chippings been found which might

lead us to suspect that the stone was worked in Switzer-

land. As it seems beyond doubt that the jade must bo

a foreign material, it becomt-s an interesting question to

determine whether such objects were obtained by barter,

or had been brought by the ancestors of the old lake-

dwellers from their primitive abode in the East, and pre-

served generation after generation during their migration

westwards. It should be mentioned that jade celts have

been found by Dr Schliemann among the relics of the

oldest of the cities at Hissarlik. A jade celt engraved

with a Gnostic formula in Greek characters is preserved in

the Christy collection ; and among the As.syrian and

Babylonian seal-cylinders in the British museum there is

said to be one specimen of jade.

It was shown by M. Damour, in 1863, that much of the

so-called jade is altogether different from nephrite, and
must be separated as a distinct species, for which he

suggested tho name of "jadeite." Jadeite is a silicate of

aluminium and sodium, and therefore differs widely from

nephrite in chemical composition. Mineralogically its

relations lie rather with epidote than with hornblende.

Its colour is generally brighter than that of nephrite, and

tho paler-tinted kinds often contain veins of a bright-grerji

colour. It is slightly harder than nephrite, but its most

distinctive characteristic is its high specific gravity ; this

ranges from 3'28 to 3'35, while the density of nephrite,

even in oceanic jade, never exceeds 3'18.

Much of the Chinese "jade" is really jadeite. Accord-

ing to Pumpelly the jadeite of Yu-nan in south-west China

is known as fei-tsiii. Jadeite also occurs to the north-west

of Bhamo in Burmah. Axes of jadeite are not unlre-

quently found in the remains of the Swiss lake-dwellings,

but the mineral is not known to occur in the rocks of

Europe. Jadeite forms the substance of many ancient

Mexican ornaments, while implements wrought in tho

same material have been found in Costa Rica.' Fischer

records an Egyptian scarabasus in jadeite.

The green jade-like stones which are known to the

Maories as kawa-kaioa and tanr/iivai do not appear to be>
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•eitlicr .iado or jndeito. From analyses published by Yon

1 [ocLstL'ttei-, tho former is a hydrnted silicate of aluminium

and magnesium, while the latter is a silicate of aluminium,

calcium, magnesium, and iron.

It was pointed out by Damour, in 1865, that certain

stone celts found in the dolmens of France and in the lakes

of Switzerland, as well as some from Mexico, are wrought

in a material which resembles jadeite, but contains a larger

propoition of iron, and is marked by having a specific

.gravity as high as 3-4 or even 3'65. This substance he

tlistin'^uished as rjdoi-omuaniie, a word which has an un-

iurtunato resemblance to the name chloromehn which

Breithaupt bestowed, as far back as 1823, upon a mineral

Tesembling cronstedite. Damour's chloromelanite is a

isubstance of spinach-greeu or blackish green colour, fre-

quently flecked with paler patches, and enclosing garnets

.and iron-pyrites. AVhen H. B. de SausSure examined the

geology of the Swiss Alps, he found a greenish mineral, of

singular toughness, which he described as jade. By Haiiy

it was afterwards called jaJe tenace. Its chemical composi-

tion, however, is quite unlike that of jade, and Beudant
.separated it as a distinct mineral under the name of
*' saussurite." Placed by the older mineralogists among the

felsparSfit seems to take its right position with the specie?

called zoisite. Saussurite is a silicate of aluminium and
calcium, haviug a specific gravity of about 3'2. It forms

.a constituent of the Alpine rock known as " euphotide,"

boulders ut which are scattered around the Lake of Geneva,

and were used by the lake-dwellers in the manufacture of

implements.

Another mineral occasionally mistaken for some of the

paler kinds of jade, and used as a material for implements
by the Neolithic occupants of western Europe, is the species

termed " fibrolite." Th.is is a silicate of aluminium with a
specific gravity of about 3 '2,—a density serving to dis-

tinguish it from quartz, while it may be separated from
•other jadedlke minerals by its infusibility.

Tliu following Liblo, containing a, few si'Icctcil analyses of jaJo
flnil tlio otUei' minerals mcutioned in this article, may be nscfnl fur

Teferi-nro.

!
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the place. As early as 1544 the. missionaries uuiTer Francis Xavicr

had matie converts in tliis part of Ccyion, and after the conmiest

the Portuguese maintained their proselytizing zeal. They had a

Jesuit college and a Franciscan and a- Dominican monastery. The
Dutch drove out the Portuguese in 165S. The Church of Kugland
Missionary Society hegan its work in Jaffna in 1S18, and the Ameri-

can Missionary Society in 1822.

JAGADHRI, a municipal town in AmbiU district,

Punjab, India, is situated in 30° 10' N. lat. and 77"

20' 45" E. long., a little west of the river Jumna, 37

miles south-east of AmbAlA city, and 3 miles north of the

Sind, Punjab, and Delhi Railway. Before the Sikh

invasions, Jag4dhri was a mere village ; but Rdi Sinh of

Btiria, the Stkh oouqueror, encouraged the commercial and

manufacturing classes to settle on the spot, so that a con-

siderable trade rapidly sprang up. Destroyed by NAdir

ShAh during one of his incursions, but rebuilt in 1783 by

Edi Sinh, it passed to the British in 1829 together with

the territory of which it was the capital. JagAdhri has

imports of copper and iron, considerable manufacture of

metal work, and exports of vessels and tools. It contains

a tahsili, police-office, and rest-house. The population in

1868 was 11,676, comprising 9220 Hindus, 2319 Maho-
metans, and 137 Sikhs.

JAGUAR {Felis onca). This powerful and ferocious

animal is the largest of the species of Felidx found upon

the American continent. It ranges from Texas through

Central and South America into Patagonia. In the

oountries which bound its northern limit it is hot fre-

quently met with, but in South America it is still quite

common, and Azara states that when the Spaniards first

settled the district between Monte Video and Santa Fd

J.iguar.

as m.any as two thousand were killed yearly. The jaguar

is usually found singly, or sometimes in pairs, and preys

upon such quadrupeds as the horse, tapir, capybara, dogs,

or cattle, and its strength is so great that it has been

known to swim with a horse it had killed across a wide
river, and then to carry its prey into the woods. It

rarely slays at a time more than is requisite to satisfy

its hunger, and leaves the unconsumed portions for the

benefit of any stray prowler who may find them. Its

manner of killing its victim is, after springing upon it, to

strike it to the earth by a blow of its powerful paw. The
jaguar often feeds upon turtles, sometimes following the

reptiles into the water to effect a capture ; having secured

one and turned it over on its back, it inserts a paw
between the shells and drags out the body of the turtle by

means of its shrrji claws. Occasionally, after having:

tasted human flesa, the jaguar becomes a confirmed man-
eater. The cry of this great cat, which is heard at night,

and most frequently during the pairing season, is deep and
hoarse in tone, and consists of the sound jm, pii, often

repeated. The female brings forth from two to four cubs
towards the close of the year; they are able to follow

their mother in about fifteen days after birtb. The colour

of the jaguar varies greatly among individuals, ranging
from white to black, the rosette markings in the extremes
being but faintly visible. The general or typical coloratiou

is a rich ta:^ upon tlie head, neck, body, outside of legs,.

and tail neixr the root. The upper part of the head and
sides of the face are thickly marked with small black

spots, and the rest of body is covered with rosettes,

formed of black spots, with a black spot in the centre,

and ranged lengthwise along the body in five to seven

rows on each side. These black rings arQ heaviest along

tlie back. The lips, throat, breast, and belly, the inside

of the legs, aud the lower sides of tail are pure

white, marked with irregular spots of black, those on the

breast being long bars, and on the belly and inside of legs

large blotches. The tail has large black spots near the

root, some with light centres, and from about midway of

its length to the tip it is ringed with black. The ears are

black behind, with a large buff spot near the tip. The
nose and upper lip are light rufous brown. The size

varies, the total length of a very large specimen measuring

6 feet 9 inches ; the average length, however, is about 4-

feet from the nose to root of tail. In form the jaguar is

thick-set ; it does not stand high upon its legs ; and in com-

I>arison with the leopard it is heavily built. But its movai

nients are very rapid, and it is fully as agile as its mora
graceful relative. The skull resembles tliat of the lion and

tiger, but is much broader in pro'portion to its length.

The forehead is concave, and the nasal region broad. The
frontal processes of the maxillary are rounded, in cOHtra-

dislinction to the truncated form of the tiger and the

pointed one of the lion, and do not extend as far back as

the fronto-nasa! articulation. Oh the inner edge of the

orbit is a weli-developed tubercule. The canines are long

and stout, the molar series well developed. The second

sillon on the outer side of the crown of the canines is

rudinientarj-, sometimes absent.

JAHAnABAD, a town in Gay4 district, Bengal,'

situated on the PatnA road, 25° 13' 10" N. lat., 85° 2'. 10"

E. long. Population (1872) 21,022 -namely, 12,413

Hindus and 8009 Mahometans. It was at one period a

flourishing trading town, and in 1760 it formed one of the

eight .branches of the company's central factory at PatuA.

Since the introduction of "ivlanchester goods, tlie trade of

the town in cotton cloth has almost entirely ceased ; but

large numbers of the JulAha or weaver caste live in the

neighbourhood.

JAHN, JoHANN (1750-1816), a distinguished Orientalist

and Biblical critic of the Roman Catholic Church, was

born at Tas'.witz, Moravia, on June 18, 1750. After

completing liis school education at-Znaim he studied philo-

sophy at Olmittz, and in 1772 began his theological studies

at the Pra^monstratensian convent of Bruck in the neigh-

bourhoi d of Znaim. .
Having been ordained to the priest-

hood 'n 1775, he for a short time held a cure of souls at

Misl' iz, but was soon recalled to Bruck to become professor

of Oriental languages and Biblical hermeneutics there. On
th': suppression of the convent by Joseph II. in lj84,

Jahn was removed to a chair at Olmiitz corresponding to

that which he had previously held, and in 1789 he was

transferred to Vienna as professor of Oriental languages,

Biblical archaeology, and dogmatics. In 1792 he published

his Einleihwg ins Alte Testament (2 .vols.), which .aJrooi*
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Jnimecliately liegan tn cause him trouble ; a certain Cardinal

Migazzi laid a complaint against him before the emperor

because in his preface he had confessed himself to have in

some points departed from the views of his learned prede-

cessors and adopted opinions of his own, while in the work
itself he declared Job, Jonah, Tobit, and Judith to be

didactic poems. To these charges was added a third, that

in- his New Testament lectures he had stated the cases of

demoniacal possession there mentioned to be cases of

natural disease. On the matter being referred to an
ecclesiastical commission, it was reported that the views

theihselves were not necessarily heretical, but that Jahn
had shown undue rashness in giring out, as his own,

opinions which teachers of theology ought not to mention

otherwise than as foreign ; in accordance with this it was
decided that he ought to modify his expressions in future

editions of his work and in his subsequent lecturing.

Although he appears honestly to have aiccepted this judg-

ment, the hostility of those who were opposed to his teach-

ing did not cease until at last (1806) he was compelled to

accept a canonry at Vienna, which involved the resignation

of his chair. This step had been preceded by the condem-
Dation of his Introductio in libros sacros Vetei-is Foederis

in. compendium redacta, published in 1804, and also of his

Archxologia Bihlica in compendium redacta (1805). The
only work of importance, outside the region of mere philo-

logy, afterwards published by him, was the Enchiridion

Uermeneuficx (1812). He died August 16, 1816. Jahn's

place in the history of the modern science of Biblical

criticism is undoubtedly an honourable one, and also of

some importance, especially when his ecclesiastical environ-

ment is taken into account. If he cannot be said to have
been either very original or very profound, he has at least

the merit of being laborious, candid, and clear-sighted

within hia range of vision ; one of his books, the Archiea-

logia, is not even yet entirely superseded.

Besides the works alrcidy mentioned, 'he published HchrdiscTiA
Siirachhhre far Anfangcr, 1792; Aramdisrhe od. Chatdaische «.
Si/rische Sprachlchre fiir Anfangcr, 1793; Aralischt Sprachlehre,
1796; Elcmmtarbuch der Eebr. Si>rache, 1799; Chalddische Chrcs-
tonuUhie, 1800; AroMsclie Clirestamathie, 1S02; Lexicon Arabico-
Lalinum ChrestoDuUkix accojinnodatmn, 1802; an edition of the
Hebrew Bible, 1805 ; Grammatica linc/uas Uchrakx, 1809 ; a critical

commentary on the Messianic passnges of the Old Testament
(Vaticinia projihetarum dc Jcsu ilessia), 1815. Ill 1S21 a collection
of Kachtrutfc appeared, containing six dissertations on Biblical sub-
jects. The English translation of the Archxologia by Upbara
has passed through several editions. See A. G. Hoifmauu's article
in Ersch and Gruber's Encydopddic.

JAHN, Otto (1813-1869), eminent alike as an archso-
logist, philologist, and art critic, was born June 16, 1813,
at Kiel, where he began under Nitzsch the philological and
archaeological education which he continued at Leipsic
under Hermann and at Berlin under Lachmann and
Gerhard. After the completion of his university studies
he travelled for three years (1836-39) in France and Italy

;

having "habilitated" in 1839 at Kiel, he in 1842 became
professor-extraordinary of archaeology and philology at
Greifswald, where in 1845 he was promoted to the rank of
ordinarius. In 1847 he accepted the chair of archjEology
at Leipsic, but for having taken part in the political move-
ments of 1848-49 he was deprived in 1851. He continued
to remain in private life until in 1855 he was appointed
ordinary professor of the science of antiquity, and director
of the academical art museum at Bonn. In 1867 he was
called to succeed Gerhard at Berlin ; but after a lincerinf
illness he died at Giittingen, September 9, 1869.
The following list of his works is not to be regarded as exhaustive.

1. Archieological : Telqyhos u. Troilos, 1841; Die Gcmalde dcs
Pohjijnot, 1841 ; Specimen epigraphimm in memoriam Kdlermanni,
1842; Pcntheus u. die Mdnaden, 1842; Paris u. Oinone, 1845;
Die hellenische Kuml, 1846; Peitho, die Gottin der Uebemdung,
1847; Ucber cinige DarsUUungcn dc3 Paris- Urihtih, 1849; Die

Flcsroniscnc Ctsta, 1S5?; Seschvihing der Vasaisammlvng dcs

KiJnigs Lvdicig, 1854; Die Wandgcmdlde des Columhariums in dor

Villa Pamfili. 1857; Pausanis dcscriplio arcis AtheKiensis, 1860;

Darslcllimgen griechischcr Dichtcr auf Fasenbildcm, 1861 ; Uelcr

hemalte Vasen mil Goldschmucl; 1865; Uehcr Darstcllungcn des

ffamltccrks u. Ues HandcUverkehrs, ISioS. 2. Philological: Critical

editions of Persius, 1843; Censorinus, 1845; Floras, 1852; the

Brutus, 1849, and Orator, 1851, of Cicero; Juvenal, 1851; the

Pcriochx of Livy, 1853; the Psycie et Cupido of Apuleius; the

£;crfra of Sophocles, 1861; Loi^gimis, 1867. 3. Biographical and

Esthetic : Uebcr Mendelssohn's Paulus, 1842 ; Piographie, Mozart's,

a work of extraordinary labour and loving care, 1856-1860 ; Ltidwig

Uhlaad. 1853; Gcsammclte Aufsiitze iiicr Musik, 1866; £io-

graphische Aufsdtzc, 1866.

JAINS, the most numerous and influential sect of

heretics, or noncomformists to the Bcahmanical system of

Hinduism, in India, are found in every province of Upper
Hindustan, in the cities along the Ganges, and in Calcutta.

But they are more numerous to the west—in Mewar,

Guzerat, and in the upper part of the Malabar coast—and

are also scattered throughout the whole of the southern

peninsula. They are mostly traders, and live in the towns :

and the wealth of many of their community gives them a

social importance greater than would result from theii

mere numbers. Of what their actual number may be it

is unfortunately impossible to form any exact estimate, as

in the census returns they are confounded with the

Buddhists. Their magniScent series of temples and

shrines on Mount Abu, one of the seven wonders of India,

is perhaps the most striking outward sign of their wealth

and importance.

The Jains are the last direct representatives on the con-

tinent of India of those schools of thought which grew out

of the active philosophical speculation and earnest spirit

of religious inquiry so rife in the valley of the Ganges
during the 5th and 6th centuries before the Christian era.

For many centuries Jainisra was so overshadowed by that

stupendous movement, born at the same time and in the

same place, which we call Buddhism, that it remained

almost unnoticed by the side of its powerful rival. But
when Buddhism, whoso widely open doors had absorbed

the mass of the community, became thereby corrupted from
its pristine purity and gradually died away, the smallei

school of the Jains, less diametrically opposed to the

victorious orthodox creed of the Brahmans, survived, and
in some degree took its place.

Jainism purports to be the system of belief promulgated
by Vardhamana, better known by his epithet of Maha-vlra,

who was a contemporary of Gautama, the Buddha. But
the Jains, like the Buddhists, believe that the same system

had previously been proclaimed through countless ages by
each one of a succession of earlier teachers. The Jains

count twenty-four such prophets, whom they call Jinas, or

Tirthankaras, that is, conquerors or leaders of schools of

thought. It is from this word JIna that the modern name
Jainas, meaning followers of the Jina, or of the JInas, is

derived. This legend of the. twenty-four Jinas contains a.

germ of truth. Maha-vira was not an originator; he merely
carried on, with but slight changes, a system which existed

before his time, and which probably owes its most distin-

guishing features to a teacher named Parswa, who ranks

in the succession of Jinas as the predecessor of Maha-vira.

Parswa is said, in the Jain chronology, to have lived two
hundred years before Maha-vira (that is, about 700 B.C.) ;

but the only conclusion that it is safe to draw from this

statement is that Parswa was considerably earlier in point

of time than Maha-vira. Very little .reliance can be placed

upon the details reported in the Jain books concerning the.

previous Jinas in the list of the twenty-four TirthankarasJ

The curious will find in them many reminiscences of Hindu
and Buddhist legend ; and the antiquarian must notice the

distinctive symbols assigned to each, in order to recogniz^
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the statues of tlie different Jinas, otherwise identical, in

the different Jain temples.

Very little is at present known of the details of the Jain

system of belief. But fresh light is being thrown upon
tliis question year by year, and some of their principal

tenets are already beyond dispute. The Jains are divided

into two great parties,—the Digamlaras, or Sky-clad Ones,

and the Swetamharas, or the White-robed Ones. The
latter have only as yet been traced, and that doubtfully,

as far back as the 6th century after Christ ; the former

are almost certainly the same as the Niganthas, who are

referred to in numerous passages of the Buddhist Prdi

Pitakas, and must therefore be at least as old as the 4th

century B.C. In many of these passages the Niganthas are

mentioned as contemporaneous with the Buddha ; and
details enough are given concerning their leader Nigaiitha

Nata-putta (that is, the Nigaijtha of the Jnatrika clan) to

enable us to identify him, without any doubt, as the same
person as the Vardhamana Matha-vira of the Jain books.

This remarkable confirmation, from the scriptures of a rival

religion, of the Jain tradition seems conclusive as to the

date of Matha-vIra ; and, should any one still doubt the

antiquity of the sect, it may be mentioned here that the

Niganthas are referred to in one of Asoka's edicts (Corpus

InscHptionum, Plate sx.). Unfortunately the account of

the teachings of Nigantha Nata-putta given in the Buddhist

scriptures are, like those of the Buddha's teachings given

in the Brahmanical literature, not only very meagre, but

also very little to be depended upon. And the Jain scrip-

tures themselve?, though based on earlier traditions, are

not older in their present form than the 6 th century of our

era. The most distinctively sacred books are called the

forty-five Agaraas, consisting of eleven Angas, twelve

Upangas, ten Pakmnakas, six Chedas, four Mula-sutras, and
two other books. Several of these are in process of trans-

lation into English for the series of translations from the

sacred books of the East now being published under the

auspices of the university of Oxford. It was Devaddhi-

ganin, who occupies among the Jains a position very

similar to that occupied among the Buddhists by Buddho-
ghosa, who at the date just mentioned collected the then

existing traditions and teachings of the sect into these

forty-five Agamas. It is most probable that, previous to

his time, the sacred lore of the Jains was handed down by
memory, and not by writing. This mode of transmitting a

literature seems very unsafe according to modern European
ideas. But when we call to mind the very great value of the

historical results drawn from the Vedas and the Buddhist
scriptures, both of which wore for many centuries preserved

for posterity by memory alone, we may confidently look for-

ward to important addition.s to our knowled.^e when the

Jain Agamas shall have been made accessible to European
scholars. Like tho Buddhist scriptures, the earlier Jain books
are written in a dialect of their own, the so-called Jaina

Prakrit; and it was not till between 1000 and 1100 a.d.

that the Jains adopted Sanskrit as their literary language.

The most distinguishing outward peculiarity of Malia-vii-a and of
his earliest followers was their practice of going nuito naked,
whence the terra Diijamiara. Against this custom Gautama, the
Euddha, especially warned his followers ; and it is referred to in
tho well-known Greek phrase Gymnosoiihut, .wsei already by
Megasthcnes, which applies very aptly to the Niganthas. Even
the earliest name Nigantha, which means "free from bonds," may
not bo «-ithout allusion's to this curious belief in the sanctity of
nakedness, though it also alluded to freedom from the bonds of
sin and of transmigration. The statues of tho Jinas in the Jnin
tcmple3_, some of which are of enormous size, are still always quite
li.aked ; but the Jains themselves h.ave abandoned the practice, the
Digambaras being sky-clad at meal time only, and the Swetamharas
being always completelj clothed. And even among the Digambaras
it is only the recluses or Yaiis, men devoted to a religiouslife, who
cany out this piactice. The Jain laity—the Sramlca^, or disciples—do not adopt it.

The supreme aim of the J.n'ns as of tho niiddhists is c.illcit

JSlrvtt\nt ; but tile word conveys difl'crci.t idciis in tlie two religion.-^

The Jains ajipear to believe in tlie existi-nrc of a soul iusiile tho

human body, and in tlic transmigration of souls ; and their Nirv.ina

seems to consist in the delivery of tlie soul from lliis traUbinigraLion.

It differs from tlie mokslia of the Hindus iu that the Jnins, not
tcacliing the existence of a supreme being, do not hoi)C for an
absorption of tlie soul into tlic deity. Tliis Kiiv.'ina will follow

on tho belief in certain luetaj-hysical theories, tlie natnio of whiaJi

still remains unknown to scholars. But it is to be accompanied by
the practice of the four virtues—lil^cality, gentleness, piety, and
rcmorso for failings—by goodness m thouglit, wonl, and deed,

and by kindness to tho inute creation and even to the i'orma of

vegetable life. This last item in their belief, though coniinon to

the Jains and the Buddhists, has been carried out by ilie Jains to a
more extreme result, and seems to be baseil on the wide extension

of the doctrine of the fcoul. They regard all animals and plants

as endowed with souls, and they consider it an act of jiiety to put

up and to maintain hospitals for sick animals. They believe also

in the existence of numerous angels or demons, good and bad,

among whom they include most of the deities of the. Hindu
pantheon ; and the later Jains do not sciuiile to rentier a kind oi

worship to these spirits. This practice is, however, not in

accordance with the earlier and stricter Jainisin ; and it is tho
negative side of their creed, their denial of the pow-er of the gods,

of the authority of the Vedjs, antl of the sacredncss of easto, which
has been the most important part of their teaching. PractieuUj*,

no doubt, many of their laity adhere to some of the social caste

distinctions of the Hindus ; and their authors quote the Vedas
w-ith respect when jiassages from the Vedas can bn used iu supj'ort

of theii- own views ; but no distinction of caste excludes from their

religious orders, or prevents the attainment of their Nir\ana ; and
the Vedas, even wlien quoted, are not regarded as conclusively

authoritative. Professor Jaeobi, who is the best authority on the
history of this sect, thus sums up the distinction between tho

ifaha-vira and the Buddha; "Maha-vira was rather of the

ordinary class of religious men in India, We may be allowed a

talent for religious matters, but he possessed not the genius wh.icli

Buddha undoubtedly had The Buddha's philosophy forms a

system based on a few fundamental ideas, whilst that of Maha-virj
scarcely forms a system, but is merely a sum of opinions {^iinnuiii^

on various subjects, no fundamental ideas being there to uphold
the mass of metaphysical matter. Besides this .... it is the
ethical element that gives to the Buddhist writings their suiicriority

over those of the Jains. Maha-vira treated ethics as corollary and
subordinate to his metaphysics, with which he was chiefly con-

cerned."

Atilhoritics.—Bhndrabahn'fi Kafpa Sfilra, the rccopnized nnd popular inaaual
of tlie Swetambara Jains, edited with English introiiiictlon l.y I'lofcssor JacobI,
Lelpsic, 1879; Hemaccndias "Yoga Sastram." edited by Windisoh, in tlic Z^rt-

schrift der deutschen morg. Ocs. iur 1874; " Zwel JaiTia Stolin," edited in the
Indische Sludien, vol XV. ; £in Fragnienl dcr Bhagavatl. by rrofi-ssor Weber; J/rf-

moircs de VAcadeinie de Berlin, 18C6; NirayOraliya Sjitta, edited by Dr WaiTi-n,

with Dutch introduction. Am&t(i*d.nni, 1S79 ; Oicr de godsdienstige en trij^gceritji

Bcgrippen der Jainas, by Dr Wancn (his doctor-disscitntion. ZwoUc, 1875) ; ftei-

tfage zttr Grammatik dcs Jaina-prdirit, by Dr Edwaid Jliillcr, berlin, 1876^
Colebrooke's Essatjs, vol. ii, Mr Dui-geps has on exhaustive occoiuit of tfie Jain

Cave Temples {none older than the 7th ctnlniy) in Furguison and Huigess's

Cave Temples in India, London, 1S80, (T, W, R. D.)

JAINTIA hills. For administrative purposes the

Jaintia Hills are regarded as a subdivision of the KhAsi and

Jdintia HiUs district, in the province of Assam. They
cover an area of about 2000 square miles, and are bounded
N. by the district of Nowgong, E. by Cachar, S. by Sylhet,

and W. by the KhAsi Hills.

The Jiintia Hills are divided into twenty-five fiscal

divisions, of which three are inhabited by Knkf or'Lushii

immigrants, and one by Mikirs. The remainder of the

inhabitants are Syntengs, a race akin to the Khdsis, but

with distinct ethnical characteristics and language. The
chief crop is rice, grown on the nomadic system of agricul-

ture knowii as ,jum. The most valuable natural product

is limestone, which is quarried on the river banks, and
despatched by water into Bengal from the Sylhet markets.

Coal of excellent quality has been found in situations

mostly inaccessible to water trafiic. The Syntongs are

keen traders, and retain in their own hands tlie valuable

commerce of their hills. They frequent the markets held in

the chain of villages at the foot of the hills on the Sylhet

side. In 1876-77 the total value of exports from the sub-

division was £19,000, and of the imports (chiefly cotton,

woollen, and silk cloth, rice, dried fish, salt, and tobacco)

.£3i,560. The gross revenue in the same year was .Eliil.
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Tliis tract was annexed in 1S35, its raja having been deposed

for complicity in carrying away British subjects, and in their

immolation as human sacrifices in a shrino of the goddess Kali.

At first no change was made in the indigenous revenue system,

which consisted simply in the payment of a he-goat once a year by
each village. In 1860, when a fresh taxation was introduced, the
hillinen objected ; and in January 1862 they rose in open rebellion.

The police station at Jowai was burned to the ground, the garrison

of sepoys was closely besieged, and all show of British authority

was swept away throughout the hills. The hillmen fought bravely

heir independence. At first they were successful in cutting off

-..eral detachments of sepoys and police, but the ringleaders were
raptured, and order finally restored in ilaioh 1863.

JAIPUR. See Jevpoee.

JAISALMIR, a native state in RAjputdna, under the

political superintendence of that agency and the Govern-

ment of India, lying between 20" 5' and 28' 24 N. lat.

and between 69" 30' and 72° 50' E. long., with an area of

16,447 square miles, is bounded on the N. by Bahdwalpur,

on the E. by Bikaner and Jodhpur, on the S. by Jodhpur
and Sind, and on the W. by Khairpur state and Sind.

JAisalmir is almost entirely a sandy waste, forming a
part of "the Great Indian Desert." The general aspect

of the country is that of an interminable sea of sandhills,

of all ^shapes and sizes, some rising to a height of 150 ftet

Those in the west are covered with phog bushes, thpsf in

the east with tufts of long grass. Water is scarce, and
generally brackish ; the average depth of the wells is said

to be about 250 feet. There are no perennial streams,

and only one small river, the Kakni, which, after flowing

a distance of 28 miles, spreads over a large surface of flat

ground, and forms a lake or jhil called the Bhuj-Jhil.

The climate is essentially dry and healthy. The tempera-
ture is highest in May and June ; the coldest months are

from the middle of December to the middle of February.
Throughout JAisalmir, only rain-crops, such as biiJra,jodr,

moth, til, &c., are grown; spring crops of wheat, barley,

&c., are very rare. Owing to the scanty rainfall, irriga-

tion is almost unknown.
The main part of the population lead a wandering life, grazing

their fl'w k^ and herds. Ljirge herds of camels, homed cattle, sheep,
and goats are kept. The principal trade is in wool, ghl, camels,
cattle, and sheep. The chief imports are grain, sugar, foreign
cloth, piece-goods, &c. There is only one civil court. Education
is at a very low ebb. Jain priests are the chief schoolmasters, and
their teaching is very elementary. The income of the state for

1873-74 was £11,8.54, the expenditure £15,911. The mahirawal
has a^force of 651 infantry and 155 cavalry, wlio hnvn no driU or
discipline, but are very efficient as police. It has been estimated
that the total number of inhabitants does not e.^cceed 72,000 ;

•43,500 are siid to be Hindus, 26,000 Mahometans, and 2500 Jains.
The majority of the inhabitants are Yadu Bhati Rajputs, who

take ' their name from an ancestor named Bhati, reno\vned as a
warrior, when the tribe were located in the Punjab. Shortly after
this the .clan was driven southwards, and found a refuge in the
Indian desert, which was thenceforth their home. Beoraj, a
famous prince of the Bhati family, is esteemed the real founder of
the present Jaisalmir dynasty, and with him the title of rdwal
commenced. In 1153 Jdisal, the sixth in succession from Deo-aj,
founded the fortand city of Jaisalmir, and made it his capital.
J,iisal was Succeeded by several warlike princes.'^ho were constantly
engaged in battles and raids. In 12D4 the Bhatis so enraged the
emperor Ala-ud-din tli.n. Ids amy captured and sacked the fort and
city of Jaisalmir, so that for some time it was quit<j deserted. After
this there is nothing to record till the time of Kawal Sahal Sinh,
whoso reign marks an epoch in Bhati history in that he acknow-
ledged the supremacy of the Delhi emperor Shah Jahan, and was
the fii-st of the Jaisalmir princes who held his dominions as a fief of
It^ Delhi empire. Tho Jaisalmir princes had now arrived at the
heFght of their pov.-er, but from this time till the accession of
Eawal JIuli.y in 1762 the fcrtunes of the state rapidly declined,
and most of iis outlying provinces were lost. In 1818 Muhiij
•entered into political relations with the British. Since his death
in 1820, no stir.ing events have occurred. The present chief is

Mahariwal Bairi Sal, who was born in 1S43, and is a Yadu Bhati
Kajput The ruler of Jaisalmir is styled maMrdiml, and holds
that position as head of tho clan of Bhatis. The constitution may
be described as tribal suzerainty in process of conversion to the feudal
stage. Many of the tribal chiefs are to a great extent independent,
insomuch that they hold their estates rent free.

JAJPUR, or Jajpoee, a municipal town in Cuttack
district, Bengal, is situated on the right bank of the
Baitardni river, in 20° 60' 45" N. lat., 80° 22' 56"' E.
long. It contains the usual subdivisional and public
buildings, a charitable dispensary, a Governmeiit-aided
school, uTc. It was the capital of the province of Orissa
under the Kesari dynasty until the 11th century, when
it was superseded by Cuttack, the modem metropolis.

JAjpur is celebrated as a settlement of Brdhman Sivaite

priests, and as the headquarters of one of the four regions

of pilgrimage into which Orissa is divided, viz., that sacred
to Parvati, the wife of the All-Destroyer. In Jdjpur are

numerous ruins of Sivaite temples, sculptures, iSrc. In the

16th century this town was the scene of the struggle

between Musalmdn and Hindu powers, from which it

emerged in ruins. It, however, still ranks as the fourth

town of Orissa, and derives much wealth from Its yearly

fair in honour of Barunf, "Queen of the "Watere," at which
numbers of pilgrims assemble to bathe in the holy

Baitardni, the Styx of Hindu mythology. The popula-

tion in 1872 numbered 10,753.

JAKOB, LtTDwiG Heineioh von (1759-1827), a
German writer on political economy, was born at Wettin,

\
26th February 1759. After receiving preparatory instruc-

\ tion at Merseburg and at the gymnasium of Halle, he in 1777
' entered the university of the latter city, at first devoting

his attention specially to philological studies. In 1780 he
was appointed teacher at the gymnasium, and, now occupy-

, ing his leisure chiefly with the study of philosophy, he in

I

1785 obtained the degree of doctor of philosophy, and in

j
1791 was appointed professor of phiksophy at the itni-

versity. The suppression of the university of Halle having

been decreed by Napoleon, Jakob betook Limself to Russia,

where in 1807 he was appointed professor of political

economy at Kharkoii', and in 1809 a member of the Govern-

ment commission to inquire into the finances of the empire.

In the following year he became president of the commis-
sion for the revision of criminal law, and he at the same
time obtained an important office in the finance department,

with the rank of counsellor of state; but in 1816 ha
returned to Hallo to occupy the chair of political economy.
He died at Lauchstadt, July 22, 1827.

Shortly after his first appointment to a professorship in Halle,

Jakob had begun to turn his attention rather to the jtractical than
the speculative side of philosophy, and in 1805 he publisl:cd at

Halle Lchrhuch dcr Naii(mali>l:onomiey in which he was tho fii-st to

advocate in Germany the necessity of a distinct science dealing
specially with the subject of national wealth. His principal other
works are Gntndriss der allgcmcinen Zogik, Halle, 1788 ; Gntnd-
sdtze dcr PoUzcigcsctzrichung wiul Polizeiansialtcn, Leipsic, 1S09

;

Einlcituag i:i das Stitdhtm dcr Slaaismsscnscliaften, Halle, 1S19 ;

E^ilicurf cities Criminalgcsctzbuchs fur das RiissiscUe Reich, Halle,

1818 ; and StaatsJiTianzwissenscJia/t, 2 vols., Halle, 1821,

JALALABAD. See AtghXnistan-.

JAL-ANDHAK, or Jullundur, a British district in the

lieutenant-governorship of the Punjab, India, lies between
30° 56' 30" and 31° 37' N. lat., and between 75° 6' 30"

and 77° 49' 15" E. long., forming the southernmost dis-

trict in the division^ of the same name. It is bounded on'

the N.E. by the district of Hushidrpur, on the N.W. by
the native state of Kapurthdla and the river Bids, and on
tho S. by the Sutlej. The blunt triangular tongue of land

enclosed by the confluent streams of the Sutlej and the

Bids bears the general name of the Jalandhar Dodb. Its

submontane portion belongs to Hushidrpur ; the remainder

is divided between Kapurthdla state and the district of

* Jalandhar, a division under a commissioner in tho Punjab, com*
prises the three districts of Jalandhar, Hoshiarpur, and Kangra, between'
30° 50' 30" and 32° 69' N. lat., and 75° 6' 30" and 77° 49' 15"

E. long., with an area of 12,181 .square railes, of which 2738 are cul-

tivated, and a population (1S68) of 2,477,536, of whom 1.334.6£3 are

males and 1,I42,SS3 females.

XIIL — (^
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Jalandhar. Below the hills, tlie whole DoAb consisU of

one unbroken alluvial expanse; whose fertility extends from
river to river. A well-defined bank marks the bed of the

Sutlej on the Jalandhar side. In winter the river contains

&bout iL5 feet of water in its deepest parts, and is navigable

at all seasons for large flat-bottomed country boats. The
main channel shifts from year to year through the wide
bed, often forming new islands by slight changes in its

course. The Bids touches upon the district for'a few miles

only. The torrents from the SiwAUli hills in HushiArpur
district unite in two main streams, the White and the

Black Ben, the former of which runs through the whole of

Jalandhar. The White Ben receives numerous affluents,

which meet it at right angles; and, following a serpentine

path in a deep channel, it finally falls into the Sutlej 4
miles above its junction with the BiAs. Severa' marshy
lakes ijhUs) coUect a considerable quantity of water in the

rains, which they retain throughout the dry season.

The chief staples are wheat, barley, gram, rice, sugar-cane,
Indian cord, yo«>, cotton, and moth. Except on the low alluvial
tract of the Sutlej, irrigation is carried on ty means of wells,

worked with Persian wheels. Water lies everywhere near the
surface, and is absolutely necessary for the higher cereals and
sugar-cane, so that well irrigation prevails very generally. The
traffic of the district consists mainly in its agricultural produce.
Sugar-cane forms the chief commercial crop, and sugar and molasses
are largely manufactured. English piece-goods and draught cattlo

are the principal imports. Cotton cloth, silver wire, and gold
and silver lace are manufactured at Jalandhar town. The Sind,
Punjab, and Delhi Raihv.^y passes through the district, with stations
at several of the principal towns. Education was carried on in

1875-76 by means of 1615 aided schools, with a total roll of 7876
pupils. The proximity of the hills rendera the climate of Jalandhar
compar.atively moist, and the annual rainfall for the seven years
ending 1872-73 amounted to 28'6 inches. Malarious fever in an
endemic form proves the chief cause of mortality, but smaU-pox
often appears as an epidemic, and dysenteric complaints are
frequent. There are five Government charitable dispensaries,
which alTorded relief in 1872 to -34,308 persons.

( Jalaudhar ranks first in the density of its popuktion amongst all

tlie Punjab districts, and is only exceeded by those of Henares,
Jauupur, and Ghazipur in the Noith-Western Provinces. The
enumeration of 1868, taken over an area of 1332 square miles, dis-

closed a total ]iopulation of 794,761 persons, of whoTn 436,689 were
males and 358,075 females. As regards r&ligion, Hindus numbered
318,401; Mahometans, 358,427; Sikhs, 117,167; and others, 769.
Tbe district contained eleven municipal towns in 1875-76, wbosi.-

names and populations were as follows : —Jalandhar, 48,933;
Kartarpur, 10,953 ;. Al.-iwalpur, 4873 ; Ad.ampur, 3269; B<anga,

4508 r* Nawashahr,. 4946; Rahon, 14,394; Phillanr, 7535; Kiir-
mahal, 7866 ; Maluatpur, 6374 ; and Nakodar, 8800. The follow-
ing towns had populations exceeding 5000 in 1868 :—B.asti Shaikh,
8000 ; Bilga, 6441 ; Jandiala, 6439 ; Malsi.an, 62S6 ; and Rurklia
Xalan, 5721. The district contains a total cultivated area of
657,094 acres, of which 200,097 are artificially irrigated.

The Jalandhar Doab in early times formed a separate Hindu
kingdom, ruled by a family of Rajputs, whose descendants still

exist in the petty princes of the Kangra hills. Under Mahometan
rule the Doab was generally attached to the province of Lahore, in

which it is included as a sa?-faii' or governorship in the great revenue
survey of Akbar's reign. Its governors seem to have held a partially
independent position, subject to the payment of a fixed tribute into
the imperial treasury. The Sikh reaction extended to Jalandhai-
at an early period, and a number of petty chieftains established
themselves by force aS independent princes throughout the Do.ab.
In 1766 the town of Jalandluar fell into the hands of the Sikh
confeder.acy of Faiz-ulla-puria, then presided over by Khushal
Sinh. His son and successor built a masonry fort in the city,
while several other leaders similarly fortified themselves in the
suburbs. Meanwhile, Ranjit Sinh was consolidating his power in
the south, and in 1811 he annexed the Faiz-ul'.a-puria dominions
in the Do,ib. By, the autumn of the same year the maharajil's
authority was successfully established. Thenceforth Jalandhar
became the capital of tho Lahore possessions in the surrounding
Doab up to the date of the British annexation, which took place
at the close of the first Sikh war.

Jalandhar, a municipal town and cantonment in

the above district, is situated in ZV 19' 50" N. lat
and 75° 37' 20" E. long. It lays claim to considerable

antiquity, having been the original capital of the EAjput
kingdom of KAtoch. which dates back to the period

before Alexander's invaaion. Tlwen Tsang, tho Cliincsa-

Buddhist pilgrim of tho 7tli century, aescribcs the town
as 2 miles in circuit, the metropolis of a considerable state.

Ibrihim Sh.Ah of Ghaznf reduced the town to the Maho-
metan yoke, aud it appears as a place of considerable

strength during the early Musalmdn times. The modern
city consists of a cluster of wards, originally distinct, and
each enclosed by a wall of its own. Some of them still

remain detached, but the majority have now united. The
cantonment is 4 miles from the town, and was established

in 184G. It has an area of 'i\ square miles, and a popula-

tion (18G8) of 11,G34 persons. Numerous .suburbs, known
as hastU, surround the city. Tho trade, though consider-

able, presents little special interest. The staples of local

traffic are English piece-goods and country produce. In
1871-72 the imports were valued at £105,248, and the

exports at £9fi,020 The population in 1868 was 50,067,

of whom 15,921 were Hindus, 33,601 Mahometans, 468
Slkhs^and 77 Christians.

JALAP, a cathartic drug consisting of the tuberous roots

of Exof/onium Purga, Benth., a Cdnvolvulaceous plant

growing on the eastern declivities of the Mexican Andes at

Jalap {Exogtmium Purga).

an elevation of 5060 to 8000 feet above the level of the sea,
more especially about the neighbourhood of Chiconquiacq,
and near San Salvador on the eastern slope of the Cofre de
Perote. In these localities, where the temperature varies
during the day from 60° to 75° Fahr. (15° to 24° C), and
rain falls almost every day, it flourishes in the deep rich
eoil at Bhady wwuas. Jalap has been known in Europe
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Bince'tte beginuiug of the 17th century, and derives its

name from the city of Jalapa in Mexico, nfar which it

grows, but it3 botanical source was not accurately deter-

mined until the year 1829, when Dr Cose of Philadelphia

published a description and coloured figure taken from

living plants sent him two years previously from Jlexico.

The Jalap plant has slender herbaceous twining stems,

jWith alternately-placed cordate acuminate leaves sharply

pointed at the basal angles, and salver-shaped deep

purplish-pink flowers. The underground stems are slender

and creeping ; their vertical roots enlarge and form

turnip-shaped tubers, which, as they do not bear leaf

organs on their surface, are sometimes called tubercules.

The roots are dug up in Mexico throughout the 3'ear, and

are suspended to dry in a net over the hearth of the Indians'

huts, and hence acquire a smoky odour. The large tubers

are often gashed to cause them to dry more quickly.

In appearance they vary from spindle-shaped to ovoid or

globular, and in size from a pigeou's egg to a man's fist.

Externally they are brown, and marked with small trans-

verse paler scars, and internally they present a dirty

white resinous or starchy fracture. The ordinary drug is

distinguished in commerce as Vera Cruz jaiap, from the

name of the port whence it is shipped. The average

annual imports into Great Britain have been estimated at

180,000 lb.

Jalap has been cultivated for ten years past in India, at

Ootacamund, and grows there as easily as a yam, often

producing clusters of tubers weighing over 9 ft) ; but these,

as they difler in appearance from the commercial article,

have not as yet obtained a place in the English market.

They are found, however, to be rich in resin, containing

18 per cent In Jamaica also the plant has been gro\vn,

at first amongst the cinchona trees but more recently in

new ground, as it was found to exhaust the soil. The
1880 crop of jalap in Jamaica amounted to 1-1,291 lb, and
sold in the fresh state for £G2, 3s. 8d. Some of it was
exported to the London market.

Jalap owes it properties to jalajnn, a resin which is

present in it to the extent of 12 to 18 percent. According
to Mayeri its composition is CjiHjjOij. Jalapin is soluble

in alcohol, but insoluble in ether and bisulphide of carbon.

Jalap also contains in small quantity onimlvulin, a resin

soluble in ether, homologous with jalapin, and of the
composition CyH-jOj,;. It yields also about 19 per cent.

of sugar according to Guibourt, and starch, gum, un-
crystiillizable sugar, and colouring matter.

Besides Mexican or Vera Cruz jalap, a drug called

Tampico jalap has been imported during the last fewj-ears

in considerable quantity. It has a much mure shrivelled

appearance and paler colour than ordinary jalap, and lacks
the small transverse scars present in the true drug. It
differs also in containing in the place of jalapin a resin

identical with the convolvulin above mentioned, and with
the pararhoduoretiu of Kayser, which exists in it to the
extent of 11 per cent This kind of jalap, the Purga de
Sierra Gorda of the Mexicans, was traced by Hanbury to

Ipo-imea simvlanf:, Hanbury. It grows in Mexico along
the mountain range of the Sierra Gorda in the neighbour-
hood of San Luis de la Paz, from which district it is carried
down to Tampico, whence it is exported. A third variety of
jalap known as woody jalap, male jalap, or Orizaba root,
or by the Mexicans as Furgo macho, is derived from
Iponuca oriztxbensis, Ledanois, a plant of Orizabe. The
root occurs in fibrous pieces, which are usually rectangular
blocks of irregular shape, 2 inches or more in diameter,
and are evidently portions of a large root It is only

' By Mayer, Gine)iu, ami others, .jabpiu is calleu couvolTulin. It
u identical with the rhodeoretin of Kiijser.

occasionally met with in commerce. The resin contained
in it is identical with that found in Tampico jalap.

According to Dr W. Rutherford, jalap acts as a powerful
hepatic and intestinal stimulant It is used as a hydra-
gogue cathartic in combination with cream of tartar in
dropsy, and in all cases where it is desirable to cause a
copious watery evacuation, also as a vermifuge. Buchheim
asserts that jalap is only purgative when combined with
bde, in which the resin is soluble.

JALAPA, or Xaxapa, the Aztec Xalapan, a town of

Mexico, in the state of Vera Cruz, and about 70 miles
inland from the city and port of that name, with which it

communicates by a railway opened since 1870. There are
few towns in Mexico which are so happily situated : at a
height of 4500 feet above the sea, on the edge of the

plateau behind which towers the summit of Macultepec, it

looks out over the rich lowlands of the tierra calienle,

enjoying their beauty and escaping their baneful vapours.

The immediate vicinity is abundantly fertile, and yields a
harvest of rare variety for the botanist The town lost

much of its importance as a commercial entrepot by the

opening of the railway from Vera Cruz via Orizaba to

Mexico, but the line above mentioned may help to restore

its prosperity. Of chiefnote among the public buddings
are the principal church and the old Franciscan monastery,

built in 1555. The population is stated at 10,000.

JALAUN, a British district in the lieutenant-governor-

ship of the North-Western Provinces of India, lies between
25° 46' and 26° 26' N. lat, and between 78° 59' and
79° 55' E. long., with an area of 1553 square miles, and
forms the northern district of the Jh4nsi division. It is

bounded on the N.E. and N. by the river Jumna, on the
\f. by the Gwalior and Datia states, on the S. by the

Samthar state and the river Betwa, and on the E. by
Baoni state. The district lies entirely within the level

plain of Eundelkhand, north of the hiU country, and is

almost surrounded by the Jumna and its tributaries the
Betwa and Pahuj. The central region thus enclosed is

a dead level of cultivated land, almost destitute of trees,

and sparsely dotted with villages. The southern portion
especially presents one unbroken sheet of cultivation. The
boundary rivers form the only interesting feature in Jaldun.
The little river Noh flows through the centre of the district,

which it drains by innumerable small ravines instead of

watering. JalAun has little picturesqueness or beauty,
but possesses great fertility and abundant agricultural

resources.

The census of 1872 gives a population of 404,SS-1, of wliom
216,607 were males and 187,777 females. The principal tribes
arc the Brahmans, the Kiirmis, the Gujare, the Kachlnvahas, the
Lcusars, the K.ayaths, and the JIusalmans. There were four towns
in 1S72 with a population exceeding 5000 :—Kalpi, 15,570 ; Kimch,
14,448 ; ,Jalaun, 10,197 ; and Crai, 6398. The staple crops are the
cereals, gram, and cotton. Oil-seeds, dye-stufls, and sugar-cane
are also raised, hut in no large quantities. Irrigation was employed
in 1S72 over 19,157 acres. Jaldun has suffered much from the
noxious J:d}is grass, owing to the spread of which many villages'

h.ave been abandoned and their lands thrown out of cultivation.
Drought is the great danger in Jalaun. The last important drought
was that of 1868-69 ; no ac^aal famme resulted, but great dlstjess
prevailed, Jalaun is almost entirely an agricultural district, and
its trade accordingly depends mainly upon its raw materials and
food-stnils. Ealpi is the great mart of the district ; Kunch is also
a considerable, ti-ading town. The river traffic by K.alpi is cJiiefly

for through goods ; and the Jumna is little used as a highway. A
good commercial road connects Crai and Jalaun with Phaphiiud,
the railway station on the East Indian line. There is also a great
military road from Kalpi to Jhansi. The administration is on
the non-regulation system, which unites civil, criminal, and fiscal

functions in the same officer. In 1860 there were 1434 children
under instruction ; in 1871, 2703. The climate, though hot and
drv, is not considered unhealthy. The mean temperature is
81° 9 Fahr. The prevailing diseases are fevers, and dysentery
and other bowel complaints.

Jalaun seems to have been subject to the Kaga dynasty, whicb
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lasted from the 1st to the 3d century of our era. In course of time

the eastern portion fell under tho power of the Chandels, while

the western dlatricts, including that of Jalaan, were ruled by the

Kachhwiihas, a Rajput clan. Tliese seem to have held most of

the district until the invasion of the Bundelas in the 14th century.

But the town of Kalpi on the Jumna was conquered for the

princes of Ghor as early as 1196. Early in the Hth century the

Bundelas occupied the greater part of Jaldun, and even succeeded

in holding the fortified post of k'dlpL That important possession

was soon recovered by the llusalmans, and passed under the sway

of the Mughal emperors. Akbar's governors at Kalpi maintained

a nominarauthority over the surrounding district ; and the native

princes were iu a state of chronic revolt, which culminated in the

war of independence under Chhatar SaL On the outbreak of his

rebellion in 1671 he occupied a large province to the south of the

Jumna. Setting out from this basis, and assisted by the Marhattas,

he reduced tho wliolfi.of Bundelkhand. On his death he bequeathed

one-third of his dominions to his Marhattd allies, who displayed

their usual alacrity in occupying their new territory, and before

long succeeded in quietly annexing the whole of Bundelkhand.

Under Marhatti rule the country was a prey to constant anarchy

and intestine strife. To this period must be traced the origin of

^11 the poverty and desolation whi h ai-o stiU conspicu.'us throughout

•the district. In 1805 Kalpi was made over to tlie British, and in

1840, on the de.ith of Nana Gobind Rds, his possessions lapsed to

them' also. Various interchanges of territory took place, and in

1856 the present boundaries were substantially settled.
^
During

the whole period of British rule before tho mutiny, Jaldun only

recovered its prosperity by very slow degrees. When the news of

the rising at Cawnpur reached Kdlpi, the men .of the 53d native

infantry deserted their officers, and in June the Jhdnsi mutineers

reached tlio district, and began their murder of Europeans. The

natives everywhere revelled in the licence'of plunder and murder

Avhich the mutiny had spread through all Bandelkliand, and it was

not till September 1858 that the rebels were finally defeated. Since

the mutiny the condition of Jaldun seems to have been steadily

but slowly improving.

jALi.u>r, a decayed towrj in tho above district, and

the former capital of a native state, is situated in 26° 8'

52" N. lat., 79° 22' 24" E. long. It occupies a largo area,

aiidxjontaina a considerable number of good houses, and a

ruined fort. Tho position is low, and swamps surrounding

the town engender cholera and malarious fever, for which

reason the headquarters of the district have been fixed at

VrAL The population iu 1872 was 10,197,-8824 Hindus

and 1373 Mahometans.

JALNA, or Jaulna, a town in Hyderabad state, southern

India, 19° 50' 30" N. lat., and 75° 56' E. long., 240 miles

north-west of Sikandaribdd (Secunderabad), 38 cast of

Aurangibdd, and 210 miles north-east of Bombay. It has

a British cantonment, situated on a gentle declivity, at an

elevation of 1652 feet above the sea, in an arid tract of

country; the lines wore built in 1827. Two miles south-

west of JAlna is tho old town of the same name, once tha

seat of a flourishing trade, but now rapidly decaying.^

JALPAIGUEI, or JuLPiGOKEE, a British district of

India, forming tho north-eastern part of the R.'ijsh.^hl

Kuch Bchar division, under tho lieutenant-governor of

xJen^'al, and lying between 2G° 0' 35" and 20° 59' 30"

N. lat., and between 8S° 22' 40" and 80° 55' 20" B. long.

It consists of an irregularly shaped tract south of BhutAn

and north of the state of ICuch Behar and Eangpur district,

-with an area (1875) of 290,464 square miles. The district

divides into a "regulation" tract, lying towards the south-

west, and a strip of country, about 22 miles in width,

running along the foot of the HimAlayas, and known as

the Western DwArs. Tha former is a continuous espanso

of level paddy fields, only broken by groves of bamboos,

palms, and fruit-treas. The Western DwArs are, for tha

most part, overgrown with grassy jungle, the secure heme

of large game, and are everywhere traversed by hill

torrents, which, on the higher slopes, lose themselves

beneath tho sandy soil. The frontier towards BhutAn is

forir.od by tho SinchulA mountain range, some peaks of

which attain an elevation of 6000 feet. It is thickly

wooded from base to summit. The principal rivers, pro-

iceeding from west to east, are the MahAnandA, KarAtoyA,

TlstA, JAldhakA, DuduyA, Mujnal, TorshA, KAljAni,

EAidhak, and Sankos. The most important is the TistA,

which forms a valuable means of water communication.
The Government forest reserves in the Western DwArs
cover a total area of 342 54 square miles. Lime is

quarried in the lower BhutAn hills. During the last few
years tea-planting has been introduced, with every prospect

of success.

Tho parliamentary abstract of 1878 gives a population of418,665.
The returns from the Dwdrs were not drawn up in the form adopted
for Bengal generally. The remaining part has a population of
327,985 (109,288 males and 158,697 females), comprising 25
Europeans, 7 Eurasians, 8 Chinese, 144 Ncpdlis, B53 aborigines,

148,043 scmi-Hinduized aborigines, 32,155 Hindus according to

caste, 2070 Hindus not recognizing caste, and 144,980 Mahometans-
Tlie great bulk of tlie population belongs to tlio senii-Hinduized

tribe known as Koch or Kajbansi, which numbers 137,13.'i, and is

ascertained tu r>rm .is mu'h as two-tliirds of the total inhabitants

in the Western I)wdi«. Rice is the staple crop in all p.nrts of tho
district. Mustard seed is extensively grown ; cotton is the etapl*

of the Dwdrs, jute and tobacco of the regulation tract Irrigatioa

is common in the We&tcrn Dwdrs. There is still some spare land
uncultivated in the ri-g<ilntion tract ; and in the Western Dwdrs it

has been estimated tliat about three-fourths of the land now wasto

is capable of cultivation. Of late years trade has been stimulated

by tlie dwmand for agricultural produce from the south, and by tho

institutions of lairs on the Bhutan frontier. The chief exports

ace jute, tobacco, timber, and rice ; the chief imports are piece-

goods, salt, and betel-nuts.

Education encounters great diiTiculties in J-dlpdiguri, becauao

the people are not gathered into villages, each family living

in its own sequestered homestead. In 1875 the nuiiilicr of

schools was 153, with 3263 pujiils. The climate in the vicinity of

Jdlpdiguri town docs not materially differ from that common to

northern Bengal; except that the rainfall is heavier, and d\iring the

cold months fogs and mists are of daily occurrence. The avciaga

annual rainfall is over 100 inches ; the av<irngi> t^'mperature is 76'

Fahr. The climate of the Western Dwdrs is mnrkcdly different ;

tho hot weather disappears altogether, and the rains last continu-

ously from April to October. The average annual rainfall at Bax4
is 280 inclies ; tlie temperature averages 74° Fahr. The principal

diseiscs are malarious fevers, splenitis, enlargement of tlio liver,

diarrhcca, dysentery, and goitre. Of lato years some very fatal

outbreaks of cholera have occurred.

Tlie district of Jdlpdiguri first came into existence in 1869,

when the Titdlyd subdivision of Rang[iur was incorporated with

the Western Dwdrs, and erected into an independent reven'ie unit.

Thf pcrm;^nently settled portiin of Jdlpdiguri has no history of its

own, apart from tho parent district of Rangpur. The Western

Dwdrs became British territory as the result of the war with Bhutan
in 1864-65. The newly acquired territory was immediately formed

I into the two districts of the Eastern and Western Dwdrs, the former

of which has since been incorporated with the Assam district of

Godlpdrd. The remainder, with the exception of a subrlMHsion, ^n^

formed into tho new district of Jdlpdiguri with the addition of a

portion taken from tho unwieldy jurisdiction of Rangpur. Cultiva-

tion is now rapidly extending throughout the Dwars ; and it is

believed that the population has beeh doubled during the ten years

that have elapsed since British annexation. From motives of

precaution, a icgiment of native jnfantry is stationed in permanent
cantonments at the hill pass of Baxd.

jALr.tiounf, the administrative head-quarters of tha

above district, is situated on the west bank of the Tfstd, in

26° 32' 20" N. lat., 88° 45' 38" R long. This town has

only risen iuto importance since the creation of the district

in 1869, since which date its population has doubled.

Tho population is estimated at between 4000 and 5000,

including tha regiment of native infantry in the canton-

ments, which, lie south of the civil station.

JAI.I. Sea Jams and Jellies, p. 564.

JAJdAICA, an island lying between the Caribbean

Sea and the Gulf of Mexico, and about 80 miles to the

southward of tlie eastern extremity of the island of Cuba,

within 17° 40' and 18° 30' N. lat., and 76° 10' to 78° 30'

W. long. It is the largest island of the British West

Indies, being 135 (or, as sometimes stated, 144) miles in

length and 21 J to 49 miles in breadth. Its area is about

4200 square miles, or, as stated in the Report of the Qeolo

gical Survey, 3250 square miles. Within its government

are comprised the three small islands called the Caymanaa^
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— Grand CajTnan, the priccipal of these, lying off the

centre of the Yucatan passage; British Honduras has a

lieutenant-governor under the general government of

Jamaica, although distant 660 miles, on the mainland of

Central America; and Turks and Caicos islands, lying

between 21° and 22' N. lat. and 71° and 72° 37' W. long.,

were annexed to Jamaica in 1874.

The surface of Jamaica is usually hiUy or mountainous,

and there is a great variety of climate, according to situation

and elevatioiL The largest extent of level land is to the

westward, where the low lands are near the sea. The form

of the coasts presents the outline of a turtle, the mountain
ridges representing the back, The highest elevations are

situated to the east, the inclined slope rising from the west
Vestiges of intermittent volcanic action occur. From the

sea-level on all sides a series of ridges gradually ascend

towards the central range, dividing the large rivers, and
rising occasionally into peaks of 6000 feet. The Blue
Mountains, running centrally from east to west, rise at

some points to above 7000 feet. The vapours ascending

from the rivers and surrounding ocean produce in the

upper regions clouds saturated with moisture, which induce
vegetation belonging to a colder climate. During the rainy

season there is such an accumulation of vaponr as to cause

a general coolness over the island, and of course occasion-

ing very sudden and heavy showers, and sometimes destruc-

tive floods. Upwards of one hundred and fourteen rivers

or streams iind their way from the interior to the sea,

besides the numerous tributaries which issue from every

ravine in the mountains. These streams for the most part

are not navigable ; in times of flood they become devastat-

ing torrents. In the parish of Portland, the Rio Grande
receives all the smaller tributaries from the west ; there is

scarcely a mile width between any of these streams, and
the land rises about 1000 feet to the mile. In St Thomas
in the east, the drainage of the main ridge is performed by
the Plantain Garden river, the tributaries of which form
deep ravines and narrow gorges in the mountains, which
unite and descend, the valley of the Plantain Garden
expanding out into a most picturesque and fertile plain.

Black River flows through a level country, and is accessible

to small craft for about 30 miles. Salt River and the

Cabarita, both also on the south side, are navigable by
barges. The others on the south are the Rio Cubrt (where

irrigation works have been constructed for the sugar estates

and provision and fruit g^o^ving in the district), Yallahs,

and Rio Minho ; on the north Martha Brae, the White
River at Buff Baj-, the Great Spanish Eiver, and Rio Grande.
There are several medicinal springs. Jamaica has sixteen

harbours, the chief of which are Port Morant, Kingston,
Old Harbour, Green Island, Montego Bay, Falmouth, Port
Maria, St Ann's Bay, Lucea, and Port Antonio, besides

numerous bays, roadsteads, and shipping stations

affording tolerable anchorage. The surface of the valleys

and level lands consists of alluvial deposits composed of
sediment derived from the disintegration of the higher
land. Tho ^Vhite Limestone formation seems to originate

two descriptions of alluvia, one white and the other rod,

the colour being due to oxide of iron combinea with
the argillaceous residue of the pre-existing limestone.
The red soil is particularly favourable for coffee growing.
The area occupied by the Coast Limestone and 'White
Limestone represents about five-eighths of the island.

The Eubstracture of Jamaica consists of igneous rocks. In
economic ge:-!ogy Jamaica produces a great variety of

marbles, porphyritcs, granite, and ochres. Traces of gold
have been found associated with some oXthe oxidized copper
ores (blue and grfien carbonates) of tho Clarendon mines.
Copper ores are very widely diffused, though the working
of the veisa hz£ bt,>a fo«nd '-oo «>^pciisiv9- (Cobalt and

lead have been worked, bat hitherto nnprofitably.

Manganese occurs, also iron ores and a form of arsenic
There is a great variety (and at the same time great equa-
bility) of climate. In the lowlands the temperature rises

from 75° at night to 85° in the day, and is tempered by:

the sea and land breezes. At Up-Park Camp, 223 feet^

above the sea-level, the mean temperature of the hottest
month (July) was 8r-71, and of the coldest month
(January) 75°-65. At Newcastle, 3800 feet, the hottest
month was 67°-75, and the coldest 61°. The temperature
therefore is very equable. In the higher levels the tem-
perature may be 40° to 50°. In the plains there is much
humidity. At Kingston the temperature ranges from 70° to
80° throughout the year. Parts of the island are extremely
favourable for sufferers from tubercular disease. The island

is generally healthy, though sometimes subject to yellow
fever, like most tropical countries, Hurricanes, when they
occur, come between July and October. The periodical

rains, which generally last for six weeks, constitute the

May and October seasons.

The vegetable productions are very nrmerous. There
are forest trees fit for every purpose ; among these are

the ballata, rosewood, satinwood, mahogany, lignum vita?,

lancowood, and ebony. The logwood and fustic are ex-

ported for dyeing. There are also the Jamaica cedar, and
the silk cotton tree {Ceiba Bombax). Pimento (peculiar to
Jamaica) is indigenous, and furnishes the allspice. The
bamboo, coffee, and cocoa are well known. Several specie*

of palm abound,— the macaw, the fan palm, screw palm, and
palmetto royal. There are plantations of cocoa-nut palm.
The Government are raising cocoa-nuts with profit on a
barren spit of sand by the sea. Cinchona plantations
have recently been successfully established in the
mountains, the produce selling well in the London market.
The other noticeable trees and plants are the mango, the
breadfruit tree, the papaw, the lacebark tree, and the
guava. The Palma Ckristi, from which castor oil is made,
is a very abundant annual. English vegetables grow in
the hills, and the plains produce plantains, cocoa, yams,
cassava, ochra, beans, pease, ginger, and arrowroot. Maize
and guinea corn are cultivated, and the guinea grass, acci-

dentally introduced in 1750, is very valuable for horses
and cattle,—so much so that pen-keeping or cattle farming
is a highly profitable occupation. Among the principal

fruits are the orange, shaddock, lime, grape or cluster

fruit, pine-apple, mango, banana, grapes, melons, avocado
pear, breadfruit, and tamarind. There are public garuens
at Kingston, at Castleton, about 20 miles from Kingston,
and at Bath, and an experimental plantation of different

varieties of cane at Hope plantation. The sugar cane was
cultivat.ed at an early period, for in 1671 there were a num-
ber of-Eugar works. There are many beautiful flowers, such
as the aloe, the yucca, the datura, the mountain pride, the

Tictoria regia ; the cactus tribe is well represented.

Innumerable varieties of ferns grow in the mountains, and
orchids in the woods. The sensitive plant grows in pastures.

There are fourteen sorts of Lampyrids or fireflies,

besides the Elateridx or lantern beetles. There are no
venomous serpents, but plenty of harmless snakes and
lizards. The large lizard, the iguana, is eaten, as are also

the land crab and tortoise. The scorpion and centip.-de

are poisonous, but not very dangerous. Ants, mosquitoes,
and sandflies swarm in the lowlands. Gosse enumerates
twenty different song birds in Jamaica. Parrots, pigeons,
guinea fowl, and a great variety of water birds are found.
The sea and rivers swarm with fish, and turtles abound.
The seal and manatee are sometimes found, and the croco-
dile. The domestic animals are those of the ordinary
English kind. Jamaica beef and pork are very good.
Poultry succeeds well
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The population was returned in the census of 1844 as

380,000, of whom 16,000 were white, 68,000 coloured,

and the rest black. In 186/ it was returned at 441,000,

of whom 14,000 were white, 80,000 coloured, and 347,000

black. In 1871 the numbers were 13,000 white, 100,000

coloured, 393,000 black; total 506,000. The census of

1881 will probably show a total of 600,000;—a large in-

crease in the black and coloured population, and a sta-

tionary if not reduced number of white people.

The total value of imports was £!, 492,722 (including £757,077

from the United Kingdom) in 1878, and £1,347,342 in 1879—
.-imounts considerably below the values for the precc'ding six years,

in four of which it was above £1,700,000. The imports consist

principally of provisions for consumption, a considerable proportion

coming from the United States. The total value of exports in 1873

was £1,210,705 (£954,584 to the United Kingdom), consisting of

9,572,714 lb of coffee (an extending industry), 908,603 ft of ginger,

6,195,109 ft of pimento, 13,115 puncheons of rum, 26,066 hhds.

of sugar, and 35,157 tons of logwood. The total value is below

that of the six preceding years. The sugar exported was below the

average of preceding years ; but in 1879 sugar exports rose again

to 29,000 lihds. Tlie value of the fruit exported (principally to

United States) had risen from £9337 in 1875 to £39,451 in 1878.

The total exports for 1879 were £1,357,571 v-ilue. The area

under crops in 1873 was 121,457 acres, in guinea grass 120,264, in

[jasture 318,549, in wood and runate 1,217,596, leaving 942,134

-acres of the total extent to be accounted for as unpatented primeval

forest or rocky land of no value. One of the newest industries,

besides cinchona, is the growth of excellent tobacco ; Jamaica

cigars are now becoming well known in England. The public

Tovonue for 1878 was £438,564, and the appropriated revenues'frora

To.ids, poor rates, &c., £74,900, making a grand total of £512,465, or

about 18s. per head of the population. The estimates for 1880showed

a public revenue of £469,875 and appropriated £72,580,, total

£542,455. £245,000, or more than half the public revenue, is raised

from import duties, and £94,000 from rum duties ; the railway re-

ceipts (Government Iiaving purchased the line by loan with a view to

extension) for ] 880 were estimated at £23, 000. The remainder comes

from licences, postal reven,ues, and other sources. The public

expenditure for 1879 w.as £460,154, 'the appropriated £73,050, total

£533,204, and the estimated expenditure for 1880—public £485,655,
appropriated £72,580, total £558,235. The main items of expendi-

ture are—debt charges and sinking funds and redemption, £73,000;

administrative departments, £33,000 ; revenue departments,

£33,000 ;
judicial, £36,000 ; ecclesiastical, £10,000 (the church has

been disestablished, and the expenditure will be gradu.illy less

as Vested interests disappear) ; medical, £55,000 ; constabulary,

£50,000
;
penitentiary and. prisons, £25,000 ; education, £25,000

;

railway managing, &c., £14,000
;
public works and imgation,

£58,000.
In 1878, 617 schools underwent inspection by the Government

;

51,458 children were on the books, the average attendance being

29,679. Of these schools, 54 passed first class, 176 second class,

and 343 third class. The average Goverament grant to each school

aided during the year was £29, and the total education grant, exclu-

sive of departmental salaries, was £18,672. Elementary education

has made progress during the eleven years the present system has

been in operation. The collegiate school in Kingston offers higher

education. Amongeducational institutions, the Church of England

high school, the Calabar institution or Jamaica Baptist College,

and Wolmer's free school, founded in 1729 by John Wolmer forthe

free education of poor children, as well as the Mico school, require

mention. The ecclesiastical establishment is regulated by Law No.

30 of 1870, which provided for gradual disendowment. This

law created a synod, to consist of clergymen and lay representatives,

and it continued to each existing rector, island curate, and
stipendiary curatrthe payments from the state so long as they ful-

filled their functions. Under this law the estimates for 1880 show

as still ou the establishment five rectors, twenty island curates, and

three stipendiary curates, the total amount for the Church of

England being £9749 ; this, with £367 to the Church of Scotland,

and £100 to the Church of Rome, makes up the eccle.siastical estab-

lishment. Besides the state paid clergymen, there are about forty

clergymen paid out of the Diocesan Church Fund. Besides three

American church missionaries at Kingston, there are about twenty
Presbyterian ministers, thirty Wesleyan, eight of the London Mis-

sionary Society, fifty Baptist, one Independent, six United Metho-
dist Free Church. The Moravians have fourteen stations and
seventeen missionaries. There are two synagogues.

Kingston, the capital, is on the south coast. It was

founded in 1693, and is built on a plain which rises from

the shore with a gradual ascent to the foot of the Liguanea

ruountaina. This plain is covered with country residences

and sugar estates. The town population in 1871 was 43D3

whites, 13,291 coloured, and 10,030 blacks. It is now
estimated at over 40,000. The seat of government was

recently transferred from Spanish Town to Kingston, and

the principal civil and judicial business is transacted there.

The chief retail business street is Harbour Street. Port

Koyal Street is the chief thoroughfare of the wholesale

merchants, who keep wharves which line the seaboard of

the town. The public buildings possess little architectural

interest. The Victoria Market (opened in 1872) and
public landing place at the foot of King Street (where

Kodney's statue was brought from Spanish Town),' form

a very fine market-place. The court house in Harbour

Street is a handsome building. The, public hospital

(with 170 beds), the la\< ..brary, the chancery registrar's

office (with its piece of tapestry of the royal and island

arms, which used to be carried ' •re the governor on

state occasions), the court of vice-admiralty, the public

library and museum in East Street, are also worthy of

mention. The parish church in King Street is one of the

oldest churches in the island, dating probably from 1692.

It contains the tombs of William Hall (1699) and Admiral

Benbow (1702). The only bank is a branch of tire

Colonial Bank, besides the Government Savings Bank.

Up-Park Camp, to the north-east of the city, is the head-

quarters of a West India regiment.

Jamaica was discovered by Columbus and possession taken in the

name of the king of Spain on the 3d of May 1494. Ho called it

St Jago, but it is kfiown by its Indian name Jamaica, '*the isle

of springs. " It is sometimes written Xamayca. The inhabitants

belonged to the gentler Indian tribes, not to the fierce Caribs. In

June 1503 Columbus was driven by a tempest into a bay on the

north side, now St Ann's Bay, After his departure the island

remained nnvisited until 1509, when his son Diego, having estab-

lished his right in the council of the Indies to the governorship of

Hispaniola, sent Don Juan d'Esquivel to take possession of the

island, in opposition to Alonzo d'Ojeda, who claimed it under a royal,

grant. Thenceforward, under the rule of the Spaniards, the Indian

population diminished, until in 1655, when the island fell into thOj

possession of the English, the race was practically extinct. The
controversy respecting the rights of the descendants of Columbus
continued for a long time. About the year 1523 Diego Columbus,

founded St Jago dc la Vega, St James of the Plain, wliicli was the

official capital, under the name of Spanish Town, until Kingston'

was recently selected. Attention had been gradually given to agri-

culture, the cotton plant, sugar cane, and various kinds of corn and
grass having been introduced. In 1596, during the alliance of Queen
Elizabeth with the Low Countries, and theconscquent war with Spain,

Sir A, Shirley, a British admiral, invaded Jamaica, but made no

attempt at occupation. In the reign of Charles I, Colonel Jackson

defeated the inhabitants at Passage Fort, Shortly afterwards fhe

island was divided into eight districts in the nominal possession of •

eight noble families, andtlietotal population became extremely small.;

The next important event was the expedition sent by Cromwell,!

under Admirals Penn and Venables ; failmg against Hispaniola, they

took possession of Jamaica on the 3d May 1655, the island having

been in the possession of the Spaniards one hundred and sixty-one

years, UnderCromwellemigrantswere sentfromScotlandandlreland

and other places. But the Spaniards and their negroes harassed the

new comers, who died in considerable numbers. On the 8th Llay

1658 an attack from Hispaniola was defeated, and soon after the

remaining Spaniards were driven from the island. The slaves called

^laroons, however, who had fled to the mountains, continued for-

midable, Down to the end of the 18th century the disaffection of these

Maroons caused much trouble. In 1661 a regular civil government

was established, Colonel D'Oyley being appointed governor-general

with an elective council. Next year he was succeeded by Lord

Windsor, who was instructed to summon a popular assembly to

pass laws, Jamaica became the resort of the buccaneers, vho carried

on a profitable piracy on these seas during the war with Spain, In

1670 peace was made with Spain, and the English title was recog-

nized by the treaty of Madrid, The buccaneers were suppressed.

In 1672 the Fourth or Koyal African Company was formed to carry

on a monopoly of the slave trade. From 1700 to 1786 the nutober

of slaves imported was estimated at 610,000, of whom about one-

fifth were re-exported, In 1673 the governor sent home the first pot

of sugar to the secretary of state ; at this time there were 7768

whites and 9504 negi-oes on the island. In 1678, while the earl of

Carlisle was governor, an attempt was made to saddle the island

with a yearly tribute to the crown, and to restrict the ilea legis-
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Ittivf powor of tlio a-<y;oTnlily. Tlio piiviloges of the assembly, liow-

rviT. WTO rL"it(ncil iintk-r .Sir Thomas Lynch in 1682; it ^vas not

utilil 172S tliat 4,'SiiuO (currency) a year was settled on the crown,

-and tlic laws ami statutes of England were made equally applicable

to Jamaica. This amount was afterwards commuted for £6000,
used liy the governor for salanes, allowauccs, and contingencies. In

1354 this fund was merged in the ordinary civil list. The other

principal event in the general history of Jamaica was the threatened

invasion in 1762 by the combined fleets of France and Spain under
i)e Grasse. It was saved by the victory of Rotlney- and Hood, off

Daininica, in commemoration of which event a statue of Rodney,
hy Racnn, was erected in SpanisV Town.
"a great earthquake occuiTCd in 1692, wnen the chief part of

the town of Port Royal, built on a shehing bank of sand, slipped

into the sea. In 1712 and 1722 tliere were dreadful hurricanes, the

last causing the scat of commerce to be transferred from Port Royal

to Kingston. Since tlien there have been a number of hurricanes,

the most recent Ijeing in August 1880, when considerable damage
was done to crops, provision grounds, churches, chapels, and school-

houses in the eastern part of the island.

Since 1800 tlie history of Jamaica has been, with some exceptions

(such as the defeat by Admiral Duckworth in 1S05 of the French
squadron intended to invade Jamaica), ccmfined to its domestic con-

cerns and its relations with the mother country. In 1807, "when

the slave trade was abolished, there were 323,827 slaves in the
isLand. The island was very prosperous,—sugar, coffee, cocoa,

cotton, pimento, ginger, and indigo being produced; and it was also

the dejtot of a very luointive transit trade between Europe and the

Spanish main. The anti-slavery agitation in England, growing
stronger every year, caused great excitement in the island, and there

vas much violence and misrepresentation on both sides of the

question. The negroes revolted in 1832, under the belief that

emancipation had been granted ; many hundreds of lives were
sacrificed, a large amount of property destroyed, and various

atrocities were committed. This stimulated the agitation in

England, and in 1833 the Emancipation Act was passed, the period

of apprenticeship being ultimately reduced to four years. Of
the £20,000,000 compensation, £6,161,927 was awarded to

Jamaica, being about £19 a head on a slave population of 309,338.
The wisdom of the manner in which the emancipation policy was
carried out by England has been often questioned. During Sir

Lionel Smith's administration, on the 1st of August 1S3S, the
apprenticeship came to an end, and entire emancipation was effected

by an Act of the assembly. Difficulties arising between the Biitish

Government and the assembly as to the Prisons Act, a bill was in-

troduced by Mr Labouchere (Lord Taunton) into the House of
Commons to suspend the constitution of Jamaica, the rejection of
which measure occasioued the resignation of Lord Jlelboume'a
ministry. The dispute was afterwards compromised, and under the
government of Sir Charles Metcalfe an improved state of things
was brought about. Education and religious instruction and better
adruinisti-ation of justice were subjects of attention, together with
schemes of agriculture to develop the varied resources of the island.

The want of cheap and continuous labour was, however, a great
obstacle. The introduction of labourers from Africa was objected
to iu England as a renewal of the slave trade. Coolie immigration
was fenced about with such expensive restrictions by the home
Goverament that no large or comprehensive scheme was possible.
The earl of Elgin continued Sir C. Metcalfe's policy, and a i-ailway
was opened, 12 miles long, between Kingston and Spanish Town,
but the prospects of the colony became exceedingly gloomy under
the effects of the legislation In 1846 equalizing the duties on free and
slave sugar. The advantages of slave labour in Cuba were so great
that the utmost economy and skill of practical resident planters in
Jamaica failed of success. Differences between the assembly, the
conncil, and the home Government on the means of retrenching the
public expeuditurc, created much bitterness of feeling, and most
disastrous results were brought about, affecting seriously the credit
of the island, by the assembly refusing to perform its functions and
renew duties necessary for revenue. An outbreak of cholera added
to the confusion and gloom. The result of this controversy was that
the home Government offei-ed an imperial guarantee for a loan of
£500,000 and other financial assistance, conditionally on permanent
provision being made for official salaries, on the initiation of all

money grants by the crown, and on certain members of the legis-
lature being held responsible for the expenditure of the public money.
Sir Henry Barkly had the task of carrying out these arrangements.
In 1854 the Incumbered Estates Act was passed, under which in
recent years considerable sales of property in Jamaica have taken
place. During the next decade the island was tranquil, but very
much depressed. Many white people, of a superior class, had left.

Public business suffered by the recriminations in the assembly, and
by want of economy and good management (causing aimual deficits)
of the public finances. But in 1865 an event occurred which opened
a perfectly new chapter in Jamaica history. On October 20
Governor Eyre reported to the secretary of state (the present Lord
Cardwell) a *' scrioos and alarming insurrection of the negro popula-

tion." In this despatch the letter written by Dr Underhill, the
secretary to the Baptist Society, was referred to as causing public

.meetings to be held, and giving rise to excitement. Dr Underbill
subsequently asserted that it was through Governor Eyre his letter

became public. The letter referred to the distress among the
population, to alleged unjust taxation, to the alleged refusal of just

tribunals, to the denial of political rights to the emancipated negroes.

The despatches of Governor Eyre caused much discussion and excite-

ment iu England, and under date of 30th December 1865 a royal

commission was issued to inquire into the disturbances. The com-
missioners—Sir Henry Storks (sent out as governor), Mr Russell
Gurney, and Mr J. B. Maule—began their work on January 23, 1866,
and sat for fifty-one days. They reported on the 9th April that the
disturbances m St Thomas in the east had their immediate origin

in a planned resistance to lawful authority, arising from the desire

to obtain land free of rent, want of confidence in tribunals, feel-

ings of hostility towards political and personal opponents, while
not a few contemplated the death or expulsion of the white inhabi-
tants. Had more than a momentary success been obtained, the
ulriraate overthrow of the insurgents would have beenuttended with
a still more fearful loss of life and property. The commissioners
attributed the speedy termination of tne outbreak to the skill,

promptitude, and vigour of Governor Eyre in the early stages ; they
\iewed the military and naval cq>erations as prompt and judicious;

but they thought martial law was continued too lov-g, and that tho
l)unishnifnts inflicted were excessive. The commissioners expressed
an opinion that the conduct of Gordon, a member of the assemblj',

whose trial by court martial and execution caused great contro-

versy in England, had been such as to convince both friends and
enemies of his being a party to the rising, yet they could not see

any sufficient proof either of his complicity in the outbreak at

Morant Bay, or of his having been a party to a geneial conspiracy.

The case was warmly taken up in England by the Jamaica committee
under the leadership of Mr J. S. Mill. Acharge wasmade against Mr
EjTe, resulting in an elaborate exposition of martial law by Chief
Justice Cockburn, and the stoppage of the prosecution by the grand
jury ignoring the bill. On the 20th December 1866 the assembly
passed an Act rendering it lawful for the Queen to create and consti-

tute a Government for the island ; the same was passed by the conncil
on the 22d, and on the 23d it received the governor's consent.

Thus the constitution which had existed for two hundred years wag
swept away. It was composed at the time of a govenior, a privy
council, a legislative council, an assembly of forty-seven elected mem-
bers, and a paid body called the executive committee, who were practi-

cally responsible ministers of the crown, holding office at the gover-
nor's pleasure. The present constitution is that ofan ordinary crown
colony. It was established by an imperial Act, and an order in

conncil, dated 9th April 1866, and subsequent orders. There is only
one chamber, called a legislative council. In 1880 this consisted

of tho governor as president, eight officials, (viz., colonial secretary,

senior military officer, attorney general, director of roads, col-

lector general, auditor general, assistant colonial secretary, and
crown solicitor), and eight non-officials, nominated-by the crown,

—

all councillors holding office at the royal will and pleasure. No
proposal is admitted or debate allowed on any matter affecting

revenue, unless introduced by the governor or by his direction.

Sir J. P. Grant was governor from 1866 to 1874, and reforms and
changes were vigorously effected. The revenue was better collected.

Irrigation and other pnblic works were begun. But the sugar
industry has continued in a state of great depression, though Sir A.
Musgrave, who was appointed governor in 1877, reported in 1880
that the public deb^had been reduced from £719,000 to £485,000
(excluding loans for special purposes), that there had been no in-

crease of taxation since 1867, that savings banks deposits had
increased from £58,913 in 1868 to £207,000 in 1879 (the Govern-
ment paying interest at 4 per cent.), and that the industrious

negroes, especially those with small holdings, growing provisions,

coffee, cocoa, or possessing small sugar mills, were fairly prosperous.

These results are attributed by oflicials to the change from repre-

sentative to crown government, although the latter has been much
criticized as too arbitrary, and tending to a narrow oflBcialism.

The number of parishes for purposes of local government has been
reduced from twenty-two to fourteen. Each parish has its own
hospitals, almshouses, &c., managed by its municipal board, the
chairman of whom is the custos, nominated by the governor. The
members are appointed by the custos, subject to the governor's
approval. Each parish also has a road board. The judicial estab-

lishment consists of the chancellor (the governor), a vice-chancellor

and chief justice, two puisne judges of the supreme court, attorney
general, crown solicitor, &c. ; there are seven district courts,

somewhat on the model of county courts in England, the judges
being barristers sent out from England. There are also four
stipendiary magistrates, and a police magistrate for Kingston. The
constabulary was placed on its present footing in 1867, and is

modelled on the system of the Insh (semi-military) constabulary.

Parochial medical officers paid by Government attend the parochial

institutions, constabulary, and immigrants. These officers are
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allowed private practice in addition. The island is in telegraphic

communication with England, and indeed with the world, and has

also an inland teiegraphic service. The Government have pur-

chased the 25 miles of railway from Kingston to Old Harbour, and
are about to construct 47 miles more. Steam communication is

very frequent between England, Upited States, and the colony.

See Long's yjlistoi-y, 1774 ; Bryan Edwai-d'3 Bistorp, 1S09. and Appendix,

1819; Renjiy's History, 1807; Bridge's Anrtats, 1828; M. G. Lewis's Journal of
a West India Proprietor \ Moiitgomeiy Martin's UiUory of the British Colonies,

1835 ; Phlllippo's Past and Present State. 1843 ; Geological Survey Reports, 1869;
Gardner's History, 1873 ; Phillippo's Climate, 1876 ; Sir Sibbald D. Scott's

Jamaica and 5aci-, 1876; parliamentary papers, Colonial Office lists, local pub-
lications, and almanacs. For natural history, see Sloane. 1692 ; Brown, 1754

;

Barham, 1794; Lunan, 1814; and Gossc's Journal of a Naturalist in Jamaica,
1851, and Birds of Jamaica, 1847. For descriptions of scenery, see Tom Cringle's

Log and the Cruise of the Midge, by Michael Scott, a Kingston merchant. See
also the map of Harrison, 1873. (J. L. 0.)

JAMES ('laKw/Jo?). This name, the Hebrew Yakob or

Jacob, belongs to several persons mentioned in the New
Testament, of whom the first that appears in the Gospels is

1. James the son of Zehedee. He was among the first

who were called to be Christ's immediate followers and
afterwards chosen to be his apostles, and is one—the

others being Peter, Andrew, and John (the brother of

James)—of the always first-mentioned and, as the narra-

tive shows, most remarkable group of the apostolic band.

In all the enumerations of the twelve (Matt. x. 2 ; Mark
iii. 17 ; Luke vi. 14 ; Acts i. 13), his name appears early

in the list, twice occupying the second place after Peter's.

The call of James and John (the fullest account of which is

given in Luke v. 1-11 ; comp. Mark i. 20) took place on
the same occasion when Peter and Andrew, the other pair

of brothers, were taken from their humble fisher's trade

to be fishers of men. After this we next find James
noticed as one of the persons present (Mark L 29) when
Jesus restored Simon Peter's wife's mother, who was sick

of a fever.

His brother and he were snrnamed by our Lord (Mark
iii. 17) "Boanerges," a name derived from two Aramaic
words signifying " Sons of thunder," as it is interpreted

by the evangelist. The name has been explained as having
reference to the powers of their eloquence in preaching,

or even from their being present when the voice like

thunder spake to Jesus from the cloud (John xii. 29).

It is more probable, especially as one meaning of the word
translated " thunder " is " rage, anger," that the name was
given to them by the Lord because he perceived the fiery

impetuosity of their nature. Two instances (Luke ix. 54
;

Mark x. 32-41) are recorded in the Gospels from which
we can discern somewhat of this character of the sons of

Zebedee.

James is included among those who after the ascension
waited at Jerusalem (Acts i. 13) for the descent of
the Holy Ghost on the day of Pentecost. This is one
of the passages in which the name of James is placed
before those of John and Andrew, and we may judge from
the little that we are told of him subsequently that he was
a most zealous and prominent member of the Christian
community. For wlien a victim is to be chosen from
among the apostles who should be sacrificed to the ani:
mosity of the Jews, it is on James that the blow falls first.

The brief notice is given Acts xii. 1, 2 : " Now about
that time Herod [Agrippa I.] the kingj)ut forth his hands
to afflict certain of the church. And he killed James the
brother of John with the sword."

Eusebius (H. E., ii. 9) haa preserved for us from
Clement of Alexandria the circumstance that the accuser
of the apostle, "beholding his confession and moved
thereby, confessed that he too was a Christian. So they
were both led away to execution together, and on the
road the accuser asked James for forgiveness. Gazing on
him for a little while, he said, ' Peace be with thee," and
kissed him. And then both were beheaded together."'
Other legends which tell of the apostle's preaching in
Spain, and of the translation of his body to Compostella,

are to be found in the Ada Sanctorum, July 25 (vol. vi.

pp. 1-124).
V — .

2. James the son of Alplisus. He also was one of the
apostles, and is mentioned in all the four lists (Matt. x.

3 ; Mark iii. 18 j Luke vi. 15 ; Acts i. 13) by this name,
but in no other place. It is, however, thought by some
that he is the same with

3. James the Lords brother. In Matt. xiiL 55 and
Mark vi. 3 the brethren of the Lord are named James,
Joses, Judas, and Simon. It is also to be remarked that
they are in both places spoken of as the children of the
carpenter, that is, of Joseph the husband of the Virgin
Mary. But it has been urged that they 'nere called sons
of Joseph and Mary because the children of two families,

—

of Mary the Virgin and Mary the wife of Clopas, her
half sister,—were brought up together. Those who in

this way make James the Lord's brother to be a son
of Alphaeus require to establish (a) that Clopas is the
same name as Alphosus, (b) that Mary the wife of Clopas
(John XLX. 25) was the sister of the Virgin Mary,
and (c) that this Mary, wife of Clopas, is the same who is

called (Matt. xxvi. 56 ; Mark xv. 40) Mary the mother of

James and Joses, and (Mark. xvi. 1 ; Luke xxiv. 10)
simply the mother of James, in which four passages the

same person is evidently intended. But the identity of

the names Alphsus and Clopas is by no means certain.

Those who maintain it take Clopas as the Aramaic
Chalpai, and Alphseus to be a Graecized form thereof.

But when we turn to what might be supposed the best

source of evidence on this point, viz., the Peshito version

of the New Testament, instead of finding the two names
treated as the same word, we find in all cases Chalpai where
the Greek has Alphaeus, and where Clopas or Cleopas
occurs, it is simply transliterated Kleopha. The same
is the case with the Jerusalem Syriac. The identity of

these names is thus far from being established. Then in

John xix. 25 the versions and best authorities are in favour

of making four persons of those there mentioned :
" his

mother, and his mother's sister, and,Mary the wife of Clopas,

and Mary Magdalene." This is the Peshito rendering, and,

even if the conjunction were not there, it is not uncommon
in Scriptural enumeration to find names given in pairs

without any conjunction, while to make Mary the wife of

Clopas the Virgin's sister would be to assume two Maries
in the same family of sisters, which is not very probable.

Whether Mary wife of Clopas was the mother of a James
(called in one place " the little ") and of Joses can neither

be asserted nor denied from the evidence in the Gospels

;

but, when the other two assumptions have so little founda-

tion to rest on, it seems impossible to consider the son

of Alphaeus the same person with the "brother of th&
Lord."

Further, James the Lord's brother was bishop of Jerusa-

lem (comp. Gal. i. 19 with Gal. it 9-12), and was president

of the church in its earliest days (Acts xii 17, xv. 13, xxi.

18). Such a position required him to be a resident in

Jerusalem, while had he been an apostle (as the son of

Alphieus was) we should have expected him to take his

share of the missionary labour of publishing the gospel in

distant lands. But this bishop of Jerusalem was the author

of the epistle of St James. He simply styles himself in

the introduction thereto " a servant of God and of the

Lord Jesus Christ." He who could thus write with the

certainty of being identified must have been the 'most
famous person of his name in the church, must have been
what St Paul, in a passage (GaL ii. 9) where he places

James before both Peter and John, calls him, "a pillar"

of the Christian society. And again Jude, when com-
mencing his epistle, calls himself the brother of James,

with no other nark of distinction. Here too the same
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James must be intended,~and when we read St Jude'a

epistle (17,« 18) we fiuJ hiiu distinguishing himseU from

the apostles, aud as it were disclaiming the apostolic

•dignity. This is as it would be if Jarme* and Jude were

both brethren of the Lord and were not apostles, but we
should certainly expect one or other would have left some
'indication in their letters had they been of the number of

the twelve, and most surely neither of them would have

boen likely to give us reason for believing that he was not

an apostle.

TUB .two passages (1 Cor. xv. 7 ; Gal. L 19) from
,

which it might be argued that James the brother of the

Lord was an apostle cannot be relied on, for we find the
j

same title given to Barnabas, and it is certain that the
i

name " apostle " began to be more widely applied after the

ascension than it is in the Gospels.

Once more, the brethren of the Lord are expressly said

(John vii. 5) not to have believed on Jesus at a period

much later in his ministry than the appointment of the

twelve ; while in the mention of them in Acts i. 1-i there

is given first a list of the eleven, who are said all to have
" continued in prayer with the women aud Mary the mother

of Jesus and with his brethren." Suth a studied severance

of the brethren of the Lord from the namber of the apostles

is very significant, while the position which they hold in

the list may well be due to the fact that it was only at a

l.ite period that t,hey had become disciples of Jesus. The
change in their opinions has been thought by many to be

sufficiently accounted for by the statement of St Paul (1

Cor. sv. 7) that after his resurrection Jesus " was seen of

James." Such a demonstration of the truth of what others

had long believed and Jesus himself had taught could not

fail to work conviction on a mind which, if we may accept

the tradition of the " Gospel according to the Hebrews "

(which also testifies to this appearance of Christ to James),

was somewhat iuclined to believe, even before the cruci-

fixion.

It seems right therefore to conclude that James the sou

•of Alph«eus, one of the apostles, was a diB'erent person from

James the Lord's brother and bishop of Jerusalem. Of
the history of the former w.e are told nothing except that

he was an apostle. The latter is spoken of by St Peter

(Acts xiL 17) as if he were at that time the recognized

head of the Christian community in Jerusalem. Again
(Acts XV. 13), after the debate at Jerusalem about the

circumcision of the Gentiles, it is he who sums up the

arguments and declares the sentence of the council, as if

he were the chief person among them. In Acts xxi. 18,

on St Paul's last visit to Jerusalem, he holds the same
position, and receives the visit of St Paul in the presence
of all the presbyters. In Gal. i. 19, ii. 9 he is placed

foremost among " the pillars " of the church of Jeru-

salem.

From the New Testament we learn no more of the history

of James the Lord's brother, but Eusebius {H. E., ii. 23)
has preserved for us from Hegesippus the earliest ecclesias-

tical traditions concerning him. By that authority he is

described as having been a Nazarite, and on account of his

eminent righteousness called "Just" and "Oblias." So
^eat.was his influence with the people that he was appealed
to by the scribes and Pharisees for a true and (as they
hoped) unfavourable judgment about the Messiahship of

Christ. Placed, to give the greater publicity to his words,
on a pinnacle of the temple, he, when solemnly appealed
to, made confession of his faith, and was at once thrown
down and murdered. This happened immediately before the
siege. Josephus {Antiq., xx. 9, I) tells that it was by order
of Ananus the high priest, in the interval between the death
cf Festus and the arrival of his successor Albinus, that
James was put to death; and his narrative gives the idea

of some sort of judicial examination, for he says that along

with Bome others Jan.es was brought before an assembly of

judges, by whom they were condemned and delivered to

be stoned.'

Other less important bearers of this name are (4) James,

'

of whom all we know is that he was the "son of JIary
"

(.Matt, xxviii. 50; Mark xv. 40, xvi. 1 ; Luke xxiv. 10)

and the brother of a certain Joses (comp. Mark xv. 40 with

xvi. 1), and that he is called "the little," 6 fiiKpd? (A. V.
" the less," wrongly) ; and (5) James, who w.is either the

fatlier or brother of Judas, one of the apostles. The
Greek gives (Luke vi. 16; Acts i. 13) "Judas of James."
The ellipsis may, as has beeu shown by Winer, be sup-

plied either by the word " father " or " brother." The
A. V. supplies "brother." But, as in both these lists

within a line of the name of this Judas a similar form
" James of Alphajus " occurs, which is in both places

rendered James the "son" of Alphaius, as it is also. in

both the other lists of the apostles in St Jilatthew and St

Mark, it seems natural to suppose that the evangelists

intended the same noun to be supplied in both cases. If

this be so, the James here mentioned would bo a person

olaerwisB unknown, but the father of the apostle Judas,

V ho is distinguished as Lebba;us and Thaddeus, and also

by St John (xiv. 22) as " Judas not Iscariot."

JAMES, THE General Epistle of. Of the author of

this epistle enough has been said in the previous article

(3) : it only remains to add ill connexion with the intro-

ductory words thereof that probably the same reason

actuated both St James and St Jude to leave out any

mention that they were "brethren of the !..ord." We
need not enter into the question of what relav'ouship is

intended by those words, though, from the mention of

Joseph on each occasion where the "brethren" rre spoken

of, it is probable that they were really his children by a

former marriage. Thus Jesus would be younger than those

who are called "his brethren," and their behaviour in

rejecting his teaching for so long' a time may have been

partly a result of their growing up with him and regarding

him as a younger member of the same family, and from

familiarity becoming less willing than strangers would be

to acknowledge anything which looked like -an assertion of

superiority. But, whatever the reason for their former un-

belief, it is easy to see that, when they had at length come
to own Jesus as their Lord, humility would check the

mention of the relationship in which they might claim to

stand to Jesus, as would also a desire not to appear to place

themselves in a position of close connexion with Christ, to

which none others could lay claim.

The epistle is addressed " to the twelve tribes which are

of .the dispersion." The word "dispersion" (Siao-Tropd)

was employed in the New Testament times to signify the

Jewish population in every part of the then known world.

Jews were to be found in Persia, Egypt, Asia Minor, and
indeed in all the lands surrounding the Mediterranean Sea.

When the writer addresses them as "the twelve tribes"

he gives us the key to the character of his epistle. It

was written to Christians who had been converts from

Judaism, but -to whom their ancient faith was still cf the

very highest importance, indeed, of somewhat more import-

ance than it ought to have been. AVe can see therefore

why the language of this epistle partakes so largely of the

character of the preaching of John the Baptist (comp. Jas. i.

22, 27 with Matt, iii, 8 ; Jas. ii. 15, 16 with Luke iii. 11

;

' For a discussion of these traditions, and oD the question whether

the text of Josephus is interpolated, consult Credner, Einleiiuny, p.

681;Hilgenfeld, EM., p. 523 seq. ; Wieseler in Jahrb. /. D. Thcol.,

1878, p. 99 Rfq. Compare also Jerome's account of James in his

book De vir. ill., 2, where further traditions from the Gospel accordiflj

to the Hebrews are given.
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Jb3. u. 19, 20 with Matt. iii. 9 ; and Jaa. v. 1-6 with Matt.

iii. 10-12) and ot that of our Lord's earliest teaching in the

Sermon on the Mount {cf. especially Jas. i. 2, 4, 5, 9, 20 ;

ii. 13, 14; iii. 17-18; iv. 4, 10, 11; v. 2, 10, 12, 15),

and why it is so largely illustrated by the language of books

like Ecclesiasticuij and the Book of Wisdom, which were

specially esteemed by the Jews of Alexandria and other

Hellenistic centres of Judaism (see Jas. i. 1, 5, 8, 11, 12,

17, 19, 20, 23, 25 ; iL 21 ; iii. 5, 6 ; iv. 14). We should

judge from this that the bishop of Jerusalem, in the earlier

days of the Christian church, availed himself of his central

position to circulate among the scattered Judso-Christian

populations, of whom representatives would constantly be

within bis reach, such a letter as was suited to stimulate

the new converts to more truly Christian life, and to check

errors into which, from their attachment to the older faith,

they were prone to fall. The epistle contains many exhor-

tations to accept a higher standard for the conduct of life,

though a considerable section (i. 22-ii. 26) applies more

specifically to the dangers that beset Jewish converts of

trusting to a faith which produced no results in the form

of Christian love.

But it was not only for those who were scattered into

distant parts of the world that the epistle was written. It

bears marks of its relation to a time of special trial and

hardship, and has much to say of how trials and sufferings

are to be borne. " Count it all joy when ye fall into divers

temptations" is the opening language; and the writer returns

to the same theme at the close of his letter :
" Be ye also

patient," " Stablishyour hearts," " Behold, we count them

happy which endure." Such words agree best with the dis-

persion of the first Christian brotherhood after the death

of Stephen, and with that persecution by Herod Agrippa 1.

in which James the brother of John was put to death.

It is an additional indication that the epistle was written

about those times that in it there is no word of that

coatention which soon agitated the whole Christian church

about the circumcisioa of the Gentiles, and about which

James pronounced the sentence of the council of Jeru-

salem in 51 A.D. The persecution which ensued on the

martyrdom of Stephen (33 a.d.) is too early a date after

the ascension for us to think it probable that Christianity

could have had enough representatives among the dispersion

to make such an epistle as the present necessary. It seems

better therefore to refer it to that larger persecution in

which the one James suffered death, and after which the

other James comes into special prominence in Christian

church history. This would lead to the conclusion that

the epistle, primarily addressed to the Jewish Christians

throughout Palestine, but intended also for others who
lived beyond the limits of the Holy Land, was written at

Jerusalem, from which James the Just seems never to have
departed, and that it should be dated some time after 44
A.D , the date of Herod's persecution, and antecedent pro-

bably by several years (for the agitation which led to the

council must have existed for some time) to the council at

Jerusalem (51 a.d.).

The epistle contains nothing to indicate where it was
written, but at the same time there is nothing in the

imagery and illustrations employed by the writer which
would be out of character with one writing in Palestine.

It is. therefore probable that, since tradition represents

James as constantly resident in Jerusalem, the epistle was
written there. He uses the Jewish name " synagogue "

(ii. 2) for the place of assembly for worship, whi<:h would
perhaps be longer preserved among the Christians in Jeru-

salem than elsewhere; but on the other hand he speaks
(v. 14) of the "elders of the' church" (txitAijo-ia) just as

we find St Luke doing in the Acts of the Apostles. He
mentions the " burning wind " {Ka.v(Tu>v) spoken of in the

Gospels (Matt jrx. 12; Luke xu. 55), and his language

(iii. 4) about ships and the storms by which they are driven

is such as would be natural in one who knew by experience

of the tempests that sometimes sweep suddenly over the

Sea of Galilee, with which this James must have been
familiar as well as the son of Zebedee.

The epistle appears to have been written with a view,

in the first place, to comfort some who were undergoing

severe trials. This is clear from the opening sentence,
" Count it all joy when ye fall into divers trials." But
the words also seem to show that there was a spirit pre-

vailing among those for whom the letter was first intended

which did not tend to that perfect patience under sufferings

that should characterize the faithful Christian. And so

the writer passes on to notice a want of perfect trust ia

God, and a too great regard for temporal things, concern-

ing which they are exhDrted to foster such a mind as shall

make changes in worldly affairs, when they are for the

worse, yet stiU no cause for sorrow. For the only perfect

gifts are of God's own sending, and in His gifts as in Him-
self there is no change. The epistle next dwells on that

which was the great danger with Jewish converts, the pro-

fession of B belief in God and Christ without a correspond-

ing Christian life ; they are further exhorted to avoid sins

of the tongue and sins of presumption, while those to whom
wealth had become the chief object in life are severely

condemned. But before the close the writer turns once

more to his first theme, the commendation of patieuce

under sufferings, which he enforces by the examples of the

prophets and of Job. Then with certain cautions about
the use of oaths, some precepts for conduct under sorrow,

joy, sickness, or the consciousness of sin, the epistle is

brought to a close, and has fcot the apostolic benediction,

a feature which also marks the letter as one ot the earliest

of the Christian writings. The time of trial alluded to

suits well with the date which has been suggested, when
Herod's persecutions made it necessary for the Christians

in Jerusalem to meet in secluded rooms, and to exercise

the utmost precaution about all whom they admitted to

their meetings. We know too, from the statements of

Josephus, that it was from the wealthy Sadducees that the

Christians in Jerusalem experienced most pensecution, and
that they especially were adverse to Christianity because of

the preaching of the resurrection of Jesus. The followers

of Jesus were, as we know, at this time just beginning to

be called Christians, and this name soon became (if it was

not at'first given as) a name of reproach. These circum-

stances seem to be specially noticed in this epistle (ii. 6, 7).

To the necessities of those days then the letter appears to

be first directed, though it contains precepts eminently-

profitable for those who, having held firm to the belief ia

the unity of God (ii. 19), were disposed, even after the

acceptance of the teaching of the gospel, to think that an

intellectual assent to what was set forth was enough, with-

out any effort to build up on the groundwork of faith the

superstructure of Christ-like virtues.

In the time of Eusebius (325 a.d.) the epistle of St

James was reckoned among the books not fully accepted

by the church. He says {H. E., iii. 25) "among the con-

troverted books, which are yet well known and recognized

by most is the epistle circulated under the name of James."
But among the apostolic fathers we have quotations from
it in the writings of Clement of Eome'(l Ep. ad Cor.,

cc. 10, 12) and perhaps of Hermas (Pastor, mand. xii. 5).

Furthttr, in the Syriac version of Melito's apology there

are some passages which bear a striking resemblance to

the words of St James, and may have been quotations

(see Cureton's Spicil. Si/r., pp. 42, 48) ; and the Peshito
Syriac .version contains the epistle. Origen in his com-
mentary on John

(
Works, xix. 6) speaks of the epistle as
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in " circulation under tbe name cf James," and Lt quotes

ifrom it in another place (iroi/.s, xii. 129) as that of James,

without any commeut. Dionysius of Alexandria, who
was at the head of the catechetical school there (24a),

quotes from the e|>istle. These are all the notices of the

epistle on wliioh dei>endence can be placed before the

council of Laodicea (3G3), when it was included among
the canonical books. But there seems no doubt that the

words " well known and recognized by most," used by
Eusebins indicate that the epistle wis by him regarded as

a part of Sciipture, lor in other portions of his works he

alludes to it a>- if he so c>teLmed it, and evidence of its

recognition in the Syrian Church speaks strongly in favour

of its authenticity. B'or that church was most likely to

have the best knowledge concerning the origin and early

circulation of the epistle. We cau account for the slight

extent to whicb it was known from the fact that it was
addressed, by a bishop who never moved from his home,
to one section only of the Chyislian clinrch, and was not

likely to giin such wide acceptance at first as the epistles

of St Paul, whose missionary labours made his name and
his writings well known in ditferent countries. Jloreover,

the tone of the epistle is practical and not doctrinal, and
for this* reason also it would be less likely to be noticed in

the writings of the Chiistian fathers. Indeed, this feature

of the epistle led Luthur, who thonght tluere was in it some
contradiction to St Paul's teaching on the doctrine of justi-

fication by faith, to call it eiue rerhte stmlia-ne ]^iiU<'l (ed.

of German N. T., 1522), "a veritable epistle of straw." But
language like this is due to the distorted way in which the

great Kelorraer looked at the subject. His day called for

prominence to be given to the Pauline view of justification.

St James's day had different needs. "I'he character of those

for whom this epistle was intended and their special dangers
are sufficient to account for the way in which St James
emphasizes what St Paul would as stoutly have maintained
in a like case, that "faith without works is dead."
The view given .ibove, wliieli d.ilcs tlio epistle Lufore tlie rise of

the Piiuline controversy, has beenahly niaiiit)iii(^d Iiy, many recent
theologians, especially iu Germany, in opposition to tlie Ttibingen
school. See Seluicekenlmr^er's .A^inoUiftn, 1S32 ; llntlier's Cow-
mtntar, IS.iS, :i.| ed. 1870 ,Xeamler, Pjlomnnfi, 4lb oil. 1847, ]•.

«64 scq.; Uitsclil. Alll-iiih Klrchc, 2,1 eil. 1857, ji. 109 sf./., and
RrcUl'. mid IV/-so/t(i., 1871, ii..277 scq.; Weiss, Bib. Thcol. flri

j\. T., Isted. ISfiS 2,1 eil. 1873; Beys,ld.as in S/ud. wul Krit.,
1874, i.; Hofmmin, HcUiyr. .Idtri/I, vii. 3, 1876. Other seholars,
while ,lcfeniiiTiij the genuineness of the epistle, re,'o,£]nii;rc in it dis-
tinct alljisions to the Pauline theology, .',ad .so preler a later date.
So, for example, KwaM (GcscJu'clilr, vi; 59] scj. ; Sr.iJscli. an rK
Beb. H. Jiiknbos Rinvlsch , 1870), who lakes the epistle as .lireetcJ
aga.iiist mistaken inferences from Paul's teaeliing. The Tiihingen
school, on the other hand, regards theepistlc as ,lirectly anti-l^'auluit,
and at the xime tiuie ileiiies that it is geiminc. So Banr, Ppuhis,
2J ed. 18G7, Auh. 2; Sc'iwegler, Kudinp. ZnUil., 1846, i. 413
scq.; HiljenreUI. Ehth, 1875, ami ia Z. f. w. T., 1877, p. 87 5^7.;
Blom, Dc Bri-f mil Jttrobiis, Dort, 1.S69, .and in Thco7. Tijdsch.,
1872, p. 241 se^. See also Holtziuaun iu Schcnkel's Bibdlci:, s.v.
" Jakoliosbiief." The argmnent turns mainly on the interpretation
of the ilocdiue of faitli and works in clian. ii. 24, whiHi lorn'allyat
le.ist is in ilireet opposition to lloni iii. 28. In othe'- words, Luther's
difficnlty is still the chief tjirning-i.oiut of the argunteut. Kow it
IS certani that the antithesis between Paul anJ James is not really
so sbai-p as it appears iu the verses just rited, because the two do
not sttaHl the same meaning to tile word "faith." Tn laci, James's
faitl. without works is not P.aul's justifying faith, but the useless
faith withoar love spoken of in 1 Cor. xiii. We have to deal with
two types of dortnne using the s.ime temis in different s,-n»os, so
that It is not inconceivable that the two niav reallv be capable of
sucb reconciliation lu the practical Chvistiau'lifc as to make their
divergences nn.mportaut. But, say IJanr and his school, there is
no proofaud great luternal improbability that any tvpe of doctrine
epsted bel.>re Paul, m.aintaining jnstilication by faith alone, pre-
cisely m PaMline terms, an,l using the very illnstiation.s of Abraham
and Kahab which occui- in the Pauline theidngy an,l tbe kiiiilred
epistle t-J the Hebrews. Starting with this diflic^dty, aii,l iudi.-atiiig
in detail the ].roofs of the author's familiarity with" the peeuliai icr-
Diinology of the great Pauline epistles, the TiiV.ngen tehool urge
also that James ii^5, i. 12 prcbuppose accjuaintante with Kev. Ti.

9, 10, and iveu that the allusiou to Ilahab (ii 25) proves the author
tnliavp read Heb. xi. 31. Fuithei, it is contended that the .sup-

posed marks of an ea,ly date, in the condition of tlie churches
addressed, aiv eajiable of another interpreta '.on. and that the jierse-

cntion alluded to may be be'si iindeisiood f the time of Domitian.
Finally, the lan^uige of the epistle i^ r garded as a proof tliat the
date is not very eailv, aud theanth"" .lIUTeut from the thoionghly
Hebrew tignre of Jumes-as ,lese';bed by Hegcs«iipus. The weight
of these arguimiits is -^^-.iuly veiy nncpial, aiul the ultimate solu-
tion of the ,ontiov.-i.-.y njiist maiiilv be in the region of Biblical
tiicfilogy, where one side has often been ttmptcd to minimi/e the'
dillereuee between James and Paul, while the olhej- has 11,'t done
justice to the positive value of th" tea'^hing of ,nir ej-isile, often
speaking of it as a hiere inefleetivc-poleniic against Paul by one who
did not understand Lim. Conijiaie further Alford, Gk. Test. ;

Wuulsworlh, Gk: Test. ; Bishop Lighlfoot's Essmj on the Brethren
cf In LorJ ; Davidson's lalrudvctioA^ to the K. Test. ; Phmiptre,
at Jontes; Scniler, Parajihrnsis £j}. Sucobi, K^sl ; Slouod, Intro-
duelioii I'l riji. dt S. Jacqifes, 1S46 ; "Wiesinger, "Der Brief des
Jakobus," iu Olshansi li's /)/'/f /j'v,-/-^ 1854 ; Bi^nji^DeJaeolief'stotap

ei'1,1 .'iiritcids: libro canvLiticntio, I860 ; Keuss, L'^mtrt de Jocques,

167S. (J. E. L.)

JAMES I. (1394-U37), king of Scotland, third sou

of Kobcrt IIL and of Annabella Drummond of Stobhall,
"

was born at Duufermline in 1394. A second son, John,
lid not survive infancy. David, duke of Rothesay, the

eldest Sou, had died under suspicions circumstances while

committed to the care of the king's .brother the dnkc
of Albany, to whom had also been delegated the virtual

government of the kingdom : and the king, in order to

secure the safety of the surviving son, resolved in 14U5 to

place him under the protection of the king of France.

The prince, however, on his way thither fell into the hands
of the Engliiih, and Henry IV. determined not to admit
him to ransom. On the death of his fath r, April 13,

1406, .lames became nominal sovereign, but, as he was still

retained in captivity in Englaud, the Juke of Albany
continued regent, and was succeeded, on his de::th in 1410,
by his son Murdoch. At first, James was conhned in the

Tower of London, but in 1407 he was removed to the
castle of Nottingham, where he enjoyed as much liberty

as was compatible with detention, and w.as treated in all

respects by his governor. Sir John Pelham, as a member
of the household. The physical and intellectual training

begun at St Andrews under Bishop Wardlaw was completed
by the most accomplished tutors, so that he not only
attained to high proficiency in all kinds of manly sports, but
reached perhaps a more varied and thorough culture thau
any of his contemporaries. His figure was not much if at

all above the middle height, and, though thick.set, was finely

proportioned. His agility was no less remarkable than his

strength ; he not only excelled iu throwing the hammer and
putting the stone, but in aU kinds of athletic feats demand-
ing suppleness of limb and quickness of eye. As regards

his intellectual attainments he is reputed to have been well

acquainted with philosophy, and it is evident from his

subsequent procedure as a sovereign that he had made a
special study of jurisprudence ; while, besides being a [iro-

ficient in instrumental aud vocal music, he cultivated the

art of poetry with a success not surpassed by any previous
English writers with the exception of his models Gower and
Chaucer. Henry V., on succeeding his fnthoT in 1413,
removed James to close confinement in the Tower, but
shortly afterwards took him to Windsor, and in 14)7,
with the view of detaching the Scotch auxiliaries from the
French standard, invited him to accompany him in his

expedition against France. From this time, and especially

after the death .of the duke of Albany in 1419, James was
treated with much consideration; and, having given a pledge
of his friendly intentions towards England by his marriage
with lady Jane Beaufort, February 2, 1424, he finally

obtain.-d his release in the end of March of the same year,'

the Sottish nation agreeing to pay a ransom of j£40,000,.

in name of expenses for his maintenance while in captivity..
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With the reign of James L, whose coronation tiuk place

at Scone on the 21st May, may almost be said to begin the

substitution in Scotland of constitutional sovereignty,

regulated by definite principles and laws and modified by

n regard to the opinions and interests uf tho subjects, for

the indefinite authurit/ of the king and the arbitrary

rule of the nobles. It is true that after his death the

lawless contests of the nobles broke out as. fiercely as ever,

liut by his energetic repression of their violence during his

lifetime, and more es[)ecially by the virtual creation of

.statute law modelled on that of England, and the additional

iiriportimce assigned to parliament, the leaven was partly

prepared which was t j work towards the destruction of thoir

unlicensed influence. During a session of the parliament

held at Perth on the 12th March l-t25, James suddenly

arrested a large number of the nobles, including the duke of

Albany and his two sons, whom along with the earl of

Lennox he caused to be executed. With similar strategy lie

at a parliament held at Inverness in 1427 arrested Donald

of the Isles and fifty of his chiefs. Donald, however, on

making all due submission, received his liberty ; but when,

in viohUion of his oath he made an abortive attempt to

assert his. independence, the king, on his making uncondi-

tional surrender, confined him to Taiitallon castle. As was
natural, the energetic rule of the king, and especially his

stringent coercion of the nobles, aroused a secret purpose

of revenge ; and, acting on the inspiration of the earl

of Athule, uncle of tlie king, Sir llobert Graham and other

accomplices, with a band of three hundred Highlanders,

.suddenly, on the evening of the 20th or morning of the

'21st Febru;iry 1437, entered the apartment of the king in

tlie pi'iory of the Dominicans at Perth, and stabbed him to

<le,ith with their daggers.

Although the constitutional reforms introduced Tiy

-Times I., and the general tenor of his reign, showed that

in liim were united in a rare degree decision in action with

fir sighted sagacity; his merits as a statesman have been
cast iu the shade by his achievements in literature. It is

also worthy of mention that it was owing chiefly to his

representations when in captivity th it the pope was induced

1 1 grant a bull for the erection of a university at St

Andrews. The Poelica/ RematDS of James I. were first

jiublished in 1783, edited by William Tytler. The principal

(loeras of which he is the reputed author are The Kiii</'s

Qiirtir, Christis Kirl: on (he Gieiie, and Pehlis to the Plai/,

ami he aUo wrote several minDr pieces. A manuscript of

the Kiiii/'s Qnair formerly belnnging to Selden is preserved

in the B «IIcian library at Oxford. The poem, which is

<livided into seven canto.s, and is written in the seven-lined

stanzas of Chaucer, was composed during his captivity in

Engl.md, to celebrate liis love for the lady whom he after-

wards raiiriied. It is allegorical in form -and somewhat
tedious in its minute description of details, but always

preserves a smooth and harmonious versification, while it

CJUtains many finely imaginative passages inspired by true

and tender feeling, and characterized by a charming
simplicity and grace akin to those of his master Chaucer.

One reason why many have doubted that James could be
the author of Christia Kirk on the Girne is its entire dis.-

similarity in manner and style to the I(>n;/s Qnair. Pope's
line, " A Scot will fight for Christ's Kirk o' the Green " is

sarcastic, but undoubtedly chronicles a fact. The poem is

a humorous delineation of a phase of Scotch rustic life, and
its spirit and graphic vigour are not unworthy of Burns, who
indeed has received from it more than one suggestive hint,

and in TIte IIoli/ Fair and Tlte OnUnation has imitated its

refrain. The oldest evidence for assigning it to James I. is

that of the Bannatyne MS. collection made by George Ban-
iiatyne in 1568 ; and, if this evidence is not conclusive for

James L, it is so against James V., the only other probable

author. There is no printed edition earlier than 1663.

Since then several separate editions have appeared, and it

has also been printed along with The Gabeiiunzie Man as

the work of James V. That James I. was the author of the

poem receives a certain amount of corroboration from its

resemblance in subject and style to Pehlis to the Play, thS

first words of which are quoted by John Major in deserib-

ing a ballad which he attributes to James.
The contemporary authorities on tlie reign of J.iniPS I. are jirinci-

pally AVyatouu's Crouijkil, and Bower's continuation of ForduB's
.Scofochronicon. To titc succeeding century belong the histories of

J-'hu Major, Hector Boece, and Biyhop J^csley. The modem
liistoriesof Pinkerto^l, Tytler, and Burton are of course well known.'
Ill regard to questions connected with his cliaracter as an author,
see Sibbald's Chrouu-trs of Srott'sh Pudry; Walpole's Hoyal and
Xublc Authors; Chalmers's Histvric Jtcmains of Scottish Kings;
Tytlcr's Scottisli irortlucs; Binkerton's Ancient Scottish Pocnis;

Kitson's Historical Essay on Scottish Song; Washington Irving's

Skrtch Book; rrescott's Miscellanies ; and David Irving's History oj

Scottish Poetry. An account of the murder of James 1., professedly

translated from the Latin of John .Sfiirley in 1440, has been pub-
lished in an Appendi.x to Pinkcrton's History; in vol. ii. oi JiJisccl-

lancd Scotiea, Glasgow, ISIS; and in Gait's novel, 7'/(c Sjiacwi/c.

JAMES II. (1430-1460), twin son of James I., was
born in 1430, and, Alexander his elder brother having died

in infancy, was shortly after the assassination of his father

crowned king at Holyrood. During his minority the house

of Douglas used every endeavour to extend their influence,

—

William, who succeeded to the earldom in 1443, ultimately

making no pretension to conceal his claims to independent

sovereignty, and at the festivities in 1449, in honour of the

king's marriage to Mary of Gneklres, with ostentatious

bravado bringing in liis train as many as 5000 followers.

Shortly after the king attained his majority he in 14.52

invited Douglas to become his guest in Stirling castle, and,

on his refusing to break the "bands" he had made with

the other nobles, in sudden passion stabbed him with a

dagger, after which Sir Patrick Grey completed the

assassination with a poleaxe. It was not till 1454 that

the struggle following this act of violence, which involved,

all Scotland in a series of intermittent contests, was brought

t3 a close by the flight of the Douglas and the forfeiture

of his estates to the crown. His own kingdom being freed

from distraction, James resolved to take advantage of the

protracted intestine conflict in England, known as the

Wars of the Jtoses, to wrest from the English the posses-

sions they held in the south of Scotland ; but while con-

ducting the siege of Roxburgh castle he was killed by the

bursting of a cannon, 3d August 14R0.

JAM^ES III. (1 452-1 48S), king of Scotland, son of

James II., was born 1st June 1452, and shortly after the

death of his father was crowned king at Ke'jo. The
custody of the young prince was entrusted to Bishop

Kennedy of St Andrews,- but in 146G he was seized at

Linlithgow by Lord Boyd, who in this way succeeded in

oljtaining the governorship of the royal fortresses, and also

won the apparent friendship of the king. James was,

however, as fickle and faithless as he was weak and pliant,

and while Lord Boyd's eldest son, who had been created

earl of Arran, and had married the king's sister, was absent

in the summer of 1469 on an embassy to bring home the

king's bride, Margaret of Denmark, the enemies of the

Boyds set agencies in motion for having them tried for

their seizure of the king. 'The earl of Arran, obtaining

news of their machinations before landing, returned to

Denmark; Lord Boyd fled to England; but Sir Alexander,

brother of Lord Boyd, suffered execution, and the estates

of the family were forfeited. James, whether the fault

was his own or not, wjs sadly unfortunate in his connexion

with his near relations. While his brother-in-law was a

fugitive from his vengeance, his two brothers were also,

whether justly or not, the objects of his animosity and
dread. The earl of Mar, the younger brother, died at
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Craigmillar castle in circumstances so suspicious thnt he
was generally believed to hare been murdered ; and the

dake of Albany the elder, making his escape from Edinburgh
castle to France, afterwards in 1482 came to an agreement
with Edward IV. to hold the kingdom as his vassal. The
rivalry of Albany was the more formidable because James
by the preference which lie showed for artists and musicians

and by his retired and reserved manners had alienated the

majority of the nobility. While James in the summer of

this year was leading an army against England, the nobles,

headed by Douglas, suddenly at; Lauder seized Cochrane
and several of the king's other favourites.and, having hanged
them before his eyes, returned with their royal captive

to Edinburgh castle. On this Albany suddenly made his

appearance, and, having demanded and received the king's

liberty, assumed with apparently no' objection on the part

of James the sovereignty of the kingdom, until an accusa-

tion for treasonable connexions with England compelled him
to flee thither. For some years after this Scotland enjoyed

both outward and inward tranquillit}', but the jealousy

of the nobles against the king's favourites induced them in

1488, along with the young prince, afterwards James IV.,

to raise the standard of rebellion. The two armies met
at the stream of Sauchieburn, near Stirling, but hardly had
they come to blows when the king fled in panic from the

Keld. In his flight he was thrown from his horse, and
being received into the cottape of a miller near Bannock-
burn, was there (June 11) stabbed to death b}- a person

uuknown, undoubtedly a .-straggler from tlie hostile army.
JAMKS IV. (UT^-lJl.-?); king of Scotland, son of

J.imes in., was bnrn Jlarch 17, 1472, and on the death
of his father in 1488 was crowned king at Scone, probably
on June 26th. As he not only adoiited an entirely opposite

policy with the nobles from his father, but also sliowed great

affability towards the lower classes of his subjects, among
whom he delighted to wander incogrritu, few kings of Scot-

land won such general popularity or passed a reign f«5 un-

troubled by intestine broils. His libertinism was overlooked

on account of his open and friendly bearing, and was to some
extent atoned for by his hardiness and courage and his just

and temperate rule. So slight were the attempts at insur-

rection ou his accession to the throne that they scarcely

required repression; and, although in 1491 Lord Both-

well and others entered into an agreement with Henry
VII. to seize his person, the circumstances were always

<uch as either not to require or not to favour the carrying

out of the project. Indeed, Henry seems throughout to

hive greatly preferred the friendship of the Scotch monarch
either to his active hostility or his enforced submission;

and accordingly, although James had welcomed " Ferkin
\Varb?ck," the pretender to the English throne, and made
a futile invasion of England in support of his claims.

Henry after Warbeck left Scotland in 1497 was willing to

furget all old ciuses of enmity. In So[iteml)cr of that year

a truce of seven years was negotiate 1 between the two
inonarchs, and in August 1503 the alliance was confirmed
by the mirriageof James with the [irincess Margaret of

E'lgland,—a union which led e\entually in default of the

Tudors to the accession of the Stuart dynasty to the
Fnglish throne. Of the peace with England Tames toi.k ad-

vantage to establish order in the Highlands, where he intro-

duced a more complete li-gal jurisdiction, A f trr the acce.-sion

of Henry A'lII. it became apparent tliat the friendly relations

with England were no Innger po-sible; and, James, having
severd private grounds of quarrel, was induced by the king
of Frince to venture in l-jl.T on an invasion. of England.
His methods of warfai-e seem, however, to have been foi nied

chietly according to noti.ms borrowed from the kuightlj-.

tourney.s, the organiziH'in of whicb hail made him famous
throughout Europe : and "U the threshold of his enterprise

hi' was .slain on the 9th September at Flodden Field, his
death and the disastrous rout of his army being due to his
rasl) and quixotic bravery.

JAMES V. (Idl2-1542), king of Scotland, son of
James IV., was born at Linlithgow 10th April 1512, and
crowned king at Scone in October 1513. At first tlie

regency was vested in his mother, but after her marriage with
the earl of Angus in 1514 the otlico was transferred by the
estates to the duke of Albany. The English forebore to
follow up their victory at Flodden, but the close connexion of
Albany with France now aroused thejcalousyot HenryVIII.,
and Scotland was continually exposed to more or less serious
attacks from the English until Albany, to whose arrogant
bearing and French manners and habits not even the enmity
against him of Henry could reconcile the estates, finally

iu 1524 took his departure to the country of his choice.

L'pon this James, through the scheming of Henry, was
"erected" king in the Tolbooth of Eilinburgh, ruling the
kingdom by the advice of his mother and the lords io

council. In 1526 James was jiersuaded to choose as his-

governor the earl of Angus, who kept him in close confine-

ment until May 1528, when he made Ids escape from
Falkland, and put such vigorous measures in execution
against Angus as compelled liim to flee to England. In
1532 Angus, taking advantage of the discontent in the-

south of Scotland caused by the king's conduct towards
the Armstrongs, and of the distracted condition of the
Highlands, aided an English raid on the borders ; but
shortly afterwards negotiations for peace were begun, and
a treaty was finally signed in 1534. In January 1537 Jame»
was married to Madeleine of France, but, she dying in July
of the same year, he in June 1538 espoused iMary of
Lorraine. Henry VIII. was by no means satisfied with
the influence he exercised in Scotch affairs, or the amount
of deference he received from his nephew; and, his jealousy
receiving special provocation from the interest taken by
James in foreign politics, he in 1542 despatched an expedi-

tion against Scotland, which failed from want of a com-
missariat. James determined to make reprisals, but owing
to the indecision of the nobles, who had no love of tbs
enterprise, his army was scattered at the rout of Solway
Muss on the 25th November. On the 14th December fol-

lowing James died at Falkland. His successor was hi?*

d.aughter Mary, born seven days before his death. Though
possessing a weak constitution which was further impaired
by his irregular manner of life, James manifested great

vigour and independence as a sovereign, both in withstand-

ing the machinations of his uncle and opposing the influeuci

of the nobles. The persecutions to which the Protestants

were exposed during his reign were, however, due to the^

excessive influence exercised by the ecclesiastics, especially

D.avid Beaton, archbishop of St Andrews. The king's

habit of mingling with the peasantry secured him a large

amount of popularity, and has led many to ascribe to him
the authorship of three poems descriptive of scenes in lower
class life— (/a-isl is K'dIc on Ihe Greiu; The Galerlumie
Man, and 21ie Jolly Ile;/;irit: There is no proof that he
was the author of any of these poems, but from expressions

in the poems of Sir D.niJ Lyndsay, who was on terms of •

special intimacy with hiip, it would appear that he occasion-

ally wrote verses.

JAMES [ (15GG-1G25), king of England. This

sovereign, .Tames VI. of Scotland, in whom the crowns of

Scotland and England were united, was the son of Mary
Queen of Scots and of Henry, Lord Dajadey, and was bom
in the castle of Edinburgh lOth June 1566. His mother
while in captivity having been forced to abdicate the

sovereignty, James was crowned king at Stirling July 29,

1567. The regency was vested in the earl of Murray, who
by his masterly political skill and force of character held
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the various factions in complete restraint until liis assussina

tion at Linlithgow in February 1570. The absence of

his authoritative will at once allowed free scope to the

various elements of disorder latent in the kingdom, and

during the regency of Lennox, who was mortal))' wounded

in a fray at Stirling with the adherents of Mary, bcp-

tember 1371, and of the earl of Mar his successor, who
died in October 1572, strife and ci>nfn<ion held almost

tampant sway. The earl of Morton, the next regent, being

possessed, however, of some of the high qualities of his

jiredecessor Murray, succeeded with assistance from

Elizabeth of England in quelling the last embers of

insurrection, and afterwards held in check the interested

:ambition of the nobles, until in 1578 they succeeded in

discrediting his intluenco by the scheme of i)lacing the

government nominally in the hands of the boy monarch.

In June 1581 Morton suti'ereil death fur his connexion

with the murder of Darnley. James, to whom were tlins

early entrusted the functions of sovereignty, had spent

his infancy under the care of the earl of Mar, on whose

death he was taken charge of by the earl's bri>tlier, Alex-

ander Er.skine. For his principal tutor he had. George

Buchanan, who inspired him with a genuine interest

in learning and a strong ambition to excel in poetical com-

position ; he was also so far inBuenced by the Reformed

type of religion as to have imbibed a love for theo-

logical argument, although he alway.s cherished a strong

distaste towards both Calvinistic doctrine and the Presby-

terian form of government. HLs character was inrleed

formed amidst moral and intellectual surroundings

strangely mingled and inharmonious, in addition to which

the nature he inherited was rather a medley of isolated

capacities than a definite and distinct idio.syncracy. From
the first compelled to adopt an attitude hostile to his

mother, and, at tlie same time that he could not but resent

her imprisonment by Elizabeth, unable to trust in her

intentions towards himself, he seems to have regarded her

death both as a relief and as a calamity and disgrace. As
li'i knew that each party in the state, the Catholica, the

nobles, the Presbyterians, wished to make him their tool,

he resolved to act towards them as suited his couvonience
;

but, although he possessed a certrin sharp shrewdness and
Jnresight as well as no small knowledge of character, his

inabUity to take acnmjirehensive view of affairs, or to form

a truly courageous resolution, made his policy often rash and
reckless in regard to matters iitemingly small, and always

shifting and irresolute in regard to. affairs of the higliest

moment. The moral courage he possessed was nut incon-

sistent with physical cowardice ; indeed the chief element

in it was an overweening self-conceit, to which the conscions-

iiess of superior intellectual attainments gave tlie consum-
mating touch ; and thus it was that the very difficulties of

his position gradually nourished withiu him the conviction

of the divine right inherent in his ofhce, and caused all his

conduct, wavering and uncertain as it was, to be inspired

by the one purpose of building up his kingly prerogative.

Taking advantage of the weakness of the royal authority

during the king's minority, the General Assembly of the

Scottish Chnrch resolved in 1581 to substitute Presbyterian-

ism for E[)iscopacy, and James, being shortly afterwards

seized by the uobles at the raid of Kuthvcn, was unablo to

put his veto on their procedure, uutil after the overthrow
of those implicated in the conspiracy, when in 1584 the

estates passed an act denouncing their assumption of

legislative power. In 1585 James was, however, besieged
in Stirling by the esilej lords, and compelled to pardon
ineui and dismiss his favourite, Arran. As their inlluence

was m:)reover backed by Elizabeth, and as the hopes of

James were even thus e.uly directed towards snccei-ding

i_her on the English throne, he discovered it _tq„be,advau-

tageous to disguise his sentiments towards the Presbyterians.'

The destruction in 1588 that overtook tlie Armada of the

Catholic Philip of Spain deprived James of all anxiety

regarding the effects of his mother's testamentary disjiosal

of her crown to that monarch, but it naturally inclined him
for a time to a more close alliance with the Piotcstant.s, the

result of which was seen, not only in his marriage in 1589
to the Protestant princess Anne of Denmark, but in an

Act of the estates in 159:.', which saiictioiieil the fmnial

abolition of Episcopacy. In 1594 he also- found it neces-

sary to reduce the Catholic lord.-* of the north of Scotland,

but in 1597 he deemed it prudent to balance the inflncnce

of the Presbyterians, and also to flatter the hopes of the

Catholics of England by securing the revociition of the

forfeiture of the estates of the bimishcil nobles, and permit-

ting them to rbturn. Previous to this his action agiiinst

the preacher of a .sermon in which Klizabelh was attacked

as an atheist led to a " Xo Popery" riot in Edinbiirgli.

Tho breach between. him and the Presbyterians was still

further widened by the statute of 1599, aiiiiointiiig a

certain number of ministers to a seat in paili:iniunt with

tho title of bishop, and by his publication in the s.inio j'cai

of his Diiai/foii /J<i>-oii, in which he prouiulgutrd his vii'wa

in regard to the divine right of kings. With the exception,

however, of his peculiar experiences in connexion with the

mysterious Gowrie conspiracy at Perth (August 5, 1 OUO),

the remainder of his reign in Scotland until bis succession

to the English throne in 1C0.3 was quiet and uneventful
;

and the only fact of notable iin|iortance connected with his

subsequent government of tliat kingdom is his suspension

of the meetings of the General Assembly, until by the

banishment and imprisonment of Jlelvillo and its piiiici|jal

leaders ho was able in IGll) to convene an Assembly nhicli

agreed to the organization of a mudilicd Episcopacy. Thu
peculiar uniim of talents and defects which constituted the

character of James made him perhaps the most unlit

.successor of Elizabeth that cimld have been chosen. Hia
strutting pomposity was rendered strangely ludicrous by a

personal appearance the several defects of which were

heightened Viy their contrast with each other, and it waa
also constantly interfered with by Ids want of a projier

sense of decorum. If ho displayed great clcvermss in

avoiding immediate (lolitical ditricultics and in gaining

for the moment his own ends, lie was incapable of adapt-

ing himself mentally to his new position as sovereign of

England, and his fussy self-importance made it almost in-

evitable that he should mortally offend tho political tem-

perament then in England so peculiarly sensitive. Indeed,

the traditioual i)olicy which the circnnistance.-i of Scotland

had rendered almost a second natiiie to the Stuarts was
repugnant to tho susceptibilities of England, and utterly

alien to her political constitution, and in the case of Jollies

all the worst defects of this policy were exaggerated. Thus
his seeming shrewdness in small matters, and his witty anc

terse political axioms, only secured him the repiitntion ol

being the " wisest fool in Christundnm ;" and, while his

absurd personality cast ridicule on his kingly pretensions,

the general character of his political procedure estranged

from him every party in the state, and called into nctioc

influences which in the subsequent reij,'n wrought the

overthrow of the monarchy whose prestige he had almost

hopeles^sly tarnish 3d. Having uari-owly escaped a plot ol

the Catholics to seize his person shorily after his arrival

I
iu London, James resolved to Hatter their hopes by grant-

t ing them toleration, but his proclamation in February

1604 against the Jesuits revealed the hoUowuess of hia

professions and led to thu futile gunpowder conspiracy

of Novembei' 1G05. Its di*covciy ili-ssiptited for the

I

time the alienition already begun between him and

I
the Commons on account of his imprudent nssertiou v|
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Tiis prerogative against the Puritans at the Hampton
Court conference, and the subsequent disagreements in

regard to ecclesiastical reform and a union with Scotland.

Against tlie goodwill of the Commons, which showed
itself in the readiness witli which a subsidy was granted

for his debts, he, however, trespassed almost immedi-

ately by abusing the royal custom of placing impositions

on merchandise. All attempts at a compromise on the

subject having failed, James in February 1611 dissolved

the parliament, and a second parliament which he sum-
moned in 1614 proving equally recalcitrant was also dis-

solved, the fact that it was not allowed the opportunity of

transacting business earning for it from the courtiers the

name of the "addled parliament." To help in filling the

vacuum in his treasury, James had recourse Tvith small

success to the odious practice of demanding benevolences,

and, in addition to various other misuses of his prerogative,

to the excessive increase of monopolies, and to the virtual

sale of peerages and other high offices. The administration

of thp afl'airs of the kingdom was at the same time gradu-

ally withdrawn from the council, and the whole executive

authority entrusted to favourites. As the breach between
him and his subjects gradually widened he became more
anxious—both in order to supply himself with money, and
to obtain the support of an influential external authority

—

for an alliance with Spain, and in 1617 negotiations were
entered into for a- marriage between the young prince

Charles and the Spanish infanta. But on the part of

Spain those proposals were never seriously entertained.

Their only result was to impart such "irresolution to the
policy of James in reference to the Bohemian insurrection

as to afford Spain the opportunity of seizing the Palatinate
;

and by continuing to dangle the possibility of the marriage
before the eyes of James the emperor succeeded in delaying

his interference till the Palatinate was lost. StiU intent

«n his purpose of the Spanish marriage, to which he had
ruthle.ssly sacrificed the life of Sir Walter Raleigh, James
despatched his favourite Buckingham along with Charles

to Madrid, and the return of the baffled and disappointed
wooer in 162-t dissipated the last lingering sentiment of

respect which the English nation may have cherished to-

wards the king. Buckingham and Ciiarles now virtually

overrode the royal prerogative, and at their instance not
only was war declared against Spain, but on the condition of

granting toleration to the Catholics of England, a treaty of

marriage between Charles and Henrietta Maria of France
was signed at the close of 162i. James died on March
25, 1625.

James inaugurated his literary career in 1584 by tie publication
of the Eimijes of a Prentice in the Dn:ine Art of Poclry, and in
1591 he published PoeteaZi Exercises at Vacant Hourcs. His other
compositious in verse include a paraphrase of tlie EeTelation of
St John and a version of the Psalms. As he deemed it necessarj- to
^ve to the world his opinion on almost every subject of importance
which then occupied public attention, his prose disquisitions are
legion, but the bestknon-n are Denumologi'!, 1597; Basilicm Doroit,
1599; and Counterblast to Tobacco, 1616. A collected edition of
hisjiiose writings was published in 1616, edited by tho bishop of
Winchester. Some of his poetical translations are not without
merit, but both his prose and poetiy, though displaying occasional
wit and cleverness and some facidty of composition, are studded
with absurdities, and but for the fact that their author was a
monarch would scarcely deserve a refeience.
Tho original authorities for the reign of James I. are the state-

papers published in the series of the Master of the Rolls ; the
Mcgistcr of the Privy Council of Scotland (vol. ii. 1669-78, by
Burton, 1878 ; vol iii., 1678-85, by Masson, 1880); the Letters and
Stale-Papers during the reign of James the Sixth, published by the
Abbotsford Club; the Zctlers of the cliildren and other relations
«f James, published by tne Jfaitland Club, in facsimile form,
from the originals in the Advocates' Library, Edinburgh

; the letters
published under the title of the Court and Times of fames I., 1846;
ma correspondence with Cecil, published by the Camden Society

;

the correspondence in the Cabala; Camden's Annals; Goodman's
Court q/ Jumca I., edited by J. S. 3rewer. 1839; CaIdernood>

Hislorii of llie Clmrch nf Scotland; Melville's' Zl/nri/ ; Historie and
Life of James the bcxt, 1566-96, with a short eonlintialion to 1617,
publislied by the Bannatjue Club, Edinbm-gh, 1825; the secret
histories by Osborne, Weldon, Heylin, and Peston, edited by Sir
Walter Scott; Arthur Wilson's Lift and Titnes of Jinncs I., Lon-
don, 1653. See also, in addition to the histories of Burton, Tjtler,
Gardiner, Eanke, and others, Harris's Eistm-ical and Critical
Account of the fFritiiigs of James L, 1573: Irving's History of
Scottish Poclrij; and Dismeli't Literary and Political Character <jf
James /.

JAMES II. (1633-1701), king of England, and as king
of Scotland James VIL, second surviving son of Charles I.

and Henrietta Maria, was born at the palace of St James's,
October 15, 1633, and was created duke of York in

January 1643. During the civil war he was taken prisoner

by Fairfax at Oxford in 1646, but in 1648 he made his
escape to Holland. After the second failure of the Stuart
cause he served for some time in the French army under
Turenne, but at the command of his brother be in 1656
accepted a military commission from Spain. At the Piestor-

ation in 1660 he was appointed lord high admiral and lord

warden of the Cinque Ports. For the management of the
civil administration of the navy he had the qualification of

industry and careful regard to details ; dnd if his victory

over the Dutch in 1665 was principally a happy stroke of

good luck, and his drawn battle with De Puyier in 1672 was
more to his antagonist's credit than to his, still the fact that

his career as an admiral was free from disaster shows that his

seamanship must have been at least respectable. Outside,
however, the sphere of practical routine, James was blind
and insensate, and his whole political conduct—while it

indicated that he could stoop to compromise and deception
when he deemed these necessary—was maiked by a heed-
lessness and perverse obstinacy possible only to a rigid

and contracted understanding preoccupied with a single
purpose. He possessed the vices of his race without its

virtues and recleeming points, and in him the propensity
to despotism developed itself in a form unmitigated by any
mddness or amiable weakness of temper, unenlightened
by any gift of foresight or practical wisdom, and unadorned
by any personal accomplishment. Although at the Restora-
tion his sympathies were so little Catholic that he suppoited
the policy of Clarendon, whose daughter Anne he secretly

married in September 1660, publicly acknowledging
the union in the December following, he soon there-

after became a convert to Romanism, and in 1672, in

opposition to the expostulations of his brother, openly
avowed his change of faith. Anne Hyde having died in

1671, he also persuaded his brother to defy the wishes of

both Houses of Parliament by permitting him in 1673 to

marry the Catholic princess Mary of Modena. On account
of the Test Act, passed in this year, he Iiad been compelled
to resign his office of admiral, and, although the marriage
in 1677 of his daughter Mary to William, prince of Orange,
somewhat allayed the distrust with which he was regarded,

it was deemed advisable on the discovery of the Popish
plot in 1679 that he should retire for a time to Brussels.

Afterwards he was appointed lord high commissioner to
Scotland, where his arbitrary bigotry found congenial
employment in the persecution of the Covenanters ; but
in 1684 Charles ventured to dispense in his case with the
Test Act, and restored him to his office of admirah
The influence of the loyal enthusiasm which surrounded

the last days of Charles in 1685. was felt in the calm
acquiescence with which the nation witnessed James's suc-

cession to the throne on February 6, and his coronation on
April 23, 1686. The trust awakened by his promise to pre-

serve the Government both in church and state as by law-

established was indeed almost immediately rudely. shaken
by his public celebration of mass, by his prohibition of

preaching against Catholicism, and by his appointment of

Catholic _ officers .to_lhe army ; but that the goodwill at
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least of the Commons was still strong was manifested

by the grant of a revenue of two millions, and by the

enactment of severer measures against treasou. If the

loyalty of the nation had begun to waver, it was also for

the time strengthened by the premature and headstrong

attempts at rebellion by Argyll in Scotland, and Monmouth
in England. The renewal of tlie Covenanting persecutions

had, however, branded the name of James with the hatred

of the Scottish people, and the butchery of the Bloody

Assizes, whifh in England followed the discomfiture of

Monmouth, left behind it a widespread horror, the repres-

sion of which ot>ly wrought effects on the mind of the

nation the deeper and more ineffaceable. But James was
too intent on his one aim—the establishment of irrespon-

sible despotism—to scrutinize or consider the indirect con-

sequences of his acts. In that aim was necessarily

involved the restoration of Popery, because James was a

Papist, but happily the accidental prominduce given to this

secondary and subordinate aim made the other impossible

of success. In his imprudent zeal to accomplish his

purpose, James outran the wishes even of Eome, but that

was because the purpose which to the one was secondary

was to the other primary. James required both

a large standing army and freedom from the control of

parliament; but for these ends a foreign source of money
supply was at first necessary, anrl this he could only obtain

by an arrangement which, while it was unpalatable to him-

self, and loathsome to the nation, was far from acceptable

to the pope,—namely, by becoming the temporary vassal

of Louis of France, whose ambitious designs, notwith-

standing his intense and vii'ulent Catholicism, had
awakened the jealousy of Rome. Besides, many of the

individual acts of James were prompted by the Jesuits,

with whom the pope was then at feud. The progress of

James's ill-starred design was marked by clear and well-

defined steps. While all England was shocked by the

cruelties following the revocation by Louis of the edict of

Nantes, James resolved to demand the repeal of the Test

Act, and when this was refused by parliament he fabricated

by means of corrupted judges a semblance of legal sanction

for his disregard of its provisions, and not only encamped
an army on Hoanslow Heath, chiefly officered by CathoUcs,

but manifested his determination that henceforth to be a

Catholic should be a recommendation and not a bar to the

highest offices of state, by creating Father Petre and five

Catholic peers privy councillors. An appearance of

liberality was indeed given to his policy by a declaration of

indulgence to Protestant dissenters, but this only quickened
suspicion as to his ultimate purpose. Moreover, while a
commission was illegally appointed to restrain the discussion

of political subjects by the clergy, the publication of

Romanist sentiments was freely permitted, monasteries
and Catholic schools were being rapidly augmented, and
an attempt was made to swamp the Protestantism of the
universities by conferring the principal dignities as they
became vacant on Catholics. This final step, and a second
declaration of indulgence of April 1688, which contained a
provision for the prosecution of those clergymen who might
refuse to read the declaration in their p'ulpits, dissipated
the last atoms of veneration in the minds of the Tories for
the divine right of the king ; and after the birth of a son
to James in May of the same year nearly every party in

the state was prepared to support the invitation to William
of Orange to aid in the restitution of the liberties of the
country. The discussion of the motives which induced
William to accept this invitation, and the results which
followed his landing in England, belong properiy to the
article on Willi.\m III. James, finding the bulwarks of
despotism crumbling around him, after refusing the advice
of II council of lay and temporal peers to opeu negotiations

with William, made a pretence of yielding only to gain

time to escape, and by his cowardly flight, which he per-

severed in even after being intercepted and brought back

to London, rendered the coronation of JIary and Willianf

indispensable. All hope in England was for the time lost,,

and as by his action on the Test Act he had alienated tfie

sycophantic estates of Scotland, the rising in the Highlaiids-

aftorded no permanent benefit to liis cause : but in Ireland

it might be possible for him still to enjoy, though in

diminished lustre, the glories of sovereignty until he

should be restored to his \'ider dignities. If his policy

towards Ireland had been dictated by the position in which

he was now placed, it failed of its purpose, for even be-

fore the arrival of William he discovered that he had to

fight his way to dominion, and finally, notwithstanding the

aid of Freuch troops, his craven irresolution in the face of

danger lost him the battle of the Boyne, July 1, 1690,
after which he made a hurried escape to Fri<nee. Aa
expedition to England in his favour was projected by Louis

in 1602, but was frustrated by the defeat of the French
fleet off Cape La Hogue on May 17, and another invasioir

planned to follow on the success of an assassination plot

on February 10, 1696, was foiled Ijy the discovery of the

treachery. James died at St Germain, September 1701.

TliL' i>rillcipal coiitrniporavy authorities for tt.e ffigii of .lames-

are tin- Diaries of livclyii, IV'pys, aii'l l.iittr*!! ; Buruet's Historif

uf His Oicii Tiiii^s; Sir William Temples .'i/rjuoirs, Li/c of Jawra
fl.t Loudou, 170.^ ; ni.'^hop Kpiiiict's Hvilviij of'Evittnid \ 'J ha
Ellis CorrcspQiulcHcc, London, 1829 ; and tlie LiJ'r of Janus 11.^

iiillrdcd out of Memoirs v;ritf(ii J>tj his ou'ii hand, Iiy J. C. Clarke,

1816._ See albo llie life by C. J. Fox, C. T. Wilson, Jnriirs il.

and Ihc Dnle of Bf:rwic^; 1876 ; nad the histories of Macaulay,
Liiigaid, and Ranke.

JAMES, or, in full, Jamiis FnEnERicK Edward Stuart
(16SS-17C6), prince of Wales, called by his adherents

James III. of England, but better known as the Pretender,

Was the son of Janies II. and Mary of Modena, and was
born in St .lames's Palace, London, June 10th 16^8. The
general opinion prevailing at the time of his birth that

he was a supposititious child seemed to be confirmed by
a variety of circumstances, but it has been completely

overthrown by undoubted facts. Shortly before the flight

of the king to Sheerness, the infant prince along with.

liis mother was sent to France, and afterwards he con-

tinued to reside with his father ..t the court of St Germain.

On the death of liis father he was immeiliately proclaimed

king by Louis XIV. of France, but a fantastic attempt to

^•trform a similar ceremony in Loudon so roused the anger

of the populace that the mock pursuivants barely escaiied-

with their lives. A bill of attainder against him received

the royal assent a few days before the death of William

III. in 1702, and the Princess Amie, half-sister of tlio

Pretender, succeeded William on the throne. An influential

p irty still, however, continued to adhere to the Jacobite

cause ; and an expedition planned in favour of James failed

of success chiefly in all probability because his falling

ill of measles, on the eve of its departure, enabled the

English to assemble so powerful a fleet as rendered disem-

barkation inadvisable. A rebellion in the Highlands of

Scotland was inaugurated in September 1715 by the raising

of the standard " on the braes of Mar," and the solemn

proclamation of James Stuart, " the Chevalier of St Geoi'ge,"

in the midst of the assembled clans, but its progress was
arrested in >fovember by the indecisive battle of iSheriff-

muir, and it was practically extinguished a few weeks after-

wards by the surrender at Preston. Unaware of the gloomy
nature of his prospects, the Chevalier landed in December
at Peterhead, and advanced as far south as Scone, accom-

panied by a small force under the earl of Mar ; but, on

learning of the approach of the duke of Argyle, he retreated

to Montrose, where the Highlanders dispersed to the
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nioiiiitaip-S, and hn.erabavked again for France. A Spanisli

expedition sent out in his behalf in 1718 under the direction

of Alberoni was scattered by a tempest, only two frigates

reaching the appointed rendezvous in the island of Lewis.

tn 1719 James was married at Avignon to the Princess

Clementina of Poland, by whom he had two sons, Charles

Edward, and llcury, afterwards Cardinal York. His

licentious liabits soon led to a separation from his wife, and

his indolence and irresohition having completely unfitted

him for the role of aspirant to the English throne, the

hopes and affections of his adherents were gradnally trans-

ferred to his son Charles Jidward, of whose career an

account is given in vol. v. p. 42C-7. James spent the

remainder of his years at Rome, where he was regarded

with very little esteem both by the pope and the populace.

The papal soldier.-; mounted guard at the Palazzo Muti,

where he resided, and the pope is.'ued an order that he

.should bo styled king of England, but the Italians were

in the habit of u.iming him the king here in contradistinc-

tion to tho king there, that is, in England. Latterly his

regular income was 12,000 scudi from the pope, which

only was supplemented by the donations, probably not

very large, of the adherents of the cause in England.

Horace Walpole, writing in 1752, thus describes him,

"He is tall, meagre, and melancholy of aspect. Enthu-

siasm and disappointment have stamped a solemnity on

his person which rather awakens pity than respect. He
seems the phantom which good nature divested of reflexion

conjures up when we think of the misfortunes without the

demerits of Charles the First, Without the particular

features of any Stuart, the Chevalier has the strong lines

and fatality of air peculiar to them all." For several of

the last years of his life tho Chevalier was so inCrra in

health that he was unable to leave his bed-chamber. He
died at Rome, January 12, 17Cl">, and was interred in the

church of St Peter's.

The Jat'obite cauii; in Scolia?)'! luis givt-u lisp to .'^ome of tlie

finest specimens of national b.illail literature. Two volumes of

Jncobitc Jlclics were pulilishcil in 1819-1821, but tlje collection is

very miseeli.ineous. An edition of Jacobite 8on^'.-^ a[ipeared at

Ol.asgow in 1829, and a more cohiplcle collection was published in

1801, eiliteil by Cliailis llachay. See Uiflortj of the J.tcshitcCluh,

London, 1712; Secert Mrmoieiof BfO'-Ic-ttue, 171G ; Macjihcrson's

Original Pap'^rs ; The Decline of Ike Last Stirnii'!, printed for the

lioxbuiKhe Chill, 1843 ; Chamber's Hislor;/ of the Ji.bcllion, 1821

;

,lesse, 27w J't cfcutlers and tJicir A-lJyrcnis, 1 858 ; Tliackeray, ITcnnj

K-iniontl ; Dcbi-nsse, Vital ie il y a Cent Ans, 18:16 ; Lacroix de

Xrarle55, Ilisloirc da tyfeali^r dc ii<tini-ejeorefS et dit. Peinec Charles

Eionaed, 1868 and 1876 ; Dnran, Mann and Manners at the Court

of Florence, 1875; Id., London in the Jacohitc Tini'-s, 1877.

JAMES, Gi:oki;e Pay.nt: R.uxsfor'd (1801-18GO),
English novelist, was born in George Street, Hanover
Square, London, in 1801, and was educated at Greenwich
and afterwards ia France. He began to write early,

and had, according to his own account, composed the

stories afterwards published as A String of Pearls before

he was seventeen. Contributing plentifully to news-
papers and magazines, he came under the notice of Wash-
ington Irving, who is said to have encouraged him to

produce (in 1822) his Life of Ethnird the BU'tek Prince.

His next attempt was Richelicit, wdiich was finished in

182.'), and w,as well thought of liy Sir Walter Scott (who
apparently saw it in manuscript), but was not brought out
till 1829. Perhaps Irving and Scott, from their natural

amiability and invariable habit of encouraging literary

aspirants, were rather dangerous advisers for a writer bo

well inclined by nature to abundant production as James.,
But he took up the ball of historical romance writin" at a

lucky raomenf. Scuft had firmly establislied the popularity
of the style, and James in England, like Dumas in France,
reaped tlie reward of their masters' labours as well as of

their own. For thirty years the author of Eichelieu

13—21

continued to pour out novels of the same kind though of

varying merit. The full list of his works in prose fiction,

verse narrative, and history of an easy kind includes

between seventy and eighty items, most of them being
three-volume novels of the usual length. The best

examples of his style are perhaps Richelieu, 1829; Philip

Auf/usiirs, 1831 ; Uenry llasterton (probably the best of all),

1832; Jfartj of JiurejanJy, 1833 ; Barnley, 1839 ; Cone
de Lcoii, 1811 ; I'lie Smueigler, 1845. His poetry does
not require special mention, nor does his history, though
for a short time in the reign of William IV. he held the

office of historiographer royal. After writing vigorously in

all these styles for about twenty years, James in 1850 went
to America with his family. He was appointed consul at

Richmond, Virginia, and held that post from 1852 to 1858.

In September of the latter year he was appointed to a

similar post at A'enice, wdiere he died May 9, 1860.

James has been compared to Dumas, and the comparison

holds good in respect of kind, though by no means in

respect of degree of merit. Both had a certain gift of

separatiug from the picturesque parts of history what could

without much difficulty be worked up into picturesque

fiction, and both were possessed of a ready pen. Here,

however, the likeness ends. Of purely literary talent

James had little. His plots are poor, his descriptions weak,
his dialogue often below even a fair average, and he was
deplorably prone to repeat himself. His " two cavaliers ",

who in one form or another open most of his books have
passed into a proverb, and Thackeray's good-natured but
fatal parody of Barhazure is likely to outlast Richelieu and
Darnleij by many a year. Nevertheless, though James
cannot be allowed any very high rank even among the

second class of novelists, tho generation that read him, and
those chiefly youthful persons who read him now and wiU
read him for some time to come so long as he is attainable

on the bookstalls, are not wholly without excuse. He had
a considerable portion of the narrative gift, and, though his

very best books fall far below Les trois Mousquelaires and
La Reine Marrjot, there is a certain even level of interest,

such as it is, to be found in all of them. James never

resorted to illegitimate methods to attract readers, and
deserves such credit as may be due to a purveyor of

amusement to the public who never caters for the less

creditable tastes of his guests.

JAMES, John Angell (1785-1859), preacher and
author, was born at Blandford, Dorsetshire, June C, 1785.

After obtaining at school a knowledge of reading, writing,

ciphering, and a little Latin, he was at the age of thirteen

bound to a seven years' apprenticeship with a linendraper

at Poole, with the view of assisting his father in his busi-

ness at Blandford ; but about the close of his term of

apprenticeship he began to form the resolution of becoming
a preacher, and in 1802 he went to prosecute his studies

at the theological college of Gusport. After remaining

there for a year and a half, he happened to pay a visit to

Birmingham, wliere his preaching was so highly esteemed

by tlie congregation of Carr's Lane Independent chapel

that they invited him to "exercise his ministry amongst
them," and accordingly, after finishing his short theolo-

gical course, he was settled there in the beginning of

September 1805, and Ordained on the 8th May of the

following year. For seven years his success as a preacher

was comparatively small, but about 1814 his eloquence

almost suddenly acquired for him a popularity which
attracted large crowds wherever he officiated in England,

and never faded during the long term, of his subsequent

ministry. At the same time his numerous religious writ-

ings, the best known of which are The Annous l7iquirer

and An Earnest Ministry, acquired a wide circulation

both in England and in America. Ho died at Birminghani
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Ociooer 2, 1859, Tlic degieo of D.D. was conferred on

James by the college of Princeton, New Jersey, aud also

by the university of Glasgow.

A collected edition of James's works ajipeared iu lS60-tii. frfc

A Review of lli/> Li/e and Character of J. Anricll James, by J.

Campbell, 1S60; True Greatness, a brief Memoir of J. A. James,

X860 ; and Life and Letters of J. A. James, editcil by I!. AV. Dale.

JAMESON, Ann.\ (1794-lSGO), was born in Dublin in

1794. Her father, Mr Brownell Murphy, who was a

miniature and enamel painter of some celebrity, took part

in his early days in the political commotions which then

agitated Ireland. His removal to England in 179S con-

fined his attention fortunately to his more peaceful calling,

in which he attained considerable skill, but his daughter's

mind seems to have been influenced in the highest sense

by the circumstances that surrounded her birth ; she was

distinguished from her tenderest years by that ardour and

courage and keenness to supply the needs and redress the

injuries of others which marked her career through life.

At sixteen j^ears of age she undertook the office of

governess in the family of the marquis of Winchester,

and later in that of Mr Littleton, afterwards Lord

Hatherton. Between these two engagements she accom-

panied a young pupil, one of a party of travellers, to Italy,

a tour which gave. rise to a narrative of what she saw and

did, written in an imaginary character. This, her first literary

production, the merits of which she little appreciated, did

not make its appearance until after her marriage with Mr
Robert Jameson, a barrister, in 182-5, when it was adver-

tised by a friend under the title of a LaJi/s Diary, and

ultimately published by Mr Culburn as The Diary of an

Ennuyee. Mrs Jameson's marriage was not a happy one

;

but, if not more unfortunate than mau.y of her sex in this

form of trial, she set the example of a rare discretion under

it. Her marriage troubles were made no excuse for apijeal-

i'l'J ac'ninst the laws of the land or the usages of society.

The Diary of an Ennuyee attracted much attention.

Italy was no such beaten ground then, nor a traveller with

ardent feeliugs for art aad nature so cumnion, as both have

become since. The authoress has been blamed for assuming

th3 disguise of an invalid, who dies on her way back ; but

such u tinge of romance made no difference in the truth

of her descriptions, while it "procured them more readers.

In 1829 Mr Jameson was appointed puisne judge in the

island of Dominica. It was decided to be impracticable

for her to accompaaj him, and meanwhile Mrs Jameson

visited the Continent again with hef father. Traces of this

jo'irney appear in Visits and Sketches at Home and Abroad.

Hitherto the subjects she had treated had been limited to

impressions of outer scenes and passing things, or to abridg-

ments of history, as in her good schoolbook Female Sove-

reigns. The first work in which her powers of origmal

thought became embodied were her Charaeteristies of

S/iakespeare's Women, which appeared in 1832. These

analyses of the great poet's heroines are unsurpassed for

delicacy of critical insight and fmoness of literary touch.

They are the result of a penetrating but essentially

feminine mind, applied to the study of individuals of its

own sex, detecting characteristics and defining differences

not perceived by the ordinary critic, and entirely over-

looked by the general reader.

In 1833 Mrs Jameson paid her first visit to Germany,
the literature and art of which country may be said to

have then first roused the curiosity of English minds.

Dresden and Tieck and Retscb, Frankfort and Dannecker,

Weimar and, if not Goethe, who had died the year before,

yet the homage which more than restored him to life, succes-

sively occupied her. Nor was she proof to t"he spell of the

modern German art which the late King Louis of Bavatia

had evoked in his capil.l. Those conglomerations of hard

lines, cold colours, and pedantic subjects which decorated

JIunich were new to the world, and Mrs Jameson's

enthusiasm first gave them the reputation which has long

since faded away.

It was in 1S3G that Mrs Jameson was summoned by
her Imsband to join him in Canada. She started with
many a regret for the life she was leaving, and was not

long left in doubt as to the fruitlessness of the step. He
failed to meet her, even by a letter, at New York, and she

was left to make her way alone at the worst of seasons to

Toronto. After six months' experiment she felt it useless

to prolong a life far from all ties of family happiness and
opportunities of usefulness. Before leaving, she undertook

a journey to the depths of the Indian settlements in Canada;
she explored Lake Huron, and saw much of emigrjint and
aborigines life unknown to travellers, which she afterwards

embodied iu her h'iiiter Studies and Summer Jiavihles.

She returned to England in 1838. It was at this peiiod

that Mrs Jameson first devoted her attention to the subject

of art. She began by making careful notes of the chief

private collections in and near London which had liitherto

received no systematic description. This Comjianion to the

Private Galleries was soon followed by the Ilandhool; to the

Public Galleries. These works were useful compilations,

and had a certain circulation ; but the authoress laid claim

to no pov/ers of real discrimination, and many of her ver-

dicts, in "which she only followed those that went before

her, liave been since superseded by exacter knowledge.

These works, however, led on to those by which her literary

career has been specially distinguished,—her series of

Sacred and Legendary Art. The time was ripe for such

contributions to the traveller's library, the A eta Sanc-

torum and the Book of the Gohhn Legend had had their

readers, but no one had ever pointed out the connexion

between these tales and the works of Christian art. . The
painters employed by convent or church had introduced

the local or family saints according to contract, and the

faithful had retained the tradition of their names ; but for

the modern Protestant traveller the whole v/as a terra

incognita. The way to these studies had been pointed out

in the preface to Kuglcr's Handbook of Italian Painting

by Sir Charles Eastlake, who had intended pursuing the

subject himself. Eventually he made over to Mrs Jameson

the materials and references he had collected. They could

not have been placed in better hands. She recognized the

extent of the ground before her as a mingled sphere of

poetry, history, devotion, and art. She directed the taste

of her readers with judgment and even enthusiasm ; and,

with the same penetration that had guided her in her

literary tasks, she threw many a light on a hiaster's inten-

tions which had escaped both artists and critics.

Another service Mrs Jameson rendered to the iinglish

public, and that the must valuable of all, has still to be
noticed. She began her literary career by analj'sing books,

she proceeded to analyse works of art, and she ended by
analysing society. It was a natural supplement to a course

of varied personal experience and no little struggle that her

attention should he directed to the great moral questions

of the day, and especially to those affecting the education,

occupations, and maintenance of her own sex. Her early

essay on The Relative Social Position of Mothers and
Governesses is a masterpiece. She knew both sides ; and
in no respect does she more clearly prove the falseness

of the position she describes than in the certainty with
which she predicts its eventual reform.

To Mrs Jameson we owe the first popular enunciation of

the principle of male and female cooperation in works of

mercy and education. Her mind was peculiarly to be
trusted with' the advocacy of such tenets—it had become
as clear and judicious by experience as it wa" ardent and
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vigorous by nature, in her later years elie took up a

succession of subjects all bearing on the same principles

of active benevolence, and the best vfays of carrj-ing them
into practice. Sisters of charity, hospitals, penitentiaries,

prisons, and workhouses all claimed her interest— all more

or less included under those definitions of " the communion
of love and communion of labour" which are inseparably

connected with her memory. To the clear and temperate

forms in which she brought the results of her convic-

tions before her friends in the shape of private lectures,

subsequently printed, may be traced ihe source whence

living reformers and philanthropists took counsel and
courage.

JIrs Jameson died in March 1860. She left the last of

her Sacred and Legendary Art series in preparation. It

was completed, under the title of The History of our Lord
in Art, by Lady Eastlake. (e. e.)

JAMESON", or Jamesone, George (c. 1587-1644), a

Scotch portrait painter, was born, probably in 1587, at

Aberdeen, where his father was architect and a member of

the guild. After studying painting under Rubens at

Antwerp, with Vandyck as a fellow pupil, he returned in

1620 to Aberdeen, where he was married in 16'i4 and

remained at least until 1630, after which he took up
his residence in Edinburgh. The department c£ paint-

ing which he chiefly practised was portraiture in oil,

but he also painted a few historical subjects and Lind-

scapes. His portraits are generally less than life size.

According to Walpole they are characterized by " delicacy

and softness, with a clear and beautiful colouring"; but,

although undoubtedly the instructions of Rubens had left

their influence ou his style, he has no claim to the title of

the Vandyck of Scotland by which he is often known, and
perhaps owed even his exceptional fame in Scotland as much
to chance as to his own merits. Having been employed by
the magistrates of Edinburgh to copy several portraits of

the Scottish kings for presentation to Charles I. on his first

visit to Scotland in 1633, the king rewarded him with a

diamond ring from his own finger. This circumstance

appears to have at once established his fame, and he soon

found constant though not very remunerative employment
in painting the portraits of the nobility and gentry of his

native land. He also painted a portrait of Charles, which

he declined to sell to the magistrates of Aberdeen for the

price they offered. The largest collection of the works of

Jameson is said to be that in Taymouth castle, and, be-

sides those in the houses of several of the gentry of Scot-

land, there are a few in the colleges of Aberdeen. He
died at Edinburgh in 1644.

JAMESON, Robert (1774-1854), regius professor of

natural history in the university of Edinburgh, was born

at Leith July 11, 1774. After an education at Leith

grammar school and Edinbiirgh university, he became
assistant to a surgeon in his native town ; but, having
studied natural histoiy under Dr Walker in 1792 and
1793, he felt that his true province lay in that science, for

which indeed he had had a predilection from boyhood.
The course of his studies during the next few years is to

be traced in his scientific papers and books. He went in

1800 to Freiberg to study for nearly two years under the

learned Werner, and spent other two in Continental traveh

On his return to Edinburgh in 1804, when he succeeded
Dr AValker in the chair of natural history, he became, in

lectures, writings, and controversy, perhaps the first great

exponent in England of the Wernerian geological system
;

and it is to his credit that, when he found that tlieory

untenable, he frankly and honestly announced his conver-

sion to the views of Button. As a teacher, Professor
Jameson was no less remarkable than Werner for his

)ower of imparting his own enthusiasm to his students,

and from his classroom there radiated an influence' which
gave a marked impetus to the study of geology in Britain.

It was his energy also that, by means of Government aid,

private donation, and personal outlay, amassed the greater

part of the splendid collection which now occupies the

natural history department of the Edinburgh Sluseum of

Science and Art. In ISOS Jameson founded the Wer-
nerian Xatuial History Society, and in 1819, along with
Sir David Brewster, he originated the Edinburgh Philo-

sophical Journal, which after the tenth volume remained
under his sole conduct till his death, which took place

April 19, 1854. His bust, presented by the Wernerian
Society to the museum some years before his death, now
stands in the university library hall.

Professor Jameson was the author of Mineralogy of Arran and
tJie Shetland Ifilands, 1793, incorporated uith Mineralogy of the

Scottish Isles, 2 vols, 4to, 1800; Mineralogical Description of Scot-

land, vol. i. pt. 1, "Dumfriesshire," 1804 (this was to have hcen
the first of a series embracing all Scotland) ; Systejn, of Mineralogy,
1804; Characters of Minerals, 1804; Elements of Geognosy, 1809;
and Mannal of Minerals aiul Mountain Eocls, 1821; besides a
number of occasional papers, of which a list will be found'in the
Edinbargli New Philosophical Journal for April 1854, along with a

biographical sketch of the author.

JAMESTOWN, a viUage in Chautauqua county, New
York, is situated on the Chautauqua Outlet at the southern

end of Chautauqua Lake, about 55 miles south-south-west

of Buffalo. It may be conveniently reached by rail, or by
steamer from Mayville at the north end of the lake, and
its vicinity is steadily rising into favour as a summer resort.

The m.anufactures include alpaca, woollens, pianos and
furniture, sashes and blinds, edge-tools and iron. Tho
population, which in 1870 was 5336, was 7264 in 1880.

JAMI. Nuruddln 'Abdurrahman ibn Ahmed (1414-
1492), called el JAml from his birthplace J4m in Khorasin,
was the last great poet and mystic of Persia. See Persia.

JAMESON, John (1759-1838), author of ths ScoitM
Dictionary, was born in Glasgow, where his father was a

Dissenting clergyman, JIarch 3, 1759. He was educated

at Glasgow university, and subsequently attended classes

in Edinburgh. After six years' theological study, Jamieson
was licensed to preach in 1779. From 1780 till 1797 he
was pastor of the Secession (Antiburgher) congregation of

Forfar; and from 1797 till his death on July 12, 1838,
he occupied the pulpit of the Antiburgher church in

Nicolson Street, Edinburgh.

Jamieson's name stands at the head of a tolerably long Kst of

works in i\\Q Bibliothcca Brilannica; but by far his most important
boolc is the laborious and erudjte compilatioH, test described by its

own title-page :

—

An Etymological Dictionary of the Scottish Lan*
guage ; illustrating the words in their different significations by
examplos from Ancient and Modern Writers; shewing their Affinity

to those of other Languages, and es^iccially the Xorthem; explaining
many terms ichich though nov oisoleie in England were formerly
conimon to both countries; aJid elucidating National Bites, Citstojns,

and Institutions in their Analogy to those of other nations; to which
is prefixed a Dissertation on the Origin of the Scottish Language.
This appeared in 2 vols, 4to, at Edinburgh in 1808, followed in

1825 by a Supplement, in 2 vols, 4to, in which he was assisted by
scholars in all parts of the counti y. Both appeared together in later

editions; in 1879 the first volume of an edition, in which the Svp-
plcment is incorporated in the body of the work, was published.

Abridgments of the Dictionary have been issued in 1818, and in

many subsequent years. Among Jamieson's other works may be

mentioned The Use of Sacred History, 2 vols., 1802; Berrnes
ScythictiS, or the Badical Affinities of the Greek and Latin Lan-
guagcs to the Gothic, 1814; and various essays, sermons, and poems.
For his Vindication of the Doctrine of Scripture and of the Primi-
tive Faith concerning the Deity of (Christ, 1 795, a reply to Dr Priest-

ley, Jamieson received the degree of D.D. from tho college of l^ew
Jersey.

JAMNIA (la/iyla or 'Jdnveta), the Greek form of the

Hebrew name Jabneel (Josh. xv. 11) or Jabneh (2 Chron.

sxvi. 6), the modern Arabic Yebna, a city of Palestine, on

the border between Dan and Judah, situated 13 miles

south of Jaffa, and 4 miles east of the seashore. The
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moderu village stands on an iaolated saudj hillock, sur-

rounded by gardens, with olives to the north, and sand-

dunes to the west, it contains a small Gotliic church,

now a mosque. The place belonged to the Philistines iu

Biblical times, was taUen by Judas Maccabeus (2 Mac.

xii. 83 9), and is mentioned by Strabo (xvi. 2) as a very

populous village. The population was mainly Jewish

(Pliilo, ic7. ad Cuium. § 30), and the town is principally

famous as hiving been the seat of the Sanhedrin from 70

to 135 A.D. In 1144 a crusading fortress was built on

the hill; it is often mentioned under the name Ibelin.

There was also a Jabneel in Lower Galilee (Josh. six. 33),

called later Caphar Yaraa, the present village Yemma,

12 English miles south of Tiberias; and another fortress

in Upper Galilee was named Jamnia (Joseph., Vita, 37).

JAMRUD, a ruined fort in PeshiUvar district, Punjab,

India, situated in 34° N. lat. and 71° 24' E. long., at

the mouth of the Khyber Pass, 1G70 feet above sea-leveh

It was occupied by Hari Sinh, Ranjit Sinh's commander,

in 1836; but in April 1S37 Dost Muhammad sent a

body of Afgh.ins to attack it. A battle ensued, in which

the Sikhs gained a doubtful victory, with the loss of their

general, Hari Sinlu During the military operations of

1S78-79 Jamrud became a place of considerable impoit-

ance as the frontier outpost on British territorv towards

Afghdnistdn.

JAMS iJJD JELLIES are conserves of the pulp and

juice of succulent and juicy fruits prepared by boiling witli

sugar. They differ from each other only in the fact that

jam is a thick pulpy opaque preparation, sometimes of the

entire fruit—rind, pulp, and kernel—and sometimes of

fruits only partly broken, as in the case of black currant

jam, while jellies are pure transparent gelatinous prepara-

tions of juices alone. The preparation of these preserves

was formerly a purely domestic art; but of recent years

manuf.ictures of very large dimensions have sprung up for

the preservation of many of tha commoner fruits, as an

example of which the marmalade trade may bo cited,

marmalade being simply a form of jam. The principal

fruits commonly used for jam-making are varieties of

plums, apricots, cherries, black currants, gooseberries,

strawberries, raspberries, mulberries, cranberries, oranges,

and quinces ; rhubarb sl.dks are also employed. Jellies

have a widsr signification than is comprehended in the

above definition, which embrates fiuit jellies alone, as

many jellies have for their basis isinglass and other gelatin-

yielding bodies of anim;il origin, and starches also form
with boiling water a kind of jelly. Fruit jellies owe their

property of gelatinizhig to the presence or development
of a gummy principle iu their composition, called pectin.

Except in its gelatinizing effect pectin is in no way re-

lated to gelatin, being indeed a non-nitrogenous body
closely allied to cellulose. Pectin is only found in very

ripe fruits, but an allied body, pectose, which is abundant
in growing and partially ripened fruits, is easily transformed

into pectin by the action of beat, and such a transformation

takes place in the boiling of the juices of acid unripe frilit.s.

In the preparation of jellies it is essential to obtain the
juices as free from all pulp and cloudiness as possible, there-

fore the less the fruits are squeezed the more transparent
will be the resulting jelly. To get the juice to flow freely

from hard fruits it is necessary in most cases to heat and in

some instances to boil them. The quantity of sugar re-

quired for the preservation of jams and jellies varies from
two-thirds to equnl weight of the fruit or juice, and the boil-

ing should be conducted at a gentle heat as short a time as
possible after the addition of the sugar, which by long or
violent boiling tends to become syrupy, this destroying the
gelatinizing property. Jellies are principally prepared'from
rel, white, and black curr.Tnts, gnoseberries, grapes, apple.', '

raspberries, cherries, bilberries, pomegra\!ates, quinces, and
various other juicy fruits. Jams and jellies for preservation

are poured into earthenware jars ; the surface of the pre-

serves is then covered with a disk of paper dipped in

brandy, and the jar tightly tied over with membrane 01

gummed paper, and stored iu a cool dry situation. They
must be prepared from clean dry fruit, and it is essential

that cane and not beet sugir should be used for their pre-

servation. Wet or otherwise damaged frnit, and all fruits

preserved with beet sugar, are peculiarly subject to

niouldiness, an evil against which some amount of precau-

tion is necessary at all times. The domestic u^es of

these preparations, and the esteem in which they an

held, are known universally. TTiey Lave a refrigerating

and gently laxative influence, and the citrate, malate,

or tartrate salts they contain give them a positive value

as anti-scorbutics, in addition to the pleasant and refresh

ing taste and iiavour they possess. While these pie-

serves have the same anti-scorbutic efficacy as the respec-

tive fresh fruits from which they are prepared, they are

free from the tendency to induce choleraic disorders which

frequently attends the consumption of uncooked fruits, and

the sugar with which they are prepared possesses its own
proper nutritive value as an article of food.

JAMU, or Ju.MMoo, a town iu Kashmir state, Punjab,.

India, headquarters of Jamu province, in 32' 43' 52" N.
lat. and 74° 54' 14" E. long. m\ the Tavi, a tributary of

the Chenab, among the mountains of the (juter HiniAlayan

range. The town and palace stand upon the right bank
of the river ; the fort overhangs the left shore at an eleva-

tion of 150 feet above the stream. The lofty whitened walls

of the palace and citadel present a striking appearance

from the surrounding country. An adjacent height com-

mands the fortress, rendering it untenable against modem
artillery. Extensive and handsome pleasure grounds am?

ruins of great size in the suburbs attest the former pro-

sperity of the city when it was the seat of a Rajput dynasty

of independent rdjiis, whose doniiuions extended into the

plains and included the modern district of SlAlkot. It wa-T

afterwards conquered by the Sikhs, and formed part of

Ranjit Sinh's dominions. For its subsequent acquisition

by GhuUb Sinh, see K.vshmIk. The pupidatiou is esti-

mated at about SOOO.

JANESYILLE, chief town of Rock county, AVisconsin,

U.S., was founded in 183ti, and received its city charter

in 1S53. It contains numerniis churches and schools,

including the State institute for the blind. Rock river,

flowing through the city, supplies water-power for five

flour-mills, two woollen factories, and a cotton factory :

and the manufactures comiiriso boots and shoes, carriages-

and farm machinery, and beer. The population in 1870
was 878'J ; in 1880, 9018.

JAXGIPUR, or JajlIniiIkpuk, the chief town of tlie

subdivision of the same name, in JIurshidAbad district,

Bengal, situated on the left bank of the Bhagirathf, in

24° 28' N. lat. and 88° 6' 45" E. long. The town is said

to have derived its name from having been founded by
the Mughal emperor Jalnlngir. During the early years-

of British rule it was an important centre of the silk

trade, and the site of one of the Company's commercial

residences. .Tangipnr is best known as the toll station

for registering all the traftic on the Bh.-lgirathi. The
number of boats registered there annually is about

10,000 : the amount of toll is £-5000, or about one-third

of tile total gross revenue derived from the Nadiyi'i river.s.

The population in 1872 was 11,361.

JANIN, Ji'LEs Gaiieiel (1804-1874), a remarkable

instance of a certain kind of critic, was born at St Etienne,

the great manufacturing town of the department of tha

Loire, nn De("eml>er 24, 1804, and died at his house near
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Tuis ill June 1S74. ' His f;itiier was a lawyer, and be was

•well educit.'d, first at St £tieime, and tlicn at the famous

Culle^e Louis-le-Grand at Paris, lie betook himsilt" to

journalism'very early, and worked on different papers, the

Fiyiro, the Qiiolulitiine, itc, mitil in 1S3G he fixed himself

as dramatic critic of the JJ-'oals. Lonj before this, how-

ever he had made a considerable^literary reputation, for

which indeed his strange novel L'Aiie Mart el I'l Femme
fiiiiltoluiee (1829) would Lave sufficed. Zu Confession,

Avhicli followed, was less remarkable in substance but

tven more so in style; and Hariiave, in lS31, sustained

the literary reputation of the author, though die violent

attacks it contained on the Orleans family did not, when
they were taken with his subsequent conduct, increase his

reputation for consistency. From the day, however, when
Janin became the .theatrical critic of the Dihats, though he

continued to write books iiulefatigably, he was to most

Frenchmen a dramatic critic and nothing more. ,His

system was odd enough. He called himself " prince of

critics," a self-presefited testimonial in which the mixture

of irony and vanity (in all senses of the word) which marked
all iis work may be detected. He was outrageously incon-

sistent, and judged things from no general point of view

whatsoever, though at least latterly his judgment w.as

usually good-natured. Bat few journalists have ever been

masters of a more attractive fashion of saying the first

thing that cime into their beads, and if he had called

iimself a prince of journalists he would not have been far

wrong. After many years ui feuiUelmi writing he collected

some of his articles in the work called IIisto'ne de la litteia-

tiire (Iramat ijue, which, as may be gathered from what has

been said, by no means deserves the title. In 18C5 he

made his first attempt upon the Academy, but was not

successful till five years later. Jleanwhile ha had not been

content with his feuillelons, written persistently about all

manner of things. No one was more in request with the

Paris publishers for prefaces, letterpress to illustrated books,

and all the other ^hackwork which usually engages • in

France men of letters of a somewhat liigher clils than

those who generally devote themselves to it in England.

Tie travelled (picking up in one of bis journeys a ourinns

windfall, a country house at Lucca, which fell to liiili in'

a

lottery), and wrote accounts of his travels ; be wrote numer-
ous tales and novels, for the titles of which we have no space

here, and composed many other works, of which by far the

best. is the oddly entitled Fiii dun Mcfnde el du Neveu de

Rameau, in which, under the guise of a sequel to Diderot's

masterpiece, he showed to considerable advantage his great

familiarity with the late 18th century. He married in

1841 ; his wife had money, and he was always in easy
circumstances. In the early part of his career he had many
quarrels* notably one with Felix Pyat, but latterly, partly

owing to bis critical ao/lrority and partly^ to his good
temper and hospitality, be was a very popular man with
his craft, and at his deatli his library* wa.s said to contain
the greatest number of gift and dedication copies of con-
temporary works that bad ever been brought to the hammer.
Even in the few years since his death, however, his

reputation has rapidly faded, and except with tliose who
know how to look at literature in the largest _and most,
tolerant way, it is not likely to revive. His Ane Mart
13 really a most remarkable book. Written half in parody,
half in deliberate pursuance of the romantic ideas, it

anticipated by fifty years in point of time and far excelled
in point of literary value the recent performances of the
naturalist school. Those who wish to know what Janin
might have been should read this, Bitmnie, and the
Fill dun Monde. But for the most part hi? work is mere
improvisation, and has no elements of vitality in it except
a light and vivid style.

JAXIXA, JiJN'NiNA, JoAN.MNVV, or, ns the name is fre'

quently \u'ittcn according to its actual Albanian pronuncia-

tion, Yaxin.v, a town of European Turkey in southern

Albania, nr— to retain the ancient designation—Epiru.«.

The position nf Janina is strikingly picturesque.' At the foot

of the grev limestone mass of Mount Mitzekeli (15U0 ft.),

wliicb forms part of the line range of hills running north

from the Gulf of Arta, there lies a valley (the Hellopia of

antiquity) partly occupied by a lake ; and on the slopes of

a slight eminence, stretching down to the western shore,

stands this town of St John. It has greatly declined from
the state of barbaric prosperity wliich it enjoyed in the

beginning of this century, when it was the seat of Ali Pasha,

estimated to have from 30,000 to 50,000 inhabitants.

The fortress—Demir-Kule or Iron Castle, which like the

principal seraglio was built on a promontory jutting down
into the lake—is now inruins. But the town still possesses

fourteen mosques, each embosomed by a cluiter of trees,

and there are also seven chufches, two synagcgues, a Greek
college, a library, aVid a hospital. As the centre of a

vilayet it contains a governor's residence (rebuilt in 1S70).

Sayades (opposite Corfu) and Arta are the places through

which it receives its imi)ort3. A considerable activity in

trade and industry is maintained by the Greek population,

the rich gold and silver embroidery for which the town has

long been famous being still one of the notable articlesin

its bazaar." According to M. Moreau, the French consul

(EhH. de la Soc. de Georjr., Paris, 187^6), Janina contained

10,230 inhabitants in lti75, of whom 413G were Mahome-
tans, 8989 Christians, and 3105 Jews. Synvet (Zcs

Grecs de I' Empire Ottoman, Constantinople, 1878) reckons

the Greeks alone at 1-1,302 (the island on the lake being

included). ; The vilayet of Janina, previous- to the

cessions made to Greece in ISSl, comprised the" sandjaks

of Janina, Argyrocastro, Bcrat (Avlona), Prevesa, and
i Tliessaly, and the Sandjak contains the districts of- Jauina

(town^ and country), Aidwat, Prevena, Cognitza, Metzovo;

and Philates. The lake (perhaps to be identified with tha

Pambotus of antiquity) is 6 miles long, and has an

! extreme breadth of 3 miles. In time of flood it is

united with the smaller lake of Labcbistas, which lies to

the north. According to Guido, Cora's investigations in

1878, the greatest depth does not exceed 32 feet. There
are no affluents of any considerable size, and the only

outlets are underground passages or katavothra extending

for many miles through the calcareous rocks.

The theory supported by ]|.eake {Korthem Grcca-) that the rit.Tclr 1

of Janina is to be identiiicd with DoJoiia, is now f^encially sur-

rendered in favour of tlic claims of a more southern site. As Anna
Comncna, in describing the c.-iiiture of the town (to 'loivviya) by
Bobemond in 1082, speaks of tlic walls as bemg ililapidated, it may
be supposed that the place existed bffore the lllh century. It is

m<??>tioned from time to time in llie Byzantine annals, and on tin)

cstnblisliment of the lordsbip of Enirus by Jlicbael Angebis Coni-J

nenus Ducas, it became liis caitital. During the 14tb century ill

was frequently attacked by tb^ Albanians ; but it w.is sfill in pos-

session of the successors of Michael when the forces of Sultan
Aniurath appeared before it in 1430 (f/. Hahn, Allan. Studicii, pp.
319-322). Since 1431 it ba.s continued under Turkish rule. In
modern times it became famous as the seat of tha- tirant Ali

(1783-1822). See ALI Pasha, vol. -i. p. 573.;

Description.s of Janina wdl be found in Holland's Trarch, ISl.**?

Hughes, Traceli' in Grrrxr, i-c, 18«0; J'ozer, The Hirjhlantls r.J

Tnrkr.y, 186!). See also Major K. Stewart. "On thi- Thys. Geogr.
of Epiius," in yoKrn. Jloy. Gcoijr, Si>c., 1869,'

JANIZAr.IES, or Javissaiiies (Turkish, Yer,i, new, n-\\

'aslari, soldier). .See AiiMy, vol. ii. p. C17.

JAKSEX [.Tansexils], Cor..\'ELiL-.s (15S5-1C3S)
bishop of Yprcs, and the author of the celebrated Aiiyus-

tiiins, was born, of humble Catholic parentage, at Acquoy
or Ackocii, a small village n?ar Leerdam, and 7 miles t»

the north-east of Gorcum, Holland, on 28th October I5Si.

After completing his preliminary studies at Leerdam ani
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Utreclit, he in 1602 proceeded to Louvain, where he

studied for a short time at the Jesuit college ; but after-

wards, becoming dissatisfied with the doctrines there

tadght on the hotly discussed questions of free will and

grace, he transferred himself to th6 college of Adrian

VI,, where he came. under the influence of a pious and

learned teacher, Jacobus Jansonius by name, who is

described as having been an ardent disciple of Augustine

and a follower of ^Michael Bajus (see Bajus), whose

doctrinal views had been condemned by Pius V. and

Gregory XIII. At the same time he formed an acquaint-

ance, which grew into intimate friendship, with the like-

minded Vergerius (see Du Vergier de Hauranxe), who
afterwards became ahhi of St Cyran. Having graduated

in philosophy at Louvain in 160 4, Jansen went to Paris

for the benefit of his health, which had suffered from the

ardour with which he had pursued his studies in theology

with a view to a doctor's degree. Here he remained for

some time, supporting himself by teaching ; afterwards he

accompained Vergerius to Bayonne, the native place of the

fatter, where they spent several years together, Du Vergier

ultimately becoming canon of the cathedral, and Jansen

head of the episcopal college. Every available moment of

their time was devoted to the study of the fathers and

especially of Augustine. In 1617 Jansen returned to

Louvain, whither he had been urgently summoned by
Jansonius, who greatly desired to have there a man of

real learning and energy who should be able to counteract

the growing influencS of the Jesuitsi On his arrival he
undertook the principil charge of the newly founded college

of St Pulcheria, but this appointment he did not long retain,

feeling, it is said, a growing aversion to philosophical pur-

suits, and desiring to possess the utmost possible leisure

that he might devote himself wholly to theology. In 1619
he became doctor in that faculty. The reputation which

he even then enjoyed as a theologian is well indicated by the

fact that he was formally requested by the papal nuncio to

undertake a reply to the recently published I)e Republica

Ecdesiastica of Marco Antonio de Dominis, archbishop

of Spalatro, while the direction in which his sympathies so

strongly ran was at the same time not obscurely indicated

by the fact that he excused himself from complying with

the invitation. In 1624, and again in 1626, he undertook

a journey to Spain, on behalf of the university, with

reference to certain encroachments of the Jesi^ts on its

exclusive privileges ; in the second of these missions he
was successful, the members of the Society of Jesus in

the Low Countries being ordered to continue to observe

the restrictions which had been laid upon them in 1612.

In 1630 Jansen was made regius professor of Biblical

exegesis; and in the same year, in connexion with the

recent introduction of the Reformed religion into Bois-

le-Duc, he entered upon a controversy about Protes-

tantism with the learned Voetius, the issue of which
conclusively showed that he had grievously underesti-

mated his adversary's strength. In 1635 he published

a pseudonymous work entitled Alexandri Patncii Arma-
cani, Theologi, Mars Gallicus, sen iJe jnstitia armorum et

fcederum Reyis Galilee libri rluo, embodying an argument
and remonstrance against the policy of France in its recent

alliance with the Protestant Gustavus Adolphus. For this

supposed service to Spain he was rewarded in 1 636 with the

bishopric of Ypres. He was preparing for the press his

.ijreat work upon St Augustine, which had occupied him for

twentj--two years, when he was cut off by sudden illness on
May 6, 1638. By his last will the MSS. of this work
were bequeathed to his chaplain Lamaeus, and his friends

Fromondus and Calenus, to be published "quam fidelis-

sime"; at the same time he declared his obedience to the

Roman See should any alterations be desired.

Tho title of the first work of Jansen against Voetius- was Alexi-
phrjDimcoii it c.ilU-d forth Xolx in ylu-xij'hct-imn-oa, to which
he rcpliril in his S/mii/iir, 1630. On the imbiication of Voet's Dcs-
pcrnta Causa Papntiis iti 1635, Jansen handed over the further
jn.inngemeiit of tlie controversy to Fromond, whose Crisis (1636)
W..13 Diet with Schook*.s Dcspci-ati^simn Causa Papnttis. Among
other works of Jansen are mentioned Tctraicnckris sive Commcn-
tarius in /K. Evanqclia and PciUafi-uchns sive CominentariiLs in V.
liiros .Uoi/sis. See Lcydenl^r llistoria Jansenisini (Uti-echt, 1695).

JANSENISM. The Avgustinus, seu docirina S.
AitrjUftiui de humante nature sanitate, eegritxidine, et

medicina, ad'versus jPelac/ianos et Massilienses of Jansen,
published in 1640, is a work in three folio volumes. The
first of these is devoted to an historical exposition of the

Pelagian and Massilian (serni-Pelagian) heresies ; the second
sets forth the Augustiniam doctrine as to the state of

innocence and the fallen state; while the third treats, in

ten books, of the grace of Christ the Saviour. The sting

of the work is to be found mainly iu the epilogue, which
draws a parallel, in various particulars, between tho errors

of the Massilians and those " recentiorum quorundam,"
the Jesuits being referred to. Its bearingupon previov.s

controversy had become well known long before its pub-
lication ; and while it was still in the press at Louvain
strenuous efforts were marie by the Jesuit party there,

through the papal internuncio, to induce the university to

prohibit its appearance, on the ground that various popes
had forbidden that anything should be written on tlie

delicate subject of the grace of God without express papal

permission. These efforts not only failed to attain their

immediate object, but had the effect of greatly stimulating

pubKc interest in the Avgnstinus when it appeared ; and as

soon as it arrived in Paris it was forthwith reprinted with

the written approval of six of the most eminent doctors of

the faculty of theology there. In 1641 the reading of tho

book, thus flung into the arena of theological controversy

and ecclesiastical intrigue, was prohibited by the Inquisition;

no opinion, however, was pronounced as to its doctrine,

and the counter-agitation of the Jesuits in relation to it

was condemned as inconsistent with the spirit of the papal

injunctions already referred to. But the dispute did not

admit of being thus quietly repressed, and accordingly, in

1643, the bull III eminenti of tlrban VIII. was published,

renewing and confirming the constitutions of Pius V. and
Gregory XIII., as well as the decrees of Paul V. and of

himself, and forbidding the reading of the Augustinus, nut

only on the ground that its appearance had not been
san{tioned, but also because it contained various errors.

This bull encountered a very general resistance in the

Netherlands, on the part both of the university of Louvain
and of the clergy at large ; but ultimately, through the

intervention of the Spanish Government, it was accepted

(1651), subscription to it, however, not being insisted on.

At the Sorbonne also it was badly received, and the dia-

satisfaction it had caused in France found expression in

the Apoloc/y for Jansen. by Arnauld in 1644, which was
followed by a second in 1645. The strength of these

Apoloyies lyinglargelyin the fact that no particulardoctrines

of Jansenius had been condemned as heretical in the papal

bull, the Jesuits, inflexible in their determination to secure

the effectual condemnation of a book which told so power-

fully against their distinctive theology, immediately set

about obviating this weakness in their attack, and various

attempts were accordingly made to formulate, in the shape

of definite propositions, the heresy which they believed to

exist. In 1646 eight such propositions were stated by

Hahert, " theologal "of Notre Dame, to be submitted to the

.judgment of the pope ; subsequent successive adjustments

reduced them in 1650 to five, which in the name of eighty

five French prelates were forwarded for condemnation to

Rome. They were as follows :— (1) There are some com-
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iniiidmeiit3 of God which just men, although willing and

anxious to obey them, are unable with the strength they

have to fulfil, and the grace by which they might fultil

them is also wanting to them ; (2) in the state of fallen

nature inward grace is never resisted; (3) in the fallen

state jnerit and demerit do not dejiend on a liberty which

excludes necessity, but on a liberty which excludes con-

straint
; (-t) the semi-Pelagians admitted the necessity

of an inward prevenient grace for the performance of each

particular act, and also for the first act of faith, and yet

were heretical inasmuch as they maintained that this grace

was of such a nature that the will of man was able either

to resist or obey it
; (5) it is semi-Pelagian to say that Christ

died or shed His blood for all men without exception. The
pope lorig resisted the pressule with which he was urged

to pronounce upon these theses in an adverse sense ; it is

easy to understand why he should steadily have inclined

to the old and simple expedient of enjoining silence upon
disputants on either side of the controversy ; for, if the

Jansenist propositions had a Calvinistic ring about them,

there was no denying that they also admitted of an

Augustinian and therefore presumably of au orthodox

interpretation. At length, however (May 1653), Innocent

X. in the bull entitled Cam occasione impressionis lihri

pronounced the first four points heretical, while the fifth

was declared to be false, with the addition that, if it was
intended to convey the meaning that Cliiist died only for

the elect, it was impious and blasphemous as well as

liereticaL This bull was accepted and promulgated in

France and the Netherlands with the royal consent, and the

victory of the Jesuits was quite decisive. The Jan.senists

still seemed indeed to have one line of defence left to them

;

they expressed themselves willing to condemn the five

propositions in their heretical sense, but not as propositions

of Jansen. This position, however, ceased to be tenable

when, in September 1651, the pope declared that the pro-

positions were found in the Augustimis of Jansen, and that

their condemnation, as doctrines of Jansen, was imperative.

Arnauld nevertheless, with whom were the other Port

Royalists (see Port Royal), refused to yield. In the

second of his " Letters " to a person of quality (the Due de

Luines), he argued that, while the Holy See had authority

to decide with respect to doctrine, and every good Catholic

owed submission not only "de respect" bnt also "de
croyance" to such dete.rminations, yet it might be mis-

taken on tht question of " fact " whether a given book
contained certain statements or not. The commotion
which ensued called forth in January 1656 the first and
second of the Provincial Letters of Pascal, but these brilliant

controversial efforts did not suflSce to avert the expulsion

of Arnauld from the Sorbonne (31st January 1650). In
the following year the theological faculty of Paris drew up
a formula avowing full acceptance of the bull of Alexander
VII., in which it had been specifically declared that the

five propositions contained de facto Jansenist error. This
document, sanctioned by the king in 1661, the clergy and
all inmates of conventual establishments weie called upon
to sign, all who refused being treated as heretics. The
leading Jansenists were compelled to go into hidmg, and
the nuns of Port Royal were subjected to imprisonment.
and other harsh treatment. Many of the clergy, with
whom were four bishops, persisted in their refusal to sign,

until at last, in September 1668, the compromise called

the "peace of Clement IX." was arranged, in virtue of
whidi, by the omission of a single word (" purement"),
assent was no longer required to the proposition that Jansen
had actually taught the five propositions in a "purely"
heretical sense. The respite from controversy and perse-

cution thus secured was not of long duration. The Jesuits
were quite unable to make a moderate use of the power of

which they were now so fully ascertained. Arnauld was

driven into Holland, where he found congenial society and

apt disciples in Catholic circles, and particubrly at Delft.

In ITOo a bull was obtained from Clement XI. in which

the heretical character of Jansen's teaching, in Jansen's

sense, was authoritatively asserted, and thus the peace of

Clement IX. was destroyed. This measure ultimately led,

in 1710, not only to the breaking up of the establishment

at Fort Royal, but also to the destruction of the very

buildings. Louis XIV. was further induced to approach

the pope for a decision upon the doctrine contained in

Quesnel's liejlexions morales svr le Nouveaii Testament, a

work of practical edification, which, published in 1693-94,

had attained great popularity in France, and been recom-

mended by many bishops, including the cardinal-archbishop

of Paris, De Noailles, but was suspected of latent

Jansenism. In this way the bull Uni(/emtus (1713) was

obtained, in which no fewer than one hundred and one pro-

positions taken from Quesnel were condemned as erroneous

and heretical. The result was to divide the French Church

into two parties, the acceptants or constitutionists, and the

appellants or anti-constitutionists ; but again the Jesuit

influence was able to secure the ultimate defeat (172^) of

Noailles and his party, and iu 1730 the bull was formally

registered as the law of the kingdom. Oppressed Jansenism

now changed its method of defence. Reports of miracles

wrought in the cemetery of St Medard, Paris, at the grave

of Francois de Paris, a young Jansenist deacon who had died

in 1727, began to be circulated ; and the spot became a pil-

grimage centre daily visited by thousands of fanatics. It

was in vain that the place was walled up (giving occasion to

the witty epigram " De par le Roi, defense h Dieu De faire

miracle en ce lieu ") ;
portions of earth which had been

taken from the grave were equally efficacious, and the

number of convulsionary prophets of coming ruin to the state

and church continued to increase. Repression by imprison-

ment and other violent means was vainly attempted ; bat

as the novelty of the movement wore off the excitement

gradually died down; and after the middle of t^ 18th

century, the appellants or Jansenists of France ceased to

make any figure in the public view. Their cause may be

said to have been buried in the grave of Frangois de Paris.

In Holland the history of the disciples of Jansen followed

a difi'erent course. The Catholics there, though steadfastly

refusing to be called Jansenists, became deeply imbued
with his views ; at their head was the archbishop of

Utrecht, who on this account was deprived by the pope

in 1704. In 1723 the chapter there secured the consecra-

tion of a successor (which the pope had steadily refused)

by an appellant bishop ; in similar circumstances bishops

, were consecrated at Haarlem and Deventer also, and the

separatist church thus constituted still subsists, though

its members in 1869 were under 6000. Its adherents

claim to be disciples of St Augustine and members of

the Catholic Church, of_ which they recognize the pope

as the visible head, although they deny his infallibility.

For the earlier stages of the history of Jansenism, see Leydecker,

Hisipria Janscnismi, 1695, and the anouymous work of Gerberoii,

Histoirc Generate du Janscnismc, 1700. Modern authorities are

Sainte-Rcuve, Port-Eoyal, 1840-48, 3d ed. 1867 ; Eeuehlin,
Gcschichtc V. Fort-JJoyal, 1839-44 ; and Bouvier, ilKde critique

sur Ic JmishiiinnCf 1864.

JANSSEN, or Jansen (sometimes Johnson), Coknelius
(1590-1665), painter, was born at Amsterdam about 1590.

About 1618 he went to England, where he was patronized

by James I. and the court. Under Charles I. he continued

to paint the numerous portraits which adorn very many of

the mansions and collections of England; but in 1648,'

after the outbreak of civil war, he retired to Holland,

where his brush was busy till his death in 1665. Janasen's

pictures, chiefly portraits, are distinguished by clear
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colouring, delKate touch, good trists, and careful Cuisli.

He generally painted u^xiu panel, ami often worked on a
Email scale, sometimes prodacing replicas of bis larger

works.., A characteristic of liis style is the very dark bade-
ground, which throws the carnations of his portraits info

rourded relief

JANSSENS, or Jansens, " va:^ Xuyssex, Aeuauam
(1557-1C32), painter, was born at Antwerp in 1507. ]Io

studied under Jau Snellinck, was a "master" in 1C02, '

iiud in 1CU7 was dean of the master-painters. Till the
1

appearance of Ilubeus he was considered perhaps the best

historical painter of bis time." The styles of the two
artists are not unlike. -In correctness of drawing Janssens
excelled his great contemporary ; in bold composition and
in treatment of the nude lie equalled him ; but in faculty

of colour and in general freedom of disposition and touch

he fell far short. A mister of chiaroscuro, be gratified his

taste for strong contrasts ofjiglit and »bade in his torch-

hglits and similar effects. Goad examples of this master

are tp be seen in tlie Antwerp museum and tiie Vienna
gallery.. The stories of his jedousy of Kubens ai^d of bis

disssluto life are quite unfounded. He died at Antwerp
in 1632.

JAXS3ENS, or Jansexs, Victor Hoxonins (IGGl-
1739), painter, was born at Brussels in 1GG4. After seven

years in the studio of,an obscure painter named Volders,

lie spent four years in the household of t!ie duke of Holstein.

The next eleven years Janssens passed in Rome, where he

took eager advantage of all the aids to artistic study, and
formed an intimacy with Tempesta, in whose landscapes

he frequently inserted figures. Rising into popularity, lie

painted a large number of cabinet historical scenes ; but, on
his return to Brussels, the claims of his increasing family

restricted him almost entirely to the larger and more
lucrative size of picture, of which very many of the churches

and palaces of the Netherlands contain examples. In 1718
Janssens was invited to Vienna', where he stayed three years,

and was made painter to the emperor. The statement

that he visited England is based only upon the fact th.it

certain fashionable interiors of the time in that country have

been attributed to him., Janssens's colouring was good,

his touch delicate, and liis taste refined. He died in 1739.

JANUARIUS, St, or San Genxaeo, the patron saint

of Naples, according to the Roman Breviary, was bishop of

Benevento, and flourished towards tho« close of the 3d
century after Christ. On the outbreak of the persecution

by Diocleti'an and Maximian, he was taken to Nola and
brought liefore Timotheus the governor of Campania on
account of his profession of the Christian religion. After

he had witUstood various assaults upon his constancy, he

was at last sentenced to be cast into tlie iiery furnace,

thrjngh which he passed wholly unharmed. On the

following day, along with a number of feUow martyrs, be

was £xi)osed to tlie fury of wild beasts, which, however,
contrary to their nature, laid th'em.selves down in tame sub-

mission at his feet, Timotlieus, again pronouncing sentence

of death, was struck with blindness, but immediately healed

by the powerful intercession of the saint, a miracle which
converted nearly five thousand men on the spot. The
ungratefal judge, only roused to further fury by these

occurrences, caused the execution of Jiinuarius by the sword
to be forthwith carried out. Tlie body w.is ultimately

removed by tlie inhabitants of Naples to that city, where
the relic became very famous foe its miracles, especially in

connterictiug tlie more dangerous emptions of Vesuvius.

His chitted bbiod, preserved in a gliss [iliial, even to this

diy is Wont to liquefy and bubble uj) as if but recently

shed wheuso3ver it Is pi iced within sight of the martyr's

bead. So far the Breviary. This liquefaction of the'
blood,, which i,\ broucht abouL''at least twLae.a year on-*

May 1 and on Sejitembcr 19, the day as.->rgne(r ^ tnw
saint in the Roman calendar,' is i^ miracle the ret;urreiici>

of which is observed by believing Xeaiiolitans on each
occasion with various festivities esteiitliiig over a whole-

week^ Tlie Januarius of Cordoba vhom along with
Saints Faustus and Martialis, a- sp(.v.iai local office is

assigned in the S[ianioh Breviary, has a story which bears

a general resemblai-ce to the preceding ; he also is stated

•to have suffered under Diocletian and Jfaxiniinn, bat the

scene of his martyrdom was Cordoba. His day is October

13, and the invention of his remains is commemorated oil

November 26 '.'he number of minor saints of this name
is very considerable ; the cognomen appears to have been
somewhat common
JANUARY, the first month in our present calendap,

consists of thirty-one days. It was, hoi^ever, not the first

month of the year in the British Isles till the reformation

of the calendar was made in 1702,^when the legislature,' by
an Act passed in the preceding year, altered the mode of

reckoning time from tlie Julian to the Gregorian style.

At this period it was directed that tiie legal year which bad
commenced in some parts of the country on March 25, and

in others with January, sliould thenceforward be appointed

to begin always on the 1st of January. January derives

its name from the god Janus, who had two faces looking

in opposite directions, and Macrobius states that it was
dedicated to him because, from its situation, it might be

considered to be retrospective to the past and prospective

to the opening year. The consecration of the month took

,place by an offering of meal, salt, frankincense, and wine,

each of which was new. On the first of this month all

enmities were suspended, presents were exchanged, consuls

installed, <tc. The princi[ial festivals now observed in

this month are the following:—Jan. 1, New Year's Day,

Feast of the Circumcision ; Jan. G, Epiphany, Twelfth-

Day; and Jan. 25, Conversion of St Paul. See Calendar.
JANUS, a Roman god, after whom thB month of

January was named. His temple was open in war and

closed during peace, and the ceremony of closing it for the

third time iu Roman history was performed by Augustus,

29 B.C., when he had established his authority over the

whole empire. This temple, which was in reality only an

arch or gateway, facing east and west, stood near the foium.

AVhen most of the Roman god> were merged -in Greek

divinities, Janus retained his native character. Amid the

obscurity that hangs over the genuine Roman religion, it is

difficult to determine the nature and origin of Janus.- It

is probable that lie was the chief deity of one of the races

winch were united in the Roman people, and that his wor-

ship was maintained beside, but overshadowed by, that of

Jupiter, the chief deity of another of these races. The hill

of Janus, Janiculum, lay on the north or Etruscan side ol

the Tiber, and was doubtless the seat of his original wor-

shippers. . An Etruscan origin is thus suggested, and most

authorities accept this hypothesis. - The Romans them-

selves thought that Jant.s and the feminine Jana, i.e.,

Diana, were sun and moon ; and the names are commonly
assimilated to the Greek Ziji', i.f., Aa;i'. If, however,

Janus was an Etruscan god, belonging to the Etruscan

element in Rome, be must then be identilied with the

Etruscan deity Aui, the form.of the name being prompted

by the word janna, as Janus is the god of opening and be-

ginning. The god is represented with two faces looking

ill opposite directions, a design found on the coins of the

Etruscan Volaterra, but possibly due to the influence of

Greek art.

Seo"frelIer, Rirm. Myth. ; Gerhanl, Oriech. itijth:,v. , Hartnns,
BeUrj. dcr IlOmfT \ Schwegler, llbm, Gesclnchtc^ &c. ; Deeckc,
Trmplum wii Piocciiia. .ii. Jlomniscn in his historj proposes a
different -vicTT.
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JAPAN
PI«t« rpHE empire of Japan consists of a long chain of islands

'X- JL separated from tlie eastern coast of Asia by the

Seas of Japan and Olihotsk, and extending from 24° to

50.° 40' N. lat., and from 124° to 15G° 38' E. long. It com-

mences with the Kurile Islands and descends in a south-

westerly direction to the Loochoo group, to w-hich the

Japanese Government reasserted their claim in 1875. The

southern portion uf the islaad of Saglialien was ceded to

Bussia in exchange for the Kuriles. The whole empire is

called by the natives Dai Sippon, or " Great Japun "
; but

Nippon or Nikon is often employed alone. Nippon means

literally ."sun's origin," i.e., the land over which the sun

first rises, and thus denotes the position the empire occupies

in the extreme East. Th^ principal islands may be

enumerated as follows :

—

1. The main islanJ, wliich does not bi'ar any special naiuo. lu

many of the older geogra^liical works it is stated that Xij^po^i

is the distinctive appellation of this one island, but L.- tlio

Japanese theniselvcs the name is appUrd only to the aIjoIu

country.

2. Kiushiu (lit., " the nine provinces ").

3. SIcikoku (lit., " the four proviucrs ").

4. Yozo.
6. Sado.

6. Tsushima.

7. Hirado (oflen wrongly written Fiiando;.

8. .^waji.

9. Oshima (" Vries Island") and the chain ndpcent to it, ter-

minating with Hachijo (misspelt on chiirts Fatsisio).

10. ]ki, with several smaller isles.

11. Tlie Oki group.

12. The Gota group.

13. The Boniu group.

14. The Riukiu (Loochoo) group.

15. The Kurile group (Ghijima ; lit., " the thousand islands ").

Owing to the lack of reliable surveys, it is exceedingly

difficult to form a correct estimate of the area of the

Japanese empire. A few years ago the Government insti-

tuted surveying operations under the direction of skilled

foreign engineers, and an ordnance map of the city of

Tokio has already been prepared and published ; but any

correct calculation of the size of the whole country can

hardly be obtained for some years to come. In a work on

general geography published a few years ago by the Educa-

tion Department at Tokio, the area of Japan is stated to be

24,780 square ri, which measurement, taking the linear ri

as equal to 2'45 English miles, gives a total of about

148,742 miles, or nearly one-fourth more than the area of

the United Kingdom. This estimate, however, is founded

on maps which are far from correct'

Divi- The old division of Japan into provinces was made by
oions. tlie emperor Seimu (131-190 a.d.), in whose time the

jurisdiction of the sovereign did not extend further north

than to a boundary line running from the Bay of Sendai,

on the east coast of the main island, to near the present

treaty port of Niigata on the west coast. The northern

^ Even in ordinary Japanese maps there are noticeable very glaring

discrepancies as to distances, &e. The common' measurement of

length is the ri, equivalent, aa has been said above, to about 2*45

miles. The ri usually contains 36 ck6, though in the estreme western

portion of the country 50 ch6 are sometimes reckoned to the ri. lu

hilly region."* we often meet with what is termed the "mountain ri,"

which is one-h.alf of the ordinary one. In former days, in stating

distances aloug the roads, &c. , the space occupied by temple enclo-

surefi was not reckoned, and thus the traveller had often to traverse

a far longer rouUi than that actually noted in the guide-books. The
minor linear measures are the siln, or inch, 10 of which make the

shahi, which ia as nearly as po=:sible equivalent to our foot ; 6 shtihi;

or 71 j English inches, make up the Japanese ken, while thfc_7'5 contains

\0 ehakit. See recent works on Japanese weights and measure, by
Mr W. Btamscn.

13—21*

portion beyond this line was then occupied by barbarous

tribes, of whom the Ainos (still to be found iu Yezo) are

probably the remaining descendants. The whole country

was then divided into thirty-two provinces. In the 3d
century the empress Jingo, on her return from her victorious

expedition against Corea, portioned out the empire into

five home provinces and seven circuits, in imitation of the

Corean system. By the emperor Mommu (6U6-707) some

of the provinces were subdivided so as to increase the

whole number to sLxty-sijt, and the boundaries then fixed

by liim were resurveyed in the reign of the emperor Shomu
(723-756). The old division is as follows ;

—

I. The Oo-kinai, or "five home provinces," i.e., those lying

immediately around K:6to, the capital, viz.

:

—
Idzumi, also called Scnskiic.Yamnshii o ^ also called J6shiu.

Yamnto, ,, Waeliiu. Sclsu,

Kawachi, ,, Kashiu.

II. The seven circuits, as follows :

—

1. The T6kaid6, or '

fifteen provinces,

Sesshiu.

llu.
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will be seen that the main island contsina the Gn-kinai,

Tokaido, Tozandb, HokurikudSr, Saniiidd, Sanyddd, and

one province fKishiu) of the Nankaidfi. Omitting also the

island of Awaji, the remaining provinces of the Nankaido

give the name Skikoku ("the four provinces") to the

island in which they lie ; while the Saikaidd coincides

exactly with the large island of Kiiishiu (" the nine

provinces"^. This name Kiushiu must not be confounded

with that of the one province of Kishiu on the main

island.

In 1868, when the rebellious nobles of 6shiu and D^wa,

in the Tosando, had submitted to the mikado (the emperor),

those two provinces were subdivided, D^wa into Uzen and

Ugo, and Osliiu into Iwaki, Iwashiro, Rikuzen, Rikuchiu

and Michinoku (sometimes also called Mutsu). This

increased the old number of provinces from sixty-six to

seventy-one. At the Same time there was created a new
circuit, called the Uok'kaidd,ox "northern-sea circuit," which

comprised the eleven provinces into which the large island

of Yezo was then divided (viz., Oshima, Shirib^shi, Ishikari,

T&hiwo, Kitami, Ifuri, Hitaka, Tokachi, Kushiro, and

Nemuro) and the Kurile Islands (Chijima).

Another division of the old sixty-six provinces was made
by taking as a central point the ancient barrier of Osaka
en the frontier of Omi and Yamashiro,—the region lying

on the east, which consisted of thirty-three provinces, being

called the Kitantd, or " east of the barrier," the remaining

thirty-three provinces on the west being styled Kuansei, or
" v,osi of the barrier." At the present tirae, however, the

terra Kvantu is only applied to the eight provinces of

Musashi, Sagami, Kodzuk^, Shimotsuk^5, Kadzusa, Shimosa,
Awa, and Hitachi,—all lying immediately to the east of

the old barrier of Hakone, in Sagiimi.

Chiu-goht, or " central provinces," is a name in common
use for the Sanindo and Saicyudo taken together. Sai-

loku, or " westera provinces," is another name for Kiushiu,

which in bonks again is frequently called Chinsei.

Each province [kuni) is divided into what may be termed
departments {kori). The latter vary in number according

to the size of the province. In the old system there were
altogether six hundred and twenty-nine departments, bat
the addition of the Hok'kaido has raised the number to

considerably over seven hundred.

For purposes of administration the whole of the empire
except the Uok'kaido was again divided in 1872 into three

cities (/«) and seventy-two prefectures (ken). The three

cities ere Yedo, 6zaka, and Kioto. In 1869 Yedo also

received the name of T6ki6,or " eastern capital," as opposed
to Saikio ^the new name for Kioto), or " western capital."

This was in consequence of the removal of the emperor's
court from his old capital to Yedo. It may, however, be
here remarked that, whilst the Japanese invariably speak
of Tokid Fu, " the city of T6ki6," they use the name A'iulo

Fii, " the city of Ki6to," and not, as might have been
supposed, SiiikiJi Fu. The limits of tie prefectures (keii)

.were irrespective of the boundaries of the provinces.

fThere were originally seventy-two, but a gradual process of

amalgamation has considerably reduced the list ; and in

August 1876 a Government notification fixed the prefec-

tures at only thirty-five, the names of which are given in

the following table :

—

The Home Provinces (IJ)—Sakai, Hiogo (part)— anart from the
two cities of Ozaka and Ki8to.

Tokaiiia (8)—Ibaraki, Chiba, Saitama, Kanagawa, Yairanashi,
Shidzuoka, Aichi, Miye—apart from the city of 'lokio.

Tdaandd (11)— Awomori, Iirade, Miyagi, Fukushima, Akita,
Yama^ta, Tofhigi, Gumma, Nagano, Gifu, Shiga.

Hokurikudd (2)—Niigata. I.shikowa.

'

S.minda (1)—Shimane.
'

Sany6d6 (3J)—Hidgo (part), Okayama, Hiroshima, Yamag-achi.
Kaukiidu (3)--\\'akayamii, Eliime, E6chi.
Saikiidfl (C)- Oid.i, Fiikiioka, Kumamoto, Kafjasiki, Kagosliire.i.

From the above list it may be noted that in many
instances a single ken now contains several provinces or

portions of different provinces. In 1878-9 a separate pre-

fecture (called the Okinawa ken) was created, including

the Kiukiu (Loochoo) group. Until that time Riukiu was
governed by a king of its own, but being in fear of

its powerful neighbours, China and Japan, it had for

many years sent tribute to both. A question of double
allegiance thus arose, which was solved by Japan assert-

ing its sovereignty ; the king received the title of noble

of Japan, and the Okinawa kea was established. Whether
this action on the part of the Japanese Government may
not embroil them with China is a point not yet definitely

settled.

The total number of islands in the Japanese group, Sraallai

exclusive of the four main ones, is stated to be over three island*

thousand. Many of these are mere barren rocks, unin-

habited and uncultivated. Others, again, are of consider-

able size and exceedingly fertile, particularly the countless

islets in the Snu'O A'oda, comnronly known to Europeans
under the name of the " Inland Sea," lying between the

main island on the north and the islands of Shiknkti and
Kiushiu on the south. The whole coast-line, too, is dotted

with islands and rocks of all sizes. Oshima, also called

Vries Island, at- the mouth of the Bay of Yedo, is one of

considerable importance. It has 'many inhabitants, and

its volcanic soil is fairly productive. .It is the most
northerly of a chain which extends as far south as th*

27th degree of north latitude. The Bonin group, termed
by the Japanese the Ogasawara Islands, lies far out at sea,

to the south of the entrance of Yedo Bay ; it consists of

two largo islands, separated from each other by 50 miles

of sea, and a host of islets. The Japanese Government
reasserted their sovereignty over the Bonins in 1878. The
Kurile Islands are merely a chain of barren rocks, and the

few inhabitants are chiefly occupied in the fisheries and in

hunting the sea-otter. Due soxith from the province of

Satsuma lie several minor groups, terminating with the

Riukiu Islands. The Goto group (lit. "the five islands")

extends in a westerly direction from the province of Hizen,

in Kiushiu, to which it belongs.

Coast-line.—The bays along the coast are often of con Bay4,

siderable size. The Japanese, strange to say, have nu

names for either their bays or their straits, the appella-

tions found on maps and charts having been given by
European navigators. Yedo Bay is perhaps the best known
to foreigners, but Sendai Bay (on the east coast) and that

running up to the north of the island of Awnji, and com-

monly called Ozaka Bay, are also famous. Owiiri Bay, in

the province of that name, is of considerable size. " The
Bay of Kagoshima, in the province of Satsuma, is long

and narrow ; it is well known to foreigners as having

been the scene in 1863 of an attack on Kagoshima (the

castle-town of the lord of Satsuma) by a British squadron.

The entire coast- line teems with smaller bays and har-

bours, in mnny of which good anchorage can be found.

An English man-of-war, the "Sylvia," has for several

years been employed as a surveying vessel to obtain

soundings of the principal inlets and draw up charts of the

coast.

The straits best known to foreigners are the Stniita Stnut*

of Tsugaru (often miscalled Saugur in maps), whict

separate Yezo from the northern portion of the main island
;

the 'Straits of Akashi and of Idzumi, near the island of

Awaji, at the eastern entrance of the"" Inland Sea"; and

the Straits of Shimonos^ki, at the extreme' western end

of that sea, separating the main island from Kiushiu.

The attack on Shimonos^ki in 1864 by an allied equadron

of Engli.sh, French, Dutch, and American vessels, itf retalia'

tioa for injuries iadlicted upcii toreiga shipping passing
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throngh the strai£9 by tie batteries erected by tha lord of

Clioshiu (in which province Shimonos^ki is situated) is a

matter of historical note. The current iu these straits is

so swift that vessels have difficulty in stemming it unless

under steam.

Capes. It will suffice to name a few of the almost countless pro-

montories and capes along the coast. On the extreme

north of the main island we have Riuhi-zaki and Fujishi-

zaki in the Tsugaru Straits. Inuboy6 no saki lies on the

east coast just below the mouth of the Ton^gawa. Su-saki

in Awa and Miura no uiisaki (called by foreigners Cape

Sa<'ami) mark the entrance to the Bay of Yedo. Cape
Idzu is in the province of that name, and at the southern

extremity. of the province of Kishiu are Idzumozaki and

Shiwo no misakL Muroto-zaki and Ashlzuri no misaki

are the chief promontories on the south coast of the island

of Shikoku, both being situated in the province of Tosa.

Tsutsuizdki in Hiuga, and Sata no misaki (better known
to Europeans as Cape Chichakoif) in Osuini are the ex-

treme southern points of the island of Kiushiu. In the

island of Yezo there are several noticeable promontories.

_ , The number of harbours and trading-ports called by
"the natives 6-minato ("large harbours") is stated to be

Eft3--six, but many of these would no doubt be inaccessible

to foreign vessels of hea%-y tonnage. They are, however,

admirably adapted for the accommodation of coasting junks

and fishing craft, and these vessels have no lack of places

of refuge in heavy weather. In many instances the

entrances are blocked by one or more small isla-nds or

roclcs, which reiider the anchorage within .even more

secure. In Yezn the port of Matsumae is the one best

known. The Bay of Yedo abounds with harbours, some
being situated within the mouths of the rivers. In Idzu,

Shimoda is one, that deserves special mention ; the water

is there very deep, and it is a common occurrence for vessels

beating up towards the entrance of Yedo Bay to seek

shelter in it. Shimidzu in Suraga is also a well-known

place ; a long sandy promontory covered with fir trees

defends the port from tlie sea on the south. In the

province of Shima are Toba and Matoya, both magnificent

harbours.- The " Inland Sea '' is, of course, especially rich

in this respect, the harbour of Milarai, between two islands

near the province of Aki, being a favourite place of call.

In Shikoku, Takiimatsu in Sanuki is the best known.
Kiushiu is abunrtSntly supplied, Kagoshima in Satsuma
being one of the largest and best. The harbours on the

north-west coast of the main island are also numerous, and
each lof the islands Tsushima, Iki, and Sado possesses

one. The ports thrown open to foreign trade since the

year 1^.59 ar^ Yokohama, Hiogo (Kobe), and Niigata on
tTie main island, Naga.-iaki iu Kiushiu, and Hakodate in

Yezo.

Monn- iloantaiiis.—Japan, as might reasonably be expected in a
tains.

^ country where volcanoes are so numerous, is very hilly ; and
in some districts there are many mountains of considerable

height. The most extensive plains are those of the Kuanto
and Echigo, and the north of 6sluu. The province.s of

Mikawa, Mino, and Owari are also very flat. Half-way
between Tokio (Yedo) and Kioto lies the great watershed
of the east of Japan, tlie table-land of Shinano, elevated

some 2500 feet above the level of the se^ The ridges
airound or forming part of it are very lofty, particularly

those of the provin,ce of Hida. The plain of Yedo lies to

the east of this tajjle-land, about 1800 feet below, while to
the north the hills gradually slope away to the province of

Echigo. Another range of considerable height runs due
north from A idzu to Tsugaru, thus dividing the old pro-

vinces of Oshiu and Pewa. The province of Kai is almost
entirely surrounded by mountains, and the hill scenery in

Kishiu and near Kioto is exceedingly fine. Shikoku

possesses some large ridges, and the south of Kiushiu,

especially in the provinces of Higo and Hiuga, is ^so by
no means deficient. Even in the wide rice-plains through-

out the country there may often be seen minor elevations

or hills, rising abruptly, in some cases to a considerable

height. The mountain best known to foreigners is Fuji-

san,—commonly, but most erroneously, termed Fusiyama
or Fusi-no-yama in geographical works. It rises more than

12,000 feet above high-water level, and is in shape like

a cone; the crater is 500 feet deep. It stands on the

boundary line of the three provinces of Kai, Suruga,

and Sagami, and is visible at a considerable distance

seaward. It is regarded by the natives as a sacred

mountain, and large numbers of pilgrims make the ascent

to the summit at the commencement of summer. The
apes is shaped somewhat like an eight-petaled lotus flower,

and offers from three to five peaks to the view from different

directions; it is visible from no less than thirteen different

prorinces. Though now apparently extinct, it was in

former times an active volcano, and Japanese histories

mention several very disastrous eruptions. The last of

these occurred in 1707, ivhen the whole summit burst

forth into flames, the rocks were shattered and split by the

heat, and ashes fell even in Yedo (about 60 miles distant in

a direct line) to a depth of several inches.^ After Fuji-san

may be mentioned Gassan in the province of Uzen, Mitak6

in Shinano, the Nikko range in Shimotsnk^, Omin6 in

Yamato, Hakusan in Kaga, Tat^yama in Etchiu, Kirish-

ima-yania in Hiuga, Asosan in Higo, Tsukuba-san in

Hitachi, Onsen-ga-tak6 in Hizen, Asama-yama in Shinano,

Chokaizan in Ugo, and Iwaki in Michinokn. There are

several active volcanoes in the country, that best known
to foreigners being Asama-yama. This mountain is 8500
feet iu height. The earliest eruption of which records

now exist seems to have taken place in 1650; after that

the volcano was only feebly active for one hundred and

thirty-three years, when there -occurred a very severe

eruption in 1783. Even so lately as 1870 there was s

considerable emission of vulcanic matter, at which time.,

nlso, violent sliocks of earthquake were felt at the treaty

[lort of Yokohama. The crater is very deep, wiih irregular

rocky walls of a sulphury character, from apertures in

which sulphurous fumes are constantly sent forth. At
present very little- is known in regard to the heights

of the mountains, but the subject is one that has at-

tracted the attention of foreign residents in Japan for

several years past The following is an ajiproximate esti-

mate :

—

^ According to Jupanese traditioii, it was apbe.ived in a single liiglit

from the bottom of tlie sea, about twenty-cue and a half centuries ago,

and its iristory has been carefully recorded. From July to September
the waats of the pilgrims are supplied by temporary restaurants dis-

tributed along the principal routes of ascent, one of which is from the

east by Subashiri, auother from the north by Yoshida, and a third

from the south by Murayama. The white vestments usually worn by
the pilgrims are stamped by the priests at the top with various seals

and L-naf^es. Sir "Rutherford Atcock and a party of Englishmen
ascended the mountain in 1S60, and since then it has frequently been

visited by Europeans, The height as then estimated by Lieutenant

Robinsou was 14.177 feet ; but a mean of several subsequent measure-

ments gives only 12,200. In the great crater there are neither sul-

phuric exhalations nor steam. According to Dr von Drasche this is

a circular bowl a^out 700 or 800 feet deep. The lavas are mainly
dolomitie ; those forming the walls of the crater are composed of

anamesite, iu wliich here and there grains of felspar are visible. The
Japanese poets never wciry in celebrating the praises of Fuji-san, and
its conical form is one of the most famili.ir objects in Japanese paiat-

iu:; and decorative art. See tlie notice of Sir R. Alcock's ascent in

Journal Ji: G. Soc, 1861 ; of A. Jeffrey's ascent in August 1872, in

Pioc. ofR. Soc, 1873 ; and of Dr von Drasche's in his *' Bemerkungen
iiUer die japanischen Vulkanen Asa-yama .... und Fusiyama,"
in Jahrbuch K. K. Geol. ReichsansluH, 1877 ; also J. Rein's "Der
Fuji-no-yama und seiiie Besteigung," in Feteniiann's MUtJieitwipen,^

1879. -
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l'J,ytS5 Iftl labuve h'gh-wuter mink al

tliu tawu of NiuuadziD.i

2. Asaina-yatiia 8,500 .,

.5. Nautai-zan itlio loftiest

liilliutlioKikkor.iMgei 7,800 .,

4. Oyamn, iu SagatiiL 5,400 .. .

fi. Tsukuba-sari.. .. 6.000 ,,

6. Oiiscn-g.i-take . 4,100 ., laccoidijig to SicbolJ).

Bjvers. Mivers.—The rivers of Japan, although very numerous,

are in no case of any great length. This of course is easily

explained by the fact that the islands are narrow and

hilly. The longest and widest river is the Ton^gawa,

which rises in the province of Kodzuk^, and Hows due east

to the Pacific, throwing off, however, at Sekiyado in

ShimSsa, i branch that flows into Yedo Bay near the

capital.' The length of the Tonijgawa is over 170 miles.

At SiJiiiyado (which is a large and thriving river-port) the

water is no less than 40 feet in depth, while a few

hundred yards above that town foot-passengers can ford

the streani without any great difficulty. The Shinano-

gawa and Kisogawi, both of which take their ris3 in the

province of Shinano, rank next to the Ton^gawa. The
former flows firet in a north-westerly direction, next due
north, and then uorth-east through Echigo to the sea at

Niigata ; the Kiso-gawa ^ovm to the westward and then to

thfi south, between the provinces of Mino and Owari, and
finally falls into tlio sea at Kuwana. The Oi-gawa rises

in the south-west of Kai, and traverses the province of

TotSmi; it is less remarkable for the length of its course

than for the great breadth of its bed, which near the mouth
is 2\ miles across, its current being also very swift. The
Fuji-kawa, flowing due south from the mountains of Kai
through tlie province of Suruga, is famous as being one of

the swiftest streams in oil Japan. In the north, the

Sakata-giwa flows due west from the range of mountains

separating the provinces of Uzen and Piikuzen, and enters

the Sea of Japan at the town of Sakata, from which it

takes its name. Nearly all the rivers are fed by countless

tributary streams, which in many cases form a complete

network in the lower portions of the country, and thus

greatly facilitate transport from the interior to the coaiit.

On the Ton^gawa and a few other streams of greater

depth small river steamers ply for several miles ; but in

general large flat-bottomed boats, drawing as a rule but
a few inches of water, are employed. It is by no means
ancommon to see boats of this description in process of

construction even in remote country villages on the banks
of streams in which the depth of water is but from 12 to

IS inches at ordinary times. Floods are of frequent

occurrence, especially at the commencement of summer,
when the melting of the snows on the mountain ranges
causes at times an almost incredible downflow from the

higher lands to the plains. These floods invariably

occasiou great destruction of property, as the bridges
Bpanning the rivers are orly built of wood and turf, sup-
ported by piles. In some localities, notably in the western
portion of the province of Shimosa, traversed by the
southern branch of the Topiigawa, large tracts of rice-land

are almost entirely destroyed by the fine sand from the
bed of the river, swept over the fields during inundations.
In addition to boats, long rafts of timber are constantly to

be seen descending the larger rivers ; the logs are floated

down in a rough state, to be afterwards thinned and sawn
up at the seaport towns where the timber trade is carried
on.

Lakes. ^—Za-paXi contains a large number of lakes, but only
one—iho Biwa Lake, in the province of 6mi—is worthy
of special notice on account of its size. Its length is about
60 miles, and its greatest breadth about 20 miles. At

' Sea Naumaim's excellent pnper, " Ueber die Ebene voa Yedo," in
Petermann's ilMheilnngeii. ]«'»-

a village called Katada, some 10 miles from its southeui

extremity, it suddenly contracts to a breadth of only u

mile and a half, after which it again slightly expands.

This lake derives its name from a fancied resemblance to

the biwa or Japanese lute; the scenery around it is parti-

cularly beautiful, and it is a favourite resort for sightseers

from Kioto. An ancient Japanese legend asserts that in

the year 280 B.C., in the reign of the emperor KOrei,

there occurred a terrible earthquake, when the earth

opened and Lake Biwa was formed ; at the .same timo

rose the mountain called Fnji-san. In Omi there is a

small hill called Migami, which in shape slightly rcs-

sembles Fuji-san, and this fact is quoted by the natives

in support of the theory connecting the lake with the

sacred mountain ; and tlie inhabitants of Omi were

privileged to undertake the ascent of Fuji-san after only

seven days' purification, instead of one hundred days', the

prescribed term for all other persons. After Biwa may be

noted the lakes of Chiuzenji, Suwa, and Hakon^, all of

which lie far above the level of the sea. That of Chiuzenji

is situated at the foot of the mountain called Nantai-zan,

in the NikkO range in th* province of Shiinotsuk^. Tha
scenery in its vicinity has given rise to the proverb that

he who has not seen Nikko s-hould not pronounce the

word " beautiful." The lake of Suwa is iu the province

of Shinano, and can be reached by a road called the

Nakasendo, running north-west from Tokio through

the heart of the country to Kioto. The Hakon6 Lako
lies in the range of hills bearing the sfme name just

to the east of Fuji-san ; the water is exceedingly cold,

and of great depth. A Jaiianese legend, indeed, asserts

that it has never been fathomed. The hill scenery around

it is very picturesque, and large numbers of foreign

resideuts from Tukio and the neighbouring port of

Yokohama visit it during the summer months. The
Inawashiro Lake, in the province of Iwashiro, is said to be

about 10 miles in length. It is fed by two streams flowing

from the east and north-east, while out of it flows the

Aka-no-gawa, which falls into the sea near Niigata. It is

surrounded by hills of no great elevation ; the temperature

there is cool, and in winter the streams are frozen fur

several weeks. On the boundary line of the provinces of

Hitachi and Shimosa there are also large tracts of water, or

lagoons (Japanese nvma), fed by the Ton6gawu; these,

though not actually lakes, may almost be classed under

that heading, as their connexion with the river itself con-

sists in many cases of but one narrow outlet Those

of chief note are the Ushiku-numa in Hitachi, and the

Iraba-numa, Tega numa, and Naga-numa in Shim6sa.

The country in this vicinity is as a rule exceedingly flat,

but the Imba-numa is for some distance along its eastern

shore bordered by small hills, thickly wooded down to

the water's edge, the whole forming a very pretty land-

scape. The lagoons are well stocked with fish, the large

eels found in the Ushiku-uuraa being especially prized

for excellence of flavour ; in the winter months they teem

v.-ith wild fowL The inhabitanta of the numerous villages

along the shores are, in fact, almost entirely maintained by
fishing and shooting or trapping.

Minerali.—Japan is particularly rich in minerals, Mir'Tn!

among which may be specially mentioned gold, silver, iron,

copper, coal, and stone of various kinds. The gold was first

discovered and mfelted in the year 749 A.D., during thS reign

of the emperor Shornu ; it came from the department of

Oda in the province of Oshiu, and in .the following year

more was found in the province of Suruga.. During the

long period of Japan's seclusion from the rest of the world,

the gold discovered remained in the country, and the amount
augmented year by year ; and this no doubt tended in a

great degree to convey to the earlier foreign visitors the
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impression that the supply was far more abundant than

was actually tlie fact. The quantity of bullion expoitcd

Dy the Portuguese during their stay in Japan (1550-1G39)

nny be estiniatud at the least- at fifty-nine and a half

millions sterling, or an average of £(360,000 yearly. Dr
Kaempfer even speaks of some years with an export of two

and a half millions of gold. From 1649 to 1671 the

Dutcli also exported large quantities, together wiih silver

and copper, and the total value of gold and silver alune

sent out of Japau during the 16th and 17th centuries may
be estimated at nearly one hundred and tlireo millions

sterling. At an exhibition held in Kioto in 1875 were

shown about twenty samples of gold ore found in difl'erent

provinces. The ore is generally poor, and many gold-

yielding places are now lying unworkcd, because the in-

creased cost of labour renders it very difiicult to work them
with profit. Pure auriferous quartz has been found in the

provinces of Satsuma and Kai, gravel in OoUmi, and
quartz in Eikuchiu and at the mine of Aikawa in the

island of Sado. The mode in which the Japanese work
the gold ores nearly resembles Wtstem methods. They
understand perfectly the separation of even the smallest

quantities of gold dust from stones and gravel by means
of a system of washing and levigation. They do not,

however, possess any good process for the separation of

gold from silver, and hence all Ja[ianese gold contains a
greater or less proportion of the latter metal. Silver ore

was discovered accidentally in the year 667 A.D., in the

island of Tsushima ; this ore pro-Iucud the first Japanese

silver metal, in the year 671. From 1400 to 1600 it

was obtained and melted in Japan in fir larger quan-
lities than at the present time. It generilly occurs in

comparatively small quantities as an admixture in several

topper and lead ores. The principal mines are in the

provinces of Joshiu, Iwami, and Setsu ; but it is also

found mixed with lead in Hida, Iwashiro, Echizen, Echigo,

Hikuchin, Suwo, Hiuga, and Higo. Of the numerous
iron ores to be found, the principal is magnetic irou ore,

which forms the main basis of the Japanese iron in-

ilnstry. Loadstone was discovered in the year 713 in

the province of 6mi. The exact date of the fii^t manu-
facture of iron is ifuknown ; it is certain only tliat the

Japanese have worked their iron ores from the 10th
century onward. The principal seats of. the industry are in

tlie provinces of Idzumo, Hingo, 6shiu, Hiuga, Tajima,
Wiikasa, Bizeu, Litchiu, Shinano, Totoini, Kai, Suruga,
and Satsuma. The best steel is manufactured in Harima,
HOkij Idzuino, and Iwami. The excellent temper of the

Japanese sword-blades is well known. The most noted
emiths formerly resided in the provinces of Sagami,
Bizeu, and ICishiu, and in the neighbourhood of Kioto.

Japanese legends assert that the Cist sword was forged in

the reign of the emperor Sujin (97-30 B.C.), but this

statement is of course open to considerable doubt. Copper
was, it is said, smelted in Japan for the first time in the
year C9S at liiaba in tlie province of Suwo ; and in

tiie year 70S the first Japanese copper coin was cast, in

the province of Musashi. Since the 10th century enorm-
ous quantities of ore have been smelted, and this metal
formed the chisf trade of the Dutch and Chinese at

Nagasaki from 1609 to 1858,—the amount exported by the
former being more than four millions of piculs and by the
latter undoubtedly still more.' It is perliaps the metal
most commonly found in Japan, and is used for all kinds
of household goods, doors to storehouses, ornaments,
temple-furniture, mirrors, bronzes, smoking utensils, and
current coinage. It is found and smelted in all parts of
the country, particularly in the northern and western

' 1 piciil=133i tti. avoirdapon

provinces, and its export figures considerably in the

trade returns of the treaty ports during the past few

years. As a rule Japanese copper is exceedingly free

from tiie presence of injurious mstal.s. After the year

1600 many bronze guns were cast in Japan, the workman-
ship being exceedingly good; tliese old guns are often to

be seen even now, though by far tlie larger number, together

with the temple bells, itc, made from the same material,

have been broken up and exported as old bronze by Euro-
pean merchants. Of other metals Japan also produces lead,

quicksilver, and tin. Coal is found in large quantities,

particularly in Kiushiu, where the province of Hizen
contains the well-known mines of Karatsu, and in the

island of Takashima, near the treaty port of Nagasaki.

Coal-fields also exist m the large northern island of Yezo.

Nearly all the steamers plying between Japan and China
coal at Nagasaki, where this trade attracts a good deal of

enterprise. The numerous quarries throughout the empire

afford large quantities of stone. Marble and granite are

found principally in the provinces of Shinano, Mino, and
K6dzuk6 ; freestone is also procured from Setsu and Idzn.

The huge blocks of which the ramparts of the castle at the

capital are built were originally brought from the latter

province. In the old castle of Ozaka, in Setsu, there is

an enormous piece of granite measuring thirteen paces in

length and about 9 f«et in height. The foundations of

all the more ancient temples throughout the country are

formed of large blocks, and tliese, together with the long

flights of steps, still remain to prove the durability of the

old style of architecture. It is strange, however, that at

the present moment stone is but sparingly used for build-

iii'g purposes ; even in the great cities the dwelling-houses

are almost entirely constructed of timber, stone being

used only for bridges and for edifices on a larger scale

than ordinary.-

Climaie.—The climate of Japan, as might naturally be Climate

expected in view of the great length of the chain of islands,

varies to a considerable extent in different localities.'

Thus we find that while the Riukiu and Benin groups,

lying close to the tropics, enjoy perpetual summer, the

Kurile Islands in the far north of the empire share the

arctic temperature of Kamtchatka. The climate is, on the

whole, favourable for Europeans, although its frequent

changes often prove trying to foreign residents. All the

mountain ranges are w rapped deep in snow throughout the

winter months ; indeed, from many peaks snow never en-

tirely disappears. In the northern provinces it has been

known to fall to a depth of no less than 8 feet, and the pro-

vince of Euhigo is specially noted in this respect. At the

treaty port of Niigata, in that province, small bamboo sheds

are built out from the fronts of the dwelling-houses so as

to form a covered way along which pedestrians can pass

when the rest of the town is snowed up. At Tokio snow
falls some three or four times during the winter ; it covers

the ground to a depth of from 3 to 5 inches on an average,

but does not lie long. In January 1876, however, a

remarkably severe snowstorm occurred, when the whole

city was covered to a depth of 2 feet or more ; so nn^

usual was this phenomenon deemed that a large number of

photographs of the landscape were taken to perpetuate the

memory of the event. Farther to the seuth and west the

'See a paper on "Mining .nml Mines in Japan," in IheMevtoiri

of the T6ki6 UnireTSj'ti/, and A. J. C. Geerts, Les picduits de la

[
culture japintaisc el chinoise (Yol<oliania, 1878). Fcr the geology, see

B. S. Lyman's Gfoloqical Suii-eif o/ Jaiian, Jirports of Progress /or

1S78-79 (Tokio, 1879).
^ See Dr J. J. Etin's p.iper3 in Petermann's Miltheil., 3S75 an4

1879; A. Woieikol's " Reisen in Japan in 1876." in tlie .3/i(^/ieii.,

1878, and liis "Znm Cliina von Japan," in tlie Zeitschr. d. Oesterr. Gea^

f. Meteor.. 1878 ; and T. H. lizard's Contributions to the Meteorology

ofJuimn (London, 1S761.
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cold 1? not, a3 a rule, so intense, wliila in the sammet
months the heat is far greater. Near Yokohama and Toki6

the summer commences in May, but the heat only becomes
'oppressive in July and August, when the thermometer has

been known to register 104' F. At the break-up of the

summer there are heavy raius, which render the interior of

the houses exceedingly damp and uncomfortable. After the

winter there also occurs a short rainy season. The best

months for making excursions into the interior are April

and October, as the weather is then generally of a meau
temperature. Southerly winds blow from the middle of May,
und often evpu from April, until the end of August. On
the Sea of Japan south-west whids (known as the south-west

moiisoon) prevail, while in Yokohama and all parts of the

country adjacent to tlie Pacific Ocean southerly winds pre-

dominate. ^ The south-west monsooa sets in in' April and
prevails uutil the middle or end of September ; but the

regularity with which the monsoons set iu and blow on the

Chinese coasts is unknown in Japan. On calm days land

und sea breezes alternate on the Japauese coast in the same

manner as elsewhere. Mention should here be made of the

violent revolving storms, known as typhoons, wliich are

jclosely related to the West Indian hurricanes and to the

cyclones of the Indian seas. These generally occur

in the mouths of July, August, or September; tliey

invariably occasion great damage, not ouly to shippiug,

but also to property oa land. Large trees are often

snapped asunder like mere twigs, while the roofs and
chimneys of foreign-built edifices suffer severely. As a

rule, one of these storms is experienced every year.

Jarth- . Destructive earthquakes have often taken- place, while
nuakes .slight shocks are of frequent occurrence, several having

been felt lately within the space of a few days. Japanese

histories furnish numerous records of these phenomena.
The ancient legend of the great earthquake in 286 B.C.,

when Mount Fuji rose and the Biwa Lake was formed, has

already been noticed; but it is not possible to procure re-

liable information for aa^eial centuries later than the date

mentioned in that'fanciful tale. The earliest authentic

Jnstante^iB perhaps'that wliich is said to have occurred in

416 A.D., when the imperial palace at Kioto was thrown
|to the ground. . Again, in 599, the buildings throughout

it.hp province of Y''amat') were all destroyed, and special

prayers were ord ;red to be offered up to the deity of earth-

quakes. In 679 a tremendous shock caused many fissures

or chasms to open in the provinces of Uliikuzeu and

iChikugo, in Kiushiu ; the largest of these fissures was over

4 miles in length and about 20 feet' in width. Iu 829 the

uortliern province of Dijwa was visited in similar manner

;

the castle of Akita was overthrown, deep rifts were formed
in the ground in every direction, and the Akita river was
dried np. To descend to more recent instances, in 1702 the

I'ofty walls of the outside and inside moats of the castle of

Yedo were destroyed, tidal waves broke along the coast in

the vicinity, and the road leading through the famous
tjass of Hakon6 (iu the hills to the east of Fuji-san) was
closed up by the alteration in the surface of the earth.

Of late years these disastrous earthquakes have fortunately

been of more rare occurrence, and the last really severe

'shocks were those felt in 1854 and 1855. In the former
year the provinces of Suruga, Mikawa, Tdtomi, Is^, Iga,

Setsu, and Harima, and also the large island of Shikoku,
were severely shakea It was this earthquake which
.destroyed the town of Shimoda, in the province of Idzu,
which had been opened as a foreign port in Japan, while
a Russian frigate, the " Diana," lying in the harbour at

the time was so severely damaged by the waves caused by
the shock that she had to be abandoned. The earthquake
of 1855 was felt most severely at Yedo, though its de-

structive power eiteudud for suuie distance to the v.est,

along tlie line'of the TOkjiiM. It h stated that on lliis

occasion there were in all l-l,2tl dwelling-houses and
1G49 fire-proof storehouses ovorturucd in the city, and a

destructive fire- which raged at the samo^tiifie further

increased the loss of life and properly.'

Meteorological observations have for some time back

been carefully taken at the college in Tokio, and efforts

are now (1881) being made to start a seismological society

in the capital. Japan is peculiarly a Couutry where a

learned society of this nature could gather most interest-

ing and usefid information from actual observation.

Geiu-rnl Aspect of the ('uniitri/.—The physical structure

of the islauds alternates between mountain ranges, rugged

upland regions, wide plains, and lauds consisting of an

endless succession of d-ale and down, level fields and

small ridges. Yezo has not yet become thoroughly known
to foreigners ; but it possesses both hills and plains, the latter

beiug iu some cases very sandy. The northern portion of

the main island of Japan is exceedingly mountainous,

though large moors and uncultivated steppes are to be
I observed ou all sides. To the soutli-east lies the wide

plain of Yedo, remarkably ferule, and closed in by lofty

ranges. From this away to the west the country is hilly

in the centre, with lower ground to the north aud south
;

while in the lirge islands of Kinshiu aud jShikoku the high

ground is far iu excess of the plain.

Vei/etahle Fiodiirts.—The greater part of Uie cultivated Ricft

land consists of rice-fields, commonly termed " paddy-fields."

These are to be seen in every valley or eveu dell where

farming is practicable ; they are divided off into plots of

square, oblong, or triangular shape by small grass-grown

ridges a few inches in height, and on an average a fuot

in breadth,—the rice being planted in the soft mud thus

enclosed. Narrow pathways intersect these rice-valleys

at intervals, and rivulets (generally flowing between low

banks covered with clumps of bamboo) feed the ditches

cut for purposes of irrigation. The fields are generally

kept under water to a depth of a few inche.* while the

crops are young, but are drained, immediately before

harvesting. They are then dug up, and again flooded,

before the second crop is planted out. The rising grouuds
which skirt the rice-land are tilled by the hoP, and produce

Indian corn, millet, and edible roiita of all kinds. The well-

wooded slojies supply the peasants with timber and firewood.

The rice-fields yield two crops yearly. The seed is sown
in small beds, and the seedlings are planted out in the

fields after attaining the height of about i inches. The
finest rice is produced in the fertile plains watered by th&

Toniigawa in tlie province of Shimosa, but the grain of

Kaga and of the two central provinces oC Setsu and
Harima is also very good. Prior to the revolution of

1868-9 the fiefs of the various daitnio or territorial nobles

were assessed at th» estimated total yield of rice. Until

very recently there existed a Government prohibition

agc'.nst thb export of the grain. Rice not only forms the

chiti food of the natives, but the national beverage, called SJaki,

sake, is brewed from it. In colour the best sake resembles

ver," pale sherry ; the taste is rather acid. None but the

very best grain is used in its manufacture, and the prin-

cijjal breweries are at Itami, Nada, and Hiogo, all in the

province of Setsu. Of saie_ there are many varieties, from:

the best quality down to skiro-nake, or " white sake," and
the turbid sort, drunk only iu the poorer districts, known
as nigori-zake ; there is also a sweet sort, called mirin.

The whole country is clothed with most luxuriant vege- Forests,

tation, except in some of the very hilly regions. The
principal forests consist of Cryptomeria (Japanese cedar)

and pine ; the ilex, maple, mulberry, and giant camellia also

abound. Some of the timber is remarkably fine, and the

luu^' avenues following the line of the different high roada
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afford a most grateful siarFe in summer. On the rop.d

from Tokio to the celebrated temples at the foot of the

Nikko hills is an avenue nearly 50 miles in length, of

cedars and pines, some of the trees being fully 50 or 60

feet in height. Unfortunately these noble specimens are

fast disap^iearing, as the wood-cutter's ase and saw havo

been ruthlessly plied during the past few years. In

Japanese wood-felUng a roijimon plan is to' kindle a

Sre at the r.iots of tlie trre ; this dries up the sap in the

crunk, aud renders the wood harder and firmer. Two
principal v.irieties of the pine occur, called respectively

the red and the black, from the colour of the bark.

The former thrives in sandy ground, while the latter

grows in softer black soil. It is said that, if one of these

varieties be transplanted to the soil bearing the other, it

will also in time change in colour till it resembles its new
companions. The tifits of the maple foliage, bright green

in summer and brnwnred in autumn, contribute in no

slight degree to the beauty of a Japanese landscape. Tlie

mulberry tree grows well in the eastern regions, where the

silkworm is reared and the silk industry carried on. The
bamboo is especially ust'fuL and plentiful. Bamboo clumps

are seen at frequent intervals in the rice-land ; they line

the river banks, and flourish equally well on the higher

grounds ; and it would be impossible to enumerate tlie

huts multifarious purposes for which the cane is used. Of fruit-

trees Japan possesses the orange, apple, walnut, chestnut,

plum, persimmon, damson, peach, and vine. The fruit,

however, is in most cases of quality far below that of

European orchards. The best oranges come from- the

province of Kishiu ; these have a smooth and very thin

rind, and no seeds.- The larger oranges, with thick and

r.)Ugh rind* grow throughout the country. The so-called

(ipple resembles the large russet, but only in colour and
shape ; it has .absolutely no fl_av'our, and is hard and
stringy. The plum, of which there are several varieties,

iiiay be said to be the best fruit obtained, next to the orange

and persimmon. This latter is exceedingly plentiful and
has two varieties, the soft and the hard ; it is often dried,

nnd sold' packed in boxes like figs. The peaches are not

, remarkable either for size or flavour. The best grapes are

(frown in the provinces of Kai and Kawachi ; both the

black and the white are foiiud, but the fruit is small, and
only continues in season for a short time. .The tea-plan.t

grows well in Japan, and tea forms one of the chief

exports to foreign countries. The best leaf comes from
the neighbourhood of Uji, in the province of Yamashiro,
to the south-east of Kioto ; but it is also largely exported
from Yokohama, being produced in the fertile district in

the east of the main island. The production of vegetable

was has alwaj's formed on? of the principal industries of

the island of Kiushlu, and the trees bearing the wax berries

grow in great number on the hill slopes and round the edges

of most of the cultivated fields (excepting rice-land) in the

provinces of Hizen, Higo, Chikuzen, and Chikugo ; in

Satsuma, however, they are not so plentiful. The cotton-

plant, intro.luced from India in 7^9, also thrives. The
camphor tree is found in 'most parts of the country, [parti-

cularly in some of the higher regions; .on account of its.

agreeable smell the wood is largely used in the manufac-
ture of small cabinets and boxes. Amongst the minor
vegetable "products the sweet potato is' particularly plenti-

ful ; it has several varieties, that known as the Satsuma
(Jotato being perhaps the best. Water melons and gourds
of various sizes and shapes thrive in the more sandy soil

;

and onions, carrots, small turnips, tomatoes, and beet-root

are also cultivated. • The brinjal bears a dark purple frsit

shaped like a pear. 'The long white radish, called by the

Japanese dail-on (lit. " great root "), is exceedingly common,
nd forms ont of the chief articles of food amongst jthe!

Tower classes, who eat it either raw or dried aud .pickiefl;

the average size of the root, is from IS inches to 2i feet

in length, and 1^- inche? «r so in diameter. ' Beans and
pea« can also be grown. The climate of Yczo is said to

be very favourable for both wheat aud barley, and it is

probable that in future years this large isirjid may thus

prove a source of considerable ' gain to the Japanese. In

the i.srand of 'Shikoku the indigo plant is found in

abundance, and it also occurs in the eastern portion of the

main island. The poppy is grown in Shikoku. In ferns

and creepers of various kinds Japan is particdlarly rich,

but her list of flowers is not very lengthy. The rose, peony,

azalea, camellia, lotus, and iris are, however, to be seen.'

Animals.—As regards animal life .Japan is well provided. MammaSi

The domestic animals comprise the horse, ox, dog, and cat

;

while the wilder tribes are represented by the bear, deer,

antelope, boar, fox, monkey, and badger. In Yezo nu
found very large bears, so powerful as to be able to puE
down a pony ; ict the central provinces of Shimotsuk^ and

Shinano a small black species exists. The deer, antelop?,

and monkey are caught in nearly all the hilly regions

throughout tha whole cuimtry. Sheep do not thrive,

•although the hardier goat does,—the reason assigned for

this being that the "bamboo grass," with its sharp-edged

and serrated blade, proves very deleterious as .pasture-

In the western part of the province of '.Shimosa a sheep-

farm was started a few years ago; but it is not yet possible

to judge whether the venture will prove successful in any

great degree. In the meantime sheep are usually imported

from China. Tlie Japanese horses, or rather ponies, are

not very powerful animals; they stand on an average from

13 hands 2 inches to 14 hands 2 inches in height. They
are thick-necked and rather high-shouldered, but fall off in

the hind quarters. Large numbers of ponies are imported

from China. At theShimosa farm experiments have be:n

made in putting an Arab or Barb to a Japanese mare ; the

half bred animal thus obtained compares very favourably

with the pure native breed, being of better shape and of fr.t

superior speed.' The oxen are small but sturdy, and it is

probable that, if the vast tracts 'of moorland at present

lying uncultivated iu the northern provinces wsie utilized

for breeding cattle, substantial gains would be secured. The
ordinary Japanese dog is very like the Eskimo dog, and is

generally white, grey, or black in colour. A few, however,

are red-brown, and much resemble the fox ; these are used

by the hunters in the pursuit of game. There are several

species of monkeys, and large numbers of the.se animals^

taken iu the hills of Kai and Shinano, are brought into the

I'okio market, where they are sold for food ; the flesh is

white and very palatable. Wild birds^ are represented in

^ The great authority on the Jap.ine.se flora is Franchet'and. Savai

tier's £nuTn^ratio'plantarum.in Joponia xjyonte crejffeniminy*. Pari.*?,

1875-1879, 2 "Vols., which contains 2743 species of phanerosyimic

plants,—700 species more, that is, than were given hy Miquel, who in

1866 cohtri'bated a .survey of the subject to the flfededeelingen of tag

A'.. Ahid. van WiUnsch. (Amsterdam), .and in 1S70 published Co.tal.

.Uiisei Botanici (Leyden, part i.. Flora Jcrponica) on the basis of the

rich colleclions of the Leyden Museum. Much interesting matter wiU
.-.Iso. be found in Rein's contributions to Peterm.tnn's Miiih^ilurtfjrij^

1S75 and 1879 ; in the Miitheil, der deuCsch. Ges. Ost-As'ens ; and iii

Knipping, '* Ozak.% Kioto, kc, in Nippon" in Petermann's Mitlheil.^

1878. It has been shown that the Japanese flora a-s a whole has a
great similarity not only to that of the neighbouring Asiatic continent

but also to that of Noith America, the coincidences being. most
frequent, however, not with the. flor- "f the eastern buj *ith that of

the western coast.

^ T. Blakiston and H. Fryer, in their " Catalogue of the Birds of

Jipau" ( Trans, of the As. Soc. ofJapan, 1880), mention three hundr&rt

and twenty-five species of birds, and they do not consider the list as
anything like complete. Oi these, one hundre.1 and eighty species

also occv.r. in China, and about one hundred are identical witblhc"3
of Great Britain. The Straits of Tsugaru 05 or 20 miles aci-f.v^J

appear to \z a lire of zoological demarcation, as neither the sl:??if^

faced Q.Ti'i.CiO'^ J^Semorhsdvs r.ri.'^pa.), the .Japanese monkey ^ ^Jumi/J
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BirJs. Japan by the cormorant, the erana (Grus leucauchen, Jap.

Tanchiyaa, is the national crane), wild goose (at least

eight species), swan (Cygnixs musicus), mallard, widgeon,

teal (four species, including falcated teal, or Yoshi-gamo),

pheasant, woodcock, wood-pigeon, plover, and snipe.

There are also found the bittern, tlie heron, and the white

wader, commonly known as the "paddy-bird." Prior to

1868 there existed very stringent laws prohibiting the

ordinary Japanese from shooting or snaring the crane, goose,

or swan. One species of bittern was even deemed worthy

of a special rank of nobility, and is to this day known as

the go-i sagi, or "bittern of the fifth grade,"-—a quaint

conceit, reminding us of the well-known jest of Henry VIII.

in knighting the loin of beet. Many varieties of domestic

fowls exist, the tiny bantam being quo of the most cele-

brated ; there is also a large game-cock said to have been

originally imported from Siam. Flocks of tame pigeons

are to be seen in nearly every farm yard. The lark,

swallow, and common sparrow are as numerous as in

England. One of the most beautiful birds is the drake

of the species generally called the " mandarin-duck " {Aix

galericulata, Jap. Oshi-dori), found on small streams in

country districts. When in full plumage tliis drake pre-

sents an exquisite combination of bright colours, and two
broad feathers, of a deep golden tint and shaped like a fan,

stand erect above the back from under the wings. The
riate:. Japanese fisheries are marvellously productive, and afford

occupation to the inhabitants pf the countless villages along

the coasts. Herrings are caught off the island of Yezo, and
the bonito, cod, sole, crab, and lobster are found in great

plenty on nearly every part of the coast. In some of tho

rivers in Yezo, and also in tho Ton^gawa, fair-sized salmon

are caught ; and there is also a fish very much resembling

the trout. The tai, a large fish of the carp species, is

esteemed a special delicacy : of this, there are two' varieties,

— the red tai, caught in rivers with sandy beds, and the

black tai, found at the mouths of streams where the darker

soU of the sea bed commences. Eels, small carp, and fish

of many other kinds are freely taken in nearly all the minor

lakes and streams. The oyster is found iu considerable

quantities in the shallows at the head of the Bay of Yedo
and elsewhere. To any student of zoology a visit to

Japan would prove in the highest degree interesting.'

Communication.—The means of transport, although not

exceptionally good, have yet improved considerably during

sptciosus), nor the boar [Sus teucomystnx) have crossed into Yezo.

Heratda gtacialis, Tefralej bonasia, Pictu minor, Dryocopus martius,
Co'rvus corax, Ajnpelis garrula, Acreduta caudaia, Leucostictti hrun-
neiniicha, Qecinns canus, Garrulus Brandti, are apparently confined to

Yezo, while Lobivanettuj iiiornatus, Phasianus versicolor axtd Phasianus
SottnmeriHgii (the two apocics of pheasant peculiar to the country),

Oecinus awokira^ Ci/anopica ct/anus, Oarruluj Japoiiicus, Acredula
trivirjata, are not found north of Tsugaru Straits. One species of

cuc'icijo {Uierococtyx fugax, Horsf. ) is supposed to portend earth-

quakes, its cry lescinbling tlie Jap. Jishin, earthquake. Among
favouritD ca^-birds are Zoiterops japonica (Jap. iUuro) ; Parus
varius (Jap. Yarna-^jara) ; tlie Japanese nightingale, Cettia cantans
(Jap. U'juhisd^) ; the thrush, Turdus c^dis (Jap. Kuro tsugu) ; and
Eiiibc/Ua 3ulphurala, the bunting. The robin, the most expen.^ive

bird sold by the dealers, seems to be imported from Corea. Compare
Temmiadk and Schlegcl, Fauna Japonica, and paoers by Blakiston, H.
Whitely, and Sv;inhoe, in Ibis, 1862, 1867, 1874, and 1877.

' A. P„ Wallace has devoted a chapter of his Island Li/e to the
treatment of Japan and Formosa. He points out that 40 species of

Rjammals are known to exist in Japan, and that 26 of these are peculiar;

whereas ef the 165 land-binla already re.^istered only 16 s-pecies are

peculi.''.r. He gives a list of 40 species of birds which are common to

Great Britain and Japan, and .adds that it does not sutficiently indi-

cate the resemblance, as there are many birds which, though distinct

species from tlie Brilish, have the same general appearance. Bleeker, the

great Dutch naturalist, has Bijdr. tot de ketinis der icJithyot. fauna van
/a^a7t (Amsterdam and Batavia, 1854, &c. ), and "Enumeration des

esp^ces de poissons actuellement connus du Japon," in Verhandl. der

Eon. Akad. v. Wet. (Amstei-dam, 1879). See also Ad.ams's Travels

"if a Naturalist in Japan and Manchuria (LoDd.}n, 1870).

the past few years. There are but two lines of railway Ettllwa*

in Japan, both very short. The first (opened to traffic in

1872) runs from T6ki6 to Yokohama, and is but 18 miles

iu length. Shortly afterwards a line of about the same
length was completed between the port of Hiogo nnd
the city of 6zaka, and this line was in 1877 extended

from the latter place to tho city of ICioto, tho opening

ceremony taking place on the 6th of February in that year.

Both these lines were opened by the emperor in person.

Surveying operations have been going on for some years,

with a view to the construction of other railways, and
in some districts the direction of future lines has already

been staked out. Mention has been already made of

the great facilities for transport afforded by tho network
of small streams throughout the country. The system of Kosiis.

roads, too, is very fair, although in remote diatriuts tho

work of supervision and repair is not done so carefully

as is really necessary. Of the highways the T6kaid6 ia

that best known to foreigners. This is nearly 307 miles

in length, and connects Ki6to and TokiO. Its course lies

along the south-eastern coast of the main island, and it is

the only road in the country which is named after the

circuit that it traverses. Dr Kaempfer, one of the early

residents in the Dutch factory at Nagasaki, gives in hLi

Weil-known History of Japan a graphic and entertaining

account of liis journey from Nagasaki to Yedo in 1691.

part of which he made by the Tijkaido. One of the most
remarkable works recently completed by Jepanese labour,

without aid from foreign engineers, is a tunnel en this

road. It is situated about 6 miles to the westward of the

large town of Shidzuoka, and a'bout 106 miles west of -Tdkifl.

The tunnel is cut through a high ridge of hills intersect-

ing tlie T6kaid6. The old line of road passed over the

summit of the ridge, but this engineering work renders the

journey far shorter and easier. A good roadway, some
18 feet in breadth, leads up the ridge on either side, in

a zigzag direction, so as to admit of wheeled vehicles pass-

ing along it with perfect safety ; and the tunnel runs

through the centre of the hill, thus connecting the two
roadways. The passage is about 200 yards in length ; at

the eastern end it is faced with stone, then tlie roof is

supported by timber arches for some distance ; a small

portion is next hewn out of a stratum of solid rock , aad
finally the timber arches are again continued as far ^ tfia

western extremity. The breadth throughout is about 12
feet, and the height about 10 feet. As the tunnel runs in

a curved line, owing to the formation of the hill, and is

thus very dark, lamps are placed in it at intervals ; while

at each end are fixed in the ground several posts, each sur-

mounted by a brightly polished oblong plate of tin, to reflect

the rays of the sun into the interior. This important work
was commenced in 1873, but was not completed until'March
1876. Another road between Ki6to and T6ki6 is the

Nakasendfl, also called the Kiso-kaidd; this runs throngh

the heart of the country, to the north of the T6kaid6, and
is a little over 323 mil?s in length. Some of the hill

scenery, on the western half of this road is exceptionally

grand ; the elevation in many parts is so great that in winter

the roadway is much obstructed by snow. The longest

high road in Japan is the 6shiu-kaid6, running northward

from T3ki6 to Awomori on the Tsugaru Straits. It tra-

verses the provinces of Musashi, Sliimotsuk^, Iwashiro,

Rikuzen, Rikuchiu, and Michinoku, and its length is given

at nearly 444 miles. Two roads from Tokifi to Niigata

exist, the longer being about 264 and the shorter about 223
miles in length ; the latter is said to be impassable in winter.

Neither of these possesses a name, and for a considerable

distance each is .identical with the NakasendO. Another
road, which, though far shorter than those already men-
tioned, still possesses great interest for tho traveller on
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account of tli8 beauty of its mouutaln scenery, is the

Kosliiu-kairlu, It unites Toldu and Kofu, the chief town

in the province of Kai, and is 77 miles in length ; from
Kofu a continuation of it joins the Xakascndu at Shimo-
no-buna, in the province of Shinano, some 32 miles further.

To the west of iuoto lie many other roads, but they are of

less importance because there is little traffic in the Sanindo,

wliile that of the Sanyod". is conducted injunks which ply

ou the Inland Sea. In the islands of Shikoku and Kiushiu

the roads are stated to be Very bad, particularly in the

mountainous regions lying in the southern portion of the

latter, on the confines of tho Drovinces of Hiuga, Higo,

and Satsuma

Tho iiucs.tiou of road supcrintemlence is one of which the Japan-

ese Govfruiueut has fully rt-nli^ed tl\6 importance. At a general

aisseiDliI/ of tUo lucul m-cfi'uU lield at Tokiu in June 1S75 there was
hroujjlit forward a bill to classify the dillVvent roads throu^^hout

the cmiiirc, and to drtermiiie tho several souiOes liom whieh tho

uniiis necessary for tlunr due maintenance ami repair .jhould be

dru\ni After sevcial days' discussion all roads were eventually

rauyed under one or other of tho followiiig heads ;

I. Natioual roads, consisting of—
Class 1. Koads londiug from Tokio to tho various treaty

ports.

Class 2. Itoids leading from T6K-i6 to the ancestral shrines

of Jap.m in the province of Isi^, and also to the various

fit (''cities"), or to tho militarv stations.

Class 8. Itoads leading from Toliio to the various km
(" prefecture") oifiees, and th»se forming the lines of

connexion between tho vauous_/iiand military stations.

II. .ff I'
(" prefecture ") roads colibisting of

—

Class 1. Koads connecting dilferont prefectures, or leading

from tho various military stations tj their several out-

posts.

Class 2. Roads connecting the head offices of the various

cities and prefectures with their seveial branch offices.

Class 3. Roads connecting noted localities with tho chief

to;vu of such neighbourhoods, or leading to the seaports

convcuieut of access from those localities.

III. Village roads, consisting of

—

Class 1. Roads passing through several localities in succes-

sion, or merely leading from one locality to another.

Class 2. Roads specially constructed, for benefit of iirigation,

pasturage, mines, manufactories, &o. , conset^uent upon
measures determined by the local population.

Class 3. Roads constructed for the benefit of Shinto shrines,

Buildhist temples, or for cultivation of rico-fields and
arable land.

Of the above three hcatUngs, it was decided that all national

roads should be maintained at the national expense, the regulations

for their rojiair, cU-ansing, kc, being entrusted to tho care of the

prefectures along the line of route, but the cost incurred being paid

from the imperial treaauiy. Kiti roads are to be kept up by a joint

contribution from the Government and from the particular pre-

fectme, each papng ouc-hulf of tho sum needed. ViLlage roads,

being for the convenience of the local districts alone, are to be
maintained at the expense of such districts under the general super-

vision of the corresponding prefecture. The width of the national

roads was determined at 7 ken^ for class ], 6 ken for class 2, and
6 ken for class 3 ; the prefecture roads were to be from 4 to 5 ken

;

and the village roads were optional, according to the necessity of

the case.

Valikle^ On most of the high roads run small stage waggons of

various sizes, but theSe are as a rule badly made, insecure,

and for the conveyance of passengers alone. In the

mountainous regions, and especially in the hills immedi-

ately behind the foreign settlement (Kobe) at Hiugo, in

the province of Setsu, small bullock cars are to be seen.

These are roughly mide of untrimmed timber, and are

anything but strong ; each rests ou three wheels of solid

wood, and is drawn by one bullock. They are, however,

very useful for the conveyance of blocks &f stone from the

hills, and for rough country work. In the large towns,

and also on all fairly level roads, passengers may travel in

small two-wheeled carriages called jin-riki-sha ; these are

m shape like a miniature gig, and are as a rule drawn by
a single coolie, though for rapid travelling two men are

* 1 ken = 71i inches.

usually employed. In the city of Tokiu alone there exist

over 1(>,QU0 of these jin-iiki-sha, and various improve-

ments as regards their style, shape, and build have been
introduced since 1870, the year in which they first came
into use. Many are of sufficient size to carry two persons,

and on a good road they travel at the rate of about G

miles an hour ; the rate of hire is about 5d. per Japanese

n, or about 2d. per mile. For the transj ort of baggage
or heavy goods large two-wheeled carts are in use ; these

are pushed along by four or six coolies. Until very

lately the only vehicle employed in travelling was the

palanquin. Of these there were two kinds, viz., the

norimono, a large litter carried by several bearers, and
principally used by persons of the better class, and the

kago, still to be seen in hilly districts where carriages

cannot pass. The kago is a mere basket-work conveyance,

slung from a polo carried across the shoulders of two
coolies ; and it is easy to see that the substitution of the

wheeled jin-riki-sha drawn by only one man was a great

improvement as regards both economy of labour and
facility of locomotion. Iij country districts, and wherever

the roads are stony or narrow, long strings of pack-horses

meet the eye. These animals are shod with straw sandals

to protect the frog of the hoof, and their burden is attached

by ropes to a rough pack-saddle without girths. They go

in single file, and move only at a walk. To their necks

is attached a string of small metal bells,—a survival of

the ancient usage whereby a state courier was provided

with bells to give timely warning of his approach r,t

the different barriers along his route, and so to guard

against any impediment or delay. The peasants also often

employ oxen as beasts of burden in hilly regions ; these

animals, too, are shod witi straw sandals, having a portion

raised so as tb fit into the cleft in the hoof. Burdens

of moderate weight are usually carried by coolies, one

package being fastened at each end of a pole borne across

the shoulder. In remote districts even the Government
mails are thus forwarded by runners. lu all the post;-

towns and in most of the larger villages are established

transport offices, generally branches of some head office iu

the capital, at which travellers can engage jin-riki-sha,

kago, pack-horses, and coolies, or make arrangements for

forwarding baggage, &c. The tariff of hire is fixed by the

Government, and this is paid in advance, a stamped

receipt being given in return. Most of the inns in theTrsvol

post-towns subscribe to one or another of the so-called||j'°^_

travelling guilds, each of which has a head office in

Tokio, and often in Kioto and Ozaka. Upon applicaiiou

at this office; the traveller can obtain- a sniall book furnish

ing general information as to the route by which he pro-

poses to proceed,—such as the distances between the halting

places, the names of rivers and ferries, and hints as to

places of interest along his road. It also contains a full

list of the inns, &c., enrolled on the books of that guild, a

distinction being made between lodging-houses and places

where meals alone are provided. To this list each landlord

is obliged, at the traveller's request, to affix his stamp or

seal at the time of presenting his account ; and by this

system cases of incivility or overcharge can be reported at

the head office, or application made there in the event of

articles being forgotten and left behind at any inn. The
Japanese themselves seldom travel in the interior except

under this system, and were foreign visitors only to follow

their example they might avoid a good deal of the incon-

venience they not unfrequently experience.

Towns.—'The towns and villages are very numerous along Cttica.

the line of the great roads. The three great cities are TokiO

(Yedo), Ozaka, and Kitlto. The last-named was the

ancient capital, and had been in existence for centuries

before Tokio, and also for a very con iderable time before

:Lm. — 72
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Ozaka was built. Now, however, thSse two have rapidly

outstripped Kioto both in, -size and importance, and are in

fact the two great centres of trade throughout the- whole

country. The emperor's court now resides at Tokio, and it

'is there that the foreign legations are stationed. The city

of 6zika (often wrongly spelt Osacca) is purely mercantile;

It is intersected by numberless canals spanned by bridges

that are in some cases of great lengtli, and a very large

pro|)ortion of the buildings are storehouses for merchandise.

The Japanese mint (opened in April 187J) is at Osaka.

Ireaty Next in importance to these thi-ee cities may fairly be
^rts. classed the various ports thrown open, under the treaties

with Western powers, to foreign trade. Commencing from

the north, we come first to Hakodate (erroneously spelt

Hakodadi) in the south of the island of Yezo. There is

here no distinct foreign settlement, the houses of the few

Europeans beiiig mingled with th^se of the natives. The
chief exports are dried fish and seaweed. On the main
island the most northern port is Niigata, in the province

of Echigo, where also no foreign settlement as yet exists.

The trade is exceedingly small, owing to the bad anchorage.

A bar of sand at the mouth of the river (the Shinano-gawa)

prevents the approach of foreign-built vessels, and the

roads off the river mouth are so unprotected that when a
heavy gale blow^the European ships often run across to

the island of Sado for shelter. Some little trade, however,

is carried on, the neighbourhood being very fertile ; rice

and copper are the chief productiou^. Yokohama, about
.18 miles to the south of the capital, and situated on the

western shore of the Bay of Yedo, enjoys by far the greater

proportion of the whole foreign trade of Japan. The

I

foreign settlement is very large, and numerous bungalows
•and small villas of the European residents are also built

on a hUl (known as the " Bluff") overlooking the "settle-

ment" proper. The chief exports are tea and silk ; the

former goes principally to the United States and to

England, and the latter to the French markets. Large
business transactions also take place in silkworm eggs and
cocoons, as well as in copper, camphor, and sundry other

articles of trade. Proceeding westward, we come to the

port of Hiogo, in the province of Setsu. The foreign settle-

ment, generally called K6b^, is not so large as that of

Yokohama, but the streets are wider and more commodious.
A railway connects this place with Ozaka, where there is

also a foreign settlement, though of very small size. The
principal exports here are tea, silk, camphor, vegetable

wax, &c. Nagasaki, the best knoyfn by name of all the

open ports, is in the province of Hizen, in the large south-

jwestern island of Kiushiu. The foreign settlement is

small, though the native-^town is (Of considerable extent:

Coal is the staple export. Dr Kaempfer's History of
Japan gives a most exhaustive and interesting description

of- the everyday life of the early Dutch residents at this

port, where they were pent up in the tiny peninsula of

Deshima (commonly misspelt Decima or Dezima) in the

Castle harbour. Throughout the rest of the country the largest
jpwns, towns are as a rule those that were formerly the seats

of the territorial nobles (daimid), and are even now
commonly known as " castle-towns." It is easy to conceive

that in the olden days, under the feudal system, the resid

ence of the lord of ,the district formed a kind of small

|inetropolis for that particular locality; and the importance
thus attaching to the castle-towns has in most cases sur-

vived the departure of the nobles to the capital. The
castles usually stood some slight distance from the res*

of the town, often on a hill or rising ground overlooking

it. In the centre rose the keep or citadel, a strong tower

of three or five stories, commanding the whole of the forti-

fications ; this was surrounded by high earthen ramparts,

faced on the outside with rough-hewn blocks of stone and

defended Ijy a moat, which was often of considerable width,

The gateways were square, with an outer and an inner

entrance, constructed of stone and heavy timbers. The
lines of fortification were as a rule three in number.
Above the ramparts rose a slight superstructure of wattled

stakes, whitewashed on the outside and loopholed for

musketry and archers' shafts. The whole produced a very

striking effect when viewed from some slight distance, tho

grey stone and the brighter whitewash showing distinctly

from among the dark foliage of the trees in the pleasure

grounds within the enclosure. It was not, however, every

castle that was built on the scale just described ; many of

them were exceedingly small, and were defended only by
narrow ditches and weak wooden gates, the buildings within

being thatched with straw andhaidlj superior to ihe ordi-

nary peasant's dwelling. Most of these castles have been

demolished, but a few yet remain nearly intact to tell the tale

of the former pomp and state of the feudal nobility. On the

outskirts of the castle dwelt the retainers of the daimiCi,

their houses being sometimes situated within the outermost Houses

moat, and sometimes, again,, completely beyond it. The
houses of the townspeople still stand in their original

positions.. They are constructed ilfmust entirely of wooden

posts, beams, and planks, the roofs being generally tiled.

TJie floors are raised to a height of about 18 inches

from the level of the ground, and are covered with laj-ge

straw mats an inch and a half in thickness. These

mats are -nearly all 6 feet in length by 3 in breadth, are

covered with a layer of finely plaited straw,, and have tho

edges bound with some dark cloth. The doors to the

rooms are formed of sliding screens «f wooden framework
covered with paper; these are 6 feet high, and move in .

grooves in the beams fixed above and below them. In

the houses of well-to-do persons,, these slides are often

covered with coarse silken stuff, or formed of finely planed

boards, usually decorated with paintings. At one side of

the room is generally seen a recess, with a low dais ; on this

various ornaments or curiosities are ranged, and a painted

scroll is hung at the back of the whole. • A few years

back, before the wearing of swords was prohibited, a large

Oword-rack (often of finely lacquered wood) usually occupied

the place of honour on the dais. The ceilings are of thin

boards, with slender cross-beams laid over them at intervals.

Except in the larger towns, there are hardly any buildings

of more than two stories, though the inns and lodging-

houses aometimes have as many as four. The front of tho

dwelling is either left entirely open, or, with the better

class of tradespeople, is closed by a kind of wooden grille

with slender bars. Those who can afford it usually shut

in the frontage altogether by a fence, through which a low
gateway opens upon a small garden immediately in front

of the entrance to the dwelling. At the back there is

generally another tiny garden. AU . round the house

runs a narrow wooden_ verandah, of the same height as

the floor, over which the roof protrudes; this verandah

is completely closed at night or in stormy weather by
wooden slides known as " raiiwloors," moving in grooves'

like ,the slides dividing the rooms in the interior. Next
in importance' to the castle-towns come the post-towns posi-
along the high roads, where travellers can obtain accom- towns

modation for the night, or engage conveyances and coolie's

for the road. The houses are similar to those already

described, but are built on a smaller scale, and most of

them are thatched instead of being tiled. The inns and
tea-houses are the grand feature of these towns ; as a rule

the accommodation there to be obtained is excellent, though
this is of course only on the great highways. In remote
country districts the traveller is frequently forced to TOugh
it, and put up with what he can fiiid in the way of - shelter.'

Each post-town possesses
_ an _ office for the receipt, for-
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opera-

ti011:3.

warding, and delivery of the postal mails ; as a rule the

mayor or vice-mayor of the district is charged with this

\/TUages. Rural Life.—The agricultural villages are often very poor

places, the houses being dilapidated, and the food and

clothing of the peasants meagre in the extreme. In many
instances the-farm-buildings are situated in the midst of

the rice-fields or on a hill slope, at some" little distance

from the road. Even the women and children go out to

till thfe ground from early morn until late in the evening,

their labour being sometimes varied by felling trees or

cutting brushwood on the hills. In some localities they

elve out their means of livelihood by snaring birds, or by
fishing in the numerous ponds and rivulets. Those who
can afford to do so keep a pack-horse or an ox to be used

either as a beast of burden or to draw the plough. The
Fanning farming implements are in many cases very primitive.

The plough is exceedingly small, with but otie handle,

and is easily pulled through the soft mud of the rice-

fields by a single pony or a couple of coolies. To
separate the ears of grain from the stalks the latter- are

pulled by hand through a row of long iron teeth projecting

from a small log of timber ; the winnowing fans are two ir

number, one being worked by each hand at the same time.

The spades and hoes used are tolerably good implement.-,

but the sickle consists merely of a straight iron blade, some
4 inches in- length, pointed, and sharpened on one side,

which projects from a short wooden handle about 15 inches

long. When the grain is gathered in, the straw is stacked

in small sheaves and left in ths fields to dry, after which
it is used for thatching or as litter for cattle. In the wilder

districts the peasantry are wretchedly poor, and cannot

indeed afford to eat even of the rice they cultivate ; their

ordiu'iry food is millet, sometimes mixed with a little coarse

ibarley. The potato and the long radish (daikon) are

almost the only other articles of- food within their means.

Agrarian riots are not unfrequently occasioned by bad
harvests or scarcity from other causes, and the consequences

.are sometimes very disastrous, the peasants, when once

'excited, being prone to burn or pillage the residences of the

local officials or headmen of the villages. These riots do
not, however, arise as in former days from the exactions

of the lords of the soil. There is no doubt that prior to

the revolution of 1868-69 the peasantry were in tou many
cases grievously oppressed by their feudal chiefs, especially

on {hose estates owned' by the haiamoto or petty nobility

cf the $h6gnii's court at Yedo. These nobles, with some
very rare exceptions, resided continuously in the city,

leaviiig their fiefs under the control and management of

stewards or other officers ; whenever money was needed to

replenish the coffers of the lord, fresh taxes were laid on
the peasantry, atyl, should the first levies prove insufficient,

new and merciless exactions were made. Under the

present central Government, however, the condition of the

Japanese agricultural classes has been greatly ameliorated.

A fiied land-tax is levied, so that the exact amount of

dues payable is known beforehand. In the event of

inundations, poor harvests, or similar calamities. Govern-
ment grants are constantly made to the sufferers.

Education.—Throughout the whole country schools have
Deen established, for the support of which the Government
often gives substantial assistance. The cost of tuition in

these establishments -is generally fixed at a rate within

the means of the poorest clas.ses. In most of the remote
villages the schoolhouse is now the most imposing building.

Adminis- Administration.—Court-houses have been erected in
iTJtion. gg(,v, prefecture, where the laws are administered by

Govertmient officials appointed by the department of justice

at the capital. These courts are placed under a smaller

pumber of suoerior courts- to which appeals lie, and these

aduca
aon.

1. Toki6 superior court

2. Ozaka superior court

3. Miyagi superior court

4. Nagasaki superior'court ...

are in turn subordinate to a supreme court of appeal in

Tokio. By a Government edict issued on the 13th of Law-

September 1876 the titles and jurisdiction of the various '^°'"**

courts were fixed as follows :

—

1. Tokio court TSkio/ii, Chiba toi.

2. Kioto court Ki6to/it, Shiga icn.

3. Ozaka court Ozaka fu, Sakai toi, audWaka-
yama ken.

4. Yokohama court Ea;nagawa Jcen.
'

5. Hakodate coui-t Hok'kaidO.
6. K6be com-t Hi6go ie7i, Okayaina A:en.

7. Niigata comt Niigata ^-C)t.

8. Nagasaki court Nagasaki ken, Fukuoka ken.

9. Tochigi court Tochigi ken, Ibavaki kai.

10. Urawa court Gumma A«7i, Saitaraa ^oi.

11. A\vomori court Aworaori ken, Akita ken.

12. Ichinoseki court Iwade ^(f7i, Miyagi A-cu.

13. Yonezawa court Yamag.-ita ken, Fukushmia-A'cn.

14. Shidzuoka court ..., Shidzuoka ken, Yamauabhi ken.

15. Matsumoto court Nagano ken, Gifu ken.

16. Kanazawa court Ishikawa ^e)i.

17. Nagoya court A\c\a ken, }<\\yk ken.

18. Matsuye coui't Shimane ^ctj.

19. Matsuyama court Ehime ken.

20. K6ohi court K6chi toi.

21. Iwakuni court Yainaguchi /.-eTT, Hiroshima /:c7e.

22. Kuraamoto court Knmamoto A-cn, Oida A-c«.

23. Kagoshima court Kagosliira.-i i'cii.

Four superior courts, having jurisdiction over the above,

were then also established, viz. :

—

T6ki6, Yokohama, Tochigi, Ura-
, wa, Aichi, Shidzuoka, Niigata,

and Matsumoto courts.

KiSto, Ozaka, K6be, Kanazawa,
Matsuyama,. K6chi, Matsuy^,
and Iwakuni courts.

Awomori, Ichnoseki, Yonezawa,
and Hakodai courts.

Nagasaki, Kum imoto, and Kago-
shima courts.

Small police stations have been erected in all towns Police,

and villages of any importance ; along the high roads the

system is carefully organized and well carried out, though

in distant localities the police force is often wholly inade-

quate to the numbers of the population. The Japanese

lower orders are, however, essentially a quiet and peaceable

people, and thus are easily superintended even by a very

small body of police. In the capital and the large garrison

towns it is a different matter, and collisions frequently

occur with the riotous soldiery. The military stations

are established in some of the larger castles throughout

the country, the principal garrisons being at Tokio,

Sakura in Shimfisa, Takasaki in Kodzuke, Nagoya in

Owari, Ozaka in Setsu, Hiroshima in Aki, and Kumamoto
in Higo.

Since the restoration of the mikado Japan has undergone many IntemaS
changes. Innumerable measures of reform in the internal adminis- admimV
tration of the country have been introduced. The former terri- tration-

torial nobles surrendered their castles and muster-rolls of i-etaiuers to

the central Government, and are now, in common with the old court

nobles of Kioto, classed under the one .name of kuatokif, or simply
" nobles." They now reside in T6Id6, the capital of the empire.

To this class of nobles belongs the former king of the Riukiu
Islands. After the kuazoku come two other grades, called respec-

tively the shizoku and the heimin, or, as they may be termed, the

gentry and commoners. The former comprises the old hatamoto, or

pett^' nobUity of the shogunate, and the samitrai, or military

families, from whom the retainers of the davmiO were recruited.

The heimin include the peasantry, artisans, and traders. Thustho
ancient "four classes" of the popularion have been reduced to

three. The han system has been abolished, and the system o{ ken,

or prefectures, directly under the control of officers of the central

Government, established in its stead. The debts of the han, con-

sisting chiefly of the redemption of their paper-currency, w-ere also

taken over, and this measure certainly involved the present adminis-

tration in considerable financial difficulties from the very outset,

so ranch so that large issues of Government notes and hon(3s have

become necessary. A grand scheme for the capitalization of incomes

was put into operation in August 1876. - The dainii6, on sur-

rendering their muster-rolls to the crown, were relievefl from the

necessity of paying the incomes of their retainers, and, with the old
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.hugi class, received certain allowances from the Government. It is

probable that only the wealtliier nobles found any hardship entailed

upon them by this arrangement, for, if we take into consideration

ithe payments that had to be made by a<^/(7n/u(junderthe old regime

in the way of dues to the sk6gun and allowances to retainers, &c.,

it cannot be doubted that the lower grades of the former territorial

chieftains are in many cases better off at present than they were

before the revolution. Their old retainers, too, received from

the Government certain fixed incomes, or pensions, calculated

upon their fbrmer. rates of pay, and thus became direct depend-

ants of the nation instead of one particular han. In 1876,

however, these allowances to both kuazoku and shizokii' alike were

commuted, according to an elaborate scheme drawn ^ip by the finance

department. Government bonds for a, total commutation sum were

given to each person, to be paid off yearly, by lot, to a certain

amount, and bearing in the meantime interest varying from 5 to

7 l^er cent., due evei-y half year. In course of time, therefore,

the Government will be entirely relieved from its heavy responsi-

bility in thif. respect. Amongst other reforms, the wearing of

swords by the samurai was also, about this time, prohibited by
public edict. This, as might have been foreseen, occasioned con-

siderable dissatisfaction for a while, especially in the southern pro-

vinces of Satsuma andTosa; but, as it had been wisely prepared

for, some time before, by a notification making the carrying of these

weapons optional, large numbers of the military class had already

discarded them ere the second notice was issued, and the task was
thus rendered far more easy of accomplishment. An exception was,

liowever, made in the case of officers and men of the newly-organ-

ized army and navy. These two branches of the public service

Are now on a fixed system, formed on the model of those adopted

by Western nations ; and large numbers of foreign instructors have
been from time to time employed by the Japanese Government.

Numerous departments or bureaus now exist for the direction of

public affairs, the principal being those for home affairs, finance,

public works, foreign affairs, war, admiralty, education, justice,

and police. Many of these are subdivided into several sections,

varying considerably in number according to circumstances.

The whole constitution is avowedly modelled after the Western
systems.

There does not as yet exist any house of parliament, but
already the seeds have been sown from which it may rise at

some future day. A chief council, termed the gejirCinor "senate,"
exists, and throughout the whole country are found numerous
•' assemblies," the members of which are elected by vote. These
assemblies, however, do not possess any share in the administra-
tion ; their functions are as a rule very limited, and the subjects

discussed by them are chiefly matters relating to roads, drainage,

bridges, and other local affairs of but minor importance. The
local prefects also meet at intervals to discuss various points

of local interest. There are not wanting indications that the
establishment oi a parliament, like that of England, would be wel-

comed with joy by a very large proportion of tlie people. The press

is under the supervision of the Government officials in each district,

and many restrictions are imposed upon any excess of freedom of

speech in the newspapers. The editors have in many instances

been subjected to fine or imprisonment for having permitted the

publication of certain articles that proved distasteful to the

Government. The press laws under which these punishments
•were awarded were issued in 1875.

l>opula- Population.—The number of inhabitants in Japan was
-ion. until lately very uncertain. To the ordinary traveller it

would seem to be very dense, as the roadways are lined

with villages ; but in the wilder regions the population

is widely scattered, and indeed in certain localities not a

single dwelling-house i.s to be seen for miles together. Dr
Kaempfer's ideas on the subject, may be taken as rather

exaggerated, for it must be remembered that they were

derived merely from that portion of the country traversed

by him in his journeys from Nagasaki to Yfido. As he

visited on his route the large city of Ozaka, and as he then

passed along the Tokaidu—the most populous and fre-

quented of all the roads throughout the whole empire—it

is easy to understand that his theory as to the enormous
population was based upon a very deceptive impression.

The total has been generally asserted by the Japanese

themselves to be about 30,000,000, the authority being a

census made so -far back as in 180-i. A return compiled

in 1875, however, put the exact total at 33,997,4-19 ; and

the still later census of 1880 gave it as 34,338,404, of

whom 17,419,785 were males, and 16,918,619 females.

The population of the city of Tokio is variously stated, but

is probably not much over 800,000. According to a com.
putation made in the year 1870, Kioto had then about
370,000 inhabitants. Next in importance after these two
cities comes Ozaka, with a population of 414,000 souls.

After Ozaka may be mentioned Nagoya, the chief town of

the province of Owari, followed closely by Hiroshima in

Aki, Saga in Hizen, Kagoshima in Satsuma, Kanazawa
in Kaga, and Himdji in Haiima,—most of which are

said to possess over 100,000 inhabitants. Fukui in

Echizen and Gifu in Mino rank in the second class. Of
the ports open to foreign trade, Ozaka being excluded,

Nagasaki is said to have the largest population, being very

slightly in excess of Yokohama ; Hakodate and Niigata

have perhaps about 30,000 each. The foreign communities

are very small : they may be numbered at a few hundreds
at Yokohama, Tokio, KobiS, and Nagasaki, while at

Ozaka, Hakodate, and Niigata the European residents may
be reckoned by tens.^

National Wealth.—Although possessed of considerable Nationi

mineral wealth, Japan cannot be called a rich country, wealth.

The early foreign residents, from the time the treaties

were made in 1858 and following years, were jierhaps

over-sanguine in their expectations. Recent commercial

returns show that the balance of trade has been against

Japan, her exports being considerably in arrear of the

imports.^ Up to the present time this deficiency has been

chiefly supplied by an export of bullion, paper money
being issued in large quantities for use in the country

itself. The value of the notes now in circulation is very

great, and it is hard to say how or when they can be

redeemed. The notes issued at the time of the revolution

of 1868 bore an endorsement to the effect that they were

to be redeemed within thirteen years ; but, instead of this,

they have been replaced by another issue, without any such

endorsement. In 1879-80 the Japanese paper currency

fell to a discount of above 50 per cent, as compared with the

silver Mexican dollar in use amongst the foreign roerchanti

I'ublic Works.—In spite of these financial difficulties, Publia

the Japanese have made great advances in public works, works.

In the numiber of its lighthouses Japan may compare
favourably with many a Western nation. Though all

have been erected by foreign engineers during the past

ten or twelve years, there is hardly a promontory or island

lying in the direct track of the shipping but is possessed

of a lighthouse. Many of the lights are very powerful;

but in localities of less importance, or lying off the track of

foreign vessels, smaller junk lights are nsed. Buoys and
beacons of various sizes have been moored in many places.

The whole system is under the superintendence of a

special Government bureau (the lighthouse department),

which despatches steamers at stated periods to make the

tour of the coast and convey stores and provisions to the

diflferent posts. At the more important lighthouses foreign

lightkeepers are employed, but in many instances the

service is performed by natives alone. The rocky and
dangerous character of the Japanese coasts makes this

system one of peculiar utility. A.s already mentioned,

good progress is being made' in railway construction.

Numerous lines of telegraph have been erected throughoul

the country, not only between the treaty ports but also in

the interior, particularly to the garrison^ towns and local

Government offices. The mint at Ozaka has been
working since the year 1871. At Yokosuka, on the

western shore of the Bay of Yedo, are a dockyard

and arsenal, superintended by French engineers; those

^ According to an ofllcial report published in 1880 there are in

Japan 108 towns with 10,000 inhabitants and upwards.
- The consular trade reports for the open ports in Japan, published

yearly in the blue books, afford minute inforra.ation on all subjects

coQueeted witk commerce between Jap'au and other nations.
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have proved of great utility. Large numbers of foreign

taeu-of-war and other vessels have there been docked and

tepaired. Paper-mills have been established in different

localities, and manufactories of various description's started.

The postal system is exceedingly weU managed, and extends,

oyer the whole empire. Attention is also given to custom-

house arrangements at the open ports. In the capital there

are numerous colleges and Government schools, notably

for military, naval, and scitntific instruction, conducted in

many instances by foreign teachers. The mail service

along the coast deserves special mention. Tha steamers

employed belong chiefly to the Japanese steamship com-

pany known as the Mitsubishi Company ; these ply along

the entire length of the coast and also to Shanghai, passing

through the " Inland Sea," and smaller boats run to New-

chwang in China, and to the Riukiu islands. The com-

pany is subsidized by the Government.

ileUgioii. Religion.—IW I'eligious beliefs of the Japanese people

aay be divided under two heads, the Shint6 and the

Buddhist. By the former is meant the religious belief

of the natives' prior to the introduction from abroad of

Buddhism and the Confucian philosophy.

Shinia. Shintd means literally " the way of the gods." Though

pffen 8tyl?d by foieign writers a religion, it really is not

one. No contise definition of it appears to exist, but the

following are some of its leading points.^ It contains no

moral code, the writer Motoori (a high authority on this

subject, born 1730, died 1801) even asserting that in Japan

there • was no necessity for &ny system of morals, as

every Japanese acted aright if he only consulted his own

heart. He also declared that the whole duty of a good

Japanese consisted in obeying implicitly and without

question the commands of the mikado. In Shinto Japan

is held to be the country of the gods, and the mikado to be

the direct descendant and actual representative of the Sun

goddess.' In it there also seems to be mixed up a system

of hero worship, many renowned warriors and other

;personages of ancient days being exalted into what we

should term demi-gods ; thus it inculcates a reverential

feeling toward the dead. By it, too, spiritual agencies are

. attributed to the elements or natural phenomena. The

Shinid shrines throughout the country are built in very

simple style, being generally cpnstructed of white wood,

unadorned by brilliant colouring as in Buddhist temples,

and roofed with thatch. Before each shrine stand one or

more toiii, archways formed of two upright posts with

a projecting cross bar laid on their summits, beneath which

is a smaller horizontal beam, the ends of which do not pro-

ject. As'its name implies, the torii was originally a perch

for the fowls oSered-to the gods, not as food, but to give

warning of daybreak. This archway gradually assumed the

character of a general symbol of Shintd, and the number
whi^jh might be erected in hpnour of a deity became prac-

tically unlimited. The special peculiarity distinguisliing

the pure Shinto shrines from the Buddliist temples is the

absence-of images exposed as objects for the veneration of

the worshipper ; but at the same time the former nearly

always contain some object in Which the spirit of the deity

therein _ enshrined is supposed to reside. The principal

Sh'.nXt shrtnes are those in the department of Watarai in

the province of Is(5, known as Ise Dai-jin-gu ("the great

divine palaaes of Is6 "), and maintained by Government.

Bud- The first Buddhist images and Sfltras were brought to

dhiMD, .Japan from Corea in the year 5.52, if we can believe the

Nihongi ; but it was long before the religion obtained much
hold on the people. In the beginning of the 9th century

the priest K^kai (now better known as Kobo Daishi) com-

pounded out of Buddhism, Confucianism, and Shinto a

' See also Dr Magel's papers on " Les Eeligions du .Iapon,^m the
nnales dp l.'extrlme Orient. 1878^1879,

system of doctrine called RiSbu ShvitS, the most prominent
characteristic of which was the theory that Shintd deities

were nothing more than transmigrations of Buddhist
divinities. Buddhism, thus fairly introduced, ere long

obtained complete ascendency ; it became the religion of

the whole nation, and held that position until the Tokugawa
dynasty of shdgim, when it was supplanted in the intellects

of the educated class by the philosophy of Choo He. Its

teachings were calculated to awaken man to a sense of his

own shortcomings and to cause him to long for perfection
j

it encouraged belief in a succession of lives and trans-

migration of souls ; and the highest reward promised to the

true believer was to be absorbed into Buddha and to attain

to absolute perfection. Under the Tokugawa family, many
grants were made fronr their treasuries to famous Buddhist

temples, notably to that of Zojoji in,the district of Shiba,

in Yedo, which was endowed by lyiSyasu himself in the

concluding years of the 16th century. These grants were,

however, withdrawn after the restoration of the mikado in

1868, and Buddhism has been virtually disestablished since

1st January 1874. Many temples are still kept up, but

these are maintained by voluntary contributions from the

people and from former patrons.

Since the admission of foreigners into Japan, various

Christian missions have been established, principally in

Tokio and Yokoharsc, and a tolerably large number of

missionaries reside in different parts of the country.

Churches have been built, and schools opened for the

instruction of children. Christianity is no longer pro-

hibited, as of old, by Government edict, and the number
of the native converts is said to be increasing.^

HlSTOET.

The ancient history of Jaiian, as recorded in the native annals, is Early

ao completely eushrouded in mythological legend as to be absolutely legemla
untrustworthy. In these legends numerous deities play a conspicu-

ous part, the country itself being styled the "land of the gods,"

and the pedigree of the sovereigD traced bacl{ to TcnsM Daijin, the

"Sun goddess." It is asserted that there first existed seven

generations of "heavenly deities," who were followed by five

generations of "earthly, deities," who in turn were succeeded try

the mortal sovereigns, of whom the present mikado or emperor ia

the 122d. The earliest date accepted amongst the Japanese them,
selves corresponds to 660 B.O:, when the first emperor (Jimmu)
succeeded to the throne. The present year (1881) is thus the 2D41st

year of the Japanese era. Tne long lincof aovereigns comprises one
hundred and eleven emperors and eleven reigning empresses. A
strong ground for disbelieving the accuracy of ancient Japanese

chronology, even after 660 B.C., is the extraordinary longevity

assigned by it to the early mikados. Of the fifteen emperors from

Jimmu onwards, eleven are said to have lived considerably over

one hundred years ; one of them, Suinin, reached the age of one

hundred and forty-one years, while his successor Keiko attained

to one hundred and forty-three. After the year 399 A.D., however,

these wonderful assertions are no longer made. From tiie com-
mencement of the 10th century the Japanese annals are more to

be trusted, and, although many discrepancies no doubt exist, still

the events recorded are generally accepted as authentic.^

The precise origin of the Japanese race is by no means eary tii Onfn
determine, and it would seem probable that it is an amalgama- of the

tion of several different Hces. The present Aiiio tribes of the Japanesfe-

island of Yezo are supposed to be the descendants of the ancient

aborigines of the empire. These aborigines, or "savages," a.e

Japanese historians are wont to style them, were at first spread

over by far the greater portion of the country, but were gradually

driven towards tha north by an opposing race who advanced from

the south-west.* Tliis latter race, the ancestors of the present true

^ On July 1, 1878, the nine American and six British Protestant

missions in Japan had ]J04 missionaries (77 American), 26 churches, 1 IS

chapels, &c., 1617 churoh members, 3 theological schoola, 173 students,

9 ordained preachers, and 93 assistant preachers, besides many largelj

attended schools for children. The Boman '^atholics and the Greek

Church claim many converts also.

* See William Bramsen'B Japanese Chronological Tahles^^froTa 645

.&.V. to 1873.

"See D. N. Anutschin, " Der VWkerstamm der Ainos," in Rms.

Rev., 1877 ; and L. de Rosny, "itude sur les Aino." Cmvir. intern. J,

scifftic. gsogr.\ Paris, 1878.
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Japanese people, are by some Writers supposed to have been cf

Chinese origin ; and Japanese annals cartainly make mention cf

such a colony as founded during the reign of the seventh emperor,

KOrei (290-215 B.C.)- It is, however, beyond all doubt that the

Malay tribes are also represented in the'Japanese people, and his-

tory further notes an invasion by "black savages," which, would

seem to point .to the natives of Papua or New Guinea. From
the relative positions of Japan and Corea, too, it seems probable

that some ol the inhabitants of the latter place may also have

crossed tWe narrow seas dividing them from Tsushima and the main

island of Japan. Ethnologists are not unanimous in their opinions

on these points, but it is generally conceded that there did exist

an ancient indigenous race, who were-subsequently subjxigated and

driven towards the north by certaiu tribes advancing from tfre south-

west. Thus, in the early history of Japan we find that Kioto and

the provinces immediately around i^ were occupied by the con-

querors, from whom descended the modern Japanese; while the

aboriginal tribes were with difficulty restrained and pent up in the

eastern and northern regions.

The mikado himself dwelt at Ki6to, -Witt bis court. The nobles

composing the court were styled Jciig^, and . were themselves

descended from cadet branches of the imperial family. There was

bat one sovereign, and to him the whole empire owned allegiance
;

be lived in extremely simple style both as regards food and dress,

and rode out to the chaso surrounded by bis retainers. " But the

inroads of the savages on the eastern borders necessitated constant

and vigilant measures for their repression. In such expeditions,

however, no special class of generals was created ; everything waa
ordered in the name of the mikado birasclf, or in some cases an

imperial prince acted as his representative, so that in no instance

did tiie power even appear j:o pass from the hands of the sovereign.

In the Middle A^es, however, the Chinese military system was
adopted as a model, and general* were appointed ; the able-bodied

males in each province were formed into distinct military corps, and
men were told off according to the muster-rolls to garrison the

capital or to gi^rd the frontiers. Expeditions were carefully

or;^anized. being placed iHider a general (sMgun), who was assisted

by subordinate olficpi-s. All Weapons of war and other appliances

•were kept in the military stores, and issued as occasion required
;

when warlike oi«ralious were suspended, the arms were returned

to the stores for safe keeping. As time passed on the powerful
family of Fujiwara began to exercise tlie administrative power
hereditarily, in virtue of its relationship to the throne by the lemale

aide, and it then became the usage that high descent should be the

[only qualification for office. The r.mk and title of general were con-

rtTtritJy aoufpcro'J.on the twa rival clans of JTei and Gen, or Taira
and A/in <.moto, as they are also termed. Upon this there first arose

the expcessioQ " military class," and during the period 770-?80
the ejmplew severance of the agricultural class and the soldiery

took place, from this time onwards the military dWination
acquired yearly greater strength, while the power of ihe ^trikado

decreased iu proportion. The turbulent common people of the

yro^'incea of Osnin, D^wa, and the Kuantd were always in tlie

possession of armour and horsea, and openly styled themselves
** warriors." In the 10th nnd 11th centuries the clans of Taira

and ilinamoto increased in warlike power and influence, became
deadly rivals, and virtually ruled the whole country, all the in-

"habitants owning fealty to one or other of the two factious.

-A terrible civil war ensued, extending from the middle to the
end of the 12th century, when the Taira clan was annihilated by its

rivals, who thereupon seized Uie supremacy. They in their turn
auci^uinbed and were succeeded by othei"s, down to the last dynasty
(that of the Tokugawa family), which existed from 1603 tiU 1868.

All this time the mikados were in reality merely puppets swayed at

will by the military faction in power at the time ; the ancient
state of affaii-s was overthrown, and the sovereign himself was
kept almost a prisoner in his palace at Kidto. In 1868, liow-

evel", the revolution shattered the might of the then ruling clan

of Tokugawa, the restoration of the 7it.ikado was effected, and the
present position of the sovereign is at last almost perfectly^siniilar

to what it WAS In the very ancient times.

The most interesting portion of Japanese history is that of the
rise and fall in the Aliddle Ages of the warlike families which in

turn seized the power and overawed the crown. Of these tKe Taira
clau stands pre-eminent, though much of its history is mixed up
with that of its rival, the Mir\araotoclan. The' two came first into

notice in th? 10th century, and qiiickly increased in influence and
' strength. It would appear indeed that the court strave to play off

the one against the other, being moved by fear that the power of

either might become too great. Thus, if one of the Taira rebelled,

the Minanioto were authorized by the emperor to subdue him
;

while, if any meml-ers of the latter clan proved unruly, tlie Taira
were only too gl.id to obtain an imperial commission to proceed
again>:t them. This gave lisa to incessant intrigue and frequent
bloodsUed, ending at last, intbe middle of the 12th century, in open
warfare. Taii-a no Rij^^mori was at that time the head of his clan

;

iie was a man of unscrupulous chAracter and unbounded ambition,"

and constantly strove to secure offices at court for him:^eLf, *lii<i

family, and his adherents, tn 1156-59 severe fighting took place

at the capital between the rival clans, each side striving to obtain

possession of the person of the sovereign in order- to give some

colour of right to its actions. In 1159 Kiyomori eventually TaiTa^

triumphed, and the sword of the executioner ruthlessly coinpleied supre*

the measure of his success in the field. Kcarly the whole of the macy,i
Minamoto chiefs were cut off,—among them bL-iiig Yoshitom», the

head of the clan. A boy named Yoritomo, the third son of

Yoshitomo, was, however, spared through the intercession bi

Kiyomori's step-mother ; and Voshitsun^, also Yoshitomo's son ^y
a concubine, was, 'with bis mother and two brothers, permitted to

live. Yoritomo and his half-brother Yoshitsun^ Were destined

eventually to avenge. the-death of their kinsmen and completely to

overthrow the Taira house, but thi? did not take place till thirty

years later. In the meantime Kiyomori's power waxed greater aiui

greater ; he was himself ap^ioiuted daiJ6-daijin {
" prrnie minister )^

and he married his daughter to the emperor Takakura.'whom, iu

1180, he forced to abdicate In favour of the heir-apparent, who
was Kiyomori's own grandson. After raising his fiiniily to the

highest pinnacle of pritle and power, Kiyomon died in 1181, and
retribution speedily overtook tne surviving members of his clan.

The once almost annihilated Ilinamoto clan, headed by Yoritomo,

mustered their forces iu the KuanrO and other eastern regions for

a final attempt to recover their former influence. Marching west-

wards under the copmand of Yoshitsum^, they started on one

grand series of triumphs, terminating (1185) in a crowning victory

iff a sea-6ght off Daunoura, near Shimonos^ki, in the province

of Chdbhiu. The overthrow of the Taira- family was complete:

the greater number perished in the battle, and many were eitlier'

drowned or delivered over to the executioner. The emperor himself

(Antoku, 82d of his line), then only iu the seventh year of his

ago, was droNmed, with other members of the impeiial house. The
Taira supremacy here came to an eud, having existed duriDg the

reigns of nine emjierors.

The period of the Jlinamoto supi^smacy lasted from this time Mina-

nntil the year 1219. Yoritomo was the leading spirit, as his sons moto

Y''oriiy6 and Sanetomo, who succeeded him in turn, did not in supre-

any way attain to special fame. Having secured himself against macy.

moleskJition from the Taira, Yoritomo directed his efforts sys-.

tematically to the consolidation of his power in the east. Com-
mencing from the 3Iuant6, he soon overawed the whole of the

northern provinces, and also extended what was virtually hia

dominion to the westward in the direction of Ki6to. Kamakura, a

town on the gea-shore in the province of Sagami, an old seat of the

"Minamoto family, was made his metropolis. The site of this town

faces the sea, and is completely shut in on the rear'by a semi-

circular riJgc of steep hill s, tnrough which narrow cuttingff'or

passes lead to the country beyond. Under Yoritomo Kamakura
prospered and increased in size and importance ; a large palace was

built, barracks were erected, and it became the capital of the east

of Japan. Iu the year 1192 the emperor Takabira (also known as

Go-Toba no In) issued a decree creating Yoritomo Sci-i-Xai-sh6gim Sh6gut»

(literally, *'barbai-ian-subjugating generalissimo"), and despatched ate.

an iuiperial envoy from Kj6to to Kamakufa to invest him with the

office. He and each shdgun who came after him were thus nominated

commandeis-in-chief, holding the ofDco by order of and investment

from the emperor, to preserve peace and tranquillity on the eastern

marches of Japan. This has given rise, iu numerous works on

Japan published by different authors (Dr Khempfer among them),

to the common assertion that Japan possessed tu-o emperors,—the

one "spiritual," residing at Kibto, and the other " temporal, "i

residing at Kamakui-a and afterwards at Yedo. This idea, though^

entirely erroneous, is not unnatural ; for, although each aucces-i

sive shdgun owned allegiance to the emperor and was invested by

the latter, still his qwn position as supreme bead of the militaryi

organization of the country and his influence over the powerful ter-

ritorial nobles made him de facto almost the equal of a sovereign in'

his own right. This condition of affairs continued until the revolu-

tion of 1868, when ths shdguns power was shattered, the military

domination swept away, and the mikado reinstated in his early

Position of supreme authority. Yoritomo's two sons Yoriiy^ and
feanetomo were in turn invested with the ofBce of shdgun j they

both d^'elt at Kamakura. In 1219 Sanetomo was killed by

Yoriiy^'s soc. in revenge for the supposed murder of Yoriiye liim-|

self, and, as he died without issue, the main line of the MiUamoto
family thus came to ?n end.

Upon this commenced tbe supremacy of th'e H6j6 family, who had HujiJ

for yeart been adherents of tht> Minamotos. 'The heirs of the latter family

having failed, the office of shdgui!. was conferred upon different

members of the illustrious house of FuJ'wara, who all resided at^

Kamakura. The military administration, ho>7^ver, wa^ iDvariably|

in the -hands of the Hoj6s, who acted as regents Cf the sh6gun-

their snpremacv lasted from 1225 to 1333, through what uTr/'&m-

igonly called tbe "seven generarions of the Hojo family." The Mon;;nIl

event of principal importance dnring this period was the repulse of iuva

the Mongol invasion^ which occurred in the, year 1281. _Knblai siona.
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Khan, founder of the Yuen dynasty in China, had for some yeara

back repeatedly sent to demand submission from Japan, but, this

being refused, about 10,000 of his troops attacked Tsushima aud
Oki in 1274. This expedition was repulsed, and some envoys
despatched to Japan iu 1275 and also iii 1279 were decapitated, by
the regent, Hojo no Tokimune. Exasperated at this defiance, the

Mongol chief collected a mighty armament, which was despatched

to Japan in 1281. The number-s of this invading force are by
Japanese writers estimated at no less than one hundred thousand

Chinese, 3Iongol, and Corean troops. They descended upon the

coast of Kiushiu, wheiij several engagements were fought; even-

tually a severe storm destioyed and dispersed the fleet, and the

J;i])anebe taking a<Ivantage of this fuvoui-able opportunity \-igorousty

attacked and completely annihilated the invaders, of whom but
three are said to have escaped to tfll the tale. It is not surprising

that no fui'ther attempt to couq^uer Japan should liave been made

Two by the Mongols. Iu 1331, towards the close of the Hojo supremacy,

courts ^^^^ succession to the crown was disputed, and from that time until

1392 there existed two courts, Icnown as the northern and the
southfru ; in the latter year, however, the southern dynasty (estab-

lished at the town of Kara, near Eioto) handed over the regalia to

the emperOr Go-Komatsu, uho from that time was i^cognized as

the legitimate rnikado. During the period of anarchy and civil war
that ,tor)k place in this century, Kamakura was attacked and
destroyed, iu 1333, by Nitta Yoshisada, head of a family descended
from tile iUnamoto clan: Tlie rule of the Hojos was thus termin-

ated, and by 1338 the family hnd well nigh disappeared.

During, the confusion and disturbance created by the contest

between the rival courts, and also throughout the whole of ' le

15th century, Japan was devastated by fire and sword in civil w;r3
of the most terrible dnscription. Several families endeavoured iu

succession to acq^uire the supremacy, but none were able to wield

it long. The dynasty of shSgun (the Ashikaga line) proveA bad
rulers, and, though the families of Nitta, Uyesugi, and others came
prominently into notice, tltey were unable to pacily the whole
empire, in the early part of the 16th century wliat was termed
the "latet Hojo" family arose in the Kuanto, and for "four
generations " established their chief seat at the town of Odawara, in

the province of Sagami, immediately to the east of the Hak-oniS

hills. At tlii-i time, too, lived the fainons generals OtaNobunnga
and Toyotoiiii ilideyoshi. The latter, is perhaps best known to

Europeans as the TaikS Hideyoshi, or simply as Taiko-sama, " my
lord the TaikO.'' Taikd, it may here be remarked, is not a name
(as commonly supposed) but a title, and signifies literally *' great

lord." Another common error is to speak of Hideyoshi as the
shogiLii ; he never held that office. The 16th century also saw the
first persecutions directed against the native Christians ; the
religion bad been introduced by the Portuguese in 154.9, when
Xavier first came to Japan. In 1586 Ota Nobunaga was assassin-

ated, and the taikQ succeeded him in the cliief military power. In
1590 the family of the " later Hojo " was overthrown by him, and
the town of Odawara tal^en. Hideyoshi then bestowed upon his

general Tokugawa lyeyasu the eight provinces of the Kuantd, at

the same time directing him to take up his residence at Yedo, which
was at that period a town of very small importance. Hideyoshi
died in 1594.

The Tokugawa dfnaety lasted fj'om the appointment of lyeyasu
to the oflBce of shujun in 1603 until the resignation of the last

shOgnn^ Yoshinobu (usually called Keiki), in 1867. This dynasty
comprised fifteeh generations of the fanul}', and is undoubtedly tjie

most important throughout the whole of Japanese history. lye-
yasu was a consummate politician as well as a successful general,
and to him the powerful territorial nobles (daimid) throughout the
whole country speedily submitted, some fiom motives of personal
interest, and others under compulsion after a crowning victory
obtained over them by the Tokugawa chief at Sekigahara, on the
confines of the nrovinces of Mino and 6mi, in 16Q0. This famous
battle completely established the supremacy of lyeyasu, and his rule
was gladly accepted by the country as putting an end to the scenes
of bloodshed and anarchy from which all classes had so severely
6uffere<* for well nigh two centHries back. Under this dynasty of
shOf/un Yedo became a large and populous city, as the presence of
their court gave a grand impetus to^trade and manufactures of all

Noble3. kkids. The attendants of the mikado at Kioto were the old kuge,
^or oourt nobles, descended from cadet branches of the imperial line;
they were, as a rule, of anything but ample means, yet their rank and
prestige received full recognition from all classes. The court of the
skdgicn at Yedo was, on the contrary, mainly composed of men who
weremorenotcd fortheir territorial possessions and influence than for
ancient lineage, for skill in warlike accomplishments rather than in
literature and art. This court of Yedo was formed from the terri-
torial nobles (daimi6),the petty nobility of the Tohugawa clan (called
hatanioU>), and lower attendants, &c., known as yoke-nin. The ha-

[tamoto were originally no less than 80,000 in number, and were in
fact the soldiers composing the victorioiis army of lyeyasu and en-
nobled by him; they resided continuously in Yedo, very rarely even
vkiting their coimtry fiefs. The daimi'd, on the other hand, were

"Toku-

.gawa

dynasty.

ly^yafitL

forced to attend in Yedo only-at ^certain stated intervals varying
considerably in different cases, and spent the rest of theii- time at
their castle-towns in the provinces,—their wives and families re-

maining behind in Y'edo, virtually as hostages for tlie good behaviour
of the heads of their respective cbns. The feudal system was thus
inti'oduce<l by lyeyasu, but he was too wary to force his yoke in a
precipitate manner upon the great nobles. He gatliered around hira

his own immediate adherents, upon whom he cttnferred the more
important positions of trust (notably in regard to the garrisoning of
acojf^ojiof minor strongholds around his own castle at Yedo) ; and as
the power of his clan became more and more firmly established he
was enabled more effectively to impose terms and restrictions upon
the dcfhni6. It was, however, reserved for his grandson ly^mitsu
(1623-1650) to complete the system thus inaugurated: by the latter

the nobles were treated solely as feudal vassals, and many very
stringent regulations for theii- guidance and diiection were put into
force. A similar course was adopted by the successors of ly^mitsu,
and this system prevailed until the fall of the Tokugawa dynasty
in 1868. Under their rule, however, Japan enjoyed the Uenefit of

almost" uninterrupted peace for moie than two hnndred and fifty

years; and though the burden imposed by them grew in the end too

heavy to be longer borne, it was only cast off after fifteen members of

the clan had in turn succeeded to the chieftainship. Instead of being,

as of old, one united empii'e acknowledging as its sovereign the
mikado alone, Japan was now jiprtioned out into nimierous -fiefs, in Han
many ways resembling petty langdoms. Each fief or territory was system,

ruled by a haii or claii of which the daiinl6 was the chief, assisted by
hereditary A"rt)"(5, or "councillors," and other officials. According
to the will of each daimid did the usages and rules to be observed
in the respective fiefs dlfl'er. Districts actually adjacent to each
other might be placed under totally opposite regulations, both -as

regards taxes and imposts and with respect to the paper money thera

I

in circulation. The various han issued notes of different denomi-
nations, for use in that one district alone, and this was done with-
out the slightest reference to the paper currency of neighbouring'

fiefs." The permission of the shogun's ministers at Yedo liad to bo
obtained for the purpose, bat it is beyond all doubt that large quan-
tities of paper-money were issued by the haii, \\ hen pressed by want
of funds, ^\'ithout any such authority. The liief evil was that
these notes were only local currency, and did not pass freely

throughout the whole country ; thus a person v idertaking a long
journey might be put to considerable inconveni mce as soon as he
crossed the boundary of his own clan's territory. The levying of

taxes, too, afforded opportuniftes.for fre([uent abuse of power: iu

many han, it is certain, taxes were collected with due regard to

the condition of the peasantry, but in other instances cruel oppres-

sion and ruthless extortion were but too prevalent. This, as has
already been remarked, was chiefly the case on the estates of thn
hatamoto, who enjoyed a life of ease and pleasure in Yedo, and whc
cared little or nothing as to the means by which their supplies were
wrung from their miserable serfs. Some of the daimiO rulfr'd very
large territories,—often a whole province oreven more; while others,

again, owned an estate measuring but a few square miles. The
military class, or gentry, who were entitled to wear two swords as

a sign of gentle birth, formed the retainers or clansman of the great

nobles, and were recognized as the first of the '* four claRses " into

which the whole population was divided. These classes were

—

{\) The foor
the military families, commonly known as Wiq aomitrai \ (2) the classes,

agricultural or fanning population; (3) the artisans; and (4)

the mercantile or trading class. But, though by this arrangement
the peasants were placed immediately after the gentry, their lot was
undoubtedly far harder than that of the artisans or traders, seeing

that they were at the mercy of any capricious or tyrannical feudal

noble who might be made lord over the villages inwhich th^y
dwelt. There existed a small number o'f imiependent yeomen
(called gdski'^ who owned no allegiance to any chieftain ; but they
also were included in the second of the "four clitsses," The
succession to the sh6gimate was vested in the head branch of the

Tokugawa clan, but, in the event of a direct heir failing, it was
determioed that the dignity and oflfiee should pass tooneof the three

kindred clans of Mito, Owari, and Kishiu, or, failing these, toone o£

the three noble families of Tayasu, Shimidzu, and HitotsubashL

These two lines of kinsmen of the shdgun's house were termed the

go-san-h^ and the go-san-kid respectively. The ceremonial of in-

vestiture of each sh6gun by the mikado was always kvpt up, the

latter being thus still recognized as the sovereign, although there

only remained to him the title without the power. The sh6gun

was, in fact, nothing more nor less than the chief subject of the

mikado. The chief power and the direction of political affairs were

certainly in his hands, but the name of sovereign was never even

assumed by him; and in point of actual rank the mighty teriitorial

chieftains were held to be inferior to the poverty-stricken nobles of

the mikado''s court.

The eaHier period of the Tokugawa supremary was disgraced by Perseea.

violent persecution of the native Christians. By an edict issued in tiona oX

1614 by lyeyasu >'ho tad resigned in 1605 in favour of his son Hi-Chriw*

detada, but still contmued to exercise administrative functional tiaatt
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Z the iu^berUss int^i^u. - P^^.^^fZ'UroblTTh'

there e^.ted a Japanese colony or Ben.e-ont nt .•T. >!&-

kromrtTaiTessolVsaUcd f.on. Japan to ,l>e «o.te™ coast of Meaco.

The MoDKol invasion in 12S1 b

Jam)
aslie

imong the great han and in the lamuibs u.
^""f'7"^";: ""ot"unfie-

tmts havina bora forbidden to leave its shores «-ithout --frress 1
er.

.L^s of the A "0«»» palace became the scene of qnarrel »"<! b °°d-S The great nobles gradually rebelled more and more agaiubt

the rfe of^eSorced attfudance' in Yedo, and becan>e far less

^isn^ed to brook the restrictions imposed upon them by a lord who

waT^rtuallyTut one of their own cfass; while to the peasants the

feudll system wi in most cases exceedii.gly distasteful. Reaction

i^Inst the military domination thus set in, and men's eyes natai-

Xv turned towards the renewal of the ancient regime when the

miLrfo was he sole sovereign, before whose authority every subject

™hether gUue or «™pl.,°howed in snbnUssion These among

other caiisos, gradually led to the revolution of 1868, by wmcu

'"•
'CuT^Ci4:ni^ f^H's if th^oXn^of Western nations

had been the ma°n cause of the downfall of the Tokugawa supre-

macy Vrom an attentive perusal, however, o native works reat-

Cheshiu! and Tosa Warmly espoused the cause of the »
'^f

"• ^^^
Tokivawa clan did not present any very determined front, and the

tS, was exceedingly brief. Some fighting, did, l>o.»
J^r,

tak«

Placfin the vicinity of Kioto, and also at vanou. pomto around

tVdo • but the most severe conflict was the siege of tl^o

f
s«e »'

W^°amatsa in 6shiu. This castle was the stionghold of the

iiwXl northern d«imi« of Aidzu, a partisan of the shSsunate ;

?feCps offered a stout resistance, but t^e place was eventuUy

taken bv the mikadu's army after a siege of some two mont s

auration! The sM:,«» himself had resigned in 1867, and fh>BVi tu-

Sy s ttled the <,ufstioa in favonr of &e emperor's army, alftough

edme desultory fi-htmg occurred both at \ edo and near Hakodate

two veaiT afterwards. In 1869 the official name of Yedo, was

changed to TOk 6 (the "eastern capital"), and the mite* re-

move°d thither from KiSto with his court. Tlie ex-sW^im retired

to the town of SMdzuoka, in the nrovince ° S"»f• "'^^^
^„Vthe

Uves in retu-enieut, his only tit\o being that of a ""ble of the

empire. The ancient form of government was thus restored, and

the feudal system is now a tlung of the past
!,„„__ to

Since this revolution Japan has become tolerably weU known to

relalkms Europeans. Although hei relations with foreip countnes were
relations Wir P =^^ in,portance, they J^overtheless coinmen d

at an early date Allusion has ah^ady been made to eaily

Chinese a/d Corean arrivals in Japan. DrKaempfer asserts

that in later times young Ohintee of good fj'fJ ;°"f,^f y,^™/,
to Naeasaki on pleasure excursions. In 201 a.d. the cnipiess

Jin^^Svaded Corea, and gained several victories over the troops

th^t owosed her; and on her return she inti-oduced into Japan

*^fco?'rarxangement of geogi-aphical ^1^-°°. The Japane

bein<' a maritime nation, it is not surprising that, P"" t° ">"

Sforbidding them to leave their country hey should have ex-

tended their voyages throughout thewhole of the Eastern seas. We

i^-of the\i v^iting Chin°a, Slam, and India ;
indeed at one tune

jecu nlie.idy noticed. lu the 1 6tli

ivsteni of trade by means of barter was carried on. be%eu jyi-s

lUerTh^ Portuguese luissionarics, .X avier, Torres and Funaml.z^

took mTaoe iu ons of these merchant ships, and landed at K go-

Port°.gnese we™ expelled the country in 16a9 ^^ se- >
^ «^'^

'^I'^'^f,

ate.

Krfvolu-

tion of

1868.

Foreign

the island of Hliado, but alUn-ras ---;;,-"-"
S' ,,,^11,

iiiiSilSi
rnmlmm
a s^'ilar negotiation, at Nagasaki on behaK of Ga^Btau,^

^^,"tbe ^DXh^lnd Frnir^ erivJch t^Mlo^ls'of Nagasaki.

1 Hakodate andKantgarC^^ known as Yokohama) werr tir..-^.

sriiSSa ,'".1,. —:»;/**;; :,' /.?.. ""tS»»

ponding to Uis »l'^Jf^i,;, „fficial remained unknown to th.

The actual position "f t'i'\*'™'-'
. i, titi Dutch and French

foreign envoys
-f' ISf^'^tTXti^;S atcUrom the „nte<io his

In 1873-4 Japan sent an e'^re<i>t'°" ^S''|^^';^'^\^t ^^ china, to expe.li-

inhabiting the island of Formos.a, off *!'« ^^^«™ "^"^^^
„f ^rtain tion.

demand Sitisfaction for «'? °>"^'=/^„^7^„r„';\,,at iSnd. Some

matter was .ventually settled ™ "^i'^y,' f"^T'^.^Jas'the end of Corean

indemnity for the «-h.ges complaine^l of T°.»'ds
^^. ^^^^ ^^^^^^^

1875 a dispute arose with Coye.a, a ^^1'^°"?^ "„,;„„ opeJauous
fired on from a shore fort ^'''l^,

ff^f^'^^,
^,^2"°^^ «re, and
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iliplomatic negotiations ensued, l.y which the matter was settled

ToT ^v' tdr ^^^™-\27, f876, a treaty was conduded in

T^n,!^'
^

T
"'^1""'«^« i^gh commissioDCTS dfspatched for tliat

^fcefv,!;. •''•l"'r""^"^'^ ""'* ^'"^"' now reside in Corea on p e-cisely tlie same terms as those on which foreigners have" dwelt atthe oiien ports in Japan since 1868.

^mrXLj'rZ'i!'^
not of course, be expected that the numerous refo.lnsffisurrecaBd changes .nt, educed Ly the present Government would all beaccepted without murmur by the people. Eiots have of late years

Clares, and outbreaks of a yet more serious charncter have beenSt., red up among the sln^olu. The latter took place chiefly in thewestern piovmces, but we.e soon quelled. Thi only one^of leal

k ring of 1877. Lxcited by vaiious seditious cries, over 10,000 in-smgents coUectcu togcthei and marched in a bo.ly northwards fromliagoshiina. Then avowed objea was to make certain repr sen?ations to the emperor n person. Delaying in their advane?o attack

iu ffi°rthr,"lfr'"?r" ^^f'-^-'^-
the-castlctown of Kuinamoto

.ll, ? i' ^^h '' '°"''='^ '""o f°'' '="g^ l">a'es of troops to beJespatclied agaiust them from T6ki6. Tlie scene of action wasthus confined to the island of. Kiushiu, and after sev«e fiXtin^which laste.l for several months, the rebels were anniM at«f kSleadeiB either dying on the field or committing s^e T s

JOur,. OB was tlie OLSC nnder tlio old feudal system.
°
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::tri?t:£^'S::^^:S£jS?^-^^^'^
'"Tl;:t;;^:i--t-b:££Si™-r""
andpar.icles,prononn%djeot « verb adverb

''
'^f-''''

°^ i^oun Spoken
tion, and inte|-ection.'. l^ere is ^•:ti:^^S:::^^':^Z^- ''^'"'^

s have no inflex nno fn ,1Ui; .-.t ,
"umeiais.

Langpvue.
rlio Japanese language is by some pliilologists thought to have

aret^ Lvb '

nVV^'uH""'^''
^'"' " «" l'0i»tsof Lemblanle

7l, t^Zi *^
,

'
^'" 'l'""'-'"^« nceedingly great it is evident

,i^c; at i'Ter :rw'i
""^11'' •'" ""' '''^ ^'^^'^^^ musthav tel euJ.laceata peiiod wheu the common ancestor of the Japanese and

Kofhas alfv";;:??
' ^7'^^ "f"l''"8'y

™J'' -d .-developed

lanLnl ofM y
'' ^"'^, '^'^''^^' ''^'''Wished with any otherlanguage ol Asia. Japanese thus stands, as it were bv itself nndin..st be regarded a.s an almost entirely separate tongue^

' "
'

fi^^i^d i^thr^;;:. ^-s vi^^:ieS"s;;^e;L*^^^f;^-to a givat degree mi.xed up with Chinese. Acco dinl to nati™

itse;ms\;,otai^%''!f"'°" ^y •'"•'•''"'y 1"= q.'cstioned, aa.
.1'^'-^™^ 1"°''' We tliat the actual dale was considerably later At

e-^LTf ''Y' "r"'^'"'
t''= C'™'^'^'' characters occnprby fart..e mo t important pl.-.c. i„ tl,o Ja|«ne«e style of writing

^ ^

»iz i Ti'"'
*';'" ""^"'''^'y' »'>^istsof foity-scven^syllables

«o, t«
,

«,;, „a, ,-a, m>i, v, t, no, o, Iru, ya, ma, kc.fn, io, yc tc a

to;, and k to ,. This change is called in Japanese tlie'4„i
"^ '''

a Is inonouncpd like o in father.
^ " »• f'j

r, sat/.

• " tt ee „ meet.
V M o „ tiivre.

* • M oo^/ool.

bee'n'^rteT/T" A'ari""" •'
''"'"^'''J^ ' "' ^"* "^" they have

li'fdr The':ii:ti„clio,rblr;re':„'ir".',^r;' r t' "';'"'"
t^^"^nnd double consonants, demands ca"ff,,itL """':; """^ '"'«'«

often depends nnon it
'"'"•""'^ ca ehil attention, as the meaning

tmerion'oftw 'others -^luf "Zt f"T^''^
'-^rresent the cont

becomes «, and so „n
'

Tie ^1 \ ht<x>m,!a m sound d, u
Knghsh. w-itlUhe^e.^ption'of rTTnVl^l'r^^i ^lO"aomewhat from the corresponding English so mds Ve ft'"

'''^''

' nunciatioii of these letters must be 1»„„ !iV
^"'"'"s. The true pro-

-« of double consoVa'n^':,rth',^!irb:'3ord:d'^^^"^^^- '"^'^^

oursive or^ "running " Lnd adapted from tl,. ! ,' 7
?" '^ ^^^

and having severaf varvinV stvl!, T "'t^f
'^*'"i« eharacters,

-nneLn'^Itii ^ c,:!;;^ ^^r'^^Z/l^^^-

-

The nouns hav^ no infle.i;; %;'di3li„„Tish .tjef "'™f'="^-case, but they are preceded or followed bvpaJhVlEf^'', ""'"^"O
<""

and other purposes. Except Tu he e,ii 'fa f™' '"" ""'^''

no distinct/on ^is made bet^en the rseul ne td'^e'Tn
-"'

when necessary, however, there may be use the prefiv „ ^
"""/

'

the former, and ™« or v,e„ for the latter. The neuter has Z «"
at all. In geiieral there is no mark of the nlura b ? ,^1

^"'^'' '

necessary the plural idea may be expressed hv the , 11 , T''"
' S-cla, dome, taclii, or other l^rticles a few Li, •'"'',°^ '"'

lund of plural formed by a reU on o'f the oun tsel/^T^
'"™

^nouns are formed in various ways, the fi st™e „. of t^.
''°'"'?

Sf &2^»s:;^^fS'^Hl~

adjectives, and are often co'nside^^d sS *"^ """"•^ ''° '^"'y "=

nn< n!eY o/'luio?''"^""''
'"™'^ ^°"'^«''>''* --««" to t^e moodsunii reuses ot European grammars There aio i,„,^,„

•"""<•
irregular verbs, in th'e conjugation of which '11X1^1Z I' * ^7

' ^j^^ny^^^^^-iu-^iS! ^^^t irb;lh:;:^-

an-anged m different order, so much so th ,t tb^,,„J, ti, ^ "?

been compiled. '
'™™ *"'='' >"'* the above notes hav

XUl. — 7j
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"Foreign

words.

Dialfecls

. iw T-onrlpred in Japanese

^!lin^rv conversation numerous tnmese
^j i,^„j3e_

fas rb/e^nevcr heard before thaUm- Jh. s
y^^^ .^^ ^^^

lr?he Second ,«rson berng --fXrltir^-J foreign countnes

.
. teacher," or klm^.

\°l'^:'l ^ demand tor certain '^'o^f ^"'t

has of late years naturally
"^''^^'tnn.^uently unknown, and these

phrases hitherto unnecessary ^""i
^^^^Xwere^for the occasion I

We therefore been freshly ^<=°"'^'^„'' l;„ .vords-have tor years hack

i'.Torthy of rcnark that certain E-opean ^;^^^ ^^^^^^^^ _,^p^„,3,.

S:g SSe m;:yrm^Xred the t^« >-

i,o„M..,Su.,>iay.ae,ivedno
^

^_ ..^.^^a" (of time), "ton;-

The English words "™'f"''„, the nrouunciatiou being only

.. electrrc,'' &c. , are now ['-[":,''', ssio'ns have also from t.me to

tl!st'i^^lSousf;^"bS-™>^
heard only among the

loot ie these "ve not by any means so n,a l.ea^_^^
^^^^^^^ ^.^^^

China. As a rule, a man H'^^king the V experiencing any

tovel through nearly the whole of Japan «
^^ f„u under-

considerable difficulty -,

his
"•°',J^^^\°"''i/;n,ble to catch the true

IZl though he niiglit now and agniu be una^^
^ ^^.^,

meanin" of the answers he leceiveu.
j^ j gt ii;/ ; an^

"ouut il given before tl.e conson»t,nk,„^ r-'ceptible,

|.^^::^fmit ^a^T S^""-:^^^::;.:?^^^^
l--?-Jl:^ofl>:::oi^S:nniS-^!s^.?'^
a series of aspirate sounds take a most

^^^^ large island

kL iVns ap,.ar,.Mt, for iMstauc
;

' * ^ „,„;. instead of its true

,ofr the coast of H.zon is
^° ° ™

^.^fveiT l.oticflible in Os nu and

ii.nie m.-ado. ^"f•?\"''°"'. "
Uib' '" »'"> "eighbonrlrood o

other novtheru i^'^V'
, U,"^? i t e Oznka dialect. In Ozaka and

Scndai, and tins is also lean "> tb<^ "^
^ t,,„ ^elamation sakar,

its vicinity, too, the \edo i.c is en o.c i y
^^_^_^^ _^j

atKiSto. "^'";'t^%'^'^l''^'';;wt^,cscnts, perhaps, the g.oatert

sion prevail. The Satsu.na ' '
^'^^

r''^^' ,,' ^„,„„;enccmcnt of a

difn-Uy: tlie etterr, f "\ ' /
J, u,,e,e is a strong tc.ule.icy

^.o,d, i.s>,cpl...ed l,y a
/"y^';^^,'^;;.;;"" This dialect possesses too

to clip olV final vowels in all «o'^"
.j^ so indeed that a

many- words V"""-'
t^'^'^^^Vtwo srtsun,a"meu is often all but

conversation earned <"> 1''='"^™ *"^
;iti,ough the latter might be

unintelligible to a na ue
f

,T"'; °' »'";°
j^',, of the oth.rs. In

able to niake himse f

""'^'^f"^.'^^is ised kno«n only to tne

many country districts
^'"".".f^^fJto any Japanese of the better

„easants, ''n'U^f^"^''"^,?V^f^^jSL Even in eases where the

class who comes from
^,^' ^'^^*/S a^peeuUar intonation or pro-

rciSrr,^^Si-" a^to convey the impression

triets, and the abstruse Chinese chaiacters a e y
^^^.^^ ^^^^,^^_

of the ordinary Japanese P;» ^'j. ,XX\ of the rest ; on most

ters are used, and the
f."''", ^"X "^f'^^a al,o in the newspaprs

of the Government n«''<^^^'"'i''„f
u'le ower dasse*. the reacbng

published for the express benefit ol tie 10
^^^ ^^^ ^,^

If any Chinese characters used is gne.a^^^^^^
fte Chinese

Una. It is only among the 'Jft"/;'""^^ ^^^ The dictionaries

writing is -ellunderstoodand ncommmi use
^^^^^^^^^

used are arranged after «
^

";' ^^Vof s rokes contained in it,

looked out, according to the number
.^ ^^^^ ^^^^

under its proper radical, fhe list o
^^^.^ ^^ ^, ^

China, and they are always T"''*^*'" ^^K'
^^ „f ,^eh character m

commencement ot the ^'ctionary. At *',',

^\^'^,,^„i„,i„g of the true

the work is placed the J"r™!=^^j^'^t "«/th meaning in Japanese

Chinese sound, and
"'"^''"'^"fXtfonaries tor the rSnning hand,

colloquial. There ^/^n'ecuil dictionan. s loi
.^ ^^^ _^_^ ^

This style consists of tlie ordina y ™='Y "•;"/;;„t j^ termed the

rule very unlike the square hand,
^J"*

a'^o « J exceedingly

^.g.as.'' hand, .which IS yery much abteevi^^^^^^^^^

Sc^rbrk^n::;vn utSten Xuy impossible to look it up ui a

t-„r, ," nreciselv the same Writin6

aictionao'. ^be pen. and ink used lu-^^^^^ are,read matenai..

as the Chinese ; tl"=""'=r'iti"ti^ column to the extreme rigat of and

downwards, commencing witli "^^
J; ^g^k is thus where our asoges.

t^ reader. The begninmg of

^j-f^^^^^^'g t^in, and in rolls the

volumes end. The paper -4^-^^;-^ ;, mlished ;.for offie.al

^vTitten part temg toin off wUen r
^^^ ^^^ f^.i^.on.

despatches large ruled ^^e^\'
°L\" 3 pUeedVt the toot ot the page

The signature of the writer
^^^'''^Xed is written near the top, with

while the name of the F"^°?f'J'.'^'t Vhenever the title ot the

Tome honorific title ^PP^^fdocument iJ is either placed as the

sovereiirn occurs m an official "oeuu
, generaUy pt

firs character in a fresh eol^'^^.^J^^'^^ff^Mt vacant in.mediately

Se sufficient to contain one eharae er is 1

^^^^ ^^^^^

abov e it. In a letter -lo^erous honorihcs aie
^^^^^ ^^^

^:riihS:ei^£^-:rrns^lt^
t*' rhe^-D^^g^n^^Ceiot." 5 •'^^^^^Ti^U rotally Aino.

''^Thetnguag/of the ^i-^t'-fsin
be island ot^^^^ ^

distinct from the pure ^.''P™^'' to^^row light upon it, and it

tiist any Batisfactory dictionary to
'^J^.^i S„,„i, intelligible to

can now only be regard d as ^
kind

0^^ ^J^^.^^^^^ ,1 the mo

the Ainos alone. Whcthei tms
^ ^^^^itants ot Japan, it is

ancient form of ^P.^ee/^ "™°
fl.^^^J" in sound resemble rure

impossible to conjfture. U cio
^^^ io,,.er key. j,.^ki^

Japaneso. teing gnttnra , a nl P°ken
^ ^^ „, ,, Rmlaia

ke nartres ol the
^'"V"

6™"? ^'^ ?
^ j ^ from J^.Pfnef

;

own, but tMs does no
f

"='
^^,""J„5es speak Japanese with per-

Manv ot tire persons of the bettei ci r
officials areae-

fect Lrrectne^ss, and * '^/^^ fo'/^ira The Kiukiu tongue may

chiefly used.'
Literature.

Literature in Japan has ot ^^-^r:^^.^^^
and careful study than

'"."""'' Jfoas compared with those exist-

multitude of recently P"'^;*;'l,^°°^^Tie "Seduction. of printing

no oven less than a centuiy "S"- '', , the principal cause o£ .

p4ses with movable type has "» J°"''t;^''Ji l^J, a work of great

[;, s; wooden blocks were m use faiealier.bu ^^^_^^^ ^^

bom- to I'verfe
them • and as lily a c^

^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^

c luld be struck from ihem, in tn. c
, As many ot the

:ei the demand very soon exceeded the supply .^ ,^

'''^r:tTtht"- giS SFfficW^n procuring specimens of

*l,rr^S'Snes Kioto w.s the l^ncipal if not almost^

onW seat of haruing ami literature n J. pan. 1 ^^ ^^^ ^^j

a d^euds kept the inhabitants of Aaste.p ^^ ^j^^.^. ^y^

?oo fully occupied with
""l'"7;oacful pursuits, even had they so

to cnoa^e in more learaed ""'1.1'ejeeini 1
enjoyed a tar more

:i.hed.= The court ot he
'-^«f ^ ^^o°„g tlia^ court devoted

tF->^"^-^!'?;:'^ftoltoa;^^rsuits.^oetrywas
ythemhd^King rnai. lu.».v — - ,,

tnunuil existence, aim ^^ "„;»." Poetry was by them neia

mveswith^esttohte^Tpu^^^^ ,1,, of their

riiction-

aries.

thein'selveswitliEestiou..»-..j t;'".r"„
the greater share

n high honour, and received P"^'^r%t^^3^
,,,0 to have been »

attention ;.but tlie ^"''"^S "^ 1 of hese, still extant, afford

favourite <«^"P.^''°^
?,?ift int"' he mode of li'e then Prevalent

:t^;7c^":s;^^%-::;:t:[^:^t .. works ot

.

Ixtant was ^"^^'^
}-J 'f l^'JlJnsn-.^y adapted to,the mind.

c ntmy, -hen the learned were devote'leiney
^^^ .^ ^ ^^^,

Chinese the cultivation of the Japanese 1 ng „
^^^.^^ ^^^,

Measure abandoned to the ladies of the cou
^^ ^^

portion ot the best -"t™S%°V^[,e namel ot numerous poetesses

Ls the work «£ 7»X'd
"dmiration even at the present

and authoresses are quotea wii-u

Chan.betlalu, Alc»ck, Heptum.
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Ancient

•ecords.

The earliest of the extaut Japanese records ff. a work entitled 1

•/he».or " Record of Aucient JIattei-s ' rU'U-r>,only asseited
^

h,sto,7 are sa.d to lutve te^^ ^"1 ^_.
^^ ^^^^^^^^ ,„

nreserv^l. The empeim
J« '^, ^ \„ t^ke measures to preserve

,: ?m tn^tiousS obl'^u. and he therefore h.d aU the

rleords tl en eTtin- carefully examined, compaved and purged I

records "'^l' ;^'-"''=
„„,„euts were then committed to memory

W*a Tersotin the nperld bonsehold, named Hiyeda no Are.

B^e'ora^ this r cord could be reduced to writing, the emperor died,

£Vi^r.5rL^l\i;:^.^itt-!:d^?^s

ofclines^ ideas. Both works may l^^.d^^enbed as an, le^t 1

cosmogony and legends of antiquity ; *^yf't¥i'°l'.v formed

the subject of numerous coinmentanes. Of these iattei miii .

Motoori Noriraga, who lived during the ISl^ "ntuiv
J^^^"^ fg'g"

The piinting of this great work ^^"s l>eS"n i" I'SD. ana

in 1822, Uotoori himself having died in 1801
theDftinJ-

hi,, ties, hcishi, or 'Olistory "f^^.e.t Japan ,n .

^^^ ^^ lyeyasu's
books, 'fhis was composed umlei tie airec

,,g.„_;^-00, ^om-
grandsons, the famous second 1°'^/

*^*'i,{ust;Fou noble was

,nost worthy of note is the Nilon Oua^slu, or .^^t"°f.^-l^^^to
Japan," byiuauthor;,an.edfhi San,.

0^^^^^^^^

a so composed several otliev works, al oi inem lu i-.

g^y.^rs

The oJishi is the most widely read, ami .f°™^
tfi^Xfea™ of

from which Japanese n.fii of education derive their know edge oi

the hStory of their own country, it was first published m 1827,

lud nnmSrs twenty-two volumVs ; the author was "ecupred for no

less than twenty yearj in its eomi«sition ;
and ne appends a li,t ol

Iwo hundred an^d«ty.nine JapaiLe and Chinese wcnksromw^^^^^^^^^

ho drew his materials. The book treats, in order, of
f'lF'?,.

famffie-s that heU supremacy after the
J™™™-^™!"* ?^t

mmtory dominatio-i and the decadence of the mikados authority,

"d tkus introduces the reader to the Taira Minaraoto, Hojo,

TTn^nnoki Kitta Ashikaga, later Hojo, Takeda, Uyesngi, lion,

OU Toyotom"and Toku|a\a house..' Many of these sections are

eecessanlv veiV short, as they treat of only one or perhaps two

S!^»S?ons ^ul the records of the chief clans are of considerable

kS The "^ierinvariablyidontifies himself with the particular

lamflvin each case, and this the transactions of two or more

Sns wlio.s?rove together for the supreme power at certain epochs

Lave to be detailed twice or even thrice, each time from a different

Mint of view and with varied colouring. The whole period thus

n°heai^ed ertends from the middle of the 12th centnry to be

be^Stog :fthe 18th. Many other historical works -nst, written

to less itamed style, and adapted for popular reading and the

SstTMtion of young rtudents. The Gcmpci Scisuth or "Record

of the Rise anj FaU of the Gen and ga."i3 a noteworthy specimen

"
1 See a no.t interesting paper entitled " The Keyiv.l of Pin-e SWnt6 " by E.

«.tow!u. Se Tra«t<KI:o^ «/ 'A« ^•w'" Socut) o/ Japan, ToL 111, 1S71-6.

Lnt

of its class • it treats only of the two rival clans of Minamoto and

IH 1 and 'of the deeds and feats of arms performed by the heroes

on both sides Most of these popular histories are dlustrated by

woodcnts; in many cases taken f?om portraits, &c., m ancient scrolls

"'poetry'h^ving always been a favourite stndy, it is not surprising Poetry

that thJre shlufd exist numerous volumes of verses either writteii

or coUectel by the old court nobles. Of these the most ancient is

lLM.my6shiu,0T " Collection of a Myriad Leaves," which dates

Piotablyfrom early in the 8th century. But this work, notwith-

^» t;„^it, trreat antianitv, is perhaps less familiar to the Japanese

tnt^ hf jS^i-S, o^'''C?ollect^n of One Hundred Tersons

whSh appeared considerably later, and includes some pieces written

L emptors themselves, this was followed by almost numberless

min^ TOlumes of 'the same kind. Veise-making attained to snch

fTour thaUt was a usual custom for one of the nobles to invite

to.eAer seveml of his friends noted for their scholarship solely

foftlie purpose of passing away the time m this occupation. The

CO 1 ctio^^s hus obtained lere either kept in the original n.anuscri^
coueoi,iu.

......pnience The veises were m nearly all cases in

?K kiowna Z'hichn^^^^

ese ode as opposed to the shr, or style of Chinese poetry ">trodn ed

fn later years, and much aflected by men of learning. The ula

usuaUy consists of thirty-one syllables, the arrangement l>eing m

what may be called 5 Unes, containing 5, 7, 5, /, and 7 syllables

IspecdvelT. Ihe meaning is continuous, though there is of en

'u^lVt 1 VeaV at the end of the third line, what follows being

?n an the s to what has gone before, or a fresh simile with iden-

1
Ll me n ng but a varieS expression. Thus if the position oi

the two portions of the whole ^tahe reversed, the meaiung is

oenerX in no way altered. Each nia is complete m itself, and

f'presses one single idea. The Japanese do not possess any great

epFcs or any didactic poems, thougii some of their lyncs are happy

examples of quaint ways of thought and modes of expression. It ls

howev r a h^ard task to translate them into a foreign toi.gne wi h

any hope of giving an exact rendering of the al usions ?onta.ned m
?he ori»biah^ The uta are often inscribed on long strips of vai^e-

laid paper- and it is even now a common practice, when offering a

Se ent to send with it a verse comp,.=ed for the occasion by he

5 t!r' Amin even down to very rect it times, when a man had

drrminXc'onmiU siUcrde. orw.^s abo .t to hazard his life m some

Ti ^the nttlvrurAng him to the deed. It is sta ted in Japanese

hltoie^th" t Sanitomofthe third and last Mjun of the Minamoto

house was so extravaga'iitly fond of poetry that any cnminal could

escape punishment by offering
'"'",/' f^futeratnre is that treat- G.o-

Pr^bly the larges section o^ Japanese 1 em
^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^^^

,„g to ™%;^f/'., j„^h resemblance to the county histories-m

TgS.- AWSygeog.^^^^^^^^^
ablt store of historical mformatio^.^w h-l^^-/^™',^^ir,.ithout diffi-

head of each section. 1 be traveiie can
^^^

cultv the names of the principal villages, riveis i» 's.

!^
•

decSe what temples shrines,, or ?;°-™-*^4 ^'^S.^'^^edve par-

worthy of a visit. ^^"^^
'^'"S ^^^^^^^^ Jery Map^

ticular attention. The
f-^P;""^ J,,^!! r^; Vooden blocks, copper-

correct ; the greater, part are ,^t™f'; ™°ilToduced. Ma ly of the
plate engraving ^l^^^-S

^^f^„,t\^e fd dJwn"'* ^"^^ 'i'"^^^°f
sheets are coloured. The ff'^f^i'.'.tj,^ former castle-towns, the

care, and distinctive marks are aUotterl to tneiormer

pos^towns, and the minor vJl^ges t^^
staU cha acTe^ along the

fts nearest neighbour IS usnaUy added in smauc
^^^^^^ ^^

Uneindicatmg the ^„7'':, J^Jhow o^lTa few provinces, and
Uio country ;

'"ost of tl^^^^^^^^'
^^^^ plate being devoted to

some ™°^'jt ?f
^ =7il°, o Tu7ho^ities and of the larger towns

:rfei^Uy^;ru?:;iJr!d"hesearedra^^^^^^^^^^

^-%St^:;s,1iVeS.t^:tn^t%fu^^Ve/^^^

-T^;r;^7ra»ter,y treat^« on th^subj^, entitled C,«.ica, Poe.r, ^ t^^

/UPjI-s, by E. H. Chamberlain, Lopdan, 1880
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editions have been reprinted. Some works on ancient jrottery and
'>ther antiquities have also appeared.

4)rama. The drama does not hold in Japan the position it enjoys in

F-uropean countries. No classic author such as Shakespeare wng
'.ver known, ai;d the pieces represented on the stage areas a rule of

I popular character. The style of these plays is oftt-n rather stilted,

1 large number of ancient and almost obsolete words and expres-

sions being used; but the ordinary farces and light pieces are in

the everyday colloquial. Theatre-going is a favourite amusement,
"Specially among tlie lower classes in the larger towns.

'Mews- Tbs growth of the newspaper press during the past few years

papers, deserves special attention. At the period of the recent revolution

there existed but one publication that could be properly classed under
'

this head,—the so-called ''Government Gazette," which was read

only by the official class, for wboni alone its contents possessed any

interest. Rut since then so many newspapers have come into

existence that the list fov the whole country now comprises

several hundreds. In the chief cities they are issuedfcdaily, in

country districj;s every two or three days or only once a week.

The Tokid papers have the widest circulation, and are forwarded

even to the most remote post-towns. Among these the Nichi-mchi

(S'Am&uw ("Daily News"), the CA<37/a 5A.?'m6wrt ^" Court and Country

News"); and the Hdchi Shimhun ('* Information News") are per-

haps the best known ; the first-named is a semi-oflBcial organ.

These journals appear on every day except holidays. Tney are all

similar in style : the first page contains Government notifications

and a leading article, the second miscellaneous iteros of information,

and the third contributed articles, sometimes of a political but

oftener of a popular or satirical character, while the fourth page is

devoted to advertisements. The papers are chiefly printed from

movable metal type. The style of composition is principally

Chinese, interspersed with kana at intervals ; but the papers pub-

lished for the express benefit of the very low classes are almost

entirely in kana, and are in many cases illustrated by rough wood-

tuts. Freedom of the press is as yet unknown, and many an editor

has been fined gr imprisoned for publishing what was dceme.l by the

officials au infraction of the press laws recently notified- These

laws are in some respects very stringent, and the newspaper press is

in no slight degree trammelled by them. Before a paper is started,

a petition requesting the permission of Government must be sent

in, and a promise made that if such permission be granted the

press laws shall be strictly obeyed. The paper, once it is started,

is under the supervision of the local officials, and whatever they

may deem to be a contravention of the laws in question is punished

by fine, imprisonment, or suspension or total abolition of the

offending journal. It is needless to point out that under this

.system anything like free and open criticism of the proceedings of

Government is well nigh impossible, although ingenious plans have

been contrived, whereby, though keeping within the actual letter

of the law, the editor can proclaim his true views on the subject

under discussion. A very common method is to draw a satirical

picture of Japan under the name of some other country. The bonds
imposed by the Government are felt to be galling, and perfect

freedom of the press would be hailed with delight by the exceed-

ingly largo and influential class interested in the maintenance and
^-ablication of this kind of literature.

""Novels. Another large section consists of romapces or novels, some of

considerable length. In many instances the fiction is woven in with

a certain degree of historical fact, as, for instance, in following the

supposed adventures of some noble's retainer, during one of the

campaigns of the medireval civil wars. In these, as in European

works of the same description, the reader is generally introduced to a

hero and heroine, whose thrilling adventures are described in graphic

terms. Pretty little fairy-tales also abound, and short story-books

with small woodcuts fill every bookstall in the stn-ets. Slany of

these are entirely written in kana, and, the prices being very moile-

rate, they are within the reach of even the lowest classes. Unfortu-

nately, hardly any of tliese popular works would bear translation

into a foreign language. Cliiidren's toy books, illustrated with
large and giiudy pictures in colours, and representing chiefly the

warlike heroes of ancit'nt days or the noted actors of modern
times, complete the final section of the very interesting literature

of Jap;m. ^T. M'C.)

Art.

The range of Ja^ianese art, its origin, and its progress, in con-
nexion A\"ith some of its most characteristic features, cannot fail to

interest all true lovers of art, especially as applied to industries and
manufactures. In this latter category should be placed all those

applications of art "In tlie va.^t and diversified region of human
life and action," to quote Mr Gladstone's words, " wher&a distinct

purpose of utility is pursued, and where the instrument employed
aspires to an outward form of beauty,"—in which consists " the

great mass and substance of the Kutist-Leben, the art-life of a

people." As it is within these limits that art has taken its chief

development in Japan it is in this respect more especially that some
account will be eiven here of its leadii^ cbaractera and principles.

If art in its application to purposes of utility may be taken as

the first stage in all countries towards the higher art more especially

appealing to the imaginative and intellectual faculties, the degree

of perfection attained by any nation in this first Kitnst-Leben must
be taken into account in judging of their artistic power and
capabilities. Viewed in this light, it is not too much to say
that no nation in ancient or modern times has been richer in

Art-motifs and original types than the Japanese. They un-
doubtedly have the merit of having created one of the few original

schools of decorative art handed down to us from past ages,—

a

school uninfluenced by any foreign admixture, if ve except the

first rudiments of all their arts and industries, derived in remote
periods from their more advanced neighbours the Chinese, but frbm
that time left to native influences and powers of development.

A strangely constituted race, unlike even the Chinese, from whom
in fact they may have descended, voluntarily maintaining an iso-

lated state for a long succession of ceuturies, the Japanese nation

has grown up undtr the circumstances best adapted to produce
originality, and the "insular pride" so natural in their isolated

f>OBition among a group of islands in the Pacific Ocean. Thua
eft to themselves, tlw genius of the race has led them' rather to

direct their efforts to confer beauty on objects of common utility

and materials of the lowest value than to create masterpieces of ait

to be immured in palaces or only exhibited in museums. The
faculty of making common and familiar things tell pleasuraMy

upon the ordinary mind, by little artistic surprises aud fresh in-

terpretations of the common aspects of natural objects and scenes,

is specially their gift, and a gift as valuable as it is rare. It is

from this standpoint that the art of Japan should be viewed for

a right appreciation of its claims to admiration, and for the propei'

application of the lesson it conveys to art-wbrkmeu and manufac-

turers of objects of utility.

Previous to the London Interaational Exhibition of 1862 Japan
nad in fact been a sealed book to the Western world, save in so fnr

as a small collection of industrial and natural products of tho

country to be seen at the Hague could afford inf'.rmation. The
Portuguese via Macao, and later the Dutch .traders allowed to

occupy ft factory at Nagasaki in Japan in the 17th and ISth

centuries, were in the habit of shipping a few articles for Europe,

of utilitarian rather than ornamental character. These consisted

cliiefly of dinner services of porcelain made to order after European
models—kno\vn as "Old Japan"—with heavy gilding and staring

colours, as unlike any native wdrk as can well be imagined. Lac-

quered cabinets and large coflers or chests of rough workmanship also

found their way to Europe, and some of these are still occasionally to

be mot with in old country houses or curiosity shops, both in England
and on the continent. When the London exhibition, therefore, mado
its display in the " Japanese court," followed, as this was, by a great

exhibition in Paris in 1867 and in Vienna in 1875, the Japanese

contributions to which were carefully selected on a large scale by
the Japanese Government itself, Ihe rich treasures of art-work

came upon Europe as a new revelation in decorative and indu.'itnal

arts, and have continued since to exercise a strong and abiding inllu-

ence on all industrial art-work. In London, as in ev^ry Continen-

tal capital, specimens ofJapanese manufacture in great variety

speedily followed in the shop windows ; and large importations,

taking place almost monthly at depdts in London, are speedily

bought up to bo distributed over the country, and sold in retail.

In the International Exhibition of Paris in 1878, the "Japanese

court " again presented a matchless collection of perfect workman-
ship and design in every variety of material. In textile fabrics,

such as silks, gauzes, crapes, and embroidery ; in bronzes,

cloisonnes, champleve, repousse, inlaid and damascened work ;

in art-pottery, faience, and porcelain ; and in lacquer and carved

wood and ivory,—there was a bewildering variety ; but only one

opinion prevailed as to the palm of siiperiority due to them.

The inferiority of most of the articles of the same class exhibited

in the adjoining "Chinese court," which from its close proxi-

mity provoked while it afforded every facility for a close com-
parison, was very marked. If other test of excellence were needed,

it is amjdy supplied by the flattery of imitation ; though the mis-

chief of merely copying Japanese ai-t work, without any knowledge

of the history, religion, popular legends, or the artistic tastes which

inspire the workman in Jap^n, is obvious in the vulgarized repro-

ductions and the incongruous combinations now so common.
They may be Japanesque, but they are certainly not Japanese in

spirit, feeling, or execution. Defects are exaggerated, and excel-

lences are lost sight of altogether.

Before proceeding with a general survey of the most characteristic Art.

features of Japanese art, it may be useful for purposes of reference lit.-ra-

to give a list of English works that have appeared in recent years tu.-e.

on this subject. Mr John Leighton in the spring of 1863 was the

first to draw public attention to the collection of Japanese objects in

the exhibition of 1862 and their artistic merit, by a lecture delivered

at the Royal Institution, which was afterwards printed.
_
Dr C.^

Dresser, in hia Art -ofDecorative Design, published his opinion that

Japan co^d "supply the world with the most beautiful domestia
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the power of accurate imitation and wthf^'""'^°,'^'"™"™ "nd
and freedom of hand which only ill * ?•* ''''''=''<cy »f touch
bair's brcdth deviation of a Ce^ or fbe^.r I? •""?•'<' ^i^'- A
dot or an angle is f-it,) •*„

'""e, or the slight mc ination of n
Chinese and the Ja'pan^'se. 'Vf™ thtv^T^''^

""'"' ^"""s be
therelore in drawing, they are pos°es*e7of,b' 1° "'' ^^^ P'^^"l
in accuracy of eye and free command of tbK°?' instruments
Japanese art worker sets himsel?™o civ A .

/"'''• ^'^'^^''- a
or to give play to his fancy in combhi'^L f^ "\'^ ^'^"'^ bim
^ome Ideal m his mind, the^result?nuTlI?.b '' ^' ^'' ''"' "itb
of execution and easy grace in all he'Ss " " ^'"^''' f''"'*'?

^^'^^^t^^yi^i::^:^^^^^^^^. treat eveiy object

W?r., 7t ?'"^^^<i °ther and ver^Tdmirl.'^ i""*'
"rt, though

Without being, as Mr Cutler iJ^17 ^"""^ble decorative effec??
-sun.es ignofLt ofch^™:; Th':;i:"^^T<= ot'- -" ;

« true that they usually, thouah not inv»?7 f,
^'^^ """^ ^badow, ii

as on a vase and so ispense wi?h bo,h 1^ P'"" '" "^t tones

^es,gn. The delicacy of toucht
:veU'ie^Lr.,':rhtrbird'

I

Jbet£^?.Sr-;i»^=^:j^S4S
gonl

'f
' tKe'^olfe'tloT "^^—

^ -' is over and

ft^'-o'-at on of taste inevitably setfn
1""^'°'" ""^s arrived and a

leading to imitations of EuronV^T^ * .*''°"gbtand?«o(,/o ,°j
reason to he grateful to tb.P," ''.'"'ganties, we have tl,;;,
and Mr Cutiel-,W i nde^Xn to"'

''^^
'^'^r^ BowesVtdXexamples works produced i^' he m^sf'Sr;^ ^Z

^".^tly and ?a"Sa singularly gifted people. One o^ tb /.

^°' P^"°J 'n the life "fJaijanese art is individuality yVhtact^rf"^?'''^
''''•''"-^ "f-'li«hich the absence of all unifo™,v ,

" '" the treatment bv
secured. Repetition withou an^"?'

'"^- "•"""tony or sameness isJapanese. He will no tolSe t? ?'""'"? '^ abhorrent to e -ervuniformity by mechanical eTrocuc^irHrs^t™'' '^''='™ ""Slet him endure the labour of alwi « 'r, i

tempei,.ment will notH nee the repetition of two artWe? th^e ev"?'^
"'' ''""' P-^eTn.and, generally, the diametrical dvisL^f " "^^ °^ eacri otherare instinctively avoided „=

^'"''en ofany space into equal narf,

lZF'r% r -- anyTwo le tes'ortf '
"" Product?ou Tat;

points shall be exactly alikl Th! ,

''" ''^""> tree, which in aU

exceUence of the art of Janan It. ^ .
'""^ originality and theat symmetry not by an e^Sdivi on'of?^'^

''''''^' ^like aimby a certain balance.of corresno ,df, w .P""^ "^ «« do, but rather
other, and „ot numericXy P^e^''^^.^"'-

'^='^i'

<i"rerent from he

^^? " i^'r?'^^ .fetS? ft,til-:;^-
itenS:^-^S«-- ^5^u,^
aJ^te-^s;;! t'^^r^S^~t::;t':r:^j;:

r-r^i^eh^s^^;sS~-«^^i!st-^-!

Japanese artist. The same law ,>^ fiifL'^"'
(?°tsteps works the

^ the plumage of birds, thrmlnf„5 ^r"?
^" "''tu'-e's creation,

marking of shells, and in all the ?nfil ,^ ^ butterflies' wings, the
floral kingdom, the lesson is con wlvl'/'"^'^ \°"^ '^'^'•'uty of theAmong flowers the whole famlfv ^n

"^•^'°*'^'"'>'°ervant eye
tastic extravagance and mimicTmUattnT'^fi''- 'T"''

"" "'"• fan-
especiajly prolific in examples of sv^i^. "^'"I^s and insects, is
repetition of similar parts or divilb^^.."^'^

"^"='' "''""'"t anymay take any one of^lL class "most 'a^t" 'T '"""^'''- ^e
Illustration. The Oncid7„r„ 7 , • ' at random for a perfect
eecentric or iar<,,n7SfXr o "t^trnql^ „V ""."i^^^

«" "-tuneven number of similar parts and
/.^'"''y

."J
"."-ebids. But in its

,

by which a symmetrical whole SZaZ/T^^-"" ^°™ "nd colour
desired. The sepals are nearfyPuke A*'''!' '^.n^tlnng left to be
shape, or colour-marking. These arpl»l ""i

''"""' "'^'' '" si^e,
two petals which matchfach other b"t - 1''' "?' ^^ ">""• ^-ut b^

shape than the sepals aud iW.'n i /I .broaderand more ovato
Ike the sepals,, they are brnd^ttv'^!"? ''^r''

'"-^ sP°tted
length with a deep chestniTf n I

'^^ P^'?'"''' to about half thcir
tbe centre is pureVbi?e and wb^.l,"'

''!"/ "^"^ *« 'iP "sing fron
colour, the c^^est risinl fr™ tlf^ '^''^"l"'

'" form, texturl, and
with patehes of reddisf-brown

"'' ""'' *"''^'-^'^s is yeUolvih!
i his assemblage of mrtc ^„'j- • -

nevertheless form°s a sin^l eIwer'o7exce'."/''™>'
"""''" ^nd colour,

affording the sti-ongest'con^rTsL and tb
"^

* '"" '^'"""^"J'aUe, such as delieht thp irf greatest variety imacin-
may be taken as off ring fafr f^nf' T,:?' ^. °''"d.

. The oSs
And thus, close studen?itnaturr',.°r '"' ''''^' '" "" "t work-
as tfie Japanese art workmaril 1

P^cesses, methods, and effeci;
replicas Lm his "nly art ma" er Th?5

'''^' "> P™d"ce humb e
proceeds in all his Lora"?« work

"' ^^^^^
repetition of any lines and spacrs and I? ?"^ stadiously the exact

fe::t^:-i^--HS -ti^t=

-

fr-obseryingthe,4akpo;S;-^?J^!i<^l--SJi^:;j£
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Potterj

and
porce-

Lun.

Thus if a laoitisr tox in the fonn of » parallslogrim b the object,

the artists will act divide it in two equal carts by 3 perpendicaiar

Tine, bat byadiagonil. as offering a more piessuig iiae and division.

If the bos be roiind they will seek to lead the eye away from the

uated regularity of the circle by a pattern distractmg atteErion, as,

for eiainple, by a zigzag breakirLg the clrcalar oatline, and sup-

ported, by other omanieats.
^

A similar feeling iashown bythem as celourists, aad, though some-

times eccentric and darin? in their contrasts, they very seldom pro-

duce discords in their chromatic scale. They have undoubtedly a.

fine sense of colour in common with other Eastern races, and a simt-

larl7 delicate and subtle feeling for harmonioos blending of hrflliant

and' sober hues. As a rale they seem to prefer a quiet and reSned

stvle, using full but low-toned colours. They know the value cf

tright colours, however, and how best to urllije them cleverly, both

supporting and contrasting them with their secondaries and comple-

mentarias, as llr Leighton remarks.

Having thus taken a very rapid glance at some of the leading

featnres of Japanese decorative art as a whole, and traced the prin-

ciples that underlie and in great degree determine the proce^
Tjy which the workman seeks to realize his ideal while taking

nature's methcls for his guide, we mast now pass in review the

several art-industries in which they have most excelled. The

following accouut ot these, though by no means supplyrag an _ei-

laostive list, may be considered to include the principal industries.

Such, however, is Jie delicacy of touch and sMIl in fnanioalation

exhibited bv Jaf nese workmen of all kinds that, apart 6om the

general principles applied in all decorative processes, the simplest

tov box of wood or papier-lnache is apt to be made a work of art, and

aa" a piece of coustructive workmanship is not easily rivalled, or

in danger of being mistaken for the work of any other than Japanese

Polttry and Porcelain.—There has been much discussion as to

the source whence the Japanese derived their skiQ in pottery and

porcelain. The general 'conclusion that, at a remote era, ^^orne

Corean priests introduced the manuractory cf porcelain from China, !

the country most advanced in civ-LIi;ation in the eastern half of Asia,
j

may be accepted as sulScieEtly attested. There is evidence that

both Chinese and Japanese have since that time borrowed Urgely
j

&0U1 each other, while invenring new forms and proceases by their ,

own ingenuity, taste, and skiQ. Thus differences in treaanent

and working traditions would become the inheritance of each,

giving rise to the very characteristie distinction wfSch may bo
|

observed in the present day between Chinese and Japanese por-
|

celain and pottery of all kinds, notwith^anding a certain generic

likeness. The discovery of the art cf making hard porcelain, the
[

fOie dun of the French 'in contradistinction to the jidSi tsuirt, cost

European workmen much time and labour, after she first importa-
|

tions of Chinese and Japanese pon-elain excited the admiratioa and

envy of Europe ; and the secret was never revealed by either

Chinese or Japanese to any Europeiu.

There are to this day many secrets of these crafts as jealously
]

aparded as ever. Tlie mystery of crackled china, of lace-work

translucent porcelain covered with glaze, and of the marvellous egg-

shell cups, and the process whereby these are enamelled and covered

by a fine woven case of bamboo, as well as the composition and

sources of their colours, are still so many secrets to the European

manufacturers, although something has been divined or discovered

quite lately as to crackle and lace-work porcelain.

The Japanese of lite have been much given to lacquering their

porcelain, but' very often this is not burnt in, and washes ofl!—nor

even in the beginning has it much beauty to recommend it. Their

enamel p;iinting on this porcelain is in many cases very delicate and

beautiftd both in design and colour,—but perhaps not as a rule

equal to the fine specimens of China of the lling dynasty, or even

of the reign of Kanghi, who was a great patron of the arts early

in the Isth century." Of the art-pottery and stoneware of Satsuma

and Hizen, and indeed of many other provinces in Japan, it may
be said tiiat nothing better in tiie material has ever been producei

The Japanese have no pretension to rank with the classic designs on

the Etruscan and Greek vases, because they have never learned to

draw the human figure correctly. But in flowers, birds, fishes, and
insects the Greeks themselves never approached the peifection of

Jauanese art, where sucii objects give a beauty and value often to

the very commonest piece of pottery, made with the finger and
thumb tor the chief tool^ and retaining the impress of the skin on

the surface.
_ _

'

The great variety of pottery and ceramic ware produced in Japan

may most conveniently he arranged under the three head? adopted

by'Kr Franks in his useful At-i Sotnidbcok for ths CoUictic-a m
the Sai'Jh Kinsintjtan Mumko, :

—

{V) common pottery and stone-

ware ; \ 2 a cream-coloured faience, with a glaze often crackled

and deUcately raiuted in colours ; (3) hard porcelain. The best

account perhatjs of the very varied substances used iij the Japanese

in TTAHntr these wares and forming their porcelain clay is to be

found in the report published under the authority of the Japanese

roQunission, Zi Jispim d VExposiiiotL Umvffrxils-de 1S7&

Porcelain painted or enamelled with Sowers and other de^gii3 la

lar-^Iy produced in the province o f Hiren in the island of Kinshiu, ai

which Nasasaki where there are large manufactories, is a port; bs*

it is also manuiictared in a gu-at number cf other provinces and

districts. The decoration, whether in enamel colours or metals, is

laid on after the final burning of the day or J.AV, and above tbe

claze. But ti;e artists often live apart from the factories ani

independent cf them, ^i-orking at their own homes, and owEing,

separately or jointly according to circumstances, small ovens, where

at a comparatively low temperature they can fix their easily fused

enamels. Thus much cf the finer egg-shell porceUia Bsed » be

sent in the white state to Tokio, Hizeti, and other ^aces, there

to be decorated by artists of Ic-al celebtity.- Eot from tbe Hi^i
factories also comes a great quantity of low-clas porcdaiB for ship

ment at Xagasaki, to suit tie demand of the European markets.

That for the^most part is vulgar in taste, made on &iropeaB modela

for domestic use, and consists cf toilet sets, tea services, jais, tiays,

tc, coarsely even if elaborately p~iinted, akin to the ware so long

nJceived from Canton trnder stmiliT conditions of Jeterseratioo.

The colours are bad, with no refine'i to ass. Light greeny red, and

blue, all poor in quality, are most coa-.m>:n, and have a Ta]gar_aDd

disagreeable effect. Triis is the restdt of a demand for cheip artides

bv tradesmen who have no taste themselves. Bat Anta, Kioto,

Kasa, Satsuma, and Owari are all centres whence the most char-

Ecteristio and admired eoamie wares of Japan are oMained.

Several vscieties of enameDed and fainted Eiienoe are predneed in

all, and front Satsoma aad Onaii, especially the former, the &ieiice

is very rich. The delicate tints of the paste, and the better gnamd
which tbeplti tendn furnishes for tbe reception <£ enamel colacia

comrarcd with the fiU dure of the polished poicdain, pve »
special beaiity to all this ware, while the soft ereamj-Ionking

crackled glaze adds an additional dann. .
_ ^

There is a kind of terra cotta and pottery« earthoiware indasfTy

in Japan of which the piodace has heen laigdy eipaited of late

vears in the form of jars and tensers or Sover-pots. The objeeta

sele.;ted for the decorative part are Bsaally in very hi|:h idief aiid

ronghlv modelled. consisSng of flowers, foliage, or animals, hot their

artistic merit is cot great, thoogh as specimens of technical skill

and mastery of ail the ^jHStTltii-a oEioel by snbjeet and matsid
thev are'verv remarkable.

_

Laapia- fTare.—China has ^ven its name to all poiceUm in r.-.? -t:qt:

Western world, as the eoontiy whence it was fir* imported. J^a "ire.

has Japan given its nameto all lacqner ware, firs* inttO'^"

knowledge and admirati<»i of Emope in the 17th oeatc:

discovery of that country. The hrantr and excelVnce

lacquer ware have never been giatched in Buope. ^

China, where tiie Tamtsh tree is also inUgeBOQS, and t

Eiav date quite as far back, has eqoality been ever au^^^^^
Japan reigns sopnaue. now is at first, is this, the moat heantilol

and perfect produet of all her skSIed laboor and artistic powo^
Tne unmatched and apparently immatfhjWffheairtr rf Japaaeae

lacquer may be due to many caoses. The vamish tree is of seraal

kinds, and the Vmahi tree growmg in Japan (the freit of which

yiells the vegetable wax), &om which isderwedftelaeqiierTaiBBh,

supplies, it is said, a finer gam than any otha-o* tbesamespeota.

It is extracted from the tree at paificnlar seasons oaly, hx iadmms
in the bark, ar.d from first to last isaibjeeted to many manipiiIatioBa

and refining processes, conducted with a patJent attention ud adeli-

cacy such as could with di£culty be seemed inany other caoatiy,

—

per'haps not in Europe at any cos*. It admite in tiiese paoegBea

of various admiitorei of colomng matter, and feom Ae fits* gidier-

ins to the last use of it in hi^ify Wished wort, iannaaing care aa

to^the dryness at moistareofn» atmosphere, th« ririiwMB rf «?«y
particle of dnsE, and other conditions is esaeotiaL Theaitiekstole

kcquered, whether cabinets or boxes ot infinite laiiely in am and

form, are geaaally nade rf li^t fine-grained pine vrad, ray eare-

foily seasoned, and smoothed so diac not fhe ^i^test ine^nalitf

of s'uiface or reughness rf e^ leraains. Layer aftor hja- of tbe

lacquer is laid oa at stated inleCTals rf days <g weda, and after

each step the same smcothing pioe^ fa ideated, gnen^v^ u,

lump of fine ehaieool and the fingeis, asthe finestand mostpafeetof

polishing increments. These layas vary in nmnber, aeeotding fo

the intended effect and pei&ction of the aitide, and at« in rela-

tion to the design. Tery ftegnenay tMs fa other in tMBO cr alta

rilievo, in which ivory and s^tes, coral, €g pieeiuwa ataoes ai«

inserted, as well as goU »nd aW^ in ridi piufusiuB. - Soine of th»

older and finer pieces of lacquer, which even in Hie eady days <f

treaty relations in 1S59 were rarely in the market, and now an

exceedinslv scarce in Japan itseif, represent the labocr of »o«th<

and even vears cf the most sKiDed wnkmoi, who mnst be ««tifc4li

as well aa masters cf the mannaleraft Otafliffieartieteth^latiak

all their art, and enrich them by ersy kind of decs

Fret patterns are in coBStint nss in all Japraear art,
!_

the form"of bindeEs, and more fieqasBtly in diajgos, wWd ttey i

with eicellent^feet aa soi&ees in finir^npandTaiying I4e sfaees. <

in combination with Soral and oa«ffde^Bi. Their tore rfT»iKty<

kads them to adopt snoal difieRBt dispas in eoverirg ii;y s-r-
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face, often euclosing tliera tn irregular-shaped compartments, fitting

into each other or detached according to the fancy of the artist

and the shai^e of the object ornamejited. Ths-same kind of orna-

mentation and decorative art is carried out in their woodwork, as

may constantly be seen in tlieir cabinets of marquetric and inlaid

boxes. Their predilection for geometrical forms is best to be seen

in their great variety of diapers.

Nor must their floral diapers he ovevlooEed, consisting as they

do of an almost infinite variety for covering whole surfaces, in

whidi Howers and foliage form the material. In the spaces of

decoration as in all else, the Japanese artist studiously avoids uni-

formity or repetition of exact spacing. He repeats, but with the

gre:itcst irregularity possible, to disguise as it were the repetition of

what is in eTiect the same design or pattern. In close connexion

with the diaper system of ornamentation is that kuown as powder-

ing, familial enough in European art ; but in Japan, following the

principle of irregnlaiity, the decorator avoids any regidar distribu-

tion uf thedesi',nMirlopted. Lastly, there is a style of ornamentation

peculiarly Japum-se which eoiisists iu the use of medallions grouped

or siattcrid over a surface— of various colours and forms—and filled

in will, iliffereut diapciu the whole producing an effect as pleasing

as it was novel whi'n (il-st introduced to Kuropean eyes. And in this

treatment of meilallion powdering may best be seen the triumph

of this system for the avoidance of unifurinity and diamehiral

division. The medallions being of definiu forms, and usually

geometrienl in outline, the ingenuity displayed in overcoming the

difhculty such forms present is vci-y instiuctivo. They are placed

cither singly or in groups—in the lattercase partially, overlapping,

and of dill'erent ou'.Uies—in different colours, and lilled in with

various diapers, the whole being irregularly distributed over the

surtac-e in such a way as to avoid diametrical division or uniformity

of any kind.

This applies to the finer specimens of the work, where all the

Jirinciples of surface ornamentation and design adopted by the

fapanese may he seen in their greatest perfection. But lacquer is

the common wai'o for domestic use, almost as common as pottery

and earthenware are in Europe. Cups and saucers, trays and saki

bottles, medicine boxes and dishes, arc in the poorest houses; and

so excellent is the varnish that neither boiling water nor oil will

affect the surface. In the finer and older specimens thishardness

increases with age, so that some of them can with difliculty be

seratclicd with pin or needle. The value of such specimens, first

introrlm-ed into England at the London exhibition of 1862, has

now U^n fnlly recognised, and the cost of the best and oldest

!ac<iHev, always high, has gieatly increased of late years. Dr

Dresner mentioned in a recent lecture a box of .about six inches

square, for which he was asked in Japan £100, and he was told

that in Ye lo (now Toklo) fine specimens were "bringing their

weight in gold." In the Paris exhibition of 1878 there was a large

lacquer screen of great beauty valued at 65,000 francs. It, how-

ever, was modi-rn, and, with all its beauty, was over-priced. The

Japa'nese also, besides applying lacquer with colours on porcelain,

no.ssess in rare perfection the art of lacquering on tortoiseshell

l;ld ivory. On these they present minute figures and laud-

s^ipc-i with a mixture of gihliug and rich colours, sometimes iu

relief, at other times engraved and sunk, and in this manner tliey

ornament miniature cabinets, jewel boxes, and other quaintly

formo.l miuiiiture boxes, medicine casM, kc, in a way to d»fy com-

petition in their marvellous beanty and delicacy of execution.

.Mo'nlsoi'd Broiixes.— In all manipulations of metals and amal-

gams the Japanese are great maslere. They not only "are in pos-

session of secret processes unknoi\-u to workmen in Europe," by

which they produce effects beyond the reach of the latter, but show

a mastery of their material in the moulding and designing of Uieir

productions which imparts a peculiar freedom and grace lo their

best worlc A lotus leaf and flower and seed-pod they will produce

with inimiuble fidelity in the subtle curves and undulating lines

and surfaces, and in'tho most rainute maj-kings of leaf and flower.

So birds and fishes and insects cast in bronie seem iuitinct with life,

80 true are they to nature, wlule at other times the same objects are

adopted for a purely conventioual mode of treatment. Their in-

laying and overlaying of metals, bronze, silver, and steel, more

than "rival the be«t productions of the ateliers of Paris or Berlin,

and constitute a special art-industry, with some features of finish

and excellence not yet attained in Europe.

Sliakudd. Of the metallurgic triumphs of art which the Japanese may justly

claim over all competitors, Chinese, Indian, or European, perhaps

the i»roatest is the perfection to which they have brought the

desif'us in "shakudd," an amalgam of which are usually made

the Tirooches or buttons used to fasten their tobacco pouches and

pocket-books, or to ornament the handles of their swords. Shakudo

ia chiefly of iron, relieved by partial overlaying of gold, silver,

and bronze. One of the jurors (the late Mr Hunt) of the Londoi)

exhibition of 1862, an employer of the highest artistic and mechani-

cal skill in the working of the precious metals, was convinced, as he

stated in his report to the commissioners, that "the Japanese were

In posseBeiot of some means bot known in Europe of forming amal-
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and iu the mostgams, and of overhiyrng one metal on anotht

minute and delicate details introducing into the same subject, not

covering an inch, silver, gold, bronz^, ic, so as to make avaricgatal

picture of divers colours."

Cloisonru, Champlcvi, niid Sepoussl n'oi*.—In the varied iippli- Cloi-_

cations of the art of enamelling, the Japanese have run their great -.mns

rivals in cloisonm? work very close, although upon the whole the work.

Chinese have the sureriority, their colouring being more brilliant

and finely toned iu narmoiiy, aud their work moie solid and satis-

factoiy both to tlie eye and the touch; A didl and sombre tone

is generally adopted in Japanese cloisoiiu<J work, which niv.cU

impairs the beauty of their good wolkmaiiship in its geiicml ellVct.

The mode of producing cloisoune weak h,%s otlcn been dcM-ribcd.

It derives this name from tli» process of buihling up the design

in cells formed by raised septii varying from /j to -,% of an inch

in depth; theso lahyrintlune celU formijig elaljoraic iiattirns of

flowers, di.ipeis, frets, kc, are soldered on the surface of tlie vases

selected, made genirally of copper ; and iutotUi-w; eells the inainel

of the consistence of oil paints ajid of the lalions colours n.iuircl

by the pattern is caiefplly pressed by a woodi n spat iila. When i cm-

plete the piece is placed in a primitive kind of ov.n or "ninlllc,"

where it is fired with a i-e"ulated heat until tlic paatc is fused and con-

verted into a vitreous silbstanci, when it is allowed very padnally

to coph This is a process which, howc\cr primitively con.lncted, a»

most things are both in China and Japan, and with very simplv

tools and rude contrivances, is nevertheless one which reipiires tn

be watdied with the greatest care and judgment. Too much licat

would injure the colours, aud might fuse the septa or the copper

foundation, in wliich case tlie whole vessel would become misshapen,

or clouded in colour ajid otherwise marred and rendered worthless.

Apart from the risky nature of the process, the enamel colours aro

very valuable, and the artistic labour required in the pattern and

manipulation is too great to allow cloisonne articles to become

otherwise than costly even in China or Japan. And as to their

reproduction in Europe, or any rivalry there, 51. Christophile of

Paris is understood to have devoted much time and money

for the attainment of this object, and succeeded in producing

some very beautiful spijcimens whicli were exhibited at one of the

international exhibitions iu London ; but the production proved

too costly to pay as a matter of business. A good deal has beeu

manufactured in China of late years, it is true, to meet a somewhat

indiscriminating demand for articles in such gicat request. That

these modern productions should be inferior lo the older work, pro-

duced in a much inoie leisurely way, and for temples or palaces

ratherthan for sale in open market, will be readily understood.

The arts of diampleve and lepoussi are not unknown to the

J.apanese, but both are less practised than the other lands of metal

work above described. Of the latter Jlr Mounsej-, late secretary

of legation in Japan, succeeded in finding and biinging away many

very fine specimens in silver.
_ ,

Cwviiig.—k nation showing such artistic power in raotals, and in Carving

more fictile material, such as clay, could not fail to excel in wood and

ivory carvin". Perhaps in no departir.eiit ore they better known,

owing totlie°argenumt)orof "nitsuke," as the little ivory groups of

figuivs are tailed, replete with life and humour, that are to be seen

in a hundred shops in every cjipital. These in the days now rapidly

passing away used to be eniplo3-ed as buttons, and were as much

matters of costly fancy as seals and rings or brooches with us.

Whether they ta'ko wood or ivory for their material, tlie result is

equally admirable. There are nitsuke and nitsuke, however, as

there are artists and artists. Many of the nitsuke that have been

imported into Europe in vast quantities of late years are but poor

specimens of the Japanese carver's skill, fancy, and invention.

Wall Paiiei-s.—Thero is a great field for the display of their origin- Wall

ahty and love of variety in the wall papers, wliich are much used papers,

to ornament their walls and screens. What has already Iwcii said of

their decorative system and methods of surface ornamentation applies

to their wall papere ; and the svstem itself is nowhere so severely

tried, because something of mechanical reproduction is unavoidable.

Whether stencilled or printed, the design of a single square must qf ,

necessity be the same in eaci. By what force of imagination and

ingenuity they disguise the effect of exact repetition, and lend the

eye away from noticing the uniformity, can only bo realized by

inspection of the papers covering the walls of an apartment, and

no description could supply a substitute. Suffice it to say that

their art-principles triumph, even under this severe trial.

TexliU Fabrics and Emhmidcry.—Oi textile fabrics and em- Textile

broidery, in both of which they have developed an industry pecu- fabrics,

liarly their own, something of the same kind may he said as of

their wall papers. These fabrics have, however, been so familiarized

in England oy the eager adoption of the best and most novel in

female costumes that their chief characteristics must be verv

generally known. It was the custom in former times for each

daimio to have his private looms, for wearing the brocades which

he himself and his wife and family required, and also the fabrics

of less costly materials for his retainers. The robes manufactured

for the court at Ki6to and Yedo were in like manner only to bo
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had from the imperial looms ; some of these, a gift from the shOgim

on a minister taking leave of his court, were to he seen in th«

London exhibition of 1862.

But in many of the more common textile fabrics the best evi-

dence perhaps may be found of the artistic feeling of the nation,

and the universality of 'art work. Towels and dusters of the

least expensive material often display very choice designs—as do

also the Turkish and Sj-rian fabrics of the same quality. A piece

of bamboo, a broken bl-anch of blossoms, or a flight of birds in

counter-changed colours, suffices in their hands to produce the most

ch.arming effect, in the most perfect taste. Their embroidery has

never been excelled in beauty of design', assortment of colours, and

perfection of needlework.

This summary of the leading characteristics of Japanese art, and

the industries to which it has been applied with such unequalled

success, is much too brief to be otherwise than imperfect. The art

works and the art thought of a people so truly artistic as the

Japanese have proved themselves to be form a subject of wide

Bcope and great complexity. The reports issued by the Japanese

commissioners at the great exhibitions held successively in Palis

in 1867 and 1878, in Vienna in 1875, and in Philadelphia in 1876;

and the report written by direction of the Japanese Government
for the South Kensington Museum, and now embodied in the

valuable AH Handbook on Japanese Pottery, by Mr A. W. Franks, its

editor, afford the best evidence of the extent and variety of art work
for which as a nation they have now a world-wide reputation.

It is true, and strange as true, that the Japanese have apparently

never sought to overstep the limits of a purely decorative art, and
have thus stopped short of the art development of other nations.

Whetherthislimitatioumaybefrom some organic defect, or is merely

a result of their neglect to study the human figure and master the

difficulties of rendering the fine harmony of line and proportion

seen in greatest perfection there, it is difficult to determine. Certain

it is, they have never advanced so far. They have always been

content to treat the human figure in a conventional style, not

much in advance of the Egyptian rendering, and quite incompat-

ible with good dramng. l^. AL.

)
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JAPANNING is the art of coating surfaces of metal,

wood, &c., with a variety of varnishes, which are dried and

hardened on, by means of a high temperature, in stoves or

hot chambers, which drying processes constitute the main

distinguishing features of the art. The trade owes its

name to the fact that it is an imitation of the famous

lacquering of Japan, although the latter is prepared with

entirely different materials and processes, and is in all

respects much more brilliant, durable, and beautiful than

any ordinary japan work. Japanning is done in clear

transparent varnishes, in black, and in body colours ;
but

black japan is the most characteristic and common style of

work. The varnish for black japan consists essentially of

pure natural asphaltum with a proportion of gum anim^

dissolved in linseed oil and thinned with turpentine ; but

there are numerous receipts given for the varnish, and

manufacturers generally conceal the composition of their

own preparations. In thin layers such a japan has a rich

dark brown colour, and only shows a brilliant black in

thicker coatings. For fine work, which has to be smoothed

and polished, several coats of black are applied in succession, •

each being separately dried in the stove at a heat which

may rise to near 300° Fahr. Body colours consist of a

basis of transparent varnish mixed with the special mineral

paints of the desired colours or with bronze powdf^rs. The

transparent varnish used by japanners is a copal varnish

which contains le.ss drying oil and more turpentine than

is contained in ordinary painter's oil varnish. By japan-

ning a very brilliant polished surface may be secured which

is much more durable and less easily affected by heat,

moishire, or other influences than any ordinary painted

and varnislied work. Japanning may be regarded as a

process intermediate between ordinary painting and

enamelling. It is very extensively applied in the finishing

of erdiuary ironmongery goods, and domestic iron work,

deed boxes, cluck dials, and p.'lpier mache articles. The

process is also applied to blocks of slate for making imita-

tion of black and other marbles for chimney pieces, &c.,

and a modified form of japanning is epiployed for prepared

enamelled, japan, or patent leather.

The beautiful lacquer work of Japan owes its hardness

and durable qualities solely to the natural varnish which

forms the basis of the lacquer. That varnish is simply dfl.

exudation from a tree (Rhus vernicifera) cultivated for the

sake of this product throughout a wide area in Japan.

The varnish is obtained by making incisions in the bark

of the tree, from which a mingled clear and milky juic9

flows abundantly, which on exposure quickly darkens and
blackens in colour. After resting in tubs for some time

\he juice becomes thick and viscous,, the thicker portions

settle at the bottom of the vessel, and from it the thinner

top stratum is separated by decanting. Both qualities are

strained to free them from impurities, and when ready for

use they have a rich brown-black appearance, which, how-
ever, in thin layers presents a yellow transparent aspect.

This varnish when applied to auy object becomes exceedingly
hard and unalterable, and with it as a basis all the coloured

lacquers of Japan are prepared. The black variety of the

lacquer is prepared by stirring the crude varnish for a day
or two in the open air, by which it becomes a deep brownish

black. Towards the completion of the process a quantity

of highly ferruginous water, or of an infusion of gall nuts

darkened with iron, is mixed 'with the varnish, and the

stirring and exposure are continued till the added water

has entirely evaporated, leaving a rich jet black varnish of

proper consistence. In preparing the fine qualities of

Japanese lacqujH', the material receives numerous coats,

and between each coating the surface is carefully ground

and smoothed. The final coating is highly polished by

rubbing, and the manner in which such lacquered work is

finished and ornamented presents endless variations. The
durability of Japanese lacquer work is such that it can be

used for vessels to contain hot tea and other food, and

it is even unsffected by highly heated spirituous liquors.
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JAPHETH (n?.;), son of Noali/

' The most natural

Tindering of Gen. x. 21 is that which makes Shem the

^Ider brother of Japheth, though the opposite view of the

passage in the A. V. follows the Hebrew accents. Inter-

preters are not agreed whether the sacred text regards

'Japheth as the second or third son of Xoab. In Gen. ix.

24 "youngest" is an easier rendering than "younger,"

but the name of Ham is always placed between those of

his brothers. .^ The whole Biblical importance of the sons

of Noah is geographical or ethnographical ; even in the

narrative of Gen. ix. 20-27 the point lies in the blessings

^signed to the nations or groups of nations named after

each.<HThe distribution of the Japhetic group is sketched

in Gen. x. 2—1 from the geographical standpoint of the

Levitical narrator, that is, according to the most recent

criticism, of the 6th century B.C. The seven sons of

Japheth are the nations lying north of the Semitic group

or westward across the Mediterranean. The details are in

part obscure. Wadai certainly means the Medians and
Javan the lonians, but in our passage the latter name is

used, in an extended sense, not so much for the Greeks

proper—a common Eastern usage of the word—as for the

inhabitants of tlie trading port* and coast-lands of the

Mediterranean known to Phoenician commerce. Thus
Javan includes Elishah fprobably Carthage), Tarshish

(Tartessus in Spain), Kittim (Cyprus), and Dodanim, for

which we must rather read Rodanim (Rhodes), with the

LXX. in cur passage and the Hebrew of 1 Chron. i. 7.

Tubal and Meshech appear in Ezek. sxvii. 13 as associated

with Javan in exporting slaves and bronze to Tyre, and the

same nations along with Gomer occur in Ezek. xxxviii. in

the great army of Magog which issues from the "extreme
north" (A. V. "north quarters," w. 6, 15). Magog in

fact means the Scythians,. and whatever doubt there may
be as to the identification of the associated names (Gomer,
Cimmerians or Cappadocians, with the subdivisions

Ascanians, Paphlagonians, and perhaps Teutbranians

;

Tubal, Tibareni ; Meshech, Moschi), the whole group
appears to be connected with the shores of the Black Sea
or to be knojrn from Phcenician voyages in that direction.

The seventh son Tiras is quite unidentified; Thracians and
Tyrsenians are mere guesses. The wide range of the

Japhetic lands sufficiently explains the blessing in Gen. ix.

27, "May God enlarge Japheth." In the succeeding

clause, "and let him dwell in the tents of Shem" it is

disputed .Tfhether the subject is God or Japheth. • In the

latter case. the allusion must be to friendly intercommuni-
cation and common settlements on equal terms, in contrast

to the position of the subjugated Hamites (Canaan) under
the lordship of the victorious Semites (Israel). The
precise point of view from which the northern nations, arid

particularly those over the sea (Gen. x. 5), came to be
grouped as sons of Japheth is the more obscure because
the etymology of the name is quite uncertain. The
resemblance in sound to the Greek lapetos has been often

noticed, but leads to nothing.
Compare, ia addition to Bochart's Phaieg et Canaan and the

commentaries on Genesis, Knobel, Vblkerlafcl, Giessen, 1850

;

Kiepert in Monatsbtr. dtr BerL Ac. d. tvics., February 1S69 ;

Lagarde, AbJmndlungcn, Leipsic, 1866 ; Stade, Javan, Giessen,
1880 ; Delitzsch, JVo lag das Parodies, p. 245 so., ISSl.

JARCHI. See Rashi.

JARXAC, chief town of a canton in the arrondissement
of Cognac, in the department of Charente, France, is situated
on the right bank of the river Charente, about 8 miles east

of Cognac, and IS miles west of Angouleme. The town is

well built ; and a handsome avenue, planted with poplar
trees, leads to the striking suspension bridge. The church
contains an interesting rgival crypt. Brandy, wine, and
wine-casks are made in the town. At the battle of Jarnac,
fought in 1569 between 2G,000 Catholics under the Due

13— i-i

d'Anjou and 15,000 Protestants under Coligny and Conde,
the last was treacherously shot after surrendering. A-

pyramid marks the spot where he fell. In the vicinity of

the town are some Roman remains. Jarnac gave name to

an old French family, of which the best known member ?9

Gui Chabot, baron de Jarnac (d. cir. 1575), who gave iftel

to the proverbial phrase coup de Jarnac by a sudden thrust!

duriug a duel. The population in 1876 was 43S0.
JAROMIERZ, a town in the department of Koniginhof,,

Bohemia, situated at the junction of the Aupa and Elf*.*

It possesses a district court, a suspension-bridge, a pretty

church, and a hospital, end manufactures beet-root sugar.t

On June 29, 1866, a skirmish between the Austrians and
Prussians took place in the neighbourhood. , The poDula-.!

tion in 1869 was 5442.

JARRAH WOOD is the product of a large tree {Eti-^

calyptns margiiiata) found in western Australia, where it

is said to be very abundant. Tlie trees grow straight in

the stem to a great size, and yield squared timber up to 40
feet in length and 24 inches in diameter. The wood is

very hard, heavy (sp. gr. 1010), and close-grained, with a

mahogany-red colour, and sometimes sufBcient " figure
''

to r;nder it suitable for cabinetmakers' use. The timber

pos?-sses several useful characteristics; and great expecta-

tions have been formed as to its value for shipbuilding and
general constructive purposes. These expectations have
not, however, been realized, and the exclusive possession of

the tree has not proved that source of wealth to western

Australia which was at one time expected. Its greatest

merit for shipbuilding and marine purposes is due to the

fact that it resists, better than any other timber, t'le attacks

of the Teredo navalis and other marine borers, ani. on land

it is equally exempt, in tropical countries, from the r!.vages of

white ants. . When felled with the sap at its lowet point

and well seasoned, the wood stands exposure in :he air,

earth, or sea remarkably well, on which account it is in

request for railway sleepers, telegraph poles, and piles in

the British colonies and India. The wood, however,

frequently shows longitudinal blisters, or lacunas, filled

with resin, the same as may be observed in spruce fir

timber; and it is deficient in fibre, breaking 'with a short

fracture under comparatively moderate pressure. It has

been classed at Lloyd's for shipbuilding puruoses in line

three, table A, of the registry rules, t

JARROW-OX-TYNE, a town and municipal burghlif

Durham, is situated on the south bank of the Tjne, 3

miles south-west by west of South Shields, and 7 miles

south-east of Newcastle, with.which it is connected by rail.'

The parish church Cf St Paul, rebuilt in 1783 and again in

1866, still retains some fragments ofjthe original Saxon
edifice founded about 685. Close by are the scattered

ruins of the monastery begun by the pious Biscop in 681,'

and consecrated with the church by Ceolfrid in 685.

Within the walls of this monastery the Venerable Bede
spent his life from childhood ; and his body was at first

buried within the church, whither, until it was removed
und_er Edward the Confessor to Durham, it attracted many
pilgrims. The other chief huildings are the various chapeb,

the mechanics' institute, and the hospital. Jarrow Slake

is a river bay, 1 mile long by i mile broad, in which it is

said the fleet of King Egfrid found a station. . On its banks

are the newTyne docks, formed at a great expense by the

North-Easteru Railway Company. These with the quay's

and adjacencies cover about 300 acres, of wLicli 50 arc'

water surf.ace with a tidal basin of 10 acres. The Erection

of the docks gave a great impetus to the trade of Jarrow.

In 1877, '4,000,000. tons of- coal were shipped thence.

Iron shipbuilding (one yard employing 5000 hands), iron-

founding, and the manufacture og^paper and chemicals are

the chief sources of wealth, ia addition to coal-mining. Ia

XIII. - 75
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1875 Jarrowwas constituted a municipal borough, with an

extent of 851 acres. The population in 1881 was 25,296.

Previous to 1875 Jarrow had been a local board district;

this had a population in 1871 of 18,115.

JASHAB, Book of. See Hebrew L^gitage and
LlTEEATURE, Vol. xi. p. 598.

JASHPUB, a tributary state of Chutii NAgpur, Bengal,

between 22° 17' 5" and 23° 15' 30" N. lat., and between
83° 32' 50" and 84° 26' 15" E. long., with an area of 1947

square miles, is bounded on the N. and W. by the tribu-

tary state of Sargiljii, on the S. by Gdngpur and Uddipur,

and on the E. by Lohdrdag.i district. The state of Jashpur

consists in almost equal proportions of highland and low-

land areas. On its eastern side the tableland of the

Uparghdt (2200 feet above the sea) forms an integral part

of the plateau of Chutid Ndgpur; towards the west it

springs abruptly from the Hetghdt, with a wall buttressed

at places by projecting masses of rock. The lowlands of

HetghAt and of Jashpur proper lie to the south in successive

steppes, broken by low hills. The plateau of Kburi4

(3000-3700 feet) occupies the north-west corner of the

state. The principal peaks in Jashpur are Ranljulii (3527

feet), Kohiar (3393 feet), Bharamurio (3390 feet). The

chief river is the lb, which flows through the state from

north to south ; but numerous rapids render it unnavigable.

The small rivers to the north are feeders of the Kanhar.

Iron and gold are found ; sdl, sisu, ebony, and other

valuable timber trees abound. Lac, tasar-silk, and bees-

wax, with cereals, oil-seeds, fibres, and cotton are produced.

Jashpur, with the rest of the SargiijA group of states, was

ceded to the British by the provisional engagement con-

cluded with MadhujI BhonsU (Ap4 SAhib) in 1818.

Although noticed as a separate state, it was at first treated

as a fief of SargiljA. It is, however, dealt with as a distinct

territory.

Tha chief of Jasnpur's annual income is £2000 ; the tribute to

Government is £77, 10s. The total population in 1872 was 66,926,

comprising 34,648 males and 32,273 females,—tlie Dravidiau

aborigines numbering 40,935 ; Kolai'ian aborigines, 14,070 ; semi-

Hinduized aborigines, 6374 ; Hindus, 6124 ; ILihoraetans, 423.

The residence ot the rAjd is at Jagdispur or Jashpurnagar.

JASMIN, Jacques (1798-1864), a noted Gascon poet,

was born at Agen, March 6, 1798. His childhood was

spent in the midst of privations and all the straits of

poverty, and he boasted in after life that he had succeeded

in breaking up the traditional chair in which the Jasmins

had hitherto been carried to the workhouse in sickness and

old age. His father, who was a tailor, had a certain facility

for making doggrel verses, which he sang or recited at fairs

and such like popular gatherings ; and the younger Jasmin,

who used generally to accompany him, was thus early

familiarized with the double part which he afterwards so

successfully filled himself. "When sixteen years of age he

found employment at a hairdresser's shop, and subse-

quently started a similar business ot his own on the

Gravier at Agen. It is opposite this scene of his ripen-

ing genius and daily work that a statue has been erected

to his memory by public subscription. In 1835 he
published his first volume of Papillotos (" Curl Papers "),

containing poems in French (a language he used with a
certain sense of restraint), and in the familiar Agen patois

—the popular speech of the working classes—in which he
was to achieve all his literary triumphs. Many of the

pieces in this volume had already been printed and sub-

mitted to the public. The dialect which Jasmin spoke,

though still harmonious and full of picturesque idioms,
was now almost exclusively used by illiterate persons, and
was greatly modified by a daily contact with French. It

was, however, tiis native speech—the one in which he
tound spontaneous and adequate expression, and he lost

no opiMJrtunity of making himself complete master of it

by intercourse with the rural population in outlying dis-

tricts where it was spoken with less admixture. He reha-

bilitated, disencumbered, and in a measure reconstructed

his literary medium, and then, fully realizing that his

poems needed other exposition than the mere printed text,

he began those numerous public recitations which so largely

added to his reputation. His real poetic gift, and his

flexible voice and action, fitted him admirably for this

double rSle of trohbadour and jongleur. In 1835 he

recited his " Blind Girl of Castel-Cuille " at Bordeaux, in

1S36 at Toulouse; and he met with an enthusiastic recep-

tion in both those important cities. Most of his public

recitations were given for benevolent purposes,— 1,500,000

francs, the proceeds of his poetical rounds, being contri-

buted by him to the restoration of the church of Vergt and

other good works. Four successive volumes of PapiUolos

were published during his lifetime, and contained amongst

others the following remarkable poems, quoted in order

;

" The Charivari," " My Becollections " (supplemented afiet

an interval of many years), " The Blind Girl," " Fran(;ou-

netto," "Martha the Simple," and "The Twin Brothers.''

With the exception of the " Charivari," these are all

touching pictures of humble life,—in most cases real

episodes,—carefully elaborated by the poet till the graphic

descriptions, full of light and colour, and tha admirably

varied and melodious verse, seem too spontaneous and

easy to have cost an effort. Jasmin was not a prolific

writer, and, in spite of his impetuous nature, would work

a long time at one poem, striving to realize every feeling

he wished to describe, and give it its most lucid and

natural expression. A verse from his spirited poem,
" The Third of May," written in honour of Henry IV., and

published in the first volume of Papillotos, is engraved

on the base of the statue erected to that king at Ndrac.

In 1852 Jasmin's works were crowned by the Acadt'mie

Franpaise, and a pension was awarded him. Phe medal

struck on the occasion bore the inscription Au poete

moral et populaire." His title of " Maistre es Jeux " is a

distinction only conferred by the academy of Toulouse on

illustrious writers. Pius IX. sent him the insignia of a

knight of St Gregory the Great, and he was made chevalier

of the legion of honour. He spent the latter years of

his life on a small estate which he had bought near Agen
and named "Papillotos," and which he describes in Ma
Bigno ("My Vine"). Though invited to represent hir

native city, he refused to do so, preferring the pleasures

and leisure of a country life, and wisely judging that he

was no really eligible candidate for electoral honours. He
died October 4, 1864. His last poem, an answer to Penan,

was placed between his folded hands in his coffin.

The linguistic and literary revival in the south of France,

which received such lustre from the genius of Jasmin, has

now become a well-organized movement, and has extended

from Qascony to Languedoc, and to Provence, where it is

most marked.

JASMINE, or Je.ssamine, hoi^n\cs\\jJasminum, a genus

of shrubs or climbers constituting the principal part of the

natural order Jasminacese, and comprising about sixty

species, of which forty or more occur in the gardens of

Britain. The plants of the senus are mostly natives of the

warmer regions of the Old VVorld, but there are one or two

South American species. The leaves are pinnate or ternate,

or sometimes apparently simple, consisting of one leaflet,

articulated to the petiole. The flowers, usually white or

yellow, are arranged in terminal or axillary panicles, and

have a tubular 5- or 8-cleft calyx, and a cylindrical corolla-

tube, with a spreading limb, two included stamens, and a

two-celled ovary.

The name is derived from the Persian ydsmin. Linn»ua
obtained ;\ fnncied etymology from la, violets, and ov/u.^.
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Hnell, but the odour of its flowers bears no resemblance to

that of the violet ; it is ia fact so peculiar as to be incom-

parable, and is probably the only floral perfume which

camiot be imitated by art. The common white jasmine,

Jasminum officinale, one of the best known and most

highly esteemed of British hardy ligneous climbers, is

said to be a native of India, and to have been introduced

about the middle of the 16th century. In the centre and

Bonth of Europe it is thoroughly acclimatized. _ Although

it grows to the height of 12 and sometimes 20 feet, its stem

is feeble and requires support ; its leaves are opposite,

pinnated, and dark green, the leaflets are in three pairs,

with an odd one, and are pointed, the terminal one larger

and with, a tapering poipt. The fragrant white flowers

bloom from June to October ; and, as they are found chiefly

on the young shoots, the plant should only be pruned in

the autumn. Varieties with golden and silv jr-edged leaves

«nd one with double flowers are known.

Fig. 1.

—

Ji:sinu!'*itt grandijiorum, half uat. size ; flower, natural size.

The Zambak or Arabian jasmine, Jasminum Sanibac, is

an evergreen white-flowered climber, 6 or 8 feet high, intro-

duced into Britain in the latter part of the 17th century.

Two varieties introduced somewhat later are respectively

S-leaved and double-flowered, and these, as well as that with

normal flowers, bloom throughout the greater part of the

Jear. On account of their exquisite fragrance the flowers

»re highly esteemed in the East, and are frequently referred

to by the Persian and Arabian poets. An oil obtained by
boiling the leaves is used to anoint the head for complaints
of the eye, and an oil obtained from the roots is used
medicinally to arrest the secretion of milk. The flowers

of one of the double varieties, known as " Moogree," are
held sacred to Vishnu, and used as votive ofl'erings in

Hindu religious ceremonies. In China the flowei-s of this

plant, under the name of " Mo-le-hwa," are used for scent-
ing tea. The Spanish, or Catalonian jasmine, ,/. graiidi-

fiariim (fig. 2), which grows wild on the island of Tobago, is

Tery like J. officinale, but diflers in the size of the leaflets
;

the branches arc shorter and stontor, and the flowers wery

much larger, and reddish underneath. By grafting it on
two-year-old plants of J. officinale, an erect bush about 3

feet high is obtained, requiring no supports. In this way
it is very extensively cultivated at Cannes and Orasse, in

the south of France ; the plants are set in rows, fully ex-

posed to the sun ; they come into full bearing the second
year after grafting ; the blossoms, which are very large

and intensely fragrant, are produced from July till the

end of October, but those of August and September are

the most odoriferous. An acre of land is said lo yield

about 500 lb of blossoms during the season, value £25 to

£35. The aroma is extracted by the process known as

"enfleurage," i.e., absorption by a fatty body, such as

purified lard or olive oil. Square glass trays framed with
wood about 3 inches deep are spread over with grease abeut

half an inch thick, in which ridges are made to facilitate

absorption, and sprinkled with freshly gathered flowers,

which are renewed every morning during the whole tinie

the plant remains in blossom ; the trays are piled up ja

stacks to prevent the evaporation of the aroma ; and finally

the pomade is scraped off the glass, melted at as low a

temperature as possible, and strained. A^Tien oil is em-
ployed as the absorbent, coarse cotton cloths previously

saturated with the finest olive oil are laid on wire-gauze

frames, and repeatedly covered in the sam6 manner with

fresh flowers ; they are then squeezed under a press, yield-

ing what is termed "huile antique au jasmin." 3 lb of

flowers will perfume 1 tt) of grease,—this is exhausted by
maceration in 1 pint of rectified spirit to form the "extract."

An essential oil is distilled from jasmine in Tunis and
Algeria, but its high price prevents its being used to

any extent. The East Indian oil of jasmine is a com-
pound largely contaminated with sandalwood-oil. The dis-

tinguishing characters of J. odoratissim-iim consist princi-

pally in the alternate, obtuse, ternate, and pinnate leaves,

the 3-flowered terminal peduncles, and the 5-cleft yellow

corolla with obtuse segments. The flowers have the

advantage of retaining when dry their natural perfume,

which is suggestive of a mixture of jasmine, jonquille, and
orange-blossom. In China the J. paniculaium is cultivated

as an erect shrub, known as Sieu-hing-hwa ; it is valued

for its flowers, which are used with those of J. Sambac, in

the proportion of 10 lb of the former to 30 lb of the latter,

for scenting tea—10 Sb of the mixture being required for

100 lb of tea. The "narrow leaved jasmine," J. aiigusii-

folium, is a beautiful evergreen climber 10 to l2/eet high,

found in the Coromandel forests, and introduced into

Britain during the present century. Its leaves are of a

bright shining green ; its large terminal flowers are white

with a faint tinge of red, fragrant, and blooming through-

out the year. The bitter root, ground small and mixed
with lime-juice and root of Acortis Calamus, is considered

in India a good remedy for ringworm and herpes. In

Cochin China a decoction of the leaves and branches of J-

nervosum is taken as a blood-purifier ; and the bitter leaves

of J. jloyibutulum (called in Abyssinia " Habbez-zelim ")

mixed with Kousso is considered a powerful anthelmintic,

especially for tape-worm ; the leaves and branches are

:tdded to some fermented liquors to increase their intoxi-

cating quality. In Sierra Leone a poultice made with the

leaves of y. iioctiflorum' i& applied to ulcers. The leaves

of /. hirsutum boiled in oil are applied in India and China
in cases of ophthalmic , and its root is said to be a really

good remedy for snake bites.. In Catalonia and in Turkey
the wood of the jasmine is made into long, slender pipe-

stems, highly prized by the Moors and Turks. Syrup of

jasmine is made by placing in a jar alternate layer? of the

flowers and sugar, covering the whole with wet cloths and
standing it in a cool plaee ; the perfume is absorbed by the

sugar, which is converted into a very palatable syrup.
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The plant known in America as the " Carolina jasmine
"

(5g. 2) is not a true jasmine (see Gelsemium). Other

hardy species commonly cultivated in gardens are the low or

Italian yellow-lowered jasmine, J. humile, an erect shrub

3 or 4 feat high, with angular branches, alternate and

Fia. 2.

—

Gelsemium, L'alf natural size; flower, nat. size,

mostly ternate leaves, blossoming from June to September

;

the common yellow jasmine, J. fnUicans, a hardy deciduous

ehrub, 10 to 12 feet high, with weak, slender stems requir-

ing support, and bearing yellow, odourless flowers from

spring to autumn ; and J. nudiHorum, which flowers before

the leaves appear. (j. ch. s.)

JASON, grandson of the god PoseiQon or of the king

Cretheus, is by this descent as by his name ('Id(ro)i','Iacros,

I

lao-iwv, &c., can hardly be separated from 'la?, 'lacrTt, 'laovcs

&c., see Curt., Or. Gesch., i., note 34) connected with the

seafaring louians and their Poseidon religion. He was

the leader of the Argonautic expedition, for the details of

which see Argonauts. After he returned from it he lived

at Corinth with his wife Medea for many years. At last

he put away Medea, in order to marry Glauce, daughter of

the Corinthian king Creon. The revenge which Medea

took on Jason's new wife and on her own children by him,

is 'the subject of Euripides's greatest play. The story

of Jason is one of the most famous in Greek mythology,

and has run through a long course of development. Strip-

ping off the later' embellishments of poetic fancy, we find

that the main outlines were not completed till the voyages

of the Euboean mariners to the Hellespont and the Euxine

determined the order of the incidents of the outward voyage.

Beneath this outward form we find that the scenes of Jason's

life are the places where Ionian mariners exerted most

influence—the coasts of Thessaly and Boeotia, the ./Egean

islands, Corinth, and the Adriatic shores; moreover, the

Minya;, who supplied most of the Argo's crew, are closely

connected with the old lonians. ' The myth therefore was

an accompaniment of the religion carried with them by
these mariners; and preserves to us the memory of a

genuine connexion once existing between these widely

separate places. We can analyse the legend still further,

determining the religious centre round which this his-

torical framework has been constructed ; this we shall find

to be.one of the commonest naturalistic myths. The sun,

the'ram. with the golden fleece, flies through the air to the

land', at' once of setting and of rising sun ; there he is

sacrificed on the shore in the fire of sunset; his skin is

huns uDon the tree of the nightly heaven, and guarded by

the envious power, the dragon, till it is captured by the

so'ar hero, by whom the darkness is dispelled and the

dragon slain.

JASPER, an opaque close-grained variety of quartz,

variously tinted, but usually either red or brown,—the

colour being due in the former case to the presence of

peroxide of iron, and in the latter to the same oxide in a

hydrated condition. Frequently the colour is not unifornf,

and if tlie tints be disposed in stripes or bands the mineril

is termed riband jasper. A blown jasper occurring ia

nodules, and exhibiting variations of tilit arranged in zones,

is termed, from its locality, Egyptian jasper. Although the

term jasper is now restricted to such varieties of quartz

as present opacity, it is certain from the descriptions of

classical writers that their jKs/ji's or Tao-jris was a stone of

considerable translucency. The original jasper appears to

have been green, inasmuch as it is often compared with the

emerald and other green objects. Probably the jasper of

the ancients included stones which we should now clasa as

chalcedony and agate, while our jasper was then known as

the achates. The emerald like jasper appears to have been

a green chalcedony, like the plasma and chrysopiose of

modern mineralogists.

See Kev. C. W. King's Katural Hislonj of Precious Stones, 1865.

JASSY, Jasii, or Jaschi, formerly the capital of the

principality of Moldavia, and now the chief town of a
district in Roumania, is situated in the valley of the

Bachlui (a tributary of the Pruth), in 47° 10' N. lat. and
27° 30' E. long., about 200 miles to the north of Bucharest.

The surrounding country consists of hill and dale, and the

town with its widely scattered houses intermingled with

trees occupies two eminences, of which the one has a rapid

and the other a very gradual ascent. The exterior aspect

of the place is decidedly attractive and imposing ; but the

character and condition of the interior is disappointing. A
large number of the houses are built of wood, the streets

are irregular and dirty, and there is uo satisfactory drainage.

Since 1873, however, the principal streets have been paved
with asphalte, &c. by W. O. Callender of London, at a
cost to the town of .£200,000. Jassy is the residence of a
prefect, and the see of the archbishop of Moldavia ; and it

has a court of the first instance, a court of appeal, a number
of synagogues, and about forty-seven Greek churches,

including the cathedral and the church of the monastery

of St Spiridion, a museum with a public library, a fine

hall, and a theatre. Besides the university (whichhas three

faculties—law, letters, and philosophy—and in 1876 num-
bered 22 professors and 14G pupils), there arc two gymnasia
in the town, one academy, several national schools (both

girls' and boys'), and upwards of twenty private schoola

The foundation of St Spiridion (due to the liberality of
Gregorius Ghika in 1727, and available for the sick of

all countries and creeds) has an income of nearly ^50,000
per annum, and maintains hospitals in several towns of

Moldavia. The main hospital in Jassyis a large building,

and possesses a maternity institution, a midwifery school,

and other auxiliaries. A society of physicians and
naturalists has existed in Jassy since the early part

of the century, and a number of periodicals are pub-
lished in the town. In the vicinity are Belvedere Castle

(the residence formerly of Stourza Citacnie), the mineral

springs and convent of Galata, the' water-cure establish-

ment of Rapide, and the great ecclesiastical college of

Socola. The industrial activity of Jassyis but slight,

—

a tobacco factory, a flour-mill, a brewery, and two or three

small manufactories of aerated water making the total sum
in 1878. The trade of the town is mainly in the hands

of the Jews, who form a large and increasing proportion of

its 90,000 inhabitants. By a hranch line to Pasca'ni. Jassy

communicates with the Austrian railway system, and by o-
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9ihe to Ungliam with that of Rnssiai^ The town Is governed

by a mayor and council. Its income is to_a considerable

extent derived from a tax on the wines.

.^ The inscription by which the existence of a Jassiorum municipium
in the time of the Roman empire is* sought to be proved lies open
to gi-ave suspicion ; but the town is mentioned as early as the 14th
Century, and probably does derive its name from the Jassians, or

Jazygiiins, who accompanied the Cumanian invaders. About 15(i4

it was made the capital of Moldavia, instead of Suczava, by Alex-

ander Lapusuenu. It was reduced to ashes by Sultan Soliman in

1538, and by Sobieski in 1C86. 13y the peace of Jassy the second
Kusso-Turklsh War was brought to a' close in 1792. A Greek
insurrection under Ypsilanti in 1S21 led to the storming of the

town by the Turks in 1322. In 1811 there was a severe conflagra-

tion. For the loss caused to the town in 1861 by the removal of the

seat <if government to Bucharest the constituent assembly voted

£148,150, to be paid in ten annual instalments, but no oayment
Itas been made.

jASZ-BERiiN'Y, a corporate town of Hungary, and
formerly 'capital of the JdszsAg (Jazygia) district (since

1876 incorporated with the Cis-Tisian county of JAsz-

Nagy-Kun-Szolnok), is pleasantly situated on both banks

of the Zagyva, crossed there by a stone bridge, and on the

Hatvan-Szolnok line of railway, 39 miles east of Budapest,
47° 29' Jr. lat., 19^ 57' E. long. It is the seat of a royal

court of law and a circuit court, and has several churches,

one of which is large and handsome, a Franciscan monas-
tery, a Boman Catholic gymnasium, a high school, a guard
house, and an elegant town-hall, in which are preserved

archives of considerable importance. In the centre of the

town the channels of the Zagyva form two islands, which
are planted with trees and laid out as promenades. On
one of these atands a marble bust erected (1797) in

honour of tbe Palatine Archduke Joseph. Not far from
the same plaoe are the ruins of p, fortress, where it is

popularly believed that Attila, king of the Huns, was
buried (453). The inhabitants of the town and neigh-

bourhood are much engaged in agricultural pursuits and in

pasturing liorses, cattle, and sheep on the vast communal
lands. Fairs are periodically held in the town, and tlie

trade in field produce, fruit, grain, and cattle is generally

brisk. The population at the end of 1880 amounted to

21,781, chiefly Magyars by nationality, and Roman
Catholics by creed.

JATIVA, or San Felipe de J.Itiva, according to tue
old orthography XItiva, a city of Spain in the province

of Valencia, is picturesquely situated on fhe margin of a
beautiful and fertile huerta or plain, at the foot of an
overhanging eminence, on the right bank of the AlbAida,
ai' tributary of the Jucar. Tiie principal public building is

the. collegiate church, begun in HI 4; it has a fine dome.
There are three parish churches besides, and twelve religious

houses, also a hospital. The manufactures of the place
are unimportant, and its trade purely loeal. The Dopula-
tion in 1877 was 14,534.
N J.itiva, the Sictiibis of Pliuy and Martini, was cclebr.ited in tlie

time of tlie Romans forits linen manulhcturcs. It was then known
^Jso 03 Valeria Augusta. It is believed to have been of Phceniciau
origin. During the time of the Jloors, who knew how to utilize its
fine situation and fertile neighbourhood, it enjoyed great prosperity.
|It was tak?n in 1221 by Jaime I. of Valencia ; and in 1347 it
roctivod the rank of a city. In the succession war it sustained a
long siege with great firmness and bravery, and, when taken at last,
lecsived from its captoi-s the name of San Felipe. Jdtiva was the
lirthplace of the painter Ribora (1588), and to it also the historical
family of the Borgias or Borjas originally belonged.

JATS, an Indian people estimated to form two-fifths of
the entire population of the Punjab and half that of the
EAjput states. They are also widely spread through Sind,
Baluchistan, and the North-Western Provinces. Their
traditions indicate an immigration from Ghaznl or
Xandahar, but writers of authority have identified them
with the ancient Oeta?,i and there is strong reason to

^' ijee articU Lxoia, vol. xii. j' 789.

believe them a degraded tribe of EAjputs, .whose Scytmc
origin has also been maintained. Dr Trumpp;° however,
regards them as the first Aryan settlers in the valley of the
Indus, and their language strongly favours this view. ^The
JiUaki, or Jdt vernacular, retained by them with singular

tenacity, is a variety of Sindhi, and a pure Sanskrit tongue,
exhibiting unusually early grammatical forms. Hindu
legends point to a prehistoric occupation of the Indus
valley by this people, and at the time of the Mahometan
conquest of Sind (712 a.d.) they, with a cognate tribe

called Meds, constituted the bulk of the population. Tbey
enlisted under the banners of Mohammed Kdsim, but at a
later date offered a vigorous resistance to the Ar£b invaders.

In 836 they were overthrown by Amran, who imposed on
them a tribute of dogs, and used their arms to vanquish
the Meds. In 1025, however, they had gathered audacity,

not only to invade Mansura, and compel the abjuration of

the Mussulman emir, but to attack the victorious army of

Mahmiid, laden withthe spoil of Somndth. Chastisement
duly ensued : a formidable flotilla, collected at MiiltAftj'

shattered in thousands the comparatively defenceless J4t
boats on the Indus, and annihilated their national preteji-'

sions. In recent times the valour of the race^showed itself

in the two sieges of Bhartpur, the seat of a JAt dynastyj '

in 1805 and 1826, and has long been conspicuous in the
military qualities of the Sikhs. They are a migratory
stocL We hear of early JAt settlements on the shores of
the Persian Gulf; there was in the 9th century a J4t
quarter in Antiooh ; and a colony established in' the
Chaldiean marshes defied during twenty-four years' the
power of the caliphs, and was finally vanquished and
deported to the Cilician frontier in 834. The Jits' are
now mainly agriculturists and cattle breeders, rearing with'

extraordinary skill and care large flocks of camels, in the'

Mekran and the desert tracts of Sind. In their settlements
on the Ganges and Jumna, extending as far east as Bareilly,'

they are divided into two great clans, the Dhe and the Hele

;

while in the Punjab there are said ta be one' hundred
diS'erent tribes. Their religion varies with locality. ?East
of the Rdvl they profess a modified Bralimanism, discard^
ing the restrictions of caste j in the Punjab they. have
largely embraced Sikh tenets ; while in Sind and Balu-
chistan they are Mahometans. They are in general a
harmless, industrious, people, preserving in songs and
legends the memory of better times. '- Under favoiuable
conditions, however, old predatory habits revive,''and their

wandering instinct leads them, in the guise of itinerant

traders, far into Ceiltral Asia. Indeed, there is plausible'

though not conclusive evidence that the Gipsies owned them'

as progenitors.^ In appearance they are not ill-favoured,'

though extremely dark ; they have good teeth, and large

beards, sometimes stained with indigo. Their inferiority

of social position, however, to some extent betrays itself

in their aspect, and tends to be peroetuated by their intel-

lectual apathy.

JADBER'T, PiEEEE AMEDfeE Emujen Probe (1779-
1847), French Orientalist, was born at Aix in Provence,'

June 3, 1779. He was one of the most distinguisbe'd

pupils of the Orientalist Silvestre de Sacy, whose funeral
Discoura he pronounced in 1838. Jaubert acted as inter-

preter to Napoleon in Egypt in 1798-99, and on his

return to Paris held various posts under GovefnmentTV- In
1802 he accompanied Sebastiani on his Eastern mission;
and in 1804 he was with General Brune at Constantinople.
Next year he was despatched to Persia to arrange an

- Zeilschrift d. Deuisch. Morg. O^dMlaft, xv. p. 630, and ;.'T)i«

beutige Bevolkerung des 'Pmii'b,"'\m lIiUlieilv.ngen d. aililitvpcL
Oesellsch. in Wien, 1872. .< .^- '

,^_

'See Gu>siES, .vol. x. p. 617 ; also Edinburgh Reviiw, No. 808*
p. ISl.
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(lUiance with the shah ; but on the way he was seized and

imprisoned in a dry cistern for four months by the pasha

'of Bayazid. The pasha's death freed Jaubert, who success-

fully accomplished his mission, and rejoined Napoleon at

[Warsaw in 1807. In 1818 he undertook a journcj with

Government aid to Tibet, whence he succeeded iu introduc-

ing into France 400 Cashmere goats. The rest of his life

Jaubert spent in study, in writing, and lu teaching. He
became professor of Persian in the College de Franco, and

in 1830 was elected member of the Acad^mie dos lnscril^

{tions. In 1841 his erudite services were still further

rewarded by admission to the peerage of France, and by

the rank of counsellor of state. ^ He died at Paris, January

[27, 1847.

Besides articles in the Journal Astntiq'ite, we have from Jnul.ert

Whyage en Artneiiic cl en Pnsc, fiiU dans Ics antiera 180.5-Ti. 18"21

(the edition of 1860 hai a notice of Jaabeit. by M. SuiHTloli
;

^Mimcnis dc In Grammairc Tm-Qiic, 182-3; Gioijrnphif <t'Eih-i>>i,

1824 ; Vie dc Djcnghiz Kl'on^ 1841 ; ami Rtlnhoix ac lauthns-

'sa.de dc Mohammed ilnd lyalM iJfcndi {Talc Tiirqiic). 1^43.

Be also revised McyendorfTs Foyagc d'Oi-ciibo'trcj I'l ii'ntirltnrn,

1826; and abridged Venture's " Granituaii-o ct Dictionnaire de la

langue Berbire," 1824 (in Recucil dc Voyages dc In Son^li ac Gio-

graphic, tome vii.). See notices in tbe Journal AsiaJi/jue, January

1847, and the Journal de^ Vebats, January 30. 1847

JAUER, chief town of a circle in the government dis-

trict of Liegnitz, in the province of Silesia, Prussia, is

situated on the Wiithende Neisse. St Jlartin's church,

recently renovated, dates from 1267-90, and the evangel-

ical church from 1655. ' The castle has been a penitentiary

since 1746 ; and in the town there is a Protestant gymna-

sium and a hospital. Jauer manufactures leather, buck-

skin, carpets, cigars, carriages, and gloves, and is specially

famous for its sausages. Its weekly grain and cattle

market was instituted in 1404. . The population in 1875

was 10,404.

Jauer was formerly the capital of a principality embracing 1200

square miles of the principality of Schweidnitz, now occupied by
tlie circles of Jauer, Bunzlau, Lbwenberg, Hirsehherj;, and Schbnau.

It was separated from Schweidnitz in 1314, but lapsed to the

Bohemian crown in 1392. Jauer was formerly the prosperous seat

of the Silesian linen trade, but the troubles of the Thirty Year.s*

War, in the course of whicli it was burned down three times, per-

manently injured it.

JAUHARY. Abu Nasr Isma'il ibn HammAd el-Janhary

of Firib, a district beyond the Jaxartes, on th'B borders of

Turkestan, is one of the fathers of Arabic lexicography.

'After the fashion of the older Arabic philologers he com-

pleted his studies by a residence among the tribes of the

Arabian desert, and finally established himself at NaisSpur,

Inhere he died by a fall from the roof of his house, leav-

ing the revision of his great lexicon, the l^ihAh fi'l-Lugha,

incomplete. According to some accounts he committed

suicide in a fit of insanity. Hajji Khalifa (iv. 91) places

his death 303 a.h. (1002-3 a.d.) ; others give 398 or 400.

The Si/uVi has been repeatedly printed in the East, as at Biilak

1282 (IM'SX and a<;ain iu 1875. Of the edition projected by Ev.

Scbeidius, only one part appeared in 1776. See Hamaker, Spec.

Cat., p. 48; Dozy, Leyden, Oaialogue, i. 67; Fertsch, Goiha Co/.. No.
378 ; H. Khalifa, ut supra.

JAULNA. See JAlna.

JAUNDICE (Fr. Jaunisse, from jaune, yellow), or

IcTEKtJS (from its resemblance to the colour of the

golden oriole, of which Pliny relates that if a jaundiced

person looks upon it he recavers but the bird dies), a term

in medicine applied to a yellow coloration of the skin and

other parts of the body, depending in most instances on

some derangement affecting the liver. This yellow colour

is due to the presence in the blood of bile or of some of

the elements of thnt secretion. Jaundice, however, must

be regarded more as a symptom of some morbid condition

previously existing than as a disease per se.

^ The manner iu which jaundice is produced is still a

matter of debate among physicians, but it is generally

admitted that there are two classes of causes, either of

which may bring about this condition. In the first place

any obstruction toth° passage of bile from the liver into the

intes*mal canal is sonnet or later followed by the appear-

ance of Jaundice, which in such circumstances is due to th'o

excessive absoriition ol bile into the bluod To this variety

the term o^'lrticlicr jaundice is applied. But secondly, a

form of jauudice may be produced by causes not embracing

(;bsS-uction, but includiug a variety of morbid condition*

affecting either the secreting structure of the liver or the

st ite nf the blood, and to this the term iioii-ohstrucliiie

jaundice is applied.

OI'<lynriirf jinniili'-r niiiy be due to the following causes:

-(1) simple catarrh of the hepatic and common bile duct

(see buiESTiVE Org.axs), whereby the calibre of thes9

channels is narrowed (this is frequently the result of cold

or of temporary gastric disturbance, but .it may becojue ft

chronic condition)
;

(2) impaction of gallstones or plugs of

hardened mucus in the ducts; (3) general congestion of

tlio liver, either alone or in connexion with pre-existing

disease in the heart or lungs ; and (4) pressure of morbid

growths either external to the liver or iu its substance.

Obstruction froni these causes may be partial or com-

plete, and the degree of jaundice will vary accordingly, but

it is to be noted that extensive organic disease of the liver

may exist without the evidence of obstructive jaundice.

The effect upon the liver of impediments to the outflow

of bile such as those above indicated is in the first phics

on increase in its size, the whole biliary passages and tho

liver cells being distended with retained bile. This enlargojj

ment, however, speedily subsides when the obstruction is

removed, but should it persist the liver ultimately shrinjcs

and undergoes atrophy in its whole texture. The bile

thus retained is absorbed into the system, and shows

itself by the yellow staining seen to a greater or less

extent in all the tissues and many of the fluids of the body>

The kidneys, which in such circumstances act in some
measure vicariously to the liver and excrete a portion of tho

retained bile, are apt to become affected in their structure

by the long continuance of jaundice.

The symptoms of obstructive jaundice necessarily varjj

according to the nature of the exciting cause, but thero

generally exists evidence of some morbid condition before

the yellow coloration appeara' Thus, if the obstruction

bo due to an impacted gall stone in the common or hepatic

duct, there will probably be the symptoms of intense

suffering characterizing " hepatic colic " (see CoLir), after

which the jaundice appears. In the caseS most frequently

seen—those, namely, arising from simple catarrh of the bile

ducts due to gastro-duodenal irritation spreading on to the

liver through the common duct—the first sign to attract

attention is the yellow appearance of the white of the eye,

which is speedily followed by a similar colour on the skin

over the body generally. The yellow tinge is most distinct

where the skin is thin, as on the forehead, breast, elbo*s,

<fec. It may be also well seen in the roof of the mouth,

but in the lips and gums the colour is not observed till the

blood is first press.ed from them. The tint varies, being iu

the milder cases faint, in the more severe a deep saffron

yellow, while in extreme degrees of obstruction it may be

of dark brown or greenish hue. The colour can scarcely, if

at all, be observed in artificial light.

The urine exhibits well marked and characteristic

changes in jaundice which exist even before any evidence

cun be detected on the skin or elsewhere. It is always of

dark brown colour resembling porter, but after standing iu

the air it acquires a greenish tint. Its froth is greenish-

yel'ow, and it stains with this colour any white substance.

It contains not only the bils colouring matter but also the
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Sile acids. ' The former b detected by the play of (jolours

yielded on the addition of nitric acid, the latter by the

purple colour produced by placing a piece of lump sugaf

in the urine tested, and adding thereto a few drops of

strong sulphuric acid. This test for the bile acids is dwelt

upon by Dr George Harley as an important point in serving

to distinguish jaundice with obstruction from jaundice

without obstraction, in the latter of which, although there

is bile pigment in the urine, the bile acids are absent.

The contents of the bowels also undergo changes,' being

characterized chiefly by their pale clay colour, which is in

proportion to the amount of hepatic obstruction, and to

their consequent want of admixture with bile. For the

fame reason they contain a large amount of unabsorbed

fatty matter, and have" an extremely offensive odour.

Constitutional symptoms always attend jaundice with

obstruction. The patient becomes languid, drowsy, and

irritable, and has generally a slow pulse. The appetite is

usually but not always diminished, a bitter taste in the

mouth is complained of, while flatulent eructations arise

from the stomach. Intolerable itching of the skin is a

common accompaniment of jaundice, and cutaneous efup-

tions or boils are occasionally seen. Yellow vision appears

to be present in some very rare cases. Should the jaundice

depend on advancing organic disease of the liver, such

as cancer, the tinge becomes gradually deeper, and the

emaciation and debility more marked towards the fatal ter-

mination, which in such cases is seldom long postponed.

Apart from this, however, jaundice from obstruction may
exist for many years, as in those instances where the walls

of the bile ducts are thickened from chronic catarrh, but

where they are only partially occluded. In the common
cases of acute catarrhal jaundice recovery usually takes

place in two or three weeks.

The treattnent of this form of jaundice bears reference to

the cause giving rise to the obstruction. In the ordinary

cases of simple catarrhal jaundice, or that following the

passing of gall stones, a light nutritious diet (milk, soUps,

&c., avoiding saccharine and farinaceous substances and

alcoholic stimulants), along with counter-irritation applied

over the right side, and after a few days the use of laxa-

tives which tend to promote the flow of bile, will be foutid

to be advantageous. Ehubarb, taraxacuiji, podophyllum,

mercury, are among the remedies which have long been

employed for this purpose, but the recent researches of

Professor Rutherford have brought to light certain other

agents (euonymin, iridin, leptandrin, itc), which exercise

a powerful influence as cholagogues, and are now coming

into use. Diaphoretics and diuretics to promote the action

of the skin and kidneys are useful in jaundice. .In the

more chronic forms, besides the remedies above named,

the waters of Carlsbad are of special efficacy. 'Where the

jaundice depends on changes in the substance of the liver,

altering its structure, such as cancerous deposit, all that

oaa be accomplished is the palliation of symptoms, includ-

ing the jaundice, which may be mitigated by the treatment

already indicated. With the view of supplying bile to the

alimentary canal, Dr Harley recommends the use of inspis-

sated ox-gall in doses of 5 to 10 grains adniinistered in

capsules of gelatin.

2. Jaundice without ohstruciioti is observed to occur as a

symptom in certain fevers, e.y., yellow fever, ague, and
relapsing fever, and in pyaemia (blood poisoning), also as

the effect of the action of certain poisonous substances, such

as copper, mercury, antimony, phosphorus, &c., and the

jvenom of snake bites. It is occasionally seen iu new-born

infants. It is sometimes suddenly induced as the result

of strong mental excitement or emotion. Much difficulty

lias always been felt to account for this form of jaundice,

fiQ'I numerous theories have been advanced to explain its

occurrence. Many of such cases might probably, as

Virchow observes, be found on careful investigation to

depend on some obstruction in the biliary passages ; but
there can be no doubt that many others admit of no such

explanation, and as regards these it is generally held that

they are probably connected with some alteration in the

colouring matter of the blood, the source, it is believed, of

the bile pigment. Others suppose this form of jaundice to

be due to an excess in the norma! reabsorption of bile into

the blood. The pathology, however, is still unsettled.

Jaundice of this kind is almost always slight, and neither

the urine nor the discharges from the bowels exhibit

clianges in appearance to such a degree as in the obstruc-

tive variety. Grave constitutional symptoms are' often

present, but they are less to be ascribed to the jaundice

than to the disease with which it is associated.

The name Ttwlignaut jaundice is sometimes applied to

that very fatal form of disease otherwise 'termed acute

yellow atrophy of the liver. See Atrophy. (j. o. a.)

JAUNPUH, a British district in the lieutenani

governorship of the North-Western Provinces, India,

lying between 25° 23' 16" and 26° 12' N. lat., ar.d

between 82° 10' and 83° 7' 45" E. long. It forma the

north-eastern district of the AllahibAd division, and is

bounded on the N. and N.W. by the Oudh districts of

FaizibAd, Partabgarh, and Sultanpur, on the E. and N.E.

by GMzipur and Azamgarh, on the S. by Benares and

MirzApur, and on the W. by AllahAbAd.

The- district of Jaunpur forms part of the wide Gangetio

plain, and its surface is accordingly composed of a thick

alluvial deposit. The whole country is closely tilled, and

no waste lands break the continuous prospect of Cultivated

fields. The northern and central positions are richly

wooded. The district is divided into two unequal parts

by the sinuous channel of the Gumti, a tributary of the

Ganges, which flows past the city of Jaunpur. Its total

course within the district' is about 90 miles, and it is no-

where fordable. It is crossed by two famous bridges, one

at Jaunpur and the other 2 miles lower down. The other

rivers are the Sai, Barna, Pilli, and Basohi Lakes are

numerous in the north and south ; the largest has a length

of 8 miles.

The census of 1872 w»s taken ujion an area of 1556 square miles,

and it disclosed a total population of 1,025,961, of whom 645,762

were hiales and 480,209 females. Jaunpur is essentially a Hindu

district, in spite of its long suVijection to Mahometan rulers. The

returns show 929,525 Hindus to 96,319 Mahometans ; the Christian

]icpuktion (European and aative) numbers 117. "There axe only

two towns with more than 5000 inhahitants,—Jaunpur, 23,327,

and Machhhshahr, 8715.

Tlio ordinary soil of Jaunpur is a mixture of mould, clay, and

saud ; but in old liver beds and the basins of te'uiporary lakes a

rich black alluvial deposit may occasionally be found. The harvests

are those common to the rest of Upper India. The crops yielded

are cotton, rice, biijra, jodr, moth, wheat, barley, oats, pease, and

other pulses. Sugar yields the greatest profit, but it requiies great

care. Indigo, poppy, tobacco, and vegetables are also cultivated.

The Gumti is liable to sudden inundations during the rainy season,

owing to the high banks it has piled up at its entraace into the

Ganges, which act as dams to prevent the prompt outflow of its

floocied waters. These inundations extend to its tributary the Sal.

Much damage was thus effected in 1774 ; but the greatest recorded

Hood took place in September 1871, when 4000 houses in the city were

swept away, besides 9000 more in villages along its banks. On the

other hand, Jaunpur has been comparatively free from dvbught, the

great plague of the north-west generally, as of the rest of India.

The district is almost enthely devoted to agriculture, and its trade i«

confined to raw materials and food-stuffs. The principal fairs are

held at Maridhu in September, and at Karchuli in March ;
they are

attended bv from 20,000 to 26,000 pilgrims and traders. The Oudh

and EohiUihand railway passes throufrli the district. There are 145

miles of metalled and 364 of unmetalled roads.
,
The Gumti and Sai

are navigable for boats of moderate burden. The climate is moist,

and the temperature is more equable, and the rain more evenly

distributed throughout the year, than in most districts _of the

Noitli-Wistern Piovinces. 'The average rainfall for 18B1-/0 was
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43 inclm*; duving tliat period the maximum was El '6 inches, the

minimuDQ 22 inches. Tliere are two charitable dispensaries.

In i>r»liwtorio times Jaunpur seems to have formed a portion of

the Ajodflya principality, and when it first makes an appearance

in authentic history it was subject to the rulers of Benares. With

the rest of their dominions it fell under the yoke of the Musalmdn
invaders in 119-1. From that time the district appears to have

been ruled hy a prince of the Kanauj dynasty, as a tributary of

the Mahometan suzerain. In 1388 Malik Sanvar Khwaja was sent

hy iiahammad Tuglilak to govern the eastern province. He fixed

his re3idence at Jaunpnr, made himself independent of the Delhi

court, and assumed tlie title of Sultan-us-Shark, or eastern emperor.

For nearly a century the Sharki dynasty ruled at Jaunpur, and

proTcd formidable rivals to the sovereigns of Delhi. The last of

the dynasty was Sultdn Hussen, who pa,ssed his life in a fierce and

chequered struggle for supremacy with Bahlol Lodi, then actual

emperor at Deliii. At length, in 1478, Bahlol succeeded in defeat-

ing his rival in a series of decisive engagements. Ho took the city

• f Jaunpur, but permitted the conquered Hussen to reside there,

an.l to complete the building of his great mosijue, the Jama llasjid,

wliich now forms the chief ornament of the town. Jlany other

aro'iitectural works in the district still bear witness to its greatness

uuJer its independent JIusalman ruler.s. Under the Lodi dynasty

the history of Jaunpur contains nothing more tlian the stereotyped

naiTative of provincial intrigue, constant revolt, and bloody repres-

sion. When the last of that line was killed, a local kingdom was

once more established for a shSrt time in the district, hut after the

fall of Agra and Delhi Jaunpur was recovered, and the district thence-

forward formed a portion of the JIughal empire. Kotliing worthy

o'.' note occurred in connexion with this district until 1722, when it

v/as transferred, with Benares, Ghizipur, and Chun.ir, to the nawab
wazir of Oudh, who appointed a commander to the districts with

the title of rdji of Benares. The first connexion of the British with

the district arose in 1765, when it passed for a short time into their

liands after the battle of Baiar. In 1775 it was finally made over

to thorn by the treaty of Lucknow. From that time nothing occurred

which calls for notice till the date of the mutiny. On the 5th June
1857, when the nev s of the Eenaies revolt reached Jaunpur, the

Sikhs mutinied. The district continued in a state of complete

anarchy till the arrival of the Gurkha force from Azanigarh in t^op-

tember. In November the surrounding country was lost again, ajid

it was not till Jlay 1858 that the last smouldering embers of dis-

affection were stifled by tlie repulse of the insurgent leader at the

hands of the people themselves.

Jaunpur, a municipal town and tlie administrative

headquarters of the aliove district, situated in 20° 41' 01"

N. lat. and 82° 43' 3S" E. long., on the northern bank of

the river Gumti. Jaunpur is a very ancient city, the former

capital of a considerable JIahonietan kingdom, which once

extended from BudAuu and Etdwah to Beliar. It abounds

in splendid architectural monuments, most of which belong

to the Pathdn period, when the rulers of Jaunpur made
themselves independent of Delhi. x\mong the remains are

the fort of Firoz, the havimams or baths, the AtAla Masjid

and the Jiujiri .Masjid, mosques built by Ibr.dhim, the

Dariba mosque constructed by two of Ibrahim's governors,

the LAI DarwAza erected by the queen of Mahmud, the

JamA Masjid or great mosque of Hussen, and the splendid

bridge over the Gumti, erected by Mtimzin Khin, governor

under the JIughals, in 1509-73. During the mutiny of

1857 Jaunpur formed a centre of great disaffection. The
town still possesses a considerable trade. There are two

railway stations there. The population in 1872 was

23,327, comprising 12,369 ffindus and 10.949 Maho-

metans and 9 "others."

JAVA
ptovill TA MOXG the islands of the Indian archipelago Java is

•_£X not the largest, being surpassed in this regard by

Borneo, New Guinea, Sumatra, and Celebes; but in every

other respect it i^ the most important of them all. It has

passed through the most remarkable vicissitudes, has been

the scene of the most eventful occurrences, nnd possesses

the noblest memorials of bygone splendour. It supports

a larger population than all the other islands of the Indian

Ocean {ogether, a population as dense indeed as that of the

most populous of European countries. In natural beauty

It rivals the most favoured regions of the world. Through

the mildness of its climate and the industry of its peojile

it possesses a richer store of valuable productions than

almost any country of equal extent can boast : its rice-fields

make it the granary of the E;ist Indian islands, and its coffee

and sugar plantations are a perpetual source of wealth to

. Holland, the country whicli has tlie good fortune to claim

its allegiance.^

Java lies between 105° 10' and 114° 34' E. long., and

between 5° 52' and 8° 46' S. lat. Its greatest length

—

measured from Pepper Bay in the west to Eanyuwangi in

the e.ast—amounts to no less than 622 miles ; its greatest

breadth—from Cape Bugel in Japara to the south coast of

Jokjokarta—is only 121. The area is estimated at 49,176

square miles, nearly four times that of Holland (12,731

square miles). Both physically and administratively the

island of Madura, separated from the main island by a

narrow strait, must be taken along with Java; and the

same is more or less the case with a number of smaller

islands—Palo Piinitan or Princes' Island, lying off the most

western proniontory, the Thousand Islands, the Karimon-

Djawa (Carimon .Tava) arcliipelago, about 50 miles to the

north of , Japara, Eawean (Bavean), a little further to the

north of JIadura, the Sumanap islands to the north-east

'of Madura, and Deli, Tindjil, Nnsa Kambangan, Sempu,
and Nusa Barung off the south coast. These all being

i
-^ The above general description is taken from tlie Java of Professor

Veth of Leydeu, the staud.arJ work on the subject.

included, the area of what is officially known as Java and

Madura amounts to 51,961 square miles.-

There is a striking difference between western and eastern

Java in the main features of relief. The western portion,

e.vclusive of the northern alluvial coast-land, is a compact

mass of mountains culminating in volcanic peaks nowhere

interrupted by plains or lowland valleys. In the eastern

and larger iiortion the volcanoes rise in independent clusters,

and the valleys between open out into wide champaigns.

Even in the east the number of volcanic eminences is

exceptionally large; and, if the whole island be taken into

view, there is scarcely any region of the world of eqnal

extent wdiich can boast of so many. The following are

those which are still in a state of activity :—Ged6 (the most

western), Tangkuban Prahu, Guntur, Pepandayan, Telaga

Bodas, Galung-gung, TjermiS, the Slamat (sometimes

called Gedb), SendiirA, Sumbing, Merapi, Lawn, Wilis ()),

Kelut, ArdjunS, Kawi (3), Tenger, Smeru or Semeru,

Lamongan, Rawun, and Idjen. The loftiest of them all

is Semeru, with a height of 12,238 English feet.^

- The orthojiraphy of East Indian names is far from constant. Even

in the s.ame Dutch book I\Iadura and Madoera, Jokjakarta, Djok-

jokarta, and Djokdjokarta are to be found. In the present article the

Dj or J is usually given in the more English form of J, the oe as «,

and so on.
'* See Junghuhn's Java. Chrenologic.il lists of the eniptive and

seismical phenomena of the island, and indeed of all the Indian archi-

pelago, are given from time to time in the A'at, Tijds, voor Ned. Ind.

From Dr Bergsma's report in the volume for,1880 it appears tliat in

1878 there were sixteen distinct earthquakes registered throughout

the island. That both volcanoes and earthqu.akes are not without

present importance among the physical agencies engaged in the new
shaping of the land is shown by such facts as the following:—^iii

1843, according to Junghuhn's estimate, Jlonnt Guntur flung forth

ashes and s,and to the extent of 30 million tons ; by the .^eat eruption

of Mount Galung-gung in 1822, no fewer than 114 villages were laid

waste and 4000 persons destroyed ; in 1867 an earthquake caused

the death of 1000 people in the town of Jokjokarta alone ; in 1872

the eruption of Merapi (one of the most active of the volcanoes) proved

fatal to many of the inhabitants of Kadu; and the damage to he feared

from the ashes thi'own out by the same jnountain interferes with the
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The central ridge, in which, withllie single exception of

MuriS, all the volcanic peaks are situated contains a large

number of other summits upwards of 6000 feet in height,

and several—such as Wallet, Pangerangu, ^lerbabu, Guu-
ong Butak, G. Weliran, G. Argowulan, the Yang (Jang)

mountains, G. Rante—rise beyond 9000 feet. On both the

north and south sides the volcanic chain is flanked by ranges

composed of Tertiary rocks ; these attain an elevation on
the south frequently of between 2000 and 4000 feet, and
occasionally in the Preanger Regencies of 5000 or 0000 feet.

To the northern flanking range belongs the whole of the

island of Madura, which has its highest point iu Gnnong
Tambuko (1541 feet). The northern versant of Java

differs from the southern in the great development of its

alluvial border, which in one or two places widens out

into considerable plains, and from this it naturally results

that the streams flowing into the Sea of Java are both in

length of course and volupie of water more important than

those that fall into the Indian Ocean. Their number in

both cases is very great ; but none even of the northern

streams are navigable for vessels of .burden, and only a

few for boats beyond the reach of the tide. They are all

mors or less obstructed by mud or sandbanks at their

mouths. In the Sunda lands the river names are usually

introduced by Tji', the Sunda word for river; the equiva-

lent Kali is prefixed less frequently to the names in the

Javanese portions of the island. The largest and in some
aspects the most useful of all the rivers is the Bengawan,
or river of Solo, so caUed from Solo, the popular name of

the city of Surakarta. It is in the residency of Surakarta

that it takes its rise in the plain bounded by Merapi on

the W;, by Lawn on the E., and by Gunong Kidul on the

S., and it flows through the residencies of Madiuu, Rem-
bang, and Surabaya. Except for the last three months
of the dry season it is navigable for large boats, and during

the whole year for small ones. Next in magnitude to the

Solo is the Brautas, called in its lower part the Kalimas,

and by Europeans the river of Surabaya Both rivers

debouch into the strait of Madura, and the rapid forma-

tion of alluvial deposits in the neighbourhood of their

mouths gives abundant proof of their disintegrating agency.

In 1818 the largest vessels were able to anchor in the road-

stead of Surabaya; by 1825 considerable caution had to

be observed ; and it speedily became evident that the

northern approach would soon be completely closed. Be-

tween 1850 and 1854 the lower part of the Solo river was
diverted into a new channel, and a permanent fairway

seemed to tie secured. But the condition of the strait

has again been the object of solicitude, and two different

schemes have been under consideration for the removal of

the lower course of the river still further to the north. All

along the north coastof Java similar accretions of land are

talking place ; and steam dredgers have to be keot at work
in all the important harbours.

The endless disturbances produced in the original con-

dition of the strata by the continued* activity of the

volcanic forces render the task of the geologist peculiarly

difficult The volcanic rocks for the most part appear

to rest on sedimentary rocks, and these in their turn are

pretty certainly supported by granite and syenite. That
the sedimentary rocks should all (the modern alluvium of

course being excluded) be assigned .to the Tertiary period

was argued by Junghuhn from the fact that in spite of

plauting of coffee in the districts of Prnbolingo and Renianeh. In

l!i79 the Preanger Regencies were visited by several severe shocks,

and a number of persons were killed. Besides the volcanoes them-
selves, there are a number of striking forms of volcanic activity to be
observed in the island, such as the so-called mud-volcano at Grobogan,
the ga2-fountains or holy-fires of Melati Derat, and the Pakaraman or

Gawa Upas (Valley of Poison) in Banyruuas on the Dieng mountains.
Hot springs are common.
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their difference in compositiun and character they all con-

tain the same class of fossils ; but a few striking examples
of fossils and formations that must belong to the diluvial

division of the Quarternary period have been pointed out
by Staring and Verbeek. Throughout the rocks remams
of vertebrates are exceedingly scarce ; but of invertebrates
there is a great profusion. *

In keeping with its geological structure, Java appears
in general to be in the matter of economic minerals
the poorest of the great islands of the archipelago.- Coal
is very common, in thin strata and small " pockets," both in

Java itself and in Madura and the lesser islands, but it has
hitherto been found impossible to turn it to any consider-

able account A variety of clays fit for bricks, earthen-
ware, and porcelain, a peculiar kind of clay (ampo) eaten
as a dainty by the natives, good limestone and marble,

petroleum, and sulphur have been more or less regularly

worked. Salt is obtained from the mud wells of Kuwu
and Selo (Samarang), and saltpetre at Sutji in the depart-

ment of Gresik.

Climate.—Java being situated but a short distance from
the equator, with the wide expanse of the Indian Ocean
extending to the south, the climate is one of tropical heat

and moisture.

At Batavia, the only place wliere a long series of meteorological

observations is available, the greatest maximum temperatm-e of

the air between 1666 and ISTS was 96 'OS Fahr. , in Kovember
1S77, and the lowest minimum 66 02, in September of the same
year. The mean temperature dttring tbe same period was 78 '69.

Taking the monthly means we find January 77 '48, Februarv77'52,
March 78-21, April 79-34, May 79-59, .lime 78-83, July 78-25,

August 79-14, September 79'35, October 79-50, November 79-23,

December 77-86. It is thia long unbroken continuity of high tem-
peratures which proves trying to the European const .-ntion, for the
new-comer seldom feels iumself much oppressed by ti e heat. The
maximum daily temperature occurs in January, Jun" and July at

2 o'clock and in the other months at 1 o'clock P.M. The highest

maximum of barometric pressure recorded between 1366 and 1878
w-as 30 inches in July 1877, and the lowest minimum 29-64 inches
in December 1870. In the ten years 1S66-1S75 the ditlerence be-

tween the highest dailj mean and the lowest was only 0'295 of an
inch.

Java is situated in the region of the south-east trade

wind, and that is the prevailing direction of the -wind

during one half of the year, from April to October.

During the other half of the year a north-west or west

wind (the physical continuation of the north-east trade

wind) blows with nearly equal steadiness. The former

period is known as the dry season or east monsoon, and

the latter as the rainy season or the west monsoon. The
distinction between the dry and the rainy seasons is most

marked in the eastern portion of the island ; and indeed

when we come as far west as Batavia it cannot be said

that there is any part of the year altogether free from rain.

During the dry season the well-kno-svn phenomenon of land

and sea breezes is very distinctly exhibited; during the rainy

season, through obvious causes, the alternation becomes

much less rettular.

^ Gee -Staring, " Sur I'existence du terrain dilunen a Java," in

Archives NcerluMlaises, 1867, and " Voorkonien van dil. gronden

op Java," in Vers, of Kon. Akad. iiun Wet., Afded. Kaivurlc, 1865

;

Verbeek, " Gedogie van Java " in Tijdschr. ran het Aardh. Oenooi.,

part i. ; Lorie, Bijdrage tot de Keniu's d£r Jav. erupiiefgesteenien,

Rotterdam, 1879 ; Martin, Die Terti&rschichten an/ Java nuch den

Entdeckungen von Fr. Junghuhn, Leyden, 1879 ;
" Sur les voicans

de rile de J-ava et leurs reports avec le reseau pentagonal," in

Comptes Rendus, torn, bcxix. pp. 1058-1061. There has as yet been

no regular geological survey of Java ; and much new light may be

expected from the labours which the Government has at last deter-

mined to prosecute. From Verbeek and Fanneraa's *' Nouv. faity geol.

observes a Java," in Arch. Necrland., 1881, we learn that the exist-

ence of granite and other pre-Tertiary rocks, the absence of which has

long been regarded as one of the chief points of difference between

Java and Sumatra, is now ascertained beyond all dispute.

2 See Verbeek. De ilijnwetlcn, in Ned. Ind., Batavia, 1879.

Xllt. — 76
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111 a rnuiitry of »nih boM and varii^d ri'lief as Java, the raiufall

natuiallyrjJiMi'r-s; vnnv stnkiiigly according to lo^aliU' both in annual
BiMfjiitit and' in ilistriliutixin in time. In 1878. for example. tiiB

ininilitv nfraiiivdava (.V»/!iii)'A:. Tijrh. vmr Kal. Inrl.. lSSO)wasior
);..i,ivin,(at -j:;" fict abrivr; the Kca-Icvel) 131, at Buitenzorg (I0a9

! nt.) ±21), at AVirndcssa in I'cltakjugan fat tlic sea-level) 118, aud so

n:i. AcTording to the Batavian observationa for lSti4-lS7iij the

iolhmiiig liguiTs ihuiv the annual raudan:

—
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kind ; tlm former is a delicate little creature occarring singly or in
jvnirs both in thf mi'mit;iins ami in the coast districts ; the latter,

uving in Iierds of from fifty to one hundred in the grassy '*opons,"
gives fxccllt.nt sport to tlie native hunters. The kantjil (Tragidiis

fnranicHs) ia little bigger than a Iiaic. Xhc royal tiger—the same
species as that of India— is still frctjuent enough in the forests to

ermit
The

make a tiger-hunt a cluirartcrislic Javanese scene, and to pern
Hie native prinrcs to exiiihit at times a tiger and birtfulo fight.- T
kop.ird is also common: in the warm region specimens are occasion-

ally found in which the coat is almost uniformly black, the snots,

liowcvcr, bL'ing visible on inspection, in the tree tons, the birds

find a treacherous enemy in the niatjan rcmpak or wild cat {Feiis

minuta or Lcopttrdiis jacnncnsh)^ about the size of a common cat,

with the markingii of its larger namesake. The dog-tribe is repre-

sented by the fo.v-liko adjag {Canis ru(ilaus), rtliicU hunts in fero-

cious packs.

The Ck^iroi>krn hold a ]>rnminent jilnee in the fauna. Remarkable
esjtecially for size is the kalong or !lyi?ig-fnx {PUropus cilulis), a

fiaiit'Cating bat, which may be seen hanging during tlie day in
black cUisters asleep on the tree;, and in the evening hastening in

dark lloeks to its fuvoucite feeding grounds in tlic forc!,t. The
damage these do to the young. cocoa-uut trees, the mai^e, and the
B»igar-palm leads the native, tio snare and shoot them : and their

lb-sh is good to eat. Smaller kinds of hats are not less abundant,

—

r>erh."»ps the most common sficeies bc-ing the A'l/dicfjus T''miiiin'Hi.

In certain jd.ieca they congregate in myriads like seafowl on the
rJiUs, and their i-xi-remcnts t.roducc extensive guano df'posits, which
tb«' natives of Sur.-.k.irti and Madiun, for example, uti!t/c assourccs
of s.-iJt|ictre. The liousc of Caniienian, near llcsuki, is the chosen
liaunt of a monstrous colony which have successfully defied all

plforl'* made to cxhcl tlu-m. 'I'ho creature known to the Kuroj-eans
as .1 Hying cat/and to tbu natives as the kubin, is the GnlropiOucns
Tfjrir'jrttirs!, marking a sort of tia,«iitiou from the lats to the
louturoids. Of thi-.sc last Java )ias aovcral species, heM iu awe by
the natives for their supposed power of fascination. The apes are
represented by the v<on-v:ovC {/} i/fol/nics Icnviscus), the lutung, and
kowi {Prcstijfci /nauritsand p'jri-htis), the surili {IWsbytrs mitrftlits),

and, most general of all, Mficacin ci/untnuf'jns. Tlie existence of
Iwii.U of the wou-wous is only too distinctly proved in the second
zou'- by the loud :uid eacDphouous outcry from wliieh their name is

derived. The lutung or blaek .ape prefers the temperate region,
thonqh it is met with as hlgb as 7000 feet above the sea and as low
as 20u0 The JJucacns keeps for the most part to the warm cuast
Tt^ions. Itats, mice, porcupines, a particular kind of hare {Lcpics
vi'jriioffis—confined to a Very limited habitat), squirrels, Hying
sqairrrls, are the Javanese rejn-escntatives of the Hodciilia; and
the fns/vtivom comjirisu a shrew mouse, three species of Uladobaics,
and Utjlomifs suillus, peculiar to Java and Sumatra.

Af/n'culftire.—In the eyes of a Javanese to lack rice is

to lack food. About the introduction of this divine cereal

lie tells strange legends, considering it the offspring of the

boJy of Dewie Srie. The priesthood of this goddess is

more inHuential often than that of the Prophet; at an
autumn festival the M'orshippers may be heard uttering the
Mahometan Bismlllah, and following it up with the seven-

fold repetition of her name. For a full harvest the choice
of a lucky day is of greater importance tbun the careful

tillage of the field , and to ensure a proper selection the

Javanese must have the *' »vindu," the year, the month, the
day, the hour. In each of the eight years of the windu a
special method of ploughing, of sacrificing, praying, &c.,

must be employed.2 The Javanese is thus far from being
an enlightened cultivator even of his one indispensable
grain ; and, though the ancestral custom must iri many
cases be really the result of ancient experience, the blindfold
way in which it is applied results in very bad husbandry.
The cultivation of the rice appears at present to be often
carried on at a dead loss. The varieties of the cereal known
to the Javanese are numerous ; but they are commonly
grouped as Ort/:a satica, prxcoXy vwntanaj and gluthiosa.
The first is the kind mainly sown in the sawahs or
irrigation-fields ; the montana, on the other hand, is suited

^ See, in Beauvoir'a Voyage Rou)id the World^ a description of the
menagerie of the prince of Jokjokarta.

* in the first year, for example, of the wiudu, Alip, the work is
begxm on Frirlay, ami the finit furrow is drawn fr.mi south to north in
tlw middle of the field. The sacriHciJ feavt consists mainly of rice not
cooknt iu steam {^-ga fhoet). For detaiJs as to rice culture, its super-
ititious, tc, bee Htjdr. tolde T. L. m Y. Kundu vanNed. Iitd., 1874.

for those in which there is no artificial irrigation,—either

gogo-land, which has been only rudely cleared from the
forest and brought under imperfect or temporary tillage, or

the tagal, which is regvUarly subject year after year to the
processes of husbandry.

Some idea may be formed of the extent of agricultural activity
in Java from the following statement of the amount of land (iu
bouws,—the bouw or bahu being about If acres) cultivated for
their own use by the natives of Java and Madura, excluding the
native states and the private properties ;—

•
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coffee to the Netherlands was made in 1711-12; but it

,wa3 not till after 1721 that th6 yearly exports reached

any considerable amount. The aggregate quantity sold in

the home market from 1711 to 1701 was 2,036,437 piculs

(of 133 K) avoird.), and this must have represented nearly

the whole production of the island. By the beginning of

the 19th century the annual production was 120,000 piculs,

and in spite of political interruptions this had increased by
|18-25 to 208,000 piculs. After the introducti-on of the

]Van den Bosch system a further augmentation was effected
;

and from the official reports it appears that from 1840 to

11873 the amount has ranged from 769,000 to 1,234,000
piculs. During the ten years 1869-1878 the average

manual produce of the Government plantations was 878,000,
.that of the private planters 156,000 piculs. In 1878 the

actual quantity of Government coffee was 831,515 piculs,

land it was estimated that the total number of full grown
jplants in the island was 14,180,000. The collecting ware-

ihouses were 367.

p Next in importance to the coffee plant is the sugar cane. Between
1853 and 1857 the average pi'oduction of Java was 1,652,112 piculs

;

between 1869 and 1873, 2,809,968 ; and between 1875 antl 1880,

3',438,912 ; the corresponding numbei-s for Brazil being 1,683,200,
fi, 176,000 and 2,110,256. The largest harvest in any single year
in Java during all that period was that of 1877, 3,721,984 piculs.

The cultivation of tea, commenced by Du Bus, has also attained a
considerable development ; in 1879 the production amounted to

npwards of 6,700,000 lb. The plantations are private enterjtriscs

on lands leased or granted as freehold by the Government. Most of

them are in-Batavia (Depart. Buitenzorg) and the Preanger Regen-
cies. Cinchona is largely grown by the Government, and to some
extent by the private planters. In 1879 the Government had
1,678,670 trees; the production was about 115,000 1b. Ten dis-

tinct varieties are in cultivation, Siccciruba and Calisaya j.avanica.

preponderating. The tobacco plant is grown in nearly all the re-

sidencies, bat most extensively in Kediri and Besuki. The produc-
tion for the foreign market amounted in 1879 to 7,050,000 Ib.^

' The cultivation of the great wealth-giving crops of Java has long
been carried on in the interest of the Government, the native

peasantry being obliged to devote so much of their soil and toil to

satisfy the demands of their European masters. The system by
which, in this regard, the relations of the Government to the native

were for a long time determined is generally known as the "culture
system." Introduced in 1830 by van den Boscb,*it continued in

force till 1873, and has not altogether disappeared even yet. As
far back as 1856 modifications of its arrangements were introduced
by Duijmaer van Twist ; ami the position of the native was further
improved by Sloet van de Beele, The reforms were for a time re-

larded by GovernorMijer ; but in 1870, under the colonial minister
Waal, a new agrarian law was passed which permitted the cession of

uncultivated ground to Europeans on a lease of seventy-five years.

The principal object of the *' culture system " was the coffee plant,

and it is only gradually that the restrictions of the older regulation

have been relaxed. In 1872 a new regulation was introduced into

the Preanger Regencies ; in 1876 it was extended to the rest of the
island with the excepti^Dn of Pasuruan and the Tenger mountains

;

and in 1877 it was made applicable in Pasuruan likewise. By this

new system the large plantations at a distance from the abodes
of the "culture" peasants are to be replaced by smaller planta-

tions near the villages ; no service is demanded from those whose
lands and gardens are below a defiiiite minimum, and the people
cannot be called out for field work en masse ; fifty conee
plants is the greatest number that any one can be called on to
plant in a year. The general soope of the newer legislation is to
leave as much as possible to private initiative, native and European,
;bat it will be a longtime before the leading strings can be altogether
dropped. In the words of Mr Kesteren :

—

' " The Javanese knows no fi-eedom. His whole existence Is * regnlationed.'
If he is boand to render ' culture '-service, the administration shows him to wh«t
department to apply himself, when and how he must plant. If he is not bound to
render ' culture '-seiTice, but has the position of a so-tailed free ngricnlturist, the
administration prescribes the time antl method of sowing and planting" his land.
If he wishes to fix his habitation outside his village, tlicTUlage chief may pre-
vent lilm. If h« has a dwelling of his own, the administration decides for rilm
vhat sort of materials he must use for the roof. If lie has a hanging night lamp
In bis bamboo hut, he must not hang It against the wall."

,

r It is not in the cofi"ee plantations only that Ms service is demanded
by the Government. In 1879there were 2,030,136 peraonssnbject to

the corv^ ; and the actual days of work required were 32,197,561,
the greale&t number of days which can be exacted from any indivi-

' * In regard to coffee, sugar, ciichona, &c., see K. W. van Gorkom,
^De Ost-Jndische Cultures in. BctTekking tot Handd en^Hi^verhdU,
Attaterdatt, 1881. -

dual being 52 per annum. To watch the Government warehouees,
to escort prisoners, to keep the roads and bridges in repair, to give
assistance to persons travelling in the public service, are some of
the many tasks which the native is called on to peiform.

Mechanic Arts.—lu these the Javanese are in advance of the other
peoples of the archipchigo. Of thirty different crafts practised
among them, the most important arc those of the blacksmith or
cutler, the carpenter, the kiis-sheath-makcr, the coppcisuuih, the
goldsmith, and the potter. Their skill in the working of the metals
is the raoi'c notewortliy as they have to imiiort the raw materials.

The most esteemed product of the blacksmith's skill is the kris ;

every man and boy above the age of fourteen wears one at least as
part of his ordinary dress, and men of rank two and sometimes four.

In t!ie finishing and adornment of the finer weapons no expense ia

spared ; and ancient krises of good workmanship sometimes fetch,

enormous prices.^ The Javanese gold and silver \^ork possesses con-
siderable beauty, but there is nothing equal to the filigree ofSumatra;
the brass musical instruments are of cxce}»tioual excellence. Botli

bricks and tiles are largely made, as well as a coarse unglazcd pottery
similar to that of Hindustan ; but all the finer wares arc imported
from China. Cotton spinning, weaving, and dyeing are carried oa
for the most part as purely domestic operations by the women. Tho
usual mode of giving variety of colour is by weaving in stripes with
a .succession of dilfa'cnt-colourcd yarns, but another mode is to cover
with melted wax or damftr the part of the cloth not intended to
receive the dye. Thii process is naturally a slow one, and has to
be repeated according to the number of colours requirctl. As a
consequence the "battiks," as the cloths thus treated arc callcJ,'

are in request by the wealthier classes. Kuropean imitations aro

easily defected, and do not pass muster ; but a more rapid process

of battikiug by means of hand stamps has begun to be employed
both by native and Chinese workers. For the most part quiet
coloui-s are pi;eferred. To the Javanese of the present day the
ancient buildings of the Hindu periods are the work of supernntural
power. Kxcept when employed by his Emopean master he seldom
builds anything more substantiabtlian a bamboo or timber frame
work ; but in the details of such erections he exhibits both skill

and taste. When Europeans first came to tho island tlicy found
native vessels of large size well entitled to the name of ships ; and,
tliough 'shipbuilding proper is now carried on only undej- tlie dii-cc-

tion of Europeans, boat-building is a very extensive native industry
along the whole of the north coast—the boats sometimes reaching

a burden of 50 tons.

The only one of the higher arts which the Javanese have carried

to any degree of perfection is music ; and .in regard to the value of

their efforts in this direction Europeans differ greatly. The orchestra

(gavielan) consists of wind, string, and percussion instruments, the
latter being in preponderancy to the other two. (Details on the

instruments will be found in llafilcs, and a description of aperfonn-
ance in the Tour du Mondf., 1880.) In connexion witli this attention

may be called to the wayangs or puppet plays, in wliicli grotesque

figures of gilded leather are moved by the performei', who recitca

tiie appropriate speeches, and as occasion demands plays the pait

of chorus. At least one Javanese, Kadcu Salcli, has attained emi-
nence as a painter.

Population.—The data for tracing the increase of the

population are far from satisfactory ; and the returns even

of the present time can only be accepted as rough approxi-

mations.^ Of the following tables the first gives the totala

for Java and Madura for several years, and the second tho

details for the individual provinces at December 31, 1878,

according to the Koloniaal Yerslag of 1880.
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provisions and water there. Pandeglang is 787 feet above the
sea; in the vicinity are sulphur sprin^^, both hot and cold.

Batavia, the capital of Dutch India, has already been describea
in vol. iii. p. 431.^ Meestcr Comclts, between 6 and 7 miles from
Batavia on the way to Buitenzorg, was the seat of a fort as early as
the time of Varleiitijn. It was tliere that Daendels established his

great entrenched camp, and it was there that the battle was fought
(in 1811) which placed Java in the hands of the British. About
14 miles from Batavia lies Tangcrang^ a small but busy place,

with several thousand Chinese among its inhabitants. In its

vicinity is Bergzicht (Berzigt), formerly famous lor its indigo. For
Buitenzorg, see vol. iv. pp. 514-5.

The Krawang residency is one of the least populous in the whole
island. The great post road does not enter the territory ; tlie

resident has less direct authority over his district than is enjoyed
by his official compeers, and has no assistant resident. Krauang,
the old capital, has lost its importance since Furwakarta became
the administrative centre. This place, laid out by the comniis-

siouer Du Bus, has a large native and Chinese population. At
Wanayasa, a considerable neg^ri, the first tea gardens on a large

scale were attempted on the island.

The Preanger Regencies (Bandung, Tjandjur, SuDiedang, Lim-
bangan, Sukapura) constitute the most im['ortant of all tlie

residencies. Ba-ndung, the capital of the residency since 1864, is a

flourishing place, with a handsome mosque, and normal school for

native teachers. TJi Andjiu; which was the admini:?trative centre up
to 1864, is of similar character to Bandung, though the removal of the

resident and his subordinates has produced a certain decline in its

importance. TjUjaloigka, in the very heart of the coffee districts,

has developed greatly since the new system was introduced in

1S70, and is certain to make further progress when the projected

railways give it better communication with Bandung and Batavia.

Smiudang is already a populous and prosperous negira. The
oucient settlement of this name lay in another part of the regencies.

Chcriboii (Tjeribon) is one of the most important places in Java,

though the unhealthiness of the site has caused a number of the

principal Europeans to settle about 2 miles to the north at Tangkil.

The church erected in 1842, the regent's residence, large warehouses

for coffee and suit, and a prison are among the principal buildings.

The native part of the town is to some extent laid out in Eurojjean

style. The Chinese quarter, larOT and populous, possesses the fanest

Chinese temple in Java. Cheribon is the residence of the descend-

ants of the old sultan of Cheribon. The palaces are not so exten-

sive as those of Surakarta and Jokjokarta. By the mud bank at

its mouth, the Tjeribon (Shrimp River) does more harm than good
to the town. The harbour is only kept available by constant

dredging, but the roadstead is very good all the year round. A
strange pleasure palace of Sultan iSepuh, frequently described

by travellers, lies about 2 miles from Chciibon near Sunya Raja,

MuTulu, a village 4 miles south-east of Cheribon, is remarkable as

the only spot on the north coast of Java which is visited by the

ikan prut or belly fish, a species about as large as a cod, caught in

thousands, and salted by the local fishermen. Indramayu lies on

both sides of the Tji Manuk, about 8 miles from the coast It

is mentioned as Dermayo in tlie old Portuguese and Dutch travels.

As a port for the rice of the district o£ Indramayu, and for the

coffee of the Preanger and Cheribon, the town seemed at one time

to have a great commercial future before it, but the roadstead was
eafe only during the east monsoon. The river has a tendency to

send its waters by the channel of the Kali Rambatan, and a process

of silting up is going on rapidly. In 1876 the Government began

the construction of works to prevent the change of course.

Tagal has long been one of the chief towns in Java,—foreign

commerce, and native trade, industry, and fisheries, being all well

developed. About 1845 Dr Bleeker estimated its population at

29,536, and, if the growth of the town has been similar to that

of the resiliency, the total may now be set down as about 80,000.

Since 1871 the harbour has been the object of various improve-

ments. The town is regularly and well built. The native stone-

cutters, carpenters, dyers, and smiths of Tagal are inirticularly

skilful. Pamalang is a thriving coast village, noteworthy for the

quality of the oysters. Pckalongan ("abode of the knlongs") is,

like Tagal, an important town. It posssesses a large mosque, a

Protestant church, a fort (now used as a prison and barracks), and
a large number of European houses. The Chinese ward consists

of neat stone or brick buildings. Dr Bleeker estimated the popula-

tion at 15,000 in 1848 ; it must be now considerably more. The
name of Pekalongan is associated with the smoked ducks prepared

in the district. Batang is only 5 miles distant.

Samarang lies on the Kali Ngaran near the centre of the north
coast, Eound the market place are grouped the residences of the
regent and his substitute, the mosque, the military hospital, the
town-house (erected in 1854-1864), the Government warehouses,

&c. The hospital, formerly the palace of the governor of the

' A plan of the town will be found in Jaarbock van Ml Mijnwesenf
Batavia, 1880.

north-cast coast, has accommodation for 550 European patienti

The town wp.s formerly surrounded by a wall and ditch, but thcsa

were removed in 1824; and it is now protected by a fort and a coast

batte;-y. The old Euroi^ean poilion of the town is almost the exAct

reproduction of a Dutch-town, without the slightest nccounnoda-
tiou to the exigencies oi lue climate. A new impulse was given to

Samarang by the opening of the railway to Suuikarta and Jok-
jokarta (1873). As a seaport the place is unfortunately situated:

the river is long since silted U]) ; the ruads arc insecure dining the

west monsoon ; it was ouly after many delays that in 1879 the

artificial canal, commenced in 1858 as a substitute for the river,

became available ; and in the ojiinidU of the Govenimcnt comudt-
sion of 1876 it would be useless to attempt the erection of woika
similar to those of Hatavia. JJewak, the chief town of a rcgcmy
famous in the ancient Javanese history, lies 13 miles nortli-cait

of Samarang. Tlie mosuue, erected by the lirst sultan of Deni;ik,

was rebuilt in 1845, and only a small part of the old structui-c

has been preserved ; but the tombs of several of tlie sultans ai^e

to be seen near at hand. Sa/uliya (that is, "Three Stones,"

with allusion to three temples now dcstroyrd) was in early time*

one of the regular resting-places for nmbassiulors proceeding from
the coast to the court of jlataram : and in the Knroi)cnn history

of Java its name is associati d with the peace of 1755 and the
capitulation of 1811. It is the hejilquarlcrs of the only i-eginicut

of cavalry in the Dutch East Imlian itimy. Besides the gnirisou,

the Eurojiean pojiulatiwn numbers some 400 or 500 persons.

About the same number of Europeans arc settled at Avilaratca,

which consists of the conligi:ous villages Pundjnng, Anibarawa,
Losari, and Kupang, and lies about a mile north of the fortress

Willem I., which Van den Bosch intended to make the eontral

point of the Javauese system of defcu.sivc works. Uvgaran (1026

feet above the sea) was u place of importaiiue as early as the time of

Valeutijn, and in modern times has become known as a sanatariuuu

Japara was in Valeutijn's days ono of the mo^t flourishing of the

Javauese coast towns ; and it was still a place of ]irosperous com-
merce duiing the British occu|iatiou ; but the linrlioiir Ims givatlj

deteriorated, aud the town is declining. Jouna has a strikingly

Dutch ajqicarance ; it is often hieutioned in the early narratives.

A'ut/iw is a place of more than 14,000 inhabitants. Bauhang, a well-

built touii, contains a considerable European .'iclllcnient and ii num-
ber of European institutions; the population exceeds 10,000.

Surabaya, as already mentioned, is the largest town in Java,

and ranks next to Batavia in tlie variety of its religious, edu-

cational, charitable, and commercial institutions. It owes this

position to the fact that its harbour is the best in the island. Sine*

1849 it has been the seat of Government dockyards and ai-scnals

;

and there are also extensive barracks, n military Jiospilal, &c. The
l>opulation includes Javanese, Jladurese, Indians from Benga!,

iloors, ami Chinese, Grisscc (Gresik) has a faiily good harbour, and
is of special interest in the early Euro]iean history of Java, rasa-
ruaoi ranks as the fourth town in the island ; it is well built, and
has a considerable European settlement. Brobolingo (called by
the natives Banger), Bcmki^ and Banynvai}gi are oil prosperous

places of from 7000 to 15,000 inhabitants. The residency of

Banyuwangi is one of the least opened up of the whole island.

Banyumas contains a population of about 10,000 inhabitants,

but there are no objects worthy of particular notice. The name,
equivalent to "gold-water," was bestowed by its founder Aryi
Sureng Rani froui the auriferous character of the river Serayu
on which it stands. Tjilafjap, though not the capital of the

residency, is a much moi'e important and interesting place. It

possesses the best harbour of all the south coast, situated at the

mouth of the canal Kali Sesukan, which runs between the Scraya

and the sea, and protected by the island of Nusa Kambangan ; and
it has been chosen as the seat of a principal military establishnienL

A battery was erected close to the town in 1878, and on Kaiiiba&gaB

lie the forts Karang Bolong and Batu Njapa. The pile-villages of

the Segara Anakan (as the enclosed bay is called) and the stalac-

tite and niephitic caves of the island are objects of much interest.

Purworcdjo, the chief town of Bagelen,^ became of some import-

ance during the Java war as a military establishmentj and is still

occupied by a considerable garrison. It is laid out in a spacious

style ; and both the native and the Chinese quarters are well

kept. The population is large, and it is an important scat of native

inaustry.

Veiy similar to each other are Surakarta and Jokjokarta^ the diief

towns of the independent states. The fonner contains the palace of

the susuhunan or emperor, the residence of the independent prince

Mangku Negoro, the fort of Vastenburg. a Protestant church, and a

considerable number of European buildings.

InhaUiaiits.—Leaving out of view the Europeans and

the Oriental immigrants—scarcely a seventh part of the

2 The village from which the residancy takes its name is situated intha

district of Tjangkieb in the Purworcdjo regency. It is so called froa

a " linga " pilliir still reverenced by the natives.
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population—the inhabitants of Java consist of the Javanese

gloper, the Sund'anese, and.the Madurese. All three belong

to £he Malay stock- Between Javanese and Sundanese the

distinction is iqainly due to the influence of the Hindus
on the former and the absence of this on the latter. Be-

tween Javanese and Madureoe the distinction—ntft so

deeply wrought—is rather to be ascribed to difference of

natural environment. The Sundanese have best retained

the Malay type, both in physique and fashion of life.

TLey occupy the five residencies of Bantam, Batavia,

Krawang, Cheribou, and the Preanger Regencies. The
limits of the Madurese area are not so easily given. Be-

sides the island of Madura, the residencies to the east of

Surabaya and Kediri are largely occupied by them. The
residencies of Tagal, Pekalongan, Banyumas, Bagelen,

Kadu, Samarang, Japara, Surakarta, Jokjokarta, Eem-
ban'', Madiun, Kediri, and Surabaya have an almost

purely Javanese population. Professor Veth estimates

the number of the Sundanese at about 4,000,000, the

Madurese at 1,600,000, and the Javanese at 11,500,000.

The Javanesa are the most civilized of the three peoples.

The colour of the slvin in all three ca-ses presents various sliades of

yellowish-brown with a touch of olive-green ; and it is observed

that, owing perhaps to tlie Hindu strain, the Jav.anese are generally

darker than the Sundanese. The eyes are always brown or' black,

the hair of the head black, lon», lank, and coarse. Neither Breast

nor limbs are provided w'ith hair, and tliere is hardly even the

suggestion of a heard. In stature the"Maiay is usually less than

the European. The Suhdauese is less than the Javanese proper,

being seldom 5 feet iu height ; at the same time he is more stoutly

built. The Madurese is as tall as the Javanese, and as stout as the

Sundanese. The eye is usually set straight in the head in the

Javanese and Madurese ; among the Sundanese it is often oblique.

The nose is generally flat and small, with wide nostrils ; but among
the Javanese it not unfre(iu«ntly becomes aquiline. The Ups are

thick but well formed ; the teeth are naturally white, but often filed

and stained. The cheek bones are well devoloj^ed, more particularly

with the Madtrrese. In expressiveness of countenance the Javanese

and Madurese are far in advance of the Sundanese. The women are

not so well made as the men, and among the lower classes especially

soon grow absolutely ugly. In the eyes of the Javanese a golden

yellow complexion is the i)erfection of female beauty :
—"She ghone

bright even in the dark '' itf the highest compliment of poetic

ailiuation (cOfnp^ire Ilafiles, Java, vol. i. p. 92). To judge by their

eaily history, the Javanese must liavo been a warlike and vigorous

people, witli somewhat of ferocity to boot. At present they are

peaceable, docile, sober, simple, and iudustrious. The practice of

running amuck is of very raie eccurrence among them.

Rdigion.—The Javanese are nominally Mahometans, as

in former times they were Buddhists and Brahmans ; but

in reality, not only such exceptional groups as the Kalangs

of Surakarta and Jokjokarta and the Baduwk or nomad
tribes of Bantam, but the great mass of the people must
be considered as believers rather in the primitive animism
of their ancestors, and in the essence of their creed but
little removed from their ruder brethren the Dayaks of

Borneo and the Battaks of Sumatra. Into the original

web indeed they have from time to time introduced frag-

ments from every religious system with which they have

come into contact; and no attempt has been madt to

rationalize into even superficial harmony the rudest of

the resulting incongruities. The number of the spirits

(Flyang or Yang, and with honorific prefi-v; Sanghyang)
worshipped by the Javanese js limitless. Every viilage

has its patron spirit, whose presence was the indispensable

condition of its foundation ; to his influence all the

fortune, good or bad, of the village is ascribed. Under
a great shadowy tree stands an altar on which the

worshipiier lays his ofl'ering of incense and flowers, uttering

meanwhile in broken Arabic the alien formula—"There is

no God but God, and Mahomet is his jjrophet." To every

field likewise belongs its special patron spirit, to whom
due reverence nuist be shown. Nor is protection tho only
office of the Hyang. Mentik causes a particular disease in

the lice; Suwan produces convulsions in children; gout

and rheumatism are ascribed to the influence ot Dengeu

,

j

Ki or Ii.yai Belorong gives men wealth iu exchange for

their souls. Batn Loro Kidul is princess of the southern
sea, and has her seat among the caves and fiords of tho
southern ceast Within the region of her sway the Javanese
will not speak loud lest he disturb the repose of her
subject spirits. Near Rongkob in Jokjokarta, one of the
places where edible nests are collected, the princess has a.

temple which none may enter save the priest alone; and
similar temples e.xist in similar localities. The whole
life of the Javanese, indeed, is enveloped in a mesh of

mystery ; not the stars only and the heavens rain influence,

but from every object a spiritual emanation, invisible

for the most part, but potent and eshaustltss, tiows forth
to him for blessing or for curse. Even Mahometanisra
with its One God has done little more than increase the
number of supersensual beings to whom he prays. To
Joseph he presents offerings that he may obtain beautiful

children, to Solomon for honour and rank, to Moses
for bravery, to Jesus for 1-earning. The ritual of his

religion—and his whole round of life is part of Lis

religion—is intricate almost beyond conception, and at

the same time rigid and precisei Everything must be
dene by rule and rubric ; the unwritten law handed down
from father to son allows of no curtailment or tnodifica-

tion. Each individual class of offering must be prepared
in its own peculiar way ; the rice, for example,—which is

one of the chief sacrificial substances,—must now be white,

now red, now hard, now soft.

As we ascend in the social scale we find the name of

Mahometan more and more applicable ; and consequently,

in spite of the piaganism of the populace the influence of

the Mahometan "priests" (this is their official title in

Dutch) is widespread and reah Great prestige attaches to

the name of Mecca pilgrim. In every considerable town
there ia a mosque. Compare Indian Akchipela.go, vol.

xiL p. 819.

For the Christianiziug of the Javanese very little has been done.
In East Java the chief mission stations are Modjo "W'arno (with a
population of 2327 souls in 1870, inclusive of seven ont-stations),

Kediri (698), and Maiang (700), maintained by the Netherlands
iUssionary Society, and Japara m;untaiiied by the Dutch Baptist
Society. In West Java tbe^ Net'uerlaods Mission Union has seven
stations—Tjandjur, Buiteuzorg, Indraoiayu, Sukabnnii, Samedang,
Madjalengka, and Cheribou. At Depok, IS miles liom Batavia,
the Batavian Missionaiy Society established in 1878 a seminary for

native preachers. The native church of Depok was origmated by
Cornells Chastelein, who left his estate to his slaves, whom he libe-

rated on condition of their embracing Christianity. Mr Biiickner
of Samarang, appointed to Java in iSl'2 by the Netherlands So-

ciety, translated the New Testament into Javanese, but the work
was confiscated by the Government. Gericke, an agent of tho
Netherlands Bible Society, was more fortunate ; bis versions of
both the Qld ajid the New Testament, as well as his grammar
and dictionary (edited by Roorda, Amst., 1843, 1847), have seen

mors than one edition.

'

Language and Litei'aiure.—Javanese, Sundanese," and
Madurese are the three native languages of Java and
Madura. To take the least imi>ortant first,—Sundanese is

only spoken in its purity in the Preanger Regencies and the

neighbouring parts of Bantam, Buiteuzorg, Krawang, aud
Cheribou, and it is gradually losing ground. To Javanese

it stands in the relation that Scotch stood to English about

a century ago." The main body of Madurese is distinctly

different from both old and new Javanese ; but it hasincor-

^ See Bnunnnd, EvangdisatU van Java, Amsterdam, 1854 ; H. C.

Voorhoeve, De Evangelische Zendiiig op Oost. Java, Hague, 1864

;

and J. C. Neiu-deuburg, C. Poenson, &c., in Mcdedeelingan van wey*

hct NedeH, ZenddinggeiJootscTtap, Rotterdam, 1880.
* See Coolsma, Haiidlc'.ding tot 4c heoefenrng der Soendanecscht

tool •, Grashnis, Soendaiieesciie to!/:, and Socnd. leshoek ; Kigg, Dic-

I tinnary of Sundanese, Batavia, 1862; Blusse and Kartawinata, Hol~

j
^vurfscA-Scmt/aaic/i w.*oo;-deji&ot'/.:, Samarang, 1877; Costing, jSoenrftwcA-

i ^sdcrlandsch woordenhoek^ 1879,
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porated a very large number of purely Javanese words.^

In spite of these two languages and the intrusive Malay,

Javanese has a full right to its name as the dominant
speech of the island. It is not one language, but two. The
nobles speak to the commonalty in the language of the

commonalty, the commonalty to the nobles in the language

of the nobles ; and according to clearly understood regula-

tions of etiquette every Javanese plays the part of noble-

man or commoner to his interlocutor. The aristocratic form

is known as Krama or court speech, the popular as NgoTco,

or the "thou-"ing speech (Fr., iiitoyant, Gerna., ditzend);

and between the two forms there is a sort of compromise,

the Madja or middle speech, employed by those who stand

to each other on an equal and friendly footing, or by those

who feel little constraint of etiquette. For every idea that

can be expressed in the language Kramd has one expression,

Ngoko another, the two words being sometimes completely

different, sometimes only differing in the termination, the

beginning, or the middle. Thus every Javanese makes
use of two languages, and, what is more difficult, of two
languages delicately differentiated from each other. Java-
nese as now spoken is far from being the same as the

langaage of the old inscriptions and manuscripts. The
latter (which is usually called Kawi,^ though some scholars

insist on the name Old Javanese) was probably based

on the Javanese of Miidjakerto, while the KramS of the

present day finds its type in that of Surakarta. It is easy

to explain the existence of the KrSmS and the Ngoko.
The Hindu conquerors of Java, in gradually adopting the

speech of their Malay subjects modified it to suit their own
taste and sense of superiority ; and the subjects mean-
while continued to speak as they were wont. In its

vocabulary Javanese KramS, has a large number of words
of Sanskrit origin ; and in modern times there has been

a considerable adoption of foreign words from and through

the Dutch. Kr^ma usually takes one form, Ngoko
another ; thus the word particidier appears in the former

as pedjahlcelir, in the other as patil-elir.^ Like all the

alphabets of the Indian archipelago except the Malay, the

Javanese is derived from the Devanagari. When Javanese

is written in Arabic characters it is called pigon.

Though a considerable body of Kawi literature is still extant,'

nothing like a history of it is possible. The date and authorship
of most of the works are totally unknown. The first place may
be assigned to the Bmta Tudu (that is Sansk. , Bharata Yudha,
the conflict of the Bharatas), an epic poem dealing with the struggle

between the PanddwAs and the Koriwas for the throne of Ngastina
celebrated in.parwaa 5-10 of the JIah|bharata. To the concep-
tion, however, of the modern Javanese il is a purely native poem ,

Fig. 1.—

its kings and heroes find their place in the native history and

serve as ancestors to their noble families. (Cohen Stuart pub-

lished the modern Javanese version with a Dutch translation and
notes, BriUA-Joedd, &c., Samarang, 1877. The Kawi text was litho-

graphed at the Hague by S. Lankliout.) Of greater antiquity pro-

bably is the Ardjuni. Wiwi,h& (or man-iage festival of Ardjuna),

which Professor Kern thinks may be assigned to the first half of

the 11th century of tha Christian era. The very name indicates its

Mahibh^rata origin. (Friederich published the Kawi text from a

Bali MS. , and mor3 recently we have from him Wiw&M. Djarwa
en Br/U& Joedo Kawi, lithographed facsimiles of two palm leaf

MSS. , Batavia, 1878. Djarwa is the name of the poetic diction

of modem Javanese.) Tiie oldest poem of which any trace is

preserved is probably the mythological K&ndS/ (i.e., tradition)
;

the contents are to some extent known from the modem Javanese

version.

In the literature of modern Javanese there exists a great variety

of so-called babads or chronicles. It is sufficient to mention the
" history " of Baron Sakender, which appears to give an account

—

often hardly recognizable—of the settlement of Europeans in Java

(Cohen Stuart has published text and translation ; Professor Veth
gives an analysis of the contents), and the Babad Tanah Djnu-i

(Hague, 1874, 1877), giving the history of the island'to 1647 of

the Javanese era. Even more numerous are the puppet-plays

^ See A. C. Vreede, Sandleiding tot de beoe/ening der Madoeresche

taal, Leyden, 1874.

'In full form tembaug or b&sa Kawi, i.e., the "language. of

poems,"

which usually take their subject from the Hindu legends or

from those relating to the kingdoms of JIadjapahit and pudjadjaram

(see, e.g., H. C. Humme, Abiasi, een Java'ansche tonccUtulc, Hague,

Several Javanese specimens are also known of the beast fable,

which plays so important a part in Sanskrit literature (W. P.almer

van den Broek, Javaanschc Vertdlingen, bevaitcnde de lotgcvallen

van ccn hantjil, een reehok, &c., Hague, .1878). To the Hindu-

Javanese literature there has naturally succeeded a Mahometan-

Javanese literature consisting largely of translations or imitations

of Arabic originals; it comprises religious romances, moral ex-

hortations, ana mystical treatises in great variety.
_

' • .

The reader may consult Eodet. £tudes sur la littiralurejavanaise

;

Tan der Berg's account of the MSS. of the Batavian Society, Hague,

1877 ; and a series of papers by C. Poenaen in iledcd. van-wegehet_

Ned. Zendelinggenootschop, ISSO.

Antiquities.—The ruins left by the early Hindu con-

querors of Java are among the most remarkable objects of

interest throughout the island. Temples (or ijandis; to

' Hnmboldt's study, Ueber die Earn Sprache, is one of the celebrated

works of modem philology ; but in the absence of the necessary

material it was to some extent a tour de force. Professor Kern's

Kaioi Studien form the most important of the more recent contributions

to the investigation of the language. For modern Javanese the

standard grammar is Groot and Gtericke's Javaasche Spraakkunat,

edited by Eoorda (Amst., 1843).
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jDse the Javanese name) are common in both middle and
'eastern Java,—in Banyumas, Bagelen, Kadu, Jokjokarta,

Siirakarta, and Samarang, and in Surabaya, Kediri, Pasu-

ruan, and Piobolingo. They are absent from the Sunda
lands in the cue direction and from Madura in the other.

Most famous of .ill the temple ruins is that of B.^i'ii-Budtir. It

lies n little to the west of the right b.iuk of the Prdgd, wliioh falls

into the Imli,™ Ooe.in. A hill rising above the plain 154 feet

aGTonlcd a ready site for the stnictui'c, nnd the lava blocks with
which the groiiiid was strewn supplied abund.mce of material. The
accompanying view and gvouuj j)laa will give some idea of the

general arrangement and ell'ect.^ A square terrace, each side 497 feet

ioDg, encloses the hill at a height uf 60 feet ; 5 feet above this there

is a second terrace, each side .365 feet ; 11 feet higher comes a third

terrace of similar sliape ; and then follow four otlier ramparts and

FiQ. 2.—Ground Plan of Bira-Bndur.

four other terraces. The whole structure is crowned by a cupola 52
feet in diameter, surrounded by sixteen smaller bell-shaped cupolas.

It is suggestive of the richness of the style to mention that on the
outside of the wall of the second eneelnte there are one hundred
and four niches, each with its image of Buddha on a lotus throne
hewn out of a siuglo block 5 feet high ; and between the niches are
sitting figures, man and woman alternately. The inside of the
same enceinte is even more richly adorned with at least five hundi-ed
and sLxty-eight has reliefs, representing scenes in the Buddha legend.
Of the chronological date of the temple there is no certain knowledge,
but it contains evidence enough in itself to fix its position in tire

liistorical movement of the Hindu creeds.
*' The mixture of Buddliism and Evahmanism Is best seen," says R. Friederlch

{Tijdsch. der Iitd. T.L.m VolkcnJcunde), 'Mil the three upper and inner galleries
of Boro BiTdur. In the first we see the history of Saltyamuni from tlio aJinuncia-
tlon of his descent from the heaven of indra tUl his transformation into Buddha,
with some scenes of his Ufo. The thii-tcen fli-st scenes in the second gallery lilce-
wiae represent Buddha as a teacher with his pupils ; after that it wonld seem as If
a concordat had been formed between the different cults ; we have first in three
separate scenes Buddha, Vishnu (Batara Guru), and Siva, all together, and otiicr
ETOups follow. Buddhistic and Sivaite without disthiction. It is only in the
fouith gallery that we again find Buddha dominant Alieady in the fli-st
gallery wo also see Brahmanic divinities, Garonda for cxampie, but not in
eeparate scenes. In my opinion the cupola is the principal and tiie most ancient
part of the temple of Boro Budor; it must have been intended to serve as a dalia-
gopa (dagoba), i.e., a place for the enshrining of reHcs. I do not as yet know of
any other dagoba in Java; but I should not be sniTiriscd at their discoveiy.
The dagobas of Ceylon have an e.\terior resemblance to the Boro Budur cupola

:

Int I prefer t6 classify it rather with tlio topes or stupaa ot Aighanlstan."

The writer goes on to point out that the sculptures of the lower
galleries are not so carefully finished ; and the lions and some
other subjects on the outside of the temple have never been com-
pleted. About 3 miles to the north-east ot B4r4 Budur, and pro-
bably belonging to the same period, stands another beautiful
temple—Tjandi Mendut or Mundut,—on the left bank of the E1I4
before it joins the Pr4g4. It was first discovered by Hartmann,
the resident of Magelang, in 1834, under the sand and ashes with
which the Merapi volcano had covered it. See C. W. Mieling's
Javasche Gudhakii, 1852 and 1866 ; and Colonel Yiile'a account
of his visit in Joum. Roy. As. Soc. Bengal, 1862.
On the Dieng plateau in Bagelen, mentioned as a holy mountain

', See Leeman's Bird Boec/oer, ba-sed on the MSS. of Wilsen and
Jr»°""»<l. and accompanied by 394 plates ou eleptat i^io, Leyden,

in the oldest known Javanese inscription, there exists a reinarkable
gioup of teniplos—which has been styled the Benares of Central
Java. Tlicy stand 6500 feet above the sea ; and roads and staii'ways

(locally known as Buddha's roads) lead up from the lowlands of

Bagelen and Pekalongan. The stairway between Lake Mendjer and
Lake Tjebong alone consisted of upwards of 4700 steps. A great
subterranean channel served to drain the plateau. The Tjandis are
very numerous, the largest and most beautiful being Tjandi Bini&,
but ,the best preserved the ArdjunA group. The buildings are
unfortunately covered to about a third of their height. In the
*me residency as Dieng are situated the temple caves of Kiiti
Ardji discovered by Kinder in 1853. They are distributed in fbur
groups, and apparently from the linga symbol belong to the worship
of Siva. Kear R-lgi Djampi (Banyuwangi) are the ruins of the
town of Matjan Putih—of astonishing extent, but for the most pai't

only shapeless mounds. The town walls were 12 feet high and 6
feet broad. A temple built of white limestone is the chief ruin.
It seems to belong to the late Siva, period of Javanese Hindu art.

The much nioie famous city of Jl&djjpahit has left its ruins not far
from filidjakerto, in Surabaya.
Of the minor antitiuities of Java the most valuable are the in-

scriptions on stone ana copper, though, owing to the variety of the
characters which have been employed, the task ol decipheiing and
interpreting is peculiarly difficult. The proposal of the I5ataviaa
Society in 1843 to issue a Corpus of Javanese insci'iptions came to
nought ; of private investigators the most successful are Friederich
and Kern. The inscriptions of Balu Beragung (1347) and Fayer-
rayung (1358), that ou an image of Buddha now in the Berlin
Museum, that ou a rock in the Dieng mountains discovered by
Jiinghuhn, and that preserved at Minto House, in Scotland, ai-e

considered of special importance. At Sukuh and Tjeta, on the
slope of Lawu, there is a peculiar series in a special character
deciphered by Van dor Vlis. The famous Menang Kebau inscrip-

tions, being the work of Javanese settlers, belong rather to Java
than Sumatra; but Professor Kern has shown that, instead of
being, as at one time supposed, the oldest ejiigraphic monument in
the Archipelago, they really belong to the most modern Hindu
period (<,/ Cohen Stuart in Bijd. tot de T. L. m V. Kunde, viii. 1,

1873). Of the Javanese copper plates the most important collec-
tion is Cohen Stuart's Kaxoi Oorkondcn in Facsimile, 1875.

The Name Jam.—The origin of this name is very doubtful. It is

not improbable that it was first applied either to Sumatra or to
what was known of the Indian arcliipel.igo—the insular character
of the several paits uot being at oiiee recognized. Jawa Dwipa, or
** land of millet," may have been the original form- and have given
rise both totheJaba diuof Plolemy and to the Je-pho-thiof Fattien,
the Chinese pilgrim of the 4th or 5th century. The oldest form
of the name in Arabic is apparently Zabej. The,first epigraphio
occurrence of Jawa is in an inscription of 1343. In Marco Polo
the name is the common appellation of all the Sunda islands. The
Jawa of Ibn Batuta is Sunratra ; Java is his Mul Jawa (t.c, pos-
sibly " original Java "). JiwA is the modem Javanese name (in'

the court speech Jawi), sometimes with Nusa, "island," or Tanah.l
"country, prefixed. .,

History.—The history of Java in its m,ain outlines can_be very
briefly given ; in detail it is burdened with endless complications,
inconsistent accounts, and imaginative adornments. It is impos-
sible to extract a rational narrative from the earlier habads or
native chronicles, and even the later are destitute of any satibfac-

tory chronology. The first great moment in the history is the
ascendency of the Hindus, and that bwjaks up into three periods,—a period of Buddhism, a period of aggressive Sivaism, and a
period of apparent compromise. Of the various Hindu states
that were established in the island, that of Madjapahit was the
most widely dominant ; its tributaries were many, and it even Ex-
tended its sway into other parts of the archipelago.^ The second
moment of the history is the invasion of Islam in the beginning of
the 15th century

;
and the third is the establishment of European

and more particularly of Dutch influence and authority in the island.

In its general features this last and most important section reads
very much like the narrative of the British subjugation of India.
At the time when the Dutch East Indian Company began to fix its

trading factories on the coast towns, the chief native state was Mata-
ram, which had in the 16th century succeeded to the overlordship
possessed by the house of Demak—one of the states that rose after
the fall of Madjapahit. The "emperors of Java," as the piinces of
Mataram are called in the early accounts, had their capital at Kaita-
snra, now an almost deserted place, 6 miles west of Surakarta. At
first and for long the company had only forts and little fragments
of territory at Jakatra (Eatavia), &c. ; but in 1705 it obtained de-
finite possession of the Preanger by treaty with Mataram ; and in
1745 its authority was extended over the whole north-east coast,

from Cheribon to Banyuwangi. In 1755 the kingdom or Mataram

' Dwipa is also part of the names MalrfiVe and Lacca^tre.
" The work entitled Mculjapahit, by Orambcrg, is an historical

rsmaase b^ed oaji^ejsmewhat extrav.agant accounts of this kingdom.
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wa3 divided into the two states of SuraTvaila ninl JoT;joT<arta, wliich

etill retain nominnl indepeDilence. Tiie Idngitom of IJantnTii was
flnaUy subjugated in 1S08. By the Euglish oi;cupatioii of tlie islaml

(1811-18) tlio European ascendency was rattier strcngtliened tlian

weakened ; and the great Java war (1825-30), in which Dipa Negii-i

made a last great struggle to maintain the position of the native
dynasty, resulted in the complete success of the Dutch.
The fullest accpuot of Java Is contained In Piofessor Vcth'B Java: Oepijraph-

is^h. Ethno!o<ji\eh, Bifioriscft, 3 vols., Hnnrlem. 1S7.5-S0. Iho first Tolumo
consists of a general description of the ccoRraphy, flora, fauna, inhabitants,
l8n(ruftpe,,£tc.; the second gives a lilstory of the native states (leaving the (trow th
of the IVjtch power, already treated la detail by Dc Jont;c, as much as possible*
ont of vlewl; and the Itlird presents a topographical Uescriptioo of each of Iho

rcstiTctlcIofl. Tlic very existence of such n wojlc in-plics tin: pvovlons cxtstcnco
of ft vast li'CliUurcoii itSkUliJfct. i'.csidcs Juncliiilni. Ihilllps, mi.l ollti rs refrrnii
to above. anil under the IieaillMff Inpivs AuniirtLAtio. uc )u;iy mention rtyclii' ff

van Gocn-i, JamfUff fli/ir-f . , , iit 't-Ti J<irf IO-jC. Dort. luac ; Ilogendorp, Coup
d'<etl sur t'itr ih Jiini, llrussels, i!H;ln ; Ffyffcr von Neuecii. St lii-n rrm de: Iiii^l

Jam. rf;c., 1P2D; Kiisscndratrcn, .Vahittr. «i nartlnjks^, ItfscJtrijriug ran Java,
Grnninccn. IMl ; W. It. van Ilocvell. lieiit orer Jaia, Amsterdam, 184!l, Ac.,
and t'tl het Inil. /erett. /nltbommol. ISliO; D'.Mineida. ll/c in Jara ; Pilnr-ppel,
GeoQrafltie van Hctl. 1ml,; noU.inder, Ilandhidnitj roor iie tand t^ totkrtil^Hiid?

ran yi-derJttnsch liidic. GrnmljcJir's liUtoiical romiinccs, and E. D. ficlikcr
(Multutilli). Mar llarclaar o/ (! K"Jfi'-ret/tn'jeit di r yidriiatidfchc //andehniaai-
trhat/'/J. .Smsterdnni, ISG'l, nrc of value for their pictures of Javanese life.

Professol \ fth'n wink tontnius pllysical. histnricnl. anil topograjihical maps.
Olliei-s on A larger sonic will be found hi ilic Jrla^ .vin ^edtrlaiid en zijne Over*
seesclie BezUUaaen, pubUsllcd by A. tt . Sijthoft, 1673. (H. A. W )

JAWAROW, the chief town of a district in the Austrian

crown-land of Gnlicia, with extensive suburbs. It contains

a nunnery, pnd has a good grain market. The town was
a favourite residence of the Polish king John Sobieski,

who there received the congratulations of the pope and
the Venetian republic on his success against the Turks at

Vienna (1683). At Jawarow Peter the Cxreat was betrothed

to Catherine I. , The population in 1869 was 8699.

JAXARTEa ' See Sie Daria.

JAY (French, Geai), a well-known and very beautiful

Eui^pean bird, the Corvns glandarius of Linnaeus, the

QarrtUus glandarius o£ modern ornithologists. To this

species are more or leas closely allied numerous birds in-

habiting the Palfearctic and Indian Regions, as well as the

greater part of America, but not occurring in the Antilles,

in the southern pertion of the Neotropical Region, or in the

Ethiopian or Australian. All these birds are commonly
called Jays, and form a group of the Crows or Corv'.dm,

which may fairly be considered a Subfamily, Garrulinss.

Indeed there are, or have heen, systematists who would
elevate the Jays to the rank of a Family, Oarrulidse—

a

proceeding which seems unnecessary. Some of them have
an unquestionable resemblance to the Pies, if the group
now known by that naraie can bo satisfactorily severed from

the true Coi-vin^. In structure the Jays are not readily

differentiated from the Pies ; but in habit, so far as is

known of them, they are much more arboreal, delighting

in thick coverts, .seldom appearing in the open, and seeking

thgir food on or under trees. They seem also never to

walk;or run when on the ground, but always to hop. The
body-feather's are commonly loose and soft ; and, gaily

coloured as are most of the species, in few of them has the

plumsge the metallic glossiness it generally presents in the

Pies, while the prowerbi^l beauty of the "Jay's wing"
is due to the vivid tints of blue—turquoise and cobalt,

heightened by bars of jet-black, an indication of the same
style of ornament being observable in the greater number
of the other forms of the group, and in some predominat-

ing over nearly the whole surface. Of the many genera
that have been proposed by ornithologists, perhaps about
nine may be deemed sufficiently well established.

The ordinary European Jay, Garrulus glandarius (fig. 1),

has of late years suffered so much persecution in the British

Islands as to bave become in many districts a rare bird.

In Ireland it seems now to be indigenous to the southern
half of the island only ; in England generally, it is far

less numerous than formerly ; and Mr Lumsden (Scottish

Xaturalisf, iii. pp. 230-240) has shewn that in Scotland
its numbers have decreased with still greater rapidity.

There is little doubt that it would have been exterminated
by this tirne but for its stock being supplied in autumn by
immigration, and for its shy and wary behaviour, especially

at the breeding-season, when it becomes almost wholly mute,
andi^thereby often escapes, detection. No truthful man,
however much he may love the bird, will gainsay tjie depre-

dations on fruit and eggs that it at times commits ; but

fhe gardeners and gamekeepers of Britain fall into the usual

error of persons imperfectly acquainted with the ways of

Nature, and, instead of taking a few simple steps to guard

their charge from injury, or at most of punishing the indi-

vidual birds from which they suffer, deliberately adopt

methods of wholesale destruction—methods that in Iho

case of this species are only too easy and too effectual

—

by profi'ering temptation to trespass which it is not in

Jay-nature to resist, and accordingly the bird runs great

chance of total extirpation. Notwithstanding the war
carried on against the Jay, its varied cries and active

gesticulations shew it to be a sprightly bird, and at a
distance that renders its beauty-spots invisible, it is' yet

rendered conspicuous by its cinnamon-coloured body tnd
pure white tail-coverts, which contrast with the deep black

and rich chestnut that otherwise mark its plumage, and
even the young at once assume a dress closely resembling

that of the adult. The nest, generally concealed in a

leafy tree or bush, is carefully built, with a lining formed
cf fine roots neatly interwoven. Herein from four to seven

eggs, of a greenish- white closely freckled, so as to seem
suffused with light olive, are laid in March or April,^ and the

young on quitting it accompany their parents for somti weeks.

%-^

Fia. 1.—European Jay.

Though the common Jay of Europe inhabits nearly the

whole of this quarter of the globe south of 6i° N. lat, its

territory in the east of Russia is also occupied by <?. hrandti,

a kindred form, which replaces it on the other side of the

Ural, and ranges thence across Siberia to Japan ; and again

on the Lower Danube and thence to Constautiiiople the

nearly-allied G. Iri/nicki (which alone Is found in southern

Russia, Caucasia, and Asia Minor) shares its haunts with
it.i It alfo crosses the ilediterrauean to Algeria and
Morocco ; but there, as in southern Spain, it is probably

but a winter immigrant. The ^ three forms just named
have the widest range of anyj,.oiJ,hs^enus. Next to them
come G. atricapillus, reaching -from'Syria to Beloochistan,

G. japoiiicvs, the ordinary Jay of southern Japan, attd G.

sinensis, the Cliiuese bird. Other forms bave a much mora

* Further iiiforraation will possibly, shew that these districts UK not

occupied at the same 6eason.of_the year by the two forn3_3,

'
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limited area, as G. cervicalis, the local and resident Jay of

Algeria, G. hyrcaniis, found on the southern shores of the

Caspian Sea, and G. taevanus confined to the island of

Formosa. The most aberrant of the true Jays is G. iidlhi,

a very rare species, which seems to come from some part

of Japan {vide Salvador!, Atti Accad. I'o/ino, vii. p. 474),

though its exact locality is not known.

Leaving the true Jays of the genus Gan-uhts, it is expe-

dient next to consider those of a group named, in 1831,-

Perisoreus by Bonaparte (Sagijio, &c., Aniin. Vertebrati, p.

43) and Dysornithia by Swainson {F. B.-Americana, iL p.
495).i

This group contains two species—one the Laniits

infattstus of Linnaeus and the Siberian Jay of English

writers, which ranges throughout the pine-forests of the

north of Europe and Asia, and the second the Corvns

canadensis of the same author, or Canada Jay, occupying

a similar station in America, The so-called Siberian Jay
is one of the most entertaining birds in the world. Its

versatile cries and actions, as seen and heard by those who
penetrate the solitude of the northern forests it inhabits,

can never

be forgot-

ten by one

who has

had experi-

ence of

them, any
more than

the pleas-

ing bight

of its rust-

colon red
tail, which

an occasion-

al gleam
of sun-

shine will

light up
into a bril-

liancy quite

unexpected

by those

who have

only Bur- ^^- ^-—American Blue Jay.

veyed the bird's otherwise gloomy appearance in tne glass-

case of a museum. It seems scarcely to know fear, ob-

truding itself on the notice of any passenger who invades

its haunts, and, should he halt, making itself at once a

denizen of his bivouac. In confinement it speedily

becomes friendly, but suitable food for it is not easily

found. LinnKus seems to have been under a misapprehen-

sion when he applied to it the trivial epithet it bears ; for

by none of his countrymen is it deemed an unlucky bird,

but rather 'the reverse. In fact, no one can listen to the

cheery sound of its ordinary calls with any but a hopeful

feeling. The Canada Jay, or " Whiskeyj^ack " (the cor-

ruption probably of a Cree name), seems to be of a similar

nature, but it presents a still more sombre coloration, its

nestling plumage,^ indeed, being thoroughly Corvine in

appearance and suggestive of its being a pristine form.

As though to make amends for the dull plumage of the

species last mentioned. North America offers some of the

most brilliantly coloured of the Subfamily, and the common

' Recfcul writei>* luive prelerreil ihe fonner name, though it ^asonly
used subgeiierirally liy its author, who aasigued to it no charactwrs,

which the iuveiitor til the latter wag careful to do, regarding it at the
suuie tinje aa a >!eliMr,.

'
li; xm- it wa- <iKM;riiied and figmred (/". B Americana, ii. p. 296,

y\. 55, iw a Ui&iiuct sptjuco, Q. i/rachi/rfii/uchwf.

Blue Jay of Canada and the Eastern States of the Union,
Cyanumi crisiaiiis (fig. 2), is one of the most conspicuous
birds of the transatlantic woods. The account of its habits by
Alexander Wilson is known to every student of ornithology,

and Wilson's followers have had little to do but supplement
his history with unimportant details.^ In this bird and its

many allied forms, coloration, though almost confined to
various tints of blue, seems to reach its climax, but want
of space forbids more particular notice of them, or of the
members of the other genera Cyaiiocitta, Cyanocorax,
Xanthura, Psilorhiiius, and more, which inhabit various
parts of the Western continent. It remains, however, to

mention the genus Cissa, including many beautiful forms
belonging to the Indian Region, and among them the C.

speciosa and C. sinensis, so often represented in Oriental
drawings, though doubts may be expressed whether these

birds are not more nearly related to the Pies than to the

Jays. (a. N.)

JAr, John (1745-1829), American statesman, was the
descendant of a refugee Huguenot family, and was born at

New York, December 12, 1745. After three years spent

in the house of the pastor of the French church at New
Rochelle, followed by four under a private tutor at home,
he entered King's (now Columbia) College in 17G0. On
graduating there, May 15, 1764, he- entered the office of

Mr Kissam, an eminent New York lawyer; and in 1768
he was called to the bar. He rapidly rose into a lucrative

practice, and in 1774 was married to Sarah, youngest
daughter of William Livingston, afterwards governor of

New Jersey. The great crisis in the fate of the American
colonies was fast approaching ; and, like many other clever

young lawyers, Jay took an eager, active part in the pro-

ceedings that resulted in the independence of the United
States. He was one of the committee of fifty selected by
the citizens of New York in 1774 to correspond with other

colonial committees on the subject of the Boston Port Bill.

He was returned as a delegate from New York city to the

continental Congress held at Philadelphia in September
1774, and, though almost the youngest member, was
entrusted with drawing up the Address to ihe Peojile oj

Great Britain. The numerous committees and associations

which were from time to time appointed to meet the

exigencies of that troubled period almost always included

Jay^s name. Of the second Congress also, which met at

Philadelphia on May 10, 1775, Jay was a member; and
his able and eloquent pen was again useful in writing

addresses to the peoples of Canada and Ireland. He was
a member of the secret committee of Congress for corre-

sponding with the friends of America in Europe. In April

1776, while stUl retainisg his seat in Congress, Jay was
returned to the provincial cenvention of New York by
New York city and county ; and his consequent absence
from Philadelphia deprived him of the honour of affixing

his signature to the declaration of independence issued oa
July 4, 1776. It was Jay who drafted the constitution

that was finally adopted by the New York convention ; and
that statesman, after acting as One of the council of safety

for some time, accepted a provisional appointment as chief

justice of New York State, which was afterwards confirmed

under the organized constitution, with the proviso that he
could hold with his judicial post no other save that of

delegate to Congress " on special occasion." Such occasion

was found in the secession of what is now the State of

I Vermont from the jurisdiction of New Hampshire and New
I York. Jay was sent to Congress (December 7, 1778), of

I

which he was immediately elected president. The foUow-

I

^ The " Blue Jay '* of a Tectnt American humorist would, however,

: from the locality a-^^i^ned to his inimitable story, appear to be, not thia

I Kpecies. tut one of its westtnj kindred—American omithologista must

t detenning which.
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ing September his letter, written in the name of Congress,

w^ addressed to the peoplB of the States on the subject

of currency and finance; and before the end of the year,

having previously resigned his chief-justiceship and his

presidency, he was despatched as plenipotentiary to Spain,

where he landed January 22, 1780. The results of the

mission were unsatisfactory. In addition to the fact that

he was not received by the Spanish court in a formally

diplomatic character, he was seriously embarrassed by the

action of Congress in drawing bills upon him for more than

half a million dollars, in the hope apparently that he would

have received a subsidy from Spain before the bills fell

due. Although by stooping to the humiliation of impor-

tuning the Spanish minister, and by accepting a number

on his own personal responsibility, Jay was able to meet

some of the bills, he was at length forced to protest others

;

and the credit of the new country was only saved by A
timely subsidy from France, out of which Franklin was

enabled to remit from Paris the sum required to meet the

bills then due. In 1781 Jay was commissioned to act with

Franklin, Adams, Jefferson, and Laurens in negotiating a

peace with Great Britain. He ariived in Paris from Spain,

June 23, 1782 ; and after a variety of negotiations, in the

course of which Jay evinced a jealous suspicion of the dis-

interestedness of France anil a punctilious attention to the

dignity of his tountry, the provisional articles were signed

on November 30, 1782, and the formal treaty on September

3, 1783. Jay resigned his commissions, and on July 24,

1784, landed as a private citizen in New York, where he

was presented with the freedom of the city, and elected a

delegate to Congress. On May 7th the last-named body

had already chosen him to be foreign secretary ; and in

that post he remained till the beginning of the Federal

Government in 1789. In the question of the institution

of such a government he had taken a keen interest : he

joined Hamilton and Madison in issuing the Federalist
;

he published anonymously (though without succeeding in

concealing the authorship) An Address to the People of

Neio York, in vindication of the constitution ; and he ably

seconded Hamilton in inducmg his native State to adopt

it. On September 26, 1789, he became the first chief-

justice of the supreme court of the United States. During

one of his circuits Harvard University conferred on him
the degree of LL.D. In 1792 he consented to stand for

the governorship of New York State; but the " canva=isers

"

who scrutinized the votes disqualified the returns of three

counties ; and, though Jay had received an actual majority

of votes, his opponent General Clinton was declared elected.

During the war between Grei^t Britain and France, the

relations between the former and the American States

became critical; a definite commercial treaty seemed the

only means of averting war. Chief-Justice Jay was chosen

envoy to England, though not without strong opposition.

He landed at Falmouth in June 1794, signed a treaty

with Lord Qrenville on November 19, and disembarked

again at New York, May 28, 1795. Several of the articles

of " Jay's Treaty," especially that which declared that a

free ship did not make free cargo, were hailed at home
with furious denunciation. Jay was accused of having

betrayed his coimtry ; his effigy 'was burnt along with

copies of the treaty, and even after Washington signed the

ratification in August, the States were in a ferment that

prevented for a time the really beneficial action of the

treaty. Two days before he landed, and before the parti-

cul.nrs of the treaty had been published. Jay had been

triumphautly returned as governor of his native State, and,

notwithstiinding his temporary unpopularity, he was re-

elected in April 1798. With the close of this second term

of office in 1801, he closed his public career. Although

.not yei fifty-six years old, he refused all offers of office, and.

retiring to his estate near Bedford in Westchester county,
New York, spent the rest of his life in rarely interrupted
seclusion. His public utterances from 1821 till 1828 were
mostly as president of the American Bible Society. On
May 17, 1829, John Jay, in his eighty-fourth year, ended
a life whose purity and integrity are commemorated in a
sentence by Daniel Webster :

" When the spotless ermine
of the judicial robe fell on John Jay, it touched nothing
less spotless than itself."

The Life of John Jay, with Selections frmn his Correspmxknee
and Miscellatuotia Papers, was published in 2 vols, by his son
WiUiam Jay in 1833.

JAY, William (1769-1853), dissenting preacher and
religious author, was born at Tisbury in Wiltshire on Jlay

6, 1769. The son of a stone mason, he had adopted his

father's calling, when his appearance attracted the attention

of the "Rev. Cornelius Winter, the dissenting pinister. Jlr

Winter at that time presided over a religious seminary at

Marlborough, in which, with his advice and assistance, the

young masqn became a student in 1785. During tha

three years and a half that Jay s[ient at Marlborough, the

wonderful preaching powers which distinguished him till

the day of his death were rapidly developed. His first

sermon was delivered in his seventeenth year; and before

his majority he had preached nearly a thousand times. In

1788 he had even for a season occupied Rowland Hill's

pulpit in London. But his youth warned him to seek

more time for study, and he therefore accepted the humble
pastorate of Christian Malford, near Cbippenham, where
he reipained about two years. He had hardly spent a year

in his next charge at the Hot Wells, Clifton, when he was
unanimously chosen to be minister of Argyle Independent
Chapel in Bath ; and on January 30, 1791, he entered the

sphere in which he was to spend the rest of his active life,

attracting to his chapel hearers of every religious denomi-

nation and of every social and liter.iry rank, and winning

for himself a wide and solid reputation as a brilliant pidpit

orator, as an earnest religious author, and as a pious

minister. In 1841 the jubilee of his pastorate was cele-

brated; in 1852 he was requested to retire; and the con-

nexion of sixty-three years formally ended in January 1853.

He died on December 27, 1853.

As a preacher Jay was eloquent and impressive ; but his expres-

sions and style at times wanted refiueraetit and delicacy. His
sermons were often so practical and direct as to excite suspicion,

though quite unfounded, of being aimed at individuals. Ho was
fond of peculiar texts, and did not always restrain his sense of

humour when in the pulpit.. The popularity which his writings,

especially his devotional wi-itings, have found with a wide circle

of readers vouches for their worth. In his books he is always
earnest, homely, and practical, and at times attains a certain

neatness of diction and aptness of illusti'ation. Perhaps the best

know^l of his works are his Moni.ing_ and Evening Exercises ; Tlie

C'hn'stian Contemplated ; The Domestic Minister's Assistant ; and
his Discourses. For his Short Discourses for the Use of Families the

diploma of D.B. was conferred upon him by the college of New
Jersey ; but he did not avail himself of the title. Jay alsp wrote
an excellent Life of JRev. Cojiielius Winter, and Memoirs qf Jiev.

John Clarke. An edition of Jay's M^orks in 12 vols. 8vo, revised

by himself, was issued in 1842-44 ; again, reduced in piice, in

1856. A new edition, in 8 vojs. 8vo, was announced in 1876.

For further particulars see Jay's Autoliography, 1854 j Rev. S.

Wilson's Memoir of Jay, 1854 ; "Wallace's Portraiture qf Jay,
1854 ; and Cyrus Jay's Recollections of William Jay, 1859.

JEAN D'ANGELY, Saint, chief town of an arrondisse-

ment in the department of Charente-Infi5rieure, France, is

situated in a fertile vine-beailng district on the right bank
of the river Euutonne, 16 miles south-east of La Rocbelle.

The most interesting buildings are the ruined abbey,
destroyed in 1568, two large towers used as a prison

and forming the remains of a 17th century chufsh, an
embattled clock-tower dating from 1276, a har^Jsome
colonnaded market-place, and a hospital. The inhabitants

. are engaged in distilliug brandy, wool-spinning, aixi tha^
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manufacture of cast-iron tools, agricultural implements,

serges, &c. ; and a trade in spirits, wines, cereals, and oil

seeds is carried on. The population in 1876 was 6309.

St Jean d'AngcIy {Anrjcriacum) owes its origin to Pippin the

Short, who founded a monastery on the spot about 76S. The
report tliat the head of John the Baptist was deposited there

littractcd crowds of pilgrims, for whose accommodation a town
gradually grew up. In 1572 the duke of Anjou captured it from
the Huguenots ; but they retook it soou after. Its fortifications

were razed under Louis XIII.

JEBEIL, JCbeh,, orDjEBAiL, an ancient town of Syria,

is pleasantly situated on a slight eminence near the sea,

about 20 miles north of Beyrout. It is surrounded by a

wall, a mile and a half in cirouraferEnce, with square towers

at the angles, which along with the old castle at the

Boutli-east corner are attributed to the crusaders. In

the gardens and vineyards that surround the town lie

numerous broken granite columns, — these, with the

number of ruined houses within the walls, testifying to its

former importance. The stele of Jehawmelek, king of

Gebal, found here is one of the most important of

Phoenician monuments.^ The small port is almost choked

up with sand and ruins. The place has dwindled to a

village of some 600 inhabitants.

Jebeil is the Phtenician Gebal and the Byblos of the Greeks. Its

inhabitants were renowned as sft)ne-cuttcrs (1 Kiugs v. 18, margin)

and as shipbuilders (Ezfekiel xxvii. 9) ; while Arrian (ii. 20, 1)

represents Enylus, king cf Byblcte, as joining Alexander with a

fleet, after that monarch had captured the city. Philo of Byblos
makes it the most ancient city of Phcenicia, founded by Kronos,

i.e., the Moloch (llelek) who appears from the stele of Jehawmelek
to have been with Baaltis (^33 n^V3) the chief deity of the city.

Baaltis on this stele has the characteristics of Isis-Hathor. Com-
pare the legend that the ark with the corpse of Osiris was cast

ashore at Byblos, and there found by Isis (Plut,, Mar., 357). The
Q-.gies of Adonis in tlie temple of Baaltis (Aphrodite Byblia) are

described by Pseudo-Lucian, Dc Dea Syr., cap. vi. The river

Adonis is the Ibrahim river, which flows near the town. The
crusaders, after failing before it in 1099, captured "Giblet" in

1103, but lost it again to Saladin in 1189.- Under Mahometan rulo

it h.as gradually decayed. See Reuan, Miss, de FJun. ; Movers,
Phonizicr, ii. 1, 107; Badeker-Socin's ifrtji^&ooi-.

JEDBURGH, a royal and parliamentary burgh of Scot-

land, the county town of Roxburghshire, is situated on the

river Jed, a tributary of the Teviot, 49 miles south-east of

Edinburgh, and 10 miles north of the English border.

The town consists mainly of four well-paved streets diverg-

ing at right angles from the central market-square. Next
to the abbey in point of historical interest is Queen Mary's

house, where she resided for some time in 1566. The
county prison occupies the site of the ancient castle of Jed-

burgh, destroyed in 1409. The abbey, one of the grandest

ecclesiastical ruins in Scotland, was founded in 1118 by
Prince David, afterwards David I., for the reception of

certain Austin canons from St Quentin's at Beauvais. The
nave, an exquisite example of the trarisition from Norman
to Early English, measures 133i feet by 59| feet. With
the exception of tlie north piers and a small portion of the

wall above, which are Norman, the whole of the tower, 30
fe^t square and 86 feet high, belongs to the end of the

15th century. In the choir there is some very early

Norman work ; the south chapel of the choir affords good
specimens of the Decorated period. The total length of

the magnificent pile, reduced to ruins by the conflicts

of which Jedburgh was so often the scene, is 235 feet.

Jedbnrgh, one of the first Scottish towns to take up
the woollen manufacture (its first mill began in 1728),

at present has five factories, employing 200 hands, and
producing goods—chiefly tweeds—to the annual value of

about £70,000. The burgh unites with Haddington,
Dunbar, North Berwick, and Lauder in returning a mem-
ber to parliament. The population in 1861 was 3400.

' See the recent discussions by Enting (Z.D.M.Q., 1876), Halevy,
tJoum. As.. 1879), and Ganneau {£t. d'Arch. Or., i., 1880).

Jedburgh, the final form of a name of which eighty-two variations

have been collected, does not appear before the loth century ; Jed-

worth, still lingering among the lower ranks as Jethart, is much
more ancient ; Ecgred, bishop of Lindisfarne (830-838), gifted that

see with the village and lands of Geddewrd. Before the end of the
nth century the village had become a burgh ; and under David I.

(11'24-1153) it was a royal residence, and the chief town of the
Middle Slarches. The town received a charter from Robert I.,

and another in 1566 from Mary. During the troublous times on
the bordere in the Middle Ages, Jedburgh was an important place,

and often experienced the disastrous eflects of fire and sword. The
phrase "Jethart Justice," meaning hanging a man and trying him
afterwards, has passed into a proverb.

JEFFERSON, Thomas (1743-1826), the third presi-

dent of the United States, and the most coiispicuous

apostle of Democracy in America, was born April 2, 1743,
at Shadwell, Albemarle county, in the State of Virginia, a
region of which his father Peter Jefl'erson, an obscure and
unlettered planter, was the third or fourth settler.

At the early age of five years Thomas was sent to an
English school, and from that time until he finished his

studies at William and Mary's College in 1762 appears to

have enjoyed superior educational advantages, and to have
turned them all to good account He carried with him
from college, at nineteen, a tolerably thorough reading

knowledge of the Latin, Greek, and French languages, to

which he added a familiarity with the higher mathematics

and natural sciences only possessed at his age by men who
have, as he had, a rare natural faculty for the prosecution

of those studies. Soon after leaving college he entered the

law office of Mr George Wythe, then at the head of the

Virginia bar, and withal, Jefl'erson being judge, " the best

Latin and Greek scholar in the State." In Mr Wythe he
found a "faithful and beloved mentor in youth and most
affectionate friend through life." In 1767, after five yeare'

close application to the study of his profession, he was
admitted to the bar. The death of his father in 1757 lefl

Thomas, who was the eldest son, heir to the estate on
which he was born, and which yielded him an income of

about £400 a year, a sum in those days sufficient to gratify

all his tastes, and to give him, as he matured, the position

of an independent country gentleman. At the time of his

admission to the bar he is described by his contemporaries

as 6 feet 2 inches in height, slim, erect as an arrow, with
angular features, a very ruddy complexion, an extremely
delicate skin, full deep-set hazel eyes, and sandy hair, an
expert musician (the violin being his favourite instrument),

a good dancer, a dashing rider, and a proficient in all

manly exercises. He was, and continued through life,

frank, earnest, cordial, and sympathetic in his manner, full

of confidence in men, and sanguine in his views of life.

Though mostly known to fame as a statesman, Jefferson's success

as a lawyer showed that the bar had no rewards which were not
fairly within his. reach. He had sixty-eight cases before the chief

court of the province the first j^ear of his practice, and nearly twice

that number the second. In the fourth, his register shows that he
was employed in four hundred and thirty cases. During the
eight years that he continued in active practice his income had
enabled him to live like a gentleman, and to add a few hundred
acres to his landed estate from time to time, until his inheritanco
of 1900 acres had become, in 1774, 5000 acres, and all paid for.

But, while fired with the Virginian passion of the period for

acquiring land, Jefferson does not appear to have shared the pas-

sion which usually accompanited it, of multiplying slaves to clear

and till it. He was one of the first of Englisn-speaking statesmen
with foresight enough to discover the thunders with which the
dark cloud of slavery was charged, and with courage enough
to warn his countrymen against them. It does not appear that

he ever acquired any slaves by purchase and as an investment.
In 1767 Governor Fauquier, the colonial governor of Virginia,

died. The arrival of the new governor, Barom de Botetourt, in
October 1768, was followed, according to usage, by the dismissal
of the House of Burgesses, and a new election jvas ordered. Jeffer-

son, offering himself as a candidate, was elected from the county
of Albemarle, and continued to be annually re-elected until the
House of Burgesses was closed by the revolution. His public career

began, Uke that of soiLe of the greatest parliamentarians before
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him, in a mortifying failure. In conformity with a usage brought

from the mother country of selecting one of the younger mom-
bers to draft the reply to the governor's speech, this complimentary

duty was devolved upon Jefferson. He confined himself too olosely

for the taste of the committee to the language of the resolutions

which he was expected to amplify and glorify. His address was

rejected, and the duty of preparing a substitute was confided to

another member. This humiliation doubtless had some share in

giving to his pen the parliamentary distinction usually won only

by the tongue ; for he was no orator—indeed, though one of the

foremost members of several deliberative bodies in his time, he can

fairly be said to have never made a speech.

Jefferson's legislative duties were not destined to detain him

long from his profession. The king having abandoned the policy

of levying internal taxe^ and directed instead that a duty npon
certain leading articles of foreign commerce should be levied at

the custom-houses in the colonies, in the spring of 1769 a mes-

senger arrived at "Williamsburg, then the seat of government of

Virginia, announcing to the House of Burgesses the firm resolve of

Massachusetts to resist these duties by all constitutional means,

and asking the concurrence and co-operation of Virginia. On the

third day of the session of the House of Burgesses four resolutions

were adopted with substantial unanimity, in harmony with those

adopted by Massachusetts. The first declared against taxation

without representation ; the second, that the colonies may concur

and co-operate in seeking i^dress of grievances; the third, that

sending accused persons away from their coimtry for trial is an

inexpressible complexity of wrong ; the fourth, that they should

send an address on these topics to the "father of all his people,"

beseeching his " royal interposition." On the following day, and

without waiting for an official copy of these resolutions to roach

him. Governor Botetourt dissolvea the House of Burgesses.

Thus in five days terminated, for the present, Jefferson's career

as a legislator. But, though brief and crowned with no results to

satisfy his ambition, history does not prononnee his first experience

as a legislator inglorious, for it was illustrated by an effort, which
was not the less honourable to him because it was unsuccessful, to

ameliorate the condition of the African bondmen in Virginia. The
law of those days forbade tire manumission of a slave, except upon
the condition that he was immediately sent out of the State. Jenor-

son desired the repeal of this law. His efforts were not only un-

successful, but they developed such -a state of feeling upon the

subject as to bring into grand relief the courage which even at that

early day ventured to propose such a measure.

The day after the House of Burgesses dispersed, its membei-s met
at a public hall in the Ealeigh Tavern in Williamsburg, and, fol-

lowing the example of Massachusetts, resolved, witti a near ap-

proach to unanimity—(1) to be more saving and industrious;

(2) never to buy any article taxed by parliament for revenue,

except low qualities of paper which they could not dispense with,

nor (3) to import any article from Britain or in British ships if they
could help it, until the offensive Act was repealed; and (4) to save

all theu" lambs for wool. Every man who signed the agreement
was re-elected, aud evejy man who refused lost his election.

On February 1, 1770, while Jefferson and his mother were absent

from home, his house was burned down. He had, however,
already begun clearing the grounds and preparing for the erection

of a new residence at MonticeUo, which occupied no inconsider-

able portion of his time and thoughts for the next two years,

and which was destined to become, for more than half a century,

the most distinguished seat of private hospitaHty in America. On
the 1st of January 1772 he married Martha Skelton, a widowed
dau;:;hter of a wealthy neighbour and associate at the bar of

"Williamsburg, of large fortune in lands and slaves. The lady

was very handsome, childless, fond of music, twenty-three ; she

proved to hiru a loving and devoted wife, and was the centre of a
domestic circle the joys of which seemed only to be intensified

and consecrated by the distractions of his public life.

In the spring of 1773 Jefferson was appointed by the House of

Burgesses a member of." a Committee of Correspondence and In-.

quiry for the- Dissemination of Intelligence between the Colonies."

The appointment of this committee responded to the necessity then
beginning to be felt by ail the colonies of making common cause
against the pretensions of the Crown, and looked to a convention in

which their united purposes might find expression. The resolutions
which gave birth to tnis committee provoked an immediate dis-

solution of the House, but its members were all re-elected. Soon
after they had resumed their sittings in the following spring, news
reached them of what is known in history as *'The Boston Port
BUI," by which the chief port of Massachusetts was to be closed to
commerce on the 1st of June of that year (1774). The House of

Burgesses thereupon set apart •that day fOr fasting, humiliation,
and prayer, thereby provoking from the governor another dissolu-

tion, May 20, 1774. This immediately led to the selection of
delegates from the several counties to meet at "WlUiamsburg in
August, to jconsider the state of the colony, and to provide for

an annual cungress of the colonies. Jefferson was chosen a dele-

gate to the State Convention, but, owing to sudden indisposition

which overtook him on his way, was unable to arttend. His in-

fluence there, however, was not to be wanting, for much of the
interval between the dissolution of the House and the meeting
of the Convention was devoted to the consideration and pre-

paration of a series of insti-uctions for the deputies who were to

be sent to the General Congiess, which waajflto meet at Philadelphia

In September. In these instructions, wMch he had intended him-
self to propose, could he have been present, he maintained " that
the relation between Great Britain and these colonies was exactly

the same as that of England and Scotland after the accession <rf

James and until the Union, and the same as her present relations

with Hanover,—having the same executive chief, but no other
necessary political connexion ; and that our emigration to this

country gave no more rights over us than the emigration of the

Daues and Saxons gave to the present authtritiea of the mother
country over England." These instructions, though too radical

then "for the purpose for which they were designed, were laid upon
the table of the delegates, read by many, and published in a
pamphlet entitled A .Summarij View of ilie Rights of America^
and extensively circulated. It ran through edition after edition in

England, after receiving such modifications {attributed to the pen
of Burke) as adapted it: to the imrposes of the Opposition ; and it

Erocured for its author, to use his own language, " the honour of

avinghis name inserted in a long list of proscriptions enrolled in

a bill of attainder commenced in one of the two Houses of Parlia-

ment, but suppressed in embryo by the- hasty course of events."

This paper placed Jefferaon among the leaders, if not at the head
of the revolutionary movement in America—events rapidly ripen-

ing in the public mind its novel and startling doctrines. The
Deularation of Independence two years later, of which he asked that

his tombstone should testify as the greatest achievement of his life,

was but a perfected' transcript of the Summary View.

Jefferson was the leading spirit in the succeeding sessions of the

Virginia Convention ; he was one of a committee of thirteen

appointed to report a plan for arminc Virginia ; he was named a
delegate to the General Congress, where ne took his seat eight

days after Colonel George Washington had been appointed by
Congress commander-in-chief of the armies of the colonies ; and
he was placed upon the committee to draw up a statement of the

causes which had impelled the colonies to take up arms qgainst

the mother country, and upon another committee to report on
Lord North's " conciliatory proposition," In the \vinter of 1775-6
disastrous news arrived from England. The king in opening
parliament had denounced the colonists as rebels, and recommended
decisive coercive measures against them ; and this was promptly
followed by a law authoiizing the confiscation of American vessels

and cargoes, and those of all nations found trading in American
ports, and the impressment of American crews into the British

navy. This^measure aud the ferge vote by whith it was passed

instantly crystallizej the colonies, and on the 11th June 1776
Congress appointed Jefferson, Adams, Franklin, Sherman, aud
Livingston to prepare a Declaration of Independence.

Jefferson at the request of his associates prepared a draft of th«

DoclaratioD, which, ^ter two or three verbal corrections by thera,

was taken up for consideration in the House on the 2d of July.

In the debate on the Declaration Jefferson took so part, *' think-'

ing it a duty to be on that occasion a passive auditor of the

opinions of others, more impartial judges than he could bo of

its merits and demerits." Two or three expressions had been

used which gave offence to some members: the words "Scotch
and other forei^ auxiliaries " were resented by some delegates

of Scottish birth ; and the strictures on the king's repeated veto

of colonial laws repealing the law which permitted the slave trade

were disapproved by some of the southern delegates.

On the evening of the 4th of July 1776 the Declaration wae
reported back from the committee of the whole House, and agi'eeA

to. Circumstances have given an historical importance to thirt

document somewhat disproportioned to its merits as a statement of

the grievances of the colonies ; for it seemed to be the weapon that

dismembered a great empire, and that gave birth to a nation of

unlimited possibilities ; it gave guarantees for the fame of its

author which are possessed by no other production of an Anieri(5an

pen ; for more than a century it has been read to assembled multi-

tudes in every considerable town in the United States on the anni-

versary of its adoption ; and its style and sentiments have been the

model for every people which since that time has sought to assert

for itself the right of self-government.

Jefferson continued to participate actively in the efforts to

organize the government of the confederation, and prepare it for

the life and death struggle which was impendiug, until the 2d of

September, when he resigned, to take his seat in the legislature of

Virginia, to which he had been elected, and where he thought hia

services would be most needed. "When I loft Congress in *76.'*

he says in his autobiography, *>' it was in the persuasion that our

whole code must be reviewed, adapted to our republican form of

goverament and* Jaow that we had no negatives of councils, gover-
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nore, or kings to restrain us from doing rigHt, that it becon-ected

in all its pai-ts with a siuglaeye to reason and the good nf those for

whose government it wns framed." To this task he now devoted

himself. Of the various measures introduced in furtherance of this

jiurpose he says: "1 considered four, passed or reported, as

forming a system hy which every fibre would be eradicated of

ancient or futiire aristocracv, and a foundation laid for a govern-

ment truly republican." I'hese were—the repeal of the laws of

entail, the abolitiou of priraogen/ture and equal partition of inherit-

ances, the restoration of theT-ights of conscience and relief of the

people from taxation for the support of a religion not theirs, and a

System of general education. He tried to add to these, but with-

out success, the introduction of trial by jury into the courts of

chanoery,- and to provide for the gradual emancipation of the
slaves. He did, however, introduce a bill, which passed without
opposition, foi;bivlding the further importation of slaves into the

Slate—the only important change effected in the slave system of

Virginia during the revolutionary period. The importance he
attached to his .work in Virginia at this time he showed by resign-

ing his- scat in Congress, and by declining the appointment ten-

dered him by Congress in 1776, to go with Franklin to Paris, to assist

in negotiating treaties of commerce and alliance with France.

In the third year of the war (1779), and just ae the darkest and
most threatening clouds were gathering over Virginia, Jefferson was
elected governor. The enemy had decided to carry the war into

the south. The commonwealth was almost defenceless, all her
military resources having been exhausted in sustaining Washing-
ton's policy of driving the enemy out of the north. Arnold entered

Richraond, recently becpme the capital, on the 5th of January 1781,

and rataged the place. The legislature, which had taken refuge at

CharrotCesville, were pursued and dispersed by Tarlcton, who im-
mediately sent a party to capture Jefferson at Monticello. He
narrowly escaped, his pursuers being in sight of him as he ijnounted

his horse and rode off to join his family. Though Monticello was
spared by Tarleton's order, Jefferson's estate of Elk Hill, on the
James river, was less fortunate. It was completsly despoiled by the

orders of Comwallis. It was natural ^hat the ineffectual resistance

made to the enemy in Virginia should have exposed the governor's

conduct to criticism, for few knew, as he diC that a.more effective

defence was impossible without weakening the northern army, and
totally disarranging the plans upon which the commander-in-chief
wisely relied for the ultimate success of the national defence. An
investigation of his conduct was threatened ; but when it was ascer-

tained that hfc had been acting in harmony with the policy of

Washington, the investigation was not ouly abandoned bnt the legis-

lature shortly after the expiration of his terra of otfice resolved unani-

mously " That the thanks of the general assembly be given to our
formsr governor, Thomas Jefferson, for his imparrial, upright, and
attentive administration while in ofl&ce. The assembly wish to de-

clare in the strongest manner %he high opinion which they entertain

of Mr Jefferson's ability, rectitude, and integrity as chief magistrate

in this commonwealth, and mean, by thus publicly avowing their

opinion, to obviate and to remove all unmerited censure." Jefferson

became sensible that in the exhausted condition of Alrginia, without
money, without equipment, withont troops, without any currency
except the products of the soil, no governor. not a trained soldier

could hope to retain the confidence of the people during the crisis,

and therefore he determined to decline re-election.

In 1782 he was summoned by Congress to act as one of the
plenipptentiaries to negotiate a treaty of peaee ^vith the mother
country, but the business was found to be so far advanced before
he was ready to sail that his appointment was recalled, and we
find him at the following winter session again occupying his seat

in Congress, where, as chairman of the committee to which it was
referred, he reported the definitive treaty of peace with England.
At the succeeding session he introduced an elaborate report, and
secured the adoption of the system of coinage which is still in vogue
in the United States. In the same session he drafted the report of
a plan for the government of the vast territory lying to the north-
west of the Ohio river, which Virginia had ceded to the Federal
Government in 1780. Among other provisions which he suggested,
and which were adopted, was one big with a rebellion of far more
threatening proportions than, that which its author had just assisted
in bringing to a anccessful issue. The clause in question provided
"that after the year 1800 of the Christian era there shall be
neither slavery nor involuntary servitude in any of the said
States, otherwise than in punishment of crimes wher'^ot the party
shall be duly convicted to have been personally guilty." It was
the attempt to organize States from this territory in defiance of
this restriotinn that led to the war of 1861, and to the final, though
costly, vindication of Jefferson's sagacity and forecast in 1783.

In 1784 Jefferson was again commissioned by Congress as
minister plenipotentiary, this, time to assist Franklin and Adams
in negotiating treatira of commerce with European states. He
jjinea"^ his associates in Paris in July. The mission upon which

j^ was Peji'-^Toved somewhat premature. Jeff**son, wiaelv judging
^Lxt fi^l- ani more correct i2fonna----)n aoout A^^.tca must pre-

cede any successful attempts to deal with European states to ad-

vantage, printed at his onn expense, and distributed among hia

friends, some Kotes on Virginia^ which he had prepared two years

before. It was in these notes that the oft-quoted passage occurs :

"1 tremble for my country wTlen I think that God is just ; that

his justice cannot sleef for ever ; thai, cocsiilerinff numbera, nature,

and natural means only, a revolution of the wheel of fortune, an ex-

change of situations, is among possible events ; that it may become
probable by supernatural interference. The Almighty has no
attribute that can take, sides vnXh. us in such a contest." Avery
bad translation of a copy of the Notes which had found its way
to France having made its appearance in Paris, Jeffersoa felt he
had no longer any motive for trying to limit their usefulness to

the few discreet friends to whom he had addressed them.*

In January 1785 Dr Franklin, after eight years' residence at fhe
French court, pressed his application to be relieved, and Jefferson

was selected, as he gracefully pift it in presenting his letters of

credence, "to succeed him, for no one could replace him."
Jefferson was exceedingly popular as a minister, and was fortunate

in securing several important modifications of the French tariff

in the interests of American commerce.
In the summer of 1789 Washington, who had feeen elected

president of the United States under the new constitution, gavo

Jefferson leave of absence, and soon after his arrival in America,

"as well from motives of private regard as a conviction of public

propiiety," tendered him the office of secretary of state. Reluct-

ant as Jefferson was to leave Paris, he yielded at once to the

wishes of the president, Aid entered upon the duties of his new
office in March 1790. Alexander Hamilton, who was the head of

the Federal party as distinguished from the Democratic, of which
Jefferson was the most conspicuous representative, was appoiuted the

secretary of the treasury. They represetfted the two great schools of

political thought which contended for mastery in American politics,

not only dui-ing Washington's administraVion, but fo^ the srcceeding

sixty years, and until their differences were mei-ged in the graver

and more absorbing issues that greir out of the conflict between free

and servile labour. Jefferson was an advocate of State sovereignty

and of decentralization. He was strongly opposed to the leading

features of the British constitution, and in cordial sym^thy with

the new school of politics which had recently begun to lie felt in

the government of France. His five years' residence in tha*

country had greatly strengthened hiin in these views, and thty

more or less affected his treatment of all questions that came before

him as a cabinet minister. Hamilton's great fear, on the other

hand, was that the central government under the new constitution

would be too weak, and he favoured all measures that tended to

exalt and strengthen the executive, and to bring the government
more in harmony with that of England. Washington very prudently

gave the victory to the partisan of neither theory, though his s}-n-

pathies were supposed to be more frequently witn the Federal than
with the Republican leader.

The most perplexing questions which occupied Jefferson's atten-

tion as secretary of state grew out of the war declared by France

in 1793 against Holland and Great Britain. What should be flio

neutral policy and what were to he insisted upon as the neutral rights

of the United SUtes I Upon this question both parties put forth

their whole strength, Tne Republicans, under Jefferson's lead,

prettj' generally sympathized with the French, and were inclintd

to authorize privateers to be fitted out in American ports to cruise

against English vessels. This policy was energetically and wisely

resisted by the Federalists, who were for peace with all and
entangling alliances with none. Jefferson advocated the propriety

of receiving a diplomatic representative from- the French republic.

In this his advice prevailed, and Genest was promptly sent as

minister. With more zeal than discretion he proceeded at once to

fit out privateers, and empower French consuls in the United States

to organize courts of admiralty to condemn prizes. This led to

ieated discussions in the cabinet, and finally to the recall of Genest.

Partly from discontent with a position in which he did not feci that

he eujoyed the absolute, whicn meant pretty much the exclusive,

confidence of the president, and partly because of the embarrassed

condition of his private affairs, aue mainly to the ravages of war,

Jefferson resigned his seat in the cabinet December 31, 1793, and
retired to Monticello. There he remained till the fall of 1796,

when he was made vice-president at the election which called

John Adams to the presidency. The duties of this position being

limited to presiding over the Senate during its sessions, Jefferson

spent most of the four years of his oflaciai tenn in improving his

estate, and by his counsek directing the policy of the party of

which he was the acknowledged leader. The excesses of the

' Jefferson took a very modest view of this book, and In a purely literary point

of view he conld not afford to taJse my other ; but It waa so thorooghly satiu^tod

with democratic-republican ideas, of which he waa then the most complete living

exponent, with the possiWe esctptlon of Franklin, tha! it wau widely and eagerly

read, and no donbt did much to rclas the hold the, doctrines of divine rinUt

and of passive obedience had upon the educated classes of France, and measur-

ably contributed to precipitate the preat popular uprlaing in iliftt kiaguom, wftii

which Europe waa soon to be coavuJ^d.
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Eeign of Terror had worked a formidable reaction in America

against the sympathizers with revolutionists in France. This,

with the aggressive policy of the Directory, and the insulting

reception given to the American envoys in Paris, for a time

paralysed the Republican party. President Adams, mistaking

the resentment felt in the United States towards France for a

popular reaction there against republicanism, was betrayed into

a series of ill-considered measures, which were not long in tell-

ing upon the fortunes of his party. Among these measures the

most unfortunate perhaps were the alien and sedition laws, the

former empowering the president to expel from the country such

aliens as he should deem dangerous, and the latter punishing

as sedition, with fine aud imprisonment, the printing or uttering

malicious charges against the president or Congress. The Ke-

pubUcaus commenced an active agitation against the laws through-

out the country, which, co-operating with a strong and popular

sympathy with the Republican doctrines, finally resulted in the

election of Jefferson and Burr, the candidates of the Republican

party, as president and vice-president, and the defeat of Adams
and Pinckney the candidates of the Federalists. Washington having

died only a few months before, this election proved the cov,-[i dc grace

of the Federal party, and established Jeffersonian Kepuhlicanism as

the permanent policy of the country. Jefferson entered upon the

duties of the presidency on the 4th of March 1801, and was re-

elected for the term commencing March 4, 1805, by 143 out of 176

electoral votes. His administration of twice four years was charac-

terized by the simpUeity which distinguished his conduct in private

life. He eschewed all pomp and ceremgny designed artificially to

distinguish the president from the people. His dress
'

' was of

plain cloth " on the day of his inauguration. Instead of driving

to the capital in a coach and six as had been the practice, he

rode there on horseback, without a guard or even a servant in his

train, dismounted without assistance, and hitched the bridle of

his horse to a fence. Instead of opening Congress in the English

fashion, with a speech to which a formal reply was expected, he

sent his message by a private hand. Court etiquette was practi-

cally abolished, and the weekly levee with it. The code of prece-

dence was essentially modified. Titles of honour were not- recog-

nized as such. "Excellency," "Honourable," and even "Mr,"
were distasteful to him. Between the President and governors of

States he recognized no difference in rank, each being the supreme

head of an independent state. " If it be possible," he said, "to

bo certainly conscious of anything, I am conscious of feeling no

difference between writing to tne highest and lowest being on earth."

In public official station he regarded himself purely as a

trustee for the public. Ho discontinued the practice of sending

ministers abroad in Goverument vessels, nor would he have

his birthday celebrated by state balls ; he refused to appoint

days of fasting and thanksgiving on the ground that they were

religious rites, and no recommendation from him, therefore,

could make them more or less binding upon the conscience.

To secularize and republicanize the Government were the para-

mo\int purpose and tne distinguishing feature of his" administra-

tion. His cabinet, of which Madison and Gallatin were the piUars,

was in thorough sympathy with Jefferson in his general p'olicy, and

its perfect harmony was uninterrupted. He gave his ministers his

entire confidence. " If I had the world to choose from," he once

said, " I could not change one of my associates to my better satis-

faction." The first important act of his administration was to send

four of the six vessels constituting the so-called navy of the

republic to the Mediterranean to exterminate the Algerine pirates

who for half a century had preyed upon the commerce of the world,

thus initiating a series of events which in a few years ren-

dered the commerce of the Mediterranean as safe as that of the

English Channel. Possessed with a conviction of the supreme com-

mercial importance of New Orleans, he diiected negotiations to be

opened with the French Government, which resulted in the pur-

chase for $15,009,000 of the territory of Louisiana, which had

been ceded by Spain to France. Though the constitutional

power under wnich this important transaction was consummated

was far from clear, neither its validity nor its wisdom was ever

seriously questioned ; and it is now justly regarded by his country-

men as the crowning achievement of his adjninistration,and none

the less meritorious for the responsibility he deliberately assumed

in bringing it topass. The remainder of his administration derives

most of its historic importance from his unsuccessful attempt to

convict Aaron Burr, the late vice-president, of having engaged in

treasonable projects in the south-west, and from his efforts to

maintain, without war, the rights of neutrals on the high seas.

Among the less conspicuous though scarcely less important mea-

sures of his administration were the careful exploration of the

"Western Territories ; reducing the public debt, and practically ex-

tirpating from the country the then not unpopular delusion that

a national debt is a national blessing*, fortifying the seaports;

reorganizing and rearming the militia; diminishing the taxes;

and extinguishing the Indians' titles by fair purchase, and promot-

ing theii emigration beyond the MississippL On the 4th of

March 1809 he retired from the presidency, after an almost con-

tinuous public service of over forty years. Ho was pressed t,>

allow himself to be re-elected for a third term, but refused nr-

conditionally, though the legislatures of five States formally re-

quested him to be a candidate.

Jefferson, whose private fortune had been seiiously com|iromised

by the interruptions of foreign commerce before and during his ad-

ministration, and by the expenses incident to his representative

position, lived seventeen years after his retirement, and to the last

was the most Considerable personage in the United States. His
immediate successors in the presidency for the next sixteen

years were his pupils and devoted personal friends, and rarely

ventured upon any important step without the supjiort of his

approval. The employments of his closing years were in har-

mony with the dignihed and patriotic purposes of bis active life.'

Nothing that concerned the welfare of tne counti-y was a matter of

indifi'erence to him. He ni'ged successfully the foundation of a

university, and became one of its most efficient trustees. His cor-

respondence during this period is regarded as one of the most in-

teresting and instructive contributions to the early literature of the

United States. He had inherited a wonderful constitution and
herculean sti-ength, neither of which did he ever abuse

In the spring of 1826 the decline of his strength, which had

been gradually increasing for two or three years, became more

rapid, and on the 4th of July he expired, in the eighty-third year

of his age. John Adams, his predecessor in the presidency, by
an impressive coincidence, died on the same day,—the fiftieth

anniversary of an event imperishably associated with the names
of both and with the fortunes, of a nation.

See The Writings, Comspondence, tkc, of Thomas Jrffcnon, edited by A.
Wa^hin^ton, 9 vols., New York, 1S55-54; Mfmoir, Corfespondnice, tt-c, o^

Thomas JeffeTSon, edited by T. J. Kandolph, 4 vols, Cliarlottes\UIe. 1829 ; Georse

Tucker, Life of Thomas Jefferson, 2 vols.. Philadelpflia, 1837; Henry RaDdaU.

Life of Thomas Jefferson, 3 vols,. New York, 1858; Jjiracs Parton, Life of Tliojnas

,(effer'son, Boston, 1874: Sarah N. Randolph, Domestic Life of Thoinas Jefferson,

New York, 1871; H. Lee, Obsa'teilrons upon the Writings of Jefferson, Thila-

delpMa, 1839 ; Comflis De Witt, Thomas Jefferson, Paris, 1861. (J. BI.)

JEFFERSON CITY, capital of the State of Missouri,

occupies an elevated and picturesque site in Cole county,

on the right bank of the Missouri river, 125 miles west of

St Louis. The city is -well built. It has an efficient

school system, and is the seat of an Episcopal college, and

of Lincoln Normal Institute, which is maintained by the

State for the instruction of coloured youths of both sexes.

The State library contains about 25,000 volumes. The

manufactures comprise flour, furniture, carriages, farm

implements, and iron goods. Population in 1880, 627L
JEFFERSONVILLE, the comity seat of Clark county,

Indiana, U.S., is situated on the north bank of the Ohio

river. The streets are of a uniform width of 60 feet.

The falls of the Ohio afford a fine water-power, so that

manufactories are numerous. Among them are loco-'

motive and car works, plate-glass works, two ship-yards,

and railway machine shops. The southern , State peni-

tentiary and an extensive Government dep6t of army
supplies are situated here. Population in 1880, 9357. |
JEFFREY, Feakcis (1773-1850), a judge in the

Scottish Court of Session, "with the title of Lord Jeffrey;

was the son of a depute-clerk in the supreme court-o£

Scotland, and was born at Edinburgh, 23d October 1773.1

After attending the High School six years, he studied, at

the university of Glasgow from 1787 to May 17S9J
and at Oxford from September 1791 to Juno 1792.^

Having in the following winter begun the study of law

at Edinburgh University, he became a member of the

Speculative Society, in the debates of which he measured

himself not disdvantageously with Scott, Brougham,

Francis Horner, the marquis of Lansdowne, Lord Kin-

naird, and others.

He was- admitted to the bar on December 18, 1794, but,

having abandoned the Tory principles in which he had been

educated, he of course found his father's eonnexion of

little advantage to him ; .indeed the adoption of Whig
politics was at this time almost a complete obstacle

to legal success. His failure to obtain sufficient profes-

sional employment led him to the conception of a variety

of schemes of " literary eminence," none of which were put

into execution ; and more than one attempt to obtain an
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office"wliicE~*fSuld secure him the advantage of a small but

Sxed salary likewise proved abortive. To the proposal

made by Sydney Smith ia Jeffrey's house to a company
of young men, none of whom had yet achieved fame or

occupied any professional position of importance, that

they should start a review, Jeffrey was accordingly pre-

pared to give a favourable reception ; and, the scheme
being received^ with acclamation, the result was the

appearance > on I
the 10th October 1802 of the first

number of the Edinburgh Seview. At the outset the

Eevieii) was not under the charge of any special editor.

The first three numbers were, however, practically edited

by Sydney Smith, and on his leaving for England the work
devolved chiefly on Jeffrey, who, after an arrangement with

Constable the publisher, was appointed editor at a fixed

salary. Most of those associated in the undertaking were

Whigs in their political convictions; but, although the

general bias of the Review was towards social and political

reforms, it was so little of a party organ that for a time it

nunibered Sir Walter Scott among its contributors ; and no

distinct emphasis was given to its political leanings until

the publication in 1808 of an article on the work of Don
PedroCevallos on the French Vsiirpation ofSpain, which led

shortly afterwards to the appearance of the rival Quarter! i/.

According to Lord Cockburn the effect of the first number
of the Edinburgh Review was " electrical," and it is not difE-

cult to understand why it should have been so, for, if its learn-

ing was far from being so omniscient as was then imagined,

and if much of its speculation was superficial and rambling,

and its literary criticisms greatly deficient in true subtilty

and discernment, it certainly did not err on the side either

of modesty or of dulness: Indeed, not only were its opinions

generally expressed in telling and forcible language, but the

clever vivacity and wit as well as the external glitter and
brilliancy of many of the articles, and their easy and jaunty

air, were fitted to produce an imposing impression of latent

resources of many-sided talent and comprehensive erudition.

The novelty, moreover, of such a voluminous and elaborate

periodical, the anonymousness of its contributions, and the

fact that it devoted its pages chiefly to extended criticisms

—

'

often by no means flattering or complimentary—of living

authors, were all elements in its success. Of course,

on the other iand, allowance must be made for its early

deficiencies, not only on account of the literary inexperience

of the writers, but from the fact that it was itself practically

a hitherto untried experiment in literature. Its improve-

ment as regards substantiality of matter and genuineness

and depth of learning was very marked as soon as its

succSss permitted Jeffrey to enlist in its service a staff of

writers who had generally made a special study of the

particular subjects on which they wrote, and who, instead of

contenting themselves with a summary and an interspersed

criticism of the works they reviewed, made (hem the

occasion of an independent and original contribution, often

having only a very remote connexion with the works
which suggested it. Whatever deductions also it may be
necessary to make in distinguishing between the merits of

the Review and its reputation, its influence both as a literary

and as a political organ has much exceeded that of any other

English pnriodical, and it9 relation to tlis social; political,

and literary history of England during the first half of the

present century has been of no small importaijce. The
period of Jeffrey's editorship extended to about twenty-six

years, having ceased with the ninety-eighth number, pub-
lished in June 1829. The Macxey Napier Correspondence
gives some indication of what must have been the delicacy

and difficulty of- his task, and enables us to appreciate

more intelligently the panegyric of his biographer in
regard to the literary skill and practical disccTiment which
^a'.'jsred together such a brilliant galaxy of talent, the

suave firmness and wise prudence which controlled and

utilized to such advantage their several idiosyncracies, and

the- tact and cleverness which arranged and adjusted their

varied lights with such correct appreciation of harmonioas

unity.

Jeffrey's own contributions, according to a list which

has the sanction of his authority, numbered two hundred,

all except six being written before his resignation of the

editorship, and two immediately subsequent to this, A
selection from these contributions was published in 1843 in

four volumes. The composition of eight Revieio articles ia

a year is not an excessive literary task, but the subjects on

which Jeffrey elected to give his opinion were very multi-

farious, and he wrote with great rapidity, at odd moments
of leisure, and with little special preparation. Although

also he possessed a considerable accumulation of accurate

information on a great variety of subjects, and had dis-

ciplined his taste by a wide and catholic acquaintance with

English literature, he had given no thorough and systematic

attention to any particular branch of study. Great fluency

and ease of diction, considerable command of illustration,

a certain superficial warmth of imagination and moral

sentiment, a natural tendency towards mockery and ridicule,

and a sharp eye to discover any oddity or peculiarity of

style or violation of the accepted canons of good taste,

were what lent to his criticisms the kind of pungency and
effectiveness they possessed. It must, moreover, he added
that, if he failed egregiously in the appreciation of the

highest kinds of excellence both in style and in thought,

the blemishes and defects which occupied so much of his

attention, and which he magnified and distorted, had
generally a real existence. Notwithstanding, however, his

keen practical judgment and his liberal tendencies, both

his political and his literary prognostications were generally

falsified by the result. He never showed any proper com-

prehension of principles, or power of detecting and estimat-

ing latent forces either in politics or in matters strictly

Intellectual and moral ; and certain of the higher spheres

of reflexion and imagination, as for example, that of the

"Lake Poets," his unhappy mistakes in regard towhom have

earned for him such unenviable fame, were utterly remote
from his understanding and sympathy. Had an adequate

share of his attention been concentrated on some special

branch of literature, had his fluency been held in check by
a more thorough acquaintance with the subjects which
engfijged his interest, his regard for immediate impressive-

ness not been exaggerated by the influence of his proFes

sional duties, his artistic sense, which was keen and true so

far as it went, not been mutilated and deteriorated by
untoward circumstances, he would undoubtedly have earned

for himself a high place among the writers of his epock
As it is, his reputation is now unsubstantial and shadowy,

and he is remembered chiefly from his accidental and not

always gratifying and desirable relation to others who have

gained an independent fame.

Notwithstanding the increasing success of the Review,

Jeffrey always continued to look to the bar as the chief

field of his ambition, and indeed he soon experienced that

his literary reputation was a help and not an obstruction

to professional advancement. Probably one reason of this

was that his literary talents were supplemented by a

personal character of the highest integrity and honour, and

by fine social gifts rooted in true geniality and kindness,

and adorned with an agreeable pleasantry and wit never

tainted with the venom of bitterness. As an advocate his

sharpness and rapidity of insight gave him a formidiible

advantage in the detection of the weaknesses of a witness

and the vulnerable points of his opponent's case, while be

grouped his own argum'ents with an admirable eye tb effect,'

especially excelling in eloquent closing appeals to a jury,

XIIT. — 78
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inoie particularly when an opportunity presented itself for

the introduction of the pathetic element. Probably but

for his rapid utterance and affected accent, his weak
physique, and bis too copious command of language, he

might have attained to the highest rank as an orator.

Jetlrey was twice, in 1820 and 1822, elected lord rector

of ihe university of Glasgow. In 1829 he was chosen

dean of the faculty of advocates. On the Whigs obtaining

office in 1831, he became lord advocate, and entered

parliament as member for the Perth burghs. After the

passing of the Reform Act, in the framing of which measure

he had the principal charge so far as it related to Scut-

land, he was returned for Edinburgh ; but his parliamen-

tary career, which, though not so brilliantiv successful as

some e.xpected, had won him high genen.1 esteem, was

terminated by his elevation to the judicial bench as Lord

Jeffrey in May ISSl. He died at Edinburgh 26th June
1850.

The Life ofLord Jeffrey, with a Selection from his Corrc^ponrfoier,

by Lord Cockbuni, a]ipcareil in 1852 m two volumes. Si;c ulsollio

Selected Correqiottdnice of Macvcij Napier, 1877, and the sUc-tch of

Jcft'rcy in Carlyle's Reminiscences, vol. ii., 1881. (T. F. H.

)

JEFFREYS, George Jeffreys, Lord (c. 1648-1680),
lord chancellor of England, was born probably in 1C4S
at Actun in Denbighshire, of a respectable but not ricli

family. He was smitten with the desire of becoming a

lawyer by seeing, when a boy at St Paul's school in

London, the magnificent procession of the judges to the

cathedral ; and, although his family w;is hard pnt to

it by the expense, he s(jeut some time at Westminster

school before entering the Inner Temple as a studewt

at si.vteen. The allowance he received from home was

quite unei]ual to the demands of the dissolute habits into

which he quickly fell, but it is said tliat the promise

of future eminence, afforded by the fits of studiousness

which divided his orgies, procured for the dissipated

student both long credit and presents of money. He was
exceedingly popular as a table comparrion, especially with

the inferior attorneys and attorneys' clerks with wlioni,

then as afterwards, he preferred to drink ; and in the low

practice which he began at Old Bailey and the London
Sessions immediately on being called to the bar in

November 1668, he found his boon companions very

useful in procuring him briefs. Voluble, unscrupulous,

and overbearing, he rapidly developed in his constant

dealings with the most degraded criminals the coarse

bullying manner which disgraced him throughout his

whole career. He sought every means of ingratiating

himself with the city aldermen, and in 1671, at the

singularly early age of twenty-three, became their common
Serjeant, and in 1678 recorder of London. He had by
that time pushed his way into the higher courts, where

his marvellous address in speaking and cross-examination

made up for, if it did not conceal, his shallow legal know-

ledge. Jeffreys had hitherto nominally belonged to the

anti-court or liberal party ; but, perceiving that they had
but little patronage in their gift, he had opened secret

negotiations with Charles II., and immediately on taking

the oaths as recorder he openly declared himself a partisan

of the court. The year before Jie had been knighted and
appointed solicitor to the duke of York. To reward him
for the servility which he displayed, especially in connex-

ion with the Popish plot trials, he was appointed chief

justice of Chester, and advanced to a baronetcy. His
insolence and intemperance, already notorious, became in

his chief-justiceship well nigh intolerable. He received a

rebuff in 1680 when fur his conduct in obstructing the

assembling of parliament he was reprimanded on his knees

by the speaker, and forced to resign his recordership in

December of the same year. Such indignities were

merits m the eyes of the king, Id whose favour Jeffreys

laid additional claims by his efforts to abrogate the charter

of London, and by his activity as counsel against the

suspected Rye House conspirators. He received his

reward. Lord Campbell remarks, " Jeffreys became chief-

justice of Englanrl, as the only man fit to condemn
Algernon Sidney." He was sworn in in Novcniber 1683,

and shortly became privy councillor and member of the

cabinet. In the court of the King's Bench, the new chief-

justice let few considerations stand between him and his

desire to satisfy the king. His iniquitous servility is to be

traced in the State TiiaU. When Charles died in February

1G85, Jeffreys exchanged a master whoNlisliked him as a

wretch " with no learning, no sense, no manners, and more

impudence than ten carted street-walkers," for one who
found in him a thoroughly congenial tool. In Jlay 168.5

Jeffreys was raised to the peer.age by the stylg of Baron

Jeffreys of Wem, and in August went into the western

counties as president of a special commission appointed to

try the numerous cases of treason arising from the duke of

Jlonniouth's ill-fated rebellion. It was in this "bloody
assize" that he was to deepen the stain that alre.idy

tarnished his fame, and to make the name " Judge Jeffreys
"

a synonym for a monster of bloodthirsty cruelty, blasphe-

mous rage, and brutish intonipei-ance. In the " camp^ugn
"

he gave the rein to liis ferocity; he was maddened with

slaughter, and his apiietite for blood grew by what it fed

un. The horrible glare of his eye, the savage lines of his

face, his fierce shouts of wrath, terrified and confused guilty

and innocent alike. With hateful cunning he let it be

bruited that the only hope of mercy lay in pleading guilty,

and by this cold-blooded artifice lightened his labours.

He had a powerful incentive to active butchery : the v icant

post of lord chancellor '.vas to be won by good service.

The estimates of the numbers of victims of the commission

vary: 320 was the official return to the tfcasury ; Lord

Lonsdale says 700, and Burnet 600. Upwards of 800 were

transported as slaves to the West Indies, while others only

escaped by purchasing their pardons from the judge at most

exorbitant rates. When the chief-justice returned to

Windsor in September, the great seal of England was placed

in his blood-stained hands. For the rest of his career the

lord chancellor was an unresisting agent of King James in

his most illegal schemes. Finding himself losing favour at

court, he even revived the ecclesiastical court of high com-

mission, abolished in 1640 by an Act which forbade its re-

vival,and himself engaged to act aspresident. In the attempt

against the rights of the fellows of Magdalen College,

Oxford, and in the trial of the seven bishops, Jeffreys was

the king's right hand; but, when the proceedings of James
had at last roused the indignation that cost him his crown,

the lord chancellor was one of the firet to advise concession.

When the king fled in 1688, Jett'reys was in the utmost

consternation. For him, he knew, there could be no mercy.

Shaving off his shaggy eyebrows, and disguising himself as

a common sailor, he attempted to escape to Hamburg in a

small collier, but, while drinking in a low public house at

AVappi,ng, he was recognized by a poor scrivener who had

once encountered the wrath of the judge, and had never

forgotten the glare of his eye. Jeffreys was only saved

from being torn in pieces by the mob by the timely arrival

of a strong guard, who conducted the trembling wretch to

the Tower. There he lay for some months, tortured by

anguish both of mind and body, which he endeavoured to

drown in copious draughts of brandy. He died miserably

on April 19, 1689. Jeffreys Was tmce married, and had

ten children, but his title became extinct in 1703, in the

person of his son John, notorious for having interrupted

the funeral of Dryden. It is said that in '1688 Lord

Jeffreys was about to be created earl of Flint ; and. though
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the patent never passed the great oeal, a booK was
dedicated tu him, giving him the title.

For tlie character of Jeffreys not even the most impartial
historian can say a good word Of strong intelligence and
cle:ir legal head, and, accoiding to Roger North, when he
was in temper and matters indifferent came before him,
becoming his seat of justice better than any other that
author had seen in his place, he might have risen to a high
position among the learned luminaries of the bench, had
he not prostituted his talents to unworthy ends, and
swamped his faculties in the most Lirutal intemperance.
He treated all from whom he had nothing to expect with
coarse insolence, taking an especially malicious delight in

giving, as he phrased it, " a lick with the rough side of

his tongue" to those whom his maudlin caresses of the
night before had encouraged to presume. No less was
he pleased to revile at dissenters ;

" Show me," he said,
" a Presbyterian, and I will engage to show a lying
knave." He is remarkable as the only politically promi-
nent lawyer of his century who never sat in the House of

Commons, nor left a single publication behind him. In
the House of Lords he once attempted to use the insolent

abuse of his court habits, but was compelled humbly to

apologize, in tears of maudlin chagrin, to all whom he had
attacked.

The chief sources for particulars about Judreys are the SUiU
TfUiJs and North's Life vf Lord Keeper Guildford, together witli

contcmpoi.Try pamphlets and squibs. These materials have been
skilfully used by Lord Campbell in llis Lives of llie Lord CImneellors,
aTid by llacaulny in his History. See also Woolrych's Memoirs of
Jifhjc Jeffreys, 1S27.

JEHOL, or CHE>fG-TEFU, a city of Mongolia, famous as

the seat of the summer palace of the emperor of China, is

situated near 11S° E. long, and 41° N. lat., about 140
miles north-east of Peking, with which it is connected by
an excellent line of road. Though not enclosed by Walls,

the town, wliich is about 2 miles long, bears the stamp of

"a flourishing Chinese tuwu of the .same rauk." The
poimlation is stated at 10,000. The palace, called Pi-shu-

sh'iii-cliuimy, or " mountain lodge fur avoiding heat," was
built in 1703 on the plan of the palace of Vuan-ming-yuan
near Peking. A substantial brick wall C miles in circuit

encloses seveial well-wooded heights and extensive gardens,

rockeries, pavilions, temples. Sec, after the usual Chinese
style. In tlie vicinity of Jthol are numerous Lama monas-
teries and. temples, the most remarkable being Putala-su,

built on the model of the palace of the grand lama of

Tibet at Putala. It is thus described by Mr Bushell
(Jouin. B. Geog. Soc, Loud., 1S74) : "The principal

building of this temple is a huge square erection with

eleven rows of windows, the stories coloured alternately

red, green, and yellow, surmounted by a row of five

dagobas, and with the roof covered with enamelled tiles of

a bright torquoise blue. The general effect is inexpressibly

bizarre."
^

JEHOVAH is the current European transcription of the

sacred tetragrammaton nin\ This was punctuated by the

Massorets with the vowels e (for a), o, a of the word Adonai
which the laterJews habitually substituted in reading the in-

effable name. It is now generally agreed that Jahwe (Yahw^)
is the true pronunciation, a conclusion which is supported not

only by the 1 inguistic argument derived from the fact that the

various contracted forms in which the name appears, either

separately (Jah) or in compound proper names (Jo, Jeho,

Jahu) are all reducible to Jahw, but also by the testimony
of ancient tradition (thus Theodoret ascribes the pronun-
ciation 'la/Se to the Samaritans, Epiphanius gives 'Ia;8«' or

.'lauc, and Clement apparently 'laout'). Etymologically,

Jahwe may be regarded as the imperfect either of Qal or

Hiphil of nin ; the former view seems to be that taken

in the Feutateuch. but many critics now incline to the

otner, according to which the name may be translated as

meaning " He who causes to be." It seems to have come
to be invested with new and richer meanings as the religion

of Israel developed in spirituality and depth ; but as the
name of the national deity it must have been older than the
time of Moses ; at least the name of the mother of Moses
is compounded with it. It is conceivable that in the
earliest period of its history the word was not associated
with any ide<i so high even as that of "creator"; tlie Hiphil
of nin in the Aramaic sense of " fall " would give " he who
causes (rain or lightning) to fall" as the nearest approach to

the original meaning. For the later sense of the namu
Exod. ili. 14 is the locus classicus. The Palestinian tradi-

tion finds in th>s verse the assertion of God's eternity

(comp. Rev. i, 8) ; the Alexandrian exegesis refers it to
his absolute existence. More probably tha vague "I will

be what I will be " (the emphasis lying on the first verb
as in Exud. xxxiii. 19) is used to convey the idea of that
all-sufficiency of God's grace which is wfdcr than the
widest faith (comp. Hos. i. 6, 7).

The literature of the subject is immense. Of older books it is

enough to relcr to the Deeas Excrcitationum collected by Beland
(Utrecht, 1707); for the latest aspects of the questions involved,
see Gesenius, Tlics., s.v. ; Ewald, Geseh., ii. 121 sq. ; LagarJe,
Psall. Ilicroii. (1874), p. 153 sij., and Oricntalia, ii. 27 sg.;
Schiader in Schcnkel's .5i/i. Lex., s.v. "Jahve"; W. Aldis Wright
in Journ. of Philol., iv. p. 7U. Against recent proposals to identify
Jahwe with non-Israelite deities, see Baudissin, Studien, i. (Leipsic,

1876); and in favour of derivation from an Assyrian form of the
DiWne name ia-v. (Accadian i), see Delitzsch, IVo log das Faradies,
p. 158 sq., Leipsic, 1881. A summary of recent discussion is given
by Vf. Robertson Smith in B7-il. and For. Evaiig. Kev.. Januaiy
1876.

JEJEEBHOY, SiK Jamsetjee (1783-1859), a Parsee
merchant and great public benefactor, was born of poor
parents in Bombay, July 15, 1783. Left an orphan while
still very young, he had many difficulties to overcome at

the outset of the mercantile career he chose for himself.

On one occasion the ship in which he and all his goods
were was captured by the French, and the young i»*rchant

was landed penniless at the Cape of Good Hope. Thence
he procured a passage to Bombay through the charity of

some Dutch ladies; and, resolutely begiiming life afre.sh,

he rose to be one of the most opulent Parsee merchants
in India. His lavish benevolence, which recognized no
difference of nation, sect, or class, and extended even to

the brute creation, has won him endflring honour. In 1822
he paid the debts of all the poor debtors in Bombay jail

;

he enriched his native city with a hospital and an educa-

tional establishment for Parsee children, a school of art

and other benevolent institutions, and contributed largely

to the Grant Medical College, while to the public works
at Bombay, Nowsaree, and elsewhere he gave large grants,

as well as to the patriotic fund and the Indian sufferers'

fund after the mutiny. Eleven schools owe their founda-

tion to his munificence, in which 2710 Parsee children are

educated. It is estimated that he gave away upwards of

26 lakhs of rupees. Knighted in 1842, he was promoted

to a baronetcy in 1857 ; a statue was voted to him in

1856, and was unveiled in Bombay town-hall on August 1,

1859. At his death on April 15, 1859, his property was
estimated at 8,550,000 rupees. According to an act of the

legislative council of India, the name Jamsetjee Jejeebhoy

must be assumed by all his successors in the baronetcy.

His sou (1811-1877) was prominent as the head of the

Parsee community in Bombay, and exercised a considerable

influence among the Europeans. He was a member of the

legislative council of Bombay.
JELAL-ED DIN, Mohammed ER-RtJMf (born at Balkh

c. 1200 A.D., died at Icouium, 1273, as head of a college

for mystic theology), one of the greatest poets and thinkers

of Persia, See Peksia.
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JEMMAPES, or Jemappes, a village in the arroii-

[dissement and 3 miles west of the town of Mons, in the

province of Hainault, Belgium, is situated on the Haine,

neac the " Bassin du Flenu," one of the richest coal-fielda

dn the province. ' It has manufactures of mining gear, salt,

Boap, brass, and leathef. The population of the commune
in 1876 was 10,816.
Jemmapes is famoils as the scene of a sanguinary battle foiight

November 6, 1792, between the French under jDumouriez and
the Austrians undtr the duke of SaxcTeschen, in which the latter

were defeated. The French gained temporary possession of Belgium,
and Jemmapes gave its name to a French dei)artmont, comprising
most of Hainault.

JENA, a town in the department ofApolda, in the

grand-duchy of Saxe-VVeimiir-Eisenach, Germany, is situ-

ated, about 56 miles south-west of Leipsic by rail, at the

junction of the Leutra and Saale, in a beautiful valley,

surrounded by romantic hills, and dotted over with villages.

The town is tolerably well built, though the houses are

quaint, and many of the streets narrow. Besides the

university buildings, the more interesting edifices are the

15th century church of St Michael, with a tower 318 feet

high, and containing the bronze statue of Luther, originally

intended' for his tomb; the coUege-chutch ; the library;

the old-fashioned town-house m the market-place ; the

castle, built in 1620, where Goethe wrote his Hermann
und Dorothea ; the Black Bear tavern (now a hotel),

where Luther spent the night after his flight from the

|Wartburg; and Weigel's house. The career, or students'

prison, ceased to be used for academic discipline in

[1880. In 1858, the tercentenary of the inauguration

of the university, the variolas houses in Jena that had
been sccupied by illustrious men were marked by memo-
rial tablets. Close to the town are the Thuringian dis-

trict court and- the large lunatic asylum—both built in

1879.- Of the old fortifications there remain only four

towers and an ancient gateway; while the moat has been
liid out as a promenade, adorned with busts and statues.

On the Hausberg to the east rises the gaunt and legendary

Fuchsthurm; ftnd 2 miles to the west, on the Forstberg,

is the tower raised to the students of Jena who fell in

the war against France, 187G-71. Among the schools

are a gymnasium opened in 1876, and a commercial school.

Jena is the seat of an upper appeal court, of a statistical

Bureau for the Thuringian states, and of a chamber of

C)mmerce. The town owes what prosperity it now has to

the presence of the university founded by the elector, John
Frederick of Saxony, whose statue stands in the market-

place. In 1547 that prince, while a captive in the hands of

Charles V., conceived the plan of erecting a university at

Jena, in place of that of Wittenberg, which he had forfeited.

The academy, founded accordingly at Jena in 1548 by the

elector's three sons, obtained the necessary charter from
the emperor Ferdinand I., and on February 2, 1558, was
formally inaugurated as a university. The students were
most numerous about the middle of the 18th century, when
some 3000 attended ; but the most brilliant professoriate

was under Duke Karl August, Goethe's patron (1787-1806),
when in the different faculties Keinhold, Fichte, Schelling,

Hegel, Schlegel, Oken, and Schiller read lectures. Founded
as a home for the new religious opinions of the 1 6th century,

Jena has always liberally granted a hearing to new teaching;

and it distances perhaps every other German university in

the extent to which it carries what are popularly regarded

as the characteristics of German student-life,—duelling,

and the sentimental passion for Freiheit. fl At the end of

last and the beginning of the present century, the opening
of new universities,~'co-operating with the suspicions of the

various German Governments as to the democratic opinions

.which obtained at Jena, militated against it^and the uni-

*6r8it^ha3_BeTer regained ^^itg former prosperity.'' In the

session 1880-81 the teacbing-staff numbered 80 members
;

in the winter session 1879-80 the students numbered
481, and in the summer session 1880, 546. Amongst the
numerous auxiliaries of the university may be mentioned
the library with 180,000 volumes; the seminaries of

philology, theology, and education ; the institutes for

chemistry, pharmacy, zoology, botany (with a botanical gar-

den), and meteoroh)gy (with an observatory in the garden of

which a bust of Schiller marks the spot where he wrote his

Wallenstein) ; the veterinary and agricultural institutioji^

and the various physical and archfeological collections, which'

now occupy the castle. A clinical institute and the several

hospitals assist the study of medicine. The ."./eHaer,

Literaturzeitunr/, whose issue in its present form began in

1874 under the patronage of the university, is the ultimate

successor of the first Literatnrzcitvng fur Deidscfiland,'

which appeared at Jena in 1785. The manufactures of

Jena, which are not important, comprise cigars, pianos,'

clotli, woollens, cement, beer, and sausages. There is some
activity in the book-trade and in vine-growing; and the

traffic of wood-rafts on the Saale deserves mention, i, Ths
population in 1875 was 9020.

Ji-na ajipcars to have i>ossessod town-rights in 1029. At the
beginning of tlic 14lli century it was in the jTossession of the
margraves of Jlcisscji, from wliom it' passed in 1423 to tlic elector

of Saxony. Since ] -iS5 it has remained in the Ernestine lino of the
house of Soxouy. In 1662 it fell to Bcruliard, youngest sou of the
duke of ^\'cimia*, and bi-came the caiiitalof n small sopaiate ducliy.'

Bcruliard's lino having became cxtijict in 1690, Jena was nuitcd
witli Eisenach, and in 1741 reverted witli that dncliy to Weimar.
In more modern times Jena has been made famous by the di-fcat

iiinicted iu tlio vicinity, ou October 14, 1806, by Na])oleon upon
the Prussian army under the duko of -Brunswick
Sec Scliiciber mid y\\rhcr,Jivn rcn fi'hieiii I'n^niiig lis mr ncveslea Zcit,2i

eJ., 1808 ; Oitloff, Ji-na urt't I'lii'jtyejid, Sd ed., 1S7S.

JENGHIZ K_HAN (1162-1227) Mongnl emperor, was
born in a tent on the banks of the river Oiion, in 1163.

His father Yesukai was absent at the time of his birth,

being engaged in a camiiaign against a Tatar chieftain

named Temuchin. In this conflict the fortune of war
favoured the side of Yesukai, who having slain his enemy
returned to his encampment in triumph. Here lie was

met by the news that his wife Yulun had given birth to n

son. On examining the child he observed in its clenched

fist a clot of- coagulated blood like a red stone. In the

eyes of the superstitious Mongol this circumstance took the

shape of a mysterious reference to his victory over the Tatar

chieftain, and he therefore named the infant Temuchin."

The death of Yesukai, which placed Temuchin, who was
then only thirteen years old, on the Mongol throne, was
the signal also for the dispersal of several tribes -whose

allegiance the old chieftain had retained by the exer-]

cise of an iron rule. When remonstrated with by Temu^
chin on their desertion of his banner, the rebels replied :

" The deepest wells are sometimes dry, and the hardest'

stone is sometimes broken ; why should we cling U).

thee!" But Yulun was by no means willing thus to see

her son's power melt away, and seizing the national'

standard she led those retainers who remained faithful

against the deserters, and succeeded in bringing bajckl

fully one half to their allegiance. With this doubtful

material for the maintenance of his chieftainship, Temuchitij

succeeded in holding his ground against the insidious plots

and open hostilities of the neighbouring tribes, mora
especially of the Naimans, Keraits, and Merkits. siv With'

one or other of these he maintained an almost unceasing

warfare until the year 1206, when his power was so firmly

established that he felt the time had arrived when he might

proclaim himself the ruler of an empire. ? He therefore

summoned the notables of his kingdomJ;o'an assembly_on

the'banks of the^^Onon, and at^their'^unanimous request

adopted the name land .title ofiJenghizSKian'^(ChmeBP
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Cbing-sze, or "perfect warrior"). At this time there

remained to liim but one opea enemy on the Mongolian

steppes, namely, Polo the Naiman khan. Against this

chief lie now led his troops, and in one battle so com-

pletely shattered liis forces that Kushlek, the successor of

Polo, who was left dead upon the field, lied with his

ally Toto, the Merkit khan, to the river Irtish. Having

thus furtlier consolidated his sovereignty, .Tcnghiz Khau
now meditated an invasion of the empire of the Kin Tatars,

who had wrested northern China from the emperors of

the Sung dynasty. As a first step in tlus programme he

invaded western Hea, and, having captured several strong-

Uolds, retired in the summer of 1208 to Lung-ting to escape

the great heat of the plains. While there news reached

him that Toto and Ivushlek, the Jlerkit and Xainian

Khaus, were preparing for war. He thereupon at once

marched against them, and in a pitched battle on the river

Irtish overthrew them completely. Toto was amongst the

slain, and Kushlek tied for refuge to the Khitau Tatars.

Satisfied with his victory, Jenghiz again directed his forces

against Hei. There a!.-o good fortune attended him, anci,

after having defeated the Kin army under the leadership

of a son of the sovereign, he captured the Wu-leang-hai

Pass in the Great Wall, and penetrated as far asNiug-hea

Fu in ICansuh. With unceasing vigour he pushed on his

troops into the country, and even established his sway over

the province of Leaou-tung. Tiie saying that nothing

succeeds like success was eminently true in his case.

Several of the Kin commanders, seeing how persistently

victory attendeil his banners, di-serfed to him, and garrisons

surrendered at his bidding. Having thus secured a firm

footing within the Great Wall, he despatched three armies

in the autunm of 1213 to overrun the empire. The right

wing, under tlie command of his three sons Jnji, Jagatai,

and Oghotai, marched towards the south ; the left wing

luider his lirothers Hochar, Kwang Isin N'oyen, and Chow-
tse-te-po-slii, advanced eastward towards the sea ; while

Jenghiz and his sou Tuh' with the centre directed their

course in a soutli-easterly direction. Com|)lcte success

attended all three expeditions. Tlic riglit, wing advanced

as far as flonan, ami after having captured upwards of

twenty-eight cities rejoined headijuarters by the great

western road. Hochar made himself master of the country

as far as Leaou-se ; and .Itngliiz ceased his triumphal

career only when he reached the clilfs of the Shan-tung

promontory. P>ut either because he was weary of the strife,

or because it was necessary to gain n respite that he might
revisit Jiis ,^Iongolian empire, he sent an envoy to the Kin
emperor in the spring of the following year (1214), saying,

" All your possessions in Shan-tung ami the whole country

north of the Yellow river are now ndne with the solitary

exception of Yeidcing(the modern Peking). By the decree

of heaven you are imw a.s weak as 1 am strong, but J am
wilb'ng to retire from my conquests; as a conditiim of my
doing so, however, it will be necessary that you distribute

Jaigess to my officers and men to appease their fierce

' hostility." These terms of safety the Kin emperor eagerly

accepted, and as n ))caco olfcring lie presented Jenghiz
with a daugliter of the late emperor, another princess of

the imperial house, 500 youths and maidens, and 3000
horses. Xo sooner, however, had .leugbiz passed beyond
the Great Wall than the Kin emperor, fearing to remain any
Umgor so near the Mongol frontier, moved his court to

Kai-fung Fu in Himan. This transfer of capital appearing
to Jenghiz to indicate a hostile attitude, he again turned
soutliwaid and once more m.wched his troops into the
doomed empire.

While Jenghiz was thns adding city to city and province
to province in China, Kushlek, the fugitive Naiman chief,

was not idle. With characteristic treachery he requested

permission from his host, the Khitau khan, to collect tho

fragments of his army which had been scattered by Jenghiz

at the battle on the Irtish, and thus Iiaving collected a

considerable force he leagued himself with iluhammed, the

shah of Khuarezui, against the confiding khan. After a
short but decisive campaign the allies remained raastdrs of

the piisition, and the khan was compelled to abdicate the

throne in f.ivuur of his late guest.

With the power and prestige tnus acquired, Kushlek
prepared once again to measure swords with the Mongol
chief. On receiving the news of his hostile prepara-

tions, Jenghiz at once took the field, and in the first battle

routed the Xaiman troops and made Kushlek a piisonei'.

A .short shiift was given to the treacherous Nairnan, and
his ill-gotten kingdom became an apanage of the Mongol
empire. Jenghiz now held sway up to the Khuarczin

frontier. Beyond this he had no immediate dcsiie to go,

and he therefore sent envoys to Muhammed, the shah, witii

presents, saying, " I send thee greeting ; I know thy power

and tho vast extent of thine empire ; I regard thee as my
most cherished -son. On my part thou must know that I

have conquered China and all the Turkish nations north

of it; thou knowcst that my country is a magazine of

warriors, a mine of silver, and that I have no need of other

land.s. I take it that we have an equal interest in encour-

aging trade between our subjects." This peaceful message

was well received by the shah, and in all probability the

Mongol armies would never have appeared in Europe but

for. an unfortunate occunence which turned Jenghiz's

friendly overtures into a declaration of war. Shortly after

tlie despatch of this first mission Jenghiz sent a party of

traders into Transoxianft. who were seized and put tn death

as spies by Inaljuk, the governor of Otrar. As satisfuctinu

fur this outrage .lenghiz demanded the extradition of the

offending governor. Far from yielding to this summon.s,

however, Muliamraed beheaded the chief of the JlongiJ

envoys, and sent the others back without their beard.s.

This insult made war inevitable, and in the spring •>!

1219 .lenghiz set out from Kaiakoram on a campaign

which was destined Ut be us startling in its immediate

results as its ulterior effects were far reaclyng. The
invading force was in the first instance divided into two

armies : one commanded by Jenghiz's second son Jagatai

was directed to march against tho Kankalis, the noi thorn

defenders of the Khuarezm empire ; and the other, led by
Juji, his eldest son, advanced by way of Sighuak against

Jend. Against this latter force ifuianTmed led an army
of 400,000 men, who after a bloody battle with the invaders

Were conrpletely routed, leaving it is said 160,000 dead

upon the field. With the remnant of bis host Muhammed
fled to Samarkand. Meanwhile Jagatai marched down
upon the .Taxartes by the pass of Taras and invested Otrar,

the otlending city. After a siege of five months the atadel

was taken by assault, and Inaljuk and his followers were

put to the sword. To mark their sense of the crime- of

which it h.ad been the scene, the conquerors levelled the

walls with the ground, after having given the city over to

pillage. At the same time a third army besieged and tools;

Khogend on the Jaxartes ; and j-et a fourth, led by Jenghiz

and his youngest son Tulc, advanced in the direction of

Bokhara. Tashkend and Nur surrendered on their approach,

and after a short siege Bokhara fell into their hands. On
entering the town Jenghiz ascended the steps of the

principal mosque, and shouted to his followers, " The hay
is cut ;

give your horses fodder." No second invitation to

plunder was needed ; the city was sacked, and the inhabi-

tants either escaped beyond the walls or were compelled

to submit to infamies which w ere worse than death. As a

final act of vengeance the town was fired, and before tho

last of the Mongols left the district, the great mosque and
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certain palaces were the only buildings left to mark the

spot where the " centre of science " once stood. From the

rnins of Bolcliara Jenghiz advanced along the valley of

the Sogd to Samarkand, wliich, weakened by treacheiy,

surrendered to him, as did also Balkh. But in neither cnse

did submission save either the inhabitants from slaughter

or the city from pillage. Beyond this point Jenghiz went

no further westward, but sent Tule, at the head of 70,000

men, to ravage Khorassan, and two flying columns under

Chiipe and Sabutai Bahadar to pursue after 'Muhammed,
who had taken refuge in Nishapoor. Defeated and almost

alone, Muhammad tied before his pursuers to the village of

Astira on the sliore of the Caspian Sea, where he died of

an attack of pleurisy, leaving the cause of his empire to

his son Jalaluddln. Meanwhile TuU carried his arms into

the fertile province of Khorassan, and after having captured

Nessa by assault appeared before Merv. By an act of

atrocious treachery the Mongols gained possession of the

oity, and, after their manner, sacked and burnt the town.

From Merv TuM marched upon Nishapoor, where he met
with a most determined resistance. For four days the

garrison fought desperately on the walls and in the streets,

but at length they were overpowered, and, with the excep-

tion of 400 artisans who were sent into Mongolia, every

man, woman, and cldld was slain. Herat escaped the fate

which had overtaken Merv and Nishapoor by opening its

gates to the Mongols. At this point of his victoriou-s career

Tuli received an order to join Jenghiz before Talikhan in

Badakshan, where that chieftain was preparing to renew
his pursuit of Jalaluddin, after a check he sustained in an

engagement fought before Ghazni. As soon as sufficient

remforcements arrived Jenghiz advanced against Jalaluddin,

who had taken up a position on the banks of the Indus.

Here a desperate battle was fought. The Turks, though
far outnumbered, defended their ground with undaunted
courage, until, beaten at all points, they fled in confusion.

Jalaluddin, seeing that- all was lost, mounted a fresh horse

and jumped into the river, which flowed 20 feet below.

With admiring gaze Jenghiz watched the desperate venture

of his enemy, and even saw without regret the dripping

horseman mount the opposite bank. From the Indus
Jenghiz sent in pursuit of Jalaluddin, who fled to Delhi,

but failing to capture the fugitive the Mongols returned

to Ghazni after having ravaged the provinces of Lahore,

Peshawur, and Melikpoor. At this moment news reached

Jenghiz that the inhabitants of Herat had deposed the

governor whom Ta\i had appointed over the city, and had
placed one of their own choice in his room. To punish
this act of rebellion Jenghiz sent an army of 80,000 men
against the offending city, which after a siege of six months
was taken by assault. For a whole week the Mongols
ceased not to kill, burn, and destroy, and 1,600,000
persons are said to have been massacred within the walls.

Having consummated this act of vengeance, Jenghiz
returned to Mongolia by way of Balkh, Bokhara, and
Samarkand.

Meanwhile Ch^pi and Sabutai marched through Azer-
bijan, and in the spring of 1222 advanced into Georgia.
Here they defeated a combined force of Lesghs, Circassians,

and Kipchaks, and after taking Astrakhan followed the
retreating JCipchaks to the Don. The news of the approach
of the mysterious enemy of whose name even they were
ignorant- was received by the Eussian princes at Kief with
dismay. At the instigation, however, of Mitislaf, prince of
Galicia, they assembled an opposing force on the Dnieper.
Here they received envoys from the Mongol camp, whom
they barbarously put to death. "Tou have killed our
envoys," was the answer made by the Mongols ;

" well, as

you wish for war fan shall have it. We have done j ov; no
liarm. Ood is uupaxtial ; He will decide our quarrel." If

the aibitrameut was to be thus decided, the Russians must
have been grievously in the wrung. In the first battle, on

the river Kaleza, they were utterly routed, and fled before

the invaders, who after ravaging Great Bulgaria retired,

gorged with booty, through the country of Saksin, along

the river Aktuba, on their way to Mongolia.

In China the same success had attended the Mongol
arms as in western Asia The whole of the country north

of the Yellow river, with the exception of one or two cities,

v/as added to the Mongol rule, and, on the death of the

Kin emperor Seuen Tsung iu 1223, the Kin empire virtually

ceased to be, and Jenghiz's frontiers thus became conter-

minous with those of the Sung emperors wlio held sway
over the whole of central and southern China, After hia

return from central Asia, Jenghiz once mure took the field

in western China. While on this camjiaign the five planets

appeared in a certain conjunction which to the supersti-

tiously minded Mongol chief foretold that evil was await-

ing him. With this presentiment strongly impressed upon
him he turned his face homewards, and had advanced no

farther than the Se-Keang river in Kansuh when he was
seized with an illness of which he died a short time aftei-

wards (1227) at his travelling palace at Ha-laou-tu, on the

banks of the river Sale in Mongolia. By the terms of hia

will Oghotai was appointed his successor, but so essential

was it considered to be that his death should remain a secret

until Oghotai was proclaimed that, as the funeral proces-

sion moved northwards to the great ordu on the banks of

the Kerulon, the escort killed every one they met. The
body was then carried Successively to the ordus of hia

several wives, and was finally laid to rest in the valley of

Keleea
Thus ended the career of one of the greatest conquerors

the world has ever seen. Born and nurtured as the chief

of a petty Mongolian tribe, he lived to see his armies

victorious from the China Sea to the banks of the Dnieper;

and, though the empire which he created ultimately

dwindled away under the hands of his degenerate descend-

ants, leaving not a wrack behind, we have in the presence

of the Turks in Europe a consequence of his rule, since it

was the advance of his armies which drove their Osmanli
ancestors from their original home in northern Asia, and
thus led to their invasion of Bithynia under Othman, and
finally their advance into Europe under Amurath L

See H. H. Howorth, The History qf the Mongols ; Robert K.
Douglas, The Life of Jenghiz Khan. (R. K. D.)

JENNER, Edwaed (1749-1823), the, discoverer of vac-

cination, was born at Berkeley, Gloucestershire, on May
17, 1749. His fatherj the Kev. Stephen Jenner, rector

of Rockhampton and vicar of Berkeley, came of a family

that had been long established in that county, and was
possessed of considerable -landed property; he died when
the subject of this notice was only six years old, but his

place was admirably taken by his eldest son, the Eev.

Stephen Jenner, who brought his brother up with paternal

care and tenderness. Edward received his early education

in local schools at Wotton-uuder-Edge and Cirencester,

where he already showed a strong taste for natural history.

The medical profession having been selected for him, ho

began his studies under Mr Ludlow, a surgeon of Sodbury
near Bristol ; but in his twenty-first year he proceeded to

London, where he became a favourite pupil of the cele-

brated John Hunter, in whose house he resided for two
years. During this period he was employed by Sir Joseph

Banks to arrange and prepare the valuable zoological speci-

mens which he had brought back from Captain Cook's first

voyage in 1771. He must have acquitted himself satis-

factorily in this task, since he was ofiered the post of

naturalist in the second expedition, but declined it as well

as other advantageous ofiers, preferring rather to practise
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bis profession in Lis native place, and near his eldest brother,

to whom lie was much attached. His speedy success in

practice did not engross his intellectual activity. He was
the principal founder of a local medical society, to which

he contributed seveial papeis of marked ability, in one of

which he apparently anticipated later discoveries concern-

ing the rheumatic inHanunations of the heart. He main-

tained a correspondence with John Huifter, under whose

direction he investigated various points in biology, particu-

larly the hibernation of hedgehogs and the habits of the

cuckoo : his paper on the latter subject was laid by Hunter
before the Royal Society, and appeared in the Pldlosopki-

cal Tmiisadioiis for 17SS. He also devoted considerable

attention to the varied geological character of the district

in which be lived, collecting fossils from the Oolite and
Lias, and constructed the (irst balloon seen in those parts.

He was a great favourite in general society, from his agree-

able and instructive conversation, and the many acccmiplish-

meiits he possessed. Thus he was a fair musician, both

as a part-singer and as a performer on the violin and flute,

and a very successful writer, after the fashion of that time,

of fugitive pieces of verse, one of which—"The Signs of

Rain"—has been frequently reprinted, and enumerates

minutely all the signs of the weather in verse not un-

worthy of Crabbe. In 1788 he married Catherine Kings-

cote, a union destined to form a most important element

in his ha[ipiness. In 1792 he resolved to confine himself

to practising as a physician, and accordingly obtained the

degree of doctor of medicine frorii St Andrews. Finding

that Berkeley could not su|iport a physician, he began, a

few years later, to visit Cheltenham annually.

Meanwhile the discovery that was to immortalize his

memory had been slowly maturing in his mind. When
only an apprentice at Sodbury, his attention had been

directed to the relations between cow-po.^ and small-po.K in

connexion with a popular belief which he found current in

Gloucestershire, as to the antagonism between these two
diseases. During his stay in London he appears to have

mentioned the thing repeatedly to Hunter, who, being

engrossed by other important pursuits, was not so strongly

persuaded as Jenner was of its possible importance, yet

spoke of it to his friends and in his lectures. After he

began practice in Berkeley, Jenner was always accustomed

to inquire what his professional brethren thought of it

;

but he found that, when medical men had noticed the

popular report at all, they supposed it-to be based on an
imperfect induction of facts. His first careful investigation

of the'snbject dates from about 1775, and five years elapsed

before he had succeeded in clearing away the most perplex-

ing difficulties by which it was surrounded. He first satis-

fied himself that two different forms of disease had beeii.

hitherto confounded under the term "cow-pox," only one of

which protected against small-pox, and that many of the

cases of failure were (o be thus accounted for; and his

next step was to ascertain that the true cow-pox itself only

protects when communicated at a particular stage of the

disease. 'At the same time he came to the conclusion that
" the grease " of horses is the same disease as cow-pox and
small-pox, each being moditied by the organism in which it

was developed— an opinion which is generally held at the

present day. For many years, cow-pox being scarce in

his county, he had no opportunity of inoculating the

disease, and so jiuttiui his discovery to the test, but he did
all he could in the way of collecting information and com-
municating what he had ascertained. Thus in 1788 he
carried a drawing of the cow-pox, as seen on the hands of

a milkmaid, to London, and showed it to Sir E. Home and
others, who agreed that it was "an interesting and curious
subject," but by no means realized its practical import-
ance. At length, on the lith of May 1796, he was able

to inoculate James Phipps, a boy about eight years old,

with cow-pox matter. On the first of the following July

the boy was carefully inoculated with variolous matter, but

(as Jenner had predicted) no small-pox followed. The dis-

covery was now complete, but he desired to act without

precipitation, and was unable to repeat his experiment until

1798, owing to the di.'sappearance of cow-pox from the

j

dairies. He then repe.iited his inoculations with the utmost

I

care, and prepared a pamphlet which should announce his

!
discovery to the world. Before publishing it, however, he

I
thought it well to visit London, so as to demonstrate the

I

truth of his a.ssertiuns to his friends ; but he remained in

London nearly three mouths, without being able to find any
' person who would submit to be vaccinated. Soon after he
had returned home, honever, Mr Cline, an eminent surgeon,

inoculated some vacciue matter over the diseased hip-joint

of a child, thinking the counter-irritation might be useful,

and found the patient afterwards incapable of acquiring

small-pox. [u the autumn of the same year, Jenner met
with the iifbt opposition to vaccination ; and this wis the

more formidable because it proceeded from Dr Tngenhoosz,

a celebrated physician and man of science. But mean-
while Mr Cliue's case, and his advocacy of vaccination,

brought it much more decidedly before the medical pro-

fession, of whom the majority were prudent enough to

suspend their judgment until they had more ample in-

formation. But besides these there were two noisy and

troublesome factious, the one of which opposed vaccinatiou

as an useliiss and dangerous piractice, while the oli.ef

endangered its success much more by their lash and self-

seeking advocacy. At the head of the latter was one Dr
Pearson, who in November 1798 published a pamphlet

speculating upon the subject, before even seeing a case of

cow-pnx, aud afterwards endeavoured, by lecturing on the

subject, and supplying the virus, to put himself forward as

the chief agent in the cause. The matter which he distii-

boted, which bad been derived from cows that were found
to be infected in London, was found frequently to produce,

not the slight disease described by Jenner, but more or less

severe eruptions resembling small-pox. Jenner concluded

at once that this was due to an accidental contamination

of tbe vaccine with variolous matter, and a visit to London
in the spring of 1799 convinced him that this was the case.

In the course of this year the practice of vaccination spread

over England, being urged principally by non-professional

persons of position ; and towards its close attempts were
made to found institutions for gratuitous vaccination and
for supplying lymph to all who migbt apply for it Pearson

proposed to establish one of these in London, without

Jenner's knowledge, in which he ofi'eied him the post

of honorary corre.sponding physician ! On learning this

scheme to supplant him, and to carry on an instiuition

for public vaccination on principles which he knew to Ije

partly erroneous, Jenner once more visited London early

in IsOO, when he had influence enough to secure the

abandonment of the project. He was afterwards pre-

sented to the king, the queen, and the prince of Wales,
whose encouragement materially aided the spread of vac-

cination in England. Meanwhile it had made rapid pro-

gress in the United States, where it was introduced by
Dr Waterhouse, the professor of physic at Cambridge,
Massachusetts, and on the continent of Europe, where it

was at first diffused by Dr de Cano of Vienna, who
practised it with the greatest zeal and discretion, and
thence spread to Geneva. In consequence of the war
between England and France, the discovery was later in

reaching Paris ; but, its importance once realized, it spread

rapidly over France, Spain, and Italy. It would be tedious

and unprofitable to dwell minutely on the extension of

vaccioatioQ over the whole world ; but a fev^ of tbe inci-
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deuts connected with it are too remarkable to be omitted.

Perhaps the most striking is the expedition which was sent

out by the court of Spain in 1803, for the purpose of

diffusing cow-pox through all the Spanish possessions in

the Old and New Worlds, and which returned in three

years, iaving circumnavigated the globe, and succeeded

beyond iis ntmost expectations. Many of the expressions

of enthusiasm seem to us strained and almost ridiculous.

Thus we read with surprise how clergymen in Geneva and

Holland urged vaccination upon their parishioners from

the pulpit ; how in Sicily, South America, and Naples

religious processions were formed for the purpose of

receiving it ; how the anniversary of Jenner's birthday, or

of the successful vaccination of James Phipps, was for

many years celebrated as a feast in Germany ; and how the

empress of Russia caused the first chUd operated upon to

receive the name of " Vaccinoft",",and to be educated at the

public expense. The truth is that we who live in that

sacurity from the horrible and universal plague of small-pox

for which we are indebted to Jenner's immortal discovery

cannot realize the greatness of the blessing he conferred

upon mankind. This universal enthusiasm caused vaccina-

tion to spread over the whole world in the marvellously

short poriod of six years, it being accepted with equal

readiness by 'nations of the most diverse climes, habits,

and religions. About the close of the year 1801 Jenner's

friends in his native county of Gloucester presented him
with a small service of plate as a testimonial of the esteem

in which they held his discovery. This was intended

merely as a preliminary to the presenting of a petition to

Parliament for a grant. He was advised to apply for this,

partly to obtain the formal approval of the highest court in

this country for vaccination, but also for personal reasons.

The premier, Mr Addington, approved fully of this step,

and fixed the 17th of March 1802 for the presentation of

his petition. This was referred to a "committee, of which

Admiral Berkeley, one of his warmest friends, was chair-

man, .which examined carefully into the utility of vac-

cination, and Jenner's claims to its discovery. The in-

vestigations of this committee resulted in a report in favour

of the grant, and ultimately in a vote of £10,000.
Towards the end of 1802 steps were taken to form a

society for the proper spread of vaccination in London, and
the " Koyal Jennerian Society " was finally established,

Jenner returning to town (having retired to Berkeley for

three months) to preside at the first meeting. This

institution began very prosperously, more than twelve

thousand persons having been inoculated in the first

eighteen months, and with such effect that the deaths from
Bmall-pox, which for the latter half of the last century had
averaged 2018 annually, fell, in 1804, to 622, Unfor-
tunately the chief resident iuoculator soon set himself up
as an authority opposed to Dr Jenner, and this led to such
dissensions as caused the society to die out in 1808.

Jennejf was led, by the language of the chancellor of

the exchequer when his grant was proposed, to attempt
practice'in London, but after a year's trial he returned to

Berkeley. His grant was not paid until 1804, and then,

after the deduction of about £1000 for fees, it did little

more than pay the expenses attendant upon his discovery.

For he was so thoroughly known everywhere as tlie

discoverer of vaccination, that the correspondence of the

whole world on this subject was upon him. As he himself
said, he wns "the vaccine clerk of the whole world"; and,

at the same time, he continued to vaccinate gratuitously all

the poor who applied to him on certain days, so that he
sometimes had as many as three hundred persons waiting

at his door. Meanwhile honours began to shower upon
him from abroad : he was elected a member of almost all

the chief scientific societies on the Continent, the first being

that of Gottingen, where he was proposed by the illustrious

Blumenbach. But perhaps the most flattering proof of his

influence was derived from France. He endeavoured on

several occasions to obtain the release of some of the unfor-

tunate Englishmen who had been detained in France on

the sudden termination of the peace of Amiens, but with-

out success, until, in the case of two persons (Dr Williams,

a KadcHffe travetling fellow, and a Mr Wilhama) heapplied

to the emperor Napoleon himself. It was on this or some
such occasion (for he afterwards repeated his intercession)

that Napoleon was about to reject the petition, when
Josephine uttered the name of Jenner. The emperor

paused and excla'mied—" Ah, we can refuse nothing to

that name." Somewhat later he was of the same service

to Englishmen confined in Mexico and in Austria ; and

during the latter part of the great war persons before

leaving England would sometimes obtain certificates signed

by him which served as passports. In his own country his

merits were leas recognized. His applications on behalf

of French prisoners in England were less successful ; he

never shared in any of the patronage at the disposal of the

Government, and was even unable to obtain a living for

his nephew George.

In 1806 Lord Henry Petty (afterwards the marquis of

Lansdowne) became chancellor of the exchequer, and was

so convinced of the inadequacy of the former parliamentary

grant that he proposed an address to the crown, praying

that the college of physicians should be directed to reporl

upon the success of vaccination. Their report , being

strongly in its favour, the then chancellor of the exchequel

(Mr Spencer Perceval) proposed that a sura of £10,000
without any charge for fee or reward should be paid to Di
Jenner. The anti-vaccinationists found but one advocate

in the House of Commons ; and finally the sum was raised

to £20,000. Jenner, however, at the same time had th^

mortification of learning that Government did not intend to

take any steps towards checking smaU-pox inoculation,

which so persistently kept up that disease. About the

same time a subscription for his benefit was begun in

India, where his discovery had been gratefully received,

but the full amount of this (£7383) cnly reached him in

1812.

The Royal Jennerian Society having failed, the National

Vaccine Establishment was founded, for the extension of

vaccination, in 1808. Jenner spent five months in London
for the purpose of organizing it, but was then obliged, by the

dangerous illness of one of liis sons, to return to Berkeley.

He had been appointed director of the institution ; but he

.had no sooner left London than Sir Lucas Pepys, the

president of the college of physicians, neglected his recom-

mendations, and foimed the board out of the officials of

that college and the college of surgeons. Jenner at once

resigned his post as director, though he continued to give

the benefit of his advice whenever it was needed, and this

resignation was a bitter mortification to him. In 1810
his eldest son died, and Jenner's grief at his loss, and his

incessant labours, materially affected his health. In the

following year he happened to be in London when the

town was much excited by the case of one of Lord
Grosvenor's children, who took the small-pox severely, after

having been vaccinated by Jenner himself ten years before.

The boy's recovery was no doubt to be ascribed to his

vaccination, but the occurrence revived for a time all the

clamour with which the discovery had been from the first

greeted.

In 1813 the university of Oxford conferred on Jeimer

the degree of M.D. It was believed that 'this would
lead to his election into the college of physicians, but
that learned .body decided that he could not be admitted

until he had undergone an examination in classics. This
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Jcnner at once rcfii.^cfl : to brusli up his classics would,

be said, "be ii-ksonie beyond measure. 1 would not do

it. fni- a diadem. That indeed would be a bauble ; I would

not do it'fiir John Hunter's museum."

Ko Tisited r,oiulnu 1or the last time in 1S14. when h(^

was presented to the allied soverei|.'ns. and to most of the

[irincipal [jersunages that accouipanied them. In the next

year his wife died after a long illness, and he felt her los.s

most acutely. It was th" signal for him to retire from

public life : ho never l.eft Berkeley again, except for a day

or two, as long as he lived. He fnuud sulHcient occupation

for the remainder of liw life in collecting further evidence

on some ]ioints connected with his great dlseo\cry, and iu

liis eiisagemcnts as a physician, a naturalist, and a magis-

trate. In lijls a severe epidemic of small-pox prevailed,

and fresh doubts were thrown on tlie etticacy of vaccination,

in part, apparently, owing to the bad ijuality of the v.iccine

lymph employed. This caused .lenuer nmcli annoyauce,

which was relieved by an able defence of the practice,

written by Sir (^,ilbert Olane. But this led him, in 1821,

to send a circular letter to most of the medical uieu in the

kingdom inquiriug iuto the efl'ect of other skin diseases in

modifying the progress of cow-pox. A year later lie

published his last work. On the lojlitencc of Artin'-'i'tl

JCru/itions in certain Dixcases; and iu 182.3 he presented his

Last paper—''On the Jligralion of Dirds ''—to the Eoyal
Society. Jn these pursuits the evening of his days passed

hai)pily away. On the 21th of January i?23 he retired to

rest apparently- as well as usual, and next morning rose and
caiue down to his libr.uy, where he was found insensible

on the floor, in a state of apoplexy, and with the right

side paralysed He never rallied, and died the following

morning, January 26, 1823.

A public subscription Bras set on foot, shortly after his

death, by the medical men of his county, for the pm-pose

of erecting some memorial iu his honour, and with much
difticulty a sufficient sum was raised to enable a statue to be

placed iu Gloucester cathedrah In ISoO another attempt
was made to set up a monument to him ; this appears to

have failed, but at length, in 18.58, a statue of him was
erected by public subscription in London.

Independently of that great discovery which will for

ever vender his name immortal, Jenner possessed talents

of observation and rellexiou that would have made him
eminent as a naturalist and a physician. These cpialities

would have been more widely appreciated had not his tastes

for rural scenes and domestic life led him to sacrifice such
fame as is to be gained only amid the busy throng of men.
This resolution was strengthened by his love for the simple
plea.sures of society, for which his varied accomplishments
so well fitted him ; indeed, there can be little doubt that

he would never have had the perseverance to carry through
Ills great discovery of vaccination had not his earnest

benevolence pressed it on him, as a duty, to confer such

a great and permanent benefit on the whole human race.

Jeiinci's life nas written liy tlic iiitiuiate fricud of his later

years, Dr Baron of Cloucfstcr (2 vols. 1827, 1838), .inJ this excel-

lent work is almost tlie solo source from which the present and
other biographies of him have been taken. (J. R. G.*)

JENYNS, SoAME (1704-1787), author of the Free
Inquiry iiilo the JValiire and Origin of Evil, was born at

Loudon, of a good family, in 1704. He eujoyed the best
educational advantages, and studied at St John's College,

Cambridge. In 1742 he was chosen JI.P. for Cambridge-
shire, in which his property lay, and he afterwards sat for

the borough of Dnnwich and the town of Cambridge.
From 1755 to 1780 he was one of the commissioners of
the board of trade. He died December 18, 1787.

For the measure of literary, repute which he enjoyed
during his life Jeuyns was indebted as much to his wealth

13—23

and social standing as to his accomplisliments and talents,

though both were considerable. His poetical works, the

Art <•/ Danein'j, 1727, and Misce/lanies, 1770, contaia

many i>assages graceful and lively, though occasionally

verging im licence. The fir.st of his prose 'vorks was hia

fi'i-e lii'iniri/ iii/n the JSalure and Origin of jjeil, 1753.

This essay wlas severely criticized on its appearance,

especially by Dr Johnson in the Literary Magazir,e.

Johnson iu this critique—the very best paper of the kind
he ever wrote—condemned the book strongly as a sli^ at

and shallow attempt to siJve one of the most difficult «f

mora) problems. Jenyns, a gentle and amiable man in

tlie main, was extremely irritated by his failure. He ptt

forth a second edition of his work with a vindication

])refixed, and tried to take vengeance on Johnson after his

death by a snrcastic epitaph. In 1 770 Jenyns published

his Vicii) of the Internal Uridencf of the Christian Beligio:?.

Though at one period of his life he had afl:'ected a kindof
deist ic scepticism, he had now returned to the ovthodos

creed of his youth, and there seems no reason to doubt his

sincerity, questioned at the time, in defending Christianity

on the ground of its total variance with the princiiiles of

human reason. The work was deservedly praised in its

day for its literary merits, but is so pilainly the production

of a dilettante in theology that as a scientific treatise it is

valueless. A collected edition of th6 works of Jenyns

appeared in 1790, with a biography by Charles Nelson

Cole.

.TEPHTHAH (nri5.<, 'le-jiecfe), one of the "judges" of

Israel, was an illegitimate son of " Gilead,' and, being ex-

pelled from his father's house by his lawful brethren, took

refuge in the Syrian land of Tob, where he gathered around

him a powerful band of homeless men like himself. The
Ammonites pressing hard on his countrymen, the " elders

of Gilead " called for his help, which he consented to give

on condition that in the event of victory the supremacy
should be conferred upou him. The success of his arms
was complete, and he became iu consequence "judge" of

Israel until -his death sis years afterwards. His name is

best known in history and literature in connexion with his

" vow," which led to the sacrifice of liis daughter as a burnt

offering on his return from the war. Jluch relyctance has

been, and continues to be, shown by many writers in accept-

ing the plain sense of the Scripture narrative on this point,

—reluctance which proceeds to a large extent on unwar-
ranted assumptions as to the stage of ethical development
which had been reached in Israel in the period of the

judges, or at the time when the narrative took shape.

Several modern writers, on the other hand, are disposed

to find a mythical element in the history of Jephthah. In

this connexion weight has been laid on his name, " the

opener," on the fact that Gilead is not a personal name,

and particularly on the circumstance that what is related

about his daughter appears to be the popular explanation

of a ceremony closely allied to well-known rites connected

with solar mythology. The story of Jephthah is told in

Judg. s. 15-xii. 7; a great part of this section of that book,

however, is occupied with an allocutiou (xi. 14-27) to the

children of Ammon which almost certainly belongs to a

later hand.

See "Wellhausen-Bleek, Eintcittuitj ; GoUlzilier's Mytlwloific dcr
HdiriUr; and Studer ami Bertlienn's commentaries on Judges.

JERBOA, a family of rodent mammals (DijiodiiK-e),

chiefly characterized by the great length of the hind limbs

as compared with those in front, the disproportion being,

in most cases, greater even than in the kangarotis. Like the

latter, the jerboas, or jumping niiee, as they are also called,

raise themselves when disturbed on their hind leg.s, and
execute enormous leaps by the aid of a long muscular tail.

When undisturbed, however, they make use of nil their

XUL - jr)
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limbs in walking, whOe the from pair are also employed
by many species as hands for the conveyance of food to

the mouth. The jerboas, of which there are three genera

and twenty-two species known, occur chiefly throughout
northern and central Africa, south-eastern Europe, and
central and southern Asia, while one genus (Pede/es) is

confined to South Africa and another (Jaaclm) to North
America. Of the third ^geiuis (Dipiis) there are twenty
known species, a typical example of which is the Egyptian
jerboa (Dipns eegyptuia). The length of its body is 8

inches, and of its tail, which is long, cylindrical, and
covered with short hair, terminated by a tuft, 10 inches.

Its front limbs are pentadactylous, and only 1 inch in length,

the hind pair three-toed and six times as long. When
about to spring, it raises its body by means of the hinder

extremities, and supports itself at the same time upon its

tail, while the fore feet are so closely pressed to the breast

as to be scarcely visible. Hence probably the name Dipus,
or two-footed. It then leaps into the air and alights upon
its four feet, but instantaneously erecting itself, it makes
another spring, and so on in such rapid succession as to

appear as if rather flying than running. It is a gregarious

animal, living in considerable colonies in burrows, which
it excavates with its nails and teeth in the sandy soil of

Egypt and Arabia. In these it remains during great part

of the day, emerging at night in search of the herbs on
which it feeds. It is exceedingly shy, and this, together

with its extraordinary agility, renders it difScult to capture.

The Arabs, however, succeed, it is said, in this by closing

up all the exits from the burrows with a single exception,

by which therefore they are forced to come, and over which
a net is placed for their capture. When confined, they will

gnaw through the hardest wood in order to make their

escape. The Indian jerboa (Dipus indkus) is also a
nocturnal burrowing animal, feeding chiefly on grain,

which it stores up in underground repositories, closing

these when full, and only drawing upon them when the

supply of food above ground is exhausted. The natives

in some parts of India are in the habit of searching for

and robbing those granaries. The South African form,

known as the spring haas or jumping hare of the colonists

(Pedeles capcnsis), is the largest member of the family,

measuring about a foot in length, exclusive of the tail,

which is somewhat longer, and is bushy throughout. Its

molar teeth are rootless, while its toes, which are three in

number on each hind foot, are arniod with long hoof-like

nails. It is a powerful animal, nearly as large as a hare,

and progresses when pursued by a series of leaps, each

usually from 20 to 30 feet in length. Those jumping hares

are found abundantly in the rocky plateaus of South Africa,

where colonies of them form extensive burrowings some-
what similar to the rabbit warrens of Britain. Like other

jerboas it is chieHy nocturnal, and occasionally it does

considerable injury to the grain crops on which it feeds.

Of the American genus (Jnculus) there is only a single

species—the Labradi^rjumping mouse (Jacidus Imdsoidus).

It occurs over a wide area of North America, extending
from Missouri northward to Labrador, and from the

Atlantic westward to the Pacific coast. It resembles the
spring haas, and differs from all other jerboas in having the

metatarsal bones separated, and also in having its feet five-

toed. It is a small creature, measuring about 5 inches in

length, exclusive of the much longer and very rat-like tail,

and lives chiefly in the neighbourhood of woods and shrubby
places, where it conceals itself by day but roams in com-
panies at night. Its agility is extraordinary ; one kept in

confinement by General Davies took, he says, " progressive

leaps of from 3 to 4 and sometimes of 5 yards " ; while
Audubon considered it as probably the most agile of all

wild animals. On the approach of winter the American

jumping mouse retires into its burrow, and there encloses

itself within a hollow ball of mud, in which it passes the

cold season in a state of complete torpidity. The North
American Indians neither eat its fleSh nor make any use of

its skin.

JERDAN, WrLUAM (1782-1869), journalist, was born

April 10, 1782, at Kelso, Scotland. After leaving the

parochial school of his native town, his erratic youth be-

tween the years 17?9 and 1806 was spent in the successive

spheres of a country lawyer's office, a London West
India merchant's counting-house, an Edinburgh solicitor's-

chambers, and the position of surgeon's mate on board H.]\I.

guardship " Qladiator" in Portsmouth harbour, under his

uncle, who was surgeon. In 1806 the insertion of some
verses of his in a Portsmouth paper determined Jerdan'.s

choice of literature as a profession ; and, proceeding to

London, he found employment as a newspaper reporter.

By 1812 he had become editor of Tlie San, a semi-official

Tory paper ; but a quarrel with the chief proprietor brought

that engagement to a close in 1817. fie passed next to

the editor's chair of The Lileranj Gazette, which he con-

ducted with success for thirty-four years. J erdan's position

as editor introduced him into high social and literary

circles ; and it is not easy to account for tho deference

he met with, unless one is content to accept him at his

own somewhat self-satisfied estimate, as contained in his

Atdohiocjraphy (ivoXs., 18-52-3), for which, however, there

is no other warrant. An account of his acquiintance,

among whom Canning was a special intimate, is to be
found in his Men I have Known (1866). When .Jerdan

retired in 1850 from the editorship of the Literary

Gazelle, his pecuniary afifairs, either through misfortune or

imprudence, were far from satisfactory. A testimonial of

over £900 was subscribed by his friends; and in 1852 a
Government pension of 100 guineas was conferred on him
by Lord Aberdeen. Among other works, including trans-

lations from the French, Jerdan contributed to Fisher's

Nalional Portrait Gallery of lUuslrions and JUminent

Personages of the \^lh Century. He died July 11, 1869.

JEREMIAH. 1. Life.—The narrative portions of the

Book of Jeremiah are singularly full and precise, and even

ajjart from these the subjective, lyric tone of the prophet's

mind enables us to form a more distinct idea of his character

than we have of any other prophetic writer. He was the

son of a priest named Hilkiah, and it has been held by
many both in ancient and in modern times that this

Hilkiah was the celebrated high priest of that name, who
"found the book of the law (Torah) in the house of

Jehovah" (2 Kings xxii. 8). This conjecture, indeed, is

not a very probable one, for Hillciah the high priest was
of the house of Eleazar (1 Chron. ii. 13), and Auathoth,

where Jeremiah's family lived, was occupied by priests of

the line of Ithamar (1 Kings ii. 26). It is certain, how-
ever, that the prophet was treated by priests and officials

with a consideration which seems to argue that he had
high connexions. Jeremiah was still young when he was
called to the prophetic career (i. 6) ; the year is stated by
himself (i. 2, xxv. 3) to have been the 13th of Josiah (629

or 627 B.C.). This was before the memorable "discovery"

of the Torah, but the year immediately foUowiug that in

which Josiah " began to purge Judah and Jerusalem from
the high places and the images of Asherah" (2. Chron.

xxxiv. 3). As yet, it appeared as if Judah was enjoying

the peace promised to faithful worshippers of Jehovah;

j
but the punishment of the sins of Manassch was not to be
long delayed. The battle of Megiddo (609 B.C.), which
cost Josiah his life, and that of Carchemish (605 B.C.),

which determined the Babylonian predominance to the

west of the Euphrates, were the heralds of a fatal turn in

the fortunes of the kingdom of Judah. Jeremiah (the
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Pliwion 6' .''uiJaea) saw Ihit, nnci at once fiSretold the vast

extension of Nebuchadnezzar's power. For the most part,

his ministry was exercised in the capital, though from

xi. 21 it m3y perhaps be inferred that he prophesied

for some little time in his native place. It was during

the 'reign of Jehoiakim that he went through that

baptism of complicated suffering which has made him in

a very high and true sense a typo of One greater than he.

King and people, priests and (offirial) prophets, were all

against him, or at least the number of his supporters was
too small to counterbalance the opposition. Oii!y on one

occasion, when accused of a capitul crime as having " pro-

phesied against this city," the "princes," supported by
"certain of the elders" and "the people," were successful

in quashing the accusation, and setting the prophet free.

At a later time Jeremiah incurred a still greater danger,

though he was providentially saved from the hands of his

persecutors. In the fourth year of Jehoiakim (which, it

is important to remember, was the first of Nebuchadnezzar)

Jeremiah was commanded to write down " all the words that

I have spoken unto thee against Israel, and against Judah,

and against all the nations . . . from the days of Josiah

even unto this day " (xxxvi. 2). The interpretation of this

passage, clear as it seems at first sight, is by no means easy.

"First of all, an historically accurate reproduction of the pro-

phecies would not have suited Jeremiah's object, which was

not historical but practical ; he desired to give a salutary

shock to the people, by bringing before them tiie fatal

consequences of their evil deeds. And next, it appears

from ver. 29 that the purport of the roll which the king

burned was that tha h'o^ of Babylon should ' come and
destroy this land,' wneieas it is clear that Jeremiah had
uttered many other important declarations in the course of

his already long ministry." The most probable view is

that of Gratz, viz., that the roll simply contained chap,

xxv., which is in fact (omitting the interpolations in vers.

12, 2G) entirely concerned with the invasion of Nebuchad-
nezzar and its consequences, and which expressly claims to

have been written in the fourth year of Jehoiakim. "Is
not this the prophecy which Jeremiah dictated to Baruch,

and is not ver. 2 a loose, inaccurate statement due to a
later editor? That the prophetic as well as the historical

books have passed through various phases (mthout detri-

ment to their religious value) is becoming more and more
evident. The 7th and 8th chapters of Isaiah, and the 37th
and 3Sth of the same book, have demonstrably been
brought into their present shape by an editor ; Ls it not

highly reasonable to conjecture that these narrative chapters

of Jeremiah have, to a greater or less extent, passed through
a similar process T' The "princes," on this as on the

former occ*sion (chap, xxvi.), were disposed to be friendly

to Jeremiah and his secretary ; but for some reason they
felt themselves bound (as they did not feel themselves
bound before) to refer the matter to the kiug. Jehoiakim
was enraged at the contents of the prophetic roll, cut it in

pieces, and threw them into the fire. This time Jeremiah
escaped ; but under the weak-minded Zedekiah he was
more than once imprisoned (chaps, ssxii., xxxiii., sxxvii.,

xxxviii.). It is remarkable that, in the tension of feeling,

the " princes," who were formerly friendly to Jeremiah,
now took up an attitude of decided hostility to him. At
last they had him consigned to a miry dungeon, and it

was the king who interfered for his relief, though he
remained a prisoner till the fall of Jerusalem. Nebuchad-
nezzar, who had doub:.'ies3 heard of Jeremiah's constant
recommendations of submission, gave him the choice either

of going to Babylon or of remaining in the country (chaps,

xxxviii, xxxix.). He chose the latter, and resided with
Gedaliah, the native governor, at Mizpah. On the murder
cf Gedaliah he was carried to Egypt against his wUl (chaps.

ixl.-xliii.), where he predicted the approaching conquest

land desolation of the Nile valley. A legendary traditios

Uates that he suffered death by stoning.

2. Character and Literary Style.— It is interesting to

compare Jeremiah with Isaiah. The earlier prophet had
advantages which were denied to the latter ; he lived at a

period of comparative national prosperity, and his moral

and intellectual gifts were of a stronger and more striking

order. But Jeremiah has this noteworthy point in his

favour that he overcame the natural shrinking of a some-

what feminine character, and showed himself able, in a

strength not his own, to resist impedimebts which even

Isaiah would have found terribly great. "When," as

Ewald sa'ys, " the truth and Sie spirit of Jehovah call him
or the resisting world provotes him to the contest^, he then

knows nothing of diffidence and fear, nothing of tenderness

and pliability, he contends before the eyes of all with the

most decisive energy against every false prophet who mis-

leads the people (sxviii. 6 sq., xxix. 15 sq., 24 sq.); if

the truth has not been proclaimed with due faithfulness to

the king, he goes still, as Isaiah did in his day, without

hesitancy, to the royal palace (xxii. 1-19, sxxiv. 2-7); and,

although himself of a priestly family, he speaks from the

very first with special emphasis against the growing

degeneracy of the priests (i. 18, ii. 26, iv. 9), and is never

weary of speaking against every kind of arbitrariness

wherever and in whatever form it is found (xxxiv. 8-22,

xxxviL 14 «?.)." Another point of contrast is well worth

noticing. Only five yearn after Jeremiah's first appearance

as a prophet that great reform took place which was
associated with the "discovery" of the .Deuteronomic

Torah. It is a highly probable conjecture (comp. chpp.

xi.) that Jeremiah was at the outset an ardent preaclier of

the contents of this great book ; at any rate, his memory
became -surcharged with the ideas and even the phrases of

Deuteronomy. The consequences- of the reforming endea-

vours of what may be called the Deuteronomic party were

both good and evil. The centralization of religion, and
the emphasis laid on the moral duties, were steps of the

liighest importance. " But inasmuch as a sacred book
was as such for the first time looked upon with greater

reverence as a state authority, there arose thus early a kind
of book-science with its pedantic pride and erroneous

learned endeavours to interpret and apply the Scriptures
;

whilst at the same time there arose also a new kind of

hypocrisy and idolatry of the letteB, throiwh the new t>ro-

tection which the state gave to the religion of the book
acknii wledged by the law. Thus scholastic wisdom came
into conflict with genuine prophecy " (Ewald, The Prophets,

iii. 63, 64). But something more than this was the result.

"Hear ye the words of this covenant," was the ac')i',.es3

with which Jeremiah began his Deuteronomic preacliing

;

but, as time went on, a deeper view of the covenant forced

itself upon his mature mind, and the expression which it

has found in xxxi. 31-34 is one of the passages which best

deserve to be called " the gospel before Christ." It Ls sai;i

that Jeremiah could not always keep his spirit under the

calming influence of these high thoughts. No book of the

Old Testament, except the Book of Job and the Psalms,

contains so much which is difficult to reconcile with the

character of a self-denying servant of Jehovah. Such
expressions as those in xi. 20, xv. 15, and especially xviii.

21-23, contrast powerfully with Luke xxiii. 34, and show
that the typical character of Jeremiah is not absolutely

complete.

No wonder if Jeremiah's style is feeble compared with

that of the " royal prophet" Isaiah,—if he gladly leans oi.

older prophets, and copies or imitates more than a bolder

genius would have permitted. His utterance is interrupted

by sobs, and he is without the energy tP soar to poetic
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heights. His 'brevity fs tbat of " the evening star of pro-

pbecy," and Ewald even remarks (with some exuberance,

perhaps) that he has "great wealth of new Bgures with

great delicacy of description, a literary facility that readily

adapts itself to the most different subjects, . . , • and with

all this an unadorned si.iplicity which is very unlike the

greater artificiality of hi-s contemporary Habakkuk."
3. Dales of the Projiliecies.—According to Bleek, the

following prophecies kelong in all probability to the reign

of Josiah, (rt) ii. 1-iii. 5, (6) iii. 6-vi. 31) (expressly

referred to this period), {c) vii. 1-ix. 25, (</) xi. 1-17.

Dated prophecies meet us again in the time of Jehoiakini.

Chap, xxvi., according to its own statement arose in the

beginning of his reign ; and it is held by some that chap,

vii. gives the same prophecy as xxvi. 2-6, only in a fuller

form. The prophecy against Egypt in xlvi. 2-12, and the

prophecy of the vast extension of the Babylonian power in

chap. XXV., are both dated in the fourth year of .Jehoiakim

(the latter is evidently not free from interpolations). To
the same eventful year, according to most scholars, belongs

the writing of all Jeremiah's prophecies in the roll which

was read, before Jehoiakim ; but we have already seen

reason to doubt the soundness of this view. At any rate,

chap. XXXV. belongs to this period, as the superscription

and the contents combine to show. Bleek also refers

several other prophecies to the reign of Jehoiakim, e.g., (a)

xvi. 1-xvii. 18, (6) xviL 19-27, (c) xiv., xv., (</) xviii.,

(e) xi. IS-xii. 17. To the short reign of Jehoiachin, or

to the last period of Jehoiakim's, we may refer s. 1 7-23,

and perhaps chap, xiii., with its account of a strange

symbolical action connected with the Euphrates or more
probably (^Hitzig) Ephrath, i.e., Bethlehem. Zedekiah's

reign is miich more fully represented in the prophecies;

see chaps, xxii.-xxiv., xxvii.'-xxi.>L, and, if li. 59 is to

be followed, chaps. L, li. A little later in the same reigu

we may .place chaps, xis., xx., which describe some remark-

able scenes in Jeremiah's history. Later still, at the

beginning of the siege of Jerusalem, fall rxxiv. 1-7, chap.

xxi., and the group of chapters beginning at chap, xxxii.,

the important .prophecies in chaps, xsx., xxxi., also perhaps

belong to this period ; and of course chap, xxxvii. and
the two following chapters.

It should be mentioned here tliat there are some portions

of the book the Jeremianic authorship of which has been

entirely or iu part denied, (a) Chap. x. 1-16 was written,

according to Movers, Hitzig, Graf, Knobel, and Naegelsbach

by a (irophet of the captivity—Movers and Hitzig say,

by the author of Isaiah xl.-lxvi. (4) Chaps. sxx.-xsxiii.,

aocordi»g to Movers and Hitzig, have been brought into

their pre.sent shape by the author of Isa. xl.-lxvi, though
the b,^si8 is .Tereniiauic. {>') Chaps. 1., li., which Bleek
as'iigMS (i> the fourth year of Zedekiah, was according to

.Moversi ami Hitzig brought into its present form by a
captivity prophet, working on ^i Jeremianic basis, while

Kwald and Knobel hold it to have been entirely written

at the close of the captivity, {d) Chap. Iii. evidently forms
the close of a history of the kings of Jndah, and no
dnnbt of the history followed very closely by the editor of

thj BodIoj of Kings.

We cauQut here enter fully into this subject. But some-
thing may be said on chaps. L, li.* It is opeu to grave
d'Hibt whether Jeremiah wrote these chapters. That he
iMinposed a prophecy against Babylon may be granted, and
ill il ho gave it to Seraiah with the charge described in li.

1)1 -ol ; but it does not follow that the present prophecy
on li.ibylon was the one referred to in ver. 60. ,^ "There are

special reasons for the opposite view, and they are analogous

' In xxvil. all critics ap-ee that for " Jehoialcim " we sliould snbsti-

lute. witb the SjTiac vei-aion. '* Zedeki.ili."

' Couiparu a paper by Budde iu JaJirb, f. D. Theol. , 1879.

to these which lead so many students to doubt the Isaianic

origin of Isa. xl.-lxvi. For example,—(1) the author

of the latter prophecy (or the greater part thereof) writes

as if he were living at the close, of the Babylonian exile.

So does the author of Jer. 1., li. See chap. li. verses 33,

C and 45, 11 and 28, 20-23. (2) Although the above

statement is literally true of most of Isa. xl.-lxvL, yet

there are some passages which are much more sugges-

tive of a Palestinian than of a Babylonian origin (see

Isaiah). Precisely so in Jer. 1., Ii., at least according to

one prevalent interpretation of 1. 5, li. 50 (which are

thought to imply a residency in Jerusalem), 1. 2?, li. 11,

35, 51 (suggestive, perhaps, of the continuance of Jerusalem

and the temple), 1. 17, li. 34 (implying, as some think,

that Nebuchadnezzar is still alive). Still there is so much
.doubt respecting the soundness of the inferences that it is

hardly safe to rely too etmfidently npon them. The casa

of Jer. 1., Ii. is therefore in so far rather less favourable tr>

Jeremiah's authorship than that of Isa, xI.-bivL is to

that of Isaiah. (3) Amongst much that is new and strange

in the style and phraseology of Isa, xl.-lxvi., there is

not a little that reminds one forcibly of the old Isaiah.

Similarly with Jer. I., li. " Every impartial judge," saya

Kuenen, "must admit that the number of parallel pas-

sages is very large, and that .the author of chaps. 1., li.'

agrees with no one more than with Jeremiah." For

instance, the formula, " Thus saith Jehovah Sahaoth, the

God of Israel" (1. 18, li. 33) also occurs in vii. 3, ix. 15,

and some twentysix other passages ; conip. also L 3 with

ix. 9 ; L 5 with xx*ii. 40 ; L 7 with iu 3, xiv. 18, xvii.

13.

The probability would therefore appear to be that, what-

ever solution we adopt for the literary problems of Isa.

xl.-lxvi., an aualogous solution must be adopted for Jer. 1.,

li. The whole question is so large, and connects itself with

so many other problems, that the present writer declines

to pronounce upon it here. Only it should be observed

—

(1) that both subject and tone remind us of I^a. xh-lxvi.,

and the kindred prophecies scattered about iu the first part

of the Book of Isaiah, and more especially of Isa, xiii. and

the closely related prophecy, Isa. xxxiv. ; (2) that these

two chapters, Jer. 1. and Ii., present some striking points

of contact with Ezekiel, who, though contemporary with

Jeremiah, was still a late contemporary, and allusions to

whom (since Ezekiel was a literary rather than an oratorical

prophet) imply that his prophetic book was already in

circulation—iu other words, suggest a date well on in the

exile for the prophet who alludes to him
; (3) that, thougii

there are mauy Jeremianic allusions in Jer. I,, li., there are

also several passages copied almost verbally from prophe-

cies of Jeremiah and applied to Babylon and its assailants

(it seems difficult to believe that Jeremiah should have

been so economical of his literary work). It deserves to

be added (4) that, though Jeremiah is a great student oT

the earlier prophetij writings, and makes numerous allu-

sions to them (see especially chaps, xlvi.-xlix.), nothing

approaching to the mosaic work in Jer. L, li. can be pointed

to in the undoubted prophecies of Jtremiah. In fact, the

author of these chapters has borrowed almost the whole of

their contents from other prophets,—hia own property, so

to speak, being too insignificant to be worth mentioning.

4. The Massoretic Text and the Sepiaagint Version.—'

The Alexandrian version presents an unusually large

amount of variation from the received Hebrew text Even
in the order of the prophecies there is one remarkable dis-

crepancy, viz., in the series of prophecies against foreign

nations (chaps, xxv. 15-xlv. become in the LXX. chaps.

xxxiL-lL, the series of prophecies in question being

transposed) ; and there is no doubt an approach to the

/j:th '" tl"? LXX. arrangement. More importaut are tha.
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ilifferences of reading. " The LXX. has very few additions,

and these only single words or syllables : on the contrary,

there are many omissions of words, sentences, verses, and

whole passages (altogether about 270U words are wanting,

or the eighth part of the Massoretic text) ; also alterations

of passages, sometimes not without influence on the sense''

(Bleik) ; and these discrepancies are of extremely enrly

date, for the state of the Greek text was already noticed

by Origen {Ep. ud A/i-i'., p. 56, iligne). Three principal

explanations have been offered :—(1) the error of copyists

(.Ferome, Grabe) ; (2) negligence and caprice on the part

of the Greek translators (Spuhn, Naegelsbach, Wiclielhaus,

Keil, Graf); (3) the existence of various (or at least two)

recensions of the Hebrew, the recension used by LXX. being

nearer to the original text than that of the JIassorets (J.

D. Jlichaelis, Movers, Hitzig, Bleek). A better view is that

adopted by Ewald, Schrader, and Kuenen, according to

which the ilassoretlc text is un the wdiole the best ; but the

Greek version, in spite of the manifold errors and caprices

of the translator, sometimes approaches more nearly to the

original than the Massoretic text.

Modern Litcrfititrc.—Vcuemn. Coni'iicnt. m iihruDi ^u-ophst.Jcrc-

inis^ 2 vols., Li'fUwarJen, 1765 ; Blnyuey, Jcnmiinh ami Lavie.i-

(af/oiiSf a 'Acio Iraiislu'ioit, tcith notes a'iticnl. phtlohrfieal, and
rxpl-matorii, Loiulon, 1784 : Spnlin, Jcrciixios voles e vers. Jud.

Afrxaiidr. ac rctiqn. intcrjir, Grsrr. cnicndntus. notn-qw vrit. ilUis-

Iratns, 2 vols., Leipsic, 1794, 1824 (of little value); Koorib,

Cmain. in aUqinit Jcr, loca, (.Tiouiiigeii, 1824 ; Jfovevs, Vc ictrius-

ijiic rrccnsiouis vrificiiiiorttnl Jcrctatfn, Grxcx Ahj-audrinm ct

Ilcbrnicx Masorelhiae^ iiidoJr. rt onrjine. Haiiilmrtc, 1837 ; Kiipor,

Jcrctiitas libruru)n satietorutil intcr/'Vcs at'jicc viudcj', Ueilin, 1837;
Wicliclhaiis, Dc Jercmi<e versJonc- Alrxuudriiia, Halle, 1SJ7 ;

Siliolz, Drr M.is. Text and die LXX. Uclers. d. B. Jcr., 1875;
Gntlic, Dr Fiederis notionc Jemninnn, 1877. Commentaries by

raf, Leipsic, 1862 ; Hitzig, 2'1 ed., Leipsie, 1866 ; Xaegelsliacll,

Bielefeld and Lcii«ic, 1868 ; Keil, Leipsic. 1872 ; Payne Smith
{Sfifftke/s Coinnicnfarjj, vol. v.),- London, 1875 ; Kwald (vol. iii.

of Eiiglisk transl.-itiou of Pic rrophcfcn), London, 1879 ; Scholz,

1S80 ; ChejTic {Pulpit Cumnicn'ari/), in tbejircss. (T. K. C.)

JEREZ DE LA FRONTERA, a city in the province

(if Cadiz, Spain, near the right bank of the Guatlalete,

IG miles N.N.E. of Cadiz (28 by rail), and G7 S.S.E. of

Seville. It is pleasantly situated on an undulating plain of

much fertility, and covers a considerable extent of ground.

The old crenated Moorish wall by which it was formerly

surrounded, but which it has now quite outgrown, still par-

tially exists, as also do some of the ancient gateways. The
newer portions of the town are well built, having broad

regular streets with numerous " plazas " or scjuares adorned

with fruit trees. The principal buildings are the AlcaEar,

an old palace fortress belonging to the Jloorish period,

adjuining the modern "alameda" or promenade; the

collegiate church (1095), which, however, though large,

presents no attractive architectural features ; and the

municipal buildings, belonging to the end of the 16th cen-

tury, which display considerable taste. There are numer-

ous other churches, a theatre, an orphanage, four hospitals,

an " institute," a library, and various schools. The bull

ring (1875) is a large one, and enjoys a good repute in

Andalusia. The staple article of trade is the wine grown
in the neighbourhood, known from the name of the town
as "sherris " (xeres) or sherry, of which in 1876 a total-of

4,007,550 imperial gallons was exported. Of these Great
Britain and Ireland took 4,024,114, British colonies

51,122, and other parts of the world 532,314. The popu
latioa in 1877 was 64,533.

Jerez has sometimes been identified wjtb the anctent Asia Rcgut,
but is most probably the Asido ("quffi Ciesariana") of Pliny. The
Sherisli of the Aral's is said to have been a corruption from Cmsaris
Asido. It was in this neigiibourhood that the decisive battle of
the Guadaletc (July 711) was fought which practically made Tank
master of the entire Pyrenaean penmsnia. Jerez, wluch is frequently
mentioned in the chronicles of the Snauish Arabs, was recovered by
Alphunso the "Wise in 1255.

JEREZ DE LOS CABALLEROS. a city in the pro-

vince of Badajoz, Spain, is picturesquely situated 39 miles

to the south of that city, on two heigTits near the Ardila, a

tributary of the Guadiana. The old town is surroitnded

by a Moorish wall with six gates ; the newer portion of the

city is well and regularly built, and adorned with numerous

orange and other fruit trees. It has linen and woollen

manufactures to a limited extent and several tanneries ;

but its principal articles of trade are the various agricul-

tural and other products of the district, especially the fine

quality of pork which is reared in the oak forests of the

neighbourhood. The town is said to have been founded by

Alphonso IX. of Leon in 1229 ; in 1232 it was extended

by his son Saint Ferdinand, who gave it to the Knights

Templars, wheuce the name de los Cah<iUeros. It was made
a city by Charles Y. The population in 1877 was, 8463.

JERICHO (in'T, in-i,; " fragrant," or perhap.s, accord-

ing to an old interpretation, " city of the moon ") was the

first city west of the Jordan occupied by the Israelites.

The city was destroyed, and, though it is mentioned from

timo to time under its usual name (2 Sam. x. 5) or by its

epithet "city of palta trees" (Judg. i. 16, iii. 13; comp.

Deut. sxiiv. 3), it was not rebuilt as a fortified place till

the reign of Ahab (1 Kings xvi. 34), when it became the

seat of a prophetical society, and appears in the history of

the prophet Elisha (2 Kings ii.). The narrative of the

healing of the waters by Elisha is referred by Josephus (B. J.

iv. 8, 3) to the copious fountain now called the Sultan's

Spring, which lies on the western margin of the Jordan val-

ley, 700 feet below the Mediterranean level, and just under

the cliffs of M. Quarantania. The mounds surrounding the

spring are of sun-dried brick, and show no traces of ancient

building. The position of the town, in a district of great

fertility, with rose gardens ( Ecclus. xxiv. 1 4), various species

•of date palms, and valuable cultivation of henna, opobal-

samum, and myrobalan (Jos., tit supra; Strabo, xvi. 2),

secured its prosperity, while its situation at tlie gate of the

great pass leading up from the Jordan valley to Jeritsalera

gave it strategical im'portance. Thus wo find that it shared

the calamities of the Babylonian exile (Ezra ii. 34), was re-

occupied on the restoration (Neh. iii. 2), and was fortified

by Bacchidcs in the Maccabee wars (1 Mac. ix. 50). In the

time of Strabo there were two forts, Threx and Taurus, pro-

tecting the pass above Jericho. Antony gave the groves

of Jericho as a rich gift to Cleopatra. From her they

passed to Herod the Great, who made the cit/Jjis winter

residence, and adorned it with buildings, crowning llie height

above with a fortress named after his mother Cyprus.

Here it was that the tyrant died. It ajipears, however,

that the Jericho of Herod was not on the site of the old

city (Jos., nt supra) but a mile to the south, where there are

also mounds and the remains of five aqueducts conveying

water from three distant springs. A great tank, of which

the ruins are still traced, has been conjectured to be the

same in which Herod drowned Aristobnius (Jos., Jiii,, xv.

2, 3). In the time of Christ the pilgrims from Perssa and
Galilee appear to have gathered at Jeriuhe on thVrr vv-ay tt)

Jeriisalem, and so the town is repeatedly mentioned in the

Gospels. According to Eusebius (Onom., ed. Lagarde, p.

265) Jericho was destroyed at the time of the fall of Jertt-

salem, and a ne\^ town sprang up, from which he distin-

guishes the ruins of two earlier cities as still visible. To the

third Jericho, which was an episcopal city, may be referred

the Byzantine remains immediately east of Tell es Sultan.

The present village of Eiha or Ariha, which stands nearly

half an hour south-east of the Sultan's Spring, is a still more

modern site, with a square tower of crusading date. Ydkiit,

in the beginning of the 13th century, still speaks of

Jericho as producing dates, bananas, and excellent sugar,

but all these have disappeared with the gradual decay of
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the place. The modern village is bnt a group of squalid

huts, and the ancieat groves are represented by a thicket

uf the Spina Chruti and other trees between the village and
the Sultan's Spring.

JEROME, St (Hiekonymus, in full EtisEBrus Soph-
EONius HlBEONYMxrs), was bora at Strido (modern
Strigau^, a town on the border of Dalmatia fronting

Panuouia, destroyed by the Goths in 377 A.D. Some
authorities, following Pri>3per's chronicle, give 330 or 331
as the date of his birth, but from certain passages in his

writings it is more probable that he was not born till 340
or 342. He says, for example, that he was a boy learning

grammar when Julian died ; but Julian died in 363, and
Jerome would scarcely call himself a boy if he had been
thirty-three years old. What is known of Jerome has

mostly been recovered from his own writings, for he was a
gossiping sort of man, and biographers have only to string

together extracts from his epistles and prologues to get a

very good account of his life. His parents were Christians,

orthodox though living among people mostly Arians, and
wealthy. He was at first educated at home, Bonosus, a

life-long friend, sharing his boyish studies, and was after-

wards sent to Piome to perfect his education. Donatus,

whose Latin grammar was to be the plague of generations

of mediaeval school-boya from St Andrews to Prague till

Corderius and the Reformation drove it out, taught him
grammar and explained the Latin poets. Tictorinus taught i

him rhetoric. He attended the law-coui'ts, and listened to

the Roman advocates pleading in the Forum. He went
to the schools of philosophy, and heard lectures on Plato,

Diogenes, Clitomachus, and Carneades ; the conjunction of

names shows how philosophy had become a dead tradition.

His Sundays were spent in the catacombs in discovering

graves of the martyrs and decipliering inscriptions. Pope

Liberius baptized him in 360 ; three years later the news
of the death of the emperor Julian the Apostate came to

Rome, and Christians felt relieved from a great dread.

When Ms student days were over Jerome returned to

Strido, but did not stay there long. His character was
formed. He was a scholar, with a scholar's tastes and crav-

ings for knowledge, easily excited, bent on scholarly dis-

coveries. From Strido he went to Aquileia, where he formed

some friendships among the monks of the large monastery

there, the most notable being his acquaintance with Rufinus,

with whom he was destmed to quarrel bitterly over the

question of Origen's orthodoxy and worth as a commentator;

for Jerome was a man who always sacrificed a friend to

an opinion, and when he changed sides in a controversy

expected his acquaintances to follow him. From Aquileia

he went to Gaul, visiting in turn the principal places in

that country, from Narbonne and Toulouse in the south to

Treves on the north-east frontier. He stayed some time at

Treves studying and observing, and it was there that he
first began to think seriously upon divine things. From
Treves he returned to Strido, and from Strido to Aquileia.

He settled down to literary work in Aquileia, and com-
posed theje his first original tract, De Muliers septies

peraissa, in the form of a letter to his friend Innocentius.

Some quarrel, no one knows what, caused him to leave

Aquileia suddenly; and with some companions, Innocentius,

Evagrius, and Hetiodorus being among them, he started

for a long tow in the East. The epistl« to Rufinus (3d
in Yallarsi's enumeration) tells us the route. They went
through Thrace, visiting Athens, Bithynia, Galatia, Pontus,

Cappadocia, and Cilicia, to Antioch, Jerome observing and
making notes as they went. He was interested in the

fhecilogical disputes and schisms in Galatia, in the two
languages spolcen in Cilicia, &c At Antioch the party

remained some time. Innocentius died of a fever, and
Jerome was dangero'jsly lii. Tha illness brought him face

to face with death; he experienced conversion, and resolved

to reuoun'-e whatever kept him back from God. His
greatest temptation was the study of the literature of pagan

Rome. In his dreams God reproached him with caring

more to be a Ciceronian than a Christian. He disliked the

uncouth style of the Scriptures. "O Lord," he prayed,
" Thou knowest that whenever I have and study secular

MSS. I deny Thee," and he made a resolve henceforth

to devote his scholarship to the Holy Scripture. " David
was to be henceforth his Simonides, Pindar, and Alca;us,

his Flaccus, Catullus, and Severus." Fortified by these

resolves he betook himself to a hermit life in the wastes of

Chalcis. Chalcis was the Thcbaid or the Marseilles of

Syria. Great numbers of monks, each in solltarj' cell,

spent lonely lives, scorched by the sun, ill-clad and scantily

fed, pondering on portions of Scripture or copying MSS. to

serve as objects of meditation. Jerome at once set himself

to such scholarly work as the place afforded. He discovered

and copied MSS., and began to study Hebrew. There also

he wrote the life of St Paul of Thebes, probably an
imaginary tale embodying the facts of the monkish life

around him. Just then the Meletian schism, which had to

do with the relation of the orthodox to Arian bishops and
to those baptized by Arians, distressed the church at

Antioch, and Jerome as usual eagerly joined the fray.

Here as elsewhere he had but one rule to guide him in

matters of doctrine and discipline,'—the practice of Rome
and the West ; for it is singular to see how Jerome, who is

d.aringly original in points of scholarly criticism, was

simply a ruthless partisan in all other matters ; and, having

discovered what was the Western practice, he set tongue

and pen to work with his usual bitterness {Altcrcaiio

Lnciferiani et Ortkodoxi). From Antioch he went to Con-

stantinople, where he met with the great eastern scholar

and theologian Gregory of Nazianzus, and with his aid

tried to perfect himself in Greek. "The result of his studies

there was the translation of the Chronicon of Eusebius,

with a continuation,^ of twenty-eight homilies of Origen

on Jeremiah and Ezekiel, and of nine homilies of Origen

on the Visions of Isaiah.

In 381 Meletius died, and Pope Damasns interfered in

the dispute at Antioch, hoping to end it. Jerome was

called to Rome in 382 to give help in the matter, and was

made secretary during the investigation. His wort brought

him into intercourse with this great pontiff, who soon saw

what he could best do, and how his vast scholarship might

be made of use to the church. Damasus suggested to him
to revise the existing Latin ti'anslation of the Bible ; and

to this task he henceforth devoted his great abilities (see

Bible). At Rome were published the Gospels (with a

dedication to Pope Damasus, an explanatory introduction,

and the canons of Eusebius), the rest of the New Testa-

ment, and the version of the Psalms from the LXX. text,

known as the Psalterinm Romamtm, which was followed

in 385 by the Fsalt. Galticamivi, based on the Hexaplar

Greek text. These scholarly labours, however, did not

take up his whole time, and it was almost impossible for

Jerome to be long anywhere without getting into a dis-

pute. He was a zealous defender of that monastic life

which was beginning to take such a large place in the

church of the 4th century, and he found enthusiastic dis-

ciples among the Roman ladies. A number of widows

and maidens met together in the house of Marcella to

study the Scriptm-es with him ; he taught them Hebrew,

and preached the virtues of the celibate life. His argu-

ments and exhortations may be gathered from many of his

epistles and from his tract Adversus Helvidiuni, in which

he defends the perpetual virginity of the Virgin Mary

' Comp. Sohoene's critical edition (Berlin, 1866, 1875).
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against Helvidius, who maintained that Mary bore chil-

dren to Joseph. His influence over these ladies alarmed

their relations, and excited the suspicions of the regular

priesthood and of the populace, but while Pope Datuasus

lived Jerome remained secure. Damasus died, however,

in 364, and nas succeeded by Siricius, who did not show
much ffiendsliip for Jerome. He found it expedient to

leave Eome and set out for the East in 385. His letters

(especioily Ep. 45) are full of outcries against his enemies

ami of indignant protestations tlmt he had done nothing

unbecoming a Christian, that he had taken no money, nor

gifts great nor small, that he had no delight in silken

attire, sparkling gems, or gold ornaments, that no matron

moved him unless by penitence and fasting, &c. His

route is given in the third book In Riifihmn; he went by

Fihegium and Cyprus, where he was entertained by
Bishop Epiphauius, to Autioch. There he was joined

by two wealthy Roman ladies, Paula, a widow, and

Eustochium her daughter, one of Jerome's Hebrew
students. They came accompanied by a band of Komau
maidens vowed to live a celibate life in a nunnery in

Palestine. Accompanied by these ladies Jerome made
the tour of Palestine, carefully noting with a scholar's

keenness the vanous places mentioned in Holy Scripture.

The results of this journey may be traced in his trans-

lation with emendations of the book of Eusebius on the

situation and names of Hebrew places, written probably

three years afterwards, when he had S3ttled down at

Bethlehem. From Palestine Jerome and his companions
went to Egypt, remaining some time in Alexandria ; and
t'ziey visited the convents in the Nitrian desert. Jerome's

mind was evidently full of anxiety about his translation of

the Old Testament, for we find him in his letters recording

the conversations he had with learned men about disputed

readings and doubtful renderings; Didymus of Alexandria

appears to have been most useful. When they returned to

Palestine they aU settled at Bethlehem, where Paula built

four monasteries, three for nuns and one fo:- monks. She
was at the head of the nunneries until her death in 404,
when Eustoohium succeeded her ; Jerome presided over the

fourth monastery. In this monastery at Bethlehem
Jerome did most of his literary work and, throwing
aside his unfinished plan of a translation from Origen's

Hexaplar text, translated the Old Testament directly from
the Hebrew, with the aid of Jewish scholars. He men-
lions a rabbi from Lydda, a rabbi from Tiberias, and above
all Rabbi Ben Anina, who came to him by night secretly

for fear of the Jews. Jerome was not fam.iliar euough with
Hebrew to be able to dispense with such assistance, and
he makes the synagogue respon.sible for the accuracy of
his version :

" Let him who would challenge aught in
this translation," he says, "ask the Jews." The result
of all this labour was the Latin translation of the
Scriptures which, in spite of much opposition from the
more conservative party in the church, afterwards became
the Vulgate or authorized version; but the Vulgate as
we have it now is not exactly Jerome's Vulgate, for it

sufTered a good deal from changes made under the influ-

ence of the older translations; the text became very
corrupt during the Middle Ages, and in particular all the
Apocrypha, except Tobit and Judith, which Jerome
translated from the Chaldee, were added from the older
versions.^

Notwithstanding the labour involved in translating the
Scriptures, Jerome found time to do a great deal of literary
work, and also to indulge in violent controversy. Earlier
m life he had a great admiration for Origen, and translated
many of his works , and this lasted after he had settled at

' See Vercellone, Variai Leciiones Vulgatas, Kome, 1860, lo6-l
lanfinUhed),

Bethlehem, for he translated in 389 Origen's homilies

en Lul-:e : but ho came to change his opinion and wrote
violently against the admirers of the great Alexandrian
scholar. Contra Jo^nnem Hieyosolt/mitaumn, and Adeerstis

Eutiniim Lib. III., for both Jolin, bishop of Jerusalem,

and Bufinns, Jerome's old friend, were followers of OrigeiL

At Bethlehem also he found time to finish Didymi de

Spifitu Sancfa Liher, a translation begun at Rome at the

request of Pope Damasus, to denounce the revival of

Gnostic heresies by Jovinianus and Vigilantius {Adv.

Jovmiamim Lib. II. and Contra Viyilantium Liher), and
to repeat his admiration of the hermit life in his Vita S.

Hilarionis Enmitie, in his Vita Malchi Itlonachi Captivi,

in his translation of the Rule of Sfc Pachomius (the

Benedict of Egypt), and in his S. Pachomii el S. Theo-

dorici EpiUolx et Verba Mysticn. He also wrote at

Bethlehem De Viiis illiistribns sive de Scriptoribus

Ecclesiasticis, a church history in biographies, ending with
the life of the author ; De Xominibus Hebraicis, com.piled

from Philo and Origen ; and De Situ et Komiiiibus Locorum
Hebraicorum." At the same place, too, he wrote Quses-

tiones Hehraicx on Genesis,^ and a series of commentaries
on Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, Daniel, the Twelve Minor
Prophets, Matthew, and the Epistles of St Paul. Jerome
engaged in the Pelagian controversy with more than even

his usual bitterness (Dialogi contra Petagianos) ; and it

is said that the violence of his invective so provoked his

opponents that an armed mob attacked the monastery, and
that Jerome was forced to flee and to remain in conceal-

ment for nearly two years. He returned to Bethlehem
in 418, and after a lingering illness died on September
30, 420.

By far the best edition of Jerome's works is that of Vallarsi
(Verona, 1 734-42), which contains in prefaces and appendices almost
all that is known of the great Western scholar. The student \rill

find the article on " Hieronymus " by Colin in Ersch and Gniber's
Enctjdopdtlic very useful, and the English reader -.vill find a sac-

ciuct account of his writings to.ken from Vallarsi in Smith's Did
of Greek ami Eonian Biography and Mythology, art. " Hiercny
nius." (T. M. L.)

JEROME OP Prague (c. 1365-1416), the friend and
disciple of John Huss, derives the surname by which he
is best known from his native town, where he was bom
somewhere between Lj60 and 1370. His family name is

sometimes, but erroneously, said to have been FauliJEch.

After completing his studies in the university of Prague,
he proceeded (about 1396) to Oxford, where in course of a

residence of some duration he became acquainted with the

teaching and writings of Wycliffe, of which he became a

zealous disseminator on his return to his native land. In
1398 he took his bachelor's degree at Prague, and then

visited Paris, Heidelberg, and Cologne ; at the first-

mentioned university he seems to have graduated as

master of arts. Returning about 1407 to Prague, he
took a prominent part with Huss in the university disputes

which led to the withdrawal of the German " nation." So
great did his reputation for learning, energy, and sagacity

become that he was employed by Ladislaus II., king of

Poland, in 1410 to assist in placing the university of

Cracow upon a proper footing, while by Sigismund, king of

Hungary, he was, although not in orders, invited to preach

before him at Ofen. His public discourses in Hungary,
however, soon brought him under suspicion of Wyclilfite

heresy, and he found it necessary to fly the country;
taking refuge in Vienna, he was there arrested and thrown
into prison, but on the intervention of his friends in Prague
obtained his release. He now again became closely asso-

* Compare the critical edition of these two works in Lagarde's
Or.omastica Sacra, Getting., 1870.

3 See Lagarde's edition appended to his Qenesis Ormcc, Leipsic,

18fiS.
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ciated with Husd in his native cit), to which lie had once

more returned, and where he remained after the expulsion

of his friend. In HIS he went spontaneously to Con-

.Btanefi, determined to do wliat he could for liuss, who
had meanwhile befn imprisoned there ; the- news he

received 0:1 his arrival were so discouraging, however, tliat,

pinicstricken, he immediately again withdrew. Though
without a safe conduct he would no doubt have reached

Prague in safety had he only been able to hold his peace

,

bnt while resting at Ilirschau he allowed his fccli_)igs to

gam the mastery of him, and, in the presence of many
clergy, broke out in vehement denunciation of the injustice

of the council ; the consequence was that he was forthwith

ajTCsted by order of the duke of Cavaiia and sent back a

prisoner to Constance (May 1-H5). There, after pnduring

the most rigorous confinement for some months, he was
brought before a public session of the council on Septem-
iier 23. 1415, when ho made a full retractation of all

errors against the Catholic faith, especially those of Wyc-
'liffe and Huss. His enemies, however, were determined
that not even thus should he escape their hands ; by
ilichael de Causis and Stephen Falecz (who also had made

j

themselves conspicuous in the persecution of Huss) it w'as

declared that the recantation was ambiguous, and new
articles were exhibited against their victim. Thrice again

he was brought before a general congregation of the

council. On the last of these occasions (ilaj' 26, 14 IC) all

his timidity seems to have finally left him. In a bold and
vigorous declamation he sulemnly retracted the retractation

which had been wrung from him eight months before
;

"of all the sins that I have committed since my youth,

'none weigh so heavily on my mind and cause me such keen

remorse as that which I committed in this evil place when
I approved of the inicjuitous sentence given against

|\VycIiffe and against the holy martyr John Huss, my
m'aster and friend." Four days afterwards he was con-

demned as a relapsed heretic ; his reply was an appeal to

the supreme Judge before whom he and his accusers alike

were destined to stand. Two days later he marched with

a cheerful counteuance to the stake, bidding the execu-

tioner light the fire before his face ;
" had I the least fear,

1 should not be standing in this place." His ashes, like

those of Huss, were gathered and thrown into the Rhine.

Jerome owes his fame to his association with Huss, and par-

ticularly to the splendjd heroism with which in his death he

atoned for one moment of faltering in his loyalty to the

doctrines to which he had faithfully devoted his life. No
literary remains survive by which we might estimate with

precision how far the claims to learning and superiority of

intellect often made for him can be justified. Of absolute

originality he obviously had none. The truth seems to be

that, with cunsider.ible advantages of birtli and early train-

ing, and with a mind more variously accomplished than

that of Huss, he nevertheless wanted the moral weight

which gave his master so great an ascendency over the

minds and hearts of men. Cold even to rashness, his

courage was shown rather in bursts of furious vehemence
than in the equable tenor of his life, and more than once

failed him in critical moments. In this weakness he only

reflected the turbulent and unruly spirit of the age he Lived

in; but it is also a weakness that sufficiently justifies history

in assigning to him a comparatively subordinate though
still highly honourable place among the pioneers of the

Reformation.

Seo Heller, HieroniDnns von Pvacf, 1835 : Neander. Clinrch His-
tci'if : au'l LecUl'M', Johnnn von U'icUf v. di- I'ofgcschidltc d^r
JJr/o>'innfio>i, IST'J.

JERROLD, DoioL.\s ^yILUAM (1803-1S57), dramatist,

satirist, and one of the most brilliant of the English wits

who distinguished the first half of the l?tl\ century, was

born in Loudon, January 3, 1S03. His father, SaniULl

Jerrold, actor, was at that time lessee of the little theatre

of ^Vilsby near Cranbiook in Kent, but in 1807 he removed
to Shecrness. There, among the bluejackets who swarmed
in the port during the wai uitli France, little Dougl'i^ grew

into boyhood, a stout, well made, ro.->y-cheeked, white haired

urchin, fond of reading and iiiiguacions withal. Familiarity

with the tinsel and glitter of lus father's profession robbed

it of its chief attractions for the boy ; but the glorious

renuwu of Nelson and the anti-Gallic enthusiasm of his

father's naval patrons filled his susceptible bosom, and

wooed him to his majesty's uniform. From December 1813

till October 1815 Douglas Jerrold served his country as

a midshipman. He saw nothing of the war save' a cargo

of maimed warriors from Waterloo , but till his dying day

there lingered traces of his early passion for salt water.

The peace of 1815 ruined poor Samuel Jerrold ; there was-

no more prize money. On JaOuary 1, ISIG, he removed
with his family to London, where the plucky httlo ex-

midshipman began the world again as a printer's apprentice,

studying hard in the grey of the early morning at Latin,

pinching himself to get the Wnvrlei/ J'oi'f/s from the library,

and finding unspeakable delight in the pages of Ids Hlwlr-

speare. In ISlO Douglas Jerrold was a compositor in

the printing-office of the Siiml'ii/ 2foinlor. Several short

papers and copies of verses by him had already appeared

in the sixpenny magazines, but he aspired now to contribute

to the Monitnr; and stealthily one evening he dropped

into the editor's box a critique of the opera I'er Freisi/nil:.

Next morning he received his own copy to set up, together

with a fiattering note from the editor, requesting furtlicr

contributions from the anonymous author. Thenceforvrard

Jerrold was eng.aged in journalism.

He soon entered another field wdiere he was to reap no

less honourable laurels. In 1821 he had the satisfaction

of seeing a comedy that he had composed in his tiftcenth

year brought out at Sadler's Wells Theatre, under the title

Mo7-c Fiirjhleiied thitn Ituit. Other pieces followed, am}
in 1825 the popular young dramatist was engaged for a few-

pounds weekly to produce dramas and farces to the order

of ilr Davidge of the Cobnrg Theatre. Ey his marriage

in the autumn of 1824 the "little Shakespeare in a camlet

cloak," as he was called, had found a less fitful incentive

to industry than his mere ambition; and, while lie was
engaged with the drama at night, he was steadily pushing

his way as a journalist by his daily labours. For a short

wdiile he was part proprietor of a small Sunday newspaper.

In 1829, through a fortunate quarrel with the exacting

Davidge, Jerrold left the " Coburg," and BUicl^-Eyed Susan.

was brought out on the "Surrey" boards. The success of

the piece was enormous With its free gallant sea-flavour,

it took the town by storm, and "all London went over

the water to see it." On the three hundredth night the

theatre was illumiuatei^l. Elliston, manager of the "Sur-
rey," made thousands of pounds ; T. P. Cooke, who played
William, made his reputation ; Jerrold received about £70.
But his fame as a dramatist was achieved. In 1830 it was
proposed that he should adapt something from the French
for Drury Lane. "No," was his reply to the oflTer, "I
shall come into this theatre as an original dramatist or

not at all." In December of the following year he was
received on his own terms ; Tlie LrU'ie of Liidi/ate was the

first of a number of plays wdiich found their way to Drury

Lane stage. The other patent houses threw their doors

I

ppen to him also (the Adelphi had already done so) ; and

in 1836 Jerrold himself became co-manager of the Strand

Theatre with Mr Hammond his brother-in-law. The ven-

ture was not successful ; and the partnership was dissolved.

AVhile it lasted Jerrold wrote his only tragedy. The Paintef

of Ghent, and appeared himself in the title role, without
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any very maikecl success. His pen continuen to De frait-

ful of sparkling comedies till 1854, when hU last piece,

The 11mil af Gold, was written.

Meanwhile he bad won his way to the pages of numerous

periodicals,—before 1S30 of the .second-rate uiagazinesonly,

but after that to those of more importance ; and he had

almost reached comfort and ease when an obligation,

undertaken for an unfortunate friend, drove him forth to

fresh years of hard toil When at last he could settle in

comfort ho found himself the centre of a host of friends,

whose affection was his no less than their admiration ; and

iiis last years were spent in peaceful happiness. The

M'>\ithhi Marjitziiie, Jjlarhi'iiod'", the New Mmdhh/, and

the Alkenxam. 'all welcomed his brilliant articles. To
Punch, tlie publication which of all others is associated

with his name, he contributed from its .second number in

IR-il till within a few days of his death. Ho founded and

edited for some time, though with indifferent succo.ss, the

lUaminaled Magccine, Jenvld's Shillinrj Maga-Ane, and

Dunrjlns Jc-rrvld's Weeldy XewsjMper, and under his editor-

ship Lloyil's. Weekhi A'tiesjiaper rose from almost nonentity

to a circidation of 1R2,000. The history of his later yeais

is little more than a catalogue of his literary iiroductiuns,

interrupted now and again by brief llighta to the Continent

or to the country. Douglas Jerrold died at liis Louse,

Kilburn Priory, in London, on June 8, 1857.

Jerrold's figure was small and spare, and in later years

bjwed almost to deformity. His features were strongly

marked and expressive from the thin humorous lips to the

keen blue eyes gleaming from beneath the shaggy eyebrows.

lie was brisk and active, with the careless bluffness of a

sailor. Open and sincere, he concealed neither his anger

nor his pleasure; to his sim[ile frankness all polite duplicity

was distasteful. Hating the conventionalities of the town,

he loved to make his homo in some rural retieat where he

could roam at case, with loose coat and straw hat. To his

hou.se, always hospitable, he was especially fond of attract-

ing young men, whom he enconrageil with strong, cheery

woids, and often with more material aid. The cynical side

of Ids nature he kept for his writings; in private life his

hand was always open. In politics Jerrold was a Liberal,

and he gave eager sympathy to Kossuth, llazzini, and Louis

Blanc. In social politics especially he took an eager part

he never tired of declaiming against the horrors of war, the

luxury of bishops, and the iniquity of capital punishment.

Douglas .Teriold is now perhaps better known from his

reputation as a brilliant wit in conversation than from his

writings. In animated talk his retorts and fancies flew

from his lips like a shower of sparks. His jests were un-

premcdilatcil and unforced ; their spontaneity, which not

seldom surprised -lerrold hinjself, was one of their most
tolling characteristics, and often robbed his sharpest rotiu'ls

of tlicir sting. l''or he let no sentimental or polite con-

sideration stand in the way of a brilliant rejoinder As
'Dr Charles Mackay expresses it, "when his jest came to

the tip of his tongue, it had to ex|ilode though the heavens
should crack, and liis best friend should take it amiss."

Yet no one can accuse Jerrold of being spiteful. Ill-advised

and thoughtless, even unjust, his wit often was ; but it was
not barbed. It did not rankle in the wound. Jerrold's wit

was of a tolerably high intellectual order. It is .said that

no pun is to be found in his writings. Their wit is the wit

of burnished epigram and (juaint conceit, of happy ])hrase

and lightning retort. But the puns that abounded in his

talk were often wise as 'well as witty. The well-known

description of dogmatism as "puppyism come to maturity "

is an excellent example of the flashing insight that gave
life and meaning to his jests.

As a dramatist Jerrold was very popular, and struck out

ijuite a lino for himself in the domestic drama. Here he

aeait wnh rather humbler forms of social life than had
commonly appeared on the stage ; and it i« worthy of noto
that plays of this kind have had the greatest run in modern
times. Jerrold was one of the first and certainly one of
the most successful of those who in defence of the native
English drama endeavoured to stem tho tide of translation
from tho French, which threatened early in the I'Jth century
altogether to drown original native talent. Thoroughly
English in motive, action, and atmosphere, his play.s,

whether comedy or domestic drama, are all effective from
their freshness, point, and spirit. The author is at his best
in Construction as well as in sparkling epigram and brilliant
dialogue in Tjuhbles of the Day, and Time Wut-ls Wonders.
The latter perhaps excels in plot and humau interest. Tho
talcs and sketches which form the bulk of Jerrold's collected
works vary much in skill and interest; but, although the
artistic symmetry is here and there marred by traces of

their having been composed from week to week, they are
always marked by keen satirical ob.servation and pungent
wit. While reading them it is well to rememher that they
Lave a higher aim than the beguiling an idle hour by the

mere interest of the story ; for the author is always trying

to call attention to soine wrong, to rouse ])ity for some
hardship, to btir up indignation against some form of social

oupression or abuse.

Jerrold's writings are scattered over all tho periodical

literature of his day; but perhaps his most important works
are in the following list. J/eii of Chniacter are seven

> sketches (collected in 1838), in which ho throws sarcastic

ridicule on various foibles and hypocrisies of every-day

I
men ; Cakes (ind Ale, a collection of short papers of all

I

sorts made in 1842, contains whimsical tales directed
' against tho tyranny of riches, the folly of judging by ap-

pearances, with similar thrusts at the weaknesses and vices

of humanity ; Tlie Story of a Feather, which originally

appeared in Punch in 1842-43, tiacing the career of an
ostrich feather as it passes to succp.ssive owners, affords tho

author opportunitea of exposing shams, lashing vice, and
gibbeting successful villany in every rank of life. In

'The Chronicles of Clovernoul: he ventilates his philosophy

I of life, and his objections to existing social and political

institutions ; in A Man made of Money, where the super-

natural forms the basis for a story of an eminently matter-

of-fact character, he fulminates against tho blind worshij)

of lucre ; /St Giles and S/- James, perhaps his best work of

this class, is described in hisown words as "an endeavour
to show in the person of St Giles the victim of an ignorant

disregard of the social claims of tho poor upon tho ricli,

. . . to pi'osent . . . the picture of the infant pauper reared

in brutish ignorance." Of his professedly satirical papers

the chief are Punch's Letters to his Son, Punch's Complete
Letter-Writer, and ShtcJies of the Enr/lish. jVrs Candle's

< Curtain Lectures, possibly the most widely known of all

Jerrold's writings, explain themselves by their title. Be-

sides the " Q Papers," which began in tjio second number
of Fniu-h, Jerrold wrote various political articles for his

own and other newspapers.

Were a reader now to go to Jerrold's writings, he woidd
find much that seems commonplace and trite. The fault

is not with Jeriold, but with the host of his imitators who
have sought with more or less success to reproduce in

the pages of every magazine tho social cynicism which is

apt at first view to be taken for the essence of Jerrold's

style. But Jerrold has his own happy knack of handlinur

ordinary subjects, his own singidar method of regarding

things. His truths may sometimes be commonplaces, and
his moralizings trite ; his descriptions may sometimes drag
on to tedium, and his characters stificn into lay figures

;

even Lis passion n)P.y sometimes attenuate to fustian, but
every paragraph is lit up by quaint phr.a'R nr liappr cnnceitj

XIU. — So
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every page is illummed by some gleaming epigrata or flash

or originality. Jerrold Beems to revel in the sarcastically

satirical, perhaps the easiest and most directly effective of

all satire. He appears to have reserve! 'rhc softer side of

his nature for his private life. He is far more at home in

satirizing the foibles of men than iu praising their good

points. Here and there there are tender gleams of rarest

pathos in his pages ; but these do not occur in scenes ela-

borated to move pity, but in the simple half unconscious

finishing touch to some little picture, drawn from the

E.uthor's heart. That Jerrold has painted for us no full-

length portrait of a thoroughly noble character is due to

his ultra-keen perception of tlie bad in human nature.

"Mr Capstick" iu & Giles and St James, who is perhaps

the most truly benevolent of all his personages, escapes the

difficulty of revealing his excellence in consistent speech by

becoming an amiable iiypocrite, and poses, as " the man
with gall in his words and balm iu his deeds."

A writer in the Edinburgh Review for 1859 accuses

Jerrold of being a "sentiinentaiist,"—of writing " to gratify

his sympathies and antipathies, and not to bring out the

truth." That is an extreme statement, which has some

foundation in fact. Jerrold often attacked what ho con-

sidered an abuse without stopping to weigh the ultimate

consequences, and without being swayed by very satisfac-

tory or conclusive reasons. Sometimes too the epigram or

the jest seems to have suggested the opinion, rather than

the opinion the epigram. That he generally espoused the

healthy side was due more to his instinct than to his reason,

more to his heart than to his head. His keen feelings often

carried him to great lengths in invective. He did not

escape the besetting sin of all social reformers. He is

tempted to elaborate and intensify the peculiar aspect of

the question that best suits the lesson he seeks to read

;

and although it is impossible to doubt his perfect sincerity

and honest intention, yet the darkening of the shadows lias

a disingenuous air, and we are tempted to suspect that he

has been unconsciously impelled to exaggerate reality or

distort fact in order to justify his diatribe. Such a sus-

picion is fatal to satire. It enlists our sympathies, on a

most healthy principle, on the side of wliat is attacked

;

and it is the cause why so much of what Jerrold wrote^has

missed fire. This fault of colouring, which earnest social

satire can scarcely escape, has been commonly translated by
critics as " bitterness "

; but bitterness is far too ill-natured

a word to describe the vivid, quivering feeling in which

there is not the faintest tincture of personal animus, and in

which all the sharpness is on behalf of the poor and the o[)-

pressed, with whom his own life had taught him sympathy.

Douglas JerrokVs /Fork's were collectcdl)y liimsolf in 8 vols. 8vo.,

1S51-55, and again iu 4 vols. 8vo in 1S59. The Life and Rnnnins
of Douglas Jerrold, by liis sou Blancbard Jerrold, wa.s jiublishetl iu

1858; 2ded., 1869. (F. MU.)

JERSEY, the largest and most important of the CnA:>fNEL

Islands (q.v.), is situated between 49' 15^' .and 49° 10' X.
lat, and between 2' OJ' and 2" 15^' W. long., IG miles west

of Normandy and 125 south of Soutliamptou. The total

area comprises 28,717 imperial acres, or about 45 square

miles. It is of oblong form, with a Icugtli of about 11

miles from east to west, and ah average breadth of about

5^ miles. Along the northern part of the island a belt of

elevated land runs from east to west, displaying bold and

picturesque cliffs towards the sea. The east, south, and
we.st coasts consist of a continuDUS succession of large open

hays with marshy or sandy shores terminated by rocky

headlands. The principal bays are Greve au Lan^on,

Grfeve de Lecq, and Eouley Bay on the north coast; St

Catherine's Bay and Oronville Bay on the east coast ; St

Clement's Bay, Saniarez Bay, St Aubiu's Bay, and St

Brelade's Bay on the sonth roast : and St Ouen's Vio^ on

the west coast. The sea in many places has encroached

greatly on the land, and sand drifts have been found
very troublesome, especially on the west coast. The sur-

face of the country is broken by winding valleys having a

general direction from north to south, and as they approach

the south uniting so as to form small plains. The lofty

hedges which bound the small enclosures into which
Jersey is divided, the tr^cs and shrubbery which line the

roads and cluster round the uplands and in almost every

nook of the valleys unutilized for pasturage or tillage, give

the island a rich and luxuriant appearance, and completely

neutralize the bare effect of the few sandy plains and sand-

covered hills. Some of the coast scenery is grand and
striking, presenting, many features of special interest.

According to J. A. Bird ("Geology of the Channel
Islands," in the Geoloi/ind ilaga-ziue, London, 1878), Jersey

rests on syenite rocks, which appear in three great masses

in the north-west, south-v/cst, and south-east of the island.

Between these masses there is in the west an extensive

formation of shale and schist, and in tlie north-west a for-

mation variously composed of porphyries, limestone schi.st,

altered sandstone, quartzito and quartzoso conglomerate.

In the neighbourhood of St Uelicr there is an accumula-

tion of volcanic rocks consisting of traji, porphyry, and
amygdaloid. China stone clay is obtained in laige

quantities. There are somo veins of load, and ironstone

is occasionally found. The climate of Jersey is somewhat
warmer iu summer and colder in winter than that of

Guernsey. The annual mean temperature is 51°, the

annual rainfall about 'M\ inches, and the number of days

upon which rain falls .about one hundred and fifty. Tlie

wettest season is from October to January, but rain seldom

continues long. The island enjoys a very early spring and

a lengthened autumn. Snow and frost are rare, but dense

•fogs frequently prevail. Fruits and flowers indigenous to

warm climates grow freely in the o[ien air. The land is

rich and very productive, the soil being chiefly a deep

loam, wliich is lighter upon .syenite and granite than

upon the other formations ; the sandy portions in llie

vicinity of the bays have become very fruitful through

cultivation. The lands are held cither as freeholds or on

a nine years' lease. On account of the Norman law of

succession the farms have became very much subdivided.

It is only rarely that they exceed 50 acres, and very many
are less than 3 acres. The farmhouses and cottages arc

remarkably neat and comfortable ; and the peasantry, who
all farm their own land, are perhaps the most contented

and prosperous in the United Kingdom. A five-course

shift (turnips, potatoes or parsnips, wheat, hay, hay) is

that usually followed. The frequency with \vhich root

crops are grown, and the abundant supply of sea manure,

have greatly enriched the soil. The seaweed or n-aic

harvest occurs at certain seasons which are pncscribcd by
law. It is only then that it is permissible to cut the vraic

from rocks; but loose vraic is gathered in large quantities

at all seasons. The implements of husbandry are generally

old-fashioned. The peasantry take .advantage of every bit

of wall and every isolated nook of ground for growing

fruit trees. Grapes are ripened under glass ; oranges

are grown in sheltered situations, but the most common
fruits are apples, which are used for cider, and pcar.<.

The island is intersected by a network of roads. There

is a railway line between St Helier and St Aubiu's, and

connects St Helier and Gorey.

According to the agricidtural returns for 1880 the total

area of arable land was 18,950 acres,—a percentage of

6G'2 to the total area,—of which 2920 acres were under

corn crops, 7456 under green crops, 4359 niidcr rotatiim

grasses, 4087 under permanent pasture, and 128 faDow.

Under orchards there were 1345 acres, under market
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gardens 186, and under nnrsery grunnds 38. Wlaeat,

which in 18S0 occupied 2o24r acres, is the principal and
almost exclusive com crop, the kinds grown being prin-

cipally Yelouzi5 and Petit Blanc. For the crop a manure
of burnt seaweed is generally used. The area under
potatoes in 1880 was 4671 acres. They are grown chiefly

for the Covent Garden Market, the earliest crop being ready

about the end of April or beginning of May. Only 1313
acres were under turnips. The pasturage is very rich, and
is much improved by the application of seaweed to the

surface. The mainstay of Jersey is cattle, which in 1880
numbered 11,022, or the large average of 58 to every 100
acres under cultivation, the average of the United Kingdom
being only 20-7. The breed is that commonly known as

the Alderney, and is kept pure by stringent laws against

the importation of foreign animals. The number of cows
was 5SSi, of other cattle above two years of age only 7-56,

and of cattle below two years of age 43S2. It will thus

be seen that cattle are kept chiefly for dairy purposes.

The milk is used almost exclusively to manufacture butter.

The cattle are always housed in winter, but remain out at

night from May till October. Horse-s in 1880 cumbered
2261. Originally there was a small black breed of horses-

peculiar to the island, but now they are chiefly im|?orted

from France or England. Pigs form the staple food of

the inhabitants, and numbered 5SH. Only a few sheep
are kept, 346 in 1880.

The number of ships that entered the ports of Jersey in 1879
was 2001, of 281,663 tous bui-den,—"British vessels numbering 1S59,
of 275,990 tons, and foreign vessels 142, of 5673 tons. In tho
same year 2018 vessels, of 279,485 tons burden, cleared,—British

• vessels numbering 1876, of 273,319 tous, and foreign vessels 142,

of 6166 tons. The number of vessels belonging to the island was
234, with a burden of 17,027 tons, in :uldition to which there is a
large number of fishing boats. There is regular steam commnni-
pation with England via Southampton, "Weymouth, and Plymouth,
and with France via Grauvilie ami St ilalo. The principal exports

arc granite, fi-uit and vegetables (especially potatoes), oysters, butter^

and cattle ; and the principal imports coal, wine, rum and other
spirituous liquors, sugar, tea, wheat, and eggs. Eclp and iodine

are manufactured from seaweed. Fish are not so plentiful as

around the shores of Guernsey, but mackerel, turbot, cod, mullet,

and especially the conger eel, are abimdant at the JItnquiers,

There is a large 03'ster bed between Jersey and France, but partly

on account of over-diedging the supply is not now so abundant
as formerly. There is a great variety of other shell-fish. The
islanders build their own ships-

Jersey is under a distinct and in sevei-al resjwcts different form of

administrative government from Guernsey and the smaller islands

included in the bailiwick of Guernsey. The administration is

under the superintendence of a lieutenant-governor appointed by the
cromi. The main business of legislature in Jersey is carried on by
thb * states," which consist of the baiBft' or judge of the royal court

eh-cted by the crown, twelve jurats of the roy;d court elected for life

by the ratepayers, the rectors of the twelve parishes, t^\clve con-
stables elected every three years,'and fourteen deinities elected every
three years. The Ueutenant-govemor has a deliberative voice, anil,

though be has no vote,. has the p6wer of veto. The states have the
po'.vcr of passing orcUihnanccs which unless they obtain the sanction
of the sovereign of England are in force for only three years, Eng-
lish Acts of Parliament after registration become laws in Jei-sey.

Taxation is very light in the island. The only legal tribunal is

the royal court, composed of the baihffs aud twelve jiu^ts. The
lieutenant-governor has the superintendence of the militia, in
which every male between seventeen and sixty-five years of age,

who- is medically fit, is liable for service. Jersey is diWded into

twelve parishes, and ecclesiastically it constitutes a deanery in the
diocese of Winchester in England.
The only town of importance is St Helier, situated on St Aubin's

Bay. It has rather a moan and uninteresting appearance, but
beautiful views are obtained from various points. Although tlie

streets -are generally narrow and irregular, they are citan and well
paved, and the. Koyal Square is spacious and airy. The town
possesses an outer and an inner harbour. Fort Ucgcnt, a fortress

coTupletcd in 1815 at a cost of £1,000,000, is situated on a lofty
ridp^ of granite to the east of the harbour ; and on the rocks to the
west stands Elizabeth Castle, a disused stronghold erected in tlie

time of Ehzabeth on the site of an abb'^y founded in the 12'th

ceuturj'. Closely adjoining it there is an ancient ruin called the
hermitage. The other principal building are the parish church in

the Early Pointed style, dating from 1341, aud lately completely
renovated, the court-house, the Albert Hall for concerts and assem-
blies, Victoria College, the hospital, aud the jail. The population
of the town and parish in ISSl was 26,893.

The population of Jersey in 1S06 was 22,855. From 1821, when
it numbered 28,600, it ijicrcased rapidlv till 1851, when it had
reached 57,020. In 1861 it had declined'to 55,613 ; and, although
o\ving to the auniber of French who sought refuge in tho island it

incjeased iu 1871 to 56,627, in 1881 it was only 52,372, of whom
23,415 were males aud 28,957 females.

An historical account of Jci-sey will he found under Chaknel
Island.'^ The prindiial objects of antinuariau intei-e.»it are the
cromlech near ifout Orgueil ; the castle 01 3Iont Orgut-il, of very
old date ; St Breladc's Church, the oldest church in the ii>land, and
dating from the 12tli ceutury; the remains of an old chapel ou
whose site Prince's Tower was erected at the close of the last cen-

tury ; and Bel Royal, a cottage near St Helier, where Charles II. is

said to have concealed himself.

Seo, in addition to thawoi ks mcntionctl under CHA^•^•^L Tslaxt>s, T. Lytc, Sketch

of the Ilistury and PresaiC Stale of the Island of J<^nqi. ISOS ; Jltslory of the

jsfanii of Jersey. 1S40; Charles le Qnesiic, A Covftituttona/ JJisloru of Jersey,

ISoC ; Fl-ajwrois-Victor Hugo. La Xormaridie Inconnue, 1.S57 ; Report of the

Commission appointi^d to Enquire into Ike Ciril, ilttnicipal, and Scdcsiastirai

Lavs of Jerseif. 1S61 : Lc Ilencher. Jn'setj monunwntal et ftistorioue, 1SG2 ; Lo
Cerf. L'Archipel des hies Aormandc^, ISCy ; Lcftvre, " Channel Islumls." in ihe
Portni^htlij for October IST^ ;

' L'llc do Jersey," in the Exp.'oraCeiir for 1870;

Pcgot-Ogier, Histoire des lies de la ManduL, 1S81.

JERSEY CITY, the chief city of Hudson county in the

State of New Jersey, U.S., is situated on the west bank of

the Hudson, opposite New YoA, to which it stands iu a

Sr^H, ^JMiU

Plan of Jersey City.

relation similar to that of Birkenhead to Liverpool. It is

laid out irregularly, owing to its being an aggregation ol

three formerly distinct municipalities. Many of the streets

are broad and weU paved, and the city is proWded with

efficient gas, water, and sewerage systems. It has few
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striking buildings, tlie most prominent structures being
the immense grain elevators near the river, tliree hospitals,

an orphan's home, and the public school buildings, 21 in

number. The public scliools are supported by State and
city taxes, and administertd by a board of education. The
trade of the city is very considerable ; but, as it is em-
braced in the New York customs district, separate returns
are not made. The fact that it rs a terminus for tlu-ee

lines of ocean steamers, five trunk-lines of railways, seven
lesser railways, and the Morris canal, greatly facilitates the
transport of coal, iron, &o., and materially fosters its

industries. Jersey City has iron-foundries, iron, steel,

and zinc works, boiler yards, machine shops, railway plant

manufactories, tobacco factories, breweries, and otlier

establishments which turn out watches, glaas, crucibles,

sugar, soap, candles, and a large variety of hardware and
other articles. '1 he extensive abattoirs at Long Dock ars

noteworthy for their excellent management. The " City
of Jersey" was incorporated in 1829; but in 1851 it

received another charter, under its present name. Its very

rapid growth has been largely owing to its absorption of

the townships and cities of Van Vo.>rst in 1851, Hudson
and Bergen in 1870, and Greenville in 1872. The popu
lation in 18.50 was 6856; in 1S70, 82,546; and in 1880,

120,722, making it the seventeenth city in point of

population in the United States.

JERUSALEM
JERUSALEM (Heb. «^n;, Temslialayim, pronouncea

as a dual; but the old pronunciation seems to have
been Yenis/ialem, whence, through the LXX., 'Upova-aK-qfi.,

we have the common English form). The meaning of the
name is obscure, none of the current interpretations, " vision

of peace," " abode of peace," and the like, being free from

difficulty. A later abbreviated form is ohii\ Salem (Ps.

kxvi. 2),' whence SoAu/no, Solyma. The ordinary Greek
and Latin forms are 'Upoa-SKv/xa, Hierosolyma. Hadrian
clianged the name of the city to iElia Capitolina, and ^lia
long continued the official name, and even passed over into

Arabic in the form lliyl The Arabs, however, com-
monly designate Jerusalem by epithets expressive of its

sanctity, Beit el Makdis, El Mukaddas, El Mukaddis,-
or, in the modern vernacular, more briefly El Kuds, " the
9anctuary."

I Natueai, Topooeapht and Eesdxts op Excavations.

The history of Jerusalem exploration dates from the year
1833, when Bonomi, Catherwood, and Arundale succeeded
in obtaining admission into the Haram (Hardm) enclosure

and made the first survey of its buildings. In 1838 and
1852 the city was visited by the famous American traveller

Dr Robinson, and his bold impeachment of the traditional

topography, while raising a storm of controversy, laid the

foundation of a truer understanding of the antiquities of

Jerusalem. In 1849 Jerusalem was surveyed by Lieu-
tenants Aldrich and Symonds of the Royal Engineers, and
maps by Vandevelde, Thrupp, Barclay, and others were
subsequently published. All these earlier attempts were,

however, superseded in 1866 by the ordnance survey
executed by Captain (now Colonel) Wilson, R.E., whose
plans of tlie city nnd its environs, and of the Haram
enclosure and other public buildings are the standard
authorities on which all subsequent work has been based.

During the years 18G7-70 excavations of a most adven-
turous description were carried on by Captain (now Colonel)
Warren, R.E. The results, especially in the vicinity of

the Haram, were of primary importance, and many stoutly

contested theories have now succumbed to the testimony
of lbs spade. During 1872-75 some further explorations
were carried on by Lieutenant Conder, R.E., while for many
years a most valuable series of observations of tie levels of
the rock beneath the rubbish on which the modern city

stands has been carried out by Mr C. Schick, architect.^

' Wliether tlio nanator of Gen. jdv. 18 means -Jerusalem by Salem,
tbe city of Melchizedelv, is still disp\ite(l, ami tlie decision of the ques-
tion is embarrassed by tlie nncevtainty attacliiufc to the date of his

nan-ative. If the chapter is early, Salem cau hardly mean Jenisaleiii,

but many critics now assijnx to it a vei-y late date.
' See YakAt, iv. 690 j Taj el 'Arils, iV. 214.
^ See Zimraermatm's Kartells ititd- Pl&iir zxr Top. fl. all. Jerus.,

based ou Schick's nieasuremeiits (Basel, 1876); Qtiart. Stat, ofP E.F.,
18S0. p. 82.

The present account of the city is based on the results

which have thus been obtained by actual exploration ; but,
although so much has been done during the last fifteen

years to clear up disputed questions, much still remains to

be accomplished

The geographical situation of Jerusalem has now been
determined by trigonometry to be 31° 46' 45" N. lat. and
35° 13' 25" E. long, of Greenwich (taken at the dome
of the Holy Sepulchre church). The city stands at the
extremity of a plateau which shelves down in a south-east

direction from the watershed ridge of Judjea, which is here
somewhat contorted. About a mile north of the town the

ridge coming from the north is deflected towards the west
at an elevation averaging 2600 feet above the Mediter-

ranean, and thus passes clear of the city on its west sida
From tliis ridge at the point of deflexion an important
spur with steep and rugged eastern slopes runs out south-

east for 1^ miles, and thence southwards for \\ miles
more. The spur culminates in two principal summits, the
most northerly 2725 feet above the sea, the second (now
crowned with a village and a minaret) 2650 feet above the
same level ; and there is a third summit or knoll on the
south terminating the spur and rising to an elevation of

2410 feet To this chain (but more especially to the
central summit with the minaret on it, now called Jebel et

Tor) the name Olivet applies. The plateau between this

chain and the watershed ridge is drained by two flat open
valley heads which form a junction about | mile north of

the north-east angle of the modern city, and become a deep
ravine with sides steep and in places precipitous, running
immediately beneath and west of Olivet for a distance of

1 J miles from the junction to a well called Mr EyHh,
where the bed is 197!» feet above the Mediterranean and
430 feet below the termination of the Olivet chain. This
valley is the " brook " (nahal OTfiumara) Kidron, bounding
the site of Jerusalem ou the east; A second valley (W.
er Rababy) has its head in a shallow depression north-west

of the city close to the watershed, whence it first runs south

for about 4 mile, and then—rapidly deepening and flanked

by low precipices—trends east for another i mUe, joining

the Kidron in an open plot close to the Bir Eyflb above
noticed. The second valley thus flanking Jerusalem on the

west and south encloses an area half a mile wide and rudely

quadrangular,—the sgat of tlie city itself whether ancient

or modern.

The site thus generatly described—a natural fortress

standing on spurs of hiU surrounded on three sides by
valleys 300 to 400 feet deep—is but imperfectly supplied

with water. Only one spring exists anywhere near the

city, namely, that in the Kidron valley, about 700 yards
above the junction with the western ravine, now called the

"spring with steps" {Umm ed Derej), or the "Virgin's

spring." The vicinity of Jerusalem consists of strata of
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the Eocene and Chalk, formations, having a general dip

down from the watershed of about 10°E.S.E. The action

of denudation has left patches of the various strata, but

generally speaking the oldest are on the west. The upper

part of the Olivet chain consists of a soft white limestone,

with fossils and flint bands belonging to the Upper Chalk:

beneath this are—first, a hard silicious chalk, with flint

bands ; secondly, a soft white limestone, much used in the

ancient buildings of the city ; thirdly, a hard chalk, often

pink and white in colour, and then known as Sta. Croce

marble. The underlying beds belonging to the period of

the Greensand are not visible, the lowest strata in the

Kidron precipices belonging to the Lower Chalk epoch.

The actual position of the city at various times has

differed but little in comparison with other capitals. The
outline of the small spurs concerning which so many famous

controversies have arisen is now much obscured by the

accumulation of rubbish, which has been increasing ever

since the time of Nehemiah (Neh. iv. 10). There is an

average depth of from 30 to 40 feet of this debris through-

out the town, and the foundations of the modern houses
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Contours of Ancient Jernsalem, with tlie line of the Walls, accor^liug

to Lieut. Conder.

often stand upon it. In the valleys there is a depth of 70
feet, and east of the temple in one place shafts were sunk
120 feet before the rock was reached. The natural features
of the ground, although unaltered and traceable to a
practised eye, are thus less sharply accentuated than in the
ancient period of the city's history. As, liowever, we have
now more than two hundred and fifty actual observations
of the rock levels in an area of 210 acres, there is no diffi-

culty in recovering the general features of the ancient
natural site of the town.

The quadrangle included between the two outer valleys
above described is again split up by a valley, the Tyropreon
of Josephus, which divides the plateau into two main spurs,
—that on the east being the temple hill, that on the west the
seat of the upper city. The Tyropceon is both shallower
and broader than the boundary ravines already noticed, its

depth averaging only from 100 to 150 feet below the crests
cf the ridges. Its real head is immediately outside the

present Damascus gate and the nr^rth wall of the modern
city, whence it runs with a curved course southwards to

join the Kidron just above the junction with the western
boundary valley, a distance of about 1600 yards. There
is, however, a second affluent or head of the central valley

on the west side of it^s main course—a kind of dell or
theatre-shaped depression extending westwards for more
than 300 yards, and measuring not quite 200 yards north
and south. Thus, while the eastern ridge is unbroken, the

western is divided into two summits joined by a narrow
saddle which separates the head of the broad central valley

just described from the upper part of the western bpundary
valley.

Of the two western hill tops, that towards the south is

the largest and most lofty. It has a trapezoid shape, and
terminates on all sides in steep slopes, which are in places

precipitous, and it is only joined to the watershed by the

connecting saddle, which is scarcely 50 yards in width.

This high southern hill measures 2000 feet north and
south by about 1300 feet east and west. The highest part

is towards the west, where the level of the flat broad

summit is about 2520 feet above the Mediterranean. The
smaller northern knoll or hiU top, bounded on the east by
the great central valley of Jerusalem, on the south by the

theatre-shaped valley which separates it from the high

southern hill, and on the west by a small subsidiary depres-

sion running north, rises to a summit not more than 2490
feet in elevation, or 30 feet below the flat top of the larger

southern hill.

The eastern ridge, on which the temple stood, has a height

towards the north of about 2500 feet; it then becomes
narrower, and is artificially divided by a deep rock-cut

trench running cast and west. Its original form within

the temple enclosure was that of a rounded top with a steep

western slope and a more gentle gradient on the east, the

level of the ridge falling from 2460 to 2300 feet in a

length of about 500 yards. The end of this ridge is formed

by a tongue of ground between the Kidron and the shallow

central valley, falling rapidly in 400 yards to a level only

50 feet above the valley beds.

The identity of the present Haram (or sanctuary) with

the ancient temple enclosure is imdisputed, the onlj-

question which has arisen being whether the boundary
walls now existing coincide with the outer ramparts of

Herod's temple enclosure. The Haram is a quadrangle

containing 35 acres, the interior surface roughly levelled,

partly by filling up with eavth the portions where the rock

is lowest, partly by means of vaulted substructures of

various ages. The most important results of Captain

^Varren's excavations were those connected with the

exploration of the rampart walls, which measure 1601 feet

on the west, 922 on south, 1530 on east, and 1042 feet on

north, the south-west angle being 90° and the south-east

92° 30'. The height of the wall varies from 30 to 170

feet. On the west, on the south, and on the east for probably

1090 feet from the south-east corner, the masonry is all of

one style, the stones being of great size with a marginal

draft,—the imperfect finish of the faces in some of the

lower courses apparently showing that the foundation-

stones were never visible above the surface. The north

part of the east wall consists, however, of masonry differ-

ing somewhat from the rest, the finish being rougher and

the stone of inferior quality. It was found that this wall

is continued for some distance beyond the liorth-east comer

of the present area. The present north wall is of quite a

different kind of masonry, and appears to be much more

recent, the substructures immediately inside being only as

old as the 12th century. The north-west angle is formed

by a projecting scarped block of rock measuring 350 feet

east and west and 50 feet north and south, the height
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above tlie interior court bsiug about 30 feet. On this

scarp the modern barracks stand, and a fosse GO feet deep
and 165 feet wide is still traceable outside the rock on the
north. A valley bed 100 feet below the level of the Haram
court ran across the north-east portion of the area into the
Kidron ; and south of this the remains of a scarp running
east and weat have been discovered, but are not as yet
completely explored. The prolongation of this scarp east-

wards cuts the east wall of the Haram at the point 1090
feet from the south angle, at whiclx the change iu the
character of tlie masonry above explained probably occurs.

The evidence thus obtained seems to indicate that an area
of about 7i- acres has been added to the ancient enclosure
on the north-east to give it the jiresent quadrangular form,
and the rougher masonry on the east appears to have
belonged to the city wall constructed by Agrippa and not
to the older wall of Herod's temple.

At the south-west angle of the Haram enclosure are the

remains of an ancient arch (Robinson's arch), 42 feet span,

belonging to a bridge across the Tyropceon, the west pier

of which Captain Warren discovered, as well as the fallen

voussoirs, lying on a pavement 40 feet beneath the surface,

while under the pavement 20 feet lower was found the
voussoir of a former bridge on the same site (t/. Jos., B. J.,

i. 7, 2). At the south-east angle of the enclosure Captain
Warren found beneath the surface remains of an ancient
wall of finely drafted masonry abutting on the east ram-
part of the Haram, and here some unexplained marlcs or

letters in red paint were discovered on the lower stones.

The buried wall runs southward for 250 yards at a heiglit

of 70 feet, and is held to be part of the wall of Ojiliel.

The base of a great projecting tower was also laid bare, and
identified by the discoverer with the tower of Neh. IJi. 25.

Another noticeable discovery was the fact that an ancient

aqueduct is intersected by the west Haram wail, which must
consequently be more recent than the rock tunnel thus

ilestroyed.

The facts thus ascertained allow of the identification of

the great walls still standing with those which supported

the outer cloisters of the temple enclosure in the timo of

Herod's reconstruction of the edifice. The original area

of Solomon's temple enclosure was doubled by Herod
(
B.

J., i. 21, 1), who took away the ancient foundations and
made a quadrangle eitonJiag fium the fortress of Autonia
to the royal cloister, to which a great bridge led from the

upper city {B. J., vi. 6, 2), while the eastern limit was
formed by the Kidron ravine, the Ophel wall joining the

plateau of the temple at the south-east angle {Ant., xv. 11,

5; A J-.,v. 4, 2).

The scarped rock at the north-west angle of the Haram,
with its outer fosse dividing the temple hill from Bezetha,

answers exactly to the description by Josephus of ''he tower

of Antonia {B. J., v. 5, 8) and thus serves to identify the

north-west angle of the ancient enclosure with the corre-

sponding angle of the modern Haram. The correspondence

of the south-west angles of (ho two areas is established by
the discovery of the great bridge, and that of the south-

east angles of the same by the exploration of the Ophel
wall. The northern boundary of Herod's temple probably

coinoided with the scarp already described, 1090 feet north

of the south-east angle. The area was thus, roughly

speaking, a quadrangle of 1000 feet side, from which the

citadel of Antonia, as described by Josephus, projected on
the north-west (</. B. J., vi. 5, 4).

The natural water-supply of Jerusalem is from the

Virgin's spring already noticed, which comes out from be-

neath the Ophel ridge in a rocky cave extending 12 teet

from the face of the hill, and reached by flights of twenty-

eight steps. The water flows witli an intermittent action,

rising from beneath the lowest steps, at intervals varying,

according to the season and the rainfall, from a few hoars
to one or even two days.

From this spring a rock -cut tunnel 1708 feet in length
leads through- the Ophel ridge to the Pool of Siloam (nov.-

Birlcct Sibi'dn), which is a rock-cut reservoir with masonry
retaining-walls measuring 52 feet by 18 feet, having a
rock-cui channel leadiug away from it to a larger pool
formed by damming up the flat valley bed with a thick
wall of masonry close to the junction of the Kidron and
the Tyropceon. 1 A rock-cut shaft—like the great tunnel
a work of immense labour—leads from the spring west-

wards to an entrance from tlie surface' of the ground 120
feet above and 180 feet west of the spring. The rock
tunnel was known in the l"lh century, but the shaft which
formed a secret entrance to the one spring of Jerusalem
was discovered by Captain Warren. The water of Siloam
was originally sweet, but has been fouled and made bitter

since tho 12th century. From the reservoir it runs south-

wards to the Btr Eijuh already noticed, a well 125 feet

deep.

The remaining reservoirs of Jerusalem are fed by aque-
ducts and by the rains. West of the city is the rock-cut
iVfamilla pool In the upper part of tlie valley of Hinnoni
is Birkel es Sidtdn, constructed in the 1 2th century. Since

the 1-lth century these two tanks have been erroneously

named the Uiiper and Lower Pools of Gihon. Inside the

city is the Patriarch's Pool near the west (the ancient

Amygdaion or " Tower Pool," if J., v. 11, 4), while imme-
diately north of the Haram are the Twin Pools made by
roofing in part of the ancient fosse, and the Birkct Isrdil,

measuring 3G0 by 130 feet, and apparently constructed

after the great destruction of 70 a.d.

The Twin Pools were identified in the 4th century with
Eethesda, bi *: since the 12lh that name has been given ti

the Birket Isr,«l. The site of Bethesda is stdl doubtful.

Three aqueducts supplied the city, one of which, con-

structed by Pilate (Ant, xviii. 3, 2), led from the so-called

pools of Solomon, 7 miles distant, to tho temple, and .still

conveys water when in repair. Its course appears on the
map ; the second from the same locality prolJably fed the
Birket Mamilla, but is nov/ lost ; the tliird from the north
oo'l-.-cted aui face draiiidgo and led to the temple enclosure
underground, a distance of 2000 feet only. The great

reservoirs in th's enclosure, about thirty in number,- were
capable of lioloiug a total supply of 10 million gallons of

water. (c. i.. c.)

n. Ancient Jerusalem.

Up to the time of David the strong fortress of Jerusalem
remained in the hands cf the ancient Canaan ite inhabitants
who were known as Jebusites.^

The city was deemed imp'-ecrnable, but' its conquest was
one of the first exploits of David, when he became king of

all Israel, and had need of a capital .that should serve as a
base for his military operations and a centre of union for

JuiJah and Israfil. lomri ''" *be frontier line between his

own tribe of Judah and the difficult country of Benjamin,
which had been the ceuiro of the struggle with the Phihs-

tines since the fall of Shiloh, Jerusakm was admirably
adapted for these purposes. The Jebusites \7eie not
expelled, but continued to live side by side with the
Hebrews (Josh. sv. 63; Judg. i. 21 ; 2 Sam. zziv. 18;

^ A very ancient Hebrew inscription, ruferring to the coTistrttCT"-u ol

the tiiunel, was discovered in June ISSO. The date and many points
iu the reading and interpretation ave .still obscure.

^ In Judg. xi.^. 10, 1 C'liron jci. 4, the city itself is called JabB.= ; Imt
ns this part of tlie Book of Judges {as well as Josh. xv. 8, xviiL 28(
is piour.l-'y or late date, and the older i-ecords use the name Jerusalem,
it is not safe to re'-^s:r^ J.^ms as the eailiest name of the city. The
reference to Jerusalem in ^udg. -. ' app-tac tu bo an interjiolation, and
Josh. XV. 63, Judg. i. 21 to lefei- to the time alter Davic.
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ZecL ix 7). Diivid himself occupied "'the mountain

fortress ('^JVP) of Ziou." which' was strengthened by
new walls and received the name of the city of Daidd.

Here a palace was built by Tyrian architects, and the now
capital was consecrated by the removal to il of the arK.

The site of the city of David forms the fundamental

question of Jerusalem topography. The current traditional

view (but not that of the most ancient tradition even in

the Christian church) makes Zion the southern eminence

of the western hill, and places David's fortress there.

More recently Messrs Warren and Conder have contended

that the city of DavidTs identical with the Acra of

Jusephus, and place the latter on the northern summit of

the v/estern hUl, between the two branches of the Tyropceon

(see below). A third view places the city of David on the

southern part of the Temple hill ; and this opinion is not

only conformed to the oldest post-Biblical tradition (1

Maccabees, Jerome, &c.), in which Zion certainly means
the Temple hill, but is the only view that does justice to

the language of the Old Testament.

It is necessary at the outset to clear away the popular

idea tlijt the capital of David was already a great town,

occupying a site comparable iu e.\tent with that of the later

city. Certainly if all the Levites and sacred ministers

mentioned in Chronicles were actually assembled at Zion

in David's time, we might conclude that the town was
already a capital on a grand scale. But the Chronicler

constantly carries back later institutions into primitive

times, and the early history, which alone can be viewed as

a sa[e guide, gives cpiite another picture. Zion was merely

one of the " mountain fortresses " found all over Piilestine

us places of refuge in time of invasion, and w;is garrisoned

by a liandful of mercenaries (the GibhC>,-'iin). The whole

levy of Israel in Uivid's time was but 30,000 men (2 Sam.
vi. 1 ; comp. the 40,000 of Judg. v 8), and before the

development of trade among the Hebrews Jerusalem had
not the natural conditions for the growth of a great city.

In the tirst instance the town doubtless consisted mainly
of the C'jurt and its dependants, with the Jebnsite popula-

tion, who must have been predondnantly agricultural and
limited in number by the limitation of their territory. Now
it is quite incredible that the Temple hill was ever excluded
from Zion. Throughout the Old Testament Zion appears
as the holy mountain, the seat of the sanctuary. It is

true at tlie same time that Zion and the site of Jerusalem
are interchangeable idea* in Hebrew literature; but this

only proves that the niuuntiin of the sanctuary was
essentially the mountain on which the city stood.l

Further, it is clear from 1 Kings viii. 1 sq., 2 Sam. xxiv.

18, that the tein[ilo stood above the city of David, as else-

where in Hebrew holy places the sanctuary crowned the

hill on whose slope< the town stood. Moreover, the graves
of the kings, which were certainly iu the city of David,
eucro-ichecl on the temple enclosure (Ezek. xliii. 7, 8),

which indeed at the time of tlie captivity was closely built

up {Wi'f.), and stood in the middle of the city (Ezek. xi.

23). Agiin, Micali iv. 8 identifies the ancient " tower of

the dock," the original seat of" the kingdom, at Jerusalem,
with " 0|ihcl of the daughter of Zion." But Ophel is one
of the few topographical names that can be traced down
to the time of Josc[ihus, whose description shows that it

liy to the south-east of the temido. Still more precise is

the duteriniuatiou given by references to the one fountain
of Jerusalem, which, as we have seen, springs out under
the temple hill on the east. According to Neh. iii. l.'j,

xii 37, the city of David was reached by n stair iu the

' Tlio pxplaiiatory iioto of nu cilitoi- ill 1 Kings yiii. 1, "thecityot
D.o ill, wMcli is Ziou," caiiunt In- str.iilicd to nu'.nii tJi.Tt tlje remnv.il of
till' arli frnui tlin city of D;tviil to tin' tcuipli; was its rciuoval from the.
inouutaiu of Ziou to .-rfioUn r liill.

',-icinity of the fountain gate and the pool of SiloaL^ This
ascent led up above David's palace to the water gate, where
in Nehemiah's time there was an open space in front of the
temple (comp. Neh. viii. 1, IG with Ezra x. 9). Thus we
see that David's palace lay between the temple and the
pool of Siloah or King's pool (Neh. ii. 14). These notices
are the more important because the water system connected
with the Virgin's spring forms almost the only quite certain
part of Jerusalem's topography. The spring itself is Gihon,
which from its name must have been a true spring, while
2 Chron. xxxiii. 14 teaches us to look for it in the Kidron
valley (hm). The subterranean conduit which still exists

had for its object to conduct the water inside the city,

and appears to be that constructed by Hezekiah (2 Kings
XX 20). In Isa. xxii. 8, 11 we read of a lower pool
and an old pool (no doubt identical with the upper pool,

Isa. vii. 3 ; 2 Kings xviii. 17), whose waters were
collected in the time of Hezekiah, under apprehension
of siege, in a reservoir between the two walls. From this

passage, compared with Neh. iii 1.5, we gather that

Hezekiah's pool was protected by an outer line of fortifica-

tion, and here lay the gate of the two walls (2 Kings xxv. 4),

Tvith the royal gardens beside them. The supplementary
notices of the conduit and the outer wall, given in

Chronicles, have not the weight of contemporary history,

but they show the writer to have still possessed the same
tradition as to the place of the city of David, for he
describes its outer wall as running along the Kidron valley

west of Gihon (i.e., so as to leave the fountain outside, 2
Chron. xxxiii. 14; comp. xxxii. 3, 4), and tells us that
Hezekiah's conduit brought the water of Gihon in a
westerly direction to the city of David (chap. xxxiL 30).

According to the Bible, then, the city of David lay on
the southern part of the hill which his son crowned with
the temple.^ The chief feature in the fortifications was a
tower nam-ed Millo, perhaps on the site of the modern
barracks, protecting the approach to Zion from the north.

The town had but little splendour. The king occupied a

wooden palace, the work of foreign craftsmen, and the ark
still dwelt in curtains. Under Solomon, who had the true

Oriental pa.5sion for building and luxury, and squandered
enormous sums on his court, great improvements were
made, especially by the erection of the twin palaces " the
house of Jehovah and the house of the king," constructed
of stonework strengthened by string courses of wooden
beams in the still familiar style of Arabian building. The
palace, which took nearly twice as long to erect as the

temple, consisted of a great complex of buildings and
porticos, including the porch of judgment, an armoury,
and the palace of the queen.

The site of the palace has been variously assigned by
topographers. But it lay above the old residence of David *

(1 Kings ix. 24), and all the indications given in the Old
Testament lead us to place it quite close to the temple,
with which its porticos seem to have been connected (2
Kings xvi. 18; xxiii. 11). 'WelLhausen indeed, from an
examination of 1 Kings vi., vii., has made it probable that

the royal buildings lay within the outer court of the temple
(Well.-Bleek, Einl., p. 232). The clearest details are con-

nected with a court of the palace called the pri.son court

(Jer. xxxiL 2), where there was a gate called the prison

gate, and a great projecting tower (Neh. iii. 25-27). Tliis

part of the building must have been close to the temple,

for it was at the ]jrison gate that the second choir in the

= Tlie fo>int.ain g.ite is tlie gate besirle Siloali, wliich is itself calli'!

tlie foontiin (tttj^t)) by Joseplius {ii. J., v. 4, 1).

' The statements of JosepUiis as io the topogiapliy of the city of

David nud Soloniou are of no iudcpKUdcnt value. He possessed no
sources except the Old Testament.

* So ill Nell. iii. 25 it is called the upper palace in di.stinction from
the house ot David, chap. xii. 37.
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procession of Nek xii. halted and stood " in the house of

God," meeting the other choir, which ascended from Siloah

by the stair above David's house and reached the temple

at the water gate. It appears further from Neh. iii. 27

that the fortifications of the prison were adjacent to Ophel,

so that the palace seems to have stood about the south-east

corner of the temple area.^

After the division of the kingdoms Jerusalem was shorn

of its political glory. The city itself was taken by Shishak

in the reign of Rehoboam, and lost the riches accumulated

by Solomon. The great houses of Omri and Jehu quite

overshadowed the Idngdom of Judah, which forgot its

weakness in the reign of Amaziah only to receive signal

chastisement from Jehoasli, who took Jerusalem, and

jjartly levelled the walls (2 Kings xiv.). The decline

and fall of Samaria raised the relative importance of the

southern capital ; the writings of the prophets show that

wealth had accumulated and luxury increased, and so we

find King Jotham adding an upper gate in the northern or

higher court of the temple (2 Kings xv. 35 ; Jer. xxxvi.

10 ; Ezek' ix. 2), while Hezekiah, as we hiwe already seen,

laboured for the improvement of the water supply, and so

lendered the city more capable to resist siege. The later

liistory in Chronicles adds details of fortifications erected

by Uzziah and Manasseh, which probably express the oral

tradition current in the author's day. In the later days

cf the monarchy Jerusalem had so far increased that we
read of a second town or quarter (2 Kings xxii. 1-1

; Zeph.

L 10, Heb. ; com p. Neh. iii. 9). There was also a trading

quarter called the Maktesh, inhabited by Canaanites or

Tyriaus (Zeph. i. 11), who still formed a large part of the

mercantile population after the exile (Neh. xiii.; Zech. xiv.

21). Maktesh means mortar, so that we must suppose the

traders to have lived in a hollow valley, perhaps the upper

part of the Tyropceon. But the main part of the town

was still grouped round the temple plateau, from which

steep streets ran down the slope of the hill (Lam. iv. 1),

the houses rising tier above tier, so that the roof tops com-

manded a view of the environs (Isa. xxii.). According to

Eastern custom the handicrafts

—

e.g., the bakers, Jer.

xxxvii. 21—had their own streets or bazaars.

For the compass o' *he walls of Jerusalem at the time

of its capture by Nr.buchadnezzar the chief document is the

account of the resto.-ation of the fortifications by Nehemi ih,

who followed the old line, and speaks of the various gates

and to-wers by their old names. His description presents

many difficulties, the most intelligible part being that

which deals with the eastern wall, from Siloah and the

fountain gate to the point where the temple and the palace

joined one another. The western boundary of the city is

particularly obscure, and its position must be mainly

determined by reference to the " valley gate " (Neh. ii.

13 ; iii. 13). The valley (<iay) is used as a proper name,

and is no doubt identical with the valley (t/ny) of tlie son

of Hiunom, the Kidron valley being always caUed nahal

i.e., fiumara. The common opinion makes this gui/ the

valley to the west of modern Jerusalem (Wady er Rababy),

in which ease the valley gate must necessarily have occupied

much the same position as the modern Jaffa gate, and the

whole of the later upper city on the south-west hill must

already have been included within the walls. This view,

however, ii far from indisputable. A thousand cubits

south of the valley gate was the dung gate, the gate before

which the rubbish heaps of the city lay. This on the

common theory must have been about the south-west corner

^ Another view is that Solomon's palace stood on the western hill,

anil was connected with the temple by a bridge. But " the ascent"

of the A. V. of 1 Kinss x. 5 does not exist in the original, and seems

to rest on a false reading ;n Chronicles. In Ezek. xliv. the sovereign

entfiTs tl'2 temple from tlic oa-st.

of the hill, near the present Protestant school. Between
this point and the fountain gate in the vicinity of the pool

of Siloah is nearly half a mile in a straight line, and the

intervening wall must have been much longer if it followed

the natural line of defence. Yet Nehcmiah gives no
account of this section of the ramparts (Neh. iii. 14, 15).

His record seems to imply that the fountain gate was near
the dung gate ; and similarly in chap. xii. the procession

which went southward to the dung gate is immediately

afterwards found at the fountain gate. It is hardly possible

that so important a part of the circuit should be twice

omitted, and in fact the vast lacuna disappears at once if

wo suppose that the gay is the Tyropceon, and that the

upper city of Josephus on the south-west hill was not

enclosed in the circuit of Nehcmiah's walls. In that case

the valley gate lay on the Tyropooon, somewhere near the

south-east angle of the Haram area, and the wall ran south-

ward along the east side of the valley, till at the pool of

Siloah au outwork was thrown out to protect the water

supply.

Besides simplifying tliotopograpliical didlcultics of Neh. iii., this

view has several other advai>ta^cs. On the received view the Tyro-
]>Geou is nowhere mentioned iu Scripture, thougli it lay in the licait

of the city. This difficulty is removed by the view above suggested,

and the third valley (\V. er liab.'iliy) apjiears to be quite out of re-

lation to the circuit of the Biblical Jerusaleiu, so that one docs not

look for much mention of it. Again, wcliavesccu that the Canaan-

ite quarter of the city lay iu a hollow—presumably in the Tyiopa:ou,

and it is very natural that the scat of Canaanite worship in the

valley of Hinnom should be iu the vicinity of this. quarter. Orice

more, by idacingtlic valley gate quite near the tenqde, we understand

liow it was iu this neighbourhood that the sacred procession in

Nell. xii. began its course. Even at a much later date the Temple
hill was the real stroughold of Jei usaleui, which Judas and his suc-

cessors were concerueil to fortify with walls. It would have been

folly in Kehemiah to enclose a much vaster and less defensible cir-

cuit when the iuh.ahitants w ere so few that it w.is necessary to draft

our-tcuth of the whole peojje into tlie capital (Keh. xi. 1).

The course of tho w.all north of tho valley gate must still

have skirted the base of the Temple hill east of the Tyropceon.

It is not improbable that the Maktesh or Canaanite trading

quarter lay outside the fortifications, a bazaar beyond the gate

being a common feature iu Eastern towns. ^ Fioui the tower

of furnaces or ovens the "broad wall" ran to the point wdiero

in the Persian time the governor of the Syrian provinces had his

throne. The throne would stand in an open place by a gateway, and
conq)arison of Neh. iii. 7 with xii. 39 shows that tho gate must
have been that of Kphraim, i.e., the gate of the main road leading

to the north, which then as now must almost of necessity have
followed the upper course of the Tyropceon, and so would skirt the
walls for some distance before entering the city. In fact tliere were
400 cubits between the gate of E}thraim and the corner gate {2.

Kings xiv. 13). The corner gate is also named tJie first gate (Zech.

xiv. 10), and so is probably identical with the ohl gate of Nehcmiah.

For obvious engineering reasons the eminence at the north-west of

the Haram area must always have been a princi['al point in the

fortifications, and here the old gate may very w ell be placed. It is

indeed very likely tliat this was the site of the ancient bastion of

Millo. From the corner gate the north line of the wall ran by tho

fish gate to the towers of Mcah and Hananeel, the latter ot

which appears in Zech., loc. cit., as theoppositeextreraity of thecitv"

from the royal wine vats in tho gardens by Siloah, while in Jew

xxxi. 38 tlie line between it and the corner gate is named as th>;

natural direction of extension for the city. The tower, therefore,

must have stood very near the north-cast corner of the wall, but not

so far east as the angle of tlie Haram area, which is here built out,

disguising the natural line of the hill side. From Zech., loc. cit., we
see that the Benjamin gate was at the east end of the north wall.

There was a road into Benjamite territory ovei' the Kidron (1 King.^

ii. 37), and to this there was a natural descent by a pmall valley

now neaily obliterated, having its head a little south of the Birket

Isrdil. Here too is the diiect way to Anathoth, which was through

the Benjamin gate (Jer. xxxvii. 13). In Nehcmiah's record the

ehcep gate seems to have the same jiosition. From the angle near

the tower of Hananeel and the Benjamin gate the line of the hill

run southwards, trending to the east. At the extreme east point,

beyond the present line of wall, and a little south of the modern

' In fact at the siege of Titus the wool and clothes market and the

brassworkers' bazaar still lay iu nuich the snni© quarter, in the new city,

outside tho ohl line of fortification, though within the second waU
(B. /., V. 8, 1).
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'polilen gate, must he placed ttie horse gate (Jer. xxxl. 40). South

of this again came the fortifications of Opbel and the upper palace,

and from this point the enceinte swept round to the pool of Siloah.

The lower wall of Manasseh in 2 Chron. xxxiii. 14 Ls described as

an outwork in the Kidron valley extending all along thfi eastern

side of the town and round the north,-east corner.

The long blank in the history of the Jews which follows

the time of Nehemiah makes it impossible to trace the

progress of Jerusalem in any detail. Under the Persian

empire the Jews enjoyed Uttle prosperity. Alexander

spared the city, but in 320 its walls were rased by

Ptolemy I. (Appian, Sp>:, 50). A period of comparative

prosperity followed, culminating in the liigh priesthood of

Simon IL (219-199 B.C.), who repaired the temple and

strengthened its defences and fortified the city. The walls

were again destroyed and the city burned by the army of

Antiochus Epiphanes in 168 B.c. When Judas Maccabseus

reconsecrated the temple (165) he also fortified the holy

mountain of Zion (the Temple hill) with wall and towers.

Once more rased by the Greeks, the walls of the city were

renewed with hewn stone by Jonathan.

It is plain from 1 JIacc. iv. 60, vi. 7, x. 11, that np to this time

the fortified city was still identical with the Temple hiJl ; but a new
topographical problem is raised by what is related of the citadel

(Akra) ereoted by Epiphanes to dominate the town. The Akra
is identified by the author with the city of David. It continued to

be held by the Greeks after the town was fortified by the Macca-

bees, and indeed was ultimately reduced by the erection of a special

wall cutting off the Greek garrison from access to the city and
market (xii. 36). The natural inference from all this is that the

Greek citadel lay on the Temple hill, and presumably on the site

of the later Antonia. That hill is certainly the Zion of 1 ilacc.

;

and the city of David, with which the Akra is idtTntified, had always

meant the fortress of Zion. The same result seems to follow from the

lan^ago of Josephus. "When Joscphus lived Jerusalem was almost

a new town. Under the Maccabees, and again under Herod, the

prosperity of the Jews was greater than at any previous time. The
sanctuary was a centre of pilgrimage from the most distant lands,

and the sovereigns of Jerusalem had au empire greater than any of

the kings after Solomon. The growth of the city must have been
enormous, and the great buildings of Herod and his successors had
wholly changed its aspect, especially in the quarter of the temple

and on tho western hill where the royal palace stood. These

changes were very apt to mislead an uncritical writer with regard

to the ancient topography, and in fact Joseplius falls into a radical

blunder by assuniiiig that the fortress of David belonged to the

upper city, like tlie royal castle of his own day,^ and that the

western hill had always been part of Jerusalem. But of Jerusalem

as he himself saw it he gives a vivid description {B. J., v. 4, 1).

The city stood on two hills divided by the Tyropccon valley, into

which tlio houses descended tier beneath tier. The higher western

hUl was called tho upper market, the lower hill across the Tyropceon

was the citadel hill, and was called indifferently the Akra or the

lower city. That this Akra included the ridge south of the temple is

clear from several marlis: the hill was a^upiKvpros, "hog-backed";
it was cut off by ravines on tho outer side, and had a continuous

approach to the temple, which stood on the higher ground ; finally,

it extended to SUoah at tho mouth of the Tyropccon.^ Thus we see

that, though Josephus himself has lost tho true tradition as to the

city of David, he furnishes additional proof that tho citadel hill,

still identified with it by the author of 1 Mace, was no other than
the eastern hill.

A different view of tho Akra was maintained by Robinson, and
li.oa been elaborated by ilessrs Wajren and Conder * in connexion

with recent better observations as to the two heads of tho Tyropceon
valley. It is maintained that tho Akra was a knoll, west of the

Temple hill and north of the traditional Zion, between the two heads

of the T>Topccon. To gain any show of plausibility for this view it

isnecess.try to lay great weight on a statement, of Josephus that the

Temple hill was once a third eminence lower than the Akra, and
divided from it by a broad ravine, and that Simon after taking the

Akra destroyed the citadel and laboured for three years to reduce

its site below tho level of the temple j^lateau and fill up the inter-

vening hollow (B. J., V. 4 ; Ant., xiii. 6, 6). This story is pro-

* A perpetuation of this blunder gives the current name Tower of

David to the Herodian tower, probably Ph.a6ael, which still stands by
the Jaffa gate. On this tower compare a paper by Schick in Zeitschr.

d. Deul. Paldstina- Vereins, vol. i.

^ B. J., VL 7, 2 ; corop. v. 4, 1, and the association of Siloah and
the Akra in v. 6, 1.

' See Warren, The Temple or tfie Tomb, London, 1880; aad Conder,

Tent Work in Palestine, London, 1378, ToL i.

bably exaggerated, for according to the early and trustworthy evi-

dence of 1 Mace. xiii. the Akra was not destroyed, but only purged,

and strengthened by additional fortifications on the sacred moun-
tain. And in any case we know that the Akra was opposite the

temple, and that in the time of Josephus there was no longer a

ravine between, whereas the city opposite the temple to tlie west

wasstillcut off by the deep Tyropceon {Anl.,-!iv. 11, 5), except where

a bridge led to the palace on the western hill. Nor is it possible that

the western head of the Tyropceon can bo the deep ravine which,

according to Josephus, separated tho upper and lower city, for

that head is the theatre-shaped basin described in Ant., xv. 11, 5 as

facing the temple across tho ravine.

Under the Hasmonean dynasty we meet with the first

unambiguous evidence that the city had extended to the

loftier western hill, where a new palace was erected over-

looking the temple {Ant., xx. 8, 11). This continued to

be the royal quarter, and was raised to great splendour by

Herod, who covered a vast extent of ground with his

palace, its courts anfl pleasure grounds. The palace of

Herod embraced two edifices transcending the temple in

magnificence, and the three enormous adjoining tower.';,

Hippicus, Phasael, and Jtariamne, made the upper city tlie

strongest part of Jerusalem. Here also in Herod's days

stood the xystus or gymnasium, beneath the Hasmonean

palace, where a bridge spanned the Tyroposon. The bridge

already existed under the later Hasmoneans, when the nev.'

quarter had as yet minor importance and the Temple hill

was still the only citadel. Here the warlike high priest

Hyrcanus usually dwelt in the castle (Bapts, mo) which

Herod afterwards converted into the fortress of Antonia in

the north-west corner of the enceinte of tlie temple {Ant.,

XV. 11, 4 ; JS. J., V. 5, 8). Antonia had the form of a

square keep, with loftier towers rising pinnacle-like at the

comers. It commanded the temple and therefore the

whole lower city, and by its two staircases the Roman
soldiers descended into the porticoes of the temjile to keep

order among the worshippers (comp. Acts xxi. 35).

When Pompey besieged the Temple hill iu 65 RC, the

bridge was broken down, and the Tyropceon afforded a

complete defence on the west. His assault was made

from the north, where there was a strong wall v.'ith towera

and a deep fosse which was with difficulty filled up to

permit the advance of his siege train. This fosse must bo

identified with the rock cut trench north of the Haram area,

and from Josephns's description seems to have been still

the northern limit of the town. The walls destroyed by

Pompoy were restored by Antipater, and ten years later

yielded, after an obstinate resistance, to Herod and the

Romans (37 B.C.). The Baris, occupied by Antigonus,

was not surrendered till the temple and the rest of the city

had been carried by storm, and we now read of two walls

which had to be reduced successively.

The most important buildings erected by Herod have

already been alluded to, and his reconstruction of tlie

temple will be considered under that heading. But the walls

of the city as they existed at the time of the siege by Titus

must still be described. They were three in number. Tho
first wall consisted of a rampart to the north of Herod's

palace, connecting Hippicus in the citadel of the upper

city with the western porch of the temple, and of another

line skirting the face of the western hill from Hippicus

southward, thence curving round beyond Siloah, and

joining the eastern wall of the temple enclosure at Ophel.

Several traces of this wall stUl exist. The second wall,

connecting a point in the northern line of the first wall

with Antonia, enclosed the new town or trading quarter.

Outside both these walls, on the hill side sloping southwards

towards the temple, a suburb called Bezetha had gi-own up,

which Agrippa T. in the time of Claudius Caesar began to

protect with a third wall conceived on a gigantic scale, but

never altogether finished. The precise compass of this wall,

which began at Hippicus and rejoined the first wall in the

xm. — 8i
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K-idron valley, has been much disputed,— the great tower

of Psephinus, which stood on very high ground, and formed

its north-west angle, being supposed by some to have stood

near the modem castle of Goliath (Kasr JAlild), while others

place it as far north as the Russian cathedral. The

measurements by which it has been proposed to decide the

northern limits of Jerusalem are the distance of 3 stadia

from the city to the tomb of Queen Helena of Adiabene

(commonly identified with the Tombs of the Kings, KuhUr

es Salutin), and the circuit of 33 stadia assigned by Jose-

phus to the whole city. These measurements would seem

to imply that the ancient city stretched further north than

the modem walls, but they can hardly claim to-be taken

es mathematically accurate ; the estimates of the compass

of the city vary, and Eusebius places it at 27 stadia.

This again would imply a line closely coincident with the

north wall of the modern town, agreeing wJLh. the remains

of ancient scarping still visible, and witli the express

statement of Josephus that the line of the third wall

passed through the royal caves, i.e., the catacombs, or

the cotton grotto and grotto of Jeremiah, which are

separated by a kind of fosse cut through the live rock,

and manifestly forming part of the old waU line.^ In

the-siege under Titus the Romans successively carried the

third and second walls. They then occupied Antonia,

which was levelled to facilitate the approach of the forces

for the attack on the temple stronghold. The tempie was

•opened by fire rather than force, and, the Jewish leaders

having retired to the upper city, the lower tov%'n from the

lemple to Siloah was burned by the Romans. The capture

of the upper city was effected by a regular approach with

mounds and battering rams (September 70 A.D.), and even

ciien the huge citadel of Herod could only have yielded to

famine had it not been abandoned by the Jewish leaders in

a vain attempt at escape. Its three gi-eat towers, v/ith a

portion of the western wall, were left as a memorial, end

of this group the so-called tower of David (Phasael) still

stands.

The rebuilding of Jerusalem by Hadrian seems to have

teen originally conceived in a spirit friendly to the Jevi's,

and there is even some evidence tliat the restoration of the

temple was contemplated or commenced. After the great

revolt, however, Elin, Capitolina was transformed into a

purely pagan town with seven quarters and mr.ny buildings

of heathen fashion.^ The spread of Christianity and the

rise of the practice of pilgrimage gave a now importance to

the city of the crucifixion and resurrection, and in the time

•of Constantine the discovery of t'.ie Holy Sepulchre and thS"

erection of the magnificent church of the Anastasis (dedicated

•336 A.D.) again made Jerusalem a great religious centre.

In tlie pagan reaction under Julian an attempt wcs made
to rebuild the temple, but was frustrated by an outburst of

fire from the foundations (3G2). The unfortunate empress

Eudocia spent her last years at JerusRleui {c 350-360),

repaired the walls, built the church of St Stephen, founded
monasteries and hospitals, and enriched the churches. The
next great builder was Justinian, part of whose splendid

church of St Mary perhaps still remains in or to the east

of the mosque El-Aksa. In 614 Jerusalem was taken by
Chosroes, and the churches and sepulchre were burned, but
the patriarch Modestus restored them as soon as the Persians

retired. In 637 Jerusalem capitulated to the caliph Omar,
who gave directions for the erection of a place of worship
on the site of the "remotest shrine," i.e., the temple, to

which Mahomet, according to Kor. xviL 1, was transported

from Mecca in his famous night journey. From this verse

the groat sanctuary of Jerus.^lem received the name EI-

^ The eminence over the grotto of Jeremi.-ili (El Heidc-miyeh in PlutR
3C.) i-^i supposed by Lieutcn.aut Conder to be Calvary.

* Details lu Chron. Paxil., 01. 2H, 3.

Akaa, now generally confined to the building at the south

end of the Haraui. The original mosque as described by
Areulphos (670) was a rude edifice of wood capable of con-

taining 3000 worshippers ; but soon after the sanctuary

was reconstructed in a style of great magnificence by the

caliph 'Abd el Malik, whose date (72 A.H. = 691 a.d.) is

still read on a Cufic inscription on the Dome of the Rock,
though the name of the caliph seems to have been changed
to that of El-Mamdn, who restored the buddings after

a great earthquake, which, according to Mokaddasy left

nothing standing except the part around the mihrdb or

niche indicating the direction of Mecca. In their present

condition the buildings of the sanctuary show features of

very various styles from the Byzantine downwards. The
architectural problems which they suggest are closely

connected with controversies as to the topography of the

temple and the true site of the Holy Sepulchre, both of

which subjects will be more conveniently discussed under

TEia=LE. Apart from the question of the holy sites, the

later topography of Jerusalem presents no feature that

need detain us, and the subsequent fortunes of the

city belong to the general history of Palestine and the

crasades. (w. e. a)

UL MoDEEN Jerusalem.

It appears probable that the crusading wall ran Plate X.

just outsido the present one on the north-west side of

the town—the remains of mediaeval masonry existing all

along this line. la 1192 Saladin fortified the same
quarter with a second wall and a fosse, and, as remains

of an interior wall are still traceable at the ruined

tower caUed Kal'at Jdlud, it appears that ths two ramparts
must have run about CO yards apart on this side of the

town. Dismantled in 1219 and restored again in 1229,
the fortifications were again destroyed in 12'! 9, and the

present walls were built in 1542 by Suleimin the SJagnifi

cent, as witnessed by jnscriotions over the present Jaffa

and other gates. The following is a conspectus of the

gatss at different times in consecutive order :
—

Slodem Xame.

J. St Stcr.^'-'ns Gate.)
Bdb Si:U Maryam ^

2. Eerod'a GiVte, \

naies Zahrah...!
3. Damascus Gate,

(^

Mb el •AniiJ ....)

4.

5. Jaffa Gate, )

mb tl Khant ,...)

C. Sion Gate, >

Bab A'.:-c.y DdM i

7. Durs GKte, I
Ji,ib£> Martbdnbeki

8. GoUcn Gate, )

£db ti Dahai>/ehj

Twelfth Century.

Gate of V;l!cy of
Jetios3p)iac

Postern of the
Magdalen

St Stephen's Gsto •(

PcstcmcifStLaia- j|

rbi

Fourth to Eighth
Centuries.

Gate of David.

Sion Gate ,

Postern of Tannery

CoIf'.c.T Gale

Gate of Vnilcy of)

Jehosapliat ...„.|

Gate of Benjamin .„

Gate of Galilee....)

Gate of Keapolis...)
Gate of Fulier's Field

Giite of Judgment.

Gate of David

Sion Gate

Gate of Tekoa...

E. wail.

N. ,,

N. ,

l^V „

W. „

s. „

S- „

E. „

In CSO the city had eighty-f )ur towers. In the 12th

century the two principal ones were—^first, Tancred's tower

on the north-west, the present Kal'at Jdlud (Goliath's

castle), where remains of a mediaeval square tower of 80
feet side still exist, and, second, David's tower, still so

called (the ancient Phasaelus), forming part of the castle of

the Fisans, as the present citadel was called in the 16th
century.

The walls of the modern city enclose an area of 210
acres, the greater part thickly crowded with houses,

although on the north-east and south there arc plots of

ground near the ramparts not occupied by buildings. The
houses are of stone, with flat stone roofs having small domes
supported on arches in the middle, and the aspect of the

city is specially colourless and stony. The streets are only

narrow lanes running at right angles to one another. The
principal streets are the same as in the 12th century, and
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in many cases retain Arabic names at ^atst four linndrod

yeara old. They are arched over here aod there, and the

bazaars, with portiona of the Via Dolorosa and of other

streets, are entirely covered in. There are now four

quarters :—that of the Jloslems (including the Harani) on

the north-east, the Jewish quarter on the south-east, the

Armenian quarter on the south-west, the Christian on the

north-west The quarters are bounded by David (or Temple)

Street, running east from the Jaffa gate, and by the street

running north and south immediately east of the Holy

Sepulchre (called Hai-at el Yehud on the south and Tank
Bub el 'Amiicl on the north). The quarters are not, how-

ever, exclusively occupied by any nationality, many rich

Jews having houses in the Armenian and even in the

Moslem quarter. In the 12th century the present Moslem

quarter was occupied by the Jews, and called the Juiverie.

Viewed from the Mount of Olives, the most conspicuous

objsct is the Haram enclosure, occupying nearly one-sixth

of the city, with the Dome of the Rock rising in tlie centre

and the Aksa mosque extending to the southern wall, while

between tliese two buildings are the tall cypresses which

surround the fountain £1 Kas. Arcades v.ith pointed

arches stand on the flights of steps leading to the platform

surrounding the Dome of the Kock, and three minarets rise

from the west and north walls, while the great eastern

rampart is unbroken save by the projecting tower of the

Gfolden gate. In the Jewish quarter two large synagogues

with domes—one painted green—are conspicuous, while

the church and convent of St James is the special feature

of the Armenian quarter. Close to the Jaffa gate rise the

square tower of David and a minaret within the citadel,

while immediately east of this fortress stands the Protestant

English church and the large palace of the Anglo-German
Protestant bishop. North-east of these are seen the two
domes of the rotunda and choir of the Holy Sepulchre, and
immediately south of them the minaret of Omar's mosque
on the site of the great hospital of St John. The modern
Latin cathedral and patriarchate appear behind the Holy
Sepulchre church, whije the highest ground outside the

city on the north-west is occupied by the Eussian cathedral,

hospico, and consulate, only completed in 1866.

The country round the city is barren and jtony. Olive

groves exist on the north, and the white slopes of Olivet

are dotted with the trees wbenr.o it is named. V'Vpyards

ulso exist on the vrest, but since the destruction of the fruit

trees by Titus (B. J., v. 3, 2) the vicinity of Jerusalem

seems always to have presented a sterile appearance.

The number of churches and monasteries in the modem
city, without counting many crusading chapels now either

in' ruins or else converted into mosques, is very large.

There are 18 monasteries of the Greek Orthodox sect, 8
Catholic (or Latin), including the patriarchate, 3 Armenian,
2 Coptic, 1 Syrian, 1 Armenian Catholic, 1 Greek Catholic,

and 1 Abyssinian. The Protestant institutions, including

schools, &c., nnmber 14 in all. In the Jewish quarter

there are no less than 14 synagogues and 2 schools. There
are also many charitable institutions in and near the city,

of which the principal are Rothschild's hospital near the

Bouth wall, founded in 1855, and Sir Moses Montefiore's

alms-houses, west of the great reservoir called Birhet es

SuU/in. In the centre of the city excavations have been
car.ied on by the German Government (to v/hom the site

was given by the sultan) in the grounds of the crusading
convent of Sta. Maria Magna (now called El Muristdn)
immediately east of the hospital of St John ; a Lutheran
chapel is now established in the ruins. The Moslem
buildings of the city date principally from the 13th, 14th,

and 15th centuries, and some of the ancient Moslem schools
near the Haram are remarkably solid structures. There
iro two barracks, one oq the scarped rock (Antonia) north

of the Ilaram, the other in the citadel on the south-west.

The serai or court-house is near the former. All the

European powers are represented by resident consuls, and

every nationality has some kind of hospice or hotel for the

reception of pilgrims. The market-places have remained

unchanged from very early times, the upper or vegetable

niarkei; being in the upper city opposite the tower of David,

and the bazaars or lower markets in the valley north of

David Street. The money-changers occupy the site of the

old exchange of the 12th century (first established by
Charlemagne) in the western portion of David Street.

Jerusalem under the Turks is the capital of southern

Palestine (about 2000 square miles), and the seat of a

mutaxarrifxmA&x the tuCily of Syria. The niejlis or town
council consists of 8 members :—4 Moslem, 3 Christian,

1 Jewish, thiJ latter being the chief rabbi of the Sephardim.

The export trade of the city consists chiefly of oil, corn,

sesa.n:c, cotton (of poor quality), and seap, also of rosaries,

crucifixes, and cameoSj carved in olive wood and mother of

pearl. The imports in 1S71 amounted to £72,000, includ-

ing cotton, wool, hardware, timber, sOk, and glass from

England and Austria; wines and spirits from Prance ; and

£3500 value of flour from Russia. Rice is imported in

coasting vessels from Egypt ; wine, spirits, dried fish, &e.,

from Cyprus and the Greek islands ; carpets and shawls are

brought by the Moslem and Christian pilgrims. There

are also a few potteries in the city.

The present cemeteries of Jerusalem are six in number.

The Moslem inhabitants bury immediately outside the east

wall of the Haram, especially beside and north of the

Golden gate, while a second Moslem cemetery exists on
the knoll of Jereniia'n's grotto, and a third (on the site of

the old Carnarmm Leohis) is close to the Mamilla pool

west of ihe city. The Christians have cemeteries on the

south-west of the brow of SiOD, and the Jews are buried

on Olivet opposite the temple, excepting the Karaites who
have a cemetery on the south-east part of Sion.

The remains of an old Christian cemetery, including

tombs belonging to the old church of St Sion, are found

in the southern boundary valley, and there are a few

sepulchres of crusading date near the north-east comer of

Jerusalem on the outside. Of the ancient Jewish tombs

the most striking are that knov/n as the Tombs of the

Kings, end the monument called Absalom's tojub on the

east of the Kidroii valley, which is perhaps the tomb of

Alexander Jannxus {B. J., v. 7, 2).

The climate of Jerusalem is healthy in comparison with

that of the plains beneath it. A fresh sea breeze blows

throughout the day in summer, and the average daily

maximum temperature is 86° F. August is the hottest

month, but in May the prevalence of dry east winds is

specially trj-ing. The autumn rsonths are very unhealthy.

In wirier there are occasionally heavy falls of snow, which
lies on the hills for several days. The waters of the Btr
Ey{ib oveiilow annually through a hole in the ground near

the well, and a running stream then flows for many days

down the ICidron valley. This overflow is a cause of re-

joicing to the inhabitants, who make it a holiday occasion.

The annual rainfall averages about 18 inches. Years of

drought occasionally occur, when the inhabitants of the

city suffer much from want of water. The repair of the

aqueduct from Bethlehem and of the large reservoirs in

the city would, however, be sufllcient to ensure a plentiful

supply. The present supply is obtained principally from
cisterns under the houses. Slight shocks of eartliquake

are occasionally experienced (as for instance in 1874), and
appear to have been specially prevalent in the 8th and 11th

centuries (cf. Zech. xiv. 5).

The population of Jerusalem, stated in 1838 at about

11,000, has increased rapidly of late years, owing to »
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great increase in tlie Jewish population, whicli lias risen in

that time from 3000 to over 10,000 souls. According to

B consular estimate in 1872, the population was as follows,

the total agreeing very closely with an independent

estimate by Frfere Lievin the Franciscan :—Jews (Seph-

ardim, 4600 ; Ashkenazim, 6000), 10,600 ; Moslems,

5000; Christians, 5300; total, 20,900.

At Easter this population is increased by about 6000
pilgrims, who crowd the narrow streets until they are

almost impassable. Througliout the year there are gene-

rally about 100 pilgrims in the Russian hospice. The num-
ber of Jews is said to be increasing at the rate of 1200 to

1500 souls per annum, chiefly though fresh arrivals from
Russia and Poland. A building-club has been established

and 130 houses erected in four years by the Jews, outside

the waUs. Along the Jaffa road many country villas have

also been erected of la,te by European residents as summer
-ibodesi

A very large majority of the Christians in Jerusalem are

either priests, monks, or nuns. The majority belong to the

Oreek Orthodox church (about 2800 souls). The Greek
patriarch has a province including all Palestine, with ten

bishops, viz.", of Nazareth, Acre, Kerak, Tabor, Bethlehem,

Lydda, Gaza, Nablus, Es Salt, and Sebastieh, the last

five being residents in Jerusalem. The Russian cathedral

is presided over by an archimandrite with two assistant

'priests and a deacon.

The Latins in Palestine are not numerous, the country
villages when Christian belonging generally to the Greek
church. The Latin priests and monks are principally

Jesuits and Franciscans. The number of Latins in Jeru-

salem is about 1500. Their churches are the cathedral of

St Saviour, close to the patriarchate on the west, and the

chapel of the Flagellation. They have established ' also

many useful institutions, including a boys' school for 150
and a girls' school for 100 pupils.

The number of Armenian and Greek Catholics together

does not exceed 50 souls. The orthodox Armenians are

the richest sect- in the city, numbering about 500. Great
numbers of Armenian pilgrims visit the city, and their

hospice (for 2000) is the largest in Jerusalem. Their
principal church is that of St James on Sion. The Pro-

testants (about 300) belong to the English Church and the

Lutheraa The bishopric was established by England
and Prussia in 1841. The mission to the Jews was
established in 1824, and supports a hospital and church
with resident chaplain and parsonage, a boys' school, and
other institutions. There are also several German institu-

tions, including a girls' Bchool and an orphanage outside

the walls. The remaining Christian sects, Copts, Syrians,

and Abyssinians, number only about 200 souls. For the
Jews in Jerusalem see Jews, page 686 of the present
volume.

The streets of Jerusalem at Easter present a strange

spectacle from the numerous national costumes seen

together. The European tourist, the Turkish nizam, the

hooded Armeriian, the long-haired Greek monk, are mingled
with the native peasants in yeUow turbans and striped-

mantles, with Armenian pilgrims wearing broad red sashes,

Jews in Oriental costume or with the fur cap and lovelocks

of the Pharisee, Russians in knee boots and jiadded robes,

and native ladies in white mantles with black face veils.

The architecture of the city. Oriental, Gothic, Byzantine,

or Italian, tells the same story— that Jerusalem has been

for eighteen centuries a holy city in the eyes of Jew;
Christian, and Moslem alike, and the religious centre of

half the world. (c. E. c.)

Literature.—Foi the oldest pciiod the Bible iy llic ouly source ;.

for the city of Hciod Josc-jilius, to whom classical authors (fitrabo,

Tacitus) add little. The Talmudic material has been collected by
Neubauer, Oeograpliic du Talviud, Paris, 1SG8 ; comp. Scliwarz'a

Palestine (pSH niSUn, 1845; Eng. transl, Philadelphia, 1850;
German transl., 1852). The materials for Christian Jerusiilem ia
patristie literature, histories, and pilgrimages arc immense. Tho-

best list is Toblcr's BibliograpJiia Gcographica Palestiiig^y Leips.,

1867, with the supplement (1875) for 383-1000 A.D. S4e also

A. B. M'Grigor*8 Index qf Passages bearing vvon Ike Topograplig

from. Writings prior to the Wth century^ Glasgow, 1876. The
Arabic sources liavo hitherto been imperfectly utilized. Of the
more ancient Istakhry and Mokaddasy (988 A.n.), on whom
Yakut and Kazwinf mainly depend, deserve special notice. For
Arabic works on Jerusalem see H. Khalifa, ii. 139. Beccnt writers

have chielly followed two very modern works, the Uns Jalll of

Mujir ed Din (1494 A.D., see H. Kh., i. 453), of which extracts

are given by AVilliains (vol. i., app. 2), and t>y S,iuvaire {.Hist,

de Jerusalem et rf' Hehrcni, 187G), and the Jtli(if cl Ahissd of

Kemal ed Diu (1470 A.D., see H. Kh., i. 148), which through an
error of the translator Reynolds (Lond., 1836) is often ascribed

to the famous Jelal ed I^iu (Soyiity). This book by no mean*
deserves the authority attached to it by English writers. Kcsults

of recent research are embadied iu the ordnance survey maj), 1865 f

Zimmemiann'a maps, 1876,'^SO; yi^rxe^^'s Kecovcnj cf Jerusalem,

1871. Of the innumerable topographical discussions (excluding

works specially devoted to the Temple and Holy Sepulchi'e) may
be named Reland, Palsesliua, 1714; Olshauscn, Zur Topographic

des alt^n Jerusalem, 1833; Fergusson, Topography of Jenisalertiy

1847; Robinson, Biblical Er.scarches\ Thnipp, Ancient Jerusalem,.

1865 ; Lewin, Siege of Jerusalem by Titus, 1863 ; Williams, Tlic

Holy City, 2d ed., 1849; Fuircr, Wandrrungen, 1865 : Id., "Jeru-

salem " in Schenkel's Bib, Lex. For the history see Williams, op.

cit., and Besant and Palmer, Jertisalcin, 1871 (from crusading-

and Arabic sources), Socin-Badeker's Handbook deserves special

notice.

JESI, a city in the circle and province of Ancona, Italy,

is situated on a slight eminence on the left bank of the

Esino, 17 miles west-south-west of Ancona, with which
it is connected by rail It is surrounded by a wall with
towers. The streets, of which the Corso is the finest,

are fairly good, and contain several noteworthy buildings,

including a theatre and several churches. The cathedral,

restored in the 18th Century, is dedicated to St Septimius

the martyr, who was first bishop of the see in 308, Jesi

possesses a hospital and several benevolent institutions,

besides a seminary, a lycenm, a communal college, and
other educational establishments. It is one of the most
active industrial towna of the province. Its manufactures
include silk and wooUen stockings, paper, cordage, leather,

&c. ; and it carries on trade in wine, oil, and grain, Jesi

tikes its title of "royal" city from having been the birth-

place of the emperor Frederick IL in 1194. The popula-

tion ia 11.469.
^

Jesi represents the Roman colony and municipium .^Esis (in

Strat», ./Ssitim), which traces a traditional origin to the Pelasgi,

Veslfiges of Roman remains render improbable the opinion that, after

teing destroyed duMng the barbarian invasion of Italy, the town.

was removed to a new site. Jesi w<a3 a bone of contention between
the Longobardi and the Byzantine exarchs, who alteinately possessed

it. Ultimately it fell into *he hands of the Franks. During the
early Middle Ages it enjoyed prosperity under Frederick II. and
his immediate successors; but about the beginning of the 14th cen-

tury it began to have its full share of internal and external troubles.

It passed into the power of the Holy See in the pontificate of

Nicnolas V. (1447-1455) ; under Napoleon it figured as a rice-pre-

fecture; and in 1860 it was incorporated with the kingdom of Italy,

JESSE, Edwaed (1780-1868), a writer on natural

history, was born 14th January 1780, at Button Cranswick,

Yorkshire, where his father was vicar. He became clerk

in one of the Government offices in 1798, asd for a ti'n©

was secretary to Lord Dartmouth, when president oS lUe

Board of Control, through whom he also received an office

at court. In 1812 he was appointed commissioner of
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lackney coaches, and not long afterwards he became
deputy surveyor-general o£ the royal parks and palaces.

On the abolition of this office he retired on a pen-

sion, and he died at Brighton 2Sth March 18G8. The
office which Mr Jesse filled in connexion with the royal

parks induced him to take a considerable interest iu the

habits and characteristics of animals, the result of which

•was seen in a series of pleasant and popular books on

Jiatural history, the principal of which are Gleanings in

Natural Histori/, 3 vols., 1832-35 ; An Angler's Rambles,

1836 ; Anecdotes of Dogs, 1846 ; and Lectures on Natural
History, 1863. He also edited Walton's Comjilete Angler,

"White's Selborm, and Ritchie's Windsor Castle, and wrote

a number of handbooks to places of interest, including

Windsor and Hampton Court
JBSSE, John Heneage (1808-1874), son of Edward

Jesse noticed above, was born in 1808. From his early

manhood he held an office in the secretary's department

of tlie Admiralty at Whitehall. His first contribution to

literature, a poem on Mary Queen of Scots, which he
dedicated to Sir Walter Scott, was published in 1829, and
this was followed iu 1830 by a collection of poems entitled

l\tl,:s of tfic Dead. Among his other efforts in verse were

Ji drama (Richard III.) and a fragmentary poem entitled

London, dedicated to Jlr Rogers the poet. - None of these

ventures achieved any success, but his series of historical

works, which together form a continuous narrative fi'oni

the reign of Richard III. to that of George III. inclusive,

are writteu with vivacity and interest, and in their own
style are a not unimportant contribution to the history of

iCngland. His Memoirs of the Court of England during

the Reign of the Stuarts was published in 1839-40,
Memoirs of the Court of Loudon from the Revolution oj

1688 to the De'aih of George II. in 1843, George Selu'ya

and his Contemporaiies in 1844, Memoirs of the Pre-

tenders and their Adherents in 1845, Richard the Third
and his Contem]:)oraries in 1861, and Memoirs of the Life

and Reign of King George the Third in 1867. The titles

of these works are sufficiently indicative of their character.

They are sketches of the principal personages and of the

social details of various periods iu the history of England
rather than complete and comprehensive historical narra-

tives. In addition to these works, Mr Jesse wrote Literary

<ind Historical Memoirs of London, 1847, and' London and
its Celebrities, 1871. His Memoirs of Celebrated Etonians
appeared in 1875. He died July 7, 1874.

.JESSELMERE, a form of Jiis.iLMir. (q.v.).

JESSOR, orJcssoEE, a Biitishdistrictin the lieutenant-

governorship of Bengal, lying between 22° 25' 50" and 23"

47' N. lat., and between 88° 57' 33" and 00° 0' 13" E.

long., with an area (1878) of 3658 square miles, forms the

eastctu portion of the presidency division. It is bounded
on the N. and W. by NadiyA district, on the S. by the

Sundarbans, and on the E. by the district of Farldpur.
Jcssor forms the central portion of the delta between the

Hoogbly and the united Ganges and Brahmaputra. It is

a vast alluvial plain intersected by rivers and watercourses,

which at places in the southern portion of the district spread
out into largo marshes. The northern part of the district

is verdant, with extensive groves of date-palms ; vilhges
are numerous and largo ; and the people are prosperous.

In the central portion tho population is sparse, the only
part of tho tract suitable for dwellings being the high land
on the banks of rivcr.3. The principal rivers of Jessor are
the Madhumatf (which forms the eastern boundary of the
district), with its tributaries the Nabagang.^, Chitra, and
Bhairab; tho KuniAr, Kabadak, Katkf, Harlhar, BhadrA,
and Athar.AbankA. Vv'ithin the last century the rivers in

the interior of Jessor have ceased to be true deltaic rivers

;

and, whereas the northern portion of the district formerly

lay under water for several niotiths every year, it is now
reached only by unusual inundations. The tide reaches
as far north as the latitude of Jessor town.

The population of Jessor in 1872 numbere^J 2,075,021, of whom
1,051,126 were males and 1,023,895 females. The inhabitants of
the disti-ict are all Bengalis

; the better classes arc Hindus, the
lower orders being principally Mahometans. The Hindus number
915,413, the Mnsalmdns 1,151,936, and the Christians 1142. The
Brahma Samaj has a few adlicrents. Among the lower ranks, the
fishing and boating castes deserve attention, the fisheries in tho
rivers and deeper swamps being very valuable, and the right to
fish being a regular tenure paid lor like the right to cultivate land.
Jessor is noted for a colony of pure Kulin Brahmans, who live
at Lakshmipasa, a callage on the Nabaganga. These Kulins ti-ace

their origin to Ramdnand Chakrabartti, who five generations ago
emigrated frpm Sarmangal iu Bakarganj, a great Kulin settlement.
The only place with a popiJation exceeding 5000 is Jessor town,
which has 8152.

The principal staple in Jessor is rice; among other crops are
barley, Indian corn, pease, mustard, jute, tobacco, potatoes, sugar-
cane, indigo, pdn, dates, &c. The total cultivated area is about
1,331,800 acres, more than a million of v/hieir are said to be finder
rice. Tho estimated area covered by date-palms for tho manufac-
ture of sugar is 17,500 acres. Tho area under indigo is 31,333
acres. The total produce in 1872-73 was 203 tons, valued at
£114,400. There are about fifty-five European factories, besides
fifty worked in the interest of native proprietors under European or
native management. Blights occur occasionally. The district is

subject to heavy floods, which have sometimes been immediately
followed by disastrous cyclones. Several inundations have taken
place, causing famine.

The trade of Jessor is carried ou chiefly by means of permanent
markets, but there is also a considerable tratfic at the numerous
fairs and religious gathermgs held throughout the district. The
chief exports are sugar, indigo, rice, pulse, timber, honey, shells,

&c. ; tlie chief imports aie salt, English goods, and cloth. The
principal manufactures arc date-sugar and indigo. The police-force

consisted in 1871 of 590 officers and men, maintained at a cost of

.£13,548. In 1871 the number of Government and aided schools was
390, with 12, 3.19 pupils. The climate does not differ from that of

the other districts of Lower Bengal. April, Hay, and June are

very trying, their average mean temperature being S3°'i5 Falir. The
average rainfall is about G5 inches. Malarious diseases are very
prevalent, intermittent fever being common throughout the year.

Cholera breaks out every hot season.

British administration was completely established In the district

in 1751, when the governor-general ordered the-opcning of a court

at ilurali near Jessor. Before that, however, the fiscal administra-
tion of the district had been in tho hands of the English, having
been transferred to the East India Company with that of the rest of

Bengal in 1765. The changes in jurisdiction in Jessor have been
very numerous. After many transfers and rectifications, the dis-

trict was in 1863 finally constituted as it at present stands. . The
rajas of Jessor or Chanchra trace their origin to Bhabeswar Eai, a

soldier in the army of Khan-i-Azam, an imperial general, who de-

prived Raja Pratapaditya, tlie popular hero of the Sundarbans, of

several fiscal divisions, and conferred them on Bhabeswar. But
Manohar Rai (1649-1705) is regarded as the principal founder of tho

family. The estate when he inherited it was of moderate size, but
ho acq^uired one pargana after. another, until, at his death, the pro-

perty was by far the largest in tho neighbourhood.

JESUITS. The " Company of Jesus," in its original

conception, and in its avowed or ostensible objects, does

not at tho first glance appear as xhoyb than one of many
similar communities which have grown up in the bosom of

Latin Christianity. Like several of them, it is a congre-

gation of ecclesiastics living in accordance with a definite

rule, whence technically called " Clerks Regular"; like the

Templar.s, Hospitallers, and Teutonic Knights, military

ideas have entered largely into its plans ; like Benedictines,

Dominicans, and Franciscans, its spiritual labours have

been those of teaching the young by schools and catechiz-

ings, conducting home missions by such agencies as sermons,

retreats, and the like, combating heresy with tho pulpit

and the pen, and converting the heathen. In each and all

of these peculiarities and occupations it comes late into a

field where its precursors had been busy for centuries, and

it might seem to differ from them merely by a more careful

selection of instrument?, a more skilful organization, and a

more perfect discipline.

But such a view is entirely misleading. On closer
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examioation the Jesuit body proves to resemble those

other' religious societies only in externa! and separable

accidents, differing from them and from all others in its

essential character,—and that not in degree merely, but in

kind also, bo as to bo an institution absolutely unique in

history.

In the first place, all the earlier associations of the kind,

even the military orders themselves, have their origin in a

desire to withdraw eo far as possible from contact with the

world and its concerns, to seek spiritui! perfecticn in a

retired life of contemplation and prayer, to ccEcentrate

efforts for this end cbiefiy within the cloister whore each

such group is collected, and to act only indirectly, and as

it were with the mere surplus overflow of religious energy,

on their more immediate neighbours around, and oven

then chiefly with the idea of persuading all the most devout

and fervent amongst them to forsake- the world in a similar

fashion. Contrariwise, the Jesuit system is to withdraw

religious men from precisely this sort of retirement, except

as a mere temporary preparation for later activity, and to

make habitual intercourse with society e prime duty, rigidly

Buppressing all such external regulations of dress, rule, and

austerities as tend to put obstacles in the way, so leaving

the members of the " Company " free to act as emissaries,

ageiits, or missionaries in the most various places and
circumstances. Next, the constitution of the elder societies

was for the most part democratic. Allowing for special

exceptions, the normal scheme of government was this.

Each house of an order had a separate life and partial in-

dependence of its own. It elected its own superior and
oflicers, usually by ballot, for s short term of years, it

discussed its business, and its members confessed their

faults, in open chapter. Each group of bouses elected a

provincial ; the pro-vincials, or delegates from among them,

elected the general, whoso authority was strictly constitu-

tional, and limited as definitely by the rule and statutes as

the rights of the youngest novice. Furthei", admission was
seldom diffiouU ; the noviciate rarely exceeded two years,

and the novice, professed at the close of that probation, at

once entered on a share in the government of the society,

and became eligible for its highest oiBces. Unlike this

method in every respect, the Jesuit polity is almost a pure

despotism, guarded, no doubt, with certain checks, but even

those of an oligarchical kind. The general is indeed elected

by the congregation of the society ; but, once appointed, it

is for life, and with powers lodged in his hands, partly due
to the original constitutions, and partly to special faculties

and privileges conferred by various popes, which enormously

exceed, as regards enactment and repeal of laws, as to

restraint and dispensation, and both in kind and degree,

those wielded by the heads of any other commanitles. He
alone nominates to every office in the society (with certain

significant exceptions to be named presently) and appoints

the superiors of all the houses and colleges. The vow of

obedience is taken directly to him, and not, as in the older

orders, to the rule, as distinguished from the mere chief

of the executive. The admission or dismissal of every

member depends on his absolute fiat ; and, by a simple

provision for reports to him, he holds in his hands the

threads of the entire business of the society in its most
minute and distant ramifications.

Once more, the distinguishing peculiarity of the earlier

communities, dating from the origin of the Benedictine

rule, is their hostility to local change. The vow of

stahiliti/, soon added to the three customary pledges of

poverty, chastity, and obedience, was designed to impede,

not merely itinerancy without settled abode, such as had
brought discredit on those ancient monks who were styled

circumcellions, nor even easy transition from one religious

commnnitv to finother, unless in i=ei)-cl: of greater austerity.

but even facility of transfer from one house to another of

the very same order. Where the profession was made,
there, in the absence of exceptional reasons, the life should
be spent ; and this rule of course tended to nationalism in

the monasteries of every country, even in the great

military orders, which, though accepting recruits from all

quarters, yet grouped them into tongues. But mobility
and cosmopolitanism are of the very essence of the Jesuit
programme. The founder of the society has excluded the
pospibility of doubt on this subject, for having chosen tho
nulitory term "Company," rather than " Order " or " Gca-
gregation " to describe his new institute, he explained its

meaning to Paul III. as being that, whereas the ancient mon-
astic communities were, so to speak, the infantry of tho

church, whose duty was to stand firmly in one place on the

battlefield, the Jesuits, contrariwise, were to be the " light

horse," capable of going anywhere at a moment's notice,

but especially apt and designed for scouting or skirmishing.

And, to carry out this view, it was one of his plans to send
foreigners as superiors or officers to the Jesuit houses of

each country, requiring of these envoys, however, to use

inviiriably the language of their new place of residence,

and to study it both iu speaking and writing till entire

mastery of it had been acquired,—thus by degrees making
all the parts of his vast system mutually interchangeable,

and so largely increasing the number of persons eligible to

fill any given post, without reference to locality.

Further, tho object of the older monastic societies was
the sanctification of their individual members. In truth,

community life was only a later development of the original

system, as exhibited in the Thebaid, in accordance with

which solitary hermits began to draw near to each other,

until the collection of separate huts gradually assumed the

form of a laitra or hamlet of cells, grouped under an abbot,

and with a common place of worship—a model still sur-

viving in the Camaldolese order. . Their obedience to a
superior, and the observance of some kind of fixed rule,

had no further intention than the improvement of the

spiritual character of each person who entered such a
commuility ; and, with certain qualifications, this has con-

tinued the ideal of the older orders,—modified chiefly by
the natural desire of each such body to gain influence and
credit from the personal character of all its members and
the efficiency of its active operations. But the founder of

Jesuitism started at once with a totally different purpose.

To him, from the first, the society was everything, and the

individual nothing, except so far as he might prove a useful

instrument for carrying out the society's objects. In a

MS. collection of sayings by Loyola, whose genuinenesa is

accepted by the Bollandists, themselves Jesuits, and by
his biogra;)her F, Genelli, he is stated to have said to his

secretary, "Polanco, that " in those who oilered themselves

he looked less to pm-ely natural goodness than to firmness

of character and ability for business, for he was of opinion

that those who were not fit for public business Were not

adapted 'for filling oBices in the society." He went even

fuither than this, and laid down that even exceptional

qualities and endowments in a candidate were valuable in

his eyes only on the condition of their being brought into

play or held in abeyance strictly at the command of a

superior. On this principle, he raised obedience to a

position it had never held before, even amongst monastic

virtues. His letter on this subject, addressed to the

Jesuits of Coimbra in 1553, is still one of the standard

formularies of tho society, ranking with those two other

products of his peu, the Spiriinal Exercises and tho Con-

stituiions ; and it ia evident that his views differ very

seriously from the older theories on the subject, as formu-

lated in other rules. In them the superior is head of a

local family, eridued with paternal authority, no doubt as
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understood by the old civil code of the Ruman empire,

centuries after the very memory of freedom had been lost,

yet having fixed limits, alike traditional and prescribed,

besides being exercised only within a limited area and for

certain specified purposes. Loyola, true to his military

training and instincts, clothes the general with the powers

of a commander-in-chief of an army in time of war, giving

him the absolute disposal of all members of the society iu

every place and for every purpose. Not only so, but he

pushes the claim much further, requiring, besides entire

outward submission to command, also the complete identi-

fication of the inferior's will with that of the superior. He
lays down that this superior is to be obeyed simply as such,

and as standing in the place of God, without reference to his

personal wisdom, piety, or discretion ; that any obedience

which falls short of making the superior's will one's own
in inward affection as well as in palpable effect, is lax

and imperfect ; that going beyond the letter of command,
even in things abstractly good and praiseworthy, is dis-

obedience ; and that the " sacrifice of t'ne intellect "—

a

familiar Jesuit watchword—is the third and highest grade

of obedience, weii-pieasing to God, when the inferior not

only wills wtat the superior wills, but thinks what he

thinks, submitting his judgment so far as it is possible for

the will to influence and lead the judgment. So far-

reaching and dangerous are these maxims that the Letter

on Obedience was formally condemned, not long after

Loyola's death, by the Inquisition in Spain and Portugal,

and it tasked all the skill and learning of Bellarmine as its

apologist, together with the whole influence of the company,

to avert the ratification of the sentence at Kome.
It has, however, been alleged in defence that this very

strong language must be glossed and limited by two other

maxims penned by Loyola : (1) "Preserve your freedom

of mind, and do not relinquish it by the authority of any

person, or in any circumstances whatever"; and (2) "In
aU things except siii I ought to do the will of my superior,

and not my own." But the value of these checks is

seriously dimiuished when it is added that the former of

them occurs in the introductory part of the Spiritual

Exercises, a manual expressly designed and used for the

purpose of breaking down the will of those who pass through

its appointed ordeal under a director; while the latter is

qualified iu its turn, not only by the whole principle of

probabilism, the special doctrine of the society, which can

attenuate and even defend any kind of sin, but by the four

following maxims, in close juxtaposition to itself in the

vefy same document :
" I ought to desire to be ruled by a

superior who endeavours to subjugate my judgment or

subdue my understanding" ; "When it seems to me that

I am commanded by my superior to do a thing against

which my conscience revolts as sinful, and my superior

judges otherwise, it is my duty to yield my doubts to him,

unless I am otherwise constrained by evident reasons"; " If

submission do not appease my conscience, I must impart

my doubts to two or three persons of discretion, and abide

by th^r decision" ; "I ought not to be my own, but His
who created me, and his too by whose meaas God governs

me, yielding myself to be moulded in his hands like so

much wax I ought to be like a corpse, which has

neither will nor understanding, or like a small crucifix,

which is turned about at the will of him that holrls it, or

like a staff in tlie hands of an old man, who uses it as may
best assist or please him." And one master-stroke of

Loyola's policy was to insure the permanence of this sub-

mission by barring access to all independent positions on
the part of members of the society, through means of a

special constitution that no Jesuit can accept a cardinal's

hat, a bishopric other than missionary, an abbacy, or any
eimilar dignity, save with permission of the general, not to

be accorded unless and until the pope has commanded its

acceptance under pain of sin.

The nest matter for consideration is the machinery ty
which the society is constituted and governed, so as to

enable this principle to become a living energy, and not a

mere abstract theory. The society, then, is distributed

into six grades :—novices, scholastics, temporal coadjutors,

spiritual coadjutors, professed of the three vows, and pro-

fessed of the four vows. The novice cannot become a

postulant for admission to the society till fourteen years

old, unless by special dispensation, and is at once classified

according as his destination is the priesthood or lay

brotherhood, while a third class of " indifferents " receives

such as are reserved for further inquiry before a decision

of this kind is made. They first undergo a strict retreat

of a mor.th in what is practically solitary confinement,

during which they go through the Spiritual Exercises, and

make a general confession of their whole previous life ; after

which the first noviciate, of two years' duration, begins.

This is spent partly in daily Btudy, partly iu hospital work,

and partly in teaching the rodiments of religious doctrine

to children and the poor. They may leave or be dismissed

at any time during this noviciate, but if approved are

advanced into the grade of scholastics, corresponding in

some degree to that of undergraduates at a university.

The ordinary course for these is five years in arts, when,

without discontinuing their own studies, they must pass

five or six years more in teaching junior classes, not reach-

ing the study of theology till the age of twenty-eiglit or

thirty, when, after another year of noviciate, a further

course of from four to six years is imposed, and not till

this has been completed can the scholastic be ordained as

a priest of the society, and enter on the grade of spiritual

coadjutor, assuming that he is not confined to that of tem-

poral coadjutor, who discharges only such functions as are

open to lay-brothers, and who must be ten years in the

society before being admitted to the vows. "The time can

be shortened at the general's pleasure, but such is the

normal arrangement. Even this rank confers no share in

the govemmect, nor eligibility for the offi :e3 cf the society.

That is reserved for the professed, themselves subdivided

into those of the three vows and of t!ie four vows. It

is these last alone, forming only a small percentage of

the entire body, who constitute the real core of the

society, whence its officers are all taken, and their fourth

vow is one of special allegiance to the pope, promising to

go in obedience to him for missionary purposes whenso:

ever and whithersoever he may order,—a pledge seriously

qualified in practice, however, by the power given to the

general of alone sending out or recalling any missionary.

The constitutions enjoin, by a rule seldom dispensed with,

that this final grade cannot be attained till the candidate has

reached his forty-fifth year, which involves a probation of

no fewer than thirty-one years for even such as have entered

on the noviciate at the earliest legal age. These various

members of the society are distributed in its noviciate

houses, its colleges, its professed houses, and its miEsion

residences. The question has long been hotly debated

whether, in addition to these six avowed grades, there be

not a seventh, answering in some degree to the Tertiaries

of the Franciscan and Dominican orders, secretly affiliated

to tlie society, and acting as its unsuspected emissaries in

various lay positions. This class is styled in France
" Jesuits of the short robe," and some e'sidence in support

of its actual existence was alleged during the lawsuits

against the company under Louis XV. The Jesuits them-

selves deny the existence of any such body, and are able

to adduce the negative disproof that no provision for it is

to bo found in their constitutions. On the other hand,

there arc clauses therein which make the creation of such
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a class perfectly feasible if thouglit expedient. One is the

power given to the general to receive candidates secretly,

and to conceal their admission, for which there is a remark-

able precedent in the case of Francis Borgia, duke of

Gandia, afterwards himself general of the society ; the

other is an even more singular clause, providing for the

admission of candidates to the company by persons who
are not themselves members of it. The known facts on

either side are insufficient for a decisive verdict, and " Not
proven" is the only impartial judgment possible. The
general, who should by the statutes of the society reside

permanently at Eome, holds in his hands the right of

appointment, not only to the office of provincial over each

of the great districts into which the houtres are mapped,

but to the offices of each house in particular, no shadow of

electoral right or even suggestion being recognized!

The superiors and rectots of all houses and colleges in

Europe must report weekly to their provincial on all

matters concerning the members of the society and all

outsiders with whom they may have had dealings of any
sort. Those employed in district missions report at such

longer intervals as the provincial may lis. The provincial,

for his part, must report monthly to the general, giv-

ing him a summary of all details which have reached

himself. But, as a check on him, all superiors of houses

in his province are to make separate reports directly to

the general once in three months, and further to com'
municate with him without delay every time any matter

of importance occurs, irrespective of any iuformatien which
the provincial may have forwarded. Nor is this all ; an
elaborate system of espionage .and delation forms part of

the recognized order of every house, and, in direct contrast

to the ancient indictment and confession of faults in open

conventual chapter, every inmate of a house is liable to

secret accusation to its superior, while the superior himself

may be similarly delated to the provincial or the generaL

Nor is the general himself exempt from control on the

part of the society, lest by any possibility he might prove,

from disaffection or error, unfaithful to its interests. A
consultative council is imposed on him by the general con-

gregation, consisting of six persons, whom he may neither

select nor remove,—namely, four assistants, each represent/

ing a nation, an adnionisher or adviser (resembling the

adiatus of a military commander) to warn him of any faidts

or mistakes, and his confessor. One of these must be in

constant attendance on him ; and, while he is not at liberty

to abdicate his office, nor to accept any dignity or office

'outside it without the assent of the society, he may yet be
suspended or deposed by its authority. No such instance,

however, has yet occurred in Jesuit history, although steps

in this direction were once taken in the case of a general

who had set himself against the current feeling of the

society. With so widely ramifying and complex a system
in full working order, controlled by the hand of one man,
the Company of Jesus has been aptly defined as " a naked
sword, whose hilt is at Rome, and whose point is every-

where."

There would seem at first to be an effectual external

check provided, however, in the fact that, while all the
officers of the society, except the council aforesaid, hold of

the general, he in turn holds of the pope, and is his liegeman
directly, as well as in virtue of the fourth vow, which he
has taken in common with the other professed. But such
is the extraordinary skill vrith which the relations of the
society to the papacy were originally drafted by Loyola,
and subsequently worked by his successors, that it has
always remained organically independent, and might very
conceivably break with Rome without imperilling its own
existence. The general has usually stood towards the pope
much as a powerful grand feudatory of the Middle Ages

did towards a weak titular lord paramount, or pernap's as
the captain of a splendid host of " Free Companions " did
towards a potentate with whom he chose to take temporary
and precarious service ; and the shrewd Roman popidace
have long shown their recognition of this f'.'x by styling

these two great personages severally the "\N' kite Pope " and
the "Black Pope." In truth, the society has never, from
the very first, obeyed the pope, wh-.never its will and his

happened to run counter to each rther. Even in the very

infancy of the company, Loyola himself used supplications

and arguments to the pope, to dissuade him from enforcing

injunctions likely to prove ivcompatible with the original

plan, and on each occasion f.acceeded in carrying his point

;

while his immediate succissors more openly resisted Paul
IV. when attempting to enforce the daily recitation of the

breviary on the clerks oi the society, and to limit the tenure

of the generalship to tiree years, and Pius V. when follow-

ing his predecessor's example in the former respect. Sixtus

V. having undertaken with a high hand the wholesale

reform of the company, including the change of its name
from " Society st Jesus " to " Society of Ignatius," met with

strenuous opposition, and the fuifilmerit of Bellarmine's

prophecy thai he would not survive the year 1590 was
looked on less as the accomplishment of a prediction than

of a thrsat,^an impression deepened by the sudden death

of his successor, Urban VII., eleven days after his election,

who, as Cardinal Castagna, had been actively co-operating

with Sixtus in his plans. The accuracy of a similar fore-

cast made by Bellarmine as to Clement VIII., who was
also at feud with the society, and who died before he could

carry out his intended measures, confirmed popular

suspicion. Urban VIIL, Innocent XL, Alexander VIII,
and Clement XII. vainly contended against the doctrines

taught in Jesuit books and colleges, and could effect no
change. Nine popes fruitlessly condemned' the " Chinese
rites," whereby the Jesuit missionaries had virtually assimi-

lated Christianity to heathenism, and the practical reply of

the latter was to obtain in 1700 an edict from the emperor
of China, in opposition to the papal decree, declaring that

there was nothing idolatrous or superstitious in the incul-

pated usages, while in 1710 they flung Cardinal Tournon,
legate of Clement XL, into the prison of the Inquisition at

Macao, where he perished ; and finally, they disobeyed the

brief of suppression issued hy Clement XIV, in 1 773, which
enjoined them to disperse at once, to send back all novices

to their houses, and to receive no more members. It is

tlius clear that the society has always regarded itself as an
independent power, ready indeed to co-operate with the

papacy so long as their roads and interests are the same,

and to avail itself to the uttermost of the many pontifical

decrees in its own favour, but drawing the line far short of

practical submission when their interests diverge.

So constituted, with a skilful combination of strictness

and laxity, of complex organization with the minimum
of friction in working, the society was admirably devised

for its purpose of introducing a new power into the chnrch

and the world, and for carrying out effectively every part

of its vast programme. Thus equipped, its services to

Roman Catholicism have been incalculable. The Jesuits

alone roUed back the tide of Protestant advance when that

half of Europe which had not already shaken off its

allegiance to the papacy was threatening to do so, and the

whole honours of the counter-Reformation are theirs singly.

They had the sagacity to see, and to admit in their corre-

spondence with their superiors, that the Reformation, as

a popular movement, was fully justified by the gross

ignorance, negligence, and open vice of the Catholic clei'gy,

whether secular or monastic ; and they were shrewd enough
to discern the only possible remedies. At a time when
primary and even secondary education had in most places
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becdine a mere effete and- pedantic adherence to obsolete

methods, they were bold enough to innovate, less in system

than in materials, and, patting fresh spirit and devotion

into the work, not merely taught and catechized in a now,

fresh, and attractive manner, besides establishing free

sohools of good q\iality, but provided new maiiuals and

echoolbooks for their pupils, which were an enormous

advance on those they found in use, so that for nearly three

centuries the Jesuits were accounted the best schoolmasters

in Europe, as they were, till their forcible suppression the

other day, confessedly the best in France,—besfdes having

always conciliated the good will of their pupils by mingled

firmness and gentleness as teachers. And, although their

own methods have in time given way to further improve-

ments, yet they revolutionized instruction as completely as

Frederick the Great did modern warfare, and have thus

acted, whether they meant it or not, as pioneers of human
progress. Again, when the regular clergy had sunk into

the moral and intellectual slough which is pictured for us

in the writings of Erasmus and in the powerful satire

Epistolse Obscnrorum Viromm, while there was little of a

better kind visible in the lives of the parochial priesthood,

the Jesuits won back respect for the clerical calling by
their personal culture and the unimpeachable purity of

their lives. These are qualities which they have all along

carefully maintained, and probably no body of men in the

world has been so free from the reproach of discreditable

members, or has kept up an equally high average level of

intelligence and conduct. As preachers, too, they delivered

the pulpit from the bondage of an effete scholasticism, and
reached at once a clearness and simplicity of treatment

such as the English pulpit scarcely begins to exhibit

till after the days of Tillofson : while in literature and

theology they count a far larger number of respectable

writers than any other religious society can boast. It is

in the missiim-field, however, that their achievements have

been most remarkable, which might fully justify their

taking as their motto

—

** QuiB legio in terris Dostriiion plena laboris ?

"

Whether toiling amongst the teeming millions of

Hindustau and China, labouring amongst the Hurons and
Iroquois of North America, governing and civilizing the

natives of Brazil and Paraguay, in the missions and
" reductions," or ministering, at the hourly risk of his life,

to his coreligionists in England under Elizabeth and James
I., the Jesuit appears alike devoted, indefatigable, cheerful,

and worthy of hearty admiration and respect.

Nevertheless, two most startling and indisputable facts

meet the student who pursues the history of this unique

society. The first is the universal suspicion and hostility

it has incurred,—not, as might reasonably be expected,

merely from those Protestants whose avowed and most
successful foe it has been, nor yet from the enemies of all

clericalism and religious dogma, to whom it is naturally

the embodiment'of all they most detest, but from every

Roman Catholic state and nation in the world, with perhaps

the insignificant exception of Belgium. Next is the brand

of ultimate failure which has invariably been stamped on

all its most promising schemes and efforts. It controlled

the policy of Spain, when Spain was aiming, with good

reason to hope for success, at the hegemony of Europe, and
Spain came out of the struggle well-nigh the last amongst
the nations. It secured the monopoly of religious teaching

and influence in France under Louis XIV. and XV. only

to see an atheistic revolution break out under Louis XVI.
and sweep over the nation after a century of such training.

It guided the action of James II., lost the crown of

England for the house of Stuart, and brought about the

limitation of the throne to the Protestant succession. It?

Japanese and Red Indian missions have vanished without

leaving a trace behind ; its labours in Hindustan did but
prepare the way for the English empire there ; it was swept
out of its Paraguayan domains without power of defence

;

and, having in our own day concentrated its efforts on the

maintenance of the temporal power of the popes, and raised

it almost to the rank of a dogma of the Catholic faith

it has seen Piome proclaimed as the capital of united

Italy, and a Piedmontese sovereign enthroned in the

Quirinal. These two phenomena demand some inquiry

and analysis. As regards the former of them, the hostility

the Jesuits have encountered has been twofold, political

and moral or religious. There has been, from a very early

date in their annals, a strong conviction prevalent that the

famous motto of the society, "A.M.D.G," {Ad majoreni

Dei gloriam), did not adequately represent its policy and
motives, that its first and last aim was its own aggrandize-

ment in power and wealth (for Julius II. had dispensed

the general from the vow of poverty, and the colleges also

were allowed to hold property), and that it spared no
efforts to compass this end, even to the extent of embroil-

ing cabinets, concocting conspiracies, kindling war.s, and
procuring assassinations. In several of these cases, notably

as regards the charges which led to their first expulsion

from France and Portugal, inclusive in the latter instance

of their exile from Paraguay, the Jesuits are able to make
one very telling reply, pleading that motives of statecraft

alone, of an unworthy kind, and the evidence of untrust-

worthy and disreputable agents of their enemies, were

suffered to decide the matter. In other eases, as for

example the assassination of Henry IV. by Ravaillac, they

deny all complicity, and no sufficient proof has ever been

adduced against them. But, when full allowance has been

made for such rejoinders, there remain several counts of

the indictment which are but too clearly made out : as, for

instance, their large share, as preachers, in fanning the

flames of polemical hatred against the Huguenols under

the last two Valois kings, their complicity in the ph)ts

against the life of Queen Elizabeth which followed on her

excommunication by Pius V. ; their responsibility for

kindling the Thirty Years' V^''ar; the part they took in

prompting and directing the cruelties which marked the

overthrow of Protestantism in Bohemia ; their decisive

influence in causing the revocation ef the Edict of Nantes,

and the expulsion of the Huguenots from the French

dominions ; and their accountability for precipitating the

Franco-German war of 1870. And in regard to a large

number of other cases where the evidence against them is

defective, it is at least an unfortunate coincidence that

there is always direct proof of some Jesuit having been in

communication with the actual agents engaged. So it was

with the massacre of St Bartholomew, almost immediately

preceded by a visit of the Jesuit general, Francis Borgia,

to the French court, though there is no further evidence to

connect him therewith ; so with Chatel and Ravailiac, the

unsuccessful and successful assassins of Henry [V.; so wiih

Jaureguay and BaUhasar Gerard, who held the like relation

to .William the Silent, prince of Orange ; so (as is more

familiarly known) with the accomplices in the Gunpowder
Plot. In all these and several other instances, the pre-

cautions which would naturally, and even inevitably, be

taken by skilled and wary diplomatists for their own pro-

tection are sufficient to account for the lack of direct proof

against them, but it is not easy to explain the invariable

presence of a Jesuit in the background, on any hypothesis

which will secure the complete acquittal of the society

from charges of the sort. It is sufficient to say here in

illnstration that the English Roman Catholics under

Elizabeth, addressing the pope with regard to the severe

penal laws which oppressed them, laid the whole blame of

lh«> Government's action on the Jesuits, a.^ having provoked

XIII. — 82
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it by tteir conapiracies ; while th9 secular priests in England

issued in IGOl by the pen of one of tteir number, William

"Watson (afterwards executed in 1603), a pamphlet known

as Impaiiaiit Considerations, to the same effect.

Tlie merited odium which has overtaken the Inquisition,

usually officered by Dominicans, has induced the Jesuits,

whose own controversial method has tor the most part been

different, to disclaim all connexion with that tribunal, and

to represent their society as free from complicity in its acts.

But, in truth, it was Ignatius Loyola himself who procured

its erection in Portugal in 1545-6, and F. Nithard, one of

the very few cardinals of the society, was inquisitor-general

of that kingdom in 1655.

The charges against the Jesuits on moral and doctrinal

grounds are not less precise, early, numerous, and weighty.

Their founder himself was arrested more than once by the

Inquisition, and required to give account of his belief and

conduct. But Loyola, with all his powerful gifts of intel-

lect, was entirely practical and ethical in his range, and

had no turn whatever for speculation, nor desire to reason

on, much less question, any of the received dogmas of his

•church. He was therefore acquitted on every occasion,

and sagaciously applied for and obtained each time a

formally attested certificate of his orthodoxy, knowing well

that, in default of such documents, the fact of his arrest

as a suspected heretic would be more distinctly recollected

by opponents than that of his honourable dismissal

from custody. His successors, however, have not been so

fortunate. On doctrinal questions indeed, though their

teaching on grace, especially in the form given it by Molina,

one of their number, was directly Pelagian (the result of

reaction from Luther's teaching, which' they had combated

in Germany), and condemned by several popes, yet their

pertinacity in the long run carried the day, and gained a

footing for their opinions which was denied to the opposite

tenets of the Jansenists. But the accusations against their

moral theology and their action as" guides of conduct, nay,

IS themselves involved in many doubtful transactions, have

not been so appeased. They were censured by the Sorbonne

.as early as 1554, chiefly at the instance of Eustache de

Bellay, bishop of Paris, on grounds of which some were quite

true, though others appear to have been at least exaggera-

tions ; but they can plead that no other theological faculty

of the time joined in tlie condemnation. Melchior Oano,

one of the ablest divines of the 16th century, never ceased

to lift up his testimony against them, from their Hmt
beginnings tUl his own death in 1560, and, unmoUified by

the bribe of the bishopric of the Canaries, which their

interest procured for him, succeeded in "banishing them
from. the university, of Salamanca. St Charles Borromeo,

to whose original advocacy they owed much, and especially

the exception made in their favour by the council of Trent

(Sess. XXV., xvi.) from the restrictions it laid on other

communities, retracted his protection, and expelled them
from the colleges and churches which they occupied in his

-diocese and province of Milan,—a policy wherein he v.'as

followed in 1604 by his cousin and successor, the equally

saintly Cardinal Frederick Borromeo. The credit of the

society was, however, far more seriously damaged by the

publication at Cracow in 1612 of an ingenious forgery

(whose authorship has been variously ascribed to John

Zaorowsky or to Cambilone and Schloss, aU ox-Jesnits)

entitled jfonila Secreta, professing to be the authorita-

tive secret instructions drawn up by the general Acquaviva

and given by the superiors of the company to its various

officers and members, and to have been discovered in MS.

by Christian of Brunswick in the Jesuit college at Prague.

It is full of suggestions for extending the influence of the

Jesuits in various ways, for securing a footing in fresh

pkces, for acquiring wealth, and so forth, all marked with

ambition, craft, and unscrupulousness. It had a wide

success and popularity, passing through several editions,

and, though declared a forgery by a congregation of

cardinals specially appointed to examine into it, has no6

ceased to be reprinted and credited down to the present

day. The- truth seems to be that, although bfith caricature

and libel, it was drafted by a shrewd and keen observer,

who, seeing what the fathers actually did, travelled analy-

tically backwards to find how they did it, and on what
methodical^system, conjecturally reconstructing the process,

and probably coming very near the mark in not a few

details. Later on, a formidable assault was made on their

moral theology in the famous Provincial Letters of Blaise

Pascal, eighteen in number, issued under the pen-name of

Louis de Montalte, from January 1656 to. March 1657.

Their wit, irony, eloquence, and finished style have kept

them alive as one of the great French classics,—a destiny

more fortunate than that of two kmdred works by Antoine

Arnauld, his collaborator in the Provincial Letters,

namely, Theologie 3Iorale clcs Jesnites, consisting of extracts

from writings of members of the society, and Morale

Pratique des Jestiites, made up of narratives exhibiting the

manner in which they carried out their own maxims in

their personal action. The reply on behalf of the society

to Pascal's charges of lax morality, apart from mere general

denials (such as that embodied in F. Ravignan's name
for the Provincicdes, " Le Dictionnaire de la Calomnie "),

is broadly as follows. (1) Ignatius Loyola himselfj the

founder of the society, had a special aversion from rmtruth-

fulness in all its forms, from quibbling, equivocation, or

even studied obscurity of language, and it would -be con-

trary to the spirit of conformity with his example and

institutions for his followers to think and act otherwise.

(2) Several of the cases cited by Pascal are mere abstract

hypotheses, many of them now obsolete, argued on simply

as matter of intellectual exercise, but having no practical

bearing whatever. (3) Even such as do belong to the

sphere of actual life are of the nature of counsel to spiritual

physicians, how to deal with exceptional maladies, and were

never intended to fix the standard of moral obligation for

the general public. (4) The theory that they were

intended for this latter purpose, and do represent the

normal teaching of the Jesuit body, becomes more unten-

able in exact proportion as this immorality is insisted on,

because it is matter of notoriety that the Jesuits themselves

have been singularly free from personal, as distinguished

from corporate, evil repute, and no one pretends that the

large numbers of lay-folk whom they have educated or

influenced exhibit any great moral inferiority to their

neighbours. The third of these replies is the most cogent

as regards Pascal, but the real weakness of his attack Jies

in that nervous dread of appeal to first principles and their

logical results which has been the besetting scare of Galli-

eanism. Afraid to deal with the fact that the society waj

on the whole what its founder meant it to be, and was

merely carrying out hus programme, because that admission

would have involved challenging Loyola's position as a

canonized saint, and the action of the Holy See in approv-

ing his institute, Pascal wjs o"bliged to go on the histori-

cally untenable ground that the Jesuits of his day had

degenerated from their original standard ; and thus he was

not at liberty to go down to that principle which underlies

the whole theory of probabilism, namely, the substitution

of external authority for the voice of conscience. Hence
the ultimate failure of his brilliant attack." The same
error of complaining against integral parts of the original

system as though they were departures from its spirit

marks the treatise of the Jesuit Mariana on certain faults

in the government of the society, which was published at

Bordeaux snnn after his death, in Spanish, French, Latin,
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•Li.i llali.in, from a M.S. taken fiom him when be was in

prison. Tlie evils Ije spccilies arc the spy system (wliich

Le declares to be carried so far that, if the general's archives

at Rome sliuuld be searched, nut one Jesuit's character

would be fouiul to escape), the monopoly of the higher

olfices in the hands of a small clique, the narrow range Of

.study, and the absence of encouragement and recompense
for the best men nf the society. Ijut any fair exammation
<4 the constitutions will show that al' these belong to the

original ."^cliomo of government, and should have been
challenged on tlmt ground, if at all. Yet, on the bruad
issue, l^ascal's censures have in the main been justified by
the subsoi|Ucnt teachiiig of the society, fo'- the lax casuistry

which ho held up to ridicule has been formally reproduced

in the most modern and popular Jesuit text book on the

subject, that of J". Gury, while the works of Liguori and
Scavini, though not of direct Jesuit origin, are yet inter-

penetrated withtUe same opinions. And the result of dis-

jinssionato cxaniiuation of these and kindred works—always

bearing in mind that no Jesuit writings can bo published

without special licence from the general, after careful

scrutiny and review—is that the three principles of proba-

bilisni, of mental reservation, mid of justification of means
by ends, which collectively make up what educated men
intend by the term " Jesuitry," are recognized maxims of

the society. As the lastof ihese three is at once the most
<xUiiU3 in itself and the charge which is most anxiously

re|)clled, it is well to cite three leadmg Jesuit theologians

in proof, Easombaum, whose JM/H/At y//(o'o'/'-'« bas been
more than fifty times printed, and lately by tlie Propaganda
itself, lays down the maxim in the following tcrnis :

" Cum
finis est licitus, etiara media sunt licita," and, " Cui licilus

est finis, etiam lioent media." Layman, similarly, in his

Thcolur/ia Moraliti, "Cui concessus est finis, concessa etiam

sunt media ad finera ordinata;" and Wageniann, in his

,S>//io/jsis T/ieolor/iK Mora/is, yet more tersely, " Finis

determinat probitateni actus." In point of fact, many rules

of conduct based on these three principles have gradually

percolated, as might have been expected, into popular

catechisms, and so have weakened the plea that we are

dealing only with technical manuals for a i>rofessional

class: while the plausible defence from the fair average

honesty and morality of the lay-folk taught by a clergy

which uses these manuals, amounts .simply to a confession

that the ordinary secular conscience is a safer guide in

morals than a Jesuit casuist, since the more nearly the

code dedut'iblerfrom his text-books is conformed to tJie

more widely must the -pupil diverge from all accredited

ethfcs.

Two causes have been at work to prodnce the universal

failure of the great company in all its plans and cfTorts.

And first stands its lack of powerful intellects. Nothing
can be wider from the truth than the popidar conception

of the ordinary Jesuit as a being of almost superliunian

abilities and universal knowledge. The company is with-

out doubt a corps d'clite, and an average member of it is

of choicer cpiality than the average member of any equally

large body, besides being disciplined by a' far more perfect

drill. Cut it takes great men to carry out great plans, and
of great men the company has been markedly- barren from
almost the first. Apart from its mighty founder, and his

early colleague Francis Xavicr, there are absolutely none
who stand in the very first rank. They have had, no doubt,

|

able administrators, like Acouaviva : methodical and lucid ,

compilers, like the PoUandists and Cornelius a Lapide; i

learned and plausible controversialists, like BcUarmine ; I

elegant preachers, as Bourdaloue, Segneri, and Vieyra; dis-
|

tinguished m.athcmaticians, like Le Seur, JScquier, and more
|

htelv Secchi ; but even their one boldest and most original
'

thinker, Denis Petj,u, Lai produced no permanent influence
I

over the current of human Ihjoughl. They have had no

Aquinas, no Anselm, no Eacon, no Eichelieu. Men whom
they trained and who broke loose from their teaching,

Pascal, Descartes, '\'oltaire, have powerfully affected the

philosophical and religious beliefs of great masses of man-

kind, but respectable mediocrity is the brand on the long

list of Jesuit names in the catalogues of Alegambe and De
Backer. This result is due chiefly to the destructive pro

cess of scooping out the will of the Jesuit novice, to replace

it with that of his superior (as a watchmaker might fit a

new movement into a case), and thereby annihilating in all

instances those subtle qualities of individuality and origin-

ality which are essential to genius. Jlen of the highest

stamp will either refuse to submit to the process, or will

come forth from the mill with their finest qualities pulverized

and useless. iS^or is this all. The Haiio Sliuliormn, as

devised by Acquaviva, and still followed in the colleges of

the society, lays down rules which are incompatible with

all breadth and progress in the higher forms of education.

True to the anti-speculative and traditional side of Loyola's

mind, it prescribes that even where religious topics are not

in question, the teacher is not to permit any novel opinions

or discussions to be mooted ; nor to cite himself, or allow

others to cite, the opinion of an author not of known
I'epute ; nor to teach or suft'er to bo taught anything con-

trary to the prevalent opinions of acknowledged doctors

current in the schools. Obsolete and false opinions are not

to be mentioned at all, even for refutation, nor are objec-

tions to received teaching to be dwelt on at any length.

The professor of Biblical literature is always to support and
defend the A'ulgate reading, and to cite the Hebrew and

Greek only when they can at least be reconciled therewith
;

while all versions excei]t the LXX. (which is to be spoken

of respectfully) are to be passed over tntiiely, save when
tliey help to confirm the Vulgate text. In philosophj',

Aristotle is to be always followed, and Aqninas generally,

care being taken to speak respectfully of him even when
abandoning his opinion. It is not wonderful that, uii,der

such a method of training, highly cultivated commonplace
should be the inevitable average result, and that in pro-

portion as Jesuit power has . become dominant in Latin

Christendom, the same doom of intellectual sterili y, and
consequent loss of influence with the higher aud thoughtful

classes, has spread from the part to the whole. The second
cause which has blighted the efl'orts of the company is the

lesson, too faithfully learnt and practised, of making its

corporate interests the first object at all times and in all

places. The most brilliant exception to this rule is found

in some of the foreign missions of the society, and notably

in that of St Francis Xavier. But Xavier quitted Europe
in 1 -5 1 1 , befai-e th3 new society had hardened into its final

mould, and never returned. His work, so far as we can

gather from contemporary accounts, was not done on the

true Jesuit lines, though the company has reaped all its

credit ; and it is even pos.iible that had he succeeded Loyola

as general of the Jesuits the institute might have been
seriously and healthfully modified. It would almost seem
that careful selection was made of the men of greatest piety

and enthusiasm, such as Anchieta, Baraza, and Brebeuf,

whoso unworldliness made them less apt for the diplomatic

intrigues of the society in Europe, to break new ground in

the various foreign missions, where their successes would
throw lustre on the society, and their scruples need never
come into play. But such men are rare, and as they died

off, thei'' places had to be filled with more sophisticated

and ordiriary characters, whose one aim was to increase

the power and resources of the society. Hence the con-

descension to heathen rites in Hindustan and China. The
first successes of the Indian mi.ssiou were entirely amongst
the lowest clns=

; but when Robert de' NobLli, to win the
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Brahmans, adopted their insignia and mode of life in 1605

—a step sanctioned by Gregory XV. in 1623— the fathers

who followed his example pushed the new caste-feeliiif; so

far as absolutely to refuse the ministrations and sacraments

of religion to the piriahs, lest the Brahman converts should

take offence,— an attempt which was reported to Rome by

Norbert, a Capuchin, and by the bishop of llosalia, and

was vainly censured in the pontifical briefs of Innocent \.

in 16i5, Clement IX; in 16G9, Clement XII. in 173<t and

1739, and Benedict XIV. in 1745. The Chinese rites,

assailed with equal unsuccess by one pope after another,

were not finally put down uotil 1744, by a bull of Benedict

XIV. For Japan, where their side of the story is that best

known, we have a remarkable letter, printed by Wadding,

addressed to Paul V. by Soleto, a Franciscan missionary,

vho was martyred in 1624, in which he complains to the

pope that the Jesuits had systematically postponed the

spiritual welfare of tlie native Christians to their own con-

venience and advantage, while, as regards the test of

martyrdom, no such result had followed on their teaching,

but only on that of the other orders who had undertaken

missionary work in Japan. Again, even in Paraguay, the

most promising of all Jesuit undertakings, the evidence

shows that the fathers, though, civilizing the Guarani

population just sufficiently to make them useful and docile

servants, happier, no doubt, than they were before or after,

stopped short there, and employed them simply in raising

produce to be traded with for the interests of the society,

in accordance with a privilege conferred on them by

Gregory XIII., licensing them to engage in commerce.

These examples are sufficient to explain the final collapse

of so many promising efforts. The individual Jesuit might

be, and often was, a hero, saint, and martyr, but the system

of which he was a part, and which he was obliged to

administer, is fundamentally unsound, and in contraven-

tion of inevitable laws of nature, so that his noblest toils

were foredoomed to failure, save in so far as they tended

to ennoble and perfect himself, and offered a model for

others to imitate.

The influence of the society since its revival in Latin

Christendom has not been beneficial. It presents the

seeming paradox of the strictest and most irreproachable

body amongst the Uoman clorgy doing nothing to raise the

general standard of clerical morals ; of that which is collec-

tively the best educated order .setting itself to popularize

merely emotional and material cults, to the practical neglect

and disparagemcnf of more spiritual agencies ; of the most
intellectual religious teachers deliberately eviscerating the

undcritanding, and endeavnuring to substitute mechanical

submission to a word of command for intelligent and
spontaneiHis asjcnt to reasonable argument. And yet in

all this they are but carrying out the fatal jirinciples of the

original institute. True to the teaching of that remarkable

panegyric on the society, the hiuir/o Piimi Sa-ciili Sociilatis

,/(•.<" ([irobably written by John Tollenarius in 1G40), they

have identified the church with their own society, and have

considert/l only what mode of action would make it more
easily governed in the same spirit. It is thus for the

advantage of such a scheme that laymen should reason as

little as pos-ilile on questions of theology, that the fathers

of the company should hold an acknowledged position of

moral and intellectual superiority to t be ordinary secular

clergy, that all the threads of eccle-siastionl authority should

be galhered up into one h.md, and that one hand in the

stronger grasp of the society—a policy modelled exactly on

the lines of the ciiicord.at of Xajioleon I. with Pins VII.

Hen'"'' the long pruinration and elaborate intrigues which
issui'd ill the Vatieaii decrees of papal infallibility and
ininicdi.itc jiiris.lieti.m in all diuccscj. the ultiinute issues

uf «hijh are still hidden in futuiii).

TIlSTOKY.

Such being in omhno tlic const'tution and char.ictrr of the
Coiiipaijy o( Jc.-,Uii, 't iciniiins to siinnn;irizo il.s lii>ioiii-al can-iv.

]
Don Ini^'o dc Loyoi.n, n iiouIl-id.iii of Gnipuzco;!, Inovi- ainl aL-CDiii-

I I'lishfd. but uuvtiscd ill IcUt-ls. wai .scvnc-ly uouiiiUd iil lln- si^-^'C

- of I'.iinpcluiia ill 1.S2], \\1h'1i lit- was tliifty yc.Trs of r.gf. Sl'IiI lo

Ills I'atliel's castle by liis L-lnvnh'uus captors, he was indu*ci-d by
\ tile leadiiij^ of soirip jtious books, intended to divert the tedium ui"

illness, lo devote liiniacH" 10 a rcli;.'ious lite. Quilting liis lioine, lie

betook liiinsclf liisl to Jloulseiial and tliciice. in the gaib uf a j.il-

' grim, to Alanresa, a smalltown lieai- liareeiona, wlieiief, after seijvin'^

for a time in ihc bu^pitid. lie willnhew to a cnvein' ilose at iiaud,

wlie'e, auiidat llic praeli-e of vaiious austerities, lie made the liist

draft of liis lamous S/nrUual £" c'sts, a woik which, olttn le-

tunchod and am]ililied -in his later yeai>,. is one of the rhicr autliuli-

tativc fonimlalies ol Ills society. 'J'lielue lie ]troccedcd by wa}' id'

Barcelona to sail fur Italy, and, after visiuiig l.'onic and ^*elliec, liu

made a pilgiim.age to Jeinsalein, intending ii jio-ssiblc to cstaLJis'

a missionary society there lur the cuiiveisioll of tlie ilaliometans.

ComjielleU to withdraw by llie inovineial of tlio Franciscans, wiio

leared a collision witli the Turkish autlioiities, Loyola ictniiud to

Spain, and at tliiity-tlircc years of age alteiided selioul at Jjaleelona

to acquire the rudiments ot Latin, spending twu years tin re between
his studies and such niissiunar) woik as was jiossible for him. lie

then removed in 152G to the newly loundcd univeisity of Aleal.i,

where ho first began to gather rouud biui a little band offcJlow-

workcrs, holding religious eonfereiiccs amongst the students, and
giving ]tr' 'ate instruction besides to various townsfolk, 'lliis eon-

ilu'ftdrc\v on Iiim the suspicious of the ijnpiisilion, but after a slioit

impiisoiuneiit lie was released, and migrated toSalanianca, wliitlier

two of his Iriends had preeeded him. Here he was ag.dii thrown
into prison onsus|iicion of heresy, and formed the jdaii of going to

I'aiis on recovering his libetty as ft place ^\llere he could have inoi&
freedom of action, supclioi leaching, and a greater likelihood ot
finding able recruits in so cenli.il and populous a city for the t-oeiidy

he was preparing to found, lie leacheil Paris in IDiS, and entered
at the college ol' St liarbara in the university. Not until his sixtli

year of residence did lie attempt t!;e regular organization of tlio most
]nomisitig of the 3'ouiig men w liolii he drew jruuiid him. ^ It was in

July ]53t tbat be opened his plans to,tlieni fur startinga missiuiiaiy

society to work in tlie Holy Land, and the aetual vows, binding
the new companions to one another and to the sovt of life they con-
templated, or to direct service of the xiope, should Uiat jirove

impracticable, were taken in llic ciyitt of Xutre Daine dc Moiitniartre

on August 15, 1534, by Ignatius Loyola himself; I'etcr Faber or Le
Fcvre, a Savoyard ; Francis Xavicr, Diigo Laynez, Alfonso Salmeron,
Nicolas Alfonso de LJobadiUa, Spaniards ; and Simon iiodrigucz, a

Portuguese. "With his usual jnaetical foresight, Loyola postpolRd
the execution of their scheme till J a ninny 25, 1537, and provided for

its possible modification or abandonment. Three more disciples

speedil} joined the infant soeicty, Jean C'oduie, Claifde le Jay, and
1 ascliase lirouet. in Mareli 1535 Loyola rpiitted Palis, committing
his society to Faber, the eldest, and betook himself to Spain, wlieic

he leniained a few months, and tbeu proceeded to Venice, wlienee

he wrote to summon his compiwiioiis to join him. They left I'aiis

on Noveniber 15, 1536, and leaehcd Venice on January 6, 1537,

where their leader had already gained three fiesli recruits, Hosez una
the two brothers D'Egoia. liemaining in Venice hiiiisell Tor ]iruden-

tial reasons, he sent all the others to Uome to solicit from Paul IIL

leave to go as missionaries to Jerusalem. They were aided in their

application by Pedro Ortiz, the enijieror's euvoy, and readily ob-

tained the desired permission, with further licence to be ordained

priests by any bislioji, on being duly qualitied.

}leturning to \'c;iiee, they were onlainedon St John B.iptist's D.ay,,

1537, along with Loyola lumself, by Vincelizio (or Antonio) ^"igu-

santi, bisliojiof Alba. A war which broke out between Turkey and

A'enico made the intended journey to ralestinc impracticable
; ami

accordingly Loyola, Faber, and Layncz betook tliemselves to Pome,
while the others disjierscd themselves through tlie chief univeisity

towns of Korth Italy, and began their work as home missjonary

]ireac^iers ; and it was immediately before tliey separated on this

occasion, at A'icenza in November 1537, that Loyola announced Jiis

intention that their fellowship should hencelorward be known as tlic

'•Coinpnliy of Jesus." and that, .abaiidoiiing tlieir original plan of a
purely Oriental mission, they should olTer tjieliiselves to the jiope as

a special militia. It may be here remaikcd that tlie more popnlar

iiame 'Jesuits" seems to have bct-ii first used by Calvin, and it

apjiears also in the register of 1 he iiarliameiit of Paris as early as 1 55^2,

while the CHemies ol the sm-ieiy in Spain usually s[ioke of its mem-
bers as " Inigistas," alter the name of its founder.

On their arrival at fiome, the three Jesuits weie favourably

received by Paul IIL, who at once appointed Faber to the eliair c{

Uiblie-il r\cgesi>, and Laynez to that of seholastic theology, in the

collcgeof S.ipienza. But iliey encoiinleiednnuh opposition, and were-

cveii chni^'-d «iih here*), nay, when this accusation had hoin ilis-

poseu of. Iheic still iveie diiliculties in the w.iy of stalling any
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new order. Despite tne appporal of Contanni, and the goodwiu
of the pope himself (who is said to have exclaimed, on penvsiug
Loyola's papers, "The finger of God is here"), there was a stroug
ami general feeling that the monastic system had broken down
utterly, and could not be wisely developed further. Cardinal
Guidiccioni, one of a committee of three appointed to examine the
draft constitutions, was known to advocate tlie abolition of all

existing ordere save four, which were to be remodelled and jiut under
strict coutrdl. And it was that very year, 1538, that a committee
of cardinals, consisting of Reginald I'ole, Contarini, Sadolet, Caraffa
(afterwards Paul IV.). Fregoso, Aleander, and Badia, had just re-

ported to the pope that the conventual orders were such a scandal
to Cliristendom that they should be all abolished

—

*^ abolcvdos
piUamus omncs." Not only so, but, when greater strictness of t ule

and of enclosure sjemed the most needful reforms in communities
which had become too secular in tone, the proposal of Loyola to
make it a first principle that the members of liis new institute

siiould mix freely with the world, and be as little marked off as

possible exterually from secular life and usages, ran counter to all

tradition and prejudice, save that Caraffa's then n^cent order of

Thcatines, from whr.h Loyola copied some details, had taken some
steps in the same direction.

Loyola and his companions, nowever, had little doubt of ulti-

mat success, an« so bound themlelves^on April 15, 1539, to obey any
superior chusen from amongst their body, and added ou filay i
certain other rules, the most important of which was the vow of

special allegiance to the pope for mission purpos'.'s, to' ^tpkeii by all

membere of the society. But Guidiccioni, ou a'carelul study of the
papers, changed his mind,—partly, it is supjiosed, because of the
strong iuterest in the new scheme exhibited by the king of Portugal,
who instructed his ambassador to press it on the pope, and to

ask Loyola himself for some priests of his society for mission
work in Portugal and ils Indian possessions, and accordingly
Xavicr and Rodriguez were ^q'nt to the king in March 1540. And
on September 27, 1540, the bull Regimini militantis ccdesiee was
j-(!blislicd, confirming the new order, but limiting iis members to
six-ty, a restriction which was removed by a latcf bull in March
1543. In the Latin translation of the original draft cojistitutioi s,

approved by the pope, tlio word compnnia was represented by
societaSf though cohors er some such military term would have
more exactly reproduced the founder's idea, and tlius the Jesuit
Ijody is known indilfereutly as "Company" or "Society," while the
title "Order "is never officially given to it. This title was finally

settled by Gregory XIV. in a bull of Juno 28, 1594.
On April 7, 1541, Loyola was unanimously chosen superior. His

refusal of this post was overruled, so he entered on his newofBce on
Apiil 13, and on April 15 the newly constituted society took its

formal corporate vowi as a religious order in the church ojf St Paul-
without-the-Walls. Th« general entered on his duties by liolding

public catechizings in Sta Maria in Strata for eight and forty days,
a precedent followed ever since by his successors in office. Scarcely
was the society launched when its members dispersed in various
directions to tlioir new tasks. Salmeron and Brouet were sent,

tjlothcd with the powers of papal legates, on a secret mission to

Ireland, to encourage the native clergy and people in resistance to

the religious, changes introduced by Henry VIH. ; Bobadilla went
to Naples ; Faber, first to the diet of Worms, and then to Spain ;

Laynez an ' Le Jay to Germany, wiiile their general busied himself
in.founding the convent of St Martha at Rome for female penitents,
nnd that of St Catherine for unprotected young women, as also in
perfecting the original draft of the constitutions, a task he did not
tiniirfi till 1550. Success rrowned these first etlbrts, and the earliest
college of the society was founded at Coimbra in 1542 by King John
IlL of Portugal, who secured the appointment of Simon Rodriguez
asits rector. It was designed as a training-school to feed the Indian
mission, of whiL-li Francis Xavier had already taken the oversight,
while a seminary at Goa was the second institution founded out of
Rome in connexion witlt-the society. In Spain, notional ]uido in the
founder ai>led their cause almost as much as royal patronage in
Portugal, and the next house of the society after Goa was ojtened at
Gandia under the protection of its duke, Francis Boigia ; in Ger-
many they were eagerly welcomed as the only persons able to meet
the Lutherans ou equal terms ; mid ouly^in France, of the countries
still belonging to the Roman communion, was their advance clieckcd,
owing to political distrust of their Spanish origin, together with tlie

hostility of the Sorbonne and tlie bishop of Pans. However, after
many dillicuities, they succeeded in getting a footing through the
help of Duprat, bishop of Clermont, who founded a college for them
in 1545 in tlie town of Billom, besides making over to them his
liouse at Paris, the Hotel de Clermont, which became the nucleus
of the afterwards famous college of Louis-le-Grand, while a formal
lej^alization was granted to them by the states-general at Poissy in
15GI.

In Rome, Paul IIl.'i's favour did not lessen. He bestowed on them
the church of St Andrea, where now Cardinal Alessandro Farncse's
stately erection, the Gesu, stands, and conferred on them at the same
time the more valuable privilege of altering their own statutes.

besides two others procured in 154G, which Loyola had still more at
heart, as touching the very essence of his institute, namely, exemption
irom ecclesiastical offices and dignities, and from the task of acting
as directors and confessors to convents of nuns. The former of these
measures eflectually stopped any drain of the Ust members away
from the society, and limited their hopes within its bounds, by
putting them more fully at the general's disposal, especially as it

was provided that the final vows couid not be annulled, and that
only the joint action of the general and the pope could dismiss a
profes3t?d member from the society. The regulation as to convents
seems due partly to a de^sire to'avoid the worry and cxpendituie of

time involved in the discharge of such offices, and partly to a con-
viction that penitents of the kind would bo of no efl'ectual use to

the society ; whereas Loyola, against the wiskes of several of his
companions, laid much stress on the duty of accepting the post of

confessor to kings, queens, and women of high rank, when oppor-
tunity presented itself. And the year 154G is notable in the annals
of the society as that in which it embarked on its great etluc;itionaI

career, esoecially bjr the annexation of free day-schools lo all its

colleges.

The council of Trent did much to increase the rejmtation of the

new society, for the pope chose three of its members, Laynez, Faber,

and Salmeron, to act as his theologians in that assembly, and they
had no little influence in framing its dogmatic definitions and
decrees. In 1548 the company reteived a valuable leciuit in the

person of Francis Borgia, duke of Gandia, afterwards third general,

while two important events marked 1550,— the foundation of the

CoUegio Romano, and a fresh couftrmation of the society by pope
Julius III. The German 'college, for the children of poor nobles,

was founded in 1552, and in the same year Loyola, liindy settleil

the disicipUiie of the society by putting down with promptness and
severity some attempts at independent action on the part of

Rodriguez at Coimbra ; while 1553, saw the despatch of a mission
to Abyssinia, and the first quarrel of the society with the pope,^

wlio thought that tlie Spanisdi Jesuits were taking part with the
enii)eror against the Holy See, but was reconciled by the good oijices

of Ferdinand, kin^of the Romans. Paul IV. ^whose election at first

alarmed the Jesuits, for they had found him not very friendly as

• Cardinal Carafta) proved as lavourable to them as his preduecstiors
;

and, when Ignatius Loyola died in J556 under his pontificate, the

society already counted forty-five professed fathers and two
,

thousand ordinary members, distiibuted over twelve provinces, with
more than a hundred colleges and houses. After two years' in-

terregnum, Laynez, who had acted as vicar in the meanwhile, was
elected general in 1558, and was successful in a struggle with the
poj-e, who desired to enforce tlie recitation of the breviary on the

society, and to limit the tenure of the generalship to a term of

three years, but could efiVct neither object. Laynez also succcedes.

in increasing further the already enormous powers of the general

by adding these four clauses to the constitutions :— that tlie general"

alone can make contracts binding the society ; that he can authori-

tatively gloss and interpret the rules and laws, can enact new- o-

repeal old laws, and may have prisons for the incaiceiation ol

relraetory members. He took a leading jiait in the colloquy ot

Poissy in 1561 between the Catholics and Huguenot-^, and obtained,

as already said, a legal footing fi<tni the-states-gcncial for colleges

of the society m France. He died in 15*34, leaving the soi-iety in-

creased to eighteen provinces, with a bundled and thirty colleges, and
was succeeded by Francis Borgia. It was during his generalship tliat

the greatest favour yet vouchi.afcd the comjiany \\as bestowed by Piu?
V , who not only confirmed by bull all former privileges, and extemled
to it further every privilege that had been or might afterwaids
be grantedto any order with vows of poverty, but alsodecieed that

these letters should at no time be capable of being revoked, limited,

or derogated from by the Holy See, nor be included within any
revocation of similar or dissimilar privileges, but be for ever excejitec

therefrom. It was a trifling set-off to such a grant that tlie pope
in I5C7 again enjoined the tatlicrs to recite the canonical hours ir.

choir, and to admit only the ju'ofessed to priest's orders, especially

as Gregory XIII. rescinded botli these injunctions in 157^; and
indeed, as regards the hours, all that Pius V. was able to obtain was
the nominal concession that the breviary should be recited in the
professed, houses only, and that not of necessity by more than two
persons at a time. Eburhard Mercur^un, a Fleming, succeeded

I Borgia in 1572 (hejng forced oni'thc coni]jany by the pope, in pre-

1
ference to Polanco, Loyola!s secretary and then vicar-general, wlic

I

was rejected jiartly as a S]ianiard, and still more because he was :i,

"New Christian" of Jewish origin, ^nd therefore objected to in

Spain itself), and was in turn followed by Claudio Acquaviva, an
able and strong-willed man, who sat from 1581 to ltil5, a time
almost exactly coinciding with the high tiile of the great and suc-

I

cessful counter-Refoiinatioi; movement, chiefly diic lo tlie Jrsuits,

I

which had begun under Dorj^ia. It was, however, durr^ig his
I generalship tint the company's evil reputation began to eclipse its

I good rLqmrt, that they first had the pope their avowed enemy, and

j

that they were driven from England (uhithi-r tht-y had come chiefly

I from the scuinary founded ut Donay by Cardinal Allen in 1568),j
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once in 1581, and ajiain in 1601, as conspirators against the life of

Queen EUzabetli, and later ngaiu for their share iu the Gunpowder
Plot ; from France as accomplices iu the attempt of Chiitel to assas-

sinate Henry IV,; and from Antwerp as having resisti^d the pacifi-

cation ot G}:ent. It is true that the edict of the parliament of Paris

in 1594, which banished them from France, was revoked in 1603,

by desire of Henry IV., who permitted them to return under con-

ditions ; and this fact has been mucii relied on by Jesuit writers

in proof of their innocence of all complicity in Chatel's plot. But
as Sully lias recorded for us that Henry declared his only motive to

be the expediency of not driving them into a corner, and so inducing
them to murder him thraugh despair or revenge, and tliat his only

hope of tranquillity lay in appeasing them, his conduct does not tell

much in their favour.

It was also during Acquaviva's generalship that Philip II. of

Spain complained bitterly of the company to Pope Sixtus V., and
encouraged him in those plans of reform which were cut short

by his death in 1590, and also that tho long-protracted discussions

on grace, wherein the Dominicans contended against the Jesuits,

were carried on at Rome, with little practical result, by the Con-
gregation Z>e AuTiliis, which began to sit in 1598, and continued
till 1607. He saw too the expulsion of the Jesuits from Venice in

1606 for siding with Paul V. when he placed the republic under an
interdict, but did not live to see their recall, which took place at the
intercession of Louis XIV. in 1657.. But the concessions made to

the company by Gregory XIV., successor of Sixtus V., during his

short reign of twelve months, almost seemed to compensate for all

these troubles ; for he not only confirmed all existing privileges, but
conferred also that of being able to expel members of the society

without any form of trial, or even documentary procedure, besides

denouncing excommunication against every one save the pope or

his legates who directly or indirectly infringed the constitutions of

the society, or attempted to bring about any change therein.

Under Vitelleschi, Acquaviva's successor, the first centenary of tlio

society was held on September 25, 1639, the hundredth anniversary
of the verb:.! approbation given to the draft constitutions by Paul
III., and there were then thirty-six provinces, with eight hundred
houses, containing fifteen thousand Jesuits. It was in the following
year that the great controversy which raged for a century in the

Latin Church broke out by the posthumous publication of the
'Augustinus of Cornelius Jansen, bishop of Ypres, in which the

Jesuits took the leading part, and finally secured the victory for

their teaching throughout the Koman obedience. It was in this

same year 1640 that, considering themselves ill-used by tlie count-

duke Olivaroz, prime minister of Philip IV. of Spain, they power-
fully aided the revolution which placed the duke of Braganza on
the throne of Portugal, and their services were rewarded with a
practical control of ecclesiastical and almost of civil affairs in that
kingdom, wliich lasted for more than a hundred years.

The society also gained ground steadily in France, for, though
held in check during Richelieu's life, aud little more favoured by
Mazarin, yet from the moment Louis XIV. assumed the reins of

government, their star was in the ascendant, and Jesuit confessors,

the most celebrated of whom were La Chaise and Letellier, guided
the policy of the king, not hesitating to take hJs side in his quarrel
with the Holy See, which nearly resulted in a schism, nor to sign
the Gallican articles. How their hostility to the Huguenots forced
on the revocation of the Edict of Nantes in 1685, and their war
against Jansenism did not cease till the very walls of Port Royal
were demolished in 1710, even to the abbey church itself, and the
bodies of the holy dead taken with every mark of insult from their
graves, and literally flung to ths dogs to devour, is well known.
But, while thus gaining power in one direction, the company was
losing it in others. The Japanese mission had vanished in blood
by 1651, and, though many Jesuit ftilhers and their converts died
bravely as martyrs for the faith, yet it is impossible to acquit them
of a large share in the causes of that overthrow. And it was about
this same period that the grave scandal of the Chinese and Malabar
rites, already referred to, began to attract attention in Europe, and
to make thinking men ask seriously whether the Jesuit missionaries
taughf anything which could be fairly called Christianity at all.

When it is remembered, too, tliat they decided in a council at Lima
that it was inexpedient to impose any act of Christian devotion
except baptism on their South American converts, without the
greatest precautions, on the ground of intellectual difficulties, it is

not wonderful that this doubt was not satisfactorily cleared up,
notably in face of the charges brought against the society by Bern-
ardin de Cardonas, bishop of Paraguay, and the saintly Palafox,
bishop of Angelopolis in Mexico, whom they persecuted till he had
to fly for his life, and could be protected by the pope himself only
by his translation to a European see. As regards their North
American work, the Abbe Badiche, coutinuator of Helyot, pavs
the Jesuits the doubtful compliment of saying that the Red Indian
tribes which accepted the gospel with joy, *' learned to mingle Jesus
Christ and France together in their alfection."

The seeds of decay were already germinating within the company
itself. A succession of devout but incapable generals after the death

of Acquaviva saw the gradual secularization of tone by the flockincr

in of recruits of rank and wealth, desirous to share in the glories

and influence of the company, but not well adapted to increase them,
and too readily admitted on merely temporal grounds , while the old

strict discipline was relaxed, as the professed fathers gradually

encroached on the general's authority, till they went the length, in

1661, of appointing a vicar-general with powers which praotically

superseded those of the general, Goswin Nickel, whom they did not

think it expedient to depose formally. Aud, though the political

weight of the company continued to increase in the cabinets of

Euro|}e, yet it was being steadily weakened internally. They
abandoned, too, the system of free education, which had won thcni

so much influence and honour ; by attaching themselves exclusividy

to the interests of courts, they lost favour with the middle and
lower classes ; and, above all, their monopoly of pmver and patronage

in France, with the fatal use they had made of it, drew down the

bitterest hostility upon them. It was indeed to their credit that

the Encyclopedists attacked them as the foremost representatives

of Christianity, but they are accountable in no small degree for the

unfavourable opinion of the nature and merits of Christianity itself

which their opj)onents entertained. But that part of the policy of

the company which proved most fatal to it, and seiwed as the jnc-

text of the attacks before which it fell, was its activity, wealth, and
importance as a great trading firm, with branch houses scattered

over the richest producing countries in the world. Its founder,

with a wise instinct, had forbidden the accumulation of wealth ;

its own constitutions, as revised in. the eighty-fourth decree of the

sixth general congregation, had forbidden all ])ursuits of a commer-
cial nature, as also had various popes, rescinding the decree of

Gregory XIII. ; but nevertheless, the trade went on unceasingly.

The fiist mutterings of the storm which was soon to break were
heard in a severe brief issued in 1741 by Benedict XIV., the most
learned and able of the later pope-s, wherein he denounced the Jesuits

as "disobedient, contumacious, captious, and reprobate persons,"

and enacted many stringent regulations for their better government

;

and this was followed up by two l.niUs, Sx quo singulaH in 1742^
and Ovmium sollicitudininii in 1744, stiiking at their coutiiiued

insubordination in the matter of the Chinese rites, which, however,
did not save them Trom an edict of banisKment from China itself in

1753, and the last of them disappeared thence in 1774.

The first serious attack came from a country where they had been
long dominant. In 1753 Spain and Portugal exchanged certain

American provinces with eacn other, which involved a transfer of

sovereign rights ovc-r Paraguay, but it was provided that the popula-
tions should severally migrate also, that the subjects of each crown
might remain the same as before. The inhabitants of tlie ' reduc-
tions," whom the Jesuits had trained in the use of European arms anil

discipline, rose in revolt, and attacked the troops and authorities.

Their previous docility, and their entire submission to the Jesuit

1 missionaries, left no doubt possible as to the source of their rebellion,

though direct proof was, as usual, lacking; and the matter was
'^ot soon forgotten. In 1757 Carvalho, marquis of Pombal, prime
minister of Joseph I. of Portugal, dismissed the three Jesuit chap-
lains of the king, and named three secular .priests in their stead.

He next complained to Beuedict XIV. that tlie trading operations
of the society hampered the commercial prosperity of the nation,

and asked for remeilial measures. The pope granted a visitation

of the society, aud committed it to Cardinal Saldanha, a close inti-

mate of Pombal's. He issued a severe decree against the Jesuits,

and ordered the confiscation of all their merchandise.
But at thisjuncturo Benedict XIV. died, and wassucceeded^inuch

as had happened on several previous occasions, by a pope strongly
in favour of the Jesuits, Cardinal Rezzonico, who took the title of

Clement XIII. Pombal, finding that no helj) was to be expected
from this quarter, adopted other means. The king was fired at and
wounded on returning from an assignation with bis mistress, the
marchioness of Tavora, Septembers, 1758. The duke of Aveiro,
the marquis of Tavora, and other persons of iiigh rank were tried

and executed for conspiracy, while some of the Jesuits, who had
undoubtedly been in communication with them, were charged, on
evidence whose value there are no certain means of testing, but
which seems very doubtful, with complicity in the attempted
assassination. Pombal charged the whole society with its guilt,
and, unwilling to await the dubious issue of ah application he hatl
made to the pope for licence to try them in the civil courts, whence
tiiey were exempt, issued a decree on September 1, 1759, ordering
their immediate deportation from Portugal and all its dependencies,
and their supersession by the bishops in the schools and universities.
Those in Portugal were at once shipped to Italy, and such as were
in the colonies expelled speedily after. In France, Madame de
Pompadour was their enemy,—it is said, because they endea-
voured to make her break ofi'her connexion with Louis XV., and
refused her absolution on any other terms ; but the immediate cause
of their ruin was the bankruptcy of F. Lavalette, the Jesujt
administrator of Martinique, a daring spr.-culator, wlio failed for

2,400,000 fi'ancs, and ruined some French commercial houses of
note. Ricci, then general of, the Jesuits, repudiated the debt,
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illeging lack of authority on Lavalette's part to pledge the credit of

the society, and was sued by the creditors. Losing his cause, he

appealed to the piiriiament of Paris, and it, to decide the issue

raised by Ricci, required the constitutions of the Jesuits to be pro-

duced in evidence, and affirmed the judgment of the courts below.

But the publicity given to a document scarcely known till then

(indeed the first authoritative e-Jition of the Constitutioiis is that of

Prac^ue in 1757) nised the utmost indignation against the company.

AriTyal commission, appointed by the dukeof Choiseul to examine the

constitutions, convoked a private assembly of fifty-one archbishops

and bishops under the presidency of Cardinal de Luynes, all of whom
except six voted that the unlimited authority of the general was
incompatible with the laws of France, and that the appointment of

a resident vicar, subject to those laws, was the only solution of the

question fair on all sides. , Ricci replied with the historical answer,
*' Sint ut sunt, aut non sint "; and after some further delay, during

which much interest was exerted in their farour, the Jesuits were

suppressed by an etiict in November 1764, but suflered to remain

on the footing of secular priests, a grace withdrawn in 1767, when
they were expelled from the kingdom. In the very same year,

Charles III. of Spain, a monarch known for personal devoutness,

convinced, on evidence not now forthcoming, that, the Jesuits were

plotting against his authority, prepared, through his minister

B'Aranda, a decree suppressing the society in every part of his

dominions. Sealed despatches were sent to every Spanish colony,

to be opened on the same day, April 2, 1767, when the measure was
to take effect in ispaiu itself, and the expukion was relentlessly

carried out, nearly six thousand priests being aeported from Spain

alone, and sent to the Italian coast, whence, however, they were

i-epelled by the orders of the pope and Ricci himself, fijidijig a

refuge atCorte in Corsica, after some month?' suffering in overcrowded

vessels at sea. The general's object may probably haVe been to

accentuate the harshness with which the fathers had been treated,

and so to increase public sjonpathy, but the actual result of his

policy was blame for the cnielty with which he enhanced their mis-

forte nes, !br the poveny of Corsica made even o, bare subsistence

scarcely procurable for them there. The Bourbon couits of Naples

and Parma followed the example of France and Spain, and Clement
XIII. retorted with a bull launched at the weakest adversary, and
declaring the rank and title of the duke of Parma forfeit. The
Bourbon sovereigns threatened to make war on the pope in return,

(France, indeed, seizing on the county of Avignon), and a joint note

demanding a retractation, and the abolition of the Jesuits, was pre-

sented by the French ambassador at Rome on December 10, 1768,

in the name of France, Spain, and the Two Sicilies. The pope, a

man of eighty-two, died of apoplexy, brought on by the shock, early

in 1769. Cardinal Lorenzo Ganganelli, a Franciscan, was chosen to

succeed him, and took the name of Clement XIV. He endeavoured
to avert the decisinn forced upon him, but, as Portugal joined the

Bourbon league, and Maria Theresa with her son the emperor Joseph
II. ceased to protect the Jesuits, there remained only the petty

kingdom of Sardinia in, their favour, thongh the fall of Choiseul

in France raised the hopes of the society for a time. The pope began
with some ])reliniinary measures, permitting first the renewal of

Lawsuits against the society, which had been suspended by papal

authority, and which, indeed, had in no case been ever successful

At Rome. He then closed the Collegio Romano, on the plea of its

insolvency, seized on the houses at Frascati and Tivoli, and broke
up the establishmeuts in Bologna and the Legations at large.

Finally, on July 21, 1773, the famous hriti Dominits ac Medcmpior
appeared, suppressing the Society of Jesus. This remai'kable docu-
ment opens by citing a long series of precedents for the suppression
of religious orders by the Holy See, amongst which occurs the ill-

omened instance of the Templars. It theu briefly sketches the
objects and history of the Jesuits themselves. It speaks of their

deliance of their own constitution, expressly revived by Paul V., for-

bidding them to meddle in politics ; of the great ruin to souls caused
by their <|uarrels with local ordinaries and the other religious orders,

their conformity to heathen usages in the Ejst, and the disturbances,
resulting in persecutions of the church, which they had stirred up
even in Catholic countries, so that several poi;^es had been obliged
to punish them. Seeing then that the Catholic sovereigns had
beett forced to e.xpel them, that many bishops and other eminent
peranns demanded their extinction, and that the societyhad ceased to

fulfil the intention of its institute, the pope declares it necessary for

the peace of the church that it should be suppressed, extinguished,
abolished, and abrogated for ever, with all its rites, houses, colleges,

schools, and hospitals ; transfers all the authority of its general or
officers to the local ordinaries ; forbids the reception of any more
novices, directing that such as were actually in probation sliould be
dismissed, and declaring that profession in the society should not
serve as a title to holy orders. Priests of the society are given the
option of either joining other orders or remaining as secular clergy,
under obedience to the ordinaries, who are empowered to grant or
withhold from them licences to hear confessions. Such of the
father^ as are engaged in the work of education are permitted
to jontiocc, on condition of abstaiiung from lax and question-

able doctrines, apt to cause strife and trouble. The question of
missions is .reserved, and the relaxations granted to the society in

such matters as fasting, reciting the hours, and reading heretical

books, are withdrawn; while the brief ends with clauses carefully

di-awu to bar any legal exceptions that might be taken against

its full validity and obligation. It has been necessary to cite

these heads of the brief, because the apologists of the society

allege that no motive influenced the pope save the desire of i)eace

at any price, and that he did not believe in the culpability of

the fathers. The categorical charges made in the document, and
that in the most solemn fashion, rebut this plea. The pope-

followed up this brief by appointing a congregation of cardinals t&
take possession of the temporalities of the society, and armed itr

with summary powers against all who should attempt to retain or con-

ceal any of the property. He also threw Lorenzo Ricci, the general,

into prison in the castle of St Angelo, where he died in 1775, under
the pontificate of Pius VI,, who, though not unfavoui-able to th&
company, and owing his own advancement to it, dared not release

him, probably because his continued imprisonment was made a
condition by the powers who enjoyed a right of veto in papal elec-

tions. In September 1774 Clement XIV. died after much sutfeiin^

and the question has been hotly debated ever since whether poisou

administered by the Jesuits was the cause of Ms death. It is im-
possible to decide the doubt, as the opinions and evidence on eacli

side are nearly balanced. On the one hand, Salicetti, the pope's,

physician, denied that the body showed signs of poisoning, and
Tiiuucci, Neapolitan ambassador at Rome, who hati a large share-

in procuring the brief of supi>ression, entirely acquits the Jesuits

while F. Theiner, no friend to the company, does the like. On
the other hand, Scipio de' Rieci, bishop of Pistoia, nephew and.

heir of the unfortunate general, distinctly charges the Jesuits with
the crime, as also does Cardinal de Beniis; and the report by the

Spanish muiister to the comt of Madrid, printed by De Potter itt

his Vic et Memoircs de Scipion de Hicci, voL iii. pp. 151-74, con-

tains the noteworthy fact that the date of the pope's death was
predicted beforehand, notably in a statement made bj' the vicar-

general of Padua to the secretary of the congregation for Jesuit:

affau"s, that several members of the company, believing him to he-

one of their friends, told him that the pope would die before the>

end of September.
At the date of this suppression, the company had 41 province^,

and 22,589 members', of whom 11,295 were priests. Far from sub-

mitting to the papal brief, the Jesuits, after some inefl'ectual

attempts at direct resistance, withdrew into the territories of the-

non-Roman-Catholic sovereigns of Russia and Prussia, Frederick 11.

and Catherine II., both of them freethinkers, who became their-

active friends and protectors; and the fathers alleged asu jainciple,.

in so far as their theology is concerned, that no papal bull is bind-

ing in a state whose sovereign has not approved and authorized its-

publicarion and execution. Russia formed the headquarters of the

company ; and two forged briefs were speedily circulated, being;

dated June 9 and June 29, 1774, approving their establishment in

Russia, and implying the repeal of the brief of suppression. But
these are contradicted by the tenor of five genuine briefs, all issued,

in September of that year to the archbishop of Gnesen, and making;

certain assmances to the Jesuits, on condition of their complete

obedience to the injimctions already laid on them. They also

pleaded a verbal approbation by Pius VI., technically kno-wu as an.

Oraculum vivm vucis, but no proof of either its existence or its^

validity is forthcoming.

They elected three Poles successively as generals, taking, how-
ever, only the title of vicai-s, till on March 7, 1 SOl, Pius VIl. granted

them liberty to reconstitute themselves in North Russia, and per-

mitted Karen, then vicar, to exercise full authority as general. On-

Jxdy 30, 1804, a similar brief restored the Jesuits in the Tv.-o

Sicilies, at the express desire of Ferdinand IV., the pope thus,

anticipating the further action of 1814, when, by the brief SoUici^

tudo ommiim Etrlcsiarum, he revoked the action of Clement
XIV., and fonnally restored the society to corporate legal existence,

yet not only omitted any censure of his predecessor's conduct, but

all vindication of the Jesuits from the heavy charges in the brief

Dominus ac Rcdemjptor. In France, even after their exjiulsion in.

1765, they" had maintained a precarious footing in the country

under the partial disguise and names of '* Fathers of the Faith,"

or " Clerks of the Sacred Heart," but were obliged by Napoleon

I. to retire in 1804. They reappeared under their true name irt

1814, and obtained formal licence in 1822, but became the objects-

of so much hostility that Charles X. deprived them by ordinauce-

of the right of instruction, and obliged all applicants for licences

as teachers to make oath that they did not belong to any com-

munity unrecogtii^ed by the laws. They were dispersed again by^

the revolution ofJuly 1830, but soon reappeared, and, though put t(v

much inconvenience during the latter years of Louis Philijipe's

reign, notably in 1845, maintained their footing, recovered the

right to teach freely after the revolution of 1848, and grddually

became the leading educational and ecclesiastical power in France,

notably under the second empire, till they were once more eipellfid.
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by the Ferry laws of 1880, though they have beeu quietly returning

since the t-xecution of those mearfures. In .S[tain they came back
with Ferdinaml VII., but were expelled at the constitutional rising

iu 1820, retiiniiiig in 1823, when the duke of Angouleme's army
Tei'laccd Ffrdinnnd on his throne ; they were driven out once more
by Kspavtero in 1835, and have had no legal position since. In

Portugal, ranging themselves on the side of Don Miguel, tbey fell

Avitli his causL*, and were exiled in 1834. Russia; which had beeu

their warmest patron, drove them trom St Petersburg and Moscow
in 1813, and from the whole empire in 1S20, mainly on the plea of

attempted proselytizing in the imperial army. Holland drove them
out in 1816, and, by giving them thus a valid excuse for aiding the

Belgian revolution of 1830, secured them the strong position they

have ever since held in Belgium. They were expelled from
.Switzerland in 1847-48 for the part they had taken in exciting the

war of the Sonderbund. In South Germany, inclusive of Austria

and Bavaria, their annals since their restoration have been unevent-

ful ; but in North Germany, owing to the footing Frederick II. had
given them in Prussia, they became very powerful, especially in

the Khine provinces, and, gradually moulding the younger genera-

tion of clergy after the close of the War of Liberation, succeeded in
j

spreading Ultramontane views amongst them, and so leading up to

the difficulties with the civil Government which issued in the

Falk laws, and their own expulsion by decree of the German
^larliament, June 19, 1872. In Great Britain, whither they began
to straggle over duriiigthe revolutionary troubles at the close of

the last century, and where, practically unaffected by the clause

directed against them in the Emancipation Act of 1829, their

chief settlement has been at Stoii^^hurst in Lancashire, an estate

conferred on tliem by Mr Weld in 1795, they have been un-

molested ; but there has been little athnity to the order in

the British temperament, and the English province has conse-

q^uently never risen to numerical or intellectual importance in the

society. In Pi-ome itself, its progress after the restoration was at

first slow, and it was not till the reign of Leo XIL (1823-29) that

it recovered its place as the chief educational body there. It

advanced steadily under Gregory XVL, and, though it was at first

shunned by Pius IX., it secured his entire confidence after his

return from Gaeta in 1849, and obtained from him a special brief

erecting the staff of its literary journal, the Civilta Cattolica, into a

perpetual college under the general of the Jesuits, for the pur]iose of

teaj^hing and propagating the faith in its pages. How, with tlus

pope's support throughout his long reign, and the gradual filling

of nearly all the sees of Latin Christendom with bishops of their own
«eIcGtion, they contrived to stamp out the last remains of independ-

ence everywhere, and to crown the Ultramontane triumph with the

Vatican decrees, is matter of familiar knowledge.
The society has been ruled by twenty-two generals and four vicars

from its foundation to the present day; and the most notable fact to
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signalize with referenro to tlicni is Liiat, of all the various nntiDna-

lities re} resented in the cotiipaiiy, France, its original cradle, has

never gi -en it a head, while Spain, Italy, Holland, Belgium, Ger-

many, and Poland were all re] resented. The numbers of the society

at present are not accurately kcowji, but are estimated at about

6000 in all parts of the world.

The generals oi the Jesuits have been as follows :

—

1. Inigo de Loyola (Spaniard) 1541-1550

2. Diego Layiiez (Spaniard) 1558-1565

3. Francisco Borgia (Spaniard) 1565-1572

4. Eberhard Mercuriau (Belgian) 1573-15S0

5. Claudio Acquaviva (Neapolitan) 1581-1615

6. Mutio VitcUeschi (Koman) 1615-1645

7. Vincenzio Caraffa (Neapolitan) 1646-1649

8. Francesco Piccolomini (Florentine) 1649-1651

9. Alessandro Gottofredi (Roman) 1652

10. Goswin Nickel (German) 1652-1664

11. Giovanni Paolo Oliva (Genoese) vicar-general and
coadjutor, 1661

;
gencr.al 1664-1681

12. Charles von Noyelle (Belgian) 1682-1686

13. Tirso Gonzalez (Spaniard) 1687-1705

14. Michele Angelo Taraburini (Modenese) 1706-1730

15. Franz Retz (Bohemian) 1730-1750

16. Ignazio Visconti (Milanese) 1751-1755

17. Alessandro Centurioni (Genoese) 1755-1757

18. Lorenzo Ricci (Florentine) 1758-1775

a. Stanislaus Czerniewicz (Pole), vicar-general. ...1782-1785

6. Gabriel Lienkiewicz (Pole), „ ...1785-1798

c. Franciscus Xavier Karen (Pole), (general in

Russia, 7th March 1801) 1799-1802

d. Gabriel Gruber (German) 1802-1805
19. ThaJdajus Brzozowski (Pole) 1805-1820

20. Aloysio Fortis (Veronese) 1820-1829

21. Johannes Koothaan (Dutchman) 1829-1853
22. Peter Johannes Becks (Belgian) 1853

The bibliography of Jesuitism is of enoiinous extent, and it is lini^ra^ticable to

cite more tiian a few of the most impoi-tant M-orks. Tlicy ato as foliows:

—

Instiluttim Socielatis Jesu,l vols., Avignon, 18^0-38: Orlandini, Uisloria Sociefntn
Jcstt, Antwerp, 1620; Imago Primi Sxculi Socictatii Je.^u, Antwerp, 1640; Kicr-

emberR, Vida fie Sati Ignacio de Loyola, 9 vols, fol., Madrid, 1645-1736 ; Genelli,

Life of St Ignatius of Loyola, Lnntlon, 1872; Becker, Bibliotbique des_BcriiatTis

de la Compagnie de J^sun, 7 vols. Paris, 18.^3-61 ; Ctt5l inctu Joly, Ilistoire de la

Compaguie de Jesua, 6 vols., Paris, 1844 ; Guett(5e, Bisloire (fcs Jfsuites, 3 vols.,

Paris, lS.^&-59; Stewart Rose. /snaf'ua Lovola and tite Earltj Jesuits, London,
1871; Wolff, Allgemeire OescliiMe dcr Jesutten, 4 vols., Zurich, 178!l-92 ; Paik-
nian, Pioneers of France in the New World, and The Jesuits in North Aviaica,
Boston, 18C8 ; Lettres idijiantes et Curieuses, ecrites des Missions Etrang'cres,

avectes Annales dela Propagation de la Foi, 40 vols., Lyons, 1819-54 ; Saint-Piiest.

Hisloire de la Chute des J^suites au XVU/i Si^cle, Paris, 1&44 ; Ranke, Romiscl'e
Piipste, 3 vols., lierlin, 1838; and Cartwrighl, Tlte Jesuits, their Constitution and
Teaching, London. 1876. (R. F. L)

JESUS CHRIST
THE Christian religion, besides its natural and spiritual

elements, has also an hi.storical element. It believes

that, in accordance with a Divine purpose, prophesied at the

very dawn of human life, God was manifest in the flesh in

the man Christ Jesus. The actual life of Jesus on earth is

but the central part of a scheme which, in the belief of

Christians, extends through all the ages. Our present

object is merely to furnish a brief sketch of that life as it

appears in the full light of history, without entering into

the numberless collateral questions which it offers for con-

sideration, a task which in these limits is obviously im-

possible.

I. The word Jesus is the form assumed in Latin by the

Greek lesous, which is the transliterated form of the

Hebrew Jehoshua, Jeshua, or Joshua, meaning " Jehovah is

salvation." In one or other of its forms the name is found
in many passages of the Old Testament. It was not,

however, borne by any person who rose to historic eminence
between the days of Joshua the son of Nun and the high
priest Joshua who was the colleague of Zerubbabel at the

return from the exUe. The prominent position held by
Joshua in the later prophetic books seems to have made
the name popular. We find frequent traces of it after the
exile.^ During the Hellenizing period, which excited so

deep an indignation among patriotic Jews, many of the

' Jos., Ant. xii. 5, 1 and 10, 6, xv. 3, 1 ; Ecclus., prol., I 27, kc.

bearers of the name preferred to adopt the purely Greek
analogon Jason,- and the name occurs in this form in

the New Testament also.^ Later on it became one of the

commonest Jewish names which we find in the New Testa-

ment,* and again and again in Josephus.^ There is some
reason for believing that the name of Bar Abbas was also

"Jesus," although it may have disappeared from the chief

manuscripts, partly from feelings of reverence, partly from
the mistaken fancy of Origen that we find no sinner among
all those who had borne the name." But the name, though
common, was meant to be deeply significant of the work
for which Jesus was born into the world—namely, to save

His people from their sins ; and for this reason, in the

account of the Annunciation, as given by St Luke (i. 31 ),

His mother is expressly bidden to call her babe by this

name.^

' 1 Mace. viii. 17, xii. 16 ; 2 Mace. ii. 19, iv. 7; Jos., Ant., xli.

10, 6. The Greek .Jason was connected with tdoftai, and the Greek
fathers l3y a play on words—of v/ljich traces may be found even in

the New Testament (Acts ix. 34, x. 38)—connect the name Jesus with
the same root (Euseb. , De7,i. Evang.j iv. ).

3 Acts xvii. 5 ; Rom. xvi. 21.
* Acta xiii. 6, xvii. 5, xviii. 7 : Rom. xvi. 21 ; 'Coh iv. 11.
' Jos., Ant., XV. 9, 2, xvii. 13, 1, xx. 9, 1 ; .8. J., iii. 9, T.'iv.

3, 9, vi, 6, 5 ; Vit, 22.

" In MS. 5. the roadlfig is said to be found in " exceedingly ancient
MSS." It is now chiciiy found in some cursive MSS., and the

Armenian and Syriac versions. See Origen on Matt, xxvii. 16.
" Iu Matt. i. 21 the same comniaud is given to Joseph. For thft
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On the other hand, the word Christ was not originally

a name but a title.' In the Gospels we scarcely ever read

of Christ, but always of "Ike Christ."- It was only after

the resurrectio'n that the title gradually passed into a

name, and "Jesus Christ," or later still "Christ Jesus,"

becomes one designation. The Greek word means
"anointed," and is a translation of the Hebrew " Messiah."

The coming Deliverer for whom the Jews had yearned for

so many centuries was spoken of as the " anointed one,"

with special reference to the prophecies of Isaiah (Ixi. I)

and Daniel (ix. 24-26), which again referred backward to

the language of the Psalms (ii. 2, xx. 6, xlv. 7). The
anointing of Jesus was the special outpouring of the Holy
Spirit upon Him, not ouly throughout His life (Acts x.

38), but specially at His baptism (John i. 32). Unction

was the recognized mode of consecrating any one to the

offices of priest (Ex. xxix. 29 ; Lev. iv. 3) and king (1

Sam. X. 1, xxiv. 6); and prophets were supposed to be

anointed by God's grace for the fulfilment of their task

(Isa. Ixi. 1). The Messiah combined in His office the

threefold dignity. He was a prophet to reveal (John vi.

14; Matt. xiii. 57; Luke xiii. 33, xxiv. 19), a king to

reign and to judge (Luke xxiii. 2 ; Acts xvii. 7 ; 1 Cor.

XV. 24; Rev. xv. 3), and a high priest to offer up the

sacrifice of Himself (Heb. ii. 17 and passim).

Since these, however, were distinctively Jewish concep-

tions, it was natural that they should be but little understood

by the Greeks and Romans. The word "anointed" con-

veyed to them no sacred conceptions, and it was restamped
(sur/rappe) by them into accordance with their own notions.

They fancied that the real name of the founder of the new
religion must be Chres/us or "excellent,"' and they con-

stantly spoke of the Christians as " Chrestians." Suetonius

eays that the Jews were expelled from Rome by Claudius

because they were raising seditions at the constant instiga-

tion of " Chrestus"; and he cared so little to inform himself

on the subject that he made no distinction between Jews and
Christians, and seems to have imagined that "Chrestus"
was some leader of sedition then living at Rome.* On the

ether hand the Christians in no wise objected to the

mistaken designation. " If you call us Christians," said

Tertullian, if you bear witness to the name of our master

;

if you call us ' Chrestians,' you testify to the blamelessness

of our lives."^

II. The designatiim of " the Christ " given to Jesus

shows that His followers saw in Him the long-promised

Messiah of Judaism ; and the rapidity with which the title

developed into a name proves the strength and permanence

significance of the name see Ecclug. xlvi. 1, where it is said of Joshua
that, " according to his name, he was made great for the sa\iug of tlie

elect of God."
* " Non proprium nonien est, sed uuucupatio potestatis et regtii,"

Lactant., Div. Inst., iv. 7.

' Tlie only exceptions .ire Matt. i. 1, 18, Mark i. 1, John i. 17
(which are all in the headings and prefaoes), and John xvii. 3, where we
find "Jesus Christ." Tlie only other passages in which the article is

omitted before "Christ" in the Gospels are Mark ix. 41, Luke ii. 11,

xxiii. 2, John ix. 22. Thus Matt. ii. 4 is "where the Christ should be
bora"; Matt. xi. 2 is "John hearing in prison the works of the Christ,"

i.e., Messianic works; and Matt. xxii. 42 is "what think ye of the

Messiah ?
"

' Tlrere is a possible "allusion to the similar sound of the two words
iu, 1 Pet. ii. 3, 3ti xpijaris 6 Kupio^.

* The Romans did not fully learn to discriminate Jews from
Clmstians, and to recognize the latter as members of an entirely Jis-

linct religion, until the savage attacks upon Christians by the Jewish
false Messiah Barcochba, in tlie reign of Hadrian, 132 A.D.

* Xpiirriayoi yaf> utmt KaTijyopoii^fda, ri) 5c XPV^'^^" tiKTfTcrdai

ow itKai6t/, Just. Mart., Apol., i. 4; AiirtKa ot €ii XpiaThi/ ^ttricrrfvKiTes

XpflOToi rt ftffl Kai XiyovTat, Clem. Alex,, Strom., ii. 4, § 18. Chris-

tianits vero . . . . de unctione deducitiir, sed et cum perperam
VhTcstiaaus pronunciatur a vobis (nam nee uominis ferta est notitia

penes vos) de suavitate et benignitate compositura est," Tert. , Adv.
O'mtei, ii., compA^actantius. Div. Inst, iv. 7, 5 ; Jerome ou Gal. v. 22.

13—24

of this conviction. And this much at least is conceded by
all, that Jesus more than fulfilled the conditions for which
the Jews had hoped in the Deliverer of whom sa many
prophets had spoken, and that He fulfilled them in a
manner transcendently wider, deeper, and more permanent
than even the prophets had fully foreseen. Even the most
advanced sceptic cannot deny that by His life and teaching
He has altered the entire current of human history, and
raised the standard of human morality. He was, saya
Renan, " the individual who had made the species take the
greatest step towards the divine. "^ But as His life was
passed and His work accomplished, not in a comer,' but on
the open stage and under the full light of a civilized epoch,
it becomes a matter of great importance to estimate the value
of the sources from which our knowledge of His lifo 13

derived. Those sources are (1) heathen, (2) Jewish, au4
(3) Christian.

1. The knowledge derivable from heathen sources, if
much smaller than we could have desired, or a prion
expected, is not smaller than is fully accounted for in the-

simple and unsophisticated narratives preserved for us by the
evangelists and apostles. They show us that Christianity-

began from the most humble origin, and was regarded by-
the whole non-Christian world—alike Jewish and pagan

—

with unconcealed hatred, largely mingled with a contempt
which ultimately passed into terror and exasperation.
They faithfully record for us the obscure position, the
extreme poverty, the persecuted lives, the unlearned train-
ing of the apostles, and the disdain to which they were oa
all sides subjected. The silence of contemporary Gentile
and Jewish writers, which would be otherwise inexplicable,,

finds its undesigned explanation in the New Testament
itself, which never attempts to conceal the contemptuoos.
indignation of the Jewish aristocracy, and the lordly in-
diff"erence of the higher Gentile authorities.

Accordingly, from heathen writei-s we do not learn a
single neiu fact respecting Jesus Christ, while yet aU that
they do tell us, even when expressed in language of
calumny and abhorrence, proves the historical reality of
the facts which the Gospels record. If it be true that
Napoleon once asked Herder whether Jesus ever lived at
all, such a passing phase of incredulity is so perfectly un-
reasonable that it has long been abandoned even by the
most destructive critics. Whether there ever existed any
authentic census tables of Quirinius, or any official reporS
of Pilate to the emperor Tiberius or not,' Tacitus tells ns
with perfect accuracy that the founder of Christianity had
been put to death in the reign of Tiberius by the procu-
rator Pontius Pilate, and that his religion, which Tacitns
calls a "deadly superstition," " though crushed for a time,
burst forth again, not only throughout Judaea, in which it

sprung up, but even in Rome, the common reservoir for all

the streams of wickedness and infamy." He further tells ns
tliat Nero diverted from himself the odium of the burning
of Rome by charging the crime upon the Christians ; and,
though he implies that their fate was not undeserved
because of their universal misanthropy, he yet honestly
admits that they were not guilty of this crime of incendi-
arism, on pretence of which they were subjected to the
most awful forms of martyrdom.' It is clear that Tacitu.%
in common with all his contemporaries, confounded the
Christians with the Jews, only regarding them as beini;
Jews whose belief was more than usually abject. How
little information could be expected from this eminent

I historian appears from the credulity with which he accepted

« Vie de Jesiis, p. 457. , ' Acts xxvi. 26.
» A «Titing called "the Acts of Pilate" existed in the 2d cenlory

(Justin, Apol. , i. 35), and long continued to be used in heathen schools
to warn boys against the belief of the Christians (EusVh., //. E., L 9,
iJ!. 5)- ' Tac, ^1)1)1., XV. 44.A
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the most foolish legends and calumnies about the origin

and early history even of the Jews.' His contemporary

iSuetonius evidently held the same opinions. He seems to

regard Xero as a public benefactor because he punished

the Christians, "a class of men of a strange and pestilent

superstition."- In his life of Claudius, as we have already

.seen, he ignorantly confuses Christ with some Chrestus

whom he supposes to have been at that time living at

Rome.' From the younger Pliny, who wrote to 'tire

emperor Trajan for advice how to deal with Christians,'*

we learn the valuable fact that they lived lives confessedly

innocent, since he was unable to establish against them
any crime beyond that of the belief which, like his contem-

poraries, he regarded as a perverse and extravagant super-

stition. We learn also from this celebrated letter that

nothing could shake the allegiance of Christians to Christ,

and that they were accustomed to meet early in the morn-

ing to celebrate Him as God with hymns of praise. Later

in the 2d century the scoffer Luciau, in his Death of Pere-

f/riiius, and his Philopseudes,^ spoke with bitter sneers both

of Christ and Christians. He alludes to the fact of the

crucifixion of Christ, to His miracles, to the mutual love

and help which prevailed among His followers, and their

belief in Him as a divine person. Passing over the asserted

allusions to Christ by Numenius,^ to His parables in

Galerius, and to the earthquake at the crucifixion in

Phlegon,^ we come to the "True Word"^ of Celsus the

Platonist, towards the close of the second century. We
only know this by the quotations and refutation of Origen,

but it furnishes us with indisputable testimony that in

his day the facts of the Gospels from first to last were

current in the exact form in which we now possess them
(see Celsus). Thus, from the scanty notices of heathens

even, we can derive a confirmation of the main external facts

in the life of Christ :—His miracles. His parables, His cruci-

fixion. His claim to divine honour, the devotion, innocence,

heroic constancy, and mutual aflFection of His followers, and
the progressive victories won by His religion in despite of

overwhelming opposition alike physical and intellectual.

2. From Jewish writers we can glean similar confirmation

of the gospel story. Philo indeed is silent. The legends

preserved by Euaebius'— that Philo had met St Peter in

Kome during his mission to the emperor Caius, and that

in his book on the contemplative life he is describing not

the life of the Essenes and Therapeutse, but those of the

Christian church in Alexandria fouuded by St Mark '"—are

valueless. It is extremely probable that Philo had scarcely

heard either of Christ or of the Christians." He died after

40 A.D., but at that period Christianity had hardly emerged
into the recognition claimed by prominent historical pheno-
mena. The writings of Philo are valuable, not for any
light which thoy throw on the gospel histories, but for the

evidence which they afford of prevalent modes of thought
and phraseology, in which some even of the apostles shared.

When, however, we turn to Josephus, we find in his writ-

ings, as now extant, no less than three allusions to events
in the gospel history. It cannot be decided with certainty

whether two of these passages are genuine as they now
stand, but modern opinion tends to the view that in each
of the actual allusions to Jesus there is a genuine basis

with later Christian interpolations. The passage in which

1 Tac., Hist., V, 3, 4. = Suet., Jfero, 16.
' Suot., Chmd., 16. * Pliny, Ep., x. 97, 98.
' Seo Philops., §§ 13, 16, which have been thought to imply ridi-

cule of Christian miracles.

' In Origen, Cont. Cets., iv. 61. ' Ibid., ii.l4.

? A6yo! i\i)9i)5. » Euseb., B. E., ii. 4.

" See also Photius, Bibl,, cod. cv. : Jerome, Cat. Script. Eccl,; and.
Suidas.

** Philo only mentions a single visit which he paid to Jerusalem (in

» fragment op. £us:b., Prap. Evang., viii. 14),

ne speaks of the preaching and execution of John the

Baptist is not disputed,'^ and it is very important as show-

ing that Josephus must have been perfectly well acquainted

with the facts of Christ's life, and that he has passed them
over, in his usual unscrupulous way, with a reticence due

only to dislike or perplexity. For in speaking of St John's

preaching he deliberately, and it must be feared dishonestly,

excludes the Messianic element from which it derived its

main power and .significance. In another passage he

mentions with strong disapproval the judicial murder by
the younger Annas of James the Just, " the brother of Jesus,

called the Christ."'^ The passage was early tampered with

by Christian interpolators who wished to make it a more
emphatic testimony in favour of Christ, bat in its present

form its genuineness is undisputed," Respecting the third

passage, in which Josephus speaks directly of Jesus, the

only question is whether it be partly or entirely spurious.

Placing in brackets the words which are undoubtedly inter-

polated, it runs as follows :

—

At this time appeared a certain " jesus, a wise man [ii maeed
He may be called a man, for He was a worker of miracles, a teacher

of such men as receive the truth with joy], and He drew to himself
many Jews [and many also of the Greeks. This was the Christ].

And when at the iustigation of our chief men Pilate condemned
Him to the cross, those who had iirst loved Him did not fall away.
[For He appeared to them alive again on the third day, according

as the holy jiropheta had declared this and countless other nuirvels

of Hiin. ] To this day the sect of Christians, called after Him,
still exists."^^

That Josepnus wrote the WQOie passage as it now stands

no sane critic can believe. Vespasian, not Jesus, was the

Messiah of the "ambiguous oracle " of that apostate Jew.'"

•There are, however, two reasons which are alone sufiicient

to prove that the whole passage is spurious,—one that it

was unknown to Origen and the earlier fathers, the other

that its place in the text is uncertain. It is now found

after the historian's notices of Pilate, but the remarks of

Eusebius show that in his time it was found before them.''

We must conclude then that Josephus preserved a politic

silence respecting Christ and the Christians, confining

himself to remote allusions; and this was quite possible,

because he was writing mainly for Greeks and Romans who
were profoundly ignorant of the whole subject. That
Josephus knew a great deal more than he chose to say is

evident. There is reason to suspect that his account of

his own juvenile precocity before the leading teachers of

his nation is borrowed from the Gospels,'^ and that his

account of his shipwreck on the journey to Rome is not

uncoloured by the facts of St Paul's shipwreck about that

very time.-" But the most striking indication of his

hostile reticence is found in the chapter of his Antiquities

which follows the supposed allusion to Jesus.^' He there

breaks his narrative in the most arbitrary manner to drag

in a disgusting story of a trick played by the priests of

Isis on a Roman lady ; and no one who is acquainted

with the Jewish calumnies about the incarnation can doubt

that in this story we have an oblique and malignant an-

ticipation of the falsehood which ultimately took form in

the Talmud and the anti-Christian writings of the later

Jews.

From otaer Jewish sources not a single fact about Jesus

can be gleaned. In the unexpurgated editions of the

" Jos., Ant., xviii. 5, 2. " Ant., 3cx. 9, 1.

" Origen, C. Ccls., i. 47 ; Euseo., B. E., ii. 23.
'° 'Iriffovs Tis is the reading in Euseb., i. 11 ; and, if the passage be

genuine at all, there can be no doubt that this is the true reading.
>« Ant., xviii. 3, 3. y^
^^ Jos. ,£. J., vi. 5, 4,—a passage which, as Hausrath says {yeutest.

Zeitgesch., iv. § 4), must have been penned at a pecuharly shameless

hour.
" Euseb., ii. 6. See Keim, Jesu von Jfaaara, L
" Vit., 2. "0 pa.^ 3. SI ^^., smi. 3. i
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Talmud there are about twenty allusions to Christ and the

Christians characterized by intense hatred. He is usually

spoken of indirectly as " that man," " the Nazarene," " the

fooV " Absalom," " the hung," " the son of Stada," " the

son of Pandora." Many allusions to Him are veiled in

cryptographs of which the key is in the possession of but

few. All the grossest fictions respecting him—that He was
a seducer ymesith) who had learned magic in Egypt, and had
been excommunicated by Rabbi Joshua ben Perachia in the

reign of Alexander Jannseus (nearly a century before His
birth!), and that He was crucified at Lydda, because no
one, during forty days, came forward to give any evidence

in His favour—are collected in a miserable Jewish tract

called the TolJoth Jeshu, which may be consigned to

oblivion, because even the Jews now regard it with con-

tempt and shame.^ It is, however, remarkable that from

these intensely embittered Jewish sources we derive an
absolute confirmation of Christ's stay in Egypt, of His
Davidic descent,^ of His miracles, of His disciples, of His
excommunication by the Sanhedrin, of His crucifixion on
the evening before the Passover, and even of His innocence,

—for not a single crime but that of working miracles by
magic, and claiming divine honour, is, even in these sources,

laid to His charge. And thus even from pagan and Jewish
enemies we derive all that we want and all that we could

expect in the recognition of the historic personality of

Christ, and of the chief facts in His outward life.

3. If we had nothing to help us but these allusions, the

two great facts of Christianity and Christendom would be

an inexplicable enigma. In the Christian sources of

information all becomes intelligible. Of these we may
dismiss for practical purposes all but the New Testament.

From the fathers we derive surprisingly little. A few

sayings—of whichsome are very dubious,^ and of which the

most valuable are only variations of those in the Gospels

—

and one or two highly uncertain incidents,* are all that

we can glean from them. The Apocryphal Gospels help us

still less. They are for the most part heavy fictions, the

inventions of an indiscriminate curiosity, often grossly

heretical, abounding, in coarsely-conceived and even

pernicious miracles, and dwelling chiefly on imaginary

details of the nativity, the infancy, or the last scenes.^

Their chief value is to set forth by contrast the immeasur-

able superiority of the canonical Gospels, by showing us

what these also might have been if they had been the

products of human invention. But it is not the Gospels

alone on which we have to depend. We have four works
of which the authenticity has never even been assailed by
any serious writer, namely, St Paul's four epistles to the

Galatians, Romans, and Corinthians. These may truly be

regarded as a fifth Gospel, of which the testimony is all the

more valuable because it is undesigned and incidental. It

is also earlier than that of any Gospel, and is the testimony

of one whose personality stands forth with absolute clear-

ness in the light of history. Further than this, it is the

' See Gratz, hi. 243 ; Jost, Gesch.des Judtnih., i. 406, 414;
Wagenseil, Tela, Ignea Satanai (where it is published with a transla-

tiou); Schbttgen, Hor. Heb., ii. 697.
^ Sanhedr,, 43, 1. See Derenbourg, VBist. de la Palestine, p. 349

;

Farrar, Life of Christ, E,\c. ii. (vol. ii. p. 475).
3 These are collected in Fabricius, Cod. Apoc. , i. 322 5^. ; Hoffmann,

Zeben Jesit nach d. Apokrypken, 317-329 ; Westcott, Introduction to

the Oo.^yels. Append. C ; and Farrar, Life of Christ, ii. 499.
* E.J., that the nativity took place in a cave; that a fire was

kindled in Jordan at the time of Christ's baptism
;
.that the vilest

sinners were chosen as apostles ; that ttiere was a statue at Paneas of the
woman ^th tlie =ssue of blood, ic.

* They are collected- by Fabricius, Cod. Apoc. N. T., 1743 ; Thilo,

Cod. Apoc. y. T., 1832; and Tiscbendorf, Ev. Apocryph., 1853.-

They have been excellently translated by Mr B. Harris Cowper {The
Apocryphal Gospels), and Hoffmann has written the life of Jesus as

represented in these late and worthless foigeries {Da> Lebtn Jesu
micKd. A^okryphen, 1891).

testimony of a man of commanding intellect, and of the
highest Jewish culture, who, after the death of Christ,

was converted from the most bitter hostility to the most
intense devotion, and who bears his witness within twenty-
five years of the events respecting which he speaks. And
yet, if we had the epistles of St Paul alone, we could find

a contemporary testimony to almost every single fact of

primary importance in the life of Christ,—His birth of the
seed of David, His poverty, His Messiahship, His moral
teaching. His proclamation of the kingdom of God, His
calling of the apostles. His supernatural power, His divine
claims. His betrayal, His founding of the Last Supper,
His passion, crucifixion, burial, resurrection, and repeated
appearances.^ If we add the testimony of the other epistles,

we have further testimonies to almost every fact of import-
ance in the Gospels, as we have also in the catholic

epistles and in the Revelation of St John.

It is, however, from the Gospels that our fullest light is

derived. They are not, and do not profess to be, full

biographies written for the gratification of curiosity, but
they preserve for us all that is necessary to explain the

origin of Christianity in the life of its Founder. In the

first three Gospels, called Synoptic, we have sketches of

the life and teaching of Christ of which the latest was
probably written within forty years of the crucifixion.

No one has ever denied that the representation of Christ

in these three Gospels is essentially the same. The view
of Him presented in the Fourth Gospel, which was not

published till towards the close of the 1st century, is

more subjective. It is the spiritual Gospel, the Gospel
for the church, and even those critics who deny its Johan-

nine authorship admit its value as a very ancient document
written by a Jewish Christian of extraordinary genius who
had access to the most valuable sources of contemporary
information.

III. Since, then, it may be regarded as a truth for which
the close investigations of historical criticism have only

secured more universal admission that the life of Jesua

was a life of which the main outlines are historically certain,'

we must now glance at its chronology and duration.

It must be admitted that we cannot demonstrate the

exact year of the nativity, but critics of all schools are

verging more and more towards the acceptance of 4 B.C. as

the probable year of Christ's birth.
,
Our present era was

fixed (525 a.d.) by a learned Scythian, Dionysius Exiguus,

who was an abbot at Rome, and died about 550 ; but it

is now admitted to be Erroneous by at least four years.

Many methods have been adopted to arrive at the true

date ; but all attempts to fix it by the enrolment of

Quirinius, the order of the Jewish courses of priests, the

consulships mentioned by TertuUian, and the extremely

remarkable astronomical conjunction of Mars, Jupiter, and

Saturn in Pisces in the spring of a.u.c. 748,^ have led to

nothing but highly dubious results. \ye are left with two

data which furnish us with an approximation to the accu-

rate date. One of these is the death of Herod the Great.

Josephus tells us that he died thirty-seven years after he

had been declared king by the Romans.^ Now this took

place A.U.C. 714, and therefore—by the Jewish mode of

reckoning the year from Nisan to- Nisan, and counting

fractional parts of a year as a whole year—he must have

died between 4 B.c and 3 B.C. Further, we know that

there was an eclipse of the moon on March 12, 4 B.C., od
which night Herod ordered some Jewish rabbis to be burnt

« See Kom. i. 3, 4, v. 12, viii, 2, 3, 32, ii. 6, it. 8 ; Gal. iL 7, iii.'

13, iv. 4, T. 21 ; 1 Cor. vi 9, vii. 10, xi. 25, it. poMtm ; 2 Cor. iii.

17, iT. 4, lij. 12, liiL 4, &c. See Stanley's Corinthians, pp. 680-589.
' As calculated by Eepler. According to more recent investigatlonf

it occurred in A.tr.c. 747.
• Ant., ITiL 8, 1.
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for urgiiig"their pupils to destroy his golden eagle,' and

that he was dead before the passover which took place on

April 12, 4 B.C.- Christ must therefore have been born

before I'ebruary, 4 B.C. Again, St Luke tells us that

John the Baptist began to preach in the fifteenth year of

Tiberius, and as the reign of Tiberius was usually reckoned

in the provinces from the date of his association with

Augustus in the empire, this gives us A.TJ.C. 780 for the

baptism of John, at which period Jesus was about thirty

years old.^ As to the day and month of the nativity it is

certain that they can never be recovered ; they were abso-

lutely unknown to the early fathers, and there is scarcely one

month in the year which has not been fixed upon as probabl?

by modern critics.'' The date now observed—December
25—cannot be traced further back than the middle of the

4tli century, but was adopted by St Jerome, St Augustine,

Ofosius, and Sulpicius Severus, and in the East by

St Chrysostum and St Gregory of Kyssa.^ If 4 B,c. be

accepted as the date for the nativity, which has mobt pro-

bability in its favour, the question of the date of the

crucifixion depends mainly on that of the diirationpf the

ministry. Now on this point the data of the evangelists

have been disturbed by a prevalent early tradition that

Christ's public ministry only lasted one year, and by

another tradition that Jesus did not die till the age of fifty.

iThe first of these notions is a m'istaken inference drawn

by Clement of Alexandria," Origen, and other fathers,

'as also by the Valentinians, from Luke iv. 15 ; and it

[was by no means universal even in early days, for Ireneeus''

says that Christ taught for three years. The other notion

'was a mistaken inference from John viii. 57. That both

iviews are mistakes appears from the positive testimony of

St Luke that Jesus was about thirty years old when he

began His ministry, and from the clear indications given

by St John {ii. 13, vi. 4, xi. 55) that there were at least

three passovers during tlie public ministry. On other

grounds it is probable that there was one passoJer during

the ministry which our Lord did nut attend ; and it bo, we

see the grouTids for the ancient tradition that His public

preaching lasted upwards of three years, and that Jesus

died at the age of thirty-three.^ He died during the

reign of Tiberius, the procuratorship of Pontius Pilate,

the tetrarchate of Antipas, and the high priesthood of

Joseph Caiaphas. Now Tiberius died on Ma.ch 16, 37 a.d.,

and Pilate ceased to be procurator before, and Caiaphas

to be high priest immediately after, the passover of 36

A.D. ; the date therefore cannot be later than 35 a.d. We
may set aside dubious considerations derived from the

allusion to an eclipse and earthquake by the pagan historian

Phlegon, and may regard it as highly probable that the

crucifixion took place at the passover of March 30 a.d.'*

IV. The circumstances of the nativity are only related by

St Matthew and St Luke, and by each of them in a manner

so absolutely independent that facts known to the one may

' Ant., xvii. 6, 4. ' Ibid., xvii. 8, 4. ^ Luke iii. 23.

* EiVl 5^ ol TTtpitpyirtpov tt? yfVfiT€i rod SwTTjpoj Tf/iwc oil fi6vov

rh jTos a\A.4 xa! Tfix riixipai/ TrpoffTifleVrts, Clem. Alex., Strom., L 21,

S 145.

'See Keim, Jesu von Xazara, i. 410; Gieseler, Kirchengesch. , i.

§ 20 ; and on the whole subject Wieseler, Chron. Synops., 1843
;

Ideler, Chronolog., li. ; Zumpt, Qeburtsjahr Christi, 1869 ; Caspar!,

Clironol.-Oeogr. EMeit., 1869 ; Sanclemente, De vuTg. scrx emenda-

lio}ie, 1793. Miinter, Wunii, Auger, Piper, and many others have

devoted special works to thia subject.

« Clem. Alex., Strom., i.. xxi., % 145 ; Origen, De Princip., iv. 5

(but compare C Cels., ii. 397 ; flud on Matt. xxiv. 16); Tert., C. Jud.,

8; Lact., Ii'st. IHv., iv. 10 ; Aug., De Civ. Dei, rviii. 54.

' Iron. , User. , ii. 38, 39 ; and so too Melito, St Hippolytus, St

Jerome, kc.
^

* Hippolytus on Dan. iv. ; Euseb., ff. E., i. 10; Theodoret and

Jerome on Dan. ix. 27.

» Sevuj Clironol. U. Leb.lvcsu, 23 ; Keim, Jesu ron Xazara, iii.

435.

have been unknown to tlie other. There is no difficulty

in reconciling their fragmentary intimations if we suppose

that Nazareth was the native place of Joseph and Mary,'

and that there the coming nativity was" announced to the

Virgin, but that the exigences of the enrolment undertaken

by Quirinius for imperial purposes requireiJoseph to regis-

ter his name at Bethlehem, the native town of David, from

whom both he and, probably, his espoused wife were

descended.'"

Assuming that there was an enrolment of Quirinius in 4 B.C., the

difficulties which have been raised about the registration taking

place at the home of the family and not at the place ot retidence

are a priori objections which have but little weight against testi-

mony. The Jews clung to their genealogies and tribal relations,

and in consequence of the settled habits of Oriental life most fami-

lies would be naturally resident at their native place. The incon-

vcuience to those who were not resident would bo but slight in

comparison with the danger of exciting tumults by needlessly

forcing the Roman methods of registration on a reluctant people.

The smallness of Palestine, and the regular custom of attending a
yearly p.issover, would tend to minimize any inconvenience ; and,

if the attendance of llary was not obligatory (which is uncertafn),

nothing is more natural than that at such a time of trial and danger

she should have accompanied the only person who could protect her.

Those who charge St Luke with a gross chronological error in ante-

dating bj ten years the registration of Quirinius should remember
that in cicry other instance in which his statements have been

challenged on grounds open to historic, decision his accuracy has

been triumphantly vindicated." And since the celebrated treatise

of A. W. Zumpt {Das Gcburlsjahr Christi, 1869) it has been all hut

demonstrated that Quirinius—although the fart is not distinctly

mentioned by any ancient author—was twice legate of Syria, viz.,

A.r.c. 750-753 and again A.u.c. 760-765. Neither the sneere nor the

attacks of critics have in the slightest degree shaken this probability;

and, since Justin Martyr appeals to the ceuius table of Quirinius,

and Tertullian to those of Sentius Saturuinus," there is no critical

unlikelihood in the conjecture that the census may have been

ordered by Sentius Saturninus, begun by Publ. Sulpic. Quirinius

during his first term of office as legate of Syria, and completed during

his second.

V. It is not of course cur object to narrate or even to

touch upon all the events and teachings which occupy the

four Gospels, but only to glance at their general bearing.

The life of Jesus naturally falls into five epochs :—(1) the

infancy and childhood
; (2) the youth and early manhood ;

(3) the public ministry, including (4) the closing scenes

and crucifixion, and (5) the resurrection and ascension.

These epochs are well marked in the Gospels.

1. The two who alone pre.serve for us any details of the

infancy and childhood are St Matthew and St Luke, and

they relate four events. Of these the circumcision and the

presentation in the temple present no difficidties. The
circumcision, at which the name was always publicly given,

took place on the eighth day after the birth, and was per-

formed in the presence of the nearest friends. It illustrated

the truths that Christ was " born under the law " which

he came " not to destroy but to fulfil." Thirty-three days

after the circumcision was the purification in the temple,

and St Luke tells us how the aged Simeon and Anna
welcomed the infant Saviour with words of prophecy.

The third event, the visit of the Magi, is known as the

Epiphany or manifestation of Christ to the Gentiles.

It rests on the sole authority of St Matthew, but there is no

feature in his account which is out of keeping with known events

and possibilities. The Magi, Persian or Chaldaan astrologers, were

a class extremely common at that epoch, and under different names

are repeatedly mentioned by the contemporary historians and
satirists. '^ That they Y/iere accustomed to wander to various

countries, and to interest themselves in horoscopes, we know from

the story of Diogenes Laertius that a Syrian magus had foretold his

'° The descent of Mary from David is implied in the New Testa-

ment (Acts ii. 36, xiii. 23 ; Eom. i. 3 ; Luke i. 32), and

traditionally asserted bt Justin Martyr and Ireuieus.

n Such are the tetrarfhs of Abilene, the etbuarclis under Aretas, the

"asiarchs". of Ephesus, the "pnetors" of Philippi, the "polit.'krchs"

of ThessaloDics, the " protos" of Malta, the " propraetor" of Cyprus,

the "proconsul" of Achaia, the Italian band, and many more.

" Ad\\ Marc, v", 19, ,- — " Migi, Chaldsi, mathematici, 4c
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iliMth lo SoriMtcs.' ninlfrom Sciiecu's statement tlmt magi, "who
tlieii oli;iiictd to 1)0 at Athens," had visited the tomb of Plato and
olfered incense to him as to a divine bting.'-' Tliat tliey should

have been deepl}' interested in any sidereal phenomenon is in accord-

ance with what we know of their studies, and that a sidei-eal

phenomenon of the rarest kind,-^ and one which by the recognized

rules of astrology was of stupendous significance, actually did occur

at this very epoch we know by the independent and, so to speak,

accidental investigations of the great Keider.-* The conjunction of

phtucts which occurred on December 17, 1613, was followed the next

year by tlie appearance of a new evanescent stir of the'fir&t magni-

tude in the foot of Ophiuchus, which first atti-acted tho notice of

Kejder's pupil Brunowski, and contin\ied to shine for a whole year.

Such a imenomenoa may have some bearing on the "star of the

wise men," although taken alone it will not minutely correspond

witll the language of St Jlatthew* But that such an astrological

event would naturally turn the thoughts of these Chaldreans to

some great birth, and" that its occurrence in the sign of the zoiliac

which astrology connected with the fortunes of Judiea should turn

their inquiries thitherwawtl, is ag>iin in accordance witli the tension

of M<'ssianic expectations in those days, which especially alfected

the East, but which has left deep traces even on the pages of

Homan writers.^ -Again, the answer of ' the Jewish rabbis to

these inquirers is iu exact accordance with their own anticipa-

tions.

The sequel of the story—Herod's jealousy and the

massacre of the innocents—has been mainly doubted
because it is not mentioned in Josephus. But there must
have been hundreds of events of that day of "nhich the

Jewish historian has taken no notice, though they were
far more sanguinary than the murder of a handful of

infants in a little village. The act corresponds to the

jealousy and cruelty which were the master passions of the

Idumsean usurper, and, if Josephus here follows Nicolaus

of Damascus, we may be quite sure that he would not

have mentioned a fact so damaging to the character of his

patron. There are, however, two allusions in Josephus,

which, if they do not specifically indicate this event, yet

may well alhide to it,- or at least show how consonant it

was with Herod's impulses." Further, Macrobius speaks

of "the boys under two years of age (comp. Matt. ii. IG)

whom Herod ordered to be slain in Syria," and, although

he conftises this with the sentence upon Herod's sons, of

whom Antipater was executed within five days of Herod's

death, his words may well point to the murder of the

children of Betlilehem.' Thus, while this event is not

recognizable in other histories, it meets with unexpected
confirmations of its possibility from many quarters. That
Joseph should have tied with Mary and the child into Egj'pt

was exactly what would have been done by every Jew
similarly circumstanced. Three days journey, as far as

the Wady Khinocolura, would have placed the fugitives

beyond the reach of Herod's jurisdiction.

The sojourn of the holy family in Egypt was probably
very short, nor indeed would there have been any tempta-

tion to stay a day longer than was necessary. Joseph's

first intention was to return to Bethlehem when the news
that Herod the Great was dead seemed to open the pro-

spect of happier times. But wlien he was met on the way
by the intelligence that Judiea had fallen by his father's

' Diog. Laert., ii. 45. 2 Sen., Ep. 58.
' The conjunction of the tlu-ee planets in the same constellation of

the same trigon only occurs once in 794 years.
* He found that the three planets Jupiter, Mars, and Saturn had been

conjoined in Pisces in A.n.c. 748, De nova stella in pede Serpentarii,
1606; Ideler, Ckronol., ii. 406; Munter, Slem der Weisen, 1827-
Pfaff, Das Lichl und die Weltgegenden, 1821.

'

' According to the Chinese astronomicaltablps, if 'Wieseler's account
of them (Chronol., p. 61) can be relied on, a new star actually did
-appear in the heavens at this very epoch.

''Viv^il, Eel., ix. 47; Sueton., respas.,i; Tac.,' Hist., y. 13-
JO'S., B. /., vi. 5, 4.

'

' Jos., Ant., xvi. 11, 7, where ho speaks of Pharisees and others
massacred for a prediction that Herod's posterity should not enjoy his
crown

; and xvii. 2, 4, where he speaks of a clamour of." the mothers
(comp. Matt. ii. 18) of those who ha<l been slain bv him."

• Macrob., Salurna!., ii. 4.

will to the share of the cruel Arohelaus' he was afraid to

establish himself so near to the palaee of that jealous

tyrant, and " retired " (ai'c;^<upi;(T£v) to the mountain
seclusion of remote and despised >fazar6th. How deep
was the impression which these events had made on the
memory of the people, and now little likely it was that a con-

temporary evangelist could fall into a mistake about them,
is shown by the fact "which has only recently been noticed,

that fully thirty years afterwards Jesus made the events

which happened at the succession of Archelaus even in

minute particulars the groundwork of a striking parable.'"

2. At Xazareth He who, even as a mere matter of history,

was to influence for ever the entire development of human
civilization grew up in extreme seclusion. A single

anecdote and two or three incidental expressions comprise
every glimpse of Him which we can obtain. We learn

that " He was subject to His parents "'' at Nazareth ; that
" He grew and waxed strong in spirit, filled with wisdom,
and the grace of God was upon Him "

; '- that '• He gradu-

ally advanced (TrpoEKOTrre) in wisdom and stature, and in

favour with God and man." " We further learn that He
was not subjected to the training of any of the rabbinic

schools. He had never learned that complicated system of

oral tradition which was known by the Jews as " letters." ''

It is doubtful whether the schools which afterwards became
common existed at this early period in country villages.

Schools for infants are said to have been first founded by
the son of Gamaliel, but possibly by this time the custom
had begun of employing the scribes and lower olBcers of

the synagogue (c/ta::caihn) to teach the boys of each
village. We can trace proofs that Jesus was wonderfully

familikr with the sights and sounds of nature, as well as

with the habits of men of all classes, for He drew His
illustrations in abundance from both sources. It is also

certain that He knew both Greek and Aramaic, which
were at that time universally spoken throughout Pale^ine;
and there are slight indications that He was acquainted
with Latin and with Hebrew, though the latter had now
become a dead and learned language. We also find that

He was acquainted with the then by no means common
art of writing. It is certain that in His home He must,'

like other Jewish children, have learned first the Shema"
(Deut. vi. 4), then the Hallel (Psalms cxiv. to cxviii.), and
then the Scriptures generally, to all parts of which, and
especially to the Psalms and prophetic books, He constantly

referred. The certainty that He never passed through the

ordinary training of the learned classes nullifies the sugges-'

tion that any part of His wisdom was borrowed from such
writers as Philo and such rabbis as Hillel and ShammaiJ
His methods and His whole moral conception difler funda-{

mentally from those of the Alexandrian philosopher and
the Jerusalem Pharisees. His teachers, humanly speaking,

were the books of God,—the books of Scripture, of nature]

and of life,—and the voice of God within His soul
At the age of twelve a Jewi.sh boy was held to have

finished the elementary stages of his education, and became
a "eon of the law." At this age He was presented by His'

father in the synagogue, began to wear the phylacteries,'

learnt a trade for His own support, and "advanced," as

the Jews phrased it, from the study of the Scriptures to

" St Matthew uses the word ^aai\fv(i, and Archelaus, having been*
saluted "king" by the army, actually did wear that title for a short
time after his father's death (Jos., B. J., ii. 1, § 1 ; Ant., xvii. 9,*

§ 2) until Augustas ordered him to be called only "ethnarch."
*'' The "parable of tlie pounds," Luke xix. 11-27. St Luke does not

himself allude to the fact that this parable i.s a veiled sketch of what
had happened to the ethnarch thirty years before, and that the cir-

cumstance may well have been recalled to the memory alike of the'

Speaker and the hearers by the vicinity of the splendid palace which'
Archelaus had built at Jericho (.^ee Jos., Ant., xvii. 13, §§ 1, 2).
" Luke ii. 51. '-Luke ii. 40.
" Luke ii. 52. '* Mark vi. 2 ; John \i. 42, vii. 15.
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that of the oral law. At this age Joseph and Mary took

Jeous for the first time to Jerusalem, and there occurred

the memorable incident of the temporary loss of Him by

His mother and Joseph, and their discovery of Him in

the Temple seated among the doctors, " both hearing, and

asking them questions." His answer to the astonished

inquiry " Why dost thou treat us thus 1 " was, " Why is it

that ye looked for me J
"

;
" Did ye not know that I must

be in my Father's house?"' These are His first recorded

words, and their beauty and simplicity give them such a

stamp of truthfulness as no art could imitate. They are

the first gleam of that character and personality which has

transcended anything of which the world has had any
experience during all the former or subsequent ages. The
evangelists record no further particulars of these early

years.

Of the remaining life of Jesus during the period be-

tween this visit to Jerusalem and His baptism one word
alone remains to us. It is in the question, " Is not this the

carpenter 1
"^ in Mark. yi. 3. It shows us that these

eighteen years of youth and opening manhood were spent,

not only in the fibscurity of a despised provincial village,

but also in the manual toils of a humble trade.^ It shows

us that Jesus worked witt His hands for His ofrn Bupport,

and that of His mother and brethren. The fact is so

entirely unlike anything which we should a priori have
expected in the life of Him whom Christians adore as the

Son of God and the Saviour of the world, that we once

more see the faithfulness of the narrators, who do not

attempt to break by unauthorized inventions the deep

silence of those long unknown years in which He conse-

crated the common lot of toil and poverty, and thereby

showed the inherent dignity of manhood and the intrinsic

sacredness of human life.

3. Before entering on the third epoch of the life of

Jesus,—the baptism and public ministry,—we must pause

for a moment to touch on the political and religious aspect

of the world during the brief period of His Messianic

activity.

Politically the world was passing through a bad epoch.

Rome under the emperors, as she attained the zenith of

her apparent power and splendour, sank almost to the

nadir of her real degradation. The genius of Julius Csesar,

the astute policy of Augustus, could not delay the ever-

deepening degeneracy which revealed itself in its worst

colours in the reign of Tiberius. The condition of the

Roman world during the later years of Tiberius, when he
was hiding at Caprea;, the infamies of his sanguinary lust,

was that condition of terror and despair which Tacitus has

portrayed with such unequalled power. The words in

which he describes the characteristics of a somewhat later

period apply also to this ; it was " rich in disasters, terrible

in battles, rent by seditions, savage even in its peace."'' The
murder of princes, the outbreaks of rebellion and civil war,

the prevalence of alarming rumours, the decimation of the

noblest families by means of spies and informers, the' con-

flagrations of temples and cities, the oppression of provinces

by the greed and cruelty of legates and procurators, the

horrible degradation of private morals, the awful tragedies

of impurity and bloodshed which were enacted in various

courts, the multiplications of banishments, even the terror

of famines, storms, and earthquakes, combined to render

* Luke ii. 49. This and not "about my Father's business " is the
correct rendering of ^v ro7s toC warpos /lov, as has been conclusirely
proved in an unpublished paper of Dr Field. See the present writer's

St Luke (iu Cambr. Bibl. for schools) ad loc.

' This is the true reading, though a fake feeling of reverence and a
wrong dogmatic bias have led the copyiets of the later MSS. to alter

it into "the son of the carpenter."

' JaatiJi, C. Tryph., 88, says that He specially made " ploughs and
<Tao., Sist, i. 2.

the early years of the Christian era a period of gloom and
anguish throughout large portions of the Roman empire.
Judaea was the scene of special miseries, because it groaned
under the ruthless and hypocritic tyranny of Idumaean
usurpers.

Meanwhile the religious condition of the world and of
the nation was no less unsatisfactory. Throughout the
Roman empire the belief in the popular mythology had
died away, and, while a few of the noblest spirits took
refuge iu the hard and despairing dogmas of Stoicism, the
mass of the people was plunged in practical atheism or
abject superstition. Such religion as there was among the

people usually took the form of Egyptian and Phrygian
worships, which were often connected with the vilest

immorality. In Judsa the dominant religion consisted in

scrupulous devotion to the petty external ordinances of the

oral law.

Thus at the epoch of Christ's birth the heathen world
had sunk into practical atheism, and the Jewish world was
deeply corroded by formalism and hypocrisy. In the
heathen world religion had almost ceased to exist ; in the

Jewish world it was tainted at its source.

It was no doubt due to the darkness of the religious and
political horizon, and to the sense of despair and weariness

which was prevalent in the hearts alike of Jews and
Gentiles, that the Messianic hope, fostered by generations

of prophets, gained a powerful hold on the hearts of all

sincere Israelites, and even found its expression in secular

literature. Virgil, Tacitus, and Suetonius, no less than

Josephus, show that the thoughts of the civilized world
were turned to the East in expectation of some great

deliverer. But the character of their hope was utterly

mistaken. Overlooking the prophetic passages which told

of a suffering Messiah, a servant of Jehovah, who should

bear the sorrows of His people, the Jews were anticipating

the advent of some temporal sovereign who would rule

their- enemies with a rod of iron, and dash them in pieces

like a potter's vessel, -while He raised Israel to the summit
of earthly prosperity and luxury.^ The Messiah, the son

of David, was to be a conquering warrior, which accounts

for the grossly unspiritual conceptions which induced one

party to represent Herod as the promised Messiah, and
which enabled Josephus to pretend that he found a ful-

filment of the Messianic prophecies in the elevation to

the empire of Vespasian, the bourgeois soldier who had
crushed his country tinder the iron heel of the Roman
legionaries.

At this time of extreme trouble and expectation the

Baptist began his preaching. It was confessedly prepara-

tory. The coming of the Jlessiah was always declared to

depend on the " righteousness " of the nation, that is—in

ordinary Jewish phraseology—their rigid observance of the

Mosaic law. But John saw that what was needful was
morality, not legalism, and his cry " Repent ye, for the

kingdom of heaven is at hand," was explained to each of

the great classes which applied to him for advice by
practical directions as to their daily duties. John created

an intense though transitory impression by his dress and
appearance, which recalled the memory of ancient prophets,

and specially of Elijah, and still more by the burning

sincerity and reality of a style of teaching which presented

so strong a contrast to the ordinary teaching of the scribes.

He adopted the rigid seclusion and asceticism of the

Essenes, and his language rang with denunciations clothed

in the imagery of the desert. Refusing all the titles which

the people wished to force upon him, he described himself

as " a voice of one crying in the wilderness," and announced

the coming of one greater than himself, who would found

' See Bartolocci, Bibl. Rabbin., i. 511-514 : Lightfojt, Hot. Ueiy

p. 552 ; Buxtorf, Synag. Jiid.
, p. 52
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the kingdom wtioh he only_annonnced. The submissiun

to the Bimple rite of baptism'a rite already familiar to the

Jews in the admission of proselytes, was the only sign of

the acceptance of his mission which he required
;
aiid the

multitudes were so deeply moved by his preaching that they

thronged to be baptized of him in Jordan, confessing their

sins. It was in order to receive this baptism,' and to ratify

the mission of the great forerunner, that Jesus left the

deep provincial seclusion in which He had hitherto lived.

The stainless personality of his Kinsman overawed the

bold and mighty spirit of the desert preacher, lie shrank

from baptizing one in whom he at once recognized that

" royalty of inward happiness," and purity of sinless life,

which he could not himself claim. Jesus, however, though

He had no sins to confess, bade John to baptize Him, " for

thus it becometh us," He said, " to fulfil all righteousness."

He received the baptism, as a representative of the

people whom He came to save, as a beautiful symbol of

moral purification, and as the fit inauguration of a ministry

which came not to destroy the law but to fulfil. And
during the baptism John saw the overshadowing radiance

and heard the voice from heaven which revealed to him

that the promised Messiah had now come, and that this

Messiah was the Son of God.

After this great crisis, which finally closed the private

period of the life of Jesus, He Was " driven " by the spirit

into the wilderness for His mysterious temptation. The
details of what occurred could of course only have- been

derived from what He Himself made known to His apostles.

What is clear is that in that region of Quarantania, in the

desert of Jericho, He was divinely strengthened for this

mission by victorioussly wrestling with every suggestion of

the powers of evil which could have altered the character

of His work. Although this was not His only temptation',

it was evidently the most deadly. The first temptation

appealed subtly and powerfully to the exhaustion of His

physical nature ; the second to spiritual pride, as it would

have been manifested by an unwarranted challenge of the

[iruvidence of God ; the third to unhallowed personal

ambition. In the two greatest temptations ot His life

—

in the wilderness and at Gethsemane—He was tempted

both positively and negatively,—positively by allurements

to a lower line of action, and negatively by the seductive

pleas which would have drawn Him aside from the path

of suffering. But He won the perfect victory because

temptation never passed into even the thought of sin, but
was so wrestled with and overcome that it made no deter-

mining impression upon His heart.-

After this victory over the power of evil, Jesus returned

to the fords of Jordan. It will not of course be possible

or needful to dwell on the narratives of His ministry in all

their details ; but, since these narratives are confessedly

fragmentary, we shall endeavour to furnish from the four

Gospels in rapid outline a sketch of the general events of

His ministry before touching upon its eternal significance.

The events described in the Gospels are often grouped

together by subjective considerations, and it was the

evident object of St John to dwell preponderantly on the

Judiean ministry, and on -those discourses which brought

out the deeper and more mysterious side of the being of

Christ, while the Synoptists chiefly describe the work in

Galilee, and preserve what may be called the more exoteric

discourses. The combination of these disintegrated records

into one harmonious and consecutive whole is a task which
can never be accomplished with absolute certainty ; but it is

possible, without ". single arbitrary conjecture, to construct

a continuous narrative which shall simply follow the indi-

tation of our authorities without doing violence to them

' Luke iv. 13 ; John vii. 4 ; Heb. ii. 10, 18, ir. 16.

'See UUmaim, /iinUMveMi )fJam (Bug. tr.), pp. 30, 110,

in 'anyjjnitance. " In"^hia sclieme the ministry of Christ

falls* into the following epochs :— (1) the early scenes,

narrated by St John alone, until the beginning of the

public preaching in Galilee
; (2) the Galilaean ministry till

the murder of the Baptist
; (3) the period of decided

opposition ; (4) the period of flight and peril until the

final farewell to Galilee
; (5) from the great journey to

Jerusalem till the retirement to Ephraim
; (6) from this

retirement to the Passover; (7) the last supper, passion,

trial, and crucifixion
; (8) the resurrection and ascension.

(1) The scenes of the first period are related by St John
with a beauty and simplicity which can only be called

idyllic. He tells ns how the Baptist, on the banks of the

Jordan, saw Jesus pass by, and exclaimed, in language oj

deep significance, " Behold the Lamb of God, that taketH

away the sin of the world!" Whether the promippiit

thought in the Baptist's mind was the paschal lamb, or

the lamb of morning and evening sacrifice, or the iamb
which Isaiah and Jeremiah had used as an em'^lem of

patient and suffering innocence, it is clear tha' in the

spirit of prophecy he saw in Jesus one who was predestined

to a nfe of sorrows which should be for the salvation of

the w6rld. The next day the Baptist repeated the same

emphatic testimony in the presence of two Galilcean youths,

St Andrew and St John, who were so deeply impressed

by it that they followed Jesps, saw Him in the place where

He was then dwelling, and became His first disciples.

Andrew then, brought to Jesus his brother Simon, who also

recognized in Him the promised Messiah. Three daya

afterwards Jesus called Philip, another young fisherman

of Galilee, who in his turn brought to Jesus his friend

Nathanael, the guileless Israelite who is known in the

Gospels as Bartholomew, or the son of Tholmai. Accom-

panied by these pure and warmhearted young men, and also

by His mother, Jesus was a guest at the simple wedding

feast of Cana in Galilee, at which He first displayed His

possession of supernatural power by turning the water into

wine. Then, after a brief stay at Capernaum, He went to

the Passover at Jerusalem. His first visit to the temple

as a recognized teacher was signalized by an authoritative

Messianic act. He oleansed the temple of its mean and

desecrating traffic, although neither priests nor Pharisees

nor the Roman authorities had ever taken a step in that

direction. When His riglit to act thus was challenged. He
answered in mysterious words, of which the meaning waa

not thoroughly understood till long afterwards, " Destroy

this temple, and in three days I will raise it up "—speaking

of the spiritual temple of His body.' The words created

so deep an impression that after being distorted both in

form and meaning they formed one of the chief charge.^

against Him at His trial. Even at this early phase of His

work Jesus touched the heart and won the secret allegiance

of Nicodemus, with whom He held at night the memorable

discotrse on the new birth. But He was met from the first

by such signs of opposition that He went with His disci plea

into Judeea, and there allowed them to baptize. The v. ork

of the Baptist was not yet over, and, until it was, Jesus

both permitted the disciples to adopt the symbol of puri-

fication which had been used by His forefunner, and Him-
self similarly preached " Repent, for the kingdom of heaven

is at hand." Some Jew^ raised a discussion with the

disciples of John about purification, and they in their

perplexity and jealousy applied to their great master with

the complaint that his ministry was being eclipsed by

that of Him whom he had baptized beyond Jordan.

John, with noble self-suppression, pointed out that he must

' John ii. 19. That " the Jews," as St John calla the opponents ol

Christ, were not so entirely ignorant of His meaning as they chose

to appear resu' ^ from Matt, xxvii. 63.

* McrA 'lovSafou is the true readieg in Jobu iii. 2f.
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thenceforth decrease

;
;Bnd shortly after this time ho was

thrown into prison by Herod Antipas. In consequence of

this event Jesus withdrew into Galilee. He chose the route

through Samaria," arid it was to a poor frail woman by
Jacob's well that He seems first to have distinctly revealed

tHis Messiahship."?.' His acceptance of the invitation of the

Samaritans to stay'a few days with them was a rebuke to the

tpirit of fanatical hatred and exclusiveness, which in that day
80 filled the minds of His countrymen that they regarded

any intercourse with Samaritans as involving pollution.

(2) Although Jesus was aware that a prophet is often

least known in his 6wn country and among his own kindred,

Ea made. His way, preaching as He went in various

synagogues, direct to Nazareth.^ There, in the synagogue,

iHe.read aloud part of Isaiah Ixi., and amid -deep sileBce

kpplied it to Himself. But He had not proceeded far

jwhen the spell of His divine teaching was broken by the

pride and ignorance of the Nazarenes, who began to

imnrmur among themselves about His humble birth and
occupation, and to demand that He should do some deed of

tonwer among them. It was on His reminding them that

Elijah and EUsha had WTOught their miracles of healing

npon strangers that they rose in fury, and dragged Him
jto the brow of the hill on which their city was bulk.

Something, however, in the majesty of His bearing seems
to have created in their minds a supernatural awe, so that,

as on later occasions. He was able "to pass through the

midst of them, and go on His way." To the place of His
birth He seems never to have returned.

From this time His home, so far as He could in any
senso be said to have a home, was at the bright little city

of Capernaum on the shores of the Sea of Galilee, to wLicli,

perhaps in consequence of the churlishness of the Nazarenes,

His mother and brethren also migrated. At this point

begins the period of His brightest activity, the year which
•was in a pre-eminent sense " the acceptable year of the

Liord." The scene of that ministry was mainly the beauti-

ful and populous plain of Gennesaret through which
passed " the way of the sea," the great caravan road which
led to Damascus. It was the manufacturing district of

'Palestine, thronged by men of all nationalities, and therefore

pre-eminently suited for the proclamation of the kingdom.
At the same time it was a scene of infinite charm, and the

opportunities of sailing from place to place, and of earning

a livelihood, which were afforded by the inland lake,

rendered it specially appropriate. On the way to Caper-
naum Jesus healed by His word the son of the courtier of

Herod," who in consequence believed with his whole house.

Much of the brief story of the Gospels is made up of the

records of single days which stood out with marked
prominence. One such day was the first Sabbath at

Capernaum. Christ began with a sermon in the synagogue,
during which He wrought one of His great exorcisms on a

raving demoniac who was present in the audience. Retir-

ing to the house of Peter, He healed Peter's mother-in-law
of a fever, and at sunset, when the Sabbath ended, wrought
many cures upon a multitude of sufl'erers. Tiie fame of

this day rang even to Syria, and, finding that even tem-
porary seclusion was now impossible, JeSus went from
village to village preaching the kingdom of God.^ It was
at this time that He preached to the multitude from Peter's

boat, and after the miraculous draught of fishes called

'Andrew, Peter, and the sons of Zebedee'' to a closer and

^Luke iv. 15.

- Not improbably Chuza, Herod's steward, whose wife Joanna was
ODe of the "ministering women."

^ Tlirce sncli circuits in Galilee are faintly traceable ; but it is not
possible to mark their separate incidents.

* They were probably first cousins of Jesus, for It seems probable
from Mark xv. 40, John xix. 25, that Salome the wife of Zebedee was
A sii^tp" of the Virgin Mary.

more unremitting discipleship. Matthew the publican was
the next to "leave all" and follow Christ. The choice of
the full number of twelve to be apostles took place just
before the sermon on the mount, and nothing can more
decisively show the wisdom aud insiglit of Jesus than the
fact that among the twelve were characters so opposite as
a zealot and a publican. Judas, the " man of Keriutli," was
probably the only Judrcan in the little band of Galileans,
The great discourse known as the Sermon on the Mount
was delivered primarily to the disciples, but was intended
also for the multitude. The hill by the Galihean lake-'

was the Sinai of the new dispensation, but it was a mount
not of terrors but of beatitudes. The sermon fir^t sketched
the character of the citizens of the new kingdom botii

absolutely and relatively.'' It proceeded to sketch the
new law iu contrast, both general and special, with the
olJ.^ The last great section of it was occupied with the
characteristics of the new life— its devotion, its duties, and
its dangers.* It ended with the contrast between doei-s

and mere hearers.' The grandeur, originality, independ-
ence, and authoritative tone of the sermtm, with its vivid

illustrations and divine idealism, produced a very deep and
wide impression. The inauguration of the doctrine was
followed by deeds of mercy and power. From this time
He was constamtly surrounded by thronging multitudes,

and was constantly appealed to for miracles of compassion.

We are told in quick succession of the healing of a leper

by a touch, of the centurion's servant by a word, and the

raising from the dead of tbe widow's son at Nain ; and
so incessant was His activity that His mother and His
brethren began to be alarmed. Soon after the miracle at

Nain He received the deputation from John the Bapti^'t,

then in his gloomy prison at Machrcrus, to ask whether He
were iudeed the Messiah. He bade the messengers take

back no other answer than the works which tbcy had
witnessed or heard, and pre-eminent among them was the

preaching the gospel to the poor. It was after their

departure that He pronounced the unequalled eulogy ou
Jolin as the greatest of tlie prophets, while yet "the least

in the kingdom of heaven " was, in spiritual privileges,

greater than He. It was in this discourse that He con-

trasted the glad and natural geniality of His own example
—as 'one who came "eating and drinking".—with the

asceticism and gloom of the Baptist. He never refused

the invitations even of the Pharisees, and it was at the

banquet of a Pharisee named Simon tliat He accepted the

pathetic devotion of the "woman that was a sinner"

(whom Christian tradition persistently identifies with Mary
of Magdala), and rebuked the haughty and untender for-

malism of His host. His life during this jieriod, as He
wandered about Gennesaret and its vicinity, preaching to

rejoicing crowds, was a life of poverty, toil, and simplicity,

but it was also a life of exalted joy from the rapturous

gratitude of the people and the faith which enabled Him
to vrork many deeds of mercy among them. Of one

episode of the period many details are preserved. After

one of the missionary tours in Galilee, Jesus, finding Him-
self surrounded by a vast throng, began for the first time

to preach to them in those parables which were tlie most

characteristic form of His subsequent teaching, and which

had the additional advantage of testing the moral and spiri-

tual qualities of His hearers. He began with the parable

of the sower, and this method of instruction naturally stimu-

lated to such an extent the eagerness of His hearers that He
was kept teaching till evening came. A second ill judged

attempt of His mother and brethren to control His pro-

ceedings probably combined with the sense of deep weari-

^ Probably Karn Hattiu.
' Matt. V. 17-48.
' M.att. vii. 24-27.

» Matt. v. 1-16.
* Matt. vi. 1 to vu. 23.
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Hess to create a desire for trief rest and retirement, and

He urged His disciples to a hasty departure to the lonelier

eastern shores of the lake. During the sail of about 6

miles there rose one of the violent sudden storms to which

the Sea of Galilee is specially liable. He was sleeping on

the leather cushion of the steersman the deep sleep of

fatigue, which not even the waves now dashing into

the boat could disturb. The disciples woke Him in

wild alarm, and the calm majesty with which He hushed

the storm made an indelible impression on their minds.

Jfo sooner had they landed on the other side than they

were met by a naked and raving maniac, whose dwelling

was in the tombs which are still visible on the neighbouring

hillsides. Jesus healed him, and (as we are told in a

narrative which evidently touches on things. entirely beyond
our cognizance) suffered the demons to enter into a herd of

swine hard by, which immediately rushed violently over a

steep place into the sea. Th& semi-heathen inhabitants of

the district, alarmed by His presence, and vexed at the

loss of their sv.ine, eotreated Him to depart out of their

coasts. He granted their evil petition, but left the healed

demoniac to lead them to a better frame of mind. The
people on the other side recognized the sail of His return-

ing vessel, and were waiting in multitudes to meet Him.
While preaching to them iu a house at Capernaum, the

friends of a paralytic, who had been unable to get near

Him for the press, let down the sick man through the roof

in front of Him, and He healed him, exciting some murmurs
from the Scribes, who had already begun to watch Him
with suspicion, by first using the formula " Thy sins are

forgiven thee." From the house He adjourned to the

shore, and after another brief time of teaching there went
to the farewell feast w-hich Matthew gave to the " publicans

and sinners " who had been his friends. The Pharisees,

afraid as yet to find fault with Him directly, asked the

disciples in great displeasure why their Master ate with

publicans and sinners, whose very touch they regarded as

a pollution. The answer of Jesus was given in the memor-
able quotation, to which He more than once referred, " Go
ye arid learn what that meaneth, I will have mercy and
not sacrifice."! Ho answered the inquiry of St John's

disciples about fasting by pointing out to them that the

glad initiation of the marriage feast of the kifigdom of

heaven was no time for fasting,^ and that the embodiment
of a new spirit in old form was like putting new wine in

worn skins, or a new patcV on an old garment. It seems
to have been immediately after the banquet that He received

the heartrending appeal of Jairus that He would come and
heal his little daughter. On the way Ho healed the woman
with the issue who secretly touched the fringe of His
garment.^ By the time He reached the house of Jairus the

little maid was dead, and His three most chosen disciples

—Peter, James, and John—were alone admitted with the

father and mother to witness this second instance in which
He recalled the dead to life.

It was probably at this point of the ministry that there

occurred the visit to that unnamed feast at Jerusalem,*

which was almost certainly the Feast of Purim. Perhaps

with a view to this absence from Galilee He sent ont the

twelve, two and two, to preach and perform works of mercy
in His name, sending them " like lambs among wolves,"

and bidding them set the example of the most absolute

contentment and simplicity. D nring His visit to Jerusalem,

• Hos. vi. 6.

^ Hia reference to the days "when the bridegroom should he taken
away from them " (aiTapB^) is one of those early intimations of His
death of which one hint had already been given in the night discourse

to Nicodemus (John iii. 16).
' An interesting indication, that he observed even the minute par-

ticulars of the Mosaic law (Niunb. xv. 37-40 ; Deut. xxii. 12).
* John v. 1.

13—24*

where—as we learn from St John, whose facts are incident

tally confirmed by allusions in the Synoptists—He had
many friends and followers. He healed the impotent man
at the Pool of Bethesda, and excited the bitter enmity of

the Jews by deliberately ignoring the exaggerated minutise
of the traditional law which made them regard it as a
heinous crime to carry even the smallest burden on iho
Sabbath. The simple command to the healed man to tako
up the mat on which he lay and walk aroused the Jews
to fury ; and from that incident, as St John expressly

tells us, the overt persecution of Jesus began.^ He seems
to have been summoned before some committee of the
Sanhedrin, but on this occasion they did not dare to punish
His violation of their traditions, and on the contrary had
to listen in unavailing wrath, not only to His irresistiblo

defence of what He had done on the Sabbath, but to Divina
claims which they declared to be blasphemy. They did
not dare to touch Him, knowing His power with the people,

but from that day the leading authorities of Jerusalem seem
to have determined on His death, and their hostility wa«
so bitter and persistent that He left Jerusalem without
waiting for the approaching Passover.

(3) It was from this moment that the period of determined
opposition began. Hitherto the local Pharisees and Scribes

of Galilee might disapprove-and murmur, but they had not
dared to set themselves in distinct and public antagonism
against Him. They were now- encouraged to do so by the

fact that the leading authorities of the capital had repudi-

ated His claims. The high priests and Pharisees even sent

some of their number to act as spies upon His words and
actions, and see how they might contrive occasions for Hii
ruin. He returned to Galilee with the full knowledge
that His human day was beginning to fade into evenings

and that the sentence of violent death hung over HiuL IS

was at this solemn time that the murder of John thrilled

men's hearts with horror. Jesus retired with the disciples

to a desert plain near the town at the northern end of

the lake known as Bethsaida Julias, which was in the

dominion of the milder Philip, and beyond the jurisdictioa

of the blood-stained Antipas. Even to this retirement,

however, the multitude followed Him, and here ii vras

that, moved with deep compassion. He fed the five thousand
with five- barley loaves and two small fishes. Then urging
the departure of His disciples by boat to Capernaum, Ho
dismissed the multitude in the gathering dusk, and at last

fled from thence^ to the top of a neighbouring hill ivher©

He spent the night in prayer. During the night a terribla

storm arose, and He came to His disciples walking upoa
the sea, and rescued St Peter as with a half faith he ei»»

deavoured to meet Him en the water. The next day &t

Capernaum He uttered that memorable discourse a.boiat|

Himself as the bread of life, and the necessity of " eating

the flesh of the Son of Man and drinking His blMid,"

which was expressly designed to dissipate idle chUiastic aacS

material delusions, and to test the sincerity of a spiritual

faith. The discourse created deep discontent, and from
that time many forsook Him. He even foresaw that ono

of His chosen apostles was "a devil"; but Peter spofco

the conviction of the rest in the noble words, " Lord, to

whom shall we go ? Thou hast the words of eternal life."

But henceforth opposition became more marked and

more fearless. It had already been stirred up in the hearts

of all Jewish formalists by His claiming to forgive sins,

by His disapproval of asceticism, by His intercourse with

publicans and sinners. It gathered force from His consistent

depreciation of the petty traditional superstitions which

had degraded the Sabbath from a -delight and a blessing

into a mere fetish of servitude. When the incident at

Bethesda had attracted the notice of the Sanhedrin, the

» John V. 18. « « (Vulg.) ipeiytl, John vi. 22.
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Pharisaic spies ffom Jerusalem especially watched Eis

Sabbath p.-oceedings. Again and again their hatred was

kindled on this point. Now they indignantly challenged

the conduct of the hungry disciples for plucking ears of

corn and rubbing them in their hands ou the Sabbath day ;

on another occasion they attacked Him for healing on the

Sabbath day the man with the withered hand, and later

on for healing the bowed woman, and the blind man at

Jerusalem. On each of these occasions He exposed with

irresistible demonstration their inconsistency and hypocrisy,

but thereby only deepened their anger against Him. On
other occasions He came into violent collision with their

whole system of traditional ceremonialism by pouring con-

tempt on their superfluous and meaningless ablutions, by

showing how comparatively meaningless was their scru-

pulosity about clean and unclean meats, and generally by

denouncing the spirit which had led them to place the

cumbrous pettinesses of their oral law above the word of

God and the inmost spirit of all true religion. The rage

of His Pharisaic opponents culminated on one day of open

and final rupture between Himself and the spies of the

Sanhedrin. Finding Him standing in silent prayer, the

disciples had asked Him to teach them to pray, and in

reply He had taught them " the Lord's prayer," and told

them, in such accents as man had never heard before, about

the fatherhood of God, and the consequent efficacy of prayer.

Shortly afterwards He had wrought one of His most marvel-

lou? cures upon a poor wretch who was at once blind, dumb,
and mad. The Pharisees felt bound to check the astonished

admiration which this act had once more excited, and with

impotent and stupid malignity had tried to teach their

followers that He ;ast out devils by Beelzebub the prince of

the devils. This blasphemous folly had drawn down upon

their heads words of rebuke more intense and stern than

they had ever heard. Such words, addressed to men
accustomed to unbounded admiration as infallible teachers,

aroused them to the deadliest hostility, and they soon found

a weapon of annoyance and injury by demanding on every

possible occasion that " sign from heaven " which Jesus

always refused to give. Their exacerbation seems to have

alarmed His mother and brethren into the third of their

ill-timed interferences, which Jesus had once more to check

by decUiring that the day had now come on which human
relationships were as nothing compared to the spiritual.

The time for the mid-day meal had now arrived, and Jesus

accepted, though it seem3 to have been given in no good
spirit, the invitation of a Pharisee to break bread in his

liouse. On entering He at once sat down at table, since it

was but a brief and trivial meal, perhaps of bread and fruits,

and the multitude were waiting outsiie to hear the word
of God. Instantly He recognized that He was alone in the

midst of eneaiies, and, moved to deep indignation by their

hypocrisy and baseness. Ha delivered a terrible denunciation

of the whole system and religion of the legalists and
Pharisees. The feast broke up in confusion, and the guests

began to surround Jesus with vehement, taunting, and
threatening demonstrations.^ Passing from amongst them
He found the multitude actually treading on each other in

tlieir haste and eagerness, and perhaps it was to their pre-

sence that He owed His safety. Ho preached to them a
sermon, characterized throughout by the deep emotions by
which His spirit had been agitated, of which the main topic

was the awful peril of hypocrisy and greed ; and then—as

though some solemn agony had passed over His spirit—He
warned them of. the signs of the times, and of the awful
consequences of rejecting His teaching.

(4) With that day of conflict ended the second and darker
stage of His work in Galilee. The remainder of His life

• Luke XL 53.

was mainly passed In Bight, in peril, and in concealment,'

only broken by brief occasional appearances in Galilee and
Jerusalem. He departed from Capernaum, and went into

the heathen region of Tyre and Sidon. But few particulars

of this period are recorded. Somewhere in those regions

He tested the strong faith of the Syro-Phoenician woman,
and healed her demoniac daughter. From Tyre and Sidon

He wandered southwards again, keeping mainly to the

eastward and less inhabited region, only now and then

healing a sufferer, bnt gradually attracting crowds once

more. Somewhere on the Persean side of the lake He fed

the four thousand. After this period of wandering and

absence He once more sailed to Magdala, but was met
immediately by the ominous conjunction of Herodians and

Pharisees with their hostile demand for a sign. Turning

away from them. He uttered His last sad farewell and
prophecy to the cities in which He had laboured, and once

more journeyed northwards. During this journey they

came near to Csesarea Philippi, and, after standing in silent

prayer. He asked His disciples " Whom do men say that I

the Son of man am ? " The sorrowful confession had to be

made that, though they recognized Him as a prophet, they

had not recognized Him as the MessiaL Then came the

momentous question, which was to test how much of His

task was accomplished in the hearts of those apostles whose

training had now for some time been His principal work,
" But whom say ye that I am 1" Then it was that Peter

won the immortal glory of giving that which has thenceforth

been the answer of all the Christian world, " Thou art the

Christ, the son of the living God." That answer is the

inauguration, in human convictions, of Christianity and of

Christendom ; and it was rewarded by the promise of the

power of the keys, and the power to bind and loose, and
the foundation of the Christian church upon a rock.

Whatever may be the difficulties of the passage, we see

that Jesus meant to confer on His church the teaching

power of which the key was the symbol, the power of

legislative action indicated by binding and loosing, and
the prophetic insight on which depended the ability to

absolve in God's name. But to obviate all delusions He
at once revealed to them thd dark abyss of suffering down
which He had first to tread ; and, as though to prove how
little claim His words gave to sacerdotal usurpations. He
proceeded to rebuke in the sternest words the presumption

of Peter, who ventured to set aside His predictions as to

His coming sufferings and death. It was six days after this

that He took the three most chosen apostles with Him up
the snowy slopes of Hermon, where they witnessed the

transfiguration, as though to strengthen their faith in the

dark hours to come. On descending the hill. He healed

the demoniac boy whom the apostles had vainly tried to

help, and built on this exorcism the lesson of faith which
He was never weary of inculcating on His followers.

Having now reached the northern limit of the Holy Land,
He turned His footsteps southwards by the most secluded

paths, omitting no opportunity to train the apostles, now
teaching them humility by the example of a little child,

and now warning them by significant parables of the need
of self-sacrifice and of the spirit of forgiveness.

(5) At the ensuing Feast of Tabernacles we find Him
once more at Jerusalem, where Ho appeared suddenly in the

tomple. St John records His teachings, drawn from the

vacious incidents of the feast, and also the divided opinions

of the people, and the almost unanimous opposition of the

ruling classes. This visit to the Holy City was marked by
the incident of the woman taken in adultery, in which He
showed such sovereign wisdom and tenderness, and by
the Sabbatarian disputes which arose from the healing of

the blind man. On one occasion Jesus had to leave the

temple ^mid a burst of fury in which the Jews threatened
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fo stone Him. ana wlien He left Jerusalem it was nnder

the direct ban of excommnnication. Under these circum-

staacea He returned for one more brief visit to Galilee, The
newB which He received of the murder of some Galilseans in

the temple by Pilate, and of Herod's designs against His

safety, show how surrounded by perils was His human life.

But He now calmly ended His work in Galilee by the

mission of seventy disciples to prepare for His great last

journey southwards. His words of farewell to the cities

which had rejected Him were full of sadness and solem-

nity, as He started from the land which had refused His

mission to the city in which He was to be crucified.

We now enter on the last great phase of His work, the

incidents of His final jomney and the close of His ministry.

First He was refused 'shelter by the rude villagers of En-
gannim, and had to change his route. Next came the

healing of the ten lepei-s, of whom but one showed gratitude,

and he was a Samaritan. The Sabbath healings of the

bowed woman and of the man with the dropsy are the

two chief miracles of the journey, during which He also

delivered many most memorable discourses, and some of

His divinest parables—such as those of the good Samaritan

and the prodigal son. So we trace His steps to the house

of Martha and Mary at Bethany, and to Jerusalem, which

He visited at the Feast of the Dedication. His appearance

in the temple was always the signal for the fiercest

opposition of Sadducees and Pharisees, who watched with

jealousy and hatred the eagerness of the multitude to hear

Him. After serious conflicts He retired to the other

Bethany, beyond Jordan. Among the few recorded

incidents of His stay in Persea are the attempts to entangle

Him with ^erod and the Jewish schools by questions

about divorce, the beautiful scene of blessing the little

children, and the discourse about riches on the occasion

of the test which He applied to the rich young mler who
" made the great refusal." The death of Lazarus summoned
Him to Bethany, and the most signal miracle which He
there wrought by raising Lazarus from the dead excited

such notice that the Sanhedrin now met under the pre-

sidency of Caiaphas, and came to the deliberate conclusion

that they must put Him to death, lest the populace should
raise tumults on His behalf which might precipitate the
final intervention of Rome in the affairs of their nation.

But, as His 'time was not yet come, Jesus avoided the peril

of public arrest or private assassination by retiring to an ob-
scure village called Ephraim, on the edge of the wilderness.

(6) He did not leave Ephraim till He could join the
great caravan of GalilEean pilgrims with whom He could
proceed in safety to His last passover. His apostles, both
froia His own warnings and from the visible grandeur of
His transfiguration of self-sacrifice, were well aware that
a crisis of His career had now arrived ; and nothing can
show more clearly the mistaken character of their Messianic
hopes than the fact that, though He now distinctly told
them the crowning horror that He should be crucified, the
sons of Zebedea came with their mother Salome to beg for
places at His right hand and His left in His kingdom.
Jesus made their ambitious request a theme for rich and
solemn teachings on the beatitude of suffering for the cause
of God and man. As they approached Jericho, accompanied
by excited multitudes, He healed the blind Bartimaeus,
and in Jericho He excited the murmurs of the crowd by
accepting the hospitahty of the pubUcan Zacchsus. On
the road between Jericho and Bethany He delivered the
parable of the pounds. He arrived at Bethany probably on
Friday, Nisan 8, ait.o. 783 (March 31, 30 A.D.), six days
before the passover, and before the sunset had begun the
babbath hours. The Sabbath was spent in quiet. In the
evening Martha and Mary gave him a banquet in the house
01 feimon the leper, at which Mary, in her devotion and

gratitude, broke the alabaster ol precious ointment over

His head and feet, and so awoke the deadly avarice of

Judas that he seems on that very evening to have communed
with the Jewish priests for the paltry blood-money of thirty

pieces of silver (less than £i) for which he was willing to

betray Him. On the morning of Palm Sunday Jesus made
His triumphant entry into Jerusalem amid the palm-waving

throngs, who shouted " Hosanna to the son of David," and
at the point of the road where" the city first bursts upon
the view He paused to weep over it and prophesy its

doom. After once more cleansing the temple, and protect-

ing from the anger of the priests and Pharisees the children

who still shontsd Hosanna, He spoke to Philip about the

Greeks (probably from Edessa) who wished to see Him,
and, strengthened by a voice from heaven, spent the rest

of the day in teaching. At evening He retired for^ safety

with the twelve outside the city walls in the direction of

Bethany. On the Monday morning, as He went to Jeru-

salem, He pronounced the symbolic doom upon the fig tree

which had only leaves. On entering the temple He was
met by a formidable deputation of priests, scribes, and
rabbis, who demanded " by what authority He was acting,"

—a question which He declined to answer until they proved

their right to ask it, by giving a definite opinion respecting

the baptism of John. Their confession of inability to do this

was so marked a proof of their incompetence to claim the

function of religions teachers, that He refused to meet their

challenge. The day may be called " a day of parables," for

during His teaching He spoke ther parables of the two sons,

the rebellious husbandmen, the builders and the corner

stone, and the marriage of the king's son. These parables

were so obviously aimed at the hypocrisy, malevolence,

and presumption of the Jewish authorities that fear alone

restrained them from immediately seizing Him. At even-

ing He again retired from the city. The next day, the

Tuesday in Passion week, may be called tiie day of temp-

tations, for it was marked by three deliberate attempts

to undermine His authority by involving Him iu soma
difficulty either with the rulers or the people. In the

morning walk to Jerusalem He taught' to His disciples a
lesson of faith from the withered fig-tree. In the temple

He was first met by the plot of the Herodians and Pharisees

to embroil Him either with the Romans or the populace by
a question as to the lawfulness of paying tribute, then by
a pieae of poor casuistry on the part of the Sadducees con-

cerning the resurrection, then by the question of a Scribe

as to the great commandment of the law. In each instance

the divine and ready wisdom of His answers not only
entirely defeated the stratagems of the Sanhedrists, but
showed His immeasurable superiority to them in knowledge
and insight.. Then, to prove how easily He might have
turned the tables on them, had He desired their humilia-

tion. He exposed their complete ignorance respecting the

very subject on which they claimed the fullest knowledge
by reducing them to a confession of their inability to explain

why David in the spirit had given the name of Lord to the

Messiah who was to be his son. And then, knowing that

the tim,e had come when their degradation of ftligion into

a mere tyranny and semblance should be set forth, He
delivered the terrible denunciation which, with its eightfold
" Woe unto you. Scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites," was
intended to leave them utterly inexcusable. The Jewish
authorities felt that this was a final rupture, that they

must now, at all costs, bring about His immediate death. <
Before He left the temple for ever He taught the lesson

of true charity as illustrated by the widow's mite, and then
went and sat on the green slopes of the Mount of Olives.

There He prcnonnced to His disciples that great eschato-

Icgical di.ioourse which was suggested by their fcdmirjtion

of the teraple buildings, destined so soon to sink in blood
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and ashes.

' In the cool of evening they walked to Bethany,

perhaps at the very time that Judas was arranging with

the priests the final details of His betraj'al and arrest.

JThe Wednesday was spent in deep retirement at Bethany,

and not a single word or incident is recorded on that day.

On the Thursday morning He wolce never to sleep again.

(7) On the evening of Thursday Jesus went with His

disciples to Jerusalem to keep that quasi-paschal feast at

which He instituted the sacrament of the Eucharist. Even

then the apostles had jealousies about precedence, and^ it

was to cure them of their fatal tendency to selfish pride

and ambition that He washed the disciples' feet. During

the supper He first indicated to John, and through him to

Peter, that He knew who the traitor was. He clearly told

tliem that this was the last meal which He should eat with

them, and bade them henceforth "eat bread and drink

wine " in sacramental memory of Him. It wasafter Judas

had gone forth into the night that He began those last

discourses preserved for us by St John alone, which are

so " rarely uii.\ed of sadness and joys, and studded' with

mysteries as with emeralds." There is a matchless beauty

and tenderness in the records of His gentle words of warn-

ing and help to Peter, Thomas, Philip, and Jude, and of

that familiar intercourse with his dearest followers, whose

sinking spirits He sustained by the promise of the Com-

forter. Then they sung a hymn, probably the Psalm known

to the Jews as the Groat Hallel, and in the darkness walked

to the olive garden of Gethsemane, where Jesus passed

through His hour of mystarious agony and passion, while

even His most beloved apostles could not watch with Him.

Then torches suddenly flashed upon the night as the traitor,

accompanied by priests and their servants, and Levites of

the temple guard, and Roman soldiers, made their way

across the valley of the Kidron to the slope of Olivet on

which tlio garden lay. There Jndas betrayed Him with

a kiss ; and, in spite of the supernatural awe which His

presence inspired even into His enemies, pie resigned

Himself into their hands, rebuked the rash blow of Peter,

and by one last act of mercy healed the slight wound of

Malchus. " Then all His disciples forsook Him and fled."

(o) He was taken first to the astute and aged Annas, who

was regarded as high priest dr; jure, though not de facio.

From this time forward it was the priestly party—the

Sadducees, not the Pharisees—who were almost exclusively

responsible for His death. On His refusal to plead before

this disorderly midnight tribunal, He was struck on the

mouth ; and, failing to extort anything from Him, Annas

sent Him bound across the courtyard to his son-in-law

Caiaphas, the de facto high priest.

(/3) It was still night, and here took place the second

irregular and illegal trial, before His worst enemies among

the priests and Sadducees. The false witnesses who

endeavoured to convict Him of having threatened to destroy

the temple failed, and Ho preserved unbroken silence until

Caiaphas adjured Him by the living God to tell them

whether He was the Messiah, the Son of God. In answer

to this appeal He said " I am, " and told them that they

shouldsee His returnhereafter in theclouds. ThenCaiaphas

rent his robes with the cry of blasphemy, and this committee

of the Sanhedrin declared Him "guilty of death."

(y) After this second examination Jesus was remanded

to the guardroom until break of day, before which time

the whole Sanhedrin could not meet. As He was led past

the brazier in the courtyard, His one glance broke into

penitence the heart of His backsliding apostle, who had just

denied Him with oaths. As He waited. He was insulted

by the coarse derision and brutal violence of the priestly

menials. When the Sanhedrin met, they once more entirely

failed to fix any charge upon Him, until He renewed in

their presence His claim to be the Son of God. He was

then formally condemned to death, and underwent a second

derision at the hands of the assembled elders. It was after

this condemnation that remorse seized the dark soul of

Judas. He flung down the blood-money before his tempters,

and with an agonized confession of guilt rushed out to his

terrible suicide.

At this period the Jews had lost all legal right to put

any ofle to death, and they were further anxious to avoid

personal responsibility, and danger of vengeance from th&

followers of Jesus, by handing Him over for execution

to the Roman procurator. Accordingly they led Him
bound to Pilate in imposing procession. They were, how-

ever, mistaken in supposing that Pilate would crucify

Jesus at their bare word without seeing whether He was
guilty ; and, as they could not enter the Herodian palace,,

in which the Gentile ruler lived, without pollution, which

would have prevented them from partaking in the passover

that evening, Pilate went out to them. In ev iry line of

the brief colloquy which ensued we trace the haughty con-

tempt of the Roman, and the burning hatred of the Jews.

Failing to arrive at any definite charge, Pilate questioned

Jesus alone inside the proetorium, and after a brief exami-

nation came out to the Jews with the declaration of com-

plete acquittal.

In the wild clamour which ensued he caught the word
Galilee, and, understanding that Jesus had chiefly taught

in Galilee, eagerly seized the opportunity of getting rid of

the matter by sending Him to Herod. But before Herod
as before Pilate Jesus retained His majestic silence, and,

unable to condemn Him, Herod contented himself with

arraying Him in a white festive robe, setting Him at

nought with his myrmidons, and sending Him back with

a second practical acquittal to the procurator.

Then, in three stages, began the third and most agoniz-

ing phase of the public trial. Pilate, seated on his bema
upon the marble pavement, declared that, as His innocence

was now certain, He would merely scourge and dismiss

Him. It was a disgraceful proposal, due partly to his

'desire to save the life of one whom he saw to be innocent,

but dictated by fear of a new riot. Further than this, the

warning of his wife, arid the awful majesty of the sufl'erer,

had created a strong presentiment in Pilate's mind. But

his actions were practically controlled by the past guilt

which made him tremble at the thought of the complaints

which Jews, Samaritans, and Galilffians could alike prefer

against him. He did not therefore venture to refuse the

cry of the mob—hounded on as they were by the priests

and Sanhedrists—for the passover boon of having a prisoner

liberated to them ; and he -vainly tried to induce them to

ask for the liberation of Jesus. They demanded the rebel

and murderer Bar Abbas, and began to shont for the cruci-

fixion of Jesus. Bar Abbas was set free, »nd Jesus under-

went the horrible Roman scourging, which was followed by

the ruthless mockery of the soldiers, who arrayed Him in

on old crimson robe and placed a crown of thorns on His

head, and a reed in his hand as a sceptre, and so paid Him
mock homage as a king of the Jews.

When Ho came forth after this hour of agony, Pilate

made one more appeal to their compassion in the words

"Behold the man!" and on hearing that He claimed to

be " a Son of God "—for since the charge of treason had

broken down, the priests now substituted for it a charge of

blasphemy—he became still more alarmed, and once more

questioned Jesus in a private interview. For some time

Jesus would not speak. When He did, it was to say that

He regarded Pilate as less guilty than the Jews. As Pilate

led Him forth, and saw Him stand before that shameful

yelling multitude in His majesty of solemn woe, he broke

forth into the involuntary exclamation, " Behold your

King !
" That word raised among the multitude Eoma
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very ominous allusions to Caesar, and Pilate, after publicly

•washiog his hands, in tokem that he was innocent of this

death, pronounced the fatal order for His Crucifixion.

Jesus was then clad in His own garments and led forth

with two robbers to be crucified. As He waa unable to

bear the weight of His cross, Simon of Cyrene was impressed

for that service. On His way Jesus gently consoled the

weeping daughters of Jerusalem, and, when they reached

the fatal spot of Golgotha, He refused the stupefying potion

which was offered to Him, and prayed for His murderers

«ven as they drove the nails through His hands. Pilate

managed to insult the Jews by putting over the cross the

title " The King of the Jews," in three languages, which

thus in the presence of the vast passover multitude testified

"to the truth. On the cross Jesus hung for three hours in

agony. The soldiers parted His garments, and cast lots

for His seamlc-is robe. The mob, the priests, even the

crucified malefactors, joined in taunting Him. But He
answered not. After His prayer for His murderers He
only spoke to promise paradise to the penitent robber; to

assign His mother to the care of the beloved disciple ; to

quote in the lowest depth of His agony the first words of

the 22d Psalm; to give vent to the sole expression of

physical anguish which He uttered, "I thirst"; to com-

mend His spirit into His Father's hands ; and lastly, in

the one victorious word TcreAecrTai, " it is finished," to end

His work on earth. The bearing of Jesus on the cross,

together with the circumstances which accompanied the

•crucifixion— the darkness, earthquake, and rending of the

temple veil—produced a deep impression even on the mind
of the heathen centurion. They so powerfully afl'ected the

multitude that they returned to Jerusalem wailing and
teating on their breascs, at once with a feeling of guilt and
a presentiment of future retribution.

(8) At evening the soldiers despatched the two crucified

robbers by breaking their legs, in order that their bodies

might be removed before the passover. But they found

Jesus already dead, and the certainty of His death was
assured by one of the soldiers driving his spear into the

region of the heart, whence came out blood and water.

As very little time was left before the sunset marked the

beginning of Uie Sabbath, and rendered labour impossible,

the body of Jesus was hastily buried by Nicodemus
and by Joseph of Arimathsea, who had obtained the

requisite permission. They wrapped it in fine linen and
spices, and laid it in the rockhewn garden-grave of Joseph,

rolling a great stone to the aperture, which was further

guarded by soldiers sent by the Jews to prevent its removal
for purposes of fraud. This was on Friday evening. Very
early on the morning of Sunday, while it was yet dark,

the two Marys were met at the sepulchre by a vision

of angels which announced His resurrection. Of that

resurrection, in spite of their original doubts and mis-

givings, the whole body of the disciples became unalterably

•convinced, and on their unalterable conviction, and the

subsequent witness of history to the blessed truth of their

doctrines, has rested in great measure the belief of the

Christian church. Uniting the contemporary testimony of

St Paul, who must have been in personal communication
with many of the five hundred witnesses to whose evidence

he appeals, with those of the Gospels, we find ten re-

corded appearances :—(1) to Mary Magdalene (John sx.

17); (2) to other women (Matt, xxviii. 9, 10); (3) to

Peter (Luke xxiv. 34 ; 1 Cor. xv. 5) ; (4) to the two
<liscipi03 on their way to Emmaus (Luke zxiv. 13-32) ;

(5) to the ten apostles. All these appearances occurred
on the first Easter day. On the following Sunday Jesus
appeared (6) to the eleven apostles, Thomas having been
absent on the previous occasion. He further appeared (7)
to seven apostles by the Sea of Galilee (John xxi. l-2'4)

;

(8) to more than five hundred at once on a nlountain in

Galilee
; (9) to James (1 Cor. xv. 3, 8) ; and (10) at tha

ascension. These appearances continued for forty days. On
the last occasion Jesus led His disciples towards Bethany,

gave them His last command, blessed them, and as He
blessed them passed awa)', and " a cloud received Him out

of their sight"

VL Such, in briefest outline, are the main recorded

events of the life of Jesus Christ on earth. It only

remains to say a few words concerning His person and
His work, regarded here in their historioal rather than in

their theological aspect.

As regards His person, Christians who accept the New
Testament as the record of inspired teaching, and who
believe it to be evidenced, not only by inward and super-

natural revelation, but also by the subsequent history of

the church and the world, believe that Jesus Christ was
(in the words of what is probably a very ancient Christian

hymn quoted by St Paul) the only begotten Son of God,
"manifest in the flesh, justified by the Spirit, seen of

angels, preached unto the Gentiles, believed on in the

world, received up into glory " } and as a part of this belief

they hold that, just as Adam the first man was not born
but created, so the second Adi-.n, who came to redeem our

nature, was not born by ordinary generation but was
" incarnate by the Holy Ghost of the Virgin Mary." But
even those who d'^ n"t accept this faith see in Jesus a

unique and sinless personalitj', one with whom no other

human being can even distantly be compared, either in His
character, His teaching, or the results which He accom-

plished by His brief ministry. He taught but for three

years, and not continuously even during them. He accepted

the most ordinary customs of the teachers of His day.

He wore no broad phylacteries like the Pharisees ; He was
not emaciated with asceticism like the Essenes ; He
preached the kingdom of God, not, as John had done,

between the gloomy precipices of the wilderness, but from
the homely platform of the synagogue, to give the Midrash
when the Torah had been read.- He appeared before

the people, not iu the hairy mantle of a prophet, but " in

the ordinary dress of a Jewish man, at the four ends of

which the customary tassels were not wanting."^ He came
" eating and drinking "

; He had no human learning; His
rank was but that of a village carpenter; He checked all

political excitement ; He directed that respect should be
paid to all tha recognized rulers, whether heathen or

Jewish, and even to the religious teachers of the nation
;

He was obedient to the Mosaic law; His followers were
" unlearned and ignorant men " chosen from the humblest

of the people. Yet He has, as a simple matter of fact,

altered the whole current of the stream of history; He
closed all the history of the past, and inaugurated all the

history of the future, and all the most brUliant and civilized

nations of the world worship Him as God. Kant testifies

to His ideal perfection.^ Hegel saw in Him the union of

the human and the divine. Even the most advanced of

sceptics do Him homage. Spinoza spoke of Him as the

truest symbol of heavenly wisdom. The beauty and
grandeur of His life overawed even the flippant soul of

Voltaire.'' " Between Him and whoever else in the world,"

said Napoleon L at St Helena, " there is no possible term
of comparison."* "If the life and death of Socrates are

1 1 Tim. iii. 15.
^ See Hausrsth, Nevtest. Zeitgesch.^ vi. § 8 adJin,
3 Matt. ix. 20 ; Mark vi. 56 ; Luke viii. 4J.
* "When Borowski rashly placed too near to each other the names of

Christ ftnd of Kant, Kant nobly said, "The one name is holy; the

other id that of a poor bnngler doing his best to interpret Him,"—"An
den Kirchenrath Borowski," yVorks, xi, 131.

» See Diet. Philos., art. "Eeligion."
<> Montholon, Secit de la CapUviU de tEmp. Sajiolion,
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those of a sage," said Rousseau, " the life arA death of

'jesus are those of a God,'" " He is," says Strauss, " the

highest object we can possibly imagine with respect to

religion, tlie Being without whose presence in the mind

perfect piety is impossible."^
"' " The Christ of the Gospels,"

says Renan, " is the most beautiful iucarnation of God in

the most beautiful of forms. His beauty is eternal ; His

reign wLU never end."^ John Stuart Mill spoke of Him as

" a man charged with a special, express, and unique com-

mission from God to lead mankind to truth and virtue."'*^

The transcendent power of His personality, which is

betokened in such expressions as those quoted above,

IS due, not only to His devotion and self-sacrifice, but

to His absolute sinlessness. This constitutes the unique

character of His individuality. He alone of mankind has

claimed to, be sinless, and has had the claim granted by

nnanimous consent both in His lifetime and "in subse-

quent ages. He alone among men has never even been

.issailed by the breath of moral calumny, and never even

in His most sacred utterances and {)rayei-3 betrayed the

faintest consciousness of any evil as present in His soul.

He therefore alone has furnished mankind with a perfect

ideal ; and, though no saint has ever even distantly attained

to the perfectness of that ideal, yet those who have done so

in greatest measure have always said that they have done

so solely by the aid of His grace, and the imitation of His

'example.

Nor was nis teaching less unique than His personality.

It was marked by a tone of sovereign authority ; " Ye have

heard that it was said—but I say unto you." In this it

was the very opposite to the teaching of His own day and

of centuries afterwards, which relied exclusively upon

precedent. It was also marked by absolute originality.

The test of its originality is the world's acceptance of it as

specifically His. Isolated fragments of it may be compared

with truths uttered by others; but it stajids alone in its

breadth and iu its power, in its absence of narrow exclu-

siveness and scholastic system and abstract speculation.

It was fresh, simple, natural, abounding in illustrations at

once the most beautiful and the most intelligible, drawn

from all the common sights and sounds of nature, and all

the daily incidents and objects of social and domestic life.

It flowed forth without reserve to alland on every fitting

occasion,—on the road, on the hillside, on the lake, or by

the lonely well, or at the banquet whether of the Pharisee

or the publican. Expressed in the form of parables, it has

seized tho imagfnation of mankind with a force and tena-

city which is not distantly approached even by the sacred

writers, and even when not directly parabolic it was so fuU

of picturesqueness and directness that there is not one

recorded sentence of it which has not been treasured up in

the memory of mankind. His utterances not only rival and
surpass all that preceded and all that has followed them,

but " they complement all beginnings." Sometimes they

consist of short suggestive sayings (gnomes), full of depth,

yet free from all affectation or obscurity,^ which make even

-what is most mysterious and spiritual humanly perceptible,

throwing over it the glamour both of poetry and of a long-

ing presentiment, and incessantly enticing man towards

sotnething yet higher. There is never in them a lurking

fallacy nor a superfluous word, but all is " vivacity, nature,

intelligibility, directly enlightening grace," intended only to

!conviucB and to save. And while such was the incompar-

^.
Vergdngl. u. Bleibe^es in • Chnslenthttmf 132. In his Lebefk

•few, iL 229, he says that Jesus " in His all but perfect life stood

Sftlone and unapproached in history."
' ' Eludes d'Hist. ltd., 213, 214.

* Three Essays, p. 254, where he also speaks of Christ as "the
jileal representative and puide of humanity."

"See Keini, Jcsii von KoMra, ii. 1. 3.

able form of Eis teaching, its force was even more remark-

able. It is all centred in the two great truths of the

Fatherhood of God and the brotherhood of man ; from the

former springs every truth of theology, from the latter

every application of morals. Judaism had sunk into a
religion of hatreds ; the one message of Jesus was love. In
this He differs even from John the Baptist and tlie prophets.

"Their emblem is the storms. His the sun."

Once more,—as regards the work of Jesus, the Christian

believer contemplates it in that aspect in which it is pre-

sented by St Paul as a work of atonement, the redemption

of a guilty race f but even apart from this the mere historical

student must admit that Christ elevated both the Individ ual

and the race as none have ever done before or since. His

doctrine purified the world from the loathly degradation of

lust and luxury into which society had fallen. By con-

vincing men of the inherent dignity of manhood. He added

tff the value of human life. He made holiness a common
possession. Heathen morality had reached its loftiest

point in the Stoic philosophy ; but Stoicism was scornful,

ineffectual, despairing, and Christ gave a moral system

infinitely more perfect, more hopeful, and more tender to

all mankind. To Him is alone due the Christian signifi-

cance of such words as charity, humility, and humanity.

He first taught the sacredness of the body as a temple of

the Holy Ghost. He has inspired the aims of the noblest

culture, while at the same time He has restored the souls

of men, and made the care of the moral and spiritual being

the supreme end of life. The gradual emancipation of the

world from the tyrannies of sensuality, cruelty, and serfdom

has been won step after step from His-principles. The
s'tipremkcy of the spiritual, the solidarity of nations, the

universality of God's love, the essential equality of all men
in His sight, are but a few of the great and fruitful con-

ceptions which have sprung directly from His teaching,

and which still have an unexhausted force, to bring about,

in ever-increasing measure, the amelioration of the world.

VII. It only remains to toncli on tho gvonth and process of

Christian doctrine relative to the Pejson of Christ. It would bavo

been impossible for the Christian world to have drawn from the

teacliing of the apostles and evangelists any other conclusion respect-

ing Jesus than tliat He was more than man,—that Ho was "^God

manifest in tho flesh." The Gospels spoke of His incarnation. His

sinlessness, His miraculous power. His claims far loftiej- than would

have been possible to simple man. His fearless conjunction of His

own name with that of the Eternal Creator. Alike the Gospels and

the Epistles testify to His pre-oxistenee (Johni. 16, vi. 62, viii. 58),

HiscternalcxistenceflPet. iii. 18-20; Phil. ii. 6, 7; Rev. i. 11), His

part in the creation of the world (Hob. i. 11), His miracles of power;

and they speak of Him in terms incompatible with simple humanity.'

It is indisputable that no Christian, who accepted as divine revela-

tions the writings of St John and of St Paul, could possibly suppose

that the Saviour, in whom he was taught to trust, and into whose

name he was baptized, was a mere human being like himself. And
yet, that Jesus was perfectly human, as well as divine, they could

not for a single moment doubt. He was bom of a woman. Ho
grew like other children. He suffered hunger, and thirst, and weari-

ness, and pain, and wounds, and death. He had flesh and bones

lik&all other men, and passed through the stages of life as othersdo.

And His soul was a human soul no less than His body was a human
body, for He incrcised gradually in wisdom no less than in stature

;

and felt sorrow and sympathy, and was subject to temptation, and

was liable to the common emotions of our mortal nature.

With these facts the earliest teachers of the church were content

\Mien they had asserted that Christ was both human and divine,

" born and unborn, God in flesh, life in death, born of Mary and

bom of Cod " (Iren., jEp. ad Ephes., T), they entered into no specu-

lations respecting the mode and definition of that union of natures.

But such reticence soon became impossible. The doctrine of a

Go.d-man was openly asSaUed or secretly undermined by twofold

' For St Paul's two rtost elaborate and concentrated statements of

his theology see Rom. iii 20-26 ; 1 Tim. ii.-6, 6 (iii. M). i, ^c
also 2 Tim. i. 8, 10. '

"

\„ . „
' Col ii. 9 ; Jphn xii. 41 ; Uatt. xrviii. 18 ; I Thess. in. 2; 2

Thess. ii. 16, 47 ; Phil. iJL 2J ; 1 Cor. jv. 5 ; 2 Cor. v. 10 ; 2 Tim.

jv. 1 ; the Gospel and Epistles of St John, the Epistles to'the Colos-

feTailS t2d SDhfsians. and the Apocalypse jpassim, &c.
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forms of heresy—partly by Jewish Ebionites, partly by Gentile

Docetas. The Ebionites, the Nazarenes, the followers of Artemon,
the Alogi, and many sects allied to them in their main principle,

denied the true divinity of Christ. In the opposite direction many
of the Gnostic sects entirely explained away His humanity, either

with the Basilidlans supposing that He only became divine at His
baptism, or holding with the Valentinians that Mary was only the

channel by which He entered the world. To both these conflicting

fancies the orthodox fathers Apposed the simple statement of St

John that "the Logos became flesh." But, as was natural, their

opinions were as yet vague and eren in some instances erroneous.

Tnus Justin Martyr thought that in Christ the Logos took the

place of the human intelligence {Apol. min.j ch. x.). Clement of

Alexandria thought that the human needs and sufferings were only

apparent, or by way of "accommodation" [Psed.j L 5, p. 112;
Strom., vi. 9, p. 77&, ed. Sylb.). Origen had clearer views, and was
the first-to use the term God-man {eidpepojiros), as well as to guard
against the double error of excluding the Logos from Christ, or of

confounding the Logos with the existence of the human Christ

{Horn, in Ezek. iii. 3; C. Ccls., iii. 29). }\ is, however, important
to observe that the existence of technical errors of theology in the
modes of expressing this doctrine adopted by the Ante-Nicene fathers

was freely admitted,' and was not regarded as formal heresy. Their
indiWdual insight was not 6ufl5cient to enable them to arrive at

those careful scholastic deBnitions to which the church was only

guided by the collective wisdom of oecumenical councils after periods

of long and painful conflict. The remarks of St Jerome on the

real orthodoxy of the early fathers are both charitable and explicit.
" It may be," he says,

'

' that they erred in simplicity, and that they
wrote in another sense, or thattheir writings were gradually cor-

rupted by unskilful transcribers; and, certainly, before Anus like
* the destroction that wasteth at noonday * was horn in Alexandria,

they made statements incautiously which are open to the misin-
terpretations of the perverse." We find a remarkable illustration

of the extent to which, the terminology was as yet unsettled in the
fact that the council at Antioch which condemned Paul of Samosata
in 269 also condemned the expression homoousios ("consubstan*
tial "1, which a century afterwards became the very watchword of

Nic^e orthodoxy.^

By the 3d century the Ebionizing heresies were practically dead,

but the Docetic were still flourishing in various forms. Two sects

had arisen ; one was that of the Patripassians, who so completely
obliterated all real distinction between the first and second person

of the Trinity as to lay themselves open to the charge of teaching
that the Supreme Father had been crucified. Thus Praxeas taught
that ^he same God is at once the Father and Son. Noetus of

Smyrna, when banished from Ephesus, taught these notions at

Rome, and even the Popes Zephyrinus and Callistus seem to have
been imbued with them. Sabellius, a presbyter of Ptolemaia,
elaborated these opinions into a system in which Father, Sod, and
Holy Spirit were only three modes of manifestation, three' ttamcs,

three aspects of the divine monad revealing itself under three differ-

ent forms {Greg. Nyss. , Orat. e. Arian. et Sabcll. ). The Monarcbians,
on the other hand," iu their equal anxiety to avoid all danger of

Ditheism and Tritheism, admitted the supernatural birtl^ of Christ,

but only saw in Him the hc4iest of the prophets ; these views were
expounded at Eome by Theodotus of Byzantium, who was conse-

quently expelled from the church by Pope Victor. The heresies of

Paul of Samosata, the vain and brilliant patriarch of Antioch, seem
to have originated in an unhappy attempt to reconcile the views of

these Monarchitn sects by teaching that not the whole divine sub-
stance was manifested in Christ, but only one single divine power.
He thus distinguished between the Logos and the human Son of
God. He was banished and died in obscurity, but the sect, which
was generally called Patripassian iu the West and Sabellian in the
East, continued to linger on for a time.

All these controversies were but preludes to the gi-eat struggle of

the church against Arianism. Hitherto she had condemned the
Noetians and Sabellians for denying the hypostasis of the Son as
distinct from the Father, and the Theodotians and Ebionites for
denying His divinity. Arius, a presbyter of Alexandria, admitted
both the divine and the human nature of Christ, but by making Him
subordinate to God denied His divinity in its highest sense. He
was led to this error by the reaction against Sabellianism, and he
ranked the Son among created beings, saying that " therg was (a

time) when He was not." Arius was deposed and excommunicated
by a council at Alexandria, but since many bishops, and among
them the distinguished Eusebius of Csesarea, and Eusebius of
Nicomedia, interceded in his favour, the dispute assumed such wide
proportions that Constantine was compelled to intervene by* sum-
moning in 325 the first oecumenical council of Nice. By this council
the doctrine of Arius was condemned, and it was declared to be a
matter of the Catholic faith that the Son was not only of like essence
{?io7noiousios) but of the same essence {homoousios) with the Father.

^ It was long, however, before the voice of controversy was silenced.

I Minal, L 1001 ; Eoseb., B. £^ riL 27-flO ; 'Eplphan.,'iter., Uv. I. <

Many bishops still continued to bo on the one hand Anau or Semi-
Arian, while on the other hand men of gr2at power and enlightcn-
meut, like Marcellus of Ancyra and Photinus of Sirmjum, slid back
into dangerous affinity to Sabellianism. It was in consequence of
a similar reaction that ApoUinaris, bishop of Laodicea, iu the desire
to maintain the glory of Christ, fell into a new heresy and revived
an old error, by arguing that in Jesus the Logos supplied the place of
the reasonable soul. It is obvious that such a view undermined the
doctrine of the example and atonement of Christ, and it was con-
demned in 381 at the council of Constantinople.
The next great controversy arose from the refusal of Ncstorius,

patriarch of Constantinople, to apply to the Virgin Mary the term
Thtotohos or mother of God. In his endeavour to avoid the
extremes which had already been condemned, he spoke of the union
of the two natures in Christ as a connexion {a-vvd<pfia) or indwel-
ling (IvoffcTjcis), but denied that there was any communication
of attributes {Koivwvia l^iaydjuv). He maintained, in fact, a
mechanical rather than a supernatural union of the two natures.

He was condemned in* the council of Ephesus, 431, and died ia

exile ; but the schools of Edessa amd Nisibis still maintained the
Nestorian doctrine which has continued in the East even till the
present day.

The last great controversy on the two natures was raised by
Eutyches, archimandrite of Constantinople, who confounded,
together the two natures which Kestorius had separated, thua
inaugurating what is known as the Monophysite heresy, which was
condemned in the council of Chalcedon, 451. It is needless to

explain the obscure heresies of Theopaschites, Phthart»latri,

Aphthartodocetee, or to do more than jiame the views of the Mono-
thelites, who strove to put an end to controversy by maintaining-
that though there were two natures in Christ there was only one
vnll. The main results at which the church arrived cannot be
better summed up than they are iuan admirable passage of Hooker
{Eccl. Pol., V. 54, 10) :

'* There are but four things which concur to
make cofeplete the whole state of our Lord Jesus Christ. His deity.

His manhood, the conjunction of both, and the distinction of the
one from the other being joined intone. Four principal heresies

there are which have in those things withstood the truth : Aiians
by bending themselves against the ^ieity of Christ; Apollinarians hy
maiming and misinterpreting that which belongeth to His human,
nature ; Nestorians by rending Christ asunder and dividing Him-'
into two persons ; the followers.of Eutyches by confounding in Hia
person those natures which they could distinguish. Against these
there have been four most ancient general councils : the council of
Nice to define against Arians ; against Apollinarians the council of

Constantinople ; the council of Ephesus against Kestcrians
;

against Eutychians the Chalcedon council. In four words 6A-qews,

T€A,^wy, iSiaj/j^Twy, &(rvyxvTus, truly, perfectly, indivisiMy, dis-

tincthj—the first applied to His being God, the second to His
being man, the third to His being of both One, and the fourth to
His still continuing of that one Both—we may fully, by way of
abridgement, comprise whatever antiquity hath at large handled
either in declaration of Christian belief, or in refutation of the fore-

said heresies,*' The result of these centuries of controversy waa
enshrined in the so-called Nicene creed— " the holy sjTnbol declared
al Nice, established at Constantinople, strengthened at Ephesus,
sealed at Chalcedon."

_

When the church had thus rigidly defined the limits of Catholic
orthodoxy, the decisions of the four oecumenical councils were
accepted, and no further controversies roseon these subiects for about
800 years. The disputes between the Nominalists and the Kealists,

and the speculations of the Schoolmen generally as regards this sub-
ject, turned rather on the proofs or ill jistrations of the doctrine of the
Trinity than on theories respecting the two natures of Christ. There
are remarks and illustrations not only in the Schoolmen but even
in the Reformers which might be regarded as questionable, but none
of them were intended to diverge from the Catholic verity. Passing
over the crude system of Servetus, we hear of Unitarian communities
in Poland as early as 1563, In 1544 Leelius Socinus had been
obliged to leave Italy because hisppinionswere known to be unfavour-
able to the divinity of Christ. - On his death at Zurich in 1562 hia
nephew Faustus Socinus openly taught the opinions which he had
learnt from his uncle's papers, and acquired a considerable following
in Poland. The exegetic methods of Socinianism were so weak, and
its 'rupture with Christian history so absolute, that the special

views of the Socini—which were that Christ, though miraculously'
bom, was only the highest of men, and was deified after His death
as a reward for His virtue—have had an indirect rather than a direct

influence. In 1611 three men were burnt in England for denying
the doctrine of the Trinity, but in the middle of the 17th century
we find John Biddle recognized as a lender of the Unitarians, and
the spread of Unitarian doctrines led. Bull to write his celebrated
De/cnsio Fidei Niccnss in 1685. The first Unitarian church in Eng-
land was founded in 1773 by^Lindsay. The writings of Spinoza and
of the Engli^ deists—Herbert, Toland, Shaftesbury, Chubb,
BoUngbroke—helped largely to weaken the orthodox faith.

Bat in later periods it has been rather imdermined than denied.
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"While nominally accepted it lias been understood and explained

in a manner of which the ancient church never so much as dreamt.

Kant used all the traditional formula;, but they do not appear

to have been more to him than symbolic expressions. Similarly

Schelling spoke of the Three Persons of the creeds as three Momen-
tuvis, for wnich he substituted in later years the word Potcnzen^ and
the language of Ficlite and Hegel practically sublimates to nothing

the doctrine of Christ's divinity.

But this " dispersive analysis " of the later centuries has shown
itsall most markedly in some of the Lives of Jesus, and these prove
very conclusively that many Christians have not preserved the

Hicene faith, but find an insuperable stumbling olock in the

miracles. Even in the treatment of the life of Jesus by Hess
^1768) there is a spirit of concession to modem donbt which becomes
still more marked in the similar sketches of Herder (1796), who
leans, wherever he can, to the natural or the symbolic view of

jniracles. The Lcben Jesic of Paulus was written with the avowed
object of explaining away the supernatural elements in the Gospels

ivhile yet 'the evangelists themselves were accepted as faithful

witnesses,—an attempt which at once fell to the ground under the

"Wiiight of its own absurdity. Fardifi'erent was the line adopted by
ScWeiermacher in his Lectures on ilic Life of Jesus (published from
notes by Riitenik in 1864). Schleiermacher wished to steer between
the Ebionitic and the Docotic views of Christ, but while maintain-

ing the divinity he systematically endeavours to reduce the miracles

"Within the scope of natural laws, and treats even the resurrection in

a rationalizing manner, as though Jesus had not really died. Hase,

Kn his Lchcn Jesu (1829), leaus in the same direction, supposing that

Jesus possessed some unknown power and a sort of sanative mag-
netism. None of these writers have, however, produced so deep an
impression as Strauss and Kenan, Strauss, instead of endeavouring
fto eliminate the supernatural, or to invest it in some sort with a

natural appearance, treated the Gospel narratives as myths from
wliicli it was hardly possible to understand the historic personality

of Christ. In his Lchcn Jcsu (1835) he rejected the Fourth Gospel
altogether; in his second edition, in deference to Keander, he loft the

<jue3tion neutral. In this earlier phase he regarded Jesus as merely
"'the idea of the identity of God and man, and the mission of

Siumanity" built up on Messianic prophecy ; but ho afterwards, as

an his Life of Christfor the People (1864), attached more importance
t.0 the tendency-theory of Baur, and in his later writings ( The Old
Paith and the New, 1873) treated the existence of Christianity in as

<iisdainful atone as though it were hardly worthy of any explanation

at all. Renan ( Vie de Jisus, 1863) entirely abandoned all faith in

Christ's divinity, and, while speaking of Him as one " whom His
^CE-th had made divine," treated Him from the point of view of an
ai3ida.ble rabbi who, beginning as an innocent enthusiast, developed
anto something hardly if at all removed from conscious imposture.
Meanwhile these negations had provoked a strong reaction ; and
writers like Neander (1837), Ebrard(1842), Lange(1843), Olshausen
^IS53), Weisse (1856), Riggenbach (1858), and above all Ewald
0855), nmintaiued with abundant learning the truth of the Gospel
Biarxatives, though the works of all of them beti-ay, in a greater or
Sesa degree, the signs, to which Neander so touchingly alludes, that
tthey were produced ' 'in an age of crisis, of isolation, of pain, and of
ithro^" The most important recent contribution to the literature

of this subject is the Jcsu von Nazara of Koim (1867). He writes
an £ reverent spirit and a powerful style, with abundant learning and
g)atient research. Ho takes his stand on the sinlossness of Jesus, and
firesents Him as human indeed but still di\ine in the exaltation of

iHis humanity. Keim attributes the Fourth Gospel to a late and
post-apostolic author, and when he gives it as his conclusion that
**iu the life of Jesus, where the most genuine and unadulterated
iiamanlty dwelt, was revealed at the same time not only a religious

genius, but tho miracle of God and His presence upon earth," and

that "the person itself and nothing else Is the miracle," he shoTTS
by how vast a space modern opinion has receded from the views of
tlie Catholic church. The English works on the Life of Christ
have been Very numerous of late years, and have been marked with
few exceptions by their fidelity to Christian faith.

LUerature.—TYie bibliograpliy of tlie life of Christ Is Immense, and the mono-
RTuphs on Isolated questions wlilch bear upon it mny bo counted by liundrtds.
The reader will find a fairly adequate account of the resulls of a conipicbrnsive
critical survey of the whole field In Ilase's Geschichte Jesu, 1875, So fur as the
patiistlc and mediaeval periods are concerned, tho po^pcl-harmonli-s of Tatian,
Ammoniusof Alexandria, Victor of Capua, Gerson, and tho poetical compositions
based upon the CSospcl naiTativ<>s by Prudentlus, Sedulius, Nonnus, Ca;dmon, the
author of tlie Ileliand, Otf t led of Weiasenburp, and otliera, may be dismissed
with a mere reference. Of preater imporlanceas caily examples of a laiRc class
of works, designed for religions edification rather than for hislorlcal portraiture,
aro the Vtta Christi of Bonaventura (first printed in 14S0. and often since, the
latest English translation bearing so recent a date as 18S0j, and tlie Vt la Jesu
Chrisli of LudolphusSaxo {written about the middle of the 14lh ccnluiy, and first
printed at Strasbui-g in 1470). After the Reformation tlic harmony of the Gospels
continued to absorb much of tlie attention of scholars, and many able works in
this field, from that of Oslandcr (1537) to tliat of Bengel (1736), appeared, all of
ihem, however, unnaturally restricted by the limitations of a convcnUonai ortho-
doxy, and niaiked by a characteristic absence of the critical spiiit. The only
work belonginc to this early period which can he said still to possess permanent
Value is tho Li/e of Christ by Jeremy Taylor, 1C53. Such woika as the Afessiah
(if Klopstock, 1748, belons to literary rallier than to thcolnglcnl history. The
beginnings of a new historical method can be traced in the wrilmgsof the English
deists, Btich aa Woolaton and Chubb, a method which somewhat later was liUten
up by Reiinanis and Lesstng, and gave rise on ihe other side to the apologetic
works of Lardner, Palcy, and others in England, and In Germany to those of
Herder (Torn £rldsa- des Menschen, oder unsere drei ersten Evangel ten, anA Von
Gottes Sofin dcr Welt Ileifand nach Johannes) and of Hess (Geschichle der drei
lelztcn Irbensjahre Jesu, 17C8; 7th ed., 1823. with the iil\c Lebensgeschichle Jesu).

In chronological order, the names of Schleiermacher and Hase come next. Tho
lectures of the former, first deliveied in Berlin in ISIO, and frequently repeated
in iiubsequent ycai s, had almost expended tiielr great influence before theii' pub-
lication by lUitenlk (Vorlesungen tiber das Leben Jcsu, 18C4) ; those of the latter,

begun at Tubingen in 1823-4, first saw the light as a Leben Jesu in 1829 (5lh ed.,

1S6-1, and in a still more expanded fonn entitled Oeschichte Jesu in 1875). Their
publication was prccLded and occasioned by that of the tebeti Jesu als Onmdlage
einer reinen Oeschichte des i'rchristenlhums of Paulus in 1828. A new phase of
negative criticism was inttoduced by the publication in 1835 of the Leben Jesu of
Stiauss, further developments of which are to be found in his Leben Jesu fur das
dcutsche Volk bearbeitet (18C5 ; Eng. transl., J8C5), and in tlie writings of his fel-

lowei-3, among whom may bo mentioned C. 11, Weisse {Das Lcben Jcs.h kritisch

u. phitosophitch bearbeitet, 1838), Salvafor {Jesus Christ ct s i doctrine, 1838), and
Gfriirev (Gfsdiichte des Urchriitnithums, 18S8). Among the very numerous works
controverting these in the Interests of Christian apologetics, the most important
aro those of IhoXwck. (Die 01axibtcurdigkeit der Evangetischen Geschi^te, 1637)^
Nc.Tnder (Das Leben Jesu Christi, 1837; 7th ed., 1873 ; Eng. tronsl , lS48),Ebrord
(W'issenschq/t/iche Krittk der Enangelischen Oeschichte, 1842), Wleseler {Chrono-
logische Synapse der vier Lvangelien, 1843), Langc (Leben Jesu, 1844-47 ; Eng.
transl, 1864, 1871), from Mie Protestant Rtandpotnt ; and those of Kuhn (Leben
Jesu, vol. 1.. 1838), Sepp (Leben Christi, 1643), and Bucher(/Jas Leben Jetu Christi,

185!)), fiom the Catholic, llio wiitings of the 'liiblngcn school (Bruno Bauer,
Jirittk der Evangefischen Oeschichte des Johannes^ 1840 ; Evil. d. Ev, Gesch. der
Synoptiker, 1841 ; Krit. d. Ec. Oesch. der Bijnopt. u. d. Johannes, 1842 ; Erit. der
Ecangelien u. Gesch. ihr. Ursprungs, 1850; F. C. Baur, Krit. Untersurhungen ii.d.

Kanon. Evangelien, 1S47 ; Das Christenth/tm u. d. Christliche Eirche der drei ersCen

Jahrhunderte, 1853) on the other hand occasioned Ewald's Oeschichte Chrisfus u.

seiner Zeit (\?>bb), arnX the similar works of \Az\\{c\\i,ic\n {Lebensgeschichte Jesu

Christi in cim-onol. Uebersicht, 18-56), Riggenbach (Vorlefungen il. d. Leben d. H.
Jesu. J858), Baumgaiten (Die Geschichle Jesu. 1859), EUlcott (Historical Lectures

on Ihe Life of our Lord Jesus Christ, 16(50). Renan's Vie de J^sus appeared la

1863, Schenkel's Characlerbild Jesu in 18C4 (compare the Christusbild tier Apostet

V. der nachapostolischen Zeit of the same author, 1878), Keim's Der Geschichlliche

Christus in 1865, \n% Jesu von -Nazara in 1867-72, Hausrath's "Die Zeit Jesu"
In the NTliche Zeilgesckichte In 1870, Wittlchen's Lcben Jesu In 1876, and Volk-

mm-'a Jesus Nazarenus n. d. Schriflzeugen d. lien Jhdts., p. 1., In 1881. With
these may be contrasted, amongst many others which might be named, tho follow-

ing well-known works:—Pressens^, Jesus Christ, son temps, sa vie. son oruvre, 1865;

Welzsacker, Untersuchungen ii. d. Evangelische Geschichtt, 1864; Gess, Clirixti

Person «. Werk, 1870-79 ; Dupanloup, Lfist. de Notre Seigneur J^sus Christ, 1870;

Andiews, Life of our Lord upon Earth, 1S63 ; F. W. Fanar, Life of Christ, 1874,

23d cd., 1881 ; Geiklc, Life and Words of Christ. 1877. Ecce Homo, a surrey of

the life and work of Christ, an anonymous work, which attracted much attention

In its time, is also worthy of mention here. From Catholic sources ive have

the second volume of Boiipaud's Le Christianisme et les temps presents, entitled

Jesut Christ. 1871 ; also Grimm's Leben Jesu nach den vier Evangelien. of which

oa yet only two volumes have appeared, 1876-78. On Christology the standaf'd

worii is Doi-ner'a Darsteltung der Lehre von der Person Christi^ 1845-56; Eng.

trans., 16C2. (F. W. F.)

JESUS, THE Son of Sieach (Siracnides), the author of

^o book of Ecclesiasticua, was a native of Jerusalem, of

wfeose personal life, apart from this one fact, voucheti for

hy bimaelf (Ecclus. 1. 27), nothing is known, except that it

was devoted to the study of the sacred literature. Accord-
ing to indications contained in chaps, xsxiv. 11, 12,

xrzix. 4, 5, li. 1 sq., he eeems to have travelled abroad,

Associated with princes, and once at least been placed in

danger of his life by intrigues against him at a royal court.

His collection of moral sayings (<rotj>ia 'Irjo-ov viov Sipa^,

liXX. ; Ecclfsiasticm^ so. Liber, Vulg.), originally written

tn Hebrew, and bearing according to Jerome the title of
** Proverbs," was translated into Greek by his grandson,

'who came to Egypt in the thirty-eighth year of Ptolemy
Euergetes (see the Prologue), By this Ptolemy Euergetes

we can only understand the second of that name, who began

to reign as king of Libya and Gyrene in 170 B.C. Reckon-

ing two generations back from 132 B.C., we reach the high

priesthood of Simon II. (219-199 B.C.), to whom, and

not to Simon I., the eulogy epoken in Ecclus. L is most

probably to be assigned. The book was thus originally

composed about 180 b-C.

JET, a mineral substance belonging to tho carbonaceous

group, and generally regarded as a compact variety of

lignite, or wood-coal, impregnated with bitumen. The
word jet (German Gaffat) is corrupted from gagateSy the

name applied to it, or to a similar substance, by Greek and

Roman writers, iind derived, according to Pliny (//. jV".,

xxxvi. 34), from the river Gagas in Lycia, where the

mineral was originally found. Its occurrence in Britain is
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inentionod by Solinus ; but it was certainly used there iu

pre-Roman times. Barrows of the Bronze Age have yielded

beads, buttons, rings, armlets, and other personal ornaments

of ^t. The early supply was probably obtained from tli3

Yorkshire cnast, near Whitby—a locality which still yields

the finest varieties. The Whitby jet occurs in isolated

masses, of irregular shape, but frequently more or less

lenticular, imbedded in bituminous shales near the base of

the Upper Lias. The particular horizon of the jet-rock is

known to geologists as the zone of Ammonites serpentinus.

Opinion is divided as to the exact nature and origin of the

jet : some regard it as a variety of lignite, others as a kind

of cannel coal, and others again, as a hardened form of

bitumen. There is little doubt that the jet has in all cases

resulted from the decay of organic matter. Microscopic

sections cf jet frequently reveal a ligneous structure, in

most cases of coniferous type. It has been suggested that

masses of wood brought down by a river have drifted out

to sea, where, becoming waterlogged, they have sunk and
Tiave gradually been covered with a deposit of fine black

mud, beneath which the decay has slowly proceeded.

Possibly bituminous matter may have been distilled from

this decajing vegetation, and deposited between the layers

of shale in its neighbourhood. Drops of liquid bitumen

are frequently found in the fossils of the jet-rock,- and
inflammable gas, derived from the bituminous shales, is

not uncommon in the jet-mines. • Moreover, scales of fish

and other fossils of the jet-rock are frequently converted

into jet, the bituminous matter having replaced the original

tissues. When jet is heated, it betrays its bituminous

character by burning with a dense pungent smoke, which

was formerly reputed to possess powerful medicinal virtues.

At present the material is used only for trivial ornaments,

principally for mourning jewellery. To obtain jet, the

«halo is systematically mined not only at its outcrop in

the clifis but in the inland dales of the Cleveland district.

It is now rare to find washed jet upon the sea-shore, but

formerly a considerable quantity was thus obtained. The
best hard jet is exceedingly tough, and may be readily

carved or turned on the lathe, while its compact texture

allows it to receive a high polish. The final polish is given

by means of rouge, "which produces a beautiful velvety

surface. The softer kinds, not capable of being freely

worked, are known as bastard jet. From the estuarine

beds &f the Lower Oolites of Yorkshire, a soft jet is

ootained ; but, though occasionally used for ornamental
purposes, it is far inferior to the true Whitby jet. Spanish
jet has been largely imported into Whitby, but is deficient

in hardness and lustre. Cannel coal from Scotland is

occasionally used iu the place of jet ; and it is not uncom-
mon'for brooches to be made of a carving of Whitby jet

set in a plain polished rim of either Spanish jet or cannel.

' For descriptions of jet and jet-working see The Yorhslure Lins,
by Ralph Tate and J. F. Blal;e, 1876 ; and u paper on Whitby Jd.
by J. A. Bower, in Jour. Soc. Arts, December 19, 1873.

JEW, The W.^nderixg. The legend of a Jew doomed
to wander until the day of judgment, for an insult offered

to Christ, is first mentioned by Roger of Wendover in the
Chronicle completed by Matthew Paris, who received
the story from an Armenian bishop, who visited England
in the year 1228. As told in Matthew's Historia Major,
the legend runs that the wanderer's name was Carta-
philus, that he was doorkeeper of Pilate's palace, and
that as Jesus was led out to be crucified he struck him
on the neck, saying, "Go, Jesus, go on faster; why
dost thou linger?" Jesus replied, "I go, but thou shalt
remain waiting till I return." The 'Armenian bishop, if

his French servant and interpreter is to be trusted, said
that this wanderer had dined with him shortly before his
leaving home, and that he was now a penitect x:?sn ^nd had

been baptized by Ananias, who also baptized Paul, under
the name of Joseph. At the time of the crucifixion he was
thirty years of age ; whenever he reaches the age of one
hundred he becomes faint, and when he becomes conscious

again he is as young as when his doom was pronounced.
He never smiles, refuses all gifts, and narrates many
ancient events to those who come from far and near to

listen. On the same authority rests the somewhat later

account by Philippe de Mousket iu his Chronique rimee.

The English chronicler states that the bishop's statement
was in reply to a question whether he had seen or heard of

one Joseph, said to have been present at the crucifixion to

be preserved in the world as a witness of that event. It

would appear, therefore, that there was already in existence

a legend of an undying Jew, although nothing was intimated

of his insult to Christ. The idea of wandering did not enter

into the legend until a later period, when persons pretending

to be the undying Jew appeared in various parts of Europe.

Near the middle of the 16th century the legend appears in

Germany, brought there by a man who professed to be the

"Ewige Jude" himself. He appeared at Hamburg, in

154", giving his name as Ahasuerus, and stating that he
had been a shoemaker in Jerusalem who would not suffer

Christ to rest at his door when fainting under the weight

of the cross. He struck Jesus, and bade him move on.

Jesus said, "I will stand here and rest, but thou shalt go
on until the last day." This story, however, also rests npon
the authority of an irresponsible reporter. It is attributed

to Dr Paulus von Eizen, bishop of Schleswigj whose long

conversations with Ahasuerus are given, in a work by
one Chrysostoraus Dudulseus Westphalus,—probably a
pseudonym. This was published some years after tha

death of Paulus von Eizen, "which occurred in 1598, and
its aim is to make the story as sensational as possible C3

a " warning." This earliest known book on the legend,

published at Leipsic, 1602, professes to be derived from a
previous one :

—

Strange Report of a Jew horn at Jerusalem,

who pretends he was present at the crucifixion of Christy

newly printed at Leyden. Other small works appeared
somewhat later, as at "A'ugspurg, 1619," and elsewhere,

and were continued throiighout the 17th century, these

containing rumours of the Jew's appearance in Hamburg,
Dantzio, Naumburg, Liibeck, Bi-us^els, Moscow, and
Madrid.' Rudolph Botoreus, parliamentary advocate of

Paris [Comm. histor., 160f), mentions contemptuously the

rumours of the appearance of this Jew in Germany, Spain,

and Italy, and the popular credulity. The most important

account of any of these monomaniacs or pretenders is that

given of one in Paris (1644) by Tlie Turkish Spy (book iiL,

letter i.). " One day I had the curiosity to discourse with

him in several languages ; and I found Tiim master of all

those I could speak. I conversed with him fivS or six hours

together in Arabic." " The conynon people are ready to

adore him ; and the very fear of the multitude restrains

the magistrates from ofi'ering any violence to this impostor."

From a letter of Madame de Jlazarin to Madame de
Bouillon, it appears that an individual appeared in England
in the beginning of the 18th (Century professing to have

been an officer of rank in Jerusalem who for an insult given

to Jesus was doomed to live and wander. It is said that

the universities sent professors to cross-examine him, and
that many were satisfied of the truth of his story. Several

pretenders of the kind appeared in England in the last

century. Brand remembered to have seen one going about

the streets of Newcastle muttering " Poor John alone." : It

is difficult, however, to discover whether in all these cases

the rule of the Wandering Jew was assumed or was added

to aged beggars by popular credulity.'

The names given to these wanderers are various.

Cartaphilus is probably Kapra <j>(Xo^, the " much beloved,"

XIIL — 8s
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in allusion to St John, who was believed-to "taj'n-" until

the coming of Christ. Joseph was perhaps caught from

the legend of Joseph of Arimathiea, who was said to have

wandered ftito Britain in the year G3, when his flowering

staff indicated the spot where Glastonbury abbey should

be built. The Turkish Spy in Paris gives his name as

Michob Ader; Libavius (Praxis Alchpnise) as Butadasus.

In Brussels he was called Isaac Laquedem, a name believed

by Grasse to be the French In combined with l;edem, Heb.

for "aforetime." Mr Karl Blind has suggested that his

name i,n Germany, Ahasuerus, may have been formed out

of a corruption of As-Vidar, "god Vidar,"—the Teutonic

deity who was to survive the destruction of the world

and conquer the wolf Fenris by thrusting his foe* covered

with an enormous shoe down the monster's throat

{Gentleman's Magazine, July 1880). This ingenious

suggestion would account for the transformation of the

wanderer between 1228, when the Armenian bishop

described him as Pilate's doorkeeper, and 1547, when he

claims to have been a shoemaker. For a long time there

were kept at Bern and also at Ulm enormous pairs of

shoes said to have been left by the Wandering Jew on his

visits to those places.

The legend of the Wandering Jew seems clearly related

to a class of myths, found in every part of the world, in

which certain saints or heroes are represented as having

never died. Many of these myths,—as those of King
Arthur, Charlemagne, Barbarossa, Tell,— are no doubt

ethnically connected ; but the corresponding myths found

among the Incas, and among various American tribes,-

may lead us to seek for a common root of them all

in human nature,—in the unwillingness of men to

believe that their heroes tan be really dead. In a

primitive race, which had not yet conceived the idea of

animistic immortality, the notion of a continued existence

in happy isles, valleys, or grottoes, would naturally arise.

The earliest instance of this earthly immortality would

appear to be that of the Persian Tima, king of the Golden

Age, who, in the ZendAvesta, " gathers around him men
and animals in flocks, and fills the earth with them, and

after the evils of winter had come over his territories leads

a select number of the beings of the good creation to a

secluded spot, where they enjoy uninterrupted happiness"

(Hatig's Essays, &c., p. 277). In a corresponding phase

of development the Semitic races ascribed a similar terres-

trial immortality to Enoch, Elijah, and some others. The

Arabs have very particular, accounts of the secret abodes

of these ; and there are indications that in Eastern folklore

Moses was believed to be sJeeping in his unknown sepulchre.

By the action of religious dualism on this belief there

arose evil counterparts of the immortal heroes, who instead

of dwelling in blissful retreats were doomed to wander

without finding even the repose or the grave. Of this class

Cain was the most conspicuous, and the Bedouin still feels

his presence in the feverish desert-winds (Cain-winds), as

the Picardy peasant says of a destructive, gale, Cest le jitrif

errant ciui passe. Esau, Ishmael, and others have been

evil wanderers in the superstitions of various localities

;

but there is one tradition of high antiquity which would

appear to have especially prepared the way for our legend.

It is related by G. Weil (The Bible, the Koran, and the

Talmud, p. 127) that, according to this tradition, the

golden calf was made by Al Samiri. Moses was about to

put this man to death when Allah declared he should be

banished. " Ever since that time he (Samiri) roams like

a wild beast throughout the world ; every one shuns him,

'and purifies the ground on which his feet have stood ; and

he himself, whenever he approaches men, exclaims, Touch
me not!" There also arose, a belief that this monster

dwelt with his progeny on a rocky,island in the Arabian

Gulf, from which emanated the jilague (Sale, Koran,

The.--o traditions were inherited by -the folklore of

Christendom. The mantle of Enoch and Elijah, and other

saintly sleepers, fell upon the seven supposed to be slumber-

ing in a cave near Ephesus, near to the slumbering St

John, belief in whose earthly immortality is mentioned in the

New Testament (John xxi. 23). On the other hand, the

mantle of Cain and other evil wanderers would seem to

have fallen on Nero, who for some time after his death

was believed by friend and foe to be still living. At ,a

later period, after Rome had been Christianized, the idea

of a perpetual enemy of the Messiah was temporarily

detached from any one man and personified as Antichrist,

.—a restless invisible spirit appointed by the adversary to

resist the rival kingdom. This more abstract conception

was prolific of evil wanderers. When, in course of the

diffusion of Christianity throughout Europe, its missionaries

came in contact with popular beliefs in deities which in

many cases had been developed from traditional heroes

and warriors,—such as Odin, Waldemar, Vidar,—these

imaginary potentates were degraded into phantoms,

demons; the brand of Cain "was set on their names by
sclemn anathema, and thenceforth all regions of space had
their doomed wanderers,-—the WUd Huntsman in the air,

the Flying Dutchman on the sea, and various forest*

phantasms like the Gros Veneur of Fontainebleau and
Diedrich of Bern on the earth. The Jewish race, however;

was the one race which did not yield to Christianity ; its

special identification with Antichrist was therefore inevit-

able. Many superstitions afl'ecting them had long been

accumulating. There was a belief that the seven whistlers

—plovers or sometimes wild geese—were Jews that had
bfeen transformed because they had assisted in the cruci-

fixion of Christ, and to see or hear those birds was

regarded as ominous of disaster. The Witch Sabbaths

were so called because the Jews were supposed to

assemble at them. Their wealth was believed to be

obtained from Satan. There was also a belief that they

carried about plagues. This idea may partly have been

derived from the tradition of Samiri and his island, already

mentioned, but possibly derived some confirmation from the

actual results of crowding the Jews into the confined and
neglected quarters of cities, in disregard of sanitary laws.

From innFumerable sources like these gathered the cloud

of fanaticism which sent its thunderbolts upon the Jewish

people. The legend of the Wandering Jew, when it was

pieced together, represented precisely the popular belief

that this race, having betrayed its supernatural mission,

had received a supernatural doom. The legendary figure

was invested with the fatal associations of most of the

demons which Christianity had degraded. He passed in

the storm, presided at orgies, difl'used diseases, instigated

revolutions, burned cities. He was not only associated

with European demons but with those of the Jewish race

also. There was a wild fable about Judas,—that he had

fulfilled a fearful dream of his mother before his birth,

living, despite her throwing him into the sea, to "kill his

father and sell his God,"—which reappears in our legend.

Judas was said t5 have become page to Pilate, as Carta-

philus was his doorkeeper. Dealb refused to touch Judas

until his doom had been fulfilled, as it spared the Wandering

Jew. In the familiar legend of the discovery of the True

Cross, the Jew who, after torture, points out its place of

concealment to -Helena is named Judas ; and M. Magnin

has plausibly suggested that the story of the Wandering

Jew gfew up in connexion with the True Cross legend.

As Cain was a prototype tof Judas, so was Judas of such

doomed wanderers as Malchus in Italy and Ahasuerus

in Germany. M. Gaston Paris believes the \egfsaAj£^
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Malchus to be the earlier. He wag said to have struck

Jesus with an iron bar, and to have been condemned to

walk until judgment-day around a subterranean column,

against which he often dashes his head in the vain hope

of death.

The respect shown by peasants to persons pretending

to be the AVandering Jew was such as might have been

expected for Cain with a mark upon his brow defending

him from the hand of man. Such a mark was indeed

supposed to be on ihi Wandering Jew's forehead. Xemola

says it was a red cross concealed by a black bandage,

on which account the Inquisition vainly tried to find him.

While persecuting actual Jews, the peasantry had some

compassion for this imaginary one, and in some parts of

Germany two harrows were sometimes left in the field, set

up together with teeth downward, it being believed that so

the wanderer might obtain a night's rest.

Tlic WiinJering Jew lias been a faTourito subject of poetry and
romance. Goethe {Dichtuivj niul IFahi-hcit, xv.) lias given the

sclienio of a dramatic poem on the theme which he had contem-

plated. It has been dealt with by C. F. D. Schubart, Vcr cirigc

Jutlc, 1787; A. AV. Schlegel, jyariuiiuj, 1811; Aloys Schrciber,

Da- ewitje Jitdc, 1807; W. Miiller, Wandcrliedcrn, 1830; Edgar

Quinet, Ahasiierns, 1833; C'hainisso, Ncitcr Ahasncr, 1836; F.

Hauttral, Ahnsuciiml, 1838; Juhiis Mosen, Ahasiici; 1838;

Ludwig Kohler, Dc'r licuc Aliasticr, 1841; TCicolas Lcnau,

Akasticr, 18-13. H. C. Andersen, Ahasucrus. 1847 ; E. Gn-nicr,

La mod ilit Juif-Errant, 1857. Beranger (1831) and Wordsworth
have written lyrical jioems on the subje'ct. Shelley evokes the

Wandering Jew six times, notably in his Queen Mah. In 1812 a

comedy ba-cd on the legend by Craignez ^vas performed in Paris.

Klingcmann's tragedy Ahasucrus (18-::7) was successful as a

pl.iy. Eugene Sue's romance (1844), which stinuilated popular

interest in the legend, has also been often acted. Several German
novels have been founded on the legend, the most important

being tlioso of Franz Horn, Th. Oelcheis, and F. Laun. In

England, where the legend hud been made familiar by the ballad

in Fcrcijs Ilcliqucs, there Wiis acted at Briiry Lane, in 1797, a

comedy by \ndrew Franklin, eutilhd TItc Jl'underivrj Jew. or

Love's M.tS'pKracU. George Croly's novel SnUiUticl ia on this

subject. Seo Ur J. G.' Th. Giassc, Die Saijc vom Eui'jen Judcii,

hislorisch culmickelt, &e., Dresd. and Leipsic, 1844; Herzog's }leal-

Eiieijcloiiddic ; Fricdrich Helbig, Die Seige vom "Eiciijen Juden,"

ihrc i>raelische Watulluny nnd Fortlilduiig, Berlin, 1874; C.

Sehocbel, La Irgmdr du Juif-Errant, Paris, 1877 ; Gaston Paris,

Le Juif-Errnnt, Paris, 1880. (M. D. C.)

JEWEL, or Jewell, Johk (1522-1571), bishop of

Salisbuiy, was born May 24th 1522, at Berry Narbor, near

lUracombe, Pevonsliire. At the age of thirteen he entered

Merton College, Oxford, where he had for tutor John

Parkhurst, afterwards bishop of Norwich, from whom his

mind received a bias towards Protestantism. Becoming

tutcrr in Corpus Cbristi College in 1539, he in his turn

took the opportunity of inculcating Protestant principles on

his pupils; and in 1546 he received an allowance from a

private fund instituted for the benefit of indigent scholars

who publicly professed the doctrines of the Reformed

faith. After the accession of Mary in 1553 he was

expelled by the fellows from the college on account of his

opinions, and in a moment of weakness he was induced to

sign his adherence to a form of doctrine essentially

Romanistic. He, however, speedily repented of his

momentary faithlessness to his convictions, and in order to

escape the penalties of martyrdom he fled in 1555 to

Frankfort, where he publicly abjured his former recantation.

On the death of Mary he returned to England. He was

one of the learned Protestant doctors appointed to dispute

before Elizabeth at Westminster with a like number of

Catholics. In the beginning of 15G0 he was created bishop

of Salisbury, and in the same year he published, with the

sanction of the queen and bishops, his Apologia Ecclesix

Amjlicnnx, which was in fact an ai^ument against the

decision of the pope to exclude the Reformers, from the

council of Trent, convoked to be held in December of that

J ear. . The work, as was to be expected, excited very great

attention at the time; it was condemned at the meeting
of the council, who appointed two divines to reply to its

arguments. It was translated into English by Anna, wife

of Sir Nicholas Bacon, and Elizabeth ordered that a copy
of it should be chained in every parish church in England.'

Its chief English opponent was Thomas Harding, who in

1565 publisheij a Confutation of. the Apology, to .which
Jewel replied in 1567 by the Defence of the Apology. The
general argument of Jewel is that unity or predominancs
of opinion is not a test of truth, and, although he denied
that Rome had the support of the fathers, he rested his

general case on the fact that the foundation on which the

Church of England was. built was not that of the fathers

but of the apostles and Jesus Christ. His views were
strongly anti-sacramental, as he held that the Lord's
Supper had nothing more than a commemorative use.

Jewel died suddenly at Monkton Parleigh, a small village

in his diocese, September 22, 1571.

Joan nis JucUi vita et mors, T. Hu iiifrcdo autore, was publislied at

London in 1573. The Apoloij'j, translated with notes and life by
Isaacson, appeared ill 1823, and the other biographies of Jewel are

one by Le Bas m the Theological Library, 1835, and a short sketch

published by the Society for the Promotion of Christian Knowledge,
1850. His works, which are mostly controversial, were collected

by Dr K. W. Jelf, and published in 8 vols, at O.xford, 1848.

JEWELLERY (Latin, ganclinm; French, joi'.el, Joyau). pit^iea

Personal ornaments appear to have been among the veryXl.,XIi

first objects on which the invention and ingenuity of man
were exercised ; and there is no record of any people so

rude as not to employ some kind of personal decoration.

Natural objects, such as small shells, dried berries, small

perforated stones, feathers of variegated colours, were com-

bined by stringing or tying together to ornament the head,

neck, arms, and legs, the fingers, and even the toes, whilst

the cartilages of the nose and ears were frequently perfor-

ated for the more ready suspension of suitable ornaments.

Amongst modern Oriental nations we find almost every

kind of personal decoration, from the simple caste mark
on the forehead of the Hindu to the gorgeous examples

of beaten gold and silver work of the various cities and
provinces of India. Nor are such decorations mere orna-

ments without use or meaning. The hook with its cor-

responding perforation or eye, the clasp, tho buckle, tho

button, grew step by step into a special ornament,

according to the rank, means, taste, and wants of the

wearer, or became an evidence of the dignity of ofPce.

That these ornaments were considered to have some
representative purpose even after death is abundantly

proved ; for it is in truth to the tombs of the various

ancient peoples that we must look for evidence of the early

e.xistence of the jeweller's art.

That the Assyrians used personal decorations of a very

distinct character, and possibly made of precious materials,

is proved by the bas reliefs. In the British Museum we
have a representation of Samsi Vul IV., king of Assyria

(825 B.C.). He wears a cross (Plate XI. fig. 1) very similar

to the Maltese cross of modern times. The still more

ancient Egyptian jewellery is distinctly brought before us

by the objects themselves, placed with the embalmed bodies

of the former wearers itrsarcophagi, only to be opened in our

own time. The most remarkable collection of Egyptian art

in this direction is to be found in the jewellery taken from

the coffin of Queen Aah-hotep, discovered by M. Mariette

in the entrance to the valley of the Tombs of the Kings in

1859, and now preserved in the BiiUk museum. In these

objects we find the same ingenuity and perfect mastery of

the materials as characterize the monumental work of tho

Egyptians. Hammered work, incised and chased work,

the evidence of soldering, the combination of layers of gold

plates, together with coloured stones, are all there,—the

handicraft being complete in every respect.
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A diadem of gold and enamel, found at lae back of the

head of the mummy of the queen (fig. 2), was fixed in

the bacli hair, showing the cjrtouche in front. The box
holding this cartouche has on the upper surface the titles

of the king, "the son of the sun, Aahmes, living for ever

and ever," in gold on a ground of lapis lazuli, with a

chequered ornament in blue and red pastes, and a sphinx

couchant ou each side. A necklace of the order or

decoration of the Fly (fig. 3).is entirely of gold, having a

book and loop to fasten it round the neck. A small

porcelain cylinder (fig. 4) is ornamented with Interlaced

lotus flowers in intaglio, having a ring for suspension, and
fig, 5 is a gold drop, inlaid with turquoise or blue paste,

in the shape of a fig. A gold chain (fig. 7) is formed
of wires closely plaited and very flexible, the ends termi-

nating in the heads of water fowl, and having small rings

to secure the collar behind. To the centre is suspended
liy a small ring a scarabeus of solid gold inlaid with lapis

lazuli. These scarabei were-iu constant use in Egyptian
ornaments, and were worn in rings by the military caste.

We have an example of a bracelet, similar to those in

modern use (fig. 6), and worn by all persons of rank. It is

formed of two pieces joined by a hinge, and is decorated

with figures in repousse with a ground inlaid with lapis

lazuli. A signet ring (fig. 8) has a square revolving
bezel on which are four serpents interlaced.

The discoveries of Dr Schliemann at Mycena; and at

Hissarlik, the assumed site of ancient Troy, supply further
illustrations of ancient jewellery and gold work. In
extent and in the wonderful character of the design and
workmanship, the relics found at MycenfB present the most
perfect examples, although some of the objects brought
from the " burnt cjty " at Hissarlik give evidence of

singular skill and ingenuity in the methods of com-
bining the various portions of an ornament and finesse

in working the gold. From Mycente the objects ranged
over most of the personal ornaments still in use : neck-
laces with gold beads and pendants, butterflies (fig. 16),
cuttlefish (fig. 10), single and concentric circles, rosettes,

and leafage, with perforations Jor attachment to clothing,

crosses (fig. 9), and stars formed of combined crosses,

with crosses in the centre forming spikes,—all elaborately
ornamented in detail. The spiral forms an incessant
decoration from its facile production and repetition by
means of twisted gold wire. Grasshoppers or tree crickets

in gold repoussiS suspended by chains and probably used
for the decoration of the hair, and a gtifiin (fig. 17),
Laving the upper part of the body of an eagle and the
lower parts of a lion, with wings decorated with spirals,

are among the more remarkable examples of perforated
ornaments for attachment to the clothing. There are also

perforated ornaments belonging to necklaces, with intaglio

engravings of such subjects as Hercules and the Nemean
lion, and a duel of two warriors, possibly Hector and
Achilles, one of whom stabs his antagonist in the throat.

Another has a representation of a lion, very archaic in

treatment, the style resembling that of the fore part
of the lion found' on the statue of Sardis, attributed to
Crcesus, 560 e.g. There are also pinheads and brooches
formed of two stags lying down (fig. 15), the bodies and
•necks crossing each other, and the horns meeting symme-
trically above the heads, forming a finial. The heads of

these ornaments were of gold, with silver blades or pointed
pins inserted for use. The bodies of the two stags rest on
fronds of the date-palm growing out of the stem which
receives the pin. Another remarkable series is composed
<if figures of women with doves (fig. 20). Some have one
dove resting on the head ; others have three doves, one on
the head and the others resting on arms. The arms in
both instances are extended to the elbow, ^he hands being

placed on the breasts. These ornamenta^' are also per-

forated, and were evidently sewed on the dresses, although

there is some evidence that an example with three doves

has been fastened with a pin.

Mention must be made of an extraordinary diadem
found upon the head of one of the bodies discovered in

the same tomb with many objects similar to those noticed

jbove. It is 25 inches in length, covered with shield-

like or rosette ornaments in repoussiS, the relief being

very low but perfectly distinct, and further ornamented by
thirty-six large leaves of repoussiS gold attached to it. As
an example of design and perfection of detail, another

smaller diadem found in another tomb may be noted

(fig. 11). It is of gold plate, so thick as to require no
" piping " at the back to sustain it ; but in general the

repoussi§ examples have a piping of 'copper wire. Diadems
of similar form are found on statues of Aphrodite, and
also on statuettes of Hercides in ivory, in the Assyrian

collection at the British Museum. Fig. 13 represents a

remarkably elegant pendant ornament, the design being

of an exceptionally beautiful character. A cross of thin

gold work formed of four leaves (fig. IS), a finial-like orna-

ment (fig. 19), and the head of a pin or brooch evidently

suggested by a butterfly (fig. 14), are all characteristic

of the gold work of Jlycence.

The gold ornaments found at Hissarlik, in what Dr
Schliemann calls the " Treasury of Priam," partake in

most instances of the same characteristics as those found

in the sepulchres at Jlycenae. There are necklaces,

brooches, bracelets (fig. 29), hair-pins (fig. 23), earrings

(figs. 21, 22, 25, 26, 27, 28), with and without pendants,

beads, and twisted wire drops. The majority of these

are ornamented with spirals of twisted wire, or .small

rosettes, with fragments of stones in the centres. The
twisted wire ornaments were evidently portions of neck-

laces. A circular plaque decorated with a rosette (fig.

30) is very similar to those found at Mycense, and a con-

ventionalized eagle (fig. 31) is characteristic of much of

the detail found at that place as well as at Hissarlik.

They were all of pure gold, and the wire must have been

drawn through a plate of harder metal—probably bronze.

The principal ornaments differing from those found at

Mycen.'e are diadems or head fillets of pure hammered
gold (fig. 21) cut into thin plates, attached to rings by

double gold wires, and fastened together at the back with

thin twisted wire. To these pendants (of which those at

the two ends are nearly three times the length of those

forming the central portions) are attached small figures,

probably of idols. It has been assumed that these were

worn across the forehead by women, the long pendants

falling on each side of the face. If, however, the position

on which they were found was formerly part of a temple

instead of a palace, it may be suggested that they were

used as veils for the priests when giving forth the oracles

from the shrine.

Jewellery and gold work of a very similar character has

been found at Cyprus within the last few years by Major

Cesnola. The rings (Plate XIL figs. 5 and 6) have a great

resemblance to the Greek, whilst the beetle, which is of

green stone set in gold (fig. 6), has a very Egyptian-like

appearance. The great similarity in design and workman-
ship between these Eastern examples and the gold jewellery'

ancl personal ornaments found in Peru and Mexico (figs.'

1,2, 3, 4) is not a little remarkable. These, however, are

more rude in design, though equally good in workmanship.'

Greek, Etru'scan, and Koman ornaments partake of

very similar characteristics. Of course there is variety in

design and sometimes in treatment, but it does not rise to

any special individuality.* Fretwork is a distinguishing

feature of all, .together.^ith _the jvave ornament, _the
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gu'!Iioch>, <ina Ihz Cccasiouai use <rf t'lO human figure.

The woAmansliip is often of a character Tfhich modern
gold workers can only rival with their best skill, and can

never surpass. The pendant oblong ornament for contain-

ing a scroll (Plate XI. fig. 31) is an example of this, as

also the Italo-Greek earring (fig. 32). The earring (fig. 36)

is an exquisite illustration of Greek skill in the introduction

of the human figure ; the rosette for concealing the hook

and the winged ornament at the back of the Cupid are

beautifully wrought. The other earrings (figs. 33, 35,

37) are all characteristic. The Etruscan examples are of

the same character. The pendant (fig. iO), the fosetta

(fig. 38), and the- plaque of gold (fig. 38) repeat some of

the forms found at Mycenoe, with possibly a little more

classic grace of detail anij refinement of workmanship.

The brooch (fig. 41) is perhaps the most characteristic

example of purely classic design, essentially Greek in

its principal details, whilst the workmanship is all that

can be desired.

The granulation of surfaces practised by the Eiruscans

Was long a puzzle and a problem to the modern jeweller,

until Signer Castellani of Rome discovered gold workers in

the Abruzzi to whom the method had descended through

many geuorations, and, by inducing some of these men
to go to Naples, revived the art, of which he contributed

examples to the London Exhibition of 1S72. successfully

applied to modern designs.^

The Merovingian jewellery of the 5th century, "tHe Anglo-

Saxon of a later date, and the Celtic as leading to the Gothic

or mediajval, have eich distinguishing features. In the first

two the characteristics are thin plates of gold, decorated

with thin slabs of garnet, set in walls of gold soWered
iVertically like* the lines of cloisonne enamel, with the

addition of very decorative details of filigree work, beading,

and twisted gold. In Plate XII. figs. 9 and 13 we have
examples of Anglo-Saxon fibute, the first being decorated

with a species of cloisonne, in which garnets are inserted,

while tlift other is in hammered work in relief. A pendant
(fig. 8) is also set with garnets. The buckles (figs. 10, 11,

12) are remarkably characteristic examples, and very elegant

in design. A girdle ornameut in gold, set with garnets

(fig. 14), is an example of Carlovingian design of a high
class. The Celtic ornaments are of hammered work,

adapted to uses now comparatively unknown, but display

another style of workmanship,—details in repoussd, fillings

in with amber, rock crystal with a smooth rounded surface

cut en cabochon, with the addition of vitreous pastes. The
minute filigree and plaited work, in combination with
niello and enamel, communicate to the ornaments of this

class found in Ireland and Scotland an unm.istakable

Oriental spirit alike in design and workmanship.
In figs. 15 and 17 are illustrations of two brooches.

The first is 13th century; tjie latter is probably 12th
century, and is set with paste, amber, and blue. The
brooch in the form of a figure of St Christopher bearing
the infant Saviour, and supported by his staff (fig. 16),
is of silver gilt. Chaucer mentions such a brooch as

worn by the, yeoman:—"A Crystofre on his brest of

«lvyr schene.*"

Kings are the chief specimens now seen of medisBval
jewellery from the 10th to the 13th century. They are
generally massive and simple. Through the 16th century
a variety of changes arose; in the traditions and designs
of t\i6'C'inqnecento we have plenty of evidence that the
workmen used their own designs, and the results culminated
in the triumphs of Albert' Diirer, Eenvenuto Cellini, and
Pans -Holbeip. The goldsmiths of the Italian republics
must have produced -^orks of surpas-sing excelleiice in
workmanship, and reaching the highest point in design as
applied.to handicrafts of any kind. . Tkn-Use of enamels.^

precious stones, niello work, and engraTing, in combination,
with skQfuL execution of the human figure and animal life,

produced efffrts which modern art in this direction is not
likely to approach, still less to rival.

In PJale XII. illustrations are given of various charac-
teristic specimens of the Eenaissance, and later forms of

'jewellery. A crystal cross set in enamelled gold (fig. 18)
. is German work of the 16th century. The pendant reli-

I

quary (fig. 19), enamelled and jewelled, is of 16th century
Italian work, and so probably is the jewel (fig. 20) of
gold set with diamonds and rubies.

The Darnley or Lenox jewel (fig. 21), now in the pos-
session of the Queen, was made about 1576-7 for Lady
Margaret Douglas, countess of Lenox,, the mother of
Henry Darnley. It is a pendant golden heart set with
a heart-shaped sapphire, richly jewelled and enamelled
with emblematic figures and devices. It also has
Scottish mottoes around and within it. The earrini^

(fig. 22) of gold, enamelled, hung with small pearls, is

an example of 17th cfentury Eussian work, and another
(fig. 23) is Italian of the same period, being of gold and
filigree with enamel, also with pendant pearls. A Spanish
earring.'oE 18th century work (fig. 24), is a combination
of ribbon, cord, and filigree in gold; and another (fig. 25)
is Flemish, of probably the same period; it is of gold
open work set with diamonds in projecting collets. The
old French-Xormandy pendant cross and locket (fig. 26)
present? a characteristic example of peasant jewellery

:

it is of branched open work set with bosses and ridged

ornaments of crystal. . The earring (fig. 27) is French of

17th century, also of gold open work set with crystals.

A small pendant locket (fig. 28) is of rock crystal, witli

the cross of Santiago in gold and translucent crimson
enamel; it is 16th or 17th century Spanish work. A
pretty earring of gold open EcroU work (fig. 29), set with
minute diamoncTs and three pendant pearls, is Portuguese
of 17th century, and another earring (fig. 30) of gold
circular open work, set also with minute diamonds, is

Portuguese work of 18th century. These examples fairly

illustrate the general features of the most characteristic

jewellery of the dates quoted.

During the 17th and ISth centuries we see only a
mechanical kind of excellence, the results of the mere
tradition of the workshop,—the lingering of the power
which when wisely directed had done so much and so well,

but now simply living on traditional forms, often combined
in a most incongrupus, fashion. Gorgeous effects were
aimed at by massing the gold, and introducing stones

elaborately cut in themselves, or clustered in groups.

Tlius diamonds were clustered in rosettes and bouquets

;

rubies, pearls, emeralds, and other coloined special stones
were brought together for little other purpose than to get
them into a given space in conjunction with a certain

quantity of gold. The question was not of design in its.

relation to use as personal decoration, but of the value,

which could be got into a given space to produce the most
striking efi^ect.

The traditions of Oriental design as they had come down
through the various periods quoted, were comparatively
lost in the wretched results of the rococo of Louis-

XIV. and the inanities of what modern revivalists of
the Anglo-Dutch call "Queen Anne." In the London
Exhibition of 1851, the extravagances of modern jewellery

had to stand a comparison with the Oriental examples
contributed from India. Since then we have learnt more
about these works, and have been compelled to acknow-
ledge, in spite of what is sometimes called inferiority of

workmanship, how completely the Oriental jeweller under-

stood his work, and with what singular sirrplicity of
method he carrifA it out. The Combinitirmi; are always^
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harmunious, the result aimed at always achieved ; and, if

in attempting to work to European ideas the jeweller failed,

this was rather the fault of the forms he had to follow, than

due to any want of skill in making the most of a subject in

which half the thought and the intended use were foreign

to his experience.

A collection of peasant jewellery got together by
Castellani for the Paris Exhibition of 18G7, and now in

the South Kensington Museum, illustrates in an admir-

able manner the traditional jewellery and personal

ornaments of a wide range of peoples in Europe. This

collection, and the additions made to it since its acquisition

by the nation, show the forms in which these objects

existed over several generations among the peasantry of

France (chiefly Xormandy), Spain, Portugal, Holland,

Denmark, Germany, and Switzerland, and also show how
the forms popular in one country are followed and adopted
in another, almost invariably because of their perfect

adaptation to the purpose for which they were designed.

So far we have gone over the progress and results

of the jeweller's art in the past. We have now to speak
of the production of jewellery as a modern art industry,

in which large numbers of men and women are employed
in the. larger cities of Europe, but which also has its special

localities in which it flourishes, and out of which an im-
portant national commerce arises.

Nearly all the great capitals of Europe produce jewellery,

but Paris, Vienna, London, and Birmingham are the most
im'portant centres. An illustration of methods and pro-

cesses and the various kinds of jewellery produced at

the present day in the manufacture as carried on in

London and, Birmingham will be sufficient for all practical

purposes, and as giving an insight into the technique and
artistic manipulation of this liranch of art industry ; but,
by way of contrast, it may be interesting to give in the
first place a description of the native working jeweller
of Hindustan. Travelling very much after the fashion
of a tinker in England, his " budget " contains tools,

materials, fire pots, and all the requisites of his handi-
craft. The gold to be used is generally supplied by
the patron or employer, and is frequently in gold coin,

which the travelling jeweller undertakes to convert into
the ornaments required. He squats down in the corner
of a courtyard, or under cover of a veranda, lights his fire,

cuts up the gold pieces entrusted to him, hammers, cuts,

shapes, drills, solders with the blow-pipe, files, scrapes,
and burnishes until he has produced the desired ett'eet.

If he has stones to set or coloured enamels to introduce,
he never seems to make a mistake ; his instinct for
harmony of colour, like that of his brother craftsman the
weaver, is as unerring as that of the bird in the construc-
tion of its nest. Whether the materials are common or
rich and rare, he invariably does the very best possible
with them, according to native ideas of beauty in design
and combination. It is only when he is interfered with
by European dictation that he ever vulgarizes his art or
makes a mistake. The result may appear rude' in its

finish, but the design and the thought are invariably
right. We thus see how a trade in the working of which
the " plant " is so simple and wants are so readily met
could spread itself, as in years past it did at Clerkenwell
and at Birmingham, before gigantic factories Tiere in-
vented for producing everything under the sun.

It IS impossible to find any date at which the systematic
production of jewellery was introduced into England.
Probably the Clerkenwell trade dates its origin from the
revocation of the Edict of Nantes, as the skilled artisans in
the jewellery, clock and watch, and trinket trades appear
to have been descendants of the emigrant Huguenots, as
the Spitalfields weavers were. _The Birmingham trade

would appear to have had its origin iu the skill to which
the workers in fine steel had attained towards the middle
and end of last century, a branch of industry which
collapsed after the French Revolution.

Modern jewellery may be classified unaer three heads :

—(1) objects in which gems and stones form the principal

portions, and in which the gold work is really only a
means for carrying out the design by fixing the gems or

stones in the position arranged by the designer, the gold
being visible only as a "setting"; (2) when gold work
plays an important part in the development of the design,

being itself ornamented by engraving or enamelling or

both, the stones and gems being arranged in subordination

to the gold work in such positions as to give a decorative

efi"ect to the whole
; (3) when gold or other metal is

alone used, the design being wrought out by hammering
in repouss<i, casting, engraving, or chasing, or the surfaces

left absolutely plain but polished and highly finished.

Of course the most ancient and primitive methods are

those wholly dependent upon the craft of the workman

;

but gradually various ingenious processes were invented,

by which greater accuracy in the portions to be repeated

in a de.5ign could be produced with certainty and economy :

hence the various methods of stamping used in the pro-

duction of hand-made jewellery, which are in themselves

as much mechanical in relation to the end in view as if

the whole object were stamped out at a blow, twisted into

its proper position as regards the detail, or the various

stamped portions fitted into each other for the mechanical

completion of the work. It is therefore rather difficult to

draw an absolute line between hand-made and machine-

made jewellery, e.xcept in extreme cases of hand-made,

when everything is worked, so to speak, from the solid,

or of machine-made, when the hand has only to give the

ornament a few touches of a tool, or fit the parts together

it of more than one piece.

The best and most costly hand-made jewellery produced
in England, whether as regards gold work, gems, enamelling,

or engraving, is jiiade in London, and chiefly at Clerkenwell.

A design is first made on paper, or drawn and coloured,

and when needful with separate enlargement of details,

everything in short to make the drawing thoroughly

intelligible to the working jeweller. According to the

nature and purpose of the design, he cuts out, hammers,
files, and brings into shape the constructive portions of the

work as a basis. Upon this, as each detail is wrought out,

he solders, or fixes by rivets, Ac, the ornamentation

necessary to the efl'ect. The human figure, representations

of animal life, leaves, fruit, <tc., ate modelled in wax,

moulded, and cast in gold, to be chased up and finished.

As the hammering goes on the metal becomes brittle and
hard, and then it is passed through the fire to anneal or

soften it, in fact to restore the particles of gold to their

original position. In the case of elaborate examples of

repoussL^, after the general forms are beaten up, the interior

is filled with a resinous compound, pitch mixed with fire-

brick dust ; and this, forming a solid but pliable body
underneath the metal, allows of the finished details being

wrought out on the front of the design, and being finally

completed by chasing. When stones are to be set, or when
they form the principal portions of the design, the gold

has to be wrought by hand so as to receive them in little

cup-like orifices, these walls of gold enclosing the stona

and allowing the edges to be bent over to secure it. Set-

ting is never efi'ected by cement in well-made jewellery.

Machine-made settings have in recent years been made,
but these are simply cheap imitations of the true hand-

made setting. Even strips of gold have heen used,

serrated at the edges to allow of being easily bent over,

for the retention of the stones, true or false.
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Grept skill aud expeiiciice nrt? iicrcssary in tLo in-opcr

setting of stones and gems of liigh value, in order to bring

out the greatest amount of hrilliancy and colour, aud the

nijgle at which a diamond (say) shall he set, in order that

the light shall penetrate at the proper point to bring out

the "spark" or "flash," is a subject of grave consideration

to the setter. Stones set in a haphazard, slovenlj- manner,

however brilliant in themselves, will look commonplace

by the side of skilfully set gems of much less fine quality

and water. EnameUing has of late years largely taken

the place of "paste " or false stones. This may be divided

into two kinds

—

<ham/>lere and cloisonne. In champlevcS

the enamelling substance is applied to the surface of the

gold as ornamental details, and is "fired" in a muffle

or furnace under the ej'e of the enameller. Here the

metallic oxides play an important part in imparting

variety of colour, as in the case of the "strass"'of whicli

" paste " or false stones are made. Cloisonni enamelling

is effected by walls of gold wire being fastened to the

surface to be decorated, upon which surface the design has

,been already drawn in outline. Within these walls or

," cloisons " the various-coloured enamels are placed, and the

whole fixed together by firing until the surface is more than

filled up. The surface is levelled by grinding down with

pumice stone, and then polished. One kind of charaplevij

closely approaches in its character . to cloisonne. It is

whun the gold is thick enough to allow of portions to be

cut away by the graver, and in these incised parts the

coloured euaaaels are fused as in the manner of the true

cloisocnd.

Enamelled subjects or paintings, portraits, landscapes,

animals' heads, &c., are sometimes used as a setting for

pins, brooches, pendants, bracelets, ic. These are of

course true champlev^ ; and formerly very able artists, such

as Bone, Essex, and othei-s, were employed in the produc-

tion of costly works of this kind.

Engraving is a simple process in itseir, and divereity of

effect can be produced by skilful manipulation. An inter-

esting variety in the effect of a single ornament is often

produced by the combination of coloured gold of various

tints. Tills colouring is a chemical process of great delicacy,

and requires much skiU and experience in the manipula-

tion, according to the quality of the gold and the amount
of silver alloy in it. Of general colouring it may be said

that the object aimed at is to enhance the appearance

of the gold by removing the particles of alloy on the sur-

face, and thus allowing the pure gold only to remain

visible to the eye.

The application of macflinery to the economical produc-

tion of certain classes of jewellery, not necessarily imitations,

but as much " real gold " work, to use a trade phrase, as

the best hand-made, has bgen on the increase for many
years. Nearly every kind of gold chain now made is

manufactured by machinery, and nothing like the beauty of

design or perfection of workmanship could be obtained by
hand at, probably, any cost. The question therefore in

relation to chains is not the mode of manufacture, but the

quality of the metal Eighteen carat gold is of course

always affected by those who wear chains, but this is only

gold in the proportion of 18 to 24; pure gold being'

represented by 24. The gold coin of the realm is 22 carat

;

that is, it contains one-twelfth of alloy to harden it to

stand wear and tear. Thus 18 carat gold has one-fourth

t)f alloy, and so on with lower qualities down to 12,

which is in reality only gold by courtesy.

The application of machinery to the production of

pe: "-onal ornaments in gold and silver can only be econo-

mically and successfully carried on when there is a large

demand for similar objects, that is to say, objects of pre-

ciselythe same design and decoratibn throughout.*^ In

hiiu, uiadu jewellery, so-called, mechanical appliances are

only used to economize time aud reduce the necessity for

the handicraftsman doing that which can be doue as well,

perhaps better, by some simple mechanical method applied

uuder the haud. In machine-made jewellery everything

is stereotyped, so to speak, and the only work requii'ed

for the hand is to fit the parts together,—in some instances

scarcely that. A design is made, and from it steel dies

are sunk for stamping out as rapidly as possible from a

plate of rolled metal the' portion represented by each
diu. It is in these steel dies that the skill of the artist

die-sinker is manifested. Brooches, earrings, pinheads,

bracelets, lockets, pendants, ic, are struck out by the gross.

This is more especially the case in silver and in plated

work,—that is, imitation jewellery,—the base of which is

an alloy, afterwards gilt by the electro-plating process.

With these ornaments imitation stones in paste and glass,

pearls, kc, are used as setting, and it is remarkable that

of late years some of the best designs, the most siniple,

appropriate, and artistic, have appeared in imitation

jewellery. It is only just to those engaged in tliis manu-
facture to state distinctly that their work is never sold

wholesale for anything else than wVat it is. The worker

in gold only- makes gold, or real jewellery, aud he only

makes of a quality well known to bis customers. The
producer of silver work only manufactures silver ornaments,

and so on throughout the whole class of plated goods. It

is the unprincipled retailer who, taking advantage of the

iguorance of the buyer, sells for gold that which is in

reality an imitation, and which he bought as such.

Space will not permit of any notice of various kinds of

personal ornaments coming, under the head of jewellery,

such as the elegantly designed hand-made pearl ornaments,

Whitby jet, coral, ic, nor can we allude to the methods

adopted in the woikshops where gold and silver alone are

used to economize the metal that would be wasted without

proper precautions. Even the minute quantities of the

material which adhere to the hands of the workman are

washed off before he leaves the premises, carried into a

proper receptacle, aud recovered by chemical agency.

The special localities of the jewellery trade proper, in

England, are Clerkenwell and PentonvUle in London, and

Birmingham. In Clerkenwell an inquiry made some years

ago showed that from IGOO to 2000 persons were employed

in the trades connected with the production of jewellery

and personal ornaments. In Birmingham at least SOOO
were thus occupied, chiefly in production of what may be

considered as purely mechanical work. Among the higher

class of jewellers in Birmingham some of the best work
sold in the Loudon shops is produced, the mechanical

means employed being so ingenious, and the handicraft

power so skdfuUy applied in fitting, setting, and finishing,

as to leave little or nothing to desire, when compared with

hand-made work of the same class. (g. w.)

JEWS, MoDEEX. An outline of the medifeval history

of the Jews is given in the article Iseael. The modem
history of the race in its political and intellectual emanci-

pation begins with Moses Mendelssohn, who flourished at

Berlin in the latter part of the ISth century. The peraecu-

tions of the Middle Ages had produced their natural effect.

Cut off from their fellow-citizens, excluded by oppressive

laws from all trades except that of peddling in old clothes

aud eveu from buying certain clksses of these, specially

taxed, confined to Ghettos and Judengassen, strictly pro-

hibited from entering some towns, limited in numbers

in others, forbidden to marry except under restrictions

designed to check the growth of the Jewish population,

disabled ' from employing Christian servants or being

members*! of trade guilds, the Jews seemed by their

abject condition to deserve the evilsvhich were its caube.,
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.There were always, it is true, exceptions to the general

degradation of the race. The exiles from the Spanish

tfliiinsula (who in western Europe were found chiefly in

A'msterdam, Bordeaux, Paris, and London, and also in

Hamburg and Copenhagen) were in many cases persons

of distinguished culture and intelligence, having been

enabled, while protected by their disguise of Christianity,

to live a life more worthy of freemen than was that of

their oppressed and pillaged brethren in the north. In

Germany itseif Frederick William, the great elector of

Brandenburg (1640 to 1688), was indebted for zealous

service to Gompertz and Solomon Elias. Beckman of

Frankfort-on-the-Oder obtained permission in 1696 to

print the Talmud. In Austria Wolf Schlesinger was

personally exempted from the decree which banished the

Jews from Vienna in the time of Leopold L ^he Oppen-

heimers had sufficient influence iu Austria to prevent the

publication there of Eisenmenger's libels on their race ; the

Arnsteins, Sinzheimers, and other families earned the

favour of Maria Theresa, and were decorated with titles of

nobility. Eut the general condition of the multitude was

shown by the exconimunication of Spinoza at Amsterdam,

by the rise of the Chasidim and of Frank, and the mar-

vellous history of Sabbathai Zebi. The German Jews grew

distrustful of tlieir knowledge of their own religion, and

instructed their children by the aid of long-ringleted rabbis

from Poland, who overspread the country, inculcating con-

tempt for all except the too subtle dialectics of their

peculiar school of disputation. Led by these blind guides,

the German Jews continued to speak their own jargon of

Hebrew and German, to correspond and even endorse their

commercial bills in Hebrew characters, and abandoned the

hopeless attempt to enter into the general life of their

country. Fortunately the hereditary desire of learning

still survived, though the selection of subjects for study

helped to isolate them from their happier neighbours.

Moses Mendelssohn (1729-1786), who clid so much to

induce the Jews to become at one with the spirit of the

age, and the Christians to tolerate them, was at three years

old taught by his father, a professional copyist of Hebrew
religious manuscripts, to repeat the wise sayings of the

Talmud. Later on he found in the rabbi Frankel, of

his native town of Dessau in Anhalt, a capable and en-

lightened teacher. When Fraukel was promoted, the

young Mendelssohn followed him, at the age of fourteen,

to Berlin. In Prussia the condition of the Jews had been

comparatively favoured. Forty or fifty respectable families

fleeing from persecutions in Austria had been admitted to

Berlin towards the end of the 17th century. The colony

increased, and was specially patronized in his own grotesque

and tyrannical fashion by the half-mad sovereign Frederick

William I. Frederick the Great held the maxim that "to
oppress the Jews never brought prosperity to any Govern-

ment," but his "general privilege," issued in 1750, while

it abolished some old restrictions, was only a halting step

in advance. It divided the Jews into two classes,—the

hereditarily and the personally tolerated. In the first were
those who were actually engaged in commerce or who
occupied some office in connexion with the synagogue.

Their right of abode extended to merely one child of the

family. Those who were personally tolerated were men
who had means of independent subsistence, though not
engaged in commerce, and their right did not descend to

their children. The right to residence for a second child

of each family of hereditary inhabitants was purchased by
the Jews for 70,000 thalers. The restrictions imposed by
Frederick on marriage were severe

;
poor Jews coidd not

marry, at all. No Jew was permitted to own land in fee

or to possess more than forty houses. Their business was
confined to trade in money or goods. _ Frederick the Great,

penetrated- as he was by the sentiments of Voltaire, yet

struck out Mendelssohn's name when it was put forward
for election into the Berlin Academy. Jlendelssohn was
with difficulty admitted into Berlin when he presented

himself at its gates as a poor boy, having no friend but

his teacher Friinkcl. He went into a silk manufacturer's

house as teacher to the children, and became a clerk and
afterwards a partner in the firm. He formed a warm
friendship with Lessing, and inspired the drama of Nathan
the Wise, in which the Jew was for the first time in modern
literature represented iu a benevolent light. He translated

the Pentateuch into German, and issued his translation in

Hebrew characters, added to it a commentary in Hebrew-
(incorporating, the rational as distinguished from the Aga-
distic interpretations of forlner Hebrew commentators),,

partly by himself and partly by others, whom lie associated,

with himself, and by this and other works introduced the

Jews to modern culture. At the same time he gained a.

distinguished place in theworld of letters by the pure and

exalted tone, and the charming style, of his Philosophical

Dialof/ues, his Phwdo, or the Immortality of the Soul, and
other works, which showed him to be at the height of the

philosophy of that time. He remained warmly attached in

feeling and practice to the syn.agogue, and was requested

by the chief rabbi of Berlin, Hirschel Levin, who for a

brief period had been chief rabbi in London, to prepare the

German digest of the ritual laws of the Jews, which was
ordered by Frederick the Great. Every visitor to Berlin,

Jew or Gentile, sought to make his accjuaintance at a kind

of salon which he held in the afternoons. By the great

majority of the orthodox Jews the writings of i\Iendelssohn

were received with delight, and it was only by exception

(as in Hamburg, Prague, FUrth, and Poland) that thej"

were fiercely denounced as rationalistic in tendency. Thfr

times were favourable to the development to which he led

the way. The ideas of the great writers who preceded the

French Revolution were teaching the abolition of privilege

and of religious persecution. Although neither Voltaire

nor Eayle wrote in a kindly spirit of the degraded Hebrew-

race, the general tendency of their teachiug was in the
direction of toleration, and so it happened that just at the

moment when the Jews were become more than ever willing

and ready to enter into the national life of Germany, the

country was being prepared to receive them. The civil

restrictions were only gradually abolished
;
painful revivals

of hatred recurred from time to time, but henceforth the

name of Jew grew year by year to mean less a distinction

of nationality, and became more exclusively a denomination

referring merely to ancestry and religious belief.

Among the friends and disciples of Mendelssohn wlio continued his
work were Wcssely (tlio father oi' modern Hebrew poetry), David.

Friedlander (founder of the Jews' Free Sehool in Berlin), Joel

Lowe (professor at the Jewish "VVithelmschule iu Breslau), Herz
Homberg (tutor iu the house of Moses Mendelssohn, and inspector

of German schools of the Jews in Galicia), Aaron WoLfsohn (teacher

at Breslau), Barucli Lindau (writer on pliysies), Jlarcus Herz
(Mendelssohn's family doctor, whose more Jamons wife, afterwards

converted to Christianity, received at her house a brilliant society, tho
two Humboldts, Count Bernstorf, Gentz, and Borne), Isaac Euchel
(translator of the Jewish prayer-book), Lazarus Bendavid (who was.

specially concerned with education). All these and others contri-

buted to the Hebrev/ periodical Mcasscf ("The Gatherer"), pub-
lished at Kbnigsberg and Berlin, 1783-17S0 ; Breslau, 1794-1797 ;.

Berlin, Altona, Dessau, 1809-1811. The activity of the literary

period wliich followed appears from the long list of rabbinical

reprints, some with valuable notes, or translations, issued immedi-"

ately before the close of the 18th century from the Jews* Free School
printing-press at Berlin, under the direction of Isaac Satauow.'

From minimizing differences in religion'some were led

to give up their distinctive religion altogether,' and adopt
ai nominal, sometimes a real, Christianity, and thus the

famous namesof Heine, Borne, Edward Gans the jurist,!

. Rahel, the younger Mendglssohnjhecomiioser, anc,! Neander
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llie hhtorian pass out of the scope of this article. These

celebrated persons belong rather to the general history of

German culture than to that of the race from which they

sprang. Among the general body of the Jews, the removal

of political restrictions and a closer communion with modern

thought worked noticeable, . though less radical, changes.

The old system of preaching in the synagogue was revived,

and led to the excision of some of the interminable prayers

and sacred poems which the piety of preceding ages had

accumulated in embarrassing profusion. After the estab-

lishment of the consistory in the (French) kingdom (^f

AVestphalia, German lectures were held in Cassel, Dessau,

Berlin, Hamburg, ic; and now there is scarcely anywhere

an important Jewish community without a preacher.

Organs were introduced into some synagogues. The altera-

tions brought about disputes in several communities and

even secessions, as at Hamburg in 1819. In Prussia the

Government, acting on the principles urged in Mendelssohn's

time by his friend Dohm, but vigorously combated by the

Jewish philosopher, gave the sanction of state authority to

the resolutions of the orthodox. The private synagogue

founded in Berlin by Israel Jakobsohn, ailer the breaking

up of the Westphalian consistory, on principles similar to

those of the reformed Hamburg Temi>le, was closed, and

suffered the same fate when reopened as a public synagogue

in 1817 and again in 1823. Even choirs and sermons
]

were prohibited as un-Jewish innovations. Such regula-

tions tended to disgust many educated persons who might

otherwise have continued to remain attached to the faith of

their fathers. They felt themselves isolated in the midst of

their less advanced brethren, and were tempted to identify

themselves even in religion with their more cultured

Christian associates. Besides, a change of faith offered an

escape from humiliating legal restrictions, and opened the

way to more dignified careers than those permitted to the

conforming Jews. The smaller German states appointed

rabbis who were more or less state officials. When the

Government restrictions were removed, considerable diver-

gences manifested themselves, which the assemblies of

rabbis and synods, beginning in 18-t-t, and continued from-

time to time to the present day, did little to heal. There

Jiow exist in most German towns an orthodox and a reform

congregation, which' differ in their mode of conducting

public service, in the prominence given to the belief in tho

Messiah and tho return to tho Holy Land, and in their

greater or less adherence to the laws of the Sabbath, and
laws concerning diet, &c. One reformed congregation in

Berlin keeps tho Sabbath on the first day of the week.

More remarkablo ex.Tniples of sectarian dissent were the move-
ments known by tlio Danxes of Sabbathai Zebi, of Flank, and of tbc

Chasidim. Sabb;xtliai's career h.a<l Turkey for its tlicatre, but tho

inlluenco of his strange pretensions was felt in Pohind and Germany,
ns well as throughout the East. Sabbathai Zcbi was born at Smyrna
in ]C'26. He announced liinisclf the Messiah in Jerusalem, named
liis brotliers kings of Judah and Israel, took the title for himself of

Mng of the kings of the earth, iliracles were related of liim ; from
Poland, Hamburg, and Amsterdam treasures poiued into his court

;

in the Levant young men and maidens prophesied before him ; tho

Pirsian Jews refused to till the fields. "We shall pay do more
tribute," they said, "our Messiah is come,'* The pietendcr, whom
so many unhappy people were ready to acclaim as their deliverer

from uncnJurablo evils, afterwards embraced Malioinetanism to

«scape death from the Porte. Some of his followers went over with
him to Islam; others treated his conversion as forced, and still pro-

claimed themselves Jews and his disciples. Their faitli was nearer

to immortality than their Messiah, and ho was still believed in and
his return expected after his death. Out of the wrecks of the
Sabbathiiic party Jacob Frank formed in I'odolia the Zoharites,

wliosc Tiiblo was the Cabbalistic work called Zohar. Persecuted by
the orthodox, he put liiinself under the protection of the bishop of

Kaminiek, and burnt tho Talmud 'in public. When his protector
died ho migrated with hundreds of followers, and afterwards lived

in royal state at Vienna, Biiinn, and OITeubach, ending by becom-
ing a Roman Catholic. He died in 1791, and his sect perished with
lum. Very dilfercut was the fate of tho Chasidim ("the pious"),

who preceded Frank snd have survived him. They also swcor

by the Zohar, and revere ae their founder Israel Ba.a] bhem (**pos-

Eessor of the wonder-working name"), or Ilesht, who (loiirislicj

at Mied^iboz in I'odoUa in 1740. Besht pretended to be the pro-

mised child foretold by the prophet Kiijab, and named by him Israel

before his birth. A long sojourn in solitary places, much fasting

and physical torment, the tortures of rolling in thorns in sumnicr

and of bathing in half-fro;^en livers at midnight in tlie winter, gave

this prophet tne faculty of seeing visions, the power to heal diseases,

and to release .souls held captive in tho bodies of biutcs. Like the

older Kabbalists he treated the Talmud with contempt ; he exhorted

Ills followers not to lead a gloomy ascetic life, but jnaised gaiety

and enjoyment as tending to a career agreeable to God. Joyful

religious worship was to be induced by drinking, jumping, ckjiping

of hands, making noises and sei-eaming, to which were added
ablutions according to tho fashion of the Esscnes of old, and the

wearing of a peculiar dress. Amongst bis follow eis many found

out how to derive advantage from tlio superstition and ignorance

of the masses. Dob Beer (llt-rush) of j\Iii:ricz seldom showed him-

self but to his disciples, and had reports of his wondrous works

spread by them ; many sick and lame went to him for cure ;

olleiings of money caino in and supplied the Zaddik with means to

lead a princely life. The tliasidim still flourish in Russia and

Jerusalem, and the Zaddikiin (or "righteous") and Rebbis, as their

leaJci-s are culled, live in inagnificcnco upon the contributions of the

most ignorant of the people.

\Vhile this and cognate heresies wore driven back into tlie

over-crowded Jewish communities of Russia and Poland

from which they came, in Germany Talmudic studies were

pursued with undimihishing zeal, though carried 'on in

gradually narrowing circles, and largely owing to the

knowledge of the Talmud being a qualification for appoint-

ments in large congregations. Gradually the Talmud,

which had been once the common pabulum of all education,

passed out of the knowledge of the laity, and was abandoned

almost entirely to candidates for the rabbinate. In the

earlier part of this period, the rabbis received their educa-

tion at the Yeshiboth ("sessions" of academies devoted to

the Talmud, the Sluilc/iau Ariich, and their commentators).

As the spirit kindled by Mendelssohn penetrated the various

sections of the Jews, it was felt that this mode of instruc-

tion would not suffice, 'and institutions were founded, not

confined exclusively to these studies, but embracing the

whole domain of Hebrew theology, philosophy, and history.

Jonas Frankel in 18D1 established the Judito-theological

seminary at Bicslau, an institution wliich has provided

Germany and Austria as well as England and the United

States with many rabbis. Its first director was Zacharias

Frankel (1801-1875), predecessor of Graetz in editing the

Monatsrhrift, and author of works on the Septuagint, the

Iilishna, and the Talmud of Jerusalem. Of later date are

the high school for the study of Judaism, founded in 1872,

and the " seminary lor rabbis for orthodox Judaism," under

Dr Hildesheimer,- established at Berlin in 1877. Israel

Jakobsohn, president of tho Westphalian consistory (1768-

1823), did good soi'vice in improving teaching. He
founded in Seesen (Brunswick) an educational and normal

institution, bearing his name, for Jews and Christians,

which still flourishes. A similar college was instituted

by his brother-in-law Isaac Samson, and directed by S.

J[. Ehrenberg, amongst whose pupils were Jost and Zunz.

Schools of a more elementary character were the Berlin

Free School, already referred to, and others. • In De.ssau,

Moses Mendelssohn's birthplace, the free school fostered

by the duke, and called after him Franzschule, flourished

under David Friinkel (1779-1865), editor of the journal

Sulamit ; in Frankfort-on-the-Main was the Philanthropin,

now converted into a technical school. In almost all Jewish

communities we now find institutions teaching religion.'

After a first and unsuccessful attempt, .Dr Moritz Veil

founded a normal school, which existed under Zunz in

Berlin from 1840 to 1852, and was revived by Dr Veit

and the famous preacher and author Dr M. Sachs. Similar

schools were founded in other places—Hanover, Miinster,

Diissoldorf, Cas.5el,—with more or less success. The union

XIII. — SO
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for the culture and science of Judaism (1823) and the

Culturverelii had a brief existence. Instead of receiving

support and thanks, the chief workers were regarded as

heretics.

The modern historical study of Judaism was inaugurated

by Rapoport and Zunz. Solomon Juda (Lob) Rapoport,

sprung from an old family boasting many learned Talmud-

ists, was born in Lemberg in 1790, and was rabbi at Tarnopol

and in Prague, where he died in 1867. His published

essays in various periodicals or in the form of prefaces are

largely biographical, and display a great range of reading

and power of combining distant references. Of his pro-

jected Talmudic encyclopajdia but one part appeared, and

his scheme for a biographical series uryier the title of Men

of Renoion remained unrealized, except some fragments.

Nachmau Krochmal (17S0-1840) was not less learned

than Rapoport, and perhaps surpassed him in philosophical

acuteness.'

Of greater importance and influence were the writings

of the patriarch of living Jewish scholars, Leopold Zunz,

especially his epoch-making work Die Gottesdienstlichen

Vortrage der Jvden (Berlin, 1832).2 Among other his-

torical writers may be named Isaac Marcus Jost (1793-

1860), teacher in the Jewish normal school at Frankfort,

editor of a valuable edition of the Mishna with a German

translation (1832-34), and author of sevefal important

histories of Judaism and its sects, A. Geigee (q.v.), and

H. Graetz of Breslau, who has composed the most com-

prehensive history of the Israelites that has yet appeared.

To the names of these scholars may be added FCrst the

lexicographer {q-v.), M. Steinschneider the bibliographer,

Herxheimer the translator of the Bible (Pent., 1841; Propli.

and Hag., 1841-48), and Herzfeld the historian (Gesch.

d. V. j'is., 1847). In modern German-Jewish literature

Philippgon of Bonn and Lehmann of Mainz are leading

representati/es in journalism of reform and orthodoxy.

German Jews have also distinguished themselves in general

public life, claiming such names as Lasker in politics,

Auerbach in literature, Riibenstein and Joachim in music,

Traube in medicine, Lazarus in psychology. Especially

famous have been the Jewish linguists, pre-eminent among
whom are T. Benfey of Gottingen (1809-1881), the most

original of modern comparative philologists and the

greatest Sanskrit scholar of our day, and the admirable

Greek scholar and critic Jacob Bernays of Bonn (1824-

1881).

Within the Inst year or two tlie success of the Hchrew race in

commerce and the professions has led in Germany to a singular

revival of old-world prejudices. A series of leagues of "Germans

"

wero formed against the "Semites." Stbcker, a "Christian

Socialist " and court preacher to the emperor, gave importance to

the movement by placing himself at its head. Its weapon is social

ostracism : meetings are held at which the Jews arc loudly

denounced ; and members of the " German " leagues vow to have no

commerce with the hated race. Occasionally the two parties came
to blows, some Jewish houses were wrecked, and a synagogue at

Neu-Stettin burnt. At this point the Government interfered.

The universal admission of the Jews to public posts only

dates from the establishment of the empire. In the

German states the spiritual emancipation of the Jews was
not immediately followed by political emancipation. They
were freed in Germany by the French law as a result of

the conquests of Napoleon, but lost their civil equality

when the French retired, to regain it bit by bit in succeed-

ing years.

The Leibzoll, the odious tax imposed upon a Jew as

often as he crossed the boundary of a city or potty state,

even if he went in and out twenty times in the day, was

^ His fragmentary works were collected by Zunz, nnder the title

^fore Neboche ha-seman, 1851.
'^ A collected edition of Zunz's scattered essays was commenced by

the " Zunzfund " in hononr of his eightieth birthday, 1S74.

removed in Priissia in 1790, and in other Gorman states

in 1803. In 1812 the royal edict declared all Jews in

Prussia to be citizens, and gave them equal rights and
privileges with their Christian fellow countrymen. They
fought in the war of liberation, but after its success there

was a reaction, and the new privileges (more particularly

free admission to academic posts) were in part withdrawn.

The Jews who had been promoted to the rank of officers

during the war had to quit military service to escape the
degradation of losing their commissions. The national

parliament, which met at Frankfurt in 1848, adopted re-

solutions in favour of the removal of religious disabilities.

The Prussian constitution of 1850 declared tl;:it the en-

joyment of civil rights was independent of religious con-

fession. The legislation with which the empire was

inaugurated in 1871 at length gave political and civil

equality to the Jews throughout Germany.
The number of the Jews in the German empire is now

520,575, or 1 per cent, of the whole population (census of

1875). The Gemeindebund, or union of congregations for

some religious and charitable purposes, has recently been

established at Leipsic The Jews are engaged in all the

occupations which other citizens pursue in Germany.

\Yhile they show a marked predilection for and success in

commerce and the learned professions, a few are farmers

and sailors. Being subject to the ordinary military laws,

they serve in the army, and many Jews hold commissions

in those regiments in which noble descent is not a necessary

qualification.

While the spiritual awakening of the Jews was essenti- Krano*

ally a German movement, having its centre in Prussia, the

most powerful impulse to their political liberation came
from France. The Jews had been banished from France by
Charles VI., but a few had returned. Some Portuguess

fugitives had taken up their residence at Bordeaux and
Bayonne. Others had settled at Avignon under papal

protection, and at Carpentras there was a congregation
^

with a liturgy in some resijects peculiar. To Paris tho

Jews began to return in 1550, but held the privilege of

domicile by a precarious tenure till Pereyre, the founder of

the institution for deaf mutes, obtained in 1776 formal

confirmation of the leave given to the Portuguese Jcn-s to

reside in the capital. There wera already several hundred

German Jews resident in an unlawful waj', and protected

chiefly through the influence of a German Jew named
Calmer, who had been naturalized for services to the

Government. The conquest of Alsace had added largely to

the Jewish subjects of France. In 1780 the Alsatian Jews

presented to the king a petition complaining of the

seignorial dues exacted of them, of the restrictions on

their trade, and the efforts of the priests to convert their

children. The complaint was not without eilect. Tho
capitation tax was abolished in 1784, projectsof enfianchise-

ment began to be broached, and a commission was ap-

pointed for the revision of the laws about the Jews, but

its work was interrupted by the Revolution. The Jews

addressed themselves with better hopes to the national

assembly, and those of Paris distinguished themselves by

demanding the withdrawal of the authority of the syna-

gogue over Its members. In 1790 the French Jews united

in sending into tho assembly a petition demanding their

admission to full and equal rights with other citizens. This

requisition at first met with some serious opposition even

among the advocates of universal liberty ; the ancient pre-

judice against this people had not been entirely eradicated.

But the exertions and influence of Jlirabeau and Rabaut

St :£tienne prevailed. In 1790 the Portuguese Jews, and

in 1791 the whole Hebrew population of France, were

admitted tQ complete rights of citizenship. The constitu;

tion of I7fi5 ' sonfiriied the declarations of tho assembly.
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TliG gratitude of the Jews was shown by their patriotic

devotion in the wars of the Revolution.

One of tlic most rcuiarkable events in modern Jewish history was
jthe convocation of the SauheJrin (Synediion) by Kapoleon. It was
preceded by the session of a general assembly of one hundred and
eleven delegates, held in Paris in 1S06 under the presidency of
Abraham Furtado, merchant, author, and scientific agriculturist,

the delegate of the Portuguese congregation in the i)ort of the
Gironde. To this assembly twelve questions were submitted by the
emperor, ami its principal answers were afterwards confirmed and
formulated in nine propositions of law b}' a Sanhedrin foimally
elected by the synagogues in France and Italy. The Sanhedrin
commenced its sittings on February 9, 1807, under the presidency
of Kabbi David Sintzlieini of Strasburg, with a Piedmonteso rabbi
as fii-st, and an ex-legislator of Italy as second assessor. The forms
of the old Sanhedrin were observed as far as possible ; the responses
are couched in the form of statutes binding the constituents of the
Sanhedrin, aud these decisions have usually been treated with much
respect even by communities which sent no delegates, while the Jews
of franlcfort and Holland formally accepted them.
The following are the nine decrees :—(1) polygamy is forbidden,

according to a decree of the synod of Worms in iboO
; (2) divorce is

allowed to the Jews if and so far as it is confirmatory of a legal divorce
jironounced by the authority of the civil law of the land iu which
they live

; 13) no Jew may perform the ceremony of marriage unless
civil formalities havevbecn fulfilled,— intermarriages with Christians
arc valid civilly, and, although tlicy cannot he solemnized with any
religious celebration, they involve the parties to them in no ban

;

(4) tlie Jews of France recognize in the fullest sehse the F'rcnch
people as their brethren

; (5) acts of justice and charity are to bo
jierforraed towards all raaukind who recognize the Creator, irre-

spective of their religion
; (6) Jews born in France and treated by

its laws as citizens consider ii; their native country,—they are bounil
to obey the laws of the land ; Jews are dispensed from ceremonial
observances during service in the ainLy; (7) the Sanhedrin exhorts
the Jews to train their children to laborious lives in useful and liberal

arts, to acquire landed property as a means of becoming more firmly
attached to their f.itlierland, to renounce occupations which render
men odious and contemptible in the eyes of their fellow-citizens,

and to do all in their power to acquire their neighbours' esteem
and good wishes

; (8) interest is not allowed to be taken when
money is lent for the support of a family, but interest is per-
mitted' when money is Icut for commercial purposes, jtthe lender
runs any risk, aud if the legal rate is not exceeded

; («) the above
declarations concerning interest, and the texts of the Holy Scrip-
ture on tho same subject, apply between Jews and fellow-citizens
in precisely the same way as between Jews and Jews. Usury is

altogether forbidden. At the close, of the Sanhedrin, tho emperor
establislicd the eonsistorial organization which in it^ main features
still exists in France, livery two thousand Jews were to form a
6}-n.agogue aud a consistory consisting of one chief rabbi, aud two
rabbis with tincc laymen householders belonging to the capital towu
of the consistory. Bankrupts and usurers were excluded from the
consistory, which was to watch over the conduct of the rabbis, to
maintain order iu the sra.igogues, and to admonish the Jews of the
district to follow handicrafts and obey the laws of the conscrip-
tion. Tho centr.il consistory, sitting at Paris, had power to appoint
and depose tlie rabbis. The rabbis were to publish the decrees of
the Sanhedrin, to preach obedience to the laws, and to pray in the
synagogues for the imperial house. Jinny Hebrew hymns of praise
were composed in honour of the despot who had framed this or-
ganization, although at the same time the emperor issued' a decree
which made considerable concessions to the popular prejudices
against tho Jews in Alsace and eastern France generally, Ibrbade
the Jews to change their domicile or enter into occupation without
special permission, framed stringent precautions against usury, and
excepted the Alsatian Jews from the right to provide substitutes for

military service. Tho Jaws of 1814, 1819, and 1S23 made some
beneficial changes in the position of tho Israeli'es, aud in 1829 Charles
X. established at Met* a central acliool for the inst'uction of candi-
dates for the rabbinate. It was subsequently removed to Paris. In
1831 tlieGovernmeiit definitively decided, in accordance with the ideas
of Kapoleon, tliat the rabbis should be state functionaries. From that
year they have been paid by the state. In 1833 the French Govern-
ment suspended relations with a Swiss canton which had denied
equal rights to a French subject on the ground that he was a Jew.

In France the absence of political restrictions has been
unfavourable to the separate development of Judaism. The
ministers Cr^mieux (1796-1S79), Fould, and Goudchaux,
the archaeologists and philologiana Jules Oppert and Halivy
aud the Darmesteters, the composer Meyerbeer, and many
others, are Well-known names in the general history of

their country. Many Israelites have occupied high civil

and military posts. Other Israelites by race have become

indistinguishable by religious practice from the main body
of the citizens; and the principal contributions in France
to Hebrew literature have been from writers born in

Germany, like Muuk (1802-1867) and Derenbourg, like

Samuel Cohen and Franck.

Before the year 1860, an outbreak against the Jews in

Russia, the accusations at Damascus, the Mortara abduction
case in Italy, and about this time the sufferings of the Jews
in Morocco, had vividly excited the sympathiss of the Jewa
in western Europe ; they had joined together to make con-
tributions of money for relief of distress at Konigsberg and
iu the Holy Land, and had even made representations to

the Governments of the various countries in which they
resided in order to bring political means to bear to alleviata-

the fate of their unfortunate co-religionists. An English'

Jew, Sir Moses Moutefiore, took the lead in these efforts.'

But there was no regular provision for prompt and concerted

action in defence of outlying and oppressed communities
of Jews till, in 1860, an organization was establii>hed in

Paris which was destined to exert a permanent watchful-

ness over the oppressions practised in the less civilized

countries upon Jews, as well as to improve the backward
communities of Hebrews by education. This was the
Alliance Israelite Universelle, which on January 1, 1881,
had 24,000 subscribers in all parts of the world, though"

Israelites are by no means unanimous in supporting it.

The connexion between the local committees and the central body
is not very intimate, but a correspondence is constantly kept up,
and subscriptions for public objects flow from one to the other-

according to their respective wants and wealth. The Alliance aud
similar societies of a more strictly national character which exist iU'

London and Vienna made representations at the Berlin conference
iu 1S78, and helj)ed to procure some alleviations of the state of tlio

Jews in Kouniauia and Servia. The exertions of the same bodies
had previously arrested, by making them known to Europe, tho
atrocities practised upon the Koumani^m Jews in 1872. Similar'
action was brought to bear at the jMadrid conference in 1880 in
favour of the Jews in Jlorocco. Another part of the woik oU th©
Alliance is to maintain or assist schools for boys and girls in.

North Africa and in the Turkish empire, &c. In this task it co-
operates with the Anglo-Jewish association formed for similar objects
in England, the Board of Deputies in London, arid the Alliance in
Vienna. The Alliance has also an organizatiou for apprenticing
Jewish children to useful tradesin eleven Eastern towns. OtherJewish
public institutions at Paris are the rabbinical seminary under chief
rabbi Wogue, schools aud an industrial school for girls, the hospital
founded by the late Baron James de Rothschild, tho orphauago
established by the late Baron Salomon de Eothscliild, the ladies'

committee and house of refuge, a central committee for Jerusalem
schools, the society of Talmudical studies, and many bn'rial aud
mutual aid societies. At Lyons and Marseilles there are similar
institutions.

The distinction between reform and orthodox congrega-

tions, which has been noticed in Germany, and reappears
elsewhere, is not found in France. The older distinction

between the Spanish -and Portuguese Jews (Sephardim) on
the one hand, and the Polish and German Jews (Ashken-
azim) on the other, is, however, still made. They have
different synagogues, in which a somewhat different ritual

and a difl'erent pronunciation of Hebrew are employed.
No doctrinal distinction, however, exists between (he two
divisions, and they now freely intermarry and associate

with each other, although at their first meeting in Franco
and England, about a century ago, and for some time later,

the rich .and polished emigrfe from the south refused to mix
with their uncultured northepu brethren. The Jews of

German rite are now much more numerous and wealthy in

western Europe than the Sephardim.

The number of Jews in France in 1880 was about 60,000, of whom
34,000 were-iu the eonsistorial circonsciiption of l'aii<, S8i:0

iu thst of Kaucy, 2200 in Lyons, 4000 in Bordeaux, 2200 in
Bayou no, 4000 in Maiseillcs. Tho Jewish population in Frame
(including noitlicm Italy, and Treves, JIainz, Cobh mIz, &c-) in

1 SOS was 77. f00; it had r'iscu to 138,994 (without ineludiu'' Italy or
Treves and its sister citie.-) when the census of l•'^oo "a-, t.iiirn, but
fell to 49,439 in llic census of 18/2^ owing to the loss of Abate.'
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Xionaine, the part of Fnince in which the mo't nnmerons Jeivish

jK>puIation existed. The Jewish inhabitants of the Paris circon-

scription were in 1808 only 3585 in number, about a tenth of their

number in 1880. iTwoJewish newspapersare published in the French
language at Taris, and one at Avignon. The Jewish population of

Algeria in 1880 waa (according to the Anmmirc laraelitc) 72,800,

of whom 52,000 were in the consistorial circonscription of Orau.

These figures showalarge increase in the population in i-ecent years.

M. Cremieu.'c by a stroke of the pen obliged the Israelites in Algiers

to become French citizeni, a step that had previously involved

certain formalities which their conservative feeling resisted. The
measure, however, led to an outbreak of the Arabs. In Versailles

exertions were made to cancel it, and its operation was suspended,
but finally the decree was sustained, and the Jews, who form the

class among the native population most titted for civilization, retain

tlie franchise.

England. The Jews were readmitted into England by Cromwell on

the application of Manasseh ben Israel; and the Spanish

and Portuguese Jews from Amsterdam took a lease of

ground for a buryingplace at Stepney in February 1657.

The first recorded interment was in 1658. The city of

London, which was afterwards to aid so powerfully in the

emancipation of the Jews, petitioned the council in the first

years of the restoration to remove the competing Jewish

merchants, b,ut, this and other petitions being unsuccessful,

a synagogue was built and the copyhold of the cemetery

was acquired, although up to fifty years ago doubt was

sometimes expressed whether Israelites even if born in the

country could hold land in England. The right of Jewish

charities to hold land was clearly established by an Act

passed in 1846. The Jewa wore too few in number to

be visited with special disabilities, but suffered from the

general operation of the Tests Acts, which excluded them
from political, civil, and municipal offices, from the bar,

&c., and could be invoked to prevent tliem from voting at

parliamentary elections. Jacob Abendunaand David Nieto

nre rabbinical writers who flourished in England in the

17th and early in the 18th centuries. In 1723 Sarmento,

a mathematician, was (like Gompertz and others after him)

made a Fellow of the lloyal Society. Emanuel ilendes da

Costa was secretary and librarian of the society a few years

later (died 1769). Sir Solomon Medina financed the com-

missariat in the duke of Marlborough's campaigns. But

the Scphardic immigration is best known by the converts

to Christianity whom it supplied, as. Isaac Disraeli, and
his son Lord Bexconsfield (who was baptized at the age

t)f twelve), David Ricardo, the Lopes family, and others.

Conversion to Christianity was encouraged by a statute of

Anne (repe:\led in 1846), which compelled Jewish parents

to make an allowance to their children who embraced the

dominant faith. German Jews began to immigrate in

large numbers after the accession of the houso of Hanover.

English statesmen soon perceived what important contribu-

tions the business ability of the Jews was capable of render-

ing to the wealth of the country in which they settled, but

^tho enlightened appreciation of the governing class was
long in making its way among the electors. In 1753 Mr
PeUiam passed his Jewish Naturalization Act, which was

repealed the next year owing to popular clamour, " No more
Jews, no wooden shoes," becoming as influential a refrain as

LilUburlero. This premature emancipation supplied an
nrgumeut which afterwards assisted to retard the political

liberation of the Jews. The Jews were excepted from the

benefit of tlie Irish Naturalization Act in 1783; the excep-

tion was abolished in 1846 ; in that year also the obsolete

statute Do Judaismo, which prescribed a special dress for

'Jews, ttc, was formally repealed. It had been disregarded

ever since the return of the Jews under Cromwell. The
'Xicform Act of 1832 gave the right of voting for members of

parliament in all constituencies to Jews who possessed the

property or other qualification required. Mr Robert Grant,

Jl.P. for Invcrnc«, in 1830 proposed to admit Jewish mem-
'Lcr<j to the Houso of Commons, Mr Huskisson having pre-

viously presented a petition ashing for this conceaeion. The
bill was carried on the first re.iding by eighteen votes, but
lost on the second by sixty-three. The Board of Deputies
had been appointed in 17G0 to watch over the interests of

the " Portuguese nation " as the Sephardic Jews called

themselves in England and France ; it was shortly after-

wards joined by delegates of the German congregation, and
now represents the orthodox congregations in the principal

towns of the United Kingdom. Through this board the

House of Commons was frequently petitioned in the next
thirty years to grant political equality to the Jews, and
the claim was supported by eminent statesmen, notably

by Macaulay and by Lord Russell, the latter ot whom
brought in an annual bill on the subject. Baron Lionel

de Rothschild was elected five times by the city ot Lon-
don before he was allowed to vote, and was eleven years

a member of the House of Commons without taking the

oath. Alderman Salomons was returned for Greenwich
in 1851, and took his seat, spoke, and voted, having in

repeating the oath omitted the words " on the true faith

cfa Christian." He was fined £500 by the court of ex-

chequer, and was obliged to retire from parliament. The
enabling bills had been passed year after year in the House
of Commons, but as often rejected by the Lords, until in

1858 a compromise was effected, and Jews were permitted

by the joint operation of an Act of Parliament and a

resolution of the House of Commons to omit on taking the

oath required of a member of the Lower House the words
to which thejf conscientiously objected. In 1866 and 1868
Acts were passed which prescribed an oath in a form
unobjectionable to Jews to be used in the Houses of Lords
and Commons alike, but no Jew by religion has yet been
raised to the peerage. Remarkable legislative provisions

in favour of the Jews are the exceptions by which they have
enjoyed since 1870 under the Factories Acts the right to

labour on Sunday in certain factories if they rest on their

own Sabbath. Till 1828 only twelve Jewish brokers were

permitted to carry on business in the city of London, and
the patent was purchased for large sums when ' vacancies

occurred. No Jew could open a shop in the city till 1832,

because that permission was only accorded to freemen.

Even baptized Jews wei'e not admitted to the freedom of

the city between 1785 and 1828. The first Jewish sheriff

of I,ondon, Sir D. Salomons, was unable to take the oaths

till a special Act was passed by Lord Campbell in 1835,
and, although he was followed two years later by another

Jewish sheriff. Sir Moses Montefiore, it was not until ten

years after his election as alderman that I<ord I-yndhurst's

Act (1845) enabled him to perform the duties of that office.

Among the names of Jewa in England distinguished in

science and literature are the mathematician Sylvester, the

Sanskrit scholar Goldstiicker, and the Orientalists Zedner
and Deutsch. The first Jewish barrister (Sir F. Goldsmid)
was called to the bar in 1833.
The Jews' Free School in London is probably tho largest and mo:%t

efficient elementary school in England. Two Jewish newspapers
are published in London. The Jewish community in England
maintains many charitable and other public institutions. The most
important are the boards of guardians in London and Manchester,
which are chieily occupied in the relief of penniless emigrants from
Russi.an Poland. Dr Benisclr, the late editor of the Jcwis/i Chronicle,

founded in 1871 the Anglo-Jewish association to co-operate with tha
Alliance Israijlitc of Paiis, which lias been already described. The
association has nearly 3000 members, chiefly in Rngland and the
cplouies, but also at Alexandria and Tangiers. The Jews' college

in London and the Aria college at Portsea are designed for the
training of ministers and teachers. Three societies for the promotion
6f HeljVcw literature have been formed. The only one which still

exists is the Society of Hebrew Literature, to which Christian scholars

have contributed equally with the Jewish students of the <same
subject. The principal religious movement has been the formation
of the West London congregation of British Jews, a body of dissent-

ers, who have simplified the ritual, only keep one d.iy of the festivals,

and do not acknowledge the spiritual ascendencv of the thief mbbii
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the Jew3 from Portugal. lu 1S21 the cortcs abolished the Inquisi-

tion, and resolved that all rights and privileges which had been

nccorded to the Jews by former sovereigns should be renewed, and
that all Jews who dwelt in any part of the world might settle iu

^rortugal. About 1000 Jews reside in this-country.

^JloUand. In Holland, which was long tho refuge of the Jews, and was the

cradle of a flourishing Jewish literature, the Israelite inmiigiants were

not entirely mthout restrictions, although Mendelssohn pointed to

Amsterdam as a commeicial paradise wliere all men were allowed

free interchange of commodities. Tho 50,000 Jews of HoU;ind,

20,000 ofwhom resided in Amsterdamj were first admitted to political

equality in 1796, and the eloper union with France which followed

completed the work of liberation. At first this gift was not will-

ingly received by tho leaders of the Jewish community. They en-

joyed great power over individuals, could levy large fines upon
those members of the congregation who incurred their displeasure,

and feared that the new duty of serving as soldiers and the new-

right of filling all the employments of the state would alienate tlieir

flocks. The Portuguese (or Sephardic) Jews, who were regarded as

the aristocracy of their race, were especially conservative, and ulti-

mately the discussions about emancipation led to the secession of

the neoterizing party under the name of 'Adat Jeshurun. The num-
ber of Jews in Holland is now 68,000, to whom 065 may be added
for Luxembourg.

Belgiiim,. In Belgium there are about 2000 Jews, who enjoy freedom and
state subvention for their worship as in France.

Switzer- In Switzerland the Jews wefe long treated with great severity, and'
lan-l the French domination brought them only temporary relief. It

was only in 1874 that full religious equality was conceded to the

Swiss Jews. Their number is now 6996.

pcnmark. In Denmark the number of Jews docs not exceed 4.^»00. Since

1814 they have been eligible as magistrates.

Sweden. The archives of the Sephardic synagogue in London contain a

curious printed invitation from the king of Sweden, sent iu the year

1746, in which weaithy Jews are invited to Sweden, while the poor
are warned that their residence will be unwelcome. The London
Jews declined thi^ calculating hospitality. There" are now 1836
JewSjiu Sweden, and an insignificant number in Norway.

Russia. In Russia the Jews are more numerous and more harshly treated

than in any other country in the world, From Russia proper the

Jews were long and still are excluded, but tho conquests of the

Muscovites brought them face to face with large numbers of Israel-

tes who, driven out of Germany by persecution, h:id taken refuge in

Poland under the sway of Casimir the Great. The half Hebrew half
German patois (Jiidisch-Deutsch) which Jews atill speak in Russia
and Rouniania preserves this part of their history, A literature

exists in this language : journals are printed in it with Hebrew-
characters

; theatrical representations are given in it, and two com^
panies in London lately played dramas in it, in which tho main
point of the action was tho misery of the religious Jew, who is

uragged away from tho study of his favourite Talmudical books to
serve in the array, where he can hope, as a Jew, for no promotion.
The flourishing factories, agriculture, and commerce of the Polish
and Lithuanian Jews were wrecked by the intolerance of the succes-
sors of Caaimir, and Russian oppression completed the ruiu. The
Jews are still confined to a few over-populated provinces, and
loaded with special taxes and restrictions, Under Alexander II.

the condition of the Jews was in some respects improved, and the
permission accorded i"or three Jews to settle at each jailway station
has enabled a few'to escape from the old overci-owded settlements
and find a new sphere for their commercial activity. They are
still, however, largely at the mercy cf the official class, and popular
risings against them have been repeatedly permitted or encouraged.
They are excluded from many vocations, or practise them only by
the connivance of bribed officials. For scJme purposes they are
still subject to the jurisdiction of the rabbis. Harka^% Pinskcr,
Mandelstamm, Eeiftnan, and Levinsohn are among their most
learned writers ; Baron Giinzburg is dt tlie head cf a society for
spreading culture among the masses. In spite of their disabilities,

there ai-e among the Russiau Jews enterprising contractoi-s, skilful
doctors, and successful lawyers. The number of Jews in European
Russia_was returhed for 1376 as 2,612,179. In Russia in Asia they
are estimated to number 25,000. For the K^vraites in Russia sea
*that article-

Moldavia At the beginning of the present century the Jews were found in
and Moldavia everywhere keeping the village inns and forming the
Ron- centres for the commerce of their districts. Engaged in this occu-
mama, pa'tion, or travelling through the country to buy or advance money

' upon the crops, and to sell foreign merchandisej were Jews, some of
whom had come from Poland or Russia, while the families of others,
resident chiefly at Bucharest, had been-in the country from time
immemoriaL They also exercised many handicrafts. -They were
glaziers, locksmiths, tinmen, tailors, kc. The metal roofs and
pinnacles of churches were all the work oT Jews. In the great
to^^n3 of Moldavia, and also in the Wallachian city of Bucharest,
there were establisned wealthy communities belonging to both
divisions of the modorn Jews, Ashkcuaziju and Senhardiai. Of the

Sephardim or Spanish- Jews it is known beyond a doubt that llwy
settled in the country many couturics ago. Tliey belonged to

the families driven from Si>aiu by the Inquisition. The pi'ucipal
bankers of Rouniania are Jews. Their children have been in tlie

habit of attending the same schools as tlic wealthy native f;>miiics,

and the parents held agood jio-sition in society. In Jassy, the luiii-

cipal city of Moldavia, 30,000 or 40,000 out of the 90,000 inhald-
tunts are Jews. In 1804 the practice of tho n'righbouring states

began to creep into Roumania. In that year an ordinance of
Prince Mourousi of Moldavia deprived the Jews of the right to lioM
fanns except when attached to vilhigo inns. Since that time theio
have been a series of laws and edicts limiting the freedom of tho
Jews to hold land and engage in varions professions and trades ; the
Jews have also h.ad mucii to suffer from popular outbreaks, and cvm
tiie treaty of Berlin, which abolished all incapacitutiou on grounds
of rtdigiun, has been interpreted by the Roumanian Government as

not applying to the Jews, who are regarded as foreignei-s, and
only naturalized in small numbers ami by special acts of tUe legis-

lature. There are 200,000 Jews in Roumania, and perhaps two or

three thousand may have been admitted to naturalisation.

In Servia there are 2000 Jews. They have sutfered from occa-Servia.
pional orders of expulsion from the country districts, but on tho
whole their condition is comparatively f.ivoured, and they are

believed to be on the eve of being admitted, if not already admitted,
to political rights,

The Jews in European Turkey before tho war which ended with Turkey.;

tlie treaty of 1878 were estimated to number"72,000 (in Adrianojile

15,000, Shmnla 1500, AViddin 1200, Varna 300, Tatar Bazardjik

1050, Dardanelles 2000, Philippopoli 2100, Rustbhuk 2500, &:c.).

There are some thousands in eastern Roumelur, and others in Bul-
garia, who have been very fairly treated by the authorities of tho

new principality, having grants for their schools, &c. The exertions

of Dr Allatini of Salonica have provided the community of that town
(25,000 to 30,000 persons) with cxcelient means of education. Hcio
is published the Epoca, a Spanish newspaper in Hebrew charactfis,

which recalls the fact that this, like so many of the Jewish com-
munities on the shores of the Mediterranean, sprang from exiles from
Spain. The Jewish population of Constantinople consists of about
30,000 souls. Most of the Jews are Seidiardim. Two thousand follow

the German rite, and are principally to bo found in Galata. The
Jews in Constantinople arc cluelly engaged in tiaffic. They arc

governed by a caim-macam appointed by themselves, and salaried

by the Government. There arc lorty-two synagogues in tho suburbs.

BL'sidcs the schools of tho Alliance, there are 2287 pupils in tho

wretched Talmud Torah schools. There are also three infant schools.

The number of Jews in Asiatic Turkey is stated to hx from 106,000
to 130,000. The Smyrna Jews number 25,000. In Baglulad, where
there are 30,000 Jews, and where the wealthy family of Sassoou first

became known, there are twenty-one synagogues. Pilgrimages ara

made to tho tombs of Ezra, Ezekiel, Joshua the priest, and Shcilch

Isaac. There are 500 families in Aidin, 400 iu Magnesia, 250 in

Casaba, 130 in Pcrgamos, 516 in Canea in Crete, 200 in Candia,

1200 in Beyrout, 2000 in Damascus, 10,200 in Aleppo. Outbreaks ol

religious hatred between the Greeks and the Jews, and even between

the JIahometans and the Jews, have occasionally occurred at

Smyrna, Rhodes, &c, Tho Jews on each occasion have been accused

of using Christian blood at the passover. The falsity of this chargi*

was publicly established iu 1840, owing to the efforts of Sir Moses *

Jlontefiore, whojourneyed to the East, Qecom]>anied by Cremieux and
Munk, to vindicate tho innocence of those of his coreligionists wlio

had been put to death, and to liberate those who were imprisoned.

The sultan then issued, at, the request of Sir Moses Montefiore^ a
firman declaring tha innocence of the Jews, and their title to his

equal protection. They now suffer under no disabilities^ and are

admissible to office.

There are 15,000 Jews in Jenisalem (forming half the population), Pales-

,

whose chief occupation is to study the Talmud. To maintain tlicni tine.

in this hallowed indolence their brethren throughout tho world
send annual contributions {halul-a) amounting to about i'50,000 a

year, or five-sevenths of the total revenue of Palestine. The rabbis

'who administer these large fuods, and also wield the dreaded weapon
of excommunication (heron), have set their faces against secular

education, regarding Jerusalem as the one great rabbinical college of

the world, where tho contributors of tlie lialuka fulfil the sacred duty
of studyii/g the law by proxy. Both Ashkenazim and Sephardim
{whose 'leaders, more liberal than the Ashkenazim, permit Arabic
to be taught), both Chasidim and Karaites, are represented here ; the

Sephardim dress as Orientals ; the Russians and Poles wear their

long silk or cloth gowns and fur caps, the Germans the quaintly cut
coat and flattened wideawake of the early part of this century. All
cultivate the long love-locks brought down in front of the ears in

obedience to Lev. xix. 27. Boys often marry at fifteen, girls at

thirteen. There are two Iceekly Hebrew news])npers. The syua-
gngnes are very nirtn&rous ; around them cluster the. Talmud
schools. There .ire three hospitals for Jews, one of which is main-
tained by a Christian mission, numei"0U3 almshouses, of which tho
Juda Touro house is the principal, and several endowed schools-
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JEW'S HARP, or Jew's TEtraP (Fr. Trompe), a

small musical instrument, known for centuries all over

Europe, and consisting of a metal frame with two branchee,

between whicli d slender tongue of steel, fastened at one

end" and free at the other, is made to vibrate by twitching

With the finger, whUe the frame is held between the Ifeeth.

The English name " Jew's trump," seems to be merely a

tortuption of the French words Jeu and trompe Prefixed

'to' the Rev- Patrick' Macdouald's Collection of Highland

U»>« (1781) is a dissertation by the Rev. Walter \oung,

in which he states that the natives of the island of bt

Kilda, "being great lovers of dancing, have a number

'of reels, which are either sung, or played on the Jew'S

harp or truinp, their only musiciil instrument (p. U). in

the Hitoalaya journals one of the travellers mentions that

he pro'cured a Jew's harp from Tibet. At the commence-

ment of the present century this instrument was improved,

and several Jew's harps were combined, it being thus

possible by using several instruments w different keys to

^ain a complete gcale. Eulenstein, a native of Wurtem-

berg made a sensaUon in London in 1827 by playing on no

lesa than sixteen Jew's harps. No. 30 of the Leipsic Mus,cal

'Qaiette (1816) contains an account of the compound Jews

harp, with pieces of music suited for it.
. „ , . ^

,

JEYPORE, or J.Upur, a native state in RAjputina,

fender the political superintendence of the RAjputina

'agency and. -the Government of India, lies between 25

4.1' and. 28° 27' N. lat. and between 74° 55 and 77 15

E lon&^=- It is bouhded on the N. by Blkaner, LohAru

Jhajjar.'and- PatiAla ;
on the E. by Alwar, Bhartpur, and

Kariuli ; on the S. by Gwalior. Bundi, Tonk, and UdAipur

;

on the W. by Kishangarh, Jodhpur, and Bikaner. its

area i3n4,465 square miles. The country is tolerably

level and open, although its surface is diversified by groups

and ranges of hills and by isolated peaks. 'The centre of

the state is an elevated triangular table-land from 1400 to

1600 feet above sea-level, whose eastern limit is formed by

ranges running north and south. \- On the north and west

it is bounded by a broken chain. of hills, an offshoot from

the Aravalli mountains, 'which forms the apex of the

triangle. ,. To the east, beyond the hills, the country

becomes gradually more open as it spreads x>ut towards the

alluvial flats of the Jumna. On the north-wes stretches

the sandy and desert tract of Shaikhawati <or the country

'of the Sliaikhawat clan). The general drainage of Jeypore

from the central table-land is to the east and sou h-eas
,

though a few streams follow the slope to the north-west^

Those flowing south are the BanAs and the BangangA, the

tributary of the Jumna, and their tributaries the Anian-i-

8 Ah BAndi, Moril, Diind.and Kl.ari. The Sabi and

KAotli flow north. In the south of the state water _^is

everywhere found at a depth varying from a few feet to oO

or 40 feet ; but in Shaikhawati water is always at a great

depth, averaging from 80 to 100 feet. ..The soil is generally

sandy The hflls are more or less covered with jungle

trees%f no value except for fuel.-," The hill ranges are

said to consist in the north chiefly of granite, and in the

south and east of sandstones, mixed sometimes with white

and black mjirble, and occasionally with mica. Copper

ore and cobalt are found. Salt is largely manufactured

and exported from the Sambhar Lake, the average yearly

turn-out amounting to nearly 40,000 tons:- _,_

In Shaikhawati there is generally but one crop, in t le

year, consisting chiefly of hijra, mung, and wotA.^ln tlie

north, besides these, a little wheat and barley are- grown

Towards the soutli and east, as the soil becomes richer and

firmer, ><?;•, Indian corn, cotton, til, wheat, barley, gram,

sugar-cane, opium, tobacco, ddl, and linseed are extensive y

grown. - Since 1868 the state haa spent £5000 annually

<iif irrigation.

In the absence of a rci.sus tlic population lias been roiigliiy

ostiumtcd at about Ij lijillioii.s (or tliu wliole territory, with lli«

following proportions of the v.irions elnsscs :—Hiljjmta, ^ ;
HnuUis,

«
;
Mal.ometans, -.'j ; Jains A- The most notable feature in the

commevee of the slate is the huge banking and exchange business

carried on at the capital and in the huge towns. TheThicf manu-

factures are marble sculpture, cuanicl work done on gold, woollen

cloths and fabrics. Education has made great mogress in the state.

Jeypore city is tlie site of a college, with a daily attendance (18i6)

of 800 students ; .ilso of a school lor tlic sons ol thiikiuii aud higher

officials and a Sanskrit college- and industrial scliool. In the

district there are 33 clenieiitaiy scliools, wholly supported by tli«

state, and 379 iudigenous schools, with an aggregate attcmlance of

nearly SOOO. The coins minted at Jeypore are distinguished from

tliose of othci- independent states by tlic ihar or sprig ou the reverse.

The r.Ajputana State Kailwny on the metre gauge runs froinAgra to

Jevpore city, and thence to Ajmir aud Nusscciabad. The military

force of the state consists of 824 artiUeryiuen, 4450 cavalry, end

15 858 infantry. The number of fort^ is 38, with an aggicg.ate ot

020 guns of all calibres. Some £700,000 from the revenues of the

state arc alien.atcd in ^-ifffrs and religion gi.ants, but the arajhiblo

receipts arc about £476,000. The climate is dry and healthy. 1 Iw

average temperature, taken from a record of live jeai-s, is 81 I'alir.

The avci-.igo rainfall is 251 inches.
, ,. , , , » i r

The n..ahAi-.aja of Jeypore belongs to the Ka.hh^yalla tribe of

Kaiimts, and claims descent from limna, king of Ajodhya m Oudli

Jevpore state was founded in 967 by Dhola Kao, vlio, along »i U

his Kachh«-.ahas, is said to have absorbed or driven out the petty

chiefs. On tliciriupliou of the Mahometans, Jeypore state had very

soon to succumb to them, aud the Jevpore house fumi.-hcd some of

their most distinguished generals. Among them were M.m Sinli

who fought in Urissa and Assam, Jai Riuli, commonly known by

his impcnal title of Mirza Kaja, whose name appears in all the war.s

of Anrin-^eb in the Beccau, and JAi Smh II., the famous mat he-

m.aticiau and astronomer, aud the founder ol J.yi.orecity. Towards

the end of the 18tli century ^hc JAts of lih,aitpur annexed a portiou

of the state. The chief of Ahvar reduced the tcir.tory of Jc>poie.

Dythe end of the century the state ''v.-'S '' yy"' '^""'"^'°"'
f^

lacU-d by internal broils, and impoverished by the exactions of

L >[aihattas. The disputes between the diiefs ot Jeypore ma
Jodhpnr had brnoght both states to the verge "f >"". "''J/;'"';
Jodhpur liad brnogiiL uoui siaci-» lu ;..^ .-.„- -',,,„.,.,..,„
Khan, with the I'indharis, was exhausUug the count y. K " '"»

-X

in isis the protection of the British was extended '» J^'J °
...^ ^

an annual tribute fixed. In 1835, on the acc-ssion of the "u "
•^.

then two year-sold, there was a serious disturbance u, the e. y, a r

which the British Government took measuies to
"-'f

1'" > °^'>>;

and to reform admiuistiatiou as well as to suppoit its clfcai o

action -and the state has become gradually well guverned and

mos^cr'ous Vhen the mutiny broke out in 1857, the maharaja

Listed the British in every way that lay in his power.

Jeypore, or JAipur, capital of the state of the same

name, is situated in 26° 55' N. lat. and 75° 52 E long.,

on the RAjputAna State Railway and the Agra and Ajmcio

trunk road. It is the largest town and the chief com-

mercial centre of RAjputAna, and in many >'=^P^'^'^ '^^

finest of modern Hindu cities. The city, which takes its

name (JAinagar or JAipur) from the famous MahAjAjA

SiwAi JAi Sinh II., hy whom It was ,<^","ded '" /
-8

stands on a small plain surrounded on all sides except the

south by rusged hills, the summits of which are at all

mportant pdnts crow,ned with forts. At the end of the

rfdee overhanging the city on the north-west, is the chief

defensive work' the Nahargark, or "Tiger Fort
'

the rock

face of which is so scarped as to bb inaccessible on the

outh or ay side. Jeypore is remarkable for the regularity

and wideneis of its streets, and the architectural beauty of

the mosques, temples, and private residences ^^^kich adorn

them From east to west the town is a lit le over 2 miles

n k^-th with a breadth of about ^ mi es. The main

str ets a e paved, and the city is lighted by gas. The

hous s of the nobility and the citizens are in the suburbs.

Sle the mahArAj.Vs palace with its P'easiu-e^graund

occupies the centre of the town.. In Jeypore 'bere are as

many as seven banking- firms, whose aggregate annual

bus ness amounts to about £2,500 000 and -"l-ch poss^^ s

a capital of upwards: of £6,000,000 sterling: Besdes

these th^re are several minor houses, whose collective

Sess m'y be estimated at £500,000 a year. Exchang

and banking form the greater portion of the business
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the place. The city is well provided with hospitals,

dispensaries, alms-houses, and schools. One of the most
interesting antiquities of the state is the Hindu observatory

in the capital, erected by the founder of the city.' The
population in ItiTO was 137,817.

JEZREEL ('?X!?'ir), the well-known capital of the

Israelite monarchy under Ahab. Its site has never been

lost, and the jiresent village Zcr'ta retains the name
radically unchanged. In Greek tie name appears under
the forni 'EaSpaj^Aa (Stnidela in the Iliner. //iVros.^), and
to the erusaders the place v,as known as Parvum Gerinum.
The moderrt village stands at the north extremity of

a lung ledge terminating in steep cliffs forming part

of the chain of Mount Gilboa, east of- the plain of

Esdraol(>&. The top of the swell is 500 feet above the

broad northern valley ; the knoll on which the stone

village is built is bare and rocky ; the buildings arS

apparently modern, but numerous ancient cistern* and
.scattered sarcophagi, lying on the hill side, mark the

antiquity of the site. The view over the plains frtmi

Reisan on the east to Carmel on the west, and from the

Samaritan hills on the south to the mountains of Galilee

on the north, is hno and extensive. No vineyards now
exist, but rock-cut wine jjresses occur east of the village,

perhaps marking the site of Naboth's vineyard (1 Kings
xxi. I). The fountain mentioned in the Bible (1 Sam.
xxix. 1) is very [irobably the fine spring 'Ain el Meiyiteh

north of the village^ a shallow pool of good water full of

.small fish, rising between black basalt boulders. A very

large spring, 'Ain .J.'ilud or.J;iIut (YAkiit, iii. 7G0), exists i,n

the valley of .lezreel (Josh. xvii. 16) north of the hill. A
second city called .Jezreel existed in the tribe of Judah,
Komewhere near llebion (Josh. xv. 5C).

JHAL.iU'AU, a state in IWjputAna, under the political

superintendence of the Kajput.'tna agency and the Govern-
ment of India, mainly consisting of two separate areas. The
larger is bounded on tlje N. by the state of Kotali ; on
the E. by Siiulhia's territory and a detached district of the

Tonk state ; on the S. by the petty state of R.ijgarh, a

detached district of the Dewas state, and the state of

J aura ; and on the W. by detached tracts belonging to

Sindhia and Ilolkar. This portion lies between 23° 48'

and 2-1' m' N. lat., and between 75° 55' and 77° E. long.

The lesser detached area is bounded on the N., E., and
S. by the Gwalior state, and on the W. by Kotah, and
lies between 25° 5' and 25° 25' N. lat, and 7G° 55' and
77° 25' E. long. The main portion of JhAUwar
is situated on a raised plateau. The northern, eastern,

and part of the southern portions are very hilly,

and intersected by numerous streams. The hills are

fur the most part covered with tindjer and grass, and
frequently enclose lakes. The rest of this tract is a
rich undulating plain, dotted with evergreen trees.

The soil generally is very rich, consisting in great part
iif dark clayey mould, which produces valuable crops.

Of the many streams running through the territory, the

most important are—the I'arwau, with its tributary the

Newaj ; the K.'di Sind, witli its tributary the Aii ; and
tha Chhbta Kali Sind. The population in 1875 was
226,000, of whom the majority were Hindus. The area
of the whole state is 2500 square miles.

In Jli.ili>w;ir all tlic onliiuiry Imli.in grains arc cultivated, and in
tlic sonthcru tlistricts opium i.s extensively grown. In the rest of
the state wheat and ojnum arc the rhief crops, except in SluUt.il)ad,

' On the summit of a range of hills, ahont a mile and a half ea.st of
Jeyjiore town, is a .s.-\crecl Klirine railed the "Gulta," where there is a
temple (le<lie3t&l to "Snrya," or the Siin-f^nd. Below the platform
a spring issues, which pours over the rock Ijy a fall of 70 feet into the
valley below. The water of this spiing is considered peculiarly sacred
bv the Brahmans.

13—25

where htij^'i is chieily imouucliI. Itii^uioii is principally carried

on by means of wells. Near Jhalra Patau, the -ca})itai, there is a
large artilieial lake, from which water is drawn by a channel 2 milev
long. In 1876, 507,418 acres, or barely two-tifths of the total area,

were cultivated. The total revenue for 1876 was £174,719. The
police number 100 horse and 2000 foot. Education is at present
very backward in the state. In tlie districts the village priest

teaches tlie young people. In the capital and cantonment there
are schools in which Hindi, Urdu, and English are tau'/lit. The
only metalled roads in the state are in the cantonment. All other
roads are simply cart tracks, which in the rains are useless for

wheel trafUc. Opium is exported ; the impoi-ts are English
cloths and grain. Tho chief towns are Jhalra Patan and the
chhaoni or cantonment, Shahabad, and Kailwara. The climate
resembles that of Central India, and is generally healthy. In the
hot weather the ihcvmolPeter ranges during the day from 85* to
88° Fahr. The teiuper..eare during the rains is cool and pleasant,,

and in the cold weather it is occasionally frosty.

The ruling family of Jluilawar belongs to the Jhdla clan of Raj-
puts, and their ancestors were petty chiefs of Halwad in the dis-

trict of Jhdhiw.-ir, in Kathiiiw.'ir. About 1709 one of the younger
sons of the head of the clan left his country with his son to try
his fortunes at Delhi, At Kotah he Itift his son Madliu Sinh, who
Boon got into great favour with the niahar.-ijii, and got from him an
impoitant post, which became hereditary. On the deathbed of one
of the Kotah r.ijas, the country was left to the charge of Zalim
Sinh, a Je!scendant of Itadhu Sinh. From that time Zalim Sinh
was the real ruler of ICotah. He brought it to a wonderful state of
prosiisrity, and under his administration, which lasted over forty-five

years, the Kotah ti'rritory was respected by all })artie3. In 1838
it was resolved, with the consent of the chief of Kotah, to dismem-
ber the state, and to create the new principality of Jhalawar as a
separate provision for tho descendants of Zalim Sinh. The districts

then severed from Kotah were considered to represent one-third
(£120,000) of the income of Kotah ; by treaty they acknowledged the
supremacy of the British, and agreed to pay an annual tribute of
£8000, iladan Sinh received the title of niahariijii rand, and was
placed on the same footing as the other chiefs in imputana. The
jtresciit inahiinijd l-.iiid of Jhalawar has a force of 20 field and
75 other guns, 150 artillerymen, 425 cavaliy, and 4400 infantry.

JHANG, a British district in the lieutenant-governorship

of tho Punjab, India, between 30° 35' and 32° 4' N. lat.,

and between 71° 39' and 73° 3S' E. long., with an area of

5712 square miles. It forms the northern district of the

Miiltin division, and is bounded on the N, by ShAhpur
and GujrAnw.ala, on the VV. by Derd, Ismail Khdn, and on
the S.E. by Montgomery. It comprises an irregular

triangle, artificially constituted for administrative purposes

from portions of three separate tracts. Its eastern half

embraces a large part of the high dorsal bridge in the

Rcchna Do.db ; thence it stretches across the Chenab into

the wedge of land between that stream and the Jh(!lum,

whose waters unite a few miles below the town of Jhang

;

while westward again the boundary runs beyond the joint

river, far into the heart of the Sind SAgar DoAb. The
Ravi also bounds the district for a few miles along its

southern edge. So artificial a tract can hardly be said to

possess any common natural features of its own. Along
the banks of the river strips of comparatively fertile Mwland
support a dense population.

At tho census of 1868 the population was 348,027 (193,624 males
and 154,403 females). The Al.ahometans numbered 270,819; Hindus,
57,297 ; Sikhs, 2994 ; and " others," 16,917. Only three towns
contain a ])opulation exceeding 5000—Jhang, 9124 ; Maghiana,
10,525 ; and Chiniot, 11,477. The area under ciiltivation in 1873
amounted to 241,325 acres, out of an assessed total of 3,650,867
acres. No crops can anywhei-e be grown without iiTigation.

Wheat, hurley, grain, sarsov, Java, jodr, maize, and cotton form
the stiples of the distiict. Grain is imported. Country cloth is

manufaetiucd at Jhang and ^laghiana, and bought up by the Fo-
wiiida merchants of Afghanistiin, Manufactures of gold and silver

lace also exist. The principal road from Miiltan to AVazirabad losses
through the chief towns in the distiict,. A biidge of boats is in
course of construction (1875) across the united stieam of the .Ihclum
and the Chenab, F>oth rivers are navigable. The total revenue for

1873 was £49,302. The police force in 1872 numbered 503 men.
In 1872 there were 32 Government and 123 native schools,
with a joint roll of 3696 pupils. The district bears a good reputa-
tion for healthiness. Siiiall-pox and fever form the most prevalent
(lisv.isfs. The average rainfall for the sev^n years ending 1872-73
was 10 inches. There are seven charitable dispensaries.
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The district of Jhang possesses u^^--^ai historical interest from

ftbe presence within its bordcra of the ruins which crown the rocky

eminence of S;ing]aw:ila Tilia. This site has been identified with

tlio Salvala of the Bralimaus, the Sagal of Buddliism, and the San-

,u:ila of Alexander's historians. In modern times tlie history of

Jhang centr-cs in tlie I'amous family of Siiila, who exercised an ex-

tensivo swa}' over a largo tract between Shahpur and Multau, willi

little dependence on the imperiaF court at Delhi, until they finally

fell before tho all-absorbing power of Eaujit Sinh. The Sials

of Jhang arc Malionietans of Eajnut descent," whose ancestor-, lliri

Shankar of Daranagar, emigrated early in the 13th century from

the Gangetic Doab to Jaunpur. In the beginning of the present

century the inahar.aja Kanjit Sinh invaded Jhang, and captured

the Sial chieftain's territories. He recovered a small portion after-

wards, whiidi ho was allowed to retain on payment of a yearly

tribute. In 1847, after tho establishment of the British agency at

Lahore, tho district came under the charge of the British Govern-

ment; and in 18-18 Ismail Khan, the Sial leader, rendered important

services against tho reltel chiefs, for w-hich he received a pension.

During tlie nuitinyof 1857 the Sial leader again proved his loyalty

by serving in person on the British side. His pension was after-

wards increased, and he Obtained the title of Kban Bahadur, with a

amAWjt'ifjir for life.

JnAxa, a tnunicipal town in the above district. The sister

town of MaghiAna, containing the civil station for the

district, lies 3 miles south of Jhang, and has a population

of 10,525 persons. They form together a single munici-

pality, and may be regarded as practically one town, situated

in ai° IG' 16" K lat., and 72° 21' -15' E. long., about Si-

miles to the west of the present bed of the Chenab. Jhang

itself lies on the lowland, a little apart from the regular

lines of trade, and since the removal of the Government

offices to Maghidna, has yielded its coraiaerce and import-

ance to its younger rival. Founded by Mai KhAn, a Sial

chieftain, in 1462, it long formed the capital of a native

Mahometan state. The population of Jhang proper in

1868 was 9124, comprising 4568 Hindus, 4214 Mahome-

tans, 129 Sikhs, 12 Christians, and 171 "others." Popula-

tion of the united towns, 19,649.

JHANSI, a Kritish district in the lieutenant-governor-

ship of the North-Western Provinces, India, between 25° 3'

45" and 25° 48' 45" N. lat., and between 78° 21' 15" and
79° 27' 30" E. long. It forms the central district in the

division^ of the same name, and is bounded on the N. by

tlie Gwalior and Samthar states, on the E. by the river

Dhasan, on the S. by the district of LAlitpur and the

Orchha state, and on the W. by the DatiyA, Gwalior, and

Khaniya DAnA states. JhAnsi forms a portion of the hill

country of Bundelkhand, sloping down from the outliers

of the ViudhyAn range on the south to the tributaries of

the Jumna on ths north. The extreme south is. com-

posed of parallel rows of long and narrow-ridged hUls.

Throngh the intervening valleys the rivers of the district

flow down impetuously over ledges of granite or quartz.

North of the hilly region, the rocky granite chains gradually

lose themselves in clusters of smaller hills. Tire northern

portion consists of the level plain of Bundelkhand, distin-

guished for its deep black soil, known as mar, and admir-

ably adapted for the cultivation of cotton. The district

is intersected or bounded by thi'ee principal rivers—the

Pahiij, Betwa, and DhasAn. There are many minor

streams, most of which are feeders of the DhasAn. The
district is much cut up, and portions of it are insulated by
the surrounding native states.

The census of 1872, taken over an area of 1567 square mUes, rc-

turucil a population of 317,8-26, of -whom {exclusive of nou-Asi.atics)

167,519 were males and 150,216 females. 'As regards religion,

305,151 w.-re Hiudus, w-hile only l:i, 417 were Mahometans. Five
towns have a population exceeding 5000:—Mhow, 15,065; Eanipur,
63-26; Oursanli. 5807 ; .I'arwa Siigar, 5556; and Bhander, 5141.

Jhansi, in the nature of its soil,* the character of its people, the poor

* Tho division of Jhi^n^^i is under a commissioner in the Noi-tli-Western

Provinces, .\- d eonipri^es the t^reo districts of -Jhansi, Jalaun, and
Lalitpur, w-hiclt contain a lai-ge portion of the tract known as Bundel-

khand. V The area in 1S7-2 ^vas 5067 square jniles, the population

S3i 943.

means of irrigation, and the want ofgood communicatiou, is worse olt

than anyother district in the North-Western Provinces, except Lalit-

pur. Out of a total area of 1,002,734 acres, only 428,348 acres wore
under cultivation. The principal crops avcjoiii-, Odjra, cotton, till

or oilseed, kodon (a kind of pulse), wheat, grnni, and barley. The
most imjiorlant product is the al dye, piocurod from tlie root of the
Murinda cUrifoUn, which is only tlug up cvei-y third year. Tho
destructive L'dns grass h.is proved as great a pest here as elsewhere
in BuiuU-lkhand. Jhiinsi is specially exposed to blights, droughts,
floods, hailstorms, epidemics, and their natural eonsc([Uencc

—

famine. It is considered that famine may be feared on an averngc
every live years. The district imports grain, and in return exports

the al dye and cotton. The 110 schools in lS70taught 2235 pupils

at a cost of £1247. Tlie climate is hot and very dry, but. not
unhealthy. The mean annual temperature for 1871 was 81°-7 Falir.

The average rainfall for the ten years ending 1870 w-as 31 inches.

The population are habitually untlerfed, and coiisequently succumb
veadily to slight diseases.

Nothing is know u with certainty as to tho history of this district

before tho period of Chaudcl rule, abBut tho 11th century of our era.

To this epoch must be rcierred the artificial reservoirs aud architec-

tural remains of the hilly region. The Chandels were succeeded by
their servants the Kllangais, whobuilt the fort of KarAr, lying JTlst

outside the British lines. About the ]4tli century tho IJuudelati

poured down upon the plains, and giadu.-dly spread themselves over

the whole region which now bears their name. The Mahomctau
suhnhddrs were coustantly making irruptions into the Bundcla
country; and in 1732 Chhataisdl, the liuudela chieftain, called

in the aid of tile Slarhattas. They came to his assistance

with their accustomed promptitude, and were rewarded, on the

raja's death in 1734, by one-third of • his dominions. Their

general founded tho cit^ of Jhansi, and peopled it with inhabitants

from Orchha state. In 1806 the British protection was promised

to the Marhotti viceroy, and in 1814 the peshwa ceded to the

East India Company his rights over Bundelkhand. In 1853 Gau-

gadhar Ilfio died ehUdless, and Ms territories lapsed to the British.

The Jhansi state and the Jalaun and Chandeii districts were then

formed into a superintcndency. The widow of the late raja con-

sidered herself aggrieved because she was not allowed to adopt an

heir, and because the slaughter of cattle was permitted in the

Jhansi territory. Reports were spread which excited the religious

prejudices of the Hiudus. The events of 1867 accordingly

found Jhansi' ripe for mutiny. In June a few men ' of the 12th

native infantry seized the fort containing the treasure and niaga-

zuie, aud massacred the Emopean oihcers of the garrison. Every-

where the usual anarchic quarrels rose among the rebels, and
the country was plundered mercilessly. The rani put lic^clf at

tho head of the rebels, and died br.avely in battle. It was not till

November 1858, after a series of sharp contests with various

guerilla leaders, that the work of reorganization was fairly set on

toot. Since that time Jhansi has remained a British district, and

famines and floods alone have disturbed the prosperous course of

civil administration.

Jhansi, a city and fort in G-walior state, North-

western Provinces, India, in 25° 27' 30" N. lat. and
78° 37' E. long. A stone fort crowns a neighbouring rock,

and commands the towii, as well as the British outpost,

JhAnsi NaoAbAd, which adjoins the city. It lapsed to the

British -in 1853, and during the mutiny was the scene of

insurrection and massacre. In 1861 the town, fort, and

surrounding territory beyond the Pahiij were handed over

to Gwalior state. The administrative headquarters of

JhAnsi district is JhAnsi NaoAbAd, which had a population

in 1872 of 536 persons. The estimated population of/

JhAnsi proper is 30,000.

JHELUM, or Jhilam, a district in the lientenant-

governor.ship of tho Punjab, India, between 32° 26' and
33° 15' N. lat., and between 71° 51' and 73° 50' E. long.,

bounded on the N. by Rawal Pindi district, E by tho

Jhelum river, S. by ShAhpur district, and W. by Bannu

district. It forms the south-eastern portion of a rugged

HimAlayan spur, extendmg between the Indus and Jhelum

to the borders of the Sind SAgar DoAb. Its scenery

is very picturesque, although not of so -wild a character as

the mountain region of EAwal Pindi to the north, and is

lighted up in places by smiling patches of cultivated valley.

The backbone of the district is formed by the Salt Piange,

a treble line of parallel hills running in three long forks

from' east to west throughout its whole breadth. The range

rises in bold and striiiDg orecipices, broken by_ gorges,:
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clothed with green bruslnvood and traversed by trickling

streams, at first pure and fresh, but soon impregnated with

the saline matter over which they pass. Letween the line

of hills lies a picturesque table-land, in which the beautiful

little lake of Kallar Kahar nestles amongst the minor ridges.

North of the Salt Range, the country extends ujnvards in

an elevated plateau, diversiticd by countless ravines and

fissures, until it loses itself in the tangled nias.ses of the

RAwal Pindi mountains. In this rugged tract cultivation

is rare and dithcult, the soil being choked with saline

matter. At the foot of the Salt Hills, however, lies a

small strip of level soil, lying along the banks of the

Jhelum, and thickly dotted with prosperous villages. The
drainage of the district is determined by a low central

watershed running north and south at right angles to the

Salt Range. The waters of the western portion find their

w,»y into the Sohan, and finally into the Indus ; those of

the opposite slope collect themselves into small torrents,

and empty themselves into the Jhelum.
Tile ccusus of 1S6S rt-'tunicd tlic population of Jliolum (iibtiict at

500,983, inhabiting 113,010 houses, mid spread over an area of 3910
sqimro miles. The ilalionietans miiiibercd 434,157; Hindus, 49,111;

Sikhs, 13,865; and "others," 3855. Five towns coiitiiined in

186S a population excccdiiif; 5000 :—Pind Dudaii Khan, 15,740
;

Chakw.U, 5767 ; Taldgau!,', 6767 ; Lawa, 5256 ; and Jhclinn, 6148.

or a total area of •2,502,2'90 acres, but 763,845 acres are un<ler culti-

vation, and only 258,825 acres more are returned as cn[table of

tillage. The staple cvojis are wheat and htiJrU. Trade is chielly

concentrated in tlic towu of Find Dadau Khan. The exports are

salt, silk and cotton goods, brass and copper wares ; the imports,

English piece goods and metils, and woollen fabrics from Kashuiir

and from Central Asia via Feslnhvar. Salt is procured in iiiimouse

nuantitics from the central hills of the Salt Fiaiige ; the net revenue

from tills souico in 1871-72 amonnted to £362,193. The total

revenue iu 1872-73, oxcjuding salt, was £70,29i), of which £69,760
was derived froni the laud t.ux. The police force consisted in 1873
of 527 men. For liscal and administrative purjioses the district is

stibtlivitled into 4 tah:ith and 10 jt^argauds^ coutaiuiug 939 estates,

and owned by 49,866 [u-oprietors.

The history of the district dates back trom the scmi-mvthical
p«riotl of the Malidiiliurnta. Hindu tradition represents the Salt

llange as the j-cfuj^o of the fivo IViudava bretbren during the period

of their exile, ami every salient jiuiut iu its sccnciy is connected
with some legend of tlio national heroes. ]\lodern research has
lixcd the sito of the conllict between Alexander and I'orus as

within Jhelum district, altliough the exact point at which thcl^lacc-

doiiian king eHected the passage of the Jlielnm (or Hydaspes) is

dis[rtlted. After this event, \vc have little information with regard

to the condition of the district until the ]\lalioniot;ui compicst
brouglit back literature and lli^toly to Upper India. The Janjuahs
and J.its, who now hold the Salt llangc ami its northern plateau

rcspcelivcly, appear to have been the earliest inhalritjuits. TJw
Cliakkars seem to represent an early wave of conquest from tlie cast,

and they still inhabit the whole c;istcln slojie of the district ; while

(iio Awans, who now cluster in the western plain, are apparently
later invaders from the o[iposite quarter. The Ghakkarx »«'rc the
dominant race at the [leriud of thu lirst Malunnctan inenrsions, and
long eontinued to retain their independence. During the lluurisli.

lug perioil of t!ie Mughal dyn.isiy, the Chakkar ehidtaius wore
among thn most prosperous ami loyal vassals of tlie house of IJ.lbar;

but after the I'oll.apse of the Ucilii empire Jhelum fell, like its

neighbours, in* Jer the sway of the Sikfis. in 1765 Gnjar Sinli

defeati'd the laeit inile[iendcut Ghaldcar prince, and reduced the
wild mountainceix to subjectimi. His son succeeded to his

domiiiion.s, uii*il 1810, when he fell before the irresistible itower of

Itanjit Sinh. Ill 1849 the di.stiict passed, with the rest of Uio

Sikh territories, into the hands of the Ihitish. Uanjit Sinh, how-
ever, hail so thoroughly subjugated the wild mountain tribes that
little diniculty was experienced in reducing it to worlcing order,

and the subsequent history of Jhelum has been nurely lineal and
ndministratlve.

JiwujM, the headquarters of the above district, situ-

ated on the north bank of the Jholuoi river, in 32" 55' 26"

N. lat. and 73" 46' 36" E. long. The town is quite of

modern origin, and in 1868 contained a population of

5148, viz., Mahometans, 2831; Hindus, 1858; Sikhs,

,442; Christians, 3; and "others," 14. The civil lines

and cantonments for a regiment of native infantry lie

about a mile north of the town, which is \m\a\ for boat

liuildin"

J HIND, or JrND, a native state in the Punjab, India,

consisting of three or four isolated tracts to the east of the

Sutloj. The area is 123G square miles, and the estimated

population 311,000. The principality was founded in

1763 by a Sikh of the Sidhu Jat tribe, and the chief was
recognized as rAjA by the Mughal emperor in 1768. The
family have ahfays bcni loyal supporters of the British

Government. On the overthrow of the JIarhattA power

in northern India in 1804-5, the Jhind r;ij,'i was among
the foremost to tender his allegiance to Lord Lake, who
confirmed him in the possession of the estate.^! ho had held

under the Mughal emperors and the MarhattAs. After

the Sutlej- campaign a further grant of land was awarded
the chief in recognition of his services. In 1857 RAjii

Swariip Sinh of Jhind was the first to march against the

mutineers at Delhi. His troops acted as the vanguard of

the army, and he hirase.lf remained in the British camp
until the reoccupation of the city, a portion of his soldiers

aiding 'in the assault. For these services he received a

grant of additional territory, yielding £11,081 per annum.

The raja enjoys an estimated revenue of between £60,000

and £70,000, and maintains a force of 10 gun.s, 79 artil-

lerymen, 200 cavalry, and 1600 infantry. No tribute is

paid by the state, but a contingent of twenty-five horsemen

is furnished to the British Government.

JIDDAH, or Ju0D.\n,i also written Jeddah, Djiddah,

or Djeddah, a town of Arabia, on the eastern coast of the

Red Sea, in 21° 28' N. lat. and 39° 17' E. long., is of import-

ance mainly as the principal landing-place of the pilgrims

to Mecca. Its distance from that city is estimated at 44

or 46 miles. Built on a slight eminence, with a purple

background of distant hills, Jiddah as seen ftoin the sea

presents an attractive aspect. The white tower-lilte houses,

fancifully enriched with balconies, cornices, and lattices of

rich-toned woodwork, shine o|ut from an environment of

grey sand and blue-green sea with startling eflect. The
town extends along the beach for about a mile, -and is sur-

rounded by a high wall of modern date and in bad repair,

with towers at intervals. At the northern end of the sea-

faco stand the prison and other public buildings, and at

the southern end a small fort no longer available for the

defence of the harbour. There are three landward gates,

the Mecca gate to the east, through which all caravans pass;

and where toll is levied on the transit of camels, the Medina
g::;td to the north, aud the Yemen gate to the south. Iu

front of the Mecca gate is a rambling suburb, with shops,

coft'echouses, and an open market-place. Before the Medina

gate are the Tni-kish barracks, and beyond them the great

holy place of Jiddah, the singular tomb of "our mother
Eve," surrounded by the principal cemetery.

The tomb is a walled enclosure said to represent the diraeusions

of tho body, about two hundred paces long and 15 feet broad. At
the head is a small erection where gifts ajo deposited, aud rather more
tliau half-way down a whitewashed dome encloses a small dar'k chapel
within which is the black stone known as Et-snrt'ah, the navel. The
grave of Eve is mentioned by Edrisi, but except the black stono
nothing hears .aaiy aspect of antiquity. Further details in Burtoi^'a

Filtjriiiuige, vol. ii. p. 298, and a view iu Mrs Buitou's A. E. I. .

•

Beyond the- immediate suburbs the country as far as th6

foot of the hill is desert, with scanty pasturage find a few,

villages of Arab huts. The inhabitants (Harb, Huteym,
Zobeid) are engaged in camel transDort. slave running, and
mother of pearl fishery.

The town itself, which consists of four quarters, is well

built, with a good bazaar and many lofty and spacious

Louses, built of the madrepore rock of the district. The
best dwellings are near the Medina gate ; the mosques are

not remarkable, and the streets are narrow and in part very

filthy. The wretched huts which formerly occupied pait

* Tlie fonu Judd.ali has the autlioritv of Y.^ki'it, but is not now used.
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of the enceinte have been almost entirely removed since the

frightful outbreak of cholera among the pilgrims in 1864-65,

and the lowest strata of the population now occupy a

village without the walls. The sanitary condition of Jiddah

still, however, leaves much to be desired, especially in the

pilgrim season. The chief defect is the scanty water

supply derived from cisterns and wells outside the town.

A conduit from the hills has been projected, and would

yield a copious stream of excellent water, but the schema

is opposed by the owners of the cisterns, who drive a

lucrative trade, a camel-load of water (16 skins of about 7

pints each) costing^as much as sixteenpence, or after pro-

tracted drought much more. The permanent population of

Jiddah is very variously estimated. Mr Beyts {Consnlar

Reports, 1875) places it at 30,000, including 2000 Indian

settlers, 100 Greeks, Syrians, and Maltese, and 25 Franks

;

but the Dutch consul in 1879 allows a total of 15,000

only. The native population is of very mixed blood.

Jiddah is said to have been founded by Persian merchants

in the caliphate of Othman, but its great commercial pro-

sperity dates from the beginning of the 15th century, when

it became the centre of trade between Egypt and India.

Down to the time of Burckhardt the Suez ships went no

farther than Jiddah, where they were met by Indian vessels.

The introduction of steamers in the Red Sea has deprived

Jiddah of its place as an emporium not only for Indian

goods but for the products of the Red Sea, which formerly

were collected here, but are now largely exported direct by

steamer from Hodeida, SuAkin,. and other ports, though

coffee from Yemen and gums from the African coast still

pass in cousiderable quantities through the hands of the

Jiddah merchants. The chief exports apart from these are

mother of pearl (fished by slave divers) and hides. The

chief local manufactures are a coarse cotton fabric,

embroideries in gold and silver, lacquer work, beads in

black coral, and the like. Boat-buildi g is carried on with

great skill. The baggalas of from 50 to 60 tons are built

of East Indian wood, and are excellent sailers. The
imports of Jiddah are considerable, as the town supplies

the interior not only with manufactured goods but with

grain and other provisions. See full details of the' trade

in a valuable paper by the Dutch consul, Mr Kruyt, in

Tijdsch. V. h. Aardr. Genooischap (Amsterdam, 1880, No.

5). The total exports and imports for 1879 are valued at

.£2,204,0.30. In the same year the port was visited by

241 steamships (213,295 tons) and 1156 sailing vessels

(55,932 tons). The harbour is not convenient of access,

but the roadstead when entered is well protected by coral

reefs.

The introduction of steam traffic, while fatal to other

local interests, has given a great impulse to the pilgrim

trade, which is now regarded as the annual harvest of

Jiddah. The pilgrim steamers are usually chartered by
European merchants in conjunction with native capitalists

and persons of religious influence^ The average number of

pilgrims annually landed at the port is not much short of

40,000. For" 1879 Mr Kruyt enumerates 7995 Turks,

2286 from the Barbary states, 3459 Egyptians, 8787
Malayans and Javanese, 10,894 Indians, 3506 Persians,

3300 Arabs from Yemen, the SudAn, and other places.

In the early years of the present century Jiddah resisted

with success repeated attacks of the WahhAbites, and
remained in the hands of the grand sherlf when he had
lost the rest of the HijAz. It was governed by Egypt
during the Arabian wars of Mehemet Ali, but since 1840

has been .igain occupied by the Turks. There is a Turkish

caim-rjiacam under the wAly of the Hijiz and a Turkish

cadi, but the sherif through his resident agent exercises

an authority practically superior to that of these officials.

In 1858 the attempts of Englaod Jig^ suppress the slave

trade and a supposed insult to the Ottoman flag led to

a plot to murder all the Christians in town, which was
executed with fatal success (15th June), the English consul

Page and the French consul Eveillard being among the

victims. This outrage was followed by the bombardment
of the town by the English man-of-war " Cyclops," and
the authorities were compelled publicly to execute the

Turkish governor and two leading citizens involved in the

plot.

For further details see, in addition to the works already cited,

Niebubr's Voyage; Burckhardt's Travels in Arabia^ vo\.i.jhondou,

1829 ; Von Maltzan's Jieise nach Sudarabicn, Brunswick, 1873.

See also Ritter, Erdkiindc von Arabien, 1847; Zehme, Arabienwut
die Araber, Halle, 187.'>.

JILOLO, GiLOLO, or Djilolo (properly Jailolo or

Djailolo, and in the native tongue Halmahera or Halema-
hera, i.e., the mother or great land), is one of the larger

islands of the East Indian archipelago, forming part ad-

ministratively of the Dutch residency of Ternate. The
equator cuts across the southern peninsula, the most

northerly point of the island lying in 2° 13' N. lat., and

the southern extremity in 0° 52' S. A large proportion of

Jilolo is practically terra incognita, though information has

somewhat accumulated since Wallace complained in 1856 of

the smallness of our knowledge in regard to it. The area

is stated at 6410 square miles; the extreme irregularity of

the outline, however, renders the estimate a peculiarly

precarious one. Jilolo may be said to consist of four

peninsulas so arranged as to enclose three great bays

(Kaou, Bitjoli, Weda), all opening towards the east,'—the

northern peninsula being connected with the others by an

isthmus only 5 miles wide. On the western side of the

isthmus lies another bay, that of Dodinga, in the mouth of

which are situated the two islands Ternate and Tidore,

whose political celebrity so far exceeds that of their larger

neighbour Jilolo. To the north-east of the northern

peninsula we have the considerable island of Morotai, and

to the west of the southern peninsula the far more important

island of Batchian. The northern peninsula is full of

mountain chains, which give clear evidence of former

volcanic activity ; and at least one of the summits, Tolo or

Gunong Api (3000 feet), was not quite extinct in the 16tli

century according to Valentijn's report. At present the

crater, as described by Bernstein, is 200 feet deep, and

contains a small lake. Gunong Tabello is higher than

Tolo, and Gunong Mamuya has a similar altitude. In tha

south of the peninsula lies a lake, Talaga Lamo (the Tela-

galina of Bernstein's account), about 4 or 5 miles long.

The principal village is Galela, situated on a bay of the

same name on the east coast, in a well-cultivated plain

which extends southward and inland. The three remaining

peninsulas, which have been less explored, seem to ba

hardly so mountainous. The whole island is clothed with

a prolific vegetation, some of the more important features

of which will be found described in Teysmann's paper in

the Report of the Botanic Garden at Buitenzorg. Kice is

grown by the natives, but the sago tree is of far greater

importance to them.

The people of Jilolo are for the most part pagans, living in >

very backward state of civilization. Attempts to ChristianiM
them have been made with but small . success by the mis-

sionaries of the ^Urecht Society, who have their chief station*

at Swakenora and Dokolamo, near Lake Talaga Lamo (see

Bcrigtcn der Utrechtsche Zcndingsvereeniging, 1869). M. Achilla

RaiTray gives the following description of the Halraaherians in Tour
die Moiidc, "1879, where photographs of a number of the natives

will be found. "They are as unlike the Malays as we are,

excelling them in talluess of stature and elegance of shape, ajid

being perfectly distinguished by their oval face, with a fairly high
and open brow, their aquiline nose, and their horizontally placed

eyes. Their beards are sometimes thick ; their limbs are muscular
;

the colour of tjieir skins is cinnamon brown. Spears of iron-wood,

abundantly barbed, and small bows ami bamboo arrows free fram.
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iwisou are tlicir iniiitMitnl ucapniT!." According; to Try^mann tlu-y

fifivc ti'ijiplcs (av//*«f(,s) ill whii'li tlicy su.s[iciiil iina;:jcs of jieij'iMils

ftiiil other iiioiiati-i>i .is well ^s tliu tio|iliic.s jirocuri'il liy w.ir. 'I'licy

teliuve.iu n licttur life liircuftrr, but liavo no iil.'n of n lull or a

devil, their evil spirits only toniicutini^ them iu the pn-si-nt st:it<'.

The l*urtnj,'Uuse :unl Spaniards weiX) netter aeiiuainteil with Jilnln

llian with ia:iny other parts of the archipela;,'o ; they railed it sunir-

linics liiitu China and sonn/tinics Moro. It w:is rircutnnavi;^ated

by one of their vessels in 1523, and the gi-ner.d outline of the coasts

is correctly ;;iven in their maps at a tiuio when si-p irate poilions of

Celebes, such as Rlacaasar antl jMenado, are reju'escnted asdistiint

islands. The current name of the ishnul (.lilolo) \\;is really that of

a n itive state, the sultan of which had the chief rank amou;^ the

princes of the Jloluccas before he was sup|danleil by the sultan of

Ternatc about 13S0, His c-a['ital, Jilolo, lay on the west coast on
the lirst h.iy to the north of that of J>odinf;a. In 1S7B U.inu

Hassan, a descendant of the .sultans oi" Jilnlo, raise * n iusuneclioii

in tlic islaiul for the puriiosc of tliro\>iii;; oil' the aatlmrity uf the
sultans of Tidure ami Ternato ; and his ellbits-woidd probably have
been successful but for the intervention of the Dntih.

Sce.I. P. C. C;MnI)ler. '• Rnpiioilovcr'Iiilnrfesrli-IIaiiiinlu-ni flsj«>:' •• Betdii-iitu

WnoraeiillJ.t Villi Talcii op na..lee.eli-lliiliiiiili.ia- ; iiiiil l,'..l.i.li: \-.in .Icr A.i.

*-Villclaiv'e OpiiiciklDcen over tie Tati-ii ilt r ll.iliiialu rii (,'rnci."

—

all lliiee 111

tO'l': lol :lt r. I,. Ill v. KiiiiiU ran X. Iml, \>^'.i\ Milakke, •• Dr IMiiMtlii's
kutsc in lien Nui<ll. Mnliikken." In I'liennaiiirn Minli, itiiii'j<ii. Is;;!; [Jr (Ininy,
•• Les .Mfoinniis ilo Gilolo," In Hull, <U- 1« .Sa,-. il,- Cnfit. Is7; (lia-c-t on liifoinia-

Mon flam Uaffiay) ; Tey.Miuinii, In Itijili: lul Je T. L. en I'. Ana /, ls7s, ii;.u«.

kited in AiiuiiU'S tie t'SxIi-eiiio Orient, IS7'J.

JIMENfES, or Xi.menes, du CisxEitos, FltANt i^co

(1430-1517), cardinal and statosmau, was borii in 143G at

Torrelaguna in Castile, of good but poor family. He
studied at Alcalade Hcnares and aft^u-wardsat Salamanca;
and in 1459, having entered Imly orders, lie went tu Rome.
Heturniiig to Spain in 14G5, Lc bioitgbt witb him an
"expective" letter from the poiio, in virtue of wliicli he
took possession of the archpriesUhit) of Uzcda in the

diocese of Toledo in 1473. (Jaril)o archbishop of Toledo,

opposed him, and on his obstinate lefitsal to give way
threw hitn into prison. For six ycats .Jiniciies held out,

and at length in 14S0 CariUo restored him to his benefice.

This Jimeiies exclianged almost at once for a cbaiilaincy at

Sigucnza, under Cardinal .Mendoza, bishop of Signenza,

who sliortly appointed hun vicar-gcncral of the diocc.sc. In

that position Jimencs won golden o[iinions from ecclesiastic

and layman ; and he seemed to be on llio ,<urc road to

distinction among the secidar clergy, when ho abruptly

resolved to become a monk. Throwing up all his benefices,

and changing his baiitismal name (Jonzales for that of

Francisco, ho entered the Franciscan monastery of San
JiKiu de los Reyes, recently founded by Ferilinand and
Isabella at Toledo. Not content with tlie ordinary severi-

ties ot the noviciate, lie added voliititary austerities. Ho
slept ou tho bare ground, wore a hair-shirt, doubled his

fasts, and scourged himself with intich fci vour ; indeed
throughout his whole life, even whcu at the acme of his

greatness, his private life was most rigorously ascetic. Tho
report of his sanctity brought crowds to confsss to him

;

but frotu them he retired to the lonely moiiustcry of Our
Liidy of Castai'iar; and ho even built with his own hands
ft rude hut in the neighbouring woods, in wliich he lived

at times as an anchorite. He was afterwards guardian of

a monastery at Salzeda. Meanwhile ilcmlo/.a (now arch-

bishop of Toledo) had not forgotten him; and in 1492
ie recommended him to Isabella as her confessor. The
queen seut for .Jimencs, was pleased with him, and to his

great reluctance forced the office upon him. The post was
politically important, for Isabella submitted to the judg-
aieut of her father-confessor not only her private allairs

but also matters of state. Jltueues's severe sanctity soon
won him considerable influence over Isabella ; and thus it

was that he first emerged into political life. In 1494 the
queen's confessor was appointed provincial of the order
of St Francis, and at once set about reduciug the laxity
of the Conventual to the strictness of the Obseroatiti.ne

Franciscans. As was to be expected, intense opposition

was.oflfcred, and continued even after Jimencs became aroh-

bi.ship of Toledo. The general of the order himscli cauic
from Rome to interfere with the archbishop's measures of
reform, but the stern iuliextbility of Jimencs, backed by
the influence of the queen, met and subdued every obstacle.

Cardinal Mendoza had died" in 1495, and Isabella had
.secretly procured a papal bull nuniinating her confessor to

;
his diocese of Toledo, the richest and most poweiiid in

I Spain, second perhaps to no other dignity of the .Roman

I

church save tho papacy. Long and sincerely Jimencs
I
strove to evade tho honour; but his iiolo ejiismpari wa.s

,
after six months overcome by a second bidl ordering him

I

to accept consecration. With the primacy of Spain was
I associated the lofty cHgnity of high chancellor of Castile

;

but Jimenes still maintained his lowly life; and, although
a message from Rome required him to live in a stylo

befitting his rank, the outward pomp only concealed his

private asceticism, just as his splendid robes covered his

monk's frock. In 1499 Jimencs accompanied the court l!o

Granada, and there e.agerly joined the mild and pious

Archbishop Talavera in his Worts to 'c'oavert the Jloors.

.Talavera had begun with gentle measures, but Jimenes

I
preferred to proceed by harai>guing the faliihs, or doctors

of religion, and loading them witli gifts.* Outwardly the

htttcr method was successful ; in two months the converts

were so numerous that they had to be ba[itized by aspersion.

The indignation of tho unconverted Moors swelled into open
revolt. Jimenes was besieged in his house, and the utmost
difliculty was found in quieting the city. Baptism or exile

was ofl'ered to tho Jloors as a punishment for rebellion.

The majority accepted baptism ; and Isabella, who had
been momentarily annoyed at her archbishop's imprudence,

was satisfied that he had done good service to Christianity.

; On November 2G, 1504, Isabella died. Ferdinand at

once resigned tho title of king of Castile in favour of his

daughter Joan and her liusband the archduke Philip,

assuming instead that of rcgeni. Philip was keenly jealous

uf Ferdinand's pretensions to the regency ; and it required

all the tact of Jimenes to bring about a friendly interview

between the princes. Ferdinand finaUy retired fro*i Castile;

and, though Jimenes remained, his political weight was less

than before. The sudden death of Phifip in September
150G qijiite overset tho already tottering intellect of his

wife ; his son and heir Charks was still a child ; and
Ferdinand was at Najiles'. The nobles of Castile, mutually
jealous, agreed to entrust affairs to the archbishop of

Toledo, who, moved more by patriotic regard for his

country's welfare than, by special friendship for Ferdinand,

strove to establish the final influence of that king in Castile.

Ferdinand did not return till August 15X)7; and with him
he brought a cardinal's hat for Jimenes. Shortly after-

wards tho new cardinal of Spain was appointed grand ia-

quisitor-geneial for Castile and Leon. See Inquisition.

The next great event in the cardinal's life was the expe-

dition against the Moorish city of Gran in the uorth of

Africa, in which his religious zeal was supported by the

prospect of the political and material gaiu that w;ould accrue

to S[iain from the poss- ssion of such a station. A pre-

liminary expedition, equipped, like the following, at the

expense of Jiiueiies, captured the port of Mers-el-Kobir in

1 JOG ; and iu 1509 a strong force, accompanied by the

cardinal in person (now in his seventy-second year), .set sail

for Africa, and in one day the wealthy city was taken by

storm. Though the army remained to make fresh conquests,

Jimenes returned to Spain, and occupied himself with tha

adnunistratiou of his diocese, and in endeavouring to recover,

from the regent the expenses of his Oran expedition. Onl

January 23, 1516, Ferdinand died, leaving Jimeties as

regent of Castile for Charles (afterwards Charles V.), then^

a youth of sixteen in the Netherlands. Though Jimenes at

once took firm hold of the reins of government, and ruled
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111 a determined and even autocratic manner, the haughty

and turbulent Castilian nobility and the jealous intriguing

Flemish councillors of Cbaries combined to render his

position peculiarly difficult ; while the evils consequent

upon the unlimited demands of Charles for money threw

much undeserved odium upon the regent. In violation of

the laws, Jimenes acceded to Charles's desire to be pro-

claimed king; he secured the person of Charles's younger

brother Ferdinand ; he fixed the seat of the cortes at

Madrid; and he established a standing -army by drilling

the citizens of the great tomis. Immediately on Ferdi-

nand's death, Adrian, dean of Louvain, afterwards pope,

produced a commission from Charles appointing him
regent. Jimenes admitted him to a nominal equality, but

took care that neither he nor the subsequent commis-

sioners of Charles ever hud any real share of the power.

In September 1517 Charles landed in the province of

Acturias, and Jimenes hastened to meet him. On the

way, however, he fell ill, not without a suspicion of poison.

While thus feeble, he received a letter from Cbaries coldly

thanking him for his services, and giving him leave to

retire to his dtocese. A few hours after this virtual dis-

missal, which some, however, say the cardinal never saw,

Francisco Jimenes died at Koa, November 8, 1517.

Jimenes was a bold and determined statesman. Sternly

and- inflexibly, with a confidence that became at times

overbearing, he carried through what he had decided to be

right, with as little regard for the convenience of others as

for his own. In the midst of a corrupt clergy his morals

were irreproachable. He was liberal to all, and founded

and maintained very many benevolent institutions in his

diocese. His whole time was devoted either to the state

or to religion ; his only recreation was in theological or

scholastic discussion. Perhaps one of thckmost noteworthy

points about the cardinal is the advanced period of life at

which ho entered upon the stage where he was to play such

leading parts. Whether his abrupt change from the secular

to tho regular clergy was the fervid outcome of religious

enthusiasm or the far-seeing move of a wily schemer has

been disputed ; but the constant austerity of his life, his

unvarying superiority to small personal aims, are arguments
for the former alternative that are not to be met by merely

pointing to the actual honours and power he at last attained.

His services to learning and literature have yet to be

noSed. In 1500 was founded, and in 1508 was opened

the university of Alcala de Henares, which, fostered by
Cardinal Jimenes, at whose sole expense it was raised,

attained a great pitch of outward magnificence and internal

worth. At one time 7000 students met within its walls.

In 1836 the university was removed to Madrid, and the

costly buildings were left vacant. In the hopes of supplant-

ing the romances generally found in the hands of the young,

Jimenes caused to be published religious treatises by him-
self and others. .He revived also the Mozarabic liturgy,

and endowed a chapel at Toledo, in which it was to be

used. But his most famous literary service was the print-

ing at Alcala (in Latin Comphitum) of the Complutensian
Polyglott, the first edition of the Christian Scriptures in

the original text.'

^ } In tliis work, on which he is said to have expended half a million
of ducats, the cardinal was aided by tlie celebrated Stunica (D. Lopez
de Zuiiiga), the Greek scholar Nufiez de Guzman (Pincianus), the
Hebraist Vergara, and the humanist Nebrija, by a Cretan Greek
Demetrius Ducas, and by three Jewish converts, of whom Zamora
edited the Targuni to the Pentateuch. The other Targums are not
included. In the Old Testament Jerome's version stands between the
Greek and Hebrew. The .synagogue .and the Eastern Chuich, as the
preface expresses it, are set like tho thieves on this side and on that,

with Jesus (that is, the Roman Church) in the midst. Tlie text
occupies five volumes, and a sixth contains a Hebrew lexicon, &c. Tlie

work coniuicnccd in 1502. The New Testament was finished in January
,J514, and the whole in April l.")!/. It was dedicated to Leo X.,

The work by Aivaro Gofdez de Castro, Dc Kcbus Gc'stis Fianeian
Ximenii (folio, 1659, Alcala), is the quarry whence have come tho

materials lor biographies of Jimenes—in Spanish by Roblcs (1C04)

and QumtaniUaTieSS); in French by Baudier (1G35), Mareolliet

(16S4), Flcchier (1694), arj Richard (1704) ; in Gcinian by Hefclo

(1844, translated into English by Canon Dalton, 1860) and Have-

mann (1848) ; and in English by IJarrett (1813). See also Prcscott'a

Ferdinand and Isabella ; lleruc dcs Deux MondiS, Jluy 1841 ; and
JUem. dc I'ylead, d'hht. dc Madrid, vol. iv.

JITOJMIR. See Zuitomtk.

JOACHIM (c. 1145-1202), abbot of Floris, has a place

of considerable prominence in the category of those mystics

who, like St Hildegard or the abbess Elizabeth, on behalf

of a sounder morality protested in prophetic denunciation

against the many and gross abuses connected with the

ecclesiasticism which prevailed in Europe towards the close

of the 12th centui-y. The few details of his life that can

be given are neither very precise nor quite trustworthy;

but it appears that he was born about llio at a village in

the neighbourhood of Cosenza, and that when a youth he

had attended the Sicilian court; afterwards he made a

pilgrimage to Palestine, and, having (whether previously

or subsequently to his return is not stated) become a monk,

he ultimately attained to the dignity of abbot of the

monastery of Corace in Calabria (onwards from 1178).

Here his studies in prophecy and apocalyptic brought

him into great repute, and successive popes—Lucius III.,

Urban III., and Clement HI.—manifested an interest in

them. The last-named especially, in the first year of his

pontificate (1188), urged Joachim to the completion of his

commentary on the Apocalypse and also of his Concordia

titriusque Testamenti. Soon afterwards the abbot, accom-

jjanied by a friend named Kainerius, leaving Corace iu

search of a more solitary life, set up among the lonely hills

of Sylae near Cosenza a new establishment, named " Sancti

Joannis in Flori," for which he drew up a new and stringent

rule, afterwards sanctioned (in 1196) by Celestine III.

From this cloister ultimately sprang a whole congregation,

—the so-called "Ordo Florensis." The only work pub-

lished during his lifetime was the Concordia, which had

been duly submitted to the judgment of the Holy See ; and

before his death (which occurred between September 1201

and June 1202) he left in writing a memorandum with

reference to his other compositions,—the Expositio in

Apocalypsin, the Psalterium decern- chordarum, Contra

Judaios, and Contra c(il!iol. fidei itdoersarios,—intimating

his desire and intention that these should also be subject

to the same censorship.

His study of apocalyptic prophecy had resulted in the constnio-

tion of un elaborate scheme of the past and future course of the

divine kingdom which is as intercstiug as it is curious. He distin-

guished thiee stages or ages of the world corresponiling to the three

persons of the Trinity, the three conditions of married persons,

clergy, and monks, the three periods of tho Old Testament,, the

New Testament, and the final dispensation. The advent of the Inst

of these periods, that of the Holy Spirit, the "spiritualis

intelligentia," proceeding from the Old and New Tsstaments,

he regarded as imminent. It was to be the period of perfect

freedom from the letter, of monastic contemplation, adoration, nnd
jubilation, and of the widest possible diffusion of the gospel (even

to the Jews) ; but it was to be preceded by fearful judgments, in

which Antichrist should become manifest. He regarded the Chni-cii

of Rome as having been typified by the kihgdom of Judah, while

the Eastern Church corresponded to that of Israel. The way in

which he worked out this analogy g.ivo him scope for pointing out

tho m.mifold errors and corruptions into which he believed the

Chuich of the West to have fallen, yet in no spirit of hostility to

that organization as such. His esc'hatology found great cuiTency

and much acceptamce amongst the stricter members of the Franciscan

order,—the " Zehitores" as they were called,—and gradually gave

rise to a cognate literature more manifestly opposed to Rome ai>d

whose permission to publish was so tardy that the book did not como

before the public till 1522. The MSS. on which the Hebrew text

was based are still at Madrid ; the historj- of those used for the New
Testament has long been a problem, but the story that Ihey wor(

sold to a fireworks maker appears to be a fable. See Delitzsch'l

unfinished studies on the subject (London, 1872, and Leipsio,.187S).
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even to ccclesiastii'isni of niiy kinil.' Amonf; this daw nf composi-

tions tho p-cntist Iiistorit'ill iiniiort.iiuc liclonjjs to tbt- Libtr iiili'o-

di:ctartiis tii Evaiiiirliion xfrrninu, now uo lonr^.T rxtniit, (.'.\cc]-*t in

somo exccijits. Tlic work was ci-nsurcj tis bcrcticiil by tlio nniwr-

sity ot ['avis, nnJ tlic oiJcv lor its destruction was obtaiucj from

Alexander iV. in 1255 ; tbis, liowcver, only stimtilitcd the juiblio

interest in tlie books of Joacliini biniself, whidi now bc^an to bo

circulated and nvul nioro widely tlian ever. That iutcrcst died a

natural deatii, bowcver, when the 3*ear 1260, which Joachim had
fixed as tlie time of the end, had come and gone, leaving the old

.•tnd evil world practically unchanged.

See Engelhardt, Kii'clirn(jcsdiichtUclu Abhaiufhiiufcn, 1832

;

Neander, Gcscli. d. cltiisd. JicJiijion u. Kirche (English transla-

tion, vol. vii., 1852); Kenan, "Joachim dc Flore c-t I'EvangiJe

cterncl," in the J^i'vnc d/:s Daix Monties for 18G6 ; Preger, Gcsch.

(L dr,tihch>:ii Mijstil; vol. i., 1875; and JIollcj-'s arl.'*'JoadiLn voir

Florisl" in Hci-zog-l'litt's lUnt-Eiu-ijl:., vol. vi.

JOACHIMSTHAL (Boli., Jdchimov), a mining town of

Bohemia, in tlie circle of Eger, is fnvourably situated in a

valley on tlie soi;tbern slopes of the Erzgebirge, about 10

miles north of . Carlsbail, and 3 miles from the Saxon

froatier, at an elevation of 2000 feet above the level of the

sea, 50° 23' N. lat., 12° 54' E. long. It is the seat of a

circuit court and board of mines, and has two commer-

cial schools and establishment.s for teaching lace-making

and straw-plaiting. The inhabitants are chiefly employed

in mining, and in the manufactare of white and red lead,

vermilion, cobalt, smalt, uranium yellow, bismuth, and

nickel ; also of thread, lace, basket-work, cutlery, paper,

and cigars. The town owes its celebrity to the silver, lead,

tin, and iron mines in its vicinity. During the ICth

century tlie silver mines reached a very high point of pro-

ductiveness, but since that period the yield has considerably

declinecL Population in 1870, C5S6.

In place of the present town of Joachinisthal, which dates from

the year 1516, there stood formeily the village of Conrad.<igriiu.

Tliis was ceded by the kings of Uohemia to the counts of Sdilick,

from whom it passed by feudal teum-e to the knight- of Haslava. it

is from the silver guliiengroscbcii, fiist coined in 1518 by order of

Count Schlick, ami afterwards known as JoachimsUialer, that the

German term ihiilcr is derived. In 1547, during the Suialkald war,

the town was besieged by "Willinm Thumshiin, general of John
Frederick, elector of Saxony, but the siege was soon raised. In

1.^79 certain special laivilegcs and additional lauds were granted

to Joachinisthal by the emperor Rudolph II. The last eniigratiou

of Protestants from the neighbouili<:)od to Saxony took place in

1663. Three-fourths of the town w.as dcstl-oyed by fire on tlie 31st

M;;rch 1873. The large church of St Joachim, which was also

br.i-ncd, was rebuilt and restored in 1S76. In the neigbbourhood

are the ruins of the castle of Fi-eudcnstein.

JOA'N'. the name given to a female piope, iiow regarded as

a fictitious personage, who under the title of John VII. or

VIII. was said, according to the most general accounts, to

have occupied the papal chair between the pontificate of

Leo IV. and Benedict III., lilthough variono other dates are

given. Tradition represents her as of English descent, but

born in Ingelheim or Mainz. By some her original name
is given as Gilbevta, by others as Agnes. She was credited

with having fallen in love with a yoimg Benedictine monk,

and with having on that account assumed the male monastic

Lr.bit and lived for some time in the monastery of Fulda.

Her lover, it is affirmed, died while they were pursuing

their studies together at Athens, and after his death she

went to Rome, where, according to the most approved ver-

sion of the story, she became a very su.^cessful professor.

So high indeed became her reputation for piety and learning

that the cardinals with one consent elected the supposed

young monk the successor of Pope Leo IV. In this posi-

tion she comported herself so as entirely to justify their

choice until the catastrophe of giving birth to a male child

during a procession to the Lateran palace suddenly and

irrevocably blasted her rejiutation. She is said either to

have died in childbirth or to have been stoned to death.

The ston' of the pontificate of Joan was received as fact from the

13th to the 15th century, but it has been discredited by later

researches. The circumstantial evidence around which it clung.

iiA which may have aided in suggesting it, was the observance, of

a cuciiit by tho papal processions so as to avoid |>assiiig through a

cortaiu stivct (a statue at one time standing in lli.it slicit, Miid !o

represent a woman and child, with a monumental btouu mar il

haying a i.eeuliar inscription )rand tlu; use of a pierced seal at tlio

enthronement of the popes. Of theso facts other and more cicdiblo
explanations have, however, been given, altliougb there is no suffi-

cient oviilence to demoiistrete beyond dispute tho manner in whicli
the !>tory originated. AccoKling to Dr Didlinger, who gives an
elaborate analysis of the story in Dio I'njist-FaUlH dcs Mittclnllcrs,
Jlunidi, 1863, the tradition finds uo support in the original text
eitJicr of Marianus Scotus, Sigebort of Gemblonre, or Otto of
Freysingen. She is first mentioned by Stephen de Bourbon, who
died in 1261, and who took liis information probably from tlie

chronicle of the Uomiuiean Jean de Mailly, no copy of w'hich is now
known to be in existence. The story is not found in any of tho
original manuscjipts of Martinus I'olus, and according to DoUinger
was interpolated in that chronicle somo time between 1273 and
1312.

^
ilo attributes tho propagation of the myth chicUy to its

insertion in Martinus Folus, from which it was copied into the
Floris Tt'iiiporuiii, a chionido founded on Slaitiiius, ami its real
originators he supposes to have been the Dominicans and Jliiioi lies,

V. ho had a grudge .against the papacy on account of the persecutions
they were experiencing at tho hands of Benedict VI 11. So rapidly
did tho tradition spread that in 1400 a bust of the papess was
]daced in tire cathedral of Siena along with the other popes, having
the inscription "John VIII., a woman from England. ' The statue
occupied this position till the beginning.of the 17th ccotuiy.

See tho work of Dullinger above mentioned, which has been
translated into English both in England and in America, and th«
authorities therein lefen^d to.

JOAi^ OP Arc, or more properly Joanneta Dare, after-

wards known in France as Jeanne d'Arc,^the JIaid of

Orleans, was born about 1411, the daughter of Jacques
Dare, peasant proprietor of Domremy, a small villas^e partly

in Champagne and partly in Lorraine, and of his wife

Isabeau de Vouthon, wiio from having made a pilgrimage

to Rome had received the usual tarname of Romce. Joan
never learned to read or write, and received her sole

religious instruction from her mother, who taught her to

recite the Pater Noster, Ave Maria, and Credo. In her

childhood she was noted for her abounding physical energy
;

but her vivacity,' so far from being tainted by any coarse

or unfeminine trait, was the direct outcome of intense

mental activity and an abnormally sensitive nervous
temperament. Towards her parents her conduct was
uniformly exemplary, and the charm of her unselfish

kindaess made her the special favourite of many in the

village.4 In all household work she was specially proficient,

her skill in the use of the needle not being excelled by
that of any matron even of R-ouen. As she grew to

womanhood she became inclined to silence, and spent much
of her time in solitude and prayer. All advances made by
the young men of her acquaintance with the view of win-

ning her attention or favour she decisively repelled ; and,

while active in the performance of her usual round of

duties, and apparently finding her mode of life quite

pileasant and congenial, inwardly she was engrossed with

thoughts reaching far beyond the circle of her daily

concerns.

At this time, through the alliance and support of Philip

of Burgundy, the English had extended their conquest over

the whole of France north of the Loire as well as Guienne
;

and, while th,e infant Henry VI. of England had in 1422
been proclaimed king of France at his father's grave at St

Denis, Charles the dauphin, devoted only to present ease

and pleasure, was almost passively contemplating the slow

dismemberment of his kingdom by internal confusion and
misery, and by the progressive "encroachments of the

English rule. The fact that tlie hard straits to which the

kingdom was reduced were greatly owing to the conduct of

Isabella, the dauphin's mother, who disinherited her son

^ In the Act of unioblement the iiaino is sj^eU Day, due probably to

the peculiar current pronunciation. It has been disputed wlialiei- tlio

name wits written originally d'Arc or Dai'c. It is beyoijd doubt tliiit

tlie father of Juan was not of noble origin, but Eouteiller sugticsts that'

at that period the apostrophe did not indicate nobility.
'*
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in favour of Henry X. o{ England, the husband of her

rluighter Catherine, supplied an opportunity for the ful-

filment of the ancient prophecy of the enchanter Merlin,

that the calamities which should fall upon France through

the depravity of a woman would be removed by the instru-

mentality of a chaste virgin. To the imagination of the

time there was, moreover, nothing strange in such a mode
of deliverance, for it was no uncommou occurrence for

damsels to accompauy their lovers to the wars, and, dis-

Iguised as pages, to share to some extent in their dangers

land adventures. In the country of Joan the tradition

[was current that this virgin should come out of the

forest of Domremy, where Joan was accustomed in her

childhood to tend her father's sheep. How it therefore

became fixed in her mind that she was the destined

deliverer of her country there is little difficulty in under-

standing. She possessed a nature strongly sympathetic,

and it was kindled to ardent patriotism by the sad con-

dition of her country; her imagination was so overpower-

ingly vivid that it frequently deceived her reason ; and
her consciousness of endowments which could find no
jiroper scope for their activity within her narrow sphere

must have confirmed if they did not originate her prognos-

tications that she was appointed to some higt destiny.

Uradually her whole attention became so engrossed with

her country's wrongs that all her waking hours were one

continued and prolonged prayer for its deliverance. The
result was that, owing to a [Jeculiarity in her nervous con-

stitution, her own- thoughts and hopes seemed to take

audible voice, and returned to her as assurances and com-
mands spoken to her by the saints. At last, when in 1428
Orleans, the key to the south of France, was invested by
the English under the earl of Salisbury, the voices became
bj peremptory and urgent as to overcome all pretexts for

delay on account of previous discouragements and rebuffs.

Kotwithstanding the strong remonstrances of her parents,

who viewed her resolve with poignant grief and dismay,

she now renewed with increased determination her efforts

to win from Robert de Baudricourt, governor of Vaucou-
leurs, an introduction to the dauphin Charles. In all her

subsequent acts she professed to be guided by the voices

of the saints, who had set before her the twofold task of

relieving Orleans and crowning the young dauphin at

iRheims. By persistent importunity, the effect of which
was increased by the simplicity of her demeanour and her

calm assurance of success, she at last prevailed on the

governor to grant her request; and in February 1429,
accompanied by two knights, she set out on her perilous

journey to the court of the dauphin at Chinou. At first

Charles refused to see her, but the rising tide of popular

feeling in her favour induced his advisers to persuade him
after three days to grant her an interview. Of the divinity

of her commission she is said to have persuaded him by
discovering him though disguised in the crowd of his

courtiers, and by assuring him regarding his secret doubts
as to his legitimacy. Accordingly, after a commission of

doctors had reported that they had found in her nothing
of evil or contrary to the Catholic faith, and a council of

matrons had reported on her chastity and virginity, she

was permitted to set forth with an army of 4000 or 5000
men designed for the relief of Orleans. At the head of

the army she rode clothed in a coat of mail, armed with
.-,n ancient sword which she had divined to be hidden near
the altar of St Catherine de Fierbore, and carryin_g a white
staud^n-d of her own design embroidered with lilies and
having on the one side the image of God seated on the

clouds .and holding the world in ids hand, and on the other

a reprc-entntiou of the aniuiuciation. Joan was of medium
height, stoutly built, but finely |uoportioued: and her frame
wa< capable of enduring great fatigue. Notwithstanding

subsequent traditions, she does not iipjiear to have beep,

strikingly handsome. Conventional beauty of the highest

type could not be expected in one .accustomed to her
mode of life, but the most authentic testimonies represent

her as less comely than many in her own station. Her
features were, moreover, expressive rather of rustic houesty
and innocence than of mental power, although she is said

to have possessed grand melancholy eyes which, probably
on account of the high and noble purpose which animated
them, exercised an indescribable charm.^ Her voice w^s
powerful, but at the same time of great sweetness, and
her manner possessed a fine natural dignity and grace,

which, while it repelled familiarity, softened and subdued
even the rudest of the soldiers. Nominally she had been
entrusted with the command of the army, but in reality it

was under the direction of experienced generals; and it

cannot be pretended that the victories accomplished in

consequence of her co-operation were the result of brilliant

military genius. Indeed, the blind obstinacy with which
in tlie face of overwhelming odds she refused to acknow-
ledge defeat place it beyond doubt that she was unable to

estimate the elements of success in battle, and was actuated

throughout by a fatalistic persuasion that victory was in-

evitable if she persevered unflinchingly in her efforts to

obtain it. At the same time she possessed a shrewd and
penetrating judgment both as to men and things, and the

manner in which she conducted herself amid the varied

difficulties of her career indicated extraordinary force of

character and high and noble prudence. What, however,

she chiefly supplied to the French cause was concentrated

energy and resolution. Above all, she inspired the soldiery

with a fanatic enthusiasm armed with the sanctions and
ennobled by the influences of religion ; and she overawed
the enemy by the superstitious fear that she was in league

with supernatural powers.

By a remarkable stroke of good luck Joan succeeded in

entering Orleans on the 20th April 1429, and through the

vigorous and unremitting attacks of the French the English
gradually became so discouraged thai on the 8th of May
they raised the siege. By the capture of Jargeau and
Beaugency, followed by the great victory of Patay, where
Talbot was taken prisoner, the English were driven beyond
the Loire. With some difficulty the king was then per-

suaded to set out towards Rheims, which he entered with

an army of 12,000 men on July 16th, Troyes having on
the way been taken by assault at the sole instigation of

the Maid. On the following day, holding the sacred

banner, she stood next to Charles at his coronation in the

cathedral. After an endeavour to detach Burgundy from
the English cause, the king at last agreed to attempt the

capture of Paris, but on account of the disastrous result of

an attack made on the 8th September, in which Joan was
wounded, he resolved, notwithstanding her passionate

remonstrance, to withdraw from the city, and disbanded

his troops. Joan went into Normandy to assist the duke
of Alen^on, but in December returned to the court, and
on the 29th she and her family were ennobled with the

surname of du Lis. Uuconsoled by such honours, she

rode away from the court in March, to assist in the defence

of Compiegne against the duke of Burgundy; and on the

24th May she led an unsuccessful sortie against the

besiegers, when on account of her determination to fight to

the last she was surrounded and taken prisoner. Charles,'

partly perhaps on account of his natural indolence, partly

on account of the intrigues at the court, made no effort to

effect her ransom, and never showed any sign of interest'

in her fate. Probably he had found her so diflScult to

' Ou the persoual aiipeav.iiire of tlip Jfaiil, .sec esjiecially E. de
BnateiUer, yo/rs JconogiaphiquessHf Jtraniie rf'^rc,J..879,^coiitaillijl^

eugl-avings of the most authentic Statues,
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manage and control that he as well as his generals regarded

her presence with the army as more embarrassing than help-

ful ; and doubtless her capture dissipated the halo of super-

natural power that had surrounded her. By means of

negotiations instigated and prosecuted with great perse-

yerance by the university of Paris and the Inquisition, and
through the persistent scheming of Pierre Cauchon, the

ejected bishop of Beauvais, she was sold in November by

Luxembourg and Burgundy to the English, who on January

S, 1431, at the instance of the university of Paris, delivered

her over to the Inquisition for trial. After a public exami-

nation, begun on the 9th January and lasting six days, and
another conducted in the prison, she was, on the 20th

March, publicly accused as a heretic and sorcerer, and, being

in the end found guilty, she made her submission at the

scaffold on the 24tfa May, and received pardon. She was
still, however, the prisoner of the English, and, having been

induced by those who had her in charge to resume her male
clothes, she was on this account judged to have relapsed,

was sentenced to death, and burned at the stake on the

streets of Rouen, May 39, 1431. The sentence was revoked

by the pope on the 7th July 1456, and since then it has

been the custom of Catholic writers to uphold the reality

of her divine inspiration. In 1436 an impostor appeared,

professing to be Joan of Arc escaped from the flames, who
succeeding in inducing many people to believe in her state-

ment, but afterwards confessed her imposture.

There is no doubt that Joan herself believed in her super-

natural guidance, and her judges, notwithstanding al! their

ei!orts, were unable to bring to light the smallest semblance

of a sign of conscious dishonesty on her part. At the same
time the nobility of her purpose was unstained by the

faintest symptom of selfish regard to her own fame and
glorification. Indeed the greatness of her career did not

consist in her military achievements, but in her pure, true,

and ardent character, which made her a pathetic victim to

the mean and grovelling aims of those in whose cause

she fought with such simple sincerity of faith, and to the

cruelties of a superstitious ago.

Literature.—All previoua works on Joan of Arc were deprived of

a great part of their critical value by the publication, in 5 vols.,

1841-49, of he Proots dc cojidamnation ct de r^/iabilUatioii de

Jeanne cTArc, edited by J. Quicherat. The record of the Proces de
cmtdamnatioii consisted origiually of the oIScir-1 notes of the trial,

afterwards edited in Latin by P. Cauchon, and bears internal marks
of general truthfulness. The original French minute does not exist

except in a fragment which has been reproduced by M. Vallet da
Viriville in his French tranrtation of the Latin vei^ion, published
in 1867. A French translation of the Proems dc co7ida>nnation and
Procis de filmbditaiiiM hy E. O'Reilly appeared in 18G8. The 4th
vol. of Quicherat is occupied with old chronicles and histories, the
principal of which are those of Pcrcival ds Cagny, a retainer of tha

duke of Alen9on, never before published; J>icquc-s k Bonvier (Berri),

that from 1402-Hll first publislied in 1653 .is p.art of a history of

Charles VL, and the remainder, 1411-1444, in the collection of Denis
Godefroy, 1661: Jcfin '^hurticr, only contemporaneous trom 1437,
before which it borrows chielly from the C'kroniqvcde la PuccUc and
Le Bouvier, what it does not borrow being utterly untrustworthy,
published 1476-77, 1493, 1514, 1517-18, by Denis C^^Jeiroy, 1661,
and Vallet de Viriville, with notes, 1858 ; Journal die Siige

d'OrUa-ns, founded on the chroni .es of Berri and Jean Chartier, with
a few other documents, published 1576, 1606, 1611, 1619, 1621, and
reprinted with notes by Jacob in 1853 ; la Qcste des nobles Frartfois, or

Chronique dc Coiismol, which closes with 1429, but some years after-

wards was completed by a nephew of Cousinot to the siege of Paris

80 as to form the Chronique de la Pitcclle^ published by Denis Gode-
froy, 1661, by il. Petitot, 1825, in vol. viii. of Alemoircs relatifs a
thistdre dc France, and with notes by Vallet de Viriville, 1859

;

Chronique d^Enyucrran dc Mo.istrelct, first published about 1500
and very frequently afterwards, English translation by Thomas
Johnes, 1840, the last and best French edition, that of L. Douet
d'Arcq, 6 vols., 1S57-62. The principal other contemporary
authorities are Basin's Jlistoire des Ji^giw^ de Charles VII. el de

Louis XL, first published in a complete form by Quichcrat, with
notes and life, 4 vols., 1855-1859 ; the Chronique N&rmande
of Pierre Cochou, the part referring to Joan published along
With Chronique de la Pucclle by Vallet de Viriville, 1859, the
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whole by De Eobillard do Eeaurepaire, 1870 ; Chronique de
Robert Blondcl, first published by Vallet de Viriville, 1859 ; Chro-
nique de Jean Eaoult, or Chroniqiie anonynie dc Charles VIL, first

published by Vallet de Viriville, 1858; Abrcgi d' Uistoire chronolo-

giquc, by Denis Godefroy, 1061 ; Le mysth-c du Siege d'Orlians, in

verse, published from a manuscript in the Vatican in Colleelion de
Documents inidits sur VHistoirede France, 1862 ; a Latin poem by
Valesan Vasanius, 1501; anf.nonymous Latin poem, manuscript 5970
of the Imperial Library of Paris; a poem by Christine dc Pisan, 1429,
printed in 1S65 ; Martial 7luvergne, Lcs i'igillcs du roy Charle, iu
verse, 1 505—one hundred copies of the portion relating to Joan of Arc
printed at Orleans, 1866, of which one copy is in the British Museum.
The earliest life by other than contemporaries is that iu Latin by

Jean Hordal, 1612. Edmond Richer, who had prociired the original

documents of the Frocks, finished a life of Joan in 1628 which was
never published, but ofwhich Lenglet-Dufresnoy made use to correct

his own work, published in 1754 in two volumes. Charles du Lys,
a descendant of her kin, published D' I'extraction ct yarent4 de la,

Pucclle d'Orleayis, 1611, enlarged edition 1612, 3d in 1628, all of
which were republished by Vallet de Viiiville in Trisor des pieces

Tares et ancicnncs, 1856. In 1790 L'Averdy published an analysis

of the manuscript of the Prods in the 3d vol. of jMemoires of the

Academy or Inscriptions. The principal other works previous to

the publication of the Proces are those of Lebrun des Charmettcs,

1S17, 4 vols.; Saint-Prbc, 1817; I.emaire, 1818; Jollois, 1821;
Dumas, 1843 ; De .Beauregard, 1847 ; and the accounts by De
Bamnte, Michelet, and Sismondi in their several histories. Since
the publication of the Prods the works of original critical value

are Aper^us Nouvcaux by J. Quicherat, 1850; the lives by B. Henri
M.artiu, last ed., 1875; AVallon, 1S60; ami Villiaume, 1863. Other
lives have been written by Lamartiuo, 1852 ; Lafoutaine, 1854;
Desjardins, 1854; Michaud, 1861; Sepet, 1809. See also Vallet de
Viriville, Rechcrches sur la famillc de Jeanne d'Are, 1854; Histoire

dc Charles VJI., by the same, 3 vols., 1862-65; De Robillard do
Beaurepaire, ReeherrJics stir le p7'oces dc condainnation de Jeanne
d'Arc, 1869; Boucher de ilol&ndon, Premiire Fjrpidition dc Jcanni
d'Are, 1874; E. de Bouteiller, Jeanne d' Are dans les chroniques
Missines de P. Vigneullcs, 1878; and E. de Bouteiller and G. de
Braux, Lafamille de Jeanne d'Arc, 1878, Nouvcllcs Recherche^ suf
la famillc de Jean d^ Arc, 1879, and Notes Jconographiques, 1879,
The principal German works are those of Gbrres, 2d ed. , 1835
(French transL, 1843); Hase, 1861; Eysell, 1861; andHii-eH, 1877.

In English, in addition to the essays of De Quincey and Lord
Mahon, there are lives by Harriet Parr, 1866; Mrs Bray, 1374; and
Janet Tuckey, 1880. Of the numerous dram.as and poems of which
Joan of Arc has been the subject, mention can only be made of Lie
Jungfrau von Orleans of Schiller, the Joan of An- of Southey, and
the scandalous burlesque-epic of Voltaire. A drama in verse by
Jules Barbier has been set to music by C. Gounod, 1873.

JOB. The book of Job (Hs;b. 3i»« lyyoo, Gr. 'Up),

the most splendid creation of the Hebrew poetry, is so

called from the name of the man whose history and
afflictions and sayings form the theme of it.

Contents.—As it now lies before us it consists of five

parts. 1. The prologue, in prose, ch. i.-ii., describes

in rapid and dramatic steps the history of this man, his

piety and prosperity and greatness corresponding to his

godliness ; then how his life is drawn in under the opera-

tion of the trying, sifting providence of God, through the

suspicion suggested by the Satan, the mini.ster of this aspect

of God's providence, that his godliness is but selfish and

only the natural return for the unexampled prosperity

bestowed upon him, and the insinuation that if stripped of

his prosperity he will renounce God to His face. Tliese

suspicions bring down two severe calamities on Job, one

depriving him of all external blessings, children and

possessions alike, and the other throwing the man himself

under a loathsome and painful malady. In spite of these,

afflictions Job retains his integrity and ascribes no wrong

to God. Then the advent of Job's three friends is de-

scribed, Eliphaz the Teraanite, Biklad the Shuhite, and

Zophar the Naamathite, who, having heard of Job's

calamities, come to condole with him. 2. The body of

the book, in poetry, ch. iii.-xxsi., contains a series of

speeches in which the problem of Job's aff.ictions and the

relation of external evil to the righteousness of God and

the conduct of men ia brilliantly discussed. This part is

divided into three cycles, each containing four speeches,!

one by Job and one by each of the friends (ch. iii.-xiv,;

Xin. — 88
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oh. xv.-xxi.; cla. xxii.-XKxi.), altbougli in tlic last cycle

the third speaker ZopIia,r fails to answer, and Job, having

driven his opponents from the field, carries his reply

through a series of discourses in which he dwells in

pathetic words upon his early prosperity, contrasting with

it his present misery and humiliation, and ends with a

solemn repudiation of all the offences that had been

insinuated or might be suggested against him, and a

challenge to God to appear and put His hand to the charge

which He had against him and for which He alllicted him.

3. A youthful bystander named Elihu, the representative

of a younger generation, who had been a silent observer of

the debate, intervenes and expresses his dissatisfaction

with the manner in which both Job and his friends had
conducted the cause, and offers what is in some respects a

new solution of the question (ch. xxxii.-xsxvii.). 4. In

answer to Job's repeated demands tlmt God would appear

and solve the riddle of his life, the Lord answers Job out

of the whirlwind. The Divine speaker does not condescend

to refer to Job's individual problem, but in a series of

ironical interrogations asks him, as he thinks himself

capable of fathoming all things, to expound the mysteries

of the origin and subsistence of the world, the phenomena
of the atmosphere, the instincts of the creatures tliat inhabit

the desert, and, as he judges God's conduct of the world

amiss, invites him to seize the reins himself and gird him
with the Divine thunder and quell the rebellious forces of

evil in the universe (ch. xxxviii.-xlii. 6). Job is humbled
and abashed, and lays his hand upon his mouth, and repents

liis hasty words in dust and ashes. No solution of his

problem is vouchsafed ; but God Himself effects that which
neither the man's own thoughts of God nor the representa-

tions of the friends could accomplish : ho heard of Him
with the hearing of the ear without effect, but now his eye
saw Him. This is the profoundest religious deep in the
book. 5. The epilogue, also in prose, ch. xlii. 7-17,
describes Job's restoration to a prosperity double that of

his former estate, his family felicity, and long life.

Design.—With the exception of the episode of Elihu,
the connexion of which with the original form of the poem
may be doubtful, all these five parts are essential elements
of the work as it came from the hand of the first author,
although some parts of the second and fourth divisions
may have been expanded by later writers. The idea of the
composition is not to be derived from any single element
of the book, as from the prologue but from the teaching
and movement of the whole piece. Job is unquestionably
the hero of the work, and in the ideas which he expresses
and the history which he passes through combined we may
assume that we find the author himself speaking and
teaching. The discussion of the question of suffering
between Job and his friends occupies two-thirds of the
book, or, if the space occupied by Elihu be not considered,
nearly tliree-fourths, and in the direction which the author
causes this discussion to take we may see revealed the main
didactic purpose of the book. When the three friends, the
representatives of former theories of providenee, are reduced
to silence and driven off the ground by Job, we may be
certain that it was the author's purpose to discredit the
ideas which they represent. Job himself offers no positive
contribution to the doctrine of evil ; his position is negative,
auvl merely antagonistic to that of the friends. But this
ueg.itive position victoriously maintained by him has the
effect^ of clearing the ground, and the author himself
supplies in the prologue the positive truth, when he com-
municates the real explanation of his hero's calamities, and
teaches that they were a trial of his righteousness. It was
therefore the author's purpose in his work to widen men's
views of the providence of God and set before them a new
view of suffering. This may be considered the first great

object of the book. This purpose, however, wa^ in all

probability no mere theoretical one, but subordinate to

some wider practical design. No Hebrew writer is merely
a poet or a thinker. He is always q teacher. He has men
before him in their relations to God. And it is not

usually men in their individual relations, but as members of

the family of Israel, the people of God. It is consequently

scarcely to be doubted that the book has a national scope.

The author considered his new truth regarding the meaning
of aiHiction as of national interest, and to be the trutli

needful for the heart of his people in tiieir circumstances.

But the teaching of the book is only half its contents. It

contains also a history—deep and inexplicable afiliction, a

great moral struggle, and a victory. The autlior meant his

new truth to inspire new conduct, new faith, and new
hopes. In Job's sufferings, undeserved and inexplicable to

him, yet capable of an explanation most consistent with

the goodness and faithfulness of God, and casting honour
upon his faithful servants ; in Ins d-*pair bordering on
unbelief, at last overcome ; and :•„ the happy issue of his

afflictions—in all this Israel may <,ee itself, and from the

sight take courage, and forecast its own history. Job,

however, is not to be considered Israel, the righteous

servant of the Lord, un'l,;r a feigned name ; he is no more
parable (though SLich a viev is found as early as the

Talmud) ; he _ind his history have both elements of reality in

them. It i? these elements of reality common to him witli

Israel in aifiiction, common even to him with humanity as

a whole, confined within the straitened limits set by its

own ignorance, wounded to death by the mysterious sorrows

of life, tortured by the uncertainty whether its cry finds

an entrance into God's ear, alarmed and paralysed by
the irreconcilable discrepancies which it seems to discover

between its necessary thoughts of Him and its experience of

Him in His providence, and faint with longing that it might
come into His place, anrl behold Him, not girt with His
majesty, but io human form, as one looketh upon his fellow,

-—it is these elements of truth that make the history of Job
instructive to Israel in the times of affliction when it was
Bet before theip, and to men in all ages. It would probably

bo a mistake, however, to imagine that the author con-

sciously stepped outside the limits of his nation, and
assumed a human position antagonistic to it. The chords

he touches vibrate through all humanity ; but this is because

Israel is the kernel of humanity, and because from Israfrl's

heart the deepest music of mankind is heard, whether of

pathos or of joy.

Tvro threads requiring to be followed, therefore, run through the
book,—the one the discussion of the problem of evil between Job
and his friends, and the other the varying attitude of .Tob's mind
towards heaven, the first being subordinate to the second. Both
Job and his fiiends ndpance to the discussion of his sutrerings and
of the problem of evil, ignorant of the true cause of his calamities,

—

Job strong in his sense of innocence, and the friends armed with
their theory of the righteousness of God, who giveth to every man
according to his works. "With fine psychological instinct the poet
lets Job altogetiier lose his self-control first when his three friends,
tlie men his fellows, came to visit him. His bereavements and the
acute anguish of his malady he bore with a steady courage, and the
direct instigations to godlessness of the woman, his wife, he repelled
with severity and resignation. But when men, his equals and the
old associates of his happiness, came to see him, and when he read
in their looks and in their seven days' silence the depth of his own
misery, his self-command deserted him, and he broke out into a cry
of despair, cursing his day and crying for death (civ iii-)- Job had
somewhat misinterpi-eted the deme;iDour of his friends. It was not
all pity that it expressed. Along with their pity they had also
brought their theologj' with them, and they trusted to heal Job's
malady with this. Till a few days ago Job would have agreed with
them on the sovereign virtues of this remedy. But he had learned
through a higher teaching, the events of God's providence, that it

was no more a specific in his case. His violent impatience, how-
ever, under his afflictions and his covert attacks upon the divine
rectitude only served to confirm the view of his sulferings which
their theory of evil had already suggested to his friends. Ani thus
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commoncos tlie Ligh debate wliicK continues through, thirty chapters

of the boolc.

Tlie principle \vith whir.h the th reo friends of Job came to the

consitloratioii of hi* ulstoiy was tin.- principle that calamity is the

result of evil-doiDg, as on the other nand prospeiity is the reward

of righteousness. Sulferin^ is not an accident or a spontaneous
growth of the soil ; man is born unto trouble as the sparks fly

upwards ; there is iu human life a tendency to do evil wbicli djaws
down upon men the chastisement of heaven (ch. v. 6). The form
in wliicli the principle is enunciated by Eliphaz, from -whom the

other speakei-s take tncii" cue, is thb.: whnre thore is suffering there

has been, sin in the sufferer, not necessarily deadly sin, tliongh

where the suffering is great the sin must have been heinous. Not
suffering in itself, but the effect of it on the sufferer is what ^ves
insight into his true character. Suffering ia not always punitive

;

it is far oftener disciplinary, designed to wean the good man fiom
his sin. If he sees in his suffering the monition of God and turns

from his evil, his future shall be rich in peace and happiness, and
bis latter estate more prosperous than his first. If he murmurs or

resists, he can only perish under the multiplying chastisements

which his impenitence will provoke. Now this principle of the

friends is far troni being a peculiar crotchet of theirs ; its truth is

undeniable, thoiigh they erred in supposing it a principle that

would cover the wide providence of God. The principle is the
fundamental idea of moral government, the expression of the

natural conscience, a principle common more or less to all peoples,

though perhaps more prominent in the Semitic mind, because all

religious ideas are more prominent and simple there,—not suggested

to Israel first by the law, but found and adopted by the law, though
it ra.'-y be sharpened by it. It is the fundamental principle of

prophecy no less than of the law, and, if possible, of the wisdom or

philosophy of the Hebrews more than of either. Speculation

among the Hebrews had a simpler task before it than it had in the
West or in the further East. The Greek philosopher began his

operations upon the sum of things ; ho threw the universe into his

crUL'ibli* at once. His object was to effect some analysis of it, such

an analvsis that he could call one element cause and another
effect. Or, to vary the figure, his endeavour was to pursue the

streams of tendency which he could observe upwards till he reached

at last the central spring which sent tliem all forth. God, a single

cause and explanation, was ttio object of his search. But to the
Hebrew this was already found. The aaalysis resulting in the dis-

tinction of God and the world had been effected for him long ago,

50 long that the history and circumstances of the process had been
forguLten, and only the unchallengeable result remained. His
philnsophy was not a quest of God whom he did not know, but a

recognition on all hands of God whom he knew. The great primaiy
idea to his mind was that of God, a Being wholly just, doing all.

And the world wp.s little more than the phenomena that revealed the

mind and the presence and the operations of God. Consequently
the nature of God as known to him and the course of events formed
2 perfect equation. The idea of what God was in Himself was in

complete harmony with His manifestation of Himself in providence,

in the events of human life, and the history of men and nations.

The philosophy of the wise did not go behind the origin of sin, or

referred it to the freedom of man ; but, sin existing, and God being
in immediate pei-sonal contact with the world, every event was a
direct expression of His moral will and energy; calamity fell on
wickedness, and success attended right-doing. This view of the

nioiiil harmony between the nature of God and the events of provi-

dence in the fortunes of men and nations is the view of the Hebrew
wisdom in its oldest form, during what might be called the period
of principles, to which belong Pi-ov. x. sq. ; and this is the posi-

tion maintained by Job's three friends. And the significance of

the book of Job in the history of revelation arises from this that it

marks the point when such a view was definitively overcome, closing

the long period when this principle was merely subjected to ques-
tionings, and makes a new positive addition to the doctrine of evih
Job agreed with the friends that afflictions came directly from the

hand of God, and also that God afflicted those whom He held guilty

of sins. But his conscience denied the imputation of guilt, whether
insinuated by his friends or implied in God's chastisement of him.
Ueuce he was driven to conclude that God was unjust, that He
sought occasions against him, and perverted his right. The poeitioH
of Job -'ppoared to his friends nothing else but impiety, as it came
very near being ; while theirs was to him mere falsehood and the
special pleading of sycophants iu behalf of God becaixse Ho was the
stronger. AVithin these two iron walls the debate moves, making
little progress, but with much brilliancy, if not of argument, of

illustration. A certain advance indf'ed is perceptible. In the first

seri'^s of speeches, ch, iv.-xiv., the key-note of which is struck by
Eliphaz, the oldest and most considerate of the three, the position

is that affliction is caused by sin, and is chastisemer>t designed for

the sinner's good ; and the moral is that Job should recognize it and
use it foi*-»je purpose f*^'- wbirih it was sent. In the second, ch..

V.-xxl., r!i^ other side of tne pictaic. i:: held vp tli*. fprrible fata

of the sinner, and thoso briUInnt pictures of a rpsroren luUuC/

thrown in by all the speakers In the first series, are absent. Job's

demeanour under the consolations offered him afforded little hone
of his repentance. In the third series, ch. xxii. sq.y the friends

cast off aPl disguise, and openly charge Job w'tli a course of evil life.

That their armoury was now exhausted is shown- by the brevity of

the second speaker, and the failure of tlie third to answer in any
form. In reply Job disdains for a time to touch what he well loaew

lay under all their exhortations ; he laments with touching pathos
the defection of his friends on whom he counted, who were liko

the winter torrents looked foi' in vain by the perishing caravan in

the summer heat ; he meets with bitter scorn their constant cry tliat

Godwin not cast off the illghteous man, by asking—How one can be
righteous with God? what can human weakness, however inno-

cent, do against infinite might and subtlety? they are righteous
whom an omnipotent and perverse will thinks fit to consider so;

he falls into a hopeless wail over the universal miserj' of man, who
has a weary campaign of life appointed him ; then, rising up in the
strength of his conscience, he upbraids the Almighty with His mis-
use ot His power and His indiscriminate tyranny,—righteous and
innocent He destroys alike—and challenges Him to lay aside His
majesty and meet His creature as a man, and then he w*ould not fear

Him. Even in the second scries Job can hardlj' bring himself to

face the personal issue raised by the friends. His relations to God
absorb him almost wholly,—his pitiable isolation, the indignities

showered on his once honoured head, the loathsome spectacle of

his body ; and, abandoned by all, he turns for pity from God to men
and from men to God. Only in the third series of debates does he
put out his hand and grasp firmly the theory of his friends, and
their *' defences of mud " fall to dust in his hands. Instead of that

roseate moral order which they are never weary ijisisting upon, he
finds only disorder and moral confusion. When he thinks of it,

trembling takes hold of him. It is not the righteous but the
wicked that live, grow old, yea wax mighty in strength, that send
forth their children like a fiock and establish them in their sight.

Before the logic of facts the theory of the friends goes down ; and
with this negative result, which the author skilfully reaches through
the debate, has to be combined his own positive doctrine of the osea

of adversity advanced in the prologue.

To a reader of the poem now it appears strange that both parties

were so entangled in the meshes of their preconceptions regarding
God as to be unable to break through to broader views. Tho
friends, while maintaining their position that injustice on the part

of God is inconceivable, might have given its due weight to the per-

sistent testimony of Job's conscience as that behind which it is

impossible to go, and found refuge in the reflexion that there might
Dl something inexplicable in the ways of God, and that affliction

might have some other meaning than to punish the sinner or even
to wean him from his sin. And Job, while maintaining his inno-

cence from overt sins, might have bowed beneath the rod of God
and confessed that there was such sinfulness in every human life as

to account for the severest chastisement from heaven, or at least

have stopped short of charging God foolishly. Such a position

would certainly be taken up by an afflicted saint now, and such an
explanation of his sufferings would suggest itself to the sufferer,

even though it might be in truth a false explanation. Perhaps
here, where an artistic fault might seem to be committed, the art of

the writer, or what is the same thing his truth to nature, and tiie

extraordinary freedom with which he moves among his materials,

as well as the power and individuality of his dramatic creations, are

most remarkable. It Fas tho role which the author reserved for

himself to teach the truth on the question in dispute, and he accom-
plishes this by allowing his perforraers to push their false principles

to their proper extreme. There is nothing about which men are

usually so sure as about God. They are ever ready to take Him in
their own hand, to interpret His providence in theii' own sense,

to say what things are consistent or not with His character and
word, and beat down the opposing consciences of other men, bvHis
so-called authority, which is nothing but their own. The friends
of Job were religious Orientals, men to whom God was a Being in im-
mediate contact with the we'd and life, effecting all things with no
intervention of s^^cond causer, men to whom the idea of second causes
was unknown, on whom science had not yet begun to dawn, nor
the conception of a divine scheme pursuing a distant end by conv
plicated means, in which the individual's interest may suffer for the
larger good. The broad sympathies of the author and liis sense of

the truth lying in the theory of the friends are seen Jn the scope
which he allows them, in the richness of the thought and the
splendid luxuriance of the imagery—drawn from revelation, the
immemorial moral consent of mankiud, the testimony of the living

conscience, and the observation of life—with which he makes them
clothe their views. He felt it needful to make a departure from a
position too narrowto confine the providence of God within, but he
remembered the elenients of truth in the theory which he was
flepartiug from, that it was a national heritage, which he himself
^rhaps had been constrained not without a struggle to abandon

;

anj, whilo showing its insufficiency, he sets it forth in its most
brilliant form.
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Tlien, in regard to tlie position maintained liyJob,—tlie extrava-

gance of his assertions \vas occasioned greatly by the extreme

position of his friends, which left no room for his conscious innocence

along witlL the rectitude of God. Again, the poet's purpose, as the

pfolo.f^ue shows, was to teach that ttlilictions may fall on a man ont

of 1lli- connexion with any offence of his own, and merely ns tlio

trial of his riglitcousness ; and hence he allows Job, as by a true in-

stinct of the natnre of his sulferings, to ivpudiate all connexion

between them and sin in himself. Andlurther, the terrible conlliet

into which the suspicions of the Satan brought Job could not be

exhibited without pushing hira to the verge of ungodliness. These

are all elements of the poet's art; but art aud nature are one.

Under the Old Covenant the sense of sin was less deep than it is

now. In the desert, too, men speak boldly of God. Such a creation

ns Job would be an anomaly in Christianity. But nothing is more

false than to judge the poet's creation from onr later point of view,

and construct a theory of the book according to a more developed

sense of sin and ft deeper reverence of God than belonged to

antiquity. In complete contradiction to the testimony of the book

itself, some theorists, as Hcngstciiberg, have assuuR-d that Job's

spiritual pride was just the cause of his afflictions, that this was the

root of bitterness in him which must be killed down ere he could

become a true saint. The fundamental position of the book is .that

Job was already a tnie saint ; this is testified by God Himself, is the

radical idea of the author in the prologue, and tho very hypothesis

of the drama. We might be ready to think that Job's afflictions

dicl not befall him out of all connexion with his own condition of

mind, and we might be disposed to find a vindication of God's ways

in this. There is no evidence that such an idea was shared by tho

author of the book. The interpretation of Job has suffered not a

little from the righteousness overmuch of its expounders. The
writer did not consider that God's ways ntcded this vindication.

Tho confession of sin which he puts into Job's mouth had reference

exclusively to his demeanour under his afflictions. This demeanour
may be evidence of the imperfection of his previous religious state.

It is evidence of this, of which, however, no evidence was needed, for

Job docs not claim to be nor is he supposed sinless, but it is no

evidence that this imperfection was the cause of his afflictions.

These were the trial of his faith, which, maintaining itself in spite

of them, and becoming stronger through them, was rewarded with

'a higlier felicity. It is remarkable that the attitude which we
imagine it would have been so easy for Job to assume, Viz., wliile

holding fast his integrity, to fall back upon the inexplicableness of

Providence, of which there are such imposing descriptions in hts

speeches, is just the attitude which he takes up in ch. xxviii. It

is far from certain, however, that this chapter is an integral part of

the original book.

The o*ther line running through the book, the varying attitude

of Job's mind towards heaven, exhibits dramatic action and tragic

interest of tlie highest kind, though the movement is internal. That
the exhibition of this struggle in Job's mind was a main point in

the author's purpose is seen from the fact that at the end of each

of his great trials lie notes that Job sinned not, nor ascribed wrong
to God (ch. i. 22 ; ii. 10), and from the eiTect which the divine voice

from the whirlwind is made to produce upon him {ch. xl. 3). In

the first C3'cle of debate (cli. iv.-xiv.). Job's mind reaches the deepest

limit of estrangement. There he not merely charges God with

injustice, but, unable^ to reconcile His former goodness with His

present enmity, ho regards the latter as tho true expression of the

divine mind towards His creatuivs, and the former, comprising all

His infinite creative skill in weaving the delicate organism of human
nature aud the rich endowments of His providence, but as the means
towards exercising His mad and immoral cruelty in the time to

como. When the Semitic skin of Job is scratched, we find a modern
pessimist beneath. Others in later days have brought the keen
sensibility of the human frame and the torture which it endures

together, and asked with Job to whom at last all this has to be

referred. Towards the end of the cycle a star of heavenly light

seems to rise on the horizon ; the thought seizes the sulferer's mind
that man might have another life, that God's anger pursuing him
to the grave might be sated, and that He might call him out of it

to Himself again, (eh. xiv. 13). This idea of a resurrection,

unfamiliar to Job at first, is one which he is allowed to reach out

of the necessities of the moral complications around him, but from

the author's manner of using the idea we may judge that it w.is not

unfamiliai: to himself. In the second cycle the thought of a future

reconciliation with God (for of course he regarded his afflictions as

evidence of God's anger) is more firmly grasped. That satisfaction

or at least composure which, when we observe calamities that we
cannot morally account for, M'e reach by reflecting that providence

is a great scheme moving according to general laws, and that it does

not always truly reflect the relation of God to the individual, Job
ivached in the only way possible to a Semitic mind. He drew a

distioction bctwi^en Qod nnd God, between an outer God whom
events obey, 4>ursuing him in His anger, and an inner God whose
heart was with him, who was conscious of his innocence ; and 3ie

,aiipeal» from God to God, and beseeches God tojjledge Himself that

he shall receive justice from God (ch. xvi." 19; xvii. 3). And so

high at last docs tliis consciousiKss timt God is nt one with him
ribc that he avows his assurance that Ilu will yet aiiproi- to do him
justice before men, and that he shall see Him witli his own eyes, no
more estranged but on his side, nnd lor this moment he faints with
longing (ch. xix. 25 sq.).'^

Alter this e:<prcssion of faith Job's mind remains calm, though
he ends by firmly charging Goil with perverting his right, and
demanding to know the cause of his aillictions (ch. xxvii. 2 sq.\

xxxi. 35, where render. Oh, that I had the indictment which mine
adversary has written). In answer to this demand the Divine voice

answers Job out of the tempest—Who is this that darkeneth counsel

by words without knowledge? Tho wortl "counsel" intimates to

Job that God docs not act without a design, large and beyond the

comprehension of man ; and to impress this is the purpose of the

Divine speeches. The speaker does not enter into Job's particular,

cause ; there is not a word tending to unravel his riddle ; his mind is

drawn away to the wisdom and majesty of God Himself. His own
words and those of his frieuds are but ro-echocd, but it is God Him-
self who now utters them. Job is in immediate nearness to the

majesty of heaven, wise, unfathomable, ironical over the littleness

of man, and he is abased ; God Himself effects what neither the

man's own thoughts of God nor the representations of his friends

could accomplish, though by the same means. Tho religions

insight of the writer sounds here tho profoundcst deeps of truth.

Integrity.—Doubts whether particular portions of the

present book belonged to the original form of it have beeo

raised by many. Half a century ag^o De Wette expressed

himself as follows :
" It appears to us that the present

book of Job has not all flowed from one pen. As many
books of tho Old Testament bave been several times

written over, so has this also " (Ersch and Gruber, Encyk.^

sect, ii., vol. viii.). The judgment formed by De Wette has

been adhered to more or less by most of those who hava

studied the book. Questions regarding the unity of such

books as this are difficult to settle ; there is not unanimity

among scholars regarding the idea of the book, and con-

sequently they differ as to what parts are in harmony or

conflict with unity; and it is dangerous to apply moderu
ideas of literary composition and artistic unity to the works

* Tlii3 remarkable passage reads tlius: " But I hioio that vry re-

deemer liveth, and aftcricuTds he shall arise tqwn the dvst^ and after

m;/ skill, even this body is destroyed, without my fiesh shall I see God ;

whom I shall sec for mifself, nnd mine eycx shall behold, and not as

a stranffcr; my reins vithin me are consumed with loiigrnj». " Tlte

redeemer who liveth and shall arise or stand upon the earth in God
whom lie shall sec with his own eyes, on his side. The -course of

exegesis was greatly influenced by tho tcanslatiou of Jerome wlro,

departing from the Itala, rendered :
" In novissinio die de teira sur-

recturus sum . . . et rursuni circunidabor pellc inca et in carne niea

videbo deum nicum." Tiio only point now in question is whether

—

(n) Job looks for this manifestation of God to him while he is still

alive, or (&) after death, and therefore in the sense of a spiritual

vision and union with God in another life ; that is;, whether the words
"destroyed" and ''without my flesh" are to be taken relatively only,

of the extremest effects of his disease upon hint, ol" literally, of the

separation of the body in death. A third view which assumes that the

words reJidcred *' without my flesh," which nm literally, "out of

my flesh," mean looking out from my fiesh, that is, clothed with a new
body, and finds the idea of resurrection repeated, perhaps imports mor«
into tlie language than it wdl fairly bear. In favour of {b) may ba

adduced the persistent refusal of Job throughout to entertain the idea

of a restoration in this life ; the word " afterwards"; and perhaps the

analogj' of other passages where the same situation appears, as Ps.

xli.\. and Ixsiii., although tlie actual diJnouement of the tr.ngcdy sup-

ports (rt). The difi"erence between the two senses is not important,

when the Old Testament view of inmiortality is considered. To tho

Hebrew the life beyond was not what it is to us, n freedom from sin

and son'ow and admission to an immediate divine fellowship not

attainable here. To him the life beyond was at best a prolongation

of the life here ; all he desired was th.it his fellowship with God here

should not be interrupted in death, and that Shcol, the place into

which deceased jiersons descended and remained, cut off from all life

with God, might be overleapt. On this account the theory of Ewald,

which throws the centre of gravity of the book into this passage in ch.

six., considering its purpose to be to teach that the riddles of this life

shall be solved and its inequ.alities corrected in a future life,, appears

one-sided. The point of the passage does not lie in any distinction

which it dra^s bitween this lile and a future life ; it lies in the assur-

ance which Job expresses that God, wlio even now knows his innocence;

will vindicate it in the future, and that, though estranged now, He
will at last take him to His heart.

"~
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rf antiquity and of the East. ' The proMem raised in the

book of Job has certainly received frequent treatment in

'the Old Testament ; and there is no likelihood that all

efforts in tliis direction hare been preserved to us. It is

probable that the book of Job was but a great effort amidst

or aftetmany smaller. It is scarcely to be supposed that

one with such poetic and literary power as the author of

chap, iii.-x.xxi., xxxviiL-xIi. would embody the work of

any other writer in his own. If there be elements in the

Jhook which must be pronounced foreign, they have been

inserted in the work of the author by a later hand. It is

not unlikely either in itselt i/i' when the history of other

books is considered that our present book zsy. in addition

!to the great work of the original author, contain some
fragments of the thoughts of other religious minds upon
the same question, and that these, instead of being loosely

appended, have been fitted into the mechanism of the first

|Work. Some of these fragments may have originated at

first quite independently of our book, while others may be

expansions and insertions that never existed separately.

At the same time it is scarcely safe to throw out any portion

of the book merely because it seems to us out of harmony
with the unity of the main part of the poem, or unless

several distinct lines of consideration conspire to point it

out as an extraneous element.

The arguments that have been used against ths originality

of the prplogue—as, that it is written in prose, that the

name Jehovah appears in it, that slcrifice is referred to,

and that there are inconsistencies between it and the body
of the book—are of little weight. There must have been

some introduction to the poem explaining the circumstances

of Job, otherwise the poetical dispute would have been

uniritelligible, for it is improbable that the story of Job
was so familiar that a poem in which he and Ids friends

figured as they do here would have been understood. And
there is no trace of any other prologue or introduction

having ever existed. The prologue, too, is an essential

element of the work, containing the author's positive

contribution to the doctrine of suffering, for which the

discussion in the poem prepares the way. The intermix-

ture of prose and poetry is common in Oriental works
containing similar discussions ; the reference to sacrifice is

to primitive not to Mosaic sacrifice ; and the author, while

using the name Jehovah freely himself, puts the patriarchal

Divine names into the month of Job and his friends because

tliey belonged to the patriarchal age and to a country

outside of Israel. That the observance of this rule had a

certain awkwardness for the writer perhaps appeare from

his allowing the name Jehovah to slip in once or twice

(xii. 9, comp. xxviii. 28) in familiar phrases in the body of

the poem. The discrepancies, such as Job's references to

his children as still alive (xi.'C. 17, the interpretation is

doubtful), and to his servants, are trivial, and even if real

imply nothing in a book admittedly poetical and not history.

The objections to the epilogue are equally unimportant,—as

that the Satan is not mentioned in it, and that Job's

restoration is in conflict with the idea of the poem that

earthly felicity does not follow righteousness, and undoes
its teaching. The epilogue confirms the teaching of the

poem when it gives the Divine sanction to Job's doctrine

legardmg God in opposition to that of the friends (xlii, 7).

And it is certainly not the intention of the poem to teach

that earthly felicity does not follow righteousness, but to

correct the exclusiveness with which the friends of Job
maintained that principle. The Satan is introduced in the

prologue, exercising his function as minister of God in

heaven ; but it is to misinterpret the doctrine of evil in

She Old Testament wholly to assign to the Satan any such
personal importance or independence of power as that he

Bhould be called before the curtain to receive the hisses

that accompany his own discomfiture. The Satan, though
he here appears with the beginnings of a malevolent will

of his own. is but the instrument of the trying, sifting

providence of God. His work was to try ; that done he
disappears, his personality being too slightly important to

have any place in the result.

Much graver are the suspicions that attach to the
speeches of Elihu. It is the opinion of most of those who
have studied the book carefully that this part does not

belong to the original cast of it, but has been introduced at

a considerably later time. The piece is one of the most
interesting parts of tne book ; both the person and the

thonehts cf Etihu are marked by a strong individuality.

ITiis individuality has indeed been very diversely estimated,

Thti ancients for the most part passed a very severe judg-

ment on Elihu : he is a buffoon, or a boastful youth whoso
shallow intermeddling is only to be explained by tho

fewne'ss of his years, the incarnation of folly, or even the

Satan himself gone a-mumming. Some moderns on the

otlier hand have regarded him as the incarnation of the

voice of God or even of God Himself. The main objections

that may be urged against the connexion of the episode of

Elihu with the original book are—that the prologue and
epilogue know nothing of him ; that on the cause of Job's

afflictions he occupies virtually the same position as the

friends ; that his speeches destroy the dramatic effect of

the Divine manifestation by introducing a lengthened break
between Job's challenge and the answer of God ; that the

language and style of the piece are marked by an excessive

mannerism, too great to have been created by the author of

the res^ of the poem, even when introducing an interloc^itor

out of the ranks of the bystanders, and of another race
;

that the allusions to the rest of the book are so minute as

to betray a reader rather than a hearer ; and that the views
regarding sin, and especially the scandal given to the author

by the irreverence of Job, indicate a religious advance
which marks a later age. The position taken by Elihu
is almost that of a critic of the book. Regarding the

origin of afflictions he is at one with the friends, although

he dweUs more on the general sinfulness of man than on
actual sins, and his reprobation of Job's position is even

greater than theirs. His anger was kindled against Job
because he made himself righteous before God, and against

his friends because they found no answer so as to condemn
Job. His whole object is to refute Job's charge of

injustice against heaven. What is novel in Elihu, there-

fore, is not his position but entirely his arguments. These
do not lack cogency, but betray a kind of thought different

from that of the friends. Injustice in God, he argues, can
only arise from selfishness in Him ; but the very existence

of creation implies unselfish love on God's part, for if Ho
thought only of Himself, He would cease actively to uphold
creation, and it would fall into deatlu Again, without
justice mere earthly rule is impossible ; how then is injustice

conceivable in Him who rules over all ? It is probable that

the original author found his three interlocutors a sufficient

medium for expressing all that he desired to say, and that

this new speaker is the creation of another. To a devout
and thoughtful reader of the original book, belonging

perhaps to a more reverential age, it appeared that the

language and bearing of Job had scarcely been sufficiently

reprobated by the original speakers, and that the religious

reason, apart from any theophany, could suggest arguments
sufficient to condemn such demeanour on the part of any
man.

It is more diSirult tb~come to a decision in regard to

some other portions of the book, particularly cb. xxvii.

7-xxviii. lu the latter part of ch. xxvii. Job seems to go

over to the camp of his oppouenfs, and expresses scntimcnt.s

in coiupleto contradiction to his former views. Hence
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Some have thought the passage to be the missing speech of

Zophar. Others, as Hitzig, believe that Job is parodying

the ideas of the friends ; while others, like Ewald, consider

that he is offering a recantation of his former excesses, and
making such a modification as to express correctly his views

on evil. None of these opinions is quite satisfactory,

though the last probably expresses the view with which the

passage was introduced, whether it be original or not. The
meaning of ch. xxviii. can only be that " Wisdom," that is, a

theoretical comprehension of providence, is unattainable by
man, whose only wisdom is the fear of the Lord or practical

piety. But to bring Job" to the feeling of this truth was
just the purpose of the theophany and the Divine speeches;

and, if Job reached it already through his own reHexion,

|the theophany becomes an irrelevancy. It is difficult,

therefore, to find a place for these two chapters in the

original work. The hymn on Wisdom is a most exquisite

poem, which probably originated separately, and was
brought into our book with a purpose similar to that which

suggested the speeches of Elihu. Objections have also been

raised to the descriptions of leviathan and behemoth (ch.

xL 15-xli). Regarding these it maybe enough to say that

in meaning these passages are in perfect harmony with

other parts of the Divine words, although there is a breadth

and detail in the style unlike the sharp, short, ironical

torches, otherwise characteristic of this part of the poem.

Date.—The age of such a book as Job, dealing only with

principles and having no direct references to historical

events, can be fixed only approximately. Any conclusion

can be reached only by an induction founded on matters

which do not afford perfect certainty, such as the compara-

tive development of certain moral ideas in different ages,

the pressing claims of certain problems for solution at

particular epochs of the history of Israel, and points of

contact with other writings of which the age may with some
certainty be determined. It may be said without doubt

that the book belongs to the period between David and
vhe return from exile. The Jewish tradition that the book

is Mosaic, or the other idea that it is a production of the

desert, written in another tongue and translated into

Hebrew, wants even a shadow of probability. The book

is a genuine outcome of the religious life and thought of

Israel, the product of a religious knowledge and experience

that was possible among no other people. That the author

lays the scene of the poem outside his own nation and
in the patriarchal ago is a proceeding common to him with

other dramatic writers, who find freer play for their

principles in a region removed from the present, where they

are not hampered by the obtrusive forms of actual life, but

free to mould occurrences into the moral form that their

ideas require.

It is the opinion of many scholars, e.g., Delitzsch, that

the book belongs to the age of Solomon. It cannot be

earlier than this age, for Job (ch. vii. 17) travesties the

ideas of Ps. viii. in a manner which shows .that this hymn
was well known. Undoubtedly many of the means and
conditions necessary for its production existed in this age.

It is a creation of that direction of th^^ught known as the

Wisdom, a splendid efflorescence of which distinguished

this time, unless history and tradition alike are to be

altogether discredited. The cosmopolitanism of Solomon's
reign, and the close relations into which Israel then entered

with Egypt, the further East, and even the West, may seem
reflected in the poem, the author of which had seen many
lands and strange peoples, and draws his illustrations from
many distant sources. When, however, we compare Job
with the literature of the Wisdom, presumably of the

Solomonic age and even later, the difference is found to be

extreme. Job is not only a creation of the Wisdom ; it is

its highest creation. The Lterature of the Wisdom falls

into three periods l—the period of principles, rcferfcd to

above, to which belongs the book of Proverbs ; the period

of problems, illustrated by such compositions as Ps. XAXvii.,

xli.t., Ixxiii., and others ; and the period of exhaustion,

where a solution of the problems was scarcely sought, and

only a modus vivendi in the face of them, through a practical

prudence, was aimed at, to which belongs Ecclesiastoa.

Job has no affinity with the last-named period. But it is

almost equally impossible that it can belong to the first.

The point of view of this period on the question of evil is

that represented by Job's friends, a point of view from

which our book signalizes a final lleparture. On the other

hand, the spirit of Job is that which breathes in the psalms

referred to and in many other fragments of the Scriptures

of the prophetic age. Such problems as burn in the pages

of Job—the miseries of the just, and the felicity of the

ungodly—were not likelj' to force themselves on men's

attention in the Solomonic age. In the settled, well-

ordered life of Israel in this happy time, the general

principles of moral well-being were receiving their most
splendid illustration. Only later, when the state began

to receive fatal blows from without, and when through

revolution and civil discord at home great and unmerited

sufferings befell the best citizens in the state, would sucii

problems rise with an urgency that demanded some solution.

In some of the psalms which treat of these questions, the
" ungodly " oppressor, whose felicity occasions disquietude

to the religious mind, is probably the heathen conqueror.

But these shorter pieces in all likelihood preceded in time

the elaborate treatment to which such problems are sub

jccted in Job. It is doubtful if there is a trace of such

questions in Proverbs, which, however, did not receive its

fin.al form till the age of Hezekiah. In one direction the

Wisdom receives a higher development in Prov. viii. than it

does in Job, but that despair of the attainment by man
of any theoretical wisdom at all, which is the burden of

Job xxviii., is unheard of even in Prov. i.-ix., which
certainly dates from a time long posterior to the Solomonic

age. The book of Job probably has behind it some public

calamity which forced the question of evil on men's minds
with an urgency that could not be resisted. Such a

calamity, wide and national, could be nothing less than tha

dismemberment or subjugation of the state. The question

may be difficult to settle whether it was n misfortune

befalling the northern kingdom or that of the south. We
gain no help here from the book itself, for the author of

Job is an Israelite indeed, who belongs to none of its

divisions. Somewhere in the troubled period between the

early part of the 7th and the early part of the 5th century

the poem may have been written. Ewald and many dis-

tinguished writers on the book support the earlier date,

while on tlio part of living scholars there is rather a growing

feeling that the book is later than some of the prophecies

of Jeremiah.

This question has to be settled largely by a comparison

of literary coincidences and allusions. 'Ihis is a very

delicate operation. For, first, owing to the unity of thought

and language which pervades Scripture, in which, regarding

it for a moment merely as a national literature, it differs

from all other national literatures, we are apt to be deceived,

and to take mere similarities for literary allusions and quota-

tions ; and,' secondly, even when we are suife that there is

dependence, it is often uncommonly difficult to decide

which is the original source. The reference to Job in Ezek. I

xiv. 14 may not be to our book, but to the man who was
afterwards made the hero of it. The affinities between Job
and Isa. xl.-lxvi. are very close. The date of tliis part of

Isaiah is uncertain, but it cannot have received its final

form, if it be composite, long before the return. Its

affinity with Job is not only literary; the' problem is thai
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\ amo, llic meaning of the afflictiona of tho "servant" of

the Lord. " My servant Job " may not be tlio simo as

" my righteous servant " of Isaiah, but there is no doubt

national allusion in Job. The soUition of the problem

differs in the two. In Job' sufferings are a trial of faith,

which, successfully borne, issues in restoration. In Isaiah

they are vicarious, borne by one element in the nation in

behalf of the whole, and issuing in the national redemption.

Two such solutions can scarcely'be entirely contemporane-

ous. That of Isaiah is the profounder truth and may be

the later, though certainty on such a point is of less con-

sequence than the reflexion both solutions force upon us

that this is the period in Israel's history at which the

profoundest depths of religious thought were sounded.

Between Job iii. and Jer. xx. 14 sy. there is certainly

literary connexion. The judgment of difTerent minds differs

on the question which passage is dependent on the other.

The language of Jeremiah has a natural pathos and

genuineness of feeling in it, somewhat in contrast with the

elaborate poetical finish of Job's words, which might

suggest the originality of tlie former ; and there is a

growing feeling among many in favour of this view. At
the same time a good deal remains yet to" bo said on both

Bides.

The book o! Jod is not literal history, though it reposes

on an historical tradition. To this tradition belong probably

the name of Job and his country, and the names of his three

friends, and perhaps also many other details impossible to

specify particularly. The view that the book is entirely a

literary creation with no basis in historical tradition is as

old as the Talmud, in which a rabbi is cited who says. Job
was not, and was not created, but is an allegory. And this

view has still supporters, e.g., Hsngstenberg. Pure poetical

creations on so extensive a scale are not probable in the

East and at so early an age.

Atdhor.—The author of the book is wholly unknown.

No literature has so many great anonymous works as that

of Israel. The religious life of this people was at certain

periods very intense, and at those times the spiritual energy

of the nation expressed itself almost impersonally, through

men who forgot themselves and were speedily forgotten in

name by others. Hitzig conjectures that the author was a

native of the north on account of the free criticism of

providence which he allows himself. Others, on account

of some affinities with the prophet Amos, infer that he

belonged to the south of Judah, and this is supposed to

account for his intimate acquaintance with the desert.

Ewald considers that he belonged to the exile in Egypt, on

account of his minute acquaintance with that country. But
all these conjectures localize an author whose knowledge
was not confined to any locality, who was a true child of

the East and familiar with life and nature in every country

there, who was at the same time a true Israelite and felt

that the earth was the Lord's and the fulness thereof,

and whose sympathies and thought took in all God's

works.

Literature.—The literature of the book will be found fully given
in Delitzsch's commentary, or in Lanjije's Bibdiac7-k. A few more
recent essays may be mentioned bearing on the criticism and the

problem of tiio book: Hoeksti'.i, "Job, de Ivnccbt van Jehovah,"
in tlio Thcolo(j. Tijds., 1871, and in reply, Kuenen, "Job en de
leidende Knocht van Jahveb," ibut, 1873 ; Studer, *' Uebei* die

Integrifnt des Bucbes Hiob," in the Jahrb. fiir Trot. Tlicolocfir,

1S;5, and Da3 Buck Hioh fiir rjcbUdeic Laicii^ Bremen, 1881;
r.iidde, BcilrUijc ti'.r Kritik ties B. Illob, Boan, 1876, with the
review of Smend, StiiU. u. Kril., 1878; Clieyne, "Job and the
second part of Isaiah," Isaiah, ii. p. 235 sq. (A. B. D.

)

JOB'S TEARS. The seeds, or properly fruits of Job's

tears, Coix lachryma, TVilld., a species of grass, are con-

tained singly in a stony involucre or bract, which does not

open until the enclosed seed germinates. The young
iuvolucro surrounds the female flower and the stalk support-

ing the spike of male flowers, and wLen ripe has the

appearance of bluish white porcelain. Being shaped

somewhat like a large drop of fluid, the form has sug-

gested the name Job's tears, or Lachryma Johi, under

which the plant has been long known. The seeds are

esculent, but the involucres are the part chiefly used, for

making necklaces and other ornaments. The plant is a

native of the East Indies, and was cultivated by Gerard

as a tender annual.

JODHPUE, also called Mluw.^ji, a native state in Edj-

putAna, India, situated between 24° 36' and 27° 42' N. lat.,

aud between 70° 6' and 75° 24' E. long. It is bounded
on the N. by Bikaner aud Jeypore states, on the E. by
Jeypore and Kishangarh, on the S. by Sirohi and Pdlanpur

states, and on the W. by the Rann of Kachchh (Runn
of Cutch) and the British district of Thar and PArkar in

Sind. The general aspect of the country is that of a sandy

plain, divided into two unequal parts by the river Li\ni,

and dotted with bold and picturesque conical hills, attain-

ing in places an elevation rising to 3000 feet. The river

Luni is the principal feature in the physical aspects of^

Jodhpur. It takes its rise in the sacred lake of Pushkar

in Ajmere, and flows through Jodhpur in a south-we.sterly

direction till it is finally lost in the marshy gronnd at the

head of the Eunn of CutcL It is fed by numerous

tributaries and occasionally overflows its bauks, fine crops

of wheat and barley being grown on tho saturated soil.

Its water is, as a rule, saline or brackish, but comparatively

sweet water is obtained from wells sunk at a distance of

20 or 30 yards from the river bank. The famous salt-lake

of Sambhar is situated on the borders of Jodhpur and

Jeypore, and two smaller lakes of the same description

lie within the limits of the district, from which largo

quantities of salt are annually extracted. Zinc is also

obtained in considerable quantities, and marble is mined in

the north of the state, and along the south-east border.

The population consists of Eahtor RAjputs (who form

the ruling class), Charans, Bh.^ts, JAts, Bishnawis, Minas,.

Bhils, and Eauris, with a small proportion of JIahometans.

The Charans, a sacred race, hold large religious grants of

land, and enjoy peculiar immunities as traders in local

produce. The Bhilts are by profession genealogists, but

also engage in trade. The Minas, Bauris, and Bhils are

predatory classes, but are employed in menial capacities.

The Mahometans are principally soldiets. The natives, as a

race, are enterprising and industrious, but the agricultural

classes have to undergo great privations from poor food,

and often bad water. Mirwari traders are to be found

throughout the length and breadth of the peninsula. No
census of the population has ever been taken, but it has

'roughly been estimated at about 2,850,0p0, of whom 8(>

per cent, are said to be Hindus, 10 per cent. Jains, and 4

per cent. Mahometans.

The principal crops are pulses and millets, bnt wheat and Ijarlcy

are largely producecl in the fertile tract watered by tlie'Liini river.

Tlie manufactures comprise leather boxes and Inass utensils
;
and

turbans and scarfs and a description of embroidered silk knotted

thread are specialities of the country. A large jiroportion of tlio

population can read and write Hindi, including most ladies of good

mrtli, which is believed to be peculiar to this state. Jodhpur town

coiitains two good schools, one for the sons of chiefs aud the higher

classes, and the other for the children of tradespeople downwards,
livery large village also has a school of its own, in wjiich the verna-

cular is taught.

The muharaja belongs to the P.ahtor clan of P.ajputs. The local

historians relate that after the downfall of the Kalitor dynasty of

Kanauj in 1194 at Sivaii, tlie grauJson of Jdi Chand, the last king

of Kanauj, eutered Murwar on a pilgrima^je to Bwarka, and on

halting at the town of Pali he and his followers settled there to

protect the Brahman community from the constant raids of

marauding bands. The Rahtor chief thus laid the foundation of

the state, but it was not till the time of Eao Cbdnda, the tenth in

succession from Sivaji, that Warwilr was actually conquered. His

grandson Jodha founded the city of Jodhpur, which he made his
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capital. In'1561 tlio conntry was invaded by Akbar, and tho

chief was forced to submit, and to send iiis son as a mark of homage

to fake sefvice under the Mughal emperor. When this son Udai

Sinli succeeded to tlte chiefehip, he gave his sister Jodhbai in

marriage- to Akbar, and was rewarded by the restoration of most of

liis former possessions. Udai Sinli's son. Raja Geve Sinh, held high

service under Akbar, and conducted successful expeditions in Guz-

crat and the Deccan. The bigoted and intolerant Aurangzeb in-

vaded Manvar in 1679, plundered Jodhpur, sacked all the large

itowns, and commanded the conversion of the Eahtors to Mahomet-
anism. This cemented all the Rajput clans into a bond of union,

and a triple alliance was formed by the three states of Jodhpur,

Udaipur, and Jeypore, to throw off the Mahometan joke. One of the

conditions of this alliance was that the chiefs of Jodhpur and

Jeypore should regain the privilege of marriage with the Udaipur

family, which they had forfeited by contracting alliances with the

Mughal emperors, on the understanding that the offspring of

Udaipur princesses should succeed to the state in preference to all

other children. The quarrels arising from this stipulation lasted

tlirough many generatious, and led to the invitation of Marhatta

help from the rival aspirants to power, and iinally to the

subjection of all the Rajput states to the Marhattas. Jodhpur

was conquered by Sindhia, who levied from it a tribute of

£60,000, and took from it the fort and town of Ajmere. Interne-

cine disputes and succession wars disturbed the peace of the early

years of tho century, until in January 1818 Jodhpur was taken

under British protection. In 1839 the misgovernment of the

rajii led to an insuirection which compelled the interference of the

•British, and Jodhpur was held in military occup>tion for five

months, until the raja entered into engagements for the future good

'government of his subjects. In 1843 the chief having died with-

out a son, and without having adopted an heir, the nobles and

state officials were left to select a successor from the nearest of kin.

Their choice fell upoa Raja. Takht Sinh, chief of Ahmadnagar.
This chief, who did good service during the mutiny, died in 1873.

The constitution of Jodhpur may be described as a tribal Suzerainty

rapidly passing into the feudal stage. The pattait or tribal chief

is the ruler of his estate, and the judge almost exclusively in

all matters of civil aud criminal jurisdiction over his people.

These chiefs owe military service to their suzerain, and exact the

same from their dependants, to whom assignments of land* have

been made, and who form their folloinng—the whole constitut-

ing the following of the suzerain himself. The maharaja alone

has the power of Ijfe and death. The revenue of the state is mainly
derived from tho land, salt, and customs duties, a cess imposed on

the feudatoiy nobles, succession dues, &c. , estimated at a total of

about £250,000 a year. The state pays a tribute to the British of

£9800 a year, besides an annual payment of £11,500 for the

support of a contingent—the Erinpura Irregular Force. Tlio

maharaja also maintains an independent military force of 20

field and 250 other guns, 200 gunners, 3545 cavalry, and 6020
infantry.

JoDHPUE, the capital of the above state, ia 26° 17' N.
lat. and 73° 4' E. long., was built by R4o Jodha in 1549,

and from that time has been the seat of government of

the principality. It is surrounded by a strong wall nearly

6 miles in extent, with seventy gates. The fort stands

on an isolated rock, and contains the mahirajA's palace, a
large and handsome building, completely covering the crest

of the hill on which it stands, and overlooldng the city,

which lies several hundred feet below. The city contains

many handsome buildings—palaces of the mahArAjii, and
town residences of the tlidkurs or nobles, besides numerous
fine temples and tanks. Building stone is plentiful, and
close at hand, and the architecture solid and handsome.
Three miles north from Jodhpur are the ruins of Mandor,
the site of the ancient capital of the Purihar princes of

MArw.'lr, prior to its conquest by the Rahtors.

JOEL. The second book among the minor prophets is

entitled T^ie word of Jehovah that came to Joel the son of
Pethuel, or, as the Septuagint, Latin, Syriac, and other
versions' read, Bethuel. Nothing is recorded as to the date
or occasion of the prophecy, which presents several

peculiarities that aggravate the difficulty always felt in

interpreting an ancient book when the historical situation

of the author is obscure. Most Hebrew prophecies contain
pointed references to the foreign politics and social relations

of the nation at the time. In the book of Joel there are

only scanty allusions to Phmuicians, Philistines, Egypt, and
Edom, couched in terms applicable to very different ages,

while the prophet's own people are exhorted to repentance

without specific reference to any of those national sins of

which other prophets speak. The occasion of the prophecy,

described with great force of rhetoric, is no known historical

event, but a plague of locusts, perhaps repeated in successive

seasons ; and even here there are features in the description

which have led many expositors to seek an allegorical

interpretation. The most remarkable part of the book is

the eschatological picture with which it closes ; and the

way in which the plague of locusts appears to be taken as

foreshadowing the final judgment—the great day or assize

of Jehovah, in which Israel's enemies are destroyed—ia so

unique as greatly to complicate the exegetical problem. It

is not therefore surprising that the most various views are

still held 33 to the date and meaning of the book. AUe-

goristsandliteralists still contend over the first andstill more
over the second chapter, and, while the largest number of

recent interpreters accept Credner's view that the prophecy

was written in the reign of Joash of Judah, a rising and

powerful school of critics follow the view suggested by
Vatke {Bib. Theol., p. 462 sq.), and reckon Joel among
the post-exile prophets. Other scholars give yet other

dates : see the particulars in the elaborate work of Merx,

Die Prophetie des Joels und ihre Ausleger, Halle, 1879.

The followers of Credner are literalists ; the opposite school

of moderns includes some literalists (as Duhm), while

others (like Hilgeufeld, and in a modified sense Merx) adopt

the old allegorical interpretation which treats the locusts as

a figure for the enemies of Jerusalem.

The reasons for placing Joel either earlier or later than the

great series of prophets extending from the time when Amos
first proclaimed the approach of the Assyrian down to the

Babylonian exile are cogent. In Joel the enemies of Israel

are the nations collectively, and among those specified by
name neither Assyria nor Chaldaia finds a place. This

circumstance might, if it stood alone, be explained by
placing Joel with Zephaniah in the brief interval between

the decline of the empire of Nineveh and the advance of

the Babylonians. But it is further obvious that Joel has

no part in the internal struggle between spiritual Jehovah-

worship and idolatry which occupied all the prophets from

Amos to the captivity. He presupposes a nation of

Jehovah-worshippers, whose religion has its centre in the

temple and priesthood of Zion, which is indeed conscious

of sin, and needs forgiveness and an outpouring of the Spirit,

but is not visibly divided, as the kingdom of Judah was,

between the adherents of spiritual prophecy and a party

whose national worship of Jehovah involved for them no

fundamental separation from the surrounding nations.

The book, therefore, must have been written before the

ethico-spiritual and the popular conceptions of Jehovah
came into conscious antagonism, or else after the fall of the

state and the restoration of the community of Jerusalem

to religious rather than political existence had decided the

contest in favour cf the prophets, and of the Law in which
their teaching was ultimately crystallized.

The considerations which have given currency to an early

date for Joel are of various kinds. The absence of all

mention of one great oppressing world-power seems most
natural before the westward march of Assyria involved

Israel in the general politics of Asia. The purity of the

style is also urged, and a comparison of Amos L 2, Joel iii.

16 (Heb.,iv. 16), and Amos ix. 13, Joel iii 18 (iv. 18), has

been taken as, proving that Amos knew our book. The
last argument might be inverted with much greater pro-

bability, and numerous points of contact between Joel and
other parts of the Old Testament {e.g., Joel ii. 2, Exod. x.

14; Joel ii. 3, Ezck. xxxvi. 35; Joel iii. 10, Mic. iv. 3)

make it not incredible that the purity of his style—which
is rather elegant than ori^nal and strongly marked—is in
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largM measure the fruit of literary culture. The absence

•of silusion to a hostile or oppressing empire may be fairly

taken in connexion with the fact that the prophecy gives

no indication of political life at Jerusalem. When the

w'iole people is mustered in chap. L, the elders or sheikhs

o* the municipality and the priests of the temple are the

-«^ost prominent figures. ' The king is not mentioned,

—

ffhich on Credner's view is explained by assuming that the

•ilague fell in the minority of Joash, when the priest

/ehoiada held the reins of power,—and the princes,

touncillors, and warriors necessary to an independent state,

and so often referred to by the prophets before the exile,

are altogether lacking. The nation has onlya municipal

organization with a priestly aristocracy, precisely the state

of things that prevailed under the Persian empire. That
the Persians do not appear as enemies of Jehovah and His

jeople is perfectly natural. They were hard masters but

not invaders, and under them the enemies of the Jews
were their neighbours, just as appears in Joel.^ Those,

lowever, who place our prophet iu tlie minority of King
Joash draw a special argument from the mention of-

Phoenicians, Philistines, and Edomites (iii. 4 sq., 19),

-pointing to the revolt of Edom under Joram (2 Kings viii.

20) and the incursion of the Philistines in the same reign

^2 Chron. xxi. 16, xxii. 1). These were recent events in

the time of Joash, and in like manner the Phoenician slave

-trade in Jewish children is carried back to an early date

hj the reference in Amos i. 9. This argument is rather

specious than sound. Edom's hostility to Judah was
incessant, but the feud reached its full intensity only after

-the time of Deuteronomy (xxiii. 7), when the Edomites
joined the Chaldsans, drew profit from the overthrow of

the Jews, whose land they partly occupied, and exercised

T)arbarous cruelty towards the fugitives of Jerusalem

^Obad. passim; Mai. i. 2 57.; Isa. Ixiii.). The offence

of shedding innocent blood charged on them by Joel is

natural after these events, but hardly so in connexion with

the revolt against Joram.

As regards the Philistines,, it is impossible to lay much
-weight on the statement of Chronicles, unsupported as it is

by the older history, and in Joel the Philistines plainly

stand in one category with the Phcenician.', as slave dealers,

not as armed foes. Gaza in fact was a slave emporium as

«arly as the time of Amos (L 6), and continued so till

Koman times.

Tims, if uny inference as to date can be drawn from ch.np. iii.,

it must rest on special features of the traile in slaves, whicii was
^always an importa;it part of the commerce of the Levant, lu the

^ime of Amos the slaves collected by Philistines and Tyrians were

. fioM 01 7nasss to Edom, and presumably went to Egypt or .Vrabia.

Joel complains that th^y were sold to the Gicciaus (Javan,

lonians).' It is probable that some Hebrew and Syrian slaves were
«xported to the Mediterranean coasts from a very early d.ate, and
Isa. xi. 11 already speaks of Israelites captive in these distncts as

-n-ell as in Egypt, Etliiopia, and the East. But the traffic in this

direction h-ardly became extensive till a later date. In Dcut.
aiviii. 68 Egypt is still the chief goal of the maritinie slave trade,

and in Ezek. xxvii. 13 Javan cxjiorts slaves to Tyre, not conversely.

Tlias the allusion to Javan in Joel better suits a later date, when
Syrian slaves were in special request in Greece.* And the name of

Javan is not found in any part of the Old Testament certainly

older than Ezekiel. In Joel it seems to stand as a general repre-

sentative of the distant countries reached by the Mediterranean
i(in contrast with the southern Arabians, Sabseans, chap. iii. 8), the
furthest nation reached by the fleets of the Red Sea. This is jire-

-cisely the geographical standpoint of the post-exile author of Gen.
X. 4, where Javan includes Carthage and Tartessus.

* On the Authorized Version of ii. 17 it appears that suhjection to a

foreign power is not a present fact but a thing feared. But the par-

allelism and ver. 19 justify the now prevalent rendering, *'that the
lieathen should make a mock of them." :^

' Tire hypothesis of an Arabian Javan, applied to Joel iii. 6 by
Credner, Hitzig, and others, may be viewed as exploded. See Stade,
JM Populo Javan, Oiessen Programme, 1880.

' Compare Movers. Flwnizisches AlUrthum, III. i. p. 70 sq.

Finally, the allusion to Egypt in Joel iii. 19 must on
Credner's theory be explained of the invasion of Shishak
a century before Joash. From this time down to the last

period of the Hebrew monarchy Egypt was not the enemy
of Judah.

If the arguments chiefly relied on for an early date are

so precarious or can even be turned against their inventors,

there are others of an unambiguous kind which make for

a date in the Persian period. It appears from chap. iii. 1,

2 that Joel wrote after the exile. The phrase " to bring

again the captivity " would not alone suffice to prove this,

for it is used in a wide sense, and perhaps means rather

to " reverse the calamity;"* but the dispersion of Israel

among the nations, and the allotment of the Holy Land
to new occupants, cannot fai.-ly be referred to any calamity

less than that of the captivity. "With this the whole

standpoint of the prophecy agrees. To Joel Judah and
the people of Jehovah are synonyms ; nortiiern Israel has

disappeared. Now it is true that those who take their

view of the history from Chronicles, where the kingdom
of Ephraim is always treated as a sect outside the true

religion, can reconcile this fact with an early date. But
in ancient times it was not so ; and under Joash, the

contemporary of Elisha, such a limitation of the people of

Jehovah is wholly inconceivable. The earliest prophetic

books have a quite different standpoint ; otherwise indeed

the books of northern prophets and historians could never

have been admitted into the Jewish canon. Again, tlfe

significant fact that there is no mention of a king and
princes, but only of sheikhs and pniests, has a force not to

be invalidated by the ingenious reference of the book to

the time of Joash's minority and the supposed regency of

Jehoiada.* And the assumption that there was a period

before the prophetic conflicts of the 8th century when
spiritual prophecy had unchallenged sway, when there was
no gross idolatry or superstition, when the priests of

Jerusalem, acting in accord with prophets like Joel, held

the same place as heads of a pure worship which they

occupied after the exile (comp. Ewald, Propheten,^\. 89), is

not consistent with history. It rests on the old theory of

the antiquity of the Levitical legislation, so that in fact all

who place that legislation later than Ezekiel are agreed

that the book of Joel is also late. In this connexion one

point deserves special notice. The religious significance of

the plague of drought and locusts is expressed in chap. i. 9 in

the observation that the daily meat and drink offering are

citt off, and the token of new blessing is the restoration of

this service, chap. ii. 1 4. In other words, the daily offer-

ing is the continual symbol of gracious intercourse between

Jehovah and His people and the main office of religion.

This conception, which finds its parallel in Dan. viii. 11,

xi. 31, xii. II, is quite in accordance with the later law.

But under the monarchy the daily oblation was the king's

private offering, and not till Ezra's reformation did it

become the affair of the community and the central act of

national worship (Nek x. 33 sq.).^ That Joel wrote not only

after the exile but after the work of Ezra and Nehemiah
may be viewed as confirmed by the allusions to the walls

of Jerusalem in chap. iL 7, 9. Such is the historical basis

which we seem to be able to lay for the study of the

exegetical problems of the book.

The style of Joel is clear, and his language presents little

difficulty beyond the occurrence of several unique words,

which in part may very well be. due to errors of the text'

• See Ewald on Jer. xlviii. 47, and Kuenen, Theol. Tijdschrijl,

1873, p. 519 sj.

^ Stade not unreasonably questions -whether 2 Kings xii. 1-3

implies the paramount political influence of Jehoiada. Op, ciL^ p.

17.

^ See Wellhausen, OescJiichU Isriuls, p. 78 sq.

XUI. — 8d
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But the structure of the book, the symbolism, and the con-

nexion of the prophet's thoughts have given rise to much
controversy. • It seems safest to start from the fact that

the prophecy is divided into two well-marked sections by

chap. ii. 18, 19a. According to the Massoretic vocaliza-

tion, which is in harmony with the most ancient exegstical

tradition as contained in the LXX., these words are his-

torical :
" Then the Lord was jealous, .

'.
. and answered

and said unto his people. Behold," <Src. Such is the

natural meaning of the words as pointed, and the proposal

of Merx-to change the pointing so as to transform the

perfects into futures, and make the priests pray that

Jehovah will answer and deliver the gracious promises that

fill the rest of the book, is an exegetical monstrosity not

likely to find adherents.

Thus the book falls into two parts. In the first the

prophet speaks in his own name, addressing hin'self to the

people in a lively description of a present calamity caused

by a terrible plague of locusts which threatens the entire

destruction of the country, and appears to be the vehicle

of a final consuming judgment (the day of Jehovah). There

is no hope save in repentance and prayer ; and in chap. ii.

12 the prophet, speaking now for the first time in Jehovah's

name, calls the people to a solemn fast at the sanctuary,

and invites the intercession of the priests. The calamity

is described in the strongest colours of Hebicw hyi)erbole,

audit seems arbitrary to seek too liteial an interpretation

of details, crj., to lay weight on the four names of locosts,

or to take chap. i. 20 of a conflagratiou [iroduced by drought,

when it appears from ii. 3 that the ravages of the lociists

themselves are compared to those of fire. But when due
allowance is made for Eastern rhetoiic, there is no occasion

to seek in this section anything else than literal locusts.

Nay, the allegorical interpretation, which takes the locusts

to be hostile invaders, breaks through the laws of all reason-

able writing ; for tlie poetical hyperbole which cimipares

the invading swarms to an army (ii. 4 57.) would be in-

conceivably lame if a literal army was already concealed

under the figure of the locusts. Noi could the prophet so

tar forget himself in his allegory as to speak of a victorious

host as entering the conquered city like a thief (ii. 9).

The second part of the book is Jehovah's answer to the

people's prayer. The answer begins with a iiromise of

deliverance from famine, and of fruitful .seasons compensat-

ing for the ravages of the locusts. In the new prosjienty

of the land the union of Jehovah and His people shall be

sealed anew, and so the Lord will proceed to pour down
further and higher blessings; The aspiration of Moses

(Num. xi. 29) and the hope of earlier prophets (Isa. xxxii.

15, lix. 21 ; conip. Jer. sxxi. 33) shall be fully realized

in the outpouring of the Spirit on all the Jews and even

upon their servants (compare Isa. Ixi. 5 with Ivi. 6, 7)

;

and then the great day of judgment, which had seemed
to overshadow Jerusalem in the now averted plague, shall

draw near with awful tokens of blood and fire and darkness.

But the terrors of that day are not for the Jews but for

their enemies. The worshippers of Jehovah on Zion shall

be delivered (comp. Obad. ver. 17, whose words Joel

expressly quotes in chap. ii. 32), and it is their heathen

enemies, assembled before Jerusalem to war against Jehovah,
who shall be mowed down in the valley of Jehoshaphat
[Jehovah judgeth) by no human arm but by heavenly
warriors. Thus definitively freed from the profane foot of

the stranger (comp. Isa. Hi. 1), Jerusalem shall abidi a holy
city for ever. The fertility of the land shall be such as

was long ago predicted in Amos ix. 13, and streams issuing

from the temple, as Ezekiel had described in his picture of

the restored Jerusalem (Ezek. xlvii. ), shall fertilize the bar-

ren Wady of Acacias. Egypt and Edom, on the other hand,

ghall be desolate, because they have shed the blood of

Jehovah's innocents. Compare the similar prcdictione-

against Edom, Isa. xxxiv. 9 sq. (Mai. i. 3), and against

Egypt, Isa. xix. 5 y^. , Ezek. sxix. Joel's eschatological

picture appears indeed to be largely a combination of

elements from older unfulfilled prophecies. Its central

feature, the assembling of the nations to judgment, is

already found in Zeph. iii. 8, and in Ezekiol's pro])hccy

concerning Gog and Magog, where the wonders of fire ami
blood named in Joel ii. 30 are also mentioned (Ez. xxxviii.

22). The other physical features of the great day, the

darkening of the lights of heaven, are a standing figure of

the prophets from Amos v. 6, viii. 9, downwards. It is

characteristic of the prophetic eschatology that images

suggested by one prophet are adopted by his successors,

and gradually become part of the permanent scenery of

the last times ; and it is a proof of the late date of Joel

that almost his whole picture is made up of such features.

In this respect there is a close parallelism, extending to-

minor details, between Joel and the last ch.apters of

Zechariah.

That Joel's delineation of the final deliverance and glory

attaches itself directly to the deliverance of the nation froni'

a present cilamity is quite in the m.anner of the so-called

proplieiic pursjioctive. But the fact that the calamity

which bnlks so largely is natural and not political is charac-

teristic of tbo post-exile period. Other prophets of the-

same age speak much of dearth and failure of crops, which

in Palestine then as now were aggravated by bad govern-

ment, aiul were far more serious to a small and isolated

i
community than they could ever have been to the old

kingdom. It was indeed by no means impossible that

Jerusalem might have been altogether undone by the famine

caused by the locusts ; and •so the conce])tion of these

visitants as the destroying army, executing Jehovah's final

judgment, is really much more natural than aiipears to u.s

at first sight, and does not need to be explained away by
allegory. The chief argument relied upon by those who-

still find allegory at least in chap. ii. is the expression

'JDXn, "the Northener," in ii. 20. In view of the other

points of aSinity between ' Jod and Ezekiel, this word

inevitably suggests Gog and -Magog, and it is difficult to

see how a swarm of locusts could receive such a name, or

if they came from the north could perish, as the verse puts-

it, in the desert between the Mediterranean and the Dead
Sea. The verse remains a ctilx hitry/inivin, and no-

exegesis hitherto given can be deemed thoroughly .^atis

factory ; but the interpretation of the whole book must

not be made to hinge on a single word in a verse whicli

might be altogether removed without afl'ecting the general

course of the prophet's argument.

The whole verso is pnrhaps tlie ndditirtn nf an allofjorizin.-i

f^lossator. Tlii) pi-cJictioil in ver. 19, that the sfnsoiiR shall hrijfp-

forth bo fniitl'ul, i.s given after .Ichov.ih lias shown His zeal aDil

pity foi- Isi-aol, not of course byniero words, but by acts, as aiippar.*?

ni versos 20, 23 , where the verbs arc propej-ly perfects reeoriliii;; that

Jehovah liath ali-cady done great things, and that vegetation has-

already revived. In other words, the mercy already ex]>en"cncril in

the removal of the plague is t.iken as a pledge of future grare not

to stop sliort till all God's old ]ironiises are fulfilled. In this con-

text ver. 20 is out of j^ilacc. Observe also that in ver. 25 the locnst.s

are spoken of in the plain language of chap. i.

For tho literature on Joel in common with tho otjier minor rrojjIiet«. ser

Rosea. Theto aVe separate commentaries by Credner (Halle. 18-U), Wlitischc

(Leips., 1872). Mcrx (HaUc, lS7y). The last-named gives an elaborate IiiMory of

inteii)i elation ftora the Septungint down to Calvin, and apin:iidH tho Llliiopie

text edited by Dlllmann. Of older commentaries the most valiuiblc is rococlie'.'*

{Oxford. 1G91). Bochart'3 Hici-ozoicoji may also be consulted., . (W. H. S.J

JOHN, the Apostle (!#', "Jehovah hath been

gracious "), was the son of Zebedee, a Galila;an fisherman,

and Salome. It is probable that he was born at Bethsaidn,'

where along with his brother James he followed his father's

occupation. The family appear to have been in easy cir-

cumstances ; at least we find that Zebedee employed hiied,

servrtnifl^ and that Salome was among the number of thosa]
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womea wbo eontribnted to the maintenance of Jesu5 ; Le

himself was perhaps related to Aniia-i the high priest (John
xviii. 1j, IC}. It seems to have beenuhen attending as a

disciple the preaching of John the Baptist at Bethany
bej"ond Jordan that he first became personally acquainted

with our Lord (John i. 35 sq.) ; his "call" to follow Him
occurred simultaneously with that addressed to his brother

and to Andrew and Peter (Mark i. 19, 20). He speedily

took his place among the twelve apostles, sharing with

James the title of Boanerges (" sons of thunder "), became
a member of that inner circle to which, in addition tj

his brother, Peter alone belonged, and ultimately was
recognized as the disciple par excellence whom Jesus loved,

a distinction usually attributed to his amiability and gentle-

ness of character, but mush less probably due to any special

sweetness of temperament (see Luke ix. 54; Mark iii.

17, ix 38) than to a quickness and depth of insight

which enabled him to enter more fully than his companions
into the larger and wider-reaching views of his Master.

.\fter the departure of Jesus John remained at Jerusalem,

where he was one of the most prominent among those who
bore personal tcitimony to the fact of the resurrection ; we
find hira for a short time in Samaria (Acts viii. 14, 2j)
after the martyrdom of Stephen, but on Paul's second visit

to the Jewish capital (GaL iL 9) John was again there.

His subsequent movements are obscure, but he can hardly

have been in Jerusalem dt the time of Paul's last visit there

in 58 A.D.

At tbis point tbc lustoiy of the .ijiostlu is taken np by ecclesiasti

caJ traJitioii. Polycratos, bibhop ot.Epbcsiis, 196 a.d. (id Euseb.,
//.£., iii. 31; v. 2i), attests that Joba "who lay on the bosom of

tlic Ix)rJ " died at Kpbesus ; auil, tbougb tbis evidence is weakeuctl
hy the IcgeuJ.iry ti-jit that lie "was a priest wearing the irtraXoy"
or gold ]>iate that distinguished tlie liigh-priestly mitre, it is fail-

to infer tliat the grave of the apostle wxs alruady shown (comp.
71. E., iii. 39)'. Irenxtis in various passages of liis works conhrms
this tr.idition. lie says that John lived up to the time of IVajan,
and published his Oosncl in Ephesus. 1 renins also identities the
a4K>stle witli .John the nisci]>Ic ot the Loi^, who wi'ute tlie ApocaJypso
uudcrDomidan, whom bia te.-u:hci- Polycarp had knowu pei-sonaJJy,

and of whom Polyearp bad much to tell. Tliese ti-aditious are
accepted and enlar^'cl by later authoi-s, Teitulliau adding that
Jobn was banished to P.itmos after be had mir.iculously survived
tbc punishment of immersion in boiling oU. As it is evident that
legend was busy with John as early as the time of Polycrates, while
Ireu^us's view that the -Vpocali'|>se was written under Domitian
is inconsistent with the internal evidence olfci-cd by that book, the
real worth of those ti-aditious re(|uires to Iw tested by examination
of their ultimate source. This inquiry has been pi-essed upon
sOhol'irs since the- apostolic authorship of tbc Apoealypse or of tho
Fourth Gospel or of both these works has been disputed. See
Gospels aud Revxl.vtjox. The question is not strictly one between
Advanced and conservative criticism, for the Tubingen school recog-
nized tho Apocalypse as apostolic, and found in it a confinnution of
John's residence in Ephesus. On the other band, Liitzelbcrger(lS40),
Kcini (Jesn v. AVi::., vol i., 1867), Holtzmami (in £iU2-Ltx., s.v.),

.SchoUen {Theol. Tijdsch., 1S71), and other recent writers wholly
reject the tradition, wlulc it has able defenders in Steitz (Slild. u.

Kril., 1868), Hilgenfcid (E/.it., 1875, p. 394 sq.; Z.f. IV. T. 1872,
1877), and Lightfoot (CmUemp. Rn., 1875, 1876).
The opponents of the tradition lay weight on tho absence of posi-

tive e\-idencc before the latter part of the 2d century, especially
in Papias, and in the epistles of Ignatius and of Irenaus's authoi ity

Polyearp. But they also find it necessary to assume that IrcnKus
mistook Polyearp, and that John "the diseiplo of the Lord," who
was known to the latter, was not the apostle but a celtain pres-
byter John of whom we hear from Papias. This view would be
at once re/uted if we conl I hold with some scholais that the pres-
l.'yter is bat soother name for the apostle. This identificalion
hiid .already supporters in the time of Jerome ( Vir. Jll.^ 9 ; comp.
Usencr, Acta S. Timolhci, Bonn, 1877), but seems inconsistent with
a fair reading of the words of Papias. It is therefore very possible
that some things which Iren&us in his later years supposed Polycai-p
to have rvialeJ of the apostle really belong to the other' John (see

Gospels, x. 820) ; but it is a uiuclj stronger thing to assume that
he was mistaken in su[iposing that Polyearp had conversed with
the apostle at all. An altogether independent and apparently
inconsistent tradition that John was killed by the Jews is giveii
on the authority of Pnpiai. by Geotjmis Himartolus in the 9th
'century.

JOHX, Epistxzs of. Of the three Epistles which are
ascribed to the apostle John, the First is by far the most
important, both from the space which it occupies in the
canon and from the weightiness of its teaching.

FaiST Epi-sTLr.

—

TUle.—Some exception has been taken
to the title "epistle" as applied to this document, seeing
thit it bears the name neither of sender uor of recipient,

and carries with it no definiteness of message to a special
correspondent. But, though it may be admitted that
with regard to its literary form it would more properly
be described as a homily or discourse, the frequently
recurring terms " I wrote," " I have written," imply that

the message was written, not orally delivered.

Genuineness.—The external evidence for the genuineness
of this epistle is weighty. Polyearp, a disciple of John,
writes with evident reference to 1 John iv. 3 : iras yap 05

ui' fly ofjLoXoyy \i](rovv \pia~T6v ti- <rapKl i\r]\v$^'<u avTt)(puT-

-OS icrriv (Ad Phil., vii.). Eusebius, writing of Papias
{If. £; iii. 39), saj'S : K-e^prp-cu 6' 6 avros fiapTvpiax% cltto

T^ Icdai'i'ov TTpoTepa^ hrtcrroKrj? icat arro ttJs Herpou 6poi'(05.^

The epistle was frequently cited by Irenseus, a disciple of

Polyearp, as we learn both from the statement of Eusebius

(//. £., V. 8) aud from his extant work against heretics (Adv.

J/mi-f., iii. IC, V. and viii.). The two epistles of St John
mentioned in tho canon of Muratori are probably the Second
nnd Third, but the absence of reference to the Fii-st in that

particular connexion implies its acknowledged canonicity
;

moreover, the same canon contains a citation of 1 John i.

1, i. The early fragment called the letter to Dioguetus
has unmistakable allusions to the Johannine epistles. The
Peshito contains the epistle, and there is an undoubted
reference to it in the letter from the churches of Vienne
and Lyons. All those authorities belong to the first two
centuries. In the succeeding centuries the volume of

evidence grows. Eusebius reckons the epistle among the

Homoloyouniena or writings of acknowledged authority,

and the testimony of Tertullian, Clemens AJexandrinus,

Origen, and Cyprian, in addition to the evidence already

adduced, indicates its reception in all the churches.-

To those who accept the Fourth Gospel as John's, the

strength of the internal evidence for the Johannine author-

ship of the epistle lies in the similarity of words, of teaching,

and of style between the two writings. This similaiit}" is

so marked that it requires no argumentative proof. It is

a similarity not only of diction, or of parallel expressions

and peculiarities .of style, but one which is penetrated by
the more subtle correspondence of uuder-currents of thought
and of implied knowledge. See on this part of the tubject

Westcott, Introdndioii to tite Gospel of St John, p. Ixi. sq.,

in the Speaker's Commentary; and Davidson's lulroductiou

to the ^'idt/ of the New Testmnenl, ii. 293 517. On the

other hand, the very closeness of the connexion between
the epistles and the gospel has necessarily involved the

former is the assaults of recent criticism upon the genuine-

ness of the latter." Some critics, however, while aamitting

the similarity of style, contend that there are differences

of doctrine between the gospel and epistle which preclude

identity of authorship. The main points advanced in

behalf of this statement are—thi supposed differences in

eschatological views, the application of the term " Para-

clete " to the work of the Holy Spirit in the gospel and to

the ofiice of Christ alone in the epistle, the introduction

into the epistle of such terms as iAaCT/xo's and yjiitrpji., which
are not found in the gospel, and, lastly, the polemical and

' Set. however for exceptions that may be taken to these ttsti-J

monies. fiosPeJJ) 'siol. i. jip. 820, 822.
* The tipistls^ -fta,. iiot ineluded in the .Maru'onite canon, and thf

.Uoyi, an - are sect so named by Epiphanius (I/mr., i. 1-3), seem
to have .^,tfct«l this, together with the other writings of St John.

See UoSFtLS, vuJ X. p. 82S.
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strongly anti-Docetic tone which is said to distinguish tlie

epistle from the gospel. Such differences, however, are

in part more apparent than real (they are certainly not

contradictions), and in part may be naturally explained by

the changed circumstances in which the two writings were

composed and the different aims proposed in them. On
this point see Westcott, p. IsLxxviii., and Keuss, intro-

duction, p. 358 sq.

Late.—-The date of the epistle must remain in uncer-

tainty; but it is generally viewed as later in composition

than the gospel. " The phrases in the gospel," writes

Professor Westcott, " have a definite historic connexion

;

they belong to circumstances which explain them. The
phrases in the epistle are in part generalizations and in

part interpretations of the earlier language in view of

Christ's completed work, and of the experience of the

Christian church." The same writer assigns on good

grounds to the gospel as well as to the epistle a date

subsequent to the fall of Jerusalem. In this view ta-xanj

wpa, ch. ii. 18, must be understood of the approach of

the second advent of Christ.

' Occasion and Contents.—'^lv Browning has in his Death

in the Desert caught the true occasion of the apostle's letter :

it was written in view of the time when
" Tnere is left on earth

No one alive who knew (consider this)^—
Saw with his eyes and handled with his hands
That which was from the first, the Word of Life

;

How will it be when none more saith 'I saw ' '
"

It is the testimony of the last surviving eyewitness of

the Lord, far removed from the scenes and words which he

attests, giving, in view of rising error,—Gnostic and Docetic,

—the apostolic judgment on quest-ions of the day, and

founding the truth of Christian doctrine on a recognition

of the historical Christ.

The subject and character of the epistle answer these

conditions. The direct testimony to the real existence of

Jesus Christ in the flesh, the declaration of spiritual tests

(as in ch. i. 6, Li. 29, iii. 19, and in many other passages)

which gives an introspective element to the epistle, and,

lastly, the impressive re-delivery of familiar truths not

freshly defined but exhibited in different mutual relations,

are characteristic of an address given by an aged teacher

to a generation of men who had not seen the Lord,—from

whom therefore objective proof had been withdrawn, and

who in consequence would desire some clear testimony of

the facts about Jesus, and some definite tests 6f communion
with God and of the reality of their spiritual condition. It

is an address to the instructed. Much therefore is taken

for granted ; many elementary principles and truths of the

Christian life are left unnoticed , and rehgious terms fre-

quent in other parts of the New Testament are absent from

this epistle. The apostle writes " because they have known
Him that was from the beginning" (ii. 13), and his aim is

a deepening of the spiritual life and a confirmation of faith.

After an introduction, giving his credentials as a witness

and stating his aim, the apostle delivers his message to

the church, " God is light " (i. 5). This thought is the

subject of the epistle ; it is illustrated by the opposite of

light—darkness, and by analogous pairs of opposites, in

which the principal theme is exhibited in different aspects ;

these are—righteousness and sin, truth, and falsehood,

love and hate, God and the world, life and death.* To
those ideas, which are in truth varied expressions of one

and the same idea, the apostle turns and returns, nut

repeating himself, but on each reiteration of the truth

adding some fresh thouaht and deeper truth. Through
these opposites runs anothei thought—^judgment or deci-

sion.— which is Tiowecl nol as a future but as an ever-

present fact in tile Christian life.

After the delivery of his message (dyytXia) the apostle

proceeds to set forth some effects of the " light,"—^fellow-

ship with one another, confession of sin, forgiveness of

sin (i. 5-10). This suggests one aspect of the object of

the "message," freedom from sin, the test of which," j.«.,

in other words, the test of knowing God, is observance of

His commandments, which are summed up in love (aya-m])

(ii. 1-11). Here the apostle reminds his readers why he

sends the message ; it is because (on) they to whom it

comes are Christians, whose sins have been forgiven, who
have known Christ, v.ho have conquered Satan ; it comes

to all,—to little children, to young men, to the aged (ii

12-14). Therefore let them not love the world nor the

things of the world (ii. 15-17). Hence the thought of

the end of the world and the signs thereof Of these one

is the Antichrist. There are now many Antichrists even in

the nominal church. But there is a test of the_ true Chris-

tian,—to have the Father, the Son, the unction {xpitTfia) of

the Holy Spirit, and the truth (li. 18-28>.

A new section begins with the thought of sonship of

God. The test of sonship is doing righteousness because

God is righteous. Sonship is a proof of the Father's love;

and the condition of it is likeness to the Father (ii. 28-iiL

9). The connexion is then traced between righteousness

and love (10-13), between love and life, and hate and

death (14, 15). This suggests the range of love,—sslt-

sacrifice even to death (16-18). Truth (suggested by
reality of love) is shown to be tested by keeping the com-

mandments, the first of which is love (19-23), the result

is the indwelling of Christ which the Spirit testifies (24).

The mention of the Spirit leads the apostle's thoughts

once more, as in ch. ii. 18 sj., to the distinction between

true spirits and false. The test is the same, the acknow-

ledgment that Christ has come in the flesh (iv. 1-6).

The thought of the true Christian as distinguished from

the false again suggests mutual love, which springs from

God's love to us manifested by the mission of Christ

Mutual love is a proof of the indwelling Christ (7-13).

Here the apostle pauses to bear impressive witness to

the mission of Christ and the love of God (14-16), and
then resumes the subject of love. A result of perfect love

is confidence in the day of judgment. But absence of

brotherly love means want of love to God (17-21). For
the test of brotherly love is love to God, which consists in

keeping His commandments through the faith in Jesus

Christ that overcomes the world (v. 1-5). Jesus Christ

then is the object of faith. Faith brings its own evidence,

and its evidence is that God gave eternal life (6-1 2). To
effect the knowledge of this (the possession of eternal life),

and the belief in the Son of God, were the apostle's objects

in writing. Such knowledge and belief bring assurance,

from which results certainty of answer to prayer. The
instance given is intercessory prayer (13-17). In con-

clusion the apostle recapitulates some of the leading truths

dwelt upon in the epistle.

From this brief summary it will be seen that the sections

are sometimes linked together by a manifest chain of

reasoning, and that sometimes the concluding word in one

paragraph suggests the fresh train of thought in the next)

Some expositors detect a more logical sequence in the epistle;

But the varying results of their expositions go to prove the

improbability that the apostle had in view any such sys-

tematic arrangement. See, however, Diisterdieck, whose
scheme is mainly followed by Alford, and Davidson, Intro-

diiction to the Study of the N'lo Talaynent.

Where Written and to Whom Addressed.—The epistle

was probably written at Ephesus, where the most ancient

tradition places the closing scenes of St John's life, and

addressed to the church of Ephesus, or as an encyclica.'

letter to the churches of Asia. In some Latin MSS., how-
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ever, and in St Augastine's Quxst. Evaxn., fi. 3t>, tlio

address ad Purtltos is found. Bede adds testimony tn

the same effect. But such a destination of tho epistle is

unliliely in itself, receives no support from the Greek
Church, and is opposed to ecclesiastical tradition. Hence
the bsGt ariticism rejects the superscription. It is variously

accounted for. Whiston, in his Contmentwi/ on the Epistles

(1719), suggests that the original address was -pos Trap-

dlvov^, and that this abbreviated appeared iu Latin as

ad PartliQs ; according to others it is a corruption of ad
Sjiarsos, "to the dispersed.".

Before textual critjcism was studied scientifically, much
controversy turned upon the words contained in vers. 7

and 8 of ch. v. The disputed passage, iv t<Z oipai'oi . . . tV

T17 yrj, is now omitted bj' sU the leading editors, on indis-

putable authority.

Seco.Vd axb Thikf" Epistles.—These are interesting

OS the only examples ol apostolic letters to private persons,

e.tcept the epistle to Philemon, which have descended to

us. Their genuineness is well attested, though with less

decisive evidence than that of the First Epistle. Iienjeus

quotes 2 John 10, 11. Clement of Alexandria {Slrom., ii.

6Gj alludes to the Fii-st Epistle in a way which implies

another, tV 1-3 fieiCovt (TrurroX-ij. Dionysius of Alexandria

(248 A.D.) makes express mention of the Second and Third

Epistles ; Alexander, bishop of Alexandria, cites a passage

from fhe Second. The Muratorian canon, as already stated,

probably contains a reference to tlie two minor epistles.

On the other hand, Eusebius mentions those epistles

among the diriXeyo/iei'a.or disputed writings {U. .£".,111. 25);

Jerome writes that they were ascribed to John the

Presbyter; Cyprian appears never to cite from them in

his own writings (though ho records words of Bishop

Aurelius, who, speaking in a S3-nod, quotes 2 John 9)

;

Tertuilian is equally silent ; the Peshito does not contain

either epistle.

In answer to the doubts thus raised it has been urged

that the brevity and unimportance of the two minor epistles

sufficiently account for the comparative silence of the first

two centuries respecting them ; that the existence of John
the Presbyter rests on the slender authority of an inference

from a statement by Papias (Eus., H. E., iii. 39); that

the style and expressions in the disputed epistles are so

manifestly Johannine that, if they did not -proceed from

John the apostle, they must be the work of a conscious

imitator, who, if honest, would have used his own name,
if an intentional deceiver, that of the apostle : that the

term i Trpeo-^uVcpos (" the elder," or " the aged "), 2 Jotn

1, 3 John 1, is either a title of dignity or descriptive of

age (if the first it may be paralleled by the use of

oai/xffpto-ySurepos, 1 Pet. V. 1 ; if the second, by that of

rpcafivrr]';, Phil. 9, both applied by an apostle to himself).

The greeting in the Second Epistle {kXckttJ Kvpia is

variously interpreted—either (a) of a person (to the elect

lady, to the elect Kyria, or to the lady Eclecta), or (b) of a

church mystically addressed under a personal appellation.

The last hypothesis is unlikely, and is not supported either

by New Testament usage or by the early apocryphal writings.

If either ixXcKn'i or Kvpi'a be a proper name, it is better to

regard nvpia. as such, since cxXeKTosis a term applied to all

tlie saints, and in this very letter to the lady's sister, ver.

13. On the whole it is more probable that both cVXckti;

and Kvpia bear their ordinary meanings, and that the A.V.
is correct.

The Third Epistle is addressed to Qaius or Caiusf a name
so common that all identifications must be regarded as

purely conjectural. From the epistle we learn that he was
a Christian of good report, probably a layman, whom the

apostle commends for his hospitality to certain missionaries

of the faith who seem to have visited his city. Two_other
[

names are mentioned— Diotreplies, a leading and ambitious
presbyter, who had refused to obey the apostle's injunctions,

and Demetrius, either the bearer of the epistle or a member
of the same church to which Caius belonged.

The time when and the place where these epistles were
written must remain unknown from the absence of any
data by which to determine them.

TIic works coDsnlteil for this nrticle have been the commentaries
of AlforJ, Ebiaz-d, Liicke, and Keuss on the Epistles, and that of
Westcott on the Gospel of St Jolm [Speakc/s Commcnlarij) ; Wcst-
cott, The Canoiioflhc Xcw Tcfitnmcnt; 'N^nndev'sPlanthtgofChriS'
liaiiitij (Bohn's trans., vol. "ii.); F. D. Jlaurice's Lectures on tlie

Epidles of Si John ; and Davidson's ItUroduction Iu the New Testa-
meat. There are also comnieutaiies, among others, by Diisterdieck,
18.12; Liithardt, 1S60; Haupt, 1809; Baur, 1848; Hilgenfeld, 1854,i
the last two representing the Tubingen school of criticism. (A. C *)

JOHN", Gospel of. See Gospels, vol x. p. 818.
JOHN THE Baptist, the last of the prophets and the

" forerunner " of Christ, was born in a ttoAis 'lou'Sa (accord-

ing to rabbinical tradition, at Hebron, but according to an
ingenious modern interpretation of the phrase, at Jutta),

in the beginning of the second half of the year 749 a.u.c.

His father Zechariah was a priest "of the course of Abia";
his inother Elizabeth was related to Mary, the mother of
Jesus, whose senior he was by six months. The circimi-

stances of his birth are related with much detail in Luke
i., but those of his early years are summed up in the single

expression at ver. 80 that he " grew, and waxed strong- in

spirit, and was iu the deserts till the day of his shewing
unto Israel" In his thirtieth year (Autumn, 779 a.u.c.)

he began his public life in the " wilderness of Judtea," the
wild district that lies between the Kidron and the Dead
Sea, and particularly iu the neighbourhood of the Jordan,
where multitudes were attracted by his eloquence. His
appearance, costume, and habits of life were such as to

recall to the minds of his hearers what they had read about
the ancient prophets, and particularly about Elijah, who
came to be regarded as his prototype. Nor was his preach-
ing iu substance different from theirs : his central doctrine

was that " the kingdom of heaven " had come near, and
preparation for its speedy arrival by -an appropriate change
of heart and life was the practical duty he urged. With
regard to the nature of the baptism he administered, muc!i
uncertainty exists ; for some discussion of its origin ant
meaning, the reader is referred to the article Baptism (vol.

iii. p. 348-9). Amongst those who resorted to this ritj

was John's kinsman, Jesus of Nazareth, whom he had
foretold, and now acknowledged, as one mightier than
himself, the latchet of whose shoes he was not worthy to

unloose. The duration of John's ministry cannot be deter-

mined with certainty; it terminated in his imprisonment in

the fortress of Jlachserus, to which he had been committed
by Herod' Antipas, whose incestuous marriage with
Herodias the Baptist had sternly rebuked, and where he
was beheaded under circumstances which are familiar to

every reader of the Bible. The date of this event cannot
with safety be placed later than the end of 782 a.d.c. For
our knowledge of John the Baptist we are almost entirely

dependent on the notices contained in the Gospel narratives,

but a brief account of his career is also given by Josephus
{Ant., xviii. 6); some legends of an obviously fictitious

character are contained in the apocryphal Gospels.

JOHN, the name of twenty-two popes.

JOHN I. (pope from523 to 526) was a Tuscan by birth, popea
and was consecrated pope on the death of Hormisdas. In
525 he was sent by Theodoric at the head of an embassy to

Constantinople to obtain from the emperor Justin toleration

for the Arians; but, whether designedly or not, he succeeded

so imperfectly in his mission that Theodoric on his return,

suspecting that he had acted only halfheartedly, threw liim'

into prison, where he shortly afterwards died, Felix TV. for
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ITT) sueoeeding him. He was enrolled among the martyrs,

his day being May 27.

JOHN U. (pope from 532 to 535), surnamed on account

of his eloquence Mercuriiis, was elevated to the papal chair

on the death of Boniface 11. During his pontificate a

decree against simony was engraven on marble and placed

before the altar of St Peter's. At the instance of the

emperor Justinian he adopted the proposition unus de

Triniiate jmssus est in came as a test of the orthodoxy of

certain Scythian monks accused of Nestorian tendencies.

He was succeeded by Agapetus I.

JOHN HI. (pope from 5G0 to 573), successor toPelagius,

•nns descended from a noble Koman family. Ho is said to

have been successful in preventing an invasion of Italy by
the recall of the deposed exarch Narses, but the Lombards
stUl continued their incursions, and, especially during the

pontificate of his successor Benedict I., inflicted great

miseries on the province.

JOHN IV. (pope from G-tO to 642; was a Dalmatian by
birth, and succeeded Severinus after the papal chair had
been vacant four montlis. While he adhered to the repu-

diation of the MouotheUtic doctiine by Severinus, he
endeavoured to explain away the connexion of Honorius I.

with the heresy. His successor was Theodoras L
JOHN V. (pope from 685 to 686) was a Syrian by birth,

and on account of his knowledge of Greek had in 680 been
named papal legate to the sixth cecumenical council at

Constantinople. He was the successor of Benedict II., and
after a pontificate of little more than a year, passed chiefly

in bed, was followed by Conon.

JOHN VI. (pope from 701 to 705) was a native of

Greece, and succeeded to the papal chair two mouths after

the death of Sergius I. An attempt of the exarch Theo-
phylact of Ravenna to extort from him certain concessions

to the Byzantine emperor Tiberius was frustrated by the

revolt of the Italian portion of the array with which he
threatened Rome, who but for the intervention of the pope
would have put their leader to death. Partly by persuasion

and partly by means of a bribe, John also succeeded in

inducing GLsnlph, duke of Benevento. to withdraw from
the territories of the church.

JOHN VII. (pope from 705 to 707), successor' of John
VI., was also of Greek nationality. He declined to accede

to the request of the emperor Justinian II. that he should

give his sanction to the decrees of the Quinisext or Trullan

council of 691, on the ground that a papal legate was not

present, and- his death shortly afterwards delivered him
from the necessity of committing himself to a more decided

opinion. He was followed by Sisinnius

JOHN VIII. (pope from 872 to 882), successor of Adrian
II., was a Roraau by birth. His chief aim during his occu-

pancy of the papal chair was to build up his temporal power
by uniting the various discordant political elements of Italy

into a theocracy under his own immediate control, and by
subordinating the empire to the ecclesiastical authority of

Rome. The qualifications he brought to the task ho had
undertaken were a resolute and unbending will, an unscru-

pulous readiness to employ any means that might best

advance his purpose, and a thorough mastery of diplomatic

intrigue. Events, however, were so fatally opposed to his

designs that no sooner did one of his schemes begin to

realize itself in fact than it was shattered and dissipated

by an unlooked for chance. To take advantage of the

opportunity of winning a recognition of the dependence of

the imperial authority on that of Rome, as well as to

obtain an influential alliance against his enemies-, he
agreed, m 875, to bestow the imperial crown on Charles

the Bald, but that monarch was too much occupied in

Germany to grant him much effectual aid, and about the

time of the uu-j,Ui of Ciuiiu- lie Xuuud it uecessai'y to come

to ignominious terras with the Saracens, wuo were only
prevented from entering Rome by the promise of an annual
tribute. Carloman, the opponent of Charles's son Louis,
soon after inv.-ided northern Italy, and, securing the .sup-

port of the bishops and counts, demanded from the pope
the imperial crown. John attempted to temporize, but
Didie Lambert of Spoleto, a partisan of Carloman, whom
events had recalled to Germany, entered Rome in 878 with
an overwhelming force, and for thirty days virtually held

him a prisoner in St Peter's. He was, however, unsuc-

cessful in winning any concession from the pope, who after

his withdrawal carried out a previous purpose of going to

France. There he presided at the council of Troyes, which
piromulgated a ban of excommunication against the sup-

porters of Carloman—amongst others Adalbert of Tuscany,
Lambert of Spoleto, and Formosus, bishop of Porto, who
was afterwards elevated to the papal chair. In 879 John
returned to Italy accorajianied by Duke Boso of Provence,

whom he adopted as his son, and made an unsuccessful

attempt to get recognized as king of It-aly. In the same
year he was compelled to give a promise of his sanction to

the claims of Charles the Fat, who received from him the

imperial crown in 881. Previous to this, in order 5o secure

the aid of the Greek emperor against the Sarace.is, he had
agreed to sanction the restoration of Photius to the see of

Constantinople, and had withdrawn his consent on- finding

that he reaped from the concession no substantirl benefiJi

Charles the Fat, partly from unwillingness, partly from
natural inability, gave him also no effectual aii, and the

last years of John VIII. Were spent chiefly in h irling vain

anathemas against his various political enemies. According
to the annalist of Fulda, he was murdered bv members of

his household. His successor was Martin I;

JOHN IX. (pope from 898 to 900) was of Gennan birth,

and belonged to the Benedictine order. He not only con-

firmed the judgment of his predecessor Theot -jre II. iu

granting Christian burial to Formosus, but at a council

held at Ravennj decreed that the records of the synod
which had condemned him should be burned. Finding,

however, that it was advisable to cement the ti !s between

the empire and the papacy, .John gave unhesitating support

to Lambert in preference to Arnulf, .and also induced the

council to determine that henceforth the consecration of

the popes should take place only in the presence of the

imperial legates. The sudden death of Lambert shattered

the hopes which this alliance seemed to promise. John
was succeeded by Benedict IV.

JOHN X. (pope from 914 to 928) w.as aeacon at Bologna
when he attracted the attention of the empress Theodora,

through whose influence he v/as elevated first to that see

and then to the archbishopric of Ravenna. In direct oppo-

sition to a decree of council, he was also- at the instigation

of Theodora promoted to the papal chair as the successor

of Lando. Like John IX. he endeavoured to secure him-
self against his temporal enemies through a close alliance

with the imperial power and the establishment of an inde-

pendent Italian kingdom. With this view he in December
915 granted the imperial crown to Berengar, and with the

assistance of the imperial troops and the forces of the duke
of Benevento and Naples he took the field in person against

the Saracens, over whom he gained a great victory on the

banks of the Garigliano. The defeat and death of Beren-

gar through the combination of the Italian princes again

frustrated the ho|ies of a united Italy subservient to papal

purposes, and after witnessing several years of anarchy and
confusion John perished through the intrigues of Marozia,

daughter of Theodora. His successor was Leo VL
JOHN XL (pope from 931 to 936) was bom in 906,

the son of Marozia and the reputed son of Sergius IIL
Through the influence of his motbw ho was chusau V>
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succeed Stephen VIT. at the early age of twenty-one. He
was the mere exponent of the purposes of his mother,

until her son Alljeric succeeded in 933 in overthrowing

their authority. The pope was kept a virtual prisoner in

the Lateran, where, he is said to have died in 93G, in which

year Leo VII. was consecrated his successor.

JOHX XII. (pope from 955 to 904^) was the son of

Alberic, whom he succeeded as patrician of Rome in 951,

being then only si.xteen years of age. His original name
was Octavian, but when he assumed the papal tiara as suc-

cessor to Agapctus II., ho adopted the apostulic name of

John, the first example, it is said, of the custom of altering

the surname in connexion v.'itli elevation to the papal chair.

As a temporal ruler John was devoid of the vigour and
firmness of his father, and his union of the papal office

—

which thaiugh his scandalous private life ho made a byword
of reproach—with his civil dignities proved a source of

weakness rather than of strength. In order to protect

hiu-'splf against the intrigues in Home and the power of

Berengar II. of Italy, he called to his aid Otho the Great

of Germany, to whom he granted the imperial crown in 9G2.

Even befoio Otho left Piomo the pope had, hos^ever, re-

pented of his recognition of a power which threatened

altogether tn o\ei'shadow his authority, and had begun to

conspire against him .on whom he had newly conferred the

dignity of emperor. His intrigues were discovered by Otho,

who after he had defeated and taken prisoner Berengar,

returned to Home and summoned a council whicli deposed

.Tohn, who was in hiding in the mountains of Campania, and
elected Leo Vlll. in his stead. An attempt at an insur-

rection was made by the inhabitants of Home even before

Otho left the city, and on his departure John returned at

the head of a formidable company of friends and retainers,

and caused Leo to seek safety in immediate llight. Otho
determined to make an effort in support of Leo, but before

he reached the city John had died, in what manner is

uncertain, and I'enedict V. had mounted the pajial chair.

JOHX Xlll. (pope from 905 to 972) was descended
frooi a noble Ivoman family, and at the time of his election

-as successor to Leo YIIT. was bishop, of Narni. hie had
"teen somewhat inconsistent in his relations with his prede-

ccssor Loo, but his election was conlirmcd by the emperor
Otho, and liis submissive attitude towards the imperial

power was so distasteful to the Jioman.s that tliey expelled

him from the city. On account of the threatening pro-

ceduic of OTho, they permitted him shortly afterwards to

return, upon wliich, with tlio sanction of Otho, he took
savage vengeance on those who had formerly opi'oscd him.

Shortly after Iiolding a co\uicil along with the emperor at

Ravenna in 9G7, he gave tlie imperial crown to Otlio II.

at Rome in assurance of his Kucce^sion to his father; and
in 972 he also crowned Thcophania as empress immediately
before her marriage. On Lis death in the same year, he
was followed by llenedict XL
JOHX XIV. (pope from 98.3 to 9S4;, successor to

Benedict VII., was born at Pavia, and before his elevation

to the papal chair was imjicrial chancellor of Otho II.

Otho died shortly after his election, and, taking advantage
of the opportunity, Boniface \ll., on the strength of tlie

popular feeling against the new pope, returned from Con-
stantinople and placed .John in prison, where he died

either by starvation or poison.

JOHX XV. (pope from 9S5 to 99R) is now generally

recognized as the successor of Boniface VII., the pope of

the same name who was .said to have ruled for four months
after the murder of Boniface being now omitted by the
best authorities. John XY. was the son of Leo, a presbyter

in Gallina Alba. At the time ho mounted the papal chair

Cresccntius was [latrician of Komo, but, although his

.iailucace wiis uu this accuuul very much hampered, the

presence of the empress Theophania in Rome from 989 to

991 restrained aiso the ambition of Crescentius. fin her

departure the pope, whose venality and nepotism had made
him very unpopular with the citizens, found it necessary to

flee to Tuscany. The news of the approach of Otho III.

made it possible for him soon afterwards to return, but he

died of fever before the arrival of Otho, who elevated his

own kinsman Bruno to the papal dignity under the name
of Gregory V.

JOHX XVL (pope or antipope fi-om 997 to 998) was a

Calabrian Greek by birth, and a favourite of the empress

Theophania, from v.diom he had received the bishopric of

Placentia, His original name was Philagathus. In 995
he was sent by Otho HI. on an embassy to Constantinople

to negotiate a marriage with a Greek princess. On his

way back he either accidentally or at the special request

of Crescentius visited Rome. A little before this Gregory

v., in the beginning of 997, had been compelled to flee

from the city; and the wily and ambitious Greek had now
no scruple in accepting the papal tiara from the hands of

Crescentius, to whom he consented to give up the temporal

authority on condition that he recognized his subordination

to the Western empire. The arrival of Otho at Rome in the

spring of 998 put, a sudden end to the treacherous compact.

John sought safety in flight, but was discovered in his place

of hiding and brought back to Rome, where after enduring

cruel and ignominious tortures he was immured in a

dungeon.

JOllX XVII., whose original name was Sicco, succeeded
Silvester II. as pope in June 1003, but died in less thai)

five months afterv.ards.

JOHX" X'^lll. (pope from lOOo to 1009) was, during his

whole pontificate, the mere creature of the patrician Joha
Crescentiu.s, and ultimately ho abdicated and retired to a

monastery, w here he died shortly afterwards. His successor

was Sergius IV.

JOHX XIX. (pope fron) 102-1 to 1033) succeeded hi.

brother BenedictVIIL, both being members of the powerful

house of Tusculum. He merely took ordei-s to enable him
to ascend the papal chair, having previously been a consul

and senator. He displayed his freedom from ecclesiastical

prejudices, if also his utter ignorance of ecclesiastical history,

by agreeing, on the paj'nient of a large bribe, to grant to

the patriarch of Constantinople tlie title of an oecumenical
bishop, but the general indignation which the proposal

excited throughout the church' compelled him almost im-
mediately to withdraw from his agreement. On the.death

of the emperor Henry II. in 102-1 he gave his support to

Conrad II., who along with his consort was crowned with
great pomp at St Peter's in Easter of 1027. In 1033 a
con.spiraiy of the nobles compelled the pope to flee from
Rome, but he was restored by Conrad, and died the same
year in the full possession of his dignities. A successor

was found for him in his nephew Benedict IX., a boy of

only twelve years of age.

.JOHX XXI. (pope from 127G to 1277), successor
to Adrian V., should, according to the order observed
above, be named John XX., but there is an error in

the reckoning through the insertion of an antipope before
John XV. or some time after John XIX. At the time
of his elevation to the p>i[ial chair ho was cardinal-bishop

of Tusculum, and he liad previously been archbishop
of Braga. He was a Portuguese by birth, and his

original name was Pedro Juliaui. The son of a physician,

ho Iiad studied with distinction at Paris, was the author
of several medical and scholastic treatises, and is men-
tioned by some chroniclers as a magician. His small

affection for the monks, his unecclesiastical tone and habits,

free and unaffected intercourse with every class of men,
and proficiency in secular science, awakened against him
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the jealousy and distrust of the clergy, but probably bis

comprehensive and liberal policy would have shed excep-

tional lustre on the church had not his life been brought

to a premature close through the fall of the roof which he

had planned for one of his rooms in the palace of Viterbo.

His successor was Nicholas III.

JOHN XXII. (pope from 1316 to 1334) was born pt

Cahors about 1244. His original uame was Jacques d'Ense,

and his father is said to have been a cobbler. Tradition

also affirms that the son learned the same employmeut, but

afterwards he was taken charge of by his uncle, a successful

merchant, who rose to be chanpellor of Robert of Sicily.

Through the instruction of a Franciscan friar, Jacques

d'Euse acquired, besides an acquaintance with theology, a

mastery of canon and civil law which afterwards stood him

in good stead ; but, although he was also versed in all the

details of statemanship, his learniug was saturated with

scholasticism, and his political ideas were narrowed by a

mean and paltry ambition, the principal element of which

was a miserly love of gold. He was small in stature and

slightly deformed, and his features are said to have

unpleasantly indicated his special moral defects. It is

uncertain whether he ever joined ihe Franciscan order, but

at any rate he afterwards had intimate connexions with

the court of Naples, and some time before 1300 he was,

at the instance of tlie king, appointed by Boniface YItl.

bishop of Frejus. By means of forged letters purporting

to have the authority of the Icing of Naples, Clement V.

was induced in 1310 to bestow upon him the see of

Avignon; and, notv,'ithstanding that the fraud was soon

discovered, he so recommended himself to the pope by his

prudent conduct and his knowledge of law that in 1312

he was named cardinal-bishop of Porto. Robert of Naples

also condescended to forget the liberty that had been taken

in the use of the royal seal, and, on the death of Clement

V. in 1316, the cardinals, through the liberal expenditure

of Neapolitan gold, were won over to elect the bishop of

Porto to the papal chair. The leanings of the new pope

towards the French party were at once shown by his choice

of Avignon as his residence, and by his first promotion of

cardinals, all of whom except one were French. During

the strife for the empire between Louis of Bavaria and

Frederick of Austria, John took no active part on either

side, but j-iade use of the opportunity quietly to establish

an Italiap kingdom under the rule of King Robert of Sicily,

and after fortune declared for Louis at the battle of

Muhldorf in 1322 continued to act as if the imperial

throne were still vacant. In consequence of this, Lo-jis

found himself compelled to enter into a league with the

Ghibellines, whereupon the pope summoned him to appear

before him at Avignon, and, on his declining immediate

compliance with the request, promulgated ngainst him a

ban of excommunication. The empire was offered to

Charles the Fair of France, who had ?,larried a daughter

of the emperor Henry VII., but her death lost him his cjiief

support in Germany ; and Luuis, owing in a great measure

to the influence of the Franciscans, whom the persecutions

of John had greatly incensed against the authority of Rome,
was accepted as emperor with the unanimous consent of

the states at Ratisbon in 1324, a decision fully confirmed

by the diet of Spires in 1326. In the following year he

experienced equal goodwill at the diet of the imperial

feudatories at Trent. After receiving the crown of Italy

at Milan he entered Rume with the general acclamation of

the inhabitants, and was crowned emperor by two excom-

municated bishops. But, although the election of Peter of

Corvara as rival pope under the name of Nicholas V. was

greeted with the loud approval of the citizens, the threaten-

ing attitude of Robert of Naples made it impossible for the

emperor and antipope to prolong their stay fh Rome, and

afterwarJa a gradual reaction against the imperial causa
took place throughout the whole of Italy. Nicholas was"

taken prisoner at Pisa, but on making a complete recanta-

tion of his errors was forgiven and absolved. With Louis,
however, the pope altogether declined to come to terms,

although he found it impossible to establish a rival against

him. The last years of John were disquieted by a dispute

regarding his tenet—held by most theological authorities

to be heretical—that the saints at death fall asleep and do-

not enjoy the beatific vision until after the resurrection.

So great latterly became the general clamour against the^

doctrine that he found it necessary to make an ambiguooB;
semblanro of retracting what he had formerly promulgated
with passionate zeal. He, however, never showed acgf

tendency to relent in his persecution of the Franciscans^,

and his persistent animosity against them was a DOfci

unimportant element among the influences which produceil

the Reformation. He died in 1334. By means of amia^^s^

he had greatly enriched the papal treasury. His successor

was Benedict XII.

JOHN XXIIL (pope from 1410 to 1415) was born in

Naples about 1300. He was of noble descent, his original

name being Balthasar Cossa. In his youth he had, along

with his brothers, served as a corsair, and at the university

of Bologna, which he afterwards entered, he led a loose and
intemperate life. After occupying the oihce of archdeacon

of Bologna, he became chamberlain of Boniface IX., and
in that office greatly enriched both himself and the ]iope by
his unscrupulous traffic in indulgences. In recognition of

the high value of his services he wa's in 14(J2 created by
Boniface a cardinal, and shortly afterwajds he was appointed

papal legate to Bologna, which he succeeded in wresting:

from the Viscouti. The scandalous and cruel excesses ia

which he indulged when governor of the city caused Gregory
XII. to pass against him a sentence of excommunication,,

but he was jestored to his full dignities by Alexander V.
The death of this ])ope, which took place suddenly at
Bologna in 1410, was generally believed to have been con-

trived by the governor, but the cardinals were unanimous-
in electing him his successor, other two popes, Benedict

XIII. and Gi-cgory XII., the predecessors of Alexander,

being still alive. -Previously Johu had entered into a closa

alliance with Louis of Anjou, aud he now united with

him against Ladislaus of Naples, but notwithstanding tho-

victory of Rocca Secca in 1411 he found it neaessary to

come to ignominious terms with Ladislaus in 1412. The-

compact was, liowever, congenial to neither party, and in

the following year Lodislaus, advancing on Rome, compelled,

the pope to flee to Florence and thence to Bologna. In.

his extremity John implored the protection and help of
the emperor Sigismund, who condescended to acknowledga-.

him to the extent at least of requiring him to summon a
council at Constance by which his claims and that of the
other two rival po))es should be decided. John opened'

the council in person in 1414, but, after consenting to-

abdicate preliminarily to the council deciding on his

claims, he made his escape in disguise to Freiburg, where-

he obtained the protection of the duke of Austria. On liiii

refusal to return he was solemnly deposed by the council

as 'guilty of along list of heinous criiues. The duke of
Austria then surrendered liim to the emperor, and after he-

liad acknowledged the justice of his sentence he was con-

fined in the castle of Heidelberg. At the end of four years'

imprisonment he obtained his freedom, in all probability

through a bribe, and, having made his submission to bi^

successor JIartin V., he was appointed by him cardinal

bishop of Frascati and dean of the college of cardinals, but

he died a few months afterwards.

JOHN I. (925-07G), emperor of Constantinople, Orsck

surnamed on account of his' short stature Zimisces, waa'^'P."™^
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.de^ceiideil from a distinguished family of Cai'ipadoci-i, and
Tvas the nephew of Xicephorus Phocas, whom he aided to

-obtain tlie throne, and with whom lie afterwards shared

the military command of the empire. Being, however,
•deprived of this dignity through tlio intrigues of the

•emperor's brother Leo, he entered into a conspiracy to

rjusassinate Xicephorus, which was put into execution on
:the 10th Decemljer 900. Tlie reign of /Cimisces is chiefly

ircniarkable for his victories over the Russians, and the

^conquest of r<ulg:>ria. Afterwards he achieved many
'brIlHnnt exploits against the Saracens, but on his way home
from his Syrian cam['aign he was seized near Constantinople

with a sudilun illncs.-*, caused it is supposed by poisoning,

and died there in .January 976.

JOHN 11. (10SS-1U3), Comnenus, surnamcd Kalo-

jo'itiiies (John the Good), was the eldest son of the emperor
Alexius, whom he succeeded on the throne in lll!<. On
.account of his mild and just reign he has been called the

Byzantine Marcus Aurelius, but he displayed little vigour

in thb uiternal administration of his kingdom or in es-

iirpating the governmental corrnptions and abuses he
had inherited. Nor did his various successes against the

Hungarians, Servians, and Turks, though they won him the

"lligh admiration of his soldiers, add much to the stability

of his kingdom. He was accidentally killed during a wild-

boar hunt on Mount Taurus, 8th April 114.3.

JOHX in. (1193-12oi), Vatatzes, surnamed Diicnx,

emperor of Niciea, was born in 1 19'?, and e<irQed for himself

Buch di.stinctinn as a soldier that in l'22l! he was chosen to

-succeed Theodore I. His successes in war, which earned

for him great renown, were rendered of little advantage

to him through the intrigues of other sovereigns, but he

-administered the internal atiairs of his dominions with

iriurh enlightenment and skill, and devoted great attention

to agriculture. He died 30th October 1251,—not in 125.")

-as wTiters previous to Finlay have generally alleged.

JOHN IV., Lascaris, emperor of Nic^a, son of Theodore

TI., was born about 1250. His father dying in 125t>,

^lichael Pal^ologns conspired shortly after to make him-
self r°gent, and in 1201 dethroned the boy monarch and
put out his eyes. John died in prison.

JOHX V. (1329-1111), Carttucuzeuus. See Cxstx-
<;uzEXUs, vol. V. p. 27.

JOHX Yl. (1332-1391), PahWogus, emperor of Con-

stantino[dc, borri in 1332, was the son of Andronicus III.,

whom he succeeded in 1341. From 13i2 John Canta-

«uzenns .shared the throne with him, till on the abdication

cf his colleague, who had been virtually the sovereign, he

Tiecame sole emperor in 1334. His reign was marked by
the gradual dissolution of the imperial power through the

.rebellion of his son Andronicus and the encroachments of

the Ottomans, to whom in 13S1 John acknowledged him-

self tributary.

JOHX VII. (1390-U48), PaL-eologus, emperor of Con-

stantinople, son of Manuel II., was born in 1390, and in

1425 succeeded to the semblance of dominion and the

wreck of the empire. To secure the favour of the Latins

he consented to the union of the Greek and Roman
Churches, which was ratified at Florence in 1439. The
union failed of its purpose, but by his prudent conduct

towards the Ottomans he succeeded in holding possession

of Constantinople till his death in 1448.

King of JOHX (1167-1216), king of England, youngest son of

fji;1an<L Henry II. and Eleanor of Aquitaine, and third king of fhe

Plantagenet family, was born December 24, 1167. He
was his father's favourite child, and Henry hoped to

bestow on him the kingdom of Ireland. The Irish princes

did homage' to John at Oxford in 1177, and in 1185 he

was sent to Ireland. His arrogant behaviour roused the

resentmeut of the natives, and he was recalled in disgrace.

In the last revolt of Richard against Henry, John was base
enough to join with his father's enemies. This treachery
was the death-blow of Henry IL (1189). Richard, on his
accession, made the most ample provision for John, giving
hira several English counties, and marrying him to the
heiress of the great earldom of Gloucester. Cut he had bo
little trust in his brother's' character that, l?efore his own
departure on the third crusade, he bound John to stay away
from England for three yeai-s. At the end of the term John
returned, and harassed Richard's justiciar, William Long-
champ. The unpopularity of Longchamp enabled John,
aided by the archbishop (^f Rouen, to lead a revolutionary

movement b}- which Longchamp was deprived of the jus-

ticiarshi[>, and John recognized as snmniu.s rector of tho
kingdom ; but the real power remained %vith the archbishop
of Rouen. When the news of the king's captivity arrived,

John entered into an active alliance with Philip IL of

France, Piicliard's malignant enemy, and tried to seize the

reins of government, asserting that the king was dead. But
he was baflled by the fidelity of Richard's ministers and
mother, and at Richard's return his castles had to be sur-

rendered to the king. Richard treated John with great

generosity-, and for the rest of his reign John gave no
further trouble. Richard on his deathbed declared John
his heir. The principle of primogeniture, now genei-ally

adopted, would have pointed out Arthur of Brittany, son of

John's elder brother Geoffrey, as the heir, and Phihp II.

made himself the champion of Arthur. John made fresh

enemies by divorcing his wife, and marrying Isabella,

heiress of the count of Angoulenie, who was already

betrothed to the Count of La ilarche. The anger of tho

La Marche family caused a fresh outbreak of war, in which
Arthur became involvecl. In a misguided attempt to

capture his grandmother Eleanor, in the castle of Miraheau,

he was defeated and taken prisoner by John, who marched
with great swiftness to his mother's aid. Arthur now dis-

appears from history; and, though there is no certain in-

formation about his death, it was generally believed at the

time that John murdered him. Philip's court of peei's de-

clared John guiltj', and sentenced him to forfeiture. John
abandoned himself to pleasure, and made no attempt to

defend his dominions; he showed such complete indiffer-

ence, while Philip was reducing castle after castle in Xor-

mandy, that it was said he was spellbound by witchcraft.

In 1204 all Normandy was lost. Anjou, Maine, and part of

Aquitaine soon followed the fate of Xormandy ; John made
only feeble or abortive attempts to save them. In 12fl5

his great quarrel with the church begjn. The monks of

Canterbury had elected their sub-prior to the archbi.shopric,

and John had nominated a minister of liis ovin : all parties

appealed to Pope Innocent III., who took the matter into

his own hands, and ordered the convent proctors to elect

Stephen Langton, an Englishman already distinguished by
learning and character. John's refusal to accept Langton

brought sentence of interdict on his kingdom (1208). He
was personally excommunicated in 1209, and in 1211 the

pope issued a bull deposing him from his throne ; the

execution of the decree was committed to Philip,' who

prepared to invade England. John at last gave way,

moved chiefly by a pirophecy that on the next Ascension

Day he would be no longer king. He made an abject

submission to '.he papal legate Pandulph, agreeing to hold

his kingdom nenceforth as a tributary fief of the popedom.

Thus the ecclesiastical difficulty was settled, but now John

had to settle a quarrel with his own people. He had

incurred their hatred by hi.s personal vices, by his cruelty

and perfidy, of which the supposed murder of Arthur

was only one instance among many, and by his exaction

of taxes greatly in excess of the customary rates. The

barons of the north began the quarrel by refusing to

XILL — go
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accompauy John on 'the expedition to France which he

planned immediately after his absolution, alleging that

iheir tenures did not oblige them to service abroad.

Langton restrained the Icing from doing immediate ven-

geance on tlie barons, and in the meantime an import-

ant assembly was held at St Albans (the first to wbii-h

representatives from the towns are known to havi' licuu

summoned), at which the justiciar promised in the king's

name tnat the laws of Henry I. should be observed. At
an assembly at St Paul's the same year, Langton, who was
the moulding spirit of the movement, produced the charter

of Henry I., which became the basis of Jfagna Cliarfa.

John was now bent on trying to knit together the Germanic
confederacy against Philip, which had been originated by
Richard. He showed both policy and energy in this matter,

but the barons of Poitou failed him at the critical moment
of the war, and his nephew the emperor Otho was utterly

defeated by Philip at Bourines. John was forced to con-

clude the peace of Chinon (1214), by which he ceded to

Philip all his claims on lands lying north of the Loire, tic

had scarcely returned to England when his barons formed

a confederacy against him at Bury St Edmunds. He
attempted to bribe the clergy by granting them free

election ; but they stood fnm to the national cause. The
city of London gave its adhesion to the barons, and John

found himself abandoned by all. He was obhged to grant

the demands of the barons, and to sign (at liunnymede,

Juno 15, 1215), tlie Great Charter, which for two hundred

years was to bo tlio watchword of English freedom. .John

signed the charter without the least intention of keeping

it, and he found a powerful ally in his new master Inno-

cent IIL, who issued a bull against the charter, and
suspended Langton. Iiangton Went to Rome to appeal,

and the patriot party wasthus deprived of its wisest leader.

War soon broke out again, but John was able to obtain

a host of foreign mercenaries, and the barons were driven

to make alliance with France. Ijouis, son of Philip II.,

arrived in England in May 1216, and John's unusual

audacity and success deserted him at once. In three

months the greater part of the country was in the hands

of Louis. Yet the national mistrust of the foreigner was
already causing a reaction in favour of John, when in

marching across the Wash he met with the accident which

led to his death. He was overtaken by the tide, lost all

his baggage and treasure, and narrowly escaped himself.

Vexation and fatigue, aggravated by excess in eating and
drinking, brought on an attack of dysentery; with difficulty

he reached Newark, where he died October 19, 121G.

The reign of John is a turning point in English history,

and marks the beginning of a new era. (1) The separation

of Normandy insured the free development of English life,

and the absorption of the Norman nobility in the English

people. (2) Magna Charta marks the first united attempt

of the English people to limit the power of the king.

Hitherto the people had been the allies of the royal power
against the baronage; for the two following centuries they

are leagued with the baronage and the church against royal

tyranny. (3) The surrender of John's kingdom to the

pope, followed by the opposition of Innocent to English
freedom and the papal exactions of the next reign, caused
a change of feeling towards the papacy, and led to the anti-

Roman legislation which went on from the reign of Edward
I. till the Reformation. (e. s. a.)

Kings n{ JOHN I., king of France, son of liOuis X. and dementia
of Hungary, was born, after his father's death, 15th Novem-
ber 1316, and only lived seven days.

JOHN II. (1319-1364), surnamed the Good, son of

Philip VI. and Jane of Burgundy, was born in 1319, and
succeeded his father in 1350. On the 19th September 1356
lie was defeated and taken orisoner bv the Black Prince at

Prn- PA,

the battle of Poitiers, He gamea ms liberty at the peace
of Bretigny in 1360; but, his son the duke of Anjou, whom
he left as hostage in England, having fled, John thought
himself bound to return to captivity. He died iu London
in 1364. See F^..v^cE, vol. ix. p. 546.

JOHN n. (lG09-ir.72\ Casiu.ir, Icing of Poland, .second King- "»

Sun of SigismunJ HI. and the duchess Constantia of Pobn>l

Austria, was born March 21, 1609. After journeying in

several countries of Europe, he in 1G4^) joined the Jesuit

order at Rome, and shortly afterwards was chosen cardinal.

Subsequently he returned to Poland, where he resided ns a
a layman until the death of his brother, 20th Novemlisr
1648, when he succeeded him on the throne. In Septem-
ber 1GG8 he abdicated, after which he went to France,

and became abbot of St Germains de Pros and of St
Martin at Nevers. He died September 16, 1672. For
the events of his unfortunate veigii see Pol,\M5.

JOHN III. (1624-1696), Sohieski, king of Poland, son

of Jakob Sobieski, castellan of Cracow, was born 2d June
1624, at Olesko in Galicia. He so distinguished himself

in tlie defensive wars of Poland that in 1667 he received

the supreme command of the army, and on the death of

Michael C'orybut was chosen king, 20th May 1674. Ho
died June 17, 1696.

JOHN (JOAO) L ^1357-1433), kingof Portugal, the Kings of

natural son of Pedro I. (el Justicieiro), was born at Lisbon Portv.snl

on April 22, 1357, and in 1364 was created grand-master

of Aviz. On the death of his lawful brother Ferdinand I.,

without male issue, in October 1383, strenuous efforts were

made in various quarters to secure the succession in tho

legitimate line for Beatrice, tho only child of Ferdinand I.,

who as heiress apparent had been married to Jolm I. of

Castile ; but the popular voice declared decisively against

an arrangement by which Portugal would virtually have
become a Spanish province, and John was after violent

tumults proclaimed protector and regent in tho following

December. In April 1385 he was unanimously chosen
king by the estates of the realm at Coiuibra, and the
coronation took place some little time afterwards. The
king of Castile resorted to arms on behalf of his wife, and
invested Lisbon, but the besieging army was compelled by
tlie ravages of a pestilence to withdraw, and subsequently

by the decisive battle of Aljubarrota (14th August 1385)
the stability of John's throne was permanently secured.

Hostilities continuBd, however, with more or less of inter-

ruption until the death of John of Castile, without leaving

issue by Beatrice, in 1390 ; and even after that event rela-

tions between the two countries continued to he strained.

In the meanwhile John went on consolidating the power
of the crown at home and the influence of the nation

abroad. In 1415 Ceuta was taken from the Moors by his

sons who had been born to him by his wife Philippa,

daughter of John, duke of Lancaster ; specially dis-

tinguished in the siege was Prince Henr)', afterwards gene-

rally known as " the Navigator," who in this and also in

the following reign did so much to prepare the way for the

position of colonial importance subsequently held by
Portugal. Porto Santo and Madeira were occupied re-

spectively in 1419 and 1420. John I., sometimes sur-

named "the Great," and sometimes ' father of his country,"

died August 11, 1433, in the forty-eighth year of a reign

which had been characterized by great-prudence, ability, and
success ; he was succeeded by his son Edward or Duarte,

so named out of compliment to Edward III. of England.

JOHN n. (1455-1495), "the Perfect," kingof Poi^tugal,

succeeded his father, Alphonso V., in August 1481. His
first business after ascending the throne was to curtail with
a vigorous hand the overgrown power of his aristocracy;,

noteworthy incidents in the contest were the execution (in

14S3) of the duke of Bragaaza for correspondence with'
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Castile, and the murder, by the king's own hand, of the
youthful duke of Viseu for consuiracy. This reign was
signalized by Bartolommeo Bias's discovery of the Cape of

Good Hope in 14S6, and also by the equipment (1-193) of

,1 squadron for exploration of the new world recently

discofered by Columbus. The latter proceeding led to

disputes with Castile, until the claims of the disputants

were adju^ited by the famous treaty of Tordesillas (7th

June 1-104). John II. died, without leaving male issue,

in October 1495, and was bucceeded by his brothtr-in-Iaw

Emmanuel (Manoel) I.

JOHX HI. (1502-1557) of Portugal was born at Lisbon,
Juno G, 1502, and ascended the throne as siiccessor of his

father Emmanuel L in December 1S21. In 1524 he
married Catherine, sister to tke emperor Charles V., who
iu turn shortly afterwards married the infanta Isabella,

Juhu's sister. Succeeding to the crown at a time when
Poitugal was at the height of its political power, and
Lisbon iu a pasition of commercial importance preriously

unknown, John IIL, unfortunately for his dominions,
yielded so far to the counsels of the clerical party among
his subjects as to consent to the introduction of the Inquisi-

tion (about 152G); this led to measures of tyranny and
opproHsiim which, notwillistauding the enactment of many
wise laws, soon avenged themselves in disastrous conse-

quences lo the commercial and social prosperity of his king-

dom. The conflicts in which Portugal engaged with the

Moors and the Turks during his reign were comparatively
unfruitful of results. He died of apoplexy on June 6,

1557, and was succeeded by his grandson tiebastian. then
a child of oidy three years.

JOHN" IV. (1G03-1G5G), "the Fortunaio," of Portugal,

was born at Villaviciosa in March 1G03, succeeded to the

dukedom of Crag>inza in 1G30, and married Luisa de
Guzman, eldest daughter of the duke of Medina Sidonia,

in ir.33. By the unanimous voice of the people he was
raised to the throne of Portugal (of which he Was held to be

the li-gifiniate heir) at the revolution effected in December,

IGIO by a consiiiracy of the nobles against 'he grievances

inllictod by Sp.iin and the in.solence of Philip iV'.'s minister,

the duke of Olivarcz. His accession ultimately led to a

protracted war with Spain, of which the final issue—the

recognized independence of Portugal—did not declare

itself until a subsequent reign (IGGS). He died after a

prosperous reign of sixteen year.s, on November 6, 1656,

and was succeeded by his son Alphonso VI.

JOHN V. (lG.-^0-i750) of Portugal was born at Lisbon

on October 22, 1GS9, and succcedeil his father Pedro U.
on December 170G, being proclaimed on January 1, 1707.

One of his lirst acts was to intimate his adherence to the

Grand Alliance, which his father had joined iu 1703, and
his resolution to take his full share in the war then in

progress. Accordingly his general Das Minas, along with

Lord Galwiy, advanced into Castile, but sustained the

defeat of Almanza (lllh April). In October 1708 he

married Maria Anna, d-anghter of Leopold I., thus

streiiglhcning the alliance witli Austria; the series of

canqjuigns which ensued were equally unsuccessful with

the lirst, but ultimately terminated in a favourable peace

with Franco in 1713 and with Spain in 1715. The re^t

of his long reign iiresents no striking featirres, except that

it was charactoi'izcd by jicrfcct subservience on his part to

the clergy, the kingdom being administered by ecclesiastical

persons and for ecclesiastical objects to an extent that gave

him the best of rights to the title " Most Faithful King,"

bestowed upon hiiji and his successors by a bull of pope
Benedict XIV. iu 17 IK. John V. died on July 31, 1750,
and was succeeded by his son Joseph.

JOHN VL(17G9-lS2G)of Portugal was born at Li-bon

May 13, 17 G9, and received the title of prince of Brazil in,

17SS. In 1702 he assumed the reins of govemcient la

nama of his mother Queen Mary I., who liad become insano.

He himself having been brought up in an unhealthy ecclesi-

astical atmosphere, and being naturally of a somewhat
weak and helpless character, was but ill adapted for the
responsibilities he was thus called on to undertake. In
1799 he assumed the title of regent, which he retained

until his mother's death iu 1816. The political rektions
of Portugal with England and France from the period of

i

the fii-st coalition against France in 1793 to the treaty of

Fontainebleau (1807), by which the partition of the first-

named country was agreed upon, will be elsewhere

explained (see Poktugal). In consequence of the latter

treaty the prince of Brazil found it necessary to leave thei

kingdom (November 1807), and transfer the seat of his

government to Rio Janeiro. The occupation and annexa-.

tion of the wdiole country immediately ensued ; against

this he recorded his protest in November 1808, and in a
more practical manner by the seizure of French Guiana iu

the follon'ing year. He also entered into alliance with

England iu 1810, and was a party to the treaty of Paris

in 1814. In 1816 he was recognized as king of Portugal

on the death of Mary, but he continued to reside abroad

;

the consequence was the spread of a feeling of natural dis-

satisfaction, which resulted in the peaceful revolution of

1820, and the proclamation of a constitutional government,
to which he swore fidelity en his return to Portugal in

1822. In the same year, and again in 1823, he had to

suppress a rebellion led by his sim Dom Jliguel, whom he
ultimately was compelled to banish in 1824. He died at

Lisbon, March 26, 1826, and was succeeded by Pedro IV.

JOHN (1801-1873), king of Saxony, brother and sue- Kins; of

cessor of Frederick Augustus II., and younger son of Duke Saxony.

MaximiUan and Caroline of Parma, was born at Dresden
12th December 1801. In youth he showed a special bent
towards mathematics, and he also studied with^reat dili-

gence law and history. His interest in Italian literature

having been awakened by a journey to Italy in 1821, he in

1825 printed for private circulation, under the pseudonym
of PItilahlJus, a metrical translation of a portion of Dante's

Inferno, and in 1829 he published a comiilete translation

of the Divine C'unuutj, with critical and historical notes.

At an early age he also took an active part in political life.

In 1821 he became a member of the college of finance, of

which he was president from 1825 to 1831. From 1831
to 184G he acted as commander of the national guards.

On ascending the throne in 1854 he followed the same
enlightened and liberal policy as his brother, and introduced

several reforms of great benefit to the country. In the

wars of 1860 he sided with Austria against Prussia, and
on that account had to submit to the payment of a large

sum of money and the cession of the fortress of KiJnigstein

at the conclusion of peace. He, however, afterwards

entered the North German federation, and his troops took

a very prominent and distingui.shcd part in the Franco-
Prussian war of 1870-71 He died at Dresden, October
29, 1873.

JOHN (JUAN) I. (1350-1395), king of Aragon, was Spanish,

born December 27, 1350, and succeeded his father, Pedro '^S^-

IV., in 1387. He left the afi'airs of his kingdom to a large

extent in the hands of his wife Yolande, a granddaughter
of John the Good, king of France, while he himself led

a life of pleasure and inglorious ease. A characteristic

feature of his reign was the encouragement he gave to the

poetical institutions of the troubadours, a "consistory of

the Gaya Sciencia" having been founded at Barcelona

under his auspiices iu 1390. - In that year he repelled ar

attack by the count of Armagnac, who had laid claim ti

the domains fn "Majorca previously in possession of hi

family ;_4nd in 1392 he ouelled a revolt of the Saidiuiau»
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He died in 1395, in consequence of an accident on the

hunting field, and was succeeded by his brother Martin.

JOHiV II. (1397-U79), king of Aragon from 1458,

was the younger sun of Ferdinand I. (the Justj, and was

born June 29, 1397. He was twice man ied,— first to

Blanclie, daughter of Charles III. of Navarre, by whom he

had three children (Curios, heir to the crowns of Navarro

and Aragon ; Blanche, for some time the wife of Henry

IV. of Castile ; and Kleanor, wife of Oaston, count of

Foix) ; and afterwards (in 1447) to Joanna Heiirniuez. of

the blood-royal of Castile, by whom- he became the fal.licr

of Ferdinand V. (the Catholic). For a long time he acted

as lieutenant-general in Aragon for his brother Alphonso

v., whom business detained in his Neajjolitan doiliinions;

in this capacity he intervened frequently in the affairs of

Castile, where his weak and inexperienced kinsman John

II. occupied the throhe, and on one occiisi.in (1444) he

invaded that kingdom, but was defeated at Olniedo. On
liis second marriage he irritated hi.s son Carlos and the

community by sending his queen Joaiuia to share the

administration of Navarre with his .sun; in tho revolt

which ensued victory declared for John, Carlos himsoli

being reduced to captivity (1452), in which he was detained

for many mouths. In May- 1458 John succeeded his

brother in Aragon, Sicily, and iSanliuia; but the influence

of Joanna Henriquez prevented him fron\ recognizing the

le<'itimate claims of his own eldest sou to the reversion
;

an attempt by Carlos to obtain support in other quarters

led to his arrest and imprisonment, from which he was

released only after Catalonia had risen in arms and the

king of Castile had begun an irruption into Navarre.

Shortly after this temporary triumph Carlos was carried

off by a fever in September 1401, bequeathing the crown

of Navarre to his sister Blanche and her posterity.

Ferdinand, the half-brother of Carlos, was now put forward

as heir apparent of the Aragonese throne, but the

indignant Catalonians raised a revolt which did not come

to an end until December 1472. luiraediately afterwards

John entered upon a war with Louis XI. of France in con-

•sequence of disputes about Roussillon and Cerdagne ; first

snccessful, but afterwards worsted, this bold and energetic

but ambitious and unjust prince died January 20, 1479,

before the conclusion of the peace. He was succeeded by

Ferdinand V.

JOHN (JUAN) I. 1358-1390), king of Castile and

Leon, born in August 1358, was the son of Henry II.

("El Bastardo "), whom he succeeded in 1379. At his

accession the Laucasterian claims to the throne of Castile

were renewed, and gained the support of Poitugal ; the

result was a war with the latter power, which ended in a

marriage (1382) between John and the Portuguese infanta.

The peace thus ratified did not subsist long, for, on the

death of Ferdinand of Portugal in the following year with-

out male issue, John sought to establish a claim to the

succession on behalf of his wife, and crossing the frontier

penetrated as far as to Lisbon, to which he began to

lay siege while John, the grand-master of Aviz, was being

proclaimed king. Compelled by pestilence and other un-

favourable circumstances to withdraw, he encountered the

Portuguese in the neighbourhood of Aljubarrota in August

of 1385; the disastrous defeat he there sustained was

followed by a descent of John of Gaunt, duke of Lancaster

(July 1386), which led to the conclusion of the peace of

Troncpso (1387), in virtue of which the constantly recur-

ring dis|iutBS about the crown were settled by the marriage

of the crown prince Henry to Catherine, the representative

of the Laucasterian claims. .The last four years of the

reign of John were marked by important legislative re-

forms in the town brotlierhoods (hermandades), in the

army, and in_the sy.-item of taJtation, ^ In 1390. he was

killed by a fall from his horse, and was succeeded by his

son Henry III.

JOHN IL (1404-1454) of Castile and Leon, grandson

of the preceding, succeeiled to the throno wheu only

twenty-two months old. Until 1 412 the regency was

shared with his mother Catherine by his uncle Ferdinand

(afterwards Ferdinand IV. of Aragon) ;
this period was

marked by much internal prosperity and by important

conquests from the Moors, especially by tho ca[ituro of

Antequera. Unfortunately for Castile, I'ordiuaud was

called away (in 1412) to occupy the throne of Aragon;

but it was not until after tho death of Catherine in 1418

that John's weakness and inca|iaeity eanio to bo fully seen.

Abandoning himself recklessly to a life of frivolous pleasure,

he left the all'aii-s of his kingdom in tho hands of a few

favourites, such as the archbishoii of Toledo and Juan do

Velasco. From 1423 onwards he was the tool principally

of Alvaro de Luna, a brilliant, ambitious, and ciafty

courtier. Henceforward the history of his reign is largely

a record of the internal commotions, rising .somcliuics to

the height of civil war, occasioned by tho nobles' jealousy

of Alvaro, and by the oppressions to which the conunou

people were exposed under the absolutist )iolicy of that

minister. The period of John U. is chiclly and most

favourably remembered iu conne.Kion with the history of

Castilian literature : a man of sumo literary turn himself,

he was a liberal patron of letters ; and his cuuntenanco

gave an impulse to relinemcnt and culture of litcraiy style,

the eti'ects of which were distinctly traceable through several

subsequent generations. l!y his tirst wife'-Jidin II. becamo

the father of Henry IV., his .successor; the daughter of a

second marriage was Isabella, afterwards kuow n as " tho

Catholic." Uo died in Juno 1454.

JOHN, Do.N, of Austria (1545-1578), was the bastard Dun

son of the emperor Charles V. by l^arbara Blomberg, the •'"li" "'

daughter of a well-to-do citizen of llatisbou. He was b(,ru
''""'"*•

iu that free imperial city (according to a not very probable

tradition in the "imperial hostelry" there, which still sur-

vives as the inn of the Golden Cross), on February 24,

1545, the anniversary of his father's birth and coronation,

and of the battle of Pavia. Ou another visit to Hatisbou

in the following year, after arranging a marriage between

the fair Barbara and one of his German courtiers, Hiero-

nymus Piramis Kegell, the emperor carried off the young

Gcroniino, as he was then conveniently called. The

worthy Don Luis de Quijada, to whose care he was here-

upon confided, watched over his early chddhood with

jealous care. It was' at first sought to conceal the con-

nexion between the emperor and the child of his diiclining

years, who was brought up in retirement, chiefly in

Quijada's castle of Villagarcia iu Spain. In the year

before the emperor's death, however, the boy was brought

into the immediate neighbourhood of San Yuste, ^^here

his presence brightened the close of his father's life. In

his last will Charles V. acknowledged "Geronimo" as his

son, and commended him to the' care of his successors,

expressing a wish that he should take monastic vows, but

that in the event of his declining these a handsome income

should be provided for him oUt of the revenues of Najiles.

In September 1559 the boy was [lublicly recognized by

king Philip II. as his brother; and henceforth he resided

at court under the name of Don Juan d'Austria as a:

member of the royal family. With the heir to the throne,

the unhappy Don Carlos, his relations were so friendly

that, when at the end of the year 1567 the infante' was

plotting his flight from Spain, he confided his more or less

treasonable scheme to his half-brother, and even requested

the latter to accompany him on his expedition. A sense

of duty, at which it is difficult to rjivil, prompted Don

John to reveal this unsought coufidence to thu king, aud
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tlius he helped to bring about the fatal catastrophe, as it

proretl, of the imprisonment of Don Carlos.

It was not the habit of Philip II. to allow those who
served him to choose their own seasons and methods of

doing so. The impetuous Don John, whom the king

would have preferred to see a monk, had in 1565 been

refused permission to serre in the fleet ordered to sail for

the relief of Malta ; and an express royal command had been

needed to bring him back when on the point of making the

voyage on his own account. His obedience was rewarded

wheu in 1568 he was appointed to the great office of capitan

r/eneral de la mar. His first actual service, however, was

by land, and of a kind unattractive to any but the genuine

Spanish blood. In 1569 he was charged with a task, the

execution of which the captain-general of Granada, the mar-

cjuis of Moudejar, had bcj;un, but was uuwilling relent-

lessly to complete. The reformation of the converted

Moriscoes had como to mean the suppression of the

remnants of their national as well as religious life ; and

after theinsurrectiim of Abeu Humeya had been overcome,

the wholesale deportation of all the ^loriscoes from their

habitations was decreed, and executed on All Saints' Day
1570. Dou John cannot be held responsible either for

the cruelty of this ordinance, or for the general policy of

the war, which from the time when the jealousy of the

king had allowed him to take the field, instead of remaining

at Granada, he had carried on with vigour and skill. The
capture of Guejar had been his first deed of arms (December

!569) ; it had been followed by that uf Oalera ; and in

August 1570 the Alpujnrras niouutains were cleared of the

Moriscoes, of whom more than 10,000 are said to have

been killed or captured in the space of a single month.

Ucfore long a nobler crusade engaged the energy of the

obedient and successful commander. Philip II., though

he was during nearly the whole of his reign engaged in

hostilities with the Turks, had hitherto displayed no groat

vigour in resisting their ctill unceasing; inroads upon the

Joniaiu of Christendom. Ilis fleet had fc^r the time saved

Al.ilta ; but Cyprus was torn by the infidel from the

Vt-netiauii without his having ofl'ered timely co-operation

fur its defence (1571); and tlie barbarous proceedings of

•the conquerors had tilled JLurope with horror and shame.

Not even the waters of the Adriatic were secure from the

Turkish vessels, and the league which shortly before the

loss of Cyprus papal dii'lomacy had succeeded in knitting

bi!lwoen bpain, Venice, and Home, and which purported to

ai;u at the extinction of the Mahometan power, had as yet

icm lined a dead letter. At length the forces of the allies

—

208 galleys, C giilcascs, and a number of smaller craft,

with more tlian 20,000 Spanish, German, and Italian

soldiers on board —assembled at Messina. Don John of

Austria had been named admiriil of the league, with power
(granted at the request of Pope I'ius \'.) of free action after

consultation with his captains and the Venetian commander.
Thus the day of Lepaiito was in every sense his own,

though it Wiis his good fortune that the Turks had under-

estimated his numbers, which wore in truth little inferior

to thcii-s. The Christian victory was complete. Only
forty of the Turkisli vessels cfl'ected their escape, the rest

being burnt or c;iptuicd ; and 35,000 of their meu were
fciain or captured, while 15,000 Christian galley-slaves

were released. At Constantinople apprehensions were
even entertained of an iniiuediate attack on the part of the

victoi-s. The battle of Lepanto (October 7, 1571) was, as

Banke observes, like that of Actiuni, a decisive historic

ttrnggle between West and East ; and the ecstatic joy
which it inspired was shared by all Christian Europe. But
though, on receiving the great news of a success which
teemed in its momentoiisness to surpass any of his father's

a'.hievcmeuts, Philip II. hud vowed to curry on this

Christian war, jealousy between the allies wasted the

immediate fruits of the victorj-, and the by no means
remotely possible consequences of an active Franco-Turkish

alliance inclined the king of Spain to keep his brother

inactive in Sicily. Soon the ever vigilant suspicions of

Philip were aroused by information which he received

—

partly from the candid Don John himself— as to the visions

which (instigated by the inveterate papal habit of giving

away kingdoms before they had been conquered) suggested

themselves to the restless imagination of the hero of Lepanto.

At one time Albania and the ilorea entreated him to reign

over them, after he should have previously freed them from

the Turkish yoke ; next, Pihodes besought the aid of bis

invincible arm for the work of its liberation. Meanwhile,

after the Turks had brought together another fleet, he wa.s

unable to force them to accept another battle at Xavarino

(September 1572) ; and soon afterwards Venice, by con-

cluding a separate treaty of peace with the sultan, put at,

end to the league which had been victorious at Lepanto

Spain was by herself no match for the Turkish power ; and

though in 1573 Don John captured Tunis, it was speedily

recaptured in the following year.

Although unable to obtain from his brother even so

much as the title of an infante of Spain, the ardent spirit

of Don John had continued to indulge in wild dreams of a

kingdom to be erected by him for himself in those regions

which he had successfully disputed with the infidel ; and,

after suppressing a momentary hankering after the crown

of France which the death of Charles IX. had excited, he

had solicited the good offices of pope Gregory XIII. towards

his establishment as king of Tunis. The pope, however,

had destined him for higher things. As yet King Philip

had shrunk from taking up the cause of Piome's unfortunate

daughter, held captive in heretic England. Might not a

share in the throne of three nortliern kingdoms tempt Don
John to become the hero of a second and more rewardful

crusade ?

In the midst of schemes and dreams such as these Don
John was summoned by King Philip to an office which

might seem lo bring him near to the accomplishment of

the most glorious of them aU. He was appointed (in 1576)

to the government of the Netherlands, vacant by the death

of Kequesens. The administration of the latter had not

been intended to introduce any radical change into the

system of his predecessor Alva ; his military operations had

been only partially successfid ; and the pacification of Ghent

(October 1576), concluded since his death, had greatly

improved the pri^spects of William of Orange and the

insurrection. The magic of Don John's .name, and the

loyal energy of which he had given proof, were to recover

what had been lost ; and he was willing to undertake a

task the accomplishment of which might lead to higher

tasks beyond. He was, however, now brought into conflict

with an adversary of a very diff'erent calibre from his own.

He showed liimself willing to consent to the demand of

the dismissal of the Spanish troops from the Netherlands,

hoping to be able to employ tliem in a descent upon

England. WiUiam of Orange, by warning Queen ElizabetB

of tliese designs, secured nut only her goodwill, but the

rarer [>roof of it in the shape of a sum of money, and at

home drew still tighter the alliance established by the

Ghent pacification. Hereupon Don Johu found himself

obliged to grant the perpetual edict (February 1577) which

in accordance with the pacification dismissed the Spanish

troops designed by him for the conquest of England, and

held his entry into Brussels (May 1st) amidst popular

acclamations. In secret, however, he was counselling and

preparing a renewal of the war ; and before the end of the

summer he took Numur by a stratagem. The answer was

the proclaluutiou uf Orange as protector of Brabant; una
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the nomination as governor-general of the archduke

,
Matthias, under whom Orange continued to hold the actual

supremacy, whUe Don John's control was almost entirely

!coufin6d to the south-western part of the Netherlands. He
now (January 1578) declared war against the insurgent

provinces, and the dismissed Spanish troops were soon

with other forces reassembling under his standard. A
lar^e army brought from Lombardy by Alexander Farncse,

prince of Parma (Don John's nephew), raised the Spanish

forces to a virtual equality in numbers with those of their

opponents ; and Faruese's victory of Gemblours (January

31, 1578) hopefully opened the campaign. It remained

an open question whether the aid of France (which appeared

to be warranted by the arrival with an army of the duke of

Anjou, the " protector" of the liberties of the Netherlands),

together with the money of England and the men of the

Palatinate, would suffice to make the cause of freedom

prevail against the determination of Philip, the ambitious

devotion of Don John, and the military genius of Alexander

Farnese. On the other hand, it seemed doubtful whether

the disunion among Philip's adversaries would weaken them

more than his parsimony and suspicion vexed the soul and

crippled the energies of his brother. Such was the situation

when Don John was removed by death. After liaving

shortly before escaped the dagger of an English assassin (a

Catholic refugee, who bad hoped by the act to secure the

pardon of the queen), Don John succumbed to a sudden

illness at Namur on October 1, 1578. An altogether

unwarranted, but under the circumstances far from

inexplicable, suspicion accused King Philip of having by

poison brought about the death of a half-brother whose

action his jealou.sy and distrust of all the world exce[it

himself had thwarted after Gemblours as after Lejianto.

The settiement of the Netherlands, after whatever fashion

Don John might have accompUshed it, was a harder task

than any he ever executed ; and the subjection of heretic

England to the authority of a Catholic queen seems to

posterity a dream more marvellous than were even the actual

glories of Lepanto. But his life, which spanned but little

more than thirty-three years, was the reverse of an empty

or an ignoble one, and though it was full of imperfections

and disappointments, yet its enthusiasm shines forth even

under the cold shade spread over it by the fraternal jealousy

of a Philip II.

Tlie only modern monograph on the life of Don John of Austria

is that liy Profi'ssor W. li.Tveinann (Gotha, 1865), wliicli corictts

Bonie of Motley's viv.acities. For the rebellion of the JloriscofS

and the battle of Lepanto see Pre.scott's Jlcir/ji of PhiUj) II., and
Forneron's ITfsloirc dc Philippe II. (vols. i. and ii., Paris, 1880};

for the battle, see also Ranke's Die Osviaiisji u. die Spanische

Monarchic {4th ed., 1877). (A. W. W.)

JOHN OF Damascus. See Dajiasueitos, vol vi. p.

789.

JOHN OF Gaunt. See Lancaster, Duke of.

JOHN, St. of NEPojnrK, or Pomuk (c 13.30-1393), the

patron saint of Bohemia, was born at Pomuk about 1330.

After studying at the university of Prague he took holy

orders and was for some time a priest in the diocese of

Prague. In 1372 he is mentioned as imperial. notary ; in

1380 he became rector of the church of St Gall in Prague,

and notary and secretary of the archbishop ; and in 1381
he was made doctor of canon law and canon of the metro-

politan chapter. He appears to Iiave taken an important

part as adviser or supporter of the archbishop John of

Jansteinin his disputes with King Wenceslaus, and on this

account, after suffering cruel torture, he was drowned in

the Moldau. The chief events of his life were afterwards

adcrnod with a variety of legends, and in 1729 he was
canonfeed by Benedict XIEL An annual procession in his

honour takes place at Prague on May 16. See Abel, Die
^'speude wm St Johaim von Nepomuk, Berlin, 1855.

JOHN OF Salisbury (i-. 1115-1180), a distinguished

writer of the 12th century, was born at Sali-sbury

in Wiltshire between the years 1110 and 1120. .From
the cognomen Farvns,, which he ajjplica to himself, aud
from the fact that he was of Saxon, not of Norman race,

it may be inferred that his name was Short, or Small, or

Little. Few details are known regarding his early life or

raftk in society; but from his own statements it is gathered

that he crossed to France about the year 1131, and began

regular studies in Paris under Abelard, who had there for

a brief period reopened his famous school on Mont Sll

Genevieve. After Abelard's retirement, John carried ov

his studies under Alberich, liobert of Melun, and Koberc

Pullcyn. Three years he spent at the Jjreat school of

Chartrcs, mainly under WiUiaui of Couches, though it

would seem that ho had boon a pupil of •the founder of the -

school, Bernard Silvester. Bernard's teaching was distin-

guished partly by its pronounced Platonic tendency, partly

by the stress laid upon literary study of the greater Latin

writers ; and the inHncnce of the latter feature is noticeable

in all John of Salisbury's works. Pieturning to Paris, ho

spent some years there, partly as teacher, partly as pupil

of Adam de Ponto Parvo and Gilbert de la Porrc'C. Whether
he attended any of the teachers of the Victorin school is

uncertain, but his mode of thinking in tlicolBgical subjects

bears unmistakable traces of the peculiar views of these

writers. Probably in the year 11 17 or 1148 he crossed to

Eii'jland, with a letter of rocommemlatiou from Peter of

Celli to Theobald, archbishop of Canterbury. For thirteen

years he acted as secretary to Theobald, aud was frequently

ambassador from the English primate to the papal see.

During this time he compuscd his greatest works, published

almost certainly in 1159, the I'o/icnUiciis, sii'e tie jXugis

CuritiHum el de Vistirjiia PhUosnjiht/rum aud the Mela-

lor/icus, writings invaluable as storehouses of information

regarding the matter aud f.irm of scholastic education, and
lemarkable for their cultured literary style and humani-st

tendency. After tho death of Theobald in lOGl, John

contiimed to occupy tbe post of secretary to his successor,

the famous chancellor Thomas Becket, and took an active

part in the long disputes between the primate and his

sovereign, Hcnuy II. His letters are of great value for

the light they throw upon the obscure course of the consti-

tutional struggle then agitating the English world. With
Becket ho withdrew to France during the king's displea-

sure; he returned with him in 1169, and was present at

his assassination in 1170. In the followiog years, during

which he continued in an intluential situation in Canter-

bury, but at what precise date is unknown, he drew 'up the

Life of St Thomas (I Bechet, and somewhat later the Life

of St Anselm. In 1176 he was made bishop of Chartres,

where he passed the relnainder of his life. The date of

his death has been variously given as 1182, 1181, or 1180;

the strongest reasons are in favour of tho last.

John's writings are not in any strict sense philosophical,

but they give much information regarding the 'general,

' currents of thinking at the time, and enable us to under-

stand with much completeness the literary and scientific

position of the 1 2th century. • So far as his own views «re

concerned, they are such as one might expect from a

cultured intelligence well versed in practical affairs. His

doctrine, on the whole, is a kind rff a utilitarianism, with a

strong leaning, on the side of speculative questions, to the

modified, literary scepticism of Cicero. For Cicero, indeed,'

lie has unbounded admiration, and his Latin style, uiJusuaily^

excellent when compared with the average L^tinity of the

scholastic writers, is evidently moulded on that of Cicero.

The remarkable feature of his writings, apart from th«ir

value as giving information respecting studies in the' 12th

century, is their strongly marked humanist tendency. m.To
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sorao extent this is comnum to .folin and to his predecessors

in the school of Chartres, but no other writer seems to have

possessed so extensive and competent an acquaintance with

the great works of Latin classical literature. Of Greek

writers he appears to have known nothing at first hand,

and very little in translations. The T'tuixns of Plato in

the Latin ver.-inu of Clialcidiuo was known to hiu> a.~ to

his contemporaries and predecessors, and probably he had

access to translations of the P!ixdo and ilcno. Of Aris-

totle he ])Ossessed, in Latin ver.sion, the whole of the

Oiyannii ; he is, indeed, the first of the mediieval writers

of note to whom the whole was known. Of other Aris-

totelian writings he appears to have known nothing.

Tlie FoIici'uUcitv seems first to liavc been priuted in 1476, in

folio ; n (|uarto reprint rcai)pe.nred in 1513, and an oct.ivo in tho sauie

ypar, but from dili'event MS. sources; tho most common cilitiou is

that of 1639. Tho Mclnhjicus -vas fil-.-t jiriiited is 1610; tlie best

kllo',vn edition is that of 16a0. Tlio EnthetUits^ or nioi-o correctly

^itthdicuSf was Hist printed iu 1S13 by C. retorsun. Tlio collected

editions of tiio works nrc by J. A. Giles, 5 vols.^ Oxford, 1S48, and
by Jli:jno, in the PfUyolocfi,x Cursus, vol. 199,—neither accurate.

Tho most com])leto study of John, of Salislmry i-s the nunio'grajdi

by Scbanrschmidt, JoliaiiAvs Siirisbcriciiis nnch Lchcti uivl Studicji,

Scliriftcn uud rhilosophiff which is a model of accnrjte and com-
plete workmanship,

JOHN, PeesTER. See Pkester .Toein.

JOHNSON, A.VDREW (1808-1875), ;seventeenlh pre-

sident of the United States, was born in Kaleigh, North
Carolina, December 29, 1808. His youth was passed in

such povertj- that it waa not till during his apprenticeship

as tailor that he learueil to read. His wife taught him to

write and cipher after their marTiage. Settling in Green-

ville, Tennessee, he worked at his trade, and in 1S28 began,

to take an active part in politics, organizing a working man's

party, by which he was elected to several local offices. He
Reived iu the St ite legislature ; from 1843 till 1853 he was

member of Congress ; in 1853, and again in 1S55, he was
elected governor of Tennessee; and iu 1857 he took his

seat as United States senator from Tennessee. His

independence procured him prominence in the senate. In

opposition to the general policy of the Democratic party,

whose nominee he was, he ardently supported the homestead
bill ; and, though in the important presidential election of

18G0 he had supported Breckenridge and Lane, the candi-

dates of the southern wing of the Democratic party, yet,

when I'incolu was elected, Johuson made a strong speech

in the senate, denouncing secession, and pledging himself

to unconditional support of the Union. This loyalty to the

Union subjected him to grave personal danger from the

secessionists- of Tennessee, when he returned to the State

to organize a Union party. In 1862 Lincoln appointed

Johnson military governor of Tennessee, a post of difficulty

and danger, in which he displayed an amount of energy

and ability in dealing with the secessionists that attracted

attention in the north, and led to his nomination for the

vice-presidency by the Republican convention of 1864,
which nominated Lincoln for the presidency. When, a
few weeks after his inauguration, the assassination of

Lincoln, on April 14, 18G5, made Johnson president, his

vigorous denunciation of treason as " a crime that must be
punished" placed him for a time high in public favour.

The rest of his term of office was spent in dissension with

Congress as to the conditions upon which the seceding States

should be allowed to return to the Union. Johnson vetoed
bill after bill ; but Congress passed them over his veto. In
August 1860 the president, attended by members of his

cabinet, made a tour through several of the northern and
western States, denouncing the. action of Congress as

rebellious, and appealing to the people to support him.
But at the congressional elections of that year the policy

of Congress was endorsed by large majorities. The conflict

became still more bitter, and was at last brought to a crisis

by the president's attempts to remove t<ccretary Stiiiilon

from office, after the senate had refused its ap[iroval. Tho
P>epulilicans in Cingress claimed that Johnson had violated
the tenure of office law, ami on February 24. 18GS. tho
House of Representatives passed a resolution impeaching
him for high crimes and misdemeanours. At the tiial

bdfore thi> senate the articles of impeachment were not
sustained. A two-thirds majority was necessary for con-
viction; and thirty-five voted "guilty," nineteen "nut
guilty." On March 4, 1869, Johnson was succeeded iu

the presidency by U. S. Grant. Retiring to Grecnvilic,

he immediately prepared to re-enter public life ; and in

January 1875 he-was elected United States senator. Ho
died July 31, 1875.

JOHNSON, Samuel (1709-1784), oue of the most
eminent English writers of the ISth century, was the son

of Michael Johnson, who was. -at the beginning of that

century, a magistrate of Lichfield, and a book.scllm- of great

note iu the midland counties. ^Michael's abilities and
attainments seem to have been considerable. He was so

well acquainted with the contents of the volumes which he

exposed to sale that the country rectors of Staffordshire

and Worcestershire thought him an oracle on points of

learning. Between him and the clergy, indeed, there was
a strong religious and political .sympathy. Ho wms a

zealous churchman, and, though he had qualified himself

for municipal office by taking the oaths to the sovereigns

in possession, was to the last a Jacobite in heart, , At his

house, a house which is still pointed out to every traveller

who visits Lichfield, Samuel was, born on the ISth of

September 1709. In the child the physical, intellectual,

and moral peculiarities which afterwards distinguished the

man were plainly discernible ; great muscular strenglb

accompanied by much awkwardness and many infirmities

;

great quickness of parts, with a morbid propensity to sloth

and procrastination ; a kind and generous heart, with a

gloomy and irritable temper. He had inherite^l from his

ancestors a scrofulous taint, which it was beyond tho power

ef medicine to remove. His parents were weak enough to

believe that the royal touch was a specific for this malady.

In his third year he was taken up to London, inspected by
the court surgeon, prayed over by the court chajilains, and
stroked and presented with a piece of gold by Queen Anne.

One of his earliest recollections was that of a stately lady

in a diamond stomacher and a long black hood. Her hand
was applied in vain. The boy's features, which were

-originally noble and not irregular, were distorted by his

malady. His checks were deeply scarred. He lost for a

time the sight of one eye ; and he saw but very imperfectly

with the other. But the force of his mind overcame every

impediment. Indolent as he was, he acquired knowledge

with- such ease and rapidity that at every school to which

he was sent he was soon the best scholar. From sixteen

to eighteen he resided at home, and was left to his own
devices. He learned much at this time, though his studies

were without guidance and without plan. He ransacked

his father's shelves, dipped into a multitude of books, read

what was interesting, and passed over what was dull. An
ordinary lad would have acquired little or no useful know-

ledge in such a way ; but much that was duU to ordinary

lads was interesting to Samuel. He read little Greek ; for

his proficiency in that language was not .such that he could

take much plea.sure in the masters of Attic poetry and

eloquence. But he had left school a good Latinist, and he

soon acquired, in the large and miscellaneous library of

which he now had the command, an extensive knowledge

of Latin literature. That Augustan delicacy of taste

which is the boast of the great public schools of England

he never possessed. But he was early familiar with some

classical writers who were quite unknown to the best
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scholars in the sixth form at Eton. He w.is pccnliiTly

attracted by the works of the great restorers of learning.

Once, while searcbiug fur some apples, he found a huge

folio volume of Petrarch's works. The name excited his

curiosity, and he eagerly devoured hnndreds of pages

Indeed, the diction and vursification of his own Latin cum-

positions show that he h.ad paid at least as mucli attention

to modern copies from the antique as to, the originiil

models.

While he was thus irregularly educating himself, his

family was sinking into ho|)el'e»s poverty- Old .Michael

Johnson was much better qualified to pore upon books,

and to talk about them, th lo to trade in them. His busi-

nejs declined ; his debts increased; it was with difficulty

that the d lily expenses of his houseliold were defrayed. It

was out of his power to support his son at either university;

but a wealthy neighbour offered assistance ; and, in reliance

on promises which proved to be of very little value, Samuel

was entered at Pembroke College, Oxford. When the

young scholar presented himself to the rulers of that

society, they were amazed not more by his ungainly figure

and ecceutric manners than by the quantity of extensive

and curious information which he had picked up during

nnny months of desultory but not unprofitable study.

On the first day of his residence he surprised his teachers

by quoting Macrobius ; and one of the most learned among
them declared that he had never known a freshman of

equal attainment:-

At Oxford John.son resided during about three years.

He was poor, even to raggedness ; and his appearance

excited a mirth and a pity which were equally intolerable

to his haughty spirit. He was driven from the quadrangle

of Christ Church by the sneering looks which the members
of that aristocratical society cast at the holes in his shoes.

Some charitable person placed a new pair at his door; but

he spurned them.away in a fury. Distress made him, not

servile, but reckless and ungovernable. No opulent gentle-

man commoner, panting for on-eandtwenty, could have

treated the academical authorities with more gross dis-

respect. The needy scholar was generally to be seen under

the gate of Pembroke, a gate now adorned with his effigy,

haranguing a circle of lads, over whom, in spite of his

tattered gown and dii-ty linen, his wit and audacity gave

him an undisputed ascendency. In every mutiny against

the discipline of the college he was the ringleader. Much
was pardoned, however, to a youth so highly distinguished

by abilities and acquirements. He had early made himself

known by turning Pope's Messiah into Latin verse. The
style and rhythm, indeed, were not exactly Virgilian ; but

the tr.anslition found many admirers, and was read with

pleasure by Pope himself

The time drew near at wnich Johnson would, in the

ordinary course of things, have become a bachelor of arts;

luit he was at tlio end^f his resources. Those promises

of support on which he had relied had not been kept. His
family could do nothing for him. His debts to Oxford
tradesmen wore small indeed, yet larger than he could pay.

In the autumn of I7.'?l lie was under the necessity of quit-

ting tlic university without a degree. In the following

winter his father died. The old man left but a pittance;

and of that pittance almost the whole was appropriated to

the support of his widow. The property to which Samuel
succeeded amounted to no more thin twenty pounds.

His life, during the thirty years which followed, was one
hard struggle with poverty. The misery of that struggle

needed no aggravation, but was aggravated by the suffer-

ings of an unsound body and an unsound mind. Before

the young man left the university, his hereditary malady
had broken forth in a siugularlj' cruel form. He had
become an incurable hypochondriac. He said long after

that he had been mad all his life, or at least i,nt pcTTtciFip

Kane ; and, in truth, eccentricities It-ss stranno thau his-

have often been tliought grouud sufficient for absolvin";

felons, and for setting asido wills. His griinace.=i, hi"

gestures, his mutterings, BoniPtime.s diverted aud suni"

times terrified people who did not know him. At a dinnej-

tnlde he would, in a fit of nbsenco, ston|i down and twitcb

off a lady's shoe. He would amaze a drawing-room by
suddenly ojacul.iting a clause of the Lord's Prayer. He-

would conceive an uiiinttlligible aversion to a parlicular

alley, aud perforin :i gnat circuit ratlicr-thnii too tlie liato-

fnl place. He windd set Ids hc.irt on touching every pi'st'

ill the streets through wjiicli ho v.alkcd. If by any chance-

he missed a post, he would go back a liiindreil yards aiitlj

repair the omission. Under the iiilluciice of his (lii^case,.

his senses became morbidly torpid, and his imagination"

morbidly active. At one time ho would stand poring <m'

the town clock without being able to tell the hour. At"

another ho would distinctly hear his mother, who was-

many miles off, calling him by his name. But this was
not the worst. A deep mclaucholy took po.-isc.ssioti of hiin,.

and gave a dark tingo to all his views of human nature ami'

of human destiuy. Such wretchedness as ho endured lias'

<liiven many men to shoot tliemsehcs or drown tlicniselvc.'!.

But ho was under no teniptaticm to commit suicide. JJo-

was sick of life; but ho was afraiil of death, and he
shuddered at every sight or sound which reminded him of

the inevitable hour. In religion ho found but little comfHit

during his long and frequent fits of dejection ; for llis^

religion partook of his own character. The light from

heaven shone on him indeed, but not in a direct line, ot

with its own pure splendour. The rays had to struggle-

through a disturbing medium; they reached him refracted,

dulled, and discoloured by the thick gloom 'which hact

settled on his soul, aud, though they might bo sufficiently

clear to guide him, were too dim to cheer him.

With such inSrmities of body and of mind, thiscelebratedi

man was left, at two-and-twenty, to fight his v.'ay through'

the world. He remained during about five years in tho
midland countie.s. At Lichfield, his birthplace and his-.

early home, he had inherited some friends and acquire<l

others. He was kindly noticed by Henrj Ilirvey, a gay
officer of noble family, who happened to be quartered there.

Gilbert Walmesley, registrar of the ecclesiastical court of
the diocese, a man of distinguished parts, learning, and
knowledge of the world, did himself honour by patronizing;

the young adventurer, whose repulsive person, unpnlisheti

manners, and squalid garb moved many of the petty-

aristocracy of the neighbourhood to laughter or to disgust-

At Lichfield, however, Johnson could find no way of earn-

ing a livelihood. He became usher of a grammar schoof!

in Leicestershire; he resided as a humble companion ii>

the house of a country gentleman ; but a life of dependence

was insupportable to his haughty spirit. "Ho repaired to-

Birmingham, aud there earned a few guineas by literary"

drudgery. In that town he printed a translation, little-

noticed at the time, and long forgotten, of a Latin book

about Abyssinia. He then put forth proposals for publish-

ing by subscription the poems of Politian, with notes con-

taining a history of modern Latin verse ; but subscriptions -

did not come in, and the volume never appeared.

While leading this vagrant and miserable life, Johnson ,

fell in love. The object of his passion was Mrs Elizabeth

Porter, a widow who had children as old as himself. To .

ordinary spectators the lady appeared to be a short, fat,

coarse woman, painted half an inch thick, dressed in gaudy

colours, and fond of exhibiting provincial airs and graces .

which were not exactly those of the Queensberrys ant?

Lepels. To Johnson, however, whose passions were

strong, whose eyesight was too weak to d-istinguish cerise--
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frbm natural bloom, and tvLo had seldom or never been in

t'l'e same room with a woman of real fashion, his Titty, as

he called her, was the most beautiful, graceful, and accom-

[lished of her sex. That his admiration was unfeigned

fannot be doubted ; for she was as poor as himself. -She

accepted, with a readiness which did her little honour, the

addresses of a suitor who might have been her son. The
marriage, however, in spite of occasional wranglings, proved

happier than might have been expected. The lover con-

tinued to be under the illusions of the wedding-day till the

lady died in her sixty-fourth year. On her monument he

placed an inscription extolling the charms of her persori

and of her manners ; and when, long after her decease, he

had occasion to mention her, ho exclaimed with a tender-

ness half ludicrous half pathetic, " Pretty creature !

"

His marriage made it necessary fi;i- him to exert himself

more strenuously than he had hitherto done. He took a

Iiousa in the neighbourhood of his native town, and ad-

vertized for pupils. But eighteen months passed away,

and only three' pupils came to his academy. Indeed, his

appearance was so strange, and his temper so violent, that

his schoolroom must have resembled an ogre's den. Not
was the tawdry painted grandmother whom he called his

Titty well qualified to make provision for the comfort of

young gentlemen. David Garrick, who was one of the

pupils, used, many years later, to throw the best company
of London into convulsions of laughter- by mimicking the

endearments of this extraordinary pair.

At length Johnson, in the twenty-eighth year of his age,

determined to seek his fortune in the capital as a literary

adventurer. He set out with a few guineas, three acts of

the tragedy of Irene in manuscript, and two or three letters

of introduction from hLs friend Walmesley. Never since

literature became a calling in England had it been a less

gainful calling than at the time when Johnson took up his

residence in London In the preceding generation a writer

of eminent merit was sure to be munificently rewarded by
the Government. Tlie least that he could expect was a

pensiou or a sinecure place ; and, if he showed any aptitude

for politics, he might hope to be a member of parliament,

a lord .of the treasury, an ambassador, a secretary of state.

It would be easy, on the other hand, to name several writers

of the 19th century of whom the least successful has received

forty thousand pounds from the booksellers. But Johnson

entered on his vocation in the most dreary part of the

dreary interval which separated two ages of prosperity.

Literature had ceased to flourish under the patronage of

the great, and had not begun to flourish under the patronage

of the public. One man of letters, indeed. Pope, had
acquired by his pen what was then considered as a hand-

some fortune, and lived on a footing of equality with nobles

and ministers of state. But this was a solitary exception.

Even an author whose reputation was established, and
whose works were popidar—such an author as Thomson,
whose Seasons were in every library, such an author as

Fielding, whose Pasquin had had a greater run than any
drama since The Berfgar's Opera—was sometimes glad to

obtain, by pawning his best coat, the means of dining on
tripe at a cookshop underground, where he could wipe his

hands, after his greasy meal, on the back of a Newfoundland
dog. It is easy, therefore, to imagine what humiliations

and privations must have awaited the novice who had still

to earn a name. One of the publishers to whom Johnson
applied for employment measured with a scornful eye that

athletic though uncouth frame, and exclaimed, " You had
better get a porter's knot, and carry trunks." Nor was the

advice bad, for a porter was likely to be as plentifully fed,

ond as comfortably lodged, as a poet.

Some time appears to have elapsed before Johnson was

able to form any literary connexion from which he could
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expect more than bread for the day which was passing
over him. He never forgot the generosity with which
Her\-ey, who was now residing in London, relieved his.

wants during this time of trial. "Harry Hervey," said
the old philosopher many years later, " was a vicious man ;.

but he was very kind to me. If you call a dog Hervey, I
shall love him."

_
At Hervey's table Johnson sometimes

enjoyed feasts which were made more agreeable by contrast.
But in general he dined, and thought that he dined well,
on -.ixpennyworth of meat and a pennyworth of bread at
an alehouse near Drury Lane.

The effect of the privations and sufferings which he
endured at this time was discernible to the last in his
temper and his deportment. His manners had never been
courtly. They now became almost savage. Being fte-

quently under the necessity of wearing shabby coats and
dirty shirts, he became a confirmed sloven. Bsing often
very hungry when he sat down to his meals, he contracted
a habit of eating with ravenous greediness. Even to the
end of his life, and even at the tables of the great, the sight
of food affected him as it affects wild beasts and birds of
prey. His taste in cookery, formed in subterranean ordi-

naries and d, la ramie beefshops, was far from delicate.

'(Vhenever he was so fortunate as to have near him a hare
that had been kept too long, or a meat pie made with
rancid butter, he gorged himself with such violence that
his veins swelled and the moisture broke out on his fore-

head. The affronts which his poverty emboldened stupid
and low-minded men to offer to him would have broken a
mean spirit into sycophancy, but made him rude even t»
ferocity. Unhappily the insolence which, while it was
defensive, was pardonable, and in some sense respectable,

accompanied him into societies where he was treated with
courtesy and kindness. He was repeatedly provoked into
striking those who had taken liberties with him. All the
sufferers, however, were wise enough to abstain from talking
about their beatings, except Osborne, the most rapacious
and brutal of booksellers, who proclaimed everywhere that
he had been knocked down by the huge fellow whom ha
had hired to puff the Harleian Library.

About a year after Johnson had begvin to reside ia
London he was fortunate enough to obtain regular employ-
ment from Cave, an enterprising and intelligent bookseller,

who was proprietor and editor of the Gentleman's Magazine.
That journal, just entering on the ninth year of its long
existence, was the only periodical work in the kingdom
which then had what would now be called a large circula-

tion. It was, indeed, the chief source of parliamentary
iutelligence. It was not then safe, even during -.i recess,

to publish an account of the proceedings of either Housa
without some disguise. Cave, however, ventured to enter-

tain his readers with what he called " Reports of the
Debates of the Senate of Lilliput." France was Blefuscu

;

London was MQdendo
;
pounds were sprugs ; the duke of

Newcastle was the Nardac secretary of state ; Lord Hard-
wicke was the Hurgo Hickrad ; and William Pulteney was
Wingul Pulnub. To write the speeches was, during several

years, the business of Johnson. He was generally furnished
with notes, meagre indeed, and inaccurate, of what had
been said ; but sometimes he had to find arguments and
eloquence both for the ministry and for the opposition.

He was himself a Tory, not from rational conviction—for
his serious opinion was that one form of government was
just as good or as bad as another—but from mere passion,

such as inflamed the Capulets against the Montagues, or
tlie Blues of the Roman circus against the Greens. In his

infancy he had heard so much talk about the villanies of

the Whigs, and the dangers of tho church, that he had
become a furious partisan when he could scarcely speak.

Before he was three he had insisted on being taken to hear

XHL — Qi
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Sacheverel preach at Lichfield cathedral; and had listened

to the sermon with as much respect, and probably with as

much intelligence, as any Staffordshire squire in the con-

gregation. The work which had been begun in the nursery

had been completed by the university. Oxford, when
Johnson resided there, was the most Jacobitical place ia

England ; and Pembroke was one of the most Jacobitical

colleges in Oxford. The prejudices which he brought up

to London were scarcely less absurd than those of his own
Tom Tempest. Charles IL and James II. were two of the

best kings that ever reigned. Laud, a poor creature who
never did, said, or wrote any thing indicating more than

the ordinary capacity of an old woman, was a prodigy of

parts and learning over whose tomb Art and Genius still

continued to weep. Hampden deserved no more honour-

able name than that of " the zealot of rebellion." Even
the ship money, condemned not less decidedly by Falkland

and Clarendon than by the bitterest Roundheads, Johnson

would not pronounce to have been an unconstitutional

impost. Under a Government the mildest that had ever

been knowr( in the world, under a Government which

allowed to the people an unprecedented liberty of speech

and action, he fancied that he was a slave ; he assailed the

ministry with obloquy which refuted itself, and regretted

the lost freedom and happiness of those golden days in

which a writer who had taken but one-tenth part of the

licence allowed to him would have been pilloried, mangled
with the shears, whipped at the cart's tail, and flung into

a noisome dungeon to die. He hated dissenters and stock-

jobbers, the excise and the army, septennial parliaments,

and Continental connexions. He long had an aversion to

the Scotch, an aversion of which he could hot remember
the commencement, but which, he owned, had probably

originated in his abhorrence of the conduct of the nation

during the Great Kebellion. It is easy to guess in what
manner debates on great party questions were likely to bo

reported by a man whose judgment was so much disordered

by party .spirit. A show of fairness was indeed necessary

to the prosperity of the Marjazine. But Johnson long

afterwards owned that, though he had saved appearances,

he had taken care that the Whig dogs should not have the

best of it ; and, in fact, every passage which has lived,

every passage which bears the marks of his higher faculties,

is put into the mouth of some member of the opposition.

A few weeks after Johnson had entered on these obscure

labours, he published a work which at once placed him
high among the writers of his age. It is probable that

what he had suffered during his first year in London had
often reminded him of some parts of that noble poem in

which Juvenal had described the misery and degradation

of a needy man of letters, lodged among the pigeons' nests

in the tottering garrets which overhung the streets of Borne.

Pope's admirable imitations of Horace's Satires and Epistles

had recently appeared, were in every hand, and were by
many readers thought superior to the originals. What
Pope had done for Horace, Johnson aspired to do for

Juvenal. The enterprise was bold, and yet judicious. For
between Johnson and Juvenal there was much in common,
much more certainly than between Pope and Horace.

Johnson's London appeared without his name in May
1738. He received only ten guineas for this stately and
vigorous poem ; but the sale was rapid, and the success
comi^lete. A second edition was required within a week.
Those small critics who are always desirous to lower estab-

lished reputations ran about proclaiming that the
anonymous satiiist was superior to Pope in Pope's own
peculiar department of literature. It ought to be
remembered, to the honour of Pope, that he joined heartily

in the applai^se with which the appearance of a rival genius

waa welcoined. He made inquiries about the author of

London. Such a man, he said, could not long be concealed.

The name was soon discovered ; and Pope, with great

kindness, exerted himself to obtain an academical degree

and the mastership of a grammar school for the poor young
poet. The attempt failed, and Johnson remained a book-

seller's hack.

It does not appear that these two men, the most eminent
writer of the generation which was going out, and the most
eminent writer of the generation which was coming in, ever

saw each other. They lived in very different circles, one

surrounded by dukes and earls, the other by starving pam-
phleteers and indexmakers. Among Johnson's associates

at this time may be mentioned Boyse, who, when his shirts

were pledged, scrawled Latin verses sitting up in bed with

his arms through two holes in his blanket, who composed

very respectable sacred poetry when he was sober, and who
was at last run over by a hackney coach when he was

drunk ; Hoole, surnamed the metaphysical tailor, who,

instead of attending to his measures, used to trace geome-

trical diagrams on the board where he sat cross-legged

;

and the penitent impostor, George Psalmanazar, who, after

poriug all day, in a humble lodging, on the folios of Jewish

rabbis and Christian fathers, indulged himself at night with

Uterary and theological conversation at an alehouse in the

city. But the most remarkable of the persons with whom
at this time Johnson consorted was Richard Savage, an

earl's son, a shoemaker's apprentice, who had seen life in

all its forms, who had feasted among blue ribands in Saint

James's Square, and had lain with fifty pounds weight of

irons on his legs in the condemned ward of Newgate. This

man had, after many vicissitudes of fortune, sunk at last

into abject and hopeless poverty. His pen had failed him.

His patrons had been taken away by death, or estranged

by the riotous profusion with which he squandered their

bounty, and the ungrateful insolence with which he rejected

their advice. He now lived by begging. He dined on
venison and champagne whenever he had been so fortunate

as to borrow a guinea. If his questing had been unsuc-

/Jessful, he appeased the rage of hunger with some scraps

of broken meat, and Jay down to rest under the piazza of

Covent Garden in warm weather, and, in cold weather, as

near as he could get to the furnace of a glass house. Yet,

in his misery, he was still an agreeable companion. He
had an inexhaustible store of anecdotes about that gay and

brilliant world from which ho was now an outcast. ,
He

had- observed the great men of both parties in hours of

careless relaxation, had seen the leaders of opposition with-

out the mask of patriotism, and had heard the.ptiap

minister roar with laughter and tell stories not over-decent.

During some months Savage lived in the closest familiarity

with Johnson ; and then the friends parted, not without

tears. Johnson remained in London to drudge for Cave.

Savage went to the west of England, lived there as he had

lived everywhere, and in 1743 died, penniless and heart-

broken, in Bristol jail

Soon after his death, while the public curiosity was
strongly excited about his extraordinary character and his

not less extraordinary adventures, a life of him appeared

widely different from the catchpenny lives of eminent men
which were then a staple article of manufacture in Grub
Street. The style was indeed deficient in ease and variety;

and the writer was evidently too partial to the Latin

element of our language. But the little work, with all its

faults, was a masterpiece. No finer specimen of literary

biography existed in any language, living or dead ; and a

discerning critic might have confidently predicted that the

author was destined to be the founder of a new school of

English eloquence.

The Life of Savage was anonymous; but it was well

known in literary circles that Johnson was the .writer.
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TDuring the, three years wliicli fulloxved, he produced no

important work ; but he was not, aud indeed could not be,

idle. The fame of his abilities and learning continued to

grow. WarburtoQ pronounced him a man of parts and
genius ; and the praise of 'A'arburton was then no light

thing. Such was Johnson's reputation that, iu 1747,

several eminent booksellers combined to employ him in the

arduous work of preparing a Dictionai-ij of the Enr/ti$h

'Language, iu two folio volumes. The sum which they

'agreed to pay him was only fifteen hundred guineas ; and

out of this sum he had to pay several poor men of letters

iwho assisted him in the humbler parts of his task.

The prospectus of the Dictionary he addres.sed to the

earl of Chesterfield. Chesterfield had long been celebrated

for the politeness of his manners, the brilliancy of his wit,

and the delicacy of his taste. He was acknowledged to be

the finest speaker in the House of Lords. He had recently

governed Ireland, at a momentous conjuncture, with eminent

firmness, wisdom, and humanity ; and he had since become
secretarj' of state. He received Johnson's homage with the

most whining affability, and requited it with a few guineas,

bestowed doubtless in a very graceful manner,' but was by
no means desirous to see all his carpets blackened with the

London mud, and his soups aud wines thrown to right and
left over the gowns of fine ladies and the waistcoats of fine

gentlemen, by an absent, awkward scholar, who gave

strange starts and uttered strange growls, who dressed like

a scarecrow, and ate like a cormorant. During some time

Johnson continued to call on his patron, but, after being

repeatedly told by the porter that his lordship was not at

home, took the hint, and ceased to present himself at the

inhospitable door.

Johnson had flattered himself that he should have

completed his Dictionary by the end of 1750; but it

was not till 1755 that he at length gave his huge
volumes to the world. During the seven years which he

passed in the drudgery of penning definitions and marking
quotations for transcription, he sought for relaxation in

literary labour of a more agreeable kind. In 1749 he

published the Vanity of Hitman Wishes, an excellent imita-

tion of the tenth satire of Juvenal. It is in truth not easy

to say whether the palm belongs to the ancient or to the

modern poet. The couplets in which the fall of Wolsey is

described, though lofty and sonorous, are feeble when com-

pared with the wonderful lines which bring before us all

Home in tumult on the day of the fall of Sejanus, the

laurels on the doorposts, the white bull stalking towards

the Capitol, the statues rolling down from their pedestals,

the fla'tterers of the disgraced minister running to see him
dragged with a hook through the streets, and to have a

kick at his carcase before it is hurled into the Tiber. It

must be owned too that in the concluding passage the

Christian moralist has not made the most of his advantages,

and has fallen decidedly short of the sublimity of his pagan
model. On the other hand, Juvenal's Hannibal must yield

to Johnson's Charles ; and Johnson's vigorous and pathetic

enumeration of the miseries of a literary life must be

allowed to be superior to Juvenal's lamentation over the

fate of Demosthenes and Cicero. For the copyright of

the Vanity of Human Wishes Johnson received only fifteen

guineas.

A few aays after >,ae publication of this poem, his

tragedy, begun many years before, was brought on the

stage. His pupil, David Garrick, had in 1741 made his

appearance on a humble stage in Goodman's Fields, had at

once risen to the first place among actors, and was now,

after several years of almost uninterrupted success, manager
of Drury Lane Theatre. The relation between him and
his old preceptor was of a very singular kind. They
repelled each other strongly, and yet attracted each other

strongly. Nature had made them of very different ciay ;

and circumstances had fully brought out the natural

peculiarities of both. Sudden prosperity had turned

Garrick's head. Continued adversity had soured Johnson's

temper. Johnson saw with more envy than became so

great a man the villa, the plate, the china, the Brussels

carpet, which the little mimic had got by repeating, with

grimaces and gesticulations, what wiser men had written

;

and the exquisitely sensitive vanity of Garrick was galled

by the thought that, while all the rest of the world was
applauding him, he could obtain from one morose cynic,'

whose opinion it was impossible to despise, scarcely any
coniplimevit not acidulated with scorn. Yet the two
Lichfield men had so many early recollections in common,
and sympathized with each other on so many points on

which they sympathized with nobody else in the vast

population of the capital, that, though the master was

often provoked by the monkey-like impertinence of the

pupil, and the pupil by the bearish rudeness of the master,

they remained friends till they were parted by death.

Garrick now brought Irene out, with alterations sufBcient

to displease the author, yet not sutficient to make the piece

pleasing to the audience. The public, liowever, listened,

with little emotion, but with much civility, to five acts of

monotonous declamation. After nine representations the

play was withdrawn. It is, indeed, altogether unsuited to

the stage, and, even when perused in the closet, will be

found hardly worthy of the author. He had not the

slightest notion of what blank verse should be. A change

.in the la,st .syllable of every other line would make the ver-

sification of the Vanity of Hninan Wishes closely resemble

the versification of Irene. The poet, however, cleared, by

his benefit nights, and by the sale of the copyright of his

tragedy, about three hundred pounds, then a great sum in

his estimation.

About a year after the representation of Irene, he began

to publish a series of short essays on morals, manners,

and literature. This species of composition had been

brought into fashion by the success of the Taller, and by
the still more brilliant success of the Speetaior. A crowd

of small writers had vainly attempted to rival Addison.

The Lay Monastery, the Censor, the Freethinler, the Plain

Dealer, the Champion, and other works of the same kind

had had their short day.. None of them had obtained a

permanent place in our literature ; and they are now to

be found only in the libraries of the curious. At length

Johnson undertook the adventure in which .so many
aspirants had failed. In the thirty-sixth year after the

appearance of the last number of the Spectator appeared

the first number of the Rambler. From March 17-50 to

March 1752 this paper continued to come out every

Tuesday and Saturday.

From the first the Rambler was enthusiastically admired

by a few eminent men. Richardson, when only five,

numbers had appeared, pronounced it equal if not superior

to the Spectator. Young and Hartley expressed their

approbation not less warmly. Bubb Dodington, among
whose many faults indifference to the claims of genius and
learning cannot be reckoned, solicited the acquaintance of

the writer. In consequence probably of the good offices

of Dodington, who was then the confidential adviser of

Prince Frederick, two, of his royal highness's gentlemen

carried a gracious message to the printing oflRce, and
ordered seven copies for Leicester House. But these'

overtures seem to have been very coldly received. Johnson^'

had had enough of the patronage of the great to last him'

all his life, and was not disposed to haunt any other door

as he had haunted the door of Chestei-field.

By the public the Rambler was at first very coldly;

received. Though the grice of a number was only two/
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pence, the sale did not amount to fife hundred. The
profits were therefore very small. But as soon as the Hy-

ing leaves were collected and reprinted they became popular.

The autlior lived to see thirteen thousand copies spread

over England alone. Separate editions were published for

the Scotch and Irish markets. A large party pronounced

the style perfect, so absolutely perfect that in some essays

it wxjuld be impossible for the writer himself to alter a single

word for the better. Auother party, not less numerous,

vehemently accused him of having corrupted the purity of

the English tongue. The best critics admitted that his

diction was too monotonous, too obviously artificial, and now
and then turgid even to absurdity. But they did justice

to the acuteness of his observations on morals and manners,

to the constant precision and frequent brilliancy of his

language, to the weighty and magnificent eloquence of

many serious passages, and to the solemn yet pleasing

humour of some of the lighter papers. On the question

of precedence between Addison and Johnson, a question

which, seventy years ago, was much disputed, posterity

has pronounced a decision from which there is no appeal.

Sir Roger, his chaplain, and his butler, Will Wimble and
Will Honeycomb, the " Vision of Mirza," the " Journal of

the Retired Citizen," the " Everlasting Club," the " Dun-
mow Flitch," the " Loves of Hilpah and Shalum," the

"Visit to the Exchange," and the "Visit to the Abbey"
are known to everybody. But many men and women, even

of highly cultivated minds, are unacquainted with Squire

Bluster and Mrs Busy, Quisquilius and Venustulus, the

"Allegory of Wit and Learning," tho "Chronicle of the

Revolutions of a Garret," and the sad fate of Aningait

and Ajut.

The last EamUer was written in a sad and gloomy hour.

Mrs Johnson had been given over by the physicians. Three

days later she died. She left her husband almost broken-

hearted. Many people had been surprised to see a man of

his genius and learning stooping to every drudgery, and

denying himself almost every comfort, for the purpose of

supplying a silly, affected old woman with superfluities,

which she accepted with but little gratitude. But all his

affection had been concentrated on her. He had neither

brother nor sister, neither son nor daughter. To him she

was beautiful as the Gunnings, and witty as Lady Mary.

Her opinion of his writings was more important to him
than the voice of the pit of Drury Lane Theatre, or the

judgment of the Monthly lieview. The chief support

which had sustained him through the most arduous labour

of his life was the hope that she would enjoy the fame

and the profit which he anticipated from his Dictionary.

She was gone ; and in that vast labyrinth of streets,

peopled by eight hundred thousand human beings, he was

alone. Yet it was necessary for him to set himself, as he

expressed it, doggedly to work. After three more laborious

years, the Dictioiinvy was at length complete.

It had been generally supposed that this great work
would be dedicated to the eloquent and accomplished

nobleman to whom the prospectus had been addressed.

He well knew the value of such a compliment", and there-

fore, when the day of publication drew near, he exerted

himself to soothe, by a show of zealous and at 'the same

time of delicate and judicious kindness, the pride which

ho had so cruelly wounded. Since the Ramblers had ceased

to appear, the town had been entertained by a journal

called the Worhl, to which many men of high rank and

fashion contributed. In two successive numbers of the

]\'otld. the Dicliuii'iry was, to use the modern phrase, puffed

with wonderful skill. The writings of Johnson were warmly-

praised. It was proposed that he should be invested with

the authority of a dictator, nay, of a pope, over our

language, and that his decisions about the meaning and

the spelling of words should be received as final. His two
folios, it was said, would of course be bought by everybody

who could a-fford to buy them. It was soon known that

these papers were written by Chesterfield. But the just

resentment of Johnson was not to be so appeased. In a
letter written with singular energy and dignity of thought

and language, he repelled the tardy advances of his patron.

The Dictionary came forth without a dedication. In the

preface the author truly declared that he owed nothing to

the great, and described the difficulties with which he had
been left to struggle so forcibly and pathetically that the
ablest and most malevolent of all the enemies of his fame,.

Home Tooke, never could read that passage without tears.

The public, on this occasion, did Johnson full justice,

and something more than justice. The best lexicographet

may well be content if his productions are received by the

world with cold esteem. , But Johnson's Dictionary was
hailed with an enthusiasm such as no similar work has ever

excited. It was indeed the first dictionary which could be
read with pleasure. The definitions show so much acute-

ness of thought and command of language, and the pEtesages

quoted from poets, divines, and philosophers are so skil-

fully selected, that a leisure hour may always be very

agreeably spent in turning over the pages. The faults of

the book resolve themselves, for the most p'art, into ona
great fault. Johnson was a wretched etymologist. He
knew little or nothing of any Teutonic language except
English, which indeed, as he wrote it, was scarcely a
Teutonic language ; and thus he was absolutely at the

mercy of Junius and Skinner.

The Dictionary, though it raised Johnson's fame, added
nothing to his pecuniary means. The fifteen hundred
guineas which the booksellers had agreed to pay him had
been advanced and spent before the last sheets issued from
the press. It is painful to relate that twice in the course

of the year which followed the publication of this great

work he was arrested and carried to spunging-houses, and
that he was twice indebted for his liberty to his excellent

friend Richardson. It was still necessary for the man who
had been formally saluted by the highest authority as

dictator of the English language to supply his wants by
constant toil. He abridged his Dictionary. He proposed

to bring out an edition of Shakespeare by subscription, and
many subscribers sent in their names and laid down their

money ; but he soon found the task so little to his taste

that he turned to more attractive employments. He con-

tributed many papers to a new monthly journal, which was
called the lAterary Magazine. Few of these papers have
much interest ; but among them was the very best thing

that he ever wrote, a masterpiece both of reasoning and of

satirical pleasantry, the review of Jenyns's Inquiry into

the Nature and Origin of Evil.

In the spring of 1758 Johnson put forth the first of a
series of essays, entitled the Idler. During two years

these essays continued to appear weekly. They were
eagerly read, widely circulated, and indeed impudently
pirated, while they were still in the original form, and had
a large sale when collected into volumes. The Idler may
be described as a second part of the Rambler, somewhat
livelier and somewhat weaker than the first part.

While Johnson was busied with his Idlers, his mother,

who had accomplished her ninetieth year, died at Lichfield.

It was long since he had seen her, but he had not failed to

contribute largely out of his small means to her comfort.

In order to defray the charges of her funeral, and to pay >

some debts which she had left, he wrote a little book in a
single week, and sent off the sheets to the press without
reading them over. A hundred pounds were paid him fop

the copyright, and the purchasers had great cause to b°
pleased with their bargain, for the book was Rasselag

'
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• The SUCCCS5 of liasselas was great, though such ladies

35 Miss Lydia Languish must have beeu grievously dis-

appointed when they found that the new volume from the

circulating library was little more than a dissertation on the

author's favourite theme, the "vanity of human wishes;"

that the prince of Abyssinia was witliout a mistress, and

tlie princess without a lover ; and that the story set the

hero and the heroine down exactly where it had taken them

up. The stylo was the subject of much eager controversy.

The Montlitt/ Review andtlie Critical Review took diQ'erent

sides. Many readers pronounced the writer a pompous

pedant, who would never use a word of two syllables where

it was possible to use a word of six, and who could not

make a waiting woman relate her adventures without

balancing every noun with another noun, and every epithet

with another epithet. Another party, not less zealous,

cited with delight numerous passages in which weighty

meaning was expressed with accuracy and illustrated with

splendour. And both the censure and the praise were

merited.

About the plan of Easselas little was said by the critics
;

and yet the faults of the plan might seem to invite severe

criticism. Johnson has frequently blamed Shakespeare for

neglecting the proprieties of time and place, and for ascrib-

ing to one age or nation the manners and opinions of

another. Yet Shakespeare has hot sinned in this way
more greviously than Johnson. Rasselas and Imlac,

Xekayah and Pekuah, are evidently meant to be

Abyssiniaus of the 18th century; for the Europe which

Imlac describes is the Europe of the 18th century, and

the inmates of the Happy Valley talk familiarly of that

law of gravitation which Newton discovered, and which

was not fully received even at Cambridge till the ISth

century. What a real company of Aby.ssinians would have

heen may be learned from Bruce's Travtis. But Johnson,

not content with turning filthy savages, ignorant of their

letters, and gorged with raw steaks cut from living cow.s,

into philosophers as eloquent and enlightened as himself

or his friend Burke, and into ladies as highly accomplished

as JIrs Lennox or Mrs Sheridan, transferred the whole

'•domestic system of England to Egypt. Into a land of

larems, a land of polygamy, a land where women are

married without ever being seen, he introduced the flirta-

tions and jealousies of our ball-rooms. In a land where

there is boundless liberty of divorce, wedlock is described

as the indissoluble compact. " A youth and maiden meet-

ing by chance, or brought together by artifice, exchange

glances, reciprocate civilities, go home, and dream of each

other. Such," says Rasselas, '• is the common process of

marriage." Such it may have been, and may still be, in

London, but assuredly not at Cairo. A writer who was

guilty of such improprieties had little right to blame the

poet who made Hector quote Aristotle, and represented

Julio Romano as flourishing in the days of the oracle of

Delphi.

By such exertions as have been described Johnson
supported himself till the year 1762. In that year a great

change in his pircumstances took place. He had from a

«hild been an enemy of the reigning dynasty. His Jacobite

prejudices had been exhibited with little disguise both in

his works and in his conversation. Even in his massy and
elaborate Dictionary he had, with a strange want of taste

and judgment, inserted bitter and contumelious reflexions

on the Whig party. The excise, which was a favourite

resource of \\'liig financiers, he had designated as a hateful

tax. He had railed against the commissioners of excise in

language so coarse that they had seriously thought of

prosecuting him. He had with diflSculty been prevented

from holding up the lord privy seal by name as an example
.of the meaning of the word "renegade." A pension he

had defined as pay given to a state hireling to betray his

country; a pensioner as a slave of state hired by a stipend

to obey a master. It seemed unlikely that the author of

these definitions would himself be pensioned. But that

was a time of wonders. George III. had ascended the

throne, and had, in the course of a few months, disgusted

many of the old friends, and conciliated many of the old

enemies of his house. The city was becoming mutinous
;

O.^ford was becoming loyal Cavendishes and Bentincks

were murmuring ; Somersets and Wyndhams were hasten-

ing to kiss hands. The head of the treasury was now
Lord Bute, who was a Tory, and could have no objection

to Johnson's Toryism. Bute wished to be thought a

patron of men of letters ; and Johnson was one of the

most eminent and one of the most needy men of letters in

Europe. A pension of three hundred a year was graciously

ofi'ered, and with very little hesitation accepted.

This event produced a change in Johnson's whole way
of life. For the first time since his boyhood he no longer

felt the daily goad urging him to the daily toih He was

at liberty, after thirty years of anxiety and drudgery, to

indulge his constitutional indolence, to lie in bed till two

in the afternoon, and to sit up talking till four in tlie

morning, without fearing either the printer's devil or the

sheriS's oflicer.

One laborious task indeed he had oound himself to

perform. He had received large subscriptions for his

promised edition of Shakespeare ; he had lived on those

subscriptions during some years : and he could not without

disgrace omit to perform his part of the contract. . His

friends repeatedly exhorted him to make an effort, and he

repeatedly resolved to do so. But, notwithstanding their

exhortations and bis resolutions, month followed month,

year followed year, and nothing was done. He prayed

fervently against his idleness; he determined, as often as

ho received the sacrament, that he would no longer doze

away and trifle away his time ; but the spell under which

he lay resisted prayer and sacrament. His private notes at

this time are made up of self-reproaches. " My indolence,"

he wrote on Easter eve in 176i, "has sunk into grosser

sluggishness. A kind of strange oblivion has overspread

me, so that I know not what has become of the last year."

Easter 1765 came, and found him still in the same state.

" My time," he wrote, " has been unproEtably spent, and

seems as a dream that has left nothing behind. My memory
grows confused, and I know not how the days pass over

me." Happily for his honour, the charm which held him

captive was at length broken by no gentle or friendly hand.

He had been weak enough to pay serious attention to a

story about a ghost which haunted a house in Cock Lane,

and had actually gone himself, with some of his friends, at

cue in the morning, to St John's Church, Clerkenwell, in

the hope of receiving a communication from the perturbed

spirit. But the spirit, though adjured with all solemnity,

remained obstinately silent ; and it soon appeared that a

naughty girl of eleven had been amusing herself by making

fools of so many philosophers. Churchill, who, confidei:t

in his powers, drunk with popularity, and. burning with

party spirit, was looking for some man of established fame

and Tory politics to insult, celebrated the Cock Lane ghost

in three cantos, nicknamed Johnson Pomposo, asked where

the book was which had been so long promised and so

liberally paid for, and directly accused the great moralist

of cheating. This terrible word proved effectual, and in

October 1765 appeared, after a delay of nine years, the

new edition of Shakespeare.-

This publication saved Johnson's character for honesty,

but added nothing to the fame of his abilities and learning.

The preface, though it contains some good passages, is not

in his best manner. The most valuable notes are those ia
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which he had an opportunity of showing how attentively

he had during many years observed human life and human
nature. The best specimen is the note on the character of

Polpnius. Nothing so good is to be found even in Wilhelni

Meister's admirable examination of Hamlet. But here

praise must end. It would be difhcult to name a more
slovenly, a more worthless edition of any great classic.

The reader may tarn over play after play without finding

one happy conjectural emendation, or one ingenious and
satisfactory explanation of a passage which had baffled

preceding commentators. Johnson had, in his prospectus,

told the world that he was peculiarly fitted for the task

which he had undertaken, because he had, as a lexico-

grapher, been under the necessity of taking a wider view
of the English language than any of his predecessors.

That his knowledge of our literature was extensive is

indisputable. But, unfortunately, he had altogether

neglected that very part of our literature with which it is

especially desirable that an editor of Shakespeare should
be conversant. It is dangerous to assert a negative. Yet
little will be risked by the assertion that in the two folio

volumes of the English Didionartj there is not a single

passage quoted from any dramatist of the Elizabethan age,

exceiit Shakespeare and Ben Jonson. Even from Ben the

quotations are few. Johnson might easily in a few months
have made himself well acquainted with every old play

that was extant. But it never seems to have occurred to

him that this was a necessary preparation for the work
which he had undertaken. He would doubtless have
admitted that it would be the height of absurdity in a man
who was not familiar with the works of jEschylus and
^Euripides to publish an edition of Sophocles. Yet he
ventured to publish an edition of Shakespeare, without

having ever in his life, as far as can be discovered, read a

'single scene of Massinger, Ford, Dekker, Webster, Marlow,
Beaumont, or Fletcher. His detractors were noisy and
scurrilous. Those who most loved and honoured him had
little to say in praise of the manner in which he had dis-

charged the duty of a commentator. He had, however,

acquitted himself of a debt which had long lain heavy on

his conscience, and he sank back into the repose from
which the sting of satire had roused him. He long

continued to live upon the fame which he had already won.

He was honoured by the university of Oxford with a

doctor's degree, by the Royal Academy with a professorship,

and by the king with an interview, in wliich his Majesty
most graciously expressed a hope that so excellent a writer

would not cease to write. In the interval, however,

between 1765 and 1775 Johnson published only two or

three political tracts, the longest of which he could have
produced in forty-eight hours, if he had worked as he
worked on the Life oj Savage and on Rasselas.

But, though his pen was now idle, his tongue was active.

The influence exercised by his conversation, directly upon
those with whom he lived, and indirectly on the whole
literary world, was altogether without a parallel. His
colloquial talents were indeed of the highest order. He
had strong sense, quick discernment, wit, humour, immense
knowledge of literature and of life, and an infinite store of

curious anecdotes. As respected style, he spoke far better

than he wrote. Every sentence which dropped from his

lips was as correct in structure as the most nicely balanced
period of the Rambler. But in his talk there were no
pompous triads, and little more than a fair proportion of

words in -osity and -ation. All was simplicity, ease, and
vigour. He uttered his short, weighty, and pointed

.

sentences with a power of voice, and a justness and energy
of emphasis, of which the effect was rather increased than
diminished by the rollings of his huge for*, and by the

asthmatic gaspjngs and puffings in which the peals of his

eloquence generally ended. Nor did the laziness which

made him unwilling to sit down to his desk prevent him
from giving instruction or entertainment orally. To discuss

questions of taste, of learning, of casuistry, in language so

exact and so forcible that it might have been printed

without the alteration of a word, was to him no exertion,

but a pleasure. He loved, as he said, to fold his legs and
have his talk out. He was ready to bestow the overflowings

of his full mind on anybody who would start a subject, on

a fellow-piassenger in a stage coach, or on the person who
sat at the same table with him in an eating-house. But
his conversation was nowhere so brilliant and striking as

when he was surrounded by a few friends, whose abilities

and knowledge enabled them, as he once expiessed it, to-

send him back every ball that he threw. Some of these,

in 1704, formed themselves into a club, which gradually

became a formidable power in the commonwealth of letters.

The verdicts pronounced by this conclave on new books

were speedily known over all London, and were sufficient to

sell cfl' a whole edition in a day, or to condeijm the sheets

to the service of the trunkmaker and the pastrycook. Nor
shall we think this strange when we consider what great

and various talents and acquirements met in the little

fraternity. Goldsmith was the representative of poetry

and light literature, Iteynolds of the arts, Burke of political

eloquence and political philosophy. There, too, were
Gibbon the greatest historian and Jones the greatest

linguist of the age. Garrick brought to the meetings his

inexhaustible pleasantry, his incomparable mimicry, and
his consummate knowledge of stage efl'ect. Among the

most constant attendants werp two high-born and high-bred

gentlemen, closely bound together by friendship, but of

widely dilTerent characters and habits,^Bennet Langton,

distinguished by his skill in Greek literature, by the

orthodoxy of his opinions, and by the sanctity of his

life, and Topham Beauclerk, renowned for his amours,

his knowledge of the gay world, his fastidious taste,

and his sarcastic wit. To predominate over such a

society was not easy. Yet even over such a society Johnson

predominated. Burke might indeed have disputed the

supremacy to which others were under the necessity of

submitting. But Burke, though not generally a very

patient hstener, was content to take the second part when
Johnson was present ; and the club itself, consisting of so

many eminent men, is to this day popularly designated as

Johnson's club.

Among the members of this celebrated body was one to

whom it has owed the greater part of its celebrity, yet who
was regarded with little respect by his brethren, and had
not without difficulty obtained a seat among them. This

was James Boswell, a young Scotch lawyer, heir to sn

honourable name and a fair estate. That he was a coxcomb
and a bore, we-ak, vain, pushing, curious, garrulous, was

obvious to all who were acquainted with him. That he

could not reason, that he had no wit, no humour, no

eloquence, is apparent from his writings. And yet his

writings are read beyond the Mississippi, and under the

Southern Cross, and are likely to be read as long as the

English exists either as a living or as a dead language.

Nature had made him a slave and an idolater. His mind*

resembled those creepers which the botanists call parasites,

and which can subsist only by clinging round the stems

and imbibing the juices of stronger plants. He must have

fastened himself on somebody. He might have fastei'.ed

himself on Wilkes, and have become the fiercest patriot in

the Bill of Rights Society. He might have fastened him-

self on Whitfield, and have become the loudest field-

preacher among the Calvinistic Methodists. In a happy
hour he fastened himself on Johnson. The pair might

seem ill-matched. ^ For Johnson had early been prejudiced
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against Coswell's country. To a man of Joknsons strong

uiiderstauding and irritable temper, the silly egutism and
adulation of Boswell must have' been as teasing as the

constant buzz of a fly. Johnson hated to be questioned
;

and Boswell was eternally catechizing him on all kinds

of subjects, and sometimes propounded such questions as,

" What would you do, sir, if you were locked up in a tower

with a baby ? " Johnson was a water drinker and Boswell

was a winebibber, and iudeed little better than an habitual

sot. It was impossible tliat there should be perfect

harmony between two such companions. Indeed, the

creat man was sometimes provoked into fits of passion, in

which he said things which the small man, during a few-

hours, seriously resented. Every quarrel, howevei-, was

soon uiude up. During twenty years the disciple continued

to worship the master ; the master continued to scold the

disciple, to sneer at him, and to love him. The two friends

ordinarily resided at a great distance from each other.

Boswell practised in the Parliament House of Edinburgh,

and could pay only occasional visits to London. During
those visits his chief business was to watch Johnson, to

diecover all Johnson's habits, to turn the conversation to

subjects about which Johnson was likely to say something

remarkable, and to fill quarto notebooks with minutes of

what Johnson had said. In this way were gathered the

materials out of which was afterwards constructed the

most interesting biographical work in the world.

Soon after the club began ti^ exist, Johnson formed a

connexion less important indeed to his fame, but much
more important to bis happiness,' than his connexion with

Boswell. Henry Thrale, one of the most opulent brewers

in the kingdom, a man of sound and cultivated understand-

ing, rigid principles, and liberal spirit, was married to one

of those clever, kind-hearted, engaging, vain, pert young
women, who are perpetually doing or saying what is not

exactly right, but who, do or say what they may, are

always agreeable. In 17G5 the Thrales became acquainted

with Johnson, and the acquaintance ripened fast into friend-

ship. They were astonished and delighted by the brilliancy

of his conversation. They were flattered by finding that a

man so widely celebrated preferred their house to any other

in London. Even the peculiarities which seemed to unfit

him for civilized society, his gesticulations, his rollings, his

puffings, his mutterings, the strange way in which he put

on his clothes, the ravenous eagerness with which he
devoured his dinner, his fits of melancholy, his fits of

anger, his frequent rudeness, his occasional ferocity,

increased the interest which his new associates took in him.

Fo^ these things were the cruel marks left behind by a life

which had been one long conflict with disease and with

adversity. In a vulgar hack writer such oddities woidd

have excited only disgust. But in a man of genius, learn-

ing, and virtue their effect was to add pity to admiration

and esteem. Johnson soon had an apartment at tlie

brewery in Southwark, and a stiU more pleasant apartment

at the villa of his friends on Streatham Common. A large

part of every year he passed in those abodes, abodes which
must have seemed magnificent and luxurious indeed, when
compared with the dens in which he had generally been

lodged. But his chief pleasures were derived from what
ihe astronomer of his Abyssinian tale called " the endearing

elegance of female friendship." Mrs Thrale rallied him,

soothed him, coaxed him, and. if she sometimes provoked

him by her fUppancv", made a.iiple amends by listening to

his reproofs with angelic sweetness of temper. When he
was diseased in body and in mind, she was the most tender

of nurses. No comfort that wealth covdd purchase, no

contrivance that womanly ingenuity, set to work by
womanly compassion, could devise, was wanting to bis

iick room. He requited by kindness by an aflfection pure

as the aflfection of a father, yet delicately tinged witu a
gallantry which, though awkward, must have bean >more
flattering than, the attentions of a crowd of the fools who
gloried in the names, now obsolete, of Buck and ilaccaronL

It would seem that a full half of Johnson's life duriiK
about sixteen years was passed under the roof of the
Thrales. He accompanied the family sometimes to Bath,
and sometimes to Brighton, once to Wales and once to

Paris. But he had at the same time a house in one of the
narrow and gloomy courts on the north of Fleet Street.

In the garrets was his library, a large and miscellaneous

collection of books, falling to pieces and begrimed with

dust. On a lower floor he sometimes, but very rarelv,

regaled a friend with a plain dinner—a veal pie, or a leg

of lamb and spinach, and a rice pudding. Xor was the

dwelling uninhabited during his long absences. It was
the home of the most extraordinary assemblage of inmates

that ever was brought together. At the head of the estab-

lishment Johnson had placed an old lady named Williams,

whose chief recommendations were her blindness and her

poverty. But, in spite of her murmurs and reproaches, he
gave an asylum to another lady who was as poor as herself,

Mrs Desmoulins, wliose family he had known many years

before in Staiiordshire. Eoom was found for the daughter

of Mrs Desmoulins, and for another destitute damsel, who
was generally addressed as Miss Carmichael, but whom her

generous host called Polly. An old quack doctor named
Levett, who bled and dosed coal-heavers and hackney
coachmen, and received for fees crusts of bread, bits of

bacon, glasses of gin, and sometimes a little copper, com-
pleted this strange menagerie. AH these poor creatures

were at constant war with each other, and with Johnson's

negro servant Frank. Sometimes, indeed, they transferred

their hostilities from the servant to the master, complained

that a better 'labia was not kept for them, and railed or

maundered till their benefactor was glad to make his escape

to Streatham, or to the Mitre Tavern. And yet he, who
was generally the haughtiest and most irritable of mankind,

who was but too prompt to resent anything which looked

like a slight on the part of a parse-proud bookseller, or of

a noble and powerful patron, bore patiently from mendi-

cants, who, but for his bounty, must have gone to the

workhouse, insults more provoking than those for which

he had knocked down Osborne and bidden defiance to

Chesterfield. Year after year Mrs Williams and Mrs
Desmoulins, Polly and Levett, continued to torment him
and to live upon him

The course of life which has been described was inter-

rupted in Johnson's sixty-fourth year by an important

event. He had early read an account of the Hebrides, and

had been much interested by learning that there was so

near him a land peopled by a race which was still as rude

and simple as in the Middle Ages. A wish to become

intimately acquainted with a state of society so utterly

unlike all that he had ever seen frequently crossed his

mind. But it is not probable that his curiosity would have

overcome his habitual sluggishness, and his love of the

smoke, the mud, and the cries of London, Lad not Boswell

importuned him to attempt the adventure, and offered to

be his squire. At length, in August 1773, Johnson crossed

the Highland line, and plunged courageously into what was

then considered, by most Englishmen, as a dreary and

perilous wilderness. After wandering about two months

through the Celtic region, sometimes in rude boats which

did not protect him from the rain, and sometimes on small

shaggy ponys which could hardly bear his weight, he

returned to his old haunts with a mind full of new images

and new theories. During the following year he employed

himself in recording his adventures. About the beginning

of 1775 his Journey to the Hebrides was published, and
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waBrduring some weeks, the chief subject of conversation

in all circles iu which any attention was paid to literature.

The book is still read with pleasure. The narrative is

entertaining; the speculations, whether sound or unsound,

are always ingenious ; and the style, though too stiflF and

pompous, is somewhat easier and more graceful than that

of his early writings. His prejudice against the Scotch

lad at length become little more than matter of jest ; and

whatever remained of the old feeling had been effectually

removed by the kind and re.spectful ho.spitality with which

he had been received in every part of Scotland. It was,

of course, not to be expected that an Oxonian Tory should

praise the Presbyterian polity and ritus', or that an eye

accustomed to the hedgerows and parks of England should

not be struck by the bareness of Berwickshire and East

Xothian. But even in censure Johnson's tone is not

unfriendly. The most enlightened Scotchm.en, with Lord

Mansfield at their head, were well pleased. But some

foolish and- ignorant Scotchmen were moved to anger by

a little unpalatable truth which was mingled with much

eulogy, and assailed him whom they chose to consider as

the enemy of their country with libels much more dis-

lonourable to their country than anything that he had

ever said or written. They published paragraphs in the

newspapers, articles in the magazines, sixpenny pamphlets,

five-shilling books. One scribbler abused Johnson for being

Wear-eyed, another for being a pensioner ; a third informed

the world that one of the doctor's uncles had been convicted

of felony in Scotland, and had found that there was in

that country one tree capable of supporting the weight of

an Englishman. Macpherson, whose Fiiigal had been

proved in the Jourueij to be an impudent forgery, threatened

to take vengeance with a cane. The only effect of this threat

was that Johnson reiterated the charge of forgery in the

most contemptuous terms, and walked about, during some

time, with a cudgel, which, if the impostor had not been

too wise to encounter it, would assuredly have descended

upon him, to borrow the sublime language of his own epic

poem, "like a hammer on the red son of the furnace."

Of other assailants Johnson took no notice whatever.

He had early resolved never to be drawn into controversy
;

and he adhered to his resolution with a steadfastness

which is the more extraordinary because he was, both

intellectually and morally, of the stuff of which controver-

sialists are made. In conversation he was a singularly

eager, acute, and pertinacious disputant. When at a loss

for good reasons, he had recourse to sophistry ; and when

heated by altercation, he made unsparing use of sarcasm

and invective. But when he took his pen in his hand, his

whole character seemed to be changed. A hundred bad

writers misrepresented him and reviled him ; but not one

of the hundred could boast of having been thought by him

worthy of a refutation, or even of a retort. The Kenricks,

Campbells, ilacNicols, and Hendersons did their best to

annoy him, in the hope that he would give them importance

Ly answering them. But the reader will in vain search

liis works for any allusion to Kenrick or Campbell, to

MacNicol or Henderson. One Scotchman, bent on vin-

dicating the fame of Scotch learning, defied him to the

combat in a detestable Latin hexameter

—

" Maiime, si tu vii, cupio contendere tecum."

But Johnson took no notice of the challenge. He had

learned, both from his own observation and from literary

"history, iu which he was deeply read, that the place of

books in the public estimation is fixed, not by what is

written about them, but by what is written in them, and

that an author whose works are likely to live is very unwise

if he stoops to wrangle with detractors whose works are

certain to die. He always maintained that fame was a

shuttlecock which could be kept up only by being beaten

back as well as beaten forward, and which would soon fall

if there were only one battledore. No saying was oftener

in his mouth than that fine apophthegm of Bentley, that

no man was ever written down but by himself.

L^nhappily, a few months after the appearance of the

Journey to the Hebrides, Johnson did what -none of his

envious assailants could have done, and to a certain extent

succeeded in writing himself down. The disputes between

England and her American colonies had reached a point at

which no amicable adjustment was possible. Civil war

was evidently impending; and the ministers seem to have

thought that the eloquence of Johnson might with advantage

be employed to inflame the nation against the opposition

here, and against the rebels beyond the Atlantic. He had

already written two or three tracts in defence of the foreign

and domestic policy of the Government ; and those tracts,

though hardly worthy, of him, were much superior to the

crowd of pamphlets which lay on the counters of Almon
and Stockdale. But his Taxation A'o Tyrannij was a

pitiable failure. The very title was a sUly phrase, which

can have been recommended to liis choice by nothing but

a jingling alliteration which ho ought to have despised.

The arguments were such as boys use in debating societies.

The pleasantry was as awkward as the gambols of a

hippopotamus.' Even Boswell was forced to own that in

this unfortunate piece he could detect no trace of his

master's powers. The general opinion was that the strong

faculties which had produced the Dictionary and the

Rambler were beginning to feel the etlect of time and of

disease, and that the old man would best consult. his credit

by writing no more.

But this was a great mistake. Johnson had failed, not

because his mind was less vigorous than wheu he wrote

Hassclas in the evenings of a week, but because he had

foolishly chosen, or suSered others to choose for him, a

subject such as he would at no time have been competent

to treat. He was in no sense a statesman. He never

willingly read or thought or talked about affairs of state.

He loved biography, literary history, the history of manners;

but political history was positively distasteful to him. The

question at issue between the colonies and the mother

country was a question about which he had really nothing

to say. He failed, therefore, as the greatest men mnst fail

when they attempt to do that for which they are unfit,—as

Burke would have failed if Burke had tried to write

comedies like those of Sheridan, as Eeynolds would have

failed if Reynolds had tried to paint landscapes like those

of Wilson. Happily, Johnson soon had an opportunity of

proving most signally that his failure was not to be ascribed

to intellectual decay.

On Easter eve 1777 some persons, deputed by a meeting

which consisted of forty of the first booksellers in London,

called upon him. Though he had some scruples about

doing business at that season, he received his visitors with

much civility. They came to inform him that a new edition

of the English poets, from Cowley downwards, was in con-

templation, and to ask him to furnish short biographical

prefaces. He readily undertook the task, a task for which

he was pre-eminently qualified. His knowledge of the

literary history of England since the Restoration was

unrivalled. Tliat knowledge he had derived partly from

books, and partly from sources which had long been closed:

from old Grub Street traditions ; from the talk of forgotten

poetasters and pamphleteers, who had long been lying in

parish vaults ; from the recollections of such men as Gilbert

Walmesley, who had conversed with the wits of Button,

Cibber, who had mutilated the plays of two generations of

dramatists. Orrery, who had been admitted to the society

of Swift, and Savage, who had rendered services of -no

very hriourable kind' to Pope. The biographer therefore
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Bit down to his task with a mind full of matter. He had
at first intended to give only a paragraph to every minor

poet, and only four or five pages to the greatest name.

But the flood of anecdote and criticism overflowed the

narrow channeL The work, which was originally meant
to consist only of a few sheets, swelled into ten volumes,

small volumes, it is tree, and not closely printed. The
first four appeared in 1779, the remaining six in 1781.

The Lives of the Poets are, on the whole, the best of

Johnson's works. The narratives are as entertaining as

any novel. The remarks on life and on human nature

are eminently shrewd and profound. The criticisms are

often excellent, and, even when grossly and provokingly

unjust, well deserve to be studied. For, however
erroneous they may be, they are never silly. They are

the judgments of a mind trammelled by prejudice and
deficient in sensibility, but vigorous and acute. They
therefore generally contain a portion of valuable truth

which deserves to be separated from the alloy ; and, at the

very worst, they mean something, a praise to which much
of what is called criticism in our time has no pretensions.

Savage's Life Johnson reprinted nearly as it had appeared

in 1744. Whoever, after reading that life, will turn to

the other lives will be struck by the difl'erence of style.

Since Johnson had been at ease in his circumstances he

had written little and had talked much. When therefore

he, after the lapse of years, resumed his pen, the mannerism
which he had contracted while he was in the constant habit

of elaborate composition was less perceptible than formerly,

and his diction frequently had a colloquial ease which it

had formerly wanted. The improvement may be discerned

by a skilful critic in the Journey to the Hebrides, and in

the Lives of the Poets is so obvious that it cannot escape

the notice of the most careless reader.

Among the Lives the best are perhaps those of Cowley,

Dryden, and Pope. The very worst is, beyond all doubt,

that of Gray.

This great work at once became popular. There was,

indeed, much just and much unjust censure; but even

those who were loudest in blame were attracted by the

book in spite of themselves. Malone computed the gains

of the publishers at five or six thousand pounds. But the

writer was very poorly remunerated. Intending at first to

write very short prefaces, be had stipulated for only two
hundred guineas. The booksellers, when they saw how
far his performance had surpassed his promise, added only
another hundred. Indeed Johnson, though, he did not
despise or affect to despise money, and though his strong

sense and long experience ought to have qualified him to

protect his own interests, seems to have been singularly

unskilful and unlucky in his literary bargains. He was
generally reputed the first English writer of his time. Yet
several writers of his time sold their copyrights for sums
such as he never ventured to ask. To give a single

instance, Robertson received four thousand five hundred
pounds for the History of Charles V.; and it is no disrespect

to the memory of Robertson to say that the History of
Charles V. is both a less valuable and a less amusing book
than the Lives of the Poets.

Johnson was now in his seventy-second year. The
infirmities of age were coming fast upon him. That
inevitable event of which he never thought without horror
was brought near to him ; and his whole life was darkened
by the shadow of death. He had often to pay the cruel

price of longevity. Every year he lost what could never
be replaced. The strange dependants to whom he had
given shelter, and to whom, in spite of their faults, he was
strongly attached by habit, dropped off one by one ; and,
in the silence of his home, he regretted even the noise of

their scolding rsotclifla. The kind and generous Thrale

was no more ; and it would have been well if his wife had
been laid beside him. But she survived to be the laughing-
stock of those who had envied her, and to draw from the
eyes of the old man who had loved her beyond anything
in the world tears far more bitter than he would hive
shed over her grave. With some estimable and many
agreeable qualities, she was not made to be independent.
The control of a mind more steadfast than her own was
necessary to her respectability. While she was restrained

by her hucband, a man of sense and firmness, indulgent to

her taste in trifles, but always the undisputed master of hi»

house, her worst offences had been impertinent jokes, white
lies, and short fits of pettishness ending in sunny good
humour. But he was gone ; and she was left an opulent
widow of forty, with strong sensibility, volatile fancy, and
slender judgment. She soon fell in love with a music-
master from Brescia, in whom nobody but herself could
discover anything to admire. Her pride, and perliap.';

some better feelings, struggled hard against this degrading
passion. But the struggle irritated her nerves, soured her
temper, and at length endangered her health. Conscious
that her choice was one which Johnson could not approve,

she became desirous to escape from his inspection. Her
manner towards him changed. She was sometimes cold

and sometimes petulant. She did not conceal her joy when
he left Streatham ; she never pressed him to return ; and,,

if he came unbidden, she received him in a manner whicii

convinced him that he was no longer a welcome guest.

He took the very intelligible hints which she gave. He
read for the last time a chapter of the Greek Testament
in the library which had been formed by himself. In a
solemn and tender prayer he commended the house and its

inmates to the Divine protection, and, with emotions which
choked his voice and convulsed his powerful frame, left for

ever that beloved home for the gloomy and desolate house
behind Fleet Street, where the few and evil days which
still remained to him were to run out. Here, in June
1783, ho had a paralytic stroke, from which, however, Le
recovered, and which does not appear to have at all

impaired his intellectual faculties. But other maladies

came thick upon him. His asthma tormented him day
and night. Dropsical symptoms made their appearance.

While sinking under a complication of diseases, he heard

that the woman whose friendship had been the chief

happiness of sixteen years of his life had married an

Italian fiddler, that all London was crying shame upon
her, end that the newspapers and magazines were filled

with allusions to the Ephesian matron and the two pictures

in Hamlet. He vehemently said that he would try to

forget her existence. He never uttered her name. Every
memorial of her which met his eye he flung into the fire.

She meanwhile fled from the laughter and hisses of her

countrymen and countrywomen to a land where she was
unknown, hastened across Mount Cenis, and learned, while

passing a merry Christmas of concerts and lemonade parties

at Milan, that the great man with whose name hers is in-

separfbly associated had ceased to exist.

He had, in spite of much mental and much bodily afflic-

tion, clung vehemently to life. The feeling described in

that fine but gloomy paper which closes the series of hi*

Idlers seemed to grow stronger in him as his last hour

drew nea". He fancied that he should be able to drr.w his

breath more easily in a soutliern climate, and would pro-

bably have set out for Rome and Naples but for his fear

of the expense of the journey. That expense, indeed, he

had the means of defraying; for he had laid up about two

thousand pounds, the fruit of labours which had made the

fortune of several publishers. But he was unwilling to

break in upon this hoard, and he seems to have wished

even to keep its existence a secret. Some of his friends

XIII. — 92
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hoped thit tlie Government might be inducea to increase

his pension to six hundred pounds a year, but this hope
was disappointed, and he resolved to stand one English

winter more. That winter was his last. His legs grew
weaker; his breath grew shorter; the fatal water gathered

fast, in spite of incisions which he, courageous against pain

but timid against death, urged his surgeons to make deeper

and deeper Though the tender care which had mitigated

his sufiferings during months of sickness at Streathara was
withdrawn, he was not left desolate. The ablest physicians

and surgeons attended him, and refused to accept fees

from him. Burke parted from him with deep emotiorL

Windliam sat much in the sick room, arranged the pillows,

and sent his own servant to watch at night by the bed.

Frances Burney, whom the old man had cherished with

fatherly kindness, stood weeping at the door ; while

Langton, whose piety eminently qualified him to be an

adviser and comforter at such a time, received the last

pressure of his friend's hand within. When at length tlie

moment, dreaded through so many years, came close, the

iark cloud passed away from Johnson's mind. His temper

oecame unusually patient and gentle ; he ceased to think

with terror of death, and of that which lies beyond death
;

and he spoke much of the mercy of God, and of the pro-

pitiation of Christ. In this serene frame of mind he died

on .the 13th of December 1784. He was laid, a week later,

in Westminster Abbey, among the eminent men of whom
he had been the historian,—Cowley and Denham, Dryden
and Congreve, Gay, Prior, and Addison.

.Since his death the popularity of his works—the Lives

of the Poets, and perhaps the Vanitt/ of Human. Wishes,

excepted—has greatly diminished. His Dictionary has

been altered by editors till it can scarcely be called his.

An allusion to his Rambler or his Idler is not readily

apprehended in literary circles. The fame even of Rasselns

has grown somewhat dim. ' But, though the celebrity of

the writings may have declined, the celebrity of the writer,

strange to say, is as great as ever. Boswell's book has

done for him \aore than the best of his own books could

do. The memory of other authors is kept alive by their

works. But the memory of Johnson keeps many of his

WKrks alive. The old philosopher is still among us in the

hrown coat with the metal buttons and the shirt which

Duglit to be at wash, blinking, puffing, rolling his head,

ilriunming with his fingers, tearing his meat like a tiger,

a.nd swallowing his tea in oceans. No human being who
has been more flian seventy years in the grave is so well

known to us. And it is but just to say that our intimate

acquaintance witli wliat he would himself have called the

anfractuosities of his intellect and of his temper serves

only to strengthen our conviction that he was both a great

and a good man. (m.)

JOHNSTON, Albert Sidnet (1803-1862), American
soldier, was born in Kentucky in 1803. After graduating

at West Point in 1826 he served for eight years in the

United States army, emigrated to Texas in 183-1, and
entered the T.exan service as private in 1836. His
promotion was so rapid that in 1838 he was appointed

commander-in-chief, and till 1840 acted as secretary for

war. From 1840 till 1846 he lived in retirement on his

farm in Texas ; but in the latter year he accepted the

colonelcy of a regiment of Texan volunteers to serve against

Mexico. As a staff-officer he was present at the battle of

Monterey in September 1846. Texas joined the Union in

1846 ; and in 18t9 Johnston received a major's commission
in the United States army. After various services he won
the rank of brevet brigadier-general by his skilful conduct
of tlie expedition sent to Utah in 1857 to bring the

Mormons to order. In January 1861 he was transferred

from the command of ths Tesas department to that of

the Pacific department ; but in April lie was superseded,

probably on account of his secessionist sympathies. He
resigned his national commission in May 1861, and accepted

a command in the Confederate army. While acting as

commander-in-chi'^f at the battle of Shiloh, he was killed,

April 6, 1862.

JOHNSTON, Alexander Keith (1804-1871), geo-

grapher, was born at Kirkhill near Edinburgh, in December
1804. After an education at the High School of Edin-
burgh he was apprenticed to an engraver; and about 1830
he joined his brother in a prosperous printing and cngr.aving

business. His passion for geography had early developed

itself, but his first important work was the /iationat Atlas

of general geography, which gained for him in 1843 the

appointment of geographer-royal for Scotland. Johnston
was the first to bring the study of physical geography
into competent notice in England. His attention liad

been called to the subject by Humboldt ; and after years

of labour he published his magnificent Physical Atlas in

1848, followed by a second and enlarged edition in 1856.

This, by means of maps with descriptive letterpress,

illustrates the geology, hydrography, meteorology, botany,

zoology, and ethnology of the globe, and undoubtedly

marks an epoch in the history of English geographical

science. The rest of Johnston's life was equally given to

geography, his later years to its educational aspects especi-

ally. His services were i-ecognized by election to fellow-

ships of the leading scientific societies of Europe, India,

and America. For his chart of the geographical distribution

of health and disease he received the diploma of the London
Epidemiological Society; in 1865 he received the degree

of LL.D. from Edinburgh University; and in 1871 the

Eoyal Geographical Society awarded him its A'ictoria medal.

He died July 9, 1871. His son of the same name
(1844-1879) was also the author of various geographical

works and papers.

Jolinston imblisBcJ .1 Dictionary of Gcor/raplnj in 18r>0, witli

many later editions; The Jtotjal Atlas of Modem Cto-jraphii,

bc^un ia 1855; an atlas of military gcograpliy to accompany
Alison's llistory of Europe; and a variety of other atlases and
raaps for educational or scientific purposes.

JOHNSTONE, a manufacturing town in the county of

Kenfrew, Scotland, is situated on the Black Cart river,

about 10 miles west of Glasgow, with which it is connected

by rail. First feued in 1781, it rose rapidly in prosperity

owing to the introduction of the cotton-manufacture. The
town contains several engineering works, a paper mill, and
the largest flax mill in Scotland. About a mile to the east

is Eldcrslie, the traditional birthplace of Wallace. The
population in 1871 was 7538, and in 1881 9268.

JOHNSTOWN, a burgh of Cambria county, Pennsyl-

vania, U.S., is situated on the Stony Creek and the Coue-

maugh river, 78 miles east of Pittsburg and 277 miles

west of Philadelphia. It is the centre of nine contiguous

boroughs constituting one town of 22,000 inhabitants, who
are mainly employed by the Cambria Iron Company in the

manufacture of iron, steel, railway bars, wire. Arc. There

are large woollen and flouring mills, numerous churches,

and a public library. The library building was jiresented

to the Library Association by the Cambria Iron Company.
The population in 1870 was 6028, and in 1880 8380.

JOHOPiE, a native state at the southern end of the

Malay or Malacca peninsula, bounded by the Moar itiver

on the N.W. and by the Indu on the N.E., with an

area estimated at 20,000 square miles. The territory,

covered for the most part by virgin forest, has been but

partially explored ; but it is gradually being opened up
under the patronage of the rajah Abubaker (born 5tii

December 1833), who has visited Europe, as well as Java

and other eastern countries, and takes a keen interest in

the development of his country. At present the principai
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exports from Juliore are
,
gambier and catecliu, black

pepper, timber, rattans, and dammar ; but the soil and
climate are well fitted for the growth of sugar-cane, rice,

tobacco, coffee, and similar products, and the rajah is pro-

moting the formation of regular plantations. The town of

Johore is a flourishing little settlement 15 miles north-east

of Singapore, in rO'26"X. lat. and 103° 47' E. long. A
school where English is taught has been founded in the

town by the rajah, who also maintains a similar institution

in Singapore. The population of the country, e.xclusive of

the tribes of the interior, is estimated at 100,000, the

greater number being Malays and Chinese. It was the

present rajah's grandfather—^^Abdulrahman Tumongong of

Kio, Singapore, and Johore—who ceded Singapore to the

British. The dynasty is the continuation of the sultans of

Malacca, who retired to Johore on the conquest of their

capital in 1311 by Albuquerque. Bokhari, author of

Makota liaja Kujn, one of the most remarkable produc-

tions in the Malay tongue, was a native of Johore.

JOIGNY, chief town of an arrondissement in the depart-

ment of Yonne, France, is situated on the right bank of the

Yonne, about 12 miles north-west of Auxerre. Its streets

are steep and narrow ; some of the houses are of wood, and
date from the 15th or 16th century. Joigny has tribunals

of first instance and commerce, a communal college, a library

with 9000 volumes, and a civil and military hospital, and
manufactures cloth, hunting and other arms, percussion-

caps, leather, cooper work, and brandy. It has also trade

in cereals, cattle, and wood, and in an excellent variety of

wine, produced in the neighbourhood. The chief buildings

are the old and interesting churches of St Andrew, St John,
and St Thibaut ; the ruins of the old castle of the 10th
century; the partly destroyed later castle; the large 10th
century tower beside the prison ; the hotel-de-ville, of 1727;
the palais-de-justice, including the fine chapel of the
Ferrands; the college; and the stone bridge of seven
arches. Of the former massive fortifications, St John's
gate and the moat are the chief remains. The population
in 1876 was 5975.

Joigny, in Latin Joviniacum, is Ireld to have been founded by
riavius Joviuiiis, magister equituvi under the eunieror Valentinian
(36-1 A.D. ). It gave its name to an important line of niedijBval
counts (whence sprang the counts of JoinviUo), who about 1716
merged in the dukes of Villeroy.

JOINEBY. See BtnLDiNO, vol. iv. p. 485.

JOINT, in law, as applied to obligatioms, estates, ifec.,

implies that the rights in question relate to the aggregate of

the parties joined. Obligations to which several are parties

maybe several, i.e., enforceable against each independently
of the others, or joint, i.e., enforceable only against all of

them taken together, or joint and several, i.e., enforceable

against each or all at the option of the claimant. So an
interest or estate given to two or more persons for their joint

lives continues only so long as all the lives are in existence.

Joint-tenants are co-owners who take together at the same
time, by the same title, and without any difi'erence in the

quality or extent of their respective interests ; and when
one of the joint-tenants dies his share, instead of going to

his own heirs, lapses to his co-tenants by survivorship.

This estate is therefore to be carefully distinguished from
tenancy in common, when the co-tenants have each a

separate interest which on death passes to the heirs and
not to the surviving tenants. When several take an estate

together any words or facts implying severance will prevent
the tenancy from being construed as joint.

JOINTS, in the sense in which engineers use the word,
maybe classed either (a) according to their material, as in

stone or brick, wood, or metal ; or (b) according to their

object, to prevent leakage of air, steam, or water, or to

transmit force, which may be thrust, pull, or shear ; or

{c") according as they are stationary or moving (" working "

in technical language). Many joints, l^e those of shfp-

plates and boiler-plates, have simultaneously to fulfil both
objects mentioned under {b).

All siune joints of any consequence are stationary. It

being uneconomical to dress the surfaces of the stones

resting on each other smoothly and so as to bo accurately
flat, a layer of mortar or other cementing material is laid

between them. This liardens and serves to transmit the
pressure from stone to stone without its being concentrated'

at the "high places." If the ingredients of the cement
are chosen so that when hard the cement has about tlie

same coefficient of compressibility as that of the stone or
brick, the pressure will be nearly uniformly distributed.'

The cement also adheres to the surfaces of the stone or
brick, and allows a certain amount of tension to be borne
by the joint. It likewise prevents the stones slipping one
on the other, i.e., it gives the joint very considerable
shearing strength. The composition of the cement is

chosen according as it has to "set" in air or water. The
joints are made impervious to air or water by "pointing "

their outer edges with a superior quality of cement.
Wood joints are also nearly all stationary. Lignum vit.-B

is still used by engineers for the one half of some special

working joints, but even in these few instances its use is

rapidly clying out. Wood joints are made partially fluid-

tight by "grooving and tenoning," and by "caulking"
with oakum or similar material. If the wood is saturated
w-ith water, it swells, the edgesof the joints press closer

together, and the joints become tighter the greater the
water-pressure is which tends to produce leakage.

Relatively to its weaker general strength, wood is a
better material than iron so far as regards the transmissioa
of a thrust past a joint. So soon as a heavy pressure comes
on the joint all the small irregularities of the surfaces in
contact are crushed up, and there results an approximately
uniform distribution of the pressure over the whole area
{i.e., if there be no bending forces), so that no part of the
material is unduly stressed. To attain this result the
abutting surfaces should be well fitted together, and the
bolts binding the pieces together should be arranged so as
to ensure that they will not interfere with the timber
surfaces coming into this close contact.

Owing to its weak shearing strength on sections parallel

to the fibre, timber is peculiarly unfitted for tension joints.

If the pieces exerting the pull are simply bolted together
with wooden or iron bolts, the joint cannot be trusted to
transmit any considerable force with safety. The stresses
become intensely localized in the immediate neighbourhood
of the bolts. A tolerably strong timber tension-joint can,
however, be made by making the two pieces abut, and con-
necting them by means of iron plates covering the joint and
bolted to the sides of the timbers by bolts passing through
the wood. These plates should have their surfaces which
lie against the wood ribbed in a direction transverse to the
pull. The bolts should fit their holes slackly, and should
be well tightened up so as to malce the ribs sink into the
surface of the timber. There will then be very little

localized shearing stress brought upon the interior portions
of the wood.

Metal Joints.—Iron and the other commonly used metals
possess in variously high degrees the qualities desirable in
substances out of which joints are to be made. The joint
ends of metal pieces can easily be fashioned to any advan-
tageous form and size without waste of material. Also
these metals offer peculiar facilities for the cutting of their

surfaces at a comparatively small cost so smoothly and
evenly as to ensure the close contact over their whole areas

of surfaces placed against each other. This is of the
highest importance, especially in joints designed to transmit
force.
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Wrought iron and mild steel are above all other metah

suitable for tension joints where there is not continuous

rapid motion. Where such motion occurs, a layer, or, as

it is technically termed, a "bush," ot brass is inserted

underneath the iron. The joint then possesses the high

strength of a wrought iron one and at the same time the

good frictional qualities of a brass surface.

Where the running speed is high and the intensity of

pressure can be made small by adopting large bearing

surfaces, cast iron is now increasingly preferred for

pressure joints. But when, owing to want of space or for

other reasons, the bearing surface cannot be made large in

proportion to the thrust to be transmitted, gun-metal, i.e.,

the toughest quality of brass, should be used if tlie speed

be high, and steel if the speed be small.

Leakage pas^ moving metal joints can be prevented by

cutting the surfaces very accurately to fit each other.

Steam-engine slide-valves and their seats, and piston

" packing-rings " and the cylinders they work to and fro

in, may be cited as examples. A subsidiary compressible

"packing" is in other situations employed, an instance of

which may be seen in the "stufEng boxes" which prevent

the escape of steam from steam-engine cylinders through

the piston-rod hole in the cylinder cover.

Fixed metal joints are made fluid tight—(a) by caulking

a rivetted joint, i.e., by hammering in the edge of the

metil with a sqnare-edged chisel (the tighter the joint

requires to be against leakage the closer must be the spacing

ot the rivets—compare the rivet-spacing in bridge, ship,

and boiler-plate joints); (6) by the insertion between the

surfaces of a layer of one or other of various kinds of

cement, the layer being thick or thin according to circum-

stances; (c) by the insertion of a layer of soft solid

substance called "packing" or "insertion." A special

kind of indiarubber and canvas sheet is prepared for this

purpose. A very eflfective species of " insertion " is thin

copper gauze. Sometimes a single round of thick copper

wire laid in opposite grooves cut on joint-surfaces serves

the purpose.

Tke Principles of the Strength of Joints.—The conditions

of strength of cemented and glued joints are too obvious to

require description. It may, however, be mentioned that

in most cases the joint is stronger the thinner the layer of

cementing material interposed between the surfaces.

Nearly all other joints are formed by cutting one or more

holes im the ends of the pieces to be joined, and inserting

in these holes a corresponding number of plus. The word
" pin " is technically restricted to mean a cylindrical pin in

a movable joint. The word "bolt" is used when the

cylindrical pin is screwed up tight with a nut so as to be

immovable. When the pin is not screwed, but is fastened

by being beaten down on either end, it is called a " rivet."

The pin is sometimes rectangular in section, and tapered or

parallel lengthwise. "Gibs" and "cottars" are examples

of the latter. It is very rarely the case that fixed joints

have their pins subject to simple compression in the direc-

tion of their length. They are, however, frequently subject

to simple tension in that direction. A good example is

the joint between a steam cylinder and its cover. Here

the bolts have to resist the whole thrust of the steam, and

at the same time to keep the joint steam-tight.

If D bo tlic cylinder diameter, t the thickness of the flange of the

cover, and n ttic nvimbcr of bolts used, it can be shown th.it the

(inionnt the llange rises between the bolta by bending is proportional

to p—— , where p is the steam pressure per unit are.a. If the same

degree of tightness be desired-for all sizes of cylinders, this deflexion

should be the same for all. The spacing of the bolts is proportioniil

to — , and, thevefcro, we should have the spacing k tip~i. If

tlicii the total bolt area is made proportional to the total steam

jjrcssure, it would follow that the diameter of bolt a ^u'^oD'.

A'^ain, if/ were reckoned in accoi dance witli the shcaiing force of

the steam on the circular section ot the cover at the circumference

of the cylinder, i.e., t ot^;D, we would havs

spacing oc p^\}*,

and bolt diam. a fi\ii.

For reasons connected with technical difficulties in the foundiT,

t is made larger in proportion to D than this rule indicates for the

smaller sizes of cylinders ; and, therefore, the spacing and the boH
diameter are not made to increase quite bo rapidly as the | ani

I powers of D.

No moving joints have their pins exposed to simple-

stress on sections transverse to the pins' axes. The pins of

such joints have these transverse sections subjected to

shearing and bending stresses, and the sections parallel tO'

the pin axes to compressive stress.

The simplest case by which the subject can be illustrated'

is that in which a cylindrical pin passes through the ends^

of two links— one forked, and the other simple and lying

between the branches of the fork of the other.

Let the accompanying diagiam represent the end of the unforked

link. The width of the link p.arallcl to CC is taken as unity, anA
the letters on the figure indirate the ratios of the respective dimen-

sions to this width. Let b represent the ratio of the thichness,

perpendicular to the paper, of the "eye" to the thickness in the-

same direction of the i

main body of the link at i-"

D. Let also/be the in-

tensity of uniform tensive

stress on iho section at

D. Kvidently no pres-

sure comes on the under
side of the pin below
CC. The whole pull at

D is passed round half C-
on each side of the pin,

and is delivered to the
upper side of the pin, on
which it produces com-
pression. Since the side

sections /, througli which
the pull passes, lie out of

the direct lino of that

iiull, the stress is much
higher on the parts of

these sections towards

the centre line DD' than
on those further olT. The
lines of force crowd as

close as possible together

near the surface of the

pin, i.e., towards the

main line DD' of the pull. In other words, the inequality of

stress is occasioned by the bending moments tine to the centre of

force not passing through the centres of gravity of area of the

sections. The inequality begins at the root of the widening out

of the link to form the eye, and reaches its maximum at CC.
The bending moment at CC and the stress caused by it at the

edge of the section can be found by the help of the ordinary theory

of elasticity. The best method of doing so is to calculate the-

amount by which the portion of the eye below CC is bent by the-

forces applied to it. In the equations the bending moment at CC'
is inserted as an unknown quantity. The section on DD' remaining
unmoved, each element of the linear deflexion is resolved parallel

to CC, and the integral from DD' up to CC of all these com(ionent3

parallel to CC is equated to zero, the resultant deflexion at C ia

the direction of CC being evidently nil. This eq\iation gives

value of the bending moment at CC, and from it tne correspond

stress is obtained.

If the section at D be rectangular, as also that at CC, then the
average tensive stress ou ( is

1°

/=/,
2(6

'

and the extra stress caused at the edge of the section by the bend-
ing moment is

f'"/-.
4t-b i^f'+'^^-i^^r

The total maximum stress is, therefore,

1/'+/"=/7 &t + 3d--
U-b (

"" ' "" U + d )

This gives the ratio of the maximum tension at the side of the eye
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to tlip Uniform tension {/) on tbo main boJy of thu link at D. If

the stfLtiop ;it D be circular wUile t remains rectangular, the corre-

sponding ratio is a little more than i ir, or about J of the above.
it' it is desired that this niaxiiimm should not exceed/, we obtain a
relation between the ratios d, t, and b by puttin£!/+/'—/. The
folloi\-iug table exhibits the results of this calculation for rectan-
gnlar section at*D:

—

t =
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king on his last and fatal expedition. Sotne years later,

in 1282, ho was one of the witnesses whose testimony was

formally given at St Denis in the matter of the canonization

of Louis, and long afterwards, in 12D8, being then a man
of more than seventy years, he was present at the exhuma-
tion of the saint's body. It was not till even later that he

began his literary work, the occasion being a request from
Jeanne of Navarre, the wife of Philippe le Bel and the

mother of Louis le Hutin. The great interval between his

experiences and tho period of the composition of his history

is important for the due comprehension of the latter.

Books were not hastily written in those days, and some
years passed before tho task was completed, on its own
showing, in October 1309. Jeanne was by this time dead,

and Joinville presented his book to her son Louis the

Quarreller. This the original manuscript is now lost,

whereby hangs a tale. Great as was his age, Joinville had
dot ceased to bo actively loyal, and in 1315, being then

almost ninety, ho complied with the royal summons to bear

arms against the Flemings. He was at Joinville again in

1317, and on the 11th July 1319 he died at the age of

ninety-five, leaving his possessions and his position as

seneschal of Champagne to his second son Anselm. He
was buried in the neighbouring church of St Laurent, where
during the Revolution his bones underwent the usual pro-

fanation. In the next generation but one his male heirs

failed, and the fief passed by marriage through the hou56
of Lorraine to the Guises, and so to the house of Orleans.

Besides his ffistoire de Saint Louis and his Credo or
" Confession of Faith," written much earlier, a considerable

number, relatively speaking, of letters and business

documents concerning the fief of Joinville and so forth are

extant. These have an importance which we shall

consider further on ; but Joinville owes his place in general

estimation only to his history of his crusading experiences

and of the subsequent fate of his hero.

Of the famous French history books of the Middle Ages
Joinvillo's is beyond all doubt that which bears most vivid

impress of the personal characteristics of its composer. It

does not, like Villehardouin, give us tho picture of the

temper and habits of a whole order or cast of men during

an heroic period of human history ; it falls far short of

Froissart in vivid pourtraying of the picturesque and
external aspects of social life; but it is altogether a more
personal book than either. As has been already noticed,

the age and circumstances of the writer must not be
forgotten in reading it. He is a very old man telling of

circumstances which occurred in his youth. He evidently

thinks that the times have not changed for the better

—

what with the frequency with which the devil is invoked
in modern France, and the sinful expenditure common in

the matter of embroidered silk coats. But his laudation of

times past concentrates itself almost wholly on the person of

the sainted king whom, while with feudal independence
he had declined to swear fealty to him, " because I was
not his man," he evidently regarded with an unliinited

reverence. His age, too, while it is garrulous to a degree,

seems to have been entirely free from the slightest taint o\

boasting. No one perhaps ever took less trouble to make
himself out a hero than Joinville. He is constantly

admitting that on such and such an occasion he was terribly

afraid ; he confesses without the least shame that, when
one of his followers suggested defiance of the Saracens and
voluntary death, he (Joinville) paid not the least attention

to him ; nor does he attempt to gloss in any way his refusal

to accompany St Louis on his unlucky second crusade, or

his invincible conviction that it was better to be in mortal
sin th,xn to have the leprosy, or his decided preference for

wine as little watered as might be, or any oth^ weakness.
Yet he was a sincerely religious niaUj ae the curioiis Ci-^rdo

written at Acre and forming a kind of anticipated appendix
to the history seems sufficiently to show. He presents him-
self as an altogether human person, brave enough in the
field, and at least when young capable of extravagant devo-
tion to an ideal, provided the ideal was fashionable, but
having at bottom a sufficient respect for his own skin and
a full consciousness of the side on which his bread rs

buttered. Nor can he be said to be in all respects an in-

telligent traveller. There were in him what may be called

glimmerings of deliberate literature, but they were hardly

more thau glimmerings. His famous description of Greek
fire has a most provoking mixture of circumstantial detail

with absence of verifying particulars. It is as matter of

fact and comparative as Dante, without a touch of Dante's

genius. " Tho fashion of Greek fire was such that it came
to us as great as a tun of. verjuice, and the fiery tail of it

was as big as a miglity lance ; it made such noise in the

coming that it seemed like the thunder from heaven, and
looked like a dragon flying through the air ; so great a
light did it throw that throughout the host men .saw as

though it were day for the light it threw." Certainly the
excellent seneschal has not stinted himself of comparisons
here, yet they can hardly be said to be luminous. That
the thing made a great flame, a great noise, and struck

terror into the beholder, is about the sum of it all. Every
now and then indeed a striking circumstance, strikingly

told, occurs in Joinville, such as the famous incident of the

woman who carried in one hand a chafing dish of fire, in

the other a phial of water, that she might burn heaven
and quench hell, lest in future any man should serve God
merely for hope of the one or fear of the other. But in

these cases tho author only repeats what he has heard from
others. On his own account he is much more interested in

small personal details than in greater things. How the

Saracens, when they took him prisoner, he being half dead
with a complication of diseases, kindly left him " un mien
couverture d'fearlate" which his mother had given him,

and which he put over him, having made a hole therein

and bound it round him with a cord ; how when he came
to Acre in a dilapidated condition an old servant of his

house presented himself, and " brought me dean white

hoods and combed my hair most comfortably " ; how ho
bought a hundred tuns of wine and served it—the best first,

according to high authority—well-watered to his private

soldiers, somewhat less watered to the squires, and to the

knights neat, but with a suggestive phial of the weaker
liquid to mix " si eomme ils v.ouloient,"—these are the

details in which he seems to take greatest pleasure, and for

readers six hundred 3'cars after date perhaps they are not

the least interesting details.

It would, however, be a mistake to imagine that

Joinville's book is exclusively or even mainly a chronicle

of small beer. If he is not a Villehardouin or a Carlyle,

his battlepieces are vivid and truthful, and he has occasional

passages of no small episodic importance, such as that

dealing with the Old Man of the Mountain. But, above
all, the central figure of liis book redeems it from the

possibility of the charge of being commonplace or ignoble.

To St Louis Joinville is a nobler Boswell ; and hero-

wor.shipper, hero, ahd heroic ideal, all have something of

the sublime about them. The very pettiness of the details

in which the good seneschal indulges as to his own weak-

nesses only serves to enhance the sublime unworldliness of

the king. Joinville is a better warrior than Louis, but,

while the former fraukly prays for his own safety, the latter

only thinks of his army's-when they have escaped from the

hands of the aliens. One of the king's knights boasts that

ten thousand pieces have been "forcont^'." (counted short)

to the Saracens ; and it is with the utmost trouble that

Joipvilla^nd the rest cap persuade the king that this is a
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j.ike, aiiJ tint tlio Saracens are much more likely to Invo

j^ot the advantage. He warns JoinviUe against wiuu-

bibbing, against bad language, against all manner of foibles

small and great ; and tbe puijil acknowledges tliat this

physician at any rate had healed himself in these respects.

it is truo that he is severe towards infidels ; and his

approval of the knight who, finding a Jew likely to get the

belter of a theological argument, resorted to the baculino

variety of logic, does not meet the views of the 19th

centuiy. But Louis was not of the 19th century but of

the 13th, and after li is kiud he certainly deserved Joinville's

admiration. Side by side with his indignation at the idea

of cheating his Saracen enemies may be mentioned his

answer to those who after Taillebourg complained that he

had let off Henry III. too easily. "Ho is my man now,

and ho was not before," said the king, a most unpaetical

person certainly, and in some ways a soro saint for France.

But it is easy to understand the half-despairing adoration

with which a shrewd and somewhat prosaic person like

JoinviUe must have regarded this iiower of chivalry born

out of due time. He has liad his reward, for assuredly

the portrait -of St Louis from the early collection of anec-

dotes to the last hearsay sketch of the woeful end at Tunis,

with the famous h'lisciynemeiit which is still the best sum-

mary of the theoretical duties of aChristian king in mediipval

times, is such as to take away all charge of vulgarity or

mere coniniirarje from .loinviUe, a charge to which other-

wise he might perhaps have been exposed.

The arrangement of the book is, considering its circum-

stances and the date of its composition, sufficiently methodi-

cal. According to its own account it is divided into three

parts,—the first dealing generally with the character and

conduct of the hero ; the second with his acts and deeds

in Kgypt, Palestine, itc., as JoinviUe knew them ; the

third with his subsequent lifu and death. Of these the

last is very brief, the first not long; the middle constitatcs

the bulk of the v/ork. The contents of the first part are,

as might be e.xpectcil, miscelhinco\is enough, and consist

ch icily of stories chosen to show the valour of Louis, his

piety, his justice, his personal temperance, and so forth.

The second part enters upon the history of the crusade itself,

and tells how JoinviUe—he would hardly have done this

later— [I'eilgcd all his land save so much as would bring in

a thousand livros a year, and started with a brave retinue

of nine knights (two of whom besides himself wore
bannerets), and shared a ship with the Sire d'Aspremont,

leaving Juinville without raising his eyes, " pour ce cjue le

cuer no me attondrisist du biau chastcl que je lessoio et de
mes dou.K enfans "

; how they could not get out of sight of

a high moimtainous island (Lampcdusa or Pantcllaria) till

they had made a procession round the masts in honour of

the Virgin ; how they reached first Cyprus and then Egypt;
how they took Damietta, and then entangled themselves in

the Delta. Bad generalship, which is sulHcicntly obvious,

unwholesome food,—it was Lent, and they ate the Nile

fish which had been feasting on the carcases of the slain,

—

and Greek fire did the rest, and personal valour was of

little avail, not merely against superior numbers and better

generals, but against dysentery and a certain " mal de I'ost

"

which attacked the mouth and the legs, a curious human
version of a well-known bestial malady. After ransom
Acre was the chief scene of Louis's stay in the East, and
here JoinviUe lived in some state, and saw not a few
iiitere.'*ting things, hearing besides much gossip as to the

interior affairs of Asia from ambassador.s, merchants, and
others. At last they journeyed back again to France, not

without considerable e.\i)eriences of the perils of the dee|i,

which JoinviUe tells with a good deal of spirit. The
remainder of the book is very brief. Some anecdotes of

the kiug's "justice," his favourite and dbtinguishiog

attribute, during the sixteen years which intcrvencd"'Be-

tween the two crusades are given ; then comes the story

of Joinville's own refusal to join the second expedition, a

refusal which bluntly alleged the harm done by the king's

men who stayed at home to the vassals of those who went
abroad as the reason of Joinville's resolution to remain
behind. The death of the king at Tunis, his EiiseiynemeHt

to his son, and the story of his canonization, complete the
work.

Tile book in wliicli this inteiestiug story is told h.is li.id a literary

liistory which less alfects its matter than the vicissitudes to which
Fioissart has been subjected, but which is liardly less curious in its

way. There is no rcasou for supposing that JoinviUe indulged in

various editions, such as those which liavc given JIM. Kervyn do
Lettenliove and Simeon Luce so much trouble, and which make so

vast a ditt'erence between the first and the last redaction of the

chronicler of the Hundred Vears' War. Indeed the great age of the

senesclial of Champagne, and liis intimate first-hand acciuaintance

with his .subject, made such varUtions extremely improbable. But,
whereas there is no great dillieulty (though much labour) in ascer-

taining the original aud all subsequent texts of Troissart, the ori-

ginal te.xt of JoinviUe was until a few years ago unknown, and even
now may be said to be in the state of a conjectural restoration. It

has beeu sai'l that the book was presented to Louis le Hutin. Kow
we havo a catalogue of Louis le Hutin's library, and, strange to

say, JoinviUe does not figure in it. His book seem» to have under-

gone very much the same fate as that which befell the originals of

the lirst two volumes of tiie PaMon Letters which Sir Johu Fenn
presented to George the Third. Several royal iibr.iry catalogues

of tho 14th century arc known, but in none of these does the

Ilistoirc dc St Louis appear. It does ajipear in that of Charles V,

(1411), but apparently no copy even ot this survives. As every-

body knows, however, books could be and were multiplied by the

pioecss of copying tolerably freely, and a copy at first or second
hand which belonged to the fiddler king Rene in the 15th century
\\as used for the first printed edition in 1547. Other editions were
I'linted fiom other versions, all evidently posterior to the original,

tjut in 1741 the well-known mediievalist La Curnc do St Palayc
fjund at Lucca a manusciipt of the IGth centuiy, evidently i-epre-

seuting an older text than any yet iiriutcd. Three years later a

14th centuiy copy was found at Brussels, and this is the standaid
ni.inusciipt autliority for the text of JoinviUe. Those who prefer

to rest on MS. authority will probably hold to this text, which
appears in the well-known collection of MM. Miehaud and Pou-
juulat as well as tliat of Duchon, and in a careful aiid useful sepa-

r.ite edition by M. Fianeisque Michel. The modem science of

critieiil editing, however, wliich applies to mediieval texts the prin-

ciples long recognized in editing the classics, has discovered in the
I'ith century manuscript, and still more in the original niisccllaue-

ous works of JoinviUe, the letters, deeds, &c., already alluded to,

the materials for what we have already called a conjectui-al rcsto-

lation, which is not without its inti-rest, though perhaps it is

possible for that interest to be exaggerated. M. Natah's de Wailly
is the Joinvillian OrcUi or Lachlnann, and his later editions (for he
lias produced sevcr:d) exhibit the results of the new learning. Thetc
results are not trilling, for all students of Old French know that a
remarkable change—irom the purely linguistic point of view more
remarkable perhaps than any of snl)seqncnt occurrence—passed over
the language between the beginning and the end of the century in

w hieh JoinviUe died. But they alfect the matter of tlie hook little,

aud as such cannot be compared with the changes evident in the

Anglican anil Gallican editions, so to speak, of Fioissart. Their

interest, however, is much too great aud too typical not to deserve

that some notice should be given to them here.

For merely general readers liuchon's or Jliehaud's editions of

uoinviUe will amply sulficc. Both possess translations iuto modein
French, which however, are hardly necessary, for the language is

very easy. M. do W.ailly's editions of ISfiS and 1874 are critical

editions, the value of which is considerable, but contestable. They
arc accoin])anied by ample annotations and appendices, with illus-

trations of great merit and value. Much valuable information

appeared for the first time in the edition of M. F. Michel, 1859.

To these may be added M. A. F. Didot's J^tnihs suf Juinville, and
somo articles in the Bibliotluqnc dc VEcoh dts Cliarlcs and in

Jlumania. A good sketch of the whole subject will be found in

Aubcrtin's Jlistoirc dc la LangiCc ct dc la Littiraturc Fraiii^aiscs ati

Moyrn Arjc, ii. 196-211. (ti. SA.)

JOLIET, the county seat of Will county, Illinois, United

States, is situated on both sides of the Des Planes river, 40
miles south-west of Chicago, with which it is connected by
three railroads and the Illinois and Michigan canal. The
State penitentiary near the city,.-erected at a cost of over

$1,000,000, is one of the largest in the United State*.
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Manufactures of various kinds, especially of iron and steel,

barbed fence wire, agricultural implements and macbinery,

paper, boots and shoes, cut stone, draining tiles, and sewer

pipes, are extensively carried on. The coal-fields of

Wilmington, Morris, and Streator are within a few miles

of the city. Quarries of good building stone, and deposits

of fireclay, sand, and cement gravel abound in the neigh-

bourhood. Joilet is an important railroad centre, from
which large quantities of manufactured articles, grain,

cattle, and hogs are despatched daily. Population ia 1880,
11,G59.

JOMINI, Henry, B.yeon (1779-18G9), general in the

French and afterwards in the Russian service, and writer

on military tactics, was born Gth March 1779 at Payerne in

the canton of Vaud, Switzerland, where his father held the

dignity of magistrate. At an early period he showed a

marked preference for a military life, but at first he was
disappointed of his hopes by the dissolution of the Swiss

regiments of France at the Hevolution. For some years ho
acted as clerk in a banking house in Paris, until the out-

break of the Swiss revolution, when he returned to his native

country, and at the early age of nineteen was appointed

chief secretary of war. At the peace of Luneville in 1801
lie returned to Paris and introduced himself to Marshal
Ney, who made him his aide-de-camp and private secretary.

In 1804 he published Traite des grandes. operations mili-

.taires, which in 1805 he jiresented to N,apoleon on the field

• of Austerlitz as the work of a young Swiss officer. A few
idays afterwards he was named colonel, and appointed first

aide-de-camp to Alarshal Ney. In 180G he published a

treatise on the probabilities of the war with Prussia, the

ability of which so impressed Napoleon that he resolved to

attach him to his person. He was present with Napoleon
at the battle of Jena, but afterwards joined Ney, and afforded

him important assistance in delivering his army from a very

perilous situation. After the peace of Tilsit he was made
chief of the stalT to Ney, and created a baron. In the

Spanish campaign of 1808 his skilful advice contributed

in no small degree to the victories of Ney, but on account

of that general's jealousy he resigned his commission, and he

was entering into negotiations with the emperor of Ilussia,

when Napoleon, leirning his intention, compelled liim to

remain in the French service with the rank of brigadier-

general. On his refusal to take part in the Russian
campaign. Napoleon named him governor of Wilna ; but
during the retreat from Moscow ho at once placed his

strategic skill and knowledge of the country at the service

of France, and, having after the battle of Liitzen obtained

his old office under Marshal Ney, he suggested the ha[ipy

manceuvre which led to the victory of Bautzen. Finding,

towever, that the road to promotion was closed against

liim, he again offered his services to Russia. They were
accepted, and he obtained the rank of lieutenant-general

and was named aide-de-camp to the emperor. He gave
the important assistance of his counsel to the allied

armies during the German campaign, but declined to take

jiart iu the passage of the Rhine and the invasion of

France in 1814. In 1817 he returned to Paris, where he
published rr/ncipes de la stralvf/ie, 3 vols., 1818; Ilistoire

trilifiie el militaire des mnipagnes de la Itemhuion de
1792 a 1801, 15 vols., 1819-24; Vie po/iliqne et militaire

tie Xiipoleon, 1827. In 1826 be again entered the service

of Russia, and in the Turkish campaign of 1828 his sagaci-

ous advice led to the capitulation of Varna. Afterwards
lie was employed in organizing the military academy at St
Petersburg and in superintending the military studies of

the czarowitz, for the use of whom he wrote Tableau
aiialythjue des prineipales comlinaisoiis de la r/uerre, the
new and improved edition of which was named Precis de

i'art df Ui guerre. During the later period of his life

Jomini resided at Brussels, but he afterwards returned ta
Paris, where he died March 24, 18G9. Although Jomini
played a secondary and unobtrusive part in the great
military events of his time, the military triumphs of France
were in no inconsiderable degree due to his masterly
counsels

; and doubtless, had circumstances conspired to

grant him the opportunity of playing a practical and in-

i

dependent role, he would have achieved for himself a place

among the greatest generals of his country. His delinea-

tions of the campaigns of Napoleon arc the ablest military

account of these great wars, and his exposition of the laws
of tactics and strategy have achieved for him European
fame.

See rtTdinanil Lcronitc, Lc Ociitml Jovihii, sn vie et sen tcrits,

1861 ; and Lc Univritl Jomini, Ipy Siiiiilt'- Ul-uvu, 18G9.

JOMMELLI, NiccoL^ (1714-1774), a famous Italian

composer of the last century, was born at Avcr.sa near

Naples, September 11, 1714, and received his musical edu-

cation at two of the famous music schools of that capital,

being at first a pupil of Durante at the Coiiscrvatorio di

Sau Onofrio, and subsctjuently studying composition uiiiUr

Leo at La PietJi dei Turchini. His first opera, VKrrore
Amoroso, was produced when Jommelli w.as ouly twenty-

three, at Naples, and so timid was the young composer that

he prefixed a pseudonym to his work. The result, how-
ever, was favourable beyond all expcctatioiij and encouraged

Jommelli to continue his career as a dramatic comjioser.

Three years afterwards he went to Rome to produce two
new operas, and thence to Bologna, wliere he became
acquainted with and profited by the advice of Padre Martini,

the greatest contrapuntist of his age. In the meantime
Jommelli's fame began to spread beyond the limits of his

country, and in 1745 he went for the first time to Vienna,

where one of his finest operas, Didune, was produced.

Three years later he reburned to Italy, and in 1754 he
obtained the post of chapel-master to the music loving duke
of Wiirtemberg at Stuttgart, which city he made his home
for a number of years. Here he considerably modified his

style in accordance with German taste, so much so that,

when after an absence of fifteen years he returned to Naples,

his countrymen hissed twu of his operas off the stage. He
retired in consequence to his native village, and only occa-

sionally emerged from his solitude to take part in the

musical life of the capital.

llis last composition was a Miserere written a few weeks

before his death, which took place at Naples, August 28,

1774. In the last-named work, as well as in his other

church composition.s, Jommelli proves himself to be a

musician of earnest purpose and sound scholarship. In

his operatic music he follows essentially the style of his

age, being intent on writing effective pieces for the voice

rather than upon expressing the feelings and passions of the

characters ; but even here he betrays a certain elevation of

sentiment not always to be found amongst the composers

of the latter half of the 18th century. His best dramatic

work is generally supposed to be Armida, one of the operas

scorned by the Neapolitans in 1771.

JONAH. The Book of Jonah is so named from the

principal personage of the narrative, only mentioned

elsewhere in 2 Kings xiv. 25. Jonah there appears as a

native of Zebulun, and a contemporary of Jeroboam II.

(8th century B.C.). If the book of Jonah were written

then, it has a claim to rank as the oldest of the prophetic

writings (Joel being in all probability of post-exile origin).

The problems connected with this little book are, however,

so great that no judicious critic would think of admitting

such a date as proved. The problems are twofold :— (1)

was the book written at one jet ? and (2) is it to be under-

stood as a history, or as an allegorical tale, and, if the latter,

is it, or is it not, basad at all upon tradition, or upon a
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nature-myth ! Kijbier thinks that he can trace " the

hand of a late reviser, who has made alterations, interpola-

tions, and transpositions of versos and sentences ....
There is at tlie very beginning of the story a perceptible

lacuna in the second verse, where we are not told what
Jonah was to announce to the men of Nineveh." He
iifTers very plausible grounds for preferring the reading of

ihe Septuagint in iii. 4, " yet three days, and Nineveh

shall be overthrown," and points out that the alteration into

"forty days" involves an interference with part of the

details of tlie narrative. He detects traces of interpolation

in i. 8, iu 2-10 (A. V. 1-9), iii. 9, iv. 1-4, and other

pa-ssagcs, and regards the passage iv. 5-8 as " full of inser-

tions and variants." After purging the text from later

additions and enlargements, we obtain a brief but simple

and striking story, which, according to Kiihler, formed

part of a book of prophetic narrations, and therefore com-

menced with " And " Later Jews, by very plausible conjec-

tures, in search of a lesson-book oti penitence for reading

in times of public calamity, modified and interpolated it

(comp. Mishna, Taaniyy<Ah, ii.). This is not the place to

discuss this conjecture in detail ; it is favoured by analogy

and cannot be rejected without consideration. It enables

us to account for comparatively primitive conceptions of the

Godhead, and the naivete in the description of the heatheu

mariners, and supplies a lucns dawU to the orthodox view

of the book which would otherwise be destroyed by acute

rationalistic criticism. The additions may be later, but
the kernel of the narrative may be old.

At the same time, it will be seen at once that to grant

that the kernel of the narrative may bo pre-exile is not to

grant that it is historical. From a purely literary point of

view it has been urged that " the marks of a story are as

patent in the book of Jonah as in any of the tales of the

Thousand and One Nights." Tlie greatest of tlie improba-

bilities is a moral one ; can we conceive of a large heathen

. city being converted"by an obscure foreign prophet? "To
judge of the degree of this improbability, it is enough to

read any inscription you please of an Assyrian king.

Fancy Sargon or Sennacherib in the presence of Jonah.

The case quoted by the Speaker's Commentary of a

Christian priest frightening a Mahometan town into

repentance is not to the point, for Christians and Mos-
lems have a common basis in theism. How could the

Ninevites give credence to a man who was not a servant

of Asshurl" It is obvious that in New Testament times

(see }ilatt. xii. 39-40, Luke xi. 29-30, and JIatt. xvi. 4)

the symbolic meaning of the book was the most im-

[loftant part of it. Why should it not have been origin-

ally composed with a symbolic or allegorical object? For
the hearers of ChrLst, one symbolic meaning was the most
important, but probably enough (for Scripture is many-
Kided) other ages saw diiferent meanings. The truths of

the equality of Jews and heathen before God, the prophetic

and missionary character of the people of Israel, and the

conditional character of i>rophecy, have all been suggested

a.i ])ossible meanings, and all possess great plausibility.

Mr Tylor (Early Hislory of Mankind, pp. 33G, 337, and
rrimUive Culture, i. 30G) has already pointed out the

close superficial resemblance between the story of Jonah
and various solar myths ; and indeed the former was long

ago connected with the myths of Hercules and Hesione,

and Perseus and Andromeda. To suppose a direct imita-

tion of these Greek myths is, indeed, quite gratuitous.

Preller's handbook will show that the most circumstantial

parallels to the Hebrew only occur in the narratives of later

writers. These late narratives, however, are not improbably
derived in part from earlier sources, and at any rate if.

-l/inormant and 51. Clermont Gauncau have pointed out
^Babylonian and Egyptian affinities for the Greek myths in

question. " In Mesopotamia the story is naturally more
original and more transparent. In Mr George Smith's
translation, Tiamtu the dragon opens its mouth to swallow
Bel Merodach, but in vain (Smith's Chaldsean Genesis, by
Sayce, p. 111)." A remarkable passage in Jereniiih (li.

44), evidently alluding to a popular mythic story, seems
to supply a missing link between the narrative of Jonah
and the original myth. "Like the latter, it describes the
destroyer as the dragon, like the former, it converts both
destroyer and destroyed into symbols," no uncommon
phenomenon in poetical passages of the Old Testament.*

The evidences of date are difficult to seize. The use of

the uncommon phrase, Yahveli Elohim (iv. G), points to

a date synchronizing with that of Gen. ii,, iii., but when
those chapters were written is a debatable question. JIany
have argued the exile or post-exile origin of the book from
the supposed Aramaizing character of the style ; against

this view, Pusey's introduction deserves reading. The
arguments from internal evidence have been made best use

of by Kuenen, who couples it with the book of Ruth
as a product of the opposition to the strict and exclusive

policy of Ezra towards heathen nations. Kalisch's theory

is that the book is a romance founded perhaps on fact.

'

" Why should not the substance of the story, though
the historical annals make no allusion to such enterprise,

be founded on a real fact ? Jonah, being on intimate rela-

tions with his sovereign, might have been employed by him
for important ofiices; foreign embassies were not unusual,

and some such legation from the king of Israel to the king

of Assyria is actually mentioned by Jonah's contemporary
Hosea (v. 13)" (Bible Studies, ii. 122).

Mfid-Tii Literature.—Besi-Ics tlie cnnimcnt.ii ics, sec Kupno:i,
Kelir/ion of Israel, ii. 237-44 ; NulJtke, Die AlUatninnitl. Liln--

otiir, Lcijisic, 1868, ]'p. 72-80; Clieyne, ''Jonalt, a Stmlym Jewish
Folklore ami Religion," iu Tlieologie/il lUricw, 1877, I'p. 211-19

;

KaliM'li, Bible Studies, -p^wlW., 1878 (revieweil by Oort, Theologisch
Tijilsrhrift, 1878); Kohl.T, "Tlie Ori;;inal Form of the Bonk of

Jonah," in Thcelocjiad nnicu; 1879, pp. 139-44. (T. K. C.)

JONAH, Rabbi, of Cordova, the most eminent Jewish
grammarian and lexicographer of the Middle Ages, known
also among Hebrew authors as R. Merinos (Maiinus), but
now usually called by his Arabic name Abu '1 Walid
Merw.-ln ibn Jan.ih, was born at Cordova towards the close

of the 10th century, but spent his youth partly at the

neighbouring Jewish town of Lucena (Alisana), where he
studied under Isaac ben Gikatila and Isaac ben Saul. He
appears not to have returned to Cordova till after the death
of the famous Hayyuj, the founder of a scientific Hebrew
grammar based on the doctrine of triliteral roots. Though
not a personal disciple of Hayyuj, Abu '1 Walid adopted
the general principles of his system, and early applied

himself to the task of completing and correcting the

observations of his predecessor on the subject of weak roots.

While engaged in these studies he retired from Cordova
during the siege of the town by the Berber prince Suleiman

(1013 ), and took up his residence in Saragossa, where
he published his first work, the Kitdb el Mustalhik, so

named because it contained an attempt to supply tlie

omissions of Hayyuj. The Jews of Saragossa were not

favourably disposed to the new philology, and the writings

of .Abu '1 Walid were not only displeasing to men of the

old school, but involved him in bitter controversy with the

professed disciples of H.iyyuj, on whose views he had
presumed to improve. The most formidable of these

antagonists was Samuel Ibn J^rvgdela Hallevy, the prime
minister of Granada. Abu "1 Valid had much to suffer

from the rancour of so influential an opponent, but he
persisted in his studies, which were finally crowned by the

' It is worth noticing that the " fi>li
" of Jonah is fouml five or six

times iu paintings in the Roman catacombs assigned to the lirst two
ce&turies, and that it is distinctly a dragou.

XIIL - 9i
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publication of the A'ildb el TanWi, or " Cook of Minute
Research," a grammatical and lexicographical work of the
first order, which is still consulted by scholars, and can
never be opened without admiration for the range and
precision of the author's scholarship and the soundness
of his philological method. There is more Hebrew to be
learned from Abu '1 Walid than from all the later rabbins
put together. Abu '1 Walid was essentially a philologist.

He had essayed poetry in his youth, was read in philosophy,
and

_
not only jiractised as a physician but wrote on

medicine ; but the devotion of his life was .concentrated
on the exact verbal study of Scriptuie. Armed with a
thorough knowledge of the language and grammatical
system of the Arabs, as well as of the dialects of Jewish
Aramaic, he studied the Biblical idiom in the light of the
cognate Semitic tongues, and in a spirit of pure scholarship,
free from traditional prejudice.

The e.xtant minor works of R. Jonali Il.wc lieen imblisheJ in
Arabicwith aFiencli tr.inslation by J. miilH. Dcrenbourp, Opuscules
cl TraiUs d'Abou 'I- H^alUl, Paris, 1880. The lirst or grammatical
part of the Kitdb cl-Taiiklh lias been [Miblishcd in the imperfect
Hebrew version, entitled Scfcr Harikmn by GoldbeiR, Fiankforr-
on-the-Maii), 1850. The lexicographical part of the KUdb cl-VsitI,

or Book of Roots, was published in Arabic by Neubauer, Oxford,
18?5.- For furtlier details as to the life and works of Abu '1-

Walid see Munk's articles in Journal Asiatiquc, 1850, 1851; and
Derenbonrg, op. d

^

JONAS, Justus (1493-1555), a German Protestant
Reformer, was born at Nordhausen in Thuringia 5th June
1493. In 1506 he entered the university of Erfurt, where
he graduated in law in 1516 ; but, having been converted
to the doctrines of Luther, he, about 1519, resolved to

study theology. In 1521 he accompanied Luther to the diet

of Worms. The same year he was appointed professor of

canon law at Wittenberg, where shortly afterwards he be-

came doctor in theology, and occupied himself much in

preaching. During the next twenty years he took part in

many church visitations and conferences, and translated into

German several of the works of Luther and Melanchthon.
In 1541 he became superintendent of the churches at Halle,

whence he was banished by the elector Maurice of Saxony
in 1546. He returned for a short time in 1547 and again
in 1548, but was unable to resume his interrupted tasks;
after a short stay at Jena, where he had some share in the
ordering of the new university, he became court-preacher
at Coburg in 1551. In 1553 he was called as first -pastor

to Eisfeld, where he died 9th October 1555. Among the
theological tractates of Jonas is Discussio pro conjugio
sacerdotali, 1523. He also wrote an account of the pro-

ceedings of the conference of Marburg;
See Reinhard, De Vita ct obitu Justi Jonss, 17>3 ; Knapp, Nar-

ratio de Justo Jona, 1817 ; and the life by Hasse in Jleurer's Leben
der Altvatcr dcr hUh. Kirchi, 2864.

JONES, Inigo (c. 1572-1651), an English architect,

sometimes called the "English Palladio," was the son of a
cloth-worker, and was born in London about 1572. It is

stated that he became apprenticed to a joiner, but at any
rate his talent for drasving attracted somehow the atten-
tion of a nobleman, by some affirmed to have been the
earl of Arundel, by others the earl of Pembroke, who sent
him to study landscape-painting in Italy. His preference
soon transferred itself to architecture, and, following chiefly
the style of Palladio, he acquired at Venice such consider-
able reputation that in 1604 he was invited by Christian
IV. to Denmark, where he is said to have designed the two
great royal palaces of Rosenborg and Frederiksborg. In
the following year he accompanied Anne of Denmark to
the court of James L of England, where, besides being
appointed architect to the queen and Prince Henry, he was
employed in supplying the designs and decorations of the
court masques. Aftera second visit to Italy in 1612, Jones
was appointed surveyor-general of the royal buildings by

James I., and was engaged to prepare designs for a new
palace at Whitehall. In 1620 he was employed by the

king to investigate the origin of Stonehenge, when he
came to the absurd conclusion that it had been a Roman
temple. Shortly afterwards he was appointed one of the
commissioners for the repair of St Paul's, but the work was
not begun till 1633. Under Charles I. he enjoyed the
•same offices as under his predecessor, and in the capacity of

designer of the masques he came into collision with Ben
Jonson, who on this account has frequently made him the

butt of his satire. After the civil war Jones was forced to

pay heavy fines as a courtier and malignant. He died in

poverty July 5, 1651.

A list of the principal buildings designed by Jones is given'iii
Daliaway's edition of Walpole's Anrcdotcs of Painting, and for nil

estimate of him as an architect see the arliJe AncHirrcTURE, vol.

ii. p. ii2, f\.nid\^o?evg\\s50ii\ History of Modern Architecture. TIic
Architecture of Pallndio, in 4 books, by Inigo Jone?, appeared ill

1715; TIlc Most Notable Antiquity of Great Britain, catlcd Stente-

hcngc, restored by Inigo Jones, iu 1655 (an edition, witli memoir,
1725); the Designs of Iiiigo Jour.'!, by W. Kent, in 1727; and The
Designs of Inigo Jctnes, by J. Wai-e, in 1757.

JONES, JoHK Paul (1747-1792), was 'born July 6,

1747, on the estate of Arbigland, in the parish of Kirkbean
and the stewartry of Kirkcudbright, Scotland, where his

father, John Paul, was gardener. At twelve he went to sea

as apprentice to a mercliant of Whitehaven, in whose ships

he visited America several times. He became a skilful

sailor, and was for some time mate of a slaver in the West
Indies. On his way back to England, after leaving the

slave trade in disgust, the captain and mate of the ship in

which he was both died ; anrl the skilful manner in which

Paul Jones brought the ship safely intu port induced the

owners to appoint him captain. In 1773, having for some
unknown reason assumed the cognomen Jones, he settled

in Virginia, on a property which had fallen to him on the

death of an older brother. When the American war of

independence broke out two years later, Jones took up
arms for the colonies, and accepted a command in the navy
of the new republic. He did good service against his

native land, and in 1777 was sent to France to receive a

more important command. Disappointed in that, he sailed

in 1778 to the English coast in his ship "Ranger," and
availed himself of his early knowledge to land at White-

haven, where, however, he was unsuccessful in his attempt

to fire the shipping. Next year he .sailed on a similar

expedition in the "Bonhomme Richard," along with other

vessels, and, steering up the Firth of Forth, was only pre-

vented by a strong westerly gale from attacking Leith.'

On his way south again he fell in, off Flamborough Head,'

with the English ship " Serapis," which after a long and

bloody combat he compelled to strike. That exploit raised

his fame to its acme. On his return to Paris he was feted

and caressed by the best society ; and Louis XVI. pre-

sented him with a gold-hilted sword, and decorated him
with the military Order of Merit. After some time spent

in America, where he was much chagrined by the neglect

that met his boastful requests for further employment,

Paul Jones returned to Paris as agent for all prizes taken

in Europe under his own command. tWhile he resumed

his efforts to pose as a man of ton, he attended carefully

to his duties. A favourable report to Congress as to his

naval services was followed by a vote of a gold medal

from that body in 1786. In 1788 the Chevalier Jones

entered the service of the empress Catherine of Russia,

and became as enthusiastic a Russian as he-had_been

an American. He was appointed to a command in the

Black Sea,- with the rank of rear-admiral, to act against

the Turks ; but the jealousy and rivalry of the Russian

commanders brought about his recall in less than eight

months. Summoned to St Petersburg, on pretext uxif
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recem'ng a post in the North Sea, be was left in restless

idleness, until at last two years' formal leave of absence

was granted him. On this virtual dismissal, Paul Jones

retired to Paris, soured and disappointed ; and after two

years spent in fruitlessly importuning the Russian court,

he died in that city on July 18, 1792.

Paul Jones is described as a " short, thick, little fellow,

about 5 feet 8 inches in height, of a dark swarthy com-

plexion." Naval skill and bravery he certainly had, but

his letters prove him to have been boastful and quarrel-

some. He writhed under the suspicion of being an

"adventurer"; once and again he eagerly repels the charge.

English contemporary accounts generally speak of him as

a pirate ; and, though he certainly ranked as an officer of

the United States, the independent manner in which he

cruised might well suggest letters of marque rather than a

Government commission.

The life of Paul Jones has given rise to much lomance. Cooper,

Dumas, and Allan Cunningham have celebrated him in tlieir

novels ; and scarcely less fictitious are some of his so-called bio-

graphies. The most .luthentic seems to be the Jleiiwirs of Paul

Jones, 2 vols., Edinburgh, 1830.

JONES, Owen (1741-1814), a Welsh antiquary, was

born in 1741 at Llanvihangel Glyn y Myvyr in Denbigh-

shire, and died September 26, 1814, in Thames Street,

London. Introduced in 1760 to the service of a London

firm of furriers (Kidney it Nutt), he ultimately succeeded

to their business, and continued to carry it on with success

till his death. His fancy had been fired in boyhood with a

passion for the poetry of his country, and, when wealth and

leisure were attained, he devoted them both to the acquisi-

tion of the ancient monuments of the art. Assisted by

Edward William of Glamorgan (lolo Morganwg), and Dr
Owen Pughe, he published, at a cost of more than £1000,

the well-known ili/vyrian Arcliaiology of Wales (Lond.,

1801-7, 3 vols.), a great collection of pieces dating from

the 6th to the 14th century. The manuscripts which he

had brought together are now deposited in the British

Museum,—the material not utilized in the Myvyrian

Archaiology amounting to 100 volumes containing 16,000

pages of verse and 15,300 pages of prose. Jones was the

founder of the Gwyneddigion Society (1772) in London

for the encouragement of Welsh studies and literature

;

and he commenced in 1805 a miscellany—the Greal—of

which, howevei', only one volume appeared. An edition

of the poems of Davydd ab Gwilym was also issued at his

expense. A new edition of t\i& Myvyriayi Archaioloc/y was

published at Denbigh in 1870.

JONES, Owen (1809-1874), arcmtect and art-decorator,

son of the subject of last notice, was born in London in

1809. After an apprenticeship of six years in an architect's

oCSce, he travelled for four y^ars in Italy, Greece, Turkey,

Egypt, and Spain, making a special study of the Alhambra

in the last-mentioned country. On his return to England

in 1836 he busied himself in his professional work. His

forte was interior decoration, for which his formula was—

-

"form without colour is like a body without a soul." He
was one of the superintendents of works for the Exhibition

of 1851 ; and, as director of decorations for the Crystal

Palace at Sydenham, he arranged the Egyptian, Greek,

Roman, and Alhambra courts, besides being responsible for

tlie general decoration of the whole building. Along with

Mr (afterwards Sir Digby) Wyatt, Jones collected the casts

of works of art on the Continent which adorn the different

courts. In his later years he was much engaged in the

decoration of private houses, among which may be reckoned

the viceroy of Egypt's palace at Gesch. In 185" he

received the royal medal for architecture ; and after other

disticetions, he was awarded a diploma of honour at the

Vienna Exhibition of 1873. He died ia London, April

19, 1874.

Owen Jones is described in The Builder for 1874 as " the
most potent apostle of colour that architectural England has had
in these days." His range of activity is to he traced in his works:
Flans, Elevations, and Dclails of the Alhambra (1835-45), iu

which he was assisted by JIM. Goury and Gayangos ; Designs for
Mosaic and Tessehited Parcmcnts, 1842 ; Poli/ehromatie Ornament

of Italy, 1845; An Attempt to dejinc the Principles ichich regulate

the Eiiiplotjmcnt of Colour in Decorative Arts, 1852; Handbook to

the Alhambra Court; Orammur of Ornaiuciit, fol., 1856, a very

important work; One XJionsand and One Initial Letters, 1S64;
Sctcn Hundred and Two Monogram:, 1864; and Exanrples of

Chinese Ornament, 1867.

JONES, SiE William (174C-1794), one of the most

accomplished linguists and Oriental scholars that England
has produced, was born in London September 28, 1746.

When seven years old he was sent to Harrow, where he
soon far excelled all his school-fellows in every branch

of study. But the classical routine of a public school

failed to satisfy the ardent thirst for knowledge dis-

played by the boy from his earliest childhood. He
accordingly began to apply himself, during the last three

years of his life at Harrow, to the study of Oriental

languages, teaching himself the rudiments of Arabic, and

becoming sufficiently familiar with Hebrew to be able to

read that language with tolerable ease. The greater part

of his vacations he devoted to the improvement of his

acquaintance with French and Italian by assiduously

practising composition in those tongues. In 1764 young

Jones went to Oxford and entered University College,

where he continued to prosecute his studies with unabated

vigour. Though obliged to give up a considerable portion

of his time to the classical studies required by the university

course, he still directed his attention chiefly to Oriental

literature, particularly to Persian and Arabic. In acquiring

the latter language he received effective assistance from a

Syrian named Mirza, whom he discovered in London and

brought with him to Oxford. Meanwhile, however, not

content with all this work, he managed to make consider-

able progress in Italian, Spanish, and Portuguese. At
nineteen he left Oxford to become tutor to Earl Spencer's

eldest son, and remained with that nobleman's family for

five years. In 1766 Jones obtained a fellowship which

placed him in a position of independence, and enabled him
to give his undivided attention to his linguistic pursuits.

On his return from a short visit to the Continent, where he

picked up some knowledge of German, he began the study

of Chinese, and made himself master of the radical

characters of that language. Though not more than

twenty-two years of age, he was already becoming famous

for his acquirements as a linguist and Oriental scholar.

Accordingly when Christian VII., king of Denmark, visited

England in 1768, bringing with him a life of Nadir Shah

in Persian, Jones was requested to render the MS. into

French. He agreed, and the translation appeared in 1770,

with an introduction containing a description of Asia and a
short history of Persia (2 vols. 8vo ; new ed., 1790). This

was followed in the same year by a treatise in French on

Oriental poetry, and by a metrical translation, in the same
language, of the odes of Hafiz.

For some time Jones had been thinking of taking up
the law as a profession, and, having now finally decided

on doing so, he became a member of the Temple. About
this time the French Orientalist, Anquetil Du Perron,

published his translation of the Zend Avesta, in the intro-

duction to which he made an unjustifiable attack on Oxford.

Jon§s, taking on himself the defence of his university,

addressed an anonymous letter in French to Du Perron, in

which he convicted that scholar of unwarrantable invective

and wilful misrepresentation. It is a remarkable proof of

Jones's great talent for languages that the racy and

idiomatic style of the French in this pamphlet led several

foreign savaus to attribute it to the pen of some bet esprit
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'of the Froneli capital. In the same year appeared his

grammar of the Persian language (9th ed., with corrections

.and additions by Samuel Lee, D.D., Lond., 1828), which

is still considered one of the best text-bouks on the subject.

In 1772 Junes published a small volume of poems, chiefly

translations from Asiatic languages, together with two

elcant essays on the poetry of Eastern nations and on the

arts commonly called imitative. His next publication,

which appeared in 177-1, was a treatise entitled Fueseos

Asiaticiv commeniariorum libii sex, the chief aim of which

was to familiarize the European mind with the genius of

Oriental poetry

Being now- admitted to the bar, Jones determined to

_giv6 up all his energies to his legal studies, and renounced

polite literature for some years. Setting to work with the

same eagerness which he displayed in the pursuit of all other

kinds of knowle'dge, he made it his endeavour, not merely

to master the technicalities of law, but to devote himself

to it as a branch of philosophy. Having within two years

acquired a considerable legal reputation, ho was in 177G

appointed commissioner of bankrupts. In 1780 he was

induced by his friends to come forward as a candidate for

the representatiun of the university of Oxford in parlia-

ment, but he withdrew from the contest before the day of

election, as he found he had no chance of success, owing

to the liberal principles he held, especially on the questions

•of the American war and of the slave trade.

[n the winter of 1780-81 ho found leisure to complete

his translation of the seven ancient Arabic poems called

Moalhtiad. Besides writing an Essay on the Law of Bail-

ments, Jones translated in 1781 the speeches of Isaius on

the right of inheritance, and an Arabian poem on the

Mahometan law of succession to the property of intestates,

as bearing on his legal studies.

The hopes which he had for some time entertained of

•obtaining a. seat on the judicial bench in Beng.al, were at

last gratified; on the accession to power of the Shelburne

administration, by which ho was in 178.3 appointed a judge

of the sui)reme court of judicature at Fort William, at the

Bamo time receiving the honour of knighthood. Shortly

after his arrival in Calcutta he founded, in January 17S1,

the Asiatic Society, of which he remained president till

his death. Convinced as he was of the great importance

of consulting the Hindu legal authorities in the original,

.lie lost no time in commencing the study of Sanskrit.

Having in a few years made himself complete master of

the language, he underfook, in 1.788, the task of compiling

a digest of Hindu and Mahometan law, the completion

of which he did not live to see; tlie work was finished,

however, by Colebronke, who edited it at Calcutta in

1800 under the title of Digest of Hindu Laws. In 1789

Sir William-' Jones published the first volume of Asiatic

Researches and his tran.slation of SaJcunlald, the most

famous play of Kalidasa, the greatest Indian dramatist.

He also translated the well-known collection of fables

entitled the Ilitujxidera, the Gitayovinda, an erotic poem by

Jayadeva, and considerable portions of the Veda, besides

editing t!ie text of the Ritusainlti'tra, a short but celebrated

poem by Kalid.isa. His last work, which appeared in

1794, was the translation of the Lnstitutes of Maim, a

compilation of laws and ordinances, dating from the 5th

•century ji.c. Sir William's unremitting literary labours,

together with the conscientious performance of his heavy

judicial work, could not fail to tell -on his health after a

ten years' residence in the climate of Bengal ; and he was

about to return to England when a sudden attack of

inflammation of the liver carried him off in the forty-eighth

year of his age (April 27, 1794).

Tlie amount of iaboui" of various kinds which Sir William Jones
Gomiircssed into tlic space of a comparatively short life scemf -almost

incredible. In addition to numerous other acqnu'cmcnts, lu knew
thirteen langu.a;;es well, and had air elementary aciiuaintanco witli

twenty-eight others. His capacity for assimilating and reproduciug
knowledge of every sort was almost unparalleled, lint his works,

though tliey display a vast amount of learning, ihi not bear tlio

stamp of genius. He shows no originality citin-r in iliscQvering new
truths or in ]ilacing old truths in a new light. Had he eoneenlrateil

his powers, his cxtraor»linal-y industry nnglit have secured him great-|

iR'Ss in some one branch of knowledge ;
but tlicir durusion over too

great a surface contributed greatly to that weakness whi' li is so

niatiifest both in his slylc and in liisciitic.d lacully. His chief

claim to the renrembrame of poslerily will rest on the fact that by
founding the Asiatic Society he rcinle|-ed the language au<l litera-

tnie of the ancieirt >lindus accessilile to I'lurojtcan scholars, and
thus became tlie indirect cause of the splendid acliicvement.s in

the held of Sanskrit and comparative philoloL'y which tlii: present

century has witnessed.

Sir WiUiam .Toncs's cOTiipletc woiijis were ciUti-iI in 1 7'.i!l ('i Vfils. -It..), niiit

rci.liiiled ill 1HI17 (13 vols. S\(i). l."'ltl rei;,'iilIH'litli iiillili>llcil llieliKiii.s iif liis lift..,

MiiIiMl,"*, mill iiiriL-spoiKieiiee in ISiiT (new ill. ls;;.',,-i \(.ls. Svo); and an iiiilnliin-

ijiaiili)-, ]inl)li»lieil hy his m.ii, w.im ininltil in IS Hi. (.\. A. 31.)
|

JONES, William (172G-1800), a divine of the Church
of England, and one of the principal followers of Jidm
Hutchinson, was born at Lowick, Northamptonshire, July

30, 172G. By his father's side he was descended from an

old Welsh family, and one of his progenitors was Colonel

Jones, brother-in-law of Cromwell, lie was educated at

Charterhouse school, from wliicli ho received an exhibition

to University College, Oxford. Tliere a kindled taste for

music, as well as a similarity in regard tj other points of

character, led to his chiso intimacy with (Jcorge Hornc,

afterwards bishop of Norwich, who, chiefly through his

arguments, was induced to embrace Hutchiiisonian (loe-

trines. After obtaining liis bachelor's degree in 1749,

.Tones was curate .successively at Fincdon and Waddenhoo
in Northamptonshire. In 17G4 he was presented to the

vicarage of Bethersden in Kent, and shortly afterwards to

the rectory of I'luckley in the same county, where he t0(Uc

up his residence. In 177G he removed to Nayland, Suffolk,

of which he obtained the perpetual curacy, and, although

in 1798 he became rector of Ilollingbouni, Kent, he con-

tinued to reside at Nayland till his death. Glh January

1800.

-In 1750 Jones jiubli^hed his tractate 0/t ///'' ('ilholii: Jjnctrnic tf
till T/-iiiiti/, a statement of the doctrine from the Hiitehinsoniaii

point of view, with a succinct and aide siiniinary of Scriptni-jil

proofs. This was followed in 1762 I>y an i'.si/fv uti the First I'n'ii-

ci/ilrs n/ ]\'atiiy(it J'hiliiSfjj'Jii/, in which he niaiih^aincd tlio theorieii

of JiUtchinson in opposition to tliose of Sir Isaac .Newlon, and in

1781 he pave a more extended exjiosition of liis opinions in J'fii/sin-

hi'jical iJi^qiii^itioii^. Among his other works are

—

Ldtitrcs tm the

Fi'juralirc L't)i<jiifi'jc of the llniy Seyi^ttnix, 17b'I; Tiic Selmhir

Anncd, 17ri"2; and a life of IJishop ilorne, plcli.xed to Jloilie's

collected U'orl-^, 17115. Jones was also the originator of the Hfiti'ili

Critic, the first nnnibcr of which ap|iearcd in Jlay 1703. His col-

lected works, with a life by W. Steevens, ajuieareil in IhOl, in

12 vols., and his theological and niiscellaneous works with life w-eie

rei>linted in ISIO. Since that timo various editions of Iiiswoiks

have appeared, as well as some volumes of his sermons. A life of

Jones, forming part 5 of, the Uivjn'j'hi/ of En'jlisk Divines, was
published in 1819

JONKOPINO, a town of Sweden, at the head of the

Ian of the same name, in 57' 48° N. laL, about 170 miles

south-west of Stockholm, and 80 cast of Gothenburg. It

occupies a beautiful but somewhat unhealthy position in a

valley between the southern end of Lake Wetter and two

smaller lakes known as .the Eocksjd and dhe Munksjo ; the

very names, indeed, of two parts of the town, the Tyska

Mad and the Svenska Mad, refer to the time when the site

was a marsh and the buildings had to be erected on piles.

The church of St Christina, dating from 1G19-1C73, the

supreme court (built as a private enterprise in '1CC5), the

town-house (rebudt after the conflagration of 1C91), the

buildings of the provincial administration, the artillery,

barra;eks, a theatre, and the high school are the more^note-

worthy edificea Jdnkdping is well known as the s6at ofi

a great safety-match factory, which produced in ISCOJ
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upwarrU of 33,000,000 boxes, of tlie valno of £11,390,

while in 1871 the value reached the sum of i;150,000.

It also contaihs snuifand cigar facturies, an asphalt factory,

dye-works, damask factories, and a variety of niinor estab-

lishments. Tlie population, which has been steadily in-

creasing, numbered 13,037 in 1S7S.

Jbnkopin;; is nifntiouoJ at enrly as 12S4 or 12S8, and the castle

111 1263, wliou WalJcuiar Bir^'ci-isoji niarricil tlie Danish iiriiiccss

Sophia. It was aftcnvanls the scene of many events of moment
ill Scandinavian history:—the lailiaments of 1S57, 1-139, and

1390; the meeting of the Danish and Swcdi-h plenipotentiaries in

141S; and the death of Stcn Stnra, the elder, in lj03. 'hi 1612

Gustavns Adolphns canscd the inhabitants to destroy their town

lest it should tall into the hands of the Danes ; hnt it was rebuilt

soon after, and in 1620 received special privileges from the king.

It was horn the Dutch and German workmen, introduced at this

time, that the nuarter Tyska Jlad received its name. In 1809 the

plenipotentiaries of Sweileii and Denmark concluded peace iu the

tjwn.

JOXSOX, Ben" (fur thus his Christian name was usually

abbreviated by himself and his contemporaries, and tliu.s,)

in accordance with his famous epitaph, it will always con-'

tinue to be abbreviated by posterity), was born about tho

beginning (X. S.) of the year 1373. By the poet's account

liis grandfather had been a gentleman who "came from "^

Carlisle, and originally, the grandson thought, from An-

natidale, where Johnstons or Johnstones appear to have

abounded, and where indeed at least one resident of that

name is noticed in the reminiscences of a later native of

the border district resembling Ben himself in the quick-

ness of his temper and in his impatience of pretences and
pretenders,—the late Thomas Carlyle. Ben Jonson further

related that he was born a month after tire death of his

father, who, after suffering in estate and person under

Queen Mary, had in the end "turned minister." Two
years after the birth of her sou the widow married again

;

she may be supposed to have loved him in a passionate

way peculiar to herself, since on one occasion we shall find

her revealing an almost ferocious determination to save his

honour at the cost of both his life and her own. Jonson's

stepfather was a master bricklayer in or near Westminster,

who—whether or not he afterwards constrained his step-

son, while acquainting liiraself with the business into which

he had been admitted, to undergo the degradation of

laying a few biicks with his own trowel—certainly allov-'ed

him to lay for himself the foundations of a good education.

After attending a private school in the neighbourhood, he

was sent to Westminster school,—nor is it at all obvious

why the m.iiter bricklayer should have been denied the

cr.edit of having sent him there. Jonson's gratitude, how-

ever, for an education to which iu truth he owed an almost

inestimable debt, concentrated itself upon tho "most re-

verend head" of the illustrious Camden, then second and
afterwards head master of the famous school, and the firm

friend of his pupil in later life.

After reaching the highest form at Westminster, Jonson

is stated, but on unsatisfactory evidence, to have proceeded

to the university of Cambridge ; but at the utmost he can

only have made a transitory appearance in a scene of which

as a painter of men and manners he nowhere reproduces a

single feature. And doubtless he felt that neither his crop

of learning and experience nor his wild oats were yet fully

sown, when, goose quill or other implement in hand, he had
to apply himself to the family business. He soon had
enough of it, and was soldiering in the Netherlands, much
to his own subsequent satisfaction when the da3-s of sclf-

'conscious retrospect arrived, but to no further purpose

beyond that of seeing something of the world. By the

middle of 1597 we at last come across documentary
evidence of him at home in London, in the shape of an
entry in Henslowe's diary on July 2Sth of 3s. Cd. "recei\-ed

of^Bengemeaes Johnsones share." He was therefoie by

this time, when Shakespeare, his senior by nearly nine'

years, was already in prosperous circumstances and good

esteem, at least a regular member of the profession, with

a fixed engagement in the Lord Admiral's company, then-

performing under the experienced Henslowe's management

at the Kose. The traditions may very possibly be true

according to which he had previously acted at the Curtain

(a former house of tlie Lord Admiral's men), and " taken

mad Jeronimo's part " as a stroller. This latter ajipearance^

would in that case have probably been iu The S/jitnish

TmffeJi/, since in I'/te First Part of Jeronimo Jonson would

have had to dwell on the "smallness" of his "bulk." He
was at a subsequent date.(lGOl) employed by Henslowe to-

write up I'he .Spanish Tracfvly, iu pursuance of a fashioa

differing from that of later times, wlien old plays have

more usually been written down to the taste of modern
audiences. Jonson's additions, which were not the first

changes made in the play, are usually supposed to be those

printed with Tlie Spanish Trar/cdy in the edition of 1G02 ;

Charles Lamb's doubts on the subject are an instance of

that subjective kind of criticism in which it is unsafe to

put absolute trust.

Ben Jonson may be supposed to have married two o^

three years before the date of Henslowe's first entry of

his name. Of his wife he afterwards spoke with scant

enthusiasm, and for one (undated) interval of five years he

preferrfd to live without her. Long burnings of "oil''

among his books, and long spells of recreation at the

tavern, such as Jonson loved, are not the most favoured

accompaniments of family life. But Jonson was no

stranger to the tenderest of affections : two at least of the

several children whom his wife bore to hini he commemo-
rated in touching little tributes of- verse ; nor in speaking

of his lost eldest daughter did be forget "her. mother's

tears."

Within a year's time, or little more, from the date at

which we first find Ben Jonson in well-authenticated con-

nexion with the English stage, he had produced one of the

most memorable plays in its history. Every Han in his

Humour, the original example of a species of English-

comedy which cannot be said to have become altogether

extinct even with the Restoration, was first acted in 1598

—probably in the earlier part of September—by the Lord

Chamberlain's company, which was then still performing^

at tho so-called Theatre, and in which Shakespeare, was
just on the eve of acquiring one or more shares He-

certainly was one of the actors in Jonson's comedy, and it

is in the character of Old Knowell in this very play that,

according to a bold but ingenious guess, Shakespeare is

represented in the half-length portrait of him in the folio

of 1G25, beneath which were printed Jonson's lines con-

cerning the picture. Every Man in his Ilnmour was
probably followed by The Case is Altered, which wa^
certainly acted by 1599, and which contains a satirical

attack upon the pageant poet Anthony ilunday Inas-

much as the earlier of these two comedies was indisputably

successful, and as Jonson's reputation was already sufficient

to ensure him a mention in the Pultadis Tamia of Francis

Meres, published in the same year,- 159S, as one of tho

chief writers in tragedy (on the strength of what play or

plays is unknown), it was an awkward fatality that before

the year was out he should have found himself in prison

and in danger of the gallows. He had had the misfortune

of killing in a- duel, fought in Hog.sdcn Fields, for sonic

cause unknown, 'an actor of Henslowe's company named
Gabriel Spenser

;
possibly Henslowe's uncourteous desigr

nation of Jonson as a "bricklayer" may imply that the

success of the new comedy at the other house had not beea

a subject of congratulation at that to which its author h^d

formErJj belonged.
" la priion Jonson was yisited by i
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Koman Catholic priest—a prison being the most likely

place in which to meet a priest in those days ; and the

result was his conversion to the Church of Korae, to which

he adhered for twelve years. Jonson was afterwards a

diligent student of divinity
; but, though his mind was

religious, it is not probable that its natural bias much
inclined it to dwell upon creeds and their controversies.

Though in prison spies were set upon him, which was then

thought to be an admirable method for expediting justice,

yet his judges (he afterwards boasted) could get nothing

out of him but "aye" or "no." And thus after a short

imprisonment he was released, some time early in 1599, in

which year he is found back again at work for Henslowe,

receiving, together with Dekker, Chettle, and " another

gentleman," earnest-money for a tragedy called Eohert II.,

King of Scots. It is of more importance that in the same

year he brought out through the Lord Chamberlain's com-

pany (possibly already at the Globe, then newly built or

building) the elaborate comedy of Every llr.'i out of his

Humour,—a work which subsequently had the honour, for

which it was in some respects specially fitted, of being

presented before Queen Elizabeth. The sunshine of court

favour, rarely diffused during her reign in rays more than

metaphorically golden, was not to bring any material

Mmfort to the most learned of her dramatists, before the

inevitable hand was laid upon her of which his courtly

epilogue had besought death to forget the use. Indeed, of

his Cynthia's Reoels (1600), no doubt primarily designed

as a piece of unctuous flattery to the address of the queen,

the most marked result had been to ofifend two playwrights

of note with whom he had formerly worked in company

—

Dekker, who had a coarse and healthy grip of his own, and

Alarston, who was perhaps less dangerous by his strength

than by his versatility. Learning their intention, or at

least that of Dekker, to wreak literary vengeance upon

him, he seems to have sought to anticipate its effect by
covering them with contemptuous ridicule beforehand. 7'he

Poetaster (1601), which he states to have been completed

fifteen weeks after the plot of it was first conceived, did

not, however, silence his adversaries ; it rather gave them

the opportunity of the last word, which Dekker took in

producing his Satiromastix, or the Untrussing of the

Humorous Poet (1602). There w.as indeed an attempt at

some more last words on Jonson's part ; but on the whole

he appears to have thought (and very wisely) that the time

for a season of silence had arrived for him as a court poet.

According to a statement by Overbury, early in 1603,

"Ben Johnson, the poet, now lives upon one Townesend"

—who this generous patron was we do not know—"and
scornes the world." That, however, he was not sulking in

the friendly tent with which he had been accommodated is

shown by the fact that in this year (1603) was produced at

the Globe the earlier of his two extant tragedies, Sejanns,

—Shakespeare once more taking a part in the performance.

Meanwhile, in the year which dates the tragedy con-

cerning the fall of the great favourite, there had begun a

reign in England destined to be remembered as that of

favourites hardly less hated than he. Adulatory loyalty

seemed intent on showing that it had not exhausted itself

at the feet of Gloriana, and Jonson's well-stored brain

and ready pen had their share in devising and executing

ingenious variations on the theme " Welcome — since we
cannot do without thee !" It is very remarkable how
promptly his genius, which it is sheer prejudice to describe

as wanting in flexibility and lightness, suited itself to the

sudden demands of the new taste for masks and enter-

tainments—new of course in degree rather than in kind

—introduced with the new reign. The pageant which

•on the 7th of May 1603 bade the king welcome to a

capital dissolved in joy was partly of Jonson's partly of

Dekker's devising ; and, havirjg thus been prominently
brought into notice, he was able to deepen and diversify
the impression by the composition of masks presented to

James I. when entertained at houses of the nobility. He
was soon occasionally employed by the court itself,

—

already in 1606 in conjunction with Inigo Jones as re
sponsible for the "painting and carpentry,"—and thus
speedily showed himself master in a species of composition
to which he, more than any other of our poets before
Milton, secured an enduring place in our national poetic
literature. Personally, no doubt, he derived considerable'

material benefit from the new fashion, very valuable to'

poets in days when there were no monthly magazines,-^
more especially if his statement to Drummond was anyj
thing like correct, that out of his plays he had - never'

gained a couple of hundred pounds.

Good humour secais to have come back with good'

fortune. Joint employment had reconciled him with'

Dekker ; and with Marston also he was again on good'

terms. When therefore, in 1604, the latter and Chapman'
(ivho, Jonson told Drummond, was loved of him, and
whom he had probably honoured as " Virgil " in The
Poetaster) produced the excellent comedy of Easttoard.

Ho, it appears to have contained some contributions by
Jonson ; at all events, when the authors were arrested on
account of one or more passages in the play which were

deemed insulting to the Scotch, he voluntarily imprisoned

himself with them. They were soon released, and a

banquet at his expense, attended by Camden and Selden,

terminated the incident. If Jonson is to be believed, there

had been a report that the prisoners were to have their ears

and noses cut, and, with reference apparently to this peril,

"at the midst of the feast his old mother drank to him,

and showed him a paper which she had intended (if the

sentence had taken execution) to have mixed in the prison'

among his drink, which was full of lusty strong poison ; and'

that she was no churl, she told him, she minded first to have

drunk of it herself." Strange to say, in 1605 Jonson'

and Chapman, though the former, as he averred, had so

"attempered" his style as to have "given no cause to any

good man of grief," were again in prison on account of "a
play "

; but they appear to have been once more speedily set

free, in consequence of the (very manly and dignified)

letter addressed by Jonson to the earl of Salisbury. In

the same year he played a part—which had till recently

remained unknown, and is still in some measure obscure

—

in the mysterious history of the Gunpowder Plot. On
November 7th, very soon after the discovery of the con-

spiracy, whose threads it became the immediate duty of

the council to unravel, that body appears to have sent for

Ben Jonson, at the advice no doubt of Salisbury, who
(as has just been seen) knew of Jonson; indeed, the latter

has been supposed to have given his support as a dramatist

to the party headed by Piobert Cecil before Queen Eliza-

beth's death. As a loyal Roman Catholic Jonson was asked,

and undertook to give, his good offices in inducing the

priests to do something required by the council,—one

hardly likes to conjecture it to have been some tampering

with the secrets of confession. In any case, the negotia-

tions fell through, because the priests declined to come

forth out of their hiding-places to be negotiated with

—

greatly to the wrath of Ben Jonson, who declares in a

letter to Lord Salisbury that " they are all so enweaved in

it that it will make 500 gentlemen less of the religion

within this week, if they carry their understanding about

them." Jonson himself, however, did not declare his

separation from the Church of Kome for five years longer,

however much it might have been to his advantage^o

do so. _ ^

His powers as a dramatist were at their height during
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the enrliei' half of the reign of J.imes T.; aiid hy the year

1G16 he liad produced nearly all the plays which are worthy

of his genius. They iuclnde the tragedy of difiltne (1611),

which achieved only a doubtful success, and the comedies

of Volpone or The Fox (acted 1605), Ejnccene ov The Silent

Woman (1609), the Alchemist (1610), Bartholomew Fair

(1614), and The Deeil is an Ass (1616). During the same
perio'd he produced several masks, usually' in connexion

with Inigo Jones, with whom, however, he seems to have

cjuarrelled already in this reign, though it is very doubtful

whether the architect is really intended to be ridiculed

in Bartholomeio Fair under the character of Lanthorn
Leatherhead. In 1616 a modest pension of 100 marks a

year was conferred upon bim ; and possibly this mark of

royal favour may have encouraged him to the publication

of the first volume of the folio collected edition of his

works (1616).

He had other patroils more oountiful than the crown,

and for a brief space of time (iu 1613) had travelled to

Franee as governor to the eldest son of Sir Walter Raleigh,

then a state prisoner in the Tower, for whose society Jonson

may have gained a liking at the Mermaid Tavern in Cheap-

side, but for whose moral character he, like so many of his

contemporaries, seems to have had but small e.^teem. Thus
by the year 1616 Jonson seems to have made up his mind
to cease writing for the stage, where neither his success nor

bis profits had equalled his merits and expectations. He
continued to produce masks and entertainments when
called upon ; but he was attracted by many other literary

pursuits, and had already accomplished enough to furnish

plentiful materials for retrospective discourse over pipe or-

cup. He was already entitled to lord it at the Mermaid,
where his quick antagonist in earlier wit-combats no longer

appeared even on a visit from his comfortable retreat at

Stratford. That on the other hand Ben carried his wicked
town habits into Warwickshire, and there, together with

Drayton, made Shakespeare drink so hard with them as to

bring upon himself the fatal fever which ended his days, is

a bit of petty scandal with which we may fairly refuse to

load his memory.
It was in the year 1618 tliat Ben Jonson, like his great

namesake a century and a half afterwards, resolved to have

a real holiday for once, and about midsummer started for

his ancestral country, Scotland. He had (very heroically for

a nftn oi his habits) determined to make the journey on
foot ; and—imitation is the sincerest kind of flattery—was
speedily followed by John Taylor, the water-poet, who still

further handicapped himself by the condition that he would
accomplish the pilgrimage without a penny in his pocket.

Jonson (who put money in his good friend's purse when he
came up with him at Leith) spent more than a year and a

half in the hospitable Lowlands, being solemnly elected a
burgess of Edinburgh, and on another occasion entertained

at a public banquet there. But the best remembered
hospitality whi.ch he enjoyed was that of the learned and
refined Scottish poet Drummondof Hawthornden, to which
we owe the so-called Conversations. In these famous
jottings, the Work of no extenuating hand, Jonson lives

for us to this day, delivering his censures freely in praise

and blame, but by no means generously described in the

postscript added by his exhausted host as "a great loVer

and praiser of himself, a contemner and scorner of others."

A poetical account of this journey, " with all the adven-

tures," was burnt with Jonson's library.

After his return to England Jonson appears to have
resumed his former course of life. In 1619 his visits to

the country seats of the nobility were varied by a sojourn

at Oxford with Corbet at Christ Church, on which occasion

a master's degree was conferred upon him by the univer-

sity. He confessed about this tiuju that he was or seemed

growing "restive," i.e., lazy, though it was net long!

before he returned to the occasional composition of masks.j

Tiie extremely spirited Gipsies Metamorphosed (1621) was
thrice presented before the king, who was so pleased with

it as to grant to the poet the reversion of the.ofiice of

master of the revels, besides proposing to confer upon him
the honour of knighthood. This honour Jonson (hardly

in deference to the memory of Sir Petronel Flash) declined,

but there was no reason why he should not gratefully

accept the increase in his pension, which was in the same
year (1621) raised to 200 marks. Yet the close of king

James I.'s reign found the foremost of the poets of the

time in an anything but prosperous condition. ' It would
be unjust to hold " The Sun," " The Dog," " The Triple

Tun," or the "Old Devil" with its Apollo club-room,

where Ben's supremacy must by this time have become
established, responsible for this result ; taverns were the

clubs of that day, and a man of letters is not considered

lost in our own because he " haunts " a smgking-room in

Pall Mall. Disease had weakened ihe poet's strength,

and the burning of his library, as his Execration upon
Vulcan sufficiently shows, must have been no mere
transitory trouble to a poor man of letters. He thus

thought it best to recur to writing for the stage, and in

1625 produced, with no faint heart, but with a very clear

anticipation of the comments which would be made upon
the reappearance of the " huge, overgrown play-maker,"

The, Staple of Keus, a comedy excellent in some respects,

but little calculated to become popular. In 1628, on the

death of Middleton, some interest obtained for him the

appointment of city chronologer, with a salary of 100 nobles

a year—an office of which he appears to have considered

the duties as -purely ornamental, inasmuch as in 1631 his

salary was suspended until he should have presented some
fruits of his labours in his place, or—as he more succinctly

phrased it
—"yesterday the barbarou,s court of aldermec

have withdrawn their chandlerly pension for verjuice and

mustard, £33, 6s. 8d." After being in 1628 arrested by
mistake on the utterly false charge of having written

certain verses in approval of the assassination of Bucking-

ham, he was soon allowed to return to Westminster, where

it would appear from a letter of his " son and contiguous

neighbour," James Howell, he was living in 1629, and

about this time narrowly escaped another conflagration.

In the same year (1629) he once more essayed the stage

with the comedy of The New Inn, which was actually, and

on its own merits not unjustly, damned on the first perform-

ance. The epilogue dwelt not without dignity upon the

neglect which the poet had experienced at the hands of

"king and queen"; and it is honourable to King Charles

I. that he should not only have immediately sent the

unlucky author a gift of a hundred pounds, but on receiving

another more cheerful versified appeal in response, should

have increased his standing salarj' to the same sum, with

the addition of an annual tierce of canary,—henceforth the

poet-laureate's customary royal gift. But though he after-

wards composed one or two little entertainments, and even

a comedy or two, there seemed little power left in his

palsy-stricken hand. The patronage of kind friends like

the earl of Newcastle was never wholly wanting to himj

nor could he have ended in neglect. He was the acknow/

ledged chief of English literature, both at the festivd

meetings where he ruled the roost among the younger
authors whose pride it was to be "sealed of the tribe o>

Ben," and by the avowal of grave writers, old or young,

not one of whom would have ventured to dispute his pre-

eminence. Nor was he to the last unconscious of the

claims upon him which his position brought with it. When
death came upon him on August 6, 1637, he left behind

him an unfinished work of great beauty, the pastoral drams
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ut' 1 lie Sad S/i'ph'-ni. For furty years, lio said ii\ tlic

prologue, lie had feasted the public ; at first he could scawoi

hit its tiste, but patience had at last eriiV.jd it to identify

itself with the working of his pen.

^\Ve are so accustomed to think of Ben .lunson presiding,

attentive ,to his own applause, over a circle of youthful

followers and admirers, that we are apt to forget tlio hard

struggle which he had pissed through before gaining the

crown now universally acknowledged to be his. Howell

records, in the year before Ben's death, that at a salemn

supper-at the poet's own house, where the host had almost

spoiled the relish of the feast by vilifying others nnd
J

magnifying himself, "T. Ca." (Thomas Carew) buzzed in
j

the writer's car" that, though Ben had barrelled up a grcnt
{

deal of knowledge, yet it seemed he had not read the

El/iics, which, among other precepts of mor.ility, forbid self-

commendation." Self-reliance is but too frequently coupled

with self-consciousness, and for good and for evil sclf-

cotafidence was no doubt tlio most prominent feature in the

character of Ben Jonson. Hence the combativencss which

involved him in so many quarrels in his earlier days, and

which jarred so harshly upon the gentler nature of Drum-
mond. . But his quarrels do not ajipear to have entered

deeply into his soul, or indeed usually to have lasted long>'

He was too exuberant in his vituperations to be bitter, and

too outspoken to be malicious. He loved of all things to be

called "honest," and there is every reason to supp^iso that

he deserved the epithet. The old superstition, which may
perhaps still linger here and there, hardly needs notice,

according to which Jonson was filled with malignant envy

of the greatest of his fellow-dramatists, and lost no

opportunity of-giving expression to it. Those who consider

that Shakespeare was beyond the criticism of his contem-

poraries—as he certainly very frequently is above that of

posterity—may find blasphemy in the saying of Jonson

that Shakespeare " wanted art." Occasional jesting

illusions to particular plays of Shakespeare may be found

in .Jonson, among which should hardly be included the

ineer at Pericles ; but these amount to nothing collectively,

Hid to very littlo individually; and against them have to

be set, not only the many pleasant traditions concerning the

long intimacy between the pair, byit also the noble lines, as

noble as they are judicious, dedicated by the survivor to

" the star of poets." But if Gilford had rendered no other

?ervice to Jonson's fame, he must be allowed to h.nve once

for all vindicated him from the cruellest aspersion which

h,as ever been cast upon it. That in general Ben Jonson

was a man of strong likes and dislikes, and was wont to

manifest the latter as vehemently as the former, it would

be idle to deny. He was at least impirtial in his censures,

dealing them out freely to Puritan poets like Wither and

[irinces of his church like Cardinal Duperron. And, if

sensitive to attack, he seems to have been impervious to

flattery—to judge from the candour with which he con-

demned the foibles even of so enthusiastic an admirer as

Beaumont. The personage that he disliked the most, and

abused the most roundly to its face, was unfortunately one
with many heads and a tongue to hiss in each,—no other

than that "general public" which it was the radical

mistake of his life to fancy he could " rail into approbation
"

before he had effectively secured its goodwill. And upon
the whole it may be said that the admiration of the few,

rather than the favour of the many, has kept -green the

fame of the most independent among all the masters of an

art which,Jn more senses than one, must please to live.

* With Tiiiiro .lone-., Imwcvi'r. in ipLirrclIini: with n-hnni. a*; Howell
ri'ltliiuU Joitson, tin' ]>n"t \v;is viitn.nlly quaiielliniz with liis biv-iil

ami buttor, lie ^ct-iiis t'^ h.ivp f-noi-1 it iiiipojisilile to live ]icvm.iiienfly

.It juvice ; his sntir)--al l'.']> ia(idati<ju .ng.tiiist the .irvhitei-t w.i- puh-

lislu^l ai hito .IS lOuJ.

/onson's learning and industry, which verc .ilike ex-

ciptK'nal, by no means exhausted tlanuelvcs in furuisli-

ing and elaborating the materials of his ilraniatio work-.

His enemies sneered nt him as a translator— a title which
only a generafion earlier would have been esteemed of all

literary titles Aho most honourable. But his classical

scholarship shows itself not only in his translations from

the Latin poets (the Ars Poetifa in paiticular). in addition

to which lie appears to havp written a ver.-ion of Barclay's

Aiyitis : it was likcwibc the basis of his Eiiijlish Ginnuii'u;

of which nothing but the rongh draft Tcmains (the MS. itself

having perished in the fire in his libiary). and in connexion

with the subject of which he aiqicara to have pursued olhet

linguistic studies (Howell in 1029 is trying to procure hint

a Welsh grammar;. And its effects are very visible in

some of the most pleasing of his non-dramatic poeniS, which

often (lisi>lay that combination of poli.-h nnd simplicity

hardly to be attained to—hardly even to bi- appreciated

—

'

without some measure of classical training.

Exclusively of the few lyrics in .Tonson's dramas (which,

with the exception of Ihc stately choruses in Cotiliiie,

charm, and perhaps may surprise, by Ihcii lightness of

touch), his non-dramatic works are comprised in the follow-

ing collections. The book of Epi^jrams (published in the

first folio of IGIG) contained, in the poet's own words, the
" ripest of his studies." His notion of an epiixr.im was the

ancient not the restricted modern one—still less that of

the critic (R. ?., the author of the Timfs' Whisll'') in whosri

language, according to Jonson, "ttitly" was "obscene."

On the whole, these epigrams excel more in encomiastic

than in satiric touches, while the pathos of one or Iv.c

eiiitaphs in the collection is of the truest kind. Tn ti^e

lyrics and epistles contained in the Eorest (also in the first

folio), Jonson shows greater variety in the poetic stylos

adopted by him ; but the theme of love, which Drydeii

considered conspicuous by its absence in the author's

dramas, is similarly eschewed here. The Cndciivooili

(which were not published collectively till the second and

surreptitious folio) are a miscellaneous series, comprising,

together with a few religious and a few amatory poems, a

large number of epigrams, epitaphs, elegies, and ""odes,"

including bolh the tributes to Shakespeare and several to

royal and other patrons and friends, besides the Execra-

tion 7ipoti Vidraii, and the characteristic ode addressed,

apparently in tho earlier lart of his career, by the poet

to himself. To these pieces in verse should be added the

Discoveries—an often highly interesting commonplaco-hook
of aphorisms that occurred to the poet in his daily read-

ings,—self-communings of a more tranquil and perhaps a

more sober kind than the outpourings of the Conversations

at llau'lltornden.

The dramatic works of Ben Jonson fall into tliree or, if his

fragmentary pastoral drama be considered to stand by itself,

into four distinct divisions. His tragedies are only two in

number

—

Sejaniis his Fall, and Catiline his Conspirac!/.^

Of these the earlier, as is worth noting, was produced at

Shakespeare's theatre, in all probability before the first of

Shakespeare's Bioman dramas, and still contains a con-

siderable admixture of rhyme in the dialogue. Though
perhaps less carefully elaborated in diction than its successor,

Sejainis is at least equally impressive as a highly-wrought

dramatic treatment of a complex historic theme. The
character of Tiberius adds an element of curious psychologi-

cal interest which is wanting in Catiline and his surround-

- Of Tiie Ftdl of Mortimer Jonson left only a few lines lichind

him ; but, as he also left the argument of the play, factious inireti^uty ,

contrived to furbish up the re-li'' into a libel against Queen Caroline

and Sir Robert Walpole in 1731. and to re\i\c the cnutiivanee by
wav of an insult to the piinress ilo>v.-ig^r of U'ale-* and r.uul Bute iu
1 T(i-.>.
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ings ; but in both plays the action is powerfully conducted,

and the care bestowed by the dramatist upon the great

variety of characters introduced cannot, as in some of his

comedies, be said to distract the interest of the reader.

Bo'th these tragedies are noble works, though the relative

popularity of the subject has perhaps secured the preference

to Catiline. Yet this play and its predecessor were alike

too manifestly intended by their aulhor to court the good-

will of what be calls the " extraordinary " reader. It is

difficult to imagine that (with the aid of judicious shorten-

ings) either could altogether miss its efl'ect on the stage

;

but, while Shakespeare causes us to forget, Jonson seems

to wish us to remember, his authorities. The half is

often greater than the whole : and Jonson, like all drama-

tists and, it might be said, all novelists in similar cases,

has had to pay the penalty incurred by too obvious a

desire to underline the learning of the author.

Perversity—or would-be originality—alone could declare

Jouson's tragedy preferable to his comedy. Even if the

revolution which he created in the latter branch of the

drama had been mistaken in its principles or unsatisfactory

in its results, it would be clear that the strength of his

dramatic genius lay in the power of depicting a great

variety of characters, and that in comedy alone he succeeded

in finding a wide field for the exercise of this power. There

may have been no very original or very profound discovery

in Ihe idea which he illustrated iu Every Man in his

Humour, and, as it were, technically elaborated in Every

Man out of his IJumoxtr,—that in many men one quality

is observable which so possesses them as to draw the whole

of their individualities one way, and that this phenomenon
" may be truly said to be a humour." But by refusing

to apply this term to a mere peculiarity or affectation of

inainners, and restricting its use to actual or implied differ-

ences or distinctions of character, he broadened the whole

basis of English comedy after his fashion, as Molifere at a

later date did that of French after his. It does not of

•course follow that Jonson's disciples, the Bromes and the

Cartwrights, always adequately reproduced the master's

conception of "humorous" comedy. Jonson's wide and
various reading helped him to diversify the application of

his theory, while perhaps at times it led him into too remote

illustrations of it. Still, Captain Bobadil and Captain

Tucca, JIacilente and Fungoso, Volpone and Mosca, and a

.goodly number ofi other characters commend themselves

readily as, well as distinctly enough to the memory of

those who have once made their acquaintance. It is a

very futile criticism to condemn Jonson's characters as a
mere series of types of general ideas ; on the other hand,
it is a very sound criticism to object, as Barry Cornwall
•does, to the " multitude of characters who throw no light

upon the story, and lend no interest to it, occupying space

that had better have been bestowed upon the principal

agents of the plot."

In the construction of plots, as in most other respects,

Jonson's at once conscientious and vigorous mind led him
in the direction of originality ; he depended to a far less

degree than the greater part of his contemporaries (Shake-
speare with the rest) upon borrowed plots. But either his

inventive character was occasionally at fsult in this respect,

or his devotion (so to speak) to his characters often diverted

his attention from a brisk conduct of his plot. The writer

just quoted has directed attention to the essential like-

ness in the plot of two of Jonson's best comedies,
Volpone and The Alchemist, and another critic, unsur-
passed in his delicate appreciation of the relations between
the drama and the stage,—Jlr W. Bodham Donne,—has
dwelt on the diflBculty which, in T/i^ Poetaster and ehe-
where, Ben Jonson seems to experience in sustaining the

promise of his actions. The Poetaster is, however, a play

sui 'jeneris, in which the real business can hardly be said to
begin till the last act.

Dryden, when criticizing Ben Jonson's comedies in a
supertine vein, which (to do him justice) he very rarely
indulged, thought fit, while allowing the old master
humour and incontestable " pleasantness," to deny him wit
and those ornaments thereof which Quintilian reckons up
under the terms urbana, salsa, faceta, and so forth. Such
wit as Dryden has in view is the mere outward fashion or

style of the day, the euphuism or " sheerwit " or chie which
is the creed of the Fastidious Brisks and of their crafty
purveyors at any given moment. In this Ben Jonson was
no doubt defective ; for he was too accurate an observer ui

men and manners to be himself a man of fashion, literary

or otherwise. But it would be an error to suppose him, as a

comic dramatist, to have stood towards the world around him
in the attitude of a philosopher, careless of mere transient

externalisms. It is said that the scene of his Every Man
in his Humour was oiiginally laid near Florence; and his

Volpone, which is perhaps the darkest social picture ever

drawn by him, plays at Venice. But the atmosphere, of

his comedies, wherever they may be supposed to play, is

familiar enough to any one fairly acquainted with the native

surroundings amidst which they were produced ; aud Ben
Jonson's times live for us in his men and women, his

country gulls and town gulls, his alchemists and exorcists,

his "skeldring" captains and whiuing Puritans, aud the

whole ragamuffin rout of his Bartholomew Fair, the comedy
par excellence of Elizabethan low life. After he had
described the pastimes, fashionable and unfashionable, of

his age, its feeble superstitions and its flaunting naughti-

nesses, its vapouring affectations and its lying effronteries,

with an odour as of "divine tabacco" pervading the whole,

little might seem to be left to describe for his "sons" and

successors. Enough, however, remained; only that his

followers speedily again threw manners and "humours"
into one undistinguishable medley.

The gift which both in his art and in his life Jonson

lacked was that of exercising the influence or creating the

effects which he wished to exercise or create without the

appearance of consciousness. Instead of this, influenced

no doubt by the example of the free relations between

author and public permitted by Attic comedy, he resorted

again and again, from Every Man out of his Humour to The
Magnetic Lady, to sundry devices of inductions and com-

mentatory intermezzos and appendices, which, though

occasionally effective by the excellence of their execution,

are to be regretted as introducing into his dramas an

exotic and often vexatious element. A man of letters to

the very core, he never quite understood that there is and
ought to be a wide difference between the world of letters

and the world of the theatre.

The richness and versatility of Jonson's genius will never

be fully appreciated .by those who fail to acquaint them-

selves with what is preserved to us of his "masks" and

cognate entertainments. He was conscious enough of his

success in this direction
—"next himself," he said, "only

Fletcher and Chapman could write a mask." He introduced,

or at least established, the ingenious innovation of the anti-

mask, which Schlegel has described as a species of " parody

added by the poet to his device, and usually prefixed to the

serious entry," and which accordingly supplies a grotesque

antidote to the often extravagantly imaginative main con-

ception. Jonson's learning, creative power, and humorous

ingenuity—combined, it should not be forgotten, with a

genuine lyrical gift—all found abundant opportunities for

displaying themselves in these productions. Though a

growth of foreign origin, the mask was by him thoroughly

domesticated in the high places of English literature. He
lived long enough to see the species produce its poetic

XIII. — 94
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masterpiece in Comns, after which it soon faflecl n^^a_v in

times too iierce to allow of its fuither cultivation.

The Sad ShepherrI, of which Jonson left behind him
three acts and a- prologue, is distinguished among English

pastoral dramas by its freshness of tone ; and, though not

altogether without either allegorical allusions or classical

ornament, breathes something of the spirit of the greenwood,

and is not unnatural even in its supernatural element.

While "this piece, with its charming love-scenes between

Robin Hood and Maid Marion, remains a fragment, another

pastoral by Jonson, 2'he May Lord, has been lost, and a

third, of ^hich'Loch Lomond was intended to be the scene,

probably remained unwritten.

Though Ben Jonson never altogether recognized the

truth of 'the maxim that the dramatic art has properly

ejjeaking no didactic purpose, his long and laborious life

was not wasted upon a barren endeavour. In tragedy he

adc\ed two works of uncommon merit to our dramatic

literature. In comedy his aim was higher, his effort more
Bustained, and his success more solid, than were those of

any of his fellows.. In the subsidiary and hybrid species gf

the mask, he helped to open a new and attractive though

undoubtedly devious path in the field of dramatic litera-

ture. His intellectual endowments surpassed those of

most of our great dramatists in richness and in breadth

;

and in energy of application he probably surpassed them
all. Yet it is less by these gifts or even by his power of

hard work than by the true ring of his manliness that he

is uniquely distinguished among his peers.

'* The date of tlio first folio volume of Jonson's Works ^of whicli

title bis novel but characteristic use in applyiug it to pl.iys ivas at the

time much ridiculed) has already been mentiouedas 1616; tlie second

, is described by GifTord as "a "wretehed continuation of tlie first,

printed from MSS. surreptitiously obtained during his life, or

ignorautly hurried through tlic press after his death, and bearing

a variety of dates from 1631 to 1641 inclusive." The whole \Y0rk3

wel'e reprintbd in a single folio volume in 1692, and again in 6 vols.

8vo in 1715. Whalley's edition in 7 vols., with a life, appeared in

1756, but was superseded in 1816 by Gilford's, in 9 vols, (of which
tlie first includes a biographical nieraoir, and the famous essay on

the " Proofs of Ben Jonson's Malignity, from the Commentators on

Shakespeare "). A new edition of Gitford's excellent book w.is pub-

lished in 9 vols, in 1875 by Colonel F. Cunningham, as well as a

cheap reprint in 3 vols, in 1870. Both contain the *' Conversations

with Drumraond," winch were first printed in full by David Laing
in the Sliakes2)care SocktT/'s Publications (1842), and the Jonsonus
Virbiiis, a collection (unparalleled in number and variety of authors)

of poetical triimtes published about six months after Jonson's death

by his friends and admirers. There is also a slnt^le-volumc edition',

with a very readable memoir, by Barry Cornwall (183S). Eecently

Evcrij M'ln in his Humour has been edited, with an excellent brief

biographical as wel- as special introduction, to wliich the present

sketch owes some details, by H. B. Wheatley (1877). The criticisms

of Jonson are too numerous to mention
;
Init among many deserving

to be overioolced should not be included that of Drydeu in the

preface to An Ercning's Love, cr thc-^h^clc Astrologer. (A. W. W.)

JOPLIX, a flourishing city of Jasper county, Jlissouri,

U.S., chiefly engaged in smelting lead and zinc, of which

very large quantities are turned out annually. The popula-

tion in 1 SSO was 7038.

JOPFA, the Greek 'IoVtd;, 'loVi;, Hebrew Japiio, and
Arabic Y.^fA, incorrectly written Jaffa, an ancient seaport

of Palestine, t It is mentioned in the lists of Thothmes III.,

and in an inscription of Sennacherib, but in the Bible pro-

bably in no writing older than the e.xile. After the exile it

was the harljour of Judjea (Ezra iiL 7 ; Strabo, xvi. 2), and
as such i'ppears as an important point in the Maccabee
wars, whon it was fortified by Simon. Strabo and Josephus
speak of it as a haunt of pirates, and on this account it

was destriiyed by Yespasiau in the Jewish war. The small

bay south of the town, called Birl-cf ft Knmr ("Moonpool"),
is possibly the old harbour, the present one being formed

by a reef having a broad enti-iince on the north-west and a

narrow passage iu the middle. The coast being quite

straight and unsheltered, the port possesses neither natural

nor artificial advantages. Ifi the 5th, Cth, and 11th cen-

turies bishops of Joppa are noticed, under the metropolitan

of Jerusalem In 1187 Saladin took the town, which was
recovered by King Richard in 1191 and retaken by Malek
el 'Add in 119G. In 1799 Napoleon stormed the city,

then protected by walls. The fortifications were further

increased at a Liter period by the English. The modern
town, the seaport of Jerusalem, with which it is connected

by a carriage road in very bad repair, is built on a rounded
hillock rising 100. feet above the shore; to the north

and south are sandhills ; to the east are gardens of

oranges, pomegranates, figs, and olives. Sweet water is

derived from numerous wells, and palms and bananas

occur in these orchards, which cover an area of 3 square

miles. The walls of the towu still remain standing
;

the houses are of stone, well built, and the bazaars are

good. The town is the seat of a caim-macam or lieutenant-

governor. It contains English, French, German, and
American consulates, and Latin and Greek monasteries.

The trade consists of wheat, sesame, oranges and olhcr

fruit, olives, and soap
;
the population is stated at 8000,

the majority being Jloslem.i. A German colony estab-

lished in 1869 lias buUt two villages, one just outside the

town on the north-east, the second (San'ma) at a distauce of

2 miles. The colonists number about 300.

Joppa claimed to be the place where Antlromcda was exposed.

There lier chains were shown (Jos., B. J., iii. 9, 13), and thence flic*

skeleton of the monster was brought to Koine by Scaiu'us (Tliuy,

ix. i).

JORD.IENS, Jacob (1593-1G7S), painter, was born at

An'twerp in 1593. He studied, like Rubens, under Adam
van Noort, and his marriage with his master's daughter in

1616, the year after his admission to the guild of painters,

prevented him from visiting Rome. He was forced to

content himself with studying such examples of the Italian

masters as he found at home ; but a far more potent

influence was exerted upon his style by Rubens, who
employed him sometimes to reproduce small sketches in

large. Jordaens is second to Rubens only in their special

department of the Flemish school. In both there is the

same warmth of colour, truth to nature, mastery of

chiaroscuro, and energy of expression ; but Jordaens ie

wanting in dignity of conception, and is inferior in choice

of forms, in the character of his heads, and in correctness

of drawing. Not seldom he sins against good taste, and in

some of his humorous pieces the coarseness is only atoned

for by the animation. Of these last he seems in some
cases to have painted several replicas. He employed his

pencil also in Scriptural, mythological, historical, and
allegorical subjects, and is well-known as a portrait painter.

He also etched some plates. He died at Antwerp in 1678.

JORDAN (HI!" swift-flowing "), the principal river of

Palestine. The historical source of this famous stream

is the cave at BilniAs (Ca;sarea Pbilippi), while the stream

from Dan (Tell el KAdy) is called Lesser Jordan by
Josephus, although the larger of the two springs at the

Tell is probably the largest fountain in Syria. A third

affluent, which has a better geographical claim to be con-

sidered the true 'Jordan, is the Nahr Hasbany, rising near

Hasbeiya on Hermon. The stream from BaniAs joins that

from Tell el KAdy after a cours'e of 5 miles, descending

by cascades through thickets and cane brakes, and a little

lower down the Nahr Hasbany, after a course of 15 miles,

joins the united stream from the other sources. The
Baniiis source is about 1000 feet above the Mediterranean,

and, after passing through the papyrus swamps, the river

reaches the Huleh Lake (Merom or Semechonitis), falling

1000 feet in '12 miles. The 5nleh is 4 miles long, and
thence to the Sea of Galilee is lOA miles, with a fall ot

6S2 feet. The second lake (see Galilee) is. 12.V miles
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long. The fall of the rirer after leaving it is at first 40
feet per mile, but on entering tlie plain of Beisan it becomes

only 10 or 12 feet per mils, and further south only 4 or 5

feet. The total length from Banias to the Dead Sea

is 104 miles direct, and, as the level of the Dead Sea

is 12 92 -5 below the Mediterranean, ihe total fall is nearly

2300 feet. Thus the Jordan is only half as long as

the Thames, and the Sea of Galilee about equal in length

to Windermere. The Gh6r or valley of Jordan south of

the Sea of GaUlee varies in width from 4 to 14 miles east

and west ; the course of the river is extremely tortuous,

and it is hidden by a dense jungle of cane,-<irillow, and

tamarisk, growing on the water's edge in the sunken

channel called Zor, which is about a mile wide, with steep

.banks of white marl 50 to 100 feet high. For the last few

miles the stream is free from jungle, flowing through a

muddy flat. The average width is from 30 to 50 yards,

but in February the river " overflows its banks " (Josh. iii.

115) and fills the Zor. The Arabs enumerate some forty

fords, mostly passable in summer only. Of these the most

important is 'Abdrah near Beisdn,—probably the Bethabara

of Origen, the Onumastica, and the common text of John
i. 28, where Bethany is the true reading. There is a ferry

immediately south of the Sea of Galilee, and another on the

road fromShechem toGilead; the latter is called Ed DAmieh,
and has been conjectured to preserve the name of Adam
(Josh. iii. 16) or Admah (Gen. x. 19). The ford of Hajlah,

east of Jericho, is probably that of Josh, iii., and is the

traditional site of Bethabara. The four main affluents of

Jordan are the Hieromax (Yarmiik) and the Jabbok on the

east, and on the west the Jdliid passing BeisAn, and the

Fari'a rising not far from Shechem. The supply of these and
other perennial streams scarcely, however, balances the loss

from evaporation of the river. Salt springs flow to Jordan

along the greater part of its course south of Beiain. The
valley, formed by a dei^russion in the early Tertiary period,

was once filled by a chain of lakes, and raised beaches have
been found in various parts of the Gb6r.

JOUDAM, CiMiLLE (1771-1821), French politician,

was born in Lyons, January 11, 1771, of a well-to-do

mercantile family. He was educated in Lyons, and from

an early age was imbued with the royalist principles that

distinguished his townsmen. He actively supported by
voice, pen, and musket his native town in its gallant

resistance to the Convention ; and when Lyons fell, in

October 1793, Jordan fled. From Switzerland he passed

in six months to England, where he formed acquaintances

with other French exiles and with prominent British states-

men, and imbibed a lasting admiration for the English

constitution. In 179C he returned to France, and next

year he was sent by Lyons as a deputy to the council of

five hundred. There his eloquence won him consideration.

He earnestly supported what he felt to be true freedom,

especially in matters of religious worship, though the

energetic appeal on behalf of church bells in his Rapport
sur la liberie des ciittes procured him the sobriquet of

Jordan-Cloche. Jordan would have been one of the vic-

tims of Ihe coup d'etat oi the 18th Fructidor (September

4, 1797) had he not escaped to Basel Thence he went to

Germany, where he met Goethe, and probably laid the

foundation of his affection for German literature, especially

as represented by Klopstock. Back again in France by

1800, he boldly published in 1S02 his Vrai Sens du Vote

National jiour le Conxulal a Yic, in which he exposed the

ambitious schemes oi the First Consul He was unmolested,

however, and during the first empire lived in literary

retirement at Lyons with his wife and family, producing

for the Lyons Academy occasional papers on the Influence

reciproque de l'£loque)ice snr la RevohUinn et de la Revolu-

liott sur r£!loquetice ; £tudeji nur Klopiiuck, _<S:c. At the

Restoration in 1814 he again emerged into public life. By
Louis XVIII. he was ennobled and named a councillor of
state; and from 1816 he sat in the chamber of deputies as
representative of Ain. At first he supported the ministry,
but when they began to show signs of reaction he separated
from them, and gradually came to be at the head of the
constitutional opposition. His speeches in the chamber
were always eloquent and powerful. Though warned by
failing health to resign, Camille Jordan remained at his
post till his death. May 19, 18:ii.

To liis pen we owe Zellre d M. Lamourette, 1791 ; Bisloirc dc la
Conversion d'uuc Dame Parisienne, 1792; £a Loi et la Rcliyion
'Vengies, 1792; Adresse d, ses Commcttunts sur la Eevolulion du i
Scptcmbre 1797, 1797 ; Sur tes TroaMes de Lyon, 1818; La Session
de 1817, 1818. His Discours were collected in 1818. The "Frjg-
inents Choisis," and translations fi'om the German, were Dublished
in L' At}eillc franqaise.

Besides the various histories of the time, see for furtlier details, vol. x. of tlie
Rsvtu Encyclopedique: and a paper on Jordan and Madame de Stael, by Saintc-
Ucuve, ill tlic Revue des DeuJ: Mondes for March 1806.

JORDANES, or Joknajtdes, the historian o£ the Gothic
nation, flourished about the middle of the 6th century of

the Christian era.' All that we certainly know about his

life is contained in three sentences of his history of the
Goths (cap. 50), from which, among other particulars as

to the history of his family, we learn that his grandfather
Peria was notary to Canjiac, the chief of a confederation

of Alans and other tribes settled during the latter haif

of the 5th century on the south of the Danube in the

provinces which are now Bulgaria and the Dobrudscha.
Jprdanes himself was a notary until he renounced his

worldly calling and took the vows of a monk. This,

according to the manner of speaking of that day, is the
meaning of his words "ante conversionem meam," though
it is quite possible that he may at the same time have
renounced the Arian creed of his forefathers, which it is-

clear that he no longer held when he wrote his Gothic
history.

It is probable that the latter part at any rate of the life

of Jordanes was spent in Italy. In some early editions oi

his works he is called " episcopus Ravennas," but the-

ample details which we possess as to the bishops of Ra-

venna make it certain that he never occupied that see.

He may liave been a bishop, but the best-, authority Iol

that assertion (according to the statement in Muratori's

Rerum Italicarum Scriplores, i. 189) is only Sigebert of

Gembloux, who lived five centuries later. Traces have
been discovered of a certain Jordanes, bishop of Crotona,

in 551, and a "Jordanes defensor ecclesise nostrfe" is

mentioned in a letter of Pope Pelagius in 556.

We pass from the extremely shadowy personality of

i

Jordanes to the more interesting question of his works.

1. The De Regncrrum et Temporum Siuicessioiie, or, as he
himself called it, Breviatio Chronicormn, was probably com-
posed in 550 or 551. It is a short and dry sketch of

the histor)' of the world from the creation, founded on the

chronicles of Eusebius and Jerome. The book has no
value, literary or historical, till the historian comes near to

his own times ; and here, from about 450 to 550, the De
Regnorum Successione is sometimes a really important-

authority, owing to the extreme scarcity of other infor-

mation as to this epoch.*

2. The other work of Jordanes, De Rebus Geticis, as it

is commonly called, was styled by himself. De Origine

Aciuque Geticee Gentis, and was probably written in the

year 552. He informs us that while he was engaged upon

^ The evidence of MSS. is overwhelming against the form Jornandes

adopted iu the two earliest editions. Strictly speaking, the MSS.
favour Jordanis ; but this seems to be only an incorrect spelling ol

Jordanes.
^ The terms of the dedication of this book to a certain Vigilius make-

it impossible that the pope of that nanie is meapt.
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tiio Uici-ialiu n fritiul niiniuJ Castaliiis InviteJ him to cmn-

j)ress into one small tieatise the twelve books—now lost

—

of the senator Cassiodorius, or Cassiodorus, on I'/te Orirjin

and Actions of the Goths. Jordanes professes to have had

the work of (Jassiodorius in his hands for but three days,

and to reproduce the sense, not the words ; but his book,

short as it is, evidently contains long verbatim extracts

from the earlier author, and it may be suspected that the

story of the " triduana lectio" and the apology "qnamvis

verba non recolo," possibly even the friendly invitation of

Castalius, are mere blinds to cover his own entire want

of originality. This suspicion is strengthened by the fact

(discovered by Von Sybel) that even the very preface to

his book is taken almost word for word from Rufinus's

translation of Origen's commentary on the epistle to the

Romans. There is no doubt, even on Jordanes's own state-

ments, that his work is based upon that of Cassiodorius,

and that any historical worth which it possesses is due to

that fact. Cassiodorius was one of the very few men
who, Roman by birth and sympathies, could yet appre-

ciate the greatness of the barbarians by whom the empire

was overthrown. The chief adviser of Theodoric, the

East Gothic king in Italy, he accepted with ardour that

monarch's great scheme, if indeed he did not himself

originally suggest it to his master, of welding Roman and

Goth together into one harmonious state, which should

preserve the social refinement and the intellectual culture

of the Latin-speaking races, without losing the hardy virtues

of their Teutonic conquerors. To this aim everythmg in

the political life of Cassiodorius was subservient, and this

aim he evidently kept before him in his Gothic history.

He translated iuto his somewhat stilted prose the sagas

which were still sung by the Gothic warriors round their

camp-fires,^ telling of the past migrations and dangers of

their people. He reduced into form the pedigree which
traced the descent of the Amals, Theodoric's kingly house,

from gods and heroes. In all this he worked on such lines

as a modern historical inquirer would have him work
on. Unfortunately, he also accepted the current theory

of his age which identified the Goths with the Scythians,

whose country Darius Hystaspis invaded, and with the

Getae of Dacia whom Trajan conquered. This double

identification enabled him to bring the favoured race

in line with the people of classical antiquity, to inter-

weave with their history stories about Hercules and the

Amazons, to make them invade Egypt, to claim for them
a share in the wisdom of the semi-mythical Scythian

philosopher Zamolsis. He was thus able with some show
of plausibility to represent the Goths as "wiser thin all

the other barbarians and almost like the Greeks" (Jord.,

De Reb. Get., cap. v.), and to send a son of the Gothic king
Telephus to fight at the siege of Troy, on the right side, in

rank with the ancestors of the Romans. All this wo can
now perceive to have no relation to history, but at the
time it may have made the subjugation of the Roman
less bitter to feel that he was not after all bowing down
before a race of barbarian upstarts, but that his Amal
sovereign was as firmly rooted in classical antiquity
as any Julius or Claudius who ever wore the purple. A
grateful king of the Goths, the young Athalaric, truly said

of Cassiodorius, " Originem GoLhicam historiam fecit esse

Romanam, coUigens quasi in unam coronam germen flori-

dum, quod per librorum campos passim fuerat ante dis-

persum" (Cassiod., T'n?'. ix. 25).

Cassiodorius completed his history of the Goths probably
about the year 534. In the eighteen years which elapsed
bBtwesu that date and the composition, of the De Rebus

- " QiiemailiuoJimi et ill priscis eoiuni carmiuibvisjann historlco
Titu in comiii.u-ie rtCiu;;--," -f^ n^h. Oct., iv.

GfHiis oi Jordanc«, great events, and most disastrons fur

the Romano-Gothic monarchy of Thcudcric, had tran-

spired. It was no longer possible to write as if the
whole civilization of the Western world would si'-

down contentedly under the shadow of East Gothic
dominion and Amal sovereignty. And moreover, the

instincts of Jordanes, as churchman and Catholic, predis-

posed him to Hatter the sacred majesty of Jui-tinian, by
whose Fictorious arms the overthrow of thu barbarian king-

dom in Italy had been effected. Hence we perceive two
currents of tendency in the De Relus Get ids. On the one

hand, as a Goth himself and as a transcriber of the philo-

Goth Cassiodorius, he magnifies the race of Alaric and
Theodoric, and claims for them their full share, perhaps

more than their full share, of glory in the past. On the

other hand, he speaks of the great anti-Teuton emperor
Justinian, and of his reversal of the German conquests

of the 5th century, in language which would certainly

have grated on the ears of Totila and his heroes.

Gelimer the Vandal is " overtaken by the revenge of

Justinian," and Africa "long subject to the Vandal yoke
is recalled into the liberty of the Roman kingdom."
When Ravenna is taken, and Vitigis carried iuto captivity,

Jordanes almost exults in the fact that "the nobility of

the Amals and the illustrious offspring of so many mighty
men have surrendered to a yet more illustrious prince and

a yet mightier general, whose fame .shall not grow dim
through all the centuries."

This laudation, both of the Goths and of their Byzantine

conquerors may perhaps help us to understand the political

motive with which the De Rebus Geticis was written. In

the year 551 Germanus, nephew of Justinian, accompanied

by his bride, Matasuntha, granddaughter of Theodoric, set

forth to reconquer Italy fur the empire. His early death

(in 552) prevented any schemes for a revived Romano-
Gothic kingdom which may have been based on his

personality. His widow, however, bore a posthumous
child, also named Germanus, of whom Jordanes speaks

(cap. 60) as " blending the blood of the Anicii and the

Amals, and furnishing a hope under the diviiw blessing of

one day uniting their glories." This younger Germanus
did nothing in after life to realize these anticipations;

but the somewhat pointed way in which his name and liis

mother's name are mentioned by Jordanes lends some
probability to the idea that the De Reins Geticis was pui
forth in the interests of a third party, Italian rather than
Gothic or Byzantine, and possibly headed by Pope Vigilius,

who may have wished to advocate the claims of this infant

to an independent sovereignty in Italy.

The Dc Jlrhiis Gclicis falls naturally into four parts. The fii-sl

{chaps, i-xiii. ) coDimeuces ^vith a. geographical ilcscriiitiou of the
thiee quarters of the world, and iu ntoie detail of ]3ritain and
" Scanzia" (Sweden), from which the Goths under their king Berig
migrated to the southern coabt of tUfc Baltic. Their migratipn
across what has since heeu called Lithuauia, to the shores of
the Eusine, and their ditferentiatiou into Visigoths and Ostrogoths,'

follow. Chaps, v.-xiii. cont.iin an account of the intrusive Geto-
Scythian element before alluded to.

The second section (chaps, xiv.-xxiv. ) returns to the true history of

the Gothic nation, sets forth the genealogy of the Amal kings, and
describes the inroads of the Goths iuto tile Eoman empire iu the
3d century, with the foundation and tlie overthrow of the great but
somewhat shadowy kingdom of Hernianric. The author here pro-

bably rests to some extent on Orosins, Ammianus, and other Latin
historians, but draws partially at least from native sources.

The third section (clinps. xxv.-xlrii.) traces the hi.story of the
\Vest Gotlis from the Hunnish invasion to the downfall of the
Gothic kingdom in Gaul under Alaric. JI. (376 to 50; .\.d.). The
best part of this section, and indeed of the whole book, is

the seven chapters devoted to Attila's invasion of Gaul and tlie

battle of the Mauriac plains. Here we have in all probability a

verbatim extract from Cassiodorius, ^Yho has interwoven Ynth his

n.^rrBtive large portious .of the -Gothic sagas. Tlie celebratea

expression "certam^ia gaudia'* assuredly came at first neither

from tile suave minister Cassiodorius nor from the sraaJl-souled
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not.irj- Jinvl.inc^, l.nt is Iho ir.in^lition of seme llioiipl.t wlji.li

lirsl foiliiU mior.ilii c lluungli tlu' lips of n Gotliic liiiiibli.l.

Tlic fouitli scclioii (rliiip3. xlviii.-lx.) traces llio UiUoiy of the East

Gotlis IVom the same Hunnish iuvnsion to the tiist ovciilirow of the

Gothic iiiouarchy in Italy (376-530). In this I'omtli scetioa ore

inscrtcil, sonicwLit out of thi'iv proper )ihice, some valinble details

as to the Coliti Miiiorcs, "an immense people dwelling in tlie

region of Xicopolis, wiili their high piiest and primate VulHlns, 1

who is said also to have taught them letters." Tlie book closes

with the allusion to Ueinianiis and the panegyrix; on Justiui.an as

the conqueror of the Goths referred to above.

As to the style and literary ehajaeter of Jordaue=. every author

who has used him speaks in terms of scveic cenvurc. "When he

is left to liiniself and not merely tiatiseribing, he is sometimes

scarcely grainiuatical. 'I'licrearc awkward gaps in his narrative and
statements inconsistent with each ollici*. He quotes, as if he were

familiarly acquainted witii tbeir writings, about twenty Greek and

Koman writeis, of wlioin it is almost certain that ho had not read

more than three or four. At the same time he does not quote the

chronicler JIarcellinns, from whom he has cojtied \Tibutim the his-

tory of the dcp'isition of Angiistulus. All these faults make hiiu

a peculiarly unsatisfactory authority to depend upon where wo can-

not cheek his statements by" those of other anthois. It may, how-

ever, be pleaded in extenuation that lie is professedly a transcriber,

and, \i his story bo correct, a transcriber umler peenliailynntavour-

able circumstances, lie has also himself snlfered lunch from the

inaccuracy of co|)yists. But nolhiMghas really been more unfortu-

nate for the reputation of Jordaites as a writer than the extreme

preciousness of the information whieli he has preserved to us. The
Teutonic tribes whose dim original he records have in the course

of centuries attained to world-wide dominion. The battle in the

Mauriac plains, of which lie is really the sole historian, is now seen

to have had at least as important bearings on the destinies of the

world as Marathon or Watc-iloo. And thus the hasty pamphlet of a

balf-cducated Gothic monk has been forced into promincucp, almost

into rivalry with the finished productions of the great writeis of

classical antiquity. No wonder that it stands the comparison

b.adly ; but with all its faults the De Jlcliiis Gciicis of Jordanes will

1 robtibly ever retain its place side by side with the Vc Moi'ibus

d-niiaiioriiui of Tacitus, as a chief source of information respect-

ing the history, institulious, and luodes of thought of our Teutonic

furefathei-a.

' JAiffMscrf'/'/s. —TIic rJiief MSS. of tlic Pi' RJ'iis Gftifh are one at lleiilclbcrc of

tlic 8tli century aiHt one jit tlm Vatican of tlie leili, one at Mihiii, Iw.iof tlie

lllli iii»d I'Jili eeiilniics at Viennii. ami one of llio liili cuiituiy at iluaklt.

rnfoiliinitcly tlie Ilciitctborg iiiul Vienna IISS. verisiicit in tlia tliu lit I'lof.

Mominscn's tioiisc. Inif lint before tie Inlil areuratcly eollaietl tliein.

EJilioin Tlie rJ*/;o ;iriwr<->».s of tlie D^- lii-bits Gthcii was publislicl by Peu-
lingvr, at .Vuc-barg. 1-5I0, Two of tlie Ijcst liianni cilitioiis arc tli"So in Jlliratorl's

lifi-uin /Ifilirtiiiii/i Sciiptori-s^ vot. i. (wliicli gives G.ilel's tc.\t collatetl by
J. A. Snxc with Ilic .^nlbro^ia^ MS., niut wliich at^o contains ttic Be hctjtioriwt

Siireetfiuntfi, niiil in Orotius's llhlorUt Cotllioruiit, Wirtdnlortinit el Letngol'ijr-

iionnii, Ani^lcixlam. Ir>j5. A new cilitinn is expected fromfrnfciisor Momiii-rn.
l.itefntiire.—Tlic forecoinc avti' Ic is cliietty rounded on Von Sybel's es&.iy, />••

fonliOHX JoirttttiiK (IS.1S). Scliirrcn's De ratiohe qmv iiiU-r Jontinieni et Cnssio-
ttorinit iulci-eedal Connnctiturw, tloijiat. ISJS: Kopke's Die An/imge des Koiii'j-

thiiint bet dell Oof/un, Berlin, ISjli; Daiin's Die /\diitie der Ccrmanni^ vet.

li.. Jlonicli, Ism : Kbcrl's d-se/iiciirc del- ClnistHili-Utieiiiifelieii Liteiuf'ii:

I.«il)sic ls;4; and Waitenbatli's PeiiCsc/daiiU's Gescliicldsotietleii iiii ildictnUei:
licrUn, 1877. iT. IM

JORTIX, Joiix (169S-1770), a writer on tbeo}ogical

subjects, was the son of a Protestaut refugee from Britlauy,

and was born in London 23d October 1G98. In his tenth

year he entered Charterhouse school, and in 1715 ho be-

came a pensioner of Jesus College, Cambridge, where his

sepututiou as a Greek scholar led the classical tutor of

his college to select him to translate certain passages from
Enstathius for the use of Popo in his ti'anslation of Homer.
He graduated B.A. tn 1719 and M.A. in 1722. In the

latter year he published a small volume of Latin verse

entitled Lnsits Poetic!. Having received priest's orders iu

172-1, he was in 1726 presented by his college to the

vicarage of Swavesey iu Cambridgeshire, an appointment
which he resigned in 1730 to become preacher of a chapel

in New Street, London. In 1731, along with some'fiiends,

he began a publication entitled jViscellaneoKS Observa-

tions on Authors Ancient and Modern, which appeared at

intervals during two years. In 1737 he was presented to

fJie vicarage of Eastwell in Kent, and in 1751 he became
rector of St DuDstan's-iu-the-East. ' Shortly after becoming
chaplain to the bishop of London in 1762, he was appointed
to a prebenJal stall of St Paul'.s, and to the vicarage of

Kensington, and in 1764 he^jNas. piade archdeacon of

London. He died at Kenaington, September 5, 1770.

The principal works of Jortin are Disntssions Concerning

tlie 1 1 nth of the Christian Pcliffioii, 1746; Hemarhs on

I-'cclesiastical History, 1751 ; Life of Erasmus, 2 vols.,

1750, 1760, founded on the life by Le Clerc, but con-

taining a large amount of new matter; aud Tracts Philolo-

ffiad. Critical, and Miscellaneous, 1700. All his works dis-

play great learning and some acuteness both of research and

criticism, but though written in a livelystyle they do not bear

that stamp of originality which confers permanent interest.

See Disney's Life of Jortiu, 1792: and the "Account of his I.if'i

aiRnVritings " prefixed to an edition of lUn Jitmarka on £cchs!asticai

History published iu 1S16.

JOSEPH, the most powerful tribe of northern Israel,

occupied the centre of the lind from the plain of Esdraelon

to the mountain country of Benjamin and threw out colonies

to Bashan and northern Gilead (see Israel, p. 397).

Unlike the other sons of Jacob, Joseph is usually reckoucd

.as two tribes, the younger but more numerous tribe of

Ephraim, to which Joshua belonged, having the pre-

eminence over the other—!Manasseh. In Ephraim lay the

city of Sbechem with the tomb of the tribal ancestor, and

the great sanctuary of Shiloh where the ark stood till the

battle of Ebenezer destroyed for a time the hegemony of

Joseph, till after the division of the kingdoms he again

became " the crow'ned one of his brethren " (Gen. xli.v. 20 ;

Deut. xsxiii. 10). Along with the small tribe of Benjamin,

which as its name indicates Lay immediately to the south,

the house of Joseph constituted the group known as sons

of Rachel (the ewe), which with the sons of Leah (the

antek-ipe) claimed a higher ancestry than the other Hebrews

(tlie sons of Jacob's concubines).

The name of Joseph, the tribal ancestor, is explaini^d in

Gen. sxx. 24, in accordance with the usual spelling IPl'', ns

fneaning " he addeth" (hence iu Ps. Ixxxi. G [E. V. 5] the

resolved form flPI^'). Another hand in Gen. xxx. 23 takes

the word from ^P>?, " he taketh away." The history of

Joseph, Gen. xxxvii.-l., belongs almost wholly to the earliest

strata of the Pentateuch, the narratives of the Jchovist and

non-Levitical Elohist, the larger share belonging to the latter

author, himself probably a member of the house of Joseph.

The history of Joseph in Egypt displays icmark.able familiaiity

with the circumstances and usages of that country (bee KbciA,

Aciiijplcnund die Backer JIfosis, Leipsie, 1868), but presents no data

mbich enable us with certainty to combine th Biblical record with

known events in Egyptian history. I tisstill-'isputcd whether Josc]di

came to Egypt before, under, or after the HyKsos. The first opinion,

wliichissujiported by jjunsen and others, involves a consiJei able tr-

diictiou in the period of five liundrcd and eleven years assigned to the-

Ilyksos by Manetho, while on the other hand a date suhsrqaclit lii

the expulsion of the .Semitic invaders {crj., under Setlii I. as Lepsins

suggests) demands a great shortening of the four hundred and thiriy

years of Exoii. xii. 40, if the Pharaoh of the oppiession was Setiii's

successor, Rameses II. Th.at the Israelites entered Egypt under the

Ilyksos is already mentioned as the current opinion of bin time by

George Syncellus, and is followed by many mojerns, who observe

that the promotion of a Ifehrew appears most natural under a

Semitic dynasty. See Egypt, vol. vii. p. 74!, and for Brugsch's

supposed monumental reference to the seven years' famine, ibid., p.

73t). The Egyptian tale of "Tho Two Brothers," whicli presents a

remarkable narallel to the "story of Joseph, is given iu/iccords of the

I'ast, voh ii.

The name of Joseph was common among the later Jews
;

of the Biblical personages by whom it was borne the best

known are Joseph tho husband of Mary, Joseph of Ari

mathrea, Joseph Barnabas, and Joseph Barsabas.

JOSEPH, the husband of Mary the mother of Jesus, was

a descendant of the house of David, and followed the trade

of a carpenter in the village of Nazareth. Of bis per.'-onal

history practically nothing is recorded in Scripture. It is

probable that he had died before the beginning of the public

ministry of Christ , at least this seems a fair inference from

the fact that no mention of him is made in passages relating

to this period where the mother and brethren of

J«us are introduced. From John xix. 26 it is clear
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tnat ho was not alivo at tlio tlmo of the crucifisio.„

lEcclesiastical tradition, probably iiillueaced by dogmatic

prepossessions, has it that when married to Mary he was

.already eighty years of age and the father of four sous and
two daughters, and that his fir'St wife was named Salome,

a connexion of the family of John the Baptist. In the

Roman Catholic Church the 19th of March has since 1C12
been a feast of obligation in his ^ouour. His cultus is on

the increase.

JOSEPH I. (1678-1711), Holy Roman emperor, was

born in Vienna July 26, 1678. In 1G89 he received the

crown of Hungary, in 1690 that of the king of the Romans;
and in 1705 he succeeJed his father, Leopold I., as Holy
Roman emperor. The war of the Spanish succession was
raging at the time of his accession to the imperial throne

;

and it continued during the whole of his reign. Thanhs

to the genius of Marlborough and Eugene, Joseph was able

to maintain in this struggle the greatest military traditions

of the empire ; and, the French troops having beeu gradu-

ally driven out of Italy and the Netherlands, Louis XIV.
was compelled to ask several times for the conclusion of

peace. The pope also gave evidence of the emperor's power

by recognizing his brother Charles as king of Spain. In

1706 the electors of Cologne and Bavaria, and in 1708 the

duke of Mantua, were put to the ban of the empire for

supporting the enemy of their sovereign ; and the emperor

not only seized Bavaria, but began to p^rtitiou it. He was

successful, too, in Hungary, where he put down a rebellion

that had broken out in the time ot his father. On the

other hand, he found it pruJcut to manifest a conciliatory

.spirit iu liis relations to Charles Xll. of Sweden, who iu

1706 made his way from Poland to Saxony tlirciugh Silesia.

• In 1707 the emperor concluded treaties with him, grauting

religious liberty to the Silcsian I'rotestanta, and restoring

to them upwards of two hundred churches which had been

seized by the Jesuits. These concessions were not unwiU-

iugly made by the emperor, who, although a sincere

Catholic, was of a tolerant disposition. Ho showed his

respect for the constitution and dignity of the empire by

supporting the diet in the free exercise of its functions, by

promoting the activity of the imperial chamber, an'il by

restoring Donauwiirth, which had been mediatized by

Bavaria, to the position of a free imperial city. He died

of small-pox on the 17th of April 1711.

JOSEPH IL (1741-1700), Holy Roman emperor, born

iu Vienna March 13, 17-11, was the son of the emperor

Francis I. and Maria Theresa. He was made king of the

Romans iu I7G4; and iu 1765 he succeeded his lather as

Holy Roman emperor. MaiLa Theresa declared him co-

recent of her hereditary state.s, but almost all real power

she retained in her own hands. He received full authority

only iu the regulation of the liiilitary system, into which

he introduced many changes, following in the main the

example of Frederick the Great. Chiefly by his advice

Maria Theresa was iuducedto associate herself with Russiii

and Prussia in the partition of Poland; and in 1777 he

persuaded her to force Turkey to surrender Bukowinu.

When the younger branch of the house of Wittelsbach died

out in 1777, Joseph claimed a large part of its territory
;

but Frederick the Great resisted his pretensions, and iu

1 779, after a nominal war, tiie emperor accepted the treaty

of Teschen, by which he obtained only a small concession.

Before this time he hid sought to prepare himself for his

future duties by e.xteusive travels iu liis own states and iu

foreign countries ; and everywhere ho had made a fa\our-

able impres!-ion by his geninl courtesy. In 17C9 he had

visited Frederick the Great, for whom he had at that time

a warm admiration ; and in the following year Frederick

returned the visit, sioiug back t*) Prussia with the convic-

tion that it would be iiecoaaaryj^ to keep hia eye on that

young man.'" On tho dc.illi of Maria Thcrca in 17S0

Josei>h became sule ruler of tho Austrian states. He was

penetrated by the characteristic ideas of the 18th century

as to the duties of an absolute monarch, and began at onca

to give effect to them iu a fearless and almost revolutionary

spirit. His first step was to combine the various national-

ities subject to him into a single state with thirteeu

administrative districts. He refused to be crowned king

of Hungary, and would not summon the Hungarian diet,

insisting that the country should be governed as a province,

and causing German to be used as tho official language.

Among other reforms he proclaimed the abolition of serf-

dom, substituted various punishments for the capital

penalty, established common tribunals, and issued new
codes based on the principle that all citizens are equal

before the law. He transferred the censorship of

books from the clergy to laymen of liberal sympathies,

and granted complete freedom to journalism. He
instituted public libraries and observatories, founded a

medical college in Vienna a university iu Leniberg, and
schools for the middle classes in various parts of tho

monarchy, and encouraged art by offering prizes in con-

nexion with the academy of the plastic arts. Industry

and trade he fostered l^y destroying many monopolies, by
aiding iu the establishment of new manufactures, by raising

Fiunie tu the position of a free harbour, and by opening

the Danube to his subjects from its source to the Black

Sea. Ills ecclesiastical policy was of so bold a character

that Pope Pius VI. went to A'ienna for the purpose of

expostul.iting with him, but found that the emperor was
beyond the range of his iutiuence. The hierarchy was

forbidden to correspond with the Roman see without

express permission , and ]>apal bulls were subjected to the

riaalinn Jieijinm. In 1781 he issued an edict of tolera-

tiou, gr.inting freedom of worship to all Prutestauts and to

members of the Greek Church; and between 1782 and

1790 about seven hundred monasteries were closed, the

members of religious orders being reduced from 63,000 to

27,000. AH these changes -were well-meaut, but the

emperor, in the ardour of his philanthropy, shot too fat

ahead of the prevailing sentiment of his people. Moreover,

his good intentions were often rendered fruitless by^

unskilful or unsympathetic subordinates. In nearly every

part of the monarchy discontent soon manifested itself, and

some of the inhabitants of TyroHbroke into open rebellion.!

The Hungarians bitterly resented the suiipressiou of tUsir

ancient privileges, and iu 1787 the emperor's new institu-

tions led in several districts to a furious coufiict between

the peasantry and the nobles. The estates of the Austriaa

Netherlands persistently opposed the execution of his

schemes, the clergy being especially active in stirring up
popular indignation; and when, in 1789, he altogether

destroyed their constitution, they rebelled and were able

for some months to maiutiin their independence. In

Hungary there was so dangerous an agitation that iu

January 1790 Joseph had to undo almost everything he

had attempted to accomplish in that country during thfc

previous nine years ; he succeeded only in maiutaiuing the

decrees by which he had abolished serfdom and established

toleration. ' Thus his list days were rendered miserable by
the conviction that his career had been a failure. He was

not more fortunate iu his foreign policy thau iu his home
government. Early in his reigu, in.Ieed, he gained some

advantages over the Dutch, who were obliged to abandon

their fortresses on the frontier of the Austrian Netherlands.

And when they refused to open the, Scheldt, they had to

compensate him (in 1785) by a payment of ten million

florins. In the same year he renewed his claims on

Bavarian territory, but was thwarted by Frederick the

! Great, who formed his famous league oi princes for. the
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protection of tlic Gorman states against Austrian ambition.

After the conclusiou of the treaty of Teschen, Joseph made
it one of the obicf objects of his foreign -policy to form ah

enduring alliance between Austria and Russia ; and in

i7SS, ill association with Catherine I J., he declared war

against 'Turtey. Redid notMive to. fee the end of this

war, which brought him little hgnour. On the 20th of

February 1790 he died, deeply disappointed that' he had

been'able to achieve so few of the objects with which he

had begun his reign. He was twice married, first to the

Princess Marie Louise of Parma, afterwards to the Princess

Jfarie Josephe of Piavaria. His only daughter died in

•childhood, so that he was succeede'd by liis brother Leopold

IL .Notwithstanding the defeat of so many of his plans,

his reign marked an epoch in the history of Austria; and

the interest still excited by his name was shown by the

enthusiasm with which the people of Austria celebrated in

'1880 the centenary of his accession as sole ruler. On the

pedestal of his statue in Vienna, erected by Francis 1. in

1807, are these words:—".Josepho secundo, qui saluti

publicoe vixit nou din, sed totus." (J. si.)

JOSEPHINE (17G3-1SU), empress of the French,

was born at Trois-Ilets, Jlartiniciue, on the 23d of June

17 03; and was the eldest of three daughters bom to

Joseph Tascher de la Pagerie, lieiitenant in the artillery,

and his wife Rose-Claire Des Vergers de Sannois. She
was educated at a local convent, from which she was

withdrawn in her fifteenth year, knowing how to dance,

sing, and embroider, but little elc-e. An aunt, resident in

France, was godmother to the second sou of the Marquis

de Beauharnais, once the governor of Martinique ; and she

suggested a marriage between her god-child and niece.

'After much negotiation between the families, in which the

second and youngest daughters were both preferred to

.Josephine, her father carried her to Havre in 1779, she

being already described to her aunt and the Beauharnais as

possessing a fine cbnqiloxion, beautiful arms and eyes, and

with a sweet voice and a remarkable taste for music—alto-

gether " trcs-avancoe et formce pour son age." On the loth

•of December she was married to the Vicomte Alexandre

iBeauharnais at Noisy-le-Grand. Her son Eugene was

born at a time when her r-elations witli her husband were

embittered by jealousy ; and after the birth of her daughter

Hortense-Eugciuie he sought a separation, but, though he

carried his request to the parliament, his petition was

'dismissed. Josc^phino went back to her parents in June

[l7SS, and was with them when the Bcvnlution broke out.

'At the request of the vicomte she returned, however, to

[France in 1790. He was then a member of the constituent

assembly, receiving at his house the chiefs of the constitu-

tional party ; and Josephine was admired by all of them
for her dignity, sinlplicity, and sweetness. As the crisis

^became more acute, her husband thought it prudent

•jto withdraw to Ferti5-Beauharnais, in Sologne, where he

left his family when he went to command the army of the

iRhine. After his execution by order of the Convention,

'Jos6phine was reduced to great straits, and not till the

end of 1795 did regular remittances from Jlartinique

begin again. She was living in the Rue Chautereine,

Paris, in a house of her own, when she paid her first visit

'to\Napoleon, to thank him for restoring the swiu'd of her

husband. ' She was in the full flower of her womanhood;
Napoleon was at once drawn to her; on the 9th of starch

11796 they were married. -In twelve days he left her to

take command of the armyin Italy ; bnt in Juno, at his

Wrnest '.fcj,nest, ^hc joined him nt Milan and w;nt on to

(Bre'sci^ "ter'the peace of Leubcn they. lived at ?\Ionte-

|bollo'_nea'r .Uilan, and Josephine was for some time the

•flueen of a court frequented by great officers and diploma-

'tists.''^^ Having visited Rome, she went back to Paris, and

at her uouse assembled the most distinguished men of the

day. During the expedition to Egypt she moved between

the capital and Plombieres ; but she had her first quarrel

with Napoleon on his return, because, by an oversight, she

omitted meeting him. Social duties of the most brilliant

and difficult sort began to accumulate round her during

the consulate. At the palace of the Luxembourg and
the Tuileries her drawing-room was again tfie centre of

attraction in Paris ; her receptions were ruled by the old

traditions of regal ceremony, and there was an endless

round of fetes, entertainments, and plays. Her beauty

and amiability won upon everybody ; and when she

wanted rest she retired to Malniaison, a country seat she

had bought, and amused herself with a variety of_ light

studies in botany and natural history. Rumours now
began to reach her that Napoleon, in despair of ofi'spring,

meant to sue for a divorce. She had long known that his

relatives were trying to undermine her position ; and even

when she knelt beside him at Notre Dame, and received

the triple unction at the ceremony which crowned her

empress, she knew it to be a concession wrung from him.

After the coronation he gave her less and less of his

society. It was not, however, until the winter of 1809

that he deliberately proposed to dissolve the connexion.

He divDrced her with much show of tenderness, and she

retired to ilalmaison with an annual grant of two million

francs for her establishment. Her aft'ection for Napoli^on,

and her anxiety for his success, remained strong to the

hour of her death, on Jlay 24, 18H ; and but for his

inordinate ambition he would never have, sought to live

apart from her. She 'often provoked him by a certain mild

duplicity in her character ; she was extravagant and super-

stitious ; yet, to fulfil the high destiny to which she was

called, she brought much gentleness, courage, and sweet-

ness, qualities which carried her through her reverses with

admirable dignity.

See Aiibcii.Ts, Ilistoirc dc VImiJtrnti-icc Jos4ph'nic^ IS.'iS-.'iO.

JOSEPHUS, Fl.4.vh;s, the well-known historian of the

Jews, was born at Jerusalem in the first year of the reign

of Caligula , the precise date is uncertain, but it lies some-

where between September 13, 37, and March IG, 38 a.d.

His early advantages were very considerable. His father

Matthias belonged to one of the best priestly families

in the city, while on his mother's side he was descended

from Jonathan, the first Hasmonean high priest. The

position of his parents procured for liim a careful education,

and such was his progre--s (at least if his own account of

himself is to be believed) that at the ago of fourteen ho

was often consulted by the high priests and prominent

citizens on diHicult points of Jewish law. At sixteen he

resolved upon an experimental study of the doctrines of the

three leading sects, or schools of philosophy, as he prefers

to consider them ; and, hearing that Banus, a celebrated

Essene, was living iu the wilderness with the rigorous

asceticism of a hermit, he joined him and remained uiider

his teaching for three years." Returning to Jeru.salem at

the age nf nineteen, he definitively joined the Pharisees,

to whom he continued ever after to adhere. In GI'a.d.

(a;t. 2G) he undertook a journey to Rome to intercede for

some priests of his acquaintance whom Felix the procurator

had sent thither as prisoners to be tried on some trilling

charges. Landing safely at Puteoli after a narrow escape

from death by shipwreck in the Adriatic, he gained the

friendship of Alityrus, a famous Jewish mime of the day,

and a favourite of 'Nero ; by this means ho not only

obtained the pardon of his friends,- but was. also loadc-il

with many valuable gifts by the empress Poppaa. . On
leaching Judaja again he found his countrymen bent at all

hazards on throwing off the Roniau yoke ; knowing well

the resources of Rome, and the hopelessness of succc-.-jfully
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resisting her power, lie (according to his own account, which

is not in itself very improbable) did his best to dissuade

them from any such attempt. Ultimately, however, after

the victory over Cestius Gallus, he yielded to the force of

tiie current, arid joined the revolutionary movement in CG,

being entrusted with the task of governing and defending

the province of Galilee, an appointment for which he was

indebted to family influence rather than to any known

military skill. Proceeding at once to his province, he set

about the execution uf plans of political reorganization, at

the same time fortifying various military positions, and

getting together and drilling an army of 100,000 men.

Very soon, however, he had to encounter the opposition of

a strong party, headed by John of Giscala, and it was with

difficulty that he averted an insurrection at Tarichea;, and

afterwards saved himself by flight from Tiberias, His

enemies actually at one time had succeeded in obtaining

his recall ; but the act was afterwards cancelled, through

the powerful influence he still possessed in Jerusalem.

Meanwhile Vespasian had assembled a large force at

Antioch, and in the spring of 67 threw a garrison into

Sepphoris, whence (the troops of Josephus not waiting his

attack) he made himself master of all Lower Galilee.

Josephus himself falling back on Tiberias sent for large

reinforcements from Jerusalem; these not being forth-

coming, he in May shut himself np in Jotapata, the defence

of which he maintained against all the efforts of the

Romans for forty-seven days. At the end of that period

the place was taken by storm, and such of the garrison as

had not perished in the siege were put to death by the

conquerors. The governor himself demanded to be led

into the presence of the general, and, with great adroitness

assuming the role of a prophet, told his captor that he was

no chance prisoner, but had been commissioned by heaven

to predict that he was shortly to become the sole head of

the Roman empire. The plan was so far successful that

the prisoner's life was spared ; Vespasian, however, kept

him in close confinement for two years, but on attaining

the purple liberatedhim. Thenceforward Josephus assumed

the family name of his patron (Flavius). After having

accompanied Vespasian to Alexandria, he attended Titus

to Palestine, and remained in his train until the close of

the war. At the risk of his life he was more than once

sent to urge his countrymen to yield, but without success.

After the fall of the city he accompanied Titus to Rome,
where Vespasian assigned him a residence in what had once

been his own house, conferred on him the citizenship, and

gave him a yearly pension, to which was afterwards added

an estate in Judaea. Under Titus and Domitiau he was

confirmed in all his privileges, devoting the peaceful

remainder of his days to those literary labours with which

his name is now so exclusively associated. The precise

date of his death is unknown ; he must have survived

the first century, for his autobiography mentions the death

of Agrippa 11., which occurred in 100 a.d.

His extant works are the follo^nng. (1) History of the Jeu-ish

War (Hepi Toy 'lovhcuKov noKefxov), in seveu books. It was origin-

ally written in Aramaic for the benefit of the Jews dwelling beyond
the Euphrates, but was afterwards translated by it's author into the

Greek, which alone we now possess. Books i.-ii. 14 sketch the

whole coairse of Jewish history from the period of the Maccabees to

the beginning of tlie war. The remainder of the wor4c gives a
minute account of the entire struggle from 65 to its complete
suppression in 73 a.d. On its completion the whole work was
submitted to Vespasian, Titus, and Agrippa 11. , wlio, the author
tells us, bore ^ritut-ss to its accuracy. Of its general tmstworthi-
ness there can be no reasonable doubt : Josephus hgd a considerable

personal ^liare in much of what he records : and on other points he
seems to have had access to diiect documentary evidence.

,
The

speeclies wliieh he re'ports. are not of coui-se to be construed by
stricter rules than those which occur in the works of Livy or

Thucydides : and apart from tliis some allowance also must be m.ide

for a tendcncj' to exnggeration or fales accentuation wherever his

vanity juilgcd sucli a tl.ing to be desirable. (2) Anl,>/u!lia of the
Jcifi ("loySarKij apxoioKayia), in twenty books, a coiuprelieiisive

Jewish history from the earliest times down to tlic outlinak of the
war in 66. It was conipUtcd m the tliirt«eiith yen- of Domitiau
(02-94 A.D.), longaftel' the anthoi's own interest in it had exhausted
itself. For the first eleven books, covered by the Seriittuie nana-
tive. his ovelnsive anilioriiy seems to have been the iJiblo itself,

especially the L.\.\. trau>lation. He frec|uciitly, however, omits
or nioditics points wIulIi se.^mcd to him likely to give onciue;
sometimes he supplements with current tiaeliiious or uscsthowoiks
of his predecessors in the same fitdd, Demetrius ami .Vrtapnnus : artd

oreasionally he gives excerpts from profane wiitcrs. The remaining
nine books are very unciiunl in niciit. The period between
Alcxan.lcr the Great and the Jlaccahees is almost an entire blank.
For the llaccabean wai-s (\ii. 5-xiii. 7) he had 1 JIacc. to draw
upon; for the reigns of the later llasmoiicnns (.xiii. S-xiv.»

he is dcjieiident upon the historians Strabo ami Xicolans of Danias-
cu';. The last-named writer is also liis chief authority for tlio

portion of his narrative which relates to tlic times of Heroil (xiv,-

xvii. ), but he nppeai>i to have had access to some origin:;!

memoirs. The last three books (xviii.-xx.), relating to the times
immediately snbsef\uent to the dentil of llcrod, arc more mcagi-etlian

might have been expected, and by the carelessness of their manner
bear witness to the author's confessed fatigtie. Book xviii. (chap. iii.

sec. 3) contains a remaikable passage relating to Jesus Christ, which
is twice cited by Eusebiusas genuine {If. £"., i. 11 ; Vcjn. Er.^ iii. 3,

105-6), and which is met ixiili in all the extant MSS. It is, how-
ever, unanimously believed to be, in its present form at least,

spurious, and tliose who contend even for its partial genuineness
are decidedly in the minority. (3) Antobioriraj'ftif, in seventy-six

chapters, all of whirli, however, except the first six and the last two
relate to the occurrences in Galilee in which he had so large a share
during C6-67 a.d., written in defence of himself against the repre-

sentations of a certain Justus of Tiberias. His narrative of these
events cannot be regarded as an impartial one, and that in some
points at least he was led to sacrifice truth to self-intenestcan be
conclusively shown by comparison even with his own earlier work,
the History of ike Jewish IFnr. The yita, which contains the
allusion to the death of Agiippa 11., must have been ^\ritten at a

date subsequent to 100 A.D. (4) Against Apion, in two books.

Tliis is the usual but somewhat misleading title cf a general

apology for Judaism in wliich the polemic against Anion occupies

only a subordinate place. Porphyry cites it by the title Uphs
rovs ''E\\r}vas, while Origen and Eusebius call it Utpl ttjs tuv
'loeficiV'i/ apxai^rriTOS. The date of its composition is later than
that of the Antiquities. Other works referred to- by Josephus,

but no longer extant, are (1) ITepi lutv v6fiwv {J}tt., iii. 5, 6),

which is most prob.ably to be identified with the composition

elsewhere cited by the title Ilepl iSuv Ka\ atTiwf {Ant., iv. 8, 4)

;

and (2) Utpl ^eoD xal ttjs oixrias neToiJ, in four books (Ant., xx.

11, *2). The so-called fourth book of Maccabees has sometimes,

but erroneously, been assigned to Josephus. One or two philo-

sophical treatises are also attributed to him by Photius ; they

are, however, obviously of Christian origin, and most probably

are from the pen of Hippolytus of Ostia.

The Greek text of the works of Josephus was first printed at Basel

in 1544. The earliest critical editions were those of Hudson
(Oxford, 1720) and Havercamp (Utrecht, 1726); the text of the

latter is th.at given by Oberthur (3 vols. Svo., Leipsic, 17S2-85) and
by iiichter (Leipsic, 1826-27). Further emendations occur in the

edition of Dindorf (Paris, 1845-47), which is the basis of Bekkcr's

edition (-Leipsic, 1855-56). A new edition based upon I'rc-sh

collation of MSS. is promised by Niese. The treatise .^gainst

Apioii was separately edited, with notes, by J. G. iluUer, 1877.

The translations of Josephus have been very numerous, and his

writings are also the basis of the £ellum Judaicunv wliich bears

the name of Egesippns (corrupted from Josippus), and of the

mediaeval Hebrew histoiy ascribed to Josippon ben Gorion. For

the whole subject, biographical and literar}-, see Schiirer's yTlieh«
Zeitgeschiehte (1874) and his exhaustive article "Josephus" in!

Herzog-Plitt's JIca;;-£)icJ/L-?., vol. vii. (1880).

JOSHUA (iVi^;, or in later Heb. V-lt?.', Or. 'Jria-ovi,

whence " Jesus " in the A. V. of Heb. iv. 8 ; another

form of the name is - Hoshea, Num. xiii. 8, 16), first

the lieutenant and afterwards the successor of Moses,

was the- sou of Nun, of the tribe of Ephraim, and left

Esypt, along with the rest of the children of Israel, at the

time of the exodus. In the Pentateuch he is fir^t

mentioned as being the victorious commander of the

Israelites in their battle against the Amalekites at Rephidim

(Ex. xvii. 9-13), and he is represented as having earned

further distinction along with Caleb by his calm and

courageous demeanour in the midst of the popular tumult
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Baused by the report of the Bpies (Num. xW. 6-9, 38).

On the death of Jloses he assumed the leadership to which
he had previously been designated by his chief, and the

book known by his name is entirely occupied with details

of the manner in which he carried out the task thus laid to

his hand,—that of taking possession of the laud of Canaan.
On the completion of the reconnaissance by the two spies,

he left Shittira with his army, preceded by the priest-borne

ark of the covenant. The Jordan having been miraculously

crossed, his first encampment was at Gilgal. Jericho and
Ai soon fell into his hands, and the people of Gibeon became
vassals. In the neighbourhood of Gibson the five kings of

the Amorites were crushed in a decisive battle in which the

very elements conspiretl to favour the invader, and (to use

the poetical language of the book of Jashar) " the sun
stood still and the moon stayed until the people had
avenged themselves upon their enemies." The victorious

arms of Israel were now directed northwards against a

league of Canaanite pot^entates under the hegemony of

Jabin, king of HazorjN anticipating the attack of the

enemy, Joshua surprised and crushed them at the waters

of Merom, Hazor itself being taken and burnt. Thus far

the first twelve chapters of the book of Joshua ; the remain-

ing twelve describe the partition of the (conquered and
unconquered) country among the twelve tribes, and
conclude with a resumiS of his parting exhortations. At
the age of one hundred and ten he died and was buried

in this inheritance in Timnath-serah, in the territory of

Ephraim. For tlie book of Joshua, an integral part of

that part of the Old Testament sometimes spoken of as

Hexateuch, the reader is referred to the heading Penta-
teuch.

Critical investigation has shown that the history oi Joshua as now
fiketched is a composite narrative, made up mainly from the tu'o

EloUistic (or, as they are now generally called, the Eloliistic and
the Levitical) documents. Fragments of an account of the con-

quest of Canaan older than either of these writings are preserved

in the book oi* Judges, and it is generally recognized by recent

Inquirers that the progress of the Israelites was much slower and their

action less united than appears on the face of the book of Joshua
as we now read it, the statistics of the Levitical record in particular

appl)'ing properly to a much later date. From this point of view
Joshua appears I'ather as the leader of Ephraim than of alt Israel. He
is for the north what Caleb was for the south. See Israel and
Judges, and compare a paper by Meyer rn Stade's Zcitsch. f.
ATlichc JFiss., vol. i. (1881). See also Ewald, Gcschichtc, vol. ii.

The only extra-Biblical notice of Joshua is the inscription of
more than doubtful genuineness given by Procopius {Vand., ii. 20),
and mentioned also by Moses of Chorene {Hist. Arm., i. 18). It is

said to have stood at Tiiigis in Mauretania, and to have borne that
those, who erected it had tied before 'Itj^ouj 6 Apo-TTjy.

JOSIAH, the last but four of the kings of Judah, was
the son of Amon, whom he succeeded when only eight

j'ears old, the people having declared in his favour against

the conspirators who had murdered' his unworthy father.

The circumstances of the regency which must have existed

during his minority are not recorded ; it is not until his

eighteenth year (for 2 Chr. xxxiv. 3 cannot be set against

the explicit testimony of 2 Kings xxii., xxiii.) that he
emerges into the light of history, when we find him
interested in the repair of the temple at Jerusalem. The
religious movement of which this was a symptom took

more definite shape with the finding by Hilkiah the high
priest of a- copy of "the book of the law." The reasons

for believing this to have been (substantially at least) the

book of Deuteronomy cannot bft detailed .here. They were
already appreciated by Jerome and Chrysostom, and no
very careful examination is rpquired to show that the effect

of its perusal was to bring about a religious reformation^

which in aU its features was in accordance with the pre-

scriptions and exhortations of that remarkable composition.

The main features of the movemeut (which extended into

the adjoining kingdom of Samaria, at that time a loosely
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governed Assyrian dependency) have already been sketched

in the article Iskael. On the secular aspects of the reign

of Josiah Scripture is almost wholly silent. Thus nothing

is related of the great Scythian invasion, which as we know
froln Herodotus (i. 105) took place at this period, and
must have approached Judah, being probably alluded to

by Zephaniah and Jeremiah. The storm which shook the

great world powers was favourable to the peace of Josiah's

kingdom ; the power of Assyria was practically broken,
and that of the Chaldeans had not yet developed itself into

the aggressive forms it afterwards assumed. But in his

thirty-first year Josiah for some unexplained reason was
rash enough to place himself in the path of Pharaoh Necho
in his military expedition against the king of Assyria ; a
disastrous encounter took place at Megiddo, in which he
lost at once his crown and life (fet. 3D).

J6SIKA, MiKLds or Nicholas, Baron (1794-1865),
the greatest and, next to J6kai, most prolific Hungarian
novelist, was born 2Sth April 1794, at Torda in Transyl-

vania, of aristocratic and wealthy parents. After finishing

the usual course of legal studies at KolozsvAr (Klausenburg),

he in 1811 at the age of seventeen entered the army,
joining a cavalry regiment, with w-hich he subsecjltently took
part in the Italian campaign. In 1813 he was promoted
to the grade of sub-lieutenant, and on the battlefield of

Mincio (February 8, 1S14) to that of lieutenant. Elevated
to the rank of captain, he served in the campaign against

Napoleon, and was present at the entry of the allied troops

into Paris (31st March 1814). In 1818 J6sika resigned

his commission in the army, returned to Hungary, and
married his first wife Elizabeth Kallai. The union proving

an. unhappy one, J6sika parted from his wife, settled on
his estate at Szurdok in Transylvania, and devoted himself

to agricultural and literary pursuits. Drawn into the sphere

of politics, he took part in the memorable Transylvauian
diet of 1834. At about this period Josika first began to

attract attention as a writer of fiction. In 1836 he brought
out his Alnifi, 2 vols., which laid the foundation of his

literary reputation. He was soon afterwards elected

member of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences and of the

Kisfaludy Society; of the latter he became, in 1841,
director, and in 1842 vice-president In 1847 Josika

appeared at the Transylvauian diet as second deputy for

the couuty of Szolnok, and zealously supported the move-
ment for the union of Transylvania with Hungary proper.

In the same year he was converted to Protestantism, was
formally jlivorced from his wife, and married Baroness
Julia Podmaniczky, with wholn he continued to live happily

until his death. So great was Jisika's literary activity

that by the time of the revolution (1848) he had already

produced about sixty volumes of romauces and novels,

besides numerous contributions to literary and political

periodicals. Both as magnate of the upper house of the

Hungarian diet and by his writings Josika aided the

revolutionary movement, with which he was soon personally

identified, being choseu one of the members of the com-
mittee of national defence. Consequently, after the capi-

tulation at Vildgos (13th August 184^), he found it neces-

sary to dee the country, and settled first at Dresden and
then, in 1850, at Brussels, where he resumed his literary

pursuits anonymously. In 1864 he removed to Dresden,

in which city he died on the 27th February 1865. The
romances of Josika, written somewhat after the style of

Sir Walter Scott, are' chiefly of a historical and social-

political character, his materials ber'ng drawn almost cnt'lrely

from the annals of his own country. Among his more
important works may be specially mentioned, besides Abafi
—The Poet Zriniji, 1843; The last of the Batoris, 1837;
The Bohemians in IIunyai~ij, 1839; Esther, 1853; Francis

' Rdhbay II., 1861; and A Yegvdriqk,'a ts\s of the tim»

XIII. — 95
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of tlie Transylvaman princo BetUlen GAbor, 1SG4. Many
of Josiki'.s novels have been translated into Geraian, the

earlier ones by Klein, Scliwarz, Steinackcr, and Kovacs,

and the later by J6>ika's second wife Julia, herself an

autboress of considerable merit.

See K. Jlrenich and S. Vnlkovkli, il '(lynr Irik Xertiira, Biubi-

pest, 1876 ; J[. Jdk.ii, ".16>ika Jliklos tiiiik'keztte," A Kls/rihuhi-

Tiirsasuij Erlajtjrii, Cj fo'i/nm, vol iii., Test, 1869; O. W. Sl.'iii-

aekcr, l7nr/ariscJic Li}i'ih:i\ Lcipsic, 1874. Cf. also Josika's

autobiograpby

—

EiaU-L-iraf, Pcsb, 1865, voL iv.

JOSQUIX. See DEiT.ts, Josquim, vol. vii. p. 101,

musical composer, ordinarily designated by tbe name
Josquin.

JOST, Is.\AK ;\[akkus (1793-18G0), historical writer,

was bora on February 22, 1793, at Bernbiirg, and studied

at the gymnasium of Wolfenbiittel, whence he passed

snccessively to the universities of Guttingen and Berlin,

lu Berlin he taught a school from 1S2G till 1S35, when

he received the appointment of upper master in the Jewish

commercial school (called the Philanthropin) at Frankfnrt-

on-the-Main. Here he remained until his death, 20th

November 1860. The work by which he is chiefly known
is a Geschichle der hraeliten, ill 9 vols. (Berlin, 1S20-

29), which was afterwards supplemented by Keuere

O.eschichte der Israeliien von 1815-45 (Berlin, 184G-47),

and Geschickte des Judenthvms it. seiner Seheii (Leipsic,

1857-59). He also published an abridgment of the

GeschichCe under the title AlOjemeine Geschichle des

jUdischen Volls (1831-32), and an edition of the ilishna

with a German translatinn and notes (in 6 vols., 1832-

34). The Israelitische Annnlen were edited by him from

1839 to 1841, and he contributed extensively on pedagogic

and historical subjects to scientific journals

JOUFFROY, Theodore-Simon (179C-1842), a French

philosopher, was born at Pontetrs, near Mouthe, department

of Doubs, 179C. In his tenth year, his father, who was a

taxgatherer, sent him to an uncle at Pontarlier, under whom
he commenced his classical studies. At Dijon his composi-

tions attracted the attention of an inspector who had him
placed (1814) in the Normal School, Paris. He there came
under the influence of Cousin, and in 1817 he was appointed

assistant professor of philosophy at the Normal and Bourbon

schools. Three years later, being thrown upon his own
resources, he began a course of lectures in his own house,

and formed literary connexions with Le Cuiirrier Fran(;ais,

Le Globe, L' Encyclopedie Modenie, and La Berne Euvo-

jieenne. The variety of his pursuits at this time carried

him over the whole field of ancient and modern literature.

But he was chiefly attracted to tlio philosophical system

represented by Pieid and Stewart. The application of

" common sense " to the problem of substance supplied a

more satisfactory analytic for him than the scepticism of

Hume which reached him through a study of Kant. He
thus threw in his lot with the Scotch philosophy, and his

first dissertations are, in their leading position, adaptations

from. The Inqniri/. His tendency towards eclecticism

makes his philosophical position undefinable, but his limpid

style and capacity for gener.aliziug historical movements
are-as distinct in his earlier as in his later works. In 1826
he wrote a preface to a translation of the Moral Philosojdii/

of StewaVt, demonstrating the possibility of a scientific

statement of the laws of consciousness ; in 1S2S he began
n translation of the works of Keid, and in his preface esti-

mated the influence of Scotch criticism uiion philosophy,

giving a biographical account of the movement from
Hutcheson onwards. In the same year he assisted Jlilon

in ancient philosophy at the Faculty of Letters, and, while

carrying on a course upon recent philosophy, he returned

to the Normal School in I'^:'50. k Next year he was rcturneil

to p.rrliament^by the aiiGudissemeut of Pontarlier ; but the

work of legislation was ill-suited to his powers. SuifM
practical decisions on questions demaudiug imniedia e

settlement were repu;;uaiit to his habits of mind. He
tried to introduce a reform in the munuer of considering

petitions,—his solo suggestion of auy weight during

the years of his representation ; though ho frequently spoke,

he never gained any real influence. Yet he attended to

his parliamentary duties conscientiously, and ultimately

broke his health in their discharge. In 1S33 he was
appointed professor of Greek and rioinau phdosophy at

the college of France and a mend)er of the Academy of

Sciences ; he then published the Melanges Phdusopliiqiies,

a collection of fugitive papers in criticism and philosopliy

and history. In Ihem is foreshadowed all that he after-

wards worked out in metaphysics, psychology, ethics, and

:osthetics. He had already demonstrated in his prefaces

the possibility of a psyclmlogy apart from physiology, of

the science of the phenomena of consciousness distinct from

the perceptions of sense. He now classitled the mental

faculties, premising that they must not be confounded with

capacities or properties of mind. They were, according to

his analysis, personal will, primitive instincts, voluntary

movement, natural and artificial signs, sensibility and tho

faculties of intellect ; on this analytic he founded his

scheme of the universe, lu 1835 he published a fours

dc Droit Niiturcl, which, for precision of statement and

logical coherence, is the most important of his works.

Starting from the conception of a universal order in the

universe, he reasons from it to a Supreme Being, who lias

created it ami who has conferred upon every man in

.harmony with it the aim of his existence, leading to his

highest good. As to the nature of good and evil, how is it

to be judged? The good, he says, is the fulfilment of mans
destiny, the evil tho thwarting of it. Every man beiii,'

organized in a particular w.ay has, of necessity, an aim, tie

fulfilment of which is good; and lie has faculties fii'

accomplishing it, directed by reason. The [liui is on'y

good, however, when reason guides it for the benefit of the

majority, but that is not absolute good. When reason rises

to the conception of universal order, when actious are sub-

mitted, by the exercise of a sympathy working necessarily

and intuitively, to the idea of the universal order, the good

has been reached, the true good, good in itself, absolute

good. But he does not follow Iris idea into the details

of human duty, though he passes in review fatalism,

mysticism, pantheism, scepticism, egotism, seutimentalism,

and rationalism, lu 1835 his health failed and he went

to Italy, where he continued to translate the Scotch philo-

sophers. On his return he became librarian to the uni-

versity, and took the chair of recent philosophy at tha

Faculty of Letters. He died in Paris, 4tU February 1842.

After his death were published Novveanx Meliini/es Phil'i-

sophiijiirs and Cours d'Estlietiqve. The former contributed

nothing new to the system except a more emphatic statement

of the distinction between psychology and physiology. The
litter formulated his theory of beauty. The beautiful, by

his analysis, is thatwdiich ipsthetically pleases, without con-

sideration of interest. Utility being defined as the satis-

faction of human wants, the beautiful may be useless. Order

and proportion he takes to be the components of beauty,

—

an order and proportion not leading to the useful, but

giving pleasure without consideration of the end. Unity

and variety are the couditious of beauty ; it demands their

coexistence, the former for the satisfaction of sensibility,

the latter of intelligence. Jouffro}''s claim to distinction

rests upon his ability as an expositor of other men's

ideas. -.He founded no system ; he contributed nothing of

importance to philosophical science ; he initiated nothing

which has survived him. But his enthusiasm for mental

.science, and his command over the language of popul ir expj-'
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iit.iun, watle him a great, international medium for the trans-

lusion of ideas. He stood between Scotland and Franco

BDd Germiinvand France; and, though his e::pnsitions are

vjr.iafoil bv Joose reading of the philosopliers hu interpreted.

He did serviceable, even memorable work.

JOURDAIN, Ali'ONse, count of Toulouse, son <jf Count
.Uaymond IV. by his third wife, Elvirc de Castile, was
liorn in 1103, in the castle of Mont-Pelerin, Tripoli. His

father died when he was two year.s old, and he remained

under the .guardianship of the count of Cerdagne until he

was five. He was then taken to Europe, and his brother

gave him Rouergue ; in lii.s tenth year he succeeded to tlie

government of Narbonne, Toulouse, and Provence, but

Toulouse was taken from him by the duke of.Aquitaine

while he was still in his minoritj'. After the duke's death

the inhabitants of Toulouse revolted and recalled Jourdain
;

Jie returned in triumph in ll23. Ue, however, drew upon
himself a sentence of excommunication Ijy his treatment

of the religious community of St Gilles, which had pre-

viously throv/n in its influence on the side of the duke of

Aquitaine. He had ne.xt to fight for fhe sovereignty of

Provence against Raymond Beraugcr III,, and not till

September 1125 did the war end in an amicable agreement.

Under it Jourdain became absolute master of the regions

lying betiv.een tEe Pyrenees and the Alps, Auvergne and
the sea His ascendency was an unmixed good to the

country, for during a period of fourteen years art and
industry were .successfully prosecuted. Louis VII., for

some \-eaSim wdiich has nut appeared, besieged Toulouse in

1141, but without' result. Next year Jourd liii again

incurred the displeasure of the church by siding with the

rebels' of Montpcllier against their. lord. A second time

he_was excommunicated. P>ut his isolation from Rome
ilid not suit his taste or policy ; so, in the autumn of 1141
lie took the cross at tlie meeting of Vezelay called by Louis

VII., and three years later he embarked for the East. He
lingered on the way in It dy, and probably in Constan-

tinople ; but in 1148 he hud arrived at Acre. Among his

companions he had made enemies, and he was destined to

take no share in the crusade he had joined. Ho was
poisoned at Acre before hostilities commenced, cither tlic

wife of Louis or the mother of the king of Jerusalem
suggesting the draught.

JOUVENET, Ji;,\-v (IG 17-1717), born at Rouen in 10 IT,

came of a family of paiiiters, one of whom had had the

honour of teaching Poussin. . IIo early showed remarkable
aptitude for his profession, and, on arriving in Paris,

attracted the attention of Le Rrun, by whom he was
employed at Versailles, and under who.se auspices, in 1075,
he became a member of tlie Royal Academy, of which Ini

was elected professor in ICSl, and one of the four perpetual

rectors in 1707. Tlio great mass of works tliat he exe-

cuted, chiefly in Paris, many of which, including his cele-

brated Miraculous Draught of Fishes (engraved by Audran
;

also Ixindon, Annales, i. p. 42), are now in the Louvro,
show his fertility in invention and execution, and also that

he possessed in a high degree that general dignity (pf

arrangement and style which distinguished the school of

Le Brun. Jouvcnet died on April 5, 1717, having been
lorccd by paralysis during the last four years of his life

to work with his left hand. See J/o«. /ncil. Acad. Roy.
de P. et de Sc, 1854, and D'ArgenviUe, Vies des

Peintres.

JOVELLANOS, or Jove Llanos, G.ispae JIelchor
DE (1744-1811), statesman and author, was born at Gijon
in Asturias, Spain, January 5, 1744."' Selecting law as his

profession, he studied at Oviedo, Avila, and Alcala, and
in 17G7 became criminal judge at Seville. His integrity

and ability were rewarded in 1778 by a judgeship in

Madrid," and iu 1780_by appoiutment.tojhe council of

military orders. In tlie capital Jovcllanos took a good
place in the literary and scientific societies ; for the society

of Friends of the Country he wrote in 1787 his most
valuable work, Informe mhre un jn-oyeclo de Ley Ar/raria.

Involved in the disgrace of his friend, the brilliant French
adventurer Cabarrus, Jovellanos spent the years 1790 to

1797 in a sort of banishment at Gijon, engaged in literary

work and iu founding the Asturian institution for agricul-
tural, industrial, social, and educational reform throughout
his native province. This institution continued his darling
project up to the latest hours of his life. Summoned
again to public life in 1797, Jovellanos refused the post
of ambassador to Russia, but accepted that of mini.ster

.of grace and justice, under "the Prince of the Peace,"
whose attention had been directed to him by Cabarrus,
then a favourite of Godoy. Displeased with Godoy's policy

and conduct, Jovellanos combined with his coUeagua
Saavedra to procure his dismissal. They were but tem-
porarily successful; Godoy returned to power in 1798;
Jovellanos was again sent to Gijon, but in 1801 was thrown
into prison in Majorca. The revolution of 1808, and tha
advance of the French into Spain, set him once more at

liberty. Josepli Bonaparte, on mounting the Spanish
tlirone, made Jovellanos the m.ost brilliant offers ; but the

latter, sternly refusing them all, joined the patriotic party,

became a member of the central junta, and contributed

to reorganize the cortes. This acconqdished, the junta at

once fell under suspicion, and Jovellanos was involved
in its fall. To expose the conduct of the cortes, and to

defend the junta and himself were the last labours of Lis

pen. Iu 181 1 he was enthusiastically welcomed to Gijon
;

but the approacli of the French drove him forth again.

The vessel in which lie sailed was compelled by stress (rf

weather to put in at Vega in Asturias, v/here, on November
27, 1811, Jovellanos died.

Tlio pootiinl works or.ToTc-n;ino3 comprise a tmgcdy ElPcIayo, tho
roiiuily L'l JJcliiiau/tIc Uotiiado, s.Ttiics, .ami niisceUaneous pieci-s,

inrhiiliiit; ,1 Ir.Tiislation of the liist book of PfiiadUe Lout. Hisprose
work's, especially tliosc oil political and legislative economy, con-
stitute his leal title to liteuiiy fame. In them ile|itli of thought
ami clear-aighted sagaeity arc couched in a certain Ciceronian
cle;;ance and clas.sical purity of style. Besides the Ley agraria lie

w rote Elorjiut ; various political and other essays ; and Mcmorias
/'iih'tieas, ISOl, sui»iiiossed in Spain, and translated into French,
lS'i5. An edition of his eompicte works was published at Madrid,
ls:n-32, in 7 vols., and another ,at Dareclona, 1839.
See .VofirirtK fn'xlorkas iff Dori G. M. de Joidtaiws, riiliiin, 1R12. ttnd ^fcmorias

/"u;i Id vi'/'i <!,( Si-nov . . . Jcrellatiofi, by J. A. C. Ucnimdez, Madrid, 18H, Ijotli

ii\ ieweil ill the I'urciij/i Qtiarteili/ Jit ticir, Ko. s.

JOVIANUS, Flavius Claudius, Roman emperor from
June 27, 303, to February 17, 304, was the son of the

brave general Varronianus, and was born at Siugidunum
in Ma'sia about 332. As captain of the guard (prinnis

ofdiiiis domcstiiorum) he accompanied Julian in his Persian

expedition; and on the day after that emperor's death,

when the aged Sallust declined the purple, the voices

of the army beyond the Tigris were united in Jovian's
favour. It was perhaps the absence of any very invidious

ability, no less than his father's reputation, that set Jovian
on the throne. Tho new emperor's first care was to con-

tinue the retreat begun by Julian; and ho had with diffi-

culty reached the rapid and well-nigh unpassable Tigris,

when, overtures of peace were made by the Persian king
Sapor II., who had not ceased to harass the Roman march.
Jovianus was not in a position to command easy terms

;

the famished and exhausted state of his army compelled
his assent to a humiliating treaty, which gave up to tha

Persians the provinces of Arzauene, Corduene, Mexoene,
Rehimene, and Zabdicene, which had been conquered by
Galerius in 297, and Nisibis and other cities. Froa this

time the Greek and Christian influence dates its decline in

the trans-Euphrates regions. Jovian was anxious to reach

Constantinople in order to establish Lis power; but tbs
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news of tlie loyalty of the west.'rn legions gladdened him
while stiil on the march through Asia Minor. After issuing

a decree by which Christianity was restored as the state

religion, though paganism was recognized, the emperor
assumed the consulship at Ancyra, on January 1, 364,
with his infant son as colleague. Within two months, on

February 17, 364, Jovianus was found dead in his bed at

Dadostana, a small town of Galatla. A surfeit of mush-
rooms or the fumes of a charcoal fire have been assigned

a3 the causes of death. The suspicion of foul play is

unsupported by evidence. He was succeeded by Valen-

tinian and Valens, after an interregnum of ten days.

Be.sides the ancient historians of the period, see Gibbon's Decline
and Fall • Le Beau's Bas-Empirc ; Finlay's Greece under the

Jlomans ; and the Abbe de la Bleterie's Histoire dc Jovicn, Amster-
flim, 1740. In Syriac literature Jovian (lobinianos) became the

hero of a Christian romance, published by George Hofi'mann
^uliamis der Altriinnige, 1880). Compare the account of this work
by Noldeke, Z.D.M.G., vol. x.\viii.

JOVINIANUS, or Jovianus, a Roman mont and
reputed heretic who flourished during the latter half of the

4th century. All our knowledge of him is derived from

a passionately hostile polemic of Jerome (Adv. Jovini-

anum Libri II.), written at Bethlehem, and without any

pei-Bonal acquaintance with the man assailed, in 393 a.d.

According to this authority he in 388 was living at Rome
the celibate life of an ascetic monk, possessed a good
acquaintance with Scripture, and was the author of several

minor works, but, undergoing an heretical change of view,

afterwards became a self-indulgent Epicurean and unrefined

sensualist. The doctrinal heresies which had provoked the

wrath o' Jeromo were mainly these :—(1) he held that in

point of merit, so far as their domestic state was concerned,

virgin.^, widows, and married persons who had been baptized

into Christ were on a precisely equal footing
; (2) those

who with full faith have been regenerated in baptism

cannot be overthrown (or, according to another reading,

tempted) of the devil
; (3) to abstain from meats is not

more praiseworthy than thankfully to enjoy them
; (4) all

who have preserved their baptismal grace shall receive the

same reward in the kingdom of heaven. Jerome's bitter

polemic was chiefly provoked by those views of Jovinian

as to f isting and marriage in which the entire Protestant

world has declared itself substantially at one with the so-

called heretic. He was, however, condemned by a Roman
synod under Bishop Siricius in 390, and afterwards excom-

municated by another at Milan under the presidency of

Ambrose. The year of his death is unknown, but he is

referred to as being no longer alive in Jerome's Contra
Vigilantium, which was composed in 405.

JOVIUS, Paulus, or Paolo Giovio (1483-1552), an

Italian historian and biographer, was born of an ancient

and noble family at Como, April 19, 1483. His father

died when he was a child, and Giovio owed his education

to his brother Benedetto. After studying the humanities,

he applied himself to medicine and philosophy at his

brother's request. He was Pomponazzi's pupil at Padua
;

and afterwards he took a medical degree in the university

ot.Pavia. But the attraction of literature proved irresistible

for Giovio, and he was bent upon becoming the historian

of his age. Some time, probably in or after 1516, he went
to Rome, with a portion of his history already finished.

This he presented to Leo X., who read the MS., and pro-

nounced it .superior in elegance to anything which had been
produced since the decades of Livy. Giovio, encouraged
by the success of his first step in authorship, took up his

residence in Rome, and attached himself to the court of

the cardinal Giulio de' Medici. The next pope, Adrian VI.,

gave him a canonry in his native town of Como, on the
condition, it is said, that Giovio should mention him with

honoar in his history. This patronage from a pontiff who

was averse to the current tone of Italian humanism, proves

that Giovio at this period passed for a man of sound learn-

ing and sober manners. After Adrian's death, Clement
VII. assigned him chambers in the Vatican, with mliin-

tenance for servants befitting a courtier of rank. In addition

to other benefices, he finally, in 1528, bestowed on him
the bishopric of Nocera. Giovio had now become in a.

special sense dependent on the Medici. He was employed
by that family on several missions,—as when he accom-
panied Ippolito to Bologna on the occasion of Charles V.'s

coronation, and Caterina to Marseilles before her marriage

tu the duke of Orleans. During the siege of Rome in 1527
he attended Clement in his flight from the Vatican. Whils
crossing the bridge which connected the palace with the

castle of S. Angelo, Giovio threw his mantle over the

pope's shoulders in order to, disguise his master.

In the sack he suffered a serious titer.avy loss if we may credit his
own statement. The story runs tliat he deposited the MS. of his
history, together with some silver, in a box at S. Maria Sopra
Minerva for safety. This box was discovered by two Spaniards,
one of whom secured the silver, while the other, named Herrera,
knowing who Giovio was, preferred to hold the MSS. for ransom.-

Herrera was so careless, however, as to throw away the sheets he
found in paper, reserving only tbat jioition of the work which was
transcribed ou parchmeut. This he subser^ueutly sold to Giovio in

exchange for a benefice at Cortlova, which Clement VII. concedid

to the Spaniard. Six books of the history were lost in this trans-

action. Giovio Contented himself with indicating their substance

in a summary. Perhaps he was uot unwilling that his work
should resemble that of Livy, even in its imperfection. But doubt
rests upon the whole of this story. Apostolo Zeno aihrms that in

the middle of the I^t century three of the missing books turned

up among family papers in the possession of Count Giov. Batt.

Giovio, who wrote a panegyric on his ancestor. It is therefore

not improbable that Giovio possessed his historj' intact, but pre-

ferred to withhold those portions from publication which might
have involved him in difficulties with living persons of importance.

The omissions were afterwards made good by Curtio Marinello in

the Italian edition, published at Venirf in 1581. But whether
Marinello w.os the author of these additions is not known.

After Clement's death Giovio found himself out of-

favour with the next' pope, Paul III. The failure of his

career is usually ascribed to the irregularity of the life he

led in the literary society of Rome. We may also remember
that Paul had special causes for animosity against the

Medici, whose servant Giovio had been. Despairing of a

cardinal's hat, Giovio retired to his estates at Como, where

he spent the wealth he had acquired from donations and

benefices in adorning his villa with curiosities, antiquities,

and pictures. He died upon a visit to Florence in 1552.

Giovio's principal work.,was the History of his own Times, from

the invasion of Charles VIII. to the year 1547. It wa« divided

into two parts, containing altogether forty-five books. Of these,

books v.-xi. of part i. were said by him to have been lost in the

sack of Rome, while books xix.-xxiv. of part ii., which should

have embraced the period from the death of Leo to the sack, were

never written. Giovio supplied the want of the latter six books by
his lives of Leo, Adrian, Alphonso I. of Ferrara, and several other

parsonages of importance. I5ut he alleged that the history of that

period was too painful to be written in full. His first published

work, printed in 1524 at Home, wis a treatise De Piseibiis Romn-iis.

After nis retirement to Como he produced a valuable series of

biographies, entitled Elogici Viroruvi Dlustriuvi. They com-

memorate men distinguished for'letters and arms, selected from all

periods, and are said to have been written in illustration of portraits

collected by him for the museum of his villa at Como. Besides

these books, we may mention a biographical history of the Visconti,

lords of Milan ; an essay on mottoes and badges ; a dissertation oa

the state of Turkey ; a large collection of familiar epistles ;
together

with descriptions of Britain, Muscovy, the Lake of Como, and

Giovio's own villa. The titles of these miscellanies will be found

in the bibliographical note appended to this article.

Giovio preferred Latin in the composition of his more

important' works. Though contemporary with Machiavelli,

Guicciardini, and Varchi, he adhered to humanistic usages,

and cared more for the Latinity than for the matter of his

histories. His style is fluent and sonorous, rather than

pointed or grave. Partly owing to the rhetorical defects
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B'lhUii'iraphy.—The sources of Giovio's biography arc—hi'

works ; J'iiitlto.schi's lli^tanj of li'tlia ifLiteral uvc ; Litt.i's Gau

iiiliercnt in tliij clioice of Latin, when Italian haj gained

the Jay, but more to his own untrustwortliy and shallow

oijaracter, Giovio takes a lower rank as histoi-ian tlian the

Imik and prestige of his writings would seem to warrant.

lie professed himself a Hatterer and a lampooner. The
old sfory that he said he kept a golden and an iron pen, to

tise according as peu|.jle paid hiin, condenses the truth in

epigram.- He had the faults of the elder humanists, in com-
bination witli that literary cynicism which reached its height

iu Aretinoj'and therefore his histories and biographical

essays are not to be used a.s authorities, without corrobora-

tion. Yet Giovio's works, taken in their entirety and
wiUi proper reservation, have real value.-" ' To the student

I'f Italy they yield a lively picture of the manners and the

feeling of the times in which ho lived, and in which he
played no obscure part. They abound in vivid sketches,

tolling anecdotes, fugitive comments, which unite a certain

charm of- autoliiographical romance with the worldly wis-

dom of an experienced courtier. A flavour of personality

makes thcin not unpleasant reading. ' While we learn to

despise and mistrust the man iu Giovio, wo appreciate the

litterateur. It would not be too far-fetched to describe him
iis a sort of IGth century Horace Walpole.

his own
'.ncalogy

of lllnsiri'iiia IttilUiii Ftiidilir^; and Giov. LJatt. Giovio's CJomiiii

t'/htsti'i d'-l/a Viuccsi Coinasca, I^Ioilona, 1784. Cit-ogna, iu his

Jlr/fc Zfficn'~i'oiii ycurziniic li/to-ofta {Wniro, ISiJO), fjivcs a list of
Ciinvio's works, fi-oni which the Ibllowiii'.: notices aic u.xtracteil :

—

]. Works in Latin:

—

{\y PuaU Jucti illstoflarum siti Icmjioris,

I'lui-L-nre, 1550-52, the same traushiteii into Italiun'by L. Donieiiichi,

an-l lii-st puhli-^lu-il at Floreui o, 1551, afterwards at Venice; (2)

A "w/-i- A*., li'idrinui l^/,, I'oiiijicti C'uttDiiiiiV Cayl., Vitx, i^orcnce,

|;,I8, transl.itc-l by Donlcniclii, Flurell'-e, 15J9
; (3) Vttx XII.

fi'-' coinil Uiii Mrdiohhii jifiufi/>ir,n, Paris, 1549, Ir.inslated by
n.inionii-iii, Venici', 1549

; (4) l^itii SfoHhc clariss. tlncis, Rome,
15i:i, translatcil by Douieniclii, Florence, 154>J-; (6) Filt Fr.
F'-ni. JJ(Crii//\ Florence, 1549, tlanslated by Domcilichi, iLid.,

1551
; (G) Fi/fc ninu,ii Coiisnhi^ iOiil., 1549, translated by Duinc-

nichi, iliiil., 1550; (7) Alfonsi Alcslaisi, &c., ibirl., 1650, Italian
Iranslatioii by Giov. i'.-itt. Udli, Florenco, 1553; {&) Elmji'i, i-nornm
it^-Iliat i-ii-tiiic i/lifsfi-iuin, ihiU., 1551, tr.msbitcd by Uumcrniclii,

ifn'd., 1554; (9) Fluijlit ufctroiKiu virornin, &.C., Venice, 154G (these

ai-c bingrapliics of men of letters), tianslated by iIip|iulito Orio
<if I'errara, Florence, 1552; [\Q) LiUIlii^ dclnjatton'' Ijfi^ilil Mtnjiil

Priiicipui MoscoTur^ ll*Mne, 1525; (11) DcscrijUio L'li-H L(u:li^^

V-jnice, 1559; (\i\ Dcscrliilio Urilnnnix, ic, Venice, 1548; (13)
Dc /I'jitinnis risfiOtts. Homo, 1524. 2. AVorks in Italian:— (1)
J)i'tlogo d^fhj'Litprf'^c iiti/ifari ct amoj-osc, J.'onie, 1555; (2) Lcttcre

Volijari, Venice, 15C0. Sonic mitjor works and nnnicrons rejirints

of those cite-d li.ivc been omitted from this list; and it should also

bo mentiune-d th-it some of tlio lives, with additionid matter, arc
included in the Vitx Illiislnunt Kii-oriaii, Uascl, 1570. (J. A. S.)

JUANES; or Jo.v\e-s,Vic£n-te.(1523-1579), head of

llic Valencian school of painters, anrl often called "the
Spanish Raphael," was born at Fucntcde la Higucra in the

province of Valencia in 1523. Of his biography practically

no authentic facts have been preserved, lie is said to have
studied his art for sonic time in Runic, with wliicli school

Lis affinities arc closest, but the greater part of his profes-

sional life was spent in the city uf Valencia, where most of

Iho extant examples of his work are now to be found. All
rclato to religious subjects, and are characterized by dignity
of conception, accuracy of drawing, truth and beauty of

colour, and minuteness of finish. The best known-arc the
I'hitombment, the Nativity, the Burial of a IMonk, and tlie

Martyrdom of St Agnes. His style is al.so seen to full

advantage in the series on the life of St Stephen, originally

ininted for the chiirch of San Estebau in Valencia, and
now in the Musoo :it Madrid. He died at Bocairente
(near .Tativa) while engaged upon an altarpieco in the
church there, on 21st December 1579.
JUAN FERNANDE;C, a small island in the South

Tiicific in 3-1' S. lat., -400 niUes west of Valparaiso. The
iSpiniards also dciignat,: it Mus-a-Tkrra, "more to land,"

to distinguish it from a smaller island, Mas-a-Fuera,
" more to sea," 9 miles farther west. The aspect of Juan
Fernandez is beautiful and striking ; only 13 miles ra

length by 4 in width, it consists of a series of precipitous

rocks rudely piled into irregular blocks and pinnacles.

The highest of these masses (about 3000 feet), a fine object

from the auchorage, i.s called, from its massive form, El
Yuiirjne, the Anvil ; it appears to be inaccessible. Any
attempt to scale the higher peaks of the island is dangerous

;

the soil is very light and shallow, and the vegetation

mostly a shrubby under growth, and on any attempt to pull

oneself up by the help of this, the whole is apt to give way,'

and climber and shrubs are precipitated together down
the dill's. The rocks are trap-tutfs, basalts, and green-

stones, and the island seems to date back to the older

trappcan series. There is a doubtful story of light having
been seen emanating from one of the higher peaks ; but it

seems likely that, if Juan Fernandez was ever a subaerial

volcanic cone, its fires have been long extinguished. Small
indentations are found all round the island, but Cumber-
land Bay on the north side is the only good anchorage,

and even there, from the great depth of water, there is

some dilllculty and risk.

A wide valley collectiug streams from several of the

ravines on the north side of the island opens into Cumber-
land Bay, and is partially enclosed and cultivated ; and the

settlement, consisting of some thirty or forty dilapidated

Chilian huts, faces the anchorage. As seen from the bay
the mountains seem covered with foliage to the sky-lin^

except where precipitons faces of rock—basalt and green-

stone—form a beautiful contrast to the luxuriant some-
what pale vegetation so characteristic of an island in the

warmer temperate zone.

The flora and fauna of Jnan Fernandez are in most
respects Chilian,—the opportunities of immigration from
any other direction being speciiilly difficult, for nearly con-

stant currents set from the south-west, a direction in which
there is no land nearer than the antarctic continent. There
are few trees on the island, and these are chiefly in inac
cossible situations, the timber near the shore having been
almost entirely cut down for fire-wood. Most of the valuable

indigenous trees have been exterminated ; the sandal-wood,

which the earlier navigators found one of the most valuable

products of the island, is now confined to almost inacces-

sible places, while the other prominent indigenous forms, a
native palm {Ceroxylon australe) and two tree-ferns, may
be counted on the fingers as they raise their feathery heads
over some overhanging crag or precipitous ravine. The
steep paths up the hills are bordered by a thicket of flower-

ing shrubs and herbs chiefly of South American origin.

One of the most prominent of the latter (Gunnera chiteusis)

expands Its gigantic rhubarb-like leaves to an enormous size,

while the procumbent rhizomes creep along the ground,

throwing up leaf-stalks 8 and 10 feet in height, and forming
with the leaves, which frequently measure 15 feet across,

a canopy under which one can ride easily on the small

Chilian horses. There are twenty-four species of ferns on
tlie island, and of these four are special to it ; so great

a prevalence of ferus gives quite a character to the island

flora.

The fauna of Juan Fernandez is likewise fairly rich and
very speciah There arc no indigenous land mammals on
the island. Pigs, which have long since become wild and
numerous, were left by th-e earlier navigators, and wild

goats imported in the same fashion are now abundant, and
their flesh is excellent. Se;i-elephants and fur-seals were'

at one time plentiful upon Juan Fernandez, and are still

found in some numbers at Mas-a-Fuera. There are, besides

the Accipilres and the Xat'iloies, four land birds on Juan'

Fernandez (and four somewhat dill'crent on JIas-a-Fuera).
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The four Ju;in Fernandez birds are a thrush, atyrant, and
two humming-birds {Eiistephanus femandensis and £J.

galerites). The thrush and Eiistephamis femandeiisis are

special to the island, and the latter has the great peculiarity

of having the male of a bright cinnamon colour while the

female is green. Both sexes are green in E. galerites. Of
the shrubs in the jungle bordering the ravine, there seems

Bcareely a plant of myrtle, or of a bignoniaceous plant vrith

long dark bells associated with the myrtle, which is not

inhabited by a pair of humming birds, so that the whirring

and buzzing of the brilliant flutterers over the flowers is

singularly attractive.

Juan FeiTiandez was discovered by a Spanish pilot of that name
(who Avas also the discoverer of the island of Mas-a-Fuera) in 1563.

F3rnandez obtained from the Spanish Government a grant of tlie

islands, where he resided for some lime, stocking them with goats

and pigs. He soon, however, appears to have abandoned liia

possessions, which were afterwaras for many years only visited

occasionally by fishermen from the coasts of Chili and Peru, who
lound the sea round the island well stocked with fish. In 1616 Le
Maire and Schouten called at Juan Fernandez for water and fresli

l»rovisions. Pigs and gnats were then abundant on the island,

and the valleys coming down to the ancht)rage were filled with
hei'bage and the sea with excellent fish. Sandal-wood was plentiful,

and near the ai)cliorage there was a giove of wila quince trees. The
lleet ui^der the command of Admiral I'Ermite next visited the

island. Three soldiers and three gunners remained behind when
the fleet left; what became of these is altogether unknown, lu
the year 1668 the buccaneer Sharp anchored off" Juan Fernandez,

at first apparently ou the south side of the island and afterwards

iu Cumberland Biy. At the time of his visit seals and sea-lions

fr.-quented tlie shores in large numbers, and pigs, the descendants of

those originally imported by Fcruande?;, were so abundant that a

hundred were salted down in addition to those killed for immediate
use. At the end of 1687 five men voluntarily remained at Juan
Fernandez from another buccaneer commanded by Captain Edward
Davis. They remained on the island until October 1690, when the
English ship "Welfare," Captain John Story, took them off.

In February 1700 Darapier called at Juan Fernandez, and whilst
llierc Captain Straddling of the "Cinque Porte" galley quarrelled
with his men, forty-two of wliom dcsertet^but were afterwards taken
onboard by Dampier

; five seamen, liowevcr, remained on shore.

In October 1704 the " Cinque Porte" r"*turned and found two of
Ihcse men, tlie others having been apparently captured by tlie

French. On this occasion Captain Straddling had a disagreement
with his master, Alexander Selkirk, who insisted upon being put ou
hhore rather than serve longer with Straddling. Selkirk's desire

was complied with, and he was sent on shore with a few ordinary
necessaries. Before the ship left he begged to be readmitted: but
this was refused, with the curious result that, with little merit of

his own, Selkirk has became a hero for all time, and "Robinson
Cnisoo's Island " the cynosure of all boys' eyes. It is extremely im-
probable that Alexander SLdkirk ever actually placed his journal in

the hands of Defoe, but liis story excited some public interest, and
in catering for the public aniuseni*nt that prince of raconteurs was
most likely to have adopted SoJkirk's tale for combination with
other material in one of his wonderful " realistic novels." Many
of the incidents in the Adventures of Rohinsoii Crusoe are evi-

dently inconsistent with the narrative of Selkirk, and are un-
doubtedly taken from other sources ; for example, the footprint on
the sand, and the decidedly tropical description of " Kobiuson
Crusoe's Island," would agree better with one of the outlying
islands of the West Indies. Ale.vander Selkirk was relieved from
what appears to have been a by no means unbearable exile in

1709 by the ship "Duke," Capt.nin Wood Rogers, and in 1868
the officers of H.M.S. " Topaze" ererted a tablet at a point on
the hill road called " Selkirk s Look-o-Jt," just whero in a gap in

the trap rock a magnificent view may be had of the whole island,

aD»l of the sea north and south, over which the exile must have
often and eagerly watched for an approaching sail. It bears
the following inscription :

—"In memory of Alexander Selkirk,
mariner, a native of Largo in the county of Fife, Scotland, who
was on this island in complete solitude for four years- and four
months^ He was landed from tlie ' Cmque Porte ' galley, 96 tons,

16 guns, 1704 a d., and was taken off in the 'Duke' privateer,
12th February 1709. He died lieutenant of the * Weymouth.' 1723
A.D., aged forty-seven years. This tablet is erected near Snlkirk's
Jook-out by Commodore Powell and officers of H.M.S. 'Topaze,'
1868 A. D.

'•

I .After Selkirk's relief, visits, especially from buccaneers, to the
island of Juan Fci'nandez became more frequent. In June 1741
Commodore Anson anchored in Cumbcrlajid Bay in the "Cen-
turion." During Anson's stay the *' Triaf" visited Mas-a-Fuera,
and found the anchorage more exposed than at Juan Fernandez.

Anson founH vegetables, oi which the scurrj'-sti uck crew of the
"Centurion " stood greatly in need, much as formerly, —the cabbage
palm, celery, water-cresses, and radishes being abundant. After
having added to the resources of the island by sowing the stones
of fruit trees and garden seeds, some of which did well, Anson con-
tinue his voyage in September. On Anson's return home it was
proposed to form an English settlement on Juan Fernandez, but the
Si>aniards hearing that the matter had been mooted in England
gave orders to occupy the island, and it was garrisoned accordingly
in 1750. Carteret first observed this settlement in May, 1767, and
on account of the hostility of the Spaniards preferred to put in at
Mas-a-Fuera.

After the revolutionary wars Juan Fernandez passed into the
possession of the Chilians, and has remained theiis ever since.

Shortly after 1818 it was used as a state prison by the Chilian
Government. In 1820 there appear to have been 300 convicts on
the island, with 100 regular troops. In that year the island was
swarming with wild horses, cattle, pigs, slieep, and goats, and
vegetables and frnit were in abundance. In 1830 Juan Fernandez
was visited by Captain King in H.M.S. "Adventure." Tltere were
then no convicts on the island. There was a small garrison of forty

7>crsnus, and provisions were scarce. In 1833 Juan Fernandez was
ajijain used as a convict station by the Chilians. In 1835 the island

appears to have been governed by a Mr Sutcliife, an Engllslnuaii in

the Chilian service. He was present when an earthquake took
place on the 20th February ot that year, of which he gives a.

description.

In November 1875 H.M.S. "Challenger,'* Captain F. T. Thomson,
called at Juan Fernandez lor two days. King as u&ual in Cumberland
Bay.

Shortly after 1835 Juan Ffirnandez was abandoned as a convict
settlement, and since that time it has been leased by the Cliiliau

Government to such as cared to occupy it for the supply of
whalers and other passing ships, OTd foi such remains of sea-lion

hunting and fur-sealing as still exist. The speculation does not
appear to be very profitable ; and the island is likely to be by
and by left so far as may be in the busier world of to-day to its

pristine solitude. (C. W. T.)

JUAEEZ, Benito Pablo (180G-1872), president of

Mesico, was born near Ixtlan, in the state of Oajaca,

]\Iexico, March 21, 1806, of full Indian blood. Early left

in poverty by the death of his father, he received from a

charitable friar a good general education, and afterwards

the means of studying law. Beginning to practise in 1834,

Juarez speedily rose to professional distinction, and in the

stormy political life of his time and country took a pro-

minent part as an exponent of liberal views. In 1832 he

sat in the state legislature; in 1846 he was one of a legis-

lative triumvirate for his native state and a deputy to the

republican congress, and from 1847 to 1852 he was governor

of Oajaca. Banished in 1853 by Santa Anna, he returned

to Mexico in 1855, and joined Alvarez, who, after Santa

Anna's defeat, made him minister of justice. Under
Comonfort, who succeeded Alvarez in December 1S55,

Juarez was made president of the supreme court of justice

and minister of the interior ; and, when Comonfort was
unconstitutionally replaced by Zuloaga in 1858, the chief

justice, in virtue of Ids office, claimed to be legal prcbident

of the republic. It was not, however, tiil the beginning of

1861 'that he succeeded in finally defeating the unconstitu-

tional party and in being duly elected president by congress.

His decree of July 1861, suspending for two years all pay-

ments on public debts of every kind, led to the landing

in Mexico of English, Spanish, and French troops. The
first two powers were soon induced to withdraw their

forces; but the French remained, declared war in 1862,

placed Maximilian upon the throne as emperor, and drove

Juarez and Ids adherents to the northern limits of the

republic. Juarez maintained an obstinate resistance,

which resulted in final success. In 1867 Maximilian was

taken at -Qnaretero, and shot; and in August Juarez was

once more elected president. His term of office was fai;

from tranquil ; discontented generals stirred up ceaseless

revolts and insurrections ; and, though he was re-elected in

1871, his popularity seemed to be on the wane. He died

of apoplexy in the city of Mexico, July 18, 1872.' In hitn

Mexico lost a statesman of integrity, ability, and deter-
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mination, wliose good c[ualities are too apt to be overlouked

in consequence of his connexion with the unhappy fate of

Maximilian.

JUEA I,, successor to his father Hiempsal on the tlirone

of Numidia, owes his importance much more to the dis-

tracted state of the Euman world during the struggle

betwixt Cesar and Pompey than to his intrinsic merit.

He embraced Pompey's cause, moved by ancient hereditary

friendship to that general, as well as by personal enmity
to C<esar, who had insulted him at Rome a few years

before, and to Curio, Cresar's general in Africa, who had
openly proposed when tribune of the plebs in 50 B.C. that

Kumidia should be sold to colonists, and the Idus; reduced
to a private station. In 49 B.C. Juba marched against

Curio, who was threatening Utica, and by a stratagem
inflicted on the Cesarean army a crushing defeat, in which
Curio was slain. Juba's attention was momentarily dis-

tracted by a counter invasion of his territories by Bocchus
aud Sitius ; but, finding that his lieuteuant Saburra was
able to defend his interests, he rejoined Scipio with a large

body of troops. With Scipio he shared the defeat at

Thapsus. Fleeing from the field with the Eoman general

Petreius, the king wandered about for some time as a
fugitive, spurned even from the gates of his own city

Zama, where he had prepared for a desperate siege. The
fugitives at length resolved to die by mutual slaughter.

Juba killed Petreius, and sought the aid of a slave in

despatching himself (46 B.C.). Juba's character may be
summed up in the word savage ; he was brj.ve, treacherous,

Ui^olent, and cruel.

JUBA IL, king of Mauretania, was on the death of his

father Juba I, in 4G b c. carried to Rome, a mere infant,

to grace Cesar's triumph. He seems to have received a
good education under the care of Oetavianus (afterwards

Augustus), whom he accompanied later in his campaign
against Antony. In 29 B.C., after Antony's death,

Oetavianus gave the young African the hand of Cleopatra
Selene, daughter of Antony and Cleopatra, and placed him
on his paternal throne. In 25 B.C., however, he transferred

liim from Numidia to the kingdoms formerly held by
Rocchus and Boguas, viz., Mauretania Tingitana and
Mauretania C'sesariensis, to Which was added a part of

Gaetulia. Juba fixed his royal residence at Jol, whose
name he changed to Ca^sarea, and which is now identified

with the modern Cherchel, about 72 miles west of Algiers.

He seems to have reigned in considerable prosperity, though
in 6 A.D. the Gastulians rose in a revolt of sufficient

importance_to afford the surname G.-etulicus to Coruelius
CosVus, the Roman general whose aid the king called in to

suppress it. According to Josephus (Ant xvii. 13, 1 and
i ; Ji. J., ii. 7, 4), Juba married in second nuptials Gla-
phyra, daughter of Archelaus of Cappadocia, and widow
of Alexander, son of Herod the Great, afterwards wife of
Alexauder's brother, the Archelaus of the New Testament.
The date of Juba's death is by no means certain ; from the
evidence of coins and 'certain allusions in Strabo, scholars
Lave been led to place it in 19 or 20 a.d.

Juba, to quote the words of Pliny, was more memorable for his
writings tlian for his crown. He wrote many historical and
geographical works, of which some seem to have "been voluminous
ami of considerable value on account of the sources to which their
author had access. Unfortunately they are known to us duly
fiom fragments imbedded in other KTiters. Tlie list given by C.
JIuller in las Frarfmenla Uisloricorum Grxcoruin (vol. iii., Paris,
1849), is as follows:—(1) •pa./iaiKj) la-Topla; {2)'AiT<rvpiaKd ; (3)
AiBuni; (4) DC Arabia sh-c Dc ExpcdUionc Araiica; (5) Plnjsioloqa;
(6) Oc Euphorbia licrba; (7) ncpl ottoD; (8) Hfol ypa'piKiJ! (riepl

{aypi<l>ay) ; (9) ©earpiK), iVropi'a
; (10) 'O.uoioTTjTej

; (11) Hep!
ipiopas Aejetis ; (12) 'Eiriypau^a. iluller {loc. cit.) has collected at
the head of Juba's fra^-ments the scattered notices of the king from
the writers of antiquity.* See also Sevin in iUm. de I'Acad. dcs
hiscrij'lioits, vol. iv. »

JUBBULPORE. See jAEALrrn.

JUBILEE, or Jl-bile, The ye.ap. of. In Ezek. xlvi.

IG, 17, there is indication of a law according to which " the

prince " is at liberty to alienate in perjretuity any portion

of his inheritance to his sons ; but if he give a gift of his

inheritance to any other of his subjects, then the change
of ownership holds good only till "the year of liberty"
(lIT^ri n?t;'), after which the alienated property returns

to its original possessor, the prince. This restriction upon
the transfer of real property is applied to a greatly en-

larged cla.ss of persons and cases in Lev. xxv. 8-55, which
is by far the most important passage relating to this sub-

ject. It is again referred to in Lev. sxvii. 17-25, and
the only other allusion to it iu the Pentateuch occiirs in

Numb, xxxvi. 4. According to Lev. xxv. S-12, at the
completion of seven sabbaths of years, the trumpet of

the jubilee (nyn^ lEIL") is to be sounded " throughout
the land," on the tenth day of the seventh month, i.e., on
the great day of atonement. The fiftieth year thus
announced is to be "hallowed," i.e., liberty (iTn) is to

be proclaimed everywhere to every one, and the people are

to return "every man unto his possession and unto his

family." The year in other respects is to resemble the
sabbatical year; there is to be no sowing, nor reaping that

which grows of itself, nor gathering of grapes. Coming
to fuller detail,—as regards real property (Lev. xxv. 13-34),
the law is that if any Hebrew under pressure of necessity

shall alienate his property he is to get for it a sum cf

money reckoned according to the number of harvests to bo
reaped between the date of alienation and the first jubilee

year ; should he or any relation desire to redeem the pro-

perty before the jubilee, this can alwa_vs be done by repay-

ing the value of the harvests between the redemption and
the jubilee. The fundamental principle is that "the land
shall not be sold bo as to be quite cut off, for it is njine,

and ye are strangers and sojourners with me." The same
rule applies to dwelling-houses of unv.allcd villages ; the
case is different, however, as regards dwelling-houses iu

walled cities. These may be redeemed within a year after

transfer, but if not redeemed within that period ihey con-

tinue permanently in possession of the purchaser. An
exception to this last ride is made for the houses of the
Levites in the Levitical cities. As regards properly in

slaves (Lev. xxv. 35-55), the Hebrew whom necessity has
compelled to sell himself into the service of his brother

Hebrew is to be treated as a hired servant and a sojourner,

and to be released absolutely at the jubilee; non-Hebrew
bondmen on the other hand are to 1 e bondmen for ever.

But the Hebrew who has sold himself to a stranger or

sujouruer is entitled to freedom at the year of jubilee, and
further is at any time redeemable by any of his kindred,

—

the redeniption price being regulated by the number of

years to run between the redemption and the jubilee,

according to the ordinary w'age of hired servants. So
much for the Levitical law ; as reg-ards its observance, tho

evidence of history is not voluminous, but Jer. xxxiv. 14
seems to show conclusively that iu his time at least the law
acknowledged by the prophets was that described in Deut.

XV., according to which the rights of Hebrew slave-holders

over their compatriots were invariably to cease seven years

after they had been acquired. After the exile^the law of

Lev. xxv. was also certainly disregarded ; the Talmudist.s

and Rabbins are unanimous that although the jubilee years

were "reckoned" they were not observed.

As regards tS'c meaning of the name "jubilee" (731'n HX', or

simply ?3i^, ifiaurhs itpeirfus or lifpfais, annus jubilai or jubilir:us)i

authorities are not agreed. According to Josephus (^Ji/-, iii. 12, 31,

it means c\iv9sp!a; but the use of the word /T in Exod. .\ix. 13,

Josh. vi. 5, makes it probable that the name is derivtd from the

trumpet sound with which the .jubilee was to be prudaimtil ; and
it is not inipossi'ole-that the old Jewish tradiliunal view 's rifl.t
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which states 73' to mean a ram—for which there is a probable con-

firmation in Phcenician—and then, by abbreviation for 72' ^-ip, a

trumpet of ram's horn. See Dillniann on Exod. xix. 13. If the
law of the jubilee is posterior to tlie time of Jeremiah and Ezeliit-l,

auJ was not enforced aftoi-'the exile, the practical difficulties of the
institution, especially in its connexion with the sabbatical year,

call for no remark. Older theologi.ins, by whom all the Penta-
tcuchal laws were regarded as homogeneous parts of a single

practical scheme, stfent innch ingenuity on the explanation of the
year of jubilee. Thus Scaliger and n^iauy others sought to identify

it with the seventh sabbatical year, and so to avoid a succession

of two years in which agriculture was suspended. The most
ingenious form of this attempt is the theory of Franke (Xov. Syst.

Chron. Fund., 1778), revived by Klostcruiann {Stud. it. Krit., ISSO,

p. 720 sq.), which compares the jubilee period with the Egyptian
t\venty-iive year peiviod, and connects it with the intercahitlon neces-

sary to re-establish the correspondence of the lunar and solar years.

JUBILEE YEAR, in the Roman Catliolic Church, is

observed every twenty-fifth year, from Christmas to

Christmas. During its continuance plenary indulgence is

obtainable by all Catholics, on condition of their penitently

confessing their sins and visiting certain churches a stated

number of times, or doing an equivalent amount of meri-

torious work. The institution does not go farther baick

than to the time of Boniface VIII., whose bull is dated

April 22, 1300. The circumstances in which it was pro-

mulgated are related by a contemporary authority, Jacobus
Cajetanus, according to who.se account (" Relatio de cen-

tesimo s. jubiljeo anno " in the tSibliotheca Patrum) it had
its origin in a wide-spread p)pular belief then prevalent,

which had taken practical shape in an enormous influx of

pilgrims to Rome from the 1st of January onwards. The
advance upon the recently formulated doctrine of in-

dulgences (see Inditlgence) was indeed a natural one.

Originally the churches of St Peter and St Paul in Rome
were the only jubilee churches, but the privilege was after-

wards extended to the Lateran Church and that of Sta
Maria Maggiore, and it is now shared also for the year

immediately following that of the Roman jubilee by a

number of specified provincial churches. At the request

of the Roman people, Clement VI. appointed that the

i'ubilee should recur every fifty years instead of every

lundred years as had been originally con'emplated in the

constitution of Boniface ; Urban VI. reduced the interval

still further to thirty-three years (the supposed duration of

the earthly life of Christ) ; and by Paul II. it was finally

fixed at twenty-five year.?. According to the special ritual

prepared by Alexander VI. in 1500, the pope on the
Christmas eve with which the jubilee commences goes in

solemn procession to a particular walled-up door (" Porta
aurea") of St Peter's and knock three times, using at the
same time the words of Ps. csviii. 19 {" Aperite mihi portas

justilias"). The doors are then opened and sprinkled with
holy water, and the pope passes through. A similar

ceremony is conducted by cardinals at the other jubilee

churches of the city. At the close of the jubilee, the special

doorway is again buUt up with appropriate solemnities.

The last ordinary jubilee was observed in 1875. "Extra-
ordinary " jubilees are sometimes appointed on special

occasions.

JUBILEES, Book OF'THE. See Apocalyptic Litep.a-
TiTRE, vol. ii. p. 176.

'

JUDvEA. See Palesti.sk.

JUDAH ('^7''^', Yehuda, i.e., according to the etymo-
logy given in Gen. xxix. 35, "praised"), the name of one
of the twelve hibes and of their eponymus the fourth sou
of Jacob by Leah. Except in the history of Joseph, the
Biblical interest attaching to Judah belongs not to the
i.ulividual but to the tribe: for in Gen. xxxviii. an
ethnographical allegory appears transparently enough under
the surface of the record. According to the usuafform of
such statements in the Old Testament, Judah's marriage

with' the daughter of the Canaanite Shuah is to be referred

to a union of the tribe with Canaanite elements. Er and
Onan are extinct subdivisions of the mixed population,

thougli a minor family of the former name appears as

incorporated with Slielah, the third clan of this branch of

the tribe (1 CLron. iv. 21). The details of the disappear-

ance of these ancient stocks are obscure.^ The stocks of

Pharez and Zerah are represented as secondary. They are

children of Judah and Tamar, but the former is their father,

in virtue of an extension of the levirate principle. As
the author represents Tamar's conduct as justifiable under
tlie circumstances, the narrative must have taken shape
before the levirate law assumed the narrower form given

in Deuteronomy.- An ingenious explanation of Tamar,
Pharez, and Zerah is given by Lagarde, Orienialia, ii.

(1880). He identifier Tamar (palm tree) with Phoenicia,

and regards Zerah (mt = miS, indi'jeiia) as the old Canaanite
element of the union which had to yield precedence-to the

younger Hebrew invaders (Pharez). lu any case the

naiTative of Gen. xxxviii., with all its obscurities, indicates

two of the most notable features in the early history of

Judah, its mixed character and its long separation fronf the

rest of Israel (ver. 1). The latter point receives further

illustration in the book of Judges. Judah and Simeon
seem to have broken otl" from Israel at Gilgal, 'and taken a
separate course. In the song of Deborah the tribe is not

named among the rest, and even in the time of David
Judah and Israel are still more conscious of their separation

tlian of their original unity. Indeed the two soon fell

apart again at the division of the kingdom, but after the

time of David the idea of unity was never lost ; and, while

the prophets look for a restoration of the realm of the

house of Jesse, Deut. xxxiii. 7 (the work of a poet of

Ephraim) prays for victory to Judah against his enemies

and his ultimate restoration to his people, the greater Israel

of the north. The blessing of Jacob, on the other hand,

views Judah in the light of the Davidic sovereignty as

holding the hegemony over his brethren until the coming
of the Messiah.^ Our most detailed information as to the

tribal history of Judah is derived from 1 Chron. ii. 1-iv.

23. It appears that the tribe absorbed a large element of

non-Israelite origin, the Hezronites, or, as the Arabs would
now say, the haJar, original nomads who had settled down
in villages and towns. To these belonged not only the

Jerahmeelites but the Calibbites in Hebron and the southern

steppes. It appears to have been the incorporation of these

elements that raised Judah to the eminent place which it

maintained from the time of David. The details of this

important piece of history have been analysed by Well-

hausen, De geniibus et famillis Judicorum (Gottingen,

1870).

JUDAS ISCARIOT (lovBas 'laKapioirris or 'T<rKopi(ie),

the son of Simon Iscariot (John. vi. 71, siii. 2G), and one

of the twelve apostles ; he is always enumerated last, with

special mention of the fact that he was the betrayer of

Jesus. If the now generally accepted explanation of his

surname {ry^'l? i;"S, i.e., "man of Kerioth"; see Josh.

XV. 25) be correct, he was the only original member of the

apostolic band who was not a Galitean. (For other

' Compare the Arabic JyE> ?'<i'''l'< Bulak ed. vi. 117; iloKaUa,

Cairo ed. , iii. 77.

^ Compare Hupfeld, Ucber die luutige Ihcosophischc Thcologk, 1S61.

' The oldest interpretation of Shiloh, as if it were pointed ^\^
(for \^ 1E>'S) is perhaps the best, especially if with Wellhausen {Gesch.,

p. 37ii) w-e delete the following ^\. ^ The sense then is, "till be
comes to whom the people's obedience is due." AuoLher explanation

is given by Lagarde {Onoin., ii. 95), who takes the word as equival-

ent to n7'NL;-', " he whom Judah prays for.'' At all events the con-

text demands a Messianic interpretation.
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suggested etymologies of the name see Winer's BM.
Seatworterb., s. v.) The circumstances which led to his

admission into the apostolic circle are not stated ; according

to the fourth Gospel (vi. 64), his treachery had been fore-

seen b}' Jesus from the very first, but this is not suggested

by the synoptists. The motives by which he was actuated

in renderin;:; to the Jewish authorities the petty and base

service of enabling them to arrest his Master without

tumult have been analysed by scholars with very various

degrees of subtJety and insight. According to some his

sole object was to place Jesus in a position in which He
should be compelled to make what had seemed to His
followers the too tardy display of His Messianic power

;

according to others (and their view seems the best supported

by the narrative of the Gospels) he was simply an avaricious

and dishonest man, who felt that his opportunities for petty

peculation—as keeper of the common purse, John xii. 6,

siii. 29—were rapidly disappearing. As regards the effects

of his subsequent remorse and the use to which his ill-gotten

gains were put, the strikingly apparent discrepancies

between the narratives of Matt, x.xvii. 3-10 and Acts i.

18, 19 have continually attracted the attention of Biblical

scholars ever since Papias, in his fourth book, of which a

fragment has been preserved, discussed the subject ; tlie

probability is that they simply represent divergent tradi-

tions, one of which has possibly been coloured by the

history of Ahithophel. In ecclesiastical legend and in

sacred art Judas Iscariot has taken a prominent place,

being generally treated as the very incarnation of treachery,

ingratitude, and impiety. The Middle Ages, after their

fashion, have supplied the lacuna3 in what they deemed his

too meagre biography. According to the common form of

their story, he belonged to the tribe of Keuben ;' before he

was born his mother Cyborea had a dream that he was
destined to murder his father, commit incest with his

mother, and sell his God. The attempts made by her aud
her husband to avert this curse simply led to its accomp-

lishment. At his birth he was enclosed in a chest and
flung into the sea; picked up- on a foreign shore, he was
educated at the court until an act of murder committed in

a moment of passion compelled his flight. Coming to

Judaea, he entered the service of Pontius Pilate as page,

and during this period committed the first two of the crimes

which had been expressly foretold. Learning the secret

of his birth, he, full of remorse, seeks the prophet who, he
has heard, has power on earth to forgive sins. He is

accepied as a disciple and promoted to a position of trust,

where avarice, the only vice in which he has hitherto been
unpractised, gradually takes possession of his soul, and
leads to the complete fulfilment of his evil destiny. This
Judas legend, as given by Jacobus a Voragine, obtained no
small popularity ; and it is to be found in various shapes

in every important literature of Europe. For the history

of its genesis and its diffusion the reader may consult

D'Ancona, La leygenda <li Vergogna e la Uggenda di Giuda,
Bologna, 1869, and papers by W. Creizenach in Paul and
Braune's Beitr. zur Gesch. der deiitschen Sprache nnd Litera-

tiir, vol. ii., Halle, 1S75, and Victor Diederich in Bussiche

Revue, St Petersburg, 1880. Cholevius, in his Geschichte

der deutschen Poesie nach ihren antiken Elementen (Leipsic,

1854), pointed out the connexion of the legend with the

CEdipus story. The pjpular hatred of Judas has found
strange symbolical expression in various parts of Christen-

dom. In Corfu, for instance, the people at a given signal
' c^n Easter eve throw vast quantities of crockery from their

windows and roofs into the streets, and thus execute an

imaginary stoning of Judas (see Kirkwall, Ionian Islands,

* Other forms make him a Danite, and consider" the passage in

Genesis (xlix. 1-1) a jjrophecy of the traitor.
,
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vol. ii. p. 47). At one time (according to Mustoxidi, Delle

cose corciresi) the tradition prevailed that the traitor's

house and country villa existed in the island, and that his

i
descendants were to be found among the local Jews.'

I Details in regard to some Judas legends and superstitions

are given in Notes and Queries, 2d series, v., vi., and vii.;

3d ser., vii.; 5th ser., vi.

JUDAS MACCABEUS. See Isk.iel and Maccabees.
JUDAS TREE, the C'ei-cis Siliquasd-um of botanists,'

belongs to the section Csesalptnex. hi the natural family
Leyitminosa:. [t is a native of the south of France, Spain,

Portugal, Italy, Greece, and Asia Minor, and forms a hand-
some low tree with a flat spreading head. In spring it is

covered with a profusion of purplish pink flowers, which
appear before the leaves. The flowers have an agreeable

acid taste, and are eaten mixed with salad or made into

fritters. The tree was one frequently figured by the older

herbalists. One woodcut by Castor Durante is a copy of

Lobel's cut, with the addition of the figure of Judas
suspended from one of the branches, illustrating the

popular tradition regarding this tree. A second species,

C. canadensis, is common in North America from Canada
to Virginia, and differs from the European species in its

smaller size and pointed leaves. The flowers are also used
in salads and for making pickles, while the branches ats

used to dye wool a nankeen colour.

JUDE. The writer of the epistle of St Jude ClovSas)
calls himself (ver. 1) " the brother of James." In primitive

Christian times, among the JudKO-Christiaus to whom this

epistle, from the nature of its contents, must hare been
addressed, there was but one James who could be thus
spoken of without any further description, viz., James
"tlie Lord's brother" (see James). The writer of this

epistle, then, claims to be the Judas named among the

brethren of the Lord in Matt. xiii. 55, Mark vi. 3. He
seems himself to declare by implication that he was not an
apostle (ver. 17), and with this agrees the statement (John
Vii. 5) that at a time not loiig before the crucifixion the

brethren of Jesus did not believe on Him. And it is

some confirmation of this position that the writer of the

epistle of St'James in like manner d6es not claim to be
an apostle. The brethien of the Lord are spoken of in

Acts i. 14 as distinct from the apostolic body, and are

placed last in the enumeration, as though latest iiicluded

among the believers ; and that their feeling towards Jesus

should have been changed since His death and resurrection

has been thought to be sufBcieutly explained by the assertion

of St Paul (1 Cor. xv, 7) that the Lord had been "seen of

James" on one .special occasion after he had risen from the

dead. We conclude therefore that tlie writer of the epistle

was a different person from Jude the aposlle, who appears

also to have had the names Lebb;eus and Thaddasus (comp.

JIatt. X. 3, Mark iii. 18, with Luke vi. 16, Acts i. 13).

When we consider the brevity of St Jude's epistle we
can hardly wouder that it did not receive more recognition

from the early Christian writers than it has met with.

Clemens Alexandrinus (165-220y quotes from this epistie

or alludes to its language more, than once, as does Ter-

tuUian (200), making express mention that the bonk of

Enoch is quoted in it." Origen (186-253) gives several

notices of it, and in the Latin translation of some portions

of his works, of which the original has been lost, Jude is

called an apostle.. Xevertheless Eusebius classes the epistle

amongst the di'TiA.cyo'ju.fva, and its omission from the Syriac

version shows us that in one branch of the Christian church

it was either not known, or not received for canonical,

when that version was made. -- Jerome in the 4th century

- The book of Enoch (see vol. ii. p. 175) is' cited in .Jude 14, and
allusions to it occur in 4, 6, 13. Another apocalyiitic nork, tlie

Assuinijtion of Mosps, is tie source of Jude P.

XIII — q6
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givBS a reason for its non-acceptance, which perhaps ope-

rated witli many of the early Christians. He says {Cata-

log. Scr. Ecd., i), "Because in it Jude derives a testimony

Irora the book of Enuch, which is apocryphal, it is rejected'

by most." Yet the cauun of Muratori, the date of which is

j,udged to be about 170 a.d., includes the epistle of St Jude
among, the canonical books, though Justin MartJ-r (140),

Theoplulus of Antioch (180), and Irenreius (135-200)

make no mention of it. It was early included among the

acknowledged Chriiiian writings, and was placed without

question among the canonical books by iho council of

Laodicea.^

The persons to whom the epistle was addressed must
have been for the most part Juda^o-Christians. This is the

reason why the writer styles himself "brother of James,"

and'the same is apparent from all the illustrations contained

in the, letter. The dsliverance from Egypt, the fallen

angels, the cities of the plain, the legend of Michael's con-

tention with Satan, the references to Cain, Balaam, and
Korah, as well as to the prophecy ascribed to Eni>cb, are all

[found in so brief a space, and are so touched upon in a

manner that couldihs edifying to' none save those who were

familiar, not only with Old Testament Scripture, but also

witli Jewish traditions, that we cannot but conclude that

we. have here the work of a Jew writing for Jews, although

the epistle is included among those called "catholic."

From the notices of tire descendants of Jude, fhe brother

iif the Lord, preserved by Eusebius (//. ^.,iii. 19, 20) from

Hegesippus, we should conclude that they were resident in

Palestine. It seems natural therefore to suppose that the

epistle was written in Palestine, and, jt may be, for the

Jewish converts in some district of that country. But of

this we can have no certainty. If, as seems to be intimated

by Hegesippus, Jude was dead in the time of Domitian,

we perhaps shall not be far wrong in assigning the com-
position of the epistle to about 80 a.d. All arguments

for an earlier date, based on the assumption that in a letter

of tills character the writer would not have failed to men-

tion the destruction of Jerusalem as an illustration, had that

event already taken place, must be disregarded. For the

brevity of the letter is such as to deprive this reasoning of

all force, while the very recentness of the overthrow of

Jerusalem would prevent its destruction from entering as

yet into such history as might be used for pointing a

moral.

The epistle of St Jude appears to have been written

after the second epistle of St Peter. Of those corrupt

teachers about whom St Peter spoke in the future tense,

"there shall be false teachers among you," St Jude speaks

in the past, "certain men are crept in unawares;" and the

like difference is observable throughout the respective

letters wherever- verbs occur to which it is possible' to

attach a definite notion of time. But, beside this, St

Peter's letter represents all the corruption which he sees

likely to break forth among the Christian community as

the outcome of false teaching. Destructive heresies are

abroad, and through them many shall be induced to follow

lascivious doings, and the way of truth shall be evil spoken

of. With a promise ofliberty which sounds like a perverse

employment of some of St Paul's language they will lead

their followers astray. But in.St Jude's picture tiie colours

seem much darker, and all allusions to teaching, and to the

idea that, by lessons such as we know from other sources

* Jklany modern critics, folloi\"ing Lutlier, Iiave questioneri t)ie

geiuiineuess of tlie epistle. The libertines against whom it is directed

display close affinity to the Carpocratians of the 2d century, of whose
licvesy Clemeus Alc.vnndrinus makes it a prophecy. Mayerlioff, Schen-

i:cl, .tnd ilaugold snopo^e tlint it was written against that heresy not

long tiofore the middle of the 2d century. It is also argued that the

liluratoriau canon seems to regard the epistle as pseudonynious in the

b.iuie scusc as the "Wi-duni of ^jlgmou.

the Gnostics did give, these men were being beguiled into
evil courses through what appeared to be the gate of greater
knowledge, have disappeared. The sinners agamst whom
this epistle is directed were avowed libertines and practical

unbelievers ; they mocked at all sacred things ; they were
sensual, and had not the Spirit. But stronger than any
other reason for believing in the later date of the present
epistle is the direct quotation which is made in it from the

2d epistle of St Peter. In verses 17-18 St Jude writes,
" But ye, beloved, remember ye the words which have been
spoken before by the apostles of our Lord Jesus Christ,

how that they said to you. In the last time there shall be
mockers (e'^iTaiKTai) walking after their own ungodly
lusts." The whole of what is here given as apostolic

teaching corresponds very closely indeed with the words of

1 Peter iii. 2,.while the word e/xTrarKTai is one that is found
nowhere else in the New Testament unrtl it is here quoted
by St Jude.

Attempts have beea made to prove that St Jude's epistle

originally appeared in Aramaic, from which the Greek that

we have is a translation. But there seems no sufficient

evidence for such a conclusion. No doubt a Jew when
writing Greek would not unfrequently give expression to

his thoughts in a fornr more or less moulded after his

mother tongue, but there are far more points in the epistle

•which are satisfactory Greek of the date of the New
Testament than are the instances which, even after much
ingenuity, can be shown to be renderings of Aramaic.

See Scmler, Paraphrnsis cpp. Jacobi, Petri, ct Jxidm, 1781;
Angusti, Die Katholischcn Jirii^c, 1801 ; .Icssien, Dt anihcntia cp.

Judse, 1821; Stier, Dcr Brief Juds, 1850; \Vicsiuj;cr(in Olsbauseu's
Bibcluxrk), 1854 ;

Hotfinann, Die Byicfe Petri, Jiuld, mid Jctcohi,

1875 ; Reuss, Lcs £pUycs Catholiqiics, 1S7.8. (J. R. L.)
'

JUDGE, an officer appointed by the sovereign power in

a state to administer the law. The duties of the judicial

office, whether in a civil or a criminal matter, are to hear the

statements on both sides in open court, to arrive at a con-

clusion as to the truth of the facts submitted to him, or

when a jury is engaged to direct the jury to find such a

conclusion, to apply to the facts so found the appropriate

rules of law, and to certify by his judgment the relief to

which the parties are entitled or the obligations or penalties

which they have incurred. With the judgment the office

of the judge is at an end, but the judgment sets in motion
the executive forces of the state, whose duty it is to carry it

into execution. Such is the type of a judicial othcer recog-

nized by mature systems of law, but it is not to be accepted

as the universal type, and the following qualifying circum-

stances should be noticed. 1. In primitive systems of law

the judicial is not separated from the legislative and other

governing functions. 2. Although the judge is assumed to

take the law from the legislative authority, yet, as the exist-

ing law never at any time contains provision for all cases, the

judge maybe obliged to inventor create principles applicable

to the case. This is called by Bentham and the English

jurists judge-made and judiciary law. 3. The separation

of the function of judge and jaiy, and the exclusive charge

of questions of law given to the judge, are more particularly

characteristic of the English judicial system. During a

considerable period in the iiistory of Roman law an entirely

different distribution of piarts was observed. The adjudi-

cation of a case was divided between the magistratus and
they«ffer, neither of whom corri?sponds to the English judge.

The former was a public officer charged with the executictn

of the law ; the latter was an arbitrator whom the magis-

trates commissioned to hear and report upon a particular

case. The following are points more specially characteristic

of the English system and its kindred judicial system.s. 1.

Judges are absolutely protected from action for anything

tliat they may do in the discharge of their judicial duties.

This is true in the fullest sense oi judges of the supreme
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courts. "It is .1 principle of English law that no actii.n ;

will lie against a judge of one of thq superior courts for a

judicial act, thougl; it be alleged to have been done

maliciously and corruptly." Other judicial officers are also

protected, though not to the same extent, against actions.

2. The highest cll^s of judges are irremovable except by

what is in effect a special Act of Parliament, viz., a resolution

pissed by both Houses and assented to by the sovereign.

The inferior judges and magistrates are removable for

misconduct by the Lord. Chancellor. 3. The judiciary in

England is not a separate profession. The judges are

chosen from the class of advocates, and almost entirely

according to their eminence at the bar. i. Judges are in

England appointed for the most part by the crown. In a

few cases municipal corporations may appoint their own
judicial officer, and the coroner is elected by the freeholders

of the county.

In the United States judges of the supreme courts, as

well as ambassadors and other public functionaries, are

nominated and appointed by the president with the consent

of the Senate, and hold their offices during good behaviour.

In the separate States the practice varies, but the tendency

i.-; in favour of electing the judges and limiting their tenure

of office. In the revised constitution of Kew York of

18-10, the principle was established that all public officers,

inclu.sive of the judges, should be chosen by popirlar

electioa " The con.stitutional provision for making

judges elective for short periods by universal suffrage

is contagious, and every new constitutional reform or

establishment tends that way" (Kent's Commentaries, i.

295, where a summary of the practice will be found).

JUDGES, The Book of, as we now read it, constitutes

a sequel to the book of Joshua, covering the period of

history between the death of the son of Nun and the birth

of Samuel. But it is well known that the present adjust-

ment of the older historical books of the Old Testament to

form a continuous record of events from the creation to the

Babylonian exile is due to an .editor, or rather to successive

redactors, who pieced together and reduced to a certain

unity older Uisnioirs of very different dates ; and closer

examination shows that the continuity of many parts of

the narrative is more apparent than real This is very

clearly the case in the book of Judges.

We observe in the first place that the book has two

commencements, each of which connects it directly with

the book of Joshua (chap. i. 1 ; iL 6). But in L 1 the

connexion is merely apparent. The events related in chap.

L are there said to have taken place after the death of

Joshua, but in reality the chapter covers the same ground

with the book of Joshua, giving a brief account of the

conquest of Cauaau, which in some particulars repeats the

=',atements of the previous book, while in others it is quite

ndependent. It is impossible to regard the warlike

expeditions described in this chapter as supplementary

cimpaigns undertaken after Joshua's death; they are

plainly represented as the first efforts of the Israelites to

gain a firm footing in the centre of the land (at Hebron,

Debir, Bethel), in the very cities which Joshua in the book

that bears his name is related to have subdued (Josh, i
3P). And this is confirmed by the circumstance that

in Judges iL 1 the "angel of Jehovah," who, according

to Exod. xiv. 24, xxiiL 20, xxxii. 34, xxxiii. 2, 7 sq.,

must be viewed as having his local manifestation at the

headquarters of the host of Israel, is still found at Gilg.il

and not at Shiloh (Jo.sL xviii. ]). Here then we have an

account of tlie first settlement of Israel west of the Jordan

•which is parallel to the book of Joshua, but makes no

mention of Joshua himself, and places the tribe of Judah
in the front. The author of the chapter cannot have had

i-J.uia or his history m his eye al uil, and the passage,

Jcsh. XV. 13-10, which corresponds to Judg. i. 10-15, 21.',

is either derivechfrom our chapter or from an earlier source

common to both. It follows from the.se consideratiuns

that the words "Now after the days of Joshua" in Judg.
i. 1 are from the hand of the editor, who desired to maka
the whole book of Judges, inel'.u.'ni,' chap, i., read con-

tinuously with that which now precedes it in the canon of

the earlier prophets.

Tlicrc are other tigus of more th.Tn one pen having been engajjeil

on Ju'-fges i. Coraparo, for example, ver. 8 witli ver. 21, and sec for

tlie details, wl^icdi arc too complicated to be discussed licrc, Gmf,
Dcr Slamm Simeon, 1806 ; Wcllha\lseu-Bleek, Einlciliiutj, p. 182;
Wcllh.iusci), Gcschichtr, i. 306; ilcycr, "Die Eioberung i'alastina's"

in St;ide's Zcitschri/t, 18S1, Hft. i. The cluqiter was uiitten after

Israel bad become strong enough to malic tlie Canaauito cities triliU-

tary (ver. 28), that is, in the time of the kingship. Meyer, follow-

ing bints by Wellhausen, biings arguments to show that the original

autljor is the Jahwist of the l^entateueb, of whose work there is

but little trace among the sources of Joshua, though it cauuot have
closed without speaking of the conquest.

The second and main section of our book (chap. ii. G-svi.)

stands on quite another footing. The opening verses ii.

6-9 repeat the closing words of Joshua's history (Josh,

xxiv. 28-31), and so link what follows to the book of

Joshua as strictly as the first words of Ezra connect that

book with the last verses of Chronicles. According to

Jo.sh. xxiv. the people " served Jehovah " during the life-

time of the great conqueror and his contemporaries. In

Judg. ii this statement is repeated, and the writer proceeds

to explain that .subsequent generations fell away from the

faith, and served the gods of the nations am,ong which they

dwelt The worship of other gods is represented, not as

something which went on side by side with Jehovah worship

(compare x. 6), but as a revolt against Jehovah, periodi-

cally repeated and regularly chastised by foreign invasion.

The history, therefore, falls into recurring cycles, each of

which begins with religious corruption, followed bj- chastise-

ment, which continues till Jehovah in answer to the groans

of His oppressed people raises up a judge to deliver Israel,

and recall them to the true faith. On the death of the

judge, if not sooner, the corruption spreads anew and the

same vicissitudes follow. This religious explanation of the

course of the history, formally expounded at the outset and
repeated in more or less detail from chapter to chapter

(most fully in chap. x. ), determines the form of the wholo

narrative, which i^ grouped round six principal judges,

Othniel, Ehud, Deborah, Gideon, Jephthah, and Srfinson.

The intervals between the great judges are filled up by the

history of Gideon's son Abimelech and of six minor heroes

—Shamgar (following Ehud), Tola and Jair (following

I

Abimelech), Ibzan, Elon, and Abdon (between Jephthah

j

and Samson). The minor judges are not represented as

having any immediate religious importance. The cycles

of revolt, chastisement, and deliverance are six, not twelve.

To the unity of religious pragmatism in the main stock

of the book ol Judges correspouds a unity of chronological

scheme. The judges, in spite of the fact that most of them
had clearly no more than a local influence, are all represented

as successive .rulers, and the history is dated by the years

of each judgeship and those of the intervening periods of

oppression. Here, however, a difficidty arises. The fourth

year of Solomon is, according to 1 Kings vi. 1, the 480th

from the exodus. These 480 years are 12 generations of

40 years each. The larger numbers which make up this

total are also mainly reckoned by forties. Moses, Othniel,

Ehud, Deborah, Gideon, and the Philistine oppression, in

which, according to Judg. xv. 20, Samson's judgeship was

but an incident, make up together T x 40 years. Again,

David has 40 years, and Samuel (who arose to close the

Philistine interregnum twenty years after the death of Eli,

and continued in ofp.ce till he was quite old) cannot have

ruled much less than a iioriual generation. Finally Joshua,
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wlij died at the age of 110, ruled 3'^ yea^s, if in point of

age he was a man of the same standing wirh Caleb (Josh.

XIV. 10). Add to these 30 }'ears 6 for Jephthah and 4 for

Solomon and we get 10 x 40. There remain but 80 years

for the elders who outlived Joshua, the interregna or times

ef oppression previous to the Philistine period, the minor

judges, and Saul. But the interregna alone are 71 years,

and the minor judges 70, or v/ith Ahimelech 73 or 7 4. It

is plain that there is no room forbuth in the chronological

scheme, and the two series correspond so nearly that they

must be held to be alternative items in the reckoning, leav-

ing a slightly different length for Saul's brief reign. But

as a matter of fact the minor judges are not so placed in the

narrative as to coincide with the periods- of oppression.

Thus the apparent consecutiveness of .the narrative breaks

down.' The minor judges really lie outside of the' chrono-

logical scheme of the history as well as of the system of

religious cycles ; and we infer that even the main stock of

the book of Judges is not all constructed by one hand or

on a uniform plan.'

The religious interpretation of the history corresponds

with the prophetic teaching of the 8th century B.C. The

use of Baal as a title peculiar to false deities as opposed

to Jehovah hardly fits a,n earlier date than the time of

Hosea, and the hostile attitude taken up towards the ashera

(sacred tree or pole) was not shared by the religious leaders

of the period of Jehu. Critics have spoken of chaps, ii.

and X. as Deuteronomic, and nu doubt the last hatid that

touched all the earlier historical books and reduced them

to unity may be so named ; but the main ideas are not

necessarily so late, and are rather akin to the non-Levitical

Elohist, the author of Josh. xxiv. In particular the wor-

ship of the high places is not condemned, nor is it excused

as is done in 1 Kings iii. 2.

But the sources of the narrative are obviously much older

than the theological exposition of its lessons. The com-

poser of the book has generally transcribed them with little

change, so that in reading the story of each great deliverancs

vouchsafed to Israel we feel ourselves in living contact

with the earliest strain of Hebrew patriotism and religion.

In this respect the book of Judges is one of the most

valuable and interesting in the Old Testament. The song

of Deborah and the history of Abimelech carry us back to

the beginnings of national life in Israel, when Judah lived

outside the main current of the history—the tribe is not

even named by Deborah—and when Israelite and Canaanite

populations existed side by side and struggled together for

supremacy. In these chapters Israel is still in some sense

a nation foreign to Canaan, and Jehovah Himself has His

seat not on the mountains of Israel but beyond the fields

of Edom on the southern heights of Sinai. The importance

of such documents for the scientific historian lies not so

much in the events they record as in the unconscious

witness they be.iT to the state of things in which the

narrator or poet lived. Fronr this point of view all parts

of the book are by no means of equal value, and in some

instances, particularly in the histories of Deborah and

Gideon, critical analysis appears to show that two narra-

tives of different age have been fused together, the older

story giving more prominence to ordinary human motives

and combinations, while the later version is coloured by

religious reflexion, and shows the characteristic tendency

of the Old Testament to retell the fortunes of Israel in a

form that lays ever increasing weight on the work of

Jehovah fur His people. •The history of the minor judges

is plainly not related from such lively and detailed remin-

^ Tlie minor det.ail6 of tlie chronology appear not to be derived

througliout from tratlition, but to be got by subdividing the round

number 40. See WeUliausen, ojp. cti., andNbldeke, Uiitersuchungcn,

p. 173 sq

iscence as gives charm to the longer episodes of the book

;

and some of the names, as Noldeke (op. cit.) and others

have shown, are those of personified families or communi-

ties rather than of individuals. This indeed is a charac-

teristic feature of the earlier Hebrew history, which older

expositors failed to recognize, but which modern science

can no longer ignore.

The third and last part of the book embraces chaps.

xvii.-xxi., and consists of two narratives independent of

one another and of the main stock of the book, with which

they are not brought into any chronological connexion.

The first narrative, that of Micah and the Danites, belongs

to the most primitive strata of the Old Testament history,

and is of the highest interest both as a record of the state

of religion and for the accurate picture it gives of the way
in which one tribe passed from the condition of an invad-

ing band into settled possession of land and city. The
history of the Levite and the Benjamites is of quite another

character, and presupposes a degree of unity of feeling and

action among the tribes of Israel which it is not easy to

reconcile with the rest of the book. In its present form

this episode appears to be not very ancient ; it resembles

the book of Ruth in giving a good deal of curious arehren-

logical detail (the feast at Shiloh) in a form which suggc-sts

that the usages referred to were already obsolete when the-

narrative was composed.

Literature.—On tjuestions of introduction the latest and best in-

vestigations are those of Wellliausen in Block's Einlnlung, 4th ed.,

Berlin, 1878, and in hK Gcschichlc, chap. vii. For the historical

questions compare also Ewald's Geschichtc, vol. ii. The most useful

modev» commentary is that of Studer, Bern, 18S5. Later works

are those of Berthcau, Leipsic, 1845 ; Kcil, Leipsic, 1863, EnglisU

translation, 1865 ; Ca.ssel, in Lnngc's Bibcliccrlc, Biclcfeki, 1865 ; in

the Speaker's Commcntnytj ; and in Reuss's Bible. On the son^^ of

Deborah see Ewald, Dichler, i. 1, p. 173, Botfcher, ATlk!iA

Biihncndichhingen, Leipsic, 1850 ; Kemink, Jje Cann. Deb. , Utrecht,

1840; Meier, Deboralicd, Tubingen, 1859. * (W. R. S.)

JUDGMENT is the last stage in an action, being the

definitive order or sentence of the court or judge, enforceable

by the appropriate mode of " execution'' appointed by

law. In English law the writ of execution remains in force

only for one year unless renewed, but a writ of e.xccutioa

may be obtained at any time within six years of the

judgment, and after six years the application may be made

t J the court by any person entitled to execution, and execu-

tion may issue accordingly. Judgments by courts of an

alien jurisdiction are not immediately enforceable as

judgments in England, but they constitute a cause of action,

and may be sued upon. They are in fact conclusive as be-

tween the parties, although objections going to deny the

jurisdiction of the court, or showing that the defendant had

not been summoned and had never really been before it,

would be a good defence. It has lately been held no

defence to an action in a foreign judgment that it disclosed

on the face of it a manifest misapprehension by the foreign

court of a rule of English law.

JUDICATUKE, JUDICATURE ACTS. The Judi

cature Acts are an important series of English statutes

having for their object to simplify the system of judicature

in its higher br.tnches. They are the following :— 36 ji 37

Vict. c. 66 ; 37 i 3S Vict. c. S3 ; 38 k 39 Vict. c. 77 ; 39

& 40 Vict. c. 59 (the Appellate Jurisdiction Act) j 40 & 41

Vict. c. 9.

The movement which ended in the Judicature Acts has

been promoted by all the recent holders of the office of

Lord Chancellor and by most of the leading judges, but it

reijuired a long time to bring it to a successful issue, on

account of the diiSculty always experienced in creating a

sufficient amount of public interest in legal reform to over-

come the obstacres to legislation. The principal Judicature

Act is framed on the basis of a report by a commission

which was appointed in 1867. It was carried in the
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chancellorship of Lord Selborne, but his predece=sor Lord

Hatherley had in 1S70 introduced a measure of the same
character. The objects of the Act are threefold—first, to

reduce the historically independent courts of common law

and equity to one supreme court of judicature, consisting

of two branches, a High Court of Justice and a Court of

Appeal ; secondly, to establish for ail dirisions of the court a

uniform system of pleading and procedure ; and, thirdly, to

provide for the enforcement of the same rule of law in those

cases where chancery and common law had hitherto

recognized different rules. The Act does not fuse common
law and equity in the sense in which that phrase has

generally been employed. The chancery division still

remains distinct from the common law division, having a

certain range of legal questions under its exclusive control,

and possessing to a certain extent a peculiar machinery

of its own for carrying its decrees into execution. But

all actions may now be brought in the High Court of

Justice, and, subject to such special assignments of business

as that alluded to, may be tried in an;- division thereof;

and all divisions must recognize the same principles.

Further, the difficulties occasioned by mere technicalities

of procedure have been to a great extent removed by a

system of pleading, the inspiring principle of which is

that each party should state his case in the simplest

possible manner. It is in respect of the last point that

the operation of the Judicature Act has been least satis-

factory, and it is certain that a further simplification of

pleading, possibly based on the practice of the Scotch

courts, will follow very soon.^

The appellate part of the judicature has after some

hesitation been finally settled thus. The House of Lords

remains the last court of appeal, as before the first Judica-

ture Act. That Act abolished the appellate jurisdiction of

the Lords so far as the new court of judicature was con-

cerned, leaving it still the appeals from Scotland and Ireland.

A temporary Act allowed appeals to be brought from tho

new court, and the Act 39 it 40 Vict. c. 59 made pro-

visions for the permanent hearing of appeals from aU courts

to the Lords. The judicial functions of the House of Lords

have been virtually transferred to an appeal committee,

consisting of the Lord Chancellor and other peers who
have held high judicial oflace, and certain lords of appeal

in ordinary created by the Act. No appeal is to be heard

unless three of such persons shall be present, and the lords

of appeal may sit for the despatch of judicial business

during a prorogation of parliament, and even by order of

the queen during a dissolution. The lords of appeal in

ordinary are an entirely new creation. They hold office on

the same conditions as other judges; they take rank as

barons for lite ; but they are entitled to a writ of summons
to attend and vote in tiie House only so long as they hold

office, and their dignity does not descend to their heirs.

Two are appointed in the first instance, but an arrangement

is provided for by which the four head judges of the privy

council may ultimately be the four lords of appeal in

ordinary. When two of the privy council judges die or

resign, a third lord of appeal may be appointed, and a

fourth when the remaining two judges of the privy council

cease to hold office. The judicial committee of the House
of Lords and the judicial committee of the privy council

will then be the same, and the two jurisdictions will be

fused. The Court of Appeal, created by the Judicature

Act of 1873, with intention of making it a final court, is

now subject to an appeal to the House of Lords. It now
consists of six judges, and sits in two divisions, which, roughly

speaking, take respectively the chancery and common la^

' Pleading, it should be -stated, to prevent a possible confusion,''

means the %mtten statements of complaint and defence made by the
parties before the case comes to trial.

business of the divi-;ional courts, but the lords justices of

appeal sit in either division according to convenience. This

part of the rearrangement of the judicature may be pro-

nounced entirely successfuL A strong and stable court of

appeal has been created, instead of the lluctuating tribunal

of former times. The same is true geneially of the re-

distribution of judicial strength effects :", !iy the Acts,

which has led to a marked improvemenl. in the despatch

of business.

The Irish Judicature Act (40 & 41 Vict. c. 57) follows

the same lines as the English Acts. The pre-existiug

courts are consolidated into a supreme court of judicature,

consisting of a High Court of Justice .apd a Court of Appeal.

The Judicature Acts do not affect Scotch judicature,

but the Appellate Jurisdiction Act includes the Court of

Session among the courts from which an appeal lies to the

House of Lords under the new conditions. (e. r.)

JUDITH, The Book of, one of -the books of the Old
Testament Apocrypha (q-v.), takes its name from the

heroine Judith ('louS/^, 'loi'Sij^, i.e., Hnin^^" Jewess "), to

whom the last nine of its sixteen chapters relate. In the

Septuagint and Vulgate it immediately precedes Esther;

and along with Tobit comes after Nehemiah ; in the

English Apocrypha it is placed between Tobit and the

apocryphal additions to Esther. The argument of the

book is briefly as follows. In the twelfth year of his reign

Nebuchadnezzar, who is described as king of Assyria, having

his capital in Nineveh, makes war against ^Vi-phaxad (i.e.,

the district Arrhapachitis), king of Media, and overcomes

him in his seventeenth year. He then despatches his chief

general Holofernes to take vengeance on the nations of the

west who had withheld their assistance. This expedition

has already succeeded in its main objects when Holofernes

proceeds to attack Judaea. The children of Israel, who are

described as having newly returned from captivity, are

apprehensive of a desecration of their sanctuary, aud resolve

on resistance to the uttermost. The inhabitants of Bethulia

(Eetylila) and Betomestham in particular {neither place

can be identified), directed by Joachim the high priest,

guard the mountain passes near Dothaim, and place them-

selves under God's protection. Holofernes now inquires

of the chiefs who are with him about the Israelites, and is

answered by Achior the leader of the Ammonites, who enters

upon a long historical narrative showing the Israelites . to

be invincible except when they have offended God. For

this Achior is punished by being handed over to the

Israelites, who lead him to the governor of Bethulia. Next

day the siege begins, and after forty days the famished

inhabitauts urge the governor Ozias to surrender, which

he consents to do unless relieved in five day.s. Judith, a

beautiful and pious widow of the tribe of Simeon, now
appears on the scene with a plan of deliverance. Wearing

her rich attire, and accompanied by her maid, who carries

a bag of provisions, she goes over to the hostile camp,

where she is at once conducted to the general, whose

suspicions are disarmed by the talcs she invents. After

four days Holofernes, smitten with her charms, at the

close of a sumptuous entertainment invites her to remain

within his tent over night. No sooner is he overcome with

sleep than Judith, seizing his sword, strikes off his head

and gives it to her maid ; both now leave the camp Cas

they had previously been accustomed to do, ostensibly for

prayer) and return to Bethulia, where the 'trophy is dis-

played amid great rejoicings and thank.sgivings. Achior

now publicly professes Judaism, and at the instance of

Judith the Israelites make a sudden onslaught on the

enemy, who at once give way, leaving immense spoil in

'

the hands of the victors.' Judith now sings a
^

song of

praise, and all go up to Jerusalem to worship with sacri-

fice and rejoicing. The book concludes with a brief
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notice of tbo closing years nf the heroine, who returned to

her native place and Uvf.i lu the age of one hundred and

five years.

Formerly the majority of interpreters were inclined to

assign a strictly historical character to the foregoing

narrative, although its historical, chronological, and even

geographical difficulties were not overlooked ; but this

view has to a large extent been superseded by that of most

recent critics, who, following Budda3us, regard it as a

romance written with a patriotic and moral purpose by

some imperfectly informed Jew of the JIaccabEean period

who wished to raise the zeal of his compatriots to tho

fighting point on behalf of their religion and worship against

an overbearing enemy. Volkmar stands alone in treating

it as a veiled account of the campaigns of Trajan and his

generals against the Parthians and Jews.

According to Origen the book was unknown to the Jews,

and did not exist in Hebrew. The extant Greek text,

however, which exists in three divergent recensions, shows

unmistakable traces of a Hebrew original, even apart from

certain expressions which can only be explained as ignorant

mistranslations. But that original must have differed

considerably from the Chaldee text which lay before Jerome,

and was used by him for his pew Latin version.

The iirst express reference to Judith occurs in Clement

ot Rome (1 Ad Cor., cap. 55); it is cited as Scripture by

Clement of Alexandria, Tertullian, AmbrosOj and Augustine,

and was recognized as canonical by the council of Carthage,

and by Innocent I. of Rome.

Sco Schiiror, NTliche Zdtgesch., and Do 'Wetto-Sclirfider,

Einhiltmg ; in both works full bibliographies are given. The
most important commentary is that of Fritzsclie in the Excgctischcs

Uandbttch (1853).

JUDSON', Adoxieam (1788-1850), was born at Maiden,

'

Massachusetts, August 9, 1788. During his education at

Andover theological seminary he formed the resolution to

become a missionary, and in 1812 he was ordained a

missionary to Burmah under the au>pices of the Congre-

gational Board of Foreign Missions. Having after his

arrival in India adopted Baptist views, he was appointed

to labour in Burmah by the American Baptist Missionary

Union in 1814. His translations of the Bible into Burmese

appeared in 1835, and his Burmese and English Dictionary

in 1852. He died April 12, 1850. Both in his literary

and his missionary labours he was gr6ntly assisted by the

three ladies whom he successively married, of whom as

well as of Judson biographies have been published.

JUGURTHA. After the final conquest of Carthage by

the Romans in 146 B.C., tho larger part of the north of

Africa was practically under Roman control. The so-called

province, indeed, of Africa, as then constituted, was but a

small strip of territory, comprising the possessions retained

by Carthage daring the few years previous to her downfall.

It coincided with the north-eastern portion of Tunis.

Around it, to the west, south, and east, was the region to

which the Romans gave the name of Numidia, the country

of the "Nomads," which stretched westwards to Mauretania,

the river Malucha (Maluwi), which flows into the gulf of

Melillah, being here roughly its boundary, and eastwards

to the Great Syrtis, thus bordering on Cyrene and Egypt.

We may say that Numidia corresponds with what is now
Algiers, the south of Tunis, and Triptpli, including in

addition a region of indefinite extent to the south. Over
this extensive territory, parts of which were rich and
populous, !Masinissa had ruled for many years, and had
rendered Rome snbstantiiil aid in her war with Carthage.

On his death in 149 b.o. his sovereign power was divided

under the direction of Scipio Africanus the younger, the

conqueror of Carthage, between his three sons Micipsa,

Gulussa, and Mastauabal. The actual government, how-

ever, was cliiefly in the hands of an illegitimate son of

Mastanabal, Jugurtha. The Numidian princes were by no
means mere barbarous chiefs. Micipsa, though too weak
to be a king, is said to have been imbued with a consider-

able tincture of Greek philosophy, and Jugurtha's father

too was a man of some literary culture. Jugurtha himself

had many of the qualities which command success. He
was strong and active ; he had a handsome face and keen
intelligence ; he was a skilful rider, and was a thorough

adept in all warlike exercises. In fact, he was in many
respects a very worthy grandson of Masinissa, and he

inherited much of his political ability and adroitness.

Micipsa was naturally rather afraid of him, and knowing
his military tastes he sent him to Spain hi command of a

Numidiau force, to serve under Scipio, whiD was then engaged

in the war with Numantia. Jugufiha soon won Scipio's

good opinion, and he became a favourite with the Roman
nobles serving in the camp, some of whom put into his head,

the idea of making himself the sole king of Numidia,

hinting that at Rome anything could be done for money.
There was truth in the hint, as subsequent events proved.

In 118 B.C. Micipsa died. He had thought it politic to

adopt Jugurtha, and to provide by his will that he should.

be associated with his own two sons, Adherbal and
Hiempsal, in the government of Numidia. Scipio had
written to Micipsa a strong letter of recommendation in

favour of Jugurtha; and to Scipio, accordingly, Micipsa

entrusted the execution of his will. His testamentary

arrangements thus had the Roman guarantee, but they

utterly failed. The princes soon quarrelled ; and Jugurtha,

who was thoroughly unscrupulous, claimed the entire

kingdom. His cousin Hiempsal he contrived to have

assassinated ; and Adherbal he quickly drove out of

Numidia by force of arms, compelling him to take refuge

in the Roman province of Africa. He had next the

audacity to send envoys to Rome to defend his u.surpation.

Hiempsal, they were to say, had been murdered by his

subjects for his cruelty, and Adherbal, who was now at

Rome to get redress, had been himself the aggressor. The
senate decided that Numidia was to be divided between the

two princes, and the division, which was arranged under

the superintendence of Roman commissioners, gave the

western, the richest and most populous half of the country,

to Jugurtha, while the sands and deserts of the eastern half

were left to Adherbal. Jugurtha's envoys appear to have

found several of the Roman nobles and senators accessible

to judicious bribery. So far, however, was he from being

satisfied with having secured the best of the bargain that

he at once began to molest Adherbal's dominions and to

provoke him to a war of self-defonce. He so completely

defeated him, somewhere near, it would seem, the modern

Philippoville, that Adherbal sought safety in Cirta (Con-

stantina), the chief town of Numidia, and a very strong

fortress. Here he was besieged by Jugurtha, who, notwith-

standing the interposition of a Roman embassy headed by

lilarcus Scaurus, a leading Roman senator, ultimately forced

the place to capitulate, and then treacherously massacred

all the inhabitants, his cousin Adherbal among them, and

a number of Italian merchants who had settled in the

town. There was great wrath at Rome and throughout all

Italy ; and the senate, a majority of which still clung to

Jugurtha in spite of the proof they had just had of his

atrocious treachery and cruelty, were persuaded in Ihe

same year. 111 b.c., on the motion of the tribune Caius

Memmius, to allow a declaration ot war against the

Numidians. An army was despatched to Africa under

the command of the newly elected consul, Calpurnius

Bestia, and several of the Numidian towns voluntarily

surrendered, while Bocchus, the king of Mauretania, and

Jugurtha's father-in-law, offered the Romans his alliance.
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Jugnrthi was alarmed, but, having plenty of ffioney at his

command out of the accumulated treasures of his grand-

father ' Masinissa, he agaiu acted od his experience of

Roman venality, and he was successful in arranging for

himself with the Roman general a peace which left him in

undisturbed possession of the whole of Numidia. When
the facts were known at Rome, the tribune Memmius
insisted that Jugurtha should appear in person and be

questioned as to the precise nature of the negotiations.

Jugurtha indeed appeared under a safe conduct, but he

liad partisans who took care that his mouth should be

closed. The treaty, however, was set aside, and war was

again declared, Spurius Albinus, the new consul, having

the command. The Roman army in Africa was thoroughly

demoralized, and quite unfit to take the field. An unsuccess-

ful attempt was made on a fortified town, Suthul, in which

the royal treasures were deposited. Worse followed : the

army^'was surprised by the enemy in a night attack, and

the camp was takBn and pbundered. Jugurtha was master

oV the situation, and every Roman was driven out of

Numidia.
By this time the feeling at Rome and in Italy against the

corruption and incapacity of the nobles had become so

strong that prosecutions on a wholesale scale struck down

a number of the senators, and Bestia and Albinus were

sentenced to exile. The Numidian war was now entrusted

to Quintus Metellus, an aristocrat indeed in sentiment, but

at the same time an able soldier and a stern disciplinarian.

With him was associated the famous Caius Marias, who
had risen from the rank of a centurion. The army was

soon in a condition to face the enemy, and from the year

109 B.C. to the close of the war in 106 the contest was

carried on with credit to the Roman arms. Jugurtha was

defeated in an action on the river Muth^l, after an obstinate

resistance and a display of much military skill. Once
again he even succeeded in surprising the Roman camp
and forcing Metellus into winter quarters. There were

fresh negotiations, but Metellus insisted on the surrender

of the king's person, and this Jugurtha refused. Numidia
on the whole seemed disposed to assert its independence,

and Rome had before her an indefinite prospect of a long

and troublesome guerilla war. The country was a parti-

cularly trying one for a regular army, and a victory seemed

to lead to no substantial result. Nothing could be really

accomplished unless Jugurtha himself coHld be secured;

and to this end negotiations, reflecting little credit on the

Romans, were set on foot with Bocchus, who for a time,

as his interest seemed to dictate, played fast and loose with
both parties. The war dragged on till in 106 B.C. JIarius

was called on by the vote of the Roman people to supersede

Metellus. Marius found that he had a difficult work, and
his army was once seriously imperilled on the borders of

Mauretania, whither he had led them to overawe Bocchus,

who had just made a friendly treaty with Jugurth?.

Shortly afterwards this cunning and treacherous prince

again offered his friendship to the Romans, and it was
through Lis perfidy and not by Roman skill or valour that

the war with Jugurtha was ended. In the final negotia-

tions Lucius Sulla, who was Marius's qu:estor and com-
manded the cavalry, had the honour, such as it was, of

S'inning over to the Roman side the king of Mauretania,

and prevailing on him to sacrifice Jugurtha. The Numidian
fell into Tin ambush through his father-in-law's treachery,

End was convejed a prisoner to Rome. Two years after-

wards, in 104 B.C., he figured with his two sons in Marius's

triumph, and in the subterranean prison bcneaththe Capitol,
" the bath of ice," as he called it, he was either strangled

or starved to death. The war had been an inglorious one
for Rome, and its end with all its attendant circumstances

>was deplorably disgraceful.

Jugurtha, though doubtless for a time regarded by his
African and Numidian countrymen as their deliverer from
the yoke of Rome, mainly owes his historical importance
to the very full and minute account of him which we havs
from the hand of Sallust, himself afterwards governor of

Numidia. The Jugurthine war too happened to coincide

with a period of considerable political interest at Rome.
The symptoms of revolution were beginning to make them-
selves visible. The weakness and corruption of the govern-

ment of the senate was forcing itself on the notice of all

men, and popular opinion was becoming too strong to bs
disregarded. One general after another had been super-

seded and disgraced, and Marius, a man of the humblest
origin, had been summoned by the public voice to put an
end to a war in which the incapacity and disloyalty of

consuls and senators had been grievously exposed. The
names of both JIarius and Sulla became famous for tha

first time in a struggle with a Numidian chief. The time

was clearly at hand when the old system of Rome's govern-

ment could sustain itself no long«r.

The best modem account of Jugurtha and the Jugurthine war is to

he found in Mommsen, Hist, of Jiomc, hook ir. chap. v. (\V. J. B.)

JUJUBE. Under this name the fruits of at least two
species of Zizyplnis are usually described, namely, Z.

vulgaris of Lamark and Z. Jujv.ha of the same author.

The species of Ziiyplms are for the most part small trees

or shrubs, armed with sharp, straight, or hooked spines,

having alternate leaves and fruits, which are in most of the

species edible, and have an agreeable acid taste; this is

especially the case with those of the two species mentioned
above.

Z. vulgaris is a tree about 20 feet high, extensively cul-

tivated in many parts of southern Europe, Asia, Spain,

the south of France, and Italy, also in western Asia, China,

and Japan. In India it extends from the Punjab to the

western frontier, ascending in the Punjab Himalaya to a

height of C500 feet, and is found both in the wild and
cultivated state. The plant is grown almost exclusively

for the Sake of its fruit, which both in size and shape

resembles a moderate sized plum ; at first the fruits are

green, but as they ripen they become of a reddish-brown

colour on the outside and yellow within. They ripen in

September, when they are gathered and preserved by
storing in a dry place ; after a time the pulp becomes
much softer and sweeter than when fresh. Jujube fruits

when carefully dried will keep for a iong time, and retain

their agreeable refreshing acid flavour, on account of which
they are much valued in the countries of the Mediter-

ranean region as a winter dessert fruit ; and, besides,

they are nutritive and demulcent. At one time a decoction

was prepared from them and recommended in pectoral

complaints. A kind of thick paste, known as jujube paste,

was also made of a composition of gum arabic and sugar

dissolved in a decoction of jujube fruit evaporated to the

proper consistency. The fruits of the Zizyphus do not enter

into the composition of the lozenges now known as jujubes.

The second species of Zhyphus referred to above, viz.,

Z. Jujuba, is a tree averaging from 30 to 50 feet high,

found both "wild and cultivated in many parts of the

tropics, as in China, Australia, the Malay archipelago,

Ceylon, throughout India, and in tropical Africa. Many
varieties of this tree are known to and cultivated by the

Chinese, who distinguish thetn by the shape and size of

their fruits, which are produced in abundance, and are

not only much valued as dessert fruit in China, but are

also occasionally exported to England.

I

As seen in commerce jujube fruits are about the size

of a small filbert, having a reddish-brown, shining, sorae-

L.what wrinkled exterior, and a yellow or gingerbreasL

i coloured pulp;encIosing a hard elojgated stone.
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'JUKES, J0S.EPH Beete (1811-1869), geologist, was

corn near Birmingham, October 10, 1811. Educated

first at Wolverhampton grammar-school and afterwards at

King. Edward's School, Birmingham, he passed in 1830

to St John's College, Cambridge,, where he graduated in

1836. At Cambridgij he began the study of geology

under Sedgwick, and in 1839, after three years of study,

lecturing, and writing, he. was appointed geological surveyor

of Newfoundland. He returned to England at the end of

1840, and in April 1842 sailed as naturalist on board

H.JI.S.. " Fly," despatched to survey Torres Strait, New
Guinea, and the east coast of Australia. Jukes landed in

England again in June 1846, and in August received an

appointment to the geological survey of Great Britain. The
district to which he was sent was North Wales. In

1850 he accepted the post of local director of the geological

survey uf Ireland. 'The exhausting nature of his work

slowly but surely wore out even his robust constitution,

and on July 29, 1869, he died. Immediately on leaving

college. Jukes became a member of the London Geologi-

cal Society, and in 1852 he was admitted to the Dujalin

Geological Society, of which he was president in 1853 and
1854. He was also a Fellow of the Royal Society. For

many years lie lectured as professor of geology, first at the

Royal Dublin Society's Museum of Irish Industry, and
afterwards at the Royal CoUege of Science in Dublin.

In addition to the reports of his various appointraents, Jukes
wrote veiy many papers and memoirs, to be found in the London
and DubUn geological journals and other periodicals. While in

Ireland he edited, and in great measiu'e VTote, foTty-two memoirs
explanatory of the maps of the south, east, and west of Ireland,

and prepared a geological map of Ireland on a scale of 8 miles to

an inch.. He was also the author of Excursions in and ahoitt New-
foundlandy 2 vols., 1842; Narrative of the ^itrvet/ing Voyage of
3. M.S. ".Fly," 2vols., 1847; A Sketch of tke Physical Structure of
Australia, 1848 ; Popular Physical Geology, 1853 ; 0?i the Geology

of Australia, 1853 ; Student'.s Manual of JGcology, 1857 (later

editions, 1862, 1872); the article Geology, in the 8th edition ot

the Encyclopaedia Britannica, 1858 ; and School Mamial of Geology,

1863. See Letters, 6:c., of J. Becte Jukes, edited, vnth connectiTig

menioruil. notes, by his sister (C. A. Browne), 1371, to which is

added a chronological list of Jukcs's writings.

JULIAN (331-363), commonly called Julian the Apos-

tate, was Roman emperor for about a year and eight

months (361-363). His full name was Flavitis Claudius

Julianus. He was born at Constantinople in 331, being

the son of Julius Constantius and his wife Basilina, and
nephew of Constantine the Great. He was thus a mem-
ber of the dynasty under whose auspices Christianity

became the established .religion of Rome.
Julian lost his mother not many months after he was

born. He was only sis when his imperial uncle Constan-

tine died ; and one of his earliest memories must have

been the fearful massacre of his father and kinsfolk, in

the interest and more or less at the instigation of the sons

of Constantine. Only Julian and his elder brother Gallus

Were spared, as they were too young to excite the fear or

justify the cruelty of the murderers. From this period till

his twenty-fifth year Julian passed his life in the closest

retirement, jealously watched by the reigning emperor, often

under immediate fear of death. He was carefully educated,

however, under the supervision of the family eunuch
Mardonius, and ot Eusebius, bishop of Nicomedia, at

Constantinople itself and at various places in Ionia and
Bithynia, and afterwards for six years at Macellum, a remote
aud lonely castle in Cappadocia. He was trained to the

profession of the Christian religion ; but he became early

attracted to the old faith, or rather to the idealized amalgam
ot paganism and philosophy which was current among his

teachers, the rhetoricians. Cut off from all sympathy with

the reigning belief by the terrible fate of his family, and

with no prospect of a public career, he turned with all the

eagerness of an^ enthusiastic temperament to the literary

and philosophic studies of the time. The old Hellenic

world had an irresistible attraction for hifn. Love for its

culture was in Julian's mind intimately associated with

loyalty to its religion.

In the meantime the course of events had left as sole

autocrat of the Roman empire his cousin Constantius, who
felt himself unequil to the enormous task, and called

Julian's brother Gallus to a share of power. The same
turn of affairs brought a great improvement in the condition

of Julian, who was permitted to pursue his studies at

Nicomedia. . Here he made the acquaintance of some of

the most eminent rhetoricians of the time, and here it was
that he became confirmed in his secret devotion to the

pagan faith. But the downfall of Gallus (354) yet again

exposed Julian to the greatest danger. By his rash and
headstrong conduct Gallus had incurred the enmity of

Constantius and the eunuchs, his confidential ministers,

and was put to death. Julian fell under a like suspicion,

and narrowly escaped the same fate For some months
he %vas confined at Milan, till at the intercession of the

empress Eusebia, who alwa3's had a kindness for him, he
was permitted to retire to Athens (355). The few months
he spent here were probably the happiest of his lifa

Living at the ancient hearth of Grecian culture, and amid
the companionship of congenial friends, he found his

dearest ambition realized in the enthusiastic study of

literature and philosoph}'.

But a member of the Roman imperial house could not

thus be allowed to escape the public responsibilities con-

nected with his birth. The emperor Conetantius and he
were now the sole surviving male members of the family

of Constantine ; and, as the . emperor again felt liimself

oppressed by the cares of government, there was no alter-

native but to call Julian to his assistance. At the instance

ot the empress he was summoned to Jlilan ; and there from
Constantius, who had been chiefly concerned in the murder
of his family, he received the hand of Helena, sister of the

.emperor, as also the title of Caesar and the government of

Gaul. It was with extreme reluctance that Julian entered

on his new dignities. Accustomed to a life of quiet study
and retirement, he felt timid and awkward in the world of

ceremony, suspicion, and intrigue to which he was now
introduced He knew 'well the danger to which he was
exposed from the dark temper of the emperor and the arts

of the eunuchs who were all-powerful at the court.

A task of extreme difficulty also awaited him beyond
the Alps. During recent troubles the Alemanni and other

German tribes had crossed the Rhine ; they had burned
Cologne, Treves, Strasburg, and many other flourishing

cities, and extended their ravages far into the interior of

Gaul. The internal government of the province had also

fallen into great confusion. In spite of his inexperience,

and by virtue of his native energy and ability, Julian

quickly brought affairs into order. He completely over-

threw the Alemanni in the great battle of Strasburg (357).

The Frankish tribes which had settled on the western bank
of the lower Rhine were reduced to submission. Five
times in all he crossed the river to overawe the restless

tribes beyond. In Gaul he rebuilt the cities which had
been laid waste, re-established the administration on a just

and secure footing, and as far as possible lightened the

taxes, which weighed so heavily on the poor provincials.

Paris was the usual residence of Julian during his govern-

ment ot Gaul, and his name has become inseparably

associated with the early history of the city.

The position and reputation of Julian were now estab-

lished. He was general ot a victorious army enthusiasti-

cally attached to him, and governor of a province which he
had saved from ruin ; but he had also become an object of

fear and jealousy at the imperial court. It was accordingly
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resolved to weaken his power. A threatened invasion nf I

the Persians was made an excuse for withdrawing some of
,

the best legions from the Gallic army. Julian recognized '

the covert purpose of this, yet proceeded to fulfil the i

commands" of the emperor. A sudden movement of the i

legions themselves decided otherwise. At Paris, on the i

night of the parting banquet, they forced their way into

Julian's tent, and, proclaiming him emperor, ofi'ered him
,

the alternative either of accepting the lofty title or of

instant death. Julian accepted the empire, and sent au

embassy with a deferential message to Coustantius. The
message being contemptuously disregarded, both sides

prepared for a decisive struggle. After a march of

unexampled rapidity through the Black Forest and down
j

the Danube, Julian reached Sirmium, aud was on the way
to Constantinople, when he received news of the death of

Constantius at Mompsocrene in Cilicia (361). Without
further trouble Julian found himself everywhere acknow-

ledged the sole ruler of the Roman empire.
|

Julian had already made a public avowal of paganism,

of w^hich he had been a secret adherent from the age of

twenty. It was no ordinary profession, but the expression

of a strong and even enthusiastic conviction ; the restora-

tion of the pagan worship was to be the great aim and
controlling principle of his government. His reign was

too short to show what precise form the pagan revival

might ultimately have taken, how far his feelings might

have become embittered by his conflict with the Christian

faith, whether persecution, violence, and civil war might

not have taken the place of the moral suasion which was

the method he originally affected. He issued an edict of

universal toleration ; but in many respects he used his

imperial influence unfairly to advance the work of restora-

tion. I.T order to deprive the Christians of the advantages

of culture, and discredit them as an ignorant sect, he forbade

them to teach rhetoric. Thlf .symbols of paganism and of

the imperial dignity were so artfully interwoven on the

standards of the legions that they could not pay the usual

homage to the emperor without seeming to offer worship to

the gods ; and, when the soldiers came forward to receive

the customary donative, they were required to throw a

"handful of incense on the altar. Witbout directly exclud-

ing Christians from the high offices of state, he held that

the worshippers of the gods ought to have the preference.

In short, though there was no direct persecution, he exerted

much more than a moral pressure to restore the power and

prestige of the old faith.

Having spent the winter of 3G1-2 at Constantinople,

Julian proceeded to Antioch to prepare for his great

expedition against Persia. His stay there was a curious

episode in his hfe. Strange to say, it is doubtful whether

his pagan convictions or his ascetic life, after the fashion of

an antique philosopher, gave most offence to the so-called

Christians of the dissolute city. They soon grew heartily

tired of each other, and Julian took up his winter quarters

at Tarsus, from which in early spring he marched against

Persia. At the head of a powerful and well-appointed

army he advanced through Mesopot^paia and Assyria as far

as Ctesiphon, near which he crossed the Tigris, in face of a

Persian army which he defeated. Misled by the treacher-

ous advice of a Persian nobleman, he desisted from the

siege of that great city, and set out to seek the main army
of the enemy under King Sapor. After a long and useless

march into the interior he was forced to retreat, when he
found himself enveloped and harassed by the whole Persian

army, in a waterless and desolate country, and at the

;hottest season of the year. The Romans repulsed the

'euemy in many an obstinate battle. In one of these,

jliowever, on the 2Gth of June 363, Julian, who was ever

lin the front. wa.s mortally wounded. The same ui:.'ht he

died in his tent. In the most authentic historian of his

reign, Ammianus Marcellinus, we find a noble speech,

which, like Socrates in the prison, he is said to have

addressed to his afflicted officers. Jovianus was chosen

emperor by the army, which was extricated from its perilous

situation only by a very disadvantageous treaty.

From Julian's unique position as the last champion of a

dying polytheism, his character has ever excited interest;

and been the subject of debate. Authors such as Gregory

of Xazianzus have heaped the fiercest anathemas upon him ;

but a just and sympathetic criticism, like Keander's, has

found many noble qualities in his character and ample

excuse for his leanings to a philosophic paganism. In his

childhood he had seen his nearest kinsmen massacred by
the heads of the new Christian state ; till the age of

twenty-five he held his life on sufferance, and passed it in

obscurity under the most rigid and suspicious surveillance.

The only sympathetic friends he met were among the

heathen rhetoricians and philosophers ; aud he fonnd a

suitable outlet for his restless and inquiring mind only in

the studies of ancient Greece. In this way he was attracted

to the old paganism ; but it was a paganism idealized by
the philosophy of the time, and still further purified by the

moral influence of the Christianity which it rejected.

In other respects Julian was no unworthy successor of

the Antonines. Though brought up in a studious and
pedantic solitude, he was no sooner called to the government

of Gaul than ho displayed all the energy, the hardiliood,'

and the practical sagacity of an old Pioman. In temperance,

self-control, and zeal for the public good, as he understood

it, he was unsurpassed. To these Pioman qualities he added

the culture, literary instincts, and speculative curiosity

of a Greek. One of the most remarkable features of his

public life was the perfect ease and mastery with which he

associated the cares of war and statesmanship with the

assiduous cultivation of literature and ^ihilosophy. Yet
even his devotion to culture was not free from pedantry

and dilettantism. His contemporaries observed in him a

want of naturalness. He had not the moral health or the

composed and reticent manhood of a Roman, or the un self-

conscious spontaneity of a Greek. He could never be at

rest; he never could hold his tongue ; in the rapid torrent

of his conversation he was apt to run himself out of breath ;

his manner was jerky and spasmodic. He showed quite a

deferential regard for the sophists and rhetoricians of the

time, and advanced them to high offices of state ; there

^ was real cause for fear that he would introduce the govern-

ment of pedants in the Roman empire. Last of all, his'

love for the old philosophy was sadly disfigured by hia^

devotion to the old superstitions, and in this respect he

little pleased the taste of a judge like Gibbon. He was

greatly given to divination ; he was noted for the number
of his sacrificial victims. Wits applied to him the joke

that had been passed on Marcus Aurelius :
" The white

cattle to JIarcus Cajsar, greeting. If you conciuer, there

is an end of us."

Julian wrote several works, including—(1) Letters, eiKhty-tiirce of

whirh are preserved in the edition of Heyler, ilainz, 1828 (most of

these are aldressed to men of letters)
; (2) Orations, nine iu n'lra-

ber ; (3) Kaio-apcs ^ SKfiTiJcnov, a satirical comiiosition, in which
the dead Cfesars appear at a banquet prepared in the heavens, and
have to endme tne caustic wit of old Silenus

; (4) 'AvnoxiK^s ^
Miff07rw7wf, a jetl cCcsjrrit on the inhabitants of Antioch, in whi.:h

also his own person and mode of life are jocularly handled. The
most important of his works, the Kara Xpitntavuv, has been lost,

except the fragments preserved in the refutation by Cyril, latest

edition by Neumann, 1881. The best edition of his entire works^

used to be tliat of Spanheim, Leipsic, 1696 ; the most recent i.si

that of Hertlein in tlic Tcubner .series, Leipsic, vol. i. in 1875.

Of the rn'imary sources for .TiiUan's life Bn'I ilianictcr ihc mo-it importjnt a«5f

hi- own works; tiK- tniiTworthy aiul impartial hi-torij.n <if the i.trki.l. .Ammianus
.Marcellinus, v. t5-.\xv.; the letters and orationti of Julian s mueli'esti.emcil (riendj

Lihanlus; unit the otatioiis of his severest critic, Oretjory of Nfiziiii^zus.^Tlioj

i.:'pressJon which Julian's career produced on the Chriilians of lliE East U|

vXIII. —,97
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reflected in two S\ri;ic romnncc-s piibliviotl by J. G. E. Iloffmnnn {JiiUan/^s rfrr

Ablrilnnirre, Leydun. 18S0). CtiiiipaTC Nijltlekc, in Z. D. J/, ff., 1B74, vol. xxviii.,

p. 263 s9..tiC6 !^q. Modern autlioiitics aiT—Gibbon's Dec'iiic an-l Full; Xi-undi-r,

Der Kaiser Julian itiiii sein Ziilallcr, Lcipsic, 1R1:3, Eiiglisll tranblation by G. V.

Cox; D. R Strauss. Dtr itoniavtikev ati.f dem Throne (ler Cii^areii odtr Julian

der Abtrtiniiig- {Gesam, Schrifteu, vol. 1.. Bonn. 1876); Scmiscli, Julian der Ablnhi-

liiye; Rode, Gi'fcliic/ite der Renctipn A*. Julians t/C'/en die citriitliclte Kirche;

H. Adrien N'aville, y«/»dn fAjioitat, Palis, 1877 ; and the Huiseaii essay for 1S76

ty G. H. Rcndall. ( T. K.)

jiJLICH (Fr., Juliers), the chief town of a circle in the

government district of Aachen, Prussia, and capita! of the

former duchy of Jiilich, situated on the right bank of the

Roer, about 16 miles north-east of Aachen (Aix-la-Chapelle).

It contains three churches, a progj'mnasium, and a military

school, and has manufactures of leather, paper, and wood.

The population in 1875 was 5111.

Jiilich (formerly aI.so Gulch, Gnliche) is the Juliacum of the

Antonini I/inerarimii ; some have attributed its oritjin to Julius

Ctesar. From the 9th century it api»ears several times in his-

tory, generally as the scene of sie;;e. From 1794 till 1815 it was

in the hands of the French. Till 1860, when its works were

demolished, JiJiich ranked as a fortress of the second class.

JULlEN, Noel (1797-1S73), afterwards called Stan-

iSLAS-AiGNAN JuLiEN, was born at Orleans April 13, 1797.

His father, who was a mechanic, being desirous of improv-

ing the position of his son, destined the young Stanislas-

Aignan for the priesthood, and in preparation for that

calling sent him to the seminary in his native town. Here

his extraordinary talent for the acquisition of languages

first displayed itself, and with his knowledge increased his

repugnance to the profession marked out for him. ^ His

favourite study at this time was Greek literature, and so

recognized did his' scholarship become that, when he went

to Paris in 1821, he received the appointment of assistant

professor of Greek at the Colltige de France In the same

year he published a translation of the 'EX/nj? apirayi]

of Colifthus, of which work he subsequently brought out

a new edition, with a Latin version and notes. In later

years he was in the habit of saying that it was as the

author of this work that he would be best known by
posterity,—another instance of the common inability of

authors to judge correctly of the relative merits of their

'Works. At this period his attention was drawn to the

lectures being delivered by Abel Rtmusat on the Chinese

languagg, and being attracted to the study he placed him-

self under the tuition of that _ professor. In this new
pursuit his progress was as marked and as rapid as

formerly in Greek. From the first he, as if by intuition,

thoroughly mastered the genius of the language ; and the

complexity of the characters and the peculiarities of con-

struction, which to others have always presented serious

difficulties, at once yielded to his ability 'and diligence.

In 1823 he published a translation in Latin of a part of

the' works of Mencius, one of the nine classical books of

th$ Chinese, and, though this volume appeared within two

years of his having taken up the study of the language, it

justified its publication b}' its success. A year later ho

praiuced a translation of the modern Greek odes of Kalvos

under the title of La Lyre patriotique de la Grece. But
si-,ch works were not profitable in a commercial sense, and,

b/eirg without any patrimony, Julien was glad to accept

the assistance of Sir William Drummond and others, until

in 1827 he was appointed sub-librarian to the French
Institute. In 1831 he was elected a member of L'Acad^mie
des Inscriptions et Belles-Lettres de I'lnstitut de France in

the place of Saint-Martin, and in the following 3-ear he

succeeded R^musat as professor of Cliinese at the College

de France. For some years his studies had been directed

towards the dramatic and lighter literature of the Chinese,

and in rapid succession he now brought out translations of

the Hoei-lan-ki, or "L'hiitoire du cercle de craie," adrania

in which occurs a curiously analogous scene to the judg-

ment of Solomon ; the Pih shay tsinij li ; Blanche et ISleiie,

vu les deux coahurre^ j^es ; and the Tchao-chi Ion eul, upon

which Voltaire subsequently founded his Orphelin de In

Chine. With the versatility which belonged to his genius,

he next turned, apparently without difficulty, to the very

different style common to Taouist writings, and translated

in 1835, for the Oriental Translation Fund, Le Livie des

Jiecompenses et des Peines of Laou-tsze. About this time

the cultivation of silk-\yorms was beginning to attract atten-

tion in France, and by order of the minister of agriculture

Julien compiled, in 1837, a Ilesume des principanx traites

Chinois snr la culture des miiria's, et Vcdueaiion des vers-a-

soie, which was speedily translated- into English. German,

ItaUan, and Russian.

Nothing was'moie characteristic of his method of study-

ing Chinese than his habit of collecting every peculiarity

of idiom and expression which he met with in his reading
;

and, in order that others might reap the benefit of his

experiences, he published in 1841 a work entitled Dis-

cussions grammaiicales sur cerlaiues ri'jles de position qui,

ca Chinois, joueut la.meme rule (pie les inflexions dans les

aittres laiif/ties, which he followed in 1842 by Exercises

pratijues d'analyse, de si/nlaxe, et de le.rif/rapMe Chinoise.

Meanwhile in 1839 he had been appointed joint keeper of

the Bibliothique Royal, with the especial superintendence

of the Chinese books, and shortly afterwards he was made
Administrateur du ColWge de France.

The facility with which he had learned Chinese, and the

success which his proficiency commanded, luitnrally inclined

other less gifted scholars to resent the inipatience with

which he regarded the mistakes into which they fell in

tlieir translations from this most ditficult language, and

at diff'erent times bitter controversies arose between Julien

and his fellow Sinologues on the one subject 'nhich they

had in common. How envenomed were the disputes which

thus arose may be gathered from the following title of a

work published in 1842 by Julien, Simple expose d'ltn

fait honorable odieusement denature dans nn lihelle recent

de M. Paiiihier, snini de la refutation de sa dermere riponse,

du resume anali/tique de plus de GOO faides qu'il n'a pas

su justifier, et de I'examen de certains passages a Vaide

desquels il a prctendu prouver que des Er/tfjytiens ont ports

en Chine Vinventioii de I'ecriture 2353 ans amnt J. C. In

the same year appeared from his busy pen a tran.slation

of the Tao te A'iny, the celebrated work in which Laou-tsze

attempted to explain his idea of the relation existing between

the universe and something which he called 2'auu, and on

which the religion of Taouism is based. From Taouism

to Buddhism was a natural transition, and about this time

Julien turned his attention to the Buddhist literature of

China, and more especially to the travels of Buddhist

pilgrims to India. In order that he might better under-

stand the references to Indian institutions, and the tran-

scriptions in Chinese of Sanskrit words and proper names,

he began the study of Sanskrit, and in 1853 brought

out his Voyages des Pelerins Bouddhistcs, the value of

which work is much enhanced by the fruits of this new
instance of his extraordinary mental enterprise. The
same remark applies to the work which he pul)lished

six year later entitled Les .Avaddnas, contes et apologues

Indiens inconnus jusqu* (t ee jour, suivis dC poesies et de

nouvelles Chinoises. For the benefit of future students he

disclosed his system of deciphering Sanskrit words occur-

ring in Chinese books in his Methode pour deciiiffrer et

tranicrire les noins Sanscrits qui se renccntrent dans les livres

Chinois (1861). This ^vork, which contains much of interest

and importance, falls short of the value which its author

was accustomed to attach to it. It had escaped his obser-

vation that, since the translations of Sanskrit works into

Chinese were undertaken in different parts of the empire,

the same Sanskrit words were of necessity differently

represented in CI ''Kse <ba;-c.jters in accordance -^'it' ih©
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dialectical variations. No hard and fast rule c&a tlierefore

possibly be laid down for the decipherment of Chinese

transcriptions of Sanskrit words, and the effect of this

impossibility was felt though not recognized by Julien,

who in order to make good bis rule was occasionally obliged

to suppose that wrong charactei-s had by mistake b:,en

introduced into the texts. His Indian studies led to a

controversy with M. Reinaud, which was certainly not free

fron. the gall of bitterness. Among the many subjects to

which he turned his attention were the native industries

of China, and his work on the llisioire et fabrication de

la porirelaine Chiiwise is still, and is likely to remain, a

standard work on the subject. In another volume he also

published an account of the Imhistries anciennes et moderne$

de I'anpire Chinois (18G9), translated from native authori-

ties. In the intervals of more serious undertakings he

translated the San tseu King, or " Le Livre des trois mots "

;

Thsien tseu wen, or " Le Livre de mille mots "
;
" Les deux

cousines "
;
" Nouvellcs Chiuoises "

; the Pintj chan ling yen,

"Les deux jeunes fiUes lettrues"; and the " Dialoghi

Cinesi," Ji-tch'ang k'eou-t'eou-koa. The last work of

importance which proceeded from his pen was his Syntaxe

nouvelU de la langiie Chinoise (18G9). In these volumes

he gives the results of his study of the language, and has

collected in them a vast array of facts and of idiomatic

expressions. A more scientific arrangement and. treatment

of his subject would have added much to the value of this

work, which, however, contains a mine of material which

amply repays exploration. One great secret by which

Julien acquired his grasp of the Chinese language was,

as we have said, his methodical collection of phrases and

idiomatic expressions. Whenever in the course of his

reading he met with a new phrase or expression, he en-

tered it on a card which took its place in regular order

in a long series of boxes. At his death, which took

place ou the 20th February 1873, he left, it is said,

250,000 of such cards, about the fate of which, however,

little seems to be knov/n. In politics Julien was im-

perialist, and in 1863 he was made a commander of the

legion of honour in recognition of the services he hail

rendered to literature during the empire. (r. k. d.)

JULIERS. See Juucii.

JULILTS L, pope from 337 to 352, was a native of

Rome, and was chosen as successor of Marcus after the

Roman see had been vacant four months. He is chiefly

known by the part which he took in the Arian controversy.

After the Eusebians had, at a .synod held in Antioch in

341, renewed their deposition of Athanasius, they resolved

to send delegates to Constans, emperor of the West, and

al4o to 'Julius, setting forth the grounds on which they had

proceeded. The latter, after expressing an opinion favour-

able to Athanasius, adroitly invited both parties to lay the

case before a synod to be presided over by himself. This
proposal, however, the Eastern bishops declined to accept.

On his second banishment from Alexandria, Athanasius

came to Rome, and was recognized as a regidnr bishop by
the synod held in 312. It was through the influence of

Julius that, at a later date, the council of Sardica in

lUyria was held, which was attended only by seventy-six

Eastern bishops, who speedily withdrew to Philippopolis

and deposed Julius, along with Athanasius and others.

The three hundred Western bishops who remained con-

firmed the previous decisions of the Roman synod ; and by
its 3d, 4th and 5th decrees. relating to the rights of revision

claimed by Julius the council of Sardica perceptibly helped
forward the pretensions of the papacy. Julius on his death
in April 352 was succeeded by Tiberius.

JULIUS II., pope from 1503 to 1513, was born at

Savona in 1443. He was the son of a brother of Sixtus IV.,

his original name being Giuliano della Rovere. By his

uncle, who took him under his special charge, he was
educated among the Franciscans, and latterly sent to a con-
vent in La P^rouse with the special purpose of obtaining a
knowledge of the sciences. He does not appear, however,
to have joined the order of St Frapcis, but to have remained
one of the secular clergy until his elevation in 1471 to be
bishop of Carpentras, shortly after his uncle succeeded to

the papal chair. In the same year he was promoted to be
cardinal, taking the same title as that formerly held by his

uncle, St Peter ad Vincula. With his uncle he obtained
very great influence, and iu addition to the archbishopric
of Avignon he held no fewer than eight bishoprics. In
the capacity of papal legate he was sent in 1 480 to France,
whore he remained four years, and acquitted himself with
such ability that he soon acquired a paramount influence

in the college of cardinals, an influence which rather

increased than diminished during the pontificate of

Innocent VIII. A rivalry had, however, gradually grown
up between him and Roderigo Borgia, and on the death of

Innocent in 1492 Borgia by means of a secret agreement
with Ascanio Sforza succeeded in being elected over Delia
Rovere by a large majority, under the name of Alexander
VI. Delia Rovere at once determined to take refuge at

Ostia, and in a few months afterwards went to Paris, where
he incited Charles VIII. to undertake the conquest of

Naples. Accompanying the young king on his campaign,
he entered Rome along with him, and endeavoured to

instigate the convocation of a council to inquire into the
condC:;t of the pope with a view to his deposition, but
Alexander, having gained a friend in Charles's minister

Bri9onnet, by the oflfer of a cardinal's hat succeeded in

counterworking the machinations of his enemy. On the
death of Alexander ih 1503 Delia Rovere supported the
candidature of Cardinal Piccolomini of Milan, who was
consecrated under the name of Pius III., but was then
suffering from an incurable malady, of which he died
in little more than a month afterwards. Della Rovere
then succeeded by dexterous diplomacy in winning the

support of Ca;sar Borgia, and was elected to the papal
dignity by the unanimous vote of the cardinals. From the

beginning Julius II. set himself with a courage and deter-

mination rarely equalled to rid himself of the various

powers under which his temporal authority was almost
overwhelmed. By a series of complicated stratagems he
first succeeded in rendering it impossible for Borgia to

remain in the papal states. He then used his influence to

reconcile the two powerful houses of Orsini and Colonna,
and, by decrees made in their interest, he also attached to

himself the remainder of the nobility. Being thus secure

in Rome and the surrounding country, he next set himself

to oust the Venetians from Faenza, Rimini, and the other

towns and fortresses of Italy which they occupied at the

death of Alexander VI. Finding it impossible to succeed

with the doge by remonstrance, he in 1504 brought about

a union of the conflicting interests of France and Germany,
and sacrificed temporarily to some extent the independence

of Italy in order to conclude with them an offensive and
defensive alliance against Venice. The combination was,

however, at first little more than nominal, and was not

immediately effective in compelling the Venetians to deliver

up more than a few unimportant places in the Romagna
;

but by a brilliant campaign Julius in 1506 succeeded in

freeing Perugia and Bologna from their despots, and raised

himself to such a height of influence as to render his friend-

ship of prime importance both to the king of France and
the emperor. Events also in other respects so favoured his

plans that in 1508 he was able to conclude with Louis XII.,

the emperor Maximilian, and Ferdinand of Aragon the

famous league of Cambrai against the Venetian republic.

In the spring of the following year the republic was placed
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under an intardict. Tlie results of tlie league soon out-

stripped the primary intention ot Julius. By the single

battle of Agnadello the dominion of Venice in Italy was

practically lost; but, as neither the king of France nor the

emperor was satisfied with merely effecting the purposes of

the pope, tlie latter found it necessary to enter into^a com-

bination with the Venetians to defend himself from those

who immediately before had been his allies against them.

The Venetians on making humble submission were absolved

in the beginning of 1510, and shortly afterwards France

was placed under the papal ban. Attempts to bring about

a rupture between France and England proved unsuccessful;

on the other hand, at a synod couvened by Louis at Tours

in September 1510 the French bishops withdrew from the

papal obedience, and resolved, with JMaximilian's co opera-

tion, to seek the deposition of Julius. In November 1511

a council actually met for this object at Pisa. Julius here-

upon entered into the Holy League with Ferdinand of

Aragon and the Venetians against France, in which both

Henry VIII. and the emperor ultimately joined. He also

convened a general council (that afterwards knowh as the

Fifth Lateran) to be held at Rome in 1512, which, accord-

ing to an oath taken on his election, he had bound himself

to summon, but which had been delayed, he affirmed, ou

account of the occupation of Italy by his enemies. In

1512 tha French were driven across the Alps, but it v.'as at

the cost of the occupation of Italy by the other powers,

and Julius, though he had securely established the papal

authority in the states immediately around Rome, was

practically as far as ever from realizing his dream of on

independent Italian kingdom when he died uf fever i|i

February 1513.

The abilities ana ambition of Julius were regal- and

military rather than in any. sense ecclesiastical. He was

inore concerned for his own personal fame as a member of

the family of Delia Rovere than for the advancement of the

influence and authority of the church. His dauntless spirit,

his mastery of political stratagem, and his moral indifference

in the choice of maans rendered him the most prominent

political figure of his time. While, however, his political

and warlike achievements would alone entitle him to rank

amongst the most remarkable of the occupants of the papal

chair, his chief title to honour is to be found in his patron-

age of art and literature. He did much to improve and

beuitify the. city ; in 1506 he laid the foundation stone

ot St Peter's ; and he was the friend and patron of Era-

Diante, Raphael, and Michelangelo. He was succeeded by

Leo X.

See Dumfisnil, Histoire de Jules IT., Pans, 1873 ;
Erosch, Papsi

Jidiiis II., Gotlia, 187S.

JULIUS III., pope from 1550 to 1555, was born at

Rome in 1487. He was of good family, his original name

being Gian Maria del Monte. After attaining the dignity

of archbishop of Siponto, he was in 1536 created cardinal

by Paul III., by whom he was employed on several

important legations ; ho was one of the presidents of the

council of Trent during its session at Bologna in April

1547. In 1550 he was unanimously chosen successor of

Paul in. He consented, at the request of the emperor

Charles V., to the reopening of the council of Trent (in

1551), and he also entered into a league with him against

the duke of Parma and Henry II. of France ; but soon

afterwards he deemed it advisable to make terms with his

enemies, and in 1552 he again suspended the meetings

of the council. From this time pope Julius seems to have

lost interest both in political and ecclesiastical affairs
;

formerly he had acquired a reputation for_ impetuous

energy as well as austerity, but he now exchanged these

qualities for a love of luxurious ease, comporting him-

self at the entertainments given by him in his palace
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in a manner fitted to shock preconceived ideas of eccle-

siastical propriety. He also aroused much scandal by

creating as his first cardinal a youth of sixteen years of

age, one of his pages, on account of the courage he haif

displayed when bitten by a monkey. The adornment

of his palace and the laying out of its grounds occupied a

large share of his attention, and have done more to niaka

him remembered than his strictly pontifical procedure.

Julius was a friend of the Jesuits, to whom he granteil

a fresh confirmation in 1050. He was succeeded by Mar-

cellus [[.

JULV', the seventh month in our present calendar, con-

sists of thirty-one days. It was originally the fifth month

of the year, and as such w.as called by the Romans Qiuitc-

tilis. The later name of Julius was given in honour of

Julius Caesar (who was born in the month), and came into

use in the year of his death. Our Anglo-Saxon ancestors

called July Mxd-munaff, " mead month," fri>m the meadows

being then in their bloom ; and aftera L'liJa, "the latter

mild month," in contradistinction to June, which they

named " the former mild month." The principal day.s

now observed and noted in this month are the following :

—

July 3d, Dog Days begin; July 15tli, St Swithin; and

July 25th, St James.

JUMET, or JuMETZ, a town and commune of Belgium,

in the arrondisscment of Chaiieroi and the province

of Hainault, is situated about 4 miles north-east ot

Chaiieroi. Its manufactures include gluss-bottlcs, knives,

nails, and hats; and there are extensive coal-mines in

the neighbourhood. The population of .the commune in

187G wa.s_ 20,102.

JUJIIEGES, or Jumilges, a village of France, in the

department of Seine Inforieure aud arrondisscment of

Rouen, about 16 miles south-west of Rouen, in one of the

peninsulas" formed by the winding of the Seine. The
population was less than 2000 in lS7G;'but the place is

famous for the imposing ruins of the abbey of Jumiegos

(Latinized as Gcmeticmit, Gcmedhuii, Gimff/i!r, Jiiiiicdiai,

&.C.), one of the great establishments of the Benedictine

order. The principal remains are those of the Cliuiich of

the Virgin, which had a central tower, the magnitude of

which may be judged by one of the sustaining arches still

extant. Among the minor relics are the stone which oiico

covered the grave of Agnes Sorel, and two reouinbcnt

statues of the 13th century, popularly knowfi as the A'ncrvc.':,

and explained by a baseless legend which makes them
represent two sons of Clovis II., who were punished for

revolt against their fathcr'by having the tendons of their

arms and legs cut through, and being set adrift in a boat

on, the Seine.

Tlie foundation of the anbcy of Junii{';;os is generally.assigned to

St PhiUicrt, C64 a. p., whose name is still to be rend on gold and
silver coins obtained from the site. It was to Jumieges that. abbot

1 Sturm of Fulda was relegated (760-62), and tlutlier it was tbat

I Charlemagne sent Thassilo, tlie i^ajitive duke of IJavarin, and liis

1 son Tlioodo. 1'lic 9tli century was a jicriod of jiilhigc and disaster

I

for the aAjbey, but tlie lltli ai)4'12th centuiies saw it raised to new
' sjilendour and greatness. One of its monks, Robert Clianijtart,

became, under K<l\yard the Confessor, bisliop of I^ondon and arcli-

bishop of Canterbury. Returning to die iu his atjbey (1052), lie

brought with him an A;iglo-Saxon missal and pontifical, wliicb are

still preserved in the public library of Jtouen. For fui-tlior details

see Mabillon, Acta Sand. ord. S. Bclicdicli, toni. ii. ; "W. Calcul

(a monk of Jumiiges), Hint. Norm., ttjmd Durbesne; Desliaycsj

Ilist. dc Vahhnije roynlc de Jtiuiicf/cs, Roneu, 1S29 ; Langlois, I'^ssai

sitr Ics £ncrvis dc Juuiiic/cs, Rouen, 1838 ; Cochct, La Seine In-

ferieitrc, Paris, 1864.

JUMILLA, a town of Spain, in the province of Murcia,

is situated 37 miles north-north-west of Murcia, at the /oot

of a hill whose summit is crowned by a-citadel. The streets

are regular, clean, and v.ell-paved, and there are three

squares. Jumilla possesses two parish cluirches of some

architectural merit, the church of Santiago in the Corinthiati
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stylo being adorned with paintings of Rubens and- other

artists of fame, and with sotae heautifal frescoes. <4 Thi;ro

is also a Franciscan convent and a hospital. The town

is chiefly dependent on agriculture, but has corn and

oil mills, brick-kilns, and manufactories of salt, coarse

cloth, soap, and firearms. The population in 1877 was

13,S8G.

JUilNA, or JamdxA, one of the large rivers of northern

India, rises in the Himal.iyas in OarhwAl state, about 5

miles north of Jamnotri hut springs, in 31' 3' N. lat. and
78° 30' E. long. The sticam first flows south for 7 miles,

then south-west for 32 miles, a,nd afterwards due south for

.26 miles, receiving several small tributaries in its course.

|lt afterwards turns sharply to the west for 1-t miles, when
it is joined by the largo river Tons from the north. The
'Jumna here emerges frum the llimalayas into the valley of

the Diin, and Uows in a south-westerly direction for 22
miles, dividing the Kiarda Diin on the west from the Dehra
iDdn on the east.. It then, in the 95th mile of its course,

forces its way through tlic Siwalik hills, and debouches upon

t'le pkans of India at Faizdbad iu Saharanipur district.

By this time a large river, it gives off, near FaizabAd, both

the eastern and western Juuiua canals. From Faizdbad

tlie river flows for 05 miles in a. south-south-west direction,

receiving the Jlaskarra stream from the east. Near
Bidhauli, in JIu^afTarnagar district, it turns due south for

80 miles to Delhi city ; thence south-east for 27 miles to

near Dankaur, receiving the waters of the Kathanadi and
Hindan river on the east, and of the Sabi-nadf on the east.

From Dankaur it resumes its southerly course for 100
miles to JIahaban near ^[uttra, where it tuins eastwards

for nearly 200 miles, passing the towns of Agra, Firozabad,

an"* EtAwah, receiving on its left bank the Karwan-nadi,

and on its right the Utaughan. From Etawah it flows 140
miles soutli-east to Hamirpur, being joined by the Scngou
on its north bank, and on the south by the great river

Chambal from the west, and by the Sind. From Hamirpur,
the .Tumna flows nearly due east, until it enters Allahdbad
district and passes Allahabad city, 3 miles below which it

falls into the Ganges in 25° 25' N. lat. and 81° 05' E.

long. , In this last [lart of its course it receiver the waters

of the Betwa and the Ken.

The Jumna, after issuing from the hills, has a longer

course through the North-Western Provinces than the

Ganges, but it is not so largo nor so important a river; and
above Agra in the hot weather it dwindles to a small

stream. ,- This is no doubt partly caused by the eastern and
western Junma canals,—of which the former was excavated

iu 1823-30, and in its course of 130 miles irrigated, in

1875-70, 195,8-fG acres of the districts of Sali.-'iranpur,

MuzafTarnagar, and lleerut, in the North-Western Pro-

vinces ; while the latter, consisting of the reopened channels

of two canals dating from about 1*350 and 1028 respectively,

extends for 405 miles through the districts of Ambdla,
Karnul, Delhi, and Uohtak in the Punjab, irrigating

(1872-73) 351,820 acres.

The trade on the Junui.a is not now very considerable

;

in its upper iiortion timber, and iu the lower stone, grain,

and cotton are the chief articles of commerce, carried in

the clumsy barges which navigate it& stream. Its waters

are clear and blue, while those of the Gauges are yellow

and muddy; the difl'erenco between the streams can be
discerned for some distance below the point at which
they unite. Its banks are high and rugged, often attain-

ing the proportions of clifi's, and the ravines which run
into it are deeper and larger than those of the Ganges.
It traverses the extreme edge of the alluvial plain of

Hindustan, and in the Utter part of its course it almost
touches the Buudelki.,iiJ offshoots of the Tindhy.^ range

of, mountaius. Its passage is therefore more toiLuoas, and

the scenery along its banks is more varied and pleasing,
than is the case with the Ganges. '

The Jumna at its source near Jamnotri is 10,849 feet
above the sea-level; at Kotnur, 16 miles Icnver, it is only
5030 feet ; so that, between these two places, it falls at
the rate of 314 feet in a mile. At its junction witli tiie

Tons it is 1680 feet above the sea ; at its junction with the
Asan, 1470 feet; and at the point where it issues from the
Siwalik hills into the plains, it is 1276 feet. The catch-
ment area of the river is 118,000 square miles; its flood
discharge at Allahabad is estimated at 1,333,000 cubic feet

per second. The Jumna is crossed by railway brido'es at

Delhi, Agra, and AUahAbad, while bridges of boats arc
stationed at Etawah, Kalpi, Hamirpur, Muttra, Chillatara,

and many other places.

JUN.\GARH, a native state in KdthiawAr, iu the pro-
vince of Guzerat,' Bombay presidency, India, is situated

between 20' 48' and 21° 40' N. lat., and between 69° 55'|

and 71° 35' E. long. The state, which comprises An
estimated area of 3S00 square miles, consists of a level

pbin, with the exception of the Girnar group of hills, sacred

to Jainism, the highest peak of which rises to about 350O
feet above sea level. The coast-Iine is well sujiplied with
fair-weather harbours, of which the chief are Verawal,'

Nawabandar, and fciutrapora. The ruined but famous
temple of Somnath i; situated in the state. The estimated

population in 1872 was 380,921, residing in eight hundred
and ninety villages. The principal agricultural products
are cotton (largely exported to Bombay for re-e.xport),

wheat, pulses and millets, oilseeds, and sugar-cane. The
manufactures are oil and coarse cotton cloth. The esti-

mated revenue is £'200,000. Jnnagaih town, the fortified

capital of the state, situated in 21° 31' N. lat., 70° 36' 30'

E. long., has an estimated population of 20,025.

Prior to 174G Juu.ignvh w.is si l!;ij|iHt elate rulcj by cliitfs

of the Cluiri'isiniKi tribe, but in tiuTt yi-ai- it w.is coiiquercil by
Sull.iu JIuliauiiimd Bcgiiru of Altniad.-ib.id. In Afcbav's ivigu it be-
c.iinc a ilepeiiilency ot the court of Delhi, uiuler tlie innueiliate

auiliority of the JIuglial viecroy of Guzerat. About 1733, wlieu
the rcprrseutative of tlie iluitfinls liad lost his authoiity in
GuOTiat, Slier Kluiu B.ibi, a solih'er of fortune ninler tlic viceroy,

t-xjii'llefl tlie 5Iu"lial <:;ovcinor ami established liis own rule. Slier

Kluiii'b son, 8abU»at Khan, npiiointed his heir ehief of Jun;ip;arli,

asiij^iiiiiLj to his younger sons the lands of C'.intwa. Thoxigh hiui-

self tributary to the gaokw.ir of Baiodu and the Hritish Govern-*
nieiit, the nauab of Jimagarh receives yearly contributions, called

zortnliihi, from a largo nuiuber of th» petty chiefs in K;tthi;iw.ir.

This levy, which is eollected and \y.\U\ to the naT\;ib by tJliti^^il

ollieers of the Kathiawiir agenev, is a relie ol tJiedays of iiahometaii
snpreinaey. Jun/igaih ranks as a first class state among the many
cliiefshipsof K;itliiii\v!ir, and its ruler first cnteied into engagements
with the British iu ISuT.

JUNE, the sixth month in out- present calendar, consists

of thirty days. Ovid, in his Fusti (vi. 25), makes Juno
assert that the name was expressly given in her honour :

—

** Kc tamcn ignores vulgiquc eiTorc traharis,

Junius a nostro nomine uonicn habet.

"

In another part of the Fasti (vi. 87) he gives the

derivation a jnniorilus, as May had been derived from

^f('Jores. Others connect the term with the gentile came
Junius, or wjth the consulate of Junius Brutus. Pro-

bably, however, it has an agricultural reference, and origin-

ally denoted the month in which crops grow to rjpeness.

In the old Latin calendar June was the fourth month,

and in the so-called year of Romulus it is said to hai e

had thirty days ; but at the time of the Julian reform

of the calendar its days were only twcnty-niiie. To these

Cicsar added the thirtieth, which it still retains. Th&
Anglo-Saxons had several names for tlic month of June.

They called it "the dry month," "midsummer month,"

and, in contradistinction to July, "i;he earlier mild month."

The summer solstice occurs :n June. The principal

days now observed in tliis raont!: ur^ the following :

—
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June lull, St Barnabas; Jane 24th, Jlidsummer Dny
^Nativity of St Jobn tbe Eai'tist) ; and June 2ytL. St

Peter.

JUNG, JoHANN HEixracn (17iO-lS17), best known by
Ills assumed name of Heinkicu Stillixg, charcoal-burner,

tailor, village schoolmaster, oculist, professor of political

science, and mystic, was born in the village of Gruud in

the duchy of Nassau on the 12th September 1740. His

father, Wilhelm Jung, schoolmaster and tailor, was the son

of Eberhard Jung, charcoal-burner, and his mother was
Bortchen or Dorothy Jforitz, daughter of a poor clergyman.

In the best of his books Stilling gives a charming descrip-

tion of the patriarchal simplicity of his home, and draws

the portrait of his grandfather especially with a loving and

skilful hand. Stilling became, by his father's desire, school-

master and tailor, but "to be always sitting at the needle

and making clothes for people was highly repugnant to

me," and " to be everlastingly iHstructing boys and girls in

ABC" was equally wearisome. Severe home discipline

made Stilling glad to accept an appointment as school-

master in a neighbouring village, where, however, he taught

not with pleasure but from a sense of duty. lie afterwards

hecame tutor in the family of a merchant, and in 17CS

went with "half a French dollar," as he himself tells us, to

-study medicine at the university of Strasburg. What he

wanted in money he possessed in confidence in Divine aid
;

and in after life he was wont to refute sceptical adversaries

by recounting the many occasions on which his prayers

were answered by providential messengers, for so he regarded

them, who in the most unexpected way provided him with

the money necessary not only for his studies but for his

Tery existence. At Strasburg he met Goethe, who showed

him much kindness, and introduced him to Herder. The
acquaintance with Goethe ripened into friendship ; and it

[nas by his influence that Stilling's first and best work, T/ie

'Account of his Youth, was in 1777 given lo the world.

In 1772 he settled at Elbcrfeld a"" physician and oculist,

and soon became celebrated for operations in cases of

Cataract. Surgery, however, was not much more to his

taste than tailoring or teaching ; and in 1778 he was glad

to accept the appointment of lecturer on "agriculture,

technology, commerce, and the veterinary an" (!) in the

newly established academy at Kaiserslautern. In 1784

the academy was transferred to Heidelberg and united

•n'ith the university. In 178C, on the occasion of the

anniversary of the fourth centenary of Heidelberg univer-

sity, Stilling created immense enthusiasm by delivering

liis speech, the last of the day, in German. The other

jirofessors had used Latin. In 1 787 Stilling was appointed

professor of economical, financial, and statistical scielice in

the university of ilarburg In 1803 he resigned his pro-

fessorship and returned to Heidelberg, where he remained

with no official appointment until 180G. In that year he

leceived a pension from the grand-duke Charles Frederick

of Baden, and removed to Cirlsruhe, where he remained

-until his death on the 2d April 1817. He wa.s married

three times, and left a numerous family. Of his engage-

ment to his first wife he tells a most amusing story in his

autobiography. Of his works this autobiography Ileinrirk

Stillinrjs Leheii, from which he came to be known as Stilling,

is the only one now of any interest, and, with the supple-

ment by his son-in law Dr Schwarz, is the chief authority

for his life. A believer in dreams and apparitions, he

"nas superstitious rather than mystical. His piety was

fervent, but not austerp ; and his chief delight was in seeing

others happy. Modest and affable, he endeared himself to

all who came in contact with him. He hated nothing

«seept sects, which, he says, are due merely to pride under
the mask of piet}-. He numbered among his many friends

Coethe and Kant and Lavatcr, the first of whora pays

' him high tribute in the' second part of Aus melnem
I Lihcn.

A complete eilitioa of liH mimcrons works, in 14 vols, livo, wu3
publislicd at Stntt^.irt in 1S35-3S. There an- Eii^^'li.sli tmuslations
by S.iin. Jackson of the Lct'Cn, London, 1S35, and of tlie 'J'ltforir di r
Ocistcflitndc. Loudon, 1834, and Now York. ]ar>] ; and of Tlicobnhlf

or the Fanatic, a religious romance, by the Kcv. Sam. SchadFer,

I'liiladclidjia. 1SJ6.

JUNIPER. The junipers, of which thcce are about

twenty-five species, are evergreen bushy shrubs or low

columnar trees, with a more or less aromatic odour, inhabit-

ing the whole of the cold and temperate northern hemi-

sphere, but attaining their maximum development in tho

temi)eratc zone in Nortli America and Europe. The leaves

arc u.sually articulated at the base, spreading^.-sharp-pointed,

and needle-like in form, destitute of oil-glands, and arranged

in alternating whorls of three ; but iu some the leaves aro

minute and scale-like, closely adherijig to the branches, tho

apex only free, and furnished with an oil-gland on the back.

Sometimes the same plant produces both kinds of leaves

on different branches, or the young jdants produce acicular

leaves, while those of the older plants are squamiform. Tho
male and female flowers are usually produced on separate

plants; the Qccurrence of both on the same plant is rare.

The male flowers are developed at the ends of short lateral

branches, are rounded or ubiong in form, and consist of

several antherifcrous scales in two or three rows, each sculo

bearing three or six almost spherical pollen-sacks on its

under side. The female flower is a small bud-like cono

situated at the ajiex of a small branch, and consists of two

or three whorls of two or three scales. Tho scales of the

Theupper or middle series each produce one lateral ovule,

mature cone is fleshy, with the succulent scales fused

together and forming the fruitdike structure known to tho

older botanists as the galbulus, or berry of the juniper.

The berries are red or purple in colour, varying in siza

from that of a pea to a nut. They differ considerably

from the cones of other members of the order Coni/enr,

to which the junipers belong. The seeds are usually three

in number, sometimes fewer (1), rarely more (8), and havo

the surface near the middle or base marked with largo

glands containing oil. The genus occurs in a fossil state,

four species having been described from rocks of Tertiary

age.

Beutham and Hooker divide the genus into three sec-

tions, viz., Salina, Oj^J/ceJms, and Caryoccrfriis. Jiinijieiits

tiahina is the savin, an irregularly spreading much branched

shrub with scale-like glandular leaves, and emitting a

disagreeublo odour _whcn bruised. The flesh and dried

tops of savin are oflicial in the British and United States

pharmacoptcias. The plant is poisonous, acting as a

powerful local and general stimulant, diaphoretic, enimen-

egogue and anthelmintic ; it is employed both internally

and externally. Jnniperiis hermndiana, a t]'ee about 40

'or 50 feet' in height, yields a fragrant red wood, which

was used for the manufacture of "cedar" pencils. The
tree is now very scarce in Bermuda, and the " red cedar,"^

,Junipe)-iis virginiann, of North America is employed

instead for pencils and cigar boxes. The. red cedar is

abundant in some parts of the United States, and in

Virginia is a tree 50 feet in height. It is very widely dis-

tributed from tile great lakes to Florida and round the

Gulf of Jlexico, and extends as far west as the Eocky'

Mountains. The wood is applied to many uses in the'

United States. The fine red fragrant heart-wood takes ar.

high polish, and is much used in cabinet w'ork and inlay-

ing, but the small size of the planks prevents its more

extended use. The tops of the young branches are official

in the United States pharmacopccia. The galls produced

at the ends of the branches have also been used in medicine,

and the wood vields ce'-hr-caMiiihor and oil of •ier'ar wood.
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Tlio Junijjeriis (hurlfera is the incense juniper of Spain

and Portujral, and J. ph(eiii<va (J. iycitt) from the iledi-

terranean district is stated by Loudon to be burned as

incense.

Junipems coimnvnis, the common juniper, and several

other species, belong to the section O.ri/cednts. The
common junipei- is a very widely distributed plant, occur-

ring in the whole of northern Europe, central and northern

Asia to Kamchatka, and Xorth America. It grows at

considerable elevations in southern Europe, in the Alps,

Apennines, Pyrenees, and Sierra Nevada (4000 to 9000

feet). It also grows in Asia Minor, Persia, and at great

elevations on the Himalayas. In former times the juniper

seems to have been a very well icnown plant, the name
occurring almost unaltered in many languages. The
dialectical names, chiefly in European languages, have

been collected bv Prince L. L. Bonaparte, and published

in Tlic Amch-mi/ {J\i\j 17, 1880, Xo. 128, p. 45). The
common juniper is ollicial in the British pharmacopceia

and in that of the United States, yielding the oil of juniper,

a powerful diuretic, distilled from the unripe fruits. The
n-ood is very aromatic, and is used for ornameutal purposes.

In Lapland the hark is made into ropes. The fruits are

u^cd for flavoui'ing gin (a name derived from Juniper,

through the French f/fiiievre) ; and in some pafts of France

a kind of beer called GcnevretU was made from them by

the peasants. Junipems O-ryeedius, from the Mediter-

ranean cbstrict and Madeira, yields cedar oil which is official

iu most of the European pharmacopccias, but not in that

of Dritam.

The third section, Cmyoreilnn:, consists of a single

species, Juniprnis diup'Leea of Asia Minor. The fruits

are large and edible ; they are known in the East by the

name llnhhcl.

JLTXrUS. This is the signature of an unknown writer

who, after exciting and baffling the curiosity of three or

four generations of critics, has been allowed to take rank

amongst English classics under a pseudonym. The first of

the published letters with this sign a|ji re was dated January
"21, 17G9; the last, January 21, 1772. The entire series

ap[)eared in the Fuh'ie AJco'tisei; a popular new-paper

edited by Woodfall, to whom a number of private letters

were also addressed by the same wriier. These are in-

cluded iu the collected and complete editions, as well as a

number of letters attributed on varying grounds, more or

less satisfactory, to Junius.

The first of the letters was a sweeping attack on the

C«jvernment for the time being. Its spirit may be judged
i'rtiiv. the concluding sentence: "They (posterity) will not

believe it possible that their ancestors could have survived

or recovered from so desperate a condition while a duke of

Crjfton was prime minister, a Lord North chancellor of

the exchequer, a Weymouth and a Hillsborough secretaries

of state, a Granby commander-in-chief, and a Mansfield

chief criminal judge of the kingdom." He does not con-

descend to particulars, and the letter might have passed

unnoticed if Sir William Draper, a man of considerable

note, had not undertaken the defence of Lord Granby in

answer to it. A bitter controversy ensued, which rapidly

degenerated into an exchange of personalities, much to the

disadvantage of Sir William. Then came letters to the

duke of Grafton, the prime minister, directed more against

his private character and conduct than his poUcy, the

main charge against his Grace being his. abandonment of

Wilkes, whom Junius treats throughout the letters as the

champion of the constitution, to bo supported against the

ministry. and the crown. He takes Blackstone, tlie author

of the Cominnil'tn'ei, severely to task for justifying the

e.ximlsion of Wilke.s, whose cause he also espouses in an

altercation with Horns Tooko ; and he omits no opportunity

of denouncing Luttrell, the elect of Middlesex. The address

to the king, the most celebrated of Junius's composi-

tions, after recapitulating the familiar charges of personal

pique and favouritism, calls upon his Jlajesty to summon
his whole council without consulting his minister: "Lay
aside the wretched formality of a king, and speak to your
subjects with the spirit of a man and in the language of a

gentleman. Tell them you have been fatally deceived."

Many of the letters turn ou topics which have no longer

the slightest interest. A long letter is addre-ssed to Lord
Mansfield for bailing a man named Eyre. In another,

equally elaborate, this learned lord is accused of tampering
with the ccmmon law by an admixture of the civil law,

which is now regarded as his highest praise ; Junius treats

it as an attempt to undermine the liberties of England.

He relics little on r.rgument or proof. His force is in his

style. He commonly assumes his victim to be what ho
wishes him to be thought, and produces the desired effect

by irony, sarcasm, or polished invective. One of his

happiest figures of speech is in the letter on the affair of

the Falkland Islands: "Private credit is wealth
;
public

honour is security ; the feather that adorns the royal bird

suiiports his flight ; strip him of his plumage, and you fix

liira to the earth." Although an admirer of Lord Chatham,
Junius agreed with ilr Orcnville as to the right of England
to tax the colonies ; and, although an uncompiomising sup-

porter of popular rights, he was an advocate or auologist

for rotten boroughs.

The sensation Junius created in the political world may
be inferred from the manner in which the leading orators

and statesmen of the day spoke of him. " How comes this

Junius," exclaimed Burke, addressing the Speaker, " to

have broke through the cobwebs of the law, and to range

uncontrolled, unpunished, through the land .' The myr-

midons of the court have been long, and are still, pmsuiug
him in vain. They will not spend their time upon mc or

you. Xo, sir, they disdain such vermin when the mighty

boar of the forest who has broke through all their toils is

before them. But what wUl all their cliorts avail ! Xo
sooner has ho wounded ouo than he lays down another dead

at his feet. For my part, when I read his attack upon

the king, I own my blood ran cold." . . . .
" Xor has he

dreaded the terrors of your brow, but he has attacked even

you—he has—and I believe you have no reason to triumph

in the encounter. In short, after carrying away our royal

eagle in his pounces and dashing him against a rock, he has

laid you prostrate. King, lords, and commons are but the

sport of his fury. Were he a member of this House, what
might not be expected from his knowledge, his firmness,

and integrity ? Ho would be easily known by his contempt

of all danger, by his pointed penetration and activity."

Lord Xorth spoke in the same strain :
" Why shoidd we

wonder that the great boar of the wood, this mighty
Junius, has broke through the toils and foiled the hunters i

Though there may be at present no spear that will reach

him, yet he may be some time or other caught."

What added signally to his inlluence was the general

belief of his contemporaries that he was a man of rank and
position, familiar with what was passing behind the scenes

in high places ; and this belief arose not simply from the

intimate knowledge he showed of things and persons about

the court and the princijjal departments of the state, but

from the lofty aitd independent tone that was habitual and

seemed natural to him,—as when he tells Sir William

Draper, "I should have hoped that even m) name might

carry some autliority with it if I had not seen how very

little weight or consideration a printed paper receives oven

fiom the respectable signature of Sir William Dra]jer"; or

when in private letters to the publisher, after waiving all

right to the profits of the publicaticn, hs 2ay» : "As lor
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myself, be assured that I am far above all pecuniary views."

?*. .
" You, I think, sir, may be satisfied that aiy rank and

fortune place me above a common bribe."

In the preface to the second volume of Bonn's edition

of 185o, no less than thirty-seven persons are enumerated

to whom the authorship has been attributed. Contem-

porary opinion strongly inclined to Burke, whose power

of assuming or disguising style is proved by his Timhca-

tion of Xatnral Society ; and, as his biographer Prior

pointedly remarks, " contemporary opinion, as formed

from a variety of minor circumstances which do not come
within the knowledge of future inquirers, is perhaps, on

such occasions, the truest." Dr Johnson, who had entered

the lists against Junius, told Boswell ; "I should have

believed Burke to be Juniiis, because I know no man but

Burke who is capable of writing these letters ; but Burke

spontaneously denied it to me." Burke told Reynolds that

he knew Juuiu.s, and urdformly spoke of him as he would

hardly have spoken of himself. A very sirong case was

made out for Lord George Sackville, on whom, after Burke's

denial. Sir William Draper's suspicions permanently fixed.

Fox u.sed to say that, although he would not take Single-

speech tiamilton against the field, he would back him against

any single horse. Boyd is another candidate who did not

lack supporters. A plausible claim was advanced for the

American General Lee, backed by three experts who pre-

tended to detect him by the handwriting. A famous

expert, Imbert, gave a written certificate on the same
ground in favour of Home Tooke ; and another, Nether-

clift, declared that there was more of the Junius character

in the handwriting of Mrs DayroUes (the alleged amanuensis

of Lord Chesterfield) than in any other specimen submitted

to him as a possible performance by the great_ unknown.

Other experts declared confidently for other claimants.

But the identity remained an open question, and case after

case was pronounced not proven, till the appearance of Mr
Taylor's Junius Identified in 1816, when Sir Philip Francis

immediately became the favourite, and during the next half

century the problem was pretty generally considered at an

end.

Prior to the publication, Mr Taylor called on Sir Philip

to intimate what was intended, and came away with the

impression that he was rather pleased than displeased with

the intimation. In fact, he had been already playing

Junius, and he continued playing the part till his death in

1818. •"His first gift," writes his second wife, whom he

married in 1814, two years before Jutiius Identified, "was
an edition of Junius, which he bade me take to my room
and not let it be seen or speak upon the subject ; and his

posthumous present, which his son found in his bureau,

was Junius Identified, sealed up and directed to me."

The real Junius might have bequeathed a much more
conclusive legacy. He writes to Woodfall, December 17,

1771 :
" When the book is finished, let me have a sett (sic)

bound in vellum, gilt, and lettered 'Junius L II.' as

handsomely as you can. The edges gilt, let the sheets be

well dried before binding. I must also have two setts in

blue paper covers. This is all the fee I shall ever require

of you." These were duly sent, and it would have been
something to the purpose had Francis bequeathed one
of them to his wife. Neither of them has turned up.

The surviving son (by the.first wife) likewbe claimed the

authorship for the father as a source of jtfide to the family,

.so that no evidence in their possession would have been
kept back.

Pitt told Lord Aberdeen (the fourth earl) that he knew
who Junius was, and that it was not Francis. On its being

objected that the Franciscan theory had not been started

till after Pitt's death, Lord Aberdeen replied "that's stuff,"

and proceeded to relate that he himself had once dined in

company with Francis when proofs of his being Junius
were 'adduced before him, that he had listened with

evident pleasure, and at last exclaimed in a stilted theatri-

cal manner, " God ! if. men force laurels on my head, I'll

wear them." His immediate contemporaries remained
unconvinced. Sir Fortunatus Dwarris states broadly that

no one who knew, heard, or read Francis thought him
capable of producing Junius. Lord Broughton confirmed

this. Tiernej' said :
" I know no better reason for

believing the fellow to be Junius than that he was always
confoundedly proud of something, and no one could ever

guess what it could be."

Lord Stanhope, however, would admit no shadow of

doubt upon the point, and Lord Macaulay declared that

all reasoning from circumstantial evidence was at an end
unless Francis were admitted to be Junius. Both these

eminent authorities agree in resting their case on similarity

of handwriting, on the internal evidence of style, and on

five points which are summarily stated by Lord Macaulay
in his essay on Warren Hastings. As regards similarity of

handwriting, there is one plain test on which experts are

agreed, namely, that " it is impossible for a man, in order

to disguise his writing, to write better than he does habitu-

ally " ; and the best penmanship of Junius is incompar-

ably superior in fineness, delicacy, and grace to the best

of Francis, who wrote a large, coarse, clerk-like hand. As
regards style, the specimens culled from Francis's speeches

and writings prove no more than that he, an assiduous

imitator of Jimius, succeeded occasionally in catching the

mannerism, without any one of the distinctive merits, of

his model. Lord Macaulay, not denying the inferiority,

endeavours to weaken the argument drawn from it by re-

marking that it may be urged with at least equal force

against every claimant that has ever been mentioned, with

the single exception of Burke. "And what conclusion,"

he asks, "after all, can be drawn from mere inferiority?

Every writer must produce his best work ; and the interval

between bis best and his second best work may be very

wide indeed." This undeniable truth might have been

ui^ed with equal force by any pretender to a disputed

authorship,—for exanSple, by Theophilus Swift, the dean's

cousin, when he claimed the authorship of the Tale of a

Tub. Surely the strongest argument in favour of any given

candidate is that (tested by his known writings) he alone

was equal to the authorship, and the strongest argument

against any given candidate that (tested in the same
manner) he was unequal to it. Francis put forth his full

powers in his controversy with Hastings, and his friend

D'Oyly writes to him in 1778 that the public who had
followed the controversy allowed both to be good writers

;

" but, in their opinion, he (Hastings) takes the lead so

decidedly as to admit of no comparison."

The five points (which have been logically resolved into

three) remained untouched till the publication of the

memoirs of Sir Philip Francis by Parkes and Merivale in

1867. This book entirely changed the aspect of the con-

troversy by showing that Francis's position, opinions,

interests, manner of life, and tone during the Junian period

were the reverse of what those of Junius might be supposed

j

to have been. During the whole of that period he was

first clerk in the war ofl5ce under Lord Barrington. -Born

! in Dublin, October 22, 1740, he was in his thirtieth year
' when the famous letters commenced. He was the son of

I Dr Francis, the translator of Horace, but had married under

; his station, and was associating principally with his w ife's

relatives and connexions. The habits of his set maj' be

collected from his letters, «.</. : "January 4, 1769 : I am
just returned from spending a riotous fortnight at Bath.

Gravier and two others filled a post-coach, .which was

dragged with no small velocity „by four -horses. We
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travelled like gentlemen, and lived like rakes." Feoruary

12, 1771: " Tilmatv dined with me yesterday, and
swallowed a moiety of two bottles of claret. "

. . . .
" We

lead a jolly kind of life. This night to a concert, on
Thursday to a ridotto, on Saturday the opera, and on
Tuesday following a grand private ball at the London
Tavern." July 2G, 1771: " To-morro,w Godfrey, Tilman,

another gent, and I set out upon a tour through Derby-
shire, and propose to reacli Manchester." They did not

return till August 13, the day on which Junius's reply to

Home Tooke appeared. On June 25, 1771, in the very

thick of the Juuian correspondence, Francis writes to a

friend abroad :
" For the next three j-ears I am likely

enough to remain in my tjresent state of uninteresting

indolence."

There is no trace at thi.=i time of any connexion with the

newspapers, nor of any earnest or sustained literary occu-

pation. The only political personage we find him in com-

munication with was Celcraft, to whom he occasionally

supplied scraps of official news. By a startling coinci-

dence, all the persons who had been kind or useful to him
in promoting his advancement, including Wood (to whom
he owed his clerkship), his chief (Lord Barrington), and
Calcraft, were bitterly assailed by Junius. The predilec-

tions of tlie pair, the substance and the shadow, are as

hard to reconcile as their antipathies. Junius had a high

respect for Wilkes's judgment, and avows a liking for

both the cause and the man. On November 8, 1771, he
wiitcs to Woodfall : "Show the dedication and preface of

the letters to Mr Wilkes, and, if he has any material objec-

tion, let me know." Francis, in his private correspondence,

uniformly expresses the ntost unmitigated contempt for

Wilkes. , He writes like one of the general public about

Junius. Thus on June 12, 1770, to his brother-in-law:

"Junius is not known, and that circumstance is perhaps as

curious as any of his writings. I have always suspected

Burke; but, whoever lie is, it is impossible he can ever dis-

cover himself." Sir William Draper, Junius's first victim,

w.is an old friend of the Francis family, and in a letter

dated Bath, January 28, 17G9, Dr Francis writes to Philip;

" Oive my love to Mr Calcraft. Tell him to expect a very

spirited and exceeding honourable defence of L. G—

y

(Granby) against the virulent Junius, by our friend Sir W.
D— r. I truly honour him for it." Again, February II,

17G9: "Poor Sir William! I am glad he is gone to

Clifton, where he may eat his own heart in peace. When
he repeated to me some passages of his letter, I bid him
prepare hi.s best philosophy for an answer. But who is

this devil Junius, or rather legion of devils? Is it not

E—rke's pen di'-^ed in t'ne gall of Sa—He's heart ! Poor
Sir William

One of Lord Macaulay's five points is that Junius was
" bound by some strong tie " to the first Lord Holland, the

friend of Dr Francis and the early patron of Philip. Now,
in a fragment of autobiography (included in the memoirs)

it is stated that, long before the Junius letters, Dr Francis

considered himself grossly ill used by Lord Holland, and
" was stung with the idea of having been so long the dupe
of a scoundrel." "In this," adds the son, "I concurred

with him heartily." Another point, and a most important

one, is that Fr:^.ncis bitterly resented the appointment (over

his head) of Mr Chamier to the place of deputy secretary-

iit-war, and that to the resentment thus aroused was owing
the downright ferocity, the brutal abuse (as Mr Merivale

calls it), with which Lord Barrington was assailed by
Junius under the signature of Veteran. Laying out of the

account the fact that Lord Barrington had been the object

of Juniui's unrelenting attacks for more than two years
before the appointment of Chamier, it is suSBcient to refer

to Fraocis's letter of January 21, 1772. to Major Baggs,

in which he says :
" You will have heard that Mr D'Oyly

has resigned his employment (of deputy). He did it while

I was at Bath. Immediately upon my return, my Lord
Barrington was so good as to make me the offer with

many obliging and friendly expressions. I had, however,

solid reasons for decUning the offer, and Mr^ Anthony
Cliamier is appointed." He was obviously lookihg out for

an Indian appointment, and left the war office in the March
following, relying on Lord Barrington's aid in procuring

one. After relating in the autobiography how he accident-

ally heard that Cholwell, one of the intended commissioners
for India, had declined the appointment, he proceeds :

" It

was the king's birthday, and Barrington was gone to court.

I saw him the next morning ; and, as soon as I had
explained my views, he wrote the handsomest and strongest

imaginable letter in my favour to Lord North. Other
interests contributed, but I owe my success to Lord
Barrington." After his arrival in India, Francis was in

the habit of writing long and confidential letters to Lord
Barrington, who, in 1777, writes to express his gratification

at the good understanding between Francis and Claveiing.

"I love you both so much that I cannot wish youto continue

long in a situation so painful though so creditable to ycu."

One of the first visits Francis paid on his return was to

Lord Barrington at his country house. " It is the imputed
folly," urge the opponents of the Franciscan theory, " not

merely the imputed baseness of Frauds that startles us. He
is represented systematically writing against every friend,

benefactor, and patron in succession, without a rational

motive or an intelligible cause."

iS if the embarrassments of his position were not enougn,

he must have gone out of his way to multiply them. The
terms on which Junius stood with Sir William Draper are

well known. In a letter dated February 14, 1770, he
describes Sir John Burgoyne as "sitting down for the

remainder of his life infamous and contented.'' On
December II, 1787, when Francis was attacked in the

House of Commons for having allowed himself to be

included in the list of managers for the impeachment of

Warren Hastings, his piersonal enemy, he ruse and stated

that the two persons whom he had consulted as the best

judges of points of honour were Sir William Draper and
Sir John Burgoyne. Draper was dead, but Burgoyne rose

and handsomely responded to the appeal, which, if Francis

was Junius, has been justly stigmatized as one of the

strongest examules of gratuitous folly and brazen impudence

on record.

That Earl Temple wrote or ins[iired Junius is a tneory

which has been maintained in two able essays, and it derives

plausibility from Pitt's assertion that he knew who Junius

was, as well as from the language of the Grenville family,

which all points to Stoweas the seat of the mystery. The
Right Hon. T. Grenville told the first duke of Buckingham,'

who thought he had discovered the secret, that it was no

news to him, but for family reasons the secret must be kept.

He also stated to other members of the family, subsequently

to the publication of Junius Ideiilijii'd, that Junius was

not either of the persons to whom the letters had been

popularly ascribed. Lord Grenville told Lord Sidmouth

that he (Lord G.) knew who Junius was. Lady Grenville

told Sir Henry Holland and Dr James Ferguson that she

had heard Lord Grenville state that he knew who Junius

was, and that it was not Francis. The handwriting of

Countess Temple (supposed to have acted as the amanuensis

of her lord) comes far the nearest to the Junian hand of

any that have been produced as similar to it, especially as

regards piowers of penmanship ; but evidence is altogether

wanting that Earl Temple, or anyone about him, possessed

the required literary qualifications and capacity. Tha

authorship of the letters, therefore, remains a mystery, and
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Slat Ifominis Umbra is still the befitting motto for the title-

page.

See John AVnile, Junius, .inchtding Ldlcrs by the snuic tvrllcf intfW

other Si'jufif}irc<i, lie, 2 voU., 1850 ; Parkcs ami Moiivnle, Mci'wiyi,

of Sir Phl'ii^ FraUiis, JCJ'.ft., icitk Covrc^poiutciicr and Joifr,"ifi,

2 vols., ISU? ; John Taylor, Junius Jdtnli_nid, ISIG ; A. ll.iywani,

ilorc about Junius, 1863 ; Charles Cliahot, Tlte JIii,idirri!i,'j <jj

Junius Prufcssionuilu Iiivist'ijatal, Avitli pivface luJ collateral

evidence by the Hon. £. Twisletoii, 1871. {A. II.)

"JUNIUS, FK.vytisci's (1545-1G02), in French Francuis

du Jon, Huguenot divine and writer, was born of good

family at Bourges, in France, May 1, 1545. He was a

precocious child, and had studied law for two year.s under
Donellus, when a place in the retinue of the French
ambassador to Constantinople was procured for him in hij

fifteenth year. Before he reached Lyons, where he was

to join the ambassador, the latter had departed , but

Junius, scarcely disappointed, found ample consolation

in the better opportunities for study to be found at Lyons.

A religious tumult warned the young Huguenot bad; to

Bourges, where the judicious piety of his father no» only

won him from certain atheistic principles that he had
imbibed at Lyons, but also insj)ired him with the desire of

entering the church. To that end he went to study at

Geneva, where he was reduced to the direst straits of

poverty by the failure of remittances from home, owing to

rivil war in France. His pride or independence allowed
him to accept only the barest sustenance from a bumble
friend who had himself been a protege of Junius's family
at Bourges, and his health was permanently injured by the

weakness to which he was reduced. The long-expected
remittance from home was closely followed by the news of

the brutal murder of his father at Issoudun ; and Junius
resolved to remain at Geneva, where his reputation for

learning now enabled him to find support by teaching. In
1565, however, he was appointed minister of the Walloon
congregation at Antwerp. His foreign birth excluded him
from the privileges of the native Reformed pastors, and
exposed him to the persecutions of JIargaret of Parma,
governess of the Netherlands, Several times he barely
escaped arrest, .and finally, after spending six months in

preaching at Limburg, he was forced to retire to Heidel-
berg in 1567. There he was welcomed by the elector

Frederick, and temporarily settled in charge of a church
at Schonau

; but in 1568 his patron sent him as chaplain
with the prince of Orange in his unfortunate expedition to

the Netherlands. Junius escaped as soon as he could from
that post, and returning to his church remained there till

1573. From 1573 till 1578 he was at Heidelberg, assist-

ing Tremellius in his Latin version of the Old Testament,
which appeared at Frankfort in 1579 ; and after two and
a half years distributed between Neustadt and Otterburg
he was appointed to the chair of divinity at Heidelbers.
Thence in a short time he was taken to France by the
duke of Bouillon, and after an interview with Henry IV.
was sent again to Germany on a mission. As he was
returning to France, he was named professor of theology
at Leyden. In that office, which he filled with success
atjjl popularity, he died October 13, 1602. Junius was a
learned and pious man, and in that age of illiberal theo-
logians was distinguished for his liberality. He was sever.al

times married; "quatuor uxores," he "naively expresses
himself in his autobiography, "duxi hademis."
He was a voluminous miter on theological subjects, and trans-

lated and composed many exegetical works. Ho is best known (iom
his own edition of the Latin Old Testament, slightly altered from
the former joint editiou, and with a version of the New Testament
added (Geneva, IJDO; Hanover, 1C24). The Ojxra Tlicoimii'a
Frrincisci Junii Silurigis were published at Geneva, 2 vols., 1610,
to which is prefi.'ccd his .autobiographv, WTitteu about 1592. The
last had been published at Leyden, 1595, and is reprinted in the
Miscdlanm Grouinr/ana vol. i., niong Mith a list of the author's
other writings.

JUNIU.S FR.vNCiscrs (1589-1G77), son of the fore-

going, wns born at Heidelberg in 1589. Brought up at

Leyden, his attention was diverted from military to theo-

logical studies by the peace of 1609 between Spain and
the Netlierlands. In 1G20 he went to England, where he

became librarian to the carl of Arundel, and remained
thirty years. He devoted himself to the study of Anglo-

Saxon, and afterwards of the cognate old Teutonic lan-

gungis,— a branch of study in which he has hisjh claims

to hunciur, not only from his own valuable labours in a

hitherto almo=l comijletcly neglected field, bu*- also from
having directed the scholarly attention of others to it. hi
1650 Junius returned to Holland, where he continued to

study as zealously as ever. For two years he lived in

Frifsland in order to study the peculiar old dialect. In

1675 he returned to England; in 1677 he went to live at

Win-dsor with his nephew, Isaac Vossius. in whose lioii<o

he died, November 19, 1677

The uneventful life of Junius was eminently the life of a stndein;

fourl'-cu liour.s a day were spent at his desk; and the results oro

s< en in his books, and in tlie rich collection of ancitnt MSS.,
edited and annolutcd by him, whiih he berjiicathed to the uiiivi r-

faity of Oxford. Junius ]uiblishc<l Dc Picluri' Krtcriun, 1637 (in

English by the autlior, 1633; enlarged and improvr<l edition, ctliled

by Gra^vius, who preli.xed a life of Junius, and with a c.atillogue of
architects, jiainters, &c., anil their works, liottcrdam, 169J) ; Obtrr-

valinics it' imtcrinui Abbuli^ FrnuciaDil Pain/'hrnsiu Cttulict

Cffiilicoruh), AnisL, 3055 ; *AynulcUi07ics in Ilnrtiwuiaui Lutitio-

Francicam qtintuor Evuu'flisfurum, Latinr « Ttdiuno confictniUf

Amst., 1655; Carduwnis I'-'rfi/thrasis Porticu t7ci'csrt'5, Amst., 1655 j

Quatuor D. K, J. C. Evfnirjrlionun Vcrsioncs rcrunliquai JJux,

Golhica scHicri ct j'ingto-lSt'xonica, Port, 2 vols., 1665 (the Gothic

version in this book Junius tiansclibed from tiic .Silver Codc.\ of

Ulfihis ; the Anglo-Sa.xon version is from an edition by Tliomas
Maisliail, whose notes to both versions arc given, 'and o Gothic
glossary by Junius) ; Etijunlcjicuui yfufjticnuuui, edited by Ednimul
Lyo, and picecded by a life of Junius and UicUcs's Anglo-Saxou
grammar, Oxford, 1743. Guevius gives a list of the ilSS. presented

by Junius to Oxford; the most im])orlant arc a version of the
OrmidU'U, the version of C.a^dmon, and 9 volumes containing OlnS'^

sariuni V. LiiujuaruuL SrptcnlriuuuliuuL.

J(?NO, one of the chief goddesses of the Roman state,

was identified through the influence of Greek religion with

the Hellenic goddess Hera. It is exceedingly unlikely that

this identification is grounded on any real connexion

between the two, as is the case with Zeus and Jupiter (see

Jupiter) ; it was suggested solely by some superficial

points of resemblance. There was a certain analogy in

the relation which they respectively bore to the chief god;
but it is probable that the maniage of Jupiter and Juno is

not a native but a borrowed idea. In Latin and in modern
literature the character of Juno is wholly that of the Greek
Hera (see Her.^). The opinion is general that Juno is not

an Aryan goddess, but adopted from a non-Aryan race;

if so, she must be Etruscan. One of the chief cults of

Juno in Rome was that of Juno Kegina on the Aventine.

She had been brought thither by Camillus when Rome
conquered the Etruscan city of Veil and adopted its patron

goddess Juno. The Etruscan name is apparently Uni (see

Deecke, Das Templnm von Piacenza). Another great seat

of the worship of Juno was Lanuviura. When that city

was conquered, the cuitus of Juno Sospita was carried to

Rome and established on the Palatine hiU. Had Juno
been an Aryan goddess, we should certainly find a strong

naturalistic element in her ; but in fact her sphere is almost

entirely limited to human life and action. She must,
therefore, have been adopted from some civilized race,

where the moral side of the divine conception had been
developed, and the naturalistic element which originally

belongs to all deities had lost prominence. At Veii,

Lanuvinm, and other places Juno was the protecting

goddess of the state and of society, and in a similar w.iy

she had been worshipped at Rome from the earliest times

under the epithets Curiatia and Populona.
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The great cultus of Juno nt fiome was on the Capitol,

where Tarqnin had established her beside Jupiter to share

with him the sovereignty of the state. Though she has

nothing to correspond to the naturalistic side of Jupiter,

she is readilj" associated with him in his moral character.

She is the patroness and guardian of women,- as he is of

men. She watches over women from their birth onward.

As Alrginensis she protects maidenhood ; as Pronuba, Juga
or Jugalis, Bomiduca, Unsia, Cinxia, she ushers them
through all the rites of marriage ; as Matrona she presides

over their wedded life ; as Lucini she helps them in child-

birth. The Kalends were sacred to Juno, as the Ides

belong to Jupiter; and thus the two divide the month and
the year between them. Geese were her favourite birds,

and those which were kept in the Capitoline temple gave

the garrison timely warning of the Gallic attack. The
chief feast of Juno was the Matronalia. on the Kalends of

March. Only maidens and wives of stainless character could

participate in the procession which was made to the temple

of Lucina on the Esquiline hilL On this the first day- of

the yea(, the women received presents from their husbands
and relatives, and gave presents to .their slaves. The name
Junones was also applied to the attendant spirits who belong

to each woman, just as each man has his own genius.

A woman swears by her Juno, a lover by the Juno of his

mistress ; hence the sarcasm of Juvenal, " per Junonem
domini jurante ministro." When Kome began to coin

money in order to compete with the currency of the Greek
states on the South coast, the mint was the temple of Juno
Moneta; but this was probably due to Greek influence.

The coinage was modelled on that of the cities of Magna
Grcecia, which it was designed to supplant ; and these

cities had their religious centre in the temple of Hera
Lacinia(see Curtius, " Religious Character of Greek Coins,"

Numism. Chron., 1870, p. 102).

JUNOT, Andoche (1771-1S13), Due d'Abrantes, was
born at Bussy-le-Grand, 23d October 1771. He went to

school at Chatillon, and was known among his comrades as a

l)lustering butloveable creature, with a pugnacious disposi-

tion. He came under the special notice of Napoleon during

the siege of Toulon, while serving as his secretary. It is

related that as he was taking down a despatch, a shell

bursting hard by and covering the paper with sand, he

exclaimed "Bien ! nous n' avions pas de sable pour s^cher

I'encre ! en voici '
" He accompanied Napoleon to Italy

in the capacity of aide-de-camp, and distinguished himself

so much at the battle of Millesimo th;\t he was selected to

carry back the eiptured colours to Paris. Returning to

Italy he went through the campaign with honour, but was

badly wounded in the head at Lonato. From the eflects

of the wound he never completely recovered, and many
rash incidents in his career may be directly traced to it.

During the expedition to Egypt he acted as general of

brigade, and went through fourteen brilliant hours of

fighting at Nazareth, putting 10,000 Turks to flight with

300 troopers. His devotion to Napoleon involved him in a

duel with General Lanusse, in which he was again wounded.

He had to be left in Egypt to recover, and in crossing to

France was captured by English cruisers. On his return

to France he was made commandant of Paris, and after-

wards promoted general of division. He next served at

Arras in command of the grer.adiers of the army destined

for the invasion of England, and made some alterations in

the equipment of the troops which received the praise of

the emperor. It was, however, a bitter mortification that

he was not appointed a marshal, of France when he received

the cross of the legion of honour. He was sent to Lisbon
instead, his entry into which city was something like a

royal progress, though his vanity was disappointed by the

mission, _ He w!"' .so restless and dissatisfied in the

Portuguese capital that he set ouf, aitliout leave, tor the
army of Napoleon, and at Austerlitz behaved with con-
spicuous courage and zeaL But he soon offended the
emperor by his manner and his demands, and was sent to

Parma to put down an insurrection and to be out of the
way. In 1806 he was recalled and became governor of
Paris. His extravagance and prodigality shocked the
Government, and some rumours of an intrigue with
Jost5phine made it desirable again to send him away. He
was, therefore, appointed to lead an invading force into
Portugal For the first time Junothad a great task to per-

form, and only his own resources to fall back upon for its

achievement. Early in November 1807 he set out from
Salamanca, crossed the mountains of Eeira, rallied his

broken forces at Abrantes, and, with 1500 men, dashed
upon Lisbon. The whole movement only took a month

;

he was then invested with the governorship. Administra-

tion was his weak point, and in a short time, instead of

consolidating the results of his victory, he had squandered
them by a course of conduct like that of an Eastern

monarch. After Wellesley encountered him at Vimiera ha
was obliged to withdraw from Portugal with all his forces.

Napoleon disapproved, but sent him back to Spain, where,

acting under Massena, he was once more seriously wounded.
His last campaign was made in Russia, and he got more
than a just share of the discredit which attached to it.

Napoleon next appointed him to govern Illyria. On the

29th July 1813 he threw himself from a window at

Montbard, in a fit of insanity.

JUNOT, Laure Permon (1784-1838), Duchesse
d'Abrantes, was born at Montpellier, 6th November 1784.

Her father was an army contractor, who allowed his wife to

take his daughters to Paris in order that they might make
good matches. They were lively, witty youtig ladies, and
soon attracted to their hotel a mixed society of officers.

Jladame Junot declared that Napoleon wished to marry
her mother; but there is no evidence for the truth of the

story. But he gave Laure Permon 100,000 francs when
she married Junot, and after the birth of her first child

a house in the Champs-Elysces, with 100,000 francs to

furnish it. Her husband had extravagant tastes ; but
she was extravagant to recklessness, contracting debts as

rapidly as tradesmen would allow her to run them up. la
1805 she went with her husband to Lisbon, and, as she

took it on her to represent " female France," her train was
mors expensive than that of a queen. After she returned -

to Paris, she renewed her extravagance, and, opening

her drawing-room to the older families as well as to the

new men of the empire, she fell under suspicion. With
Junot she went through the Spanish campaign, and con-

trived to give pleasant balls and to bold drawing-rooms all

along the route. After her husband's death she v.'as

forbidden to return' to Paris, but .she ignored Napoleon's

order, returned, opened her house again, and attracted to

it all the celebrities of the day. Her poverty compelled

her to retire to L'Abbaye-aux-Bois when the empire ended ;

but she devoted herself to literature with much zeal. She
made social recollections from her own life her chief subject;

her style was free and flowing; and her articles, memoirs,

and romances were widely read. She died at Paris, 7tk

June 1838.

JUPITER was tae chief god of the Roman state. The.

great and constantly growing influence exerted from a very

early period on Rome by the superior civilization of Greece

not only caused a modification of the Roman god after the

analogy of Zeus, the supreme deity of the Greeks, but led

the Latin writers to identify the one with the other, and

to attribute to Jupiter myths which were purely Greek and

never belonged to actual Roman religion. The .Jupiter of

actual worshiu was a Roman god; the Jupiter of Latia
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literature was more than half Greek. From the Latin tins

composite deity has passed mto modern literature, and

under the name of Jupiter is understood a god whose

character is half Roman half Greek ; while the legends,

family history, (Jgd posterity attributed to him ate wholly

Greek. The identification was facilitated by the community

of character which really belonged to Jupiter and Zeus as

the Roman and Greek developments of the original Aryan

conception of God ; wherea» the analogy between the

non-Aryan Juno of Rome and the Aryan Hera of Greece

was very slight. As we have in the two gods one original

form differently developed by Roman and Greek genius, it

13 impossible to treat the one without frequent reference

to the other ; but it is equally necessary to treat them

separately. The highest religious conceptions of each race

are summed up in the characters of Jupiter and Zeus, and

an account of thei» must be in reality an outline of the

growth of religious thought among Romans and Greeks.

Every influence which afTected the growth of the Roman
state affected also the religion , and along witli the

development of Rome out of many elements we have a

development of the stite god Jupiter out of the original

Aryan deity. The state, beginning with a mixture of

Latin and Sabine population, soon acquired also Etruscan

colonists, who were for a time the ruling element in the

state ; and, although the dynasty was expelled, yet the

Etruscan civilization exerted an immense influence on

Pioman religion. Jupiter, the Vedic di/cms pifar, invoke<l

ly the Greeks as ZcC iranp, was the god both of Latins

and Sabines. He was identified with the Etruscan Tina, and

acquired something of his character But another influence

•was felt at an early period. Greek civilization, spreading

from Cum.ie, revolutionized Etruscan art and modified

Etruscan thought. The influence was strongly exerted in

Home also. Under such various inffu^Bces grew the

P.oman religion, and it was completed as a national institu-

tion when Tarquin, the same king that received into Rome
the prophetic books of the CumEeau Sibyl, enthroned

Jupiter Optirans Maximus on the Capitoline hill as the

guardian and protector of the fully formed Roman state.

Many separate cults of Jupiter, originating from different

sections of the mixed state, still continued, but were quite

overshadowed by the great worship. Several of these

worships puzzled the antiquarians of later Rome, and it

became a question liow far their objects were identical

with or distinct from Jupiter. The ceremonial of these

ancient cults, of Vejovis the Asylum-god on the Capitol, of

Jupiter Stator on the Palatine, cf Dius Fidius or Semo
Sancus on the Aventine, of Census the god of good
counsel who ruled in the lower world ip the Circus, and of

many others, would throw much light on the beginnings of

the Roman state ; but our information nn the subject is very

scanty. This being the case, we cannot assign to each

influence its exact share in developing the Roman con-

<:eption, though certain elements may be distinguished as

jnore primitive than others. It is also impossible to distin-

guish accurately the dilTerent cults of Jupiter.

The original naturalistic element, the GrKco-Italian god
wliose power is embodied in the phenomena and the cyclic

changes, of the heavens, never disappeared. Jupiter or
Diespiter is under various cpiihets, Lucetius, Pluvius, &c.,

the god of clear and clouded sky, of light and darkness, of

thunder and rain. By the proper ceremonies he can be
"drawn down in lightning to the earth, as Elicius and
Indiges; to supply it with rain and springs. Every place

n-hich he strikes with the lightning is marked as his own,
and is surrounded with a wall to keep off the profane from
Jioly ground. As Averruncns and Depulsor, Jupiter pro-
tects men from the eticcts of the portents that he himsdf
sends from heaven. Through such portents he also reveals

his will to men, and proper interpretation of thorn wiil

enable men to walk securely before heaven. There can be

little doubt that this character as revealer of fate is almost

wholly Etruscan, as all the rules of interpretation came
from that people. A stone, the symbol of the thunderbolt,

was the old symbol of the god, and never became wholly

obsolete ; hence the phrase per Jovem laiiidem jurare.

Among trees the oak, among birds the woodpecker, were

originally sacred to him ; but afterwards the eagle and
other symbols were, under Greek influence, associated witli

Jupiter CipitoUnus. The identity of many of these attri-

butes with those of the Greek Zeus is obvious. Equally

striking is the double character of god both among the

de.ad and among the living which originally belonged to

both gud.s, aud was from different causes lost sight of in

both ca.ses. In Rome Etruscan influence changed the old

views about the nature of the iuture world ; and only

some cerepjcnies, understood by neither priests nor people,

preserved the original idea. In nothing was Etruscan

influence more conspicuous at Rome than in the gloomy
views of the" future world that it introduced. The priest

of Jupiter, y/>'mc« Dittlis, might not toucli a corpse; if

his wife, the fanunica, died he lost his office. His life

was complicated by a multitude of prohibitions : he must
not touch a dog or a she-goat, nor see an army, nor take

off his pointed cap, nor leave the city for a night, and eo

on. Violation of any rule, even by accident, entailed

impurity on himself and on the whole state, and in soreo

cases made him forfeit his office.

A molal side in the Roman conception of God is apparent

at a very early period, and probably was never wholly

wanting. Jupiter is the fatherly ruler of mankind i he
protects all the higher elements of human society, guards
the sanctity of oaths, the rights of strangers and suppliants,

the unity of the state, ^nd the intercoui'se with other

peoples. When a foreign state had injured Rome, it was
foibidden to begin war without a formal declaration by the

feti.ates or heralds, the ministers of Jupiter. Headed by
the pater pairaUis ]x>pidi Hmmou, they appealed to Jupiter

to wittiess that they had been wronged, and denounl^ed ruin

on the wronj doei^. Having thus through his representa-

tive on earth solemnly warned the guilty, the god as Victor

led his people to conquest. When the army returned, their

entry was a religious ceremonial in honour of Jupiter. TIio

general, as representative of Jove, was borne on a gilded

chariot drawn by four white horses through the Porta

Tpiumphalis to the temple on the capitol, where he offered

a solemn sacrifice to the god, and laid on his knees the

victor's laurels. In the ceremony the victorious general

was invested with the purple toga, the tunica palmata, tho

sceptre and crown of gold, which belong to a god not to a

man ; while the four-horse chariot itself is the symbol of

apotheosis. So the spolia opimn were dedicated by the

general who won them to J upiter Feretrius in the CapitoL

Also to Jupiter, as supreme god of the state, the consuls

sacrificed when they assumed oflice, and the young men
when they put on the toga virilis. The Ides of the month
were always sacred to Jupiter.

- The chief festivals celebrated in honour of Jupiter were
the Ludi Romani and the L jdi Magsi, the Ludi Capitolini

Instituted in honour of the deliverance of Rome from the

Gauls, and the Ludi Plebeii instituted to commemorate
the reconciliation between the two orders in th» state. In
all oi them there was included a feast cf the magistrates

and senators in the Capitol, to which the three deities,

Jupiter, Juno, and Jlinerva, -were invited, and places were
left for them. Outside of R ime the chief cultus of Jupiter

was that on the Alban mount, where Jupiter Latiaris had
been the gnd who guarded the league of the thirtj- Latin

cities. When Piome destroyed, or rather absorbed, this
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league, ste kept up the worship that had hallowed it. The
Feriie Latinre were celebrated every year by the consuls on

a day appointed by themselves before they went f-rth to

war. Accompanied by representatives of the Latin cities,

they offered a sacrifice of white oxen to Jupiter. Other

festivals of .Jupiter show his old character as patron of

agriculture, especially the different feasts called Vinalia

;

in this character Liber, who was once only a form of

Jmnter, had almost entirely supplanted him. The word

liU-r, originally an epithet of the chief god, gradually

acquired distinct personality, and became the name of a

god who was assimilated to the Greek Dionysus.

, The Eomans had ia themselves cone of the anthropo-

morphic Greek spirit ; while Greek gods were concrete

personal beings, Roman gods were almost pure abstractions.

The personal element was not wholly wanting, for the gods

, were conceived as distinguished by sex, and as p^'^sessing

names which must be concealed lest enemies should know
and use them. But to the Koinan the gods were little

more than spiritual principles of eaithly things; each man
had his ^t.';in/5, the wood had its Silvan js. There was no

mythology,—no marriages and births of gods, no family

relationships. But when Greek influence became powerful,

and the Italian deities Saturnus and Ops had been identified

with Cronos and Khea, Jupiter like Zeus was called their

son, and the Greek tales about the conduct cf Zeus to his

parents were applied to the Latin god. On the Capitol

Jupiter was enthroned between Juno on the left and

'Minerva on the right. The two goddesses now became his

wife and his daughter. In like manner the Pioman poets

attributed to Jupiter all the legends about Zeus, and
invented new tales and new amours on Italian soil after

the analogy of the Gree"k. The artistic rendering of the

conception of Jnpiter is wholly borrowed from the Greek,

and can be dealt with only in treating of the Greek deity.

The first tempfe on the Capitol was built after the Etruscan

model; but, when it was destroyed in 83 b.c., it was rebuUt

in Greek style. (w. m. ea.)

JURA. This range may be roughly described as the.

block of mountains rising between the Rhino and the

Rhone, and forming the frontier between France and
Switzerland. The gorges by which these two rivers

force thsir way to the plains cut off the Jura from the

Swabian and Tranconian ranges to the north and those

of Dauphin^ to the south. But in very early days, before

these gorges had been carved out, there were no openings

in the Jura at all, and even. now its three chief rivers— the

Doubs, the Loue, and the Ain—flow down the western
slope, which is both much longer and but half as steep as

the eastern. Some geographers extend the name Jura to

the Swabian and Franconian ranges between the Danube
and the Neckar and the Main ; but, though these are

similar in point of composition and direction to the range
to the south, it is most convenient to limit the name to

the mountain ridges lying between France and Switzer-

land, and this narrower sense will be adopted here.

The Jura has been aptly described as a huge plateau
about 106 miles long and 38 miles broad, hewn into an
oblong shape, and raised by internal forces to an average
height of from 1950 to 2600 feet above the surrounding
plains. The shock by which it was raised- and the, vibra-

tion caused by the elevation of the great chain of the Alps,

produced many transverse gorges or "clnses," while on
the plateaus between these subaerial agencies have exer-

cised their ordinary influence.

Geologically, the sedimentary rocks of the Jura belong to

the Mesozoic age, and were deposited in a sea of variable
depth, traces of which survive in the vast srilt mines from
which vSalins and Lons-le-Saunier derive their names.
The special name of these fossiliferous strata is Oolitic;

they are also called .Tnrassic, from the fact tl'Ot the Jura
is entirely made up of such layers. They include sands,

sandstones, marls, clays, and limestones ; and the water
that deposited these strata must have been highly charged
with carbonate of lime, since calcareous rocks abound in

the Jura. The action on these rocks of the carbonic acid

gas discharged by all animals has been to transform them
into bicarbonate of lime, a very soluble body, and hence tlie

work of erosion has been much facilitated. The countless

blocks of gneiss, granite, and other crystalline furmations

which are found in such numbera on the slopes of the

Jura, and go by the name of "erratic blocks" (of which
the best known instance—the Pierre ii Bot—is 40 feet in

diameter, and rests on the side of a hill 900 feet above
the Lake of Keuchdtel), have been transported thither

from the Alps by ancient glaciers, which have left their

mark on the Jura range itself in the shape of striations

and moraines.

The general direction of the chain is from north-east to

Bouth-west, but a careful study reveals the fact that there

were in reality two main lines of upheaval, viz., north to

south and east to west, the former best seen in the southern

part of the range and the latter in the northern ; and it

was by the union of these two forces that the lines north-

east to south-'ircst (seen in the greater part of the chain),

and north-west to south-east (seen in the Yillebois range

at the south-west extremity of the chain), were produced.

This is best realized if we take Besan^on as a centre ; to

the north the ridges run east and west ; to the south, north

and south, while to the east the direction is north-east to

south-west.

Before considfiring the topof^phy of the interior of the Jura, it

may be conveaient to take a briet survey of its outer sloj^os.

1. The northern fncc dominates on one side the famous "Trouee
"

{or Trench) of Belfort, one of the great geographical centres of

Europe, whence routes run north down the Rhine to the North
Sea, south-cast to the Danube b.".siu and Black Sea, and 8outh-we.««t

into France and so to the Mediterranean basic. It is now so

strongly fortified that it lx?come8 a question of great strategical im-
portance to prevent its being turned by means of the groat central

plateau of the Jura, which, as we shall see, is a network of roads
and railways. On the other side it overhangs the " Trouee " of

the Black Forest to^^^ls on the Rhine (Kheinfelden, Sackingen,
Laufenburg, and Waldshut) through which the central plain of

Switzerland is easily gained. On this north slope two openings
offer routes into the interior of the chain,—the valley of the Doubs
belonging to France, and the valley of the Birs belonging to Swit-
zerland. Belfort is the military, Muhlhausen the industriaiiand
Basel the commercial centre of this slope.

2. The eastern and wes/cm faces ofler many striking parulleL''.

The plains through which flow the Aar and the Sadne have each
been the bed of an ancient lake, traces of which remain in the lakes

of Neu^hatel, Bienne, and Morat. The west face runs mainly north
and south like its great river, and for a similar reason the east face

runs north-east to south-west. Again, both slopes are pierced by
many transverse gorges or "cluses" (due to fracture and not to

erosion), by which access is gained to the great central plateau of

Pontarlier, though these are seen more plainly on the ea^st face than
on the west; thus the gorges at the e.xit from which Lons le Saunier,

Poligny, Arbois, and Safins are built balance tho'to of the Suze, of

the Val de Ruz, of the Val de Travel's, and of the Val d'Orb(»»

though on the^ east face there is but one city which commands all

these imi)ortant routes—NeuchStel. This town is thus marked out
by nature as a great military and industrial centre, just as Besan9on
on the west, which has besides to defend the route from Belfort down
the Doubs. These easy means of communicating \\ith the Frep
County of Burgundy or Franche Comte accounts for the fact that
the dialect of Neuchatel is Burgundian, and that it was held
generally by Burgundian nobles, though most of the country near
it was in the hands of the house of Savoy until gradually annexed
by Bern. Tlie Chasseron (5286 feet) is the central point of thn

eastern face, commanding the two great railwaj's which join Ni'U-

chatel and Pontarlier. It is in a certain sen^e parallel to the valley

of the Loue on the west face, which flows into the Doubs a little

to the south of Dole, the only important town of the ceTitral portion

of the Sa6no basin. South of the Val tl'Orbc the east faca licconies

a rocky wall crowned bv all the highest summits of the chain— the

Miinl Tenilrc (5512 feet), the Dd'h (5507 feet), the r^eulet (r.043

feet), the Crll de la Nciye (3053 feet), and the Grand Crah (5278
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fert), the uniformity of L'vel being as striking as on the west edge

of the Jura, though there the absolute height is far less. The posi-

tion of the Dole is similar to that of the Chasseron, as along the

sides of it run the great roads of the Col dc S'- Cergiics (4159 feet)

and the Col dc la Faxicillc (4341 feet), the latter leading through

the Vallee des Dappes, which was divided in IS62 between France

snd Switzerland, after many negotiations. The height of these

roads shows that they are passages across the chain, rather than

through natural depressions.

3. The southern face is supported by two great pillars—on the

east by the Grand Credo and on the west by the ridge of RcvcTmont

(2529 feet) above Bourg en Bresse ; between these a huge bastion

(the district of Bicgcy) stretches away to the south, forcing the

Rhone to malce a lon^ detour. On the two sides of this bastion the

plains in which Ambcrieu and Culoz stand balance one another, and

are ths mpeting points of the routes which cut through the bastion

by means of deep gorges. On the eastern side this great wedge is

steep and rugged, ending in the Gh'and Colovibicr {5033 feet) above

Culoz, and it sinks on the western side to the valley of the Ain,

the district of Bresse, and the plateau of Dombes. The junction

of the Ain and the Suran''. at Pont d'Ain on the west balances that

of the Valserine and the Rhone at Bellegarde on the east.

The Jura thus dominates on the north one of the great highways

of Europe, on the east and west divides the valleys of the Stione

and the Aar, and stretches out to the south so as nearly to join

hands with the great mass of the Dauphine Alps. It therefore

commands the routes from France into Germany, Switzerland, and
Italy, and hence its enormous historical importance.

Let us now examine the topography of the interior of the range.

This naturally falls uito three divisions, each traversed by one of

the three great rivers of the Jura—the Doubs, the Loue, and the

Ain.
1. In the nortJiern division it is the east and west line which

prevaals—the Lomont, the Mont Tcn-tblc, the defile of the Doubs
from St Ursanne to St Hippolyte, and the **Trouee" of the Black

Forest towns. It thus bars access to the central plateau from the

north, and this natural wall does away with the necessity of artificial

fortifications. This division falls again into two distinct portions.

{a) The first is the part cast of the deep gorge of the Doubs after

it turns south at St Hippolyte ; it is thus quite cut off on this

side, and is naturally Swiss territory. It includes the basin of

the river Birs, and the great plateau between the Doubs and the

Aar, on which, at an average height of 2600 feet, are situated a

number of towns, one of the most striking features of the Jura.

These include Locle and La Chaux de Fonds, and are mainly occu-

pied with watchmaking, an industry which does not require bulky
machinery, and is therefore well fitted for a mountain district.

(b) The part ivcst of the *' Clv.se" of the Doubs.—Of this, the

aistrict east of the river Dessoubre, isolated in the interior of the

range (unlike the Locle plateau), is called the "Raute Afontagn?,"

and is given up to cheese making, curing of hams, saw mills, &c.

But little watchmaking is carried on there, Besancou being the

chief French centre of this industry, and being connected with
Geneva by a chain of places similarly occupied, which fringe the

west plateau of tlie Jura. The part west of the Dessoubre, or the

Moycnac Montague^ a huge plateau north of the Loue, is more espe-

cially devoted to agriculture, while along its north edge metal work-
ing and manufacture of hardware are carried on, particularly at

Besan^on and Audincourt.

2. The central division is remarkablo for being without the deep
gorges which are found so frequently in other parts of the range.

It consists of the basin of which Pontarlier is the centre, through
notches in the rim of which routes couverge from every direction

;

this is the great characteristic of the middle region of the Jura.

Hence its immense strategical and commercial importance. On the
north-east roads run to Morteau and Locle, on the north-west tn

Besangon, on the west to Salins, on the south-west to Dole and Lons-
le-Saunier, on the east to the Swiss plain. The Pontarlier plateau
is nearly horizontal, the slight indentations in it being due to

erosion, c.f/., by the river Drugeon. The keys to this important
plateau are to the cast the Fort dc Joux, under the walls of which
meet the two lines of railway from Neuchatel, and to the west
Salins, the meeting place of the routes from the Col de la Faucille,

from Besanjon, and from the French plain.

The Ain rises on the soutli edge of this plateau, and on a lower
shelf or step, which it waters, are situated two points of great

military importance—Nozeroy and Champagnole. The latter is

specially important, since the road leading thence to Geneva
traverses one after another, not far from their head, the chief valleys

which run down into the South. Jura, and thus commands the
southern routes as well as those by St Ct-rgucs and the Col de la

Faucille from the Geneva region, and a branch route along the Orbe
river from Jougue. The fort of Xc:* Eousscs, near the foot of the
Dole, serves as an advanced post to Champagnole, just as the
Fort.de Joux does to Pontarlier.

The above sketch will serve to show the character of the central

Jura as the meeting place of routes from all sides, and the import-

ance to Fiance of its being strongly fortified, lest an enemy ap-

proaching from the north-east should try to turn the fortresses of

the *' Trouee de Belfort." It is in the western part of the. central

Jura that the north and south lines first appear strongly marked.
There are said to be in this distiict no less than fifteen lidges run-

ning parallel to each other, and it is these which force the Loue to

the north, and thereby occasion its very eccentric course. The
cultivation of wormwood wherewith to make the tonic " absinthe

''

has its headquarters at Pontarlier.

3. The southern division is by far the most complicated and en-

tangled part of the Jura. The lofty ridge which bounds it to the

east forces all its drainage to the west, and the result is a number of

valleys of erosion (of which that of the Ain is the chief instance),

quite distinct from the natiual " cluses " cr fissures of those of the

Doubs and of the Loue. Another point of interest is the number
of roads which intersect it, despite its extreme irregularity. This

is due to the great " cluses '' of Nantua and Yirieu, which traverse

it from cast to west. The north and south line is very clearly .seen

in the eastern part of this division ; the north-east and south-west

is entirely wanting, but in the Villebois range south of Amberieu '

we have the principal example of the north-west to south-east

line. The plateaus west of the Ain are cut through by the valleys

of the Valouse and of the Surand, and like all the lowest terraces

on the west slope do not possess any considerable towns. The Ain
receives three tributaries from the east:

—

(a) The Bicnne, which flows from the fort of Les Rousses by St

Claude, the industrial centre of the South Jura, famous for the

manufacture of wooden toys, owing to the large quantity of bo.^-

wood in the neighbourhood. Septnioncel is busied with cutting of

gems, and Morez with watch and spectacle making. Cut off to the

east by the great chain, the industrial prosperity of this valley is

of recent origin.

(b) The Oignon, which flows from south to north. It receives the

drainage of the lake of Nantua, a town noted for combs and silk,

weaving, and which communicates by the "cluse" of the Lac do

Silan with the Valserine valley, and so with the Rhone at Belle-

garde, and again with the various routes which meet under the walls

of the fort of Les Rousses, while by the Yal Romey and the Sei'an

Culoz is easily gained.

(c) The Alharine, connected with Culoz by the "cluse" of

Virieu, and by the Furan flowing south with Belley, the capital of

the district of Bugey (the old name for the SfTutli Jura).

The "cluses" of Nantua and Virieu are now both traversed by
important railways ; and it is even truer than of old that the keys

of the South Jura are Lyons and Geneva. But of course the

strategic importance of these gorges is less than appears at first

sight, because they can be turned by following the Rhone in its

great bend to the south.

The name Jura, which occ rs in Caesar and in Strabo,

is a form of a word which, appears under manj forms {e.g.,

Joux, Jorat, Jornsse, Jurien.'^), and is a synonym for a wood
or forest. The German name is Leberberg, Leber being a
provincial word for a hill.

PoUticaUy the Jura is French (departments of the Doubs,

Jura, and Ain) and Swiss (parts of the cantons of Geneva,

Vaud, Neuchatel, Bern, Solothurn, and Basel) ; but at its

north extremity it takes in a small bit of Alsace (Pfirt

or Ferrette). In the Middle Ages the southern, western,

and northern sides were parcelled out into a number of

districts, all of which were gradually absorbed by the

French crown, viz., Ges, Val Komey, Bresse, and Bugey
(exchanged in 1601 by Savoy for the marquisate of

Saluzzo), Franche Comte, or the Free Connty of Bur-

gundy, aa imperial fief till annexed in 167-1-, the county

of Montb^liard (Miimpelgard), acquired in 1793, and* the

county of Ferrette (French 164S-1871). The northern

part of the eastern side was held by the bishop of Basel

as a fi^f of the empire, but was given to Bern in 1815 (as

a recompense for its loss of Vaud), and now forms the

Bernese Jura, a French-speaking district. The centre of

the eastern slope formed the principality of Neuchatel and

the county of Vallangin, which were generally held by

Burgundian nobles, came by succession to the kings of

Prussia in 1707, and were formed into a Swiss canton in!

1S15, though they did not become free from formal Prussian"

claims until 1857. The southern part of the eastern slope

originally belonged to the house of Savoy, but was conj

quered bit by bit by Bern, which was forced in 1815 ^to;

accept its subject district Vaud as a colleague and eijiwl!
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}n the Swiss Confederation. It wns Cliarles the Bold'a

idffeats at GiMiuI-.ciii and Morat whicb led to the annexa-

tion by the Confederates of these portions of Savoyard
Ifrritory.

Si'C £ _F.,C(!rlioiix; ic JVlra, P-jris, ISSO ; Adoljihc Jonuiic,

Jiiift it. ^Viks Frani^it H'S, Ptiris. 1S77 ; Id , Otn'trrip/u'S I^()i''i-ic-

i;)',*ff7*Tf?.^~7tIic Doubs. Juia, aiul Aiii voluliu-s; ; CtiniUs Sauii.i, Lc
Ji(i/i j-illom'iiic' (W. A. B. C.)

JURA, an eastern frontier. department of France, formed

uf the southern portion of the old province of Franche-

Conite, owes its name to the offahoots and plateaus of

the Jura mmintaius, which occupy more than half its area.

It is bounded N. by Doubs, Haute-Saone, and COte-d'Or

;

E. by Doubs, Aiii, and Sw'itzerlaud ; S. by Ain; and W.
by SaiJne-et-Loire and Cote d'Or. Lying between -tG" 10'

and 47° 17' X. lat., and between 5° 1-5' 39" and 6° 8' 0"

E. long., its greatest length from north to south is 143
miles, and its greatest breadth from east to west S3 miles.

The department is divided by a not very broad zone ofhiUs
into a region of plain in the north and north-west, and a

region of mountains in the south-east, increasing in height

towards the Swiss frontier. ' The highest summit is Noir

Jlont (jOSj feet). Jura belongs almost entirely to the

basin of the Khone,— its chief streams being the Oignon,

Doubs, and Scille, allluents of the Saone, and the Ain and
Viilserine, direct tributaries of the Fvhone. The Doubs and
Ain are navigable. There arc numerous lakes ; those of

Kousses, Chalin, Clumbly, and of the abbey of Grandvau.'c

are noteworthy. The climate is, on the whole, cold ; the

temperature is subject to sudden and violent changes, and

amorfg the mountains winter lingers for nearly six months.

The plain called the Bresse is rich in fruit trees, and iu

fields of wheat, rye, maize, and buckwheat ; the hiU-rcgioa

grows vines, Iflirley, oats, maize, rape, walnuts, and fruits
;

the mountains," which e!L,hibit some of the grandest scenery

of leaping torrent dnd silent tarn, are covered with forests

or pastures. Jura is one of the most thickly wooded
de|)artments of France ; a third of its surface is covered

with forests, of which that of Chaux, oith^'an area of about

75 square miles, is the largest. The commonest trees are

oaks, beeches, hornbeams, aspens, birches, box-treei and

firs. Wolves and foxss are numerous in Jura; wild boara

and deer lurk in the forests. The principal minerals are

iron, salt, limestone, marble, sandstone, millstone, and clay.

I'eats are very abundant. - Agriculture employs about

three-fourths of the inhabitants, though the manufactures

extend to wine, cheese (made iu the mountain dairies),

watches, files, stationery, toys and fancy wooden-ware,

machinery, candles, porcelnin, basket-work, ic. ; while

some industry is maintained in wool-spinning, silk-weaving,

and in brass, pottery, and tanning works. The trade is

mainly in wines, cheese, and wooden goods. The first are

full-bodied, stout, and rather coarse-flavoured ; their chief

market is Paris, where they form the basis of the vin

ordinaire of the wine-shops. The department of Jura
en\braces the arrondissements of Lons-le-Saunier, Dole,

Polii^ny, and St Claude, with 32 cantons and 5S3 com-
munes. Lons-leSaunier is the chief town. The total area

is about 1928 square miles; the Dopulation in 1866 was
298,477; in 1876, 288,823.

JUR.\, an island of the inner Hebrides, on the west

coast of Argyllshire, Scotland, the fourth largest of 'the

group, is situated between 55° 52' and 56° 9' N. lat., and
5" 43' and 6° 8' \V. long. On the north it is separated

from the island of Scaiba by the whirlpool of Corry-

vreckan, on the east from the mainland by Jura Sound,
which is 10 miles broad, and on the south and south-

west from Islay by Islay Sound. The area is about 160
square miles, the greatest length about 27 miles, and the

breadth about 6. A chain of rugged hUIs, rising iuto

eminences called the Paps of Jura, the highest summit of

which is 2500 feet, traverses the whole extent of the

island, interrupted only by Tarbert Loch, an arm of the

sea, which forms an indentation into the island of nearly
r. miles, and almost cuts it iu two. Jura derived its

name, meaning "deer island," from the red deer which
abounded on it. On the pasturage a considerable number
of black cattle are raised ; and some corn and potatoes

are cultivated along the eastern shore. Fishing is pro-

secuted to a small-extent. The population, -vhlch iu 1851
was 1064, was 781 in 188*1.

JL'MEU, Pierre (1637-1713), a French Protestant

theologian, was born in 1637 at Mer, iu Orl(5anais, where
his father was a Protestant pistor. Lie studied at Saumur
and afterwards at Sedan under his maternal grandfather

the famed theologian Pierre Dumoulin, who died about the

time that Jurieu left Sedan. After completing his studies

in England under his maternal uncle Dumoulin, Jurieu

received episcopal ordination there, and returning to France

succeeded his father as pastor of the church at i\Ier., In

IGTt he accepted the chair of theology and Hebrew at

Sedan, where he soon afterwards became also pastor. Both
as preacher and professor he obtaintd a very high reputa-

tion, but much of the legitimate influence of his talents

was destroyed by the extreme warmth of his controver.sial

temper, which frequently developed into an irritated

fanaticism verging on msanity. On the suppression of

the academy of Stdau in 168i, Jurieu received an in-

vitation to a church at Rouen, but, dreading persecution

on account of a work he was about to publish, entitled

La Politique dii Cltir/e ch France, he went to Holland

and became soon after pastor of the Walloon church of

Rotterdam, an oflace which he occupied till his death, lltL

January 1713.

Deeply pained by the revocation of the Edict of Nantes
Jurieu turned for consolation to the prophecies of the

Apocalypse, and succeeded in persuading himself that the

overthrow of Antichrist would take place in 1G89, and
afterwards, when that year had passed without the fulfil-

ment of the prophecy, in 1715. Jurieu defended the

doctrines of Protestantism with great ability against the

attacks of Arnauld and Bossuet, but -was equally ready to

enter into dispute with his fellow Protestant divines when
their opinions ditl'ored from his own even on minor matters.

The bitterness and persistency of his attacks on his col-

league Bayle led to the latter beiug deprived of his chair

in 1G93. In his favour it must, however, be mentioned
tTiat he was actuated in his controversies not by a mean
jealousy of his opponents but by a sincere anxiety for

truth. One of the most important works of Jurieu is

Leitres Pastorales adressees aux Fideles de France, 3 vols.,

Rotterdam, 1CS6 and 1687, which found its way into

France notwithstanding thfi vigilance of the police, and
produced a deep impression on the Protectant population.

Besides his numerous other controversial writings, which

deal with nearly every topic in regard to which ditferenco

of opinion was possible, Jurieu was the author of a Traiti

de la Devotion, Rouen, 1674.

JURISPRUDENCE. SSe Law.
JURY. The essential features of trial by jury as

practised in England and countries influenced By English

ideas are the following. The jury are a body of laymen
selected by lot to ascertain, under the guidance of a judge,

the truth in questions of fact arising either in a civil

litigation or in a criminal process. They are generally

twelve in number, and their verdict, as a general rule, must
be unanimous. Their province is strictly limited to

questions of fact, and within that province they are still

further restricted to the exclusive consideration of matter<

that have been proved by evidence in the course of the
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trial. They must submit to the direction of the judge as

to any rule or principle of law that may be applicable to

the case ; and, even in deliberating on the facts, they re-

ceive, although they need not be bound by, the directions

of the judge as to the weight, value, and materiality of the

evidence submitted to them. Further, according to the

general practice, they are selected from the inhabitants of

the locality, whether county or city, within which the

cause of action has arisen or the crime has been committed,

so that they bring to the discharge of their duties a certain

amount of independent local knowledge, an element in the

institution which is by no means to be ignored. Such in

general terms is the famous judicial institution the develop-

ment of which is generally regarded as one of the greatest

achievements of English jurisprudence.

What is the origin of this very remarkable and character-

istic system ? That is a question which has engaged the

attention of many learned men. The fullest discussion of

the subject is contained in Forsyth's Trial hyJnriL published

in 1852, and more concise notices of tlie various tlieories that

have beeu advanced will be found in %i\i!()b^& Constitutional.

History, vol. i., and in Freeman's jS'omian Conquest, vol.

V. Until quite recently this, like all other institutions,

was popularly regarded as the work of a single legislator,

and in England it is one of the achievements usually

assigned to Alfred. It is needless to say that there is no
historical foundation whatever for such a supposition, nor

is it much more correct to regard it as " copied from this

or that kindred institution to be found in this or that

German or Scandinavian land," or brought over ready made
by Hengist or by William.' " Many writers of authority,"

says Canon Stubbs, "have maintained that the entire jury

system is indigenous in England, some deriving it from
Celtic tradition based on the principles of Roman law, and
adopted by the Anglo-Saxons and Normans from the people

they had conquered. Others have regarded it as a product

of that legal genius of the Anglo-Saxons of which Alfred is

the mythic impersonation, or as derived by that nation

from the customs of primitive Germany or from their

intercourse with the Danes. Nor even when it is admitted
that the system cf recognition was introduced from
Normandy have legal^ writers agreed as to the source from
which the Normans themselves derived it. One scholar

maintains that it was brought by the Norsemen from
Scandinavia; another that it was derived from the processes

of the canon law ; another that it was developed on
Gallic soil from Roman principles ; another that it came
from Asia througb the crusades," or was borrowed by the
Angles and Saxons from their Slavonic neighbours in

northern Europe. Ths true answer is that forms of trial

resembling the jury system in various particulars are to be
found in the primitive institutions of all nations. That
which comes nearest in time and character to trial by jury
is the system of recognition by sworn inquest, introduced
into England by the Normans. " That inquest," says Mr
Stubbs, " is directly derived from the Frank capitularies,

into which it may have been adopted from the fiscal

regulations of the Theodosian code, and thus own some
distant relationship with the Roman jurisprudence."
However that may be, the system of recognition consisted
in questions of fact, relating to fiscal or judicial business,
being submitted by the officers of the crown to sworn
witnesses in the local courts. It is pointed out by Mr
Freeman that, the Norman rulers of England were obliged,
more than native rulers would have been, to rely on this
system for accurate information. They needed to have a
clear and trutliful account of disputed points set before
them, and such an account was sought for in the oaths of

' Fieeown, yorman Coiijiiest, vol. v. p. 451.

the recognitors." The Norman Conquest, therefore, fostered

the growth of those native germs common to England with

other countries out of which the institution of juries grew.

Recognition, as introduced by the Normans, is only, in this

point of view, another form of the same principle which
shows itself in the compurgators, in Ihe frit hluck, in every

detail of the action of the popular courts before the Con-
quest. Admitting with Sir Stubbs that the Norman
recognition was the instrument which the lawyers in Eng-

land ultimately shaped into trial by jury, Mr Freeman
maintains none the less that the latter is a distinctively

English thing. Mr Forsyth comes to substantially the

same conclusion. Noting the jury germs of the Anglo-

Saxon period, he shows how out of those elements, which

continued in full force under the Anglo-Normans, was

produced at last the institution of the jury. "As yet it

was only implied in the requirement that disputed questions

should be determined by the voice of sworn \yitnesses

tiken from the neighbourhood, and deposing to the tiuth

of what they had seen or heard." What was wanting was
to mould the procedure into shape, and that it did not

attain until a centiu'y after the Conquest.

The inquest by recognition, which was employed

generally for the ascertainment of facts, as for example in

assessing taxation, is exemplified in legal matters by the

process known as the assLze or the great assize, applicable

to questions affecting freehold or status. Defendant in

such an action was enabled by an enactment of Henry II.

to decline the trial by combat and choose the trial by
assize, which was conducted as follows. The sherifT

summoned four knights of the neighbourhood, who being

sworn chose twelve lawful knights who were most cognizant

of the facts, who should determine on their oaths which

had the better right to the land. If they all knew the

facts and were agreed as to their verdict, well and good; it'

some or all were ignorant, the fact was certified in court,

and new knights were named, until twelve were found to

be agreed. The same course was followed when the twelve

were not unanimous. New jurors, as they may be called,

were added until the twelve were agreed. This was callad

ailorcing the assize. At this point the knowledge on
which the jurors acted was their own personal knowledge,

acquired independently of the trial. " So entirely," says

Forsyth, " did they proceed upon their own previously

formed view of the facts in dispute that they seem to have
considered themselves at liberty to pay no attention to

evidence offered in court, however clearly it might disprove

the case which they were prepared to support." The use of

recognition is prescribed by the constitutions of Clarendon

for cases of dispute as to lay or clerical tenure. See Forsyth,

p. 131 ; Stubbs, vol. i. p. 617.

In criminal cases there appears to be a more complete

approximation to the jury in Anglo-Saxon times in the

twelve senior thegns, who, according to an ordinance of

jEthelred II. were sworn in the county court that they

would accuse no innocent man and ^cquit no guilty one.

The twelve thegns were a jury of presentment or accusation,

like the grand jury of later times, and the absolute guilt

or innocence of those accused by them had to be determined
by subsequent proceedings—by compurgation or the ordeal.

^\T2ether this is the actual origin of the grand jury or not,'

the assizes of Clarendon and Northampton establish the

criminal jury on a definite basis. By the articles of

visitation of 1194, four knights are to be chosen from the

cou'nty who by their oath shall choose two lawful knights

of each hundred or wapiutake, or, if knights be wanting;

free and legal men, so that the twelve may answer for all

- This r.ict would account for the remarkable development of the
system on English ground, as contrasted with its decay and extiiictioa

in France.
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maflera witWn the hundred, including, saysStubbs, "all the

pleas of the crown, the trial of malefactors and their

receivers, as well as a vast amount of civil business." This
is the historical grand jury. The petty jury, as it is called,

which is the real jury of trial, appears to have arisen as an
alternative to the trial by ordeaL A person accused by the

inquest of the hundred was allowed to have the truth of

'the chargf tried by another and dififerent jury." " There is,"

says Forsyth, " no possibility of assigning a date to this

alteration." "In the time of Bracton (middle of the 13th

century) the usual mode of determining innocence or guilt

was by combat or appeal. But in most cases the appellant

had the option of either fighting with his adversary or

putting himself on his county for trial "—the exceptions

being murder by secret poisoning, and certain circumstances

presumed by the law to be conclusive of guilt. Some
doubt has been expressed whether the twelve jurors who
tried the crime were not identical with the accusing jurors,

but the separation between the two juries was at any rate

complete in the reign of Edward IIL (i^orsyth, p. 206).^

So far we have arrived at the 'establishment of the jury
system in its modern form, alike in civil and in criminal

proceedings ; and, whatever differences may be traceable in

the history of the civil and criminal jury respectively, their

subsequent development is one. And there is one great

feature by which the jury at the stage we have now reached

isjdistinguished from the jury of modern times. The jury

still certify to the truth from their knowledge of the facts,

however acquired. In other word.s, they still retain the

character of witnesses. The complete withdrawal of that

character from the jury is connected by Forsyth with the

ancient rules of law as to proof of written instruments,

and a peculiar mode of trial per seciam. When a deed is

attested by witnesses, you have a difference between the

testimony of the witness, who deposes to the execution of

.the deed, and the verdict of the jury as to the fact of

execution. It has been contended with much plausibility

tliat in such cases the attesting witnesses formed part of

the jury. Forsyth doubts that conclusion, although he

admits that, as the jurors themselves were originally mere
witnesses, there was no distinction in principle between

them and the attesting witnesses, and that the attesting

witnesses might be associated with the jury in the discharge

of the function of giving a verdict. However that may be,

in the reign of Edward m., althbugh the witnesses are

spoken of "as joined to the assize," they are distinguished

from the jurors. The trial per sedam was used as an
alternative to the assize or jury, and resembled in principle

the system of compurgation. The claimant proved his case

by souching a certain number of witnesses (secta), who had
seen the transaction in question, and the defendant rebutted

the presumption thus created by vouching a larger number
of witnesses on his own side. In cases in which this was
allowed, the jury did not interpose at all, but in course of

time the practice arose of the witnesses of the secta telling

* The distinction between the functions of the grand jury, which pre-

sents or accuses criminal^, and the petty jury, which tries them, has
BugE^ested the theory that the system of compurgation is the origin of

the jury system—the first jury representing the compirgators of the

accuser, the second the compurgators of the accused.

? The number of the jury (twelve) la responsible for some nn-
"founded theories of the origin of the system. This use of twelve is

not confined to England, nor in England or elsewhere to judicial insti-

tutions. *'It8 general prevalence," says Eallam {Middle Ages, chap,

viii.), "shows that in searching for" the origin of trial by jury we
cannot rely for a moment upon any analogy which the mere number
affords." In a Cfuidc to English Juries, by a Person o/ Quality, 1682
(attributed to Lord Somers), the following passage occurs :

" In analogy
of late the .jury is reduced to the number of twelve, like as the prophets
were twelve to foretell the truth ; the apostles twelve to preach the
truth; the -iiscoverers twelve, sent into Canaan to seek and report the
truth; and the stones twelve that the heavenly Hiemsalem is built oa«"
X<0Td Coke indulged in similar speculations. '

73—28

their story to the jury. " In these two instances we havei

the jury as judges of the facts sharply <;ontrasted with the*

witnesses who testify to the facts ; and, with the increasing

use of juries and the development of rules of evidence, this

was gradually established as the true principle of the

system. In the reign of Henry I'V. we find the judges

declaring that the jury after they have been sworn should

not see or take with them any other evidence than that

which has been offered in open court. But the personal

knowledge of the jurors was not as yet regarded as outside

the evidence on which they might found a verdict, and the

stress laid upon the selection of jurymen from the neigh-

bourhood of the cause of the action shows that this element

was counted on, and, in fact, deemed essential to a just

consideration of the case. Other examples of the same
theory of the duties of the jury may be found in the

language used by legal writers. Thus it has been said that

the jury may return a verdict although no evidence at all

be offered, and again, that the evidence given in court is

not binding on the jury, because they are assumed fromi

their local connexion to be sufficiently informed of the facta

to give a verdict without or in opposition to the oral evidencei

A recorder of London, temp. Edward VI., says that, " if the*

witnesses at a trial do not agree with the jurors, the verdict

of the twelve shall be taken and the witnesses shall ba
rejected." Forsyth suggests as a reason for the continuance!-

of this theory that it allowed the jury an escape from the
attaint, by which penalties might be imposed on them foff

delivering a false verdict. They could suggest that thft

verdict was according to the fact, though not according to>

the evidence. "With the disuse of attaints, the contrary?

rule came in, and it was established that where a jurymanl
is acquainted with material facts he should tell the cour^

in order that he may be sworn ka a witness ; and it wai
clearly laid down by Lord Ellenborough that, if a judg0
directed the jury that they might be guided by their own
knowledge of the facts independently gf the evidence, sncli

a direction would be wrong.

The ordinary jury in civil ancf criminal trials has now
been traced down to the point at which its constitutioB

became stereotyped. An important point still wants some
historical explanation. The rule requiring a unanimous
verdict has been variously accounted for, but Mr Forsyth's

explanation appears conclusive. He regards the rule. as
intimately connected with the original character of the jurjj

as a body of witnesses, and with the conception common in!

primitive society that safety is to be found in the numbej
of witnesses, rather than the character of their testimonja

The aflforcing of the jury above described marks an inter*

mediate stage in the development. Where the juries werfl

not nnanimous new jurors were added until twelve wera
found to be of the same opinion. . From the unanimous
twelve selected out of a larger number to the unanimous
twelve constituting the whole jury was a natural ste[^

which, however, was not taken without some hesitatioiii

In some old cases we find that the verdict of eleven jnrora

out of twelve was accepted, but it was decided in the reiga

of Edward III. that the verdict must be the unanimous
opinion of the whole jury. Diversity of opinion was taken
to imply perversity of judgment, and Ihe law sanctioned thg
application of the harshest methods to produce unanimityv

The jurors were not allowed to eat or drink but by leave o8

the justices;' and they might be carried round the-circuifi

in carts until fhey agreed. These rough enforcements qI

an unanimous verdict have been softened by later practida

but the rule itself remains.

-We may now turn to the Jury ifl actual operation. AnJ
ISl us notica first the yarious kinds of jury knowrt B)

English law,

JL The Gratia Jury.—The ongihTSfljffiis bss been as
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plained above. This is the ji:ry i??hich presents indictments

|

for trial by the petty or ordinary jury. Tfii sheriff is

directed to summon twenty-four or more persons, out of

wliom the jury may be chosen ; but not more than twenty-

three are to be chosen, so that twelve may be a majority.'

The verdict of less than twelve, although a majority of the

whole body, cannot be accepted, but the verdict of twelve

is sufficient althongh the others may dissent. The grand

jury, after a general charge from the judge, consider the

bills of indictment in private, hearing such of the witnesses

as they think fit. If they consider that a. prima facie case

is made out against the accused, they return the indictment

into court as a true bill, which then becomes the foundation

of the process before the petty jury. If they think other-

wise they ignore the bill, or send it back into court torn up.

They have thus a kind of veto on the cases submitted for

trial. As these for the most part have been previously

investigated by magistrates who have committed the

accused for trial, the utility of the grand jury depends very

much on the character of the justices' courts. As a review

of the discretion of stipendiary magistrates in committing

cases for trial, the judgment of the grand jury is admittedly

superfluous ; and even when the committing justice is an

unlearned magistrate, it seems very doubtful if much is

gained by subjecting his open decisions to the control of

a secret tribunal. It used to be urged by the defenders of

the system that it secures the attendance of the landed

gentry and the county justices at the assizes—a kind of

argument which is no longer so cogent as it once was. Mr
Forsyth thinks that the grand jury will often baffle " the

attempts of malevolence " by ignoring a malicious and

unfounded prosecution, but they may also defeat the ends

of justice, and they have done so ere now, by shielding a

criminal with whom they have strong political or social

sympathies. The qualification of the grand jurymen is

that they should be freeholders of the county,—to what

amount appears to be uncertain.

2. The Coroner's Jury is undeterminate in number, but

the finding must be that of twelve at least of the jurymen.

Persons found guilty on this inquest may be put on trial

before a petty jury at assizes.

3. Special and Common Junes.—This distinction belongs

properly to civil trials. The practice of selecting special

jurors to try important cases appears to have sprung up.

without legislative enactment, in the procedure of the

courts. Forsyth says that the first statutory recognition of

it is so late as 3 Geo. 11 c. 25, and that in the oldest bouk

of practice in existence (Powell's Attorney's Academy. 1623)

there is no allusion to two classes of jurymen. The Acts,

however, which regulate the practice allude to it as well

established. The statute now in force (33 k 34 Vict. c.

7) defines the class of persons entitled and liable to

serve on special juries thus :—every man whose name shall

be on the juror's book for any county, &c., and who shall

be legally entitled to be called an esquire, or shall be a

person of higher degree, or a banker or merchant, or who
shall occupy a house of a certain rateable value {e.g., £100
in a town of 20,000 inhabitants, £50 elsewhere), or a farm

of £300, or other premises at £100. A special juryman
receives a fee of a guinea for each cause. Either party

may obtain a special jury, but must pay the additional

expenses created thereby unless the judge certifies that it

was a proper case to be so tried. For the common jury

any man is qualified and liable to serve who has £10 by

the year in land or tenements of freehold, copyhold, or

customary tenure ; or £20 on lands or tenement held by

lease for twenty-one years or longer, or who being a house-

* Blackstone puts the principle as being tliat no man shall be con-

victwi except by tlie uuanimons voice of tjventy-four of his equals or

neighbours—twelve on the grand, and twelve on the petty jury.

holder is rated at £30 !n Middlesex or £20 in any otber

county. See 6 Geo. IV. c. 50; and 33 & 34 Vict. c. 77

(the Juries Act). A schedule to the last-cited Act contains

a list of the numerous classes of persons exempted from

service, which include members of the legislature and
judges, ministers of various denommations, and prackising

lawyers of all grades. These are juries invariably em-

ployed in the superior courts. In the county court the

jury consists of five.

Formerly aliens were entitled to be tried by a jury ae

medietale lingnce—half being Englishmen and half foreign-

ers, not necessarily of the same country as the accused.

This privilege ha-s been abolished by the Naturalization

Act.

A jury of matrons is resorted to, in a writ de ventre

inspiciendo, or when a female prisoner, condemned to death,

pleads pregnancy in stay of execution.

From the beginning parties have been allowed to challenge

the jury. In civil and criminal cases a challenge/or cause

is allowed ; in criminal cases only, a peremptory challenge

is also allowed. In the former case the challenge may be

either to the array, i.e., to the whole number of jurors

returned, or to the polls, i.e., to the jurors individually.

A challenge to the array is either a principal challenge (on

the ground that the sheriff is a party to the cause, or

related to one of the parties), or a challenge tor favour (on

the ground of circumstances implying " at least a probability

of bias or favour in the sheriff"). A challenge to the polls

is an exception to one or more jurymen on either of the

following grounds :— (1) projiter honoris respectum, as when
a lord of parliament is summoned

; (2) propter defectum,

for want of qualification; {3) p7-optcr afeetum, on suspicion

of bias or partiality; and (l) propter delictum, when the

juror has been convicted of an infamous offence. The
challenge propter affectum is, like the challenge to the array,

either principal challenge or " to the favour." Prisoners

in criminal trials were by common law entitled to a per-

emptory challenge without cause shown to the number of

thirty-five jurors; and so the law remains, after some
fluctuation, in the case of treason. In other cases it is

limited to twenty. The crown is no longer entitled to a

peremptory challenge as at common law ; but the cause of

challenge need not be assigned by the crown until the

whole list has been gone through, or unless there remain

no longer twelve jurors left to try the caSe, exclusive of those

challenged—an arrangement which practically amounts to

giving the crown the benefit of a peremptory challenge.

One other special point remains to be mentioned. The
province of the jury is to judge of facts ; they have nothing

to do with the law—which they must take from the

presiding judge at the trial. The old decantatum assigns

to each his own independent function :
—" Ad qusestionem

legis judices respondent, ad quaistionem facti juratores."

But, while the jury are supposed in legal theory to be

absolute masters of the questions of fact, in practice they

are largely controlled by the judges. Not only does the

judge at the trial decide as to the admissibility of questions,

but he advises the jury as to the logical bearing of the

answers on the issue. Further, after a jury has given its

verdict, it may be challenged in the courts on the ground

that it is against the evidence, or on the ground that there

was no evidence to go before the jury. A verdict is said

to be against the evidence when the jury have completely

misapprehended the facts proved,—when the logical con-

clusion to be drawn from the facts is the opposite of that

which the jury have drawn. The court will not disturb

the verdict of a jury on this ground when the judge who
presided at the trial is not dissatisfied with the verdict"

And it has been ruled emphatically that, when there is con-

flicting testimony as to the point at issue, it is exclusively
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toi the jury to say which side is to be believed, and the

court will not interfere with the verdict. To upset a

verdict on the ground that "there was no evidence to go
to the jury " implies that the judge at the trial ought to

lave withdrawn the ease. The meaning of the phrase

[j' evidence to go before the jury" is nowhere definitely

ascertained, and a consideration of decided cases makes
the difficulty more apparent. The question arises most
frequently perhaps in cases involving an imputation of

negligence^-e.jr., in an action of damages against a railway

company for injuries sustained in a collision. Juries are

apt to infer negligence very easily, and the court has to say

whether, on the facts proved, there was any evidence of

the defendant's being guilty of negligence. This is by no
means the same thing as saying whether,, in the opinion of

the court, they were so guilty. The court may be of

opinion that on the facts they were not guilty, yet the

facts themselves may be of such a nature as to be evidence

of guilt to go before a jury. When the facts proved are

6uch that a reasonable man might have come to the con-

clusion that there was negligence, then, although the court

may wholly reject the conclusion in its own mind, it must
admit that there is evidence to go before the jury. That
perhaps is as near as we have yet got to an understanding

of a phrase in daily use in the superior pourts ; but it

scarcely determines what relation between the facts proved

and the conclusion to be established is necessary to make the

facts evidence from which a jury may infer the conclusion.

The true explanation is to be found in the principle of

relevancy. » Any fact which is relevant to the issue

constitutes evidence to go before the jury, and any fact,

roughly speaking, is relevant between which and the fact

to be proved there Inay be a connexion as cause and effect.

See Evidence. When the question is what damages the

plaintiff has sustained, the court openly undertakes to

review their decision on its merits—although this is as

much a question of fact as any other. If the court deems
the damages excessive, it will order a new trial to take

place,—generally adding the condition that the verd'ct may
stand if the plaintiff will accept a reduced sum for damages,

which in effect amounts to the court itself finding a verdict.

The function of the jury in libel cases was in the last

century the subject of a celebrated controversy which ended
in the passing of Fox's Libel Act in 1792. Lord Mansfield

and the judges held that the criminality or innocence of an
act done, including any paper written, is matter of law and
not matter of fact, an undeniable proposition then and
since. They had also been in the hibit of directing the

jury to consider only the question of publication, telling

them that its guilt or innocence was not for them to decide.

Fox's Act declares and enacts that the jury may give a

general verdict of guilty or not guilty in libel cases, and
shall not be required or directed by the court or judge to

find a verdict of guilty on proof of publication and of the

sense ascribed to it by the prosecution.

Of the merits of the institution little space is left to

speak. The present English jury has at least one con-

spicuous defect in the requirement of unanimity
;
yet, so

far as that is concerned, in practice it produces hardly any
appreciable evil. All that Bentham and others have urged
against it—the application of a kind of torture to force

conviction on the minds of jurors, the indifference to

veracity which the concurrence of unconvinced minds must
produce in the public mind, the probability that jurors

will disagree and trials be rendered abortive, and the

absence of any reasonable security in the unanimous
verdict that would not exist in the verdict of a majority

—

all this is undeniably true. Yet we rarely hear of juries

'disagreeing or of jurors agreeing under compulsion. When
civU juries were established in Scotland, this was one

of the arguments used against the experiment, but it

has been stated by the judge, Mr Commissioner Adam,
under whom the system Vas started, that he only knew of

one instance of disagreement during a period of twenty

years. English experience is much the same, and a refisrm

which twenty or thirty years ago was pronounced absolutely

necessary by conservative jurists is now hardly ever heard

of. Practically juries have no difficulty in coming to a

unanimous verdict ; and, if a guess may be hazarded on so

wide a subject, they have probably less difficulty now than

ever. One cause of that result may be the deference which

juries invariably pay to the carefully suggested opinion of

the judge—arising no doubt from such perfect confidence

in the bench as did not always exist, and would not always

have been deserved if it had existed.

But, apart from any incidental defects, it may be doubted

whether, as an instrument for the investigation of truth, the

jury deserves all the encomiums which have been passed

upon it. In criminal cases, especially of the graver kind,

it is perhaps the best tribunal that could be devised. There

tlie element of moral doubt enters largely into the con-

sideration of the case, and that can best be measured by

a popular tribunal. Opinion in England is unanimously

against subjecting a man to serious punishment as a result

of conviction before a judge sitting without a jury, and the

judges themselves would be the first to deprecate so great

a responsibility. But in civil causes, where the issue must

be determined one way or the other on the balance o{

probabilities, a single judge would probably be a better

tribunal than the present combination of judge and jury.

Even if it be assumed that he would on the whole come
to the same conclusion as a jury deliberating under his

directions, he would come to it more quickly. Time would

be saved in taking evidence, summing up would be

unnecessary, and the addresses of counsel would inevitably

be shortened and concentrated on the real points at issue.
|

Tfie Jury in Scotland,—According to the Hegiam Mnjcsiatcm^

which is identical with the ti-eatisu of Glanvill on the law of Eng-
land (but whether the original or only a cojiy of that work is g

question which need not delay us), trial by jury existed in Scot-

land for civil and criminal cases from as eiirly a date as in England,

and there is reason to believe that at all events the system became
established at a very early date. Its history was very different from
that of the English jury system. In Scotland trial by jury survived

for criminal trials, but became extinct in civil cases. In the criminal

assize the jury has always consisted of fifteen persons chosen from
the jury lists, general and special, drawn up by tlie sheriff,—one-thirt

of the jury being chosen from the special, and two-thirds from th«

general list. The verdict is to be that of the majority of the jury,

and formerly it had to be expressed in writing, but may now be deliv-

ered viva voce by the chancellor or foreman. Besides the " guilty
"

or **not guilty " to which the English jury is restricted, a Scotch

jury may Dring in a verdict of " not proven," which has legally the

same effect as " not guilty " in releasing the accjised from further

charge, while it practically inflicts upon him the stigma of moraV

guilt for the rest of his life.

The civil jury was reintroduced in Scotland by the Act 55 Geo,

III. 0. 42, mainly on account of the difficulty which Scotch appeals

turning on questions offact presented to the House of Lords. Origin-

ally the juries were appointed to try issues sent from the Coiirt of

Session imder the direction of three lords commissioners, but after-

wards the procedure by jury was united with the ordinary business

of the court, and the special tribunal of commissioners was abolished".

The jury was copied strictly from the English practice : the jurors,

are twelve in number, and theii^-erdict must be unanimous. If they

fail to agree within twelve (now six) hours, they mn.'^t be discharged.

This experiment was not at first popular, and it is doubtful if it hac

even now become assimilated to Scotch practice.

United State.—Trial by jury according to the English systent

has been incorporated ijito the constitution of the United States.

There was at one time some controversy as to whether the civil jury

was included or not. The three articles (III., V., and VI.) iu

which allusion to trial by jury is made refer to criminal proceed-

ings only, and, moreover, the supreme court is declared to have

appellate' jurisdiction both as to law and fact. It has accordingly

been provided by one of the amendments to the constitution

that, in suits at common law where the value in controversy shalj

exceed twenty doUars, the right of trial by jury shall be preserved {
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and no fact tried by a jury sliall be otlienrise re-examined in any court

of tlic United States than according to the rules of tlie common
law. " Througliout the Union in all trials, whether civil or

criminal, unanimity in the jury is essential " (Forsyth, 344).

In France there is no grand jury, and no civil jury. The jury

in a criminal case find their verdict by a majority. (E. R.

)

JUSSIED, Db, the name of a distinguislied French

family, which came into promiuent notice towards the close

of the 16th century, and for a century and a half was

illustrious for the botanists it produced. The following

are its more eminent members.

L Antoine de Jussieu (1686-1758), born at Lyons in

1686, was the earliest in point of time of the line of dis-

tinguished botanists of his name. He was the son of

Christophe de Jussieu (or Dejussieu), an apothecary of

some repute, who published a Nouveau traite de la theri-

aqne, Trevoux, 17U8. Antoine studied at the university

of Montpellier, and travelled with his brother Bernard

through Spain, Portugal, and southern France. He came

to Paris in 1708, Tournefort, whom he succeeded, dying in

that year. His own original publications are not of marked
importance, but he edited an edition of Tournefort's Insti-

tutiones rei herbaria:, Paris, 1719, 3 vols. He performed

a similar office for a posthumous work of Barrelier,

Planise per Galliam, Hispaiiiam, et Italiam observats,

&c., Paris, 1714. He practised medicine, chiefly devoting

himself to the very poor. He died at Paris, 22d April

1758.

XL Beenabd DE JussrEU (1699-1777), a younger brother

of the above, was also born at Lyons, in 1699. He was
educated for the medical profession, took his doctor's

degree at Montpellier, and commenced practice in 1720,

but his sensitive temperament hindered his prosecution

of it, and on his brother's invitation he gladly joined

him in Paris in 1722. He succeeded Vaillant as sub-

demonstrator of plants in the Jardin du Roi, and his

principal duties consisted in superintending the herbor-

izations of the students. His knowledge of- plants and
even of non-botanical subjects was so great that he readily

detected and named the component parts of made-up
plants which were sometimes submitted to him. It is

reported that at one of these excursions, whilst Linnreus

was his guest, the students having brought some such

counterfeit to be named by the young Swede, his reply was
"Aut Deus, aut D. de Jussieu." In 1725 he brought out

a new edition of Tournefort's Histoire des plantes qui nais-

sent aux environs de Paru, in 2 vols., which was after-

wards translated into English by John Martyn,—the original

work being incomplete. In the same year he wa? admitted

into the Acad^mie des Sciences, and communicated several

papers to that body. Long before Tremblay published his

Uisloire des polypes d'eau douce, he maintained the doctrine

that these organisms were animals, and not the Bowers of

marine plants, then the current notion ; and to confirm his

views he made three journeys to the coast of Normandy.
Singularly modest and retiring, he published very little,

but in 1759 he arranged the plants in the royal garden -of

the Trianon at Versailles, according to his own scheme of

Jassification. This arrangement is printed in his nephew's
Genera, pp. Ixiii.-lxs., and formed the basis of that work.

He cared little for the credit of enunciating new discoveries,

so long as the facts themselves were made public. On the

death of his brother Antoine, he could not be itiduced to

succeed him in his office, but prevailed upon Lemonnier
to assume the higher positiou. He died at Paris, 6th
November 1777.

IIL Joseph de Jdssieu (1704-1779), brother of

Antoine and Bernard, was born at Lyons 3d September
1704. Educated like the rest of the family for the

medical profession, he accompanied La Condamino to

Peru, in the expedition for measariog an arc of meridian,

and remained in South America for thirty-six years,

returning to France in 1771. His health having previously

failed, his works were never printed, and remain in manu-
script. During his long absence, he was a member of the

Acad^mie des Sciences, although for thirty-five years he
never came near the place where that body held its

deliberations. Amongst the seeds he sent to Bernard were

those of Seliotropium pcruvianttm, Linn., then first intro-

duced into Europe. He died at Paris, 11th April 1779.

IV. Antoine Laukent de Jussieu (1748-1836),
nephew of the three preceding, was born at Lyons ott

12th April 1748. Called to Paris by his uncle I5ernard,

and carefully trained by him for the pursuits of medicine

and botany, he largely profited by the opportunities afforded

him. Gifted with a tenacious memory, and the power of

quickly grasping the salient points of subjects under obser-

vation, he steadily worked at the improvement of that sys-

tem of plant-arrangement which had been sketched out by
his uncle. In 1789 was issued his Genera plantarum seam-
diim ordines naUirales disposita, juxta melkodum in horto

rerjio Parisiensi exaratam, anno MDCCLXxrv, Paris, 8vo.

The influence of this volume is briefly noticed in the article

Botany, vol. iv. p. 80 : it formed the foundation on which
modern classification was afterwards built ; more than this,

it is certain that Cuvier derived much help in his zsological

classification from its perusal. Hardly had the last sheet

passed through the press, when the French Revolution

broke out, and the author was installed in charge of the

hospitals of Paris. The Museum d'Histoire Naturelle was
organized on its present footing mainly by him in 1793,

and he selected for its library everything relating to natural

history from the vast materials obtained from the convents

then broken up. He continued as professor of botany

there from 1770 to 1826, when his son Adrien succeeded

him. Besides the Genera, he produced nearly sixty

memoirs on botanical topics. He died at Paris, 17th

September 1836.

V. Adeien (Laurent Henei) de Jussieu (1797-
1853), son of Antoine Laurent, was born at Paris 23d
December 1797. Although his youth was delicate, he
displayed the qualities of his family in his thesis for the

degree of M.D., De Euphorbiaccariim yenerihus medicisqxte

earundem virihiis tentamen, Paris, 1824. He was also the

author of valuable contributions to botanical literature on

the Rtdacea:, Meliacese, and Malpit/hiacese respectively, of

"TaxonOmifi" in the Diciionnaire universelle d'kistoire

naturelle, and of an introductory work styled simply Botau-

iqiie, which reached nine editions, and has been translated

into the principal languages of Europe. He also edited

his father's lutroductio in hisloriam plantarum, issued at

Paris, without imprint or date, it being- a fragment of the

intended second edition of the' Genera, which Antoine

Laurent did not live to complete. He died at Paris, 29th

June 1853, leaving two daughters, but no son, so that

with him closed the brilliant botanical dynasty.

VL Laurent (Pierre) de Jussieu (1792-1866). ' This

miscellaneous writer, nephew of Antoine Laurent, was born

at Villeurbanne, 7th February 1792. Simon de Nantua,
ou le marchaiid forain, Paris, 1818, reached fifteen editions,

and has been translated into seven languages. He also

wrote Simples notions de physigiie ct d'histoire naturelle,

Paris, 1857, and a few geological papers. He died in

1866.

JUSTICE, in law, has long been the official title of

the judges of two of the English superior courts of common
law, and it is now extended to all the judges in the Supreme
Court of Judicature—a judge in the High Court of Justice

being- styled Mr Justice, and in the Court of Appeal Lord

Justice. Before the Judicature Act the Queen's Bench and

the Common Pleas were each presided over by a lord chief!

A
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justice, and the lord chief justice of the Queen's Bench was

nominal head of all the three courts, and held the title of

Lord Chief Justice of England. The titles of Lord Chief

Justice of the Common Pleas and Lord Chief Baron have

recently been abolished, and all the common law divisions

of the High Court are united into the Queen's Bench

division, the president of which is the lord chief justice of

England.

The lord chief justice of England or of the Queen's Bench

traces his descent from the justiciar of the Norman kings.

This officer appears first as the lieutenant or deputy of the

king, exercising all the functions of the regal office in the

absence of the sovereign. " In this capacity William Fitz-

Osbern, the steward of Normandy, and Odo of Bayeux,

acted during the Conqueror's visit to the Continent in 1067;

they were left, according to Wdliam of Poitiers, the former

to govern the north of England, the latter to hold rule in

Kent, vice sua ; Florence of Worcester describes them as

" custodes Anglia;," . and Ordericus Vitalis gives to their

office the name of " pncfectura." It would seem most pro-

bable that William Fitz-Osbern at least was left in his

character of' steward, and that the Norman seneschalship.

was thus the origin of the English justiciarship," Stubbs's

ConstitiUional History, vol i. p. 346. The same authority

observes that William of Warenne and Richard of Bien-

faile, who were left in charge of England in 1074, are

named by a writer in the next generation " prsecipui Anglic

justitiarii"; but he considers the name to have not yet been

dehnitely attached to any particular office, and that there

is no evidence to show that officers appointed to this trust

exercised any functions at aU when the king was at home,

or in his absence exercised supreme judicial authority to

t'ne exclusion of other high officers of the court. The
office became permanent in the reign of William Ruius,

and in the hands of Kanulf Flambard it became coextensive

with the supreme powers of government. For some time,

however, the title of justiciar seems not to have been

definitely appropriated to this high minister. Judges of

the curia regis were occasiimally so named, and it was not

till the reign of Henry II. that the chief officer of the crown

acquired the exclusive right to the title of capiialis or

totius Anglix justitiarias. Canon Stubbs considers that

the English form of the office is to be accounted for by the

king's desire to prevent the administratian falling into the

hands of an hereditary noble. The early justiciars were

clerics, in whom the possession of power could not become
hereditary. The justiciar continued to be the chief officer

of state, next to the king, until the fall of Hubert de Burgh
(in the reign of King John), described by Mr Stubbs as the

last of the great justiciars. Henceforward, according to

Mr Stabbs, the office may be regarded as virtually extinct,

or it may be said to have survived only in the judicial

functions, which were merely part of the official character

of the chief justiciar. He was at the head of the curia

regis, which was separating itself into the three historical

courts of common law about the time when the justiciarship

was falling from the supreme place. The chancellor tonk

the place of the justiciar in council, the treasurer in the

exchequer, while the two offshots from the curia regis, the

Common Pleas and the Exchequer, received chiefs of their

own. The Queen's Bench represented the original stock of

the curia regis, and its chief justice the great justiciar. The
justiciar may, therefore, be said to have become from a

political a purely judicial officer. A similar development
awaited his .successful rival the chancellor.

The lord chief justice is, next to the lord chancellor, the

highest judicial dignitary in the kingdom The office is

generally the prize of the chief law officer of the Govern-

ment, and political considerations, therefore, enter largely

into the appoiutmeat. But the chief justices have been

generally worthy of their great position. The list of them
contains the names of some of the greatest masters of the

common law, among whom pre-eminent rank must be as-

signed to Hale, Coke, Holt, Mansfield, and Cockburn.
Lord Campbell has written the Lives of the Chief Jnstiees,

in 3 vols. A list of the lords chief justices will be found
in Haydn's Book of Dignities, 1851. Robert de Bros,

said by Fox to be the first judge who took the distinctive

title of lord chief justice of the King's Bench (1268), was
the grandfather of Robert the Bruce, king of Scotland.

In the United States the supreme court consists of a
chief justice and eight associate justices, any five of whom
make a quorum. The salary of the chief justice is

$10,500, and that of the associates $10,000.

JUSTICE OF THE PEACE is an inferior magistrate

appointed in England by special commission under the

great seal to keep the peace within the county for which

he is appointed. " The whole Christian world," said Lord
Coke, " hath not the like office as justice of the peace

if duly executed." Lord Cowper, on the other hand,

describes them as " men sometimes illiterate and frequently

bigoted and prejudiced." The truth is that the justices

of the peace perform without any other reward than the

consequence they acquire from their office a large amount
of work indispensable to the administration of the law,

and for the most part they discharge their duties with

becoming good sense and impartiality. But being chosen

from the limited class of country gentlemen in counties,

they are sometimes expo-^ed to the suspicion of the general

public, particularly when they have to administer laws

which are considered to confer special privileges on their

own class. Further, as they do not generally possess a

professional knowledge of the law, their decisions are

occasionally inconsiderate and ill-informed. In great

centres of population, when the judicial business of justices

is heavy, it has been found necessary to appoint paid

justices or stipendiary magistrates to do the work, and an

extension of the system to the country districts has been

often advocated.

The commission of the peace is addressed to all the

justices of the county, and assigns to them the duty of

keeping and causing to be kept all ordinances and statutes

for the good of the peace and for preservation of the same,

and for the quiet rule and government of the people, and
further assigns " to you and every two or more of you (of

whom any one of the aforesaid A, B, C, D, ic, we will,

shall be one) to inquire the truth more fully by the oath of

good and lawful men of the county of all and all manner
of felonies, poisonings, enchantments, sorceries, arts, magic,

trespasses, forestallings, regratings, engrossings, and extor-

tions whatever." This part of the commission is the

authority for the jurisdiction of the justices in sessioiis.

Justices named specially in the parenthetical clause are said

to be on the quorum. Justices cannot act beyond tlie

limits of the county for which they are appointed, and the

warrant of a justice cannot be executed out of his county

unless it be backed, that is, endorsed by a justice of the

county in which it is to be carried into execution. A
justice improperly refusing to act on his office, or acting

partially and corruptly, may be proceeded against by a

criminal information, and a justice refusing to act may be

compelled to do so by the High Court of Justice. An action

will lie against a justice for any act done by him in excess

of his jurisdiction, and for any act within his jurisdiction

which has been done wrongfully and with malice, and

without reasonable or probable cause. But no action can

be brought against a justice for a wrongful conviction until

it has been quashed. By IS Geo. II. c. 20 every justice

for a county must have an estate of freehold, copyhold, or

customary tenure in fee, for life or a given term, of tko
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yearly valne of £100. The vast and multifarious duties of

the justices cover some portion of every important head of

the criminal law, and extend to a considerable number of

matters relating to the civil law. A complete guide thereto

is Burn's Justice of the Peace, in 5 large volumes, the thir-

tieth edition of which was published in 1869.

In the United States these officers are sometimes ap-

pointed by the executive, sometimes elected. " In some,

perhaps all, of the United States, justices erf the peace
have jurisdiction in civil cases given to them by local

regulations " (Bouvier's Lciw Dictionartj).

JUSTICIARY, High Cotot of, in Scotland, is the

supreme criminal court, and con.sists of five of the lords of

session together with the lord justice-geueral and the lord

justice-clerk as president and vice-president respectively.

The constitution of the court is settled by the Act 1672 c.

16. The lords of justiciary hold circuits regularly twice a

year according to the ancient practice, which, however, had
been allowed to fall into disuse until revived in 1748. The
circuits are—the south, at the towns of Jedburgh, Dumfries,
and Ayr ; west (three times a year), at Glasgow, Inveraray,

and Stirling; and north, Perth, Aberdeen, Dundee, and
Inverness. By a recent order in council the number of

circuit courts in future is to be doubled. Two judges
generally go on circuit, and in Glasgow they are by special

statute authorized to sit in separate courts. The High
Court, sitting in Edinburgh, has, in addition to its general

jurisdiction, an exclusive jurisdiction for districts not within

the jurisdiction of the circuits—the three Lothians, and
Orkney and Shetland. The High Court also takes up
points of difficulty arising before the special courts, like the
court for crown cases reserved in England. The court of

justiciary has authority to try all crimes, unless when its

jurisdiction has been excluded by special enactment of the
legislature. It is also stated to have an inherent jurisdic-

tion to punish all criminal acts, even if they have never
before been treated as crimes. Its judgments are believed

to be not subject to any appeal or review, but it may be
doubted whether an appeal on a point of law would not

lie to the House of Lords. The following crimes must be
prosecuted in the court of justiciary :—treason, murder,
robbery, rape, fire-raising, deforcement of messengers,

breach of duty by magistrates, and all offences for which a

statutory punishment higher than imprisonment is imposed.

JUSTIN, Martyr and Apologist as he is usually called,

was an able and eloquent advocate of Christianity in the

2d century. Almost all we know about him is told us in

his own writings. He was born in Palestine, at Flavia

Neapolis {ApoL, i. 1), the ancient Shechem, now KAbulus.
The names of his father Prisons and grandfather Baccbins
suggest that he was of Latin descent, and some passages in

his writings seem to say that his parents were heathens.

He relates his own conversion in two passages. In the

one he says that he was. drawn to Christianity because
he saw the Christians dauntless in death {ApoL, ii. 12) ;

in the other he tells how chance intercourse with an aged
stranger brought him to know the truth {Dial. c. Trypk.,
c. 2), but this passage may be allegorical. In the intro-

duction to the dialogue with Trypho, Justin describes

various systems of pagan philosophy and his relation to

them. At first he associated with the Stoics ; from them
Ibe went to a Peripatetic, then to a Pythagorean ; and at

length he embraced the doctrines of Platonism. His
Platonism clung to him through life, and curiously coloured

many of his Christian speeulations. We know little about
Justin's life after his conversion. It is very probable

that he retained his philosopher's cloak, the distinctive

badge of the wandering and professional teacher of philo-

sophy, and went about from place to place discussing the

truths of Christiamty in the hope of bringing educated

pagans, as he himself had been brought, through philosophy
to Christ At Ephesus he held the famous disputation
with Trypho the Jew, and in Rome he argued with
Crescens the Cynic. If the Cohortatio be genuine, he
also visited Alexandria and Cuma;. His martyrdom is

well authenticated. In his second Apology Justin declares
that he expected martyrdom, and that he believed that

his opponent Crescens, silenced in public by his arguments,
would do his best to get him thrown into prison and
condemned to death; and this declaration is probably the
reason why Eusebius, who often manufactures facts out of

suppositions, asserts that Justin was slain through the
plots of Crescens. An old martyrium, of unknown
authorship, records the trial and death of a Justin, who
is probably Justin Martyr, though there is no corroborative

historical evidence. If the account can be accepted, Justin
was brought before Rusticus, a Roman magistrate who
was a Stoic ; during his trial he was brave, quiet, and
dignified ; he professed his faith in the God of heaven
and earth, and in His Son " the Master of Truth," and
confidently expressed the conviction that after death he
would share a blessed immortality. He was condemned
and put to death on the same day. We cannot fix with
any certainty the dates of Justin's birth and death. He
was probably born near the beginning of the 2d century,

and was martyred somewhere between 148 and 165.

Justin was one of the earliest and ablest of the Christian

Apologists, and it is as an apologist rather than as a theo-

logian that he must be criticized, for his Apologies did
not lead him directly to exhibit and defend the truths of

Christianity Ho was defending Christians not Christi-

anity. Trajan had formally authorized the persecution of

the Christians. Hadrian and Antoninus Pius had done
nothing to put this decree in operation, but it hung over
the Christian church, and might have been put in force af;

any moment. The Christians wera legally proscribed.

This was the state of matters which gave rise to Justin's

Apologies. He wrote Kke a man full of Christianity ; it

was his philosophy, his religion, his rule of daily life. And
he wrote boldly, having nothing to fear and nothing to

conceal. The argument of his first Apology, addressed to

the emperor Antoninus Pius, may be thus condensed.

"In the name of these unjustly hated and much abused
men, I, Justin, one of themselves, present to you this

discourse and petition. You are everywhere called the

Pious, the guardian of justice, the friend of truth
;
your

acts shall show whether you merit these titles. My design

is neither to flatter you by this letter nor to win your
favour. Judge us by a scrupulous and enlightened equity,

not by mere presumption, nor in the name of superstition,

nor by the persuasion of calumny ; .... we fear no harm
if we are not guilty of any crime. You can kill, you cannot

injure us. All that we ask for is investigation ; if the

charges made against us are true, let us be punished. . . .

Our duty is to make our deeds and doctrines fully known ;

yours is to investigate our cause and to act as good judges."

Justin then proceeds to set forth the iniquity of the

summary modes of trial in use against the Christians, and
goes on to state and deal with the charges brought against

his brethren. These were three : the Christians were

denounced as atheists, as rebels, and as evil-doers—faithless

to God, the emperor, and society. Justin answers, " We
are atheists, if it be atheism not to acknowledge your gods

;

but we hold this glorious atheism in common with Socrates,

who was martyred for it as we are ; we are no atheists, for

we worship the God of truth, the Father of righteousness,

of wisdom, and of all virtues. We are no rebels : the

kingdom founded by Jesus is purely spiritual, and Heed be
no cause of alarm to the emperors ; we worship God only,

but with this exception we joyfully obey you and acknow-
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ledge^you as our princes and governors. So far from our

beiog rebels, our religion helps true and good government

;

men may always hope to elude human law, but they cannot

hope to escape God, who sees and knows all things. We
are no criminals: the Crucified One whom we worship is

the Divine Word, living truth, and has enjoined us to live

holy and pure lives." Justin contrasts pagan morals and

the Christian life, the pagan deities and Jesus of Nazareth.

The empire and Christianity were at war bec.iuse of the

persecuting edicts of the emperors, and Justin has no

doubt that Christianity must in the end win the day.

The Apoloyy ends with solemn dignity :
" If this doctrine

appears true and reasonable give heed to it ; if not, treat

it as of no value. But do not condemn men to death who
have done you no wrong ; for we declare to you that you

will not escape the judgment of God if you persist in

injustice. For ourselves, we have but one cry— ' The will

of God be done.' " In the dialogue with Trypho, Justin

endeavoured to show the truth of Christianity from the

Old Testament Scriptures, and he described the New
Testament as the new law which superseded, while it ful-

filled, the old. It is not possible to construct a scheme of

Chrislian dogmatic from the writings of Justin, but. some

ideas may be gathered from his Apolor/ies. Christ is the

centre of religion, and the exposition of Christian doctrine

is to be grouped around a description of Christ. God is

the God and Father of Jesus Christ. He is the onli/ and
the one God in opposition to the polytheism of the heathen

;

the iinler/otien God, not born and reared like Dionysus the

son of Semele or Apollo son of Leto ; the unspealiabU God,
because every thinking man knows that God's existence

cannot be thought of or described. God is spiritual ; He
has indescribable glory and shape ; He is omniscient and
almighty ; He is creator ; He has made the world for man,
and cares for His creatures ; He is full of mercy and good-

ness. With Justin the great fact in Christianity is that

Jesus Christ is the Son of God ; he does not spend much
time in thinking out what this means, but he is one of

th arliest writers who unconsciously tries to explain the

incamatiou by the Platonic thought of the Logos. Justin,

however, thinks of the Logos as a personal being. The
• begetting of the Logos is an act of the Father's ; but we
cannot say when the Logos was begotten, because He was
before all creation, and so before all time. The Logos is

the instrument through whom God created and preserves

the universe ; He is the instrument in the miraculous

history of the Jews ; He inspired the heathen sages ; He
is God ; He became inc.irnate. Justin does not seem to

distinguish between the divine and human natures of Christ,

but he believes Christ to be man and to be God. And so

on with other doctrines. In Justin we see the earnest

living Christianity of the 2d century firmly centred on
Jesus Christ, very Gud and very man, trying to live again

His life, taught by His Spirit. The faith rested in the great

central facts of Christianity, but the power of defiuing

doctrine had not become vigorous.

No ancient writer gives a complete list of Justin's writings ; the
full.'st is th.it of Kusebius {Eccl. Hist., iv. 18). The following,
now extniit, have been aseribcd to liiin :—The two Apologies ; Dia-
Injiu icit/i the Jew Tnjpho ; A Spcccii to the Graks ,.An Address to

titf Greeks; On llic Sole Government 0/ God ; An Epislle to Diognelus

;

Fragments on t/u Jiesurrcclion
; anil other fiagnients. The follow-

ing, now extant, and attributed to Jnstin, are deemed spurious :—
IWc Kx/nsitiou of llic True Faith; Epistle to Znins and Serenns; A
Hr/iitn'ion 0/ Certain Doelrincs of Aristotle ; Questions and Ansmrs
to llic Orlhodo e ; Questions of Chri^ians to UeiUiens ; Quest ions of
Ueathens to Christiniis.

The First Aimlomj is undoubtedly genuine. It I'efci-s to the
Jewish rebellion, 131-136, and w.as probably written 133-140 a. D.

The Sceond Apolmpj wliich has ronic down to us is probably
not the second apology iiicntinucd by Eilacbius, wliirh lias been
Inst, but a pi.i tion of till; first. The aulbcnticity of llie Dtalorjiie

yiWij:rinilm has bcen^isimtod by Lange, Koch, Wcttstcit, ic,

but their arguments arc not convincing ; more interest attaches

to the question whether it is historical or written in imita-

tion of the dialogues of Plato ; the greater weight of e\"idenoe lies

on the side that it is historical. The Sjxeeh to the Greeks is probably

Justin's ; bat the weight of evidence is against the authenticity of

the remaining writings.

Editions.—Robert Stephanus, Paris, 1651; Sylburg, Heidelberg,

1593 ; Morell, Paris, 1615; Maran, Paris, 1742. The best edition

i? Otto's, 3d ed., Jena, 1876 and following years.

Good translations of Justin have appeared in the Oxford Library

of the Fatlicrs, and in Clarke's Anti-Kiccne Library.

Full information about Justin's historj' and views may be had
from Otto, De Jnstini Martijris So'iplis et Doetrina, Jena, 1841 ; aild

from Donaldson's History of Christian Literature and Voetrine,

London, 1866, vol. ii. For information about 3I3S., see Donald-
son, p. 144, and Otto's prefaces. Otto lefei-s, ii. p. xxvi. , to a
Codrx Glaseovicnsis, but this is a mistake ; the MS. referred to con-

tains the orations of an Italian humanist Justiniani. (T. M. L.

)

JUSTIN, Latin historian, called in one MS. Justinus

Frontinus, in another M. Junianus Juatinus, in others

simply Justinus, is known from his Historiarum P/iilippi-

carum Libri XLI V., a work described by himself in his pre-

face as a collection of the most important and interesting

passages from the voluminous Historice PhUippicx et totiv.s

Mundi Orirjines et Ten-as Situs, written in the time of

Augustus by Trogus Pompeius. Of Justin's personal

history absolutely nothing is known. The passage in his

preface on which was based the belief that he lived under
Antoninus Pius is spurious ; but a reference to h'm by St

Jerome fixes his date at some point before the 5th century.

The work of Trogus is lost, probably helped iuto oblivion by
the shorter compilation ; but the prolat/i, or arguments, of

the forty-four books are extant, and a few fragments of the

text are preserved by Pliny and other writers. From the

jn-otoe/i we gather that, althnugh the main theme of Trogus

was the rise and history of the Macedonian monarchy, he

yet permitted himself a freedom of digression that extended

very considerably the field of description, and makes it all

the more to be regretted that Justinus chose to write a

capricious anthology (hreve vehid Jlorura cm-pusculiim)

instead of a regular epitome of the work. As it stands,

however, Justin's history contains a large amount of valu-

able information, which but for it we might never have
possessed. The style, though far from perfect, has the

merit of clearness, occasionally even of elegance.

The cditio princeps of Justinus a^ipeared at A'enicc, 1470, folio,

from Jenson's press. An edition, folio, Konie, is referred to
1470 or 1471. The other chief editions are those of Sabellicus,

Venice, folio, 1490, 1497, and 1507; Aldus, Venice, Svo, 1522;
nongarsius, Paris, 8vo, 1581 ; Gra^vius, Leyden, Svo, 16S3; Hearne,
Oxford, Svo, 1705; Gronovius, Leyden, 1719 .and 1760 (2d ed. ni
" Variorum "-Classics) ; Frotseher, Leipsic, 8vo,.3 vols., 1827-30

;

Diibner, Leipsic, Svo, 1831 ; and Diibner .and Johanneau, Paris, 2
vols,, 1833. Translations appeared very early in the chief European
languages. There are Engli:ih versions by Goldinge, 1564; ITolland,

1606; Codrington, 1654; Brown, 1712; Bailey. 1732; Clarke, 1732;
TurnbuU, 1746; and Watson, 1853.

JL^STIN I., the elder, Roman emperor of the East

from 518 to 527, was originally a Dacian peasant; but,

enlisting under Leo I. he rose by his size and strength

to be commander of the imperial guards of Anastasius.

On the dciith of that emperor in 518, the wily Dacian,

aged sixty-eight, used for his own election to the throne a
sum of money that he had received for the support of

another candidate. Though ignorant even of the rndiments
of letters, Justin was sufficiently acute, and he was sensible

enough to entrust the administrafiim of state to his wise

and faithful qua;stor Proclus, though his own experience

dictated several improvements iu military aflfairs. An
orthodox churchman himself, he effected in 519 a recon-

ciliation of the Eastern and Western Churches, after a
schism of thirty-five years (see Hormisdas). The assassi-

nation of the orthodox general Vitalian, and the virulence

of the bloody conflicts of the "blue" and "green" factions

that convulsed the capital towards the end of JU£tia's rei^t.
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are attributed to the jealousy aud intrigues of the emperor's

nephew and successor Justinian. In 522 a war broke out

|with Persia, in which Belisarius made his first historical

appearance ; it wntinued for some years without any defi-

nite results. In 522 also Justin ceded to Theodoric, the

Gothic king of Italy, the right of naming the consuls, and

in 525 he received from that Arian monarch a deputation,

of which the pope, Joh 1 1., was compelled to be the leader,

to deprecate an edict issued by Justin in 523 agains_t all

heretics. On April 1, 527, Justin, at the request of the

senate, assumed Justinian as his colleague, and on the 1st

of the following August he died. Justin bestowed much
care on the repairing of public buildings throughout his

empire, and contributed large sums to repair the damage
caused by a destructive earthquake at Antioch.

JUSTIN II., the younger, Roman emperor of the East

from 565 to 578, was the nephew and successor of Jus-

tinian L He availed himself of his influence as master

of the palace, and as husband of Sophia, the niece of the

late empress Theodora, to secure a peaceful election. The
first few days of his reign—when he paid his uncle's debts,

administered justice in person, and proclaimed universal

religious toleration—gave bright promise, realization of

which was prevented either by his feebleness or his caprice.

The most iuiportant event -of his reign was the invasion of

Italy by the Lombards, who, entering in 508 untier Al-

boin, iu a few years made themselves masters of nearly the

entire country. The cetmmon story that they were invited

by the superseded and insulted exarch Narses,' besides

being inherently improbable, has but slender historical

foundation. Modern historians see in the event only an

evidence of the indifference of the Byzantine court to

Italy, whence little revenue could be drawn. Justin's

arrogance had insulted the embassies from the Persians and
Avars, who had come to him in the first year of his reign

;

and in 572 war broke out with the former, and in 573 with

the latter. Although he formed alUances with the Turks

of Central Asia and with the Ethiopians of Arabia in the

one case, and with the Austrasian Franks in the other,

the emperor's arms were unsuccessful in both wars. The
temporary fits of msanity into which he fell warned him
to name a colleague. Passing over his own relatives, he

raised, on the advice of Sophia, the brave general Tiberius

to be Caesar in December 574, and \yith'\irew for his

remaining years into retirement. Tiberius was advanced

to the dignity of Augustus on September 26, 578, aud
Justin died on the 5th of the following month.

JUSTINIAN I. (483-565). Flavius Anicius Jus-

tinianus, siirnamed the Great, the most famous of all the

emperors of the Eastern Roman empire, was by birth a

barbarian, native of a place called Tauresiura in the dis

trict of Dardania, a region of Illyricum,^ and was born,

most probably, on May 11, 483. His family has been

variously conjectured, on the strength of the proper names
which its members are stated to have borne, to have
been Teutonic or Slavonic. The latter seems the more
probable view. His own name was originally Uprauda.
Justinianns was a Roman name which he took from his

uncle Justin who adopted him, and to whom his advance-

ment in life was due.^ Of his early life we know nothing

except that he came to Constantiuople while still a young
iniin, and received there an excellent educatiqn. Doubt-
less he knew Latin before Greek ; it is alleged that he
always spoke Greek with a barbarian accent. When Justin

^ It is commonly identified with the modern Giustcndil, but Dskiub
(tlie ancient Skupi) has also been suggested. See Tozer, Higklayids
cf Europp.an <ru7-]cpij, ii. p. 370.

^ The naTiBb *' Uprauda " itself is said to be derived from the word
*' prauda," which in Old Slavic means "jus," "justitia," the pretii

being simply a hreathiiiij frequently attached to Slavonic names.

ascended the throne in 518 A.D., Justinian became at

once a person of the first consequence, guiding, especially

in church matters, the policy of his aged, childless, and
ignorant uncle, receiving high rank and ofiice at his hands,
and soon coming to be regarded as his destined successor.

On Justin's death in 527, having been a few months earlier

associated with him as co-emperor, he succeeded without
opposition to the throne.

His reign was filled with great events, both at home and
abroad, both in peace and in war. They may be classed

under four heads ;—(1) his legal reforms; (2) his adminifc
tration of the empire

; (3) his ecclesiastical policy; aud
(4) his wars and foreign policy generally.

1. It is as a legislator and codifier of the law that

Justinian's name is most familiar to the modern world

;

and it b therefore this department of his action that

requires to be most fully dealt with here. He found the

law of the Roman empire in a state of great confusion. It

consisted of two masses, which were usually distinguished

as old law {jus veins) and new law {jus noimm). The first

of these comprised—(1) all such of the statutes {leges)

passed under the republic and early empire as had not

become obsolete
; (2) the decrees of the senate {senalus

' eonsulta) passed at the end of the republic and during
the first two centuries of the empire

; (3) the writings of

the jurists of the later republic and of the empire, and
more particularly of those jurists to whom the right of

declaring the law with authority {jtis respondendi) had
been committed by the emperors. As these jurists had iu

their commentaries upon the leges, senatus coiistdta, and
edicts of the magistrates practically incorporated all that

was of importance in those documents, the books of the

jurists may substantially be taken as including (1) and (2),

These writings were of course very numerous, and formed
a vast mass of literature. Many of them had become
exceedingly scarce,—m.any having bf course been alto-

gether lost. Some were of doubtful authenticity. They
were so costly that no person of moderate means could

hope to.possess any large number ; even the public libraries

had nothing approaching to a complete collection. More-
over, as they proceeded from a large number of independ-

ent authors, who wrote expressing their own opinions,

they contained many discrepancies and contradictions, the

dicta of one writer being controverted by another, while yet

both writers might enjoy the same formal authority. A
remedy had been attempted to be applied to this evil by
a law of the emperors Theodosius II. and Valentinian

III., which gave special weight to the writings of five

eminent jurists (Papinian, Paulus^ Ulpian, Modestinus,

Gains) ; but it was very far from removing it. As
regards the jns vetus, therefore, the judges and practitioners

of Justinian's time had two terrible difficulties to contend

with,—first, the bulk of the law, which made it impos-

sible for any one to be sure that he possessed any thing

like the whole of the authorities bearing on the point in

question, so that he was always liable to find his opponent

quoting against him some authority for which he could

not be prepared ; and, secondly, the uncertainty of the

law, there being a great many important points on which

differing opinions of equal legal validity might be cited,

so that the practising counsel could not advise, nor the

judge decide, with any confidence that he was right, or

that a superior court would uphold his view.

The new law {jus novum), which consisted of the

cdinances of the emperors promulgated during the middle

and later empire {edicta, rescripta, mandata, decrela, usually

called by the general name of consiitntiones), was in a con-

dition not much better. These ordinances or constitutions

were extremely numerous. No complete collection of them

existed, for although two collections {Codex Gregorianut
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and Codex Hermogenianus) had been made by two jurists

in the 4th century, and a large supplementary collection

'published by the emperor Theodosius II. in' 438 (Codex

\Theodosianus), these collections did not include all the

constitutions, there were others which it was necessary

to obtain separately, but many whereof it must have been

impossible for a private person to procure. In this branch

too of the law there existed some, though a less formidable,

uncertainty ; for there were constitutions which practically,

if not formally, repealed or superseded others without ex-

pressly mentioning them, so that a man who relied on the

words of one constitution might find that it had been varied

or abrogated by another he had never heard of or on whose

sense he had not put such a construction. It was therefore

clearly necessary with regard to both the older and the newer

law to take some steps to collect into one or more bodies

or masses so much of the law as was to be regarded as

binding, reducing it within a reasonable compass, and
purging away the contradictions or inconsistencies which

it contained. The evil had been long felt, and reforms

apparently often proposed, but nothiag (except by the

compilation of the Codex Theodosianus) had been done till

Justinian's time. Immediately after his accession, in 528,

he appointed a commission to deal with the imperial con-

stitutions (,/m3 novum), this being the easier part of the

problem. The commissioners, ten in number, were directed

to go through all the constitutions of which copies existed,

to select such as were of practical value, to cut these down
by retrenching ajl unnecessary matter, and gather them,

arranged in order of date, into one volume, getting rid of

any contradictions by omitting one or other of the conflict-

ing passages.^ These statute law commissioners, as one

may call them, set to work forthwith, and completed their

.task in fourteen months, distributing the constitutions

iwhich they placed in the new collection into ten books,

in general conformity with the order of the Perpetual

Edict as settled by Salvius Julianus and enacted by
Hadrian. By this means the bulk of the statute law

was immensely reduced, its obscurities and internal dis-

crepancies in great measure removed, its provisions adapted,

Iby the abrogation of what was obsolete, to the circum-

stances of Justinian's own time. This Codex Conslitu-

tionum was formally promulgated and enacted as one great

'consolidating statute in 529, all imperial ordinances not

included in it being repealed at one stroke.

The success of this first experiment encouraged the

emperor to attempt the more difficult enterprise of simplify-

^ing and digesting the older law contained in the treatises

of the jurists. Before entering on this, however, he wisely

took the preliminary step of settling tho more important of

the legal questions as to which the older jurists had been

divided in opinion, and which had therefore remained

sources of difficulty, a difficulty aggravated by the general

decline, during the last two centuries, of tho level of forensic

and judicial learning. This was accomplished by a series

of constitutions known as the "Fifty Decisions" (Qtiinqxia-

ffinta Decisiones), along with which there were published

other ordinances amending the law in a variety of points,

in which old and now inconvenient rules had been suffered

to subsist. Then in December 530 a new commission
was appointed, consisting of sixteen eminent lawyers, of

whom the president, the famous Tribonian (who had already

served on the previous commission), was an exalted official

(quiestor), four were professors of law, and the remaining
eleven practising advocates. The instructions given to

them by the emperor were as follows :—they were to pro-

cure aid peruse all the writings of all the authorized jurists

^ ' See, for an account of ttie instructions given lo the commis.sion, tbe
Mnstitntion Hmc Qiise, prefixed to the revised Codex in the Corp-M
lurit Civilu

(those who had enjoyed the jvs respondendi) ; were to'

extract from these writings whatever was of most permanent
and substantial value, with ppwer to change the expressions

of the author wherever conciseness or clearness would be

thereby promoted, or wherever such a change was needed
in order to adapt his language to the condition of the law
as it stood in Justinian's time ; were to avoid repetitions

and contradictions by giving only one statement of the law,

upon each point ; were to insert nothing at variance with
any provision contained in the Codex Constitutionmn ; and
were to distribute the results of their labours into fifty

books, subdividing each book into titles, and following

generally the order of the Perpetual Edict.^

These directions were carried out with a speed which is

surprising when we remember not only that the work waa
interrupted by the terrible insurrection which broke out in

Constantinople in January 532, and which led to the tem»

porary retirement from office of Tribonian, but also that the

mass of literature which had to be read through consisted

of no less than two thousand treatises, comprising three

millions of sentences. The commissioners, who had for

greater despatch divided themselves into several commit-

tees, presented their selection of extracts to the emperor

ia 533, and he published it as an imperial statute on

December 16th of that year, with two prefatory constitu-

tions (those known as Omneni reipuhlicx and Dedit nobis).

It is the volume which we now call the Dir/est (Digesla) or

Pandects (Hai'SeKTai), and which is by far the most precious

monument of the legal genius of the Romans, and indeed,

whether one regards the intrinsic merits of its substance

or the prodigious influence it has exerted and still exerts,

the most remarkable law-book that the world has seen.

The extracts comprised in it are 9123 in number, taken

from thirty-nine authors, and are of greatly varying length,^

mostly only a few lines long. About one-third (in quantity)^

come from Ulpian, a very copious writer ; Paulus stands

next. To each extract there is prefixed the name of the

author, and of the treatise whe«ice it is taken.' The worst

thing about the Digest is its highly unscientific arrange-

ment. The order of the Perpetual Edict, which appears

to have been taken as a sort of model for the general

scheme of books and titles, was doubtless convenient to

the Roman lawyers from their familiarity with it, but was

in itself rather accidental and historical than logical. The
disposition of the extracts inside each title was still less

rational ; it has been shown by a modern jurist to have

been the result of the way in-which the committees of the

commissioners worked through the books they had to

peruse.* In enacting the Digest as a law book, Justinian

repealed all the other law contained in the treatises of the

jurists (thatj'jfs vetus which has been already mentioned),

and directed that those treatises should never be cited in

future even by way of illustration ; and he of course at the

same time abrogated all the older statutes, from the Twelve
Tables downwards, which had formed a part of the jxis

vetus. This was a necessary incident of his scheme of

reform. But he went too far, and indeed attempted what
was impossible, when he forbade all commentaries upon tho

Digest. He was obliged to allow a Greek translation to

be made of it. but directed this translation to be exactly

literal. :

These two great enterprises had substantially despatched

- See the constitution Deo Auctore {Cod. i. 17, 1).

' In the Middle Ages people used to cite passages by the initial

words ; and the Germans do so still, giving, however, the number of the

paragraph in the extract (if there are more paragraphs than one), and

appending the number of the book and title. We in Britain and

America usually cite by the numbers of the book, the title, and the.

paragraph, without referring to the initial words.
* SecBluhme, "Die Ordnung derFragmcnte in den Pandektentitehu.

In Savignv's Zdtschr. f. aesch, Recktsvnsaenschoft, vol. iv.

XIII. — loo
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Justiuiaa's work ; however, he, or rather Tribonian, who
seems to have acted both aj his adviser and as his chief

executive officer in all legal affairs, conceived that a third

book was needed, viz., an elementary manual for begin-

ners which should jiresent an outline of tho law iu a

clear and simple form. The little work of Gains, most

of which we now possess under the title of Commeatarii

Iiistitutionum, had served this purpose for nearly four

centuries ; but much of it had, owing to changes in

the law, "become inapplicable, so that a new manual seemed

to be required. Justinian accordingly directed Tribonian,

with two coadjutors, Theophilus, professor of law in tho

university of Constantinople,' and iDorothetir, professor ia

the great law school at Beyrout, to prepare an elementary

textrbook on the lines of Gains. This they did while

the Digest was in progress, and produced the useful little

treatise which has ever since been the book with which

students commonly begin their studies of Koman law,

the Institutes of Jtistinian. It was published as a statute

with full legal validity shortly before the Digest. Such

merits as it possesses—simplicity of arrangement, clear-

ness and conciseness of expression—belong rather to Gaius,

who has been closely followed wherever the alterations

in the law had not made him obsolete, than to Tribonian.

However, the spirit of that great legal classic seems to

have in a measure dwelt with and inspired the inferior

men who were recasting his work ; the Institutes is better

both in Latinity and in substance than we should have

expected from the condition of Latin letters at that epoch,

better than the other laws which emanate from Justinian.

; In the four years and a half which elapsed between

the publication of the Codex and that of the Digest,

many important changes had been made in the law, notably

by the publication of the " Fifty Decisions," which settled

many questions that had exercised the legal mind and
given occasion to intricate statutory provisions. It was

therefore natural that the idea should present itself of

revising the'Codex, so as to introduce these changes into it,

for by so doing, not only would it be simplified, but the

one volume would again be made to contain the whole

statute law, whereas now it was necessary to read along

with it the ordinances issued since its publication. Accord-

ingly another commission was appointed, consisting of Tri-

bonian with four other coadjutors, full power being given

them not only to incorporate the new constitutions with

the Codex and make in it the requisite changes, but also

to revise the Codex generally, cutting down or filling in

wherever they thought it necessary to do so. This work
was completed in a few months ; and in November 531,

the revised Codex (Codex repetitx jirselectionis) was pro-

mulgated with the force of law, prefaced by a constitution

(Cordi tiobis) which sets forth its history, and declares it

to be alone authoritative, the former Codex being abro-

gated. It is this revised Codex which has come down to

the modern world, all copies of the earlier edition having

disappeared.

The constitutions contained in it number 4652, the earliest dating
from Hadiian, the latest being of course Justinian's own. A few
thus belong to the period to which the greater part of the Digest
belongs, i.e., the so-called classical period of Roman law down to

the time of Alexander Severus (244) ; but the great majority are

later, and belong to one or other of the four great eras of imperial legis-

lation, the eras of Diocletian, of Constantine, of Theodosius II., and
of Justinian himself. Although this Codex Is said to have the same
general order as that of the Digest, viz., the order of the Perpetual
Kdict, there are considerable dirterences of arrangement between the
two. It is divided into twelve books. Its contents, althongli of
course of tlie utmost practical importance to the Lawyers of that
time, and of much value still. Jiistoiical as well u legal, are far less

interesting and scientifically admirable th.in the extracts preserved
in the Digest. The dilference is even gi-eater than that between the
English Reports of Cases deci^Icd since the days of Lord Holt and
tho BnjjUsli Acts of rarliaineut for the saiuc two centuries,^

The emperor's scheme was now complete. ' All tho Komnn lawj

had been gathered into two volumes of not immoderate size, and a
sntisf.ictory manual for bodnn^rs added. lint, as the appetite comes
with eating, Justinian and Tribonian liad gi-own so fond of legislat-

ing that tliey found it hard to leave off. Moreover, the very sini-'

plifications that had been so far elfected brought into view with nioro
clearness sucli anomalies or pieces of injustice as still coutinucd to
deform the law. Thus no sooner hud tlic work been rounded off

than fresh excrescences began to be created by tho publication ol

new laws. Between 534 and 565 Justinian issued a great num-
ber of ordinances, dealing with all sorts of subjects, and seriously

altering the law on many points,—the majoiity appearing before

tho death of Tribonian, which happened in 545. These ordinances
are called, by way of distinction, new constitutions, Koictlx consli'

tt'tio>ics post Cudiccm .(vtapal^btaTa!^fts), Aovcls. Although tho
emperor had stated in publishing the Codex that all further statutes

(if any) would he officially collected, this promise docs not seem to

have been redeemed. The three collections of the Xoicls which we
possess are apparently private collections, nor do we even know how
many such constitutious ^vcre pronudgated. One of the three con-
tains 163 (together with 1.3 Edicts), but some of these are by
the emperors Justin II. and Tiberius II. Another, the so-called

Epitome of Julian, contains 125 Novels in Latin ; and llie third,

tho Llhcr Authcnlieariuii or Vulgata Vcrsio, h.as 134, also in Latin.

This last was the collection first known and chiefly used in the West
during the Middle Ag^^s ; and of its 134 only 97 have been written

on by the glossalorcs or raedi.-pval commentators ; these thciefore

alone have been received as binding in those countries which recog-

nize and obey the Roman law,—according to the maxim Qiticquid

non agnoscit glossa, ncc agnoscit curia. And, whereas Justinian's con-
stitutions contained in the Codex were all issued in Latin, the rest

of the book being in that tongue, these Kovels were nearly all jnib-

lished in Creek, Latin translations being of course made for the

itse of the western provinces. Tliey are very bulky, and with tho

exception of a few, particularly tho 116th and 118th, which iuti'o-

duce the most sweeping and laudable reforms into the la\V of intes-

tate succession, are much more interesting as supplying materials

for the history of the time, social, economical, and ecclesiastical, than
in respect of any purely legal merits. They may be found printed

in any edition of the Corpus Juris Civilis.

This Corpus Juris, which bears and immortalizes Justinian's name,
consists of the four books described above :—(1) tho authorized col-

lection of imperial ordinances (Cor/fx Conslitutionum); (2) tho

authorized collection of extracts from the great jurists {Digcsta

or Pandecix)
; (3) the elementary handbook [Insiiiutioncs); (4) tho

unauthorized collection of constitutious subsenuent to the Codex
(Novcllec).

From what has been already stated, the reader will per-

ceive that Justinian did not, according to a strict use of

terms, codify the Roman law. By a codification, we under-

stand the reduction of the whole pre-existing body of law

to a new* form, the restating it in a scries of propositions,

scientifically ordered, which may or may not contain some

new substance, but are at any rate new in form. If be

had, so to speak, thrown into one furnace all the law con-

tained in the treatises of the jurists and in the imperial

ordinances, fused them down, the gold of the one and the

silver of the other, and rtfn them out into new moulds, this

would have been codification. A\Tiat he did do was some-

thing quite different. It was not codification but consoli-

dation, not remoulding but abridging. He made extracts

from the existing law, preserving the old words, and merely

cutting out repetitions, removing contradictions, retrenching

superfluities, so as immensely to reduce the bulk of the

whole. And he made not one set of such extracts but

two, one for the jurist law, the other for the sti^tute law.

He gave to posterity not one code but two digests or collec-

tions of extracts, which are new only to this extent that

they are arranged in a new order, having been previously

altogether unconnected with one another, and that here

and there their words have been modified in order to bring

one extract into harmony with some other. Except for

this, the matter is old in expression as well as in sub-

stanoa

Thus regarded, and even omitting to remark that the

Novels, never having been officially, collecteid, much less

incorporated with the Codex, mar the symmetry of the

structure, Justinian's work may appear to entitle him and

Tribonian to much less credit than they have usually
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received for it. Hut let it be observed, first, that to

reduce the huge and confused mass of pre-existing law into

the compass of these two collections was an immense
practical benefit to the empire; secondly, that, whereas the

work which he undertook was accomplished in seven years,

the infinitely more difficult task of codification might

probably have been left unfinished at Tribonian's death,

or even at Justinian's own, and been abandoned by hia

successor ; thirdly, that in the extracts preserved in the

Digest we have the opinions of the greatest legal luminaries

given in their own admirably lucid, philosophical, and

concise language, while in the extracts of which the Codex

is composed we find valuable historical evidence bearing on

the administration and social condition of the later pagan

and earlier Christian empire ; fourthly, that Justinian's

age, that is to say, the intellect of the men whose services

he commanded, was quite unequal to so vast an undertak-

ing as the fusing upon scientific priuciples into one new
organic whole of the entire haw of the empire. With
sufficient time and labour, the work might no doubt hate

been done ; but what we possess of Justinian's own legisla-

tion, and still more what we know of the general condition

of literary and legal capacity in his time, mikes it certain

that it would not have been well done, and that the result

would have been not more valuable to the Romans of that

age, and much less valuable to the modem world, than are

the results, preserved in the Digest and the Codex, of what

lie and Tribonian actually did.

To the merits of the work as actually performed some
reference has already been made. The chief defect of the

Digest is in point of scientific arrangement, a matter about

which the Komau lawyers, perhaps one may say the

ancients generally, cared very little. There are some re-'

petitions and some inconsistencies, but not more than may
fairly be allowed for in a compilation of such magnitude

executed so rapidly. Tribonian has been blamed for the

insertions the compilers made in the sentences of the old

jurists (the so-colled EniUenuUa Tiihoniani) ; but it was

a part of Justinian's plan that such insertions should" be

made, so as to adapt those sentences to the law as settled

in the emperor's time. On Justinian's own laws, contained

in the Codex and in his Novels, a somewhat less favourable

judgment must be pronounced. They, and espeoially the

latter, are diffuse and often lax in expression, needlessly

prolix, and pompously rhetorical. The policy of many,

particularly of those which deal with ecclesiastical matters,

may also be condemned
; yet some gratitude is due to

the legislator who put the law of intestate succession on
that plain and rational footing whereon it has ever since

continued to stand. It is somewhat remarkable that,

although Justinian is so much more familiar to us by his

legislation than by anything else, this sphere of his imperial

labour is hardly referred to by any of the contemporary

liistorians, and then only with censure. Procopius com-

lilains that he and Tribonian were always repealing old

laws and enacting new ones, and accuses them of venal

motives for doing so.

Tlie Corptts Juris of JiistiDian continued to be, with of course a

fc^v !iJt]itiou*i in the ordinances of succeeding emperors, the chief

law-book of the Roman world till the time of the Macedonian
<lynasty, when, towards the end of the 9th century, a new system
was prepared and issued by those sovereigrs, which we know as the

JJasilicri. It is of course written in Greek, and consists of parts of

tlie*ubstance of the Codex and the Digest, thro\ni together and often

altered in expression, together with some m: tter from the Kinds
and imperial ordinances posterior to Justinian. In the western
provinces, which had been wholly severed from the empire before

the publication of the Bnsilicn, the law as settled by Justinian
lield its ground ; but copies of the Coritys Juris were extremely
rare, nor did the study of it revive until the end of the llth cen-

tury.

The best edition of tlie Digest is that of Momnisen, Berlin,

1868-70, and of the Codex that of Krueger, Berlin, 1875-77.

2. In his financial administration of the empire, Justinian

is represented to us as being at once rapacious and
extravagant. His unwearied activity and inordinate vanity

led him to form all kinds of expensive projects, and under-
take a great many costly public works, many of them, such
as the erection of palaces and churches, unremunerativs.
The money needed for these, for his wars, and for buying
off the barbarians who threatcDed the frontiers, had to be
obtained by increasing the burdens of the people. They
suffered, not only from the regular taxes, which were seldom
remitted even after bad seasons, but also from monopolies

;

and Procopius goes so far as to allege that the emperor
made a practice of further recruiting bis treasury by con-

fiscating on slight or fictitious pretexts the property of

persons who had displeased Theodora or himself. Fiscal

severities were no doubt one cause of the insurrections

which now and then broke out, and in the gravest of

which, 532 A.D., thirty thousand persons are said to have
perished in the capital. It is not always easy to discover,

putting together the trustworthy evidence of Justinian's

own laws and the angry complaints of Procopius, what was
the nature and justification of the changes made in the civil

administration. But the general conclusion seems to be
that these changes were always in the direction of further

centralization, increasing the power of the chief ministers

and their offices, bringing all more directly under the control

of the crown, and in some cases limiting the powers and
appropriating the funds of local municipalities. Financial

necessities compelled retrenchment, so that a certain number
of offices were suppressed altogether, much to the disgust

of the office-holding class, which was numerous and wealthy,

and had almost come to look on the civil service as its

hereditary possession. The most remarkable instance of

this policy was the discontinuance of the consulship. This
great office had remained a dignity centuries after it had
ceased to be a power ; but it was a very costly dignity, the

holder being expected to spend large sums in public displays.

As these sums were provided by the state, Justinian saved

something considerable by stopping the payment, He
named no consul after Basilius, who was the name-giving
consul of the year 541 a.d.

In a bureaucratic despotism the greatest merit of a
sovereign is to choose capable and honest ministers.

Justinian's selections were usually capable, but not so often

honest
;
probably it was hard to find thoroughly upright

people
;
possibly they were not the people who would have

been most serviceable in carr}"ing out the imperial will,

and especially in replenishing the imperial treasury. Even
the great Tribonian labours under the reproach of corruption,

while the fact that Justinian maintained John of Cappadocia
in power long after his greed, his unscrupulousness, and
the excesses of his private life had excited the anger of the

whole empire, reflects little credit on his own principles of

government and sense of duty to his subjects. The
department of administration in which he seems to have

felt most personal interest was that of public works. He
spent immense sums on buildings of all sorts, on quays ond
harbours, on fortifications, repairing the walls of cities and

erecting castles in Thrace to check the inroads of the

barbarians, on aqueducts, on monasteries, above all, upon
cl irches. Of these works only two remain perfect, St

Sophia in Constantinople, now a mosque, and one of the

architectural wonders of the world, and the church of SS.

Sergius and Bacchus, now commonly called Little St Sophia,

which stands about half a mile from the great church, and
is in its way a very delicate and beautiful piece df work.

The church of San Yitale at Piavenna, though built in

Justinian's reign, and containing mosaic pictures of liim

and Theodora, does not appear to have owed anything to

his mind or puise.
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3. Justinian's ecclesiastical policy was bo compleS and

varying that it is impossible within the limits of this article

to do more than indicate its bare outlines. For many
years before the accession of his uncle Justin, the Eastern

world had been vexed by the struggles of the Monophysite

party, who recognized only one nature in Christ, against

the view which then and ever since has maintained itself

as orthodox, that the divine and human natures coexisted

in Him. The latter doctrine had triurnphed at the coun-

cil of Chalcedon, and was held by the whole Western

Church, but Egypt, great part of Syria and Asia Minor,

'and a considerable minority even in Constantinople clung

to Monophysitism. The emperors Zeno and Anastasius

had been strongly suspected of it, and the Eoman bishops

'had refused to communicate with the patriarchs of Con-

'stantinople since 484, when they had condemned Acacius

for accepting the formula of conciliation issued by Zeno.

One of Justinian's first public acts was to put an end

to this schism by inducing Justin to make the then patri-

'arch renounce this formula and declare his full adhesion

'to the creed of Chalcedon. When he himself came to the

Ithrone he endeavoured to persuade the Monophysites to

'come in by summoning some of their leaders to a con-

Iference. 'This failing, he ejected suspected prelates, and

.occasionally persecuted them, though with far less severity

than, that applied to the heretics of a deeper dye, such as

Montanists or even Arians. Not long afterwards, his atten-

tion having been called to the spread of Origenistic opinions

in Syria, ha issued an edict condemning fourteen proposi-

tions drawn from the writings of the great Alexandrian, and

caused a synod to be held under the presidency of Mennas
(whom he had named patriarch of Constantinople), which

renewed the condemnation of the impugned doctrines and
anathematized Origen himself.'* Still later, he was induced

by the machinations of some of the prelates who haunted

his court, and by the influence of Theodora, herself much
interested in theological questions, and more than suspected

of Monophysitism, to raise a heedless, mischievous, and pro-

tracted controversy. The Monophysites sometimes alleged

that they could not accept the decrees of the council of Chal-

cedon because that council had not condemned, but (as they

argued) virtually approved, three writers tainted with Nes-

torian principles, viz., Theodore of Mopsuestia, Theodoret,

and Ibas, bishop of Edessa. It was represented to the

emperor, who was still pursued by the desire to bring back

the schismatics, that a great step would havebeen taken

towards reconciliation if a condemnation of these teachers,

or rather of such of their books as were complained of,

could be brought about, since then the Chalcedonian party

would be purged from any appearance of sympathy with

the errors of Nestorius. Not stopping to reflect that in

the angry and suspicious state of men's minds he was
sure to lose as much in one direction as he would gain in

the other, Justinian entered into the idea, and put forth

nn edict exposing and denouncing the errors contained

in the writings of Theodore generally, in the treatise of

Theodoret against Cyril of Alexandria, and in a letter of

Bishop Ibas (a letter whose authenticity was doubted,

but which passed under his name) to the Persian bishop

Maris. This edict was circulated through the Christian

world to be subscribed by the bishops. The four Eastern

patriarchs, and the great majority of the Eastern prelates

generally, subscribed, though reluctantly, for it was felt

that a dangerous precedent was being set when dead authors

J

were anathematized, and that this new movement could

liardly fail to weaken the authority of the council of

Clialcedon. Among the Western bishops, who were less

disposed both to Monophysitism and to subservience, and
'especially "by those of Africa, the edict was earnestly

resisted. _^Wheuit_wa3 found that Pope VigUius did not

forthwith comply, he. was summoned to Constantinople;

Even there he resisted, not so much, it would seem, from
any scruples of his own, for he was not a high-minded

man, as because he knew that he dared not return to Italy

if he gave way. Long disputes and negotiations followed,'

the end of which was that Justinian summoned a general

council of the church, that which we reckon the Fifth,'

which condemned the impugned writings, and anathe-

matized several other heretical authors. Its decrees wer&
received in the East, but long contested in the Westera
Church, where a schism arose that lasted for seventy years.j

This is the controversy known as that of the Three Chapters

{Tria cajnhda, rpia Ke<jiaXaiia), apparently from the three

propositions or condemnations contained in Justinian's

original edict, one relating to Theodore's writings and
person, the second to the incriminated treatise of Theodoret

(whose person was not attacked), the third to the letter (if

genuine) of Ibas (see Hcfele, ConciliengeschiclUc, ii. 777).

At the very end of his long career of theological dis-

cussion, Justinian himself lapsed into heresy, by accepting

the doctrine that the earthly body of Christ was incorrup-

tible, insensible to the weaknesses of the flesh, a doctrine

which had been advanced by Julian, bishop of Halicarnassus,

and went by the name of Aphthartodocetism. According

to his usual practice, he issued an edict enforcing this view,

and requiring all patriarchs, metropolitans, and bishops to'

subscribe to it. Some, who not unnaturally held that it

was rank Monophysitism, refused at once, and were deprived

of their sees, among them Eutychius the eminent patriarch

of Constantinople. Others submitted or temporized ; but,'

before there had been time enough for the matter to be
carried through, the emperor died, having tarnished if not

utterly forfeited by this last error the reputatioil won by a
life devoted to the service of orthodoxy.

As no preceding sovereign had been so much interested

in church afifairs, so none seems to have shown so much
activity as a persecutor both of heathens and of heretics.

He renewed with additional stringency the laws against

both these classes. The former embraced a large part of

the rural population in certain secluded districts, such as

parts of Asia Minor and Peloponnesus ; and we are told

that the efforts directed against them resulted in the forcible

Ijaptism of seventy thousand persons in Asia Minor alone.

Heathenism, however, survived ; we find it in Laconia in

the end of the 9th century, and in northern Syria it has

lasted till our own times. There were also a pood many
crypto-pagans among the educated population of the capital.

Procopius, for instance, if he was not actually a pagan, was
certainly very little of a Christian. Inquiries made in

the third year of Justinian's reign drove nearly all of these

persons into an outward conformity, and their oS'spring

seem to have become ordinary Christians. At Athens, the

philosophers who taught in the schools hallowed by
memories of Plato still openly professed what passed for

heathenism, though it was really a body of moral doctrine,'

strongly tinged with mysticism, in which there was far

more of Christianity and of the speculative metaphysics of

the East than of the old Olympian religion. Justinian,!

portly from religious motives, partly because he discoun-'

tenanced all rivals to the imperial university of Constanti-

nople, closed these Athenian schools (529). The pro-'

fessors .sought refuge at the court of Chosroes, king of

Persia, but were soon so much disgusted by the ideas and'

practices of the fire-worshippers that they returned to the-

empire, Chosroes having magnanimously obtained from.

Justinian a promise, that they should be suffered to pass.

the rest of their days unmolested. Heresy proved more
obstinate. The severities directed against the MontanistSi

of Phrygia led to a furious war, in which most of the sectarieai

ptrished, while the doctrine was not extinguished.jitHarsb-
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laws provoked the Samaritans to a revolt, from whose

leffecta Palestine had not recovered wheu conquered by the

[Arabs in the following century. The Nestorians and the

lEutychian Monophysites were not threatened with such

teevere civil penalties, although their worship was interdicted,

and their bishops were sometimes banished ; but this vexa-

tious treatment was quite enough to keep them disaffected,

and the rapidity of the Mahometan conquests may be partly

traced to that alienation of the bulk of the Egyptian and

a largo part of the Syrian population which dates from
Justinian's persecutions.'

4. Justinian was engaged in three great foreign wars, two

[of them of his own seeking, the third a legacy which nearly

every emperor had come into for three centuries, the secular

strife of Rome and Persia. The Sassanid kings of Persia

ruled a dominion which extended from the confines of

Syria to those of India, and from the straits of Oman to

the Caucasus. The martial character of their population

made them formidable enemies to the Romans, whoso troops

were at this epoch mainly barbarians, the settled and
civilized subjects of the empire being as a rule averse to

war. When Justinian came to the throne, his troops were

maintaining an unequal struggle on the Euphrates against

the armies of Kobad. After some campaigns, in which
the skill of Belisarius obtained considerable successes, a

peace was concluded in 533 with Chosrocs Anushirvan,
(who had succeeded Kobad two years before. This lasted

till 539, when ChoSroes doclhred war, alleging that Justinian

had been secretly intriguing against him with the Ephtlia-

llte Huns, and doubtless moycd by alarm and envy at the

.victories which the Romans had been gaining in Italy. The
emperor was too much occupied in the West to be able

adequately to defend his eastern frontier. Chosroes
advanced into Syria with little resistance, and in 540
captured Antioch, then the greatest city in Asia, carrying

off its inhabitants into captivity. The war continued with

varying fortunes for four years more in this quarter; while

in the meantime an even fiercer struggle had begun in the

mountainous region inhabited by the Lazes at the south-

eastern corner of the BLauk Sea. When after two and
twenty years of fighting no sub.stantial advantage had been
gained by either party, Chosroes agreed in 5G3 to a peace
which left Lazica to the Rumans, but under the dishonour-

able condition of their paying thirty thousand pieces of gold

annually to the Persian king. Thus no result of permanent
importance flowed from the:.e Persian wars, except that they

greatly weakened tho Roman empire, increased Justinian's

financial embarrassments, and prevented him from prosecut-

ing with sufficient vigour his enterprises in tho West.
These enterprises ha 1 begun in 533 with an attick on

the Vandals, who were then reigning in Africa. Belisarius,

(Icspatclioil from Constantinople with a large fleet and army,
landed without opposition, and destroyed the barbarian
power in two engagements. North Africa from beyond
the straits of Gibraltar to the Syrtes became again a
Roman province, although the Moorish tribes of the
interior maintained a si)ecie3 of independence ; and part of

southern Spain was also recovered for tho empire. The
case with which so injportant a conquest had been effected

encouraged Jus-tinian to attack the Ostrogoths of Italy,

whose kingdom, though vast in extent, fur it iiicluded part
of south-eastern Gaul, Rha;tia, Dalmatia, and part of

Pannonia, as well as Italy, Sicily, Sardinia, and Corsica,

had been grievously weakened by tho death first of the
great Theodoric, and some years later of his grandson
jAthalaric, so that the Gothic nation was practically without

) ' Tor a firtler account nf the ccclesiasticil jmlicy of Justini.iu anil

its results the present writer ventures to rcl'cr to the article "Jiis-
tini.an" whiclj lie lias coutributeit to the third volume of Br Sluilh's

^DiUimarii o/ CImslian Jliiyrrcjiky. ,

a head. Justmian began tlio war in P35, tnuiipg ns Lij

pretext the murder of Queen Amalasontha, daughter of

Theodoric, who had placed herself under his protection,'

and alleging that the Ostrogothic kingdom had always

owned a species of allegiance to the emperor at Constanti-

nople. There was some foundation for this claim, although

of course it could not have been made effective against

Theodoric, who was more powerful than his supposed
suzerain. Belisarius, who had been made commander of

the Italian expedition, overran Sicily, reduced southern

Italy, and in 536 occupied Rome. Here he was attacked

in the following year by Vitigis, who had been chosen

king by the Goths, with a greatly superior force. After a
siege of more than a year, the energy, skill, and courage

of Belisarius, and the sickness which was preying on his

troops, obliged Vitigis to retire. Belisarius pursued his

diminished army uoithwards, shut him up in Ravenna,'

and ultimately received the surrender of that impregnable

city. A'itigis was sent prisoner to Constantinople, where
Justinian treated him, as he had previously treated the

captive Vandal king, with clemency. 'The imperial

admiiiisliation was established through Italy, but its

rjpacity soon began to excite discontent, and the kernel of

tho Gothic nation had not submitted. After two short

and unfortunate reigns, the crown had been bestowed on
Totila or Baduila, a warrior of distinguished abilities, who
by degrees drove the imperial generals and governors out

of Italy. Belisarius was sent against him, but with forces

too small for the gravity of the situation. He moved
from place to place during several years, but saw city

after city captured by or open its gates to Totila, till only

Ravenna, Otranto, and Ancona remained. Ju.stiuian was
occupied by the ecclesiastical controversy of the Threo

Chapters, and had not the money to fit out a proper army
and fleet; indeed, it may be doubted whether he would ever

have roused himself to the necessary exertions but for the

presence at Constantinople of a knot of Roman exiles, w ho

kept urging him to reconquer Italy, representing that witk

their help and the sympathy of the jjeojjle it would not

be a difficult enterpri-,e. The emperor at last complied,

and in 552 a powerful army was despatched under Narses,

an Armenian eunuch now advanced in life, but reputed the

most skilful general of the age, as Belisarius was the hottest

soldier. Ho marched along the coast of the Gulf of Venice,

and encountered the aimy of Totila at Tagin.T, not far

from Cesena. Totila was sluin, and the Gothic cause

irretrievably lost. The valiant remains of tho nation made
anotherstand under Teiason the Lactarian hillin Campania;
after that they disappear from history. Italy was recovered

for the empire, but it was an Italy terribly impoverished and
depopulated, whoso possession carried little strength with

it. Justinian's policy both in the Vandalic and ia the

Gothic war stands condemned by the result. The resources

of the state, which might better have been spent in defend-

ing the northern frontier against Slavs and Huns and tho

eastern frontier against Persians, were consumed in the

conquest of two countries which had suffered too much
to be of any substantial value, and which, separated by
language as well as by intervening seas, could not be per-

manently retained. However, Justinian must have been

almost preternaturally wise to have foreseen this: his

conduct was in the circumstances only what might have

been expected from an ambitious prince wlio perceived an

opportunity of recovering territories that had formerly

belonged to the empire, and over which its rights were
conceived to be only suspended.

Besides these threo great foreign wars, Justinian's reign

was troubled by a constant succession of border inroads,

especially on the northern frontier, where the various

Slavonic and Hunnish tribes who were establbhed along
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the lower Danube and on the north coast of the Black

Sea niado frequent marauding expeditions into Thrace and

Macedonia, sometimes penetrating as far as the walls of

Constantinople in one direction and the isthmus of Corinth

in another. Immense damage was inflicted by these

marauders on the subjects of the empire, who seem to have

been mostly too peaceable to defend themselves, and whom
the emperor conld not spare troops enough to protect.

Fields were laid waste, villages burnt, large numbers of

pe»ple carried into captivity ; and on one occasion the

OBpital was itself in danger.

It only remains to say sometliing regarding Justinian's personal

clmraoter and capacities, witli vcRard to wlaicn a great diversity of

opinion has existed among historians. Tbo civilians, looking on

liim as a patriarch of tlieir science, have as a rule extolled liis wis-

dom and virtues ; while ecclesiastics of the Roman Church, from

Cardinal Barnnius downwards, have been offended by his arbitrary

conduct towards the popes, and by his last la|ise into heresy, and

have therefore been disposed to accept the stories which ascribe to

him perfidy, cruelty^ rapacity, and extr.avagnnce. The difficulty of

arriving at a f.iir conclusion is increased by the i*ict that Procopius,

who is our chief authority for the events of his reign, speaks with

a very different voice in his secret memoirs (the Anraloia) from that

which he has used in his published history, and that some of the

accusations contiiiiicd in the former woik arc so rancorous and im-

probable that a certain measure of discredit attaches to everything

which it containj. The truth .seems to be that Justinian was not a

great ruler in the higher sense of the word, that is to say, ^ man of

large views, deep insight, a capacity for forming just such plans as

the circumstances needed, and carrying them out by a skilful

adaptation of means to ends. But ho was a man of considerable

abilities, wonderful activity of mind, and admirable industry. He
was interested in many things, and threw himself witli ardour into

whatever he took up ; he contrived schemes quickly, and pushed

them on with an energy which usually made them succeed when no

long time was needed, for, if a jjroject was del.ayed, there was a risk

of his tiring of it and dropping it. Although vain and full of sclf-

conhdenco, he was easily led by those who knew how to get at him,
and particulaily by his wife. She exercised over him that influence

which a stronger character always exercises over a weaker, whatever
their respective positions ; and unfortunately it was seldom a good
inllueni'c, for Theodora seems to have boen a woman who, with nil

lier brilliant gifts of intelligence and manner, had no principles and no
]iity. Justinian was ratherqnick than strong or profound; his policy

does not strike one as the result of deliberate and well-considercd

views, but dictated by the hopes and fancies of the moment. His
activity was in so far a misfortune as it led him to attempt too many
things at once, and engage in undertakings so costly that oppression

became necessary to provide the funds for them. Even his devotion

to work, which excites our admiration in the centre of a luxurious
court, was to a gi-eat extent unprofitable, for it was mainly given to

tlieological coutroverycs which neither he nor any one else could
si-ttle. Still, after making all deductions, it is plain that the man
who accomplished so much, and kept the whole world so occupied,

as Justinian did during the thirty-eight years of his reign, must
have possessed no common abilitiea He was affable and easy of
npproaeh to all his subjects, with a pleasant address ; nor does he
seem to have been, like his wife, either cruel or revengeful. "We
hiar several times of his sparing those who had conspired against
hru. But he was not scrupulous in the means he employed, and ho
v.Ms willing to maintain in jiowcr detestable ministers if only they
served him efficiently and filled his coffers. His chief passion, after

that for his own fame and glory, seems to have been for theology and
icli-ioii ; it was in this field that his literary powers exerted them-
*.ilves (foi he wrote controversial treatises and hymns), and his taste
also, for among his numerous buildings the churches are those on
which he spent most thought and money. Considering that his
hi;.il reforms are those by .which his name is mainly known to
]iosteiity, it is curious that we should have hardly any information
as to his legal knowdedge, or the share which he took in those
relbims. In person he was somewhat above the middle height,
wcll-jliaped, with plenty of fresh colour in his cheeks, and an
extraordinary power of doing without food and sleep. .He spent
most of the night in reading or writing, and would sometimes go
for a day with no food but a few fp-een herbs. Two mosaic figures
of him exist at Ravenna, one in the apse of the church of S. Vilale,
tlie other in the church of S. ApoUinare in Urbe ; but of course one
cinnot be sure how far in such a stiff material the portrait fairly
leprcscnts the original. He had no children by his marriage with
Thcodori, and did not marry after her decease. On his death,
which took place Xovembcr 14, 565. the crown nassed to his
nephew Justin if.

Aiilhrtrlii^i.— For the life of Justinian the chidf authorities arc
I'rocopius [Histcn-icc, De J^ilifciis, Anadota"! and (from 552 a.d.)

the Hislory of Agathias : the Chronicle of Johannes .\[.alal.is is also

of value. Occasional reference must be m.ule to the wiitiugb of

Jordanes and Marcellinus, and even to the late compilations of

Ccdreiius and Zonaras. The Vita Ju^thiiani of Ludewig or

Ludwig {Halle, 1731), a work of patient rcseareh, is frequently

referred to by Gibbon in his imjjortant chapters lelatiug to the

reign of Justinian. There is a Fie dc Jiutiiiicit by Isambert

(2 vols., Paris, 1856). (J. BR.)

JUSTINLA.N" II., Bhinotmetus, Eoman emperor of the

East from 685 to 695, and from 701 to 711, succeeded

his father Constantine IV., at the age of .sixteen. His

reign was unhappy both at home and abroad. He made
a truce with the Arab.?, which admitted them to the joint

possession of Armenia, Iberia, and Cyprus, while by remov-

ing 10,000 Christian Marouites from their native Lebanon,

he gave the Arabs a command over Asia Jlinor of which

they took advantage in 692 by conquering all Armenia.

In G88 Justinian was defeated by the Bulgaiians. Mean-
while the bitter dissensions caused in the church by the

emperor, his bloody persecution of the ManicIiKans, and

the insatiable and cruel rapacity with which, through his

creatures Stephanus and Tbeodatus, he extorted the means

of gratifying his sumptuous tastes, maddened his sub-

jects into rebellion. In 695 they rose under Leontius,

and, after cutting off the emperrr's nose (whence his sur-

name), banished him to Cherson in the Crimea. Leontiu.s,

after a reign of three years, was in turn dethroned and

imprisoned by Tiberius Absimarus, who next assumed the

purple. Justinian meanwhile had escaped from Cherson

and married Theodora, sister of Busirus, khan of the

Khazars. Compelled, however, by the intrigues of Tiberius,

to quit his new home, he fled to Tcrbclis, king of the

Bulgarians. With an army of 15,000 horsemen Justinian

suddenly pounced upon Constantinople, slew his rivals

Leontius and Tiberius, with thousands of their partisans,

and once more ascended the throne in 704. His second

reign was marked by an unsuccessful war against Terbelia,

by Arab victories in Asia Minor, by devastating expeditions

sent against his own cities of Ravenna and Cherson, and
by the same cruel rapacity towards his subjects. Con-

spiracies again broke out ; Bardanes, surnamed Philip-

picus, assumed the purple; and Justinian, the last of the

house of Heraclius, was assassinated in Asia Minor,

December 711.

JUTE is a vegetable fibre which, notwithstanding the

fact that it has come under the notice of manufacturing

communities only within comparatively recent times, has

advanced in importance with so rapid strides that it now
occupies among vegetable fibres a position, in the manu-
facturing scale, inferior only to cotton and flax. The term
jute appears to have been first used by Dr Roxburgh in

1795, when he sent to the directors of the East Indiii

Company a bale of the fibre which he described as " tho

jute of the natives." Importations of the substance had
been made at earlier times under the name of pal, an East

Indian native term by which the fibre continued to be

spoken of in England till the early years of the 19th

century, when it was supplanted by the name it now bears.

This modern name appears to be derived from j/iot or

jhout (Sanskrit, yAa(), the vernacular name by which the

substance is known in the Cuttack district, where the East

India Company had extensive roperies at the time Dr
Roxburgh first used the term.

The fibre is obtained from two species of CoicJiorws

(nat. ord. Tiliacese), C. capsnlaris and C. olitoriits, the

products of both being so essentially alike tliat neither in

commerce nor agriculture is there any distinction made
between them. These and various other species of

Corchorus are natives of Bengal, where they have been

cultivated from very remote times for economic purpose.^,

although there is reason to believe that the cultivation did
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fict originals ia the norfhern parts of Ir.riia. Tlio two

species cultivated for jute fibre are in all respects very

Rimilar to each other, except in their fructification and the

relatively greater, size attained by C. eavrulai-is. - The

Fio. 1.—Capsules of Jute Plants, -, Corchotnis capsularis
'i

.i-i . 6, C olitorius. - - „^^

capsules or seed-pods in the case of C. capsularis are

globular, rough, and wrinkled, while in C. oUtoriu^ they

are slender quill-like cylinders, a veiv matked dktioction,

Fio. Z.=^ore}u/nsxiiaraiei,

«5 ma; te : "ted from fig. 1, in which a anJ 5 snow the

"?;5ules ot C. c«;M!(/a)M and C- oliiorius respectively,

^ig. 2 represents a' flowering top of C. o'iVoi'iiw,
""^~

Awo tlmts are thus botaniccUy defined l—
The

I Corchcrtis mpsulnris.—Annaal ; 5-10 feet; cilyx Jc-cjjy S-clcft f

petals 5; leaves alternate, oblong, acuminate, senated, two lower

scrratures terminating in naiTow filaments ;
peiluuctes shoit ;

flowers whitish-yellow, in clusters opposite the le.aves ; capsules

globose, truncated, wrinkled, and luuncated, 5-cclled ; seeds iew

in each cell, without transverse partitions ; in addition to thij

5-partite cells, there are other 5 alternating, smaller and empty.
Cordtonis otitorius.—Anuual; 5-6 feet; erect; leaves alteiiiatc,'

ovate-acuminated, serrated, the two lower seri'atures tenninatei.

by a slender filament ; peduncles 1-2 flowered ; calyx 5-scpallcd ;

petals 5 ; capsules nearly cylindrical, 10-ribbed, 5-ceiled, 5-vaJveJ

;

seeds numerous, with nearly ^perfect transverse septa ; flowc."S

small, yellow.

Both species are cultivated in India, not only on accoiinf._

of their fibre,- but also for the sake of their leaves, which

are there extensively i)sed as a pot-herb. The u.^e ot

C. oliiorius for the latter purpose dates from very aneieni

times, if it may be identified, as some suppose, with

the mallows (0'?9) mentioned in Job xxx. 4, " ^Vho cut

up mallows by the bushes." . It is certain that the Greeks

used this plant as a pot-hefb ; and by many other natioi!3

around the shores of the Mediterraneati this use of it

was, and is still, common. Throughout Bengal the nr.me

by which the plants when used as edible vegetables are

recognized is nalitd ; when on the other hand they are

spoken of as fibre-producers it is generally under the iiame

pat. Both species are cultiva'ed, on account of the fibre

they yield, in the greater part of Bengal The ciiUivatiou

of C. capsularii is most prevalent in central and eastern

Bengal, while in the neighbourhood of Calcutta, where,

however, the area under cultivation is limited, C. pliloiiics

is principally grown. In 1872, a year which showed an
extraordinary development of the cultivation, there wert
returned 921,000 acres as under jute iu Bengal, to which
Pubna contributed 122,000, Dinajpur 117,000, and Eang-
pur 100,000 acres respectively.

Hitherto jute has not been cultivatea t-o any considerable

extent in localities other than Bengal. From remote times

it has been grown in the Hankow district of China, but

not largely. In the United States of America the cultiva-

tion of the plants has also been introduced, but it has not

made much- progress. Ilecently considerable attention has

been given to the culture of the plant in Egypt, and in

the Dundee trade report of the 23d March 1881 there

occurs the following statement :
—" Some samples of jute

grown in Egypt are being shown here. Reports on quality

are varied, but, considering it is a first attempt, on the

whole satisfactory. It proves beyond a doubt^hat Egypt
is capable of producing this material, and for the trade of

the district thisis a matter of great importance, as having

the fibre grown near at hand will enable our manufacturers

to compete more successfully in all markets .with the

Indian mills."

A hot moist climate with abundant rainfall and rich

alluvial soil appear to be the conditions most favourable

for the successful cultivation of the jute plants. The land

requires to be well tilled and abundantly manured, and,

the ground being so prepared, the general time of sowing

the seed throughout northern and eastern Bengal extends

fron about the middle of March to the end of ifay. Th(i

seed is sown broadcast on the prepared ground, the young
plants are thinned out to 6 inches apart, and the ground
carefully weeded. The stalks are ready for cutting dowa
between the middle of August and the middle of Octobers

As a rule the plants are cut down close to the root with a
kind of bill-hook or sickle, and the fibre is obtained best!

in quality when the crop is secured in the flower. It isj

however, common to allow the crop to run to seed and
even to ripen seed before cutting, a practice which rcndy3
the resulting fibre hard and woudy, thus intcnsifying^OjCa

I

of the principal drawbacks of the jute fibre.

(
The fibre is separated from the stalks by the pa«P-?
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o£ retting practised io the case of flax, hemp, &c. (see

TLiX, vol. ix. p. 294). In certain districts of Bengal it is

the practice to stack the crop for a few days previous to

retting, during which period the leaves drop off the stalks,

and otherwise the stalks themselves are thereby brought

into a condition for more rapid retting. The general

practice, however, is to tie the crop into bundles sufficient

for one man to carry, and to place these at once in water

for the purpose of retting. Pools and ponds of stagnant

water are preferred for retting where such are available,

but the process is also carried on in the water of running

streams. The period necessary for the completion of the

retting process varies much according to the temperature

and condition of the water, and may be said to occupy

from two or three days up to a month. The stalks are

examined periodically to test the progress of the retting

operation, and when it is found that the fibres peel off and

separate readily from the woody portion of the stalk, the

operation is complete, and the bundles are withdrawn. The

following is a description of the method generally practised

for separating the fibre from the stalks. "The proper

point, being attained, the native operator, standing up to

his middle in water, takes as many of the stalks in his

hands as he can grasp, and, removing a small portion of the

bark from the ends next to the roots, and grasping them

together, he strips off the whole with a little management

from end to end without either breaking stem or fibre.

Having prepared a certain quantity into this half state, he

next proceeds to wash off : this is done by taking a large

handful ; swinging it round his head he dashes it repeatedly

against the surface of the water, drawing it through towards

him so as to wash off the impurities, then with a dexterous

throw he fans it out on the surface of the water and care-

fully picks off all remaining black spots. It is now wrung
out so as to remove as much water as possible, and' then

hung up on line^ prepared on the spot to dry in the sun."

The separated fibre is then washed, san-dried, and made up
>nto hanks, and so is ready for the market. In favourable

circumstances the produce of cleaned fibre amounts, on an

average, to about 6 maunds perbeegah (13i cwts. per acre),

but official returns from various districts show differences

ranging from 5 to 26 or even 30 cwts. per acre. The
toat of cultivation also varies much in different localities.

According to the official report of Hem Chunder Kerr, it

is as much as Rs. 17 per beegah (about £2, 12s. per

acre) in Cluttagong, and as low as R. 1 (or 3s. per acre)

in Manbhum ; but such estimates are obviously of little

value, as the cultivation is carried on by the ryots without

the aid of hired labour, and' forms generally only one

among the various cultivated products of the land by
which a livelihood is obtained. Jute, however, is certainly

one of the most cheaply raised and prepared of all fibres
;

and to this fact more than to any. special excellency of

character it possesses is due its now extensive employment
as a. manufacturing staple.

The characters by which qualities of jute are judged are

principally colour, lustre, softness, strength, length, firmness,

uniformity, and cleanness of fibre. The best qualities of

jute are of a clear white yellowish colour, with a fine silky

lustre, soft and smooth to the touch, and fine, long, and
uniform in fibre. As a general rule the root ends are

harsher and more woody than the middle and upper
portions, but in fine jute this distinction is not so notice-

able as in less valuable qualities. In length the fibre varies

from 6 to 7 feet, but occasionally it is obtained to a length

of 14 feet, and, generally speaking, in proportion to the

length of the fibre is its fineness of quality. Inferior

qualities of jute are browsiish in colour and, especially at

the root ends, harsh and woody, with much adhering dark

cortical matter and other impurities. The fibre is decidedly

inferior to flax and hemp fn strength and tenacity ; and,

owing to a peculiarity in its microscopic structure, by

which the walls of the separate cells composing the fibre

vary much in thickness at different points, the single

strands of fibre are of unequal strength. Recently prepared

fibre is always stronger, more lustrous, softer, and whiter

than such as has been stored for some time,— age and

exposure rendering it brown in colour and harsh and brittle

in quality. Jute, indeed, is much more woody in texture

than either flax or hemp, a circumstance which may be

easily demonstrated by its behaviour under appropriate

reagents ; and to that fact is due the change in colour avA

character it undergoes on exposure to the air. The fibre

bleaches with facility, up to a certain point, sufficient to

enable it to take brilliant and delicate shades of dye colour,

but it is with great difficulty brought to a pure white by

bleaching. A very striking and remarkable fact, which

has much practical interest, is its highly hygroscopic

nature. While in a dry position and atmosphere it may
not possess more than 10 per cent, of moisture, under damp
conditions it will absorb up to 30 per cent, or thereby.

As already stated, its commertial distinction is based on

tne botanical species of plant from which the fibre is pre-

pared ; but in the Calcutta market a series of commercial

staples are recognized based on the districts whence tiey

are drawn, the values of which bear a pretty constant relation

to each other. These classes, in the order of quality, are :

—

(1) Uttaripd or northern jute, coming from Rangpar,

Goalpara, Bogra, and the districts north of Sirajganj;

—

for length, colour, and fineness, this is unequalled
; (2)

Deswdl or Sirajganj jute, which is valued on account of its

softness, bright colour, fineness, and strength,—in the last

characteristic it is superior to Uttariya jute
; (3) Desi

jute comes from Hooghly, Bardwan, Jessore, and the 24

Parganas; (4) Deord jute is produced in Faridpur fiild

Bakarganj,—it is a strong coarse dark and sooty fibre

used principally for rope-making. The other qualities

recognized in Calcutta are—(5) Naramganji jute irom

Dacca, a strong soft long fftre, of inferior colour; (6)

Bdhrdhadi ]\xti ixom Dacca, of fine colour and softness;

(7) Bhatial jute from Dacca, very coarse but sti'ong, and
very suitable for rope-making

; (8) Karimganji jute from'

the Mymensing district, a long, strong, and well-coloured

staple
; (9) Mirganji jute, the produce of Raugpur,

harsh and woody from over-ripeness of the stalks ; and

(10) Jangrpuri jute of Patna, a short, weak, and foxy-

coloured fibre of very inferior quality. In the European

markets these distinctions are not much remarked, traders'

marks and classification being the accepted standards of

quality and condition. Moreover, it is only the finer qual-

ities that are exported, the lower class jute being used

locally for gunny bags, ropes, &c.

At Calcutta and various other centres the jute received

from local traders is sorted, packed, and pressed into bales

of 400 lb for shipment to the English and other markets.

Woody and hard root ends, which will not press into bales,

are cut off and sold separately under the name of " cuttings."

" Jute," " cuttings," and "rejections" (the last the name
of the low-class fibre) are the three heads under which jute

fibre is entered in the trade and import lists of Western

countries.

Tht Jute Trade of Calcutta.—The importation of jute

into Europe commenced about the end of the last century,

but so recently as that period it was confused with hemp.

During the earlier years of the present century the imports

slowly increased, but, as Hem Chunder Kerr says, "the

shipments were so insignificant that little or no LO^ice was

taken of them by the custom house authorites." Since

that time a great revolution has taken place. In 1829 the

custom house assigned to jute a separate heading, in which'
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ye-ir we find the exports amounted to 496 muunds (36-1

c» t.). From that time the growth of the trade has been

up^a the whole steady and continuous, and marked by

exli aordinary progress, as will be evident from the following

table of exports, which is compiled from official sources :

—
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The g\mny bags exporteJ from Calcutta in the year 1377-78

umbeied 79,384,000 ; in 1878-79, 82,635,000 ; and in 1879-80,

92,284,000.
It will be seen that the exports of ba^s exceed the qnantity sent

into Calcutta by no less than 57,938,000 fags in 1877-78, 50,255,000

in 1878-79, and 71,796,000 in 1879-80. This is of course duo to

the large manufacture in Calcutta and the subui-bs.

The import trade of Calcutta in gunny cloth dunng the thii'i*

years referred to was in round numbers as follows :—51,000 pieci-s

in 1877-78, 70,000 in 1878-79, and 88,000 in 1879-80.

Out o£ the total supply, that of power-loom manufacture was
43,000 pieces in 1879-80, as compared with 19,000 pieces in 1878-79.

The hand-made pieces amounted to 45,000, as compared with 51,00u

in 1878-79.
The export of guuuy cloth by. sea was con.signed as follows;

—
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centage of whale oil and water, and, according to the ideas

of the person superintending, p mixture of ashes or other

ingredients, supposed to have a softening tendency. These
batches, which generally contained from 4 to 5 tons each,

were allowed to lie from twenty-fuur to forty-eight hours,

at the end of which time a slight fermentation caused by
the oil and water was induced, and the batch was<then

considered ready for the preparation process. The hand
process has now, however, been superseded by a more
speedy and economical appliance. In order to get the

fibre into that soft pliant coudition so essential to the

spinning operation, jute softeners or mangles have been

introduced. Of these machines there are various types,

but in their general outline and principle they are closely

allied to each othet. The machine consists of a double
row of fluted rollers, generally from twelve to eighteen

pairs, the one placed ou the top of the other, so that the

flutes longitudinally intersect each other. The rollers,

when the machine is in motion, have a rippling recipro-

cating action, by which means the material passing through
is rendered soft and pliant. In connexion with this

machine, and with the view of dispensing with the more
cumbrous and expensive mode of batching already described,

an apparatus is attached, and is so adjusted that the jute

on passing through the rollers receives with great precision

a proper allowance of oil and water. The quantity of oil

used varies from half a gallon to one gallon per 400 fi)

bale, and the quantity of water, according as the atmo-
sphere is dry or damp, is from 12 to 18 per cent, of the

weight of material operated on.

Such qualities of jute as retain rough and hard root

ends or " butts " require to undergo another preliminary

process termed "snipping," by which these " butts '"^are

combed out, and separated from the remainder of the

fibre ; these, being torn and split up into the form of tow,

may be so used in the subsequent preparing and spinning

operations. A good deal of jute is now prepared at Cal-

cutta by the snipping process instead of by cutting, the

butts being thereby secured in a more useful and valuable

condition.

The material, after being softened, and, if necessary,

snipped, is passed on to the assorters, whose duty is to

select the different qualities for the special uses to which
they may be applied.

Spinning.— All the subsequent processes through which

jute passes are essentially the same as those employed
in the corresponding heavy manufactures of flax (see

Linen). As in the case of that fibre, there are two dis-

tinct procasses of preparing yam, viz., by " line " spinning
and by " tow " spinning. If intended for line spinning,
the long jute fibre is cut or rather broken into lengths of
from 20 to 24 inches. It is then ready for hackling,
spreading, drawing, and roving, just as in the parallel
case of flax "line" spinning. Similarly in the tow
spinning the fibre is first submitted to the breaker card,
then the finishing card, after which it passes through the
drawing frames and the roving frame, and then, aa
" rove " or rovings, it is ready for the spinning frame

;

but, in the case of some very heavy yarn^, the material
is spun direct on the roving frame.

The weights of jute yarn are estimated by the spindle
of 14,400 yards, and the finest kinds spun are about
"2 B) yarn," i.e., yarn weighing 2 lb per spindle. The
minimum weight commonly found in the market is, how-
ever, 7 K), from which the yarn lists rise in sizes up to
40 lb, or to very much heavier weights for special pur-
poses. The ruling feature of jute is its cheapness, and the
great demand for jute manufactures arises in connexion
with rough and cheap fabrics, such as sacking and
bagging, bale covers, hessians for upholstery purposes,
&c., tarpaulings, linings, pocketings, and backing for
floorcloths, for which purpose it is woven in webs from
6 to 8 yards wide. It takes dye colours readily, which,
however, are fugitive, and as dyed yarn it is woven into
carpets, rugs, &c.; and woven and printed curtain cloths
and tapestries are also made from jute. The fibre, how-
ever, is not worthy of being woven into elaborate and some-
what costly fabrics ; and it is not likely that as a tapestry
material it will /take any permanent place. Jute also

lends itself readily to the sophistication of more-iexpensiva
fibrous materials, and is said to be employed in the
adulteration of woven silks, more especially in such as
are used for cheap ribbons, scarfs, ic. It can also be
prepared to imitate human hair with remarkable close-

ness, and advantage of this is largely taken in making
stage wigs.

Although a few jute factories have sprung up in several

localities other than Dundee throughout the United King-
dom, notably in Glasgow, Aberdeen, and Barrow-in-
Furness, and also in various parts of the Continent,
Dundee ii still the headquarters and controlling centre of

the jute trade,—even many of the Bengal factories being
owned by Dundee merchants. The following table shows-

the distribution of the trade and the number of persona
finding employment in it for the United Kingdom at the
respective dates mentioned :

—
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JUVENAL (DEcratrs Junius Juvenalis) has been

more read and admired in modern times than any other Latin

poet, with, the exception of Virgil, Horace, and perhaps

Ovid. The attraction which he has had, not for scholars,

only, but for men of letters and men of the world, is

probably due less to any intrinsic superiority of genius,—for

in genius he is not the equal of Lucretius or Catullus,

—

but to a quality of his writing to which one of the most

recent and best of his English editors has drawn attention.

"In depicting character," says Mr Lewis,^ "in drawing

scenes, even in turns of expression, he is, of all ancient

authors, the most distinctly modern." But besides this

attraction, which is due to the fact that he wrote at a time

when the interest in social life and manners had superseded

that formerly felt in the commonwealth, he has his own
peculiar value to students of antiquity. He closes the roll

of the great writers of Rome, and is the last vital represen-

tative of her national spirit and genius. It is mainly from

his representation that the picture of the social life of the

imperial city during the first cfentury of our era lives in the

imagination of the world. He is the most eflfective satirist

of Kome, not because he was the greatest writer who made
satire his theme, but because the age iu which he lived

supplied the largest material for purely satiric representa-

tion, and because his eye was fixed on the more sombre

aspects of his time to the exclusion of those happier or

more genial aspects which are reflected in the pages of

Statius, Martial, and Pliny. The first impression produced

by tjie satire of Juvenal is more powerful than that

produced by the satire of Horace, as the impression

produced by the tragical and sensational incidents of life is

greater than that produced by its ordinary course and its

lighter humours. The final verdict as to their relative

excellence need not be in accordance with the first impres-

sion, but will be determined by the abiding sense of truth

and conformity with real life which each representation

leaves upon us. But Juvenal does stand prominently out,

not in ancient literature only, but in the literature of the

world, as the typical example of a social satirist, writing

with a serious purpose. The burning indignation to which

he attributes the inspiration of his verse, and its not

unfrequent accompaniment, the "censure of a sardonio

laugh," are his distinguishing notes.

Nor is it only in respect of subject-matter and the spirit

in which that is treated, but also in respect of literary form

and style, that poetical satire finds its typical representa-

tive in JuvenaL The systematic treatment of some special

topic, the sustained rhetorical pitch, so unlike the natural

conversational manner of Horace, at which the treatment

is maintained, the strongly-drawn scenes aiid portraits

illustrative of the theme, the efi'ort to make every line

effective by point and emphasis, which distinguish some of

the great "products of modern poetical satire, have their

prototype in Juvenal. The frank communicativeness,—the

impulse to establish a confidential relation with the reader,

—wTiich made the writings of Lucilius appear to a later

generaticn like a "picture of his life" drawn by his own
hand, and which gives to the satires of Horace all the

charm of an autobiography, has altogether disappeared

from the satire of Juvenal, and given place to an attitude

almost as impersonal as that assumed in the letters of

Junius. And this is the attitude which modern poetical

satire for the most part maintains. It commands respect

by the boldness and incisiveness of its assaults on classes

and individuals, or it gains popularity by gratifying the

natural love of detraction, but it leaves to the prose essayist

and the novelist the humaner part of acting oh the reader
through his sympathies.

* D. Jiinii Juvenalis Sitirx, ivith a literal English 2>^ose _transla-

turn cr.d notes, by John Delaware Lewis, M.A.

This absence from the writings of Juvenrl of that

personal element which played so large a part in the satires

of Lucilius and Horace forces us to depend almost entirely

on external evidence for our knowledge of his life. And
our available external evidence is unfortunately very meagre
and untrustworthy. After reviewing it all and reading it

as far as possible by light derived from his own writings,

we shall have to acknowledge that we know very little with
certainty of his career, that the impression we form of his

character and associations is indistinct and perhaps fallaci-

ous, and that even the indications which seem to fix the date

of the composition of various satires may be misleading.

Still, in order to read his writings with full profit and
pleasure, we must try to bring ourselves in thought as near

to the writer as our knowledge admits of. The ideal

presentation of human life and character in an epic poem
or drama bears its own evidence of its truth. It either

conforms to, or fails to conform to, what the imagination

conceives of the capabilities of human nature. In read-

ing the realistic representation of an exceptional phase of

society, we wish to know whether the painter of it was,

from his position, likely to have seen and understood it,

whether his object was to describe it as he saw it, and
whether he was a man capable of judging it reasonably and
candidly.

A brief account of Juvenal's bfe, varying considerably

in some of its details, is prefixed to the different MSS. of his

works. But the original on which these various versions

of the life are founded cannot be traced to Suetonius or

to any competent authority, and some of the statements

contained in it are intrinsically improbable. According

to the form prefixed to the most valuable of the MSS.,
" Juvenal was the son or ward of a wealthy freedman ; he

practised declamation till middle age, not as a professional

teacher, but as an amateur, and made his first essay in

satire by writing the lines on Paris, the actor and favourite

of Domitian, now found in the seventh satire (line 90
sq.):—

Quod nou dant procercs, dabit bistrio,' &c.

Encouraged by their success, he devoted himself diligently

to this kind of composition, but refrained for a long time

from either publicly reciting or publishing his verses.

When at last he did come before the public, his recita-

tions were attended by great crowds and received with the

utmost favour. But the lines originally written on Paris,

having been inserted in one of his new satires, excited the

jealous anger of an actor of the time, who was a favourite of

the emperor, and procured the poet's banishment under the

form of a military appointment to the extremity of Egypt.

Being then eighty years of age, he died shortly afterwards

of grief and vexation." In one account the time of his

banishment is said to have been the last years of Domitian
;

in another he is said to have been appointed to a command
against the Scots by Trajan, in another to have died in

exile in the reign of Antoninus Pius, and in another to

have died of a broken heart on his return to Kome, because

he found his friend Martial was no longer there. One
account even makes Claudius the author of his banishmentJ

In several Aquinum is mentioned as his bjrthplace, and in

one he is said to have been born in the time of Claudius.'*

Some of these statements are so much in consonance

with the indirect evidence afforded by the satires that

they might almost be supposed to be a series of conjectures,

based upon them. The rare passages in which the poet

speaks of his own position, as in satires xi. and xii., indicate

that he was in comfortable but moderate circumstances.

We should infer also that he was not dependent on any
professional occupation, and that he was separated in social

station, and probably too by tastes and manners, from the

higher class to which Tacitus and Pliny belonged, as ho
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Vas by cuaracter troru the new men wQo rose to wealth by

servility under the empire. Juvenal is no organ of the

pride and dignity, still less of the urbanity, of the cultivated

representatives of the great families of the republic. He
is the champion of the more sober virtues and ideas, and

perhaps the organ of the rancours and detraction, of an

educated but depressed and embittered middle class. The
literary representative of such a class might well be found,

in the heir of a weli-to-do freedman, born and bred in a

provincial town, too independent both in position and

character to become permanently a hanger-on of the great,

and perhaps too ungracious in manner and uncompromising

in speech to mix easily with the class which inherited the

'aristocratic and courtly traditions of Roman literature.

The statement that he was a trained and practised declaimer

is confirmed both by his own words (i. 16) and by the

rhetorical mould in which his thoughts and illustrations

are cast. The allusions which fix the dates when his satires

first appeared, and the large experience of life which they

imply, agree with the statement that he did not come
before the world as a professed satirist till after middle age.

i The statement that he continued to write satires long

before he gave them to the world accords well with the

nature of their contents and the elaborate character of their

composition. They are not the expression of some passing

impulse, but seem to sura up the experience of a lifetime.

They have indeed the freshness of immediate impressions,

but they are so combined as to show that they have been

long brooded over before assuming their final form. And
that he was known as a writer of satires for -years before

the publication of any of themiti their present form might
almost be inferred from the emphatic but yet guarded

statement of Quintilian in his Short summary of Roman
literature. After speaking of the merits «f Lucilius, Horace,

and Persius as satirists, he adds, " There are, too, in our

own day, distinguished writers of satire whose names will

be heard of hereafter" (Inst, Or., x. 1, 94). There is no
Koman writer of satire who could be mentioned along with

those others by so judicious a critic, and whose names have
been heard of in after times, except Juvenal.

The motive which a writer of satire must have had for

secrecy under Domitian is sufficiently obvious ; and the

necessity of concealment and self-suppression thus imposed
upon the writer may have permanently afl'ected his whole
manner of composition.

So far the various authors of these lives have followed

a probable and consistent tradition. But when we come
to the story of the poet's exile, they are at variance both
with probability and with one another. Some apparent
eoufirmation is given to the tradition by the lines of a poet

of tliB 5th century, Sidonius ApoUinaris :

—

*' isec qui consimili deinde casu
Ad vuigi tenuem strepentis auram
Irati fuit bistvion'.s exul.''

There is no reason to doubt that these lines refer to

Juvenal, but they only prove that the original story- from
which all the varying lives are derived was generally

believed before the middle of the 5th century of our era.

If Juvenal was banished at the age of eighty, the author

of his banishment could not have been the " enraged actor
"

in reference to whom the original lines were written, as

Paris was put to death in 83, and Juvenal was certainly

writing satires long after 100 a.d. The satire in which the

lines now appear was probably first published soon after the

accession of Hadrian, when Juvenal was not an octogenarian

but in the maturity of his powers. The cause of the poet's

banishment at that advanced age could not therefore have
been either the original compositior. or the first publication

of the lines. But it has been conjectured that the anger
of another actor, a favourite of the emperor, may have

been excited by a later application of them on some public

occasion, and that the poet was punished for this unfortu-

nate revival of lines which had never been intended for the

person who resented them. Against this conjecture, based

on a number of confused, uncertain, and contradictory

traditions, we have to weigh the intrinsic improbability of

the story. An expression in eat. xv. 45 is quoted as a
proof that Juvenal had visited Egypt. He may have done
so as an exile or in a military command ; but it seems
hardly consistent with the importance which the emperors
attached to the security of Egypt, or with the concern'

which they took in the interests of the army, that these

conditions were combined at an age so unfit for military,

employment. If any conjecture is warrantable on so

obscure a subject, it is more likely that this temporary
disgrace may have been inflicted on the poet by Domitian.'

Among the many victims of Juvenal's satire it is only,

against him and against one of the vilest instruments of

his court, the Egyptian Crispinus, that the poet seems to

be animated by personal hatred.^ A sense of wrong suf-

fered at their hands may perhaps have mingled with the

detestation which he felt towards them on public grounds.

But if he was banished under Domitian, it must have been
either before or after the year 93 a.d., at which time, as we
learn from an epigram of Martial, Juvenal was in Rome-
The whole story may be ranked with the tradition of the

love potion which is said to have maddened Lucretius, as

one resting on such slight evidence as to admit neither of

confirmation nor rafutation.

More ancient and apparently more authentic evidence

of the position filled by Juvenal during some period of his

life has been recovered in recent times, in the form of an
inscription found at Aquinum, recording, so far as it can

be deciphered, the dedication of an altar to Ceres, by
Junius Juvenalis, tribune of the first cohort of Dalmatians,

"duumvir quinquennalis," and " flamen Divi Vespasiani."

The ternls of this inscription, when read along with one of

the few passages in the satires in which Juvenal distinctly

speaks of himself (iii. 318 sq.)—

** Et quotiens te

Roma tuo refici properantem reddet Aquino,
Me quoque ad Helvinam Cererem restiamque "Dianam
Converto a Cuinis : satii-arum ego, ni pudet Lilas,

Auditc- gelidos veniam caligatus iu agi-os
—

"

leaves little doubt that the author of the inscription was
either the poet himself or some member of his family, of

w+iose exinteuce we have no other indication. If then, as

is most probable, Juvenal is himself the author of it. we
learn that he did hold, at one peuod of his life, a post of

military rank, cue of municipal importance in his native

town, and a priesthood of the deified Vespasian. But to

v;'iat period of his life does this tablet bear evidence?

The fact that he filled the position of " duumvir quinquen-

nalis " shows that he was a man of influential position in

the municipiuin, but the office was only held for a year,

—

the year apparently in which the census was take.i at

Rome,—and its tenure "does not imply .any prolonged

absence from the metropolis , The .satire.', though they

indicate an occasional preference for the simpler life of the

country towns, are the product not of leisure in the pro-

vinces but of immediate and intimate familiarity with the

life of the great city ; and an epigram of Martial, written

at the time when Juvenal was most vigorously employed

in their composition, speaks of him as settled in Rome.
It is possible, but not likely, that he may have retired to

his native town in the latter years of his life, and that the

last book of his satires (xiiL-xvL), which contains no im

' Fdr the possible connexion of CrispinuB with Javenal's-banis^

ment compare Mayor, vol. ii. p. 421.
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mediate references to Rome, and is written in a less an^ry

mood than the earlier ones, may be the work of this retire-

ment, iind that it may have been during that time that tie

filled this oiBce. On the other band, it was by Domitian

that the worship of Vespasian was established with especial

sanctity, and it may be doubted whether a priesthood

instituted in his honour would be recorded as a title of

dignity late on in the reign of Hadrian. The lines already

quoted from satire iii. imply that during his early career

as a satirist Juvenal maintained his connexion with

Aquinum, and that he had some special interest in the

worship of the " Helvinian Ceres." Nor is the tribute

to the national religion implied by the dedication of the

altar to Ceres inconsistent with the beliefs and feelings

expressed in the satires. While the fables of mythology

are often treated contemptuously or humorously by him,

other passages in the satires clearly imply a conformity to

and even a respect for the observances of the national

religion.^ The spirit of Juvenal, which sought for a

standard of right action rather in the old Roman and

.Italian traditions than in the tenets of philosophy, would
incline him to symp.athize with the revival of religious

observance and also of a kind of belief in divine agency on

human affairs, which accompanied the establishment of the

empire. The evidence as to the military post filled by him
is curious, when taken in connexion with the confused

tradition of his exile in a position of military importance

;

and there appears to be some further evidence that the

cohort of which he was tribune was quartered in Britain.

But it cannot be said that the satires bear traces of

military experience. The life described in them is such as

would present itself to the eyes of a civilian, and would be

talked about and commented on at the dinner tables and
in the clubs, baths, theatres, and places of public resort io

the great metropolis.^

The only other contemporary evidence which affords a

glimpse of his actual life is contained in three epigrams of

Martial. Two of these (vii. 24 and 91) were written in

the time of Domitian, the other (xii. 18) early in the reign

of Trajan, after Martial had retired to his native Bilbilis.

The first of these epigrams, addressed to some backbiter

who had endeavoured to embroil the two friends with one

another, attests the strong regard which Martial felt for

him ; but the subject of the epigram seems to hint that

there may have been something suspicious or uneasy in the

temper of the satirist, which made the maintenance of a

steady friendship with him difficult. In the second of

these epigrams, addressed to Juvenal himself, the epithet

"facundus" is applied to him, one which might equally
be employed whether he was best known at the time as a

"Writer of poetic satires or as an eloquent rhetorician. In
the last Martial imagines his friend wandering about dis-

contentedly {inijidetus) through the crowded streets of

Rome, and undergoing all the discomforts incident to

attendance on the levees of the great :

—

" Dum per liniina te potentiorum
Sui].atri.i; toga ventilat."

Two lines in the poem (22-3) suggest that the satirist,

who has inveighed with just severity against the worst
corruptions of Roman morals, was not too rigid a censor
of the morals of his friend. Indeed, his intimacy with
Martial is a ground for not attributing to him exceptional
strictness of life.

The additional information as to the poet's life and cir-

<;umstances derivable from the satires themselves is not

' See especially xiii. 3-16,
* Comp. i. 145, "It nova nee tristis per cunctas fabula ceuas";

ai. 3 sq.—
" OiiinN loiivictus, thermiE, stationes, omiii; tlieatrum

De Katilo."

important. He tells us what might easily be inferred from

the number of allusions to the Greek and Latin poets con-

tained in his satires, that he had enjoyed the training which
all educated men received in his day (i. 15) ; he indicates,

aa was mentioned above, his connexion with the old Volscian

town Aquinum ; he speaks of his farm in the territory of

Tibur (xi. 64), which furnished a young kid and moun-
tain asparagus for a homely dinner to which he invites a

friend during the festival of the Megalesiaca. In the satire

in which this invitation is contained, and in one or two more

of the later ones, he seems partially to remove the mask
which he wears in the earlier and more directly aggressive

satires. From it we are able to form' an idea of the style

in which he habitually lived, and to think of him as enjoy-

ing a hale and vigorous age (line 203), and also as a kindly

master of a household (159 sq.). The negative evidence

afforded in the account of his establishment, and the bitter

tone in which his friend is reminded of his domestic un-

happiness (186-9), suggest the inference that, like Lucilius

and Horace, Juvenal had no personal experience of either

the cares or the softening influence of family life. A
comparison of this poem with the invitation of Horace to

Torquatus {Ep., i. 5) biings out strongly the differences

not in urbanity only but in kindly feeling between the

two satirists. It reminds us also of how much less we
know of the one poet than of the other, and of how
shadowy a personage the Persius of the one is as contrasted

with the Torquatus of the other.

An excoUeut critic of Latin literature, M. Gaston Boissier, has

drawn from the indications aflorded of the career and character of

the persons to wliom the satires are addressed most unfavour-

able conclusions as to tlic social circumstances and associations of

I

Juvenal. If we believe that the Trebius, Postuinus, Ponticus,
' Nsevolus, Pcrsicus, of the satires were real peo[ile, with whom
Juvenal lived in intimacy, we slioidd conchiJe that he was most
unfortunate in his associates, and tliat his own relations to them
were marked rather by outspoken fiankness than civility. But
these personages seem to be more "noniinis umbros " than real

men ; they serve the purpose of enabling tlie satiiist to aim his

blows at one particular object instead of declaiming at large. Tliey

have none of the individuality and traits of personal character

discernible in the Damasippus or Trebatius o( Horace's satires, or

the Jnhus Florus, the Torquatus, the Celsus, tlic Fuscus, the

BuUatius, &c., of the epistles. It is noticeable that, wliile Juvenal

writes of the poets and men of letters, Statins, Saleius Bassus,

Quintilian, &c., of a somewhat earlier time, as if they were still

living, he has no reference to the career or re])utation of his friejul

Martial, and that he is equally silent about the two illustrious

writers who wrote their works during the years of his own literary

activity,—the younger Pliny and Tacitus. It is equally noticeable

that among the many cultivated and estimable men and women who
are brought before us in the correspondence of the former of these

writers the name of Juvenal does not appear.

We feel on more certain ground in endeavouring to de-

termine the times at which the satires were given to the

world. But these do not in all cases coincide with those at

which they were written and to which they immediately

refer. Thus the manners and personages of the age of

Domitian often supply the material of satiric representa-

tion, and are spoken of as if they belonged to the

actual life of the present,^ while allusions even in the

earliest show that, as a finished literary composition,

it belongs to the age of Trajan. The most probable

explanation of these discrepancies is that already hinted

at, viz., that in their present form the satires are the

work of the last thirty years of the poet's life, while

the first nine at least, the most powerful and most

characteristic among them, not only reproduce the im-

pressions of his earlier manhood, but may have preserved

with little change passages written and perhaps familiarly

kBown in his own literary circles during this earlier time.

3 This is especially noticeable in the seventh satire, but it applies

also to the mention of Crispinus, Latinus, the class of delatores, &c.,

in the first, to the notice of "N'ciento in the third, of Rubellius Blan-

dus la the t'lgUtb, of Gallicus in the thirteeuth, &c.
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iTliis seems more probable than that he should have usea

such famous names as those of Statius and Quintilian to

eigiiify Bome poet or rhetorical professor of a later time
;

although probably like Horace he may have availed himself

either of false names, or names belonging to a former time,

for his satiric nomenclature. The combination of the

impressions, and, perhaps of the actual compositions, of

different periods also explains a certain want'of unity and
continuity found in some of them.

TIicic is no reason to doubt tli.nt the sixteen satires whicli we
^jossi'ss wi-ri- given to the world in the order in whiell we find them,
Mild that they were lUvided, as they are icferred to in the ancient

gi^liiniiiiians, into live books. A minute examination of the various

Batiivs coni[)Osiiiy these books enabhs u.s to I'urni .it least a probable

cohjeetui-c as to ihe iutcrvaN at which tlicy ni'jieaicd, and to con-

ceive tlic cimnges of mood throurfh which the poet p.-\ssed during
these intervals. Dook 1 , enibiacing tlie hrst Hvc satires, is written

la the freshest vigour of the author's powei-s, and is animated with
till strongest hatred of Doniitian. 'J'jie iiublication of this book
belongs to t lie e.nvly years of Trajan. The mention of the exile of

Marias (49) shows that it was i!0t publfslied beibre the year 100
A.n. lu the second satire, the lines 29 stj.,

•'QunlU ernt nupCLtrnfiico polluliis nduUe
Concubilii,

'

fihoiv that the memory of one of the fonlesl sc.indals of the reign of

Uondtian was still fiesh in the niinds of men. The third s:itire,

imitated by Johnson in his Loticloit, pie.seats such a I'icture as lioaie

may have offered to tile .satnist at any time in tlie 1st century of

oar era ; bat it was ander the worst emperors, Kero and Doniitian,

tint the ni Ls of flattei^rs and foreign adv'ciiturei> were most success-

ful, .and that such scenes of violence as that rlescribed at 277 sg. were
most liki'ly to occur ,* while the mention of Veiento (185) as still

enjoying iniliipnce is a distinct refcreocc to the court of Domitiaii.

The foailh, uiiich alone has any political significance, and rellects

on the p]ii]ieror as a frivolous tlitler rather than as a monster of

last and cnu-lty, is the reproduction of a real or imaginary scene
troni the icigii of Doniitian, and LS nniinalcd by the profouiidest

ticoia and loathing both of the tyrant himself and of the worst
instruiiients of Ins tyranny. The hftli is a social jaetilre of the
ihgr.id.itioii to which [wxir guests were exposed at the baliqaets of

the rich, hut many of tie* epigrams of Slartial and the more sober
evitlence of one of riiny's letters show that the picture ['aiiited by
.fuvcnal, tliongh pel haps exaggerated in colouring, was dra\sa from
a stite of so( iety prevaicut ilnriiig and imniedintely subse([ucnt
to tlio times ol DiimiliaiL- The second book contains the most
elabHjrate of the satires, that which by many critics is regarded as
the iioet's mastcriiicee, the fimous sixth satire, directed against the
whole feiii.iJe sex, which shares with Domitian and his creatures the
most cheiishcd place ia tlie jioet's natipathies. It shows certainly
no diniinalioii of vigour cillicr in its representation or its invective.
Kit is desirable that sucli a subject should be treated in the spirit

ia which .lavenil luis tieatcj it, it maybe j-egartled .as foitunate
that it has been done once for all with such jiowcr, with such free-

dom finin the n-stniints ini]ioscd either by moilcsty or hunlanit^',

Olid with, am-aielitly, such inliinate knowlcilgc, th.it no wiiter of
later .ages lias attempted to rival it. The time at which this
satiie w.is comjioscd eoai.ot be fixed with certainty, but some alla-

sioiit (lines 502, 407-11, 205, 555') render it highly probable that
it was given ty tlio world ia tlio later yeai-s of Trajan, and before
the accession of Hadrian. Thedate of the jiublicatiou of Book HI.,
containing the seventh, eighth, and ninth satires, seems to be fixed
by its o^icinng line "Ltspes et ratio studioram in Cxsare tHutum,"
to the hist ycai-3 after the .recession of Hadrian. If the seventh
satire stood alone, wo niiglit, from the notices of Statius, Quintilian.
&c., regard it aa probably belonging to the age of Doniitian ; nor
is it unlikely that much of it was Vxitten then, and that the con-
dition of poets and men of letters there described, with more of
fellow-feeling than is npp.irent in most of his satires, is drawn from
the lile at Home with which the poet was firat familiar. But it is

iaconceivable that the complimentary language niipliedto "Cajsar"
in the opening lines coald have been meant for Domitian ; and tlio

new hoiK-a whicli ore held oat for the neglected race of jwets would
natnrallj be suggested by the change from the rule of a gieat
soldier, whose thoughts were chiefly bent on foreign conrjuest, to
that of an accompli^ied lover of iirt, like Hadrian. In the eighth
natire another relerencc is made (line 120) to the misgoveinmeiit of
Marias in Africa as a recent event {niiper), and at line 51 there
may bo an allusion to the Eastern wars that occupied the last years

' C/. Tacitus, Annah, xiii. 25.

' Pliny's reniarka on the vulgarity as well as the ostentation of his
host imply that he regarded such behaviour as exceptional, at least ia
ihe circle in which lie himself lived [.Ej}^ ii. 6).

'See Hi Lems's edition, p. 317.

ol TrajHii's reign. - the nintn ras no allusion to aetermineils date,
but it is written with the same outspoken freedom as the second and
the sixth, and belongs to the period when the poet's power was most
vigorous, and his exposure of vice most uncompromising. - In the
fourth book, comprising the famous tenth, the eleventh, and tlio

twelfth satires, the author appears more as a moralist tlian as a pure
satirist. In the tenth, the theme of the " vanity of human wishes "

is illustrated by great historic instances, rather than' by pictures of
the men and manners of the age ; and, though the declamatorv
vigour and power of expression in it are occasionally as great as
ill the earlier satires, and although touches of his saturnine humour,
and especially of his misogyny, appear in all the satires of this book,
yet their general tone shows th.at the white heat of his indigna-
tion is abated ; and the lines of the eleventh, already referred to
(199 S2.),

*' Spectent juvenes quos cMmov et Budax
Sponsio, quos cuirie decet ascedisse pedis •

Kostra blbnt vcrnuni contracta cullcula solem,"

leave no doitht that he was well advanced in years when they were
written.

Two important dates are fonnd in the lost book, comprising satire"!

xiii.-xvi. At xiii. 16 Juvenal speaks of his fiiend L'niviuus
"as now past sixty years of age, having been born iu.the consal-
ship of Fonteius."-' There was a C. Konteius C'apito consul in
59 A.T).. and L. Fonteius Capito in 67. If it is accepted that
the different books of the satires appeared at dilferent intervals,
that the third book was given to the world after Hadrian's return
to Home (118 A.D.). and that some time must have elapsed h-tween
the appearance of the third and fourth books, and aj,-ijin between
that of the fourth and fifth, the date referred to must be the latter
of these, and thus the fifth and last book could not have been pub-
lished till alter the year 127 A.D. Again at xv. 27 an event is said
to have happened in Egypt " naper console Junco," for which some
editions read "Juuio." There was a Junius consul in 119 a.d.
Even if he were the person referred to, the word nvper (as at ii. 29,
viii. 120) might Hell indicate a date of some ten or twelve years
earlier than that of the composition of the satire. Recent investi-
gations, however, make out that there was a L. jEmilius Juncus
consul suft'cctns in 127 A.D. (see Mayor's note on the passage).
The fifth book must therefore have been published some time after*

this date. More than the fourth, this book bears the marks of age,
both in the milder tone of the sentiments expressed, and in the
feebler power of composition exhiljited. The last satire is left
incomplete, and the authenticity both of it and of the fifteenth has
been questioned, though on insuflicient grounds.

The general conclusion arrived at is that the satires

were published at different intervals, and for the most part,

composed, under Trajan and Hadrian, between the years
100 and 130 a.d., or a year or two later, but that the
most powerful in feeling and viWd in conception among
them deal with the experience and impressions of the reigu
of Domitian, occasionally recall the memories or traditions
of the times of Nero and Claudius, and reproduce at least

one startling page from the annals of Tiberius. ^ The same
overmastering feeling which constrained Tacitus {A(p-ic., 2,

3), when the time of long endurance and silence was over,
to recall the "memory of the former oppression," acted upon
Juvenal. There is no evidence that these two great writers,
who lived and wrote at the same time, who were animated
by the same hatred of the tyrant under whom the best
years of their manhood were spent, and who both felt most
deeply the degradation of their times, were even known
to one another. They belonged to different social circles
Tacitus to that of the highest official aud senatorial class,

Juvenal apparently to the middle class and to that of the
struggling men of letters ; and this difference in position bad
much influence in determining the different bent of their
genius, and in forming one to be a great national historian,
the other to be a great social satirist. If the view of the
satirist is owing to this circumstance more limited in some
directions, and his taste and temper less conformable to

* FricdUnder supposes that, as Juvenal has hitherto atldressed
Calvinus in the second person, the " hie " refers to himself, and that
in the words " Fonteio Consule natus " we have the date of the poet's
owu birth. But elsewhere we fiud the poet clianging suddenly from
the 9-cond to the third person when there can be no doubt that they both
refer to the same individual, e.r/. (v. 18)

—

" Votoniiii soramal quid ulfra
QuKria? habsl Ticbiu3. propter quod," Ac

= X. 56-107.
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the best ancient standards of propriety, he is also saved by it

from prejudices to which the traditions of his class exposed

the historian. But both writers are thoroughly national

in sentiment, thoroughly masculine in tone. No ancient

authors e.'cpress so strong a hatred of evil. None of the

other cojitemporary writers share this feeling. Pfiny has

the natural repugnance of a gentleman and honourable man
to coarseness and baseness ; but he liked to live with people

of tastes and manners congenial to his own, and to see as

little as possible of the corruption which existed under the

surface of society. Martial, as a foreigner living in Rome,
endowed with a lively observation and a keen capacity for

pleasure, enjoyed whatever was enjoyable in the life around

him, found in its excesses and perversions materials for his

wit, and, after Hatteriiig the worst of the emperors assidu-

ously through all his career, was ready with impartial

sycophancy to flatter one of the best. The peculiar

greatness and value of both Juvenal and Tacitus is that

they did not shut their eyes to the evil through which they

had lived, but deeply resented it,— the one with a vehement

and burning passion, like the "saeva indignatio " of

Swift, the other with perhaps even deeper but more

restrained emotions of mingled scorn and sorrow, like

the scorn and sorrow of Jlilton when "fallen on evil days

and evil tongues." The wickedness of the age brought out

more strongly than at any previous time the opposition

between good and eviL The idea of conscience, as the

connecting bond between religion and morality, appears in

greater prominence in Tacitus and Juvenal than in any

other ancient writers.

There is a criticism of an eminent living writer' to the

effect that the secret of Juvenal's concentrated power

consisted in this, that he knew what he hated, and that

what he did hate was despotism and democracy. But it

would bo hardly true to say that the animating motive of

his sat re was politicaL It is true that he finds the most

typical examples of lust, cruelty, levity, and weakness in

the emperors and their wives,—in Domitian, Otbo, Nero,

Claudius, and Messalina. It is true also that ho shares

in the traditional idolatry of Brutus, that he strikes at

Augustus in his mention of the "three disciples of Sulla,"

and that he has no word of recognition for what even

Tacitus acknowledges as the beneficent rule of Trajan, So

too his scorn for the Roman populace of his time, who
cared only for their dole of bread and the public games, is

unqualified. But it is only in connexion with its indirect

effects that he seems to think of despotism ; and he has no

thought of democracy at all. It is not for the loss of

liberty and of the senatorian rule that he chafes, but for

the loss of the old national manliness and self-respect, alike

in the descendants of "the Latian boors'"^ and in the

representatives ot the .(Emilii and the Fabii. There is no

more grandly imaginative passage in all his satires than

that in which he evokes the ghosts of those who died at

Cremera and Cannse (ii. 153 sq.) to shame the degener-

ate debauchees of his own time. While we feel that

we know little or nothing of his career, while we may
imagine that personal disappointment may have supplied

some of the gall in which his pen is dipped, and may doubt

whether his own life and associations would have justified

him in acting as a severer censor on what most Romans
regarded as permitted indulgences than Lucilius and

Horace, we cannot doubt that both his intellect and

character were of a most masculine strength, and that his

hatred for all that corrupted the old national character and

enfeebled the national intellect was sincere and consistent.

This feeling explains his detestation of foreign manners and

superstitions, his loathing not only of inhuman crimes and

^ Mr Swinijurne.

' UuJe uel'as tan turn Latus pasteiibus ,u. 127).

cruelties but of such derelictions from self-respect as tha'

appearance of a Roman nobleman on the arena or even the

more harmless indulgence of a taste for driving, his scorn

of luxury and of art as ministering to luxury, his mockery,

of the poetiy and of the stale and dilettante culture of his

time, and perhaps, too, his indifi'erenco to the schools of

philosophy and his readiness to identify all the professors

of stoicism with the. reserved and close-cropped puritans,—^

' Jiaius sermo illis ct n:ulta libido tacuncli

Adijue siipeicilio brcvior coma," ^—
who concealed the wor^fvices under an outward appearancoj

of austerity. The great fault of his character, as it appears

in his writings, is that he too exclusively indulged this

mood. It is much more difficult to find what he loved

and admired than what he hated. But it is characteristic

of his strong nature that, where he does betray any sign of

human sympathy or tenderness, it is for those who by theif

weakness and position are dependent on others for their

protection,—as for " the peasant boy with the little dog,

his playfellow,"* or, for "the home-sick lad from the

Sabine highlands, "who sighs for his mother whom he has

not seen for a long time, and for the little hut and the

familiar kids.^' ^

If Juvenal is to be ranked as a great moralist, it is not

for his greatness and consistency as a thinker on moral

questions. In the rhetorical exaggeration of the famous

tenth satire, for instance, the Mghest energies of patriotism,

— the gallant and desperate defence of great causes, by

sword or speech,—are quoted as mere examples of dis-

appointed ambition ; and, in the indiscriminate condemna-j

tion of the arts by which men sought to gain a livelihood,

he leaves no room for the legitimate pursuits of industry.

His services to morals do not consist in any positive contri-

butions to the notions of active duty, but in the strength

with which he has realized and expressed the restraining

influence of the old Roman and Italian ideal of character,'

and also of that religious conscience which was becoming

a new povyer in the world. Though ho disclaims any,

debt to philosophy (xiii. 121), yet he really owes more to

the " Stoica dogmata," then prevalent, than he is aware

of. But his highest and rarest literary quality is his

power of painting characters, scenes, incidents, and actions,!

whether from past history or from contemporary life. In

this power, which is also the great power of Tacitus, he

has few equals and perhaps no superior among ancient

writers. The difl'erence between Tacitus and Juvenal in

power of representation is that the prose historian is more

of an imaginative poet, the satirist more of a realist.and a

grotesque humorist. He can paint great historical pictures

in all their detail—as in the famous representation of the

fall of Scjanus,— or call them up with all their imaginative

associations in a line or two, as for instance in these

—

" Atqiie iJco ro.stquam .id Cimbios KtragonKjiio volab.int

Qui nuiifiuam attigciaiit majora cadavtra coi vi
;

"

he can describe a character elaborately or hit it off with a)

single stroke ; and in either case he fixes the impression!

which he desires to produce firmly in the mind. The picture

drawn may be a caricature, or a misrepresentation of the

fact,—as that of the father of Demosthenes, "blear-eyed

with the soot of the glowing mass," ic,—but it is, withj

rare exce|itions, realistically conceived, and, as is well saidj

by Jlr Lewis, it is brought before us with the vivid touches

of a Defoe or a Swift. Still more happily the same oditoif

ha.=< illustrated Juvenal's power as a realistic painter of

scenes from contemporary life,—and of scenes which genej

rally combine grotesque and humorous 'features with serious

' ii. 14 s(/.

* " Meliusne hie rustiru'-. inff.na ^ ^ _

Cum matre et casulis et couluson- vatclio, ' &c.-T-ix.,6£fe

» si. 152, 153.
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pjeaning,—by comparing him with the great pictorial

isatirist of the last ccutiuy, Hogarth.'- Yet even in this, his

must characteristic talent, his proneness to exaggeration,

the attraction which coarse and repulsive images have for

his mind, and the tendency to sacrifice general efifect to

minuteness of detail not unfrequently mar his best etfects.

J The difficulty is often felt of distinguishing between a
powerful rhetorician and a genuine poet,—and there is

no writer about whom it is more difficult to determine

to which of the two classes he belongs than about Juvenal.

He himself knew and has well described (vii. 53 57.)

the conditions under which a great poet could flourish

;

and he felt that his own age was incapable of producing

one. He has little sense of beauty either in human life

or nature. Whenever such sense is evoked it is only

as a momentary relief to his prevailing sense of the hideous-

ness of contemporary life, or in protest to what he regarded

as the enervating influences of art. Even his references

to the great poets of the past indicate rather a blase

sense of indifference and weariness than a fresh enjoy-

ment of them. Yet his power of touching the springs of

tragic awe and horror is a genuine poetical gift, of the

same kind as that which is displayed by some of the early

English dramatists. But he is, on the whole, more essen-

tially a great rhetorician than a great poet. His training,

the practical bent of his understanding, his strong but morose

character, the circumstances of his time, and the materials

available for his art, all fitted him to rebuke his own
age and aU after times in the tones of a powerful preacher,

rather than to charm them with the art of an accomplished

poet. The composition of his various satires shows no
negligence, but rather the excess of elaboration ; but it

produces the impression of mechanical contrivance rather

than cf organic growth. His movement is sustained and
powerful, but there is no rise and fall in it. He seems to

forget how much more telling indignation is when it is

severely controlled, but allowed occasionally to break forth

in blasting scorn and wrath, as it is in Tacitus, than when
it shows itself as the habitual mood of the writer The
verse is most carefully constructed, and is also most eflFec-

tive, but it is so with the rhetorical eEfectiveness of Lucan,

not with the musical charm of Virgil. It was calculated

to bring down the applause of an excited audience, not to

perpetuate its melody through all succeeding times. So,

too, the diction is full, even to excess, of meaning, point, and
emphasis. Few writers have added so much to the currency

of quotation. But his style altogether wants the charm

of ease and simplicity. It wearies by the constant strain

after efl'ect, its mock-heroics, a6d allusive periphrasis. It

excites distrust by its want of moderation. It makes us

long to return to nature and to the apparently more careless

but really truer art and the lighter touch of the satirist ol

the Augustan age

—

'* Parcentis. viribos atqne
Extenuantia eaa consul to.

"

On the whole no one of the ten or twelve really great

writers whom ancient Eome produced leaves on the mind
so mixed an impression, both as a writer and as a man, as

Juvenal He has little, if anything at all, of the high

imaginative mood—the mood of reverence and noble

admiration—which made Ennius, Lucretius, and Virgil

the truest poetical representatives of the genius of Home.

He has nothing of the wide humanity of Cicero, of the

urbanity of Horace, of the ease and grace of Catullus. Yet

he represents another mood of ancient Eome, the mood
natural to her before she was humanized by the lessons of

Greek art a1>d thought. If we could imagine the elder

Cato living under Domitian, cut off from all sh.ire in public

' Lewi), LUrodaciion, p. 215,

life, and finding no sphere for his combative and censorious
energy except that of literature, we shoul'd perhaps under-
stand the motives of Juvenal's satire and the place which
is his due as a representative of the genius of his country.
As a man he shows many of the strong qualities of the old

Roman plebeian,—the aggressive boldness, the intolerance

of superiority and privilege, which animated the tribunes

in their opposition to the senatoriau rule. Even where
we least like him we find nothing small or mean to alienate

our respect from him. Though he loses no opportunity of

being coarse, he is not licentious ; though he is often trucu-

lent, he cannot be called malignant. It is, indeed, impos-
sible to say what motives of personal chagrin, of love of

detraction, of the mere literary passion for effective

writing, may have contributed to the indignation which
inspired his verse. But the prevailing impresEion we
carry away after reading him is that, in all his early

satires, he was animated by a sincere and manly detesta-

tion of the tyranny and cruelty, the debauchery and
luxury, the levity and effeminacy, the crimes and frauds,

which we know from other sources were rife in Kome in the

century in which Christianity made its first converts there,

and that a more serene wisdom and a happier frame of

mind were attained by him when old age had somewhat
allayed the fierce rage which vexed his manhood.

It would be impossible to enumerate hei-e the v.aribns editions
and works forming the literature connected ^\ith Juvenal which
h.ave sprung up between the appearance of the cditio yrinatps in
1470 and the present day. They occupy more than five pages of
E. Hubner's Qi'undriss zu Vorlcsunycn iihcr die Hinitische Litcraitir-
gcschkhU. Among the best critical editions of the text is tliat of
0. Jahn, and among those which may be most recommended to

students are the editions of Hcinrich, Maclcane, Slayor, and Lewis.
The last is accompanied by a literal prose,translation. The versa

translations of Dryden and GifTord, aud Johnson's imitations of tho
third and tenth satires in the London and Vanlly of Ruuian WisJies,

will convey to renders ignorant of Latin a good impression of the
power of the original. There is no better criticism of Juvenal as
a writer than that contributed by the late Professor Kamsay to Dr
Smith's Diclionanj of Ancient Viofjraphij and Mythology. (W.Y.S.)

JUXON, William (1582-1663), archbishop of Canter-

bury, was born at Chichester in 15S2. Through the in-

terest of his father with the Company of Merchant Taylors

he received an appointment to their school, after which he
entered St John's College, Oxford, where he was elected a
fellow in 1598. In 1C03 he became a student of Gray's

Inn, but afterwards he took holy orders, and in 1 G09 had
become vicar of St Giles, Oxford, an appointment which

he resigned for the rectorship of Somerton, Oxfordshire,

in 1615. On the recommendation of Laud ha succeeded

him in November 1621 as president of St John's College;

and in 1626 he became vice-chancellor of the university.

Having by the continued favour of Laud been promoted

successively dean of Worcester, prebendary of Chichester,

bishop of Hereford, and bishop of London, he attained

finally a dignity outside the ordinary sphere of ecclesiastical

aspiration, by being appointed in 1625 to the office of lord

high treasurer. Tho appointment, unusual in itself, was
preposterously beyond Juxon's claims, but his strict pro

bity, his prudence, and his quiet and conciliating behaviour

won him the regard and goodwill even of those most

opposed to him in politics. ' He resigned this office in

1641. Charles I. chose Juxon to administer to him the

last consolations of religion. During the period of puritan

ascendaucy the bishop retired to his estate of Little

Compton, Gloucestershire, where he kept a pack of hounds
much famed in the district. At the Restoration he was,

on September 20, 1 660, promoted to the see of Canterbury.

He died at Lambeth palace, June 4, 1663.

Juxon was the author of the Suhjeds' Soryoir, or L/ini'i'Oitiwf«

iipmi the Dffith of Britfiiii'i Jonioh, Kintj Cho.rUs, fi Sni'imi^ J6fi0,

and So)n.c Coii'iidfrfiHona t'j/oii the Act of t'inform itij, 1CG2. Seu

Memoirs of Archhishoji Jiu.oii uiul hii Ti,fi'\ 'ixford. l''f;a.

XIII. — -92
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K
KTHE letter K has remained with singularly little

,

. change in form even from the Phosnician alphabet i

down to the present time. It represents the guttural

momentary sound produced by raising the back of tlie

tongue to the back of the palate ; it is surd, corre«;pond-

ing to G, vhich is sonant ; and it has this value and no

other in all modern alphabets in which it is found. In

many a'phabets, however, it is supplanted wholly or to

a great extent by the symbol C. The reason of this has I

been already explained under the letters C and C The

substitution of C for K took place in Italy,—the original

character surviving only in a few well-understood abbre-

viations ; and in consequence of this those «l|)h abets which

have been derived from Italy naturally have the C;
while those derived directly from the Greek, e.(/., the

Gothic, which came througli Ulfilas, and the different

alphabets which trace back to Cyril (see Alphabet), have

only the K. In German we find K, with the exception

of .some words borrowed from other languages, e.g.. Cabinet,

Cardinal, Caprice, Ac. ; but even foreign words when
thoroughly naturalized take the German spelling, f.y.,

Karte, Kafcnier, Onkel, &c. In French, on the other

hand, K is found only in a few foreign words, and even

these are merely names of men or countries. In England

the large admixture of French words in the Teutonic

language has produced some irregularity in spelling; but

the K is not found (as might have been expected) in the

Teutonic words, because the Roman alphabet was intro-

duced by missionaries into England, and therefore the

oldest English (or Anglo-Saxon) writings regularly have C
and not K. The letter was introduced probably first in

words borrowed from the German (thus in Alfred's version

of Gregory's Pastoral we find " kycglum "
(p. 297, 1. 1, ed.

Sweet), the dative of the German "Kugel"), or through

German influence, as for example in the Blkklwg Homilies

of the 10th century, we find "kyning" (p. 163, 1. 23, ed.

iJIorris) beside the much more common "cyning." It

would have been very convenient both in English and in

other languages of modern Eurppe if K could have been

kept as the sole symbol for the pure sound and C as the

symbol for a common corruption oJ it, now to be described.

This corruption is due to palatization ; the middle instead

of the back of the tongue is raised against the palate, and

the result is the difference of sound between, c.y., "kirk "and
"church." This corruption was common in Sanskrit, and

a special symbol was assigned to the sound It is found in

late Latin, especially before an i ; and so it passed into

Italian, where c is regularly sounded as our cIl before c and

/ ; in the words where the sound remained unchanged the

symbol ch is employed to represent it, e.g., in "che." In
French the change was much greater ; here c passed into

the sA-sound (denoted by ch) before o, e.g., in "chambre"
from " camera," " chaud " from " calidus " ; observe that

the symbol ch has just the opposite value to the Italian

one j while before e and i the sound underwent a still

greater change ; it sank into the simple sibilant s, e.g.,

"civitas"—pronounced in Latin "kivitas"^—became "cit4,"

whence our own sound ; "certus" became " certein." In
English, palatization has been very extensive ; thus Old
English " cese " (sounded like German "kiise") became
"cheese," "cild" became "child," &c. ; here dialectic

variation may often be seen, e.g., in Alnwick but Norwich,

Caistor but C/tester.

AnotheF still greater change of K has been called " labia-

lization "
: this is the pas;>age of the ^'-sound through an

intermediate kw into p. This was common in Greek,

where, eg., we find cVo/tai. rpeVm, of which the root form

as shown by other languages was s.iK. tark ; in Latin we
have the transitional forms " sequ-or," "torqu-eo"; in the

Italian dialects the change was complete, e.g., Oscan " pid
"

corres[ionded to Latin "quid," and I'mbrian " punqie " to

"quomque." This change arose from a slight rounding

of the lips while the speech-organs were in the position for

/.••sound ; this produced a more or less distinct ktv according

to the amount of the rounding, passing finally into p, when
the rounding amounted to absolute clus-ing of the lips. For
the intermediate sound the Latin employed the symbol Q,
which is a slightly turned form of the original ? (Koppa)

taken by the Greeks from the Pbcenician, but not required

by them, and therefore suffered to fall out except in

numeration ; the Latin took it on, and, if it had consistently

employed it alone to denote the slightly labialized k, the

result would have been good ; but it regularly added ?< to

it (QU), so that the Q might as well have been written

K. The superfluous letter passed on to the French and
English languages.

There is reason for believing that this labializing

tendency is very old,—as old indeed as the Indo-European

language itself. It is probable that that language had both

the k pure and another with a slight ti> sound following it.

This appears from the fact (first thoroughly ascertained by
Fick) that in one set of cognate words which had an original

k, we find ch in Sanskrit, k or tt in Greek, c or (pi in Latin,

k in Lithuanian and Sclavonic; in another set we find f

in Sanskrit, ss (which is our .v/f-sound) in Lithuanian, s

in Slavonic, but only k in Greek and c in Latin ; that is, in

one set we see the phenomenon of labialism, in the other

assibilation but no touch of labialism ; from which we infer

that the assibilated k in the derived languages traces back

to / pure, the labialized k to a sound which in the original

language was at least slightly modified from k. An
instance of the assibilation may be seen in the cortespond-

ence of Sanskrit "ijatam," Lithuanian "szimtas," to Latin

"centum," Greek tKaTw; neither in Greece nor in Italy is

there any labialized form of this word.

KAABA, Ka'ba, or Kaabeh, the sacred shrine of

Mahometanism, containing the "black stone," in the middle

of the great mosque at Mecca. See Arabia, vol. iL p.

262, and Mecca.
KAADEN, chief town of a department in the circle of

Eger, Bohemia, is situated on the Eger, about 60 miles

north-west of Prague. The town lies about 2 Tniles E.

of the station of Kaaden-Brunnersdorf, on the railway

between Eger and Carlsbad, and consists of an old town,

surrounded by a wall, and two suburbs. It contains two
convents, a commercial school, and a school of agriculture.

The chief buildings are the Late Gothic Franciscan church,

and the town-house with a noteworthy tower. The manu-
factures include gloves and beet-root sugar; there is some
trade in wood and grain ; and mining for anthracite and
a mineral colouring material, yielding KaaJen green, is

carried on in the neighbourhood. Kaaden was founded

about 820; in 1277 it became a free city; and in 1534 it

saw the conclusion ofa peace between Ferdinand I., king

of the Romans, and Ulrich I., duke of Wiirtemberg. The
population in 1869 was 5057.

KABBALAH is now used as the technical name for the

system of fheosophy which began to be developed among
the .lews in the 10th century, and which has also played

an important part in the Christian church since the Middle
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Ages." The term primarily denotes " reception " and then

"doctrines received by tradition." In the older Jewish

literature the name is applied to the whole body of received

religious doctrine with the exception of the Pentateuch,

thus including the Prophets and Hagiographa as well as

the oral traditions ultimately embodied in the Mishnah.

It is only since the 11th or 12th century that Kabbalah

has become the exclusive appellation for the renowned

system of theosophy which claims to have been transmitted

uninterruptedly by the mouths of the patriarchs and

prophets ever since the creation of the first man.

The cardinal doctrines of the Kabbalah embrace the

nature of the Deity, the Divine emanations or Sephiroth,

the cosmogony, the creation of angels and man, their

destiny, and the ini|iort of the revealed law. According

to this esoteric doctrine, God, who is boundless and above

everything, even above being and thinking, is called F.>i

So/)h (aTTfipos) ; I-fe is the space of the universe contain-

ing TO TTcLi; but the universe is not his space. In this

boundlessness lie cimld not be comprehended bythe intellect

or described in words, and as such the En Soph was iu

a certain sense Ai/in, non-existent (Z'lhar, iii. 2S3). To
make his existence known and comprehensible, the En
Soph had to become active and creative. As creation

involves intention, desire, thought, and work, and as these

are properties which imply limit and belong to a finite

being, and moreover as the imperfect and circumscribed

nature (if this creation precludes the idea of its being the

direct work ef the infinite and perfect, the En Soph had
to become creative, through the uiedium of ten Sephiroth

or intelligences, which emanated from him like rays proceed-

ing from a luminary.

Now the wish to become manifest and known, aud
hence the idea of creation, is co-etcnial with the inscrut-

able Deity, aud the

first manifestation of

this primordial will

is called the fir.^t

Sephlrn oremanation.

This first Sephira,

this spiritual sub-

stance, which existed

in the En Soph from
all eternity, contained

nine other intelli-

gences .or Sf/>htiu(/t.

These again emnnatcd
one from the other,

the second from the

first, the thiwl from
the second, and so on

np to ten.

The ten Sephiroth,

which form among
themselves and will)

the En Soph a strict

unity, and which
simply represent dif-

ferent aspects of one
and the same being,

are respectively de-

nominated (1) the

Crown, (2) Wisdom,

(3) Intelligence, (4)
Love, (5) Justice,

(6) Beauty, (7) Firm-
ness, (8) Splendour,

(9) Foundation, and

(10) Kingdom. Their evolution was as follows : "When
tbe Holy Aged, the concealed of all concealed, assumed «.

Tlie Archct)-pal Man.

form, ho produced everything in the form of male and
female, as things could not continue in any other form.

Hence Wisdom, the second Sephira, and the beginning of

development, when it proceeded from the Holy Aged
(another name of the first Sephira) emanated in male and
female, for Wisdom expanded, and Intelligence, the third

Sephira, proceeded from it, and thus were obtained male
and female, viz., Wisdom the father and Intelligence the

mother, from whose union the other pairs of Sephiroth suc-

cessively emanated " (Znhar, iii. 2fl0). These two opposite

potencies, viz., the masculine Wisdom or Sephira No. 2
and the feminine Intelligence or Sephira No. 3 are joined

together by the first potency, the Crown or Sephira No. 1 j

they yield the first triad of the Sephiric decade, and con-

stitute the ilivine head of the archetypal man, as will be
seen in the accunipanying figure.

From the junction of Sephiroth No 2 and 3 emanated
the masculine potency Love or Mercy (4) and the feminine

potency Justice (5), and from the junction of the latter

two emanated again the uniting potency Beauty (6).

Beauty, the sixth Sephira, constitutes the chest in the

archetypal man, and unites Love (4) and Justice (5),

which constitute the divine arms, thus yielding the second

triad of the Sephiric decade. From this second conjunc-

tion emanated again the masculine potency Firmness (7)

and the feminine potency Splendour (8), which constitute

the divine legs of the archetypal man ; and these sent forth

Foundation (H), which is the genital organ and medium of

union between them, thus yielding the third triad iu the

Sephiric decade. Kingdom (10), which emanated from

the ninth Sephira, encircles all the other nine, inasmuch
as it is the Rhechina, or divine halo, which encompasses the

whole by its all-glorious presence.

In their totality and unity the ten Sephiroth are not only

denominated the World of Sephiroth, or the World of

Emanations, but, owing to the above representation, are

called the primordial or archetypal man ( = TrpiurdyoTOs)

and the heavenly man. It is this form which, as we are

assured, the prophet Ezekiel saw in the mysterious chariot

(Fzek. L l-2tS), and of which the earthly man is a faint

co|.y.

As the three triads respectively represent intellectual,

moral, and physical qualities, the first is called the

Tutellcctual, the second the Jloral or Sensuous, and the

third the Material World. In the figure of the arche-

typal man it will be seen that the three Sephiroth on
the right are masculine, and represent the principle of

rigour, that the three on the left are feminine and represent

the principle of mercy, and that the four central or uniting

Sephiroth represent the principle of mildness. Hence the

riglt is called "the Pillar of Judgment," the left "the
Pillar of Mercy," and the centre " the Middle Pillar." The
middle Sephiroth are synecdochically used to represent the

worlds or triads of which they are the uniting potencies.

Hence the Clown, the first Sephira, which unites Wisdonx

and Intelligence to constitute the first triad, is by itself

deuominated the Intellectual World. So Beauty is by
itself described as the Sensuous World, and in this capacity

is called the Sacred King or simply the King, whilst

Kingdom, the tenth Sephira, which unites all the nine

Sephiroth, is used to denote the Material World, and as

such is denominated the Queen or the Matron. Thus a

trinity of units, viz., the Crown, Beauty, and Kingdom, is

obtained' within the trinity of triads. But further, each

Sephira is as it were a trinity in itself. It (1) has its own.

absolute character, (2) receives from above, and (3) com-

municates to what is below. "Just as the Sacred Aged^s
represented by the number three, so are all the other lights

(Sephiroth) of a threefold nature" (Zohar, iii. 288). In

this all-importa:<t doctriae of the Sephiroth, the Kabbalah-
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insists vtpon tlie fact that these potencies are not creations

of the En Soph, which would be a diminution of strength
;

that they form among themselves and with the En Soph a

strict unity, and simply represent different aspects of the

same being, just as the different rays which proceed from

the lightf and which appear difierent things to the eye,

are only different manifestations of one and the same

light ; that for this reason they all alike partake of the

perfections of the En Soph ; and that as emanations from

the Infinite, the Sephiroth are infinite and perfect like the

En Soph, and yet constitute the first finite things. They
are infinite and perfect when the En Soph imparts his ful-

ness to them, and finite and imperfect when that fulness

is withdrawn from them.

The conjunction of the Sephiroth, or, according to the

language of the Kabbalah, the union of the crowned King

and Queen, produced the universe in their own image.

Worlds came into existence before the En Soph manifested

himself in the human form of emanations, but they could

not continue, and necessarily perished becau.se the conditions

of development which obtained with the sexual opposites

of the Sephiroth did not exist. These worlds which

perished are compared to sparks which fly out from a

red-hot iron beaten by a hammer, and which are extin-

guished according to the distance they are removed from

the burning mass. Creation is not ex nihilo ; it is simply

a further expansion or evolution of the Sephiroth. The

world reveals and niajiss visible the Boundless and the

concealed of the concealed. Arxi, though it exhibits the

Deity in less splendour than its Sephiric parents exhibit

the En Soph, because it is farther removed from the

primordial source of light than the Sephiroth, still, as it is

God manifested, all the multifarious forms in the world

point out the unity which they represent. Hence nothing,

in the whole universe can be annihilated. Everything,

spirit as well as body, must return to the source whence it

emanated {Zohar, ii. 2 IS). The universe consists of four

different worlds, each of which forms a separate Sephiric

system of a decade of emanations. They were evolved in

the following order. (1) The World of Emanations, also

called the Image and the Heavenly or Archetypal Jlan,

is, as we have seen, a direct emanation from the En
Soph. Hence it is most intimately allied to the Deity,

and is perfect and immutable. From the conjunction of

the King and Queen {i.e., these ten Sephiroth) is ))roduced

(2) the World of Creation, or the Briatic world, also called

" the Throne." Its ten Sephiroth, being farther removed

from the En Soph, are of a more limited and circumscribed

potency, though the substances they comprise are of the

purest nature and without any admixture of matter. The
angel Metatron inhabits this world. He alone constitutes

the world of pure spirit, and is the garment of Shaddai,

I'.a, the visible manifestation of the Deity. His name is

numerically equivalent to that of the Lord (Zohar, iii.

231). He governs the visible world, preserves the harmony
and guides the revolutions of all the spheres, and is the

captain of all the myriads of angelic beings. This Briatic

world again gave rise to (3) the World of Formation, or

Yetziratic World. Its ten St-phiroth, being still farther

removed from the Primordial Source, aro of a less refined

substance. Still they are yet without matter. It is the

abode of the angels, who are wrapped in luminous garments,

and who assume a sensuous form when they appear to men.
The myriads of the angelic hosts who people this world are

divided into ten ranks, answering to the ten Sephiroth, and
each one of these numerous angels is set over a different

part of the universe, and derives his name from the heavenly

body or element which he guards (Zohai; i. 42). From
this world finally emanated (4) the World of Action, also

called the World of Matter. Ita ten Sephiroth are made

up of tne grosser elements of the former three worlds ; they

consist of material substance limited by space and percei>-

tible to the senses in a multiplicity of forms. This world

is subject to constant changes and corruption, and is the

dwelling of the evil spirits. These, the grossest and most
deficient of all forms, are also divided into ten degrees,

each lower than the other. The first two are nothing

more than the absence of all visible form and organization
;

the third degree is the abode of darkness ; whilst the

remaining seven are " the seven infernal halls," occupied

by the demons, who are tbe incarnation of all human
vices. These seven hells are subdivided into innumerablo
comp.irtments corresponding to every species of sin, where
the demons torture the poor deluded human beings who
have suffered themselves to be led astray whilst on earth.

The prince of this region of darkness is SAmfiel, the evil

spirit, the serpent who seduced F.ve. His wife is the

Harlot or the Woman of Whoredom. The two are treated

as one person, and are called " the Beast " (Xoluxr, iL

255-259, with i. 35).

The whole universe, however/ was ineomplfte, and did

not receive its finishing stroke till man was formed, who
is the acme of the creation niid the microcosm. "The
heavenly Adam (i.e., the ten Sephiroth) who cnaniated

from tho highest primordial obscurity (i.e., the En Soph)
created the earthly Adam" (ZoUar, ii. 70). " Man is both

the import and the highest degree of ocation, for which
reason he was formed on the sixth day. As soon as man
was created everything was con\plcte, including the upper

and nether worlds, for everything is conijinsed iu ntan.

He unites in himself all forms" (Zohur, iii. 48). Each
member of his body corresponds to a part of the visible

miiverso. " Just as we see in the firmament above, covering

all things, different signs which arc formed of the stars aiul

the planets, and which contain secret things and profound
mysteries studied by those who are wise and expert iu these

things ; so there are in tlie skin, which is the cover of the
body of the son of man, and which is like the sky that

covers all things above, signs and features which aro the

stars and planets of the skin, indicating secret things and
))rofound mysteries whereby the wise are attracted who
understand the reading of the mysteries in the human face"
(Zohar, iL 70). The human form is shaped after the

four letters which constitute the Tctragrammaton. The
head is in the shape of ' , the arms and the .shoulders

arc like n, the breast like % and the two legs with the

back again resemble n (Zuhnr, ii. 72). The souls of

the whole human race pre-exist in tbe World of Enia.'.a-

tions, and are all destined to inhaoit human bodies. Like
the Sephiroth from which it emanates, every soul hus ten

potencies, consisting of a trinitj' of triads. (1) The Sjiirii

{nOC'^)j which is the highest degree of being, corresponds

to and is operated upon by the Crown, which is the highest

triad in the Sephiroth, and is called the Intellectual World
;

(2) the Soul (D'l), which is the seat of the moral qualities,

corresponds to and is operated upon by Beauty, which ii<

the second triad in the Sep-hirotli, and is called the Morai
AVorld ; and (3) the Cruder Soul (J^'??), which is imme-
diately connected with the body, and is the cause of its

lower instincts and the animal life, corresponds to and is

operated upon by Foundation, the third triad in the

Sephiroth, called the JIaterial World. Each soul, prior

to its entering into this world, consists of male and
female united into one being. When it descends on this

earth the two parts are separated and animate two difl^erent

bodies. " At the time of marriage the Holy One, blessed be
he, who knows all souls and spirits, u?iites them again as

they were before ; and they again constitute one body and
one soul, forming as it wore the right and the left of the

individual. . . . This union, however, is influenced by the
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deeds of tbe man and l^y tlie wa)'s in which iiu walkrf. If

the man is pure and liis conduct is pleasing in the siglit of

God, he is united with that female part of the soul whirh

was his component part prior to his Lirtb " {ZoUnr, i. 'Jl).|

The soul's destiny upon earth is to develop those perfections

the germs of which are eternally iniphii.ted in it, and UJ

ultimately must return to the infinite houroe from wliirh it

emanated. Hence, if, after assuming a body and sojourning

upon earth, it becomes polluted by sin and fails to acquir«

the experiencii fi^r which it descends from heaven, it must

three times reinhabit a body, till it is able to ascend in a

purifiei^ state through repeated trials. If, after its third

residence in a human body, it is still too weak to withstand

the contamination of sin, it is imited with another .soul, in

order that by their combined efl'orts it may resist tho

pollution, which by itself it was unable fn conquer. When
tbe whole plcroma of pro-existent sonl.s in the world of ilio

Sepliir;.th slndl have descended and occupied human bodies

and have pnssed their perloil of jirobation and have returned

luirihed to the bosom of the iiifiiiite Sourer', then the sold

of Messiah will descend from the region of souls , tlicn t!io

great Jubilee will commence. There .shall be no nmro sin,

no more temptation, no more sufl'ering. Umveisal rcsfova-

tiou will take place. Satan himself, "tho venoiMons

Beast," will be restored to his an^xlie nature. Ijfc will

be an everlasting feasi, a Sabbath without end. All .souls

will be united with tho Highest Soul, and will supplement
each other in tho Holy of Uolies of tho Seven Halli

(Z'./»()-, i. 4.'), IGri ; ii. 'J7).

According to tho Kabbalah all these esoteric doctrines

arc contained in the JJcbiew Seripturos. The uninitiatad

cannot perceive thcni ; but they aj'O plainly revealed to the

spiritually minded, who tlisccm tho prufuiind impjrt of

this theosophy beneath the surface of the letters ami word.i

of Holy Writ. ' If tho law simply consists of ordinary

expressions and narratives, such as the words of Ksau,

Hagar, Laban, the ass of lialaani, or Cahiam him.sulf,

why should it be called the l.iw of truth, tho perfcet law,

the true witness of God? 'Each word contains a sublime
source, eath narrative points, not only to the single instance

in question, but also to generals" I^Zulmi , ili. 149, r/. ii'l).

To oljt.niti tliosp lip.Tvenly ni3-sicdcH, wliicli .nlono in:ike tho Tomli
su^n*rior to profane coiU's, tiunnilclieniKii' iiiii-:»I I'lilus nrfM.-iiiplo^wl,

of wliirli llic follnwiirii me the mcsl iiiipoilnnt. (1) Tlio woiila of
scvt-nil vci^ts in tlic Hctircw ScriptniTs wliirli nrc lr;;nr'ti'cl ns rou-
taiiiiii;; a rffoii»lilc .sense .Trc pl.icml fiver ont-ll other, nml the iHtftv
arc fornirj i.ito new wonls liy re.nJiiis them vcitieally. (2) i'\m

worils of the le\t ni-e i-ioiyeil in squares ill siicli a itiinnu-r irs tc I*
read either veitieally or Ijoiisliophciloii. (3) 'i'hc words .are joiiiej

together and ivdividi-d. (4) 'I'lie initials and (iiial letters of .several

wolds are fotiiietl into s"pM-Mt- wolds. (.^>) Kvery letter of* ww>j
U rfsluf^I to n« ntiineiH-al value, jinJ \\\v^ word is cxplaineii by
niiutlier of the wiiiio ipiantity. (Gl ICvcry letti-r of u word is laVen
In lie llio initial or ahhievi.ilion of n word. (7) The twenty-two
lettei-sof the aliihabet arc divided into two lialvcs ; one half is |darcd
nhove tlic otiicr ; and tlie two letters which tliiis heeoliie .associited t.r*

iiiteichaii^'ed. By tliis iierniiitation, Alrph, the liist letter of tho
nlpliabet, beconus Latind, the twclflh letter ; Brlh Imcoiiies Ah-m,
and so on. 'I'his cipher alp'-iliet is called Atbniil, liolil the fiiiit

inlciehan^cahle )Kiirs. (8) 'I'll" coinininalion of the twciity-twn
letters is ellectecl by the last letter of tho alphabet takiii" the placo
of the Inst, the last bnt one the |daeo of the .seeoinl, and so forth.
This cipher is vMviXAIbusIi. These h.rmcneutieal c.inoiis arc miirli
older than the Kabbalah. They obtained in tlio Kyna;;<ig\ip I'lwu
time immemoiial, ,iiij were used by tlic Chiisliaii faihers in the iii-

tci-pi-etatioii of Scripture. Thus Canon V.,nceordin,i;to which a word
is reduced to its nninerical value and intri-jireted by another word
of the same vahie, is recof;iiizeJ in tli» New Tcslaiiient (cmup.
Rev. xiii. 18). Canon VI. is.iiloiited by Ircnans, who tcllslis that,
nfcnidins to tho lenined nmonj; thr Hcbrewm, Ilia name Jesus ron-
fciins two letters and a half, and si;,iiines that Lolil who contains
liuaven and earth [lt;'"=J'lX1 D'Ot;' nin>] (Ariniust Ueirnci, ii.

xxiv., vol. i. p. 205, cd. Cbit). The ciphcry((Wi (Canon VlH.)i3
nsed in Jeivmi.ih xxv. 2G, Ii. 41, whcrcShesIiaeli is written for nabel.

JnJer. Ii. 1, <ul5S^f''-''''""''''('\-\'-> "the midst ofthem that rise

ilD agiiiist nic ), ia wvitteu for One's, CAaWa«.,l)xihfi.s;uue rule.

[t is necessary to advert to the relation hefween the

Kabbalah and Cbri.stianity in order to aoccunt for tho

extraordinary part which this theosophy played in the

C hristian church, especially at the time of the Benai.ssance.

Wo have already seen that the Sephiric decade, or the

srchetypal man, like Christ, is considered to be of a double
nature, both infinite and fiuite, perfect and inipcrlect. More
distinct, however, is the doctrine of the Trinity. Oii

Dcut vL 43, where Jehovah occurs first, then Elohenu,
and then again Jehovah, wo are told "Tlie voice though
one, consists of three elements, firo (f.c , warmth), air (i.e.,

breath), and water (i.A, liuinidity), yet all three are one
in tlie mystery of ihc voice and can only be one. Thus
also Jehovah, Wohfnu, Jehovah, constitute one— three

forms which are one" (Zoliai, ii. 43, compare iii. 65)i;

J)iscussing the thrice holy in Isaiah vi. 3, one codex of the
Znliar had the following leiiiork : "The first holy denotes

the Holy Fatlicr the second the Iloly Son, and the third

tlio Holy Uhost " (conip. (jaJatinu.s, De Arcanix Cnt/to/.i

lib. ii. c. 3. p. 3! , Wolf, nMiothcra lleiinw, i. 1136).

^liil more distinct Ik the doctrine of Iheatonenrcnt. "The
.Messiah invokes all the sun'cring.s, pain, and affliclions ol

fsracl to come upon llini. Now if Hedid not reinovo them,

thus and take tliein upon Himself, no man could ,endure
the suffcringn of Israri, due as their punishment for trans-

gressing the Uw ; as it is written (Isa. liii. 4), Surely Ho
halh borne our griefs and carried our sorrows" {,ZuIhii; ii.

12). These and similar statements favouring the doctrines

of the New Testament have made many Kabbali.sts of tho

highest position in the synagogue embrace the Christian

faitli, and write elaborate books to win their Jewi.^li brethren

over to Christ. As early as 1450 a company of Jewish
converts in Spain, at the bead of which were Paul de
Ucredia, Viiljl do Saragassa de Aragon, and Davila,

published compilations of Kabbalistic treatises to prove

from tliom the doctrines of Christianity. They were
followed Xf^ Paul Ivtci, professor at Pavia, and jihysician

10 the emperor >riiiniiliaii [. Sharing the conviction of

his fellow converts that the doctrines of the Kabbalah are

the doctrines of Christianity, ihie eminent Hebraist trans-'

la'.ed into Latin the Kabbalistic work entitled The Gates
ii/ Lii/hl, which he deoicaled to the emiieror (1516). It

«as from this work that Pico de Jlirandola and John
lieuchlin learnt the true secrets of tho Kabbalah. Prominent
among the "nine hundred theses" which Jfirandula had
placarded in Piome, and which he undertook to defend in the

presence of all Euio|iean scholars, whom he invited to the

Eternal City, promising to defray their travelling expenses,

was the following: "No science yields greater proof of

the divinity of Christ than magic and the Kabbalah."
Mirandola so convinced Pope Sixtus of tbe paramount
importance of the Kabbalah as an auxiliary to Christianity

that his holiness exerted himself to have Kabbalistic

writings translated Tnto Latin for the use of divinity

students. With equal zeal did Keuchlin act as the apostle

of the Kabbalah. His treatises exorcised an almo«t magic
influence upon the greatest thinkers of the time. Pope
Leo X. and the early Reformers were alike captivated by
the charms of the Kabbalah as propounded by lleucldin,

and not only divines, but statesmen and warriors, began to

study the Oriental languages in order to be able to fathom
the mysteries of Jewish theosophy.

Though the followers of this theosophy claim two works
as their codes, viz., the Booh of Creation and the Zohar, it

is really only the latter which-is the Bible of the Kabbalists.

The renowned Zoliar is written in Aramaic, and is a com-
mentary on the Pentateuch, according to its division into

fifty-two hebdomadal lessons. It derives its name ini:,'

i.e.. Light, from the word.'? "Let there be light" (Gen. i.

4), with the exjiosition of which it begins. ^Interspersed
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tlu-jughoiit the Zohar, either as parts of the text with

idistii'ict titles or in separate columns, are the following

eleven dissertations ;— (1) " Additions and Supplements "
;

(2) "The Mansions and Abodes," describing the ntructure

of paradise and hell; (3) "Tlic Mysteries of the Penta-

teuch," describing the evolution of the Sephiroth, ic; (4)

" The Hidden Interpretation," deducing esoteric doctrine

from the narratives in the Pentateuch
; (5) "The Faithful

Shepherd," recording discussions between Moses the faith-

ful shepherd, the prophet Elijah, and R. Simon b. Yochi,

the reputed conipder of the Zulw.r
;
(C) "The Secret of

Secret^," a treatise on physiognomy and psychology : (7)

"The Aged," i.e., the prophet Elijah, discoursing with 1!.

Simon on the doctrine of transnugration as evolved from

Exod. xxi. 1-xxiv. 18; (8) "The Book of Secrets,"

•discourses on cosmogony and dcmonology
; (9) " The

Great Assembly," discourses of T!. Simon to his numerous

assembly of disciples on the form of the Deity and on

pncumntology
;

(10) "The Young Man," discourses by

young men of superhuman origin on the mysteries of

ablutions; and (11) "The Small- Assembly," containing

the discourses on the Sephiroth which \X. Simon delivered

fo tlie small congregation of six surviving disciples.

The Z'iIkii- pretends to be a compilation made by R.

Simon b. Yochi, who nourished about 70-110 a^d., of

doctrines which God communicated to Adajii in Paradise,

and which have been received uninterruptedly from the

niontlis of the patriarchs and prophets. Amongst the

many facts, however, established by modern criticism

whieli prove the Znhar to be a compilation of the 13th

century, the following are the most prominent ;— (1) the

Zoluii- itself praises most fulsomely E. Simon, its reputed

|

author, and exalts him above Moses; (2) it mj-stically

exphiins tlie Elcbrcw vowel points which did not obtain

till 570
; (3) the compiler borrows two verses from the

celebrated liymn called " The Royal Diadem," written by

fbu Gebirol, who was bom about 1021
; (4) it mentions

the capture of Jerusalem by the crusaders and the re-

talcing of the Holy City by the Saracens
; (5) it speaks of

the comet which appeared at Rome, July 15, 1264, under

the pontificate of Urban IV.; (6) by a slip the Zohar

assigns a reason why its contents were not revealed before

5O60-6G A.M., (.-'., 1300-130G \.-d.: (7) the doctrine of the

En Soph and the Sephiroth was not known before the

13th century; and (8) the very existence of the Zohar

itself was not- known prior to the I3th century. Hence

it is now believed that Moses do Leon (oh. 1305), who
hr.st circulated and sold the Zohnr as the production of

R. Simon, was himself the author. That en>inent scholars

both in the synagogue and in the church should have been

induced to believe in its antiquity is owing to the fact that

the Zohiir embodies many opinions and doctrines which

obtained among the Jews prior to the time of Christ. The
undoubted antiquity of these has served as a lever in the

minds of the.=e scholars to raise the late speculations about

the En Soph, the Sephiroth, ic, to the same age.

/,//T'i/j'r^ — Tho Zo/i/ir, frctiurntly pul)liblii d in 'J vols., the

I^nf^inatioii of whicIi, like tli;it of tho TalrniiJ, is always tJic sanio
;

iaron von nobuni-.i.tIi'a Kuhlnhi Dciittdala, Sulzbacli, 1677-78,
Frankfort, 1684; Azaiid, Co}iiiac>i/nrij on IIf" Doctrnf of Iho

Sr/thirof/i, Warsaw, 1793, BorUn, 1850; IJ., CommctjUiry oil thr

Son-iof .Sonijs.Ahoin, 1763; Frnm-k, Lri A'cMn/oPaua, 18)3'tralis

by .k'Uinek, Leipsic^ 1844) ; CraL-r/. Ofsdiitht'' dtr Jndni, vol. vii.

442-459: art " Cahhalall," ni SruithV Outiuiwry of Chriiliun

Bioirai'ky, kc. ; Ginsburi,', T/"* Kuhbalnh, ih Doclrhivi, Dcictop.
:n-,ii. anil f.ilci-iilur-. London. 1S65 (C, D. G.

)

KABUL. See Cabuu
KABYLES, or 'more correctly Kaeail, a number of

tribes in the Algerian region of northern Africa, of special

interest to the politician from the peculiarity of their

institutions and from the part they will probably play in

tke development of the French colony, and to the ethno-

logist as the best known branch of the great Berber race.

In 18G4 it was estimated that they amounted to 2,200,000.

The country which they inhabit is usually regarded as

consisting of two divisions— Great Kabylia and Lesser

Kabylia— the former being also known as the Kabylia

of the Jnrjura (also called Adrar Budfcl, " Mountain of

Suow "). It is admitted on all hands that the Berbers

form the ma'n aboriginal clement in the population of

northern Africa, that at one time or other they have

occupied the whole tract of country from Egypt in the cast

to the Canary Islands in the west, and that they are still

represented not only by the TuAreg (Amashir, kc), who
retain their native speech, but by ninny tribes that havo

become altogether Arab in language. In regard to tlieir

real ethnic relation's, however, there has been much
discussion and theory :'Kallbrunncr includes the Berbers

in the Mediterranean race in which Haeckel places the

Semites, Iberians, ikc. M. G. Olivier' recognizes tho

Berbers as Aryans, and Faidhcrbo regards them as the

indigenous Liby.ans mingled with a f;ur-skinncd people

of European origin; while Pruner Bey and Duveyrier

maintain the close relation of the Berbers with the

ancient Egyptians, and consider them as forming together

the white African race.^ Be this as it may, tho Kabylcs

are a Berber block, and more p;i.rticularly correspond to

that part of the race which was known to the llomana

as Numidians. Physically they do not present any very

prominent contrast to the Arabs of Algeria. Both

Kabyle and Arab aro white at birth, but rapidly {^row

brown through exposure to air and sunshine. Both have

in general brown eyes and Avavy hair of coarse cpialily,

varying from dark brown to jet blaclc. In stature there is

perhaps a little diflcrcnce in favour of the Kabyle, and ho

appears also to have a stouter trunk and bulkier mu-icles.

Both arc clearly dolichocephalic. Among the Kabylcs, it

is worthy of particular notice, there exists a varying pro-

portion of iiuliviiluals with fair skins, ruddy com|dexions,

and blue or grey eyes. As to the ethnic uriL'in of this

peculiar clement many conjectures have been hazarded,

—

oQo theorist seeing in them the Vandals, another the Gallic

mercenaries of Rome, another an aborigin^ fair-skinned

race-, another the dolmen-building people from Europe,

In the whole domain of life and character the contrasts

between Arab and Kabyle are of the most radical and

striking kind. The Kabyle lives in a house of stone or

clay, forming jiarl of a fixed village or hamlet ; the Arab's

tent is moved from place to place. The Kabyle enjoys tho

individual propiietorship of his garden and his orchards;

with the Arab tho ownership of the soil is an attribute

of the tribe. While cereals alone aro cultivated by the

Arab, the Kabyle has his fig trees, olives, and vines,

vegetables and tobacco. ;) Active, energetic, and enterprising,

the Kabyle is to be found far from home— as a soldier in

the French army, as a workman in tho towns, as a field

labourer, or a» a pcdler or trader earning by steady effort

the means of purchasing his bit of ground in his nitivo

village. Nor, however msiguificant they may apjiear when
measured by a high European standard, are the native

industries to be despised. Not only do they comprise the

making of lime, tiles, woodwork for the houses, domestic

utensils, and agricultural implements, but also the weaving

I

and dyeing of several kinds of cloth, the tanning and

dressing of leather, and the manufacture of oil and soap.

I Without the assistance of the wheel, tho women turn out

a variety of earthenware articles : before it became a sort

of proscribed indtistry the production of gunpoyvder was

* " Recherclies sar I'ongine des Berb^res," BitU. ds VAcad'
d'llippone, 1867, 1868.

" Sco Henri Duveyrier, " Les Progr^s de la gcograpme en Alg^'ne,^

18G8-7]," BhU. de la Soc. Khediviale de Ologr., Cairo, 1876
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regularly carried on ; the native jewellers make excellent

ornaments in silver, coral, and enamel ; in some places

wood carving has been brought to considerable perfection

;

and native artists know how to engrave on metal both by
etching and the burin. Like the Arabs of Algeria, the

Kabyles are Mahometans of the Sunnite branch and the

Malekite rite, looking to Morocco as the nearer centre of

their religion ; but, whereas the Arabs are fatalistic and
superstitious, the Kabyles show a more independent and

rationalistic turn of mind. In spite of the Koran and

its administrators the Kabyles are essentially democratic.

In the words of Eenan,' "the people is everythiug and

suffices for everything
;
government, police, administration

of justice, cost nothing to the communiiy. It is the ideal

of democracy, the direct government of the people by the

people." The political unit is the village or commune ; so

many villages constitute, a fraction, so many fractions a

tribe ; and the tribes again are combined in the Kaballa

or confederation. The governing authority in the com-
mune is the Jemd'a or general gathering of the citizens,

—

every man old enough to keep the fast of the Ramadhau
having a right to take part in its proceedings. Its chief

executive officer, the antin, is choseu by the goodwill of

his fellows, receives no remuneration, and withdraws from
his functions as soon as he loses the confidence of the

electorate. Some of the Kabyles retain their vernacular

speech, while others have more or less completely adopted
Arabic. The best known dialect is that of th^ Igauuaouen,
or Zouaoua,- who, at least from the time of Ibn Khaldoun,
have been settled on the northern side of the Jurjura; it

is the principal basis of Hanoteau's Sssai de Grammaire
KuhyJe (Paris, 185S). Unlike their southern brethren, the

Kabyles have no alphabet, and their literature is still in

the stage of oral transmission for the most part by pro-
fessional reciters. Hanoteau's Poesies popvlaifes de la

Kabylie du Jurjura (Paris, 1867) gives the text and
translation of a considerable number of historical pieces,

proverbial couplets and quatrains, dancing songs, itc.

Tl.c best resume of nscertained facts in regard to the Kabyles is

the Instructuni.1 sur VAntkro'polorjic dc I'Algirie, bv General Faid-
berbe and-Dr Paul Topinard, Paris, 1874. See also Daumas, Le
Sahara Alrjirim, Paris, 1845; De Slane's translation of Ibn
Kh.ildoun's Hist, dcs Bcrbircs, Algiers, 1852; Ancapitaiue, Lcs
Kahyles el la Colon, ric VAlgeric, Paris, 1864, and Les Bent ifzab,
1868; Hanoteau and Letourneau.'c, La KabijUc ct lcs Coutumcs
Kabtjles, Paris, 1873; a paper by Chartnetant, the head of the
Konian Catholic mission, in JahrbuduT der Verbreitung dcs
Olaubcm, 1874 ; Dugas, La Kabylie d le pcuple Kabyh, Paris.
1878; Kecoux, La dhaographic dc VAlgeric, Paris, 1880.

KADOM, a town of Russia, in the Temnikoff district of
the Tamboff government, 169 miles north-north-east from
Tambbff, near the Moksha, a navigable sub-tributary of the
Volga. It lies for the most part in a low sandy plain, but
the principal church and the Sorova convent are .situated
on a hill. The public buildings are of no special note.
The population was 7365 in 1861, and 7100 in 1870. A
considerable trade is fostered by the local fairs and markets.
Kadom is an ancient place

; it was purchased in 1381 along with
the Meshtcher lordship by Demetrius of the Don. In modern times
It haa had a curious administrative history : incorporated with the
Kazan government in 1708, it was assigned to the Azotf governmentm 1719, to the Shatsk province of the Voronezh government in 1725.
and to Tamboff in 1779.

KADOR, or Cadoor, a district of Mysore state, southern
India, lying between 13° 12' and 13° 58' N. lat, and
between 75° 8' and 76° 25' E. long., with an area of 2294
square miles. It is bounded on the N. by Shimoga, on the
E by Chitaldrug, on the S. of Hassan,—all Mysore dis-
tricts

;
on the W. the Western Gh^ts separate it from the

Bombay district of South Kinara.

' " La sociite herbere," R^ue des Deux Mondes, 1873.
' The Aiabic Zouaoua (to use the French transliteration) has given

rise to the well-known "Zouaves^ of the French army.

The larger portion of the district consists of the Malnad
or hill country, which contains some of the wildest mountain
scenery in southern India, The western frontier is formed
by the chain of the Ghats, of which the highest peaks are

the Kuduremukh(6215 feet) and the JlerutiGudda (5451
feet). The centre of the district is occupied by the horse-

shoe range of the Baba Budans, containing the loftiest

mountain in Mysore, Mulaingiri, 6317 feet. The Maidiln

or plain country lying beneath the amphitheatre formed
by the EAba Budan hdls is the most fertile portion of the

district, well watered, and with the famous " black cotton

soil." The principal rivers are the Tunga and Bhadra,
which rise near each other in the Ghats, and unite to form
the Tungabhadra, a tributary of the Kistna. The eastern

portion of the district is watered by the Vedavati. At the
point where this river leaves the B.iba Budan hills, it is

embanked to form two extensive tanks, which irrigate the

lower valley. From all the rivers water is drawn off into

irrigation channels by means of anicuts or weirs. The
chief natural wealth of KAdur is in its forests, which con-

tain inexhaustible supplies of the finest timber, especially

teak, and also furnish shelter for the coffee plantatious.

Iron is found and smelted at the foot of the hills, aud
corundum exists in certain localities. Wild beasts aud
game are numerous, aud fish are abundant.

Tiie census of 1871 returned the population of the district at
332,381 (Hindus, 318,480; Mahometaus, 12,017; Jains, 1316;
Christians, 663). Duly ono town, Tarikerc, contains over 5000 in-
habitants, the population in 1871 bcLiig 5302. Chikui.-igahir, the
headquarters of the district, has only 2027 inh.ibitants, and K.Miir,
the old civil station, only 2733. The stiple crop of the distrirt is.

rice, chieHy grown on the hill slopes, where the natural rainJiiU is

s^ifficieut, or in the river valleys, where the fields cm be iiTigaU;J
from taulcs aud artificial canals. The principal unirrigated crop
is r('igl.{Cijnosurus corarniius), which is preferred as food by tho
natives to rice, as aflordiug more sustenance. The princij.al agri-
cultural industry, howevei', is coffee cultivation. The berry is

stated to have been filst introduced by a ilahomctan saint, liaba
Budan, about two centuries ago, on his return from a pilgrimage to
Jlicca. European capital v;£\s not attracted to the eutcrprise till

about 1840, but there are now 60,000 acres under coffee. The
cocoa-nut and areca-nnt palms flourish in the moist and sheltered
valleys in the west. A Covernment cinchona plantation has also
been estabUshed on the Bdba Budau hills. The local manufactures
include the production of cotton cloth, rough blankets, and sugar,
as well as oil-pressing, spii'it-distilling, aud iron-smelting. The
annual value of the district exjwrts is estimated at £297,006, and
the imports at £217,000. The revenue of the district in 1873-74,
excluding forests, education, and public works, was £94,316.
Government aided and inspected schools numltered 176 iu 1874,
atteuded by 3027 pupils; unaided schools, 121, with 1235 pupils.
The mean annual temperature at Chikmiigalur, is about 78' F.
Duriug 1873 and 1874 the maximum recorded was 93°, and the lowest
69°. In the Slalnad the temperature falls much lower, aud the cold
at night in December and January is very shaip. The average rain-
fall at Chikmagaliir during tho tour years ending 1874 was only
36 inches ; while on certain coffee plantations on the Jlalnad from
100 to 170 inclies have been registered. Jungle or malarious fevera
are prevalent in the JIalnad at certain seasons of the year, from
which neither natives nor Europeans are exempt.

;

_
History.—As containing the hallowed source.s of the Tungabhadra,

Kadiir district abounds with scenes associated with tlie legends of
tho BAmiiyana. Sringeri or Rishya-sringa-giri, on the Tunga rivor,
takes jirecedence of all other places in its claims to mythical
antiquity. Here, in historical times, was the home of .Sankara
Acharya, the great Sivaite reformer of the 8th century; and here at
the present day resides the jagat-guru or supreme highliriest of the
Smarta Brahmans. The most ancient .sites connected with local
history are the ruins of Katnapuri and of Sak-ray-patna, both of
which are described as the capitals of powerful kings before the rise
of the Ballala dynasty. On the overthrow of the Ballilas by the
Mahometans, the Vijayanagar empire established itself over
southern India

;
but the feudatory chiefs were practically inde-

pendent. Subsemiently the greater part of tire district was overrun
by the Ikkeri or Bednur pulegUr from the .neighbouring ilistrict of
Hassan, who was in iris turn defeated in 1694 by tlie conquering
Hindu rdjas of Mysore. It was not until 176:i that Ilyder Ali
finally incorporated the whole country in the .AIy-,oie dominions.
In 1799, after the death of Tipii, Kadur was restorwl to the Hindu
kingdom then set up by the luarijuis of WelleAley. But in 1801
a general insurrection broke out, which oveipoweied the iiy.iore
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Governmeni, and necessitnted the u.sc of British troops before it was
suppressed. The iiiquiiy ihitt followed led to the assuinptiun of

the direct administration of the entire state of Mysore hy tho

Briti&lt. This administration was coiitiruied till JIarcli 1881, when
the state was ayain handed over to its native rulers, ou the repre-

sentative of the ruling family attaining his majority.

KAEMPFER, Engelckecht (1651-1716), travellerand

phy.sician, was bora September 16, 1651, at Lcnigo in

Lippe-Detmold, Westphalia, where his father was a pastor.

He studied at Hameln, Liiiieburg, Hamburg, and Liibeck,

and, after graduating as doctor of philosophy at Cracow,

he spent four years at Kijnigsberg in Prussia, in the study

of medicine and the natural sciences. In 1681 he visited

Upsala in Sweden,, where he was offered inducements to

settle ; but his desire for foreign travel led him eagerly to

accept the post of secretary to the embassy which Charles XI.
sent through Russia to Persia in 16S.3. When after a stay

of two years the Swedish embassy prepared to return from
Ispahan, Kaempfer entered the service of the Dutch East
India Company, as chief surgeon of tlie fleet then in the

Persian Gulf. A malignant fevQr which seized him at

Gamron on the Gulf prevented his further travels fur a

long while; and he did not arrive at Batavia till September
1689. The following winter was spent by Kaem|ifer in

studying the natural history of Java ; and in May 1C90 he
set out for Japan as physician to the embassy sent yearly

to that country by the Dutch. The ship in which he sailed

touched at Siam, and in September arrived at Nagasaki,
the only Japanese port then open to foreigners. Kaempfer
stayed two years in Japan, during which he twice visited

Yedo (now Tokio), the capital of the shOgun. His adroit-

ness, insinnating manners, and medical skill overcame the

habitual jealousy and reticence of the natives, and enabled

him to elicit much valuable information, which he has

embodied in his Hktonj of Japan. In November 1692
Kaempfer left Japan, and in October 1693 he landed at

Amsterdam. Receiving the degree of doctor of medicine
at Le.yden, he settled down in his native city to edit and
publish his travels and scientific papers at his leisure ; but
his appointment asphysiciau to the count of Lippe involved

him in the cares of an extensive medical practice that

hindered his literary labours. His health, already impaired
by his travels, gave way under various domestic troubles

;

and he died at Lemgo, November 2, 1716, in his sixty-

sixth year.

The only work Kaempfer lived to publish was Ammulalmn
Ej'oticcd-Hia Politico-phyncO'liicdunntia FtiscicnJi V. (Lcmgo,]712),
a selection from hin papers giving most interesting results of his
observations in Geoigia, Persia, antl Japan. At his death his
nnpublished mannseripts were purehased by Sir Hans Sloane, and
conveyed to lingland. Among them was a History nf Jaj^an, which
was translated from the manuscript into Englhih by J. G. Sehcuchzcr
and published at London, in 2 vols., in 1728. Thi' original German
has never been published, the extant German version being taken
froni the English. The interest and value of the work are very
great. It not only contains a history, strictly so called, but also a
escriptiou of the political, social, and physical state of the country

in the 17th century. For upwards of a hundred years it remained
the chief, if not almost the only available source of information
about .JaiJan fur the general reader, and is still not wholly obsolete.

A life of the author is prefixed to the JiUlonj.

KAFFA, a town in the Crimea. See Theodosia.
KAFFA, or Go.mara, a little-known region to the south

of Abyssinia in Africa, forming a cool elevated tract between
the basins of the Sobat on the west and the Juba on the
east. Some of its mountain summits, among which is

Mount JIata Gera, are believed to be over 12,000 feet

high. Kaffa is held to be the native home of the coffee-

plant, which grows in wild profusion on the mountaiu
slopes. The chief town is Bonga, described as one of

the largest towns in Ethiopia, in 7° 12' N. lat. The
inhabitants, largely belonging to the race of black Gallas,

arc said by Beke to be Christiana, and to speak a language
cognate with the Gonga tongue, spoken in a portion of_

Damot, on the northern side of the Abai. The French
traveller Abbadie, who visited Katia in lS43, was the first

European explorer. Dr Beke gives a descriiition of the

habits of the people in the Lnurlon CUoyrnj hinU Juunint
for 18i3; as also does Dr Krapf in his Travels, <Lc., in

EasUiii Africa (I860;.

KAFFKAKIA, KAFFRES. The name Kaffrana or

Kaffreluud properly means the country of the Katires, and
in this sense would embrace the whole region extend-

ing from the river Keiskamma to Delagoa Bay, including

at least British Kalfrana and Kaflraria Proper, Natal,'

Zululand, the Transvaal, and the Orange River Free
State. The term, however, has usually beeu confined to

the districts popularly known as British Katfraria and
Katfraria Proper. Neither term is now used officially.

British Katfraria was incorijorated with Cape Colony iu

1866, and now forms the two ofBcial districts of King
William's Town and East London; Katfraria Proper is

now known officially as the Tianskeiau Territories, or

simply the Transkei. But, as the two designations are still

in popular use, and as they are in several respects cou-

yenieiit, it will be useful licro to give some account of

the geography and the more important events in the

history of the two districts under the general heading.

The physical characteristics of the two Kaflrarias bear

a general resemblance to those of the Cape Colony, of

which they are the north east continuation. Tho country

generally rises from the sea-level in a series of terraces to

the lofty mountaius forming the north-west boundary.
British Katfraria culminates in the Amatola mountains,

rising iu one part to upwards of 6000 feet. The features

of Kaflraria Proper are much more varied, and exhibit

some of the most picturesque scenery in South Africa.

The rugged range ot the Drakenberg forms its north-west

boundary, rising at its north-eastern point to a height of

9057 feet. Between that range and tho coast-lands are

many subsidiary ranges with fertile valleys through which
the great rivers make their way to tlie Indian Ocean.

The coast region is more broken than is the case farther

south. The prevalent rock along the coast of Katfraria is

the Old Sandstone, nonfossiliferous rock, quartzite, in-

tersected occasionally with veins of white quartz rock, and
often capped with a dense mass of conglomerate ; while

the interior mountains are classed by Mr Dunn as the

Storinberg coal-bearing fossiliferous bedj of the Triassic

period. Katfraria is watered by hundreds of rivers, most
of them rising at no great distance from the coast, but

several ot them of large dimensions. The chief, begin-

ning at the south, are the Keiskamma, the Buffalo, the

Kei, the Bashee, the Umtata, the St John's or Umzimvubu,
with several large tributaries, and the Umtamvuna, which
separates British Kaflraria from Natal. The rivers are of

little use for navigation.

Katfraria forms one of the most naturally fertile regions

in S. Africa. In British Katfraria most of the cereals

grow, and in the cloofs, and scattered over the country, are

forests and clumps of valuable timber. The Transkei

shows even greater possibilities of culture. The moun-
tain gorges abound in fine trees ; thick forest and bush
cover the banks of the rivers

;
grass grows luxuriantly

in the lower regions ; and the lowlands and valleys are

favourable to almost any kind of fruit, field, and garden

cultivation. In the occupied district cattle and sheap are

numerous ; lions are still found in the interior, and a fair

amount of the game characteristic of the inland districts

belonging to the Cape. The climate generally resembles

that of the eastern province of Cape Colony, but with

features more approaching to those of the tropics. The
coast districts are extremely hot in summer, the teniper-

j^ture jju ao average varying from 7U° to -90°, while in
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winter the day temperature is seldom below 50°, though

the nights are very cold. But the variation in altitude

places climates of all grades within easy reach, from

the burning coast to the snow-clad mountain. Thunder-

storms are frequent in summer ; rain mostly falls in spring

and summer, and the winters are generally dry. On the

whole the climate may be considered as extremely healthy.

British Kaffraria, on its incorporation with Cape Colony,

was divided into King ^yilllam'3 Town and East London,

each with a capital of the same name, and forming the

two most easterly divisions of the colony. King William's

Town has an area ofil781 square miles, and a total populr.-

tion (1875) of 106,G40, of whom 9012 are white; the

population of the capital is 5169. The area of East

London province is 1225 square miles, and the popolation

15,514, of whom 3773 are white. Its capital. East Londoa
(population, with the contiguous Panmure, 2134), at the

mouth of the Buffalo river, is the port for British Kaffraria.

The anchorage is exposed, but extensive harbour works are

in operalion (1881). In 1880, 135 foreign ships arrived

of 134,753 tons, and coastwise 152 of 217,174 tons. It

is connected by railway with King William's Town, the

line going north-west as far as Queenstown, the capital

of the province of that name. The imports of East London
amounted in 1880 to £1,152,510, showing an increase of

£72,488 over the previous year ; and the exports to

£303,991, being an increase over 1879 of £38,369.
Sheep and goat rearing is extensively carried on ; there

are also large numbers of cattle. Wheat, maize, and
millet are the staple agricultural products. The wool

exported from East London in 1880 amounted to

5,253,650 &. In both divisions are numerous German
settlements.

Kaffraria Proper or the Transkeian Territories consist of

the territories of various native tribes, most of which have

been annexed (1875-80) to the Cape Colony, and are under
the jurisdiction of magistrates. The area of KaBraria

Proper is about 18,000 square miles,—its extreme length

being about 230 miles, and its breadth from the sea to the

mountains bounding it en the north-west averaging about

120 miles. On the south-east it is wa.shed by the Indian

Ocean ; the Drakenberg and Stdrmberg ranges bound
it on the north-west ; in the west and south-west are the

Indwe and Kei rivers, and on the east and noith-east the

Umzimkulu and L^mtamvuna. It is surrounded by Cape
Colony, Basutoland, and Natal. The area and population

of the various districts can only be given approximately

;

the following is an official estimate of the nresent popula-

tion :

—

Fingoland 45,000
Idutwja Reserve 13,000

Bomvanilanil 20,000

Fingoland,

Tambootieland 70,000
Griqualand East 100,000
Pondoland 280,000

B«,000
to which (with the Idutwya Reserve and

Geaiekaland) tlie name Tanskeian Territory, or the Trans-
kei, is often confined, is about 40 miles square, and is the

most advanced of the districts; it is suited both for

pasture and for cultivation. According to the latest

return it had 4676 horses, 37,298 calves, 182,869 sheep,

and 50,240 goats, the total value of its stock being
£321,784. The revenue in 1879 was £5047, the expendi-
ture £3286. There are many trading stations, and wool
is largely exported. The annual value of the imports
and exports is estimated at £150,000. Tambopkieland
or Tembuland is divided into Tambookieland Proper, the
district of the Emigrant Tambookies, and Bomvaniland.
The first is about 75 miles long and from 30 to 40
broad. The population is probably about 30,000. There
are many trading stations, and large numbers of sheep
sod cattle. A bill for the aunexation of Tambookieland

13—30

Proper passed the Cspe Parlisne^it iu I8S0. The revenue

of the whole of Tambookieland was estimated at £12,500
for 1880. The magistracy is at Umtata on the river of

that name. West of Tambookieland and Fingoland is the

district of the Emigrant Tambookies, removed some years

ago from Tambookieland over the Indwe. It is 85 miles

long and 20 broad
;
population about 40,000, with (in

1875) 5348 horses, 38,749 cattle, 84,201 sheep, 47,300
goats, and many trading stations. The Idutwya Reserve

i-) about 28 miles square, with (in 1874) 2514 horses,

17,698 cattle, 51,302 sheep, 14,909 goats; revenue
n.bout £1380, expenditure £2976. Gcalekaladd, the

country of the Gailekas, or Ama-Xosa Kalfres under Kreli,

is about 50 miles long and 30 broad. Traders are

settling in the country, and a small trade in wool is

done. All these territories lie mainly between the Kei
and Bashee rivers. Bomvaniland is about 30 mdes by
20 ; it lies between the Bashee and Umtata rivers.

On both sides of St John's river, and extending to the

Natal boundary, is Pondoland ; only that portion of it

on the south side of the St John's river, known as St

John's Territories (21,905 inhabitants), has been form-

ally annexed, but the magistrate has jurisdiction on both

sides. Pondoland is about 60 miles square. This dis-

trict is noted for its fertility and beauty, and has much
excellent pasture land. The district between Pondoland,

Natal, Basutoland, Wodehouse division, andTambookieland,
is now known as Griqualand East, inhabited by various

tribes (upwards of 100,000 souls), about 125 miles long and
40 to 75 miles wide. A great part of this territory formerly

went by the name of Nomansland, in area about 6000 square

miles, and lay at the foot of the Drakenberg, between the

Umzimkulu and Kinira rivers. In 1862 it was handed
over to Adam Kok's people, but in 1877 an Act of annex-

ation was passed, which was promulgated in 1879. The
boundaries of the new district were made to include what
was known as the St John's River territory, including,

however, British Pondolan<l. The Griquas theipselves are

not numerous, being found chiefly in the neighbourhood
of Kokstadt, the station of the chief magistrate, 95 miles

from the mouth of the St John's River. Their farms are

rapidly passing into the hands of Europeans. Various

other tribes have had land allotted them in the district

The whole district is said to be very fertile, and eminently

adapted for the cultivation of various kinds of grain. In
1880 land was granted and sold In Griqualand East to the

extent of about 300,000 acres. All these districts may be

regarded as virtually annexed to the Cape, with which

they will doubtless be gradually incorporated. Kaffraria is

governed by ministers responsible to the Cape legisla-

ture, in which, however, it has no representatives. Mission

stations and trading stations are scattered aU over the

region.

Kaffre Wars.—During the eitcnjsion of the Dutch and EngUsh
powers over .South Africa,-' collisions with the natives were of course

inevitable ; there are six contests which more especially came
tinder the designation of Kaffre wars. In 1780 the Great Fish river

wa3 settled on as the boundary between the Kaffres and the colonists.

For some time previous to 1811 the Kaffrcs hi the Zuurveld broke
thehouudary, took possession of the neutral ground,.and committed
depredations on the colonists. In order to expel them from the

Zuurveld, Colonel Graham took the field with a mixed'force in

December 1811, and in the end the Kaffres were driven beyond
the Fish river. In 1817 Lord Charles Somerset, governor of

the colony, entered into a treaty with a chief, Ngqika, in which he

acknowledged that chief as head of all the Ama-Aosa Kalfres, and in

which it was agreed that any kraal to which stolen cattle could be

traced should be held accountable for compensation. Thia was a

serious blunder, Ngqika being merely a subordinate chief, the para-

mount chief of the Ama-Xosas being Hintza, the chief of the

Ama-Gcalekas. Some-Stolen cattle having been traced to one of the

kraals of a chief Ndlambe, Major Fraser, with a small force, wa.s

sent to enforce restitution. On this, Ndlambe and his fellow-chiefs

attacked Kgqika, who claimed and ohtaiiied help from tho colonial

iXIIL — 103
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Government. The Kaffrea were completely routed in lOio oy a force

under Lieutenant-Colonel Brereton. They rallied, however, and
a great force suddenly poured into the colony in the early part

of 1819, sweeping at first everything before them. On April 22

the prophet-chiet, Makanna, attacked Grahamstown, wliiJli was
garrisoned by a mere handful of troops, under Colonel "Wiltshire.

Assistance arrived, however, and the Kaffres were defeated with

great slaughter. The principal chiefs were outlawed, the country

between Koonap Kat and the Great Fish river was added to the

colony, and that between the latter river and the Keiskamma de-

clared to be neutral territory ; on this some of the Kalfres were

allowed to settle. Final peace, however, was far from being secured.

One tribe or another was almost constantly on the move, causing

disturbances in which the colonists could not but suffer. In 1828

the chief Ngqika or Gaika died, and during the minority of his

infant son Sandili, the government of the tribe, now called Gaikas,

devolved on Hacomo, his elder half-brother, who had been per-

naitted to occupy the valleys of the Kat river. On account of an

attack on the Ama-Tembu Katfres, he was removed from the settle-

ment, as was also his brother Tyali (1833). Permitted to return,

they were removed again, and this vacillating treatment had no

doubt something to do with the next war. On December 11, 1834,

another brother of Macomo, a chief of high rank, was killed while

resisting a commando party. This set the whole of the Katfre

tribes in a blaze. Under Macomo, Tyali, and Xeso a force of

10,000 fighting men swept across the frontier, spread over the

country, pillaged and burned the homesteads, and murdered the

farmei-s and all who dared to resist. The fighting power of the

colony was at the time scanty, but all available forces were

mustered, under Colonel (afterwards Sir Harry) Smith, whoicached
Grahamstown on Januaiy 6, 1835, six days after news of the rising

reached Cape Town. The enemy's territory was invaded, and after

nine months' fighting the Kaft-es were completely subdued, and a

new treaty of peace concluded (September 17). By this treaty all

the country as far as the river Kei was acknowledged to bo British,

and its inhabitants declared British subjects. A site for the seat

of government was selected, and named King William's Town. All

this, however, was undone by the home Government, the secretary

of state for the colonies at the time being Lord Glenelg. A policy

of conciliation and mildness towards the Kaffres was adopted, a

policy distasteful to the colonists, although laudable efforts seem to

nave been made to caiTy it out. The ne.xt war, known as the
** War of the A-xe," arose from the murder of a Hottentot, to whom
an old KalTre thief was manacled while being conveyed to Grahams-
town for trial for stealing an axe. The escort was attacked by a

party of Kaffres and the Hottentot killed. The suncnder of the

murderer was refused, and war was declared on March 11, 1846.

The Gidkas were the chief tribe engaged in the war, assisted during

the course of it by the Tambookies. After some reverses the Kaffres

were signally defeated on June 7 by General Somerset on the Gwangu,
a few miles from Fort Peddie. Still the war went on, till at length

Sandili, the chief of the Gaikas, surrendered, as also gradually did

the other chiefs ; and by the beginning of 1848 the Kaffres were
again subdued, after twenty-one months' lighting. The country

was declared under British rule, and was formed into the division

of Victoria East and British Kaffraria, between the new colonial

boundary and the Kei river,—the latter reserved for occupation by
the Kaffres. The peace, however, was not to last long. About
October 1S50 it was reported that the Kaffres were preparing for

war. Sir Harry Smith proceeded to the frontier, and summoned
Sandili and the other chiefs to an interview. Sandili refused

obedience ; upon which, at an assembly of other chiefs, the governor
declared him deposed from his chiefship, and appointed an English-

man, Mr Brownlee, a magistrate, to be chief of the Gaika tribe.

This measure is said to have been the immediate cause of the

ensuing outbreak ; but there is no doubt that the Kaffres had
already determined on war. On the 24th of December Colonel

Mackinnon, being sent with a small force to capture Sandili, was
attacked in a narrow defile by a large body of Kaffres, and com-
pelled to retreat with some loss. This was the signal for a general

rising of the Gaika tribe. The- settlers in the military viUagea,

assembled in fancied security to celebrate Christmas day, were
Bur|>rised by the ti'eacherous foe, many of them murdered, and

" their houses given to the flames. Other disasters followed in quick
succession. A small patrol of military was cut off to a man. The
greater part of the Kaffre police deserted, many of them canning
off their arms and accoutrements. Flushed with success, the
Kaffres in immense force surrounded and attacked Fort Cos, where
the governor was with an inconsiderable force. His situation

was truly critical. More than one unsuccessful attempt was made
to relieve him ; but his dauntless spirit was equal to tlie occasion.

At the head of one hundred and fifty mounted riflemen, accompanied
by Colonel Mackiimon, ho dash<?d out of thp fort, and, through a

heavy fire of the ynemy, r'^ 1? to King William's Town,—a distance

of 12 miles. Meantim?, a new (.-nemy appeared. A lar^cuumbcrof
the Kat river Hottentots, who had in former wars been linn allies of

the British, rose in rebellion. This revolt was followed by that of the

Hottentots at other missionary stations ; and part of the Hottentots
of the Cape Mounted Rifles followed their example. We have only
space to state the general results of the war. After the confusion
caused by the sudden outbreak had subsided, and due preparations
were made. Sir Harry Smith and his gallant force soon turned the
tide of war-against the Kaffres. The Amatola mountains were
stormed ; and the paramount chief KreU, who all along covertly
assisted the Gaikas, was severely punished. In April 1852 Sii

Harry Smith was recalled, and was succeeded by Lioutcujint-
General Cathcart. KreU was again attacked, and reduced to sub-
mission. The Amatolas were finally cleared of Kaffres, and small
forts erected among them to prevent their reoccupation. lb was
not till March 23, 1853, that martial law was revoked, and
the moat sanguinary of Kaffre wars brought to a conclusion, with
a^ loss of many hundred British soldiers. Shortly after, British
Kaffraria was erected into a crown colony, which it remained till

18G5, when it was incorporated with the Cape Colony. After a
peace of twenty-five years, once more, in 1877, the Kaflres (of

Kaffraria Proper) interrupted the progress of the country and caused
considerable destmctiou and distress. In September of that year
the hereditary enmity between the Fingoes and Gcalekas broke out
into open hostility, the Goverument taking the part of the former,
who were under its protection. At first the Gcalekas were driven
beyond the Bashee ; but collecting in force again they recrosscd, and
got the Gaikas to join them about the end of December. After
several months the governor called in the aid of the imperial
troops, and soon effectually broke up aud defeated the rebels. The
war with the Zulu Kaffres will be described under Zululand,

See Theal's Compendium of the Eis-tonj and Geography of South Africa, lfi73
;

Silver's Ha.idbook to South Africa, 1S80; the Gennal Directori/ aud Guide- Book to
theCupeof Goixl Hop^ and its Dependencies, and other yearbooks and bliie-bnoks;
Keith Johnston's Africa, 1S7S ; Stanford's laige map of the Cape of Good IIopi:
and noighboniinff territories. 1870 ; The Co/on ic.«, and The Colonies arid Jndia
{passim); Blacks, Boem, and British, by F. R. Stathani, 1881; Hull 3 South
African Oeographij, 18t;6: The Story cf MUsiona i» Soiith-Eaf^t Africa, by Rev.
W. Shaw, 18G6; Chase and Wiiraot's History of the Colony of the Cape of Good
Bope,l811i Anthony TvonoT^c's South Africa, 1S78. (J. S. K.)

TJic Kaffres,

The Kaffres, or Kafirs, a large South African race, fonn ethnically
a well-marked variety of the Negro type, and linguistically a dis-

tinct branch of the Bantu family. There are no general or collective

national names, and the various tribal di\T,:>ious are mostly desig-

nated by those of distinguished historical or legendary chiefs,

founders of dynasties or hereditary chieftaincies. The name Kafir
(a form which in popular Usage designates the African race less

frequently than the inhabitants of Kafiiistan in Persia) is that
applied by Mahometans to all who reject the faith of Islam. It

was thus current along the east coast of Africa at the arrival of the
Portuguese, and passed from them to the Dutch and English, and
recently even to the natives themselves under the form Kafula, as

in the expression ba-ng'ama Kafula-vjc, they are only Kafirs. Of
this race there are two main division?, jointly occupj-ing the south-
east corner of the continent from the Lower Limpopo to the Great
Fish river north and south, and from the escarpments of the centra!

plateau to the Indian Orean west and east. They thus impinge
southwards on the Hottentot domain, westwards on the kindred
Basuto and Bechuana nations, northwards on the Tekezas, Makuas,
and others also of kindred stock occupying tlie region sti'etehing

from the Limpopo to the Zambesi and even beyond it to Lakes
Nyassa and Tanganyika. Politically the Kaffre domain comprises
the Portuguese possessions skirting Delagoa Bay, the semi-inde-

pendent Zulu territory, the colony of Natal, ami the ancient

territory of Zanguana, which included that part of Cape Colony till

recently known as British and Independent Kaffraria. Of the two
branches, each split up into a multiplicity of tiibal divisions, the

repiesentative nations are the Ama-Zulns in the north, and the

Ama-Xosas, Ama-Tembu, and Ama-Mpondas or Kaffres Proper in

the south, whence the compound term Zulu-Kaffre now commonly
applied in a collective sense to the whole race. Intermediate
between the two were the Araa-Lala or Balala of Natal, where they
are still represented by the Ama-Ncolosi, and several broken Ama-
Zulu tribes now collectively known to the Kaffres as Ama-Fcngu,
i.t'., " poor " or " needy " people, from fenguza, to seek service.*

' The Ama-Fenffus are regarded both by the Araa-Zuhis and Ama-Xosas oa

slaves or out-castes, without ;uiy right to the freedom and piivik-ges of truc-bttrn

Kaffres. They are met with CTcrj-whcK, not only In Fingolniid between the
Great Kei and Bashee rivers south of the Ama-Xosa territory, but also in N.ifal,

i^ululaiid, and north of it, as well as in tlie highlands of the interior. Yet tlicy

can scarcely bo said to have any recognized territory of their own, and but for

the inteiveption of the British they woiUd have long ago been cvei^ywhcre

reduced to a state of sei-fdom by the dominant tribes. Those who -vcre driven

out of Zululand early in the present centm y fell Into the hands of the Gcaleka.s,

Jrnm whom they were delivured in 1835 by Sir lienjamin D'L'ibnn, and by him
removed ic the Fort Peddie district between the Fish and Kiisknnima rivers.

Any tribes which become brolten and mixed would probably be regnixled as Ama-
Fcngus by the other Kaffres. Hence the multiplicity of clans, such as tiic Ama-
Belc, Aba-Sembotwt.nl, Ama-Zlzi, Ama-Kuzc, Aba-Sekuncne, Ain:i-Ntoh.ize,

Ana-Tetveni, Aba-Shwawa, Ac., all of whom are collectively giouped as Araa-

Fengu. Their position maybe compared witli that of the Laconian Htlots, or

thu lov/-caste ttibca of India.
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The numerous and politically important ramifications of the

Kntfres Proper cannot be undei'stood without reference to the

national genealogies, most of the tribal names, as already stated,

being those of real or reputorl fonndiirs of dynasties. Thus the

term Ama-Xosa itself means simply the "people of Xosa," a some-

what mythical' chief supi)05ed to have flourished about the year

1530. Ninth in descent from his son Toguh was Palo, who died

about 1780, leaving two sons, Gcalelca and Rarabe (pronounced

Kha-Kha-be), from whom came the Ama-Gcalekas, Ama-Dhlambe
(T'slainbii-i\ and the Ama-Ngquikas (Gaikas or Sandili's people).

The Am:i--Mpondas do not descend from Xosa, but probably from

an elder brother, while the Ama-Tenibus (Tanibookies), though

apparently representing a younger branch, are regarded by all the

KalTre tribes as the royal race. Hence the Gcaleka chief, who is

lord paramount of all the Ama-Xosa tribes, always takes his first

or "great wife " from the .\ma.Tcmbu royal family, and her issue

alone have any claim to the succession. The subjoined genealogical

tree will help to place the mutual relations of all the Kaffre tribes

in a clearer light :

—

Zuide (1500 ?J, reputed founder of t!ie nation.

1

Tcmbu.
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of the "witch-doctor" or racdicine-man, x^ho often becomefl an
instrument ol' cruel oppression and injustice in the hands of un-
scrupulous cliicfs. Circumcision and polygamy arc universal ; tlic

forniL-r is sometime") attributed to Maliouifian influcuccs, but has
really urcvailcd almost evcry^\be^o in Kast Africa from the remotest
time.

Of the few industries the cliit'f are copper and iron smtdting
pi'actisi-d by the Ama-Tcmlius, Zulus, and bwazis, wlio nianufju-ture
from the mctiil ^voJpon3, sjioons, and aj^ricultural implcmcuts, both
fnr their own use and for tiade. The Swa^iis dispiny iomc taste in

ivood-r-arvin-j;. juid otluMS prupiue a peculiar wutiT-tight vessel ol

fj^niss, somewhat like the wicki-rwork vasesi of the Sibcrion Yakuts.
Oharactf.'risf:ie of this race is tiieir total ignorance or neglect of tiic

art of navigation. Not the smallest boats are ever made for crcss-

ing the rivers, much less for venturing on the sea, except by the
Maka/.ana of Pchigia Bay and by the Ziinibesi people, who have
canoes and (l;it-bottomi'd ijoats made of j)lanks.

The KallVe race lias dcvelojied a distinct and appannitly very old
jjolitical syst'jui, wluch may be described as a paLiiarchal mniuirohy
iimited by a powL-iful aristocracy. Although the tribal state still

prevails, the organization has thus nciiuired almost a feudal char-
acter. The nation is grouped in tribes, each under an hereditary
t'nkosc or ihicf, who administers his territory l>y means of oUiccrs

chosen Ijy hinistlf, and who is supreme legislator with absolute
jurisdiction and power of life and death. If his decisions are unjust,
tlio noldrs (that is, the foremost members of tlic tribe) protest in

council, and their decisions form tlie traditional code of common
law. A group of clans foimsa nation, recognizing a common heredi-
tary chief with the title of umkumkani or tnkosc enkiolu, that is,

'*great chief," who^e influence largely depends on his power and
personal cpialities. He possesses in theory miliniited authority, but
jn practice each clan retains a large share of self-government, the
lord paramount seldom interfering except when appealed to. In
Zululand this sy.'^tem rapidly developed Under Chaka and his suc-

cessors into a military despotism of an extremely arbitrary type.

But with the fall of Cetewayo, followed by the division of the land
amongst a number of semi-independent chiefs, an end was put to

that atisolute monarchy. While it lasted it was a distinct violation

of the ancient liberties of the Zulu nation by the "great chief," who
arrogated to himself almost divine Itonours, treated the people as
his slavis, claimed all the land as his personal property, and made
e\erything subservient to his dynastic interests.

The Zuln-KaflVe language is probably the most typical member of
the wide-spread Bantu family, stajxding in much the same relation
to the other branches of this stock as Sanskrit does to those of the
Arj'au group. It is spoken with considerable uniformity throughout
the whole KafPie domain, tlic Zulu or northern dialects differing

r.ither in idiom and peculiar forms than in structure or phonetics
from the Ama-Xosa and other southern varieties. In other respects
Zulu is on tlie wJiolo more primitive and conservative of the oldest
forms, whiic Kaffre secnis truer to the original meaning of words,
Marked Zulu dialccta are th^ Tcfula and Swazi, both widely current
in Zululand, the Iitlor forming a transition between Zulu-KafTre and
the nortltern Tekeza group. The KafFre, which presents no well-
defined dialects, is current iVom the Keiskamraa river to the southern
frontier of Natal, and from Uig Quathlainba mountains to the sea.

The Znlu-Kaffre differs in its phonetics from most other Bantu
tongues bj-" the presence of three "clicks" adopted from the
Hottentots or Bosjosmans, the true aborigines of this region. These
are the dental, usually rei>resented by c, as in Ama-Gcakk-a,
the palatal (17), as in Ama-Gqika, and the lateral (.r), as in Ama-
Xosa^ uttered respectively by thrusting forw&rrd and then suddenly
withdrawing the tongue from the front teeth, the palate, and the
side teeth. Besides these there is a ^uttunil, represented by r, as
in Rai-abe, to be pronounced lOiakhahc.^ The language is in other
respects extremely harmonious, the accent falling generally on the
penultimate, and all words ending in vowels, or occasionally the
liquids m and 11. In its structure it is very regular, with few excep-
tions or departures f'-om the normal rules, which is the more sur-
prising that its mechanism is extremely delicate and involved. The
verb especially is highly inflected, presenting no less than two
hundred and fifty different forms, temporal, modal, jiositive, nega-
tive, ac'ive, passive, causal, augmentative, &c. In this respect it

ia prohably unsurjiassed oveu by the intricate verbal systems of the
Finno-Tatar group.

But the characteristic feature of the Zulu- Kaffre and other Bantu
languages is their peculiar alliterative structure, which finds no
parallel in any other linguistic family, the Mande and Gor of West
Africa alone excepted. This principle of "euphonic concord," as
it has been called, is regulated by the pronominal prefix inseparable
from every noun, and repeated in a more or less modified form with
the following adjectives and other words in agreement with the sub-
ject. The ijominal root itself is uncliangeable, its various relations
being expressed by modifications of the prefixed particle, or " in-

ftex," as Colenso calls it. Hence the inflexion in these languages

* The r sound does not occur; it is replaced, as m Chinese, by L

IS mainly initial, not final, as in most other linguistic systemSp
on wjiich account tliey have received the naj»je of " i'lonominal Tic-
fix Langiiages. " Of tlic inilecling prefixes, of whieli tiiero were
sixteen in the ]trinntive Mantu speech, the ehiel function is concord-
ance and relationsUip, Tims tlie proper iiillex ot ntit in the sense
of man, person, being nin^ ])l. ahtt. we get fium nin-itii(, man, aia-
vfn, men.' TliemJlex of kosc, chief, is in, pi. (irreg. ) (»//f«,3 wheiiec
iii-kosc, a chief, aina-kust, chiefs. 'I'lieii, tlie ailjective *'greiit'

being i»/)(, *'a great man" will hn nmu-nUi, nm-kitUi, where tlic-

intlex v.inu is rejieated in the modified fmm vm with the ndjeclive
kiilit. Jiut "a great cJiicf " will be hi-kusc ci'-kulii, wIhto th*
iullcx in is in tlie same way repeated in the modified form m wiili

the following adjective knlu. Here we see somo resemblanee both
to the piinei]de of progressive vocalic harmony as developed in the
Uial-Altaic group, in which the vowel of the root regulates liiosn of
all the following agglutinated formative elements, ;uid to sneh Latin
nf^vconicniH lis fiiits incus, /ilia inca, kc. In bolli cases, liouever,

the /esemblanco is more apparent than real This suritrisingly com-
])lcx and almost artificial principle of allitciativc concordance per-

vading a vast immbcr of languages s^iread over half a continent, and
spoken exclusively by uulettered and barbarous races, is one ol llie

most astonishing piicnomcna in the history of human culture. The
perfection to which the system is carried iu the Zulu-Kafl're group
must always render that branch of tiie Bantu family specially

interesting to tlie students of comparative philology.

.Sec Giislnv Fritsch, Die Einijchorencn SOtUAfriktt'n, villi alius, SO pljitcs, iiint

120 typical Imatis, Eicslau, 1S72; Uleiks Co)iii>aratite Oraiumar of the South
African Languaijes, 18C0 ", ITalin's Qrtnulzdge ciiicr Orauiuiatik ties Ilcrero^ Bcj-Iin,

1S57; Appleyaid's Kaffir LaugnaQe^ IH'iO; Seliricdci's Zuhi Gruiiiiiitxr iu Danish,
Christiania, 1800; lir Colcnso's Qvatmnar 0/ the %ulu-Kafir Language^ 1855;
n<'V, K. Fleming. Knffrana and its Juhal^itatits, Ia.'i5: Giraril <lc KinUc, Lrs
Pntptes de I'A/riqne el de VAtnerique, I'avis, ISSO; Ittv. J. Sliootcr. Kajirs oj
Nnlal, 1857 ; llcv. L. Grcmt, Zutu\a»d, 1865 ; W. ]lotil<loii. Paf.t and Future of the

h'ajff're Jiucee, London, 18li7 ; C. J. BlUhncr, in Zeitschri/i oX tbe Ucrlin Geo. Soc
,

Jlarcli IS81, (A. H. K.)

KAFIRISTAN. This Persian term, signifying "the
country of Kafirs," or nnbelievers (in Islam), has within

the last hundred years become established in geography as

the name of a mountain tract on the north of Afghanistan,

occupied by tribes which have resisted conversion .to tho

faith which prevails on every side. This faith has no
doubt continually gained upon these tribes more or Jess,

and with this encroachment the limits of the Kafir country

have shrunk ; but the encroachment does not appear to

have been large nince the name became recognized in

geography. Thus Baber (c. 150-1) speaks of a certain

place (Chaghansenii, in recent maps " Chegarserai ") as in

the very jaws of Kafiristan, and this continued to apply

forty years ago, if not now. Ordy it is clear that in liis

time the Kafirs occupied tracts about Bajaur, east of the

Kuner river, which they do not pass now except on raids.

The country has never been entered, and even the bordering

Mahometan tracts have only here and there been touched,

by any European, so that we know hardly anything of

its internal geography, and not even the external geography

with any preci.jion. The northern boundary may be taken

as that unvisited patt of the watershed of Hindil Kilsh

which lies between the Dorah Pass (71° 17' E. long,) and tile

Khawak Pass (69° 53' E. long.) leading into tJie Andarab
valley of the province of Kunduz (see Afghan Tukkestan,
vol. ii. 242). On the east it is limited by Chitral or

Kashkilr; on the south and west it is more difticult to define.

But 35*^ N. lat. and 70° E. long, will mark these limits

roughly, though the Kafir tiibes seem still to extend south

of the former line above Jalalabad, whilst their limits are

^ This word Ahaniu is generally used by the Kaffres in speaking of

themselves as the " men " in a pro-emiftent sense in opposition to the

Ama-hhfiigi, or inferior white people. On this ground Ab'.'ntu,

shortened to Bantu, lias been proposed hy Bleek and generally adopted

as the collective name of all the races and languages belonging to tin's

great linguistic system, which reaches from four or five degrees north

of the equator soutlnvards to Cape Colon}', and stretches right across

the continent from tho Ogoway delta to Zanzibar.
^ The regular plural of the in Rex m is tszn, as m in-JilUy house,

i^i-hlu, houses. But ama is extensively used instead of aha, izin, &c.,

in forming the plural, especially of personal nouns, nations, tribes, kc.

Hence Ama-Xosa for Aha-Xosa from um-Xosay Ama-Mpondo from .

u-Mpondo, Avia-Kose from iri-Kose, &c. Tlie northern and western
Bantu nations preserve the (tba under the forms ba, be^ ivd,, v. lionce

Ba-snto^ Be-chua7ia, Wa-tii/mnn-esif Wa-gandaf 6tc,
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retracted north of the same line al'Ove Laghnian. Indeed

Kafir villages, though now desenod, exist within Darah

Nut, only 20 miles from Jalalabad. It is believed that

the KuSi' spttlements on some points also pass to the norch

of Hindu Kush.

Tribes of Kafir kindred, subdued and converted by the

ilahumetans in comparatively recent times are known as

A'hnclut, or " half-and-half." Many of these are op good

terms with the Kafirs, and trade is carried on through their

mediation. A most interesting account by Lieutenant-

Colouel Tanner, of some tribes of this class, will be found

in the Ptor. Roy. Geo/j. .S'jf. quoted below.

The most important portion of the Kafir tribes apparently

occupies the valleys which drain (by the Pech river) into the

Kuner or Chitril river, below Chaghanserai, in about .34°

49' N. lat. The most easterly occupy the valley running

south from the Dorah Pass, and joining the same river at

JJirkot, about 35° 15' N. lat. Others are on the headwaters

•of the .iVlingar and Alishaqi; rivers, which join in Laghm'm,
iind the most westerly on the sources of the river ol Tagao.

Surrounded by people professing Islam and cherishing

slavery, the Kafirs are naturally objects of kidnapping

incursions, and these they revenge by sallies from their

mo intain fastncssps to plunder and kill. Wood, in 1S38,

^'ouod the valley of the Upper Kokcha in Eadakh.shan

deserted on account of Kafir forays. The Lahori Pass

from Dir into Chitral was within recent years so beset by
Kafir robbers that many Mus-nlman wayfarers were

annually killed, whose graves were marked by cairns and
flags, and designated "The Tombs of the Martyrs."

Hundreds of tho.se dismal memorials lined the road and

damped the traveller's spirits. Eaverty mentions a savage

invasion of Kafiristan made some thirty years ago by the

chief of Bajaur from the south-east, in which villages were

sacked and burnt, and the people carried off and sold.

F-diz Bakhsh s;ieaks of a like invasion from the north in

1870 by the prince of Bailakbshan, which penetrated by

the Dozakh Darah or " Hell-glen " to Kator (which he calls

the Kafir capital), bringing back a large number of

•captives, whom he .saw at Faizabad. Whatever difliculty

from within prevents the exploration of the Kafir country

is due apparently to this atrocious treatment at the hands
of their Moslem neighbours.

But the Kafir wars are far from being all external. Some
of the tribes wage war with one another, so constant and
deadly that Biddulph says their fights with their Mussulman
neighbours are comjjaratively desultory and harmless.

Kafirs are said, however, never to kill men of their own
village.

The country is, as far as can be gathered, a land of lofty

mountains, dizzy paths, and hair-rope bridges swinging

over torrents, of narrow valleys laborious!}' terraced, but of

wine, milk, and honey rather than of agriculture ; the

valleys on the eastern side, however, are described as

thickly wooded and very fertile. Though table-lands are

spoken of, arable land is scanty. Over the greater part of

the- country the winter is severe ; hence the people depend
much on dairy-produce, and consume vast quantities of

cheese and curd, besides meat, and fruit, fresh or dried.

The hill country of the KaSrs, and of kindred races Jons .continu-

ing in paganism, whicli extended from the north of Oatjul to the
borders of Kashmir, was known to raeiliaeval Asiatics, more or less

loosely, as Bilaur, a name of ancient origin, which we iind iu Marco
Polo as Bolor. Pasluii also, from the name of one of those races

now Jlussulman, seems to have had a vague application to jjart of
this region ; this name also occurs both in filarco Polo and iu
Ibn Batuta. KtUdr likewise has sometimes received a like vague
extension.

The first distinct mention of Kafirs as a separate race accras to

be iu the liistory of Titnur. 'WTien that prince, in March 139S,
tirrived at Andaiab on his wav to invade India, he was met with a
cry for help against the Katoi aud Si4h-posh (or " black-clothed ")

Kafirs ; and he e:>'r-?d the co'ir.try o'" '.iie V.mi- C-mr ih' a^er
part of the I'an.jhir vaUcy. ]t v.-.., still .vnitc; in t'.ie highlands,
anil th& uiHicuJtics were f;r^at. Tri.ur li':.iself ,vas !et '-own the
snows by y/iisael/- in a basket guiilecl by lopes. Tlie chii-C of tlie

Kafirs was called the ruler of Katui, .> tillu wliich is possilly pre-
served in the titlu of the king of Cliif.-ji (sec K.Uiikau), besiilcs

survi^.iug in the name of one of the greater Kaiir tribes. Timur
distinguisllHS bet^.veen Kator and .Siah-posh ; for he speaks of

detaeliing 10,000 horse n'.!:ii(ist the tjiah-|iusli country, whicli lay to
*'•• left,—tfieivfoie, it «ould seeiu, to tlie norlli of the countiy
entered by him. This detachment met with great disaster. Tininr
himself claims decided success, but probably found 'the. country

- quite imprueticalile, for he speedily emei-ged again at Khuwak. Ke
speaks of the abundant fruit trees, of the wine, of the language
"distinct from 'i'liiki, I'ereiau, Hindi, and Kashmiri," of the
weapon.s as arrows, swords, and slings. The niler was styled
^AtUthliO, his residence JorkuJ, and another large place SlwkaJ.
Timor caused an inscription to be cut iu the defiles of Katflr record-
ing ids invasion and its route. JIassou tells us that in the Kafir
loniiliy, on tlic N.njil or Alishang river, there is a structui^e still

. knowu as Timur's c;tstle.

I

We hi-ar of the Kafii-s again in the Memoirs of Baber, of their
raids in I'anjiiir, of their wine and fondness for it,—every man

I

canying slimg round iiis mek a khi(i or leathern bottle. The
occasional nieutions of the Kafirs iu the Aia-i-Akhori seem
borrowed from IJuber, but this wiirk cmtaili'j another passage
(Clailwia's tians'atton, 1(8-1, ii. 105) which pi-ob.ibly originated a
atory about tlic Kahis' descent from Giceks, not yet quite obsolete

in Europe. In fact, however, the passage doea not ajipcar to n-fer

tn the " Kafirs " at all, but t-j the claim to descent from Alexander
of tile iirinccs reigning in S--vat before the piesent Yuzufzai,—

a

claim remarkable enough lu itself, and inauitained by many other
piinees of the hill states north of Hindu Kush.
Again, Benedict Goes, tiavcIhnEjfrom Feshawnr to Ca bill in 1603,

heard of u city (or countiy) c.dled Caj-jicrstam, into which no
Slahonietan might enter on pam of death. Hindu traders might
enter, though not into the temples The people were said never
themselves to enter their tcniph'S except in black dre.'iscs. The
country abounded in grapes j the natives drank wine, of w-lddi

Goes tasted ; and all tins v.-as so strange that he susi^ccted the
people might be Christians Little or nothing is heard of the Kafirs

after this till the publication of Renueirs Memoir of a Mnp of
lliiidosUin (1788),—followed twenty-six yeais later by Elphuistoue's
tj'tiibiil, in whielt a considerable amount of .substantial infoi-mation

i-eg.ii-ding the Kafirs was given by that admirable writer, of whoia
tlic Afg!i.ins believed, and with justice, that he had a telescope

with which he could see what passed on the other side of a
mountain.
The most favourable opportunity ever offered for the exploration

of Kafinst.in was during the British occupation of Cabul in 1839-40;

and a Kafir deputation invited a visit from those whom they had
been led to regard as kindred But they were coldly received,

owing to the great jealousy of such intercourse shown by the

Afghans.

Colonel Tanner of the Artillery "made a spirited attempt

to reach the country from Jalalabad in 1S79, and spent

some time among the Mahometans of Darah Nur, whose

language and customs indicate afiinity to their heathen

neighbours. But he was carried away dangerously ill, on

the very day when a Kafir party arrived at the village to

escort him into their country. Similar invitations were

brought to Major Biddulph- in Chitril in 1878. This

oflicer was unable to avail himself of these. Vat he had

unusual opportunities of seeing and gaining information

about the jieople, and his chapter on the Siah-jxish is the

most authentic account yet available. But there arc no

doubt local differences, and we must not assume that to be

untrue which varies from Biddulph's statements.

The Kafirs are in fact only an aggregation-. of tribes,

probably belonging to one general race, but whose present

close juxtaposition is the result of various accidents and

invasions which have driven them, in part at least, from

the lower countries, and concentrated them in this highland

region. They have themselves vague stories to this eifect,

and (like the Karens of Burmah) one that they formerly

possessed writing. Elphinstone heard a Kafir story that

brought them from Kandahar. This may have been a

dim tradition, not of the place now so called, but of the

Kandahar of the older Arab geographers,- Gandarifis of

Ptolemy, and Gandhara of the Hindu books, vi^., the region
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of Peshawar and Yusufzai. A clan of the now Moslem

tribe uf Sfifis is called Gaiuihdiai. The Kama: tribe of

Kafirs have been surmised to be living representatives of

the Kambojas of early Sanskrit, *ho8e name was borrowed

by that region in the far East in whose forest depths

religions of Indian origiu reared weird and stupendous

fanes, lately made known. In two other Katir clans,

Aspins and Ashkins, one is tempted to trace remnants of

the Aspasii and Assauni of Alexander's historians, whose

seat was about Kuner, Bajaur, and Dir.

Till' [H-opU' iiri' rucogni2ed from outsiJe a.H Ktljirs i
'• lofideU") or

Sid/i'posk (" black-cl;i<i "—compare the JAtaiuJtlwni of ancient

Scylhiii) ; but they u-o uo cuUectivo tyrm us apphcjblu to tbt'm-

Bolves ; lu many cases JllJereut tribes are uDable to coupersti witb

oach other ; and apparently they recoffnuo uo eoniiiiou tie of

nationality. If hard pushed, or speukiii^ with foreigners, they will

thus employ the u'oru Knppra (tor Kafir), but so also a Hindu
talking to an EnglishniaD will eometiiiies use the t«rni Kdld Admi
(* black man ") e.oUoctively of his countrymen.

The variations in the catalogue of tribes given are endless ;

indeed, Tauuer says explicitly that he never found two people who
agreed in the names of four out of five, and the variation in actual

bats is greater than this. Major Biddulph's infoimation leads bini

to divide the whole body into three main tribes (or perhaps topo-

graphical divisions) ;—(1) Bashqalis, occupying the eastern valley

adjoining Chitrill, partially tributary to that state,—their principal

clan being divided into Kamoz andliaintoz; (2) Wciigalis, occupy-

ing the Pech valley and its upper waters
; (3) Kamijah^ or Lttm-

fjafis, on the upper waters oi the streams descending towards

Laghinan (formerly Lamghdn) and Cabnl, and also apparently

extending north ol the great watershed. But these great tribes are

subdivided into uumoious dans, of which the Waigalis alone count

eighteen. There are also broken clans, like the KaMshas, adioin-

iug Chitriil, a degraded race who are claimed by the Bashgalis as

thoir slaves, and the KiUigaJis, a small tribe near the watershed

who are subject to MunjAn, one of tiie highland cantons of

Badakhshan.
More co])ioll3 lists of tribes have been given by Elpliinstouo

(three lists on different authorities), and by Raverty, Lumsdcli,

Bellew, &c. We may notice that all lists give a J^rominent place

to the KntCif or Knhif (see above). Other names that appear in

several lists are ]Vdi or JVdifjal (already named 1 am Eiddulph)
;

Kdnif in various forms ; W^dinah, and i'ttnu, whi..h, we learn from
Tanner, are names for one gi-eat tribe ; Pcishd-gni- or Pashd-gri,

suggestive of connexion with the now Maliometauized Pashais of

the Cabul highlands, spoken of above ; Miinik-gal, Paruni,
Trriirgaiiui, GaiiJj'ir or Gimtr, AsJd-omj or Asktit^ Jsh/iui or Uijn,
NisJt't or Xishai, &c. The atlix gaU or gali, which attaches to

several Kafir names of place aud tribe, is to be ascribed to a word
gciJ signifying " country." The characteristics of some tribes were
given to Tanner by their {nuncJut) neighbours the Chugauls, and
ran thus . "In Katir land are many langu.iges, many tribes with
different tongues. The Kidawas (Kators are hor=emen. The
Paniiiis have no guns, they kill iiicn with cluhs. The Majgalis

' are beautiful ; they have guns .and are marksmen ; they are men of

the chase, very active and swift. The JTamas are the nicest of
all. But the .fi'a/aita.? (Kators /) are chief before the Tl'ar,ias. And
the XisJuii are fairer than the U'amas."

In regard to the general aspect and complexion of the

Kafirs, accounts have varied. Dr Trumpp, a learned mis-

sionary, who examined three Kafirs at Peshawar, declares

them to have been in all respects Like natives of Upper
India, with dark hair and eyes and .swarthy colour, tinged

with ruddiness due to wine. On the other hand Burnes,
Atkinson, Wood, and Massou all speak of their blue eyes,

nearly all of their brown hair. Bellew describes Faramorz
Khan, an oflicer of Kafir birth in the Afghan service, as of

fair, almost florid complexion, and light brown hair, hardly
to be distinguished frori an Englishman. And, unless
their fairness were a general characteri.stic, one hardly
sees how the story current among themselves of their kin
to us could have found vogue. The fact seems to be, as

Biddulph states, and as the Chugani characterization quoted
above implies, that they differ considerably in complexion,
some of those living at high elevations being very fair. In
feature those whom he saw were pure Arj'ans of a high
tj'pe,—the women handsome (as all native reports make
thera), with brown hair and eyes, sometirnes very fair.

Indeed, Sir H. Kawlinson, who repeatedly savv- Kafirs at

Cabul in 183l*-40, has stated that the most beautiful

Oriental lady he ever had seen vias a Kafir slave
; by

loosening her golden hair sbecuuld cover herself completely

from head to foot as with a veil.

The current tale has always been like that told to Goes
in 1C03 that no Mussulman could enter their land and livo.

This is true of any one entering without warning ; but, on

the eastern side at leaat, they receive visitors when passed

in by ono of themselves. Thus pedlers with wares from
Peshawar enter ; and Mahometans from Chitrfil are occa-

sionally allowed to enter the country for sport, and enjoy

the hospitality for which the Kafirs are famed. The
assurance that they would welcome the visits of Christianu

has been general, and tho invitation often giveu Two
Afghaus from Peshawar, Christian converts, on the in vita

tion of a Kafir who had been a soldier in the Guides under
Colonel (now Sir Harry) Lumsden, visited the Kafir country

in 1864, and brought back a very interesting journal. They
witne-Bed, soon after entering the country, the treacherous

massacre by the Kafirs, in fulfilment of an old vendetta, of

a large party of Mahometans who had been invited across

the border, but were themselves well treated.

The language of the Kafir tribes belongs, like their physical type,

to the Aryan cJasa. On both northern and soutliein slopes of Hindu.
Kuah are spoken a number of languages and dialects, all of which,

with the striking exception of the Khajuua or Buri.^Uki in Oilgit,

belong to the cla-ss named, some of them leaning more to the Persic,

Bome to tlio India (or Prakiitic) tj-pe. To the tirst belong especially

the dialects of the noitli known as Ohdhhn, spoken lu Sirikol,

Wakhan, Shighndn, and otlier cantons of the upper Oxus. To
the second belong tho Sliiiia language of Bardistan, and other
dialects, spoken on the Indus and west of it as far as Chitral,

Major Biddulph considci-s the Kafir hnguages, of is-hich the KhoAvac
or Chitrali is a type, to stand between tho t^vo classes, *b'awiug ou
tho whole nearest to the Indie side, but with a larger number of
Persic roots than tho Dard dialects. Vocabulaiics of Kafir or SiaU-

posli dialects have been published by various persons {^.g., Leech,

Burnes, Raverty, Lumsden, Tiumpp, Norris, Leitner, Tanner,

Biddulph). The most ample are by no means the most valuable ;

and tile data as yet, both as to copiousness and as to precisiott

regarding tho locality of tho dialects represented, are scanty', though
in tliL^o respects Major Biddulph's book nTarks a considerable step.

The Hindi character of the lists of numerals in some of tho dialects-

is very striking. They all seein toconfiim Elphinstone's statement

that in all the Kafir dialects tho numcj-ation is by scores, as in the

French "survival" oi qilairevingt, quatrctingt-dij:, k.c.

Biddulph regards the religion of tho Kafirs as a crude

form of the old Vedic worship. Jmhru is their chief god,

a narao suggestive of Iiidra. Mani. is spoken of as mediat

ing with Imbra on behalf of man. There are many inferior

divinities, some acknowledged to have been mortals wor-

shipped after death. Names of some of these are giveu

by Elphinstone and by Biddulph, and a large part of the

two lists agree. Stones are set up as emblems of Imbra,

but carved idols are not used, says Biddulph ; we must
perhaps interpolate,—"as representations of Imbra,'-—for

there is much evidence that images are set up. Deogan is-

a name which several accounts give as that of a chief god,

—perhaps a generic word connected with i/co, (/?(•, i/cu.s,

&c. Colonel Tanner's informantb told him of a teiui)le of

Deogan among th.e Wamas, hung about with bright-coloured

cloths and ornaments, whilst Peogan was represcntuil by a

fierce image of wood, armed with club, knife, and gun.

The temples are said to be stored with the accumulated

spoils of ages. To all the deities cows are sacrificed, and
cedar branches burned. On all occaiiiots of slaughtering

for food, some deity is invoked and sacrificial ceremoniea

observed. The Bashgalis showed Biddulph the sacrifice

of a goat. The detail is most remarkable, as he points

out, in its agreement, even in some of the minutlK (such

as the ritual words used, *»(•/(/ and he-niach /), with the

account given by Elphinstone after Mullah Najlb,—thus

attestiuff the authentici'y of the latter's narrative.

Polygamy i;, practi^-cd, aud uuooi'diug to ita balance of
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evidence woman's chastity is loose, and adultary slightly

punished or easily compensated (but on thest points the

Afghan Christians give a strongly opposed statement).

Female children are freely sold by the Bashgalie to then-

Mussulman neighbours, and the king of Chitral receives

an annual tribute of children of both sexes (whom he sells

doubtless). The black clothing, which has given the

Kafirs a general name, varies in character. Tribes on the

Cabul side wear entire goat's skins ; the Bashgalis wear

short-sleeved black tunics of woven goat's hair, with a

broad red binding, and girt with a leather belt bearing a

dagger. On their feet they wear rude sandals of wild-goat

skin, with a tuft on the instep. The women wear long

sack-like garments of black woven goat's hair, with long

loose'sleeves, girt loosely at the waist, and with a coloured

cotton scarf tightly bound over the shoulders. It is a 1

general characteristic that njpn shave the whole head except

a circular 3-inch patch on the crown, from which the hair

hangs often to the waist. The Bashgalis at least wear no

head covering. Women wear the hair plaited in many
long thin tresses, coiled under their head-dress. The head-

dress of the Bashgali women is remarkable, consisting of

a black cap with lappets and two horns about a foot long,

made of wood wrapt with black cloth and fixed to the cap.

Such a head-dress, with horns of greater length, is described

by Chinese travellers of the 6th and 7th centuries as worn

in the valley of the upper Oxus, then held by the Yetha

or Ephthalites, an indication probably of kindred with or

influence over the ancestors of this Kafir tribe. Among
the Sanus, Wamas, or Red Kafirs, long, massive, silver

chains presented by the tribe are worn over the shoulders

by successful warriors. Their women tie up the hair with

a silver band.

The Kafir arms are bows and arrows, battle-axe and

dagger. The dagger is peculiar, of excellent fabric, with

a deep I hilt of iron with brass studs, and slung in a

triangular iron sheath. Their bows and arrows are short and

weak-lookfng, but they make good practice up to 60 yards.

Swords and matchlocks are spreading.

Among the notable and general customs are the copious

use of wine, which at their feasts they drink from large

silver cups which are among their most precious posses-

sions ; their sitting habitually upon stools of wicker-work,

whilst they find it as difficult as we do to adopt the cramped

postures usual among Asiatics ; their use of slips of pine

for candles ; the custom of recording the deeds of a warrior

by a post beside his coffin, in which a peg is. driven for

every man he has slain. The Islamized Chugani people

of Darah NCir also maintain this practice.

The people are fond of dancing. Men and women join.

Biddulph witnessed a village dance, wild and strange,—the

men brandishing arms, with whooping and whistling and

discharge of guns. At times the whole would lock arms

by pairs and revolve backwards and forwards in grotesque

waltz, or following in order wind in figures of 8.

Their houses are neat and clean, generally of more than

one story (communicating by rough ladder beams), and

sometimes of five or si.x on the declivity of a hill.

They are much embellished with wood carving. We may
assume Tanner's striking description of a large Chugani
village to give a fairer idea of the Kafir towns than we
have yet any direct means of gaining :

—

" It is built on the face of a very stetsp slope, and the houses, of

which there must be 8Ly huntiied, are arranged in terraces one above

another. From the roof of one of the lower ones I gazed with
astonishment at a vast aropliitheatre of carved wood—at thousauda
of carved veranda-posts, and at tens of tliousands of carved panels,

with which the upper story of each house is constructed. . . . The
carving completely covered the woodwork of the upper story of

every house. Th'j lower story is of stone and wood, and double tlie

extent of tho upper, and this alicwa an open roof-space on which
the inhabitants mnstl.v pa."? their time in fino weather -

A newborn child is carried with its mother to a special

house outside the village, where they remain secluded.

After twenty days mother and child are bathed and brought

back with music and dancing The dead are placed in

coffins, and, after much dancing and waking and sham
fighting, are carried to some lofty spot and there deposited,

but no grave is made.

The Sidh-posh dogs, cattle, sheep, fowls, and all their

agricultural products are famous for quality, and much
sought by their neighbours. Their cattle in appearance

and size compare favourably with English breeds, but have
large humps. The women are said to do much of the

agricultural work.

On Kafirs, see Elphinstone's Cauiul, ed. 1839, ii. 373 sq.;

Burnes, Cuhool, 1842, pp. 206 sq. and 381 sq,; Masson, Jonnuys,
1842, chap. xi. ; Lumsden's Mission to Kandahar^ Calcutta, 1860;
Raverty, in Journ. As. Soc. Bev.(jal, vols, xxviii. and xxxiii.

;

Bellew, " Lectm-e," in Journ. U. S. Inst. Ind.j No. 41, Simla,

1879; Leitner, ibid., No. 43, 1880; Biddulph, Tribes of Bindoo
Koosh^ Calcutta, 1880; Tanner, in I'roc. Jiuij. bcoq. ,S'oc., May
1881; Church Missionary Intelligencer for 1865, i-eprinted in same
for December 1878; also Church Missionary Intellit/enccr for Sep-

tember 1874; Wood's Oxtts; Tereutyef, Russia, and England in

Central Asia, translated by Daukes, Calcutta, 1876, i. 298 sq. (this

has some amoimt of nonsense, deducing the Kafire from a Slav

niif;ration through Byzantium, &c.); Quarterly Review, April 1873,

p. 534 sq.; Jour. Roy. As. Soc., vol. xix. p. 1 sq. (H. Y.)

KAHLtiR, also called BilXspur, one of the petty hill

states in the Punjab, India, lying between 31° 12' 30"

and 31° 35' 45" N. lat., and between 7C° 26' and 76° 58'

E. h)ng. The area is 448 square miles, and the estimated

population 60,000. The principal products are opium

and grain ; woollen goods are manufactured. The estimated

revenue is about £10,000. The Gurkhds overran the

country 'la the early part of the century, and expelled the

rAjA, who was, however, reinstated by the British in 1815.

K'AI-FUNG FOO is the capital of the province of

Honan in China, and is one of the most ancient citie? in

the empire. A city on the present site was first built by

Duke Chwang (774-700 b.c.) to mark off (k'ai) the

boundary of his fief (fuiiff) ; hence its name. It has,

however, passed under several aliases in Chinese history.

During the Chow, Suy, and T'ang dynasties (557-907) it

was known as P'een-chow. During the Woo-tai, or five

dynasties (907-960), it was the Tung king, or eastern

capital. Under the Sung and Kin dynasties (960-1260)

it was called P'een-king. By the Yuen or Mongol dynasty

(1260-1368), its name was again changed to F'een-leang,

and on the return of the Chinese to power with tho estab-

lishment of the Ming dynasty (1368-1644), it was re-

christened by its original name of K'ai-fung. The city is

situated at the point where the last spur of the Kwan-lun

mountain system melts away in the eastern plain, and a

few miles south of the Yellow river. Its position, there-

fore, lays it open to the destructive influences of the

Hwang-ho. In 1642 it was totally destroyed by a flood

caused by the dykes of that river bursting, and on several

prior and subsequent occasions it has suffered injury from

the same cause. The city is large and imposing-looking,

with broad streets and handsome edifices, the most notice-

able of which are a twelve-storied pagoda 600 feet high,

and a watch tower from which, at a height of 200 feet,

the inhabitants are able to observe the approach of the

yellow waters of the river in times of flood. The city

wall forms a substantial protection, and is pierced by five

gates. The whole neighbourhood, which is the site of one

of the earliest settlements of the Chinese in China, is full

of historical associations, and it was in this city that the

Jews who entered China in the reign of Ming-te (58-75

A.D.) first established a colony. For many centuries these

people held themselves aloof from the natives, and practised

the rit23 of their leligion in a temple built and supported
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by themselves. Of late years, however, they have falleu

upon evil times, and ia 1851, out of the seventy families

which constituted the original colony, only seven remained.

For fifty years no rabbi had ministered to the wants of this

remnant. Their temple was in ruins, and the people them-

selves were reduced to the lowest extreme of poverty. In

1853 the city was attacked by the Tai-ping rebels, and,

though at the first assault its defenders successfully re-

sisted the enemy, it was subsequently taken. With the

ruthlessness common to the Tai-pings the captors looted

and partially destroyed the town, which still retains traces

of this its latest misfortune. Of the population, which is

probably not far short of 100,000, it is estimated that two-

thirds of the tradesmen, tavern keepers, educated classes,

and attendants at the Government offices are Mahometans.
The city, which is situated in 3i° 52' N. lat., and 114" 33'

E. long., forms also the district city of Seang-foo.

KAIRA, a British district in the province of Guzerat,

Bombay, India, lying between 22° 26' and 23° 6' N. lat.,

and between 72° 33' and 73° 21' E. long., bounded on the

N. by AhmadAb4d district, on the E. and S. by the river

Mahi, and on the W. by AhmadAbAd district and the state

of Cambay, with an area of 1561 square miles. Except
a small corner of hilly ground near its northern boundary,

and in the south-east and south where the land along the

Mahi is furrowed into deep ravines, Kaira district forms

one unbroken plain, sloping gently towards the south-

west. The north and north-east portions are dotted with

patches of rich rice land, broken by unfilled tracts of low
brushwood. The centre of the district is very fertile and
highly cultivated ; the luxuriant fields are surrounded by
high growing hedges, and the whole country is clothed

with clusters of large, shapely trees. To the west this

belt of rich vegetation passes into a bare though well-

cultivated tract of rice land, growing mote barren and open
till it reaches the maritime belt, whitened by a salt-like

crust, along the Gulf of Cambay. The chief rivers are the

Mahi on the south-east and south, and the SAbarmati on

the we.'jtern boundary. The former, owing to its deeply cut

bed and sandbanks, is impracticable for either navigation

or irrigation ; but the waters of the SAbarmati are largely

utilized for the latter purpose. A smaller stream, the

Khilri, also waters a considerable area by means of canals

and sluices.

The census of 1872 retm-ned the population at 782,733 (419,142
males and S63,.'i91 females). Hindus numbered 711,619 ; Musal-
mans, 70,741 , P.-irsi's, 68 , and Chri.st!ans 305, of whom 243 are

natives. Among the Hindus the most important classes are the

Lewaand Kadu-a Kumbis, numbering 144,639 ; they are the best cul-

tivators in the district, sober, peaceful, and industvioufi. The Rajputs,

with the exception of a few who with the title of tiiakur still retain

landed estates, have sunh into the mass of ordinary peasant proprie-

tors. The Kolis numbei 281,252 ; idlo and turbulent under native

rule, they are now quiet, liard-woiking, and prosperous. Among
the Hindu low castes, numbering 61, 834, the Dlieisare distinguished

for industry and good beh.aviour. They formerly lived in comfort
by weaving coarso cotton cloth, but the competition of the Bombay
and local steam mills is now sliutting them out of the market. Of
the Musalman population, about onc-third itpresent the foreign

conquerors of Guzoiat ; the remainder are tlie descendants of con-
verted Hindus. Tlic first class, employed chiefly as cultivators, or

in Government service as police and messengers, are for the most
part poor ; the second class, \\\\o- are ai tisnns, chiefly weavers and oil-

pressers, are haul-woiking and well-to-do. Thirteen towns contain

more than 5000 inlinbit.ints each. A.griculturo forms the support
of upwards of two-thiids of the popul.itiou. In 1876-77, 302,221
acres, or 75 p>r rent of the Government cultivable land, were under
tillage, and 20,753 .teres fnllow or under grass. Food grains com-
prise upwards of SS per cent, of the crops

;
pulses, 8 per cent:. ; oil-

seeils, 1 per cent. ; fibres,- 1 per cent. ; the remainder being taken
up Isy miscellaneous crops, chietly tob.iceo, which has the re]nitation

of being the finest in western India. Tho manufactures comprise
soapm.iking, glassmaking, caUen priuting, and handloom wealing
'cf coarse cloth. A .steam spinning and weaving mill has been re-

cently established. Tlie exports are grain, tobacco, butter, oil, and
tie petals of the mahuci tree : the imports, piece-goods, groceries.

molisses, and dve-sSufl's. About 40 mSes of the Bombay, Barod,i,

and Central India Railway pass througli the district.

The revenue administration of the distiict is conducted by a col-

lector-magistrate and three assistants ; for judicial iiurjioscs Kaira
is included within the jurisdiction of the judge of Ahmatlabad.
Tlie total imperial, local, and innnicipal revenue in 1575-76 was
£249,314, of which £195,184 was derived from the land. Educa-
tion was allbrded in 1876-77 by 189 schools, attended by 14,720
pupils. Kaira possesses a public library, and in 1876 publishel
three vernacular newspapers. Tho prevailing diseases consist uf

fevers of a malarious type. The average rainfall during tho five

year.s ending 3876 was 30 inches.

Kaira district has no independent history of its own. It is ma la

up partly of lands acquired fiom the pcsliwa in 1802, and partly of

territory acquired from the gackwar oi Baroda in 18u3 and 1817.

Kaira, chief town and headquarters of the above dis-

trict, situated 5 miles south-west of Mehmadib.'ld railway

station, in 22° 44' 30" N. lat., and 72° 44' 30" E. long.

It is a very ancient city, having a legendary connexion

with the iialidblidrata, and is proved by the evidence of

copperplate grants to have been known as early as the 5th

century. Early in the 18th century it passed to the Babi

family, with whom it remained till 1763, when it was taken

by the MarhattAs ; it was finally handed over to the British

in 1803. It was a large military station till 1820, when
the cantonment was removed to Deesa. Population (1872),

12,681.

KAIRWAN, KiRWAN, Kerouan (properly Jvairawan),

the Me>5ca of northern Africa, is a city of the regency of

Tunis, 30 miles inland from Susa, and about 80 miles due
south from the capital. It is built in an open plain a

little to the west of a stream which flows south to the Sidi

el Heni lake. Of the luxuriant gardens and olive groves

which form so prominent a feature iu the early Arabic

accounts of the place hardly a remnant has been left. The
total circuit of the walls, according to Edward Rao, is about

3500 yards ; and the population is variously estimated

from 10,000 to 15,000. A little modification of the eastern

wall would make the plan an irregular hexagon. Kairwan
is emphatically a religious city : no Jew is permitted to

enter within its gates, and it is only at rare intervals that

access has been obtained by Christian travellers, though for

them in ordinary circumstances tho real danger is reduced

to a minimum. The more important mosques are only six

in number, but the variety of the lesser religious struc-

tures is exceedingly great, and several parts of the city

are crowded with the tombs of saints and warriors of the

Jlahoraetan faith. In the northern quarter stands the

great mosque founded by 'Okba ibn NAfi' el Fehri, and con-

taining within its sacred precincts the shrine of this great

defender of the faith and the tombs of the kings of Tunis.

It has a length of 140 yards, and the south-east and north-

east ends measure respectively 85 and 75 yards. To the

outsida it presents a heavy buttressed wall, with little of

either grandeur or grace, but in the interior, in spite of

whitewash and paint, it has that magnificence of marble

columns which fitted it to be the prototype of the mosque
of Cordova. As no European footstep has traversed its

arcades, the number of the columns has not been ascer-

tained, but there are at least upwards of 400 of them-—

a

mingled spoil from the Roman ruins of the surrounding

country. To the Mahometan mind the crowning distinc-

tion of the building is that through Divine inspiration the

founder was enabled to set it (absolutely true to Mecca.

In the central aisle are two pillars between which the

people believe that no person with the guilt of mortal sin

upon him can by any po.ssibility pass. A unique collection

of ancient armour is preserved in one of the chambers. Of
greater external beauty than the great mosque is the mosque
of the Three Gates. The shrine of Sidi Ibn 'Isd is worthy

of note for the peculiar conjuring performances carried on

every Friday by the followers of its founder ; and that of
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the CampUnion (i.e. of the Prophet) outside of the walls is

specially sacred as possessiog three hairs of the Prophet's

beard. Formerly famous for its car)jet3 and its oil of

roses, Kairwaa is now known in nortbern Africa rather for

copper vessels, articles in morocco leather, potash, and

saltpetre. In almost every respect it has greatly declined.

Tho Ambic historians relate tho foun-lation of K.Tirwan by

'Okha with miraculous circumstances (Taliary, ii. 63 , Vakut, iv

213). Tlio date is variously given (see Well, Gcsch. '/. t'lmhjfn.,

i 283 sq.) ; according to Tabary it must have been before 670.

See Grenville T. Temple, Excundcnis in ihj^ jHcdilcrranrdn

^

1835; Edward Rae, ThcCountry of tlic Moors,\i'iZ\'V.. L. I'layfair,

Travels in the Footsteps of Bruce, 1877.

KAISARIEH. See C.€:s.\re.\, vol. iv. p. 6-40.

KAISERSLAUTERN, the chief town of a circle in the

government district of Rheinpfalz, Bavaria, is situated on

the Lauter, in the hilly district of Westrich, about 40 miles

west of Mannheim, and is one of the most important indus-

'trial towns of the Palatinate. It is the seat of the usual

official bureaus, and counts among its educational institu-

tions a gymnasium, a Protestant normal school, a com-

mercial school, and an industrial museum. There are

several churches, of which one owes its first foundation to

Frederick Barbarossa, a hospital, and a large fruit-market.

The house of correction occupies the site of Barbaros.sa's

castle, built in 1153, and demolished by the French in

1713. The industries include cotton and wool spinning

and weaving, iron-founding, and the manufacture of beer,

tobacco, and numerous other articles. There is some trade

in fruit and ijj timber. Population in 187.5, 22,699.

Kaiserslautern takes its name from the emperor (Kaiser) Frede-

rick I., "who presented to the place a wood worth 60,00n marks
annually. In 1276 it became a town, and in 13.'j7 passed to the

Palatinate. In 1621 it was taken by the Spanish, ui 1631 by the

.Swedish, in 1635 by the imperial, and in 1713 by the Fiencli troops.

During 1793 and 1794 it was tho sce'ne of active fighting ; and JB

the Franco-Prussian war of 1870 it was the base of operations of

the second German army, under Prince Frederick Charles. It

was one of the early stations of the Keformation, and in 1849 was
a focus for the revolutionary spirit in the Palatinate.

KAISERSWERTH, an ancient town in the circle and
government district of Dusseldorf, Prussia, is situated on

the right bank of the Rhine, 6 miles below Diisseldorf.

It contains an old Romanesque church of the 12th or 13th

century, and has several benevolent institutions, of which

the chief is the training-school for Protestant sisters of

charity. This institutiou, founded by Pastor Fliedner in

183G, has more than 100 branches, some even in Asia and
America; the head establishment at Kaiserswerth includes

an orphanage, aluuatic asylum, and a Magdalen institution.

The Roman Catholic hospital occupies the former F-^n-

ciscaa convent. The popidation in 1875 was 2135, chiefly

engaged in silk-weaving and tobacco majiufactore.

In 710 Pippin of Heristal presented the sife of the town to Bishop
Suitbert, who built the Benedictine inonasteiy round which the

town gradually formed. Until 1214 Kaiserswerth lay on an island,

but in that year Count Adolphus V. of Berg, v/ho was besieging

it, dammed up effectuaUy one arm of the Rhine. About the

beginning of the 14th century Kaiserswerth was pa^^med by the

empire to Jiilich, whence, after some vicissitudes, it finally passed

into the possession of the princes of the Palatinate, whose rights,

long disputed by the elector of Cologne, v^qtq legally settled in

1762. In 1702 the fortress was captured by the Austrians and
Prussians, and the Kaiserburg, whence the young emperor Hemy
IV. was abducted by Archbishop Hanno in 1062, blown up.

KAITHAL, or Kythal, an ancient town in Karnil

district, Punjab. India, 29" 48' 7" N. lat, 76° 26' 26" E.

long. It is said to have been founded by the mythical

hero Tudishthira, and is connected by tradition with the

monkey-god Hanilmdn. In 1767 it fell into the hands of

the Sikh chieftain, Bhai Desu Sinh, whose descendants,

the Bhais to Kaithal, ranked among the most important

and powerful Oi."; Sntlej chie.fs. Their territories lapsed

to the British in 1843. There is some trade in grain, sal-

ammoniac, live stock, and blankets ; and saltpetre and
lac ornaments and toys are manufactured. Population in

1868, 14,49(X

KAKAPO, the Maori name, signifying " Night-Parrot,"

end frequently adopted by English writers, of a bird, coni-

roonly called by British colonists in New Zealand the

"Ground-Parrot" or " Owl-rarrot." The existence of this

singular form was first made known in 1843 by Dieffenbach
(Trar.ls in .V Zmlniid, ii. p. 194), from some of its tail-

feathers obtained by lilni in the interior of that country,

and he suggested that it was one oithe Cuculidse, possibly

belonging to the genus Ccnirupus, but he added that it

w.is becoming scarce, and that no example had been seen

for many years. The late Mr O. II. Gray, noticing it in

June 1845 [Zool. Toy. " Erebus" and ^'Terror," part ix.

p. 9), was able to say little more of it, but very soon after-

ward.s a skin was received at the British Museum, of which,

in the following September, he published a figure (Ge&.

Birds, part xvii.), naming it Sirigops^ habroptilus,- ani
rightly placing it among the Parrots, but he did not describe

it technically for another eighteen months (Pioc. Zuol.

Society, 1847, p. 61), by which time some further informa-

tion concerning it -had been furnished by Sir George Grey
(Ann. Nat. IJistory, xviii. p. 427) and the late Jlr Strange

{Froc. Zool. Society, 1847, p. 50) ; while in the same year

Jules Verreaux sent an example, with an account of its

habits, to the museum of Paris, which was published by
Dr Pucheran {Nev. Zoolofjique, 1847, p. 385). ^'ariou8

observers, among whom must be especially named DrB
Lyall {Proc. Zool. Sociely, 1852, p. 31) and Haast (Verh.

zool-bol. Gesellseh. Wieii, 1863, p. 1115) supplied other

particulars, and many specitnens have now been received in

Europe, so that it is represented in most museums, and

at least half a dozen examples have reached England alive.

Yet, though much has been written about it, there is no

detailed description of its internal structure, which fact is

the more to be regretted since the bird is obviously doomed
to early extinction, and the opportunity of solving several

zoological problems of great interest, which a ninute
examination of its anatomy might afford, will be lost if

j

some one does not speedily take the matter in h.-ind. Few
existing birds offer a better subject for a monographer, and
it is to be hoped that, if perish the genus and species

must, posterity wiU not have to lament the want of an

exhaustive treatise on its manv and wonderful cfciracter-

i.stics.

In habits the Kakapo is almost wholly nocturnal,*

hiding in holes (which in some instances it seems to make
for itself) under the roots of trees or rocks during the day-

time, and only issuing forth about sunset to seek its food,

which is solely vegetable in kind, and consists of the twigs,

leaves, seeds, and fruits of trees, grass, and fern-roots

—

some observers say mosses also. It sometimes climbs trees,

but generally remains on the ground, only using its com-
paratively short wings to laalance itself in running, or to

break its fall when it drops from a tree—though not always
then—being apparently quite incapable of real flight. It

thus becomes'an easy prey to the marauding creatures—cats,

rats, and so forth—which European colonists have let loo-se

in New Zealand, so disastrously for its indigenous inhabit-

ants. Sir G. Grey says it had been, within the memory
of old people, abundant in every part of that country, but
(writing in 1854) was then found only in the unsettled

districts. But as the latter are continually suffering from •

encroachment, so are the haunts of the Kakapo, and it is

* Tills Keneric temi was suB.sequently alterHd by Van der Hoeven,
rather pedantically, to SlnitfjOfis, a spelling now generally adopted.

^ It ha.s, hmvever, been orca.sionaliy observed abroad by day; and,
in captivity, one example at least is taid to have beep just as act va

by day a.s by night,

XIII. •<- 104,
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to be remarked that, from some cause imkiiowii to us, tliore

are localities which, though unsettled, it does not seem to

inhabit, and thus little hope can be entertained of its

siirviving much longer.

The Kakapo is about the size of a Raven, of a green or

brownish-green colour, thickly freckled and irregularly

barred with dark brown, and dashed here and there witli

longitudinal stripes of light yellow. Examples are subject

to much variation in colour ' and shade, and in some the

low-er parts are deeply tinged with yellow. Externally the

most striking feature of the bird is its head, armed with a

powerful beak, that it well knows how to use, and its face

clothed with hairs and elongated feathers that sufficiently

resemble the physi.-.gnomy of an Ov.l to justify the generic

name bestowed upon it. Of its internal structure little

has been described, and that not always correctly. Its

furcula has been said (Proi-. Zuol. Socu-ii/, 1874, p. 594) to

be "lost," whereas the clavicles, which in most birds unite

to form that bone, are present, though they do not meet,

while in like manner the bird has been declared (o/i.

cit., 1867, p. 624, note) to furnish among the Cariaata:

" the only apparent exception to the presence of a keel
"

to the sternum. The keel, however, is undoubtedly there,

as remarked by MM. Blanchard (Ann. JSlat. Sc, Zoolorjlc,

ser. 4, xi. p. 83) and A. Milne Edwards (Ois. Foss. ile la

France, ii. p. 510), and, though much reduced in size, is

nearly as much developed as in the Dodo and the Weka
(qq.v.). The aborted condition of this process can hardly

be regarded but in connexion with the incapacity of the

bird for flight, and may very likely be, as some have

supposed, the result of disuse. There can be scarcely any

doubt as to the propriety of considering this genus the

type of a separate Family of Psilt.aci ; but whether it stands

alone, or Bome other forms {Pe:oporiis or Geupsillacus, for

example, which in coloration and habits present some

CTiriuus analogies) should be placed with it, must await

future determination. In captivity the Kakapo is said to

shew much intelligence, as well as an affectionate and

playful disposition, soon attaching itself to its master and

taking pleasure in caressing him and being caressed in

turn. Unfortunately it does not seem to share the longevity

characteristic of most Parrots, and none that have been

held in confinement appear to. have long survived, while

many succumb speedily. For further details the reader

may be referred to Gould's £irds of Anstrulia (ii. p. 247)

and UdiiflhouJ: (ii. p. 539), Dr Finsch's Die Papar/eicn (i.

p. 241), and Mr BuUer's Birdi nf New Zealand (p. 26)—
in which last work nearly all the information hitherto

recorded is to be found. (.\. N.)

K.\.L.'\.B.4GH, or KoLA.B.^GH, a town in Bannu district,

Buujab, India, in 32° 57' 57" N. lat, 7,1° 35' 37" E. long.,

picturesquely situated at the foot of the Salt Range, on

the right bank of tho Indus, where the river debouches

from the hills, 105 miles below AMock. The houses nestle

against the side of a precipitous hill' of solid rock-salt,

piied one upon another in successive tiers, the roof of each

tier forming the street which passes in front of the row
immediately above, and a cliff, also of pure rock-salt, towers

above the town. The salt is quarried (about 2700 tons in

1871-72) at jMari, opposite the town, where it stands out

in huge cliffs, practically inexhaustible. The similar out-

crop at K.ilab.igh itself is not quarried. Alum also occurs

in the neighbouring hills, and forms a considerable item of

local trade. Irmi implements are manufactured. _ Popula-
tion in ISGS, 0119.

_^
-^ A .<:pivimeu in tlio Eritisli 5Iii«;«nni Coo?. Votj, ** E,'-l.i/s" nirl

" Tcrri'i\"\A. xxii. pi..7) li;i< tho pivwiiliiiggrocn inn roplncoil by Wiio
tif several sli.niles, niul liiis Veen ile^rribeil .ns a .listinet sj^ecics. .?. grctn ;

I'Ut it is ul'Viou^Iy 11' .111 ;ibii .niutl colulition, nii-l its specilie ilis-

tiuctucss Ciiuuut uu ui.unt.imcJ \\itliOiit furtWr eviiluuce.

KALA]^rATA, chief town of tho modern Greek nomarchy

of Jlessenia in the Morea, is situated on the left bank of

the Nedon, about a mile from the sea. There is a suburb

onjthe right bank of the stream. On a hill behind the

town are the ruins of a medincval cattle ; but no ancient

Greek remains have been discovered, although modern

travellers have identified the site with that of the classical

Phanc or Pheraj. It is the seat of a court of justice and

of an archbishop. ICalamata is situated in a very fruitful

district, of which it is the empuriuni. The roadsteads arc

safe in summer only ; in the winter months the fishing

craft take shelter in the haven of Armyro. The value of

the chief exports in 1879 and 1S80 was as follows:

—

currants, £111,700 and .£109,200: figs, £1(2,730 and

£87,180 ; olive oil, £21,340 and £12,789 ; silk, £34,230

and £31,215. The population in 1870 was 6327.

Phane, riier.T3, or Phero wns fonndcd, accortlinj,' to P;\nsanias, by

riiiiris, sou of Hciiiics ; niidthe antiquity of its origin is still fuitlicr
'

.•iss.incil by its mention in the Iliad (v. 543, i.\. 15]), and the

Orfyii-;!/ (iii. 4P0, .wii. ISO). When Messcne wascaptuicd (1S2 B.C.

)

hy the Ach;eans, I'harre became a distinct member of the Aeh.Tan

league. During tho i\liddlc Ages it w.is for atime a ficfof the Villc-

li.-iidouins. In 1685 Kalamata was captured by the Venetians ; in

1770, and again in 1821, it was the revoUitioiiary hcadauarler? ii;

tile Jforea. lu 1S25 it was sacked by Ibraliim Paslra

KALjV:MAZOO, the county seat of Kalamazoo county,

Michigan, U.S., 40 miles east of Lake Michigan, and equi-

distant from Chicago and Detroit, at the intersection of

four railways, in the centre of one of the finest agricultural

districts in the country. The public institutions include

Kalamazoo College, the Michigan Female Seminary, and

an asylum for the insane. About one-third of all the wind-

mills in the United States are made here. Agricultural

implements, carriages, .steel springs, paper and milling

machinery are among the chief manufactures ; and there

are also extensive planing mills and flour mills. The popu-

lation of the township in ISSO was 13,552. including the

village population of 12,012.

KALATCH, a town of Russia, in the country of tho

Don Cossacks, on the left bank of the Don above the

confluence of the Karpovka, in 48° 43' N. lat. and 43° 30'

E. long. Previous to the opening of the railway to

Tsaritsin on the Volga, it was a place of only 500

inhabitants, but since that date (1802) it has' increased to

more than 12,000 inhabitants; and its transit trade has

received a great development.

KALBE, or Calbe, an der Saale, chief town of a

circle in the government district of jMagdebnrg, Prussia, is

situated on the Saale, 3 miles from the Saale (Grizehne)

station on the Leipsic and Magdeburg Railway. It con-

tains a local court, a middle school, and several benevolent

institutions. The industries of the place include wool-

spinning, and the manufacture of cloth, oil, paper, bricks,

beet-root sugar, and tobacco. Cucumbers and onions are

largely cultivated in the neighbourhood ; and anthracite is

excavated. In 1875 the population was 7982 ; with the

adjacent Bcrnburger and Schlossvorstadt it was 11,115.

KALEIDOSCOPE. This, as the name implies, is an

instrtiment by means of which beautiful forms may be seen.

It was invented by Sir David Brewster about 1815,—the

idea of the instrument having occurred to him some time

before while he was engaged with experiments on the polari-

zation of light by reflexion. When it first appeared it

attracted almost universal attention. This arose from tho

extreme beauty of the forms which it presented, their end-

less variety and perfect symmetry, as well as the readiness

witli which one beautiful form could bejConvcrted into

another. The construction of the instrument was so simple,

too, that almost any one could make it ; atid, in conse-

quence, the patent originally taken- out by Brewster was

persistently evaded : kairiiJoseowa were made by the hun
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of both mirrors,—first, because in that position only the

direct and reflected sectors are all at the same distance

from the eye, and, in consequence, no want of symmetry

is introduced by the foreshortening of one eector more

than another ; and, secondly, because in that position the

maximum amount of light is reflected to the eye by

the mirrors, and, in consequence, the various sectors appear

as nearly as possible equally illuminated. Of course a

certain amount of light is necessarily lost at each reflexion,

and hence there is always a slight dilTerence between the

luminosity of the variouE sectors. However, this is found

not to introduce any serious want of symmetry when the

instrument is properly constructed.

A modification of the simple kaleidoscope was introduced

by Sir David Brewster, whereby the images of large and

distant objects can be introduced into the picture. This is

effected by removing the object box and replacing it by a

tube carrying at its outer end a double convex lens,

represented by LL in fig. 5. By a screw adjustment

the lens can be so placed as to focus the distant object

Fig. 5.

exactly in the plane of the sector AOB, and so bring its

image into the very best position for producing symmetrical

patterns. When this instrument is directed towards a tree

in full foliage, or towards an arrangement of flowers in full

bloom, a very beautiful effect is produced, which can be

varied by gradually moving the instrument. This form

was called by Brewster the telescopic kaleidoscope.

Another form is called the polyaiuiiUar kaleidoscope.

(fig. 6). The only essential difference in it is that the

mirrors are so ar-

ranged that the angle

between them can be
varied at pleasure.

This, being very use-

ful for illustrating the

theory of the instru-

ment, is the form
usually found in col-

lections of philosophi-

cal apparatus.

In all the instruments
a\)OVe described only

two mirrors have been
employed; but obvious-

ly we may have moro
than two. Suppose we
wish to employ three

mirrors enclosing a tri-

angular opening, and
that wo also wish to

produce periectly sym-
metrical pictures. We are nere limited in our choice of angles by
the following conditions-r-lirst, the sum of the three angles which
the mirrors make with each other must be equal to 180°, and,
secondly, each angle must be an even subniultiple of 360°. By
trial it is easily found that the only angles which satisfy these con-
ditions are 60°, 60°, 60°; 90°, G0°, 30° ; and 90°, 45°, 45°. Hence
with three mirrors we must choose one or other of these three sets.

The first is thflA u&tviiily chosen.

Su]jpose similarly we wish to use four mirrors ; then, we must
put them either in the form of a square, when all the mirrors are of

equal breadth, or in the form of a rectangle, when the opposite

mirrors are of equal breadth. It is obvious that in these two cases

only will the angle Isetweeu each pair of mirrors bo an even sub-

nmitiple of 300°.

With more than four mirrors kaleidoscopes cannot be constructed

so as to give symmetrical forms, since each of the interior angles of
a regular polygon of more than four sides must exceed an even sub-
multiple of 300°.

See Harris's 0j;(ic5 ; Wood's Opti^ ; Parkinson's Optics \ Brew-
ster's Treatise on tlie Kaleidoscope. The last-mentioned contains

an account of the applicatiou of the instrument to the art of
designing. (J. BL.)

KALGAN, or Chang-kea-Kow, a large city of China, in

the province of Chih-li, with a population estimated at

from 70,000 to 100,000. It lies in the line of the Great

Wall, 137 miles north-west of Peking, " commanding one

of the most important passes between China and Mongolia

and the main road of the overland route between China

and Russia" (Bushell). Fritsche gives its position as in

40° 50 X. lat. and 1U° 54 E. long., and its height above the-

sea as 2810 feet. The valley amid the mountains in which

it is situated is under excellent cultivation, and thickly

studded with villages. Kalgan consists of a walled town or

fortress and suburbs 3 miles long. The streets are wide,

and excellent shops are abundant ; but the ordinary houses

have rather an odd appearance, from the fact that, likfr

those of Erzeroum, they are usually roofed with earth and-

become covered v.'ith green sward. Large quantities of soda

are manufactured ; and the position of the town renders

it the seat of a very extensive transit trade. In early

autumn long lines of camels come in from all quarters for

the conveyance of the tea-chests from Kalgan to Kiakhta

;

and each caravan usually makes three journeys in the

winter. There is an excellent inn in the town frequented

by the Russian merchants, some of whom have permanent

residences and warehouses just outside the gate. Ou the

way to Peking the road passes over a beautiful bridge of

seven arches, ornamented with marble figunes of monkeys,

lions, tigers, and other animals. The name Kalgan is.

Mongolian, and means a barrier or "gate-beam."

KALIDASA is the most illustrious name among the

writers of the second epoch of Sanskrit literature, which,

as contrasted with the age of the Vedic hymus, may be

characterized as the period of artificial poetry. Owing to

the utter absence of the historical sense in the Hindu race,

it is impossible to fix with chronological exactness the life-

time of either K.'ilidisa or any other Sanskrit author.

>fative tradition places him in the 1st centurj jj.c. ; but the

evidence on which this belief rests has been shown to be

wholly worthless. The works of the poet have been found

to contain no allusions by which their date can be directly

determined ; yet the extremely corrupt form of the PrAkrit

or popular dialects spoken by the women and the subor-

dinate characters in his plays, as compared with the Prdkrit

in inscriptions of ascertained age, has led the chief authori-

ties, Weber and Lassen, to agree in fixing on the 3d century

of our era as the approximate period to which the writings

of KdlidA.sa should be referred.

The richness of his creative fancy, his delicacy of Benti

nient, and his keen appreciation of the beauties of nature,

combined with remarkable powers of description, which
are conspicuous throughout his works, place KAlidAsa in

the first rank of Oriental poets. The effect, however, of

his productions as a whole is greatly marred by extreme
artificiality of diction, which, though to a less extent than
in other Hindu poets, not unfrequeutly takes the form of

puerile conceits, and plays ou words, the matt&r being

treated merely as a means for displaying dexteri'.y in the

manipulatiou of the language. In this respect his writings

contrast very unfavourably with the more genuine poeti-v

of the Vedas. Though a true poet, he is wanting m
that artistic sense of proportion so characteristic of the

Greek mind, which exactly adjusts the parts to the whole,

and combines .form and matter into an inseparable poetic

unity. KAliddsa's fame rests chiefly on his dramas, but
he is also distinguished as an epic and a lyric poet.

I
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He wrote tliree plays, the plots of which aU bear a Reneral re-AemWanoe to each other, inasmuch as they consist of love intrXeswhich, after numerous ami seen.ingly insurmountable impeJmSof a smular nature, are ultimately brought to a successful cone u, onOf these, eai:uMu ,s that wli.ch ha. always justly enjoyed ,hegreatest fame and popularity. The un-jualified praise bestow dupon It by Goethe surtic.cntly guarantees 'its poetic merit Thereare two recensions of the text in India, tlic Ben'-ali and the n„t.

«ari,thelatterbein?genera.lycons.der;dolderaudpu«r %° ™2:
washrst translated into English by Sir Wilham 1^^^^, /f l 1/
U89), who used the Bengah r'ecension. It va^"n after ttt "^
into Germ..: by G. Forster (1791), .and byHcX in sj™ aI^
edition of the Sanskrit original, with Frenk trans .ation was p.fbhshed by Ch.zy at Pans m 1S30. This formed the I,.- f^V
lation by Hirzel (Zurich, 1S30). Another dito, of ° P *'''°r
recension was published l,y Prema Chand . (C ta I860) for'ltuse of European students The r)n,.,„ •

'^,""-""". .i'o'-'l 'o' the

edited by BoEtlingk(Bo,m' 184 ) with\^:," ''"""? ^''^ ^'''

reeension has been edited by Dr C Burkhird w?f^ n^'' i^^'^""
vocabulary and short Pralcrit ™mmar rR.

^Sanskrit-I.atM,

^^:^:.^:!^-^^^^-^^'^^^

pKto'^rf i^ H:,s'ii^r^,^.i:^^r^££pSby Lobeda.iz (Leinsic Infill Tl,„ i, .!? nirzei (13.JS) and
(Petersburg' ]S4?lTh„;'' ,'" ^"^^ ^'''"°° '« ^y BoUonsen

and Its heroine Jfiilavika are mo e -dinarv and l
^,Snimilra

..^,..13^9, and abl^^lli^i--:---;,-^^

beauties of „Tti:'"i't:v'^:dSwitr? "r i-f""''™^
°f «-

H. H. Wilson (CalcuttaTsn in t, r T?
'^°?''* t^^^l^'i'^n by

a German ad,apUtion by M MdW ^^ °''''f""='lt"- (Bonn, 1841)-;

and one by ScLuz at ^Bie efdd (^'nlf ^"ff^'•f 1^«*''-
with vocabulary and Wiknn'Vrn t •

i . T"' "'""'^ by Jojinson,

less importance, on the sirseasHnf *\, ™'' '' " ''""' T"™' "^
by Bohlen, wi h oroL I fZ I ""' ^''"- ^here is an edition

(L<ipsic, 1840) ^ ^''"' '"'^ "^'"'^''' German translation

by^Bri';\KHrf^3Xnd''bfyf^%°? ^'^ "' N"'*- -=1"^*
a treatmTn't of the sto^'of nlla and '^^'^""''v"^')-

'''>='> ^^

especially the restoratioTof Xah to „r„,r, ;""-'''"l"'
*"" <*<^'™'='=^

ascribed to the celebrated K.I ?r
P™^™'^ ""<! Power, has been

another poet of the im ' n!mf"'t -ffuu'of^m 'f'^K "'"i"^''
'''

conceits and metrical extravagances
"'""'^ ''"''•''

assuming the existence of mJJtV"' '°.^™''i ">^ '""='=^ity of
It ia by%o meanf?rproba"lo tha r "''°

""l^^
*''^' "-"«•

named; indeed mod'Tnativeastr^L' "'"^ ""'=' 5'°'='^ ">"'
existence of a triad oTautho^ of^K," "'" f ™°™«'l of the
term Kdliddsa to UesignatthTnltr thre"!

''^'
''^1^^,;''^
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certainly included Or.ssa, but latterly it seems to havebeen confined to the Telugu-speaking country; and in theime of Hwen Tsang (630 a.d.) it v.a. distingui-^hS onthe soutlrand west from Andhra, and on the north fror^Odra or Onssa^ The language of the country is Telu.T
Taranatha the Tibetan historian, speaks of Ka inga as on;division of he country of Telinga. Hwen Tsang speaks

^ow h"^^'.
^

. fi"i"'^"^' ^ '^"^-'"S 'f^ '^^Pit^'I at what maynow be Identified with the site either of Eajiimahendri
(Kajahmundry) or Connga. Both these towns as well asSluhapur, Kahngapatam,and Chicacole, share he honour

pLiodl"'
'''" '^''' """' °' ^^"''S^^ ^' different

KALINGAPATAM, or Calingapatam, a town andport m GanjSm district Madras, situated at the mouth ofhe \amsadh4ra river, 18° 20' 20" N. lat., 84° 9' 50" Eong. Population (1871), 467G. It was the capititl of

early seats of the Mahometan power in the Telug« countySigns of Its ancient greatness are still visible i^ the ruins
of inany mosques and other large buildings. The place isagain rising m importance as a harbour, being the only
sa e roadstead along 400 miles of coast, and now a regular

18 5-/6 was ilG,400
; of the exports, chiefly rice seedsand sugar, ^62,800. Kalingapatam yields a Lit r'evenue

KATT^w '/P°r
1^°"},^^0'000 to £50,000 a year.KALISH (Polish, Aahsz), the chief town of a govern-

or irw, 'r'."??.'.'"
^"^^'^° P'^I^^d, is situated in

w..ll'!:ll':f'',^^ ;,^->S-. 135 miles due west of

ChicacoK running inland from the Bay of Bengal to theEastern Gh.^ts. The name at one time had a lid r andvaguer meaning, comprehending OrisM ,n/ -m
emending to the Gang'ea valla;.^ The^Sk^ga o^pK

nr ^, 7—

,

'""d-> i>'-J miles cue west ofTNarsawon the banks ef the Prosna, which there forms theboundary 01 Prussia It is one of the oldest and finest
citie. of Poland, is the seat of a Roman Catholic bishopand possessesa castle, a gymnasium, a teachers' institute
a theatre, ana a large public park. The industrial estab-
lishments comprise a brewery, cloth factories, a ribbon

toTs'oR'. /'T™'- ^°i^^"^
'^' population amounted

to 18,088, of whom more than 8000 were Jews
Ii.alish IS identified with the Calisia of Ptolemy, and its ant'ouitv

9 indicated by th„ abundance of coins and other objecoraSart which have been discovered on the site, as well as by the imrae-

Zlfr'r T'"t '•^''''"S ^ "^^ neighbourhood. In moderntimes It has been the scene of the decisive victory of -Aumstus theStong over the Swedish general Mardefeld on 29th Oc ober l7o6 o1several minor conflicts in 1813, and of the friendly meeting of tto

fnijr I'r v^'
P™"'"" troops in 1835, in memory of whch

The treah of'lSlTf
^"'"'''1''' '^' *?^™ ''5' Nicholas 1 in 18 'l

J^Ivil VLNSkA^A, a stanitsa or camp-viUage in the
country of the Don Cossacks, on the left bank of the
Donetz, 81 miles east of Novotcherkassk. The name is
well known m southern Russia through the excellent
building material obtained from the sandstone quarries

1 .1 K''ni^^^^^^'^°°'^-
"^^^ population increased from

.about 1500 in I860 to 12,700 in 1872.
KALNA, or Citlna, a town in Bardwdn district, Bengal

r4"^r'ln^''xT ? ^^^ "S'^' ''^°k of the Bhigirathl river!
23 13 20 N. lat., 88^ 24' 30" E. long. It is, an im-
portant river-side market town, with an extensive tradeIhe population m 1872 amounted to 27-,336,—22 463 of

I

them Hindus. < . , «•

KALOCSA, a town of Hungary, and capital of theformer county of Solt (now included in the county of
i-est-Pilis-Solt-Kis-Kun), is situated in a marshy but highly
productive district 3 miles distant from a steam-packet
station on the left bank of the Danube, and about 69
miles south of Budapest, 46' 31' N. lat, 18° 58' E long
Kalocsa IS the see of the second of the four Roman Catholio
archbishops of Hungary, and has a fine cathedral, a semi-
nary for priests, a Roman Catholic (Jesuit) gymnasium, an
observatory, and an archiepiscopal palace (formerly a for-
ttabs) containing ahbrary of 80,000 volumes and a botanical
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eullection. The inhabitants of Kalocsa and its wide-

spreading communal lands are for the most part employed

in the cultivation of the vine, fruit, flax, hem]), and cereals,

in the capture of water-fowl, and in fishing. The population

in 1880 amounted to 15,770, chiefiy Magyars by nation-

ality and Romun Catholics by creed.

Kalocsa is one of the oldest towns iu Hungary. The present
archbishopric is a development of a bisliopric said to have bceu
founded in the year 1000 by King Stephen the Saint. Tlie town
was once well fortiHed, and of far greater relative importance than at

present. It suffered much during the IGth ccjitury Irom tlie desolat-

ing hordes of Ottomans who then ravaged the country. Kalocsa is

much resorted to as an ecclesiastical centre.

KALPI, or CuLPEB, a town in JaUun district, North-

Western Provinces, India, situated on the right bank of

the Jumna, 26° 7' 30" N. lat, 79° 47' 15" E. long.

Population (1872), 15,570, viz., 11,414 Hindus and 4156
Mahometans. It was founded, according to tradition, by
Bdsdeo or Vasudeva, who ruled at KAmbai from 330 to

400 A. D. In 1196 it fell to Kutb-ud-din, the viceroy of

Muhammad Ghorf, and during the subsequent Mahometan
period it played a large part in the annals of this part of

India. About the middle of the last century it fell into

the hands of the MarhattAs. It was captured by the British

in the campaign of 1803, and since 1806 has remained in

British possession. In May 1858 Sir Hugh Rose (Lord
Strathnairn) defeated there a large force of about 10,000
rebels under the rinf of JhAnsf. . KAlpi was formerly a

place of far greater importance than at present^ It had a

mint for copper coinage in the reign of Akbar ; and the
East India Company made it one of their principal stations

for providing the "commercial investment." A bridge of

boats on the JhAnsi and Cawnpur road crosses the river

during the summer months. Cotton and grain are exported
to Cawnpur, MlrzApur, and Caleutta; and paper arid sugar
candy are manufactured.

KALUGA, a central government of European Rnssia,
surrounded by those of Moscow, Smolensk, Orel (Orloff),

and Tula. The area is estimated at 25,594 square miles,
or according to the maps of the Kaluga surveying office

27,407. Eor the most part the surface is flat, and the
culminating point of the government is a hill in the
northern district of Meduin, 910 feet io height. In the
north-west there is a considerable tract of peat-bog. The
Oka, a main tributary of the Volga, and its confluents (the
Zhizdra, the Ugra, &o.), drain all but a strip of country in
the west, which is traversed by the Bolva, an affluent of the
Dnieper. Strata of Carboniferous Limestone prevail except
in the north, where Jurassic rocks take their place. The
coal though common enough is of poor quality, and has
been comparatively little worked. Clays from the southern
districts are employed in the glass-works of Kaluga and
the surrounding governments. Iron-ore is obtained in
considerable abundance between the left-hand feeders of
tlie Bolva and the upper course of the Zhizdra. According
to the reports of the statistical cbmniittee for ISSO {Pam-
yahmya Knizhka, 1 881 ) about 1 ,246,874 acres were covered
with forest (pines, firs, birches), large tracts more especially
exi.sting in the Zhizdra district; 20,000 acres consisted
of mar-sh land, 903,580 acres were under tillage, and
2,201,208 were devoted to pasturage. The soil in most
parts of the government is composed of sand or clay ; and
it is only in certain portions of the districts of Peremuishl,
Kozelsk, and Mesbtchovsk that the famous "black earth"
is found. Agriculture is in a comparatively low state in
Kaluga, requiring a great increase in the outlay of capital,
and especially the keeping of more live stock for the
fattening of the soil

five and oats are tho principal crops, but the production is less
than the local demand. Buckwheat, potatoes, flax, and hemp are
also grown. Jlauufacturing industries are ou tho iucrcasc, tlio

clotfi and cotton factories eniiiloying upwards of 2000 men, tho
iron-works move tlinn 6000, the papeFmills about 130u, and the
mitch-worfe more tlinn lOOO. The breeding of canaries, wliieli are
sent to all parts of Iiussia, was a sourc e of livelihood to y.SO ]irr:,nns

in 1880. Kailway luies lioni Slosrow to Uiel. front Jloseow lo

Smolensk, and from Snrolcnsk to (.)rcl enclose the government in
a triangle, but none of them touch its territory, liy means, liow-
ever, of the navigable streams, a good deal of trallie is carried on
The government is divided into eleven districts iiii/r.fJ):— ]\nhiga,

Jlosalsk, ]\leslitchovsk, Likhvin, Kozelslc, Xilizdra, PeicnmisTil,

Meduin, Borovsk, ilaloyaroslavcts, and Taru.sa. The following arc
the towns of more than 5000 inhabitants, according to the returiis

for 1870 :—Kaluga, 38,600; Zhizdra, 11,700; Borovsk, 9500;
Meduin, 7800; Kozelsk, 7350; Sukliinitclii, 6050; Jleslitehovsk,

5450; Maloyaroslavets, 5150. 'The government had a population
of 1,114,372 in 1880.

Kaluga, the chief town of the above government, is

situated 475 feet above the sea-level on the left bank of

the Oka, at the confluence of the Yatchenka, 114 miles

south-west of Moscow, in 54° 31' N. lat. and 36' 6' E.

long. Among the public buildings may be mentioned the

cathedral of the Trinity (rebuilt in the present century

in room of an older edifice dating from 1GS7), two monastic

establishments, a male and a female gyniuasiuni, an eccle-

.siastical seminary (with 219 students in 1879), an infant

asylum, an orphanage, a public hospital, a lunatic asylum,

a hospital for incurables, and a house of correction. The
principal articles of production are leather, oil, bast mats,

wax candles, starch, and a particular kind of cake known in

Russia by the name of the town. This lasf item alone counts

for more than 1,000,000 roubles (£156,000) per annum in

the local trade. Situated as it is on a navigable river, and at

the junction of important roads, Kaluga is naturally the

centre of no small commercial activity. Even iu tho

beginning of the century its merchants and manufactures

were known in Leipsic, Bremen, and Dantzic. Including

the suburban villages of Yamskaya and Podsavalya the

town had 36,880 inhabitants in 1870.
The first historical mention of Kaluga occurs in 1389, wncn

IX-metrius of the Don assigned it to his son ; and its final in-

corporation witli the principality of Moscow belongs to the year

1518. In 1607 it was held by the pretender Bolotnikofi', and vainly

besieged for four months by the forces of Shuiski ; but in 1619 it

fell into the hands of the' Zaporogiau hetm.an. Nor was it fioni

war alone that Kaluga suffered. Two thirds of its inhabitants were
carried off by a plague ; and in 1622 the whole place was laid wasto
by a conflagration. It recovered, however, and, in sjiite of several

extensive conflagrations (especially in 1742 and 1754} has continued
to flourish. The rank of chief town of a province was obtained in

1719. In 1734 the population numbered 13,788, and by 1785 lind

increased to 17,078. On several occasions Kaluga has been chosen
as the residence of political prisoners ; among others, the famous
Schamyl (see Musskai/a Starhia, 1877) spent his e.xile there.

KALVARIYA, (i.e., Calvary), a district town in the

government of Suvalki in Russian Poland, on the right

bank of the Shelupa, 40 miles south-west of Kovno. It

carries on a considerable trade, and manufactures needles,

linen, flannel, leather, and combs. The inhabitants, of

whom more than two-thirds are Jews, amounted to 9400
in 1867, and to 10,200 in 1870.

KALW, or Calw, chief town of a circle in the govern-

ment district of Schwarzwald, Wiirtemberg, is situated on
the Nagold, about 34 miles south-west of Stuttgart by rail

It is the seat of local, civil, and criminal courts, and of a

chamber of commerce
; and it contains a high school, a

commercial gymnasium, and a missionary institution. The
industries include a large variety of spinning and weaving
operations in wool and cotton. Carpets, cigars, and wool-

combs are also manufactured. The timber trade, chiefly

carried on with the Netherlands, is important. The pre-

valence of malaria renders the valley of the Nagold
unhealthy. The population in 1875 was 4642-.

The name of Kalw emerges as early as 1037. In the Middle
Ages the town was under the dominion of an ancient and powelTul

family of counts, wlrose possessions finally jiassed to Wiirtcnibcig
in 1345. In 1634 the town was taken by the Bavarian.s aud iu

1692 by the French.
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KAMALA, a red powder used in medicine as an
a'ntbelmintliic. It is obtained from Mallotus Philip-

pmeiisis. Mull., a large slirub or small tree from 20 to 45
feet in height, widely distributed in Asia, from southern
Arabia in the west to Xorth Australia and the Philippines

in the east. The fruit of this species, as of many other

Eupborbiaceous plants, is covered with stellate iairs, among
which are intermixed ruby-coloured glands. These are

found also on other parts of the plant, especially among
the down with which the under surface of the leaf is

covered. K:\mala is collected in many parts of India, and
fprms one of the lesser products of the Government forests

in the Madra-s presidency at Naini Tal, wliere the JIallotus

is found growing in immense quantities at the foot of

the hills. According to Mr F. E. G. Matthews, numbers
of peoi)le, chiefly women and children, are engaged in col-

lecting the powder for e.xportation. A quantity of the

berries is thrown into a large basket, and rubbed with the

hand until the powder is removed and falls through the

basket, as through a sieve on a cloth spread below it to

receive it.

The collection of kdmaU begins in March, and lasts for

about a month. The drug thus prepared contains, besides

the glands, stellate hairs and fragments of leaves. Some
samples, however, are occasionally met with in commerce
containing as much as 60 per cent, of earthy matter, which
is easily detected by its sinking when the kdma'.ais stirred

up with water, or by the amount of ash left when the

powder is incinerated. In India kimald has long been
known, since it has several ancient Sanskrit names, one
of which, kapila, signifies dusky or tawny red. Under the

name of wars, kanbil, or qinbil, kAmal.'i appears to have
been known to the Arabian physicians as a remedy for

tapeworm and skin diseases as early as the 10th century,

and indeed is mentioned by Paulus .^gineta in the 7tli,

but it did not attract any special attention in Europe as a

medicine until experimented with by Mackinnon, a surgeon
in the Bengal medical establishment, who tried it in

numerous cases of tapeworm. Anderson and others in

India, and Leared in London," confirmed the results

obtained, and established the fact that kamalA is an efficient

tsenifuge. It was soon after introduced intg the British

pharmacopoeia (1864).

Kimal.-i floats on water, which scarcely acts on it even
at a boiling heat, but it yields about SO per cent, of a
splendid red resin to alcohol, ether, chloroform, benzol,

glacial acetic acid and bisulphide of carbon. When
sprinkled over a flame it ignites with a flash like lycopod-

ium,-and yields after incineration about W percent, of

ash. Leube found that the resin consisted of two varieties,

one more easily soluble, and fusing at 176° Fahr. (80° C),
and the other dissolving lesS readily, fusing at 375-8° Fahr.
(191° C). Anderson obtained a substance, named by him
rottlerin, C^jHo^O^, by allowing a strong ethereal solution

of kAmala to stand for a few da)"s. This when purified

by recrystallization formed satiny minute tabular yellow
crystals soluble in ether, sparingly soluble in cold and
more so in hot alcohol, and insoluble in water.

Another kind of k,imaU under the Arabic name of wars

is sometimes exported from Aden, where it is shipped
from Harar on the east coast of .i^frica, and is- also

collected in soQthern Arabia and exported thence to

the Persiaii Gulf and Bombay. The plant frorcj r.hich

this variety is obtained is not known. It difl'e:' from
true kAmaU in having a deep purple colour, in the

greater coarseness of its particles, in yielding 12 per .cent,

ftf ash. in having long simple hairs mixed with it, and in

becoming quite black when heated to from 199-4° Fahr. (93°

CX)to^212'''^ahr. (lOO'C ),at which temperature true kumali
uiiiiersoes no change. Tlie niicroscoiiic itructurn of t'n;

glands is also different, the resin cells being oblong instead

of club-shaped, and the grains themselves cylindrical <v
subconical instead of irregularly spherical. It is to this

variety of kamalA that the name wars alone belongs, while
kAmaLl, kanbil. and qinbil are restricted to the red powder
collected in India. In 1S75-76 there were exported from
Aden 42.975 lb of wars. Dr Vaughan when residing in

Aden in i852 observed that under the name of wars kAmal.'i.

was also used as a dyestuU" for silk {Phannacoffiriphia, p.

373).

See Hanbury, ScUiia; xrqvis, p. "3; Phamtneo^itqJiia, 2(1 oii.,

p. 672: Bentley nnJ Tiimen, Med. P'.auls, 236; }!o.\buigli, Ilania
of Cofoinnndcl, 1793 ii.,tab. 168; n^rniaccutimljounia! (2),vc'..

IX. p. 280; Hunter, Aacmil of Aden. 1877, p. 187.

KAJtCHATKA, or Kamtchatka, a peninsular por-

tion of e.astern Siberia, Eussia, stretching south betweei.'

the Sea of Okhotsk on the west and Behring's Sea on
the east, and finding its physical continuation first in

the Kurile Islands (of which Shunshn is only 7 mUes
distant from the terminal Cape Lopatka) and then in the

ilap of Kamchatka.

larger bslands of the empire of Japan. The area is

' estimated at 237,266 square miles. The range of moun-

tains w-hich forms the backbone of the peninsula opens

j
up towards the ' middle into two distinct branches, and

I

gives the whole the general outline of an oval leaTT, The

i western branch is the higher of the two. Southwards from

i 57° N. lat. there are nj fewer than twelve active and

tweiitv-sL\ extinct craters,— all. howpver. except five on
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the eastern side of the peninsula. The active volcanoes

are m follows :—Klyutcbevskaya Sopka (15,040 fe-jt in

height), Shevelyutch (9898 feet), Bolshaya {i.e., the

Great) Tolbatcha (7800 feet), Kizimen, Uzon, Kishpinitch,

the Great and the iittle Semetchik, Zhupanova Sopka

(849C feet), Avatcbinskaya (8360 feet), Asatcha, and

Tchaokhtch. The eruptions of Klyutchevskaya are not

unworthy ot being compared with those of Mount Etna

;

the most notal'e chronicled by European observers are

those ot ITSZ-lTSl (lasting four years), 1737, and 1854.

Moie than twenty hot springs are known. The basis

rocks are granite and porphyry, with metamorphic schists,

basalts, trachytes, and other volcanic rocks. The sedimen-

tary rocks are mainly of Tertiary and more particularly

Eocene origin ; those of the Quaternary period have a

limited area. Native copper, magnetic iron, lignite, amber,

mica, and sulphur are the chief minerals. Of the rivers

the largest bears the same name as the peninsula ; rising

in the highest part of the central range, it flows north

for about 310 miles, and falls into the Behring Sea. The
valley of the Kamchatka forms the most fertile and most

populous portion of the peninsula. For the meteorology

of this portion of Asia the materials are of the scantiest

;

Dr Wild even (Met. Repcrtorium, suppL vol., St Petersb.,

1881) is obliged to have recourse to observations as far

back as 1844. In January the mean temperature appears

to be 19 '4° Fahr. at the siiutuern point of the peninsula,
17'6'' at Petropavlovsk, and - 5'8° at the northern e.^-

tremity. The western coast is very considerably colder

in winter than the east, but the snowfall is much heavier

in the east than in the west. Towards the south especially

snow often lies so thick that the natives cannot keep
reindeer. During summer the weather is very un-

certain, with frequent rains and fogs ; but in the centre

of the peninsula especially there is a large amount of

warmth. Vegetation, especially on soils of volcanic

origin, is remarkably luxuriant ; the grass grows nearly

5 feet high, and may be cut three times. In the

woods berries, mushrooms, and the Martagon lily abound,
the bulbs of the last also furnishing food to the natives.

Beyond the forests appear lihododtndron Kamtschatiatm,

Salix arr'irn, and other plants of an alpiue type. The
Kamchatkan nettle—with richly variegated foliage— is a

familiar object in English greenhouses. Besides the

Kamchadales proper there are Koryak and Lamut tribes

within the limits of the peninsula. By themselves the

Kamchadales are called Itelm,—the name by which they
are usually known being a corruption of Konchal, their

Koryak appellation. There are not in all more thai. 2000
Kamchadales, and the process of Russificatlon is going on
rapidly. They are a strong hardy people, inured to the

severities of the climate, capable of any amount of toil in

the way ot walking. To their women they are affectionate,

and even submissive. In winter they live in pits covered
in with earth and turf, the interior being reached by means
of a ladder. In the summer they occupy slight wooden
sheds {hohrjans) raised on high props or stilts. The skill

they display in the training of their sledge-dogs is not
surpassed by any other people who practice the same art.

With their sledges (narts)—which measure from 5 to 10
feet in length—they travel 4 to 8 miles an hour. The
Kamchadale language cannot be assigned to any known
group ; its vocabulary is extremely poor. The purity of

the tongue is best preserved by the people of the Penzhinsk
district on the west coast ; many of the inhabitants of

the Kamchatka valley speak a broken Eussian. Mr
Kennan compares the sound of the language to that of

water running out of a narrow-moutfted jug. The total

population of the peninsula were 7331 in 1853, and 6S46
in 1870.

The Eussians made their first settlements in Kiimchatka in the

end of the 17th century ; in 1696 Vladimir Atlasofl from An.a-

(Uiirsk founded Nizhne-Kamchatsk, and in 1704 IvobeleJl' foun(ted

Bolsheryetsk. About twelve years later the Kussians came for the

first time by sealVom Okiiotsk. Jnl720asurveyof thepeniusul.i was
undertaken ; in 1725-30 it was visited by Behring's expedition j and
from 1733-45 it was the scene of th? Ubours of the fvrashenin-

uikofT and Steller expedition. Disturbance among tlie natives in

1731 led to the building of a fort at Tigilsk. The seat of the govern-

ment is at Petiopavlovsk. In 1S55 the countiy was iucorporatod

with the Maritime Province.

Sec Krasheninuikofr, OjHsamc Kamclintl'i, 1786, of which an

English translation appeared at Gloucester-, 1764, and a German
translation at Leipsic, 1774; Lesscps, Rcisc durch Kauitschutka,

Berlin, 1791; Erman, Hcitc, vol, iii. ; Langsdorli", Bcmcrh. auj
cincr hcisc uvi die JVch, 1S12 ; Tronson, Votjagc to Japan, &:c.,

London, 1859 , Pctermanu's Miflkcilimf/cn, 1860 ; Jlciuc d'An-
thrnpolorjic^ 1872 ; Kennan, Tent Life in Siberia, New York, 1S70;

and the same author's paper in Jour.l. of Amcr. Gcocp'. Sor., 1S76.

KAMENETS (Polish, Knmleniec), usually distinguished

as Podolian Kamenets to distinguish it from Ijithuanian

Kamenets in Grodno, is the chief town of the government

of Podolia, Russia, It is situated in 48° 40' N. lat. and
26° 25' E. long,, 982 miles south of St Petersburg, and
occupies a high and rocky peninsula formed by the river

Smotritch, a left-hand tributary of the Dniester. Round
about the town lie quite a cluster of suburban villages,

the Polish Foiwark, the Russian Folwark, Zinkovtsui,

Karvasarui, ic. ; and on the opposite side of the river, and
accessible by a wooden bridge, stands the fine old castle

which so long frowned defiance across the Dniester to

Khotin. Among the ecclesiastical buildings may be men-
tioned the Roman Catholic cathedral of St Peter and
St Paul, built in 13G1, and distinguished by a minaret,

which recalls the time when it was used as a mosque by
the Turks ; the Greek cathedral ot John the Baptist,

dating from the 16th century, but up to 1798 belonging to

the Basilian monastery ; the Orthodox monastery of the

Trinity; the Catholic Armenian church, founded in 1398,

and possessing among its treasures a missal of slightly

earlier date and an image of the Virgin Mary that saw
the Tartar invasion. The town contains further a Govern-

ment gymnasium, Orthodox and Roman Catholic semin-

aries, Jewish colleges, and an infirmary. The population

was 20,699 (11,091 males) in 1863, comprising 9965 Jews,

4987 Catholics, 09 Armenians, and 56 Protestants. In

1870 the total was 22,611

Kamenets appears to be first mentioned in the Pussi^n chroniclers

in the end of the 12th century, though there is some doubt whether
it be the Podolian town that is meant. Laid wa-ste in 1240 by the
forces of Baty, the leader of the Golden Horde, it p.tsses out of view
for nearly a century It afterwards appears frequently in the gen-
eral history of the Podolian region ; and in 1434 it w.as made the

chief town of the province of Podolia, instituted by Ladislaus III,,

king of Poland, In the course of the 15th and 16th centuries it

sutfered frequently from the invasions of Tartars, Moldavians, and
Turks

,
and in 1072 the hetman Doroshenko, assisted by ]\lahoinet

IV,, made hirnsell jj.iuji>'r of the place. Restored to Poland by the
peace of Carlowitz (1699), it passed with Podolia to Kussia in 1795,
and on the constitution of the Podolian government in the following
year obtained the rank of government town.

KAMENZ, chief town of a department in the circle of

Bautzen. Saxony, is situated on the Black Elster, about
21 miles north-east of Dresden. It is the seat of a local

court, and has a handsome new town-house and a library.

The hospital is dedicated to the memory of Lessing, who
was bom here in 1729. A colossal bust of the poet was
placed opposite the Wend church in 1863 ; and a monument
was raised to him on a neighbouring hill in 1864. The
industries of Kamenz include wool-spinning, and the

manufacture of cloth, crockery, and stoneware. In 1875
the inhabitants numbered 6785, including the garrison.

Till the 16th century Kamenz was known by the name Dreikret-
chara. In 1318 it passed by purchase to the margrave of Branden-
burg ; in 1319 it went to the king of Bohemia ; and in 1635, after

taSariag much ia the Hussite and Thirty Years' wars, it came into
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llip powession of Saxony In 1706 and 1542 it wns visited liy ron-
ila;;iTition. About G iDilo% soutli-easi is the Cistercian luouastorv
of ^laricustcru.

KAMES, Hen-ky Home, Lord (1G9G-17S2), a philo-

sopher and Scotch' judge, was descended from an old

,Scotch family, and was the son of George Home of Kames,
in Ihe county of Berwick, where he was born in 169C.
After receiving a somewhat imperfect education from a
jirivate tutor, he was in 1712 bound by indenture to a
writer to the signet in Edinburgh, but an accidental intro-

duction to the comfortable and dignified leisure of Sir Hew
Dalrymple, then president of the court of session, •de-

termined him to aspire to the higher position of advocate

He accordingly set liimself with great diligence to remedy
the defects.of- his early education, studying in private the

various branches of literature and science which constituted

the curriculum of arts in the Scottish universities and with
special interest those of metaphysics and moral philosripby.

He was called to the bar.in 1 723, and, as he was unpossessed

of those brilliant qualities which sometimes command im-

mediate success, he employed his leisure in the compilation

of a volume which he published in 172S under the -title li'-

markable Decisions in the Court of Session from 1716 ^)

1728. This work having attracted attention to-his abTlitics.

his power of ingenious reasoning and mastery of law gradu-

ally gained him a leading position at the bar. His profes-

sional duties did not, however, prevent him devoting a large

portion of his time to special studies, as well as to philo-

sophy and literature, while his flow of animal spirits, his

alfectionate disposition, and his conversational gifts ren-

dered him very partial to social intercourse, especially with

persons of cultivated tastes. In 1752 he was appointed
a judge in the court of session under the title of Lord
Karnes, and in 1763 he was made one of the lords of jus-

ticiary. Through his wife Agatha Drummond, whom he
married in 1741, he in 1761 succeeded to the estate of

Blair Drummond, Perthshire, where he put into practice a
remarkably bold scheme of agricultural improvement, the

removal of a str.atum of peat on I.tOO acres of land by
floating it. into the river Forth. He died at Edinburgh,
27th December 1782.

Whatever o]>inicn may he formed or llie litiTary qualities, llie

originality, or the intrinsic value of tliu ]iuldicatioiis of Lord K.uiies.

theie can be no question as to the vers.TtiliLy of l.a.ste and ineessitiiL

diligence which they irn]ily. The extent and tbiuougliiif^s of his
legal knowledge is attested by a large number of sc|iaiate works;
Jus Tertii, &e., 1732; Dtdiojinry of /}rfisi"ii-i, 1741 ; A'w.iy.v con-
ccniinij British A'Viquilirs, 1747 ; I'rinciplrsof lllr Lnw uf Scnltrrn;!,

1754 ; Statute Law of Scnllfnid abriJqrd^ 1757 ; llAnrioit L/no
TriKls, 1753 ; Principles of Bjiiili/, 1760 ; a second voliune of Tfe-

markaUc Decisions, 176G ; El 'tritlntio^is conc-riiii'tj the Commrrcinl
and SltUute Laa of !icuil<t.rul, 1770 ; ami SrJrctrd Veei'ionn of lite

Court of Session^ 1780. Lord Kames also touk a speeial inlere^it in
the agiicultural and eommeroial adairs of the country, lri-1735 ho
was appointed a member of the board of trusleus for enrnungrni.nt
of the fisheries, arts, and manufaj;tures of Scotland, and ,ii out llie

same time he was n.amcd one of the connnissioners for the manage-
ment of the forfeited estat.-3 annexed to the crown. One of his
favourite amusements was the eipbellisliment of his estate, in r.ui-

nexion with which he carried into exccuriona novel jdan of u winter
f;arden. On the subject of agiiculturc he wrote The Gci't'enuti,
Farmer, 177G. In 1765 he publislred a small j-amphh-t On Ihe Flnir
Eushamlry ofSeolIanii ; and, besides availing himself of his extensive
acquaintance with the proprii tors of Scotland to leromniend the
introduction of nianufactuns, he took a prominent part iu furthering
the project of the Forth and Clyde Canal. He was also one of the
foundei^ of the riiysical and Literary Society, aftenvards tbe Royal
Society of F.dinbuigh. It is, however, as a writer on philosophy
that Lord Kanies is best known. In 1751 he published his Es^""s
OH the Priiiciiilcs of Muiiilitii oiid .Xnliirol Reli'iinn. in whi'-h ' e

endeavoured to mairit.iin 1h" rloetrine of innaie ideas, but conceded
to man an apparent but ojdy apparent freedom of the will. His
st.itement cf the latter doctrine so aroused the alarm of certain
Clergymen of the Chnieli orSeotlan.l that he found it necessary to
withdraw what was regar.b>l .is a si-riousciror, and to attribute man's
delusive seUiie of li-ee-ifun. not to an innate conviction implanted by
God) but to the influence «f the ptssiona. An liUrcductioii. to the

13—31

yh-i of Tliinl-iny, wlii-.h aprcired in 1761, was follmvcd in 17C2 by
KjriK.-ii's of Crilieisui, an ingenious and Ju some resjects sngTCstivc
tliseu-^sion of the principles of taste, hut in juany ways imperfect
and un-,.nislactory. In 1774 ho published, iu tno volumes, aiclckis
of Ihr Hisl.irii of Man, a somewhat beterogi-nerus lneii!?y uf opinions
ami spHcul.itions on a great variety of subJl^cts, but containing many
shr.-wd sugu-i'st ions and macli curious observation The works of
Kani.s as ;i whole .arc more le.narkable. for superficial fertility and
varied learSiiig than for leal originality, and his reasoning is clever
and ingenious rather tlian subtle and comprehensive His styla
is loosr, frequ.ntly incorrect and awkward iu ccnstrLciion, and
aboniKU iu expmssionsivhich border on sjang.

S.e ur- .f Lord Kanus, by A. i'. Tytler, Lord Woodhoaselee, ia
2 vul>., IS'.

7

KAM.\[[N', or Cammin, tlio chief town of a circle in the
government district nf Stettin, I'russia, is situated 2.1 miles
from the Baltic coast, on the Kaniminsche Boddeii,'a lake
connected with the sea by the l.bcvciiow. It is the seat of a
local court The venerable cathedral and il.n church of St
Mary are noteuortliy. Portland cement ai.d kiiittcd goods
are produced in the town, which has also senile lifting and
shipping industry. There is daily steamer comniuniruticm
with Stettin, about 40 miles south-south west. Kammin is

of Wendish origin. From 1175 till 162S it was the seat

of a bishopric, which at the latter date became a secular
principality, afterwards incorporated with Brandenburg.
Population in 1S75, 5499.

KAMPEN, a town of Holland, in the province rf
Overyssel, stretches for nearly a mile along the left bank
of the Vssel, about 3| miles above the mouth of the river.

It is connected by railway with Zwolle. The town is

traversed in its whole length by a canal, and the old walla
have been transformed into promenades and drives. Threo
of the town gates are good examples of the style of such
architecture in the ICth and 17th centuries. Of the seven
churches the most noteworthy is St Nicholas, which ranks
with the cathedral of Utrecht and St John's of Bois-le-Duc
as one of the three great mediajval churches in the Nether-
lands. The town-hall, dating partly from the 16th century
and partly from the ISth, is of interest both from its archi-

tecture and decorations and for the value of the archives.

There are, a theological seminary, a gymnasium, an uppei
burgher school, and a municipal school of design ; among
the beneficent foundations the rnost notable is the Great
Orpliau.-ige. The pasture land of the vicinity fosters a
considerable trade jn dairy produce; aiid there are ship-

yards, rope-walk.s, a tool factory, cigar factories, paper
milks, cic. The inhabitants numbered 77GO in 1840,
11,903 in 1870, and 16,454 in 187C.

Kampen (variously Latinized us Camprc^ Cnrtiin, aiitl Camjnnia
ad Is'i!ti,)t) appe^irs as early as 1172, and soon arnuiird nniiiietpal

l-ights. In tlie 14lh century it was the seat of a llnurislnng clntb

manufarture, and as a member of the HaiiseatieLeagne it duveb.|j-.l

a large tiade with Denmark ami various f>ar1s I'f the Low Coiintrii s

and rterni.ijiy. The town was vainly besiig,-,! by Ihike .lohn of
Bavaria iu 1 400 and by .Ian van Kiis in lins. liming the great
wars of the It'^ih century it was oeclipi. d by the forces ol Iho Slates
in August 1572, a little later ra|itured by ])nn Flederirk, recovered
for the States by Keiinenl»erg in 1578, anil attacked witJiont sneecss
by \ erdiigo in 1 5b4. The .Minister ji.nty obtained jiossession of
liampen in 1672, but were exjielbil by the Fii nili in 1(173.

Kampen is to I be Dlitrh what (loth.iin is tl-aditionally lothe Kng-
Hsb, or.Sehilda and Si-hnpppiisla.Ii to 1 be tlernians. .Si-e F.. ^leulin,
JJi^tor. Kntrp>-r Krfxiijk

; Havard, t\ttf& of Ihf Zi'^'iter ^cc, 1S76,,

KA.AIPTULICON. See Ftoon Cloth,
K.LMKCP, a district of Assam. India, extending along

both banks of the Brahmaputra, between 25 5(i and 26' 53'

N. lat., and 90' 40' and 92 2' E. long., bounded on the

N. b)' Bhutan state, on the E. by Darrang and Nmvgong
districts, on the S. by the Kh.'isi hdls, and on the \V. by
Go.alp,'\r4 district.

The general physical characteristics of K.linnip arc those

common to the whole valley of Assam. In the immediate

neighbourhood of the Brahmaputra the land is Iom, and

exposed to annual iQundatioa In this marshy tract reeds

XIII. — lor
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end canes flourlsli luxuriantly, and tlie only cultivation is

that of lice. At a comparatively sliort distance from the

river banks, the ground besi'is to rise in undulating knolls

towards the mountains ot Bhutin on the north, and towards

the Khisi territory on the south. The lulls south ot the

Brahmaputra in some parts reach the height ot 800 feet.

It is on the slopes of these hills, amid the primevaljungle,

that European planters have set out their trim tea-gardens.

The general scenery of Kimriip is thus agreeably diversified;

and the villages are described as very picturesque. The

Brahmaputra, which divides the district into two nearly

equal portions, is navig.able by river steamers and large

cargo boats throughout the year, and receives several

tributaries navigable by large native boats in the rainy

season. The chief of these are the Msaas, ChAul KhoyA,

and Barnadi on the north, and the Kulsi and Dibru on

the south bank. Forests cover about 130 square miles of

the district, of which 49 square miles have been reserved

by the forest department. There is also a plantation

reserve, where seedlings of teak, sdl, sissti, sum, and iiahor

are reared, and experiments are being made with the

caoutchouc tree.

The census of 1871 returned a. population of 661,781 (292,688

males and 268,993 females), spread over an area of 3631 square

miles. Hindus numbered 514,024; Mahometans, 45,823; Bud-

dhists, 182 ; Christians, 204, of whom 120 are natives ; and
" others," 448. Kamnip is the headquarters of a sect of A^islinu-

vites, known as Mahapurushias, who are described as extremely

bigoted. The Mahometans are supposed to be the descendants of

the early invaders. The native Christian community is under

the charge of the American Baptist Mission, which has a station

at Gauliati town. The population is entirely rural, the only town

with upwards of 5000 inhabitants being Gauhati, with 11,492.

The temples of Hajo and Kamakhya attract many pilgrims from

all quarters.

The staple crop of the district is rice, of which there are three

crops. The state is the landlord, and the land settlement is made
directly with the cultivators. The condition of the cultivators is

high, cind it is found difficult to obtain labourej-s for ordinary work.

The indigenous manufactures are confined to the weaving of silk

and cotton cloths for home use, and to the making of brass cups and
plates. The cultivation and manufacture of tea are conducted

almost solely by European capital. In 1874 there were twenty-four

plantations, with 2638 acres under tea, the out-turn being 375,634

lb. The chief exports are rice, oilseeds, timber, and cotton ; the

imports are fine rice, salt, piece goods, sugar, betel nuts, cocoa nuts,

and hardware. Education in 1872 was afforded by 146 schools,

attended by 3969 pupils, including a high school and college

in Gunluiti town. The mean temperature is 76°, and the average

annual raiufall 7012 inches.

KAMTHI, or Kamptee, a large town and cantonment

in NAgpur district. Central Provinces, India, 21° 13' 30"

K latr, 79° U' 30" E. long. Population (1877), 48,831.

Considerable trade is carried on here in cattle, country

cloth, salt, European piece goods, and timber. The town

contains a large market-place, a dispensary, schools,

travellers' rest-houses, a Protestant and a Roman Catholic

church, five Mahometan mosques, and seventy Hindu
temples. An extensive parade ground separates the

cantonment from the town, which is built in broad and
regular streets.

KAMUISHIN', or Kamyshin, a town of Russia, in the

Saratof government, on the right bank of the Volga, 120
miles south-south-west of Saratofi", on the highway to

Astrakhan. The inhabitants carry on a good river-trade

in wood, tar, grain, fish, tallow, and garden produce,—the.

Kaniuishin melons especially being sent to various parts

of Russia, and forming the raw material for a kind of

syrup (wirdtk) manufactured in the town. The popula-

tion in 1861 was 8644; the St Petersburg calendar for

1873 gives the number as 15,698.

Karauishin, it is said, was founded in 1668 on the leftiiank of
the ICanuii.sbiuka, for the suj^pression of the brigandage carried on
in the district. Peter I., intending to make a canal'from the
stream to the Ilovyla. erected a fort on Its right bank ;iind in 1710
the inhabitants of *Jre older settlement rempyedto 1ih-e^3^T3ie ^it^

and the town took the n.imo of Dmitiicvsk. The present ii.imo

dates fiom 1780, when tlie place became llio chief town of n

district

KANAXtlR, or Cx^srsicsoRi:, a town, seaport, and
cantonment in Malabar district, Madras, India, 11° 51' 12"

N. lat., 75° 24' 44" E. long., with a population in 1871 of

10,265. The sea-borne trade in 1875-76 amounted to

£220,244 value of imports, and £115,248 of exports.

Anglican, German, and Roman Catholic missions are estab-

lished in the town. Kanamlr belonged to the Kalahasti or

Cherakal rAjas till the invasion of Alalabs by Hyder Ali.

In 1498 a Portuguese colony was planted -thcre^by Cabral,

and seven years later a factoiy was established by V-tiscoda

Gama. In 16."6 the Dutch effected a settlement and built

the present fort, which fell into the hands of the Mysore

troops in 1766. In 17t<4 Kanani'ir was captured by the

British, and the reigning princess became tributary to the

East India Company. From 1791 it has been the prin

cipal British military station on the Malabar coast.

KANARA, or Canara, NoExn, the most southerly of

the coast districts of Bombay, India, lying between 13°

52' and 15° 31' N. lat, and between 74° 10' and 75° 7'E.

long., bounded on the N. by Belgium, E. by DhArwir
and Jlysore, S. by South KAnara, W. by the Arabian sea

and N.W. by the Portuguese territory ot Goa, with an area

of 4235 square miles. The chief town is KArwAr. The
main feature in the physical geography of the district is

the SahyAdri range of the Western GhAts, which, running

from north to south, divides it into two parts, a lowland or

coast strip (FayanghAt), and an upland plateau (BAlAghAt).

The coast-line is onl}' broken by the KArwAr headland in

the north, and by the estuaries of four rivers and the

mouths of many smaller streams, through which the salt

water finds an entrance into numerous lagoons winding

several miles inland. The breadth of the lowlands varies

from 5 to 15 miles. From this narrow belt rise a few

smooth, flat-backed hills, from 200 to 300 feet high ; and

at places it is crossed by lofty, rugged, densely wooded
spurs, which, starting from the main range of the SahyAdri

hills, maintain almost to the coast a height of not less than

1000 feet. Among these hills lie well-tilled valleys of

garden and rice land. Tho plateau of the BAlAghAt is

irregular, varying from 1500 to 2000 feet in height. In

some parts the couniry rises into well-wno'ded knolls, in

others it is studded by small, isolated, steep hills. Except

on the banks of streams and in the more open glades,

the whole is one broad waste of woodland and forest. The
open spaces are dotted with hamlets or parcelled out into

rice clearings.

Of the rivers flowing eastward from the watershed of the

SahyAdri hills the only one of importance is the Wardha,

a tributary of the Tungabhadra. Of those that flow west-

wards, the four principal ones, proceeding from north to

south, are the KAli, GungawAli, Tadri, and Sharavati. The
last of these, plunging over a cliff 825 feet in height, about

35 miles from Honawar town, forms the famous Gersopps

falls. The mineral products of the district consist of iron,

limestone, and building stone. Extensive forests clothe the

SahyAdri hills, and are conserved under the rules of the

forest department. During the ten years 1866-76 they

yielded an average annual revenue of £39,307 to the state.

Tigers, leopard.?, bears, desr, and wild hogs are numerous,

and small game is plentiful. North KAnara formed part

of Madras till 1861, when it was transferred to Bombay
presidency.

The census of 1872 fetaraed b population of 393,406 (206,417

males and 191,989 females). 94 to the square mile. The Hindus
numbered 364,402 ; Mahometans, 21.755; Parsis, 25 ; Christians,

12,189; and Jews. 34. The most noteworthy class among the Hindus
are the Havik Brahm-ans, who make their livelihood from spice and

ateca s.nt ;?ardeii3. Sesides the rej;;uar Mahoinstaa jopftiiitiw (de*.
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sccmlants from Tliii'lu roiivrrls to Tslunil. Uicro arc two Bjirci.ii

ciasscs of forcij^n Alalioniclaiis,— tlio NavdyiUna or seamen, n-itro-

ei'ritrttivcs of car^y colonics of Arnb liu'rcliants, and the Sidis or

drsccndnnts of Afiican slaves rnrincrly ou iiud liy tlic I'oitiisueso.

Tlie Christians arc nearly all Koniali Catholics, a few families of

whom arc of ]*ortiignese extra/tion, thou-;]! luueh ndxed l)y inter-

marriage witli the natives ; thb remainder consist of local converts
or their descendants.

The area untler cullivation is returned at 333,175 acres, or about
12 per cenl. of Iho tolal art.-. Hice forms the stajde eidjt, but r«yf,

sugar-cane, and salllower are also grown to a considerable extent
;

and cocoa-nuts, areea-nuts, cai-.Iamonis, and iieppcr arc produced in

gardens in large <iuantities foi- home consumption and for export.

Cochineal is largely cxportetl. Coliee is grown only to a small
^cxtcnl. Kiiruiir, Kum[ita, AnUola, IJhatkal, and lloinlwar arc the
most important seaports. The total valuo of the trade at the^c in
1876 was £1,841,173, viz., Xt, 199,077 exj.orts and £til->,09e im-
ports. Carving in samlal wood and ebony fornis an important
intlustrial art Salt is largely uiauiifactured under' (Joverimient
supcffdsion. Tlic total revenue of the distrii I in 1876 77 wa.s

£165,597, of whi.h the land Uix yielded £82,80-2, and forests

£34,281. There were, in 1875 76, 83 schools, attended by 4425
pupils. Fever of a sc\erc type is the prevalent disease, and occa-
sionally nges m an epidemic form. The average annual rainfall

on the coast varies from 100 inches at Karwdr to 163 at Kuuipta
;

iu the uplands it averages about 72 urelics.

KANARA, or C.\N.\iu, SoUTit, a district on tlie western
coast of tbc Marlras piosidcnry, India, boanded on tbe

noitb by Kurtb K.inara (Eonibay), E. by ilysoro and
Coorg, S. by Jfalabar, and W. by tbe Indian Ocean, witb
an area of 3902 square miles. The chief town is 2ilan-

gulore. Tlio district is intersected witb rivers, none of

wbicli exceed 100 miles in Icngtb. Tbey all take tbeir

rise in the Western GhAts, and many of them are navig-

aLle for boat trallic during the fair weather for from 15
to 25 miles from the co.ast. The cliief of these streams
arc tbeNetruvali, Gurpur, and Chendragiri. The general
Bcencry of the district is varied and picturesque. Abundant
vegetation, extensive forest.s, atid numerous groves of cocoa-

nut palms extend along the coast, and green rice-fields are

seen in every valley. The Western Gb.its, rising to a height
of from 3000 to GOOO feet, fringe the eastern boundary of

the district. Forest lund of great e.xtent and value exists,

but most of it is private property. Jungle products (besides

timber) consist of bamboo, cardamoms, wild arrowroot,

gall-nubi, gamboge, catechu, fibrous bnik, cinnamon, gums,
resin, dyes, honey, and beeswax. Tljc forests formerly
abounded in game, which, however, is now rapidly decreas-

ing under incessant shooting.

The census of 1S71 rcturne.l a jiopnlation of 910,513 (236 to tlie

sr|\iarc mile), .)f whom 7h7,lS3 were Hindus, 82,803 iMahonietans,
49,517 Christians, ami 10 "olher.s." 'I'he'onlv towns with a
]io|.uhtio-! cvcceding 2il00 are Mulki, Udipi, Kaiilial, Rantwal,
ahil iMang.ilnre. The staple ci'o|» is i-iee. Cocoa-nut gardens aro
nunieriais .d<mg the coast, and ureea ]>]antations in tlie interior,
tlr.im, bi-ans, liemji, ?•(('.//, sugar-eanc, tobacco, and cotton are also
grown, but not to any great extent. Tlie ebief articles of import
consist of pi,-ce goods, ciittnn Iwisl, yarn, oils, and .salt. The total
valllo of ini].orls in ]t>75 76 was £1«3,25U, and tbe value of the
export.* £78 1,072. of whieli CIOn,tlOO represented coir. id £175, 000
lice. The total revenue of Ihe district in 1S70-71 w.is £233,776, of
which £116,150 ' w niade nj. by land tax. Kdm ation was allni.led

'U 1^71 by lui uovernnient and inspected schools, attended by
4007 pupils.

X.'VN'AUJ, an ancient city in Farruhliabad district,

North-Western Provinccs,'India, 27° 2' 30" N. lat., 79"
58' E. long., with a jiopulation iu 1S72 of 17,093, viz.,

10,SC1 Ilindus and G229 Mahometans. Kanauj in early

times formed tbe cajiital of a great Aryan kingdom, and
the Gupta dynasty extended their sway over a large portion

of Upper India. The prosperity of the city dates from a
prehistoric period, and seems to iiavc culminated about the

Gth century. In 1018 it fell before Mabmtld of Ghazni,
and again in 1191 before Muhammad Ghori. The existing

ruins extend over the lands of five villages, and occupy a

semicircle fully 4 miles in diameter. Among tbe antiqui-

ties the shrine of Biji Jaij-il ranka first iu interest The

great mosque, which boars tbe name of Slt.-'i's Kitchen, also
dates back to Hindu times. Hinduism iu Lower Bengal
dates its legendary orijjin from a Br.'ihman migration south-
wards from this city, about 800 or 900. To tliis day all

Brihmans in the lower provinces trace their descent from
one or other of the five Ilr.ihman emigrants from Kanauj.
KANDAUAri, the largest city in Afghanistan, is situated

in 31° 37' N. lat. and 65" 43' E. long., at a hiiyht of 3100
feet above the sea. It is 370 miles distant froui Herat on
the north-west, by Girishk and Farrah,—Girishk being 75
miles, and Farrah 225 miles from Kandahar. From Cabul,
on the northeast, it is distant 315 miles, by Khclat-i-

Cbilzai and Ghazrii,— Khelat-i-Cliilzai being 85 miles, and
Ghazni 225 miles from Kandahar. To the Pisbin valley

the distauec is about 110 miles, and from Pishin to India
the three principal routes measure approximately as fol-

lows :—by the Zhub valley to Dera Ismail Khan, 300
miles; by the B6ri valley to Dera Ghazi Khan, 275 miles;
by Quetia and the Eol.-in to Dadur, 125 miles; and by
CImppar and Nari (the proposed railway route) to Sibi,

120 niik's. Sibi is connected by rail with the rest of

India. Immediately round the city is. a plain, highly
cultivated and well [lopulated to the south and west; but
on the north-west this plain is barren, and is bounded by a

double line of rough and precipitous hills, ri^ng to abi ut

1000 feet i^bove its general level, and breaking its dull

monotony witb irregular lines of scarped jirecipices, crowned
with fantastic pinnacles and peaks. To the north-west

these hills form the watershed between the valleys of the

Argandab and the Tarnak, until they are lost in the moun-
tain masses of tbe Hazarajat,—a wild region inhabited by
tribes of Tartar origin, which effectually shuts off Kandahar
from communication with the north. On the south-west

they lose themselves in the sandy desert of Piegistan, which
wraps itself round the plain of Kandahar, and forms another

impassable barrier.

But there is a break in these hills,—a gate, as it were, to

tbe great high road between Herat and India ; and it is

this gate which the fortress of Kandahar so efl'eetuiilly

guards, and to which it owes its strategic importance.

Other routes there are, open to trade, between Herat and
northern India, either following the banks of the Hari
Rud, .or, more circuitously, through the valley of the

llelmand to Cabul; or the lino of hills between the

Argandab and the Tarnak may be crossed close to Khelat-

i-Ghilzai ; but of the two former it may be said that they

aro not ways open to the passage of Afghan armies owing
to the hereditary bittei'ness of hostility existing between
the Eim.'ik and HazAra tribes and the Afghans generally,

while the latter is not beyond striking distance from
Kandahar. The one great high road from Herat and the

Persian frontier to India is that which passes by Farrah

and crosses tbe Helmand at Girishk. Between Kandahar
and India new and feasible means of communication are

being discovered with every geographical search into the

intermediate country. To the north-west, and parallel to

the long ridges of the Tarnak watershed, stretches the

great road to Cabul, the same which was traversed by Nott
in 1842, and by Stewart and, more recently, by Roberts in

1.880. Between this and the direct route to Pishin is a
road, well known, though never yet traversed by a British

force, which leads through Maruf to the Kundar river and
the Giilcri Pass into the plains of Hindustan at Dera Ismail

Khan. This is the most direct route to northern India,

but it involves the passage of some rough country, where
lies the great watershed between the basins of the Helmand
and the Indus. But tbe best known road from Kandahar
to India is that which stretches across the series of open

stony plains interspersed here and there with rocky hills of

irregular formation leading to the foot of the pass across
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jtlie Kojak range, on tlie far side of which from Kandahar

lies .the valley of Pishin. The passage of the Kojak

involves a rise and fall of some 2300 feet, but an excellent

road now crosses the pass. The proposed line of railway

to Kandahar follows an easier but comparatively waterless

route, turning the Kojak at Gwaja (about 25 miles south-

west of the Kojak Pass), and involving no serious gradients.

Between the Pishin valley and India are several routes, all

more or less open to a force equipped for mountain war-

fare, of which the best known are the Bohln and the

Chappar (or Nari) passes from the plateau of Afghanistan

to the plains of Sind at Jacobabad ; and the Zh6b and

the B6ri valley routes leading through the Sulimani range

to Dera Ismail and Dera Ghazi Khan respectively. The

Bori valley was the line followed by Sir M. Blddulph in

1879, and it diverges but slightly from that known as the

Thal-Chotiali route. Thus Kandahar becomes a sort of focus

of all the direct routes converging from the wnde-stretching

western frontier of India towards Herat and Persia, and

the fortress of Kandahar gives protection on the one hand

to trade between Hindustan and Herat, and on the other

it lends to Cabul security from Herat invasion.

Kandahar is approximately a square-built city, sur-

rounded by a wall of about 3J miles circuit, and from 25

to 30 feet high, with an average breadth of 15 feet. Out-

side the wall is a ditch 10 feet deep. The city and its

defences are entirely mudbuilt, with no pretensions to

architectural beauty. There are four main streets crossing

each other nearly at right angles, the central *'chouk"

being covered with a dome. These streets are wide and

bordered with trees, and are flanked by shops with open

fronts and verandahs niuch after the universal fashion of

the East. There are no buildings of any great pretension

in Kandahar, a few of the more wealthy Hindus occupying

the best houses. The tomb of Ahmed Shah is the only

attempt at monumental architecture. This, with its rather

handsome cupola, and the twelve minor tombs of Ahmed
Shah's children grouped around, contains a few good speci-

mens of fretwork and of inlaid inscriptions. The four

streets of the city divide it into convenient quarters for the

accommodation of its mixed population of Duranis, Ghilzais,

Parsiwans, and Kakuris, numbering in all some 30,000

souls. Of these the greater proportion are the Parsiwans

(chiedy Kizilbashes).

It is reckoned that there are 1600 shops and 182 mosques

in the city. The mullas of these mosques are generally

men of considerable power. The walls of the city are

pierced by the four principal gates of "Cabul," "Shikar-

pur," " Herat," and the " Idgah," opposite the four main

streets, with two minor gates, called the Top Khana and

the Bardurani respectively, in the western half of the city.

The Idgah gate passes through the citadel, which is a

square built enclosure with sides of about 260 yards in

length. The flank defences of the main wall are insuffi-

cient ; indeed there is no pretence at scientitic structure

about any part of the defences ; but the site of the city is

well chosen for defence, and the water supply (drawn by
canals from the Argandab or derived from wells) is good.

About 4 miles west of the present city, stretched along the

elopes of a rocky ridge, and extending into the plains at its foot, are

the ruins of the old city of Kandahar as it existed nntil it was
Backed and plundered hy Nadir Shah in 1738. From the top of the

ridge a small citadel overlooks the half-buried ruins. On the north-
east face of the hill forty steps, cut out of solid Umcstone, lead up-

iWard to a small, dome-roofed recess, which contains some interesting

f'Persian inscriptions cut in relief on the rock, recording particulars

of the history of Kandahar, and defining the vast extent of the
kingdom of the emperor Baber. Popular belief ascribes the foonda-
^tion of the old city to Alexander the Great.

Although Kandahar has long ceased to be the seat of government,
it is nevertheless by far the most important trade centre in

lAfghaniston, and the revenues of the Kandahar province assist

largely in supporting the chief power at Cabul. There are no
manufactures or industries of any importance peculiar to Kandahar,

but the long lines of bazaars display goods from Kngland, PiUssia,

Hindustan, Persia, and Turkestan, embracing a trade area as larg*;

probably as that of any city in Asia. The customs and town dues

together amount to a sum equal to the land revenue of the Kan-
dahar province, which is of considerable extent, stretching to Pul-i-

Sangin, 10 miles south of Khelat-i-GhiLzai on the Cabul side, to

the Helmand on the west, and to the Hazara country on the north.

Although Farrah has been governed from Kandahar since 1863, its

revenues are not reckoned as a part of those of the province. The
land revenue proper is assessed in grain, the salaries of Govern-

ment officials, pay of soldiers, kc, being disbursed by "barats"
or orders for grain at rates fixed by Government, usually about 20

per cent, above the city market prices. The land revenue for the

year 1877-78 amounted to 640,000 rupees Enj^llsh. English goods

imported from Kurrachee pay upwards of l8 per cent, on their

value at Kandahar. By the time they are exposed for sale at

Herat they pay upwards of 28 per cent, od valorem. Nevertheless

the greater part of the English goods sold at Herat are imported

by Kurrachee and Kandahar—a fact which testifies to the great

insecurity of trade between Meshhed and Herat. Some of the

items included as town dues are curious. For instance, the tariff

on animals exposed for sale includes a charge of 5 per cent, ad
valorem on slave girls, besides a charge of 1 rupee per head. The
kidney fat of all sheep and the skins of all goats slaughtered in the

public yard are perquisites of Government, the former being used

for the manufacture of soap, which, with snuff, is a Government
monopoly. The imports consist chiefly of English goods, indigo,

cloth, boots, leather, sugar, salt, iron, and copper, from Hindustan,
and of shawls, carpets, "barak" (native woollen cloth), postins

(coats made of skins), shoes, silks, opium, and carpets from ileshhed,

Herat, and Turkestan. The exports are wool, cotton, madder, cum-
min seed, asafcetida, fruit, silk, and horses. The system of coinage

is also curious: 105 English rupees are melted down, and the alloy

extracted, leaWng 100 rupees worth of silver; 295 more English

rupees are then melted, and the molten metal mixed with the 100

rupees silver; and out of this SOS Kandahari rupees arc coined. As
the Kandahari rupee is worth about 8 annas (half an English rupee)

tli£ Government thus realizes a profit of 1 per cent. Govern-

ment accounts aro kept in **Kham" rupees, the *'Kbam" being

worth about five-sixths of a Kandahari rupee ; in other words, it

about equals the franc, or the Persian **keran." Immediately to

the south and west of Kandahar is a stretch of well-irrigated and
highly cultivated country, but it is the valley of tlip Argandab that

possesses the chief local wealth of agriculture, and which, from the

luxuriant abundance of its orchards and vineyards, offers the most
striking scenes of landscape beauty. The wide extent of the

pomegranate fields forms a striking feature in the valley,—the

pomegranates of Kandahar, with its "sirdar" melons and grapes,

being unequalled in quality by any in the East. The vines are

grown on artificial banks, probably for want of the necessary wood
to trellis them,—the grapes being largely exported in a semi-dried

state. Fruit, indeed, besides being largely exported, forms the chief

staple of the food supply of the inhabitants throughout Afghanis-
tan. The art of irrigation is so well understood that the water
supply is at times exhausted, no ri^'er water being allowed to run
to waste. The plains about Kandahar are chiefly watered by canals

drawn from the Argandab near Baba-wali, and conducted through
the same gap in the hills which admits the Herat road. The amount
of irrigation and the number of water channels form a cr.isiderable

impediment to the movement of troops, not only immediately about
Kandahar, but in all districts where the main rivers and streams are

bordered by green bajids of cultivation. Irrigation by "karez" ia

also largely resorted to. The karez is a system of underground
channelling which usually taps a sub-surface water supply at the foot

of some of the many rugged and apparently waterless hills which
cover the face of the eountry. The broad nullahs which seam their

sides frequently possess a supply of water some distance below the

surface which can be tapped by boring. The water is not brought
to the surface, but is carried over long distances by an underground
(Jianncl or drain, which is constructed by sinking shafts at intervals

along the required course, and connecting the shafts by tunnelling.

The general agricultural products of the country are wheat, barley,

pulse, fruit, madder, asafcetida, lucerne, clover, and tobacco.

Of the mineral resources of the Kandahar district not much is

known, but an abandoned gold mine exists about 2 miles north of

the town. Some general idea of the resources of the Kandahar
district may be gathered from the fact that it supplied the British

troops with everything except luxuries during the entire period

of occupation in 1879-81 ; and that, in spite of the great strain

thrown on those resources by the presence of the two armies of

Ayub Khan and of General Roberts, and after the total failure

of the autumn crops and only a partial harvest the previous spring,

the army was fed without great difficulty until the final evacua-

tion, at one-third of the prices paid in Quetta for supplies drawn
from India.
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KanJiiIiar has a stormy liisfcoiy. Sultnn Miilimuil of Cliaziii took

it ID the 11th century from the Afghans who llicti ht-Id it. lu tho
beginning of the 13th century it was taken by Jenghiz Khan, and
in tile 14tli by Tiniur. In 1507 it was captured l>y tho onipcror
Baber, but shortly afterwards it fell again into Afghan hands, to bo
ret iken by Baber in 1521. liabt-r's son, Humayun, agreed to cede
Kandaliar to Teisia, but failod to keep his word, and the Persians
l-esicgud tho place unsuccessfully. Thus it remained in tlio posses-

sion of tho Moghuls till 1625, when it was taken by Shah Abbas.
Aurungzcbo tried to take it in 1619 with 5000 men, but fai'ed.

Another attempt in 1652 was equally nnaucccs-sful. It romained in

Vcrsian po--,session tilt 1709, when it was taken by the AfgJinns, but
was retaken aftT a two years' sicgo liy Nadir Shah. Nadir Shah
was assassinated in 1749, and inunediately on lioaring tlio news of
his death Ahmed Shall (Abdalli) seized Nadir Shali's treasure at

Kandahar, and proelaimcd liiniselt king, with tho consent, not only
of tho Afghans, but, strange to say, of tho liazdi-as and Baluclris as

well. Ho at once changed tho site of tlio city to its present position,

ninl thus founded tho Afghan kingdom, witn modern Kandahar as
its caiiital. Ahmed Shall ilied in 1773, and was succeeded by his
son Taiinur, who died in 1798, and left the throno to his son Zaniiin

Shall. This prince was deposed by his lialf brother Mahniud. who
was in his turn deposed by Shah Suja, tho full brother of Zannin
Shah. After a short reign Shah Suja was conipellrd to abdicate
from his inability to rejiress the rising power of Fatteh Khan, a
Ksrakzai chief, ami ho took refuge drat with Kunjit Singh, who
then ruloil tho Punjab, and hiially secured tho protection of Uritish
power. Afghanistan was now practically disnu-lnbcrcd. JIahniud
w.a5 niinstatcd by Fatteli I\han, whom lio appointed his vi/icr, and
wlioso nophows. Dost Maliommcd Khan and Kohn dil Klian, ho
placed respectively in tho govornments of CabuJ and Kandahai-.
Fattcdl iClian was barbarously niurdered by Kalnraii tMahniud's
son) near Ctliazni in 181S

; and in retaliation Jlalilnud him.stdf was
driven from power, and the llaiukzai clan .seemed the sovereignty
of AfghanisLm. While Dost iMahommod held Cabul, Kandahar
became tcmnoiarily a sort of independent chiefship under two or
three of his lirotliers. lu lf39 thi' cause of Shah Suja w.as actively
supported by tho IJritish. Kandahar was occuipied, ami Shah Suja
reinstated on the thrnno of his ancestors. Dost .Mahommed was
defeated near Cabul, and after surrender to tho IJriti.-^h force, was
deported into Hindustan. The Hritish army of occniiation in

aoutheni .Vl'ghanistan cnntiimed to occupy Kandahar from lb;l9 till

the autumn of 1S42, when Gener.il Nott marched on Cabiil to meet
Pollock's adv.-ince from Jalalabad. Tho cantouinents near tho city,

built by Nott's division, were rejiairoil and again occupied by the
llritish niany in 1879, when SIicio Ali was driven Ironi power by
llio invad.in of Afgliauistin, nor wcro Ihcy liually evacuated till llio

spring of IfiSl. (T. II. II.")

lC\NI)f, a town in Mursliiil;'iMd district, Tiengal, India,

in 2:} 58' N". Int., 86° D' 1" E. long., with a [io|inla'tion in

1872 of 12,016, viz., Hindus, 10, 452; JIahomctans, 151G;
"others," 48. It is the residence of the r,'ij:is of I'tiikpar,^,

a wealthy and devout Ilimki family. The founder of thia

family was Ganga Govind Sinh, the i^nirt of Warren
llasting.s, who w.i.i born nt Kandi, and rutiifd thither in

Ilia old aye with an iinineu^o fortune. JIIh name ha^j

acriuiied celebrity for the nuwt niagiiificcut .srii.^fMrr, or

funeral obsci[uics, ever performed iu Bongal, celebrated in

honour of his mother, at a cost, it is said, of £200,000.
KANUY, a town of Cuylon, formerly the capital of a-

kingdom of the same name, situated towards the heart of

the iiland, al a height of 171.'} feet abovo tho sea, 74 J
miles by rail frotn Colombo. It lie.s rounrl the margin of

an artificial lake constructed by the last king of Ivandy in

I80G, aud is beautifully surrounded by hill.s. The most
striking objects of interest are the temples (of wbicli twelve
are Buddhist and four Brahman), the tombs of the Kandiau
kings, aud the various buildings of tho royal residence,

partly allowed to fall into disrepair, partly .utilized by tho

Government. Of the temples the Ualada llalagawa is

wortliy of particular mention ; it claims, as the name indi-

cates, to be in possession of a Buddha tooth. Kandy is

tho seat of a Government agent and of a district judge, and
regular sessions of tho criminal court arc held iu tho town.

As a municipality (constituted in 18Cj, and divided into

five wards in 1871 ) it is governed by a bmly of eight coun-
cillor.x. Among the public bu'ddings and institutions are

tho Government house or pavilion, erected in 1824, tho

planters' v'ociation, two Ubtatv.gs.ua iudustrial school, aud

Trinity College, established in 18.'J7, and reopened in 1871
after being closed for six years. Tlie Church .Mi.ssionaiy

Society, to which the college owed its existence, began its-

labours in 1818.

Kandy was occupied by tho Portugucso in tho 16th century and
by tho Dutch in 1703 ; but in both instances tho native kings suc-
acdcl iu shaking oh tlie foreign yoke. Tho Biitish got possession,
of tho plaeo iu 1803, but tho garrison afterwards caiiitulatcd and
wero massaciid, and it was not till 1814-16 that tho king was
defeated ond dethroned. Tho British authority was formally estab-
lished by the cnnvcntiou of March 2, 1816. In 1848, owing to an.
attempt at rtbolliou, tho town was fur a time under iniutial law.

KANE, Eli-sha Ke.n-t ("1820-1857), American traveller,

scientist, and arctic explorer, was born in PhdadeJphia, on
February 3, 1820, the eldest of seven children. His father
was judge of the eastern district of Philadelphia, and
thrnugli both parents he inherited a mixture of Irish

English, Scotch, and Dutch blood. In his boyhood, in
spite of feebleness of body, he was remarkable for his.

activity, vivacity, and energy. While still at school her

showed a fondness for out-door pastime and enterprise,

and a decided leaning towards scientific pursuits. Ilavin"
cho;;cn civil engineering as a profession, he entejcd the
university of Virginia, wliere he continued to show his taste-

for science, especially chemistry, mineralogy, and physical
geography. A violent attack of heart disease, however,
which stuck to him to tho end of his life, induced him
to abandon engineering and devote himself to the study of
medicine. lie obt lined his doctor's degree in 1842, having
already acquired a reputation in physiological research.

In 1843 Kane entered the I'.S. navy as surgeon, and was
appointed to the " Brandywine," commissioned to carry
Jlr Webster as U.S. minister to China. While the vessel

remained at llio Janeiro the restless and eager Kane mads-
a journey to the skirts of the Aiide.^ and exjilored their

geology. Leaving the ship again at Bornbay, he indulged
his irieprossiblo exiiloring proclivities by a journey up
country, rejoining his ship at Ceylun. On his arrival at his

destination, Macao, he provided a substitute for his post
in tho embassy, cro.sscd and explored the island of Luzon,
visited the mysterious volcano of Tael, and, amid many
dillicultie-s, descended its steep crater, bringing up with'

him specimens of its lava. Finally resigning his position,

on the embassy, ho practised for a time at A\'hanipoa, where
ho was stricken down by rice fever. In August 1844 he
left China, aud, returning by India (where he visited the
Himalayas), Pej-sia, Syria, I"gy[>t, Greece, Austria, Germany,
and Switzerland, reached home iu 184C. In ilay of that

year he was ordered to the west coast of AfricT, where Le-

visitcd the kingdom of Dahomey, and caught tho Africau

fever, which told severely on his constitution. Ou his re-

turn iu April 1847, he exchanged the naval for the military-

service, aud was sent to join tho U.S. army in JIe.\ico,

where he had some extraordinary adventures in endeavour-

ing to reach his destination, and where he was again laid

down with fever. In February IS 19 he was presented v.iili

a sword by tlie city of Philadelphia, and in the same }par
made a visit to the Mediterranean and afterwards to tho
West Indies. On the fitting out of the first Grinucll ex-

pedition, iu 1850, to search for Sir John Franklin, Kaiio

was ap|iointed surgeon aud naturalist under Lieutenant Do
Haavcn, who commanded the two ships, the " Advance "

and " licscue." The expedition left New York on Jfay

22d ; and after an absence of sixteen months, during niuo

of whieli tho ships wcro ice-bound, they returned without

having found any trace of the missing vessels. Kane wn-i

in feeble health, but worked on at his narralivo of }\,i^

cxpeditiim, which was iniblished iu 1 h5 1, umler the titlw

of 77ie CS. Criniirll Eriiylilimi in Smir/i o/ Sir JdIui

Fratillio. He also read a pupcr at the Auicricnn (!co-

graphical Society ou au "Open Pohr Sra," a chimari
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wliicli w;i3 to play so important and delusive a rule in sub-

eequent Arctic explorations. Kane was determined not to

give up the search for Franldin, but Government refused

all help. In spite of feeble health, he travelled through

the States lecturing to obtain funds, and gave up his pay
for twenty months. Mr Grinnell again came to the rescue,

with the brig " Advance," which was equipped with the

help of Mr Peabody and some of the learned societies. It

sailed in the end of June 1853, and on August 23d reached
78° 41' in Kensselaer Bay, off the coast of Greenland,

where it remained fast during the whole time the expedition

was out. During the first winter a sledge party was sent

out, and reached 79° 50', though at the expense of terrible

sufferiiigs. During the second winter the expedition suf-

fered greatly from want of food and fuel, as well as from
icurvy. Still Kane carried on with incessant diligeiico his

scientific observations—magnetic, meteorological, astrono-

mical, and tidal ; and the results were afterwards published

in the Siaillisonian ConirihiUions to KiiowleHgc, vols. s.-xiii.,

1858. One of the most notable incidents of this expedi-

tion was the journey made by MiTtnn, one of the staff, up
Kennedy Channel, as far as Cape Independence, in 81° 22'

N. lat., whence he saw what he and Kane firmly believed

to be an "open polar sea." No doubt a -large area of

open water was seen, but a permanent open sea in this

dirsction has long ago been proved a myth, though doubt-

less the constant shiftings of the ice often leave considerable

areas of water uncovered at continually sLifting points.

After the endurance of the greatest hardships, it was finally

resolved to abandon the ship, which was done on Ma/ 17,

1855, Upernivik being reached after many difficulties ou
August 5. Kane reached home in October in good health,

and set himself at once to write the narrative of his expe-

dition, which was published in 185G. In October of the

same year he left Philadelphia for England in search of

health. From England he went to Cuba, where he died at

Havana on February IC. 1857, at the early age of thirty-

seven. Between his first and second arctic voyages, Kane
made the acquaintance of the Eox family, the celebrated

spiritualists. With one of the daughters, Margaret Fox,

he carried on a lengthened corres])ondence, which was
afterwards published by the lady, wlio declares that they

were p[ivately married before Kalie left for England. Not
withstanding his weak health, Kane was a man of restless

activity and high intelligence, but much of that activity

ajipears to have been wasted. He certainly did a vast

amount of work during his short life, but will bo re-

membered mainly for his chivalrous and self-.sacrificing

but fruitless search for Franklin, during vrldch he ap-

preciably advanced our knovdedge of the Arctic area, and
made important contributions to physics and biology.

See, besides the works mentioned above, Biot/rnphy of F K.
Kane, by William Eidor, 1858; Lijh of E. K, Knnc and otlifr

American Erploicrs, by S. il. Sniucker; The Love-Life of Ih- Kaiie,

containing the Correspondence aiul a History of tJic Kn'jagemcnt out
Secret Mairingc betureii E. K. Kane ami Margaret Faj\ Kew York,
1866; "Discoveries of Dr K.ine," in Joxir. of the Hoy. Geog. Soc,^

vol. x.xviii., reprinted in R. 6. S. Arctic Fapcrs of IZl^.

KANEFF, or Kanieff, a town of Russia, in the Kiefif

government, on the Dnieper, 141 miles south-ea.-st of Kieff

The population, which in 1863 was returned as C838, was
about 8000 in 1879; but neither the trade nor the in-

dustry of the place is of importance.

Vsevolod of KiefT founded tt eliurchat Kanieff in 1144, nud in the
Litter part of ttje same century the place was the annual rendeiivous

of the forces collected to give protection to the merchant ships
returning from Greece. In 1880 Poniatoffski, to whom it had
passed from Stanislaus Augustus, gavo the revenues of the town
and the site of the royal court to the prior of the Ba.5ilians, who
assigned them to the KancfV schools of the brotherhood. The ad-
ministration of tho Boguslaff district was transferred to Knncll in

1837 and in 1844 the district took the name of that town.

KANGAPiOO. When Captain Coot, during Lis first

memorable voyage of discovery, was detained, for tlie

purpose of refitting his ship, at Endeavour river, ou tlie

north-east coast of Australia, a strange-looking animal,

entirely unknown to them, was frequcutly seen by the

ship's company; and it is recorded in tho annals of tl.e

voyage that, on the 14th of July 1770, " Mr Gore, who went

out this day with his gun, had the good fortune to kill one

of the animals which had been so much the subject of our

eptculation, . . . and which is called by the iiativci

kanguruo," ' a name which, though it does not appear to

be now known to any of the aboriginal tribes of tiro

country, has been adopted for this animal in all European
languages, with only slight modifications of spelling. With
the exception of a passing glimpse in the beginning of tbo

same century by tho Dutch traveller Bruyn uf some living

examples of an allied species, to be referred to presently,

this was the first introduction to Uie civilized world of

any member of a group of animals now so familiar. The
afiinities of the species, skins of which wore brought home
by Captain Cook and subsequent voyagers, wore recognized

by Schreber as nearer to the American opossums (then the

only known marsupials) than to any other mammals nitli

which zoologists were acquainted, and consequently it was

placed by him, in his great work on the Mammalia, then

in the course of publication, in tlie genus Dide/p/iis, with

gigant£a for aBjwcific deeiguatiou,— iho latter having becii

Kangaroo (Macruyjia ji^cmtsus)

bestowed upon it by Zi-mmerman under the impressiori tLat

it was a huge species of jerboa. Soon afterwards (1791)
Dr Shaw very properly formed a new genus for its recep-

tion, which he named Jfacrujius, in allusion to the peculiar

length of its hind foot. T>y the name thus formed,
2/iicropiis gi(/aiiteii!!, this kind of kangaroo has ever since

been known in zoological literature.

Further explorations in Australia and the neighbouring
islands bavoled tc thu diboovery of a very considerable

number of species, which are now included in the family
Macrojxidtdie, one of the subdivisions of the order Marsu-
pialia, for the characters of which see SIamiialia.

The MacropocHdm, or kangaioos, taken as a whole, form
a very well marked family, easily di-stinguishcd from the

remaining members of the order by their general conforma-

tion, and by peculiarities in the structure of their limbs,

teeth, and other organs. They vary in size from that of a

\
sheep down to a small rabbit. The head, especially in tho

larger species, is small, compared with the rest of the body,

• Uawkeswortll, Collation of Vsi/aga, Ya\. in. p- 6/7 (1773).
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nnd tapers forward to the muzzle. The shoulders and fore

limbs arc feebly developed, and the hind limbs of dispro-

portionate strength and magnitude, which
gives them a peculiarly awkward appear-

ance when moving about on all fours,

as they occasionally do when feeding.

Rapid progression is, however, performed

only by the powerful hiud limbs, the ani-

mal covering the ground by a series of

immense bounds, during which the foro

part of the body is inclined forwards, and
balanced by the long, strong, and tapering

tail, which is carried horizontally back-

wards. ^Vhen not moving they often

assume a perfectly upright position, the

tail aiding the two hind legs to form a sort

of supporting tripod, and the front limbs

dangling by the side of the chest. This

position gives full scope for the senses of

sight, hearing, and smell to warn of the

approach of enemies, from which they save

themselves by their bounding flight. The
fore paws have five distinct digits, each

armed with a strong, curved claw. The
foot of the hiud limb is quite different,

and very peculiar in construction, being

e.Ktremely long and narrow, and (with only

one, lately discovered, exception) without

any hallux or great toe. It consists

mainly of one very large and strong toe,

corresponding to the fourth of the human
or other typically developed foot, ending

in a strong curved and pointed claw. Close

to the outer side of this lies a smaller fifth

digit, and to the inner side two excessively

slender toes (the second and third), bound together almost

to the extremity in a common integument. The two little

claws of these toes, projecting together from the skin, may
be of use in scratching and cleaning the fur of the animal,

but the toes must have quite lost all connexion with the

functions of support or progression.

The dental formula, when completely developed, is

{ncisoys
J,

anlnes
-J,

premolars S, molars ~ on each side,

giving a total of thirty-four teetli. The three incisora of

the upper jaw are arrar.j'.'d in a continuous arched series,

Fio. 2.—Skeleton
of hind foot of

Kangaroo.

Fig. 3-—Skull and teeth of Bennett's Kangaroo [Macropus ben-

ncttii). f, Pt t^, first, second, aiid third upper incisors ; jnn, second

or posterior premolar (the first having been already s)ied): m^, c?.',

vi\ m', the four true molars. The last, not fully developed,
•? nearly concealed by the ascending ramus of the jaw.

and have crowns with broad cutting edges ; the first or

middle incisor is often larger than the others. Corre-

sponding to these in the lower jaw is but one tooth on
-ach side, but it Ls of great size, procumbent or directed

horizontally forwards, narrow, lanceolate, poJLted, and with
sharp edges. Owing to the laxity of the union of the

two rami of th- lower jaw at the syiriphjsis, in many
species the two lower incisors can be made to work
together like the blades of a pair of scissors, a very remark-
able arrangement not. known to occur in other mammaK
The canines are absent or rudimentary, always so in the
lower jaw, and often deciduous at an early age in the upper
jaw. The premolars are compressed, with cutting longi-

tudinal edges, the anterior one ia always deciduous, being
lost about the time the second one replaces the aiUk molar,

so that both premolars are never found iu place and ds8

in the same individual. The true molars have quadrate
crowns, provided with two strong transverse ridges, or with
four obtuse cusps. In Mturopas yigantms and its im-

mediate allies, both premolars and one or two of the anterior

true molars are shed during the lifetime of the animal, si>

that in old examples only the two posterior molars and tlio

incisors are found in place. The milk dentition, as in other

marsupials, is confined to a single molar tooth on each side

of each jaw, the other molars and incisors being never

changed. The dentition of the kangaroos, functionally

considered, thus consists of sharp-edged incisors, most fully

developed near the median line of the mouth, for the pur-

pose of cropping the various kinds of herbage on which
they feed, and ridged and tnberculated molars for crushuig

it, there being no tusks or canines for offensive or defensive

purposes.

The number of veltebras is—in the cervical region 7,

dorsal 13, lumbar 6, sacral 2, caudal varying according to

the length of the tail, but generally from 21 to 25. In

the fore limb the clavicle and the radius and ulna are well

developed, allowing of considerable freedom of motion of

the hand. The pelvis has large epipubic or " marsupial
''

bones. The femur is short, and the tibia and fibula of

great length, as is tho foot, the whole of which is applied

to the ground when the animal b at rest in the uptight

position.

The stomach is of large size, and very complex, its walla

being puckered up by longitudinal muscular bands into »
great number of sacculi, like those of the human colon.

The alimentary canal is long, and the c^cum well developed.

All tho species have a marsupium or pouch formed by a
fold of the skin of the abdomen, covering the mammary
glands with their four nipples. In this pouch tho young
(which, as iu other marsupials, leavp the ntorus in an
extremely small and imperfect condition) are placed as

soon as they are born ; therij their growth and develop-

ment proceeds ; and to it they resort temporarily for

the purpose of shelter, concealment, or transport, for

somo time after they are able to run and jump about the

ground and feed upon the same herbage which forms the

nourishment of tho parent. During the early period of

their sojourn in the pouch, the blind, naked, helpless young
creatures (which in the great kangaroo scarcely exceed an
inch in length) are attached by their mouths to the nipple

of the mother, and are fed by milk injected into their

stomach by the contraction *of the muscle covering the

mammary gland. In this stage of their existence tho

respiratory organs are modified much as they are per-

manently in the Cefacei, the elongated upper part of the

larynx projecting into the posterior nares, and.so maintain-

ing a free communication between the lungs and the

external surface, independently of the mouth and gullet,

thus averting all danger of suffocation while the milk is

oassing down the latter passagie.

The kangaroos are aU vegetable feeders, browsing on
grass and various kinds of herbage, the smaller species

also eating roots. They are Eaturtily -timid, inoffcn-^ivu

creatures, but the larger ones when hard pressed wil' turn
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and defend themselves, sometimes killing a dog by grasping

it in their fore paws, and inflicting terrible wounds with

the s'mp claws of their powerful hind legs, sustaining

themselves meanwhile upon the tail. The great majority

are inhabitants of Australia and Tasmania, forming one of

the most prominent and characteristic features of the fauna

of these lands, and in the scenery of the country, as well

as the economy of nature, performing the part of the deer

and antelopes of other parts of the world, which are entirely

wanting in Australia. They were very important sources

of food-supply to the natives, and are hunted by the

colonists, both for sport and with a view to their destruc-

tion,, on account of the damage they naturally do in con-

suming the grass, now required for feeding cattle and

sheep. Notwithstanding this, they have in some districts

increased in numbers, owing to the suppression of their

former enemies, the aborigines and the dingo or native

dog. A few species are found in New Guinea and the

adjacent islands, which belong, in the zoological sense, to

the Australian province, beyond the bounds of which none

have bee^ found either existing or in a fossil state.

The .i/ocro/JorfiV/a: are divided into two well-marked scutions—(1)
|

tlie trno knngaroos (Mncropod-oiai), and (2) a group consisting of
|

smrdlcr animals, commonly called rat-kangaroos, or (improperly)
*' kangaroo-rats," or sometimes potoroos.

I. In the Macropodinie (ste fig. 3) the cutting edges of tho upper

incisors are nearly level, or the first pair but slightly longer than the

others. The canines are rudimentary and often wanting. The pre-

molars are usually not longer (from before backwards) than the true

molars, and less compressed than in the next section. The croons

of the molars have always two prominent transvcree riilgts. Tho

fovG limbs are small with subequal toes, armed with strong, modu-

ritcly long, curved claws. Hind limbs very long and strongly made.

Head small, 'with moro or loss elongated muzzle, liars generally

rather long and ovate.

Upwards of thirty species of this gronj) have been described, and

many attempts have been made to subdivide it into smaller groups

or genera for the convenience of arrangemeut and description, but

these have generally been based upon such trivial characters that it

is preferable to speak of most of them as sections of the genus

M'icropnSy reserving generic l-ank only to two forms eoraewhat

aberrant both in structure and geographical distribution. Accord-

ing to this arrangement the genera ^vill be as follows :—
1. Macropiis. Shaw, divided into the following sections or sub-

genera. A. MacrapMS proper, of which the type is M. giganlcus,

spoken of !it the beginning of this article o= hsving been discovered

iu 1770 by the first English explorers of Austr.alia. It is tho

common great kangaroo, called " boomer," " forrester," or " old

man " by tho colonists, and frequents the open grassy plains of the

greater part of eastern Australia and Tasmania. Some closely allied

species or perhaps local varieties, U. ocydromiis, M. fldiginosus, and

M. nulanops, are fouud in southern and western Australia. B. Os-

yhranlcy, Uould, distinguished from the above by the naked muffle,

includes soma very largo and handsome species, which principally

dwell iu rocky mountain ranges, as the gieat rod kangaroo, 31.

ru/iis, 11. antihpiiuis, and jl/. robuslits. C. Hnlmalunis, F. Ouv.

The kangaroos of this section have also ths muffle n.iked, but they

are ratlier smaller species, frequenters of forests and dense

impenetrable brushes and scrubs, and hence often called brush

kangaroos, though a nativo name "wallaby" is now generally

.ap)iiicd to them. There are many species, of nbich il. bcnncUii,

}[. rnjicnllis, M. naJabahis, M. dorsniis, M. agilis, M. dcibiauits,

il. Ihclidis, .1/. miaiiHei-i are the best known. M. Omchijurns is

remarkable for its coniparot'v^'y ahoit and slender tail and small

cars. The earliest known species of kangaroo, refeired to oelorc,

M. bninii (Schreber), may perhaps belong to this section. Several

examples were seen by Bruyn iu 1711 living in captivity in the

garden of the Dutch gc vernor of B.atavia, and described and figured

iu the account of his travels [Rchdi over J/nskovu:, &c. ) under the

name of " Filander." It w.as quite lost sight of, and its name even

transferred by S. iliiller to another species (now known as Dorcopiis

tniilUri, Schlcgcl) until rediscovered iu 1865 by Rosenberg, who
sent a series of specimcus to the Leydeu Museum from the islands

of Aru and Great Key, thus determining its true habitat. Quite

nceently three other species of true kangaroo have been discovered

out of Australia:

—

M. pn/ninmis, Peters, from the eastern extremity

of Now Guinea, near Yule Island; Jf. crassiprs, Pierson-Iiamf ay, from

near Port .Moresby
i
and M. bioicni, Pierson-Ramsay, from New

Ireland. D. Oniidioi/nlra, Gouhl, with a h.airy muffle and long and

sl-nder tail, furnished with a hornynail-like organ at the apex. M.
viigu{f\-r, il. fr.inaliis. and }[. 'iniatiis. E. Lngorchcstcs, Gould,

Lai-e-kangaroos, a group of small hare-like animals, great leapers

and swift runners, which mostly affect tlio open grassy ridges, iiarti-

cnlarly those of a stony character, sleeping in forms or scau hkc 1 1'»

common bue Tludr limbs are comparatively small, their claws

sliarp and slender, and their muffle clothed with vclvct-?ik« bu'm.

M.fascialHS. M. leporoidcs, .U. *v!"<i(s, M. eonspicillnttis, kc. F.

I'clrorjak, Gray. These di/Tcr from «'.l 'he others in having the

t.ail cylindrical and bushy towards the ajicx instcatl of l.ijuriug.

The muffle is naked, the hind foot comparatively short and stout,

and densely clothed with coarse hairs, the nails sliort. These .aic

the " rock kangaroos," making their retreats in caverns .\ui

devices, leaiiiTig with surprising agility from one narrow ledge to

another, ana browsing upon the scanty herbage that the ncighliour-

hood of such situations affords. M. xanlhopiis, M. pcuicillrttus,

M. lateralis, M. condnmts. M. brachyotus, M. inornalus, &c.
^

2. Dcndrolagiis,Sii.\. Mullcr.—A genus formed for tiie reception of

two species, D. ursimis and X>. innslus, commonly known as " tree

kangaroos," both inhabitants of New Guinea, and which differ

gieatly from all the foregoing in being chiefly arboreal in their habits,

climbing with facility among the branches of large trees, and feeding

on the bark, leaves, and fruit. In accordance with this habit their

hinder limbs are comiiaralively shorter than in the true kangaroos,

and their fore limbs are longer and more robust, and have very strong,

curved and pointed claws. These differ from all the preceding, and

agree with the next genus, in some detr.ils of the structure of the

niolnr teeth, and in the circumstance that the fur of the back of

t!io neck is directeil forwards or in a reverse position to that of tho

remainder of the coat.

3. Dorcopsis. S. Miiller.—Of this genus two species are at pre-

sent known, both from New Guinea, D. midlcri, and anoih-r lately

discovcied by D'Albertis, D. lucliiosa. In some respects they re-

semble the last, but they diFer from thutn arid dl the other Mncropo-

dinm, and agree with the next section, iu the great size and peculiar

form of the v>remot.aT teeth.

II. The sicoiid section or sub-family, the Bypsiji-ymnmsi (see-

fig. -1), have the first upper incisor narrow, curved, and much exceed-

ing the othe.-s iu length. Upiicr canines always persistent, flattened,

blunt, and slightly curved. Premolars of both jaws always with

large, simple, compressed crowns, with a nearly straight or slightly.

Fig. 4.—Skull and teeth of Gray's Eat Kangaroo {Bettongia gr!iyii\

c, upper canine tooth. The other letters as in fig. 3.

concave free cutting edge, both outer and inner surfaces usually

marked by a series of parallel, vertical giooves and lidges. Molars

with quadrate crowns, having a blunt, conical cusp at each corner,

the fourth notably smaller than the third, sometimes ludimentary

or absent. F-re feet narrow; three middle toes considerably ex-

ceeduig the first and fifth in length ;
their claws long, compressed,]

and but slightly curved. H.nd feet as in Macropiu:. Tall ong,_

sometimes partially prehensile, being used for carrying bundles of

grass with which they build their nests.

The potoroos or rat-kangaroos ai-e all small animals, none of

ilienx excecauig a common rabbit in size. They inhabit Australia

and Tasmania, arc nocturnal, and feed on the leaves of various lauds

of grasses and other plants, as well as roots and bulbs, which they

dig up with their tore paws. About ten species are known, present-

in° a considerable range of diversity in minor characters, and

adTuittin" of being grouped iu four principal sections, which

may perhaps be allowed the rank of genera. These are

1 mipsiprymnus, IlUger.—Head long and .slender. Auditory

bijire somewhat inflated. Ridges on premolars few and perpen-

dicular. Large palatine foramina. Tarsus short. Muffle naked.

B. minlTiiis. E. ajiicalis, B. gilberli, H. plalyops.

" Bctlomia, Gray. Head comparatively short and broad.

Au.iitorv bulte much infiated. Tarsus loltg. Large ralatiue fora-

mina Ridges on premolars numerous and oblique. Muffle naked.

B. pcnkiUatvs, B. cunUulus, B. gaimardii, B. ogilbyi, B. grayn,.

B. campnlris, kc.
, , , j i j-f„,.„

3 ^pi/prymnus, Garrod.—Head short and broad. Auditory

bulls not iuflatf d. Ko palatine foramina. -Tarsus long. J^uule.

haiiy. .^. ru/auns.
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4. ir'jpsii)njmnoi!oii, riersoii-Ramsay.—Distinguishc-cl from all

other monibui's of the family by possessing n small prehensile hallux

-or first too, without nail, 'it is, therefore, a form of great interest,

as showing a structure of foot connecting that of the kangaroos

with that of the iihahmgcrs. The single known species, U. mos-

clmtia, Ramsay, has been lately discovered in north-east Australia.

It was described almost simultaneously by Owen under the name of

Flcc-iHis nudicaudatus.

In seeking among the other marsupials for the nearest

allies to the kangaroos, using this word in the comprehen-

sive sense as above, two most stiikiiig points in their

organization must be borne in mind, the structure of the

hiud foot and the dentition. Of the former the essential

peculiarity is the great predominance of the fourth digit,

and the remarkible character of the second and third, v/hich

while retaining a considerable length, are of extreme

tenuity, and buried up to, the claws in a common integu-

ment. Such a structure of foot is quits unknown out of

the marsupial order, but in that order it is found in the

Phalaii'jisiidce in a very modified form, associated with a

large opposable hallux, and a broad sole of the foot,

appropriate for climbing trees ; and again, in almost the-

sime form as in the kangaroos, in the ground-dwelling

Pevamelidx, which in their dentition and digestive organs

are so widely difi'erent. The Australian carnivorous

marsupials, Dasyuridce, and the American opossums or

DiJdplMLv, show no trace of this singular conformation.

It is therefore only with the former families, the Phalan-

gistidx and the I'eramelidx, that the kangaroos are allied

by this character.

The chief peculiarity of the dentition consists in the

presence of three pairs of incisors in the U[iper jaw, the

first or middle one of which is generally the largest, opposed

to a single pair in the lower jaw, strong, sharp, and pro-

cumbent. These are followed by an interval, in which may
be, in the upper jaw only, a canine, but always so small,

as to be of little functional importance. The premolars

are compressed and cutting, and the true molars ridged

or tuberculated. Such a dentition is found among the

Phalangittidm alone of existing marsupials. In this

i-espect the Pcramelidse are completely separated from the

kangaroos, their numerous small incisors, large canines, and

cuspidated molars resembling those of the Dasynridis and
Dit/elphidic. Ou the whole then, the kangaroos and the

phalangers are groups most nearly allied in essential char-

acter.^, having both dentition and extremities formed.upon
the same fundamental type, though with modifications of the

latter to suit their respective terrestrial and arboreal habits.

Eemains of numerous extinct species of true kangaroos,

many of them of much larger size than any now existing,

are abundant in the Pleistocene deposits of Australia, and
have been described and figured by Professor Owen in the

PUilosophiail Trajisactioiis. Hithrrto they have been found
in no other part of the world. Other animals of gigantic

bIzb, the DLprotodon, as large as a rhinoceros, and the

Kototherlum, but little inferior, with dentition of the same
general type, but the structure of whose feet is not yet

known, lived with these kangaroos in the same land.

An extraordinary modification of the U'/psi.pri/iunus type,

with the great premolar characteristic of that genus

immensely exaggerated in size, and the true molars equally

reduced, misnamed Thylacoleo carnifex, was another con-

temporary. Beyond these, which all belong to the most
recent geological epoch, we have no knowledge of any
extinct animals which can be -said to be nearly allied to

kangaroos, or to connect them with any other forms of

mammals. The only marsupials discovered in European
Tertiaries resemble the existing opossums of America, and
except in their common marsupial characters have no
ofiSnities with the kangaroos.

It is, however, a most remarliatile fact that in the Pur-

beck beas of the newer Oolitic series, not only in England,

but also in deposits of corresponding age in America, lower

jaws of small mammals (to which Br Falconer gave the

name of Plaffianlax), with a type of dentition showing a

considerable resemblance to that described above as peculiar

to the kangaroos and their existing allies, have been dis-

covered. Unfortunately no part of the skull or upper

teeth, or of the limbs of any of these is as yet known ; so

whether the resemblance was ftdly carried out, even in the

dentition, is uncertain, and it is almost too great a stretch

of the imagination to assume that the modern "diprot-

odont" marsupials have derived their special type of tooth-

structure from such remote ancestry. The evidence of the

affinity of the still more ancient Uijpsiprymnopsis (Boyd

Dawkins), founded upon a single and much worn tooth,

having some resemblance to one of the large premolars of

ITypsiprymnus, found in tlie infra-Liassic beds of Watchet

in Somersetshire, is based on still slighter foundation ; but,

if it should eventually turn out to be well grounded, it

would carry back the type to an extraordinary antiquity.

LUcrala7-c.—G. F. Waterhouse, Nat. Hist, of the Mahimalia,
vol. i., " Alarsupiata," 1846; J. Gould, Mammals of Australia

\

K. Owen, article " Jlarsupialia " in Cydvp. of Aiiatomy and Physio-

hrjij; various memoirs "On Extinct Mammals of Australia" in

r)iiIosophical Transactions; " llesozoic ^lamnialia," PalmoniO'

ijrapliical Society, 18/1; H. Falconer, "On Plaijiaidnx," Quart.

Journ. Ocol. Sue., August 1857 and November 1862; W. H.
Flower, "On the Development and Succession of the Teeth in the

Jlarsupi.alia," riiil Trans., 1867: "On the Affinities and Probable

Habits of Thylacoleo," Quart. Jo>trn. Gcol. Soc, August, 186S;

A. H. Garrod, " On Dorco2)sis luctiiosa and its Allinities," Proc.

Zool. Soc, 1875, r- 48. (W. H. F.)

KANGRA, a district In the lieutenant-governorship of

the Punjab, India, lying between 31° 20' and 33° N.

lat, and between 75° 39' and 78° 55' E. long., bounded

on the N.W. by Gurdaspur district and Chamba state, on

the N.E. by the HimAlaya mountains, on the S.E by the

states of Bashabr, JIandi, and Bilispur, and on the S.W.

by Hoshiarpur district, with an area of 8988 sqtmre miles.

KAngra district comprises a vast tract, extending east-

ward from the plain country of the Bdri and Jalandhar

Doilbs, across two distinct HimAlayan ranges, far into the

heart of Thibet. It naturally falls into three parts—the

sub-HiraAlayan country of KAngra proper, the central valleys

of Kullu and Bang.Ahal, and the rugged outer region of the

Tibetan slope. It consists almost entirely of immense

mountain ranges, whose three parallel lines, with a trans-
.

verse ridge, form four main basins, iu each of which a great

river takes its rise—the Beas (BiAs), Spiti, ChenAb, and

PiAvi. From the great variety of the difi'erent tracts

included in the district by modern arrangements, it is

impossible to assign any general physical peculiarities to

the whole beyond their common characteristic as moun-

tainous regions, intersected by snowy chains and scored

by deep river valleys. The western portion, abutting on

the Punjab plains, admits of cultivation, and supports a

comparatively dense population ; while the bare and sterile

eastern glens are sparsely inhabited by a Tibetan race.

The census of 1863 disclosed a population of 743,882 (393,571

males and 350,311 females),—83 to the square mile. The Hindus
numbered 693,605; Mahometans, 48,613; Sikhs, 1314 ; Christians,

277; and "others," 173. The six niunicip.il towns with their

population are—Kiirpur, 7151 ; Kiingra, 6344 ; Haripur, 3839
;

Sujar'jur Tira, 3393 ; Jawiila-mukhi, 2847 ; Dliaraisala, 2024.

The famous Hindu temple of Nagarkot at Kaugra town is one of

the oldest and most wealthy shrines iu India, and twice exposed the

district to the plunder of the Mahometans.
The cultivated area of the district is returned at 681 square miles,

or less than one-thirteenth of the entire surface. The staple crops

include wheat and barley for the spiing, and rice and maize for

the autumn harvest. Kico is the principal crop of the upper

valleys, while maize composes the ordinary fooil of the uplajid

people for six months of the year. Sugar-cane covers a large area

m the neighbourhood of Kangra town. Tea cultivation lias taken

loot as an important industiy, both in Kangra proper and in

XIII. — io6
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EuUu. In lEr2-73 tlie district contained twenty-eight planta-

tions, pioilucing a gross out-turn of 428,65b tt> of tea, valued at

£65,000. Potatoes also constitute a considerable crop. In Lah.il

and Spiti barley is tlio agricultural staple; but tlie former tract

docs not grow a sufficient quantity of grain for its own consiunp-

tiou, being largely supplied by iinportation.s from KuUu.
Agricultural produce forms the staple of the export trade ; the

imports consist of grain, cotton, tobacco, and European piece goods.

Tlie Palampur fail-, established by Goverument with a view to

fostering commerce with Central Asia, draws together a small

concourse of Yarkandi merchants. The Ijdhulis carry on an
outcrprising trade with Ladakh and countries beyond the frontier,

by means of pack sheep and goats. The total imperial revenue

in 1872-73 amounted to £71,434, of which the land-tax contri-

buted £62,443. Crime is rare, but education is still in a very

backward state, only 2936 children being under instruction in

] 872 -73. The endcnric diseases of the district include fever and
goitre, but scurvy also prevails to a brgc extent. The widespread

cultivation of rice, by which the whole liangra valley is converted

into a swamp, has a very prejudicial effect upon the general health.

The aver^tfce annual rainfall varies from 148 inches at Dharmsala
to 76 at Kangra, 52 at Haml'rpur, and 108 at Palampur. The mean
temperature in the Himalayan staticfn of Dharmsala in 1874-75 was
70°-35 in May, 73°-5 in July, and 62°-85 in December.

KANIZSA, Nagy {i.e., "Great"), a market-town of

Htmgary, in the trans-Danubian county of Zala, lies 31

miles nortli-north-east of Kopreinitz, and at the junction

of the lines of railway from Sopron (Oedenburg) and

Sze^kesfehtSrvAr (Stulilweissenburg), 4G° 28' N. lat., 17° 0'

E. long. Among the public and other buildings are a fino

Roman Catholic church, a Franciscan monastery, a Piarist

gymnasium, a town-hall, royal and magisterial courts of

law, and the usual Government offices. In the neighbour

hood are distilleries and brick-making factories. The
markets periodically held in the town are much frequented,

and the trade in grain, horued cattle, and pigs is generally

brisk. The population at the end of 1880 was 18,393.

Kagy-Kanizsa once ranked as the second fortress of Hungary, and
consequently played an important part during the wars with the

Turks, who, having g.iined possession of it in 1600, held it untd
near the close of the 17tli century. In 1690, after a siege of two
years, it was recovered by the Austrian and Hungarian forces. Its

reversion to Hungary was ratified by the treaty of Carlowitz (1699).

In 1702 tlie fortifications were destroyed, and there are now but
few traces of their former existence.

KANKAKEE, the chief city and county seat of Kan-
kakee county, Illinois, U.S., is situated on the north bank
of the Kankakee river, 56 miles south of Chicago. It is

the centre of a very rich and fertile farming district, and

lias a huge trade in agricultural produce. It has fine

water-power, and, being within easy reach of extensive

coal-Cekla and deposits of bog-iron ore, does a large manu-
facturing business. The population of the city and town-

ship in 1880 was 5G52,

KANO, a town of central Africa, at the head of a

province of the kingdom of Sokoto, about 230 miles east

of Sokoto and 3G0 miles west of Kuka. The circuit of the

walls is upwards of 15 English miles; but little more than
a third of the enclosed area was actually occupied at the

time of Earth's visit. The oldest part of the town is that

which lies at the foot of the hill DaU (120 feet), and
from this the inhabited portion stretches south for 2J miles

to the walls. To the south of the great market-place lies a
deep pond, Jakara, upwards of a mile and a half in length.

Two kinds of dwelling-houses are common—square-shaped

clay-built structures with fiat roofs, and round huts with
conical tops. The population, estimated at 30,000, consists

of Fellatah, Kanuri (Bornuese), Houssas, and Nupe.
Commerce arid manufactures go hand in hand, and every
family has its share in each. Cotton cloth, woven and
ilyed in the town, forms a chief article of trade ; and to

this may be added sandals and shoes, twisted leather straps,

aniJeUras (purses of a pecidiar make), kola-nuts, and
slaves. Ahout 20,000 loads of natron pass through the
town in a year from Boruu to Nupe.

See Clapperton's Travels, vol. ii. : nnl Barth, Trareh in North
and CaUral Africa, vol ii. The latter gives a sketch plan of

Kano.

KANSAS, the centra! State of the American Union, lies Plate XIH
between 37° and 40° N. lat. and between 94° 38' and 102°

VV. long. It is bounded on the N. by Nebraska, on the

E. by Missouri, on the S. by Indian territory, and on
the W. by Colorado. The State is nearly rectangular in

shape, with a breadth of about 210 miles from north to

south, and a length of 400 miles from east to west. It con-

tains an area of 81,318 square miles, or 52,043,520 acres.i

Kansas is an undulating plain, gently sipping from west)

to east, at an average of nearly 7 feet per mile. There is

also an inclination from north to south, as indicated by the

course of the rivers, which flow southerly as well as easterly,

but never northerly or westerly, except for short distances

from local causes. The mouth of the Kansas river, at the

east line of the State, is 750 feet above the sea-level ; the

average altitude of the v/estern boundary is about 3500
feet. The broad prairie surface is diversified by an endless

succession of valleys and woodlands. The great central

valley is traversed by the Kansas or Kaw river, which,

inclusive of the Smokyhill branch, extends the entire length

j

of the State. Lateral valleys on the north are formed by
1 the Saline, Solomon, Republican, and Blue rivers, and other

smaller streams. Another broad valley is formed in tha
southern half oC the State by the Arkansas rjver, witli

lateral valleys on the north, traversed by the Walnut, Little

Arkansas, Pawnee Fork, ^nd other streams. The soulb-

eastern portion contains the important Neosho valley, and
the smaller valleys of the Osage and Verdigris. In the

e-xtreme south-west and along the southern boundary are

the valley of the Cimarron, and a network of the southern

tributaries of the Arkansas. Numerous small affluents of

the Missouri enrich and diversify the north-eastern quarter

of the State. The streams of Kansas are usually fed by
perennial springs, and, as a rule, the eastern and middle

portions of the State arc well watered. The western part

is more elevated, and water is less abundant.

Geology and Minera/s. — The surface presents three

distinct geological sections. The eastern portion of the

State belongs to the Carboniferous system, in which are

found inexhaustible beds of valuable bituminous coal, often !

at shallow depths or cropping out on the surface. The
central portion belongs to the Triassic formation, with

magnesian limestone, ferruginous sandstone, and gypsurrx

OS the representative rocks. Magnesian limestone, known
as dolomite, is ' especially plentiful along the Bhie,

Republican, and Neosho rivers and their tributaries. This

beautiful stone, resembling W'hite, grej', and cream-coloured

marble, is exceedingly useful for building purposes. Il>

I

crops out in the bluH's in endless quantities, and is easily

I

worked. The western portion of the State belongs to the

j

Cretaceous formation, in which chalks and a species of

1
nati\ B quicklime are very prominent in the river blufis.

The white and cream-coloured chalks are much used for

building purposes, but the blue is usually too soft for

exposure to the weather. The quicldime as quarried from
the bluff's slakes perfectly, and with sand makes a fairly

good mortar, without calcination or oth.er previous prepara-

tions. Lead-mines are extensively worked in the south-

eastern portion of the State, and prosperous (owns and
cities are growing up in connexion with these mines. In

the central region, salt is produced from wells, and appears

in occasional marshes. Salt industries are carried on at

Solomon City, rear the mouth of the Solomon river, and
an excellent brine is obtained at Junction City. The salt

of the south-west is found in beds and dry incrustations,

varyitig in thickness from a few inches to 2 feet. The salts

of Kansas are remarkably free, from lime and other im-
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purities. Gyp>uni is found in ijoautiful crystalline form

in extensive iiuarries, but it lias nat been mucli utilized.

The lignite found near tlie Colorado line makes a valuable

domestic fuel

Climate^—Tlie ' climate i of Kansas is exceptionally

salubrious.. - Extremes of heat and coid occur, as in all*

open prairie countries, but as a rule the winters are dry

and mild, while the summer heats are tempered by the

perpetual prairie breezes. The summer nights are invari-

ably cool and refreshing. ' The mean annual temperature

at Fort Riley for tweuty-three years ending December
187-1 has been 53°. \ The highest temperature there

during the same period was 98" and the lowest 12° below

ztfro. The average annual rainfall at the city of Jyawrence

for six years (1875-1880) was 32'G8 inches, the heaviest

rainfalls occurring in Jlay, .June, July, and August, the

lightest in November, December, January, and Februarj*.

ISoU.—The soil of the upland piairies is generally a deep

rich clay loam, of a dark colour. The bottom lands near

the streams are a black sandy loam ; and the intermediate

lands, or "jsecond bottoms," show a rich and deep black

4oam, containing very little sand. These soils are all easily

cultivated, free from stones, and exceedingly productive.

There are exceptional spots on the upland prairies composed

of stiff clay, not as easily cultivated, but very productive

when properly managed and enriched. In the early history

of the country the prairies were covered with the short

" buffalo grass," very nutritious for pasturage, on which

immense herds of buffalo and other animals subsisted, but

utterly unfit for hay. With the disajipearance of the

buffklo, and as the country is settled and cultivated, the

short buffalo grass gives place to the tall blue stem and
other bladed grasses valuable alike for pasture and for haj-.

Timber is abundant along the streams in the eastern section

of the State, but is less plentiful in the central portion, and
very scarce in some parts of the west. The varieties of

timber embrace oak, elm, black walnut, Cottonwood, mul-

berry, box, elder, willow, hickory, sycamore, white ash,

and other hard and soft woods.

Atpriculiitrc.—The fjrm products of 1680 were as follows;

—

Indian com, 101, 420,718 busUeli; winter wheat, 23,507,2'23
;

spring wheat, 1,772,061; rye, 676.507 ; oats, 11,483,796; b,arlcy,

237,057; buckwheat, 43,455; Irish potatoes, 4,919,227; swe'ft

potatoes, 391,196 ; castor beans, 558,974 ; tlax seed, 1,245,2»;
S'.-ighum syrup, 3,787,585 gallons; cotton, 142,517 11); hemp,
C:i5,872 tb;' millet and Hungaiiaiihay, 629,084 tons; Timothy hay,

79,634 tons ; hay from wiM or native grasses, 79S,?07 tons

;

clover pastiu"e, 5927 acres ; blue grass pasture, 33,259 acres; native

grass pasture, 901,125' acres : prouuce of market gai'dcns to the
value of S449,797.
The bright climate and pure atmosphere arc admirably adapted to

the CTowth of the apple, pear, peach, plum, grape, and cherry. The
smaller fruits also, with scarce an exception, flourish finely.

Trees never suffer from sodden or water-soaked roots, and very
seldom from the winter's cold, when reasonable judgment and care

have been exercised in selecting and managing th^ grounds. At a

national exhibition in Philadelphia in 1669 the great gold meilal of

the National Pomological Society was awarded to Kansas "for a

collection of fruits unsurpassed for size, perfection, and flavour;"

and similar awards have been made to Kansas fruits at later exhibi-
tions. In Novcmler 1872 the American Institute, at its great
show, awarded a diploma for 190 varieties of apples grown in Kan-
sas, as the largest and handsomest exhibited. At the International
Eshihition at Philadelphia in 1876, Kansas exhibited ninety-six
varieties of apples, and received tlrtj diploma of the centennial
commission. Estimates based on the tables of 1877 indicate that

the number of bearing trees now in the .State (1881) is about .as

follows :—2,500,000 apple, 100,000 pear, 8,000,000 peach, 200,000
plum, and 1,000,000 cherry trees. Tiie planting of trees is still

on the increase, and the older orchards are very profitable. The
same is true of vineyards and plantations of small fruits.

LiL'e Stock.—The wide jirairies, with their nutritious grasses for

hay and grazing and tlu-ir never-failing springs of pure w-ater, make
the State a very paradise to the herdsman and sto -k-raiser. Tl-.e

following are the statistics for 1880 :—horses, 367,589 ; mules and
asses, 58.303 ; milch cows, 366,640 ; other homed cattle,74S,672

;

cl.ccp, 4-JC,-=a2 ,
sv-ii.0, 1,231,030 ; -ai'-e of animals slaughtered

and sold for slaughter, 812,700,04.'.; value of poultry and e;;g3

sold, 8.131,550; wool (clip of 1S78I, 2>'9,644 lb; wool ai^7v],
1,194,453 lb; honey (produce of 1879), 370,398 lb; wax (lb70),
10,949 lb. The great herds of bnllalo which ioruifvly oyerr.-ui the
plains have disappeared, the elk is gone", and deer and other gaincf

are less plentiful tV.iin fi.rmcih'. There remain, however, the rabbit,

hare, turkey, praiiio hen, quail, and the usual variety of migvatoiy
water-fowl, CD giatify the sportsman. The numerous streams arcweil
sui'idied with fish ofchoico varieties and of unusually large size.

.Unai'/fCliniX—Thci'c is perhaps no tract of couutry of equal
extent better supplied with available water power than Kansas.
The streams arc fed by living sinings, and the inclination of the
cnuutry insures unil'orluly rai^jd cuncnts. Jlost of the streams
uiaiiitaiH a good Qow- of w.Tter in the dticst seasons, and iu cjisc

uf lica\y r.iins many of them " uiulcrllow " tli? adjacent bottom
lands saturating the permeable snbstraluni of the couutry with
the surjdus walir, which in time draiusout and fi ids the subsiding
streams. This fc.iture is particularly true of the .^alinc, Solomon,
and ."smokyhill rivei-s. The Smokyhill ii\er has not risen abo\-c

the banks ot its deep channel at Junction City sinic 1SG9, while at

the lowest stages it is capable of driving large flouiing-niills, hav-
ing half a tlozcn sets of burrs. A dam ou the Kansas river at

Lawrence supplies a water-power capable of developing a great

niauul'acturing centre. In 1870 thcro w-ere one hunared and ten

improvements of water-power in the state. Estinuatcs based on the

hitcst statistics now- place the number of utilized mill.sitoiat about
tluee houdred, where flouting-miUs, saw-mills, plaiiing-mills, ami
woollen-mills inn the entile year, with very little hinoraiice from
either high or low water. In the e.astcru section of the State, wh.-re

coal is plentiful, steauj-powcr is much used, es]>eci;illy in the niauu-

facturc of iron. -\t Leavenworth there are manuractorics of iion

bridges, cngin.es, boilers, stoves, railro.ad iron, and miners' tools.

1'herc are also manufactories of waggons, carriages, carpets, soaps,

paints, and cement, at Leavenworth, Fort Scott, Lawreuce, Colum-
bus, Ottawa, and other places. At Topeka, Parsons, Annsti-oiig,

and Argentine there are rolling mills and raiboad repair shops,

while planiug-mills, tanneries, cheese factories, and-ftork-packing

establishments are fpu5id in various localities.

Tvaiisport and TroiL'.—There are numerous rauroadsin the &tfltp,

with an aggregate leu^th of comijleted track of 3104 miles. The
central branen in the north .aiid the Union Pacific (Kansas

division) near the centre traverse the northern half of the Stale

from east to west, iu nearly parallel lines,—the latter extending by

its connexions to San Francisco. The Atchison, Topeka, and S.inta

Fe line passes from the north-east to the sonth-weit, ejtending

throngh to the Pacific- co.ast ; and the Jlissouii Pacific (Kansas

division), by unfting with the Texas Ceniial, connects the richest

portion of 'K.ansas with tho-Culf of Mexico at Galveston. Other

Hues in connexion w-ith these facilitate the inUrntil commerce of the

State. Kansas has an eastern front of 1.^:0 miles ou the Missouri

river, which is navigable for steamboats of all sizes. The internal

rivers of the- State ai-e not utilized for commercial purposes, though

the Kansas w-as formerly considered navigable to Foit liiley, near

the month of the Il^pnblieau river, and steamboats have asieiidtil

the Smokyhill to the mouth of the Saline, about 50 miles fainlu-r

west. By means of these railroads and the Jllssouri river immcuso
quantities of wheat, corn, cattle, and swine are sent from Kimsas to

tlie eastern markets ; flonr is sent south, south-w-est, and west, and

butter, ponltrv^ and eggs, with large quantities of vegctahlcs, hay,

aud garilen produce, to the western mining regions.

EditctUiun.—The public schools, are liberally endowed and sup-

ported. Two sections of land (1-.!S0 aires) are set aj'art in each

congressional district for school fund purposes. Thcie arc in tlio

State 5242 public school buildings, and the value of public school

property is 84,633,044. The teachers employed number 6707. The
pupils of school age are estimated from statisticsoT 1875 at 230,000,

about half of whom arc in ac-tual attendance. The annual ex-

penditure for school purposes, estimated from statistics of 1875, is

1,500,000. The State siippoils a university at Lawrence, and a

normal school at Emporia ; -and the agricultural college at Jlan-

hjttan^s endowed by the general Government. There are also Sbite

institutions for the education of the bhnd, and the deaf aud dumb,,

and for the care of the insane. A reform school for juve'iiile

offenders is being built at the State capital.

Rcliifion.— All the usual religious denominations arc represented,

owuing church property to the amount of $2,511,520.

Admiiiislralion.—ln Kansas, as in all the States of the American

Union, the government is vested in three departments, h-gislative,

executive, and judicial. The goAcrnpr is elected tor a term of two

years. The legislature consists of a senate and house of representa-

tives. The members of the house are electeJ for two yeals, and

members of the senate for four. The judiciar)- consists of a .'<t.ili.-

supreme court and subordinate ilistrict courts. The judges are i»ll

elected bv a direct vote, of the people.

Poyjii/a/ioii.—The follow-ing table gives tne population at the last

three census enumerations, with the number of inhabitanti pel

square mile at each period :
—
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from Kunigsberg. Tlie only academic preferment received

by him during tbe lengthy probation was the post of un Jer-

librarian, to which he was appointed in 17Go. His lectures,

at first mainly upon physics, gradually expanded untLl

nearly all descriptions of philosophy were included under

them. A most interesting programme of his courses on

metaphysics, logic, ethics, and physical geography for the

session 1763-66 has been printed in his worlcs (i. 289-

209). Tlie history of his literary activity during this period

will be given in connexion with the notice of his writings.

In 1770 he obtained the chair of logic and metaphysics

at kijnigsberg, and delivered as his inaugural address the

dissertation De Mundi Sensibilis et IiUelli;fibUis Furma et

Principiii. Eleven years later appeared the Krilik of

Fare Reason, the work towards which he had been

steadily advancing, and of which all his later writings

ere developments.

In 1783 he published the Proh'joniena, intended as an

introduction to the Kritlk, which had been found to

stand in need of seme explanatory comment. A second

edition of the Krilik, with some modifications, appeared

in 1767, after which it remained unaltered.

In spite of its frequent obscurity, its novel terminology,

and its declared opposition to prevailing systems, the

Kantian philosophy made rapid progress in Germany. In

the course of ten or twelve years from the publication of

the Kritik of Pure Reason, it was expounded in all the

leading universities, and it even penetrated into the schools

of the Church of Rome. Such men as Schulze in Konigs-

berg, Kiesewetter in Berlin, .Jakob in Halle, Borr. and

Heydenreich in Leipsic, Eeinhold and Schmid in Jena,

Buhle in Gbttingen, Tenuemann in ^larburg, and SneU in

Giessen, with many others, made it the basis of their philo-

sophicalteaching, while theologians like Tieftrunk, Staudlin,

and Ammon eagerly applied it to Christian doctrine and

morality. Young men flocked to Konigsberg as to a shrine

of philosophy. The Prussian Government even undertook

the expense of their support. Kant was hailed by some
as a second. Messiah. He was consulted as an oracle on

all questions of casuistry,—as, for example, on th^ lawful-

ness of inoculation for the small-pox. This universal

homage for a long time left Kant unatfected ; it was only

in his later years that he spoke of his system as the limit

of philosophy, and resented all fiTrJier progress. He still

pursued his quiet round of lectu..'. g and authorship, and

contributed frour time to time papers to the literary

journals. Of these, among the most remarkable was Lis

review of Herder's Pkilo^opky of History, which greatly

exasperated that author, and led to a violent act gf retalia-

tion some years after in his Metakritik of Pure Reason.

Schiller at this period in vain sought to engage Kant upon
his Horen. He remained true to the Berlin Journal, in

which most of his criticisms appeared.

In 1792 Kant, in the full height of his reputation, was
involved in a painful collision with the Government on the

question of his religious doctrines. WoUner had replaced

Von Zedlitz as minister of spiritual aii'airs, and, in an age

peculiarly iax and heterodox, an unwiso attempt was made
to apply a rigid censorship to works of philosophical theo-

logy. It was not wonderful that the philosophy of Kant
had excited the declared opposition of all adherents of

historical Christianity, since its plain tendency was towards

a moral rationalism, and it could not by any process of

interpretation be reconciled to the literal doctrines of the

Lutheran Church. It would have been much better to

permit his exposition of the philosophy of religion to enjoy

the same literary rights as his earlier works, since Kant
could not be interdicted without first silencing a multitude

of theologians who were at least equally separated from

positive Chriitianity. The Goveruaitnt, however, judged

otherwise ; and after tho first part of his book. On IleH<ju>ii

within the Limits of Ji-ason alone, had appeared in the

Baiin Journal, the publication of the remainder, which

treats in a more rationalizing style of the peculiarities of

Christianity, was forbidden. Kant, thus shut out from
Berlin, availed himself of his local privilege, and, with the

sanction of the theological faculty of his own university,

published the full work in Konigsberg. The Government,
who were probably as much influenced by hatred and fear

of the French Revolution, of which Kant was supposed to

be a partisan, as by love of orthodoxy, resented the act

;

and a secret cabinet order was received by him intimating

the displeasure of the king, Frederick William II., and
exacting from him a pledge not to lecture or write at all

on religious subjects in future. With this mandate Kant,

after a struggle, complied, and kept his engagement till

1797, when the death of the king, according to his con.

Btruction of his promise, set him free. This incident, how-
ever, protiviced a very unfavourable efi'ect on his spirits. He
withdrew in 1794: from society; next year he gave up all

his classes but one public lecture on logic or metaphysics
;

and in 1797, before the removal of the interdict on his

theological teaching, he ceased altogether his public labours,

after an academic course of forty-two years. He previously,

in the same year, finished his treatises on the Metaphysics

of Ethics, which, with his Anthrojiology, completed in 1798,

were the last considerable works that he revised with his

own hand. His Lectures on Logic, on Physical Geography,

on Pedagogics, were edited during his lifetime by his

friends and pupils. By way of asserting his right to

resume theological disquisition, he also issued in 1798 his

Strife of the Faculties, in which all the strongest points of

his work on religion were urged afresh, and the correspond-

ence that had passed between himself and his censors was
given to the world.

From the date of his retirement from the chair Kant
aeclined in strength, and gave tokens of intelJectual decay.

His memory began to fail, and a large work at which he

wrought night- and day, on the connexion between physics

and metaphysics, was found to be only a repetition of his

already published doctrines. After 1802, finding himself

attacked with a weakness in the limbs, attended with

frequent fits of falling, he mitigated a little the Spartan

severity of his life, and also consented to receive medical

advice. A constant restlessness oppressed. him ; his sight

gave way; his conversation became an extraordinary

mixture of metaphors ; and it was only at intervals that

gleams of his former power broke out, especially when
some old chord of association was struck in natural science

or physical geography. A few days before his decease,

with a great efi'ort he thanked his medical attendant foi

his visits in the words, " I have not yet lost my feeling for

humanity." On the 12th of February 1804, he breathed

his last, having almost completed the eightieth year of his

age.

It is superfluous to characterize the genius of Kant ; bnt

a few words may be added as to his personal ajipearance

and habits of life, study, and teaching. His stature was

small, and his appearance feeble. Ho was little more
than 5 feet high,; his breast was almost concave, and, like

Schleiermacher, he was deformed in the right shoulder.

His hair was light, his complexion fresh, his forehead high

and square, while his eye of light blue showed an ex-

pression of unusual depth and power. His senses were

quick and delicate ; and, though of weak constitution, he

escaped, by strict regimen, all serious illuess till the clo.'-e

of life.

His life was arranged with mechanical regularity ; and,

as he never married, he kept the habits of his studious

Jouth to old age. His maa-servaat awoke him sumnKr
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and winter at five o'clock ; and, on being appealed to on

one occasion, testified that Kant had not once failed in

thirty years to respond to the call After rising he studied

for twt> hcurs, then lectured other two, and spent the

rest of the forenoon, till one, at his desk. He then dinod

at a restaurant, which he frequently changed, to avoid

the influx of strangers, who crowded to see and hear him

—

till in later years his growing means enabled him to invite

a friend or two daily to his own h^mie. This was his

only regular meal ; and, as he loved the ducere coenam

of the Romans, he often prolonged the conversation till

late in the afternoon. He then walked out for at least ^n

hour in all weathers, and spent the evening in lighter

reading, except an hour or two devoted to the preparation

of his next day's lectures, after which he retired between

nine and ten to rest. The furniture of his house was of

the simplest character ; and, though he left a considerable

sum, the produce of his writings, to his relatives, he

indulged in no luxury, and was a pattern of tliat superiority

to fashion and appearance so often met with in the literary

life of Germany. In his earlier years he often spent his

evenings in general society, where Ids overflowing know-

ledge and conversational talents made hirr the life of every

party. He was especially intimate with the fan:ili?s of

two English merchants of the name of Green and Molherby,

where he found many opportunities of meeting ship-captains,

and other travelled persons, and thus gratifying his pasaion

for physical geography. This social circle included also

the celebrated Hamann—the- Ma,gU3 or Wizard of the

North—the friend of Herder and Jacobi, who was thus a

mediator between Kant and these philosophical adversaries.

Kant's reading was of the most extensive and miscel-

laneous kind. He cared tomparativsly little for the history

of speculation, being in this department more a discoverer

than a scholar. But his acquaintance with books of science,

general history, travels, and belles lettres was boundless.

He was well vei'sed in English literature, chiefly of the age

of Queen Anne, and had read English philosophy from

Locke to Hume, and the Scottish schooL He was al home
in Voltaire and Kousseau, but had little or no acquaintance

with the French sensational philosophy. He was familial

with all German literature up to the date cf his Kritik,

but ceased to follow it in its great development by Goethe

and Schiller. It was his habit to obtain books in sheets

from bis publishers Kanter and Nicolovius ; and he read

over for many years all the new works in their catalogue,

in order to keep abreast of universal knowledge. He was

excessively fond of newspapers and works on politics ; and

this was the only kind of reading that could interrupt his

studies in philosopliy.

As a lecturer, Kant avoided altogether that rigid style in

which his books were written, and which was only meant
for thinkers by profession. He sat beiiind a low desk,

with a few jottings on slips of paper, or text-books marked
on the margin, before him, and delivered an extemporaneous

address, opening up the subject by partial glimpses, and
with many digressions and interspersed anecdotes or familiar

illustrations, til! a complete idea of it was presented. His
voice was extremely weak, but sometimes rose into eloquence,

and always commanded perfect silence. Like Adam Smith,

he fixed his eye on one 8tuder(t, and marked by his

couhtenance whether the lecture was understood. The
least irregularity in the appearance or dress of this

selected hearer disconcerted him ; and the story is well

known of the missing button, which defeated a lecture.

Though kind to his students, he refused on principle to

remit their fees, as this, he thought, would discourage

independence. It was another principle that his chief

exertions should be bestowed on the intermediate class of

talent, as the geniuses would help themselves, and the

dunces were beyond remedy. Hence he never delivered

his deeper doctrines, such as are found in his Kritil;

from the chair. His other avocations allowed him little

personal intercourse with his numerous hearers, and he

often complained .of the want of lively sympathy and
ascertained progress inseparable from such a system.

Simple, honourable, truthful, kind-hearted, and high-

minded as Kant was in aU moral respects, he was somewhat
deficient in the region of sentiment. He had little

enthusiasm for the beauties ot nature, and indeed never

sailed out into the Baltic, or travelled more than 40 miles

from Konigsberg. Music he disregarded, and al! poetry

that was more than sententious prose. His ethics have

been reproached with some justice as setting up too

low an idea! for t!is female sex. Though faithful in

a high degree to the duties of friendship, he could fot

bear to visit his friends in sickness, and after their

death hs repressed all allusion to their memory. His

engrossing intellectual labours no doubt tended somewhat
to harden his character ; and in his zeal for rectitude of

purpose he forgot the part which affection and sentiment

must ever play in the human constitution. Those who
count these defects most grave will yet find much to admire

in the lofty tone of his character, and in the benevolence

which could thus express itself :
" Whoever will suggest to

me a good action left undone, him will I thank, though he

suggest it even in my last hour !

"

This brief notids of his life may appropriately close with

Herder's beautiful sketch of Kant's character, all the more

interesting that it was vi-rittcn in 1795, after their quarrel:

— "I have had the good fotiune to know a philosopher

who was my teacher. In the vigour of life he had the same

youthful gaiety of heart that now follows him I believe

into old cge. His open forehead, built for thought, was

the -seat of imperturbable cheerfulness and joy; the most

pregnant discourse flowed from his lips ; wit, humour, and

raillery came to him at will, and his instructions had all the

charm of an entertainment. With the same easy mastery

with which he tested the doctrines of Leibnitz, Wolf,

Baumgarten, Crusius, and Hume, or pursued tlie discoveries

)' Newton, Kepler, and other lights of science, he also took

up the current writings of Kousseau, such as the £mue or

HHoise, or any new phenomenon of the natural world, and

from the criticism of each came back to the impartial study

of nature, and to the enforcement of the dignity ot man.

History in all its branches, natural science, physics,

mathematics, and experience were the materials that gave

interest to his lectures and his conversation; nothing worthy

of study was to him indifi'erent ; no faction or sect, no

selfishness or vanity, had for him the least attraction,

compared with the extension and elucidation of truth. He
excited and pleasantly impelled us to mental independence

;

despotism was foreign to his nature. This man, whom I

name with the deepest gratitude and respect, is Tmmanuel
Kant ; his image rises before me surrounded with pleasing

recollections !

"

The Writings of Kant.

From the preceding sketch of Kant's academic activity

it must be evident that he combined in a quite unusual

degree knowledge of physical science with speculative

acuteness and devotion to the special work of plailosophy.

No other tliinker of modern times has been throughout his

work so penetrated with the fundamental conceptions of

physical science ; no other has been able to hold with such

firmness the balance between empirical and speculative

ideas. Beyond all question much of the influence which

the critical philosophy has exercised and continues to

exercise must be ascribed to this characteristic feature in

the training of its great authot
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The early writings of Kant are aloiosi; without exception

on questions of physical science. It was only by degrees

that philosophical problems began to engage his attention,

and that the main portion of his literary activity was

turned towards; them. It will be convenient, therefore, in

enumerating tho varied writings of Kant, to place in a

separate group those which bear directly on physical

science. The following are the most important in this

group :

—

1. Thoughts on tJic True Estimate of Vis Viva^ 1747: an essay

dealing with, the famous dispute between tho Cartesians and
Leibnitzians regarding the cxpn'ssion for the amoimt of a force.

According to the Cartesians, this quantity was directly proportional

to velocity ; according to their opponents, it varied with tlie square

of the velocity The dispute has now lost its interest, for physicists

have learned to distinguish accurately the two quantities which
are vaguely include! utider the expression amount o//orC(3,and conse-

quently have been able to show in what each party was correct and
in what ic was in error. Kant's essay, with some fallacious explana-

tions and divisions, criticizes acutely the arguments of the

Leibnitzians, and concludes with an attempt to show that both
modes of expression are correct when correctly limited and
interpreted.

2. U'heiker the Earth in its RKVohdion has cxpcrieiiced some Change
since the Earliest Times^ 1754. In this brief essay Kant throv/a out

a notion which has since been carried out, in ignorauce of Kant's
priority, by Delaunay (1863) and Adams. He points out that the

action of the moon in raising the waters of the earth must have a

secondary effect in the slight retardation of the earth's motion, and
refers to a similar cause the fact that the moon turns always the

same face to the earth.

3. General History and Theory of the Heavens {^^ kWf^Qidiin&'Sti.iwx-

Geschichte und Theorie des Hiaimels"), published anonymously
in 1755. In this remarkable work Kant, proceeding from the

Newtonian conception of the solar system, extends his consideration

to the entire sidereal system, points out how the whole may be
mechanically regarded, and throws out the important speculation

which has since received the title of the nebular hj'potliesis. In
some details, such, e.g.^ as the regarding of the motion of the entire

solar system as portion of the general cosmical mechanism, he had
predecessors, among oth.ers J. Wright of Durham, but the work as

a whole contains a wonderfully acute anticipation of much that
was afterwards carried out by Herschel and Laplace. The hypothesis
of the original nebular condition of the system, with the consequent
explanation of the great phenomena of planetary formations and
movements of the satelUtes and rings, is unquestionably to he
assigned to Kant,

4. BriefAccount ofsome Thoughts on Fire ("Medltationura quarun-
damde Ignesuccinctadeliiieatio"), 1755: an inaugural dissertation,

containing little beyond the notion tliatbodies operate on one another
tUrough the medium of a uniformly diffused, elastic, and subtle

matter (ether) which is the underlying substance of heat and light.

Both heat and light are regarded as vibrations of this diffused ether.

5. On the Causes of Eartliquakes, 1755 ; DescHption of the Earth-
quake of 1755, 1756; Consideration of some Recently Experienced
Eafthguakes, 1756.

6. Explanatory Remarks on the Theory of the Winds, 1756. In
this brief tract, Kant, apparently in entire ignorance of the explana-
tion given in 1735 by Hadley, points out how the varying velocity of
rotation of the successive zones of the earth's surface furnishes a key
to tho phenomena of periodic winds. His theory is in almost entire
agreement with that now received. See the parallel statements
from Kant's tract and Dove's essay on the influence of the rotation
of the earth on the flow of its aixnosphere, 1835, given, in Zollner's
work, Ueber die Natur der Cometen, pp. 477-482.

7. On the Different Races of Men, 1775 ; Determination of the

Notion of a Human Race, 1785 ; Conjectural Beginning of Human
History, 1786 : three tracts containing some points of interest as

regards the empirical grounds for Kant's doctrine of t':;leology.

Reference will be made to them in the notice of the Kriiik of
Judgment.

8. On the Volcanoes in the Uoon, 1785 ; On the Infiuence ofthe Moon
on the Weath'^r^ 1794. The .second of these contains a remarkable
discussion of the relation between the centre of the moon's figure and
its centre of gravity. From the difference betv.'oen these Kant is

led to conjecture that the climatic conditions of the side of the moon
turned from us must be altogether unlike those of the face presented
to us. His views have been restated by Hansen.
^9. Lectures on Physical Gcograjyhy, 1822 i published from notes of
Kant's lectures, with the approval of the author.

Ccnsideration of these works is si ihcieut to show that Kant's
mastery of the science of his time wc complete and thorough, and
mat his philosophy is to bo dealt with as having throughout a
reference to general scientific conceptions. For more detailed
treatment of nia importance in science, reference may be made to

Zollner's essay on "Kant and his Merits on Natural Science**
contained in the work on tho Xaturc of Comets (pp i'^ti-164)

;

to Dietrich, Kant and Ncicton ; to Schultzo, Kant and Darwin
;

and to Reuschle's oircful annlj-^iis ot the scicntifio works in tho
DcuiscJie Viertcljahrs-scJirift, 1868.

The notice of the philosophical writings of Kant need
not be more than bibliographical, as in the account of his

philosophy it ^vill be necessary to consider at some length

the ujccessive stages in the development of his thought
Arranged chronologically these works are as follows .

—

1755 Pnncipior\un Primorum cognilionis Mdaphysicx nova
Dilucidalio.

1756. Metaphysicm cum geomcti'ia junctm tisus in phUosophta
naturcUif cujus Specimc^i I. coiUmct Monadologiani Phtjsica^iu

1762. Diefalsche SpOzfiidigkeit der vtcr syllogistischcn FigurcUf
"The False Subtlety of the Four Syllogistic Figures."

1763. Versuch den Begriff der negativen Grbssen in die Welt-
toeislieit einzufuhren, '^ XiiQva^t to introduce the Notion of Nega-
tive Quantities into Philosophy."

1763. Der cinzig yndgliclie Bc^reisgrund zu einer Demonstration
des Dascins Gottes, *'Tlie only possible Foundation for a Demon-
stration of tho Existence of God."

1763. IfTtiersuchung iiher die Deutlichkeit der Gnmdsdtze der
naiurlicJien Theologie und Moral, "Essay on the Evidence (Clear-

ness) of the Fundamental Propositions of Natural Theology and
Ethics,"

1766. Trdume eines Gcistersehcrs, erJdutert durch Trdume der

Metaphysik, "Dreams of a Ghost-seer (or Clairvoyant), explained
by the Dreama oi* Metaphyaic."

1768. Von dem ersten Grunde des Unterschiedcs dm' Gcgcnden im
Rciume, "Foundation for the Distinction of Positioss in Space."

The above may all be regarded as belonging* to the precritical

period of Kant's development. The following introduce the notions

and principles characteristic of the critical philosophy.

1770. De Mundi Sensibilis et Intelligihilis forma et principiis.

1781. Eritik der reinen Vemunftf "Kritik of Pure Reason."
1783. Prolegomena zu einer jeden kimftigcn Metaphysik die als

Wissenschaft wird auftrcten konnen, " Prolegomena to all Futni'e

Metaphysic which may present itself as Science."

1784. Id.ee zu ciner allgcmcincn Geschichte im wcUbUrgerlicher

Ahsicht, "NotiV)nof a Universal History in a Cosmopolitan Sense.'*

With this may be coupled the review of Herder in 1785.

1785. Grundlcgung der Metaphysik der Silten, "Foundations of

the Metaphysic of Ethics."

1 7So. Metaphysisc7ie AnfangsgriXnde der NaturwisscnscJiafty
" Jletaphysical Elements of Nat,ural Science."

1783. XJchcr den, Gchrauch teleologischer Principicn in der Philo-

sophic,
'

' On the Employment of Teleological Principles in

Philosophy."

1788. Kritik der praktischcn Vemunft, '| Kritik of Practical

Reason."
1790. Kritik der UrtheUskrafty "Kritik of Judgment."
1790. Uehcr eiru: Entdeckung, nach der .alle luue Kritik der

reinen Vemunft durch eine dltere entbehrlich gemackt werdcn soil,

"On a Discovery by which all the recent Critique of Pure Reason

is superseded by a more ancient {i.e., by Leibnitz's philosophy)."

1791. Ueber die wirklichen Fortschitte der Metajihysik seit Leibnitz

und JVolff, " On the Real Advances of Metaphysics since Leibnitz

and Woltf."

1794. Die RrAigion innerhalb der Grenzen der hlossen Vemunft^
" Religion within the Bounds of Reason only."

1794. Ueber Philosophic iibcrhaupt, "On Philosophy generally.*.'

1797. Metaphysische Anfangsgriiiide der Rcchtslehre, and Meta^,

physische Anfangsgrunde der Tugendlehre.

1798. Der Streit der EacuUdCeUj " Contest of the Faculties."

1798. Anthropologie.'

The Kantian Philosophy.

Historians are accustomed to divide the general current of

speculation into epochs or periods marked by the dominance of some
single philosophic conception with its systematic evolution. Per-

haps in no case is the character of an epoch more clearly apparent

than in that of the critical philosophy. The great work of Kant
absolutely closed the lines of speculation along which the philosophi-

cal literature of the ISth century had proceeded, and substituted for

them a new and more comprehensive method of regarding the csseu-

tial problems of thought, a method which has prescribed the coiirse

of philosophic speculation in the present age. The critical system

has thus a twofold aspect. It takes up into itself what had
characterized the previous efforts of modern thouglit, shows the

imperfect nature of the fundamental notions therein employed, and

offers a new solution of the problems to which, these notions had
been applied. It opens up .•. new series of questions upon_ which

subsequent philosophic '...iloxiou has been directed, and gives to

them the form, under which it is possible that Uioy shouJ-d be
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fi'iiitfully rcgarilcd. A work oi this kind is essentially epoch-
ma king.

In any complete Account of the Kantian system it is tliercforo

uccfsaavy that tliere should be constant reference, on the one hand,
to the peculiar character of the preceding 18th century philosophy,

iiud, OQ the other hand, to the problems left for renewed treatment
to niore modern tliought. Fortunately the developmeot of the
Kantian system itsell' furnishes such treatment as is necessary of

the former reference. For the critical philosophy was a work of

Blow growth. In the early writings of Kant we are able to trace

withgreat dcfiniteness the successive stages through which he passed
IVom the uotious of tiio preceding philosophy to the new and com-
prehensive method which gives its special -character to the critical

work. Scarcely any grent mind, it has been said with justice, ever

matured so slowly. In the early essays we find the principles of

the current philosuphies, those of Leibnitz and English empiricism,

applied in various directions to those problems which serve as tests

of tlieir truth and completeness ; we note the appearance of tlio

dilhcultics or contradictions which manifest the one-sidedness or

iiiipcrfectinu of the principle a}ipUed ; and we can trace the gradual

growtli of the new conceptions which were destined, in the completed
system, to take the place of the earlier method. To understand the

Kantian work it is indispensable to trace the history tff its growth
in the mind of its anthor.

Of the two pr^-ceding, stages of modern philosophy, only the

second, that of Locke and Leibnitz, seems to have inlluencod practi-

cally the couise of Kant's speculation. With the Cartesian move-
ment as a whole he shows little acquaintTUce and no sympatliyjtind

his own philosophic conception is never brought iJito relation with
the aystematic treatment of metaphysical problems characteristic of

the Cartesian mtilhod. The fundamental question for philosophic

icllexion presentctl itself to him in the form which it had assumed
ill the hands of Locke and his successors in England, of Leibnitz

and the Leibnitziau school in Germany. The transition from thg

C"arti's.i,tn movement to this second sta.ge of modern thougli^ liad

doubtless been natural and indeed necessary. Nevertheless the full

bearings of the philosophic question were somewhat obscured by the

comp-iratirely limited fauhion in which it was then regarded. The
tendency towanls what may be technically called subjectivism, a

tendency which ditferentiates the modern from the ancient method
of si)CLuljttiou, is expressed in Locke and Leibnitz in a definite and
p^'CuHur fasliion. However widely the two systems diftcr in detidls,

they are at one in a certiiia fundamental conception which dominates
the whole course of their philosophic construction. They are through-
out individualist, i.e., they accept as given fact the existence of the

coucrete, thinking subject, and ei\(leavour to show bow this subject,

as an individual conscious being, is related to the wider univwse of

whith lie forms part. la dealing with such a problem, there are

evidently two lines along which investigation may proceed. It may
Le asked how the individual mind comes to know himself and the

system of things with which he is connected, how the varied contents

of his experience are to be accounted for, and what certainty

attaches to his subjective consciousness of things. Regarded from
the individualist point of view, thia line of inquiry becomes purely

psychological, and the answer maybe presented, as it was presented

by Locke, in the fashion of a natural history of the growth of con-

scions experience in the mind of the subject. Or, it may be further

asked, liow is the individual really connected with the system of

things apparently disclosed to him in conscious experience ? what is

the precise significance of the existence wdiich he ascribes both to

himself and to the objects of experience ? what is the nature of the

relation between himself as one part of the system, and the system
as a whole? This second inquiry is specifically metaphysical, in

bearing, and the kind of answer furnished to it by Leibnitz on the

one hand, by Berkeley on the other, is in fact prescribed or deter-

mined beforehand by the fundamental conception of the indivi-

dualist method with which both begin their investigations. So soon

a3 we make clear to ourselves the essential nature of this mothod,
we are able to discern the specific difficulties or perplexities arising

in the attempt to carry it out systematically, and thus to note with
precision the special problems presented to Kant at the outset of

his philosophic reflexions.

Consider, first, the application of the method on its psycho-
logical side, as it appears in Locke, Starting with the assumption
of conscious experience as the content or fiUing-in of the individual

mind, Locke proceeds to explain its "genesis and nature by reference

to the real universe of things and its mechanical operation upon the
mind. The result of the interaction of mind, i.e., the individual

mind, and the system of things, is conscious experience, consisting

of ideas, which may be variously compounded, divided, compared,
or dealt with by the subjective faculties or powers with which the
entity, Jlind, is supposed to be endowed. Matter of fact and matter
of knowledge are thus at a stroke dissevered. The very notion of

relation between mind and things leads at once to the counter notion

of the absolute restriction of mind to its own subjective nature.

^hat Locke was unable to reconcile thess opposed notions is notsur-

jjrisiiig ; that .the difhcoltica and obscurities of the Essay arise from

the impossibility of rcccmciling them is evident on the slightest

consideration of the main positions of that work. Of these ditlicul-

tics tJie philosophies of Berkeley and Hume arc systematic treat-

ments. In Berkeley we find the resolute dctcrminuLiou to accept
only the one notion, that of ndnd os restricted to its own conscious
experience, and to attempt by this means to explain the nature of
tiie external reality to which obscure reference is madc; Any
success in the attempt is due only to the fact that Ucrkclcy introduces
alongside of Ins individualist notion a totally new conceiition, that
of mind itself as not in the same way one of tlie matters of conscious
cxjtericnce, but as capable of rullexion u|ion thcwholo of experience
and of reference to the supreme mind as the ground of all ivalHy,
It U ouly in Hume that we have dclinitely ^md completely the
evolution of the individualist notion as groundwoik of a theory of
huawlcdge ; and it is in his writings, tliercforo, tliat we mnvexiicct
to find tiic/undamental.diiriculty of that notion clearly appaicnt.
It is not a little remarkable thstwe should find in Hume, not only
tlio sceptical dissolution of all fixity of cognition, whicli .is the

iiievitablo result of the individualist method, but also the clearest

consciousncsa of the very root of the diihcutty. The systematic

api)licatiuu of the doctrine that conscious experience consists only
of isolated objicts of knowlcJge, imiu'cssions or ideas, lends linnic

to distinguish between truths reached by niialysis and truths which
involve real connexion of the objects of knowledge. The fiiHt ho is

willing to accept without further inquiry, tliough it is an error to

su]i)iose, as Kaut seems to have supposed, thatlie regarded mathe-
matical propositions as coming under tliis head {.see Hi'mk) ; with
res[)Cct to thu second, he finds himself, and confesses tliat he finds

himself, hopelessly at fault. No real connexions between isolated

objects of experience arc jicrccivud by us, No single matter of fact

necessarily implies the existence of any other. In sliort, if the

difficulty be ]uit in its ultimate form, no existence thought as a

distinct individual can transcend itstdf, or imply relation to any
otlier existence. If the parts of cojiscious cx]n rience arc regarded
as so many distinct things, there Is no i>ossibility of connecting
them other than contingently, if at all. If tlie individual mind
be really thought as individual, it is impossible to explain how it

should have knowledge or consciousness tft all. "In short," says

Hume, " there aso two priuciplcs which I cannot render consistent,

nor is it in my ])owcr to renounce cither of them, viz., th<{t aU our
distinct pcrccjilioiis arc distinct existences, and that the laiiid never

jicrccivcs any i-cal connexion among distinct existences. Did our pc?--

ccptions either inhere in something simple or individual, or did

the mind perceivo some real connexion among thcin, there would
be no difficulty in the case" (App. to Treatise of Umnun Nature).

Thus, on the one hand, the individualist conception, when
caiTied'out to its full extent, leads to the total negation of all real

cognition. If the real system of things, to which conscious experi-

ence has reference, bo regarded as standing in causal relation to this-

experience, there Is no conceivable ground for the extension to

reality of the notions which somehow are involved in thought, The
same result is apparent, on the other hand, when we consider tho
theory of knowledge implied in the Lcibnitzian individualism. The
metaphysical conccjitiou of the monads, each of which is the uni-

verse in mice., presents insuperable JiRiLullies when the connexion or

interdependence of the monads is in question, and these difficulties

obtrude tliemselves when the attempt is made to work out a cousist-

ent doctrine of cognition. For the whole mass of cognisable fact,

the mitndits intelfimbHis, is contained imi>!icitcr in each monad,
and the several modes of apprehension can only be regarded as so

many stages in the developing consciousness cf tho monad. Sense
nnd understanding, real connexion of facts and aualysis of notions,

are not, therefore, distinct in kind, but differ only in degree. Tho
same fundamental axioms, the logical principles of identity and
sufficient reason, are applicable in explanation of all given proposi-

tions. It is true that Leibiiitz himsell did not work out any complete
doctrine of knowledge, but in *ho hands of his successors the theory

took definite shape in the principle that the whole work of cognition

is in essence analytics!. The )>rocess of analysis might be complete

or incomplete. For finite intelligences tlierc was an inevitable in-

complotenoss so far as kiiowledge of matters of fact was concerned.

In i-espect to them, the final result was found in a series of irre-

ducible notions or categories, ih& pi^^iia possibilia, the analysis and
elucidation of which was specifically the business of philosophy or

metLipbysics,

It will be observed that, in the Leibnitziau as in the empirical

individualism, th'fe fundamental- notion is still that of the abstract

separation of the thinking subject from the materials of conscious

experience. From this separation arise all the difficulties in the

effort to develop the notien systematically, and in tracing the his-

tory of Kant's philosophical progress we are able to discern the

gradual perception on his part that here was to be found the ultimate

cause of the perplexities which became apparent in considering the

subordinate doctrincsof the system. The successive essays which have
already been enumerated as composing Kiint's precritical woik are

not to be regarded as so many imperfect sketches of the doctrines

o^ the Kritik/. nor are wo to look in theiu for anticipations of the
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had only Doen prepared for the true critical inquiry, and that the

,

real import of Hume's sceptical problem had not yet dawned upon

Kant. From the manner, however, in which the doctrine of

knowledge had been stated in the Dissertation, the further inquiry

had been rendered inevitable. It had become quite impossible for

Kant to remain longer satisfied with the ambiguous position assigned

to a fundamental element of his doctrine of knowledge, the so-called

pure intellectual notions. These notions, according to the Disscrta'

(ioiit had no function save in relation to things-in-themselves, i.e., to

objects which are not directly or immediately brought into relation

to our faculty of cognition. They did not serve as the connecting

links of formed experience; on tne contrary, they were supposed

to be absolutely dissevered irom all experience which was possible

for intelligence like ours. In his previous essays, Kant, while like-

wise maintaining that such pure, irreducible notions existed, had

asserted in general terms that they applied to experience, and that

their applicability or justification rested on experience itself, but

had not raised the question as to the ground of such justification.

Now, from another side, the supreme difficulty was presented—how
could such notions have appUcation to any objects whatsoever?

For some time the correlative difficulty, how ohjecfs of sense-jier-

ception were possible, does not seem to have suggested itselt to

Kant. In the Dissertation sense-perception had been taken na

receptivity of representations of objects, and experience as the pro-

duct of the treatment of such representations by the logical! or

analytical processes of undei-stauding. Some traoes of this confused

fashion qf regarding sense-perceptions are left even in the Kritik^

apecially perhaps in the Acsthctik, and they give rise to much of

the ambiguity which unfortunately attache*! to the more developed

theory of cognition. So soon, however, as the critical question was

piit, on what rests the reference of represpntalions in ns to the object

or thiug? in other words, how do we come to have knowledge of

©bjects at all t it became apparent that the problem was one of

perfect generality, and applied, not only to cognition through the

pure notions, but to sense-perceptions likewise. It is in the state-

ment of this general problem that we find tho new and characteristic

feature of Kant's work.
There is thus no reason to doubt the substantial accuracy of Kant*s

reference to the particular occasion or cause of the critical inquiry.

Upto the stage indicated bythe DisseWor^^'o??., he had been attempting,

in various ways, to unite two radically divergent modes of explain-

ing cognition—that which would account for the content of experi-

ence by reference to afl*ection from things without us, and that

which viewed tho intellect itself as somehow furnished with the

means of pure, rational cognition. He now discovered that Hume's
sceptical analysis of the notion of cause was really the treatment of

oue't^'pical or crucial instance of the much more general problem.

)f experience, says Hume, consists solely of states ofmind somehow
given to us, each of which exists as anedect, and therefore as dis-

tinct from others, with what right do we make the common assump-
tion that parts of experience are necessarily connected ? The only
possible anbwer, drawn from the premises laid down, must be that

there is no warrant for such an assumption. Necessity for thought,

as Kant had been willing to admit and as Hume also held, involves

or implies something more than is given in experience—for that

which is given is contingent—and rests upon an a priori or pure
notion. But a priori notions, did they exist, could have no claim

to regulate experience. Hume, tberefiie, for his part, rejected

tfntirely the notion of cause as being fictitious and delusive, and
professed to account for the habit of regarding experience as neces-

sarily connected by reference to arbitrarily formed custom of think-

ing. Experience, as given, contingent material, had a certain uni-

formity, and recurring uniformities generated in us the habit of

regarding things as necessarily connected. That such a resort to
experience for explanation could lead to no valid conclusion has been
already noted as evident to Hume himself.

The dogmatic or individualist conception of experience had thus
proved itself inadequate to the solution of Hume's difficulty re-

garding the notion of cause,—a difficulty which Kant, erroneously,
bad thought to be the only case contemplated by his predecessor.

The perception of its inadequacy in this respect, and the conse-
quent generalization of Hume's problem, are the essential features
of the new critical method. For Kant was now prepared to form-
ulate his general inquiry in a defi.uite fashion. His long-continued
rflexiou on the Wolffian doctrine of knowledge had made clear to
him tliat synthetic connexion, the essence of real cognition, was
not contained in the products of thinking as a formal activity of
mind operating on material otherwise supplied. On the other hand,
Hume's analysis enabled hira to see that synthetic connexion was
not contained in experience reg.irded as given material. Thus
ncitliiT the formal nor the material aspect of conscious experience,
inien regardftl from the individualist "point of view, supplied any
fonmlatiou for real knowled^je, whether a ^ion' or empirical. An
absolutely new conoeption of experience was necessary, if the fact
of cognition was to be explained nt all, and the various modes in
which Kaiit expresses the business of his critical philosophy were
mwely dilTereut fashions of stating the one ultimate problem, differ-

ing according to the particular aspect of knov.ledge which lie

happened to have in view. To inquire how syutlittic a prion
judgments are possible, or how far cognition extends, ^or what
worth attaches to metanhysical propositions, is simply to ask, in

a epecitic form, what elements are necessarily involved in experi-

ence of which the subject is conscious. How is it possible for tho

individual thinking subject to connect together the parts of hi^

experience in the mode we call cognition ?

The problem of the critical philobophy is, therefore, the com-
plete analysis of experience from the point of view of the conditions

under which such experience is possible for the conscious subject.

The central ideas are thus self-consciousness, as the supreme con-
dition under which experience is subjectively possible, and the
manifold details of experienee as a varied aud complex whole.

_
The

solution of the probjem demanded the utmost /:are in keenin<» the
due balance between these ideas ; and it cau hardly be said that liant

was perfectly successful. He is frequently untme to the jnore com-
prehensive conception which dominates his work as a whole. The
influence of his previous philosophical training, nay, even the
unconscious influence of terminology, frequently induces in his

statements a certain laxity and want of clearness. He selects

definitely for his starting point neither the idea of self-consciousness

nor the details of experience, but in his actual procedure passes from
one to the other, rarely, if ever, taking into full consideration the
weighty question of their relation to one another. Above all, he is

continuously under'the influence of the individ\ialist notion which,

ho had done so much to explode. The conception of conscious

experience, which is the net result of the Kritik, is indefinitely pro-

founder and richer than that which had ruled the 18th century
philosophizing, but for Kant such experience still appears as some-
how the arbitrary product of the relation between the individual

conscious subject and the realm of real facta. "When he is actually

analysing the conditiuiia of knowledge, the influence of the indivi-

dualist conception is not prominent ; the conditions arc stated as

quite general, as conditionsof knowledge. But so soon as the deeper,

metaphysical problems present themselves, the shadow of the old

doctrine reappears. Knowledge is regarded asa mechanical product,

part furnished by the subject, part given to the subject, and is thus
viewed" as mechanically divisible into a priori and a posteriori, into

pure and empirical, necessary and contingent. Tho individual as

an agent, conscious of universal moral law, is yet regarded as in a

measure opposed to experience, and the Kantian ethical code remains
purely formal. The ultimate relation between intelligence and
natural fact, expressed in the notion of end, is thought as proble-

matic or contingent. The difficulties or obscurities of the Kantiaii

system, of which the above are merely the more prominent, may all

be traced to the one source, the false or at least inadequate idea of

the individual. The more thorough explanation of the relation

between experience as critically conceived and the individual sub-
ject was the problem left by Kant for his successors.

In any detailed exposition of the critical system it would h%
requisite in the first place to state with some fulness the precise

nature of the problems immediately before Kant, and in the second
place to follow with some closeness the successive stages of the
system as presented in the three main works, the Kritik qf Pure
Kcason, the Kritik of Fradical Reason, and the Kritik of Judgment,
with the more important of the minor works, the Mctaphysic if
Nature and the Mctaphysic of Ethics. It would be ijecessary, also,

in any such expanded treatment, to bring out clearly the Kantiaa
tdassification or the philosophical sciences, and to indicate the rela-

tion between the. critical or transcendental investigation of tho
several faculties and the more developed sciences ta which that

investigation serves as introduction. As any detailed statement of
the critical system, however co'mprtssed, would be beyond the limits

of the present article, it is proposed h'ere to select only the more
salient doctrines, and to point out in connexion with them what
advance had been efiected by Kant, and what remained for subse-

quent elforts at complete solution of the problems raised by hini.

Much that is of interest and value must necessarily be omitted in

any sketch of so elaborate a system, and for all points of special in-

terpretation reference must needs be made to the many elahorato

dissertations on or about the Kantian philosophy.
\

The doctrine from which Kant starts in his critical or tran-

scendental investigation of knowledge is that to which the slow
development of his thought had led him. The essence of cognition

or knowledge was a synthetic act, an act of combining in thought
the detached elements of experience. Now synthesis was explicable

neither by reference to pure thought, the logical or elaborative

faculty, which in Kant's view remained analytic in function-, nor
by reference to-the effects of external real things upon our faculties

of cognition. For, on the one hand, analysis or logical treatment

applied only to objects of knowledge as already given in synthetic

forms, and, on the other hand, real things could yield only isolated

effects and not the combination of these effects in the forms of

cognitive experience. If experience is to be matter of Jcnowltdgo
for the conscious subject, it must be regarded as the conjoint pro-

duct of given material and synthetic combination. Form and matter
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answer. Space and time, the two essential conditions of sense-

perception, are not data given by things, but universal forms of

intellect into which all data of sense must be received. Hence,

whatever is true of space and time regarded by imagination as

objects, i.e., quantitative constructions, must be true of the objects

making up our sense-experience. The same forms and the same

constructive activity of imagination are involved in mathematical

synthesis and in the constitution of objects of sense-experience. The
foundation for pure or rational mathematics, there being included

under this the pure science of movement, is thus laid in the critical

doctrine of space and time.

The Aesthctik isolates sense perception, and considers its forms as

;hough it were an independent, complete faculty. A certain con-

fusion, arising frotn tliis, is noticeable in the AnahjUk when the

necessity for justifying the position of the categories is under dis-

cussion, but the r:;al difficulty in which Kant was involved by his

doctrine of space and time has its roots even deeper than the

erroneous - isolation of sensibility. He has not in any way
** deduced" space and time, but, proceeding from the ordinary

current view of sense-experience, has found these remaining as

residuum after analysis. The relation in which tliey stand to the

categories or pure notions is ambiguous ; and, when Kant has to con-

sider' the fashion m which category and data of sense are to be

brought together, he merely places side by side as a priori elements

the pure connective notions and the pure forms of perception, aijd

finds it, apparently, only a matter of contingent convenience that

they should harmonize with one another and so render cognition

possible. To this point also Fichte was the first to call attention.

Affection of sense, even when received into the pure forms of

perception, is not matter of knowledge. For cognitibn there is

requisite synthetic combination, and the intellectual function

through wliich such combination takes place. The forms of in-

tellectual function Kant proceeds to enumerate with the aid of

the commonly received laical doctrines. For this reference to

logic he has been severely blamed, but the precise nature of the

debt due to the commonly accepted logical classification Ts Very

generally misconceived. Synthetic combinatioui Kant points out^

is formally expressed in a judgment, which is the act of uniting

representations. At the foundation of the judgments which ex-

press the types of synthetic combination, throughwhich knowledge

is possible, lie the pure general notions, the abstract aspect of the

conditions under which objects are cognizable in experience.

General logic has also to deal with the union of representations,

though its unity is analytic merely, not synthetic. But the same

intellectual function which serves to give unity in the analytic

judgments of formal logic 'serves to give unity to the synthetic

combinations of real perception. It appeared evident, then, to

Kant that in the forms of judgment, as they are stated in the com-

mon logic, there must be found the analogues of the types of judg-

ment which are involved in transcendental logic, or in the theory

of real cognition. His vie)v of t+ie ordinary logic was wide and corn-,

prehensive, though in his restriction of the science to pure form one

can trace the influence of his earlier training, aud it is no small part

of the vaUiS of the critical philosophy that it has revived the study

of logic and prepared the way for a more thorough consideration of

logical doctrines. The position assigned to logic by Kant is not,

in all probability, one which can be defended ; indeed, it is hard

to see how Kant himself, in consistency with the critical doctrine

of knowledge', could have retained mahy of the older logical

theorems, but the precision with wliich the position was stated,

and the sharpness with which logic was marked off from cognate

philosophic djseipUnes, prepared the ivay for the more thoughtful

treatment of the whole question.

Formal logic thus yields Jto Kant the list of the general notions,

pure intellectual predicates, or categories, through which alone

experience is possible for a conscious subject. It has already been

noted how serious was the error involved in the description of

these as' notions, without further attempt to clear up their precise

significance. Kant, indeed, was mainly influenced by his strong

opposition to the Leibnitzian rationalism, and therefore assigns the

categories to understanding, the logical faculty, without considera-

tion of the question,—which might have been suggested by the

previous statements of the Dissertation,—what relation these

categories held to the empirical notions formed by comparison,
abstraction, and generalization when directed upon representations

of objects. But when the categories are described as notions, i.e.,

formed products "of thought, there rises of necessity the problem
which had presented itself to Kant at every stage of hjs pre-critical

thinking,—with what right can we assume that these notions apply
to objects of experience ? The answer which he proceeds, to give

altogether explodes the definition of the categories as formed
productii of thought, and enables us to see more clearly the nature
of the new conception of experience which lies in, the background
of all the critical work.
The unity of the ego, which has been already noted as an

L'lemont enteriu-" irto the synthesis of cognition, is'a unity of a

(luite distinct and peculiar kind. That the ego to which dilferent

parts of experience are presented must be the sftme ego, if there ii

to be cognition at all, is analytically evident ; but the pecnli.iiit\ is

that the ego must be conscious of its own unity and iilcntiiv, unil
this unity of self-consc^ousncss is only possible in relation to
difference not contained in the ego but given to it. The unity of
apperce]>tion, then, as Kant calls it, is only possible iu relation to

synthetic unity of experience itself, and the forms of this syntlietic

unity, the categories, are, therefore, on the one liand, necessary as

forms in which self-consciousness is realized, and, on tlic other hand,
restricted in their application and validity to the data of givfen

sense, or the particular element of expericnrc. Thas expeiicncts

presents itself ns the organic coHibination of the particular of sens©

with the individual unity of the ego throngh the universal forms
of the categories. Reference of reprcseutilions to the unity of tJio

object, synthetic unity of apperception, and Mibsumptiou of data o(

sense under the categories, are thus three .sides or aspects of.the one
fundamental fact.

In this deduction of tho categovieSj as Kant cnlls it, there

appears for the first time an endeavour to connect together into one
organic whole the several elements enti'ring into cxiitriencc. It is

evident, however, that much was wanting before this cssejitial task
could be regarded as complete. Kouthas ceitaiuly brought together

self-consciousness, tho system of tho categories and data of sense.

He has sliown that the conditions, of self-cousciousne.ss arc the

conditions of possible experience. But hc*baa not shown, nor did
he attempt to show, how it was that the conditions of seK-consci-

ousness are the very categories arrived at by consideration of the

system of logical judgments. He does endeavour to show, but with
small success, how the junction of category and data of sense *is

brought about, for acftording to his scheme these stood, to a certain

extent at least, apart from and independent of one anotlier. Tho
failure to effect an organic combination of tho several elements was
the natural consequence of the false start which lind been made.
The mode in which Kant endeavours to show how the several

portions of cognition are subjectively realized biings into the clearest

light the inconsistencies ami imperfections of his docbine. Sense

had been assumed as furnishing the particular of knowledgfc,

understanding ^ furnishing the universal ; and it had been,

expressly declared that tho particular was cognizable only in and
tlirough the universal. Still, each was. conceived' as somehow iu

itself complete and finished. Sense and understanding had distinct

functions, and' there was wanting some common term,, some inter-

mediary which should bring them into conjunction. Data of sense

as purely particular could have nothing in common with the

categories as purely universal. But data of sense had at least one
universal ispoct,—their aspect as the particular of the general form.%

space and time. Categories were in themselves abstract and value-

less, serviceable only when restricted to possible objects of ex-

perience. There was thus a common ground on which category

and intuition were united in one, and an intermediate process

whereby the universal of the category miglit be so far individualized

as to comprehend the jtarticular of sense. This intermediate process

—which is really the junction of undcistandin*' and sense—Kant
calls productive imagination, and- it is only through ]iroductive

imagi^iation that knowledge or experience is actually realized in our
subjective consciousness, The specific forms of productive imagina-

tion are called schemata, andiipon the nature of tho schema Kant
gives much that has proved of extfemo value for subsequent
thought;

Productivfe imagination is thus the concrete element of know-
ledge, and its general modes are tho abstract expiession of the a
;)?'iorilaws of all possible experience. The categories are restricted

in their applicability to the schema, i.e., to the pure forms of cou-

junction of the manifold in time, and iu the modes of combination

of schemata and categories we have the foundation for the rational

sciences of mathematics and physics. Perception or real cognition

is thus conceived as a complete fact, involving data of sense and
pure perceptive forms, deterniiued by the category aud realized

through productive imagination in the .scheftia. The system of

principles which may be dedilced from the consideration of tlie

mode in wdiich understanding and sense are united by productive

imagination is the positive result of the critical tlicory of knowledge,

and some of its features are remarkable enough to deserve attention..

According to his usual plan, Kant arranges these principles in

conformity with the table of the categoiies, dividirtg^ the four

classes, however, into two main groups, the mathematical aud the

dynamical. The mathematical principles are the abstinct expression

of the necessary mode in which data of sense are detei-mined by the

category in the form of intuitions or representations of objects ; tlifl

dynamical are the abstract expression of the niodes in which the

evxibtejice of objects of intuition is determined. The mathematical

principles are constitutive, i.e., express determinations of the

objects themselves ; the dynamical ^re regulative, i.e., express the

conditions ulider which objects can form parts of real experience.

Under the mathematical principles come the general niles which

furnish the ground for the application of •quantitative reasoning \<i

real facts of experience. For as data of sense are only i
jssible
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obJ&ci3^'Ken received in the forms of space and time, and as space

antl time are only cognized ivlien determined in definite fashion by

the ' understanding' tiirough the schema of number (quantity) or

degree (quality), all intuitions arc extensive quantities and coutain

a real element, that of sense, iivhich has degree. Under the

dynamical principles, the general modes in which the existtnce of

objects are determined, fall the analogies of experience, or general

rules according to which the existence of objects in relation to one

another can be determined, and the postulates of experience, the

general rules accoidiug to wliieh the existence of objects for us or

our own subjective existence can be determined. The analogies of

experience rest upon the order of perceptions in time, i.e., their

permanence, succession, or coexistence, and the principles are

respectively those of substance, causality, and r(jciprocity. It is to

be observed that Kant in the expression of these analogies rea'.-hes

the final solution of the difficulty which had so long presset? upon
liim, the difficulty as to the relation of the pure connective notions

to experience. These notions are not directly applicable to experi-

ence, nor do we find in experience anything corresponding to the

pure intellectual notions of substance, cause, and reciprocity. But
eii*erience is for us the combinatian of 4ata of sense in the forms of

productive imagination, forms determined by the pure intellectual

notions, and accordingly experience is possible for us only as in

modes corresponding^to the notions. The permanent in time is

substance in any possible experience, and ild experience is possible

savethrough the determination of all changes as in relation to a

jjcrnlauent in time. Determined sequence is the causal relation in

any possible experience, and no experience is possible save through
the determination of perceived changes as in relation to a determined
order in time. So with coexistence and reciprocity.

The postulates of experience are general expressions of the siguifi-

cance ©f existence in the experieuce of a conscious subject. The
element of reality in such experience must always be given by
intuition, and, so far as determination of existence is assumed,
external intuition is a necessary condition of inner intuition. The
existence of exterual things is ^a certain as the existence of the

concrete subject, and tlie subject canncit coguize himself as exist-

ing save In relation to the world, of facts of external perception.

Jnner and outei* reality are strictly correlative elements in the

experience of the conscious subject.

Throughout the positive portion of his theoiy of cognition,

Kant has been beset by the doctrine that the categories, as finished,

compleTe notions, have an import or significance transcending the

boirnJs of possible experience. Moreover, the manner in whicli

space and time had been treated made it possible for him to regard

these as contingent forms, necessary for intelligences like ours,

but not to be viewed as absolutely necessary. The real meaning of

these peculiarities is hardly ever expu^ssed by him, though it is

cle.ar that the solution of the matter is to Xm found iu the inadequacy
of the positive theory to meet the demands of reason for completed
explanation. But the conclusion to which he was led was one of

the greatest importance for the after developmeat of his system.

Cognition is necessarily limited. The categories are restricted in

their application to elements of possible experience to that which
is presented in intuition, and all intuition is for the ego contingent.

But to assert that cognition is limited and its matter contingent is

to form the idea of an intelligence for whom cognition would not be
limited and. for whom the data of intuition would not be given,

conting ait„ facts, but necessarily produced along with the pure
categories.* This idea of an intuitive understanding is the definite

expression for the completed explanation which reason demands,
and it involves the conception of a realm of objects for such an
understanding, a realm of objects which, in opposition to the
phenomena of our relative and limited experience, may be called

noarruna or things-in -themselves. The noamenonf therefore, is in

one way the object of a non-sensuous intuition, but more correctly

is the expression of the limited and partial character of our know-
ledge. The idea of a noumenon is thus a limiting notion.

Assuredly, the difficult section of the Kriiik, on the ground
of the distinction between phenomena and noumena, would not
have led to so much misconception as it has done, had Kant then
brought lorward what lies at the root of the distinction, his doctrine
of reason and its functions. Understanding, as has been seen, is

the faculty of cognition strictly so called ; and within its realm, that
of space, time, and matter, positive knowledge is attainable. But
the ultimate conception of understanding, that of the world of

objects, quantitatively determined, and standing in relation of

mutual reciprocity to one another, is not a final ground of explana-

tion. We are still able and necessitated to reflect upon the whale
world of phenomena as thuf^ cognized, and driven to inquire after

its significance. In our reflexion we necessarily treat the objects,

not as phenomena, as matters of positive, scientific knowledge, but
as things-in-themselves. as noumena. The distinction between
phenomena and noumena is, therefore, nothing but the expression

>f tlie distinction between understanding and reason, a distinctiou

^hich, according to Kant, is merely subjective,

The specific function of reason is the effort after completed ex-

planation of the experience presented in cognition. But in such
elfort there are no notions to be employed other than the catrgorits,

and these, as has aheady been seen, have validity only in reference

to objects of possible experience. AVe may expect, theu, to liud

the transcendent employment of the categories leading into varioui

difficulties and inconsistencies. The mticisra of reason iu its

specific aspect throws fresh light on the limits to human 4;uow-

ledgp and the significance of experience.

Experience has presented itself as the complex result of relation

between the ego or subject aud the world of phenomena. Reason
may therefore attempt a completed explanation either of the ego ol

of the world of phenomena or of the total relation between them
The three inquiries correspond to the subjects of the three ancicii

metaphysical sciences, rational psychology, rational cosmology,
rational theology. It is readily seen, in regard to the tii-st of thiun,

that all attempts to determine the nature of the ego as a simple,

perdurable, imniateiial substance rest upon a ooufusion betweeu
the ego as pure logical unity and tlie ego as object 'ofiiituitioii, and
involve a ti-ansceudeut use of the categones of cxpeiieuce. It

profits not to apply such categories to the soul, for no intuition

corresponding to them is or can be given. The idea of the soul

must b© reg.trded as transcendent. So too when ve endeavour,

with the help of the categories of quantity, quality, relation, and
modality to determine the nature aud relation of parts of the world,

we find that reason is lauded iu a peculiar difficulty. Any solutiou

that can be given is loo narrow for the demands of rrasun and too

wide for the restrictions of nudei-stauding. The ti-anscendent

emidoyment of the categories leads to antinomy, or equally balanced

statements of apparently contradictory results. Due atteutiou to

the relation between understanding aud reason enables us to solve

the antinomies and to discover theu- precise origin aud signiGcauce.

Finally, the endeavour to find in the conception of God, as the

supreme reality, the explanation of exjierience, is seen to lead to

no valid conclusion. There is not any intuition given whereby we
might show the reality of our idea of a Supreme Being. So far as

knowledge is concerned, God remains a transcendental ideal.

The criticism of the transceudental ideas, which is also the

examination of the claims of metaphysic to rank as a science, ylelils

a definite and intelligible result. These ideas, the expression of the

'various modes in which unity of reason may be sought, have no

objects corresponding to them in the sphere of cognition. They have

not, therefore, like the categories, any cotislit lUive value, and all

attempts at metaphysical construction with the notions or categories

of science must be resigned as of necessity hopeless. But the ideas

are not, on that account, destitute of all value. They are sujiremcly

significant, as indicating the very essence of the fiuiction of reoion.

The limits of scientific cognition become intelligible, only when the

sphere of undei-standing is subjected to critical reflexion and com-

pared with the possible sphere of reason, that is, the sphere of

rationally complete cognition. The ideas, therefore, in relation to

knowledge strictly so called, have regulative value, for they furnish

the general precepts for extension and completion of knowledge,

and, at the same time, since they spring from reason itself, tlicy

have a real value in relation to reason as the very inmost nature of

intelligence. Self-consciousness cannot be regarded as merely a

mechanically determined result. Free reflexion upon the whole
system of knowledge is sufficient to indicate that the sphere of

intuition, with its rational principles, does not exhaust conscious

experience. There still remains, over and above the realm of nature,

the realm of free, self-conscious spirit ; and, within this sphere, it

may be anticipated that the ideas will acquire a significance ridier

and deeper than the merely regulative import which they possess iu

reference to cognition.

"Where, then, are we to look for this realm of free self-conscious-

ness ? Not in the sphere of cognition, where objects iire mechani-
cally determined, but in that of will or of reason as practical. That
reason is practical or prescribes ends for itself is sufficiently manifest

from the mere fact of the existence of the conception of morality or

duty, a conception which can have no corresponding object within
the sphere of intuition, and which is theoretically, or ir. accordance

with the categories of understanding, incognizable. The presence

of this conception is the datum upon wliich may be founded a

special investigation of the conditions of reason as practical, a

Kritik of pure practical reason, and the analysis of it yields the

statement of the formal prescripts of morality.

The realization of duty is impossible for any being which is not

thought as free, i.e., capable of self-determination. Freedom, it ia

true, is theoretically not an object of cognition, but its impossibility

is not thereby demonstrated. The theoretical proof rather serves as

useful aid towards the more -exact determination of the nature and
province of self-determination, and of its relation to tljc whole
concrete nature of humanity. For in man self-determination and

mechanical determination by empirical motives coexist, and only in

so far as he belongs and is conscious of belonging both to the spheio

of sense and to the s]diere of reason does moral obligation becomt
possible for him. The supreme end prescribed by reason in its.

practical aspect, namely, the complete subordijiation of the emjtirical
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feiJe of natura to the prescripts oi morality, demands, as conditions

of ita possible realization, the permanence of ethical progress in the

moraJ a^jeiit, tho certainty of freedom in self-determination, and the

neceusaiy h.irinoiiizing of the sp)ieres of sense and reason through

the intelligent autlior or ground of both. These conditions, the

postulates of practical reason, are •"h** -ncrete expressions of the three

transcendental ideas, and in the^i wt have the full significance of

the ideas for reason. Immortality of the soul, positive freedom of

will, and the existence of an intelligent ground of things are specu-

lative ideas practically warranted, though theoretically neither

demonstrable nor comprehensible.

Thus reason as self-determining supplies notions of freedom
;

reason as determined supplies cat*'gorics of understanding. Union
between the two spheres, which seem at first sight disparate, is

found in the necessary pustulate that reason shall be realized, for its

realization is only possible in the sphere of sense. But such a union,

when regarded in nbstracto, rests upon, or involves, a notion of

quite a new order, that of the adaptation of nature to reason, or, ns

it may bo expressed, that of end in nature. Understanding and
reason thus coalesce in the faculty of judgment, which mediates

between, or brings together, the universal aud particular elements

in conscious experience. Judgment is here merely rcjlectivc; that

ia to say, the particular element is given, so determined as to be

possible material of knowledge, while the universal, not necessary

for cognition, is anpplied by reason itself. The empirical details of

nature, which are not determined by the categories of understanding,

are judged as being arranged or ordered by intelligence, fur in no
other fashion could nature, in its particular, fi'ontingeut aspect, be

thought as forming a complete, consistent, intelligible whole.
«. The investigation of the conditions under which adaptation of

nature to intelligence is conceivable and possible makes up the

subject of the third great Kntik, the Krititc of Judgment, a work
presenting unusual difficulties to the interpreter of the Kantian
system. The general principle of tht adaptation of nature to our
faculties of cognjtion has two specific applications, with the second
of which it is more closely connected tnan with the first. In the

first place, the adaptation may be merely subjective, when liio

empirical condition for the exercise of judgment is furnished by the
feeling of pleasure or pain ; such adaptation is aesthetic. In the
second place, the adaptation may be objective or logical, when
empirical facts are given of such akind that their possibility can
be conceived only through the notion of the end realized in theru

;

Such adaptation is teleological, and the empirical facts in question
are organisms.

.^thetics, or the scientific consideration of the judgments resting

on the feelings of pleasure and pain arising from the hainiony or
want of harmony between the particular of experience and llie laws
of understanding, is the speoial subject of the Kritik of Judgment,
but the doctrine of teleology tbere unfolded is the more important
for the complete view of the critical system. For the analysis of
the teleological judgment and of the conseiiuences flowing from it

leads to the final statement of the iiatuie of experience as conceived
by Kant. The phenomena of organic pruduction furnish data for a
special kind of judgment, which, however, involves or rests upon a
quite general principle, that of the contingency of tbe particular
element in nature and its subjectively necessary adaptation to our
feciilty of cognition. The notion of contingency arises, according
to Kant, from the fact that understanding and sense are distinct,
that understanding does not diterniino tho particular of sense, and,
consequently, that tb* principle of tlio adaptation of the particular

to our understanding is merely supplied by reason on account ot Ine
peculiarity or limited character of understanding. End in nature,

thcreforcf is a subjective or problematic conception, implying the
limits of understanding, and consequentlj' resting upon the idea of

an understanding constituted unlike ours,—of an intuitive under-
standing in which particular and universal should be given together.

The idea of such an understanding is, for cognition, transcendent,

for no corresponding fact of intuition is furnished, but it is realized

with practical certainty in relation to reason as practical. For we
are, Irom practical grounds, compelled with at least practical

"necessity to ascribe a certain aim or end to this supreme understand-

ing. The moral law, or reason as practical, prescribes the realiza-

tion of the highest good, and such realization implies a higher order

than that of nature. We must, therefore, regard the supreme
cause as a moral cause, and nature as so ofdered that realization of

the moral end is in it possible. The final conceptibn of the Kantian
philosophy is. therefore, that of ethical teleology. As Kaut expresses

it in a remarkable passage of the Kritik, '* The systematic unity of

ends in this world of intelligences, which, although as mere nature

it is to be called only the world of sense, can yet as a system of

freedom be called an intelligible, i.e., moral world {rtgnum gratis^)j

leads inevitably to the teleogical unity of all things which consti-

tute this gicat whole according to universal natural laws, just as

the unity of the former is accortling to universal and necessary moral

laws, and unites the practical with the speculative reason. The
world must be represented as having originated from an idea, if it

is to harmonize with that use of reason without which we should

hold ourselves unworthy of reason— viz., the moral use, which
rests entirely on the idea of the supreme good. Hence all natural

research tends towards the form of a system of ends, and in its

highest development would be a physico-theology. But this, since

it arises from the moral order as a unity grounded in the very

essence of fieedum and not accidentally instituted by extern.

d

Goinniamls, establishes the teleology of nature on grounds which
a priori must be inseparably connected with the inner possibility of

things. The teleology of nature is thus made to rest on a transceu-

dental theology, which takis the ideal of supreme ontological per-

fection as a ]irinciple of systematic unity, a principle which

connects all tlurrgs according to universal and necessary natural

laws, since they all have their origin in the absolute necessity of a

single primal being" (p. 538).

jLdit ions of Kant'd /rurX.^.—The standard collective editions are

(1) that byKosenkrunz and Schubert, 12 vols., lSiiB-42, containing

in vol. ii. the Life hy Schubert, and in vol. xii. a History of the

Kantian Pkilosctyhij by Kosenkran^
; (2) tl'at by Hartenstein, in It)

vols,, 1S3S-39; (3) a second editiou by Hartenstein, in 8 vols.,

lS67-«9, irf which the arrangL-nient is strictly chronological ; (4) that

by Kirchmann, in 8 vols., \868. Convenient editions of the thrco

Kritiks have been published by Kchrbach. and critical eilitions of

the Prohgowcna and Kritik d. r. Vcrnuoft by H. Erdniann, whoMj

treatise Katds K^'iticisvius in d. crstcn und zueUcn Aufiage d. Kr.

d. r. Vcniimft, 1S78, and pamphlet, Naddnvje za K. Kr. d. r.

Vcmuvft, ISSl, contain much intcre.sting matter.

Of works upon the Kantian philosoithy th-* number is very great.

A brief notice of them is given in the bibliographical references in

Ueberweg'a <?c5cA. d. Philcsophie, Bd. iii., §^ 18-20. A very com-

prehensive survey is contained iu tho recent work by H. Vaihingtr,

Commcntar ziL Kants Kritik dcr rcincn Vcrnuvft, 1881, where the

older and more rcccnt litcnituro is elaborately doiaiiii-'d and hriclly

cUaractcrizcd. (K. AD.)

END OP VOLUME TnmTEENTO.
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ally in many counties; and these fairs embrace
usuaUy mechauical products of city and country
throughout their districts. See World's Fairs, in

these Revisions and Additions.
IXFAXTE, the title given in Spain and Portugal

to the princes of the royal family, the correspond-
ing title of infanta being given to the princesses.

The personal domain of an infante or infanta is

called the infantado.
IXFAXTEY, AMEKIC.4.N, see Army of the L'xited

States, in these Revisions and Additions.
INFANT SCHOOLS. Pastor Oberlin may be re-

garded as the founder of infant schools. The edu-
cation and training of young children were also

matters of great interest and study to Pestalozzi.

The most successful system of educating quite
young children is the Kindergarten. See Britan-
nica. Vols. XIV, p. 79 ; XVII, p. 704.

INFEFTMEXT, a Scotch law term, used to de-
note the symbolical giving possession of land,
which was the completion of the title, the mere
conveyance not being enough. The instrument of

sasine was the notarial instrument embodying the
fact of infeftment. -

IX FORMA PAUPERIS ('in the character of a
poor person'). Persons are said to sue in J'onna
pauperis when the law allows them to conduct law-
suits without paying fees to court-officers, counsel,
or solicitors. A suitor to /ormi; pa u^f/i's is not en-
titled to costs unless by order of the court.
IXFUSIOXS, aqueous solutions of vegetable sub-

stances obtained without the aid of boiling. In this

respect they differ from decoctions, in the manu-
facture of which boiling is resorted to. Infusions
are prepared by digesting the vegetable substance
in hot or cold water in a covered earthenware ves-

sel. In preparing the infusion of calumba, cold
water is preferable, because it takes up the bitter
principle, which is the essential ingredient, and
leaves the starch-matter undissolved. In most
cases, however, boiling water is employed. Infu-
sions are preferred to decoctions when the active
.principle volatilises at a boiling heat, or when
ebullition readily induces some chemical change.
Infusions may also be prepared by percolation, a
process extensively employed in the preparation of

tinctures. When thus prepared they are less

liable to decay than when prepared on the old sys-
tem.
IXGALLS, John James, a United States Senator,

born in 1833. He graduated at Williams College
in 1855 and was admitted to the Massachusetts bar
in 1857, and the following year went to Kansas. In
1860 he was secretary of the Territorial Council;
was Secretary of State in 1861, and a member of the
State Senate in 1862. In 1873 he became a member
of the United States Senate as a Republican, and
was reelected in 1879 and 1885. His term of office

expired March 3, 1891.

lNGELOW,jEAN,an English poetess, born at Bos-
ton, Lincolnshire, in 1830. Her father being of su-
perior culture gave Jean, who was very reserved,
an unusually good education. A volume of Poems
published in 1863 established her reputation as a
poetess, and the .Sofi^s o/i5'e!«;i and the //i'g/i Tide on
the Coast of Lincolnshire, etc., increased her fame.
Her prose works include Studies for Stories; Stories
Told to a Child; Mopsa, the Fairy; Off the SkelHgs;
Fated to be Free; Sarah de Berenger, and Don
John.
IXGERSOLL, Charles Jared (1782-1862), an

American statesman. He was admitted to the
Pennsylvania bar, and was attached to the United
States embassy to France. From 1813 to 1815 he
was in Congress, and then became United States
district attorney, which office he held till 1829.

Shortly afterward he served in the legislature, and
in 1837 became secretary of legation to Prussia.
From 1841 to 1847 he was again in Congress, and dis-
tinguished himself as a Democratic leader. He
contributed extensively to various periodicals, and
wrote Edv:y and Elgira (1801) ; Inchiquin the Jesuit's
Letters on American Literature and Politics (1810 ;

and Historical Sketch of the Second War Betieeen the
United States and Great Britain (1852).
IXGERSOLL, Jared (1749-1822), an American

jurist. He became a prominent lawyer, and es-
poused the cause of the colonies in the Revolution,
He was twice attorney-general of Pennsylvania,
and was United States district attorney for the
eastern district of Pennsylvania. At the time of
his death he was judge of the district court of Penn-
sylvania county.
IXGERSOLL, Joseph Reed (1786-1868), an

American lawyer. He began the practice of law
in Philadelphia, Pa., and from 1835 to 1837, and
again from 1843 to 1849 was a member of Congress.
In 1852 he was appointed minister to England, but
the following year retired to private life and de-
voted himself to literature. He wrote Secession a
Folly and a Crijue; Memoir of Sainuel Breck (1863)

;

and a translation from the Latin of Eoccus's tracts
De Navibus ft Xaulo and De Assecuratione (1809).
IXGERSOLL, Robert Greex, an American law-

yer, born in 1833. He began the practice of law in
Shawneetown, 111., but in 1857 removed to Peoria.
In 1866 he was appointed attorney-general for
Illinois, and in 1877 refused the post of minister to
Germany. He is well known as a campaign orator,
and also by his books and speeches. He has pub-
lished The Gods (1878) ; Ghosts (1879) ; Some Mistakes

of Moses (.IS79); Lectures Complete (1883); Prose
Poeyns and Selections (1884) ; and a large number of
minor works.
IXGERSOLL, a town of Oxford county, Ont.,

Canada, on the Thames River. It contains fine

public buildings, and manufactories of woolen
goods, cheese, and farm-implements, and carries on
a brisk trade in lumber and grain.
IXGLEBY, Clement Mansfield, an English

author and Shakespearean scholor, born atEdgbas-
ton, near Birmingham, in 1823, died in 1886. He was
professor of logic and metaphysics at the Midland
Institute from 1855 to 1858; became foreign secre-
tary to the Royal Society of Literature in 1870, and
afterwards vice-president to the society. Among
his works on Shakespeare we have his Complete
Vieiv of the Shakespeare Controversy; Shakespeare
Hermencutics, and Shakeiipeare, the Man and the

Book. His other works include Outlines of Theoretic

cat Logic, and an Introduction to Metaphysics.
IXGRAHAil, Dcncan Xathaniel, a naval officer,

born in 1802. He entered the United States navy
as midshipman in 1812; became lieutenant in 1818;
commander in 1838; captain in 1855, and chief of

the Bureau of Ordnance and Hydrography of the
Xavy Department in 1856. In 1861 he entered the
Confederate naval service, as chief of ordnance,
construction and repair, and rose to the rank of

commodore. He has served in every war since the
Revolution.
IXHAMBAXE, a Portuguese station, capital of a

district on the east coast of Africa. It is just south
of the tropic of Capricorn, and is beautifully situ-

ated at the head of a deep bay, 200 miles northeast
of Delagoa Bay. The town dates from 1764, and
has 6,500 inhabitants, of whom some 70 only are
Europeans. It has a trade in wax, ivory, etc.

IXJECTIOXS. a term applied in medicine to

fluids thrown into the passages or cavities of the
body by means of a syringe or elastic bag. The
fluids thus injected into the rectum or lower bowel
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are termed clysters. Hypodermic injections are
treated under that head.
INKBERRY, the popular name for Ilex Glabra,

an elegant shrub found on the Atlantic coast of

North America, and much cultivated by florists. It

grows from 2 to 4 feet high, has slender, flexible

stems, shining evergreen leaves, and produces
small black berries.

INLAND BILL OF EXCHANGE, a bill of ex-
change drawn by and upon persons living in the
same country. The rules applicable to foreign bills

differ in some respects from those applicable to in-

tend bills.

INMAN, Henry (1801-1846), an American painter.
He entered the studio of John Wesley Jarvis, in New
York City, as an apprentice, and at the age of

twenty-one opened a studio of his own. He soon
acquired a high reputation as a painter of portraits.
Among his productions were pictures of William
Wirt, Nicholas Biddle, DeWitt Clinton, Martin Van
Buren, William Penn, and many other noted per-
sons. He also produced numerous valuable genre
paintings and landscapes.
INNER HOUSE, the name given in Scotland to

the higher divisions of the court of session.

INNES, Cosmo, a Scottish antiquary and historian,
born at Durris, on Deeside, Sept. 9, 1798, died at
Killin, July 31, 1874. He was educated at the
Edinburgh high-school, at Glasgow and Oxford,
and in 1822 passed as an advocate. In 1840 he be-
came sheriff of Moray and was subsequently ap-
pointed clerk to the court of sessions. In 1846 he
was elected to the chair of history in the University
ef Edinburgh. Author of Scotland i>i the Middle
Ages (1860), and Sketches of Early Scotch History
(1861). He also prepared the first volume of

Acts of the Scottish Parliament, and published a vol-
ume of lectures on Legal Antiquities.

INNES, Thomas, a Scottish historian, born at
Drumgask, Aberdeenshire, in 1662, died at Paris,
Jan. 28, 1744. At fifteen he was sent to Paris, where
he studied at the College of Navarre and the Scots
College. In 1692 he received priest's orders, and
after three years of mission work in Banffshire re-

turned to Paris, and became prefect of studies in
the Scots College. His Critical Essay on the An-
ti^nt Inhabitants of Scotland (2 vols. 1729) is much
the earliest of all scientific histories. It was meant
for an introduction to a Civil and Ecclesiastical His-
tory of Scotland, one volume of which, coming down
to Columba's death, he prepared for the press,
while another, bringing down the narrative to 831,
was left incomplete. The work retains a perma-
nent value.
INNESS, George, an Americanlandscape-painter,

born in 1825. At the age of twenty-one he began
landscape-painting in New York City. He then
made visits to Europe, and resided in Florence and
Rome for some time. He returned to New York
about 1868, and from 1871 to 1875 again lived in
Italy. Among his best paintings are The Sign of
Promise; Peace and Plenty; Going Out of the Woods;
Thf Valley of the Shado^o of Death; Summer Sunshine
and Shadow; Pine Grove; American Sunset; St. Peter's;
Home, from the Tiber; A View Near Meadfield, Mass.;
An Old Roadway ; Long Island; Under the'Greenwood;
A Summer Morning; In the Woods, and Sunset on the
Sea-Shore.
INNISHERKIN, small island on the south coast

of Ireland, belonging to the county of Cork, from
the shore of which it is separated by a channel a
quarter of a mile in width. It is well cultivated,
and contains some extensive slate-quarries. Popu-
lation about 1 ,000.

INNOCENTS, Holy, Feast of. or Innocents' Day.
See Childermas in these Revisions and Additions.

INNOMINATE Artery (Arleria innominata), the
first large branch given off from the arcli of
the aorta.

INNUENDO, a part of a pleading in cases of libel

and slander, pointing out what was meant and who
was meant by the libelous matter or description.
INOCARPUS EDULIS, an evergreen tree of tha

Pacific islands whose seeds when roasted are said
to be used as food by the natives, and to resemble
chestnuts in flavor. The tree is allied to the
Daphnes, of the order ncymclacen-, and the fruit of
the plants of the order is generally poisonous.
INOSIC ACID, a name given by Liebig to an acid

found in the mother-liquid in preparing creatine
from flesh-juice.

IN PARTIBUS INFIDELIUM (Lat., "in the re-

gions of the unbelievers "). Titular bishops in the
Church of Rome were from the 13th century until the
pontificate of Leo XIII styled bishops in partibng
infidelium. They were originally bishops who had
no diocese, and took their titles from places where
there was no longer a bishop's see. The places con-
quered by the crusaders in the East were furnished
with Roman Catholic bishops, but when these con-
quests were again lost the popes continued to ap-
point and consecrate the bishops as a continual
protest against the power which had prevailed over
their alleged right, and to signify their hope of
restitution. In Britain, the assumption of terri-

torial titles being illegal and dangerous, the Roman
Catholic bishops actually resident long bore titles
derived from such distant places.
INSANITY : in law, a mental condition that does

away with individual responsibility through inca-
pacity to distinguish between right and wrong. la
its various phases it is fully treated in Britannica,
Vol. XIII, pp. 95-113.

INSECTIVORA (Lat., insect-eating), an order of
mammals, the members of which—shrews, moles,
etc.—are mostly terrestrial, nocturnal in habit,
and small in size. They feed mainly on insects and
small animals, and in adaptation to this diet the
summits of the molar teeth are beset with small
conical tubercles. A few, as the moles, burrow ; a
few are aquatic ; while the divergent Galeopithecus,
if included in this order, has a peculiarity of glidings
through the air. Over two hundred living species
are known, and many fossils, especially from Terti-
ary strata. See Britanniea, Vol. XV, pp., 400-405.
INSECTS and INSECTICIDES. For an extended

article on Insects, see Britanniea, Vol. XIII, pp.
141-154.

"Insects proper" have their bodies divided or cut
into three very marked portions, the head, thorasc,

and abdomen, and have usually six legs, two an-
tennae, or feelers, and two pairs of membranous
wings ; they breathe through air-holes, called stig-

mata, placed along the sides of the abdomen and con-
nected with air-tubes, called tracheic, which carry the
inspired air into every part of the body. Spiders,
crabs, and myriapods are not insects proper. Most
insects pass through a metamorphosis or severaf
changes of form and habits. In their period of in-

fancy insects are known as larvse. They are Worm-
like, very voracious, and cast off their skins repeat-
edly. Grubs, caterpillars, maggots, silkworms, etc.,

are larvse. Some of them lose their larva form
after a while, take no food, and remain at rest in a
death-like sleep. This is called their pnpa state,
because in this condition they resemble an infant
trussed in bandages. The pupse from caterpillars
are called chrysalides, as some of them are adorned
with yellow spots, as if they were gilt. Grubs, af-

ter their first transformation, are often called
nymphs. At the end of the second period insects
again shed their skins, and come forth fully grown
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and usually provided with wings. The winged
state is called imago. In this, their perfect state,

they provide for the continuation of their kind.
The larva state lasts the longest, and the adult state

the shortest ; for they often die immediately after

they have laid their eggs. Bees, wasps, and ants,

however, continue much longer in their adult state.

After this short introduction we mention the most
common insects injurious to vegetation.

I. Insects Injurious to G.\bden Veget.\bles.—
The Asparagus Beetle (_Crioceris Asparagi) was acci-

dentally introduced into Long Island, X. Y., from
Europe in 1860, and has since so multiplied there as

to cause a dead loss of some $.50,000 to the asparagus
growers on the island. It has recently spread west on
the main land of the State of New York. [Fig. 1]. This
beetle is blue-black, but the thorax is brick-red.

The wing-cases have various markings on their

sides. The insect passes the winter in the beetle
state under loose bark. When the asparagus is

ready to be cut for the table, the beetle comes forth
from its winter quarters and lays its eggs. After
being hatched out the brood of larva; eats the ten-
der parts of the plants, and afterwards consumes
also the tougher and harder bark of the main
stalks. At the end of June the larvae hide under
some rubbish or in the loose ground, form slight
cocoons there, and pass into the pupa state. From
these pupa; there bursts forth the same season a
second brood of beetles, which lays its eggs on the
asparagus, and produces in the middle of August
a second brood of larvje or grubs, whence in the
same manner, as before, there comes forth in Sep-
tember the brood of beetles destined to reproduce
the species in the following spring. These beetles
become so numerous as to destroy many asparagus
farms of 20 acres in extent. But in 1863 a deliverer
appeared in the form of a small, shining, black par-
asitic fly. This fly lays its eggs in the eggs or
larva^ of the asparagus beetles. It develops faster
than the latter and destroys it. The damage
done by this l>eetle has therefore been slight since
1863. The straight line in the illustration shows
the actual size.

The American Bean and Pea Weevils.—(Bruchus
fahw and Bruchus pisi). The first [Fig. 2] has
spread from Rhode Island since 1861. It is similar
to the latter, but a little smaller. As many as four-
teen larvte have been counted in a single bean.
The little spots where the larvie entered a pea can
always be detected, even in a dry pea; but in the
beans these points of entrance become obliterated.
The larvse grow in the beans and peas, while they
eat the seeds, and in the end there is nothing but
an excrementitious powder left in the pods. The
body of these weevils is oval, slightly convex; their
feelers are small and bent sideways ; their wing-
cases do not cover the end of the abdomen. These
beetles frequent the leguminous plants. They
wound the skin of the tender pods and lay their
eggs singly into the wounds. Each of the maggot-
like grubs hatched therefrom enters a seed and
feeds upon its pulp until fully grown. Persons in-
dulging in early green peas swallow these larvae
very frequently. The pea-weevil is a native of the
United States. It has spread from Pennsylvania
over the Eastern States. A simple method of check-
ing the ravages of these bugs is to keep seed-beans
and seed-peas in tight vessels over one year before
planting them, and to put them in hot water just
before they are planted, so as to kill the weevils.

Cabbage Butterfly, White Butterfly, Potherb Butter-

fly IPieris oleracea).—In May and .tune these but-
terflies are seen fluttering over cabbage, radish
and turnip beds for the purpose of depositing their
eggs. These are fastened to the undersides of the

leaves. Their wings are white with little black
marks ; their antenna; short ; and their flight lazy
and lumbering. [Fig. 3.] Their eggs are hatched
in a week, and the caterpillars produced from
them are one and one-half inches long, and of pale
green color. In devouring the cabbage, they be-
gin at any place on the under-side of the leaves
and eat irregular holes througli them. Besides cab-
bages they eat cauliflower, spinach, turnips, beets
carrots, mignonettes, etc.

To the same species of insects belong the Rape
Butterfly {Pieris ra^a;) and the Southern Cabbage But-
terfly (Pieris protodice).

The Zebra Caterpillar [Fig. 4]. is also destructive
to cauliflowers, cabbages and beets. It is tw»
inches in length, velvety black, with a red head, red
legs, and with two longitudinal yellow lines on the
sides, between which are numerous transverse whit©
lines that give it the name. It changes to the
chrysalis [Fig. 5], within a rude cocoon formed just
under the surface of the ground by interweaving a
few grains of sand or particles of dirt with silken
threads. The moth, which is called the "Painted
Mamestra" (Mamestra picta) appears in mid-sum-
mer. It is a prettily marked species ; the front
wings are purple-brown with round spots; the hind
wings are white. There are two broods of this in-

sect each year, one in August and the other ia

October. On account of the gregarious habit whea
young they are easily destroyed in their larvs
state.

The Squash-bug (Coreus tristis) punctures the
leaves of squashes. It lays its eggs at the 'end o{
June (in the Northern States), depositing them ia
little patches, brownish-yellow, and glued to the
squash leaves. They soon hatch, and the larvae,
or young bugs, are more rounded in shape than the
perfect insects. [Fig. 6.] They remain in clusters
until grown, penetrate the leaves with their beaks,
living upon the juice of the leaves until they wither
and die. Then the bugs pass to fresh leaves.
Where the squash-bugs are numerous they l)ecom8
very destructive. Their eggs are not all laid at
one time, and being hatched in successive broods,
they are found in various stages of growth during
the summer. During September and October they
appear in their perfect state, that is, they get their
wings and wirig-covers. In color they are thea
rusty-black above and dirty ochre-yellow beneath.
Their odor is that of an "over-ripe" pear, but more
repulsive. Squash-bugs must be destroyed before
they have laid their eggs. This is easily done by
hand picking. If it has been omitted, the patches
of eggs and clusters of young bugs must be crushed
between the thumb and forefinger.

II. Insects Injurious to Root Crops and Indian
Corn. The Corn-v:orm, Boll-ii;orm {Heliothis armi-
gera).—Although the corn-worm feeds on corn and
the boll-worm on cotton bolls, they are identically

the same insect, producing exactly the same spe-
cies of moth. It attacks corn in the ear, at first

feeding on the "silk," but afterwards devouring the
kernels at the top end, being securely sheltered
the while within the husk. But they generally dig-

appear when the corn fully ripens. Besides ravag-
ing corn and cotton crops this gluttonous worm
eats itself into tomatoes, young pumpkins, and va-
rious green fruit, causing such fruit to rot. [Fig. 7.]

It also eats green peas and beans. In 1860—the
year of the great drouth in Kansas—the crop in

that State was mostly ruined by the corn-worm.
In color the young worms are from pale-green to
dark-brown. The body has longitudinal light and
dark lines and is covered with black spots which
give rise to soft hairs. When full-grown the won*
descends into the ground, and there forms an ovai
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eocoon of earth interwoven with silk, wherein it

changes to a bright chestnut-brown chrysalis. Af-

ter 3-4 weeks the moth makes its escape. In this

last and perfect state the front wings are clay-yel-

low, marked and variegated with olive and yellow-

ish brown, a dark spot near the middle of each
wing being conspicuous. The hind wings are paler

and have a dark brown band at the edge. [Fig. 8.]

The only remedy when the corn-worms infest corn

is to kill them by hand. Tlieir presence can be de-

tected in the corn fields by the silk becoming pre-

maturely dry and partly eaten.

The White Grub, June Buf/ {Larhnosterna fiisrn).—
Few people are aware that the frequent White
Grub and the familiar May-bug or June-bug are

different forms of the same insect. These beetles
come often into the lighted rooms in May and
June, buzz about and knock themselves against
the walls [Fig. 9(/]. Vast swarms of them are out-
side upon the trees. They are very voracious, and
therefore destructive to trees and shrubs, some-
times completely denuding them of their foliage.

They attack fruit-trees and ornamental trees alike,

but always only at night. The beetle is an inch
long, has long and slender legs and sharp claws, by
which it can hold to the foliage. It is of a dark
chestnut color and finely punctured.
Soon after pairing the female bug deposits from-

40 to 50 eggs in tlie ground, and soon dies. The
eggs hatch in a month. The young grubs subsist

H)

(5»

'!.->)

on small roots for two years. They cut them off
below the surface, and the plant wilts and dies.
This happens to Indian corn, to grass, to tender
lettuce in the garden, to strawberries, potatoes, and
all kinds of flowering plants. When two years old,
this grub is as large as one's little finger. [Fig. 9ft.]

It is soft, dirty-white, and has a mahogony colored
head. It is usually found with its body curved in
a semi-circle, though it can straighten itself out
and crawl slowly. In the third year the May-bugs
form an egg-shaped chamber by sticking particles
of earth together with an adhesive fluid. In this
they pass their pupa state. In June of the same
year the change into the perfect beetle is completed.

(7) BOLL WORM {.Hilinthis nrmigiira) feedi.sO
UPON TOMATO.

(9o) JUNE BUG.

('.»() WHITE GRUB.

An insect related to tlie June-bug is known in Eng-
land as cockchafer and in France as Hanneton. The
French government has offered a prize for a reme-
dy against it.

The best destroyer of this insect is the crow. The
skunk also kills large numbers of them. In some
parts of Europe children follow the plow and pick
the larvfe up as they are exposed. The perfect
beetles are often shaken from the trees into sheets
and collected by pailfuls. This must be done in

the early morning, when they do not attempt to
fly.

The Pritato-^lnlkWeevll (Baridius trinotatus).— This
insect is abundant in the southern parts of Illinois,
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Indiana and :Missouri. |Fig.lO.] The female de-

posits an egg in a slit made in a potato stalk with

its beak. The larva, after being hatched, bores in-

to the heart of the stalk, and then works itself down
towards the root. After passing through the pupa
state within the stalk it comes forth in the beetle

state at the end of August. The stalk inhabited by
the larva always wilts and generally dies. The per-

fect beetle must live through the winter to repro-

duce its species in the following spring. In many
potato-fields the vines become prematurely de-

cayed by the ravages of the insect, and look as if

they had been scalded.

The Polato-u-orm or Tomaio^worm {Sphinx quinqiie-

maculata). Thisisa large green caterpillar with a

kind of thorn or horn upon its tail, and oblique whit-

ish stripes on the sides of the body. [Fig. I'O.] It de-

vours the leaves of the potato to the injury of the

plant. It grows to the thickness of the fore-finger

and the length of three inches. At the beginning
of September it crawls down the stem of the plant

and buries itself in the ground. Here in a few
days it throws off its caterpillar-skin, and becomes
a chrysalis of a bright brown color, with a long and
slender tongue-case bent over from the head, so as
to touch the breast only at the end, and somewhat
resembling the handle of a pitcher. [Fig. 21.] In the
following summer the chrysalis-skin bursts open, a
large moth crawls out of it, mounts upon some neigh-
boring plant, and in the evening it files around in

search of food. This large insect measures 5
inches across its spread wings, is of gray color
with blackish lines and bands, and has five round
orange-colored spots on each side of the body, for

which the English entomologists call it the "Five-
spotted Sphinx." Its tongue can be unrolled to

the length of 5 or 6 inches ; but when not in use
is coiled like a watch-spring. [Fig. 22.]

The Colorado Potato Beetle (Doryphora decem-
lineata). Mr. Thomas Say, the zoologist of the
Government expedition to the Northwest Territo-

ries in 1819 and 1820, found numerous specimens ol

(*) <l. LARVA ; (l. -MOTH. WINKS OPEN:
MINGS CLOSED.

(17)

^^}i^^^^^^^^^^^^*^^^

(IT)

(Hi)

(191

a beetle on the Upper Missouri, near the base of

the Rocky Mountains. It fed on a wild species of

Solanum (.S. rostratum), a plant belonging to the
same genus as the cultivated potato {Sola)ium tu-
berosum). These beetles spread eastwards at the
rate of 60 to 75 miles each year, after they once
found food in the potato fields of Colorado, Kansas,
Missouri, Iowa, Nebraska and Illinois. They in-

creased so enormously as to become the greatest
pest that ever afflicted western farmers.
The female beetles deposit their eggs on the un-

der side of the potato leaves, in clusters of from 20
to 50, or more. They are orange-colored, and hatch
in a week after being laid. The grubs feed on the
leaves till fully grown. Then they bury themselves in

the ground, and after ten days come forth as perfect
winged insects. Two to four broods are perfected
during the summer. The last brood descends into
the ground in the beetle state and remains dor-
mant during winter, reappearing in the next
spring to devour the first shoots of the potato
plants. In the larvse of the potato-beetle the sides

are ornamented with two rows of black dots, and
the head is black. The perfect beetle has ten black
stripes on its front wings, which give it the nama
of the " 10-lineata."
To destroy this insect, some kill the females as

they come out of the ground in spring; others de-
stroy the larvse a few days later, when they have
commenced feeding upon the leaves. This is done
by dusting Paris green or other arsenical poisons,
mixed with powdered plaster or flour, over the po-

tato plants while wet with dew or rain. The oper-
ator must be careful not to inhale any of these poi-

sons while at work.
III. Insects Ixjuriovs to the Cere.^l Gr.\iks

AND Grass Crops.—The Chinch Bug {Lygseus leucop-

terus). The mature chinch-bug is 1^5 of an inch long,

has white wing-covers with a large black spot (Fig.

12). The rest of the body is black and downy. It

lives in most of our states. Such chinch-bugs as
survive the autumn pass the winter as perfect in-

sects in some hiding place, as under dead leaves,

rubbish, straw, etc., in the usual torpid state. In
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the spring the female layf its eggs, about 500, in the
ground, generally upon the roots of plants. The
larva?, after they hatch out, remain under ground
for some time, sucking the sap from the roots.

The roots of wheat plants in a field infested with
chinch-bugs have large clusters of these larv;e

sticking to them. They look like so many moving
little red atoms.
The chinch-bugs infest dry loose ground in the

Southern and Southwestern States. They travel in

immense solid columns from field to field, like lo-

custs, destroying everything as they proceed, but
especially corn and wheat fields. They sometimes
cover the roads, fences, teams, workmen—pass
through houses, corn-cribs, orchards, meadows

—

one creeping mass of stinking life, like the lice-pest
in Egypt. But they are generally gone after a fev^

days.
A simple and cheap method of treating this pest

has been devised by Wilson Phelps, of Crete, 111.

It is this: With twelve bushels of spring wheat mix

one bushel of winter rye, and sow in the usual
manner. The rye not heading out, but spreading
out close to the ground, the bugs content them-
selves with eating it until the wheat is too far ad-
vanced to be injured by them.

Tlie Hessian Fly (ciilomiiia destructor) [Fig 13].

—

This insect obtained its name from the supposition
that the Hessian troops in the British service had
brought it here. As no such fiy can be found in

Germany or any other part of Europe, this suppo-
sition must be erroneous. The Hessian fly has two
broods, one is hatched in May, the other in Sep-
tember. Its eggs are laid in the creases of the
leaves of young wheat. The maggots, or lar-

v:e, cr iwl down to the sheathing base of the leaves,
and remain between the base of the leaves and the
stem, causing the stalks to swell [Fig. 14] and the
plants to turn yellow and die. They suck the sap
of the stalks. During their first winter they are
in the pupa state, looking like flaxseed.
The head, antennte, and thorax of the Hessian

(22) MOTH.

fiy are black, the wings dull smoky brown, and the
legs are pale brown. Its spread of wing is only
about ^2 inch. As precautions against this iisect,

pasturing the wheat-fields with sheep in November,
and rolling the ground have been recommended, in
order to kill the eggs and larvpe ; also the use of

lime, soot, or salt, scattered over the youag wheat.
The Hessian fly infests the Eastern, Atlantic and
Middle States, and the Valley of the Zvlississippi

River.
Tlie Ann>i-Worm is the larva of a niglit-flying

moth (Leucania mvpuncta). The perfect insect is

plain and unadorned in appearance [Fig. 15], of a
yellowish-drab color, with a white spot in the center
of its fore-wings ; and it has a spread of wings of 1^4
inches. The eggs are laid in the spring of the year
between the folded sides of grass blades, and glued
along the creases with a white, glistening, and ad-
hesive fluid, which draws the two sides of the
blades close around them. The worms hatch out
in ten days. They are dark-gray, with three nar-
row yellowish stripes above and a broader one on

each side. When fully grown, the army worm
measures from 1?^ to 2 inches, and is about as thick
as a goose-quill. Its chrysalis is of a mahogany-
brown color, ^\ inch in length, and tipped at the
end with a short spine. [Fig. 16].

Sometimes the army-worm becomes very numer-
ous and destructive. This occurs at the time when
winter wheat is in the milk, and again in August.
The easiest way to arrest its ravages is by plowing
a double furrow around the field. This furrow
must be deep and have the steep side next to the
unharmed crop. A ditch with the side toward a
field perpendicular is still better. When the
worms are collected in the ditch, cover them with
straw and burn it.

IV. Insects Injurious to Fkuit Trees.—The
apple-tree borer (Saperda hivittata) causes the apple-
trees on the ridges to be shorter lived than those
grown on our lower lands. It is a native American
insect [Fig. 17], and has for ages inhabited our
cralj-apple trees. It also attacks the quinces,
mountain-ash, hawthorn, pear, and June-berry, and

I
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does a great deal of damage to orchards in various
localities, but especially in New England and the
Middle States. The borer is the larva of the in-

sect. AVhen fully grown it is about an inch long,
and the first segment a quarter of an inch thick.

Its color is light-yellow; but the head is chestnut-
brown, polished and horny, and the jaws are deep-
black. The perfect beetle comes forth from the
trunks of the trees at night, early in June, and
moves and flies about in search of companions and
food.
Notwithstanding the pains that have been taken

to destroy and exterminate these pernicious bor-
ers, they continue to reappear in our orchards and
nurseries year after year. They can be killed by
thrusting a wire into the hole made by them ; also
by cutting the grub out with a knife or gouge.
But these are slow ways, because the borer always
penetrates into the hearts of the trees, and such
means are not better than locking a stable after
the horse has been stolen from it. As the female
beetle will not lay her eggs upon trees protected by
alkaline washes, a good preventive is found in

applying soft soap mixed with the lye from wood
ashes, thinned with water, to the base of the tree.

The wash need not reach up to the crotch of the
tree, because the borer is rarely found as high up
ae that. But if a piece of lye soap is placed in the
crotch, the rains will produce the necessary wash.

APPLE WORSI—CODLING MOTH.

V. Insects Injurious to Small Fruits.—The Grape
Phylloxera (Phylloxera vastatrix). This minute in-

sect is a native of America, but it has wrought its

greatest mischief in Europe. There are two types
of it:' The Leaf-gall type (Gallirola), which pro-
duces galls on the underside of the leaves of the
grape-vines ; and the root-inhabiting type (Radi-
cala), vfhich hides in the creases, sutures and de-
pressions of the roots. The Gallicola lives in the
leaf-galls, which are of the size of a pear, while she
surrounds herself with eggs scarcely jV inch long
and less than half as thick. The mother-louse is

only j\ inch long, nearly spherical in shape, of a
dull orange color, and looks much like an unripe
purslane seed. Having exceedingly small limbs
and a round body she looks clumsy, and as if she
were swollen. The eggs she lays hatch into little

oval lice of a bright yellow^ color. Issuing from
the mouth of the gall, the young ones scatter over
the vine, most of them finding their way to the
tender terminal leaves, from which they suck out
the sap. Each young louse produces a gall for its

habitation. In this new home she begins a parthe-
nogenetic maternity by the deposition of fertile
eggs as her parent had done before. She increases
in bulk with pregnancy, and one egg follows an-
other in quick succession until the gall is crowded.

The mother dies, and the young, as they hatch,
issue and produce new galls. The number of eggs
in each gall is from 200 to 500. The family is won-
derfully prolific. As there are at least five genera-
tions in a season, these lice cover the leaves with
their galls completely till fall. The consequence
is that the vine loses its leaves prematurely. Be-
fore the end of September the young lice attach
themselves to the roots of the vine, and thus they
hibernate. The male gall-louse is not known, per-
haps it does not exist.

The Radioola is in its first larva state like the
Gallicola. But, instead of the smooth skin, it soon

(20) CATERPILL.^R.

acquires raised warts or tubercles, and retains a
more elongated form than the Gallicola. Neither
of them get wings, and both are occupied, from
adolescence till death, with the laying of eggs.
The eggs of the Gallicole are, however, smaller and
more numerous than those of the Radicola. With
pregnancy the Radicola becomes quite tumid and
pear-shaped, and it remains with scarcely any mo-
tion in the quite secluded parts of the roots, such as
creases, sutures, and depressions between the knots.
For a winged female Phylloxera, which seems to

be diflferent from those hereinbefore described, see
Britannica, Vol. XXIV, p. 239.

The result of the punctures made by the root-

louse is an abnormal swelling beginning at the
tips of the rootlets. These swollen tips soon rot,

when the lice attack fresh roots. At last the entire
system of small roots wastes away. The only prac-
ticable way of combating this insect is by drowning
it. For this purpose the soil is irrigated. Another
way of evading its ravages is to graft the vines up-
on stocks, the roots of which are Phylloxera-proof.
To this end American varieties have been sent to

Europe in large numbers, both as cuttings and as
rooted plants. An enterprising grape-growing
firm has even established nurseries in Europe for

the production of American vines that resist the
Phylloxera.
LocKsts (Locustadse), often called Grasshoppers.

(Fig. 19.) The Pocky Mountain Locust is at home
on the plains between the Mississippi River
and the Rocky Mountains where it is hot and dry.
There they breed and multiply. When they have
reached a certain stage of their existence they take

(21) CHRYSALIS.

to flight, and come, generally with the prevailing

wind, eastward in countless millions. They over-

run Kansas. Jlissouri. Nebraska, Iowa, etc., and
eat every green thing they meet. AVhen the season

' comes for depositing their eggs, the swarms which
happen to he in favorable localities, such as sandy
sunny hillsides, proceed to do so, after which most
of them soon die, and the pest disappears. If the suc-

ceeding winter is mild the young grasshoppers will

I

appear next spring in great swarms with the earli-
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est vegetation. At this time they are the most
destructive, because one young grasshopper eats

as much as a dozen old ones. They teed vora-

ciously. .After attaining their full growth, they

take to flight, as did the generation before them.

This happens generally in August. But the grass-

hopper years are, happily, far between.
Various methods are used for combating the at-

tacks of the locusts. Their eggs are destroyed by

harrowing the ground, especially with revolving

harrows, in autumn and early winter; also by
plowing and irrigating. Broad pans, similar to the

scrapers used in roadmaking, are covered with coal-

tar or crude petroleum, and placed across the

fields infested by locusts. On approaching, the

latter jump into the oil and die there. In places

where straw is plenty, it is placed in windrows and
burnt on the approach of the locust swarms. To
stop the young insects, ditching and trenching is

effectual. The ditches must be at least 2 feet

wide and 2 feet deep, and have perpendicular sides.

The young locusts tumble into such ditches and
die at the bottom in large numbers. Where lum-

ber is cheap, a board-fence 2 feet high is an effect-

ual barrier, if a 3-inch batten is nailed horizontally

over the top and the edge at the side from which

the locusts are coming is smeared with tar. The
destruction of the winged insects, w-hen they swoop
down upon a country in prodigious swarms, is

immense. Man is powerless in the presence of the

mighty host.

On the subject of beneficial insects, as the Haiinj-

fcee.5, and the various insects that destroy harmful

ones, as the Lion-beetles, which devour the Cut-

worms; the Lady-bugs, which eat tlie Plant-lice

( Aphides) ; the parasitic Ichneiinon-flirs, which de-

posit their eggs into Tomato-worms and other

caterpillars, a great deal might be said. But we
conclude this article by stating that most plants

would disappear from the face of the earth if it

were not for the countless insects which assist in

their fertilization and cross-fertilization. Red-
clover, for instance, planted in New Zealand, would
thrive quite well as far as the single plants were
concerned ; but it could not be made to spread

there because of the absence of humble-bees, which

assist in cross-fertilizing it. Most countries would
be entirely uninhabitable during the hot seasons if

it were not for the countless millions of insects

acting as scavengers by devouring putrefying

vegetable and animal matters, and thereby making
the air fit for breathing, whereas it would be di-

rectly poisonous witliout the action of these hated

little scavengers.
INSESSORES or Perching Birds, an order of

birds called by Cuvier passerine or "sparrow-like."

The order includes more than half the known birds,

but can hardly be defined, since the members are

marked rather by a combination of characters than

by any uniqueness.
'INTERCONTINENTAL RAILWAY. A pro-

jected railway e.xtending through Mexico, and the
Central American States southward for the pur-

pose of opening railway communication between
the various American republics. In Dec, 1891,

surveys were in progress for the connecting
links of this railway, not only in Mexico but also

at various other points along"the route. Three sur-

veying parties were at that time in the field under
the direction of the Commission. Nearly 1,000

miles of the proposed road had already been sur-

veyed including the most difficult part—tliat part
through Equador and the southern part of Colom-
bia. The report showed less engineering difficulties

than liad been anticipated.
The following abstract of the report of the

Commission was published in Washington, D. C,
Jan. 6, 1892:

United Stales and Mexico—The railways in these
two countries being in perfect communication, the
Commission has only been occupied with their
continuation, and the choice of the most available
point of departure; it has decided for Ayutla, on
the Guatemala frontier.

Guatemala.—From Ayutla the Intercontinental
line will descend by the Pacific Coast, passing in

the neighborhood of Rotahuleu and Mazatonango,
as far as Santa fiucia. Thence will be used the
branch, in course of construction, of the Central
Railway from Guatemala to Escuintla, and the
road will pass from Cujinijilapa to Santa Ana, in

the Republic of Salvador.
Salvador.—In this Republic the route of the pro-

posed Central line will be utilized, passing .by

Santa Ana, Nuevo San Salvador, Cujutepeque, San
Vincent and San Miguel, entering Honduras by
Guascoran.
Honduras—From Guascoran the line will con-

tinue by the shore of Gulf Fonsoca, crossing the
State of Chuluteca by way of the town of that
name, going thence to the south toward Nicar-
agua.
Nicaragua— In this republic the line will arrive

at the town of Chinandega, where it will join the
railway from Corinto to Lake Managua, utilizing

this line up to an available point—for example,
Pueblo, Viojo—skirting the lake and coming to the
town of Managua, where it will take the line al-

ready constructed from Jlanagua to INIassaya.

From Massaya the line will pass to Rivas, will cross
the proposed Nicaragua Canal and will enter into
the Republic of Costa Rica.

Costa Rica—Following the shores of the Lake
Nicaragua, and penetrating the country by the
plains of Guatuso and San Carlos, the line will con-
tinue as far as the town of Alajuela, where there is

a branch to the capital. From Alajuela a continu-
ation will be made by the railway from San Jose
to Puerto Limon, thence, by points which are not
yet determined, the length of the Isthmus of Pan-
ama, as far as the entry of the Altrato Valley, in

Colombia, will be traversed.
Cdlijiiihia—Colombia being reached, the Intercon-

tinental will traverse the Western Cordillera of the
Andes, entering into the Cauca Valley and reach-
ing the environs of the town of Antioquia, It will

ascend by this valley, connecting the principal
localities met with, and arriving at Popayan. The
Central Cordillera will be crossed, in order to sur-

vey the branch intended to connect Bogota with
the main line. From Popayan the line will pass
into the Patia Valley, making toward Pasto or
Ipiales, with continuation toward Ecuador. The
passage of the Cordillera on the route from Popa-
yan to Pasto will be one of the greatest difficulties

met with in Colombia ; it is at this 'point that the
great ramifications of the t^olombian Andes begin.

]'enezuela—In order to place this Republic in

communication vvith the trunk line, a branch will

start from a point (still undetermined) of the
route in the Cauca Valley, going to Medellin, where
it will rejoin the line running from that town to

Puerto Berrio, on the Magdalena. Thence it will

go to Bubaranianga, and thence to] San Jose de
Cucua (frontier) and San Christobal, La Grita,

Merida. Trugillo, Barquisimeto, in terminating at

Valencia. From Valencia to Caracas, by way of

La Victoria, a railway is in course of construction,
and will he completed in a few years. Other lines

having been conceded, are being surveyed in the
regions just indicated. The route of the Intercon-
tinental will undoubtedly adapt itself to circum-
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stances at the time of the execution of the project, '

whenever that may be.
J-^ciiador—The line will touch at the town of Tul-

can, then, descending by the central valley of
Quito, will serve the towns of Ibarra, Quito, Lata-
cunga, Ambato, Cuenca and Loja, entering Peru.

Pini—The line will traverse the Department of

Cajamarca, or the Amazonos, till it meets the
Kiver Maranon, and will ascend by that valley as
far as Carro de Pasco. From the latter point it

will follow the course of the Perene up to a proper
point for a deviation to Santa Ana, then to Cuzco,
Santa Ana; then to Cizco, Santa Kosa and Puno,
skirting Lake Titicaca in order to penetrate
Bolivia.

Bulivia—The Intercontinental will connect the
towns of La Paz, Oruro and Huanchaca, where it

will divide into several brandies, going to Chili,

the Argentine Republic, Brazil, Paraguay and L^ru-

guay.
Cliili—The Chilian branch goes from Huanchaca

,

to Antofagasta, a port on the Pacific.

Ai-gt'itline HrptihVc—This branch, which has al-

ready been surveyed, goes from Huanchaca to .lu-

juy, the extreme point of the railway system of this

Kepublic. ;

Pariniiiiiii and Uruguay,—The line which is to
connect these two countries to the proposed sys-

\

tem will start from Huanchaca, will follow the left

bank of the Pilcomayo, in order to rejoin the Os- !

bourn concession, which, from Asuncion, goes to i

north of Paraguay. From Asuncion, use will be
made of the lines already constructed or in course

\

of construction, as far as Montevideo.
Brazil—The Brazilian branch starts from Huan-

i

chaca, going eastward, clearing the Paraguay
River at Curuna, where, penetrating Brazilian
territory, it follows the River Taguary as far as
Coxim. A railway, if the concession for it shall be
granted, will go from this point to Urberaba.
From this latter locality the existing lines con-
tinue to Rio de Janeiro.
The scientific commissions are authorized to

search out and survey the best directions and
routes. The above plan must only be considered
as a general idea, which according to the plans
drawn up at the Washington Central Bureau,
Would appear to serve most efifectually the inter-

ests of the American republics.
IXTERXATIOXAL LAW. For the scope and

maintenance of Public International Law, see
Britannica, Vol. XIII. pp. 190-197. We speak here
exclusively of Private Intern.^tional Law. Here
the questions arise : If a marriage is valid in the
state A, is it also valid in the state B ? If a child
is legitimate in A, is it also legitimate in B ? If a
will made in A is valid there, is it also valid in B ?

If by the laws of A the property of a deceased per-
son 'the property lying in the state of B) passes to
certain heirs, does it also pass to them by the laws
of E ? Such questions are determined by private
international law. The subjects of this branch of
jurisprudence are private individuals, and its rules
are administered by municipal courts. Its doc-
trines resolve themselves into the doctrine of juris-

diction and nothing more. It determines no legal
relations whatever.
Formerly, the private international law was

based on the famous rule of Foelix and Auber, that
all the effects which foreign laws can produce with-
in the territory of any nation depend absolutely on
the consent of that nation, either express or tacit.
This rule has been abandoned by the majority of
Boted jurists, and in 1874 it was formally repudi-
ated by the Institute of International Law at Ge-
neva. The whole principle of this branch of law is

a direct corollary, or inference, from the doctrine
of Recognition." We recognize a foreign state as
a sovereign and an equal, and the comity, or court-
esy, between nations {comitas gentium) involves our
duty to enforce the definitions which that state has
imposed on legal relations. This rule holds good
even when the definitions so imposed differ from
those that are applied to the same legal relations
when existing among our own citizens. Private
international law rests, therefore, not upon the
definition of the laws ruling in the recognizing
state, but entirely upon the principles ruling ia

the recognized state
;
provided, there is nothing is

these principles that contravenes the domestic p<rf-

icy of the latter state.

The increasing intercourse between individuals
of different nations gives a growing importance to
this branch of law, the rules being enforced by the
various states as parts of their local laws. The
rights to real property are, however, regulated by
the law of the country wherein such property is

situated. This lex loci rei sita\ as it is called, gov-
erns the tenure, title, descent of such property, the
questions relating to letting, hiring, mortgaging,
public burdens, taxation, etc., whether it belongs to

an alien proprietor or a citizen. In most states of

Europe, and in all American States, real and per-
sonal property of every description may now be
acquired, held, and disposed of by an alien in the
same manner as by a citizen of the State; and a
title to real and personal property of every descrip-
tion may now be derived through, from, or in suc-

cession to an alien, in the same manner as through
from, or in succession to a citizen of the State.

I. Marriage falls under the private international
law. In this country the prevailing rule is, that na
specific form of solemnizing marriage is required
to its validity. If two persons competent to marrj
consent to it and accept each other as husband and
wife before witnesses, there is a valid marriage.
Xo license, magistrate, or clergyman is necessary
for its validity. But in Massachusetts and Rhode
Island a license must be taken out, and a magis-
trate or a domiciled minister of a religious denom-
ination must solemnize it, else it is held to be in-

valid. Similar rules are enforced in all European
states. Xow, the private international law makes
it obligatory to acknowledge as valid any marriage
performed in another State, if the same is valid ia

the latter State, even if no clergyman or magis-
trate has oflSciated at its solemnization.

II. Divorces a jnensa et toro are not granted in

the United States, though in some States married
women can obtain decrees of court permitting
them to act independently as feme sole traders. In
all our States divorces a vinculo matrimonii are
granted for adultery, cruelty, and desertion. But
in some of the States the petitioner must reside

there for six months, and in others for twelve
months. In cases of desertion, the supreme court
of Pennsylvania holds, that the petitioner can only

sue in the State where the deserted party is domi-
ciled. In most of the States it is now held that n«
divorce is extra-territorially valid unless granted
by a State in which the petitioner was domiciled in

accordance with the rules of international law. If

only the petitioner is domiciled in the adjudicating

State, and the defendant's residence is known to

the plaintiff, there must be personal notice given

to the defendant. But this rule is not yet univer-

sal.

III. DoMiciL is the legal conception of residence.

A mere transient residence is no domicil; nor is a
place selected for exceptional business purposes.

There must be an intention to remain 'nnimng ma-
nendi) in the particular place as a fixed abode, or
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permanent home. The law of domicil determines
the questions of personal status, legitimacy, mari-
tal rights, and succession to personal property.

The place which a man selects as his permanent
home properly supplies the law by which the legit-

imacy of his children is regulated, his personal
status is determined, his taxes to the government
are fixed, and by which the distribution of his per-

sonal estate is made.
IV. The law of domicil also regulates the validity

and interpretation of Contr.\cts. The law of the
State in which a contract was entered into (lex loci

eontracius), determines the validity of the contract
anywhere else, provided that the State where it is to

be enforced, or where suit is brought does not de-

clare its performance illegal in the place specified by
the contract. If, for instance, suit is brought in the
State of Rhode Island for the price of spirituous liq-

uor tobe delivered in NewYork, where such delivery
is lawful, the Rhode Island courts will sustain such
suit, although it would be unlawful to deliver
spirituous liquor in Rhode Island.

v. Although the Succession to the real estates
of deceased persons is governed by the lex situs,

their personal property descends according to the
kx domicilii, even if it is scattered over the whole civ-

ilized world. All the American and European states
unite on this rule.

VI. In regard to Chiminal Law, it is held, that
the State in which a supposed offender is arrested,

has jurisdiction over the oflfence. This so-called
" cosmopolitan " theory is based on the assumption
that each sovereign has the right to punish offend-

ers for past misdeeds; but it is limited to oflfenses

against his own country only. Numerous statutes
have been passed by Congress making it an oflense
to forge, in a foreign country, United States secu-
rities and notes, and to take false oaths before
United States consuls, and many convictions have
been had under these statutes. We have also had
many rulings that the State where an ofTense takes
eflfect, has jurisdiction to punish theoflfender. If, for

instance, a conspiracy is organized in Canada for the
purpose of cheating parties in New York by letter,

and the conspiracy is carried into effect in New
York, then New York has jurisdiction over the of-

fense, and can try the offenders, if found within her
boundaries. If a shot is fired on the Mexican side
of the boundary line between Mexico and Texas,
and a man is killed by this shot, the offender can
be prosecuted in Texas, if caught there. The place of

•onsummation has jurisdiction over such and sim-
ilar crimes. Were this not so, there is not a home
that would be safe from explosive machines and
other missiles sent by express from other places;
business men would be daily exposed to the mach-
inations of foreign swindlers

;
public and corpora-

tion securities would be forged abroad with impu-
nity ; imported goods would be entered in the cus-
tom houses under false affidavits, etc. With the
present facilities for travel the right to punish for

offenses operating in one State but concocted
abroad, w'ould be seriously impaired, if it were not
for the " extradition," or surrender, of alleged
criminals by one State to another. Adroit offend-
ers would defy the laws by escaping to foreign
lands, where they would be secure. Extradition is

now made obligatory by treaties between all civil-

ized countries. For extraditing an alleged offend-
er the crime must be distinctly specified ; it must
be a common crime, not one of a political nature
(except regicide) ; there must be a probable cause
•f guilt, such as would justify the finding of a bill

by a grand jury ; and the surrender must not be
Baade to a State in which punishments are inflicted

arbitrarily and capriciously.

INTER-OCEANIC CANAL, THE. In Britan-
nica, Vol. XVIII, pp. 208, 209, will be found a de-
scription of the Isthmus of Panama, with an ac-
count of the difficulties to be overcome in construct-
ing the proposed ship canal to connect the Atlantic
and Pacific oceans at that point, and of the con-
templated measures for accomplishing the work.
M. De Lesseps's first estimate of the entire cost of
the work was 658,000,000 francs ; he afterwards re-
duced this estimate to 600,000,000, and upon open-
ing his subscription lists twice as many shares as
he deemed necessary were subscribed for in a short
time. He announced that the canal would be
opened to the traffic of the world in 1888. Soou
after actual work had been begun, in 1881, it was-
found that the cost would rise above the estimated
amount. Excavations were made at several points-
along the line. A very large plant of machinery
was sent to the isthmus, and the preparations, in
workshops, hospitals, means of transportation, etc.,

were designed for a vigorous prosecution of the-

work. The digging proceeded with more or less
vigor till May, 1885. At that time the engineers re-
ported to have excavated 12} 3 millions of cubie
meters out of a total of 126 millions of cubic me-
ters required to be dug in order to complete th&
canal. The tide-lock, the breakwater at Aspinwall
and the excavations in the Bay of Panama had not
yet been commenced. The money expended up t©
that time exceeded 500 millions of francs and the
obligations contracted amounted to over 766 mil-
lions, on which the company had to pay 30)^ mil-
lions of francs yearly interest. From May till the
end of 1885 very little progress was made in the
work, because the Chagres River inundated a large
portion of the district and caused a great deal of
damage. A disastrous storm occurred also in the
Bay of Aspinwall in December, 1885.

After this it became more and more difficult for
tlie company to raise the necessary funds for the
prosecution of the work. Still it went on, with"
some interruptions, till March, 1889. The cost was
enormous. In December, 1888, the actual outlay
had already exceeded the sum of 1,000 millions of
francs = .$200,000,000. Still De Lesseps was hopeful.
When asked by the then German Crown Prince
Frederick where the money for the completion of
the canal was to come from, he answered airily

:

"From the woolen stockings of the French people,"^

alluding to the custom of French workmen, peas-
ants and tradespeople, storing their small weekly-
savings in stockings. He asked the government to
sanction a lottery for the raising of the money. It

was refused. Although the public authorities fa-

vored his last effort to obtain further subscriptiong-
from the French people, it failed entirely. Only
a guaranty by the government could put his
scheme on a sure basis, and this the French gov-
ernment was bound not to give.
Work ceased in 1889 for lack of funds and the

whole enterprise is now in the handsof a liquidator
appointed by the government. A commission of
French engineers has made a general survey of the
isthmus, the condition of affairs and the state of the
work. This commission has sent in a very unfavor-
able report, which was laid before the French
Chamber of Deputies. According to this report the
construction of the canal at the calculated level
would cost 1,737 millions of francs = $347,400,000, and
the work could only be completed on the basis of
an international agreement or a syndicate of the
states interested. The report further states that,
taking into account the interest to be paid during
so long a period without any receipts, and also the
general financial charges, the capital neces-
sary for the completion of the canal must be es-
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timated at three milliards of francs, or, say, $600,-

©00,000.
Meanwhile, the unfortunate shareholders have

petitioned the French congress, asking that the
liquidator shall prepare a statement showing what
has been done with all the money received by M.
de Lesseps and his directors. Jlore than twice the

sum they stated would be required, has been sub-
scribed and paid in, and the creditors now believe

it was obtained upon false representations. They
seek to have the directors made personally respon-
sible for their losses, and hope in that way to re-

cover at least a portion of their contributions to

the Panama canal project, which may be considered
dead now. American engineers who had studied
the subject were of the opinion that the sea level

<!anal, on which so much money was being expend-
ed, was impracticable, and would never be com-
pleted. Afterwards, when Mr. Eiffel (well known
as the designer of the Eiffel Tower at the late

Paris Exhibition) designed eight locks, four on the
Atlantic side and four on the Pacific side, they
were doubtful of the lock plan also, thinking the
water too scarce at some seasons for the locks to

work well.

INTERSTATE COMMERCE LAAV OF THE
UNITED STATES. On April 5, 1887, an act of Con-
gress became effective, bearing the title "An act
to Regulate Commerce." Its authority rests upon
the constitutional provision which confers upon
Congress the power to regulate commerce among
the several States. This law was a new departure
in Federal legislation, because up to 1887 there was
no governmental supervision of railway construc-
tion. Each State and Territory authorized the
building of new lines, and by their consolidation
with existing railroads the State lines were often
entirely disregarded. The charters of the roads
usually contained a clause authorizing them to fix

their rates and fares, and the States relied solely

on the influence of competing lines to keep rates
and fares within proper limits.

But very soon competiton bred discrimination,
unjust partiality. A great deal of wrangling and
litigation ensued, until the country was surprised in

1886 by a decision of the United States Supreme
Court in the case of the Wabash Railway Company
fs. the State of Illinois, which declared that a State
law against discrimination was not valid in respect
to "interstate shipments." Upon the heels of this

decision the report of the Select Committee on In-
terstate Commerce came up for consideration in

the Senate. Thisreportcomplainedbitterly against
the discriminations practiced by the railroads all

over the United States. Large shippers had private
rates, rebates, free passes, and enjoyed various
other concessions, generally kept secret. Small
shippers and the public at large did not enjoy these
favors.
The Select Committee recommended a bill forbid-

ding all injust discriminations under pains and
penalties. This was the essence of the interstate
commerce law. Its weak point was that it did not
regulate competition nor restrict its excesses. The
Jaw as it first passed in the Senate imposed upon
interstate carriers the three obligations of just and
reasonable rates, the avoidance of all unjust dis-

crimination, and the cessation of undue prefer-

ences or advantages. Tlius tar it was good. P>ut

the House of Representatives insisted on stamping
out the evils of competition, and passed an amended
bill which radically changed the proposed enact-
ment of the Senate. In the closing days of the
session of the Forty-ninth Congress an agreement
was patched up between the two houses which
resulted in the present "Act to Regulate Com-

2—-'1

merce." The two principal features grafted upoa
it by the House are on the "short-haul" clause, and
the "anti-pooling" clause. The short-haul rule re-
quires that rates at intermediate points shall be
shrunk whenever competition forces lower rates at
more distant points on the same line. Another
beneficial rule demands that any rate made to one
shipper must be granted to all and must for this
purpose be published and open. The anti-pooling
clause is especially severe against the pooling of
freiglit, providing a fine of $5,000 for the offense,
counting each day the pooling agreement continues
as a separate offense.
In 1887 and 1888, many small roads found that a

great portion of their former traffic flowed to the
direct and larger lines, which could give better
service. Business was leaving them. As the "re-
bates," "drawbacks," and "other devices," by which
they formerly secured traffic, were now forbidden,
these roads resorted to the payment of "commis-
sions" to a friend of the shippers, also to the pay-
ments of rent, clerk hire, dock charges, elevator
fees, drayage, free transportation within a single
State, and many other specious forms of evading the
plain spirit of the law. Rates upon interstate traf-

fic are usually "joint." It was soon found that,
although the law requires the exact maintenance
of the tariffs of each road, this important provision
had been omitted to apply to "joint tariffs" in which
two or more roads participate. Large shippers
were prompt to strike for every advantage which
they could obtain ; to inform other lines of the
favors offered them by this or that road for their
patronage, thus playing one road against the other;
and generally received the benefit of the violation
of the law by one ingenious device or another.
Therefore, Congress passed amendments to the law
by which shippers as well as carriers were made sub-
ject to its penalties, and the punishment of im-
prisonment was added to the fine in cases of unjust
discrimination. Joint tariffs were also distinctly
brought within the jurisdiction of the Interstate
Commerce Commission. These amendments be-
came effective March 2, 1889, and their influence
was felt immediately. Illegitimate methods of
securing business ceased almost entirely.

But in 1890,the spirit of obedience relaxed ; the law
was secretly evaded in many cases; shippers again
clamored for favors under the term of "relief," and
no prosecutions were commenced. It soon became
a common statement among shippers and freight
agents that the interstate commerce law was, after
all, a dead letter, and that its penalties need not be
feared. Irregularities existed, but were carefully
concealed. In a few cases, however, freight agents
were indicted by grand juries and fined, and some
shippers were also indicted and fined for fraudu-
lent practices. But the railway officials, as a final

resort, refused to testify before grand juries upon
the plea that by so doing they would incriminate
themselves or their companies. This point was
held by the local courts not to be well taken; but
it is now pending before the United States Supreme
Court for review.
At the commencement of 1891, a number of roads

west of Chicago and the Mississippi River associated
themselves for the purpose of cutting down, by con-
serted action, the cutting of freight rates. These
lines appear to be determined to obey the law, and
it is only fair to state here, that in the Southern
States there has been little complaint with regard
to unjust discriminations between large and small
shippers, and none witli regard to the maintenance
of the tariff rates for all. The difficulty in our
Eastern, Central.and Western States arises from the
multiplicity of lines, many of which would find
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themselves impoverished by that strict mainte-
nance of rates which is the most important require-

ment of the public.

The "railway pool," as it formerly existed, was an
agreement by which at stated periods, the common
business of competing lines was aggregated and ap-
portioned upon agreed percentages, the lines in ex-

eess paying over to the lines in deficit such sums
of money as were required to produce the neces-

sary equalization among the shares of traffic as-

signed to the several roads. This custom exists in

England to-day. Our interstate commerce law has
abolished it at short order. No railway pools ex-
ist now in the United States.

Most railroads charged greater proportionate
rates upon a shorter than upon a longer haul on the
same line of transportation. This was abolished
by the "short-haul" section of the law. It over-
turned customs, rate-sheets, and classifications of

long standing in every part of the land, and in-

volved a great loss of revenue to the roads. But it

was generally submitted to by the companies, in

spite of being felt as a grievous burden. Soon, how-
ever, it was found that this section of the law is

limited by the words "under substantially similar
circumstances and conditions." These "conditions"
were held to include other carriers not subject to

this law, with which the interstate roads had to

compete. The commission therefore ruled that, if

in cases of actual competition other carriers not
subject to the law, as carriers by water or by roads
confined to a single State, make a lesser charge for

a longer than for a shorter haul, the interstate rail-

roads are entitled to do the same under these par-
ticular conditions ; and also in the rare and peculiar
cases of competition with other railroads subject to

the law where the general rule would be destruct-
ive of legitimate competition. The conclusion thus
reached was generally accepted by the roads, and
the section as thus constructed has been quite uni-
formly obeyed. Taking everything into considera-
tion the interstate commerce law has had a benefi-

cial effect and justifies the new line of Federal leg-

islation fully.

INTONING, a modern popular term for the ut-

terance in musical recitative of the versicles. re-

sponses, etc., in a church service. This recitative
consists mainly of a monotone, but may be varied
by the introduction of certain simple inflections,

which have the sanction of custom or tradition.
INTUS-SUSCEPTION, or Ixv u;i\ ation, the term

applied to the partial displacement of the bowel in

which one portion of it passes into the portion im-
mediately adjacent to it, just as one part of the finger
of a glove is sometimes pulled into an adjacent
part in the act of withdrawing the hand. It is one
©f the most frequent and fatal causes of obstruction
of the bowels in children, but less common in adults.
Even when inflammation is set up, the affection,

although in the highest degree perilous, is not of

necessity fatal.

INULIN, a vegetable principle, isomeric with
starch, derived from elecampane.
INUNDATIONS, overflows of the land by the

waters of streams and seas. We speak here only
of the overflows caused by rivers. They are an-
nual phenomena, though irregular. In spring
they are produced by mountain snows, in summer
and fall by rainstorms. The cure for floods is

thought to lie in the planting of trees and forests
in the regions above the inundated districts. This
has been done in certain parts of France, but not
sufficiently to prevent occasional floods. The
scarping and terracing of the hills had a better ef-

fect, as the sudden descent of the waters was there-
by checked. But this is only a temporary make-

shift. The method mostly employed is the era-
banking of the rivers with solid and substantial
embankments, so as to hold back the flood-waters
when the pressure becomes great. This system has
been largely practiced on the INIississippi and Mis-
souri' rivers. It has undoubtedly prevented many
inundations. The proposal to build large reser-
voirs on the upper course of streams, to receive
and hold back their waters in the season of flood
and give it out gradually in the season of low
water, would be quite practicable on many small
rivers, but would require immense basins to prevent
rivers like the Mississippi from overflowing their
banks. As forests retard the movement of the
waters, they ought to be replanted wherever the land
is not very valuable. This would retard the flow
of the storm waters into the streams, and produce
a more equable distribution of beneflcial rains
during the season when growing crops need them.
In the United States the forests have been cut
down regardless of any climatic effects; the land
surface has been levelled, and the marshes and
swamps have been drained as much as possible.
We must therefore expect to hear of many freshets
in the up-countries and of yearly inundations in

low valleys. See River Engineering, Britannica,
Vol. XX. pp. 571-581, and Hydro-SIech.^nics, Vol.
XII. pp. 502-535.

INVALIDING, the return home, or to a more
healthy climate, of soldiers or sailors who have been
rendered incapable of active duty by wounds or
the severity of foreign service.
INVENTORY, a list or schedule of articles, de-

scribing each separately and distinctly.

INVERCARGILL, a town of New Zealand, in

Southland county, at the mouth of New River, and
at a railway junction. It has a hospital, news-
papers, saw-mills, and ships much timber, wool,
preserved meats, etc. The surrounding district is

principally taken up with pastoral operations.
Population, 4,500.

INVERSION, in music, is of three kinds. (1) Of
a chord, when any other of its component notes
than the root is placed lowest. (2) Of an interval
(within the octave), when the lower note is trans-
posed an octave higher, or rice versa. (3) Of a
subject or theme, when it is imitated in contrary
motion ; that is, the melody progresses by the same
intervals as the original theme, but ascends or de-
scends always in a contrary direction.
INVOLUCRE. In a shortened inflorescence, as

the umbel, the bracts, unless suppressed, are ne-
cessarily close together, and form an apparent
whorl around the group of pedicels. This is the
involucre. In compound umbels the whorl of bracts
of the secondary umbel is a secondary involucre,
and is commonly called an involucel.

lOLA, a city, railroad junction, and county-seat
of Allen county, Kan., situated on Neosho River.
The region is a fine agricultural locality and the
city manufactures furniture and other goods. An
artesian well supplies mineral water and sufficient

gas to heat and light the town.
IONI.\, a city and county-seat of Ionia county,

Mich., situated on Grand River. Agriculture and
the lumber business are the leading industries.

The place contains railroad repair-shops and vari-

ous mills and factories. Population, 4,999.

IONIAN SEA, that part of the Mediterranean
which lies between Greece and European Turkey on
the east, and Italy and Sicily on the west. It forms
the gulfs of Tarantoand Patras. and communicates
with the Adriatic Sea by the 'Strait of Otranto. It

contains all the Ionian Islands except Cerigo.
IOWA AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE, The, was

established as a State institution in 1858, and bene-
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fited by the land grants made by Congress in 1862,

to such States as had established or should estab-
lish colleges of agriculture and the mechanic arts.

These land-grants formed the basis of the present
endowment of the college—about $650,000. The
college is equipped with a farm of 900 acres, build-
ings costing about $270,000. apparatus required by
the courses of study, a library, and a museum con-
taining large collections.

IOWA CITY, the county-seat of Johnson county,
Iowa, and the capital of the State from 1839 to 1856,

situated in Lucas township, on the east bank of the
Iowa Eiver. 120 miles east of Des Moines, and 54
miles west by north of Davenport. It is the seat of

the Iowa State University, organized in 1860. It

contains, besides many important public buildings,

a large paper mill, a foundry, manufactories of

carriages, alcohol, flour, beer, linseed oil, pumps,
plows, etc. Population in 1880, 7,123; in 1890,

5.628.

IOWA .COLLEGE. See Colleges, in these Re-
visions and Additions.
IOWA FALLS, a railroad junction of Hardin

county, Iowa, on the Iowa Eiver, the falls of which,
at this point, give the name to the town. It is 143
miles west of Dubuque.
IOWA, St.vte of. for general article on Iowa see

Britannica, Vol. XIII, pp. 207-209. The census of

1890 reports the area at 56,025 square miles; popu-
lation 1,911,896; population of the State capital,
Des Moines, 50,067. The population by counties, as
reported by the census of 1890, is given in the sub-
joined table

:

Counties.

Adair
Adams
Allamakee
Appanoose .

Audubon. . .

.

Benton
Blaik Hawk
Boone
Bremer
Buobanan

Buena Vista.
Butler
Calhoun
Carroll
Cass

Cedar
Cerro Gordo.
Cherok'ee
Chickasaw. ..

Clark

Clay
Clayton...
Clinton...
Crawford.
Dallas ....

Davis
Decatur—
Delaware .

.

Des Moines.
Dickinson..

Dubuque
Kmmet . ..

Fayette. .

.

Floyd
Franklin .

Fremont.

.

Greene
Grundy. .

.

Guthrie...
Hamilton

Hancock
Hardin

12.292
17.907
IK.961

12,412

24.178
24.219
2.S.772

H.(i;»

18.997

1S..548

1.5.463

13.107
1S.828

19 .64.5

18.2.53

I4.8fi4

15.659
15.019
11,ass

9.309
20.733
41.199
18.894

20,479

15.258
15.643
17,349
35,324
4,.S28

49.848
4,274

23.141
15.424
12.871

16,842
15.797
1.S.215

17,380
15,319

7.621
19.003

11.667
11,888
19,791

16.636
7,448

24,888
23,913
20.&S8
14.081

18,541

7.537
1433
5.595
12.351

16.943

18,936
11.461
8.240

14.534
11,513

4,248
28,829
.36 763
12,413
18,746

16,468
15,336
17,9.50

3;j,099

1,901

42,996
1 ,.5.50

22.358
14.677

10.249

17.6.52

12,727
12.6.39

14.394

11.252

3.4.53

17,807

Counties.

Harrison.
Henry . . .

.

Howard .

Humbolt .

Ida
Iowa
.lackson.

.

Jasper. . .

.

Jefferson .

Johnson.

.

Jones .

Keokuk.

.

Kossuth .

Lee
Linn, .

.

Louisa
Lvicas. .

Lyou . .

.

Madison

.

Mahaska
Marion,

.

Marshall.
Mills

Mitchell
Monona
Monroe .

Montgomery . .

.

Muscatiue. " .

.

O'Brien
Osceola.

.

Page
Palo Alto
Plymouth

Pocahonta«
Polk
Pottawattamie
Poweshiek.
Ringgold

Sac
Scott. ..

Shelby .

.Sioux .

.

Story.,.

Tama
Taylor
Union
Van Bureu
Wapello, , -

Warren
Washington ,

Wayne
Webster.

.

Winnebago

Winnesheik.
Woodbury. .

.

Worth...'....
Wright

1890

21.356

1S.895

11.182

9.836
10.705
18.270
22.771
24.943

15,184
23,082
20,233

13,120

;S7,715

45,:»3

11,873
14 ,.563

8,680

15.977

28,805
23,058
25,842
14,548

13,299

14,515
13,666

15,848
24,504

13,060
5.574

21,341

9,318

19,568

9,5.53

65,410
47.430
18,.394

13,556

14.522

43.164

17.611

18,370

18,127

21.651

16,.384

16.900
16.2,53

30.426

18,269

18,468
15,670
21.582
7,325

22,528
55.tB2

9.247
12,057

1880

16,649

20.986
10,837

5,341
4,382
19,221

23,771
25,963

17,469
25,429
21,052
21,258
6.178

34,859
37,237
13,142
14,530
1,968

17,224
25.202
25.111
23,752
14,137

14,3«;i

9,055
13,719
15,895
23,170

4,1.56

2.219
19,667
4,131

3,71S
42,395
39,850
1S,93«
12,085

8,774
41.256
13.696
5.426

16,906

21 ,.585

15,635
14,980
17,043
25,28.5

19.678
20,374
16.127
15.951

4,917

23.938
14.996
7.0.5?.

9.062

The census of 1890 reports the population of the
cities of the State of Iowa having a population of
3,000 and over, as follows: Burlington, 22,528;
Cedar Rapids, 17,997; Clinton, 13,629; Council
Bluffs, 21,388; Davenport, 25,161 ; Des Moines, 50,-

067; Dubuque, 30,147 ; Keokuk, 14,075; Muscatine,
11, 432; Ottumwa, 13,996; Sioux City, 37,862 ; Boone,
6,518; Preston, 7,195; Fort Madison, 7,906; Osca-
loosa. 7,300; Waterloo, 6,679; Iowa City, 5,628; Ly-
ons, 5,791 ; Fort Dodge, 4,869 ; Independence, 4,120

;

Mason City, 4,002; Mt. Pleasant, 4,918; Cedar Falls,
3,598; Fairfield, 3,379; Grinnell, 3.327; Washington,
3,234.' The population of the State of Iowa was
1,624,615 in 1880; 1,753,980 in 1885 (State census);
and 1,906,729 in 1890. The State ranked 10 in total
population, and retained the same place in 1890.
About one-half the State is underlaid with coal.

The northern extremity of the great Fourth Coal
Field occupies the southern portion of the State, ex-
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tending across the southeastern counties of Ne-
braska, thence southward into Texas and the
Indian Territory. Coal is produced in 26 counties,
and in quality it is adapted to steam and heating
purposes. No cannel or gas coal has thus far been
found in the State. The product in ISSO was
1,461,116 tons ; in 1889, 4,061,704 tons, valued at $5,-

392,220. The number of persons employed during
the year was 9,198, receiving as wages $3,903,291.
For other products of the State as reported in

the census of Iowa, in 1890, see the article on such
products, severally ; also the article United States.
See Revisions and Additions.
The subjoined table gives the complete list of

governors, Territorial and State, from the date of
the organization of the State :

Robert Lucas,

Teeritokial.

. 1S:M-41 John Chambers, 1841-46
James Clark, lS4ti.

State.

Ansol Briggs 18-16-SO Samuel Merrill, 1868-72
Stephen Hemstead, ls50-->4 Cyrus C. Carpenter. 1872-76
James W. Grimes, 1854-58 Samuel J. Kirkwood,. . .1876-78
Ralph P. Lowe, 1858-60 John H. Gear. 1878-80
Samuel J. Kirkwood,. .1860-64 Buren R. Sherman, 1882-86
Wm. M. Stone, lS64-<)8 William Larrabee, 1886-90

Horace Boies, 1890-194.)

IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY. See Ccu.i.eoes,
in these Revisions and Additions.
IPSARA, or Ps.\R.^, a small island belonging to

Turkey, in the Grecian Archipelago, 9 miles west of
Scio. It was very prosperous before the Greek re-
volution ; but, taken by the Turks in 1824, its indus-
tries fell into decay and its population diminished.
Its inhabitants are chiefly engaged in fishing.
IPSWICH, a village of Essex county, Mass., on

Ipswich River, 3 miles from the Atlantic, and 27
miles northeast of Boston. The town was settled
in 1642, and was originally the county-seat. It has
manufactories of silk, hosiery, shoes, isinglass, soap,
and woolen fabrics. It contains the Manning high-
school, the Heard public library, a ladies' seminary,
a house of correction, and an insane asylum.
IRBY, John L. M., a United States Senator from

South Carolina, a lawyer, born in Laurens county.
South Carolina, Sept. 10, 1854. He was educated at
the University of Virginia and Princeton College,
and entered the profession of law in 1876. In poli-

tics he is a Democrat, and an active member of the
Farmers' Alliance. He was elected a member of
the State house of representatives in 1886, 1888 and
1890. In 1890 he was elected by the South Carolina
legislature to the United States Senate, to succeed
Wade Hampton.
IREDELL. James (1750-99), an American jurist.

He was admitted to the North Carolina bar in 1775,
and from 1774 until the Revolution, was collector of
customs at Edenton. In 1777 he was chosen a judge
of the supreme court, and in 1787 was appointed a
commissioner to compile and revise the laws of the
State. In 1790 he became associate justice of the
United States Supreme Court.
IREDELL, James (1788-1853). a United States

Senator, son of the preceding. He was admitted to

the North Carolina bar, and in 1816 became a mem-
Der of the legislature, serving for many years. In
1827 he became governor of the State, and from 1828

to 1831 was in the United States Senate. He after-

wards practiced his profession in Raleigh, and for

many years was reporter of the decisions of the
supreme court. He published a Treatise on the Law
of Executors and Administrators, and a Digest of All

the Reported Cases in the Courts of North Carolina,

1778 to 1845.
IRELAND. See Britannica, Vol. XIII, pp. 214-

72: also Great Britain, in these Revisions.

IRELAND ISLAND, one of the Bermudas.
IRIDE-'E, or Iridace.u, a natural order of endog-

enous plants, mostly herbaceous, with bulbous,
tuberous, or creeping root-stocks. The leaves are
generally sword-shaped and in two rows. The col-
ored perianth is six-partite. The stamens are three,
with anthers turned outwards. The ovary is in-

ferior; there is one style, with three stigmas which
are often petal-like. The fruit is a three-celled,
three-valved capsule. About seven hundred species
are known, of which the greater number are
natives of warm countries. Iris Gladiolus and
Crocus are examples.
IRISH SEA, a body of water lying between the

North of Ireland and the North of England, with
the southwestern counties of Scotland on the north.
It is connected with the Atlantic on the northwest
by the north channel, and on the south by St.

George's channel. Tho Irish Sea has a width of
150 miles, its length north and south is about the
same. Within its boundaries lie the Isle of Man,
Anglesey, Holyhead, and other islands.

IRON, Production ok in United States. For the
general article on iron, see Britannica, Vol. XIII, pp.
278-359. The latest reliable statistics of the pro-
duction of iron in the United States are those of the
census of 1890, reported by Doctor William M.
Sweet, of Philadelphia, from which we quote the
following summaries

:

,The production of Pig-iron during the year ended
June 30, 1890, was the largest in the history of the
iron industry of this country, amounting to 9,579,-

779 tons of 2,000 pounds, as compared with 3,781,021

tons produced during the census year 1880 and
2,052,821 tons during the census year 1870. From
1870 to 1880, the increase in production amounted
to 1,728,200 tons, or nearly 85 per cent., while from
1880 to 1890, the increase was 2,798,758 tons, or over
153 per cent.
The pig-iron industry of New England has been

practically stationary during the past twenty years,
while during the same period, and especially since
1880, there has been a wonderful development of

the manufacture of pig-iron in all other sections of
the country.
The relative rank of the various States is seen to

have undergone many changes since 1880. Penn-
sylvania still retains its leadership as the pro-
ducer of about one-half of the pig-iron that is an-
nually made in the United States, producing 51 per
cent, of the total production in the census year
1880, and over 49 per cent, in 1890. Ohio was second
in rank in both 1880 and 1890, the output of pig-

iron in the former year being over 14 per cent, of
the total production in the United States, and in

the latter year over 13 per cent. Alabama, which
occupied tenth place in 1880, with an output of

62,336 tons, is now the third largest producer of pig-

iron, the production of this State in 1890 amounting
to 890,432 tons, an increase of more than 1,328 per
cent, over the production of 1880. Illinois which
was seventh in rank in 1880, is fourth in 1890 ; and
New York, which was third in 1880, occupies fifth

place in 1890. Virginia, which was seventeenth in
rank in 1880, is now sixth ; while Tennessee has
gone from thirteenth to seventh place.
Notwithstanding the fact that the production of

pig-iron has increased from 3,781,021 tons of 2,000
pounds in 1880, to 9,579,779 tons in 1890, the total
number of completed furnaces has decreased
during the ten years from 681 to 562. Many fur-
naces whichwere in the active list in 1880, have since
been abandoned, owing to their inability to profit-
ably compete with the larger, better located, and
more modern furnaces of the present day. The
majority of these abandoned furaaces were of tmall
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capacity, and were able to produce and market
pig-iron only during periods of great demand and
consequent high prices, -R-hile the large number of
new and improved furnaces which have been built
during recent years, and which are favorablylocat-
ed for the supply of materials at low cost and
within easy access to market, have now made the
operation of these antiquated furnaces un-
remunerative even in periods of the greatest ac-
tivity.

Pennsylvania shows a decrease of 45 furnaces
from 1880 to 1890, and during the same period the
total number of furnaces in Ohio has decreased by
32. These figures, however, merely exhibit the net
decrease in the number of furnaces, as many large
bituminous coal and coke furnaces have been
erected during this period in these as well as in other
States to take the place of small stacks abandoned.
Since 1880 there have been 282 furnaces abandoned
in the United States, owing either to unfavorable
location or to give place to larger and more modern
plants, while during the same period 163 new fur-
naces have been built, in addition to a large num-
ber of plants that have been scientifically remod-
eled and enlarged by the addition of new and more
efficient machinery.
At the close of the census year 1890, the total

number of blast furnaces which were active or
likely to be some day active was 562, of which 169
were anthracite or anthracite and coke furnaces,
253 coke and bituminous coal furnaces, and 140 char-
coal furnaces. Of the total number of furnaces at
the close of 1880, there were 229 anthracite or an-
thracite and coke furnaces, 195 coke and bi-

tuminous coal furnaces, and 257 charcoal furnaces.
In the decade from 1880 to 1890, there is seen to
have been a decrease of 60 in the number of anthra-
cite or anthracite and coke furnaces, a decrease
of 117 in the number of charcoal furnaces, and
an increase of 58 in the number of coke and bitu-
minous coal furnaces.
Of the 562 completed furnaces at the close of the

census year 1890, there were 338 in blast, of which
110 were anthracite or anthracite and coke
furnaces, 165 coke and l)ituminous coal furnaces, and
63 charcoal furnaces. The number of furnaces build-
ing at the date mentioned was 39, of which 9 were
in Virginia, 7 in Alabama, 5 in Pennsylvania, 4 in
Illinois, 3 each in Kentucky, Tennessee and Michi-
gan, 2 in Maryland, and 1 each in Georgia, Ohio
and Wisconsin.
One of the most noticeable features in the growth

of the manufacture of pig-iron in this country
during the past decade is the development of the
blast-furnace industry of the southern States. In
1880, the South already commenced to appreciate
the value of the extensive deposits of iron ore and
coal within her borders and to realize the superior
advantages which she possessed for the cheap pro-
duction of pig-iron, owing to the close proximity
to each other of these materials, and a number of
large coke furnaces were built in that year and the
few succeeding years. The greatest activity, how-
ever, in undertaking new furnace plants was in
1887, during which year 5 new furnaces were blown
in and 25 others were under construction. There
has been but little abatement in this activity to the
present time.
The greatest activity in the development of the

Southern pig-iron industry during the past decade
is seen to have been in Alabama. This State pro-
duced in the census year 1890 one-half of all the
pig-iron made in the South, and was only exceeded
in production in the United States by Pennsylvania
and Ohio. Virginia and Tennessee now occupy,
respectively, second and third places among the

pig-iron producing States of the S'outh. Prior to the
census year 1S90. Tennessee was the second leading
manufacturer of pig-iron in that section, but the
activity which has been noticeable during the past
few years in Virginia in the erection of new fur-
naces has placed this State next to Alabama
among Southern States in the quantity of pig-iron
produced. In 1880 West Virginia was the leading
producer of pig-iron in the South, but in 1890 it was
fourth in rank.
The production of Bessemer pig-iron in the

United States during the census year 1890, which is
included in the figures of total production of pig-
iron, amounted to 4,233,372 tons. Of this quantity
Pennsylvania made 2,567,813 tons ; Illinois, 616,659
tons; Ohio, 526,654 tons; New York, 174,574 tons;
West Virginia, 101,178 tons ; Maryland, 77,754 tons

;

Missouri, 68,629 tons; Wisconsin, 43,728 tons; New
Jersey, 41,479 tons, and all other States a total of
14,904 tons. Of the total production of Bessemer
pig-iron in Pennsylvania in the census year 1890,
the Lehigh Valley produced 257,844 tons; the
Schuylkill Valley, 148,026 tons; the Upper Susque-
hanna Valley, 132,886 tons ; the Lower Susquehan-
na Valley, 493,288 tons ; the Juniata Valley, 23,378
tons ; the Shenango Valley, 298,792 tons ; Allegheny
county, 995,721 tons, and the remainder of the
State, 217,848 tons. Of the total production of
Bessemer pig-iron in Ohio in the census year 1890,
the Mahoning Valley produced 96,605 tons; the
Hocking Valley, 29,453 tons, and the remainder of
the State, 400,-596 tons.
The production of spiegeleisen in the census year

1890, which is included in the figures of total pro-
duction of pig-iron, amounted to 149,959 tons, as
compared with 12,875 tons produced in the census
year 1880. Four States made spiegeleisen in 1890,
viz.. New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Illinois, and Colo-
rado, while in 1880, only New Jersey and Pennsyl-
vania were engaged in its manufacture.
IRON BARK TREE, a name given in Australia

to certain species of Eucabjptus, particularly £.
rrsinifera, or red gum, on account of the extreme
hardness of the bark.
IRON CROSS, a Prussian order, instituted March

10, 1813, by Frederick William III. to be conferred
for distinguished services in war. The decoration
is a Maltese cross of iron edged with siver.
IRON MOUNTAIN, or Irox Mount, a hill in St.

Francois county, Mo., 81 miles southwest of St.

Louis. It is about 300 feet higher than the adja-
cent plain and covers 500 acres. It yields from 50
to 60 per cent, of good iron, free from sulphur,
magnetic, and softer than that of Pilot Knob. The
amount of iron appears to be immense as it is 50
feet in thickness and of unknown depth. Iron
Mountain village contains blast furnaces and
factories.

IRONTON, a city, the county-seat of Lincoln
county, Ohio, situated on the Ohio River, 3 miles
above Portsmouth, about 140 miles above Cincin-
nati, and 50 miles southwest of Pomeroy. The city
is built on a small plain or bottom at the base of
hills which abound in iron ore and bituminous coal.

At Ironton there are several rolling-mills, iron
foundries, furnaces, and other manufactories. Iron
is the chief article of export. Population in 1880,

8,857; in 1890, 10,922.

IRONY (Or. eironeia, eiron, "a dissembler"), the
name applied to a figure which enables the speaker
to convey liis meaning with greater force by means
of a contrast between his thought and his expres-
sion. It is properly a weapon of controversy, by
means of which weight and point may be added ta

tlie gravest part of the argument. The dialogues

of Plato are admirable examples ot subtle irony.
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and in modern literature the Provincial Letters of

Pascal.
IROQUOIS. See Indhxs, American in these Re-

visions and Additions.
IKKATIONAL NUMBERS, a term applied to

those roots of numbers which cannot be accurately
expressed by a finite number of figures. For in-

stance, v ^ is an irrational number. If the di-

ameter of a circle is one foot the circumference is an
irrational number. Irrational numbers have been
defined to be numbers which are incommensurable
Kith unity. They are also termed Surds.
IRRITABILITY in plants, a term employed to

designate phenomena very interesting and curious,
but still imperfectly understood. Such are the
sleep of plants, the motion of the spores of many
cryptogamic plants by means of cilia; the motions
of insectivorous plants, etc.

IRVING. Henky, the stage name of John Henry
Brodrib, an English actor. He was born at Kein-
ton, Glastonbury, in 1^38 and educated at the
school of Dr. Pinches in London, becoming a clerk
in that city. In 1S5G he made his first appearance
on the stage in a London theater ; then played in

Scotland for nearly tliree years before returning to
London, afterward in Glasgow, Liverpool and Man-
chester with increasing success until in 1874, in

London, he created genuine interest by his render-
ing of Hamlet. This established his reputation as
a tragedian of real power and originality. Mr. Ir-

ving has made three successful tours in the United
States; in 1883, 1884 and 1886. In 1878 he entered
on the managemejit of the Lyceum Theater in

London, England, and has written several papers
on his art for the Nineteenth Centiiri/, as well as an
introduction to the English translation of Diderot's
Paradox of Actincj.

IRVING, Theodore (1809-1880), an American
educator. In 1836 he became professor of history
and belles-lettres in Geneva college, and in 1848 in
the free academy of New York. He resigned in

1852, and in 1854 was ordained priest of the Protest-
ant Episcopal church. He held rectorships in Bay
Ridge, L. I., Staten Island, and New York. He
published The Conquest of Florida bi/ Hernando de
Soto (1835); The Fountain of Living Waters (ISbi);
Tin 1/ Footfalls (1869) ; and More than Conqueror ( 1873).
IRVIN'GTON, a village of Westchester county,

K. Y., on the Hudson River Railroad, 24 miles from
New York. Sunny Side, the former residence of
Washington Irving, is in the immediate vicinity.
IRWIN, a post-borough of Westmoreland county,

Penn., at the junction of the Pennsylvania and
Youghiogheny railroads, 22 miles S.E. of Pittsburgh.
Several coal companies operate in mines here.
IRWIN, Jared (1750-1818), an American states-

man. During the last four years of the Revolution
he served in a Georgia regiment, and was a mem-
ber of the first legislature that convened after the
independence of the colonies was established, re-
maining in that body continuously, except while
governor of the State, from 1790 till 1811. He was
a member of the State constitutional conventions of
1789, 1795. and 1798.

ISAIAH. See Britannica, Vol. XIII, pp. 377-
384.

ISAMBERT, Francois Andre, lawyer, born at
Aunay, France, in 1792, died at Paris in 1857. In
1818 he began to practice as an advocate, soon at-
•lining political prominence as an opponent of the
Restoration government, and later was prominent
as a friend of liberty and opponent of the Jesuits.
He was the author of several legal works and com-
piled the old laws of France (29 Vols. 1821-1833).
He also wrote a Life of Justinian (1856), and at the
time of his death was engaged in compiling the

more modern French laws, edicts and ordi-
nances.
ISAR, orlSER, a river of Bavaria, rises in the

Tyrol, northeast of Innsbruck, and flows 220 miles,
generally in a north and northeast direction, till

it falls into the Danube nekr Deggendorf. Munich
and Landshut are on its banks. Hohenlinden is

twenty miles away. In the first part of its course
it is an impetuous mountain torrent, and large
quantities of wood are floated down from the
mountains. Area of its drainage basin, 3,545 square
miles.
ISEO, Lake {Lacus Sevinus), a lake of Northern

Italy, situated between the provinces of Bergamo
and Brescia. Length, twelve and a half miles;
maximum breadth, three and two-fifth miles; area,
twenty-four square miles. It contains two small
islands, and is fed by the Oglio.
ISHPEMING, a post-town in Ishpeming town-

ship, Marquette county, Michigan, 15 miles W. SW.
of Marquette, and 3 miles west of Negaunee. It
contains a foundry, a machine-shop, a blast-furnace,
and a carriage-factory, besides several important
public institutions. It is supported mainly by the
iron-mines, which are very rich, and there are sev-
eral iron-furnaces in the vicinity. Population in
1880, 6,039; in 1890,11,184.

ISIAC TABLE, aflat rectangular bronze-plate,
about 5 feet long and 3 feet high. It was bought
of a locksmith by Cardinal Bembo in 152V, after
the sack of Rome by Charles V, and finally passed
to Turin where it still remains. It is much muti-
lated and was supposed to be a genuine relic of
ancient Egypt, although more recently considered
a very lale monument. It is a representation of
Isis, surrounded by most of the Egyptian dei-

ties.

ISLAND (.4. S. igland, ig 'island,' and land), land
surrounded by water. 'The larger masses of land
surrounded by water, or parts of them, are conti-

nents, and the term island is usually restricted to
the smaller. Two classes of islands may be distin-

guished—continental and oceanic. Continental
islands are closely allied by the structure of their
rocks to the nearest continental land, from which
they are rarely far distant, although sometimes, as
in the case of Madagascar and New Zealand, they
are separated by depths exceeding 1 ,000 fathoms, and
generally lie to t'le south and east of the continent
with which they are associated ; the only exceptions
to this rule being islands separated by depths less

than a hundred fathoms. With the exception of

Madagascar and New Zealand, whose separation is

unusually complete, the plants and animals of con-
tinental islands are similar to those on the adja-
cent continent, and from the differences detected
the period of separation has sometimes been calcu-
lated. Groups of continental islands inclosing

seas stretch from the southeast peninsula of each
of the northern continents towards the nearest
southern continent. Oceanic islands rise abruptly
from great depths, and show no geological continu-
ity with the continents. They appear above the
surface either as volcanic islands, usually rugged
peaks or vast accumulations of lava, nearly as pre-

cipitous below the surface as above, or as corat

islands. Numerous submarine mountains have
been discovered in parts of the ocean, which only
require moderate elevation, or the deposition of

sediment or coral growth, to appear on the surface

as islands.

ISLE LA MOTTE, an island in Lake Champlain,
about 30 miles north of Burlington, constituting
the township of Isle la Motte. Grand Isle county,
Vt. It is six miles long, and has extensive quar-
ries of gray, black, and variegated marble.
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ISLES OF SHOALS, a group of eight small
islands, 10 miles S. E. of Portsmouth, N. H., inhab-
ited chiefly by fishermen. On White Island is a
revolving light, 87 feet above the level of the sea,

and on Appledore and Star Islands there are hotels

for the accommodation of summer visitors who re-

sort to the islands to enjoy the sea-air.

ISLIP. a township and village of Suffolk county.
Long Island. N. Y., situated on Great South Bay.
It has flour, paper and planing-mills. a marine rail-

road, a shipyard and establishments for putting up
canned goods. This is the headquarters of several
sporting clubs, and here fishing and the rearing of

trout are important industries. Population of

township. 8,747.

ISMAIL PASHA, ex-Khedive of Egypt, born at

Cairo in 1830. His father was Ibrahim Pasha.
After Ismail's education at Paris had been finished

he returned to Egypt in 1849, his father having
died. Said Pasha, viceroy of Egypt in 1856, em-
ployed Ismail in various missions to European
aourts; and in 1862, when Said Pasha visited Eu-
rope, he left the administration in charge of Ismail,
and when Said Pasha died, in 1863, Ismail succeed-
ed as viceroy. By means of his wealth he obtained
in 1866 from the Sultan of Turkey the privilege of

succession in direct line for his dynasty, and soon
afterwards he obtained other concessions, which
freed him from Turkish supervision, and procured
for him the title of " Khedive." He introduced
many foreign customs ; opened the first Egyptian
parliament in 1866; and pushed his concjuests in

the valley of the AVhite Xile with the aid of Sir

Samuel W. Baker. In 1869 he performed the cere-

monies connected with the opening of the Suez
Canal. By contracting many loans in England and
France he created a public debt of 400 million dol-

lars, which forced him in 1875 to sell his shares in

the Suez Canal to the British government. In 1876
he suspended payment of interest on the bonds he
had issued, and was compelled to relin(juish his es-

tates to the creditors. As the army and the peo-
ple became discontented, especially at his intro-

duction of many foreign officials, and the heavy
taxation. Ismail abdicated in 1878 in favor of his

son Tewfik Pasha.
ISOCHROXISM ( Gr.- isos. "equal;" chronos,

"time"), the property of the pendulum which
causes it to perform its vibrations in equal time.
The character of being isochronous. A pendulum
can only possess this property by being constrained
to move in a cycloidal arc. See Britannica, Vol.

VI. p, 14.

ISOLA GROSSA, or Isola Luxg.\ (Great or Long
Island), a long, narrow island in the Adriatic,
twenty-seven miles by three, running parallel to

the coast of Dalmatia. It belongs to Austria.
Population, 12,000.

ISOXANDRA GUTTA,or Dichopis Gutta, a large
tree, of the order of Sapolacese, whose inspissated
juice is known as "gutta percha." For an account
of the methods of collecting and using the juice

see Britannica, Vol. XI, pp. 337-3;;9.

ISRAEL. See Britannica, Vol. XIII, pp. 396-433.

ISRAELS, JosEF, artist, born at Grtiningen, in

the Netherlands, in 1824, studied at Amsterdam
and in Paris. His first exhibited work was histori-

cal, and attracted attention, but he has since de-

voted his skill to the portrayal of scenes from
humble life, and his work is highly esteemed. In
1867 he was awarded the ribbon of the Legion of

Honor and in 1875 the cross. Besides his work in

oil and water-colors he is favorably known as an
etcher. He resides at the Hague.
ISSUE, in law, means the point of fact in dispute

which is submitted to a jury.

ITALIC VERSION, a translation of the Scrip-
tures into Latin. It preceded the Vulgate and is

supposed to date from about the middle of the 3d
century. The Italic Version was in general use
down to the time of Jerome, who, dissatisfied with
its imperfections, undertook to revise it, but pro-
duced the translation known as the Vulgate. The
Old Testament he translated from the Septuagint.
ITALY. For general article on the kingdom

of Italy, see Britannica, Vol. XIII, pp. 434-516.
The area of Italy in 1891 is the same as in

1881 when it was in official census reported at
286.588 square kilometres, or 110,620 square miles.
The latest published census, that of Dec. 31, 1881,
reported a total population of 28,459,628, a net
increase during the previous decade of 1,657,474.
Rome, the capital city, had a population of 273,-
268. Rome was rapidly increasing in population,
the total in the city, reaching in 1877, 372,778.
A later semi-official census, estimated, in 1885,

increased the above figures making the totals as
follows: Area, 110,655 square miles (91,277 main-
land, 19.378 islands), with a population of 29,699.-

781. The coast-line of the mainland is estimated
at 1,999 miles; of Sardinia, Sicily, and Elba, at
1.389 miles; of the minor islands, at 557 miles; in

all 3,945 miles.
Reigning King and Royal Family-.— Lfmberto

I., was born March 14, 1844. He is the eldest
son of King Vittorio Emanuele II. of Italy and
of Archduchess Adelaide of Austria. He succeed-
ed to the throne on the death of his father, Jan.
9, 1878. He was married April 22, 1868, to (^ueen
Margherita, born Nov. 20, 1851, the only daughter
of the late Prince Ferdinando of Savoy, Duke
of Genoa.
Son of the King and Heir Apparent.—Vittorio

Emanuele, Prince of Naples, born Nov. 11, 1869.
Sisters of the King.—1. Princess Clotilde, born

March 2,' 1843; married Jan. .3(X 1859, to Prince
Napoleon Joseph Charles Paul Bonaparte, born
Sep. 9, 1822 ; offspring of the union are Napoleon
Victor, born July 18, 1862; Louis, born July 16,

1864; and La?tiKia, born Dec. 20, 1866. 2. Prin-
cess Pia, born Oct. 16, 1847; married, Sep. 27,

1862, to the late King Luis. I. of Portugal.
Nepheics of the King.—Prince Emanuele Filiber-

to, Duke of Puglie.'born Jan. 13, 1869; Prince
Vittoria Emanuele, Count of Turin, born Nov.
24, 1870; Prince Luigi Amedeo, born Jan. 30, 1873;
Prince Lmberto-BIaria, born June 22,1889—child-

ren of the late Prince Amedeo, Duke of Aosta.
Atint of the King. — Princess Elisabetta, born

Feb. 4, 1830. the daughter of King Johann of

Saxony; married April 30, 1850, to Prince Ferdi-
nando of Savoy, Duke of Genoa ; widow Feb. 10,

1855; re-married, in 1856, to the Marquis of Rap-
allo. Offspring of the first union are:—1. Prin-
cess Margherita, born Nov. 20, 1851 ; married,
April 22, 1868, to King Lmberto I. 2. Prince
Tommaso of Savoy, Duke of Genoa, vice-admiral,
born Feb. 6, 1854, married, April 14, 1883,to Prin-
cess Isabella, daughter of the late Prince Adal-
bert of Bavaria ; offspring. Prince Ferdinando
Umberto, born April 21, 1884.

The 'Dotnzione della Carona', or civil list for the
support of the King has been settled at 14,290.000

lire or |2,858,000. Out of this the children of the
late Prince Amedeo, Duke of Aosta have an 'Ap-
panriaggio' or State allowance, of 400.000 lire; his

cousin Prince Tommaso, Duke of Genoa, an al-

lowance of 400.000 lire. The private domains of

the reigning family were given up to the State
in 1848.

CoNSTiTrTiON AND GOVERNMENT.—The Constitu-
tion of Italy in 1891 is the expansion of the 'Stnl-
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uto fondamentale dt'l Regnn,' granted on March 4,

1848, by King Charles Albert to his Sardinian
subjects. According to this charter, the execu-
tive power of th"^ state belongs exclusively to

the sovereign, and is exercised by him through
responsible ministers ; while the legislative au-

thority rests conjointly in the King and Parlia-

ment, the latter consisting of two Chambers

—

an upper one, the Senato, and a lower one, called

the 'Camera cle' Depidati.' The Senate is composed
of the princes of the royal house who are of age,

and of an unlimited number of members, above
forty years old, who are nominated by the King
for life; a condition of the nomination being that

the person should either fill a high office, or have
acquired fame in science, literature,or any other pur-

suit tending to the benefit of the nation, or final-

ly, should pay taxes to the annual amount of

3,000 lire, or 120/. On April 14, 1886, there were
315 senators. The deputies of the lower House
are elected according to the electoral law of Sept.

24, ISSl', which introduced the scrutin rfc liste, by
ballot, by all citizens who are twenty-one years
of age, can read and write, and pay taxes to the
amount of 19 lire, or 80 centesimi. Members of

academies, professors, persons who have served
their country under arms for twenty years, and
numerous other classes, are qualified to vote by
their position. The number of deputies is 508, or
1 to every 57,000 of the population (census
1838). The number who had the right to vote
in 1886 was 2,420,327. The number who voted in

1886 was 1,415,801, or 58.5 per cent, of those who
had the right to vote. For electoral purposes
the whole of the kingdom is divided into 135 elec-

toral colleges or districts, and these again into
several sections. No deputy can be returned to

parliament unless at least one-eighth of the in-

scribed electors appear at the poll. A deputy
must be thirty years old, and have the requisites

demanded by the electoral law. Incapable of be-
ing elected are all salaried government officials,

as well as all persons ordained for the priesthood
and filling clerical charges, or receive pay from
the state. Officers in the army and navy, minis-
ters, under-secretaries of state, and various oth-
er classes of functionaries high in office, may be
elected, but their number must never be more
than forty, not including the ministers and the
under-secretaries of state. Neither senators nor
deputies receive any salary or other indemnity,
but are allowed to travel free throughout Italy

by rail or steamer.
The duration of parliaments is five years; but the

kin.a: has the power to dissolve the lower House at
any time, being bound only to order new elections,

and convoke a new meeting within four months. It

is incumbent upon the executive to call the par-
liament together annually. Each of the chambers
has the right of introducing new bills, the same as
the government ; but all money bills must origi-

nate in the house of deputies. The ministers have
the right to attend the debates of both the upper
and the lower House ; but they have no vote unless
they are members. The sittings of both chambers
are public ; and no sitting is valid unless an abso-
lute majority of the members are present.
The executive power is exercised, under the

iiug, by a ministry divided into 11 departments.
The two principal elective local administrative

bodies are the communal councils and the provin-
cial councils. According to the law of Feb.
10, 1889, each commune has a communal council, a
municipal council, and a syndic. Both the com-
munal councils and municipal councils vary ac-

cording to population, the members of the latter

being selected by the former from among them-
selves. The syndic is the head of the communal
administration, and is a government official; he is

elected by the communal council from among its

own members, by secret vote, in all the chief com-
munes of provinces and districts, and in other com-
munes having more than 10,000 inhabitants. Elec-
tors must be Italian citizens, twenty-one years of
age, able to read and write, be on the parliamentary
electoral list, or pay a direct annual contribution
to the commune, of any nature, or comply with
other conditions of a very simple character.
MovE.MEXT OF POPULATION.—Of the total pop-

ulation in 1881, there were 11,258,968 males, and
11,292 females, exclusive of children under 9 years of

age. Of proprietors of land there were 378,786
males, and 335,016 females

;
proprietors of build-

ings, 482,0.58 males, and 299,876 females.
In 1889 there were 229,094 marriages; 1,148,249

births; and 766,131 (exclusive of stillborn) deaths.
The number of emigrants from the country reached
in 1889, a total of 218,412, of whom 30,238 were to the
United States.
The following figures show the increase of the

})rei<eiit tefi-itory of Italy from 1800, onward in round
numbers:

Year.
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Area and Population by Provinces.—The kinedom of
Italy is now (1S91) divided into 69 provinces, whose names.
area in English square miles, official census of 1881 and care-
fully estimated census of 188S, are as follows

:

Provinces and Com-
partimenti.
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tures, 292,221,957 lire; total for year ending 1891,

1,872,133,271. Excess of expenditures over income
for tlie year, 21,885,129.

The following figures, compiled from the official exhibits,
show the variations of the eovernment balance sheet lov the
last seven years, and are e.xceedingly suggestive to linaucial
readers:

Years.
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militia. Those of the second category are entered

in the permanent army for eight years, and the

mobile militia for four years, when they form part

of the territorial militia. The men of the third

category are entered at once in the territorial

militia, but are given unlimited leave. The
total period of service is 19 years. As in the

German army, young men of superior education

are permitted under certain conditions to serve as

one-year volunteers.

On .Ian. 1, 1890, there were on the registers of the

Italian mercantile mar.ne 6,442 sailing vessels with a

total tonnage of 642,225 tons; and 279 steam vessels,

with a total of 182,249 tons. Also at that date there

were building for the navy three iron-clads with a

total displacement of 40,456 metric tons ; 6 torpedo
rams of a total tonnage of 17,329 tons; also one
gunboat and three torpedo cruisers. Total ton-

nage building, 63,810, and horse power, 116,700.

Internal Commoxications.—A large portion of the

Italian railways belong to the state, but in accord-

ance with a law of April 27, 1885, the working of

the state lines has been transferred to private en-

terprise. The contracts are for 60 years, but at the

end of 20 and 40 years they may be terminated.

On December 31, 1887, there were 7,62.3 kilometres of state
railway, M-l kilometres jointly state ami companies', and
3,862 kilometres of companies' railway; in all 11,831 kilo-

metres. On June 30, 1S88, the total was 11,;I84 kilometres. On
June 30, 1889, the length of the prluciijal lines was: Medit-
erranean, 4,744 kilometres: Adriatic, 5,143 kilometres;
Sicilian, 700 kilometres: Sardinian, 411 kilometres; various,
l,8ai kilometres; total. 12,891 kilometres.
In 1887 the total reeeiots were 2315,266,276 lire, of which 9.5,-

132,681 lire were for passenger traffic. In the same year, the
expenses were 1-56,604.100 lire. By slow trains there were for-

warded 15,0.51,341 tons of goods, and by fast trains 7,496,673

<julntals of goods, to the value of 855,211,000 lire. The num-
ber of passengers was in all 45.518,604.

Up to October 1, 1888, there had been constructed 2,262 kilo-

metres of tramway.
Statistics regarding the river and canal traffic do not exist.

The Po is navigable for 543 kilometres, the Adige for 212 kilo-

metres, the Tiber for 144 kilometres, and the Aruo for 106 kilo-

metres. "There are besides upwards of 1,0.54 kilometres of

navigable canal.
The public telegraph service is a monopoly of the govern-

ment, certain concessions, however, being made to the rail-

way and tramway compauies. On June .30, 1888, the length
of line and wire on land was: Government lines, 31.512 kilo-

metres: railway lines, 2,336 kilometres: Government wire,
«0,675 kilometres: railway wire, 27.8:50; total railways, 33,848

kilometres; total wire, 118,505 kilometres.

ITASCA LAKE, a lake in Beltrami and Cass
counties, Minn., the supposed source of the Missis-

sippi River. Its elevation is 1,575 ft. and it re-

ceives various streams one of which is several miles
in length ; this gives color to the theory that Itasca
is not the source of the great river which here
leaves the lake as a stream 12 ft. wide and 2 ft. deep.
ITHACA, a village and county-seat of Gratiot

county, Mich. It contains a furniture-factory, a
foundry, a newspaper office and several hotels and
churches.
ITH.iCA, the county-seat of Tompkins county,

N. Y., situated at the south end of Cayuga Lake, 37
miles south of Auburn, 40 miles E.S.E. of Geneva,
and 35 miles N.N.E. of Elmira. Ithaca is built
partly on an alluvial plain, and partly on the slopes
of high hills which inclose that plain on all sides

€xcept the north and are nearly 600 feet higher
than the lake. The town contains many public
buildings, and also manufactories of flour, paper,
carriages, farming implements, iron castings, ma-
chinery, etc. It is the seat of Cornell University,
Population in 1880, 9,105 ; in 1890, 11,557.

ITLT. a town of Brazil, in the province of San
Paulo, forty miles north-northwest of the town of

San Paulo, on the Tiete, in a very fertile district,

surrounded by lofty hills. Most of the houses are
built of eartli in a frame of wood. .'Sugar-cane is

extensively cultivated in the surrounding district.

The town contains a hospital a prison, and several
churches and schools. Population 10,000.

ITT^ES, Central American Indians, whose capi-

tal was Chichen Itza, in Yucatan. Tribes of this

name are still found near Lake Peten, in Guate-
mala. See Britannica, Vol. XXIV, p. 759.

lUK.A., a post- village, capital of Tishomingo coun-
ty, Miss., situated on the railroad, 115 miles from
Memphis, Tenn. It has a female institute, a male
academy, and valuable mineral springs. Here oc-

curred an indecisive battle between General Rose-
crans and General Price on Sept. 19, 1863.

IVES, Levi Silliman (1797-1867), an American
Protestant Episcopal clergyman. In 1822 he was
made deacon and in the following year was or-

dained priest. He held pastorates in Batavia, N.
Y., Philadelphia and Lancaster, Pa., and in 1831

was elected bishop of North Carolina. In 1858 he
became a Roman Catholic, and was made professor
of rhetoric in St. Joseph's theological seminary,
Fordham, N. Y. He afterwards established the
Roman Catholic protectory for destitute children,

and became its first president. He was the author
of a Caiechium; Manual of Devotion; Humilitu a Min-
isterial Qualification; Sermons on the Obedience of
Faith, and The Trials of a Mind in Its Progress to

Cafholicis7n; A Letter to His Old Friends.

IVISA, IvizA oi; IviCA, the most southerly of the
Balearic Isles. See Britannica, Vol. Ill, p. 278.

IVORY BLACK, a black pigment prepared from
calcined ivory or bones. See Britannica, Vol. XIX,
p. 88.

IVY. See Britannica, Vol. XIII, pp. 526-527.

IXCAQUIXTLA, the chief town of the Chucon
Indians, situated in the southern part of the state

of Puebla, Mexico. It is noted in Mexican history

as the scene of a battle fought Jan. 1, 1817, between
IMexican insurgents under tieneral Mier of Teran
and Spanish troops under La Madrid. There are

extensive remains of antiquity in the vicinity.

IXTAPALAPA, a town of IMexico, 10 miles
southeast of the capital. It was a large and im-
portant city at the time of the conquest of Mex-
ico, and was celebrated for its splendid gardens
belonging to the Aztec emperors. Few traces of

its former importance now remain. Near the town
is the Cerro de la Estrella, or Star Hill, where
the Aztec priests performed peculiar religious

rites. Remains of the ancient altar and temple
still exist on the summit of tlie hill.

IXTLAN, a town of Mexico, in the State of Oax-
aca, 40 miles from the capital of the state. There
are silver mines in the neighborhood. The inhab-
itants are mostly Indians.
IZARD, George (1777-1828), an American soldier.

In 1794 he was appointed a lieutenant of artillery
;

in 1798, engineer of fortifications in Charleston har-

bor; in 1799, captain; in 1812, colonel of artillery;

in 1813 brigadier-general; and in 1814, major-gen-
eral. From 1825 until his death he was governor of

the territory of Arkansas. He published in 1816,

Offieial Correspondence With the War Department in

1812 and 1S15.

IZARD, Ralph (1742-1804;, an American states-

man. In 1776 Congress appointed him a commission-
er at the court of the grand-duke of Tuscany, and in

1780 he returned to the United States. In 1782-83

he was a delegate to the Continental Congress, and
from 1789 to 1795 was a United States Senator from
South Carolina. His Correspondence from 1774 ''>

17S4, was published in 1844.

IZUCAR, a town of Mexico, State of Pueblo, at

the foot of the volcano Popocatepetl, in a fine sugar
district. It is sometimes called Matamoros Izu-

car, in honor of the Mexican patriot of that name.
Population about 12,000.
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JACK-JACKSON

JACK, Jak, or Jaca {Artocarpus integrifolia), a
tree of the same genus as the bread-fruit, a native
of the East Indies. It is a larger tree than the
bread-fruit, and has larger fruit. See Britannica,
Vol. IV, p. 242; also Artocarpus, in these Revisions
and Additions.
.TACK, a name generally used as the equivalent

of John, the most common of Christian names, but
it is really the French Jacques. The contempt
that follows on excessive familiarity attaches it-

self in most European languages to the name, as in

such vulgarisms as "Jack-of- all -trades," "Jack-
fool," etc. "Jack the Giant-killer," and "Jack and
the Bean-stalk" show the same sense of familiarity
without the accompanying contempt.
JACK-BOOT.S, tall boots of tough thick leather,

reaching above the knee, formerly worn by cavalry.

In some instances, as an additional protection
against sword-cuts, they were lined with thin
plates of iron.

JACKSON, the county-seat of Amador county,
Cal., 55 miles southeast of Sacramento, situated at
the confluence of the north, middle, and south
forks of Jackson Creek. It has quartz mills and
the chief occupations are gardening, farming,
quartz and placer mining.
JACKSON, a city and county-seat of Jackson

county, Mich., situated on Grand River, 76 miles
west of Detroit, 37 miles south of Lansing, and 94

S. E. of Grand Rapids. It contains the State
prison, several churches, schools, and banks, gas-
works, water-works, flouring-mills, machine-shops,
foundries, sash-and-blind factories, planing-niills,

breweries, manufactories of furniture, agricultural
implements, carriages and wagons, railroad-cars,
pumps, and cigars, and also has several coal mines.
Population in I860, 4,799; in 1870, 11,447 ; in 1880,

16,105; in 1890.20,779.

JACKSON, the capital of the State of Mississippi,
and the county-seat of Hinds county, situated on
the west bank of the Pearl River, 183 miles north
of New Orleans. 45 miles east of Vicksburg, and 96
miles west of Meridian. Lat. 32° 18' N., long. 90° 6'

AV. It contains the state-house, the penitentiary,
and several charitable and educational institu-

tions. Many thousand bales of cotton are annually
shipped from this place. Population in 1880, 5,204;
in 1890,6,041.
JACKSON or Jackson Cotrt- House, a rail-

road junction and county-seat of Jackson county,
Ohio, containing pig-iron furnaces and coal mines.
JACKSON, a city and county-seat of Madison

county, Tenn., on the south fork of the forked
Deer River, 90 miles E.NE. of JSIemphis, and 107
miles south by east of Cairo, 111. It is the seat of
the Southwestern Baptist University, and has a
court-house, a bank, an opera-house, several white
and colored female seminaries, gas-works, plan-
ing-mills, an iron foundry, and railroad workshops.
Cotton is the chief article of export. Population
in 1870.4,119; in 1880, 5,377; in 1890, 10,022.

JACKSON, Charles Thomas ( 1805-1880 ) , an
American scientist. After studying medicine in
America and Europe, he settled in Boston, Mass.,
and began the practice of his profession. In 1838
he opened a laboratory for research in analytical
chemistry, the first of its kind in the United States.

In 1836 he was made State geologist of Maine, in
1839 of Rhode Island, and in 1S41 of New Hamp-
shire, retaining the last office until 1844. In 1847
Congress appointed him to survey the mineral
lands of Michigan, but, after two years devoted to
this work, he was displaced in consequence of polit-
ical changes. Dr. Jackson made many important
scientific discoveries, one of the most valuable be-
ing that of etherization, for which he received a
prize of 2,500 francs from the French Academy of
Science. He published many papers and reports,
besides a J/aituaZ of Etiierhation, trith a. History of
its Discovery (1861).

JACKSON, Charles (1775-1855), an American
jurist. In 1796 he was admitted to the practice of
law in Newburyport, Mass., and in 1803 removed to
Boston, where he attained a hight rank at the bar.
From 1813-24 he was judge of the Jlassachugetts
supreme court, and in 1833 was chairman of a com-
mission to codify the State laws. In 1828 he pub-
lished a treatise on Pleadings and Practice in Peal
Actions.

JACKSON, Helen BIaria Fiske, an American
authoress, born at Amherst, Mass., Oct. 18, 1831 , died
at San Francisco, Cal., Aug. 12, 18,85. She was edu-
cated at the Ipswich, Mass., female seminary, and
in 1852 became the wife of Major E. B. Hunt
(1822-63), of the United States Engineers. In 187&
she contracted a second marriage, to AVilliam S.

Jackson, of Colorado Springs, Colo., where much of
her after-life was spent. In 1879 she became inter-
ested in the treatment of the Indians by the
United States Government, and in 1883 was appoint-
ed special commissioner to examine into the condi-
tion of the Mission Indians of California. Her
literary productions, over signature "H. H." began
to attract attention about 1870, and soon won a
brilliant popularity. Among her published works
are ]'erses. Bits of Travel, A (I'eiilurt/ of Dishonor,
Ramona, Easter Bells, Glimpses of Iltree Coasts, and
Betireen Whiles.
JACKSON,IsAAcW. (1805-1877), an American ed-

ucator. From 1826 to his death he was a professor at
Union College. He did much toward developing
the art of landscape-gardening and horticulture,
and contributed largely to the introduction, per-
fecting, and distribution of the choicest flowers.
Professor Jackson wrote Elements of Conic Sections

(1854), and a Treatise on Optics (1854).

JACKSON, James (1757-1806), an American sol-

dier. He studied law in Savannah, Ga.,and in 1776
was active in repelling tlie British from that city.

He afterwards took part in many important bat-
tles, and attained the rank of brigadier-general. In
1788 he was chosen governor of Georgia, but de-
clined to serve, and from 1789 to 1791, was a mem-
ber of the first Congress. From 1793 to 1795, he
was United States Senator from Georgia, from 179S
to 1801, governor of the State, and from 1801 to his

death was again Senator.
JACKSON, John Adams (1825-1879), an American

sculptor. After studying in Boston, Paris, and New
York, he settled in Florence, where he produced
numerous popular works. Among his portrait
busts are those of Daniel Wehster (1851); Adelaide
P/((7//> (1853) ; and Wendell Phillips (1854). Some
of his other productions are Eve and the Dead Abel
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(1862); Auturmi; Cupid Stringinf/ liix Baw; Titania

and Nick Bottom; The Culprit Fay; JJiiwn; Peace;

Cupid on a Swan; The Morning Glory; Jieading Girl

(1869); Mitsidora (1873); Hylas (1875), and // Pas-

torello.

JACKSONVILLE, a city and county-seat of Mor-
gan county. 111., situated 34 miles west by south of

Springfield, SO miles east-southeast of Quincy, 67

miles north of Alton, and 90 miles north of St.

Louis, Mo. Jacksonville contains many handsome
buildings, and is noted for its educational and
charitable institutions. It is the seat of Illinois

College, a high-school, a ladies' athentoum, the Illi-

nois Female College, the Jacksonville Female Col-

lege, a State asylum for the insane, an asylum for

the idiotic, an institute for the education of the

blind, and an institute for the deaf and dumb.
The institutions for the blind and deaf and dumb
are supported by the State. The city has a large

woolen mill, oar-works, water-works, a foundry,
and manufactories of candy, paper, furnishing
goods, boilers, etc. Population in 1860, 5,528; in

1870, 9.203 ; in 1880, 10,927 ; in 1890, 12,357.

JACKSONVILLE, the most populous city of

Florida, and the county-seat of Duval county, sit-

uated on the left or west bank of the St. John's
River, about 20 miles from its mouth. It is 30 miles
southwest of Fernandina, 155 miles south by west
of Savannah, and 165 miles east of Tallahassee.
Latitude 30° 19' 38" north, by longitude 81° 30'

west. Jacksonville has several churches and banks,
a high-school, the Stanton Institute, and manu-
factories of lumber, marmalade, moss, soap, and
machinery. Lumber is the chief article of export.
Population in 1860, 2,118; in 1870, 6,912; in 1880,

7.650; in 1890, 17,160.

JACMEL, or J.\CQUEiME]., a port and city on the
south coast of Hayti, 30 miles southwest of Port Au
Prince. It has a deep, commodious harbor and car-

ries on commerce with the United States.

JACOB, Bibliophile. See Lacroix, Paul, in these
Revisions and Additions.
JACOBEAN LILY {Spreckelia Formosissima), a

plant of the order Amnri/Uidese. The leaves are
directly from the bulb, which is long necked, pro-
truding above the surface of the ground; the
flowers are large, irregular, and of a brilliant crim-
son color. It is native in Mexico, and cultivated
elsewhere.
JACOBI, Aeraium, an American physician, born

in 1830. After studying medicine for several years
in Germany, he settledin New York CJity. In 1861

he was made professor of diseases of children in

the New York Medical College, from 1867 to 1870,

held a similar chair in the medical department of

the university of the city of New York, and in the
latter year in the college of physicians and sur-
geons. He has held important offices in various
scientific societies, and is the author of many valu-
able works on medical topics.
JACOBI, Mary Putnam, an American physician,

wife of the preceding, born in 1842. She studied
medicine in Philadelphia, New York, and Paris.
For twelve years she was dispensary physician in
Mount Sinai hospital, was professor of materia
medica in the woman's medical college of the New
York infirmary, and later became professor in the
New York post-graduate medical school. She has
eontributed much to medical literature.
JACOB'S LADDER (Folemoniinn aervlruvi). &n

herbaceous perennial plant of the natural order
Polemoniarex, common in the centre and south
of Europe, and found also in the temperate parts of

Asia and North America. It has pinnate leaves,
with ovato-Ianceolate leaflets, a smooth stem I'.j to

2 feet high, and a terminal panicle of bright blue

(sometimes v.hite) flowers, with wheel shaped, five-

lobed corolla. See Britannica, Vol. XII, p. 252;
also Phlox, Vol. XVIII, p. 798.

JACtERNDORF, or Karnow, a walled town of

Austrian Silesia, 34 miles west of Ratibor. It has
manufactories of woolen cloth, linen, organs, etc.

Population 11,792.

JAHN, Friedrich Ludwig, known as Turnvater
Jahn, born at Lanz, in Prussia, Aug, 11, 1778, died
at Freiburg, Oct. 15, 1852. He studied theology at
Halle and Gottingen, and in 1805 went to Jena to
continue his studies, but soon afterward decided to
enlist in the Prussian army. In 1809 he went to
Berlin, and in the following year became a teacher
in a gymnasium and published his Das Deutsche
Volkstlium. In 1811 he opened the first turn es-

tablishment in Berlin, and rendered the science of

gymnastics so popular that it soon attracted the at-
tention of the youth throughout the kingdom. It

at once formed centres around which German pat-
riotism gathered and developed, and its influence
on the whole system of education was lasting and
beneficial. In 1814 Jahn was placed in command
of a volunteer corps, served in the subsequent
campaigns, and entered Paris in 1815. After the
war, however, he opposed the reactionary policy of

the government, the turn-places became nurseries
of liberal thought, and in 1818 he was seized by the
Prussian government and imprisoned. He was lib-

erated in 1825, but was not allowed to reside in any
university town. He settled at Freiburg, where he
Vitote Neue Rttnenhldtler in 1828, and Merkeu Zum
Dentschen Volksthmn in 1833. In 1S48 he was elected
to the national assemlily, but took no prominent
part.
JAIL FEVER, known also as putrid or pestilen-

tial fever, probably a severe form of typhus. Owing
to improved sanitary regulations this form of

disease is at present almost unknown.
JAMAICA, the county-seat and railroad junc-

tion of Queen's county, N. Y., on Long Island, 10
miles east of New York City. The chief occupa-
tions are manufacturing carriages, and market-
gardening.
JAMES, Henry (1811-1882), an American theo-

logian. He studied theology both in America and
abroad, and became a follower of the tenets of the
Sandemanian sect. For many years he resided in

New Y'ork City, and for some time in Newport,
R. I., but in 1866 went to Cambridge, Mass., where
he remained until his death. He was a constant
contributor to periodical literature, and published
Moralism and Christianity , or Man's Experience and
Destiny (1850) ; The Church of Christ Not an Ecclesias-

licism (1854); Christianity the Logic of Creation

(1857) ; Substance and Shadow, or Morality and Relig-

ion in their Relation to Life (1863) ;
The Secret of

Sioedenbourg , Being an Elucidation of His Doctrine

of the Divine Natural Humanity (1S79); and Society

the Redeemed Form of Man, besides many other
works.
JAMES, Henry, an American novelist, born in

1848. He studied in the United States and in

Europe, and began to write novels at an early age.

In 1869 he went to Europe where he has since re-

sided, alternating between England and Italy.

Among his works are: The Story of a Year; I^or
Richard (ISej); Gabrielle de Berg'enac (18(i9); Watch
and Ward (1871); Roderick Hudson (1875) ;yl Pas-

sionate PiV^rm (1875); The American (187S) ;
Daisy

Miller (1878); The Europeans (1878); and Pension

Beaurepas, besides numerous essays and short nor-

JAMES, Sir Henry, Q. C, M. P., born at Here-
ford, England, in 1828, received his education at

Cheltenham College, and was called to the bar of
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the saddle Temple in 1852. In 1850, as again in

1851, he attained legal distinction as lecturer's

prizeman at the Inner Temple. He became the
Queen's Counsel in 18(39, a bencher of his Inn in

1870; and in ISOil entered the house of commons
for Taunton, which he continued to represent in

the Liberal interest until 1885. In 1873 he was ap-
pointed solicitor- general, and was attorney-general
in 1873-74 and again in 1880-85. During the latter
period he introduced and carried through parlia-

ment the Corrupt Practices Act. Returned for

Bury in 1885, he refused to follow Mr. Gfladstone
upon the Home Rule question, and since then has
been one of the active leaders of the LiVjeral Union-
ist party. Sir Henry defended the case for the
"Times" before the commission appointed to inves-
tigate the charge against Mr. Parnell and the
Irish memliers.
JAMES, Sir Henry, an English engineer and in-

ventor, born near St. .\gnes, in Cornwall, in 1803.

died at Southampton, .lune 15, 1877. He was edu-
cated at the Royal Military Academy, Woolwich,
and in 1825 passed into the Royal Engineers. In
1844 he was appointed director of the Geological
Survey of Ireland, in 1846 head of the Admiralty
works at Portsmouth ; in 1852 director of the Ord-
nance Survey of the United Kingdom, and in 1857
chief of the Statistical and Topographical Depart-
ment of the War Office. He was knighted in I860,

and made major-general in 1868. He is best known
for his successful efforts to introduce applications
of photography into the service of the exact scien-
ces. By means of photozincography, a process
which he invented in 1859, he produced fac-similes
of Domesdap Book, and of national manuscripts of

England, of Scotland, and of Ireland. He is the
author of several works on geology, surveying, etc.

JAMES BAY, the southerly arm of Hudson Bay,
about 250 miles long from north to south, and 175
miles wide. It is greatly beset with islands, and its

navigation is dangerous.
JAMES ISLAND, one of the sea islands of

Charleston county, S. C, having James Island
Creek on the landward side, and being bounded
north by Ashley River and Charleston harbor. Sev-
eral spirited engagements occurred upon this

island during the late civil war.
JAMESON, John Alex.\nder, an American jur-

ist, born in 1824. He was tutor at the University
of Vermont from 1850 to 1853, and then began
the practice of law in Freeport, 111., where he re-

mained three years. In 1856 he removed to Chi-
cago, and from 1865 to 1883 was judge of the su-
perior court of that city. He wrote The Con.ilitti-

lionnl Convention, Its Hislori/, Powers, and Modes of
Proceeding (1867.)

JAMES RIVER, 450 miles in length, is formed
by the union of Jackson's and Cowpasture rivers
in the west of Virginia, and has its entire course
in that State. It flows in a general east-southeast
direction, passing Lynchburg and Richmond, and
falls into the Atlantic at the southern extremity of
Chesapeake Bay.
JAMES'S POWDER, the modern representative

of an old nostrum of Dr. Robert James of London,
The preparation in the pharmacopwa which is

supposed to have similar virtues in febrile affec-
tions, consists of oxide of antimony and phos-
phate of lime, iledical opinion is divided as to its

efheacv. and it is now but little used.
JAMESTOWN, the county-seat of Stutsman

county. N. Dak., 93 miles west of Fargo. It is on
the North Pacific Railroad and contains an insane
asylum.
.lAME.'^TOWN, a town of Chautauqua county,

N. Y., on the navigable outlet of Chautauqua

Lake, 27 miles east-northeast of Corry, Pa., 20
miles southeast of Mayville, and 69 miles south
by west of Buffalo. It contains several churches,
national banks, and liotels, and also has a union
school, the Jamestown Collegiate Institute, a
piano-factory, a woolen-mill, a large manufactory
of alpaca, a manufactory of tools, etc. Population
in 1879, 5,336 ; in 1880, 9,357 ; in 1890, 15,991.

JAMESTOWN, a ruined village of James City
county, Va., where in 1607 the first permanent En-
glish settlement was made in America. The place
was burned by Bacon in 1676 and never rebuilt.

JAMNOTRI, or Ji-jlvotri, hot springs near the
source of the Jumna, or Jamuna. 10,849 feet abovt
the sea, in lat. 30° 59' N., and long. 78° 35' E. Theii
temperature is 104° 7 F., nearly that of boiling
water at their elevation. They are overhung by
three connected mountains known as the Jumnotri
Peaks, 25,500 feet high.
JANES, Edjiumd Storer (1 807-1 87(.i), an Ameri-

can Methodist Episcopal bishop. In 1830 he was
admitted to the Philadelphia conference, and from
1840 to 1844 was financial secretary of the American
Bible Society. In the latter year he was elected
and ordained bishop, and in 1854 he visited Europe
as a delegate to the British AVesleyan conference.
From his election to the episcopacy until his death
he resided in New York City. For an extended and
appreciative biography of Bishop James, see
Bishops of .V. fj. Clinrrh, 'Slethodist Book Concern.
New York.
JANESVILLE, a city and county-seat of Rock

county. Wis., situated on both sides of Rock River,.

70 miles AV.S.W. of ^filwaukee, 13 miles north of

Beloit, and 91 miles N. W. of Chicago. It contains
a court-house, several churches and banks.ahigh-
school, a State institution for the education of the
blind, a cotton-factory woolen factories, flouring-
mills, machine-shops, foundries, and manufactories
of farming implements, carriages, boots, shoes, etc.

Population in 1880,9,018; in 1890, 10,631.

JANET, P.\rL, a French author, ,born at Paris
April 30, 1823, and educated at the Ecole Normale,
graduating in 1848. He was in turn teacher in the
gymnasium at Bourges, and professor of philosophy
in the faculty at Strasburg and of logic in the ly-

ceum Louis-le-Orand. In 1864 he was elected to

the Academy of Moral and Political Sciences, and
since that year has lectured in the Sarbonne at
Paris. M. Janet is a leading representative of

modern French philosophy. Among his numerous
works are : Histoire de la Philosophte MordU et Po-
Utiijue (1858); Le Materialisrne Contemporain en Alle-

magne (1864); Les Causes- Finales (1876); and I,es

Origines dii Sncialisme Contemporain (1883).

JANNEY, S.^MUEL M.\cpHERsox (1801-1880), an
American preacher and author. He was a minister
of the Society of Friends, and traveled extensively
in that capacity. In 1869 he was made United
States Superintendent of Indian affaire in the
northern superintendeney. Among other works, he
was the author of Conversations on Religious Subjects
(1835'! ; Th^ Last of the Lenape, and Other Poems
(18.39); The Teacher's Gift (1840); .4??. Historical

Sketch of the Christian Church During the Middle
Ages (1847); and a Histori/ of the Religious Society of
Friends, fron Its Rise to the Year 1S2S (1860).

JANS, Anneke (1600-1663) a Dutch woman, born
about 1600; came to America with her husband,
Rcelof Jansen. They settled in New Amsterdam,
now New York, and in 1636 obtained from Gov.
Wouter Van Twiller, a grant of 62 acres lying be-

tween Broadway and the North River. Jansen
died soon and his widow married in 1637 Evardus
Bogardus, a Dutch clergyman. Ten years later

the latter was ship-wrecked and drowned near
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Wales, England. Anneke Jans obtained in 1S64

from Gov. I'eter Stuyvesant a patent for the farm

in her own name, and this grant was confirmed by

the English government in 16ti4. But in the mean-
time she had died in 1663, leaving the estate to her

8 children. In 1671 five of the heirs deeded the

farm to Gov. Francis Lovelace, as representative of

the proprietary, the Duke of York. In 1705 the

same estate, then known as the King's Farm, was

granted by the colonial government to Trinity

Church, wliich owns the larger part of the land up

to the present time.

JANSEN, Kristoper, a Norwegian clergyman,

born in 1841. While in Norway he was interested

in the movement which had in view the replacing

of the Danish language, which is the Norwegian
language of literature, by the truly Norwegian
language, and he wrote a large series of novels in

this language. In 1882 he came to this country,

and settled in ^linneapolis, Minn., taking charge of

the Unitarian parish in that city. Among his

books translated into English are The Spdlbouml
Fiddler; The Children of Hell; and Wives, Submit
i'durselves to Your Husbaiids.

JANTHINA, a genus of violet-colored ocean
snails living in mid-ocean. They float on the open
sea supported by a cartilaginous raft whicli con-

tains numerous air-cells. Their eggs and young
are attached below the float. They are carnivor-

ous gasteropods, feeding on little medusse, sea-

nettles, jelly-fishes, etc. See Britannica, Vol. XVI,
pp. 648, 651.

JANUARIUS, ST.. Order of, an order founded
by King Charles of Sicily in 1738. It was abolished

after the French invasion of 1806, and re-introduced

in 1814.

JAPAN. For general article on the Empire of

J A PAN, see Britannica, Vol. XIII, pp. 569-595.

The official returns of 1888 report the area of

Japan as 147,526 square miles, with a population of

39,069,007 (19,731,354 males, and 19,337,653 females)

as follows

:
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al taxes on land, industry, or trade, and have been
nominated by the emperor. The term of member-
ship under (3) and (5) is seven years; under (1),

(2), and (4) for life. The number of members*
under (4) and (5) not to exceed the number of

other members. Theentire membership of House
of Peers is to be about 300.

The members of the House of Representatives
number 300, a fixed number being returned from
each election district. The proportion of the num-
ber of members to the population is about one
member to 128,000. The qualifications of electors
are (1) male Japanese subjects of not less than full

25 years of age; (2) fixed permanent and actual
residence in the Fu or Ken for not less than a year

;

(3) payment of direct national taxes to the amount
of not less than 15 yen for one year in the Fu or
Ken, and in case of income tax for three years.
The qualifications of persons eligible for election

are generally the same as those of electors, except
that they must be of not less than 30 years, and
need not have fixed residence in the Fu or Ken.
The term of membersliip is four years.

Disqualified for members of the House of Repre-
sentatives are officials of the imperial household,
judges, auditors, officials connected with the col-

lection of taxes, police officials, officials of electoral
districts within their own districts, military and
naval officers, and priests or ministers of religion.

The president and vice-president of the House of
Peers are nominated by the emperor from among
the members, and president and vice-president of

the House of Representatives are nominated by
the emperor from among three candidates elected
by the house. The presidents of both houses re-

ceive annual salary of 4,000 yen; vice-presidents,
2,000 yen ; elected and nominated members of the
House of Peers and members of the House of Rep-
resentatives, 800 yen, besides traveling expenses.
No one is allowed to decline these annual
allowances.
The Imperial Parliament has control over the

finances and the administration of justice. Voting
is by secret ballot, and the system is that of si-,-n-

lin de listf. The Parliament must be assembled
once every year. The first general election for

members was held in .fuly, 1890. The first session
was opened with elaborate ceremonies Nov.
29. 1890.

At the head of local administration in the prov-
inces are the governors, one of them residing in

each of the 46 districts (3 Fus and 43 Kens) into
which Japan is divided. In 1879 city and prefectu-
ral assemblies were created, based on the principle
of election ; their power is confined to fixing the
estimates of the local rates, subject to the con-
firmation of the governors, and finally of the min-
ister of the interior. Eligible to the assembly are
all male citizens 25 years of age, resident in the
district at least three consecutive years, and pay-
ing land tax of more than ten yen annually. The
franchise is conferred on all male citizens of 20 years,
residing in the district, and paying more than five

yen land tax. Annually, or in every other year, gover-
nors are summoned to the department of the
interior to deliberate upon matters of local admin-
istration. Each district is subdivided into cities
(kit), and counties {ijnn), each with its chief magis-
trate (c/to), who manage local affairs. The island
of Hokkaido (Yezo) has a governor and a special
organization.
To further carry out the principle of decentraliz-

ation and self-government a system of local ad-
ministration in shi (municipality), cho (town;, and
son (village) was established by imperial rescript.
April 17, 1888, which came into effect April 1,

1889, and is to be applied gradually, according to
the circumstances and requirements of these
localities.

Army and Navy.—The emperor has the supreme
command of the army and navy. Since the restora-
tion of imperial authority and the consequent abo-
lition of the feudal system, the army of the empire
has been organized on a uniform system on the
basis of conscription. According to the present
law all males of the age of 20 are liable to serve
in the standing army for seven years, of which
three must be spent in active service, and the
remaining four in the army of reserve. After
quitting the army of reserve they have to form
part of the landirehr for another five years ; and
every male from 17 to 40 years of age, who is not
either in the line, the reserve, or the landii-ehr,

must belong to the laiahturm, and is liable to be
called to service in times of national emergency.
The army, on Jan. 1, 1891, consisted of 60,455

men, on a peace footing. It may be increased in
war to 245,311.

The navy numbered 31 vessels of which there
were one iron-clad, 5 protected cruisers, and 26
"miscellaneous," with 22 torpedo boats.
Trade, Revenue, and Expenses.—Under treaties

the ports of Yedo (Tokio), Kanagawa (Yokohama),
Hiogo, and Osaka (on the inland sea), Hakodate
(in Yezo) Niigata, and Nagasaki, are open to
trade. Of the total trade in 1888 about 36 per cent,
was with the United Kingdom, 21 per cent, with
the United States, 16 per cent, with China.

Estimated public revenue, 1889-90 £11,606.240
Estimated public expenditure, 1889-90 11.606,502
Total debt. Jan. 1889 60452,450
Total imports, 1888 Il,lfl6,:«8

Total exports, 1888 10,067,206

There were in !May, 1890, open 1,079 miles of rail-

way, and several lines in process of construction.
The progress in education, as well as in commer-
cial and in individual pursuits during the last few
years, has been marvellous both in respect of
rapidity and methods.
JAPAN, Great Earthquake in. On Oct. 28,

1891, one of the severest earthquakes ever known
in Japan ocoured. Without any previous warning
shocks were felt from Tokio to beyond Kobe, a dis-

tance of more than 500 miles. The damage done in

Tokio and Yokohama was very slight and no lives

were lost, but as the rumbling and roaring of the
earthquake gradually passed these cities, it

seemed to gather strength, and at Nagoya, Gifit

and Ogaki the damage done was severe indeed.
The city of Nagoya, with a population of 1(55,009

and 40,000 houses, was almost totally destroyed. Ac-
cording to the police reports, it lost 2,007 in killed

and 2,158 wounded, with a total destruction of

31,764 houses. Gifu, with a population of 28,(X)0

and 7,000 houses, lost in killed more than 2,0(X) and
about an equal number wounded, with the total

destruction of more than one-half of the city; of

the remaining half, the streets were so badly littered

with the debris caused from above and below, that
it is doubtful if the city can ever be rebuilt.

Ogoki, with a population of 20,000, lost in killed

1,000 (estimated) and in wounded about an equal
number, with the almost complete destruction of

the city; in fact, only four streets are said to

remain, the others being completely upheaved and
filled with wreckage. The Imperial Arsenal, situ-

ated in Osoka, and the electric-light works were
wrecked and the Naniwa Cotton ]\li!ls, employing
700 operatives, was destroyed, but fortunately
only 23 lives were lost and 45 persona injured, the
remainder of the workmen having gained the opea
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•treet before the buildings collapsed. Great dam-
age was done to the railway and telegraph lines,

an iron bridge over the Nagaragowa River being
demolished.
Near Lake Biwa saline water was forced from

the earth, and rose to height of several feet; but
the flow soon ceased from these cracks. Im-
mediately following the convulsion the water in

Owori Bay became greatly agitated, the waves
rising to an unusual height and seeming to flow

from all directions, causing the wreck of a great
many junks and other vessels. The bay continued
very rough for two days following the disturbance,
and steamers usually plying on it remained at
anchor rather than attempt to get out to sea.

Near Hamamotsu the railway sunk several
inches for a space of more than live miles, and at
Maizaka it settled down more than twelve
inches. The entire roadbed had to be relaid

in a great many places, and none of the bridges
were regarded as safe until the government en-
gineers had inspected them. Much loss of life

and property was experienced at all the small
cities and villages lying in the path of the earth-
quake, but as yet no trustworthy returns have
been received from them. It is thought that more
than 10,000 lives were lost with fully double
this number in wounded. The shock was the
severest felt since 1854 and 1855. In 1854 the city

of Simoda was destroyed, and the resulting tidal

wave swept a Russian frigate from her anchorage
a couple of miles over the land. In the earth-
quake of 1855 the city of Tokio sufifered severely, a
large part being destroyed and several thousand
lives lost.

JASPER, the county-seat of Dubois county,
Ind., situated on the Patoka River. Block-coal is

mined here, and lumber, flour, carriages, and
farm-implements are manufactured.
JASTROW, Marcus Mordec.^i, a Polish-Ameri-

can rabbi, born at Rogasen, Prussia, in 1829. Af-

ter studying at Berlin and graduating at Halle,

he became preacher and assistant rabbi at War-
saw in 1858. Being banished in 1862 he liecame
rabbi at Mannheim, but was soon recalled to

Warsaw, where he remained till 1864. In 1866 a
German-Hebrew congregation called him to Phil-

adelphia, Pa., where he has since acted as rabbi.

He published Die Lage der Juden in Polen; Vor-

laufer der Polnischen Revolution; Vier Jahrhun-
derte, a history of the Jews of the second com-
monwealth, and a valuable HebreiL-Oennan Lexi-

con.

JATAKA (literally 'relating to birth'), the
name of a collection of legends, containing an ac-

count of the 550 previous births of SAkya Muni,
or the Buddha. It forms a part of the Siittapit-

aka of Pali literature. These are of great im-
portance as the earliest collection of popular
stories.

JAVELIN, a short spear intended to be thrown
by the hand. It was anciently used by horse-
men and foot soldiers, and is a common weapon
among modern savage tribes.

JA"i , Blue J.\y, one of our most common and
most noxious birds. It is in the habit of destroy-
ing the broods of other small birds, and commits
depredations on the fruits and seeds of farms
and gardens. Both the European and American
jays are fully described in Britannica, Vol. XIII,

pp. 610, 611.

JAY. John, an American diplomatist, born in

1817. He was admitted to the New York bar in

1839, and in 1869 was sent as minister to Aus-
tria. He resigned in 1875, and in 1877 was chair-

man of the commission to investigate the system

of the New York custom-house. Mr. Jay is a
member of various geographical and historical
societies, and has published many speeches and
pamphlets.
JAY, William (1789-1858), an American jurist.

In 1818 he was appointed to the bench of West-
chester county, N. Y., and was re-appointed until
1843. He was active in anti-slavery and temper-
ance movements. Among his published works are
Memoir on the Subject of a General Bible Society

for the United States (1815); Life and Writings of
John Jay (1833); Inquiry Into the Character and
Tendency of the American Colonization and Ameri-
can Anti-Slavery Societies (1834); A View of the

Action of the Federal Government in Behalf of
Slavery (1837) ; The Condition of the Free People

of Color in the United States (1839); War and Peace;
the Evils of the First, With a Plan for Securin_g

the Last (1848); Kossuth Excitement (1852); and
Causes and Consequences of the Mexican War (1849) ;

besides many addresses and letters.

JEAFFERSON, John Cordy, an English author,
born at Framlingham, Suffolk, in 1831. Begin-
ning the practice of law in 1859, he was employed
in 1874 as one of the inspectors of records in var-

ious parts of England. He has published a long
series of novels of which the most notable is Not
Dead Yet, partly occasioned by the famous Tioh-

borne case. Among his books bearing on the social

history of England are A Book About Doctors; A
Book About Lawyers; A Book About the Clergy; A
Book Abend the table; Brides and Bridals; Annals
of Oxford; A Young Squire of the Seventeenth Cen-
tury, 'Etc. His books are chatty, full of anecdotes,
and very entertaining.
JEBB, Richard Claverhouse, a distinguished

Greek scholar, born at Dundee, Scotland, Aug. 27.

1841. He passed with marked distinction through
St. Columba's College, Dublin, Charterhouse School,

London, and Trinity College, Cambridge, graduat-
ing as senior classic in 1862. Soon after he was
elected Fellow of his college, and took a prominent
part in organizing the system of inter-collegiate

classical lectures, and served as secretary of the
newly founded Cambridge Philological Society. In
1869 he became public orator of the university, in

1872 classical examiner in the university of Lon-
don, and tutor of his own college, in 1875 profes-

sor of Greek in the university of Glasgow, and in

1889 regius professor of Greek at Cambridge. He
has received from the King of Greece the Gold
Cross of the Order of the Savior, in recognition

of his services in promoting the study of both clas-

sical and modern Greek. Amongst the most im-
portant of his works are Tlie Attic Orators, Modern
Greece, and a Life of Richard Bentley. Dr. Jebb
has for some time past been engaged in editing

the complete works of Sophocles.
JEFFERSON, a railroad junction and the county-

seat of Greene county, Iowa, on Coon River, 50
miles northwest of Des Moines.
JEFFERSON, a dairying and farming town of

Schoharie county, N. Y. It has manufactories of

cabinet-wares and shoes.

JEFFERSON, a city, railroad centre and county-

seat of Marion county, Tex., at the head of naviga-

tion on Big Cypress Bayou. It is a thriving man-
ufacturing city, the largest of northeastern Texas,

and the center of river commerce, exporting cat-

tle, barreled beef, tallow, hides, wool, osage orange
seed, and large quantities of cotton. Large beds

of coal and iron are found in the vicinity. Popu-
lation, 3.070.

JEFFERSON, a post-village, capital of Ashta-

bula county, Ohio, situated on the Franklin di-

vision of the Lake Shore Railroad, 13 miles south
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of Lake Erie. It is surrounded by a rich grazing
and dairy country.
JEFFERSON, a city and county-seat of Jefferson

county, Wis., situated at the union of Crawford
and Rock rivers. It is the seat of Jefiferson Lib-
eral Institute, and has manufactories of cream-
brick.
JEFFERSON CITY, the capital of the state of

Missouri, and the countj'-seat of Cole county, situ-

ated on the south bank of the Missouri River, 150
miles from its mouth—lat. 38° 36' N., long. 92° 9'

W. It is 125 miles west of St. Louis, and 158 miles
east-southeast of Kansas City. Jefferson City
contains a state-house, a court-house, a state-pris-

on, the Lincoln Institute, a female seminary, sever-

aj banks and churclies, and manufactories of farm-
ing-implements and wagons. Coal and limestone
are found in the vicinity. Population in 1870,

4,420 ; in 1880, 5,271 ; in 1890, 6,732.

JEFFERSON, Joseph, an American actor, born
in 1829. At the age of three he figured as the child
in "Pizarro, or the death of Rolla," and in 1843

traveled through Texas and Mexico with a party
of strolling players. He has since appeared in

nearly every city of note in the United States, and
in many of various other countries. He is best
known through his performance as "Rip Van
Winkle."
JEFFERSONIA, a genius of Berheridacese, con-

taining two species, one American and one Chinese.
/. (hiphylla, popularly known as tirhi-leaf, is in-

digenous to tlie eastern interior of the United
States. It has two-parted leaves, rising in a tuft

from the roots, and white blossoms, appearing in

April or May. The root is reputed to have tonic
and emetic properties, and in some places the
plant is called "rheumatism root." It was named
in honor of Thomas Jefferson.

JEFFERSONVILLE,a city of Clark county, Ind.,

on the Ohio River, opposite Louisville, Ky., 5 miles
above New Albany, and 108 miles south of Indian-
apolis. It contains several churches and banks,
the Southern State prison, an arsenal, high-school,
iron foundries, machine-shops, and manufactories
of railroad-cars, steamboats, farm-implements, etc.

Population in 1880, 9,357 ; in 1890, 11,274.

JEFFRIES, John (1745-1819), an American phy-
sician. He began the practice of medicine in Bos-
ton, ^lass., in 1769, and from 1771 to 1774 was sur-

geon of a British ship of the line at that port. In
1776 he went to Halifax, where Lord Howe made
him surgeon-general of the British forces in Nova
Scotia, and in 1780 he became surgeon-major to the
forces in America. He resigned in less than a year,
however, and went to London, wliere he practiced
with marked success. In 1789 he returned to Bos-
ton, and gave a series of public lectures on anato-
my. He published in 1786, A Narrative of Two Aerial
Voyages, which he took while in London.
JELALPUR, a town of India, in the Punjab, on

the River Jhylum, or Jhelum.
JENKINS, Edw.^rd, a British author, bo'n in

1838. He was admitted to the bar in London in

1864, and practiced till 1873, when he entered poli-

tics. From 1874 to 1876 he was agent-general for

Canada, and then became a member of parlia-
ment. Among his published works are Oinx's
Baby (1870) ; The Colonies and Imperial Unity (1871);
and The Coolie (1871.)

JENKINS, Thorto.n Ale.xander, a United States
naval officer, born in 1811. He entered the navy in

1828 as a midshipman; was made a lieutenant in

1839; was engaged in several important actions
during the Mexican war; in 1852 became secretary
of the light-house board ; was promoted comman-
der in 1855; was made captain in 1862; commo-

dore in 1866; and rear-admiral in 1870. He was re-
tired in 1873, and at the Centennial exhibition at
Philadelphia in 1876 had charge of the exhibit of
the navy department. Admiral Jenkins wrote
many reports for the government.
JENNER, Sir Willi.\m, an English physician,

born at Chatham in 1815, and educated at Univer-
sity College, London, where he himself was profes-
sor from 1848 till 1879. He was appointed physician
in ordinary to the Queen in 1862, and to the Prince
of Wales in the following year ; was made a baro-
net in 1868, and a K. C. B. in 1872; and was elected
F. R. S. and president of the College of Physicians.
His professional eminence is chiefly based upon his
discovery of the symptoms which differentiate
typhus from typhoid fever.

JEREMIAH. See Britannica, Vol. XIII, pp. 626-
629.

JERKIX-HEAD, a form of roofing which is halt-

gable, half-hip. The gable generally goes as high
as the ties of the couples, above which the roof is

hipped off,

JERUSALEM CHERRY, the popular name of

Solanum Pseudo-capsicum. It is cultivated as an
ornamental house plant, grows only two or three
feet high, and bears berries about the size of cher-
ries. It is also called Winter Cherry.
JERROLD, WiLi.i.\M Blanchard, an English

author, born in London in 1826, died in 1884. After
being educated partly in France, he became a
journalist, and also produced many farces and come-
dies. In 1855 he attended the Paris exhibition as
agent of the London "Daily News." In 1862 he
wrote a series of articles on the "London poor" for

the "Morning Post," and during the next year he
went to Paris to examine its institutions for the
poor, and some years latter he visited Netherlands
for the same purpose. Among his published writ-
ings are At Home in Paris; Trip Throvgh the Vine-
yards of Spain; The Cocaynes; London, illustrated
by Dor^, and Life of Napoleon III.

JERSEY CITY.a city and county-seat of Hud-
son county, N. J., on the right or west bank of the
Hudson River, opposite New York City, with which
constant communication is maintained by five fer-

ries. The streets are generally laid out at right an-
gles, and are of good width, well paved, sewered,
lighted with gas and electricity, and horded by many
handsome residences. The most prominent public
buildings are the city-hall, court-house, and school-
houses. Jersey City is the terminus of the Red
Star line of steamships to Europe, and of a dozen
railroads running in various directions. Im-
mense quantities of iron, coal, produce, and general
merchandise are brought to and shipped from this

city. There are horse and electric railroads to

Hoboken and various parts of the city itself. It

contains upwards of 60 churches, a high-school, a
normal-school, several banks, and many charitable
and educational institutions. The city is supplied
with water conveyed in pipes from the Passaic
River by means of hydraulic works which are at

Belleville, 6 miles distant. Jersey City has many
and various manufacturing establishments, among
which the more important are the works of the
United States Watch Company, several extensive
glass-works, crucible-works, steel-works, foundries,

machine-shops, boiler-works, locomotive and rail-

road supply works, sugar refineries, zinc-works,

breweries, pLaning-mills, potteries, manufactories
of chemicals, jewelry .fireworks, lead pencils.candles,

soap, hydrants, chains, rubber goods, castor and
linseed oil, copper ware, oakum, chains and spikes,

car springs, etc. The mines of Europe, as well as
those of this country, obtain their crucibles from
the works of Jersey City. Here are located large
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stock-yards and an extensive ahutiuii- where vast
quantities of cattle and sheep are slaughtered for
the New York markets. This city is governed by a
mayor and l)oard of aldermen, assisted by numer-
ous executive boards. There is an efficient police
force, and a well equipped fire department. Pub-
lic education is directly controlled by a board of

education, who elect a city superintendent. The
site whereon Jersey City stands was formerly called
PaulusHook, but in 1820 was chartered "as the City
of Jersey," and in 1838 as "Jersey City." Popula-
tion in 1S50, 6,85(5; in 1S60, 29,226; in 1870,82,546; in

1880, 120,722; in 1890, 163,987.

JERSEY SHORE, a post-borougli of Lycoming
county. Pa., 10 miles southwest i)f Williamsport,
on the west branch of the Susquelianiia. The region
has fine scenery, is fertile and pniduees lumber and
tobacco.
JERSEYVILT,E, a city, railroad junction and

county-seat of Jersey county. 111., .50 miles north of

St. Louis. It manufactures flour, plows, reapers,
and carriages.
JESSEL. Sir George, an English jurist, born in

London, of Jewish parents in 1824, died March 21,

1883. After studying at the I'niversity College,
London, he was called to the bar at Lincoln's Inn
in 1847, and in 1865 he became a queen's counsel.
In 1871 he was appointed solicitor-general by Mr.
Gladstone, knighted in 1872; made master of the
rolls in 1873, and became the usual president of the
court of appeals. He was the first Jew to hold a
judicial office in England. In 1880 Jessel was made
vice-chancellor of the University of London.
JESUITS IN NORTH AMERICA. On Jesuits

in general, see Britannica, Vol. XIII, pp. 645-656.
In 1611 the Jesuit Fathers Biard and Masse, accom-
panied the French expedition which laid the foun-
dation of Acadia. Called upon by the original
Recollet missionaries to take part in their labors in
the then new colony of Quebec, the Jesuits settled
in the valley of the St. Charles, near the confluence
of that river with the Lairet, and there established
the nursery of their order in America known as
Notre-Dame des Anges, in 1625. When Quebec was
captured by the English, four years later, the Jesuit
mission was suspended and the fathers driven off.

In 1632 when the French recaptured the St. Law-
rence River, the Jesuits returned ; opened schools,
especially the College of Quebec, and sent out mis-
sionaries who went up the river in canoes. After
many hardships and a travel of 900 miles by land
and water, the missionaries found themselves in
the Huron country, near the shores of Lake Huron.
Here they founded mission schools, preached,
farmed, and traded in furs with the French of
Montreal and Quebec. But, alas ! in 1649 the Iro-
quois conquered the Hurons, burnt their villages,
devastated their corn-fields, took their women and
children prisoners, and burnt and tomahawked the
Jesuit fathers.
But the Jesuits did not give up the task of estab-

lishing missions among the Indians. In 1649 they
had establishments at Montreal, Three Rivers, and
Quebec, a missionary post on the island of Miscon,
in the gulf of the St. Lawrence, another at Tadousac
near the mouth of the Great Saguenary River ; and
also posts along the Algonquins on the Kennebec
River, in Maine. Besides their activity as mission-
aries we find the Jesuits in North America taking
part in many exploring expeditions. In 1671, when
the Intendant Talon of New France, resolved to
take possession of the large valley of the Ottawas,
in the name of the king of France, the Jesuit
Father Claude Allouez assisted him very materially,
and took the chief part in the ceremonies incident
to the great meeting of Indian tribes at Sainte-

Marie-du-Sant. In the following year the French
under St. Simon and the Jesuit Father Albanel, re-
discovered Hudson's Bay.
Talon also sent in the same year a Quel)ec mer-

chant named Joliet, and the Jesuit Father
JIarquette west to discover "Cathay" and the
"South Sea." After wintering at Macheliniackinac,
these two explorers advanced early the next spring
into the valley of the Illinois River, passing by way
of the Fox River and the Wisconsin into the Miss-
issippi as far as its confluence with the Arkansas,
they returned in the fall and wintered at St. Francis
Xavier, a missionary station on the west of Lake
Michigan. As La Salle descended the Mississippi
to the gulf in 1681, we see that Marquette and
Joliet preceded him by 8 years in discovering the
"Father of Waters."
For the next hundred years the Jesuits contin-

ued their missionary, farming, teaching and ex-
ploring work with undiminished zeal and gratifying
success, so that in 1720, when Charlevoix, a mem-
ber of their society, visited Canada, he was prompt-
ed to congratulate his brethern warmly on their
eminent services. But the English were at war
with the French everywhere. So it came that
Father Sebastian Rasle was shot down on the bat-
tle-field at Norridgewock, Maine, surrounded by his
Indian neophytes; and when in 1769 the British
conquered New France, the College of Quebec, after
flourishing for nearly 150 years, received its first

severe blow. But it was still further crippled in 1773,
when Pope Clement XIV, suppressed the whole
Jesuit order by a papal bull. Father Well, the last

Jesuit survivor in Montreal, died in 1791 ; and
Father Cazot, the last one in Quebec, passed away
in 1800. After this the British government took
all the Jesuit property in Canada, and turned the
College of Quebec into barracks. It served as such
until 1869, when England withdrew her troops
from Canada. In 1880 the college building was
torn down by order of the Provincial government.
At present, the Jesuit property at Quebec, Three
Rivers, Montreal and elsewhere, summing up
thousands upon thousands of acres, is under litiga-

tion between the Dominion government and the
Pope in Rome.
The work of the Jesuits begins in the United

States, when it ends in New France. After the war
of independence, Father John Carroll, an ardent
Jesuit in Maryland, corresponded with the Holy
See with a view to establishing a hierarchy in the
United States. His scheme was accepted, and he
himself was appointed and consecrated first Viishop

of Baltimore in 1790. The diocese of Baltimore re-

mained for years the only Roman Catholic diocese
in the United States, and embraced all the States
and Territories of the Union. Carroll was t!ie

founder of Georgetown College, near Washington,
in 1791, and he establisiied a theological seminary
in connection with this college, which in 1792, was
merged in that of St. IMary's, Baltimore. In 1S15

Georgetown College was chartered as a university
by act of Congress, and in 1833 it was empowered
by the Holy See to confer degrees in philosophy and
theology. This university is at present tlie largest
school under Jesuitic control in the Union, and
withal one of the best in the land. One of its prin-

cipal offshoots is the college of the Holy Cross, at
Worcester, Mass.

In 1823 two Jesuits from Maryland traveled to

Missouri and took 10 young Marylanders with them.
At Florissant, a few miles north, northwest of St.

Louis, Mo., tliey opened a school for Indian boys.
In 1828 the Missouri Jesuits founded the St. Louis
University, which was the first scholastic institu-

tion west of the Mississippi, and stands to-day high
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on the roll of America^ -schools. Similar schools
were gradually establis-, ,'; by the Missouri fathers
in Cincinnati, O. ; Louir He and Bardstown, Ky.

;

Grand Coteau, La.; Cbir^o. i,ll. ; Milwaukee, Wis.

;

Detroit, Mich., and Omaha, iSeb. They have also
auxiliary stations in all the important towns of the
West.
In their efTorti to convert and civilize the In-

dians, the Jesuits >enetrated into the various In-
dian countries, begianing with the Pottowattomies
in Kansas, ascending the Missouri to the Sioux en-
campment, and the Yellowstone to the Blackfeet.
They labored among the Flatheads and the various
other tribes of Indians west of the Rocky Moun-
tains. One of them. Father De Smet, wason several
occasions deputed by the United States Government
to pacify the Indians, when they became violent by
their unjust treatment at the hands of Indian
agents or swindling traders. Father De Smet visited

many of the tribes, and obtained from the govern-
ment even the right of nominating agents for

Catholic tribes.

During the revolutionary troubles in Europe in

1847—48, many Jesuits were driven from their col-

leges and sought refuge in America. The provinces
of Maryland and Missouri, obtained large rein-

forcements from these refugees. A number of the
latter went to California in 1854, and began there a
mission and a school, the College of Santa Clara,
near San Francisco. The mission has since spread
into Oregon and Xew Mexico. Some French Jes-
uits took possession of St. Mary's College, Marion
county, Ky., in 1833, and laid also the foundation
of another college in Louisville Ky., in 1845. Early
in 1846 they left the latter to take charge of St.

John's College, N. Y., and also to establish a
college for externs in New York City. About the
same time a number of Jesuits went toNew Orleans,
where they opened a house, and took soon after

also the flourishing college of Springhill, near
Mobile, Ala. They have since added several
stations throughout the Southwest.
The order of Jesuits was restored in 1814 by Pope

Pius VII. After an absence of more than 40 years
from Canada, the Jesuit fathers appeared once
more on the banks of the St. Lawrence in 1839

;

and the old College of Quebec was soon replaced by
St. Mary's College at Montreal, which stands un-
rivaled among the many flourishing institutions

in Canada. In 1865 the Jesuits opened their

beautiful church in Montreal, which is the counter-
part of the Gesie, the mother temple of their

society in Rome. In 1885 the college of St. Boni-
face, opposite Winnipeg, in Manitoba, was trans-
ferred to the Jesuits of the Dominion.
The preceeding ajray of facts shows that the

Jesuits of America represent a large percentage of

the whole number of educational institutions, both
in the United States and the Dominion of Canada.
And we may add that their schools and colleges are
generally crowded with students. Taking priests,

scholastics, novices, and lay-brothers together.they
number about 1,000 men. But the mental and
moral influence on the large number of their
pupils can scarcely be estimated. The recruits of

their order are taken from the most gifted and
promising native American youth. At Woodstock,
Md., a central institute has been established in

which young Jesuits are thoroughly instructed in

philosophy, physical science, mathematics, and
theology, with a view of preparing them for the
priestly offices, and also for teaching all the higher
branches of learning in the colleges and schools of

their order.
JETTIES are pier-like structures of wood or

stone and earth built on either side of a river's

mouth in order to contract its current and to
cause it to scour away the mud and sand of the
bar, thusdeepening the channel. Many of the river-
mouths along our great lakes have been converted
into good ports by harbor-works embodying the
jetty-system, but the most conspicuous examples
of this kind of river engineering are Captain J.
B. Eads' jetties at the mouth of the Mississippi
River. For the details, see Mississippi, Britan-
nica. Vol. XVI, pp. 520, 521, and River Engi-
neering, pp. 580, 581.

We add the following remarks : Eads built two
jetties along the South Pass. The east jetty is

12,100 feet long, the west one is somewhat shorter.
They consist mainly of willow-mattresses. The
willows for these mattresses were obtained in
large quantities from the "jump," a sub-delta 12
miles above the head of the passes. Willow rods
2J2 inches thick at the butt and from 15 to 30
feet long were used, and the brushy tops left on
them. Barges carried them to Port Eads, a town
of small houses built just above the mouth of the
South Pass on both banks of the latter. The mat-
tresses were about 2 feet thick and many of them
as much as 100 feet long. They were towed by a
steam-tug to their places and were sunk there
by placing rubble stones evenly upon them. These
stones had to be brought down the Mississippi from
quarries atRosiclair, in Southern Illinois. Guide-
piles marked out the course of each jetty. For the
greater part of their length four courses of mat-
tresses and stones were laid. Towards the sea-
ward ends the works were protected by cribs of
palmetto logs tilled in with stone ; and towards the
landward end some portions were constructed of
yellow pine sheet piling. But as the current
tended to undermine the latter part of the work, it

had to be protected by willow mattresses lowered
between the rows of piles. Afterwards an " inner
east jetty" was built to reinforce the landward end
of the east jetty.

The west jetty is connected with the main land
by a dam of willow mattresses 550 feet long and
running at right angles with the main work. After
both jetties were constructed, temporary wing-
dams were built inside to hasten the erosive ac-
tion of the current, and they served their purpose
well. Three years after the jetties were laid,

when all the work was well settled together, their
tops were capped toward their seaward ends with
huge blocks of concrete, and their sides were pro-
tected with a revetement of stone and gravel. The
jetties are still slowly settling, and a slight shoal-
ing to seaward is reported. But the entire pass is

now all along at least 30 feet deep.
JEVONS, William Stanley, an English political

economist, born at Liverpool in 1835, died in 1882.

After being educated at the University College,
London, he spent 5 years at Sydney, Australia, as
an employe in the mint there. In 1866 he was
appointed professor of logic, political economy, and
mental philosophy at Owen's College, Manchester.
In 1875 he became professor of political economy
at University College, London. After 1881 he de-
voted himself entirely to literary work, but was
accidentally drowned at Bexhill in 1882. His main
published works are A Serious Fall in the Price of
Gold, which treated of the economic results of the
gold discoveries in California; The Coal Question,

speaking of the future exhaustion of the British
coal mines; A Theory of Political Economy; The
State in Relation to Labor; & treatiee on Money, and
the Principles of Science.

JEWFISH, one of the several different fishes of
the family Serranidse. The jew-fish of the south-
ern and eastern coasts of the United States is
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the Proinicrops guasa, which sometimes attains a
weight of 700 pounds ; that of California is Stereo-

leosis gigas.

"JEWSBURY, Maeia Jane (c 1800-1833), an En-
glish writer, born in Warwickshire about 1800, and
resided in Manchester during the greater part of

her life. In 1833 she married Rev. William Fletch-
er, a missionary to India, and died at Bombay in

the same year. Author of Phantasmagoria, Let-

ters to the Young, Lays of Leisure Hours, and Three
Histories.

JEW'S EAR, a fungus, one of the Hymenomy-
cetes, which grows on decaying parts of living

trees, and bears some resemblance to a human ear.

It is soft but cartilaginous, wrinkled, generally
brown, and stemless. The spores are produced on
the upper surface. See Britannica, Vol. XVIII,
p. 267.

JIB-BOOM, an extension of the bowsprit towards
the front, running out beyond it. It gives greater
spread for jib-sails, and a more extended base for

the top-gallant-mast-stay. In large vessels, a fly-

ing jib-boom is run out in a similar manner beyond
the jib-boom.
JIMENA, or Ximena, a town of Spain, twenty-

one miles north of Gibraltar. It has some remark-
able caves and the remains of a Moorish castle.

Population, 8,500.

JINN, in Mohammedan mythology, spirits made
of fire, and capable of assuming any form at will.

Thej' inhabit a world called Jinnistan, but often
visit the earth, and exert an influence over man-
kind for both good and evil. In the Arabian Nights'
Entertainments they are called genii. The word in

this form is sometimes regarded as singular, with
a plural /iVins.

JOACHIM. Joseph, a German violinist, born
near Pressburg, in Hungary, in 1831. Already fam-
ous as a youthful prodigy, ha went to Leipzig in

1843, to the Conservatoire founded by Mendels-
sohn, who saw his genius and encouraged him.
He made his first visit to London in 1844, and has
since made annual visits there. In 1869 he be-
came the head of the newly developed Academy of

Music at Berlin. Herr Joachim has written sev-
eral works for his instrument and the orchestra,
the chief being the Hungarian Concerto. In 1887
he visited Paris, and had an enthusiastic recep-
tion. In 1877 the University of Cambridge con-
ferred on him the degree of Musical Doctor and
the University of Oxford recently conferred upon
him the honorary degree of D. C. L.
JOB, Book of. See Britannica, Vol. XIII, pp.

697-703.
JOGUES, Isaac (1607-1646), a French missionary.

He was ordained a Jesuit priest in 1636, and then
went to Canada as a missionary to the Hurons and
Chippewas. In 1642 he was captured by the Mo-
hawks, but after over a year's confinement and
torture escaped to the Dutch at Albany, N. Y. He
then visited France, but returned shortly after-
ward, and in 1646 concluded a peace with the Mo-
hawks. The same year, however, he was murdered
by a member of that tribe. He wrote Description
of Nete Nethertan'Js in 164:?, a. Notice of RenS Goupil,
and a Journal, all of which have been published.
JOHN O'GKOAT'S HOUSE, the most northerly

in Scotland, in Caithness, 1% miles west of Dun-
can's Bay Head, was, according to tradition, an
octagonal building with eight doors and windows
and an eight-sided table within, built by John
O'Groat to prevent dissentions as to preced-
ence among the eight different branches of his
family.
JOHN HOPKINS UNIVERSITY. See Colleges

in these Revisions and Additions.

3

JOHNSON, Oliver ( 9-1889), an American edi-
tor. He served an apf iticeship in the printing
office of the Montpeliei S't., " Watchman," and in
1831 became editc ci ^the "Christian Soldier,"
from 1865 to 1870 he managed the "Independent,"
and then accepted the editorship of the New York
"Tribune," which post he resigned two years later,
in order to take charge of the " Christian Union."
He was active in the cause of anti-slavery, and was
an organizer of the New England anti-slavery soci-
ety in 1832. He was the author of William Lloyd
Oarrison and His Times, or Sketches of the Anti-slav-
eri/ Movement in America (1880).
JOHNSON, Revekdy (1796-1876), an American

statesman. He was admitted to the bar in 1815,
and began practice in Prince George county, Md.
In 1817 he removed to Baltimore, and in 1821 be-
came a member of the state senate. He was ap-
pointed attorney-general in President Taylor's
cabinet, and from 1845 to 1849 was in the United
States Senate. In 1868 he went to England as min-
ister, and while there negotiated the " Johnson-
Clarenden" treaty for the settlement of the Ala-
bama claims, besides settling several other
important controversies. On his return to the
United States in 1869 he resumed the practice of
law, which he continued to within a few days of
his death.
JOHNSON, Richard Mentor (1781-1850), a vice-

president of the United States. He was admitted
to the Kentucky bar, and from 1804 to 1807 was in
Congress as a Republican. He was reelected in
1807, and served, with the exception of a few
months, until 1819. At the beginning of the war of
1812 he raised a battalion of three companies, and
commanded it in a«tive service for ten months.
Shortly afterwards he raised a regiment of one
thousand mounted volunteers, and was himself in
command until the fall of 1813 when he was
wounded several times in the battle of the Thames,
and compelled to give up his post. From 1819 to
1829 he was a United States Senator, and then was
again a member of the house till 1837, when he was
chosen vice-president on the ticket with Martin
A'an Buren. He was afterward sent to the legisla-

ture, and was a member of that body at the time
of his death.
JOHNSON, Samuel (1696-1772), an American ed-

ucator. From 1716 to 1719 he was a tutor at Yale,
and then was ordained pastor of the Congrega-
tional church in West Haven, but in 1722 was con-
verted to episcopacy. He was assigned to a
mission at Stratford, where he remained until his
death, with the exception of the years from 1754
to 1763, when he was president of King's (now Col-
umbia) college. New York. Among his works are
.1 System of Morality (1746) ; A Letter from a Minister

of the Church of England to his Dissenting Parishion-
ers (1733); A Second Letter (1734); A Third Letter

(1737) ; A Demonstration of Reasonableness, Useful-

ness, and Great Duty of Prayer (1760) ; and An En-
glish and Hebrew Grammar (1767), besides many
"pamphlets and sermons.
JOHNSON, Samuei, (1822-1882), an American

Unitarian minister. His first charge was the church
in Harrison square, Dorchester in 1847, and from
1851 to 1870 he was pastor at Lynn, Mass. He lec-

tured often upon anti-slavery topics. Plis most
important published work is Oriental Religions, eom-
prising India (1872), China (1877), and Persia (1885).

JOHNSON, Sir John (1742-1830) Baronet, son of
Sir William Johnson, born near Albany, N. Y., and
during a visit to England in his youth knighted by
George III, as a compliment to his father. He was
made a major-general of militia in 1774, and when
American independence was declared he went to
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Canada, and returning at the head of troops raised

there by himself took an active part in aid of the
British in central New York. After the war he re-

sided in Canada, where he was given large tracts

of land by the British government.
JOHNSON, Sir William, Baronet (1716-1774), a

British soldier. He emigrated to America in 1738,

and established himself on a tract of land on the
south side of the Mohawk, a few miles west of

Schenectady. He became a trusted friend of the
Indians, and was appointed superintendent of In-

dian affairs in 1743. In 1750 he was appointed by
the king a member of the governor's council, and
in 1755 was created a baronet of Great Britain.

During the French war he distinguished himself

at Crown Point, Ticonderoga, and other places, and
concluded several treaties with the Indians, among
them the great treaty of Fort Stanwix in 1708.

His extensive correspondence with the British and
colonial governments is extremely valuable for a

correct understanding of the early history of New
York and of America in general.
JOHNSON, William Samuel (1727-1819), an

American jurist. He was admitted to the bar in

1746; and in 1761, and again in 1765, represented
Stratford Conn., in the general assembly. In the
latter year he was chosen a member of the first

colonial congress that met to consider the Stamp
Act, and in 1766 was sent to the upper house, or

governor's council. In 1772 he became a judge of

the superior court, but held office only a few
months. From 1784 to 1787 he was a member of

the Continental Congress, and in 1789 became the

first United States Senator from Connecticut. From
1787 to 1800 he was president of Columbia College.

JOHNSTON, Alexander (1849-1889), an Ameri-
can author. In 1876 he was admitted to the New
Jersey bar, and then taught in the Rutger college
grammar school till 1879. He then became princi-

pal of the Norwalk Latin-school and from 1883 to

the time of his death was professor of jurisprudence
and political economy at Princeton. He published
a History of American Politics (1879) ; The Oenesis of a
Nert' England State (\H8i) ; Representative American
Orations, with an Outline of American Political His-
tory (1885); History of the United States for Schools

(1886), and History of Connecticut (1887).

JOHNSTON, James F. W., a Scottish chemist,
born at Paisley in 1796, died at Durham, Sept. 18,

1855. He studied at Glasgow University, and was
afterwards the pupil of Berzelius, the chemist. In
1833 he was invited to take the leadership in chem-
istry and mineralogy in the newly-established uni-

versity of Durham. It is as an agricultural chem-
ist that he is chiefly known. His Catechism of Agri-
cultural Chemistry and Oeology has gone through
more than fifty editions, and has been translated
into almost every European language ; and his Lec-
tures on Agricultural Chemistry and Geology (1842;
13th ed. 1883) are held in high" esteem. The last of

his works. Chemistry of Common Life (1854) has
passed through several editions.
JOHNSTON, Joseph Eogleston (1809-1891), an

American soldier. In 1829 he entered the artillery

service, and served with distinction against the
Seminole Indians, and in the war with Mexico. At
the beginning of the civil war he had attained the
rank of brigadier-general in the United States
Army, but resigned and immediately became major-
general in the Confederate Army. Later he
commanded in all the peninsular battles, in Tennes-
see, and in Carolina, where he surrendered to Gen.
W. T. Sheridan, April 26, 1865, after receiving in-

telligence of Gen. Lee's surrender. After the war
Gen. Johnston became president of a railroad in

Arkansas, and also of the National express company

in Virginia. Later President Cleveland appointed
him commissioner of railroads of the United
States. He wrote Narrative of Military Operations
(1874).

JOHNSTOWN, a post-village, capital of Fulton
county, N.Y., situated on the railroad four miles from
Fonda, and on a branch of the Mohawk River. It
has an academy, gas works, skin and leather dress-
ing establishments, and glove and mitten fac-
tories.

JOHN THE PARRICIDE, commonly called John
of Swabia, son of Rudolph II., and grandson of
Rudolph I. of Austria, was born in 1289. After
many attempts to induce his uncle, Albert I. of
Austria, to resign to him some estates in Swabia,
he formed a conspiracy with others and murdered
Albert in 1308 and then fled to Italy, where he
died. See Britannica, Vol. X, p. 493.

JOINTURE, a law term signifying that portion
of an estate which is settled upon a woman before
her marriage to be enjoyed by her after her hus-
band's decease. The jointure bars a wife from
her dower, if the deed of conveyance states that it

shall take effect immediately upon the death of
the husband; that it is for her own lite; that it is

made to herself and no other in trust for her; and
that it shall be in full satisfaction of her dower, and
not of any particular part of it.

JOINVILLE, Francois Ferdinand Philippe
Louis Marie D'Orleans, Prince de, a French sol-

dier and author, born at Neuilly in 1818, being the
third son of King Louis Philippe. In 1836 he be-
came a lieutenant of the French navy, and in 1840
he commanded the frigate which brought the re-

mains of Napoleon I. from St. Helena to France. In
1843 he married the daughter of Dom Pedro I.,

Emperor of Brazil. Being made rear-admiral in

1844 he commanded the fleet which bombarded
Tangiers. His father being driven from the throne
in 1848 Prince Joinville relinquished his command
and went to England. Afterward he devoted him-
self to travel and study ; came to America in 1861

;

and accompanied Gen. McClellan during his com-
mand of the Army of the Potomac. Since 1870 he
has lived in retirement in France, and has pub-
lished L'AngUterre and La Campagne du Potomac.
JOKAI, Maurus, a Hungarian novelist, born at

Komorn, Feb. 19, 1825. He qualified for an advo-
cate, but never practiced, and after 1849 devoted
himself exclusively to literary pursuits. Among
the best of his works are The Turks in Hungary
(1852) ; The Magcar N^abob (1853), and its continua-
tion Zoltan Karpathy (1854); The Nno Landlord
(1862); The Eomance'of the Coming Century (1873)

,

The Comedians of Life (1876); The White Woman
of Ljentschau (1884) ; and Timar's Two Worlds
(1888). Most of his novels have been translated in-

to German, and several of them into English.
Jokai has gained fame as a journalist, as editor
first of the revolutionary weekly "Pictures of Life",

then of the political daily "Fatherland", and lastly

of the humorous weekly "The Comet" and the gov-
ernment organ "Nemzet". He is a prominent mem-
ber of the House of Representatives, being one of

the cleverest debaters of the party of the liberal
government.
JOLIET, a city and county-seat of Will county,

111., on Des Plaines River, 37 miles southwest of

Chicago, 44 miles east-northeast of Ottawa, and
22 miles south-southwest of Aurora. It con-
tains many handsome stone buildings, several
churches, chapels, schools, banks, a Catholic acad-
emy, a convent, and a State prison. Joliet has ex-
tensive flour-mills, machine-shops, breweries, lime-
kilns, brick-yards, foundries, manufactories of

boots and shoes, cigar-factories, Bessemer steel-
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works and rolling-mills, carriage-shops, marble-
works, and manufactories of builders' hardware,
cooperage, farming implements, stoves, sash doors,
and blinds. At this place there are large quarries
of excellent Silurian limestone, called Joliet lime-
stone. Population in 1880, 11,657 ; in 1890, 27,407.

JOLIETTE, the county-seat of Joliette county,
Quebec, Canada. It has excellent water-power,
building-stone, a college, mechanics' institute, con-
vent, and manufactories of castings, lumber and
leather.
JOLLY-BOAT (Dutch, joUe a yaTvl), a small boat

kept on board ship for the purpose of communi-
cating with the shore. It is a broad, safe boat,

rowed with four oars.

JO.MAKD, Edme FRANfois, a French geographer
and archseologist, born at Versailles, Nov. 17, 1777,

died at Paris, Sept. 22, 1862. He studied in the

Ecole Polytechnique, and accompanied the expe-
dition to Egypt as a member of the scientific com-
mittee. After his return to Paris he devoted
more than twenty years to the preparation of the

celebrated work. Description de I'Egypt. He was
one of the founders of the Geographical Society of

Paris, and held a position in the geographical de-
partment of the Royal Library.
JONAH. See Britannica, Vol. XIII, pp. 736-737.

JONES, Anson (1798-1858), a president of Texas.
He began the practice of medicine in 1820 at Litch-
field, Conn., and in 1833 settled in Brazoria county,
Texas. During the war between Texas and Mexico
he was a surgeon in the Texan army, and in 1837

was chosen to the Texan congress. From 1837 to

1839 he was minister to the United States Govern-
ment, in 1840 President of the Senate, from 1841 to

1844 Secretary of State, and from 1845 to its annexa-
tion to the United States was president of Texas.
His last years were devoted to agriculture.
JONES, Charles Coloock, Jr., an American

lawyer and antiquarian. In 1856 he was admitted
to the Savannah, Ga., bar, and was mayor in 1860-

61. During the civil war he was a lieutenant-colo-
nel in the Confederate army. He has since de-
voted much time to the history of Georgia and the
antiquities of southern Indians. Among his pub-
lished works are Monumental Remains of Georgia
(1861); Historical Sketch of the Chatham Artillery

during the Confederate struggle for Independence
(1867) ; Historical Sketch of Tomo-chi-chi, Mico of the

Yamacraws (1868) ; Reminiscences of the Last Days of
Gen. Henry Lee (1870); Antiquities of the Southern
Indians (1873); Siege of Savannah in 1779 (1874);
Dead Towns of Georgia (1878) ; Hernando de Soto and
his March through Georgia (1880) ; History of Georgia
(1883), and Life, Labors, and Neglected Grave of
Richard Henry Wilde (1885).
JONES, Hugh Bolton, an American artist, born

in 1848. He studied in Baltimore, Md., and later
in Europe, and in 1877 made a sketching tour in

Brittany and Spain. Among his pictures are
Tangier; Return of the Cows; Brittany; October; On
Herring Run; Baltimore; Summer on the Blue Ridge;
The Poplars; The Wayside Pool, and The Ferry Inn.
JONES, James KRiNERouGH,a United States Sen-

ator, born in 1839. He was a Confederate soldier
in the civil war ; commenced the practice of law in

1873; and became a member of the Arkansas state
senate the same year. He was chosen to the 47th
Congress, and was reelected to the 48th and 49th.
He was then elected to the United States senate,
and took his seat in 1885. His term expired in
1891.

JONES, John Percival, a United States Senator,
born in 1830. In the early part of the California
excitement he went to that State, and engaged in
farming and mining in one of the inland counties,

which he subsequently represented in both houses
of the state assembly. In 1867 he went to Nevada,
and since then has been engaged in the develope-
ment of the mineral resources of that State. In
1873 he was elected as a Republican to the United
States Senate, and has been twice reelected. His
term of service expired in 1891.
JONESBORO', a city and county-seat of Clayton

county, Ga., 20 miles south of Atlanta. It has a
large cotton trade and manufactures flour and
furniture.
JONESBORO', a city and county-seat of Union

county, 111., celebrated for the fine fruit grown in
the region. It has good building stone, a state in-
sane asylum, mills and factories.
JONESBOROUGH, the county-seat of Washing-

ton county, Tenn., 100 miles northeast of Knoxville.
It is the oldest town in the state, was the first cap-
ital, contains a female academy, and a normal in-
stitute.

JONESIA, a genus of trees of the natural order
Leguminosa', sub order Ca-salpinea', having a two-
leaved calyx, a funnel-shaped corolla, seven sta-
mens, and a scimitar shaped pod. The leaves are
ebruptly pinnate. The asoca of Sanskrit poetry
(,/. asoca) is one of the loveliest trees in the east.
Its orange and crimson flowers grow in graceful
racemes. Indian poetry abounds in its praises.
JONESVILLE, a railroad junction of Hillsdale

county, Mich. It has manufactories of carriages,
cotton and woolen goods.
JONQUIL, the name given to a species of Narcis-

sus with rush-like leaves, allied to the daffodil. The
common Jonquil {N. JonquiUa) has from two to
six yellow or white flowers at the summit of its

scape. The sweet-scented Jonquil {N. odorus) is

very generally cultivated. Both species are indig-
enous to the South of Europe. Perfumed waters
are made from the flowers.
JORDAN, David Starr, an American naturalist,

born in 1851. In 1870 he became instructor in

botany at Cornell, in 1875 professor of biology at
Butler university, and in 1879 at Indiana univer-
sity. He has held many appointments as assist-

ant to the United States fish and other commis-
sions. Besides numerous papers on ichthyology,
he has written a Manual of the Vertibratcs of the

Northern United States (1876).

JORDAN, Mrs. Dorothea, Dora Bland, an Irish

actress, born near Waterford, about 1762, died at
St. Cloud, France, July 3, 1816. She appeared
first in Dublin, under the name of Miss Francis,
and soon became popular in the roles of romps
and boys. In 1782 she crossed the channel and
olitained an engagement from Wilkinson, of the
York circuit, with whom she acted for three years.

It was during this period that she assumed the
name of Mrs. Jordan. She made her debut at
Drury Lane in "The Country Girl" in 1785, became
at once very popular and retained her hold on the
puljlic for nearly thirty years. In 1790 commenced
her connection with the Duke of Clarence, after-

wards William IV., which continued until 1811.

Notwithstanding her youthful follies there is no
reason to doubt that she was faitliful to him. and
in return he was warmly attached to her. There
was no satisfactory explanation of the sudden
breaking-off of their relations, but it is supposed
to have been for political reasons. She played
in London and the provinces until 1814, when she

retired to France, and though not in actual want,

died their friendless and alone. In 1831 King Wil-

liam raised her eldest son to the peerage, as Earl

of Miinster, and gave the other Fitz-Clarences the

rank and precedence of the younger sons and
daughters of a marquis.
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JORDAN, Thomas, an American general, born

in 1819. He entered the United States Infantry
service in 1840, and served in the war against

the Seminole Indians, and later in the war with
Mexico. At the outbreak of the civil war he re-

signed his commission and entered the Confed-
erate army as adjutant-general, becoming brig-

adier-general shortly afterward. In 1869 he be-

came chief-of-staff to the revolutionary army in

Cuba, and the same year succeeded to the chief

command, but a little later resigned. He has
since devoted himself to literature, and has writ-

ten The Campaigns of Lieut.-Gen. Forrest (1868.)

JORDAN, a village in Anondaga county, N. Y.,

17 miles west of Syracuse. It has good water-
power, and among its manufactures are wheel-
barrows, sleds, furnaces, wagons and flour.

JOUFFROY, d'Arb.\ns, Cl-^ude, Marquis de, a
French mechanician, born in Francha-Comt6 about
1751, died at Paris in 1832. In early manhood
he served in the army, and while in Provence
studied the navigation of sailing vessels. The ap-

plication of steam to navigation was suggested to

hfm by the sight of a fire engine, and in 1783 he
served in the army, and while in Provence suc-

ceeded in making a small paddle-wheel steam-
boat sail up the Rhone at Lyons. The vessel was,
however, too defective to be available for purposes
of actual navigation, and a patent was refused by
the French government. Compelled by the Revo-
lution to emigrate, he failed on account of finan-

cial ruin, to float a company till after Fulton had
made his successful experiments on the Seine in

1803. In 1816, having obtained a patent, Jouffroy
formed a company, and in the same year launched
a steamer on the Seine, but he was unable to
compete with other enterprises of the same kind.
JOUGS, JuGGS, or JoGGS, the name given in

Scotland to a form of pillory which was used
also in Holland and probably in other countries.
The jougs were an iron ring or collar, fastened by a
chain to a pillar or wall in some public place, such
as a market-cross, a prison-door, a churchyard
gate, etc. The ring or collar opened by a hinge,
so as to enclose the culprit's neck, when it was
secured by a loop or staple and a padlock. The
Jongs were employed as a punishment as well for

ecclesiastical as for civil offenses. They may be
traced as far back as the 16th century, and al-

though they have not been in use for the last hun-
dred years, they may still be found hanging at few
country churches.
JOULE. James Prescott, an English physicist,

born at Salford in 1818, died in 1889. Instructed in

science by Dr. John Dalton, he became a chemical
experimenter ; and afterwards he discovered the
law that all mechanical motion has its equivalent
in heat, and vice vei'sa. The final result of his ex-
periments is expressed in this statement, known as
'Joules Law." "To raise the temperature of one
pound of water one degree Fahr. requires as much
heat as is produced when 772 pounds of metal or
stone, etc., fall through a height of one foot, or one
pound falls through a height of 772 feet." In other
words: "The heat required for raising 1 pound
of water 1° Fahr. is equal to 772 foot-pounds."
Joule announced this law in 1878. With Sir Wil-
liam Thompson he prosecuted researches on the
thermal effects of fluids in motion, and with Dr. L.
Playfair on the varying volume of space occupied
by the same body in the solid and in the liquid state.
Joule's experiments demonstrated the doctrine of
correlation of forces, and also that of the kinetic
theory of gases. The universities of Dublin and
Edinburg conferred upon him the degree of L. L.
D. and the university of Oxford gave him the de-

gree of D. C. L. He also received many marks
of honor from abroad ; and in 1878 a civil-list pen-
sion of £200 was conferred upon him.
JOURNALISM is the art of making newspa-

pers. For the history and development of news-
papers in the Old and New World see Newspaper,
Britannica, Vol. XVII, pp. 412-437.

The newspaper is the product of skilled labor.
For successful results this labor must be nicely
divided and systematized. To the daily newspa-
pers of our large cities more than one hundred
intelligent minds and as many skilled hands con-
tribute. The former may be located in widely
separated parts of the world, even at the opposite
ends of a diameter of the globe. Each contribu-
tor has his space to fill ; and when all the con-
tributions are fitted together, the whole must not
contain any repetitions, and still less any contra-
dictions. All must be harmonious.
Information considered desirable for publica-

tion is called "news." It is bought, sold, copy-
righted, and traded in like stocks or grain. Its

value is perishable. Only 7iews has real value. It

must therefore be obtained and published with
promptness. The reporters and special correspond-
ents furnish most of the daily items. The former
satisfy the curiosity for local information, and the
latter send news in from abroad. Since the curios-

ity for news developed faster than the literary

taste and culture of the readers, the literary nice-

ty of the newspaper was often sacrificed to the
tendency for satisfying mere curiosity, and since
the advertising columns furnish the financial

backbone of the enterprise, every proprietor of a
newspaper strives to outdo his competitor in ob-
taining the largest amount of advertising matter.
But of late newspaper readers want more than

a dry statement of the daily occurrences accom-
panied with lists of advertisements. The major-
ity clamors for graphic illustrations, and descrip-

tive embellishments; for attractive, entertaining,
and sometimes even sensational narratives ; and
above all for a fearless and unbiased presentation of

the truth about all public measures and men in pub-
lic life. No paper published to-day supplies all these
demands. Charles A. Dana at first in the New
York "Tribune" and afterwards in the New York
"Sun", was the first to foster the demand for a
higher literary standard, and did it with good
effect. Many editors throughout the country fol-

lowed his example ; but some, with a tendency
for "fine writing and cultured style," pitched their

key too high and wrote far above the ideas and
vocabulary of their constituency, so that their pa-

pers could not be sold in paying numbers. The
ideas and the language of a newspaper must be-

fore everything be within the grasp of its read-

ers.

As to the perso7rnel of a newspaper, there is first

and foremost the "editor-in-chief" who directs

the political policy of the journal. The editor-in-

chief has a staff of sub-editors. These include the
city editor, with his staff of reporters; the for-

eign editor; the telegraph editor; the commercial
editor ; the financial editor or Wall street report-

er; the literary editor; all the special correspond-
ents, paragraph writers, theatrical editors, sporting

editors, art reviewers, the agricultural editor, live-

stock reporter, and special essayists. The "city

editor" is, after the chief-editor, the most important
person of the editorial department. This applies

particularly to papers in large cities, like NewYork,
Boston, Chicago, etc., where only a man of keen
judgment, prompt decision, and unusual energy
can fill this office well. He and his reporters must
have the faculty of seeing or finding out every oc-
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currence worth telling, and of describing it with a
lively interest.
The ' reporter." who is on the lowest rung of the

editorial ladder, begins his career without a salary,

and iri at first paid only for what he writes. After
he has had two or three years' experience in gath-
ering news and writing it up, first of unimportant
meetings and small matters generally, the city edi-

tor assigns to him work of a higher plane, as of
important gatherings, of startling murders, of new
social movements, etc.. and his future Will depend on
how quickly, completely, and spicily he writes them
up and gets them into his paper next morning. If

he fails in this his discharge and disgrace will fol-

low ; because his paper is bound to bring the first,

most accurate, and most lively news every day,
and he cannot allow it to " be beaten " by any
other paper. If the reporter is slow and inefficient

on important occasions, and loses an interesting
piece of news for his paper, every one of the many
thousand readers will constitute himself a censor
and pass the verdict of inferiority, carelessness, and
insufficiency upon the paper. This verdict means
decline of circulation, shrinkage of advertising pat-
ronage, and, in consequence, a loss of money to the
publisher, because the reader, after looking in vain
for the details of the coveted news in his favorite
journal, if he finds it more fully in a rival paper, is

very apt to take in the future the paper that gives
the most detailed news, even if it is colored with
sensationalism and wrong-sided polities.

The various sub-editors are recruited from the
ranks of the reporters. In a morning journal the
" night-editor " puts the paper to press. He de-
cides in what part of the paper this or that matter
shall appear; in what type it shall be set and how
much " display " shall be given to it. As there is

usually twice as much matter collected daily as
can be printed, the night editor also decides what
matter shall be thrown away or kept for another
issue. In making up a large paper, say, of 8, 10, 12,

or more pages, he apportions the reading matter in
a miniature folio page by page. At 9 p. m. he rings
for the foreman of the composing room. The latter
has by this time "cast up," or estimated, all the
advertisements already in type or to be given out
to the compositors. He can, therefore, state how
many columns of advertisements he has. And the
night editor thereupon casts up his paper, by cal-
culating how many columns he requires for editor-
ials, for foreign news, for Washington, State
capital and city news; for domestic telegrams, for
shipping, commercial, and financial news, and for
emergencies. If he finds that the matter on hand
is for one or two pages more than his paper will
hold, some of the items are " boiled down " into
shorter paragraphs, some portions are kept for an-
other issue, and other ones are thrown into the
waste basket. Telegrams are treated according to
their internal value, no matter how much their
procurement may have cost. The autocratic night
editor does not hesitate to curtail the articles of
every other editor or reporter, the city editor not
excepted. Even the leading articles are sometimes
contracted. Paragraphs written by reporters, if

they do not contain some startling news, are
very often thrown into the waste basket, in order
to make room for other matter. No advertise-
ments can be left out, because they have been paid
tor in advance. The question arises :

'" Shall the
size of the journal be increased in order to make
room for all the reading matter on hand? This
question is for the proprietors to decide; the night
editor has no authority over it.

When a reporter is assigned to write up some
out-of-town disaster, as the wrecking of a railroad

train or a great conflagration in another city, this
raises him to the grade of a " special correspond-
ent." He gathers the facts with all the harrowing
details as rapidly as possible, dashes them down
on his pad, and hands page by page to a telegraph
operator to be forwarded to the telegraph editor
of his paper with the utmost dispatch. After five
or six years' experience in the hunt for stray news
the reporter is sent to the State capital while the
legislature is in session. Here he begins the study
of State politics. Kot only in the hall of the Senate
and Assembly, but especially in the committee
rooms, the lobbies, and the corridors of the capitol,
he has to pursue his unceasing quest for news. He
finds that every one he meets here is a politician,
and that politics is the most interesting news
matter. He now makes numerous acquaintances,
establishes friendly relations with the governor,
the chairmen of committees, the officials of the
capitol l)uilding, and a goodly number of political
hod-carriers. He visits the party rallying-places,
interviews the party leaders, and stuffs his mind
and reports with all sorts of party ideas, not omit-
ting the party fustian, bombast, and glittering gen-
eralities.

After working himself successfully through a
few legislative sessions at the State capital, the
reporter is sent to Washington while the United
States Congress is in session. Here he is at the
fountain-head of national politics. His political

views now widen with the wider field of his studies.
The United States capital interests him greatly, al-

though its "magnificent distances" soon tire him.
He hears and reports a great deal of very wise
talk. The new members he finds talk too much in

order to get into the Congressional Record. Nine-
tenthsof all their talk he finds is for mere rhetori-
cal effect or political reasons. He encounters polit-

ical falsehood wherever he goes. If he does not
stand like a moral rock, the avalanche of deceit,
perfidy, falsity, and treachery which he encounters
will swallow him up. But he sifts out the truth
and sticks to it in his dispatches.
After a while a great event, as a war, may occur

in Europe. Our reporter is sent there as a compli-
ment to his worth. Most of our large papers have
offices in Paris and London. At one of these points
the news of the continent is gathered, digested,
and cabled to America. Alert correspondents send
the cream of the news in the London morning jour-
nals here in time to be printed in our morning
papers of the same date. They can do this by tak-
ing advantage of the five hours difference of time
in favor of this country. Our reporter is assigned
to one of these European bureaus for the collection
of news.
In the personnel of a large newspaper the "man-

aging editor " is very often not the same person as,

the editor-in-chief. As general manager he selects

the working force of the establishment and controls
it. This gives him the greatest influence on the
success or failure of the paper. He assigns the
various sub-editors to their special posts, and sends
the special correspondents to all parts of the world.
He is therefore the main-spring in making the
newspaper " pay." The work of the sub-editors is

mostly mechanical and technical. Each of them
reports and reviews the occurrences in his particu-
lar branch, as commerce, finance, theatres, live-

stock exhibitions, etc. Our reporter may be pro-

moted to any one of the editorial chairs according
as he developes a fitness for one or the other, and
as vacancies in the staff occur.
The commercial value of news to the manage-

ment of a daily journal may be learned from the

i
following figures which give the percentages of in-
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crease of copies sold on the occasions mentioned

:

Presidential elections 73 per cent. ; State and mu-
nicipal elections 35 per cent.; last days of a well-

advertised walking match 20 per cent. ; elections in

"October States" in Presidential years 18 per
cent.

;
great fires 9 per cent. ; notable disasters,

such as the wrecking of a passenger train, the
sinking of a passenger steamer, etc., 9 percent.;
great crimes (excepting Presidential assassina-

tions) 7 per cent., etc. We see from this that great
crimes are not especially desirable news. The bet-

ter class of newspapers will, therefore, not cater
to depraved tastes by publishing narrations of such
crimes more than is expected of them by the better
class of their readers. Vie also see from the extras
sold on the mornings aftei Presidential, State and
municipal elections, that American readers are pre-
eminently interested in politics. The sooner our
rising journalist learns to know this fact in all its

bearings the better it will be for him.
On the importance of writing attractive " adver-

tisements " for the newspapers, see tlie article Ad-
vertising in these Revisions and Additions.

In studying the art of making up newspapers we
must not forget the publisher. He is the commer-
cial factor of the enterprise. He procures the
materials from whicli each day's issue of his paper
is to be fashioned. These include white paper, ink,

addressed wrappers, machine oil, etc., also the
stereotype plates, cast from a matrix of pnpirr
mache paste and plaster of Paris. His printing
presses are of the most improved patterns, using
long rolls of paper, cutting, folding, gumming, and
counting the number of papers printed. He pro-
cures safe steam boilers and powerful engines to do
the work of the press-room expeditiously. Lately,
the publishers provide also various machines for

setting the ordinary type used in the news column.
JOWETT, Benjamin, an English classical scholar,

born at Camberwell in 1817. After being edu-
cated at Oxford he became a tutor in 1842 and in

the same year he was ordained as a clergyman.
He served afterwards as an examiner of classical

schools and for the Indian civil service. In 1855 he
was appointed Regius professor of Greek, in 1870
master of Balliol College, and in 1886 vice-chancel-
lor of the University. His most important pub-
lished works are Commentary on the Epistles of St.

Paid to the Thessalonians, Oalatians, ayid Romans;
The Dialogues of Plato, translated into English with
analysis and introductions, and his translations
of Thacydides and Aristotle. The degree of Hon.
LL.D. was conferred on him by Cambridge in 1S90.

JOY, Charles Arad, an American chemist, born
in 1823. In 1853 he became professor of chemistry
in Union College, remaining there till 1857 when he
accepted a similar position in Columbia. He retired
in 1877 on account of failing health. For a time he
was editor of the " Scientific American," and later
of the "Journal of Applied Chemistry." Died 1891.

JUBjEA, a genus of palms of the same tribe as
the cocoa-nut. /. SpectabiUs, a native of Chili, is a
palm 30 or 40 feet high, with a spreading crown of
pinnate leaves. TheChilians cut off the crown and
collect the sap, which, when boiled down to a syrup
of the consistency of treacle, is an important article
of the domestic economy of their country. See
Palm Sugar, Britannica, Vol. XXII, p. 628.

JUDD, Sylvester (1813-1853), an American Uni-
tarian clergyman and author. In 1840 he became
pastor of the church at Augusta, Me., and remained
there until his death. Among other works he
published Jlfarffarct (1845) ; Philo (1850), and Pich-
ard Edney and the Governor's Family (1850).
JUDGES, Book of. See Britannica, Vol. XIII,

pp. 763-764.

JUDGMENT (By default), is a judgment ren-
dered in consequence of the non-appearance of the
defendant. It is against the defendant when he
has failed to appear after being served with the
writ ; to plead, after being ruled so to do, or, in
Pennsylvania and some other states, to file an affi-

davit of defence within the prescribed time, or,

generally, to take any step in the cause incumbent
on him.
JUJUY, the most northerly province of the Ar-

gentine Republic. It is a mountainous tract,
bounded on the west and north by Bolivia, and has
an area of about 27,000 square miles. Its minerals
are rich, but not worked to any extent. The chief
industries are agriculture and cattle-raising; sugar
and wheat are the principal crops. The exports
(mainly to Bolivia) consist of cattle, mules, fruit,

chicha brandy, skins, gold-dust, and salt. Popula-
tion 90,000. The capital, Jujuy, on the San Fran-
cisco River, has 6,000 inhabitants.
JULIA, the only child of the Roman Emperor

Augustus, his daughter by his second wife, Scribo-
nia, was born b. c. 39, died a. d. 14. See Britan-
nica, Vol. I, p. 418 ; XVIII, p. 79 ; XXIII, p. 336.

JUNCEvE, or Juncace.e, a natural order of
endogenous plants of which the common rush is

the type. The species are about two hundred in
number.
JUNCTION CITY, the capital of Davis county,

Kan., finely situated between Smoky Hill and Re-
publican rivers, at the junction of several rail-

roads. Its manufactures are various and in a
thriving condition, comprising, among other items,
flour, furniture, etc. Population, in 1890, 4,477.

JUNE-BERRY { Arnelanchier Canadeyisis ), a
shrub or small tree of North America, of the natur-
al order Rosacese. The size of the tree differs

greatly in the varieties, in some attaining a height
of 39 feet, and in others not more than 3 or 4. It is

covered in spring with abundant white flowers, and
yields later a small berry-like fruit of a deep pur-
ple color and pleasant flavor. The june-berry is

variously known in different localities as the
shad-bush, service-berry, and mountain whortle-
berry.
JUNGFRAU ("T/icJIfnidfn"), apeak of the Ber-

nese Alps, surrounded by precipices and capped
with perpetual snow. The summit was first reached
in 1811 ; it is 13,671 feet high.

JUNGLE, a term adopted into the English lan-

guage from Bengal (Sanskritjanyn/o, "desert") and
employed to designate a dense overgrowth of vege-
tation, as the thickets in many parts of India, par-

ticularly in the unhealthy tract along the southern
Isase of the Himalayas, and in the Sundarbans, at

the mouth of the Ganges. The jungles are often

impassable from the thick growth of underwood,
tall grasses and climliing plants. The soil is gen-

erally swampy, and fever and other diseases

abound. Beasts of prey and gigantic snakes may
be found in great numbers in these thickets, and
the flora and fauna are very peculiar.

JUNGLY GAIT {Bos Sylhetanus), a species of ox
inhabiting Sylhet and other mountainous parts

of the north-east of India. It is nearly allied to

the common ox, and is easily domesticated.

JUNK, a Chinese vessel, often of large dimen-

sions, which, although clumsy and incapable of

much seamanship or speed, has proven seaworthy
on voyages extending even to America and Europe.
Junk is also a popular term for the salt meat sup-

plied to vessels for long voyages.
JUNKER, WiLHELM, an African traveler, born

of German parents resident in Moscow in 1840, and
studied medicine in Gottingen, Berlin, and Prague.
Proceeding to Africa in 1874, in the first instance to
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Tunis and Egypt, he in 1876-88 carefully explored
the ilakaraka country. After spending some time
in Kabayendi itself, he made Khartoum the centre
from which he traveled on various excursions. A
friend of Gordon and of Stanley, Dr. Junker holds

a high place among those who have thrown light

on "Darkest Africa." His Beisen in Africa was
translated by A. H. Keane in 1890.

JUNKIN, George (1790-1868;, an American cler-

gyman and educator. In 1819 he was made pastor
of the Associate Reformed church at Milton, Pa.,

with the majority of whose members in 1822 he en-

tered the Presbyterian church. In 1832 he became
president of Lafayette college, which he had assist-

ed in founding. From 1841 to 1844 he was presi-

dent of Miami university, then again of Lafayette
3ollege, and from 1848 to 1861 of Washington Col-

lege, Lexington, Va., but resigned at the begin-
ning of the war and went to Philadelphia, where
he resided until his death. He wrote Tlie Vittdica-

tion (,1836) ; Treatise on Juslificatlon (1839); Lectures

on the Prophecies (1844); Political Fallacies (1862);
Treatise on Sanctitication (1864) ; Two Commissions
(1864), and The Tabernacle (1865).

JUPITER SERAPIS, Temple of, a temple at
Pozzuoli (near Naples), whose ruins afiford a re-

markable instance of the changes which have taken
place and are still taking place in the relative posi-

tion of the land and water on the earth. Only
three of the original forty-six pillars exist. They
rise out of the water, the pavement of the temple
being at present submerged 4 but they bear evi-

dence that they were at one time submerged to half

their height, which is 42 feet. The base of the pillars

as high as 12 feet is quite smooth ; for the next nine
feet they are completely riddled with the burrows
of a species of stone-boring molusk, the Lithophaga
lithophaga of conchologists, which still inhabits the
Mediterranean waters. The water must have cov-
ered this portion of the pillars, and while the mol-
lusks were busy, the lower 12 feet must have been
protected from their ravages by being buried in

mud. The changes of level have been so gradual
that the pillars have not been moved from their
original position.
JURY-MAST, a temporary spar used to replace

a mast which has been lost or broken.
JUSHPORE, or Jashpore, India, one of the

seven tributary states of Chutia Nagpur. See Brit-

annica. Vols. XIII, p. 594 : V, p. 768.

JUS MARITA, a phrase used in Scotch law to

denote the legal right accruing to a husband over
his wife's property.
JUS RELICT.E: in Scotch law, the right of a

widow to share in the movable or personal proper-
ty of her deceased husband.
JUSTE, Theodore, a Belgian historian, born at

Brussels in 1818, died in 1888. After finishing his

education the minister of the interior employed
him first, and soon afterward he became secretary
of the board for public instruction. In 1858 he be-

came custodian of the royal museum of antiquities
at Brussels, and in 1870 he was appointed professor
of history in the military school. Juste published
many valuable works on history, especially Histoire
de Belgigue; Precis de I' histoire du moyen Age; La
Revolution des Pays Bas soxis Philippe II.; Histoire du
Congris national, and Les Fondateurs de la Monar-
chie beige.

JUSTICE-GENERAL, Lord, the highest judge
in Scotland, also called the Lord President of the
Court of Session. For the legal system of Scotland,
see Britannica, Vol. XXIII, p. 417.

JUSTICE'S CLERK, an officer, generally a solic-

itor, appointed by justices of the peace in England
to assist them in their duties. He is, properly
speaking, not a public officer, but in the nature of

a servant of the justice.

JUTE, the fibre of several plants belonging to
the family of Corchorus, has been largely im-
ported into the United States for making gunny
sacks and for other purposes. It comes mostly
from Bengal. In order to encourage the cultiva-
tion of this fibre at home, the Department of Agri-
culture distributed in 1870 jute seed to the planters
in the Gulf States. The results showed afterwards
that the jute plant can be successfully grown
wherever there is a hot damp climate and a moist
soil of sandy clay or alluvial mould. While the
crop in Bengal is about 1,500 pounds of jute per
acre, it was in South Carolina from 2,000 to 3,500
pounds per acre. It grows luxuriantly in the
damp bottoms of all our Gulf States. For prepar-
ing the fibre machines have been invented which
do as much work with three persons as is done
by one hundred and sixty Hindoos at hand labor.
The jute culture is increasing gradually in our
Southern States, especially in Louisiana. Where
jute is grown the caterpillars so destructive to
the cotton fields are driven away. The imported
fibre cost from 8 to I23.2 cents per pound, and
our planters can raise it of a superior quality at
four cents per pound. It is claimed that the jute
culture yields a net profit of $70 per acre, when
the new machines are available for the prepara-
tion of the fibre. Jute is now very largely used
for making coarse paper stock for the so-called
manilla wrapping paper; it also enters largely into
the manufacture of carpets, mats, and various low-
priced fabrics. See Britannica, Vol. XIII, pp.
798-803.

JYNTEAH, or J.\isti.\, a district of India, in

the province of Assam. See Jaixtia Hills,
Britannica, Vol. XIII, p. 544, and Kh.\ti and
Jain'tia Hills, Vol. XIV, p. 58.

JYNX, Iyxx, or Yunx, a genus of birds includ-

ing the wryneck or "snake bird." See Britannica,

Vol. XXIV, p. 698. In Grecian mythology Jynx
was the daughter of Pan, or of Pierus, transformed
into a bird, and also the name of the bird given by
Aphrodite to Jason by which he won the love of

Medea.
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KAOLIX, Porcelain-Clay. See Britannica, Vol.

XIV, pp. 1, 90, 651 ; XVI, p. 424 ; XIX, pp. 600, 633.

KABA-NAGY, a smalltown of Hungary, situated
in a plain twenty miles southwest of Dehreczin.
Population, 6,600.

KAGOSHIMA, or Kagosima, a town of Japan,
situated on a large bay of the same name, at the
south end of Kiu-siu Island. It has manufactories
of pottery and porcelain, arms, and cotton. Popu-
lation, 49,855. It was bombarded in 1863 by the
English, who thus compelled the execution of the
murderers of an English subject.
KAHNIS, Karl Friedrich August, a German

theologian, born at Greitz in 1814. After being
educated at Halle, he became a privat-docent at
Berlin in 1842 and professor-extraordinary at Bres-
lau in 1844. Here he published Lehre voni Heiligen
Geist andL(?/u-e vom Abeiultnahl, which gained him
a call to Leipzig as professor of theology in 1850.

Among his other works are Lutherische Dogmatik;
Chrlstenthum und Lutherthum; Die Deutsche Reforma-
tion and Christenthum und Philosophie.

KALAKAUA, D.\viD (1836-1891), a king of Ha-
waii. See Hawaii, in these Revisions and Ad-
ditions.

KALAMAZOO, the capital of Kalamazoo county,
Mich., a village, though it ranks as the sixth town
in the State. It is surrounded by a rich farming
region with which it carries on an active trade.

Four lines of railway, intersecting at this point,

afford excellent shipping facilities. It is largely
engaged in the manufacture of plows, harrows,
wind-mills, steel-springs, paper, and sash, doors,

and blinds. The town is noted for its beautiful
streets, and public places, and for its excellent in-

stitutions. Kalamazoo is an important educational
center. Population, 17,857. See Britannica, Vol.
XIII, p. 826.

KALGUEV, or Kolguep, an island in the Arc-
tic Ocean, belonging to the government of Archan-
gel, Russia. Area 1,350 square miles. It is visited

in summer by fowlers on account of the multitude
of eider-ducks, swans, and other sea-birds which
breed there, and whose feathers and eggs are valu-
able. The only permanent inhabitants are a few
Samoyedes. '

'

KALISCH, David, a German humorist of Jewish
parentage, born at Breslau in 1820, died in Berlin
in 1872. As a young man he was in Paris as corres-
pondent of German newspapers. Returning to
Germany in 1846 he became a contributor to the
Ckarivari, a'humoristic paper published at Leipzig.
But in 1848 he founded the Kladderadatsch, a similar
paper, published at Berlin. He also published
some humorous plays, such as Hunderttausend Tha-
ler; Peschke; Berlin, wie es weint tmd lacht; Einer von
unsere Lent', etc.

KALISCH, Marcus, a Jewish theologian, born at
Treptow, Prussia, in 1828, died in 1885. After being
educated both at the Berlin University and the
Rabbinical College he Ijecame embroiled in the po-
litical troubles of 1848 and went to England, where
he was secretary to the chief rabbi. Subsequently
he wrote A Historical and Critical Commentary on
the Old Testament; Exodus; Genesis; Leviticus; The
Prophecies of Balaam; &n(i The Book of Jonah. He
also published a Hebrew grammar.

KALKASKA, the county -seat of Kalkaska
county, Mich., 137 miles north of Grand Rapids.
The region produces much lumber while the neigh- .

boring streams afford a large supply of brook
trout.
KALM, Peter (1716-1779), a Swedish botanist.

From 1748 to 1751 he was investigating the botany
and natural history of North America for the
Swedish government, and then became professor of
natural history at Abo, Sweden. He published, be-
sides other scientific works, A Voyage to North
,4m?n'ca (1753), which was an account of the soils

and natural curiosities of this country.
KALMIA, a genus of North American plants of

the natural order Ericacese consisting of beautiful,
poisonous evergreen shrubs, mostly about two or
three feet high, with red, pink, or white flowers,
generally in corymbs. The flowers are delicate
and beautiful, and the corolla is in the shape of a
wide, shallow bell. There are four species, one of
which. A', latifolia, the mountain laurel, was pro-
posed by Darlington as the national emblem. It

grows to the height of ten feet, and is one of the
most widespread of American shrubs, being com-
mon on the Atlantic slope from Canada to Florida,
and extending west to Ohio, Kentucky and Ten-
nessee. In the mountains from Pennsylvania
southward it forms dense thickets and often at-

tains a height of 30 feet. The wood, which is very
hard, is sometimes called " spoon-wood," as it was
used by the Indians for making spoons. A', angusti-

folia, known as " sheep-laurel " and " lambkill,"
from the reputation it has for poisoning animals,
is a common shrub from 1 to 3 feet high, growing
on hillsides from Newfoundland to Michigan, south
to Georgia. The flowers are two-thirds smaller
than those of the preceding species. A', glanca
(pale laurel) is a shrub about 1 foot high
found in peat-bogs on mountains from New-
foundland to Pennsylvania, and across the con-
tinent to Alaska. A', hirsuta, a shrub 1 foot
high, is found in pine-barren swamps from Virginia
to Florida.
KALNOKY, Count Gustav Siegmund, an Aus-

trian diplomatist, born at Lettowitz, Moravia, in

1832, served for a few years in the army, and in

1850 entered the diplomatic service. From 1860 to

1870 he was councillor of legation at the Austrian
embassy in London, and in 1874 went as minister to

Copenhagen, whence he was transferred in 1880 as

ambassador to St. Petersburg. In the following

year he was recalled to assume the important office

of the joint Austro-Hungarian minister of foreign

affairs, in succession to Baron Baymerle—a post

which Count Kalnoky has since filled with much
ability, pursuing the peace policy which is the

foundation of the Central European Alliance.

KAMEHAMEHA I. (1753-1819), the conqueror
and first King of the entire group of the Hawaiian
Islands, better known as the Sandwich Islands.

With the aid of some European vessels and firs-

arms he subdued one chief and one island after the

other until he became master of the whole group
in 1809. He was very vigilant, crafty, and coura-

geous. Among the many social reforms he introduced
were the abolition of human sacrifices, the promo-
tion of agriculture and commerce, the suppression
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of the taboo system, and the introduction of skilled
mechanics.
KAMEHAMEHA II., Lihotiho (1797-1825), son

of the preceding, was born in Hawaii in 1797. He
was intemperate and given to pleasure. After suc-
ceeding to the throne in 1819 he abolished idolatry,
and prepared the way for the missionaries, who
came from Boston in 1820 and soon taught the Ha-
waiian people to read and write, to cipher and sew.
The King and Queen visited London in 1824, where
both died of the measles in 1825.

KAMEHAMEHA III, Kavikb.wuli (1814-1854),
brother of the preceding, was born in 1S14 and came
to the throne in 1833. Though educated by the
American missionaries, he was wild and dissipated
in his youth, but in 1840 he granted his people a
written constitution and a code of laws, and made
considerable progress in educating and civilizing
his subjects. In 1842 and 1843 the independence of
the Hawaiian Kingdom was acknowledged by the
United States and by the French and English gov-
ernments. The King died childless at Honolulu
in 1854.

KAMEHAMEHA IV, Alexander Liholiho (1834-

1863), nephew of the preceding, was born in 1834.
He was also educated by the American missiona-
ries. After visiting the United States, England, and
France, he succeeded to the throne in 1854. He
was handsome, amiable, fond of sports and military
parades, but when excited with wine he became
passionate and reckless. Through his son he hoped
to perpetuate his dynasty; but the child died when
5 years old. This loss grieved the King so badly
that his health gave way. He died at Honolulu
in 1863.

KAMEHAMEHA V, Lot (1830-1872), elder
brother of the preceding. While his brother was
King, he was commander-in-chief of the forces and
minister of the interior. Although dissipated while
young, he reformed when he succeeded to the
throne in 1863. Thinking that the constitution was
too democratic for the good of the people, he
granted the present constitution and took the oath
to support it. He was strong-minded, fearless, and
firm, yet superstitious; generous and confiding to-

ward some people, yet close, avaricious, and sus-
picious toward others. He was never married, and
left no heir to the throne.
KAMELA, or Kamila, an East Indian dye-stuff

consisting of a reddish-brown powder which invests
the capsules of the tree MuUnlug PhiUppinensis
(Rottlera tinctoria). It is extensively used for dye-
ing silk, to which it imparts a deep orange color. It
is also used in medicine as a vermifuge.

KAMPFER, Engelbert, a German botanist and
traveler, born at Lemgo, in Lippe, Sept. 16, 1651,
died Nov. 2, 1716. After studying medicine at K6-
nigsberg, he in 1863 accompanied a Swedish embassy
to Persia, and during the following ten years trav-
eled in India, Java, Siam, and Japan. He published
Amanitates Exotica; (1712), and after his death ap-
peared his History of Japan and Siam. Most of his
writings exist in manuscript in the British Museum.
KANE, John Kintzing (1795-1858), an American

jurist. In 1817 he began the practice of law in
Philadelphia, Pa., and in 1823 was sent to the legis-
lature. From 1828 to 1830 he was solicitor of Phila-
delphia, and in 1832 was appointed a commissioner
of the French spoliation claims. In 1845 he was
made attorney-general of Pennslyvania, and the
following year United States judge for that district.
From 1856 to his death he was president of the
American philosophical society.
KANE, Sir Robert, an Irish chemist, born in

Dublin in 1810, died Feb. 16, 1890. He was educated
for the medical profession, in 1832 was received as

a member of the Royal Irish Academy, and in the
same year projected the Dublin Journal of Medical
Science. In 1840 he received the gold medal of the
Royal Society of London for his researches into the
coloring matter of lichens, and in 1847 the Cun-
ningham gold medal of the Royal Irish Academy
for his discoveries in chemistry. From 1834 to 1847
he was professor of natural philosophy to the Royal
Dublin Society. In 1846 he originated the Museum
of Industry in Ireland, was appointed the first
director, and the same year received from the Lord-
lieutenant the honor of knighthood. He was for a
number of years president of the Queen's College.
Cork, resigning this position, together with the di-
rectorship of the museum, in 1873. In 1876 he was
elected president of the Royal Irish Academy. His
chief books are Elements of Chemistry (1842), and
Industrial Resources of Ireland (1844).
KANGAROO APPLE, a species of Solanum, with

a somewhat shrubby, succulent stem, smooth pin-
natifid or entire leaves, and lateral recemes of
flowers; a native of Peru, New Zealand, Australia,
and Tasmania. When perfectly ripe it is whole-
some.
KANGAROO GRASS (Anthistiria Australis), the

most esteemed fodder-grass of Australia, to which
island-continent, however, it is not confined but
stretches through Southern Asia and also through
the whole of Africa. It affords abundant herbage.
The genus is allied to Andropogon, and has clusters
of flowers with an involucre. The awns are very
long and twisted. Several species of Anthistiria oc-
cur variously dispersed from South Africa to Japan,
deserving introduction and naturalization in coun-
tries of warm-temperate or tropical climates.
KANIZSA, Old, a town of Hungary, on the

Theiss, fifteen miles from Szegedin. Population
about 4,000.

KANSAS CITY, Mo., the chief city in Western
Missouri and the second city of importance and
population in the State. It is situated on the west-
ern boundary of Jackson county, on the right bank
of the Missouri River, near its confluence with the
Kansas River. Kansas City is a very important
railroad center, numerous trains going out and
coming in daily at its Union depot, and the trains
of several lines here cross the Missouri River on a
great railroad bridge built by O. Chanute. The
location of Kansas City in the midst of a region of
great agriculture resourses, and the nearness of
iron, coal and lead mines, with the enterprising
spirit of the citizens, account for the city's very
rapid growth in size and wealth, and insure its fu-

ture prosperity. Kansas City is doing a large busi-

ness in grain, live-stock, agricultural implements,
in the packing of pork and beef, in manufacturing
railroad iron, flour, butterine, soap, furniture, car
wheels, bricks, cigars, beer, cooperage, boxes and
machinery. It is the wholesale distributing point
for the vast regions to the westward and southward,
and the chief collecting point of the products from
the same regions. The growth of this city has been
so rapid that from a town of a few thousand inhabi-
tants immediately after the civil war it has be-

come a place containing 132,416 inhabitants, not
including Kansas City, Kans., its western sub-
urb, which contains 38,170 inhabitants and fully

shares its progressive spirit. See Britannica, Vol.

XIII, p. 844.

KANSAS (or Kaw) RIVER, formed by the union
of Republican and Smoky Hill rivers about 10 miles
west of Abilene, Kan., flows eastward and enters
the Missouri River at the western boundary of the
State of Missouri, about 1 mile above Kansas City.

The main stream is about 300 miles in length, but
is not very important for navigation. The valley
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of the Kansas includes about a third of the surface
of the state.

KANSAS. State of. For general article on the
State of KANSASjSee Britannica, Vol. XIII, pp. 842-
844. The United States Census of 1890, reported
the area as 81,700 square miles; population 1,425,-

096; capital, Topeka, with a population of 31,007.

The following is a list of the other cities of the
State which had a population of 8,000 or over in

1890: Arkansas City, 8,347 ; Atchison, 13,963; Fort
Scott, 11,946 ; Kansas City, 38,316 ; Lawrence, 9,997

;

Wichita, 23,853.

The population and area in 1890 by counties were
as follows

:

Counties.

Allen
Anderson.
Arapahoe.

.

Atcaison.

.

Barber . . ..

Barton .

.

Bourbon

.

Brown . .

.

Buffalo. .

.

Butler....

Chase.
Chautauqua .

Cherokee. ...

Cheyenne ...

Clark

Clay
Cloud
Coffey
Comanche.
Cowley

Crawford..
Decatur
Dickinson.
Doniphan.

.

Douglas

Edwards .

.

Elk
Ellis
Ellsworth.,
Finney

Foote
Ford
Franklin.
Garfield..
Geary

Gove

—

Graham.
Grant
Gray
Greeley.

.

Greenwood.
Hamilton...
Harper
Harvey
Haskell

Hodgeman.
Jackson
Jefferson...
Jewell
Johnson

Kansas
Kearny. ..

Kingman
Kiowa
Labette .

.

Lane
Leavenworth .

Lincoln
Linn
Logan

Lyon
MePherson .

Area.

504
576

l,rii

900
639
576

1,428

750
651
576

1,020
975

660
730
648
795

1,122

592
900
861
378
469

612
151
625
720
864

1.040
576
432
407

1,020
900
576
864
780

1,155
922
810
540
576

864
658
568
900
480

864
864
720
649

720
455
720
637

858
900

Population.

1890.

13,509
14,203

26,708
7,973

13,172
28,575

20,319

24,055

8,2a3
12,297
27,770
4,401

2,367

16,146

19,295
15,856
2,549

34,478

30,286
8,414

22,273
13,535

28,961

3,600
12,216
7,942
9,272

5,308
20,279

881
10,423

2,994
5,029
1,308
2,415
1,264

16,309
2,027

13,266
17,601
1,077

2,895
14,626

16,620
19 ,.349

17,385

1,571

11,823
2,873

27,586

2,060
38,485

9,709
17,215
8,384

23,196
21,614

1880.

11,303

9,057
3

26,668
2,661

10,318
19.591

12,817

191

18,586

6,081
11,072
21,905

37
163

12,320
15,343
11,438

372
21,538

16,851
4,180

15,251
14,257
21,700

2,409
10,623
6,179
8,494

411
3,122

16,797

6,994

1,196
4,258

9

10,548
163

4,133
11,451

1,704

10,718
15,503
17,475
16,853

9
159

3,713

22,736

601
32,355
8,582
15,298

17,326

17,143

Counties.

Marion..
Marshall.
Meade

Miami
Mitchell
Montgomery.
Morris
Morton

Nemaha .

Neosho..
Ness
Norton ..

Osage

Osborne
Ottawa
Pawnee
Phillips
Pottawatomie

.

Pratt
Rawlins.

.

Reno . . . .

.

Republic .

Rice..

.

Riley..
Rooks.
Rush .

.

Russell . .

.

Saline
Scott
Sedgwick .

Sequoyah

.

Seward . .

.

Shawnee .

Sheridan .

Sherman.
Smith....

Stafford.
Stanton .

Stevens

.

Sumner .

Thomas .

Trego
Wabaimsee .

Wallace
Washington .

Wichita . . .

.

Wilson
Woodson . .

.

Wyandotte .

Area.

594
900
975

720
648
684
729

720
576

1080
900
720

900
720
756
900
848

720
1,080
1,260
720

720
612
900
720

900
720
720

1,008

Population.

648
658
900

1,080
900

792
672
728

1,188
1,080

900
804
900
900

720
576
504
160

20,539
23,912
2,542

19,614
15,037
23,104
11,381

724

19,249
18,561
4,944

10,017
25.062

12,083

12,581
6,204

13,661
17,722

8,118
6,756

27,079
19,002

14,451

13,183
8,018

6,204

7,333
17,442
1,262

43,626

1880.

12,463
16,236

296

17,802
14,911
18,213
9,265

1,503
49,172
3,733
6,261
15,613

8,520
1,031

1,418
30,271
5,538

2,535
11,720
2,468

22,894

1,827
15,286
9,021

64,407

12,462
15,121

3,722
6,998

19,642

12,517
10,307

6,396
12,014
16,360

1,890
1,623

12,826

14,913

9,292
10,430

8,112
5,490

7,351
13,808

43
18,763

568

1,567
13

18,883

4,755
6
12

20,812
161

2,535
8,756
686

14,910

14

13,775
6,535
19,143

Population of Kansas by decades : In 1860, 107,-

206; 1870,364,399; 1880,996,096; 1890,1,425,096.
That part of Kansas east of the 100th meridian

was a part of the Louisiana purchase in 1808, and
was embraced at different periods in Louisiana and
Missouri territories. By the " Missouri Compro-
mise " (Congressional Act, of 1820) in all the region
north of latitude 36° 30' except such part as was in-

cluded in the State of Missouri, slavery was forever
prohibited. As one of the results of the war with
Mexico, the United States territory was extended
westward from the 100th meridian to the Pacific

Ocean, and southward to 32° 30' north latitude. In
May, 1854, Congress passed the Act organizing the
territories of Kansas and Nebraska, and declaring
that the Missouri Compromise should be inoperative

and void with regard to them. During the en-

suing five years many of the citizens of Eastern
Kansas who were largely opposed to slavery re-

sisted the introduction of slaves from Missouri and
other southern states ; and in some cases hostile

conflicts arose between the opposing partisans and
the general condition of society was one of turbu-
lence and apprehension. Governors of the terri-

tory were frequently changed, and four successive
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constitutions were voted upon by the people during
the four years previous to October, 1859. The con-
stitution finally adopted was that passed by the
Wyandotte Convention July 5. 1850, and ratified

Oct. 4, 1859. Kansas was admitted as a State. Jan.

29, 1861. The following is a complete list of the
governors, both territorial and state:

Teeritorial.

A. H. Reeder 1854-55 Robert J. Walker 1857-58

Wilson Shannon 1855-56 James W. Denver 1858

John W. Geary 1S56-57 Samuel Medary 1858-69

Frederick P. Stanton, 1859-61.

State.

Charles Robinson 1861 George T. Anthony .. ..1877-79

Thomas Carnev 1861-65 John P.St. John 1879-83

Samuel J. Crawford....1865-69 George W. Click .1883-85

James M. Harvev 1869-73 John A. Martin 1885-89

Thomas A. Osborn 1873-77 Lyman U.Humphrey.. .1889-91

Lyman U. Humphrey,* 1891-93.

*Term expires Jan. 11, 1893.

The Census Educational report of 1890 contains
the following summaries for Kansas State : Public
schools, 12,260; with 12,175 white teachers, and 85
colored teachers ; also 399,322 white pupils, and
9,619 colored pupils. The gain of population during
the decade was 43.27 per cent ; the gain of enroll-
ment in public schools, 62.24 per cent. There were
reported 8,811 school-houses. There were also re-

ported over 5,500 pupils in Catholic, near 3,000 in
Lutheran, some in Mennonite, and a few in German
Evangelical schools.

Kansas had in 1890, 5,542 acres in vineyards, with
an average yield per acre of 2 tons, with a market
Talue per ton of .$58 ; 8,294 tons of grapes were sold

for table use, and 790 tons for wineries,—yielding
130,990 gallons, valued at 80 cents per gallon.

For numerous other items of interest relating to

Kansas, see the numerous tables embraced in the
article United St.\tes, in these Revisions and
Additions.
KAPP, Friedrich (1824-1884), a German author.

He practiced law in Hamm, Unna, and Frankfort-
on-the-Main, and from 1850 to 1870 in New York
city. In 1867 he was made commissioner of emigra-
tion, and in 1871 became a member of the German
Diet. He published The Slave Question in the United
States (1854); Life of the American Oeneral Friedrich
Wilhelm von Steuben (1858); History of Slavery in the

United States of America (1858) ; The Trading in Sol-

diers of the German Princes with America, 1775-'83

(1864)-; A History of the German Migration into Amer-
ica (1867) ; On Immigration and the Commission of
Emigration (1870) ; Life of the American General
Johann Kalh (1870), and Frederick the Great and the

United States (1871).

KARAGTJE, one of the large Central African
states formed after the dissolution of the former
empire of Kitwara. It was for many years peace-
fully and wisely governed by the late King Kuma-
ika, who died in 1888 and was succeeded by his son.

The present territory is bounded on the east by
Lake Victoria Nyanza, on the north by the river
Kagera (Tangurl), separating it from Uganda, and
on the west by the upper course of the same river,

separating it from Ruanda. Southwards Karagwe
merges in the region between Lakes Victoria and
Tanganyika—total area, about 6,000 square miles;
population consists mainly of Bantu peasants, gov-
erned by Wa-Huma (Galla) chiefs. Warahanje,
the capital, is on a terrace overlooking the Lake
Raveru, Windermere. Near the capital the Arabs
have founded the trading station of Kufro (Kafuro),
where they take ivory, coffee, and other produce
in exchange for salt, textiles, and European wares.

KARELIA, an old name for the southeast part
of Finland, annexed to Russia by Peter the Great
in 1721. The Karelians properly so called are a
branch of the Finnic race, about 303,000 in number,
who inhabit the eastern parts of Finland and the
adjoining provinces of Russia.
KARR, Jean Baptistb Alphonse, a French

author, born at Paris in 1808. After being educated
at the College Bourbon he became an instructor
there. He wrote his personal love-romance under
the title Sous les Tilleuh, which was succeeded by
other romances entitled Une heure trop tard, and
Vendredi soir. In 1839 Karr became chief editor of
Figaro, and soon after issued Les Guepes, a satiri-

cal review, which became very popular; and his
fanciful romantic outpouring Voyage autour de mon
Jardin (1845). For many years he practiced flori-

culture and horticulture at Nice. His miscellan-
eous writings have been gathered and a selection
from them was published in 1877, called L'Fsprit
d'Alphonse Karr. He died in 1890.
KARSTEN, Hermann, a German botanist and

traveler, born at Stralsund, Prussia, in 1817. He
spent the years 1843—17 and again 1848-56 in scien-
tific journeys in Venezuela, Colombia, and Equa-
dor. On his return to Germany he was appointed
professor of botany in the University of Berlin, and
in 1868 he was called to a similar professorship in

Vienna. After his resignation in 1872 he went to
Switzerland and gave private lessons there. His
published writings are Die Vegetations-Organe der
Pahnen; Flora Colomhix; Anatomie und Physiologic
der Pflanzen;Chemismus der PJianzenzelle ; Zur Ge-
schichte der Botanik, and Deutsche Flora, pharmaceut-
medicinische Botanik, all exclusively on botany.
KARTTIKEYA, the Hindoo JIars, or god of war,

a being represented by the Puranic legends as
having sprung miraculously from Siva.

KASKASKIA, a post-village of Randolph county,
111., on the right bank of the Kaskaskia River,
about 7 miles from its mouth. It was settled by
the French in 1673, and was the first capital of Illi-

nois. It was once a large and important place, but
has declined.
KASKASKIA, a river of Illinois, rising in the

east center of the State, flowing southwest, and en-
tering the Mississippi at Chester. Its length is

nearly three hundred miles. On its right bank, a
few miles from the mouth, is the village of Kaskas-
kia, which was the first capital of Illinois Ter-
ritory.

KATAHDIN, the highest mountain of Maine. Its

summit is 5,385 feet above the sea.

KATKOFF, Michael Nikiforovitch, a Russian
politician and journalist, born at Moscow in 1818,

died at Snamensky. Aug. 1, 1887. He studied at
the University of Moscow, Konigsberg, and Berlin,

and for some time filled the chair of philosophy at
Moscow. In 1861 he became editor of the Mdscotu
Gazette, the organ of the university, and eventually
made it the most influential journal in Russia. At
first an advocate of parliamentary government and
reform, Katkoff was converted by the Polish rising

of 1863 into a leader of the Panslavist movement, and
a supporter of reactionary government in Russia.
He acquired much influence in the government,
and is said to have been mainly instrumental in

determining Alexander III. to his conservative and
reactionary policy.

KATTIMUNDOO, or Cattimandoo, a substance
somewhat resembling gutta-percha. It is the
milky juice of the East Indian plant, Euphorbia
cattimandoo, used in India as a cement. See Britan-
nica. Vol. II, p. 3.39.

KATYDID, a name applied to numerous Ameri-
can insects nearly related to grasshoppers, which
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